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as strong as any station for

hundreds of miles, WWL's 50,000 watts
^ simply dominate Deep South radio dials.
f If you want to sell this prosperous slice
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I of America, you want —
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most
in

economical

buy

OMAHA

50,000 WATTS -CLEAR CHANNEL
The Greatest Selling POWER in the Souths Greatest City
CBS Affiliate — Nat'l Representatives, The Katz Agency, Inc.
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STAYING
THIS

HOME

SUMMER^

Yes, Americans are staying home this summer. They're going
without vacations to build the planes and tanks to supply our
fighting men. They're going to college in July and August to get
that degree in Engineering or Medicine a little sooner.
But Americans

are planning now

the vacations they are going to

take when the war is over. Just like they're planning and saving
for the products they will buy when those products are available
again. Make sure that your goods are a part of their plans.
One of the best ways of reaching a good portion
through 50,000 watt, clear channel WSM. A staff
artists, high power and low frequency, combine to
dominant station in the South — a pre-war, mid-war
market.

THE

of America is
of 250 trained
make WSM a
and post-war

HARRY L. STONE, Gen'l Mgr., NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
OWNED AND OPERATED BY
NATIONAL
LIFE
AND
ACCIDENT
INSURANCE
COMPANY,
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES, EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
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Performance
• Technical progress depends upon tireless experiment to perfect performance.
Sylvania circuit engineers are performance perfectionists. They conduct never-ending tests on new circuit and tube combinations using experimental equipment. They constantly improve radio and electronic
tube quality. And they compile data that is the raw
QUALITY THAT SERVES

IN WAR

Perfectionists
material of invention.
This long-range Sylvania research policy, which maintained our standard of quality in peacetime, has proved
invaluable in wartime. It has contributed to the improvement ofmilitary communications, to the perfection ofRadar, to the volume production of cathode
ray tubes, and to the development of timesaving electronic devices for war industry.
And it will prove no less valuable when victory widens
the radio-electronics field. It will contribute to the
development of FM radio and practical television. It
will help to convert electronic military secrets of today
into everyday miracles for better life
and work tomorrow.
RADIO
SYLVANIA

DIVISION

ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.

Emporium, Pa.
RADIO TUBES, CATHODE RAY TUBES, ELECTRONIC DEVICES, INCANDESCENT LAMPS, FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES AND ACCESSORIES
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OMETIMES the elements originate WCCO's
inal programs.

orig-

last year, 254 such reports were sent from schools
and bus depots in 82 counties . . . mothers were told

When the snows come to the Northwest, many

that their children were safe and warm at some

of our schools are isolated by house-deep drifts

wayside farmhouse . . . children were told whether

which block roads and tear down poles. School

their schools would be open.

busses have to change schedules or stop cold.

This fall, when the first snows come in (as early

Thousands of anxious parents are left without word

as September), the million radio families of our

of their children in the snowed -in areas. Children

Northwest will lean once more on their "Good

at home don't know from day to day whether
school will be open.

Neighbor," WCCO. For 19 years it's been a neverfailing source of help !

So WCCO- the Northwest's Good Neighbor -has
school principals and bus drivers throughout its
vast service-area call, write or wire daily reports to
the station during a storm. Then, WCCO

puts these

reports right on the air.
During a storm, the calls come pouring in— from
northwestern Hubbard to western Kandiyohi counties—some 200 miles away. During two months of

The

Northwest's

Good

Neighb

MINNEAPOLIS -ST. PAUL J
50,000 watts • 780 kc j

Represented by Radio Sales,
the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

ONE

OF

A

SERIES

PRESENTING

0.

SALES

THE

L.

MEN

WHO

MAKE

FREE

&

PETERS

STATIONS

Carpenter

MANAGER,

WPTF,

RALEIGH

1918 University uf North Carolina
1922 Commercial National Bank,
Raleigh
1930 Wachovia Bank & Trust Company, Raleigh
1934 WPTF Sales Representative
1940 WPTF Assistant Sales Manager
1943 WPTF Sales Manager

1FTER the right sort of fellow has spent
twelve of his formative business years in
good banks and Trust companies, one of
the traits he will certainly have developed
is a deep sense of responsibility, to his principals. And that "Ollie" Carpenter has done.
Because of the conscientious service he has
given WPTF customers since 1934, Ollie is
now Sales Manager of WPTF — which, in
turn, is aptly known as "North Carolina's
No. 1 Salesman"'. . . .
To us, as to 0. L. Carpenter, conscientious
service is a very different matter from the
saccharine sentiments you see written up,
for instance, as "the New Year's Message

Free
Pioneer

&

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO . KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE ........ LOUISVILLE
WTCN
.
.
MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
PAUL
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . .
KECA .....
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

from the Glotz Army & Navy Store to all
our thousands of patrons". . . To us, conscientious service is the sound old principle
of offering really good merchandise under
such terms and conditions that the customer
wants to come back, time after time for
more. . . .
After more than eleven years in this business, we know that there is really no difference in the final objectives of either a good
buyer or a good seller of spot broadcasting.
How about letting us show you what we can
do to help you attain those objectives, here
in this pioneer group of radio station representatives?

Peters,

inc.

Station Representatives
Since May, 1932 *■
CHICAGO: , 80 N. Michigan NEW YORK: 247 Park Ave. SAN FRANCISCO: 111 Sutter HOLLYWOOD: / 5/2 N. Gordon ATLANTA: 322 Palmer BidsFranklin 6373
Plaza 5-4131
Sutter 4353
Gladstone 3949
Main 5667
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FCC

a

War

Fly

Is Target
By SOL TAISHOFF
THE LID was blown off the
FCC last week, with reverberations from the Capitol to
the White House, as the House
Select Committee loosed its
first attack in public hearing
against the FCC and Chairman James Lawrence Fly
while President Roosevelt dramatically dropped George H.
Payne from the Commission,
after having renominated him
for a seven-year term less
than 24 hours earlier.
Erupting with even greater
violence than expected, the
Cox committee inquiry was
launched Friday in one swift
session. Charges hurled against
Chairman Fly and his majority
ranged from rank inefficiency to
interference with the war effort. If
the committee is sustained even in
part, according to observers, it will
mean inevitable reorganization of
the FCC. Indeed, the overnight
ouster of Mr. Payne, which has all
Washington guessing, was regarded
as the first step.
More to Come
Eugene L. Garey, general counsel of the five-man House committee, let loose what appeared to £>e
the full fury of his attack after
five months of intensive preparation, lambasting Chairman Fly and
the FCC with some 50 charges.
Many of these charges have been
heard on the floors of Congress, but
a number of them are highly sensational and new. But this was described by Mr. Garey as only the
"preliminary" phase directed principally at the "alleged war activities"
fireworksof theto FCC,
come. and with the real
Following a two-hour session, the
Committee recessed until Friday,
July 9. At that time witnesses are
expected to include Rear Ad. S. C.
Hooper, retired, who has tangled
BROADCASTING

Hindrance
For Cox Committee investigation stories see also pages 10
and 11.

Inefficiency

Charged;

$5.00 A YEAR — 15c A COPY

activities which, Mr. Garey recited,
"constitute a danger and menace
to
national
security." Even
Harbor
was mentioned,
throughPearl
the

THE HOUSE Select Committee to investigate the FCC at its first public
hearing in the commodious Caucus Room of the Old House Office Building (1 to r): Edward J. Hart (D-N. J.); Chairman E. E. Cox (D-Ga.);
Richard B. Wigglesworth (R-Mass.), and Louis E. Miller (R-Mo.). Absent
when the hearing opened was Rep. Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.).
with Chairman Fly on occasions;
Commissioner T. A. M. Craven,
who has been consistently opposed
to Mr. Fly's broad policy views;
and Director of the Budget Harold
D. Smith, in connection with transfer of funds to the FCC.
Dropped upon the FCC like so

many block-busters were a sheaf of
official documents drawing in the
President, the Secretaries of War
and the Navy, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, and numerous Army and
Navy officers identified with communications, ascribing to the FCC
and to Chairman Fly in particular

allegation
Chairman
Fly's
"successful that
activities
in defeating
the Army-Navy and Hawaiian
broadcasting stations' voluntary
pre-Pearl Harbor joint efforts to
arrange for the elimination of
Japanese language broadcasts in
Hawaii," had some bearing on it.
The committee, Mr. Garey pointed
out in one of the documents, would
seek to learn "the contribution of
such resulting failure to the Pearl
Harbor disaster."
Transfer Sought
One startling disclosure was that
the President last February had
been asked by the Army and Navy
and the Joint Chiefs of Staff to
transfer the FCC Radio Intelligence
Division to the Army as an im(Continued on next page)

Payne

Mystery
Leaves
FCC
Vacancy
Though the nomination was sent
reorganization of the FCC, which
No
Explanation Given
has become a favorite Congres- to the Senate Wednesday, it did not
For Withdrawal of
show up in the official minutes as
sional target on the tumultuous
Washington scene. [Broadcasting
recorded in the Congressional RecNomination
ord for that day. Consequently it
predicted a month ago that Mr.
WASHINGTON'S unsolved radio Payne probably wouldn't be reap- was never referred to the Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee
mystery as of last Friday was the pointed.]
which is required to pass on FCC
overnight rise and fall of George
nominations and recommend for or
H. Payne, member of the FCC since
Not in the 'Record'
its creation in
against confirmation by the Senate.
Embroiled in many an FCC
1934. The New
fracas in its earlier days but a It showed up in Thursday's Record,
Yorker, appointed
relatively docile figure of late, Mr. however, along with the withoriginally as a Payne's reappointment had been drawal.
A number of names immediately
Republican, was
nominated by opposed politically by most Republicans and wasn't favored in cer- cropped up as possible successors.
tain New Deal quarters. The best These include :
President Roosevelt for another
1— Capt. E. M. Webster, Coast
available explanation as Broadseven-year term
casting went to press Friday was Guard (retired), an engineer, who
Wednesday about
served as assistant chief engineer
1:30 p.m., just that something had "slipped" at of the FCC until called to active
Mr. Payne
the White House and that there
beating the expiJune 1, 1942.
ration of his term wasn't any intention of reappoint- duty
2 — E. K. Jett, chief engineer of
at midnight. By Thursday, about
ing Mr. Payne. When the "error" the FCC and a retired naval offi12 :30 p.m., the nomination had been was "discovered" Thursday morncer, who has been considered before
withdrawn, without official explaing, so the story goes, the Presi- but has never been a candidate.
nation.
dent promptly pursued the unusual
3— Rep. Karl Stefan (R-Neb.),
commentator
on WJAG,
The action was looked upon as course of withdrawing the nomina- former (Continued
on page hU)
perhaps the first phase of a general tion.
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proper and "insecure" function of
the FCC, but that this had been
blocked largely by Chairman Fly.
The Executive Order, so far as
known, still reposes on the President's desk, said Mr. Garey.
Mr. Garey charged that the FCC,
according to "accusations" brought
to the attention of the committee,
"has sought to cloak itself as an essential war agency making a vital
contribution to the war effort,
whereas in truth its alleged war
activities constitute a danger and
menace to national security."
That the proceedings will be
tinged with acrimony was clearly
shown when, within an hour of the
committee's adjournment, Chairman Fly issued a biting one paragraph statement, which did more
than join issue.
"We have grown accustomed to
Cox announcing conclusions in advance of hearing," said the Fly
press release. "These charges are
a tissue of falsehoods. They will be
wholly disproved if anything like a
fair hearing can be expected from
a committee constituted and motivated as is this one."
Chairman E. E. Cox (D-Ga.),
author of the resolution (HRes-21)
for the FCC inquiry, repulsed two
efforts by Charles R. Denny Jr.,
FCC general counsel, to interrupt
the presentation of Mr. Garey.
After the committee general counsel had read the proposed Executive Order, a joint letter to the
President from Secretaries Stimson
and Knox recommending that the
order be promulgated and a letter from Adm. William D. Leahy,
chief of staff to the President in
the same vein, Mr. Denny sought
to inquire whether the "originals
of these documents are being placed
in the record."
Mr. Garey commented he thought
the FCC general counsel was "out
of order" a view sustained by
Chairman Cox. When Mr. Denny
asked whether he might "state for
the record * * * ", Chairman Cox
cut him off with the comment that
"you can't state anything at this
time."
Secrecy Involved
Mr. Denny later advised reporters
that the reason for his attempted
inquiry was to ascertain whether
the "secret" or confidential labels
on these documents had been eliminated. He said he understood they
had been regarded as secret and
therefore not privileged, and that
the purpose of his inquiry was
simply to ascertain if the restrictions had been lifted. Mr. Garey,
however, in his opening statement,
had asserted that the investigation
would be conducted "without the
disclosure of any such military information".
As the hearing was about to recess, Mr. Garey asked that subpoenas be issued for appearances
by Dr. Robert D. Leigh, chief of
the FCC's Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Service, and Matthew
Gordon, chief of OWI's Foreign
Service Division, for Friday (July
9). Mr. Denny again sought to address the committee
but was
Page 10 • July 5, 1943

and the submission of a vast
amount of data from Army and
Navy communications files bearing
on charges levelled against the
FCC.
Mr. Garey said these letters had
been dispatched to the Cabinet officers but that he had received no
replies. He then observed he had
been "informed" that the departments are "active in collecting the
data" but information had reached
him that the officers have been
"silenced and gagged by higher

OPENING GUN in the House Select Committee investigation of
the FCC was fired by Eugene L.
Garey, New York attorney and
Committee General Counsel in a
two-hour recital of charges against
the Commission.
stopped dead by the chairman, who
commented that "the FCC general
counsel ought to know about
proper committee procedure" and
that he could not understand why
he "persists to inject himself".
Mr. Denny attempted a half-dozen
times to make a statement and the
chairman finally shot back: "If
you don't take your seat, I'll call
forAfterward
the police."it developed that Dr.
Leigh was in the room and that
Mr. Denny proposed to have him
testify then, since he is scheduled
to leave Sunday for England, for
conferences with British authorities and OWI foreign intelligence
officials in connection with war activities. Dr. Leigh was excused for
two weeks.
More Data Sought

authorities".
When Mr. Garey commented
that he would not believe this until
"officially advised", Rep. Magnuson
interjected he thought the committee should "determine whether officers have been 'silenced and
gagged' ". Chairman Cox, however,
commented that he had been "officially informed" that officers will
not be present. There was no explanation as to the "higher authorities" involved, but speculation centered around possible White House
intercession.
Basic Issue
When the hearing opened, about
a hundred spectators, mainly from
the Washington radio fraternity
and the FCC, were present. Rep.
Magnuson (D-Wash.) was the
only absentee of the five-man committee at the outset, but he showed
up later. There were a half-dozen
FCC attorneys present, but not a
single commissioner.

Charges
Cited

to

Against

Chairman Cox, in opening the
hearing, pointed out that the
fundamental issue was that of
freedom of speech by radio, which
he characterized as no less important than freedom of the press.
He said the committee would deal
only with the "pillars of free constitutional government" and that it
would conduct the inquiry without
"fear, favor or personal prejudice".
Radio itself, he declared, must be
"free from fear".
Documents Offered
Following
Judge
statement, Mr. Garey
beganCox's
his detailed
presentation,
into the
record all of thereading
documents.
He said
that among other "widespread accusations levelled against the Commission" was the charge that it
was completely dominated by its
chairman and that "for most purposes it has become a one-man
Other accusations were that it is
Commission".
"entirely motivated by political
partiality and favoritism"; that it
furthers its own "political ideologies and philosophies"; that its
powers are used "to reward its
political friends and punish its political enemies"; that the industry
has been so "purposefully terrorized by the Commission that it
is enslaved and lives in an unremitting state of fear, as a result
of which it acquiesces in every
(Continued on page 45)

Chairman

Committee

by

Fly

Garey

Letters to Secretaries Knox and Stimson Reveal
Facts Established by Committee Investigation
Following are the abstracted
IN OPENING the first phase of
the House Select Committee inquiry highlights of these observations,
contained in the letters to the secinto the FCC, General Counsel Euretaries :
gene L. Garey enumerated to the
The insidious steps by which Mr.
Committee,
via
correspondence
with
Fly injected himself into the control
The hearing concluded with a
Secretaries Knox and Stimson, ac- of the BWC, which he and his orcolloquy in which several commitand he
the methods
cusations directed largely against and mannerganization
in dominate,
which
brought
tee members participated, after
Counsel Garey had read into the Chairman Fly, which are being- about and has since maintained that
probed. In almost identical letters domination and control.
record a detailed letter to Secre- written
June 25, he advised the
Mr. Fly's
successful efforts of
in the
detary Knox and another, along al- Cabinet members of data he wished
feating the recommendations
most identical lines, to Secretary
Army and Navy representatives to
off the technical committees of
Stimson, seeking the appearance
to procure, and asserted that "the keep BWC
which handled secret and
before the committee of the two existence of these facts has been the
heretofore substantially established confidential matters, certain proposed
secretaries and military officers
members who had no proper place
through investigation by this com- thereon.
identified
with communications,
Mr. Fly's assumption, through the
BWC, of power over the communicamittee".
tions facilities of all Government departments, including the Army and
Navy, contrary
powers protests
of such
Staff Changes at BROADCASTING
Board
and over tothethevigorous
COINCIDENT with the transfer July 5 of S. J. Paul, Chicago
of the Army and Navy and other
Government departments.
manager, to New York, as assistant advertising manager, Broadcasting announces the appointment of James J. McGuinn as
The difficulties encountered by the
military services in making wartime
Chicago manager. Mr. McGuinn is a former Chicago newspaperman and for the last two years has been with the NBC Press
arrangements
for through
military the
communications facilities
BWC,
Department in Chicago.
as opposed to direct action by them,
Transfer of Mr. Paul to New York was occasioned by the
due to the domination of such Board
recent appointment of Maury Long as advertising manager at
by Mr. Fly.
Washington headquarters, with added business office duties.
Mr. Fly's disposition to speak for
Wallace F. Janssen, for more than a decade editor of The Glass
the Army and Navy due to his BWC
connection ; his testimony before
Packer, national trade journal for manufacturers of foods, drugs,
Committees
of the
Congress
on na-to
cosmetics
and
chemical
specialties,
has
joined
Broadcasting's
news
tional defense
matters
contrary
staff
Beatty.as news editor, functioning under Managing Editor J. Frank
the views of the Army and Navy and
without authority from them ; the
(Continued on page 42)
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WLB

Union

Action

Head

Stops

Transcription
Production
By BRUCE

ROBERTSON

FIGHT of the transcription industry and the American Federation
of Musicians was put up to the
War Labor Board by transcribers
last week after James C. Petrillo,
AFM president, said the union will
"make no more transcriptions for
anyone at any time".
Attempts by the Government to
mediate the 11-month-old AFM
strike against recordings ended
Thursday within 15 minutes of
their beginning, he said.
'Not Interested'
"We aren't interested in the
transcription industry," Mr. Petrillo told a press conference immediately following his meeting
with J. W. Fitzpatrick, Dept. of
Labor Mediator, and a committee
representing the transcribers.
"Their gross income is only $4,000,000 a year. The musicians got
$1,100,000 of that and if we got it
all we'd have only peanuts. What
we want is a way to get at the
radio stations who sell the records
to advertisers. That's where the
real money is."
REMOTES OFF MBS
IN WSAY DISPUTE
REMOTE dance band pickups
were dropped from the Mutual network at 6 p.m. July 1, following the
refusal of MBS to stop musical program service to WSAY, Rochester,
as requested by the American Federation of Musicians. Reporting
that broadcasts of nine orchestras
were affected, Mutual filled in the
time with studio programs.
Miller McClintock, MBS president, issued the following statement: "Due to labor
at
WSAY, Mutual today, situation
July 1, cancelled as of 6 p.m. the transmission
of remote pickup orchestras. This
action is in accordance with normal
network practice in such conditions.
Mutual is not a party to the dispute. Any information should be
obtained from Mr. Gordon Brown
or from Mr. Petrillo."
The AFM president explaine
that negotiations between the sta-d
tion management and the Rochester AFM local had been in progress
for eight months, during which
time WSAY, whose musical staff
consists of one piano player,
not only refused to accede to had
the
union's
request
the
employm
ent
of five men
but for
had refused to add
even one more musician.
"We've been patient too long already," Mr.thePetril
lo said,
that unless
strike
were addin
settlegd
in a short time the AFM would
pull its members from Mutual's
studio as well as remote programs,
if the network persisted in its refusal to drop
musical program
service to WSAYits
.

BROADCASTING

Asked

in

Mr. Fitzpatrick told Broadcasting that "Petrillo made it very
clear in a very few minutes that
the AFM is not going to make any
more transcriptions." He said he
had reported the failure to reach
an agreement and that the case
had been returned to the Dept. of
Labor for subsequent action.
Reiterating the stand taken by
the AFM in June, 1942, when the
union notified the recording industry that it would make no records
after Aug. 1, Mr. Petrillo said that
that is where the union stands today. "We didn't ask for anything;
we just didn't make any records,"
he said, adding that the AFM did
not present any demands on the
recorders until seven months after
the strike had commenced, and
that it did so only because this action had been requested by the
Senate Committee investigating
the strike.
Immediately following the meeting, A. Walter Socolow, attorney
for the seven transcription companies who asked for Government
aid in settling the AFM ban on
recordings, sent the following wire
to Dr. John R. Steelman, director,
U. S. Conciliation Service, Dept. of
Labor:
"At joint conference with AFM
today, Mr. Petrillo flatly informed
my clients and your representative,
Mr. Fitzpatrick, that his union had
no intention of permitting the
manufacture of recordings of any
kind at any time and under any circumstances. In view of this unambiguous statement and the announced intention of the union to
destroy long-established businesses,

Garey

Lists

Virtual Reign of Terror
Alleged by Counsel
As Probe Opens
A LIST of 24 "accusations" against
the FCC, which will be investigated by the House Select Committee, were enumerated by Eugene L. Garey, committee general
counsel, in his opening statement
last Friday, touching off the investigation into that agency.
Charging the FCC with a virtual
reign of terror, Mr. Garey said
administration of the Communications Act by the Commission has
been widely and bitterly criticized
and condemned, to an extent perhaps to wh;ch no other Federal administrative agency ever has been
subjected.
The complaints began with the
Commission's inception and have
"constantly continued to grow in
intensity and bitterness," he said.
Declaring it is the function of
the committee to carefully examine
the
evils and
abuses"to
and "prevailing
their basic causes
in order
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Petrillo

Record

Mr. Fitzpatrick has advised that
he will report to you his unsuccessful attempts to conciliate the
dispute.
"Joint conference arranged after
more than three weeks delay and
my clients anxious for Governmental relief. Would appreciate
your relieving this intolerable
situation by prompt certification
to National War Labor Board.
Thank you for your cooperation."
Repudiation Charged
In a prepared statement released
to the press, Mr. Socolow pointed
out that "in openly declaring that
it was the union's purpose permanently to deprive the entire American public of all recorded music,
Mr. Petrillo repudiated his testimony before a special committee of
the United States Senate headed
by Senator Clark of Idaho last January. At that time, in answer to a
question from Senator Wheeler, he
stated that it was not his purpose
to stop the manufacture of recordings and agreed with Senator
Wheeler that the American public would not stand for any such
attempt to put an industry out of
business and thereby deprive the
general public of good music."
In declaring that the AFM's
only quarrel with the transcription
makers is their failure to point out
a way in which the union can tap
the revenue the broadcasters derive from the sale of recorded music, Mr. Petrillo repudiated another
statement, which he made last February at the time the AFM submitted its first demands to the
recording industry. Asked why the

Ban

proposals contained no mention of
radio, no
the fight
union with
leader radio.
said: "We
have
Any
trouble there has been stirred up
Feb. the
15]. NAB" [Broadcasting,
by
The brief meeting was held in
the AFM offices in New York on
Thursday afternoon, 11 months to
the day after the inauguration of
the union's ban on recordings. Mr.
Fitzpatrick represented the government. The AFM was represented by Mr. Petrillo; Leo Clusemann, secretary; Thomas F. Gamble, treasurer, and Joseph A.
Padway and Henry A. Friedman,
union attorneys. The transcription
delegation included Mr. Socolow,
representing Lang-Worth Feature
Programs; C. Lloyd Egner and
Robert P. Myers, NBC RadioRecording Division; Charles
Gaines, World Broadcasting System; C. M. Finney, Associated
Music Publishers; George Copeland and T. S. Dwyer, Empire
Broadcasting System. This committee also acted for C. P. MacGregor and Standard Radio, other
companies in the group which appealed for governmental relief
against the AFM strike.
Petrillo Acts
Without waiting for the meeting, however, Mr. Petrillo last
week had proceeded with his campaign to prevent the making of
any musical recording. On Wednesday, the AFM's
750 locals copyhad
been notified
trat arrangers,
ists and conductors who are AFM
members are as much bound by the
(Continued on page h9)

Charges
Against
FCC
intelligently find and apply a rem- by political partiality and favoritism
in the performance of its duties ;
edy, Mr. Garey then enumerated
(3) That its powers are unlawfully
the "widespread accusations lev- exercised
for the purpose of furtherelled against the Commission and
ing its own political ideologies and
brought to the attention of the philosophies ;
(4) That its powers are employed
committee for its investigation."
He pointed out the committee staff to reward its political friends and
has spent the last five months in punish its political enemies ;
intensive inquiry covering all these
(5) That the radio industry has
charges.
been so purposefully terrorized by the
Commission that it is enslaved and
Important questions of policy, lives in an unremitting state of fear,
of which it acquiesces in
such as "network broadcasting, as a result
mis ion ;
and caprice of the Commultiple station ownership, news- every whim
paper ownership, judicial decisions,
(6) That the fear engendered in the
practice and procedure, judicial
industry is so great that licensees
review, personnel, and needed refrain
from challenging unlawful
amendatory legislation," he said, and
excessive
of the Commisrights
;
will in due course be presented to law ; sion or from acts
asserting their legal
the committee for study.
(7) That it acts arbitrarily, caOne-Man Commission
priciously and without warrant of
Following are the two dozen "accusations" against the FCC which
will be investigated:
(1) That it has been and is so
completely dominated by its Chairsion ;man that, for most purposes, it has
become and is a one-man Commis(2) That it is entirely motivated

(8) That in its quest for power it
has incurred the antagonism and distrust
departmentsofandother
agenciesGovernment
;
(9) That it has sought to dominate and control the entire communications field,
and governmental,
withoutprivate
lawful authority
and
(Continued on page 49)
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Time
Pleas
Up
to Stations
feared that agencies which felt they of the field offices would eventually
Budget Slash to Force
mean more to the broadcaster than
were slighted by OWI in Washington would establish field organiza- any other item in the Congressional
Closing of Field
tions to get additional time locally. gnarling of OWI. The field offices
Offices
Campaigns of this type could be had been largely responsible for
headed off by broadcaster action administering Directive No. 2, reBy STANLEY E. COHEN
quiring federal agencies to chanWITH dissolution of OWI's field along the line of Mr. Stauffer's rule
nel radio programs through OWI.
offices, now under way as a result of thumb.
Despite the indicated curtailment
text of Mr. Stauffer's advice
of Congressional slashes in the pro- to The
stations said:
in OWI activities, officials of the
posed 1944 budget for the Domes"The Radio Bureau is continu- Radio Bureau expressed intention
tic Branch, Don Stauffer, chief of
ing for the time being to take care to stick to their jobs. At the directhe Radio Bureau, said Friday that
needs of all Govtor's office, too, reports were that
stations must use their own judg- of the national
ernment
agencies.
Elmer Davis would examine the apment in scheduling war messages
propriation and revised program
"Through the network allocation
for local agencies of the Governbefore submitting any resignation.
ment. He gave a rule of thumb to plan and station announcement
Mr. Davis had said he would leave
plan, we will cover all nationwide
help them do the job.
if
the Domestic Branch were abolStripped by a Conference Com- problems.
ished, but sources close to him
"Satisfaction
of
local
and
remittee to a quarter of the $8,000,gional needs of various agencies claimed he also intended to stay so
000 requested for 1944, extensive
retrenchment was in order for the will mean individual decisions for long as there was a job to do.
The Senate Committee had reDomestic Branch. The Senate by a each station, which broadcasters
voice vote had restored $3,500,000 will perform as a public service."
ported a recommendation of $3,In addition to the reduction of 561,499 for the Domestic Branch
for the organization early in the
week, but Conferees from the Radio Bureau activities, extent of and $27,003,590 for the Overseas
House, which had earlier voted to which could not yet be estimated, Branch. The later sum represented
(Continued on page 50)
abolish the Domestic Branch, whit- most officials felt that liquidation
tled this down to $2,750,000 of
which $750,000 was for liquidation
purposes. As Broadcasting went
to press, not even this sum was
WOKO
License Renewal
Proceedings
assured. (See story of Senate OWI
hearings on page 20).
to Pickard
Transfer
Center Around
Adoption by Congress of vastly
curtailed appropriations for OWI
LICENSE renewal proceedings for with William S. Paley, president
resulted last week in conferences of
WOKO, Albany, N. Y., began in of CBS and his superior, Mr. Paley
top officials. Curtailment of activ- Washington last Thursday with had informed him that he was beities of the Radio Bureau is under Harold E. Smith, president and
"embarrassed" by Mr. Pickconsideration, and all field offices general manager, testifying as to ard's ing
outside radio interests. As a
are to be closed by July 15.
conditions and circumstances under result, said Mr. Pickard, he and
Officials predicted that radio sta- which the stock of WOKO had been his wife decided to ask Mr. Smith
tions would feel the slash at least
issued, transferred or assigned. to hold the stock as agent for Mr.
two ways. They said closing of the
Pickard, in whose name it then
field offices was likely to expose Sam Pickard, ex-radio commissionwas, and to keep the true ownerer,
and
a
former
vice-president
of
stations to demands of local repre- CBS in charge of station relations,
ship a secret. Mr. Pickard did not
sentatives of about 18 Federal
whose name is linked to the pro- make clear his reasons for desiragencies. In addition, the Radio Buing to withhold the fact of his ownceedings through purported ownerreau, in all likelihood, will have to
ership in 1931-32 when the stock
ship
of
WOKO
stock
by
his
brotherrestudy its plans for transcriptions in-law, R. K. Phelps, testified on was in his own name, testifying at
and other productions.
the second day.
one point that
he "could
not recall"
To aid stations in meeting time
he had
requested
Mr.
Mr. Smith, who owns 25%% in- whether
demands following dissolution of
Smith
not
to
reveal
it.
terest
in
the
station,
testified
that
the field offices, Mr. Stauffer issued
Although the stock was presented
a statement Friday promising that in 1931 he and Mr. Pickard made
a deal whereby 240 shares (24%)
for the present the Radio Bureau
to
Mr. Phelps in 1934 as a "gift",
would continue to handle all na- was to be turned over to Mr. Pick- making him the legal and equitable
ard,
who
was
at
that
time
with
t i o n a 1 information campaigns
owner, according to Mr. Pickard,
through the Network Allocation CBS, in return for various services, he admitted, when asked point
such as engineering assistance, pub- blank whether Mr. Phelps had ever
Plan and the Station announcement
licity, etc. Admitting that he was
Plan. Therefore, he said, stations
made any money from this holding,
aware
that Mr. Pickard 's owner- that he and his wife had received
need not feel obligated to air addiship of stock should have been retional local programs supporting
ported to the FCC, Mr. Smith testi- all dividends earned by the stock.
national campaigns.
fied
Mr. Pickard had asked him Neither his name nor his wife's has
In the face of requests for time
to
withhold
the information and ever appeared on Commission recfor purely local information proords of WOKO ownership.
grams, Mr. Stauffer said, stations that he had been glad to do it for
Mr.
Pickard.
The
hearing was to be resumed
will have to use their own judgment, taking as many of them as
Explaining his request that Mr. Saturday, July 3, according to Marthey deem essential under their in- Smith did not divulge his ownercus Cohn, FCC attorney in the
dividual concept of public service.
case.
The applicant is represented
ship in WOKO, Mr. Pickard testiMr. Stauffer's distinction between
fied that in a conversation in 1933 by George O. Sutton.
programs supporting national information campaigns and programs
OUR COVER THIS ISSUE
of purely local interest was apparently intended as a rule of
ALL MAGAZINES with issues current on July 4 are carrying flag
thumb for War Program Managers
covers, in observance of Independence Day and geared to sale of War
if heavy local demands for time
Bonds. Our cover design was produced by Henry S. Liebschutz, our
should result from the liquidation
art director. It has been entered in the United States Flag Associaof the OWI field offices, which have
tion's 1943 Magazine Flag Cover Competition, organization and trade
been clearing all Government promagazine group.
grams of local nature. Some officials
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DOUBLE CONGRATULATIONS
are represented in this handshake
between Undersecretary of State
Sumner Welles (right) and Edward
Tomlinson, after they were introduced by Mark Woods, BLUE Network president, at a cocktail party
in Mr, Tomlinson's honor last week
at the Carlton Hotel, Washington.
Attended by representatives of the
industry, Army,
Navy corps,
and LatinAmerican
diplomatic
the
party celebrated
Mr. advisor
Tomlinson's
appointment
as BLUE
and
analyst on Inter-American Affairs
and the publication of his new book,
The Other Americans.
WATSON, DODD BAN
PASSED BY SENATE
BOWING to House demands, and
rallied by the pleas of Sen. McKellar, chairman of the Appropriation Committee, the Senate last Friday accepted the amendment to the
Urgent Deficiencies Bill calling for
dismissal of Goodwin Watson and
William E. Dodd Jr., both employes
of the FCC's Foreign Broadcast
Intelligence Service, and a third
Federal employe, Robert Morse
Lovett, 76-year old secretary of the
Virgin Islands, all for belonging
to allegedly subversive groups.
The amendment, as agreed to by
the House, provided that no money
should be paid to the three men
after Nov. 15, unless they were
nominated for office by the President and confirmed by the Senate.
Thus, in effect, examination of the
men would be moved from the
House, where they have already
been condemned by the Dies and
Kerr Committees, to the Senate,
which has never taken testimony.
On four previous occasions, the
Senate has refused to accept the
House's verdict
on theIt men
[Broadcasting, June 28].
adopted
the
delayed-dismissal provision 48-32
Friday after Sen. McKellar appeared on the floor with a copy of
the House hearings, asserting that
these records proved the men had
not been condemned by star chamber proceedings.
Now Gen. Marriner
COL. ALFRED W. MARRINER,
director of communications for the
Army Air Forces, last Thursday
was nominated by President Roosevelt for the rank of brigadier general. This was believed to indicate
a possible realignment of the Air
Forces' communications operation
to a status similar to that which
previously existed when it was a
separate unit under the director
of communications. Brig. Gen. William H. Harrison, AT&T vice-president was nominated.
KARM, Fresno, Oal., has appointed
Edward Petry & Co., its exclusive
national sales representative, as of
July 2.
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Don't

to

bring

Send

home

the

Big, prosperous, populous New

England

New

Vineyard

Radio Station WBZ

to the Canadian

Do a man-sized

of New

England

Market

is WBZ.

bestrides New

England like a colossus — from Martha's

border. Its intensified 50,000 watts get action in tiny towns, on

distant farms, in population
wallop for 95%

Boy

is worth capturing, and there is one radio station

powerful enough to grab it for you. The name
Westinghouse

a

centers. Its NBC

and local programs

pack an irresistible

England's retail outlets.

job on eight million people. Send WBZ

for extra New

England

sales.

WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
WOWO • WGL • WBZ • WBZA • K Y W • KDKA
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY NBC SPOT SALES
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AFA

Calls

Voices Opposition
To Grade Label
Movement
A RESOLUTION expressing "profound concern" over the Supreme
Court's decision upholding the
FCC's right to determine the nature of radio traffic as well as to
regulate the traffic, was adopted
by the Advertising Federation of
America, at its War Advertising
Conference, held June 28-30 at the
Waldorf-Astoria, New York. The
resolution noted that "freedom of
all forms of communication is apparently placed in jeopardy" and
urged Congress to "make secure
the freedom of communications
against the possibility of capricious
regulation."
The Federation recorded its unqualified condemnation of mandatory grade labeling imposed by
government agencies, at the same
time reiterating belief in descriptive labeling of consumer goods
"which honestly informs the prospective buyer regarding the product offered for sale."
Hits 'Irresponsible'
Another resolution commended
those "who have contributed so
much toward making advertising
an important force in the war,"
but deplored "the fact that the full
value of these achievements has
been to some extent vitiated by the
advertising of a few irresponsible
advertisers which reflects bad
taste, vulgarity and wilful perversion of legitimate wartime themes."
[Resolutions on page 31.]
Elon G. Borton, director of ad-

for

Communications

vertising, LaSalle Extension U,
and chairman of the AFA, opened
the three-day meeting Monday
noon by reading a message from
President Roosevelt congratulating the Federation for the "splendid support given to many campaigns in the war effort" and urging its members "to renew and increase their contribution." "The
people of the United States have
only one thing to sell," the letter
declared, "only one product to merchandise. That is victory at the
earliest possible date."
Representative Charles A. Halleck (R. Ind.) delivered an off-therecord talk on "Brand Names, Advertising, Free Press and Free Enterprise." At a press conference preceding the meeting, however, Rep.
Halleck discussed the work of the
Congressional Committee to Investigate Restrictions on Brand Names
and Newsprint, created by HR-98,
of which he was author. Praising
the part of advertising in the development of American industry
and in the continuous improvement
of the quality of American merchandise through business competition, he voiced vehement opposition to those who under the guise
of war emergency are attempting
to break down this system and
pledged that grade labeling and
standardization should not be allowed to sneak into the picture as
a part of price control. If they
should be found necessary for some
products, he stated, then they
should come as a mandate from
Congress and not as a ruling of a
wartime agency.
Col. Willard Chevalier, vice-president, McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.

SECRETARIAL BINGE took place when the girls of Mutual's Chicago
office entertained Virginia Rausch Pforeresher (front row center), who
left WOR's
for domestic
At the McGivern,
affair were:Virginia
Front
row
(1 to r)Chicago
: Ruth office
Peaudry,
Genevieveduties.
Anderson
Pforeresher, Louise Pickler, Virginia Craft; second row (1 to r) : Rose
Brewer, Alice Savage, Muriel Joy, Marjorie Murphy Luken, Bernice Fitzgerald; third row (1 to r) : Ruth Varany, Claire Oldsen, Lily Mauer,
Minnie Antrim, Jane Harrington Hibbard; fourth row (1 to r) : Margaret
Algar, Dorothy Reynolds, Marilyn Tracy, Helen Erickson, Mary Figard,
Myrtle Goulet, Nancy Clyne.
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and publisher, Business Week, delivered the conference's keynote address, "Advertising in War and
Postwar," at the opening session
on Monday. Asserting that it took a
war to bring out the real function
of advertising in our economy, he
said that "we are a nation of
specialists and advertising provides the marketplace t h r o u g 1
which we exchange the products of
our incredible activity."
He continued: "If, in time of
peace, a government bureaucracy
were to rule our lives as it must do
in time of war, advertising might
well disappear. But with it would
go the distinctive freedom of choice
that prevails in the American
marketplace. Standard clothes and
shoes, produced in standard factories under standard wages and
working conditions would be worn
by standardized people living in
standardized homes.
Reduce Incentive
"Government officials would set
schedules of production and distribution; they would supervise
compliance with rules and regula-

Miller

Asks

AFA

Freedom
tions, and punish those who sought
to go their own ways. Advertisingwould consist of bulletins listing
the kinds and amounts of goods and
services citizens are entitled to.
Such government control would
stifle initiative, reduce the incentive
to invent and improve our ways of
living. Living standards might well
be levelled — but they would be
levelled down, not up.
Must Speed Transition
"I do not believe that such a pattern is America's design for living.
But we must never forget that the
world of freedom we now are fighting to defend and rebuild will not
just happen. We hold our liberties
not by inheritance as many seem
to think, but only on lease. Each one
of us is called upon to contribute
in his own way to win the peace,
just as he now is called upon to
help
war."
Onewinof the
advertising's
major tasks
after the war is over, Col. Chevalier said, will be to speed reconversion from war to peace as
it aided conversion from peace to
war. Pointing out that to reduce
(Continued on page 39)

to

Back

NAB

Legislation
For Radio
Freedom
years
and
failure
A PLEA for support of the ad- to a death sentence.to renew is equal
vertising industry "in securing
"The FCC need only indicate its
the needed legislation so that raby referring a matter
dio can again be free" was made displeasure
by Neville Miller,, NAB presi- to the Department of Justice or the
dent, at a special radio session of Federal Trade Commission. Both
last week's war conference of the the Department of Justice and the
Advertising Federation of America.
FTC may report they have no
The meeting was held Wednesday power to deal with the situation,
morning under the auspices of the but you can bet your bottom dollar
NAB sales managers division, with that radio stations are not going to
Lewis H. Avery, director of risk loss of license to carry for your
NAB's Department of Broadcast advertisers something which is perAdvertising as chairman.
fectly legal but which the FCC for
Reviewing the Supreme Court reasons of its own does not like —
decision upholding the FCC's net- does not think is compatible with
work monopoly regulations, Mr. the 'public interest, convenience
Miller said its result is that "the and necessity' as interpreted by
FCC can tell broadcasters what
must be broadcast, whether it be
Stating that the answer is legisnews, public discussion, political
lation, not to set aside the network
FCC."
the
speeches, music, drama or other en- rules which have gone ino effect
" and canwhat
likewise
good or bad, but legislation to
force its edictstertainment,on
may "ennot for
limit the broad grant of power
be broadcast in any one of these given the Commission by the Court,
fields. The Commission can regulate
the business arrangements by which Mr. Miller outlined the NAB's legislative program, as follows:
broadcasters operate and direct the
NAB Platform
management of each individual radio station. It can issue or deny
We propose an amendment limiting
licenses based on business affiliathe Commission's
to technical regulation in jurisdiction
conformity with
the
The FCC will not issue rules on decision in the Sanders Case. We do
not believe that the Commission should
program content, Mr. Miller detions." clared, because it does not need to. have charge of determining "the comon of theneed
traffic.
We do nothand
believe thatpositiwe
the "beneficient
"The mere fact that the FCC has
of bureaucracy to tell us what prothis unlimited power gives it comgrams the American people should
plete and effective control without
the contractual rethe need of issuing any rules. hear, nor supervise
lationship between parties.
Every radio station must come up
We believe a man is entitled to his
(Continued on page 4-1)
for renewal of license every two
BROADCASTING
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RADIO

HELPS

KFXJ, Grand

IN MUNITIONS

Latin

BLAZE

Combined

Junction Station, Serves Public

By Allaying Alarm and Confusion
WITHIN a week after the Detroit
explanation of the explosions and
race riots, in which radio played repeated bulletins urging the peoan important part in keeping the
ple to remain under shelter and not
public informed of the true situa- to use the telephone unnecessarily.
Within a few minutes after its
tion, a second big story broke in
which radio again served the pub- original broadcast, the police and
lic well. This was the munitions
telephone company reported that
the number of calls was reduced
explosion June 27 at Grand Junction, Col., in which two carloads of 75%. Throughout the following:
shells caught fire in the early day and evening, KFXJ continued
hours of the morning and rained
to air bulletins warning the public
shrapnel over a wide area.
to stay away from the danger area
The confusion resulting from the and cautioning against picking up
bursting of shells, the deluge of unexploded shells as souvenirs. Listeners were advised to phone in
telephone calls to police and OCD
may be well imagined. It was at location of shells for removal by
this point that KFXJ, Grand
experts. The station's activity
Junction, brought its facilities into facilitated the work of removing
use. With the permission of the dangerous shells and brought high
Army and the cooperation of the praise from the police and milipolice it went on the air with a full
tary authorities.
HAT INDUSTRY BUYS
MORE TIME ON NETS
MEN'S HAT industry appeared
to be heading towards regular
network radio last week as Frank
H. Lee Co., Danbury, Conn., negotiated for sponsorship of Dale
Carnegie on Mutual for Lee Fine
Hats, and Adam Hat Stores, New
York, revealed the format for its
recently purchased quarter-hour
on the BLUE.
Little-known facts about wellknown personalities will be presented on the Lee Hat program
by Mr. Carnegie, author and lecturer. Series is scheduled for the
Thursday, 10:15-10:30 p.m. period
on 22 Mutual outlets, starting in
September. Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce, New York, handles
the account.
Adam Hats, while continuing
its long-standing sponsorship of
boxing bouts on a somewhat reduced basis, starting Sept. 7 will
fill the Tuesday, 8-8:15 p.m. period on 134 BLUE stations with
a program of jokes. Hope Emerson, Ralph Dumke and Ward Wilson will be featured, with Milton
Cross as announcer, and Eddie
Pola as director and producer.
Title
is That's Adv.,
a GoodNew
One.York.
Agency
is
Glicksman

Goodall Spot Test
GOODALL Co., Cincinnati, selected Memphis as a radio test market
for Palm Beach suits Company has
been running one-minute spot announcements 9-12 a week on WMC
WMPS WREC. The results of the
radio promotion are being checked
carefully through Memphis stores.
Memphis
test is and
Goodall's
first venture in radio,
if successful,
company is expected to expand to
other markets. Last year over
$2,000,000 was spent on promotion
of Palm Beach suits in newspapers.
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, has the
account.
Stera-Kleen on WCAU
BLOCK DRUG Co., Jersey City,
on July 5 starts a test campaign on
WCAU, Philadelphia, for SteraKleen. Agency is Redfield-Johnstone, New York.
RAYMOND CLAPPER, Mutual commentator, left London June 26 to
broadcast from an undisclosed war
zone. Paul Sullivan, also of MBS, is
standing by to substitute for Mr.
Clapper in case transmission falls
through on his Monday and Thursday broadcasts for General Cigar Co.
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Simultaneous Spanish Shows
Include Network Musicals
FINAL

PLANS for the simultaneous Spanish programming of
five shortwave transmitters formerly served by CBS and five formerly served by NBC have been
completed and in effect since July
1, according
DontheFrancisco,
director of radioto for
Office of the

NOT CONTRACT RENEWAL but
a proposed citation for outstanding
jobs done by advertisers and advertising agencies in the dissemination of war information was discussed by this trio during recent
flying trip of Miller McClintock
(right), MBS president, to the
West Coast. Conceived by Mr. McClintock, the merit recognition
would compare with Army-Navy
"E" production award and serve
as a further incentive as well as a
tribute to the job already done.
Citation-discussers are (1 to r) : L.
Reese Taylor, president of Union
Oil Co. of California, currently
sponsoring Gen. David Prescott
Barrows, five times per week on
Mutual-Don Lee Pacific stations;
Lewis Allen Weiss, vice-president
and general manager of Don Lee
Broadcasting System, Hollywood,
and Mr. McClintock.
P & G Revisions
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (American Family Soap
and Flakes), has revised its radio
promotion for the Chicago area.
Company has discontinued Painted
Dreams, quarter-hour Mon. thru
Fri. daytime serial on WGN and
WMAQ, and on July 5 starts sponsorship of American Family News
Reporter, quarter-hour twice daily
on WBBM, featuring Franklin
Ferguson. Inon addition,
one Vic
cut-in&
commercial
each of NBC
Sade, 11:15-11:30 a.m., and Pepper
Young's Family, 3:30-3:45 p.m.
daily, will carry an American
Family message on WMAQ only.

Battery Prices Fixed
FARMERS were warned by OPA
last week not to pay more than
they did in March, 1942, for any
of the new radio batteries now being channeled to rural areas. Batteries are now going to farms in
large quanties, WPB says, directives having diverted 98% of those
produced for civilians for that
market.
War Service Dept.
WAR SERVICE Dept. created at
FM station W51R, Rochester, will
expand the station's war time service in the city. W51R now provides
•daily radio shows to war plant
workers. George Driscoll heads the
new department, which plans to
further coordinate industry and the
station.

Programs

FEAST OF THE 'SEMPER FIDELIS' feted the members of KOA's "NBC
Ten Year Club" with James R. MacPherson, the Denver station's general
manager, as host. Of 65 employes at KOA, 11 are club members, (1 to r) :
Carl Schuknecht — 14 years; Roy Carrier — 13 years; Clarence C. Moore —
14 years; Robert H. Owen — 14 years; Lt. Com. Lloyd E. Yoder, now on
military leave — 15 years; James R. MacPherson; Dale L. Newbold —
14 years; Harold Austin — 12 years; Francis A. Nelson — 14 years:
Walter L. Morrissey — 14 years; Clarence A. Peregrine — 14 years. Lt.
Com. Jesse A. Slusser, in the Navy, is absent. Most of the Ten Year Club
members have served with the station since it opened in 1924.
BROADCASTING

Coordinator of Inter-American
Affairs, which supervises all broadcasting to Latin America.
Although the number of hours
of Spanish programs has been cut
in half, each program is broadcast
on twice as many transmitters under the new plan, including shortwave stations WCDA, WRUS,
WRUW, WRUL, WCRC, WLWK,
WLWO, WNBI, WBOS and WGEO.
These 10 transmitters represent
the combined shortwave facilities
of CBS NBC, Crosley Corp., General Electric Co., Westinghouse
Electric Co., and World Wide
Broadcasting Co. Three transmitters also will be beamed on Brazil,
carrying similar programs in
Portuguese.
Add Network Music
The new schedule from 5:30
p.m. to 2 a.m. daily, has retained
only the musical, dramatic and
news programs proved most popular with Latin American audiences. New programs include the
musical portions of network commercial programs: Pause That Refreshes on the Air, the Bell Telephone Hour and the Voice of Firestone, all transcribed with special
continuit
cial spots.y dubbed into the commerUltimate programming plan calls
for short news broadcasts every
hour on the hour, in addition to
news proregular quarter-hour
grams. In addition to regular
shortwave commentators, there
are news programs by Dr. Enrique Rodriquez Fabregat, former
foreign minister of Uruguay, and
Carlos Garcia-Palacios, former
Chilean diplomat. Three other new
programs
de Preguntas, a are:
weeklyCaravan
quiz program;
Pagino Feminina, conducted by
Mary Spaulding, Latin American
newspaperwoman, and La Hora
del Nino, a children's show.
RFC Funds for Crosley
THE DEFENSE Plant Corp., an
RFC izedsubsidiary,
a contract last
with week
the authorCrosley
Corp., Cincinnati, to provide facilities costing approximately $450,000. Funds will be used for the 1
purchase of land and construction
of housing for three additional
transmitters for international
shortwave broadcasts, according to
J. O. Weldon, acting chief of the
Bureau of Communications Facilities of the OWI Overseas Branch.
Title
for these
re-|
main with
DPC. facilities
Expansionwillplans;
of the OWI for shortwave facilities originally called for four new!
transmitters for Crosley, one of;
which has already been installed.
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War

Ad

Council

Opening

Drive

For ? War
Message
in Every
Ad'
Special Broadcast to Business Men July 14 Features
Industry and Government Leaders
RADIO will tell the story of the
War Advertising Council's drive
for
a "War leaders
Message ininhundreds
Every Ad"of
as business
communities throughout the country gather July 14 to hear a special broadcast by important government officials on the role that
advertising can play in bringing
essential war information to the
home front.
The July 14 broadcast will be
carried by NBC at 1:30 p.m., but
will be preceded on July 6 by a
closed circuit hookup on which
Frank E. Mullen, vice president
and general manager of NBC, and
Chester LaRoche, chairman of the
War Advertising Council, will explain the strategy of the "War
Message in Every Ad" campaign
to station executives. In announcing
the broadcast, WAC said businessmen's attention would be solicited
through trade associations, radio
stations, newspapers, magazines
and outdoor displays.
Scheduled to appear on the national hookup July 14 are Donald
Nelson, chairman of the WPB;
Marvin Jones, newly appointed
War Food Administrator, and Elmer Davis, d! rector of the Office
of War Information, who will serve
as moderator. Mr. LaRoche will
also take part, representing the
WAC.
Ad 'Conversion' Aim
The broadcast will be one of the
highlights of an intensive campaign designed to convert at least
one-third of all advertising to war
themes. According to previously
announced plans of the WAC, object of the drive is to recruit $500
million in paid radio, periodical and
outdoor disnlay advertising for war
causes. Value of such contributions
in 1942 was $250 million.
In announcing the "War Message
in Every Ad" campaign last month
[Broadcasting, June 7] Mr. LaRoche said that although he was
pleased with the Council's showing
in 1942, "we are dealing with unprecedented needs and there is still
a tremendous job to be done."
The July 14 broadcast will be
designed to acquaint representatives of all media and of industry
with the needs and plans of the
Council. Although the WAC is using radio to get its message across,
it will appeal nonetheless to other
media and non-radio clients.
In accepting the invitation to
appear on the broadcast, Donald
Nelson commented that it would be
hardly necessary for him to state
that the "War Message in Every
Ad" would be of enormous help to
the government. "The publication
by advertisers of consistent, coPage 18 •Julyi, 1943

ordinated war messages will certainly help us greatly in our efforts to speed understanding and
action," the WPB chief added.
Mr. Jones welcomed the invitation as an opportunity to explain
his food policies. "Only through
the cooperation of the people can
the wartime food program succeed," Mr. Jones said.
"If the weight and power of advertising can be thrown behind the
job of securing a better understanding of government programs
such as the one with which I am
specially concerned, I am convinced
we will be well on the way toward
full cooperation on the home front."

Chicken Boners
MAKING MONEY on mistakes, KSAL, Salina, Kan.,
has
set
a "bull-pen"
personnel up
— glass
jar withfora
neatly slit lid. Through this
slit pass the gentlest fines in
the world, one cent for each
continuity error, two cents
for a boner on the air. When
the accumulation is sufficient,
the staff will empty the jar
for
dinner.an evening of chicken

Religious Discs
HEBREW Evangelization Society,
Los Angeles (religious), supplementing its schedule of 20 stations,
on June 28 started sponsoring the
transcribed 30-minute program,
Hebrew Christian Hour, on
WMMN WHBQ WIBC WJOB
KMMJ WTRC, with KCKN added
July 5. Contracts are for 52 weeks.
Agency is Tom Westwood Adv.,
Los Angeles.

THEY

WANT to be Miss Greater Cincinnati, these lovely ladies surrounding L. B. Wilson, owner of WCKY, Cincinnati, sponsor of the
annual health, beauty and talent contest to pick Miss Greater Cincinnati
for the Atlantic City "Miss America" contest. That giant cigarette?
It symbolizes WCKY's part in "Smokes for Service Folks" show.
Age, Sex of Listeners
Studied for G-F Shows
INFORMATION on age and sex
of listeners rather than count of
sets tuned, gives significant data
on what product should be promoted on a particular show, according to Pnlse of New York in a
survey for The Aldrich Family and
Maxwell House Coffee Time, on
NBC Thursday nights 8-9 p.m.
The Aldrich Family was found
to have the younger audience with
35% of the listeners in homes surveyed under age 20; 14% between
20-29; 41% between 30-44, and
10%, 45 years or over. Listeners
were 62% men and 38% women.
Maxwell House Coffee Time was
found to have more listeners in the
30-44 age group — 36%. Listeners
under 20 totalled 26%; those 2029, 10%, and those 45 or over, 28%.
Men represented 42% of the total,
women 58%.
WCFI, Pawtucket, R. I., has named
William G. Rambeau Co. as national
sales representative.

Lever Renews Five
LEVER BROS. CO., Cambridge,
Mass., announced last week the
renewal of five of its programs on
CBS, two on the full network,
Burns and Allen and The Mayor
of Our Town, and three daytime
serials, Big Sister, Bright Horizon and Aunt
Real Soap
Life
Stories.
HeardJenny's
for Swan
through Young & Rubicam, New
York, Burns and Allen will take a
summer hiatus July 29 from its
Tuesday 9-9:30 p m. spot, to be
filled by CBS with a sustaining
program The Colonel, starring Col.
Stoopnagle. Bright Horizon, also
for Swan, is heard five times
weekly on 46 CBS stations, 11:3011:45 a. m. Promoting Lifebuoy
Soap and Rinso, The Mayor of Our
Town is heard Wednesdays, 99:30 p. m., and for Rinso, Big Sister is broadcast Monday through
Friday, 12:15-12:30 p.m., on 71
CBS stations. The third Lever
serial is on 51 CBS stations, Monday through Friday 11:45 a.m.12 noon for Spry. The three latter programs are all handled by
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York.
BROADCASTING

Coffee

Companies

Returning
to Air
General Foods Resumes With
New Show on Full NBC
AS A RESULT of increasing coffee imports lifting the individual
ration to a pound every three
weeks, coffee companies are coming back on the air.
Marking probably the first time
a sponsor has started a summer
hiatus and then returned to its network spot after two weeks, General Foods Corp., New York, is
resuming the Thursday evening 88:30 p.m. period on NBC with a
new show for Maxwell House Coffee, although its regular Coffee
Time series has been off the air
since June 17.
The new program, starting July
8 and titled Blind Date, will feature Arlene Francis as m.c. and
Arnold Johnson's Orchestra. Six
servicemen from the studio audience will be placed on one side of
a partition to talk via phone to
three girls on the other side. The
three male winners succeeding in
getting dates with the girls in a
two-minute conversation can take
them to New York's famed Stork
Club with General Foods footing
the bill.
Using Full Hookup
The full NBC network will be
used for Blind Date, if local stations which may have arranged
summer fill-ins in the two-week
interval canWords
clear at
the War,
time. NBC's
sustainer
which
has been broadcast since June 17
in that period will be shifted July
10 to Saturdays 8:30-9 p.m., while
Hot Copy, another sustainer, will
be moved from the Saturday period
to Mondays at 11:30 p.m. Agency
for Maxwell House Coffee is Benton & Bowles, New York.
Noting the various coffee advertisers which have either gone back
into radio or have increased schedules in the past two months,
Standard Brands, New York, has
started a new serial entitled The
Open Door, on NBC in the interests
of Chase & Sanborn Coffee; S. A.
Schonbrunn & Co., New York, for
Savarin and Medaglia D'Oro Coffees, is usingnouncementsextensive
spot anand weekly programs
in the New York area; Eppens
Smith Co., New York, for Holland
House Coffee, has gone on the air
for the first time on The Food
Forum on WOR, New York; Wm.
S. Scull Co., Camden, N. J., for
Boscul Coffee, is using newscasts in
three markets, and Joseph Martinson Co., New York, has returned
to the air with extensive spots on
WOR, for its Martinson's brand.
Prudential Sub
HARRELL, baritone, replaces Gladys Swarthout as singing star on CBS Prudential Family
Hour while she vacations for six
weeks starting July 18. Program is
sponsored on CBS Sunday, 5-5:30
p.m. by Prudential Insurance Co.
Agency is Benton & Bowles, New
York.
MARK
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AREAS

In Order of 1942 Retail Sales Volume*
1. New York
$6,707,850,000
2. Chicago
3,080,204,000
3. Philadelphia
2,339,203,000
4. Los Angeles
2,263,720,000
5. San Francisco
1,602,487,000
6. Detroit
1,541,304,000
7. Cleveland
1,386,564,000
8. Pittsburgh
1,378,780,000
9. Boston
1,329,140,000
10. Minneapolis-St. Paul
1,115,629,000
11. St. Louis
998,145,000
12. Seattle
935,433,000
13. Milwaukee
915,984,000
14. Baltimore
905,848,000
15. Washington, D. C
886,812,000
16. Kansas City
870,867,000
17. Portland, Ore
794,901,000
18. Springfield, Mass.
711,779,000
19. Cincinnati
622,096,000
20. Denver
595,252,000
* Sales Management estimate. Copyright Sales Managelicensed.ment Survey of Buying Power; further reproduction not

ONLY 19 other major trading areas in the
U. S., out of a total of 187, exceed the
Denver market in sales importance.
This position of importance automatically
earmarks the Denver market for inclusion in
any sales program of national scope, or in any
of near-national character.
Eighty-six percent of the 100-county Denver
market's $595,252,000 in retail sales last year

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast

was transacted in the 65-county primary area
of KLZ. In the 11 cities of this area last year,
the people did a particularly fine buying job,
exceeding the national average in total sales
per capita by 52.4%, in drug sales by 82.4%,
and in grocery sales by 23.1%. With retail
sales in Colorado for the first four months of
1943 already 23% ahead of last year, they're
doing an even better job this year.

Advertising

KLZ does a particularly fine job of selling
in this market, penetrating it with the mass
and weight of 1,254,937 family-listening-daysper-week (CBS 1942 Coverage Audit). KLZ
does the kind of job which makes good advertising in this good market exceptionally
economical
and profitable . . . and good business.
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Buck
Advertising
Miller, LaRoche, West
Ask Senate to Save
Radio

Bureau

STRONG SUPPORT for the OWI's
radio bureau was given at Senate
Appropriation Committee hearings
in Washington June 26, when Neville Miller, president of the NAB,
and leaders of other media associations came to the aid of the embattled Domestic Branch, fighting for
restoration of its 1944 budget appropriation which the House had
killed the week before. [Broadcasting June 21, 28].
The fight for OWI was led by its
chief, Elmer Davis, flanked by Palmer Hoyt, new head of the Domestic Branch, and Gardner
Cowles, Jr., retired Domestic
Branch chief. Among the industry
spokesmen appearing in behalf of
the agency, in addition to Mr. Miller, were Chester LaRoche of the
Advertising Council, and Paul West
of ANA. Presidents of all four
major networks had previously
telegraphed endorsement of OWI
to Sen. McKellar (D.-Tenn.), chairman of the Senate committee.
[Broadcasting June 28].
Fly Gives Support
Beside official statements to the
Senate in behalf of the agency,
media leaders and other prominent
persons publicly voiced their confidence in OWI. Without solicitation, Chairman James Lawrence
Fly of the FCC volunteered to his
news conference last Monday that
"the Domestic Branch of the OWI
is doing a very essential job and
it is certainly my impression that
they are doing it in a very splendid
manner."
A comprehensive review of the
job advertising is doing for the war
was given at the hearings by Chester J. LaRoche, chairman of the
Board of Young & Rubicam, who
appeared in his capacity of chairman of the War Advertising Council, a job he fills without pay. Mr.
LaRoche warned the committee
that "to ignore the fact that the
home front needs coordinated,
planned information, that all media
and all channels must be used effectively" would be "a serious mistake which will have grave repercussions."
"Not to use fully and intelligently in a total war the unequalled
information channels this country
offers would be tantamount to a
military error," he declared.
In testifying for OWI, Mr. LaRoche assured the Committee that
the War Advertising Council
"represents no political party, no
pressure group, no special interest,
no selfish axe-grinders." He said
the Council did not speak from any
ivory tower but out of a year and
a half of practical experience.
Mr. LaRoche confined his remarks to the work of the Radio
Bureau and the Office of Program
Page 20 • July 5, 1943

Leaders
Rally
for
OWI
Coordination, both of which he network allocation messages. He
praised highly. Asserting that the described this job as "somewhat
WAC was not interested in white- like planning the moving traffic for
washing or condemning any agency, a railroad system of enormous size."
It had to be done on a scientific
but was calling its shots as it saw
basis whereby the audience reached
them, he stated that if the Radio
Bureau were discontinued, there is allotted in proportion to the imwould be a return to the chaotic
portance of the message.
state which forced its formation in
If this were discontinued, he
the first place.
warned, the result would be almost
The Radio Bureau performs a as though the dispatching system
function of fact gathering, schedul- of a railroad were suddenly
ing and coordination which is es- scrapped, and every engineer decided on his own where he should
sential to any orderly presentation
of information via radio, Mr. La- take his train to do the war effort
Roche told the committee. It issues the most good.
to advertisers and advertising
Praises Stauffer
agencies well-organized, clear-cut,
Mr.
LaRoche
referred to Don
sensible information on which all
war related radio messages are Stauffer, vice president of Rauthrauff & Ryan, serving as chief of
based, he said.
the Radio Bureau, as "one of the
Advertisers Contribute
most competent men in the radio
Its fact sheets, issued on each industry." He said the Radio Bugovernment information project,
reau makes mistakes, "but the funcform the raw material from which
tion it performs in bringing order
and
sense
into a highly complex
advertising agency writers prepare the actual messages, he ex- operation involving all this counplained. These messages then are
try's radio stations is essential. If
OWI did not do it, somebody would
read on the country's top-rating
national radio programs, with time have to," he commented.
donated by the advertisers. In many
Mr. LaRoche had high praise for
cases, Mr. LaRoche told the Senate the OWI's Office of Program Coordination, which he said handled
group, the advertisers use this
material as the base for their en- 34 of 36 government information
tire show.
campaigns in which the WAC coMr. LaRoche told the Committee
operated. He said its staff, now
that 120 advertisers are contribut- totaling 27, "has done as outstanding time on 202 coast-to-coast neting a job as has been done in Washwork programs every week. These
ing-ton." According to present plans,
shows bring 115 messages weekly to he said, this agency would have at
an average audience of 300,000,000 its disposal about one-third of the
listeners weekly. He said that in total of peacetime advertising.
"In other words," Mr. LaRoche
addition to carrying these war messages, over 70 advertisers have explained, for a government incontributed, at various times, their
vestment of a few thousand dolentire shows to information prolars, it will receive in return adjects without any mention of their
vertising worth 500 million dollars.
This is the kind of bargain the govproducts.
In addition to fact finding for
ernment cannot afford to lose."
these programs, Mr. LaRoche said
Repeatedly, Mr. LaRoche emphasized that news columns alone
OWI's Radio Bureau scheduled the

WHITE canvas bag containing a silver dollar and bearing a large
green
tag ofwasradio
delivered to the
desks
editorsInc.,lastNewweekYork,
by Tom
Fizdale
publicity
agent, as advance promotion
for the Judy Canova show,
which replaces the Al Jolson
program July 6 for 13 weeks.
Tag read:
a Dollar
Judy
Canova"Betcha'
will make
you
holler on her brand new Colgate program Tuesdavs 8:30
p.m. over the CBS Net."
could not do the war information
job. He said news can be rewritten, blue-penciled, thrown away.
"The job ahead is the most gigantic information job any country has
ever faced, and can be accomplished only by intelligent, skilled
use of both news and advertising
"Through the Combination of
news and advertising, the media
of radio, newspapers, magazines
and
outdoor, this country has a
media."
weapon that makes insignificant
anything the enemy has to offer,"
he declared. "This gigantic system of quick communication between the people and their leaders,
properlywarks ofused,
is one ofin the
a democracy
timebulof
war. Without cooperation by the
people,able democracy
becomes
in war time.
And unworkwithout
intelligent understanding, cooperation becomes an impossible dream."
Valuable Service
Speaking for NAB, Mr. Miller
warned the Senate committee that
failure to continue the work of the
Radio Bureau "would produce a
chaotic condition" and the result
"would be very detrimental to the
He told the Senate that he had
war
program." with the Board of
communicated
Directors of NAB and "based on
their replies and other information,
could say that the "Broadcasters
are practically unanimously of the
opinion that the Radio Bureau of
the OWI has done an exceedingly
good job in program coordination
and clearance activities and has
produced a condition which is
vastly superior to the chaotic condition which existed prior to the
commencement of these activities.
"Broadcasters and advertisers
early offered their cooperation to
the government" Mr. Miller continued, "and over the last several
years have contributed radio time
valued at millions of dollars to assist in campaigns and other activities in connection with the war

NEWS GETS ALL EYES AT the intersection of 42nd St. and Seventh
Ave., New York, as Press Assn. material, provided by BLUE and WJZ,
appears in lights on a flash tape running around the corner of the TransLux Bldg. Surrounded by advertising space for Coca-Cola (Blue client),
which pays most of the bill, the bulletin operates in non-dimout hours
with network and station names given between news items. Un hand tor
the first flash are (1 to r) : Bert W. Roth, Trans-Lux Corp., lessor of the
equipment; Theodore H. O'Neil, news director, Press Assn.; Felix W.
Coste, vice-president, Coco-Cola Co.; Jacob Starr, Art Kraft-Strauss
Sign Co.; Edgar Kobak, BLUE executive vice-president.
BROADCAST!

in Bag

NG

Pointing out that an agency was
needed to coordinate the requests
and needs of Government agencies,
programs."
and to determine the relative importance of the various campaigns,
Mr. Miller said "The radio bureau
assumed that task and by the creation of the Program Allocation
Plan and in other ways has rendered a service of the greatest
(Continued on page 32)
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Up close, any self-respecting hog-caller can break your
eardrums. But from 150 miles, even a 50,000-Watt
radio station can sound mighty puny.

AREA!

The Grand Rapids-Kalamazoo area, the center of the
Western Michigan market, is more than 150 miles from
either Chicago
famous fading
But over one
our area. They

The Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids Area is the home
of 1,483^509 better than average consumers who
vastly prefer WKZO to any and every other radio
station, either "outside1' or "inside" the Area.
Write for "The Tale of Three Cities".

or Detroit. Besides that, we've got an incondition around here.
million consumers are concentrated in
all want radio. So what do these folks do?

They stay tuned to WKZO. WKZO is on the spot. It's
got 5000 Watts at 590 KC . . . grand Columbia entertainment .. . and consistent reception in every part of
its market.
If you want Western Michigan, then you want WKZO!
Write us — or Free and Peters — for all the facts!

covers all Western
WKZO

KALAMAZOO
CHICAGO I

5000

WATTS

Michigan, with studios in

and
•

GRAND
590 KC

RAPIDS
•

JOHN E. FETZER, President and General Manager
FREE

&

PETERS,

INC.,

EXCLUSIVE

NATIONAL

* Want the proof? Drop us a line!

REPRESENTATIVES

CBS

-

dressed
FortbroWay
ast of the
adcne,
WGY,
up its
al
13th annu
WGL- Allen
County Spelling Bee with
ging, audience intergroup sin
views, talks by city officials and a
lively m.c. Sponsored by City Utilities, Fort Wayne, grade school
pupils from city and county schools
competed in an old-fashioned spelling bee enhanced with radio showmanship.
&
♦ 4s
Sidelights
TRANSCRIBED from special proceedings at St. Louis war plants
and aired over KSD, St. Louis, a
series on St. Louis war industries
carried out-of-the-spotlight happenings during the awards of
Army-Navy Es to several firms.

CAPITAL

PROGRAMS
Farm Classified
BROADCASTING classified ads to
appeal primarily to farm homes,
the Killian Farm Ad Program on
WMT, Cedar Rapids, has moved
into its second year with time increased to 30 minutes. The ads,
sent in by listeners who wish to
sell, trade or buy, are put on the
air free of charge and commercial
copy advertises the mail order department of the Killian Co., a department store.

Airing Archie
BLUE has replaced Hop Harrigan
in the 4:45-5 p.m. section of its
late-afternoon strip of children's
programs, with a five-weekly, quarter-hour dramatization based on
the comic
strip "Archie".
Character was introduced
in 1939
in a
magazine of the same name which
now has an estimated 2,500,000
readers. Series is only sustaining
show on BLUE in the 4:45-6 period
for children.

wcov
BROADCASTING
COMPANY,
A//*/<af*c/ Columbia Broad* asting System
MONTGOMERY ALABAMA

Mr. Basil A. Caparell, Sales
International News Service
235 East 45th Street
New York City

INC.

Manager

Dear Mr. Caparell:
We would like to take this opportunity to congratulate
you on the splendid service and coverage that International News Service is rendering its clients.
We wish to compliment you on the special services,
excellent coverage of both foreign and domestic fields,
with which you have furnished us since we have been
subscribers to your service.
With

very best wishes,

we are,
Sincerely
CAPITAL

yours,

BROADCASTING

COMPANY,

INC

Toward- Rehabilitation
USE and conservation of Minnesota's natural resources and the
role they play in helping rehabilitate the war-torn world is the subject of Land Alive, a series of 39
dramatic shows now being transcribed by KSTP, Minneapolis-St.
Paul, for the state department of
conservation, to be aired next fall.
One of Minnesota's conservation
heads will appear briefly on each
* ❖ *
program.
Culls
HIGHLIGHTS
from
day's
news
commentaries
are the
presented
on WBYN, Brooklyn, with full
credit given to the commentator
quoted
and to late
his evening
stations, program,
in a sixtimes weekly
The Commentator's Say. Similar
program in the late afternoon
culls material from by-lined columns appearing in New _ York
papers, with due credit going to
columnist and newspaper.
* * #
Theatre Prop
LITTLE THEATRE movement in
Cincinnati, sagging because of the
war, received a prop from WSAI
in a new drama series known as
"The WSAI Summer Playhouse —
The Little Theater on Croslev
Square." Written by members of
the WLW-WSAI continuity staff
and produced by the writers and
station production men, plays are
broadcast from an air-conditioned
auditorium studio.
* * *
Soldier Letters
LETTERS WRITTEN to mothers
by their boys in service are the
basis for a new quarter-hour series
at noon Tuesdays and Thursdays
on WIP, Philadelphia. Called Our
Boy in the Army the program, conducted by Mrs. Florence W. Kane,
includes inspirational letters covering experiences of soldier sons
from the time they report at reception centers.
* * *
Surge of Youth
FROM $60,000 to $400,000 a month
in Bond purchases is the record by
Portland, Ore., public schools since
KGW, Portland, began its Schools
at War series. School talent, bands,
orchestras, choirs, soloists, etc.,
with a different school featured
each week, comprise most of the
program's talent. War effort successes of each school are also related.
Father's Day
SOUVENIRS were given to winners of a Father's Day contest
conducted by WJNO, West Palm
Beach. The station carried a series of announcements and programs from May 30 to June 5 to
determine the county's youngest
and oldest fathers, father with
most children and one with most
children in service.
Laucks to Future
TITLED Look To The Future With
Laucks, a new program on KIRO,
Seattle, dramatizes research
achievements in stories out of the
laboratory of the sponsor, I. F.
Laucks Inc., makers of synthetic
resins, etc. Effect of the research
on the war and post-war living is
brought out. Al Amundsen of the
KIRO staff is producer.
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All because
In a
Day's
WorkintiRADIO,
of its
speed, fire-side
macy and public confidence, is accepted as a
servant of the public. It performs its role in
a thousand ways, now taken for granted. As a
good Samaritan it gets rare types of blood in
individual life-and-death cases, or it fills bloodbanks for sorely needed war supplies. These
are daily occurrences.
In the last fortnight there developed two
emergencies in which radio performed with
merit and resourcefulness. In Detroit, a raceriot was quelled, with radio given much of the
credit. Out in Grand Junction, Col., two carloads of munitions caught fire and rained shells
and shrapnel over a wide area. There the only
station — KFXJ — pitched in, cooperating with
the Army and the local authorities. People were
urged to remain under shelter and not telephone unnecessarily. Within a few minutes
telephone traffic abated 75% and hysteria was
averted.
The Detroit riots, cropping from the zootsuit flareups, saw all six stations [WJR, WWJ,
WXYZ, WJBK, WJLB, CKLW] working in
harmony with Government authorities. There
was bloodshed, but radio played down the violence. A six-station hookup was arranged in
30 minutes for official pronouncements. People
were warned to stay off the streets and refrain
from spreading rumors. Public officials said it
might have been much worse had it not been
for radio's reassuring voice.
In war or peace, flood or pestilence, radio is
on the job. Radio seeks no medals. It's all part
of a day's work, devoted to the public welfare.
It's part of radio's job as an essential industry.
Jimmy
Horns In
JIMMY PETRILLO, who rates as a sort of
buffoon or court-jester in labor czardom, is certainly teaching the boys of the realm a few
lessons.
For nearly a year (come this Aug. 1) the
ex-trumpeter has ducked all efforts toward
arbitration of his recording strike, making
outlandish demands which he knew would come
to naught. Finally, he condescended to sit down
with a Labor Dept. conciliator, by engagement.
But simultaneously, he reached out to tighten
the recording strike stranglehold by enticing
vocal artists, admittedly outside his jurisdiction, not to make recordings or transcriptions
without instrumental accompaniment. And, to
tie the knot even tighter, he's gone to arrangers
and copyists of music, asking them not to work
on special arrangements for recordings.
All this happened on the eve of conversations
with John W. Fitzpatrick, Labor Dept. conciliator, named at the instance of the transcription companies who had despaired of settling
the recording ban without governmental intervention. The question of good faith, of course,
comes into play.
Is Jimmy tightening the strike to place himself in a better bargaining position? Or is he
simply seeking to provoke an impossible situation— one that can't possibly be resolved
through negotiation?
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The AFM head has said repeatedly he would
call off the ban only if the President, as commander-in-chief, asked him to do so. He has
brushed aside contentions of Government officials that the ban is detrimental to war-time
morale. He claims he is only trying to get more
money for union musicians for "unemployment
relief", when he knows full-well that unemployment in these days of excruciating manpower shortages is a consummate myth.
If the "name singers" go along with the
AFM boycott demand, it will only be because
they have been misled, and do not understand.
Practically without exception, they owe their
popularity to radio and to their recordings.
Radio makes the names; not the reverse. That
was proved beyond doubt in the ASCAP fight.
The utter unsoundness of the Petrillo position has been belabored aplenty in these columns. The last Petrillo demand, after his ambitious "private WPA" plan had evaporated
because of its utter futility, was that manufacturers oftranscriptions agree that they will
prevent their recordings from being used by
any person who doesn't employ a quota of
union musicians satisfactory to AFM. It's the
secondary boycott applied to non-network stations, pure and simple.
A war is on. To many people the Petrillo
controversy, unlike the John L. Lewis antics,
is a trifling dispute. Actually it is a war issue
because it affects the ability of an industry,
important in the maintenance of public morale,
to perform maximum service.
We agree there's been too much trifling —
trifling with Petrillo. The War Labor Board
should settle the matter promptly — lest Jimmy
pull in on his strike the Northern India insect,
Tachardia Lacca, which exudes the war-scarce
shellac from which the record is made.

ssed last week, the
Suppre
AT HIS press-radio
conference
President did something more than scold the
nation's newsgatherers. He lumped radio commentators and analysts with columnists and
reporters.
Mr. Roosevelt's dislike of the press is practically historic. Seldom, however, has he lashed
out at radio reporting. Radio, unlike the newspaper, has no editorial page. Radio, like the
newspaper, however, does a comprehensive coverage job because the reporting is done by the
same press associations. It's because things
haven't gone so well on the home front lately
that he now strikes at news handling on an
all-inclusive basis.
The Presidential attitude has been manifested in many ways. The FCC effort against
newspaper-ownership is part of it. Chairman
Fly, on a sort of miniature basis, has mirrored
it in his dealings with the press. The Frankfurter opinion is in line with this thinking.
Elmer Davis' unwise Newspaper Guild speech
was in the same vein. The AP anti-trust suit
reflects it.
Small wonder then, that both the newspaper
and radio industries are concerned whither
we're headed.

JOHN EARL FETZER

his
25 of he's
has wespent
A FELLO
WHEN
42 years
in one Wfield,
imagine
entitled to the sobriquet "pioneer" or
maybe "native son". That's the radio
story of John Earl Fetzer, who founded, developed and now operates WKZO, Kalamazoo.
It was as a radio ham, age 17, that Johnny
took his first fling at pioneering in 1918, and
he's been in radio since. He held licenses for
the amateur stations W9FD and W8AZ. And
he's run the gamut of radio — as announcer,
program director, sales manager, general manand president
his company.
That's
totally ageraside
from his ofprowess
as an engineer,
first, last and always.
This six-foot-two Hoosier, turned Wolverine,
has been a well-known figure in radio since its
start. The real measure of radio pioneering
goes back to the Hoover Radio Conferences of
the early 20's, when broadcasting had its
first taste of regulatory allocation. Johnny
was there. He was quite a basketball performer
in his Hoosier days. He developed then his
business axiom: "A goal at a time". It's
worked
tell
you. pretty well too, his associates will
Back in 1925, when 24, John did research in
Europe, covering the radio field in England,
Holland, Germany, Switzerland and France.
His studies of the economic, social and engineering aspects of European broadcasting
methods contributed to the early development
of the American radio system.
WKZO had its beginnings during World
War I but it was not until 1931 that the station was established. There is a lot of history
behind it. Its applications for full time operation pioneered a great deal of radio law. Recently when WKZO expanded operations,
tribute was paid to its founder and owner by
city officials of Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids.
The growth of the station was characterized as
"The story of man and his dream — a tale of
twoEfficient
cities and
the tower ofbetween."
management
his own properties
is the key to John Fetzer's many activities in
radio. (In addition to his Michigan station, he
is vice president of KXEL, the new 50,000watt station in Waterloo, Iowa.) He has incorporated his policies of operation in a 72page treatise entitled "Standards of Practice"
which is the "Bible" for WKZO on all phases
of business administration, programming,
copy, news, engineering, and about everything
else that concerns the operation of a broadcasting station. John points to this volume when
(Continued on -page 36)
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Keep
A .MERICAN

'Em

INDEPENDENCE

Swinging!

DAY, 1943! . . .

American aces soar the fleecy clouds over a wardrenched world . . . Gallant tars of the Navy plough
their ships through mighty oceans . . . Fearless tank
crews thunder over endless acres . . . Determined infantrymen pound over countless miles behind a curtain
of hell hung by their brother artillerymen . . . And
why? . . . That men might be free? . . . Sure! . . . But
rising above the din of commotion and the theories of
master diplomats is the faint rustle of tiny skirts . . .
the picturesque trail of golden curls tossed by a bloomscented summer

breeze . . . blue and brown eyes

sparkling with innocent glee . . . smile-caressed mouths
that are held breathless with delight . . . And why all
this? . . . Because the tikes of freedom-loving American men and women swing high and swing low through
the God-given air of a nation born on the threshold of
a new world . . . That's why Americans fight . . .
That's why Americans work . . . That's why we should
Keep 'em flying . . . Keep 'em rolling . . . Keep 'em
marching ... TO KEEP
We at WWVA

'EM SWINGING!

are proud to be a cog in the giant

wheel of radio that has accepted the challenge to help
Keep 'em Swinging. It is a thrill that adds to the
satisfaction of a routine but not commonplace job, well
done!

50,000 WATTS
Effectively Serving the Great Steel and Coal
Belt of a Great Nation!

BASIC

JOHN

BLUE

WYA

BLAIR

& CO.
REPRESENT

NETWORK

US

OTHER FORT INDUSTRY STATIONS

WSPD Toledo, Ohio
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WAGA — Atlanta,
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WMMN — Fairmont, West Va.

WLOK — Lima, Ohio

WHIZ — Zanesville, Ohio
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NOTES
WILL THOMPSON, former manager
of KROY. Sacramento, now a commissioned officer in the Navy, has relinquished his interest in the station.
Mrs. Royal Miller, wife of the station owner, is now in complete charge.
JAMES EATHERTON, commercial
manager of WCBI, Columbus, Miss.,
is to report for Army induction about
Sept. 1.
GENEVA HOLT, new to radio, has
joined the commercial department of
KOMO-KJR, Seattle.

NATHAN W. BRANDON, commercial manager of WSAV, Savannah,
has completed a special four weeks
training course in air transportation
and has left for Miami Beach to enter
the Army Air Forces OCS.
POLLY WALTER, personal secretary
to Lewis Allen Weiss, vice-president
and general manager of Don Lee
Broadcasting System, Hollywood, and
Sgt. Edward Lane were married in Los
Angeles June 26.
CHET PETERSEN, sales production
manager of KTFI. Twin Falls, Ida.,
has resigned that post to attend the
current six-week NBC-UCLA Radio
Institute, Hollywood.
CARL NIELSEN, formerly of KJBS,
has replaced Don Staley as sales representative ofKPO in San Francisco.
Staley has gone east for Navy training for a commission.

«HM-M-MI THIS NEW V/VAY DATA BOOK
SAYS US RED RIVER VALLEY HAYSEEDS
DO 45.9% OF ALL RETAIL BUYING
NORTH DAKOTA, SOUTH DAKOTA

IN
AND

MINNESOTA.'*

YOUR

BETTER

WRITE

COPY NOW.'"
♦ EXCEPTING COUNTIES CONTAINING
APOLIS AND ST. PAUL

FER

MINNE-

NAB Post to Coombs
CLYDE F. COOMBS, vice-president and manager of KARM, Fresno, has beenof named
chairman
the NABsalesformanagers'
the 15th
district. He also has been elected a
director of the Fresno Rotary Club
and will serve as program chairman for the next year.
E. D. JOHNSTON, attorney in the
Washington law offices of Horace L.
Lohnes, has joined the Washington
firm of Kirkland, Fleming, Green,
Martin & Ellis, headed by Louis G.
Caldwell.
FREDERICK E. WESTER, former
sales manager of Purity Bakeries, New
York, has joined the sales staff of
Joseph Hershey McGillvra, New
York, station representative.
HELEN LEE SMITH, assistant to
Kingsley F. Horton, sales and program
manager of WEEI, Boston, has resigned after 10 years with the station.
BEN BYERS, former trade press representative ofNBC Hollywood, is now
a Flight Officer with the U. S. Air
Forces in England.
STEVE MITCHNER has joined the
sales staff of CKBI, Prince Albert.
Sask.
E. R. (Bert) FERGUSON, general
manager of WJPR, Greenville, Missis to join the Navy in about two
months, the exact date not having been
definitely set, as erroneously reported
to Broadcasting last week. Emmet
H. MacMurry is to join WJPR July
I, and will assume the duties of genwhen Mr. Ferguson
leaves eral
for manager
the Navy.
Fagan Named by CBS
To Administrative Post
WILLIAM J. FAGAN, assistant
sales manager of CBS, has been
named administrative manager
of sales for the
network
by William C. Gittinger,
CBS dentvice-presiin charge of
sales. Previously
with United
Press, Mr. Fagan
joined CBS in
1929 and has
Mr. Fagan
served in a sales
capacity and as sales service manLeonard Erikson, who in March
ager.
was appointed network sales manager for CBS, on July 8 will transfer to New York from Chicago
where he has been working with
W. Donald Roberts, recently shifted
to Chicago to become western sales
manager.
Gibson for Lowell Thomas
HUGH GIBSON, former ambassador
to Brazil, and co-author with Herbert
Hoover of Problems of a Lasting
Peace, was called upon last week to
substitute on the BLUE for Lowell
Thomas, who left unexpectedly on a
two-week aerial tour of South America. Mr. Gibson will continue to be
heard on Mr. Thomas' regular evening
period on the BLUE under sponsorship
of Sunturn.
OilArrangements
Co., untilare
the being
latter'smade
reto have Mr. Thomas picked up from
several of the cities on his route.

WDAY
n 4pv;argo.n.d.-5000 watts -n. b.c. and blue
Ay®
affiliated with the fargo forum
^ v"

free & peters,
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nat'l representatives

BOB STANTON, NBC announcer,
during first two weeks of July is substituting for vacationing Bill Stern,
XBC director of sports, on his
WEAF and NBC broadcasts. H. V.
Kaltenborn, NBC news analyst, will
handle Stern's NBC Sports Neivsrecl
of the Air for Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co.
BROADCASTING

DOUGLAS GEOFFREY BRIDSON,
BBC features department,
D London, is
HIN
in Canada
on special features
BEworking
for the BBC Home Service.
STANLEY M ANTED, BBC producer, formerely with CBC, has returned to England after a short stay
in Canada.
DORIS FRAME, continuity chief of
CKBI, Prince Albert, Sask., was recently married to Leading Airman
Dan Donnelly, R.C.A.F.
EDWIN L. STEVENS, public speaking instructor at Rutgers U, and Victor B. Cantor, formerly in the movie
field, have joined WHOM, Jersey City,
as announcers.
GEORGE SNELL production chief of
of
a boy. Salt Lake City, is the father
KDYL,
ROY DRUSHALL has been promoted
to
Lakechief
City.announcer of KDYL, Salt
JACK BANNER, publicity director
of WNEW, New York, before joining
the U. S. Maritime Service, has been
named assistant public relations officer
of the training organization of that
branch of the service.
LEWIS FISHER, announcer of
WCAU, Philadelphia, before becoming
a lieutenant in the Navy, and Helen
Kohn, were married in Philadelphia
last week upon his return for a two
week leave.
RAYMOND KAYE, announcer of
WIP.Army.
Philadelphia, left July 2 to join
the
JOHN T. ORR, program director and
traffic manager of WFOR, Memphis,
has been named program director of
WHBQ, Memphis, replacing E. H.
McMurray.
TOM TERRIS, world traveler, is
heard on the BLUE in a weekly program, We Americans, in which he uses
material gathered during his travels
to describe the routes now being followed by our fighting forces. Series is
shortwaved
by the Army's Special Serviceabroad
Division.
BILL FITLER of Philadelphia came
down to New London, Conn., to spend
a few days with a friend on the
WNLC announcing staff and wound
up with a job on the station.
JOHN LESLIE SCOTT, formerly of
WAKR. Akron, and previously director of Ohio State U's KSRW, has
joined WOR,
New recently
York, asgranted
staff an-a
nouncer. He was
medical discharge from the Army.

9,218
TELL

FAMILIES
ALL

LISTENING

ABOUT
HABITS

Get latest survey — no cost!
Here's Iowa
how market!
to get next
the billiondollar
New, toimpartial,
allinclusive "Summers-Whan" Iowa Radio
Survey covers all 99 counties, discloses
5-year trends in listening habits and
preferences as to station and programs.
Maps and facts on Iowa listeners in
various age groups and educational
levels^— city, small- town and farm. You
need it to do a good job in Iowa. Get
it today ! No cost, no obligation.
Central Broadcasting Co.,
912 Walnut St., Des Moines, Iowa
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HERBERT MARSHALL, actor, on
July 4 tooli over assignment of m.c.
and narrator on the weekly CBS Silver
Theatre.
PATRICIA NEIGHBORS, of Boston,
has joined WIXTG, FM affiliate of
WTAG, Worcester, Mass.. as announcer.
CAMERON MITCHELL, chief announcer of WSRR, Stamford, Conn.,
has joined the Army Air Forces and is
stationed at Jefferson Barracks, Mo.
He is said to be slated for m.c. of the
weekly program originating from
Jefferson Barracks and aired on
WFEQ, St. Joseph. Replacing Mitchell
is Beverly Smith, who broke into radio
last summer at WSRR.
PAUL BRENNER, m.c. on WAAT,
Newark, is the father of a boy.
JERRY MORRIS has been transferred from the sales department of
KOL, Seattle, to the post of program
director. Francis Armstrong, outstanding violinist, is now musical director,
after a year on the staff as announcer.
JOEL RICKMAN, a former newspaperman of Tampa (Fla.), Los Angeles and San Francisco, has joined
the
cisco. news staff of KPO, San FranGRANT HOLCOMB, formerly of
KPRO, Riverside, Calif., has joined
the announcing staff of KQW, San
Francisco.
BERNARD HERRMANN, New York
CBS musical director, is in Hollywood
to fulfill film contract with 20th
Century -Fox. He will also assume
duties on the weekly network feature,
Suspense.
TOM McCANN, newscaster of
KOMO-KJR, Seattle, is engaged to
Dorothy Anne Short, a radio singer.
ISABELLE KERN, of Minneapolis,
has joined WIGN, Medford, Wis.
JACK LAWRENCE, WEEI, Boston,
announcer who has been attending
special radio training courses in the
Army, has been nominated by the
Signal Corps for advanced training at
Northeastern U., Boston. He has been
acting at the same time as relief announcer for WEEI and is to do two
extra news spots during the vacation
of Lew Sargent.
RALPH ROGERS, BLUE Hollywood
announcer, is the father of a boy.
DOROTHY ROSS, Chicago writeractress, is in Hollywood to complete
several assignments on summer replacement shows.

GERI ANDREWS, new
has
joined the publicity stafftoofradio,
KOMOKJR, Seattle.
JOHN DICKSON CARR, writer of
the weekly CBS Suspense program,
has been recalled to England for
special government duty.
SID SINGER,
ood freelance
writer, has joined Hollyw
CBS.
WILLIAM BROOK, formerly of
WLMP, Milwaukee, has joined the announcing staff of WIND, ChicagoGary. Other new WIND
staff members at Gary include Juanita Larkin
traffic department, Dorothy Crane
progr
department and Ann Na«V
continam
uity depart
ment.

CBS-50

ing PoWV
The Sekll
Buymg
e
i
in
Market
A. Shte „ort Tim** Station
Compaq
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AFRA Names Matthews
JOHN F. MATTHEWS, copywriter for Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati, has been elected vice-president of the Cincinnati local of the
American Federation of Radio Artists. He replaces Ronny Mansfield,
WLW vocalist, who is leaving: for
Hollywood. Roger Baker, WSAI
sportscaster, is president of the
local AFRA, and Andre Carlon,
WCPO announcer, is executive secretary.
EMA LOU BIRELINE, of the KSAL.
Salina. Kan., continuity staff, is engagedtionedtoatStaff
staSmokySgt.
HillBobAir Rodini,
Field near
Salina.
MRS. LETHA RITTER, of the continuity staff of KSAL, Salina, Kan.,
leaves soon to free-lance, and Helen
Geis has resigned. Irene Strotkamp
joined the department in June, with
Connie
Cochran continuing as chief of
continuity.
SANFORD M. REECE has been appointed to the program staff of WSAV.
Savannah. He was formerly director
of the Savannah Playhouse of Armstrong College and director of dramatics at Culver Military Academy.
MARK SCHREIBER, sports announcer with KMYR, Denver, has been
chosen by the Special Services division of the War Dept. to make shortwave sportcasts for the men overseas.
FERN RIVERS has left KFAR, Fairbanks, Alaska, to enlist in the Marine
Corps. Mrs. Beryl Swift, formerly of
the U. of Alaska, will take her place.
Henry Portine, formerly of KEVR and
KOL. Seattle, now with the communications division of Pan-American Airways in Fairbanks, is announcing
part-time.
CLIFF HOPKINS is back at his announcer's post on CKLW, Windsor,
Out., after an absence for an appendectomy.
PHIL McHUGH, for several years
newscaster on KPMC, Bakersfield, now
has a network news commentary
originating at KHJ, Los Angeles,
sponsored
by McMahan's
Furniture
Stores of California.
The show,
heard
six days a week at 7 :30-7 :45 a.m..
titled Personal Views of the News by
Phil McHugh, is released to KPMC
KFRE KFXM KYOS.
DOROTHY WAKNITZ, of NBC
Hollywood publicity department, has
joined the network's sound technician
staff as junior apprentice.
HOWARD FISHER, recently with
the Radio Playshop of Northwestern
U., Chicago, has joined the announcing staff of WBAP-KGKO, Fort
Worth.
LARRY ROTHMAN, former program
director of WALB, Albany, Ga., is
engaged to Connie Friedman of McKeesport, Pa. He is a lieutenant in the
Coast Artillery at Camp Stewart, Ga.
DALE M. RILEY, former assistant
advertising and sales promotion manager of Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., Cleveland, has joined news and
publicity staff of KOY, Phoenix.
Robert Johnson, of the news staff, is
to enter the Marine Officers School,
Arizona State College, Flagstaff.
JOHN B. HUGHES, Hollywood Mutual-Don Lee commentator, is the
father of a girl.
AL LAUGHREY, former news writer
of Don Lee, Hollywood, and now with
the Army, and Esther Lou Hatch,
writer of Raymond R. Morgan Co.,
Hollywood advertising agency, were
married in June.
DICK AURANDT has been assigned
musical director-organist of the fiveweeklv
NBC Holh/wood Theater of the
Air.
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^ The May issue of Fortune contains the first of a series of
articles on the thrilling story of postwar planning in Syracuse.
Fortune chose Syracuse for the same reasons that dozens of
alert manufacturers have singled it as "the test market city."
SAYS FORTUNE: "The city has no real slums. Its industry
is highly diversified. Its war production is impressive: many
of its factories boast Army and Navy 'E's.' Crucible Steel Co.
of America, General Electric Co., L C Smith & Corona
Typewriters Inc., Remington Rand Inc., Solvay Process Co.,
Easy Washing Machine Corp., Brown-Lipe-Chapin Division
of General Motors Corp., and many others work day and
night on war contracts. Few districts in New York State have
seen employment and pay increase so rapidly."
W S Y R is the logical medium to reach this
outstandingly successful and progressive
community because
SYRACUSANS

lidea

ta

WSYR/

the only NBC Station covering Central New York
% Nor is the list of nationallyknown Syracuse Enterprises complete. Others are: Carrier Corp.,
Continental Can Co., A. E. Nettleton Co., Lamson Corp., Rollway
Bearing Co. If you would like to
knowthe more
Syracuse's
for
future,of write
WSYR. plans
THE
PERFECT COMBINATION.
5000

Watts

at 570

kc.

Jf. 3. Wilde*, /W
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RUSSELL B. WISE has joined the
announcing staff of WHK, Cleveland.^
He has been in radio 14 years.
KENNETH POWELL replaces
George Hogan, WOR, New York, announcer who is entering the Navy.
George Cooney and John Glennon have
joined the sound effects department.
JON ARTHUR has joined the announcing staff of WLW-WSAI, Cincinnati, coming from WIBC, Indianapolis, where he was announcer and
program director.
RICHARD SANVILLE and Albert
Ward, former assistant directors in
CBS' network operations department,
have been made directors in the program department. Donald Acher, who
has completed his apprenticeship, is
now an assistant director in the operations department.
KELVIN K. KEECH, formerly with
the BLUE and now a freelance, will
serve as relief announcer while BLUE
staff members take vacations.
NORMAN FORREST, announcer of
WLIB, Brooklyn, a member of the
Army Enlisted Reserve, has been
called to active duty.

Kay Kenney Joins WFMJ
WFMJ, Youngstown, 0., is featuring the new addition to its staff,
Kay Kenney, syndicated columnist
and writer, conducting a woman's
sions.
program, Kay Kenney's Conclum
Pearson Sued
A SUIT for $1,000,000 damages
for libel was filed last week against
Columnist Drew Pearson, author
of "The Washington Merry-GoRound" and of a Sunday evening
15-minute program on the BLUE,
7-7:15 p.m. for Serutan. Action
was brought by John P. Monroe,
whose dinner parties at his home
on R Street in Washington were
investigated in a House Committee
inquiry on war brokers. Suit is
based on a broadcast of May 9 and
a newspaper article of May 3. At
the same time, a suit for $350,000
for defamation of character was
filed by Mr. Monroe against The
Washington Post.
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SOLDIER-BROADCASTERS back at the mike comprise this quartet of
enlisted men stationed at the Army Air Forces School of Applied Tactics
in Central Florida. They are (1. to r.): Pfc. Maury Condon, formerly
sales promotion manager of WGAR, Cleveland; Pfc. Bob Cannon, New
York radio and stage actor; Pvt. Walter Paschall, previously news editor of WSB, Atlanta; and Pfc. Jerry Eisenberg, script writer and actor
on several Brooklyn stations. AAFSAT programs are produced thriceweekly on WDBO and WLOF, Orlando, under the direction of Pvt. Lansing Lindquist, former program director of WSYR, Syracuse, and now
serving as a member of the AAFSAT public relations staff.
5 FILM AD FIRMS
HIT BY FTC ORDER
FIVE producers and distributors of
commercial motion picture films
said to control more than 90% of
the business of national advertisers
using their service have been ordered mission
by the
Federal
to cease
and Trade
desist Comfrom
certain practices which allegedly
give them a monopoly in the sale,
lease, rental and distribution of
such films. The firms also sell national advertising through their
two booking agencies, Screen
Broadcast Corp., New York, and
General Screen Advertising Inc.,
Chicago, which were served with
the order at the same time.
The five corporations are: Motion Picture Advertising Service
Co., New Orleans; United Film Ad
Service, Kansas City, Mo.; RayBell Films, St. Paul; Alexander
Film Co., Colorado Springs; A. V.
Cauger Service, Independence, Mo.
Also named respondents were Association of Advertising Film Cos.,
trade association organized by the
distributors and booking agencies,
and certain officials of the companies as individual respondents.
Principal findings of the Commission are that through agreements
among themselves, with other distributors, and with the two booking agencies, the distributors have
fixed the display rates to be
charged manufacturers and the
rates, commissions and other compensation received by the agencies,
and the terms under which the
films are to be shown in theatres.
The order forbids any understandings or agreements which
would result in cooperative fixing
of rates and commissions; prohibits
contracts preventing freedom of
exhibitors to accept any screen national advertising films made by
other than the distributors named
or obtained from a booking agency
other than the two respondent
agencies.

WLB
Approves Raises
For WHEC Announcers
THE WAR LABOR BOARD has
approved
increasesRochester,
for staff
announcerssalary
at WHEC,
N. Y., as negotiated by the station
and the American Federation of
Radio Artists, it was announced
last week by the union, which reported that they fall within the
Little Steel formula.
New York local of AFRA has reelected Lawrence Tibbett, George
Heller and Lucille Wall as its repives onthe union's
national
board. Mr. resentatTibbett
is national
president of AFRA and Mr. Heller
retary.
is assistant national executive secJames Hilton on CBS
JAMES HILTON, well known
author of such books as "Lost Horizon" and "Goodbye Mr. Chips," on
June 28 started a series of talks
on world affairs on CBS in the
Monday 7:15-7:30 p.m. period
vacated for the summer by the
Ceiling Unlimited series. Program
is sponsored on an institutional
basis by Lockheed Aircraft Corp.,
Los Angeles.
RUDY VALLEE, formerly featured
on weekly NBC show bearing his name,
on June 23 was promoted from chief
petty officer to lieutenant (s.g.) in
U. S.theCoast
He early
withdrew
from
radio Guard.
series in
July
and
ment. is awaiting foreign duty assign-
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NBC Hollywood Changes
IN A REALIGNMENT of NBC
Hollywood departments, the guest relations section has been consolidated
with public
stationPierce.
relations divisionservice
under and
Jennings
Robert Hendricks continues as manager of the former department with
added duties. Paul Gale, traffic department manager, has taken over
mailroom, messenger and telephonic
services.
BROADCAST!

years

OMAHA
pi US
200 MILE RADIUS
John J. Gillin, Jr., President
John Blair & Co., Rep.
NG
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TEXT

OF

AFA

RESOLUTIONS adopted at the
annual business meeting of the
Advertising Federation of America June 29:
I
The member* of the Advertising Federation of America, convened at their 39th
annual meeting, are met for the second
time the
in the
course of our
country's We
struggle
for
perpetuation
of freedom.
take
pride in the progress already made toward
victory
by
our
armed
forces
and
our
industries.
In viewing the part played by advertising we find ground for gratification,
and we commend those advertisers, advertising media, and advertising practitioners
who have contributed so much toward
making advertising an important force in
the war. The exhibit of war advertising at
this meeting is a revealing demonstration
of the war work being done by advertising.
Far from being satisfied with this performance, we urge even greater concentration on those war tasks for which advertising has proved its
II unique competence.
Because we are proud of the part advertising has played and will continue to play
in the victory program, we deplore the
fact that the full value of these achie\
ments has been to some extent vitiated by
the advertising of a few irresponsible advertisers which reflects bad taste, vulgarity
and wilful perversion of legitimate wartime themes. We of the Advertising Federation of America will continue to fight
every such misuse of advertising.
ni profound concern
The AFA notes with
the recent supreme judicial interpretation
that the Communications Act not only
confers upon the FCC the power to supervise the traffic of radio broadcasting but
also "puts
upon the Commission
the bur-of
den of determining
the composition
that traffic."
The serious implications of the legislation thus interpreted go far beyond th
field of radio. Freedom of the press and, in
fact, freedom of all forms of commnication are apparently placed in jeopardy.
All advertising media and the content of
advertising itself could be embraced in this
line of reasoning.
We respectfully urge the members of
Congress to weigh the need for new legislation to clarify and make secure the freedom of communications against the possibility of capricious regulation.
The AFA reaffirmsIV its belief in descriptive labelling of consumer products which
honestly informs the prospective buyer regarding the product offered for sale. Misleading labelling is just as reprehensible as
misleading
and either practice
soon defeatsadvertising,
itself.
With equal emphasis the Federation renews its unqualified condemnation of proposals to require the use of government
assigned grades on many articles of merchandise. The Federation believes that thi
old proposal now renewed under the guise
of wartime requirements has been unfairly
presented and is badly understood
consumers who would be most harmed byby theit.
Contrary to the claims made for it b
its
proponents,
actualy
would: mandatory grade labelling
Regiment consumer buying habits;
Kill the incentive to produce ever better
quality products at lower prices;

lawranc*. Matt
5000 Watts
680 KC.
C.B.S.

WLAW
THE
CAPITAL
OF
NEW
ENGLAND'S
7TH STATE
Nat. Reps., The Katz Agency
BROADCASTING

RESOLUTIONS
Destroy the consumer's freedom of choice;
and
Restrict
the natural American trend
toward ever higher standards of livin:;.
The AFA urges the widest possible
spread of information concerning this subject, which is so important to the welfare
of every individual in the United States.

IE

UTS

BUYER

BOUT
KSJB Change Postponed
EFFECTIVE date of the FCC
order cancelling the special service
authorization issued June 1 to
KSJB, Jamestown, N. D., has been
postponed by the Commission from
June 26 to July 7, 1943, on petition
by the Jamestown Broadcasting Co.,
licensee of KSJB. The cancellation
order stated that no public need
would be served in continuing the
special service authorization permitting KSJB's operation on 600
kc, since the Commission discovered that the station still retaine 1
its 1400 kc. crystals instead of having disposed of them as previously
ordered by the FCC [Broadcasting,
June 28].
WTOP

WIT*

Series Honored

ELINOR Home
LEE's Service
program Daily
for homemakers
on
WTOP, Washington, has been
named winner of the local radio
program award by the National
Advertising Agency Network.
Broadcast six days a week at 9:45
a.m., the program includes rationing news, food suggestions and provides a trading post for electrical
equipment.
Experts in home
economics are interviewed
from time
to time. Miss Lee's program is
sponsored by Potomac Electric
Power Co. Panel on the show was
entered by Jeff Abel of Kaufman
Agency which handles the account.
Serutan Adds MBS
SERUTAN Co., Jersey City, sponsoring Drew Pearson weekly on the
BLUE,
add A.onL. Mutual
Alexander's
MediationwillBoard
July
11. The program is now heard sustaining Monday 9:30-10 p.m., but
will be moved by Serutan to Sundays, 8-8:45 p.m. The agency, Raymond Spector Co., New York, says
11 Mutual stations will take the
program this summer, and 56 more
will be added in October to advertise Serutan and a new product the
company plans to introduce. Station lineup July 11 will include
WOR WGN WEAN CKLW WFBR
KHJ KFRC KGB KALE KMO
KOL. Mediation Board, on the air
in various forms since 1936 when
Chase & Sanborn sponsored it on
NBC, offers solutions to personal
problems as worked out by a board
of prominent personalities selected
each week by Mr. Alexander.
CHARLES Kaplan's
KAPLAN,70thmember of the
sales staff of WIP, Philadelphia, celebrated his 70th birthday last week.
Mr. Kaplan is the father-in-law of
I. D. Levy, vice-president of WCAU,
Philadelphia, and a member of the
board of CBS.
EIGHTH EDITION OF the Assn.
of Canadian Advertisers Blue Book
has been issued at Toronto with data
of all Canadian media, including radio, publications, outdoor and transportation.
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• MORE

PEOPLE listen to WTAM,

Cleveland,

in the DAYTIME than to any other station in the
whole Northern Ohio area. In the morning WTAM
has 39.7% of the audience,- in the afternoon 39.5%
of the audience ... a combined average of 39.6%
as against 25.5% for the next station. Yet the
COST of WTAM is only $.000073 per family.
* Hooper Index, February-March 1943

WTArtl
CLEVELAND
NBC Network 50,000 Watts • Owned and Operated by NBC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES OFFICES
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RADIO WOMAN
CITED
BY SNAPP AWARDS
SECOND WOMAN representative
of the radio industry to win recognition from the Josephine Snapp
Awards, presented annually for
"outstanding contribution to the
profession of advertising", is Mrs.
Elizabeth B. Grove, writer-director
of WTOP, CBS outlet in Washington.
The awards, presented by the
Women's Advertising Club of Chicago, were announced last Monday
at the opening session of the annual convention of the Advertising
Federation of America in New
York. First radio woman to receive
a Snapp award was Ann Ginn, director of women's activities,
WTCN, St. Paul, who was honored
in Mrs.
last Julia
year's Kiene,
citations.
manager of the
Westinghouse Home Economics Institute, Mansfield, Ohio, was winner of the 1942 Snapp award, while
Mrs. Grove was one of four women
receiving certificates of honorable
mention. Others were Gladys Rieta
Scott, advertising manager, Minnesota Education Assn., St. Paul;
Mrs. Melville C. Gordon, sales account executive, General Outdoor
Adv. Co., St. Louis, and Mary Candace Tucker, advertising and promotion manager, Roman Stripe
Hosiery, New York. Mrs. Grove's
presentation consisted of advertisements, announcements, booklets,
sales letters and publicity for the
Cold Ray Permanent Wave campaign, conducted in 1942 by the
Raymond Laboratories Inc., St.
Paul. At that time, Mrs. Grove was
radio director of the McCord Co.,
Minneapolis.

Ad

Leaders Rally to OWI
(Continued from page 20)

value to the Government, to advertising sponsors, to broadcasters
and to the listening public. We
have worked in close cooperation
with the radio bureau, and I am
glad to state that in our opinion
this work of coordination and program clearance has been carried
on in an able, intelligent and satisfactory manner.
"Broadcasters are unanimously
of the opinion, Mr. Miller concluded, "that this work has been very
helpful and express the hope that
funds for its continuation will be
Testimony by Paul West, presiprovided."
dent of ANA, parallelled to a great
extent, the statement of Mr. LaRoche. He told the committee
that advertising was essential to
the war information job, and described the cooperation that existed between the OWI and national
advertisers. Mr. West told the
committee he was not concerned
with the political issues involved
or with defending OWI, or any
group of individuals therein, but
that he felt the mechanism OWI
had set up for handling advertising must be continued.
He added, however, in defense
of OWI that never in all his experience has the Domestic Branch
asked an advertiser to include in
his copy a single message which
had a political import. "That is

t**
IN S
THE DETROIT AREA
WE'RE HITTING

A

NEW

HIGH!

# IN THE DETROIT AREA ... it all adds up
to this: May retail sales soared again, while
CKLW time-sales to retailers kept pace with the
rise. Proving that smart advertisers are turning
to CKLW for blanket coverage at low cost
in
America's
3rd market!

1&
5,000 WATTS
DAY and NIGHT
At 800 Kc.
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CKLW
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a didactic statement," Mr. West
said, "and I mean it just that
Explaining
thatcould
he did
nottheir
believe advertisers
fulfill
war information job if the Domestic Branch were destroyed, Mr.
way."described the conditions that
West
led to its formation. Soon after
the war began, he said, advertisers
were approached by Federal Bureaus and agencies and asked to include Government messages in
their advertising.
He described many of these requests as 'insistent", noting that
pressure was particularly heavy on
radio network advertisers. Knowing from experience that advertising could absorb only a certain
amount of selling messages, advertisers found these requests embarrassing, he said. They were eager
and willing to cooperate, but could
hardly accede to all the requests,
Mr. West added. The advertisers
realized also that if the public
heard nothing but war messages,
it would get "heartily sick of the
message and react unfavorably."
Understand Advertisers
Lastly, Mr. West pointed out,
the advertiser was in no position
to judge which of the many Government messages was important
and which was not." To overcome
this, he said, the Domestic Branch
set up a central agency to funnel
requests, and to supply accurate
information for use in advertising.
"Here, for example, was set up
with the aid of skilled and experienced radio men, what is now widely known and universally recognized as the Radio Allocation Plan.
That plan has been functioning
smoothly and efficiently under the
Radio Bureau of the Domestic
Branch, a bureau headed by a man
with years of experience in commercial radio."also had kind words
Mr. West
for the Office of Program Coordination. He said its staff consisted
of men "literally drafted from private industry who speak our language, who understand what the
advertiser requires in the way of
facts and information."
Chairman Fly offered his statement backing OWI while denying
rumors that functions of the Radio
Bureau might be transferred to
the FCC. Heated in his denial of
this report, the FCC chairman asserted he was anxious to stay outside the controversy between OWI
and Congress.
"So far as I know the FCC has
not the slightest desire to enter
into this work in any way," Mr.
Fly said. "I am inclined to the
thought further that it would be
an inappropriate line of work for
the Commission," he added.
"At a time when there are so
many false and malicious rumors
about the Commission's undertaking
to run the programs of radio stations Ithink it ought to be made
BROADCASTING

doubly clear that it has not done
anything of the sort and does not
plan anything of that sort, in view
of the importance of not only keeping radio free but also of having
everybody understand that it is
completely free so far as the licensing power is concerned."
Mr. Fly
"to
those
who attributed
want to the
makereport
trouble
for the Commission and perhaps
secondarily for the OWI." He described the originators of the rumor
as "people in the radio industry
Thomas Asks Support
and parasites."
Sen. Elbert D. Thomas (D.Utah), in a radio address on CBS
June 26 called for preservation of
OWI,
thatand
"if Benito
Adolf
Hitler, commenting
Premier Tojo
Mussolini should make up a list of
the ten Americans whom they
would most like to see done away
with, it is my belief that Elmer
Davis would stand high on the
list." Sen. Thomas, who broadcasts regularly to Japan for the
OWI Overseas Branch, said that
the Overseas and Domestic
Branches
interdependent.
abolish theareDomestic
Branch or"Toto
cut down its work is exactly the
same as cutting off or shortening
one wing of a flying fortress on
the theory that it can get along
very well with the other wing."
House Opposition
Opposition to OWI was voiced by
Rep. Starnes (D-Ala.) and Rep.
Taber (R-N. Y.) in separate radio
talks on CBS. Rep. Starnes, author
of the amendment which struck the
Domestic Branch from the Civil
War Agencies Appropriation Bill
asserted that the country needed
no agency to tell it what the war
was about, that the people understood the war.
Rep. Taber asserted that OWI
had failed to do any of its assigned
tasks well. He listed among its failures "coordinating of press releases
and radio announcements of the
Government
departments"
and
"trimming
off of
unnecessary governmental publication and printing". He asserted $200,000 could
cover "the real work that is necesHe listed OWI resignations, including Gardner Cowles Jr., formerly chief of the Domestic Branch,
sary".
Milton Eisenhower, and William B.
Lewis, implying these resignations
showed something was wrong with
OWI.
SMALL

BUDGETS

GET BIG
RESULTS
on the station that
Covers ALL Western
NORTH CAROLINA
WHKY
HICKORY, N. C.
5000 W.D. 1000 W.N. 1290 K.C.
Nat. Rep. Howard H. Wilson Co.
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MURRAY KNIGHT, former director
of women's activities of WMBD, Peoria, and WHEG, Rochester, has joined
J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago as
radio coordinator.
JAMES O. PARSONS Jr., formerly
of WWNY, Watertown, N. Y., has
joined the radio staff of McCannErickson, New York.
BUCKINGHAM GUNN, radio director of J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, and Russell Tolg of BBDO,
Chicago, have been appointed members
of the
Chicago
tee of the
OWL radio advisory commitAL PAUL LEFTON Co., has moved
Hollywood offices to 6305 Yucca. Dorothy Stewart is West Coast manager.
THEODORE J. HOSINSKI and
Bruce L. Altman recently joined the
John H. Riordan Co., Los Angeles
agency, as production manager and
copy writer respectively. Hosinski was
with the Los Angeles Times. Altman
was advertising manager of Corporation Service Co., Cleveland.
WILL GRANT has resigned as advertising manager of Anabolic Food
Products Inc., Glendale, Cal. (vitamins), and established an advertising
agency at 530 W. Sixth St., Los Angeles. Telephone is Vandike 3285. He
will continue
ucts account. to service the food prodCOMPTON ADV.. expanding operations, has moved its Hollywood headquarters tolarger offices at 6253 Hollywood Blvd. George Brown, New York
executive, is in Hollywood to set up a
service organization for the agency on
the West Coast. Whila Wilson continues as West Coast radio manager.
AL KAYE, West Coast radio director
of Benton & Bowles Inc., is in New
York for conferences with home office.
JOHN MILTON, for eight years
executive assistant to the Columbia U.
Alumni Fund Committee, has resigned
to join Lewis & Gilman, Philadelphia
agency.
ROBERT E. WALSH, formerly of
Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, has
joined the service detail department of
Arthur Kudner Inc., New York.
THOMAS L. GREER, copywriter and
account executive of Blackett-SampleHummert, Chicago, has been appointed
account executive on the General Mills
account in charge of Gold Medal Flour
and Kix.
RUSSELL F. CLARK, former European office executive head of Erwin,
Wasey & Co., and later with English
agencies of Crawford Adv. and S. T.
Garland Adv. Services, has joined H.
W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co., Chicago,
as an account executive.

J-W-T in Argentine
BUENOS AIRES office of J. Walter Thompson Co. reported last
week
to the that
agency's
York
headquarters
it is New
producing
43 programs totaling more than 13
hours each week. The programs,
sponsored by such advertisers as
Swift & Co., Eau de Cologne, Cutex
and Duperial, are made up of 14
half-hours, 22 quarter-hours and
seven five-minute news broadcasts.
PAUL H. KERR, formerly of James
G. Lamb Co., Philadelphia, has joined
the
copy department of Geare-Marston,
Philadelphia.
EMERSON A. ELLIOTT, space and
time buyer of Campbell-Ewald Co.,
Eastern Division, New York, and William McNabb, art director, have been
appointed vice-presidents.
GEORGE F. DAVIS, formerly with
Aitken-Kynett, Philadelphia, as account executive for R. M. Hollingshead Corp., Camden, N. J., makers of
Whiz Products, has joined that company as sales manager of the industrial
division. John S. Wooster and Edward
S. Lanning, also once with AitkinKynett, are now in the armed forces.

Hooper
What

Report

JAYNE SHANNON, formerly of Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, has joined
J. Walter Thompson Co., New York,
as assistant to Linnea Nelson, chief
timebuyer. Miss Shannon replaces
Lucille
married. Mafucci, who resigned to be
ELEANORE SCANLON, former secretary to Arthur Pryor Jr., radio director of BBDO, New York, has been
appointed a timebuyer to replace
Chester Slaybaugh, who leaves July
6 for a similar position at Morse
International, New York.
CHARLES A. BOWES, former Los
Angeles manager of Gerth-Pacific Adv.,
has established his own agency at 219
W. Seventh St. Telephone is Vandike
4522. Accounts include Minall Labs.,
Pasadena, Cal. (Ferro Meal), currently sponsoring thrice-weekly participation in theon woman's
program,
Priscilla Alden,
KPAS, that
city.
BETTY BUCKLER, Hollywood office
manager of Benton & Bowles, and
Lt. Lyman Johnson were married in
Temple, Texas, June 26.
RAY MOUNT ROGERS, having been
given an honorable discharge from
the
Army, staff
recently
the San&
Francisco
of rejoined
Foote. Cone
Belding.

Jerome P. Shea
JEROME P. SHEA, 42, vice-president and treasurer of Deutsch &
Shea Adv. Agency, New York,
died June 24 in Boston at the Baker
Memorial Hospital. Formerly general manager of the Brown Adv.
Agency,
Mr. Shea
with Arnold Deutsch
in thejoined
establishment
of Deutsch & Shea in 1939. He
leaves his mother, four sisters and
two brothers.
WILLIAM
G. ofBOGART,
formerStreet
associate editor
The Shadow,
& Smith publication, has joined N. W.
Ayer & Sons, Philadelphia, as copy
writer.
BILL BURNHAM, executive of Consolidated Radio Artists, and a vicepresident,
hastalent
resigned
to joinNewthe York,
William Morris
agency,
as executive salesman in the band department.
CARL BROWN,
formerMills
account
executive on the General
account
for Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago, has been appointed vice-president
in charge of the New York office of
Sherman & Marquette.
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Folks In The El Paso Southwest
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Have

Long Known
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. . . THAT
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KTSM
Most

of

the

Time

C. E. HOOPER, INC
Station Listening Index
SPRING 1943

EL PASO, TEXAS
TIME

KTSM
76.9

8:00-10:00 AM
10:00-12:00 N
TOTAL MORNING:

69.5
62.1

12:00- 3:00 PM
3:00- 6:00 PM
TOTAL AFTERNOON:
KARL O. WYLER
General Manager

68.0
56.3
62.8

50.3
57.5

Watts

All Others
6.5
0.8
12.1
1.5

2.6
3.9

34.6
42.6
29.6
35.5

12.9
7.1
10.2

54.3

TOTAL DAY AND
NIGHT AVERAGE:
1000

25.8
24.0
Station "B"
39.8
30.5

6:00- 8:00 PM
8:00-10:30 PM
TOTAL EVENING:

22.3

6.3

62.3
• NBC

and Blue Networks

, 31.4
EL PASO,
TEXAS
Represented Nationally by
"Bet you WFDF Flint Michigan
can't match her coverage!"
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
so — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
KDKA, Pittsburgh
Mennen Co., New York (shave cream),
3 sa weekly, 28 weeks, thru Russel M.
Seeds Co., Chicago.
Clearfield Taxidermy Co., Clearfield, Pa.
(furs and storage), 3 sa, 3 sp, thru
Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. (Supersuds
and Palmolive soap), 5 ta weekly, 34
weeks, thru Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
Skinner Mfg. Co. (Raisin bran), ta daily.
28 weeks, thru Ferry Hanley Co., Kansas City.
United Drug Co.. Boston (Rexa'l onecent sale) , 14 ta, thru Street & Finney, N. Y.
Joseph Home Co., Pittsburgh (department store) 10 sa, thru Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh.
Shepherd's
Cardcards),
Co., 5Mechanicsburg, Pa. Town
(greeting
sa, thru
Ralph L. Dombrower Co., Richmond.
Pillsbury Flour Mills, Minneapolis (pancake flour) , 7 ta, 5 sa weekly, thru
McCann-Erickson, Chicago.
Campbell Woods Co.. Pittsburgh (Breakfast Cheer coffee) , quarter-hour sp,
thru J. Grant Agency, Pittsburgh.
Frank & Seder, Pittsburgh (department
store) Adv.
, sa series,
W. Earl Bothwell
Agency,thruPittsburgh.
Simoniz Co.. Chicago (wax cleaner) 13
so, thru George H. Hartman & Co.,
Chicago, HI.
Chicago Technical College, Chicago (war
industries training course) , ta, sp series,
thru Buchanan & Co., Chicago.
American Molasses Co.. New York. 8 sa,
thru Charles W. Hoyt Co.. N. Y.
James Austin Co.. Pittsburgh (Hearers),
sa series, thru F. A. Ensign Adv. Agency, Pittsburgh.
Independent Wallpaper Co., Pittsburgh,
sa series, thru Charles E. Yost, Pittsburgh.
Allied Mills, Chicago (Wayne feeds), t
series, thru Louis E. Wade Inc., Ft.
Wayne.
Ex-Lax Inc., Brooklvn, ta series, thru
Joseph Katz Co.. N. Y.
General Foods, New York, (Pour More
coffee) , sa series, thru Benton & Bowles,
N. Y.
Kasco Mills Inc.. Toledo (dog food), 30
ta, thru Campbell Sanford Adv. Co.,
Cleveland.
MacFadden Publications, New York (True
Story mond
magazine)
thru RaySpector Co.., tN. series,
Y.
Lever Bros., Cambridge (Lifebuoy soap,
Rinso) , sa series, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, N. Y.
Morton Salt Co., Chicago, series of ta, sa,
thru J. Walter Thompson, Chicago.
Hubinger Co., Keokuk, la. (Elastic
starch), one sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Ralph Moore Agency, St. Louis.
American Express Co., N. Y. (Travelers
Checques),
sp series, thru Caples Co..
N. Y.
Pure Foods Co., Mamaroneck, N. Y.
(Herb-Ox bouillon cubes), 3 sa weekly.
13 weeks, thru J. M. Mathes Inc., NY.
United Aircraft Corp., East Hartford
(scholarships),
Forbes,
N. Y. sa, up series, thru PlattWm. H. Wise, New York (knitting
guide), weekly sa, thru Huber Hoge
& Sons, N. Y.
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago (Aunt Jemima pancake flour), sp series, thru
Sherman K. Ellis & Co.. Chicago.
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.
(baby powder), 6 sa weekly, thru Young
& Rubieam, N. Y.
Sterling Oil Co., Emlenton. Pa.. 5 t weekly, 25 weeks, thru Walker & Downing,
Pittsburgh.
Mentholatum Co.. Wilmington, Del., daily
t, 52 weeks, thru J. Walter Thompson
Co., N. Y.
Ft. Pitt Bedding Co., Pittsburgh, 3 sp
weekly, 3 months, thru Smith, Taylor
& Jenkins, Pittsburgh.
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Vick Chemical Co., N. Y. (Vapo-Vatronol), sp
thru Morse International, N. series,
Y.
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co.. Louisville (Bugler tobacco), 3 sa weekly, 12
weeks,
cago. thru Russel M. Seeds Co., ChiFederal Life & Casualty Co., Elgin. 111.,
6Chicago.
weekly sp, thru J. L. Stewart Agency,
Philadelphia Co.. Pittsburgh (public utility) ,series of weekly sp, direct.
E. T. Knowles, Springfield, Mass. (Rubine) , 3 sa weekly, 24 weeks, thru
Charles W. Hoyt Co., N. Y.
Simon & Schuster Inc., New York (Wartime Manual). 6 sa, thru Huber Hoge
& Sons, N. Y.
Gimbel's,
Pittsburgh
(department
6 sp weekly,
52 weeks,
thru J. store)
Grant
Co.. Pittsburgh.
Bell Telephone Co. of Pa. (institutional),
sa
series, thru Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia.
Associated Labs., Long Island City (Kelnamalt, Blondex), sa series, thru Grady &
Wagner, N. Y .
Beech-Nut Packing Co., Canajoharie, N.
C. (gum), 2 sa weeklv. 12 weeks, thru
Newell Emmett Co., N. Y.
Braun Baking Co.. Pittsburgh. 5 sn weekly, 52 weeks, thru W. E. Long Co., Chicago.
KFRC, San Francisco
Procter & Gamble Co.. New York (Ivorv
Flakes) , 29 ta, thru Comnton Adv., N. Y.
Murine Co.. New York (eyewash), 5 ta
weekly, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Sunset Magazine, San Francisco (periodical) ,3 sa weekly, thru Brisacher, Davis
& Van Norden, San Francisco.
Petri Wine Co., San Francisco. 5 ta
weekly,
Francisco.thru Erwin Wasey & Co., San
Leslie Salt Co., San Francisco, 3 ta
weekly, thru Erwin Wasey & Co., San
Francisco.
Fox West Coast Theaters, San Francisco
(movies) 6 ta daily, placed direct.
Sir Francis Drake Hotel, San Francisco,
3Francisco.
sa weekly, thru Harrington Adv., San
Flag Pet Food Corp., San Francisco. 1
sp weekly, thru M. E. Harlan Adv.,
San Francisco.
WHO, Des Moines
Gooch Milling Co.. Lincoln (macaroni),
3 sp weekly,
10 weeks,
Turnbull
Co., Kansas
City. thru
Mo. PottsPeter Paul Inc., Naugatuck, Conn.
(Mounds, Walnettos, Ten Crown gum),
6 ta. weekly, thru Platt-Forbes Inc.,
N. Y.
WFMJ, Youngstown, O.
Pillsbury Flour Co., Minneapolis, 10 sa
weekly,
30 weeks, thru McCann-Erickson, Minneapolis.

WLS, Chicago
Pillsbury Flour Mills, Minneapolis, 10 sa
weekly, 13 weeks, thru McCann-Erickson, Minneapolis.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Ivory
soap), 7 sa, thru Compton Adv., N. Y.
Varley Products Corp., Chicago (flavorsa weekly,
13 weeks, thru Hoffmaning)&, 5York,
Milwaukee.
Feminine Products Co., New York (Arrid), 5 sa weekly, 39 weeks, thru Small
& Seiffer, N. Y.
Carter Products Co., New York (Little
Liver Pills), 13 sa, 1 week; 12 sa, 38
weeks, thru Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
Blue Moon Foods, Thorp, Wis. (cheese),
5Ellis-Younggreen
sa weekly, 13 &weeks,
ReinckeFinn,thru
Chicago.
Crow's Hybrid Corn Co., Milford, 111. (seed
corn)
, 3 sa
weekly,
7 weeks, thru
Critchfield
& Co..
Chicago.
DeKalb Agricultural Assn.. DeKalb, 111.
(seed corn), 5 sp weekly, 26 weeks,
thru Western Adv., Racine, Wis.
WOR, New York
Eppens Smith Co., New York (Holland
House coffee, Challenge tea), 5 sa
weekly, 26 weeks, thru Scheck Adv.,
Newark, N. J.
Peter Paul Inc., Naugatuck, Conn, (candy,
chewing gum ) , 3 ne weekly, 52 weeks,
thru Platt-Forbes Inc., Hartford.
Manhattan
Soap3 neCo.,weekly,
New 52York
heart soap),
weeks,(Sweetthru
Franklin Bruck Adv., N. Y.
WGRC, WDAK Move
THE FCC last week granted
WGRC, New Albany, Ind., a construction permit to move its main
studio and transmitter from New
Albany across the river to Louisville, where it has maintained a
studio regularly, and granted at the
same time a construction permit to
WDAK, West Point, Ga., to make
a similar move to nearby Columbus,
Ga. WGRC operates on 1400 kc,
with 250 watts, and WDAK on 1340
kc, with 250 watts.
AWARDING of a full refund scholarship to the high ranking student at the
second annual NBC-Northwestern U.
Summer Radio Institute, will be continued, Harry C. Kopf. NBC vicepresident and general manager of the
Central Division, has announced. Ann
Keith,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., won the
1942 award.
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CBS AGAIN CLAIMS
LEADING SPONSORS
FOR THE THIRD successive year,
CBS was the most favored network
of the 100 leading national advertisers who chose radio as their principal medium, CBS reports. In 1942
three of the nation's four leading
advertisers placed most of their
radio advertising
as follows: Lever Bros. with
Co., CBS
$4,226,550;
General Foods Corp., $4,223,395,
and R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.,
Breaking down the list of top na$1,779,100.
tional advertisers, CBS claims 47
clients out of 100, thus topping all
other networks in the number of
leading clients. Of these 47 advercounts. tisers, 21 are exclusive CBS acOf the three biggest clients, in
order of advertising expenditures,
CBS states that Procter & Gamble
led with $8,904,887 on networks,
almost half of its total advertising
budget; Lever Bros. Co. expended
$5,004,731 on network advertising,
more than half of its total for all
media; and General Foods placed
$7,854,668 in radio, or more than
two-thirds of its entire budget.
These figures, CBS explains, are
for
facilities'
include
talent cost
costs.only and do not
Heinz Substitute
WHILE Information Please takes
an eight-week vacation from the
Monday evening 10:30-11 p.m. spot
on the full NBC network, a summer substitute titled Vacation
Serenade will replace the quiz
program from July 19 to Sept. 6.
Summer series will feature Wilfred
Pelletier's orchestra, Dorothy Kirsten, soprano, Reed Kennedy, baritone, with Ben Grauer handling
the commercials for the sponsor,
H. J. Heinz Co., Pittsburgh. Agency is Maxon Inc., New York.
Cigarette Complaint
PINEHURST cigarettes are not "the
cigarettearethetheydoctor
and
neither
devoid smokes"
of irritating
qualities, says the Federal Trade
Commission in a complaint filed
against the R. L. Swain Tobacco Co.,
Danville, seVa.
for alleged
misrepre-in
ntation in making
these claims
their advertising.
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PEOCTER & GAMBLE Co., Chicago,
effective July 4, is shifting commercial copy on Duz chaihbreak announcements to Drene shampoo. Compton
Adv., New York, handles Duz ; H. W.
Kastor & Sons, Chicago, has Drene.
ALBERT E. RITCHIE, former merchandising manager, has been named
sales manager of Wildroot Co., Buffalo
(hair preparations). J. Ward Maurer,
former advertising manager, has been
appointed to the new post of manager of advertising and merchandising.
The company is using sports and news
programs in selected markets. Agency
is BBDO, New York.
LEAF CHEWING GUM Co., Chicago
(Leaf Spearmint Gum), has placed
a schedule of one-minute transcribed
announcements and five-minute live
programs on Chicago stations WMAQ,
WENR, WJJD, WCFL and WLS.
Contract for 13 weeks was placed
through Bozell & Jacobs, newly-appointed agency.
JOSEPH MARTINSON Co., New
York, back on the air after a hiatus
because of the coffee shortage has
added five spot announcements weekly
to its schedule on WOR, New York.
Firm started a weekly commentary
in April. Agency is Neff-Rogow, N. Y.
SERUTAN Co., Jersey City (proprietary), on July 11 starts A. L.
Alexander's Mediation Board on 11
Mutual stations, Sun., 8-8 :45 p.m.
Agency : Raymond Spector Co., N. Y.
FORT WAYNE ZOLLNER PISTONS, Softball team, are sponsoring
two sportscasts a week on WGL,
Fort Wayne, Ind., to build up interest
in the game.
ANGELICA LUTHERAN CHURCH,
Los Angeles, in late June started
sponsoring a transcribed version of
Pacific Lutheran Hour on KVI, Tacoma. In addition to the original live
broadcast on KFWB, Hollywood, program is sponsored on 4 Arizona
Broadcasting stations (KTAR KVOA
KYUM KGLU), Sunday, 9:30-10
p.m. (PWT). Reverend Rudolph
Burke and a male quartet are featured. Agency is Tom Westwood Adv.,
Los Angeles.
SEARL-MERRICK Co., Los Angeles
(investment securities), new to radio,
on June 28 started sponsoring a weekly
quarter - hour educational series,
Romance of American Industry, on
KECA. Contract is for 13 weeks. Burritt Wheeler, traveler - historian economist, is narrator. Program is
written and produced by Robert F.
Dennis Inc., Los Angeles agency.

AIRCRAFT ACCESSORIES Corp.,
Los Angeles, new to West Coast radio,
on June 29 started a thrice-weekly
five-minute newscast on KNX, Hollywood. Contract is for 13 weeks.
Agency is Loekwood-Shackelford Adv.,
Los Angeles.
GEORGE H. LEE Co., Omaha, Neb.
(poultry remedies), starting July 10
will sponsor a Saturday quarter hour
musical program featuring The Prairie
Ramblers on WLS, Chicago. Contract
for 52 weeks was placed thru Allen &
Reynolds, Omaha.
SPARKLETTS Drinking Water Co.,
Los Angeles, on a 13-week contract
starting July 5 will sponsor a fiveweekly five-minute newscast on KNX,
Hollywood. Firm also sponsors an
average of 25 similar newscasts daily
on eight other Southern California stations, with a quarter-hour per day on
KFI. Sparkletts sponsors Fulton
Lewis jr. seven times weekly on KHJ.
with participation in Homemakers
Club on that station. Agency is Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood.
BON TON BAKERS has increased
its budget on KGVO, Missoula, Mont.,
for Noon Local News, adding Saturule. day to its previous twice-a-week schedPACKARD BELL Co., Los Angeles
(home recorders), supplementing its
weekly quarter - hour commentary
Neivsmakers on 5 NBC Pacific stations, has started using one-minute
transcribed announcements once a
week on KOIN and KOMO. Contracts
are for 13 weeks, started July 1 and 5
respectively. Other stations will be
added. Agency is Barton A. Stebbins
Adv., Los Angeles.
DEUTSCH Co., Los Angeles (tool
makers), new to radio, in a four-week
test on June 28 started a quarterhour five-weekly participation in Al
Jarvis' Hake Believe Ballroom on
KFWB, Hollywood. Coast Western
Adv.
account.Agency, Los Angeles, has the
SWELDOM'S,
Los of
Angeles
apparel
shop), out
radio (women's
for more
than three years, is sponsoring for 26
weeks a five-weekly quarter-hour news
program, Dispatch from Reuter's,
started June 7, on KFWB,- Hollywood, using Reuter's
Service.
Velma Cloward
Adv., LosNews
Angeles,
has
the account.
BROWN GREER & Co., through
Edwin C. Huster Co., Knoxville, has
purchased Funny Honey M an, Allen A.
Flint transcribed syndicated production, for broadcast on WROL. Knoxville, WJHL, Johnson City, Tenn.,
and WSJS, Winston-Salem, N. C. The
25-minute program started June 28
on a five-times weekly basis.
TURBO- AIRE Corp. (fuel saver) is
sponsoring Today's American Heroes,
true stories of the deeds of our fightingmen, six nights weekly at 6:15 on
WTOL, Toledo.
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Customers

Buy

9

In most markets, you may be fairly safe in assuming that the
buying habits of rural customers pretty generally conform to
national pattern. But in the KMA area, rural customers
differ in several all-important respects:
1— They spend $544,512,205 in KMA retail stores every
year — mostly in their nearest small town.
2 — Even in normal times, they reverse the national pattern
by doing only 2.8% of their retail buying in towns of
10,000 or more population . . . and now they're buying
almost exclusively in their "home" towns. (See Nielson,
Sales Management, etc.)
3 — They are volume buyers, because they usually get to
town only once or twice a week — and their larger families
require larger purchases.
4 — They are KMA listeners and show a vast preference for
the standard merchandise they hear advertised. They do
not buy on "price appeal" — there are only three grocery
chains and one drug chain in the entire KMA area!
KMA knows the 540,988 rural families in the No. 1 Farm
Market, for only KMA devotes 70% of its broadcasting time
to provide them with news, entertainment, and specialized
service.
To make these rural customers your customers you need
our latest Market Data Brochure. The full facts are yours —
merely for the asking.

OTHER
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Our Respects To
(Continued from page 26)
SERVICE
for

your

AND

REPLACEMENTS

PRESTO

TURNTABLES

John points to this volume when
asked how he is able to devote so
much time to the industry. "You
don't have to police a man's work
if you make your policies clear at
the beginning",
answers,
"and
you
can conserve heyour
own energy
by eliminating the bluster of high

Although 90%

of our plant is now making

war equipment other than recorders, we still
maintain a service department and a complete
stock of replacement parts for the convenience
of Presto owners.
You can add years to the life of your turntables by giving them

a periodic factory

reconditioning.
These are the parts of your Presto tables
that should be checked at least once a year.
1 . Cutting heads and pickups.
2. Rubber tires, idler wheels and motor mounting
grommets.
3. Bronze gears and bearings.
4. Cutting mechanism feed finger.
5. Cutting mechanism and turntable alignment.
6. Motor bearings and pulleys.

pressure
supervision."
Currently,
John Fetzer is on the
board of NAB and chairman of
NAB's War Committee. He is a
radio consultant to the Office of
War Information, National Councillor to the U. S. Chamber of
Commerce, and President of the
Kalamazoo Chamber of Commerce.
He is a member of the Institute of
Radio Engineers and the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
John was born in Decatur, Ind.,
March 25, 1901, of a family which
traces back to one Joachim Fetzer
who came to America from Bavaria
around 1760 and fought under
Washington at Valley Forge and
Yorktown. He took his undergraduate work at Purdue and Wisconsin universities and was a graduate student at the University of
Michigan. He played basketball in
school and is still keenly interested
in athletics. With his wife, Rhea,
he used to vacation periodically in
Florida or Northern Michigan but
the telephone would follow him and
Mrs. Fetzer has given up "trying
to
take him away" . . . for the
duration
RCA

to Vote on Ideas

OF THE PROGRAM ideas submitted to RCA-Victor by three of
the agencies handling sections of
its account, the one worked out by
J. Walter Thompson Co. is understood to have received the approval of a committee of representatives from RCA and its subsidiaries. It will be placed before the
July 9 meeting of the RCA board
of directors, and if approved, will
go on the BLUE in early September as an institutional series, probably an hour show. The board will
vote on an appropriation for the
series. Other RCA agencies offering possible shows were Ruthrauff
& Ryan, New York, and Kenyon &
Eckhardt,
New York [Broadcasting, May 31].

If your equipment has not been serviced recently, arrange to send your tables to us one
at a time. Reconditioning

will be handled

promptly and at moderate cost.
Apply your A A- 2 or AA-1 priority to your
order to cover critical materials.

InCHICAGO,
Other Cilies,
Phone• CLEVELAND,
. . . ATLANTA,Me. Jack.
• BOSTON,
4510
Hot. 4240
1565 437*2
• DALLAS,
37093 • Bel.
DENVER,
PRESTO
Ch.4277 . DETROIT, Univ. 1-0180 • HOLLYWOOD, Hil. 9133 • KANSAS
CITT, Vic. 4631 • MINNEAPOLIS, Atlantic 4216 • MONTREAL, Mar. 636«
RECORDING CORP. TORONTO, Hud. 0333 • PHILADELPHIA, Penny. 0542 • ROCHESTER,
5AN FRANCISCO, Su. 8854 ♦ SEATTLE, Sen. 2560
242 WEST 55th ST. H.Y. Cul. 5548 •WASHINGTON,
D. C, Shep. 4003— Dltt. 1640
World's Largest Manufacturers ef Instantaneous Sound Recording, Equipment and Discs
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Longines on WOK
LONGINES WITTNAUER
WATCH Co., New York, which has
been using WEAF as the New
New York outlet for its nationwide
quarter-hour recorded series The
World's Most Honored Music, is
shifting to WOR, New York, July
5. Program, featuring classical
music recorded by a group of musicians of the New York Philharmonic Orchestra, will be heard five
times weekly, 10:45-11 p.m., on
WOR on a 52-week basis. Agency
is Arthur Rosenberg Co., New
York.
BERT GORDON (the Mad
on the weekly NBC Time
Hhow will shelve his radio
a George signWhite
ment in fall. Broadway

Russian)
to Smile
work for
show as-

BROADCASTING

PORTER APPOINTED
WAR FOOD DEPUTY
PAUL A. PORTER, former CBS
Washington attorney, last Tuesday
was named deputy director of the
War Food Administration and chief
assistant to Judge
Marvin Jones. Mr.
Porter leaves his
post
as assistant
director
of OPA,
in charge of rent
control, for the
new post.
Jesse Tapp,
Mr. places
Porter
re! who had been deto Chester
Mr. Porter Davis, putyFood
Administrator, who resigned last
week. Mr. Porter had worked under Mr. Davis on the old National
Defense Advisory Commission,
having left CBS last year to assume that post. Subsequently he
joined OPA under Leon Henderson.
While OPA has been under fire
in Congress,
Porter's
renttestiactivities wereMr.
praised
after
mony mittees.
beforeHe has
Congressional
combeen mentioned
for a number of war emergency
posts, including
that of deputy
director of OWL supplanting
Milton
Eisenhower, who leaves in Septembecome president of Kansas
Stateber toCollege.
Stowe Starts Agency
ARTHUR W. (Tiny) Stowe, former account p^^cutive of Milton
Weinberg Adv.
Co. and prior to
that production
manager
of CBS
in San Francisco,
has own
established
his
agency
under firm name
of Coast Western
Adv.,
at 815 Los
W.
Pico Blvd.,
phone
iscounts
Prospect
2988.
Firm
Stowe acMr-Investment
TeleAngeles.
include
Globe
Co.; Kelly Car Co.; Deutsch Co.
(tool makers) .
Schutter Sub
SCHUTTER CANDY Co., Chicago
(Bit-O-Honey and Old Nick candy
bars), has appointed Schwimmer &
Scott, Chicago, as agency. Effective
with the program of July 11, the
company is substituting a new
quarter-hour Sunday program for
Col. Stoopnagle's Stooparoos, heard
at 1:45 to 2:00 p.m. on 48 CBS
stations. Replacement originating
out oftionsChicago
dramatizaof articleswill
andbe stories
that
have appeared in Coronet magazine.

WHAT
TWO
STATIONS
provide America's greatest
war production audience?
see pages 24-25
• Broadcast
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STORE'S EIGHTH YEAR
Burts, Cleveland, Is Largest
Air User in City
ATTRIBUTING his spectacular
rise in business to radio advertising, L. O. Klivans, president and
general manager of Burts department store in Cleveland, has renewed his contract with WCLE,
carrying
the sponsor's
hour amateur
show Big Sunday
Broadcast2into its eighth consecutive year.
The largest buyer of actual
hours of radio time in Cleveland,
Burts also sponsor a two-hour
nationality show and a half-hour
classical music program on Sunday. In addition, a half-hour of
popular recordings, Wake Up and
Swing, is aired every morning and
a half-hour show, Music for Ohio,
is broadcast every evening.
During its seven years on the
air Big Broadcast has moved twice
to progressively larger studios to
accommodate its growing live audience. More than 15,000 amateurs
have been auditioned, of whom
3,500 have appeared. Mr. Klivans
acts as m.c. of the program and
Mrs. Klivans writes all of the commercials and continuity and also
participates in the broadcasts. A
Hooper survey gives the show the
highest rating of any program
heard in Cleveland during its
broadcast period, 3-5 p.m.

PRESIDENT
AGENCY
nttto
GEO. W. HELME
Co., fit
New ine
York,
Ipptri
Frank Best & Co., New York, for Norseman snuff. Said to use radio.
FLORISTS TELEGRAPH DELIVERY
Assn., Detroit, to Grant Adv., New York,
effective July 1. No radio contemplated
at present.
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Schenectady,
to N. W. Ayer & Son, New York, for the
industrial electronics division.
MURPHY & HOLZER, Los Angeles, to
J. R. Kupsick Adv., New York, to handle
New York drive to acquire used cars.
Previous campaign on 14 stations under
name of Smiling Irishman, now reduced
to two outlets.
BOOK PRESENTATION DIVISION, New
York, to Raymond Spector Co. Said to
use radio.
LEAF CHEWING GUM Co. to Bozell &
Jacobs, Chicago, for Leaf spearmint gum.
Said to use radio.
BITUMINOUS COALS INC., New York
(promotion for coal industry), to Arthur
Kudner Inc., New York. Plans not yet
decided.

SIGNS

FCC 1944 BUDGET
FUNDS for operation of the FCC
during the 1944 fiscal year were
provided last Monday when President Roosevelt signed the Independent Offices Appropriation Bill appropriating $7,609,914 for regular
and wartime activities of the Commission.
The bill approved by the Senate
and sent to conference, was substantially the same as the measure
adopted by the House after a
stormy session last February
[Broadcasting, Feb. 22]. It gave
the Commission approximately
$223,000 more than the 1943 budget, but about $480,000 less than its
budget estimate.
Regular operating budget of the
Commission was left unscarred bv
DINAH SHORE, vocalist of NBC
Paul Whiteman Presents, is featured
on a new
weekly
tran-be
scribed series,
News quarter-hour
from Home, to
rebroadcast for the AEF.

the 1944 bill, all $2,000,000 asked
for these purposes winning approval. Two major cuts from the FCC
budget
$206,000
a "War
Problemswere
Division"
and for
$28,000
for
a hemisphere communications unit.
Bulk of the appropriation will go
for operation of the Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Service and the
Radio Intelligence Division, the
FCC's national defense functions.
'Roundup' Open

DAILY NBC morning quarter-hour
World News Roundup is now available for local participation sponsorship, except for the Sunday
broadcast at 9 a.m., which continues sustaining. Plan calls for a
90-second opening by W. W. Chaplin, NBC newscaster in New York,
followed by a 30-second break for
a local commercial and 10 minutes
of news by respondents.
NBC's
Affiliatesforeign
are givencor-a
90-second break for local announcements and Chaplin closes the period
with his 40-second summary.

AUBREY TO HANDLE
DUNHAM S ACCOUNTS
ACTIVE DIRECTION of the Williamson Candy Co. (O Henry), OCedar Corp. and Club Aluminum
Products Co., accounts will be continued by James T. Aubrey, president of Aubrey, Moore & Wallace,
Chicago, following the death of
John Handy Dunham, late vicepresident and account executive of
the company, it was announced
last week.
Mr. Dunham died June 22 at
his Glencoe, 111. home, after a two
year illness. He was 62. His association with Aubrey, Moore & Wallace began in 1940. Mr. Dunham's
business career began with the International Silver Co., of which he
became western manager. When
Erwin, Wasey & Co. opened its
Chicago offices in 1915, he joined
that agency as a research man.
There he handled Westclox (Big
Ben) and the American Tobacco
Co. (Omar cigarets) accounts.
After four years with Williams
& Cunnyngham in the early 20's,
Mr. Dunham formed the first of
two companies under his name.
Successively he formed a partnership with the late Charles C.
Younggreen, joined Hayes MacFarland
& Co. and Aubrey, Moore &
Wallace.
Surviving Mr. Dunham are his
widow, a daughter and a son.
* 5,000 WATTS

Hope in England
BOB HOPE, star of the Pepsodent
Co. program on NBC, and Frances
Langford, singing star on his show,
have arrived in London for an entertainment tour of Army camps
under the auspices of the USO.
Hope completed his current radio
series June 15 and left for overseas a week or so ago. He expects
to return to the Pepsodent series
in the fall.
BROADCASTING
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WICHITA BROADCASTING
WICHITA FALLS, TEXAS
Columbia
National
Advertising

Representative:

CCL^i
<^W\

Affiliate

PAUL

H. RAYMER

CO. \\
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West

Coast

Admen

Hold Annual Meet
Maurice W. Heaton Chairman
Of Radio Discussions
CROWDING four days' work into
two, the Pacific Coast Advertising
Association held its fortieth annual
convention in San Francisco June
22 and 23. The convention was
strictly business from start to finish, with 360 registrants attending.
L.
W.
sided. Lane, PAA president, pre-

RESULTS
BRING
RENEWALS
Oertels '92 Beer
started
WINNvertising in
December 1 940.

A discussion of "Pacific Markets
— Past and Present" highlighted a
radio panel at which Maurice W.
Heaton, vice-president of Lawrence
and Cresmer, Los Angeles, was
chairman. Warwick Carpenter of
Santa Barbara, Pacific Coast representative of Sales Management
Magazine, presented a report by
Raymond Reeves Jr., Commerce
Dept. consultant, giving factual
studies of industrial developments
in Pacific Coast markets as compared with other sections of the
country. The report opposed the
view that spectacular activity on
the Coast was due to war conditions
and pointed out that while war has
caused the East to convert to war
industries, on the Pacific Coast traditional industries have continued
with immense war industry superimposed.
Predicting that when peace
comes, the East will revert to its
former industries, the report said
the new manufacturing will continue on the West Coast.
Miller McClintock, Mutual president, principal speaker at a lunch-

They're still with us!
SPOT SALES, INC.
National Representatives

The Reforms is truly
the hotel of the
future,luxeproviding
deand ultra-mode r n tions
accommodawith every
facilityfort for
comenceandrightconveniin the
midst of Mexico's
glorious recreaopportunities.tionalAmerican
and Mexican
food. Low European Plan - rotes.
For reservation and
information
adCity. dress: Atlantic Hotel Service, Essex
House, New York

N"*
LOUISVILLE
WIN

WINN

BLUE

NETWORK

STATION

Ui

LOUISVILLE,

KY.

"Horn* of Ciro'$ — Mexico'* Stoit Glamorous
Night Club".
HOTEL

WARM-UP RECEPTION on the opening day of the Pacific Advertising
Assn. Wartime Conference, held June 21-23 in San Francisco, brought
these BLUE affiliate representatives together. Top row (1 to r), E. W.
Harvey, KTAR, Phoenix, Ariz.; Boyd Braithwaite, KIDO, Boise, Ida.;
J. E. Miller, KTAR; T. M. Pennington, Arizona Republic. Bottom row,
J. R. Heath, KVOA, Tucson; Harper M. Phillips, KYUM, Yuma, Ariz.;
R. B. Williams, KVOA; Don Searle, KGO, San Francisco; George Grantham, advertising manager, Coca Cola Bottling Co. of San Francisco;
Bill Pursley, Rrizona Republic; B. R. Fulbright, KVOA; Harold R.
Gates, KTAR.
eon session, set forth a platform by
which he hoped advertising could
insure a sound post-war economy.
He pointed out that all communication channels to the American
people are the four great media:
newspapers, magazines, outdoor advertising and radio, and that these
channels are made strong and kept
open by the flow of advertising.
Mr. McClintock mentioned advertising's ability to sell ideas as well
as goods and cited its part in the
war effort. "The war has opened
new and dramatic opportunities
for advertising messages of interpretation, and the appreciation of
the people of this country for the
miraculous accomplishment in war
production creates a favorable atmosphere for post-war advertising
of an institutional and interpretative character," he said.
"Peace and friendship among the
nations will not come by the exchange of complimentary remarks,
but through a mutuality of business interests which bring common
advantages," he added, concluding
that "skilfull advertising, and advertising alone, can create these
economic relationships."
A SALUTE to war workers will be
broadcast weekly on WGN, Chicago
and MBS, in a new program, Hep,
Hep, Hooray! beginning Wednesday,
June 30, 12 :05 to 12 :30 p.m.

WFCI, Pawtucket, R.I.
your Telescript "Washington
Inside Out" more than lives
up to the high standards of
the finest news service available for radio.
George Sutherland,
Program Director.
available through

D. E. "Plug" Kendrick
President and General Manager
G. F. "Red" Bauer
Sales Manager
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McClintock
Network

Doubts

Breakups

He Says Business Decency
Will Dictate Loyalty
NEW FCC operation rulings will
not seriously affect network radio,
particularly Mutual, was opinion
expressed by Miller McClintock,
MBS president, at a Los Angeles
press conference staged on June 24
during that executive's brief flying
trip to the West Coast.
Mr. McClintock intimated that
other major networks will not
deviate materially from their operation of past years and the apprehension felt in some quarters is
purely a matter of "certain viewpoints". "Business decency," he
stated,ence "will
dictate strict
adherto a continuing
policy
of
loyalty to stations affiliated with
networks in the matter of advertisers singling out high powered
transmitters as permitted under
the new FCC regulations.
Business As Usual
"Mutual most certainly won't
abandon its own outlets just because an advertiser prefers a station off the network in a certain
market. All programs, commercial
and sustaining, will be first offered
to our own stations". He added
that Mutual is not worried about
the new regulations and business
as usual will be the network's byword.
Queried regarding television,
Mr. McClintock answered that it
was definitely out of the laboratories and ready to go soon after
the war's end. He said frequency
modulation also will get considerable impetus but which gets there
first or whether the two will be
combined is the subject of much
speculation among radio engineers.
ONE YEAR OLD, the CBS Mailbag,
published for former CBS men in the
armed forces,
goingIt tois written
610 exCBSers
all overisthenowworld.
by Jack Hoins, member of the CBS
press information department.
• Broadcast
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AFA

Urges Free Communications
{Continued from "page 14)
post-war unemployment and avert of media men and they tell me so.
inflation new goods and services But each one of them also tells me
must be brought into the market as that he cannot fight the fight alone.
If your media know that the best
rapidly as possible, he continued:
"But speedy reconversion will be sentiment in your community is behind that program, then they will
possible only if new orders for
goods are placed promptly. They not hesitate in turn to tell the advertiser who wants to get out of
alone will keep men at their jobs
in the industries, while they supply bounds that he is using advertising
the consumer goods necessary to that is against the best sentiment
satisfy the pent-up demands of Joe of the community. Let the media
and Mrs. Doakes ... To create know that you are behind them and
these desires for goods and trans- they won't hesitate long in showing
late them into orders that will mean
you that they are behind you."
jobs is one of the most urgent probLou R. Maxon, Detroit advertising agency head who is now deputy
lems of the transition period."
Carroll B. Larrabee, president, administrator, Office of Price Administration, closed the Monday
Printers' Ink Publishing Co., urged
his audience to take action against afternoon meeting with another
the "cheap and cynical fringe" who
off-the-record "Washington Remake it possible for opponents of
port." Subsequently he held a
advertising to win an increasingly press conference in which he adsympathetic hearing. Nationally,
vocated price subsidies as the only
solution to our immediate food
he said, "if the advertising you pay
for or prepare goes beyond your problem, declaring that there is no
own community you can see that it middle ground between subsidies
lives up to the highest standards
and inflation.
and opportunities of a wartime
Service Advertising
America." Second, he continued,
"you can appoint yourself a committee of one to write to the naAt the dinner meeting on Montional advertisers whom you believe
day, Capt. Leland P. Lovette, diare offenders. Tell these advertisers
rector of public relations, U. S. N.,
you don't like what they are doing. described advertising's contribuTell them why you don't like it—
tions to the success of the Navy's
and don't pull your punches. Fin- selective recruiting system and the
ally, be sure to send a copy of your methods used by the Navy in
letters to the publications or radio clearing advertising of its suppliers.
stations carrying the advertising
Citing the theme of radar as an
that is objectionable."
example of how advertising is tellInform Community
ing the Navy's story to the public,
For local advertising, he urged he said that radar was discovered
in the Naval Research Laboratory
the formation of little pressure
groups to set up "community cri- and developed through the assistance of General Electric Co., RCA,
teria" for wartime advertising.
"Put these standards down in Western Electric, Bendix and
black-and-white," he said, "so that many other companies who "are
not only you but everybody in your
community knows what these telling the public through advertising, within the limits of security,
standards are. Put them in the
some
of their contributions to the
hands of every advertiser in your
section, local or national. See that
warLt.effort."
John D. Stamm, U. S. N.,
copies get into the hands of your
spoke on "War Advertising in
local papers and radio stations."
Russia," illustrating his talk with
"Your media are just as anxious
as you are that the advertising numerous Russian war posters. J.
business live up to its full potential- B. Powell, editor, China Weekly
ities," he continued. "I know a lot Review of Shanghai, whose publi-

HUGH RAGER
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careAn experienced time buyer
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cation has been suspended since
Pearl Harbor, discussed "My Fight
forWar
a Free
Pressalso
in China."
topics
occupied the
Tuesday luncheon session, at which
Maj. George Fielding Eliot, military analyst of the New York Herald-Tribune and CBS, and Max
Hill, former head of AP's Tokio office, spoke on the war fronts of
Europe and Asia, and George E.
Sokolsky, columnist of the New
York Sun, discussed the home front.
Club Activities
General sessions on Tuesday
were devoted to an Advertising
Club conference on war activities,
with the morning given over to
discussions of the four clubs winning awards for club achievement.
In the cities of 300,000 or more,
the Advertising Assn. of Houston
won first award, with the Advertising Club of the Columbus (Ohio)
Chamber of Commerce second. In
cities of less than 300,000 the Advertising and Selling Club of
Peoria was first and the Advertising Club of Springfield (Mass.) second. All of these clubs participated in elaborate and active programs designed to aid in the war
effort by promoting bond sales, salvage campaigns, recruiting, USO,
Red Cross and similar drives. Allan T. Preyer, executive vice-president, Vick Chemical Co., and chairman of the AFA war advertising
committee, presented the awards
at the Monday dinner.

NUMBER

Noxzema

to Return

NOXZEMA CHEMICAL Co., Baltimore (skin cream), on July 6
discontinues Battle of the Boroughs
on WOR, New York, for the summer with plans to return to the
Tuesday 8:30-9 p.m. spot Sept. 28
on a 52-week contract. The company sponsors a similar program,
in most cases entitled Quiz of Two
Cities, in about 19 cities throughout the country. Agency is Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York.
Willard D. Egolf, assistant to
the president, NAB, and vice-president of the AFA, presided over the
Tuesday afternoon session, which
he opened by pointing out that
whereas lawyers and physicians are
licensed by the States, advertising
men derive their professional licenses from the first article of the
Bill of Rights, guaranteeing free
speech. "An advertisement is just
as much a symbol of free speech as
an editorial," he said.
Chester LaRoche, chairman of
the War Advertising Council,
made a plea for "an annual inventory" of advertising, at which stock
should be taken of the state of advertising and thoughtful consideration given to the suggestions of
its critics. Citing the talk of Mr.
Larrabee at the convention's opening session as a reminder that
"there is too much vulgarity, shading and absolute disregard for the
truth in this business," Mr. La

S
MIDWEST'
IN-TOW
N
ONE BOOM

Janice Johansen is 8 months
old. ''Baom.'Baby''' with a future-^
because
she was
born inHera iiBoomTown'* with
a future.
dad is
building a future with the Boeing
A ir plane Company.

Wichita has zoomed up to No. 1
sales hot spot of the MiddleWest. And it's there to stay. A
booming, new industrial and aviation center with plans for the
future
set in the heart of
America rich in natural resources.
Put yourself in solid in the
Wichita area now. Radio Station
KFH will do the job for you.

That Selling Station
In Kansas' Biggest, Rkhest Market!
KFH
WICHITA
CBS . . . 5000 WATTS DAY & NIGHT
CALL ANY
EDWARD PETRY OFFICE
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In The
SALT

Fast Growing
LAKE

MARKET

It's

Roche asked: "Will this speech go
unheeded? Will everybody nod
agreement and then do nothing?"
Asks Media to Censor
Declaring that while bad advertising is the exception rather than
the rule, he stated that nevertheless it does exist and it calls for
action. "There is no use writing
more codes," he said. "It is apparent they do not do the job. The
job to my mind belongs in one place.
It belongs with those who have the
power to prevent such advertising
from appearing and being heard.
That is, with the four great media
of the nation: newspapers, magazines, radio and outdoor.
"We should ask these four media
to
get oftogether
set upwilla dostrongforce
their ownto that
this
job.
we don't
there iswill
no
doubt And
that if the
Government
have to do it for us."
War Plant Plan
Quoting Charles E. Wilson, executive vice-chairman, WPB, that
"our schedule for next winter calls
for 40% more munitions a month
than we are now producing," Herman Wolf, assistant chief of staff,
War Production Drive Headquarters, said that "to achieve that 40%
increase we need more than just
machines and raw materials. We
need among the American people
an understanding of this urgent
need. We need more of that indefinable word — morale." He pro-
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O'Cedar

Series

PROGRAM selected by O'Cedar
Corp., Chicago (mops and floor
polish), as it's new Sunday afternoon series on the BLUE, starting Aug. 29, is Hot Copy, drama
featuring the adventures of Anne
Rogers, syndicated columnist. To
be heard Sundays, 3:30-4 p.m. on
the complete BLUE Network, the
series has been heard at various
times on a network basis since
1941. It will be broadcast this summer on NBC as a sustaining summer replacement for Truth or Consequences through Aug. 28. O'Cedar
agency is Aubrey, Moore & Wallace, Chicago.
posed a plan for advertising to assist in building morale among war
plant workers that would help to
achieve the increased production
demanded by the war.
Paul Bolton, former chief, Campaigns Section, Office of Defense
Transportation, spoke briefly on
the ability of the local advertising
clubs to do outstanding wartime jobs
if they understand what the Government wants done. He discussed the need for channels of
communication between them and
the Government agencies, such as
the OWI and the WAC are attempting to set up through the proposed
community war advertising plan.
Barton Elected
At the annual business meeting
of the AFA, Bruce Barton, president, BBDO, was elected chairman
of the board of directors. Joe M.
Dawson, president Tracy-LockeDawson, was elected president;
Clara H. Zillessen, advertising
manager, Philadelphia Electric Co.,
secretary; Robert S. Peare, manager, publicity department, General Electric Co., treasurer. Charles
E. Murphy was reelected general
counsel.
Mr. Barton; Gardner Cowles, Jr.,
president, The Cowles Stations
and the Des Moines Register &
Tribune Co.; and Lou R. Maxon,
chairman, Maxon Inc., and deputy
administrator, OPA, were elected
directors of the AFA and the following directors were reelected:
Henry H. Caswell, treasurer and
general manager, W. F. Young
Inc.; Herbert E. Fisk, executive
vice-president, Outdoor Advertising
Assn. of America; Merrill C.
Meigs, vice-president, Hearst
Corp.; Henry Obermeyer, assistant
vice-president, Consolidated Edison
Co. of New York; Allan T. Preyer,
executive vice-president, Vick
Chemical Co.; William C. Savage,

MEET
the three best prospects
you have today.
in the nation

National Representative
JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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advertising manager, Cincinnati
Post; Dorothy Shaver, vice-president, Lord & Taylor.
At the election of the Council
on Advertising Clubs, Forbes McKay, associate advertising manager, Progressive Farmer-Ruralist
Co., was reelected chairman; Willard D. Egolf, assistant to the president, NAB, was re-elected vicechairman, and Paul A. Kelly, Capital Finance Corp., was elected vicechairman. By virtue of these offices these three men automatically
become vice-presidents of the AFA.
The Premium Advertising Assn.
of America, meeting Tuesday in
conjunction with the AFA sessions,
heard Charles Wesley Dunn, counsel, discuss the legislative situation
on premiums. Herbert L. Lewis,
eastern manager, direct mail division, Reuben H. Donnelley Corp.,
and Galen Van Meter, regional
manager, Committee for Economic
Development, spoke on the use of
premiums in the post-war era.
Neville Miller, NAB president,
addressed a Wednesday morning
radio session, under the auspices of
the NAB Sales Managers Division,
on the significance of the Supreme
Court decision on powers of the
FCC, Fred E. Kenkel, vice-president, C. E. Hooper Inc., discussed
the effects of the war on radio listening habits. (See separate story
on page 14.)
At the concluding session of the
conference Wednesday afternoon,
Paul G. Hoffman, president, Studebaker Corp., and chairman, Committee on Economic Development,
urged the immediate beginning of
planning for postwar products,
selling and advertising, "for once
peace comes, industry must be ready
to race to high level employment
very quickly. It must get jobs for
the idle millions before long unemploymentillusionment
brings andthem
and diswant.fear
If business
has planned boldly and has the
courage to act boldly when peace
comes, then its wheels can begin to
John
E. Wiley, vice-president.
turn
in time."
Fuller & Smith & Ross, declared
that while "advertising's biggest
peace-work job will be the competitive selling of the additional
products which our enormously increased industrial machine will produce,
that willThat
not will
be advertising's
hardest job.
be creating
and maintaining a political state of
mind through boom periods and recessions that is understanding of
and
helpful
to business development.
"In the postwar world," he
stated, "we will need as never before the 'take a chance' spirit which
is the essence of capitalism. We
will need the 'I can do it better'
spirit mined
which
best a be
deterthrough can
allowing
profit.
"These are the kind of simple
facts about business and how business operates that ought to be
known throughout the length and
breadth of our land. It is advertising's job to make them known."
• Broadcast
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NAB

Brief

Enters

KPAS
Wage
Case
Opposes
Ruling
of Equal
Pay
for Engineers
ALTHOUGH denied the right of
intervention in the technicians pay
scale controversy between KPAS,
Pasadena, and Local 40 of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (AFL), NAB through
counsel of Pacific Coast Broadcasting Co. Thursday submitted a brief
to the Regional War Labor Board
in Los Angeles, which was reviewing a ruling of George Chaney,
U. S. Conciliation Service arbiter.
The Union was given an additional
three days to reply to the NAB
brief.
In its brief, NAB argued against
the decision of Mr. Chaney that
technicians and technical supervisors in all stations, regardless of
power, do the same work and are
entitled to the same pay. On this
basis, the arbiter had awarded
KPAS technicians pay equal to that
at KMPC, highest paying station
in the Los Angeles economic area
[Broadcasting, April 19].
Superficial Knowledge
Asserting that the arbiter showed
a superficial knowledge of the
craft, NAB, through its labor
counsel, Joseph L. Miller, said the
jobs in various stations involved
degrees of skill which compared
with those of a streetcar motorman
versus an engineer on an electrified
railroad.
The brief described the process
of training by which large stations
recruit technical personnel from
smaller stations, pointing out that
work in small stations is not so
exacting, and that small station
technicians "are not required to
meet any technical problem which
may arise while in a larger station
each technician is supposed to be
able to meet any emergency."
NAB also said adoption of the
Chaney argument would hurt the
war effort since it might force
small stations off the air.
BILL BACHER, Hollywood radio
writer, has been signed by 20th Century-Fox to a three-year writer-producer contract.

WDRC
CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

Miller Asks Law
(Continued from page H)
day in court and to secure that result
the Federal Communications Bar Association is advocating certain procedural changes. Furthermore, we are
advocating the adoption of an amendment providing for declaratory judgment procedure. Today it is impossible to challenge the actions of the
FCC without violating the Commission's order and placing your license
in jeopardy. Under the declaratory
judgment procedure, a station may request a ruling on any Commission action and if not satisfied, may appeal
the review.
Commission's ruling to the court
for
There are other provisions regulating the use of a station for the discussion of public or political questions
and other amendments may be proposed before the hearings are concluded, but briefly our legislative program is aimed at maintaining a free
radio. The White- Wheeler Bill embodying these provisions was introduced
March 2, 1943, and hearings will start
in September. It is possible to secure
these needed amendments if we can
only bring the need of them to the
consciousness of the American people. It is highly important that this
be done.
It is important to you as advertisers
because radio is an important medium
of advertising. It is important that it
be kept free. Let government control
of programs once get started and it
will, like creeping paralysis, gradually
suck the vitality of radio.
Today your clients, because radio is
free, can combat the many theories of
the starry eyed boys who would love
to remake the world. Yet let the government secure control of programs —
let the FCC by raising its finger indicate that more time should be given
to government officials and less to advertisers— and the very basis of free
enterprise will be threatened.
Listening Goes Up
Radio listening may reach new
heights this summer, Fred H. Kenkel, vice-president of C. E. Hooper
Inc., predicted, with national gasoline rationing and the Eastern ban
on pleasure driving as the main
causes. He warned, however, that
increased nighttime employment
and work in Victory Gardens in the
early evening hours may reverse
this trend to some extent.
Increased use of evening hours
by network advertisers has produced a competition for listeners
which may perhaps lower the ratings of individual programs, he
said, unless thei'e is a further increase in audience. "However," he
added, "perhaps the most significant fact about evening wartime
listening has been that despite the
fact that broadcast hours have remained high, average ratings have
gone higher. This indicates that
evening sponsored radio is manifesting excellent health in wartime."
Durkee Spot Series
DURKEE FAMOUS FOODS Inc.,
Elmhurst, N. Y., starts a spot announcement campaign on WFBN
WEAN WJAR WREC for Durkee's
Famous Dressing, July 5. Announcements start off at the rate
of 20 a week per station, to be reduced to ten a week. Agency is
Federal Adv., New York.
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BMI

Arvey Spots

Licensees Meet

NINTH

meeting of program managers of stations licensed by
Broadcast Music Inc., the last until early fall, took place June 2629 in New York, with M. E. Tompkins, general manager of BMI,
presiding. Songs on which BMI
and affiliated publishers are concentrating were auditioned, and
brief talks were given by Sydney
M. Kaye, BMI executive vice-president and general counsel; Carl
Haverlin, vice-president in charge
of station relations; R. L. Harlow,
program director; Ralph C. Wentworth, field representative, and
Robert Burton, house counsel. In
addition to other BMI executives,
25 program managers attended
the sessions-

ARVEY Corp., Chicago (R-V-Lite
glass substitute), has placed a total
of 13-26 one-minute spot announcements for fall starting dates on the
following stations: KVI KOIN
KPO KNX KFPY KSL WGBL
KLZ WJR WBAL WHAM WSUA
WRNL WPTF WGY WLW WTIC
KYW WREC WSB KFYR KFBI
WKY WFAA WCCO KWTO
WAAF and KXOK, and 36 on
WLS, Chicago; 48 on KFAB, Lincoln, Neb.; a quarter-hour program
thrice-weekly on WHO, Des Moines,
for seven weeks; and a quarterhour segment on Grand Ole Opry,
WSM, Nashville. Starting dates
will be staggered from Oct. 8 to
Nov. 1. Agency is First United
Broadcasters, Chicago.
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WAR
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1942

GROWTH
PROSPECTS

In Philip M. Hauser's recent survey, he rates Corpus Christi,
Texas, as a Class A-l city — that is, one of the six cities which
grew most rapidly during the war and now have the best
prospects of retaining their wartime growth.
With its audited city zone population of 101,400 and county
population of 123,239, Corpus Christi offers you a rapidly
expanding market which is dominated by one major station
— KRIS. Yes, the Hooper Station Listening Index for Fall
gives KRIS a dominant 63.6% evening listenership against
13% for station B and only 11% for station C. Use KRIS
for a selling-clinch on Corpus Christi now!

Special Combination Buy — KRIS and KXYZ, Houston . . . Investigate!
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Charges

Against Chairman
Fly
(Continued from page 10)
resolution adopted by the BWC for the national defense that such investigations should have been promptly
the purpose of preventing Mr. Fly
from making public utterances on made, and the strategic position occupied by any disloyal or enemj
matters relating to such Board affecting national defense.
operators to endanger the national
defense
;
the incompetent manner in
Mr. Fly's insistence on reopening
the consent decree (RCA) and refus- which such fingerprints were taken
ing to renew RCAC licenses despite by the FCC, compelling the return
the protests of the Army and Navy. to the FCC of the fingerprints of
55,000 operators as useless and
Mr. Fly'sofrefusal
to approve
the some
of no value.
operation
miniature
broadcast
stations at isolated combat outposts
Contribution to
if the stations are to be soldier
Pearl Harbor Disaster
operated.
The protests made by the admirals
Mr. Fly's insistence that the broadcasting stations operated by the in charge of convoys respecting the
Army in Alaska and elsewhere abroad
failure of the FCC to have the ship
for the purpose of maintaining morale
radio operators investigated by the
in the armed forces should be operated
FBI promptly because of the immiby the Office of War Information.
nent danger to the national interests
in the event that such action was not
The
FCC's
consistent
effort
through
the years to exercise jurisdiction promptly taken.
domination and control over the useMr. Fly's successful activities in
ful radio spectrum, not only in re- defeating
the Army-Navy and Hawaispect of the allocation of standard
ian broadcasting stations' voluntary
commercial broadcasting frequencies
pre-Pearl Harbor joint efforts to arfor use by Government departments
range for the elimination of Japanese
as provided by law, but also over the language broadcasts in Hawaii ; and
allocation of frequencies and agen- the contribution of such resulting
cies, the jurisdiction of which has failure to the Pearl Harbor disaster.
not been entrusted to the FCC
FCC's penetration into the military
by law ; and the manner by which
of radio intelligence and direcMr. Fly, through his domination and field tion
finding ; the resulting duplication
control of the Interdepartment. Radio
of such services maintained by the
Advisory Committee, has prevented
Army and Navy ; the fact that the
Government agencies from having
names of FCC's two divisions — Radio
their needs and opinions in such matters presented to the President for Intelligence Division and Foreign
Broadcast Intelligence Service — are
his consideration.
misnomers and misleading, since such
Mr. Fly's refusal for a period of divisions do not perform intelligence
nine months — and for nearly seven
services, because it is impossible to
months after Pearl Harbor — to turn
impart to an agency like the FCC
information which it would have to
over to the Federal Bureau of Investigation, at the request of that Bureau
have, and which the Army and Navy
and the Navy, the fingerprints of ra- do have, in order to do such work effectively that
;
such service was first
dio operators aboard American merchant marine vessels, for investiga- known as Foreism Broadcast Monition by the FBI ; the importance to
toring Service (FBMS) ; and the fact

easy

to

get
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that it is impossible to coordinate any
civilian agency like the FCC with the
Navy's radio directon funding systems,
which are coordinated with military
systems.
That the FCC is not equipped to
do radio intelligence work because of
the elaborate systems that the military services maintain, the location
of their stations, and the work done
by such services with the stations
maintained by our military allies,
and because of the nature of the
secret military information which
can be known only to the few military people charged with the responsibility of doing that kind of work ;
that such work is a form of military
work more distinctly necessary than
combat work itself.
That military radio intelligence
means gaining through the radio
spectrum intelligence of the enemy ;
and that what FCC attempts to do
does not constitute radio intelligence
but merely constitutes monitoring or
more primarily listening to the enemy's transmissions.
That the FCC personnel is inadequately trained in radio intelligence
work and not familiar with the methods and radio activities of onr enemies. That essential information to
a proper conduct of this intelligence
work is of the highest degree of
secrecy, which can be given only to
the most trusted and experienced
personnel, who must also be subject
to military discipline.
That such an event would be highly
dangerous, and that such an incident
based on such imnroperly evaluated
information furnished by the FCC
actually transnired in Alaskan waters.
That the Rad'o Intelligence Division of the FCC definitely overlans
functions and operations of the military services in the fields of rad'o
direction finding overseas, radio direction finding of domestic clandestine stations, the intercention of enemy radio telegranh transmissions, the
conduct of a distress service, and
such matters as the furnishing of information to aircraft in operation.
* * #
Danger to National
Security Stressed
The fact that the Radio Intelligence Division of the FCC is not
qualified, either from the standpoint
of equipment or personnel, to do other
than local monitoring, because (1)
its stations are not properly located,
(2) its personnel
lacksrespecting
adequate the
intelligence information
enemy and is not trained to handle
direction finding triangulations and
other radio intelligence functions, and
(3) the military services cannot entrustsentialsecret
to themilitary
proper information
functioning esin
radio intelligence to a civilian agency,
and more particularly to one prone
to publicize its activities for its own
aggrandizement.
The fact that the military personnel is trained and equipped to and
does perform
intelligence functions adequate
; and the radio
fact that
the
alleged national defense efforts of
the FCC constitute a duplication of
no value whatsoever to the armed
forces, but, on the contrary, in fact
endanger national security.
That the FCC does not and cannot, as claimed by Mr. Fly, render
services of any value to the Army in
locating enemy ships or in reporting
attacks upon war shipping.
That FCC, through its RID, does
not perform the services which Mr.
Fly has claimed it renders for the
Army and Navy in his testimony
before various committees of the Congress, such as the Appropriations,
Costello and other committees. That
the Army and Navy have never requested (and do not want) FCC to
perform for them the services claimed
by Mr. Fly to be rendered to them
by their
request.the That
information furnished
Navy such
by the
RID
of the FCC respecting the alleged
BROADCASTING

location of enemy ships has necessitated the expenditure by the Navy
of days in checking such reports, only
to ascertain that the alleged enemy
shpis were in fact standard radio
stations located in Japan.
* * *
Neither Army Nor Navy
Uses FBIS Material
That the daily, weekly and other
analyses
prepared
by the
FCC's
FBIS from
the foreign
broadcasts
are of no value to the Army or Navy,
since they are engaged in military
operations controlled by Chiefs of
Staff pursuant to plans made long in
advance.
That neither the Army nor the
Navy makes use of the wire or analyout have
by the
FBISsis material
becauseputthey
theirFCC's
own
well tried and established means of
obtaining such material as they require for the purpose of military
operations.
That the material gathered by the
FCC's FBIS and wired by it through
the Office of War Information is
nothing more than a sort of glorified,
world-wide news-gathering and dissemination agency which serves the
national and international press associations, the daily press, and the
broadcasting companies.
That the disclosures made by Mr.
Fly to the Appropriations Committee
of the leged
Congress
in respect
the alwar activities
of theofFCC
in
support of appropriations sought by
him to maintain these useless divisions, are detrimental to the national security, because the Army
and Navy feel that even the existence
of the conduct of such services
should not be disclosed, much less
a description of the manner in which
they function. That false impressions
have been given to the Congress in the
representations made to get appropriations for such services.
That the influx of the civilian employes of the FBIS of the FCC and
the OWI in the North African theatre of war operations has presented
difficulties and embarrassment to the
armed forces there which have necessitated a request for their immediate
withdrawal and transfer.
# * *
Mr. Fly's
successful
efforts
in delaying television, thereby
depriving
the national defense of the benefits
of such development in wartime.
Mr. Fly's delay of frequency modulation (FM) by the expenditure of
the ing
Commission's
time with
in establishCommission policy
respect
of matters more propeerly within the
competency of the Congress rather
than within the lawful jurisdiction of
the Commission ; and his activities in
keeping the radio industry terrorized
and in a state of fear, particularly
during quired
a andperiod
is re-to
every when
energyunity
devoted
the winning of the war.
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IN RECOGNITION of the contribution of the nation's radio and press
to its 10 (-million-dollar war bond drive, the Cross of Honor of the United
States Flag Assn. was formally presented last Monday to the heads of
the trade associations representing these media at a luncheon in Washington. (Lto r) Linwood I. Noyes, of Ironwood, Mich., president of American Newspaper Publishers Assn.; Walter D. Fuller, president, Curtis
Publishing Co., executive chairman of the Association, who made the
presentations; Neville Miller, NAB president; and Undersecretary of
the Treasury Daniel W. Bell. Campaign, for the week June 8-14, was
conducted jointly by the Flag Assn. and the Treasury.
Nebraska

Stations

Protest

Free

Time

Our Shortwave to S. A.
Described as Ineffective
BACK FROM a three-months survey of Latin American markets,
Franklin Johnston, publisher of
American Exporter, last week addressed 50 representatives of firms
engaged in export advertising, on
U. S. advertising in Central and
South America.
At a luncheon meeting of the Export Advertising Assn., with J. J.
Clarey, president, as chairman, Mr.
Johnston said he found U. S. advertisers in good standing in Latin
America. American products, methods, and businessmen appear to be
welcome, but U. S. propaganda efforts in behalf of democracy are not
meeting with appreciable response,
he said.
Commenting on media, he expressed disappointment in U. S.
shortwave effectiveness, due to poor
quality of reception. Newspapers on
the West Coast of South America
list BBC rather than American programs as a result, he said. In Argentina 60% of the sets are for
local reception only because of
shortwave reception difficulties.
Favorite U. S. commentator he
found to be William Winter, CBS
West Coast analyst.

Petticoat Engineer
WITH a Federal license as
transmitter engineer, Mrs.
Amy Collins takes on a fulltime job at KVOO, Tulsa.
Only a few months ago, she
left her duties as clerical office worker to start engineer
training. Mrs. Collins is said
to be the first woman in the
Southwest to invade this profession.

UNAFFECTED
rationing
fast' or
'Break
Kellogg on by
shortages, cereal firms have been
expanding their advertising. Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, already
sponsoring portions of BLUE
Breakfast
at Sardi's, effective
5 shares sponsorship
with SwiftJuly&
Co. of the BLUE Breakfast Club.
Swift sponsors Tuesday through
Saturday, 9:30-9:45, while Kellogg takes 9:45-10 Monday through
Thursday on full BLUE plus some
NBC outlets totaling 165 stations.
J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago,
handles the account, while Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, is in
charge of Pep and All-Bran. Last
week Kellogg bought a recorded

For Railroads Buying in Other Media
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
"I think we should emphasize
Elgin off for Summer
that the material furnished you by
We are glad to notice the comUNTIL ELGIN Watch Co., Elgin,
OWI
is
for
your
consideration
only.
plaint in your June 14 issue against
111., resumes sponsorship of The Man
Breakfast stations,
at Sai-di'sKOYon
two CBSof Arizona
If you do not agree with the senti- Behind the Gun in the fall, CBS pre- version
the OWI requests for free publicity
ments which are expressed or with
sents the series at a new time, Satur- and KTUC, for Pep. The comin behalf of railroads when they
the definite need for the broadcast
day, 7-7 :30periencesp.m.
exare paying the newspapers for
pany is reported to be considering
of our Series,
armed based
forces,on was
of such material, you are of course
similar appeals.
a quarter-hour of news on either
heard
this
winter
under
Elgin
sponunder no obligation to put it on
the BLUE or Mutual, for cereals
The Nebraska Broadcasters
Sundays, Thompson
10 :30-ll p.m.
cy is J. sorship,
Walter
Co., AgenNew or Gro-Pup. Appropriation is esAssn., comprising all stations in
timated over $3,000,000.
York.
air." Thomas of KGFW, KearNebraska, is very much opposed to theAnson
this discrimination.
ney, president of our state association, suggests we bring this matMrs. V. J. LeBarron, KGNF,
ter to the attention of the national
North Platte, Neb., wrote OWI:
railroad association and request
"The railroads are making money
cooperation on a commercial
hand over fist and can well afford their
basis.
to pay for the advertising they
Lumir Urban of KORN, Freneed ; surely it isn't exactly cricket
mont, calls attention to the fact
to ask the radio stations to fight
that the railroads are using disthe battles for everyone . . . we
play and wanted space in Nebraska
have to live you know . . . and with
newspapers advertising for men.
darned little cooperation for our
MIAMI
Jud Woods of KFAB, Lincoln,
problems of existence."
says: "Each station should reNo Obligation
double its own efforts in going af....Is A Richer Market Than \
Frank Barhydt, regional radio
ter the railroads individually. Sitdirector, OWI, Kansas City, replied
uations such as the present one
in part:
leave the door wide open for such
ing Miami
"This employment service is not
Ever Was!
maintained for the benefit of any
Similar expressions come from
action."
other members. We wish to
individual railroad but rather for our
the industry as a whole. Since it thank you in behalf of all Nebraska
radio stations for your cooperation
is vital that the nation's transporin publicizing this matter.
tation system continue to function
Art Thomas (WJAG)
efficiently, the Government has
Secretary Nebraska Broadseen fit to make available to the
casters Assn., Norfolk, Neb.
railroads this service.
Editor's Note — W. L. Gleason, president
of KPRO, Riversi e, Cal., cited the railroad's free use of radio through OWI as an
instance of discrimination against the media, since identical material is used on a
paid-soace
,B»° *****
ing, June basis
14]. in newspapers [BroadcastRECIPE
for reaching the greatest
wartime production audience
of the nation.
see pages 24-25
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New Shortage Areas
FOUR additional areas have been
classified areas of acute labor
shortages by the War Manpower
Commission, clearing the way for
introduction of the 48-hour week.
There are now 46 such areas. Additions to the list are Muskegon,
Mich., Stockton, Cal., Anniston,
Ala., and Gadsden, Ala.
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Mutual Board to Meet;
June Billings Increased
A MEETING of the Mutual board
of directors and the network's
shareholders to be held in MBS
New York headquarters July 14
was announced last week by Miller
McClintock, president. The network's executive committee, W. E.
MacFarlane, WGN; Theodore C.
Streibert, WOR: Lewis Allen
Weiss, Don Lee Broadcasting System; H. K. Carnenter, WHKWCLE, and Mr. McClintock will
hold an executive meeting the day
before the board meeting. MBS
billings for June totaled $1,100,481,
an increase of 65.4% over the June
1942 total of $665,372. For the halfyear, Mutual's cumulative gross
time charges amount to $5,902,918,
up 10.6% above the $5,335,103 Mutual billings for the first half of
1942.
CBS Ninth District Meets
AT A MEETING of CBS Affiliates
of the 9th District, composed of
Arizona, Utah, California. Oregon,
Washington and Montana, held in
San Francisco June 25th, it was
unanimously voted to petition CBS
to discontinue the practice of
broadcasting network spot announcements on station break time
between quarter-hour programs.
"Cowcatcher" and "hitch-hike" announcements were also condemned
as contrary to the principles of
good broadcasting and it was suggested that the networks get together to eliminate these in behalf
of the industry. Meeting was called
at the request of the affiliates by
C. W. Myers, CBS Conference
Board representative for the 9th
district.

PICTURES

OF

Payne Mystery
{Continued from page 9)
Norfolk, Neb., who was originally
elected to the House in 1935 largely because of his radio following.
4— Rosel H. Hyde, assistant general counsel of the FCC and one
of the original attorneys with the
former Radio Commission, who
hails from Idaho.
It was thought in some quarters
that the post might be left vacant
for the present — until the House
Select Committee investigating the
FCC concludes its task. It is no
loose thought, now that the Committee is off to a vigorous start,
that the upshot may be full-scale
reorganization of the FCC.
Senatorial Support
By virtueMr.of Payne
the was
President's
withdrawal,
out of
office after a nine-year tenure. Of
course, there still is the possibility
of renomination, but the betting is
1,000 to 1 against it. The New
Yorker, in his 67th year, was originally named by President Roosevelt to a two-year term in 1934.
He was renominated in 1936, after
back-stage bickering, for a sevenyear term. A former New York tax
commissioner, Mr. Payne has voted
with the FCC's Democratic majority in most policy matters.
It is reported Mr. Payne had the
endorsement of both Senators Wagner and Mead of New York, and
was supported by FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly.

THE

FACTORY

It takes more to hold the goodwill of the public
than the occasional publication of a picture of your
factory. People are interested in your factory only
for its ability to satisfy their wants. If you can't
meet their demand for your product now, you must
find some other desire of theirs that you can satisfy,
to hold their goodwill.
One of the best ways is to give them something
they value — radio entertainment — to remember
you by.

COUNSEL BATTERY for the Cox Committee to Investigate the FCC
as the hearings opened last Friday. (1 to r) Milton I. Houser, New York,
Fred R. Walker, Detroit, assistant general counsel, and Eugene L. Garey,
New York, General Counsel. In background, at table, FCC General Counsel Charles R. Denny Jr., (at left) and members of his staff.

Committee

Scans

Agency
Requests
POINTING out that business and
industry are still largely unaware
that a mechanism has been established by which Governmental information requests can be kept at a
minimum through elimination of
unauthorized questionnaires, the
Advisory Committee on Government Questionnaires, with the concurrence of the Bureau of the
Budget, last week called upon businessmen to exercise more caution
about those report forms "that are
W. J. Donald, chairman of
suspect". Committee, pointed
Advisory
that corrective measures on
suance by Federal agencies of
authorized questionnaires are
ing taken, in collaboration with
Budget Bureau, but that some
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Surveys prove at least one quarter of all radios in Canada's
richest market are always tuned to CFRB.
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dustry groups have been slow in
forwarding information. He pointed out that with few exceptions all
Government questionnaires are
subject to review of the Bureau of
the Budget and may not be issued
by a Federal agency unless authorized by the Bureau. He pointed ou
that whenever desired no disclosure'
will be made of the person or organization making the inquiry.
The broadcasting industry,
through a committee set up by the
NAB, is collaborating with the advisory group and the Budget Bureau. Complaints have been made
of particularly burdensome question aires inthe broadcasting field,
particularly the FCC application
forms. In recent months, however,
steps have been taken by the Commission to reduce the size of some
of its forms. Meetings have been
held recently with Mr. Donald's
organization
and the Budget Bureau.
Mr. Donald pointed out that particularly burdensome questionnaires, even if they have had
Budget Bureau approval, may be
made the subject of legitimate inquiry or complaint. Through the
Advisory Committee or some of its
40 specialized subcommittees, including one covering broadcasting,
businessmen may be heard whenever a form is reconsidered in advance of the date of its expiration.
The Advisory Committee is composed of representatives of a number of well-known trade associations. Russell Schneider is the
committee's executive secretary.
Offices are maintained at 1615 H
Street, N. W., Washington, and s
staff maintains constant contac;
with the Budget Bureau and with
business and industry.
• Broadcast

Advertising

House Probe of FCC
(Continued from page 10)
whim and caprice of the Commispowers may be directly traced to
the employment of this phrase in
sion".
Mr. Garey emphasized the entire tfhe statute", he declared.
program of inquiry will bear on
"It is clear that the practically
other "important questions of unrestricted delegation of power
policy", such as network broad- made by the phrase 'public intercasting, multiple ownership, newsest, convenience or necessity' withpaper ownership, judicial decisions,
out guiding standards and without
the
check
and balance which a full
practice and procedure, judicial
review, personnel, and need for judicial review might have provided, created ample and unlimited
"amendatory legislation". The committee's primary desire, he said, is opportunity for the Commission, if
so minded, to distribute unchecked
to "achieve a constructive result"
with "corrective legislation" the Government favor and largesse
ultimate goal.
among the politically faithful and
Both the RTD and the FBIS, in subservient, and ample power with
which to whip and cow all political
which Mr. Fly was the moving
spirit, were described by Mr. opponents possessing the temerity
and courage to protest or challenge
Garey, based on "facts heretofore
substantially established through
the actions or policies of the Cominvestigation by this committee,"
as unnecessary, undesirable and
mission."
Military Sought
unwanted by the military.
FBIS was labeled "a sort of Transfer of Functions
It became abundantly clear, as
glorified, worldwide news gathersoon as the inquiry began, that
ing and dissemination agency
which serves the national and in- the Garey staff had amassed a
ternational press associations, the wealth of information aimed at
daily press and the broadcasting
purported national defense funccompanies". And the overall "intelligence" activities of the FCC
Davis, Nelson to Address
were said to be regarded by the
military in such fashion as to have
Entertainment Meeting
resulted in the sweeping recomELMER DAVIS, director of OWI;
mendation to the President that
Donald Nelson, director of WPB;
the "better prosecution of the war
Henry Morgenthau, Secretary cf
the
Treasury; Brig. Gen. F. H.
will
be
served'
by
terminating
them.
Osborne, head of the Joint ArmyNavy Welfare & Recreation ComDelay of Television
mittee, and Winthrop Aldrich,
chairman of the National War
And FM Is Charged
Fund, will address the conference
Even television and FM got into of the National Entertainment Industry Council to be held in New
the opening day's inquiry. Mr.
Garey. in his letters to the War
York July 14-15. Remainder of the
and Navy secretaries, said that two-day meeting will be devoted to
among the facts that had been a discussion of how the entertainment industry can best go about
"substantially established" by the meeting the needs of the governcommittee were "Mr. Fly's sucment and the armed services as
cessful efforts in delaying televi- outlined by the guest speakers.
sion, thereby depriving the national
About 35 of the 60 organizations
defense of the benefits of such deinvited to participate in the confervelopments in war time."
ence have definitely agreed to take
As to FM, he alluded to the part and most of the others have
indicated that their formal acceptchairman's "delay" of the medium
ance is only awaiting meetings of
by "the expenditure of the Comthe governing boards of their
mission's time in establishing Comgroups. Speakers for the session
mission policy with respect to mat- were
secured through a Washington
ters more properly within the commission
of headed
a special
speakers'
competency of the Congress rather than
mittee
by Leonard
Callahan
within the lawful jurisdiction of of SESAC and also including
the Commission; and his activities
George C. Shaefer, chairman of the
in keeping the radio industry ter- war activities committee of the
picture industry, and Walt
rorized and in a state of fear, par- motion
Dennis, NAB.
ticularly during a period when
unity is required and every energy
devoted to the winning of the war."
In his opening statement, after
What Stations Best
reviewing the history of radio regulation, Mr. Garey said the law
Serve America's Great
gives the FCC "undisputed statutory authority" to regulate the
WAR
"physical aspects of the use of the
radio spectrum". That comes within
the "lawful scope" of the "public
interest, convenience or necessity"
ARSENAL?
clause, he said.
"Many of the acrimonious disputes which have subsequently
see pages 24-25
arisen respecting the lawful extent
and scope of the Commission's
BROADCASTING
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tions of the FCC. Revealed for the
first time was the joint request of
Secretary of War Stimson and Secretary of the Navy Knox, asking
President Roosevelt to transfer by
Executive Order the functions of
the FCC's Radio Intelligence Service to the "military forces", based
on the recommendations of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff. The Executive Order, pending since Feb. 8,
has not been promulgated.
Introduced in the record by Mr.
Garey,ing following
Judge
statement and
his Cox's
own, openwere
almost identical letters, dated June
25, to the Secretaries of War and
the Navy asking that certain officers of the military and naval
forces appear as witnesses in the
FCC inquiry and that they produce
"certain documents and papers"
from the files of their departments.
In these letters, covering a score
of pages, Mr. Garey enumerated at
length the documents, memoranda
and correspondence requested, purported to indict the FCC, and particularly Chairman Fly, with respect to national defense functions
of the Commission.
Revealed for the first time in the
letter to Secretary Stimson was the
investigation of Neville Miller,
NAB president, conducted by the
Law Committee of BWC last year.
Not a single word had been printed
of these secret proceedings, said to
have been initiated by Chairman
Fly. Mr. Garey asked for all memoHon. Sol Taishoff,
Broadcasting Magazine,
Washington, D. C.
Dear Sol:
People really must read your
esteemed book becauseswamped
we've been
with requests
for dope on
how we did it
ever since we
ran that ad
about six out
of seven dept.
stores
Charle
3 t o nin
W. Va., using
WCHS. Boss
is thinking of
letting me offer
a course of 10
easy transcribed lesIt's
gotten tosons.the
point wh ere
we've mimeographed the
mswer to the
first regu est
we rece ived
and now we
just
mi m e send
o copy.a
Yrs. So I'm posing
as an expert!
Who is this guy, Coons!
ALGY.
WCHS
Charleston, W. VA.

randa, reports and correspondence
relating to the charges before BWC
against Mr. Miller, the "Army's
and Navy's opposition thereto, the
transcript of the testimony taken
at the hearings on such chages and
the findings exonerating Mr. Miller."
Refusal to Submit
Operators' Fingerprints
The Pearl Harbor incident was
brought within the scope of the inquiry in the citations for exhibits
and correspondence relating to that
incident. There was reference, for
example, to "Mr. Fly's refusal" for
nine months — and seven months
after Pearl Harbor — to turn over
to FBI at its request and that of
the Navy, fingerprints of radio
operators aboard American merchant vessels and to "Mr. Fly's
successful activities in defeating
the Army-Navy and Hawaiian
broadcasting stations' voluntary
pre-Pearl Harbor joint efforts to
arrange for the elimination of Japanese language broadcasts in Hawaii; and the contribution of such
resulting1 failure to the Pearl Harbor disaster."
In his opening statement Mr.
Garey assorted the investigation
"can and will be conducted without
the disclosure" of military information, declaring the responsibility
of non-disclosure rests "quite as
much on this committee as upon
any other part of the Government."
He pointed out, however, that with

the entry of this country into the
war, there was a "frantic rush by
numerous Governmental agencies,
both old and new, to establish themselves as indispensable units in the
conduct and winning of the war."
Asserting that in many instances
the war activities of such agencies
have been magnified, through one
means or another, far beyond all
recognition that may properly be
accorded them as "true war agencies", he said that when "alleged
war activities are challenged" as
wasteful, extravagant or unauthorized by law, the agencies attempting to enhance their importance to
the war efforts and their friends
"inevitably raise the hue and cry
that the war effort is being impeded, and that an inquiry into
their war functions will call for a
disclosure of secret military information."
War No Basis for
Raids on Treasury
It must be recognized, Mr. Garey
said,
the existence
of "ato state
of warthat
constitutes
no license
raid
the Treasury, either through waste
and extravagance by lawfully constituted war agencies, through the
operation of worthless activities
under the guise of the furtherance
of the war effort, or otherwise.
Hence, he said, the investigation
had proceeded on the basis that the
Committee, Congress and the public will be entitled to know the facts
surrounding the "Commission's so-

SWITCH IN PRODUCERS on the
weekly NBC Rudy Vallee Show occasioned this agency trio huddle
preceding a broadcast. Production-executive criss-cross (1 to
r) includes Dick Mack, formerly
producer of McKee Albright, agency servicing the account, and now
on leave of absence; James A. McFadden, New York vice-president
in charge of radio and Tom McAvity, newly-appointed producer.
Series is sponsored by Sealtest Inc.
called
functions"
to
the war
end activities
that such and
activities
and
functions may be abolished, curtailed or extended if the Congress
sees fit.
The Feb. 8 letter to the President from Secretaries Stimson and
Knox cited that the two Cabinet
members joined the Chiefs of Staff
in recommending that the Executive Order transferring from the
FCC to the War Dept. the former's
intelligence functions bore their
endorsement. It asserted radio intel igence "is an important military
weapon", and that through these
activities the military forces of the
United States and their allies obtain information "of the utmost
importance".
Adm. Leahy Points to
Shortcomings of FCC
Participation of the FCC in radio intelligence should be discontinued, said the letters, because for
reasons of coordination and security, there should be "full military control"; since the responsibility for military action rests with
the armed forces, the responsibility for obtaining the technical
information governing that action
must also be in the armed forces,
and because "military activities
have been hampered by severe
shortages of trained personnel and
critical equipment essential to naval

ONLY

WGY

has the POWER

watts), the PROGRAMS

(NBC

(50,000
plus the

region's foremost local shows), and the
POPULARITY (based on 21 years of
service) to put together a l^-BillionDollar Market in the Hudson Circle.

Represented
Nationally by
NBC
Spot Sales
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The President was also informed
intelligence."
that Secretary Knox last September had requested the joint Chiefs
of Staff to study the problem of responsibility and security of naval
intelligence.
"They (the Joint Chiefs of Staff)
as well as the responsible military
commanders in the field," said the
letter, "are of the belief that radio
intelligence, the location of clandestine stations, the supervision of
military communications, security
and related activities must, in their
very nature, be under the sole control of military
Attached
to forces."
the letter to the
Chief Executive was a copy of the
Feb. 1 letter from Adm. William
D. Leahy, Chief of Staff, to the Secretary of the Navy on the investiBROADCASTING

gation. He said radio intelligence
activities of the FCC "tend to be
less and less useful as the art progresses." He ascribed this to integration into proper radio intelligence systems of "large quantities
of secret military information accumulated through special processes
by the armed forces * * * and other
special information which for obvious reasons cannot be disseminated to an agency such as the
"Moreover, information obtained
by the FCC through its own radio
intelligence activities is not, in the
military sense, secure, due to the
inherent tendencies toward pubFCC."
licity of FCC activities, use of nonsecure methods of reporting and
correlation and the necessarily
close relationship of FCC militaryintelligence activity with other
phases of the agency's work."
He concluded that the "better
prosecution of the war will be
served by terminating all military
and quasi-military radio intelligence activities of the FCC and
confining such activities to the
Army and Navy. Because the
Army's present need for personnel
and equipment is greater than that
of the Navy, the recommendation
was that "all of the radio intelligence facilities of the FCC should
forthwith be transferred to the
Adm.entirely."
Leahy recommended also
Army
that the personnel of the FCC heretofore engaged in rad;o intelligence
should be made available initially
as civilian employes of the Army,
pending decision by the Army as to
which shall be placed in military
status, which shall be replaced by
military personnel and which would
be best vilian
retained
employes. in the Army as ciPromulgation of the proposed
Executive Order, Adm. Leahy
stated, would leave the FCC in the
radio field with the responsibility
for monitoring, processing and disseminating foreign voice, news and
propaganda broadcasts (its Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Service), the monitoring and inspection
of stations licensed under the Communications Act, all necessary li-
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censing procedures, including revocation and suspension, and the institution of prosecution of licensed
stations and operators for violations of treaty, statute or regulations.
Navy and Army
Personnel Called
Mr. Garey's
virtuallyKnox
identical
letters
to Secretaries
and
Stimson in effect outlined the socalled war effort case against the
FCC. He pointed out that the committee had completed certain phases
of its preliminary activities of the
FCC and intended to hold formal
public hearing's, and take testimony
within "a short day". He said the
committee would require at such
hearings the presence of certain officers and the production of certain
documents and papers from the
files of the departments.
The Naval personnel whose attendance at the hearing as witnesses "will be required by the committee" were listed as Secretary
Knox; Capt. Andrew H. Addons,
Communications Officer, Eastern
Sea Frontier; Capt. Jerome L. Allen, former Communications Officer, Eastern Sea Frontier; Lt. Com.
Cecil H. Coggins; Lt. (j.g.) Edward Cooper; Capt. John Lawrason
Driscoll, USMC, Air Station at
Cherry Point, N. C; Capt. Charles
F. Fielding; Capt. Carl F. Holden,
former director of naval communications; Rear Admiral R. E. Ingersoll; Lt. Vanner T. Larson, Officer
of Naval Intelligence; Rear Admiral Leigh Noyes; Lt. Com. Duke
M. Patrick; Rear Admiral Joseph
R. Redman, Director of Naval
Communications; Lt. Com. Paul
Segal; Rear Admiral Harold C.
Train, Director of Naval Intelligence; Rear Admiral Theodore S.
Wilkinson; Com. F. 0. Willenbucher USN (retired), chief of the
legal section, office of the director
of naval communications; Capt.
Ellis M. Zacharias, assistant director, Office of Naval Intelligence.
In addition, Mr. Garey asked for
the appearance of Adm. Adolphus
R. Staton (retired) and Rear Adm.
Stanford C. Hooper (retired), but
pointed out that since they are not
now on active duty he would be
compelled to require their presence
by subpoena and would so arrange.
Army personnel whose attendance was asked were: Secretary
Stimson; Col. Howard F. Bresee;
Lt. Col. Armand Durant, Military
Intelligence Service; Col. Wesley
T. Guest, Director of Planning,
Signal Corps; Maj. Gen. Dawson
WANT

Olmstead [former] Chief Signal
Officer; Col. Conrad E. Snow, chief,
legal branch, Office of the Chief Signal Officer; Maj. Gen. Frank
Stoner, Communications Service ;
Maj. Gen. George V. Strong, Assistant Chief of Staff (Military Intel igence)Capt.
;
E. M. Webster.
In addition, Mr. Garey said the
committee would require attendance
of Maj. Gen. Joseph 0. Mauborgne,
retired, former Chief Signal Officer, but said that because he is not
now on active duty, he would arrange for a subpoena.

"disputes with FCC with respect
to assignment of frequencies to the
Navy and other Government departments and agencies";
Department files concerning establishment in the fleet of a new
type of rad'o and the Navy's necessity of promptly ascertaining frequencies that would be allocated to
it to enable purchase bv it of essential equipment, the delay in allocating such frequencies and subsequent change in frequencies allocated "due to FCC's activit;es and
inactivities, in consequence of which
it was necessary for the Navy to
purchase new equipment to replace
the new equipment already purchased for such purpose and rendered useless as a result"; files pertaining to Navy's attempt to obtain approval of use of ultra-high
frequencies and difficulties encountered by Navy in getting FCC to
make a study of project; all files
pertaining to Navv's position favoring passage of bill to permit wii-e
tappingsition toand
Fly's opposuch Chairman
bill;
Files pertaining to Navy's effort

BROADCASTING

and Chairman Fly's unwillingness
to hear or consider military services' position; June 12, 1940, letter
from Chairman Fly to Chief Signal
Officer and Director of Naval Communications holding that FCC had
determined that its chairman should
be the Commission's representative
on and chairman of DCB; all files
pertaining to proposed transfer to
the Army of FCC's RID (placed
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Why

stop at one sponsor? . . . other stations have

proved that Lewis' "pull" is even greater on each program when a playback is used for a second sponsor at
a later time. Don Lee stations have found the response
terrific to a 9:45 repeat broadcast.
Fulton Lewis, Jr.'s popularity is still on the up-sweep.
The man who won the DuPont Radio Commentators
Award for 1942 owns the seven o'clock spot on the dial
. . . and is making a definite bid for every spot available through the system of selling the playback.
Sell him at your one-time quarter hour rate per week. Phone,
wire or write WILLIAM B. DOLPH, WOL, WASHINGTON,
D. C.

HIT

see pages 24-25

UWIS

List of Documents
Required From Navy
In enumerating the documents,
reports and memoranda which the
committee would require from the
Navy, Mr. Garey listed some two
dozen items. These included the report of Adm. Hooper recommending that all monitoring work in
wartime be under military supervision memoranda
;
from Secretary
Knox dated May 14, 1942, regarding the "undesirability of chairmanship of DCB being- vested exofficio in chairman of the FCC, eswartime";
memoranda pecially
of Adm.during Hooper
concerning

TO

the nation's greatest
wartime market?

to stop Japanese language radio
broadcasts from Hawaii prior to
Pearl Harbor and reports of Naval
commanders of their activities in
negotiating voluntary agreements
to that end, and Chairman Fly's
"opposition to such action and the
subsequent actions which are alleged to have caused such voluntary
agreements telegraph
to be abandoned";
files concerning
mergers

■■' Selling TRIPLE, too. KHJ has sold him three times in one day.
WTOC
SAVANNAH • GEORGIA
CBS • 5000 WATTS
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ORIGINATING FROM WOL
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Affiliated with the MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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in the record by Mr. Garey at the
hearing) ; correspondence relating
to opposition of the Navy to proposals of FCC to establish stations
overseas; all exchanges with White
House and others respecting creation of DCB (formerly Board of
War Communications), created by
executive order in 1940;
Unauthorized Disclosure
of Board Activities
All data relating to Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee
and Chairman Fly on application
of Army for frequencies to broadcast in Alaska and elsewhere to
maintain morale among armed
forces and opposition of Chairman
Fly and his insistence that it be
done by OWI; files relating to difficulties of Army and Navy in having their views properly presented
by FCC representatives to international conference in Madrid; reports from FCC to Navy relating
to alleged direction-finding and location by it of certain enemy ships ;
correspondence on Chairman Fly's
proposal to establish east and west
coast central intelligence services
and requesting Navy to contribute
to cost and basis for Navy's refusal ;
Files forbidding release of any
information unless authorized by
DCB, adopted by DCB "for the
purpose
of curbing
Chairmanof Fly's
unauthorized
disclosures
the
board's activities"; correspondence
between Navy and FCC stopping
the transmission to the Navy of
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Territory

Stations

Serve Troops Free
Offer Their Facilities to War
Dept. to Air Programs
CONTINUED program service
will be afforded to Armed Forces
in Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico,
with stations in those territories
offering their facilities gratis to
the War Dept. for release of news
and transcribed entertainment.
vey.
This was indicated by preliminary
results in a current War Dept. sur-

SETTLING A POINT in the script during informal huddle preceding
a recent CBS Fiesta Night at Grapevine Rancho broadcast, is this
agency-sponsor-talent sextet. Newly revised half-hour variety series
is sponsored by Roma Wine Co., San Francisco. Script-scanners (1 to r)
are Carl F. Ohliger, San Francisco vice-president of McCann-Erickson
Inc., servicing the account; August J. Bruhn, manager of the agency's
Hollywood office; Mary Astor, mistress-of -ceremonies; Russ Johnston,
producer and Hollywood radio director of McCann-Erickson; Harry Serlis,
executive of Roma Wine Co., Roswell Cochran, agency vice-president.
material compiled by FBIS "because it was of no value"; data received by Navy on "certain information improperly evaluated, edited and distributed by FCC" pertaining to the war in Alaskan
waters; report to Adm. Noyes on
fitness of persons proposed to be
appointed to various committees of
DCB and requests of Secretary
Knox to Chairman Fly for such an
investigation of such persons that
were appointed, including delay of
FCC to investigate and fingerprint
radio operators on board ships in
the Merchant Marine; proposed
constitution of Interdepartment
Radio Advisory Committee proposed by Navy, which Chairman
Fly opposed and which therefore
never became effective; reports of
Adm. Hooper on failure of Chairman Fly to cooperate with IRAC
and the '"tactics employed by him
to defeat its recommendations"; reports of Adm. Hooper on danger
arising out of activities of FCC in
its clandestine station location
work outside the United States,
"beyond the purview of its authority and an encroachment in
fields in which the Army and Navy
were better qualified to function."
The letter to Secretary Stimson
covered much the same ground, although there were items affecting
the Army which did not relate to
Navy activities. In each letter Mr.
Garey reiterated that the testimony
of the officers asked to appear
would not call for the "disclosures
of any secret information". He
pointed out that the existence of the
facts recited had been "heretofore
substantially established through
investigation by this committee."
Having recited the type of documents and data required, Mr.
Garey's letters then covered in detail the "subjects of inquiries to be
made of such officers." [See
"Charges
this
issue.] Against Chairman Fly",

Sarnoff Sees Research
As Aid to Distribution
APPLICATION of scientific research to the problems of distribution must soon be given importance
equal to technical research as a
necessary tool of the American
business, said David Sarnoff, RCA
president, in a statement released
last week on the results of two
years of experimental study by a
commercial research department
set up
in Chicago by the RCA Victor Division.
Industry called in science two
years ago to solve its technical
problems, and several years ago,
finding production costs to be approaching thecostsminimum,
and hisrh,
distribution
excessively
RCA again called on science, this
time to solve distribution problems.
EMILY SMITH, New York, distributor for Goldmark Hosiery, on June 21
started sponsoring quarter-hour segments of Alan onCourtney's
music program
WOV, Newrecorded
York,
in a test for Wearlon No- Seam Hosiery. Advertiser is using radio for first
time. Agency is Erland Adv., New
York.

Although reports were not complete at press time, War Dept. officials pointed out that not a dissenting voice has been raised to
date by stations contacted. Possible curtailment of service to the
troops in shadowed
those
was forewith OWIareas
announcement
in late May that it would terminate
contracts for purchase of time
from some eight stations on June
30 [Broadcasting, May 31].
Job for Army
Current OWI Overseas Branch
policy, trates
it was
concen-of
attentionexplained,
on civilians
friendly allies and enemy powers.
Thus an increased part of the job
of dispensing entertainment to the
servicemen outside the United
States has been transferred in recent weeks to the Army Special
Service Division.
It has been pointed out that
neither OWI nor the War Dept.
can subsidize stations within territorial U. S. However, general disposition of stations to carry the
programs without compensation
has apparently solved the problem.
WWDC Remote Control
WWDC, Washington, was last
week granted permission by the
FCC for waiver of the Commission's rules to permit operation of
its synchronous amplifier by remote
control from the main transmitter
for duration of the war emergency.
Other stations operating under similar arrangements are WINX,
Washington, and WSAI, Cincinnati. The action reflects its policy
of assisting stations to operate
under wartime manpower shortages, according to the FCC.
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AFM

Offers

Elmer

Davis

Free

Music

For Records to Entertain Servicemen
joyment of the armed forces of the United
THE American Federation of Mu- Nations,
and to enable the use of those
sicians has offered the services of records in juke boxes or other similar
mechanical
devices which may be assigned
its members without charge to make
records for the entertainment of to or may be located now in or adjacent
towith
armythecamps,
centers,andetc.,condition
coup'ed
one service
reservation
American servicemen, provided that that
the recrrds so made will not be used in
no charge is made for the use of any way, directly or indirectly, commercially or for profit and that such juke
such records by the troops. Offer boxes or
other similar mechanical devices
was made by James C. Petrillo, may be used by the armed forces of the
United
Nations
free of charge. We do obAFM president, in a letter sent
ject to the use of these recordings in
last Thursday to Elmer Davis, di- juke
boxes
if
the
soliiers have to deposit
a nickel to hear same.
rector, Office of War Information.
We realize that this plan will require
Originally, Mr. Petrillo was to the cooperation of recording companies and
box manufacturers and operators, but
present the offer in an interview juke
feel sure that because of its patriotic charwith Mr. Davis, scheduled for
acter the plan cooperation.
should and will receive the'r
wholehearted
Thursday. At Mr. Petrillo's suggestion, however, the appointment was
broken "to allow Mr. Davis to atAFM Record Ban
tend to other matters", and the
plan was incorporated in a letter.
(Continued from page 11)
According to Mr. Davis' offices, the
Petrillo letter had not arrived in union's order not to work for reWashington by the time it was recordings as the instrumentalists,
leased to the press.
and that they should not assist in
recording of any music, even if the
But No Juke Nickels
performers are all vocalists who
In releasing the letter for publi- are AFM members and so not parcation, Mr. Petrillo declared that
ticipating in the strike.
"others talk about patriotism, but
This move is the latest in a
we practice it" and said that every series conducted by the AFM presAFM member "from Toscanini to
ident to stop all musical recordings
Harry James" is available to make
those made by singers and by
whatever records the armed forces —performers
on harmonicas and
want. "We'll put them in every other instruments not considered
Army camp in the world," he said, "musical" by the AFM, and those
"as long as they fix the juke boxes made in Mexico, outside the union's
so the boys don't have to put control, as well as those produced
nickels in."
by AFM members. Early in June
Letter follows in full text :
he asked the music publishers to
The AFM is desirous of enlarging its con- assist the AFM in eliminating
tribution towards the war effort. As you
well know, despite ihe discontinuance of what he called "bootleg" records
commercial recordings by the American by refusing any of their music for
Federation of Musicians since last Aug.
1942, there has been no interference with recording, a request which the
the continuous flow of recorded music made publishers summarily rejected.
gratuitously by members of the American
Federation of Musicians at the behest of
Vocalist Enlisted
and in cooperation w.th several departments
of the Federal Government. This, of course,
was in line with our pre-stated policy that
A week ago, Mr. Petrillo went
nothing we do shoul I in any way interto the country's "name"
war. fere with the successful prosecution of the directly
However, a great deal of this recorded singers with an appeal to make no
music is and has been used over radio more recordings, after which he
stations for both local and foreign propa- reported that Bing Crosby, Frank
ganda purposes. Thousands of our members are donating their services daily in the Sinatra, Barry Wood and other
camps, canteens and service centers.
We, therefore, propose to you a plan vocalists had agreed to comply. At
which will continue these donated serv- the same time Ben Selvin, viceices and in addition thereto, furnish the president of Associated Music
services of any or all of the Federation's
138,000 members, gratuitously, for the pur- Publishers and program director
pose of making records which in turn
will be shipped both locally and to the of Muzak, and Leonard Joy, refar flung ramps of tbe world for the encording chief of RCA-Victor, were

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE
OF PANAMA
•I What percentage of Panama's
I present population speaks Ena
a
lish?

O Name the Panama station that ^
■ carries English programs ex- T*
clusively every evening.

Pep.: Melchor Guzman Co. Inc.
9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York City
• Broadcast

Charges
FCC
(Continued from Against
page 11)
contrary
an essential war agency makCongress ;to the express intent of the self ingasa vital
contribution to the war
whereas in truth its alleged
(10) That in its lust for power it effort,
war activities constitute a danger
has usurped the functions of the Conand menace to national security ;
gress by arrogating to itself the determination of matters of legisla(18) That in furtherance of its
tive policy resting solely within the alleged war activities, it has drawn
competency of the Congress ;
to its use manpower and critical materials from the limited sources avail(11) That in pursuing this course
able and needed by the armed forces
it has adopted and followed the reUnited States, and has proputed communistic technique of "ces- of the cured
the exemption from military
sation of gradualism" ;
service of a large number of persons
(12) That it has deliberately ab- not entitled thereto ;
stained from seeking from the ConDominates Industry
gress powers exercised but not possessed by it because of the fear that
denied
;
(19) That it has set up a group
the grant of such powers would be
commonly called "the Gestapo" for
the purpose of unlawfully dominating the radio industry and rendering
Misappropriated Funds
it subservient to its will;
(13) Thatsentations toitthehasCongress
made misreprefor the
(20)of That
the
guise
lawful"theandGestapo",
proper under
investigapurpose of procuring appropriations,
tion, is violating
and has expended appropriated funds
of individuals
; constitutional rights
contrary to the purpose for which
they were granted ;
(21) That it has been guilty of
reprisals against individuals who
(14) That
it
has
unlawfully
augserted powers ; to challenge its asmented its appropriated funds by have attempted
procuring the transfer to it of funds
appropriated
(22) That in its pursuit of power
and
agencies ; to other departments
and dominance over broadcasting it
has neglected its functions, duties and
ThatStates
it hasandviolated
lawswillo( responsibilities
the(15)
United
defied the
communication ; in other fields of
of
the
Congress
;
(23) That it is so much interested
(16) That it has wilfully evaded
;
and viceprocured
the evasion and viola- in obtaining publicity that the possibilities of publicity affect and govtion of laws affecting the civil serits judgments and determinationsern;and
(17) That it has sought to cloak itsummoned before the trial board
of AFM Local 802 in New York,
of which they are both members,
and asked not to make any more
vocal recordings. Agreeing to comply personally, they stated that
they could not bind their companies
to stop ths manufacture of such
records.
Transcription companies who
have for some time issued new
music to the library service subscribers through a cappella recordings, with choral instead of instrumental backgrounds for the
soloists, last week generally expressed intentions to continue to
issue such recordings. American
Federation of Radio Artists, having
jurisdiction over singers on the air,
including almost all recording
vocalists, last week took no action
over the AFM's intrusion into their
field, but it was said that the matter was being studied and would
come up for consideration at the
next AFRA board meeting on July
8. Mr. Petrillo belittled the possibility of complaint from AFRA,
stating that the singers have voluntarily agreed not to make any
more records and so AFRA has no
grounds for action.
Swift on Coast
SWIFT & Co., Chicago (Jewel
shortening) , in a 16-week campaign which starts July 12 will use
five transcribed one-minute announcements weekly on seven West
Coast stations. List includes KFI
KGB KPO KMJ KROY KOIN
KIRO. Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co., Los Angeles.

3 How can you tell your advertising story to the big, rich
English-speaking
Panama population?
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(24) That, notwithstanding the
express statutory prohibition to the
contrary, it has sought to exercise
the power of censorship over radio
broadcasts and has interfered with
the right of free speech over the
radio.

ftS

TheTEX
Selling

RS

RANGE
Auto

Service

(Wheel Alipment, etc.)
on
WHBF

. . . also selling many
other products on many
other stations.
George B. Halley
TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
HOTEL PICKWICK • KANSAS CITY, MO.
in tin
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PHIL. ORCHESTRA
IS SIGNED BY CBS
CBS last week added a second
major symphonic organization to its
musical programming set-up with
the signing of an exclusive threeyear contract with the Philadelphia Orchestra. Eugene Ormandy,
musical director and conductor of
the orchestra since 1938, when he
took over the baton from Leopold
Stokowski, will direct most of the
concerts on CBS. Programs will
start Oct. 2 in the Saturday, 1-2
p.m. period, continuing through
April 30 each year.
Deal follows the announcement
that the orchestra had signed a
contract with Columbia Recording
Corp. to record exclusively for Columbia Masterworks. CBS' other
top orchestral group is the N. Y.
Philharmonic Symphony, which
now broadcasts under sponsorship
of U. S. Rubber Co.
Canada

;

PORTLAND. OREGON
ORE
PORTLAND,

"KEY TO THE GREAT WEST*
5,000 Watts-620 Kilocycles
| NBC RED NETWORK
'*. Represented Nationally by
EDWARD RETRY & CO., Inc.

and

RADIO
STATION
REPRESENTATIVES
offices

WINNIPEG'
MONTREAL
TORO•NTO

Buys Radio Time

For Women Recruiting
CANADIAN Government, Department of National Defence, Ottawa
(recruiting for women's divisions,
Army, Navy and Air Force), has
started a campaign of 5-minute
transcribed dramatized hero stories and spots on all English-language Canadian stations, three
times weekly for 10 weeks. On all
French-language stations a 5-minute network program along similar lines is being aired Monday
through Friday. Sustaining featured network talks are also included in the campaign, with prominent women as speakers, including
Queen Elizabeth and Mrs. Roosevelt. Account was placed by Advertising Agencies of Canada, Toronto and Montreal.
All-Star Game to CBS
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR
Co., Boston, sponsor of the annual
all-star baseball game, has changed
its plans and CBS announced last
week it would broadcast the event
on the full network on an exclusive bas:s July 13 from Shibe
Park, Philadelphia. Gillette had
originally announced that Mutual
was to have the business [Broadcasting, June 7]. No explanation
of the shift was forthcoming. The
game will be shortwaved to troops
overseas, and proceeds will go to
the major league's baseball equipment fund for servicemen. Playbv-play announcers will be Mel
Allen and Red Barber, with BUI
Corum handling the summary.
Maxon Inc., New York, is agency.
D. C. Television Station
ALLEN B. DU MONT Labs. Inc.,
Passaic, N. J., have filed with the
FCC a reinstatement request for a
commercial television station for
the national capital, station to
operate on Channel 1, 50,000 to
56,000 kc. Du Mont now operates
W2XWV, television station in New
York broadcasting sustaining features Sunday evenings and sponsored programs on an experimental
basis Wednesday nights.

WGPC
1450 KC
CBS
Represented by SPOT SALES /nc.
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TOOTHPASTE SMILES of this Pepsodent Co. summer replacement program trio were approved by Vick Knight (right), vice-president in
charge of radio for Foote, Cone & Belding, agency servicing the dentrifice
account, prior to debut of Johnny Mercer's Music Shop on NBC stations.
Half-hour series replaced the Bob Hope Show for the summer on June 22.
Dental Den Juans (1 to r) are Arnold Maguire, agency producer;
Wendell Niles, announcer, and Johnny Mercer, m.c, with Mr. Knight.

FRANK M. STEARNS, formerly of
the sales departments of WIIBL,
Sheboygan, Wis., and WRAL, RaN. C, has manager
accepted atthe
position ofleigh,
commercial
WOSH,
Oskosh, Wis.

U.

S. Time Up to Stations
(Continued from page 12)

an increase of $2,503,590 over the
amount approved by the House
June 18. This report, including the
vastly trimmed Domestic Branch
fund, was accepted by the Senate
after Sen. O'Mahoney, and leaders
of both parties unsuccessfully
sought to bolster the Domestic
Branch by increasing the sum an
additional $2,000,000.
Originally, the Domestic Branch
had asked $8,865,906 for 1944, but
the House Ways & Means Committee reported only $5,500,000. In a
stormy session in the House June
18, that body on motion of Rep.
Starnes (D-Ala.) cut the Domestic
Branch entirely from the bill
[Broadcasting, June 21].
Following the House action, the
Senate Appropriat'on Committee,
under Ssn. McKellar (D-Tenn.),
held extensive hearings on OWI,
one session on Saturday, June 26,
running from- 10 a.m. until 6:50
p.m. Among those testifying from
the agency were the director, Elmer Davis; Milton Eisenhower, assistant to Mr. Davis; E. Palmer
Hoyt, new chief of the Domestic
Branch, and leaders of industry including Chester J. LaRoche, chairman of the War Advertising Council; Paul West, president of ANA
and Neville Miller, president of
the
this NAB
issue). (see story elsewhere in
The Domestic Branch was carefully examined at these hearings,
Sen. McKellar said, with each of
its bureaus receiving individual attention. The whole committee voted
to restore the Domestic Branch,
Sen. McKellar said, but on motion
of Sen. Overton (D-La.), the appropriation for the agency was limited to $3,500,000, of which $500,000 was intended for liquidation
of OWI activities.
Discussion of the OWI appropriation was extremely mild compared
with the invective used in the
House. With few exceptions, Senators complimented the activities of
the organization, asserting they
BROADCASTING

wanted to retain its essential functions.
The Senate Committee report,
which
the Senate's
version later
of thebecame
OWI appropriation,
provided for continuation of six of
OWI's nine bureaus in the Domestic Branch. Of the six, however,
the Radio Bureau was the only
one awarded its full budget request,
$811,499. Others retained were the
Office of the Director, $125,000;
Office of Program Coordination,
$225,000; News Bureau, $900,000;
Bureau of Special Services, $950,000; and Motion Picture Bureau,
$50,000. Bureaus Deleted
The Committee wiped out the
Bureau of Publications, the Bureau
of Graphics & Printing and the
Field Operations Bureau. In addition, the $50,000 sum for motion
pictures represented only a token
of the requested $1,222,904. The
committee added a rider that no
appropriation should go for the
preparation and publication of any
pamphlet or other literature for
distribution with;n the United
States,
OWI's funds
for
1944 and
shallthat
not the
be supplemented
from any other source.
Chairman McKellar, in reporting
the bill, said he felt OWI should
be given $6,000,000 for domestic
activities but that the committee

REACH
THE
HEART
of the nation's war
production market
see pages 24-25
• Broadcast
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adopted the $3,500,000 limit by a
12-10 vote. He said he thought the
House had made a mistake in acting
against the Domestic Branch. "We
have got to advertise ourselves in
this war," Sen. McKellar said. "The
OWI has done a good job."
Sen. McKellar was supported by
Sen. Lodge (R-Mass.) who urged
restoration of the Radio Bureau,
News Bureau and Office of Program Coordination. "I think it is
necessary to have the Radio Bureau", Sen. Lodge said, "because
if we did not have the Radio Bureau every Government department would make its own separate
appeal for radio time, and the air
would be so full of Government
programs that nobody would listen
to the radio."
Only sharp point in the discussion came when Sen. O'Mahoney
arose to move increase of the appropriation to$5,000,000. Explaining he felt the Senate should allow the amount recommended by
the House Ways & Means Committee, which he said "had had more
time to study the bill", Sen. O'Mahoney suggested that the Field Operations Bureau and the Motion
Picture Bureau be restored.
Although he was backed strongly
by Sen. Barkley (D-Ky.) majority
leader, Sen. McNary (R-Ore.), minority leader, and Sen. McKellar,
his amendment was beaten 34-40.
In the course of debate, it was revealed that Elmer Davis had made
a final appeal zo Sen. McKellar to
restore
"at least
in the
belief that
the $7,435,000"
work cannot
be
adequately performed for less.
Sen. O'Mahoney proposed to allow $1,300,000 for the Field Operations Bureau, which he defended
as essential. He introduced into
the record a statement from Gardner Cowles Jr., then director of the
Domestic Branch, explaining the
duties of the field offices.
In addition to service for newspapers and other media, Mr. Cowles
explained in his statement that the
field operation offices assist in the
preparation of field radio materials
for all Federal agencies, and clear
all local radio programs. These offices, he said, also serve as a central information sources for radio
stations and newspapers not familiar with operation of various
agencies.
The Field Operations Bureau
proposed, in 1944, to produce radio
scripts, press releases and announcements, to clear policy and
time priority on Federal Government radio program materials originating in the field, along with
other general duties, Mr. Cowles
explained.
Rejection of the O'Mahoney
amendment signaled the end of the
Field Service and by the following

Weather Report
TEMPERATURE rose to 99
in studio B at WHIO, Dayton
when the air conditioning
went out of order recently, so
who could blame Don Wayne,
the station announcer if he
wiped his forehead, and remarked "Whew,
hot."
Complication
was its
however
that an engineer thought the
announcer had signaled for
the microphone, so announcer
Wayne ence
wasreaction
on the
Audiwasair.prompt,
phone calls informing WHIO
the public knew it was hot
without being told.
morning, July 1, OWI issued orders
for the 58 offices to close within
two weeks. The field offices employed 330 persons, and a Washington staff of 12.
Alarm Voiced
Robert Huse, director of the field
offices, said every effort would be
made to help other Government
agencies having branches throughout the country prepare programs
for the dissemination of information of local value.
Officials of the Radio Bureau in
Washington openly expressed
alarm over loss of the field offices,
which had become an integral part
of the Radio Bureau's operations.
They admitted that with field offices gone, stations were likely to
experience heavy demands from
various Government agencies for
time, and stated that some stop-gap
substitute would be necessary if
OWI were to continue as the responsible agency for clearing Government programs.
Treasury Changes
IN PREPARATION for a wide
and intensive promotion for the
Third War Loan in September,
the Treasury is understood to be
reorganizing its War Savings
Staff, setting up new titles, and
bringing in top men from the advertising field. Name of the War
Savings set-up has been changed
to War Finance Division. Among
the admen who have joined the
department recently are Fred
Smith, now assistant to Secretary
Morgenthau, and Jack Louis, vicepresident of Needham, Louis &
Brorby, Chicago agency.
ALEX DREIER, NBC news analyst,
left for San Francisco July 5 on vacation. Irving Pflaum, foreign editor
of the Chicago Times, and Howard
Vincent O'Brien, columnist for the
Chicago Daily News, will take over his
July 10 and July 17 broadcasts. Mr.
Dreier will broadcast his Fitch BandCoast. wagon news summaries from the West

"PROVED SUCCESS -TOP WGRC FEATURE"
is what S. A. Cisler, manager of WGRC has to say about
THE
SHADOW
Available locally on transcription— see C. MICHELSON 67 W. 44 St., N.Y.C.
BROADCASTING
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Esso Reporter Honored
On 10,OOOth Broadcast
TO COMMEMORATE the 10,000th
broadcast of Esso Reporter, WJZ,
New York, one of the six stations
to carry the news broadcast when
it first went on the air Oct. 7, 1935,
was host last Wednesday at a
luncheon at the Waldorf-Astoria
for representatives of Esso Marketers, sponsor of the news broadcasts on 35 stations, Marschalk &
Pratt, the Esso agency, and the
BLUE Network.
The 12:25 p.m. Esso Reporter
program on WJZ was broadcast by
Don Gardiner and Jack Fraser
from the luncheon room, and short
talks were given by Mark Woods,
president of the BLUE ; J. A.
Miller, Esso advertising manager,
Esso.
and R. T. Haslam, vice-president of
RMA-IRE Accord
ENCOURAGING progress toward
organization of a radio technical
planning agency
to branches
prepare for
development
of all
of the
the
radio industry in the postwar era
was reported following a meeting
of representatives of the Radio
Manufacturers' Assn. and the Institute of Radio Engineers, held in
Washington, June 25. Haraden
Pratt, chairman of the IRE committee on the technical planning
agency, and Bond Geddes, RMA
executive vice - president, said
agreement was reached on the general underlying principles and that
final agreement on details is expected soon. The two groups had
originally differed in their conceptions eration
of the
and opof theorganization
planning agency.
Higher ASCAP Earnings
ASCAP WILL distribute more
than $1,200,000 to its members in
royalties for the second quarter of
1943, highest second quarter in the
Society's history, it was reported
last week, although the exact figures are not yet ready. Sum is the
largest quarterly distribution ever
made by ASCAP, except that for
the final quarter of 1940 when the
old contracts with radio were still
in effect.
Sub For Abie's Rose
SUMMER
Abie's
Irish Rose,replacement
while thatforprogram
takes an eight-week vacation from
the Saturday 8:30 p.m. period on
NBC, will be a sustaining musical
titled Sundown Serenade, featuring
Charles Dante's orchestra. The program will be heard July 10 through
Sept. 28, after which Procter &
Gamble Co., Cincinnati, will resume Drene
sponsorship
of Abie's Irish
Rose for
shampoo.
Joint Celebration of the 4th
ELMER DAVIS, Director of the Office of War Information, and Alistair
Cooke, special BBC correspondent in
America, spoke in a special Independence Daycommentary
program series,
of the broadcast
BBC Amer-on
ican
the British home and overseas service,
July
The BBC's
National
Service3. network
in Great
BritainHome
and
the overseas service carried another
special Fourth of July show, featuring Bing Crosby, Dinah Shore, Fanny
Brice and Hanley Stafford, with
Vaughn Monroe's orchestra supplying
the music.

Inviting you to conquer a
market of twenty million
people through our network
facilities.
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LISTENERS

WFM

J

covering greater
Youngstown
More listeners, more hours
of the day than any other
radio station heard in the
Youngslown, O., area.*
*C. E. HOOPKR. Inc.
Ill ue Nelwork
Headley-lteed, Rep.

580 kc. FREQUENCY
and peak soil conductivity give WIBW the
"most - easily - heard"
signal in Kansas and
adjoining states.
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FCC

Actions of the
FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMISSION

JUNE 26 TO JULY 2 INCLUSIVE
Decisions

. . .
JUNE 26
KSJB, Jamestown, N. D. — Granted petition postponing effective date of order
cancelling special service authorization to
operate KSJB on 600 kc. from June 26
to July 7.
JUNE 29
WGRC, New Albany, Ind.— Granted CP
move main studio, transmitter to Louisville, Ky.
WDAK, West Point, Ga.— Same, West
Point to Columbus, Ga.
WWDC, Washington — Granted petition
for waiver of rules to permit operation
of synchronous
by for
remote
control from main amp'ifier
transmitter
duration
of war emergency.
WBNX, New York — Granted license renewal, regular period.
KPAC, Port Arthur, Tex.— Granted application increase 500 w., DA-N, to 1 kw.,
unlimited, etc. ; conditions.
JULY 1
WEEU, Reading Pa. — Dismissed without
prejudice petition to broaden issues and
continue hearing on app.ication of WHDH,
Boston, for CP operate on 850 kc, 5 kw.,
unlimited, DA-N.
WOKO, Albany, N. Y.— Denied petition
amend,
enlarge issues re application for
license renewal
Iowa Broadcasting Co, Cedar Rapids —
Denied motion to enlarge issues, designate
Commissioner to conduct hearings re application of KSJB, Jamestown, N. D., for
mod. license to change to 600 kc, 250 w.,
unlimited.
Worcester Telegram Publishing Co., Worcester, Mass. — Granted petition amend apdocket. plication for new FM station, remove from
KFXM, San Bernardino — Granted motion for mod.
leave license
take depositions re applicaion for
Applications
JUNE 26
KTKN, Ketchikan, Alaska — Authority
install automatic frequency control.
KNOX, Knoxville, Tenn. — CP for
changes in equipment.
KOAM, Pittsburg, Kan. — Special service
authorization operate unlimited, 500 w.
N, 1 kw. D, to Feb. 1, 1944.
KEVR, Seattle — Special service authorization install new transmitter, operate on
1 kw., to April 1, 1944.
W6XYZ, Los Angeles — License cover CP
for experimental television station.
JUNE 30
KTBC, Austin, Tex. — Mod. license change
1150 kc. to 590 kc, power 1 kw. to 250 w.
N, 1 kw. D, hours from specified (D) to
unlimited (contingent on granting of
WTAW application for facilities of
KTBC).

Influencing Sales
FAR

Beyond

Pontiac

In cities . . . villages . . . farms
. . . for miles and miles around
Pontiac . . . the messages of national, regional and local advertisers are heard watts.
over WCAR's
1000 streamlined
GET THE
FACTS
FROM

WCAR
PONTIAC, MICHIGAN
or the Foreman Co. o Chicago • New York
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KPQ,
Wenatchee,
Washington to— operate
Extension special
service authorization
on 560 kc, 500 w. N, kw. D, unlimited,
using
to Dec.transmitter
1, 1943. authorized by B5-P-3150,
KROC,
Minn. — Transfer
trol from Rochester,
Agnes P. Gentling,
executrixcon-of
estate of Gregory P. Gentling, deceased, to
Lawrence C. Miller, Harry J. Harwick,
Allen A. Gentling, Maxine M. Jacobs and
Agnes P. Gentling, trustees of the estate
of Gregory P. Gentling.
Tentative Calendar . . .
KMTR, Los Angeles — License renewal
(July 7, 1943).

CONTROL
ROOM
KENNETH OWEN, former radio
construction engineer with the Pan
American Airways, is a new addition
to the engineering staff of KQW, San
Francisco.
P. R. UNDERWOOD, WLW-WSAI,
Cincinnati, control engineer, is teaching a night course in radio code, radio
operation and aviation radio at the
local YMCA.
ODES ROBINSON, chief engineer
of WCHS, Charleston, W. Va., is the
father of a girl.
LOUIS BARNETT, control engineer
of
boy.WLW-WSAI, is the father of a
BEVERLY MESSERVY, former
member of the "kiddie show" on
WCSC, Charleston, S. C , is now a
control operator at the station.
ROSAMOND JORDAN, has joined
the control staff of WIOD, Miami.
George Williams Jr. is the new studio control room engineer replacing
Selden McCabe, who resigned to take a
commission in the Army, and Francis I. Harr, transmitter engineer,
takes the place of George Sprague
who has accepted a Navy commission.
JOHN MITCHELL, studio engineer
of WLW-WSAI, Cincinnati, is leaving
for the Army after 12 years with the
stations.
ARTHUR HOLMES, engineer of the
CBC, Toronto, has returned to England in charge of a new CBC Overseas Mobile Unit. He first went over in
1939 with the CBC Overseas Unit and
returned to Canada about a year ago
to take charge of the engineering staff
of CBY, Toronto.
BARBARA MYERS, apprentice of
CBS Hollywood sound effects staff, has
been promoted to senior sound effects
engineer.
DuMont Reinstates
ALLEN B. DuMONT Laboratories
Inc., Passaic, has petitioned FCC
for reinstatement of their application for a license for a commercial television station in Washington, D. C, to operate on Channel 1, 50-56 mc. DuMont already operates W2XWV, New York
television station, broadcasting two
evenings weekly, a variety program on Sunday and an experimental series, with advertisers and
agencies cooperating, on Wednesdays. A Tuesday evening series,
produced by the program staff of
WOR, New York, will begin shortly.

For

Eases
WERS

Rules
Work

Members
May Broadcast
During Emergencies
CIVILIAN DEFENSE stations in
the War Emergency Radio Service
are now permitted by the FCC to
operate in any emergency which
might adversely affect the war
effort. The Commission last week,
at request of the OCD, amended
part 15 of its rules, effective immediately, to allow licensees in the
WERS to provide emergency communication incase of floods, explosions in munitions plants, hurricanes, fire and similar situations
affecting national security.
Before the amendment these stations were authorized to be on the
air only "for essential communication relating to civilian defense and
only during or immediately following actual air raids, impending air
raids", and other enemy operations,
or for testing and drill. WERS had
previously been allowed to operate
during natural emergencies only
when normal telephone and telegraph services were disrupted.
Control Units
The amended rules also provide
for designation of one or more of
WERS stations as "control units",
which may supervise the station
units of Civilian Defense licensees
in "mutual aid" programs for the
exclusive purpose of handling essential communications preparatory
to any anticipated emergency.
Under this supervision, station
units may be used during the first
15 minutes of each hour, so that
fire-fighting and other facilities
may always be in readiness. Use of
the stations is under the jurisdiction of the licensee and radio aide,
and may include other officially
recognized organizations than the
OCD.
KTBC

Seeks 590 kc.

KTBC, Austin,
week petitioned the FCC Tex.,
for alast
modification
of license to change from 1150 to
590 kc, power from 1 kw. to 250
watts night, 1 kw. day, and hours
from specified (day) to unlimited.
The request was made contingent
on FCC grant of the June 12 request of WTAW, College Station,
Tex., for the facilities of KTBC.
Filed with KTBC's contingent application for the frequency and
power named was a request for 1
kw. day and night with a directional antenna for night use when
the materials are available after
the war emergency. All stock (250
shares) in the station was bought
last February by Claudia T. Johnson, wife of Rep. Lyndon Johnson
(D.-Tex.).
LEIGH WHITE, CBS commentator
who covered the battle of Greece, has
written an article on Maj. Gen. A. A.
Vandegrift, one of a series of 12 appearing in The Saturday Evening Post,
and later to be published in book form
by Knopf. Mr. White is now with
CBS Washington.
BROADCASTING

We fwork Accounts
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business
FRANK H. LEE Co , Danbury, Conn. (Lee
Fine Hats ) , in September starts Dale Carnegie on 22 MBS stations. Thurs., 10:1510:30 & p.m.
Agency:
man
Pierce,
N. Y. Bermingham, CastleADAM HAT STORES, New York (men's
hats),
Sent. stations,
7 starts That's
Good p.m.
One
on
134 onBLUE
Tues., a8-8:15
Agency: Glicksman Adv., N. Y
Renewal Accounts
NESBITT FRUTT PROT1TTOTS Tnc. Los
Angeles (beverages), on July 6 renews for
52 weeks. Fulton Lewis Jr., on 14 Don
Lee Pacific stations. Tues.. Thurs., 9:45..
10 p.m. (PWT). Agency: M. H. Kelso
Agency, Los Angeles.
CORN PRODUCTS REFTN1NG Co., New
York (Mazola), on July 29 renews for 52
weeks tions,
StageThurs..Door
Canteen
53 CBS C.sta9:30-10
p.m. onAgency:
L.
Miller Co., N. Y.
Network Changes
MTLES LABS. Inc.. Elkhart, Ind. (Alka
on June (KOY
97 ad1'-''
5" weeksto
3Seltzer),
Ariz, stations
KSUNforKTUC)
Newspaper
of
the
Air
on
33
D~n
Lee
stations, Sun., thru Sat., 11-11:15 a.m.
(MWT)
and
10-10-15
p.m.
(MWT)
making a total of 36 Western stations. AgenAdv..added
Lns KOY
A""-=les.
On
Jnn° cy:28Associated
firm also
KSUN
KTUr! for 52 weeks to hum & Ahner on
72 BLUE statics, Mrni. thru THirs., 09:15
p.m. (MWT), making a total of 75
Chicago.
Western
stations. Agency: Wade Adv.,
WELCH GRAPE JUICE Co., Westfield.
Dear John on 66 CBS stations from Sun.
N. Y. (grape juice), on July 4 shifted
6:15-6:30 p.m. to Sun. 5:45-6 p.m. Agency:
H. W. Kastor & Sons. Chicago.
E. I. DUPONT
de NEMOURS
mington (institutional),
on Sept.& 27Co..addsWil-71
NBC stations to Cavalcade of America,
making
a total(rpt.,
of 125eight
"MRPPacific
st-tions. Mon.,
8-8:30
p.m.
11:30Y. p.m.-12
midnight).
Agency: stations,
BBDO,
N.
SAN-NAP-PAK MFG. Co.. New York
(Lydia Grey cleansing tissues), on June
27 discontinued
What's Mv Name? on 13
NBC
Biow stations.
Co., N. Sun.,
Y. 10:30-11 p.m. Agency:
SCHUTTER CANDY Co.. Chicago, on July
11 replaces Col. Stoopnagle with The Coronet Little Show on 41 CPS stations. Sun.,
1 :45-2 p.m.,
the sameAgency:
time renewing
the
period
for 13at weeks.
Schwimmer
& Scott, Chicago.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co., Winston-Salem, N. C. (Camel cie« rettes ) , on
Aug. 12 shifts the Durante-Moore-Cugat
program from New Y'-rk to Hnllvwood on
128 NBC stations, Thurs., 10-10:30 p.m.
Agency: Wm. Esty & Co.. N. Y.
H. J. HETNZ Co., Pittsburgh (food products), on July 19 repWog for eight weeks
Information
with Va"nt>'on
Serenade on 140 Please
NBC stations,
Mon., 10:3011 p.m. Agency: Maxon. Inc., N. Y.
NBC Engineers Meet
ANNUAL MEETING in Radio
City, New York, of division engineers from NBC headquarters in
Chicago, Denver, San Francisco,
Hollywood, Cleveland, Washington
and New York, concluded last
week after a series of discussions
on engineering problems, such as
loss of personnel due to the war.
Among the speakers were Ernest
De La Ossa, NBC personnel director, and 0. B. Hanson, NBC
vice-president in charge of engineering. Attending the meetings
were A. H. Saxton, Hollywood;
H. C. Luttgens, Chicago; George
Greaves, San Francisco; R. H.
Owen, Denver; S. E. Leonard,
Cleveland; Don Cooper, Washington, and F. A. Wankel, New York.
George McElrath, NBC operating
engineer, was chairman.
• Broadcast

Advertising

SIX STATIONS
CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press
Building, Washington, D. C.
Help Wanted
Arc you a thoroughly capable announcer
— with executive ability deserving a
break ? Progressive New York State dual
network affiliate considering replacement of program director subject to
draft. Send full particulars and tranCASTING. scription. Permanent. Box 794, BROADTechnician — Permanent position for man
with a family. Network station. Write
in for full details. Give your qualifications. Address Technical Manager, Radio
Station WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
Wanted — Transmitter Engineer, First Class
License, large Florida Coastal Station.
Excellentticularpay
plus overtime.
First Letter
Please. Full
Box par796,
BROADCASTING.
Draft Deferred — Licensed first, second, or
third class operators. Rocky Mountain 5
kw. network station. Box 800, BROADCASTING.
Wanted at Once — First class engineer.
Draft exempt. Tell all first communication, including minimum salary. WMSL,
Decatur, Alabama.
Combination Engineer-Announcer — Give
draft status, salary desired, all details.
Also want announcer. Write KGFW,
Kearney, Nebraska.
Engineer — Any ticket for network affiliate. One who can announce preferred, but not essential. Give full details and state salary expected. WSAM,
Saginaw, Michigan.
Announcer
— Permanent
k.w. regional
network position
station forwith
draft5
deferred, experienced man. Box 799,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced Announcer-Newscaster — Excellent salary. No drifters. WHIT, New
Bern, N. C.
Announcer — A position with a future. Starting salary $40. KSAL, Salina, Kansas.
Salesman
— Network-owned
station
requires
man anxious
to work for
advancement
within network. KDB, Santa Barbara.
California's most beautiful city.
Situations Wanted
YOUNG ING,
4F —PRODUCTION
ANNOUNCING,
PRODUC-IN
EXPERIENCE
TOWN OF 1,000,000. MORE INTERESTED IN FUTURE THAN EXCITING
PRESENT. WILL GO ANYWHERE
FOR THE RIGHT PROPOSITION.
WIRE BOX 792, BROADCASTING.
PRODUCTION AND MUSIC DIRECTOR—
Wishes to leave NYC for cool, dry climate. 15 years of local and network experience in dramatic, musical, commercial and educational programs. A-l arranger, conductor, pianist, organist,
Novachordist. Can supply transcriptions
: and films as proof of outstanding accomplishments. Age 40, married, only
interested in locating permanently. Box
i 798, BROADCASTING.
'ROGRAM DIRECTOR-ANNOUNCER—
Available, capable of taking complete
charge of programs. Experienced. Age
27, married, 1 child, 4F. Interested only
in permanent position with chance for
advancement. Box 79.3, BROADCASTING.
NNOUNCER- WRITER — Experienced air
salesman. Prefer Midwest, Southwest or
Rocky Mts. Box 795, BROADCASTING.
A ROGRAM DIRECTOR Available. Experience with three major-network outWriter, producer, program builder.
York Assist lets.
news. Army disability discharge,
ting i State terms. Box 797, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
MIDWESTERN COLORED BOY— With excellent voice wants job either announcing or operating. Third grade license.
Draft 4F. Available at once. Box 801.
BROADCASTING.
SALES MANAGER— Experienced in local
and national markets. Desires small station that needs permanent man to build
and hold business. Is announcer and engineer with low draft status. Box 788,
BROADCASTING.
Director, Producer, Announcer — Ten years
major network program and production.
Eight years'
experience
smalleroperastations. Know all
phases ofonstation
tion. Excellent announcer, including
news and sports. Stability and future
opportunity desired. Draft exempt. Box
789, BROADCASTING.
Experienced Operator — First class, Married. 4-F. Permanent position wanted
in Midwest. Reasonable salary. Box 803,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — A progressive station in which
to
build with
a goodplenty
participating
woman's
program
of sponsors.
The
young woman applicant, now employed,
has successful experience in broadcasting,
copy
writing, selling. Box 790, BROADCASTING.
EXECUTIVE-GENERAL MANAGER-STATION MANAGER—
17 years'
Newspaper
and radio.
Broad experience.
knowledge
all departments. Good organizer, knows
merchandising. 43 years of age, veteran
last war. Present income $10,000 — interested in salary and commission arrangement. Best of references. Box 803,
BROADCASTING.
CONTROL Yourself — You can PICK
UP LEVEL headed MIKE man for a
SONG. Not even REMOTE chance of
INDUCTION. NET WORK performed
in four years of Radio includes everything in voice line. Will AMPLIFY
the preceding when the occasion arises.
Any ing
living
should Three
set anmouths
interest-to
(TURN)wage
TABLE.
FEED, BACKS to clothe. STUDIOus
and reliable ; LOGical in everything. ADLIBerty on two weeks notice. Your
GAIN
is vou 'sinto
loss.giving
Hopeme this
has
NEEDLEd
a welldeserved (STATION) BREAK. WATT
say? Box 791. BROADCASTING.
Staff Trio — Man, wife daughter. Using
piano, violin, sax, cello, vibraharp. Have
solovox. Union, radio experience, classic,
popular. Address Keshner, Spring Mill
Inn, Mitchell, Indiana.
GIRL FRIDAY Announce, act, write continuity, type. Experience. Box 802,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Good staff man — 4-F — Wire
Wally King, WCLO, Janesville, Wis.
ANNOUNCER-OPERATOR
18 months'
experience. Permanent 4F.— News,
ad lib,
commercials. Box 806, BROADCASTING.
Salesman— 4F, with proven record in large
Eastern City wants job selling for New
York Citysonableradio
station. Will
readraw. Available
at accept
once. Will
come to New York for interview. Box
805, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
USED RADIO TRANSMITTERS OR ESSENTIAL PARTS. ANY FREQUENCY.
FIVE KW OR LARGER. BOX 804,
BROADCASTING.
Station Owner and Operator — Wishes to
purchase outright station in Florida.
Give asking price and income and expense statement for 1942. Replies confidential. Box 787, BROADCASTING
Radio Station — Local regional Russell Bennett, Sweetwater, Texas.

• Broadcast

Advertising

STOP

'ALL CLEAR9
SIXAIRING
PHILADELPHIA
stations announced jointly on June 28,
through identical letters to Third
Service Command headquarters in
Baltimore and Second Service
Command headquarters in New
York, that they will discontinue
broadcasting official all-clear signals at the end of test blackouts in
the area. The stations explained
that the failure of military and
civilian defense authorities to furnish prompt and dependable advices had resulted in the broadcast of incorrect information and
confusion to the public.
Informed of the letters sent by
KYW WCAU WIP WFIL WPEN
and WIBG, Civilian Defense Director James M. Landis placed responsibility for air raid signal and
blackout tests along the Atlantic
Seaboard with Army authorities.
"The authority for issuance of allclear signals and the timing of
such signals rests entirely with
the Army Service Command under
Air Raid Protection Regulation
No. 1, issued by Lt. Gen. Hugh A.
Drum. . . . Civilian Defense cannot accept responsibility for any
failure to synchronize the various
radio stations in connection with
the all-clear announcement. ... it
■would not help matters for Civilian
Defense to inject itself into the
matter," his statement said.
Army authorities indicated the
letter had not yet been received
and therefore no action had been
taken to clear up the situation.
The Army asks stations to air allclear announcements at the nearest station break after the official

Dress Firm Renews
McKETTRICK - WILLIAMS Inc.,
New York, moderate-priced dress
firm, which is currently conducting a seven-week campaign of participations on Bessie
fiveweekly program
on Beatty's
WOR, New
York, to urge the public not to
buy McKettrick classic dresses "unless it is necessary", is continuing
the campaign for an additional 13
weeks, effective July 19. Firm,
which is using radio for the first
time, has only a limited stock available, and is trying to stem the continued demand for its dresses in
view of war conditions. Agency is
Irving Serwer, New York.
signal, but compliance is purely
voluntary, it is understood. System for announcing the all-clear
varies state by state, with some
using audible signals and others
depending on the cooperation of
radio stations.

WANTED
5 KW NBC
by aSTATION
A top announcer for a top job.
Must have five years experience
and be competent all around. For
the right man we have a good job
with an excellent future.
Write or wire
KDYL
Salt Lake City

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

An ky
Organization
of ey
& Bail
Jans
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
Nati.nal Presi Bldg., Wash., D. C.

PAUL F GODLEY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859
GEORGE

N.J.

C. DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA
Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
321 E. Gregory Crossroads of
Blvd.,
/"77*\ j Hollywood,
the World Cal.
City, Kansas
Mo.
I

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
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General

Motors

Will

Sponsor

NBC
Symphony
For
52 Weeks
Program Goes on Full Network Beginning Aug 1,
With Black, Toscanini, and Stokowski
SECOND MAJOR radio contract to Symphony under the auspices of
General Motors brings together a
be signed in the past two months
involving network sponsorship of a great orchestra conducted by worldfamous symphony orchestra was renowned musicians and a great
consummated last week with the industrial organization now playing a vital role in the American
announcement by Niles Trammell,
president of NBC, and Alfred P.
effort." some of th e
Sloan, chairman of General Motors victory
Summarizing
achievements of the NBC SymCorp., Detroit, that GM will sponsor the NBC Symphony Orchestra
phony during the past year, NBC
on the full NBC network for a recalled its presentation of the
year's period. Formal signing of American premiere of the Shostakthe contract took place last Wedovich "Seventh Symphony" with
nesday in Detroit, a little over a Toscanini conducting; its record
month after the initial broadcast
war bond sale of $10,190,045 when
on CBS by the Philharmonic SymToscanini conducted an all-Tchaiphony Orchestra under sponsorship kowsky concert, and the presentaof U. S. Rubber Co., New York
tion of Prokofieff's "Alexander
[Broadcasting, May 10].
Nevsky" for the first time in the
Western Hemisphere under the baToscanini Continues
ton of Stokowski.
First broadcast by the NBC
Symphony under the General
Motors banner will be Aug. 1 in the CBS Shifts Correspondents
Sunday afternoon hour 5-6, cur- EDWARD MURROW left last
rently occupied by the orchestra week to resume duties as head of
on a sustaining basis. The agree- the CBS staff in London, after a
ment calls for presentation of the
stay in this country. Reconcerts under virtually the same brief
alloting assignments among its
arrangements as in the past sea- foreign and domestic corresponsons. Frank Black will continue
dents, CBS has sent Eric Sevareid,
to conduct the summer series, while formerly chief of the Washington
Bureau, to North Africa, which he
the 24-week winter series, which will
probably cover from Cairo.
starts Oct. 31, will be divided
Replacing Mr. Sevareid is Bill
equally between Arturo Toscanini
Henry, CBS West Coast analyst,
and Leopold Stokowski, as pre- who has in the past covered Honoviously announced by NBC. The
lulu and London. Larry Lesueur,
winter series will mark Toscanini's formerly stationed in Moscow, and
sixth full season with the NBC
Charles Collingwood, correspondent in North Africa, have both
Symphony, the orchestra having
been shifted to London, while
been assembled for the Maestro
James Fleming is en route to
upon his return from semi-retire- Ankara from Cairo. John Daly,
ment in 1937, while Stokowski has who has been heard from London,
been guest conductor for the past is assigned to Algiers.
three seasons.
Program format will remain unchanged for the most part, with
Samuel Chotzinoff, manager of the
NBC music division, continuing as
commentator on the winter series.
Broadcasts will continue to originate from Studio 8-H in Radio
City, New York. Agency in charge
is Arthur Kudner Inc., New York
and Detroit.
Assurance to Customers
In announcing the agreement
with NBC, Mr. Sloan stated:
"General Motors is sponsoring the
Symphony as a means of assuring
its customers whom it cannot now
serve directly that General Motors
is serving them in a larger way
through its wartime production to
speed the victory which will bring
a resumption of our normal associations."
Speaking for NBC, Mr. Trammell declared that "sponsorship
of the NBC Symphony by the
General Motors Corp. is recognition of the entertainment and
cultural achievements established
by the orchestra since its creation
' WOOF's Roving Reporter Now
in 1937. The presentation of the
Nation's Largest
Page 54 •July 5, 1943

County Leader
MORE BONDS w°re sold
by WALB,
Albany,
Ga., than
during the month
of May
by any other agency, including the banks and post offices
of Dougherty County. The
county's bond committee just
notified WALB of its outstanding success in selling
for Uncle Sam.
KROC Transfer Asked
TRANSFER of control of KROC,
Rochester, Minn., from Agnes P.
Gentling, executrix of the estate of
Gregory P. Gentling, prominent
Rochester industrialist who died a
year ago, to Lawrence C. Miller,
Harry J. Harwick, Allen A. Gentling, Maxine M. Jacobs and Agnes
P. Gentling, trustees of the estate
of Mr. Gentling, is asked in an application filed last week with the
FCC. Mr. Miller is a partner in
Sherman & Byers, Rochester CPA
firm; Mr. Harwick is business
manager of the Mayo Clinic;
Maxine M. Jacobs is secretary and
treasurer of KROC. Allen A.
Gentling, a son of Gregory Gentis a doctor and Agnes Gentling. lingling,is the
widow of Gregory GentCohen Praises Radio
OUTSTANDING achievements _ of
the radio industry in conveying
the Government's wartime messages to the people, in its own way,
were lauded by Fhilip H. Cohen,
deputy chief of the radio bureau,
OWI, in an address before the
NBC-Northwestern Summer Radio Institute last week.
Accomplishments enumerated by
Mr. Cohen, in which radio acted
almost alone, included boosting the
use of V-mail from 500,000 to 1,250,000 letters per week as the result of a three-week campaign,
getting 33,000 grade-A glider pilots
for the Civil Aeronautics Authority in two weeks and enlisting 20,000,000 victory gardeners for 1943.

GRADE LABELING
OUT FOR THE YEAR
GRADE LABELING through OPA
edict became an impossibility last
week, when the Senate over-rode
recommendations of its Appropriations Committee, and adopted the
House-approved amendment to the
Civilian War Agencies Appropriation Bill prohibiting the agency
from using funds to enforce grade
labeling or standardization of
clothing or other commodities
[Broadcasting, June 28].
The Appropriations Committee
reported the bill without the four
amendments by which the House
had
handcuffed
OPA's
personnel
and stripped
it of
appropriations
which its director, Prentiss Brown,
termed necessary. The grade labeling ban was restored on the floor,
however, although the remaining
three amendments were lost.
Tillson to Agency
KEN TILLSON, formerly continuity chief on KGW-KEX, Portland,
Ore., has joined the Mac Wilkins,
Cole & Weber advertising agency
as radio director.
Mr. Tillson's
appointment ispart
of an expansion
program of the
agency,
to Mac according
Wilkins,
senior partner,
which reflects intensive developresources.
M r.
ment of Oregon's
Tillson has had
Mr. Tillson
wide experience as radio writer and
producer. Some of his shows include
Homicide Squad, Blue Network
Jamboree and scripts for the Irene
Rich program.
Noumea

Pickup

USING the new Navy transmitter
at Noumea, New Caledonia, CBS
recently picked up an account of
South Pacific action for a recent
News of the Wo7'ld program, marking the first time a network broadcast has originated from that
island. After giving his regular
news report from Sidney, Australia,
Bill Dunn, CBS correspondent,
picked up Sergeant Harold F. Goodman, combat correspondent of the
U. S. Maritime Corps, in Noumea.
WJZ, Blue Move
FOLLOWING an increase in personnel in several departments of
the BLUE, various members of the
network staff and the entire staff
of WJZ, New York outlet of the
BLUE, moved Julv 1 from the third
floor of the RCA Bldg. to new quarters on the 14th and second floors.
WJZ now has separate quarters for
the first time, having heretofore
shared officers with the BLUE.
Pectin Spots

Takes You Through One of the
Defense Plants-"
BROADCAS

MUTUAL CITRUS PRODUCTS
Co., Anaheim, Cal., to promote its
powdered
pectin,
a va-j
ried
schedule
on is
fourutilizing
West Coast
stations in key markets during a
brief summer campaign started
June 21. Firm is sponsoring participations on KOMO, Seattle; KOIN,
Portland; KPO, San Francisco, and
KFI, Los Angeles. Other stations
may be added. Agency is Charles
H. Mayne Co., Los Angeles.
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From the commercial broadcast station standpoint,
"RCA Rebuilts" represent the best news about Transmitting Tubes since war shortages on new tubes first
became a threat to continued efficient operation.
Today, thanks to this RCA wartime emergency service to the broadcast profession, an old tube may be
"down" but by no means out. If it is one of the five
popular types covered by the RCA Rebuilt Tube Plan,
it may be exchanged for an RCA Rebuilt
Tube of the same type. What's more, these
RCA Rebuilt Tubes deliver the watts! Ratings
and characteristics are identical with those

RCA
RCA

Victor

Division,

of new tubes. RCA Rebuilt Tubes carry a new tube
guarantee for workmanship and materials. Since
they are sold at 85% of the new tube price, service
is adjusted on the basis of 85% of our standard
adjustment policy.
If your station uses any of the five listed Tube types,
we suggest that you write today for full details on the
RCA Rebuilt Tube Plan. Like other stations where
many RCA Rebuilt Tubes are already in
service, you will find it a logical answer to
one of your most pressing wartime operations problems.
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WOR

is

like

a

pony.

We mean— WOR can take you today for a smooth
the nation's

greatest

war-active

WOR, to be quite explicit
into Jersey City and Camden
Bridgeport

cities

.

and economical

of more than 100,000

for you, too. Not to mention
eastern

canter

people

about it, will hoof along blithely

and New Haven.

Delaware— and ten other dynamic

.

into 16 of

each.

with your message

It will pad gaily down the road to

Hartford

and even Wilmington— which is in

war centers

which we will be delighted

to

rattle off for you at the drop of a request.
WOR may even sell your product

for you in Boston— though WOR does not attempt
cover Boston.
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It just so happens

to

that WOR did

sell a lot of a product called "Press-On"
Boston; or so the maker tells us.

in

We hate to sound vain about it, but this WOR
is an extraordinary

proposition.

add, an extraordinarily

At, we might

low price.

our address

is—

WOR
fi
i,

wA

— that power— full station
at 1440 Broadway
in New York
WOR does not argue the point that each of the
cities mentioned is served in a very special
way by one or more local stations. Their job
is an important and unique one. So, too, we
feel is WOR's collective 16-city impact.
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AT

HOW
WLS."

AYBE you think we're joking. But the volume of mail we get for WLS
advertisers is no joke! Consider the case of a mail order company:

They received 16,236 letters in nine days, asking for their spring and summer
catalog. The schedule was daytime announcements only, 36 in all, and 16,236
replies — every one a new potential customer, for old customers (14,000 WLS
listeners from a previous offer) received the spring catalog automatically.
These 16,236 new inquiries are a response typical of what so many get from
their WLS advertising. We have a score of other examples that WLS Gets
Results: Just ask us ... or ask any John Blair man.
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Microphones

are

easier

on

the

feet.

.

.

Carl Moore's infectious good nature had
sold cash registers . . .peddled canned goods

about what Carl said this morning. (That's
a good reason why you should ask now

...plugged sheet music... and made things

about participating sponsorships. They are
available. )

lively in a creamery. His work was tough
on his feet. They began to bother him so he

Carl Moore's humor spread beyond New

tried radio— figuring that microphones are

England. CBS put him on the network once,

easier on the feet.WEEI

watched his prog-

to fill a morning spot. Again, he clicked. And

ress—signed him exclusively five years ago.

now the "Coffee Club" is fed to the com-

They put him on at 7:00 A.M. and he
clicked. He went on again at 8:30 in the
morning with a new show — the "Coffee
Club." On it Carl and Company

ad lib

plete CBS network
times a week.

coast-to-coast three

Once again a WEEI

programs

story underscores the WEEI

success

station success

merrily along for twenty-five minutes . . .

story. . .the story of why WEEI

music, chatter, song, nonsense — without

long, been Columbia's Friendly Voice in
Boston.

rules and practically without script.

has, for so

Today, the Coffee Club's early-morning
antics have become an indispensable start
of the new England day. So much so, that
all through WEEI-land,

one-third of all

listening families tune to the program— and
family No. 1 probably tells No. 2 and No. 3

Columbia's Friendly Voice 4
in BOSTON

Represented by Radio Sales,
the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS.
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SONOVOX PIONEERS
Allied Mills, Inc. (Wayne Feeds)
Louis E. Wade, Inc.
American Chicle Co. (Black Jack Gum)
Badger and Browning & Hersey, Inc.
American Industries Salvage Committee
(Steel Scrap Drive)
McCann Erickson, Inc.
Bismarck Motel
Corp.
Smith, Benson & McClure, Inc.
Buick Motors Division, General Motors
Arthur Kudner, Inc.
Chicago,
St. Paul cV
PacificMilwaukee,
R. R.
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Inc.
Chick Bed Company (Chick Bed Litter)
The W. D Lyon Co.
Colgate-Palmolive Peet Company
(Vel,
W ard Palmolive)
Wheelock Co.
Delaware, Lackawanna 6- Western.
Coal Co.
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Walt Disney Productions
Emerson Drug Company (Bromo-Seltzer)
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Christian Feigenspan Brewing Company
(Feigenspan
and Dobler P.O.N.
Beers
and Ales)
How

to

Talk

bike

Com

from

a

HNHIIIHERE!

Maybe you saw that recent feature article in a very great weekly magazine,
about Wright- Sono vox
If so, we know it must have excited your
imagination and given you some new ideas for selling goods by radio.
But as Charles F. Kettering so aptly said, "Man is so constituted as to see
what is wrong with a new thing — not what is right. To verify this, you have
but to submit a new idea to a committee. They will obliterate 90 percent of
Tightness for the sake of 10 percent wrongness. The possibilities a new idea
opens up are not visualized because not one man in 1000 has imagination."
If you have gotten kind of excited about Sonovox, but are up against a
situation where 10% wrongness has got you stymied, we'd like to arrange an
audition of various Sonovox ideas which are now producing outstanding
results on the air. One of them might give you an idea. Just contact any of
the offices below.

WRfGHT-SONOVOX,

INC

"Talking and Singing Sound"
CHICAGO
NEW YORK .... HOLLYWOOD
FREE
CHICAGO: ,80 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373

& PETERS,

Office of Civilian Defense (Region Six)
Pabst Sales Company (Pabst Beer)
Warwick
Legler, Inc.
Pan American Coffee Bureau
Buchanan & Co., Inc.
Purity Bakeries Service Corp.
(Taystee Bread, Grennan Cakes)
Radio Station KOMA, Oklahoma City
broadcasts)
Alvino
Rey and his Orchestra (in all
Shell Oil Company, Inc.
J. Walter Thompson Co.
U. S. Treasury Dept.
Universal Pictures Company, Inc.
("Larceny With Music")
Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc.
(Thank Your Lucky Stars)
Velie-Ryan,
Orange Inc.
Drink)(Nesbitt's California

INC., Exclusive National Representatives

NEW YORK: 247 Park Ave.
Plaza 5-4131
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Feltman-Curme Shoes
Russell C. Comer Advertising Co.
Forum Cafeterias of America
R. J. Potts-Calkins & Holden, Inc.
Griesedieck-Weslern Brewery Co.
(Stag Beer)
Maxon, Inc.
Grocery Store Products Sales Co., Inc.
(Fould's Macaroni Products)
Campbell-Ewald Co., Inc.
Chr. Hansen Laboratory, Inc.
(Junket Quick Fudge Mix)
Mitchel Faust Advertising Company
Andrew Jergens Co.
(Woodbury's
Products)
Lennen
& Mitchell,
Inc.
Lever Brothers Co. (Lifebuoy Soap)
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
National Broadcasting Company
Naval Aviation Selection Board
NavyBattalions)
Seabees (U. S. Navy, Construction

SAN FRANCISCO:
Sutter 4353 m Sutler

HOLLYWOOD:
Gladstone i5i2N.
3949 Gordon
BROADCASTING

ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Main 5667
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President
On

Politics
Puts

Ban

Data;

Fly
Testifies

By SOL TAISHOFF
ELEVATION of the House
committee inquiry on the FCC
into the stratosphere of high
political conflict was bared
last Friday with the disclosure that President Roosevelt himself had interceded to
prevent the Army, Navy and
Bureau of the Budget from
supplying the Cox committee
with data requested to support the claim that the commission was operating contrary to the war interest.
On the following day — Saturday— the Committee loosed
its second earth-shaking blast
against James Lawrence Fly,
as chairman of the Board of
War Communications, through release of Navy memoranda purporting to lay at Mr. Fly's doorstep at
least implied partial responsibility
for the Pearl Harbor disaster. A
second document released tended to
show that the Army, as well as the
Navy, strongly opposed Mr. Fly's
methods both as chairman of BWC
and of the FCC.
Tussels With Garey
At the Friday session, Chairman
Fly took the witness stand for the
first time and locked horns with
Eugene L. Garey, general counsel
of the Cox committee, practically
from the start. Mr. Fly refused to
comply with the Committee's subpoena for production of all files
and documents relating to the "secret" investigation by the BWC of
Neville Miller, president of the
NAB, for purported "breach of
trust" in releasing "confidential"
information through NAB to the
broadcasting industry.
Mr. Garey brought out that Mr.
Miller had been "exonerated" of
the charges. However the BWC
chairman, who said he appeared
only in that capacity and not as
head of the FCC, held he was
BROADCASTING

IN

Broadcast
Advertising1
W
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High

ASTD

Involved

bound by full BWC instructions
that release of this data would
"adversely affect the national security or injure the national presDuring the two-hour examination
oftige."
Mr. Fly, the name of F. M. Russell, NBC Washington vice-president, was brought into the proceedings, with the Committee counsel
seeking to ascertain whether the
BWC charges against President
Miller were not based on a letter
of complaint from Mr. Russell, as
a member of the Domestic Broadcast Committee of BWC, and
whether the whole matter did not
have its beginnings with the controversy between Mr. Fly and Mr.
Miller, which started in St. Louis
in 1941. Several times Chairman
Cox (D-Ga.) admonished Mr. Fly
not to make a "speech before the
Committee."
After the rather stormy threehour session, the Committee recessed "at the call of the chair." It
was expected no hearings would be
held this week, because of the anticipated absence from Washington
of Reps. Hart (D-N. J.) and Wigglesworth (R-Mass.). Moreover,
Rep. Magnuson (D-Wash.) left the
preceding week for home, presumably to be gone until Congress re-

In

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

Cox

convenes Sept. 14. Chairman- Cox,
however, said it was planned to
hold a hearing during the week of
July 19, but no indication was given
as to what witnesses would be
called. Mr. Fly's appearance was
regarded as preliminary, having to
do only with the Neville Miller
matter.
Summer Plans
Despite the efforts to block the
inquiry, it was evident that the fiveman committee proposed to proceed
intermittently during the summer.
It was clear that the Committee
would seek to substantiate the more
than 50 charges against the FCC,
even though Army and Navy officers will not be called upon to testify, at this time in any event. Most
of the evidence, it was stated, already is in the Committee's hands,
through private hearings held during the last five months.
Prior to Mr. Fly's testimony,
Budget Director Harold D. Smith,
first witness before the Committee, declined to make available
Budget Bureau files dealing with
recommendations by the Army and
Navy that the Radio Intelligence
Division of the FCC, by executive
order, be transferred to the military. Mr. Smith said he had been

€

Probe

For other Cox Committee
stories, see pages 12, 20, 46, 58.
directed by the President not to
make the Bureau files available
and asserted he also understood
that the records requested had
been removed to the White House
during his absence from the capital. He was dismissed with the
understanding that he would take
up with his counsel the question
of whether he would produce the
documents requested by the committee in executive, rather than
'Wreck' Charge
open session.
These new developments came
last Friday and Saturday, following charges by Chairman Fly that
the committee had joined forces
with the military and the "radio
monopoly" to "wreck" the Commission. In one responsible quarter it was reported that Mr. Fly
had been told pointedly on highest
authority that any further attacks of that nature might result
in further changes on the FCC.
The George H. Payne episode,
which saw recall of his reappointment by President Roosevelt July
1 — within 24 hours of the nomi-

In 1942
Urged
BWC
From
Fly Ouster
Among these items cited were
record by Eugene L. Garey, chief
Cox Committee Reveals
counsel for the Committee, on Sat- FCC penetration into radio intelliurday. Permission to place this
gence and direction-finding; reNavy Efforts to Have
and a second document from the
fusal to collaborate with governHim Removed
War Department in the record was
ment departments on the international merger recommendations ;
DISCLOSURE that as far back as obtained by Mr. Garey at the Fri"the
insidious
steps" by which Mr.
day open hearing of the Committee.
May, 1942, high naval officers
Fly
injected
himself
into the ArmyThe
Navy
memorandum,
Mr.
sought the removal of James LawrNavy plan for control of communience Fly as chairman of the De- Garey said, was written by Rear
cations in wartime emerging with
fense Communications Board (now Admiral S. 0. Hooper, often called
the BWC which he and his organithe Board of War Communicathe "Father of Navy Radio" who
zation dominate; difficulty in maktions) because the functioning of retired last March. Admiral Hooping wartime arrangements for
er was formerly director of the
that Board has been unsatisfactory
military communication facilities,
Office of Naval Communications,
to the Department "to the extent
through
BWC as opposed to direct
that it believes the successful pros- and has held practically every reaction, due to FCC domination; atsponsible position in the Navy
ecution of the war is being jeopartempts of FCC to obtain dominadized thereby" was made by the dealing with Communications.
tion and control of InterdepartHouse Select Committee investigatThe Army document, authorship
ment Radio Advisory Committee;
ing the FFC Saturday.
of which was not revealed, substanrefusal of Fly to transmit the new
tiated
contentions
that
the
FCC,
A memorandum, dated May 14,
IRAC constitution to the President
for the recom- and particularly Chairman Fly, without comment; Mr. Fly's dispolisting 13 reasons
mendation that the Chairman of have acted "perversely, to acquire
sition to speak for the Army and
(Continued on page 60)
the FCC should not serve as chair- power or against the interests of
man of BWC, was placed in the other government departments".
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. . . An Editorial
It Again?
With
Away
Get
Jimmy
Will
trillo has called a strike. Judge John P. Barnes,
THE WAR Labor Board, created by Congress
collecting substantial additional tribute from
in the Federal District Court in Chicago last
to adjust labor disputes which interfere with
radio. He used the phoney issue of unemploythe all-out war effort, has before it an openment relief, which he now seems to have dropfall, held that a "labor dispute" was involved
shut case.
hi dismissing the Government anti-trust suit
ped. He has found there isn't enough revenue
AFM Czar James Caesar Petrillo, who has
in the transcription end for the trouble. Beagainst AFM's recording ban. Such figures as
brandished more power than any other labor
Elmer Davis, chief of OWI, and James Lawsides he has some face-saving to do.
rence Fly, FCC head, have cited the injury
leader of our day, has decided to kill the tranIf the snuffing out of the transcription inthat would be done the war effort if smaller
scription industry by refusing to have his
dustry were the only result of the tyrannical
stations were not permitted to continue.
Petrillo edict, it would be bad enough. But
148,000 members make recordings. He has deAll the facts are before WLB. It can order
many independent broadcast stations, with no
creed this, after an eleven-month strike bethe musicians back to work on recordings, and
network
affiliations,
are
entirely
dependent
cause he has discovered that only "peanuts"
are involved — that even if the union took the
upon transcription libraries and commercial
take jurisdiction. If it doesn't, after the John
L. Lewis episode, public confidence in that body
total gross income of the transcription companrecordings. The Government is using them exwill die completely.
ies it would amount to only $4,000,000 a year.
tensively for war effort programs.
Are these stations necessary in the war
Just as Congress closed last Thursday, SenSo Jimmy isn't interested in peanuts. What
ator Tunnell (D. Del.) introduced a bill to
effort?
Every
Government
official
in
any
wise
he wants to do is "get at the radio stations who
outlaw any future transcription-recording
identified with dissemination of war informasell the records to the advertisers", to use his
strikes, and prevent boycotts of the kind Mr.
words. He and his attorney insist that the
tion will attest to their indispensable value.
Without
transcriptions
many
such
stations
will
Petrillo has invoked. It's too late for Congress
musicians aren't on strike — that they have
to act now. But we wager that if the WLB
simply quit.
be forced to give up the ghost. They can't musThe plain facts are these: Petrillo called
ter sufficient local talent to do the job.
doesn't act, that legislation will pass when
Congress reconvenes in September.
the strike on Aug. 1, 1942, in the hope of
Stripped of high-sounding legal aspects, Penation — was linked with the Congressional inquiry.
Disclosure that the President
had directed the War and Navy
Departments to refuse documents
requested by the Cox committee
brought from Chairman Cox, following the session Friday, an official statement on behalf of the
committee. Because of the "fundamental issues raised", Judge
Cox said he thought the committee should make its position clear.
He said the committee for the
time being would not "press this
incident at this time" and would
not require the appearance of
some 25 Army and Navy officers
called to testify, or press for the
memoranda or records called from
these departments. But he made
it clear that "as to all other departments and agencies, the committee takes no such position."
Previously, in response to questions from the committee, General Counsel Garey had stated that
from the start the committee had
exercised extreme care against
revelation of "secret information".
The committee's preliminary investigations, he declared, indicated that "it is very much in the public interest" to develop information
of the nature placed in the record.
'Creature of Congress'
Taking issue with the action of
the President in refusing the documents to the committee, Mr. Garey
asserted he felt sure that if the
President had been "aware" of the
facts involved, he would not have
issued the instructions.
The committee counsel declared
that the inquiry goes far beyond
the FCC and that, contrary So the
position taken, it is in he public
interest to get all the facts in the
goal toward drafting of equitable
legislation. He alluded to the FCC
as a "creature of Congress" which
performs legislative functions the
Congress itself cannot undertake.
The Congress, he said, had ordered the committee to give an
Page 12 • July 12, 1943

Appointment
Not

to

FCC

Vacancy

Expected

in Near
Future
er
of
the
Senate
Interstate Com"WHAT happened to Payne" was
merce Committee. His committee
still a prime topic of radio conconsiders appointments to the FCC.
versation last week, vieing with
the House Select Committee inves- No meetings are contemplated until after the recess, though one
tigation of the FCC.
While there was plenty of gos- could be called on an absentee or
sip, rumor and guessing about the poll basis.
Thus, while a number of names
Payne incident, which saw his reare mentioned for the FCC post, it
ap ointment at the eleventh hour
on June 30 by President Roosevelt,
appeared likely the Commission
would have to hobble along, as
only to be withdrawn the following
day, there still was no semblance of best it can, with six members. With
official explanation.
the Cox inquiry under way, however, it was considered a good
One thing appeared certain,
however, and that was that the guess that the Commission will
President has no immediate inten- make no attempt to decide a sintion about filing the vacancy.
gle controversial issue — unless the
The President told a press con- Cox committee decides to recess
ference Friday he had read several along with the anticipated summer adjournment of Congress. The
guesses about the Payne withdrawal, but all had ben wrong. He last word on that was that the
withheld the reason for his action. committee would continue its hearings, irrespective of the CongresWheeler Leaves Town
sional recess.
Adding credence to the report
There appears to be agreement
that the vacancy won't be filled for on only one point regarding the
Payne nomination and withdrawal
the present, was the departure from
Washington last Wednesdav un- — that something slipped in the
{Continued on page 6 A)
til Labor Day of Chairman Wheel"accounting of the stewardship of
the FCC" and he knew of no laws
which prevented it from pursuing
that course.
The most sensational document
was the incorporation in the record
by Mr. Garey on Saturday, with
the permission of the committee
procured at the Friday session, of
a memorandum written by Rear
Adm. S. C. Hooper, who retired
last March, to the Secretary of the
Navy on May 14, 1942, reciting 13
reasons why the department conit undesirable to have the chairmanship of BWC vested ex-officio
in the chairman of the FCC.
In procuring
permission,
Mr. the
Garey committee's
said he

had planned to have Adm. Hooper
appear as a witness and that although he wished to testify, the
admiral had been directed not to
make an appearance by Naval officials. Admiral Hooper, Mr. Garey
added, had said he would be glad
to appear, but that he would be
subject to military discipline, despite his retired status.
Similarly, Mr. Garey asserted
that the Army officer who had
written the memorandum holding
that Chairman Fly had acted "perversely" and against the best interests of the military could not
be called, in view of the War Dept.
position
officers. against testimony by its

BROADCASTING

'WALL STREET LAWYERS'
Fly and Garey Swap Quips At
House Probe
APPEARANCE OF FCC-BWC
Chairman James Lawrence Fly
before the House Investigating
Committee last Friday was not
without its lighter moments, despite the known animosities existing between Mr. Fly, Committee Chairman E. E. Cox (D-Ga.)
and Committee General Counsel
Eugene L. Garey, to whom the
FCC head has repeatedly referred
as a "Wall Street lawyer" and
"mouthpiece".
When Mr. Fly was called to the
stand, he reached out for Mr.
Garey's hand. Mr. Garey said he
would refer to Fly as "Mr." rather
than "Mr. Chairman", to avoid
confusion with Chairman Cox. Mr.
Fly rejoined he had been called "a
lot of things". Mr. Garey said he
didn't want it to be regarded as a
"demotion" and that this was
"from one Wall Street lawyer to
another". In reading into the recFly's biography
in Who's
Who ordinMr. America,
Mr. Garey
cited
two former connections of Mr. Fly
with large New York Wall Street
law firms.
The Hooper memorandum held
that BWC had failed to take any
action on recommendations that
certain committee members were
believed to be "disloyal" to the
United States. It charged further
that Mr. Fly had devoted too much
time and energy of the Commission to "trust-busting" and in a
number of ways had acted contrary to what the Navy regarded
as
the
ernment. best interests of the GovThe two Hooper charges alluding to Pearl Harbor were:
"The Chairman of the DCB opposed legislation permitting wiretapping which
53) peron page have
(Continu
ed would
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WLB
Consider
s his case
AFM's
Right
to
Quit
In summarizing
Mr.
sicians made records.
Mr. Padway
Decision to Settle If
See story of press reaction
Padway said the issue resolved to was quick to reply that AFM reon page 26
this : "First have we quit our jobs
fuses ever again to make a tran"Death Sentence"
and second have we the right to
scription and will use "all lawful
quit our jobs?
of Mr. Socopressure" to induce others not to and lowbythatthein statements
Is a Strike
truth the Petrillo union
"We will give all the music in do the work. Mr. James Caesar Petrillo himself took an active part was not interested in making peace
world," he said, "but we will
AFM PRESIDENT Petrillo's the
not give it on mechanical devices. in the hearings which lasted two wih the recording firms. Repeated■ "strike" against transcription comIf that is the way these people and one-half hours in the morning
panies was argued for three and want
Mr. Padway
toldIfthe
havely, quit
our jobs.
youboard,
issue "we
any
the music, we are through and and another hour in the afternoon.
one-half hours before the National
order,
you
will
be
ordering
us
to
we
will
never
again
make
transcripIt
was
Mr.
Petrillo
who
quite
sucWar Labor Board in Washington
cinctly told the Board "the party is take up new employment."
last Friday, and the fate of the
For the transcription companies
Trimmed Sails
over, we quit,"
sentiment by
echoed
ban on recordings is now under
tions."
Mr.
Socolow
told
the
Board
that
the
throughout
the a hearings
the
consideration. The decision on the
Mr. Socolow, in the course of his
very future of the War Labor AFM counsel.
issue is expected within a few days. Board and the no-strike pledge was
In the afternoon session, Mr. Pe- talk before the board, recounted in
The Board is expected to take at stake in this case. "Mr. Padtrillo locked horns with industry detail the relations of the transcribers with the union. He maintained
one of three possible courses in the way," he said, " has said that the member Roth, who attempted to decase. It can accept jurisdiction and unions are challenging the juristhat "the union trimmed its sails
termine the position of the AFM
order further hearings to determine
diction of the Board. . If he succeeds
"strike." Mr. Roth pointed out that with every tide," recounting how it
i the merits; it can refuse jurisdic- in doing this all the WLB stands
only 272 of 900 radio stations em- had one story for the Federal Court
tion, or it can immediately order for will be threatened."
ployed musicians, the remainder
in Chicago, a second for the SenMr. Petrillo to allow the musicians
ate hearings and still a third for
The attorney for the transcrib- had never had any on their staffs. the War
Labor Board.
ers recited the difficulties of his He said, "What you are fighting for
to resume the making of transcriptions.
In the course of negotiations from
clients in dealing with the Petrillo is additional employment. You are
Feb. 11 until May 13, he said, he
The hearings last Friday were to union. He said the union has shift- fighting for potential employment,
had
held some hope. But finally, he
ed
its
position
constantly
through
settle the Board's jurisdiction in
employment
thatadmitted
you never
had."
Mr.
Petrillo
that
over
the
controversy
and
he
challenged
told
the board, Mr. Petrillo told the
the transcription "strike", with
Mr. Padway to tell whether the 160 stations were in "neutral terri- transcription firms that "they were
AFM attorney Joseph A. Padway
- insisting that the board had no AFM would abandon its jurisdictories," areas over which no AFM
small peanuts," and said he wasn't
local has jurisdiction. He promised interested
tion in the transcription field.
power to act. A. Walter Socolow,
in them. "What Mr. Perepresenting seven transcription
the union would remedy that situatrillo wanted," Mr. Socolow said,
Following
up
Mr.
Socolow's
question
by
Labor
Day.
"was
to
control
distribution of our
; firms, insisted that the Petrillo ban
tion, industry member Almon Roth
In the course of the hearings, it
was in fact a strike harmful to the pointedly asked Mr. Petrillo if the
product, and we couldn't allow that
war effort.
(Continued on Page 62)
AFM would object if other mu- was revealed by AFM testimony,
'We Quit'— Padway
The AFM case was predicated on
Mr. Padway's assertion that no
employer-employee relationship existed since the expiration of the
transcribers' licenses on July 31,
1942. In any event Mr. Padway
held the situation did not hinder
the war effort.
The AFM attorney told the
Board that the Petrillo union would
never again provide mechanical
music and he said that even if it
were ordered back to work the
union would be obliged to test the
WLB's jurisdiction in the courts.
The simple matter is, Mr. Padway
said, "we quit."
N. Y. STATIONS
TRADE

PAPER

PLAN
DRIVE

PLANS for a cooperative trade
paper advertising campaign to be
underwritten jointly by New York
radio stations were discussed at a
meeting of station sales promotion
men, held at WOR Friday after
noon. Group was called together
by Joe Creamer, promotion manager of WOR, following a meeting
of station managers held June 29
at which time the joint campaign
to promote the New York market
was decided upon.
Promotion men agreed to collect
research data on file at each station and to meet again at WOR
next Friday to make more definite
plans. Meeting was attended by
Mr. Creamer and Miss Adelson of
WOR; Robert Hutton, WJZ; Jules
Dundes, WABC; Hartley Samuels,
WOV; Ed Salisbury, WEAF; William Carley, WINS; Lucy Towle,
WMCA, and Herb Chason, WHN.
1 BROADCASTING

Pioneer
WBS,
broadcast use, Mr. Deutsch in 1929
P. L. Deutsch Continues
formed WBS and Sound Studios,
which were later merged and operAs President, With
ated as a single organization. In
5-Year Contract
1931 the vertical cutting method
DECCA RECORDS INC. has ac- developed by Electrical Research
Inc. (now Electrical Prodquired all outstanding stock, com- Products
ucts Division of Western Electric
mon and preferred, of World
was adopted by WBS under
Broadcasting System, pioneer tran- Co.)
a leasing arrangement, and in 1936
scription company, it was an- the
company was reorganized with
nounced last week. Decca also anERPI holding all of the World
nounced that "the existing man- preferred stock (3,000 shares at
agement group of WBS, with Mr.
P. L. Deutsch as president, will a par value of $100 per share) and
continue to function." No details 5,845 shares (about 18 per cent)
of the transaction were forthcoming, nor would Decca executives
discuss future operating plans for
the transcription company. Mr.
Deutsch has accepted a five-year
contract to remain as president and
operating head of the company.
Purchase of WBS gives Decca
for the first time a transcription
affiliation similar to that of the
other two major producers of
phonograph records: RCA Victor,
associated through its parent organization with NBC'S radio-recording division, and Columbia Recording Corp., a subsidiary of CBS,
which has both a phonograph record and a transcription division.
The Decca-World setup, however,
has no radio connection such as
those of the other two recording
companies.
One of the first recording executives to enter the field of making
MR. DEUTSCH
transcriptions
exclusively for
Decca
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Transcriber
of the common stock. These details
were made public in testimony
given at the transcription phase
of the FCC's network inquiry
hearings in 1939 [Broadcasting,
April 15, 1939]. These ERPI holdings have now been transferred to
Decca records along with the remainder of the WBS stock, which
has been acquired 100 per cent by
the phonograph record company.
WBS physical properties include
recording studios in New York,
Chicago and Hollywood, and a
pressing plant in New York. Its
library service has approximately
300 station subscribers. Company is
also active in the commercial transcription field, producing announcements and non-musical programs
for advertisers and also recording
programs for the Treasury Dept.
and other government agencies.
Reports of the impending sale
of WBS have recurred from time
to time during the past four years,
since the last minute breakdown
in negotiations between WBS and
CBS, which had planned to merge
WBS with the American Record
Co. (now Columbia Recording
Corp.) which CBS had acquired in
January, 1939. Inability to reach
an agreement with ERPI over licensing and cross-licensing of the
vertical recording process was reported as the stumbling block which
prevented the sale of World to CBS
at that time.
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New

Senate

Outlaws

Bill

Petrillo

Specifically
Disc

Strike

Forbids Acts For Purpose of Preventing Disc
Manufacture, or Use, For Radio Transmission
PROVOKED by the "death sentence" edict of AFM President
James C. Petrillo, Senator Tunnell
(D.-Del.) introduced in the Senate
at the closing session last Thursday a bill (S. 1332) to outlawstrikes against the manufacture of
electrical transcriptions. Senator
Tunnell is a member of the Senate
Interstate Commerce subcommittee
which held hearings on the Petrillo
recording ban.
The measure, referred to the
Judiciary Committee, must await
reconvening of Congress September 14, unless the recess is shortened by a special call. The subcommittee, after holding hearings
last January at which Petrillo and
Joseph Padway appeared, recessed
pending a commitment by the
union officials that negotiations
would be held looking toward
amicable settlement of the ban.
Text of Bill
With the Petrillo pronouncement
of July 1 that he would not authorize the making of electrical
transcriptions at all, and the reference of the matter to the War
Labor Board, Senator Tunnel decided on the introduction of his
measure.

The measure provides:
"That from and after the date
of enactment of this Act, it shall
be unlawful for any person, for the
purpose of preventing the manufacture or production of records
for radio transcription, whether
made of wood, wax, metal, or any
other material, to counsel, persuade, direct, induce, threaten or
compel either singly or through
conspiracies any employee or employees or prospective employee or
employees from working to produce or manufacture such records
for transcription. Further, it shall
be unlawful for any person to
threaten or compel radio-broadcasting stations or other broadcasters to refrain from the use of
radio-transcription records because
of objection to the manner in which
such records were manufactured or
produced, or because the same were
not produced by particular persons
or organizations. Any person convicted of a violation of any of the
provisions of this Act shall be
deemed guilty of a felony, and shall
be punishable by fine of not more
than $5,000 or imprisonment for
not more than five years, or both
fine and imprisonment in the discretion of the court."

ATLANTIC PLANNING
FOOTBALL IN FALL
ATLANTIC REFINING Co., Philadelphia, has given N. W. Ayer
Agency, Philadelphia, the "goahead" signal to line up the Eastern collegiate football games for
sponsorship next season.
While some colleges have still
not decided whether or not to engage in inter-collegiate football
next season, Wally Orr, Ayer account executive, said the scheduls
and budget will remain substantially the same as last year. Mr.
Orr said that he hoped to have the
full schedule of colleges and stations complete by the end of the
month.

IS IT A CONTEST?

Join Blue Staff
ARNOLD MICHAELIS, formerly
radio producer at Biow Co., New
York, and Alexander Leftwich Jr.,
former stage director for Max
Reinhardt and Billy Rose, have
joined the production staff of the
BLUE. Mr. Michaelis was previously with CBS as a producer.
Mr. Leftwich at one time was program manager of WOV, New York.
Dr. Legear Plans
DR. LEGEAR MEDICINE Co., St.
Louis (poultry and livestock remedies), plans a 35-station campaign
of quarter-hour programs from
three to six times weekly for 26
weeks beginning Oct. 1. Agency is
Simmonds & Simmonds, Chicago.
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Stations Report Constancy of
News Sponsors
RECORDS keep crashing around
Broadcasting since publication of
the claim of Fowler Brothers Co.,
Knoxville, to have made a local or
perhaps a national record in broadcasting world news events on
1,900 consecutive days, over
WNOX. The station's reproduction
of the furniture company's ad
caught the eye of Ed Hinkle, merchandising-promotion manager of
WMBD,
Peoria,
who checked
tion records
to discover
that stathe
Cohen Furniture Co. of that city
had a record of 4,380 consecutive
broadcasting days. Then along
came E. H. McGuire, commercial
manager of CFCN, Calgary,
Canada, reporting that on June 30
they aired the 7,415th edition of
their Quarter Page sponsored
newscast, over a period of 3,011
consecutive days. Any more contenders?
Folger Change
J. A. FOLGER & Co., San Francisco (coffee), is replacing its regular show Judy & Jane during the
summer months with a quarterhour five-a-week quiz program titled Tell Me Why on 10 midwest
stations. Judy & Jane will return to
the air Sept. 17. The agency is
Grant Adv., Chicago.

COMPETITION WAS FRIENDLY when Mary Little, radio editor of the
Des Moines Register & Tribune (KSO, KRNT), was inducted into the
mythical Sacred Stars of the Milky Way lodge formed by Victor Rodney
Gook, of Vic & Sade, heard five times a week on NBC, in ceremony held
at studios of WHO, Des Moines. Miss Little was annointed as a Skybrother. Attendants were (1 to r) : Harold Fair, WHO program director
and Exalted Handle of the Exalted Big Dipper; Miss Little; Jack Kerrigan, WHO production manager; Kenny Houchins, WHO staff musical
conductor; Woody Woods, WHO publicity director, all officers of the lodge.
NEW MANAGERS
NAMED FOR WGST
NEW managers of WGST, Atlanta, are John Fulton and Frank
Gaither, it was revealed in a further amendment to the station';
application for license renewal
filed June 28 with the FCC. Named
"associate managers" by the board
of regents of Georgia School of
Technology, licensee of WGST.
they succeed Clarence H. Calhoun,
manager under the regime oi
Southern Broadcasting Stations,
owned by Mr. Calhoun and Sam
Pickard, ex-radio commissioner
and former CBS vice-president
[Broadcasting, March 29].
Mr. Fulton joined the station in
1935 as a writer and announcer
and was made program director in
1937. He will continue as program
director in addition to his new
duties.
Although
Mr. Gaither's
former duties
and affiliation
were
not reported to Broadcasting, he
is expected to be in direct charge
of the sales department, according
to station officials.
The FCC had refused to consider licensee
renewal of assumed
WGST's inlicense
until the
fact
the actual managerial responsibility which the Commission asserted had been improperly exercised by Southern Broadcasting
under its management contract
with the board of regents. Thir
meant,
effect, that
PickardCalhoun ininterests
wouldthehave
to be
withdrawn before the license would
be renewed. An agreement was ne
gotiated last April [Broadcasting
June 28] under which the school
purchased all assets of Southern
Broadcasting.
Action to dissolve Southern
Broadcasting is now under way in
the Superior Court of Fulton
County, Ga., a move considered
routine now that the corporation
has completely withdrawn from all
interest in the station. WGST has
been operating under a temporary
extension of its license since last
April. Approval of its renewal application by the FCC is now considered certain by station attorneys, ditions
who point
conoutlinedoutin that
its FCC
proposed
findings last March have been complied with.
RAYMOND CLAPPER is now broadcasting his Mutual commentaries from
the invasion front in North Africa,
after a brief stay in London.
BROADCASTING

Phillies Ignore Boycott;
Plan Further Programs
WHILE Philadelphia radio stations
continue to unofficially boycott the
Phillies major league baseball team,
the ball club plans to ignore the
boycott in buying additional radio
time. The four-week experimental
program on KYW, the root of all
the differences since time was
bought originally on one station to
the exclusion of others, will not be
renewed. While the results from
radio were viewed as satisfactory,
Wally Orr, N. W. Ayer account
executive, said the early-morning
time of the KYW program precluded its continuance.
Failure to renew the KYW program, which was for four weeks,
does not mean the Phillies will not
buy radio, said Mr. Orr. He disclosed that he is at present considering programs on two other local
stations, despite the fact that the
two stations happen to be parties to
the unofficial boycott, which has
limited mention of the Phillies on
the air to mere baseball scores,
handled as straight news items.

Spots for Film
WALT DISNEY Productions, New
York, to promote the New York
opening of its release "Victory
Through
Air Power,"
basedbyonMaj.
the
book
of the
same name
Alexander P. De Seversky, has
bought daily spot announcements
on various New York stations, including WOR, WJZ and WABC.
Spots will run several days prior to
the
picture's
premiere
17.
Agency
is Foote,
Cone on& July
Belding,
New York. Additional series of
special programs and interviews
on various local programs have
also been arranged with Walt Disney, Maj. De Seversky and Perce
Pearce, responsible
for the story's
direction,
participating.

Jewel
JEWEL TEA
Co., Tea
Barrington, 111.
(groceries) , is now using a 13-week
test campaign of five quarter-hour
musical programs weekly on WIBA,
Madison, Wis. Transcribed program, The Texas Rangers, is ditellingoriginal
public of
Jewel'sof
return rected
to at their
method
house to house grocery sales.
Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago, has
the account.
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How

in

—

to

get

rich

Cleveland

in

3

easy

steps
1 . RENT A STORE. It is not quite true that whenever aretailer puts out his hand on Euclid Avenue
today — it comes back gold-plated.

2. FILL IT WITH

GOODS

, . . any goods. It is

true that — "If it can be sold, you can sell it in Cleveland!"

3. TELL
selling the
Cleveland
more time
station!

'EM OVER WHK. That's the secret of
mostest goods with the leastest effort, as
merchants can tell you. Local retailers buy
over WHK than over any other leading

Put this powerful, powerful power to work
for your product next time you have Cleveland on your mind.

WHK
RETAILERS'

CHOICE IN CLEVELAND
Represented by
Paul H. Raymer Co.

4. THAT'S ALL, BROTHER! After you've breathed
the good word over WHK, just phone the riot squad
to put up the police ropes and hold off the hordes.

BROADCASTING
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Corderman

to Join

W E In New
York
Leaves OWI Bureau to Take
Firm's Radio Division
ROY C. CORDERMAN, assistant
chief of the OWI Bureau of Communications Facilities, has resigned effective July 15 to join the
Radio Division of
Western Electric
at 120 Broadway,
New York. Mr.
Corderman, who
has been on leave
from AT&T since
Dec. 1, 1941, will
continue to do
war work in
Western ElecMr. Corderman
j. • >s Government
/->
trie
Contracts Section.
With his departure from OWI,
Mr. Corderman will resign from
the International Broadcasting Coordination Committee under FCC
Commissioner T. A. M. Craven. On
IBCC, Mr. Corderman represented
both OWI and CIAA.
On Loan From AT&T
Widely known as an engineer
and as coordinator of the Emergency Network of the American
Radio Relay League of the Middle
Atlantic and Southeastern Areas,
Mr. Corderman had been loaned to
the CIAA by AT&T on Dec. 1,
1941. Six months later he transferred to OWI as chief of the facilities division and in March of this
year, was made assistant chief of
the Bureau of Communication
Facilities under Murry Brophy
[Broadcasting, March 22].
In his OWI post, Mr. Corderman
was the contact between commercial communications firms and
OWI. He was responsible for renegotiation of contracts which
saved the Overseas large sums of
money. In addition, he arranged
for lease of a private cable between New York and London as a
substitute for use of regular commercial channels. At the time of his
departure, he was completing arrangements for new equipment
which will permit simultaneous
transmission of telegraph and
broadcast signals over shortwave
transmitters.
Feen-a-Mint War Aid
THE JULY 16 broadcast of Double or Nothing, MBS program
sponsored by Pharmaco Inc., New
York, for Feen-a-mint, will originate in Wrackem Memorial Hall,
Detroit, with an audience of 2000
outstanding war workers and with
war workers as contestants. Commercials will be devoted entirely to
war savings bonds as a part of the
drug industry advertising campaign to assist the Treasury Department's war drive. Wesley P.
Combs, vice president, Wm. Esty
& Co., New York, agency in charge
of the account; Harry Holcomb,
producer; Sidney Allen, MBS salesman, and Lester Gottlieb, MBS
publicity director, will accompany
the program to Detroit, which has
officially designated this week as
"Double or Nothing Week."
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PARK CONCERTS featuring local radio talent were opened in Portland,
Ore., July 11, with the cooperation of radio-minded Mayor R. Earl Riley.
In scenic
Blocks"
area, the
city constructed
stage offorKOIN
the Under
the
Stars "Park
concerts.
The entire
orchestral
and vocala staff
form
the musical aggregation for the series and are billed as the "KOIN
Portland Civic Orchestra." Shown here checking plans for the outdoor
concert hall are (1 to r) : C. W. (Chuck) Meyers, KOIN president;
Joseph Sampietro, music director; Mayor Earl Riley, and Chester R.
Duncan, KOIN director of public relations. With Portland crammed
to bursting with war workers, Mayor Riley says the concerts are an important addition to the city's recreational services.
FM
Of

Licensees
Band
Twenty

for

Favor

Extension

Post -War

Station Operators

Answer

Growth
10

Questions

Asked by E. K. Jett in 'Broadcasting'
MAJORITY of existing FM broadtions heretofore recognized for licast station licensees believe the
censing purposes for the same and
FM band should be extended to ac- adjacent channel operation are
commodate anticipated post-war satisfactory, nine responded "yes,"
expansion, according to a survey seven "no" and two felt this could
made by FM Broadcasters Inc. and only be determined in the future.
announced last Thursday by WalAsked what degree of interference may be expected from sky
ter J. Damm, WTMJ-W55M, Milwaukee, president of the trade wave propagation if the present
FM band is retained, nine broadgroup.
casters felt that while there had
A series of 10 questions probeen
some
interference, it would not
pounded by E. K. Jett, chief engineer of the FCC, in an article in be serious. Five others felt the inthe April 26 War Conference Issue
terference expected would be seriof Broadcasting served as a
ous and five responses could not
basis for the survey. Members of be classified.
"'In view of the fidelity characthe trade group were circularized
teristics of the receivers manufacwith the abstract questions set
forth in the Jett article. It also was
tured, has too much stress been
the basis for a conference of the placed on high fidelity in FM transFM group in New York last month,
mission and programming?" was
attended by Lt. Jett.
question No. 6. Of the 20 who re10 answered "no,"
Allocation Favored
answeredspondedaffirmatively
and eight
two
answers
could
not
be
classified.
To the initial question — whether
the present FM allocation from 43
Inferior Receivers
to 50 mc. is best for FM — 13 station operators responded affirmaTo the question "What steps, if
any, should be taken to prevent
tively and five answered "no."
the distribution of inferior receivTo the next question — whether
the FM band should be extended
ers incapable of taking reasonable
either up or down, 11 FM broadadvantage of service provided?"
casters indicated they felt the band the
majority of the answers indishould be extended, two indicated
cated that "public education should
the present band was adequate, be the method of preventing the
while six could not be classified.
distribution of inferior receivers".
There was no breakdown on this
"What new or modified standards
should be adopted?" was a question question.
A dozen of the 20 broadcasters
that brought 19 answers. Of these
felt the allocation of FM stations
11 felt that some modifications were
on the basis of trade areas should
desirable; six that no modifications
are necessary and two could not be continued and did not know of
a more satisfactory method. Six
be classified.
broadcasters felt there should be
Asked whether mileage separaBROADCASTING

RADIO OPERATORS
AVAILABLE AT NAB
MORE THAN 360 names of licensed radio operators and technicians are now on file in the NAB
Technicians
Pool, Howard
S. Frazier,
NAB director
of engineering,
said last week. The list includes
men and women in 41 States, most
of whom hold either first or second
class licenses.
NAB submits four to eight names
of available technicians to stations
applying
the pool,
Mr. Frazier
said. Each toname
is accompanied
by
a description of experience, license,
draft status, salary. A station is
free to reject all names on a list
and ask for additional applicants,
Mr. Frazier said.
Included in the pool are at least
20 persons discharged from Army
and Navy service. With the Signal
Corps civilian training courses
now tapering off, NAB also has
names of many persons trained by
the government. Some of the names
were obtained by FCC in a recent
poll of radio license holders doing
non-radio work who would be willing to accept radio jobs.
Barbe Joins SESAC
CHARLES M. BARBE, recently
with the British Ministry of Information doing special broadcasts
for the BBC, has been named station relations representative in the
central states for SESAC, music
licensing organization. Mr. Barbe
succeeded William L. Shirer as
European representative for CBS
in December 1940, reporting successively from Berlin, Rome,
Berne and London. His radio experience in this country includes
positions with WFBM and WKBF
(WIRE), Indianapolis, and WPTF,
Raleigh,
and WBIG, Greensboro,
N.
C.
PicksCo.,Time
ELGINElgin
WATCH
Elgin, 111.,
has definitely decided to use the
Saturday evening 7-7:30 period on
CBS for The Man Behind the Gun,
when the company resumes sponsorship of the adventure series in
September. CBS is presenting the
program on a sustaining basis this
summer in that half-hour spot,
after moving it from its previous
time Sundays at 10:30 p.m. Agency
is J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York.
a change, while two supplied
answers which could not be classified.
Of 19 answers received to the
question whether FM boosters
should be permitted, 16 answered
affirmatively, while two were unfavorable and one answer could
not be classified. The same majority
also felt that the boosters should
be allowed to operate unattended
and on channels different from the
channel of the originating transmitter.
To the question "What should
be the standards for synchronous
operation?" the answers were not
sufficiently definite to permit classification, as various interpretations were placed on the question.
Most of the answers, however, indicate that "this is something to
be determined in the future".
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ALL

TYPES

of retail dealers were included -drug stores, grocery stores and 8

other classifications. Dealers in 59 Colorado

counties replied. KOA

won

hands down!

Nearly 4 times more "first choice" votes than the number received by the second Denver station-,
over double the number of "first choice" votes received by all four other Denver stations combined.
It is assumed that each dealer has 500 to 1000 customers. If the average is 500 then
these retailer's replies represent several hundred thousand customers whose buying reflects
their radio listening habits. 68.8% say KOA- First in Denver.

FEW

STATIONS

CAN

EQUAL

REPRESENTED

BROADCASTING

KOA's

N ATION
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Receiver

Tubes

Are

Promised

By

WPB
in Answer
to Byrnes
Ray Ellis Says Situation Is Serious, And Details
Measures Being Taken in Letter to Director
PRODUCTION of at least the minthe need for maintaining civilian
imum number of home set mainradio receivers as part of the home
tainance and repair tubes needed
front job, it was stated following
by civilians for July, August and receipt of the Ellis letter. He was
September has been promised to represented as being keenly aware
James F. Byrnes, Director of War
of the part radio plays in maintaining public morale.
Mobilization, Mr. Byrnes informed
the NAB last week. At the same
Mr. Miller's Letter
In his appeal to Mr. Byrnes, NeNEW ROLE played by Virginia
time, Mr. Byrnes' office expressed
ville Miller had warned that lack Weidler, movie star, is that of her
confidence that steps taken at the
White House last week setting up of tubes "has created an alarming
own publicity agent as she writes
committees within war agencies to problem" and has already seriously this cut-line to go with her picture
taken at WTAG, Worcester, where
review procurement programs will endangered delivery of vital war
insure an equitable civilian tube messages. "It is our belief," Mr. she appeared on the station's
Stars in the Spotlight program.
supply for the duration.
Miller said, "that the continued
The young Hollywood actress
operation of mass communication
The promise to Mr. Byrnes was
asked for a Broadcasting so she
throughout
this
nation
is
of
the
made in a letter from Ray C. Ellis,
could study
before
writingthethismagazine's
release. style
director of the WPB Radio & Ra- utmost importance and depends
immediate implementadar Division. A copy of Mr. Ellis' upon tionthe
of a balanced program which
he said, "farm battery production
letter was forwarded to NAB, torecognizes the need of both the continues insufficient to balance
gether with a letter of transmittal
the accumulated deficit."
military and civilian economy."
from Mr. Byrnes, who had ordered
In his answer, Mr. Ellis said
National requirements call for
a study of the tube and battery between
two and three million
the need for mainsituation after receiving a plea tubes monthly, Mr. Miller told the "we recognize
tainance of civilian radio and we
from Neville Miller, NAB presiThis figure, he ex- also appreciate that conservation
dent [Broadcasting, June 21]. OWM Director.
plained, is based on maintainance
is necessary to keep civilian radio
Results of the Byrnes inquiry on
requirements to a minimum in the
of
one
set
per
radio
home,
and
exbatteries are not yet known.
cludes automobile and portable re- light of military requirements.
ceivers.
This having been accomplished, we
'Serious Situation'
feel justified in insisting on the
Warning that only a limited
On receipt of the NAB letter, quantity
of tubes has reached
production of some civilian tubes."
Mr. Byrnes asked an explanation
in the past 18 months,
Mr. Ellis' estimate of minimum
of the tube situation from Mr. El- civilians
Mr. Miller said dealer and jobber civilian needs was not stated in
lis, who is charged with produchis letter to Mr. Byrnes. It has
stocks are practically exhausted.
tion of electronic equipment. The
generally been assumed at WPB
WPB executive assured the "as- "The recently issued Order L-265
that minimum civilian
may control distribution," he said, however,
sistant president" that he recogbut "no directive is in effect to needs amounted to between two
nized "there is a serious situation."
insure production of tubes in the and three million tubes per month,
"Some tubes are being made availquantity and of the type required
the figure cited in the NAB apable for civilian use," Mr. Ellis to satisfy new critical needs." Mr.
peal. The expression "conservation
said, "and materials have been al- Miller said a program exists is necessary
to keep civilian radio
located and production has been
"which should solve the tube probrequirements
to a however,
minimum" and
attracted interest,
authorized for civilian tubes." Due
to the needs of the military, he diately.lem" if put into operation immeraised a question whether Mr. Elsaid, production and distribution
Turning to batteries, the NAB
lis contemplated
"rockon bottom"
has not been effective in providing
production
predicated
forcing
president admitted there had been
adequately for civilian radio needs.
improvement in the situation in listeners to ration their use of raHe said steps are now being taken
dios.
the quarter ending June 30. But,
to review all tube requirements,
both civilian and military, and
Transmitter Tube Shortage Continues
schedules of production will be
worked out. "This Division will see
to it that the minimum civilian reAcute, Says WPB; Conservation Urgent
quirements are provided in the pro- A BLUNT warning that the short- for radio equipment, he added, and
age of transmitter tubes and other in addition, our committments at
duction during the third quarter."
The Byrnes office expressed the broadcast equipment remains acute
home and abroad are heavy. "'As
hope that the long run solution was issued last week by Frank H. the
war progresses," Mr. Mcintosh
of the tube situation and the bat- Mcintosh, chief of the domestic and said, "some fields of material required will clear and some capacity
tery situation likewise would come
foreign broadcast branch of the
from boards of review now being WPB Radio & Radar Division. will become available. But no
wholesale trend is now apparent
set up at Mr. Byrnes' request by Alarmed at talk in industry circles
all procurement agencies to re- of possible early resumption of
toward
this." against undue optiIn warning
study procurement programs to as- civilian production, Mr. Mcintosh
mism,
Mr. Mcintosh pointed out
sure balance of manpower, matereminded broadcasters that "victhat there have been some improvetories are encouraging, but the war
rial and money. Agencies conments in handling problems at
cerned will review their program
is far from over."
WPB, which may make things look
objectives, Mr. Byrnes explained,
Directives Required
better than they are. Actually, he
and eliminate and reduce all prosaid, shortages of tubes are so
grams not urgently needed, and
Production of broadcasting equip- great
that directives are necessary
see that all programs are balanced
ment is still tight, Mr. Mcintosh
to obtain delivery of most types,
with our present strategic needs told Broadcasting and conservaand certain parts and tubes are
and concepts. The review will be
tion of existing tubes and parts almost impossible to obtain for
a continuing process.
remain urgent. There has been non-military uses.
Most severe shortages, he said,
Justice Byrnes is cognizant of no let-up in military demands
Page 18 • July 12, 1943
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ONTARIO ALLOTTED
TIME FOR ELECTION
ARRANGEMENTS have been
made for Ontario provincial political parties and candidates to buy
time on networks and individual
stations, and to obtain free time
on Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
network and stations for the forthcoming election which takes place
Aug. 4. Under the Broadcasting
Act, the CBC regulates the amount
of time for subsidiary hook-ups,
and for
casts onpolitical
individualcampaign
stations. broadBy mutual agreement the CBC
has alloted each of the three political parties a half-hour free time
per week on the CBC network, and
the Liberal party, in power at
present, has been given an extra
half-hour to conclude the campaign, with the other two parties
each given 15 minutes for this purpose. The CBC "regarded (giving
free time) as a fulfilment of their
duty" to give all parties a fair
opportunity
to present their views
to the electorate.
No subsidiary network time or
individual station time had been
definitely signed up at this date
(July 6), but first paid broadcasts
were planned to go on the air by
July 8. CBC handles all paid network broadcasts, and its stations
relations department keeps a close
hand on election talks on all stations, with all schedules requiring
CBC approval.
SUMMER fill-in for the weekly NBC
Abie's Irish Rose spot is the new
network feature, Hollyioood Open
House, which started July 3, starring
Rochelle Hudson.
exist in water-cooled or radiator
type tubes; multi-element tubes
generally; recording equipment,
and better grade microphones.
Quality wire wound resistors and
mica condensers are tight, he said,
and their delivery must be individually scheduled by the Radio &
Radar Division.
Turning to receivers, Mr. Mcintosh said no sets would be built
this year. He expressed confidence
that tubes and parts would be
available to maintain sets now in
operation.
The general production picture
is far from bright, he warned.
Merely because the electronics industry is making record amounts
of equipment does not mean there
will be much left for the home
front.
Fitch on BLUE
F. W. FITCH Co., Des Moines,
which currently sponsors two programs on NBC, the Fitch Bandwagon on Sundays and News of
the World twice weekly, is launching a casts
newon all
series
weekly stations
broad150 ofBLUE
Sept. 8. To be heard for Fitch
shampoo and hair tonic, the series
is scheduled for Wednesdays 99:30 p.m. A format similar to
Bandwagon has been considered,
but no details as to format have
been released. Agency is L. W.
Ramsey Co., Davenport, la.
• Broadcast
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great factories are producing Jeeps

by the acre . . . but we have a suspicion
the demand for the current model will tailspin

billion dollars in 1942 . . . and 1943 may well
exceed that.
When

the Axis submits to the terms of Unconditional Surrender outlined at Casablanca,

directly after the war.
Out here in the WMT

Corn Country, con-

our Iowa farmers' job is just well underway.

version topeacetime production is no problem.
The wartime Iowa porker is a reasonably exact

The world will need more Iowa-produced food
than ever before.

facsimile of his peacetime brothers and sisters,

Plan both your present and future sales

and the same holds true for those other basic,

activities out here in the corn country with

Iowa-produced food essentials; beef, corn, and

positive assurance that the Iowa farmers you

dairy products. Unlike war production, Iowa

sell on WMT

food production will have to be maintained at
present top levels for years.
Food is big business out here in the WMT
market; Iowa farmers' income topped llA

today will have the do-re-mi to

buy your product tomorrow . . . and they'll
still be listening to WMT, their favorite radio
station on Iowa's best frequency, 600 kilocycles.
Write us today for complete information.

Fly

Violently

Attacks

Cox

Claims Radio Monopoly,
Wall St. and Army
Joined Forces
FOLLOWING is the full text of
the statement issued July 4 by
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly in rebuttal to the first day's
testimony (July 2) adduced at the
House Select Committee inquiry into the FCC:
In its first open session on Frithe Cox Committee Commission
"to investigate"
the dayCommunications
was
finally unveiled to the public in its
true character. There it stands in its
stark reality announcing to the public
through its Wall Street mouthpiece
the 50 vicious conclusions it is going
to arrive at come hell or high water,
after purporting to go through some of
the forms of a "judicial" inquiry and
"due process of law."
Three years ago Congressman Cox
had defended the Commission and condemned the radio monopoly on the
floor of the House. He said, "Mr.
Speaker, an attack is being made upon
the Federal Communications Commis* * * "What else
we probably
need more
than sionanything
is an investigation
of the broadcasters' trust. It is time
they were stopped from monopolizing
the
air."defense
Three ofmonths
later he came
to the
the Commission
and
made the observation "that we have
about reached the point where we
should investigate the broadcasting
business." Some time thereafter it became the unfortunate duty of the Commis ion to report to the Attorney General that Representative Cox had procured a $2,500 fee for representing a
successful applicant for a broadcast
station license. Congressman Cox. now
calling for an investigation of the Commission, stated on the floor of the
House.
"Mr. to
Speaker.
I am this
morning bringing
you a matter
in which
I have the deepest possible personal
interest." And again he stated :
"Mr. Fly isof guilty
the Communications
Commission
of a monstrous
abuse of power and is rapidly becoming the most dangerous man in the
Government. He maintains an active
and ambitious Gestapo and is putting
shackles on the freedom of thought,
press and speech without restraint
. . . The Communications Commission,
as now oi'erating under Mr. Fly. must
be stopped."
'Joined Forces'
The House of Representatives then
voted
Resolutionparticularly
to "investigate"its
the Cox's
Commission,
Chairman. Cox immediately joined
forces with the radio monopoly and
Wall Street interests on the one hand
and the Military on the other, all moving in for the kill. The aim has obviously been to wreck the Commission,
the only agency representing the public iu this important field, to set up
monopolistic control by commercial interests and to establish actual and coercive surveillance
of theof nation's
most
significant
mechanism
free speech.
Already
Wallthe Street
mouth-of
piece has Cox's
declared
intention
destroying the highly valuable war
work of the Commission — particularly
that part which has made it literally
impossible for a single enemy transmitter in this country to communicate
with our enemies abroad. That is the
inexorable fact — and it is the simple
result of the expertness. loyalty and
devotion of the men who for twentyfour hours every day are patrolling
the radio ether. These are the men who
have taken the lead in improving and
developing the very mechanisms employed by the armed forces. These are
the same men who have rendered invaluable aid in closing out the espionPage 20 • July 12, 1943

Committee
to a nation at war. It is this important
agency — the Commission's Foreign
Broadcast
Service from
— which
comes
in forIntelligence
a vicious attack
the
hearing.
Committee,
all without the form of a
Cox and his Wall Street mouthpiece
have been slow in disclosing to the
public
theirmonopoly.
long existing
the
radio
But thetie-in
cat with
was
out of the bag when the Committee's
counsel
Mr. Fly's
successfulreferred
efforts onin Friday
delayingto television,
which all too obviously is directed at
the Commission 's earlier stand against
the radio monopoly in its efforts to
lock down the great future of the teleindustry to theby inadequate
systemsvision
then controlled
that monopoly.
This is the same stand of the Commission which Congressman Cox had so
vigorously
defendeddays.
on the floor of the
House in happier

CHAIRMAN

FLY

age stations of Central and South
America. These are the men who have
operated the schools to instruct men
of the armed forces and of our neighbor countries in the art of radio direction-finding. These are the activities
so frequently commended by the Army,
Navy and other Government Departments for the valuable results achieved
and for the efficiency and security of
the methods employed and the complete
cooperation of its personnel.
Defends FBIS
In addition, the Federal Communications Commission has a highly effective organization charged with collecting, translating, analyzing and reporting to 200 Government offices the radio
propaganda of the world at war. Adequate information
the world's
psychological warfare on
is utterly
essential

Cox

Answers

'Star Chamber Proceedings'
Again Committee Counsel emphasized
"Mr. Fly's insistence on reopening the
consent decree and refusing to renew
RCAC licenses." This, it may be observed,
the Commission's
sistence thatwas RCA
strike out of inits
traffic agreements with its foreign correspondents, clauses which prevented
other companies from establishing
competing circuits.
The Committee further revealed its
marriage to the broadcast trust by announcing that it plans to attack the
anti-monopoly regulations in chain
broadcasting which the Commission
under attack from the radio trust has
succesfully defended before both
Houses of Congress and in the Supreme Court of the United States.
The time has come for the public
to know mitteenothas concluded
merely whatto the
Cox Comconclude
but
also some of the vicious processes employed which further reveal what the
Cox Committee is up to. To take but
a few of the many examples :
(a) The long continued conduct of
star-chamber proceedings where witnesses were required to appear privately beforeimportant
the Committee's
lawyers.
On certain
occasions
these

Fly

by

Repeating

Charge
That
FCC
Hinders
War
Declares That Welfare of Boys at Battlefronts
Is More Important Than Commission
FOLLOWING is the full text of the and the Secretary of the Navy say
statement of Chairman E. E. Cox,
it has been found that the opera(D-Ga.) of the House Select Comtions ofstitute
Mr.an interference
Fly's commission
with conthe
mittee to investigate the FCC, issued July 5 in response to the July war effort and a threat to the na4 attack of FCC Chairman James
tion's security. If this be true then
all possible effort must be made to
Lawrence Fly against the Committee:
stop this action.
As to the attack of Mr. Fly
Winning the War
upon the select committee of the
The fathers and the mothers of
House of Representatives, now investigating the commission, the the boys and girls fighting this
committee has no statement to war, the wives and sweethearts of
make. The committee does not the soldiers and sailors and the
mean to be drawn away from the men of the armed forces themselves are looking to our military
constructive job it has undertaken.
authorities to direct the winning
Mr. Fly's attack upon the mili- of the war in the shortest possible
tary and naval departments for
objecting to his attempt to take time and with the least possible
loss of lives.
over the responsibilities of war
Even Mr. Fly owes a service to
activities cannot be ignored. The
the nation rather than the disjoint Chiefs of Staffs of the Army
service of trying to destroy the
and Navy, the Chief of Staff to the
confidence of the soldier in his
Commander in Chief of the Army
commanders
by charging them
and Navy, the Secretary of War
BROADCASTING

"hearings" were conducted in hotel
rooms. The failure to give the Commission notice 6f any hearing whatsoever, or to permit its representatives
to attend any of these hearings or to
permit the Commission to purchase a
copy of the transcript or even to inspect a copy thereof. The Commission
on different occasions formally requested permission to purchase these
transcripts and on each occasion this
request was denied.
(b) The
illegalappearances
issuance ofbefore
subpoenas requiring
staff members — and on certain occasions in the Wall Street offices of a
lawyer who is contributing his services to "the cause" at $1.00 a year.
'Badgering Employes'
(c) Constant efforts, by badgering
Commission employees and other witnesses and by circulating radio stations for complaints, to stir up destructive criticism of the Commission.
(d) Seizure of a truckload of irreplaceable Commission files without
opportunity for properly listing or
copying them to insure against loss
or interference with the essential functions of the Commission.
(e) Widespread efforts by stirring
up vicious rumors and gossip to destroy the reputation and standing of
the Commission,
individual Commissioners and staffitsmembers.
The foregoing are but a few of the
examples
demonstrateof the
acter andwhich
the activation
the charCox
Committee. I cannot but feel that this
sort of harassing and unfair tactics
ought to stop. If we must be slandered
$2,500 worth is enough, and we have
been visited with that much long ago.
We have a war on other fronts and
those of us who are devoting ourselves
to that war might well be permitted to
get on with the job.
with conspiracy to destroy the FCC.
This commission is made up of
seven members and several hundred employes that many of our
citizens feel could better serve our
country during this great conflict
by carrying guns.
The welfare of the millions of
the boys at the battlefronts and in
the camps is of far greater concern than Mr. Fly and his comtry.
mission. The citizens are supremely interested in saving this counHas not Mr. Fly in issuing this
statement in question confessed all
the Army and Navy had to say
about him? If the first public hearing of the select committee has
thrown Mr. Fly into such a state
of hysterical wrath then what will
be his condition after this inquiry
has really gotten under way?

REP. COX
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WLAC's SCHEDULE offers food
for thought . . . AND sales in the rich
Tennessee Valley. Day after day, night
after night, programs and announcements promoting food items of national
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Camel Cigarettes
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WINGS TO VICTORY
The Army Air Corps in training and combat. Thrill-packed half-hour, written and
produced by members of the Air Corps
Training Center, Santa Ana, California.
HISTORY IS FUN
New type quiz show built around AmericanterestHistory.
Designed
stimulate inin a vital
subject,to knowledge
of
which has been found so universally
lacking. Ted Malone is MC.
LIVING SHOULD BE FUN
Vitamins and nutrition treated with new
understanding and excitement by Carlton
Fredericks, foremost authority in the field.
New to networks, Fredericks is pulling
mail like a veteran.
THIS IS OFFICIAL
A half-hour service program presenting
accredited members of Government Departmentsto
who give
Washington's
cial answers
problems
besettingoffi-a
puzzled people. James G. McDonald,
famed BLUE commentator, is MC.
CHAPLAIN JIM

the

we

started

to

write

ad

. . .

At first we thought we'd say something about
how hit radio shows happen— particularly how
BLUE hits happen.

We were going to say there's no way to tell in
advance— you just had to give the show time on
the air. Then, we intended to explain that we
are constantly auditioning and air-testing programs; that our "Open Door" policy (a welcome to any producer with ideas) was and is a

Through
the fictional
this
series dramatizes
the "Chaplain
work of U.Jim,"
S. Army
chaplains. Produced in cooperation witb
the War Department under supervision of
the Hummerts.
BREAKFAST CLUB
A ten-year-old favorite with Don McNeill
(incorrigible award and poll-winner) as
MC. Marion Mann, Nancy Martin and
Jack Baker are featured singers. The
show is completely unrehearsed and the
resulting spontaneity is one reason for
its success. Fifteen-minute segments still
available.
MY TRUE STORY
Radical departure in daytime programming, this series presents a complete story
each day. Material is drawn from the published stories in True Story Magazine. Enthusiastic acceptance by BLUE stations
speaks well for the program.

little about the BLUE's lead in several program
classifications — notably News Commentators,
Children's Programs and Top -name Bands,
Also, with true BLUE modesty we were going
to mention the awards we've won— 3 out of 5

big factor in boosting our record of new hits.

of the Women's National Radio Committee's
1943 awards— and the one from the American

We intended to go on from there and brag a

Legion Auxiliary— for War Effort programs—

AIR-TESTED

RHYTHM ROAD
Swingy, slangy, irreverent, good-natured, this program has won a welcome
for itself in a few short weeks. Features
Johnny Morgan, virtuoso of the tinwhistle; Helen O'Connell, Belle of The
Blue; and Jimmy Lytell and orchestra.
SEA HOUND
Produced in cooperation with the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, this adventure serial has all the Americas for its
locale. Colorful characters and unusual
merchandising possibilities make Sea
Hound a vehicle deserving attention.
ARCHIE ANDREWS
Based on a comic magazine series, Archie
Andrews represents first major attempt
to present comedy in a script show appealing to youngsters. Writing and direction make it a stand-out.
HOP HARRIGAN
Dramatic, timely, geared to the growing
interest in aviation. Hop Harrigan is a
f;;^t-paced show with a large following.
Already sponsored regionally, the series
has proved a sensational sales builder.
LITTLE BLUE PLAYHOUSE
A long-standing favorite with the BLUE's
younger listeners, this half-hour dramatic series tells the story of America
in terms of its great men— past and present. Written by Ira Marion, directed by
Madge Tucker.
COAST TO COAST ON A BUS
Through music and song and laughter and
story, the Sunday morning bus of The
White Rabbit Line takes its listeners on
a pleasant jaunt through entertainmentland. Featuring some of the most talented
youngsters in radio.
LOVE PROBLEMS
The war with its separations, changes
and upheavals has created new problems for people. Allie Lowe Miles, longtime radio personality, brings practical
help to advice-seekers. A program of
high woman interest— man interest, too!

BLUE

HITS

FARM AND HOME HOUR
First and still the most successful national
program devoted to the interests of Mr.
and Mrs. American Farmer. Produced in
cooperation with the interested Government Bureaus, the program is authentic
and entertaining.

APPOINTMENT

WITH CRIME

Written
by Jerry
McGill,thisone
of radio's
most
successful
scripters,
thirty-minute
"whodunit" follows the adventures of an
unusual trio, Sally, Mac and Harvard who
make man-hunting
a business. A new contender for popularity.

BOSTON SYMPHONY
America's most distinguished Symphony
Orchestra is a round-the-year schedule
of concerts. The Winter Season under
the direction of Dr. Serge Koussevitzky ;
the Boston "Pops" in the summer, directed by Arthur Fiedler. A most unusual sponsorship opportunity.

THE FALCON
Just the opposite of the protagonists in
"Appointment
Crime"—
the himself
Falcon
is a sleuth who with
refuses
to take
seriously. The Falcon has a weakness
for the ladies which adds a romantic
cast to the script. A successful book
character and movie sleuth bids for air
success.

SALUDOS AMIGOS
Thirty minutes of music of all the Americas, produced in cooperation with the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs. Features Victoria Cordova, sensational BLUE
"find." Cast includes Jose Ferrer as narrator, the Andrini Brothers and Paul Lavalle
and his orchestra.

LADIES BE SEATED
The rotund and celebrated Ed East and
the pert Polly team up again in a new potpourri of quizzes, wheezes and prizes— a
program which bids fair to duplicate all
of the success which has attended East in
the past and present.
MEET YOUR NAVY
A great show — which has done great
things for a previous sponsor. "Meet
Your Navy" is produced at the Great
Lakes Naval Training School— uses for
talent members of Uncle Sam's Navy.
Some of the "regulars" on the program
are long-time radio luminaries.

GREEN HORNET
Anti-crime thriller that has long been
recognized as one of the top children
serials on the air. Each episode is complete in itself and each is built around
some timely topic in America's battle
against crime, espionage and sabotage.
GAME PARADE
Pot-pourri of games, quizzes, tale-telling
and other games, with young participants
drawn from an always-crowded studio.
Produced by Natalie Prager, an authority
in the serious business of entertaining
youngsters.
NEWS COMMENTATORS
The following nationally-known analysts are available for sponsorship:
Martin Agronsky, Baukhage, Wilfrid
Fleisher, George Hicks, Major General
Paul B. Malone U.S.A. (Ret'd), James
G. McDonald. Roy Porter, Henry J.
Taylor, Edward Tomlinson, Harry Wismer (Sports).

JOHN FREEDOM
In just over a year, John Freedom has become alegendary character. Patterned on
the "Scarlet Pimpernel" of the mauve Baroness Orczy— John Freedom makes it his
business to foil the Nazi reign of terror in
conquered countries. A series of tense, exciting melodramas— well written and well
authenticated.
WEEKLY WAR JOURNAL
Complete week-end review of the news
— featuring a group of distinguished
BLUE commentators. Pick-ups from
foreign sources round out the report—
which gives the listener a complete picture of the week in review.

because we think our record here is pretty good.

(P. S. We want to remind you that ive have completed

But after all (we thought) you are more interested in what programs we have available for

a "Survey of Daytime Radio Listening Habits '—
ivhich is full of facts about listeners' preferences. It's
a handy guide to have at your desk as you check
program possibilities. Want us to mail you a copy?)

sponsorship-that is, what HIT PROGRAMS.
So, instead of writing a long ad— we'll give you
a long list of BLUE shows any one of which you
will find profitable to sponsor.
A SERVICE
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Manning
Merchant
Marine
Recruitment Chief, War Shipping Administration,

Pays Tribute for 'Magnificent Response'
By MARSHALL E. DIMOCK
and Manning Organization was literally astonished at the reception
Assistant Deputy Administrator
Recruitment and Manning
with which it met. Almost unaniW ar Shipping Administration
mously the radio responded magniTHE AMERICAN radio has proved ficently.
to be a most effective instrument in
Appeals were inserted gratis by
recruiting experienced men for the several sponsors on their programs
United States Merchant Marine.
telling of the nation's need for men
The Recruitment and Manning Or- with sea experience. The results
ganization of the War Shipping from these campaigns were very
Administration in Washington is gratifying. One radio announcement
more than satisfied with the cooper- alone produced several hundred
ation it received from the radio.
telegrams and letters from men all
Set up over a year ago, the Re- over the country offering to leave
cruitment and Manning Organiza- well-paid, comfortable, shore jobs
tion was directed to supplement the to return to serve in the Merchant
efforts of the owners, operators, Marine.
and maritime unions in manning the
Proof of Power
hundreds of merchant ships being
built _all over the country. Some
Almost every man who offered
idea of the magnitude of this task
can be learned from the fact that, his services was interviewed by officials of the Recruitment and Manby the end of 1943 over 2,000 newly
ning Organization and a large numconditioned ships, staffed by over
ber of them who qualified were
100,000 officers and seamen of the either assigned to ship or sent to
Merchant Marine will be carrying
many centers where reour fighting men and supplies to one of the
fresher courses in their skills are
every corner of the globe.
being offered. If proof were ever
needed of the power of the radio in
Difficult Recruiting
reaching the American people in
The field of recruiting which the their homes, the experience of the
Recruitment and Manning Organi- War Shipping Administration in
zation of the War Shipping Adminits recruiting campaign could be
istration was asked to enter is per- cited. Asked by a Federal agency
haps one of the most difficult. Men
to help it in accomplishing a diffiwith sea experience were to be
cult task, the American radio demasked to leave lucrative shore jobs
onstrated not only its strength but
for the hazardous task of keeping its patriotism and generosity. This
patriotism and generosity deserve
America's supply lines open.
Making known its task to the ra- the sincerest gratitude of the Government and the country at large.
dio of the nation, the Recruitment

FARM

DEALERS

PREFER

RADIO

Iowa Survey Shows Three to One Favor It Over
Any Other Advertising Medium
journals and 13 prefer newspapers.
A SURVEY of advertising preferResults of the survey of grain
ences of Iowa farm supply dealers,
results of which are published in dealers, which includes leading
a folder by WHO, Des Moines, re- country elevators selling feeds and
veals radio as the overwhelming
farm supplies, show that of 135
choice in this field, with farm pa- replies 69 prefer radio, 37 prefer
pers second and newspapers third. farm journals and 9 prefer newsReplies received from 410 deal- papers.
The hatchery survey shows 31
ers showed 259 preferring radio, 75
naming farm journals and 26 of 57 replies giving radio as preference, with 17 preferring farm
choosing newspapers.
journals
and 4 preferring newsThe survey covered three major
lists of Iowa dealers: members of papers.
the Farmers Grain Dealers' Assn.
of Iowa, hatcheries listed in the
Adam Hat Plans
official directory of the Iowa Poultry Improvement Assn., and dealer ADAM HAT STORES, New York,
will start its new comedy on the
lists of two of the largest manufacturers of livestock and poultry
BLUE Sept. 12 instead of Sept. 7,
feeds. No advertising medium, ac- as originally announced. Titled
cording to the folder, had any part
That's a Good One and starring
Hope Emerson, Ralph Dumke,
in handling the returns or compiling the final results of the survey.
Ward Wilson and Eddie Pola, the
A breakdown of the results of the program will be heard Sundays
survey show that of 218 replies re- 8:15-8:30 p.m. on 134 BLUE staceived from Iowa feed dealers, 159
tions. Agency is Glicksman Adv.
dealers prefer radio, 21 prefer farm
Co., New York.
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NEW DECALS for placement in drug store windows were shown to a
group of executives of WSGN, Birmingham, at a luncheon given in their
honor by the Birmingham Retail Druggists Assn. Among those present
were (1 to r) : Bob Venn, WSGN sales promotion manager; Lehman
Alley, President of the Alabama Pharmaceutical Assn.; unidentified
girl; Charles G. Alley, President of the Birmingham Retail Druggists Assn.; J. C. O'Dell, General Manager of the Birmingham division
of McKesson & Robbins; E. W. Gibbs, President of the Alabama State
Board of Pharmacy; Henry P. Johnston, General Manager of WSGN.
Third

War

Loan

Campaign

Is Readied

By Treasury, OWI, Advertising Council
PRELIMINARY suggestions for be further developed after a meeting between OWI, Treasury and
the Third War Loan campaign, to
station
managers as soon as p
be held in September, including detailed plans for radio promotion, fact sheet is ready. States are urged
have been issued by the War Sav- to set up maps showing state,
ings Staff of the Treasury Dept. county and city quotas, with unveiling ceremonies to be broadcast,
Warning that the proposed ideas
a
promotion
which proved stimuare merely
suggestions
— "tocombe
lating in the last campaign. A sperounded
out and
made more
cial half-hour Treasury Star Paas time
goescampaigns,
along" —
rade is to include a talk by Madame
the outline prehensive
sets
forth
stunts and ideas which hit the jack- Chiang Kai Shek. Stations are
pot during the last war loan, and asked to devise again their own promotion plans, using NAB bulletins,
adds new material.
the War Finance Committee News
Ted R. Gamble, assistant to Seca double sheet of one-minute
retary of the Treasury Morgen- with
announcements.
thau, has been appointed national
In place of the regular 6-weekly
director of the War Finance Divione-minute Treasury dramas, 12 of
sion, name of the newly reorganized Washington War Savings the recorded programs per week are
Staff. In this capacity he will or- planned. Instead of three programs
ganize the Third War Loan drive. weekly to stations regularly receiving Treasury Star Parade, seven
Working through the War Finance
Committees, which are mergers of will be supplied.
the old War Savings Staffs and
During the drive 75% of all
Victory Fund Committees in the OWI network allocation will b^
states, Mr. Gamble has been devoted to the Third War Loan,
charged with the task of raising and beginning with Radio Day,
twice as much money in the last OWI will select stage and screen
six months of this year as was stars for special War Loan spots on
network shows. OWI expects to
raised in the first six months.
Third War Loan will start Sept. work with the Advertising Council
9. A "Kick-off" to precede the on drive plans and to work out a
guest star appearance schedule.
opening with Secretary MorgenAn issue of Radio News is schedthau speaking on the networks,
to precede the campaign, with
governors and mayors on local sta- three uledmore
to come out as the drive
tions, and bond rallies linked to
the pre-Radio Day warm-up. Ideas progresses. Stations will be asked
include a "Third War Loan Night", by Treasury and OWI field men to
like Bondnight on the BLUE, to be cooperate by turning over already
aired on one network every four established time being used for War
days during the drive; hookups to Bonds to the Third War Loan. Regular Treasury programs will have
battle fronts, a half-hour "Allied
War Loan themes. Special concerts,
Nation Program" from the Capital, originating where the orchestras
a "National Shrine Program" of
using top stars as solopick-ups from national shrines all are located,
ists and involving one hour daily
over the country.
on networks, are proposed.
New Show Planned
Suggested
slogans
include
"Invade Europe With
Fighting
Dollars
The outline suggests a new
MoreLoan
War Is Bonds",
"The
Treasury show, "The United States —Buy
Third War
Your Attack
of America", to emphasize unity
by featuring stars of radio, theatre, Against Berlin and Tokio", and
motion pictures and concert stage "Lend Over Here to Win Over
There". Official Third War Loan
from all 48 states.
With Radio Day set for Sept. slogan cidedhas
upon. not yet been finally de9, plans for the opening will
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Press
Editorial

Hits
Wrath

Rises ;

Congress Asked To
End His Racket
THE WRATH of the nation's
press came down on the head of
AFM Czar James Caesar Petrillo
last week following his "death
sentence" ukase against transcription companies. Without a dissent,
editorials in leading newspapers
called upon Congress to end Petrillo's "dictatorship" and "racket"
through legislation which would
subject him to anti-trust and anticonspiracy laws.
'New York Times'
The New York Times, in a lead
July 3, called Petrillo's
editorial
action
a decision by the AFM head
as to what music the American
"can and cannot hear."
people
Pointing out that a few months
ago he had expressed a willingness to allow recorders to stay in
business if they would pay tribute
to his union, the newspaper observed that he now has decided
that this was "too lenient". Then
came the ukase to abolish the
transcription making business entirely.
When Mr. Petrillo told the Labor
Board conciliator that he would
forbid his musicians to make "anv
transcriptions at any cost or at
any price," that was on the ground
that the companies "can't give us
anything. If they gave us their
entire gross, it's still small peanuts to the Federation."
The Times cited the "astounding
legal and political implications" of
this statement, aside from the economic aspect. It pointed out that
in time of unparalleled labor shortage, Mr. Petrillo is trying to create
unnecessaary jobs. Drawn in was
the jerking of sustaining remote
bands from MBS because one of
its stations (WSAY, Rochester)

Petrillo

Death

refused to increase its musicians
staff from one to five.
All this was called minor as

utes, as, for instance, such an order as the mighty Petrillo has just

compared to his effort to "turn
back the hands of scientific progress to force the employment of
more musicians." The Times editorial asserted it was the labor
policy of the Administration and
the "timid acquiescence of Congress in that policy" that have
built up the "irresponsible power
now exercised by the Lewises and

'N. Y. World Telegram'
issued."
The New York World Telegram,
in a syndicated Scripps-Howard
editorial July 3 pointed out that
Petrillo said the transcription
companies paid his musicians about
$1,100,000 a year and that he said
he had no fight with these companies, but only with the broadcasting industry.
"So he is going to cut the transcription companies, whom he
likes, out of $4,000,000 annual
gross revenue and his musicians
out of $1,100,000 because he wants
to punish the broadcasting companies, whom he doesn't like.
"No thought for the public's interests in the matter. Just a typical
rule
ruin Petrillo ukase,"
said the or
newspaper.
The Neiv York Mirror in its July
3 issue charged Petrillo with having moved to "wipe out a whole
industry because it will not meet
his autocratic demands." After reciting the many Petrillo crackdowns, the newspaper asserted that
the issue is whether "a labor union tyrant, wielding autocratic
power out of all keeping with the
principles cf American democracy," can be permitted to "destroy
an American business enterprise at
his arbitrary, peremptory will or
whim," The Mirror predicted that
Americans and their representatives in Congress "will not swallow
such a challenge on their hands and

thePlaced
Petrillos."
in Petrillo's hands is the
"private arbitrary power to tell the
American people what music they
can and cannot hear" and the
power to "ruin theatres, restaurants, concert halls, transcription
companies and radio companies
that do not do his bidding."
«N. Y. Herald Tribune'
The New York Herald Tribune
on July 3 stated that "for sheer
effrontery nothing even in the
Lewis saga, we believe, can quite
Petrillo's latest ukase.***"
match
The newspaper called attention to
Petrillo's answer to the charge
that he was destroying an industry and blocking mechanical progress, wherein the AFM czar replied that he can't get at the radio
stations in any other way.
"There is nothing in the law as
last interpreted by the Supreme
Court to balk his dictatorship,"
said the editorial. It recalled the
attempt to prosecute Petrillo under
the Sherman Act and how it ended
in failure because of the Supreme
Court decision in the Hutcheson
case, in which it held that virtually nothing a trade union might do
in pursuit of a labor dispute could
be construed in restraint of trade.
Congress was urged to "proceed
at once to pass a law specifically
defining for the courts those trade
union activities which must be held
in violation of the anti-trust stat-

STUDENTS JOIN the radio war- of -nerves, recording talks, dialogues,
dramatic skits, musical programs and interviews to be shortwaved to
Europe via the OWL Project takes place at Indiana U, under direction
of Harry J. Skornia, director of radio broadcasting and former program
manager of WIRE, Indianapolis. In the University studio are (1 to r) :
Prof. Agapito Rey, Spanish Dept. faculty; Kiril Liaptcheff (who speaks
Bulgarian); Ellen Gutman, German born, French educated; Ralph Hayn,
German born; Jean Artaud, Haitian graduate student. Director Skornia
can be seen at work in the control room.
Page 26
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Sentence

Washington Views
The
Washington
Post on July 5
knees."
commented
that while the dispute
has been certified to the War Labor Board it seemed doubtful
whether it can "cope with this sort
of racket." The Post called for
legislation to prevent the enforcement of monopolies that "destroy
trade and encroach upon Government regulation, whether those
monopolies are operated by business or labor groups."
Asserting Congress had been incredibly slow in meeting this challenge, the editorial declared that
it could not see how Mr. Petrillo's
"antics can longer stay the hand
of Congress in meeting this menace to free
enterprise."
The
Washington
Star July 5
described the Petrillo transcription ban as "the death penalty for
the transcription industry — an industry which has given no offense,
but which happens to be a convenient target upon which this labor dictator can vent his wrath."
Expressing doubt whether Mr. Petrillo will be permitted to "destroy
one industry" because he has an
"alleged grievance" against some
other industry, the newspaper said
there is small prospect that the
transcripion companiese can get
BROADCASTING

GRASS

ROOTS

TEST

Blue Tries Program Ideas
On Sneak Preview
PUBLIC REACTION to projected
program series is tested on the
BLUE through Sneak Preview, a
weekly series inviting the listener
to express
his opinion
on "samples" of programs
submitted
by
agencies, producers and other
sources. While admitting the plan
may draw some poor-quality maPhillips of
Carlin,
vice-president interial,
charge
programs,
says
"... we think that Sneak Preview,
by going direct to the public and
asking for an opinion, will offer
us a good
register
reaction before
we go ofto audience
the expense
and time involved in putting on a
First broadcast,
July 4, was
complete
series."
America the Beautiful, dramatizing the significance of this
country to foreign-born adults
about to become citizens. Producer
and announcer will be changed
with each broadcast. If public reis favorable,
"sample"
will be action
developed
into the
a series
and
aired at a different time.
DISCS or recordings containing personal messages cannot be sent to soldiers overseas, according to a War
Dept. regulation
to safe-of
guard against thedesigned
transmitting
secret military information. Transmittal of personal message discs within
the United States is permitted.
any relief from the courts or from
the executive branch. But Congress, it said, may decide that the
time has come to take Mr. Petrillo
in hand.
The newspaper recalled that several months ago the AFM head
was reported to have assured Senator Wheeler that the union did
not intend to wipe out an industry.
At that time Senator Wheeler said
that such a move "would be met
by prompt Congressional action,"
the editorial continued. "Now,
however, Mr. Petrillo has changed
his mind and has served notice on
the transcription industry to prepare for summary execution. It
remains for Congress to say
whether the sentence is to be carEven before the July 1 Petrillo
ukase,
ried out."the San Francisco Call
Bulletin on June 25 characterized
the original Petrillo demands upon
the transcription companies as an
"arrogant and enormous racket".
The newspaper stated editorially
that the matter should be adjusted
so that broadcasting can survive,
declaring "it cannot survive as a
racket conducted for the benefit of
James
C. Petrillo."
Alluding
to the proposal of the
union that transcription manufacturers agree to prevent their use
by any broadcaster who does not
maintain a fixed quota of forced
employment of musicians, the
newspaper said that many stations
are not financially able to maintain full staffs of musicians. Many
could not exist, it added, if they
were compelled to do so.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Yes, sir — it's all a part of the same show — all for
the price of one. Some watch the main ring, but
there are just as many who come
other acts.

to see the

Don't forget— they're all WGN

listeners—

they're all WGN
same show.

fans. They're all a part of the

No wonder

A

WGN,

things that attract Chicagoans

Clear

Channel

outstanding radio station" — also attract midwesterners in a wide five-state area.
WGN

is their community station, and whether

it is for information or entertainment, they turn
first to WGN.

ILLINOIS

50,000 WATTS

720 KILOCYCLES

BROADCASTING
Advertising

than on any
EASTERN SALES OFFICE:
220 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Station

CHICAGO
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to

that cause them to vote WGN — "Chicago's

advertisers place more local and spot business on WGN
other major Chicago station

MUTUAL
ADCASTING

The same

PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
Los Angeles 14, Cat.; San Francisco, Cal.
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Canada
Control

Bans

of Commercial

Licenses Tightened
By New Ruling
By JAMES MONTAGNES
UNEXPECTEDLY the official Canada Gazette at Ottawa on July 3
carried an amendment to the Canadian Broadcasting Act tightening control of licenses for private
commercial broadcasting stations
and prohibiting ownership of more
than one station by any individual
or company. The ruling affects
some ten groups of privately-owned
Canadian stations, and puts into
effect a recommendation made last
year by the Parliamentary Committee on Broadcasting.
The new regulations provide that
"except with the permission of the
Minister, given upon the recommendation of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., no person shall be
licensed to operate more than one
station and no license shall be
issued to a company owned or controlled by a company holding a license." License Conditional
The issue of a license is also
made conditional on the licensee being the owner of the station and
upon the ownership not being transferred directly or indirectly without the permission of the Minister.
The station must be actually operated by the licensee, or by bona fide
employees, although this condition
may be rescinded by the Minister
acting on the recommendation of
the CBC.
The regulations are also extended to enable the Minister to require
returns, to be made by the licensee,
of the revenues, profits and expenditures of the station and any
other information to ensure that
the station is operated in the national interest and for the benefit
of the community in which it is located.
Owners of group-owned stations
are of the opinion that the new
amendment will not break up their
groups of stations, but that the ruling is meant for future applications
for group-owned stations. In the
past year there have been no
changes in the ownership of stations nor additions to groups of stations. Whether, when licenses are
up for renewal next April 1, the
regulation is to be enforced is a
question on which no ruling could
be had.
Group-Owned Stations
Group-owned private stations in
Canada include CKAC and CHLP,
Montreal, owned by Senator P. R.
du Tremblay, and affiliated with
the Montreal dailies La Presse and
La Patrie; CKCK and CJRM,
Regina, Sask., and CJRC, Winnipeg, owned by the Sifton newspaper
group and affiliated with the Regina Leader-Post, Winnipeg Free
Press and Saskatoon Star-Phoenix;
CJCA, Edmonton, and CFAC, CalPage 28
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Group-Owned
Stations
-1the Timmins Daily Press; CHLN,
gary, owned by the Southam newspapers and affiliated with the Ed- Three Rivers, and CHLT, Shermonton Journal and Calgary Herbrooke, Que., owned by Senator
ald; CJOC, Lethbridge, Alta., Jacob Nicol and affiliated with the
CKOC, Hamilton, Ont., CJVI, Vic- Sherbrooke La Tribune and Three
toria, B. C, and CKWX, Van- Rivers Le Nouvelliste; CHNC,
couver, owned wholly or in part by New Carlisle, Que., and CKNB,
Taylor, Pearson & Carson Ltd., Campbellton, N. B., owned by Dr.
Charles Houde, New Carlisle, Que.;
Calgary; CKWS, Kingston, and
CHEX, Peterborough, Ont., owned
CKY, Winnipeg, and CKX, Branby Senator Rupert Davies and afdon, Man., owned by the Manitoba
filiated with the Kingston Whigprovincial government; CFBR, ToStandard and Peterborough Examronto and CKLW, Windsor-Detroit, owned wholly or in part by
iner; CFCH, North Bay, CJKL,
Kirkland Lake, CKGB, Timmins,
the Rogers family in Toronto;
Ont., CKRN, Rouyn, CKVD, Val CKCW, Moncton, N. B. and CHSJ,
d'Or, CHAD, Amos, Que., owned
St. John, N. B., owned by the newswholly or in part by Northern
papers Moncton Transcript and
Broadcasting & Publishing Co., St. John Telegraph-Journal and
Times-Globe.
Timmins, Ont., and affiliated with
CBC

Manager

Opposes

Private

Network

For Canada
at Parliamentary Hearing
ESTABLISHMENT of a privatelyly-owned stations are "supplemenowned radio network in Canada
tary" and not competitive, Dr.
Thomson
told the Committee. He
would result in one primarily Castressed the fact that the CBC and
nadian and one primarily American chain serving the Canadian
the private stations are not compeople, Dr. J. S. Thomson, general
peting but co-operating. He said
manager of the Canadian Broad- there are 79 private station licenses
now held in Canada, and no new
casting Corp., told the Parliamentary Committee on Radio Broad- ones have been issued during the
casting at Ottawa on July 2. "Whoever controlled any network in this past
Theyear.
possibility of creating a regcountry would wield enormous
ulatory body similar to the Canpower — almost incalculable power
nadian Board of Transport Com— possibly more than that of the
missioners, rather than a body concerned with the CBC as at present,
Canadian press," Dr. Thomson told
the committee in answer to ques- was suggested by one committee
tions on the effect on the CBC of member, Rev. E. G. Hansell, Nathe establishment of a privatelytional Democracy member for Macowned broadcasting network. He
Leod, Alberta. He pointed out that
also stated that establishment of care should be taken to avoid any
such a network would require an monopoly of Canadian radio, either
investment of at least $10,000,000, by government or otherwise.
and such a network would inevitably look largely to the United
States for its program content.
Hires in 12 Markets
(Under the Canadian BroadcastCHARLES E. HIRES Co., Philaing Act only the CBC may operate
delphia, an extensive user of spot
a network, but this allows small radio up until several years ago, is
regional networks to be established using announcements to supplement
for commercial purposes, without a newspaper campaign in behalf of
its root beer. Drive started around
using CBC stations, but under CBC
sanction. No networks can be set July 1 mentsand
entails
in about
12 live
smallannouncemarkets
up in Canada without permission for a 13-week period. Agency is
of the CBC.)
Sheldon, Quick & McElroy, New
Services of the CBC and private- York.

I -On INVASION
I
I Anticip
Anticipated in CBC Instruction
Casualty ReportsRESTRAINT in programming during the forthcoming
European invasion, E. L. Bushnell,
general supervisor of programs of
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., held
a closed-circuit talk with all CBC
affiliated and supplementary stations recently. He said in part:
"At a time when our Canadian
boys will be taking great risks, it
will be an obligation to be continuously sensitive and alert for
under the circumanythingstancesthat
may be in bad taste. That
does not mean that we should strike
any sombre note in our programming; people will need what solace
radio can give in the way of entertainment and good cheer, more perother time."
guarding
than at anysuggested
Mr. hapsBushnell
against expressions of sympathy
which, though given in all honesty
false
sound sa from
of purpose,"
our remotenes
because of might
note
those
of
nds
the lives and backgrou
who have suffered a loss. I do not
think we should ever try to express direct sympathy in radio pro"It all boils down to a matter of
grams.
intelligence, good taste, and sensitivity for the feelings of others."
CBC Has Four Mobile
Units Active in Britain
FOUR MOBILE UNITS and a full
complement of technical personnel
Canadian Broadnow comprise theOversea
s Unit in
casting Corp.
s.
Great Britain, the CBC announce
Oldest unit of the quartet is a car
sent over in 1939 which went
of Britain. The
the Battle are
throughthree
lighter and
units
other
more maneuverable army vehicles,
suitable to field work.
is a studio reIn addition, there England
and a
cording set-up in
field recording unit which can be
in the field, remote
used anywhere
from
the mobile units. Each of the
field units include microphones, amplifiers and portable recording
batteries.
t operated
equipmen
The technical
stafffrom
is headed
by
Art Holmes who went overseas with
the first unit in 1939, recorded the
Battle of Britain, and after spending the past year at CBY, Toronto,
on furlough, is now back in Britain.
Assisting him are A. J. McDonald
of CBL, Toronto; F. P. Johnson of
CBK, Watrous, Sask.; L. R.
Moore and J. Beauregard, from the
CBC Montreal studios, and F. H.
Wadsworth, of CBC, Toronto.
URGING

Newscast

ON BUSINESS BASIS NOW, Russ Johnston (right), new Hollywood
radio director of McCann-Erickson, discusses last minute program details with his former CBS colleagues. Erstwhile CBS Pacific Coast program sales director was named to the agency post in late May and
currently produces Fiesta Night at Grapevine Rancho, half hour CBS
series sponsored by Schenley Distillers Corp. (Roma wines). Network
pair are Hal Hudson (left), formerly Pacific Coast program manager
who succeeded Mr. Johnston as program sales director; and Donald W.
Thornburgh, who is Columbia's West Coast vice-president.
BROADCASTING

Commercials

Limited by CBC Order
UNDER NEW regulations governing sponsorship
newswent
on into
Canadian stations, of
which
effect July 1 [Broadcasting, May
31], the number
nouncements hasof
beenadvertising
limited. J.anR.
Radford, supervisor of station relations for the CBC, which administers the regulations, said in a circular letter to all stations: "For
news broadcasts of ten minutes' duration or more, only one advertising message is permitted and this
must come at the opening of the
broadcast. The closing announcement must be confined to the mention of the sponsor's name."
• Broadcast

Advertising

FIREPOWER...

DIRECTED
homes. Many markets out here cannot be successfully
covered by long-range broadcasting because of the
surrounding high mountains. More than 9 out of every
10 radio families on the Pacific Coast live within 25

When you buy radio time, take a tip from the Army.
Make sure you are buying not only fire power but
also the means to direct it. Those big guns are more
than just barrel and breech; about % of those babies
is directing mechanism. The gun would be useless if

miles of a Don Lee station. Advertisers can blast away
on target . . . everytime.
If your advertising message is important enough for
all the radio families on the Pacific Coast to hear, use
the only network with enough stations to do the job
Don Lee.

they couldn't call the range, aim, and fire on target.
When you buy radio time on the Pacific Coast,
make sure you choose the only network that can aim
at and hit all the markets. Buy the only network with
enough stations to direct your message to all the radio

Thomas S. Lee, President
Lewis Allen Weiss, Vice-Pres., General Mgr.
5515 Melrose Ave., Hollywood, Calif,
represented nationally by john blair & co.

THE
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Navy

Finds

Magnetic

Useful in Ship and
MAGNETIC SOUND recorder,
whose modern form is the portable
wire recorder now in experimental
use for news broadcasting [Broadcasting, June 28, April 26] is the
earliest known patented recording
equipment, Com. Clifton G. Grimes,
head of the Interior Communications and Fire Control Section of
the Navy's Bureau of Ships, told
Broadcasting last week. Apparatus using magnetism to record
sound was patented in Denmark in
1857.
Ordered a year ago for use

Wire

Recorder

Shore Operations
aboard ship and at Navy headquarters, 350 portable wire recorders,
manufactured by hand at the Armour Research Foundation, a
branch of the Armour Technical
Foundation in Chicago, have been
installed in battleships, carriers
and cruisers. A number of these
machines are also being used at
Navy headquarters in Washington.
They are being asked for in increasing numbers by the Marines,
and a month ago a few were sent
to Canadian naval headquarters

for experimental use. OWI in New
York is believed to be using one
set to record foreign shortwave
broadcasts. The Associated Press
has also asked the Navy for several recorders on loan.
According to Com. Grimes, these
machines record telephone conversations on board ship during battle
to provide a supplement to the
ship's log. Study of the playback
later furnishes a picture of battle
action and an accurate account of
timing. The recorder helps overcome a disadvantage suffered in
the last war from lack of complete
and accurate records, Com. Grimes
explained.
amount to "A
muchship's
when log
youdoesn't
start

~2Z

INDIANAPOLIS. IND
June 23, 1943

Mr. Basil A. Caparell
International Hews Service
235 E. 45th Street
New York, N. Y.
Dear Mr. Caparell:
Greetings to INS from the "Crossroads of America".
Not infrequently, have we here at Indianapolis passed
on
the'
about
excellent News
job being
done Personally,
during these
criticalword
times
by the
International
Service.
I have talked with Jep Cadou to express our gratitude for
the solid and accurate reporting done ty the local bureau,
but all too seldom do we take the time to inform New York
and Washington *- to say nothing of your staffs abroad - of
their indispensability .
As one' medium,
whose job
is to serveaware
the of
public
thru an
information
I amit constantly
the obligation
entailed and the inflexible demand for accurate reporting.
While we team INS with another press service, let me assure
you without &olicitation, that your performance in the face
of formidable opposition, has been little short of remarkable.
Many of your staff I've met personally while in New York and
Washington.
More than ever, do I appreciate the job they're
doing.
Best wishes for continued

Bottle Business
WITH glass plants jammed
to capacity,
and
milk
bottlers soft
havedrink
growing
interest in the return of their
containers to retail dealers so
they can be used again. Example: Quickie campaign of
announcements being
launched in Twin Cities, with
Graves & Associates as agency. KSTP, Minneapolis-St.
Paul, gets two weeks of announcements, financed by bottlers.
looking around for it after a battle," he commented.
Recorders monitor all radio circuits and record conferences on
shipboard. In addition, when long
letters must be sent, dictation into
the recorder saves time, space and
labor. In the last year, all types of
recording equipment have been
tried — cylinder, disc, film and wire.
Since the wire recorder can be used
in any position, even upside-down
when a ship starts rolling, it will
soon replace the other types.
Many times the number of
recorders now in use are on order
and will be manufactured on a
mass production basis by General
Electric under an agreement with
the Armour Foundation. Present
plans call for several hundred recorders for shore headquarters in
and out of the country, as well as
a far greater number to be used
on warships.
As far back as ten years ago,
the Navy's Bureau of Engineering
played with the idea of a magnetic
wire recorder, and worked with
Bell Laboratories, which carried on
experiments in conjunction with
telephone testing, to produce a
workable model. The apparatus
had never been practicable before
because of the need for exactly the
right magnetic material as a tape.
Bell used steel tape three-sixteenths of an inch wide to record
conversation in telephone lines for
testing frequency response, and as
a source of transmission for testing telephones. However, Bell
dropped further experiment with
the recorder. The machine's present use and development are a direct outgrowth of the war.
Newspapers to Reduce
Paper by Additional 5%
NEWSPAPERS were ordered to
make an additional 5% cut in
newsprint consumption for the
third quarter of 1943, when the
WPB last week adopted an Industry Advisory Committee recommendation of June 17 [Broadcasting, June 21]. The new cut, like
the 10% slash ordered earlier in
the year, will be on a graduated
scale with only the heaviest paper
consumers feeling the full 5%
The WPB printing and publishpinch.ing division issued L-294, calling
for a saving of paper stocks by
eliminating one-third of paper and
paperboard in printed displays for
windows, counters, floors and
shelves.
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the plain facts are these:
BETWEEN THE HOOPER CHECKING HOURS OF 7:30 AND 10:00 P. M. YOU CAN REACH
THE MOST

RADIO HOMES AT THE LOWEST

COST PER 1,000 OF ANY INDEPENDENT

RADIO STATION IN NEW YORK ... at less than 1/2 the cost of the next ranking station
and at 1/6 the cost of the lowest ranking station.

STATION

WOV
No. Homes Listening
Cost, 1000 Radio Homes
STATION A
No. Homes Listening
Cost, 1000 Radio Homes
STATION B
No. Homes Listening
Cost, 1000 Radio Homes
STATION C
No. Homes Listening
Cost, 1000 Radio Homes
STATION D
No. Homes Listening
Cost, 1000 Radio Homes

AUDIENCE AND COST
8:15
8:30
8:00
9:00
8:45
9:00
9:15
8:30
8:45
8:15
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.

9:45

7:45

7:45
P.M.

8:00
P.M.

49,589

29,170

35,004

29,170

37,921

29,170

29.170

40,838

35,004

$1.80
49,500

$3.00
33,000

$2.58
19,600

$3.00
13,200

$2.30
26,400

$3.00
16,500

$3.00
9,900

13,200
$2.15

$2.58
19,600

$5.15 $7.60
101,618 32,780

$12.80

$9.50
22,946

$15.50

22,946

$19.00
19,668

13,112

$26.50
13,112

$19.00
16,390

$12.80
26,224

$15.50
13,112

$2.50
16,500

$7.80
33,000

$11.00
19,600

26,400

$11.00
23,100

$19.25
19,600

$19.25
13,200

$15.50
13,200

$9.60
16,500

$19.25
23,100

29,780

$9.00
29,780

$15.00
35,736

$11.25
47,648

$13.00
35,736

$15.00
23,824

$22.75
20,846

$22.75
26,802

$18.00
23,824

$13.00
35,736

$5.25

$5.25

$4.40

$3.35

$4.40

$6.70

$7.60

$5.90

$6.70

$4.40

$18.00

$13.00

Rolph N. Weil, General Manager — Joseph Hershey McGillvra; National Repi esentative*
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9:30
9:45
P.M.

9:30
P.M.

WOV
NEW YORK

10:00
P.M.
29,170
16,500
$3.00

SOURCE:
No. Homes Listening based on C.
E. Hooper, Mar.Apr. 1943,
puted as a comofperstations'centagepublished
primary listening
areas.
Cost- per 1,000
Radio Homes
based on published one-timequarter-hour rate.
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FCC
Small

Show

Towns

On

Biggest

Sales

Jumps

ACCORDING to The Nielson Researcher, small grocery stores have
experienced a sales increase of
39%; medium stores, 25%; large
stores, 13-18%.
This condition, says the Researcher, islargely caused by "the
fact that over half the small stores
are located in small towns, thus
benefitting directly from sharply
increased rural income".

But all this is nothing new to advertisers who have studied the No.
1 Farm Market. According to Dr.
Wendell R. Smith, U. of Iowa, the
No. 1 Farm Market has long been
the complete reverse of the national pattern, with cities of 100,000 or more population accounting
for only 10.6% of the total retail
sales.
If you want to reach the rural
families of this area, you need the
station that programs exclusively
for them — that devotes 70% of its
broadcasting time to the 3,000,000
people who live in its primary
counties.
For the full facts, get our latest
Market Data Brochure.

KMA
Blue Network
The No. 1 Farm Station
in the No. 1 Farm Market
151 COUNTIES
AROUND

SHENANDOAH,

IA.

Free & Peters, inc.
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Eases
FM

Rule

Service

Suspends Regulation Limiting
Duplication of Programs
RELAXATION of restrictions regarding duplication of standard
broadcast programs on FM stations and rules governing other
special services are contained in
an order issued July 6 by the FCC.
Announcement of the Commission's action follows in full text:
Because the demands of the military
have greatly decreased the supply of
trained personnel available for broadcast
station operation, the Commission en banc
today theradopted
Order 3.261
No. 111-A
furrelaxes Section
of its which
Rules with
respect mentstoof high-frequency
minimum operating
require(FM) stations.
Order 111-A continues the requirement
that each FM station shall render at least
6 hours program service each day. except
Sunday, between 6 a.m. and midnight, but
suspends the requirement that two hours
of this sei-vice shall be devoted to programs not duplicated simultaneously as
primary service in the same area by any
standard or any high frequency broadcast
station.
It is noted, however, the Commission
did not suspend that section of its Rule
3.261 which places upon each FM licensee
the duty to develop, insofar as possible,
a distinct and separate broadcast service
fromice area.
that otherwise available in the servAt the nounced
same
Commission
anthat ittime,
will the
authorize
technical
changes in the operation of high-frequency
(FM) television
noncommercial
cational broadcastand
stations
during the eduwar
period, ment,
where
desirable
to
conserveor equipparticularly vacuum tubes,
where
necessary to permit continued operation
of a station, provided such changes are
consistent with the maintenance of a substantial public service. Under this arrangement, licensees may file with the
FCC informal requests to reduce operating
power or to make other changes in the
operation of authorized equipment. In view
of the difficulty of obtaining replacement
tubes and equipment and the shortage of
skilled personnel needed in effecting repairs, the Commission feels this simplified
aid in maintaining conproceduretinuouswill
the war. FM and television service during

TRANSFER OF WKBV
BY FCC
PERMITTED
WILLIAM O. KNOX, principal
owner of WKBV, Richmond, Ind.,
was last week granted permission
by the FCC to transfer control of
Knox Radio Corp., licensee of
WKBV, to Central Broadcasting
Corp. for a total of $30,000.
Officers and directors of the new
corporation and their stock ownership is as follows: Gerald F. Allbright, president, 750 shares; Wilfred Jessup, vice-president, 25
shares; Eugene E. Alden, secretary,
25 shares; Josephine Mason, 200
shares.
Original application [BROADCASTING, Feb. 8, March 22, 1943] credited Rex Schepp, former owner of
25% of WPAT, Paterson, N. J.,
and now commercial manager of
WIRE, Indianapolis, with 125
shares and Central Newspapers
Inc. with 750 shares. Central Newspapers, a subsidiary of Central
Broadcasting, owns 100% of
WIRE, Indianapolis; WAOV, Vincennes, Ind., and Oklahoma Newspapers Inc., publisher of the El
Reno Daily Tribune.
An amended application later
eliminated the names of Mr. Schepp
and Central Newspapers, adding
that of Josephine Mason and realigning the share holdings of
Messrs.
Allbright,
Jessup and Alden.

DRUGGISTS' BIG YEAR
Milwaukee Group Honors Station Manager

After

WISN Program Proves Radio's Value

FIRST SUCCESSFUL YEAR of broadcasting by Milwaukee County
Pharmacists Assn. on WISN, Milwaukee, was celebrated by (1 to r)
Thomas D. Connolly, CBS program director; Maj. E. M. Stoer, general
manager of Hearst Radio Inc.; Gaston Grignon, WISN general manager;
John W. McPherrin, editor of the American Druggist, and Hugh O'Malley, production manager of the Milwaukee station.
TO SHOW their appreciation of
the results of the Know Your Druggist Better program on WISN,
Milwaukee, the Milwaukee County
Pharmacists' Association held a
First Anniversary Party for the
program, with Gaston W. Grignon,
WISN general manager, as guest
of honor.
More than 675 persons attended
the affair at the Crystal Ballroom
of the Schroeder Hotel, with
Thomas D. Connolly, CBS program
promotion director; John W. McPherrin, editor of The American
Druggist, and Maj. E. M. Stoer,
general manager of Hearst Radio
Inc. among the speakers.
The Know Your Druggist Better program had its inception at a
preliminary meeting of Mr. Grignon; Hugh O'Malley, WISN promation manager, and Woods Dreyfus, WISN program director, with
the officers of the county druggist
organization about 18 months ago.
As finally put on the air, the program consisted of opening and closing announcements selling the

neighborhood druggists' special
services, and a dramatized version
of little-known facts about the
druggists'
in the development
of
modern part
science.
Program was inspired by Mr.
Grignon's idea that the druggist
needed the magic touch of public
relations to keep his services sold
to the people of the neighborhood.
Idea created so much good will that
the pharmacists decided to show
their appreciation with a party for
Mr. Grignon and his staff.
Feature of the party was the
lighting of a four-foot birthday
candle, symbolizing the first anniversary of the program.
Other guests at the party, in addition to WISN officials and the
speakers, were Haydn Evans, manager of WTAQ, Green Bay, which
will carry the program soon as a
result of an arrangement to pipe
it from WISN; Frank L. Taylor,
publisher of the Milwaukee Sentinel; Roy Miller of the Katz Agency,
and leaders of the Pharmaceutical

Adm. Noble on MBS
NAVY PROGRAM on Mutual, For
Victory, will use its half-hour on
July 16 to tell how British and
American navies are coordinated.
Chief of the British Naval Mission
to this country, Adm. Sir Percy
Noble of the Royal Navy, will appear on the show, with several
U. S. naval officers. Capt. Michael
Kernodle will tell how the Wasp
carried planes to Malta; Rear Adm.
O. C.tionBadger's
is Col.
coordinaand planningsubject
and Lt.
John
P. Hill, who has been observing
training in England, will tell how
Marines are trained to land and establish beachheads. The Navy
School of Music Band and Chorus
provides the music on the show.

Home Products Expands
AMERICAN Home Products Corp.
(drugs, food, household products)
has acquired the Belle Center
Creamery and Cheese Co., Ohio
producer of cheese, butter and dairy
products and its affiliate, O.M.S.
Corp., producer of milk sugar. This
is the fourth expansion step of
American Home Products this year,
the firm previously buying Ayerst,
McKenna & Harrison, Canadian
drug firm; G. Washington Coffee
Refining Co., and E. E. Bartes Inc.

DOMESTIC DIATHERMY Co., New
York, has been ordered by the Federal Trade Commission to cease advertisements which are alleged to misrepresent the therapeutic properties of
a device called "Domestic Short-wave
Diathermy".
BROADCASTING

Assn.

Forum Shifted
WITH sponsorship on Mutual by
Serutan Co., Jersey City, of A. L.
Alexander's Mediation Board in the
Sunday 8-8:45 p.m. spot, effective
July 11, MBS is shifting Theodore
Granik's American Forum of the
Air from Sunday to Tuesdays 8-9
p.m., thus expanding the forum
program from 45 minutes to a full
hour. It w 11 continue to originate
from the Hotel Shoreham in Washington.
• Broadcast

Advertising

PACEMAKING...:

In the early hours of last Wedn
New

York

State sections of the Special 24-hour

verted from 40 to 60 words
volume

esday (July 7 ) the New

of news delivered

This method

AP Radio

England

and

Wire were

con-

per minute, thereby increasing the speed and

to affiliated stations.

of making

the change

to spare all affiliated stations as much

regionally was adopted

inconvenience

in order

as possible during

the change-over.

Other sections of the wire are being brought
on systematic
proving

schedule — in keeping

the new

We

operation

speed

with our policy of first testing and

area by area.

are confident that all affiliated stations will bear with us during

this conversion

period, knowing

vation we have made
1941

to the increased

has been

as they do that every pacemaking

since inauguration

responsible

of the Special AP Radio

not only for better news

coverage

inno-

Wire in

for them-

selves, but for radio generally.

Press

Association.

Radio

subsidiary of The Associated

50

Rockefeller

Plaza,

New

Inc.
Press

York,

X. V.

*This increase in speed and volume of AP radio news, like
all other pacemaking

innovations by PA, is without any

additional charge whatever to affiliated stations.
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At

The

Start

I
Your business sometimes starts like this. The orders you receive
result from an idea some 'one properly presented.
We

like to do our part in creating spot campaigns. This requires
a comprehensive knowledge

of all advertising media

and above all the confidence and respect
of the advertising agencies.

PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY
NEW YORK

• DETROIT

• RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES

• CHICAGO

• SAN FRANCISCO

• LOS ANGELES

The

FCC

Mess

THE ARMY, NAVY, Congress and the broadcasting industry, it seems, are all out of step
— with Chairman Fly.
Mr. Fly's utterances against the Cox Select
Committee investigating the FCC and its general counsel (whom he chooses to call its "Wall
Street mouthpiece") probably rank with the
Wallace-Jones feud, now showing in Washington, for intemperance and vitriol. He calls the
committee charges, preferred at the opening
day of the Cox inquiry, a "tissue of falsehoods".
Secretaries Stimson and Knox — not the Cox
committee — wrote to President Roosevelt asking that the FCC be relieved of its so-called
radio intelligence functions.
In his July 4 press release (which he must
have regarded as a sort of personal Declaration of Independence), Mr. Fly broke loose
with a brand of invective seldom heard even
in this warring community of frayed nerves
and short tempers. Heretofore he has refrained
from public utterances about the inquiry, having left them to his colleague, Commissioner
Durr. Mr. Durr's efforts to disqualify the committee chairman repose in a Judiciary Committee pigeonhole.
Working for the War
Mr. Fly talks of the highly valuable war
work of the Commission, which consumes 75%
of the FCC's budget of about eight million dollars. He repeatedly has told committees of
Congress that much of this work has been done
at the "request" of Government war agencies.
In the light of the statement of Adm. Leahy,
Chief of Staff to Commander-in-Chief Roosevelt, and the observations of the combined
Chiefs of Staff, that the better prosecution of
the war will be served by ending these FCC
functions, it's difficult to fathom how Mr. Fly
can justify his contentions.
Mr. Fly dramatically lumps in his press release the allegation that the "radio monopoly"
and "the military" have joined forces "to wreck
the FCC" and are "all moving in for the kill".
Those are rash charges, difficult, if not impos ible, to prove. To talk in such terms of the
military in these times hardly helps morale.
The insinuations against the "radio trust"
are illogical and dreamed-up. Contrary to the
Fly charge that large interests in the industry
are working hand-in-glove with Chairman Cox,
the committee is known to feel that certain
prominent people in the industry have sought
to undermine, rather than to expedite its inquiry. Not even the ordinary cooperation accorded committees of Congress has been extended to the Cox committee, it is charged.
The FCC is entitled to its day before the
committee. The hearing has just started. We
naturally assume the committee will hear members of the FCC.
Chairman Cox, we believe, treated General
Counsel Denny of the FCC too harshly at the
opening day's session, by cutting him off and
threatening to eject him.
But the FCC has done the same on occasions.
Chairman Fly, for example, refused to permit
Elisha Hanson, as counsel for the American
Page 36 • July 12, 1943

Newspaper Publishers Assn., to voice his views
during the newspaper divorcement hearings,
and, we recollect, in effect told him to shut up.
A big play is being made by Mr. Fly on Rep.
Cox's purported acceptance of an alleged
$2,500 fee for representing an Albany, Ga.,
station. This matter was referred to the Dept.
of Justice by Mr. Fly. The department hasn't
seen fit to proceed. Mr. Fly more than infers
that Mr. Cox didn't introduce his inquiry resolution until after the charges had been brought
on the Albany matter. Our recollection, information and belief is that the resolution originally was introduced in February, 1942 — months
before the Albany matter saw the light of day
— and that the reference to the department
came afterward.
It isn't to be expected that the House committee's inquiry will be what judicial purists
might call "impartial". Such inquiries seldom
are. We don't have the impression that FCC
proceedings have been "judicial" or have followed "due process". The courts repeatedly
have overruled the FCC because of its failure
to permit aggrieved parties to intervene or
participate in proceedings before it; the Supreme Court has reversed the FCC twice ui
recent months in such cases.
Last January the House, by almost unanimous vote, ordered this investigation of its
creature — the FCC. No one can gainsay it
that right.
We believe the FCC has gone afield in many
ways. We do not believe that all the "charges"
levelled against the Commission by the committee hold water. We believe Mr. Fly has gone
overboard in his allegations against the military and his loose talk about the "radio
monopoly". The issue has been joined. It's up to
Congress to resolve the situation as speedily
as possible.
Or perhaps the President, as he did once before, should take steps to "clean up the mess".

That Day's Work
"IF PROOF were ever needed of the power
of radio in reaching the American people in
their homes, the experience of the War Shipping Administration in its recruiting campaign
could be cited. Asked by a Government agency
to help it in accomplishing a difficult task, the
American radio demonstrated not only its
strength but its patriotism and generosity. This
* * * * deserves the sincerest gratitude of the
Government and the country at large."
That is the story told by Marshall E. Dimock,
Assistant Deputy Administrator for Recruiting
and Manning of WSA in a letter to Broadcasting, published in this issue. The Merchant
Marine needed more than 100,000 officers and
seamen to carry supplies to our fighting men
the world over. The job was done, with radio
contributing its bit, as always. Mr. Dimock
says his office was "literally astonished" at the
response from radio's appeals.
Radio accepts the acclaim with customary
thanks and reserve. It's all part of a day's work
devoted to the public welfare. It fits the pattern followed by the Detroit stations in helping
quell the race riots, and of KFXJ, at Grand
Junction, Col., in calming the populace as the
town appeared under enemy bombardment
when two carloads of munitions caught fire.
As we said in these columns last week, it's
part of radio's job as an essential industry.

WESTON

HILL

manufacturer
and adverti
men year,
who
of this
May sing
Aprils and
DURING
take time out to read the trade papers
in their respective fields were hit right
between the eyes by a full page advertisement
headed: "A New Kind of Advertising Agency
Is in The Making". Copy related proposed
policies on the new agency with special emphasis ot post-war planning. It was a "blind" ad.
The copy was prepared by a copywriter who
is a copywriter's copywriter and also a student
of test copy. He is Weston Hill, heading the
"New Kind of Advertising Agency" under the
nams of Hill Advertising Inc., recently opened
for business at 250 Park Ave., New York, and
ready to open his first branch office in Chicago.
This type of copy was a departure from the
old formula in advertising agency procedure
that in order to get new accounts, the prospective client must be contacted in person,
meet with the board of directors, show visuals,
sample advertising copy and other client-winning bait. And the startling result of the
"blind" ad was that it not only brought inquiries, but brought one piece of business without solicitation of any kind. In fact, it put
West Hill in business.
The future of radio as an advertising medium
is occupying the Hill mind at the present time.
Radio as a selling medium rather than a mere
supporting medium to other advertising, has
not even had its surface scratched, Hill thinks.
Too often, radio is used merely as a glorification for a campaign by the advertiser who sits
in the sponsors booth and knows the stars by
their first names — and not often enough as a
medium for pulling traceable sales results out
of the listening audience.
So far, Hill says, the only forms of radio
showmanship pulling traceable sales results
have been daytime strips and minute spots,
both of which in order to be successful, have
to conform to definite patterns. Therefore, as
radio develops as a selling medium, Hill thinks
it will find some pattern that does a sales job
in the evening — whereupon radio will cease to
be a plaything for large advertisers and will
become, instead, a method of personal salesmanship as daytime shows and minute spots
are now.
Born in Joyce Kilmer's town, New Brunswick, N. J., 47 years ago, Hill "prepped" at
Leal's School, Plainfield, N. J., and later went
to Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y. He played
football at Hamilton. His first advertising job
was with the old Hanff-Metzger Agency in
1916. Hill saw active service in World
(Continued on page 38)
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This success story is a tale that never ends. Each week
big national advertisers join Station WITH's
growing roster of famous names in radio.

ever-

«8
Many causes dictate their purchase of the fastestgrowing station in radio. Tempo programming, lively
presentation, a booming

«4
Of.9
e0!

market . . . are but a few.

But there's one effect! More sales per dollar invested.
Learn now what so many other merchandisers have
discovered : On a cost-per-dollar basis, WITH

does a

great job in Baltimore.

W-hT-H
— the

people's

voice

in —

BALTIMORE
ON THE AIR 24 HOURS

A DAY- SEVEN

DAYS A WEEK!

Thomas Tinsley, President

'Z
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NOTES

ALBERT SWINSKY JR.
DIES AFTER INJURY
ALBERT SWINSKY Jr., 46, vicepresident and general manager of
the Dallas Times Herald and president of the KRLD Radio Corp.,
died last Tuesday as the result of
complications arising from internal
injuries incurred May 11 in a fall
at his home. Funeral services were
held last Thursday.
Mr. Swinsky was one of the original directors of KRLD and became president after the death
Aug. 11, 1941 of E. J. Kiest, owner and publisher of the Times
Herald for more than 40 years and
also owner of KRLD, Dallas. Tom
C. Gooch, who succeeded Mr. Kiest
as publisher, is chairman of the
board of the station.
Starting with the Dallas paper
as a route carrier in 1910, Mr.
Swinsky rose rapidly. In 1914 he
left the circulation department and
joined the advertising staff. In
1921 he became advertising director, a position he held until the
death of Mr. Kiest.

J. E. Rudolph Dies
JOHN E. RUDOLPH, director of
the trade extension department of
W L W, Cincinnati,of adiedheart
suddenly
attack at his
home nati
in lastCincinweek.
Widely known in
the proprietary

FRANCES CLARK, O
former editorial
MERLE H. TUCKER, assistant manassistant
JNCentral Division
ager of KOB, Albuquerque, N. M., has
EofHNBC
B
been elected general chairman of the
press department, has taken over new
duties as picture editor, succeeding
combined National War Fund-Comand drug merchandising field, James J. McGuinn, who left NBC to
munity Chest campaign to be held
October 1043. An Albuquerque citizen
become midwest
manager of Broadthe 53 - year
casting in Chicago.
only a little over a year, Mr. Tucker
executive
was- olda
Mr. Rudolph
is the youngest man to fill this job.
native of Memphis, coming to HAROLD ROLL, account executive
A. E. JOSCELYN, general manager
WLW in 1940. Before his affilia- of Allen & Reynolds, Omaha, has reof WCCO, has been elected a director
tion with the station, Mr. Rudolph
to join KOIL,
of the Better Business Bureau of Mincialsignedpromotion
manager.Omaha, as spehad worked his way up throueh
neapolis.
the ranks of a drug firm, which
BILL MURPHY, continuity editor of
R. SANFORD GUYER, manager of
later consolidated with McKesson
NBC Central Division, is the father
WBTM, has been appointed associate
& Robbins, to become manager of of a boy, born July 4.
representative of the Treasury Dethe firm's Cincinnati office in 1930.
partment War Bond Staff for the
RAY HENLE, Washington correState of Virginia.
spondent for the
Pittsburgh
PostNew
FCC
Officials
Gazette, will
substitute
on Mutual
GEORGE CHANDLER, owner and
manager of CJOR, Vancouver, has
July
19-30,
while
Fulton
Lewis
jr.
THE FCC last week named Richtakes his vacation.
received his lieutenant's commission
ard Carlson as director of personin the Canadian Reserve Army Signal
nel and William B. Robertson as LARRY FROMMER, former sales
Corps.
director of budget and planning.
promotion manager for Liquors Inc.,
LOUNSBERRY D. BATES, formerly
Mr. Carlson has had 28 years of Indianapolis and of the advertising deHorn
Enters
U.
S.
Naval
partment of Mandel Brothers, Chicago,
on the legal staff of the British Minexperience in industry and Governistry of Supply Mission, has been
now publicity director of WOWOment, having been technical direc- is
named an attorney in the CBS legal Reserve as Commander
WGL,
tor of the supervision improvement
Wayne. Westinghouse stations in Fort
department, according to Julius Brau- CHARLES W. HORN, assistant
ner, CBS general attorney.
program
of
the
Civil
Service
Comvice-president of NBC and its dimission, and before that director of PARMALEE W. CUSACK, former
rector of research and development, the Personnel
GEORGE L. MOSKOVICS, PacificResearch Bureau of vice-president and art director of
Coast sales promotion director of CBS,
for active duty last Tues- San Francisco, a private consulting
Onyx Studio Inc., New York, has
has returned to his desk following a reported
■
-m
day as a com- service. Mr. Robertson was with been appointed art director of NBC's
mander, U. S.
advertising and promotion department.
week's
stay intwoSaltsessions
Lake City
he
addressed
of thewhere
InNaval Reserve. the Columbia Gas & Electric Corp. Mr. Cusack was previously with Blakter Mountain Radio Council meeting
until
becoming
fiscal
officer
in
Agency and Elizabeth Arden
He has been as- charge of the Finance Division of er
SalesAdv.Corp.
at U. of Utah.
signed
to
the
ofthe
Federal
Surplus
Commodities
ROBERT L. STODDARD, sales manBENNY LEEMANS, new to radio,
fice of the Direc- Corp., of which he later became
ager of KFBK, Sacramento, has been
and Albert Twite, have joined WNBH,
tor of Naval Com- treasurer.
He
was
later
with
other
appointed manager of KOH, Reno.
munications, Rear affiliated bureaus of the Dept. of New Bedford, Mass., as announcers.
He succeeds Hewitt Kees, who is beAdmiral Joseph
PRINCE has joined program
ing inducted into the Army.
Agriculture until his transfer to JOHN
R. Redman.
department
of KLZ, Denver, and Joe
the
FCC.
LEWIS ALLEN WEISS, vice-presiCom. Horn, a
Leonard, former English instructor
dent and general manager of Don Lee
at
So.
Dakota
State College and
Com.
Horn
pioneer
in techniBroadcasting System, Hollywood, curcal radio,
has
Colorado A&M, is a new announcer.
rently is in New York for an MBS
served as technical advisor to Gen.
JIMMY PATTERSON, WAYS, CharOur
Respects
to —
directors'ferencesmeeting
two-week con- William J. Donovan, head of the
{Continued
from page
36)
with MBS and
executives.
lotte, N. C, announcer, is now in the
Office
of
Strategic
Services,
since
War I aboard the destroyer U. S. S. Marines, stationed at Bambridge, Md.
RUSS WINNIE, assistant manager
Dec. 1, 1941, specializing in radio Nicholson in European waters. The
LARRYducer ofROBERTSON,
former proof WTMJ-W55M, Milwaukee, has been and
communications activities. He Nicholson crew captured a U-boat,
BLUE San Francisco,
has
named to the local Community War
has
been
released
from
that
duty
been transferred to the Hollywood
Chest public relations committee.
helped sink another and was in supwith
his
recall
to
active
duty
in
the
ALVIN B. SHEEHAN, assistant gen- Navy. A Naval officer in the last
port of the British during the Zee- staff.
eral manager at WCCO, Minneapolis,
DUD CONNOLLY, program director
of WWRL, New York, has joined the
has been appointed director and pro- war, Mr. Horn was mustered out as brugge raid. Hill was later ordered
ducer of the Aquafollies, major event a lieutenant (j.g.) and joined Westto take the "short course" at the engineering staff of NBC. Fred Barr,
of the 1943 Minneapolis Aquatennial,
inghouse, becoming its manager of U. S. Naval Academy, Annapolis,
formerly in charge of daytime proJuly 30 to August 8.
radio operations in 1920. In 1929 where he was commissioned an enat WWRL, director.
replaces Mr. Connollygramsas fulltime
he
was
transferred
to
NBC.
DAVID FREDERICK, publisher of
sign. He served as an aide to AdmiTide Magazine, has resigned from
the magazine to become an editor in
ral Henry Wilson, during the Ver- LOUISE LENTZ has succeeded Marcella Garvin
as head
of the Margaret
BLUE's
sailles peace conference.
the Army Publications Division. Rescript
- routing
division.
placing him, effective immediately, is
deBary, continuity reader, replaces
Back
from
the
war,
Hill
reEdwin F. Thayer, former Eastern adturned to Hanff-Metzger. He left Miss Lentz as assistant.
vertising manager of Advertising Age,
and advertising manager of Industrial
TAYLOR, assistant prothere in 1920 to travel "the road" DAVIDSON
gram director of CBS, New York, is
Marketing.
selling text books to colleges. After
in
Hollywood
up new sustainer
WILLIAM (Bill) SMITH, assistant
four years calling on educators, programs and setting
laying ground work for
manager of WAYS, Charlotte, N. C,
Hill was named advertising manMr. Deeds, a massive United Nations
is to leave soon for Mississippi, to beager of Landay Bros., at the time war show.
gin
training
in
the
Army
Engineer's
operators of a chain of retail music RAYMOND PETERS, native of LonCorps.
don and former resident of Paris, is a
stores in New York City. He reBERNICE OTTNEY has joined the
mained there about a year before new addition to the news staff of
WGAR, Cleveland, engineering staff
after completing Government radio
Pittsburgh.
branching out on his own — free- WCAE,
man Trigger
is in the Newscaster
Army, and NorBob
courses and serving on WBOE, Clevelancing in advertising.
land's board of education station.
operator
of
the
informal
MornHill has been with several well Donley,
ing Express program has taken over
F. W. (BILL) MEYER, owner of
11 p.m. news parade. John Leban,
known agencies — to mention a few, the
KMYR, Denver, has been visiting
formerly
with George Heine, recording
Maxon Inc., Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Washington, New York and Chicago on
firm, has joined the announcing staff.
station business.
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, and H. VIRGINIA FRERET has joined
W. Kastor & Sons.
WWL, New Orleans, as continuity
Edward F. McKay
Hill's wife is the former Kathryn
writer. Formerly a teacher of speech
and
radio at Sullins College, Bristol,
SIMON
LEGREE,
they
fondly
call
Dexter,
whom
he
met
and
married
EDWARD F. McKAY, legal asVa., she spent two and a half years at
sistant to FCC Commissioner Paul
Edgar dentKobak,
executive
vice-presiwhile
both
were
working
for
Ruthof the BLUE. With Earl
Walker, died July 4 of uremic poisrauff & Ryan. He has two children, WJDX, Jackson, Miss., as copywriter
and director of women's programs.
Mullin, director of BLUE publicity
oning after an illness of two weeks.
Betsy and Dexter — and resides in
Mr. McKay formerly managed the posing, he demonstrated an 8-foot
MARGO EHLIS, of BLUE HollyWestchester,
outside
New
York
Oklahoma Utilities Assn. and was
wood auditing department, has been
bull whip recently sent him by Neal
City. His only hobby is carrying the made assistant auditor, replacing
well-known in newspaper circles in Smith, manager of WCOL, ColumCharles
Mowat, resigned.
tenor part in a barber shop quartet.
Oklahoma.
bus, O.
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Jack Benny
Charlie McCarthy
Paul Whiteman; Dinah Shore
One Man's Family
Cavalcade of America
Great Artists — Series
Dr. I. Q. Quix Program
Information Please
Bob Hope
Fibber McGee and Molly

Red Skelton
Fred Waring
Kay Kyser
The Aldrich Family
Bing Crosby
Joan Davis
March of Time
Lucille Manners Concert
Your All-Time Hit Parade

Million-Dollar Band
Abie's Irish Rose
Truth and Consequences
NBC Symphony Orchestra
Richard Crooks, Tenor
Johnny
Presents
— Ginny Simms
Mr. District
Attorney
Can You Top This?
Battle of the Sexes
The Band Wagon

1
1 ^
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BOB HEISS, WTM.J, Milwaukee,
chief announcer, has been named national chairman of the Radio Advisory
Committee of the Bowlers Victory
Council, representing bowling associations and clubs. Aims are furtherance of the war effort through war bond
promotions and similar services. Nancy
Grey, director of women's activities
for the Journal stations, has been appointed to the steering committee of
the Wisconsin canning industry to assist crop harvesting through enlistment of women in vital hand-picking
occupations.
JOHN LOUTHER of W.JAC, Johnstown, Pa., and WGKV, Charleston, W.
Va., is now on the announcing staff
at WJLS, Beckley, W. Va. Phil Vogel
has left WKRC, Cincinnati, to join
WJLS as program and production
manager.
CHARLES BASCH, of Basch Radio
Productions, addressed a meeting of
the Associated Mail Merchandisers in
New York last week on the technique
of selling by spot radio.
GEORGE ROOSEN, former script department head of WBBM, Chicago,
has joined WABC, New York, as a
writer-producer, replacing Albert Morgan, now in the Army.

Farr to Washington
2D. LT. FINIS FARR, just graduated from OCS at Fort Benning,
Ga., has been assigned to duty in
the Radio Section of the War
Dept.'s heBureau
of Public
where
will assist
in theRelations
writing
and production of The Army Hour.
Lt. Farr, who reports to the Pentagon Building this week, has extensive background in radio writing.
Before entering military service,
he worked on the March of Time,
Time magazine program on NBC.
DIANA BOURBON, production head
of Transamerican Broadcasting &
Television Corp., New York, has been
appointed radio director of A. & S.
Lyons Inc., Beverly Hills, Cal., talent
service. Wynn Rocomora continues to
serve film clients on network shows.
SANDY BECKER, announcer of
WBT, CBS outlet in Charlotte, has
joined the network's New York staff.
Frank Kizis, of CBS shortwave department, has been named service mancas. ager of CBS' Network of the Ameri-

we

BYNG WHITTAKER, announcer and
producer of CBC since 1937, has joined
the BBC and will shortly leave for
London. Before coming to CBC he
was with CKCR, Kitchener, Ont., and
CFCH, North Bay, Ont. He will be
attached
section. to the BBC's Home Service
JOE MIDMORE, announcer at
CKWX, Vancouver, is joining the
Royal Canadian Air Force.
ART MILLER, announcer at CKWX,
Vancouver, recently married Pauline
Gordon at Vancouver.
ALICE FRASER, Hartford singer,
has joined the program department of
WDRC, Hartford, to be trained as
announcer.
Miss Fraser replaces RusArmy.sell Naughton,
who left to join the
GREG BROWN, week-end announcer
on WNBC, Hartford, is to fill in during the vacation period.
WALTER JOHNSON, former West
Coast radio director of Music Corp.
of America, national talent service,
now with U. S. Marines, has been promoted to captain.
MARTIN WELDON, program director of WKNY, Kingston, N. Y., reservices. signed July 3 to enter the armed

mm

on

WIBW

WW
^ Mm0
WW
COLUMBIA'S<tf
OUTLET
FOR KANSAS
BEN FJ
LU DY,L%
Gen. i^
Mgr.
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REPRESENTED BY CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, INC.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
KANSAS CITY
SAN FRANCISCO
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BRAND NEW PAPA is H. C. (Doc)
Hull, announcer and newscaster
who m. c.'s the Hullabalu program
on KVOO, Tulsa. He is shown
with hundreds of safety pins from
listeners in answer to his announcement inthata abrand
"spankin'
ality
new new
show personwould
broadcast at all hours from the
heir-conditioned studios of station
JOY, with daytime power of 100
and nighttime power of 50,000 you
know watts." Quite a collection of
pins for the rationing era.
BOB CALLAHAN, music director
formerly with WMMN, Fairmount,
W. Va., and WMAL, WRC and
WINX, Washington, is now a private
in the 33rd Special Service Company at Fort Meade, Md.
JANE MANKIN, in charge of research at the Interior Dept.'s Radio
Studiosrines,before
she joinedsoontheas Mawill be graduated
an
officer from the Marine Corps Women's Reserve at Camp Le^eune, New
River, N. C.
DEANE S. LONG, program director
of KXEL, Waterloo, la., on June lt
married Roselle Farabaugh, of Akron.
Mr. Long was formerly program director of WAKR, Akron.
GLENNnouncer of WVFD,
GOODWIN,
anFort former
Dodge, la.,
has joined KXEL, Waterloo, la.
Cyril Lindquist of LaCtosse, Wis.,
has been named promotion director.
DORSEY OWINGS, former radio
news and public relations director at
several New York stations, is now
Public Relations Officer, Second Service Command, U. S. Army, and has
been promoted
tenant colonel. from major to lieuHERBERT LANDON has resigned
as publicity director of WOV, New
York, to take a Government job which
will take him overseas.
CHARLES MICHELSON, head of
the New York radio production company bearing his name, is the father
of a boy, born July 5.
PATRICIA
of the
family formerlyCORT,
owning
an Cort
extensive
chain of theatres, has joined the publicity staff ofsalesman
the BLUE.
Paterson, Detroit
for Ken
the BLUE,
has reported to the Navy at Quonset
Point, R. I.
WALLY PETERS, former program
director of CJOR, Vancouver, is training as a pilot in the Royal Canadian
Air Force.
MARCEL MUNRO, announcer of
CBR, Vancouver, and Connie Kemper,
control room supervisor of CJOR, Vancouver, have announced their engagement.
ED DAHLIN, formerly of CJRM,
Regina, and Douglas Bruce, formerly
of CJRC, Winnipeg, have joined the
announcing staff of CJOR, Vancouver.
SHIRLEY KERR has joined thr
continuity staff of CKWX, Vancouver.
• Broadcast
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WILLIAM FARISS has left WHN,
New York, to announce at WTAG,
Worcester. He was once news editor
at WCOP, Boston.
MEL GALLIART, former announcer
of WLS, Chicago, has joined the publicity firm of Carl Riblet Jr., Chicago,
as radio director.
DONALD GAYNOR has joined the
announcing staff of WBTM, Danville,
Va. He was formerly with the Navy
Dept., Washington.
FRANK J. MALLANTS, radio editor
of the Miami Daily News for the past
two years, has joined WIOD as promotion manager, replacing Roland W.
Richards, resigned. He will continue
to conduct his boating and fishing
column in the News.
ALICE MASON, formerly of WHAR,
Morgantown, W. Va., has joined the
promotion staff of WFIL, Philadelphia. She succeeds Claire McMullen,
on leave.
TOM MOOREHEAD, assistant publicity director, has been named director of sports activities of WFIL,
Philadelphia.
ERIC WILKINSON, one time staff
organist of KYW, Philadelphia, was
selected as musical director of WIBG,
Philadelphia, marking the first time
that the station has had a studio orchestra.
ERIC SEVAREID, former head of
the CBS Washington Bureau, who
was first reported to be headed for
North Africa, is en route to China,
where he will remain for two months,
proceeding then to India and the Middle East. CBS's in
Charles
is convalescing
LondonCollingwood
from an
illness contracted in North Africa.
ALVIN M. JOSEPHY Jr., former assistant director of news and special
events of WOR, New York, now training as combat correspondent with the
Marines at Parris Island, is the father of a baby girl.
M. D. MORRIS, former hotel and
restaurant manager for the New York
Sun has joined WAAT, Jersey City,
as an account executive with headquarters in Newark.
HENRY ALLEN. Minneapolis, has
joined the announcing staff of KSTP,
Minneapolis-St. Paul.
FLIGHT LT. D. R. P. COATS, Royal
Canadian Air Force, former public
relations director of CKY, Winning,
and CKX, Brandon, Man., recently
inducted his 17% year old son John
into the RCAF as an aircrew recruit.
WLB Decision Sets Pay
For
CBS Newswriters
SATISFACTORY conclusion of
contract negotiations between the
Radio Writers' Guild and CBS
Western Division was reached
when the Appeals Committee of
the War Labor Board reversed the
opinion of the regional WLB,
which had decided only 10% ra:ses
should be granted, and allowed the
Guild's original contract.
Decision, reached June 14, provides a maximum of $55 and $50
base pay for CBS newswriters, except for those with less than six
months' experience, retroactive
from Oct. 1, 1942, according to
Pauline Hopkins, president of the
midwest region of the Guild, a
branch
America. of the Authors' League of
Hugh R. Savage, Chicago attorney, was negotiator for the
Guild. Jack Van Valkenbura:, general manager of WBBM, Chicago,
represented the network. John Day
Larkin, chairman of the Appeals
Committee, represented the WLB.
BROADCASTING
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Yes Sir . . . when you air your program
over the LONE STAR CHAIN you can
be sure of penetrating big Texas. We have
plenty of facts to back up this statement!
But in order to get maximum effectiveness
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for your program and eliminate present
recording difficulties; we suggest you build
your program specially for Texans. Then
put it on the LONE STAR CHAIN and
watch it click!

For Rates and further information, ivrite Ken L.
Sibson, Tower Petroleum Building, Dallas, Texas.
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Precise

Definition

of

Control

Of

mm.

'AY back in 1922, WMAQ-a

100-watt

radio station— broadcast its first program to
the eager radio fans of Chicago. It was a little
program from a little station, but it was the
beginning of great things.
WMAQ,

from the very start, pledged itself

to the task of bringing to its listeners the
best schedule of programs that it would be
possible to prepare.
All through the years, there has been no
deviation from
WMAQ

that purpose, and today,

brings to the people in its listening

area every day in the week, every week in
the year, a greater number of the most popular programs on the air than all other Chicago
stations combined.
That is the secret of WMAQ's power to
command the attention of and influence a
vast radio audience — and that is the reason
why astute advertisers who wish to reach the
greatest number of people in the nation's
second largest market place their campaigns on

50,000 Watts

•

670 Kc.

Represented Nationally by the NBC Spot <
NEW YORK
BOSTON
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON CLEVELAND
DENVER
SAN FRANCISCO HOLLYWOOD
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Broadcasting
Is Advocated
Senators Taft, Wheeler, Rep. Short Call for Defense
of Free Speech and Amendment of Present Law
THREE MEMBERS of Congress
lel comment on the anti-trust suit
last week called on their colleagues against the Associated Press, sayto defend the essential civil liberty
ing: "Those who drafted the Sherman Act surely had no thought
of free speech by legislation de- that it could ever be used for such
ing. fining precisely the powers of the
Government to control broadcast- a purpose.
"There is as yet no Federal
Senator Taft (R-Ohio) in a agency in control of the press," he
speech in the Senate July 7, de- said, "and there is as yet no Federal bureau which licenses the
manded that the FCC suspend express. But what is true of the
ercising the augmented authority
granted to it by the Supreme
newspapers is no longer true of
Court decision of May 10, until the radio — the blood brother of the
newspaper as an instrument of
Congress has had time to consider
free speech." The Senator then
the whole problem of radio regulaexpressed his belief that the regulation. Rep. Dewey Short (R-Mo.)
tions upheld and extended by the
in an address to the House July 3,
also attacked the Supreme Court Court may well destroy the system
of "affiliated stations" since they
opinion.
network from guaran"Only in this way," Senator Taft prevent teeingany
an advertiser the use of any
said, "can we defend ourselves
of its affiliated stations. Discussing
against the most serious infringe- the effect of the regulations the
ment on the right of freedom of Senator said:
speech in the United Statees since
"The apparent intent ... as statthe Bill of Rights was adopted."
ed by the Commission is to free the
Suggests Hearings
local broadcasting stations from
"Congress should proceed at network control and permit them
do as they please. But this is
once,"eral
he Communications
said, "to amend
the define
Fed- to
not the real effect. It may be that
Act to
precisely the limitations of authority to be conferred on the FCC."
He then suggested immediate hearings on the White-Wheeler Bill
(S-814) so that "Congress may
consider it immediately upon its
return from the recess."
Chairman Wheeler (D-Mont.) of
the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee, following the Taft address, asserted he was in accord
with the proposal that Congress
and not the FCC should write the
"specifications for Government restraints on radio." Declaring he did
not agree fully with the Taft contentions that the FCC regulations
point
toward
ultimate
"destruction"
of the networks
and the
limitation
of their freedom, he alluded to hearings to be launched in Sepember on
the pending White- Wheeler bill to
amend the Communications Act.
Chairman Wheeler said he was
in favor of free speech but that he
did not want that freedom "to be
regulated by a couple of chains that
are owned and controlled by large
financial interests in New York
which have been guilty in the past
of filling the air with propaganda
on foreign policies with which they
The Frankfurter opinion, Sen.
Taft declared, "goes far beyond
any intent of Congress which can
beagree."
read into the Federal Communications Act by the average layman
having some knowledge of its hisCondemning the Administration
for lack of concern for individual
freedom and for freedom of the
tory." Senator Taft made a paralpress,
BROADCASTING

they will be less subject to influence by the networks, but the direct effect of the regulations is
to prevent them from making the
contracts which they may desire
to make. Such freedom as they acquire is only acquired by the adoption of a principle under which in
the future they may be made to do
exactly as the government pleases.
There is practically no limit to the
manner in which their business
may hereafter be regulated by the
FCC. From the language of the
Frankfurter opinion the Commission may determine the 'composition of the traffic over the air.'
This apparently means that the
government can prescribe the
amount of time to be devoted to
every kind of program, and perhaps even specify the programs
themselves. If the character of the
programs and the right to advertise may be restricted and limited
then these local broadcasting stations cannot long survive under
private control.
Viewed as Destructive
"The ultimate effect of the decision on the network system is completely destructive. Many people
have regarded the networks as
somewhat monopolistic, but on the
whole I bel'eve the people approve
the job they have done. The destruction of this system would be
itself a serious limitation on freedom of expression throughout the
United
States." to radio in other
In contrast
countries,
Sen. Taft observed,
• Broadcast

Advertising

American networks have been "developed by private capital, individual ability and freedom to keep
a proper balance between the artistic, theatrical, humorous and political outpourings of the nation.
No other country produces programs of equal quality and quantity." The basis of this network
system has been commercial advertising, he added.
Short's Attack
Rep. Short made a vigorous attack on the Frankfurter decision.
By it, he declared, Mr. Fly, as
chairman of the FCC, has "been
authorized to take charge of all
radio programs in the United
States. There is, to be sure," he
continued, "a statute which forbids Mr. Fly to interfere with the
services and the pleasures which
radio brings to the American people. But the Supreme Court has
explained the law away."
While fighting a war for liberty,
Rep. Short declared, the unnecessary loss of a battalion or a regiment by ignorance or neglect would
cause every member of Congress
to cry out for court martial or impeachment of the guilty. Yet by
the Supreme Court decision, he
said, more has been lost than a
battalion, for "we have begun to
lose what we fight for — since you
cannot lose one civil right without
endangering all civil liberty." He
condemned Congress for failure to
act on its responsibility, which the
Court itself pointed out in the
opinions.
'Precise and Practical'
"We have the solemn obligation,"
he concluded, "of writing a law so
clear that it will forever do away
with the shabby generalizations by
which authority is usurped. In
place of 'the composition of the
traffic' we can write the exact
phrases by which the powers of the
FCC will be described. If we want
to protect liberty in America we
must make the laws precise and
practical, by which radio can continue to function as one of the
most powerful engines of democracy ever invented by the mind of
man."
Rep. Short devoted a considerable portion of his speech to analyzing the effect of the Frankfurter dictum on "composition of the
traffic."
"Mr. Fly," he said, "is reported
to be satisfied with his victory over
American broadcasting. His appetite for dictating the composition
of the programs may be dormant.
But the power is there. This month
and next, nothing may change.
But if a station thinks the people
in its neighborhood want comedy
at night and the FCC thinks the
people ought to have lectures — the
FCC has the last word."
To a minority of the Supreme
Court such an interpretation
seemed lacking in common sense,
the Missouri representative continued, and added that Congress
had no intention of letting any
BROADCASTING

WEMP Fulltime
INTRODUCING a 12 midnight to 6 a.m. program of
music, news and sports for
the swing shift, WEMP, Milwaukee last Monday went on
a 24-hour schedule, the first
station in Milwaukee to accommodate its schedule to
wartime conditions. New programs include a half-hour
summary of the day's baseball from 2-2:30 a.m., rebroadcasts of BLUE network
shows and hourly news reports.
traffic officer determine the composition of the traffic, "not on the
highway — and not on the air
Asking why the public has not
waves."
shown greater concern over the
"destruction of their liberty to
hear whatever they want on the
air," Rep. Short said that the peo-

ple are not yet aware of the meaning of the Frankfurter decision.
They are interested in programs —
Fibber Magee and Fred Allen,
Toscannini and The Man Behind
the Gun. "Trey do not know that
these are threatened. They imagine
that some complicated contracts
between networks and stations will
be altered. . . . The attack on free
radio is almost invisible now; it is
concealed
under
legal terms."
Mr. Short
indicated
that if the
public were to become aware of the
significance of the situation, it
would make its influence felt. "No
one can tamper with the legitimate
entertainment of a democratic
people and survive," he declared.
FOLLOWING an extensive tour of
American war plants, 11 Brazilian
journalists were entertained last Tuesday by NBC's international shortwave
division in the executive rooms at Radio City, New York. Fred Bate, in
charge of NBC's shortwave broadcasting, welcomed the journalists.

The whole "spread" of Central New
England goes to the advertiser who has
selected WTAG, Worcester, but not to the
one looking in from the outside. This market
plays one favorite when it comes to radio
stations, and that favorite is WTAG. Once
you're inside with a WTAG introduction, you
command a region of war industries 400
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Heads NIAA
FREDERIC I. LACKENS, advertising manager of The Hays Corp.,
Michigan City, Ind., was elected
president of the National Industrial
Advertisers Assn. at the annual
election of NIAA officers during
their Central Regional wartime conference in Cleveland June 25. Mr.
Lackens was on the NIAA Budget
Survey and Activities Advisory
committees and acted as vice-president in charge of financing chapter
programs and headquarters supervision. He was president of the
Chicago
1940-1941. chapter of the NIAA in
WESTERN STOVE Co., Culver City,
Cal. (aircraft equipment), in a concentrated campaign for more manpower, is using 42 spot announcements
weekly on KFXM, San Bernardino,
Cal., with one per night on KHJ, Los
Angeles. Firm also devotes a portion
of its daily quarter hour program,
Mystery Chef on KECA, Los Angeles, to its drive for manpower.
Agency is Mays & Bennett Adv., Los
Angeles.

strong. Average weekly industrial wages top
$40 a week. Women workers in Worcester
proper alone, total 16,000.
You should look at Central New England
longingly, but not through a window. The
sales response is here. WTAG holds the audience and WTAG is inside.

Ba&ie

PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
National Sales Representatives
Associated with the
Worcester Telegram-Gazette
Advertising
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
KFI, Los Angeles
Western Federal Savings & Loan Assn.,
Los Angeles (investments), 5 sp, 4 /,
thru Elwood J. Robinson Adv., Los
Angeles.
Esquire Inc., Chicago (Coronet), 11 ta,
thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
McKesson & Robbins, New York, 5 ta
weekly, 15 weeks, thru J. D. Tardier
& Co., N. Y.
Mutual Citrus Products Co., Los Angeles,
3 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru Charles
H. Mayne Co.. Los Angeles.
American Express Co., New York (traveler's cheques),
thru Caples
Co., 2 N.sp Y.weekly, 17 weeks,
KQW, San Francisco
Sunset Magazine, San Francisco (periodical), 2 sa weekly, thru Brisacher,
Davis & Van Norden, San Francisco.
National Lead Co., San Francisco (Dutch
Boy paint), 2 ta weekly, thru Erwin,
Wasey & Co,, San Francisco
C. H. Lauda, San Jose (religious), 1 sp
weekly, ciates,
thru
George C. Hoskin AssoLos Angeles.
Consolidated Royal Chemical Co., Chicago
(shavethurcream),
11 so.Chicago.
weekly, thru ArMeyerhoff Co.,
WJZ, New York
Carter Products Inc., New York (Little
Liver Pills), 2 ta weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
Fifth Ave. Gold Buying Co., New York,
5N.sa Y.weeklv, 52 weeks, thru Colonial Adv.,
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Ivory
Flakes),
ton
Adv.,weekly
N. Y. sa, 52 weeks, thru CompLever Bros., Cambridge (Rinso), 5 ta
weekly, 11 weeks, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, N. Y.
WIND, Chicago
Chicago derMail
Order sp
Co., weekly,
Chicago 13(mail
orcatalogues),
weeks,
direct.
Back to the Bible Hour, Omaha (religious), 6 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Arthur J. Weaver Adv. Agency, Omaha.
William H. Hoops & Co., Chicago (furni), 5so weekly,
26 weeks,Chicago.
thru Goldman &tureGross
Adv. Agency,
Filbert's Old Time Root Beer Co., Chicago
(root beer), 6 so weekly, 13 weeKs,
direct.
WMAQ, Chicago
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Ivory
Flakes), 2 so weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Compton Adv., N. Y.
Lever Bros., Cambridge (Rinso), 55 ta,
thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
Lockheed Aircraft Corp.. Burbank, Calif.
(help wanted), 13 sa, thru Foote, Cone &
Belding, Chicago.
TheBurnett
ChicagoCo.,Sun,Chicago.
Chicago, 9 so, ihru Leo,
WHN, New York
Murphy & Holzer, Los Angeles (used cars),
so,
N. Y.13 weeks, thru J. R. Kupsick Adv.,
B.C. Remedy Co., Durham, N. C. (headache
powder), sa, 13 weeks, thru Charles W.
Hoyt Co., N. Y.
Esquire Inc., Chicago (Coronet Magazine).
sa, 1 week, thru Schwimmer & Scott,
Chicago.
KSTP, St. Paul
Larus & Brother Co., Richmond (tobacco,
cigarettes), 2 so weekly, thru Warwick
& Legler, N. Y.
Rex Research Corp., Toledo (Fly-tox), 26
ta thru Miller Agency, Toledo.
Pillsbury Flour Mills Co., Minneapolis, 65
ta, thru McCann-Erickson, Minneapolis.
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WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H.
Hotel Roosevelt, New York, 78 so, thru
Kellv Nason Inc., N. Y.
Wm. H. Wise & Co., New York, 3 sp
weekly, thru Huber Hoge & Sons, N. Y.
New Hampshire Assn. of Insurance Agents,
Concord, 13 sa, placed direct.
Hotel Bellevue, Boston, 26 ta, thru Albert
Frank-Guenther Law, Boston.
Gospel Broadcasting Assn., Los Angeles,
1 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru R. H. Alber
Co., Los Angeles.
Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co., Long Island City,
N. Y., 147
ta, thru Co.,
Newell-Emett,
N. Y.
Atherton
Furniture
Haverhill, Mass.,
6 ne weekly, placed direct.
Cocheco Bottling Co., Rochester (Orange
Crush),
direct. 24 to weekly, 13 weeks, placed
Duchess
D'Andre
Co., Chicago,
so
daily,
thru Perfume
J. L. Stewart
Agency,3
Chicago.
Gardner Nurseries, Osage, la., 6 sp weekly,
thru Northwest Radio Adv. Co., Seattle.
Morley Button Mfg Co.. Portsmouth, N. H.,
7 ne weekly, 52 weeks, placed direct.
Moxie Co., Roxbury, Mass. (beverages), 6
to weekly, 13 weeks, thru Alley & Richards Co., N. Y.
Thayer-Diggery Co., Sanford, Me. (Palm
Beach suits), 6 so weekly, 13 weeks,
placed direct.
Wester/i Stationery Co., Des Moines (religious statues), 3 sp weekly, thru Shaffer
Brennan Margulis Co., St. Louis.
WFHR, Wisconsin Rapids
Charm Kurl Co., St. Paul (permanent
wave
kit) ,& 6 Co.,
sp weekly,
Bradford
Chicago.thru GuentherStandard Oil Co. of Ind., 6 to weekly.
thru McCann-Erickson, Chicago.
Sinclair Refining Co., New York, 3 sp
weekly, Club
Hixon-O'Donnell
N. Mass.,
Y.
Cliquot
Bottling Co., Adv.,
Millis,
130 to, thru N. W. Ayer & Son. N. Y.
Children's
Bible Hour,
weekly, placed
direct. Grand Rapids, 1 sp
Lehn & Fink Products Corp., New York
(Hinds Honey & Almond Cream), 1 sp
weekly, thru Wm. Esty & Co., N. Y.
Kellogg
(Pep), N.5 Y.
.°">>
weekly, Co.,
thru Battle
KenyonCreek
& Eckhardt,
R. B. Semler Inc, New Canaan, Conn.
(Kreml), 3 sp weekly, thru Erwin,
Wasey & Co., N. Y.
Wisconsin State Farm Mutual Insurance
Co., Bloomington, 111, 1 sp weekly, placed
direct.
Feed Suppies Inc., Madison, Wis. (Kalbaum), 5 to weekly, thru Arthur Towell
Agency, Madison.
WBBM, Chicago
Procter can& Family
Gamblesoap),
Co., Cincinnati
(Ameri-52
10 ne weekly,
weeks, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.
Co., Chicago.

WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne
Clyde Beatty-Wallace Bros. Circus, 15 so,
placed direct.
Griffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (shoe polish),
weekly sp, 52 weeks, placed direct.
American Chicle Co., Long Island City,
N. Y. (Dentyne), so, 13 weeks, placed
direct.
Auto-Owners Ins. Co., Lansing, Mich., 72
sa, placed
S;ars
Roebuckdirect.
& Co., Chicago (dept. store),
300
placed& direct.
General so, Tire
Rubber Co., Akron, sa,
placed direct.
Rex Research Corp., Toledo (Fly-Tox), 26
so, placed direct.
KHJ, Hollywood
Bonnie Bell Inc., Detroit (cosmetics), 3
sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru Edythe Fern
Melrose Assoc., Dstroit.
McKesson & Robbins, Bridgeport, 5 to
weekly, 15 weeks, thru J. D. Tarcher
& Co., N. Y.
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, 6
sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru Sweeney &
James Co., Cleveland.
Dad's Root Beer Co., Chicago, 3 to
weekly,
weeks, thru Malcolm-Howard
Adv. Co.,13 Chicago.
Los Angeles Soap Co., Los Angeles, 30
so, 52 weeks, thru Raymond R. Morgan
Co., Hollywood.
WHO, Des Moines
Spiegel Inc., Chicago (mail order catacago. log) ,6 sp, thru J. L. Stewart Co., ChiCampagnie Parisienne, San Antonio (perfume) ,5 t, thru Northwest Radio Adv.
Co., Seattle.
Pillsbury
Flour Mills, Minneapolis, 104 to,
thru McCann-Erickson, Minneapolis.
Omar Inc., Omaha (Ranch House pancake
36 t, thru MacFarland-Aveyard
&flour),
Co., Chicago.
WLIB, Brooklyn
Murphy & Holzer, Los Angeles (used
cars), 42 to weekly, thru Carl Caiman,
Inc., N. Y.
Books, Inc., New York (Spanish lessons),
3 sp weekly, direct.
WABC, New York
Farrar & Rinehart, New York (cook
book), 3 so weekly, thru Franklin
Spier & Aaron Sussman Inc., N. Y.
KECA, Los Angeles
Hy-Trons Corp., Los Angeles (fertilizer),
3 so weekly, 6 weeks, thru Brisacher,
Davis & Van Norden Inc., Los Angeles.

Fibber Tops Again
FIBBER McGEE & MOLLY oust
Bob Hope from first place in the
June 30 "National" Program Ratings Report released by C. E.
Hooper Inc. Hope, who has been in
the lead in the past several reports,
ranks second in the latest survey,
with Aldrich Family and Mr. District Attorney in third and fourth
place respectively. Other programs
in order of their rating are: Radio
Theatre, Kay Kyser, Frank Morgan-Fanny Brice, Rudy Vallee,
Bing Crosby, Walter Winchell,
Screen Guild Players, Fred Allen,
Eddie Cantor, Burns and Allen, and
Durante-Moore-Cugat. Red Skelton's summer replacement, Beat the
Band, leads the programs broadcast after 10:30 p.m. and not
measured in the Eastern Time
Zone.
FTC Complaints
DEAN STUDIOS, Omaha, and its
officers are named in a Federal
Trade Commission complaint which
alleges that radio and other advertising in which the firm offers an
enlargement and picture frame
free and tinting at cost is
false, because the alleged handling
charges actually include a profit.
Also cited for allegedly false claims
are Sorbtex Foundation, Richmond,
Va., for Sorbtex, a solution for
treating fabrics, and E. E. Paddock, trading as Dr. E. E. Paddock,
for medicinal preparations designated "Dr. Paddock's Palliative and
Symptomatic Treatment for Gallbladder Irritations, Gallstones and
Associated Conditions".
Utah Conference
PARTICIPATING in the Intermountain Radio Conference, held
last week at Salt Lake City as part
of the U. of Utah summer session,
were Clarence R. Menzer, NBC program director, and George L. Moskovics, CBS Pacific Network sales
manager. Earl J. Glade, regent of
the University and manager of
KSL, Salt Lake City, was chairman
of the committee on arrangements.
Dr. Carroll Atkinson, director of
summer session radio activities, assisted in preparations. All four Salt
Lake City commercial stations
joined hands in presenting the conference, held July 7-10.

BOZEMAN

WYO
Getting in STRONG with prospective customers today is the best sure way of a
huskyple live
market
tomorrow!
in this
neck of Able-to-buy
the woods peoand
you THE
sure PACIFIC
reach 'em
over
the facilities
NORTHWEST
GROUP of
KLX
Joseph H. McGiilvra
KFPY
The Katz Company
£NET
The Walker
Company
Write for"coverage"
combination
rates and
our
booklet
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HAWAII THEATRE. Hollywood, to
promote the Columbia films, "Crime
Doctor"on and
A Great started
Life"', for
both!S
based
radio"It's
programs,
weeks July 2 on a scattered schedule
using anscribedextensive
series of trandramatized announcements
on
10 stations. List includes KH.I KECA
KMPC KNX KFWB KRKD KFAC
KIEV KFVD KPAS. Dean L. Sim
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincin- mons Adv.. Hollywood, has the acnati (American Family soap and count.
flakes), has discontinued Painted
Dreams, quarter-hour Monday through SEASIDE BARN DANCE, Long
Friday daytime serial on WGN and Beach, Cal., is using 200 transcribed
WMAQ, and on July 5, starts spon- 30-second announcements per week on
six stations in the Los Angeles area.
sorship of American Family Neivs Re- List
KPAS KFWB KMPC
porter, quarter-hour twice daily on KFVDincludes
KFOX KGER, Contracts arc
WBBM, featuring Franklin Ferguson.
for
13
weeks,
started in late Juno.
In addition, one cut-in commercial on
Agency is Charles X. Stahl Adv..
each of NBC Vic & Sade, 11 :15-11 :30 Hollywood.
Pepper
Family,
3a.m.,
:30-3 and
:45 p.m.,
dailyYoung's
will carry
an WAGNER S APPLIANCE & FURNIAmerican Family message on WMAQ
TURE Co., Los Angeles, in an intenonly.
four-day campaign to promote
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., has sale ofsiveradios,
used total of 456 spot
bought WLW's musical program From announcements on 10 Los Angeles area
during early July. List in'It
to '43Truth
as a orsummer
replacement
for their
Consequences.
The stationscluded
KMTR KFOX KIEV KFAC
show reviews popular tunes from KGFJ KRKD KMPC KPAS KECA
World War I to World War II. It KFVD. Allied Adv. Agencies, Los
will be heard over WLW on Sundays Angeles, has the account.
7Duz
:30-Ssoap
:00 powder.
p.m. in behalf of sponsor's
EVANS FUR Co., Chicago (fur retailers), will sponsor Dearest Mother
EQUITABLE PLAN Co., Los Angeles a new transcribed
Monday through
(investments) in a 6-day pre-invest- Friday serial beginning July 19 on
ment campaign which ended July 1), WMAQ, Chicago. Contract for 52
used total of 137 spot announcements
weeks was placed through the State
on 5 Los Angeles area stations (KFVD
KRKD KMPC KGFJ KFOX). Allied Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Adv. Agencies, Los Angeles, has the
account.
ADOHR MILK FARMS, Los Angeles,
on July 8 augmented its weekly news
AGEICY
commentary on KNX, Hollywood, with
a once-per-week quarter-hour program.
What Do You Think?, devoted to
Appointments
listeners'cerningquestions
conwar strategyandon answers
that station.
Dr. Wallace Sterling is commentator
E. J. BRACH & SONS, Chicago (candy),
Blacklett - Sample - Hummert, Chicago.
on both programs. Contract is for 52 to
weeks. Firm in addition uses twice- Media plans not set.
EMERSON RADIO & PHONOGRAPH
daily help wanted spot announcements
on 3 California stations, KTKC KERN
Corp., New York, to William H. Weintraub
& Co., New York. Radio will be
KXO. Agency is Little & Co., Los used — probably
network.
Angeles.
PENNSTATE
CIGAR
Co., Philadelphia,
MASSE Y-H ARRIS Co.. Toronto has appointed Philip Klein
Advertising
(farm implements), has started on Agency, Philadelphia, to handle
the adCKPC, Brantford, Ont.. five times
vertising of its new Wedgewood cigars.
weekly 10-minute local news and in- GOLDNER MOTORS Co.. Philadelphia
terviews with war workers of its
to Julian G. Pollock, PhiladelBrantford plant. Gordon Sinclair is (used cars),
phia. Al Caplan is account executive.
Agency will add radio for the first time.
featured as reporter. Cockfield. Brown
& Co., Toronto, placed the account.
GOLDSMITH Co. of Canada (Pierce
to J. J. Gibbons Ltd., Toronto.
BULOVA WATCH Co., Toronto, is watches)
No
radio planned as yet.
using along with its station break
campaign announcements urging the NUTRI-COLA Co., Long Island City, to
public not to talk about troop or ship S. Duane Lyon Co., for Nutri-Cola, a new
vitamin P>i. Radio is bemovements or spread rumors. Account drinking containing
considered.
is
handled
by
MaeLaren
Adv.
Co.,
Toronto.
SCHUTTER CANDY Co., Chicago, to
Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago. Sponsors,
J. C. ENO Ltd., Toronto (Fruit Salts CBS program.
and Brylcreem hair dressing) has
AVIATION Corp., Farmingstarted Sunday musical program on a REPUBLIC
L. I., tocampaign
Newell-Emmett,
York.
number of Canadian stations. Account dale,
Educational
pointingNewtowards
was placed by Atherton & Currier, To- peace-time air transport. Magazines; no
ronto.
radio announced for present.
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Rep.

Holmes

Rewriting

Offers

Legislation

Communication

Act

Closely Parallels the White-Wheeler Bill, Opening
Way for Simultaneous House-Senate Action
A TWO-PRONGED drive toward which protracted hearings were held
new radio legislation at this session last year in the House, and the
took shape last week with the in- White- Wheeler Bill, introduced
troduction in the House by Rep. March 2. In all substantive aspects,
Pehr G. Holmes (R-Mass.) of a new the measures are the same, except
measure (HR-3109) to rewrite the that the House bill does not conCommunications Act, which closely
tain the so-called "political sections" of the Senate measure, which
parallels the White- Wheeler Bill
provide for the equal allotments of
(S. 814) pending in the Senate.
time on all controversial issues,
In introducing the new bill, which
Rep. Holmes told Broadcasting
whether or not the speakers are accredited candidates for public office.
supersedes the bill (HR-1490),
which he offered last January, the
Dropped from the new Holmes
Bill are the several specifications
way was paved for simultaneous
consideration in the two houses of that the FCC investigate and report
almost identical measures. Rep. to Congress, on specified dates, its
Holmes said he desired to have views on such matters as newsmembers of Congress as well as the
paper ownership, the network regulations, multiple ownership, and
industry acquaint themselves with
other
highly
controversial matters.
his bill during the expected summer recess of Congress, so that
Incorporated in the Holmes Bill
hearings might be held in the fall. are new provisions construed by
Chairman Wheeler (D-Mont.) of Rep. Holmes as desirable, adduced
the Senate Interstate Commerce
from testimony at the hearings on
Committee, has announced hear- the Sanders Bill last year. These
ings will begin in September on the authorize declaratory rulings by the
FCC concerning the rights, status
measure pending before that Comand other legal relations of any
mittee to continue "uninterruptedly" until definite conclusions are applicants or licensees, and proreached.
hibitions against invoking unThe new Holmes measure is a
authorized sanctions and penalties.
composite of the Sanders Bill, on These latter two provisions were
recommended by Neville Miller,
NAB president, in his testimony
before the House Committee.
The new Holmes Bill, dated July
2, was promptly referred to the
Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee of which Mr. Holmes is
a member. A standing subcommittee
on communications is expected to be
named prior to the reconvening of
Congress in the fall, before which
ON'T
D
hearings could be held. Rep. Holmes
E
W
DO
said he hoped to have short hearings to point up the measure. If
that occurs, hearings on both the
S
NES
House and Senate sides may run
BUSI
concurrently.
WITH
Separates Functions
The results of the House Select
Committee inquiry into the FCC,
'
)
.
y
K
now
in progress, also may be in(
KS
corporated inthe legislative drafts
CRAN
in Congress.
ones •» «•» „„0 „,\ nice fol"
The Holmes Bill, like its predecessor and the White- Wheeler Bill,
provides for the division of the FCC
into two separate, autonomous units
m
^
oftrouble'bouotn
of three members each, one to
reach
are the people w
handle broadcasting and related
Kentucky-*"*^ .em tbal's
services and the other common carrier activities. The Chairman would
e
ot
one
every single
be
the
executive officer of the full
.
lie our friend
8
Commission, but would not sit with
or have a vote on either division.
you— y y**
Each division would select its own
.
t
l
e
chairman.
s
r
u
o
y
New provisions relating to hearings, licensing procedures and appeals are encompassed in the bill,
designed to assure full and free
hearings before the Commission and
rights of intervention by aggrieved
parties.
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Mutual Letters
EVERY EMPLOYE of a
Mutual affiliate will receive a
monthly news letter from the
desk of Miller McClintock,
president — the first issue to
be in the mails by the end of
this week. The news sheet,
containing three or four
pages ofnews,
localis station
network
designedandto
give to each individual a
feeling of belonging to the
network "family".
WSBT Is 21
USING ITS anniversary as the
basis for special promotion, WSBT,
South Bend, Ind., celebrated the
granting of its license 21 years ago,
with a program including talks by
F. A. Miller, president and editor
of the South Bend Tribune, Franklin D. Schurz, the paper's vicepresident and WSBT's general
manager, and the mayor. Full-page
display ad in the Sunday paper
traced
history,
reprints the
on station's
glossy paper
goingwithto
agencies and clients. Starting with
a 10-watt transmitter, the station
developed through a change of call
letters from WGAZ to WSBT in
1925, operated WFAM until it was
discontinued, and is now a CBS
affiliate, operating full time with
1000 watts. It is on the air with FM
over W71SB, broadcasting six hours
daily Monday through Friday.
NBC Post- War Program
JAMES LAWRENCE FLY, FCC
chairman, and David Sarnoff,
president of RCA, will be among
the speakers on NBC's post-war
planning program, For This We
Fight, July 21. Other speakers will
be Walt Disney, film cartoonist,
and Francis S. Harmon, executive
vice-chairman of the war activities
Industry.
committee of the Motion Picture
Handbook Reprinted
RADIO & Technical Publishing Co.,
New York, has published a third edition of Alfred A. Ghirardi's Radio
Troubleshooter's Handbook ($5). The
volume contains 744 pages of factual
data designed to aid the radio serviceman in locating and eliminating trouble in receiving sets, including more
than
400 troubles
pages ofand
"casetheir
histories"
receiver
remedies,of
classified by make and type of set.
The scope of the Commission's
power over licensees would be restricted in such fashion as to give
the Commission no power to regulate "the business of the licensee
of
any
Similarly,radio
the broadcast
Commissionstation."
would
not be given any "supervisory control of station programs or program material,
control
of thestation,
business
management
of the
or control of the policies of the station or the station licensee."
To assure against exercise of
censorship, the Holmes Bill specifies that the Commission shall issue
no
condition
"whichof
shallregulation
interfere orwith
the right
free speech by means of radio communication."
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Sao

Paulo

Agency

Acquired by Grant
Network of Brazilian Outlets
Now Being Formulated
EXPANDING ITS Latin American
operation, Grant Annuncios, S. A.,
subsidiary of Grant Adv., Chicago,
has bought out-right the complete
facilities of Reunida, Sao Palo, one
of the oldest and largest agencies
in Brazil. The acquisition of Reunida will add a fourth Latin American branch for Grant. The others
are in Monterey, Mexico City and
Rio Janeiro. The latter office was
opened six months ago.
Peter Zahn has transferred from
the Grant Rio de Janeiro office to
Sao Paulo where he will manage
the new branch office. Fabio Texteria de Carvallio, formerly head of
Reunida, will remain with Grant in
an executive capacity. Vicente
Caruso has been named art director.
Harris, Echols on Job
L. G. (Bucky) Harris, who heads
the Grant Latin American radio,
has moved from Mexico City to Sao
Paulo after having spent the past
few months in the Rio offices. The
entire Latin American operation of
Grant is under the direction of
David Echols who headquarters in
Mexico City but who has been in
Brazil for six months.
The agency is lining up network
of Brazilian stations. Technical assistance is being provided to the
stations on various phases of network engineering. As part of the
Reunida facilities, Grant acquired
modern studios recently completed,
which the agency plans to use for
the origination of network programs. The Grant broadcasting studios in Rio were completed a few
weeks ago. The agency is planning
to use extensive radio throughout
Brazil both on network and spot
basis.
Reunida at present has 26 accounts which include the Tobacco
Industry of Brazil, a perfume account, an insurance account and a
candy account. Of the 26 accounts,
11 are located in Rio and will be
serviced by the Grant office in that
city. The Sao Paulo office is located
at Rua Braulio Gomez 25.

Ready
LOOKING AHEAD to victory is the Old Bee Hive department store, Burlington,
Vt., which has contracted for
all available time on WDEV,
Waterbury, and WWSR, St.
Albens, on the day the war
with Germany ends. Programs to be broadcast are
left to the station managers
who will incorporate many
special features and remote
pick-ups. Arrangements were
completed by Paul Chamberlain for Old Bee Hive, and
Lloyd Squier, co-owner of the
stations.

BROADCASTING

R. E. MCCARTHY, president of the
McCarthy Adv. Agency, Tampa, was
elected governor of the fourth district of the Advertising Federation of
America, in "convention by mail"
balloting. Vice-governor is R. 1).
Peterson, St. Petersburg independent,
Secretary is Joe Orthner, Ace Letter
Service. Miami, and treasurer is Stephen H. Fifield, Barnett National
Bank, Jacksonville.
ANNE HILPERT GROSE, script
writer for the Woodbury account at
Lennen & Mitchell, New York, has
resigned to freelance. She has been
replaced by Mrs. Edna Snyder, formerly of J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York.
ROBERT F. DEGEN, for the past
ten years vice-president and merchandising director of Kenyon & Eekhardt, New York, has joined Ted
Bates Inc., New York, as account executive.
ED CLARK, publicity director of
Marschalk & Pratt, New York, has
resigned, effective July 15, when he
will
BBDO.join the Los Angeles office of
YASCHA FRANK, formerly of
D'Arcy Adv..
New York,& has
William
H. Weintraub
Co., joined
New
York, as executive creative head of
the company's radio department.
MICHAEL KARLAN, former production manager and space buyer, of
Hixson-O'Donnell
Adv.,Andrews
New York,
has joined Neal Reed
Adv.,
New York, as media director and
buyer.
EDGAR A. STEELE, for the last
four years partner and executive of
L. M. Clark Inc., New York research
firm, and previously holding the same
position with Daniel Starch Assoc.,
has been appointed director of reYork. search and media of Maxon Inc., New
MASON ANKER, former copy chief
of the Chicago office of Sherman K.
Ellic Inc., has been appointed cojy
chief of Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati.
VIRGINIA SMITH, for five years
traffic and business manager in the
radio department of H. W. Kastor &
Sons Adv. Co.. Chicago, leaves July
15 for New York, where she will join
Anne Nichols as supervisor of both
the radio and road productions of
Aide's Irish Rose. Before joining the
Kastor agency, Miss Smith was in
traffic and contract departments of
Trans American Broadcasting & Television Corp., Mutual and KSD, St.
Louis.
FRED H. GARDNER, formerly in
the merchandising and research department of Sherman K. Ellis and
more recently research manager of
Buchanan & Co., has joined the research department of McCann-Eriekson Inc., New York.
DAVE ELTON, Hollywood producer
of Young & Rubicam is in New York
for home office conferences on fall network programs.
BETH KENSINGER, formerly of
WSUI, Iowa City, has joined L. W.
Ramsey Agency, Davenport, la., as
copywriter, replacing Emma Behnke
McCleod, resigned.
ROLAND VAN NOSTRAND, former
timebuyer of Lord & Thomas, New
York, and Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore, has joined Ivey & Ellington,
Philadelphia'. CLEGG McKINNEY, acCHARLES
tive advertising and agency executive
in Chicago since 1905, died June 25
at St. Francis Hospital, Evanston,
111. McKinney was a founder-member
of the original Chicago Advertising
Club.
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Leon Henderson to Biow
As Economic Consultant
LEON HENDERSON, former administrator of the OPA, has accepted the post of economic consultant on post-war problems to
the Biow Co., New York, it was
announced last week by Milton
Biow, president of the agency.
The position will be his first with
an advertising agency and he will
start his new duties immediately.
A graduate of Swarthmore College, Mr. Henderson was a captain in the Army during World
War I, after which he taught at
the U. of Pennsylvania and at
Carnegie Tech. From 1925 to 1934,
he was a director of the Russell
Sage Foundation in charge of consumers credit research, later becoming amember of the SEC, consulting economist of the WPA, and
chief economist of the NRA. He
resigned from the OPA Dec. 17,
1942.
Loveton's Agency
JOHN W. LOVETON, who handled
radio on the Lucky Strike account
at Foote, Cone & Belding, New
York, last week opened an advertising agency under his own name
at 475 Fifth Ave. Associated with
him is Rodney Erickson, at one
time a CBS program director and
recently active in radio at Foote,
Cone & Belding.
Leading Daytime Shows
FIRSTtime on
the programs
list of "Top
10" dayweekday
measured
by
C. E. Hooper Inc., and released in the
June portDaytime
"National"
RatingsDallas
Reis Portia Faces
Life. Stella
and Helen Trent are rated second and
third respectively, followed by Kate
Smith Speaks, When a Girl Marries,
Big Sister, Young Widder Brown, Our
Gal Sunday, Ma Perkins, and Life
Can Be Beautiful. Top-ranking weekend daytime shows, not included in the
above weekday list are William L.
Shirer, first, and Pause That Refreshes
on. the Air, second.
BESIDES his film assignment in
RKO's "Around the World", Kay
Kyser, star of the weekly NBC College
of Musical Knowledge, is completing
a commercial film for the network as
well as added scenes in the MGM picture, "Right About Face".
ROBERT LaBOUR, former NBC
producer, has joined BBDO, New
York, to specialize in new ideas for
radio programs
for the
agency's
accounts. Lucille Vella,
secretary
in the
BBDO radio department, has been
named head of the radio traffic department.
ROBERT H. SMITH, associate radio director of the Clements Advertising Agency, Philadelphia, left to accept a commission in the Navy Reserve. He will be replaced by his wife.
MITCHELL BENSON, formerly in
the radio department of Foote, Cone &
Belding, New York, has joined the
radio department of the Wm. Morris
Agency, New York.
MRS. EDNA F. SNYDER, formerly
of J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York, has joined the copy staff of Lennen & Mitchell, New York.
NORMAN S. ROSE, former advertising manager of the Christian Science
Monitor, has joined Carl Byoir &
Assoc., New York, public relations
counsel, as a writer.
ROBERT KAHN, president of Robert
Kahn & Assoc., Chicago, is father of a
girl.
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OVERTIME RULING
FOR UPPER LEVELS
TO ESTABLISH the method by
which overtime payment to salaried
and professional employes may be
determined, Guy T. Helvering, Commis ioner of Internal Revenue, has
issued a statement to guide employersstructiandons tothe
has regional
sent related
offices inof
the Salary Stabilization Unit:
Although no set overtime rule
has been laid down, the new instructions specify that maximum
amounts allowed will be those necessary to keep minimum differentials between job classifications,
and overtime payments permitted
in the higher levels will be relatively lower. Except where an employer
has had an overtime payment plan
in effect since Oct. 3, 1942, all cases
must be approved by a regional Salary Stabilization office.
The procedure applies to salaried
employes earning more than $5,000
a year, and executive, administrative and professional employes making under $5,000 and not represented by a iabor union, with executives receiving more than $30
weekly, and administrative and
professional workers earning more
than $200 a month.
While recognizing that supervisory and professional personnel
often earn proportionately less than
other employes because there is no
legal provision for overtime payment to this group, the Commissioner's statement points out that
it is customary for employers to
maintain pay differentials between
workers,
fessionals. and supervisors and proPublicity Survey
TO DISCOVER how well supplied
with releases from publicity divisions of various organizations are
the 580 members of the Assn. of
Women Directors, NAB, a survey
of such material has been completed under direction of Mrs.
DorothytenerLewis,
of Lis-A
Activitiescoordinator
for the NAB.
committee of eight women is in
charge of checking the releases,
including Mrs. Lewis, Ann Holden,
KGO;
KSD; Cuthbert,
Ria McCarty, Peggy
WCOL; Cave,
Margaret
NBC; Lavinia Schwartz, WBBM;
Mildred Bailey, WTAG, and Ruth
Chilton, WSYR. A survey of women's programs will be undertaken
by the Assn. this August, Mrs.
Lewis added.

Free Speech — first of the
Four Freedoms. America's great radio industry
is serving the nation well
in helping to protect this
great privilege. And
Blaw-Knox towers are
helping to deliver maximum coverage and dependability in transmission.

SPUR FOR BETTER announcing
is this sign placed over the mike by
WTCN, Minneapolis. Audience
figures are on a revolving disc so
they may be adjusted to Hooper
ratings
for each broadcast period
of
the day.
WCOP License Granted
REVERSING its decision of last
March to investigate the methods
of WCOP, Boston, for selecting
personnel and its supervision of
personnel and sales, in connection
with license renewal proceedings,
the FCC last week adopted an
order granting without hearing the
application for renewal of license.
The hearing, set for July 14, but
now cancelled, was to deal with alleged practices centering around
foreign language broadcasts. Individuals mentioned in the Commission bill of particulars were dismissed, said Harold A. Lafount,
executive head of WCOP, in a
statement last December pointing
out that the station had always
cooperated fully with the FCC.
HENRY LOUIS (Colonel) KLUTE,
former San Francisco businessman
and radio announcer, in Federal Judge
A. F. St. Sure's court was found not
guilty of charges that he acted as an
agent of the German Government without registering with the U. S. State
Department. Decision was rendered
in late June.

BLAW-KJVUX
VERTICAL
RADIATORS
FM & TELEVISION TOWERS

Grayb
aR
CTFIIC COMPANY

BLAW-KNOX
2038 Farmers
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CHILDREN'S SHOWS
IN PEABODY AWARDS
AS PART of a plan to make the
annual George Foster Peabody Radio Awards reflect public opinion
more accurately as well as to give
local broadcasters fair representation in the final judging, Dorothy
Lewis, coordinator of Listener Activities Division of the NAB, has
invited 101 leading persons in 40
states to serve as chairmen of local
subcommittees to evaluate local
programs for the awards. Mrs.
Lewis has also notified local station
managers of the appointments, urging them to support the local award
committees through the stations'
program and publicity departments.
Committee members will listen to
the programs recommended and in
September will report their findings. Final selections will be forwarded to the National Committee
at the Henry W. Grady School of
Journalism as well as to the Listener Activities division of the
NAB.
An additional category — outstandinginchildren's
— will
be included
1943programs
with the
six
program classifications used as the
basis of the 1942 awards. Final enber. tries will probably be due in Decem-

HELP WANTED
'Column' With Participating
Sponsorship
A HELP-WANTED column of the
air with a showmanship flair has
been inaugurated on WAIT, Chicago. Titled Need A Job? the 10minute program is broadcast six
times a week under the participating sponsorship of four Chicago
concerns: The Fair (department
store), Powell Co. (war industry),
Foot Gear & Machine Co., Brock
& Rankin Co. (publishers). Other
industrial concerns desirous of
securing help can participate in
the program. Employes of the companies are interviewed on the type
of work they are doing, and the
advantages of their companies'
employment are explained. The
show is arranged and broadcast bv
Stella White.
KVRS, Rock Springs. Wyo.. has acquired the special AP radio news wire
from Press Assn.

Listen, Then Buy
OUT of 421 women interviewed in
Rogers Department Store, New
York, 28.3% said they listened to
Kathryn Cravens,
commentator sponsoredwomen's
by the store
five-times weekly on WNEW, New
York, and 17.2% of those interviewed on the street had listened to
her program. Out of each hundred
women shoppers questioned in the
store, 92% admitted returning to
purchase items mentioned during
Miss Cravens' broadcasts. Program
has been renewed for 52 weeks, effective the end of June.

New WTOL Studios
NEW STUDIOS are planned for
WTOL, Toledo, following the purchase by the station of the former
Toledo News-Bee building, Arch
Shawd, vice-president and general
manager, announced last week. The
structure will be developed into a
full commercial building, Mr.
Shawd said, with construction contemplated as soon as priorities
have been obtained and WTOL's
present lease in the Bell Building
has expired.
Sees FM Superior
FM, used in combination with the
ultra-high frequencies, provides so
many points of superiority over
amplitude modulation on medium
frequencies for many public and
private radio services that its use
will be rapidly extended after the
war, according to Raymond F. Guy,
NBC radio facilities engineer, at
the recent combined conference of
the Institute of Radio Engineers
and the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

OUTLIKE

Paramount Promotion
FIRST RADIO promotion for
Paramount Pictures "For Whom
the Bell Tolls," which has its world
premiere July 14 at the Rivoli
Theatre, New York, got under way
with announcements on WEAF
and WABC, New York. Plans are
being made for one-minute transcribed announcements on other
New York outlets. Agency is
Buchanan & Co., New York.

OF

WELCOMING
GUESTS
"Duffy's" before the
famousto bistro
closed for the season were Lee H.
Bristol, vice-president in charge of
advertising of Bristol-Myers, who
revealed his ambition to be a radio
announcer when he appeared on
the broadcast on the Blue Network; Ed (Archie) Gardner,
writer, producer and star of the
show; and J. M. Allen, assistant
vice-president and advertising
manager of Bristol-Myers. The
drug firm will return the show to
the BLUE in the fall, replacing it
during
Webster the
Says. summer with Noah

LISTENING

-HE 1 \-billion -dollar retail market dominated
by the power (50,000 watts), the programs (NBC,
plus the foremost local shows), and the popularity (based on 21 years of service) of WGY.

RELIGIOUS programs may be transmitted from Highland Park Baptist
Church of Detroit to CKLW, Windsor,
Ont., under authority granted last
week by the FCC to Stanley G. Boynton. Detroit. Hours are 8-8 :45 p.m.,
EWT, Sundays, for 52 weeks.

A prosperous portion of the Hudson Circle.

"Ever since WFDF
igan announced the
the Smiths' family
sponded nobly on

Flint Michgasoline ban,
car has reice water "
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Metckan
dtelnj & Promotion
Promoting Learning — Canning — Tackle
Bond Network — Babe Ruth Photo
for
E-WAY
n ion
FIVnew
Spanish
Learmot
Let's pro
A the
program series on WFIL,
Philadelphia, and sponsored
by Lit Brothers Department Store
has been arranged by the station.
Endorsement of the program was
secured from all Latin-American
Consuls in Philadelphia and the
Pan American Assn. permitted the
station to circularize its membership. Language department heads
in schools and colleges were asked
r classes that conto suggest to thei
tact with their Spanish studies be
ed
during the summer by
maintain
g to Let's Learn Spanish.
listenin
Fifty thousand book markers are
being distA ribuested in publsic libraries. seri of car card and
newspaper ads is planned.

RESULTS
BRING
RENEWALS
Gaseteria started
WINNvertising in
January 1 941 .
They're still with us!
SPOT SALES, INC.
National Representatives

LOUISVILLE
uutlt

WINN

BLUE

1/tMA.
NETWORK

STATION
LOUISVILLE,

i*t
KY.

D. E. "Plug" Kendrick
President and General Manager
G. F. "Red" Bauer
Sales Manager
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Something New
WHEN WMRN, Marion, 0., joined
the BLUE the first of last month,
Mayor R. C. Snare saluted station
and personnel in a brief talk on
the air. More than 300 advertisers
on the station turned out for a
cocktail party, at which all received blue carnations and assembled in a hotel ballroom covered
with posters with the theme:
"We're on the BLUE, thanks to
you." Ads ran in papers of surrounding towns and cities three
days before the affiliation became
official. Promotion included a
limerick contest run by Lou Marsh,
program director, and Bob Gross,
staff announcer, which asked listeners to fill in the blanks of
"Something old, something new; on
June l.WMRN
the
."
Bond Network
THE STORY of the Kansas War
Bond Network is told by a heavily
illustrated broadside, 5,000 of
which are now being distributed
by KTSW, Emporia, Kansas State
Teachers College station, which
originated a series of 13 half-hour
War Bond programs for an 8station Kansas network. Programs
were carried live or transcribed by
KTSW, KANS, Wichita; KCKN,
Kansas City; KGGF, Coffeyville;
KSAL, Salina; WREN, Lawrence;
KVGB,
Great Bend; KGNO, Dodge
City.
13 Scripts
NBC is releasing to all its affiliates a series of 13 scripts providing material for 12% -minute
broadcasts of news of NBC programs and personalities. Material
may be used on a sustaining or
locally sponsored basis. Carl Jampel, staff writer, is writing the
scripts.
%
* *
Desk Aid
AN ATTRACTIVE desk blotter
"especially designed for busy advertising people" is used as a promotion piece by WKBN, Youngstown. A celluloid cover carries a
conveniently arranged calendar
which includes the previous as well
as the following year.

Wartime Canning
HELP FOR HOMEMAKERS is
found in booklet: "ABC of Wartime distributed
Canning," by
Gibson,
withJosephine
compliments
of WIBW, Topeka, Kan. The
brochure is packed with practical
suggestions on home canning methods, recipes for rationed menus,
war workers' lunches, etc. Sample
headings: Week's Point Saving
Menus for a Family of Four, Containers for the Packed Lunch,
Foods that Carry Well, Low Point
Meat Dishes, etc. Bulk of copy is
on canning, with acknowledgment
to U. S. Dept. of Agriculture for
information provided.
* ❖ *
About Wings
DENVER Public Library, Denver,
has issued, after repeated requests,
an attractive pamphlet containing
a copy of the script for the 18th
broadcast in its series Speaking of
Wings, produced by the Rocky
Mountain Radio Council and conducted by William E. Barrett, consultant in Aeronautics of the Library. The script honored the silver anniversary of the Airmail on
May 15, 1943, and gives a brief
history of the development of air
mail service and the beginning of
passenger service.
* * #
Troop Locations
AN INVASION MAP, prepared
by the news department of WLS,
Chicago, multi-colored on enameled
stock 28 by 36 inches in size, is
offered to listeners for a dime. Besides a main European map showing 13 possible invasion routes, the
folder includes maps of other theaters of war. Other features are a
map locating United States troops
in
all parts
the air
world,
an map
airdistance
and of
future
routes
and pictures of all United Nations
leaders.
* * *
Troop Tackle
TACKLE-For-Troops, collected in
a WCKY, Cincinnati, drive netted
150 rods, 150 reels, 15 tackle boxes,
10,000 yards of fishing line, 1500
assorted baits, 2000 sinkers, 10,000
assorted hooks and 1000 flies,
floaters, leaders, etc. Campaign,
sponsored by the station and newspapers of the city, resulted in this
450-pound shipment to soldiers in
a "recently acquired possession",
according to the Special Service
Division of the War Dept.
Coverage Map
COVERAGE MAP, market data,
and information on the state of
Wisconsin in the war and the
"Badger State" as a market, has
been issued to advertisers and
agencies
in a fileWisconsin
folder by Network
the Mutual affiliated
Inc., Wisconsin Rapids.
* * *
Official Good Will
MAYORS and other officials of
New Jersey towns are heard in a
weekly quarter-hour presented on
WPAT, Paterson, by the N. J.
State Good Will Commission. Purpose is to further an understanding of civic affairs.
BROADCASTING

EMPHASIZING the population pey inthe "Heartartof editor
America,"of
Chestine culiaritWilson,
KMBC, Kansas City, originated
these heart characters to symbolize the composition
of theand
station's
audience
— 51% urban
49%
rural. Sitting on top of the microphone is Kitty of Kansas City,
representing the feminine portion
of urban listeners. At the right is
Kansan, representing the rural
audience. Kitty's helpmate, Casey
(pronounced K. C), stands at the
base of the microphone and at the
left
is Kansan's
represents
feminine"galfriend,"
rural fans.who
Around Increases
PROMOTION PIECE released by
WEAF, New York, is built around
the three increases in time purchases effected by Manhattan Soap
Co., thru Franklin Bruck Adv.,
New York. Sponsor started with
three of Don Goddard's newscasts,
added several, and later expanded
to a women's interest program.
Babe Ruth Photo
A CERTIFICATE signed by Babe
Ruth, baseball star, and Bill Stern,
NBC sports director, goes to every
member of the studio audience of
the Babe Ruth in Person program
on WEAF, New York. Certificate
bears photos of Babe Ruth and the
NBC public service emblem.

9,218
TELL

FAMILIES
ALL

LISTENING

ABOUT
HABITS

Get latest survey — no cost!
Here's how to get next to the billiondollar Iowa market! New, impartial, allinclusive "Summers-Whan" Iowa Radio
Survey covers all 99 counties, discloses
5-year trends in listening habits and
preferences as to station and programs.
Maps and facts on Iowa listeners in
various
age small-town
groups and
levels— city,
and educational
farm. You
need it to do a good job in Iowa. Get
it today 1 No cost, no obligation.
Central Broadcasting Co.,
9 1 2 Walnut St., Des Moines, Iowa
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Sale

of

24%

Interest

in

WOKO

Cited

In Testimony at Hearing Before FCC
SALE of the 24% interest in of the gift in 1934, he had refused
WOKO, Albany, New York, owned
to accept the dividends from it although, Mr. Pickard insisted, he
by Sam Pickard, ex-radio commissioner and former vice-president of could at any time have had all or
CBS, to Monroe M. Redden, an at- any part of the dividends he cared
torney of Hendersonville, N. C, to claim. He testitfied further that
came to light July 3 in Mr. Pick- Mr. Phelps, if he desired it, had
ard's testimony in the WOKO li- the privilege of claiming any part
of the sale price of the stock.
cense renewal proceedings in Washington [Broadcasting, July S].
Hearings are to be resumed July
School Program Chosen
22.
The amount involved was $75,- FOR THE SECOND year, CBS'
American School of the Air, has
000, a fourth in cash, the remainbeen designated by the Office of
der to be paid in installments. The
War Information and the U. S.
240 shares represented are in Government as the official channel
escrow until fulfillment of terms
through which news information
of the contract, one of which is and instructions for civilian activities will be conveyed to children
that the FCC approve transfer of
the stock. Observers could see no and young people, teachers and
Program returns to the air
reason for FCC objection to the parents.
Oct. 11 and continues through April
transfer, pointing out that under
its rules the Commission is re- 28 of next year, with a total of 130
programs scheduled. Each week-day
quired to approve transfer only of will
be given over to a special subcontrolling interest.
ject, including The Tools of Science,
Gateways
to Music, New Horizons
Ownership Record
— World Geography, Tales from
The hearing, according to the Far and Near, and This Living
World. The series is produced by
Commission bill of particulars, is the
CBS education department, of
concerned only with securing an which Lyman Bryson is director.
accurate record of the ownership of Leon Levine is director of the
WOKO for the 13 years of its broadcasts.
operation, in order to determine
from the record whether the manKellogg Adds Plant
agement iscompetent to serve the
EXPANDING PRODUCTION, the
public interest. Mr. Pickard has
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek (cereals),
testified to ownership of 240 shares
signed a long-term lease on the
of stock which has appeared on has
Miller Cereal Mills, Omaha, it was
Commission records of ownership
announced last week by W. H.
since 1934 in the name of R. K. Vanderploeg, president. Heretofore
Phelps, his brother-in-law, and be- all Kellogg products processed in
fore that in the name of Harold
this country were made in the Battle Creek plant, with other units in
E. Smith, general manager and
England, Australia and Canada.
part owner of the station, but nevProducts of the new unit will be
er in the name of Mr. Pickard or
the
same as those produced in Batof his wife, in whose name the
tle Creek: Corn Flakes, Krispies,
stock was registered before transPep, All-Bran, Shredded Wheat,
fer of the stock to Mr. Phelps.
40% Bran Flakes, Krumbles, and
Variety Package. Agencies hanMr. Smith's testimony last Mondling the Kellogg account are J.
day brought out that the delay in
assigning the 24% interest to Mr. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago and
York, and Kenyon & Eckhardt,
Pickard after making the deal for New
New York.
services, including assistance in securing affiliation with CBS, was
due to his desire to settle the matOWEN LATTIMORE, director of
Pacific operations, and former
ter of affiliation first. Although he OWI
political advisor to Generalissimo
admitted he had wanted to protect
Chiang Kai-Shek, is heard in a weekly
Mr. Pickard from "embarrasment"
NBC program highlighting destiny
with CBS and the FCC, his testi- shared by America and the peoples of
the Pacific. Replacing Unlimited Horimony indicated, under questioning
zons as part
of the ofnetwork's
Interof Marcus Cohn, FCC attorney,
American
University
the Air series,
that he was also concerned about
the first broadcast, July 11, presented
keeping his affiliation contract.
of Japan's
Memorial of 1927
and the Tanaka
forces of
imMr. Smith said that he had been an expose
perialism
behind
it.
willing to give the stock because
Mr. Pickard's services in arranging the CBS tieup were valuable,
and Mr. Pickard himself claimed
that it was a fair recompense for
his assistance to WOKO, but later
conceded his efforts were in line
with duties he would have performed on behalf of any station
for CBS.
R. K. Phelps was not consulted
about sale of the 24% interest
either before or after the negotiations with Mr. Redden, according
to Mr. Pickard. He explained that
when his brother-in-law had dis- covered the highly valuable nature
" BROADCASTING

E. L. FEININGER, managing engineer of the varnish and mica products
department of General Electric Co.,
has been named manager of a new
division of the appliance and merchandepartment
G-E, to bematerials
known
as thediseresin
and ofinsulation
division, with headquarters in Schenectady, according to an announcement by H. L. Andrews, vice-president in charge of the A. & M. department, Bridgeport, Conn.
THE

ADVERTISING FEDERATION of America has elected to its
membership WBNS, Columbus ; and
Vv'EXL, Royal Oak, Mich.
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50,000 Watt . . . Clear Channel
. . . 1180 on Dial . . . Affiliated
with the National Broadcasting
Company and The Blue Network, Inc.
ROCHESTER,

N. T.

National Sales Representative:
George P. Hollingbery Co.

yy<7Ae St^nUte^

GaAii34t

Station1

Are being spent
in virginia now than ever before v
••• AND IN VIRGINIA YOU REACH MORE
PEOPLE AT LOW
COST ON RICHMOND'S
NATIONALLY
RECOGNIZED
STATION —

m

5000WATTS
NIGHTANC DAY 910 KC
EDWARD PETRY Sc. CO., INC. NATIONAL REPRESENT^
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Canadian Ceiling
CANADIAN ceiling prices for used
receivers and used tubes have been
set by the Wartime Prices & Trade
Board, Ottawa. Rebuilt receivers
are defined as radios which have
been completely overhauled. Prices
of used receivers which have not
been rebuilt will be 50 per cent of
the rebuilt price. The order provides that dealers must guarantee
every used radio sold. If the set
sells for $50 or less, the guarantee
must be for 30 days. If the selling
price is more the guarantee must
extend to 90 days. The price
charged for used radio tubes must
not be more than 25 per cent of
the price charged in the same district for the same kind of tube
when new.

Double

Ad

Support

Urged by LaRoche
CHESTER J. LAROCHE, chairman of the War Advertising Council, and Frank E. Mullen, vice-president and general manager of NBC,
on a closed-circuit hookup on NBC
last Tuesday urged station executives, newspaper publishers and
representatives of chambers of commerce and trade groups of the need
for intensified support of home
front campaigns by advertisers and
advertising media.
The two executives outlined suggestions for organized local meetings in communities through the
country on July 14 to hear the spe-

ATIONAL ADVERTISERS and New York's
numerous nationalities have one thing
in common. They both agree that
WBNX is THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE STATION of
GREATER NEW YORK.
No wonder, then, that WBNX with its 5,000 watts,
directional, plays the dominant role in selling the
5,000,000* foreign-language-speaking-audience of
the world's greatest market.
To cash in on the opportunities of this super-market,
advertise your national products over WBNX, the
Winner of the Peabody Citation for Public Service to
Foreign Language Groups.
* Over 70%
of metropolitan
New Yorlt't
population U
foreign
born or of foreign
parentage.
Your Best National

Spot Buy . . .

'
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to the

War

Effort

on Closed Circuit
cial NBC broadcast arranged by
the War Advertising Council as
the opening gun of its nationwide
drive for a "War Message in Every
Byrnes to Speak
Speaking to "members of the radio industry and all advertising
men," Mr. LaRoche, in his talk,
stated that "the importance and
size of the audience to this broadAd."
cast is very largely in your hands.
On its success depends the first organized attempt to create the fighting home front we must have to
back
up our invading
Introduced
by Mr. armies."
Mullen, Mr.
LaRoche reported that James F.
Byrnes, Director of War Mobilization, will join the previously announced Washington leaders on the
July 14 broadcast to explain the
role that advertising can play in
creating a better organized home
front. He announced that the broadcast is scheduled for 1:15 p.m. on
138 NBC stations, with other speakers to be Donald Nelson, chairman
of the WPB; Marvin Jones, War
Food Administrator; Elmer Davis,
director of the OWI, and himself,
speaking for the WAC.
Reporting that the total contribution of all advertising in the past
12 months has been at least $250,000,000, Mr. LaRoche said that
twice that amount is now needed —
$500,000,000 or one third of the
total of all advertising — "twice as
much because the job this fall is
easily
twice as radio's
big."
Mentioning
role specifically, Mr. Roche said that "since
April 27, 1942, 120 advertisers have
contributed time on 202 coast-tocoast network programs each week.
On these shows 115 messages are
delivered weekly to an average
audience of 300,000 listeners.
"On 85 spot programs, 38 messages are delivered to 9,000,000 listeners weekly.
"70 advertisers have contributed, at various times, their entire
shows to war information projects
and without any mention of their
own products.
"In addition to this national effort, 891 stations broadcast 8,000
messages locally per day.
"Combined with the networks'
contribution of time and talent for
shows like the Army Hour, This is
Our Enemy, business has made a
total contribution of $100,000,000
through radio to the government's
information program."
'Irishman' Continues
THE SMILING IRISHMAN, Los
Angeles, is now using nine stations
in the New York area to obtain
used cars for use on the West
Coast, and continues to place advertising through Carl Caiman
Inc., New York. J. R. Kupsick Adv.,
New York, is the agency for Murphy & Holzer, New York used car
firm started by the present Smiling
Irishman heads, but now a separate
concern. Murphy & Holzer is using
two New York outlets, as reported
in Broadcasting, July 5.
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WHEN Major Gen. Levin H. Campbell, Jr., chief of the U. S. Ordnance
department, other high-ranking
officers, and a group of educators
inspected installations at Fort
Crook in Omaha, KOIL was on the
job during the two-day meeting.
One feature was a demonstration
of an amphibious jeep crossing the
swollen waters of the Platte river.
Harry Peck, KOIL special-eventer,
and Jerry Weist, engineer, (above)
went along with a shortwave pack
transmitter. The technical setup
was under supervision of Al Bates,
KOIL chief engineer. On the river
crossing, Peck's description was
shortwaved from the pack transmitter to the mobile unit on the
other side of the river and again
shortwaved to KOIL's studios.
Bates also cut transcriptions of
several other army events.
Crosley Shortwave
PERMISSION was given OWI last
week by cilities
the WPB
committee non-military
to construct fa-a
substation, antenna and install
three shortwave transmitters at
Mason, O., for the international
broadcasting station to be operated
there for the government by Crosley Corp. Amount of construction,
according to the OWI application,
was $854,000. Previously, the Defense Plants Corp., an RFC subsidiary, had granted $450,000 to
Crosley for the purchase of ground
and other
construction for the station [Broadcasting,
July 5].
KOA, Denver, played host to visiting
delegates of Lions International at a
recent district convention. A program
of western music and song was arranged for them by Duncan McColl,
KOA sales manager, and a demonstration of studio sound effects provided
by Clarence Moore, program director,
and
Mitchell, coordinator of
sales J.
and Bert
programs.

INTERESTED
THE

IN

CAROLINAS?
INVESTIGATE

WSPA
AT
SPARTANBURG

5000-1000 WATTS . CBS
REPRESENTED BY
HOLLINGBERY
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Fly

Testifies At Cox Probe
Continued from page 12
cline to answer. The crossfire at
mitted checking of the telephone
times reached fever heat.
to Japan before Pearl Harbor,
and might have prevented the
disaster.
Claims Refutation
Of Committee Charges
"The Chairman of the DCB opposed stopping Japanese language
Mr. Fly denied he had "preferred
broadcasts in Hawaii, a factor
charges" against Mr. Miller, but
refused to be drawn out. At one
which led to the disaster."
point he told the committee he had
The entire day's session Friday
was given over to the committee ef- "in my pocket a confidential document from the joint Chiefs-of-Staff
fort to show that the Administration sought to block the inquiry which completely refutes the
through stoppage of delivery of of- charges made public by the committee relative to Army and Navy
ficial documents. Rep. Hart supcomplaints
against the FCC. He
ported the Administration's position, declaring it was not up to the added that he regretted he was
committee or its counsel to deter- "bound by the Espionage Act"
mine what constituted "secret mili- from making this evidence public.
After Chairman Cox had intertary information" and that this
matter rested with the Commanderrupted that the committee did not
in-Chief. He said he thought the think it proper for him to make "a
committee was bound, if not consti- speech", and pointed out that "you
tutionally at least practically, to have your own sounding-board faabide by the decisions of the Comcilities", Mr. Fly said he felt he
mander-in-Chief.
would be "derelict in my duty" if
he did not reveal the existence of
Secrecy Question
the directive from the joint Chiefsof-Staff.
Draws Discussion
In the midst of Mr. Fly's examiChairman Cox, in his statement
nation, and following his refusal to
for the Committee on the letters reply to his questions, Mr. Garey
of the War and Navy Depart- called to the stand Charles R.
ments stating the President re- Denny Jr. to inquire about the exfused to furnish the committee with
istence of the files in the Miller
the documents requested, declared
matter. Mr. Denny said that when
there was no question of release of he assumed general counselship of
the FCC last October and became
"secret military information".
Moreover, he contended there was
no question of personalities involved, but only the fundamental
issue of the proper exercise of the
appropriate constitutional functions of each of the three branches
of the Government. He said the investigation involves no persons anywhere in the Government "except
insofar as malfeasance and misfeasance in office may be found."
If the committee finds itself "too
seriously handicapped", Judge Cox
stated, it will feel called upon to
refer the matter back to the House
of Representatives for action.
cJsk
"It is deeply to be regretted that
John Blair
exception must be taken to the action of the President," the chairman stated. "It is with great reluctance and due respect that the Committee does so. But the issue is so
fundamental, the conflict of authority is so clear, the duty of the Committee to the House of Representative so paramount, and the issues
of constitutional processes so completely involved, that the Committee is left no other course to pursue."
The examination of Chairman
Ply by Counsel Garey boiled down
to a single question — whether, as
chairman of BWC, he would produce the files covering the Neville
Miller inquiry. The answer, arrived
at after the most intensive kind of
grilling intermingled with instructions from Chairman Cox that the
witness answer the questions directly, was that because of his "instructions" from the membership
)f the BWC, he would have to deBROADCASTING
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chairman of the Law Committee of
the BWC, Telford Taylor, his predecessor, handed to him a large
sealed envelope marked "Neville
Miller". While he said he had never
opened it, he presumed it contained
all of the data.
Asked whether he would produce
this data, Mr. Denny said he felt
himself bound by the BWC directive against release of this material.
In opening the proceedings on
Friday, Mr. Garey placed in the
record a letter from Elmer Davis,
director of OWI, dealing with the
inference that the OWI foreign
service activities had been embarrassing to the armed forces. Mr.
Davis said this allegation insofar
as it related to OWI was completely without foundation and asked
to have Philip Hamlett of the
Overseas Branch testify before the
committee. Mr. Garey suggested
that the paragraph in his letter of

June 25 to the Secretary of the
Navy, from which this inference
was drawn, be modified.
Budget Director Smith, in explaining that he had refused to supply the data relating to the proposed transfer of RID to the Army,
said that his counsel had advised
him that these were confidential
papers between the Director of the
Budget and the President. He asserted "my position is not of my
ownHe making."
alluded also to an opinion of
the Attorney General in 1941 to the
same end. He emphasized that he
had specific instructions that the
contents of these documents were
not to be divulged. In view of his
instructions, he said he saw no
alternative but to refuse the request of the committee that he produce the documents.
Asked whether he saw any distinction between production of the
evidence in executive session as
against public hearing, Mr. Smith
said he would have to seek advice
of his counsel. He was instructed to
consult counsel and then contact
Mr. Garey on a subsequent appearance.
After Mr. Garey had established
the manner in which BWC functions and had read into the record
an exchange of letters with Chairman Fly, wherein BWC twice refused to supply the data relative
to the Neville Miller "trial" on
the ground that the data was confidential, Mr. Garey sought to as-

such conversation or any such reSenate's Radar
THE
of radar,
"the
most STORY
revolutionary
military
device of the war" is now an
official Senate document, following passage of a motion
by Sen. Scrugham (D-Nev.).
Calling radar "the superweapon", Sen. Scrugham had
suggested that a series of
articles by John Hightower,
Associated Press science
writer, be printed as a Senate document (S. Doc. 89).

certain what, in Mr. Fly's judgment, constituted "confidential
data". He also covered a telephone
conversation with Mr. Fly "shortly after June 18, 1943" but Mr.
Fly disagreed with the counsel's
understanding of that conversation. Several times the cross-fire
became heated, with Mr. Fly asserting that he had not made the
rectly.
remarks Mr. Garey quoted indiReads Record of
Miller Controversy
On one occasion Mr. Garey recited that in his telephone conversation, Mr. Fly had "agreed
with me on my position" but had
said that he had been "overruled
by the board." Mr. Fly added, said
Mr. Garey, that he would try to
"slant" Mr. Garey's position to
the board if a second letter were
written.
Mr. Fly rejoined "there was no
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CBS

Gets

First

Plant

In Shortwave Program
FIRST new international broadcasting plant to be opened under
the program of facilities expansion
of the Interdepartmental Planning
Committee of the FCC, OWI and
CIAA is expected to be that of
CBS at its Wayne, N. J., transmitter site. Other single transmitters
have previously been added to existing plants of other licensees.
Two 50-kw. high-frequency international broadcast transmitters,
the first to be available for installation Aug. 31, the second Sept. 15,
are to be installed. Antenna construction, transmitters and installation expense is to be paid for by
the Government. CBS is to operate
the transmitters under an operations contract similar to an existing contract covering operation of
Columbia's shortwave station at
Brentwood, L. I.
CBS will purchase a small
amount of additional land to provide space for the construction of
the high-frequency antennas near
Wayne, which was the former site
of Columbia's key station WABC.
Store's Sewing School
JOHN SHILLITO Department
Store, Cincinnati, is sponsoring a
sewing school program heard
weekly over WSAI. Printed lesson
sheets are available for each broadcast and woman listeners have the
opportunity of making a dress of
their own choosing.
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mark made by me."
Mr. Garey held that the position of BWC was "untenable" and
"without the foundation of law."
He contended that nothing would
be disclosed to adversely affect
the war interest.
Mr. Garey then read into the
record a recital of the Neville
Miller controversy, declaring that
it covered alleged "breach of
trust" to BWC by Mr. Miller as
chairman of Committee IV, dealing with domestic broadcasting.
The allegations were that Mr.
Miller had sent to the NAB membership aconfidential plan dealing
with solution of the industry's
manpower problem, through setting up of recommended essential
classifications, and another document relating to creation of a
broadcast equipment pool, which
differed from a plan espoused by
Mr. Fly. He added further that
Oscar Schachter, then FCC attorney and secretary of the BWC law
committee, had drawn up proposed
findings and conclusions on the
Miller matter, but that other members of the law committee insisted
upon taking evidence— a position
vigorously opposed by the FCC
general counsel.
The recommendation of the law
committee to the BWC, after taking of evidence, Mr. Garey related, was 3 to 2, holding the charges
unsustained and concluding that
the release of "confidential information" was not sustained by the
evidence.
It was contended further, he
said, that the position of the general counsel was "dominated and
controlled by Mr. Fly. Mr. Garey
held that the charges against Mr.
Millerallegation
were "changed
three that
times".
The
was made
the
charges were preferred by Mr.
Fly against Mr. Miller because of
"personal opposition" and to "punish Mr. Miller for his opposition".
When Mr. Garey pressed the
BWC chairman on the Miller
charges, Mr. Fly said he did not
want
to give
"piece-meal"
and find
himself
in violationanswers
of the
instructions from his board not to
divulge any facts incident to that
THERE'S
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matter. He said he did not feel he
could answer the questions unless
specifically instructed by the board.
Disclaiming any conversation "in
Chicago" with Mr. Russell regarding the Miller investigation, Mr.
Fly finally asserted that in view of
the "innuendoes and implications",
he thought he should explain that
he did recall that Mr. Russell, at a
board meeting of the NAB in Chicago, was in a position to cast the
deciding vote on whether Mr. Miller should remain as president of
the NAB. He said Mr. Russell
"didn't vote and Mr.Miller stayed."
Asked whether he would supply
the information in executive session, Mr. Fly said he felt obliged
to "disagree" on the basis of what
had happened to other documents
placed before the committee. Later,
Mr. Fly said he would be guided
by the instructions of BWC in connection with testimony in executive session.
When Mr. Garey charged Mr.
Fly with "purposely evading the
questions", the FCC chairman said
that he was in sympathy with the
position of BWC that disclosure
of the Miller information would
affect the "national security and
the national prestige".
Chairman Cox instructed Mr.
Fly to make his answers "responsive". Several times Judge Cox
ordered his answers stricken from
the record. Mr. Fly insisted, however, that he was trying to cooperate with the committee and
that he had a "long line of extensive cooperation with it". Mr. Fly
commented that "the only light I
have to guide my feet is from the
lamp of experience."
Forrestal, Patterson
Letters Introduced
Upon completion of the examination of Mr. Fly, who will be
recalled later in connection with
other FCC-BWC activities, Mr.
Garey placed in the record letters
from Acting Secretary of War
Robert P. Patterson and Acting
Secretary of the Navy James Forrestal denying the requests for
the presence of Secretaries Stimson and Knox, along with some
two dozen Army and Navy officers
as well as the requests for official
documents.
Almost identical language was
used by the two Acting Secretaries. Mr. Patterson wrote:
"The President directs that the
committee be informed that he,
the President, refuses to allow the
documents to be delivered to the
committee as contrary to the public interest. For the same reason, I
am unable to permit the witnesses
to Mr.
appear."
Forrestal stated first:
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Here's the answer to your "hit tunes" dilemma. Top tunes of Today are included
in all current releases of the Broadway Bandwagon. Hit tunes like:

Com in' In on a Wing

Playing; I Never Mention Your

and a

Prayer; You'll Never Know;

In

Name; No, No, No; What's the
Good Word, Mr. Bluebird; Good-

My Arms; Let's Get Lost;
Taking a Chance on Love; You

night Little Angel; I Heard You

Rhyme with Everything That's
Beautiful; In the Blue of Evening; Don't Cry;

Cried Last Night; It Started All
Over Again; etc.

Violins Were

All the above "hit tunes," and many more, have been released by Lang- Worth.
The Broadway Bandwagon, featuring Top tunes of Today, is one of several
highly commercial daily script shows furnished free to all subscribers.
Why not investigate Lang- Worth? Today is not a minute too soon.
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"I must decline to permit the
appearance of the Naval officers,
active or inactive, before your committee as such appearance would
be incompatible with the public
interest." Then he added: "The
President of the United States authorizes me to inform the committee that he, the President, refuses to allow the documents deBROADCASTING
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scribed in your letter to be delivered to the committee, as such
delivery would be incompatible
with the public interest."
Mr. Garey pointed out that in
the Patterson letter, The Acting
Secretary "assumes personal responsibility" innot permitting the
appearance of the officers but that
the refusal on the documents was
directed by the President. In the
Forrestal letter, he said that the
Acting Secretary disallowed the
appearance of Naval officers, active or inactive.
Fly Asks 12 Questions
Reiterating Charges
In his second blast in two days
against the Cox Committee, Chairman Fly at a press conference last
Tuesday handed to reporters copies
of a letter he had sent that day to
the Committee, seeking replies to a
series of 12 questions regarding
the investigation. In these he alluded to "Wall Street counsel" of
the committee, striking at Mr.
Garey, and reiterated practically
all the charges he had made in his
July 4 press release violently attacking the committee.
Along with the letter propounding the 12 questions, Mr. Fly released two other letters he had
written to the Committee protesting against Mr. Garey's investigations, as well as the replies, both
of which were signed by Mr. Garey
and rejected Mr. Fly's requests.
At his hour-long press conference, attended by some 35 newsmen, Mr. Fly parried questions on
the inquiry. He said the Commission would meet "all charges," if
given the opportunity to do so, "in
a surprising way." There was a
sort of veiled inference that steps
might be attempted to stop the inquiry, presumably through action
from highest administration quarters.
The "secret letters" dealing with
the recommended termination of
the FCC's so-called war intelligence activities, placed in the record at the opening session of the
inquiry, came in for considerable
discussion at the press conference.
Mr. Fly emphatically stated he had
no reason to believe the Army had
released the letters and added that
he had "no fight with the Army."
He alluded to the "extensive line
of cooperation with the Army, and
I have reason to believe it will
continue." He left the impression
that his quarrel was with the Navy,
though he refused to amplify his
thoughts.
Attacks Committee's
'Unfair' Procedure
Asked whether he knew who had
"gone over the head" of the commander-in-chief ingiving copies of
the letters to the Cox Committee,
Mr. Fly said he had "an idea" but
he did not think it was a question
on which he should make a statement.
In tempo with his press release
and letter to the Committee, Mr.
Fly spoke disparagingly of the
manner in which the Cox Commit-

tee had procured its testimony. He
cited the case of Donald Flamm,
former owner of WMCA, New
York, whom he alleged was called
to the office of Milton I. Hauser, in
New York, purportedly put under
oath and "made to testify". Mr.
Hauser
a partner
in Mr.
Garey's
law
firmis and
is on the
Committee
payroll
"a dollar
a year".
was the atattorney
to whom
Mr. This
Fly
had referred in his previous utterances.
In his July 6 letter to the Committee, Mr. Fly cited the "gravity"
of the formal public statements issued through the committee counsel and the "unfairness" of the
procedures heretofore followed by
the Committee and counsel. The
substance of the letter (published
in full text herewith) was to ascertain whether the Committee proposed to give the Commission an
opportunity to answer the allegations of Mr. Garey promptly. It
constituted a general attack on the
manner in which the proceedings
have been conducted since Mr.
Garey's appointment last February
as chief counsel.
Also released by Mr. Fly was a
letter dated April 15 to Chairman
Cox regarding the examination of
Mr. Flamm by Mr. Hauser and the
appearance of Nicholas F. Cureton, chief of the FCC Service Division, by committee counsel. Mr.
Fly asked the Committee to make
available to the Commission, at its
expense, a copy of these transcripts and of all other testimony
taken in this manner. Mr. Garey,
in replying for Judge Cox April
19, denied the request on the
ground that to grant it at this time
would be "incompatible with the
public intent". Mr. Garey added
that after the Committee's investigations have been completed, "your
request will be reconsidered".
Committee Denies
Second Request
A second letter from Mr. Fly to
the individual members of the
Committee, dated May 19, reiterated the request for the transcripts
and cited Mr. Garey's reply. "It is
now apparent that various other
examinations of the above type
have been made by the Committee's
staff," the letter said. "We earnestly request the full Committee to
reconsider this refusal and grant
the Commission the privilege of
purchasing copies of all such tran-

SWAPPING YARNS, this NBC
correspondent-commentator trio interlarded their professional analysis of news events with personal
experiences during a recent imget-together News-minded
at network's
Hollywoodpromptu
studios.
ice-cream
nibblers
(1 to r) are
Louis P. Lochner, sponsored on
Pacific Coast stations by Planters
Nut & Chocolate Co.; Upton Close,
sponsored nationally by W. A.
Sheaffer Pen Co., and Jim Wahl,
network correspondent recently returned from Honolulu.
publicly took up the cudgels
against the Committee. He had issued a short one-paragraph statement on July 2 — the day of the
hearing's opening — calling the
charges "a tissue of falsehoods"
and predicting that they would be
wholly disproved if "anything like
a fair hearing" could be expected
from the committee.
Durr Left Off
Fly Picks Up
Where
Heretofore, the battle against
the Cox committee has been carried by Commissioner C. J. Durr,
newest member of the agency,
whose petition to Speaker Rayburn seeking disqualification of
Chairman Cox on grounds of bias
and personal interest still is before the Judiciary Committee.
The Fly diatribe hit a new alltime high, in the opinion of many
Washington observers and newspapermen. One newspaper report
cited it as "one of the most vicious
and abusive attacks ever released
to the public by a U. S. official."
Mr. Fly's charge [see full text
in this issue] that the Army and
Navy were plotting to "wreck the
THE BRIGHT SPOT
of Eastern New York

Mr. Garey on June 3 answered
scripts."
this letter in behalf of the Committee in one paragraph. He said
the request had been considered by
the full Committee in executive
sessionbeen
that directed
morningto and
that you"I
have
advise
that the position that the Committee heretofore adhered to is sustained and your request is again
The pyrotechnics from Chairman
Fly started appropriately on July
denied."
4. In a 1,000-word blast at the
Cox committee, Mr. Fly for the
first time since the inquiry began
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FCC" and that Rep. Cox had "immediately joined forces with the
radio monopoly and Wall Streeet
interests" was received with considerable surprise in all quarters.
His reference to Chairman Cox
without using the customary prefix
of "Congressman" or "Judge" or
"Mr." also occasioned eyebrow-lifting, as did his reference to Counsel Garey only as Cox's "Wall
Street mouthpiece".
Judge Cox, called by newsmen
July 5 regarding the Fly charges,
retaliated with the counter-charge
that the FCC chairman was attempting "to destroy the confidence
of American soldiers in their commanders" [see text in this issue].
Judge Cox was reluctant to reply,
asserting it was the rule of the
committee that individual members
should not speak on current developments. After having failed to get
his committee together, he said he
thought the Fly statement too serious to go without answer.
The only editorial opinion favoring the FCC position appeared in
the July 4 Washington Post, which
in recent months has strongly opposed the Cox investigation and
has urged Dept. of Justice action
against the legislator, because of
the WALB incident. The editorial
was an overall indictment of the
Committee's procedure and contended that Rep. Cox had an "axe
to grind". Also attacked was
Speaker Rayburn, who was held
"chiefly responsible" because he
merely referred Commissioner
Durr's petition for removal of
Judge Cox to the Judiciary Committee without requesting a hearing or bringing the "facts to the
attention of the House".
David Lawrence, Washington
columnist, in his July 3 dispatch
called attention to the "amazing
and sensational document" made
public by the Cox committee, revealing that there had reposed on
the President's desk since February the draft of the proposed Executive Order requested by the
Joint Chiefs of Staff on the transfer of the FCC's purported national
defense functions to the Army. Declaring that it had been supposed
till now that the President saw

MORE
CARRYING POWER
IN IDAHO!
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POCATELLO • IDAHO
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eye-to-eye with his military and
naval chiefs, Mr. Lawrence said
the evidence produced at the hearings shows that instead the wishes
of the civilian chairman of the FCC
apparently have prevailed.
No explanation has been forthcoming as to why this simple request from the responsible heads
of the Army and Navy has been
sidetracked, Mr. Lawrence said. It
will be recalled, he stated, that "division of responsibility over communications led to an unsatisfactory situation at Hawaii, out of
which the Japanese agents were
able to transmit information about
Pearl Harbor before the attack
came on Dec. 7, 1941, which cost
the lives of nearly 3,000 American
soldiers and sailors."
Emphasizing the element of conflict of jurisdiction, Mr. Lawrence
asked whether the American people will acquiesce in a situation
wherein the head of the Army and
the head of the Navy can be
"brushed off when each formally
requests action which to them
seems essential in order to protect
the United States from a military
and naval point of view."
Congress Steps In
To Blast Commission
Congressional blasts at the FCC
came thick and fast in the waning
days of the session. In addition to
the withering attacks of Senator
Taft and Rep. Short against the
Commission and the Supreme Court
opinion, plus the statement of
Chairman Wheeler that steps
should be taken (story on p. 42),
Rep. Boren (D-Okla.) told the
House last Wednesday it was high
time that Congress, as millions of
our people are now doing, take note
of the fact that "we are wasting
our taxpayers' money in carrying
on alleged war activities which,
when examined, are not war efforts at all, but are figments of the
brains of bureaucrats who have
been permitted to magnify their
importance beyond all rhyme or
Citing the recommendation of the
reason."
Joint
Chiefs of Staff for transfer
of the FCC's "so-called intelligence
activities to the military establishments," Mr. Boren said there
neither has been nor can there be
any denial by Mr. Fly of these
"facts." He said it was unfortunate
that the Army and Navy officers
have been "silenced", adding it was
now known that both the Secretaries of War and Navy have informed the House committee "of
such a gag on their officers, although it is clear to all that testimony to the effect that FCC's alleged war activities render no valuable services to the military establishments, from the standpoint
of intelligence, does not, and in
the very nature of things cannot,
involve the disclosure of any milior naval secrets."
The tarysilencing
of the Army and
Navy officers is not pitched upon
any possible disclosure of military
or naval secrets, or on possible interference with the war effort, Mr.
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Boren said. "The order is predicated upon the tenuous ground that,
to inquire into such matters, will
be incompatible with the public in-

Miss Grace Larson,
Lever Bros. Co.,
Cambridge, Mass.
Dear Grace:

Mr. Boren called "utterly absurd"
the Fly charge that the Army and
terest."
Navy and the House Committee are
"conspiring to wreck the FCC."
Mr. Boren placed in the record
the text of a column published in
the New York Sun last Tuesday by
George E. Sokolsky on the Cox inquiry. The article stated that although every effort had been made
to "smear the Cox committee in advance of its open hearings," Mr.
Garey got it off to a good start by
a "careful, documented statement"
revealing the military attitudes toward the FCC's war functions.
Rep. Gibson (D-Ga.) told the
House last Wednesday that he had
noticed Mr. Fly is now attacking
the
andextent
the Navy.
"This
showsArmy
to what
a bureaucrat
will go when he gets you on the
run," he said.
In an address on the conference
report relating to the WatsonDodd-Lovett controversy, based on
allegations that these men have
had Communist front connections,
Mr. Gibson stated that if the House
had stood up "and let Fly know
that we would not tolerate the use
of Communistic idealists in that
service, with probably some more
Pearl Harbors to result, it would
probably have clipped his wings to
where he would at least respect the
Army and Navy that are fighting
to protect his home today."
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FLY

LETTER

TO COMMITTEE

FOLLOWING is the text of the
July 6 letter sent by FCC Chairman Fly to the House Select Committee to investigate the FCC, requesting replies to 12 questions
covering the purpose and plans of
the investigation. (As Broadcasting went to press last Friday no
reply from the committee had been
released.) :
In view of the gravity of the formal
public statements issued through the
Committee Counsel, in further view of
the extremity and unfairness of the
procedures heretofore followed by the
Committee and its Counsel, and in further view of the need of the Commission, its Commissioners and staff members for some information as to what
procedures may be expected from the
Committee, I sincerely request the
Committee to respond to the following questions at its early convenience :
1. Has the Committee already concluded that it will make findings as
set forth in its Counsel's formal and
broadly publicized statement?
2. Does the Committee have an open
mind on these matters, and if so may
we have a public statement to that
effect?
3. Did the Committee authorize the
publication of those conclusions of its
Wall Street Counsel?
4. Is this Committee going to continue to permit such conclusions to be
broadcast without giving the Commission an opportunity for a hearing?
5. Is the Committee now going to
adjourn for the summer without giving the Commission an opportunity for
a hearing on the publicly announced
conclusions?
6. Will the Committee now give to
the Commission whatever notice it is
possible to afford it as to when hearings may be expected to be held and
as to when individual Commissioners
or staff members may be expected to
be called for testimony?
7. Is the Committee going to conservices of dollar-a-year men
on Walltinue theStreet?
8. Is the Committee going to continue to permit lawyers to issue subpoenas requiring appearances before
themselves?
9. Is the Committee going to rermit its Wall Street lawyers to purport
to put witnesses under oath?

FOR
IN

10. Is the Committee going to continue to permit this sort of "testimony" behind closed doors, in private
offices and hotel rooms with the Commission excluded?
11. Is the Committee going to continue the practice of refusing to permit the Commission to purchase copies
of the transcripts of such testimony?
12. In view of repeated statements
that the investigation
is to be a going
constructive one, is the Committee
to afford the Commission any form of
hearing procedure by permitting its
counsel to bring matters to the attention of the Committee: (a) in connection with statements by Committee Counsel ; (b ) in relation to the introduction ofdocuments by Committee
Counsel, or (c) in the giving of testimony by witnesses called by Committee Counsel without threats of being
ejected by the police, and by permitting
reasonable cross examination of such
witnesses to ensure against further
falsehood and distortion?

Urges 'World Radio'
WORLD
RADIO, operating
through a system requiring every
nation "to grant permanent authority for an international commission to establish and operate at
least one ordinary broadcast-band
station
in every
broadcastB. area",
is
advocated
by William
Lloyd
Jr., director of the Campaign for
World Government, writing in
the July issue of Common Sense.
In return for giving the world the
right to talk to us, writes Mr.
Lloyd, we gain the right to address the rest of the world, and
through this exchange of ideas and
information, radio will establish a
new minimum standard of knowledge fast enough to avoid another
global war.
LOLA WARSELL, formerly of Lynn
Farnol Assoc., New York publicity
firm, on July 12 joins WOV, New
York, as publicity director, replacing
Herbert Landon, who has resigned to
take a Government position.

OUTSTANDING
RELATION

TO

WLIB

A

LABOR

PROBLEMS

SPECIAL

AWARD

BILLBOARD'S

IN
6th Annual

Dietrich

Dirks

to Head

Sales Managers of NAB
DIETRICH DIRKS, KTRI, Sioux
City, la., last Friday was named
chairman of the NAB Sales Managersfor
Executive
Committee
the
ensuing year
by
NAB President
Neville Miller.
Work of the committee, one of the
most active of the
NAB, nated
is coordithrough
Lew Avery, NAB
Mr. Dirks director of broadcast advertising.
Other members of the committee are C. K. Beaver, KARK, Little
Rock; Sam H. Bennett, KMBC,
Kansas City; Arthur Hull Hayes,
CBS, New York; James V. McConnell, NBC, New York; John M.
Outler Jr., WSB, Atlanta; W. B.
Stuht, KOMO-KJR, Seattle; and
John E. Surrick, WFIL, Philadel-

PROGRAMMING

COUPLED WITH SUPERIOR MUSICAL OFFERINGS
AND INTELLIGENT HANDLING OF
SPOT ANNOUNCEMENTS
BRINGS

LISTENING FREQUENCY is the
basis for the "First Audit of Network Circulation" explained by
CBS Sales Research Director John
Karol (left) to A. E. Joscelyn, general manager of WCCO, Minneapolis. Study was presented at a
Minneapolis Club meeting attended
by
tives.business and advertising execu-

phia.
FTC Avalon Agreement
IN A STIPULATION with the
Federal Trade Commission, Brown
& Williamson Tobacco Corp., Louisville, Ky., makers of Avalon cigarettes, agrees to discontinue representing that the report of laboratory tests appearing in the July,
1942, issue
The Reddev'
s Digest
proves
that ofAvalons
are the
finest
quality. Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago advertising agency which prepared the advertisements, also
signed the stipulation.

Henry in Capital for CBS
BILL HENRY has taken Eric
Sevareid's place as chief CBS correspondent in Washington. Sevareid left the post for assignments in
China, India and the Middle East.
The new WTOP newsroom cnief
began his radio activities in 1925
and has since been around the
world covering athletic, political
and general news events. Broadcasting descriptions of Olympic
games, London raids, and the tirst
Nazi planes downed over France,
he has also covered both major political conventions and has conducted a quarter-hour news analysis.
He was named winner of the National Headliners Club 1943 award
for columnists, having served for
many years with the Los Angeles
Times as sports editor, Sunday editor, feature writer, war correspondent and columnist.
WOR's Big June
BIGGEST JUNE in its history is
reported by WOR, New York, with
a 60% increase in new business
sales and a 26% rise in total dollar
volume business over the same
month last year. Comparing the
second quarter of 1943 with a similar period in 1942, new business is
found to be 42% higher and total
business 28% higher, according to
Eugene S. Thomas, sales manager.
New accounts using WOR in the
first six months of the year total
155 as compared to 130 last year.
The amusement field continues as
the leading advertiser, as was the
case in a previous sales review
[Broadcasting, June 14].
Baldwin Joins Blue
HANSON W. BALDWIN, naval
and military analyst and Pulitzer
prize winner, has joined the news
staff of the BLUE and on July 25
will start a weekly series of Sundaycastsafternoon
quarter-hour
broadon the network.
Author
of
numerous books on tactics and
strategy and contributor to well
known periodicals, Mr. Baldwin
plans to interpret on his program
the pattern of naval and military
developments in laymen's language.
EXCLUSIVE coverage of the only
major golf tournament in the U. S.
this year will be provided by NBC during the Ail-American Open Golf Tournament at Tarn O'Shanter Country
Club, Chicago, July 21-25 inclusive.
Bill Stern, NBC sports announcer, will
describe the meeting.

Radio Publicity Exhibit
NEW

YORK'S

WLIB
"The

Voice of Liberty"
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WJZ Names Chapin
SLOCUM CHAPIN of the sales
staff of WJZ, New York, has been
appointed acting sales manager of
the station, succeeding Robert I.
Garver, who is on leave of absence,
as announced by John McNeil,
WJZ station manager. Mr. Chapin
was formerly on the sales staff of
Howard H. Wilson Co. New York,
and prior to that general manager
of WSRR, Stamford, Conn.

BROADCASTING
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AIR BATTLE HERO
Son of Late Harry Shaw
LSaved Crew of Bomber —
PRESS dispatches last week told
a story of the heroism of 2d. Lt.
William H. Shaw of Waterloo,
Iowa, son of the late Harry S.
Shaw, former owner of WMT,
Waterloo, la., who financed the
founding o f BROADCASTING
and who served as president of
the NAB, in 1931-32.
Lt. Shaw brought the crew of
a medium bomber safely to Malta
after the ship's pilot was killed
in a raid over Sicily. Despite an injury to his left arm, Shaw took
over the controls and came in with
a perfect landing. Fellow crew
members praised Shaw for his
coolness and skill. Mrs. Margaret
Shaw, mother of the flyer, resides
in Waterloo.
FTC Miles Complaint
MILES LABORATORIES, Elkhart, Ind., following an adverse
decision June 23 by the U. S. District Court for the District of
Columbia in its suit for a declaratory judgment to restrain an impending action by the Federal
Trade Commission, has now been
served by the FTC with a complaint that advertisements foxthree of its products fail to reveal
harmful potentialities from excessive use. Remedies named in
the complaint are Dr. Miles Liq
uid Nervine, Dr. Miles Nervine
Tablets and Dr. Miles Anti-Pain
Pills. Advertisements for the
Nervine preparations, it is charged,
also misrepresent their therapeutic value (BROADCASTING, Dec.
21, 1942). The FTC had sought
a stipulation from Miles agreeing
to modify labels and advertising
for the three products and in response Miles rejected the stipulation and challenged the Commission's authority to ask for these
changes. The FTC countered bmoving dismissal of the suit
(BROADCASTING, Feb. 15) othe ground that it was an irregular means of redress.
Candy Council Renews
THE COUNCIL on Candy as Food
in the War Effort, Chicago, on Aug.
15 renews for 13 weeks Washington Reports on Rationing, heard
Sundays 3-3:15 p.m. on 48 NBC
stations. The program, with Ernest
K. Lindley as commentator, featuring interviews with outstanding
Washington persons, is sponsored
by the National Confectioners
Assn., and directed through the offices of Jos. W. Hicks, public relations counsel, Chicago. Account is
handled by BBDO, Chicago.
General Mills Switch
TWO DAYTIME dramatic programs, sponsored on NBC by General Mills, Minneapolis, are exchanging time periods July 12.
They are Light of the World, formerly heard for Cheerioats, 2-2:15
p.m., and Guiding Light, promoting
Wheaties, which will shift from
2:30-2:45 p.m. to 2 p.m. Both are
heard five days weekly. BlackettSample-Hummert, Chicago, handles Cheerioats and Knox-Reeves
Adv., Minneapolis, is agency for
Wheaties.
BROADCASTING

STANTON
DESCRIBES
PROGRAM
ANALYZER
FRANK N. STANTON, CBS vicepresident, described the operation
of the program analyzer developed
by himself and Dr. Paul Lazarsfeld
of the Office of Radio Research, Columbia U., in checking audience reaction to programs, in a talk at a
meeting of the American Marketing Assn. discussion group on market research, at the Hotel Sheraton, New York, last Thursday.
The simple process, whereby listeners express their likes and dislikes by pushing green or red buttons which activate styli resting
on a moving tape to supply an emotional program curve, affords a
basis for questions which have
proved helpful, he said, in assisting program writers and producers
to discover flaws in their techniques
which have adversely affected the
reception of the programs.
Although no programs have been
put on CBS solely as a result of
favorable analyzer tests, Dr. Stanton said that a number of former
network shows have been dropped
after the analyzer had shown consistently bad audience reactions.
RCA Series Approved
PROGRAM idea suggested to RCAVictor for its institutional network
program by J. Walker Thompson
Co., New York, received full approval of the RCA board of directors at its meeting last Friday. No
details as to format of the series,
network or starting date were announced by RCA, although it is expected the show will begin in the
early fall on the BLUE. Lloyd A.
Briggs, general superintendent of
RCA communications, was elected
vice-president and general superintendent at a meeting of the RCA
board of directors last Friday, as
announced by David Sarnoff, president of RCA.
Alt man

Candle-Power
WHENtric cable
fireindestroyed
an elecits building
on
July 7 and cut off power,
WDRC, Hartford, employed
primitive methods to stay on
the air. The night schedule
was put on by candle-light.
Employees climbed 16 flights
of stairs to reach the studios.
One girl employe claimed she
walked
the day. up 84 flights during

^ill be the ^
Fruit Account Open
CALIFORNIA FRUIT Growers
Exchange, Los Angeles (Sunkist
oranges, lemons), with completion
of its current contract in August
will discontinue the thrice-weekly
quarter-hour serial, The Duncan
Family, on CBS stations with no
replacement announced. Subject to
pitches by several advertising
agencies in recent years, the account is reported to be wide open
again. Several agencies are said to
be submitting ideas for the account,
now serviced by Foote, Cone &
Belding, Los Angeles.
BESSIE BEATTY, of WOR, New
York, has been judged the most popular woman in the country by the 1,000
employes of McKettrick - Williams,
New York, manufacturer of moderatepriced dresses.

pf

• Our past developments and present
n*
fW a
day
experience
PM Antennas with
will
provideciencygreater
effiin design and
performance to meet
the exacting standards of this important field.
We're "all out" for
Victory, gineersbutare ready
our en-to
work with you on
post-war plans.
JOHN E LINGO & SON, Inc.
CAMDEN. NEW JERSEY

Expands

B. ALTMAN & Co., New York department store, has started sponsorship of The Music Festival on
WQXR, New York, in addition to
participations on WJZ, New York,
started earlier this year. WQXR
program is a 25-minute series of
light classical music aired three
times weekly. Agency is Kelly,
Nason Inc., New York.
Brewery Series
PETER HAND BREWERY Co.,
Chicago (beer) , on July 8 began
The Weird Circle, a series of 26
weekly horror tales on WGN, Chicago, at 9:30-10 p.m. First drama
in the new program is based on
Poe's "Fall of the House of Usher."
Agency is Mitchell Faust Adv. Co.,
Chicago.
KFAR Reports Boom
KFAR, Fairbanks, Alaska, has
named Free & Peters exclusive representative. W. K. (Bud) Foster,
KFAR, manager, reports Alaska
booming. Fairbanks itself, he says,
seems destined to become the travel
center of Alaska and possibly, at
some future time, the "air center
of the world".
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PRESS AND RADIO'
Equal in White House Term
-For ConferencesOFFICIAL White House recognition of the importance of radio as
a news disseminating agency, is
given in a letter from the President's secretary, Stephen Early,
announcing that the Chief Executive's meetings with newsmen will
hereafter be designated as "press
and radio conferences".
The letter, dated July 1, was a
reply to a suggestion submitted by
Walt Dennis, news bureau chief of
the NAB.
Mr. Dennis' letter, written June
29, pointed out that the customary
use of the term "press conference"
"does an injustice to what is now
the greatest news medium in the
world — radio." Suggesting that a
simple and easy solution would be
to refer to such conferences as
"news
Dennis
said thatconferences",
the NAB isMr.
urging
the
use of this more accurate term by
all members of the broadcasting industry.
Replying, Secretary Early said :
"The suggestion that you make is
entirely consistent and in principle
I am quite willing to go along with
you. Accordingly, we will hereafter
at the White House designate the
President's stated meetings with
news gatherers as "press and radio
conferences".
HOWARD W. THORNLEY, president of the Pawtucket Broadcasting
Co., announces the appointment of the
William G. Rambeau Co. as national
sales representatives for WCFI.

youcarit raise healthy chickens in the box they oere hatched in.
Cartoon contributed by Homer A. Ray Jr., transmitter engineer,
WLW, Mason, 0.

Fly

Ouster From
BWC
(Continued from page 11)

Navy because of his BWC connection; his attempt to assume BWC
power over communications facilities of other government departments; his insistence on reopening
the Consent Decree and refusing
to renew RCAC licenses in spite of
protests from the Army and Navy;
his insistence on reducing telephone toll rates over the objection
of the Army and Navy due to the
saturated condition of the telephone
system; his refusal to approve
operation of miniature broadcast
stations in isolated combat outposts
if the stations are to be soldier
operated ; the FCC's insistence that
no commercial company can permit
the War or Navy Departments to
take over and operate a transmitter without a license from the Commission.
Full text of the memorandum of
Buy

Buy

LISTENERS

WFMJ
covering greater
Yonngstown
... also selling many
other products on many
other stations.
George B. Halley
TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
HOTEL PICKWICK
• KANSAS CITY, MO.
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More listeners, more hours
of the day than any other
radio station heard in the
Youngstown, O., area.*
*C. E. HOOPER, Inc.
Blue Network
Headley-Reed, Rep.

Sought

Admiral Hooper, which Mr. Garey
said was to the Secretary of the
Navy, follows:
The Navy Department considers as
undesirable the present situation of
having the Chairmanship of the Defense Communications Board vested
ex-officio in the person of the Chairman of the Federal Communications
Commission, especially during wartime. This decision is based not only
on the general principles involved, but
on the fact that the functioning of
the Defense Communications Board
during the past months has been unsatisfactory tothe Department to the
extent that it believes the successful
prosecution
of the war is being jeopardized thereby.
Specifically, the following points
bear on the matter :
1. T h e Defense Communications
Board has failed to take any action
on the written recommendation of the
Secretary of the Navy that certain
committee members were believed to
be disloyal to the United States.
2. The Federal Communications
Commission has refused to turn over
its file of fingerprints and confidential information bearing on the loyalty of commercial communications
companies to the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, without restrictions
which would render the work of the
latter agency ineffective.
Lacks Experience
3. The Chairman of the Federal
Communications Commission has frequently taken it upon himself to speak
for national defense, thereby exposing his ignorance of the subject.
4. The Chairman of the Defense
Communications Board, by action and
by public utterance, has shown that
his primary interest is in keeping
the support
of which
the C.I.O.
cations Union,
has Communiconstantly
opposedtionalour
defense. interests, and not na5. The Chairman of the Federal
Communications Commission and the
Defense Communications Board has
had no previous experience in the field
of communications.
BROADCAST!

6. The Chairman has failed to take
energetic action to speed up or reorganize the cumbersome and slow procedure and organization of the Defense Communications Board. This
causes serious and unwarranted delay
in the war effort.
7. The Chairman of the Federal
Communications Commission has devoted too much of the time and energy
of that Commission to trust-busting,
to the detriment of its other duties.
This is no time for such, as friendly
unity of all interests is necessary in
war.
8. The Chairman of the Defense
Communications Board opposed legislation permitting wire-tapping which
would have permitted checking of the
telephone to Japan before Pearl Harbor, and might have prevented the
disaster.
9. The Chairman of the Defense
Communications Board opposed stopping Japanese language broadcasts in
Hawaii,
a factor which led to the disaster.
10. The Chairman of the Defense
Communications Board has consistently opposed any move to assure the
loyalty of personnel in communications.
11. The Chairman of the Federal
Communications Commission has consistently opposed the stand of the
Armed Services on the question of
mergers.
Too Much Publicity
12. The Chairman of the Federal
Communications Commission gives out
too much
publicity
defense
matters. This should
comeon from
the War
and Navy Departments.
13. The present set-up has too much
duplication of effort, for example,
preparation and distribution of inof coordination
of directionformation,
findinglackwork,
investigation
of
communication security.
Due to the realization that many
matters must be handled directly by
the Armed Services, these have alreadydiction.
been Thetransferred
to theirtransfer
juriseffort to obtain
takes valuable time.
Other matters under the Defense
Communications Board are being handled by the War and Navy Departments without regard to the Defense
Communications
Board, because time
fusing.
is the essence. This is becoming conKWFC Transfer Asked
CLYDE E. WILSON, owner of
KWFC, Hot Springs, Ark., last
week applied
the of
FCCthe for
involuntarytoassignment
license
to himself. Ownership of the station was formerly vested in a partnership of Mr. Wilson and Howard
Shuman, who withdrew from the
business about six months ago after
a successful suit by Mr. Wilson to
dissolve the partnership. Mr. Wilson bought the station at a second
auction last May 6 for $49,000
after the court had sustained a plea
by Mr. Shuman that the first auction price of $15,000, successfully
bid by Mr. Wilson on March 25,
was too low.

NG

Heads Foundation
WILLIAM G. PALMER, vicepresident of J. Walter Thompson
Co., New York, has been elected
chairman of the board of directors
of the Advertising Research Foundation, succeeding Harold B
Thomas. Other officers are: Paul
B. West, president, American
Newspaper Assn., secretary; John
Benson, president of the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies,
treasurer; and H. K. Kynett, of
Aitkin-Kynettministrative
Co.,committee.
chairman, ad• Broadcast

Advertising

Radio
For

EDfill IN THE LION'S DEN, and
apparently as safe as a certain
biblical gentleman. Eddie Chase,
m.c. on Make Believe Ballroom,
WXYZ, Detroit, joins Sheba, of the
Olympia Circus, in a smile. Star
attraction at the show, which broke
indoor circus attendance records in
Chicago and Detroit, was "The
Lone
WXYZ.Ranger", also originating on
Brorby Gives Views
UNDERSTATEMENT in commercial radio writing is believed by
Melvin Brorby, vice-president of
Needham,
Louiseffective
& Bi'Orby,
to
be the most
formChicago,
of ra*
dio advertisings Speaking bef©*§
students of the NBC-Northwestern
University SWftimer Radio Institute
last week, Mr. Brorby s»i^ "In
preparing commercials fw our
shows w© always try t® identify
the advertising message With the
listeners* interest at tfefe moment.
We b%Meve, further, tfe&t the best
commercial radio writing is based
on understatement."
AF^ER SEVERAS, weeks on WEA*\
sflfcrw York,
Babe£sftended
I&ith's baseball
praS3ram
has been
to the NB<2
Network. Titled! fcabe Ruth in Pmmtb^
'the program features the famed teaseball
player i» 'a question-and-awswer
session.
A WHITE rSTAR has beea ."added to
the Arm#--Navy "E" flag of the Simplex Ra$iO Division of Pbilco Corp.,
Sandusfey, O., for continued excellence
in its War production record. This is
the foHirth star award to Philco Corp.

CARRyiNG ALL CBS MAJOR PROGRAMS

BROADCASTING

Cuts

This

Costs

Sponsor;

Boosts His Sales
Tested
Copy
for Newscast
Periods Brings Results
ARE YOU INTERESTED in advertising that
cost of sales? cuts the sponsor's
Dr. E. W. Laisne, head of the
Progressive Optical Co. of Fresno,
Cal., accomplished this feat and at
the same time changed a longstanding policy to avert a seriously
threatened loss
of sales.
The story is one which shows
how radio can serve business management in periods when normal
operations are frequently upset or
even discontinued,
Early in 1941, Progressive Optical foresaw the approaching manpewsr shortage and began training
Women replacements. Surprisingly,
women were found to learn faster
than men and more adaptable to
fast, careful work with delicate
lenses. Production increases up to
75% were achieved. At the same
time, the increased output has been
readily sold by stepping up of the
efficiency of Progressive OpticaPs
advertising.
Entirely by Air
For 30 years, the Company had
relied on newspaper and billboard
copy, which at &ne time ran in
about 100 newspapers. Today the
entire job is done by Progressive
Eye Comfort CoWimercials carried
over 14 radid stations. Switching
from negative appeals based on the
handicaps Of poor eyesight, Progressive 'started emphasizing the
advaftteiges of good vision. At this
pointy W. L. Gleeson, president of
RPilO, Riverside, entered the pie~
%'iiire to design the present campaign.
Effectiveness of 50 commercial's
was analyzed and 14 wei*e selected
for superior pulling power* the
other 36 being discarded.
On the theory that people with
poor eyesight would be most inclined to listen to newscasts (out
of a desire to hear the news without reading) it was decided to feature the selected Progressive commercials on news periods. This simple combination is reported to have
produced a campaign of remarkable
pulling power.
Through the years the optical
company had maintained a credit
policy that had become regarded as
the backbone of the business. It
was featured in the slogan "16
weeks to pay", which appeared in
all of the media used, including
neon signs over the company's
shops. When instalment selling was
curtailed by Government order, as
an anti-inflationary measure, Progressive faced a serious problem.
A shift to cash payment was the
solution agreed upon, but considerable apprehension was felt as to
whether it would be possible to
make such a drastic change without loss of business. Radio gets the
entire credit for doing this job, by
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PROBLEM

SOLVED

Station Manager Studies for
Operator's License
HUGH 0. POTTER, manager of
WOMI, Owensboro, Ky., has solved
his station's technician manpower
problem and offers this solution to
other local station managers who
would like to sleep easily once
more, undisturbed by the fear that
the draft may soon take their last
first-class operator: get a firstclass radiotelephone
operator's license yourself.
Mr. Potter began preparing for
the examination in December,
1941, when he was instrumental in
getting a U. S. Department of
Education radio class started in
Owensboro,
althoughhigher
he hadn't
used mathematics
than
arithmetic in eighteen years. The
first step was to put_ in 2SS hours
of class work in the U. of Kentucky
Engineering, Science, Management
Defense Training Program, which
provided a working knowledge of
fundamentals. The next step was
to study the FCC Study Guide and
Reference Manual and a questionand-answer manual, and Mr. Potter soon qualified for a restricted
license. With the aid of a first class
license holder on his staff, Mr.
Potter studied in turn for second
and first class licenses, earning
both tickets.
To make the answer to the technician manpower problem complete, Mr. Potter become 38 years
old seven days before obtaining
WOMPs "insurance policy" against
an engineer shortage.

WDRC
, CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

That

Certain

Something
Experienced advertisers know that
some stations have the ability to do
an unbelievable selling job, while
itstanding
other stations never make the
grade.
WAIR is one of the
money-making stations of America.

WAIR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

Farnswiorth Net Up
FARNSWORTH TELEVISION &
Radio Corp. annual report for the
yea¥ ended April 30, 1943, shows
gi-OSS income of $26,583,301, compared With $10,433,118 for the previous fiscal year. Profit before
taxes was $2,532,005 and after
taxes and including a postwar
credit of $98,000 was $1,170,005,
compared witb a net for the previous year of $642,237. Both gross
income and profits were the largest
in the company's history.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
I AND OF OPPORTUNITY

WHAT advertising can do to get public recognition for the farmer, to
"elevate farm produce to its rightful
place in
— on with
the
same
levelAmerican
of war thinking
importance
guns, tanks,
planes, ships,"
presented in a 20-page
brochureis titled
"Light Reading for Your Lunch
Hour," prepared for the U. S. Dept.
of Agriculture by the War Advertising Council, with the cooperation of
Republic Steel Corp.
NORAN E. KERSTA. manager of
NBC's Television Department, has left
to join the Marines as a first lieutenant. John T. Williams,
NBC's him
Radio-Recording Division,ofrer'laces
as acting manager.
explaining to the public the reasons for the change in a convincing
and understandable manner.
Net result of this company's experience with radio is that it has
definitely reduced the cost of sales
so far as advertising is concerned,
and defeated the sales slow-down
incipient when credit was discontinued.

ALTOONA.PA.
WFBGComplete Coverage
NBC affiliate and
BLUE Network
19 years in the public service
HEADLEY-REED CO.
National R«pr«(«ntativ«t
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WLB

Hears AFM
Case
(Continued from page 13)

for business reasons, and because it
involved secondary boycott."
Replying to Mr. Padway's frequent assertions that the Board
would invoke involuntary servitude,
and violate labor's fundamental
rights if it ordered the men to go
back to work, Mr. Socolow declared
"The rest of the public has constitutional rights, too. We are legitimate businessmen and have a right
to conduct our businesses in an orderly way."
"What does this no-strike pledge
of labor's mean?" Mr. Socolow
asked the Board, in arguing that in
truth the case constituted a strike.
"Here we have at stake a cessation
of work with a direct or implied demand for better conditions. The attitude of this union is not only critical to our industry, but the very
existence of this Board is at issue."
'Let Them Die'
Mr. Padway, arguing that there
was no issue that the Board could
settle, commented, "We don't want
to work for them. We have no wage
claim to ask you to consider. We
have no employment conditions to
correct. We are not their employes,
nor do we seek to be. We want no
terms or conditions. A thousand
dollars wouldn't be inviting to us."
In course of discussion, William
E. Davis, chairman of the WLB,
asked Mr. Padway if in fact the
AFM's purpose was to put the
transcription firms out of business.
Avoiding direct reply, Mr. Padwivy

FIGHT

ING

FRONT

To help our fighting men along this
road to victory. . .
buy war bonds!

said the ban might have that effect.
"All we are trying to do," Mr. Padway insisted, "is to protect our
members. We say if it is a question
of whether these companies die, or
whether we die, let them die."
'We Will Not'
During the morning session,
Chairman Davis attempted to pin
down the AFM counsel on whether
the union stood by the statements
of Mr. Petrillo and Mr. Padway
before the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, when both men
said the union was anxious to settle the strike. After Mr. Padway
had talked at length without stating his position, the WLB chairman interrupted with:
"Give me a straight answer."
Mr. Padway finished abruptly with
a flat, "we will not sit down to
make recordings or transcripStar witness of the morning
tions." was Mr. Petrillo himself,
session
who took over at that point to insist that the only possible chance
for a settlement lay in whether
"these people are ready to recognize unemployment problems."
"It is a question of not making
recordings, or of placing musicians in stations when recordings
are played," he said. Mr. Petrillo
proposed that a station would have
to hire as many stand ins as the
recording orchestra used.
Commenting on the proposal, industry member Roth asked Mr.
Petrillo what these standbys would
do while the recordings were playing. "Listen to the music," Mr.
Petrillo replied.
Making Bullets
"How do you square that with
the manpower shortage," industry member Roth shot back. Mr.
Petrillo said many union members
were making bullets now. Mr. Roth
commented, "you can't make bullets while you listen to records."
Mr. Petrillo admitted to the
board that the AFM had no labor
surplus at present. He said he was

To help you do a
good day's work in
St. Louis . . . get a
good night's rest at
Ciii

I HOTEL

(Lennox
Every Room Air Conditioned • Noise-Proofed
I From $3.00
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NEW ORLEANS
7pm
50,000

WATTS

The Greatest Selling POWER
in the South's Greatest City
CBS Affiliate
Nat'l Rap. - Tha Katz Agency Inc.

trying to create jobs that would
be ready "for the boys when they

FORD

The back."
AFM president lamented
come
to the board that he had nothing
but legal trouble since he ordered
the strike. "They come along now
and say we are going to lose the
war if we don't have canned music. They say the soldiers can't
fight unless they have juke boxes."
"The party is over," Mr. Petrillo
shouted.
AFM counsel dwelt at length on
the union's war services asserting
that it was giving freely to all war
causes, and letters of commendation had been received from important agencies. "We have even
made records for this board," Mr.
Padway commented. A member of
the board looked up, and interjected that they had never been
used. Mr. Padway, not missing a
trick, replied, "You just didn't
want to exploit us."
Mr. Padway ended his morning
testimony with an eloquent defense of the musician's right to
quit his job. "If it's suicide or jail,"
he declared, "sometimes jail is a
better answer."
Socolow's Argument
Mr. Socolow, replying, outlined
the transcription company position.
He said they were independent and
competing firms; that they made
both commercial and library recordings; that they syndicated
their material, just as newspapers
were served by syndicates.
He produced statements by Elmer Davis and Chairman James
L. Fly of the FCC to show that
these transcriptions were essential
to maintainance of the small radio
stations, and the Government war

ALTHOUGH Ford Motor Co., Detroit, announced in June its intentions of substituting a musical
variety program five times weekly
for its present Earl Godwin daily
news series on the BLUE (Broadcasting, June 21 ) , its plans
were changed again last week to
a news program. Effective July 11,
the company renewed its contract
with the BLUE for 13 weeks, using
the Monday through Sunday 8-8:15
p.m. spot on the BLUE. Station
lineup is increased from 130 to the
BLUE nighttime hookup of 151
outlets, and Earl Godwin has been
renewed.

He asked the board to restrain
the union from interfering with
its members' working for the firms.
job.
"There is no obligation of an individual musician to work for us,"
he said. "The question is whether
the worker shall choose his employer or the union shall prevent
him from going to work." Mr. Padway insisted this represented interference with the union's internal affairs.
"We are not asking you to order
individual musicians back to
work," he declared, "but to remove
restraint on members from free interplay of employer-employe relationships." Mr. Padway replied that
AFM members had all the work
they wanted. They didn't want to
go back. "Call it what you will," he
shouted, "a strike or a dictatorial
action. You can't resolve it by ordering us back
to work."
Milton
Diamond,
attorney for
Decca Recording Corp., which recently bought control of World
Broadcasting Corp., told the board
his firm had been negotiating with
Petrillo for the past four weeks.
Mr. Diamond said he saw some
hope for a solution of the recording ban, and then expressed faith
that the transcription problem also
could be met.
BROADCASTING
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Roy Porter, the BLUE news
analyst who has been substituting
for Godwin for a week or so, has
been signed by Ford to handle the
program from July 13 through
Aug. 2, while Godwin is on vacation.
Chairman Davis called a halt to
the morning session at 12:30 after
A. Walter Socolow, attorney for
the transcription firms, had spoken
for less than a half-hour. More
than three-fourths of the morning
session was taken up by Mr. Padway and Mr. Petrillo.
Mr. Padway opened the hearing
with a blunt declaration that there
was no question at stake for the
board to decide. "No employment
relationship exists," Mr. Padway
told the board, "and none is
He said that for many years, musicians had made discs for home
use.
But after the invention of rasought."
dio "enterprising businessmen" saw
in the discs the opportunity for a
profitable business.
"The members of the AFM
found themselves confronted," Mr.
Padway declared, "with the making of the instrument which destroyed their employment possibilities. Instead of increasing the number of musicians that were employed, it would put them out of
Radio made the problem acute,
business."
Mr. Padway said. He claimed that
in Chicago, the union paid $3,000,000 a year unemployment benefits,
and a larger sum in New York.
In 1937, he said, the industry
agreed to contribute $3,000,000 toward unemployment, a sum he described as a "drop in the bucket"
which "at least recognized their reWhen Mr. Padway commented
sponsibility."
that
even this arrangement had
been upset by the Government's
j;hreat of an anti-trust suit, Chair
man Davis interrupted to comment
that such was exactly the right pro
cedure. "I could have told you that
arrangement
was illegal," the WLB
chairman commented.
Mr. Padway, describing the
threat of an anti-trust suit, re
marked that the transcription firm.'
• Broadcast
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"were only too happy" at that, and
that "while a few kept faith the
majority didn't".
After waiting a year for a new
offer from the industry, Mr. Padway said, the Dallas convention of
1942 at the insistance of locals
throughout the country ordered the
ban on disc making.
"This was no arbitrary action,"
Mr. Padway insisted. "It was the
will of the convention." The companies had a year's notice, he said,
"and in that year they had to think
about the problem, they offered no
solution."
Repeatedly Mr. Padway tried to
convince the WLB that the recorders had shown no interest in settling the dispute. He said that after
the Dallas convention, the firms still
made no offer, although the problem was theirs as well as the
union's.
The AFM counsel asserted that
instead of meeting with the union,
the firms embarked on a campaign
to villify Petrillo and paint him as
a czar. For seven months, he said,
they relied on pronaganda, backed
by NAB; they distributed thousands of pamphlets and cartoons,
libeling the president of the AFM.
Senate Probe
After this build-up, the AFM
representative told the board that
Petrillo's letter refusing to renew
the licenses terminated the employe-employer relationship. He insisted that the actions of the transcription firms confirmed this, for
"if these employers recognized us
as continuing employment, why
didn't they ask us to explain why
our notice was sent?"
"Was the seven-month propaganda campaign consistent with
employer-employe relationships?"
Mr. Padway asked.
Mr. Padway said that having
failed in their propaganda campaign, the firms then arranged the

in BALTIMORE
and the Central Atlantic States
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FTC Script Schedule
FEDERAL Trade Commission's
Radio & Periodical Division has
adopted a new schedule wherein
copies of advertising script originating in the studio of a station
as an individual broadcaster will
be procured on an average of twice
yearly. Calls for the commercial
script will continue to be for 15day broadcast periods on a staggered basis. Sampling of individual
stations, the Commission statement
explains, "should be considered as
entirely separate from the weekly
rendering by certain individual
stations of commercial network
announcements which may have
originated in their respective studios." investigation under Sen.
Senate
Clark (D-Idaho), although, he
claimed there was still no word
from the employers of "on what
basis will you go back to work."
The Padway version of the hearings had the AFM agree, at the
suggestion of Sen. Clark, to meet
with the firms. "This was not evidence of continued employment, or
a strike, or anything of that sort,
he said. "Even then," he said, "the
companies had no offer to make.
We deigned to make an offer to
Of all these meetings, he said,
nothing
them." resulted. He said the union
had made a simple statement before the Senate: "We cannot live
any longer under conditions as they
exist
The now."
AFM counsel attempted to
convince the board that the transcriptions involved were merely
jingles, which could in no way affect the war effort. At one point
he brought a resounding laugh by
singing several bars of a PepsiCola jingle.
A Labor Dispute
In a memorandum submitted to
the board on behalf of transcription companies, Mr. Socolow reviewed the history of the transcription negotiations. The present
controversy by its very definition
is
a labora dispute,
argued. "It
involves
concertedhe cessation
of
work at the instigation of a labor
union for the purpose of accomplishing an ultimate objective," he
said. "Indeed, the instant case has
been held to be a labor dispute by
the Supreme Court of the United
He reminded the board that the
States."
union argued in the Dept. of Justice litigation that "there is involved in this case a simple refusal to work on the part of the
members of the AFM." The union
further said that its refusal to
work was "for the purpose of protection, preserving and extending
employment opportunities, and
constituted a labor dispute." Mr.
Socolow read excerpts from union
briefs. He reminded that the Federal Court had upheld the contention of the union and that this
court decision had been affirmed by
the Supreme Court.
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After reciting how the AFM
labor dispute has actually resulted
in an interruption of work for
many months, Mr. Socolow quoted
statements by Federal officials before the Senate investigation in
which actual interference with the
war effort was reviewed.
Pointing to the importance of
transcriptions to the broadcasting
industry, Mr. Socolow said hundreds of stations are in locations
far from the nearest supply of
musicians. Almost 200 stations, he
said, are located in communities
where the union has never even
troubled to establish a local. Small
independent stations, especially
those without network affiliations,
depend on transcriptions for a
large proportion of their musical
programs, he said.
Miller Steps Out
Following certification of the issue to the WLB by the Labor Dept.
last Monday, the matter promptly
was considered by the New Cases
Committee of the Board. Two of
the five members of this committee— Joseph L. Miller, labor relations director of the NAB, and
Harry Roberts, of CIO — disqualified themselves. The other three
members, by a 2-1 vote, recommended to WLB that it accept the
certificaion and further recommended that the board order the
AFM "strikers" back to work.
Members of the New Cases Committee, which recommended to
WLB that it take forthwith action,
were Frank Morley, representing
the public; Walter White, executive secretary of the Business Advisory Council, Washington, an industry member; and John Brownlow, of Denver, representing AFL,
who dissented.
Unprecedented Action
Action of WLB in calling the
hearing on the question of jurisdiction was virtually unprecedented. Accompanying the certification
of the AFM strike to WLB by
Secretary of Labor Perkins was
a memorandum reciting the facts
in the case. Miss Perkins reported
to the board that AFM had given
notice that it was not interested
in negotiating a settlement because it intended to stop permanently electrical transcriptions for
broadcast purposes.
Secretary Perkins advised the
board that "it is understood that
the discontinuance of the electrical transcription manufacture has
an indirect effect on the enlisted
personnel of the armed forces." In
reciting the facts in the case, Secretary Perkins said that a licensing agreement was in existence
from 1937 until Aug. 1, 1942 regarding transcription manufacture. Representatives of the union
refused to negotiate or continue
the license in effect. The whole
matter was referred to the Conciliation Service of the Department on June 9 by the transcription manufacturers.
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Actions of the
FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS

: —JULY

COMMISSION

3 TO JULY 9 INCLUSIVE

Decisions . . .
JULY 6
KMTR, Los Angeles — Continued hearing
for
July 28, 1943, re application
for July
license7 torenewal.
WCOP,
Boston
Grantedrenewal.
petition to grant
without hearing —license
WEDC,
Chicago
—
Granted
license renewal,
regular basis.
Stanley G. Boynton, Detroit — Granted
authority transmit religious programs to
CKLW. Windsor, Ont.
WEMP, Milwaukee — Granted license renewal, regular basis.
WKBV, Richmond, Ind.— Granted authority transfer control from William O. Knox
(transferor) to Central Broadcasting Corp.
(transferee) for $30,000.
Applications . . .
JULY 3
WKAQ, San Juan, P. R.— Mod. CP, for
moving transmitter, studio, for extension
completion date to Jan. 26, 1944.
WRUS, Scituate, Mass.— Mod. CP for
international station for change in frequencies to 6040, 9700, 11730, 15350, 17750,
21460 kc. power 50 kw.. change equipment.
JULY 6
WLWK,
Cincinnati
License cover CP
for new international —station.
WKZO,
Kalamazoo,
Mich.
— Vol.as assigt.
license to John E. Fetzer trading
Fetzer
Broadcasting Co. (request of applicant).
JULY 9
NBC, Bound BrOok, N. J. — CP for new
international broadcast station on 6100,
9670, 11890, 15150, 15190, 17780, 21630 kc,
50 kw., A3 emission.
WAHL, Paducah, Ky. — Mod. license relay
station to add Henderson, Ky., to service
area ; to be used with WSON, WPAD.
FCC Vacancy
{Continued from page 12)
machinery at the White House. But
how that slip developed remains
one
stories.of Washington's few untold
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly denied on last Monday that he
played any part in the Payne ouster. On the contrary, he rather
strongly inferred that he had supported the Payne condidacy. At a
press conference he revealed he
had been at the White House July
1 — the day the nomination was
withdrawn — but flatly denied discussion of the Payne matter. The
visit, he said, was off the record and
was at the "invitation" of the
White House. He did not say
whether he talked with the President. That it had to do with the
House investigation of the FCC
was not denied, since Mr. Fly said
it was a matter of "serious import."
"I did not know that day why
the nomination had been withdrawn," said Mr. Fly in referring
to the Payne matter. "I have since
learned something about it. I do
not undertake to assign any reasons for the withdrawal of the
name. I know I do not know the
reasons. I knew nothing about it
until I arrived at the White House
that morning and the action had
been taken."
Asked for a statement on Commissioner Payne's public record,
the FCC chairman observed that
he had voted "with me and a maPage 64 • July 12, 1943

Tentative Calendar . . .
KSJB, Jamestown, N. D. — Mod. license
for 600 kc, 250 w., unlimited (July 15).
m

Out

CONTROLROOM
ED W ATKINS, studio engineer of
WTMA, Charleston, S. C, has joined
WCOV,
Valdosta, Ga., as chief engineer.
CHARLES E. SEEBECK, Signal
Corps Reserve, having completed preradar study at State College, Raleigh,
N. C, has been assigned to Philco
Corp., Philadelphia, for further research. While at Raleigh, Mr. Seebeck was with WRAL and the Tobacco Network, and received his first
class operator's license.
HARRY FAULKNER and Noel Hancock were feted last week by the
WMT, Cedar Rapids, engineering
staff at a farewell party. Faulkner,
who came to WMT from RCA Communications last year, is to join the
Navy's
Radar
and Hancock
leaves soon for Division,
the Radiation
Lab. of
MIT, Cambridge.
BERNARD F. GOODRICHS, sales
manager of WHCU, Ithaca, N. Y., is
the father of a girl born June 25.
jority here consecutively, and he
had supported most of the policies
I had supported."
Another story was that both the
Senate and House leadership indicated disapproval of the nomination, in the light of the Cox investigation, and inferred no confirmation would be forthcoming until after that inquiry had been concluded. Moreover, the view was expressed in some quarters that the
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, which must act on nominations to the FCC, might use the
Payne reappointment as a springboard for hearings to conduct its
own investigation into the FCC.
Yet another report was that Attorney General Biddle had urged
withdrawal of the nomination
promptly after it was made. The
fact that Frank R. McNinch, chairman of the FCC from 1927 until
1939, is a special assistant to the
Attorney General dealing with
communications matters, was cited
to give credence to this report,
particularly since he often had
been at odds with Mr. Payne during his FCC tenure. Mr. McNinch,
however, told Broadcasting last
week that, so far as he was aware,
there was no foundation for this
report.
That the White House has looked
askance upon the Cox inquiry is a
fairly well established fact now. It
also is recognized that the investigation had some bearing on the decision not to have Mr. Payne serve
another seven-year tenure on the
Commission. He sided with the Fly
majority most of the time.

Welwork kccounh
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business
PROGRESSIVE conservative
PARTY OF ONTARIO, Toronto (political), on Juy 2 for national party leader
John Bracken, used 16 Ontario stations,
Fri. 8:30-9 p.m. Agency: A. McKim Ltd.,
Toronto.
Renewal Accounts
BARBARA ANN BAKING Co., Los Angeles (bread), on July 6 renewed for 52
weeks Pay Day Quiz on 2 Don Lee Cal.
stations (KHJ KFXM), Tues., 8-8:30 p.m.
(PWT).
Agency: Scholts Adv. Service,
Los
Angeles.
CHAS. H. PHILLIPS CHEMICAL Co.,
Glenbrook, Conn, (toothpaste, toothpowder), onmoon HillAug.
Amanda Mon.
of Honeyon 241renews
CBS stations,
thru
Fri.,
10:30-10:45
a.m.
Agency:
BlackettSample-Hummert, Chicago.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co., Winston-SalCamel
em (
cigarettes ) , on J uly 9
renews for 52 weeks Thanks to the Yanks
on 118 CBS stations, Fri., 10-10:30 p.m.
Agency: Wm. Esty & Co., N. Y.
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO Co., New
York (Chesterfield), on June 29 renews for
52 weeks
Harry
on 119
CBS
stations,
Tues.,James'
Wed., orchestra
Thurs., 7:15-7:30
p.m. Agency: Newell-Emmett Co., N. Y.
R. L. W ATKINS Co., New York (Dr.
Lyon's Husband
Toothpowder)
on Aug.
2 renews
Second
on 41, CBS
stations,
Mon.,
Tues., and Wed., 11:15-11:30 a.m., and
Bayer Co., New York (Bayer aspirin) on
Aug. 2 renews Second Husband on 41
CBS stations, Thurs., and Fri., same
time.
Chicago.Agency : Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
STERLING PRODUCTS, Ltd., Windsor,
Ont. (Bayer aspirin) on July 18 renewed
Album of Familiar Music on 35 Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. stations, Sun. 9:30-10
p.m. Agency: Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
N. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE CO., Toronto, on
July 1 renewed Ma Perkins for Oxydol on
27 Canadian Broadcasting Corp. stations,
Mon. thru Fri. 3:15-3:30 p.m. Agency:
Blackett - Sample - Hummert, Chicago. On
July 1 P. & G. renewed Mary Marlin for
Ivory Snow on 27 Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. stations,
thru Fri.
3-3:15
Agency:
Benton Mon.
& Bowles,
N. Y.
On p.m.
July
1 renewed for Ivory Right to Happiness on
12 Canadian Broadcasting Corp. stations,
Mon. thru Fri. 3:45-4 p.m. and Life Begins
Tomorrow on 3 CBC French stations, Mon.
thru Fri. 7:15-7:30 p.m. Agency: Compton Adv., N. Y. On July 1 for Chipso and
Camay
renewed Pepper
Young's
on
27 Canadian
Broadcasting
Corp.Family
stations,
Mon.
thru
Fri.
3:30-3:45
and
Vie de Famille on 4 CBC Frenchp.m.,
stations
Mon. thru Fri. 11:45-12 noon. Agencv:
Pedlar & Ryan, N. Y. On July 1 for P.
& G Soap and Barsalou renewed Snow
Village on 17 Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
stations, Mon. thru Fri. 3:45-4 p.m., and
Quelles Nouvelles on 3 CBC French stap.m.forAgencyAdv., N.tions,Y.12:15-12:30
Renewed
Oxydol Com~t"n
on July
1 Road of Life on 27 Canadian BroadcastCorp. Rue
stations,
Mon. thru
a.m.,ingand
Principale
on 4 Fri.
CBC 11-11:15
French
stations, Mon. thru Fri. 1-1:15 p.m.
Agency : Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.
Network Changes
PROCTER & GAMBLE. Cincinnati, on
July 1 shifted Snow Village on 72 NBC
stations, Mon. thru Fri., 11:30-11:45 a.m.,
from White Laundry Soap to Ivory Flakes,
with cut-ins for White Laundry. Agency :
Compton Adv., N. Y.
MINNEAPOLIS-HONEYWELL Regulator Co, Minneapolis, on July 28 discontinues John Freedom every fourth Wednesday, 9-9:30 p.m., on 147 BLUE stations.
Agency : Addison, Lewis & Assoc., Minneapolis.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co., Win(Camels),onon117July
shifted
Thanks to theston-Salem
Yanks
CBS 9 stations
from Sat., 7:30-8 p.m. to Fri., 1010:45 van.
p.m.,
replacing
Cara-Y.
Agency:
WilliamCamel
Esty Comedy
& Co., N.
SERUTAN Co., Jersey City (Health-aids),
on July 11 adds for 12 weeks, 6 Don Lee
Pacific stations (KHJ KFRC KGB KALE
KMO tionKOL),
A. L.stations,
Alexander's
Board on toMBS
Sun., Media5-5:45
p.m. (PWT) Agency: Raymond Spector
Co., N. .Y.
BROADCASTING

Speed-Up

Effected

By News
Services
PA and UP Now Transmitting
60 Words Per Minute
IN ACCORDANCE with recent
announcements by both Associated
Press and United Press of plans to
speed up their respective radio
news wire services, both news-gathering associations last week revealed that changes necessary for
high-speed circuits have been effected and are now in operation.
All New York and New England
affiliates of Press Assn., radio subsidiary of AP, began to receive the
increased volume of AP radio news,
effective July 7, the conversion
from 40 to 60 word-per-minute
sending speed being accomplished
in the early morning hours to keep
from impeding the service as little
as possible.
Soon Nationwide
In commenting on the speed-up,
Oliver Gramling, assistant general
manager of PA, stated: "It is our
present intention that the entire
nationwide circuit will be operating
on the 60-word-per-minute basis
before many days have pasesd. We
would like to express our appreciation to affiliated radio stations for
their splendid cooperation during
the trying switch over period."
UP's changeover of transmission
facilities to 60 words-per-minute
was accomplished early last Sunday morning between midnight and
5 a.m. (July 11) on a complete
coast-to-coast basis, according to
the announcement by A. F. Harrison, radio sales manager of UP.
"This is the greatest forward
step we have made since the inauguration of our transcontinental radio wire," he said. "It means we
now are able to expand our feature
service as well as our national and
regional service to the more than
500 stations served by UP."
With speeding up of the radio
news wire, UP announced the addition of two features to its service.
One is a five-minute personality
and biographical sketch of world
leaders titled "Names in the News"
and slated for presentation six days
weekly, effective July 12. The other
is a Sunday six-week feature on
food preservation and canning,
titled "Canning For Victory", the
first script of which was carried
July 11.
POOR RICHARD CLUB, Philadelphia, plans a series of 35 advertising
forums during the coming year, covering newspapers,
magazines,
and principal
advertising
groups. radio
EMERSON DRUG CO., Baltimore (BromoSeltzer), on July 19 adds 43 CBS stations
to Vox Pop, making a total of 117 CBS
stations, Mon., 8-8:30 p.m., and on Aug.
2 renews program
for Y.52 weeks. Agency:
Ruthrauff
& Ryan, N.
BARBASOL Co., Indianapolis (shaving
cream), on July 4 expanded Gabriel
Heatter, Sun., 5:45-6 p.m. (PWT), as did
R. B. Semler Inc., New York (Kreml),
on July 5, Mon., Wed., Fri., 6-6:15 p.m.
(PWT), and Zonite Products Corp.. New
York (Forhan's toothpaste), on July 6,
Tues., Thurs., 6-6:15 p.m. (PWT), from
8 to cy:33 Erwin,
Don Wasey
Lee Pacific
& Co., stations.
N. Y. Agen• Broadcast

Advertising

CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press
Building, Washington, D. C.
Help Wanted

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)

First or Second Class Operator — With announcing experience. Rocky Mountain
Station. Box 808, BROADCASTING.
Wanted in Broadcast Station, Miami, Florida— First class engineer ; must be capable of installing and maintaining 5 kw
equipment; either Western Electric or
RCA. Must have good references and be
draft exempt. Give all details relative
background, salary in first letter. Box
809, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — First class radio telephone license, draft deferred. In Southwest. Pay
up to $50 weekly. Address Box 815,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — For important job in progressive station. Want man we can promote
into outstanding popularity. Man we want
desires change to permanent job where
working conditions are ideal. He has natural wit and gift of gab. Send transcription. Our salary scale fixed so state
your salary requirements first letter to
save our time. BLUE and MBS. WGAC,
Augusta, Georgia.
Announcer — Permanent position with 5
kw regional network station for draft
deferred, experienced man. Box 832,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Good pay, good working conditions. Wire or write Jack Rathbun,
WJHP, Jacksonville, Florida.
Wanted at Once — First class engineer.
Draft exempt. Tell all first communication, including minimum salary. WMSL,
Decatur, Alabama.
Transmitter Engineers — Several vacancies
exist for plant engineers with first class
license. Permanent career positions with
50,000 watt station in South. Excellent
opportunity for right men. Applications
held in confidence. Give full details first
letter to Box 822, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen — Good station with growing business, good organization, good volume of
established business. Contact J. M. Smedley, Commercial Manager, WCMI, Ashland, Kentucky.
Draft Deferred — Licensed first, second, or
third class operators. Rocky Mountain 5
kw.
network station. Box 833, BROADCASTING.

Five Years'
Experience
Married, two
children. Am news
editor— recognized
station.
Good in play-by-play sports, staff announcing. Prefer special news shows or
programwest. Willdirector
position.
PreferPresent
midtake south
or west.
salary sixty per week. Reason for leavING. ing personal. Box 825, BROADCASTSPORTSCASTER— Fully experienced. Major
league
baseball, allfootball,
basketball,play-by-play
etc. Now handling
sports
at metropolitan net affiiliate. 4F draft
status. College graduate. Family. Nothing
under
$75 week considered. Box 821,
BROADCASTING.
Ambitious, Alert Young Man — With radio
and stage acting experience able to write
and capable of drama direction desires
position as announcer with progressive
radio station. Can type, take shorthand,
accept responsibility. Married, 4F. Box
819, BROADCASTING.
MIDWESTERN COLORED BOY— With excellent voice wants job either announcing or operating. Third grade license.
Draft 4F. Available at once. Box 830,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Ready August 1. Graduate,
NBC - Northwestern University Summer
Radio Institute. Majored in announcing,
newscasting, control room technique.
Preparation qualifies me to work on
small station. Draft exempt. Locate anywhere, excellent references. Box 818,
BROADCASTING.

ANNOUNCER— Permanent staff position.
$65.00 48-hour week. Want good commercial man. State draft status, experience,
availability.
Write W-I-N-D, Gary, Indiana.
Situations Wanted
Announcer-Producer — 51. Theatrical background. Conscientious, intelligent. Job
can include presentation of own daytime serial. Sponsored by national advertisers, program is homey quixotic family
story acted and written by myself and
wife. Box 836, BROADCASTING.
Executive — Experienced all phases station
operation. Programming, production, general managerial 250w, 5000w, 50,000w.
Draft status 3A, father. East, South or
Southeast preferred. Available August 1.
Box 829, BROADCASTING.
innouncer-Producer — Network affiliate experience. Draft deferred. Available now.
Wire Box 834, BROADCASTING.
'echnical
— Now permanent
employed 10KW
midwest Supervisor
station desires
connection on West Coast. 20 years in radio
including 50kw. experience. Qualified
chief engineer, studio supervisor or transmitter supervisor. Married, one child,
Class 3A. Box 827, BROADCASTING.
XPERIENCED NEWSMAN — Program director desires permanent position in California. Box 817, BROADCASTING.
5ROADCASTING

RADIO REPS — Attention— Sales executive
seeking connection with live wire rep
organization. 38, draft exempt, excellent
record. Box 838, BROADCASTING.
MANAGER — Especially interested in- station with problem. Eleven years radio,
five in theatre. Responsible family man.
Thoroughly experienced all phases station operation — and evidence to prove it.
Box 816, BROADCASTING.
Newscaster — On 50,000 watt station. Newspaper background, B.J. degree, good
writer, all-around air, program experience. 3A, father with one of last order
numbers. Executive calibre. Desires perin stable,
organization. manency
Available
aftercongenial
fair notice.
Box
810, BROADCASTING.
Available at Once — Top notch announcer
with 15 years' successful newscasting
producing perience.
and general
major 41station
Executive ability.
years ex-of
age. Wire Box 807, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
Continuity
Editor-Writer
Who can write
copy that
sells. Now—
available. 4F. Can also handle news,
sports publicity. Box 835, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-Program Director — Prefer West
Coast. Thoroughly experienced writing
and producing. News, commercials, some
sports.
ING. Deferred. Box 813, BROADCASTEngineer — With first c?ass ticket, ability
as chief, wants situation. Available inside
$65 00 unclassified.30Boxdays.
828, Minimum
BROADCASTING.

Wanted to Buy (Cont'd)
$50.00 Reward — For information that will
lead toterestpurchase
major Purchaser
or minor has
inin Southern ofstation.
twenty
years'
experience
and cash.
Box radio-newspaper
837, BROADCASTING.
Minority Interest — In radio station. Box
823, BROADCASTING.
Station Owner and Operator — Wishes to
purchase outright station in Florida.
Give asking price and income and expensedential.statement
1942. Replies confiBox 831, for
BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Doolittle Radio Frequency Monitor — Model
FD-8. Suitable for Crystal Grinding.
Used only two weeks. Bax 826, BROADCASTING.
250-Watt Radio Station — In one of busiest towns in the southwest. Write Box
814, BROADCASTING.
Miscellaneous
Financing Wanted — Broadcasting executive
owningcific Coast
halfregional
interesthasin opportunity
profitable Pa-to
purchase balance of stock. Desires to
contact party willing to finance. Box
820, BROADCASTING.
Sales Promotion Manager
50,000 Watt NBC Affiliated Station in a major market has opening for a high caliber man to
take complete charge of sales promotion activities. Please furnish
complete application stating your
qualifications and experience and
include a recent photograph. This
is a job with a real future for the
right man. Address
BOX 839, BROADCASTING
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TWENTY-SEVEN portable talkie
sets for divers have been built by
technicians of WTMJ, Milwaukee,
for the U. S. Navy. Most of the
work was done by the station engineers in their own time, mainly at
night. Daniel W. Gellerup, technical
supervisor of WTMJ, explains that
the Navy wanted something that
could be rushed to the scene of a
disaster and used immediately, and
which would not have to be slung
around a diver's neck. When the
outfit had been designed it turned
out to be a compact affair that
weighs 25 lbs., operated by 6-volt
storage batteries. One speaker is
in the diver's helmet and another
amplifier is located above the surface. Both are used also as microphones, and each surface amplifier
handles talk with two divers.
NBC Transcription Purchasers
NBC's Radio-Recording Department
has announced that The Name You
Will Remember has been signed for
sponsorship on WFDF, KGNC,
WHIO, WFLA. The series has been
renewed by WHDH, WFEA and
WSYR. New subscribers include :
Getting the Most Out of Life Today
on WCHS ; Betty and Bob on WBRE,
WMOB
; and Carson
Robison andandHisKOME
Buckaroos
on WGBI.
New Your
I'urchasers
In
Mirror for
are Let's
WFLATakeanda Look
New
Zealand clients. Signing for Hollywood
Headliners are KTUL, WSON and
WFBM teries
; and
for WOOL.
Five Minute MysKFSD and

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

An Or sanitation
of
Jansky
&. Bailey
Qualified Radio Engineer*
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Preu Bide., Wash., D. C.

PAUL F GODLEY
CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

N.J.

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
District 8456
Munsey Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

Wanted to Buy
Radio Station — Full or part ownership.
Replies
Send full particulars. Boxconfidential.
824, BROADCASTING.
5kw or 1 kw Transmitter — We are also
interested in balance equipment necessary for complete station. Apply Box
812, BROADCASTING.
250 Watt Broadcast Transmitter — Any
make, must be in good condition. Box
811, BROADCASTING.

27 DIVERS' TALKIES
Built for Navy in Off Time By
WTMJ Technicians

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Blag.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA
Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
321 E. Gregory Crossroads of
Blvd.,
,he World Cal.
City, Kansas
Mo.
[y~77*\
X J Hollywood,

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
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New

Solutions

in

the

Works

For
OWI
Program
Clearance
Radio Bureau to Expand Station Relations Work;
Broadcasters Resume Channeling
EXPANSION of station relations
activities of the OWI Radio Bureau was under study in Washington last week as the solution to
the problem of program clearance
on the local level, major headache
resulting from the shut-down of
all OWI domestic field operations.
In view of the extensive Congressional trimming of the domestic
branch budget, however, authorities admitted that the expanded
station relations staff would need
outside help.
Granted only $2,750,000 to do the
job it wanted $8,800,000 to handle,
the domestic branch spent last
week paring its payroll and curtailing non-critical functions. In
addition to discontinuing the field
service, OWI let out all but four
writers in its publications section,
all but abolished Lowell Mellett's
motion picture bureau, and was
reported to have released over half
the staff of the domestic branch.
'Parade' Cancelled
On the radio front, Don Stauffer,
chief of the Radio Bureau, announced Tuesday that the revamped
Uncle Sam series, scheduled for
release next month as the Victory
Parade series on a sustaining basis,
had been cancelled due to budget
limitations. This series, which was
to star top-notch talent and to follow the format of leading shows,
had already been endorsed by agencies and sponsors concerned, Mr.
Stauffer said.
In addition to cancellation of the
Victory Parade series, Mr. Stauffer said the only program transcriptions which will be made in
the future will be those covering
particular regional problems. These
will be sent to stations as the need
arises.
Despite the keynote of curtailment, however, Mr. Stauffer said
the Radio Bureau would continue
to send the transcribed spot announcements covering war information needs to every local station
from Washington.
The expanded station relations
staff, for which plans will be completed within the next week, will
function under John D. Hymes,
Foote, Cone & Belding timebuyer,
now chief of station relations. The
size of the new organization has
not yet been determined, but it is
expected that it will have sufficient personnel to handle the most
pressing clearance problems. At
best, however, Radio Bureau officials admit the new unit will be
only a skeleton operation compared
with the field offices that until now
have been responsible for clearing
programs on the local level. As a
result, it is expected that the radio
industry will be asked to supply
volunteer support, and that rePage 66 • July 12, 1943

gional consultants will take a more
active part in operations.
Broadcasters had already begun
to act last week to protect themselves against time demands from
the 32-odd government agencies in
the field. The Southern California
Broadcasters Assn., Los Angeles,
resumed channeling of all war messages in that area, a function that
had been discontinued in February
with the advent of the OWI regional domestic radio bureau.
Clearance Plan
According to the arrangement in
Los Angeles, all requests for sustaining time on the 29 Southern
California member stations must
clear through Mrs. Ethel Bell, radio
coordinator of SCBA. It is anticipated that this procedure will eliminate pressure upon station manaE. Palmer Hoyt, new director of
gers.
the domestic branch, began his
operations last week by announcing
that OWI would call in a committee of newspaper publishers, radio
station managers, and leaders of
other media for advice from time
to time. The newspaper committee,
including several sharp critics of
OWI, was named immediately, but
the radio committee has not been
selected. It is understood that Mr.
Hoyt will discuss the Radio committee with Mr. Stauffer this week.
Mr. Hoyt, who is on leave as
editor and publisher of The Portland Oregonian (K G W - K E X ) ,
named the following to the newspaper committee : Roy Roberts,
managing editor, the Kansas City
Star (WDAF); Laurence L. Winship, managing editor, the Boston
Globe; George W. Healy Jr., managing editor, the New Orleans

OCD Blackout Rules
THE PRACTICE of throwing
master switches during blackouts
is disapproved in a set of interpretations issued last week by the Office of Civilian Defense. An official
ruling, transmitted by OCD Director James M. Landis for the Eastern Military Area, explains that
the blue signal following the red,
under actual raid conditions, may
last some time and interfere with
operations of radios, refrigerators,
elevators and other necessary services. Another regulation permits
use of radio during periods of
blackout or air raid providing any
light emitted by the receiver is obscured.
Code Refreshers
BROADCAST stations are conducting staff refresher courses in
the Code of Wartime Practices, according to J. Harold Ryan, Assistant Director of Censorship for
Broadcasting. The office recently
sent out copies of the Feb. 1 edition of the code with the recommendation that its provisions be
reviewed by all station staffs on
an organized basis.
Times Picayune; Paul Bellamy,
(WHK-WCLE) editor Cleveland
Plain Dealer; Mark Ethridge, editor and publisher, the Louisville
Courier- Journal (WHAS) ; Gardner Cowles Jr., former chief of the
domestic branch, and editor and
publisher of the Des Moines Register-Tribune (KSO-KRNT, Des
Moines; WMT Cedar Rapids;
WNAX, Yankton) ; Fred Gaertner
Jr., managing editor, the Detroit
News (WWS) ; Wilbur Forrest, assistant editor, the New York Herald Tribune; H. P. Paulson, editor,
the Fargo Forum.
Meanwhile, it seemed certain
last week that Elmer Davis would
retain his post as chief of OWI.
It was understood that at the request of the White House, Mr.
Davis decided to continue at OWI
despite the drubbing his domestic
branch took in Congress.

Blackout

Hookups

Contrary to Code
Censorship Action Stops Net
Project in Pennsylvania
A PENNSYLVANIA statewide
practice blackout scheduled for
10:30 p.m. July 8 was called off
because the Office of Censorship
objected.
Arrangements had been made
for a network of 45 stations in the
State to broadcast detailed instructions on the red, blue and allclear signals and the State Council
of Defense had urged all residents
to listen to the broadcast.
The experiment was originally
approved
by the Army's
Service Command.
However,Third
the
Army, on July 6, withdrew its permission at the suggestion of the
Office of Censorship when attention was called to a section of the
Censorship
Code dealing with blackouts.
Speedy Officials
J. Harold Ryan, Assistant Director of Censorship, in charge of the
broadcasting division, praised the
alacrity with which state and national defense officials cancelled the
blackout after the conflict with the
code's request had been emphasized.
"Naturally we hated to see the
entire blackout postponed because
of the broadcasting angle, but the
cooperation of the civilian defense
officials, the military and the broadcasters who planned to carry the
feature is a high tribute, we feel,
to the voluntary system of censorship," he declared.
Mr. Ryan said this was the third
instance in which the Office of Censorship had advised against the
broadcast of material during a
blackout or simulated air raid which
would not be broadcast during an
actual air raid.
"We believe our reasons for this
policy
sufficient,"
he said.upon
"If
listenersarelearned
to depend
their stations for help during test
air raids and then not hear them
should an actual raid occur, panic
may result. We don't want that to
happen here. Doubtless the enemy
Mr. Ryan asked that all station
managers measure blackouts and
simulated air raid programs carefully against section 2-E of the
Code before accepting them. He
said the Office of Civilian Defense
does." had issued orders to their
already
regional offices not to employ radio
in anythecapacity
with
section. that would conflict
Adams to WHEC
WILLIAM J. ADAMS has been
appointed
and
news editor program
of WHEC,director
Rochester,
N. Y., according to Gunnar O.
Wiig,
Mr. Adams
was ageneral
writer manager.
and announcer
for
WHEC from 1930 to 1933, when he
resigned on account of ill health.
He has been program director and
news editor of WCHS. Charleston,
W. Va.,work and
the West 1940.
Virginia Netsince January,
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Speaking of Pick-ups ...
A pick-up in population, retail business or industrial activity has become hackneyed talk these days. While Kansas City is no exception,

KMBC

with pick-ups so great that definite figures are military secrets, the
compelling trend from an advertising cost standpoint is the constantly

OF

KANSAS

CITY

decreasing per listener Tate of KMBC. There are now many more potential listeners to pick-up KMBC programs and personalities — and it's
such personalities as Walt Lochman, America's best known local sportscaster, who maintain KMBC's dominance in the "Heart of America."
SINCE

1928-THE

BASIC

CBS

STATION

SERVING

Free

£r Peters, Inc.

MISSOURI

AND

KANSAS

"THE

SALESMAN

TELL

ME

DIDN'T

THIS!"

HOW much will it shrink after you buy it? That's the
question to ask when buying radio station coverage.
What's the size of the audience? How many people
actually listen? That is the only basis on which to compare station coverage.
In square miles, WKY delivers more coverage in Oklahoma than any other Oklahoma City station. But differences in this kind of coverage are largely matters for
academic debate.
The important point is that WKY also has MORE
ACTUAL LISTENERS than any other Oklahoma City
station. April-May Hooperatings for Oklahoma City show
that WKY has just about half the morning listeners . . .
47.5% to be exact. The other three stations share the balance. During the afternoon and evening, WKY has considerably more than all three other stations put together
. . . 55.2% in the afternoon, 57.9% in the evening.
Because it delivers this kind of coverage, WKY does
an unexcelled job of selling merchandise, services, and
ideas in Oklahoma, and on a scale that makes WKY the
most desirable, most economical, most profitable Oklahoma City station for your radio advertising.

WKY

OKLAHOMA

CITY

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Daily Oklahoman and Times - The Farmer-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs - KLZ, Denver (Affiliated Mamt.)
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

U.S.

r

price 15 CENTS

f
ft

azine
Newsmagaz

of

Radio

venisingr

FOR

SERIES

OVER

PROGRAM:
! (

l"l i

i

L AMERICAN

"PIERRE LAVAL"

EXHIBITION OF EDUCATIONAL

SPONSO *ED BY 14TH INSTITUTE FOR EDUCATION

RADIO PROGRAMS
BY RADIO

OHIO S TATE UNIVERSITY ♦ APRIL 30 TO MAY 3, 1943
HENRY (JUTLAND, Illinois-born, Harvard-educated
journalist, knows the European countries and their
people from actual experience during 25 years
residence there. Mr. Outland's broadcasts, developed
on KLZ with the cooperation of the Rocky Mountain
Radio Council, first were heard as a once-weekly
sustaining feature. Their acceptance by listeners was
immediate and the program is now commercially
sponsored five times a week.

KLZ
gDe*tv&i
5,000 WATTS— 560 Kc.
Affiliated in Manacement With The Oklahoma Publishing Co.
and WKY, Oklahoma City * Represented by The Katz Agency, Inc.

»f
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WESTERN

MINNESOTA,

STATION
OMAHA
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JOHN
BLAIR

IOWA,
AND

WOW,

KANSAS,
MISSOURI

INC.

Gillin, Jr., President
& COMPANY,
REPRESENTATIVE
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LLE
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y Tennessee Department of Conservation
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Igsf, at Post Office at Washington. D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.-

SUBSCRIPTION

PRICE:

$5.00 per year

15c per copy
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IS

IN

WW

L- LAND

And so are 10,000,000 customers from 5 different states
T

New Orleans

EVANGELINE

AND

GABRIEL,

Long

fellow's immortal lovers, never got a
chance to hear WWL, but their descendants inAcadia, Louisiana, certainly do!
5 TIMES

IN
THIS
IS S U E —
Spot Sales Booming, Survey Shows
New War Ad Drive Under Way
MBS Discount Plan Revises Rates
FDR Letter May Check Fly
NAB Group Favors Discount Plan
NAB Retail Display to Be Exhibited
Collins-Baylor U. Get 50 kw. Station
Plea Filed For Sale of WDSU
AFM Forces MBS to Cut Off WSAY
Grade Label Dies
Clarification Asked on Canadian Nationalization
CBS Tries New Program Analyzer
■
OWI to Open Local Clearance Offices
Employes Solve WHAS Problems
Satevepost Editorial on Freedom of the Air
Invasion News Rushed to Listeners
Philadelphia FM Plan
War Entertainment Council Formed
Discrimination Against Radio Travel Ads Denied
33 Sponsors Adopt CBS Discount Plan

9
10
10
11
12
12
14
14
16
16
16
18
20
26
28
30
43
48
49
62

Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices, WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
874 National Press Bldg. — Telephone: MEtropolitan 1022
SOL TAISHOFF
MARTIN CODEL
Editor and General Manager
Publisher (on leave with Red Cross)
Maury Long, Advertising Manager
J. Frank Beatty, Managing Editor Wallace F. Janssen, News Editor
Bernard Piatt, Circulation Manager Henry Liebschutz, Art Director
NEW YORK BUREAU
250 Park Avenue, Telephone— PLaza 5-8355
Bruce Robertson, Associate Editor S. J. Paul, Assistant Advertising Manager
CHICAGO BUREAU
360 N. Michigan Avenue, Telephone — CENtral 4115, James J. McGuinn
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
1509 N. Vine St., Telephone — GLadstone 7353, David H. Gliekman
West Coast Advertising Representatives: Duncan A. Scott & Co.
San Francisco, Mills Bldg. Los Angeles, Western Pacific Bldg.
417 Harbour Commission Bldg., CANADA
Toronto. Elgin 0775. James Montagnes

as strong as any station for

hundreds of miles, WWL's 50,000 watts
simply dominate Deep South radio dials.
If you want to sell this prosperous slice
of America, you want —

KOI
most
NEW

ORLEANS

L

is the

economical

buy

in 0MH

50,000 WATTS-CLEAR CHANNEL
The Greatest Selling POWER in the Souths Greatest City
CBS Affiliate — Nat'l Representatives, The Katz Agency, Inc.
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WEST

VIRGINIA

NETWORK

WBLK
WPAR

NBC

CBS

250 on 1400

250 on 1450

WSAZ

WCHS

BLUE
CBS

1000 on 030

5000 on 500

THE
JOHN

WEST

VIRGINIA

HOWARD

A. KENNEDY

L. CHERNOFF

MANAGING

PRESIDENT

National Representatives, THE BRANHAM
BROADCASTING

NETWORK
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A message to
Advertisers
Advertising Agencies
Broadcasters
from LEONARDO
(1452-1519)
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WNEW

Q

vs.

Some

people

nerves

and

But

do know

we

who

say daytime

things. Maybe
there

From

York

are

don't listen to soap

who
do. It's not
like music.

are

Soap

10

a.m.

coming

so

to grips

works, here's what's
stations:*

WNEW
than

serials

so, but we
more

much

than

their

when

with

upset
don't

people

operas

to 6 p.m.

Operas

nerves

life on

happening

—

two

the

it.

York

are people

opera

the

on

believe

in New

there

soap

people's

they

just

heroines
big

other

netNew

has a 23% larger total audience
the next nearest network station.

WNEW
has a 31% larger total audience
than the second nearest network station.
WNEW

has

an

than the next

And

with

80%

larger total audience

nearest

the others,

independent

there's

no

station.

contest.

When you're buying New York, buy the biggest
audience for the least amount of money— buy WNEW.
* Source: The Pulse of New York, May, 1943.

WNEW
501

MADISON

AVENUE

•

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

Serving New York and New Jersey Twenty-Four Hours a Day
NATIONALLY

REPRESENTED

BY

JOHN

BLAIR

&

COMPANY

ONE

OF

A

SERIES

PRESENTING

STATION

THE

MEN

J.

C.

MANAGER,

KM

WHO

MAKE

FREE

&

PETERS

STATIONS

RlPP

A,

SHENANDOAH,

IOWA

1916
1919-20
1921-23
1923-25
1925

Operated amateur station 9AKM
Operated amateur station 9BAH
School
of Electrical
Des Moines
UniversityEngineering,
Operations
Manager,
KFLZ,
Atlantic, Iowa
Installed original equipment for
KMA, Shenandoah, Iowa; became Chief Engineer
1926 Founded Radio Station KSOO,
Sioux Falls, S. D.
1927 Shenandoah
Operations Manager, KMA,
1935 andoah
Station Manager, KMA, Shen-

1
T'S not Very often in this wicked world
that a fellow who installs the technical

Of course we don't mind it when you simply hand us your orders on a silver platter
— but on the other hand, we've got a rather
amazing accumulation of general and specific information in each of our offices, and

equipment in a radio station returns later
to become its manager. Certainly that's at
least very rare where the station is so merchandising-minded as to be_ known as one
of the most spectacular mail-pullers in the

it's yours for the asking. We've spent lots
of dough to accumulate it, and we really
like to show you what we can do. . . .

U. S. ! But that's what happened with
"Cy" Rapp at KMA, and quite a feather in
his cap, if you ask us!

Also, we've got teletypes to all "our" stations, and to all our other offices. So if and
when you want any kind of dope, no matter

Speaking of "asking us" — have you ever
discovered how much time you can save by
asking us about some of the dozens of
market and station situations that you have
to dig out when making up a station list?

Free
Pioneer

CHICAGO: 1S0S. Michigan
Franklin 6573
Page 8 • July 19,

what, you'll get it quickly from us. That's
another way we "strive to please!", here
in this pioneer group of radio-station
representatives.

&

Peters,

inc.

Radio

NEW YORK: 241 Park Are.
Plaza 5-4 1 3 1
1943

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO . KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN . . M1NNEAPOLIS-ST.PEORIA
PAUL
WMBD
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . ,
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

Station Representatives
Since May, 1932 *•
SAN FRANCISCO: 1,1 Sutler
HOLLYWOOD: r5/*,V. Gordon
Sutter 4353
Gladstone 3949
BROADCASTING

Main 5667
ATLANTA: 322 PalmerBldg.
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Spot
Some
Out

Sales

Stations
on

Sold

Minute

Schedules
By DORIS HILLMAN
New York Bureau
ALTHOUGH no one in the
radio or advertising agency
field was willing to hazard a
guess last January as to the
1943 outlook for spot radio,
even the blackest pessimist at
that time will have to admit
now that spot is more than
holding its own this summer,
with prospects of bettering
last year's all-time high.
Active Categories
The general consensus
among agency executives contacted by Broadcasting is that
spot is definitely "good" this year
— and getting better as fall budgets enter the consideration stage.
Several agencies reported their
jspot business at a peak, complaining only that availabilities for one|minute announcements are poor.
Some larger network affiliated
stations are sold out on such schedules, although they have open an
iample amount of five-minute and
quarter-hour strips, timebuyers report, adding that this situation
seems to be reversed at smaller
non-network outlets.
The only agencies reporting a
curtailment or "dropping off" of
spot schedules seem to be those
with an abundance of accounts
whose products have been seriously
affected by the war — whether
through shortages, transportation
difficulties, rationing, or complete
conversion to war work, as in the
automotive field.
However, even these agencies
can usually cite new advertisers
entering the spot picture for the
first time, or regular spot users
who have expanded past schedules
t>r are breaking precedent by conj sinuing last winter's campaigns
; :hrough the warm months.
Classifying generally the various
ypes of spot advertising, the most
"
to radio
"newseem
as er
wellsumm
IIjictiv
groupes asthis
to be
proprietaries, especially vitamins
n BROADCASTING

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

Boom;
May
Top
1942
Record
S-B
introduced
another
vitamin,
and other health products; cereals
Stan-B on 29 West Coast stations a new milk fortifier, Tootsie V-M.
and breads; beverages; cosmetics,
Elway Food Products' Vitamalt,
with particular emphasis on the in May. Bexel, a McKesson & Rob- introduced
earlier this year, renew liquid makeups to replace hos- bins product, is currently promoted
cently
expanded
its original camon
about
80
stations.
Others
active
iery; amusements, including most
paign
to
120
stations.
in
the
field
include
Lever
Bros.
of the large motion picture comAside from companies promoting
(Vimms) ; Grove Labs; and Block vitamin products as a means of
panies, and publishers of inexpenDrug Co. In many cases advertisers
sive guides for such necessary wartime interests as home nursing and already on the networks for other keeping health in these trying war
days, many manufacturers of cold
victory gardening.
products supplement spot with cut- remedies
are foregoing their usual
ins and trailers for their vitamins.
The boom in vitamin concentrate
summer hiatus periods, as for insales, which last year reached an
Vitamin Market
stance the makers of Luden's
all-time high of $130,896,000, acExpanding the market for vita- Cough Drops, who for the first time
cording to a survey by Drug Topmins are such factors as food ra- in years of winter spot radio adverics, has brought new business to
are continuing on about 31
tioning, the highly publicised gov- outlets tising,
spot as well as to network radio.
in major markets, aiming
ernment nutrition program, with its
Outstanding advertisers in this
on vitamin values, and in- copy at hayfever and summer cold
classification are leading radio ad- emphasis creasing
consciousness of health in sufferers. Other such advertisers
vertisers in the food, soap and
who are active this summer are
pharmaceutical field, who have relation to the war effort. Awareness of vitamin appeal to the con- Grove Laboratories and V i c k
added new vitamin products to
sumer is apparent in the trade Chemical (for its nose drops). At
their lines within the last year and
a half. Most recent newcomer in names of food and beverage prod- the same time plans for the fall
ucts with vitamin content. Two pothe vitamin field is Standard
for Musterole and Pertential spot advertisers in this field campaigns
tussin cough medicine are already
Brands, which recently expanded
are
Nutri-Cola
Co.,
for
its
Vitamin
the campaign area for Stamms to
well under way. Also abandoning
26 Mid-Central states.
B-l beverage, and Sweets Co., for
(Continued on page 50)

Spot

Activity

New, Renewal Business
Both Running Heavy,
Survey Shows
By JAMES J. McGUINN
Chicago Bureau
MIDWEST spot advertising expenditures for the coming fall and
winter are likely to show gains of
20 to 30% over the same period last
year, with old accounts holding or
increasing previous time, and heavy
renewal and new business expected,
a roundup of opinions gathered
from leading station representatives, advertising agency executives
and station managers, revealed last
week.
The optimism was due in large
part to advertisers having adjusted
themselves to the price and priority
difficulties experienced last year.
Station managers in general see an
increase of business, with practically every old advertiser returning
to the air and with the previously
occasional radio advertisers buying
up what little available time is left.
In some cases station men feel that
many new radio advertisers will
break into the medium and that
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Level
at High
there will be a pioneering of new
accounts using new avenues in
commercials.
Sponsors of everything from
watches and tobacco to soap, shoes,
bread, wine and insurance, are expected to spend a large amount of
their increasing incomes for radio.
News Shows Sought
Station representatives queried
say the old standbys are returning
in great strength and that, as well,
many who stayed on the air during
the summer in order to keep their
time, will expand in the fall. More
household supplies and food accounts are predicted by the representatives from their reports. Expressing their belief in a definite
increase in all types of programs,
they say that news shows will gain
greater
popularity,
withmusic
a likelihood of less
transcribed
due
to the Petrillo ban. One instance
was quoted which showed an increase in spot time in May of 26%
over last May, in June of 30% over
last June, and an anticipated 40%
increase this July over July, 1942.
Advertising agencies see a heavy
increase in news shows and specially built programs to meet growing

in Midwest
competition, with quarter-hour spot
programs leading the field, and
many new accounts going network.
Another trend, one agency points
out, is toward the use of 1,000 and
5,000-watt stations. Rationing effects have now been stabilized and
the advertiser sees the need to offset greatly increased competition
for his fewer products, it is pointed out. In many cases there will be
switchovers,
such
as those byto automobile firms
advertising
buy
used cars instead of trying to sell
their stock on hand. In the case of
furniture, for example, dealers will
offer to reupholsters suites they
once sold new, and in some instances, the change will require
turning from direct selling to institutional copy. That this will continue to increase is evident from
trends now apparent, wherein inas "classified
using radio
ads" meetdustriestheir
manpower
quota
and carry out the balance of the
contract selling the industry.
The opinions expressed revealed
most optimistic possibilities for the
coming fall and winter, in which
new highs in business and advertising should be reached.
July 19, 1943
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For Half-Billion of
Time and Snace
THOUSANDS of the nation's
leading businessmen gathered before radios in studios, conference
rooms and at special banquets in
hundreds of communities throughout the country July 14 to hear a
special War Advertising Council
broadcast in which Government
leaders of the home front appealed
for $500,000,000 in advertising to
help the war information job, twice
the amount contributed by industry last year.
The broadcast, heard nationwide
over NBC, sparked the campaign
of the WAC to get "A War Message in Every Ad." It included
talks by Elmer Davis, director of
OWI, who acted as m.c; Judge
Fred M. Vinson, director of Economic Stabilization; Donald M.
Nelson, chairman of the WPB;
Judge Marvin Jones, War Food
Administrator, and Chester J. LaRoche, chairman of the WAC.
Davis Opens Appeal
Mr. Davis opened the broadcast
by appealing for a performance on
the home front to match the
achievements of the men on the
fighting fronts. Asserting that the
people will respond "if they know
what is expected of them, and why,
and believe it makes sense," the
OWI chief said the stimulus of
advertising is needed.
Mr. Davis explained that the
Government had decided to rely on
privately controlled advertising because American advertising men
were specialists in its use, and
because any Government advertising scheme, regardless of tremendous cost, couldn't do the job as
well. He praised advertisers in
general for their cooperation, particularly radio, which he said "has
made a tremendous contribution."
He also praised the work of WAC,
commenting that it had functioned
"unselfishly almost since the day of
Pearl Harbor."
After an introduction by Mr.
Davis each of the other Government leaders explained specific
problems of their organizations, and
told businessmen how war advertising could make the job easier.
LaRoche Explains Need
Mr. LaRoche explained WAC's
plan of "A War Message in Every
Ad." Emphasizing that the Council
"has no selfish axe to grind" and
that "it represents no political
party and no pressure group" he
asked that $500,000,000 in advertising, one third of all advertising expenditures, go to war. "The total
contribution of the entire advertising field in the past 12 months was
at least $250,000,000," he said. "And
now twice that amount, or $500,Page 10 • July 19, 1943

PARTICIPATING in the special broadcast July 14 opening the War
Advertising Council campaign to double advertising's contribution to
the war were (1 to r ) : Elmer Davis, director of OWI ; Marvin Jones,
War Food Administrator; Donald M. Nelson, chairman of WPB; Fred
M. Vinson, director of Economic Stabilization; and Chester J. LaRoche,
chairman of War Advertising Council. The group gathered at the NBC
studios in Washington, D. C, where the broadcast originated.
000,000 worth of space and time is
needed. Twice as much because the
jobMr.
is twice
as big."
LaRoche
described a twofold goal: one-third of all advertising space devoted exclusively to
war; and a war message in every
ad. "As an advertiser", he told the
businessmen listening in, "this
means that some of your space
should be devoted entirely to war
messages, and all of your space
should contain a war message. Because your ad devotes most of its
space to a product is no reason why
a war message cannot also be included," he declared.
The WAC chairman urged media
and local businessmen to arrange

MBS

Volume

pools of space or money to do the
job on the local level. Citing experiments in Houston, Cleveland, Louisville, Portland and Hartford, he
asked that the pools cover advertising needs for the next six months.
"No community in this country can
fairly say that it is doing its war
job
until it is similarly organized,"
he said.
Must Arouse Public
Mr. LaRoche said war advertising involved more than a picture of
a plane or tank or gun, and that it
told more than the story of how a
company's product was helping win
(Continued on page 5 k)

Discount

Plan

Revises
Rates,
Shifts
Markets
A REVISION of the Mutual vol"The new plan," Mr. McClintock
ume discount plan, embodying re- explained, "reducing as it does the
ductions in maximum discounts on discounts on our stations in homestations in "B" and "C" markets
town markets, is in line with several Mutual research studies conand a shift from the present freducted in the past six months for
quency system to a dollar volume
individual Mutual shows which
plan, was announced by Miller Mc- have
uncovered increases of from
Clintock, President of MBS, fol100%
to 379% in audiences comameeting
of the network's
board lowing
and
shareholders
in New
pared to the more regularly surYork last week. Mr. McClintock
veyed centers." He added that 14
also announced a change in the net- MBS clients are now using the full
work's option time schedule, mak- network plan and that in 1943 six
ing 5% hours of network time on clients have increased their Mutual
weekdays and 5 hours on Sundays
hook-ups to "take advantage of
available to MBS advertisers. On Mutual's growing audiences in the
the basis of current network sales, important home-town markets of
he predicted gross billings of $14,000,000 for MBS in 1943.
In Line With Others
The new volume discount plan America."
Switch
from a frequency to a
goes into effect Nov. 1, 1943, with
dollar
volume
discount system will
current advertisers not affected until Nov. 1, 1944, and those signing put MBS in line with the current
Mutual contracts before November
practices of the other major networks. Under the present set-up
of this year also receiving a year's
protection. Maximum discounts for an advertiser taking 13 quarter"A" markets remain at 50%, under hour daytime periods receives the
the newtions theplan.
For "B"
market drop
sta- same rate of discount as another
maximum
discounts
client taking 13 full evening hours,
from
60%
to
50%
and
for
"C"
(Continued on page 59)
market stations from 75% to 60%.
BROADCASTING
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Disc Hearing Data
Further Testimony Possible
In Case Against Petrillo
THE RECORD of AFM President James Caesar Petrillo's hearing before the War Labor Board
was under study last week while
members sought to decide whether
or not the tribunal should intervene in the impasse between Mr.
Petrillo and seven firms making
transcriptions.
With a decision expected daily,
possibility that the board would
order further hearings to determine the issues in Mr. Petrillo's
strike gained credence. These hearings, tantamount to board acceptance of jurisdiction, would prob-'
ably result in a determined effort
by the WLB to settle the case. j
Possible Action
If the board wished to avoidi
further hearings, it could accept!
jurisdiction, and order Mr. Petrillo
to resume transcription making
pending settlement of the strike.
On the other-hand, the board could'
yield to the arguments of Mr. Padway, AFM counsel, and refuse to
consider the case.
Most observers believed, however, that the board would accept
jurisdiction, and schedule further1
hearings in the matter. Although
Mr. Padway had argued extensively in an effort to disown AFM arguments before Judge Barnes in Federal court in Chicago, there was!
feeling that he had not fully con-;
vinced the WLB that Mr. Petrillo;
and the transcription companies
were not involved in a labor dispute. Mr. Padway and Mr. Petrillo
had argued before the WLB July
9 that the union had stopped work-j
ing for transcription companies
and that it was unwilling to work
under any conditions. Thus, the
AFM claimed, there was no strike,
but a complete severance of relationship [Broadcasting, July 12].
Fla. Citrus Projects
FLORIDA CITRUS COMMISSION, Lakeland, Fla., has appro-;
priated $7,000 for a program of
advertising, sales promotion andl
publicity for Florida limes. With;
a spot radio campaign in view, the;
Commission is studying the results,
of a recent three-week test of thej
effectiveness of the media in promoting canned grapefruit juice in
Syracuse and Providence [Broad-!
casting, May 31]. The sum of
$49,000
been allocated
re-i
search has
on new
uses for for
citrus
fruits, and for other projects lead-i
ing to a development of the indus-}
try.
AgencyNewis York.
Blackett-Sample-1
Hummert,
Agash May Expand
AGASH REFINING Corp., Brooklyn, through its recently appointed
agency, Diener & Dorskind, New
York, has started an advertising!
campaign for Royal Cook edible oilJ
Radio is confined to participations!
on WOR, New York, for the presenteredbutabout
expansion
Aug. 1. will be consid• Broadcast

Advertising

FDR

Home-Front
Warning
Hits
Fly Attacks
In his blanket letter, the Presi- during a two-hour grilling by Mr. less than $100 and imprisonment
dent called attention to a previous Garey, to testify on the "secret"
"in a common jail for not less than
Inquiry By House
letter of Aug. 21, 1942 in which he trial
of Neville Miller, NAB presi- one month nor more than 12
Resumes
Today
dent, by the Board of War Comstated that "disagreements either
as to fact or policy should not be muncaitions of which Mr. Fly also
Whether any action would be
For Week
publicly aired, but are to be sub- is chairman, led to speculation
taken
months".by the Committee in the
mitted to me by the appropriate about possible contempt of Con- light of the refusal of the PresiPRESIDENT Roosevelt's stinging
dent to permit the Army, Navy or
rebuke to Vice-President Wallace heads of the conflicting agencies".
gress proceedings against the FCCand Secretary of Commerce Jones Notwithstanding these positive in- BWC chairman.
Budget Bureau to present files
dealing with FCC activities was
last Friday along with his sumstructions, headded "disagreements
Under Instruction
not disclosed. Chairman Cox said
mary warning to all Government
between agencies have been publicly
agencies that he will not condone aired on several occasions."
Mr. Fly declined to discuss the following the July 9 hearing that
further home-front bickering, is
"I real:ze the nervous strain Miller trial (which resulted in the the Committee would not press this
regarded as clear-cut notice to FCC- under which Government officials NAB President's exoneration on matter for the present but that if
BWC Chairman James Lawrence
are working in wartime but I can- charges of "breach of trust") on it found itself "too seriously handiFly directly related to his barrage
not overlook any further violations the ground that he was under incap ed", itwould feel called upon
of press-release attacks upon the of my instructions", the President
struction bythe five-man BWC not to refer the matter back to the
House for action. As to all other
House Select Committee inquiry said. "By this letter I do not place to release any information because
into the FCC.
any restrictions upon your furnish- it might "adversely effect the na- witnesses and testimony, however,
Mr. Fly, in his memorable July 4
ing statements in response to Contional security or injure the na- Mr. Cox said the Committee would
gressional inquiries. But if when
press release — first of a series —
tional prestige". Mr. Garey held insist upon testimony and production of requested documents.
charged that the Cox Committee you have a disagreement with an- that no secret information was
had joined forces with the military
other agency as to fact or policy, sought and recited that the charges
Plan for Week
and the "radio monopoly" to "wreck instead of submitting it to me or were brought in an effort by Mr.
submitting
it
to
the
director
of
War
Fly to "punish" the NAB president
the Commission". His subsequent
Acting Secretary of War Pattercriticisms, including three last Mobilization for settlement under because of his opposition to FCC
son and Acting Secretary of the
week, were directed against the the terms of the [Executive] Order policies. The allegations, Mr. Garey Navy Forrestal simultaneously,
Committee and its counsel, and creating that office, you feel you brought out, were that Mr. Miller, and based on the views of the
were couched in screaming terms. should submit it to the press, I ask chairman of the Domestic BroadPresident, refused to permit some
that when you release the statement
casting Committee of BWC, had re- two dozen officers to testify before
'Nervous Strain'
for publication, you send to me a
the Committee in connection with
leased to the industry "confidential"
The President's letter to the letter of resignation.
data relating to the critical employ- the recommendation of the Joint
ment
situation
in
the
broadcasting
heads of all departments and agenDurr Petition
Chiefs of Staff that the FCC's socies, was clearly applicable to the
industry as essential to the war called
to
the war
Army.activities be transferred
effort
and
evolution
of
plans
for
conditions prevailing at the FCC,
"If any subordinate of yours vioaccording to Washington observers.
lates my instructions in this regard, creation of a broadcast equipment
Presumably this week's testimony
It had been reported earlier I shall expect you to ask for his pool, which would have been adwill be given over almost entirely
ministered bythe FCC.
[Broadcasting, July 12] that the immediate resignation."
to
the war activities matter and
Also seen as possibly affected by
White House had told Mr. Fly
Contempt of Congress proceedto
the development of data prothat it would not countenance
ings, a rare but not unprecedented
the President's blunt warning is
cured by the Committee in five
further outbursts.
the effort of Commissioner C. J. action, have not been formally conmonths
of preliminary investigasidered
by
the
Committee,
but
the
Durr to have Chairman E. E. Cox,
tion of the FCC. The recital of
of the investigating committee,, re- matter has been discussed. Mr.
IT'S NOT TRUE
moved. He petitioned Speaker Ray- Garey asserted he and his staff more than 50 "charges" against
burn on May 13 to have Judge Cox were preparing a report on the the FCC and Chairman Fly perSays Fly's Reassuring Memo
taining to national defense activiTo FCC Staff
disqualified on grounds of "bias". statutes covering refusal of witties, it is expected, will be covered.
The petition is pending before the
nesses to testify before CongresThe Neville Miller matter, it is
WITH EVENTS breaking thick
House Judiciary Committee, which
sional committees, but that the de- assumed, will be covered in other
and fast about the FCC, Chairman
cision
lay
with
the
Committee.
It
failed to act prior to the recess a
ways. While no word came from
James Lawrence Fly last Monday
fortnight ago.
was presumed that no action would
dispatched to the FCC's entire rosthe Committee, it would not surbe taken until Congress reconvenes
Meanwhile,
the
House
Committee
ter of personnel (2142, including
prise observers to see Mr. Miller
962 in Washington and 1180 in the has adopted the new strategy of Sept. 14. The maximum penalty for himself and F. M. Russell, NBC
contempt, under the United States
field) reassuring word on the out- withholding names of witnesses
(Continued on page 56)
code, is not more than $1,000 nor
come of the House select commituntil they appear, evidently because
tee investigation of the FCC. His
of past experiences. Hearings rememorandum follows in full text:
sume today (July 19), to run the
Recent stories in the press and
entire week.
over the radio have contained seriCROWLEy
IN RADIO
BUSINESS
The Committee, it is understood,
ous allegations about the operawill pursue the military phase of
tions of the Commission. These
New OEM Director Owns Share in WEMP, With Group
its inquiry, which was unceremostories are not based upon facts
niously blocked last week, with the
but are merely unsubstantiated
Including Sen. R. M. LaFollette —
charges. I want to assure the staff disclosure that President Roosevelt
that when an opportunity is given,
himself had stepped in to prevent LEO T. CROWLEY, newly apGlenn R. Roberts, Madison atthe Commission will prove each delivery of files relating to the rectorney, and his wife, Melva Roberts,
pointed director of the Office of
and every charge to be utterly
ommended transfer of the Radio Economic Warfare, is in the broad% and Vs respectively; Senator
without foundation. In the meanbusiness, after a fashion. Robert M. LaFollette Jr., %;
time the Commission knows that it Intelligence Division and the For- He ownscastingl-32d
of the stock of Evalyn H. Dolph, wife of William
eign
Broadcast
Monitoring
Service
will have the loyal support of all
of the FCC to the Army. Other evi- WEMP, Milwaukee, in his home
B. Dolph, executive vice-president
of you and that you will continue
to render the same efficient and dedence developed by Committee Gen- state, which he acquired March 2 of WOL, Washington, 1/16; Hope
eral Counsel Eugene L. Garey and when the FCC approved a change
Pettey, wife of Herbert L. Pettey,
voted services that have charachis staff presumably will be offered in the assignment of the station's director of WHN, New York, 1/16;
terized your work in the past. One
of the more laudable by-products
in evidence, with a number of wit- license. His assistant, both as Dr. Wellwood Nesbitt, Madison
of the investigation at least will
nesses to be subpoenaed.
Alien Property Custodian and as physician, Vs.
be that the public too will have an
The half-interest in WEMP was
chairman of the Federal Deposit
The
running
fight
of
FCC
Chairopportunity to become acquainted
man
Fly
with
the
Committee
and
Insurance
Corp.,
James
T.
Markacquired by the group for approxiwith the qualities of the Commisits counsel continued unabated last ham, owns 3-32d of WEMP. The 53mately $50,000, 45% coming from
sion's staff, which is made up of week, with Mr. Fly challenging the year-old bachelor has as his asso- Gene Dyer, operator of WAIT and
as patriotic, hard-working and
ciates in the ownership of WEMP
Committee every inch of the way.
WGES, Chicago, while Mr. Roberts
capable a group as can be found
sold off 5% of the 55% he held.
in or out of the Government.
His refusal at the July 9 session, the following:
BR O AD
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NAB

Sales

Managers

Continuing
Discount
Executive Committee Condemns
Hitch-Hike Spots, Votes
THE PRINCIPLE of continuing
discount — that is, if a commercial
contract is continued without interruption beyond the maximum
discount period, that discount shall
continue to apply — was unanimously approved by the NAB
Sales Managers Executive Committee at a meeting held last Wednesday at the Hotel Roosevelt,
New York. Meeting was held under the chairmanship of Dietrich
Dirks, KTRI, Sioux City, la., recently appointed as chairman of
both this group and of the NAB
Sales Managers Committee.
Group also approved a resolution introduced by John M. Outler, WSB, Atlanta, condemning the
practice of cow-catcher and hitchhike announcements on both network and spot programs, which
was referred to the NAB board
of directors for action.
Praise for Promotion
A proposal that an arbitration
clause be included in the standard
contract form, calling for the settlement of controversies over any
part of the contract through the
machinery of the American Arbitration Assn., was voted down.
Committee reviewed the recent
releases of the NAB Dept. of
Broadcast Advertising and commended Lewis H. Avery, director
of that department, for the creation and production of these industry promotion pieces. Committee
also instructed Mr. Avery to prepare a sales manual on local radio
accounts, to be used as a sort of
preface for the case history book
on the use of radio by department
stores. This latter work is already
under way under Mr. Avery's supervision and the two books will
probably be issued simultaneously
early in the fall, for station use
in conjunction with the industry
Retail Promotion Plan.
Group discussed and condemned
the practice of certain advertisers
and advertising agencies in releasing to the trade press stories of
new radio campaigns together with
lists of stations supposedly carrying the business when in fact it has
been rejected by many stations on
the list as being unacceptable.
Committee also condemned a
number of five-minute commercial
programs now on the air which,
in the opinion of the committee, are
practically 100% commercial and
so in direct violation of the NAB
Code which limits the amount of
commercial copy on five-minute
programs to two minutes in the
daytime and one minute 45 seconds
at night.
Although the Code does not
impose any set limitations of commercial time for participating proPage 12 • July 19, 1943

Advocate
Principle
Cow-Catcher and

Announcement Survey
grams, the committee discussed the
practice of many stations in overloading such programs with announcements to the point where
the entertainment value is lost, and
agreed to notify broadcasters that
such practice is harmful both to
the best interests of not only their
stations but of the entire industry.
Survey Approved
Group approved a suggestion
that an industry survey be conducted to determine standards for
live announcements, for the guidance of advertisers and agencies
using this type of advertising. It
was pointed out that a one-minute
announcement may vary from less
than 100 to nearly 200 words and
that some sort of standard is necessary.
Following the luncheon session,
at which the committee listened to
program of the War Advertising
the NBC broadcast of the special
Council, Mr. Dirks proposed a resolution commending and endorsing
the WAC move to promote the
contribution of more space and
time by advertisers to Government
wartime messages, and urging all
broadcasters to cooperate to this
end with the other media in their
communities. This resolution was
unanimously adopted, as was a
companion resolution offering the
full cooperation of the Sales Managers Executive Committee to the

E. P. Hoyt

To

Name

To Advise OWI
on
FORMATION of a nine-man radio
news and policy committee of OWI,
to consult on matters pertaining to
war news coverage and handling,
was disclosed last Friday by E.
Palmer Hoyt, recently appointed
director of OWI's Domestic Branch.
Mr. Hoyt is on leave from his post
as editor and publisher of the Portland Oregonian (KGW-KEX).
Mr. Hoyt discussed the matter
with NAB President Neville Miller
and Willard Egolf, Mr. Miller's
assistant in charge of public relations, last week. The new committee
will parallel the newspaper committee of nine which met with him
earlier in the week.
Announcement of the membership
of the new radio group, Mr. Hoyt
asserted, will be made shortly. It
will comprise nine broadcast executives, of whom four will represent
individual stations. One member
will be non-NAB and one will represent a newspaper-owned station.
Each of the four networks will be
asked to designate an executive
(presumably the president or gen-

Dellar Returns
LINCOLN DELLAR has resigned
as head of the radio division of
the Overseas Branch of the Office
of War Information in San Francisco to return to
Associated
Broadcasters Inc.
as vice-president.
His resignation
was announced
by
Owen
Lattimore,
chief
of
the Division of
Pacifictions of Operathe OWL
Mr. Dellar

Dellar will continue with OWI
as radio consultant, serving without pay. His successor has not yet
been named. Ed. Jansen continues
as manager of KSFO and Phil
Lasky as manager of KWID, international broadcast station.
radio advisory committee of the
WAC.
Meeting was attended by Mr.
Dirks; Mr. Outler; C. K. Beaver,
KARK, Little Rock; Sam H. Bennett, KMBC, Kansas City; Arthur
Hull Hayes, CBS; James V. McConnell, NBC; John E. Surrick,
WFIL, Philadelphia; Mr. Avery,
who acted as secretary for the
meeting. Only absent member of
the committee was W. B. Stuht,
KOMO-KJR, Seattle. Linnea Nelson, J. Walter Thompson Co.;
Charles Ayers, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
and William A. Fricke, American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies,
were luncheon guests.
Group completed their business
meetings on Wednesday, but reconvened on Thursday for a preview of the Retail Promotion Plan
and a joint luncheon session with
the Retail Promotion Committee.

Nine

Broadcasters

Handling

of

News

eral manager) to serve on the committee. Mr. Miller, as NAB head,
will be the ninth member. The station membership will be selected
geographically.
The committee, Mr. Hoyt said,
will be an active one and will be
called to consult with him on war
news matters at intervals of two
months or so. A committee representing the magazine field also is
expected to be named shortly.
Study Field Needs
Mr. Hoyt's nine-man advisory
committee of outstanding newspaper editors met in Washington
last week, and issued a statement
calling for reconsideration of the
ban on OWI field operations. In
addition to promising a study of
the need for field services, the committee suggested that radio and
press reporters of the Washington
news corps be called in by OWI for
conferences.
The committee, which was formed
while Congress was debating the
(Continued on page 52)
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Plan

Exhibited

First Showing to Take Place
In Washington in Fall
FIRST actual presentation of the
NAB retail promotion plan to a
group of retailers will take place
in Washington, D. C, on Oct. 1,
it was announced last Thursday by
Paul W. Morency, WTIC, chairman
of the Retail Promotion Committee.
The committee spent the afternoon and following morning discussing the remaining details of the
plan. The general allocation of the
$125,000 budget was approved. A
tentative itinerary was outlined
and approved, subject to whatever
changes may be found necessary
when it has been checked with the
railroads.
Announcement followed a preview presentation made in an NBC
studio in New York at a joint meeting of the retail promotion and the
NAB sales managers executive
committees. Meeting, which was
closed, is reported to have voiced
"complete enthusiasm" over the
presentation.
Telling the Story
Designed for use by local station
groups in telling a radio story to
retailers, especially department
stores whose major advertising expenditures have gone to newspapers,
with radio receiving in recent years
only about 2% of the total, the presentation was made by Sheldon R.
Coons, merchandising counsel engaged by the NAB to direct its
preparation; Gordon Miller of the
Jam Handy organization, which
handled the physical production of
the presentation, Walter C. Johnson, WTIC, and Lewis Avery, NAB
director of broadcast advertising.
Present at the preview session
were the following members of the
Retail Promotion Committee: Mr.
Morency and Mr. Johnson, WTIC;
Robert E. Bausman, WISH; Gene
L. Cagle, KFJZ; Dietrich Dirks,
KTRI; Kenneth K. Hackathorn,
WHK-WCLE; Arthur Hull Hayes,
CBS; C. L. McCarthy, KQW;
James V. McConnell, NBC; John
M. Outler Jr., WSB; Oliver Runchey, KOL. Session was also attended by C. K. Beaver, KARK;
Sam H. Benentt, KMBC, and John
E. Surrick, WFIL, members of the
NAB sales managers executive
committee who are not also on the
retail promotion committee.
Other guests at the meeting included Neville Miller, NAB president, and his assistant, C. E. Arney
Jr.; Dr. Paul S. Lazarsfeld, director of the Office of Radio Research,
Columbia U.; C. Robert Thompson,
WBEN; Charles F. Phillips,
WFBL; C. F. Allison, WLWWSAI; Charles B. Brown, NBC;
John J. Hade, WJZ. The last three
are members of an advisory committee of promotion executives ap- I
pointed by Mr. Morency to work
with his committee.
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Which state'wide advertising medium helps to sell the most goods for
you? PLEASE CHECK (x) ONLY ONE.

(

) Large Daily Newspapers. .. .Which one?

(

) Radio Stations .... Which one?

(

) Outdoor Billboards. . . .Which company?

(

) Farm Papers

Which one?

YOUR NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
(You need not sign unless you wish to)

IOWA

ALSO

FEED

DEALERS

PREFER

WHO.'

, IOWA

Prefer Billboards

0.0%

Prefer Newspapers

6.7%

Prefer Farm Papers

10.8%

Prefer Radio

82.4%

Among

the 82.4% who named Radio, WHO

was

# We've already told you, in these pages, about

preferred by 68.6% of the voters. No other single

the advertising-media Preference Surveys made in

medium, in any category, was mentioned by more

this State by the Iowa Retail Grocers and Meat

than 9.8% of the voters. WHO

Dealers Association, and the Iowa Pharmaceutical

six times as many votes as the first farm paper —

Association.

over seven times as many as the second-choice radio

received nearly

station — more than thirteen times as many as the
Now comes another similar Survey — made among
Iowa FEED

DEALERS.

leading newspaper!
Let us send you the complete Survey. Write — or

Among those feed dealers who answered the ques-

ask Free 8C Peters!

tionnaire, the vote for various types of media was
as follows:

WHO

+

PLUS!
for IOWA
DES MOINES . . . 50,000 WATTS

+

B. J. PALMER, PRESIDENT
J. O. MALAND, MANAGER
FREE &, PETERS, INC. . . . National Representative*

Station
kw.
50
Get
U.
Collins-Baylor
category and served listeners in 10 years, whether or not payments
Corpus
Christi Outlet
the United States, under the grant are made. Interest is fixed at 5%.
While no mention was made of
Goes to 1010 kc. ;
will perform that job from United
States territory.
the April 27 freeze order, it was
O'Daniels In
The most recent amendment re- pointed out that the stock pile of
ceived about a week prior to the equipment used will not come from
WHAT WAS viewed as a modificagrant
provided
for the creation of this country but from Mexico,
the April 27, 1942 "freeze"
order tionofof the FCC against licensing a corporation without side contracts where XEAW is located. Claim was
or understandings. Under this ar- made that adequate equipment is
of new stations where expenditures
rangement, 750 shares would go to available for the installation, but
for equipment or manpower are incritical manpower would have to be
volved, developed last week with Baylor for $75,000, with the sum
the FCC action granting Baylor advanced by Collins as a loan to used. The FCC may feel there is
sufficient latitude in the freeze
University and Carr P. Collins, the university. He is a former member of its board. Directors of the order to warrant the grant in view
head of the Crazy Water Crystals
corporation will be Pat M. Neff, of the extenuating circumstances
Co., Mineral Wells, Tex., a new
50,000-watt daytime station at Cor- Baylor president; E. R. Nash, lum- volved.
ber man of Waco and treasurer of and the "good neighbor" factor inpus Christi, Tex. The application
Mr. Collins also is understood to
Baylor;
Carr P. Collins and his son,
has been pending since early this
have
notified the FCC of his inten1st
Lt.
James
M.
Collins,
of
the
Army.
year [Broadcasting, Feb. 1]. Comtion to move all of his radio equipmis ioner C. J. Durr dissented.
ment from Mexico and to terminate
Stock Distribution
The Commission announced it
may have in stainterests
any
The distribution of the stock,
had granted the construction pertions outside he
this country. Under
mit to the school and Mr. Collins, aside from the 750 shares to the
with directional antenna operation
original transaction, Mr. Coluniversity, will be: Lt. Collins, 100 the lins
was to move the XEAW equipstation
The
kc.
1010
specified on
ment to Corpus Christi and pay all
shares;
Pat
O'Daniel,
130
shares;
at
sunset
would operate daytime to
Mike O'Daniel, 130 shares; Crazy expenses. He then planned to make
Little Rock, Ark., where KLRA is Water Co., of Mineral Wells, Tex.,
the facilities a "gift" to the univerassigned to the same frequency
250 shares (half of the stock of this
sity in return for a contract to
5,000
and
day
with 10,000 watts
company is owned by Carr Collins manage and operate the station for
watts night. KLRA has been oper- and his brother, H. H. Collins) ; 25 years. He was to buy the land
ating regularly on the frequency
Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co., and pay the university $25,000 a
since last March.
140 shares (Carr Collins and the year rental. This was later revised
widow of Earl B. Smythe own 45%
Two Recent Grants
to $5,000 a year. As approved by
of the company) — a total of 750 the FCC, however, all these aspects
forno
made
has
FCC
the
shares.
While
were eliminated and a straight cormal announcement regarding reOwners of the other 50% of the
poration business deal covering the
laxation of the "freeze" order, two Crazy Water Co. are J. A. Pondron,
50%
licensee
interests substituted.
grants late last month authorizing
Texarkana; J. A. Simmons, of
Mr. Collins, whose operation at
inas
viewed
were
station removals
Texas; and J. L. Lancaster, presi- Reynosa in the past has caused indicating anew policy in that direcdent, Texas & Pacific Railroad Co.
terference complaints in this countion. WGRC, New Albany, Ind., on
The agreement also provides that
try, long has sought a high-powered
June 29 was authorized to remove
Baylor shall reimburse Carr Col- station. The original application
its main studio and transmitter
lins for the $75,000 loan out of for 1010 at Corpus Christi requestKy.
,
Louisville
from New Albany to
ed fulltime, but it was subsequently
earnings of the station, but with
On the same day the FCC author- the stock to be voted by Baylor. The modified to daytime. Last fall, folized WDAK, West Point, Ga., to stock may not be foreclosed within
lowing protest by this Government,
remove its transmitter and studio
to Columbus, Ga.— some 30 miles
distant.
for Sale
Is Filed
Plea
Formal
The 1010 kc. channel is a Canadian 1-A. Cuba has a secondary outlet on it. The new transmitter, call
Weber
Will Manage
letters for which have not yet been Of WDSU;
assigned, would be located northeast of Gregory, Tex.
FCC action came after drastic
modification of the original plan
for the station. Baylor, under the
transaction, will acquire 50% of the
capital stock of a new $150,000 corporation tobe created, but with the
money advanced by Mr. Collins.
Two sons of W. Lee O'Daniel,
Texas Senator, each will acquire
130 shares of the 1,500 shares
issued. Crazy Water Co. also will
hold a substantial interest.
The original application, which
provided for Baylor as the licensee
with a 25-year license arrangement
to Collins, did not conform to the
Commission's policy against management contracts. The subsequent
amendments, however, in the judgment of the Commission, made the
application conform. Moreover,
while no formal statement was
made, it is understood the Commission felt the grant would aid Mexican-U. S. relations, since XEAW,
which was in the "border station"
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FORMAL application for the sale
of WDSU, New Orleans, by Joseph
H. Uhalt to a new company in
which Fred Weber, general manager of Mutual, will be a partner
was filed last week with the FCC.
Mr. Weber, upon Commission approval of the transaction, would
become general manager of the
BLUE Network outlet.
Confirming in every detail the previously published account [Broadcasting, June 21], the application
set forth that the transaction is
for $200,000. E. A. Stephens,
B u i c k dealer in New Orleans
and a recent candidate for the
Democratic nomination to the Senate, would acquire 50% of the station for $100,000. H. G. (Bud)
Wall, president of WIBC, Indianapolis, would acquire three-eighths
for $75,000 and Mr. Weber oneeighth for $25,000. An option agreement whereby Mr. Weber can acquire an additional interest, up to
one-third,
is embodied in the contract.

ANOTHER STORE penman is Robert M. Rownd, president of Stone
& Thomas, West Virginia's largest
department store, who signed a
52-week contract with WWVA,
Wheeling, ter-hour
for a newscast
daily with
BLUE Martin
quarAgronsky. In back are (1 to r)
George W. Smith, manager of
WWVA
and executive
dent of Fort
Industries;vice-nresiWilliam

WDSU, according to the application, had a gross of $70,000 for
the first five months of 1942. The
net profit was $28,000.
It is expected Mr. Weber will
resign his Mutual post after the
FCC approves the transfer and immediately take over his new duties.
Mr. Uhalt is the founder of the
station but for several years was
not active in its management because of his health. The station
operates on 1280 kc. with 1,000
watts. A new transmitting plant
was installed recently.
WDSU has been under a sixmonth probationary license, which
expires Oct. 21, because of purported violation of technical regulations. If no further violations
a regular license will
reported,
are
be issued this fall.
Mr. Weber has been general manager of MBS since 1936, joining it
originally in 1934 as coordinator.
Last January Miller McClintock became Mutual's first president.
BROADCASTING

E. Rine, WWVA commercial manstore merMcComas,
ager; J. V.chandising
manager.
the Mexican government ordered
the XEAW transmitter, with
claimed output of 100,000 w., to
cease operating on 1010 kc. It then
went back to its regular assignment on 1570 kc, but subsequently
was authorized temporarily to
1-A
kc, a Mexican
1050 frequency,
operate onThis
channel.
however,
afterward was reassigned to XEG
at Monterrey, where it is being
used with 50,000 watts by a Mexican corporation, with James A.
of head.San Antonio, as its diSavage, recting
The Collins application stated
the proposed station would be the
only one serving the entire Texas,
Louisiana and Gulf Coast area with
a primary signal. It was stated the
station would not acept advertising of intoxicants, including beer.
It was contended that removal of
be
the facilities of XEAW would
Treaty.
in conformance with the Havana

New Air Raid Provision
Put in Censorship Code
NEW clause covering mention of
air raids on the air has been
adopted by the Office of Censorship.
Paragraph 3 of Clause (f). Section
I (page 3) of the Code of Wartime
Practices is amended to read as follows:
"Mention of any raid in the con-,
tinental United States during ,its|
course, except on appropriate au-i
thority of the designated representatives of the Defense Commander
in whose area the raid occurs or
the War Department in WashingJ.torHarold
Ryan, for
Assistant
Direcof Censorship
broadcasting,
has informed broadcasters of War
Dept. objection to "pen pal" pro
grams during which listeners are
urged
to write
American
overseas
or in toprison
camps.soldiers
•ton."
Broadcast

Advertising

Advertising today is, more

than ever, an investment — an investment

in

post-war as well as present markets.
Forward-looking

executives will find this series of advertisements

Baltimore packed with well-documented,
point the way

to a shrewd

down-to-earth

facts that clearly

investment of advertising dollars.

Write for your copy.

Edward

Petry & Co., Inc., National

about

Representative

Grade

Label

Dies;

Maxon

Quits

Post,

Bowles
Appointed
Agency Official to Serve as
General Manager of OPA
AN END to OPA grade labeling
activity was promised by Price Administrator Prentiss M. Brown last
week at a news conference called
to counter Lou R. Maxon's charges

^^^m^^m^m

en"
aga'ns^ *ne aS

manager.
Mr. Maxon,
working at OPA
as a dollar-a-year man on leave
from his Detroit agency, quit his
Government post after asserting
that OPA was so hopelessly tied
up in red tape and legalistic snarls
that it was threatened with collapse. Specifically, he claimed that
a strong clique was using the war
to further its private economic
theories.
Mr. Bowles

Label Restrictions
Particularly, Mr. Maxon cited
grade labeling regulations as an
example of "radical and dangerous
concepts." He said "grade labeling, in my sincerest estimation,
presents the greatest threat to
American industry and our way of
life that ever existed, because it is
without question the spearhead in
a drive to eliminate brands, trade
marks and eventually free enterprise."
Although Mr. Brown failed to
answer most the charges, he said
Mr. Maxon and his opponents on
grade labeling all seemed to think
the future of America depended on
the policy OPA adapted on that
subject. Commenting that Canada,
"generally a more conservative
country than this one" gets along
all right under it, Mr. Brown added
"I think we'll get along all right
without it." He said at any rate,
grade labeling had been abolished
by order of Congress and that he
intended to obey the letter and
spirit of the Congressional order.
In announcing that Chester
Bowles had been offered the general manager snot. Mr. Brown said
Mr. Bowles "would have all the
power the title implies." Mr.
Bowles had been OPA administrator in Connecticut and was vacationing at sea when the announcement was made.
At their home, Mrs. Bowles said
he would not be notified of the appointment until his vacation ended,
about July 26. Friends said that
when the offer was made some time
ago, Mr. Bowles stipulated that he
have full authority over all field
offices and branches of OPA, and
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AFM
Canada

Independents

Statement

on

AskClear

Nationalization

Their Efforts to Expand Service Discouraged
Constant Threat of Government Ownership
CONSTANT threat of nationalization of broadcasting in Canada
discourages expansion of service
to the public by private broadcasting stations, Jos. Sedgwick, counsel for the Canadian Association
of Broadcasters told the Parliamentary Committee on Broadcasting at Ottawa on July 13.
Private broadcasters were "disturbed" by the report of last year's
Parliamentary Committee supporting general nationalization of radio in Canada, he told the Committee members. If the Committee
proposes total nationalization of
radio it should say so flatly. If it
does not, radio should be freed of
a constant threat of nationalization. The present policy does not
create an atmosphere of encouragement to private stations in expanding their services to the public, Mr. Sedgwick said.
An impartial survey made recently by a commercial firm (Elliott-Haynes Ltd., Toronto and Montreal) to determine which type of
radio control the Canadian people
prefer showed that 16% favor
complete government ownership,
32.3% favor some government and
some private stations, and 20.5%
favor all private stations, Mr.
Sedgwick told the Committee. The
survey showed 12.9% supporting
private stations under government
supervision and 18.3% expressing
no opinion.
Referring to the report of last
year's Committee he said it was a
restatement for the nationalization
be answerable only to Mr. Brown.
Mr. Bowles, the partner of William Benton in the New York agency, had been on leave since February, 1942 when he agreed to administer rubber rationing in Connecticut. He stayed to handle sugar, then coffee, and finally accepted a permanent OPA post at
$6,500.
Mr. Maxon had gone to OPA
shortly after Mr. Brown took over
in February. After his arrival, he
became entangled in quarrels
over policy. He complained that
OPA was dominated by "professors" and demanded that he be
made general manager with power
to control all policy making.
In the resulting quarrels, Mr.
Maxon brought about the resignation of J. K. Galbraith, Princeton
professor serving as OPA deputy
administer. However he failed to
get free reign, or to bring about
resignations of other academic
men. Removal of many of these
men will be necessary anyway, Mr.
Brown admitted last week as a result of a Congressional requ:rement that OPA policy makers have
"business experience."

By

of radio originally proposed in the
report of the Aird Commission
(1929), particularly
the recommendation that there inshould
be no
hesitation to cancel, in the public
interest, the license of any private
station, and a further recommendation that consideration should be
given to the wisdom of continuing
to allow the use of Canadian privately-owned stations as outlets
for United States chains. The sense
of security of the private broadcasters had been weakened by the
report and by some things not said
but "hinted at", he pointed out.
Mr. Sedgwick said that nationalized radio in Europe had been used
for propaganda purposes and that
before the war the BBC did not
have a monopoly in Britain because of continental commercial
broadcasting stations operating exclusively to Great Britain.
Commercial programs, he reported from commercial surveys,
lead in Canadian listeners.
Lost Channels
Appearing as a committee of the
CAB at Ottawa with Jos. Sedgwick were George Chandler, CJOR,
Vancouver; N. Thivierge, CHRC,
Quebec; Phil Lalonde, CKAC, Montreal; Jack Cooke, CKGB, Timmins, Ont. ; Senator Rupert Davies,
CKWS, Kingston, Ont.; Harold
Garner, C H E X, Peterborough,
Ont.; G. R. A. Rice, CFRN, Edmonton, Alta; A. A. Murphy,
CFQC, Saskatoon; B. de B. Bailey,
technical specialist, University of
Toronto; Glen Bannerman, CAB
president
and general manager, Toronto.
Canada has already lost "perhaps permanently" much of the
radio coverage given under the
Havana agreement, and stands to
lose further coverage unless advantage is taken of channels to
which the Dominion now is entitled, B. de B. Bailey, University
of Toronto radio technical expert,
told the committee in the afternoon
session. To retain channels which
have been made available to Canada it will be necessary to use them
before expiration of the agreement
in 1946. Action to occupy these
channels will require some time.
"We should use the channels to
which we are entitled and we
shouldn't lose any time in doing
it," Mr. Bailey declared. Questioned
by a committee member, he stated
that he was not expressing any
opinion on who should occupy
them. (Mr. Bailey was retained by
the CAB during the Havana agreement technical discussions at
Washington.)
The work of the private stations
in the development of talent, educational programs and community
service was given in detail to the
BROADCASTING

To

Forces

Cut

Off

MBS
WSAY

Petrillo Threatened to Pull
Music From All Network
AT 4:05 THURSDAY afternoon,
MBS discontinued musical program
service to WSAY, Rochester, as
"the
only order
practical
an official
from alternative"
the Americanto
Federation of Musicians forbidding
all members from performing on
Mutual programs.
Dispute between WSAY and the
Rochester local of the AFM has
been in progress since last fall, according to James C. Petrillo, AFM
president, who said the station had
at
that that
time itrejected
union's
demand
increase the
its musical
staff from one pianist to a staff of
five musicians. On July 1 the national union ordered remote dance
band pickups dropped from MBS,
after the network had declined to
sever its musical service to the station at the union's request [Broadcasting, July 5]. When this action
failed to produce a settlement, the
AFM last Thursday again asked
the network to drop musical service
to WSAY, with the alternative of
losing all MBS musical programs,
both commercial and sustaining.
McClintock Comments
In response to inquiries concerning the action, Miller McClintock,
MBS
president,
issued the followingstatement
:
"In view of the refusal of the
American Federation of Musicians
to permit the broadcast of any network sustaining or commercial programs containing live music if fed
by the network to station WSAY
and to prevent the disruption of
our network commitments and program schedules if we should continue to feed such programs to
WSAY, we have today discontinued
any musical program service to
WSAY.
"This action will continue so
long as the AFM continues its ban
on network musical programs. It
should be understood that MBS is
not a party to the dispute between
WSAY and AFM and has no power
or authority to intervene in any
manner in the issues involved. The
action which we have taken is the
only practical alternative under
the circumstances."
WLW Names Clark
See earlier story on page 38
GEORGE W. CLARK, for three
years a salesman connected with
the Chicago office of WLW, Cincinnati, has been appointed manager of the Chicago office following
the resignation of Dewey Long on
July 14.
Committee in the afternoon
sion.
The Committee sat only the
day to hear the independent
tions— then adjourned to make
report. The hearings this year
gan on June 11, with sessions
days most weeks.
• Broadcast
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CBS

Testing

New
Program
Analyzer
are to push the green button held audience reaction picture, which is
'What Makes Listeners
in the right hand, and when they described in detail and also illusthink a part is poor, they are to
trated by a "listener reaction proListen?' Subject
push the red button, held in the
file" showing the average percenOf Research
left hand. When they are indiffertage of listeners expressing apEFFECTIVENESS of a radio proent, they are not to push either
proval or disapproval during each
gram depends, first, on being heard button.
unit of the program, bar charts
and, second, on evoking some kind
Each button is connected by wire
showing
scores"
of listener response. To measure
with the analyzer, a box about two for
each "average
part of theattitude
program,
and
the first, or quantitative factor, feet cube, containing a tape marked
a "listener reaction trend" line
techniques have been established with 20 horizontal lines on which made up of the average attitude
for sampling the radio audience at rest 20 styli, 10 green and 10 red, scores with connecting lines, suany given time and for determining
and with vertical lines marking
mposed on the "profile"
chart.
local, regional or national program
each second of the program. Tape
While the peripattern
of the listener
ratings, which show the relative is started simultaneously with the response naturally varies with the
audiences of different programs.
recording and as the subjects press type and structure of the program,
To determine the qualitative fac- the green and red buttons the styli the following signs are generally
tor of listener reaction to different record their reactions on the tape. favorable and their absence unfavorable for the program:
programs or to different portions The conductor of the session, a
of the same program, CBS for the trained psychologist, watches the
(a) A quick rise of approval and
past year or so has been conducting tape during the program presentaa low per cent of indifference and
experiments with the Lazarsfeldtion, making notes on which to ques- disapproval during the first few
tion the listeners following the minutes of the show.
Stanton program analyzer, an instrument developed by Dr. Paul S. completion of the program.
(b) A step-by-step build-up of
Lazarsfeld, director of the Office
Playing of the test program is approval to a climax at the very
of Radio Research, Columbia U, followed by an open discussion pe- end of the show and an essentially
and Dr. Frank N. Stanton, CBS
riod, usually lasting approximately
upward trend throughout the provice-president.
an hour, during which the parReactions Recorded
ticipants are encouraged to explain
(c) An upward trend within each
major episode or portion of the
Announcements broadcast over their reactions and changes in re- gram.
action to the various parts of the
WABC, CBS key station in New
York, invite listeners to write in program. A full stenographic rec- program. Interest Problems
ord of the discussion is taken. At
if they are interested in helping
the
end of the discussion period,
(d) A low percentage of susto test a radio program. Respondees
tained disapproval or indifference
are sent questionnaire postcards the listeners are given a small gift, and a trend-line running at a level
asking for name, address, sex, age, such as a leather billfold, in apprewell above the zero-line.
ciation of their participation.
education and times at which they
(e) A stable trend of listener recan participate in a program test.
Reactions Combined
actions, indicating that a basic
From these cards, typical audience
mood
was
established and mainFor each program being studied,
groups, averaging 10 persons, are
tained throughout the program.
a minimum of six group sessions
brought into a small studio which
Hesitant about discussing reports
is equipped with a conference table, are held, so that the psychologist on specific programs at this stage
around which the subjects are has at least 60 individual reaction of development of the experimental
seated ; a turntable, for playing the curves and the reports on at least
Oscar Katz, assistant retest program, and the program an- six group interviews on which to technique,
search director of CBS, said, howbase his report. Approximately a
alyzer.
ever, that certain general criteria
Each subject finds at his place month is devoted to analyzing each have been
developed which seem to
at the table two push-buttons, so test program and in compiling the hold true for all audience groups.
mounted that one may be held report, which is then submitted to In a news program, for example,
easily in either hand with the the program's writers and producstatistics, place names and disers. CBS has three psychologists
thumb operating the button. The
tances may easily confuse rather
subjects are instructed — via a re- assigned to this work: Dr. Edrita than inform the listener, and concording so that all persons receive
Fried, Tore Hallonquist and Dr. G.
fusion results in a loss of interest
D. Wiebe.
the instructions in exactly the same
if not in definite displeasure.
manner — that when they think a
The report combines the individIn dramatic programs, listener
ual listener reactions into a general
part of the program is good they
disapproval frequently results from
shifts in the locale of the action,
flashbacks, or other dramatic devices which tend to break up the
action. Foreign language, used to
establish character, is also apt to
be resented unless the quote is brief
and followed by an immediate
translation.
Of course, these devices may be
used with great success by unusually skillful writers and producers, but as a general rule the
curve of listener approval rises
higher and maintains its steady increase if the dramatic sequence itself rises steadily and uninterruptedly to its climax, Mr. Katz
WOR STARTED its hour-long series of experimental television last week
explained.
at the Du Mont Laboratories, using Du Mont station W2XWV. The
Music also presents problems not
series is an initial step in post-war planning, enabling the staff to familialways
foreseen in advance. Musiarize itself with demands and techniques of television. Executives attendcal bridges, for example, when used
ing the inaugural event were (seated, 1 to r): Theodore C. Streibert,
to separate dramatic sequences,
vice-president and general manager; Alfred J. McCosker, president;
must
the stage for the new
Julius F. Seebach, vice-president in charge of programs. Standing (1 to action set
as well as conclude the old.
r): Robert A. Simon, director of continuity; Roy Bower, producer; Ray
If it is merely conclusive, interest
Nelson, assistant program manager; J. R. Poppele, chief engineer.
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TABLES WERE TURNED on announcer Harvey Twyman of KOIL,
Omaha (left), when he reported
for induction at Fort Crook, Neb.,
and was put in the position of
being interviewed on his own program, The Coffee Club. Plying him
with questions was Cpl. Vic Rugh,
ex-newscaster (right) . Program
Director Had Hughes, temporarily
subbing on the program, after inradio listeners
Twyman was forming
about
to become that
a soldier,
switched to the mobile unit at Fort
Crook for the surprise interview.
falls off and several valuable minutes may be spent in bringing listener reaction back to its former
level. Musical puns often fail to
make their point, as many listeners
are not as familiar with the titles
of popular
ers supposesongs
themas tothebescript
and writmay
merely wonder why a dance tune
was used to set the scene for a
flood, for instance, instead of making the expected mental tie-in with
the title "River, Stay 'Way From
Programs Tested
In variety programs, too definite
conclusions
My Door." to individual skits or
tunes are apt to produce the feeling that the whole program has
ended, again resulting in a loss of
attention and a waste of time necessary to rebuild interest on the
part of the listener. When a program winds up with a series of
conclusions, listener interest definitely declines from the first one
on, frequently
the
effectivenessto ofthethedetriment
final comof
mercial, Mr. Katz said.
Documentary programs, frequently used in presenting wartime
messages, also present difficulties
to dramatic program builders.
Voice montages, frequently used to
inject interest into a list of statistics, are often found to produce
confusion — and disapproval — rather than to aid understanding. Use
of real people in such programs
often places them at a disadvantage
in contrast to the more perfect diction of the professional radio actor
or announcer to whom listeners are
accustomed. This can be overcome
by skillful handling, but the script
writer and the program producer
should be aware of it.
In fact, Mr. Katz concluded, thatl
is the chief purpose of the whole
testing laboratory, to enable writers
and producers to see how their attempts to set a scene, produce a
mood or develop a story succeeded
or failed with a group of average
listeners.
• Broadcast
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HE

VOICE

FROM

HOME

Some V-mail dropped on our desk the other day. It had
winged its way across the wide, wet Pacific to tell us
how a familiar voice had warmed the hearts of a handful of American soldiers 'way out there. Coming off
duty in the tropical evening, one of them had, quite by
accident, tuned-in a Westinghouse station from a magic
place called Home. In a mood to meditate . . . lonesome
in a crowd ... it had cheered him greatly, and he sat
down and wrote us about it. It might not happen again

in a month . . . what with weather and other conditions.
That station and its sister stations in the Westinghouse
group were not meant to reach so far on the regular
bands. But each of them is a power in its own territory.
No finer programs float through the air anywhere . . .
no finer opportunities for firms with things to sell.
When that soldier and his buddies come back, they
will hear even better programs; for improvement is a
Westinghouse watchword, if not a fetish.

WESTINGHOUSE
^fflfe WOWO

• WGL

RADIO
• WBZ

STATIONS

• WBZA

• KYW

Inc

• KDKA

OWI

to

Open

New Regional Facilities
Under Radio Bureau
To Serve Stations
TWELVE new station relations
regional offices will be opened by
the OWI Radio Bureau to handle
program clearance on the local
level, Don Stauffer, chief of the
Radio Bureau, announced last
week-end in a memorandum outlining the revised plans of his organization under the extensively
reduced domestic branch budget.
Congress allowed only $2,750,000
of OWI's $8,865,906 request for
domestic operations.
These new offices, Mr. Stauffer
explained, will take over work
formerly performed by the nowliquidated field offices of all Government agencies served by OWI
and the sending to local stations
of regional spot announcements
supplementing the national spot
announcement plan.
With the Radio Bureau's budget
cut by one-third so other OWI
branches can make ends meet, Mr.
Stauffer said his agency will need
even more cooperation from the
radio industry. He said regional
voluntary committees of broadcasters like the Southern California
Broadcasters Assn. of Los Angeles,
can strengthen the orderly, intelligent use of radio facilities.
How They Operate
Mr. Stauffer warned that the
new regional offices, operating
under John Hymes, station relations chief, and Elaine Ewing, assistant station relations chief,
would not be able to furnish all
services formerly offered. They
will, however, clear all new programs supplied by government field
offices ; they will be a central clearing point for announcements proposed by government agencies, and
they will service requests from
local stations for information and
guidance.
In his memorandum, mailed to
OWI consultants, station officials,
and members of various committees working with the Radio Bureau, Mr. Stauffer renewed his assurance that the Network Allocation Plan would continue (Broadcasting June 28). Therefore," he
said, "there will be no need for
advertisers or networks to consider
requests direct from various Government agencies." He added that
no change had been made in the organization or staff of the special
assignment division.
Most seriously hit by the budget
cut, according to Mr. Stauffer, will
be OWI transcription activities.
Plans for a new Uncle Sam series,
to run on a sustaining basis, have
already been abandoned and future transcriptions will deal only
with specific local or regional problems. Mr. Stauffer said "We shall
rely, as we have in the past, on the
radio industry to prepare and
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Local
Clearance
Offices
broadcast material in behalf of the
tinue to be sent regularly from OWI
to ail stations. The announcements
formerly sent from the OWI field
Government."
"Our function essentially will be offices will be sent from the extended
station relations operation described
to furnish the most complete and
below.
accurate information that we can
assemble and distribute to the
Special commercial
Assignment Division
— Those
and sustaining
radio industry either directly or network
programs which have offered to do
through the Station Relations Di- work in behalf of the government over
and above the regular Allocation Plan
vision," the memorandum ex- will
continue to be serviced by the
plained. Speeches by Government
Special
Assignment Division. No
officials and all special events will changes have
made division.
in the organization or staffbeen
of this
continue to be placed by the Time
Clearance Section, and requests
Station Relations — As you know, the
field offices of the OWI Domestic
for radio time by Government Li- Branch formerly supplied the same
aison Division and the OWI Sta- service in the field that the Washingtion Relations staff.
ton office of the Domestic Radio BuThe Radio Bureau will continue
reaucludedfurnished
nationally.
inthe clearance
of all This
material
to operate its three offices, in New
put
on
local
stations
by
the
field
offices
York, Hollywood and Chicago, Mr. of all government agencies and the
Stauffer said, in addition to the sta- sending to local stations of regional
to supplement antion relations posts in those cities. spot announcements
nouncements sent by the Washington
Domestic Radio Bureau.
Stauffer Memorandum
Since the field service has been
The following is the full text of
the Station
Relations toDivithe memorandum from Mr. Stauffer abolished,
sion will add
twelve members
its
to war program managers, regional staff. The job of these new members of
the
Station
Relations
Division
will
be
consultants and members of the to service local stations and the field
Station Advisory Committee, the offices of the several government agencies as nearly as possible as it was done
Radio Committee of the War Adby the OWI field offices. Obviously
vertising Council, the Government
with a limited staff (approximately 12
Radio Committee in Washington,
people) it will be impossible to furnish
and the four network committees.
all of the services formerly offered.
As a result of the over-all cut in the However, the new members of the
OWI Domestic Branch, the budget of Station Relations Division will be
the Radio Bureau has been cut by one- able (1) to clear all new programs
third. This, in addition to the abolition supplied by the field offices of the govby the Congress of the field service,
ernment agencies, (2) to be central
necessitates a change in the Domestic clearing point for announcements proposed
by
government agencies to local
Radio Bureau's operation. I think it stations, and
(3) to service requests of
might be helpful to you if we enumerate those services which we plan to local stations for information and
continue operating on the same basis ; guidance insofar as this operation can
those which have been modified, and be carried on with limited personnel.
those which have been abolished.
Production Activities — As most of
Network Allocation Plan — Within you know, we have cancelled the
our present budget we shall be able to Victory Parade series which was to
continue this plan on exactly the same have replaced the old Uncle Sam series.
basis as we have in the past. Therefore With the exception of the Station
there will be no need for advertisers Announcement Plan, the only tranor networks to consider requests direct
scription activities that will be carfrom the various government agencies.
ried on by this office in the future will
As in the past, we shall be able to be in those cases where a specific local
function as the central clearance point or regional problem has to be met by
for all requests for cooperation on net- the use of transcribed programs and
work commercial and sustaining pro- other facilities are not available for
disseminating this information. Genergrams.
Station Announcement Plan — There
ally speaking, we shall rely, as we
are sufficient funds in the budget to have in the past, on the radio industry
carry on the Station Announcement
to prepare and broadcast material in
Plan, insofar as the Washington end behalf of the government. Our funcof the operation is concerned. One set
tion essentially will be to furnish the
of transcribed announcements will con- most complete and accurate informa-

Bill Henry's New Series
BILL HENRY, recently appointed
chief CBS correspondent in Washington, on July 16 started a series
of weekly news commentaries on
CBS, titled Bill Henry Looks at
Washington. Program is heard in
the Friday evening 10:45-11 spot,
heretofore filled with weekly talks
by Elmer Davis, OWI director.
tion that
assemble
distribute it towe thecanradio
industryandeither
directlytionsorDivision.
through the Station RelaSpecial Events and Time Clearance
— Under the supervision of the Station
Relations Chief, all special events will
continue to be placed by the Time
Clearance Section. The four major networks have requested that time for
speeches of all government officials also
be cleared through OWI. As in the
past, requests
for radio
time byspecial
government agencies
to present
events should be made to the Chief of
the Government Liaison Division, who
in turn will transmit the request to the
Station Relations Division.
Summary — With our reduced budget and operating staff, we shall, of
course, have
ask radio
for even
more than
cooperation to
from the
industry
we have heretofore. In some regions
voluntary committees of broadcasters
under the general guidance of the RadioreadyBureau's
consultants
have and
albeen set up
to supplement
implement the activities of our small
Station Relations Branch Offices.
Wherever such cooperative efforts can
be worked out, they will obviously
strengthen the orderly, intelligent use
of available radio facilities.
With your help there is no reason
why thetinue toRadio
Bureau should
not been
conbe as effective
as it has
in channeling
Government
information to the radio industry. We shall, as
in the past, attempt to avoid unnecessary duplication
effort on
the Government's of
side and
unnecessary
pressures on the radio industry which
has time and time again exhibited its
willingness to cooperate in the war
effort provided
the clear
needs and
of properly
the government were made
channeled through one agency.
The new lineup of station relations regional offices follows:
Atlanta— Willett Kempton, 1722
Candler Bldg., Walnut 4121 (Ga.,
Fla., Ala., Tenn., Miss.).
Boston — Walter Hackett, 17 Court
St., Lafayette
204,N.205,
ning, Lafayette7500,
7503 ext.
(Ma.,
H., EveVt.,
Conn., Mass., R. I.).
Chicago
be announced,
tional—WarToAgencies
Bldg., 102
222 NaW.
Jackson
Blvd.,
Andover
3600,
ext.
386,
Ind.).
evening, Andover 3604 (111., Wis., Ia.,
Cleveland— Alfred H. Llewelyn, 472
Union Bank of Commerce Bldg.,
Mich.).
Cherry 7913 (Ohio, Ky., W. Va.,

TRADITION WAS SHATTERED when the Kellogg Co., Battle Creek,
acquired a long-term lease on Miller Cereal Mills, Omaha, to place in
operation a second Kellogg unit in the United States. Principles in the
transaction last week were (1 to r) : Max Miller, former executive
vice-president of Miller Cereal Mills; W. H. Vanderploeg, Kellogg Co.
president; Ed S. Miller, founder-president of Miller Mills; Earle Freeman, Kellogg vice-president; Eugene Miller, former production vicepresident for Miller Cereal Mills.
BROADCASTING

Dallas cantile
— David
Russell,
1031 5711,
MerBank Bldg.,
Riverside
ext., M-100-1-2-3-4 (Tex., Okla., La.).
Denver — William H. Welsh Jr., 717
Kittredge Bldg., Tabor 3173 (Col.,
Wyo., N. M., Utah, Ida., Mont.).
Kansas Citv, Mo. — To be announced,
203 Mutual Bldg., Harrison 6464 (Mo.,
Neb., Kan., Ark.).
Minneapolis — Hayle S. Cavanor, 205
Midland Bank Bldg., Main 3244,
Nestor 4518, evening, Nestor 5032
(Minn., N. D., S. D.).
New York — Harry Levin, c/o OWI
Office, 280 Madison Ave., Murray Hill
3-6800, ext., 284, 285, evening, Murray
Hill 3-6828 (N. Y., N. J.).
Philadelphia— Broughton Tall, 748
Penn. R.R. Suburban Bldg., Locust
3416 (Pa., Del., Md.).
Richmond, Va., Benjamin W.
Huffington, 19 North 7th St., 7-1841
(Va., N. C, S. C).
San Francisco — Luther Keplinger,
Western Merchandise Mart, 1355
Market St., Klondike 2-2300 (Cal.,
Ore., Nev., Ariz., Wash.).
• Broadcast

Advertising

"They're

hearing

FAR from home a boy in uniform listens to "Songs My Mother
Taught Me." On a USO sofa before the radio he sits motionless
until the music ends. Abruptly he speaks to a lad near-by . . .
"Pop and Mom are hearing this. Maybe they're thinking of me."
The service rendered by broadcasting stations today is more important than ever before. Not only because it brings music, entertainment
and inspiration to homes and training camps— and by short-wave to
many places more distant, on land and sea. But because today broadcasting performs a special, added service— subtle, yet poignantly real
—by forming an intangible link between men and women who are far
away and those they love who* are left behind.

this.Jack

home..."

RCA is proud of its part in creating that precious link, and is glad
to help maintain it. Glad to furnish engineering service and
equipment— subject to war's inexorable priority— to assist
broadcasting stations with technical aid, supplies and replacements.

RCA

BROADCAST

RCA VICTOR

DIVISION - RADIO CORPORATION

EQUIPMENT
OF AMERICA — CAMDEN,

N. J.

NOTES

FROM

A

Eight years ago this month of July, WOR

WELL

WORM

DIARY

dug up, wrote, released one of its first comprehensive

success stories.

Today one of the things we're proudest of is a file of 101 sponsor-approved histories of extraordinary
jobs WOR

has done.

Scattered across the following pages is a representative list of them. They tell, better than anything we might say, how powerfully, how penetratingly, how successfully WOR
ing—one ofthe most impressive records in radio.
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PARAMOUNT

BUYING

WLS' BARN
DANCE
PARAMOUNT PICTURES, New
York, has reportedly paid $75,000
for an eight week option effective
July 7 to make a movie of The
National Barn Dance program,
heard for the past 10 years on
WLS, Chicago, and on NBC.
$10,000 was said to have been paw
WLS for use of the title. Program's sponsor, Miles Labs., Elkhart, Ind. (Alka-Seltzer) , and its
agency, Wade Adv. Co., Chicago,
retain right to approve movie
script, with Pete Lund, radio director of the Wade agency, acting
as story editor in cooperation with
Paramount writers. Bam Dance
stars who will appear in the movie
through negotiations with Vic
Brown, Chicago manager, National Concert & Artists Corp., are:
Lulu Belle & Scotty, Joe Kelly,
Arkie, Pat Buttram, the Dinning
Sisters and the Hoosier Hot Shots.
Paramount actors also will be in
the cast. Service camp visits are
planned for the Barn Dance group
at Camps Gruber and Sills, Oklahoma, either preceding or following shooting of the movie, scheduled for late September or early
October.
Public Service Exchange
To Increase, Says Fisher
INCREASED exchange of radio
public service programs in the postwar period was predicted by Sterling Fisher, NBC assistant public
service counsellor and director of
the NBC Inter-American University of the Air in a talk before the
Washington chapter of the Association for Education by Radio.
Pointing out that machinery for
the exchange of public service programs among the United Nations
had been developed as part of the
war machinery, Mr. Fisher told
AER "it would be a great pity if
the excellent machinery for exchange is dropped." He said exchange in peace-time should follow the same methods now employed, with inter-change of scripts
and recordings and by rebroadcasts
of shortwave programs by local
medium-wave stations.

'Time' News on Blue
IN COOPERATION with the Radio Program Division of Time Inc.,
New York, the BLUE is starting
a new series of five-weekly news
summaries titled Time Vivvm the
News. Starting Aug. 2, the 4:304:45 p.m. program will feature
Westbrook Van Voorhis. The news
will be prepared by a staff of 15
writers and researchers headed by
Frank Norris, managing editor of
the March of Time since 1941.
Win Ad Awards
TWO KDKA shows have won advertising awards for their sponsors.
The F. A. Ensign Adv. Agency of
Pittsburgh, has won the silver award
of the Affiliated Advertising Agencies
Network for placing the best 1942-3
radio program, with the KDKA show,
Sunday at the Smiths, 15-minute
sketch of family life, which ran 2G
weeks. Second recent winner is
Duquesne Light Co. of Pittsburgh,
with the national award of the Public
Utilities Adv. Assn. for the second
consecutive year. The program :
Bemie Armstrong Presents, half-hour
musical variety with band, tenor and
soprano.
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IRONING OUT WHAS WRINKLES, the WHAS new operations advisory committee, composed of department representatives, meets in
formal session. Standing (1 to r): Jack Koch, traffic; Dick Wade, technician; Buddy Brock, announcer, and Jack Brooks, continuity. Seated
(1 to r): Dudley Musson, production; James Sheehy, sales, and W. Lee
Coulson, general manager. The plan is proving quite a success.
EMPLOYES

SOLVE

WHAS

PROBLEMS

Through Operations Advisory Committee
Started Two Months
UPLIFT for personnel relations at
WHAS, Louisville, is the new formal operations advisory committee
which replaces the old procedure of
periodic staff meetings for informal
exchange of ideas. Consisting of
station workers selected by fellowemployes of each department, one
representing each activity, the committee works out station problems,
and according to W. Lee Coulson,
general manager, the plan has put
new zest into the WHAS organization.
Mr. Coulson sits in as umpire,
taking little part in deliberations
and letting rank-and-file representatives of the departments bat
out problems of the day. Instead
of competition for improvement
suggestions, the meeting is a
thorough-going discussion of dayto-day questions of station's and
industry operation. Ideas crack and
sparkle at the sessions, Mr. Coulson
reports.
Holds Office for Year
Permanent chairman is elected
and holds office for a year. Employes not on the committee have
the right to walk into any session
and listen in, state grievances or
offer suggestions. In operation for
two months, the plan has resulted
in improvement all down the line.
Minutes of a recent meeting give
an interesting sidelight on the new
group's functioning. At this meeting, Mark Ethridge, publisher and
general manager of the CourierJournal and the Louisville Times,
which owns and operates WHAS
as a basic CBS outlet, sat in as
observer. Noting that he was extremely interested in the plan,
which looked like something he
could apply to his organization, he
advised that the group deal strictly
with operational problems and
avoid personalities.

Ago

Typical meeting covered a range
of subjects — political broadcasts,
cutting programs in time to join
the network, right way to fade in
and out of network shows, personnel
shortage on Sunday mornings and
transcriptions without time for
studio announcements.
Rit Spots
RIT PRODUCTS Corp., Chicago
(Ail-Purpose Rit), is steadily expanding its campaign of transcribed spot announcements, heard
at present from 10 to 30 times
weekly on 47 midwestern and
southern stations. Since the beginning of the year, when southern
markets were entered, 25 major
stations have been added. Plans
are now in progress to include an
additional 10 stations by early fall,
with more to be added later in the
year. The campaign was begun
two years ago on four stations, and
by the end of this year it is planned
that thorough coverage will extend
from Pennsylvania to the Dakotas.
Agency is Earle Ludgin, Chicago.
Vincent Bliss is account executive.
Paper Firm's Spots
HUDSON PULP & PAPER Co.,
New York, on July 7 started participations on Mary Margaret McBride's program on WEAF, New
York, in behalf of paper napkins,
and several other household paper
products. Firm recently entered
another 13-week cycle on Marjorie
Mills' in behalf of paper produc
including toilet paper. Agency is
Lawrence Fertig & Co., New York.
Two Join CBS
WHOP, Hopkinsville, Ky., and
WPAD, Paducah, on July 18 joined
CBS as special basic supplementary stations. Both outlets operate
fulltime on 250 watts, with WHOP
operating on 1230 kc. and WPAD
on 1450 kc. Both are owned by the
Paducah Broadcasting Co.
BROADCASTING

JORDANS TO STAR
IN TWO RKO FILMS
MARIAN and Jim Jordan, stars
of NBC Fibber McGee & Molly,
sponsored by S. C. Johnson &
Sons, have been re-signed by RKO
for two more starring films. Paul
Whiteman, BLUE musical director, and Oscar Levant, pianist
featured on NBC Information
Please, will portray themselves in
the Warner Bros, film, "Rhapsody
in Blue." Jack Haley, recently
added as co-star to the NBC Sealtest Program, has been signed as
lead in Paramount's musical extravaganza,
"Rhythm Ranch."
Al
Pearce will be
starred
in the Refilm, "Here Comes Elmer,"
now in public
production.
Gracie Fields has been signed to
co-star with Jack Benny in 20th
Century-Fox film, "Two-Faced
Qulligan." Production on that
picture as well as Warner Bros,
film, "The Horn Blows at Midnight," starring Benny, has been
postponed until after the comedian's scheduled overseas camp
tour. Title of the Lum & Abner
new RKO release has been changed
to "So This Is Washington."
MGM has bought Arch Oboler's
dramatic story, "This Precious
Freedom" and will make it into a
two-reeler with Claude Rains
starred. Original, from which the
film version was adapted, was
listed as the best radio drama of
1941.
Treasury Dept. Adopts
New War Bond Slogan
OFFICIAL slogan adopted for the
Third War Loan campaign, to begin Sept. 9 and to continue for
three weks, will be "Back the
Attack
WithlastWarweekBonds,"
was
announced
by theit War
Finance Division of the Treasury
Dept.
Plans were being formulated
last
for radio's
the
drive.week
Meetings
were part
beingin held
with networks and OWI for arrangement of broadcasts on Radio
Day set for the opening day of
the drive [Broadcasting, July 12] |
'Dead Set' Warning
ALARMED over the diminishing
supply of radio tubes for home sets,
the Philadelphia
Radio
Service-to
men's Assn. has made
an appeal
the listeners to write to their Congressmen, radio stations and newspapers calling attention to their
dead radio sets. The plea was voiced
during the Sunday night broadcast sponsored on WFIL, Philadelphia, by the association.
WEMP Basic Blue
WEMP, Milwaukee, effective
Aug. 1, changes status as a basic
supplementary affiliate of the
BLUE, to a basic BLUE station.
Milwaukee Broadcasting Co., operates the station with 250 watts on
1340 kc.
Lewis Honored
FULTON LEWIS jr., MBS news
analyst, has been selected by the
Sigma Delta
Chi ofJournalistic
Fraternity as winner
the 1942 radio
newswriting
award
for
his
series
of
tion.
reports on the synthetic rubber situa• Broadcast
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In line with KXOK's policy of presenting outstanding public service programs, KXOK recently completed a spectacular series of broadcasts direct
from
the
scene of Missouri's worst flood in a
century.

see,-:
KXOK presents important public service programs
on a regular basis, adhering to its policy of having
a KXOK microphone on the scene whenever there
is an event of importance in or around St. Louis.
KXOK's alertness in presenting its listeners the
type of programs they like, makes for a responsive
audience in the Mid-Mississippi Valley market . . .
and an opportunity for advertisers to do an excellent selling job.
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Canada

Prepares

Post-War
Finance
Reserve of $150,000 Started
For Improved Equipment
CANADIAN Broadcasting Corp.
has started a reserve fund of $150,000 for the postwar period when
heavy expenditures will be necessary to take advantage of improved equipment, Dr. Augustin
Frigon, CBC assistant general manager, reported to the Parliamentary Committee on Broadcasting at
Ottawa.
Marked changes in the transmission of broadcasts may be expected after the war, Dr. Frigon
told the committee in explaining
technical developments, especially
FM. He expected that an international conference would be necessary to allot wavelengths and take
up matters of interference across
international borders.
Reporting on finances, the Dept.
of Transport told the committee
that the CBC had received during
the fiscal year ending March 31,
1943, the sum of $3,667,340 from
the sale of 1,728,880 receiving licenses, an increase of $215,158 over
the last fiscal year. The CBC also
received $34,350 in fees from private commercial broadcasting stations, bringing the CBC total from
licenses up to $3,701,690 as compared to $3,485,332 in 1941-42.
Licensed Stations
The number of broadcasting stations licensed this year in Canada
is: CBC, 27 (including five shortwave licenses and 12 repeater licenses) ;university (educational)
station licenses at a fee of $50,
two; and privately owned commercial stations, 85 (including eight
shortwave licenses).
Information was filed with the
committee by the CBC showing that
the corporation paid $787,000 to
private stations last year for commercial advertising programs which
they carried. The amounts received
by individual stations ranged from
$52,000 to $1,400.
In granting an outlet to the Mutual Broadcasting Company in Toronto last August, Dr. Frigon said
he did not think the CBC had given
Mutual causeany
beit did "vested
not owninterests"
the station
and the contract by which it obtained the outlet could be terminated
by the CBC on 30 days' notice.
W75C on Full Time
FM STATION W75C, operated by
the Moody Bible Institute, Chicago,
has received its provisional license
and is now on the air daily from
11 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. Its present
Sunday schedule is from 8 a.m. to
local sunset. While limited at present to 1,000 watts power, W75C expects to become a 50,000-watt station after the war. Despite its low
power, however, it claims a record
for long-range reception, based
upon a report from a listener in
Greenville, R. L, who writes that
he
the station's
programs
withreceives
considerable
regularity.
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LITTLE MISS LOUCKS
Gets Her Answer From

WITH MICROPHONE plugs damaged by wear and shell replacements unobtainable, Freddy Friedenthal, chief of audio transmission
for WJR, Detroit, has developed a
repair tool which smooths out the
dents and returns a battered plug
to service. It is unnecessary to remove the plug from the cord, he
says, and the repair job can be
done in a few minutes.
'SATEVEPOST'

'
Mark Woods
JUVENILE public relations for the
BLUE Network, it became known
last week, is being handled by
Mark Woods, the prexy himself.
When June Loucks, 9-year-old
daughter of Philip G. Loucks,
Washington attorney and former
NAB managing director, wrote the
network about the summer vacation
of Captain Midnight, following an
argument with her six-year-old
brother Mike (who aspires to the
fearless Captain's role), Mr. Woods
last Monday wrote to June:
"I understand that you are
somewhat concerned that Captain
Midnight is off the air for the summer. As you know, a number of
radio shows do close for the summer, and come back again in the
fall. I want to assure you that this
will also be the case with Captain
Midnight. It starts again on the
same station, same time, on Sept.
27, 5:45 to 6 p.m. I am glad that
you like this program and I hope
that you also listen to some of the
other programs of the Blue NetThen this P. S.: "I know your
Daddy very well, and I think he is

a grand chap."
work."
ON FREE RADIO

EDITOR'S NOTE: The "Saturday Evening Post's" S% million readers
were acquainted ivith the broadcasting industry's regulatory problem as a
result of the historic Frankfurter opinion of the Supreme Court in the FCCnetwork
a lead editorial
publishedthird
in that
issue,in
available cases
last in
Wednesday.
The editorial,
to bejournal's
publishedJuly
on 11
radio
three successive issues, carries the unvarnished head "Do We Want Government-Controlled Radio?".
The question of the "freedom
of the air" — what it is, who is to
protect it and how it is to be regulated to fit the limitaions of radio
as a medium of communication —
has been passed back to Congress.
According to the majority of the
Supreme Court, in an opinion written by Justice Frankfurter, the
Federal Communications Commission derives from the Communications Act of 1934 powers broad
enough to include regulation of
financial and contractual practices
of radio stations, the conditions
upon which programs are distributed by networks and, in Justice
Frankfurter's interesting phrase,
"the the
composition
over
air waves. of the traffic"
Justice Murphy, in a memorable
dissent, did not agree. He wrote:
"If Congress had intended to cover the subject of network contracts
and affiliations, it would not hav»
left it to dubious implications from
general clauses lifted out of their
context." But for the moment the
Communications Commission is
free to exercise the "not niggardly
but expansive powers" conferred
on ittionbyof thethestatute.
majority's interpretaAt a time like the present, there
is always the risk that debates on
these matters will generate more
heat than light. The debate in
Congress sometimes exceeded the
bounds of reason. Nevertheless, it
seems to us reasonable to say that
before any Government commission is given the right to determine the "composition of the
traffic" over the ether of news,
entertainment and opinion, Con-

gress tionshould
make its own declaraon the issue.
Justice Murphy and Justice
Roberts agree that the Supreme
Court has exceeded its competence
"when we gratuitously bestow
upon an agency power which the
Congress
has agreed
not granted."
But
the
majority
with Justice
Frankfurter that, although the
Communications Act "does not explicitly say that the commission
shall have power to deal with network practices found inimical to
the
public
interest,"
the commission
must nevertheless,
ignore any
Act.
"cramping constructon" of the
Since it is the intent of Congress
which is being debated, there can
surely be no objection to asking
Congress whether it agrees with
Commissioner Fly and the Supreme Court majority or with the
radio industry, a considerable portion of the listening public — which
thinks that radio broadcasting is
nority.
pretty good — and the court's miThe alternative to a new determination by Congress upon its
actual intentions is to hand over
to an administrative agency powers which seriously threaten freedom of expression on the air. The
issue is not whether a broadcasting station should contract to hold
free time at the disposal of a network or whether a network should
withhold from competing stations
programs which have been rejected
by a network station.
There are various opinions as
to whether or not this or that of
BROADCASTING

Bottle Collection
EASTERN STATES Bottle Collection Committee starts a drive
in the New York area July 12 to
urge and
the soft
return
"lost"bottles,
beer,
milk
drink ofdeposit.
estimated at 45,000,000. A possible
shortage of bottles in this region
prompted the drive. While a fund
of $50,000 has been raised from
the three industries involved for
paid space, there was no need to
purchase special radio time as a
number of the brewers and some
of the dairy product firms already
have programs on the air which
are being utilized for this purpose.
Spot announcements
be included in broadcasts for will
one month,
duration of the campaign. Brewers
Board of Trade is cooperating in
the project. Agency is Young &
Rubicam, New York.
the commission's regulations would
improve broadcasting or wreck it.
The primary issue is not the merit
of the rules, but the right of the
commission to promulgate and enforce regulations which make fundamental changes in radio. What
Congress must decide is what becomes of free broadcasting if a
Government commission has power
to "determine the composition of
In less critical times, we might
the accused
traffic." of taking an alarmist
be
view. But the Administration does
too little to dispel alarm on the
subject of free comunication. The
President's frequent gibes at the
newspapers, the suit against the
Assocated Press, the continual preoc upation of Government spokesmen with the supposedly venal and
one-sided character of such media:
all this conspires to build up in the
public mind a new fear, one which
we supposed had been dispelled for
all time — namely, that the heavy
and unimaginative hand of bureaucracy is groping for control of
thought and information in the
United States.
The social and economic views
of many policy makers in the administratve agencies do not dissipate this fear. There is in the
administrative agencies too much
agreement with the opinion expressed solicitor
by Milton
Freeman,
assistant
for the
Securities
& Exchange Commission, who said
in response to a question by Rep.
Boren, of the House Committee
on Interstate Comerce, "I believe
any law of Congress or any rule
adopted under it, if it in any way
conflicts with a law of a state,
Accordingthatto law."
the Constitution
supersedes
and a long procession of judicial
decisions, the situation is not quite
so cut and dried. But if Mr. Freeman represents the legal philosophy prevalent in agency circles,
the revolt in Congress is not surprising. Precision in the delegation
of powers to agencies is the minimum requirement for the preservation of our system of government. As applied to radio, we predict that Congress will take the
view that no administrative agency
is qualified to decide what shall be
the
"composition
of thecontrol
traffic,"overin
so far
as that means
the ideas and information which
Americans shall be permitted to
hear.
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When

Making

Budgets

Up

. . .

REMEMBER

IN

BALTIMORE

...ITS

WFBR

believes that those scattered states have radio
stations right in their own backyards with
their own loyal listeners.

Obviously the 6th largest city in the country will be in your plans. And that's why you
should know about WFBR's ability to cut
down sales costs. WFBR is one station that

In Baltimore ... it all adds up to this: In
Baltimore . . . WFBR gives a magnificently
clear signal DAY and NIGHT. Baltimore

gives you facts to justify its selection in any
budget . . . not just power alone.
WFBR

doesn't try to cover Virginia, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware or West
Virginia. Our job is Baltimore. We use the
electrical power that does just that. WFBR

RADIO

STATION

NATIONAL

II

JL

people enjoy the station. Advertisers save
money by buying coverage . . . and not just
power that's costlier and too often wasteful.

MJ

REPRESENTATIVE:

M.W

JOHN

BALTIMORE

BLAIR & CO.

Sicily

News

Aired

in 33

Seconds

After
Africa Flashes
'Stand By'
Networks Prepared For Invasion News, With
CBS First to Carry, NBC
Close Second

SOMEWHERE IN SOUTH PACIFIC Marines get the latest news
from home and the battlefronts
when Technical Sergeant C. S.
"Art" King, (right), former announcer of WEEI, Boston, reads
the script prepared for him nightly by Technical
Haroh1
Azine,
formerly ofSergeant
WLS, Chicago,
and WBAL, Baltimore.
ELMER

DAVIS

BACK

IN FALL; NEW TIME
ELMER DAVIS, director of the
OWI, plans to return to the air
about Sept. 1, officials of the OWI
Radio Bureau said last week, revealing that negotiations are now
underway for a new time period
for Mr. Davis' weekly news review. The 15-minute program,
heard on all four major networks
since March 12, was discontinued
July 16, as Mr. Davis "will be absent from ofWashington."
Efforts
OWI to secure a new
time for the Davis program were
offered in Washington as proof
that the OWI chief will retain his
post, despite persistent reports that
he would leave OWI as a result of
Congressional maltreatment of the
activities of the domestic branch.
In revealing that the program
would resume at an undetermined
new time in the fall, OWI said networks had already been informed
that Mr. Davis was releasing the
10:30-10:45 period Friday evenings
during which he had been heard on
CBS, NBC and BLUE. Mutual
has been recording the program for
rebroadcast on Saturday.
OWI said Mr. Davis requested
the change in time after he found
that his crowded Friday schedule
did not leave him enough time for
adequate preparation of his talk.
Japs Hold Jack Clinton
ENSIGN JACK CLINTON of the
Naval Air Force, formerly of the
public relations staff of CBS Hollywood, reported as missing in action
during a recent South Pacific engagement, is a Japanese prisoner
of war, according to information
received by his family.
High Mark
ALL RECORDS of the Army
Air Forces Technical Training Command reportedly were
broken by grade average of
Pfc. Frank J. Elliott, 27,
Hutchinson, Kan., when he
graduated from Truax Field,
Wise, as a radio operator.
Formerlv a broadcast engineer of WAGA, Atlanta, Elliott had a mark of 97.3. He
takes code at 72 words per
minute, close to the maximum
record.
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FULLY PREPARED weeks in advance for flash news of each invasion step made by the Allies in the
Mediterranean area, the shortwave
departments of the major networks
were ready at 12:05 a.m. (EWT)
the morning of July 10 when news
of the Sicilian invasion was sent
around the world by Allied Force
Headquarters in Africa.
Exactly 33 seconds after the signal came through from Africa to
"stand by for special announcement", CBS put the news on the
air, giving America the first word
of the major step towards actual
invasion of the European continent.
At 12:18, CBS brought in Bill
Henry, CBS correspondent in
Washington, for a summary of
what the War Dept. had to say on
the invasion, after which the network intercepted and put on the air
here a broadcast by Robert Dunnitt from Algiers to the BBC.
Winston Burdett, CBS correspondent in North Africa, broadcast
from Algiers at 12:27 and until
12:43 CBS presented Bill Henry
again as well as Major George
Fielding Eliot. Further news of the
invasion followed at 7:45 a.m. on
the CBS early morning news programs and continued at close intervals during the day and into early
Sunday morning.
One Minute
NBC flashed the news about
Sicily at 12:06 a.m. July 10 one
minute after Radio Algiers gave
out the news. George Putnam read
the bulletins, after which NBC
switched to Washington for the
War Dept. reaction; to Algiers for
highlights from Ralph Howard,
NBC correspondent in North Africa; to New York for further
background, and back to Washington for reports from Richard
Harkness and Robert McCormick.
Mutual carried the news from
its overseas reporter in Algiers,
Seymour Korman, at 12:15 a.m.,
and since then has been presenting
Korman on a twice daily basis at
10:30 a.m. and at 6:30 p.m. on the
Overseas News Report. Jack
Thompson, Mutual's "parachuting
reporter", who filed his first invasion story for newspapers, bylined
"with American Parachute Troops
Bound For Sicily," is planning to
broadcast his own participation in
the invasion as soon as he can find
broadcasting facilities.
First bulletin on the BLUE came
at 1 a.m. with George Hayes giving
the news just as the BLUE's allnight program Say It With Music
was due to go on the air. Regular
news bulletins on that program
every hour on the hour highlighted
the invasion, and at 8:30 a.m. on
the United Nations News Review
program, the BLUE gave its listen-

ers a complete roundup from its
correspondents at different points
around the globe.
Under an emergency agreement
set up between the OWI and the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, effective on July 9, shortwave broadcasters in this country
fed Spanish broadcasts to South
and Central America, and Portuguese news reports to Brazil from
7-9 a.m., as well as English reports
throughout the day. During the
newly allocated daytime hour schedule, the CIAA, in cooperation with
United States shortwave broadcasters including NBC and CBS, presented various Latin American
commentators speaking on all
phases of the invasion July 10.
OWI Airs Landings
OWI's Overseas Branch put the
news on the air at 12:08, concentrating on France and Italy, but
broadcasting continually on all
available transmitters in all languages. For the first few hours,
OWI broadcast the announcement
of the landings, and the text of Gen.
Eisenhower's first communique.
The invasion announcement was
aired by OWI on seven shortwave
and mediumwave transmitters in
North Africa, on all BBC units,
and all shortwave transmitters in
this country, on both the east and
west coast. Officials reported that
the Axis resorted to the most determined jamming that it has used
in the propaganda war. As a result,
the news was read slowly, and listeners in Sicily reported reception
was good.
Radio Rome announced the invasion at 1:20 in a broadcast for
foreign consumption. The Axis in
general did not learn the news from
its own sources for 24 hours.
After the first announcement of
the invasion, OWI stations advised
the people of France to be calm,
and to listen to the United Nations
radio for further instructions.
WOV, one of New York's leading
foreign language stations, which
claims to reach 2,000,000 Italianspeaking Americans, began special
coverage of the Allied invasion of
Sicily on Saturday, July 10. Keying their broadcasts to the loyalty
and patriotism of Americans of
Italian extraction, WOV newscasters stressed the fact that "The
liberation of Italy from the Fascist-Nazi yoke has begun . . ." From
7 a.m. on through the day, news
bulletins and special features were
presented, including three well
known Sicilian anti-Facists who
made an appeal to the Italian community here for complete unity behind America and her Allies.
BROADCASTING

WOMEN
TO ADVISE
WOR WAR ACTIVITY
AS A RESULT of recent surveys
disclosing WOR, New York, as the
local station most helpful to women in their household work during
wartime, Alfred J. McCosker, president of WOR, last week called a
special luncheon meeting at the
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria to discuss
with prominent women in various
fields further means of aiding women listeners at home and in the
war effort.
Guests were invited to become
permanent members of the WOR
Women's Advisory Panel, to advise the station on such questions
as How can WOR increase its
aid to women in the war effort?;
What type of information not on
WOR do women want?; What is
the group's opinion of the "soapContinuing Study
WOR was found to be the leading women's station in New York
through a special question asked
opera?"
only of women by Crossley Inc. in
the WOR-Crossley Continuing Study
of Radio Listening in Greater New
York. WOR led on the question
"What New York station has programs that you feel give you the
most
help
in your
household
— while the
second
stationwork?"
mentioned was 1.7% behind WOR. The
third station trailed by 4.8% and
the fourth by 11.7%.
Third NBC Project Goes
To Affiliates in August
THIRD in the series of program
promotion projects generally titled
"Parade of Stars" by NBC will be
distributed to affiliated stations
early in August, with the triple
objective of creating interest in
network programs, strengthening
the position of NBC affiliates in the
communities they serve, and buildcasts.ing audiences for sponsored broadThe new "Parade", contrary to
its predecessors — the NBC "Fall
Parade of Stars" in August 1942,
and the "New Year Parade of
Stars" in January 1943 — supplies
the stations with material usable
throughout the year rather than
for specific periods. Recordings,
specially made by more than 30 of
NBC's top-ranking features, are
accompanied by scripts, announcements, promotional material, photographs and novelty ideas. Two
albums hold the recordings, while
a 25xl4-inoh portfolio holds the promotional material, and a series of
scripts which gives program managers a chance to combine the special transcriptions for broadcasts
varying from one minute to a half
hour or longer.
Labor Recruited
EFFECTIVENESS of radio announcements in recruiting manpower in the Newark area has
prompted National Tool & Mfg.
Co., Kenilworth, N. J., to renew its
contract on WAAT, Jersey City. In
a letter to Victor Bennett, WAAT
national sales director, the company
stated that "radio announcements
attracted more applicants to our
plant seeking employment than the
combined number attracted by advertising in five leading newspapers in this area."
• Broadcast Advertising

Switchyard at General Bleetrie's 100-kw station. WGEO, in Schenectady, N. Y.
flexibility and efficiency of international
Forceful Allied propaganda is today
beamed to all the Axis world by G-E
equipment. This antenna-feeder hookinternational short-wave transmitters.
up gives quick manual switching from
one directional beam to another — from
G-E pioneering in international short
one overseas work area to another.
wave, begun in 1923, led to the development of nine American international
Day and night, this powerful station is
working for a shorter war, a better peace.
stations of varying outputs up to 75 kw.
Recently, G.E. added four more, two of
What G-E Leadership Means to You
them of 100 kw, the highest signal outInformed
thinking today points to
put of any American-built stations of
changes in post-war broadcasting. It
that type. G.E. is now building three
looks for a big increase in local FM
more giant 100-kw transmitters for the
stations. It foresees fewer but more
expanding American war needs.
General Electric is the only American
powerful AM stations, and that television will grow, becoming an impormanufacturer ever to have successfully
tant factor in consumer markets.
designed and built international transGeneral Electric offers any
mitters ofsuch great power.
The G-E 100-kw and 50-kw transbroadcaster a complete service
in all three fields of FM, AM,
mitters for Station WGEO-WGEA, shown
television!
in the insert above, have their programs
beamed by special panel-type antennae
1. G.E.'s unmatched achievements
backed by ingenious dipole reflectors
in international transmitters are amthat step up the radiation efficiency.
ple evidence of G-E ability to build
In the main illustration is another
new high-power AM transmitters and
improved receivers after the war.
G-E development, adding greatly to the
GENERAL
©
ELECTRIC
>^2^
160-B6-6916
G-E employees are now purchasing over $1,000,000 in War Bonds weekly

2. The fact that G.E. has built over a
third of all FM broadcast transmitters and a
large percentage of FM receivers is positive
evidence of its continued leadership in the
post-war FM field.
3. And four years of live-talent programming experiment in its own non-commercial television station, WRGB, plus its
full line of television transmitters, relay
transmitters, studio apparatus, and receivers
provide a sum total of television equipment
and experience that will be of immense
value to the post-war broadcasting industry.
. . . Electronics Department, General Electric, Schenectady, N. Y.
Time hear
in "THE
and
the newsWORLD
direct TODAY"
from ihe
men who see it happen, every
evening except Sunday at 6:U5
E. TV. T. over CBS. On Sunday
listen
10 :00 toP. "The
M. E. Hour
W. T.ofonCharm"
NBC. at
•
•
•
42,000 hours of international service
and still going strong! At WGEO, a
G-E mercury-vapor rectifier tube —
Type
has given faultless
service 857-B
since —1934.

551,000

families

to

their

chairs!

A year ago an idea was born. A new program started in the West.
A low, sinister whistle pierced the blackness. Eerie music blended
with the whistle... then a man's voice, low, apprehensive. For a halfhour listeners sat spell-bound.
The Whistler was on the air over Columbia Pacific!
Now, a year later, listeners still sit spell-bound, every Friday night
at nine. 39.7% of all available radio families now listen to this program. That means

a Hooper rating of 11.2. That means 551,000

families actively listening.
The story of The Whistler is the story of all Columbia Pacific originations. It's a story of ideas. Ideas are the power-force in radio. Ideas
are the starting point of every Columbia Pacific campaign.
Ideas — projected by superlative execution — make programs on
Columbia Pacific strikingly successful. The Whistler, for example : It
was written by top Hollywood writers. Then it was cast with top Hollywood talent, and produced by the sure-footed staff of Columbia in the
West . . . the staff responsible for so many of the great coast-to-coast
CBS shows!
Columbia Pacific serves some five million Western families — five
million families who have the will to buy and the cash to pay. Through
Columbia Pacific you can reach these families— reach them with ideas
...attention-arresting, action-impelling ideas— translated into radio
programs that build West Coast audiences into a buying army for you.
Such programs as The Whistler are now available for sale on
Columbia Pacific. Ask us or Radio Sales for details. Or ask us to
create an idea for you ... an idea planned to tell your story more
dramatically than it's ever been told before.

COLUMBIA
A DIVISION

OF THE

COLUMBIA

NETWORK
BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

Palace Hotel, San Francisco 5 — Columbia Square, Hollywood 28.
Represented by Radio Sales, the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS.

End

the

Double-Talk

THERE'S lots of double-talk and confusion
about the House Committee investigation of the
FCC. For practically every piece of evidence
put in by the Committee, Chairman Fly issues
a press release, and talks about the Committee's
"bid for publicity" or the falsity of the allegations, or the unfairness of the proceedings.
Last Friday, Mr. Fly appeared before the
Committee. For two hours he parried every
question propounded by Committee Counsel
Eugene L. Garey. It was a great exhibition of
shadow-boxing.
Mr. Fly refused to divulge any information
on the investigation of NAB President Neville
Miller by the Law Committee of the Board of
War Communications on grounds of alleged
"breach of trust" in connection with activities
of the Domestic Broadcasting Committee of
BWC. Mr. Miller was exonerated. Mr. Fly
said he was under instructions from the BWC
not to release any data relating to the Miller
"trial" because it would "adversely affect the
national security or injure the national
prestige".
The Miller matter has been a sort of open
secret in Washington for months. Mr. Fly's
dislike of the NAB head is practically historic.
It goes back to the NAB convention in St. Louis
in 1941 when the FCC Chairman alluded to the
NAB as akin to a "dead mackerel in the moonlight— -it both shines and stinks".
Unlicensed by FCC
Mr. Miller is in the unique position of being
the only broadcaster unlicensed by the FCC.
He has no station affiliation. He has opposed
Mr. Fly's policies and activities. Mr. Fly, almost from the start of his tenure in 1939, has
tried to destroy that opposition and effect an
NAB reorganization — one that would be more
pliable and perhaps "cooperative".
The House Committee is under mandate from
a branch of Congress to investigate the FCC.
It has that duty. Mr. Fly doesn't like the inquiry, and has sought from the start to block
it. But Congress makes the laws.
The war interest is paramount. Under the
war pressure we must accept at face value the
judgment of the Commander-in-Chief. The
President, as Commander-in-Chief, for reasons
he deems adequate, has refused the Cox Committee certain files and data relating to the
FCC's war functions. The Army and Navy
have disallowed testimony from their officers
or officials for that reason.
The Committee is continuing its inquiry. It
will get into many matters, we assume, which
have no bearing on military operations. Nothing
is to be gained by these violent outbursts and
smoke-screens. An investigation has been
overdue. The rising tide of Congressional complaint is answer enough. New legislation is ,
needed — that's admitted everywhere except by
the FCC majority.
So let's have a thorough-going, lawyer-like
investigation, without the carping and bickering and begging of issues at every turn.
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Jimmy
Emotes
JIMMY PETRILLO loves to talk. He talked
for a couple of days before the Senate Interstate Commerce Subcommittee investigating
his recording strike last January. Then he
talked for a couple of hours before the War
Labor Board sitting in on that same controversy 10 days ago.
But the stories didn't jibe. Last January he
wanted "more work" for unemployed musicians,
a myth that was exploded shortly thereafter.
Now, his musicians have simply "quit" because
the transcription business is "peanuts" — a
paltry $4,000,000 a year gross.
Jimmy insisted — until he appeared before
the Labor Board — that he had no quarrel with
the broadcasters, and that he was being
"smeared". Now, it develops, he wants to force
all stations — independents and networks alike
— to hire fixed quotas of staff musicians. He
wants the transcription companies to refuse
to deliver recordings to stations declared "unfair". He wants the recorded music counterpart of the "squeeze" he uses on networks when
an affiliate doesn't fall in line with an adequate
staff orchestra (whether it performs or not).
That was evident last January — before negotiations even got under way. We said so in these
columns. But he didn't make the demand until
May 11. And when that was rejected, he turned
to his invention that his men simply had
"quit" their jobs.
Jimmy has a monopoly. He draws a salary
of $49,000 a year, aside from "allowances and
contingent funds", and along with a car and
chauffeur in Chicago and another in New
York. He told the Senate Committee he paid
his income tax out of his Chicago Federation
"fund". AFM has a reserve fund of "about
$2,500,000". And Jimmy talks about "unemJimmy ployment
has relief".
gotten away with it so far because of all the cushy legislative benefits
voted by Congress to protect the right of the
honest working man. But Jimmy is a czar
with a punch. Thanks to his inflated ego, he
told the WLB his real purpose. He wants to
bleed the broadcasting industry for every
possible dollar, and he wants to use the transcription companies as the device for getting
at the non-network stations, many of which
are already in red ink.
The WLB was told by Garrulous Jimmy in
about so many words that he wants to create
jobs to build his union. It had 148,000 members
last January, and he claims 160,000 now. After
the war he looks for a 200,000 membership. An
NAB test survey last year revealed that only
35% of AFM's members list themselves as
musicians — the balance being engaged in other
occupations, trades or businesses. But AFM
gets the dues.
Mr. Petrillo runs a business, apparently on
the "public be damned" philosophy. The public
can be deprived of the technological improvements and pay the added costs. His tactics
wouldn't be countenanced in any other form of
business. But he functions under the guise of
a labor union.
It's up to the WLB now. If it doesn't give
Jimmy the jolt he's been inviting these many
years, just watch an indignent public express
its will through Congress next September. By
that time, however, the transcription industry
may be as dead as a dodo — if Jimmy get's
away with it again.

CAPT. WILBUR

EICKELBERG

the acin these
formally describe,
inmight
againdays,
WARS
OFF TO THE
Wilbur Eickelberg,
tivities of Capt.
U. S. Marines, who until some ten
months ago was general sales manager of Don
Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood. For during World War I, Wib, as he is known to his
business associates, joined up with the Marines
as a private and finished as a first lieutenant.
When the United States entered the present
war, he dusted off his uniform and notified
Lewis Allen Weiss, vice-president and general
manager of Don Lee Broadcasting System, that
he was taking a leave-of-absence.
Then on Oct. 7, 1942, he again reported
for Marine Corps duty, but this time with rank
of captain. Stationed at Camp Elliott, San
Diego, Cal., he is Public Relations Officer in
the Intelligence Section, Headquarters, Amphibious Corps, Pacific Fleet. His responsibilities were recently expanded to embrace the
entire Fleet Marine Force in the San Diego
area.
Born in Oak Park, 111., March 14, 1897, Wib
received his early education in the schools of
that community. Lessons learned from hard
knocks and a sturdy give and take, developed
his critical acumen. More important, they laid
the foundation for his characteristically sound
judgments of human nature.
It was in the Spring of 1915 he joined the
western advertising office of Collier's Weekly
in Chicago. Wib remained with Collier's until
April 1917 when President Woodrow Wilson
called for volunteers for World War I. Joining
the 6th Marines as a private, Wib sailed for
France September, 1917. He participated in the
engagements at Belleau Woods, Soissons, St. J
Mihiel, Blanc Mont Ridge and the MeuseArgonne, and won the Silver Star with Oak
Leaf Cluster. Young Eickelberg advanced
through the non-commissioned ranks, and in
September, 1918, was commissioned a second
lieutenant. Honorably discharged a first lieutenant in August, 1919, upon return to the United
States from the Army of Occupation in Germany, he renewed his former business affiliation as an advertising solicitor. Two years
later, he became representative for the American Legion Weekly, and was named western
manager in June, 1926.
Next move, in May, 1927, was to the Chicago
advertising offices of True Story Magazine. He
became western manager of Smart Set Magazine in August, 1928, and retained that post
until its discontinuance in 1930. Thereafter
Wib went to California and opened the San
{Continued on page 36)
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♦'TODAY,

IN

A

BUSINESS

Needle

AS

The American people know that a needle
and thread are essential ... or it might
be back to leopard skin for all of us.
And American business men know that
advertising in the right markets is essential, particularly today ... or back they
might go to swap and barter.
W ashington is one of these right markets
. . . and WRC is the essential station . . .
because WRC, in Washington, the nation's listening post, covers a market
where the population has doubled in two
years . . . where retail sales have tripled

of a series

LIVING,

... and

What has the Washington Market to do
with a needle and thread? The answer
is easy.

Oi

IN

on

the

THE

ESSENTIAL

THINGS

Washington

— where the average family income is
highest in the country . . . where morning,
afternoon and night, more people listen
to WRC than any other station in
Washington.
. . . WASHINGTON
One of Eleven Stations in
Eleven Essential Markets
Represented by NBC Spot Sales

COME

FIRST!'

Market

Yes, eleven stations as essential to American business for the maintenance and
growth of war and peace time sales as a
needle and thread are essential to the
American people for the maintenance of
their way of life.

WRC

Eleven stations that broadcast the nation's most popular programs to 55% of
the radio families in the United States . . .
eleven essential stations where the buying
power is 34.2% greater than the average
for the whole country.

America's

fastest-growing

Victory

WRC • WASHINGTON
WEAF • New York
WMAQ • Chicago
KDKA • Pittsburgh
WTAM • Cleveland
KOA • Denver

NBC

KYW 'Philadelphia
KPO • San Francisco
WBZ-A • Boston-Springfield
WGY • Schenectady
WOWO-WGL • Fort Wayne

SPOT

Markets— Washington

SALES

NOTES

MEDRBX

^

One

*

Sound

They

Gotta

Effect

Have!

Retailers want action the very same day!
The cash register bell is their sweet music.
WITH

carries more retail accounts

Baltimore because

tempo

in

programming

rings that bell.

MARK WOODS, president of the
BLUE, on July 16 was host at a
luncheon at the St. Regis Hotel, New
York, in honor of Lunsford P. Yandell,
vice-president of the BLUB, who has
returned to New York after a 10-month
stay in England, where he assisted
in the organization
of Red Cross activities for U. S. troops.
INGHAM S. ROBERTS, general
manager of KGBS, Harlingen, Texas,
is father of a boy.
WENDELL WILLIAMS, manager of
NBC's continuity acceptance office in
Hollywood, has been in New York,
conferring with Stockton Hellfrich,
editor
NBC's
division.of He
left continuity
New York acceptance
July 2 for
Chicago, for conferences with Robert
Gilbert,
manageracceptance
of the central
sion continuity
office, diviand
with William Murphy, of the script
division.
SIR CECIL GRAVES has resigned as
joint director general of BBC for
reasons of health. Associated with
BBC for the last 17 years, Sir Cecil
founded the Empire Service, forerunner of the present Overseas Services.
GUP CAPPER, former advertising
manager of the New Rochelle Standard
Star, has been appointed to the sales
staff of WJZ, New York, by John
McNeil, manager of WJZ, replacing
Army.
Luellen Stearns, who has joined the
DONALD D. SULLIVAN has joined
WMT, Cedar
as account
executive. He is Rapids,
the former
owner and
operator of the Sullivan Bus Lines,
transporting workers to the Burlington, la., ordnance plant.

N.B. When you've got the leaders
in both the national and the retail
field, you've got something J
W-I-T-H-The People's Voice— BALTIMORE
On the air 24 hours a day — seven days a week
THOMAS TINSLEY, President
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY HEADLEY-REED
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Our Respects to
(Continued from page 34.)
Francisco offices of Scott Howe
Bowen Inc., one of the pioneer organizations in selling spot broadcasting. During this time he became
acquainted with Lewis Allen Weiss,
general manager of Don Lee Broadcasting System, then affiliated with
CBS. This acquaintanceship deepened into friendship which kept the
two in close touch during 1935-37,
when Wib left Scott Howe Bowen
Inc. to join the New York offices of
Edward Petry & Co., station representatives. Meanwhile Lewis
Allen Weiss had joined WJR, Detroit, as general manager, thus becoming one of Petry's clients.
When Mr. Weiss returned to Los
Angeles in January 1937 to assume
his present position, he invited Wib
to go along with him as general
manager of KFRC, San Francisco.
Wib accepted the invitation and
two years later, during July 1939,
shifted to Los Angeles to become
general sales manager of the Don
Lee. He remained in that post until
his recent re-commission in the
Marine Corps.
Married to Sibyl Hitt Leonard on
Oct. 1,
their aBrentwood
district1937,
home became
hobby, along
with golf. However, both those
pleasures have been on leave-ofabsence since the sandy-haired,
grey-eyed
closed
downgeneral
his desksales
last manager
October
and dusted off that Marine Corps
uniform again.

BROADCASTING

Magnetic Wire Recorder
Used by Paper In 1935
Editor, Broadcasting:
In your issue of May 12, page
30, there is an item titled "Navy
Finds Magnetic Wire Recorder Usein Shipparagraph
and Shore ofOperations".
The ful last
the article
states the Bell Laboratories experimented with a magnetic recorder
about ten years ago but dropped
the experiment.
It may be of interest to you to
know that I induced the Bell Laboratories to develop these machines
for use by the press and about the
year 1935 four of them were installed in my office. These machines
are still functioning daily and
operating with 100% efficiency.
FRED E. MEINHOLTZ,
The New York Times
New York, July 12, 1943
PAUL W. WHITE, CBS director of
news broadcasts and public affairs,
is the subject of an article in the August issue of Esquire magazine, written
by Woodrow Wirsig, formerly of the
CBS shortwave news department.
DONN B. TATUM, associated with
the Los Angeles law firm of Lillick,
Geary, McHose & Adams, has been
appointed Pacific Coast attorney for
NBC. He succeeds Richard Graham
who has joined the Navy as lieutenant
KEITH
FIELD, a veteran of ten
(j.g.). in Maine
years
newspaper advertising
and former state publicity director,
has been named sales manager of
WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H.
IRVING ROBERT ROSENHAUS,
general manager of WAAT, Newark,
is the father of a boy.
CHARLES TAPPY, formerly of the
Washington Post, has joined the sales
staff of WMAL, Washington, replacing Sam Booth, now a Navy ensign.
A. D. WILLARD Jr., general manager of WBT. Charlotte. N. C, has
been named general chairman of the
local War Chest drive.
FRANK QUlNN, general manager of
KOB, Albuquerque, N. M., has been
named OWI state consultant.
C. M. EVERSON, general manager
of WHKC, Columbus, has been electClub.ed president of the Columbus Rotary
VERNON BOYLSON, manager of
WBRW, Welch, W. Va., has been
granted leave for overseas duty with
the Red Cross. He reports to Alexantraining.dria, Va., July 19 for four weeks

WHY

does it give listeners
new thrills and make sponsors
glad to pay the bills?

SEE PAGE 49
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MILITARYHELPED

What's
Jap submarine
helps Uncle Sam
When the Jap suicide submarine,
captured at Pearl Harbor, went to
Worcester, Mass., on its Treasury
Department tour, WTAG put on a
real barrage of publicity. About
20% of out
Worcester's
turned
to see the 200,000
undersea people
craft

NEW
YOU?

IN

with

If your station has done a war
job you are proud of, send
your story to Radio WarGram Editor, Western Electric Co., Room 928, 195 Broadway, New York, N. Y. If suitable, we will use it in one of
this series of War-Grams.

Bonds

for Bombers

sold by WBIG
During the final week of the Second
War Loan Drive, WBIG, Greensboro, N. C, played a leading role in
the campaign to pay for a squadron
of bombers for Guilford County and
28 fighter planes to escort the bombers. To assist in bond selling, WBIG
sent its Bond Wagon and members
of its staff to Greensboro schools —
met with such an enthusiastic response that this service will be continued for the duration.
BROADCASTING

MANY

TO

THE

WAR

EFFORT

UNDERSTANDING
WAYS

BY

The principal objective of WRVA,
Richmond, Va., is to contribute to
military-civilian understanding in a
state which today is host to thousands and thousands of service men.
Naturally this objective takes in so
much territory that it has been necessary for WRVA to develop many
special series of programs.
Twice each week, casts of 30 entertainers are sent to camps in Virginia, where they stage non-broadcast entertainments. Following
these shows, servicemen go on the
air for 30 minutes.
From Camp Pickett comes "A
Letter to Dad," in which soldiers
dramatize a report-to-home about
Army life. "Fort Eustis Open
House" takes listeners into camp
with music and interviews. "Conquer We Must" originates at Camp
Lee, with a skilled dramatic cast to
inspire civilians to greater effort in
support of our armed forces. "Boots

WKY helps to pay
for new cruiser

•••—

CONTRIBUTIONS

CIVILIAN

—turned in $430,000 for War Bonds
and Stamps for a view of the interior. That should help to sink some
more Japs!
•••—

Oklahoma City is a long way from
salt water, but her people want to
be well represented on the sea. So
there was quite a celebration over
a four-station program, originating
at WKY, when Oklahoma City
topped $40,000,000 to underwrite
construction of the new cruiser
U.S.S. Oklahoma City.

Electric

WRVA

to Builders," from Camp Peary,
gives WRVA listeners a clear picture of the Seabees — the Navy's
Construction Battalions. For helping to enlist recruits in the Seabees, WRVA Program Service Manager Irvin Abeloff received an
Award of Merit from the Navy.
"Navy Smoker" is a 30 minute
radio visit to look in on a spectacular 3 hour show at the Norfolk
Naval Training Station. "Victory
Mothers" features the reading of
real letters from boys in service.
Mothers read letters in reply.
At the start of the Second War
Loan Drive, WRVA staged a 2%
hour show in the 5000-seat Civic
Center at which a capacity audience
bought more than a quarter of a
million dollars' worth of bonds.
And all this is just a sample of
the splendid job being done by
WRVA. Certainly, congratulations
are in order!

•••—
On the occasion of Hitler's birthday,
a number of stations staged special
bond selling celebrations.
WBOW, Terre Haute, Ind., held a
party with "Most miserable returns
of the day" as its theme.
KWFC, Hot Springs, Ark., sent
Hitler
"bouquet
of bombs" in the
form ofa War
Bond sales.
WCOV, Montgomery, Ala., raised
$463,846 as a special token of dislike for Adolf on his birthday — then
staged another successful party a
day. days later on Hirohito's natal
few
Everyone should be happy except
the birthday boys themselves.
•••—
WINX gets truck drivers
Facing a manpower shortage, the
American Trucking Association
sponsored a call for drivers, broadcast seven times daily on WINX,
Washington. Pointing out that driving trucks is an essential war job,
these messages brought in so many
men that the appeal was broadened
to include freight checkers and truck
helpers.

• Broadcast

Advertising

Defense Day at WINS
On Civilian Defense Day, WINS,
New York, turned over its entire
broadcasting time to the local Civilian Defense Volunteer Office. While
commercials were retained, all sponsored and sustaining programs were
either devoted entirely to Civilian
Defense appeals or carried spot anfor volunteers.nouncements ofthe agency's needs
Be there ... be safe !
A new program is now being aired
seven times a week by WEBR, Buffalo, N. Y., to curb absenteeism and
promote safety in the plants of 60
Niagara Frontier Industries. Live
dramas, transcribed music and safety jingles, interviews with workers,
talks by plant personnel people and
union representatives are broadcast.
The time of the broadcasts is varied
in order to reach as varied an audience as possible with these important messages.
•••—
Graybar (Western Electric Distributor in V. S. A.) stands ready to be of

Voices and Ears
for our fighters
Commanders of the Navy's deadly
PT boats and sub-chasers give and
receive orders over sturdy, sea-going radio telephone equipment. In
fighting planes and tanks, radio is
essential for coordination of attack
and defense. Much of this equipment
is
being supplied today by Western
Electric.

any possible service.
July 19, 1943
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NORM AX R. FRAME, assistant secretary of Western Electric Co., New
York, has been elected secretary of the
company, succeeding Harry B. Gilmore, who is retiring Sept. 1 after
41 years with W-E.
CAPT. RICHARD A. BOREL. former manager of WBNS, Columbus, O.,
and now with the Services of Supply,
Washington, is father of a boy.
KERN TIPS, manager of KPRC.
Houston, has been appointed civilian
defense director for Harris county by
County Judge Roy Holfheinz, Mayor
Otis Massey and the mayors of the 11
other municipalities in the county.

Gerald A. Kelleher
GERALD A. KELLEHER, 42,
founder of the Empire Broadcasting Co., New York, died in New
York July 10 after a brief illness.
Prior to establishing his broadcasting company three years ago,
Mr. Kelleher was a partner in the
firm of Henry Morgan & Co. He
resided in Pelham, N. Y., where he
leaves a widow and four daughters.
CARLTON COVNEY, So. California
manager of John Blair & Co., station
representatives, is the father of a boy.

PRENTICE SALDE has joined the
sales force of WINN, Louisville, Ky.
GLEN BANNERMAN, president and
general manager of the CAB, Toronto,
has been named a member of the
Awards Jury of the Assn. of Canadian
Advertisers, which will announce the
winners for distinguished service to advertising later this summer.
SID FULLER, general manager of
KGB, San
Cal., hasmanager
been ap-of
pointed Diego,
assistant program
Don Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood, effective Aug. 1. Fran Ide, assistant manager of KGB, is to be appointed general manager, with William
Evans,
ing overnow
his station
vacancy. sales manager, tak-

NEW
MEDIA

IDEAS

FOR

SELLING

''We never wait for prepared lists. We sell
advertising with ideas."
"You mean copy themes from Printers'
"Well, Printers' Ink is right, but the copy
themes are only half the story. We use a
lot more of the book than that. First of all,
P. Ink?"
I.'s budget information tells us how much
an account is spending, or should spend in
relation to its competition, and how much
with us in relation to other media."
"Oh, I get it! You probably compare the
analysis with the P. I. Industry Reports to
find the weak spots and then . . ."
"Then, the rest is simple. Printers' Ink
campaign articles indicate the trend and
stimulate our thinking. We develop similar
copy themes tailored to fit the need. When
our P. I. files fail to reveal the right
material, we simply write to their Readers'
Service Department ... it hasn't failed yet."
"What happens when the prospect reads
the same articles? Most important advertisers do, you know!"
"That's what makes it easy to present. The
average account has been pre-sold on the
idea first. We make it a point to suggest
these programs to the prospects developed
through our own advertising in Printers'
Ink. Boy., that book never lets us down,"

LT. WILLIAM D. SHAW, Army Air
Forces, and former account executive
of CBS San Francisco, and Jacqueline
Parkinson were married in Sacramento, Cal., July 6.
J.
FRANK BURKE Jr., manager of
a boy.
KFVD, Los Angeles, is the father of
EDWARD TOMLINSON, advisor to
the BLUE on inter-American affairs,
has been awarded the National Order
of Merit, Official Grade, by the Government of Ecuador "in recognition of
his broadcasts and writings on InterAmerican
COM. A. affairs".
J. BOLTON, formerly in
charge of radio, press and pictures
for 11th Naval District, has been appointed liaison officer with Lt. Com.
Eugene Zukor, for the Navy on radio
and pictures.
GEORGE HARSHBERGER, former
head of the statistical department of
CBS Hollywood, has been appointed
an account executive.
DEWEY
LONG QUITS
WLW CHICAGO POST
DEWEY LONG has resigned as
manager of the Chicago office of
WLW, Cincinnati, it was announced
July 13 by R. E. Dunville, vicepresident of the Crosley Corp. and
assistant general manager of
WLW-WSAI. Disagreement over
policy matters was given as the
reason for resignation.
Mr. Long came to the Crosley
stations five years ago to manage
WSAI and was placed in charge
of the WLW Chicago office shortly
after WLW took over its own sales
representation. Before joing Crosley, he was sales manager of WBT
and Radio Sales Inc. representative
at Charlotte, N. C. Mr. Long has
made no announcement of plans
for the immediate future but stated
he plans casting
to industry.
continue in the broadWar Bond Tour
SUMMER War Bond tour of six
cities by the H. J. Heinz Co. program
Information
Please
has resulted in the
sale of
$275,179,000
worth of bonds, according to figures
released by NBC. Originating in
Boston, Hartford, Philadelphia,
Cleveland, Chicago and San Francisco, thecounted
quiz
program also
acfor additional
dollars
through the sale of blocks of admission tickets to large business
organization. The program is now
off the air for the summer, returning to its Monday 10-10:30 p.m.
spot on NBC Sept. 13.

Most advertising, management and salesminded people read Printers' Ink to get this
usage, the wealth of ideas and information
that P. I. builds into all its articles. This
interpretive editorial policy delivering the
"know-how" and "know-why" of advertising,
marketing, merchandising and selling provides
the vital "difference" that makes Printers' Ink
the most quoted voice in the industry.

THE STIMULUS

Ink
Printers'
FOR EFFECTIVE SELLING . . . always read, often quoted, never ignored
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MADELINE STEINGUT, daughterin-law of Irwin Steingut, of the board
of WLIB, Brooklyn, has joined the
station as a script writer. While studying radio at Russell Sage College.
Troy, N. Y., she wrote scripts for local stations. Joan Sack, continuity director, has been replaced during a
summer leave, by Noretta Brown, of
the script department.
JACK ANDERSON and Roger Stoner, formerly of KBIX, Muskogee,
Okla., have joined KGGF, Shawnee,
Okla., as announcers.
RAYMOND KAY and Harry Fleetwood, announcers of WIP, Philadelphia, report for induction shortly. F.
Russell Gilbert, replaces Mr. Fleetwood as announcer on W49PH, WIP's
FM station.
JOHN LEBAN, formerly of George
Heide, recording firm, has joined the
announcing staff of WCAE, Pittsburgh.
CAROL HUGHES, formerly editor
of Tune-In, radio magazine, has joined
NBC's press relations staff.
CAPT. RUTH MARY MORTON,
formerly of WBOW, Terre Haute,
now in the Wacs headquarters in
Washington, was recently married to
Maj. Donald Thompson, chief of the
continental liaison branch, Bureau of
Public Relations, War Dept.
LEE BENEDICT, formerly of MBS
in New York, has joined the continuity department of WPIC, Sharon,
Pa.
CHRIS MACK, farm director of
WNAX, Yankton, S. D., has joined
the Seabees and is stationed at Camp
Peary. George B. German, WNAX
entertainer, has taken over Mack's
duties, while Mack is on leave, including Man on the Farm interviews.
The series is sponsored three times
weekly by DeKalb Hybrid Corn, and
is heard daily at 12 :50 as part of
the WNAX Dinner Bell Roundup.
DARRELL DONNELL, formerly
with the domestic bureau of the OWI
in San Francisco, has joined KJBS
and KQW, that city, as newscaster.
GERRY MURRAY, formerly of the
publicity department of WOR, New
York, and before that with Printers'
Ink, has joined the BLUE sales promotion department as a copywriter.
ABRAM CHASINS, pianist, composer and commentator, has been named
to the new post of musical consultant
to WQXR, New York.
WARREN L. ROBINSON, formerly
of CFCH, North Bay, Ont., anil
CKGB, Timmins, Ont., has joined the
announcing staff of CBO, Ottawa.
BILL HERBERT, chief announcer
and special events supervisor of the
British Columbia region of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Vancouver,
has joined the Canadian Army.
CHESTER GIERLACH, formerly an
assistant director in the CBS network
operations department, is now a member of the music division. Clinton
Johnston, production director of the
CBS education department, will enter
the Army July 22. "Araby Gilmore,
former assistant in the network's
program analysis department, is now
an assistant in the presentation diviment. sion of the sales promotion depart-
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JACK GALE, formerly of 20th Century-Fox special services radio department, has joined Music Corp. of
America, Beverly Hills, Cal., talent
service, as radio contact.
BROADCASTING
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RENEWALS
Greater Louisville First
Federal Savings & Loan
Association started
WINNvertising

in

January 1 941 .
They're still with us!
SPOT SALES, INC.
National Representatives

LOUISVILLE
until

WINN

BLUE

NETWORK

STATION
LOUISVILLE,

Ut
KY.

D. E. "Plug" Kendrick
President and General Manager
G. F. "Red" Bauer
Sales Manager
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JOYCE NISSEN, of NBC Hollywood
publicity department, and Harold
Halley, Los Angeles freelance publicity agent, were married in June.
DON ROBERTS has been named
traffic department head of KTMS,
Santa Barbara, Cal., succeeding Jack
McClaren, resigned.
JACK LYMAN, producer of NBC
Hollywood, has been inducted into the
Army, with Prank Pittman, formerly
of sound effects department, assuming
his production duties. George Volger,
night program manager, has been
named assistant manager of Hollywood
recording division, with Seward (Bud)
Spencer, of traffic department, taking
over as night program manager.
HOWARD BRESLIN has joined writing staff of the weekly CBS Mayor of
the Town, sponsored by Lever Bros.
(Rinso).signed to that
Jean series,
Holloway,
formerly New
ashas rejoined
York staff of the Kate Smith Show.
GLORIA DURKIN, former traffic
manager of KPBI, Wichita, Kan., has
i ioined the continuity department of
KROW, Oakland, Cal.
LAMONTnouncer of KMPC,
JOHNSON,
anBeverly former
Hills, Cal.,
is freelancing in New York.
HARRY MeTIGUE, formerly of
WLOL, Minneapolis, has taken over as
production manager of WINN, Louisville.

CFAC AND WD's had themselves
a time in a recruiting stunt on behalf of the women's unit of the
Royal Canadian Air Force. The
Wd's came into CFAC and took
over for the event, from receptionist on up, and they did it for an
entire day. Assistant Section Officer Ivie Summers of the recruiting center occupies the desk of
Manager Bert Cairns, who studies
her managerial technique.

PATRICK KEATLEY, Vancouver
newspaperman, has joined the CBC at
Vancouver as press and information
officer for the British Columbia region.
He succeeds Georgina Murray who has
joined the WRENS.
LEE WALTERS, announcer of the
BLUE Central Division, is father of
a baby girl.
IOLA JOSEPHSON, production manager of KGER, Long Beach, Cal., and
Norman Masterson, Los Angeles freelance writer-announcer, will be married July 25 in Long Beach.
MARY ANNE RAY, in charge of
program traffic for KGER, Long
Beach, Cal., and Lt. (j.g.) Robert
Byrn, U.S.N., were married on July 2.
NAN WOOD, graduate of Ohio U. in
dramatics and speech, has joined
WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va.
DAVE KILBOURNE, of Minneapolis,
has joined the announcing staff of
KYSM, Mankato, Minn.
DENNIS BUSSARD, of Minneapolis,
has joined the announcing staff of
WJMC, Rice Lake, Wis.
GERTRUDE RICHMOND has been
appointed program director of WCOP,
Boston. Miss Richmond was formerly
head of the continuity department at
WORL, Boston. She replaces Lou
Walker, now in the Army.
ELDON CAMPBELL, program director of WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne,
Ind., is father of a boy.
JACKSON WEAVER, announcer of
WMAL, Washington, and June Rowe,
of Buffalo, were married recently.
PETE COUSINS, assistant chief of
the WMAL newsroom, Washington,
is the father of a baby boy. Jack
Edmunds, WMAL program director,
is the father of a baby girl.
ANNIE LEE STAGG, formerly with
WMBR, Jacksonville, Pla., KFRU,
Columbia, Mo., and WFMJ, Youngstown, Ohio, has joined the announcing
staff of WSB, Atlanta.
GRADY COLE, farm editor of WBT,
Charlotte, N. C, has been cited by the
Salvage
Division of the War Production Board.
SYLVIA MILROD, whose Victory
Starts at Home broadcasts have been
heard on WINX, Washington, for
two years, is on leave to do research
and writing on This is Official, BLUE
program produced by John Heiney.

JAMES A. AULL, publicity director
of KYW, Philadelphia, for nine years,
leaves Aug. 1 to become advertising
manager of Strawbridge & Clothier
Department Store in Philadlephia.
John J. (Chick) Kelly, news editor
of KYW, takes over the duties of
publicity director in a new post combining news, publicity and indusrelations.forBobArmy
Warren,
er,trial
has left
duty. announcPamela
Davis has joined the program department, succeeding Helen Vogel who
has been transferred to the Sharon,
Pa., plant of Westinghouse Electric
& Mfg. Co.
MAC McGUIRE, formerly of WLAV,
Grand Rapids, Mich., has joined the
announcing staff of WCAU, Philadelphia.
Helen department,
Buck heads
the transcription
succeeding
Charles DeKlyn, resigned. Her former post as assistant has been taken
by Ruth Shapiro.
RAY DOREY, announcer and singer
of WBRK, Pittsfield, Mass., has been
engagedcalist by
Goodman as vofor hisBenny
orchestra.
SOPHIE MILLER, script writer and
entertainer of WKNY, Kingston, N.
Y., has been named program director
of special programs and events.
JOE HERGET has been named program director of WCHS, Charleston,
W. Va., succeeding Bill Adams, who
goes to WHEC, Rochester, N. Y., as
program director. Herget started with
the W. Va. network in 1937 as announcer-writer atWBLK, Clarksburg,
and later worked in various capacities
at all other of the network outlets.
WILLIAM ELISCU, formerly of
NBC and now handling radio on the
staff of Col. Edwin J. F. Glavin, public relations officer, Eastern Defense
Command, has been advanced from
master sergeant to warrant officer.
PAUL SCHUBERT, Mutual commentator, has done a newsreel commentary on the Japanese situation for
Newsreel Distributors.
ALLAN L. BERG has been promoted
to chief announcer of KHUB, Watsonville, Cal. Added to the staff as
announcer-technician is Tony Cronin
formerly of WMFG, Hibbing, Minn.
BOB EHRMAN, who left WTOP,
Washington, to serve with the radio
division of public relations, American
Red Cross, has returned to WTOP as
producer and program supervisor.

CBS

Coast Changes

EXPANDING the production department and setting up a planning board to build new programs,
Donald W. Thornburgh, CBS Pacific Coast vice-president, on July
14 announced
realignment. Glan T. personnel
Heisch, formerly

BROADCASTING

Hollywood
Chief, Radio
Division,Deputy
Overseas Branch
of OWI,
becomes West Coast assistant program director in charge of production, a new post. He was for five
years program manager of KFIKECA, Los Angeles. Everett Tomlinson, CBS West Coast continuity
editor, was made assistant program director in charge of writing.
John Dunkel has taken over Tomlinson's duties. Hal Hudson continues as Pacific Coast program
director in charge of all operation.
Stanley to WTOP
HOWARD STANLEY, of WINX,
Washington, has been named to
succeed Lee Chadwick as promotion-publicity director of WTOP
and CBS Washington, effective
about Aug. 1. Mr. Chadwick, after
a year
with WTOP,
scheduledA
for
induction
into theis Army.
former newspaper man, Mr. Stanley started in radio as publicitypromotion man for WGAN, Portwith the MasonMe., and was
Dixon land,network
at WGAL, Lancaster, Pa., for three years before
joining WINX to do promotion.
Mary Frances Zarbock will conas Mr. Stanley's
tinue at WTOP
assistant
in publicity.

former anHERB nouncerNEWCOM
on WCAU, B,
Philadelphia, has
Ind., as proVincennes,
joined WAOV,
duction manager
and special newscast
announcer.
City.
BETTY
SWIDENSKY, continuity
writer, has joined KOCY, Oklahoma
NANCY BOOTHS CRAIG (Mrs.
the fivewho conducts
Junkin), Woman
George weekly
times
of Tomorrow
series
on
WJZ,
New
York,
is the
mother of a baby boy.
WCAE newsTWIGGER,
NORMAN
caster, is now
in the Army.
BILL MOSHIER, director of agriculture and public affairs for KlRO,
Seattle, will head recruitment for
farm labor in the State of Washington for the second year. All stations
will cooperate in the drive with programs and announcements.
JOE MIDMORE, former announcer
of CKWX, Vancouver, now with Royal
Canadian Air Force, and Isobel
Frost, continuity editor of CKWX,
have announced their engagement.
ANDY KELLY, Pacific Coast publicity director of CBS Hollywood, has resigned to become western manager of
Tom Fizdale Inc. He succeeds Neil
illness.
McDonald, who resigned because of
BARBARA SMITH, announcer of
W73PH,
Philadelphia,
has been
named
summer relief
announcer
of WPEN,
Philadelphia.
MERRILL MUELLER, NBC correspondent, is with the Allied forces
landing in Sicily, according to a
message received by NBC from Allied
headquarters in North Africa. John
Gunther, now on temporary leave from
his
programthewith
John invasion
Vandercook,BLUE
is covering
Sicilian
as a ingspecial
correspondent
the combined
American representPress.
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DEPENDABLE

Serving

4th

'
EXAS
TCITY
THE TOTAL POPULATION
OF THE LOWER RIO
GRANDE VALLEY IS
EQUIVALENT TO THE
POPULATION
Weslaco,

Texas

OF "TEXAS'

4th CITY."

1,000 watts

the
GROUP. .

★

LISTENERS

KRVG is the only network station in The Rio
Grande Valley and our recent surveys prove that
91% of the people consistently listen to this popular
station. The populace in 40 cities and towns consider
KRGV part of their community life.
■ son A»*°"* *

* /

DOLLARS

A war assignment to provide tons of food for
the nation has brought the richest agricultural era to
the Lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas in its history.
In the year ending next September the growers will
have received about $75,000,000 from the sale of
citrus fruit, vegetables and cotton.

CENTRAL SALES OFFICE: 805-6 Tower Petroleum Bldg., Dallas, Texas,
Ken L. Sibson, General Sales Mngr.
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Max

FIRST in a series of 13 quarter-hour
programs entitled Poland Versus Hitler
is now in preparation by the Polish
Information Center, New York, for
distribution to 150 stations throughout the country. WOR and Muzak
Transcriptions, New York, are preparing the discs.
WSYR, Syracuse, N. Y., was host at a
studio family party to Arthur Feldman, former special events director of
NBC and now special advisor to the
BBC, when he visited Syracuse early
in July before returning to London.
THE BLUE is again broadcasting the
summer concerts of the Chautauqua
Symphony Orchestra, started July 18.
Guest conductors and soloists are featured.
PRESS ASSN. has acquired the following new subscribers to its AP
radio news wire : KWNO, Winona,
Minn.; KTMS, Santa Barbara; and
WEEI, Boston.
ADVENTURES of "Flash - Gun
Casey,"
photographer
created press
by novelist
George character
Harmon
Coxe, are dramatized in a weekly halfhour program on CBS. Series is of
the mystery type.
AN AUDITORIUM studio, replete
with stage equipment and monitor
booth, with a seating capacity of 200.
has been completed for KGVO, Missoula, Mont.
KFI, Los Angeles, to promote interest
in a pre-employment physical examination plan, has started a weekly quarterhour educational series. The Enemy
Within. Bob Purcell, station special
events director, is producer.

became

Hill Joins WJZ

MAX HILL, chief of the Associated
Press bureau in Tokyo until his internment by the Japanese following Pearl Harbor, has joined the
news staff of WJZ, BLUE outlet i^
New York. In addition to a six
times weekly five-minute morning
news period on WJZ, Hill is substituting for Roy Porter in his 10:1510:30 a.m. newscasts Monday
through Friday on the BLUE. Porter has taken a leave of absence
from that period to handle the
Ford Motor Co.'sWatch The World
Go By news series on the BLUE,
while Earl Godwin is on a threeweek vacation.
WCLE, Cleveland, is now the key station for Karl Zomar's Scrapboolc, preMondaythe
through
Fridaynetwork.
11 :1511 :30 sented
over
Mutual
Zomar
his collection
"down toofearth"'
thoughts selects
from his
more
than 300,000 poems and quotations
and presents them with a live organ
background furnished by Helen Wyant
of the WHK-WCLE staff.
WCHS, Charleston, W. Va., is broadeasting an all-soldier show from Ashford general hospital at White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va., with convalescing
servicemen at the new Army hospital
as talent.
PLAYING a prominent role in food
conservation activities, WOWO, Fort
Wayne, offers its Jane Weston Home
Forum program once a week for the
Allen County Canning School. In addition, the station conducts a canning
school sponsored by the OCD in which
more than 700 are enrolled. Also cooperating with WOWO is the Garden
Club of Allen County.

a SHOWMANSHIP

PROGRAM

Radio listeners can rune in at any time to
RADIO NEWSREEL THEATRE and hear
a complete news broadcast.
For 2 full hours, from 6:00-7:00 A.M., and
from 11:00 P.M.-12:00 MID., a twelveminute summary of the latest news is
continuously repeated.
It is never too late to listen to RADIO
»"*

NEWSREEL THEATRE.. . or to sponsor
this wideaw program of proven success.

CONTRACT FOR NOVEL interview-type program is signed by John
Miller (right) on behalf of the William E. Miller Furniture Co., Washington, for broadcast on WWDC, Washington. Titled Talking Pictures,
the five-weekly series brings to the microphone men and women from
military, diplomatic and Government service, who are interviewed —
then record a message to be sent to a friend or relative. Specially made
photo of the interviewee is pasted on the disc. Present as the contract
was signed were: (1 to r) John Paul Jones, president, John Paul Jones
Adv., Washington; Mrs. John Miller; Helen Moberley, of WWDC.
EXCLUSIVE interviews were arranged by Dr. Judson J. McKirh, new
educational director of WKRC, Cincinnati, in connection with the convention of the International Railroad
YMCA. Joseph B. Eastman, administrator of the Office of Defense Transportation, and Eugene Barrett, general secretary of the International
YMCA, were the speakers who appeared prior to their convention talks.
RADIO Directors Guild, with celebration of its first anniversary, has
moved its New York offices from the
Hotel Gladstone to 114 East 52d St.
Group now has 59 members.
WIP, Philadelphia, has opened a
School for Announcers, under the direction of Edward Wallis, program
director.
AFTER
a year's New
continuous
tion on WWL,
Orleans,presentaof the
half-hour
weekly
Free
All, all-soldier show from KeeslerFor Field.
Miss.,
the Keesler Field Review, soldier paper, saluted the station with a two
column article praising AVWL for its
cooperation.
WTMJ, Milwaukee, put on a drive
on
Johnnie
Room
for old
recordsOlson's
and theRumpus
28,000 pledged
are being picked up in truckloads by
the Red
Olson's
will
soon Cross.
be taken
over Rumpus
while he Room
is on
vacation by WTMJ-W55M announcers
Bob Heiss. Don Stanley, Douglas
Pledger and John Randell.

FIRST in a series of 26 half-hour
shows, For Those Who Love Music.
has been transcribed by Muzak, in cooperation with the radio division of the
Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs,
for 72 stations in 20 Latin American
countries. Producers are Ted Cott and
Gerald Kaye. Alfredo de Mora is m.c.
and
CBS. director is Victor Hugo-Vidal,
WJZM, Clarksville. Tenn., has taken
out a music licensing agreement with
Assoc. Music Publishers and the following stations have extended their
AMP licenses for additional periods :
KFAB KFOR KOCY KOIL WGTM
WLAV WMOB WMPS.
AN EMERGENCY need for 200
strawberry pickers brought a request
for time to WHIO, Dayton, from the
local Civilian Defense Council. It
took just
threefrom
WHIO
announce-an
ments to bring
the Council
urgent "Stop, please, we have all the
pickers we can use." "When we need
help in a hurry, we're convinced the
way to executive
get it is by
using radio,"
Edna
Jones,
secretary
of the Council, declares.

WNBC,
began5. AHeard
Woman's
Point of Hartford,
Vieio on July
Monday through Friday, 8 :15-9 a.m., the
program features Jan Miner, giving
tips on rationed items, canning, shopping and cooking, with a sprinkling
of human interest stories and interviews with prominent Connecticut
women.
KOVO, Provo, Utah, is to broadcast
a description of blowing-in of the
blast furnaces at the new Geneva
Steel Plant at Provo as one of a
series of broadcasts describing steps
in the actual production of steel.
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Outlines
Philadelphia
FM
Plan
a different one being on the air each
6. A spirit of mutual helpfulness has
Cooperative Broadcast
day of the week.
developed among the cooperating stations. When W53PH was unable to
(3) Program Content. Each station
because of damage to a final
System Saves Men,
has one representative on a Commit- operate
amplifier transmitter tube, W69PH,
tee of Coordinators, one of whom as- stepped
Materials
forward and supplied W53PH
sumes direction of the plan each
month. Each of the other four receive with the necessary tube. These tubes
are
impossible
On another
By ROGER W. CLIPP
a priority number for the month — 1, occasion, W73PHto replace.
itself unable,
2, 3 or 4. They make up their program a few hours before found
Vice-President, General Manager
broadcast time, to
schedules and circulate this material
WFIL, Philadelphia
(indexed on cards) to stations having get its equipment functioning well
BECAUSE the Philadelphia FM
to go on the air. The coordinanext lower priority. Through this de- enough
notified, and, in a few minutes
plan of cooperative broadcasting
vice, duplication is avoided — no selec- time,tor was
two
other stations were willing
has been a success, our city is
tion
being
repeated
during
the
broadcast month. Each station rates No. 1 and able to "pinch-hit". Fortunately,
suffering no blackout of depend- priority once every five months. The W73PH repaired the difficulty in time
able, high standard service to its coordinators also handle war service to
wereoperate
ready. on schedule, but the others
FM listeners.
features so as to include a maximum
number without duplication.
In short, the Philadelphia plan of
The wartime problems of re(4) Listeners Advised. All stations
placement parts and personnel are thought
it
important
to
advise
listentoo well known to Broadcasting
ers of the new plan and the reasons for
its adoption. Each of the original
readers to be detailed, and to FM
letters to listeners,
operators they have seemed well- group therefore sent
the method of operanigh insurmountable. But more in- settingtion, thefourth
schedule for the first month
teresting and important is what has and an explanation of the advantages,
been done to overcome these diffi- such as longer hours of operation and
of duplications. Listeners
culties. Hence the significance of avoidance
were asked for their suggestions and
comments.
the Philadelphia plan.
(5) Advertising and Publicity. Each
Around the Table
station runs a newspaper advertiseFirst and most essential is the
ment the days it is on the air, in one
morning and one evening paper. Unifact that the broadcasters decided
form in format, these ads give the
to meet each other around the conday's
under the heading :
ference table. Eventually they "Today'sprogram
FM Station
". Trade
evolved a program which they felt journals were notified of the plan by
station, and the programs are
would serve to ease operating prob- each
sent weekly to the press.
lems for each, for the duration.
Listener reaction to the PhiladelFour of our five Philadelphia FM
phia plan has been very favorable.
outlets agreed to cooperate —
Many have written to express apW49PH (WIP), W53PH (WFIL),
preciation for the stations' efforts
W69PH (WCAU), W73PH
to maintain high quality program
(WPEN). The Federal Communimaterial for the duration.
cations Commissoin approved the
Here is what the plan has acplan for a 90-day period, after
complished in saving of rationed
which the fifth station, W57PH
materials and manpower:
(KYW), joined the group. FCC has
Savings
now endorsed this addition and extended its approval for another 90
1. The four combined stations saved
days.
approximately
550 transmitter"
tube
hours
and approximately
10,000 kiloThrough the first three months
watt hours in power consumption each
the mechanics of the plan have been four-week period.
refined and it now operates as fol2. Nearly 900 manpower hours were
lows:
saved per four-week period.
3. One station found it unnecessary
Mechanics of Plan
to replace two technicians — one of
(1) Time. Only one station is on whom is now serving with the Army
Signal Corps, and the other working
the air on any one day, for a minimum
with radar equipment for the Navy.
of 8 hours. Previously the minimum
was 6 hours.
4. At other stations, at least one
first-class commercial radio operator
(2) Schedule. The broadcast month
was
relieved for other duties.
is 35 days, with each station operat5. Notable savings were effected in
ing seven days per month on a prearranged schedule. In practice, sta- transcription material, filing, and
clerical personnel and materials.
tions do not operate consecutive days —

ine

Daily Vimms
TRAY FULL of Vimms vitaaiin tablets with cups of
water, a morning ritual at
WOR, New York, is suggested as proof of the selling
power of the Lever Bros,
commercials — on WOR. Employes handling
at severalparts
of theofagencies
the
Lever account are similarly
fortified for the day.
cooperative FM broadcasting has
successfully met the threats of war
stringency. By means of the plan,
the great advantages and promise
of FM will be kept very much alive.

M
u

In KANSAS

CITY it* "COMMERCIAL

RADIO'S

K49KC
K.C.'s Pioneer Commercial FREQUENCY MODULATION

STATION

WDAY

FARGO,N.D.-5000 WATTS-N.B.C. AND BLUE
AFFILIATED WITH THE FARGO FORUM
FREE & PETERS,

COMMERCIAL
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WFDF, Flint, Mich.
Allstate I nsurance Co., Chicago, 28 sa
weekly, 4 weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Chicago.
American Chicle Co., Long Island. 5 so
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Badger Browning & Hersey, N. Y.
Continental Baking Co., New York, 13 so
weekly,
N. Y. 13 weeks, thru Tc-i Bates Inc.,
Diamond Crystal Salt Co., New York, 2 so,
thru Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
General Foods Inc., New York, 15 so weekly, 26 weeks, thru Benton & Bowles, N.Y.
Macfadden Publications, New York (True
Story magazine) , 52 t, thru Raymond
Spector Co., New York.
Michigan Bell Telephone Co., Detroit, 15
so weekly, 7 weeks, thru N. W. Ayer
& Son, N. Y.
Pillsbury Flour Mills, Minneapolis. Minn.,
5 so weekly, 13 weeks, thru MeCannErickson, Minneapolis.
WOR, New York
Savings Banks Assn., New York, 5 sa
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Ivory
Flakes), ta, thru Compton Adv., N. Y.
Beech-Nut Packing Co.. Canajoharie, N.Y.
(gum),
N.
Y. so, thru Newell-Emmett Co.,
Vick Chemical Co., New York, so, 9 weeks,
thru Morse International, N. Y.
Miles Labs. Inc., Elkhart. Ind. (Nervine),
ta, 21 weeks, thru Wade Adv., Chicago.
Blue Moon Foods Inc., Thorpe, Wis.
(cheese), 3 so weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Reincke-Ellis-Younggreen
& Finn, Chicago.
Ward Baking Co., New York (Tip-Ton
bread), 3 ne weekly, 52 weeks, thru J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
WJJD, Chicago
Midland Auto Sales, Chicago (used cars) ,
6 ne weekly, 13 weeks, thru Richard
Bradley & Assoc., Chicago.
Wyman Gordon Co., Ingalls Shepard Div.,
Chicago (help wanted), 7 sp weekly,
13 weeks, thru Buchanan Adv. Agency,
Chicago.
Wayne School of Nursing, Chicago, 4 sv
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Simmonds &
Simmonds, Chicago.
Wisconsin & Michigan Steamship Co..
Chicago, 48 ta, thru Arthur Meyerhoff
& Co.
LeGear Medicine Co., St. Louis (farm
remedies) , 3 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Simmonds & Simmonds, Chicago.
Perfection Gear Co., Harvey, 111., 10 sa,
thru Arthur R. Mogge, Chicago.
WHO, Des Moines
Hamilton Hatcheries, Bancroft, la.
(chicks), 2 so, placed direct.
Boeke Feed Co., Des Moines, 104 so, thru
Wallace Adv. Agency. Des Moine«.
Crow's
Hybridthru
CornCritchfield
Co., Milford,
sp weekly,
& Co.,111.,
Chi-3
cago.
Paramount Pictures, New York ("Five
Graves
8 ta, thru Buchanan
& Co., toN. Cairo"),
Y.
Carey Salt Co., Hutchinson, Kan., 39 sp,
thru McJunkin Adv. Co., Chicago.
California Fruit Growers. Los Angeles,
( Sunkist lemons ) , 42 ta, thru Foote,
Cone & Belding, Hollywood.

WFAA-WBAP, Dallas-Fort Worth
McKesson & Robbins, Bridgeport (Bexel),
3 ne weekly, 33 weeks, thru J. D. Tarcher & Co., N. Y.
Paul F. Beich Co, Bloomington, 111. (Whiz
candy), 26 ta, thru Arthur Meyerhoff
& Co., Chicago.
National Biscuit Co., New York (Shreddies), 24 ta, thru Federal Adv. Agency,
N. Y.
Continental Baking Co., New York, 198
so and ta, thru Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
Nesbitt Fruit Products Co., Los Angeles
(orange drink), 3 t weekly, 40 weeks,
thru M. H. Kelso Co., Los Angeles.
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.
(baby powder), 220 ta, thru Young &
Rubicam, N. Y.
Swift &ine) Co.,
margar22 so, Chicago
thru J. (Allsweet
Walter Thompson
Co., Chicago.
Peter Paul Inc., Naugatuck, Conn.
(Mounds), 79 so, thru Platt-Forbes,
N. Y.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis (Cherrioats & Gold Medal flour), 263 sp, thru
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.
T. W. Burleson & Sons, Waxahachie, Tex.
(honey), 52 sp, thru Rogers & Smith,
Dallas.
Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., Houston, Tex.,
39 t, placed direct.
Taylor Bedding Mfg. Co., Taylor, Tex.
(furniture) , 52 sp, thru Rogers & Smith,
Dallas.
American Chicle Co., Long Island City
(Adams Clove gum), 445 so and to, thru
Badger, Browning & Hersey, N. Y.
McKesson & Robbins Bridgport, Conn.
(Calox toothpowder) , 260 so, thru J. D.
Tarcher & Co., N. Y.
Morton Salt Co., Chicago. 40 t, thru J.
Walter Thompson Co., N.Y.
Lehn & Fink Products Corp., New York
(Hinds hand lotion), 55 t, thru Wm.
Esty & Co., N. Y.
Swift & Co., Chicago (Jewel shortening),
176 to, thru J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Chicago.
Wm. Cameron & Co., Waco, Tex. (bldg.
materials), 300 so, placed direct.
National Biscuit Co., New York (Premium
crackers), 39 ne, thru McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
Interstate Theatres Inc., Dallas, 52 sp,
thru Segall & Weedin Adv. Agency,
Houston.
Blosser Co., Atlanta, (medical cigarettes),
13 so, thru Atherton & Currier, N. Y.
Armand Co., Des Moines (leg make-up),
19 sa, thru Ivan Hill Adv.. Chicago.
Grove Labs., St. Louis (proprietary), 57 t,
thru Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
Miles Labs., Elkhart, Ind. (Nervine), 5 ta
weekly, 18 weeks, thru Wade Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago (Aunt Jemima

pancake flour), 123 t, thru Sherman
K. Ellis & Co. Adv., Chicago.
Pillsbury Flour Mills Co., Minneapolis,
23 ta, thru McCann-Erickson, Minneapolis. Labs., St. Louis (Porter's Oil),
Grove
46 sp, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.,
Chicago.
American Express Co., New York, 34 t,
thru Caples Co., N. Y.
W. A. Green Co., Dallas (dept. store), 52
E. sa,I. placed
DuPont direct.
de Nemours & Co., Dallas
(paint), 26 Bell
sa, placed
direct.Co., Dallas,
Southwestern
Telephone
52 so, placed direct.
Delaware Punch Co., San Antonio (soft
drink).
Antonio. 26 sp, thru Payne Adv., San
Sewell Motors, Dallas (service), 6 so weekly, 52 weeks, placed direct.
Armstrong Packing Co., Dallas (BiHBrand
52 so, thru Couchman Adv.shortening)
Agency, ,Dallas.
Lamont.
Corliss ta,& thru
Co., New
York Thomp(Pond's
Cream)
J. Walter
son Co., 150
N. Y.
McCormick Sales Co., Baltimore (Bee
Brand insecticides) 130 to, thru Jones
& Brakely, N. Y.
WEAF, New York
Hudson Pulp & Paper Co.. New York
(household paper products), so, 13
weeks, thru Lawrence Fertig & Co.. N.Y.
J. W. Landenberger Co., Philadelphia
(Randolph Knit Hosiery) , sa, 8 weeks,
thru LaPorte & Austin. N. Y.
Paramount
New York ("For
Wh.m Buchanan
thePictures.
Bell& Tolls",
thru
Co., N.so,Y. 2 weeks,
Ward Baking Co., New York (Tip Ton
Bread, Cakes), so, 52 weeks, thru J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Elwav Food Products. New York (Vitimalt , 5 t weekly, 13 weeks, thru H. A.
Salzmann Associates, N. Y.
ManhattanheartSoap
York52 (Sweetsoap), 3Co.,
ne New
weekly,
weeks,
thru Franklin Bruck Adv., N. Y.
KFI, Los Angeles
Swift & Co.. Chicago (Jewel shortening),
5 ta weekly, 15 weeks, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.
Thrifty
Drug Co.,
Angples
(Sout^^rn
Cal. chain),
4 so Los
weekly,
52 weeks,
thru
Hillman-Shane-Breyer. Los Angeles.
Procter & Gamble. Cincinnati (Drene),
weekly so, 41 weeks, thru H. W. Kastor
6 Sons, Chicago.
Standard Brands Inc., New York (Stan-B
vitamins) , 13 ta weekly, thru Ted Bates
Inc., N. Y.
Mentholatum Co., Wilmington, Del., 4 so
weekly, 52 weeks, thru J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.

ADS

PERFORM

SERVICE, FCC TOLD
CLAIMING a valuable public service in pointing out to the public in
its advertisements the harmful
effect of using tooth pastes and
powders which are too abrasive,
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati,
denies a Federal Trade Commission
complaint alleging disparagement
of competing products and false
claims for the effectivements of its
liquiding, dentrifice
April 26], Teel [BroadcastSeveral leading manufacturers
have reduced the abrasiveness of
their products as a result of P&G's
advertisement publicising the harmful effects of certain products on the
teeth, says the P&G answer.
While the company admits publishing the advertisements objected
to in the FTC complaint, it asserts
that the statements made are
"properly within the description of
trade puffing which is not unfair
nor deceptive in connection with
normal competition". The company
has never represented that Teel
cleans teeth "utterly", as alleged
in the complaint, but has called it
a complete and satisfactory tooth
cleanser.
Scientific investigation has demonstrated, according to the answer,
that the harmful results claimed by
P&G in its advertising do occur
from the use of certain abrasive
cleansing agents, and the answer
further denies the Commission contention that an abrasive, such as is
contained in most tooth pastes and
powders, is desirable and necessary.
War

Work

Award

FIRST AWARD for war cooperation given by the Pacific Advertising Assn.
War Time
ference inat
SanitsFrancisco
wentCon-to
the Advertising Club of San Francisco. In making the presentation,
President William F. Fielder commended members of the Club's Victory Advertising Committee for
outstanding acomplishment in promoting support of the war effort
through advertising and volunteer
work on civilian defense activities.
Harold R. Deal, chairman, actee.
cepted the award for his commit-

WHN, New York
Charms Candy Co., Bloomfield, N. J.
( Tasty- Yeast ) , so, 13 weeks, thru C. L.
Miller Co., N. Y.
Pepsi-Cola Co., L. I. City, ta, 13 weeks,
thru Newell-Emmett Co., N. Y.
Rieser Co., New York (Venida Leg Makeup), so, 13 weeks, thru E. T. Howard
Co., N. Y.
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RIESER Co., New York, is conducting
a spot campaign to promote Venida
Leg Make-up on WQXR, already carrying Venida Hairnet announcements,
WMCA, WINS and WHN, New York.
Drive started June 29 is for 13 weeks.
Agency is E. T. Howard Co., New
York.
JOHN BREUNER Co., and I. Magnin Co., Oakland, Cal. (department
stores) in a campaign to secure blood
donors for Red Cross, are sponsoring
twice-weekly broadcasts on KROW,
that city, remoted from the stores. Accounts are serviced by Emil Reinhardt Adv., Oakland, Cal.
SKILLERNS DRUG STORES, Dallas, thru Grant Adv., will sponsor
The Shadow on KRLD, Dallas. The
transcribed mystery, produced by
Charles Michelson, New York, will
also be sponsored by Valley Home Installation Co., on KFRE, Fresno, Cal.
TERRE HAUTE BREWING Co.
(Champagne Velvet beer) sponsors
World News, G:15-6:30 p.m. and Signoff Summary, 9 :45-10 p.m. on WAOV,
Terre Haute, Ind. Firm also continues
Eye Witness News on WAOV, 8:15
p.m. each Tuesday.
NATE PERLSTEIN, merchandising
manager of Pabst Brewing Co., Chicago, is in Hollywood for conferences
on the CBS Blue Ribbon Town. E. W.
Biron, in charge of Pabst military
sales, has returned to Chicago after
five weeks on the Coast.
BATA SHOE Co. of Canada, Frankford, Ont., has started a weekly program The Name You Will Remember
on CKOC, Hamilton, Ont. Account
was
ronto.placed by J. J. Gibbons Ltd., ToVAN DE KAMP'S Holland-Dutch
Bakers Inc., Los Angeles (chain bakery), out of radio for more than six
months, on July 16 started sponsoring
once weekly, the quarter-hour transcribed prgoram, War Correspondent,
on KNX, Hollywood. Contract is for
26 weeks. California Adv. Agency, Los
Angeles, has the account.
NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION
Inc., Inglewood, Cal., in a help wanted
campaign on July 19 starts sponsoring
daily participation in the combined
Sunrise Salute and Housewives Protective League programs on KNX ;
Rise & Shine on KHJ ; March to
I Victory on KFI. Contracts are for 13
weeks. Agency is BBDO, Los Angeles.
BENSINGER'S, Louisville, Ky.,
(furniture), is sponsoring BLUE's
Mystery Chef three times weekly over
WINN, Louisville.

BIG POPULATION
SHIFTS REPORTED
A GROWTH in metropolitan markets of nearly 2,500,000 people
since the 1940 census has resulted
from the migration of workers to
war production centers, despite the
loss of population from these cities
to the armed forces, according to a
population study made by J. Walter
Thompson Co. and announced by
Arno H. Johnson, director of media and research.
Report shows that outside of
metropolitan areas the small cities,
rural areas and farms have lost
more than 5,500,000 people, due to
the migration to the cities and the
draft.
Based on registrations for Ration Book No. 2, the study shows a
gain of 4,200,000 in total U. S. population; a 2,800,000 decrease in
total civilian population, a 2,400,000

increase in 138 metropolitan markets of over 50,000, and a 5,600,000
decrease for the rest of the country
since the 1940 census.
Increases are not divided equally
among metropolitan centers, the report shows, with Mobile, Norfolk,
Portsmouth and Newport News
showing increases of 50% or more
and Detroit and San Francisco
leading in numerical increase, while
New York and Boston have had
substantial population losses.
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co. orders
during the first six months of 1943
totaled $941,529,000, an increase of
9% over the same period of last year,
President Gerard Swope announced
last week. Orders during the first
quarter were $422,047,000, a gain of
41%, and during the second quarter
$519,482,000, a decrease of 8%.

Insurance Series
BENEFICIAL CASUALTY Co.,
Los Angeles (life insurance), is
sponsoring a heavy schedule of
transcribed and live newscasts and
other programs on Pacific Coast
stations. Schedule includes the
transcribed five-minute program,
News Behind the Headlines, 24
times wekly on KGFJ; with 21 per
week on KLX; five per week on
KFIO, and one per week on KJRKOMO. Firm sponsors a thriceweekly quarter-hour live newscast
on KECA, and daily participation
in musical programs on KGO. In
addition the transcribed quarter
hour Captain Quiz is sponsored
twice weekly on KLX; once weekly
on KECA KOMO-KJR. Agency is
Hillman - Shane - Breyer, Los Angeles.

SALISBURY & SATTERLEE Co.,
(bedding
haveshow
renewed Starmanufacturers)
Dust, Sunday night
featuring Corinne Jordan, for 13
weeks on KSTP, Minneapolis-St.
Paul, with feed to WDAY, Fargo;
KFYR, Bismarck ; WEBC, Duluth.
MOTHER'S CAKE & Cookie Co.,
Oakland, sponsor of Rationing News
three times weekly on KFRC, San
Francisco, has expanded to a fiveweekly schedule.
MUNTZ CAR Co., Glendale, Cal.
(used cars), in a 30-day campaign
which started July 6 will use a total
of 1242 transcribed 25-second announcements on seven stations in that
area, including KIEV KMPC KGFJ
KRKD KPAS KFAC KHJ. Firm also
uses acastthrice-weekly
quarter-hour
newson KHJ. Allied
Adv. Agencies,
Los Angeles, has the account. Charles
B. Ganz is account executive.
RCA INSTITUTE, New York, technical school, last week began an eightweeks campaign on WJZ, New York,
consisting of one-minute announcements, twice weekly for a five-week
period, and four weekly for a threeweek
reriod.
Account is handled direct.
GROVE Labs., St. Louis (Pazo Pile
ointment), on Oct. 1 starts a 26week campaign
of one-minute
transcribed announcements
six times
weekly on 21 Midwest and Southern
stations. Agency is Russel M. Seeds
Co., Chicago.
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago, is
daily
in Leroy
Miller's
KYW participant
Musical Clock,
early-morning
record show on KYW, Philadelphia,
to advertise Aunt Jemima Pancake
Flour. G. M. Beecher handled the account for Sherman K. Ellis Agency,
Chicago.

Keenly competitive today is the bakery business in Houston . . .
and the boys with the dough are promoting their bread brands
most consistently and heavily over KXYZ. In fact, more bakers
— national and local — are using more time over KXYZ than
over the other two Houston stations combined. The reasons:
excellent Hooper ratings, choice availabilities and attractive

COVERAGE

CALIFORNIA
NOT

ONLY

WEALTHY

rates. Ask your Branham man for facts and a look-see at the
latest Hooper breakdown by quarter hours.

BUT SMART!

Not only is Sacramento the nation's
No. 1 spender — but 21 % of her citizens
attend adult education classes. To talk
to people like that you need
KFBK
10,000 Watts
Sacramento
McCLATCHY
BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING
• Broadcast

COMPANY
Advertising

BUY BOTH! KXYZ AND KRIS, CORPUS CHRISTI — A MONEY - SAVINS COMBINATION
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F. STANLEY NEWBERT, former
vice-president and director of research
of Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, has
been promoted from the rank of captain to major in the Army Air Forces.
FRANCES GERETY, formerly of the
Sydnie Nathan Adv. Co., Wilmington,
Del., has joined the copy department
of N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia.
BUDA BAKER, publicity director in
the New York headquarters of Maxon
Inc. for six years, is now with Harry
A. Berk Inc., New York, as vicepresident in charge of publicity.
ARDITH RANDALL, former account
executive and copy writer of the
Gerth-Pacific Agency, has joined KGO,
San Francisco, in charge of the sales
service department.
GORDON AUCHINCLOSS, former
producer for Foote, Cone & Belding,
New York,
York, has
joined D'Arcy
Co.,
New
to produce
SpotlightAdv.
Bands,
sponsored on the BLUE by Coca Cola
Co., Atlanta.
WILLIAM SCOTT PATJENS, until
recently sales manager of New York
Subways Transit Adv. Co., and previously eastern sales manager of American Weekly, has joined Franklin Bruck
Adv., New York, as a vice-president.
WILLIAM R. FARRELL, vicepresident of A. C. Nielson Co., Chicago, market research firm, will become vice-president and director of
research and product development of
Benton
July. & Bowles, New York, in late
JOHN J. LOUIS, vice-president of
Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago,
has new duties in Washington as assistant national director of the war
finance committee of the Treasury Department. As a dollar-a-year man, he
will supervise advertising and promotion of War Bonds and Stamps, with
immediate attention to the Third War
Bond Drive.
LT. HOLMAN FAUST, on leave as
vice-president and director of radio
department of Mitchell-Faust Adv.
Co., Chicago, has been promoted by
the Navy to Lt. Com. He is attached
to the Ninth Naval District headquarters, Great Lakes, 111., as offieerin-charge of radio.
CHARLES J. NEUGEBAUER, for
five years copy writer and assistant
sales manager of the furniture division
of Montgomery Ward Co., Chicago, has
joined the copy staff of Needham,
Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
REX DE LANY has joined the staff
of Copley Adv. Agency, which has
moved its offices to 4th floor of the
Kidder Peabody Bldg., 105 Newbury
St., Boston.
WARREN AMBROSE, assistant editor of BLUE, and former NBC copy
editor, has joined the copy staff of
Duane Jones Co., New York.
LT. WILLIAM H. FETRIDGE, former account executive of Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, has compiled
and edited a book on Navy practices
and procedures titled "The Navy
Reader". Lt. Fetridge is attached to
the Navy Public Relations office in
Chicago.
T. MILLS SHEPARD, former vicepresident and general manager of Daniel Starch & Staff, has been named
head of Dun & Bradstreet's marketing research division — a new development.
JAMES M. CECIL, president of Cecil & Presbrey, New York, has been
appointed chairman of a committee
of agency executives to cooperate in
a fund-raising drive of the Travelers
Aid Society, New York. John Hertz,
vice-president of Buchanan Co., New
York, is co-chairman.
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Lincoln to Donahue & Coe
JOE LINCOLN, former assistant
timebuyer of Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
New York, this week joins Donahue & Coe, New York, as spot timebuyer, working with Edward Fitzgerald, radio director, and former
associate at Erwin, Wasey. Mr.
Lincoln's
timebuying
activities
have
been
assumed
by George
Schiesser,

AGE

SNIDER PACKING Corp., Rochester,
N. Y., subsidiary of General Foods Corp.,
New York, to Benton & Bowles, New York,
for Snider's
tail sauces. tomato catsup, chili and cockJEWEL TEA Co., Barrington, 111. (groceries) ,to Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Using
week test campaign on WIBA,
Madison,13 Wis.

of the agency's media department.
WILLIAM A. YOELL, former promotion director of Parade Publications,
director
researchandof Mpreviously
& M Ltd.,
has of
joined
Young & Rubicam, New York, as a
market researcher.
CLEMENT E. BROOKS has left the
media department of N. W. Ayer &
Son, Philadelphia, to enter the armed
forces.
HUBERT CANFIELD, formerly with
Charles L. Rumrill Co., Rochester,
N. Y., has joined Lewis & Gilman
Adv. Agency, Philadelphia.
ROBERT M. DILLETT, copy chief
of William Jenkins Agency, Philadelphia, has left to enter the Army.
MARION HULT, former assistant to
Joseph T. Ainley, Chicago freelance
producer,
has joined
office of Compton
Adv.the toChicago
supervise
the agency's daytime serials Vic &
Sade and Road of Life, both sponsored by Procter & Gamble Co. Mrs.
Hult, known for many years among
the Chicago radio talent, succeeds
Jane Stoekdale.
E. C. GRIFFITH, account executive
of Glasser-Gailey & Co., Los Angeles,
has resigned to join a defense industry.
MacGREGOR
president of FederalORMISTON,
Adv. Agency, viceNew

BEAUTY AIDS Inc. to H. A. Salzman
Assoc,,to New
York, for Roto hair remover.
Said
use radio.
VELDEZ Co., New York, to Harry A.
Berk Inc., New York, for Green Goddess
perfume and cosmetics. Media plans not
set.
CONSOLIDATED PRODUCTS Co.. Danville, 111.,
to Gittins
Adv.forAgency.
Milwaukee,
effective
Sept. 1,
all advertising.
No changes in media contemplated.
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS Corp.
companies to Compton Adv., New York,
for advertising for the medical profession
— John Wyeth & Brother, Philadelphia;
Petrolagar Labs, Chicago; Bovine Co.,
Chicago;
McKe»"a
Montreal Ayerst,
and Rouses
Point, & N.Harrison.
Y., all
pharmaceutical manufacturers; also Reichel Labs., Kimberton,
Pa.,
biological
facturers; S.M.A. Corp., Chicago, manuinfant
foods andnationalproducts
for
nutrition;
Vitamin Corp., New York. InterSANTE CHEMICAL Co., New York, to
H. A. Salzman
Inc., toNewuse York,
mineral
bath. Said
radio. for Sul-Ray
INTERNATIONAL VITAMIN Corp.,
Cleveland, to Compton Adv. Co., N. Y.

York,
been elected to the agency's
board has
of directors.
LES H. FORMAN, former manager of
the Forman Publicity Agency, St.
Louis, has joined the press bureau of
J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, as
assistant to the press director, closing
his offices in St. Louis.
Dix on the Air
WDIX,
non-commercial
radio base,
station at Fort
Dix, N. J., Army
went on the air for the first time
July 15. Sergeant George Stuck,
station director, has worked for
weeks to round out a staff he believes comparable to that of any
commercial outlet. More than 30
programs have been arranged for
the station, which will operate
from diostwo
stuat the specially-constructed
camp.
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Canada Rate Boosts
A NUMBER of Canadian stations
increased their rates July 1. Included are CFRN, Edmonton;
CJOC, Lethbridge; CFJC, Kamloops, B. C, CKOV, Kelowna, B. C;
CJAT, Trail, B. C; CKX, Brandon,
Man.; CKY, Winnipeg; CKNB,
Campbellton, N. B. ; CKPR, Fort
William, Ont.; CKCR, Kitchener,
Ont.; CHRC, Quebec; and CJGX,
Yorkton, Sask.
These rate increases in many
cases were small, to conform to
the standardized rate structure inaugurated byCanadian stations on
that date. Increases were designed
to bring the structure up to the
standardization structure.
LOUELLA PARSONS,
Hearst col
umnist, Fultonf'\Oursler,
writer and
i\
news analyst, and a third commentawill be heard
BLUE's
gen'stor Journal
Aug.on8 the
through
Aug.Jer29
while Walter Winchell takes his vaca
tion. Lennen & Mitchell is agency for
Andrew Jergens Co., Cincinnati,

Chills? Suspense? Thrills?
• Great stories? Superb acting?

• Expert direction and production?
"
• Will Listeners c
Like»It?
t
u
c
• Will
Sponsors
Want to Buy It':
SEE PAGE 49 OF THIS
ISSUE!
■■■■

ALL these features?
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ARM LABOR shortage has
been tackled by KXEL, Wa1 terloo, Iowa, in an effort to
help farm listeners in their
all-out war job. Hugh Muncy,
KXEL Farm Director, contacted
the U. S. Employment Service,
triple-A leaders, county agents and
extension workers. Reports on labor outlook were requested from
individual counties and as busy
season approached, running reports
were obtained. With this material,
copy was prepared telling factory
workers, women and high school
youngsters how they can aid, and
farmers are urged to make their
labor needs known.
Station acts as a clearing house,
referring inquiries to farm labor
committees in each county.
Pan Americana
WDAY, Fargo, N. D., is planning
a series titled Pan Americana, to
be presented in the fall, based on
researches in Mexico and Central
America now being made by Prof.
J. A. Holvik of Concordia College,
Moorhead, Minn. The series will
interpret dramatically the changes
in Mexican industries due to the
United Nations war effort, and
present political and cultural aspects, including musical recordings,
of our Southern neighbors.
*
* #
Choosing Work
NEW Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
weekly series for girls and young
women starting in July from Winnipeg, on the prairie network, is
Choosing Work in Wartime. Experts in girls' work and in various
business and professional fields are
contributing to the series.

BROADCASTING

f*x&i
PROGRAMS
Junior Commandos
Post War Panel
U. S. JUNIOR Chamber of Com- WINN, Louisville, has presented a
merce has adopted as its major series of five broadcasts called
war service project for the coming Planning for the Post War World,
and directed by Harry W.
year, a "Junior Commando" scrap created
salvage campaign conducted by Schacter, president of a leading
Louisville department store and
WBT, Charlotte, in cooperation
with the local Chamber of Com- active in NAM circles. Program
merce. Junior Commandos are was a panel of civic, educational,
school children who salvage scrap religious and industrial leaders in
and turn it over to school authori- the community, with brief talks
ties. Organization is set up on mili- followed by a round-table discustary lines, with promotions in rank sion.
*
* *
as they are earned.
Add Ads
Your Business
THE STORY of the world of tomorrow is the basis of a new
HELP WANTED program, aired
twice daily, six times a week, on weekly program, News in Advertising, which is broadcast each
WTRY, Troy, N. Y., started off
Sunday morning over KPO, San
with all time sold to war industries. Show is scheduled for Francisco. News made public
those free to listen during lunch through radio, magazine, newspaper and other media is being used.
and supper hours. Bob Mowers of
announcing staff puts the script Idea was conceived by John W. Eltogether, chooses music and pre- wood, KPO general manager.
sents the program, Victory Is Your
Third Front
Business.
SPOTLIGHTING home front solFrom Editorials
diers, The Third Front, a 15-minweekly spot on WWRL, WoodGREATLY enlarging the "distri- ute
side,
N.
Y., features civilians who
bution" of newspaper editorial
do unusual defense work or otherpages, a new program on WCHS,
Charleston, W. Va., quotes excerpts
wise distinguish themselves. Recently two Queens County employes
for the editorials of daily and
weekly publications in the state. who wrote a 17-foot letter to a
Five staff announcers produce the service man appeared on the show.
Irv Levy writes the scripts.
show, titled The Editor Speaks.
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ALL THE GADGETS that a wakerupper needs for a morning of music
and chatter were installed in Doctors Hospital, Washington, while
Arthurered from
Godfrey,
of WTOP, recovan appendectomy.
Copy
holder isardson
his(right).
assistant,
"Mug" RichThat apparatus
apparently resting atop her head is
not a therapeutic hat but merely a
hospital bed light. Nurse at left is
Ethel Eakin. Equipment includes
(1 to r) : Telephone, engineers clock,
pack of Pinehurst cigarettes, glass
of medicine, pipe (simulating
continuity.
toilet),
gong, mike, earphones and
Pacific Story
FACTUAL series presenting background of the Japanese theatre of
war titled The Pacific Story was
started July 11 as a 13-week public service feature on NBC stations, Sunday, 11:30-12 p.m. Owen
Lattimore, Pacific Operations director, Overseas Branch of OWI,
is featured in a five-minute combroadcast. mentary at conclusion of each
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WarEntertainment
Council

"KRNT*
Conkey

Pushes
Feed

Sales

Up 50 Percent"
. . . reports W. C. Fuller,
Des Moines Distributor
"Last year, our sales of
Conkey Feeds were good.
This year, thanks to KRNT,
our Conkey business is up
percent."
50 So
reports W. C. Fuller,
general manager of the Des
Moines Elevator, regional
distributor for Conkey
Feeds. The report continues:
"Last October, Conkey's
took over the KRNT Sunday Noon Farm News, plus
a series of daily announcements.
"From the first week, we
noticed an increase in
Conkey sales, in the 25
counties we serve. Today,
despite delivery problems,
our records show a virtual
sell-out every month.
"We know this increase is
largely due to KRNT, as
this one station has carried
the load for Conkey advertising in our area."
*Conkey also used Cowles Stations WMT and WNAX.
BASIC BLUE
AND MUTUAL
KSOE5000 WATTS

KRNT

Is Formed

Radio, Theatre, Film Groups
Set Up Clearing House
DRAWN together by a common desire to do a top-notch job of entertainment and inspiration on the
military and the home front, the
nation's entertainment industry
united July 14 under the name of
the National Entertainment Industry Council.
Representatives of radio, theatrical and motion picture groups
approved a resolution and declaration of principles setting up a consultative and advisory body to
"function as a clearing house for
increasing the effectiveness of the
various member organizations in
their war entertainment programs
whether for the armed forces, the
civilian or the production front."
Officers Named
As the Council held its first
meetings at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York, July 14-15, 43 of
the 62 groups invited to participate
as members of the Council had
pledged their support, with others
signifying their intention of joining as soon as proper approval
could be obtained.
George J. Schaefer, chairman,
War Activities Committee of the
Motion Picture Industry, who
served as chairman of the meeting,
v/as elected national chairman of
the Council. Other officers elected
were : Paul Dullzell, Associated Actors & Artists of America, vicechairman; Harry Brandt, Independent Theatre Owners Assn.,
treasurer; William Feinberg, Associated Musicians of Greater New
York, Local 802, secretary. James
E. Sauter, United Theatrical War
Activities Committee ; Kenneth
Thomson, Hollywood Victory Committee, and Virginia Payne, Amer-

TINY

CRYSTALS

ARE

SUGAR RATIONING didn't stop this sponsor-network-agency quartet
from gathering for an informal Hollywood dinner before a recent
broadcast of the weekly CBS / Was There, half-hour personal experiences program. Spreckles Sugar Co., San Francisco, sponsors the
series on Pacific network stations. Diners (1 to r) are Hal Hudson,
network Pacific Coast program director; Ronald B. Hayes, merchandise manager of Spreckles Sugar Co.; Meredith Pratt, Los Angeles
radio sales manager of CBS, and Harlan Smith, San Francisco account
executive of J. Walter Thompson Co., agency servicing the sugar account.
ican Federation of Radio Artists,
were elected chairmen for New
York, Los Angeles, and Chicago,
respectively. George Heller, AFRA,
was named to head a Continuations
Committee, which includes Walt
Dennis, NAB, and Leonard Callahan, SESAC, and which is to carry
out the work of the Council in the
interim between meetings.
A Chance to Serve
"With the OWI's domestic operations curtailed by recent Congressional action, the National Entertainment Industry Council
emerges at an opportune time to
take on much of the heavy load of
morale work which the Government
must now pass back to the industry," council members were told by
Elmer Davis, OWI chief, speaking
at the afternoon session July 15.
The second day of the conference
was given over largely to a discussion of specific projects which were
referred to the Continuations Committee. Included is a "War Service
Pledge" to be signed by individual
members, leading to the creation
of an industry pool of resources,

HELPING
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For communication is a vital part of warfare . . . and crystals
ride with the raiders. To fulfill their responsibility, they must
be
perfect.
Here crystals
at Scientific
Radio Products,
Inc., we're
turning
out perfect
. . . rapidly,
skillfully, steadily
for
Hitler's destruction.
Our
are such that we may be able to serve
enemy.
Wf'tefacilities
us!
you, too, in your efforts to bring destruction to the

The Cowles Stations in
>ES MOINES

Represented by The Katz Agency

New Variety Program
SCHUTTER CANDY Co., Chicago, begins a new weekly quarterhour variety program, Curt Massey & Co. July 24 on 18 NBC stations originating out of WMAQ,
Chicago. NBC stations carrying
the program at 5:45-6 p.m. are:
WMAQ WBZ WBZA WBEN
WLW WTAM WWJ WTIC
WCSH WJAR WHAM WSYR
WSPD WSAM KDKA. A repeat
program
be heard
on
WTMJ will
KSTP
WHO atand6:30-6:45
WOW.
Agency
Chicago. is Schwimmer & Scott,

Every time a Nazi factory of war is blown sky high — every
time that Hitler's tools of destruction are themselves reduced
to scraps of rubble — tiny radio crystals had something to do
with the job.

BASIC
COLUMBIA
5000 WATTS

Affiliated with Des Moines Register & Tribune

DO

facilities and services. Report prepared by a radio committee proposed that the council might serve
to coordinate more closely the war
work of performers, advertising
agencies, stations and writers.
In a telegram to President Roosevelt, the council, speaking on behalf
of 44 member organizations representing more than 600,000 persons, pledged its whole-hearted support in the prosecution of the war.
The council program will be put
into motion at a meeting of the
Continuations Committee July 20.

E. M. SHIDELER
W9IFI

LEO MEYERSON
W9GFQ

RADIO PRODUCTS CO.
Council Bluffs, Iowa
ICO MEYERSON W9GFQ
E. M . SHIDELER W9IFI
MANUFACTURERS' OF PIEZO ELECTRIC CRYSTALS AND ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT
BROADCASTING
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Railroad

Official

Denies

Discrimination

Against Radio
in Travel Advertising
EDITOR Broadcasting:
I don't know who the unnamed
The June 14 issue of Broadcast"railroad spokesman" quoted by
Mr. Gleeson is, but I doubt if any
ing carries an item summarizing
a letter from W. L. Gleeson, presi- responsible railroad official having
dent of KPRO, Riverside, to advertising jurisdiction, would
Broadcasting and to Neville Mil- make the statements quoted.
Billboards Effective
ler of NAB, stating that railroads
and bus companies are spending
For example, the statement by
money for newspaper and billboard
that the railspace to discourage travel, but get this "spokesman"
roads are using billboards because
the radio job done free of charge
they have always used them and
through the efforts of the OWL
don't want the billboard companies
While my railroad, the Southern
go out of business, seems absurd
Pacific, was not mentioned, no to
to
me. We have used billboards
doubt Mr. Gleeson had us in mind
and have found them effective.
because we are major advertisers
Our highway boards used for our
in the West. We have not been
pre-war
"Next Time Try the
using radio to any great extent at
Train" campaign, which attracted
the present time, and we are using wide
attention over the country,
billboards and newspaper space for were built
for us at locations se"Don't Travel" messages and other
lected
by
us,
under a long term
advertising.
contract, and we are continuing
Factors Govern Media
to use them but are changing the
We buy our advertising on an messages either to the "Don't
advertising basis and choose the Travel" theme or to support of
media which seem best suited to the sale of War Bonds. We believe
our purpose at any time, based on we are getting good value for our
the usual factors of locale of prob- money and there should be no
lem, area to be reached, circula- basis of criticism here.
While some publications in the
tion, cost, availability, suitability
past have solicited railroads on
of media to the particular problem
and type of message. We do not the basis that they deserved advertising because it was given other
buy space in papers because of
editorial support, nor do we dis- publications, or have solicited on
the basis that they had a right to
continue advertising in a newsor deserved railroad advertising,
paper when editorials are unfavorable.
we have been favorably impressed
by the fact that radio solicitation
At the present time our major
in the past has been progressive
advertising effort is in publications
and on the basis of the merits of
because we have felt that publicathe station or chain.
tion space suited our problems
best.
We appreciate the support given
We have used considerable radio
by radio stations to the "Don't
in the past, and no doubt will again
Travel" idea, and we hope that our
in the future. In 1940 and 1941
future expenditures in radio will
we spent approximately $50,000 a benefit some of the radio stations
who are assisting at the present
year in radio. And I might add
that at that time radio efforts in time.
behalf of the railroads were inF. Q. TREDWAY
General Advertising Manager
frequent. We did not and will not
Southern Pacific Company
use all radio stations, just as we
San Francisco
are not able to place advertising
in every publication.
July 9, 1943
I would point out that newspapers as well as radio have been
Propaganda Report
cooperating wholeheartedly with
MATTHEW
GORDON, CBS news
the government in the "Don't
editor now on leave with OWI, will
Travel" theme.
appear weekly on This Is the Enemy, war information show on
Mutual, 8:30-9 p.m. Thursdays for
a three-minute report on enemy
propaganda activities, the OWI
Radio Bureau announced last
week. Under the new This Is the
Enemy format, Mr. Gordon will
tie the dramatized stories in the
program to the weeks' news, in a
feature "Behind the Enemy Lines",
telling what the Axis is currently
saying to
at tells
home,
cortrasted
withpeople
what it
abroad.
Mr. Gordon is chief of the OWT
Foreign Service Division which
collects and distributes reports on
enemy propaganda activity.

**WFDF Flint Michigan shore is
powerful, Hezekiah, but I cain't
see nary a one o' them 1000
watts."
BROADCASTING

SPECIALTY SALES, WLW, Cinadded the
Cleveland
district tocinnati,
itshas market
service
territory,
with tiveJack
V.
Donner
as
representathere.
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RADIO'S

NEWEST,

MYSTERY

MOST

EXCITING

PROGRAM

All America is hopping on the mystery
band-wagon. Books, movies, plays, radio
shows— if they've got mystery and suspense
—they've got a ready-made audience!
Latest surveys show drama programs steadily climbing in popularity.
Here is a new radio mystery program that
fits these trends, fills a need, satisfies a
sponsor's fondest dream!
"The Weird Circle," produced by the NBC
Radio-Recording Division, is a half-hour
series of weird, suspense-filled adventures! Stories by the greatest
writers of all time: Poe, Bulwer-Lytton, de Maupassant, Balzac,
Hugo, Collins and others. Superbly adapted for radio, acted by some
of radio's finest talent, perfectly produced at NBC to draw every
moment of suspense from these great mystery tales— "The Weird
Circle'' is a sure-fire audience-builder, promises to be a certain
success for every type of sponsor.
Write today for complete details and audition records of this magnificent series of 26 half-hour broadcasts. "The Weird Circle" is
mystery at its best, radio at its peak of effectiveness!

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
RCA Building, Radio City, New York, N. Y.
Chicago, III. • Washington, D. C. • Hollywood, Cal.
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Spot

Sales Show
Increase
(Continued from page 9)

original plans for summer hiatus
periods are Pierce's Proprietaries,
promoting Gold Medal remedy on
92 stations, and Favorite Prescription on 69; Miles Laboratories, for
Nervine and Anti-pain pills, continuing announcements on 124 Keystone Broadcasting System affiliates, and Omega Chemical Oil Co.,
promoting their liniment for tired
muscles, in special markets.
The bumper crop of babies during this wartime summer has
brought two manufacturers of
baby powder into spot radio — Centaur Co., for ZBT baby powder, in
the New York market, and Johnson
&stations.
Johnson's baby powder on 93
Cereals & Bread
Agency executives offered several reasons for this intense activity of proprietary advertising — the
fact that the shortage of doctors in
many communities is making
housewives and mothers more conscious of the need for home nursing; a general abandonment of the
old-fashioned idea that winter is
the chief time of year for head
colds and coughs ; and a possibility,
suggested by some timebuyers, that
companies are holding on to choice
spot schedules all summer to insure
good positions on their selected stations in the fall.
Always high up on the list of
regular spot radio users, the cereal
companies are taking advantage

lot vke

John

of a real boom in business, their
products being unaffected by the
war, as well as being essential substitutes for rationed foods. General
Foods has consistently expanded
its promotion for 40% Bran
Flakes, Raisin Bran and Post
Toasties, the present total being
some 287 stations. Kellogg is using
considerable spot in addition to network programs for Pep and AllBran, and National Biscuit Co. is
using about 40 stations for Shredded Wheat, and 30 for Shreddies.
Another food which can make up
for the current meat shortage is
bread, also getting its full share
of spot promotion this summer. National Biscuit is staying on the air
this summer for the first time to
promote Premium Crackers on 14
stations, and General Baking and
Ward Baking are both active for
their bread products.
Coffee & Cosmetics
Likewise in the bread category,
Quality Bakers of America is using
live and transcribed announcements
on a cooperative basis to promote
bread and Flavo-Range baking
through 94 member bakeries. The
campaign urges housewives and
some 75,000 grocers to support the
Government nutrition program.
As summarized in the July 5th
issue of Broadcasting, the coffee
industry, a consistent user of radio, both spot and network, until
drastic coffee rationing went into

Shillito

Compaq

For more than 100 years a department store leader
. . . largest retail store in Greater Cincinnati
Having full knowledge of the relative values offered by
all local Cincinnati radio stations, and having complete
freedom of choice in their selection ... it is particularly
significant that this Cincinnati leader uses WSAI
exclusively for all three of its daily radio programs.

BASIC BLUE NETWORK

STATION

effect, is returning to the air now
that supplies are reaching this
country and the individual ration
has been eased. So interested in
giving the consumer and the trade
the truth about the availability of
coffee is the Pan American Coffee
Bureau that in conjunction with
the Natl. Coffee Assn. it has begun
a special drive in various media,
including its current campaign of
participations
in women's
programs on 29 stations.
Copy urges
coffee lovers to take full advantage
of the increased ration, as well as
promoting iced coffee as a refreshing summer drink.
Dr. Pepper Bottling Co. for its
soft drink of the same name uses
spots on 144 stations throughout
the country, and Canada Dry is
using spot this summer to promote
A newcomer to the cosmetic inSpur.
dustry and still in the test stage
for radio, is liquid hosiery. Biggest
radio advertiser of the leg makeup
is Elizabeth Arden, which started
spots early this spring and by the
end of June was using 75-100 stations. Others in the ever-growing
list testing radio spots are Gold
Medal Products' Scheer liquid hosiery; Harry D. Koenig's Trique
da
makeup.
liquid
hose and R. T. Reiser's VeniAmusements
In the amusement field, the group
using the largest amount of spot
advertising this summer seems to
be the motion picture industry,
which in the past two years has
been experimenting with radio as
a supplementary medium to newspapers in promoting the premieres
and local showings of various films.
Early this spring RKO announced
its arrangement with a group of
key stations and regional networks
extending from coast to coast
whereby three RKO pictures a
year are being promoted on an
exclusive sponsorship basis in the
areas involved.
Republic Pictures, rather than
promoting specific films is experimenting with special spots giving
facts about one of their featured
players — at the present time Roy
Rodgers. Heretofore a sporadic
user of radio, Republic is now definitely testing the medium with an
eye to regular use of radio. Paramount Pictures, 20th Century Fox
Films, Columbia Pictures, United
Artists, Warner Bros., M-G-M, all
have begun using spot radio for
their current pictures, although
this summer finds most of them
more or less inactive in comparison
with larger schedules used last
winter.
To mention a few of the publishing companies which have increased their radio in the past year

SELECTED by Veterans of Foreign Wars, Eugene C. Pulliam,
president of WIRE, Indianapolis,
and state chairman of the Indiana
War Finance Committee, was
chosen as one of Indiana's outstanding citizens for his part in leading
Indiana to her nationwide record of
selling War Bonds. Carl Carey,
National Council member of the
Veterans of Foreign Wars, pins the
Veterans of Foreign Wars highest
award on Mr. Pulliam at a broadcast and dinner, held July 10 in
Indianapolis.
on a large scale, Wm. H. Wise &
Co. is using some 100 stations with
transcribed announcements for the
Modern Encyclopedia and the Modern Home Physician; Arco Publishing Co., 35 stations for Practice
For Army Tests; Biltmore Publishing Co., New York station testing
for / Was Hitler's Doctor; Austin
Technical Publishing Co., 100 stations for Guide to Intimate Letter
Writing; Book League of America,
250 stations for various books, and
Simon & Schuster, testing 12 stadancing.
tions for Arthur Murray's book on
PACIFIC

COAST

By DAVID GLICKMAN
A CHECK of Pacific Coast broadcasters, sponsors, agency timebuyers and station representatives reveals bright prospects for spot radio
this fall and winter season. Estimates are that the 1943 total will
equal and possibly exceed 1942 despite a slow-up during the first
quarter in comparison with that
period last year.
Although spot business bogged
down during the last three months
of 1942 and didn't fully recover in
the first quarter of 1943, the past
90 days have more than made up
for that loss. Sales managers in the
major markets are confident that
business will continue at a stimulated pace for the next six months
at least. Many a station manager
in the secondary markets is also of
that opinion. A few, of course, refuse to hazard a prediction.
The rose-colored prophecy is
based on short-term new business

T HE

5000 WATTS . . . DAY AND NIGHT
Nat'l Reps. SPOT SALES, INC
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and renewals on hand, as well as
known campaigns in the making.
The millions of dollars being poured
into national defense industries on
the West Coast has exerted an important influence on radio advertising, with sponsors in many instances concentrating special spot
campaigns to the new and increasing buying power.
With good network time at a
premium, agency timebuyers predict that several national advertisers who hitherto have passed up
spot radio will concentrate fall
budgets on that type of advertising.
Many advertisers with no product
to sell will continue to keep trade
names before the public through
war effort and morale-building spot
announcement campaigns. Still
others will use spot radio to advertise for additional manpower.
War plants as well as other business concerns on the West Coast
have used spot radio for this purpose with great success. San Diego,
Los Angeles, San Francisco and
Seattle stations are currently reaping added revenue from such help
wanted campaigns.
There has been a sudden splurge
of cleaning compound advertising
on West Coast stations. Some
brands are old standbys. Others are
new. Beverage accounts, soft
drinks and beer continue to be heavy
users of West Coast spot broadeasting, with several conducting
extensive schedules. The wine industry too, continues to use spot in
selected markets. There has been an
unprecedented increase in the use of
broadcasting by Pacific Coast restaurants. Banks and investment concerns are turning to the medium
with well directed types of quarter
hour programs on local outlets. Despite gasoline and tire rationing,
used car dealers have increased
radio budgets, with several in the
Southern California territory currently conducting extensive campaigns.
It was pointed out by timebuyers,
and representatives too, that many
national and regional advertisers
are concentrating efforts on major
markets only, thus passing up
secondary areas. Representatives
called attention to the fact that with
West Coast stations currently en-
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PLUS
vonnah's ,45 000
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Reverse Order
REVERSING the usual order
of things, KGKO, Fort Worth,
has obtained an engineer
from the armed services. He
is Charles (Red) Lucas who
has been given a medical discharge by the Navy after 20
months of service and who
was at Pearl Harbor at the
outbreak of war. Lucas was
in charge of radio equipment
for five years at the Baker
Hotel in Dallas before entering the service.
joying prosperity from other sources, a great percentage are now
turning down per-inquiry business.
Insurance concerns, who for a
time curtailed West Coast radio,
are now resuming activity with new
stations added to the list on longterm contracts. There is also added
activity in other accounts, such as
tobacco products, dairy products,
bread and other foods. Vitamin
concerns too, are checking on available station time for Pacific coast
campaigns.
There has been no indication of
budget curtailment, according to
station sleuths. To the contrary,
agency people confide that advertisers are increasing appropriations
with extensive fall campaigns in
the making. However, there are
some timebuyers who will refuse to
prophesy. They opine that with
manpower
shortage, packaging
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CBC Board to Meet
BO iRD of Govprnors of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. will hold its next
meeting in Vancouver and Victoria,
B. C, Aug. 10-11, spending one day in
each city. It is understood that some
of the board will then go to Prince
Rupert, B. C, to visit CFPR, leased
to the CBC for the duration, to supplyfense
service
Pacific the
Coastboard
dezone. to
It this
is expected
members will look into the necessity
for more stations or repeater stations
in this area.
JAY C. FLIPPEN, nightclub m.c. and
former vaudeville star, will replace
Walter O'Keefe as m.c. of Battle of
the Sexes on NBC effective July 27.
Sponsor is Molle Co., Rahway, N. J.
Young & Rubicam, New York, handles
the account.
problems still not solved, and other
wartime factors involved, it is too
early to discuss clients' advertising
plans. Indications were that if and
when campaigns are set, they will
be short-termed and concentrated in
selected areas.
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Join NBC News Staff
REPLENISHING its news staff
with personnel from the journalistic field, NBC has taken on three
additional news writers and twe
shortwave monitors. Writers in
elude Daniel O'Flaherty, Richmond
News Leader; Robert Brown, assistant city editor of the Wash
ington Daily News; Marshall
Smith, of the Providence Journal.
A former INS man, Arthur Wakelee,
Huber,
or
Vogue,andhaveCharlotte
been added
to the
shortwave division.
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NEW YORK STATIONS
DRAW COOP AD PLAN
A FOUR-MONTH trade paper
campaign promoting the New York
market, comprising 18 full-page advertisements with each of nine stations contributing two pages, was
tentatively agreed upon at a meeting of New York station promotion
men held at WOR last Friday afternoon. Idea of the campaign had
been outlined at a previous meeting
the week before [Broadcasting,
July 12] following a meeting of
You
station managers at which the campaign had been first proposed.
keep
Representatives of six stations
attending the meeting on Friday
customers
each agreed to donate two pages of
trade paper advertising to the joint
when you
drive, subject to the approval of
their station managements, and
KEEP
Josephized toCreamer,
WOR,three
was stations
authorcontact the
not present. It was decided that the
SPOTS
ads should be run over individual
station signatures and not repeated, although the whole group would
BEFORE
work together in their preparation.
A proposal that an advertising
THEIR
agency be appointed to handle the
campaign
discussed,
no action was was
taken.
It was butreported
EARS!
that the New York Times and New
York 'Herald Tribune were planning
• ASK A JOHN BLAIR MAN newspaper campaigns promoting
the New York markets and the raABOUT SPOT RADIO
dio group agreed to work with these
newspapers in so far as is feasible
in exchanging research data, etc.
CHICAGO
Meeting was attended by Miriam
NEW YORK
Adelson and Mr. Creamer, WOR;
ST.SAN LOUIS
FRANCISCO Lucy Towle, WMCA; Robert HutIDS ANGELES
ton, WJZ; Herb Chason, WHN;
&* COMPANY
Jules Dundes, WABC, and Hartley
NATIONAL RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES Samuels, WOV.

HIRE

A

BUSKER

It was a very astute theatre manager who first hired
a sidewalk musician to entertain the crowd lined up
outside his doors. The busker shortened the hours
of waiting, made people forget their boredom and
their aching feet, kept them from giving up and
going elsewhere.
The business manager who must keep people waiting until he can deliver the goods would do well to
hire a busker. Radio entertainment gives people

Hoyt to
(Continued
fromName
page 12)
future of the domestic branch
[Broadcasting, July 12], elected
Roy Roberts, managing editor of
The Kansas City Star (WDAF),
chairman. It said it was convinced
that OWI has a real function in
the prosecution of the war and
called for "full and purely factual
information concerning public
events and the acts of public offiIn a statement Tuesday, which it
described
as "preliminary",
the
committee advocated
dissemination
ofcials."
information only through existing media — radio, newspapers,
trade journals, magazines, motion
pictures — and declared that OWI
"should gather and coordinate"
news of "the vastly complicated and
far-flung" activities of the Government, without shutting off direct access to the source of news
or circumscribing the right of inquiry.
The committee suggested that
OWI call into conference representatives ofthe Washington press
corps,der toboth
radiothe
and cooperation
press "in orfurther
in
the collection of news and to keep
open the primary channels of inAsserting that there were conformation."
flicting reports on the value of
OWI's field services, the newspaper
committee asked OWI to poll newspapers and radio stations on their
desire for re-creation of field offices
operating on the same principles
that
tivity.govern OWI Washington acThe committee said it felt that a
streamlined, effectively conducted
field service might be more economical to the Government.
K & E in Chicago
KENYON & ECKHARDT, New
York advertising firm, will open
new offices in Chicago in September, Thomas D. Brophy, president,
announced last week. In charge of
the offices as executive vice-president and director of K&E will be
Chester Foust whose resignation
from J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago,fective
as vice-president,
becomes efAugust 15.

something to remember you by . . . while they're
waiting.

Influencing Sales
FAR
CFRB
TORONTO
860

KILOCYCLES

Beyond

Pontiac

In cities . . . villages . . . farms
. . . for miles and miles around
Pontiac . . . the messages of national, regional and local advertisers are heard watts.
over WCAR's
1000 streamlined
GET THE
FACTS
FROM

Surveys prove at least one quarter of all radios in Canada's
richest market are always tuned to CFRB.
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Uniform Discounts
A UNIFORM discount structure
for all stations represented by the
Radio Sales division of CBS will
become effective Aug. 15, according
to new rate cards issued last week
for the eight stations owned by CBS
—WABC, New York, WBBM, Chicago, WEEI, Boston, WCCO, Minneapolis-St. Paul, KNX, Los Angeles, KMOX, St. Louis, WTOP,
Washington, WBT, Charlotte— and
for WAPI, Birmingham, and the
Columbia Network.
Only difference between the discounts offered by CBS-owned stations and by WAPI is that the former now offer no discounts for contracts of less than 26 weeks duration, giving 5 percent for from 26
to 52 weeks and 10 percent for 52
weeks, whereas WAPI offers 5 percent discounts for contracts of 13 to
25 weeks, 7% percent for 26 to 51
and 10 percent for 52 weeks.
New cards also apply to announcement time the discount struc^
ture formerly applicable only to
program
time, giving the the
purchasers of announcements
same
weekly frequency discounts, weekly
dollar-volume discounts and discounts for consecutive weeks of
broadcasting which previously were
available only to buyers of program
periods. Program-time
announcement-time and
purchases may
not be combined for discount purposes, but announcements of ail
types
may be combined in figuring
discounts.
A cash discount identical to that
offeredwork by
nationwide
CBS netis nowthe available
to Columbia
Pacific advertisers. Pacific network
card also includes the 10-10:30 p.m.
period daily, with noon to 6 p.m.
Sunday as transitional time, billed
at two-thirds of night rates. Base
evening hour rate of WCCO has
been raised from $525 to $600, and
that of WAPI reduced from $175
to $160.
Current advertisers on the stations may use either the new or the
old rate and discount structure until Aug. 14, 1944, provided their
schedules continue without interruption. New rate and discount
structure applies to all new business signed after Aug. 14, 1943, and
all business after Aug. 14, 1944.
Guild Conference
RADIO WRITERS in every phase
of the industry met in Chicago
July 15 for the national conference of the Radio Writers' Guild,
a branch of the Authors' League
of America, to discuss organizational plans and contract negotiations with radio networks, stations
and advertising agencies. Delegates at the meeting included P^iul
Franklin, national president of
the Guild, Columbia Studios writer
and present author of the serial,
Red
Don scripter;
Quinn, Fibber
McGee Ryder;
& Molly
Pauline
Hopkins, president of the midwest
region of the Guild and writer of
That Brewster Boy; and Hector
Chevigny, radio and screen writer.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Wasraer a Major
LOUIS A. WASMER. Spokane
station owner and amateur aviator,
has been commissioned a major in
the Army Air Forces and reported
for duty last Thursday at the San
Francisco port of embarkation. He
has been a captain in the Civil Air
Patrol in Spokane. Mr. Wasmer is
owner of KHQ and KGA, Sookane,
part owner of KOL, Seattle, and
one-third owner and a director of
the Pacific Broadcasting Co., operating aregional chain in Washington. Oregon and Idaho.

FRED W. SWANSON
G AS acting Peruvian
SERVIN
Consul for the Midwest is just
one of the duties of Fred W.
Swanson, timebuyer of J. L.
Stewart Agency, Chicago. A jaunt
down to Lima, Peru, during college days at Northwestern U. acquainted him with personalities
who later rose high in Peruvian
diplomacy, and gave him an enduring enthusiasm for things Latin-American. He has been active
in Peruvian promotion for more
than a decade.
After attending Northwestern,
where he made his spare time
worthwhile working on student publications, Mr. Swanson opened his
own publishers' representative organization in Chicago, which he
continued from 1927 to 1933. In
1933 he took over sales duties in
the Ahrens Publications offices,
Chicago, where he remained for
the next four years.
In 1937 he became sales manager
of the American Wine Co., St.
Louis, but resigned at the end of
a year to return to Chicago. Advertising pulled him back into its
own field, and he later became an
account executive in the Vanden
Adv. Agency, Chicago, which handled practically
radio. Agency.
In' 1939
he joined
the J. L.noStewart
Little radio had been used by the
Stewart company until Mr. Swanson organized the radio department for the agency. He built the
department on the theory that since
radio itself has emotional appeal,
it can be utilized to advertise in-

tangibles, such as insurance, as
well as tangibles. The radio department of J. L. Stewart now handles
about a dozen different insurance
accounts, some of which are competitors. Mr. Swanson forestalls
the obvious query about the difficulty of keeping various accounts
in one kind of business equally well
spotlighted by saying, "It is better for these companies to have us
handle their radio advertising than
for them to go to a competitoragency. Our clients know that we
feel our responsibility toward each
of them individually even more
strongly perhaps than we might
if we had only one or two such
accounts, and that we will give
each in turn the same break."
The Stewart Agency has had
many mail order accounts for years,
but it has been only since the beginning of the Swanson era that
radio has been extensively used as
an advertising medium. Rural radio
is used almost exclusively, and a
careful eye is kept on wishes of
farm folks. Hill-billy and western
shows have the best drawing power,
according to Mr. Swanson, and of
course the use of local talent popularizes the programs.
"We are probably the world's
worst time buyers," Mr. Swanson
said, laughing. "We do not always
buy time on the basis of coverage
maps or surveys. We buy largely
on the station's ability to pull mail.
To us, it is the only sure way of
measuring
our audience."
Mr. Swanson
is married, has a
high school-age son, John, and
lives in Park Ridge, 111. Hobbies,
when his work gives him time to
follow them, are, besides Latin
American relations, gardening and
fishing.
IRE, RMA Agree
AGREEMENT on details for an
industry technical planning association appears likely when IRE and
RMA representatives meet in New
York shortly to work out detailed
plans for the organization. The
two organizations agreed on general plans after a meeting in
Washington several weeks ago. and
committees have been filling in details. The New York meeting may
be held this week.

"FOUR YEARS OF SPONSORSHIP"
And audience monopoly over WQAM for
THE
SHADOW
Available locally on transcription— see C. MICHELSON
BROADCASTING
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Herb Plambeck

Abroad

HERBERT H. PLAMBECK, farm
editor of WHO, Des Moines, is visiting the United Kingdom as an
agricultural observer as the guest
of the British
Ministry mation
of andInforwith
the sanction of the
State and Agriculture Department s. While
abroad he will
also observe
American Red
Cross activities
and, as a member
of the Iowa State Mr. Plambeck
Guard, will deliver letters from
Col. Arthur Wallace to British
Home Guard and to American embassy attaches. Mr. Plambeck will
remain abroad from three to six
weeks. Work of the WHO farm
news department is being carried
on by Jim Chapman, assistant
farm editor, aided by Howard
Langfitt and H. M. Heberer, former
faculty
College. member of Kansas State

Philco Promotes Craig
PALMER M. CRAIG has been
named chief engineer of the radio
division of Philco Corp., after two
years as chief engineer in charge
of radar and radio communications
equipment development. Joining
the Philco research laboratories in
1933 as a radio engineer, he assisted in developing high fidelity
reception, automobile radios and
remote control receiving sets, and
before Pearl Harbor he was a leader in the development of radar
equipment. Mr. Craig was graduated from Delaware U. in 1927
with a B.S. degree in electrical
engineering, and was at one time
with
Co. Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.

Am.

Dairy Assn. Testing

Weekly Farm Newscast
AMERICAN DAIRY ASSN., Chicago (dairy products), has placed
a 13-week contract for a quarter
hour weekly program, The Voice
of the Dairy Farmer, on 30 NBC
stations beginning Sunday, July 18,
1:45 p.m. Featuring Clifton Utley,
news analyst, and Everett Mitchell,
farm commentator, the program
will be devoted to war news by
Utley and discussions of pertinent
farm information by Mitchell. List
of NBC stations includes WMAQ
KSTP KYSM KROC KFAM
KFYR WDAY KSOO WIBA
WEAU WKBH WHO WGBF
WIRE WOW
WOOD WWJ
WSAM KSD KGBX WDAF KANS
KOAM KARK WRC KGHL KIDO
KGIR KRBM and KPFA. It also
will be transcribed for airing on
20 other Midwest and Pacific Coast
stations.
Agency is CampbellMithun, Chicago.
W57PH, FM adjunct of KYW, Philadelphia, has received permission from
the FCC to join the operational pool
set up by the four other FM stations
in Philadelphia several months ago
as a means of conserving manpower
and critical equipment.
THE VOICE OF MISSISSIPPI

MID-YEAR
Berg Suit Dismissed
DR. LOUIS BERG's suit against
Printers Ink for an allegedly libelous article attacking his analysis
of serials has been dismissed with
costs as "not libelous and does not
exceed the bounds of fair criticism
and comment." Motion for dismissal was handed down July 14 in the
Southern District Court of New
York,
Bright.by U. S. District Judge John

WLAW
Lawrence, Mass.
5000 Watts
680 KG
CBS.

WLAW
THE
CAPITAL
NEW
7TH OFSTATE
ENGLAND'S
Nat. Reps., The Katz Agency

PROGRESS

SUMMARY
National Survey lists Jackson
among the first six cities likely
to retain all its economical and
industrial gains after the war
is over. Jackson, with a population up 34% since 1940, is
— Key point for Federal and
tivities.
State offices and ac— Second largest cottonseed
the — crushing
world.
point in the
— Home of new Foster General Army Hospital.
— Home
of 146 industries manufacturing 248
— Headquarters
operproducts. ations,forYazoooilCounty
(35 miles north, where
there are over 300 producing wells) .
WJDX dominates the Jackson
and Mississippi Market. Let the
"Voice of Mississippi" speak
for you during the remaining
months of 1943.
Owned and Operated by
- LAMAR
.LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI
July 19, 1943
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MORNING

Ad Drive Under
(Continued from page 10)

the war. "By war advertising," he
said, "we mean that which induces
the people through information, understanding or persuasion, to take
certain actions necessary to the
speedy winning of the war."
Mr. LaRoche promised that the
WAC and OWI were ready and
eager to assist advertisers in developing war theme advertising. "War
advertising follows agreed-on
themes," he explained. "As every
advertising man knows, best results
are achieved when all advertising
on a given subject adopts the same
approach, tells more or less the
same story, makes more or less the
same appeals."
"The official campaigns are all
things that virtually anyone would
agree need doing. They have nothing to do with politics; they have
a lot to do with winning the war."
Vinson Urges Unity
Asserting that the nation had
not yet won the battle of inflation,
Judge Fred M. Vinson, Director of
Economic Stabilization, described
himself "as a special pleader" and
asserted that "unless we all stand
together, there will be little or
nothing for any of us."
In a large measure, he said, it is
up to advertising to explain to the
people why they must buy bonds;
why they must pay higher taxes,
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CONTEST

Way

abolish black markets, buy only at
ceiling prices, and not demand
higher prices, higher wages or
greater profits. "Advertising is not
a charitable institution," he pointed
out, "itAndis the
of busi'in
ness.
therehandmaiden
is no business
this nation so strong that inflation
will not work havoc and ruin upon
"I am making a special plea that
you businessmen everywhere work
with the WAC and OWI to inform
every individual in America how he
can help fight inflation," Judge Vinson said. "As advertisers, each of
you can, like Paul Revere, warn
that inflation is coming unless the
American people take up arms
it."
Mr. Nelson
declared that alagainst it."
though production is now "at a very
high level," we fell a half billion
behind our goal last month and are
not currently meeting our goals
from month to month. He said
manpower, absenteeism, strikes and
a dangerous feeling that the "war
is in the bag" is responsible for
this falling off and that "in order
to tap our reserves of power we
need to have a clear understanding
by every American of his personal
responsibility in war production."
Advertising has always been an
inspirational force for the nation
at war, Mr. Nelson said, but this is
no longer enough. "More than inspiration is needed," he declared.
"The American home front needs
detailed and continuing information
and instruction on every phase of
its responsibilities."
Hailing "a great opportunity under guidance of the WAC to convert
industry's advertising to the common cause, and use more fully in
the war effort the ingenuity and
skilled craftsmanship for which
American advertising is justly
famed, Mr. Nelson predicted that
a war message in every ad "can
do much to bring about another
great upsurge of energy in this
country — a surge that will enable
us to turn out more of the stuff that
our fighting men need to batter the
Axis into early surrender."
Judge Marvin Jones, making his
first radio appearance since taking
over the Food Administrator job,
promised the public would be kept
fully informed on the food situation. Explaining that an informed
public was essential to his program,
he said "asking citizens to adopt
the wartime food code is a job on
which every one's assistance will be
needed. We have asked the assistance of business; they have been
asked through their advertising to
put a war message in every ad."
By not
working
together,
is
too much
to say hewe said,
will "it
be
shortening the war."
The July 14 broadcast was preceded by a closed circuit talk over
NBC July 6, in which Mr. LaRoche
and Frank E. Mullen, NBC vicepresident and general manager out-

WINNER

Radio Copy Award Given
Illinois Utility
REGIONAL AWARD for radio advertising in the 1943 Better Copy
Contest of the Public Utility Advertising Assn., a department of
the Advertising Federation of
America, was given to Central
Illinois Light Co. Roy K. Dallas
(right) , sales manager, displays the
certificate to Berne Enterline and
Clara Walsh, staff announcers on

WMBD, Peoria, who conduct the
utility program Cilco Town Crier.
Cilco's program is unique in that
it is strictly one of public service,
the commercials being closely coordinated with the home service department of the Light Co. in
furnishing listeners with valuable
homemaking aids and suggestions
on the care of home appliances.
Once a week a recipe is read on the
air, after which the station is
flooded with calls for copies.
The announcers employ a free
conversational style in presenting
the program, giving the effect of
merelylistening
"talkingaudience
things over".
Theirto
wide
has come
know "Jean and Berne" as two
friends who visit their homes each
day at lunchtime with valuable information on current subjects and
an abundance of news of local activities sent in by listeners.
lined plans for local meetings to
tune in on the big program. [Broadcasting, July 12]. More than 400
attended the New York session;
300 a luncheon sponsored by the
Chicago Federated Advertising
Club; 250 in Boston, while meetings
were scheduled in scores of other
cities.

DAVID CARTER DIANE/
WCKT ORGANIST
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SUZANNE BURCE, 14-year-old
vocal star of KOIN, Portland,
Ore., has just been signed for a
seven-year Hollywood contract by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, after winning top honors for her performance on the Hollywood Showcase
program. The "Singing Victory
Girl" of Oregon, credited by the
Treasury with a million dollars in
War Bond sales last year, will
continue with KOIN until the fall
when she reports to the movies.
Suzanne wears the goodluck floral
horseshoe on her first broadcast
after a whirlwind Hollywood visit.
Greek Relief Discs
GREEK WAR RELIEF ASSN., Chicago, is presenting the quarter-hour
weekly dramatic recorded Voice of the
Underground over 178 stations. Recordings are furnished gratis to interested stations, the majority of which
donate the time to the cause of Greek
relief. The programs, based on documented accounts of Greek underground
activity, are recorded at World Broadcasting System, Chicago, and financed
by the Pan-Hellenic Federation of
America. Carl E. Riblet Jr. is writerproducer and Mel Galliart director.
VICK KNIGHT, Hollywood vicepresident in charge of radio for Foote,
Cone & Belding, and Johnny Richards,
musical director, are collaborators on
"Thethe Moment
We Met",
themeCarson
song
of
weekly CBS
New Jack
Show. Tune was purchased for publication by Robbins Music Corp.
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PRESIDENT SCORES
DISMISSAL RIDER
THE FATE of two employes of
the FCC whose tenure was limited
by the Urgent Deficiency Appropriation Bill, took on an air of
mystery last week as President
Roosevelt signed the legislation, but
at the same time denounced the
measure as "unconstitutional, unwise and discriminatory".
In an unusual procedure before
his news conference Tuesday, Mr.
Roosevelt summarized a message
he will send to the Congress when
it reconvenes in September, notifying the legislators he would have
vetoed the objectionable rider if
he could have done so without delaying vital war operations. The
Urgent Deficiencies Bill, containing the President's $89 million contingency fund, and overtime pay
for government workers, carried a
rider calling for dismissal of Dr.
Goodwin Watson and William E.
Dodd, both Intelligence
of the FCC's
Foreign
Broadcast
Service,
and
Dr. Robert Morss Lovett, government secretary of the Virgin Islands, on Dies Committee charges
of subversive activity.
As finally approved by the Senate, after being rejected five times,
the rider provides that the men
shall leave the Government Nov. 15,
unless nominated for office by the
President and approved by the
Senate. Mr. Roosevelt in his message commented that there was no
suggestion that the men had not
legally or competently performed
their duties. Then, refusing to reveal whether he would nominate
them for office, he said he did not
believe the rider was binding on
either the judiciary or the executive, thus giving rise to the belief
that the men might be continued in
office for a subsequent legal test of
the provision. The rider originated
in the House, and was accepted on
insistence of that body.
Standard Profits Drop
STANDARD RADIO Ltd., Toronto
(holding company for CFRB, Toronto, and CKLW, Windsor, Ont.),
in a financial statement for 194243 ending March 31, showed a net
profit of $88,994, equal to 41 cents
a share on the combined 215,000
shares of class "A" and "B" stock
outstanding. This compares with a
net of $105,826 or 49 cents a combined share in the previous year.
Auditors state that only the proportion of profits of subsidiary companies which have actually been
received as dividends have been
taken into the accounts of Standard
Radio. Balance sheet shows current
assets of $92,502 and current liabilities of$25,989, leaving net working capital of $66,513 compared
with
end. $63,475 at the previous yearHeads Agency Board
JOHN E. WILEY, a vice-president
and manager of the New York
office of Fuller & Smith & Ross
Inc., has been elected to the newly
created position of chairman of
the board, it was announced last
week bydent.Allen
L. B'llingsley,
Edwin L.
Andrew, a presivicepresident, and manager of the
firm's Cleveland organization, has
been named executive vice-president.
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AFM Sets Class A Rate
On Video Performance
UNION musicians appearing on
television programs must be paid
union scale for Class A stations,
according to the New York Local
No. 802 of the American Federation of Musicians, which for several weeks has been investigating
conditions prevailing at W2XWV,
Du Mont television station in New
York. This scale is $12 an hour
per man, with $3 for each additional quarter-hour and $6 an hour
for rehearsal time.
Sam Cuff, radio and television
news commentator who has charge
of the Wednesday evening experimental telecasts produced by
W2XWV in cooperation with New
York advertising agencies, said
musicians, like other artists, have
been glad of a chance to gain experience in the new medium and
have
not
g-enerally
asked
for uniona
scale. AFRA has not
established
scale for television.
CP Claims Scoop
A SCOOP on the news of the invasion of Sicily is claimed by Canadian Press and Press News Ltd.,
radio subsidiary. According to CP,
its correspondent, Ross Munro, was
the first reporter to get out his
story, scoring a 7% -hour world
beat over 53 other war correspondents. Munro's eye witness account
of
the first
land'ngs near
Cape
Passero
was broadcast
throughout
the world by the BBC and given
flash relay to stations served by
Press News Ltd. in Canada and
Press Assn. in the U. S.
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FDR

Warning
Hits
(Continued from page 11)

vice-president in charge of Washington activities, called in connection with this incident. Mr. Garey
had sought to substantiate the report that Mr. Russell, as a member
of the Domestic Broadcasting Committee, had originally complained
against Mr. Miller to BWC.
Thus far, the Committee's public
hearings have covered only the RID
and FBIS activities, which entail
some 6 million dollars of the FCC's
8 million dollar appropriation. In
documents originally placed in the
record over the protest of Mr. Fly
on grounds of being "secret" matter, the combined Chiefs of Staff
recommended that the President
execute an Executive Order transferring these activities to the
Army. Accompanying documents
cited these activities by the FCC as
a hindrance to the war effort
[Broadcasting, July 5-12].
Two Revelations
Mr. Fly's initial appearance before the Committee, which he protested as unfair, covered only the
Neville Miller phase. It was indicated he will be called as often as
may be necessary in connection
with other FCC and BWC matters. Other members of the FCC
also will be called. Expected to be
a key witness, because of his consistent opposition to Mr. Fly's policies, is T. A. M. Craven, veteran
engineer and a former Naval officer.
In continuing his battle of words

Fly

with the committee, Mr. Fly declared at his regular press conference last Monday that he had abandoned hope of getting a hearing before the committee and that he
felt "they've done their worst."
He asserted "the most startling
questions that could be put have
already been published as seemingly the conclusions of the Committee. A hearing for me to disprove the charges would be too
anti-climactic to interest the ComThe sessions thus far held, acmittee."
cording to observers, reveal two
things— (1) that the FCC through
Chairman Fly had intruded upon
military communications activities
against the will and judgment of
the Army and Navy; and (2) that
the executive branch, for reasons
of its own, was seeking to impede
the Cox Committee inquiry through
refusal to produce records which
the Committee contended had no
bearing on secret military operations.
Mr. Fly lost no time in meeting
the last Cox committee thrust —
release of the memorandum of
Rear Adm. S. C. Hooper, retired
Naval communications expert, to
the Secretary of the Navy, opposing
Mr. Fly's chairmanship of the
BWC as against the best war interests, along with an Army memorandum picking up most of Admiral casting,
Hooper's
contentions [BroadJuly 12].
The FCC chairman, in a press

release for Sunday morning papers,
at which time the Cox Committee
data also was released, contended
the documents "are but irresponsible charges which the Cox committee has handed out in a bid for
"We are still waiting for a pubpublicity."
lic hearing," he continued. "Meanwhile, as to the charge that I oppose using the war as an excuse
for monopolies to extend their hold
on the country, I plead guilty. I
also plead guilty to the charge of
believing that the CIO, along with
the AFL and the other unions of
this country are not disloyal, but
are composed of as patriotic a
group of citizens as can be found
anywhere and that their counsel
and advice is a valuable contribution to our war effort.
Calls It Punitive
"As to the remainder of the
charges collected by the Committee's staff in star chamber sessions,
the public should know that they
are utterly without foundation. If
such a Committee can be depended
upon to give us an opportunity, we
will prove each of them false."
At his press conference last Monday, Mr. Fly
demnation ofthecontinued
Committeehisin conthe
same vein. At times he read from
prepared notes — an innovation at
his press conferences.
Mr. Fly told his well-attended
conference that the investigation
was "punitive and irresponsible in
its origin" and that the processes
and procedures have followed "the
pattern of the original attitudes."
Everybody,
shocked by he
the thought,
conduct, "must
methodsbe
and processes of the Committee. At
the same time, I don't see how any
of us can assert that we are surMr. Fly said he was not going to
answer Adm. Hooper's charges in
detail, but that if the Committee
were
to "give me a hearing I would
prised."
take up each and every one of
those statements and deal with
them in turn. I do not expect that
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opportunity, however."
Declaring he did not want to direct any criticism at Adm. Hooper,
he said the retired Naval officer
"has rendered some valuable services" but that he now "is retired
for reasons of health and I can
only express my sincere regard for
him and my sympathetic interest
in Asked
his welfare."
whether the admiral was
retired for "reasons of health"
when he prepared the memorandum, Mr. Fly said he did not know
the precise date. "What do you
think of Mr. Garey as a lawyer?",
asked a reporter. "I think he serves
the purpose of this Committee very
well," the chairman replied.
In his final statement of the
week, Chairman Fly last Thursday
issued a press release again attacking the committee, this time in connection with a report published in
the Drew Pearson syndicated column of the same day. The Pearson
column, which has consistently attacked the Cox inquiry, quoted a
BROADCASTING

DOUBLES IN BRASS, this 22year-old announcer-traffic managerpublicity director on WJDX, Jackson, Miss. Elsie Holmes, newcomer to the station, used to air her
own show as the "Coed Commentator" while a member of Texas
U.'s broadcasting staff. She also
studied radio dramatics at NBCNorthwestern Radio Institute, and
was assistant in the radio arts department at U. of Alabama.
memorandum Mr. Garey outlined
to the committee, said to have been
prepared by Robert Humphreys, of
International News Service, "acting
as advisor to the Cox committee."
The alleged Humphreys memo, said
to cover suggestions as to procedure from the publicity standpoint, was appended to Mr. Fly's
two-page statement in text.
'No Results'
Without mentioning the Pearson
column, Mr. Fly said the "published reports" of the committee's
plan for the conduct of the hearing
in relation to newspaper publicity
revealed "the real character of the
'impartial and wholly constructive'
investigation which Chairman Cox
at the opening hearing publicly assured the Commission, the Congress and theagain
people."
Alluding
to Mr. Garey as
the "Wall Street counsel," Mr. Fly
said the memo to the committee
"merely confirms and formalizes
the plan adopted by the committee
in assembled meeting on July 6."
The "principles," he said, are designed to accomplish two results —
The
,
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tling publicity has taken its toll."
Citing the "unhappy auspices
under which this so-called investigation was given birth," Mr. Fly
said he "cannot believe that the
House has ever fully understood
what its committee is doing in star
chamber proceedings, in the secret
eliciting of 'testimony' in the downtown hotels of Washington and in
the now publicly confined unfair
principles governing its conduct
of Attached
public hearings."
to the Fly statement

CONVERTED from telegraph operating to a rac.io engineer — that's
the story of Margaret Lowe, one of
the nation's few women engineers,
now at WWVA, Wheeling. Miss
Lowe got her engineering lessons
from members of the WWVA staff.
It's an idea for stations seeking
operators.

"the seizure of the headlines" and
effectuation of the principle that
"by adroit use of the gavel, the
the committee must keep the Commission's side of the case from
reaching the public."
Mr. Fly expressed doubt that
the House ever intended to authorize its committee to follow the
prccedures outlined in the purported memo. He quoted copiously
from the "memorandum" to buttress
his contention that there is "nothing new in the procedures for
creating publicity with scandalous
and unsupportable charges and
then promptly shutting off any possible opportunity for the Commission to be heard on those charges,
or even to present its case to the
press."
Ultimately, he said, the greater
injury must be to the committee itself "when Congressman Cox and
his Wall Street counsel have the
temerity to adopt procedures which
abuse the great Congressional power of investigation by a calculated
bid for headlines and bv a deliberate plan to avoid any hearing
on the chargees until after a star-
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were the "suggestions" together
with a memorandum signed
"E. L. G." stating that the "suggestions" were written by Mr.
Humphreys. The "suggestions"
were quoted by Mr. Fly as follows:
1. — Decide what you want the newspapers to hit hardest and then shape
each hearing so that the main point
becomes the vortex of the testimony.
Once that vortex is reached, adjourn.
2. — In handling press releases, first
put a release date on them, reading
something like this : "For release at
10 :00
July releases
6", etc. out
If youas
do
this,A.M.
you EWT
can give
much as 24 hours in advance, thus enabling reporters to study them and
write better stories.
3. — Limit the number of people authorized to speak for the committee,
to give out press releases or to provide
the press with information to the
feicest number possible. It plugs leaks
and helps preserve the concentration of
1'urpose.
4. — Do not permit distractions to
occur, such as extraneous fusses with
would-be witnesses, which might provide news that would bury the testimony which you want featured.
5. — Do not space hearings more than
24 hours or 48 hours apart when on
a controversial subject. This gives the
opposition too much opportunity to
make all kinds of counter-charges and
replies by issuing statements to the
newspapers.
6. — Don't ever be afraid to recess a
hearing even for five minutes, so that
you keep the proceedings completely
in control so far as creating news is
concerned.
7. — And this is most important:
don't
let the to
hearings
or the
evidence
ever descend
the plane
of personal
fight between the Committee Chairman
and the head of the agency being investigated. The high plane
a duly-of
authorized Committee
of the ofHouse
Representatives examining the operations of an Agency of the Executive
Branch for constructive purposes
should be maintained at all costs.
Two Courses Open
If the Cox committee should decide to pursue contempt of Congress
proceedings against Chairman Fly
or any other recalcitrant witnesses,
it: could do so, according to Committee spokesmen, by following
either of two courses. One would
be to ask the House and Senate to
vote proceedings, under the United
States Code. The second would be
to have the Speaker certify the case
to the United States attorney.
Neither the Speaker nor the district
attorney, in the latter instance, has
any discretion to delay proceedings.
The statute makes it mandatory
for them to expedite the case to the
grand jury.
There was little likelihood of action until Congress convenes. And
whether the Committee will decide
to proceed at that time will depend
upon the status of the inquiry, it
is expected.
Both Chairman Fly and Harold
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Date

of WNYC Hearing
Transferred to Sept. 13
HEARING on the application of
WNYC, New York, for a special
service authorization, which would
in effect give it fulltime, set for
last Monday, has been postponed to
Sept. 13 by agreement of WNYC,
CBS and the FCC. The Commission
acting in accord with a Supreme
Court mandate in the NBC-KOA
case, had granted a petition by Columbia-owned WCCO, Minneapolis, for a rehearing against grant
of the special service authorization
to WNYC [Broadcasting, June 7].
At a pre-trial conference before Commissioner Durr on June
28 between the parties concerned,
it was agreed that CBS should make
certain airplane measurements to
determine the vertical pattern of
the proposed WNYC operation and
report to the Commission within 60
days, or earlier if the measurements
are completed or CBS reports it
cannot make them. It was further
stipulated that CBS would consent
to any request WNYC may file for
a special temporary authorization,
pursuant to FCC rules, to operate
till 10 p.m. (EWT), the authorizaing.
tion to end 30 days after the hear-
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Republic Pix Will Buy
Half-Hour Show on Net
REPUBLIC PICTURES, New
York, will purchase a half-hour
network period for a studio-talent
show, it was announced last week
at the conclusion of a sales meeting
in New York. Decision on the network to be used, and starting date
is expected to be made in a week
or 10 days. With a number of its
stars already famil:'ar with radio
through guest performances, Republic will build the program
around talent from current or projected films such as "In Old Oklahoma," "The Fighting: S^abees,"
"Man From Frisco," "Atlantic
City," "Gay Blades," and "The Old
Waldorf." The firm bas become radio-minded only with'n the last
month or so, engaging in extensive
spot drives for "SoFi°one to Remember," and for Roy Rogers,
singino- cowboy [Broadcasting,
June 14, 281. Agency is Donahue &
Coe. New York.
Reed Mvers Honored
REED MYERS, time salesman of
WGN, Chicago, credited with bringing $3,000,000 worth of local billing to
the station, was honored at a luncheon
July 16 given by co-workers and agency
executives at the Kungsbolm, Chicago,
on completion of his 15th year with
WGN.
D. Smith, director of the Bureau
of the Budget, who declined at the
July 9 hearing to give evidence
regarding matters which they held
to be secret, may be liable for such
proceedings. In the case of Mr.
Smith, the Committee authorized
him to discuss with counsel the advisability ofprovid;ng the evidence
sought in executive session. Mr.
Fly, however, felt that he was
bound by the instructions of BWC
not to divulge the information in
connection with the Neville Miller
matter in any way. It is presumed
that these factors will be considered
by the committee in determining
whether or not contempt proceedings will be instituted.
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Marjorie
Howard
to Assist
Oklahoma
City Promotion
IN AN intensive retail promotion
WKY, Oklahoma City, is bringing
Marjorie Howard, well-known New
York fashion specialist and former
Paris fashion editor of Vogue and
Harpers Bazaar, to Oklahoma City
for a series of broadcasts on fashion to start Aug. 4.
Miss Howard, a well-known authority in her field and fashion
counselor to the New York School
of Applied Design, will broadcast a
quarter-hour program three times
a day Monday through Friday; a
morning fashion commentary, a
late evening fashion program for
employed women, and a women's
news program in the late afternoon.
Although the programs will not
be offered for sale, the promotion
is intended to familiarize Oklahoma
City retailers with use of radio as
a medium for advertising their
merchandise.
As part of the general promotion, Miss Howard will conduct a
fashion clinic in the WKY studios
once a week which will not be broadcast. She is also scheduled to make
personal appearances before women's groups and to make guest appearances on department store radio programs. Miss Howard will be
introduced to the merchants of
Oklahoma City at a special luncheon
on Aug. 3, arranged by J. I. Meyerson, WKY promotion manager.
KGW-KEX Staff Changes
EDWARD ANTHONY BROWNE
has returned to KGW-KEX, Portland, Ore., as continuity chief, after
being honorably discharged from
the Army. While in the Army,
Browne edited the Camp Adair
Sentry, publication of the new cantonment near Corvallis, Ore. Patricia Daly of Vancouver, Washington, has joined the program department in Portland, and Allan
Sheppard, night news editor, has
left for the Army. Ben F. Titus,
former ch:ef of the Portland office
of the OWI, replaces Sheppard.
RCA Special Show
AS A GOODWILL gesture to war
workers in all the United Nations,
RCA on July 23 only is sponsoring
a half-hour broadcast on the full
BLUE network, with pickups from
Moscow, London, Sydney and
Chungking. Titled Warworkers Salute, the program will feature the
launching of a victory ship, constructed by the Mobile Drydock &
Shipbuilding Corp. by winners of
a Don't Miss the Boat suggestion
contest conducted amon? five plants
of the RCA-Victor Division of
RCA.
A&P Film Televised
FILMtic & Pacific
producedTeabyCo.,
the New
GreatYork,
Atlan-to
show the part bread plays in providing balanced nutrition was presented recently on NBC's television
station, WNBT. Titled "More Power
to You,"
the 26-minute
film dramatizes the discovery
of a story
behind
the nutritive value of bread.

A BROADWAY WELCOME to Oklahoma was accorded Marjorie Howard
(second from left), who has joined WKY, Oklahoma City, as fashion
counselor. J. I. Meyerson (left), promotion manager of the station,
arranged for Miss Howard, who had been in Paris for the past 30 years
as fashion correspondent for women's magazines, to get her first glimpse
of Oklahoma, backstage at the St. James Theater in New York, with
Joan Roberts, Alfred Drake, and Celeste Holm, all of whom are stars of
the Broadway musical comedy hit, "Oklahoma".
New

WABC

Contracts

Include
Six Sponsors
FORECASTING a record July for
WABC, New York, Arthur Hull
Hayes, general manager of the CBS
New York outlet, last week announced six new campaigns for the
station: Lamont, Corliss & Co.,
New York (Pond's cosmetics),
weekly quarter-hour featuring
Eleanore King, through J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York; United
Artists Corp., New York, five participations weekly on Arthur Godfrey program and Woman's Page
of the Air for "Victory Through
Air Power", through Foote, Cone &
Belding; Consolidated Royal Chemical Corp., Chicago (Krank's Shave
Kream) , thrice-weekly sponsorship
of Joe King, through Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago; Sullivan
County Resort Hotels, New York,
six-weekly participations with Arthur Godfrey, placed direct; E.
Fougera & Co., New York (Ramsdell's sulphur cream), three spots
weekly on Arthur Godfrey, through
Spot Broadcasting; Musterole Co.,
Cleveland, six participations weekly
on Woman's Page of the Air,
through
Erwin, Wasey & Co., New
York.
WABC's July renewals include
American Cyanamid, Studebaker
Corp., and Interwoven Stocking Co.
H. C. Bohack Co., New York (Food
stores), has bought participations
on Woman's Page of the Air,
through E. M. Freystadt Associates, New York, and the Calco
Chemical Division of American
Cyanamid is buying additional
time on Arthur Godfrey, through
J. M. Mathes, New York.

'Roundup' Sponsors
ONE WEEK after NBC's announcement that itsNews
dailyRoundup
morning would
quarter-be
hour World
available for local participation announcements, eight NBC affiliates
notified the network that they had
sold daily vertisers.
anouncements
local are
adCompanies and to
stations
Marlowe Tire Co. and Martin Bros.
Roofing Co., WMBG, Richmond;
South Carolina Electric & Gas Co.,
WIS, Columbia, S. C. ; Van Smith
Bldg. Materials Co., WTMA, Charlestonfolk;James
G. Gill Co., Store,
WTAR,WIRE,
NorBlock
;
Department
Indianapolis ; Home Federal Savings
& Loan Co., WSOC, Charlotte ; Watts
Sartor Lear Dept. Store, WBLK,
Clarksburg, and Belks Dept. Store,
WISE, Nashville.
Skelton to Return
STATEMENT denying that Hildegarde with her Beat the Band show
had been renewed for an additional 13
weeks by Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., Louisville, was made last
week thi-ough its agency, Russel M.
Seeds Co., Chicago. Original contract
for the 13-week show, begun as a summer reilacement for the Red Skelton
spot on NBC, will expire with the
program of Sept. 7, the agency said,
adding that Skelton is expected back
on the air in the fall.

and

RADIO
ASCAP's Melon
ASCAP on July 12 distributed to
its members and associated societies $1,260,000 in royalties for the
second quarter of 1943, ended June
30, the largest royalty distribution
for any quarter since 1940, the Society announced.
BROADCASTING
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OWI

Budget

Approved by FDR
Domestic Fund $2,750,000;
$27,000,000 for Overseas
OWI's REDUCED appropriation
for domestic operations became law
last Monday when President Roosevelt signed the War Agencies Appropriation Bill, providing funds
for Elmer Davis' organization and
17 other agencies, including the
Office of Censorship, WPB, OPA
and CIAA.
As finally enacted by the runaway Congress, the OWI appropriation bill provided $2,750,000 for
domestic activities, instead of
$8,865,906 asked by Mr. Davis. The
OWI Overseas Branch, directed by
Robert Sherwood, received $27,000,000, approximately all it asked.
WPB, CIAA and Censorship
likewise escaped from the Congressional revolt, WPB getting $88,000,000, CIAA $30,000,000 and
Censorship $28,000,000. OPA was
granted $155,000,000, $22,000,000
less than the budget bureau estimate.
Congress specifically forbade
OPA from setting up any standardization or grade labeling programs,
and withheld funds for hiring additional investigators. In an amendment to the resolution extending
the Commodity Credit Corporation,
Congress reconsidered its provisions
on grade labeling, still forbidding
OPA to establish standardization
programs, but giving the agency
permission to set grade prices on
standards established by other
agencies, or generally accepted in
industry.
Black Market Expose
AS A CONTINUATION of their pioneering efforts in the field of documentary broadcasting, Dave Driscoll
and John Whitmore of the war services
and news division of WOR, New York,
last week presented on WOR and later
on Mutual a half-hour expose of black
market operations in New York and
New Jersey. In preparation for over
three months, the program entitled
The Black Market was the result of
over 20 hours of recordings, entirely
luthenticated through the cooperation
the Enforcement Division of the
OPA in New Jersey.

urs
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MBS

Bill

Day'

Revises Discounts
(Continued from page 10)

whereas the new method of discounts will give additional credit
to the additional expenditures of
the evening advertiser. Richard
Connor, MBS station relations executive, will shortly leave on a tour
of MBS stations, at which time the
details of the new plan will be fully
explained to the network's affiliates.
They received their first announcement of the plan from Mr. McClintock, speaking
on the
ference call to
its network's
affiliates conlast
Thursday.
Mr. McClintock based his prediction of a $14,000,000 total for
Mutualrent billings
tlr's year
on billcurcontracts which
indicate
ings of $13,000,000 without taking
new sales into account. MBS billings in 1942 totaled $9,636,122.
New option time schedule, which
goes into effect Aug. 1, 1943, follows, with hours shown in local
times for each time zone: Evening
Zone Morning Afternoon
EASTERN
8-10:30
Mon.-Sat.
1-2, 5-6
6-7
11 :30-12:30
4-5
Sun.
8:30-10:30
CENTRAL
Mon.-Sat.
7-9:30
10:30-11 :30 5-6
12-1
7:30-9:30
Sun.
MOUNTAIN
3-6
Mon.-Sat.
6-8:30
9:30-10:30
5-6
11-12
Sun.
6:30-8:30
2-5
PACIFIC
Mon.-Sat.
6-7:30
8:30-9:30
5-6
10-10:30
8:30-9:30
6-7:15
Sun.11 :30-12
1-2
2:30-3:45 9-9:45
5:45-6
Executive committee meeting on
July 13 was presided over by W.
E. MacFarlane, WGN, Chicago.
Attending were: Alfred J. McCosker, Theodore C. Streibert,
WOR; New York; H. K. Carpenter, WHK - WCLE, Cleveland;
Lewis Allen Weiss, Don Lee
Broadcasting System; John Shepard 3rd, Yankee Network; Mr. McClintock.
Mr. McCosker presided at the
'No Convention' Plea
ODT DIRECTOR Joseph B. Eastman last week renewed his plea for
cancellation of conventions and
similar group meetings in 1943 in
order to relieve the strain on the
nation's railroads. Unless such
meetings contribute in an important way to the winning of the war.
Mr. Eastman said, officers and
members of organizations scheduling conventions must ask themselves whether they are justified in
going ahead with their plans.
WATR, Waterbury, Conn., is now
carrying the weekly Catholic program,
The Angelus Hour, a program which
originated as a feature on WSRR,
Stamford, and is now heard also on
WNAB, Bridgeport, WELI, New
Haven. WNBC, Hartford, WNLC,
New London, six outlets comprising
the Connecticut Broadcasting System.
WBEI, Boston, has added the Associated Press radio news service, bringing tures
to the
all the special feaof thestation
PA wire.
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board and shareholders meeting the
following day. In addition to those
attending the executive committee
session, the following were present: J. E. Campeau, CKLW, Detroit-Windsor; Hope Barroll Jr.,
Harold Batchelder, WFBR, Baltimore; Benedict Gimbel Jr., WIP,
Philadelphia ; Leonard K a p n e r,
WCAE, Pittsburgh; Kenneth
Church, WKRC, Cincinnati; MBS
attorney Louis Caldwell and
George Haggard; Miles Lamphiear,
auditor; Robert A. Schmid, promotion and research manager; Richard Connor, station relations executive; Ed Wood Jr., sales manager; Adolph Opfinger, program
manager.
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RADIO'S GREAT ARMY
Its Home Front Victories
Described by NAB
FACTS
and figures
showing to
radio's
outstanding
contributions
the
war on the home front are strikingly presented in a brochure issued last week by the NAB in collaboration with the CBS, Blue,
NBC and Mutual networks. Titled
"This Is an Army Hitler Forgot",
the brochure tells how $100,000,000
worth of talent and time were employed by stations and advertisers
to reach the public.
The radio army is fighting on
many fronts, employing its medium
so effectively, according to NAB,
that every listener in the country
hears at least four vital war
messages a week. Under the network allocation plan alone, it is
stated, 202 coast-to-coast programs,
sponsored by 120 advertisers, reach
300,000,000 listeners a week.
Under the station announcement
plan, 891 stations broadcast over
8,000 messages a day; under the
feature series plan 20,000,000
listeners per week are reached
through network war shows and
others inaugurated under OWI
guidance, according to the brochure.
Listing a few of the campaigns
won by the radio army, the
brochure cites radio's contribution
in filling every glider school in the
country in a 2-week campaign after
previous efforts had failed, the recruitment ofwomen for nurse training, the swelling of victory gardens
by 8,000,000, the help in decreasing
holiday travel, the procuring of
104,000 applications for non-combat
pilot training.
N. Y. FM Plans
NORRIS
WEST, director
W69PH, FM adjunct of WCAU,
Philadelphia, has been invited to
serve as advisor for FM stationsof
in New York interested in setting
up
pooling
arrangement.
West a met
with the
directors of Mr.
the
New York FM stations July 13.

THE
AND

MOST INTIMATE
EFFECTIVE SALES

APPROACH TO AMERICA'S LARGEST MARKET.
Buy

FOR OFFENSE • FOR DEFENSE
BUY U. S. BONDS TODAY

Buy

LISTENERS

WFMJ
covering greater
Youngstown
More listeners, more hours
of the day than any other
radio station heard in the
Youngstown, O., area.*
*C. E. HOOPER, Inc.
lllne Network
Headley-Reed, Rep.

WATL
Mi?
COVERS
ATLANTA
AT

rnxcosT

SPECIALTY SALES, WLW, Cinadded the
Cleveland
district tocinnati,
its has market
service
territory,
with Jack V. Donner as representative there.

Off

KVRS, Rock Springs, Wyo., has acquired the special AP radio news wire
from Press Assn.

Represented by SPOT SALES Inc.
July 19, 1943
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Gross,,

Actions of the
FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMISSION

JULY 10 TO JULY 16 INCLUSIVE

tilir 4'>mniimham Xriwo

PORTLAND, OREGON
I AKEY TO THE GREAT WEST*
5",000 Watts-620 Kilocycles
NBC RED NETWORK
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO., Ine.

Decisions . . .
JULY 12
WMT, Cedar Rapids, la. — Granted continuance hearing to July 23 re application
KSJB, Jamestown, N. D., for mod. license.
JULY 13
NEW, Baylor U. and Carr P. Collins,
Corpus Christi, Tex. — Granted CP for station on 1010 kc, 50 kw.r DA, daytime to
sunset, at Little Rock, Ark.
KFMB, San Diego — Approved amended
application to transfer control of Worcester Broadcasting Corp. from estate of Warren tional
B. Worcester
deceased,
FirstDiego,
NaTrust & Savings
Bank ofto San
and license renewal for one year.
Stations granted license renewals for
regular period: KFVS KGFL KIUP KRLC
KVRS WBTH WDAS WHBQ WJLD
WMIN WRRN WDAK WGAA WGH
WKEY KICA.
JULY 15
KTKN,to Ketchikan,
thority
install new Ala^a—
automaticCiwfM
frequency
control equipment.

Applications
JULY . 12. .
WNYC, New York — Special service auamended re thorization
DA. operate 6 a.m. -10 p.m. 1 kw.,
WFVA, Fredericksburg, Va. — Mod. license change frequency etc., amended to
change hours to unlimited, except on Sunday when WBBL operates.
JULY 14
CBS,international
Brentwood, broadcast
L. I., N. Y.—
CP for
new
station
on
6060, 6120, 6170, 9650, 11830, 15270,
17830, 21520, 21570 kc, 50 kw., unlimited
except share on all frequencies with
WCRC, WCBX and WCDA; also share
6060 kc. with KWID and KWIX; use
6120 kc. by special authorization.

CONTROI
ROOM

M°5
• THE ttlO

CBS-50
The Selling
ng
in the Buyi
Market

SHBEVgQ^'nham ComPany
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MARGARET WALTON, 17, is the
first girl radio engineer in Philadelphia, assigned to the control room
at WIP.
JAMES STEWART, recent graduate
of radio training course sponsored by
the Philadelphia station managements
and the ACA local 1, has joined the
engineering staff of WPEN, Philadelphia.
GEORGE MAIR, former radio technician for the New York Shipbuilding Co., Camden, N. J., has been
added to the engineering staff of KYVV,
Philadelphia.
EDMUND D. BAILEY has returned
to his nician
oldof NBC
post Central
as soundDivision
effects after
techmedical discharge from the Army. He
was stationed at Camp Wheeler, Ga.
JIMMY STEWART, new to commercial radio, has joined the engineering
staff of WIBG, Philadelphia.
A. E. HOPPER, former engineering
supervisor of WHN, New York, has
been commissioned a Captain in the
Army Troop Carrier Airforce. He
joined the Army last August.
LLEWELLYN BATES KEIM, chief
engineer of W47NY, New York, is
leaving sultant
toto a become
engineering
conwar contractor
working
on problems of the Signal Corps.
JOSEPH F. NOVY, former assistant
to thesion andengineer
of CBS director
centralofdivimore recently
the
Chicago Radar School, Signal Corps,
has left for Princeton U. to receive
indoctrination following his commissionreau asof Ships.
a lieutenant in the Navy Bu-

Tentative Calendar . . .
JULY 12
WOKO,
Albany,
N. Y. — License renewal (July 22).
KSJB,
Jamestown,
N. D. — Mod.
for 600 kc. 250 w., unlimited
(Julylicense
23).

Wet work iKccounts
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business
AIR PREHEATER Corp.. Wellsville, N. Y.,
on
19 onlyon sponsors
awardJuly
ceremonies
five BLUEMaritime
New YorkM
stations, Mon.. 3:30-4 p.m. Agency: G. M.
Basford Co., N. Y.
RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA, New York
(institutional), on July 23 only sponsors
War Workers Salute on 151 BLUE stations. Fri., 8:30-9
& Eckhardt,
N. Y. p.m. Agency: Kenyon
Renewal Accounts
FISHER FLOURING MILLS, Seattle, on
July 26 renews for 52 weeks, participation
in Breakfast at Sardi's on 13 BLUE Pacific stations. Mon., Thurs., 9:30-10 am.
(PWT). Agency: Pacific National Adv.
Co. Seattle.
Network Changes
BAYER Co.. New York (aspirin), on
July 20 adds 40 CBS stations to American
Melody Hour, making a total of 116 CBS
stations, Tues., 7:30-8 p.m. Agency:
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, N. Y.
IRONIZED YEAST Co., Atlanta, on July
20 adds 75 CBS stations to Lights Out,
making a total of 115 CBS stations, Tues.,
8-8:30
N. Y. p.m. Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan,
CAMPBELL SOUP Co, Camden (soups,
tomato juice), on July 18 added 50 CBS
stations to Radio Reader's Digest, making
a total of 117 CBS stations. Sun., 9-9:30
p.m. Agency : Ward Wheelock Co., Philadelphia.
PROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnati (White
Laundry Soap, Ivory Snow), on June 28
added WAVE and on July 1 adHed WHAM
WLRZ to Snow Village, making a total
of 67 NBC stations, Mon. thru Fri., 11:3011:45 p.m. Agency: Compton Adv., N. Y.
ANDREW JERGENS Co., Cincinnati
(Woodbury co=metics> on Jn'v 98 shifts
repeat broadcast of Mr. & Mrs. North on
21 NBC stations, from Tues., 12 midnight12:30 a.m. to Wed., 12 midn'ght-12:30 a.m.
Agency: Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y.
ANDREW JERGENS Co., Cincinnati
(Jergens lotion), from Aug. 8 thru Aug.
29 replaces Walter Winchell with Louella
Parsons, Fulton Oursler. and a third commentator on Jergens Journal on 155 BLUE
stations,
Sun.. 9-9-15
nen & Mitchell,
N.Y. p.m. Agency: LenCARTER PRODUCTS. New York (ArrH), on July 18 adds 78 BLUE stations,
making a total of 155 BLUE stations,
to Jimmie Fidler From Hollywood, in
shifting from Sun., 9:30-9:45 p.m. to
9:45-10 p.m. Agency: Small & Seiffer,
N.Y.
ROBERT LERSCH. U. of Wisconsin
student engineer, has joined the staff
of WTM.T-W55FM, Milwaukee. Paul
Luke has joined the maintenance staff.
DUDLEY BUCK has joined the transmitter staff of KTMS, Santa Barbara,
Cal., assigned to vacation relief work.
ENNIS L. TOLLESON, formerly with
WTMC, Ocala, Fla., has joined the
engineering staff of NBC, Chicago.
LUCY WILLIAMS, new to radio, has
joined WSB, Atlanta, as control operator apprentice. She was formerly
with the Signal Corps of the Fourth
Service Command.
BROADCASTING
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Buy

KFMB,
San Diego
SALE of KFMB, San Diego, to
Jack 0. Gross, general manager of
the station, and 0. L. (Ted) Taylor,
president and general manager of
KGNC, Amarillo, Tex., and president of the Taylor-Howe-Snowden
group, subject to FCC approval,
was reported
Amount
involved was saidlastto week.
be about
$95,000,
depending
uponannounced.
terms of the contract, not yet
The FCC last week approved an
amended application of the Worcester Broadcasting Corp., licensee of
KFMB, for voluntary transfer of
control to First National Trust &
Savings Bank of San Diego as trustee. The grant included renewal of
license and limited to one year the
tenure of the trust company as
licensee, instead of the indefinite
period requested in the original application. This change, the amended
application stated, was to facilitate
the effort of the trust company to
find a satisfactory purchaser for
the corporation.
Mr. Gross and Mr. Taylor would
own the station on a 50-50 basis.
Mr. Taylor is head of KTSA, San
Antonio, KRGV, Weslaco, and
KFYO, Lubbock, as well as KGNC,
and a director of the Globe-News
Publishing Co., Amarillo. Mr.
Gross, who became general manager
of KFMB last January with option
to buy, subject to FCC approval,
once identified with the former
KEHE, Los Angeles, and KTBSKWKW, Shreveport, La., has been
in radio more than 20 years as announcer, producer, sales executive
and manager.

Third Bowen in Service
THE THREE sons of the late
Scott Howe Bowen, pioneer spot
radio sales executive and owner
of WIBX, Utica, are now serving
in the armed forces. The latest to
leave for training is Frederic C.
Bowen who is now at Air Corps
Training Center, St. Joseph, Mo.
Roger C. Bowen, Air Corps, is:
training at the West Virginia U.
and Sgt.in Scott
Howe BowenCom-is,1
serving
the Amphibian
mand, California. Mrs. Scott Howe
Bowen's only brother, Sgt. JackPotter, is with the 629th Bomb
Squadron, Meridian, Miss.
Two more announcers from!
WBIX have recently entered thej
Army, making a total of 13 mem
bers of the staff now on active
duty in the armed forces. Ha
Smith (Pop Martin) and Jacl
Hagopian are now with the Aii
Corps.

WIBW has developed
America's most successful radio selling technique — "reasons
why"
delivered
as the recommendation ofone friend
to another.

WIBW

^TOPEK A
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CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press
Building, Washington, D. C.
Help Wanted
Midwest
Local — Needs
good announcer
knows football
and basketball.
This is who
not
a duration job. It pays a good salary. A
family man would be preferred. Send information about yourself to Box 845,
BROADCASTING.
Transmitter Engineers — Several vacancies
exist for plant engineers with first class
license. Permanent career positions with
50,000 watt station in South. Excellent
opportunity for right men. Applications
held in confidence. Give full details first
letter to Box 854, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen — Good station with growing business, good organization, good volume of
established business. Contact J. M. Smedley, Commercial
land, Kentucky. Manager, WCMI, AshDraft Deferred — Licensed first, second, or
third class operators. Rocky Mountain 5
kw.
network station. Box 858, BROADCASTING.
Wanted at Once — First class engineer.
Draft exempt. Tell all first communication, including minimum salary. WMSL,
Decatur, Alabama.
Announcer
— Permanent
position forwith
kw regional
network station
draft5
deferred, experienced man. Box 857,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced Announcers — Wanted by clear
channel station. Submit complete background details immediately. If you're not
aCASTING.
top man, don't write. Box 867, BROADFine
— For at experienced
news
and Opportunity
staff announcer
regional station,
basic network, in Midwest. Working conditions and salary attractive. Need good
man who can deliver in front of the
mike. Give references and state salary
requirements. Box 866, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Station or Commercial Manager Available
— 4-F, college graduate, 35, married. 12
years'
radio background
includes
phases selling,
merchandising,
program-all
mining, promotion. 4 years assistant sales
manager 5 kw metropolitan station ; 8
years network sales. Reasonable salary.
Box 864, BROADCASTING.
EXECUTIVE-GENERAL MANAGER-STATION MANAGER—
17 years'
Newspaper
and radio.
Broad experience.
knowledge
all departments. Good organizer, knows
merchandising. 43 years of age, veteran
last war. Interested in salary and commission arrangement. Best of references.
Box 854. BROADCASTING.
Writer-Producer — Now heading copy department, important 50 kw key-outlet.
Executive ability. Requisite knowledge.
Can you offer responsibility with commendough ? Draft
exemptmail.( 'cause
I'm
female).surateDetails
by return
Box 863,
BROADCASTING.
|tADIO-ENGINEER
— Desires
connection
chief engineer with
broadcast
stationas
preferably in midwest. Electrical engidegree and
thirteen years'
experienceneering
covering
engineering
construction
and maintenance. Draft status 3AH. Box
842, BROADCASTING.
JiUDWESTERN
COLORED
BOY— announcWith excellent voice wants
job either
ing or operating. Third grade license.
Draft
4F. Available at once. Box 856,
BROADCASTING.
|ANNOUNCING— Woman director with solid
experience in all type commercial and
service programs wishes position with
bright future. Excellent voice for news,
commercials. Transcription available. Box
841, BROADCASTING.
.vin BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Newsman — Wants editorship-announcer
spot. Newspaper trained with radio continuity-news background. Mike work. Employed, 35, 3A. Available immediately.
Box 853, BROADCASTING.
Staff Man — Experienced announcer, news,
commercials, radio acting, directing, some
writing desires position with larger future. College education, married. Cooperative and adaptable. Draft exempt. Available
ING. immediately. Box 852, BROADCASTEngineer — First class ticket, 4F, experienced, single. Box 851, BROADCASTING.
Trained Radio Writer — Desires job with
continuity department offering all types
writing. Two years training in writing,
announcing, dramatics, station operation
under experienced teachers. 19 years old,
4-F,
excellent references. Box 849,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Reliable young woman with announcing experience desires work with
progressive station. Dramatic background.
Also experience in selling and continuity.
Box 847, BROADCASTING.
VERSATILITY PLUS— Now employed as
manager of two trade magazines; also
edit two pages on radio, stage, screen
and sports. Although little experience, extremely interested in radio field. Well
rounded theatrical background, from
recognized actor to theatrical executive.
Flair for production, promotion, publicity,
talent or spot time buying. Capable assistant to busy executive. Adaptable,
available immediately. Excellent appeardraft deferred.
station ance,
or married,
advertising
agency in Prefer
East.
Box 862, BROADCASTING.
Wanted —ne r,Permanent
"engi1 kw or 5 kwposition
station. chief
Preferably
N. Y., Pennsylvania, Ohio region. Qualifications by mail, or personally. Box 840,
BROADCASTING.
NEWS, SPORTS, SPECIAL EVENTS ANNOUNCER— Adlib, play-by-play expert.
Six
years'on experience
national
accounts
local and handling
network stations.
Successful mail puller and program
builder.
$65 base. 27, 4F. Box 846,
BROADCASTING.
Young Man — Draft exempt, public relations,
announcing
and position
popularemploying
music background. Desires
one
or
all
three
talents.
Box
844,
BROADCASTING.
SPORTS ANNOUNCER— Seven years of
play-by-play experience, four in Bi<? Ten.
looking for free lance Saturday football
schedule. Middle West or East. Box 843,
BROADCASTING.
Team — Manager, program man each experienced and holding executive positions now
desire change to West Coast for permanent residence. Family men, draft deBest selling,
produc-by
tion ferred.
references.
Want commercial,
to make change
Fall. Contact: Box 865, BROADCASTING.
Staff Artists — Man, draft 4H, wife, playing
violin, piano, organ, cello, sax, vibraharp.
Have solovox. Union. Radio experience.
Address Keshner, Spring Mill Inn,
Mitchell, Indiana.
TO RADIO'S HARASSED EXECS: Are
you convinced
you'll
never producer,
have a suc-or
cessful program
director,
continuity department until "Johnny
comes marching
home?" answer
There's toan your
experienced and versatile
problem at Box 861, BROADCASTING,
and her name's not Anthony.
EXPERIENCED SALESMAN— Age 43 with
familytion desires
connection
radio Box
stain the West.
Now with
employed.
848, BROADCASTING.
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Canada Licenses Up
AN INCREASE in the number of
radio receiving licenses issued in
Canada, at $2.50 each, was revealed
in a report of the Dept. of Transport at Ottawa before the Parliamentary Committee on Broadcasting, from 1,623,489 in the fiscal
year ending March 31, 1942, to
1,728,880 in the year ending March
31, 1943. Gross revenue from
licenses in the 1942-43 fiscal year
was $4,187,667, and after deducting
commissions of 17.18 cents per
license (down from 17.22 cents the
year before), and administration
costs, the balance of $3,667,340 was
handed to the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Checkups from returns
made by dealers in radios and motor
cars equipped with radios indicated
18,785 new licenses being issued.
GAMBLE STORES, users of spot
announcements on KGVO, Missoula,
Mont., have expanded their budget by
adding the noon local news period
three times weekly.

Shaw From Pacific
JACK SHAW, American Red Cross
Representative in Australia, who
conducts Your Red Cross Reporter
on Mutual, has been assigned to
cover the Southwest Pacific battle
area from New Guinea. Using Port
Moresby as his base of operations,
Mr. Shaw will record battle action
in this area with portable recording equipment
supplied
by Australian Broadcasting
Commission.
Discs will be flown by courier plane
to Brisbane, and then to Melbourne
and will be shortwaved from that
point to New York. First broadcast
on Mutual will be heard July 31.
Dave Driscoll, director of war services and news division of WOR,
Mutual's New York outlet, has been
assigned to similar documentary
work in North Africa.
THE BRIGHT SPOT
of Eastern New York

Wanted to Buy
Majority or Minority Interest — In local outlet. Will also consider management on a
lease basis or profit sharing arrangement.
Box 868, BROADCASTING.
Broadcast Station Equipment — Want to buy
at once: One 250-watt transmitter and
such station and studio equipment as
available. Also one 100-watt transmitter.
Also
one radiator.
175 to 200-foot
vertical
Please self-supporting
describe and
give price. Box 850, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Doolittle
MonitorGrinding.
— Model
FD-8. Radio
SuitableFrequency
for Crystal
Used
only
two
weeks.
Box
859,
BROADCASTING.

Only BLUE Network
Station Covering this Area
Represented by Raymer

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

An ky
Organization
of ey
&. Bail
Jans
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Preai Bide., Waih., D. C.

PAUL F GODLEY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859
GEORGE

N.J.

C. DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District S456
Washington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANT DAT
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. T.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA
Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial
Silver Radio
Spring, Md.Equip. Co.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
321 E. Gregory Crossroads of
Blvd.,
,he World Cal.
City, Kansas
Mo. I/~~7^\.
Y J Hollywood,

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
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Take

Advantage

of

CBS

Discount Plan By Using Full Network
WITH celebration last week of
nedy*; Quaker Oats Co., That
Brewster Boy; Electric Companies
the first anniversary of CBS' 15%
full network discount plan, the Adv. Program, Report to the Nanetwork announced there are now
tion (eff. July 27)*; Bayer Co.,
33 CBS advertisers using 49 differ- American Melody Hour (eff. July
20) ; B. F. Goodrich Co., Meaning
ent shows, or 95 separate program
periods weekly, taking advantage
of the News — Joseph Harsch*;
Ironized Yeast Co., Lights Out
of the plan. On July 15, 1942,
when the discount went into effect,
(eff. July 20) ; Emerson Drug Co.,
nine CBS advertisers using 19 Vox Pop (eff. July 19) ; Chrysler
separate program periods weekly
Major Bowes' Amateurs;
increased their contracts to the Corp.,
Owens-Illinois Glass Co., Your
full CBS network.
Home Front Reporter*; E. R.
To adopt the full network facili- Squibb & Sons, Calling America*;
U. S. Rubber Co., New York Philties, 36 CBS programs, representharmonic Symphony*, and General
ing 68 individual program periods
Electric Co., The World Today*.
weekly, increased their stations.
Thirteen clients scheduled the full
network with the beginning of Dell Screen Show Plans
broadcast of their programs and
are not included in that breakdown.
Snagged by AFRA Rule
PLANS by Lennen & Mitchell,
Recent Increases
New York, for a half-hour proThe most recent advertisers to
gram featuring Hollywood screen
stars
to go on the BLUE in August
schedule the full CBS are Campfor
Dell
Co., New York,
bell Soup Co., increasing the sta- have run Publishing
into a snag on the West
tion lineup by 50 for Radio ReadCoast through the invocation of
er's Digest, effective July 18; and "Rule 15" by the national board
Ironized Yeast Co. which on July of the American Federation of Radio Artists.
20 will take the full net for Lights
Out, as will Bayer Co. for AmeriThis rule in the AFRA by-laws
can Melody Hour.
prevents AFRA members from appearing on a commercial radio proFollowing is the complete list
gram for less than their regular
of 33 advertisers and their 49 pro- salaries. Lennen & Mitchell had
grams now on the full CBS net- planned to pay the performers the
work or scheduled to go on the AFRA minimum when they appeared on the series in an exploicomplete network in the near futation tie-up between Modern
ture. The 13 starred programs are
Screen
magazine
and its writeups
those taking the full CBS network
of the stars latest films. .
when they were launched.
With the AFRA objection to the
General Foods Corp., Kate Smith
plan, the appropriation for the
Hour, The Adventures of the Thin program will now have to be reapportioned. James Andrews, L&M
Man'*, William L. Shirer, Kate
Smith Speaks, Joyce Jordan, M.D., radio director, is on the West
Coast straightening out the matter
Young Dr. Malone, We Love and with
AFRA, probably returning to
Learn; Lever Bros., Burns & Al- New York the beginning of next
week.
len*, Mayor of the Town*, Lux
Radio Theatre; R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co., Camel Comedy Caravan, Blondie, Thanks to the
Yanks*; Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co.,
The First Line, Keep the Home
Fires Burning, Sgt. Gene Autry;
Campbell Soup Co., Jack Carson
Show*, Radio Reader's Digest;
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Hobby
Lobby, Judy Canova Show; American Home Products, Our Gal Sunday, The Romance of Helen Trent;
Philip Morris & Co., Crime Doctor,
Philip Morris Playhouse; Liggett
& Myers Topacco Co., Harry
James' Music Makers; Armstrong
Cork Co., Theatre of Today; American Tobacco Co., Your Hit Parade; Coca Cola Co., The Pause
That Refreshes on the Air; Eversharp Inc., Take It or Leave It;
Curtiss Candy Co., News With
Warren Sweeney; Texas Co., Texaco Star Theatre; P. Lorillard Co.,
Sammy Kaye's Orchestra; Celanese Corp. of America, Great Moments in Music; Parker Pen Co.,
Ned Calmer — News; Philco Corp.,
Our Secret Weapon*, Lady Esther
Co., Screen Guild Players; Chesebrough Mfg. Co., Dr. Christian;
Chevrolet Dealers, John B. KenPage 62 • July 19, 1943

TYPE OF TEST
May Radio
Determine
'Results'
-Of
AdvertisingIMPORTANCE of station participation in tests conducted by clients
to determine results of radio advertising has been brought to light
in an experience related to Broadcasting last week by T. J. McMahon, account executive for
WAGE, Syracuse.
When a local plant repeatedly
reportedments forthat
radio had
announcewar its
workers
failed
to bring results, Mr. McMahon was
prompted to investigate the matter,
in view of the fact that on previous
occasions excellent results in this
field had been secured. He learned
that applicants interviewed at the
plant's personnel office were asked
the following question:
"Did you read our ad in the newsIf the applicant answered in the
affirmative, he was asked "which
paper?" If he answered in the negative, he was asked: "then how did
paper?"
youFollowing
happen tothis
comediscovery
in?"
of the
"test" used in his plant to measure
results of radio advertising, the
client decided to reconsider his
previously announced decision to
discontinue announcements on the
air. Mr. McMahon points out that
station executives handling accounts must anticipate the weakness
of tests employed by local firms and
make sure that some accepted system of measurement reaches the
hands of the client before a test
is made.
Hosiery Test
J. W. LANDENBERGER Co.,
Philadelphia, has started a test
campaign on WEAF, New York,
for its Randolph Knit Hosiery.
Contract calls for participations
in
Mary program
Margaret forMcBride's
weekly
a periodfiveof
eight weeks, and represents the
firm's first use of radio. Agency in
LaPorte & Austin, New York.

RUNYON

IS NAMED

KRLD'S PRESIDENT
PROMOTION of John W. Runyon,
vice-president and managing director of KRLD, Dallas, to the post
of president of the KRLD Radio
Corp. and first vice-president of the
Dallas Times Herald was announced last week by Tom C.
Gooch, president of the newspaper
and chairman of the board of the
radio corporation.
Simultaneously, Clyde W. Rembert, station and commercial manager of KRLD, was promoted to

Mr. Runyon Mr. Rembert
managing director of the station,
succeeding Mr. Runyon. The promotions followed the recent death
of Albert Swinsky Jr., vice-president and general manager of the
newspaper
and president
[Broadcasting,
July 12]. of KRLD
Mr. Runyon, a veteran employe
and executive of the newspaper
company, has been vice-president
and managing director of KRLD
since July, 1935. He was formerly
advertising manager of the newspaper. Mr. Rembert has been with
KRLD for 17 years, starting as a
salesman.
D. A. Greenwell was named second vice-president and secretarytreasurer of the Times Herald and
vice-president and treasurer of
KRLD. Allen Merriam became director of both the Times Herald
and KRLD, and Clyde A. Taber
was named secretary of KRLD.
Albert N. Jackson, of the editorial
staff, was appointed assistant to
the president of the Times Herald.
Named Walker Aide
DR. WALTER B. EMERY, a former assistant to Rep. Mike Monroney (D-Okla.) and professor of
speech at Ohio U., 1940-1943, has
been appointed secretary and legal
assistant to FCC Commissioner
Paul A. Walker. He succeeds the
late Edward F. McKay. Dr.
Emery received an LL.B degree
from Oklahoma U. and Ph. 1
from U. of Wisconsin, with special
graduate studies
in public
administration and utility
regulation,
and was director of WNAD, U. of
Oklahoma, and later professor of
radio law and speech at the university. In the summer of 1937 Dr.,
Emery was an associate attorney
with the FCC and in 1943 was appointed personnel counselor for
Curtiss- Wright Airplane Co., Columbus, O. He is a member of the
Oklahoma Bar Assn. and Phi!
Alpha Delta legal fraternity.
ORRIN E. DUNLAP Jr., manager o[
the department of information oij
RCA and author of numerous books
on radio,
nowScience,
at work
Radio's
100
Pioneersis in
to beonpublished
early in 1944 by Harper & Bros. Boo)i
is a collective biography of radii
scientists, built around the evolutioi
of radio.
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Services of RCA which
have wonwartime
our country's
highest
awards

These,

too, are fighting flags of freedom . . .In ever-increasing
numbers,
They

flags like these fly over

are symbols

of the

aroused

in spirit, united

Victory

today . . . they

skill that will build

Radio

an America

strength

of a free people,

in purpose.

are

a better

won

Battle

by the

world

at war.

flags of

energy

tomorrow.

Corporation

and

Army-Navy "E" flags awarded to:
RCA Victor Division, Camden, N. J.,
January, 1942
— with two stars for
continued
excellence.
RCA Victor Division, Harrison, N. J.,
August, 1942
— with one star for
continued
excellence.
Radiomarlne
of America, New York Corporation
City, September,
1942
— with one star for continued excellence.
RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N. J.,
May, 1943.
Maritime
Pennant
and
VictoryCommission
Fleet Flag "M"
awarded
to:
Radiomarlne
Corporation
of
America, New York City, February, 1943.
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LITTLE

IS

OUR

MORE

. . . WLS

FAVORITE

STATION,

In Midwest cities, in rural villages and farm homes, WLS
larly. As proof, consider this offer.
WLS

TOOr

is listened to regu-

offered a ration book holder for a three-cent stamp, using 27 one-minute

announcements in two and one-half weeks. Response totaled 52,091, with 37.3%
of the Major Coverage Area mail coming from Metropolitan Chicago!
These 52,091 orders for a WLS
WLS

Gets Results! We

premium

are only one bit of evidence that

have more, lots more stories of results for advertisers.

Just ask us ... or any John Blair man.

MANAGEMENT

AFFILIATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK — KOY PHOENIX

* KTUC TUCSON

* KSUN BISBEE-LOWELL

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Year
published
Broadcasting
Publications,
Washington 4, D. C. Entered
second Bcok
class Number)
matter March
14, in
1933,February
at PostbyOffice
at Washington,
D. C, Inc.,
under 874act National
of MarchPress3, Piiilding.
1879.

SUBSCRIPTION

Something
Has

Been

PRICE:

$5.00 per year

15c per copy

New)
Added
/
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fCOIL,

HUGH
hugn reins, geneiai su.es
manager, KOIL, KFAB, KFOR

Omaha)

FELTIS

PERSONNEL

AHNOUNCES

NEW

AND DEPARTMENTS

Forrest Blair, regional , .
.. .
sales, KOIL, KFAB, KFOR Harry Fltch' local sales

Louise Harrington,
assistant

Harold Roll, director promotion, KOIL, KFAB, KFOR

Bruce Wallace,
studio manager

Had Huges,
commercial program
director

Elden Anspach,
announcer

Jacqueline
Gunlock,
continuity

Kerm Trimble, news
and special events

Orlie Penwitt,
national
secretarysales

Teresa Peter,
music librarian

GOOD
THE

LUCK

OLD

TO

TIMERS

Connie Joan Connor — to Flagstaff, Ariz., for Uncle Sam.
Harvey Twyman — to Coast
Guard.

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY

EDWARD

PETRY

& CO.

INC.
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9
9
9
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12
12
16
18
18
22
48
49
54
58
60
63
66
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Don Searle — to KGO, general
manager, San Francisco.
Art Weaver — to his own radio
agency, Omaha.
Frank Samuels — to help Don at
KGO.
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IN
THIS
IS S U E —
Probe to Ask FCC War Unit Transfer
FTC Net Study Reveals No Violations
BLUE Sale Rumors Become Hot
WLB Disc Ruling Departs From Custom
AFM Local Calls Strike on Discs
NAB Board Calls Legislative Session
NBC Breaks Ruling For Embarkation Pickup
Setdement of WSAY-AFM Dispute Likely
WTAW and KTBC on Full Daytime
RCA Plans New Fall Series
Department S:ore's New Program
Clapper First to Describe Rome Bombing
AAA News Funds Cut Off
FCC Claims Experts Were Requested
Newsmen Try to Stop Radio Competition
KMTR Is Renewed Without Hearing
FCC Releases Denials; Reveal FBI's Praise
MBS Organizes Station Committees
Broadcasting U. S. Bomber's Mission
Le Sueur Book Tells of Critical Months
Hope Seen for Farm Batteries

Harry Peck,
announcer

Lois Johnson,
evening hostess

PAUL
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A PRODUCT
TO SELL? ... USE
W0L
Waahinglon, often
D. C. affiliated with MUTUAL BROADhappensCASTING SYSTEM SPOT SALES. INC.. New York,
Chicago, San Francisco.

n't

Over

Tune

V2 Million Letters Annually — And

Increasing Rapidly!

Smart time buyers know WAAT
consistently delivers mail at lowest cost

SMART

In!
8%
Continuous Listener Survey Shows
5%
4%
Second Largest Audience Between
4%
3%
1 2 noon and 6 P.M. in America's
4th Largest Market!
WABC
18%
STATION F
WAAT
13%
STATION G
STATION H
STATION C . 11%
STATION D . 10%
STATION JI
STATION E . 10%

per dollar in America's 4th Largest
Market— frequently even outpulls
50,000 watters in total response! It
will pay you to send for typical mail
WHAT YOU SAVE!
BUY BONDS WITH
breakdowns. Write, wire, or phone
WAAT, Hotel Douglas, Newark, N. J.
National Representatives (Outside N. Y. Area) Spot Sales, Inc.

BUYER

S

us

e

BUY
RADIO
BEST
JERSEY'S
NORTH
DOLLAR
FOR
DOLLAR
Indianapolis,
City,
Kansas
:—
combined
cities
14
these
than
more
people;
million
3V2
sover
* Do you realize this market contain
Rochester, Denver, Atlanta, Dallas, Toledo, Omaha, Syracuse, Richmond, Hartford, Des Moines, Spokane, Fort Wayne.
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ONE

OF

A

THE

PRESENTING

SERIES

MEN

John

STATION

MANAGER,

WHO

MAKE

FREE

&

PETERS

STATIONS

Esau

KTUL,

TULSA

1930 University of Nebraska, Lincoln
1931 Retail
MontgomeryWard &Advertising,
Co.
1932 Universal Display Studios, Tulsa
(owner)
1935 Publicity
Tulsa and Promotion, KTUL,
1936 Ponca
Manager,CityRadio Station WBBZ,
1938 National Sales and Promotion Manager, KTUL
1943 General Manager, KTUL

i
F you could sit down and talk with John

you'd name (providing it was legal, we
hope!) we'd be almost sure we could point
out somebody in our outfit who's had a lot
of actual experience in that field. And successful experience, too!

Esau about advertising, you'd soon find that
he's actually worked, at some time,on almost
every kind of job in the industry- — from
painting window displays, on up! He's a versatile fellow, and "promotion happy", to
quote his own words — which partially explains why his station has done such an outstanding promotion and merchandising job.

The result is that, as a firm, we have a perspective and balance that's bound to make
us more valuable to you. We're not muscle or brain-bound about any one little restricted phase of your job. Give us a ring

Sort of reminds us, in a way, of the combined experience of our own staff here at
F&P. No matter what sort of advertising,

and see if that attitude isn't worth something to you, here in this pioneer group of
radio-station representatives.

promotion, merchandising or research job

Free
Pioneer
CHICAGO: 180 S. Michigan
1
Franklin 6373

&

Peters,

in

C.

Radio

NEW YORK: 247 Park Ave.
Plaza 5-4131
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EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO
.
KALAMAZOO-GRAND
KMBC
KANSASRAPIDS
CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PEORIA
PAUL
WMBD
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . ,
KECA
.....
LOS PORTLAND
ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
KROW . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
KFAR
ALASKA
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

Station Representatives
Since May, 1932 ■*■
HOLLYWOOD:. 1^12 N. Gordon
SAN FRANCISCO: 111 Sutler
Gladstone 3949
Sutter 4353
BROADCASTING

ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Main 5667
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WASHINGTON,

to

Ask

Bill to Accompany
Interim

Advertising

Report

To Congress
By SOL TAISHOFF
FIRST tangible result of the
House select committee investigation into the FCC will be
the introduction of a bill when
Congress reconvenes in September, to transfer the "war
activities" of the FCC to the
military services or other
Government agencies.
It was learned last week,
following recess of the Cox
investigation until Aug. 9,
that an interim report will be
filed by the Committee with
the House, along with a bill
seeking to abolish the functions of Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Service and Radio Intelligence Division, as units of the FCC.
Bill Like Order
The measure will be in conformity with the recommendations of
the Secretaries of War and Navy
to President Roosevelt that such
action be taken, based on findings
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff [Broadcasting, July 5]. The recommendation to the President that an
executive order be issued, transferring RID to the Army and
abolishing FBIS, dispatched last
February, remains at the White
House without action. Overhead of
these two services represent two!jthirds of the FCC's $8,000,000 appropriation.
This outcome was regarded as
evident after four hectic hearing
days last week, devoted almost entirely to operations of the two
services, which Committee General Counsel Eugene L. Garey characterized as"useless." The charges,
however, were vigorously disputed
by an avalanche of press releases
i and statements issuing from the
! FCC branding the entire proceed| ing as unfair and "star chamber."
The hearings were recessed last
(Thursday by Chairman E. E. Cox
(D-Ga.), until Aug. 9, but with the
likelihood that a subcommittee of
( BROADCASTING

Transfer

the investigating group will carry
on in New York beginning about
Aug. 2. This committee, Mr. Garey
said, would cover alleged "Gestapo"
activities of the FCC in the foreign language station field, with
some 100 witnesses to be called.
Many Washington observers regarded the investigation as hitting
a new high for action on both sides.
Chairman Cox said he had received
communications from broadcasters
"large and small" that they "live
in mortal fear of the FCC." There
will be an intensive investigation
of charges that the licensing power
of the FCC "has been used to dehe said.stroy free radio and free speech,"
Chairman Cox said that thus far
the group has only "scratched the
surface" and that all phases of
FCC activities will be covered. The
interim report will be filed with the
House when it convenes after Labor Day, presumably covering the
so called "war activities" phase
alone. President Roosevelt's intervention, through stoppage of delivery of official documents to the
Committee relating to war communications, and the silencing of
Army and Navy officers in pursuance of the President's action, are
expected to figure prominently in
the interim report.
Efforts to strip the FCC of the
FBIS and RID functions, insofar as

FTC

Net

By F. M. BANNISTER
NO VIOLATION of law by any of
the four major networks was disclosed during a year-long Federal
Trade Commission study of rate
and discount practices, Commission
sources revealed last week. Since
no cause of action developed, the
case was said to be closed.
Rep. Wigglesworth (R-Mass.),
who is understood to have requested the investigation, had no comment to make on closing of the
case. It was learned, however, that
he has not received a formal report
Advertising

of

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

FCC

War

they affect military operations,
were regarded as a foregone certainty in the light of the recommendations of the military heads.
Rep. Miller (R-Mo.) told Broadcasting he would advocate committee action along that line. The
measure, however, might be offered
by the Committee as a whole. If
that is not done, the Missourian
said he would offer such a bill
himself.
New York Hearing
Testimony of T.A.M. Craven, a
member of the FCC since 1937 and
its chief engineer the preceding
two years,A highlighted
last week'sof
hearing.
persistent opponent
the views of the Commission majority, Commissioner Craven expressed admiration for but disagreement with FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly on virtually
all policy considerations. He concluded, under brisk questioning of
committee counsel, that the Chairman dominated the Commission but
said it was because of the acquiescence of the balance of the Commission's membership. He denied
the FCC was a "one-man commission" but opposed assumption of
broad authority by chairmen, past
and present.
The second phase of the inquiry,
to get under way in New York,
will be conducted by a subcommit-

Probe

Rate, Discount Inquiry
Conducted for More
Than a Year

• Broadcast
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Reveals

tee comprising Reps. Edward J.
Hart (D-N.J.) and Richard B.
Wigglesworth (R-Mass.). The time
and place have not yet been set,
but Chairman Cox thought it might
commence by Aug. 2. Mr. Garey
will handle the prosecution but if
the hearings overlap the scheduled
Aug. 9 proceedings in Washington, he will turn over the examination to Ambrose V. McCall, a
member of his staff. Mr. McCall for
12 years was Deputy Attorney
General of New York.
Many sensations were promised
at the New York hearings. Mr.
Garey said it would cover activities of the FCC, in collaboration
with OWI Foreign Language
Branch, dealing with purported
"Gestapo" tactics in the forced
hiring and firing of foreign lancommentators.staff has been
The guage
committee
preparing for this phase of the inquiry for two months, he said. The
some 100 witnesses to be called
will include announcers, commentators, station owners and Government officials identified with foreign language broadcasting, he
said. There will be instances of announcers and commentators summarily withdrawn from the air beclared. cause of certain "pressures," he deWhen the Washington hearings
resume Aug. 9, it is expected the
Committee will seek to clean up

No

on the FTC findings and it is believed he plans to pursue the matter
further.
FTC Commissioner Ewin L.
Davis, in charge of the case, had
pointed out from the first that an
investigation of this type is routine procedure and does not necessarily mean that formal action of
any kind will follow.
Begun Over Year Ago
Broadcasting learned over a
year ago [Broadcasting, Dec. 7,
1942] that following a series of informal complaints against network
practices, the FTC had received one
concerning the rate and discount
structure of one particular network and decided on a study of all
four of the major networks.

Units

Violations

Congressional interest in the
case was revealed last Feb. 15 at
Appropriation Committee hearings
when Congressman Wigglesworth
asked the status of the radio inquiry "promised us a year ago"
[Broadcasting, Feb. 15]. Commissioner Davis informed the Committee at that time that "a very
thorough investigation had been
made of the whole industry".
The case was in charge of Samuel
Williams, FTC chief examiner, who
is now in the Army. He is known
to have completed his work in the
case about the first of this year.
Final disposition of the matter was
delayed, it was learned at the FTC,
because of the absence of Commissioner Ayers in California on Commission business.
July 26, 1943
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the FBIS-RID phases. Commissioner Craven is still the witness on
the stand, and may undergo another week of interrogation, but
not on the war activities. Commission policies on such matters as
newspaper ownership, the controversial network regulation, and
multiple ownership — all matters in
which Commissioner Craven was in
the minority — are expected to be
paraded.
Fly Fighting Back
The hearings thus far have lived
up to advance notices for acrimony
and bitterness. Chairman Fly has
countered virtually every thrust by
the Committee either through press
release or at press conferences. In
an effort to disprove the Garey
charge that the miliLary serv'ces
regarded FBIS and RID as "useless," he issued a series of five
statements last Thursday and also
blasted the charges at a press conference. Abatch of 20 letters from
war agencies using FBIS material
were released by him in photostatic
form to "show the great value and
importance of FBIS work." It was
pointed out at the Cox committee,
however, that virtually all of these
letters antedated the requests of
the Secretaries of War and Navy
and the Joint Chiefs of Staff that
these functions be turned over to
the Army.
Indicative of the resistance the
FCC is offering were three separate
clashes atFCC
last Counsel
Thursday's
session
between
Charles
R.
Denny and Chairman Cox. Mr.
Denny sought recognition to challenge charges that the FCC had
made public a number of secret
letters and had stripped its files to
deprive the Committee of data it
sought.
At another time, when Mr. Denny
sought to place in the record the
letters from war agencies commending FBIS and RID, Judge Cox
advised him he was out of order and
that the writers of the letters themselves would be called to testify
under oath. A unique situation is
expected to develop thereby, since
the Army and Navy have blocked
appearance of any of their officials
or officers before the Committee.
Craven Avoids Personalities
Commissioner Craven, grilled on
the value of FBIS and RID by
Counsel Garey, went along generally with the Joint Chiefs of Staff
on transfer of RID "military"
functions to the Army but insisted
the FCC should carry on its civil
functions of policing the ether and
running down illicit stations.
As for FBIS, he felt personally
that most of its analyses were
worthless but urged that the service
be continued by OWI for the benefit
of Government agencies other than
the military. He disapproved of the
FCC, as a licensing authority, engaging in "operating functions,"
but felt there was legitimate basis
for it when the war emergency first
developed, since no one else was
performing the service.
If industry observers expected
Commissioner
Craven to become
Page 8 • July 26, 1943

Rumors

About

Becoming
No

Contract

Sale

Hotter
Can

Be

Back to New York, Net
INDICATIONS that sale of the
BLUE network may be consummated in the near future, possibly
this week, were given last week by
frequent reports that the deal was
already completed. Recurri^e: on an
almost hourly basis and originating
in Washington, Hollywood and
other rumor centers as well as New
York, these reports were unanimously vague concerning the identitv of the purchaser of the network, although many of them were
couched in language designed to indicate that "we could tell if we
wanted
BLUE to."
spokesmen consistently denied all reports of a completed sale,
stating that no contract will be
signed until the return to New York
of David Sarnoff, RCA president,
from an inspection trip of RCA's
midwestern manufacturing plants.
In Chicago Mr. Sarnoff said several offers had been made but none
since he left New York. No Chicago interests are among those
bidding, he said.
Concededly Warmer
Admitting the situation "is
warmer than it was," executives of
the network said it may still be
some time before sale is complete.
Several of the more than 30 individuals, organizations and groups
that have expressed interest in acquiring ownership of the BLUE
critical of Chairman Fly and his
FCC majority, they were disappointed. He refused to criticize
any of his colleagues, despite vigorous disagreements with the FCC
majority. When Commissioner
Craven said he was "embarrassed"
by questions about the character
and integrity of his colleagues, fired
point-blank by Mr. Garey, Chairman Cox ordered cessation of that
line of questioning. Mr. Garey shot
back that if the Committee proposed to relieve witnesses of embar as ment, itmight as well end
the hearings, because "they are
going to be embarrassed."
In the "battle of headlines" between the FCC and the Committee,
which has been alleged on both
sides, Chairman Cox at the closing
session Thursday charged the Commission was releasing information
supporting its own case and at the
same time withholding information
from the Committee. "You are
putting in letters that substantiate
your case," Chairman Cox told
Commission Counsel Denny at one
point, "but you are withholding and
covering up by designating as confidential anything that shows Army
dissatisfaction with your services."
Mr. Denny flatly denied all allegations.

of

Every

Blue
Hour

Signed Until Sarnoff Gets
Officials Declare
network are still in the running, it
was said. While BLUE executives
declined to disclose names, it is
generally believed the leading contenders at the moment are a Wall
Street syndicate represented by the
brokerage firm of Dillon Read &
Co. and partnership of James H.
McGraw Jr., president, McGrawHill Publishing Co., and Edward J.
Noble, owner of WMCA, New York.
BLUE attitude toward all reports of an imminent sale has been
that the acquisition of a nationwide
network is not a simple matter and
that even an actively interested
prospective purchaser will probably
snend months examining the
BLUE's past performance record
and attempting to forecast the future. It was pointed out that broadcasting is not a fixed technique;
that FM, television and possibly
other postwar developments may
completely change the present system of network broadcasting and
that in any event they will require
heavy expenditures by network operators; that as soon as 1he war is
over and equipment available the
BLUE will want to establish its
own studios and facilities in New
York, Chicago, Hollywood and San
Francisco; that, in other words,
any purchaser of the BLUE must
be ready to make further heavy
capital expenditures in the next
few years.
Intensifying the controversy
over the President's instructions
not to release to the Committee
d^ta considered confidential was a
June 17 letter received by Mr.
Garey from Harold D. Smith, director of the Bureau of the Budget.
When Mr. Smith appeared before
the Committee July 9 and refused
to produce files on the FBIS-RID
transfer, because of instructions
from the White House, Chairman
Cox asked him whether he would
testify
matters.in executive session on these
Committee Defied
"This is to advise," sad the July
17 letter, "that in view of the instructions received from the President as reported in my previous
letter of July 6, and for additional
reasons indicated in the opinion of
the Attorney General which accompanied that letter, I have no
choice but to decline to testify or
otherwise furnish the Committee
any information in the possession of
the Bureau concerning these matters, whether in executive session
or Chairman
otherwise."Cox observed that the
time had come for Congress to assert its authority to compel production of information. He said
BROADCASTING

Reclassified
"CONFIDENTIAL" is a
word which on Wednesday
last had already evoked
much controversy at hearings of the Cox Committee.
So when Counsel Garey
pointed out that Commissioner Craven's 1938 memorandum on FCC reorganization
was engineer
marked quickly
"confidential,"
the
had an
answer. Because he had
marked the memo himself,
he could "declassify it."
He then
proclaimed:
hereby
declassify
the docu-"I
ment as not
was then
readconfidential."
into the rec-It
ord and served as a basis for
most of the day's examination.
Vick's Annual Plans
VICK CHEMICAL Co., New York,
will start its annual radio campaign for Va-tro-nol and Vaporub
Sept. 13, using an extensive list
of stations throughout the country
in even more markets than those
selected last year. Company is lining up quarter-hour programs featuring news as well as five-minute
spots and other types of programs.
Agency
New York.is Morse International,
military secrets are not being divulged but that he did not want
witnesses to hide behind the phrase
"contrary to the public interest."
He charged a "mutiny against
Congress" because of the refusal of
witnesses to testify or produce
documents. This matter, too, it is
expected, will be taken to the floor
of the House in September.
Mr. Garey had charged from the
outset that "deception of Congress"
had been perpetrated by the FCC
to get appropriations for the war
activities and cited alleged misuse
of funds. He contended that the
FBIS and RID services, since their
inception, had cost taxpayers about
eight million dollars.
'Manipulation' Charge
Beyond that, he charged that the
Commission had "manipulated" appropriations given the FCC for
specific purposes by using them in
a manner not authorized by ConThe entire six-hour session last
Monday — the first full day of heargress.
ing— was given over to so-called
national defense activities of the
FCC. Principal witness was Harry
S. Barger, chief investigator of
the Committee, who identified numerous exhibits on FBIS and RID
functions, and recounted interviews
with officials of the FCC, Budget
Bureau, Army, Navy, and other
Governmental agencies dealing
with those operations.
Mr. Garey sought to bring out
that the FCC was not authorized
either by executive order or enabling legislation to create either
FBIS or RID, showing that the
(Continued on page 20)
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AFM
WLB

Disc

Rule
Departs
From
Custom
National War Labor Board anregard
the
result
if he does not like
Some Disappointment in
nouncing assumption of jurisdiction
it. Moreover, in permitting this
over the strike of the American
strike to continue, the Board has
Industry Circles
Federation of Musicians against disregarded the cautions of high
Is Expressed
the electrical transcription manugovernmental officials that the confacturers. Iam astonished that in
tinuance of the strike acts as a
DECISION of the National War
Labor Board last week to accept assuming jurisdiction it is reported drag upon the war effort by interthat the Board for the first time
jurisdiction in the Petrillo case was
fering with wartime communication
received by the broadcasting indus- has deviated from its sound policy and with national morale.
try with mixed feelings because of of ordering a suspension of the
"The electrical transcription
the failure of the Board to order strike pending a decision of the companies will appear before any
case on its merits. This is all the panel appointed by the Board but
the AFM union to resume the makmore extraordinary in the present will urge that the American Feding of transcriptions.
eration of Musicians should agree
A. Walter Socolow, attorney for case, since Mr. Petrillo announced
in advance that he did not intend in advance to abide by the ultimate
the seven transcription companies
involved in the dispute, expressed to comply with any ruling of the decision of the Board. No premium
astonishment that the Board de- Board.
should be placed upon defiance and
if Mr. Petrillo does not withdraw
parted from its policy of suspend"The electrical transcription coming a strike pending decision of a
panies are thus placed in a position his threats of non-compliance, the
case.
of proceeding with what is in effect employers will ask the Board to
Chance of Relief
an arbitration when they have take further measures to protect
A number of broadcasters queried pronr'sed to abide by the decision, the transcription industry against
the un'on's announced plans to deon the WLB action expressed keen but the other party has anounced
disappointment over the failure of in advance that he intends to disthe Board to order prompt resumpstroy it."
tion of recording, to bolster depleted inventories. They felt, however, that by taking jurisdiction,
the Board, upon being apprised of
the full facts, would conclude that
AFM had in effect called a "strike",
and that relief would be forthcoming.
Apprised of the Board's deci■-..v-.'r.
sion, Mr. Petrillo's only comment
was that the Board had not granted
the request of the transcribers to
order the musicians back to work
before hearings are started.
The Board's action in accepting
jurisdiction in the Petrillo dispute
was taken by unanimous vote. An
order appointing a panel to examine the merits of the case and the PERPETUAL FOURSOME is this group which has waged a continuous
opinion by which the Board de- tournament for several years at annual outings of the NBC A+hletic
cided to act were not yet issued as Assn. Clarence L. Menser (r> is subbing for BLUE president Mark
Woods, but otherwise it is the original aggregation (1 to r) Frank E.
Broadcasting went to press.
NBC vice-president and general mrnager with E. C. Anderson
One of the principal issues in the Mullen,
of RCA vs. C. Lloyd Egner, NBC vice-president in charge of recordings
dispute is whether a strike exists, and Mr. Menser, who is NBC vice-president in charge of programs.
an issue areued at a preliminary
Again, the pairs were all-even at the 18th hole.
hearing in Washing'on, July 9 in
which Joseph A. Padway, attorney
for the AFM, questioned the power
Board Called
of the Board to act, contending the Special Meeting of NAB
musicians simply "quit" [BroadTo Hear Legislative Committee
Report
casting, July 9].
Mr. Petrillo and Mr. Padway had MATTERS pertaining to organi- board, it was given virtually unlimited powers. At its organization
zation of the NAB are slated for
indicated at the hearing that they
consideration at a special meeting meeting in May the committee
might appeal the case to the courts
if the Board took jurisdiction.
of the association's board of direc- stated that new legislation is "the
Mr. Socolow issued the following
tors called for next Friday in Chi- only hope of free radio in Amercago, according to President Nestatement
regarding
the
Board's
action :
Plans for the board meeting were
ville Miller.
The meeting, requested by peti- made following adjournment of the
"I have not seen the order of the
legislative committee session, of
tion of a number of board members
which Mr. Miller also is chairman.
who are on the legislative commitMr. Miller stated, however, that at
tee,
was
decided
upon
following
a
Dispute to Petrillo
ica."
session of the legislative commit- its three-hour session the committee discussed pending legislation
JAMES C. PETRILLO, AFM
tee in Washington last Wednesday.
president, has been requested by Telegrams to the NAB seeking the and other matters, but did not
Local 77, Philadelphia musicians'
were received last Thurs- reach any conclusion on a report
day.
union, to step in the breach be- meeting
and recommendation. It is pretween the union and KYW over the
sumed, therefore, that the report
The virtually identical telegrams
signing of a new contract for the
studio orchestra. Major point in stated that the petition for the and recommendation made to the
dispute is the matter of vacations. meeting of the full board was "to full board will be by several of
Under the old contract, which ex- receive and act upon a report and the legislative committee, rather
pired on Jan. 1, the studio orches- recommendations of the legislative than as a matter of formal action
tra took a compulsory vacation
The legislative commit- of the full committee.
of five weeks without pay. Since committee."
Members of the committee who
tee was formed last May, following
the first of the year, the musicians
have continued at the station on the so-called Frankfurter opinion met in Washington at the threeof the Supreme Court. Comprising hour morning session, at the call of
an extension of the old contract
pending settlement.
10 members, all members of the President Miller, last Wednesday
BROADCASTING
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Local

Strike
on
Walkout at WMC,

Calls
Discs
Memphis,

Is Blow at Hill-Billies
AFM LOCAL No. 71, Memphis,
called a musicians' walkout at
WMC effective midnight July 20,
after Henry W. Slavi?k, station
manager, refused to discontinue
the making of electrical transcripers. tions by non-union hill-billy playThe transcriptions, for regional
advertisers, have been scheduled on
approximately 20 stations in the
South for more than three and onehalf years without objections or
complaints.
In the past and at present, the
lccal union does not have any objection to stat-ion emplovment of
non-union hill-billy musicians, and
according to
local welcomed
h;U-billy
musicians
haveSlavick
not been
or solicited for membership in the
local union.
The station does not consider that
the local or national union has
jurisdiction over employment of
non-union hill-billy musicians
whether for broadcasting or tranhas effecting
no contract withscribing;
thethe station
local union
employment of hill-billv plovers,
and the last union contract with the
local expired more than three years
ago. Nevertheless the station has
maintained its national quota of
musicians since expiration of the
last contract. As a matter of fact,
WMC has in the past six months
expended more than twi"e the
amount for union musicians reciuired under the old national quota.
h;U-billies
14 non-union
to and
Twelvebeen
have
are now employed.
Seven union staff musicians were
called out with an additional five
members being engaged for spot
broadcasting. There was no controversy between the local a^d station
over wages or hours or other working conditions. Strike was called
strictly because of the making of
tailor-made electrical transcriphill-billy mutions sicians.
by non-union
Outside of two programs
designed exclusively for the promotion of the war effort bv local advertisers, Mr. Slavick stated that
have not been mastation programs
terially affected.
were: Nathan Lord, WAVE, Louisville; G. Richard Shafto, WIS, Columbia, S. C; James W. Woodruff
Jr., WRBL, Columbus, Ga.; Ed
Yocum, KGHL, Billings, Mont.;
Don S. Elias, WWNC, Asheville;
Clair R. McCollough, WGAL, Lancaster; James D. Shouse, WLW,
Cincinnati; Frank M. Russell,
NBC Washington vice-president;
and Joseph H. Ream, CBS vicepresident and secretary. Also
present was C. E. Arney Jr., NAB
secretary-treasurer.
A conference of the committee
was held later in the afternoon and
was not attended by Mr. Miller.
The telegram for the call for the
special board meeting ensued.
July 26, 1943
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Patience Rewarded
DELIVERED seven years
(to the day) after mailing, a
letter addressed to KMOX,
St. Louis, has at last been
answered. The reply states
that KMOX no longer has the
"stain bulletin and automobile driver's
but since
the guide"
writer requested
had been
so patient these past seven
years KMOX would be very
glad to make compensation in
some way — perhaps by sending any of the offers now
available at the station. The
long delayed letter had just
recently been found in a boxcar near Springfield, 111.

STATING HIS CONVICTION that department stores will depend more
and more on radio as an advertising medium, Benjamin Sisholz, president
of Francis Rogers & Sons, New York department store, signs a 52-week
renewal for News Through a Woman's Eyes, conducted by Kathryn
Cravens on WNEW, New York. Left to right are Alfred Rogers, treasurer of the store; Kermit Moss, WNEW account executive; Miss Cravens,
Joseph F. Callo, president of Callo, McNamara, Shoeneich, agency for
Rogers Store, and Mr. Sisholz.

NBC

Breaks

Anli-Disc

Ruling

For Army
Embarkation
Pickup
EMBARKATION of the 45th Di- the 24-minute document prepared
vision from American shores di- from the recorded material.
rect into the Sicilian battle vas
After embarkation-, the sound
portrayed by actual recordings dur- films were locked in vaults. No
ing the July 25 Army Hour on civilians took part in any phase of
NBC. It was one of the few times the process. Films were edited by
NBC has carried recordings on the the Army and a 24-minute disc was
network.
prepared for the Army Hour. High
On three previous occasions War Dept. officials requested use of
NBC has departed from its anti- the recording on the Hour.
recording rule. Departures occurred
at the time of the Hindenberg
dirigible crash, when a WLS crew Daniel Gellerup Given
was present with a portable recorder; the abdication speech of Leave for War Activity
Edward VIII of England, and the DANIEL W. GELLERUP, since
broadcast in French by President 1925 technical supervisor of radio
Roosevelt at the time of the African of the Milwaukee Journal stations,
WTMJ and W55M, last week was
invasion in November, 1942.
granted an indefinite leave to serve
in the war effort. He will be assoNovel Technique
ciated with Columbia U. Division
Novel broadcast technique was of War Research, engaged in
devised to present the details of specialized electronic development
what soldiers feel and what they work for the armed forces. He will
say as they sail into battle. Maj. be assigned to the Navy as a
consulting engineer, operatJack Harris, acting chief of the civilian
ing under the National Defense
Radio Branch, War Dept. Bureau Research
Committee.
of Public Relations, and Capt. Ed
Mr. Gellerup's connection with
Byron of Mr. District Attorney
goes back to the befame, recorded the troop movement broadcasting
ginning, when he was engineer for
with the aid of Signal Corps crews Milwaukee's first station, WAAK,
and equipment. Concealed micro- in 1921. He joined the Journal Co.
phones were placed in strategic in 1925 as chief engineer for
places to catch actual reactions of WHAD, then operated jointly by
and Marquette Unitroops during the combat-headed the newspaper
versity. In 1927 the Journal acembarkation. The 45th Division,
quired WTMJ. One of the country's
trained in this country, was combest-known radio engineers, Mr.
mended last week for its achieve- Gellerup has engaged in television,
ments in Sicily.
experimentalbroadcasting
facsimile, ultra-hi-eh
and FM,
Conversation of troops, enter- frequency
He planned the technical
tainment, speeches of captains to pursuits.
their companies, message of the as well as standard broadcasting
of theallJournal's
City
commanding general to the task setup
Bldg. with
equipmentRadio
installed
force — all are recorded vividly in under his supervision.
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KIRBY ABROAD
ON
RECORDER
PLANS
COL. EDWARD M. KIRBY, chief
of the Radio Branch, Bureau of
Public Relations, War Dept., is
now abroad in connection with
Army plans for use of magnetic
wire-sound recorders and other
radio matters. Maj. Jack Harris is
acting chief of the branch in his
absence.
John McVane, speaking last
Wednesday from London on the
NBC World Round-up, described a
demonstration of the wire recorder
given for the benefit of network
correspondents. The apparatus will
be employed to record sounds of
actual battle for use in action
broadcasts of the fighting fronts,
he said.
Col. Kirby took three recorder
units with him for use in public
relations offices in various theatres
of operation. He will give instructions in the utilization of the devices in radio coverage of the war
which has been projected for some
months [Broadcasting, June 28,
April 261.
The War Dept. plans to use
many more of the recorders when
they can be obtained in quantity.
Units now in operation are bench
made but it is expected that volume production will start in the
fall.
While abroad, Col. Kirby will
confer with network representatives in connection with operations
of the Radio Branch and will visit
various Army public relations offices to coordinate the work of the
home and fighting fronts.
WDSM
on Blue
NEWEST BLUE affiliate is
WDSM, Superior, Wis., which on
July 25 became a basic supplementary station for that network,
bringing the total number of BLUE
stations to 159.WDSM, outlet for
Duluth, Minn., and Superior, operates full time, with 100 watts and
frequency of 1,230 kilocycles. Manager is Robert D. Kennedy.
More Take Spanish
TIME Magazine's radio series,
Let's Learn
Spanish,Newwhich
was July
resumed on WQXR,
York,
5, hastionbeen
form toexpanded
a total inof transcripabout 27
stations. Latest stations to carry
the quarter-hour discs are WLAC,
WTAQ, WRNL, CKLW, WSOY.
Series is distributed through Harry
S. Goodman, New York.
BROADCASTING

WSAY

Settlement

Viewed

As

Likely

WLB Urges That Status Quo
Be Maintained For Present
LIKELIHOOD of peaceful settlement of the dispute between WSAY,
Rochester, and James C. Petrillo,
president of the American Federation of Musicians, was seen last
week as the National War Labor
Board took steps to maintain the
status quo pending investigation of
the case.
Queried in New York about the
musicians strike at WSAY, Mr.
Petrillo said he had met Wednesday
with Gordon P. Brown, owner and
general manager of the station and
a further meeting was scheduled
for today (July 26).
Action to effect settlement was
begun July 17 when the Board telegraphed Mr. Brown, Leonard
Campbell, president of Musicians
Protective Assn., Local 66, and Mr.
Petrillo as follows:
"The dispute involving radio
broadcasting station WSAY, RochN. Y., and Musicians
tiveester,Association,
66, affiliatedProtecwith
the AFL, has been certified to the
National Labor Board. The WLB
urges the parties to this dispute to
maintain the status quo until such
time as the issue can be settled by
peaceful and orderly procedures established by your Government for
the settlement of labor disputes.
Please reply."
Case in Abeyance
Formal acknowledgements of the
telegram were received from the
parties involved, WLB stated, adding that there were indications that
the matter would be adjusted without much difficulty. The dispute is
still before the new case committee
which has not yet determined
whether it shall go before the full
board.
The dispute arose when the
union's contract with WSAY expired last January and the union
demanded that the new contract
provide for five stand-ins. When
the station refused to meet this demand the union decided to stop supplying the station with live musicians and asked the Mutual Broadcasting System not to supoly
WSAY with live musical programs.
The Board's telegram has the effect of holding the case in abeyance
until the merits can be determined.
Ad Tax Agitated
AN EXCISE TAX on all advertising of consumer
goods was
advocated at the seventh
annual
meeting of Consumers Union, a
group whose functions is to evaluate consumer products for member
subscribers. Attacking the prevailing "advertising as usual" attitude
"in a period in which the need is to
retardthancurrent
consumption,"
rather
to stimulate
sales, the
Union purposes the tax as part of
aadvertising.
five-point program for wartime
• Broadcast

Advertising

JheDMs

INCREASES

TmZitIJ

KRLD

FACILITIES

Pictures below show newly added quarters from
which this 50,000 watt CBS station serves the Great
Dallas-Fort Worth

market

area and

the Southwest.

KRLD

THE

DALLAS

TIMES

HERALD

Upper left, main reception room with double doors at
back leading into executive offices. Lower left, interior of
newest studio A, with staff orchestra.
THE

BRAN

Upper right. Managing Director Clyde Rembert. Lower
right, close-up of secretarial staff. Insert, President John
W. Runyon.
HAM

COMPANY

National Representatives
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Texas

'What's

New'

Series

of

Full

RCA

Programs
First of Fall Hour
News, Science, Sports, Arts and Other Lines to Be
Covered, With Foreign Pickups Inserted
of their experiences ; commentators,
FIRST full-hour program to make
its debut this fall will be the new
research scientists, opera stars,
sports heroes all will be featured
series titled What's New? which
RCA will sponsor on 158 BLUE
along with the RCA-Victor orchestra and chorus.
stations in the Saturday evening 7-8
period, starting Sept. 4. Series has
According to J. Walter Thompbeen under consideration since last
son, a working staff of 46 men and
April when RCA asked three of the women will be required to keep the
agencies handling parts of its ac- show in operation. They are already
count to submit program ideas for at work previewing pictures, readan institutional program. J. Walter
ing scripts, and writing experimental spots for future presentaThompson Co., New York, was the
tion. Robert T. Colwell, vice-presiagency selected and the series was
dent in charge of writers at the
approved early in July by the RCA
board of directors.
agency, is leaving shortly for Hollywood to line up the show, and Tony
Theme of each week's show will
be a kaleidoscopic picture of Sanford has been tentatively set as
"What's New" in the world today director. Among the producers is
— in such fields as news, science, Fritz Blocki, who recently joined J.
sports, the arts, education, agricul- Walter Thompson to work on the
ture and the home. Most of the RCA account.
In addition to the hour show on
hour will originate in the Hollywood
studios of the BLUE with occa- the BLUE, RCA is lining up a camsional switches to New York, Washpaign of one-minute spot announcements to start on an extensive list
ington, etc., and shortwave pickups
of stations from coast to coast the
from abroad.
week of July 26. This campaign of
Reaching All Ages
transcribed announcements, placed
According to David Sarnoff, pres- on several stations in each market
ident of RCA, "the aim in show- and expected in some cases to run
manship will be to present a timely
a 15-25 times-a-week basis, is
performance of interest to listeners on
being placed by Ruthrauff & Ryan,
of all ages. We will draw upon the New York. No further details on
latest in radio art technique and the total number of stations or the
in science to make this program of nature of the spots was available
high quality entertainment for as Broadcasting went to press.
Americans in all walks of life."
Don Ameche, noted star of radio
Two Kroger Serials
and films, as the RCA "host" will
appear with Hollywood stars in KROGER GROCERY & BAKING
Co., Cincinnati, beginning Aug. 2
dramatic scenes from new plays,
will sponsor two daytime tranbooks or moving pictures. Comeserials on WMAQ, Chicago.
dians who have returned from en- The firmscribedwill
advertise meats and
tertaining troops overseas will tell
bread. Both the dramas, Linda's
First Love and Editor's Daughter,
will be presented by WMAQ for
I EMPLOYE GOODWILL
one week on a sustaining basis beginning July 26, when the former
I Now Boosted by N & W With
will bs heard from 12:15 to 12:30
!
Radio Get-to-Gethers
p.m. and the latter from 12:30 to
12:45 p.m. In the half -hour period
NORFOLK & WESTERN Rail- under
Kroger sponsorship Aug. 2,
way Co. uses radio to maintain
Editor's Daughter will be heard at
contact with its employes.
Before Pearl Harbor 500 or 12 noon and Linda's First Love at
12:15 p.m. Agency is Ralph H.
more delegates representing the Jones
Co., Cincinnati.
23,000 N & W employes met each
year to discuss items of mutual inWBBZ Transfer Approved
terest, and then these delegates
retold the story of the convention
ADELAIDE LILLIAN CARRELL,
at the regular meetings of the N executrix of the estate of her hus& W local Better Service Clubs.
band, Charles Lewis Carrell, was
But now vital war transportaweek granted consent by the
tion has made conventions out of l^st
FCC to assignment of the license
the question. N & W solves the of
WBBZ, Ponca Citv, Okla., to herself in her individual capacity.
problem
withlastitsDecember.
per'odic broadcasts begun
The license was also renewed for
The last program, featuring onthe regular period. WBBZ operates
the-job interviews with N & W
on 1230 kc with 250 watts.
employes, was carried to all employes and the public in Norfolk &
Western territory over 19 stations
Oil Firm's Plans
in Virginia, West Virginia, North
ASSOCIATED OIL CO., San FranCarolina, Tennessee, Maryland and
cisco, sponsors of football broadOhio.
casts exclusively on the Pacific
Scheduled for the evening hours,
Coast, plans to reinforce its fall
the half-hour transcribed program
schedule with a supplementary vawas promoted by snots, newspaper
riety show. Buchanan & Co., agency
advertisements, 3,000 posters, and
now handling the account, is auletters t" chairmen of the Better
ditioning atNBC, BLUE, Don Lee,
Service Clubs.
Mutual and CBS.
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A&M

ARMY ORDERS change the old
order as Frank B. Falknor (1), for
10 years operations engineer of CBS
Central Division, having received
a major's
commission,
congratulates his successor,
James Beloungy.
Falknor Now a Major;
Tube Post to Beloungy
FRANK

B. FALKNOR, chief engineer of the CBS Central Division since 1933, has been commissioned a major in the Army and
is expected to leave the country
shortly. James Beloungy, CBS engineering executive, who for the
past year has been in charge of
the vacuum tube rebuilding plant
for Freeland & Olschner, in New
Orleans, has been named Maj.
Falknor's successor.
Maj. Falknor, prior to joining
CBS, was partner in the firm of
Doolittle & Falknor, broadcast
equipment manufacturers. He has
been responsible for the installation of a number of high-powered
transmitters for CBS. Mr. Beloungy was chief engineer of WBT,
Charlotte, CBS-owned station,
prior to assignment to the New
Orleans tube project, and has been
with the network for nearly a
decade.
Corp. Koops Ft. Wayne
Is Awarded Two Medals
CORP. EDWARD C. KOOPS,
former production manager of
WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne, returned to Fort Wayne last week
on a brief furlough. Recently lost
in action for three days without
food, during which time he was
wounded in hand-to-hand fighting,
Corp. Koops has received the Order of the Purple Heart Medal and
the Air Force Valor Award for
bravery in action.
NBC Station Sessions
NILES TRAMMELL, NBC president, and William S. Hedges, vicepresident in charge of the network's stations department, will
address
a meeting
NBC Pacific
affiliates in the
Mountainof and
Coast areas, to be held in San
Francisco on Aug. 2, for a general discussion of network-station
problems. Mr. Trammell will visit
NBC's Hollywood headquarters before returning east, while Mr.
Hedges will swing through the
northwest with stopovers in Seattle, Portland, Spokane and St.
Paul-Minneapolis on his way back
to New York.
BROADCASTIN

Daytime At 1150 kc
KTBC, Austin, Gets Fulltime;
No Longer Shares 590 Wave
CLIMAXING a two-year effort to
acquire better facilities, WTAW,
non-commercial educational station of Texas A&M College, College Station, was last week
granted full daytime operation on
1150 kc by the FCC. WTAW had
previously shared time with KTBC
Austin, on this frequency.
KTBC at the same time was
granted full time on 590 kc, with
1 kw daytime, 250 watts night
time. KTBC had indicated, when
WTAW first asked the Commission for its facilities about two
years ago, that it would not oppose the request if KTBC could
have the more favorable regional
frequency on 590 kc, with increased power. It is understood
that KTBC will be granted 1 kw
night, with directional antenna for
night use, according to its application, when materials are available after the war emergency.
Crystals, the only necessary equipment for the present shift, are
available.
The application of WTAW for
full daytime operation outlined
elaborate plans for increased educational programs, including greatly increased instruction in scientific practice in farming and
dairying. All operating personnel
in both engineering and program
departments consists of college
students, with the exception of
John O. Rosser, program director,
who also acts as general manager,
and Prof. H. C. Dillingham, chief
engineer.
TELEVISION READY
WHEN WAR IS OVER
FULL-SCALE commercial television and television receiving sets
"within the range of the average
pocketbook" will become realities
"within the shortest space of time
required to reconvert the radio
manufacturing industry from war
to
peaceR. production,"
to
Ralph
Beal, researchaccording
director of
RCA, in an interview last week with,
an Associated Press reporter.
Mr. Beal predicted reasonably
priced home receiving sets with
screens from 6 to 24 inches in,
width,
providing
"a muchmedium
more
satisfactory
entertainment
than has been achieved."
Basic factor in the post-war development of television, Mr. Beal
said, could be a chain of automatic)
relay stations to re-transmit television programs from their origi-i
nation point. The transmission of
on-the-scene telecasts will also
forge ahead through the evolution
of portable sending equipment light
enough to be carried by plane, as
well as the perfection of new lenses
for television cameras making possible the transmisison of action
scenes without special lighting. Research now under way also indicates
that color telecasts are a probability, Mr. Beal added, after the com
plex equipment now required foi
them has been simplified.
G
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O'Neil

Is Opening
on August 29
WJW
New Cleveland 'Blue' Unit
On 850 kc With 5,000 w
OPENING of a new radio station,
an unusual event since the outbreak of war, is scheduled to take
place in Cleveland on Aug. 29 when
WJW, new BLUE
outlet, will go on
the air for the
first time on its
850 kc. frequency.
William M.
O'Neil, owner of
the 5,000 watt
station, has announced many
special features
Mr. O'Neil
for the first day's
broadcast, including a special program in one of
the large Cleveland auditoriums.
Wendell L. Willkie and Governor
John W. Bricker, leading Republican candidates for the 1944 nomination, have been asked to participate by giving the country theii
views
on national issues, Mr. O'Neil
announced.
It is of interest that the General
Tire & Rubber Co., headed by William F. O'Neil, father of the WJW
president, is the owner of the
Yankee Network in New England.
The younger O'Neil is transferring
to WJW from Akron where he still
owns Mutual Network facilities.
The FCC has not yet ruled on his
ownership of the Akron outlet.
No B-S-H Split
H. M. DANCER, president of
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., last
week denied reports that the advertising agency was about to undergo a major reorganization, involving the division of its New York
and Chicago organizations into separate companies. Stating that such
reports are annual occurrences,
Mr. Dancer said that this year's
crop of rumors is no truer than
those in the past. He said that
there are no present plans for any
general reorganization of the
agency.
WOR

Conductor

Heads

Los
Angeles Orchestra
ALFRED WALLENSTEIN, musical director of WOR, New York,
and noted as a conductor and musician,conductor
has beenandappointed
permanent
musical director
of the Los Angeles Philharmonic
Orchestra, according to an announcement last Friday by Harvey
S. Mudd, president of the board of
directors of the orchestra. Mr.
Wallenstein is taking a leave of
absence from WOR, his post to remain vacant until his return at the
end of the orchestral season early
in 1944.
With this appointment, the Los
Angeles Philharmonic becomes the
only major American orchestra to
be directed by a native-born conductor. Mr. Wallenstein was a member of the orchestra 25 years ago
when he was first cellist, and he
has also appeared as guest conductor several times during the
past 12 years.
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ASCAP
Would

Membership
Extension to 1965
Forestall Result of BMI
Suit
caster
with
ASCAP
on
the
former
A RESOLUTION authorizing extension of current ASCAP memdate might, then, become much less
bership agreements for an addi- valuable after the first year if the
tional 15 years, or until Dec. 31, majority of the ASCAP members
should decide not to remain with
1965, was adopted by the Society's
board of directors at a special meet- ASCAP, but to license their music
ing July 14, it was learned last through BMI or some other licenweek. The action is not binding on
sing organization. "If this extenindividual ASCAP members until
sion plan goes through, a nine-year
and unless they individually sign renewal would be more than covered," Mr. Paine explained.
agreements extending their contracts with ASCAP until the proEffect on BMI
posed expiration date, more than
Major purpose of the proposal,
22 years away.
however, is generally seen as foreJohn G. Paine, general manager
stalling the possible disrupture efof ASCAP, said that one of the
fects on ASCAP of the suit of BMI
chief reasons for the change was
to assure the broadcasters who and Edward B. Marks Music Corp.,
is scheduled to come to trial
have taken licenses for the per- which
formance of ASCAP music that this fall. Action asks the court to
the renewal clauses in these con- award the exclusive rights to license the performance of musical
tracts mean something. These reto the publisher. Since
newal clauses provide for an auto- compositions
matic extension of the present con- ASCAP obtains licensing rights
tracts for an additional term equal from both publishers and writers,
to that of the original contracts, dividing royalties equally between
but not to exceed nine years, on the the two groups of its members, any
court decision finally awarding all
condition that ASCAP "has or ob- rights to either the publisher or
tains from substantially all its
writer would upset the present
present or future members the right the
arrangement.
to contract" for the broadcasting
of their music.
If the publisher controls the
rights, then the assignment of
Explains Meaning
those rights by the writer has no
"For some reason," Mr. Paine meaning. Similarly, if the courts
said, "a feeling has arisen among were to vest the licensing rights
broadcasters that the renewal pro- with the writer, then the publisher
visions in the present ASCAP con- would have nothing to assign. If,
tracts are without meaning as long however, both publishers and writas the ASCAP membership agreeers agree to assign their rights to
ments run for only one year long- ASCAP until Dec. 31, 1965, the effects of the decision, whichever
er than the station contracts."
Station and network ASCAP
way it may go, will not be felt by
contracts expire Dec. 31, 1949. either group for more than 22
ASCAP's current membership years, and the continuation of
agreements expire Dec. 31, 1950. ASCAP for that period would be
A new contract signed by a broad- assured.
Hoyt Names Rogers
APPOINTMENT of James G.
Rogers Jr. as assistant director of
the Domestic Branch of OWI was
announced last week by Palmar
Hoyt, Director of Domestic Operations. Mr. Rogers has been a deputy
director of OWI since January,
1943. He was previously associated
with Benton & Bowles, New York
advertising agency, as vice-president and general manager. In his
new post, he will coordinate the information activities of the agency.

Capt. Baldwin to WTOP
PHILIP BALDWIN, former chief
engineer of WEEI, Boston, and
recently a captain in the Army
Air Forces, honorably discharged,
on Aug. 1 joins WTOP, CBS Washington outlet, in a dual capacity,
it was announced last week by
E. K. Cohan, CBS director of engineering. He will serve as assistant to Clyde Hunt, WTOP chief
engineer, as well as Washington
representative of CBS' general engineering
department to the Government
and bureaus.

From Allen to Benny
FRED ALLEN is "lending" his
two stooges "Mrs. Nussbaum," and
"John Doe," to Jack Benny, who
returns to his program on NBC
Oct. 3 after a summer hiatus. The
loan is good only until Allen returns to the air. The Texaco program star concluded his CBS program recently and does not know
when he will resume broadcasting.
Benny is sponsored on NBC by
General Foods.

Swain Tobacco on Air
R. L. SWAIN TOBACCO Co., Danville, Va., is entering radio for the
first time with a spot campaign on
WTOP, Washington, and may extend to other
Firm's
uct,
Pinehurstmarkets.
cigarettes,
has prodbeen
on the market for about seven
years. Agency is Gotham Adv., New
York.

WILLIAM L. SHTRER, CBS correspondent, has returned to this country after a five-week stay in Great
Britain. His broadcasts are heard on
CBS Sunday, 10:30 p.m.

WJZ, New York outlet of the BLUE,
on July 27 is giving a luncheon for
the trade press at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York, to announce results
of
Inc.a forsurvey
WJZ. conducted by Crossley
BROADCASTING

AFM
Strike Halts
British Disc Plan
WNEW Forced to Quit Use
Of Records From Abroad
USE OF BRITISH-MADE records
of popular American dance tunes
on Martinbroadcasts
Block's Make-Believe
Ballroom
of recorded
music on WNEW, New York, resulted in a two-day strike of the
station's house orchestra last week.
Musicians returned to work at
WNEW on Friday, following an
agreement by the station management that no records made after
Aug. 1, 1942 (date the AFM ban
on the manufacture of recordings
went into effect) would be broadcast by WNEW, regardless of the
source of manufacture of the discs.
Performance of the new tunes on
Mr. Block's all-record program was
described as another of his many
"firsts" in the broadcasting business by WNEW, which explained
. . . "The method was simple, being
accomplished by the mere expedient
of trans-Atlantic telephone calls to
his friends in London. The minute
a new record is off the press, his
friend nonchalantly walks into
the first record store in his neighborhood, wraps the record up and
mails it to Martin Block at
WNEW.
AFM Objects
First realization that the American Federation of Musicians would
object to this clever avoidance of
their recording ban came last Tuesday, when Bernice Judis, general
manager of WNEW, and Merle
Pitt, director of station staff orchestra, received telegrams from
William Feinberg, secretary of
AFM Local 802 in New York, to the
effect that the band would not work
for WNEW after that date because
of the station's use of "non-union
made records." AFM had made public last March a letter from the
English musicians' union agreeing
to support the AFM position by
refusing to make records for export
to America [Broadcasting, March
only.
22], but it had been believed that
this applied to master recordings
Immediately after the receipt of
the wire from the union, WNEW
withdrew the English records from
use on the air, but the strike continued until Miss Judis and Milton
Cramer of White & Case, WNEW
counsel, met w:th James C. Petrillo, AFM national president, in
his office on Thursday afternoon.
Following that meeting Mr. Petrillo said that the musn"cians would
resume work at WNEW the following morning. The station, according to Mr. Petrillo, had agreed
to pay the men for their two days
of unemployment and had also
agreed not to use any records,
wherever made, that were recorded
after Aug. 1 of last year.
MEETING of New York City station
managers will be held July 30 at WOR
to consider plans of promotion managers to promote the New York market
by a cooperative trade paper campaign.
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hour on Mutual. The 209-station Mutual Network
serves 83% of all U. S. radio families with regular,
primary coverage— 25,400,000 homes at a net cost
of $6,284 per evening iialf-hour. There's the potential
economy of Mutual in terms of your penny.
As for actual audiences delivered by Mutual, one
ALL YOU NEED to demonstrate the economy of radio
as an advertising medium is a three-cent postage
stamp. Simply tear it in thirds and contemplate the
piece that falls to your desk.
That scrap represents one penny. Do you realize
how few pennies it takes to reach people through network radio?
For 25 pennies, your message could be heard
in more than 1,000 homes during an evening halfTHE

BROADCASTING

MUTUAL

• Broadcast

client reports that he reaches listeners with a halfhour program one night a week at the rate of 195
pennies per 1,000 families. And another sponsor,
with a quarter-hour three evenings a week, tells us
his costs average only 112 pennies per 1,000 homes!
★

.

★

Now suppose you reassemble that postage stamp and
write us a note. We'll be glad to tell you how much your
pennies can produce on this network.

BROADCASTING

Advertising
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Store
Launches
Big
Radio
Program
Plan Based on Hour
GRANTING the mutual advantages, to radio and to reof Music Nightly
tailing, of a greater use of the medium by the nation's
For a Year
department stores, it remains true that experience is
By BURTON C. GRANICHER
Account Executive
McCann-Erickson, San Francisco
RADIO and department stores —
there's a subject that's widely discussed everywhere but, like the
weather, "nobody ever does anything about it."
Of course, that's a rather extreme statement, for there are
many successful department store
radio programs now on the air.
After all, there's no reason why department stores can't use radio just
as successfully as other advertisers.
On this premise, our agency created a radio program idea which
was presented to Hale Bros., operators of a chain of five department
stores in Northern California. And
despite the fact that department
stores, like many other advertisers,
are not particularly interested in
increasing their advertising these
days, Hale Bros, realized that this
radio program would serve as a
change of pace and would do a
special job for them.
Program Requirements
Department stores serve all types
of people, young and old, whitecollar workers and day laborers.
For that reason, we wanted a radio show that would have a general
appeal. And since department stores
operate six days a week, we wanted
a program that would give them
daily coverage, if possible.
Accordingly, we set up a musical
program of world-famous melodies,
described as "the songs your mother used to sing to you . . . the
tunes you whistled and danced to

lacking as to just what kinds of programs and promotions these important advertisers should use — when
they use radio. Every department store radio program
therefore becomes of interest as a precedent for future
developments. And when a chain of important stores
in a major market undertakes an extensive effort in
this direction, station and store management are both
interested. Here's the story, by Burton Granicher, who
handled the account for McCann-Erickson and KSFO.
when you were young . . . melodies which bear happy associations." The program was titled
Hour of Melody. To obtain the
required regularity, the show is
broadcast one hour every night,
365 nights a year, from 9 to 10
over KSFO, San Francisco.
Although all of the music is recorded, special care is taken in
the planning of the programs and
the selection of the records. The
continuity is prepared with the
thought of trying to reveal some
new and unusual information about
the artists or the music.
Unlike department store newspaper copy, the announcements are
not required to bring about immediate sales. Regular items are featured and although the program
has only been on the air a month,
it has proven itself from a quicksales standpoint. However, Hale
Bros, also look upon the Hour of
Melody as a vehicle for building
good will, for winning new custom-

REAL PROMOTION has been put behind the Hour of Melody which
Hale Bros., West Coast department store chain, is sponsoring on KFSO,
San Francisco. These enthusiastic gentlemen are previewing an outdoor poster announcing the program. (L to r) Marshal Hale Jr., prpsident, and Junius C. Smith, general sales promotion manager, Hale
Bros.; Richard Oddie and Burton C. Granicher, McCann-Erickson Inc.;
Mort Sidley, sales manager, and Edward J. Jansen, manager, of KSFO.
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ers and making real friends out of
its many regular customers.
In the opening programs, specific mention was made that the
announcements on the Hour of
Melody would be brief and would
tend toward new merchandise developments designed to help ease
the strain of wartime living. Prices
of Aarticles
are never
maximum
of fourment'oned.
announcements is used on each program, all
of which are kept below forty-five
seconds. In addition to product announcements, Hale Bros. Hour of
Melody devotes many spots to
helping the war effort — salvage
drives, blood bank, war savings
and bonds, etc.
Newspaper Promotion
Hale Bros, are publicizing the
program in the four Northern California cities where they have
stores — San Francisco, Oakland,
San Jose and Sacramento. Fullpage newspaper ads announced the
show and small ads featuring the
night's program appear daily on
the radio pages of a number of
newspapers. An outdoor poster
showing, calling attention to the
program, is also being released in
a number of cities. Store cards,
window cards, direct mail and
many other forms of advertising
are also being used to remind cusMelody. tomers of this nightly Hour of
Although the Hour of Melody
is Hale Bros.' first major radio
campaign, it is interesting to recall that this department store was
a pioneer in the radio broadcasting field. They started KPO in
1922 and the studios were located
in the main San Francisco store.
Later they sold the station to the
National Broadcasting Company.
Hale Bros, is also a pioneer in the
California department store field.
They opened their first store in
San Jose 67 years ago.
Returning to our original premise, we think that a sound radio
program, carefully planned and executed, can do a successful job for
a department store. We appreciate
the fact that Hale Bros, share our
belief and we hope that their success in radio will influence other
department stores.
BROADCASTING

PAPER INDUSTRY IN
DRIVE FOR PULP
ORGANIZED to meet the pulp and
paper crisis
brought
on by diminishing supplies
of pulpwood,
the
War Activities Committee of the
Pulpwood Consuming Industries,
New York, is starting a nationwide
campaign
with two
objectives: to increase
laborbasic
for cutting
pulpwood; and to persuade officials
responsible for the allocation of materials that pulpwood is essential to
the war effort and deserves an adequate share of available materials.
Campaign will involve a publicity
and advertising drive in newspapers, magazines and individual
mills. Newspaper advertising will
be underwritten by asking daily
newspapers to contribute 5 cents per
ton of newsprint consumed by each
publisher during the year 1942. A
total of $50,000 has already been
assured for this purpose.
No over-all sum has been set
up for radio time purchases, but it
is expected that individual mills
may be interested in buying time
locally. Specific objectives locally
are to urge farmers to give three
extra days a year to cutting pulpwsod, to lessen absenteeism from
pulpwood cutting, and in the North,
during winter months to encourage
farmers to go into wood cutting
operations. Pulpwood mills, of
which there are some 250, representing 150 or more companies, are
located, for the most part in small
towns offering sates opportunities
to the smaller stations.
Serial Critic to Appeal
Dismissal of Libel Suit
ACTION of the Federal Court in
New York in dismissing the suit
brought by Dr. Louis Berg against
Printers' Ink for libel per se in an
article titled "Dusting Off Dr.
Berg", is to be appealed to the Appelate Court by the plaintiff, it was
learned last week. Case involving
suit for $250,000 was dismissed
July 14. A similar suit against the
writer of the article, Max Wylie
of the radio department of N. W.
Ayer & Sons, New York, remains
Describing- the article as being
open. the limits of fair criticism
within
and comment, U. S. District Judge
John Bright's opinion dismissing
the complaint said the plaintiff
could hardly expect a "gentle or
meek reply" to his attack on serials,
having
suchindustry,
"stout blows
criticismdealt
at an
which and
by
and large, seems to be rendering a
pretty fair service to a very large
and increasing audience".
Now Major Patrick
TALBOT PATRICK, vice-president
of the Eastern Carolina Broadcastof WGBR,
Goldsboro,ing Co.,
N. operator
C., on leave
as a special
writer with the OWI, has just been
commissioned a major in the Army
Military Government organization,
and is awaiting orders. Mr. Patrick, publisher of the Goldsboro
(N. ize
C.)the News-Argus,
organ-in
broadcasting helped
company
1938 and was vice-president and director until he was asked to join
the old Office of Facts and Figures
more than a year ago. He continued
with the OWI in various capacities
when it succeeded the OFF.
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Clapper

FTC Cites Velskin
VELSKIN, a cosmetic product of
R. H. Tillson, trading as Isabelle
Beautetics Co. and R. H. Tillson
Co., St. Louis, is cited in a Federal Trade Commission complaint
which alleges that the preparation
will not "expose new and different
skin, will not effect the functioning of oil glands of the skin, nor
penetrate
clogged
and remove dirt, and
cannotpores
be depended

Witness

To Rome
Bombing
Attack Got Usual Bulletin
Coverage by Net Stations
FIRST RADIO reporter to relate
an eye-witness account of the bombing of Rome was Raymond Clapper, Mutual's columnist-commentator, who flew in the nose of a B-17
bomber beside the head gunner in
one of the lead squadrons. Clapper
spoke on Mutual on his usual 1010:15 p.m. program, sponsored by
General Cigar Co., New York, describ'ng the bombing mission itself
as well as the pre-bombing pilots'
meeting which he attended.
The Rome raid, last week's headline development in the Allied advance on Europe — received the
usual bulletin coverage by the
major networks' New York outlets
in the early morning hours of July
19, before network lines opened for
the day.
That evening, CBS, NBC and
Mutual each carried eyewitness reports. CBS, on its 6:45 p.m. World
News Today roundup, sponsored by
General Electric Co., Schenectady,
carried a report by Farnsworth
Fowle, CBS correspondent in Algiers, who introduced Major Warren Whitmore of Jacksonville, Fla.,
one of the officers leading a formation of Flying Fortresses over
Rome.
In a similar manner, NBC's
Ralph Howard, speakin? from Algiers, on the 7:15 p.m. Alka-Seltzer
News of the World July 19, introduced Tom Treanor of the Los Angeles Times, who gave a description of the raid as he saw it from
a Mitchell medium bomber.
BLUE on Sicily at 12:06
News of the Allied invasion of
Sicily in the early morning hours
of July 10 was broadcast on the
BLUE at 12:06 a.m., one minute
after Allied Force Headquarters in
Algiers announced the long-awaited move. Broadcasting from New
York, Roy Porter, BLUE commentator, went on the air at 12:15 a.m.
with a brief summary and again
at 12:30 a.m. for a five-minute report.
This was followed at 12:45 a.m.
by a commentary from Washington by William Hillman, and up
until 1 a.m., when George Hayes
read another bulletin on the invasion, frequent flashes of the event
were broadcast by the BLUE.
The other three major networks
gave the news to American listeners
between 12:05 and 12:15 as reported in the July 19 issue of Broadcasting.
'Lum & Abner' Renewed
FOR THE THIRD consecutive
year Miles Labs., Elkhart, Ind., has
renewed Lum & Abner on the Keystone Broadcasting System. Renewal went into effect July 1, on
'125 KBS stations in communities
covered by Miles' distribution. Program is aired for Alka-Seltzer and
Vitamins. Agency is Wade Adv.,
Chicago.
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RECENTLY AWARDED a $25 prize for neat appearance in competition
with other recreation centers at the Army Air Force's Classification Center near Nashville, Tenn., is this day room furnished by WSM, Nashville.
Cadets assigned to the room plan to use the prize money for magazine
subscriptions. In recognition of the award WSM has presented the airmen with subscriptions to two Nashville dailies.
Funds

Cut

0/f5 AAA

Must Be Initiated
PROHIBITED by Congress from
using funds for radio and other
informational activities in its state
and county offices, the Agricultural
Adjustment Agency will henceforth depend on stations to initiate programs to reach the farm
audience with news and information on AAA and County War
Board activities.
A provision in the AAA appropriations act for the fiscal year
started July 1, 1943 specifies that
"none of the funds . . . shall be
used to pay the salaries and expenses of any regional information
employes or any state or county
information employes, but this
shall not preclude the answering
of inquiries or supplying of information to individual farmers."
200 Stations Affected
Affected by the Congressional
limitation are more than 200 small
stations which carried AAA programs arranged by county and
community committeemen. Most of
these stations possess limited facilities and will probably be unable to arrange similar programs
on their own. To some, this will
mean a loss of revenue received
from spot announcements immediately following AAA broadcasts.
In an effort to assist larger stations in carrying AAA news to
farmers, the radio service of the
Office of Information, Dept. of
Agriculture, has sent a memorandum to about 65 stations having
farm program directors which outlines informational assistance
available for program development. According to this memorandum, farm program directors can:
1. Ask cemmitteemen questions,
and quote their replies.
2. Request from an AAA office
the names of farmers whose operations would qualify them to broadcast on specific subjects.
3. Use AAA officials from Washington on their broadcasts, either
transcribed or in person.

News
By

to Farmers

Local

Stations

As a further aid in disseminating information to farmers and
others directly concerned with the
AAA programs, State Extension
Directors are being asked to utilize their facilities for radio and
other media. A suggested procedure
for cooperation between the state
AAA chairmen and Extension offices, issued from the offices of N.
E. Dodd, Ch:"ef of AAA, and M.
L. Wilson, Director of Extension
Work, outlines informational activities with respect to radio as
follows :
"Some script outlines designed
for adaptation and completion m
the States will be issued from the
Washington offices of the AAA.
Copies of these outlines will be
sent by the Washington office of
the Extension Service to the State
Extension Directors, and by the
Washington AAA offices to the
State AAA office. The scripts
where suitable will be adapted and
completed by the Extension Service and submitted to the State
AAA office for approval. Upon
approval they will be issued by
the Extension Service. . . .
"Other scripts will need to be
originated, or programs produced
in the States and counties. The
scripts will be prepared by the
Extension Service and submitted
to the AAA office for approval.
. . . AAA cooperators not employed by the AAA may participate in such broadcasts provided
no AAA funds are used to pay expenses in connection with such
broadcasts."
Insurers on MBS
EMPLOYERS GROUP, Boston,
comprised of three companies dealing in insurance, has purchased
the Friday, 10-10:15 p.m. period
on Mutual for a news broadcast by
Cedric Foster, MBS commentator.
Program is scheduled to start Aug.
6 on an undetermined number of
stations. Agency is H. C. Humphries, Boston.
BROADCASTING

upon
to remove all
kinds that
of stains."
The complaint
asserts
these
and other alleged claims made on
the radio and in other media are
false, although it admits that the
emollient action of the cream may
facilitate removal of surface flakes
of cuticle.
Cleaner Spots
CLUB ALUMINUM PRODUCTS
Co., Chicago (Club Aluminum
Cleaner), new to radio, on July
22 started a test campaign of 13
station-break announcements weekly on WCFL and WMAQ, both
Chicago.
Copynews-style
features approach,
low-pressure, casual
and will also mention four other
products of the company, which
formerly manufactured aluminum
ware: cream furniture polish,
scratch-concealing polish, general
cleaner and silver polish. Contract
for 13 weeks was placed by Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.
Campaign probably will be expanded later.
Italian Appeals
ITALIAN-AMERICANS gathered
in the stud'os of WINS, New York,
recently to transcribe personal
messages to the people of Italy,
urging them to lay down their arms
and welcome the forces of liberation. Messages were to be shortwaved to Italy by the OWL Those
who made the appeals identified
themselves by name and by association with some Ital'an village of
their forbears. Included in the
group was the widow of the famous
Italian singer, Enrico Caruso.
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GABRIEL HEATTER, noted comlast week signed
a five-year
contract tomentator,continue
broadcasting
on
WOR, New York, in addition to over
100 other Mutual affiliates on a locally sponsored basis. Contract may be
extended
to Dec. 31, 1949, with renewal options.
GIVES LAPEL PiNS
KGIR Awards Tokens for
Home Front Service
OUT zensinneverButte,
Mont., where
citisee battleships,
or tanks,
or even men in uniform, KGIR is
stimulating public interest in home
front war service by distributing
the WJR-WJAR "In Service of
Home and
pins to individualsCountry"
doing an outstanding
job
for the war effort.
Station puts on a half hour show
daily six days a week, paying $5
for names and sketches of persons
eligible for the pin. Typical winners are an 84-year-old woman who
has knitted over a hundred pairs
of socks for the Red Cross and a
farm woman who has made over
250 items for the Red Cross, milks
16 cows daily, and serves at the
AWVS canteen for servicemen at
the Butte railroad station.
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He

Jimmy

got

me

Cagney,

too

Barbara sold lots of War Bonds. She asked no glory or praise
for it. All she wanted was Jimmy Cagney's signature in her
autograph book. And, she got it . . . because Sidney Andorn,
'round-the-town reporter of WGAR, goes out of his way to
serve Cleveland in many different and unusual ways.
On the air every day for eight years, Sid has won a loyal following for
his newsy air column. In addition, he probably has emceed more civic
shows and broadcasts than any other individual in radio.
It was Sid who created our Annual Easter Egg Hunt in local parks, an
affair which has been fun for thousands of Cleveland youngsters. Another
popular feature is his yearly Fathers' Day broadcast which introduces
Cleveland's newest pater minutes after the stork arrives. He originated the
Cleveland At War program that, weekly, has documented this city's part in
the war effort . . . organized and programmed the Singing Airmen from
near-by air force colleges . . . inaugurated singfests at local induction
centers.
As director of special events for Cleveland's Friendly Station, Sid has
interviewed hundreds of celebrities, been responsible for many "firsts" . . .
also serves on Mayor Lausche's public events committee.
Sid is another of the friendly, helpful people with ideas who work with
you when you make use of the facilities of WGAR.

G. A. Richards, President . . . John F. Patt, Vice President and General Manager
Edward Petry & Company, Inc., National Representative
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{Continued from page 8)
initial funds came from the President's war emergency budget, with
supplemental appropriations procured from Congress on the
strength of the President's action.
Mr. Garey also sought to prove
that the FCC improperly had procured supplemental appropriations
for specific FBIS activities, purportedly demanded by war agencies
of the Government, and then had
disbursed the bulk of these funds
for other purposes. In this connection, he read testimony to the
House Appropriations Subcommittee by Chairman Fly seeking some
$254,000 for 148 new employes
whereas, based on FCC minutes
and other data, it developed only
31 additional employes were added,
with the balance of the funds used
for "other purposes."
Overall, he said, FCC for the
fiscal year 1943 procured $558,000
in a supplemental appropriation
(some $608,000 had been requested), which funds, he declared, were
used for a "Roman holiday" by
the FCC through allocation to
various agencies of the Commission
other than the so-called war activities.
Adm. Hooper's Experience
Contrasted With Fly's
In opening the session, Mr. Garey
placed in the record the "official
record" of Admiral S. C. Hooper,
retired, which included high commendations from Secretaries of the
Navy and other high-ranking officials of the department. These documents revealed that Admiral
Hooper had been commended for
his outstanding contributions to
communications, both Naval and
commercial, over the years, and has
been credited with many pioneering
developments in the art. He was
credited with safeguarding allocations for this country at international conferences. Upon Admiral
Hooper's retirement from active
service last March 15, he was the
recipient of a number of congratulatory telegrams from high officers
of the Navy, crediting him with
outstanding accomplishments in the
development of radio. Mr. Garey
explained he introduced this data
in the light of the comments by
Chairman Fly following introduction of the Hooper memorandum
to the Secretary of the Navy regarding the undesirability of the
chairmanship of the BWC reposing
in the chairman of the FCC. Mr.
Garey explained he intended to
call Admiral Hooper to testify on
all the facts and circumstances in
connection with his provocative
memorandum, but that the instrucPage 20 • July 26, 1943

Activity
Probed
by House
tions of the Secretary of the Navy
Mr. Garey charged that the inprecluded this appearance.
vestigation made by the Committee showed that this statement, atMr. Fly, "in one of his numertributed to Chairman Fly, "is not
ous press releases," said Mr. Garey,
had characterized the Hooper views true." He said testimony would be
adduced to establish that point.
as "irresponsible charges." For
that reason, he said he thought it
was desirable to place in the record Funds Augmented
the outstanding accomplishments
By Other Agencies
of Admiral Hooper.
Read into the record also were
Chairman Cox said he had heard
FCC appropriations from its creait said many times that Admiral
tion to the present. These increased
Hooper had contributed more to from $1,896,855 for the fiscal year
radio than any man since Marconi.
1935 to $7,609,914 for the 1944
Mr. Garey then asked permission fiscal year. Mr. Garey declared that
to supplement the biographical the Committee, in its investigations,
data placed in the record prepara- had been unable to justify the FCC
tory to Mr. Fly's testimony of July appropriations for 1943. He men9. He pointed out that there was no
tioned an item of $300,000, transmention of Mr. Fly's communicaferred from the President's emertions background in the original
gency fund to the FCC with the
biography. He said he had since understanding that it would be rediscovered that for a period of six
turned, but that as of the present
months, as a boy, Mr. Fly "had this money had not been reimbursed.
worked as a telephone operator in There is a deficit of some $205,000
in the figures given the Committee
by the FCC and the budget figures,
Declaring
that
was
the
extent
of
Texas."
his
communications experience, Mr. he declared.
Pointing out that FBIS is held
Garey asserted that Mr. Fly, upon
being appointed chairman of the to engage in intelligence work for
of the GovernFCC, became an "expert ex-officio." other departments
ment, Mr. Garey said the inquiry
At great length, Mr. Garey
placed in the record memoranda and indicated that while Congress appropriated the money for that
communications dealing with the
work, the FCC, whenever it can,
creation of the Defense Communications Board, predecessor of the goes to other agencies to collect for
Board of War Communications, in the service. He said he did not
1941. These data purported that know whether this was a "skillful
the original plan for the Board way" of augmenting its appropriawas to restrict its membership to
tions. His own view, he added, "is
the military. Afterward, Mr. Fly, that it is a way of the FCC getting
as chairman of the FCC, reported
money that Congress never inthat the Commission had directed
tended it should get."
that the chairman should act as
The mushrooming of RID and
FBIS was outlined by Mr. Garey,
the FCC member of the Committee
which originally was contemplated, based on data procured from the
rather than the FCC chief engi- FCC. RID had 16 employes in 1940,
neer.
as against 850 in 1943. FBIS in

SIGNING CONTRACT for Coronet Little Shove on Columbia network
is Robert L. Schutter. president of Schutter Candy Co., Chicago. Watching are (1 to r) : Paul R. Trent, vice president; Robert L. Schutter; R. J.
Scott
Schwimmer
& Scott
Georger
Schutter, sec'y
and
treas. ofDespite
serious
corn Adv.
syrupAgency;
shortages
and M.
restrictions
on other
materials, Schutter Candy (Bit-O-Honey and Old Nick) has an eye to
post war markets in furthering its radio advertising.
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1941 had 17 employes, as against
486 last month. The two agencies
together since 1940 have expended
approximately nine million dollars,
he declared.
Mr. Barger, sworn in as a committee witness, testified he had
been a member of the bar since
1914 and practiced law until 1934.
Since that time he has been engaged in Governmental investigation work, having spent two years
with WPA and four years as investigator for the General Accounting Office. He has done work from
time to time for committees of
Congress in connection with investigations ofGovernmental agencies.
Mr. Barger declared that the
"oath of allegiance and secrecy"
administered by BWC to staff members and employes represented, in
his judgment, a "great departure
from
the hestandard
of oath."
He said
knew ofform
no statute
or
law authorizing the imposition of
such an oath. He expressed doubt
as to its legality and whether it is
binding on employes.
No Authority Found
For Starting FBIS or RID
Under cross-examination by Mr.
Garey, Mr. Barger said he had
been unable to find any authority
in the statutes or by executive order
authorizing the creation of either
RID or FBIS. RID, he said, was
started in July, 1940, with a fund
of $1,600,000 transferred from the
President's emergency fund. It
originally was known as the National Defense Operations Section
of the Field Division of FCC, but
subsequently was elevated to the
status of a division. Asserting he
had been unable to find any executive order or statute authorizing
creation of RID, Mr. Barger said
that the only legal authorization
appeared to be the fact that Congress has appropriated money for
it.
Mr. Barger's testimony was inter upted topermit the appearance
of Philip C. Hamblett, assistant of
the OWI Overseas Branch. Mr.
Hamblett said he believed FBIS
had some 31 or 32 people in North
Africa. Under questioning, he said
it was not a military secret that
the Army wanted them "out of
there." He declared he was not certain where he had procured that
information but he believed he had
heard it in War Department circles.
The entire staff, he added, was
transferred to the Psychological
Warfare Branch out of OWI funds.
Only one FBIS employe, Peter
Rhodes, remained as news editor.
Mr. Garey sought to ascertain
the degree of duplication of OWI
and FBIS monitoring functions.
OWI and FCC, it was brought out,
maintain separate staffs in London
and in other places. Mr. Hamblett,
however, claimed there was no
duplication in material cabled to
this country. Whereas FBIS interprets and analyzes the news, OWI
deals in full texts, he said. Mr.
Hamblett said he did not know of
• Broadcast
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JL HE capacity for leadership today is reflected in the combination of experience and youthful vitality. Such a combination
is found in WDOD, the Columbia outlet of Chattanooga.
WDOD is the oldest station in the Chattanooga area, now in
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its 19th year of service. It has the "know-how" of years
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any executive order or law authorizing the FCC to operate a London
office or anywhere abroad.
Mr. Hamblett agreed that the
Army is anxious to keep at an
absolute minimum the number of
civilian agencies operating abroad.
FBIS, he said, functions on a different basis than OWI but gets the
benefit of OWI monitoring. He
pointed out that OWI does not have
the funds, staff or equipment to do
the overall monitoring job but he
admitted that with those essentials
it could conceivably do it.
Mr. Garey alluded to testimony
given last March by Chairman Fly
to the Costello subcommittee investigating Selective Service deferments for Government employes.
At that time, he recited, Mr. Fly
contended that all the information
msed by OWI was supplied by
FBIS. Mr. Hamblett said he would
■"have to take issue with that answer
because of what we do in London,
where we have a 20,000-word file."
When Mr. Garey asked whether
Mr. Fly's testimony was "in accord with the true facts," the OWI
•official said he could not talk for
the FCC chairman.
Barger Found RID
And FBIS Little Used
Returning to the stand, Mr.
Barger brought out that approximately 41% of the FCC's appropriations are for RID and that RID
and FBIS combined absorb 2/3 of
the total Commission fund. Reciting
interviews with Army and Navy
officials, Mr. Barger said it was
difficult to say how much use was
made of these FCC services by the
military. The Army did not supply
any material data, he said, while
Navy officials usually commented
"It's a nice day outside."
He said that these interviews indicated to him that very little use
is made of these services by the
military, and more particularly
the Navy. He declared these conversations appeared to confirm the
views expressed by the Joint Chiefs
of Staff in their letter recommending elimination of these FCC services and transfer of RID to the
Army.
Tracing the development of
FBIS, Mr. Barger said their investigation showed that on Feb. 25,
1941, it received $150,000 from the
President's emergency fund, of
3300,000 requested. The Bureau of
the Budget, in its initial report,
he said, held that this work might
■v^ell be done by the State Department or by the CIAA. He said that
his investigations did not reveal
that FBIS was furnishing service
to "shape military policy," as had
been held by, Chairman Fly.
As in the RID case, he said, he
uld not find authority for the
eation of FBIS, except a resolution adopted by the Board of
War Communications. There was
r|o executive order and no legislative authority, he said. He expressed the view that FBIS is functioning "without legal authority."
; Alluding to the change in the
riame
of "Foreign Broadcast Monit
Page 22
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FCC

Handout

Claims

Asked Commission
TO COUNTERACT a contention
of Eugene L. Garey, general counsel of the House committee investigating the FCC, the Commission
last Wednesday issued a press release stating that Gen. Eisenhower,
members of his staff, and the OWI
had requested the FCC to send
personnel to North Africa. Mr.
Garey earlier had cited letters and
other documents purporting to show
that the Army had requested the
FCC to remove members of the
FBIS staff from the North African
theater.
Copies of the FCC press release
were handed to newsmen covering
the Cox inquiry last Wednesday in
the committee room. The release
was not made available for distribution at the FCC.
Attached to Army
The Commission release quoted
Robert D. Leigh, director of FBIS.
"The Cox committee investigating
the FCC alleges that FCC monitoring in North Africa was useless
and without Army authority," said
the statement. "The facts are that
Army headquarters, European theater of operations and OWI requested the FCC to send personnel
to North Africa. These experts
were attached to the Army's Psychological Warfare unit and were
part
an Army
operation."
Dr. ofLeigh
further
stated that the
Army request for FCC personnel
toring Service" to "Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Service," Mr.
Barger testified that he had reached
the conclusion the change was made
only for the purpose of "dignifying
the activity
as a function
war function,"
whereas
its main
is that
of a "news service."
Rep. Hart opposed the introduction of testimony of "unknown
persons,"
asserting
should
be understood
that that
these itare
not
the conclusions of the Committee.
After Mr. Garey observed he
was taking this tack only because
the military witnesses could not be
called, Chairman Cox said the testimony would be permitted to go
into the record "for the consideration of the Committee."
Obtains Some
Exhibits From DCB
Mr. Garey introduced a number
of DCB exhibits produced by the
FCC, and commented that the Committee should know "where Mr. Fly
is not involved we have no difficulty
in getting the minutes of DCB."
He alluded to Mr. Fly's contention
that DCB-BWC activities were confidential.
Mr. Barger testified that there
are 1,331 individuals in Government
and private life who receive the
analyses of FBIS and that some
260,000 "pieces of mail" are sent
out on an annual basis. His interviews of a number of recipients, he
said, revealed that "very little use

Gen.

Eisenhower

Experts for Africa
came from Gen. Eisenhower. Arrangements for FCC personnel in
North Africa, he added, were made
by Gen. McClure, chief of Military
Intelligence abroad, and Gen. Metajka, Chief Signal Officer abroad.
As recently as June 3, he said, Gen.
Strong approved maintenance of
an FCC liaison editor in North
Africa, and the other personnel
supplied by the FCC to the Army
and to OWI remain on duty there.
"In brief," Dr. Leigh said, "we
were asked to lend personnel to
the military in an emergency because we had people who were
skilled in the broadcast monitoring
operation. They are still there doing that work. In the emergency
we sent them without raising the
immediate question of paying their
salaries. When later we raised that
question the War Department decided that OWI should pay their
salaries and the transfer was made.
We are proud of the organizing
job which was done and we refer
the Committee to those who have
observed it, for confirmation of
thisAttached
judgment."
to the release were letters which Dr. Leigh said "have
not been classified as secret, confidential, or restricted by any Government agency," and "sufficiently
show that FCC personnel were sent
to North Africa at the request of
and in cooperation with high Army
officials."
is made of the FBIS analyses."
Army and Navy people, he said, in
many instances throw them "in the
wastebasket." Mr. Garey added that
he understood that some military
people had asked FBIS not to send
them any more because they "clutter up the offices."
Jett Said FCC Could
Not Do Navy Job
Mr. Barger outlined to the Committee testimony of E. K. Jett, FCC
chief engineer and chairman of the
BWC Coordinating Committee,
regarding RID monitoring activities, adduced June 26 at the Committee offices. He reported that Rear
Admiral Joseph R. Redman, director of Naval communications,
had shown him a new monitoring
service created by the Navy on
enemy military activities. Mr. Jett
"frankly admitted that the FCC
was not equipped to do that job,"
Mr. Barger said. Mr. Jett testified
that the FCC had done some "hit
and miss monitoring of enemy
transmissions." He pointed out that
as a retired Naval officer himself,
he understood that the Navy would
not permit any civil agency to
handle that type of intelligence
work. Because there has been "no
official request from the Navy" to
cease RID operations, Mr. Jett said
he did not feel there was any
recommendation that the service be
discontinued.
FCC General Counsel Charles R.
BROADCASTING

Denny Jr., interrupted to advise
the Committee that Lt. Jett is
available and could appear before
the Committee. He pointed out that
piecemeal testimony of this character might be misunderstood.
Chairman Cox commented that the
Committee would "get to Mr. Jett
Mr. Garey had read into
in After
due course."
the record testimony of Chairman
Fly seeking the deficiency appropriation and had stated that the
additional FBIS work was requested by various Governmental
agencies, Mr. Garey cited FCC
minutes to show that funds appropriated by Congress for this purpose were allocated for other purposes. Mr. Fly, he said, had told
Congress that "urgent requests
from the war agencies" had been
made for broadening of FBIS functions in "shaping foreign and military policy" and for "countering
enemy propoganda." Within a week
of approval of the appropriation,
he said, Robert D. Leigh, chief of
FBIS, advised the FCC that the
appropriation of this money provided funds for "personal reorganization which has been long
Raises Allegedly
Paid
With War Funds
overdue."
This, he called "in disregard of
representations made to the Congressional committee." The committee approved the recommendations, he said, subject to "clearance
of the Bureau of the Budget." Mr.
Barger then reported on interviews
with B. S. Beecher and J. J. Love,
of the Bureau of the Budget. He
declared that they disclaimed any
knowledge of the FCC's action and
had not been consulted regarding
it. They claimed that reclassification of employes was not the function of the Budget Bureau but that
if they had been asked, the action
would have been "frowned upon."
In resuming the hearings Tuesday morning, Mr. Garey reiterated
his allegations of "uselessness" of
FBIS and RID, and placed in the
record additional data dealing with
alleged "deception" by the FCC in
allocating funds procured for specific FBIS activities. He placed in
the record a series of exhibits dealing with pay increases given to
Commission employes in all dewith funds
allege "ly
procured forpartments
what
were described
as "war activities".
Among those who benefitted
from reclassification he said, was
William E. Dodd Jr., FBIS employe, who, along with Dr. Goodwin B. Watson, has been the target of Congressional committee attacks because of purported memership
izations.in Communist front organDr. Dodd, he declared, was increased in pay from $2,600 to
$3,200 a year, the increase having
been authorized because of a proposed assignment for FBIS in
London. Subsequently, he said, the
State Department refused to issue
a passport to Dr. Dodd and he was
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Our "Showmanship department" said, "we
could build a terrific show with him if ... if
We dared.
you dared."
For an hour and a half every day, Paul
Gibson went on WBBM — to talk. ( It took
foresight to venture 90 minutes of talk.) About
anything interesting. Or stimulating. Or informative. Just good conversation!
The letters started pouring in. "My wife
and I argued your fascinating views on teenage troubles" . . . "Your intriguing biography
of Eisenhower" . . . "I would like my class at
Indiana State Teachers' College to read your
talks on getting along with people" . . . "Did
Du Barry really?". . ."A copy for our Rotary
Club". . ."You take the place of night school". . .
Pretty nearly everybody writes him sooner
or later. Company presidents, taxi-drivers,
housewives. A Missionary -to -Moscow wrote,
"your sparkling intelligence commands my admiration and respect."
Advertisers write him, too. They write letters
like this one from the Huber Hoge agency who
sold books through Gibson's show:
"Your Paul Gibson's Housewives Protective
League paid out at just twice as low as the
nearest competing station. This despite the fact
that we used nearly every station over 1000
watts in the country."
Participating sponsorships on "Housewives'
Protective League" are now available. But
aside from your selfish interest in the program, the story
is one more example of why

nship station
Showma
CHICAGO'S
50,000 watts -780 ke.

WBBM, Chicago's Showmanship Station, has been the most
bought- out radio station in
Chicago for 18 straight years.

Represented by Radio Sales,

TAKING PART in the 911th consecutive broadcast and 19th Anniversary
of Farm Question Box Program at KOA, Denver, and the Western
Farm Life magazine are (1 to r) : Mrs. Mina Burke, home department
editor of Western Farm Life; James E. White, editor of Western Farm
Life; Rex Brown, KOA news editor; Henrie Miller, asst. editor of
Western Farm Life; Glenn Killam, KOA announcer. Preceding by several
years the National Farm and Home Hour, Farm Question Box is the
second oldest program of its kind. First broadcast was July 9, 1924.
retained here, but the increase was
permitted to stand.
In pursuing the manner in which
the FCC "passed around" the
$558,000 supplementary appropriation, Mr. Garey drew from Chief
Investigator Barger the statement
that Bureau of the Budget officials
interviewed by him had no knowledge of the FCC's action. Mr. Barger reported that a recent check
with the FCC's budget officer,
George L. Stillwagon, produced the
information that it was the latter's
understanding that the matter had
been taken up "orally" with the
Budget Bureau.
H. J. Ehrsam, of the Civil Service Commission, Mr. Barger declared, stated that the action of
the FCC on reclassification of employes had been requested by Dr.
Leigh and approved. Mr. Barger
declared that based on his inquiries,
he did not believe that the reclassification "was in keeping with
the intent of Congress." He said
the Civil Service Commission did
not know that the specific appropriation had been made for 148
additional employes of the FCC.
Civil Service Commission officials
also reported, Mr. Barger said,
that other agencies are "indulging in deficit spending and are exceeding their budgets."
Army Told FCC to
'Get Out of Africa'
When Chairman Cox asked
whether it is permissible under
the law to engage in deficit spending, Mr. Garey cited the United
States Code provisions to show
that such activity is prohibited.
Any person responsible for it, he
said, can be "removed summarily"
from office and fined or imprisoned.
Mr. Garey said the FCC is "guilty
of it" and declared it closed its
last fiscal year with a deficit of
$225,000. He also cited an item of
$40,000 which he alleged the FCC
expended without authorization,
for the CBS listening post in San
Francisco, taken over by FBIS,
asserting this violated the law on
deficit spending.
Mr. Garey read into the record
detailed
correspondence, cables
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and other communications relating
to the establishment by FBIS of
activities in North Africa shortly
after our landing there in November, 1942. The sum total of this
evidence, he said, showed that the
Army initially desired to have a
single civilian technician, which it
thought it could get from the FCC,
in North Africa for monitoring
purposes. The Commission, he
held, "seized the opportunity to
extend its jurisdiction and authority" and from a small beginning it sought to develop a "fullfledged FBIS unit in Africa."
The FCC, he charged, sought to
get funds from the Army to compensate it for this unit and that
the Army last February told the
FCC to "get out of there." The
effort of the FCC, Mr. Garey contended, was to "fold itself in the
flag as an essential war agency
and extend its authority and presSecrecy of documents dealing
with the war again came into focus
tige." Mr. Garey identified an
when
exchange of correspondence in
March, April and June between
Chairman Fly and the Secretary
and Undersecretary of War. He
pointed out that these documents
were marked "confidential," along
with the descriptive notice that
unauthorized use of their contents
would violate the Espionage Act.
Mr. Garey said labeling these letters as confidential "is a pure matter of hooey." He held that the
Genesis of the practice of labeling documents confidential is found
in regulations issued by the OWI.
"Is this a mutiny against the
authority and power of Congress
through which this committee
operates?" asked Judge Cox. Mr.
Garey said that other investigating committees of Congress are
experiencing the same difficulties.
He agreed with Chairman Cox
that Congress will be denied such
material by the heads of the various agencies if Congress "lets
them get away with it and permits
them to spurn committee requests."
After Mr. Garey had read into
the record the OWI "definitions of
what is confidential," he said they

bore "all the earmarks of Harvard." When Rep. Miller inquired
how Congress could legislate intelligently unless it had information of this character, which admittedly would not be "prejudicial
to the national interest," Mr. Garey
said it could not unless Congress
"wants to be a rubber stamp."
Alluding to the activities of the
"bureaucrats," Chairman Cox said
he felt Congress "must assert its
authority" and that it might as
well be now as later. He held the
material sought could not be construed as confidential and could
not by any stretch be classified as
secret.
Rep. Hart, who has taken up the
cudgels in defense of the administration and the FCC position, inquired whether there had been any
court interpretations of the OWI
"confidential" definitions. Mr.
Garey pointed out that the OWI
was created by executive order and
not by Congress. The regulations,
therefore, he said, are issued for
the guidance of the executive departments and agencies and not the
Congress. OWI, he contended,
"can't tell Congress what to do."
Secrecy Rules Called
Assault on Congress
Mr. Miller asked whether this
"assault upon the sovereignty of
Congress" would not result in
"legislative
went furtherparalysis."
— he saidMr.it " Garey
would
mean that, plus "frustration and
futility as well." He predicted that
if the practice continued "it will
practically abolish one of the three
branches of Government."
The original question whether
the exchange of letters between
Mr. Fly and the Secretary and
Undersecretary of War should be
admitted in the record was placed
aside by Chairman Cox, with ruling
reserved.
Taking up another subject, Mr.
Garey offered for the record a
compilation of newspaper subscriptions of the FCC, showing that annual subscriptions are entered for
95 newspapers, with extra copy
purchases during a 23-day period
to approximately 1,000. Scientific,
technical and trade journals were
not included in the listing as essential to the functioning of the
agency.
In citing the list, Mr. Garey
pointed out that Congress had limited to $50 the amount that may
be spent by a Government agency
for the purchase of newspapers.
He did not elaborate on the point,
however.
Cites Subscriptions
To Home Papers
In citing individual suscriptions,
Mr. Garey pointed out that the
Atlanta Journal, subscribed to
yearly, went to the office of Commissioner Durr. Then he observed
"that's getting your home newspaper at public
expense."outIn that
the
"pin,
he brought
the Fresno Bee went to Commissioner Wakefield (from Fresno) ;
BROADCASTING

that
was
ton,
and

the Greenville (S. C.) News
delivered to Nicholas Curewho was described as "purchasing agent" of the Commission
who hails from South Carolina. The Houston Post, Mr. Garey
brought out, was delivered to Commissioner Walker (a native of
Oklahoma) ; the New York Times
went to Chairman Fly.
Among other subscriptions listed
were the Daily Worker and PM,
to which there were annual subscriptions. Asked if they were earmarked to any individual, Mr.
Garey said the records did not
show but that he "supposed a lot
of them read them." In extra copy
purchases, which totaled 947 for
a 23-day period. FBIS purchased
some 800 editions of the New York
Times. The New York Herald Tribune, New York Post and Washington Times-Herald had extra
purchases of about 40 each. Extra
New York Times Sunday editions
purchased totaled 27.
There was only one subscription
to the Washington Post, which has
supported the FCC and opposed
the Cox inquiry. Mr. Garey commented that the newspaper "can
look for increased business in the
Mr. Garey read into the record
an exchange of correspondence
future."
with
J. Edgar Hoover, FBI chief,
regarding use made by his organization of FBIS and RID services.
Only those replies relating to the
phase of the inquiry under investigation were read by Mr. Garey.
Hoover Indicates FCC
Service Little Used
The purport of the reply, Mr.
Garey said, was that little or no
use was made by FBI of these
services. FBI from time to time
had made specific requests for information and these totaled approximately 35 for the fiscal year
July, 1942 to June, 1943. FBI requested RID to furnish intercepts
in 4 instances, direction finding in
6 cases, and monitoring in two
cases. FBI said it did not receive
the wire service of FBIS and that
it did receive the daily reports
which were considered to be "occasional y of interest." Mr. Garey
interpreted this as a careful explanation "of something that is
Chairman
Cox interposed that
useless
to FBI."
Congress had a very high regard
for Mr. Hoover and wanted to
confer the Congressional Medal of
Honor upon him. When Rep. Hart
inquired whether Mr. Fly had
blocked that, Mr. Garey said he
thought
he the
"would
like to."
Whereas
records
disclosed
that FBI had requested FCC service in only some 35 instances, Mr.
Garey declared
that toFBI
nished information
the had
FCC furin
some 250 instances. The report
also showed that FCC submitted
"intercepts to FBI not requested
placed in the record
latter."
the Garey
byMr.
additional
excerpts of testimony
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"SPECIAL"
about

WOV

IT ISN'T the "special" award WOV has just
won in Billboard's 6th Annual Radio Publicity Survey for "creating new public acceptance" among its listeners and the radio industry.
Nor is it the "special" plaque which the publishers of Tune In Magazine awarded WOV last
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tice as a consulting engineer, from
1930, when he resigned from the
Navy, until 1935, when he was
drafted as FCC chief engineer,
Commissioner Craven said the practice had been a lucrative one and
the net return was "far less than
chief engineer". He explained the
circumstances which led to that

given to Congressional committees
by Mr. Fly, which he said he could
characterize "most charitably as
rash." These referred to claims
made by Mr. Fly of work carried
out at the request of war agencies
dealing with location and presence
of ships and with other military
activities.
Craven Comments on
'Confidential' Matter
Commissioner Craven made his
first formal appearance before the
Committee in open session Tuesday, in reply to a subpoena. He
was the second member of the
Commission to testify. Asking permission to read a prepared statement, Commissioner Craven said
he had been "warned" about making disclosures to the Committee
concerning matters regarded as
"confidential and secret".
He explained he had received no
directive from the President to
withhold any information. Some of
the documents which Mr. Garey
had requested him to furnish, he
said, were marked "confidential".
Declaring it was his opinion that
Congress is entitled without limitation to any and all information
it may desire, he said there may
be a question as to whether he
should divulge at a public hearing
information contained in documents marked "confidential".
"I recognize, of course, that I
am subject to this Committee's direction because it has been empowered by the Congress to investigate the agency of which I
am a member and of my acts and
doings as a commissioner," Com.
Craven continued. "Whether I shall
disclose here information contained in documents which are
marked 'confidential' must be the
responsibility of this Committee.
I don't feel that I am competent
to pass on that matter, or that I
should be requested to. I must, of
course, be governed by the Committee's direction."
Fly Said President
Was 'Deeply Concerned'
Expressing surprise over this
statement, Mr. Garey asked Com.
Craven "who warned you?" The
witness explained that Chairman
Fly had called to his attention certain matters in connection with the
Cox investigation. His recollection
was that on July 7, during the
Western Union - Postal merger
hearings, Mr. Fly called him into
an anteroom. The chairman said
he had heard that he (Craven) was
"cooperating with the Committee".
Com. Craven said he had advised
the chairman and other members
previously of his appearances before committee counsel in executive session at the request of the
Committee.
Disclaiming any "coercion",
Com. Craven then related that Mr.
Fly said he did not want to tell
him what he should or should not
do, but only that he wanted him
to know that he and the President
were "deeply concerned" about the
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COMBINING TALENT to tell listeners of WLW, Cincinnati, how women
enlistments in the Marine Auxiliary release male Marines for active duty,
is this Marine group, two of whom were formerly in radio. Left to right
are : Sgt. Jesse Bender ; Sgt. Vivian Poppe ; Sgt. Leroy Madison ; formerly
of WLW-WSAI; Sgt. Christine Poplawski; Sgt. C. Ranen Daley, formerly of WISG, Dayton. Sgt. Bender and Sgt. Daley are leaving for sea
duty and are replaced by Sgt. Poppe and Sgt. Poplawski. Broadcast was
one of Your Son at War series.
protection of the public welfare
and the "preservation of the security of confidential and secret
Com. Craven related further that
matters."
he had told Mr. Fly he did not want
to be cited "for contempt of Congress" but added that he had
"nothing to hide".
Asked by Mr. Garey whether he
challenged the good faith of the
Committee, Com. Craven said that
he had "every confidence" in the
Committee, its chairman and members of Congress. He disclaimed any
intent of challenging the "dignity
or authority" of the Committee,
and said he was willing to testify
on facts and express his personal
opinions within the prescribed limitations. He pointed out that he had
differed with Chairman Fly on
many policy matters, but that these
differences were honest ones and
he respected the "sincerity" of
the FCC's majority.
When Mr. Garey asked whether
he agreed with the majority efforts
to grasp "more and more power",
and mentioned specifically the letters of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
on the FCC's so-called war activities, Com. Craven said that he
did not agree with the Fly statement that the military services
were seeking to destroy the Commission or to "control civil communications."
Explaining he did not "share
the views expressed by Mr. Fly,"
Com. Craven said he felt the Commission should "stay out of the
headlines". He declared civil control of military operations in war
is just as dangerous as military
control of civil operations in peace.
In view of Com. Craven's statement, Counsel Garey asked the
Committee to instruct the witness
to answer questions propounded
and to produce the subpoenaed
documents. Chairman Cox told
Commissioner Craven the Committee desired to be courteous. He
pointed out that Mr. Fly, in his
various press releases, had insisted
that the Commission be given an
opportunity to answer charges and
that he was "here ten days ago and
refused to talk." He added that

the Committee called Commissioner
Craven to testify on matters pertaining to FCC operations and that
it did not want him to "hide behind
the phrase public interest."
Describing Com. Craven as "highly intelligent, intensely patriotic
and one of the world's outstanding
engineers," Chairman Cox said the
Committee wanted him to testify
without the slightest fear of punishment or hope of reward. He assured the witness that counsel
would not ask any questions dealing with military secrecy.
Craven's Record
Thoroughly Examined
Com. Craven was questioned extensively by Counsel Garey on his
Naval radio background and Naval
service. Nearly two hours were devoted to this type of examination,
beginning
the Naval
Commissioner's
appointmentwith
to the
Academy,
the many radio assignments given
him, his original service with the
former Radio Commission in 1927,
his appointment as chief engineer
of the FCC in 1935, at the request
of President Roosevelt, and his appointment to the FCC as a member in 1937.
Com. Craven said he considered
Admiral Hooper "one of the most
outstanding radio men of all time."
He praised his integrity and ability
"without limitation."
Asked whether the Navy was not
largely responsible for the development of broadcasting, Com. Craven
said that in wartime there is a
stimulus given to radio development. That occurred during the
last war and while the Navy does
not claim any credit for radiotelephone development, he said it contributed much to the art. Much
credit must be given to the enterprise and genius of private industry and manufacturers, he said.
The Navy probably did not see
these commercial aspects. Adm.
Hooper did encourage electrical
manufacturers to go into the radio
and communications field, he said,
relieving this country of its dependence upon foreign manufacturers.
In alluding to his private pracBROADCASTING

appointment.
When Rep. Miller inquired
whether he thought experience as
a telephone operator (alluding to
Chairman Fly's boyhood work)
qualified one for service on the
Commission, Com. Craven asked to
be excused from answering the
question. Chairman Cox granted
the request.
Commissioner Craven explained
that when he took the chief engineer's post he did so with the understanding that he would be permitted to reach his own individual
judgments on technical matters.
He said he "didn't mind being
overriden" but desired to arrive at
technical conclusions independently. When Mr. Garey asked him
whether he did not mean that he
wanted no "outside pressure being exerted," Commissioner Craven
said he did not want to be "influenced by other considerations."
Mr. Garey explained that he desired to have Commissioner Craven
complete his testimony on certain
phases of the inquiry, subject to
call later. Chairman Cox asked
the Commissioner to return Wednesday morning prepared to answer
questions propounded by committee counsel. He again assured the
witness that there would be no
questions "incompatible with the
public
interest." Letters
'Confidential'
Kept Out of Record
At thewith
outset
of the thirdCraven
day's
session,
Commissioner
on the stand, it was evident the
Committee had decided not to place
in the record the exchange of letters marked "confidential" by the
FCC. After a hurried conference
between Counsel Garey and the
Committee, the attorney was authorized to pursue examination of
Commissioner Craven.
Commissioner Craven read three
letters given him and said that he
had never seen them before and was
not familiar with their subject matter except "in the remotest way".
Mr. Garey then revealed that the
letters referred to monitoring operations of FBIS in North Africa.
The three letters, dated in March
and June, included a letter from
Chairman Fly to Secretary of
War Stimson, a reply by Undersecretary of War Patterson and
a second letter from Mr. Fly
to Mr. Patterson. Commissioner
Craven said the extent of his knowledge was that FBIS had four men
in North Africa placed there at the
request of the Army. He understood an agreement had been
worked out because of the protest
by the Army that there are "too
many
in North
and thatcivilians
something
had to Africa"
be done
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to reduce the number. The agreement was between OWI and the
FCC, he said.
Commissioner Craven disclaimed
any previous knowledge of the fact
that the Army had requested only
one FCC employe and that he did
not know that FBIS had 31 men in
North Africa (as Mr. Garey
claimed). He did not recall any
Commission vote on the opening of
an office there and failed to recollect any Commission consideration
of a staff larger than four.
Craven Declines
To Criticize Fly
When Garey asked who authorized this, and the witness replied
that he assumed Chairman Fly had
handled the matter, Chairman
Cox inquired whether the FCC "is
a one-man Commission?"
Asserting he did not think so,
Commissioner Craven said he knew
that he maintained his independence, but he did not know about the
other members. In a rather detailed discussion of the manner in
which the FCC functions, Commissioner Craven admitted that the
FCC had "granted the Chairman"
broad responsibilities and that he
did not agree with the Commission's
organization. He said the information regarding North Africa "took
him by surprise" but he did not go
along with the Committee Counsel
that this was typical of "a great
many similar instan"es" of alleged
one-man control of the FCC.

The

Declining to be placed in the position of criticizing Chairman Fly,
Mr. Craven insisted that matters
pertaining to delegations of authority in the Commission went
back to previous regimes. He said
that sometimes members of the
Commission were placed in a position of dealing with "fait accompli." He said he did not think
that the Chairman should be criticized for eurrent methods because
the Commissioners themselves "permit him to do these things."
"I think the situation could be
improved," said the Commissioner.
"It goes back to the previous ChairReiterating that he did not want
to be placed in the position of critimen." cizing the Chairman personally,
Mr. Craven said he did have his
"faults" but he also has his "virCommissioner Urges
tues." Legislation
New
Under brisk questioning by Mr.
Garey, the witness agreed that
there is no provision in the Communications Act giving the Chairman powers beyond those held by
other Commissioners. As a practical fact, he agreed, the Chairman
does dominate the Commission. He
pointed out that the vote on important matters usually was split
5-2 or 4-3. Describing Mr. Fly as a
"strong-willed personality" Mr.
Craven said he could not be criticized for that. He agreed with Committee Counsel that the Chairman

Stuff

that

LAWGINEER
Title Justified by Comment j
On Craven's Work
T. A. M. CRAVEN was practically
labeled a "lawgineer" by the Cox
Committee at its hearing last Wednesday. After receiving a memorandum by the Commissioner, whose
background is entirely engineering,
proposing reorganization of the
FCC as far back as 1938, Chairman
Cox observed: "This memorandum
entitles you not only to being an
engineer but a great lawyer. You
should
proud of
that document."
Chief be
Counsel
Garey
commented
that he would "like to be the author of that document myself." He
added that "no fair-minded person
would fail to subscribe to your
Later, after Commissioner Craven had given the Committee a
lecture
views." on elementary radio engineering,Chairman
at Counsel
request,
Cox Garey's
commented
that he was an even greater engineer than he was a "lawyer." Rep.
Hart (D-N.J.) commented it was
the most illuminating discussion of
radio he had ever heard.
was stronger than the fellow Commissioners and that the majority
usually went along with Mr. Fly.
Going from the North African
theater to the London office of
FBIS, Mr. Garey asked Commissioner Craven how many employes
FBIS had there. The witness recollection was eight. Mr. Garey informed him there were 40. The witness said this surprised him be-

Sales

Are

cause he understood the office was
to be decreased rather than increased.
Commissioner Craven said the
questions were being asked "the
wrong
man." Hehimself
declaredon heFBIS
had
not informed
operations beyond the original formation of the organization.
Asked pointedly whether the
Commission had power to engage
in FBIS operations, Commissioner
Craven said he was not a lawyer
but he felt there was no authority
in the Communications Act or by
executive order. He assumed, however, that the President and the
State Department wanted the service and that since Congress had
appropriated for it, it had legal
authorization. In wartime, he said,
"I subordinated my views and
didn't question" creation of FBIS.
He said he had always advocated
Congressional authorization before
engaging in any functions not
clearly prescribed by law.
Concurring with Mr. Garey in
his observation that the FCC assumed unauthorized powers in many
instances, Commissioner Craven
pointed out, however, that the Supreme Court "didn't see it that way."
Later he alluded to the Frankfurter opinion as practically eliminating all of his views of regulaity. tion and urged the Committee to
write new legislation clearly defining the scope of the FCC's authorWithout indicating whether the
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y4 group of hard-headed businessmen, ivorking under the
national Committee for Economic Development, reports
as folloivs on Peoria:
In Peoria, an energetic canvass of present employment
got the facts about the city's 56 factories employing
32,423 workers
This study uncovered possibilities which have wide
interest. Peoria employment in 1940 was 24,721; last
year it was 32,423; after the war, the committee calculates carefully, it can be held at 31,830. That is 29
percent more than the "normal" of 1940: and it is less
than two percent below the high wartime figure.
On the drawing boards and blueprints of Peoria factories
are ideas for new production, in clear, sharp form.
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Peoriarea people — 614,104 total with 444,375 in our
primary area depend on WMBD for fine entertainment,
public service features, community cooperation. WMBD
is close to their hearts — a powerful influence on their
buying habits. (Recent Conlan survey shows 50.2%
listenership average for WMBD — more than twice the
average of the closest competitor — more than all other
stations combined!)
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information was contained in the
"confidential" letters, Mr. Garey
asked Commissioner Craven
whether he knew that the FCC had
requested the Army to reimburse
it for services which the Commission claimed it had rendered. The
response was negative — he said he
was shocked to hear it. It is possible, he said, that the matter arose
in a Commission meeting he did
not attend, although he said he
had a better attendance record than
any other member.
1938 Memo Hit
One Man Control

rating

:

"second
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"Sid"
CHNS

McGEE

and
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Nov.
1938,chairman
when Frank
McNinch 8,was
of theR.FCC
in which he recommended fullscale reorganization of the Commission and delegation of specific
functions to individual commissioners. This memo, of about a dozen
pages,
proposed
resolutions
was readwith
in the
record and
elicited
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"Some time ago we inaugurated a prestige programme for one of
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CLUB, was an instant success. We

were not greatly

surprised, therefore, when the Elliott-Haynes survey gave it a rating
of 30.6 — second only .to 'Fiber McGee

and Molly.'

As you know, Halifax, Nova Scotia, since the war, has expanded into
one of the great Allied ports, a population cross-section of vast
numbers combining people from every part of Canada, the United
States, and other Allied Nations. I feel, therefore, that this 30.6
rating is a true barometer of THE
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throughout North America."
THE COTE GLEE CLUB is a modern male choir, trained
and directed by the eminent arranger and conductor,
Emile Cote. Over 700 recorded selections are now available. They feature today's "hit tunes," yesterday's favorites and the best known "memory" songs. It is an
integral part of Lang-Worth Plq&ned Program Service.
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Inc.
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Declaring he wanted to "be
frank," Commissioner Craven said
he thought that on many matters
of administration the chairman
had acted without the knowledge
of the Commission. Calling it
"habit" as much as anything else,
Commissioner Craven referred the
Committee to his memorandum of

BROADCASTING

considerable side questioning. Mr.
Craven explained, after a two-hour
examination, that the entire proposal was "tabled" and that it
"broke up the meeting."
Chairman Cox, as well as Counsel Garey, commended Mr. Craven
for the memo as a fine legal document. The Commissioner's repeated
disclaimers that he was "not a
lawyer" were belied by the memo,
Judge Cox said, because he thought
a "great
engineer
it provedMr.theGarey
lawyer."
said he
would
have been proud to have been author of the document.
In alluding to this comprehensive memo, Commissioner Craven
said that in it he tried to "rectify
the situation on the Commission
but that it got nowhere. He repeatedly stated that he did not propose to criticize
that the
situationChairman
obtained Fly
as —to
the powers of the chairman before
Mr. Fly was appointed in 1939.
But he did agree that Mr. Fly, being a "strong man," carried along
in the same groove.
Chairman Cox interposed that
Mr. McNinch was appointed to the
FCC to "clean up the mess." He
recalled the Connery resolution of
1938 to investigate the FCC and
said that he then felt Mr. McNinch
should have been given "more time
to do the job." Explaining the
reasons for the detailed memo,
Commissioner Craven said that
when Mr. McNinch was first appointed to the Commission, he
wanted to exact from Commissioner
Cravan an agreement that he
would vote with him on policy matters, but Mr. McNinch would follow Commissioner Craven on engineering matters. The witness
stated that he advised Mr. McNinch he would have to carry out
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his sworn oath and vote his conscience.
The purport of the memo was
that the Chairman should not have
a "preponderant voice" in Commission actions, particularly since the
law did not delegate special or superior duties to the chairman. Because Congress placed the entire
responsibility on the Commission
as a whole, Mr. Craven said, he felt
the Commission should follow a
definitely prescribed course. When
Cli airman Fly was appointed, Commissioner Craven said he offered
to'
"cooperate
withhishim"
told
him he would vote
own but
dictates.
"Mr. Fly has never deviated from
that," said Commissioner Craven,
despite his many agreements of

policy
with hethefeltFCC's
He added
there chairman.
should be
some changes in the law so as to
make clear the duties of the Commission and so that we will "never
have a repetition of what exists
Agreed With High
today."
Court's Minority
Asserting that the Frankfurter
opinion had upset everything for
which he stood, Commissioner Craven declared he agreed heartily
with the minority of the Supreme
Court. He added that he felt the
Communications Act is not clear
and should be clarified, and that
he now felt more strongly than
ever that Congress should recon-

K
"T+l-E

LZ

sider the Act. He pointed out that
he testified before the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee on the Sanders bill a year
ago in the same vein, and that was
before the Supreme Court opinion.
Commissioner Craven said he had
heard charges that the Commission
is made up of "experts ex-officio"
rather
experts
"in himself.
fact," but
that he than
did not
commit
Asked by Mr. Garey whether he
believed the Commission should engage in such operations as FBIS
and RID, Mr. Craven sought to
qualify his answer but was asked
for a "yes or no answer". Answering negatively, he said he wanted
to justify that answer. Pointing
out that at the outbreak of war
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Dear Mr. Brandeis:

From a sponsor's standpoint, International News Service is the best
wire service that is available on the market today, in my opinion.

KLZ bought International News Service about eight years ago, shortly
after it became available for radio. There is a great diversit
y of
news matter in International News Service, including sports, fashions,
business, theater and women's news. This makes it possible to produce many kinds of programs.
There is no doubt that International News Service has always maintained an enviable first place in foreign news reporting.
recently
was augmented by your addition of a 2:00 p.m. Undated War. This
The volume
of foreign news makes it possible to have the required amount of war
news for our seven broadcasts daily.

The Washington news is excellent and regional coverage is good. I
believe both these still are improving. McCormick's new domestic
roundup fits in nicely for us and we had a five-hour beat through your
regional bureau only last Sunday, on the Grand Junction train explosion.
Our newscasts have been nearly always sponsored.
Over a period of five
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newscast buyer should need no further argument as to the quality of
International News Service for sponsorship.
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the FCC had certain facilities in
direction finding and monitoring
that might be useful, he said he
agreed that the Commission should
assume seme of that work, particularly since no one else appeared to
be doing it.
As time went on, he said, the
military services became more proficient in these fields and OWI
(which he said was doing a good
job, in his opinion) came into the
field. Thus, there was not as great
a need for the services.
Then the Commissioner said he
was surprised about the attitude
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff as indicated in the letters placed in the
record regarding transfer of RID
to the Army and abolition of FBIS.
He said he had heard some rumors
of the nrlitary view and had taken
it up in Commission meeting, asserting he had been told that the
matter was beino: considered by the
Bureau of the Budget.
"I was assured there was nothing
to it," said Commissioner Craven.
When asked by Mr. Garey who told
him that, he replied "the chairman".
Favors Constructive
Action by Conferring
Commissioner Craven said he
thought something constructive
could be done. He paid tribute to
the men in the FCC monitoring
service, declaring they do the "best
job in the world as ether policeman". He said this was not "intel igence" in the "military sense
whether one way of imof Asked
the word".
proving service was to transfer it
to the military, Mr. Craven agreed,
but said that if there were some
way the Commission could do a
better job for the military, he would
be for it.
There are two distinct divisions
of monitoring service — one military
and the other civilian. The primary
function of the civil end is to see
that there shall be no unlicensed or
illicit stations on the air, whether
in peace or war. He declared he
thought the situation could be
solved "without all the fuss and
Suggests FCC Should
'Stay
at Home'
furore."
Everybody wants to win the war,
he added. Asked by Chairman Cox
whether he agreed with the Joint
Chiefs of Staff cn the recommendations, Commissioner Craven said
they were right in large part but
not 100%, in his judgment. The
Commission should recognize the
jurisdiction of the armed forces, he
said, but added that on the other
hand the military should recognize
the Commission's field. He declared
it was not his view that the Commission intended to usurp the Army
and Navy functions.
"I would recommend to the Commission and to the President of the
United States," he said, "that we
stop throwing brickbats and sit
around the table and work it out,
by transferring some of our men
and equipment to the Army. I would
{Continued on page 50)
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You would never guess by looking at the volume of spot business in Chicago. Summer
slump? Why, business has never been better!
And thru this terrific upsurge of spot business, WGN

clearly remains the leader with

twice as much spot advertising as the next 50,000 watt Chicago station and as much
retail business as all of them combined.
WGN holds this leadership because of WGN's
for its advertisers.
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nally are not. Yet the second-class privilege
is to the small newspaper what the license is
to the small station. It seems unjust to require a station in a poor market to continue
unprofitable or inefficient operation because
of war-born reverses, or else turn in his license
and prejudice his return to the air in normal
times.
FCC's Blank Check
BROADCASTING industry, it is evident, is in one of those "let well enough alone"
moods. Last May, after the Supreme Court
decision which handed the FCC a blank check,
there was great tumult. A new legislative
committee was formed and given plenary
powers to retain personnel and get things moving toward new legislation.
The House Committee to investigate the
FCC is holding hearings. It is gearing its record toward new legislation, despite contentions
to the contrary. Last week Commissioner T.
A. M. Craven, who thinks and votes independently and who favors a minimum of regulation,
gave the Committee his views. He advocated
new legislation clearly denning the Congressional intent. He has opposed arrogation of
authorized powers. He, along with Commissioner Norman S. Case, has bucked the FCC
majority on all grabs for power.
The Committee was authorized by almost
unanimous vote of the House to conduct this
inquiry. It is the same House to which the
industry plans to go in the fall in the quest
for new legislation, to break the shackles of
the Frankfurter opinion. The FCC majority
has resorted to little short of mayhem in attempting to smear and discredit the Committee.
It should be clear that the FCC majority
will oppose any industry effort for legislation
limiting its powers. It has done everything
possible to frustate these moves. The NAB is
for new legislation, so the FCC majority is
against the NAB. Irrespective of personalities, it will always be thus.
Because the industry is silent, and on the
sidelines, its position is being misunderstood.
Such a passive attitude is being construed as
indicating industry satisfaction with the type
of regulation it is getting, and the kind it will
get under the Frankfurter opinion.
THE

War
Suspensions
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT on July 9 signed
an innocuous one-paragraph bill passed by
Congress, now known as Public Law 124 —
78th Congress. It is titled "to relieve newspapers and periodical publications which have
voluntarily suspended publication for the duration of the war from payment of second-class
application fees upon resumption of publication".
The measure means more than that, however. It retains for publications that have
suspended their privileged status with regard
to legal notice advertising. They will not be
required to start from scratch six months after the war.
There has been much talk about the plight
of small broadcasting stations. Few, however,
have given up the ghost — only about a halfdozen since the war began. Those that wanted
to suspend for the duration because of economics and manpower shortages were denied
that right by the FCC because there is no
provision of law for it.
That, it seems to us, is discrimination. Radio stations are licensed. Newspapers nomiPage 36
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There isn't much public discussion of the
small station problem these days. The problem probably never was as serious as some
people believed, but it's still life-and-death
for many small broadcasters. Happily the idea
of subsidy has been brushed aside — for the
present anyway. There's some clear-thinking
in industry circles on sale of these stations
to national advertisers on a small market
package basis — just as small newspapers are
sold nationally.
We think the problem will be met by the
industry, without Government subsidy. Resourceful planning and selling will do it.
Meanwhile, however, provision should be
made to authorize the suspension of operation of those stations which cannot maintain
satisfactory service during wartime, so long
as the particular areas involved will not be
deprived entirely of an acceptable station signal. When Congress reconvenes in September,
a simple bill should be introduced according
to radio the same, or comparable, privileges
given newspapers.

'No' Is a Good Word
WHATEVER new arrangement OWI makes to
replace its field services, broadcasters will be
obliged to accept additional responsibility for
the war information job. We think these field
services were hit in a fit of ill-advised Congressional economy. Be that as it may, broadcasters want to continue the outstanding job
they have been doing for the nation.
That task becomes more difficult, now that
stations are once more to be exposed to individual demands from some 32 agencies in the
field, and radio people are going to find it desirable to meet them with informed restraint.
In judging these local time requests, managers should get effective guidance from the
statement of Don Stauffer, chief of the OWI
Radio Bureau [Broadcasting, July 5], who assures the industry that all national war information needs will continue to clear through
Washington. In view of this, a station should
have no qualms about rejecting appeals for
additional local or regional time demands for
national campaigns.
If radio is to retain its value as a purveyor
of information, broadcasters must see that the
air is not saturated with war messages. As
Paul West, president of ANA, pointed out to
the Senate Appropriation Committee in the
OWI proceedings, the public will listen to these
messages just so long, then they will turn their
sets off.
A well advised "No" will not hurt the war
effort. The broadcaster's responsibility is to
see that the "No" is well advised, that valuable
radio time goes to the most urgent causes, and
that in war messages first things are put first.
Broadcasters who yield indiscriminately to
local pressures for time help no one. Good programming requires careful balancing of schedules. Thus, those responsible for war programming on each station must be judicious in
their selections.

LINCOLN DELLAR

in radio
has been
W whoLincoln
A yFELLO
FOR
viceDellar,
a decade,
scarcel
president of Associated Broadcasters Inc.,
has really gone places. As station manr, network station relaager, program produce
tions man, advertising salesman, and, until
recently, OWI radio chief in San Francisco,
Lincoln has covered a lot of territory and acquired a world of experience which has carried him to a position of prominence in the industry: vice-president and general manager of
Associated Broadcasters Inc. (KSFO and the
100 kw. shortwave KWID, San Francisco).
isn't y!bad for a chap just reaching his
Which
37th birthda
Born Aug. 11, 1906, in Seattle, where he
received his early schooling, Lincoln went to
California in 1925 to attend the University of
Berkeley and to take his B.A. in 1929. At college, his advertising career started. He sold
space for the Pelican, the campus humor magazine, and in his senior year he opened his own
advertising agency in Berkeley, handling retail accounts.
His first job after graduation was with the
M. E. Harlan Adv. Agency in San Francisco,
as advance publicity and contact man for a
traveling West Coast cooking school, one of
their accounts. In 1930 he resigned from this
position to accept another as advertising manager of Motorland magazine, a Northern California publication with headquarters in San
Francisco.
In the spring of 1932 he opened his own business as a publisher's representative in San
Francisco, representing several Eastern and
Southern California magazines. "My business
held out only as long as my limited savings account," Lincoln recalls, "and hence after nine
months, I decided that the depression was not
'quite' over."
So in November, 1932 when he was offered
a position as manager of KGB owned by Don
Lee, and at that time the CBS outlet in San
Diego, he jumped at the chance, even though
he had never been inside a radio station before.
He helped produce several transcontinental
shows and sold radio the hard way, through
audience-building, to local sponsors.
However, because of his desire to broaden
his radio experience and having never been
East, he resigned from KGB in the spring of
1935 and secured a position at CBS, New
York as salesman for Radio Sales, the national
spot sales department for the CBS managed
and owned stations.
In December of that year he was promoted
to the station relations department, assisting
(Continued on page 38)
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H. V. Akerberg, vice-president in
charge. He travelled almost constantly during 1936 and 1937 as
station relations field representative over the entire CBS network,
working with each affiliate on local
and national sales problems, merchandising problems, station contractual negotiations, etc.
In the spring of 1938 he became
general manager of WBT, CBSowned 50-kw. station in Charlotte,
N. C, where he helped the station
gain national recognition for its
accomplishments in making radio
of greater service to the farmers.
"But while life in the South was
grand, I nevertheless was always
homesick for the West Coast," he
relates. So when W. I. Dumm,
owner of KSFO in San Francisco
(which was then a CBS outlet)
invited him to the Coast to manage
that station, he went to San Francisco in February, 1940.
In the fall of 1942, this company
received a construction permit to
build the 100-kw. shortwave station, and in conjunction with W. I.
Dumm, president, and R. V. Howard, chief engineer, he was busily
engaged in the construction of that
high - powered shortwave outlet.
After that time until January, 1943
he devoted his entire attention to
managing KWID.
Last January at the invitation
of the Overseas Branch of OWI,
Lincoln took leave of absence from
Associated Broadcasters to accept
a position as Chief of the Radio
Division of the OWI Pacific Bureau
in San Francisco. Here he engaged
in the biggest advertising job of all
— advertising to overseas listeners
the Four Freedoms and broadcasting
seas programs
forces. directed to our over-

NEWS

STATION

In 1938 he married Grace Gould
of San Francisco. He prefers living in the country, just out of San
Francisco, but until the war is over,
the Dellars live close to the office
in town. Grace is engaged in wartime nursing activities. His hobbies,
when time permits, are horseback
riding, golf (at which Grace is also
adept) and helping OWI find new
Tokyo.
ways to increase our "Hoopers" in
U. S. Royalty Savings
GOVERNMENT savings in royalty payments on radio patents will
reach inestimable millions, it is believed, as the reesult of a plan proposed to the Signal Corps in 1941
by Com. E. F. McDonald Jr., president of Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago. Through the plan, being
practiced by all but a few U. S.
radio equipment manufacturers,
the Government is granted free license for the duration of the war
owned or conpatents
under all
trolled by each
company.
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DOTY EDOUARDE

keynote of William Doty
s P
de'HI
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EdoMA
busine
care
hasss bee
SHOW
and it was only logical that
eventually he should find his way
into the radio business in an advertising agency. Today, Doty is
g
pin
hel
Hort Mallinson at Badger
& Browning & Hersey, New York,
buying time for al
American Chicle &
Denver Chemic
Mfg. Co. spot
campaigns.
Edouarde was born in New York
in 1911, and a few years later when
his father opened the New York
Strand theatre Doty got his first
business.
of the show
taste attached
been
to it ever
since. He's
His education was acquired at
Trinity School in New York and
Hobart College, in Geneva, New
York. During summer sessions,
Doty assisted his father in producing short subjects and featurelength movies, later moving into
the talent management field handling name orchestras.
Edouarde proAfter college, radio
shows over
duced sustaining
units for
lle
WOR, handled vaudevi
and later enLoew's, New York,
tered AW-Advertising Agency as
radio director.
In 1938 Doty joined Courier
Productions Inc., specializing in
production and distribution work
on documentary and commercial
sound films. In 1941 he again entered the agency field, this time
with Compton Advertising, New
York, buying spot for Ivory, Duz
and FlufFo. The following year he
Browning & Herjoined Badger & holding
forth until
sey and is still
he joins the colors.
At present, Doty is awaiting U.
S. Army Service call. He recently
graduated from a U. S. Army EnTechlisted Reserve Corps Radio
nician Course which he attended
a.m. His hobat 6 collecting
every biesmorning
include record
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source
a
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of recordings
libraryinterest.
his wide
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OPEN

door to 1,000,000 people with a minimum

vmpetltton

of competition from other stations.

Few stations, we believe, are equal to WJHL's physical dominance or popularity in the
market it serves. Take a look at the reason why it is the preferred station in one of the
wealthiest of Southern markets.

COVERAGE— 1000 watts full-time on
910 KC. The only station of 1000 watts
or greater power within 75 miles of the

CITIES — These cities make up the metropolitan centers of WJHL's primary area.
Population figures are official wartime
estimates. Johnson City, 32,000; Bristol,
28,000; Kingsport, 25,000; Greeneville,
15,000; Elizabethton, 14,000. Other important trading centers include Erwin,
Tennessee, Abingdon, Virginia and Boone,
North Carolina.

WJHL transmitter. The only single station that can offer coverage of all of the
rich Appalachian area included in WJHL's
0.5 MV/M contour. 1,000,000 people;
250,000 families; 125,000 radio homes.
In addition to its coverage of Upper East
Tennessee, it offers primary service to
counties in Western North Carolina and

INDUSTRY — The Appalachian area is
enjoying industrial prosperity as a result
of the war effort. This prosperity is

Southwestern Virginia.

founded on a large and sound pre-war
industrial section. Such large manufacturing concerns as North American Rayon
Corporation, American Bemberg Corporation, Tennessee Eastman Corporation contribute large payrolls. Johnson City is the
second largest hardwood floor manufacturer in the nation. Silk and knitting mills,
pottery plants, railroad centers, foundries
and other manufacturing plants are found
in this area.

AGRICULTURE— The Appalachian area
is one of the richest agricultural sections
of the South. Millions of dollars of burley
tobacco are sold annually. Warehouses in
seven cities in WJHL's coverage area
serve tobacco growers. Poultry and dairy
farming are of prime importance in this
area's farm income.

WJHL
Johnson
1000

City,

Tenn.

W. H. Lancaster, Pres. — Ken Marsh, Mgr.
Watts
Represented
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by Howard

H. Wilson

Advertising

910

KC

Co.
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NOTES
NELSON POTXTER. former assistant chief, Bureau of Motion Pictures, OWI. now vacationing in Mexico* is expected to return in late August to St. Petersburg. Fla., where
he is publisher of the Sf. Petersburg
Times and operator of WTSP.
JOHN RHYS EVANS Jr., formerly
in charge of publicity and promotion
of KOMO-K.TR, Seattle, has joined
KEVR, Seattle, as commercial manBRUCE BARRINGTON, former
news editor at KXOK, St. Louis, and
now a major in the Army, was home
recently on his first leave in more
than two years. KXOK staff held a
party in his honor.
GEORGE W. SMITH, managing director of WWVA, Wheeling. W. Ya.,
and executive vice-president of Fort
Industries, has been appointed chairman of the local Community Chest
drive. Mr. Smith is also president of
the Board of Trade and vice-president
of the Rotary club.
G. R. SWIFT, account executive of
WABC, New York, is the father of a
boy.

YOU

CANT

Arthur Lucas, 61, Dies
In Atlanta After Illness
ARTHUR LUCAS, 61, died at his
home in Atlanta last week from a
heart attack after an illness of
more than a year. Mr. Lucas was
associated with William K. Jenkins in the William K. JenkinsArthur Lucas Stations, comprising
four Georgia outlets, WDRW Augusta, WMCG Brunswick, WLAG
La Grange, WSAV Savannah.
Mr. Lucas left a career as a
telephone executive to enter the
film industry 35 years ago and
is credited with many pioneering
innovations. He expanded his interests until with Mr. Jenkins, also
of Atlanta, he operated a chain
of more than 50 Georgia theatres
in partnership with Paramount
pictures.
MRS. MARGIT SMOUT has been
appointed manager of KEVE. Everett,
Washington, replacing John R. Meves.
MICHAEL W. Vaughan, new to radio, has joined the guest relations staff
of NBC central division.
NILES TRAMMELL, president, and
William S. Hedges, vice-president in
charge of sales of NBC, will attend a
two-day meeting of NBC Pacific Coast
affiliated stations in San Francisco
Aug. 2-4. Participating will also be
Sidney N. Strotz. NBC Pacific Coast
vice-president and network department
heads from Hollywood.

COYER

WISCONSIN

There's no substitute for this progressive
network of eight stations, each with its
loyal home town following. Wisconsin is
not part of any other "community." That's
why no Metropolitan station or any o'her
regional or Na*ional Network can give
you more than secondary coverage or secondary listener interest here.
We're in a radio world of our own!
Wisconsin Network Stations talk Wisconsin language— all specifically
programmed for the people of this state, plus complete National Network service of Mutual. Every operating hour these stations can be and
are heard. Your program and product go into these homes rain or shine,
fair weather or foul. Is it any wonder these local stations are "selling
the goods?"
We'd like to send you the inside dope on Wisconsin (names and figures on our pulling power) before you plan your fall advertising.

WHBY
Appleton
KFIZ
Fond Du Lac
WCLO
Janesville
WIBU
PoynetteMadison
WRJN
Racine
WHBL
Sheboygan
WSAU
Wausau
WISCONSItffiETWORK.Inc^
WFHR
MAIM OFFICE- WISCONSIN RAPIDS. WISCONSIN ^
Wisconsin Rapids 1
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FOX tions
CASE,
public reladirector West
of CBSCoast
Hollywood
and
Arthur Westlund, manager of KRE,
Berkeley, Cal. have been a\ pointed
members of the Advisory Committee
on Public Information to the State
War Council by Gov. Earl G. Warren.
JACK BEARDALL, manager of
CFCO, Chatham, Out., has marked
20 years in Canadian broadcasting.
He took out his first amateur license
for Canadian 3AEO in 1022 and has
operated a broadcasting station since
shortly after that time.
LOUIS G. FROELICH, account exof a boy.ecutive of WING, Dayton, is father
EARL H. GAMMONS, former general
manager of WCCO, Minneapolis, and
now director of CHS Washington,
visited the station, last week en route
to northern Minnesota for a vacation.
WILLIAM JOYCE of the Chicago
office of World Broadcasting System
is scheduled to report for induction
in the Army July 20.
KENNETH C. PRINCE, Chicago attorney, and for nine years executive
secretary of the Sales Managers Club,
Western Group (now Association of
Electronic Parts and Equipment
Mfrs.), has been commissioned lieutenant (j.g.) in the Naval Reserve.
David Rosenblum Dies,
Former NBC Executive
DAVID ROSENBLUM, 55, former executive vice-president and
treasurer of NBC, and until 1941,
when he retired, treasurer and
business manager of The New York
Post, died July 18 in Hartford. One
of the founders and a vice-president of the Alexander Hamilton
Institute after his graduation
from Harvard in 1908, Mr. Rosenblum organized the Business Training Corp., a company devoted to
personnel training, later establishing Tradeways, Inc., a firm pioneering in business research and
consultation.
In 1934 he became executive
vice-president of NBC and a year
later, treasurer of the network,
where he remained until 1936. He
leaves his widow, father, a sister
and three brothers.
Now Col. Hill
LT. COL. LUTHER L. HILL, vicepresident of the Iowa Broadcasting Co. on leave,
last week was
promoted
to rank
of full colonel
as
chief of staff of
.the 5th District,
Army Air Forces
Technical Training Command,
in
Miami.
Col. Hill,
who also is manager of KSOD and
Col. Hill KRNT,
e s
Moines, graduated from the Naval
Academy and was in the last war.
He joined the Register & Tribune
organization in 1935. He was recommissioned April 29, 1942, with
rank of major.

WILL DOUGLAS, now Staff Sgt.,
Will Dougherty, in
D officeof ofradio
Ncharge
HI
for the
public
relations
the
E
B
San Antonio Air Service Command,
Kelly Field, Texas, reports July 24
for Air Corps Administration Officer
Candidate School. Miami Beach. Fla.
PETER caster,
GRANT,
former Maginn,
WLW newsnow Lt. Melvin
has
been named aide-de-camp to Brig.
Gen. George E. Hartman, Inspector
at Camp Ellis, 111.
O. J. NEUWERTH, production manager ofthree
WBBM,
Chicago,
supervise
broadcasts
fromwillNational
Music Camp, Interlochen. Mich., over
WKAR, cationEast
Lansing,
during late
July. while on vaHERBtion manager
HOWARD,
former
i reduc-S.
of WNAX,
Yankton,
D., and previously with WIND. Gary,
Ind., has joined the production stalt
of WLS, Chicago, and Joe Rockhold
and Lew LaMar have joined the announcing staff. Rockhold, formerly a
WLS announcer, returns after handling announcing assignments at
KXEL, Waterloo, Iowa, and LaMar
transferred from the WLS production department.
PETER STURSBERG, Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. Overseas Unit,
and Ross Munro, Canadian Press and
Prtss News war correspondent, accompanied the Canadian troops in the
opening
phases
of the Sicilian invasion.
JOHN gramPRINCE
has .'oined of
theKLZ,
proproduction department
Denver, as script writer.
ROBERT
WOODBURY,
ager at WCCO
for three traffic
years, manhas
left to join the Army. Leone Smith
from the continuity department will
replace him.
BILL BUTLER, Jr., former staff
announcer of W.THP, Jacksonville,
Fla., having completed Navy basic
training, is to begin studies as a
Navy Air Corps weather observer at
Great Lakes, 111.
ERIC JAMES, newspaperman and
writer, has started a five-weekly news
commentary on WIBG, Philadelphia.
Jeff Scott, formerly heard on southern stations, has joined the announcing
CARLstaff. ERBE, publicity agent in
Miami Beach for accounts in that
city as well as in Cuba and Nassau,
has joined WNEW. New York, as
publicity
lian Zatt,director,
resigned. replacing Mrs. LilT

NEW
Shepherd Heads WAYS
G. 0. SHEPHERD has been appointed general manager of WAYS,
Charlotte, N. C, according to an
announcement issued by the InterCity Advertising Agency, controlling company of WAYS, and
Harold H. Thomas, active head.
Mr. Shepherd resigned as manager of WORD. Spartanburg, S. C,
to head WAYS.
BROADCASTING

ORLEANS

50.000

WATTS

The Greatest Selling POWER
in the South s Greatest City
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Nat'l Rep. - The Katz Agency Inc.
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AUDREY CALDER, former program
director of KHUB, Watsonville, Cal.,
where she also broadcast as Yvonne
Dale, has joined KSAN, San Francisco, as a writer-operator.
KEN POWELL, who entered radio
at KDKA, Pittsburgh, and has since
done announcing and producing at
WGY, Schenectady, and WESGWENY, Elmira, has joined the announcing staff of WOR, New York.
Scott Douglas and Eric Norman, both
announcers, have resigned.
OLIVE KACKLEY, women's commentator at WCKY, Cincinnati, was
feted recently on her Sunday morning broadcast by a surprise birthday
party given by 200 members of the
U. of Cincinnati Journalism Club and
Secretaries' Club.
TOM SLATER, m.c. of Mutual's The
Better Half, is father of a boy.
JACQUES FERRAND, who has been
in charge of radio activities for the
German-American Congress for Democracy and for a comparable French
group, has been named radio director
of the Common Council for American
Unity, which is preparing to expanding its radio work.
CHARLES L. KELLY, formerly
with W47NY, New York FM station,
and various Southern stations, and
Norman Rose, actor, have joined the
announcing staff of WQXR, New
York. Mr. Rose is on the staff of the
OWI
division.overseas shortwave broadcasting
WALTER I. SEIGAL, former assistant manager of the CBS photograihic division, replaces Michael J.
Fish as manager of the division, Mr.
Fish having left the network. Mr.
Seigal joined CBS in 1933 and became assistant manager in photography in 1938.
LORING KNECHT, announcer and
news editor at KFYR, Bismarck, N.
D., has volunteered for the armed
forces, and has left for induction at
Ft. Snelling, Minn. Knecht was former production manager at WCAL,
the St. Olaf college station, Northfield, Minn.
DEWITT WYATT, of Pittsburgh,
Fred Pelle, formerly of WJMA, Covington, Va. ; and Calvin J. Smith, a
former WMMN man returning by
way of WLS, Chicago, have joined
WMMN,
nouncers. Fairmont, W. Va., as an-

DEBUT OF ART GREEN, new
record m.c. of WINS, New York,
was attended by a town-full of
musical celebrities, including Guy
Lombardo (r) who is greeting
Mr. Green, Vincent Lopez, Connee
Boswell. Tiny Hill, Duke Ellington,
Joan Edwards and others. Cecil H.
Hackett (1), managing director of
WINS, who played host, looks
pleased at his new acquisition.
EDDIE CALDER, former manager
of KHUB, Watsonville, Cal., has
joined KFBS, San Francisco, as a
writer-announcer.

KEN JOSEPH, formerly of WOLF,
Syracuse, and WPAT, Patterson N.
J., has joined the announcing ,staff
of WWRL, New York.
LOWELL THOMAS has resumed
his regular BLUE news program after
a two-week tour of Central and South
America, where he inspected defenses
and bases, air and land routes linking
the Americas, and talked with Goveminent leaders. He will leave shortly
for the European war zone.
PEGGY LLOYD, m.c. of WOV, New
York, has started a weekly half-hour
movie review.
BILL RAY, account executive, and
Neil Reagan, newscaster, have been
appointed program director and production manager, respectively, of
KFWB, Hollywood. They have tak -n
over the duties of Manning Ostroff
who recently resigned to join Eddie
Cantor as production aide. Richard
S. Stephens, assistant traffic manager of KFWB, has been made assistant to Reagan.
STANLEY TROUT and Lyle Reebe
have joined WINN, Louisville, Ky.,
as announcers.
FRANK CROTTY, county editor of
the Worcester Telegram, has ;oined
the news staff of WTAG, Worcester.
Patricia Neighbors, announcer at
WTAG's
outlet,
playing in FM
a show
stagedW1XTG,
by a localis
stock company.
BROADCASTING
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JEFF SMITH, former announcer in
the South, has joined WIBG, Philadelphia, as announcer.
JOHN BARLETT has joined WINX,
Washington, as production manager.
He was formerly with WTOP and
WMAL, Washington, and replaces
Howard Stanley, now at WTOP as
promotion-publicity director. Gardiner
Francis
overduties
Stanley's
promotion andtakes
publicity
at WINX.
DOROTHY ROWDEN, formerly public relations director of the American Library Assn., joins the CBS
education department Aug. 1 as liaison with women's organizations. Mrs.
Rowden is on the staff of the Institute for Adult Education of Teachers
College, New York, and is editor of
the "Adult Education Journal."
WALTER KANER, director of publicity and special features of WLIB,
Brooklyn, has reported for active duty
in the radio division of the Army
Signal Corps. Paul Gould, program
director, is handling publicity.
GEORGE WILLARD has joined the
announcing staff of WOR, New York,
having served with two other Mutual
outlets — KH.I, Los Angeles, and
WGN, Chicago.

St. John for Winchell
ROBERT mentator
ST.and war
JOHN,correspondent,
NBC comwill be heard on part of the J ergens Journal on the BLUE from
Aug. 8 to Sept. 5, while Walter
Winchell is on vacation. Mr. St.
John will contribute a five- minute
news summary from New York,
with Louella Parsons and Fulton
Oursler filling the remaining ten
minutes of each Sunday program,
until Mr. Winchell returns. Andrew
Jergens
Co. is New
the sponsor.
Lennen & Mitchell,
York, handles
the account.
BOB BOWMAN, first Canadian
Broadcasting
Corp. over
war in
reporter
overseas, who went
December,
1939, is now in Canada to tell the
story for radio on the Canadian industrial front. He crossings
has made and
a number of Atlantic
has
flown to Australia.
BETTY GILES, of the traffic department of CKLW, Windsor-Detroit, and
Victor Linfoot,
announcer now with former
NBC inCKLW
New York,
were married recently.
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WWVA

STONE

& THOMAS

West Virginia's largest department slore
contracts for 52 weeks' local sponsorship of
50,000
Watts
Serving the Great Steel
and Coal Belt of a
Great Nation.
JOHN
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& CO.

Represent Us

W

MARTIN AGRONSKY
(Monday Through Friday)

The effective team of America's fastest growing network and America's fasting growing 50,000 Watter is doing things that
count for Advertisers!

INO,W.VA.
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WAYNE HUTCHINSON, with the
Army until recently, has joined the announcing staff of KSO-KRNT, Des
Moines.
Before joining
the Army
was announcing
at KGLO,
Masonhe*
City, la. New parttime announcers
are Meredith Griffin, of the Drake U.
law
Drakeschool,
U. and Jim Loundsberry, of

WILL STEVENS, formerly with little theatre groups in New York and
Providence, and Jackson Fleming,
both new to radio, have joined KOL,
Seattle, as announcers. Sylvia Green,
receptionist, has been promoted to
the continuity staff.
HAL MOON, news editor of KGVO,
Missoula, Mont., for two months, has
resigned because of ill-health.
GEORGE JOHNSON, announcer at
WCCO, Minneapolis, on July 12
married Lucille Kenny of Hibbing,
Minnesota.
RUSSELL SNOW, formerly of WBZWBZA, Boston, has joined the announcing staff of KPO, San Francisco.
HARRISON WOOLEY, formerly of
KLX, Oakland, is now with KFRC,
San Francisco, as announcer.
J. N. DAUGHERTY, formerly at
WDSU, New Orleans, has joined
KGO, San Francisco, as announcer.

12 NEW

MEMBERS

YOU

JOIN ROWS
STAFF
KOIL, Omaha, has added 12 new
members, according to Hugh Feltis,
general manager of Central States
Broadcasting Co., operator of
EVELYN HOWE, formerly of KOIL, KFAB and KFOR.
New manager of the sales proWKNE, Keene, N. H, is now heard
motion department is Harold Roll,
on
WEEI,
Boston,
in
Five
O'Clock
formerly
of Allen & Reynolds,
Follies, Monday thru Friday from 5.
to 5 :45 p.m., an afternoon musicale Omaha agency. He is assisted by
in which Miss Howe interviews visit- Miss Louise Harrington.
ing notables.
New members of the sales deLLOYD BROWNFIELD, assistant
partment are Harry Fitch, local
Pacific Coast publicity director of sales, and Forrest Blair, regional
CBS Hollywood has been made head sales. Fitch formerly represented
of the department. He succeeds Andy Successful Farming.
Kelly who resigned to join Tom Fizdale Inc., radio publicity service, as
Other additions included: Richard Hill, engineer, Elden Anspach,
West Coast manager. Neil McDonald,
who formerly headed the Fizdale studio announcer, Jacqueline Gunoffice in Hollywood, has gone to CBS lock, continuity writer, Teresa
as assistant to Mr. Brownfield.
Peter, music librarian, Larry Tighe,
newswriter, Bruce Wallace, studio
manager, Orlie Penwitt, national
sales secretary, and Louis Johnson,
evening hostess. New staff orchestra is under direction of Paul
Moorhead. Five members have been
lost from the staff. Don Searle, formerly general manager, is now
manager of KGO, San Francisco.
Connie Joan Conner is now at
Flagstaff, Ariz., serving Uncle
Sam. Art Weaver, sales manager
has left to form his own radio
agency, Frank Samuels, regional
sales, to KGO, and Harvey Twyman,
Guard.staff announcer, to the Coast
WSAN, Allentown, Pa., has appointed
Headley-Reed
Co., New York, as nadiately. tional representative,
effective imme-
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Important
Announcement

Siegfried Mickelson New
WCCO Newsroom Head
SIEGFRIED MICKELSON has
been appointed news editor of the
new news room of WCCO, Minneapolis and St. Paul, according to
A. E. Joscelyn, general manager.
Mitchell V. Charnley has been appointed assistant news editor.
Mr. Mickelson has had more than
ten years of varied journalism experience. He was at one time director of publicity at Yellowstone
National Park. Mr. Charnley is
professor of journalism at the University of Minnesota.
The newsroom, converted from a
studio and furnished with built-in
copy desks, is now the center of all
news activity at WCCO with
news service machines (AP, UP,
PA, and UP radio) located at this
central point. A broadcasting booth
in the room facilitates originating
newscasts at the source.
The WCCO news staff now consists of the following: John McCutcheon Raleigh, analyst, who
was correspondent for the Chicago
Tribune in Berlin at the start of
the war and in 1942 attached to
Gen. McArthur's staff in Australia ;
Larry Haeg, farm news editor, representative inthe Minnesota legislature and active in AAA work
since 1932; Rollie Johnson, sports
editor, broadcasting over WCCO
for almost ten years and director of
athletics in several Twin Cities
high schools; Dr. Lennox Mills,
news tionsanalyst,
familiar
in the British
and with
Dutch condiEast
Indies; Cedric Adams, newscaster,
daily columnist for the Minneapolis
Star; Hale Byers, newscaster, veteran newscaster, once at WJR, Detroit; Ray Tenfenny, newscaster,
local correspondent for Chicago
Tribune and Milwaukee Journal;
William R. Kruger, news writer,
former editor of the Minnesota
Daily; Franklin Page, news writer,
former UP correspondent.
Anti-Axis Discs
U. S. NEWS bureaus of Belgium,
Australia and Greece, all active in
the production of programs for free,
distribution to local stations, have
jointly released a series of weekly
transcriptions containing news of
the anti-Axis activities of the three
countries. Program consists of three
five-minute talks on one side of a
record, with the possibility that
programs from three other nations
may be added later to the other
side. Each five-minute program may
be broadcast separately, the plan
being eventually to produce a
transcription offering six programs,
one for each day of the week. Programs may be offered for local
sponsorship.

"BLIND DATE"
This radio program, so successby Maxwellproperty
House f,
i Coffee,fullyissponsored
the exclusive
"of Mr. Joe Floyd of Sioux Falls,
ill Mm
BALTIMORE'S BLUE
NETWORK
OUTLET

BROADCASTING

kS. All
D. inquiries regarding same^
|'sentative,
should be addressed
to his Radio
repre- .
Tom Wallace
\ Productions, 605 N. Michigan \
'Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
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Ghost-Trap — Automatic Hostess — Farflung
Radio War-Grams — Miss Hewson, Too
e colnsiv
rehe
a comp
FAXFILE, lection
ion
rmat
of info
on
WLW, Cincinnati, to serve the
needs of timebuyers and advertisers, is being mailed to agencies
and advertisers throughout the
country. The package includes a
set of maps on early morning,
early evening and nighttime and
three insert sheets on WLW's
nighttime, afternoon and morning
audiences in 32 cities and 218 rural
communities as reported in the
AdE. lHooper study. ased
mid-winter C.l materia
is to be rele
ditiona
g
from time to time, includin special
wartime market studies. Teaser
campaign titled "Commando Course
oyed in
Secretaries" was empl
for ing
the file. A series of hand
mail
drawings instructed secretaries in
judo techniques for use asrainst
time salesmen who bring in unfilable material, with movie fadeout for WLW representative armed
with the new streamlined, attractively colored Faxfile.

Radio War-Grams
PHOTOSTATIC copies of a Western Electric Co. "Radio WarGram" advertisement, as published
in Broadcasting June 7, which includes notice of a phase of the war
job WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H., is
doing have been mailed by WHEB
to over 500 retail outlets in Central New England. Superimposed
on the face of the sheet is a copy
of a letter from H. W. Willets of
the W-E radio division to B.
Georges, WHEB general manager, congratulating the station
and calling attention to mention
of WHEB in the June 7 WarGram.
Miss Hewson, Too
OFFERING a bargain purchase as
well as a premium to try its product, Joseph Tetley & Co., New
York, sponsor of the Morning Market Basket on the BLUE thriceweekly has invited listeners to mail
25 cents to Isabel Manning Hewson, m.c. of the show, for a utility
bag, useful for knitting, shopping
or the beach. In the bag is a picture of Miss Hewson, a coupon entitling the listener to one package
of Tetley's Jiffy soup with purchase of another package. Agency
is Duane Jones Co., New York.
1 Th» Northwest's Bast I
1 Broadcasting
Buy I

WTCN
BLUE NETWORK
MINNEAPOLIS
ST. PAUl
Owned and Operated by
ST. PAUL DISPATCH PIONEER PRESS, MINNEAPOLIS
DAILY TIMES.
FREE & PETERS, INC. — Natl. Rep.

BROADCASTING

New Gremlins
CREATED and edited by Edward
Shurick, sales promotion director
of KMBC, Kansas City, Mo.,
"KMBC Heart Beats", a new house
organ, appeared Julv 1 to promote
distribution and sales for KMBC
advertisers and give news of the
station's activities, personalities
and programs. Mr. Shurick also
originated the idea for the "Heart
of Amerxa Gremlins", illustrating
the station'5' and'once. C^ar^^rs
were assembled about the microphone bv Ch^stine Wilson, *>rt director [Broadcasting, July 12,
page 50].
* * *
Ghost Trap
TO SELL TIME on its Saturday
Smorffafihnrrl, half-hour variety
show. KSTP, Minneapolis-St. Paul,
has issued a folder in w^ich a
miniature wa^e check is cl°mped
within the teeth of a trap. "We set
a trau for the ^host and caught it",
reads fho fo'Mnr. "q-hnct" referring
to the hi? Fridav pay-day in the
Tw;n Ci+ies warVot, fo!1~wed bv
the big spending day on Saturday.
* * *
Success Stories
A TEN-PACT^ hror-^ir*. in three
colors nremred bv WLS. Chicago,
comniles tv>«» pnoonug pt<vrios of
pfgfht wid«lv-vo vied advertisers,
from cand^r-ma^r
to fruit iar
jno^nf aetn^or.
T^o T*S».fPS. eaen_
don^ne- with an individual radio
£)dv°v+iop>r. are renrints on h°avv
coated ct^ck rvf t wii<; o^ ads w^'ch
pnne^rod in Broadcasting earlier
this year.

VALUE

of MANUFACTURED
NORTH

PRODUCTS

AVCRAGt
OF At/N£
OTH£tt
sotf/ve/iAf
snzes

CAROLINA
'1420.
6

( Mil LIONS)
Source:

—

Census

of Manufactures,

l<?39

^Automatic Hostess
PATftONTS of *?0 taverns and "coke
pirlorg" and workers at two war
r-lonf,, -now bear ton futures of
WTTTO, Davton, via "T>° Antnm^c Hostncs Mnsic Studios",
whic'i '« connected, bv a Une from
the WFTO control room. The Anf im^tic Hoctpcis stndio^ are in the
Mntnol Home Bn'ldino-. Davton, 1
and from t^ere ontstandi^o- news
and sports broadcast
* * *are fed.
Program -Talent Folders
WBT proo-rim-talent folders have
been distributed to renresentatives in Radio Sales for use in nersonnel contacts. Each sales-data
brochure, with name of program
or star printed across the tab, contains apicture in addition to sales
and other interesting facts.
* * *
Gift Flags
AMERICAN FLAGS were offered
to all who bought war bonds at a
rally staged recently at Lane
Bryant's, women's apparel store in
Brooklyn, and broadcast on WLIB,
Brooklyn.
F'rm is a regular advertiser on WLIB.
^ * *
Farflung
DAILY NEWS schedule of WCCO,
Minneapolis, has been distributed to
more than two thousand resorts in
the state through cooperation of
the Minnesota State Tourist Bu-
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JAMES C. CUMMING, account executive of Grey Adv., New York, is
to resign Aug. 1 to join John A.
Cairns & Co., New York, in a similar
capacity.
ALLAN C. GOTTSCHALDT, until
recently executive vice-president of
Glaser-Gottschaldt Inc., Boston, and
former head of Gottschaldt-Humphrey
Inc., Atlanta, has joined Charts W.
Hoyt
ecutive.Co., New York, as account exBRIAN DEVLIN has joined the
Montreal office of Young & Rubicam.
L. G. MOSELY, former vice-president of Bowman, Deute, Cummings,
San Francisco, has joined Foote,
Cone & Belding, New York.

Upper

Third,

• Unlike the lady in the illustration,
WKBN is far from snooty. Like
madame, however, we are happily ensconced inthe "Upper Third" — in the
top three of Ohio's market areas —
Cleveland,Cincinnati and Youngstown!

The big Youngstown Market, encompassing one of the nation's largest
Steel centers . . . with thousands of
men and women sweating to produce
the "heavy stufP' for our myriad battlefronts . . . gets complete radio coverage through only one Youngstown
station— WKBN.
This powerful 5000 watt CBS outlet
commands a potent influence-power
among 1,599,819 people in Northeastern Ohio and Northwestern Pennsylvania. A half-billion dollar retail market! A concentrated, rich market!
Covered completely — and intensively
— with one station — WKBN.
Page 44
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Irna Phillips to J-W-T
IRNA PHILLIPS, serial author,
will join the Hollywood office of J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York,
Oct. 1. Miss Phillips said she approached the agency to learn their
side of the business and does not
know what her duties will be. Leaving Chicago with her will be the
three writers of the scripts which
she supervises, Lonely Women,
written by Janet Huckins, The
Guiding Light, written by Virginia
Thacker and Road of Life, written
by Gertrude Prys.
DAVID RUTLEDGE has joined the
Omaha staff of Beaumoat & Hohman,
Chicago, as assistant to John Paul
Jones, Omaha manager. Mr. Rutledge
was formerly national advertising
manager of the Dayton Journal-Herald.

Of

RUSSEL T. GRAY, Inc., Chicago,
industrial agency, announces election
of Waldo G. Schnell as executive vicepresident and M. G. Walther as vicepresident. Mr. Schnell has been a
vice-president since 1939. Z. H.
Mischka becomes director of publicity and government manuals.
JOSEPH HAYES JACKSON, Foote,
Cone & Belding vice-president in
charge of, copy of Bowman, Deute,
Cummings, has been shifted to the
travel and industrial department of
the agency's Los Angeles office.
TOM WALLACE Radio Productions
has established its Chicago headquarters at 605 N. Michigan Ave.
Telephone number is Superior 4584.
Mr. Wallace left Russel M. Seeds
Co., where he was vice-president, to
set up his firm six months ago.
J. J. DICKELY, former copywriter
of Blackett-Sample-Hummert, New
York, York.
has joined Ted Bates Inc.,
New
LARRY HARRIS, for several years
an agricultural copy writer of Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis, has joined
the copy staff of Mace Adv. Agency,
Peoria, 111.
ELIZABETH HUNTLEY, former
commentator of WGY, Schenectady,
has joined J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York, as a radio specialist on the
public relations staff.
FRANK COOPER, formerly with
General Amusement Corp., has joined
forces with Ed Wolf Assoc., New York
artist representative. Mr. Wolf heads
a radio talent, production, and package show sales division under the
name of Frank Cooper in Association
with Ed Wolf.
CHAS. N. STAHL ADV.. Hollywood
agency, has established a branch office
at 502 Hearst Bldg., San Francisco,
with
Miss director.
Karola Manning as manager
and radio
MARGARET DEANS has been appointed timebuyer at Spitzer & Mills,
Toronto (successors to Lord &
Thomas of Canada), succeeding Norma
Store, who has resigned.
RU? SELL T. KELLEY of Russell T.
Kelley Ltd., Hamilton. Ont., agency,
has been nominated a Progressive Conservative candidate for HamiltonWentworth in the forthcoming Ontario
provincial election on Aug. 4.
BAKER OSTREN, copywriter at
Blackett - Sample - Hummert, Chicago,
has been commissioned a lieutenant
(j.g.) in the Naval Reserve.

Course

You don't get the complete Youngstown Market unless you get Warren,
Ohio (population: 53,000); Sharon,
Pa. (population: 26,000); New Castle,
Pa. (population: 48,000); and all the
smaller cities and towns that comprise
Ohio's Third Market. The ONLY
Youngstown station that gives you these
important communities is — WKBN.

YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO

Represented by; PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

MILLS IS NAMED
ItUDNER MANAGER
GORDON MILLS, sales executive
of NBC, with the network for 10
years, during which time he organized the NBC guest relations
division, has been named business
manager of the radio department
of Arthur Kudner Inc., New York,
according to Myron P. Kirk, radio
director of the agency.
Before joining NBC, Mr. Mills
was in the sales and advertising
department for RCA. He served
with the Chicago Herald-Examiner
and New York Times, and had been
manager of the Philadelphia office
of Erwin, Wasey & Co. He will be
replaced at NBC by Ned Costello,
formerly of NBC Spot Sales.
William G. Schoenhoff, with the
Kudner media department since its
organization, and space buyer on
numerous national accounts, has
been named timebuyer and assistant
to Mr. Kirk, and Louise Yarbrou-jh,
former personal representative for
Commander Gene Tunney, and previously of J. Walter Thompson Co.,
has joined the script division of the
radio department.
BROADCASTING

THE STORIES of newspapers in
Eastern New York are being aired
in a series of 15-minute broadcasts
every Friday night on WGY, General Electric Co. station in Schenectady. The Amsterdam Evening Recorder, published bv Gardiner Kline
was subject of the first program, on
which Arthur T. Robb, editor of
Editor & Publisher, summed up the
stories of all newspapers and their
service to their communities and
the nation. Smiling with appreciation of the tribute to his paper is
Mr. Kline, while Mr. Robb (c) and
Robert S. Peare, manager of publicity and radio, broadcasting for
G-E, also look pleased.
Chester Bowles to Take
Office at OPA July 27
CHESTER A. BOWLES will take
office July 27 as Senior Deputy
Administrator in the Office of Price
Administration, with the powers of
a general manager, Price Administrator Prentiss M. Brown announced last week. He succeeds
19]. R. Maxon, who resigned after
Lou
issuing a series of charges against
the agency [Broadcasting, July
Mr. Brown paid tribute to Mr.
Bowles for his work as head of the
Connecticut CPA. His appointment to Washington,
he said,
immeasurably
strengthen
the "will
administration of OPA throughout
the country". He added that Mr.
Bowles' experience with the problems of local and regional boards
"will be invaluable as we continue
the decsntralization and simplification of wartime price control and
rationing."
Shreddies Extended
NATIONAL BISCUIT Co., New
York (Shreddies), on July 19 extended for six weeks its campaign
on West Coast stations and currently is using approximately 40
dramatized one-minute transcribed
announcements weekly on KFI KPO
KQW KOIN KIRO KJR KTAR.
Firm in addition is sponsoring
thrice - weekly participation in
Chef Milani on KFWB, Hollywood.
Agency is Botsford, Constantine
& Gardner, Los Angeles.

WGPC
1450 KC
CBS
Represented by SPOT SALES /nc.
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Lt. Col. Rosenbaum
To be Attached to Division
Of Military Government
SAMUEL R. ROSENBAUM, president of WFIL, Philadelphia, and a
prominent figure in the industry for
many years, as a result of his nation -wide labor
relations with
unions in the radio industry, has
been commissioned a lieutenant colonel in the
U. S. Army Special Reserve, it
was announced on
July 19. He will
be attached to the Col. Rosenbaum
Division of Military Government of the Occupied
Territories.
Mr. Rosenbaum, who will be on
leave of absence as vice-president
of Albert M. Greenfield & Co.,
realty firm in Philadelphia, holds
both literary and law degrees from
the University of Pennsylvania.
He studied at the Middle Temple,
Inns Court, London, and is the author of several books dealing with
the Constitution and rule making
power of English courts.
Served in Last War
In 1917, he served as civilian assistant to the judge advocate general in drafting war legislation, including the first draft regulations,
the war risk insurance act, and the
soldiers' and sailors' civil relief act.
Former chairman of the onetime Independent Radio Network
Affiliates from 1938 to 1941, Col.
Rosenbaum is vice-president of the
Bankers' Security Corp. and of the
Bankers' Bond and Mortgage Company. In addition, he is a director
of Lit Brothers department store,
Girard Life Insurance Company
and the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel,
all in Philadelphia. He was president of the Robin Hood Dell Concerts through the 1939-41 seasons
and is vice-president of the Philadelphia Orchestra Association. His
wife, the former Edna Phillips, is
first harpist with the Philadelphia
Orchestra.

KSEI
POCATELLO • IDAHO
BROADCASTING

DRUG CRISIS EASED
BY USE OF RADIO
TO MEET an emergency arising
from a shortage of raw materials
necessary in the manufacture of
vital drug products, S. B. Penick
Co., New York, has turned to radio,
in an unusual use of the medium
by the wholesale drug industry.
Firm supplies pharmaceutical
manufacturers with crude oils obtained from leaves, berries, herbs,
roots and barks found in Tennessee
and nearby southern states. Essential war work, higher wages, and
easier jobs have attracted to other
work a large portion of the 1,000
natives who culled the needed materials in their spare time.
After all other media had failed
to recruit the needed workers, S. B.
Penick Co. on July 10 started a
series of one-minute spot announcements on WSM, Nashville, using
two each Saturday on the Opera
House program, 10-Midnight, for a
period of a month. Commercials appeal to the patriotism of the workers, stressing the vital nature of
the product for the armed forces.
Agency is Murray Breese Associates, New York.

REACHES

3,403,000
RADIO

Frank at Weintraub
YASCHA FRANK, formerly producer of the Coca-Cola Pause That
Refreshes on the Air program at
D'Arcy
Adv., ofNewWilliam
York, isH.nowWeinradio director
traub & Co., New York, succeeding
Frank Chase, who has left the
agency. Before joining D'Arcy, Mr.
Frank was writer-producer-director
in the CBS program service department, and was previously national consultant for children's
theatre's for the Federal Theatre
Project. He has spent 13 years in
the motion picture business in
Hollywood.

in
and
at

AGENCY
C. W. JASPERSON
Co., Beverly Hills,
to Barton A. Stebbins, Los Angeles, for
stamp catalog. Said to use radio.
PITTMAN CHEMICAL Co., Birmingham,
toPest CoxinsectAgency.
Rir-oingham,
f r Xillspray. Said
to use radio.
FLASH PRODUCTS Co., New York, to
Hill Adv. Inc., New York, for Flash, lemon mixer for liquor and fountain trade
and for cookery. Drug trade papers
planned, other media not yet set.
CINCINNATI STAMP & COIN Co., Cincin ati, to Julian J. Behr Co., Cincinnati.
GOLDEN
BRAND
Food Products CoPhiladelphia (Cream Wipt salad dressing)
to J. M. Korn Co., Philadelphia.
LEKTROLITE CORP.. New York (cigarlighters),notto set.
Hirshon-Garfield, N. Y.
Mediaetteplans
CHICAGO WHITE SOX (American
League) to Malcolm Howard Agency, Chicago.
COMFOOT PRODUCTS Co. (Comfoot
Foot Balm) to Malcolm Howard Agency,
Chicago.
CONSOLIDATED Hair Goods Co. 'wijOil shampoo, cosmetics) to Malcolm Howard Agency, Chicago.
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Midwest

lower

per
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Chicago

the

than
Spots to Latin America
FORHAN Co., New York, is currently using some 30 stations in
Latin America to promote its dentifrices. Firm uses spot announcements, news and musical programs.
Agency is Gotham Adv., New York.

FAMILIES

cost

thousand
any

other

Chicago

station

COST ANALYSIS OF MAJOR CHICAGO STATIONS*
Cost per
Station
Families
over
WENR
% Increase
.06
.03
WENR
1,000
3,403,000
100.00
A
2,157,000
66.6
.05
B
2,424,000
33.3
C
3,188,000
*Based on a 15-minute daytime .04
show, 5 times per week.
Source — NBC All-County Survey.
Ask a Blue Spot Sales representative
for complete details!

50,000 WATTS
A CLEAR CHANNEL

STATION

890 KILOCYCLES
Owned

and Operated by the Blue Network Company

Represented
New York

Nationally

by Blue Spot Sales

Chicago

Hollywood
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WCAE, Pittsburgh
American Chicle Co.. New York (gum),
36 ta weekly. 13 weeks, thru Grant Adv.,
N. Y.
Sal Fayne Corp., Dayton, 6 sa weekly, 13
weeks, thru Douglas Hall Co., Dayton.
Purity Bakeries, Chicago (Grennan cakes),
6Mithun,
sp weekly,
Chicago.13 weeks, thru CampbellMcKesson & Robbins, Bridgeport. Conn.
(Soretone), 5 ta weekly, 18 weeks, thru
J. D. Tarcher Co., N. Y.
Studebaker Corp., South Bend, Ind., 3 ne
weekly. 13 weeks, thru Roche, Williams
& Cunnyngham. Chicago.
Groves Lab., St. Louis (cold tablets), 5 ne
weekly, 26 weeks, thru Donahue & Coe,
N. Y.
Biscegelia Bros., Philadelphia (Greystone
Wines), 3 ne weekly, 52 weeks, thru J.
M. Korn & Co., Philadelphia.
Braun Baking Co.. Pittsburgh. 6 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru W. E. Long Co., Chicago.
Duquesne Brewing Co., Pittsburgh, 3 sp
weekly, 26 weeks, thru Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh.
Carter Products, New York (Arrid), 2 ta
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Small & Seiffer,
N. Y.
Joseph Horne Co., Pittsburgh (dept.
store), 6 sp weekly. 26 weeks, thru
Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh.
Frank & Seder Co., Pittsburgh (dept.
store) , 2 sp weekly, indefinite, thru Earl
W. Bothwell. Pittsburgh.
Blue Moon Foods, Thorp, Wis. (cheese), 5
to weekly, 13 weeks, thru Reincke-EllisYounggreen & Finn, Chicago.
Pillsbury Flour Mills, Minneapolis (flour
products), 10 ta weekly, 16 weeks, thru
McCann-Erickson, Minneapolis.
Ex-Lax Inc., New York, 3 ta weekly. 16
weeks, thru Joseph Katz Co.. N. Y.
Interstate Labs., Louisville (Vitawine), 10
sa weekly, 26 weeks, thru Farson & Huff,
Louisville.
W. B. Caldwell Co., Monticello, 111.. 3 ta
weekly, quette.
26 weeks,
Chicago. thru Sherman & MarColgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City
(Palmolive Soap & Supersuds), 15 ta
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Wm. Esty & Ted
Bates, N. Y.
Burma Vita Co., Minneapolis (Burma
Shave) . 6 ne weekly. 26 weeks, thru
MacFarland, Aveyard & Co., Chicago.
Rosenbaum's,
sa weekly, 52Pittsburgh
weeks, thru(dept.
Elsiestore).
Lichten-24
stul, Pittsburgh.
National Biscuit Co., New York (Shredded
Wheat) , 7 ta weekly, 3 weeks, thru Federal Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Reid-Murdoch Co., Chicago (Monarch Finer
Foods), 12 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Rogers & Smith, Chicago.
Ward Baking Co., New York (Tip Top,
Aunt Hannah bread), 17 sa weekly, 52
weeks, thru J. Walter Thompson Co.,
N. Y.
B.C. Remedy Co.. Durham, N. C, 12 ta
weekly. 52 weeks, thru Harvey-Massengale Co., Durham.
Paul F. Beich Co., Bloomington, 111.
(candy), 1 ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.
Bell Telephone Co., Philadelphia, 6 sa
weekly. 12 weeks, thru Gray & Rogers.
Philadelphia.
Foster Millburn Co., Buffalo (Doan pills),
3 ta weekly, 52 weeks, thru Spot Broadcasting, N. Y.
Griffin Mfg. Co., New York (shoe polish),
6 ta weekly, 52 weeks, thru BerminghamCastleman & Pierce. N. Y.
Plough Inc., Memphis (Penetro & St.
Joseph Aspirin). 21 ta & sa weekly, 52
weeks, thru Lake Spiro-Shurman, Memphis.
WBTA, Batavia, N. Y.
Cliquot Club Co., Millis, Mass., 3 so daily,
thru N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y.
Montgomery Ward & Co., Chicago, 10 sa
daily, direct.
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WHN, New York
Bank of America, San Francisco (savings),
10 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru Charles R.
Stuart. San Francisco.
Western Processed Food Co., Los Angeles
(Soup-Reme), 3 sp weekly, 13 weeks,
direct.
Lumbermen's
Mutual weekly
Casualtysa, Co.,
Chicago (insurance),
8 weeks
thru Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
Cooper & Cooper, Brooklyn (razor blades),
2 so weekly, 11 weeks, thru Casanave &
Pearson, N. Y.
Payne Furnace & Supply Co., Beverly
Hills. Cal., (repair service), 26 so, thru
Knollin Adv.. San Francisco.
Pierce's Proprietaries
Inc.,36Buffalo
prietary), 6ta weekly,
weeks, (prothru
Duane Jones Co., N. Y.
McKesson & Robbins, Bridgeport, Conn.
(Yodora, Soretone), 5 ta weekly, 16
weeks, thru J. D. Tarcher & Co.. N. Y.
KFRC, San Francisco
Bank of America, San Francisco (financial),
12 so weekly, 52 weeks, thru Chas. R.
Stuart Adv. Co., San Francisco.
Bell Brook Dairies, San Francisco (dairy
products), 1 so weekly. 26 weeks, thru
Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, San
Francisco.
Standard Brands, New York (food), 10 ta
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Ted Bates Adv.,
N. Y.
Cooper & Cooper, New York (blades), 3
sa weekly, thru Casanave & Pearson,
N. Y.
Acme Breweries, San Francisco. 4 ta
weekly, thru Brisacher, Davis & Van
Norden, San Francisco.
Calo Dog Food Co., Oakland (dog food) ,
1 sp weekly, renewal 52 weeks, thru
Frank Wright & Assoc., Oakland.
WOL, Washington
E. Fougera & Co., New York (Medrex),
sa series, thru J. M. Korn & Co., Phila.
Paramount Pictures Inc., New York, 4
sp, thru Buchanan Co., N. Y.
Resinol Chemical Co., Baltimore (Resinol
soap and ointment), 3 sp. thru Courtland D. Ferguson Inc., Washington.
Nehi Corp., Columbus, Ga. (Royal Crown
cola) , sa series, thru BBDO, N.Y.
WOR, New York
Look Magazine, New York (magazine), 3
sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru Son de Regger
& Brown Adv. Agency, Des Moines.
R. B. Semler Inc., New York (Kreml hair
tonic) , 3 sp weekly thru Erwin, Wasey
& Co., N. Y.
WLIB, Brooklyn
S. A. Schonbrunn & Co., New York (Savarin coffee), 15 ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.

WPTF, Raleigh
Tennessee Coal, Iron & R.R. Co., Birmingham, 13 ne weekly, 26 weeks, thru BBDO,
N. Y.
Progressive Farmer Ruralist Co. (Progressive Farmer magazine) , Birmingham,
Ala.. 3 t weekly, 13 weeks, thru Silver
& Douce Co., Birmingham.
Griffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, 6 sp weekly. 52
weeks,
Pierce, thru
N. Y. Bermingham, Castleman &
Blosser Co.,
Atlanta 26(Dr.
Medicated Cigarettes),
so, Blosser's
thru Atherton
& Currier, N. Y.
Ballard & Ballard. Louisville (Obelisk
Flour) , 4 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru Henri,
Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
Seven Up Bottling Co., Raleigh, N. C, 3
ta weekly, 52 weeks, local.
Swift & Co., Chicago (Jewel Shortening),
10 ta weekly. 13 weeks, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.
Miami Margarine Co., Cincinnati (NuMaid). 300 ta & sa, thru Ralph H. Jones
Co., Cincinnati.
Wm.anneB. Coffee)
Reily ,&373Co..so, New
(Luzithru Orleans
Walker Saussy
Co., New Orleans.
Yager's
Liniment Co.. Baltimore, 36 sa,
thru
N. C. Harvey Massengale Co., Durham,
WOV, New York
McFadden Publications, New York (True
Story Magazine) . 4 t, thru Raymond
Spector Shoe
Co., N.Stores,
Y. New York, 4 sp,
National
thru Emil Mogul Co., N. Y.
Atlantic Macaroni Co., Brooklyn, 3120 sa,
thru Pettinella, N. Y.
Smiling Irishman, Los Angeles (used cars),
60 ta. thru Carl Caiman, N. Y.
Paramount Pictures, New York, 8 ta, thru
Buchanan & Co.. N. Y.
Emily Smith Hosiery, N. Y. (Wearlon
stockings),
12 sp, thru Erland Adv.,
N. Y.
V. La Rosa & Sons, Brooklyn (macaroni),
52 sp thru Commercial Radio, N. Y.
Charm Kurl, St. Paul (Permanent Wave
Kit) , 225 sp. thru Guenther-Bradford,
Chicago.
United hueArtists,
& Coe. N.New
Y. York, 8 sp, thru DonaKNX, Hollywood
Scudder Food Products, Monterey Park,
Cal. (salad dressing) , 3 sa weekly, 13
weeks, thru Brisacher, Davis & Van
Norden, Los Angeles.
Hy-Tro»s Co. of California, Los Angeles
(plant food), 3 so weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Brisacher, Davis & Van Norden,
Los Angeles.
KFAC, Los Angeles
Douglas Aircraft Corp., Santa Monica,
Cal. (employment), 5 sp weekly, 13
weeks, thru Essig Co., Los Angeles.

CARTER CO. DENIES
FTC ALLEGATIONS
CARTER'S Little Liver Pills is a
competent and effective laxative
for relief of constipation, Carter
Products Co., New York, asserts in
an answer to a Federal Trade Commission complaint that the company
has made false claims for the
preparation [Broadcasting, June
7]. Street & Finney, New York, advertising agency for the company
at the time material for the complaint was collected, filed a joint
answer.
Denying sentations
that any
repreconcerningofthethe product
are false, or that it disparages the
drug calomel and other laxatives,
the company denies making any
claim for the relief of liver conditions except as they result from
constipation, saying the laxative is
a competent treatment.
As to the allegation
the the
advertisements fail to that
reveal
harmful consequences that may result from use of the preparation
when taken by persons suffering
from symptoms of appendicitis, the
answer asserts that the labeling of
the pills and their advertising contain all the cautionary words the
FTC has any authority to require.
Neither is the use of the word
"liver" in the name "Carter's Little
Liver Pills" misleading by representing that the laxative has some
therapeutic effect on the liver, the
answer claims, because the name is
a valid trademark, having been
used by the firm for over 60 years.
Carter Products is a large user
of radio, sponsoring in addition to
transcribed announcements on 164
stations throughout the country a
series on the BLUE, a serial on
four Don Lee stations, and a transcribed program on WJZ and WOR,
New York.
Sunkist Stays
SPIKING reports to the contrary,
California Fruit Growers Exchange, Los Angeles (Sunkist
oranges, lemons), will continue to
be serviced by Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles. Executives of the
cooperative exchange deny stories
printed elsewhere that the account
was "wide open". No agency change
is contemplated.

BOZEMAN

BUILDING YOUR BUSINESS if OUR business, too . . . Telling a rich and responsive audience
your product is constructiveabout
merchandising.
The PACIFIC NORTHWEST GROUP
KXL
Joseph
McGillvra
KFPY
The KatxH.Company
Z NET
The Walker Company J
5%
discount
(or all
markets.for 2 markets; 10% discount J
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GOLDEN AGE Corp., Los Angeles
(Gold Medal products), on July 19
started for 13 weeks using thriceweekly announcements on KNX,
Hollywood. Firm is also continuing
its schedule of four announcements
daily on KECA and seven per week
on KFI. Agency is Brisaeher, Davis
& Van Norden, Los Angeles.
WESTERN PROCESSED FOOD
Co., Los Angeles, new to radio and
placing direct, in a test campaign to
promote its new concentrated Soupreme, is sponsoring thrice-weekly paricipation in Norma
Young's Contract
Happy
Homes on tKHJ,
Hollywood.
is for 13 weeks.
WESTERN STOVE Co., Culver City,
Cal. (institutional), has started sponsooring thrice-weekly the quarter-hour
Mystery Chef on KGO, San Francisco.
Contract is for 13 weeks, started July
19. Firm also sponsors that program
five times i er week on KECA, Los
Angeles, and uses nightly announcements on KHJ, Hollywood. Mays &
Bennett Adv., Los Angeles, has the
account.
WALTER M. LOWNEY Co., Montreal (chocolates) on Aug. 30 starts
second series of Men In Scarlet, 51
quarter-hour transcribed episodes on
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police
thrice-weekly on 17 Canadian stations. Account was placed by Harry
E. Foster Agencies, Toronto.
JOHN STUART SALES Co., Toronto (distributor for Smith Bros,
cough drops) in mid-November starts
one-minute transcribed announcements on 15 Canadian stations. Account is placed by Harry E. Foster
Agencies, Toronto.
IMPERIAL TOBACCO Ltd., Montreal (Ogden's fine cut) about Aug. 15
starts half-hour transcribed mystery
program weekly on a number of Canadian stations. Account was placed
by Whitehall Broadcasting Ltd.,
Montreal.
WILL SALES, Louisville, Ky. (diais sponsoring
Six Contract
O'Clock
News mond
on store),
WINN,
Louisville.
is for 39 weeks.
ROBERT E. SCHWARTZ, general
manager of the Wildroot Co., Buffalo,
which uses sports and news programs
in selected markets, has been elected
vice-president of the company.
CHARLES GURD & Co., Montreal
(soft drinks) has started five-weekly
announcements on Montreal stations.
Account was placed by Stevenson &
Scott, Montreal.

Ex-Lax Is Cited by FTC
For Advertising Claims
EX-LAX Inc., Brooklyn, and its
agency, Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore, Robert Salazar, trading as
Los Angeles Pharmacal Co. and
Hidalgo Pharmacy, Los Angeles,
are charged by the Federal Trade
Commission with failing to reveal
in advertising the allegedly harmful consequences from use of laxatives by persons having symptoms
of appendicitis, and with making
certain misleading claims for the
preparations.
The Ex-Lax complaint asserts
that the laxative is not a cure or
remedy for constipation and does
not remove its cause, as allegedly
tising. in the company's adverclaimed
Cited in the complaint against
the Los Angeles Parmacal Co.
are Pulmatol, Femovita and Renatone Pills, sometimes known as
Runatone and Stomavita. These
preparations are irritant laxatives, asserts the complaint, and
are not competent treatments for
the conditions claimed in advertisements.
CONSOLIDATED Merchants, San
Francisco, cooperative organization
maintained by merchants and defense
industry plants, on July 12 started
for 52 weeks a five-weekly quarterhour program, Help Wanted, on
KYA. Current participants include
Owl Drug Co. ; Southern Pacific Railroad; White House (department
store) ; Moore Dry dock Co. (ship
builders)
Dairy is Delivery
Co.
; Union; Borden's
Oil Co. Agency
Charles
N. Stahl Adv., San Francisco.
FREDERICK H. SPEARE Productions, Hollywood (dramatic school),
is sponsoring a weekly quarter-hour
dramatic program featuring students
of that unit on KFWB. Contract is
for 52 weeks, started July 18. Agency
is Lock wood- Shackelford Adv., Los
Angeles.
JOHN F.nounced JELKE
Chicagol an-of
last week theCo.,appointment
J. Edward Coombes as advertising
manager. Mr. Coombes will also, be in
charge of sales promotion and market
research
for the
company'sShortening,
products,
Good Luck
Margarine,
and Salad Dressing.
TO ILLUSTRATE its war activities,
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati,
leading user of radio advertising, has
issued a tells
booklet,
for Victory".
Booklet
how "Vital
the company
used
mass production skills for quantity
shell-loading, did laboratory research
on synthetic rubber, produces glycerine
and edible fats for the Army and uses
soap industrially for processing leather,
fabrics and metal.

COVERAGE
CALIFORNIA
AGRICULTURE INCOME UP
186 PERCENT SINCE LAST CENSUS
FRESNO COUNTY

Bluer

than

"But

McCLATCHY
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Happier!

KMA, Shenandoah, Iowa, now operates on 5,000 watts —
night as well as day. With its enviable frequency of 960
kilocycles and its license to operate on unlimited time, KMA
is now more than ever one of the choicest regionals on the
entire Blue Network.
And speaking of networks, the station is BLUER than ever
— for clients on the Blue know a good buy when they see
one. Ford, Coca-Cola, General Mills, Miles Laboratories,
Swift, Kellogg, Bristol-Myers, Andrew Jergens, Carter Products, Serutan, Williamson Candy ... in fact, almost any
Blue client you can mention is a KMA client.
The reasons are obvious: KMA is the No. 1 Farm Station
in America's No. 1 Farm Market. KMA is the only full-time
Blue outlet serving the Omaha-Council Bluffs market. The
KMA per-thousand-radio-homes cost is only 6 cents per
daytime half-hour — and though its nighttime power is now
up 5 times, there is no increase in rates!
You can't get our latest Market Data
it's not off the press yet. But you can
write. In the meantime, call the Blue
Peters — or drop us a line. You'll be
are!

brochure right now;
get one soon — if you
Network — or Free &
as enthusiastic as we

KMA
BLUE NETWORK

3RD
Farm Income County in the United States
KM
J
Covers this rich Central California area
with 8 out of the top 100 farm income
counties in the United States in the KAAJ
primary area.
See Raymer

Ever

The No. I Farm

Station in the No. 1 Farm

151
Free & Peters, inc.
Exclusive National RtprtttntatUes

COUNTIES

Market

ABOUND

SHENANDOAH,

IOWA
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Amendments

to

Rules

Newspaper

Of Foreign Agents Act
RULES and regulations of the
Foreign Agents Registration Act
have been amended to eliminate any
implication that foreign news and
radio reporters in this country are
not regarded as actual correspondents, according to Attorney
General Biddle.
The requirements of the act are
not greatly affected although the
wording has been changed and just
as under the previous rules, correspondents who are directed by or
perform any services for any
foreign government or political
party must comply with the act.
Even though the correspondent,
according to Biddle's statements, is
serving a foreign publication, radio, or news service which is
owned, directed, or subsidized by a
foreign government or political
party while at the very same time
he may be writing for publication
in the United States, he must notify
the Justice Department under the
act.

Promotion

To Head Off Radio
QUESTIONNAIRE devoted entirely to the competition radio stations are giving newspapers in the
retail advertising field has been
sent out by the Retail Promotion
Committee of the Newspaper Advertising Executives Assn. to all
NAEA members. Committee, headed by H. H. MacLean, manager of
the retail stores division of ScrippsHoward Newspapers, was organized
at the NAEA convention last
month [Broadcasting, June 14],
presumably in an attempt to forestall any diversion of retail advertising from newspapers to radio
wh'ch may occur as a result of the
radio presentation prepared by the
NAB Retail Promotion Committee
which will be shown to retailers
this fall [Broadcasting, July 19].
The following questions are included in the questionnaire:

Men

Start

Fight

Retail Competition
1. How many radio stations operate in your city? Please list each station's call letter and wattage and network.
2. How many retail stores in your
town are using radio advertising at
the present time? List each account by
type of store and indicate the amount
of time each uses weekly. List department stores, chain general merchandise
stores such as Sears, Wards, and large
specialty stores such as grocery, drug,
furniture, apparel, etc. Do not list
"spot" users — only large accounts.
Give store, time used weekly, approximate cost, and does store own interest
in station?
3. How many department stores
have used radio but have discontinued
its use? (Please name store and give
the reason why they stopped.)
4. How do department stores who
are now using radio charge this form
of advertising expenditure? Against
general store fund or against specific
department. If both, please explain.
5. Please outline any specific cases

The Management of WTAR Radio Corporation Takes Pleasure in Announcing Results of

with
duties Army
will beprograms.
temporarilyBrechner's
handled
by the staff, it was announced.
Prior to joining the Bureau,
Brechner was with the Army Recruiting Service where he wrote
the first transcriptions used for
recruiting during the Army expansion of 1940 and early 1941.
He was previously with the Howard
Martin Agency in Washington, as
a freelance writer; he collaborated
in the writing of Have You Heard?
an Office of Education program;
and has done general radio writing
for NBC Washington.
JACK KAMSLER, formerly of
WJJD,
new
duties asChicago,
salesman hasof taken
Joseph over
Hershey
tive.
McGillvra, Chicago, radio representa-

the Semi-Annual Audit of Listening in the Norfolk, Portsmouth, Newport News, Virginia
area made at the request of Stations WTAR,
and WGH

by C. E. Hooper, Inc.
69.0%

Station C

8 a.m.
to 12
N.
57.5 %
18.4
%
16.1 %

12 N. to
6 P.M.
62.7 %
17.8
%
16.2 %

Station D

1.9 %

0.5 %

Others

6.1 %

2.8 %

Station WTAR
Station B

H. MacLean, Scripps-Hcward Newspapers (Scripps-Howard Stations),
chairman; Charles H. Conland,
Hartford (Conn.) Courant; Robert
K. Drew, Milwaukee Journal
(WTMJ); J. Frank Duffy, Gannett Newspapers (Gannett Newspaper Stations) ; H. F. Failing,
Portland Oregon Journal (KALEKOIN) ; J. T. Griscom, Nashville
Banner and Tennessean; Samuel
G. Howard, Minneapolis StarJournal and Tribune; C. E. McKittrick, Chicago Tribune (WGN) ;
Victor Merson, Canton (O.) Repository (WHBC); William H.
Moore, Detroit News (WWJ) ; F.
G. Pearce, Altoona (Pa.) Mirror;
Walter
Times. Pfaffenberger, Los Angeles
Brechner to Service
JOE BRECHNER, assistant to
the executive, Radio Branch, Bureau of Public Relations, War
Dept., will leave July 31 for Camp
Lee, Va., for active duty. He has
been with the BPR since April,
1941. Brechner wrote some of the
first programs produced by the
radio torybranch,
including
Hour. More
recently,Thehe Vichas
been advising stations on security
and other matters in connection

mm

WRVA,

where department stores have had
success stories on radio promotions.
Could these promotions have been
more successful in newspapers?
It is interesting to note that of
the 12 members of the NAEA retail committee, which Mr. MacLean
says will study the entire retail advertising picture of which radio is
only one phase, seven are employed
by newspapers
withas radio
affiliations. Members are
follows:
H.

14.to9%
6 P.M.
10:3012p.m.
.10.%8%
23%

(Stations will be identified upon request)

RADIO

STATION
NORFOLK,

WSilY, Schenectady, N.Y.
. . . our entire news staff joins
me in congratulating you on
doing.
the splendid job you are

WTAR

George R. Nelson,
General Manager

VIRGINIA

5,000 Watts

NBC Network
available through

National Representatives: Edward Petry & Co.

PRESS ASSOCIATION,
SO Rockefeller Plaza
New York, N. Y.
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KMTR

HAND-IN-GLOVE news coverage
is represented by this trio under
a recent local radio-newspaper tieup of KFI-KECA, Los Angeles,
and Daily News of that city. Interviewing Sgt. Arthur Gallentine
USMC (center), Marine hero of
South Pacific naval battles, are
Manchester Boddy (left), publisher of Daily News, and William B.
Ryan (right), general manager of
the stations. New policy includes
two-way cooperation on newspaper
features and scheduled radio programs.
Wismer for Redskins
HARRY WISMER will handle
broadcasts of the Redskins' Professional League
football games
on WMAL, Washington, this fall
according to Kenn e t h Berkeley,
manager of
WMAL. Wismer
played football in
college until an
injury forced him
to retire from acMr. Wismer
tive playing. As
sportscaster for the college radio
station at Michigan State he got
his first radio training, later going
to WJR, Detroit. He transferred
to WXYZ, Detroit, and last year
joined BLUE network to handle
its football broadcasts.

Sheffield Quiz
SHEFFIELD FARMS Co., New
York, will promote its dairy products on a half-hour weekly quiz
program on WOR, New York,
starting Wednesday, Aug. 11 and
has also signed for three quarterhour segments per week on The
Missus Goes A-Shopping on WABC
New York. WOR program centers
around the identification of wellknown voices and is titled Guess
Who. Agency is N. W. Ayer &
Sons, New York.

THE

Is Renewed

Without
Hearing
Stock Ownership Question
Settled by Court Ruling
REVERSING its July 19 order for
a hearing on the application of
KMTR, Los Angeles, for license
renewal, the FCC on July 20 granted the station's petition for reconsideration and renewal of its license. The hearing, which had been
scheduled for July 28, involved a
question of ownership and management which was an issue last September when the renewal was set
for hearing [Broadcasting, Sept.
28, 1942].
The proceedings were continued
at the request of the applicant until
litigation involving ownership of
500 shares of its stock could be
settled in a California court. This
action arose when in 1942 Gloria
Dalton, widow of Victor E. Dalton,
former owner and president of
KMTR, who died in December,
1941, sued the present owners,
Reed E. Callister and K. L. Banning, for 50% of the stock, or 500
shares. Her petition to the court
asserted that the 1000 shares (all
capital stock) purchased by Mr.
Dalton in 1932 and sold without her
knowledge to Callister and Banning in 1933 was community property. Under California law she
is entitled to half of all such property.

WHAT EVERY RADIO ADVERTISER SHOULD KNOW!

Court Ruling
The court, according to KMTR's
petition of July 20, has upheld Mrs.
Dalton's claim to 507c of the stock,
and ruled that her share is held in
trust by Callister and Banning until an adjustment is made.
Following sale of the station,
Mr. Dalton continued active in
its management as president and
director until his death in 1941,
which raised a question concerning the actual transfer of control
in addition to the question concerning programming and overall
operation. The applicant has shown
the Commission changes in management and policy which be?an
in the middle of last year and it
would thus appear that the Commission is satisfied with the present status of operation.
No evidence was found to indicate that Callister and Banning
were parties to a fraud, according
to the Commission, they evidently
having made the deal with Dalton
in good faith.

FACTS:

Special programs for the
armed forces, A.P. News,
modern equipment are a
few of the reasons why
we are "First on All
Puerto Rico Dials."
WIAC
SAN JUAN • PUERTO RICO

BROADCASTING

Eagle Oil Back
EAGLE OIL & REFINING Co.,
Los Angeles (Golden Eagle gas),
out of radio for approximately two
years, on Aug. 17 starts sponsoring
a weekly quarter-hour program,
Headline Builders, on KNX, Hollywood. Contract is for 52 weeks.
Dramatizing biographies of people
in the news, the series will feature
Gayne Whitman as narrator. Ted
Bliss will produce. Scholts Adv.
Service, Los Angeles, has the account.
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Technical

Plan

Group

To Meet in Mid-August
A GENERAL meeting of all groups
interested in participating in a
radio technical planning association will probably be held in midAugust, according to Haraden
Pratt, chairman of a special committee of the Institute of Radio
Engineers set up to assist in the
formation of an industry-wide association to prepare for the application of the new war-born radio
techniques to peacetime operations.
His committee and a similar one
of the Radio Manufacturers Assn.
have reached a general agreement
on the overall plans for the new
organization, Mr. Pratt said last
week, and will get together early
in August to approve the written
expression of these plans, insuring against any future misunderistandings. Following this final
committee meeting, which Mr.
Pratt said had been postponed several times because of vacation season difficulties in assembling the
full committees, a general mating
of all industry groups will be
called.
RESULTS
BRING
RENEWALS
Louisville Chemical
Company

started

WINNvertising in
February 1 941 .
They're still with us!
SPOT SALES, INC.
National Representatives

KYW Staff Changes
STAFF CHANGES at KYW,
Philadelphia, were announced this
week. Gary Linn, general supervisor and traffic manager, was inducted into the Navy. Harry Bates,
station auditor, will look after the
general service department while
Hal Coulter, sales promotion manager, will handle traffic. Eliot Jeffords was named assistant in the
sales promotion department succeeding Bob Hare, who left to
join the Army. Harry Koepple was
appointed relief maintenance engineer. Blanche Robinson, formerly of Fleetwings Inc., joined the
sales promotion staff. Peter Roberts was appointed commercial announcer on the Keystone Automobile Club's Musical Milestones
program, replacing Gary Linn.

EVERY

mW^Mon

N"*
LOUISVILLE
WIN

with

WINN

BLUE

you*
NETWORK

STATION
LOUISVILLE,

i*t
KY.

D.
E. "Plug"
"
President
and GeneralKendrick
Manager
G. F. "Red" Bauer
Sales Manager „
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NO OTHER
GROUP
CAN
GIVE you
PRIMARY
COVERAGE
OF THE RICH
SOUTH TEXAS
MARKET

FCC

Military Activity Probed
(Continued from page 32)
ask the Army to let us keep our plained that he had opposed the
own civil activities and let us do abolition of the examining system
work for such other Government
by the FCC in 1938 because it permitted attorneys to act both as
agencies
as require it."
The Commissioner
added that he judges and prosecutors. That conbelieved it would be far better for
dition obtains today, he said. The
the Commission "to stay home" and Commissioner expressed "highest
keep out of the foreign military confidence" in the engineering detheatres. All these field activities
partment and had recommended
and still recommends that the law
should be transferred to the armed
forces, where they would work best, department be subjected to the
he said. He added he did not think same qualifications as the engineerthe FCC should operate any staing department. He urged Civil Service wherever possible.
tions abroad.
As Mr. Garey read the 1938
Alluding to the replacement of
memorandum, he interposed ques- Hampson Gary, general counsel of
tions on the more provocative rec- the FCC in 1938, Commissioner
ommendations. Where CommissionCraven said he thought that was
er Craven urged that there be "no "outrageously wrong" and described
outside pressure" considered in him as one of the "most capable
reaching Commission decisions and and loyal servants the Government
that only matters on the record be
taken into account, Mr. Garey obUpon resuming the stand at a
served that was a laudable princi- ever
brief had."
afternoon session, Commisple but one not adhered to. Comsioner Craven told the Committee
missioner Craven commented that he desired to correct an impression
so-called outside pressures merely left by his previous testimony. This
became pressures because they are dealt with his 1938 memorandum
"acceded to." He said he personally
reorganization and the prohad no objection to members of on FCC posed
resolutions attached to it,
Congress calling him to ascertain
with particular reference to the
the status of cases or to express
engineering department. He
their views. But he added he had FCC's
said he did not want to leave the
never encountered an instance
view that he felt the FCC's engiwhere members of Congress were
neering department had been
critical because the Commission had
"amenable
to influence". He derejected matters in which they were
clared that he had never known
interested. In effect, he said, he had the engineering department to
never received anything that he "yield" to outside influences.
might
characterize
from outside
sources.as "pressure"
Com. Craven also alluded to previous testimony he had given reMr. Garey preferred to allude to
garding the London office of FBIS,
these pressures as "political domiwhich he said he understood had
nation". He said that everybody
only eight employes. During the
knew that
therethere
was was
"ex-parte
evidence"
and
no reason
why luncheon intermission, he said, the
Commission records showed that a
Commissioner Craven shouldn't ad- staff of 43 had been authorized.
mit it. Commissioner Craven ex- He declared that at the time he
testified he had not recalled this
Commission action.
The entire afternoon session,
running for little more than an
hour, was given over to a discusits HOME DIAMOND
sion of the FCC's work and to a
quasi-technical explanation of the
useful radio spectrum by CommisIf you want your game played
sioner Craven. The witness said
by the home team in South
that he expected the day would
Texas — this is it! Four stations
in South Texas' Radio Package
that are in there pitching (or
you all the time; each batting
(or you and your products in
WDRC
its own local area; all teaming
CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER
up to run up your score
throughout the whole rich
South Texas market. Find out
more about this great team,
and how it'll play ball (or youl
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come when there will be no "overhead wires" and everything will
be by radio. He said this may sound
visionary but is possible.
Alluding to the tremendous
strides made by radio since the
war, Com. Craven declared that
this newly developed portion of
the spectrum may bring about a
different regulatory philosophy because an almost unlimited number
of channels will be available. He
said it might not be necessary to
regulate rigidly private enterprise
in these fields because of free competition. With these additional facilities, he said, freedom of speech
might not be imperiled. He said the
country could look for a "new era
in radio after the war".
Commissioner Craven expressed
the opinion that changes in the
law are necessary to accommodate
these new operations which will result from wartime development.
Whether it will be necessary to
have the same sort of regulation
that obtains now, he said, is something that can only be known after
the war is over.
Craven Agrees On
Transfer of Functions
Resuming the stand for the third
successive day, Commissioner Craven was interrogated further regarding PBIS and RID activities.
Threaded throughout the examination was the effort by Counsel
Garey to establish his contention
that Chairman Fly "dominates" the
FCC and that he, without the advice, consent or authority of the
balance of the Commission membership, established, nurtured and developed FBIS and RID into "socalled alleged war agencies."
Commissioner Craven did not go
along with the committee counsel on
these contentions, qualifying his
observations, as he had the preceding day, with the comment that Mr.
Fly is a "strong" man and that the
fault lay with members of the FCC
in permitting him to operate more
or less independently.
As for FBIS, Mr. Craven finally
suggested that its functions might
readily be transferred to OWI, conditioned upon provision being made
to supply those civil agencies of the
Government which had need for the
service. As to RID, he said he was

CARRYING ALL CBS MAJOR PROGRAMS
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inclined to go along with the recom endations of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff that the military intelligence functions be transferred to
the Army but that the FCC should
retain its civil "policing" functions,
ferreting out illicit broadcasting
stations and checking the technical
operations of other stations.
Denny Blocked On
Introduction of Release
The session was highlighted by
several attempts of Commission
Counsel Denny to interrupt the
proceedings and to challenge the
testimony holding that FBIS is
"useless" or that RID service is
not desired by the military services.
He sought to place in the record
letters supporting these contentions
but was blocked by Chairman Cox.
The first incident arose when
Chairman Cox, in referring to a
press release issued by Dr. Leigh,
FBIS director, claiming that General Eisenhower had requested the
FCC to establish a North African
monitorinsr unit, had commented
that the FCC is releasing information supporting its own case but at
the same time is withholding: information renuested bv the Committee. Mr. Denny interrupted, contending this was not so. He asked
that Dr. Leigh's release be placed
in the record and agreed to have
certain confidential letters, referred
to previously, "declassified" as far
as the FCC is concerned, if Undersecretary Patterson would remove
the "confidential" restriction on a
letter he had written Chairman
Fly. All these dealt with the North
African situation.
Chairman Cox had charged that
the Commission was releasing information that substantiated its
claims, but that it was "withholding
and covering up by designating as
confidential anything that shows
Army dissatisfaction with your
services." Mr. Denny entered another vehement denial and sought
to
have
Dr. Leigh's
releaseCoxplaced
in the record.
Chairman
said
the Commitee would hear testimony
from Dr. Leigh and others in due
course and denied the request.
Carrying on in much the same
vein as the preceding day, Commissioner Craven said he did not
want to be placed in the position
of criticizing his fellow commissioners. He said it had developed as a
matter of custom more than anything else for the chairman to act
without prior consultation with the
full Commission. When Mr. Garey
pressed him on whether this was
not unlawful, Rep. Hart interjected
that it was apparent whatever Mr.
Fly did had been done with acquiescence of the Commission. Commissioner Craven nodded approval
and asserted that he had long given
up being a chronic dissenter on all
these matters.
When Counsel Garev asked if the
difficulty was not "lack of legal
right but lack of integrity and
character on the part of Commission members to insist on their
rights," Commissioner Craven
asked to be excused from answering the question on the ground that
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Mistress of Ceremonies, Helen Leighton, the
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it was embarrassing. Rep. Hart interjected with the observation that
this was an improper line of questioning and that the Commissioners
themselves could best attest to their
character. He observed that Commissioner Craven was qualified as
an "outstanding radio engineer"
and not an "expert on human char"If you want to relieve witnesses
acter."embarrassment, you might as
from
well terminate the hearings right
now, because they are going to be
embarrassed," Mr. Garey rejoined.
Denny Tries Again,
With Letters on FBIS
At another point Mr. Denny
sought to place in the record a
series of 20 letters from various
Government agencies attesting to
the value of FBIS. The data was
not admitted, however. Following
the adjournment of the hearing,
however, copies of tbe letters, along
with a letter from Brig. Gen. E. S.
Greenbaum, executive officer in Undersecretary Patterson's office, were
released in the Commission's behalf
by Nathan David, assistant general
counsel. Mr. David also conducted
what amounted to an impromptu
press conference in the committee
room in essaying to answer questions of reporters regarding the
"Gestapo"
phase of the hearings to
r New York City and Environs
1 be held in New York.
The letters given out by the FCC
2,000,000 or 15.4% of the population included photostats of communicaof Greater New York listen to
tions from Nelson A. Rockefeller,
YIDDISH radio programs
Coordinator of Inter-American
Affairs (March 5, 1942) ; Maj. Gen.
1,400,000 or 10.8% of the population
George V. Strong, chief of Military
of Greater New York listen to Intelligence
(Dec. 21, 1942) ; Capt.
ITALIAN language programs
S. N. Moore, administrative officer
1,250,000 or 9.6% of the population of Naval Intelligence (March 6,
of Greater New York listen to 1942) ; Briar. Gen. Ravmond E. Lee,
POLISH language programs
acting assistant chief of staff of
Military Intelligence (Dec. 26,
670,000 or 5.1 % of the population
of Greater New York listen to 1941); Carl K. Fink, Bureau of
Naval Personnel, who wrote by
GERMAN language programs
direction of Rear Admiral Randell
250,000 or 2% of the population
(Julv 9, 1943) ; Assistant
of Greater New York listen to Jacobs
Secretary of State Breckenridge
SPANISH language programs
Lone;, a member of BWC (Sept. 10,
WBNX brings to this audience in its 1941) : William L. Lander, director,
native tongue and in English, interesting Branch of Research and Analvsis,
entertainment; educational and musical
Office of Strategic Services (Nov.
programs, and the complete world-wide
16, 1942) ; Milo Perkins, former
facilities of International News Service. executive director of BEW. (Au?.
Appreciation of WBNX service is evi- 5, 1942) ; Rear Admiral R. K. Turner, director of War Pla^ Division,
denced by the annual contract renewals
Navv Dent. (Sent. 2, 1941) ; Rear
of
the largest national and local advertisers.
Admiral Leigh Noves, former director of Naval Communications
Public | (Aug. 6, 1941) : and J. Edgar Hoo• Winner of PEABODY
ver, director, FBI (Dec. 5, 1942).
for Public
1 1 "ervice to Foreign CITATION
Language Groups
roups. J
These communications dealt with
various aspects of FBIS and RID,
some of them seeking information
and others commending the service.
It was understood a number of letters were used in connpction with
WBNX
FCC appropriation hearings.
Also released by the FCC, after
Mr. Denny had failed to receive
5000 Watts
permission to place it in the record,
was a letter dated Julv 10 signed
s\Ze*vyoik City
by Gen. Greenbaum, executive officer to Undersecretary Patterson.
Addressed to Chairman Flv, the
We all are in it
letter dealt with the War Department resume of the testimony of
BUY WAR BONDS!
Rear Admiral S. C. Hooper to Cox
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Lives at Job
HAROLD CLARK, continuity writer for WGL, Fort
Wayne, really eats and
sleeps at his work. He han
dies all of the accounts in
the 1200 block of South Calhoun St., calling on sponsors
and picking up copy. Now
Clark has moved into an
apartment on the same block.
committee counsel in executive
hearing, which was read into the
formal hearing record by Mr.
Garey early in the proceedings.
The letter stated that the "paper"
consisted "merely of notes made
in May by an Army officer to
whom the Navy had loaned a
copy of Admiral Hooper's testimony." It added that the notes "do
not express the view of the War
Department, but merely this officer's
own comment. They were not furnished by any officer in the Army
or anyone in the War Department."
Denny Offers to
'Declassify9 Letters
The letter stated that it would
confirm the statement made by
Gen. Greenbaum to Mr. Fly on the
telephone, at the direction of Mr.
Patterson. It was dated July 10.
On the same date the Navy Department had released a "memorandum to the press" dealing with the
memorandum of Admiral Hooper to
the Secretary of the Navy placed in
the record by Mr. Garey [Broadcasting, July 19]. This release
stated that the memorandum dated
May 14, 1942 quoted by Mr. Garey
"was not an official statement by
the Navy Department and expresses the personal views of Admiral Hooper."
Shortly
after Commissioner Craven took the stand Thursday,
Chairman Cox first alluded to the
press release issued the preceding
day by Dr. Leigh and pointed out
that since apparently the Commission had "declassified" the confidential letters on which the Commission previously had reserved
judgment, he felt it was now
proper for the Committee to reverse its view and admit the letters
in question. The doctor's action, he

Not

said, relieves the Committee of the
"duty and responsibil ty of secrecy"
in connection with the letters.
Mr. Denny, in his first effort to
gain recognition, emphatically denied an observation by Mr. Garey
that the Commission had not supplied the Committee with all of the
data requested or that it had
"stripped" its files.
In connection with the exchange
of letters betwen Chairman Fly
and Undersecretary Patterson, Mr.
Garey contended that the first letter— from Mr. Fly to Secretary
Stimson — had been marked "confidential" by Mr. Fly. Consequently
Mr. Patterson's reply was "confiIt was at this point that Mr.
Denny offered to remove the confidential." dential restriction from Mr. Fly's
letters if Secretary Patterson
would do the same. He said he
would seek to have Secretary Patterson remove the confidential restriction.
Commissioner Craven was pressed
by Mr. Garey on matters pertaining
to FBIS and more particularly its
North African operations. He protested he was not competent to testify on those matters with accuracy
because he had not studied them.
The Commissioner did not agree
that FBIS was simply a "messenger
boy" function, particularly insofar
as the London activities were concerned. He said he could not attach
much value to it personally, but
he believed that others did. He
knew, he added, that the Army and
Navy preferred
the "raw"
material
rather
than the FBIS
analyses.
Asked about the selection of Dr.
Leigh assionerhead
CommisCraven of
saidFBIS,
he had
been
highly sioner
recommended
Wakefield. He by
saidCommishe did
not know that Bennington College,
in Vermont, where Dr. Leigh had
taught, was regarded as a "radical
Asked if he knew any reason why
FBTS should be continued. Comcollege." missioner Craven said he felt that
the service probably could be transferred to OWI, provided the latter
agency was equipped to supply the
necessary service to other Government agencies. He has always felt,
he said, that regulatory bodies
should be divorced from outside
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operating activity, though he did
not feel the Commission should be
criticized for going into these services in time of national emergency.
Cox Raises Question
Of Officers' Testimony
When Mr. Denny sought to place
in the record the score of letters
dealing with FBIS, Chairman Cox
instructed him to supply the names
to Mr. Garey and the Committee
would ask the writers to appear to
testify "under oath." This raised
an anomalous s:tuatioi, since officers of the Army and Navy, by specific instruction of the heads of
their departments, have not been
permitted to testify before the Committee. Rep. Hart raised the question whether the Committee would
be able to hear them, in the light
of these instructions.
Passing to RID, Commissioner
; Craven said the FCC's monitoring
services had nine primary monitor' ing stations before it set up its
national defense program, as
' against approximately 100 now. He
! acquiesced in Mr. Garey's view
; that tlrs service was developed "in
■ competition wi+h the armed forces"
■ insofar as critical materials and
highly skilled manoower is concerned. He added that radio men
; trained in direction finding are
1"scarce."
Asserting that RID could not be
•regarded as an intelligence service
;in the true military sense, Commis'sioner Craven said that secrecy is
one of the most important factors
'in such intelligence. He did not
ifeel, however, that too much publicity had been given to RID activities, but when Mr. Garey commented that Chairman Flv had told
the Costello committee on draft deferments in public hearings about
■RID's activities in "locating enemy
forces," the witness said he wanted
'to "take it back" and that he
'thought a mistake had been made
if such information had been imrparted in public hearings.
• If the armed forces desire that
(the FCC should discontinue RID,
insofar as its military functions are
iconcerned, Commissioner Craven
isaid he felt that should be done.
■But the monitoring operations in
,the United States should be mainstained, he said.
i Chairman Cox then recessed the
proceedings in Washington until
'Aug. 9. He announced the appointment of Reps. Hart and Wigelesworth as a subcommittee, to hold
hearings in New York in connection with foreign language activities of the FCC.
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For every problem there is
a solution — at least, we
think so. Specifically, we
are thinking of the difficulty you may be having
with recordings, and we
want to offer this friendly

RUIRV

TEXAS

EFFECTIVELY

;

Texans like programs designed for Texans. We
have plenty of proof of
this. So why not let us help
you build a live talent show
. . . designed to appeal to
Texans . . . and then watch
it get results over the
LONE STAR CHAIN!

For rates and further information, write Ken L.
Sibson, Tower Petroleum Building, Dallas, Texas.

Ziv Disc Series Expands
THE War Correspondent, disc series
produced by Frederic W. Ziv Inc.,
ias been acquired by KGKO WOAI
KPRC WKRG KGW WKPT WFBM
WKY WKBB WTMA WFBR WROL
tVT)OD WEEI WRC WfJAR WXYZ
KSD KRNT WSB WPTF KSTP
WIOD KOIL WOR bringing total to
Bore than 70 stations. Eye Witness
fews is now on more than 150 stations ; most recent additions are
KXYZ KFDM WCOV WJHL KIRO
WIBX. Korn Kobber has been added
>n WGATT WCBC KOMO WSAY
I vVROL KROS KLZ WJHL.
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Mrs. Brown and 25,000 other Alabama
housewives visit the WAPI Model
Kitchen annually. They taste with confidence, grin with pleasure and hurry
away to buy.
From WAPI's Model Kitchen, complete with practically every modern
kitchen appliance, WAPI home economists broadcast for a half-hour
daily, discussing sponsors' products;
using the products to prepare complete meals, which are then sampled
by the studio audience.
19 participating sponsors in the past
five years have watched sales grow, as
3,500 listeners a month write or
'phone WAPI for recipes using Model
Kitchen sponsors' products. These
sponsors have benefited from the 3fold merchandising impact of the
Model Kitchen— the daily broadcasts
. . . the extensive dealer promotion . . .
the enthusiastic studio audiences.
Food advertisers will find an opportunity in the low cost, high result
WAPI Model Kitchen. Ask us or
Radio Sales for details.

C0LI1IM inwiw
Represented nationally by Radio Sales
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Praise

IN ONE batch the FCC last Friday, following the recess of the
House Committee investigation into
the Commission for a fortnight,
made public five separate press releases dealing with the inquiry and
designed to answer Committee
charges.
In addition, FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly, slated as the
key witness in the inquiry, held a
press conference at which he discussed freely the aspects of the inquiry and criticized the manner in
which it has been conducted from
the start. He did not, however, join
in any controversy over the testimony of Commissioner T. A. M.
Craven who was on the stand for
three days.
In a letter to members of the Ave
man Committee, Commissioner Fly
alluded to a statement made by
Chairman Cox that when Mr. Fly
appeared before the Committee on
Julyhad9, insisted
"he refused
after
he
that to
thetalk"
Commitee
give him an opportunity to appear.
Brief Appearance
Mr. Fly's letter stated he was
"not conscious of ever having had
an opportunity to testify" on any
of the various matters within the
scope of the resolutions and that
his one brief appearance was to nroduce one file of the Board of War
Communications. He reiterated the
importance of giving the Commission a prompt hearing on the
charges which would be made public and said he stood ready to appear at any time.
A second press release related to
charges bv Committee General
Counsel Eugene L. Garev regarding
FBIS emploves in North Africa.
Mr. Fly denied the Commission had
sent 31 emnloyes to that war theatre. Mr. Fly said the Commission
never had more than 15 persons
t^ere and all were assigned to the
Phycholocical Warfare Branch of
the Army. Of the 15 only 5 are
regular employes whose transfer
there was approved by the full
Commission, he said. The remaining
10 were people living in the area
recruited to assist temporarily in
clerical work, with salaries ranging
from $10 to $100 a month.
A tVrd press release was related
to FBIS, and Chairman Fly answered the '•ViivToc; of the Civ Committee that FBIS is not performing
a valuable service with 20 letters
fr<">m war agencies gri^i^e am-irova.1
of its services. The Committee refused to accept the letters for its
record.
The letters were released to the
press at the Committee ^eari^0- (see
running story . Mr. Fly asserted
that the letters showed the "great
value
and importance
The fourth
release wasof aFBIS".
letter
from Elmer Davis to Dr. Robert
Leigh. Hi rector of FBTS dated Auer.
15, 1942, congratulating him on

Deny
of

Charges,

FBIS

Work

the "present coverage of foreign
news
intelligence."
Mr. and
Davis
added that the FBIS
service was not sufficiently comprehensive for OWI purposes and that
his office was about to inaugurate a
new war information service which
will be based on the FBIS No. 1
news and intelligence ticker material, as well as all its daily news
reports. Without the service supplied by FBIS, the Davis letter
continued, OWI could not function.
Jett Praise
The fifth release was in the nature of a statement by E. K. Jett,
chief engineer of the FCC, referring to the Radio Intelligence Division. Alluding to the Cox Committee statement that most of the
work performed by RID has been
published, leaving the inference
that its activities are not "secure",
Mr. Jett said "this is not true".
He pointed out that during the
past three years the division had
received nearly 10,000 complaints
regarding unlicensed amateurs,
unlicensed broadcasts, subversive
operations and miscellaneous matters. More than 390 such complaints
have been received from the FBI,
some 850 from the Army and 800
from the Navy and Coast Guard.
As a result of these investigations,
he said, RID located 345 unlicensed
stations. "Except in a very few instances when matter was no longer
confidential, no publicity whatsoever has been given to this work."
Mr. Jett's statement continued,
"The Radio Intelligence Division
has always enjoyed the cooperation
of the Army, Navy, FBI, and other
agencies which it serves. While the
work of this Division is devoted
primarily to policing the ether to
guard umnagainst
possible
Colradio activities
andFifth
to assist
in reducing interference to radio
communications, it has, nevertheless, been possible with the facilities at hand to perform work for
all agencies of the Government
which required monitoring service.
It should be observed that only a
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small percentage of the work of
the Radio Intelligence Division has
been done for the armed forces and
that such work is done only when
the Commission is specifically requested to undertake particular
Press Conference
At his Thursday press conference held shortly following recess
projects."
of the hearing, Chairman Fly said
the Cox committee had done what
was to be expected, describing it as
a sort of "Edgar Bergen-Charlie
McCarthy act". He called the New
York foreign language phase to
get under way nothing but "another
headline." Alluding to the "vortex
rules" which he said were being
followed by the Cox committee, ne
declared it was clear that the purpose tiated
was to charges
"throw
for out
theunsubstanheadlines
and to exclude the Commission from
anyMr.opportunity
to beto heard."
Fly refused
comment in
any way onmissioner
theCraventestimony
Combefore theof House
committee. He denied withholding
information from other commissioners and when asked about Commissioner Craven's statement that he
had been informed of the Chief of
Staff's recommendations to transfer RID, the chairman said this was
a "secret" matter and he was not
at liberty to talk about it.
The

chairman denied "controlling other commisioners", asserting that no one had more authority than another and that auwas vested in the Commission as thority
a group.

"If the Committee wants to investigate 'Gestapo' methods," he
commented,
can referring
start at home."
He declared "it
he was
to the
Committee's "star chamber" inby its "Wall
Street counselvestigation,
andheadedapparently
apA number
members of the
proved by the of
chairman."
FCC staff, including Chief Engineer Jett, FBIS Director Leigh,
General Counsel Denny, George E.
Sterling, director of RID; Peter
Shuebruk, assistant to Chairman
Fly; and Nathan David, assistant
general counsel, were present at
the conference.
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FORT PEARSON, former NBC announcer now a Lieutenant (j.g.)
in the U. S. Navy, visits fellow announcers in Chicago during recent
leave. Announcers (1 to r) : Charles
Lyon and Don Elder fill Fort in on
local news. Lt. Pearson now is stationed in Washington, D. C.
In Anticipation
NBC is already lining up a
special broadcast for the day
Germany surrenders. Listeners to NBC's Telephone Hour
and Cavalcade of America
are being asked by Conductor Donald Voorhees to suggest musical numbers to be
played on the occasion. Plan
is to distribute throughout
the country printed copies of
the songs finally selected, so
that listeners may join en
masse in the musical celebration of victory.
Kist in New England
CITRUS PRODUCTS Co., Chicago (Kist beverages), has started
a quarter-hour weekly evening
music and dialogue program with
soldiers as guest-actors on WFEA,
Manchester, N. H. Twenty-four
soldiers from Grenier Field are
allowed to select a bottle of the
sponsor's
from a its
case,holder
and
the lucky product
bottle entitles
to make a recording of his voice
to be sent home. Contract, which
is for 13 weeks, was placed direct.
John Cowles Resigns
JOHN COWLES, brother of Gardner Cowles Jr., president of Iowa
Broadcasting System, and himself
an officer of the Cowles interests,
has followed his brother out of the
Government by resigning as special
assistant to Lease-Lend Administrator E. R. Stettinius Jr. He returns to his post as president of
the Minneapolis Star Journal and
Tribune.

Rose Bowl to NBC
ROSE BOWL GAMES will be carried exclusively on NBC for five
years, if war permits, under terms
of a contract signed by Sidney N.
Strotz, vice-president in charge of
NBC's western
and Coast
representatives ofdivision,
the Pacific
Conference, the Rose Bowl Committee and the Pasadena Tournament
of Roses. Bill Stern, NBC sports
director, and Ken Carpenter, West
Coast announcer, will continue to
cover the games.

SLOW

as

Big Drive for Book
SIMON & SCHUSTER, New York,
will start an extensive camnaisrn
for Arthur Murray's book, Learn
To Dance at 'Home, in the early
fall, as a result of a successful test
campaign. Firm has been testing
since mid-June and is now using
about six transcribed and live announcements a w^ek on WOV
WTNS WAAT WLW WWDC
WJBK WEAF WEAN WPEN.
Ae-encv is Huber Hoge & Sons,
New York.
RWG Certified
CERTIFICATION bv the National
Labor Relations Board for the
Radio Writers Guild to act as bargaining ai-PTit for shortwave writers at NBC has been eranted and
RWG is now negotiating with
NBC. A controversy betwen RWG
and AFRA arose some weeks aeo
when each claimed jurisdiction over
the writer-broadcasters emploved
bv NBC's shortwave division. After
reachino- a settlement with NBC,
the RWG plans negotiations with
CBS shortwave writers.
Canada Prospects
NO SUBSTANTIAL change in
Canada's broadcasting set-up is
expected as a result of the r°cently
completed Parliamentary Inquiry
into broadcasting, according to informed opinion at Ottawa. The
possibility of a new financial control svstem in the Canadian Broadcasting: Corp., and greater freedom
of action in certain fields, as research for the independentlyowned stations, are seen m the
forthcoming report of the Parliamentary Committee.
RED SKELTON Hollywood radio
comedian, will be starred in the MGM
film version of "Hold On to Your
Hats", based on the Al Jolson Broadway stage hit.

BUY WAR

BONDS

I

tough problem was involved when WSYR
undertook to put Grandma's Molasses — a premium,
high-priced product — on the Central New York
sales map. Both distribution and sales had to be
built up fast. But with the WSYR program and
merchandising forces teamed up, the objective was
quickly achieved — 70 new retail outlets in less than
three weeks promptly piled up record sales. Nine
weeks later, Grandma's Molasses is still hitting
new highs.
The wholesaler gives this testimony: "The fastest
selling molasses we've handled. WSYR again came
through."

COMMERCIAL

1

EQUIPMENT
Engineering

Whatever your product,
you
can rely
on WSYR's
sprightly
programs,
and
WSYR merchandising ability. Why not let us work
for you in this, one of the
nation's
markets? most prosperous

Good Engineering lias always been
the Basic Foundation of Every
Really Successful Radio Station

Radio

MOLASSES?

THE
f ERFECT COMBINATION.

CO.
Consultants

5000 Watts
at 570 kc.

Hollywood, Silver Spring, Md.
Kansas City,
Calif.
(Washington, D. C.)
Missouri
Also operating K49KC, Kansas City's Pioneer Commercial FM Station
REPRESENTED
BROADCASTING
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Serviceman

Urges

That

Announcers

in Dedications
Specific Camps
Name
to point out that the changing of
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
How many times have you tuned
about 10 words in an announcer's
dance program introductions will
to late evening programs of dance
S
music
and
heard
the
announcer
R
X
bring
happiness and pleasure to
TheTE
more Doughboys, Sailors and
say ". . . and now for all the boys many
in the armed forces, wherever they Leathernecks.
Frank E. Shaffer, Ens., USNR,
may be, Phil Phiorito and his orRS
RANGE
Southport, N.
C. (Ex-WBLK,
chestra plays . . ."? I've tuned in
Clarksburg,
W. V.).
many times and heard that repeated by announcer after announcer. As a member of the
ing
nation's armed forces, I can testify
Racial Tolerance
that it doesn't give a serviceman
AS THE FIRST major attempt on
any thrill.
the part of radio to tackle on a
Sell
Scattered throughout the nation
nationwide basis the problem of
are small camps and bases doing racial tolerance precipitated revital work for the Army and Navy.
Drug Chain
cently by the Detroit riots, CBS
These are the camps which get scheduled for last Saturday an open
on
USO shows of five persons, three or letter to the American people, written and produced by William N.
four year old movies and dances
Robson, CBS writer- producer. Pullaveraging once a month. Meaning no punches, the script dramawhile, the big camps and bases with
tized in these documented episodes
thousands of men get the big shows
the harmful operations of the Ku
KRLD
and the network broadcasts.
Klux Klan, the Bund-inspired NaWould it be possible for each
tional Workers League and other
Dall as
subversive groups. Included was a
dance program to dedicate one
post-script by Wendell L. Willkie,
number "for the boys at" and name
in which he offered suggestions for
a specific camp or base? You can
eliminating racial animosity within
. . . also. selling many
rest assured that any listener who
the nation.
has a friend located there will call
other products on many
his parent or write him to tell
other stations.
about hearing the broadcast and
Requests Force Reprint
SWAMPED with requests for
you don't need to be told how much
George E. Halley
that will mean to the men.
copies of a patriotic talk given on
I do not wish to complain,
TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
WOR, New York, during one of its
HOTEL PICKWICK • KANSAS CITY, MO.
regular programs, the sponsor,
*o. -m neither do I wish to give the im- Joseph
Martinson Co., bought space
pression that those of us at small
in three New York papers and two
bases are suffering. But I do wish
grocery trade papers to reprint the
script in its entirety. The speech
was given on July 4 by Dr. Frank
Kingdon, educator. With the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad and F. W.
in the
DETROIT
AREA
Woolworth calling for large quantities, and religious leaders and
government officials also requestBusiness is ON THE
ing the talk, the coffee firm printed
5,000 copies and is now printing
another 5,000.

—and CKLW
is hitting

A

NEW

HIGH!

Retail business in the Detroit Area is hitting a
new high . . . and CKLW time-sales in many
major retail classifications leads 'em all. Blanket
coverage for less, is the reason!

5,000 Watts
Day and Night
at 800 Kc.
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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Swedish Exchange
SWEDISH radio programs will be
broadcast by about 60 U. S. stations under an exchange agreement
arranged by the Overseas Branch
of the OWI, according to testimony
revealed by the House Appropriations Committee. Programs of the
Swedish national radio system will
be recorded and sent to the U. S.
In exchange Sweden will broadcast
American programs recorded in
this country. Series will consist of
13 5-minute disks, according to
James Linen, chief of the OWI Outpost Service Bureau.

BLIND COMPOSER
Blind Girl Composing Under
3MI Contract

BLIND SINCE SIX, 18-year-old
Elsie Mirkel is under contract to
compose tunes for BMI, which has
first option on all her work for a
year. According to Stanley E. Hubbard, president of KSTP, St. Paul,
Elsie has some 42 tunes to her
credit.
She was educated at the Minnesota Braille and Sight Saving
School, where she learned to play
the piano. Her first tune, "Love Is
the Trick
the ago
Year",
released afewofweeks
and was
already
is nationally popular. Her next
tune, a Navy song, is to be released
soon.
Free Radio Promoted
NBC is using its own facilities to
promote the idea of free, privatelyoperated radio. Under a plan instituted recently by the promotion
and station department, the theme
is incorporated into brief talks and
special announcements, with NBC
affiliates following suit on local
sustainers. The network is conducting an employe contest for the best
suggestions for the project, which
is under the direction of Irene
Kuhn, NBC coordinator of program
promotion.
WRITERS' WAR BOARD, New
York, is making available to stations
a group of talks on various phases of
the war effort. Talks may be obtained
through
the board's committee on
speeches
42d
St. and speakers, at 122 East

Empire Retains Management
FOLLOWING the recent death of
Gerald A. Kelleher, founder of Empire Broadcasting Corp., management
of the company will continue under
Fred de Jaager, vice-president, with
no change in business policy, according to the board of directors. The
board will meet soon to name a new
president.
GENERAL INSTRUMENT Corp.,
Elizabeth, N. J., purchased a half-hour
on WOR, New York, July 21. to
broadcast ceremonies accompanying
the
presentation
"E"
Award.
Agency isofH.an W.Army-Navy
Fairfax Adv.,
New York.
BROADCASTING
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WOMEN
OWI

HERO MEETS FRIENDS in Chicago studios of NBC, when Lt.
Thomas Gootee of the U. S. Army
Air Force, attached to the RAF, returns on furlough wearing decorations and Purple Heart insignia.
Lt. Gootee spent five years as an
engineer in Chicago before joining
the service in which he has twice
been wounded on bombing missions. Greeting Gootee are (1 to r)
T. E. Schreyer, English-born NBC
Operations Supervisor, and E. R.
Borroff, vice-president of the
BLUE, Chicago.
'Mr. District Attorney'
Tops
Hooper Ratings
WITH a number of network favorites off the air for the summer,
and other programs making their
first appearance as replacements,
the Hooper "National Program
Ratings
for from
July previous
15 deviates moreReport",
than usual
listings. Mr. District Attorney
emerges at the head of the current
list, followed by the Joan DavisJack Haley show which is carrying
on minus Rudy Vallee. Walter
Winchell ranks third and the
Aldrich Family fourth.
Other programs in order of ratings were : Radio Theatre, DuranteMoore-Cugat, Kay Kyser (first Vz
hour), Bing Crosby, Your Hit Parade, Take It or Leave It, Paul
Whiteman Presents, Screen Guild
Players, Mr. and Mrs. North, Vox
Pop and Comedy Caravan. The
second
Kay Kyser's
program half-hour
leads the of
broadcasts
heard
after 10:30 p.m. and not measured
in the Eastern Time Zone.
WDSM Joins Blue
WDSM, Superior, Wis., on July 25
becomes a basic supplementary affiliate of the BLUE, bringing the
total number of BLUE stations to
159. Owned by WDSM Inc., the
station operates full time with 100
watts power on 1230 kc. Network
rate per evening hour is $100.

PORTLAND, OREGON
*KEY TO THE GREAT WEST*
5,000 Watts-620 Kilocycles
NBC RED NETWORK
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO., Ine,
mm*
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MAKE

Story of Women

GOOD

At Writers' Conference
REPRESENTATIVES of radio
who will be speakers at the fourth
annual
Conference
being
held at Writers'
Northwestern
University,
Evanston, 111., July 28-30, include
Elmo Scott Watson, continuity
writer; Marge Lyon of BlackettSample-Hummert, Chicago, author
of Marge of Sunrise Mountain
Farm; Ruth Harshaw, author and
radio producer; Carl Wester, Chicago producer; Florence Ward,
radio editor; Judith Waller, NBC
Central Division education director; James Dickert, Chicago manager of World Broadcasting System ;Eliza Merrill Hickok, assistant
program director of the Quiz Kids;
and Franklin M. Reck, author of
Radio From Start to Finish.
AP Radio Course
PAUL W. WHITE, CBS director
of news broadcasts; William
Brooks, NBC director of news and
special events; and William J. McCambridge, general manager of
Press Association Inc., subsidiary
of Associated Press handling all AP
news for radio, have been invited
to address a special radio news session of a meeting of AP managing
editors to be held in Chicago, Sept.
8-11. Inclusion of these broadcasting news chiefs in a meeting devoted otherwise to newspaper needs
is seen as a move toward establishing better relations between radio
and newspapers as the two great
agencies supplying news to the
American public.
Advertising

JOBS

at Work in the Industry Shows

Girls Successful
RECOGNIZING how widely women have taken over men's jobs to
relieve the manpower squeeze in
the broadcasting industry, the OWI
devotes the third of a series of
articles to recruit women for war
work to this subject. "From radar
down to the daily mail, there is
no aspect of communications in
which women do not participate,"
says OWI.
The OWI explains how women
turn out intricate radio equipment
in war plants and teach soldiers
how to use it, how commercial
broadcasting studios have girl
technicians, announcers and program directors, how one large
broadcasting company employs onethird more women than in peacetime, as jobs like personnel supervisor, commercial program manager and director of women's activities are taken over by the distaff
side. Another large chain has a
feminine director of talks who has
published a book on her experiences in the industry, the release
says. For a time, a Boston FM station was run entirely by women,
reports the OWI story.
Citing typical or unusual cases,
the story tells of a 22-year-old redhead from North Carolina who used
her experience as long distance
telephone operator, and training in

• Broadcast
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Pinch-Hitters
geometry and trigonometry, to
earn a license as one of three women control operators in a Washington station (Pauline Lilly,
WWDC). In San Diego a totally
deaf woman has proved so skillful
in working on aircraft radio installations that the company plans
to hire more people with this type
of handicap.
According to the OWI, latest
figures show that women comprise

Silberstein Brochure
DEVELOPMENT of television
and possibly other new advertising
media is listed as a major factor
that will increase the importance
of advertising in the postwar period in a looking
brochure,
You OverAnything"Are
in Your
Post
War Planning?", recently issued
by Alfred J. Silberstein Inc., New
York advertising agency.
over half the number of those employed in producing communications equipment, and radio is considered so important to the war
effort that more than 80,000 men
and women have received training
for jobs in the industry under
WMC programs.

OK

*

"
**

.*

sr

AR be it from us to bracket the Roanoke-Southwest Virginia area with Detroit
or Philadelphia as a market for retail sales.
But the 27 counties in WDBJ's primary
area (daytime) do account for 13.9%
more retail sales than Louisville. And if
you add our 20 secondary counties (where
we get lots of listeners), WDBJ gives you a
retail market bigger than Minneapolis, or
Buffalo, or Cincinnati.
Best of all, when you use WDBJ,

your

message isn't competing with several other
stations. Because WDBJ is the onZy station
reaching the entire Roanoke-Southwest
Virginia market with a strong, clear, nonfading signal at all times. Make us prove it.

CBS • 5000 Watts • 960 KC
Owned and Operated by the
i

TIMES-WORLD CORP.

Represented by FREE & PETERS, Inc.
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MBS

Organizes

To Participate in
LIAISON group between MBS stations and the network to confer on
station service, programming, and
sales and merchandising functions
has been organized in the form of
three committees, personnel of
which was announced last week by
Miller McClintock, president of
Mutual. The appointments were approved July 14 at a meeting of the
network's board and shareholders
in New York, and are a direct result of plans made by the board in
Chicago, when it met during the
NAB convention in May.
The three committees are each
divided into "A" "B" and "C"
station groups, with members selected because of the contribution
each has made in his particular
field, sales and merchandising, programs, or station service. None of
the affiliates represented are Mutual stock holder stations, but have
been chosen at large from the list
of MBS member stations throughout the country.
According to Mr. McClintcck, the
groups have been formed so that
Mutual can better serve its affiliates
by drawing on them for an understanding of their problems. Co-

COVE
FROM

. . . much

Station

Committees

Network
Planning
operation between Mutual and the
committees, Mr. McClintock said,
may also be instrumental in increasing Mutual sales over the anticipated $13,000,000 during 1943.
The sales and merchandising
committee was created specifically
in the belief that Mutual can support its advertisers even more efficiently than at present by consulting with the more experienced
station affiliate executives on their
local policies on the premise that
programming is a basic problem in
sales. Mr. McClintock stated that
the program committee responsibilities would be "to facilitate the
creation of shows truly representative of every part of the nation."
Not only will the group work to
improve network programs as a
whole, but also to find out where
and how Mutual can better its program service to every community.
The formation of the Station
Service Committee, the Mutual
president added, is "a concrete move
to enlarge the affiliates participation in network operation for their
greater individual benefit." This
group will be asked for advice on
developments in FM and television

RAG
WITHIN

with an eye to their effect on postwar local network operation.
Mr. McClintock also announced
the formation of an executive advisory program committee, which
will meet in New York July 26-28
with himself and Adolph Opfinger,
MBS program manager, to discuss
program plans for this fall and
winter. This group also will serve
in a supervisory capacity over the
newly-formed program committee.
The three committees, expected to
meet in New York several times a
year, are as follows:
Mutual Committees consist of :
teeSales and Merchandising CommitA Group, Robert Convey, KWK ;
William Uolph, WOL ; Les Johnson,
WHBF; Don Davis, J. Schilling,
WHB; A. Glasiv.ann, G. C. Hatch,
KLO.
B Group, Robert Laubengayer,
Owen Balch, KSAL ; Charles Jordan,
WRR ; Fred Fletcher, WRAL ; Robert
Feagin, WPDQ ; John Laux, WSTV.
C Group, John Boler, North
Central Broadcasting ; Garland Powell,
WRUF; Rex Howell, KFXJ ; Robert
McRaney, WCBI.
Executive Advisory Program Committee
Van Newkirk, Don Lee; Frank
Schreiber, WGN ; Julius Seebach,
WOR ; C. M. Hunter, WHK, WCLE
Linus Travers, Yankee Network
Miller McClintock, president of MBS
Adolph Opfinger, MBS program man
ager.
Program Committee
A Group, Robert Convey, John Tinnea, KWK; William B. Dolph, WOL;
Don Davis, WHB; O. J. Keichner,
WIBC; Marie Maher, KBON ; Ken
Church, WKRC.
B Group, Charles Jordan, WRR ;
Eugene Cagle, KFJZ ; Fred Fletcher,
WRAL; C. L. Harris, WGRC ; Ted
Grizzard, WLAP ; James E. Gordon,
WNOE ; James A. Davenport, WATL ;
Robert R. Feagin, WPDQ; Felix
Hinkle, WHBC ; A. Glasmann, George
C. Hatch, KLO ; A. E. Leary, CKCL.
C Group, Garland Powell, WRUF;
casting.
John Boler, North Central BroadRadio City.
Mil, Antonio Rojas, XEOY,
Mexico
Station Service Committee
A Group, John Schilling, WHB ;
John Moses, Harry Hoessley, WHKC ;
George Hatch, KLO ; Les Johnson,
WHBF.
B Group, Ted Grizzard, WLAP ; G.
Pearson Ward, KTTS ; Dale Tavlor,
WENY; Felix Hinkle, WHBG ; William B. Huffman, Wisconsin Network ;
John tral
Boler,
Don Clayton, North CenBroadcasting.

better

to be inside

C Group, Rex Howell, KFXJ ; Garland Powell, WRUF; Rob McRaney,
WCBI.
Radio
Mil, Antonio Rojas, XEOY,
Mexico City.
It's hard to go anywhere to
reach the Central New England
audience via radio, when you
miss Worcester's WTAG coverage.
From the outside the gate is closed
to you, as one peek at official
FCC maps will prove.
Inside? Your trip will be fruitful.

y Timewhen you Bu
Buy A" Aud,ence

WTAG
!
WORCESTER
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Central New England's half million are supported by 400 war
industries paying war wages. Their
preference for WTAG is deep
rooted and impressive. You make
connections right on time with this
MUST market in Massachusetts
when you take WTAG.
BASIC
COLUMBIA
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
National Sales
Representatives
Associated with the
Worcester
Telegram-Gazette

WAC FOR A WEEK was Eleanor
Hanson,ities atdirector
of women's
activWHK-WCLE,
Cleveland.
Chosen by Mutual as one of the 15
women who were sent through the
training routine at Fort Oglethorp,
Miss Hanson was the only radio
representative in the group, the
other 14 writers being from newspapers and magazines.
MBS Film Showing
CHICAGO premiere of the MBS
Kodachrome si de-film presentation
will be held at 4 p.m. July 29 at
the Drake Hotel, when Miller McClintock, Mutual president, will be
host to a group of Chicago advertising men and women. Presentation,
stressing the network's coverage
of the country's "home-town marwas previewed
in New
June 3kets,"and
since then
has York
been
shown to a number of advertising
and agency groups in that city. On
July 20 Mr. McClintock grave the
presentation to an advertising
group in Pittsburgh. St. Louis and
Philadelphia showings have also
been scheduled.
QUINCY HOWE, CBS news analyst,
is featured as interviewer and m.c. in
a series of movie shorts produced by
the Council on Books in Wartime and
Newsreel Distributors Inc. Mr. Howe
interviews authors of books dealing
with war themes.

The CBS Station for a
Graybar Appointments
CHARLES S. POWELL has been
appointed manager of the communications and merchandising department at the New York office
of Graybar Electric Co. effective
Aug. 15. W. H. MacCrellish, district manager at Cincinnati, will
take Powell's place at Boston as
district manager. The Cincinnati
opening will be filled by A. D.
Hammond, manager at Birmingham. Douglas Wallace, sales manager of the communications and
merchandising department at New
York, will become district manager of Pittsburgh Sept. 1. A. R.
Loughorough, present Pittsburgh
district manager, will retire Dec.
31 after 39 years of service.
BROADCASTING

million people in 22
counties of 3 states...
the heart of the
Textile South.

. s rNiipghpt
0 kWactt
9500
\Pfl 10
g,
Spartanbur S. C. mm
Represented by Hollingbery
WPRl
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Day
5000 Watts
Advertising

DE

CASTRO TO MBS
EXECUTIVE STAFF
ALLEN J. de CASTRO, sales executive with the BLUE and previously manager of the CBS Latin
American Network, on Aug. 1 will
become a member of the executive
staff of Mutual, according to an
announcement last week by Miller
McClintock, president of MBS.
The appointment is "predicated
upon
presentsaid,
Mutual
Mr.
McClintock
at theplans,"
same time
announcing that MBS will set up
a Latin American bureau "for the
purpose of analyzing commercial
and marketing problems of common
interest between the United States
and all of the Latin American countries." He added that this development was not only in line, in his
opinion, with the obvious interest
and duties of broadcasting, but
also had been necessitated by the
rapidly growing operations between Mutual and its recently acquired affiliate, Radio MIL, whose
39 stations cover all of the Republic of Mexico."
Prior to joining CBS in April
1941 as manager of that network's
Latin Amer:can chain, Mr. de
Castro was with the Dr. Richards
Assn., and prior to that was in
charge of production of The Mystery Chef radio series. He has been
with BLUE sales since the first
part of 1943.
New Series to Hawaii
CORN PRODUCTS Refining Co.,
New York, is promoting corn
starch, oils and other products on
two Hawaiian stations in a new
series of transcribed announcements
started July 1. Agency is Gotham
Adv., New York.
Hon. William S. Paley
Columbia Broadcasting System
New York, New York
Dear Bill:
Knowing your
keen interest
in programs,
you
might what
hke
to know
the boys on
WCHS ore doing at ment.
theAs moyou
know. White
Sulphur
Springs has
been taken over
by C>e Government for a hospital and (military secret I
hundred hoys
are there from
every battlefront
the
world. inWCHS
o^d the West
Virginia
Network originate
a half hour
vnriety show
once a week
from the
dwenbrier Hotel at White
Sulphur. The
show is produced, written
and even the
engineering is
done by soldiers. Naturally, it is on a
sustaining Aiasis and guite costly, but
this outfit never seems to stint when
it comes to public service. Maybe you
would like
network
? us to feed it to your whole
Yrs.
Regards.
ALGY
WCHS
Charleston, W. VA.
BROADCASTING

FCC

Ruling

Brown

Tells

Shocked
NAB

"IT HAS never been the intent of
Congress that the Government
should run the radio business, and
I believe members of Congress
were as much shocked as were you
men at the recent Supreme Court
decision," said Rep. Clarence J.
Brown (Rep-O.), in an address
in Cincinnati last Friday at the
NAB meeting for the Seventh Distritc (Ohio and Kentucky). "The
decision was a strong blow against
freedom
he said. of the press and speech",
"We are right on the verge of
the greatest expansion in radio and
communications in the history of
the world, and we don't want that
expansion hampered by Federal
bureaucracy. The FCC and other
Commissions take advantage of
every opportunity to grab more
power, and that's not good for the
country".
I don't think the FCC has any
right to say to you how your stations should be conducted, other
than in matters of good taste and
public policy.
"Too many businessmen are
afraid the Government wont compromise and readjust inequalities
in laws. I say to you that Congress
wants the business men of this

7lh

Congress
District

country to come in and talk frankly,
and not be afraid to speak out
when some agency is dealing with
them
unfairly." pending legislation
Discussing
"to rewrite the Federal Communications Act so the Supreme Court
can understand it," Mr. Brown declared: "I hope you have the courage to stand on your hind feet and
tell us what kind of law you want
and should have. Then we will
write that kind of law, trying always to use the yardstick of comIn mon
a sense."
resolution adopted unanimously, itwas "resolved that this
group petition the Congres of the
United States to sympathetically
review the present law and revise
and enact remedial legislation to
the end that radio may continue to
serve the American people to its
fullest
possibilities."
Nathan
Lord, manager of
WAVE, Louisville, and district director, presided at the NAB meeting. Among the guests was Neville
Miller, NAB president. Arrangements for the meeting were made
by Mr. Lord and James D. Shouse,
vice-president of the Crosley Corp.
in charge of broadcasting, also an
NAB director.

IT'S A FINE
PARTNER
FOR

WAGA

The Atlanta Constitution,
for 76 years one of the
South's most esteemed
newspapers, is now affiliated with WAGA. That
means the Constitution's
extensive news facilities
are now identified with

k:ds like classics
Fairy Tales Preferred To
Comic Serials
THAT FAIRY TALES and children's classics find a substantial
and appreciative young radio audience even when competing with
"comic strip" adventure serials, is
indicated by response to the
WHCU,
Ithaca,conducted
N. Y., Children's
Story Hour,
daily by
Eileen Winchell, women's editor.
As an experiment to test the reaction of modern youngsters,
steeped in the highly exciting
"comics" serials, to the favorites
of
otherHour
generations,
the Children'sin
Story
was inaugurated
April, 1943, on a Mon.-Fri. schedule, at 4:45-5:00 p.m. Time was
deliberately chosen to coincide with
other types of radio programs
planned for children.
Beginning with "The Pied Piper
of
Hamlin"
andurged
"Epaminondas",
Eileen
Winchell
listeners to
request the type of children's
stories they would like to hear. Immediate responses from children
and grown-ups revealed a demand
for familiar favorites such as "Jack
and the Beanstalk", "Cinderella",
"Snow White", "Little One-Eve,
Little Two-Eyes, L;ttle ThreeEyes", as well as many of the tales
by Hans Christian Anderson, and
others, all of the classic type. None
requested the "comic strip" adventures.
Although the program is sustaining, local bookstores report a decided increase in the sale of children's books since the early broadcasts of the Children's Story Hour.
Present series by Miss Winchell
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Religion Trend Up
THE TREND in Axis-controlled
Europe is toward increased religious broadcasting, according to
the International Broadcasting
Union in Switzerland as reported
by Dr. Max Jordan, NBC director
of religious broadcasts. "Germany
stands out as the only deplorable
exception," he said, adding that
while the German Broadcasting
Co. was devoting 0.3% of its total
program time to religious broadcasts in 1938, there is no religion
whatsoever on the air now. NBC
is currently devoting approximately four hours weekly to religion,
and audience mail referring: to this
type of program is increasing.
NAB Appointees
NAB district directors in seven
areas have named district nublic
relations chairmen to cooperate
with the NAB Public Relations
Committee, according; to Willard D.
EgHf, president.
assistant to
Neville M;ller.
NAB
Chairmen
named
are Edward E. Hill. WTAG. Woofer. District 1; Michael H^nna,
WHCY. Ithaca. 2; Vernon H. Pribble, WTAM. CWol^nrl. 7; Clares Tiech, WOBF-WEOA, Fva«sville, Ind.. 8: Merlo Jones, KMOX
St. Louis. 10; Karl O. Wvler.
KTSM. Fl P^so. 13: Harrv Buckendahl, KALE, Portland, Ore., 17.
will conclude shortlv, when she will
have completed the reading of "The
Secret Garden" by Frances Hodgson Burnett. Because of the interest created by this experiment,
WHCU plans renewal of the program following the summer vacation period.

WAGA's

coverage

and

interpretation of the news.
It means

WAGA

pro-

grams have the support
of daily advertisements
and publicity in the Constitution. Ifyou want
action in the Atlanta market, put your message on
WAGA.
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DAY AND NIGHT
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Buy

Buy
LISTENERS
Broadcasting
Feldman Says Records
Will Be Made Over

WFMJ
covering greater
Youngslown
More listeners, more hours
of the day than any other
radio station heard in the
Youngslown, O., area.*
* C. E. HOOPER, Inc.
It I ue fretwork
Ileadley-lieed, Rep.

ill

fflriARK OF ACCURACY,
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Enemy Targets
By ARTHUR FELDMAN
NOT SO long ago Michael Standing, director of outside broadcasts
for BBC, and I went to the 8th Air
Force Public Relations Headquarters in London.
Our problem was
simply this:
Could BBC send
mobile recording
unit and crew to
a U. S. Bomber
Base to record
phases
of a bomber mission
and
also
transmit
it
Mr. Feldman
to the United
States? We also intended to provide BBC as well as Empire listeners with the program. The idea
was approved in princ:ple, but
there were many difficulties to be
worked out.
Time was one of the most important elements. There was a difference of five hours between New
York and London time. This was
to our advantage. It meant that a
beam frcm London at 4:15 a.m.
could be rebroadcast at 11:15 p.m.
(EWT) over American networks.
We wanted to get the show on the
air as quickly as possible after the
return of the mission.
There was also the matter of the
censor. This tvpe of show could not
be scripted. The censor would have
to come to the BBC studio and
hear the recordings. This both
eased and speeded censorship.
Thus, it was on a cold rainy
morning last winter that I left
London with Dick Dimble^y, BRC
reporter from the Middle East, who
was to prepare the show for the
BBC listeners. We were met by Lt.
Donald Sheldon of Newark, N. J.,
and drove to the base in an army
"jeep". We were greeted cordially
bv the CO., Col. Stanlev Wrav of
Muncie, Ind., and the Intelligence
Officer Maj. John McNaboe (former N. Y. State Senator). Later
our engineers arrived in a huge
five-ton recording van.
Waiting for Alert
Our alert came through early in
the evening. The engineers ran
their mike leads in the briefing
room. We sat in the Intelligence
Office "sweating it out" . . . waiting for confirmation. Around 2
a.m., Maj. McNaboe pointed to a
pin stuck in the map of Germany.
He turned to me and said quietly,
"Briefing will be at
. I'll have
youWeawakened
at
—
"
walked back to our mess.
Down in the hangars, and at dispersal locations, Armament Crews
were "bombing up". We turned in
but couldn't sleep.
Then the call came. We dressed

a
THE

U.S.
Bomber's
Mission
SAME quality of tingling suspense which marks

those on-the-spot broadcasts from Britain's airdromes
is in this behind-the-scenes account of making one of
those broadcasts. This is the story of covering an actual
raid by American bomber crews, with interviews before
and after . . . the missions "scrubbed"

. . . the briefing

. . . the pilot's pep talk . . . takeoff . . . waiting . . . It's
all here, as lived by the special events man who did the
job. He's Arthur Feldman, formerly assistant director
of special events for NBC under A. A. Schecter, and at
present a special events correspondent
hurriedly, roused the engineers and
dashed to H.Q. It was a cold, drizzly morning, but no telling about
the weather across the Channel.
Then the lads started to file in —
pilots, co-pilots, navigators and
bombardiers. As they did this, I
described the scene to the portable
recording set. The BBC announcer
did the same. Briefing had just begun when Major McNabce entered
the room. Col. Wray turned to him
questioningly. The Major said just
one word — "scrubbed".
That word became anathema to
us. During the next 10 days, we
heard it mornings and nights, with
some missions "scrubbed" as late
as five minutes before takeoff time.
In each case we went through our
routine. Commentaries from the
briefing
roomdetailed
. . . p'lots
checking
last minute
interviews
...
everything, right up to the takeoff.
All of much wasted effort. At one
time we were alerted three nights
in a row and "scrubbed" as many
times. But let me say right here,
that our
feelings
on theseto "scrubs"
were
nothing
compared
those of
the combat crews. These lads had
come over here to fight; enough
said.
But it just couldn't go on, and it
didn't. We were alerted on the
night of Friday, Jan. 22. For the
first time in weeks, our weather
officer was optimistic. At 1:30 a.m.
on the morning of Jan. 23rd, Maj.
McNaboe turned to me and said (as
he had said so often in the past
two weeks), "Briefing will be at
I'll call you at
" But
then he added quietly, "I think
they'll go."
The 'Pep Talk'
I covered the briefing, and then
headed for a dispersal area to get
what is called the "pep talk" spot
when the pilot checks last minute details with his crew. The ship
was called "Jack the Ripper". Capt.
Bill Crumm of Scarsdale, N. Y.,
had gathered his crew about him,
saying "Well, fellows, we're on that
old milk run again. Today we're going to Lorient ..." A few hundred
yards away, alongside "Memphis
Belle," Capt. Robert Morgan of
Asheville, N. C, spoke similarly to
BROADCASTING

for the BBC.

his crew, and into our BBC microphone. This talk of a pilot to his
crew before a mission is a mighty
serious business. But both Crumm
and Morgan were more than willing
to have us make a record. We rereasons. corded two "pep talks" for obvious
Then we drove over to the control
tower, and checked to find out
which runway would be used for
the takeoff. I took a position just
off the runway itself about at the
po'nt where the shitis would leave
the ground. The ships were taxiing in from their dispersal locations. They gathered at the head
of the runway almost a mile from
us. We had a radio-equipped jeep
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assigned to us, so we could hear
the conversation between the lead
plane and the control tower.
Precisely a half minute before
takeoff time, we heard "Hello, Hodak. A for Apple calling. Request
permission to scramble." I held my
breath. Then the tower answered,
"Hello, A for Apple. Hodak answering. You have permission to
scramble." I started talking a few
moments before the lead ship came
thundering down the runway
toward us. Every 30 seconds a
Fortress took off. Bill Crumm's ship
was the third to leave the ground,
and Lt. Mark Gilman of Santa Ana,
Cal., the bombardier, waved to us
as he went by, huddled up in the
nose. I forgot about radio, and was
intensely proud that I was an
American.
Waiting
Then came a tense period . . .
the waiting. Some of the planes
might have to land first . . . and
fast. Some planes might not come
back at all. Then word came that
they been
were heard
com'ngfrom.
in. All but two
had
We saw tiny specks in the darkness growing larger every minute.
One flew low over the field, dropping a flare. This meant wounded
aboard, and that they would land
first. The ground crews ran out and
the ambulance sirened its way. We
corralled Crumm's crew from "Jack
the Ripper" as the lads tumbled
out. I counted them as they came.
There were 10 . . . the complete
crew ... all unwounded. But they
looked tired and cold and a bit
dirty. One after the other they
came to the mike — gave their full
name, rank, and home town. Each
spoke only about 15 seconds. Usually it was "... a tough one
. . . damned glad to be back" —
then they headed for H. Q.
The Broadcast
We had our show, but there was
still much to do. Priority call to
BBC, London . . . cable to BBC,
New York. . . Mutual informed
jf special broadcast. . . Maj. Ben
Lyon of 8th Air Force Headquarters to arrange censoring . . . hasty
joodby . . . fast train . . . London
ind the studio . . . playback of
he records. . . choice of material.
Sere is what I finally chose:
1. Capt. Crumm's talk to his
rew before takeoff.

That reminds me — WFDF Flint
iichigan regulates the length of
s commercials."
BROADCASTING

WOKO

NEW

CONCERT PROGRAM, representing substantial step-up in
sponsored time by Alms & Doepke
Co., Cincinnati department store, is
subject of discussion of this WSAI
group planning the series. Seated
(1 to r) : Walter A. Callahan, general manager; and William Stoess,
who will conduct the orchestra.
Standing: George Moore, salesman
who handled the contract; and
Jimmy Leonard, program director.
The new series, titled Harmony
Hall, will be heard Saturdays from
7:30-8 p.m., and will utilize one of
the largest orchestras ever sponsored on WSAI.
Cauada Censor Policy
RADIO and Press censorship in
Canada for the fiscal year ended
March 31, 1943, cost $106,645, according to a report of the National
War Services Dept. tabled in the
House of Commons at Ottawa. A
new censorship directive has been
issued, placing on stations the responsibility for keeping off the air
any statements that might injure
Canada's war effort. Col. 0. M.
Biggar, director of censorship,
made the announcement at Ottawa July 16, placing Canadian radio stations in the same position as
newspaper publishers.
2. Description of two ships taking off.
ing.3. Description of two ships land4. Brief statements — Crumm and
his complete crew after landing.
The show went out with no censorship trouble 4:15 a.m. London
time. Picture us in a small studio
deep underground. The records
were strewn around on half a dozen
turn-tables. There was no cue from
New York. We started blind at 4:15
a.m. I kept thinking, "This is a
gag; it's not 11:15 p.m. in New
York — no one will hear this except a few shortwave listeners
... no one will hear it at all."
But I was wrong. A cable the
following morning stated that over
100 Mutual stations had taken the
show — and more important, they
liked it. The program was heard
the next day at 11:15 p.m. on
BBC's Home Service, and was just
as warmly received. And that is
the story behind the story of a
Bomber Raid by our boys. We were
only pioneering in this field. More
is to come, and more will be done.
We are preparing for actual recording in the planes themselves
over the target. . . .
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License

Hearing

Waits Phelps Testimony
HEARINGS on application of
WOKO, Albany, N. Y., for renewal
of its license were adjourned last
Thursday to be resumed Aug. 3,
when it was learned that R. K.
Phelps would be unable to appear
until that time. Mr. Phelos is the
brother-in-law of Sam Pickard, exradio commissioner and vice-president of CBS, who figures in the
ownership of the station through a
purported gift of 24% of its stock
to Phelps, while he, or Mrs. Pickard, continued to receive the dividends from it, amounting to approximately $10,000 a year.
Theordsstock
appeared
FCC ofrecfrom 1934
in the onname
R.
K. Phelps, and before that in other
names, but never in the name of
Mr. Pickard or his wife, although
Mr. Pickard has testified that he
was in fa"t the "equitable" owner
of the stock [Broadcasting, June
12]. The Commission is attempting
to ascertain the facts of ownership
of the station since it was licensed
13 years ago.
WLW Names Robinson
WILLIAM ROBTNSON has been
transferred from the sales office of
WLW,
to the
stat:on's
Chicasro Cincinnati,
office as sales
representative. He succeeds Dewey Long, who
resigned July 13 because of disagreement on matters of policy.
Mr. Robinson has been three years
on the WLW sales staff, and before
that was a salesman for WSAI,
Cincinnati.

SINCERE

America's 40th Market!
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sales effort in Rock Island, or Moline,
Illinois, or Davenport, Iowa, singly but . . .
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cities andcu tomrrs
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•
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want
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•
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"Watch WINX
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WATN, Waterloo, N. Y.
. . . "Washington Inside Out,"
like the rest of The AP service, is swell I
Harry G. Righter,
General Manager
available through
PRESS ASSOCIATION,
SO Rockefeller Plaza
New York, N. Y.

inc.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
LAND OF OPPORTUNITY

VANCOUVER, CANADA
J. H. McGILLVRA (US)
H. N. STOVIN (CANADA)
1

WW MOM WHEW ,

First on New York's Dial... 570.

1

(America's Leading Independent Station
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Farmers in this sixstate area never had
more money in their
lives. They're BUYING!
WIBW can make them
ask for your product.
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Petrillo

By Navy
Not Interested in Proposal
To
Make
Recordings Free
OFFER of the American Federation of Musicians to donate the
services of its members without
charge to make phonograph records for entertainment of United
States servicemen, provided no
charge is made for performance
of such recordings [Broadcasting,
July 5], has been rejected by the
Navy, James C. Petrillo, AFM
president, revealed last week. The
Army has not made any comment
on its position.
Mr. Petrillo released a letter
from Capt. R. A. Koch, special assistant to the Chief of the Bureau
of Navy Personnel, which stated
that despite the limited record supply "Navy personnel are acquiring
phonograph records in sufficient
quantity to meet their recreational
and entertainment needs." The letter continued: "Any plan duplicating present facilities, in view of
current shortage of materials,
would not appear to be essential to
the all-out current prosecution of
the war effort."
Union's Answer
AFM offer of free discs for servicemen was the union's answer to
statements of Elmer Davis, director of the Office of War Information, and other Government officials that in preventing its members from making new records the
union was injuring morale and so
adversely affecting the war effort,
allegations apparently contradicted
by the Navy letter. Offer had first
been made to Mr. Davis, who responded that service camps were
outside the jurisdiction of the OWI,
following which the AFM wrote to
the Army and Navy.
Mr. Petrillo, commenting on the
fact that no answer had been received from the Army, reiterated
his earlier statements that "if they
want records they'll get them. But
remember, they gotta fix the juke
boxes so the boys don't have to put
nickels in." Navy letter to Mr. Petrillo follows in full text:
Tour letter of 6 July 1943, addressed to the Secretary of the Navy,
concerning a proposal for furnishing
the professional services of members
of the AFM for the purpose of making
phonograph lecords for the recreation
and entertainment of naval personnel,
has been referred to this Bureau.
It is recognized that the supply of
phonograph records available on the
existing commercial market is necessarily limited by shortage of critical
materials involved in the manufacture
of such records. However, Naval personnel are acquiring phonograph records in sufficient quantity to meet
their recreational and entertainment
needs. Any plan duplicating present
facilities, in view of current shortage
'of materials, would not appear to be
essential to the all-out prosecution of
the war effort.
Please be assured that your offer of
the services of members of the AFM
in the interest of Naval personnel is
nonetheless fully appreciated.

OWI

Moves

Forward

With

New

Program

Of Using Voluntary Control Centers
WITH 12 new regional offices now final approval with the OWI regional office in its territory. Such
in operation to handle program
clearance, the OWI Radio Bureau centers will be in the interest of
moved last week to bring about the economy and efficiency and will
establishment of voluntary control eliminate separate handling for
centers in 40 cities to handle the each clearance.
One such center has already been
work formerly performed by OWI
branch offices.
set up in Los Angeles by the Southern California Broadcasters Assn.
John Hymes, OWI station relations chief, returned last week Luther Keplinger, OWI regional
from visits to the new Cleveland, station relations chief in San Francisco, attended a meeting of the
Chicago and Kansas City offices
and plans to visit the remaining Association Friday to iron out the
nine offices within the next week clearance procedure and general
to coordinate their activities with set-up to cover the southern California area.
the Washington headquarters.
The appointment of station reMr. Hymes explained that belations chiefs for Chicago and Kancause of the necessity of closing
sas City was announced by the
the branch offices formerly operatthus completing the lineing under the OWI regional offices Bureau,
up of personnel for the new OWI
[Broadcasting, July 19], the staclearance
tion relations division of the Radio regional casting,
July 19]. offices [BroadBureau has asked broadcasting
Mrs. Lavinia Schwartz will take
stations to set up clearance and
in Chicago. This office has
control centers for OWI activities. charge
been moved to 75 E. Wacker Drive.
The whole project will be a volunMarvin McAlister will be in
tary cooperative venture financed
of the Kansas City office.
and organized by the stations in charge
Changes
in assistant regional
each of the cities where OWI for- consultants to
OWI were also anmerly maintained branch offices.
nounced as follows:
It is hoped that most of the cenHugh Feltis, KOIL, Omaha, for
ters will be set up within the next Nebraska.
week.
All stations in these cities, he
said, will clear through the control
center which will then clear for

Frank Quin, KOB, Albuquerque,
for New Mexico.
John C. McCormack, KWKHKTBS, Shreveport, for Louisiana

McCarrens Shot by Irate
Publisher Who Kills Self
JOHN S. McCARRENS, general
manager of the Cleveland Plain
Dealer (WHK-WCLE) was shot
three times last Thursday by a
former foreign language publisher,
Herbert L. Kobrak, who committed
suicide following the attempted
murder.
Mr. McCarrens was in serious
condition following an operation
for the removal of the bullets from
his abdomen, but last Friday the
74-year-old newspaperman was reported to be recovering.
Repeatedly rejected support by
Mr. McCarrens for his plans to
establish a foreign picture newspaper in Cleveland, Mr. Kobrak left
notes which showed that he had
been planning the attempted murder and suicide for some time. The
shooting occurred following an
argument in Mr. McCarrens' office.
Mr. McCarrens was twice president of the American Newspaper
Publishers' Assn.

WPB
RULE EFFECTS
HELD EXAGGERATED
TYPE OF APPEAL rather than
volume in the recent request to
retailers by the War Production
Board to advertising
eliminate "buyof now"
and
"scare"
textiles,
WPB asserted last week. Alarm in
part of some stations over the
WPB request was brought to the
attention of Broadcasting by the
NAB.
Richard N. Johnson, director of
the Textile, Clothing & Leather Di
vision of the Office of Civilian Re
quirements, said the purpose of
the request is to conserve textile
supplies to avoid rationing. There
is nothing in the WPB policy to re
strict the amount of advertising, he
emphasized.
From the standpoint of the sta
tions, the WPB action was seen by
Lew Avery, director of broadcast
advertising of NAB, as presenting
a sales problem which calls for in
genuity and straight thinking.

Introductory
BULLFROGS

WFIL, Philadelphia, has acquired the
si'ecial AP radio news wire through
Press Association. Expended news
coverage will include telescripts and
other features of the service as well
as AP dispatches.
Broadcast

AND

MARINES

Carnation Contented Hour — NBC — August 2
Associated Music Publishers, Inc., New York
BROADCASTING
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Kellogg's

PLOTTERS OF NEW MEANS for aiding women listeners at home and in
war efforts, these officials of WOR, New York, and members of WOR's
women's advisory panel first met June 15 at a luncheon at the Waldorf
Astoria to devise further plans [Broadcasting, July 19]. They are (1 to r)
Mrs. Charles S. Maddock, president, N. J. Federation of Women's Clubs;
Joseph Creamer, promotion director, WOR; Mrs. Harold V. Milligan,
N. Y. Federation of Women's Clubs; Julius F. Seebach, vice-president in
charge of programs, WOR; Mrs. Lillian Poses, representing Anna
Rosenberg, regional director, War Manpower Commission; R. C. Maddux, vice-president in charge of sales, WOR; Elsie Dick, executive secretary of the WOR advisory panel; Mrs. Dorothy Dunbar Bromley, editor,
N. Y. WOR;
Herald Mrs.
Tribune;
T. C.
Streibert,
vicepresidentwomen's
and activity
generalpage,
manager,
Betsey
Talbot
Blackwell,
editor-in-chief, Mademoiselle magazine; Alfred J. McCosker, president,
WOR; Margaret T. Applegarth, representing United Council of Church
Women; Bessie Beatty, WOR commentator; Frances K. Marlatt, president, N. Y. State Federation of Business & Professional Women.

RUSSIAN 'SPONSORS' RE-SCHEDULED
To Insure Delivery of LeSueur's CBS Newscasts
In U. S., He Reveals in New Book
TWELVE momentous months time. Calling CBS, New York.
(Oct. 1941-2) during which Russia Calling America.'
defended Moscow and Stalingrad,
"Later I received cables from
are covered by Larry LeSueur, New York asking that I check on
former CBS Moscow correspondent, the correct time in Kuibyshev, for
in his book Twelve Months That it seemed that Miss Burrow's
Changed the World, published July watch was invariably 30 seconds
too fast or 30 seconds too slow
26 by Alfred A. Knopf ($3.00).
LeSueur chronicles not only the
military developments, but also the
In February 1942, LeSueur
metamorphosis of his personal learned that the reason many of
feelings to the last day of his his broadcasts were not getting
'stay in the Soviet Republic, which through to America was that shorthe left with a profound respect for
ly before he went on the air, Mosthe virility and efficiency of the
cow Radio's Anglo - American
Russian people.
broadcasts were beamed only on
Of his first broadcast from England. After contacting the head
Russia, Nov. 22, 1941, LeSueur
of the Radio Committee, Poliwrites that it was made at four karpov, he was told that "it would
o'clock in the morning. "Miss Bur- take some time to rearrange the
rows [the announcer] began the broadcasts in order to put my talks
broadcast of Soviet war news to
frequency." He exAmerica and England with the tra- on a higher
plained that it wasn't just a matter of raising the frequency, but of
ditional words: 'Workers of all
making an entirely new power
• lands, unite.' Then she announced
I to the world that 'by my watch it is schedule for the various commissariats which buy time on the
!!!13 minutes to 4 o'clock. Mr. Le; Sueur will make his scheduled re- Soviet radio system. They pay for
port at 10 minutes to 4, Kuibyshev the time the way a sponsor does in
America.
9,218
TELL

FAMILIES
ALL

LISTENING

ABOUT
HABITS

- Gel latest survey — no cost!
Here's
how market
to get Inext
the billiondollar Iowa
New, toimpartial,
allinclusive "Summers- Whan" Iowa Ratlio
Survey
covers
a'l
99
eounties.
discloses
5-year trends in listening hahits and
preferences as to station and programs.
Maps and /arts on Iowa listeners in
various age groups and educational
: levels city, small-town and farm. \ ou
need it to do a good jnh in Iowa. Get
it today ! No cost, no obligation.
Central Broadcasting Co.,
912 Walnut St., Des Moines, Iowa

"Three days later Mr. Polikarpov
phoned me and said that he had
made arrangements for the various
commissariats to change their
schedules. Unfortunately, I had
some bad news for him. The United
States had just gone on war saving time. My broadcasting time
would now be an hour ahead. Mr.
Polikarpov was speechless."
LeSueur had to write to the ViceCommissar of the Foreign Office
and finally, through Polikarpov, he
was informed that his broadcasts
"would henceforth not only be
beamed directly on New York
from Moscow, but would be fed to
the Soviet radio stations in the Far
East and beamed on San Francisco." LeSueur, in concluding this
incident on the cooperation of the

Gro-Pup

Buys News on Blue
Gilbert Martyn Comments to
Get Under Way on Aug. 9
CONTINUING to expand its use
of radio for various products
[Broadcasting, July 5] Kellogg
Co., Battle Creek, Mich., on Aug.
9 will become the first advertiser
to promote a dog food on a national network when it starts fiveweekly news by Gilbert Martyn on
the
complete BLUE network for
Gro-Pup.
The series will be heard at 11:30
a.m. from New York with a live
repeat at 1 p.m. for the 13 Pacific
Coast BLUE stations. The second
show will be handled bv a spco^d
BLUE commentator and will originate in San Francisco to meet tne
news interests of listeners in that
area.
Martyn Starts Aug. 16
Gilbert Martyn, Paramount newsreel commentator, will not start on
the series until Aug. 16, the first
week to be handled by Don Gardiner, BLUE staff announcer. Program will be the third daily program on the BLUE sponsored by
Kellogg, the others being Breakfast at Sardis for Pep, Monday
through Friday, 11:15-11:30 a.m..
and Breakfast Club for various
cereals, Mondav through Thursdav
Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York,
handles the Gro-Pup and Pep accounts, and J. Walter Thompson
Co., New York, places advertising
for the various other Kellogg
cereal.
WCCO Contract Dispute
TEMPORARY
agreement has
been reached between the AFL International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers and WCCO, Minneapolis, and a strike notice filed by
the union on behalf of six announcers at WCCO has been set aside
until Aug. 11. In dispute is a clause
in the announcers' contracts tying
them, and also WCCO technicians,
with technicians at the eight Columbia-owned stations. According
to A. E. Joscelyn, WCCO general
manager, WCCO has no authority
to sign contracts involving other
Columbia-owned stations.
Arbitration Ruling
ARBITRATORS of the American
Arbitration Assn. rendered a 2-1
decision last week for payment by
CBS to Announcer Paul Brentson
of additional fees for each SoconyVa"uum Oil Co. newscast be made
between April, 1941 and September, 1942. The decision, rendered
July 15 by Judge George L. Quilici,
of the Municipal Court of Chicago;
George K. Bowden, Chicago attorproD. Taft,
ney, fessor
and Harry
at De Paul,
U., law
Chicago,
was for a sum reported by Hy
Faine, Chicago manager of AFRA,
as nearly $2,000.

he "was desays that after
, to get
Russianslighted
my next
a cable
broadcast informing me that my
words were being heard clearly on

No
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Pinchers
Winston-Salem wage earners are well
paid, are sure of their jobs and
spend freely. A campaign on WAIR
will convince yon that these good
people like the good programming
of this good station.
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Actions of the
FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMISSION

JULY 17 TO JULY 23 INCLUSIVE
Decisions

. . .
JULY 20
WGST, Atlanta— Granted extension of
temp, license for 30 days.
WTAW,mod.
A &license
M College
of Tex.—
Granted
to increase
hours
from specified dividing 1150 kc. with
KTBC, to full time D, same frequency.
KTBC, Austin, Tex.— Granted mod. license change frequency 1150 kc. to 590 kc,
increase hours from specified to fulltime, 1 kw. D, 250 w. N; granted subject to future requirements.
KHUB, Watsonville, Cal.— Granted renewal license subject to condition that
action is without prejudice to applying
to licensee any report, rule or regulation
resulting from proceedings under order
no. 79.
KICD, Spencer, la. — Granted mod. license move main studio to transmitter location just outside city limits.
WBBZ, to Ponca
City, ofOkla.license
— Granted
consent
assignment
from
Adelaide Lillian Carrell. executrix of estate of her husband, Charles Lewis Carrell, deceased, to herself in her individual
capacity; license renewal on regular basis.
WJBWcation—forDesignated
for hearing applilicense renewal.
KMTR, Los Angeles — Granted petition
for grant of license without hearing.
Stations granted license renewals for
regular period: KOBH KONO KWYO
WAGF WSLB KENO KGFW.
W83C, Chicago — Placed in pending file
application for mod. CP to move transmitter, studio, change equipment, etc.
W73I, Indianapolis — Denied petition to
install equipment for operation on temp,
basis until required materials become
available; placed in pending file application. tion for mod. permit for new FM staJULY 22
WKAQ, San Juan, P. R.— Granted extension completion date to move main and
auxiliary transmitters.
KMA, Shenandoah, la. — Granted license
cover CP for DA-N, increase power to 5 kw.
W3XWT, Washington— Granted extension
commencement, completion dates to June,
23, 1943 and December 26, 1943.

Applications . . .
JULY 20
CBS New York — Extension authority
transmit programs to CFRB and CKAC
snd other stations controlled by CBC to
Sept. 15, 1944.
W9XMB, Chicago— Mod. CP for new
ST broadcast station extend completion
date.
JULY 23
NBC New York — Extension authority
transmit network programs to CMX,
Havana,
for period beginning Aug. 20,
1943.
Newfoundland Debut
A NEW STATION HAS been
opened at Corner Brook, Newfoundland, first station in Newfoundland outside St. John's, the
capital city. Call letters are VOWN
and frequency is 850 kc. Corner
Brook is a pulp and paper town.
BOB NICHOLAS, former engineer at
KXOK, St. Louis, has been promoted
to captain in the Army. He is in
charge of the Army radar school at
Lexington, Ky.
MERVYN A. HOLZAGER, engineer
of WWRL, New York, is to enlist in
the Navy Aug. 1.
ARCHIE POOK has joined the engineering staff of CBR, Vancouver,
coming from the Toronto studios
operational staff of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.

Stations— mi
YOU

ROOM

WARREN H. LOCKYEAR is acting
as replacement engineer at KLZ, Denver, during absence of regular engineers on vacation.
CAPT. GLENN BOUNDY, former
chief engineer of WWVA, Wheeling,
W. Va., is somewhere in Iran in
charge of installation and operation
of radio equipment.
HOWARD D. LETGHTY, engineer
of Don Lee Broadcasting System,
Hollywood, is father of a boy.
WILLIAM DAVIS OWENS has
joined the engineering staff of WGST,
Atlanta.
HENRY
recently
from NorthO'NEILL,
Africa where
he wasreturned
working on construction of the directional
antenna and installation of the RCA
shortwave transmitter at Brazzaville,
has been appointed CBS engineer in
charge of construction for the two
shortwave transmitters to be opened
this fall under the facilities expansion of the Interdepartmental Planning Committee of the FCC, OWI and
CIAA [Broadcasting, July 12].
ED PARK, engineer of WCAU, Philadelphia, isthe father of a girl.
HARVEY DEGERING, formerly of
KOIN. Portland, is now chief engineer of KHUB, Watsonville, Cal.
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WORLD
WIDE GIVEN
NEW SHORTWAVE
CP
WORLD WIDE Broadcasting; Corp.
was last week granted a construction permit by the FCC for two
new international shortwave transmitters at Scituate, Mass. The
transmitters are being built by
World Wide at its own expense,
but OWI will do the programming
for these additions to Uncle Sam's
arsenal of heavy weapons of the
international airwaves.
OWI is building at its own expense six directional antennas for
use with the four already on the
ground. One is complete, three are
now building and two are yet to
come, according to James 0. Weldon, acting chief of tre Bureau of
Communications Facilities of the
OWI Overseas Branch. Programming of the new unit will b°gin
about Aug. 1, or perhaps a little
later, Mr. Weldon said. OWI is already programming the World
Wide 20 and 50 kw units which
have been in operation since late
in 1942 when the Government
leased existing shortwave facilities
for its psychological warfare.
Granted in conformity with the
Commission's rules of Dcce^brr
1942 governing operation of shortwave stations leased to the Government and proa-rammed by OWI and
CIAA, the new World Wide construction permit previses for frequencies on 6040. 9700, 15350,
17750, 21460 kc. The new units,
call letters of which have not yet
been assigned, v ill share time with
WRUL on 6040, 15350, 17750,
21460 and with WRUW on 9700,
15350, 17750.

Men

and

for your

Women

Technical

Staff

— IF you have limited license holders on your
engineering staff . . .
— IF you are in need of qualified engineering
personnel with technical ability . . .
— IF you are employing non-draftable men and
women with limited technical experience . . .
. . . then CREI spare-time training in Practical Radio
Engineering helps solve your technical personnel problems . . . increases the efficiency and ability of your
engineering staff. Wc offer a planned program of technical
training that equips limited license holders for more
important tasks . . . enables you to train others to pass
license tests for dual work during the emergency.
WRITE FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION TODAY
Outline your technical manpower problem*. We will furnish you complete data and outline of the CREI course of
training which applies to vour particular setup. No obligation, ofcourse — write today; to —
E. H. Guilford,
CAPITOL

RADIO

ENGINEERING

INSTITUTE

Dept. B-7, 3224 16th Street, N. W., Washington 10, D. C.

BROADCASTING

Wet work Accounts
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business
SOHUCKL & Co., Sunnyvale. Cal.,
(Ranchosoringsoup),
on Julyon 246 started
sponEancho News
NBC Pacific
stations (KFI KPO KGW KOMO KHQ
KMJ), Sat., 10-10:15 p.m. (PWT).
cisco.
Agency: Erwin, Wasey & Co., San FranKELLOGG Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
(Gro-Pun
dog and
fo^d),
on Aug.
starts
Gilbert
Martyn
the News
on 1569 BLUE
stations,
Mon.
thru
Fri..
11:30
a.m.
noon. Agency : Kenyon & EckharJt, N. -12
Y.
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago (Puffed
Wheat, Rice Sparkies ) , on Aug. 2 starts
Terry and the Pirates on 134 BLUE stations, Mon.& thru
Fri.. 6-6:15
p.m. Agency:
Sherman
Marquette,
Chicago.
RCA, New York (institutional), on Sept.
4 starts What's New? on 158 BLUE stations. Sat.,Co.,
7-8 N.p.m.
Thompson
Y. Agency: J. Walter
Renewal Accounts
LEHN & FINK Products Corp., Bloomfield, N. J. (cosmetics), on July 28 renews
for 13 weeks Take-A-Card on 202 MBS
stations, Wed., 8:30-9 p.m. Agency: William Esty & Co., N. Y.
CHEF BOY-AR-DEE Quality Foods Inc.,
Milton, Pa. (spaghetti), on Aug. 2 renews
for 13 weeks Boake Carter, at the same
time adding 6 Yankee Network statims,
making a total of 12 MBS stations, Mon.,
Wed.,
and Fri.,Adv.
12 noon-12:i5
cy : McJunkin
Co., Chicago.p.m. AgenNetwork Changes
SERUTAN
J. (Seru-to
tan), on Oct.Co.,10 Jersey
adJs 56 City.
BLUEN. stations
Drew Pearson, making a t tal < f 111 BLUE
stations,mond Sun.,
7-7:15N. p.m.
Spector Co.,
Y. Agency: RayJOSEPH TETLEY Co., New York (Jiffy
Soup)
on June
29 added
BLUE stations
to
Morning
Market
Basket,35 making
a total
of 45 BLUE stations, Tues.. Thurs., and
Sat. Agency: Duane Jones Co., N. Y.
CHEMICAL INC., Oakland. Cal. (Vano),
on
Aug. 9onshifts
DeaneCalifornia
Dickason —stations.
World
Traveler,
4 CBS
Sun., 9:15-9:30 p.m. (PWT), to Mon.,
8:15-8:30 p.m. (PWT). Agency: Garfield & Guild, San Francisco.
UNION OIL Co., Los Angeles, on Aug. 1
shifts Point Sublime on 11 NBC Pacific
stations, Wed., 9-9:30 p.m. (PWT) to 11
CBS Western stations. Sun., 9:30-10 p.m.
(PWT).
Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding,
Los
Angeles.
UP Extends Full Service
To Texas and New Mexico
SINCE the speed-up of its radio
news wire service to 60 words per
minute, United Press has extended
full 24-hour service to New Mexico
and Texas, as well as increasing
its coverage of regional hookups in
West Virginia, Nebraska and South
Dakota, according to Al Harrison,
UP radio sales manager. Stations
using the UP radio wive under
l^ng term contracts are located in
Clovis, Roswell ?nd Carlbad. N.
M., and in Amarillo, Weslaco, Corpus Christi, Midland, Lubbock and
El Paso, Texas.
UP also reported that the staff
of the Charleston, W. Va., bureau
has been increased to handle the
high speed
wire service.
mates that between
7 a.m.UPandesti11
p.m., some 25% of the wire space
and time is devoted to local, state
and regional news by the various
regional hookups.
stations tosubscr'bing
to the
UPRecent
wire service,
start in August,
are WISR Butler, Pa.; WOSH
Oshkosh, Wis.; WRLC Toccoa, Ga.;
WHEB Portsmouth, N. H.; KWYO
Mont.
Sheridan, Wyo.; KRJF Miles City,
• Broadcast

Advertising

CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge SI. 00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press
Building, Washington, D. C.
Help Wanted
5 wants
kw. Station
— Key outlet
regional
accountant
who for
knows
taxes netto
take job of comptroller. State salary and
background
first l't'e". Confidential. Box
870, BROADCASTING.
Announcer
hand'e
broadcasts
and work— To
board.
Good news
starting
Salary.
Steady employment; non defense area.
Living accommcdations can be arranged.
4F or Married. WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
Salesman — Excellent oppor unity for experienced time salesman in strong industrial town surrounded by very ri h agricultural area. In reply state age. experience, and draft status. KBIZ, Ottumwa,
Iowa.
5 Kw. Basic Network Station — In metropolitan midwest market wants experienced announcers immediately. Working
conditions ideal. Good sala'-v. Pend full
details. Box 869, BROADCASTING.
OPERATOR— First or second c'ass. Draft
exempt. At station in n?ndefense farming area operating with be t of eou:pment. Air mail ref~r?nces, photo, draft
status,
salary expectations. KTFI, Twin
Falls. Idaho.
SPORTS ANNOUNCER— Play-by-play of
basketball and foctball, also straight commercials. Live midwest local with unusually strong sports schedule. Give age,
experience, draft statvs and start ng
I salary desired. KBIZ, Ottumwa, Iowa.
Draft Deferred — Licensed first, second, or
third class operators. Rocky Mountain 5
1 kw.
network station. Box 882, BROADCASTING.
Wanted
at Once Tell
— First
classcommunicaeng'neer.
Draft exempt.
all first
tion,
including
minimum
salary.
WMSL,
Decatur, Alabama.
Midwest Local — Ne°ds good announcer who
knows foctball and basketbal1. Th:s is not
a duration job. It pays a good salary. A
family man woulj be preferred. Send information about yourself to Box 877,
BROADCASTING.
Transmitter Engineers — Several vacancies
exist for plant engineers with first clfss
license.
Permanent
with
50.000 watt
station career
in So positions
ith. Excellent
opportunity for right men. Applications
held into confidence.
Give f"ll ri°ta"!s first
letter
Box 879, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Permanent posi+ion with 5
kw regional network station for draft
deferred,
experienced man. Box 881
BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER
Wi'h third
someclass
experience.
Must have at— least
license.
Give complete details first letter, including minimum salarv. T?adio Station
WMOG, Brunswick, Georgia.
SALESMAN — Interested only in local account man wi*h exneri-nce, seeking
permanent affiliation. No high pressure.
Excellent opportunity in 250.000 marmot.
Hand'e
account startlist.
Straight established
salary. State local
background,
ing salary needed, a'*ai'»bility. f^i"e
references, present billing. Write
W-I-N-D. Gary, Indiana.
250 Watt Network Affiliate — Doing excellent volume in leading Midwest city has
opening
sa es
manager for
and capab'e
programexecutive
director for
position.
Please stat» experience refe"e«c°s,
salary
ING. expected. Box 889, BROADCASTSituations Wanted
innouncer-Producer — 50. exce"ent theatrical background and radio acting experience. Desires connection with small station, central, south, or southwest states.
Be=t
of references. Box 872, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
4F Announcer — 5 years' experience. Now at
5 kw. Prefer 50 kw. cr 10 kw. Go anywhere. Box 874, BROADCASTING.
STAFF VOCALIST— Announcer available
— four years vocal experience — nine
months announcing — 4F in draft —
age 23 — desires change. Personality
and
progressiveness. Box 891, BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer — Small station desires
change. Living conditions. Married. Dr'ft
exempt. References. John Gann, WCNC
Elizabeth City, N. Carolina.
Station Manager — 15 years* newspaper and
radio experience. Draft status 3-A. Now
employed manager 5000 watt network
affiliate. Successful selling record;
thoroughly experienced in administration
and
programming.
Fxce'lent reference.
Box 875,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Fight years' experience. Wire
Charles Niles, WCLO, Janesville,
consi., WisProgram plete
Director
— Capable department
of tak'ng comcharge program
network regional. 4F, 5 years background
all phases. Go anvwhere. Desires permaING. nent connection. Box 873, BROADCASTMIDWESTERN COLORED BOY— With excellent voice wants job either announcing or operating. Third grade license.
Dr^ft
4F.
Available at cnce. Box 876,
BROADCASTING.
EXECUTIVE-GENERAL MANAGER-STATION MANAGER
— 17 years'
Newspaper
and r^dio.
Broad experience.
knowledge
all departments. Good organizer, knows
merchandising. 43 ->Tears of age. veteran
lact war. Interested i" salary p"d commission arr"ne'omrnt. of references.
Box 887, BROADCASTING.
Available at Once — Top notch announcer
with
15 years'
successfu1
producing
a-d general
mejor newsca"ting
station experience.
Fxecutive
phTtv.
41 *"-a-= of
age. Wire Box 884. BROADCASTING.
Cb'»f F-""inee- — Kxneriencd in instM'at'on and loe-te
maintenance
to 50 KW.
Desires
South quarter
or Southwest.
D°f„,-rr(l iv/r;-;™-,,^ ciTry $65 week. Box
885. BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Will B"" — One good n=e/1 vertical pi"kuo
head RCA Tyne AZ-4?17-2. Chief Engineer, WTOL. Toledo. Ohio.
Will
Pay station.
Ca'h — Fon
»'
pi^oi
Writenro'table
Box 886,'oca'BROADCASTING.
SUCCFSSFTTI, RADIO STATION OPERATORS—WANT TO BUY LOCAL STATION
ROTTTHWEST OR
: ALSOLEASE
n<~>NSTDWR
fl/rA'NTArvE'1yrF\TT
ARRANGEMENT. BOX 890, BROADCASTING.
Michigan. OHo, Indiana, Illinois Or Wisconsin Local Box
Stat'nn
ReSnonsib'e nar*v.
Send details.
871,— BROADCASTING.
Radio Station — Local regional. Russell Bennett. Sweetwater, Texas.
Broadcast Station ^"ninment — Want to buy
at once: One 250-watt transmitter and
such station and stndio equipment as
available. Also one 100-watt transmitter.
Also one 175 to 200-foot se'f-sunporting
vertical
iWfri' <• md
give price.radiator.
Box 878.Please
BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Doolittle Radio Frequency Monitor — Model
FD-8. Suitable for Crystal Grinding.
Used
only two weeks. Box 880, BROADCASTING.
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Advertising

Opens Research Firm
J. E. GRAHAM has reopened his
market research firm at 424 Madison Ave., New York, having left
the Board of Economic Warfare.
Mr. Graham closed his business in
May of last year to do economic
intelligence work in the enemy
branch of the BEW. Mr. Graham
was formerly secretary of the New
York branch of the American
Marketing Assn., and has taught
marketing
at City College, New
York.
Revlon Show on Blue
REVLON PRODUCTS Corp., New
York, has selected the BLUE for
its first network show for Revlon
nail enamel
and fall
linst'ck.
probably
starting
in the
on Thursdays,
10:30-11 p.m. Details have not
been revealed. Firm has previously
used spot radio ©n a limited scale.
Agency is William H. Weintraub &
Co., New York.
Wanted
WOMAN WRITER
Radio Commercials
By leading southern A. A. A. A.
agency — woman experienced in
radio copy. To wr;te commercials
for chain shows, local and participating programs and spot ansary.
nouncements—largely for food
products. No script writing necesNot a "duration" job, but a permanent one. Liberal salary and
bonuses. Write fully, enclosing
samples of work.
Box 888, EROADCASTING

Dafoe's Pipe
SMALL PACKAGE received
last week by Reginald T.
Townsend, Lennen & Mitchell account executive, contained the favorite pipe of
the late Dr. Allan Roy Dafoe, Quintuplet-famed gynecologist, of Toronto. Sent by
Dr. Will Dafoe, the physician's brother, the pipe is
a token of the warm friendthe who
Quint's
doctorship
and between
the man
handled
that combination on the radio for Lehn & Fink (Lysol).
It was Dr. Dafoe's custom to
puff tranquilly
tences while between
making senhis
broadcast.
MERRILL MUELLER, NBC reporter with the forces invading Sicily, returned to Allied headquarters July 16
and broadcast an eyewitness report
of the landing to NBC listeners.
WELL KNOWN NAME
in the newspaper field. 20 years
on the continent for the two major news agencies. Outstanding
by-line record of foreign news
reporting and
observation.interpretative
Author of a current
best seller on political situation in
Italy. Has excellent voice, knows
microphone technique. Would
like to join station in major city
as commentator. Available after
Sept. 20.
BOX 883 BROADCASTING

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
6k Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to me
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
.Nali.nal Press Itl.ls.. \\ a-h.. U. C.

PAUL F GODLEY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859
GEORGE

N.J.

C. DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York. N. Y.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA
Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
321 E. Gregory Crossroads of
Blvd.,
the World Cal.
City, Kansas
Mo. IS~~7\
X 1 Hollywood,

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Muntey Bldg. • Republic 2347
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Hope
To

for

Meet

Farm
Needs

Efforts Underway

Battery
Seen

to Permit

Output
by

WPB

Industry to Continue

Capacity Operations During Third Quarter
EFFORTS to enable farm battery for increased production of this
manufacturers to maintain capacity
Effects of the restrictions imoperations in order to satisfy current requirements of rural radio
item." posed by Order L-71, *issued last
set owners are being made by the October, which limited the production of farm batteries to 60% of
War Production Board, Broadcasting learned last week.
pre-war output, were recounted by
At the same time, the Office of Mr. Felt. "The situation became so
War Mobilization revealed an over- serious," he stated, "that in March
all program under which it will of this year steps were taken to
correlate studies being carried on determine if additional zinc was
available for use in radio batteries.
by military agencies and the WPB
of military and civilian require- Although the Zinc Division had
ments of consumer goods. Justice been under pressure to conserve
James F. Byrnes, OWM director, even more of the metal, they could
see the unfortunate results of our
is fully cognizant of the importance
severe limitation of farm batteries
of keeping farm radios in operat;on. and allowed sufficient additional
The supply of batteries and tubes,
along with other home front re- zinc for the period from March 20th
quirements, will continue to have to June 30, 1943, to enable manuhis attention, it was stated at
facturers to operate at capacity."
OWM.
Stating his belief that the demand for farm radio batteries is
A communication submitted by
the OWM Wednesday to Neville greater today than at any time
Miller, president of the NAB, ex- since the advent of the electricradio, Mr. Felt pointed to
pressed the hope that battery pro- powered
duction would be sufficiently in- listener interest in newscasts and
war programs and curtailment of
creased to equal current consumpcontributing to intion and provide a small surplus to gasolinecreasedas
use of radios.
bite into the deficit accumulated
"There are no less than 3,200,000
under severe restrictions imposed
last winter.
farmers," he concluded, "who depend on dry batteries for their
Zinc Requested
radios and we believe it of prime
importance to provide them with
The Zinc Requirements Committee of WPB has received a request between IV2 and 2 sets of batteries
for additional zinc from the Con- a year. At the present capacity of
sumers Durable Goods Divis'on. the industry, we can provide about
This request has not yet been acted 1% batteries a year, if materials
upon, pending further information
are made available for this prodesired by the Committee.
Hope of obtaining the additional
duction."
zinc was expressed in a letter dated LEIGH WHITE. CBS Washington
correspondent,
is the author of
July 8 from DuHIpv P. Felt, t>^n
article
in
last
week's
director of the WPB Consumers Di- an
Eveninn Post, dealing
withSaturday
Marine
vision to the OWM. In this letter, Cori s Maj. Gen. A. A. Vandergrift.
transmitted to Mr. Miller by Justice
Byrnes, it is stated: "At the present
time additional zinc has not yet
been provided for third-quarter capacity operations but we are working on this and hope that nothing
will interfere with our programs."
Referring to a statement by Mr.
Miller that "farm bitterv nroduction continues insufficient to balance
consumption, let alone overtake the
accumulated deficit," Mr. Felt
stated :
"Unless military requirements
are larger than anticipated, or unless the labor situation becomes
more critical, we have everv hope
of producing enough batteries to
keep up the consumption and provide a small surplus to overtake
the deficit. However, it is obvious
that we are unable to get more
batteries than the capacity of the
industry will allow. Most of the
factories are working at least two
shifts; we are doing everything we
can to induce other battery manufacturers, who previously had a
very small radio battery production, to re-arrange their facilities
Page 66 • July 26, 1943

Gets Its Man
THREE MINUTES after a
U. S. Employment Service
representative
hurried call for issued
a war a plant
guard over WDRC, Hartford, an applicant had called
WDRC for the position and
a few hours later was hired.
The USES program on
WDRC is War Jobs You Can
Have.
FTC Opens Testimony
In Lorillard Proceeding
OLD GOLD cigarettes, product of
the P. Lorillard Co., together with
Sensations and Beech-Nuts, and
Friends smoking tobacco, began
presentation cf testimony before the
FTC in New York last week in a
hearing on FTC charges of misrepresentation in their advertising
[Broadcasting, March 8] . Hearings
on similar charges against Philip
Morris cigarettes are scheduled to
begin in New York July 28.
Hearings for Philip Morris first
began last April 19 in New York,
but were postponed indefinitely at
the end of the first day, after introduction of radio continuities and
other material involved in the complaint, to allow counsel for the tobacco company to fulfill previous
commitments for legal work for the
Government.
The Camel hearing set for April
20 in Washington followed much
the same procedure with the introduction of evidence and was postponed indefinitely at the end of the
first day because of a case in New
Jersey which required the presence
of R. J. Reynolds Co. officials. No
date has yet been set for resumption
of theing,Camel
April 12].hearings. [BroadcastFMBI Board Meeting
FMBI board meeting is to be held
in Milwaukee Aug. 3, at Radio City.
The meeting is open to the membership of FM Broadcaster's and
Maj. Edwin H. Armstrong has indicated that he will attend.

RADIO JOB RULE
RELAXED IN N. Y.
NEW YORK CITY Area War
Manpower Committee has issued a
formal ruling that until further notice radio announcers, sound effects men, actors, musicians, singers' producers, directors a^d writers may secure new employment
without securing statements of
availability.
Ruling
cision reached
lastratifies
month theat de-a
meeting between Lillian L. Poses,
regional attorney for the War ManCommission,
and inrepresentativespower
of most
stations
the New
York 21].
City area. [Broadcasting,
June
The ruling modifies general provisions of the New York City Area
Stabilization Plan requiring statements of availability for any
changes of employment for individuals
employed
essential industries,
such asin broadcasting,
which it was felt would work undue hardships for the classes of
employes named above, since they
include many freelance workers
and parttime employes who may
have several jobs at the same time.
Original restrictions, however, continue to apply to time salesmen,
promotion men, engineers, clerical
workers and all other station and
network employes except those
specifically listed in the new ruling.
While the classification of employes
was based primarily on types of
jobs which are predominantly staff
or predominantly freelance, the
ruling applies to all employes of
the types listed, regardless of their
actual staff or freelance status.
OPA Sets Ceilings
NEW methods by which maximum
prices are determined on radios and
phonographs assembled by retailers and distributors have been established by the Office of Price
Administration effective July 26.
Embodied in Maximum Price Regulation No. 430, the action provides
more effective control over ceilings
on a scattered number of radio
dealers and distributors who since
the summer of 1942, when regular
manufacturing ceased, have become extensive assemblers of household radio receiving sets from parts
which they accumulated. The new
regulation, OPA stated, will make
prices to the public more uniform
and in manv instances lower than
March
1942 ceilings.
levels prevailing
under the GMPR's
RCA Radar Booklet
REVEALING some of the mysteries of "radar" in a booklet, RCA
promises great post war prospects
for this "wartime miracle of radio"
and pays tribute to the research
scientists and radio engineers who
play an important
velopment of radar. part in the deThe booklet, Radar - Wartime
Miracle of Radio, cites several historic instances in the present conflict when ra^ar has played an important role. It also traces the long
trail of radio magic that precedes
and leads up to this recent development.
AGNES ALEXANDER, former secsales division,
service managerretaryforto the
the CBS
midwest
has
heen promoted to assistant sales service
managerwork. of
that been
division
of the with
netShe has
associated
WBBM, Chicago, for 13 years.
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SPEAKING

OF

Prominent in KMBC's gallery of station personalities isthis showing of those who make up
KMBC's nationally famed news department.
KMBC has long been recognized as a station of
personalities, and its investment in these qualified newsmen has reaped a rkh harvest in dis-

ETCHINGS

tinguished news sponsors. There's satisfaction in
knowing that you'll be keeping the best of company in sponsoring news over KMBC. For proof
of this, and details of a choice availability open
at this time, out nearest Free cV Peters office
awaits your call.
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CHICKEN

?

• When you order chicken, do you expect a
plate of necks and wings?
When you buy radio coverage of a market,
are you satisfied with a remnant of the market's
audience?
The size and weight for WKY's coverage,
measured any way you like, is greater than that
of any other Oklahoma City station, but when
you buy WKY coverage you get plenty of white
meat . . . you get what you want and need most:
LISTENERS!

In Oklahoma City alone, for instance, quoting
May- June Hooperatings, 47.4% of the morning
andience, 58.3% of the afternoon audience, and
56.5% of the evening audience belongs to WKY.
That's white meat! Oklahoma City's three other
stations serve what's left over.
WKY delivers useful, profitable coverage in
Oklahoma . . . coverage of actual listeners . . .
in bigger portions, morning, afternoon, and evening than any other Oklahoma City station.

WKY
OKLAHOMA

CITY

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Daily Oklahomon and Times - The Farmer-Stockman
KVOR Colorado Springs - KLZ, Denver (Affiliated Mgmt.)
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

PRICE 15 CENTS

AD1

BRO

Newsmagazine

MORE

THAN

MERE

of

Radio

TIME!

Successful radio has outgrown the sale of mere time units that crowd rate cards.
Their generally unknown

value has been linked to a broadcasting skill that

transforms the minutes and hours of radio time into action-packed units of effective service to listeners and advertisers.
The six Fort Industry Stations are keyed by seasoned and intelligent management to a PLUS Service that makes mere radio time bow to the incessant drive
of a severe taskmaster— CONSISTENT

There is much

more

RESULTS!

than mere proof of performance

Fort Industry

FORT

INDU5TRU

behind a

affidavit!

5TATION5-->W

Can

Bank

on

WWVA
Wheeling, W. Va.

WAGA
Atlanta, Ga.

WSPD
Toledo, Ohio

WHIZ
Zanesville, Ohio

WMMN
Fairmont, West Va.

WLOK
Lima, Ohio

Thsm!

"MOST

MAIL
ONE

We

I'VE

SEEN

PLACE

COMING

SINCE

TO

I WORKED

AT

WLSf1

do get more mail than many stations . . . probably more letters than
most radio stations. Of course that makes us happy — as it does advertisers. For instance, we used 100 announcements in one month to offer listeners

an invasion map of Europe for a dime . . . and we received 50,000 requests!
This is only one of many success stories, one example to bear out our slogan:
WLS

Gets Results. We can show lots of further evidence. Just ask us ... or ask

any John Blair man.

MANAGEMENT

AFFILIATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK—

KOY PHOENIX

* KTUC TUCSON

* KSUN BISBEE-LOWELL
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SESAC

WITHOUT

MANAGER

SALES

STATION

BILLING

PLANS

PLUS

RELATIONS

CHARGE

are six sales ideas that have been originated and profitably used by stations through-

out the country. Each plan is simple, applicable to any size station, clear channel, regional or local.
In each case, where one of the plans has been used, increased revenue has resulted.

HERE

is what some of the station managers say about these plans:

"For a long time I have been wanting to tell you what a swell job you are doing.
I think it is grand of your organization to give stations so much of your time,
thought, money and energy," — Gen. Mgr. Regional Network.
"Your representative's visit was the first occasion that we have had anyone from a
music licensing organization call on us with so many helpful ideas and an attempt
to be of service to us as broadcasters." — Station Owner.
"Your representative's two-,day visit and his assistance to our sales staff were very
productive and greatly appreciated." — Station Mgr.
"My sincere appreciation for the efforts you put forth in our behalf this week. Sears
Roebuck just called back to reserve the maximum number of periods." — Station
Owner.

WHY

DOES

SESAC

MAKE

THIS

OFFER?

Because Sesac is a service organization —

serving the broadcasting industry. Our station relations staff all have thorough broadcasting experience and personally call on every radio station throughout the year to assist station executives with
their programs, sales and operating problems. These revenue producing ideas and assistance are offered to all broadcasters as another Sesac service to the industry. Get complete details on the six
plans from your Sesac station relations representative, or write or wire: Sesac Program Service Dept.

SESAC

113 West

42nd

St.

New

York

18, N. Y.

Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 874 National Press Building, Washington 4, D. C. Entered as
Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book
second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 18. '9.

SUBSCRIPTION

PRICE:

$5.00 per year

15c per copy
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— AROUND

IS
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Settee (^^emmt^
CROWLEY, LOUISIANA —

WW

L- LAND

And so are 10,000,000 customers from 5 different states

New Orleans

$±£,000,000— that's the value of an average Louisiana rice crop ! And Crowley,
prosperous capital of Louisiana's riceland, represents still another Deep South
market, completely covered by WWL.
NOT JUST EVERY RADIO in New
Orleans, or Louisiana, but every radio
in the Deep South can bring home a
WWL sales message! For hundreds of
miles, no other station is even half as
powerful!
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|^)everal WSM advertisers who usually suspend their programs
ing the summer are continuing their schedules right through this year.

dur-

This is just MORE proof that with new industries and a growing population the [
booming Southern market has more money to spend now than ever before.
OWNED
THE

NATIONAL

BROADCASTING

LIFE
NATIONAL
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AND

OPERATED

BY

AND
ACCIDENTEDWARDINSURANCE
'COMPANY,
REPRESENTATIVES,
PETRY & CO., INC.
Advertising
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'NTIL

Mr. Crossley came

on-

to the scene some weeks ago,
there was no complete statistical record of the
listening habits of the radio families within
the "Hudson

Circle" — that prosperous, multi-

citied region in Eastern New
New

England. At WGY's

York and Western

request Mr. Crossley

LISTENING IN THE HUDSON CIRCLE
Morning
Afternoon
Evening

explored the region exhaustively, both in space
(all the important cities) and time (around the
clock). For a complete
tures, write to WGY,

account of his adven-

Schenectady, N. Y. and

ask for a copy of "Exploring with Crossley."

Morning

SCHENECTADY
Afternoon

Evening

Morning

ALBANY
Afternoon

Evening
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Morning

TROY
Afternoon
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Evening

Advertising

Evening
Morning

Morning

GLOVERSVILLE
Afternoon

Evening

PITTSFIELD, MASS.
Afternoon

Evening

AMSTERDAM
Afternoon

SARATOGA SPRINGS
Morning
Afternoon

HUDSON
Afternoon

Morning

Evening

Evening WGY \

^\ 1 24.5%
// 29.8%
if Others
\l0.6%
\* /

1 -y%/
59.6% \
II 1
(I 33.3
WGY
if Others

A
ff Others
WGY \l IL
66.7% Jill

75.5% II

Evening

50,000 WATTS
i
"

NBC • 2 1st YEAR OF SERVICE

Represented Nationally by
NBC Spot- Sales

SONOVOX PIONEERS
Allied Mills, Inc. (Wayne Feeds)
Louis E. Wade, Inc.
American Chicle Co. (Black Jack Gum)
Badger and Browning & Hersey, Inc.
American Industries Salvage Committee
(Steel Scrap Drive)
McCann Erickson, Inc.
Bismarck Hotel
Smith,
Corp. Benson & McClure, Inc.
Buick Motors Division, General Motors
Arthur Kudner, Inc.
Chicago,
St. Paul &•
PacificMilwaukee,
R. R.
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Inc.
Chick Bed Company (Chick Bed Litter)
The W. D Lyon Co.
Colgate-Palmolive Peet Company
(Vel,
Ward Paimolive)
Wheelock Co.
Delaware,
Lackawanna <£>• Western
Coal Co.

The

Human

Ear

beams

Quickly!

The first time your ear ever heard somebody say Guadalcanal, you probably
got nothing whatsoever out of it. But now you not only "get" it instantly, but
your mind also flashes up a picture of jungles, gunfire and conquest.
Pardon us for being elementary, but it's the same way with Sonovox. The
first time you hear a talking locomotive, or a singing violin, or whatever,
your ear says "Thanks, but I guess we've not been introduced." You may not
recognize the voice, or even understand the words. Okay — it was probably
the same way when you first met your wife! But look how it is now!
Seriously — some advertisers have turned down perfectly swell Sonovox ideas
because their ears didn't "get" the first audition — and then these same ideas
have produced beautifully, later, for other advertisers. . . . We just thought
we'd tell you about that, and point out that the human ear learns quickly!

WRJGHT-SONOVOX,

INC.

'^Talking and Singing Sound"
FREE

CHICAGO: ,80 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373

& PETERS,

Shell Oil Company, Inc.
J. Walter Thompson Co.
U. S. Treasury Dept.
Universal Pictures Company, Inc.
("Larceny
Music")Inc.Warner
BrothersWithPictures,
(Thank Your Lucky Stars)
Velie-Ryan,
Orange Inc.
Drink)(Nesbitt's California

INC., Exclusive National Representatives

NEW YORK: M1 Park Ave.
Plaza 5-4131
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Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Walt Disney Productions
Emerson Drug Company (Bromo-Seltzer)
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Christian Feigenspan Brewing Company
(Feigenspan and Dobler P.O.N.
Beers and Ales)
Fellman-Curme Shoes
Russell C. Comer Advertising Co.
Forum Cafeterias of America
R.J. Potts-Calkins & Holdenjnc.
Griesedieck-Western Brewery Co.
(Stag Beer)
Maxon,
Inc.
Grocery Store Products Sales Co., Inc.
(Fould's Macaroni Products)
Campbell-Ewald Co., Inc.
Chr. Hansen Laboratory, Inc.
(Junket Quick Fudge Mix)
Mitchel Faust Advertising Company
Andrew Jergens Co.
(Woodbury's Products)
Lennen & Mitchell, Inc.
Lever Brothers Co. (Lifebuoy Soap)
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
National Broadcasting Company
Naval Aviation Selection Board
NavyBattalions)
Seabees (U. S. Navy, Construction
Office of Civilian Defense (Region Six)
Pabst Sales Company (Pabst Beer)
Warwick & Legler, Inc.
Pan American Coffee Bureau
Buchanan & Co., Inc.
Purity Bakeries Service Corp.
(Taystee Bread, Grennan Cakes)
Radio Station KOMA, Oklahoma City
broadcasts)
Alvino
Rey and his Orchestra (in all

SAN FRANCISCO: ; 1 1 Sutter
Sutter 4353

HOLLYWOOD: !5X2N, Gordon
Gladstone 3949
BROADCASTING

ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Main 5667
• Broadcast

Advertising
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Noble
3 Outlets

Buys

Included;

Blue
NEW

lor

OWNER

Fly's Blessing
Given Deal
SALE OF the Blue Network
Co., to Edward J. Noble,
owner of WMCA, New York,
and chairman of Life Savers
Corp., and former Undersecretary of Commerce, for $8,000,000 cash, subject to necessary approvals, was
announced last Friday, July
30, by David Sarnoff, RCA
president, as owner of the
network.
Mr. Noble, it was stated,
has agreed to sell WMCA as
soon as a purchaser can be
found, thus eliminating the
only forseeable barrier to the
transaction. Assurances were
given that Mark Woods, BLUE
president, would remain operating
head of the network, and that the
entire staff would be retained. Mr.
Noble paid $850,000 cash for
WMCA in January, 1941, and will
sell the station to conform with
FCC requirements regarding multiple ownership of stations in the
same community.
Closed Circuit Talk
Affiliates of the BLUE were told
about the transaction in a closed
circuit talk late Friday afternoon.
Mr. Woods told the station heads
about Mr. Noble, and the new owner
in turn told of his plans as a practical business and advertising man,
to make the BLUE preeminent in
its field.
In announcing the transaction,
Mr. Sarnoff said the move comes
a year-and-a-half after the BLUE
was organized as a separate entity in conformity with the new
regulations of the FCC relating
to ownership of more than one network by any single organization.
RCA, he explained, remains the
owner of NBC, which "will continue
to operate the Red network."
The new ownership was said
to be effective immediately, with
the applications for the transfer

BROADCASTING

EDWARD

J. NOBLE

of the three Blue-owned stations
now being prepared. The transaction, of course, was viewed as contingent upon approval of these
transfers, considered likely.

$5.00 A YEAR — 15c A COPY

8
Millions
in
Cash
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
The FCC legally will not pass
Fly, in New York last Friday when upon sales of the BLUE itself,
he conferred with Messrs. Sarnoff since networks are not licensed.
and Noble, described the sale as "a But it will be called upon to apsignificant example of industry and
prove the transfers of WJZ, New
Government cooperation." He York; KGO, San Francisco, and
pointed out it was in accordance WENR, Chicago, owned by the
with "Government policy and at BLUE, and which would change
the same time Government never hands.
placed any immediate requirement
McGraw Withdrew
on the company to make a sale.
They have taken their time and
The contract with Mr. Noble represented an 11th hour modification.
made an orderly disposition of the
properties, and I am hopeful that The original proposal, it was rethe result will be constructive for
ported, made orally and presumably accepted by RCA, represented
all concerned."
Mr. Woods, in his closed circuit a joint purchase plan by James H.
Jr., president of McGrawtalk introducing Mr. Noble as the McGraw
Hill Publishing Co., and Mr. Noble.
new BLUE owner, pointed out that
as first chairman of the Civil Aero- Mr. McGraw's association with the
publishing business, which, it was
nautics Authority and as president felt
might fall within the purview
of the board of trustees of St. Lawof
the
FCC's pending order on
rence U., Mr. Noble "is imbued
with the fundamental concept of newspaper ownership, was believed
public service. He represents the to be the primary factor in eliminating his participation. Mr.
type of forward-looking man that
Woods
reported
that affiliate reassures the continued operation of
action was favorable.
the BLUE Network in the public
Mr. Fly's presence in New York
Friday was linked with the deciSpiking reports that immediately
interest."
sion to eliminate the McGraw parcropped up in New York, Edwin L. ticipation.
James, managing editor of the New
A hearing before the FCC on the
York Times, said "the Times is station transfers was seen possible
neither buying nor bidding for in some quarters because of the
{Continued on page 52)
WMCA."

Miller

Remains

But Board Paves Way
For His Successor;
Lewis Praised
SUCCESSFULLY resisting the
third effort in the last year to force
a change in industry leadership,
Neville Miller was continued as
NAB president with full powers by
action of the board of directors
at an extraordinary meeting in Chicago last Friday called by petition
of the members of the legislative
committee also serving on the
board.
Lewis Not Candidate
The board's action, however,
paved the way for nomination of
a new president prior to the expiration of Mr. Miller's term July 1,
1944. William B. Lewis, former
CBS vice-president and until re-

• Broadcast

Advertising

as

President

cently OWI assistant director, had
been proposed as Mr. Miller's successor, but the day before the board
meeting withdrew his name from
consideration on the ground that
the industry's greatest need is for
"unity of purpose and action".
The board adopted a resolution
asserting that the purpose of the
meeting was "misrepresented to
some sections of the industry as
bearing on the termination of the
contract of the incumbent as president before the termination thereof." It stated the board "emphatically declares" this was not the
purpose of the meeting and it "did
not form any part of its deliberaTribute was paid Mr. Lewis in
another resolution. The board said
it sincerely desired to consider him
for
the post but since Mr. Lewis
tion."

of

NAB

found it necessary to withdraw his
name (in a telegram to Don S.
Elias, WWNC, Asheville, N. C,
leader of the group espousing his
candidacy) it expressed its regret
that "extenuating circumstances
intervened to preclude Mr. Lewis'
availability".
Under another resolution, the
board named a nominating committee of six of its membership,
instructed to present to the board
recommendations for presidency of
the NAB upon expiration of Mr.
Miller's contract. The committee is
to report at its next regular board
meeting, or a special meeting called
for that
purpose.
Named were
as members of this
committee
Mr.
Elias; G. Richard Shafto, WIS,
Columbia, S. C; John J. Gillin Jr.,
WOW, Omaha; J. O. Maland,
(Continued on page 48)
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Candy

Time

Business Depending On
Ingredient Supply
Situation
CANDY ADVERTISING is holding up well despite restricted supplies of sugar and other ingredient
materials, and may be prime for
an increase as sugar and shipping
prospects improve. Some foundation for such a prediction can be
found in the report that the sugar
supply outlook is the best it has
been in months, with the strong
possibility that September-October
quotas for industrial users will be
increased from the current 70%
level.
On the other hand, sugar may
have to pinch-hit for deci'eased
supplies of corn syrup and dextrose,
important candy ingredients likely
to be rationed due to the corn shortage.
Summing up, if the ingredient
picture improves, it is a virtual
certainty that candy advertising
will increase materially, just as
coffee advertising jumped when
the supply increased.
N. Y. Agency Reports
Heading the list of candy industry sponsors, The Council on Candy
as Food in the War Effort, cooperating with the National Confectioners Assn., has renewed its NBC program, Washington Reports on Rationing, effective Aug. 15. Ernest
K. Lindley, Washington chief for
Newsweek, is the commentator on
the Sunday program (3 p.m. EWT)
over 48 stations. Many prominent
Government officials have made
guest appearances.
A check of New York advertising agencies shows that whereas
a few candy brands stepped up advertising during the year, most
companies maintained the previous
level of appropriations.
Sweets Co., New York, makers
of Tootsie Rolls, is among those
which have expanded during the
first year of sugar rationing. After
using limited spot radio for a number of years, the firm entered network radio last March with Captain Marvel, children's serial, on
the BLUE, later shifting to Dick
Tracy.
Sweets Co. will introduce a new
product, Tootsie V-M, with a radio
test campaign in Connecticut. Product is described as a milk fortifier,
containing various diet supplements including several vitamins
and malt, and having a flavor similar to the Tootsie Roll candy. To
promote Tootsie V-M, Sweets Co.,
in resuming in the fall sponsorship
of Dick Tracy on the BLUE, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 5:155:30 p.m. for Tootsie Rolls, will add
Tuesday and Thursday programs,
using only Connecticut stations
carrying the program.
Also in March of this year,
Charms Candy Co., Bloomfield, N.
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Looks
Up
as
J., started a spot campaign for
Tastyeast Candy Bar on two stations, later adding four in New
York. No further expansion is indicated at present.
One of the largest spot advertisers in the candy field, American
Chicle Co., L. I. City, is continuing unabated its schedule of announcements for chicklets on between 150 and 155 stations
throughout the country. Peter
Paul Inc., Naugatuck, Conn., is
likewise continuing present schedules, which include spot announcements in 20-30 major markets, and
sponsorship of a thrice-weekly fiveminute news period on the CBS
Pacific Coast Network. Paul products include Walnettos, Mounds,
and Charcoal Gum.
Fanny Farmer Candy Shop's
spot campaign started towards the
end of last year, remains unchanged. Schedule includes participations on the New England
Regional Network and on 12 additional stations.
Returning to the BLUE with
double the network formerly used,
D. L. Clark Co., Pittsburgh, started the news program Where Do
We Stand on 110 BLUE stations
last February, and renewed the
series in May.
Midwest Picture
While some Midwest candy manufacturers have radio plans for
the future, "when production difficulties from shortages in manpower and ingredients" are overcome, others are expanding their
present time. Schutter Candy Co.,
Chicago (Old Nick and Bit-ONew
With

York
Dual

FCC

Sugar
Eases
Honey), is now sponsoring two
weekly quarter - hour programs,
Curt Massey & Co., on 18 NBC
stations, scheduled to begin Saturday, July 24, and a quarter-hour
drama program, Coronet Little
Show, heard Sundays on 45 CBS
stations from 1:45-2 p.m., which
started July 11. Stations carrying
the latter program, which originates out of WBBM, Chicago, will
be KVOR KLZ WTOP WGST
WROW WBBM KRNT WHAS
WWL KWKH WABI WGAN
WEEI WLAW WMAS WJR
WCCO KMBC KMOX WKNE
WOKO WKBW WABC WFBL
WBT WLW KOMA WHP WJAS
WCSC WSPA WNAX KRLD
KTRH KTSA KSL WCAX WRVA
WISN KFH KTUL KLRA. Agency is Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Curtiss Candy Co., Chicago, at
present has a network program
and two local shows on the air,
all placed through C. L. Miller
Adv. Co., Chicago. On 114 CBS
stations Curtiss sponsors a fiveminute news program (Butterfingers) at 12-12:05 p.m., Sat.-Sun.,
originating out of WABC, New
York; on WGN, Chicago, Curtiss
sponsors Greetings From Your
Boy, vice
(Baby
Ruth)program,
a weeklyheard
sercamp letter
Sundays at 11-11:25 a.m.; and on
KMBC, Kansas City, Mo., Curtiss
(Butterfingers) sponsors five-minute announcements o n Tues.Thurs.-Sat.
Bunte Brothers, Chicago (Tango,
MI Choice, hard candies), began
a campaign over 19 NBC stations
June 6, World Front, which in

Probe

Sessions

Slated
Likely

'Gestapo' Tactics Used by FCC in Foreign Language
Field to Be Probed by House Committee
WITH THE scheduled opening of eral
110. Bldg., Foley Square, in Room
hearings in New York Tuesday
Sensational developments were
i Aug. 3) on the so-called "Gestapo" activities of the FCC in the predicted at the New York inquiry,
foreign language station field, re- which will cover alleged use of
ports were current that the House improper tactics by the FCC in the
select committee investigating the regulation of a number of stations
FCC shortly would hold hearings in New York handling foreign lanon two fronts simultaneously.
guage programs. Emphasis, it is
The Washington hearings have reported, will be on Italian lanbeen recessed until Aug. 9 and if
guage stations and on purported
the New York sessions are not hiring and firing of announcers
at the direccompleted by that time, the two- and "commentators"
tion of Government authorities in
man subcommittee will continue
that phase of the inquisition. Chair- Washington, including the FCC
man Cox (D-Ga.), Rep. Miller (R- and the OWI foreign language
Mo.), and possibly Rep. Magnuson branch. Stations named by Mr.
(D-Wash.), who has been absent Garey were WBNX, WOV and
since the initial hearing July 2, WHOM.
A clash of jurisdiction between
will sit at the Washington proceedings.
the U. S. Office of Censorship and
The New York hearings before the other Government agencies is
Reps. Hart (D-N. J.), chairman, expected to be bared. Circumstances
and Wigglesworth (R-Mass.) have surrounding alleged use of violence
been called for 10 a.m. at the Fed- in certain instances also may be
BROADCASTING

view of shortages is devoting most
of its copy to promoting the war
effort. Heard at 12 noon, Sundays,
it is carried by the following NBC
stations: WMAQ WWJ WTAM
WSPD WAVE WIRE KSD WDAF
WOW WHO WSAM WGL WLW
WSMB WROL KANS KVOO
KOA and KSTP. Agency is Presba,
Fellers & Presba, Chicago.
Mars, Inc., Chicago (Milky
Way), gram,
sponsors
half over
-hourWLW,
proFountain ofaFun,
Cincinnati, at 6-6:30 p.m. Sundays.
Agency is Grant Adv., Chicago.
Oh Henry Dramas
Williamson Candy Co., Chicago
(Oh Henry), sponsors Famous
Jury Trials, now in its third year,
on 71 BLUE stations. Originating
out of New York, it is heard from
9 to 9:30 p.m. Tuesdays. Agency is
Aubrey, Moore & Wallace, Chicago. Peter & Paul, Inc., Chicago
(Mounds), sponsors three quarterhour news shows at 5:45 to 6 p.m.
on WMAQ, Chicago. Agency is
Platt-Forbes, New York.
While many candy sponsor's see
the need to continue institutional
advertising and also are using
scheduled time for war effort copy,
others have not decided on further
air time until supplies of corn
syrup and powdered milk, as well
as manpower, are available to
them.
revealed. Eugene L. Garey, general counsel of the committee, reported that some 100 persons, including station owners, managers
and foreign language commentators are on the list of scheduled
witnesses.
Mr. Garey will conduct the examination. His chief assistant will
be Ambrose V. McCall, a member
of his staff, who will carry on if
Mr. Garey returns to Washington
for the main proceedings.
Italian Incident
Evidently tying directly into one
aspect of the "Gestapo" inquiry
were published reports last Thursday that a Congressional source
authorized release of a report on
purported Communistic penetration in the OWI. This dealt primarily with the OWI broadcast in which
King Victor Emmanuel of Italy
was called a "moron" and Marshal
Badoglio a "Fascist". President
Roosevelt earlier had repudiated
the broadcast and OWI was severely taken to task.
The report, prepared for a Congressional committee, dealt largely
with the foreign language section
of OWI, which allegedly indicated
Communistic party line leanings.
Mentioned specifically were Alan
Cranston, chief of the foreign division; Lee Falk, radio specialist,
and David Karr. The latter two
were said to have attempted to
compel Italian-Americans to ad(Continued on page 59)
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Statistical
A GROUP of men were climbing a
rugged mountain peak out West;
coming to a puffing halt, they sat
down for a rest and that second
wind necessary for the last and
steepest leg in a long morning's
effort. Around the bend up ahead
they noticed three men descending,
and as they approached, one of the
party in the group going up asked :
"How far is it to the top?"
hose lengths," replied one
of "Five
the three.
"What do you mean, hose
lengths?" asked the first man.
"Well," said the other, "we're
firemen and we measure in hose
lengths."
Unknown Quantity
By this time they had made the
next turn and disappeared from
sight leaving behind what Elizabeth Drew, the critic, has described
as ". . . words without communication". Since no one in the first
party knew the number of feet in
a hose length, the distance to the
top of the peak was still an unknown quantity.
Measurements of advertising
values quite often suffer from this
kind of semantic confusion. Competitive enthusiasm seems to bring
about an intensity of subjective
analysis which blinds the individual
to objective reality. While in this
state, apples look like oranges because both are round, and decimal
points, like flyspecks, are dropped
wherever they chance to fall. Flies,
we presume, get some relief, but
the same cannot be said for the
readers of such comparisons.
Several statements recently
given wide circulation are typical
of the dangers inherent in comparisons of one medium with another
when actually both differ completely in their method of idea communication, yet are measured with
a mathematical scale, which in itself, does not have measurements
common to the objects to be measured. However, let us examine one
or two specific statements in mind:
NATIONAL

Static

and

Advertising
Media
contrasting the effectiveness of radio
with that of one daily paper in each
Recent Coverage Comparisons
Found
of the 57 markets of the network, we
have the following :
To Be Replete with Faulty Data
Radia .Newspapers
Time and Space
65 hours 80,800 lines
Unit
V*
hour 325 lines
By
CHARLES
B. BROWN
Rating & Coverage 5 ti.10%
Frequency
w'kly 5 ins.60%w'kly
Director of Advertising 8C Promotion
Yearly
Aver. Audience 1,855,600 10,582.938
Weekly
National Broadcasting Co.
Impressions - 9,278,000 52,814,000
Impressions — _ 482,456,000 2,746,328,000
MEN WHO know their data best were upset at a recent set of
For his time investment alone, this
advertiser could have been by long
arguments advanced in 'Editor 8C Publisher' on behalf of the odds the most important single product advertiser in the newspapers of
selling power of newspapers. Titled 'Are Daily Newspapers
America.
would
haveHis
been 80,000-line
the largest schedule
grocery
Today the Third-Rate Medium?' an article by Wm. J. Swagerproduct campaign ever to appear in
man set out to show that money spent on newspapers could
newspapers.
He could
obtained
market
saturation
throughhavenewspapers
do a much more effective job than money spent on radio.
instead of 10% coverage through radio.
All-out war is under way in the advertising field, the article He could have enjoyed over two billion additional advertising impressions
stated. Because radio came out second best in some of the
radio.
through
newspapers in contrast with
claims made in the article, 'Broadcasting' asked Mr. Brown, a
The
statement
then contrasts the
recognized expert in the media field, to tell the other side.
effectiveness of radio and newspaperthatadvertising.
The writer
assumes
if this same
advertiser
With a grand total of 18,595,460 cir- pers (60%) and the average of raculatiobased
n(
on ABC reports of
dio sets-in-Hse figures for half -hour had placed a 325-line advertiseMarch, 1942), the daily papers proment in each of 57 daily newsperiods,
morning and evening. If
posed for inclusion in the NNO [National Newspaper Organization] plan we compare the over-all newspaper
papers, five days a week, and aswill afford an over-all coverage of 60%
suming 60% newspaper coverage
of the 30,000,000 family units of the coverage figure of 60% with simi- of these 18,556,000 radio homes, the
entire country !
lar figures for radio; namely,
newspaper advertising schedule
No radio network, no group of radio figures representing sets-in-use at would
result in 52,814,000 impresstations, can furnish such l'enetration some
time
during
broad
periods
of
sions per week, or 2,746,328,000 per
or market coverage. In fact, all radio
stations combined cannot do so. Sur- the day, we find a quite different year — or an advantage of two bilveys of radio listening indicate that in
dio! lion impressions per year over rathe best listening months of the year,
picture.
morning or evening, all radio stations
Obvious Fallacy
fail to reach most of the market. Ac- Sets-in-Use — Any Radio — Total U. S.*
cording to a CAB report, covering
Annual Average Mon.-Fri. Full
The fallacy in this last statement
listening by months for the year 1940.
1938-1939
Average Week is again that of measuring 10%
January and February were the peak
listening months for both day and Morning (6 a.m.-12 noon) 50.3 48.3
actual radio use with 60% coverevening programs. In those months, a Evening (6 p.m.-mid.) 76.4 75.1
age of newspapers. This figure, of
All Day (6 a.m.-mid.) 84.4 83.7
high
average
of
19.9%
of
sets*
were
course, in no way represents
tuned in to morning programs, while
Winter
a high average of 34.5% of sets were
readership of a specific advertise1938-1939
tuned to evening programs. Thus, all
ment. Newspaper advertising
radio stations miss 80% of the homes Morning (6 a.m.-12 noon) 53.1 51.2
readership figures, which are most
in the morning, and 64.5% of the Evening (6 p.m.-mid.) 82.9 82.0
homes in the evening.
nearly comparable to the radio
All Day (6 a.m.-mid.) 88.2 87.8
* Source:
NAB-CBS-NBC Urban Studv.
listening percentage or rating, run
Here we find a number of inter1938-1939.
esting fallacies. Radio ownership
a good deal lower than 60%. As a
is 92% of all urban, and 82.8% of
And since we are talking of ac- matter of fact, according to figures
tual usage, let us not forget that of the Advertising Research
all homes, against the 60% distribution for the newspaper group in each one of these radios was actu- Foundation, the median readership
question. But the comparison above
ally turned on at some time; thus of a 325-line food advertisement is
is drawn between the over-all even here we limit radio to actual
(Continued on page 26)
coverage figures for the NNO pa- use while counting newspaper circulation as total delivered, but not
checked as papers actually opened
or in use.
ADVERTISERS
PREFER RADIO
Another Example

$200,000,000
$190,000,000
$180,000,000
$170,000,000 \
$160,000,000
$150,000,000
$140,000,000
$130,000,000
$120,000,000
$110,000,000
$100,000,000
17
1938 OF BROADCASTERS
~~ 1939
SOURCE NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION
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1940

1941 "

Advertising

Let us examine still another
typical statement:
Take, for example, the case of a
grocery product advertiser who used
a network of 57 stations to promote a
low-priced staple. His program ran
for 15 minutes each evening, five days
a week. His program was "rated" at
less than 10% for January-February
1942. He spent nearly $1,250,000 for
time alone; another $400,000 for
talent. Twenty-three states were represented in the network used, with a
total count of 18,556,000 radio homes.
On the basis of its time cost only,
this particular program offers the following comparison of values as between radio and newspapers. Assuming its rating to be 10% (which is
" 1942 actually higher than it was), and

MR. BROWN
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Summer

Good,

Most Big Programs
Will Come
Back
On the Air
PREDICTIONS made at the end
of last year by leading radio executives that "radio is destined to hold
its own as a medium during the
second year of war" are certainly
proving true, according to a survey
by Broadcasting of summer programs currently sponsored on the
networks in the evening hours as
well as an overall outlook on the
network picture for this fall and
winter.
When the few network advertisers who took advantage of summer
hiatus periods this summer return
to the air in September and October, along with the new fall shows,
which have been gradually taking
shape the past few weeks, there
will be little choice evening time
open to late buyers, a large group
of whom already are on waiting
lists for time on NBC and CBS.
This optimistic outlook for the
major networks follows out the current and future boom in spot radio,
surveyed in Broadcasting, July 19.
NBC Evenings Full
Evening hours after 7 p.m. on
NBC are already sold solid through
11 p.m. across the board, except for
a few quarter-hours between 7-8
p.m., the quarter-hour 10:45-11
p.m. Friday nights, and Saturday
DON

IOSET

LEAVES

FT. INDUSTRY JOB
AFTER TEN YEARS identification with The Fort Industry Co.,
Don loset, former managing director of WAGA Atlanta, has resigned, effective Aug. 1.
During the decade, he managed
three of Fort Industry's six stations, not simultaneously, but soon
after each was acquired by the
company. Those under his management were; old WALR of Zanesville, Ohio, now carrying call letters WHIZ; WLOK Lima, Ohio,
and WAGA Atlanta, Ga.
Mr. loset was relieved of the
management of WAGA in Nov.,
1942, when he was given an assignment to follow through on certain
Cuban matters for the company.
He made two trips to Cuba in that
activity, the latter visit necessitating his staying in that country
for three months, and returning
to the United States in July of this
year.
Prior to association with the Fort
Industry Co., Mr. loset was director of advertising for firms in
Toledo and Buffalo; and was a sales
manager for firms in Cincinnati
and Buffalo. Previous to that activity he operated his own advertising agency.
He has not announced his immediate plans but indicates he will
continue in radio broadcasting, perhaps acquiring a small interest in
'.
.
some station,
Page 12 • August 2, 1943

Fall

7-7:30 p.m. Because of this situation, NBC so far has no new shows
scheduled to start in the fall. Its
regular programs, which have had
substitutes this summer, returning
as usual, include Information
Please, Fibber McGee & Molly,
Bob Hope, Red Skelton, Eddie
Cantor, The Aldrich Family,
Tommy Riggs & Betty Lou (unless
Riggs
Abie's Irish
Rose,
Truth isOrdrafted),
Consequences,
The Great
Gildersleeve, Jack Benny, and
Edgar Berg en-Charlie McCarthy.
CBS is sold solid Monday through
Sunday between 8 and 10 p.m.,
and the majority of its 7-8, and 1011 p.m. time is taken as well. The
network recently sold its sustaining
program Report to the Nation,
heard Tuesdays 9:30-10 p.m., to a
group of Electric Companies, and
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. is keeping its option on the Saturday 7:308 p.m. spot, which Thanks to the
Yanks occupied before its shift to
Saturdays at 10 p.m.
BLUE Bookings
Elgin Watch Co. will again sponsor The Man Behind the Gun series
this fall, CBS having presented the
program on a sustaining basis this
summer, 7-7:30 p.m. Saturday.
Kate Smith will resume her Friday
evening spot for General Foods
Corp., and Texas Co. is expected
back on the air Sunday evenings,
although it is practically definite
that Fred Allen will not be on the
show until later in the year, due to
his health.
With three new evening programs starting in September on the
BLUE and a fourth in August, that
network is gradually filling in its
evening time to a solid booking.
Aug. 14, O'Sullivan Rubber Co.
starts Leon Henderson in the Saturday, 6:45-7 p.m. period, while
Sept. 4, RCA will start its full hour
What's New? program on the full
BLUE network, and F. W. Fitch
Co. has contracted for Wednesday
9-9:30 p.m., starting Sept. 8.
Adam Hat Stores has signed for
8:15-8:30 p.m. Sunday nights, effective Sept. 12, and Dorothy
Thompson will be resumed early in

Net

Prospects

Bright

day, 10:15-10:30 p.m., and Jones &
Laughlin Steel Co. considering a
series as a result of one-time shots
on the network. Campana Sales Co.
has announced that it is resuming
its First Nighter program on Mutual Nov. 7, Sunday, 6-6:30 p.m.
Hours May Resume?
Although the rumor has been
denied by the agencies involved, it
been reported several times in
September by Trimount Clothing has
the last week or so that some of the
Co. Sundays 7:15-7:30 p.m. Other half-hour programs which were
shows now being lined up for the formerly an hour in length may
BLUE will be sponsored by Dell return to that status this fall.
Publishing Co., Friday, 8:30-9 p.m.,
Mentioned were Kate Smith,
and Revlon Products Corp., ThursMajor
Bowes and the Chase & Sanday, 10:30-11 p.m.
born Show, but in each case the enTurning to Mutual, the fall outhalf-hours are already filled
look is very similar to that on the with suing
commercial shows, which
BLUE, wth MBS announcing in the would
entail complicated juggling
past several weeks the following of schedules by CBS and NBC, a
new fall shows: Gracie Fields for
American Cigarette & Cigar Co., near impossibility considering the
Oct. 11, Monday through Friday, present "tightness" of their evening
availabilities.
9:15-9:30 p.m.; Employers' Group,
In connection with this rumor, it
Cedric Foster, Aug. 6, Friday 1010:15 p.m.; Frank W. Lee Hats, is interesting to note that in January, 1942, there were 10 hour shows
Dale Carnegie, mid-August, Thurs- on CBS,
NBC and the BLUE, a
total which has dropped to three as
of the present writing — not includBOB HOPE PRAISED
ing the new RCA program, starting
Deserves Recognition, Says
in September on the BLUE. Present hour programs are Kay Kyser
Steinbeck Article ' (NBC), Lux Radio Theatre (CBS),
ACCORDING to an article in the and the Good Will Hour (BLUE).
New York Herald Tribune by John
Steinbeck, Comedian Bob Hope
deserves recognition for his service McCLlNTOCK TALKS
in the war effort.
TO CHICAGO ADMEN
Mr. Steinbeck says Hope has become a symbol to servicemen and SOME 200 Chicago advertising repmust live a symbolic life. He has
were guests of Miller
become a symbol by bringing cheer McClintock, resentatives
president of MBS,
and laughter to all who need it. Ac- Thursday, at the Drake Hotel in
cording to the Steinbeck article,
laughter is a good medicine for the Chicago, where Kodachrome slidewounded men.
films of the network's "main street
utilizationwas
wereintroduced
shown.
Mr. Hope is on the go continually, coverage"
Mr. McClintock
says Mr. Steinbeck, and does as
the gathering
W. E. ofMacmany as four or five shows a day to
business by
manager
the
at a post, as well as preparing new farlane,
Chicago
Tribune
and
executive
shows while rushing on to the next chairman of MBS, as the man
who
post. The man simply will not tire
out.
had
increased
the
network's
sales
in his six month tenure in office
High war department officials from nine to 14 million dollars.
may come and go — practically unMr. McClintock told his audience
noticed— but the appearance of
in the "new kind of network
Bob Hope is long anticipated and that
it needed more than mere
still longer remembered — with a radio"
selling
goods at a price.
smile — by servicemen everywhere.
Other MBS executives present
included Ed Wood, sales manager;
Jack Latham, assistant sales manager; Ade Hult, western sales manager; and Miles Lamphear, auditor.
Oldest
KRBA's candidate for one of
the oldest lady commentators
is Rose A. Fraser, M.D., aged
83. As economist of the
Lufkin, Tex., station, Dr.
Fraser broadcasts two morning programs each week.

FIRST AMERICAN FAMILY with father, mother and son as commissioned officers is a radio family — the Reillys of Phoenix, Ariz. [Broadcasting, Nov. 2, 1942]. Pinning second lieutenant's bars on her son, Lt.
John A. Reilly Jr., is Capt. Lillian W. Reilly, WAC. Capt. John A.
Reilly Sr. (manager of KOY, Phoenix, on leave) of the Army Military
Police, watches. Ceremonies took place at the Tank Destroyer Officer
Candidate School, Camp Hood, Tex. Lt. Reilly headed the class.
BROADCASTING

New Hampshire Plans
NEW HAMPSHIRE State .Planning & Development Commission,
Concord, N. H., has named Charles
W. Hoyt Co., New York, as agency.
Use of spot radio, along with other
media, featuring fall foliage as an
attraction to tourists, is contingent
on gasoline rationing situation.
WORLD PREMIERE in New York
July 28 of the motion picture vei'sion
of Irving
Is The
Army"
was Berlin's
broadcast "This
exclusively
by
WMCA, New York from 8:15-8:45
• Broadcast
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Which state-wide advertising medium helps to sell the most goods for
you? PLEASE CHECK (x) ONLY ONE.

(

) Large Daily Newspapers .... Which one?

(

) Radio Stations

(

) Outdoor Billboards

(

) Farm Papers

Which one?
Which company?

Which one?

YOUR NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
(You need not sign unless you wish to)

HATCHERY

MEN*

PREFER

TOO#

IOWA

Prefer Billboards

0.0%

Prefer Newspapers

7.7%

Prefer Farm Papers

32.7%

Prefer Radio

59.6%

WHO!
Of those who voted for radio, 67.7% named WHO

#

This is one of a series of advertisements in

which we've told about three Surveys in which Iowa
Grocers
Druggists
Feed Dealers
have voted their preferences as to various advertising media in this State.

as their preferred station — and the second station
got only one-seventh as many votes as WHO!

The

third station got less than one-tenth as many votes,
and the fourth station got one twenty-first!
It all adds up to the same answer we believe you'll
get, no matter what State-wide Iowa audience you
question: WHO is the favorite advertising medium
— the favorite consumer medium — for most of the

Now we have the results of a similar Survey made

people in Iowa.

among HATCHERY

Write for the complete data on these Surveys — or
ask Free 8C Peters!

men. . . . Asked what general

type of medium they preferred, their votes totaled
as follows:

WHO

-rfor
IOWA
PLUS!
DES MOINES . . . 50,000 WATTS

+

B. J. PALMER, PRESIDENT
J. O. MALAND, MANAGER
FREE 8C PETERS, INC . . . National Representatives

MARGARINE
Petrillo's

Live

Music

Tour

Is

Called
fUnequaled
Hypocrisy'
Plan for Symphony Concerts in Smaller Cities is a
'Transparent Gesture' Says NAB Head
ance and incidental expenses. It is
ANNOUNCEMENT last Tuesday
by James C. Petrillo, president of obvious that Mr. Petrillo proposes
the American Federation of Musi- to pay the men no compensation or
cians, of plans for a series of con- only nominal compensation.
"The essence of Mr. Petrillo's
certs to be put on by major symphony orchestras in small cities gesture, therefore, is that he is
throughout the country to bring going to compel some of his members to render free services and the
good music to those usually unable
to hear it, was described as "un- orchestral societies to lend their
equaled for hypocrisy" in a com- names and reputations to his enterment issued on Wednesday by
prise so that he may take unto himNeville Miller, NAB president.
self the credit for their services."
The idea originated with the
Mr. Petrillo stated that the AFM
had appropriated $500,000 for the President of the United States,
Mr. Petrillo said, explaining that
project, which he estimated would
cover the cost of 570 concerts. Mr. he met with President Roosevelt
last Dec. 29 at the White House
Miller retorted, "If Mr. Petrillo
were seriously interested in the at the President's invitation. "The
welfare of symphonic music, he President," Mr. Petrillo said, "was
could, by lifting his ban [on re- very much concerned that the people in the smaller cities in the
cordings], permit the equivalent,
not of 570, but of hundreds of United States are not getting
enough first class concert music,
thousands of times 570 concerts."
especially during wartime.
"He pointed out to me that in
'Transparent Gesture'
countries, concert orMr. Miller declared that by "this many foreign
chestras are sent from city to city
transparent gesture, Mr. Petrillo
drops the last vestige of justifica- so that the people who are not in
a financial position to travel to
tion for his ban. He has contended
that records commercially used in the big cities to hear the larger
the smaller cities deprive local orchestras could hear the finest
musicians of employment oppor- music free of charge. He was wondering whether or not the AFM
tunities. Yet, when the union sets
aside $500,000 to bring some music could do something along the same
to the American people it does not lines. I told the President that I
employ local musicians, but instead would be very happy to take this
spends it on bringing into the matter up with the international
communities the performances of executive board of the AFM and
fully employed musicians who have I felt sure something could be
done about it."
always made recordings."
Questioned concerning the PresiDeclaring that Mr. Petrillo "has
dent's ideas on the matter, Secredone more to prevent symphonic
tary Stephen Early at the White
music in the United States than
any other man in the history of our House confirmed Mr. Petrillo's
country," Mr. Miller stated that
before the union leader halted the
making of records a year ago "the
Expected
great orchestras could reach all of WLB
our people through phonograph rec- To
Hear
AFM
ords. Records so made were available for the home, schools, broad- APPOINTMENT of a three-man
casting stations and for all of our
citizens wherever situated and panel to hear arguments on the
AFM transcriptionwhenever they wanted to hear year-old
recording controversy is expected
symphonic music, not merely once this week by the War Labor Board,
each in communities handpicked coincident with the release of its
by the union."
order and decision accepting jurisMr. Miller pointed out that all
diction. Itwill mark the first time
symphony organizations are non- that WLB has ordered a hearing
profit institutions which derive a on the merits, with a so-called
substantial part of their revenue
"strike" still in progress.
from royalties on phonograph recAnnouncement was expected last
ords, and that the individual musithe Board's order and decians in these orchestras, as well week of
cision indicating the scope and area
as the orchestras themselves, have
of its acceptance of jurisdiction.
been deprived of this source of in- The
disclosure that WLB had accome by the ban on recording. On
cepted jurisdiction without ordering
the proposed series of concerts, musicians
back to work brought
Mr. Miller stated, "At his own
criticism
from
transcription comfigures, Mr. Petrillo is allotting
pany representatives [Broadcastless than $10 a man per concert to
ing, July 26].
cover salary, railroad fares, hotels,
It was learned on high authority
meals, baggage car for instruments, cartage of instruments and that the Board panel of three members will comprise one of the most
music stands to place of performPage 14 • August 2, 1943

HAPPY FISHERMAN is Niles
Trammell, NBC president, as he
views a day's catch from the Patapedia
River, atin Cold
Quebec.
He'sCamp,
been
vacationing
Spring
owned by George Washington Hill,
president of American Tobacco Co.
statement. He said that the plan
fulfilled an idea which the President has had in mind for a number of years. According to Mr.
Early, Mr. Roosevelt suggested,
when the work relief program was
started, that musicians organize
symphony orchestras which would
play in communities never visited
by larger musical groups. Last December he passed the idea along
to the labor leader.
$250,000 Appropriated
At the board meeting in Chicago
on June 7, Mr. Petrillo said, an
appropriation of $250,000 was approved for this purpose, with Mr.
Petrillo authorized to double the
sum if it is found necessary. No
charge will be made for admission
to the concerts, he said, nor will
the AFM locals be asked to share
in the expenses, the national union
paying scale to all musicians who
participate in the concerts and
also paying all expenses.
Orchestras will be notified

to Name
Strike

Panel
Claims

prominent industrialists in the
country as the industry member.
The labor member is expected to
be the president of an AFL international union (AFM is affiliated
with AFL). The chairman of the
group will be the public member,
who also is understood tentatively
to have been selected.
It was thought likely the order
of WLB, to be announced by Chairman William H. Davis, will authorize the panel at any time during its
proceedings to petition the Board to
order AFM members back to work.
The board departed from its usual
custom when it took no action to
force resumption of work coincident
with its assumption of jurisdiction.
It is expected that the proceedings will be held in New York, particularly if the participants request it. Two and probably all three
of the panel members will be New
Yorkers.
BROADCASTING

OUTPUT

TO BE INCREASED
WAR FOOD Administration has
announced that in the next 12
months production of about 27 per
cent more oleomargarine will be
permitted, thereby lending support
to the view that advertising of leading brands of the product will at
least be maintained at current
levels, if not increased. WFA states
that the ensuing year will also see
a reduction of about 20 per cent
in butter available for civilians
Normally the ratio of butter to
margarine is about four to one
with peak butter output exceedin
two billion pounds.
A 10% total cut in all edibl
fats and oils is in prospect, giving
civilians about 44 lbs. per capita
Among leading brands of mar
garine, and their producers, are
Nucoa, The Best Foods Inc., New
York; Parkay, Kraft Cheese Co
Chicago; Good Luck, John F. Jelke
Co., Chicago; All-Sweet, Swift &
Co., Chicago; Blue Bonnet, Stan
dard Food Products, Indianapolis
Dixie, Capital City Products Co
Columbus;
Durkee Fa
mous
Foods Durkee's,
Inc., Chicago.
Already effecting an increase in
advertising, as previously reported
in Broadcasting, plentiful coffee
supolies have finally justified com
plete removal of rationing restric
tions. The WFA announcement
came out after the President broke
the news in his fireside chat of
July 28.
Hoyt Closed Talk
PALMER HOYT, director of the
OWI's domestic bureau, will ex
plain the third War Loan drive to
retailers in a closed circuit talk on
NBC Aug. 10, 1:15-1:30 p.m.
through their local unions of the
concerts allocated to them, he said
explaining that for the most part
the locals would route each orches
tra in nearby cities and on dates
not conflicting with regular en
gagements. List of major orches
tras to give free concerts in the
smaller cities includes symphony
orchestras of Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Washington, Chicago
Baltimore, Detroit, Minneapolis
Kansas City, St. Louis, New York
Rochester, Cincinnati, Cleveland
Philadelphia, Boston, Pittsburgh
Indianapolis.
In addition, occasional concerts
will be tainedgiven
by orchestras
mainin 55 other
cities.
Lockheed

Change

WITH Aug. 8 shift of its CBS Ceiling Unlimited from a Monday quarter-hour to a Sunday half-hour,
Lockheed Aircraft Corp., Burbank,
Cal., is instituting a new format
whereby some current American
event of the week is dramatized on
each broadcast. Joseph Cotten,
actor, will be new m.c, with songs
by Nan Wynn, and music by Wilbur
Hatch's orchestra. Agency is Foote,
Cone & Belding, Los Angeles.
WJEJ Names Rambeau
WJEJ, Hagerstown,
Md., Co.hasas apWm. G. Rambeau
its
national pointed
representative.
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AXIS PROPAGANDA
Blue Day Repeats
ANSWERED
BY OWI
Are Pushed Again
STATING that "one of the funcPlan
Pits Big Night Shows
tions of foreign language radio toAs
Forces
Grow,
Says Census
day is to neutralize the poisonous
Against Daytime Serials
effects
Axis propaganda,"
Ralph
Otlier Main Divisions Have Net Loss of Civilians
N. Weil,of manager
of WOV, N.
Y., BLUE Network salesmen are
last week announced a new service,
again contacting advertisers and
To West and To the Armed Services
in cooperation with the OWI, de- agencies with proposals that they
ONLY THE WEST among the the startling increase in the U. S.
signedpropaganda.
to combat Fascist short- buy daytime periods on the BLUE
wave
to rebroadcast by transcription
four principal geographical areas Armed Forces, which has outAxisate doubt
broadcasts,
planned in
to creof the United States has increased
stripped the natural population inand confusion
the their big evening programs for the
crement to such an extent as to minds of Americans of Italian ori- benefit of night workers and other
in civilian population in the period
listeners unable to listen
since the 1940 Census, according cut the civilian population to 128,gin, are recorded nightly by Gov- daytime
ernment agencies and analyzed by during the evening hours.
to a preliminary estimate issued 200,000 on March 1, 1943, as comIdea was originally broached
July 30 by the Bureau of the Cen- 1940. pared with 131,300,000 on April 1, OWI officials, who immediately
prepare an answer in Italian, giv- several months ago and several
sus, U. S. Dept. of Commerce.
ing the American viewpoint.
sponsors of nighttime shows were
The report says that when their
WOV also provides this special
This
year's
population
estimates
reported interested, but the plan
natural increase is taken into ac- were based on registration figures feature service to WCOP Boston,
count, the Northeastern States, for War Ration Book Two and are WELI New Haven, WPEN Phil- was dropped because of pressure
the North Central States and the believed to be considerably more
adelphia (with WOV members of from NBC, which has always maintained that the admission of reSouth together lost more than accurate than projections of past the Bulova Group), WGES Chicacordings on the network will result
go,
and
Italian-language
stations
6,000,000 persons to the West and trends.
in Detroit and San Francisco.
in
weakening
the network system
the Armed Forces, although their
The
accompanying
table
presents
of
broadcasting,
which is based on
In cooperation with Hearst newsnet loss in civilian population was
preliminary estimates of the civilian
simultaneous broadcasting of a live
papers,
and
under
the
direconly about 3,700,000.
tion of the OWI, stations in the 13
population, by regions, divisions, and
performance
by Only
a number
of wireMovement of large numbers to states, with figures for April 1, 1940, cities where Hearst papers are
linked
stations.
a month
ago
for
comparison.
The
change
between
published
are
recording
two-tothe regions of greatest war activthe
BLUE
squelched
the
suggestion
ity accounts for the population April 1, 1940, and March 1, 1943, is three minute talks bv Americans
that the Gracie Fields programs be
shift. Analysis shows that the also given, both as a number and as of Italian ancestry. The talks are
continued through the summer via
a percent. Figures are shown to the forwarded to the OWI for shortgain in the West is largely concen- last digit, as computed (instead of
wave broadcast to Italy. Among
recordings shipped from England
trated in the Pacific division and being rounded), not because they are stations cooperating are WCAE
because of its ruling, inherited
the numerical loss of other sec- assumed to be accurate to the last WOKO WINS WBZ WISN WBAL
from
NBC, barring recordings from
KOMO KJR.
tions was chiefly in the Middle
the network.
unit,tion : but for convenience in summaAtlantic and West North Central
Now, with an announcement that
divisions. The only section except
-3. -4 -1
RCA has sold the BLUE expected
Estimated
change
in
1
-6
the Pacific to show an increase in
Estimated
Estimated civilian population .2 , 3
daily, the network has taken an incivilian civilian
between April 1, -71940.
Total
civilian population was the South
.6
dependent position on the question.
Division
and
State
population
population
and
March
1,
1943
population
Atlantic, with a modest 0.1%.
-9.9
A survey of daytime listening
March 1, 1943 April 1, 1940
Number
Percent April 1, 1940
made for the BLUE [BroadcastWar Activity Shown
--37,208
52 , 536
ing, May 24]
disTo quote the report of Census New England
satisfactionindicated
with current that
daytime
-35,216
843,924
Maine
791,388
-9,570
847,226
-155,572
491,375
491,524
programs keeps daytime listening
New Hampshire.... 454,167
Director C. J. Capt, the "differ357,277
359,231
Vermont
322,061
ences among the states further
far below the nighttime level, a
Massachusetts
4,156,346
708
,
836
reflect the localized intensity of
fact
which undoubtedly will be
Rhode Island
699,266
4,316,721
,311,918
713,346
Connecticut
1,753,430
war activity.
-1.4
1
,
709
,
242
,707,406
stressed
in the campaign to get ad-654,892
-52,110
-0.5
+ 46,024
vertisers to use the BLUE to put
Atlantic
"Twelve states and the District Middle
-3.0
New
York
12,789,130
-382,425
13,444,022
-5.4
13,479,142
•of Columbia showed an increase in
their
big
evening programs opNew Jersey
4,101,846
4,153,956
4,160,165
Pennsylvania
9,513,272
9,895,697
civilian population. In the West,
posite daytime serials on other
-94,287
9,900,180
-18,062
all of the three Pacific states and East North Central
networks. The Plan will be con+2.
-238,704
Ohio
6,810,136
6,904,423
-5.3 6,907,612
three of the eight mountain states
-9.6
fined to dramatic and other "talk"
Indiana
3,406,257
3,424,319
-169,131
programs until the AFM ban on
(Arizona, Utah, Nevada) had subIllinois
7,643,350
3,427,796
7,882,054
-4.6
7,897,241
Michigan
5,269,416
-8.8 5,256,106
5,250,636
stantial proportionate gains. East
musical recordings has been lifted.
-16.4
Wisconsin
2,967,973
3,137,104
+ 18,780
-244,257
of the Mississippi river, three
3,137,587
-242,824
-14
North Central
states (Florida, Maryland and West
Hackett Leaving
+ 0.40
-201,311
Minnesota
2,544,699
2,788,956
-105,182
Iowa
2,294,184
Virginia) and the District of Co2,792,300
2,537,008
-89,954
Missouri
3,582,355
2,538,268
CECIL
H. HACKETT, general
lumbia, all in the South Atlantic
-115.236
3,783,666
641,692
-81,483
North Dakota
536,510
3,784,664
manager of WINS, New York, is
641,935
South Dakota
552,728
division, had appreciable increases.
642,682
-8.4
642,961
Nebraska
1 , 198 , 202
1,313,438
leaving the station following differThree other states, Michigan, ConKansas
1,707,499
-4.4
-3.0 1,315,834
ences with Hearst Radio, owner of
1,788,982
1,801,028
necticut and Delaware had slight
-2.8
South Atlantic
WINS, over the renewal of
increases. The heaviest loser was
265,343
266,505
Delaware
271,741
Hackett's contract, which expires
Maryland
1,964,914
New York with a drop of about
1,806,485
-159,018
in August. According to Mr.
-9.0 1 ,821,244
District
of
Columbia.
839
,
013
+
158.429
658,018
-158,398
+180,995
6,398
663,091
650,000 in civilian population. A
-1.8 2,677,773
-56,805
Virginia
2,767,789
2,642,729
Hackett, the "interested parties
+ 2.4
++ -87,248
125,060
West Virginia
1,742,705
1,901,723
more detailed analysis will be pos+ +-127.5
were contract
unable torenewal,
come to and
terms"he over
.8
North
Carolina
3,404,194
8.8
3,562,592
-7
1,901,974
.0
sible when estimates for counties
the
left
3.571,623
South Carolina 1,835,937
1,892,742
1,899,804
+ 4.7
Georgia
3,015,336
3,102,584
his
position
this
week.
He
will
an3,123,723
have been completed."
Florida
2,057,009
-7.1 1,897,414
1,891,085
mer.
nounce his plans later this sum+-256,355
165,924
U. S. civilian population in total East South Central
-0.4
-52,531
-50,844
-9.7
decreased approximately 3,100,000,
-0.7 2,845,627
2,835,841
Kentucky
2,579,486
-153,411
+8.8
Tennessee
2,863,211
or 2.4% between April 1, 1940, and
2,915,742
2,915,841
Alabama
2,777,322
2,828,166
March 1, 1943, according to the
-9,237
Mississippi
2,030,098
2,832,961
2,183,509
2,183,796
-139,238
preliminary figures. This reflects West South Central
-6.5
TWO Buy
MORE'World
sponsors News'
to buy local
-226,038
-5.5
Arkansas
1 , 809 , 012
-45,308
1,948,250
-15.3
broadcasts
of
NBC's
World
1,949,387
Louisiana
2,349,532
2,358,769
-10.9
Roundup, are J. H. G. CoffeeNews
Co.,
2,363,880
-7.6
Oklahoma
2,103,484
2 , 329 , 522
2,336,434
-85,675
Texas
6,336,554
6,381,862
on WROL, Knoxville, six-times
6,414,824
-57,152
weekly; and Netherland Dairy Co.,
Luden's to Use 130
-15,828
Mountain
559,456
Montana
472,595
558,270
on WSYR, Syracuse, thrice-weekly.
LUDEN'S Inc., Reading Pa., which
-61,297
524,873
Idaho
467,657
Program was made available for
524,809
-40,581
each fall uses a large list of sta250,742
244,745
Wyoming
228,917
local sponsorship July 5. It is heard
tions to promote its cough drops,
Colorado
1,057,977
,123,296
is planning to increase the schedule
531,818
,119,274
530,662
New Mexico
490,081
499,261
weekdays, 8-8:15 a.m. and Sun497,068
Arizona
573,881
this fall to about 130 stations from
days, 9-9:15 a.m.
550,310
549
,
722
Utah
583,970
110,247
coast to coast. Campaign is chiefly
+
76,813
108,761
Nevada
133,095
+ 15.5
++24,334
34,248
one - minute spot announcements
FEATURING the eases of paroled
+6.2
+22.4
heard several times weekly on a Pacific
convicts, Crime Doctor, CBS program
Washington
1,843,104
1,736,191
1,719,143
varying basis. Agency is J. M.
1,089,684
1,088,284
Oregon
1,141,078
sponsored
by Philip
Co., 1.be+
123,961
Mathes Inc., New York.
California
7,397,456
gan its fourth
year onMorris
CBS &Aug.
52,794
6,907,387
6,868,065
+ + 529,391
+7.2
+4.9
+ 7.7
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Only

West

Gains

Population

Maybe you think we're moon-struck. But a moon, 200 miles in diameter and rising till it touches Lake Michigan
and Lake Erie, is roughly the size and shape of the WOWO
the WOWO

Market in your mind geographically. +

Primary Area. It's just a simple device of ours to fix

This WOWO

"moon" shines on three states, 62 counties,

and 2,000,000 people who divide fifty-fifty as city folk and farmers. Fort Wayne, the city, does not begin to give
you the picture of the WOWO
reached by WOWO.
commercials on WOWO

B

BROADCASTING

^

Market . . . not by a good 92%. There are 21 cities of 10,000 population and up

It is not entirely figurative to call this a "harvest" moon for advertisers. Plant your
and you will reap a rich harvest.

WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
WOWO • WGL • KDKA • WBZ • WBZA • KYW
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY NBC SPOT SALES
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Barnett
By

Free

Advanced
&

Peters

Named
Secretary - Treasurer
Of Representative Firm
ELECTION of Sherman R. Bar.nett, Chicago attorney, as secretary
and treasurer of Free & Peters
Inc., radio station representatives,
was announced
last week following a board meeting of the corporation. Simultaneously, James
L. Free was reelected chairman
of the board; H.
Preston Peters,
president; J. W.
Knodel and RusMr. Barnett
sel Woodward, on
leave with the Navy, vice-presidents; and Virginia Weber, assistant secretary and assistant
treasurer.
Mr. Barnett, who has been attorney for Free & Peters and
Wright-Sonovox Inc., has been a
member of the Free & Peters staff
since last September. He received
his B.S. from Dartmouth in 1925
and his law degree three years later
from Northwestern.
He had been in active practice
since 1928 and three years later
joined the Chicago law firm of
Cassels, Potter & Bentley and later
had been with the law firm of
Barnett & Truman, specializing in
patents, trademarks and unfair
competition, as well as in general
law. He resides at Glencoe, 111., with
his wife and three daughters.
In his new post, according to
Mr. Free, Mr. Barnett will devote
his time exclusively to business
management and legal affairs of
the corporation. He will relieve
other officers of these duties so
their full time may be devoted to
sales problems.
Ten New Shows Listed;
Gain on Previous Month
TEN PROGRAMS have been added to the list of nationally sponsored week-day series since last
year, bringing the total to 53, according to the July daytime ratings by C. E. Hooper Inc. Significant gains over the preceding
month are shown by 9.4% of the
programs, as compared to the 2.3%
figure for a similar period in 1942.
Significant losses, which stood at
30.2% last year, were reduced to
11.3% this year, according to the
report.
Big Sister heads the list of "top
10" week-day programs, followed
by Romance of Helen Trent and
Kate Smith Speaks. The remainder of the list runs as follows:
Our Gal Sunday, Ma Perkins, Life
Can Be Beautiful, Stella Dallas,
When a Girl Marries, Portia Faces
Life and Pepper Young's Family.
The top-ranking week-end daytime shows, not included in the
week-day list are: First, World
Neivs Parade, and second, Pause
That Refreshes.
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East

Coast

Stations

Signals From
First
RADIO STATIONS will henceforth receive information on allclear signals following real or test
air raids from the First Fighter
Command instead of from the Service Commands, the Army announced last week.
The new order, which became
effective at 12:01 a.m. July 28, is
designed to "provide a uniform
method of announcing the radio allclear throughout the entire Eastern
Defense Command," comprising the
Atlantic Coast from Maine to Florida, the announcement stated.
"Broadcasting stations in the
blackout or test areas will receive
their all-clear data from the information center of the particular
Air Defense Wing or Region in
their territory," the announcement
continued. "The information centers will transmit the all-clear
authorization to certain key stations. These key stations will then
send a signal tone (a 1,000-eycle
note) to get the attention of the
radio audience and immediately
thereafter will broadcast a standard all-clear message.
Time Lag Seen
"The message will contain a brief
description of the territory affected.
Following the announcements by
key stations, other radio stations
which monitor the key stations will
rebroadcast the same message to
insure that the information is
widely disseminated.
"The radio announcement of the
all-clear messages will not replace
the recently approved audible allclear signals which will be conSome broadcasters believe that
tinued."

to

Get

All-Clear

Fighter Command
the new system will fail to achieve
the "uniformity" desired by the
Army in anything but the wording
of the all-clear announcements, and
that it wilL probably result in an
appreciable interval between the
time of the first all-clear announcements made by the key stations and
the times when these announcements are repeated by the other
stations in the area.
Heretofore the time of the allclear has been supplied to all stations in advance, with instructions
to broadcast it at a specified time,
which was always set at a station
break to avoid causing any cooperating station to lose revenue by inter upting acommercial. While no
broadcaster has objected to such
an interruption, which would be of
only a few seconds duration, there
will necessarily be a lag of several
minutes between the announcements
of the key stations and those of the
monitoring stations, which may
cause confusion among the civiilan
population and the volunteer defense organizations when different
groups receive the all-clear at
varying times. If the audible allclear signals prove generally successful, the radio all-clears will not
be so important however.
Another objection voiced by certain broadcasters is that formerly
they received information concerning the times of all signals — the
Blue alerting the public and the
Red signifying planes overhead,
as well as the all-clear — from a
single source, but that now the
earlier signals come from the Service Commands while the all-clear
comes from the First Fighter Command. Fear was expressed that this
divided military authority would
increase the chance of error in the
transmission of information to
broadcasters and to the public.
In answer to these criticisms it
was
out that the
aim pointed
is to familiarize
the Army's
public
with the procedure that will apply
under actual raid conditions and
that at such times there would be
no advance notice of when the Blue
and Red and all-clear signals will
be sounded. The chief difference,
insofar as radio is concerned, between simulated and actual raid
conditions under the new set-up, is
that in a test the stations will continue to broadcast their normal program schedule, while in a real raid
all stations in the raid area would
be silenced to avoid their use as
guide posts by enemy pilots.

PITCHING IN to help bring in the
crop on his farm is Austin Weir,
commercial manager, Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. Others of the
CBC Toronto office also helped out
during harvesting season.

Wildroot in New York
WILDROOT Co., Buffalo, which
uses sports and news programs in
a few selected markets for its hair
preparations, on Aug. 3 is entering the New York market on
WABC, CBS outlet. The company
will sponsor Quincy Howe, news
commentator, Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday 6-6:15 p.m. Agency
is BBDO, New York.
BROADCASTING

NAVY OKAYS OWVS
WAVE RECRUITING
RADIO BUREAU of the Office of
War Information said last week
that the Navy Department Bureau
of Public Relations is in full agreement with the way OWI handled
its campaign to recruit Waves.
The OWI statement was made
in reference to an article in the
New York Times July 28 which
stated that applications for induction into the Waves were being
misdirected to White Plains, N. Y.,
as a result of broadcasts attributed
to OWI.
OWI stated it was informed by
the Navy Dept. that it had no fault
to find with the messages used in
the campaign, which were written
in a manner requested by the Navy.
The messages directed listeners
to write to "Navy Recruiting,
White Plains, N. Y." for a booklet
on the Waves and to make application for induction to their nearest
recruiting station, it was explained.
"If some applications were sent
to White
Plains,
it istoan the
easyproper
matter to refer
them
offices," OWI commented.
Big Wright
Schedule
WRIGHT
Aeronautical
Corp. has
launched an exceptionally heavy
radio campaign in the New York
market to relieve its serious manshortage. byTheWINS,
entire under
promo-a
tion ispower
handled
contract calling for seven 15minute programs daily, Monday
through Saturday, for 13 weeks,
making a total of 546 quarter hours
for the period. This is a record
piece of business for WINS and one
of the largest handled by any single
New York station in months.
Wright is seeking personnel for
its Paterson, N. J. plant. Trevor
Adams handled the account for
WINS.
Remedy Renewal
DR. HESS & CLARK Inc., Ashland, O., which has been sponsoring
Smilin' Ed McConnell five-minute
transcriptions thrice-weekly since
last August on 28 stations, mostly
in the Midwest, on Aug. 2 is renewing the campaign, at the same
time replacing McConnell with
Home Harmonies. New five-minute
series featuring a quartet, will be
heard on the same stations on a
five times weekly basis for the
sponsor's poultry remedies. Agency
is N. W. Ayer & Son, Chicago.
Vice Versa
THE TABLES were turned
at WHIO, Dayton the other
day. Instead of the station
taking a sponsor to lunch, the
advertiser invited the cast of
his program
man to lunchandat the
the salesVan
Cleve Hotel. Liberal Markets,
sponsoring Jack & Betty on
WHIO each day, were hosts
and the whole affair was designed as a compliment to all
concerned with the daily
broadcast which has pleased
the sponsor
as well
the rationing board.
The asprogram
deals in dramatic form with
restrictions and rationing.
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- - VITAL

SEA -GOING
FIGHTING
SHIPS!
* mile above sea level and 1000
The Denver Market last year delivered $595,252,000 in retail sales,
miles from the nearest salt
water, 40 Denver firms are manufacranking 20th among the nation's 187
trading areas. Colorado's sales
turing prefabricated parts for subthrough May this year were running
killing destroyer escorts for later as22%
ahead of the first five months
sembly at Mare Island navy yard.
of 1943.
But this is only one phase of the
The Denver Market is delivering
Denver Area at war. Up and down
the goods . . . and it's delivering the
the eastern slope of the Rockies, steel
sales. KLZ speeds this process for
advertisers . . . delivers the Denver
mills, ammunition, chemical and rubMarket . . . delivers selling messages
ber plants, mines, and farms are producing at top speed for victory.
in quantities that count.

FOOD

KL

STUFFS !

An all-time record production of
beans, barley, and rye is forecast.
Shipments of fruits and vegetables
during the first six months of 1943
were 85% ahead of the same period
last year.

DENVER

MARKET

-CUSTOMERS,

- - STRATEGIC
MINERALS!

SALES!
The Denver Market,
ranking 20th in retail
sales volume, merits
equal importance in
any selling plan ... in
any advertising schedule ... of national or
near-national scope.

Iron ore, coal, molybdenum, vanadium, tungsten, and 35 other minerals from Colorado mines
are going to war. Colorado ranks first in the nation in reserves of coal,
oil shales, molybdenum,
vanadium, uranium, and
sulphur ores.

BROADCASTING

CBS + S60 Kc.
Affiliated in Management With The Oklahoma. Publishing Co.
and WKY, Oklahoma City * Represented by The Katz Agency, Inc.
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fVideo

Problems
Political' —
Fortune
civilian radios will be so depleted at higher ultra-short waves, says this
Magazine Sees Industry war's end that the industry will group, it will be ready to take such
have to bend all its efforts simply developments in stride. Growing
Threatened by Past
to shoveling out prewar models, military and aircraft communicaInvestment
tions demands in the lower part of
perhaps with FM; later on it can
sell the same market all over again the present television band are goMAJOR PROBLEMS in the post- with
ing to force television to move, and,
sets incorporating some of the
war development of television are
economically,
television must move,
new
war
developments.
Forget
than
rather
economic and political
its present eighteen chantechnical, according to an article, about television for awhile. The because
nels are insufficient for a television
"The Promise of Television", in the theme, already sounded in other insystem
comparable to radio between
August issue of Fortune.
dustries, isan attack upon 'crystalWashington and Boston. If work is
gazers'
and
a
warning
to
the
public
"Technically", Fortune states, not to expect new products to come begun, the argument continues,
"television has been ready to make too fast after the war. This group sometime before the actual end of
a start for over five years — not in is strictly status quo, with little the war, television can be moved
a perfect state by any means, but
research or patent stake in tele- upstairs bodily in six months to a
improving rapidly as the war vision.
year. This school is out to construct
closed in. . . At the point that the
"Second, there is the school that an open patent pool."
war immobilized civilian television,
Elbow Room
the U. S. televison picture was a says television should remain in
After a detailed discussion of
fiickerless image, synchronized at its present position in the radio
spectrum and at substantially the
30 frames per second and 525-line same technical standards as before the opening up of the upper reaches
definition, by authority of the Fed- the war. Its argument, supported of the radio spectrum by warborn
developments, Fortune concludes :
eral Communications Commission
heavily by the business-sales side
. . . Exactly what the war develop- of the industry, is that if television "Only the full, fruitful expansion
ments will do to this image is
is to get off to the fastest possible of the spectrum — FM, television,
largely in the realm of military start to exert a maximum pull on and facsimile — can create elbowroom for freedom. Past investment
secrecy and conjecture."
postwar employment, it ought not
Vested Interests Threatened
to be burdened with excessive in television should not be allowed
growth. ... If the inchanges. To shift higher in the to freezedustrythat
does not take the initative,
Citing television's contribution spectrum, it contends, would mean
to radar, which "undoubtedly will one to two and maybe more years the government, holding a big stick
of war-developed patents of its own,
have some contributions in return,"
the war, testing, re- is likely to force it. The whole
Fortune continues: "What can be of delay after
designing,
and
training
personnel
solidly predicated upon the war is in an unfamiliar part of the future of television and radio depends upon the clarity and unity
that all of this work in the ultra- spectrum. This school is partly
high frequencies will advance tele- status quo, with a strong economic with which the industry now
vision techniques, and particularly
and patent interest in the present
television relays."
area of the spectrum.
In a brief review of television's
New Wrigley Series
"Third, there is the school that moves."
recent past, Fortune points out says
television
should
move
now,
WM.
WRIGLEY JR. Co., Chicago
that industry disagreement over while it has the chance, up further
(Spearmint
gum), on Aug. 2 restandards, the FCC's "plain and into the roomier ultra-short waves.
places the musical program, Keep
of
on
oppositi
the
g,"
the
Home
Fires
Burning, with a
muddlin
fancy
This school is supported generally
"financial groups with heavy in- by venturesome engineers. The dramatic series titled American
vestments inpresent forms of com- argument is that the upper reaches
Women on 119 CBS stations, 5:45munications, threatened by tech6 p.m., Mondays through Fridays.
of
the
ultra-shorts
are
television's
nological change; and Hollywood,
The new show, written by Doris
whose whole structure may be made natural habitat, and all the trouble and Frank Hursley, originates out
about shortages of channels has
over by television," and the rise of been caused by putting television of WBBM, Chicago, and dramatizes the work of women in jobs
found itself "in the in the lower part of the ultra-short important to the war effort. The
FM, which
us position
of being forced
anomolo
spectrum where, from an engineer- agency handling the Wrigley acto fight television for space," comcount is Arthur Meyerhoff & Co.,
ing standpoint, it has no business
commeron's
televisi
to
be.
bined to delay
Chicago.
One station, WIND, Chicago, carries the new program
cial debut almost up to America's
entry into the war.
Now Working at 3,000 mc
transcribed, Monday through FriToday, with the slate wiped clean
day evenings.
"Radio television before the war
goes on, "there is had not ventured to any practical
Fortune
war,
by
a score of industry spokesmen who extent beyond 100 megacycles, but
recognize that now is the golden in war development it is now movopportunity for revaluating all deing easily at 3,000 megacycles and
velopments and soundly preparing beyond. The greater number of
for the future. But there are still
and wider channels posthe clawing factions ... a big frequencies
sible in this upper region opens the
broadcasters group that seems
air to more stations, higher definiready to use television as a counter
tion, better technical operation.
in corporate strategy to hem in FM
Moreover, there are revolutionary
in the spectrum to maintain the developments coming along in the
status quo in radio. . . There is, Iconoscope-Kinescope system that
counterwise, an FM group that is will make the 1941 standards look
disposed to push FM ahead of tele- like an old hat. Electronic color
vision." Three main factions are television will come only in this
listed :
region of the spectrum; and it is ALREADY AT HOME in Chicago,
Three Points of View
here that someday both the audible officials of BBC gathered at the
and visible channels of television recent opening of the new Chicago
"First, there are the irreconcil- may be brought together on FM, a offices. Front row (1 to r) are Wilables, who say that television isn't development that a minority of enliam Newton, manager of the BBC
going anywhere, at least for a long
gineers believes is bound to come Chicago branch; S. L. Stevens, pubtime. They say that television may
licity manager; Stephen Fry, profor technical unity and simplificaducer. Back row, Geoffrey Bridson,
be ready technically 'but economi- tion.
cally it is just as unsound as it
producer; Alistair Cooke, BBC speIf television is already in the
cial correspondent from America.
always was.' The argument is that
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Ayer HUBBELL,
Video
RICHARD
until recently television consultant for Fortune magazine, has joined the radio department of N. W. Ayer &
Son. Mr. Hubbell has had a
varied background in television, motion pictures, radio, theatre, and professional
writing. He is author of
4000 Years of Television, a
non-technical history and explanation of television.
INTERNATIONAL
CPs
ARE ASKED BY CBS
FCC CONSTRUCTION permit for
a new international broadcast station at Brentwood, N. J., was applied for last week by CBS New
York. Two other 50 kw highfrequency transmitters are expected to be ready about Aug. 31
and Sept. 15 at the CBS Wayne,
N. J. transmitter site [Broadcasting, July 12]. Both expansions are
to be a part of the program of
facilities expansion of the Interdepartmental Planning Committee
of the FCC, OWI and CIAA.
Already on hand at the CBS
Brentwood site is the 10 kw WCDA,
plus equipment of WCRC and
WCBX, 50 kw transmitters, which
includes two rectifiers and modulators and three power amplifiers.
This setup allows only two 50 kw
channels, but the Government plans
to add the equipment necessary to
provide three 50 kw channels.
The new Brentwood facilities
would be operated on 6060, 6120,
6170, 9650, 11830, 15270, 17830
21520, 21570 kc, A3 emission. Time
would be unlimited, except sharing
on all frequencies with WCRC,
WCBX and WCDA, and on 6060
with KWID and KWIX, San Francisco, owned by Associated Broadcasters Inc. KWIX is scheduled to
go on the air about Aug. 15, according to James O. Weldon, acting
chief of communications facilities
of the Overseas Branch of OWL
U. S. Citizens

Indicted

For Enemy Broadcasting
EIGHT U. S. citizens who have
been broadcasting from Germany
and Italy have been indicted on
treason charges by a Federal
grand jury. The indictments were
based on studies by the FBI, aided
by the FCC, which recorded the
broadcasts.
Following are the indicted propagandists, and their one-time U. S.
address: Frederick Wilhelm Kaltenbach, 48. Dubuque, Iowa; Robert Henry Best, 47, Sumter, S. C;
Ezra Pound, 57, New York; DouglaswardChandler,
54, Baltimore;
EdLeo Delaney,
57, Olney, 111.;
Constance Drexel, 48, Philadelphia; Jane Anderson, 50, Atlanta,
Ga.; Max Oscar Otto Koischwitz,
41, New York.
All broadcast from Germany exRome.cept Pound, who is heard on Radio
WLS,ing andChicago,
is credited
with dances,
startpopularizing
radio barn
in article by Bernard Lewis, titled
"Square Dance Roundup", in the
August issue of Coronet magazine.
• Broadcast
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News

of

Mussolini

Flashed by Radio
Duee Resignation Feature of
Toscanini's NBC Concert
THE NEWS of Benito Mussolini's
resignation as Premier of Italy,
which reached this country via
London at 5 p.m. on Sunday, July
25, went out over the major networks at various times within the
ensuing quarter-hour in the form
of flash bulletins.
Listeners to the NBC Symphony
Sunday afternoon and members of
the studio audience heard the news
under probably the most dramatic
circumstances, as Arturo Toscanini, overcome with emotion when
he learned that the man he had so
long opposed had at last been
ousted, conducted the latter half
of an all-Italian concert, which he
had selected by coincidence.
Following the ovation on his return to the podium after the intermission, the maestro conducted the
third act of Rigoletto brilliantly,
and brought the War Bond concert
to a close amid cheers both for the
news announcement and in tribute
to his own fight against Fascism.
Break Into Programs
Most stations broke into whatever programs they had on the air
to bring the news to their audiences. Radio news services supplied
frequent bulletins and background
material during the evening.
After the first news flash on the
BLUE at 5:11 p.m., the bulletin
was rushed to John W. Vandercook
and Leland Stowe, war correspondents and authors, who were
in the midst of their Where Do We
Stand program on the BLUE.
Instead of the usual procedure of
answering questions during the last
quarter-hour of the show, the two
commentators discussed the sensational development, offering their
opinions as to the effect of Mussolini's resignation after 21 years as
dictator of Italy.
Mutual broke the news shortly
after 5 p.m. Seymour Korman, Mutual correspondent in Algiers, gave
his report at 7:15 p.m. which was
recorded and rebroadcast at 10:15
p.m. on the network.
Frank Singiser, Samuel Grafton,
and Gabriel Heatter on their Sunday evening programs on WOR,
New York outlet of Mutual, and
also on Mutual, gave listeners their
interpretations of the event, and
WOR was able to point to the prediction July 24 by Sydney Moseley
that "in the very near future
Mussolini would attempt to flee the
country."
Flash Bulletins
Breaking into the Prudential
Family Hour, CBS announced the
Mussolini resignation at 5:04 p.m.,
followed by more complete flash
bulletins during its regular programs until 8:55 p.m. when Ned
Calmer's news broadcast for Parker
Pen Co. covered the news more
fully. Other CBS news commentaPage 22 • August 2, 1943

EXECUTIVES OF WILDROOT Co., Buffalo, and personnel of Specialty
Sales, station WLW subsidiary, meet in Cincinnati in connection with
the Specialty Sales' campaign for Wildroot Cream-Oil Formula, sponsored twice-weekly on Gregory Ziemer's WLW newscasts. Seated (1 to r),
are Dwight Mitchell, district manager of Wildroot for Wisconsin
and Minnesota; Douglas Sellers, district manager of Wildroot for
Kentucky, Tenn., Virginia and West Virginia; L. E. Sargent, manager
Specialty Sales; J. Ward Maurer, manager of advertising and merchandising for Wildroot; A. E. Ritchie, sales manager for Wildroot; A. M.
Ward, vice-president, BBDO; K. H. Webster, district manager in
Chicago for Wildroot; W. A. Murray, sales supervisor for Specialty
Sales. Standing, representatives of Specialty Sales: R. P. Jones, M. G.
Ballagh, J. V. Donner, Tom Gregory, J. J. Tigyer, L. D. O'Connell.
WTAL ASSIGNED TO
PHIPPS OWNERSHIP
THE FCC last week granted the
application of Florida Capital
Broadcasters Inc., Tallahassee,
operator of WTAL, for voluntary
assignment of its license to Capital
City Broadcasting Corp. for $22,500. The license was renewed at
the same time for the regular
period.
Sole stockholder in the new corporation is J. H. Phipps, a major
in the Army Air Forces. President
is his wife, Elinor K. Phipps; vicepresident is Teresa Muers, for two
years advertising manager of the
Tallahassee (Fla.) News Democrat; secretary is Lester Cross;
treasurer and assistant secretary
is J. F. Riley.
Mr. Phipps, son of John S. Phipps,
is a grandson of Henry Phipps who
was associated with Andrew CarCorp. negie in founding the U. S. Steel
Effect of Baseball Loss
LOSS of major league baseball
play-by-play is not necessarily destructive of audience, according to a
survey made in the Cincinnati area
by C. E. Hooper and made public
by Mortimer C. Watters, general
manager of WCPO, that citv. Mr.
Watters says that although WCPO
this year stopped its regular baseball broadcasts, the afternoon audience showed a marked increase
over the same time last year.
WCBM Appoints F & P
WCBM Baltimore, is represented
nationally by Free & Peters, effective Aug. 1, according to an announcement bv John Elmer, president of WCBM.
tors covered the story on their programs later that evening.
The news also went out shortly
after 5 p.m. to South America, as
prepared by the coordinator of
inter-American affairs, in Spanish
and Portuguese, while at 9 p.m. the
CIAA program Semana al Dia offered a dramatization in Spanish
of the story for Latin American
listeners.

Dyer Heads

Partnership

Assigned WAIT License
WAIT, Chicago, has been granted
permission by the FCC to assign
its license from WAIT Inc. to a
partnership composed of the six
corporate stockholders to do business as Radio Station WAIT. Interest in the partnership, which remains in the same proportion as in
the former
corporation
follows: Gene T.
Dyer, 15%;is as
Evelyn
M. Ringwald, 35%; Elizabeth M.
Hinzman, 30%; Adele Moulds,
10%; liamVivian
Moss, 1%.Christoph, 9%; WilMr. Dyer, president and director,
is also vice-president and manager
of Oak Leaves Broadcasting Station Inc., operating WGES, Chicago, and president and principal
stockholder of WSBC Inc., Chicago.
Elizabeth Ringwald, also a stockholder in WSBC Inc., is his wife.
Louis E. Moulds, treasurer and director, is also treasurer and director of Oak Leaves Broadcasting
Station. Mr. Moss, secretary, is a
public accountant, and Elizabeth
Hinzman, stockholder, is a pianist
employed by WCBD.
Heard by 100 Million
THE GREAT majority of the nation's 100 million listeners heard
at least one message in the OWI
"Eat More Potatoes" radio campaign, conducted during the period
July 3 to July 25, OWI estimated
last week. The campaign, requested
by the Department of Agriculture
because of an imminent surplus of
new potatoes, resulted in an estimated 111,800,000 listener impressions, OWI reported. A total of 48
network sustaining programs, 19
special network assignments and
6,804 local station announcements
were scheduled to carry the campaign message.
GE Prize Contest
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., will give
prizes totaling more than $10,000 in
War Bonds in an essay contest conducted on the company's NBC Hour
of Charm program. Contest, which
opened Aug. 1 offers a $5,000 bond
to the best essay on "Why I am BuyExtra inWarsmaller
Bond,"sums
withgoing
100
othering anprizes
to runners-up.
BROADCASTING

ESSO IS PRAISED
FOR NEWSCAST AID
CONGRATULATING Esso marketers for the eight years of its
presentation of factual news,
Carleton D. Smith, general manager of WRC, Washington, in a
special talk on that station July
30 following the 10,000th consecutive broadcast of the Esso Reporter, pointed out that since Pearl
Harbor the company has devoted
32% of its commercial time to war
messages. These messages, Mr.
Smith said, did not include the
many additional service announcements, such as those for the American Legion, China relief, Boy and
Girl Scouts and the USO.
"In other words," he continued,
"over one-third of the time ordinarily allotted a sponsor for selling his own merchandise, as noted
in the case of Esso Marketers, has
been devoted to some extremely
worthwhile service message which
would further our progress in the
waging of a successful war against
our enemies both at the battlefront
and on the homefront . . . We of
WRC are proud to have been one
of the original stations on which
the Esso Reporter started back in
1935, during the days of peace.
And we are glad to pay tribute to
the Esso Marketers for pioneering
in this consistent, reliable public
service which through the past
eight years has brought clear accurate, unbiased news reports to
our radio audience."
Fly Urges Shortwaves
For
Post-War Culture
CHAIRMAN James Lawrence Fly
of the FCC joined with Walt Disney, creator of Mickey Mouse, and
Francis S. Harmon, executive vicepresident of the War Activities
Committee of the motion picture
industry last Saturday in a discussion of "The World of Sight and
Sound" on the NBC post-war planning series For This We Fight,
broadcast at 7 p.m. (EWT). The
program
one of NBC's
American isUniversity
of theInterAir
series.
Mr. Fly urged that nations
should begin to plan now to avail
themselves of the opportunities
for greater mutual understanding
through the exchange of ideas and
cultural information which postwar development of shortwave, FM
broadcasting and the use of film
for recording and rebroadcasting
televised programs will make possible. It is the responsibility of all
nations acting together, he said, to
provide intelligent direction in the
use of communication facilities
for promoting international goodwill.
Foundation Report
NATIONAL Foundation for Infantile Paralysis presented a refund-raising
drive port
onon its
NBCannual
July 30,
marking
the first time radio has been used
for this purpose. During the ten
years of its existence, the organization has reported on the final results of the drive primarily
through the press. Neville Miller,
NAB president and chairman of
the Foundation's 1943 national radio division, introduced Basil
O'Connor, president, who gave the
report.
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FIRST
In

the

I

"Heart

of

America"

That's no dust storm you see 20 miles South of Kansas
City. It's KMBC's farm department going to work on the
new 400-acre KMBC farm— another FIRST in the "Heart
of America". KMBC has been FIRST with a full-time farm
editor, Phil Evans,. KMBC has been the only station in
this rich livestock and grain area authorized by livestock
interests to broadcast official market reports direct from
the Kansas City Livestock Exchange with Bob Riley, a fulltime marketcaster.

Help

KMBC

Now, another FIRST
farm! On this farm,
sas, KMBC is putting
things its farm experts

Name

1 92 8-THE

BROADCASTING

New

Farm!

is KMBC's developmental livestock
just across the Missouri line in Kaninto practice, so all can observe, the
recommend to their many listeners.

Your suggestion of a name for this latest KMBC "FIRST
in the Heart of America" may win a $100 War Bond.
Remember though to send in your suggestions before
August 15th.

SINCE

Its

BASIC
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Appeal

Involving Special Sales Is Explained
AMPLIFYING its July 15 request Whiteside said, "are so closely althat textile retailers refrain from
lied to textiles as such that excessive promotion of a type con"buy now" advertising appeals,
the War Production Board last
trary to the policy declaration
week issued two further interpre- would confuse the public and intertations in response to inquiries
fere with the success of the volunfrom the trade.
ThetaryWPB
program."program has caused
Arthur D. Whiteside, vice-chairman for civilian requirements, an- some apprehension on the pai't of
nounced that "dollar days" and merchants which has been reflected in plans for local radio advertissimilar special sales events are ining. The NAB cited, as an examcluded in the WPB policy declaration since they are closely allied to
ple, a telegram from a radio station manager who reported some
the "buy now" forms of promotion. He also ruled that goods of his clients as "extremely jittery" regarding future promotion.
classed as "seconds" be labeled as
such and advertised at a stated The manager stated that one of his
price without comparison to prices advertisers may cancel his proof standard merchandise in the ruling. gram to conform with the WPB
same class.
Inquiries at WPB developed that
To Avoid Rationing
it is the type of appeal rather than
The policy declaration, Mr. the volume of advertising that is
Whiteside explained, is an adver- affected by the textile policy declaration. The Government is entising and promotion code for texlisting the cooperation of retailers
tile retailers "designed to bring
about orderly and adequate dis- in preventing unnecessary buying
tribution oftextiles" and is part of and to avoid rationing, it was exChairman Donald M. Nelson's pro- plained.
Lew Avery, NAB director of
gram to make clothes rationing unbroadcast advertising, stated the
necessary.
To its earlier request to retail- new policy declaration presents a
ers to eliminate "buy now" and sales problem to the small stations
"scarce" advertising of textiles which calls for ingenuity and enWPB added rugs, floor coverings
terprise. He saw in it an opporand draperies, luggage, upholstered
tunity for development of new ideas
furniture, mattresses and fur in institutional and other forms of
coats. "All of these products," Mr. promotion.
Bank Renews
CONTINUING its campaign
against hoarding and needless
spending of money, Savings Banks
of New York State has renewed
participations
on clocks
women's
programs and musical
on seven
of the New York State stations on
which the drive started early this
year, having dropped two up-state
outlets. Drive encourages savings
through purchase of War Bonds or
the deposits in Savings Banks.
Agency is Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
York.

Convention by Air
RADIO will be the means by
which the National Assn. of
Foremen will hold its convention in September, according to Frank H. Ireland,
vice-president. This is one of
many instances in which the
medium has been so employed
since the Institute of Radio
Engineers met two years ago
via airwaves. Use of radio
for the NAF convention is
prompted by war demands on
transportation, hotel accommodations, and time. Proceedings will be limited to
one hour, broadcast over a
nationwide network, not yet
selected, with member clubs
holding local meetings at
which the broadcast is heard
and discussions held.
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Bowles

Rulings

Disc Package Schedule
Devised for Piel Series
DESPITE last week's reports of a
beer shortage, Piel Bros., Brooklyn,
which is not affected by transportation problems to the same extent as
distributors over larse areas, is
starting the most elaborate radio
schedule in its history. Starting
Aug. 2, the brewery will sponsor a
five-weekly five-minute program of
live music by the Korn Kobblers,
musical novelty band, on WJZ, New
York, and three quarter-hours
weekly by the same talent on four
Eastern stations— WICC WDEL
WTOP WRAW.
The sponsor has worked out the
equivalent of a pre-ban transcribed
package musical program. Each
station has a set of recordings of
pre-ban releases with a separate
set of commercials to be cued in
during each quarter-hour program.
Series will run 20 weeks. Agency
is Sherman K. Ellis & Co., New
York.
Mitchell Named
EVERETT MITCHELL, pioneer
farm commentator, has been named
director of agriculture for the NBC
Central Division. Mitchell currently
is heard on the Voice of the Dairy
Farmer-, sponsored by the American
Dairy Assn., Chicago, heard on
NBC at 1 :45 p.m. each Sunday, and
on NBC's Town & Farm program,
Mondays through Saturdays at
7:15 a.m.

in

Office;

To Fight Pressure
New OPA Official to Use Air
In Resisting Such Groups
CHESTER BOWLES, radio minded Deputy Administrator of the
OPA, will take the air to secure
public support against pressure
groups seeking selfish advantages
which nesswould
for the wreck
generalOPA's
publiceffectivegood.

PISCATORIAL PROWESS and an
8x/4-pound wall-eye pike were displayed by E. A. Joscelyn, general
manager,
ing the WCCO,
annual Minneapolis,
fishing tripdurof
KDAL, Duluth, at Kabetogma Lake.
Other members of the party were
A. R. Root, K. C. Titus and King
Painter, Knox Reeves Adv., Minneapolis; Elmer Hanson, KILO,
Grand Forks, N. D.; Dalton Le
Masurier and Odin S. Ramsland,
KDAL.
SELF-CENSORSHIP
At KVOO Is Aided By
Poster Warnings
KVOO Tulsa, in an effort to maintain a high standard of self-censorship in the interest of national
security, has posted a notice in its
studios and waiting room to guard
against mation
improper
release
inforwhich might
proveof helpful
to listening enemy ears.
The poster warning, according
to Wm. B. Way, general manager
of KVOO, is primarily concerned
with ad lib slips which might possibly be made on guest, quiz, or
audience participation programs.
Weather conditions, past, present, or future; any information regarding the movements of the
President of the United States;
and such information as regards
military maneuvers or defenses,
are typical taboos on the list.
Record Marker
NEEDLE PLACING on records
and transcriptions is made easier
with a new marking device called
the "Spot-O-Graph". In 10, 12, 16inch sizes, it is a product of Heroservice, 45 W. 45th St., New York
City. Designed in the form of a
record, the marking disc bears a
minutely graded scale which facilitates picking up the desired music,
announcement or sound effect without risk of injury to the record.
EVANS FUR Co., Chicago, has
added a new quarter-hour Sunday
morninglogue with
program
music onandWMAQ,
monoJohnny of Betts
Chicago. Contract is for 13 weeks.
Agency is State Adv. Agency, Chicago.
GREGOR ZIEMER, WLW Cincinnati, has written the words to a new
song "The Sentry's Prayer" accepted
by Carl Fischer, New York, for early
publication. Music is by Anton Billoti,
former European concert pianist.
BROADCASTING

Mr. Bowles, former partner of
William Benton in the New York
firm of Benton & Bowles, gave up
the job as head of the Connecticut
State OPA to come to Washington
as assistant to Prentiss Brown
with powers of a general manager
[Broadcasting, July 19]. He succeeds Lou Maxon, head of the Detroit agency bearing his name, who
left as OPA's chief executive officer two weeks ago with a blast at
OPA for being hampered by "red
tape" and "legalistic snarls".
Reminding that he had frequently spoken out on the subject in his
"own little neck of the woods",
Mr. Bowles said he leaned to the
theory that an over-all control of
prices was a better method than
concentrating control over a few
basic items. He said he would sit
in with Mr. Brown in shaping OPA
policy. "It will be my responsibility
to examine and, if necessary, to
reorganize each division of the organization," he declared.
Seeks New Talent
People have been too hard on
the "professors", he asserted. One
thing he learned from 20 months
work as head of the Connecticut
OPA, said Mr. Bowles, is that no
one group has a monopoly on ability, and he declared his intention to
get outstanding people from among
farm and labor leaders, lawyers,
economists.
Other lessons learned on his
Connecticut job, he said, are that
people cheerfully accept wartime
regulations when they understand
the need. He promised to use all
available channels to educate the
public on reasons for various OPA
regulations and to make the regulations themselves as simple as
possible. On organization, Mr.
Bowles has concluded that further
decentralization is in order and
promises to give local boards the
help and authority they need.
Most people are honest, he declared, and promised to justify
public respect for the OPA by taking vigorous
actionabuses.
against black
markets
and other
ARTHUR KRON, secretary, treasurer, and head of radio time and talent
activities at Gotham Adv., New York,
has been elected president of the Assn.
of Export Advertising Agencies. Other
officers are Irwin A. Vladimir, president, Irwin Vladimir & Co., vicepresident ; and Joseph Palmer, executive vice-president of the Foreign Advertising Service Bureau, secretary
and treasurer. Thomas M. Quinn was
named honorary president.
• Broadcast
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Ever stop to think how you tie your shoe? You don't think about it.
The habit is so strong you do it automatically — unconsciously.

To people in Southern New England, tuning in to
WTIC is a habit as firmly fixed as tying their shoes.
Because WTIC has been the leading station in this
market for more than 18 years.

more quickly — and at lower cost per thousand.

The importance of this to advertisers is obvious.
Your message over WTIC enjoys the added power
of being associated with an established listening

The
bestis way
to WTIC.
cover one of America's best
markets
to use

habit. In this rich area it reaches more peopleIN
PEOPLE

ARE

SOUTHERN
IN

THE

What is more, the income of WTIC's listeners is
far above the national average. They have the buying
power to translate sales suggestions into sales action.

WTIC gratefully acknowledges an award from THE BILLBOARD in
recognition of "an amazingly thoro job of public service programing that
blanketed every phase of civic effort and war activity."
NEW
OF

ENGLAND
TO

LISTENING

DIRECT ROUTE TO AMERICA'S
The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation

\ MARKET

NO.

Member of NBC and New England Regional Network
Represenled by WEED & COMPANY, New York, Boston,
Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco and Hollywood

WTIC
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StatisticalStaticandAdvertisingMedia
(Continued from page 11)
3% for men and 12% for women,
not 60% as used in the comparison.
The correct comparison then
should be 60% coverage with 82.9%
sets in use sometime during the
evenings at that period of the year,
(5 times weekly), as was found in
the previous table. Thus, even
though we give the papers the advantage of papers distributed as
against actual sets-in-use sometime
during this period, we still find the
following comparative picture :
23-State Comparison
Radio
Newspapers
18,556,000
Homes 18,556.000
82.9%
Coverage 60%
15,382.925 _ Available Homes 10,582,938
Radio offers 45.4% more coverage.
Consideration is not given, of
course, to the comparison of relative
competition within each respective
medium, i.e., the total number of
advertisements vs. total number of
radio programs available. Certainly
the number of competitive messages in the newspapers is many
times that of similar competition in
radio.
And so, we could go on and on
into pointless decimal points. We
must recall, however, that sales effectiveness per dollar spent is not
an inconsiderable measurement in
evaluating advertising investment.
Certainly radio can stand up under
any comparative analysis on this
basis. Aside from all dollar cost
comparisons, radio enjoys a number of truly amazing achievements.
Just to list a few facts:
One hundred and one million
radio receivers have been purchased in the past 20 years. This
is over 5 billion dollars worth.
There are as many (figures in
millions) radio sets as the combined ownership of electric irons,
washing machines and toasters.
Nine out of ten homes have
radios.
In every sales effectiveness
test, listeners reveal that they
buy more of the products radio
advertised than do non-listeners.
And the same studies reveal that

INDUSTRIES

USING

SURROUNDING
CharlesareB. division
Brown, heads
directorof oftheNBC's
Advertising
and
Promotion department
department
following
office changes to coordinate the several divisions. They are (1 to r) :
Joseph A. Ecclesine, network sales promotion; Marion Myles, creative
assistant; Edward de Salisbury, WEAF promotion; Arthur Forrest,
public service promotion; Charles F. Hammond, administrative assistant;
Irene Kuhn, program promotion coordinator; Barry Rumple, research.
LISTENERS

BUY

MORE

N0N-USTBIEHS
USING PRODUCT
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USTDUBS
USING PRODUCT

From Africa
CIVILIANS in this country last
Saturday heard on Mutual a program produced by Army personnel
from four expeditionary stations in
Africa for troops stationed on that
Continent. The show was made up
of the G. I. Quiz Show, produced
regularly in Casablanca; a portion
of the musical request program
from station OUJDA; an excerpt
from a British-American variety
show emanating from the Constantine station, and an interview with
a naval officer who participated in
the Sicilian invasion. Capt. Andre
Baruch, former announcer, was m.c.
of the show, titled U. S. Army in
Africa.

A HAIR TONIC
A DRUG PRODUCT
A SHAVE CREAM
A SHOE POLISH
AN ICE CREAM
the more they listen, the more
they buy.
National advertisers know the
character of return they get from
their advertising dollar. The chart
shown reveals their expenditures
for national advertising during the

RADIO -1942

DRUG & TOILET GOODS ® QOGOOOOGO OOOOOO*
GROCERY FOOD PRODUCTS O O O O O O O O O OO O O
TOBACCO PRODUCTS QQOOOOOOQ
LAUNDRY SOAP & CLEANSERS Q0QOOOO
GAS, OIL & FUEL
CANDY & SOFT DRINKS
S5.SM.K0
AUTOMOTIVE QO(
W770.KB
HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT
sismow
PUBLICATIONS ^rfSl.410,000
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NON-LISTENERS

A HAND LOTION

NETWORK

FINANCIAL & INSURANCE £„,„m
MISCELLANEOUS OOQC
SOURCE: "BROADCASTING" YEARBOOK

THAN

Stoy Spots
A. E. STALEY MFG. Co., Decatur, 111., last week began a radio
campaign for Stoy, a new soy flour
product, in eight markets scattered
from coast to coast. The quarterhour transcribed Sweet River, fivea-week daytime serial which has
been aired for more than a year
on seven stations for Staley laundry starch, cornstarch, and Sweetose corn syrup, now will also be
heard for Stoy on WJAR WIBX
WHP WMBD KTBS WIS KSCJ
KFBK. Commercial copy will stress
the high protein content of the
new product, and its use as a meat
substitute. The agency handling
the Staley account is BlackettSample-Hummert, Chicago.

EACH SYMBOL REPRESENTS 2 MILLIONS OF GROSS CLIENT EXPENDITURES

Beaumont

Moves

BEAUMONT Labs., St. Louis, subsidiary of Grove Labs., has just
appointed Donahue & Coe, New
York, to handle all advertising for
its Four-Way Cold Tablets. The
company used over 75 stations last
year for spot announcements and
five-minute programs and this year
will use a similar schedule. The
agency is currently lining up the
fall-winter campaign to start in
early October. Donahue & Coe also
places advertising in the East and
South for Groves vitamin products,
and is preparing a 26-week campaign of transcribed spots to start
the end
sive listofof September
stations. on an exten-

years 1937 to 1942. Need more be
said?
Time after time, radio reveals its
peculiar and personal character in
Amercan family life — one advertiser, for example, receives an
average of almost a quarter of a
million returns on premium offers.
The Grand Ole Opry of Purina
Mills recently offered a free picture
of the cast of the program on only
two broadcasts, yet 263,820 requests
poured in. Small wonder Fred Allen
recently quipped that a sneeze over
the network brought in thousands
of postcards with the word.
"Gesundheit," written across each
card.
Statistical Static

Used Radio Before
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I am taking exception to the enclosed publicity note on the R. L.
Swain Tobacco Co. Their spot campaign on WTOPWe isconducted
not th^ira very
first
radio venture.
successful radio campaign on
WBTM in Danville for one vear for
this companv. and boosted the sale
of their Pinehurst cigarettes to a
new high in this territory.
I am merely
givingfiles.
you this information for your
R.
Sanford Guyer,
Manager

Yes, radio can defend itself in or
out of the clinches. However, we
feel that we do a disservice to the
whole structure of advertising
when we confuse the buyer and
arouse doubt and misgiving through
statistical static.
Far-sighted newspapermen know
full well that newspapers need
neither apology nor decimal point

equivocation, they have far too
much to offer. In these days there
is need for solidarity and unity in
the whole business of advertising;
there can be no place for doubt, uncertainty, confusion or delusion.
Granting always, of course, that
forthright, clear-si e-h ted factual
competition is a legitimate cog in
the machine called democracy.
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OR
CAN

WHY

ONLY

DELIVER

Population

WOOD
THE

WESTERN

. . . Programs

MICHIGAN

. . . Power

MARKET

. . . these are the measure of a station's audience.

Apply the "Rule of 3 P's" to Michigan's second market and you will see why WOOD — and only
WOOD — can do the job for you in this high wage territory of over a million listeners.

Grand Rapids is Michican's second city — second only to Detroit. Grand Rapids is
larger than Kalamazoo, Muskegon and Battle Creek combined. WOOD is in the
very center of this populous metropolitan and 25 county area. No station on the
fringe of this market can possibly deliver this audience. Take a tip from local
advertisers, who are on the ground and know. The majority, by a wide margin, use
WOOD exclusively.
WOOD is the only NBC station in the Grand Rapids-Kalamazoo-Western Michigan area. Naturally the voice of WOOD
dominates this rich outstate market, because it delivers the
programs "most people listen to most" — 9 of the top 10 —
17 of the top 25 (in a recent poll). Surveys show that WOOD is
vastly preferred in this industrial-agricultural section. Its audience is
THREE times that of the other local station. And in Grand Rapids,
Michigan's second largest city, WOOD has a better than 18 to 1 listener preference over the next Western Michigan station.
WOOD is a 5000 watt station, second to none outside
Detroit. Its voice of unequalled power from the very
heart of the outstate Michigan market, broadcasting a
full schedule of NBC programs, is why WOOD is the
HOME STATION of this prosperous territory — why WOOD is the
Western Michigan station "most people listen to most."

GRAND

RAPIDS..NBC..5000

Outstate
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of the
NESS
EDPop
WAR-MI
CBSND
Vox
program is
emphasized in "The Story
ered
of Vox ared
Pop," a blue-cov
hure
broc
prep
by Voices Inc.,
y
t,
icit
ligh
ch
publ
agen
whi
high ts
the ing
prograem's war contributions,
list
som of the 100 or more
schools, defense plants and military
centers from which broadcasts have
originated during the last two
years. A U. S. map showing loca.tions of CBS outlets is included
Emerson Drug Co., Baltimore, is
sponsor.

Aietchandiiinj
& Promotion
Kate Facts — Mammy — Billboard & Clock
Pin-Up Card — Enthuser — Gazette

Kate Smith Facts
PHENOMENAL FACTS about
Kate Smith and her meteoric rise
in radio since May 1931 when she
first went on the air have been compiled by CBS in a booklet titled
"Portrait of a Great American".
Mammy
MAMMY doll head, done up in big
earrings and red shawl and made
from a pecan nut, is attached to a
promotion piece issued by WWL,
New Orleans to draw attention to
its coverage *and *
sales * ability.
WA GAzette
CONTACTING agencies, advertisers and listeners, a new house
organ, WA GAzette, published by
WAGA Atlanta, Ga.. derives its
name
ters. from the station's call letWisconsin Network
WISCONSIN NETWORK file folder of Wisconsin Network Inc. contains a map showing coverage of
the eight network stations and
other detailed market information.

Masterworks
COLUMBIA RECORDING Corp.,
New York, starting with its August
issue of Coda, describes the important Columbia Masterworks
Records to be played each month
on Masterworks of Music broadcasts. A total of 65 stations are
listed as carrying half-hour programs, the majority on a fiveweekly basis, representing approximately 137 hours.

Billboard & Clock
SIX new billboards on busy cross
sections of the city have been purchased by WHK, Cleveland, each
topped by a large clock. Brilliantly
colored, a banner carries the legend
"Every Hour ... On The Hour
News . . . World Wide . . . Every
Hour ... On The Hour . . . 1420
on your dial." A big microphone
and world globe are grouped with
the banner.

Pin-Up Card
PIN-UP card sent as an enclosure
with a list of all products advertised on the Z-Bar Net, Montana,
went to all retail dealers in the network's coverage area. In heavy
blue script on a gray background,
the card said, "You will never get
anywhere in business if you wait
for authority to come to you. Real
people assume authority; only the
dunces wait *to have
* it
* conferred."
Enthuser
NEWS sheet of WCSC, Charleston, S. C, originated by Roland
Weeks, commercial manager, is to
give copy writers and announcers
a shot in the arm by showing some
of the tangible results of their
work, including that for advertisers. The sheet also carries station
gossip to its men and women in the
service.

KEYSTONE BROADCASTING
SYSTEM isKeystone
mailing N^et
a broadside to
agencies and advertisers on the
theme, "Major national advertisers
are opening a second front via
Keystone." The piece is printed
newspaper fashion on news stock,
carries a news headline and includes reprints of articles on KBS
sponsors that appeared in the
trade press.
* * *
New WAGA Tieup
WITH affiliation of WAGA, Atlanta, with the Atlanta Constitution, morning paper, the newsgathering
tion are facilities
identified of
withthetheConstituWAGA
news service. The paper is also
sponsoring a daily news broadcast,
announcements, a weekly Turn
Back the Pages feature, and has
started a daily radio column.

NO COMPETITION

found 63.8%
to WSPA.

HERE.

By Postal
MOTHERS
in the Cincinnati area get a government postcard from Miss Brett Howard,
promotion director of WSAI, Cincinnati, with a message of congratulations under a drawing of
a baby ready for his bath, and
recommending that the mother listen to the Heinz Co. Baby Institute
program on WSAI.
News Schedule
KEEPING listeners tuned in on
KGKO newscasts is the function
of a schedule listing all the station's news periods. More than
50,000
copies have
been
ed. Newscast
list is
on distributone side
and the vertiser
message
of
a
station
adon the other.
*
* *
Arming America
KMYR, Denver, is mailing 5,000
NEW

copiesingofAmerica"
a broadside
titledagencies
"Armto clients,
and prospects, featuring a recent
address before the Denver Chamber of Commerce by Ralph W.
Carney of the Coleman Lamp and
Stove Co., Wichita, Kan,

Hooper

of the families listening

And our CBS schedule

skyrocketed

Three-In-One
CJAT, Trail, B. C, in connection
with the showing of the motion
picture,
"Desert
teamed with
the Victory"
theatres atandTrail,
did
a wartime actuality and recruiting
drive. The station arranged a parade, with program director Frank
Fleming using a short-wave transmitter; armaments displayed in
front of the theatre were explained
by Vic viewGray,
and with
a recruiting
interwas held
the officer
of
the Home Guard
of
the
city.
^ ^ ^

has

since. 22 county—

3 state -primary.

1,032,320 pop-

Serving the Textile South
from Spartanburg, S.C.
5000 watts day,
1000 watts night,

ulation; (75%white). It's an
all-time boom

market.

950 kc. Represented by
Hollingbery.
CBS
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Alas

. . . little

nell-oui

in the cold . . .

her only sin . . . she lived in one of the many
markets on the Pacific Coast surrounded by
mountains;

thrown out in the cold by advertisers

who try to completely cover the Pacific Coast
by long-range broadcasting. She's a customer
of yours, bring her back . . . embrace her to your
bosom. Use the network that leaves no customer
out in the cold . . . Don Lee. More than 9 out of
every 1 0 radio families on the Pacific Coast
live within 25 miles of a Don Lee Station.
Don Lee doesn't have to burrow through mountains
to get to all the markets. Don Lee is in the markets.
So are you when you use Don Lee. If your message
is important to all the radio families on the
Pacific Coast, use the only network with
enough stations to do the job . . . Don Lee.

Thomas S. Lee, President
Lewis Allen Weiss, Vice-Pres., General Mgr.
5515 Melrose Ave., Hollywood, Calif,
represented nationally by john blair «c co.

THE

NATION'S

GREATEST

REGIONAL

N

Bulova

Interests

In

Control of WELI
WNBC Hartford Also Involved
With Boston Station
CONTROL of WELI, New Haven
and WNBC, Hartford, last week
passed with FCC approval from
Patrick J. Goode and William J.
Sanders, respectively, to Arde
Bulova, principal owner of the
Arde Bulova Stations which comprise WOV and WNEW, New
York; WCOP and WORL, Boston;
WPEN, Philadelphia, before acquisition of controlling interest in
WELI and WBNC. Amount involved was $2,200 for Mr. Sander's
2,200 shares of WNBC common
stock (53%), and $2,150 for Mr.
Goode's 2,150 shares of WELI common stock (53%).
Both Mr. Sanders and Mr.
Goode informed the Commission in
their petitions for transfer of control that the stations had not
proved a profitable investment and
that a need for cash prompted with-

drawal of a part of the investment.
Mr. Bulova, previously a minority
stockholder in both stations, now
owns 1250 shares (25%) common
and 400 shares (80%) of WNBC's
preferred
of WELI's
stock,
1250 stock,
shares and
common
(25%)
and 430 shares preferred (86%).
The new WELI stock setup is:
Harold A. Lafount, 1,000 shares
common (20%), 70 shares preferred (14%); Herman Stutz 50
shares common (1 % ) ; F. V. Goldstein, 50 shares common (1%).
Remaining WNBC stock setup
is: Patrick J. Goode, 50 shares
common (1 % ) ; Harold A. Lafount,
1,000 shares common (20%), 100
shares preferred (20%); Rosalyn
Ordman, 50 shares common (1%).

New

Engineering

Book

A "RADIO ENGINEERS' Handbook" [McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
New York, $6] is the most recent
work by Frederick Emmons Terman, Sc.D., professor of electrical
engineering and executive head,
Electrical Dept., Stanford U. Some
2,000 technical articles were reviewed in preparing the manuscript for this summarization of
the body of engineering knowledge
comprising the basis of radio and
electronics. The well documented
text makes further study on a
particular topic easier for the reader as practically all pertinent literature in English on that particular
topic is referred to, eliminating
needless thumbing through various
indexes.

'Victory Time' Renewed
LARGEST production of its kind
originating in Cleveland, Victory
Time, on WHK, has been renewed by
its sponsor, Thompson Products Inc.,
for another 13 weeks, according to
Lee Clegg. executive president of
Thompson Products. Victory Time is
a half-hour Tuesday evening program.

RADIO
Marines", premiere
new war ofsong"Bullfrogs
published and
by
Associated Music Publishers, will occur today on the Carnation Contented Hour on NBC. Written by
Clarissa L. Aiken and Dorothy Wayman, the song was inspired by the
huge
Islands.bullfrogs infesting the Solomon

ey're

BuV^HP

Radio Branch

Is Formed

By Hillman Periodicals
HILLMAN PERIODICALS Inc.,
New York, has set up a publicity
and radio relations department to
channel its story material on the
air, allowing for the first time radio dramatization of its material.
The firm is negotiating with stations and networks for programs
and regular radio series based on
features and characters appearing
in Hillman publications. Firm publishes 11 magazines in the comic,
romantic and mystery field.
Hillman's attitude towards radio
is that it is supplementary to and
does not compete with the magazine
field as a source of entertainment.
Publisher is entering into this cooperative venture with broadcasting, with a view to building postwar insurance for circulation
rather than to stimulate immediate
sales.
Richard H. Roffman, New York
newspaperman, heads the department with Kenneth Joy as advertising director. Publications include Real Romance, Real Story
and Real Confession, in the women's
group ; two comic books ; Sensation,
Real Detective and Crime Confession in the men's mystery category.
Radio Comics Formed
M. L. J. MAGAZINES Inc., New
York, publishers of comic books, is
entering the radio field with formation of Radio Comics Inc., a
production company handling radio and film versions of syndicated
comic-strip characters. Publishing
firm already has two network programs on the air — Archie Andrews
on the BLUE, and The Black-Hood
on Mutual. The first centers around
a teen-age youngster, and the second is a mystery with a policeman
as the central character. John L.
Goldwater, editor-in-chief of the
magazine
company, is president of
the radio group.
Instruments for Army

teccuue

*

IT'S PHILADELPHIA'S

IT'S PHILADELPHIA'S

MOST

BASEBALL

POWERFUL

IT'S PHILADELPHIA'S

990

STATION

INDEPENDENT

g£JJ

KILOCYCLES-CLEAR

SIGNAL

SPOT SALES INC. NATIONAL
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IN A CAMPAIGN to obtain musical instruments to be used at
Army camps throughout the United
States, WABC, CBS outlet in New
York, has been running a series of
announcements urging listeners to
mail in smaller instruments such as
ocarinas, harmonicas, ukeleles, etc.
Those wishing to give pianos,
harps, bass fiddles and such can
notify the station, which will collect them upon request. A similar
appeal on WMCA, New York, made
by Lilian Okun recently in Civilian
Defense News brought in a total of
51 pianos and half a dozen radios.
Also an assortment of chairs and
sofas with
the boys
explanation
thing for the
to sit in"somewhile
listening".
Cosmetic Placements
IRENE WIGTON Co., Hollywood
(leg cosmetics), new to radio, in
a 13-week campaign started July
26 is sponsoring participations in
programs on KFNF, Shenandoah,
la., and WDZ, Tuscola, 111. Firm
also is using daily five-minute
spots on KWJJ, Portland, and
KUJ, Walla Walla. Other stations
are being added. Clarence B.
Juneau Agencies, Los Angeles, has
the account.
• Broadcast
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59

FOR

95

COVERED

MILES

-

\

BUT

—

STATION

NO

CHICAGO

EVER

KALAMAZOO

OR

THE

COVERED

AREA!

DETROIT

GRAND

RADIO

RAPIDS-

Please note that word cover. It means a good deal to
both you and us. It means that the radio audience in
Western Michigan simply doesn't tune to broadcasts
that have to come through over 150 miles of bad
"fading" terrain. It means that WKZO has the Grand
Rapids-Kalamazoo area "sewed up". We like that word
"cover" !

The Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids Area is the home
of 1,483,509 belter than average consumers who
vastly prefer WKZO to any and every other radio
station, either "outside*' or "inside" the Area,
Write for "The Tale of Three Cities".

WKZO

has no distance or fading conditions to combat.

We broadcast to this section, from this section. We're
heard all the time — day and night. Naturally, we're the
favorite station hereabouts.
The Grand Rapids-Kalamazoo area is a million-plus
market . . . the second-richest market in Michigan. If
you want coverage here, you want WKZO!

covers all Western
WKZO

KALAMAZOO
5000

WATTS

Michigan, with studios in

and
•

GRAND
590 KC

RAPIDS
•

JOHN E. FETZER, President and General Manager
FREE

&

PETERS,

INC.,

EXCLUSIVE

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

^Absolutely! If you want to know his name, etc., drop us a line!
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SERVICE

certainly the FCC can authorize a broadcaster
to activate equipment already in hand, and
ready to go.
This most recent action has set many folks
in radio wondering all over again whether
something more than an application, duly and
properly executed, is necessary to get a grant.

.

Freeze

Leak

THAT PLAINTIVE wail heard the other day
from many of the country's broadcasters was
prompted by the FCC decision authorizing a
new 50,000-watt daytime station at Corpus
Christi, Tex., to Carr P. Collins, of Crazy
Water Crystals fame, and Baylor U. It has
the industry wondering whether the April 27,
1942 "freeze order" is a device simply to
annoint the favored or whether it was intended to speed the war effort by conserving
equipment and critical manpower.
We haven't heard of any lack of coverage
in the Texas-Louisiana area of the nature
that might cause our wartime officials to certify need for a new high-power station. That
was supposed to be the only basis upon which
new facilities would be granted. We are aware
of the contention that no critical material
will be entailed because the present Collins
border station, XEAW, at Reynosa, is to be
moved. But the freeze order covers critical
manpower, too, and we surmise that perhaps
a strand or two of copper wire, and a replacement part here or there will be needed in reassembling the 50,000-watt transmitter.
Moreover, it was made abundantly clear
that the reason the FCC wouldn't license new
stations, unless they were needed in the war
effort, was because of the appalling shortage
of technicians and personnel. In Mexico, the
Collins' station, under Mexican law, had to
employ a given percentage of Mexican nationals. At Corpus Christi it must draw upon
our depleted personnel resources.
Some Strange Aspects
There are many other curious aspects of the
grant. The presence of the two sons of Senator W. Lee O'Daniel as stockholders, for example, and the loan of half of the capital
($75,000) to Baylor by Mr. Collins, to be
paid back out of anticipated earnings of the
station. Then there's the question of placing
another 50,000-watt station on 1010 kc, a
Canadian I-A frequency.
But all that aside, there is one thing we
can't fathom. There are literally dozens of
applications pending before the FCC for modification of construction permits. Many of them
do not entail critical materials. We know of
several where all the equipment is in hand
and where the station technical personnel is
in position to make the installations. The only
result of action by the FCC would be to improve the service to listeners and expand
coverage.
Yet in these cases, the FCC has refused
to act on the ground that the spirit, if not
the letter of the April 27 "freeze" order
would be violated. There is the added contention, we hear, that if such grants are made,
they would encourage other broadcasters to
acquire equipment in one way or another, and
perhaps lead to something akin to "black
market" purchases.
That to us, is the bunk. If a 50,000-watt
station in Corpus Christi is justifiable in
these times, and under rather unique auspices,
Page 34
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RADIO FOLKS figured they had done a
reasonably respectable job in war advertising, with something like $100,000,000 in time and talent contributed during the last year. That turns out to be
only half enough. Radio, along with other
media, is called upon to double its
contribution in the new campaign
evolved by the War Advertising Council
in cooperation with OWI, as unveiled
a fortnight ago in an unprecedented
broadcast over NBC to media men, business executives, and agencies congregated at listening centers. After the inspirational talks of the nation's home
front battery of Nelson, Vinson, Marvin
Jones and Elmer Davis, buttressed by
the appeal of LaRoche for the Council,
it's a safe bet that the slogan, "A War
Message in Every Ad" will be put over,
and that advertising's contribution of
$250,000,000 last year, will be doubled
"as advertised".
The Real Job
DIGITS that dance from one advertising
medium to another can be utilized in all sorts
of ways by persons adept at the art of digit
manipulation. The art was successfully employed recently to reveal radio as a costly
medium that brings results far, far below
those brought by newspapers.
Charles B. Brown, NBC Director of Advertising & Promotion, has just done a job on a
recent bit of fancy figuring on behalf of newspapers (see page 11). The figures appeared in
an article in Editor & Publisher.
It's all part of the lively competition among
the various advertising media. The competition is healthy and nobody is going to suffer
any fatal injuries if a set of figures is variously
interpreted.
Fallacy behind much of the elastic reading
of data is the fact that no common set of
standards governs all media. Newspapers have
their circulation and readership figures; radio
has its percentage figures covering listening.
But they can't be reduced to a common denominator because radio's percentage figures
are based on individual programs, for the most
part. Thus an effort to take a 10% Hooper or
Crossley for a program and compare it with a
newspaper figure fails to take into account the
fact that the figure covers merely one small
unit of the day.
Newspapers are following radio's lead in
initiating promotion drives designed to sell
retailers on medium advantages. In radio's
case, the retail field has been neglected because most retail advertising men are spaceminded and broadcasters have been so busy
selling a comparatively new medium to the
nation that they have neglected this particular
field.
After the smoke clears, radio and newspapers alike should concentrate on a mutual
task — that of inducing advertisers to increase
their total appropriations. That being done,
then the bars are down and may the best man
win.

REED MEYERS

radio ,station
one Meyers
time
Reed
entitleswith
thanYEARS
more
EEN
FIFT
salesman and promotion expert, to the
honor graciously bestowed when WGN
held a luncheon for him July 16 at Chicago's
Kungsholm Restaurant. On that occasion, William A. McGuineas, sales manager, and Frank
P. Schreiber, station manager, presented
Meyers with an engrossed testimonial commemorating the $3,000,000 in sales which he
has chalked up during a decade and a half.
Almost slight, slim, alert, and occasionally
fiery, the 46-year-old Meyers was born in
South Bend, Ind., whence his family made
seasonal peregrinations over the U. S. and
Canada with Chautauqua, fair and circus
promotions. By the time the Meyers family
decided to make Chicago its home-base, around
1906, Reed's world was peopled with actors
and clowns, trainers and agents, musicians and
stagehands.
Whileschool
stillheattending
Hyde Park high
spent his Chicago's
evenings
as a box-office assistant in various "loop"
theaters and his summer vacations touring
Canada as an advance publicity agent for a
Chautauqua unit. After several seasons with
Redpath,motionReed
staff, butjoined
it wasRingling
throughBrothers'
his next projob
that he was to meet the future headliners of
radio. That was in the capacity of a booking
agent with Orpheum in Chicago, just prior to
World War I.
Meyers well recalls seeing Jack Benny, Phil
Baker, Bob Burns and others doing their routines in local theaters to mildly appreciative
audiences. Of these present-day radio stars,
Meyers says emphatically, "Only such training as they had, can groom talent for the
big time." And that brings him to the subject of the future of radio, which he says will
be hampered seriously unless radio institutes
an "open door" policy to encourage and stimulate talent. He contends that radio listeners
are weary of cut and dried formats and that
"programming itself must strive for greater
diversity
and applied
flexibility
Reed first
his to
flairentertain."
for entertaining
at the age of 20, when he was appointed director of the Liberty theater and of camp entertainments at Camp Grant, Rockford, 111., soon
after the U. S. entered the first woi-ld war,
and he served in a similar capacity at Camps
Sherman and Bowie in the South.
Following the war he turned to theater
management, motion picture sales and publicity, industrial films and talent booking. In
1927 Myers promoted one of the first known
instances of an authentic show given to further a business interest. This was a three-act
(Continued on page 36)
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RADIO
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SELL?

It's no dark secret that labor is 'tight' in Baltimore. It's a boom
town if you ever saw one. If you've ever walked down Baltimore
Street at high noon, you know you've seen one !
Can radio be used successfully to scrape the manpower barrel
*here? Can it 'sell' employment as it sells merchandise? Well, just
ask BALTIMORE CONTRACTORS who have found by experience that Station WITH can get them carpenters, maintenance
men and laborers.

0

{

How do they get 'em — by buying the station? No sir! Each time
BALTIMORE CONTRACTORS WIN A NEW WAR CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT two or three spots daily is all that
is necessary to produce the urgently needed manpower !
We mention this unique case of radio 'selling' because it is more corroborative evidence of this fact.
You, like the other national ' names' shown in the
border, can do a great job in Baltimore with WI TH.

WITH
— the

people's

voice

in —

BALTIMORE
ON THE AIR 24 HOURS

A DAY-SEVEN

DAYS A WEEK!

Tom Tinsley, President
Represented nationally by Headley-Reed
4&
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NOTES

PAUL HOLLISTER, vice-president
in chargemotionoffor advertising
sales York
proColumbia inandNew
City was recently the luncheon-conference guest of George Muscovies,
sales production manager for KNX
Los Angeles and the Columbia Pacific
Network ; Jack O'Mara, merchandise
manager ; Irvin Borders, sales promotion copy chief; and James Cantwell,
art director.
SOL J. PAUL, assistant advertising,
manager of Broadcasting, and Aileen
Phillips, formerly of the Chicago office
of Edward Petry & Co., were married
in New York Aug. 1.
WILLIAM E. FORBES, executive
assistant of CBS New York, has returned after several days conferences
with Hollywood officials.
NAT WOLFF, Hollywood deputy
chief of Radio Bureau, OWI, returns to his headquarters in early
August following 10-day Washington,
conferences on new operations setup.
PAT O'HALLERAN, commercial
manager of WLDS, Jacksonville, 111.,
has been rejected by the armed forces
because of an old injury sustained in
an automobile accident.
ALINE MOSBY, daughter of Art
Mosby, general manager of KGVO,
Missoula, Mont., and once a staff
member of KGVO, is now on the staff
of Time-Life-Fortune. She went to
New York in June as guest editor-inchief
moiselle.of the college issue of MadeKEN GIVEN, manager of WLBJ,
Bowling Green, Ky., is the father of
a girl. Mrs. Given, on leave from
her announcing duties, is expected to
return soon.

CLETE ROBERTS, former western
division news and special events director of BLUE Hollywood, having
been honorably discharged from the
Army Air Forces, has returned to the
network and is assigned to the thriceweeklyroom quarter-hour
BLUE NewsReview.
GEORGE VOLGER, assistant manager of NBC Radio Recording DiviHALE AND ACTIVE despite
his
sion, Hollywood, is father of a girl.
i1 1
78 years is Senator Authur Cap- HELEN PICKENS of the Pickens
per (R.-Kan.), owner of Capper Sisters, vocal group, has joined the
Publications, which include WIBW
program production department of
Topeka. The Senator had a big NBC
Hollywood. She replaces Jane
time at his 36th annual birthday Eldridge, transferred to sound effects.
picnic in Ripley Park, attended by WILLIAM SWEETS has resigned
some 15,000 children who were his from the production staff of NBC to
guests. Program director Maudie do freelance work.
Shrefner is at his side as he takes REGINALD STANBOROUGH, aspart in broadcast entertainment
sistant to Ray
Diaz inhasthe been
BLUE's
division,
inoriginating from the park band- announcing
ducted into the army.
stand.
J. A. McDONALD, legal counsel for
the NBC Central Division, Chicago,
is father of a girl.
JACK DOWNS, commercial manager of CKPR, Fort William, Ont.,
is father of a boy.
RALPH PARKER, general manager
of CKPR, Fort William, Ont., recently married Kathleen MaeDonald
of Fort William.
WILF DIPPIE, Montreal manager of
Radio turned
Representatives,
recently
refrom a tour of the
Maritime
Provinces with the Montreal ReperRevue
which
was tory
put Theatre's
on atTina Hat
number
of Royal
Canadian Air Force stations.
ERNEST do la OSSA, NBC personnel director, is father of a girl.
JIM BAILEY has been appointed to
the sales staff of WAGA Atlanta. He
has been at WSGN Birmingham.
ROBERT W. BUCKLEY, a former
field representative with the Ludlow
Typograph Co., Chicago, and previously in network sales with CBS New
York, has joined the CBS network
sales staff at WBBM, Chicago.

Our Respects to
(Continued from page 3-4)
musical comedy, sponsored by the
Gulf Coast Realty Co., which
played Chicago with an Equity
cast and then went on the road. A
movie-lecture following the freeadmission show lauded the real
estate for sale.

John McCarrens

Other instances of Meyers' enterprising nature are shown in his
association with the late Orlando
Marsh, inventor and pioneer in the
development of electrical recording
and its application to radio, and
his partnership with the late Harry
Spingold, pioneer producer, said to
be the organizer of the first radio
acting- school in the Midwest. With
Spingold, Meyers produced the first
dramatic hour out of Chicago, The
Spingold Players, in 1928. Other
"firsts" followed as Meyers developed his theory of "creative
selling," until today he has a sales
record rarely equalled in the radio business.
Married, Meyers lives on Chicago's north side, where he has a
perfect view of his favorite fishing
pond, Lake Michigan. Besides fishing, he plays a fair game of golf
and has an interest in several active oil wells, demonstrating his
own versatility in his hobbies.

After Attack by Editor
JOHN McCARRENS, 74, publisher of the Cleveland Plain Dealer
(WHK-WCLE) who was shot
three times by a former foreign
language editor and publisher,
Herbert L. Kobrak, on July 22
[Broadcasting, July 26] died in
a Cleveland hospital two days after the shooting. Five blood transfusions and removal of a bullet
from his abdomen failed to bring
recovery.
His assailant, Herbert L. Kobrak, who had repeatedly sought
Mr. McCarrens' support in establishing a foreign picture newspaper, committed suicide immediately
following the attack and died within an hour. The shooting occurred
in Mr. McCarrens' office after an
argument between Mr. McCarrens
and Mr. Kobrak. Mr. Kobrak left
notes which clearly showed he
had been planning the murder for
some time.
Mr. McCarrens was director and
twice president of the American
Newspaper Publishers Assn.
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Is Dead

Steingut May Run
IRWIN STEINGUT, a member of
the board of directors of WLIB,
Brooklyn, is being mentioned as a
candidate for the Democratic
nomination for lieutenant governor
of New York State, if an election
is held to fill the office. Mr. Steingut
had not indicated last week whether
he would accept the nomination.
Minority leader of the Assembly
since 1930, with the exception of
one year when he served as
Speaker, Mr. Steingut has represented the 18th Assembly District
of Brooklyn over a decade.
Schuss Promoted
NEW general manager at KEVR,
Seattle, is Al Schuss, known in radio as Alan Hale. Since 1928, Mr.
Schuss has been associated with
KJR, key station with the now extinct American Broadcasting Co.;
CBS, Chicago; WISN, Milwaukee,
and WJJD, Chicago, as account executive, producer, salesman and
idea man. This year he has been director of research-advertising at
KOMO-KJR, also broadcasting a
nightly sports roundup.
KPAS Sales Office
KPAS, Pasadena, has established
sales offices in the Wm. Fox Bldg.,
608 S. Hill St., Los Angeles. Telephone is Tucker 9159. John Akerman, commercial manager is in
charge. Howard Bell, program
manager of the station, is also account executive. Carl Saunders has
been elevated to chief announcer of
KPAS.
G-E Names Cordiner
RALPH J. CORDINER, who resigned in June as vice-chairman of
the War Production Board, has
been appointed assistant to the
president of General Electric Co.,
New York. Mr. Cordiner was formerly president of Schick Inc.,
Stamford, Conn., and prior to that
was manager of the appliance and
merchandise department of G-E.
BROADCASTING

WINX Staff Changes
ADDITIONS to the announcing
staff of WINX, Washington, are
Alan Burke and Howard Tinley,
from WITH and WCAO, Baltimore,
while Harold Gray is on a two
months' leave. The engineering
staff has been augmented by Harry
Katz, Henry Lee McNeace and John
W. Campbell. Gardner Francis, who
succeeded Howard Stanley as director of promotion and publicity
for WINX, is a former Baltimorean
and was at one time managing director of the Maryland State Chamber of Commerce.
GRACE WILCOX, former Hollywood
columnist, is now news editor and
commentator on KPRO, Riverside,
Cal. Franc
a former
Hollywood fanDillon,
magazinealsowriter,
is doing
publicity and writing commercials.
JACK rectorO'CONNOR,
promotional
diof WRBL, Columbus,
Ga., last
week returned home after an appendectomy, and is now doing a Musical
Clock remote from his apartment bedside.
ALLAN HUGHES, KOA Denver,
has been shifted from announcing to
sales promotion. Victor Roby, Jackson, Miss., replaces him.
SGT. WILLIAM GRISKEY from
KYW Philadelphia is writing, producingDivisional
and announcing
99th aired
Review
radio the
shows
from Camp Van Dorn over WSKB,
McComb, Miss. Sgt. Griskey serves as
entertainment director for the 99th
Division.
JOHN WILSON has been transferred
from the CBS shortwave production
and announcing staff to the post of
assistant director in CBS network
operations.
GEORGE PUTNAM, NBC newscaster, is praised in a recent issue of
The Signal Corps Message, official
publication of Fort Monmouth, N.
J., his
for delivery.
the simplicity and directness
of
ROBERT BODDEN, new to radio
except for dramatic work at WTMJ
and WEMP, Milwaukee, has joined
WKBH, La Crosse, Wis., as announcer.
SID SAUNDERS has left KMOX,
St. Louis, to join the Red Cross as
assistant recreational director.
BILL HEDGPETH, announcer, is
leaving WFNC, Fayetteville, N. C,
to join WDNC, Durham, N. C.
MICHAEL MARLOW, 16, has joined
WMRN, Marion, O., as announcer.
He WHK-WCLE,
previously didCleveland.
one-a-week turns
on
FRANK CARSON has joined the announcing staff of WSB Atlanta.
HOWARD PARENT has joined
KWIL Albany, Ore. as announceroperator.
BOB SHANNON, joins WTMJ and
W55M Milwaukee, as announcer. He
has been with WTAQ Green Bay and
WHBY Appleton.
ENSIGN WARD QUALL, USNR
(on leave nouncing
fromstaff of
the WGN
commercial
anChicago),
announced the play-by-play account
over WRNL Richmond, of a recent
exhibition game between the Norfolk
Naval Training Station nine and the
Boston Red Sox at Norfolk.
CHARLES E. LOGAN has resigned
as director of special events at CBS
Chicago, to join the Radio Outpost
Division of the OWI. Logan, a special correspondent for Transradio
Press before joining CBS in 1938,
has also had experience in the news
and radio field as publisher and producer.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Many men with a sound background
in radio are looking forward to television as the next great industry to
present outstanding opportunities.
For individuals with experience in
radio, the operation and ownership of
telecasting studios will open a whole
new field of opportunity.
Farnsworth was a pioneer in the
creation of electronic television . . .
and Farnsworth continues to lead in
developing both the technical and the

commercial possibilities of the new
science. Preparing the huge audience
and the future sponsors is the primary
job of all our advertising today.
Our current production goes 100%
into precision devices that serve as the
eyes and ears of our armed forces.
But when peace comes, we will be
ready and uniquely fitted to discuss
the whole subject of television transmission and maintenance, and equipment that will be the culmination of

FARNSWORTH

TELEVISION
BROADCASTING
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Advertising

more than 17 years of improvement
over our basic inventions.
Technically, television is ready.
Peace will free it to the world — with
boundless opportunities for those who
choose to grasp them.
Have you read the current Farnsworth
Television advertisement, appearing in
July The Atlantic, July 19th Time, July
24th The New Yorker, July 26th Life
and Newsweek?

• Farnsworth Television & Radio
Corporation, Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Manufacturers of Radio and Television Transmitters and Receivers;
Aircraft Radio Equipment; the Farnsworth Dissector Tube; the Capehart,
the Capehart-Panamuse, and the
Farnsworth Phonograph-Radios.
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JIM BARRY, formerly of WCSC,
Charleston, S. C, and WIOD, Miami,
Fla., has joined WPDQ, Jacksonville,
as announcer and producer.
WELDON ROBERT MARTIN is the
news editor of KGVO, Missoula,
Mont., replacing Hal Moon, resigned.
JOSEPH DERBYSHIRE, producer
of KYW, Philadelphia, and Alice
Regan, vocalist, are to be married
Aug. 2.
EDITH SHARPE has joined the continuity department of CKWX, Vancouver. couver, coming from CKMO, VanHAL PARKES, baseball newscaster
of KROW, Oakland, Cal., is doing a
twice-weekly by-lined sports column
for the local Post Inquirer.
BILL BOHACK has been promoted
to chief announcer of WPAT, Paterson, N. J.
NATE EGNOR, formerly with
WJPF, Herrin, and WSOY, Decatur,
111., has joined WLDS, Jacksonville,
111., as announcer-salesman.
'QUEENIE'
the
Loeford Adv.,Bogat
New formerly
York, haswithjoined
Davis-Lieber, New York publicity
firm, as assistant to Carl Post.
JOHN CAREY, CBS manager of
building operations, is father of a
baby boy.
LARRY SMITH, San Francisco commentator, has replaced Fleetwood
Lawton for six weeks on the latter's
four-weekly NBC quarter-hour commentary. Lawton, currently on tour
of war theatres abroad, returns to
series, sponsored by American Home
Products Corp., on Sept. 13.
ETHEL SHAPIRO, and Richard
Sterne, both new to radio, have joined
the music department, and the scriptcontinuity department respectively of
WLIB Brooklyn. Noretta Brown, of
the traffic department, is taking over
the duties of continuity director until
September, when Joan Sack, is expected to be recovered from an illness.
JOE York,
O'BRIEN,
WMCA
New
is the announcer
father of aofbaby
boy.
JOAN MEARS, traffic department of
CKPR, Fort William, Ont., has joined
the Women's
Cana-at
dian Air Force,Division,
and is Royal
stationed
Rockcliffe, near Ottawa. She is succeeded by Berna Gareau.
CAPT. FRED PAUL JOHNSTON
of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
Overseas Unit recently married in
London, England, leading airwoman
Jacqueline Mary Johnston of Altona,
Man. Capt. Johnston is now on duty
in the Mediterranean theatre.
W. J. McPHERSON of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. farm broadcasts
department, Toronto, is father of a
boy.
PETE de LIMA, news analyst of
KFI-KECA, Los Angeles, during six
week absence of Fleetwood Lawton,
has taken over the daily quarter-hour
commentary program sponsored by
McMahan Furniture Co. Lawton, now
in England, returns in early September.
IRVING ZIELINKA, chemical engineering student attending the NBCUCLA radio institute, has joined the
network's
announcer. Hollywood staff as junior
ART GREEN has shifted from
WMCA to WINS, New York, where
he continues to conduct his record program The Magic Carpet. Other new
announcers are Quentin Gulliver, of
WOV, New York, formerly of
WNAC, Boston; Ted Mallie, of
WPAT, Paterson ; and Steve Garrett,
of WBYN, Brooklyn. Sidney Schectman, news editor, has been inducted
into the Army.
DON KELLEY, sales promotion
manager of WLS, Chirig>, is the
father of a girl.
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CAUGHT BY CAMERA at
District meeting of the NAB
Rep. Brent Spence, (D-Ky)
Brown (R-Ky.) ; James D.

the recent luncheon in Cincinnati for the 7th
were (1 to r) : Neville Miller, NAB president;
; Nathan Lord, WAVE, who presided; Rep.
Shouse, vice-president of the Crosley Corp.

CBS Names Joan Lane
JOAN LANE, acting CBS trade
news editor for five months, has
been named trade news editor for
the network, according to George
Crandall, CBS director of the
press information department. Joining CBS in May, 1942, as a member of the magazine division of the
CBS publicity department, Miss
Lane was formerly assistant to
Ralph Gleason, CBS trade news
editor, prior to his resignation to
join the Overseas Branch of the
OWL Before joining CBS, Miss
Lane was a feature writer for
Young America magazine.
Crosley Staff Changes
JACK BELL, WLW announcer has
been transferred to WLW Promotions Inc., where he manages the
Boon County Jamboree units at
county fairs during fair season.
Filling his job on the production
staff is Bob Fuller, announcer, who
in turn is replaced by Bob Merryman, from WISH, Indianapolis,
where he was production manager
and on the sales staff. Joining the
Crosley continuity staff is David
A. Brown, from KCMO, Kansas
City, where he was continuity editor
and
rector.later promotion-publicity diKORN Changes
LUMIR URBAN has replaced
Jack Luther as general manager
of KORN, Fremont, Neb., while
Chester Dall has been appointed
KORN chief engineer, replacing
Bill Baldwin, now in the Army.
Other personnel additions include
Richard Coffey, news and special
events editor, H. S. Benedict, sales
promotion, and Paul Robinson, engineer.
Book Spots
KENMORE PUBLISHING Co.,
New York, last week started a
twice-weeklv five-minute program
on WOR, New York, to promote
Mathematics Made Simple. Radio
schedule may be expanded. Firm
has concluded an extensive spot
campaign on 100 stations for a test
book for servicemen. New agency
for Kenmore is Weiss & Geller,
New York.
ANN FORD, former CBS Chicago
publicity writer and later a reporter
on the Chicago Tribune, has joined
the foreign branch of the OWI in New
York. Her husband, Lieut, (j.g.)
Robert Doyle, now stationed at Quonset. R. I., was a continuity writer at
WGN, Chicago.

G-F Appropriates Funds
For Birdseye Spot, Net
FROSTED FOODS Sales Corp.,
New York, subsidiary of General
Foods, has appropriated $600,000
for a campaign to promote Birdseye ovenbaked beans, using some
spot radio in New England, as
well as extensive newspaper and
magazine schedules. Agency is
Young & Rubicam, New York.
Birdseye will sponsor a new
weekly half-hour network variety
show in fall if plans materialize.
Negotiations are under way with
MGM for permission to let Judy
Garland, vocalist-actress, head the
program. She would be supported
by a name orchestra and guest
talent. Deal is being worked on
by Young & Rubicam, New York
agency servicing the foods account.
T. O. Wiklund
T. O. WIKLUND, 34, supervisor of
actuality broadcasts for the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., died at
his Toronto residence July 25 after
a long illness. He had retired from
radio in April. Born in Peterborough, Ont., he was a druggist
by profession,
to bemusician.
an engineer, and was studied
a versatile
His first radio appearance was in
Syracuse, when as a member of a
dance orchestra he subbed for an
announcer who failed to show up
at an important meeting. He joined
CKTB, St. Catherines, Ont., as announcer in 1933, and went from
there to CKOC, Hamilton, Ont. In
1937 he joined the CBC as announcer, was appointed to the actuality broadcast staff in 1939, did
actuality broadcasts for the tour
of King
Elizabeth to George
Canada and
and Queen
the United
States. He is survived by his widow,
the former Helen Gray who was on
the staff of CKOC and whom he
married in June 1935.
Morris Survives Sinking
CHICK MORRIS, former director
of news and special events of WBZ,
Boston, and now a lieutenant in
the orsNavy,
of the was
USS among
Helena the
whensurvivthat
vessel was sunk in the first battle
of
cific.Kula Gulf in the Southwest PaRALPH WENTWORTH, field representative of Broadcast Music Inc.,
left Newtended tripYork
Julythe26West,
for toan visit
exthrough
BMI member stations in Omaha,
Denver, Salt Lake City, Los Angeles,
San Francisco,
Portland, Seattle, Taooma
and Spokane.
BROADCASTING

CANADIAN POWER
INCREASE TABLED
POWER INCREASES for all
Canadian broadcasting stations,
safeguarding of Canadian channel
rights under the Havana Treaty
and a fair exercise of control over
private broadcasting stations by
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
recommended by the Parliamentary
Committee on Radio Broadcasting,
were tabled July 22 by chairman
Dr. J. J. McCann in the House
of Commons at Ottawa.
The Committee also recommended more colorful and realistic news
broadcasts and commentaries, the
strengthening of the CBC Board
by appointing
persons selected
because of outstanding
ability and
genuine interest, and the continuation of forum type broadcasts.
The isting
report
referred between
to "the the
exgood relations
CBC and the privately-owned stations" and pointed that the private stations function usefully.
New Arrangers Scale
PLAN FOR INCREASING wage
scale of arrangers and copyists emby Newagreed
York to
music
publishers hasployedbeen
by the
New
York local of American Federation
of Musicians (802) and Music Publishers Protective Assn., the union
reported last week, with the contracts now being prepared for signature. A compromise from the
15% demands of the union, the new
plan calls for an immediate increase of 10% to become effective
with the expiration of present contracts in September. An additional
increase of 5% to be given at the
end of a year. Plan also provides
that if the Little Steel formula limiting wage increases should be discarded, the union can call for negotiations for further increases in
scale.
Kate Smith Disc Repeat
KATE SMITH'S daytime program,
heretofore heard live on CBS, will
be transcribed and aired at a later
time by eight CBS outlets. General
Foods, the sponsor, granted permission for the delayed broadcast after it was found that certain stations included in the recent expansion of the series to the full network could not fit the program into
the noon period. Agency is Young
& Rubicam, New York.
Condiment Series
C. MATTELAGE SALES, New
York, through its new aerency St.
George & Keyes, New York, will
promote You- A 11 French Salad
Dressing on WOR, New York, usPreing
fers forparticipations
30 weeks. on Pegeen
Ten Years for Jack
TEN YEARS of broadcasting were
completed
Jack30 Armstrong
gram with bythetheJuly
episode on prothe
BLUE. The General Mills serial presented its 2,220th script on that date.
The series has had three writers —
Talbot Mundy, novelist who wrote
the scripts until his death in 1940;
Colonel Paschal Strong, Army engineer, who resigned recently to give
fulltime to war duties, and Irving J.
Crump, editor of Boys' Life, Boy
Scout publication,
writing
the shows. who is currently
• Broadcast
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AUDIENCE

# In Metropolitan Cleveland alone WTAM has
39% of the daytime audience and 49% of the
evening audience as against 25% and 26.2% for
the next station. In Akron, Youngstown, Canton,

Provisions

Cited

In
Labor
Union's
Discsof
LABOR
UNION
sponsorship
transcriptions at commercial rates
has prompted the NAB Code Compliance Committee to issue a statement classifying such broadcasts
as controversial and therefore subject to the code provisions on controversial public issues. These provisions call for the allotment of
free time to the opposing sides or
opportunity for debate on forum
programs which may be sponsored.
The transcriptions involved are
those of the United Automobile
Workers and the CIO, which are
part of a drive announced by the
organizations for the purpose of
cultivating opinion favorable to
union aims, in Congress and among
the public.
In the NAB bulletin, dated July
23, Willard D. Egolf, assistant to
the president and acting secretary
to the Code Compliance Committee,
wrote as follows:
Manifestly any movement to influence public opinion on the subject of
the actions
of Congresswith
is not
"broadcasts in connection
a political
campaign in behalf of or against the
candidacy of a legally qualified candidate for nomination or election to
public office or in behalf of or against
a public proposal which is subject to
ballot." Therefore broadcasts of this
nature should not be classed as political under the Code, nor should they
be presented on paid time.
Station management should accept
the responsibility of considering this
matter as a controversial issue and
allot time to both sides or schedule it
on a public forum broadcast, if consistent with the public interest.
Tiny Tube Study
DR. L. GRANT HECTOR has
been appointed production consultant on miniature tubes in the Radio & Radar Division of the WPB
to increase production and improve quality of these receiving
tubes through coordinated efforts
of manufacturers, it was announced last week by Ray C. Ellis,
director of the Division. Dr. Hector was formerlv chief engineer of
the National Union Radio Engineering Co., Newark. Dr. Hector
has asked manufacturers to study
particular problems.
PULTON LEWIS jr., returns to MBS
Aug. 2 after a two-week vacation on
his Maryland farm. Ray Henle,
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Washington
correspondent, substituted during his
absence.

Massillon and other cities of WTAM's Primary
Area the preference is even greater and in the
rural areas, overwhelming. Yet the cost of WTAM
is only $.000073 per family.
* Hooper I ndex, March-April 1943
ine

In KANSAS
CLEVELAND
NBC Network 50,000 Watts • Owned and Operated by NBC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES OFFICES
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CONTROL
ROOM
DANIEL M. BOONE, technician of
KFOX, ported Long
for Army Beach,
duty. Cal., has reCHARLES STOCKDALE, KDTL
Salt Lake City, has been placed in
charge of engineers.
HARVEY
VOSS, KMOX, St. Louis,
Army.
engineer, has been inducted into the
BILL MOATS, WSB Atlanta, control room operator, is father of a boy.
RAY RODGERS, master control engineer of WFIL, Philadelphia, has been
commissioned
Marine
Corps. a warrant officer in the
NORMAN ALSETH and Robert Kulz
have joined the technical staff of
WTMJ-W55FM, Milwaukee.
Walter V. Russ
WALTER V. RUSS, manager of
the marine division of the Mackay
Radio & Telegraph Co., died July
26 at his home in Lynbrook, N. Y.
Mr. Russ was an assistant radio
inspector some years ago for the
Dept. of Commerce, at the time
serving as radio regulatory agency.
He joined the Mackay organization, an affiliate of the International Telephone & Telegraph
Corp., in 1935, becoming manager
of the marine division two years
ago. G-E Names Gillen
W. B. GILLEN has been appointed
manager of manufacturing of the
tube division of General Electric
Electronics Dept. and will be responsible for all GE
tube production at Buffalo,
Cleveland,
Lynn
and Schenectady, it was announced
last week by Dr. W. R. G. Baker,
vice-president
in charge of Electronics.
'Electronics at Work'
WESTINGHOUSE E. & M. Co.,
"Elecis usingfor the
Pittsburgh,
tronics at Work"
an title
educational
motion picture recently released and
also for a new 44-page booklet. The
movie explains the six basic functions
of electronic tubes and shows how each
type of tube is used in some of the
latest industrial and military applications. Illustrated and described in the
new booklet are the electronic applicahome. tions in industry, in war and in the

M
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■
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K49KC
K. C.'s Pioneer Commercial FREQUENCY MODULATION STATION
Ouotec/ and O/oe/iaZOc/ 6y
COMMERCIAL
RADIO EQUIPMENT COMPANY
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Casting
• Sylvania Radio Tube precision begins with the tool- and diemaker. A
graduate from our own apprentice
school, he magnifies the pattern of precision on his drill press 10 times by
means of high-power spectacles.
All dies and machine tool heads for
the production of Sylvania Radio Tube
parts are made by specialist-toolmakers
in our own tool shop.
The training of experts for this private shop -to service exclusive machines and tools designed by our engineers-is our best guarantee of the

RADIO \ DIVISION

the

die of Precision

continuity of Sylvania precision quality.

And anyone who holds a Sylvania franchise knows, from experience, that specialization also means good business.

From the toolmaker who patterns precision tothe inspector who
okehs a radio tube for shipIT PAYS TO SELL SYLVANIA
ment - the same painstaking care of the specialist
goes into every step of production.
This step-by-step specialization produces radio
tubes of the highest
quality. It is the reason why
you can sell Sylvania Radio
Tubes with confidence.

SYLVANIA

ELECTRIC

Receiving Tubes
Regular Style

Receiving Lock-in
Tubes
Sylvania

PRODUCTS

INC.

Emporium, Pa.
Incandescent Lamps, Fluorescent Lamps, Fixtures and Accessories, Radio Tubes, Electronic Devices

Fruit Account

Not Open,

No Replacement of Show
NO IMMEDIATE replacement for
Today at the Duncans, Sunkist
thrice-weekly serial terminated in
July, has been contemplated, according to an announcement by
Russell Z. Eller, advertising manager of the California Fruit Growers Exchange.
Reports have been circulating
from time to time that the Sunkist
account was "wide open", according to Mr. Eller, who confirmed
that the show is not going to be replaced at present and that the account is not open [Broadcasting,
July 26]. Agency is Foote, Cone &
Belding, Los Angeles.

Gracie Fields Pickups
ARRANGEMENTS have been
made for pickups of Gracie Fields
from Army camps and factories
in England this summer for broadcasting by MBS, Miller McClintock, Mutual president, announced
last Tuesday at a farewell cocktail party for Miss Fields. She is
to broadcast on the network when
she returns to this country in the
fall. Series, sponsored by American Cigarette & Cigar Co., New
York, for Pall Mall cigarettes, has
been heard on the BLUE. Agency
is Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York.
Summer programs, picked up
whenever feasible but on no fixed
schedule, will be sustaining.

MM

MM
MAGIC

is their

word

I
for

it

We damn well know it won't win the war . . . but if your boy
is in there pitching it's encouraging to know the Hits of
Broadway and Main Street are delivered right to his foxhole.
How? With Presto Recordings and Playbacks. Whether
he's with MacArthur, Eisenhower, Spaatz, or training on
home grounds, Presto Equipment is bringing him the latest
from Home— music, news, songs, entertainment . . . recorded
while "live" and rebroadcast to him between battles. That
goes for the Navy, too !
And when Presto Recordings and Playbacks are not dishing
out the "jive" they're drilling in the facts of fighting— training troops, broadcasting orders, recording operational data,
and a lot of other things we won't talk about.

Job Co-Op Series
BEARING out the trend among
war industries to use radio to recruit much needed workers [Broadcasting, June 21, p. 20], five war
plants and a laundrv in New Jersey are participating: in a sixweekly program on WPAT, Paterson, combining news of job opportunities with news flashes and
music. Program acquired three
sponsors only a few days after it
started, and recently expanded to
three-quarters of an hour to accommodate participations.
Seydel to Test
SEYDEL CHEMICAL Co., Jersey City, manufacturers of Subenon, a proprietary medicine for
arthritis, will test on WMCA, New
York, starting in September. Firm
will use 17 announcements weekly
for 13 weeks. Agency is Victor
Van der Linde Inc., New York.
WLAW
Lawrenc*, Matt,
5000 Watts
680 KG
C B S.

"Magic!" is the word the boys have for it. But to you it's
just plain Presto ! . . . trade name of all that's finest and best
in Sound Recording.

In Olher Cities, Phone . . . ATLANTA, Jack. 4372 ' BOSTON, Bel. 4510
CHICAGO, Hot. 4240 . CLEVELAND, Me. 1565 • DALLAS, 37093 • DENVER,
PRESTO
Ch.4277 . DETROIT, Univ. 1-01 80 • HOLLYWOOD, Hil. 9133 • KANSAS
CITT, Vic. 4631 • MINNEAPOLIS, Atlantic 4216 • MONTREAL, Mar. 6368
RECORDING CORP. TORONTO,
• PHILADELPHIA,
Penny.♦ 0542
• ROCHESTER,
Cul.
5548 Hud.
• 0333
SAN FRANCISCO,
Su. 8854
SEATTLE,
Sen. 2560
242WEST55thST.N.Y.
WASHINGTON, D. C, Shep. 4003— Dili. 1640
World's Largest Manufacturers ol Instantaneous Sound Recording, Equipment and Discs
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WLAW
THE
CAPITAL
OF
NEW
7TH STATE
ENGLAND'S
Mat. Reps., The Kafz Agency
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KDKA,
Pittsburgh,
its second
Bond- .
wagon on
the trailhasforput its
annual trek around the countryside
to sell war bonds. First stop of the
1943 itinerary was in Monessen, Pa.
Station Manager Joseph E. Baudino
guides the Bondwagon on its tour.
The Saturday night programs devoted
to the cash sales (no pledges) of War
Bonds will continue until the end of
October.
WFIL, Philadelphia, has acquired the
special AP radio news wire through
Press Assn.
WIOD, Miami, came to the rescue of
patients of the American Air Forces
regional station hospital, Coral Gables,
Fla., with a plea on the Sinning Keyhoard program which produced 38
radio sets for the radio-hungry boys.
WPAT, Paterson, N. J., will move
from its present headquarters at 115
Ellison St., Paterson, to larger offices
and studios at Church and Broadway
Sts., about Sent. 1. Building will be
known as the WPAT Bldg.
STUDIO AUDIENCE contributed
over 5,000 records to the armed forces
for admission to a broadcast of John
Gambling's
New
York. musical program on WOR.
SIX CANADIAN stations have signed
for The Funny Money Man script series produced by Allen A. Funt. New
York. They are WS.TS WJHL
WEBC WJDX CKLC CKWX.
WSAI Cincinnati donated time for
play-by-play broadcast of a baseball
game in Cincinnati July 28, receipts
of which went to the Red Cross and
charitable organizations. Game was
between a picked team of major league
players from the Boston Braves and
Cincinnati Reds, and the Great Lakes
Naval team.
Hon. Ted Fisher
Ruthrauff & Ryan
New York City
Dear Ted:

There are a
lot of Victory
gardeners
who
haven't the
time, patience,
equipment toor
knowledge
do
their ownso
canning
here's what
we're
doing.
Located as we
are in the
torium in the
largest auditurning it into
state. we're
a canning center intioncooperawithfarm
the
County
agent.
If
you
want canning
instruction o r
help with a
ning problem,
particular
canyou
can
come
to
WCHS
get it free. andIf
you
to
bedon't
bothered
canning
atwant
all,
just bring
your
produce
to
we'llWCHS
can itand
for
couple
you for ofa
cents a quart
lieve you of all the fussandandthus
bother.
reHow's that for public service? Ever
Ted!
hear of anything like it? Come on down,
Regards
Yrs.
ALGY
WCHS
Chorlesron, W. VA.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Mobile communications units assembled by Hallicrafters are helping to win the battle of communications on every fighting front.
They are built to endure the rigors of modern warfare . . . The
consistent performance of SCR-299 has been highly praised by
leading members of our armed forces for its adaptability in meeting
all the requirements of combat duty ... A phrase best describing
the SCR-299 was given when a leading military authority said,
"It is to communications what the jeep is to transportation."
hallicrafters
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

THE WORLD'S LARGEST
EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF SHORT WAVE COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

t

Voice

Communication

Equipment

Everywhere that the global warfare uses voice communication
UNIVERSAL products play a relatively important part. Meeting
every U. S. Army Signal Corps
Laboratory test, microphones,
as well as plugs, jacks, switches,
and cords must pass rigid tests
for ruggedness and durability,
and are therefore the highest in
perfection from a mechanical
and engineering standpoint.
Now available to prime and
subcontractors for earliest possible deliveries.

UNIVERSAL

MICROPHONE

INGLEWOOD,

CO.

LTD.

CALIFORNIA

FOREIGN DIVISION, 301 CLAY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIFORNIA
CANADIAN DIVISION, 560 KING STREET W., TORONTO 2, ONTARIO, CANADA
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HARRY duction
R. director
WHITE,
of Leo associate
Burnett proCo.,
Chicago, and before that production
manager of H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago, has joined Grant Adv., Chicago,
as production manager.
ANNE PILLION, former copywriter
of John Barrows Co., Denver, and before that with McCann-Erickson, Denver, has joined the
copy staff of McCann-Erickson,
Chicago.
KARL KAUFMANN, former merchandising service representative of This
Week magazine, Detroit, and previously
sales Co.,
promotion
ment inof the
Kellogg
Battle departCreek,
has joined the food products merchandising department of McCann-Erickson, Minneapolis.
RICHARD T. NET, recently with the
industrial division of RCA-Victor, and
once with N. W. Ayer Agency, is now
with Lawrence I. Lverling Adv. Agency, Philadelphia,
as division.
head of the industrial advertising
SAUL BETENS has resumed duties
as president of Betens Adv., New York,
after a leave. Agency has moved from
522 Fifth Ave., to 18 East 41st St.
WILLIAM McHALE, formerly with
Buchanan & Co. copy department
has joined Kayton-Spiero Co., New
York, as copy chief, a new position.
CARL STANTON has joined Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago. Formerly radio director for Lord &
Thomas and Foote, Cone & Belding,
Stanton will coordinate Blackett-Sample-Hummert's
cago and on theradio
West activities
Coast. in ChiCARROLL
radio director ofNEWTON,
BBDO, Newassociate
York, has
left the agency to join the army. His
duties of the BBDO radio department
will be absorbed by Arthur Pryor,
radio director, as well as by the agency's radio planning board, under the
direction of Fred Manchee, vicepresident of BBDO.
DOUGLAS CHANDLER, stage and
radio actor for 20 years, has been
named head of the script department
of Erwin, Wasey Co., N. Y. Mr.
Chandler, who joined the agency a
month ago, replaces Latham Ovens,
who has resigned to do free-lance
work.
McCANN - ERICKSON Inc., New
York, announced last week that effective Aug. 1, Carl B. Robbins would
become executive vice-president of the
agency.
former
Californian Mr.
and Robbins,
professora at
Stanford,
started business as an economist for
the Spreckels Sugar Co. Later he becamefornia
firstandvice-president
of the
CaliHawaiian Sugar
Refining
Co., president of Commodity Credit
Corp., Tobacco
and president
of the AxtonFisher
Co.
RALPH S. ECOFF, former production manager and account executive of
the Oswald Adv. Agency, Philadelphia,
is serving with the armed forces, stationed at Camp Edwards, Mass.
BRESNICK & SOLOMONT, Adv.,
will occupy new offices in the Union
Savings Bank Bldg., 216 Tremont St.,
Boston.ments Art
andexpanded.
production departare being
MRS. L. E. CARSON, head of the
women's division of Federal Adv.,
New York, has been elected a vice1FRANK
resident. HARTING has left General
Motors, where he did public relations
work, thurto Kudner
take Inc.,
a similar
post at ArNew York.
FLORENCE
TEETS,
former
ial assistant of
Columbia
U. editorPress,
who joined the public relations staff
of N. W. Ayer & Sons, last year, has
been promoted
to the creative department of that division.
BROADCASTING

FRANK DENNIS, radio department
of Walsh Adv. Co., Toronto, and former radio director
of RichardsonMacDonald
Adv. Service,
Toronto,
has been inducted into the Army.
JAMES WEST, assistant to William
M. Ramsey, radio director of Procter
& Gamble
Co., Cincinnati,
resigned to manage
Hollywoodhasoffices
of Blaekett-Sample-Hummert now being established. Phil Bowman, radio
executive
agency, after
eral weeksof inthat
Hollywood,
leavessev-in
early August.
DIANA BOURBON, recently appointed radio director of A & S
Lyons Inc., Beverly Hills, Cal., talent
service, has joined the overseas radio tered
division
of OWI, to be headquarin London.
YOUNG & RUBICAM has increased
its Hollywood radio production staff
and taken additional offices at 6253
Hollywood Blvd. Tony Hardt, having
been rejected for Army service, has
returned to the staff as producer.
EDWARD C. STODEL, who formerly headed his own Los Angeles agency, has tioned
joined
the Island,
Marines S.andC. isUpon
staat Parris
completion of training he will be a
combat correspondent.
AVAILABLE
SAN

IN

FRANCISCO

1215 RM. NEWS

FOLLOWING

MORTON

DOWNEY

This six-days-a-week KGO
news period is the only
noontime news available on
a network station in the San
Francisco-Oakland

area.

Established six months, it
follows the popular CocaCola Morton Downey show.
See your Blue Spot Representative or wire us direct
for details.

KGO
SAH FRANCISCO • DAKLAHD
810 K.C.
7500 WATTS
Blue Network
Company,
Inc.
*
*
*
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BMI

Scripts

Sell

Radio

"According

To

Time

The

. . . a fast, crisp, interest -compelling
clicking cash

Here's

Proof

registers for stations

.

.

Record"

5 Minute

Script is

across the country

.

"Here's one for the record . . . the script was received Saturday afternoon and sold to the Adams
Baking Company on Monday afternoon. That's action. We've heen trying to sell that particular
account for over three years. It took only ten minutes to sell them ACCORDING TO THE RECORD."
Paul Wagner, Manager
WPAY, Portsmouth, Ohio
"We have sold your five minute script to Frankel's Department Store starting July 1st."
John L. Henry, Commercial Manager
WSAZ, Huntington, W . Va.
"I have received your ACCORDING TO THE RECORD
will probably have it sold before the week is out."

THIS

SERIES

UNITS)

IS BUT

THAT

ARE

ONE

program and I think it's pretty swell. We
Edward C. Ohrist, Program Manager
WFIL, Philadelphia, Pa.

OF 20 A WEEK

BEING

USED

BY

(55 PROGRAM
BMI

LICENSEES

The scripts (5, 10, 15 and 30 minutes in length)

ready to go on the air. In these days of manthey have been eagerly welshortages
power
your
be found in
that is to*
music
employ
.
. BMI
..
i.i
j
corned by
stations of all sizes. If you are not
transcription library or on phonograph records.
,
:
.
„
, scripts
. J that
,
completely informed,on the
are
Many stations use the scripts with live music.
avaiiabie to you as a BMI licensee you may
They are all carefully timed and come to you
get full information from us by return mail.

Address

inquiries to

RUSSELL
Director BMI

Continuity

BROADCAST
580

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast

FIFTH AVENUE

Advertising

SANJEK
Department

MUSIC,
•

NEW

INC

YORK
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
ne — newt programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WLS, Chicago
Rexsa Research
(Fly-Tox).
weekly, 5 Corp.,
weeks, Toledo
thru Miller
Agency5
Co., Toledo.
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111.
(hybrid corn), 3 sa weekly, 26 weeks,
thru E. H. Brown Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Spiegel Inc.. Chicago (mail order), 11 sa,
thru J. L. Stewart Agency, Chicago.
Linco Products Dist. Co., Chicago (disinfectant), 5 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago.
Pfister Associated Growers. El Paso, 111.
(hybrid corn), 3 sp weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Kenenth B. Butler & Associates,
Mendota, 111.
Pinex Co.. Fort Wayne, Ind. (cough
syrup), 11 sa and 3 sp weekly, 5 months,
thru Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
Chris Hansen Labs., Little Falls, N. Y.
(Junket), 5 sa weekly, 8 weeks, thru
Mitchell-Faust Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Oelwein Chemical Co., Oelwein, la. (poultry remedies), 3 sa weekly, 34 weeks,
thru Cary-Ainsworth, Des Moines.
Michael-Leonard Co, S;oux City (hybrid
corn), 3 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Allen & Reynolds, Omaha.
WIND, Chicago
K. Arkelian Inc., Long Island City (Mission
Bell Wines), 6 sp weekly, 52 weeks,
thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago
R. B. Clothing Co., Chicago, 6 sp weekly,
13 weeks, direct.
Harris Homes, Chicago (subdivision), 6
sp weekly, 13 weeks, direct.
American Aircraft Institute, Chicago, 1
sp weekly, 8 weeks, thru Roche, Williams
& Cunnyngham, Chicago.
Crowe Name Plate & Mfg. Co , Chicago,
1 sp, direct.
Evans Fur Co., Chicago, 30 sa weekly,
6cago.
weeks, thru State Adv. Agency, ChiHousehold Finance Co., Chicago, 5 sa
weekly, 13 weeks, thru BBDO, Chicago.
Chicago Electric Fan Co., Chicago (repairs), 6 so weekly, direct.
Gary ly,Railways
4 weeks, Co.,
direct.Gary, Ind., 3 sa weekRKO Radio Pictures, Chicago ('Bombardier'), 23 sa, direct.
KNX, Hollywood
Scnrlder
Food
Cal. (potato Pro-lucts,
chips), 3 Monterey
sa weekly,Park,13
weeks,
thru
Brisacher,
Davis
& Van Norden, Los Angeles.
Hy-Xrous Corp., Los Angeles (fertilizer),
3 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Brisacher,
Davis & Van Norden, Los Angeles.
Adohr Milk Farms, Los Angeles, weekly
sp, 52 weeks, thru Little & Co., Los Angeles.
WMAQ, Chicago
Kroger Grocery & Baking Co., Cincinnati,
10 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru Ralph H.
Jones Co., Cincinnati.
Illinois Bell Telephone Co., New York,
76 sa, thru N. W. Ayer, N. Y.
Esquire Inc., Chicago (Coronet), 14 ta,
thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
KECA, Los Angeles
Red-ee Foods Inc., Los Angeles (Cinch
cake mix ) , 3 so weekly, 4 weeks, thru
Elwood J. Robinson Adv., Los Angeles.
Federal Life & Casualty Co., Beverly Hills,
Cal. (insurance), weekly ne, 13 weeks,
thru Donald A. Rose, Beverly Hills, Cal.
WOR, New York
Barbasol Co., Indianapolis (shaving cream).
weekly ne, 51 weeks, thru Erwin, Wasey
& Co., N. Y.
Zonite Products Corp., New York (Forhans
Toothpaste), 2 ne weekly, 51 weeks, thru
Erwin, Wasey & Co.. N. Y.
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KHJ, Hollywood
Langendorf United Bakeries, San Fran(bread) San
4 ta Francisco.
weekly, thru Ruthrauff &ciscoRyan,
Scudder Food Products Inc., Monterey
Park, Cal. (food products), 22 so, 4
weeks, thru Brisacher, Davis & Van
Norden, Los Angeles.
National Lead Co., San Francisco (Dutch
Boy paints), 4 ta weekly, 4 weeks, thru
Erwin Wasey & Co., San Francisco.
Rainier Brewing Co,, San Francisco
(beer), 3chanan sa& Co.,weekly,
8 weeks, thru BuLos Angeles.
Pierce's Proprietaries, Buffalo (proprie,6 ta N.
weekly,
Jones tary)Co.,
Y. 27 weeks, thru Duane
Jacob Ruppert Brewery, New York, ta, 3
weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
General Foods Corp., New York (GrapeNuts Flakes), ta, 13 weeks, thru Young
& Rubicam, N. Y.
Consolidated Royal Chemical Corp.. Chicago (Krank's Shave Kreem) . 6 sa
weekly,
13 weeks
hoff
& Co.,
Chicago.thru Arthur MeyerNedick's Stores, New York (restaurants),
so, 26 weeks, thru Weiss & Geller, N. Y.
I. J. Fox, New York (furs), 7 ta weekly,
37 weeks, thru Lew Kashuk Adv.. N. Y.
United Artists Corp., New York ("VicThrough
Air Power"),
Foote, tory
Cone
& Belding,
N. Y. so, thru
WHO, Des Moines
National Biscuit Co., New York (Shreddies),
N. Y. 36 to, thru Federal Adv. Agency,
Omar Inc., Omaha (flour), 117 t, thru
MacFarland, Aveyard & Co., Chicago.
Quaker Oats Co.,
seed im-&
provement), 2Chicago
6 so, thru(oat
Sherman
Marquette, Chicago.
Thompson Hybrid Corn Co., Belmond, la.,
13 ne, thru Cary-Ainsworth, Des Moines.
Ralio Print Shop. Los Angeles (personalized
t weekly,
west stationery).
Radio Adv. 3Co.,
Seattle. thru NorthChicago Herald American (special issue),
3 so, thru Bozell & Jacobs, Chicago.
Crows Hybrid Corn Co., Milford, 111., 3 sp
weeky, thru Critchfield & Co.. Chicago.
KMPC, Beverly Hills
B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron (tires), 26 so,
20 sp, 2 weeks, placed direct
Payne Furnace & Supply Co., Beverly
Hills, Cal. (repairs), 52 so, 4 weeks,
thru Knollin Aav., Los Angeles.
Western Federal Savings & Loan Assn.,
Los Angeles (investments), 14 ne weekly,
2 weeks, thru Elwood J. Robinson Adv.,
Los Angeles.
Eagle Pencil Co., New York (pencils),
6Guenther
t weekly,Law,
12 weeks,
N. Y. thru Albert Frank-

WFIL, Philadelphia
Carter Products, New York (pills), 3 t
weekly,
N.
Y. for 52 weeks, thru Ted Bates,
Griffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (shoe polish),
4ham,
so weekly,
weeks, N.thruY. BermingCastlemanfor &52Pierce,
National Biscuit Co., New York (Premium
crackers), 12 sa weekly, for 13 weeks,
thru McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
Garden State Racing Assn., Pennsauken.
N. J. (horse racing), 3 sp weekly, for 10
weeks, thru Al Paul Lefton & Co., Philadelphia.
Morris Plan Bank of Philadelphia, Philadelphia (home loans), 6 sp weekly, for
52 weeks, thru Philip Klein, Philadelphia.
Coronet Magazine, Chicago, 1 ta weekly, for
52 weeks, thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
KQW, San Francisco
Procter & Gamble, New York (Drene), 2
so weekly, 52 weeks, thru Compton Adv.
Co., N. Y. United Bakeries. San FranLangendorf
ciscobread
(
) . 9 so weekly, 52 weeks,
thru Ruthrauff & Ryan. San Francisco.
Petri Wine Co., San Francisco (wine),
7 so weekly, 13 weeks, thru Erwin,
Wasey & Co., San Francisco.
Shasta Water Co., San Francisco (Shasta
water) . 2 ne weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Brisacher.
Francisco. Davis & Van Norden. San
Acme Breweries, San Francisco (beer) , 3
ne weekly, 13 weeks, thru Brisacher,
Davis & Van Norden, San Francisco.
BC Remedy Co., Durham, N. C, (headache powders ) . 1 ta weekly, indefinite
period,
Durham, thru
N. C. Harvey Massengale Co.,
WEAF, New York
Griffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (shoe polishes) ,
2 ne, 3 so weekly, 52 weeks, thru Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce, N. Y.
RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, N. J., 160 to,
thru Ruthrauff & Ryan. N. Y.
S. A. Schonbrunn & Co., New York (Savarin Coffee) , 50 ta, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, N. Y.
N. Y. Telephone
tional), 65 to, Co.,
thru New
BBDO.YorkN. (instituY.
United Artists Corp., New York ('Victory
Through
Air &Power'),
thru
Foote, Cone
Belding,5 so
N. weekly,
Y.
KHJ, Hollywood
Coast Federal Savings & Loan Assn., Los
Angeles (investments), weekly sp, 13
weeks,
Angeles. thru Robert F. Dennis Inc., Los
WJZ, New York
Piel Bros., Brooklyn (beer), 5 sp weekly,
thru Sherman K. EUis & Co., N. Y.
Harmon Watch Co., New York, 5 ne weekly, thru Moss Associates, N. Y.

BROADCASTING

All-Star Game
ALL-STAR baseball game, sponsored by Gillette Safety Razor
Corp., workBoston,
the fulla rating
CBS netJuly 13, on
received
of
17.9 by the Cooperative Analysis
of Broadcasting, according to a report made by CBS assistant sales
manager
market toresearch
sel, Johnand
J. Karol,
Maxon counInc.,
agency
in charge.
total in
number of radio
familiesThetuning
on
the broadcast is estimated at 5,500,000, and the number of listeners at
16,000,000— an all-time high for
this feature. Referring to the last
monthly report which showed that
the high of radio sets in use on
Tuesday, 9-9:30 p.m., was 33% of
the total, the CAB estimates that
55% of the total listening audience
was tuned to the CBS broadcast,
which began at 8:55 p.m.
TestPhiladelphia
GRABOSKYCigar
BROS.,
cigar manufacturers, will start a
program ington,
Aug.for its
2 onRoyalist
WMAL, brand.
WashScheduled Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 10:1510:30 p.m., the commercials will
tie in with newspaper copy emphasizing Royalist as a class cigar.
Until now sponsor has used only
occasional spots, but satisfactory
results from the new program
(scheduled 52 weeks on WMAL)
may
extensionRoyalist
to a
limitedjustify
networkitscovering
markets. Titled Very Truly Yours,
and featuring Norman Jay, Philadelphia commentator, the program
is comprised of open letters to people and personalities in the news.
Harry Feigenbaum Agency, Philadelphia, handles the account.
General Foods Up
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York, last week reported $5,879,031 net earnings for the first six
months of 1943, an increase over
the corresponding period last year,
when the figure stood at $5,329,535. Sales for the first half of
this year were $119,937,071 as
compared to $110,098,929 for the
first six months of 1942. Net earnings in the second quarter on the
common stock were 44.7 cents a
share, compared with 52.5 a share
for a similar period last year.

• Broadcast

Advertising

JIM BOURKE, director of publicity
for the Hour of Charm program, sponsored by General Electric Co. on NBC
and jointly handled by BBDO, New
York, and Foster & Davies, Cleveland, is resigning for duty as a lieutenant (j.g. ) in naval aviation. Replacing him will be Dudley Foster of
the Cleveland agency.
HIAWATHA GIN Co.. Columbus,
Miss., is using radio for the first time
to sponsor general election Aug. 3 returns.
GALVIN Mfg. Corp., Chicago (radio
equipment), and Foote Bros. Gear &
Machine Corp., Chicago, have separately sponsored Whadda Yuh Say?,
weekly half-hour show on WIND,
Chicago. Agency for Galvin Corp. is
Gourfain-Cobb, Chicago.
CROWN DOMINION OIL Co.,
Hamilton, Ont., has started spot announcements on a number of Ontario
stations. Aceount was placed by E.
W. Reynolds & Co., Toronto.
MUNTZ CAR Co., Glendale, Cal.
(used ears), on Aug. 2 starts a fiveweekly quarter-hour newscast on KFI,
Los Angeles. Contract is for 13 weeks.
Agency is Raymond R. Morgan Co.,
Hollywood. Firm continues to use
transcribed announcements on Southern California stations, through Allied Adv. Agencies, Los Angeles.
HARMON WATCH Co., New York,
starts five newscasts weekly on WJZ,
New York, Aug. 2, supplementing its
schedules on WMCA, and WLIB.
Agency is Moss Assoc., New York.
GROVE LABS., St. Louis (vitamins, cold tablets), as part of its national campaign, on Sept. 6 starts
sponsoring a five-weekly quarter-hour
early morning live program, Chuck
Collins & His Piano, on KNX Hollywood, and a daily late afternoon 15minute recorded program on KNX.
In addition a twice-weekly quarterhour recorded evening program will
be used on that station starting Sept.
10. Contracts are for 26 weeks each.
Agency is Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
DAILY half-hour participation program titled Harry LeRoy Calling, on
KFAC, Los Angeles, intersperses news
with music and discusses positions
available and the necessary qualifications. Listeners are also invited to
submit job hunting problems. Sionsors include Douglas Aircraft Co.,
Santa Monica, Cal., thru Essig Co. ;
Morrison-Knudsen Co., Los Angeles
(contractors), thru Allied Adv. Agencies ;Bank of America National Trust
& Savings Assn., San Francisco.

M-G-M WLW Series
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER Pictures Corp., New York, on Aug. 2
starts a quarter-hour program on
WLW, Cincinnati, to promote current M-G-M pictures. The 52-week
series will be presented Monday
through Friday, 7:30-7:45 p.m.,
with chatter by Frazier Thomas.

Dean

THE GREAT

DALLAS--FT.

WORTH

MARKET

Rodney E. Boone
RODNEY E. BOONE, 61, head of
the Rodney E. Boone Organization,
which handles all national advertising for the Hearst interests, on
July 27 died of a heart attack at
his home on Long Island. He leaves
a widow, two sons, two sisters and
two brothers.

sis

Reply

DEAN STUDIOS, Omaha, have replied to an FTC complaint that it
has misrepresented the quality use
of various types of advertisements
quoted in the complaint, but denying in general that the statements
made are misleading.
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DALLAS,

TEXAS

AGENCY

§0,000
NEW PELHAM Heath Inn, Pelham, N. Y.,
to Arthur Pine, New York, for a fall advertising and publicity campaign. Local
spots may be used.
C. MATTELAGE SALES, 'New York, to
St. George
Keyes,Dressing.
New York,
for YouAll
French &Salad
Participations
on WOR, New York.
KENMORE PUBLISHING Co., New York
to Weiss & Geller. New York. Eight-week
drive
radio. on WOR, New York — may expand
CHICAGO TELEPHONE SUPPLY Co.,
Elkhart, Ind. (radio, electronic devices),
to Burton Browne Adv., Chicago.

WATTS

AUGUST C. RAGNOW, advertising
manager of Florsheim Shoe Co., Chicago, has been named account executive on the Pillsbury account for McCann-Erickson, Minneapolis. Martin
F. Maher, who left the Florsheim Co.
in March to become aceount executive
of Grant Adv., Chicago, on the Old
Dutch cleanser account, this week returns to his old position as advertising
manager of Florsheim.
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS
has acquired by merger the Gilliland
Labs., Marietta, Pa., producer and
distributor of serums, vaccines and
antitoxins. Gilliland will continue its
present management, headed by Dr.
E. K. Tingley, president.

CALIFORNIA

Watch

SERVING

COVERAGE

for news

of the

BEELINE
. . . shortest distance to profitable radio results in California's
richest productive area.

THE
50

McCLATCHY
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Miller

Retains Post at NAB
(Continued from page 9)
WHO, Des Moines; James D. Miller can be renominated or that
Mr. Lewis or some other new name
Shouse, WLW, Cincinnati, and
can be brought in.
Paul W. Morency, WTIC, Hartford. The committee will select its
The effort to provoke a change
at this time was characterized by
own chairman. Of this group,
Messrs. Elias, Shafto and Shouse
Miller proponents as a "rump
are members of the legislative commovement". The board action also
mittee which was instrumental in was viewed by some as a rebuff to
those who have fostered what the
calling the special meeting.
The board's action was regarded
described as an "apas in the nature of a rebuke to opposition has peasement"
of FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly, a vituperathose who had "misrepresented"
the purpose of the special meeting.
tive Miller opponent. Mr. Miller, on
The fact that a nominating comthe other hand, has more than inmittee is named means that Mr.
ferred that F. M. Russell, NBC

In

The

Money!

At the race track, the payoff comes to
those ticketholders who "have" the first
three horses. Here in Ohio, the winning combination for smart radio timebuying finds WKBN in the money! In
the "First Three" of Ohio's Market
Areas . . . Cleveland, Cincinnati, and
Youngstown.
In Youngstown, there's only one station
that does a complete job of coverage.
WKBN not only sends a powerful —
and popular— signal into the homes of
the 491,974 people in the Metropolitan Market but commands a potent
Influence-Power among 1,599,819 people in Northeastern Ohio and Northwestern Pennsylvania. Here is a rich,
concentrated industrial area; a half-billion dollar retail market; and you get
intensive coverage of the high income
workers in the area with one station—
WKBN.
This great centre of America's Steel
production is hard at work . . . pouring
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out of its Bessemer converters and blast
furnaces the tons and tons of Steel
that go into tanks . . . guns . . . ships.
Columbia's powerful station in Ohio's
Third Market can mean more sales,
more influence for you now, and in the
important postwar years when Youngstown will be turning out Steel for
automobiles . . . railroad cars . . . untold
numbers of uses.

vice-president, has been a leader
in the effort to bring about his
ouster.
By virtue of the action, it was
thought possible that the NAB
helm might shortly announce new
additions to the staff to bolster
legislative activity, particularly in
the light of Congressional plans to
rewrite the Communications Act
at this session. Retention of a
Washington law firm versed in
radio and legislative activity as
NAB special counsel has been indicated, along with a possible new
appointment to the executive staff
to coordinate that activity.
The board convened at 10 a.m.
Friday, recessed for lunch about
noon and returned about 1:15. Mr.
Miller left the meeting about 3
o'clock and C. E. Arney Jr., secretary-treasurer, about an hour
later. Both were called back at
5:30, after which the resolutions
were drawn and the meeting anjourned.
There were only two absentees
among the board members — Arthur
Westlund, KRE Berkeley, Cal.,
who was on vacation; and Frank
King, /WMBR Jacksonville, Fla.
In attendance, aside from the six
members of the nominating committee, were Kolin Hager, WGY; Roy
F. Thompson, WFBG; James W
Woodruff Jr., WRBL; Hoyt B
Wooten, WREC; Nathan Lord
WAVE; John E. Fetzer, WKZO
Leslie C. Johnson, WHBF; E. L
Hayek, KATE; William B. Way
KVOO; Hugh A. L. Halff, WOAI
Ed Yocum, KGHL; Calvin J. Smith
KFAC; Harry R. Spence, KXRO
Barney J. Lavin, WDAY; Herbert
Hollister, KANS; Paul W. Kesten,
CBS; Frank M. Russell, NBC.
The resolutions adopted by the
board follow:
WHEREAS the board of directors
of the NAB met in Chicago on July
30 to consider proposals of its legislative committee, and
Whereas the purpose of this meeting tions
wasof misrepresented
some secthe industry asto bearing
on
the termination of the contract of
the incumbent as president before the
termination thereof,
Therefore be it resolved that the
board of directors of the NAB emphatically declares that such was not
the purpose of the meeting nor did
it form- any part of its deliberation.

W. B. LEWIS
WHEREAS the name of William B_.
Lewis was suggested to the board of
directors of the NAB as a possible
successor to Neville Miller at the expiration in 1944 inof office,
the latter's
sixyear incumbency
and
Whereas the board of directors sincerely desires to consider the name
of Mr. Lewis for this post, and
Whereas Mr. Lewis for reasons
which the board respects and admires
found it necessary to withdraw his
name from such consideration,
Be it resolved that the board expresses its regret that extenuating
circumstances intervened to preclude
Mr. Lewis' availability.
"RESOLVED that a nominatingcommittee of six be elected to present
to the board its recommendations for
presidency of the NAB, and that at
the expiration
of the toincumbent's
contract
; the committee
report to
the board at its next regular meeting
or a special meeting called for that
Third Attempt
The Chicago meeting marked
the third open effort to unseat Mr.
purpose."The first came at a board
Miller.
meeting in Chicago on July 15,
1942, and the second at a Chicago
meeting last Oct. 13. Proponents
of the change have insisted it was
not premised on the Fly-Miller
dispute, but rather on the desire
to get an aggressive practical
broadcaster handling the Washing-
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ton legislative front during these
times.
Mr. Lewis was not a candidate
for the post and did not seek it,
according to his supporters. A
delegation of broadcasters — members of the legislative committee
— sought him out for it. Mr. Lewis
has had proffers of several positions, it is understood, but withheld action upon insistence of the
segment of the board which fostered his appointment.
Mr. Lewis may either rejoin
Columbia as program executive,
probably with restoration of his
vice-presidency, or he may become
a partner in an advertising agency
important in the radio programming field.
The Miller ouster move crystallized following the meeting of
the legislative committee of the
NAB in Washington on July 21.
It was not discussed at the threehour session [Broadcasting, July
26] but was agreed upon at a
meeting presided over by Mr. Elias
that afternoon. Mr. Miller was
not present. Following the meeting, it was decided that seven
members of the board should petition the NAB for a special meeting, to consider a "report" to be
submitted by the legislative committee. All members of the committee are members of the board.
The seven directors who petitioned for the special meeting, pursuant to requirements of the bylaws, were Don S. Elias, WWNC
Asheville; G. Richard Shafto,
WIS Columbia, S. C; James W.
Woodruff Jr., WRBL Columbus,
Ga.; E. L. Hayek, KATE Albert
Lea, Minn. ; James D. Shouse, WLWWSAI Cincinnati; John E. Fetzer,
WKZO Kalamazoo, Mich.; and
Hoyt B. Wooten, WREC Memphis.
Miller Defies Move
Members of the legislative committee, who met in Washington
July 21, at President Miller's call,
were Messrs. Elias, Shafto, Woodruff and Shouse, plus Nathan Lord,
WAVE Louisville; Ed Yocum,
KGHL Billings, Mont.; Clair R.
McCollough, WGAL Lancaster;
Frank M. Russell, NBC Washington vice-president; and Joseph H.
Ream, CBS vice-president and secretary, pinch-hitting for Paul W.

"Yes, suh! We BOTH gonna lissen tuh WFDF Flint, Michigan!"
BROADCASTING
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STILL

NEVILLE

FLY

MILLER

Kesten, CBS vice-president and
general manager.
Mr. Miller immediately announced itwas not his intention to
leave the presidency or to take a
back seat. Long distance telephone
wires burned. The ouster group
felt it had sufficient votes to make
the Lewis appointment, irrespective of the Miller opposition.
Several alternative propositions
had been mentioned for Mr. Miller. One was that he complete his
tenure through July 1, 1944 as a
sort of president emeritus, handling special assignments, with Mr.
Lewis taking over all regular functions. Another proposition, later
advanced, was that Mr. Miller
remain as president, with Mr.
Lewis named as vice-president and
general manager and as "heir apparent" upon expiration of Mr.
Miller's contract. Mr. Miller has
drawn $35,000 a year salary and
$5,000 for allowances (which he
hasn't always used) since 1940.
During his first two years his salary was $25,000 plus $5,000 for allowances.
The report current was that Mr.
Lewis would be paid Mr. Miller's
salary but that allowances for
housing and entertainment be
made which would make available
to him an aggregate of $50,000,
instead of the $40,000 allowed Mr.
Miller.
Ethridge Stepped In
It was reported reliably that
Mark Ethridge, publisher of the
Courier Journal and Louisville
Times, operating WHAS, Louisville, and Edwin W. Craig, directing head of WSM, Nashville, who
in 1938 sponsored Mr. Miller's candidacy, promptly took up the cudgels in his defense. Mr. Ethridge
had served as interim president of
the NAB in 1938, preparatory to
retention of Mr. Miller, as the industry's first paid president. He
had tussled with Chairman Fly,
too. In recent months, however,
he has been relatively inactive in
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LEWIS TELEGRAM
TO ELIAS
IN A TELEGRAM to Don S. Elias, WWNC, Asheville, acting on
behalf of the NAB board group sponsoring a change in the assopresidency, and
W. until
B. Lewis,
former
vice-president
charge of ciation's
broadcasts
recently
with CBS
the OWI
headquartersin
staff in Washington, withdrew his name from consideration. His
telegram follows in full text:
"I have read trade press reports linking my name with move to
remove Neville Miller as president of the NAB and to elect me to
this position. I have also received from presumably reliable sources
word that these reports have created dissension among NAB
members.
"It is my firm belief that at no time has there been a greater
need for unity of purpose and action among the broadcasters in
this country, and especially among their leaders. I feel strongly
that it would be a disservice to broadcasting to allow my name to
be used in any way which stimulated division or controversy within
the industry. Under these circumstances, I must request that my
name be withdrawn from any consideration it may be receiving."
radio because of the pressure of
his newspaper duties and active
war work. Mr. Craig, though preoccupied with his duties as executive vice-president of the National
Life & Accident Insurance Co., as
well as Selective Service activities in Tennessee, took time out to
rally
fense. forces for Mr. Miller's deIt was made abundantly clear
to board members that any change
in presidency at this time might
lead to serious repercussions in
Congress. The House select committee investigating the FCC, it
was thought, might find it expedient to turn its inquisition toward
the NAB, in an effort to prove
that Chairman Fly was seeking
to dominate industry affairs. Moreover, there were misgivings about
the attitude of Chairman Wheeler,
of the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee, who has already announced plans for hearings on new
radio legislation this fall.
A substantial portion of the
board was represented as feeling
that the NAB membership itself
should be called upon to vote on
the matter of a change in presidency. One key director said he did
not think the board should assume
that responsibility since it would
entail a drastic, top-to-bottom upheaval.
The upshot of the long distance
telephoning last week, immediately
preceding the board meeting, was
that Mr. Russell was said to have
been instructed by Niles Trammell,
NBC president, not to vote on the
Miller ouster. This was the second
time Mr. Russell had been so instructed. It occurred previously at
the board meeting in Chicago on
Oct. 13, 1942, when Mr. Miller's
tenure was continued by a tie 10-10
vote. Mr. Russell's inability to vote
resulted in the tie. This incident
was mentioned by Chairman Fly
in his testimony before the Cox
Committee on July 9.
Similarly, it was reported that
Mr. Kesten, in behalf of CBS, had
decided to abstain from voting. He
was represented, however, as favoring Mr. Lewis' retention as vicepresident and general manager,
with his assumption of the presidency upon the expiration of Mr.
Miller's term July 1.

DISTRICT MEETINGS
SCHEDULED
BY NAB
A SERIES of four district meetings of the NAB, to be held between Aug. 4 and Sept. 3, was announced last Friday by the NAB.
C. E. Arney Jr., NAB secretarytreasurer, will attend the scheduled meetings in a swing across
country. District 11 (Minnesota,
North Dakota, South Dakota, excluding certain counties, and
Michigan) meets at the Hotel
Nicollet, Minneapolis, Aug. 4-5.
District 15 (Northern California,
Nevada and Hawaii) meets in San
Francisco Aug. 6, at which time
Mr. Arney will informally discuss
industry affairs. District 14
(Colorado, Idaho, Utah, Wyoming,
Montana, the South Dakota counties excluded from District 11)
meets in Salt Lake City Aug. 3031. Election of a district director to
succeed Ed Yocum KGHL, Billings,
Mont., is scheduled.
District 4 (D. C, North Carolina,
Virginia and West Virginia) meets
in Asheville, N. C, Sept. 3. A district director to succeed G. Richard
Shafto, WIS, Columbia, S. C, will
be elected.
WABY Renewal Upset
SETTING aside its action of July
27 granting application of WABY,
Albany, N. Y., for renewal of
license on the regular basis, the
FCC on July 29 placed the station
on a temporary extension of license
pending final disposition of the
WOKO renewal application.
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At Congress' Bidding
OFFICE of Price Administration
announced last week it had revoked its requirement that retail
grocers who buy in bulk and then
repackage before reselling must
show the grade on their retail
packages, if it had been shown
on the original package.
This is the first action taken by
OPA under the amendment to the
Commodity Credit Corp. Act (HJ
Res. -147) eliminating compulsory
grade labeling and indicates that
even where the retailer repackages
he cannot be compelled to indicate
the grade, OPA explained.
The OPA ruled, however, that
retailers are still required to post
with their selling prices the grades
of eggs sold by them at the place
in their store where they are sold.
The revocation regarding repackaging is purely a blanket provision
and does not apply to any particular commodities, it was stated.
Other Changes to Come
OPA, is was learned, is now preparing amendments to about 20
regulations which will remove
whatever grade labeling or grade
marking requirements conflict with
the congressional ban. The majority of the amendments, it was
pointed out, apply to wholesalers

BIG THINGS happen when
Russ Hodges goes to Griffith
Stadium, Washington, to
make a sportscast for WOL.
On June 20, 1941, he interrupted himself to announce
Hitler's march into Russia.
On Dec. 7, 1941, he broke in
to tell football fans of the
bombing of Pearl Harbor.
And on July 25, 1943, he had
to stop in the middle of a
Washington-Cleveland double
header to report the resignation of the ex-Duce. Hodges
is all set for the Hitler obituary flash.
or producers rather than retailers.
In legislation continuing the
Commodity Credit Corp. passed at
the last session of Congress, the
Emergency Price Control Act of
1942 was amended as follows:
Nothing in this Act shall be construed
(1) as authorizing the elimination of any
restriction of the use of trade and brand
names; trator (2)
as authorizing
the Administo require
the grade labeling
of any
commodity; minist(3)
as
authorizing
the Adrator to standardize any commodity,
unless the Administrator shall determine,
with respect to such standardization, that
no practicable alternative exists for securing effective price control with respect
to such commodity; or (4) as authorizing
any
Administrator
fixing
maximum order
pricesofforthedifferent
kinds, classes,
or types of a commodity which are described in terms of specifications or standsuch tospecifications
standardsards,were,unlessprior
such order, inor general
use in the trade cr industry affected, or
have previously been promulgated and
their use lawfully required by another
Government agency.
As explained in the conference
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Clause (4) "prohibits the tying
of maximum prices to specifications
modity."
or standards under any circumstances unless such specifications
or grades have previously been in
wide, general use in the affected
industry, or have previously been
lawfully required to be used in the
sale of commodities by some other
Goverenment agency pursuant to
Congressional authorization."
Barn Dance

for Bonds

COMMISSIONED by the War Finance Committee of the Treasury
Dept. of Illinois, to aid in the sale
of war bonds and stamps, WLS
Chicago is lending members of its
Barn Dance show to the Treasury's
Special Events Committee, according to Glenn Snyder, WLS general
manager. George Ferguson, head
of the WLS Artists' Bureau, said
that the WLS talent was booked
to play 161 fairs this summer and
fall in Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin,
Iowa, Michigan and Minnesota.

Audience

Spot Gain Noted
BEARING OUT the optimistic
picture for spot broadcasting this
summer and in the fall, outlined in
Broadcasting July 19, National
Radio Records has announced that
active national spot accounts totaled 261 during June as compared
to 251 during May. NRR arrives
at these figures through reports received from 114 advertising agencies as well as from 752 different
stations.

0
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Assures A Larger

For Your Spot Campaign
WDRC

In One Of America's Greatest
IN

Clause (2) "prohibits any requirement for grade labeling of
subject."
any commodity as that term is defined in section 302 (c) of the act.
This definition embraces all commodities and products, including
hosiery and wearing apparel".
Clause (3) requires that before
any commodity may be standardized, the Administrator must determine that no practicable alternative method exists for securing effective price control of the com-

aiute

National Representatives

W

report on the bill, clause (1) "prohibits any attempt to eliminate or
restrict the use of trade and brand
names, and clarifies the original
Congressional intention on this
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Radar

OPERATING the 50 kw transmitter of WRVA Richmond, Va., is
Lois Beckham, 20, of Longwood,
Fla. Miss Beckham became a firstclass licensed operator at 18 after
completing the NYA radio training course at Camp Roosevelt,
Ocala. She is claimed to be the only
girl transmitter operator of a 50
kw station in the country.
FTC Complaint
GATTIS CHEMICAL Co., Nashville, is subject of an FTC complaint in which radio and other
advertising for "Gattis' K & B
Pills" is alleged to be false. The
complaint asserts that the preparation is not a remedy for kidney
disorders, as allegedly advertised,
and that the advertisements fail
to reveal its harmful potentialities
when taken under certain conditions or when its use is prolonged.

YES,

— being a Fort Industry
station we render
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Service
— that transforms
mere rate card time
units into Jiving action!
—Ask

Again
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Director Price's notice to commentators and correspondents reads
as follows:
"The extent of current public
discussion of radar is causing increasing concern to the Government.
"The principle of radar is
generally understood here and
abroad and some limited disclosures
have been made officially. New
methods of applying the principle
are being developed, however, and
there is much the enemy does not
know.
"The fact of prior publication
should not be used to cover added
description, discussion and deductions, or to support a theory or to
draw a conclusion.
"Radar is a secret weapon
within the meaning of the code.
Editors and broadcasters are especially requested to be alert to
every mention of radar and military electronic devices; to establish beyond all question that there
is appropriate authority for every
statement made; and to submit all
material on the subject — other than
that released by appropriate government authority — to the Office
of Censorship for review in advance of publication or broadcast.
"So inclusive a request would
not be made if the highest considerations of national security were
not directly involved."
Army Action
Because of its conviction that
recent radar publicity has not been
conducive to the winning of the
war, the War Dept. has sent letters
to manufacturers requesting that

"COT
RED
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COLUMBIA
WMMN
W.

Va.

THAT

Until tional
theinterest."
lifting of news on radar
about three months ago by the
War and Navy Depts., the word
was in the category of a military
secret [Broadcasting, April 26].
Government agencies have issued
several articles on the subject since
that time and voluminous publicity and advertising embracing
radar has been circulated through
press and radio.
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SPOTS

5,000
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radar. This has not been conducive
to cooperation at home and abroad
— cooperation which is essential to
the winning of the war.
"It is requested, therefore, that
publicity and advertising featuring
radar be discontinued. Your company's cooperation in this matter
will be a contribution in the na-

Restricted

As Censorship Office States Position
PUBLIC discussion of radar has publicity and advertising of radar
discontinued. The letter, signed
again come under close Govern- be
Col. John K. Winterich, chief
ment restriction following a period by
of
the
branch, Bureau of
in which bans had been eased. Of- Public review
Relations, Signal Corps,
fice of Censorship has taken steps asserts :
to prevent unauthorized publica"During the past two months a
tion of material involving radar tremendous
amount of publicity
and its wartime application.
has been devoted to the subject of
Byron Price, Director of the Of- radar. Some of the proposed pubfice, last Thursday issued a statelicity has included classified information, release of which would
ment
explaining
the
Office's
position on radar discussion. Col. John be of great value to the enemy.
K. Winterich, chief of the Review Other types of publicity have promoted controversy as to allocation
Branch, Bureau of Public Relations,
Signal Corps., recently asked man- of credit for the development of
ufacturers to discontinue radar
publicity and advertising.
Need of Secrecy
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Noble

Buys Blue Network
(Continued from page 9)

stir provoked by Mr. Noble's acquisition of WMCA in 1941. This
deal hung fire for several weeks
after the expected transfer date.
There have been repercussions on
it in Congress, because of allegations by Donald Flamm, former
owner, that he had been "forced"
to sell.
One of the reports current was
that Mr. Noble had already resold WMCA to Mr. Flamm but this
was denied by the latter. He told
Broadcasting that "whatever may
happen in the future, there are no
present negotiations in prospect."
Mr. Noble acquired WMCA for
$850,000 cash, said to have been
the largest cash payment for a station, although others have been sold
for higher prices. Mr. Flamm since
that time has acquired a substantial interest in WPAT, Paterson,
N. J., and on several occasions has
been reported as interested in regaining ownership of WMCA.
While no details of the sale beyond the formal announcement
were divulged, it was reported the
parties definitely agreed to retention of the present management
and operating structure. Conversations were held, it is understood,
regarding diversification of ownership so that affiliated stations,

MARK

WOODS

BLUE network management and
possibly the public could participate in ownership. Mr. Noble, however, would retain control. Under
the permanent structure, it is expected such provisions will be considered. Many of the affiliated stations had sought to participate in
the ownership and two separate
proposals for purchase by a group
of affiliates had been rejected.

■Hi

It was logically assumed that the
White House would be or perhaps
had been consulted. Under the network regulations, the BLUE was
to have been sold promptly. White
House intervention, it has been reliably reported, resulted in the action of the FCC in placing in its
regulations the six-month clause to
avoid a forced sale.
Management Unchanged
Assurances were given by Mr.
Noble in the closed circuit talk,
that the operating management of
the BLUE would remain unchanged, with Mr. Woods continuing as president and Edgar Kobak,
former official of McGraw-Hill, as
executive vice-president. The tremendous strides made by the BLUE
since it became a separate company last January augurs for retention of the present management, it was said.
The BLUE itself has no record
of earnings except for the year
1942, since its books previously
were kept in conjunction with
NBC. The three M & O stations,
however, are understood to have
made sufficient money in 1942 to
offset the net operating loss shown
by the BLUE by some $30,000.
Estimated earnings for 1943 are
understood to be in the neighborhood of $800,000 or $1,000,000.
WJZ is a fulltime 50,000-watt
station; KGO operates with 7,500
watts and is eligible for 50,000
watts, while WENR operates with
50,000 watts half time, sharing
with WLS, also on the BLUE but
independently owned.
It has been contended that the
three stations as individual operations could be sold for $6,000,000.
Based on that arithmetic, an $8,
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SOLE owner of WMCA, independent New York station, since he purchased it in January, 1941, from
Donald Flamm, Edward J. Noble
is also chairman of the board of
Life Savers Corp., Port Chester,
N. Y., as well as a stockholder in
Sterling Drug Inc., New York,
major radio advertiser.
Born in August, 1882, at Gouverneur, N. Y., Mr. Noble graduated
from Yale with an A.B. degree in
1905 and during World War I,
served as a major in the Ordnance
Division of the Army. He became
the first chairman of the Civil Aeronautics Authority in 1938 when he
was appointed to that position by
President Roosevelt, at that time
breaking off all other private business affiliations except his position
with Life Savers Corp.
In 1939, Mr. Noble resigned from
CAA to become Under-Secretary
of Commerce, not returning to
private business until August, 1940.
He purchased WMCA in January,
1941 for a cash consideration of
$850,000. Mr. Noble is head of the
Edward J. Noble Foundation, a
charitable organization, and president of the board of trustees of St.
Lawrence
U. He is married and
Sally.
the father of two girls, June and
• Broadcast

Advertising

000,000 figure would provide $2,000,000 for the going concern value
of the network.
It was reported on Wall Street
prior to the announcement that
there were at least two other major
groups willing to bid up to the
same amount, though the details
were not divulged. Mr. Noble was
said to have made the best cash
offer. Dillon, Read & Co., New York
banking house, had been actively
negotiating for about a year, evidently desiring to resell the network in a public stock sale. This
project had considerable support,
even among officials of the BLUE
Network Co. and among affiliates.
Another group was said to represent a combination of Marshall
Field interests and the Mellon
properties in Pittsburgh. Mr. Field,
publisher both of PM and the Chicago Sun, which have vigorously
supported the New Deal, apparently was blocked from direct participation because of the newspaper
ownership controversy. It was
thought, however, that he was prepared to participate on any acceptable basis, because of his intense
interest in radio.
$500,000 Jumps
It has been variously reported
that some 30 separate offers, in one
form or another, had teen made.
Among the more prominent earlier
bidders was said to have been
Paramount Pictures, due to its interest in television development in
the post-war period. Paramount
formerly was 50% owner of CBS,
but divested itself of that interest
in the middle 30's.
Another bidder until the end was

Noble

Planning

No

Change

in

Blue

Set-up; Intends to Dispose of WMCA
FOLLOWING is the text of Mr.
tinue functioning as heretofore.
Noble's statement last Friday on
The policies and practices which
purchase of the BLUE :
have been responsible for the netI have been tremendously imwork's record of accomplishment
will be continued. As a matter of
pressed with the BLUE Network's
record of public service, with the fact the network officials plan to
work of its management and per- extend its services to listeners, advertisers and its affiliated stations.
sonnel and particularly with its
contributions to our nation's war
I
accept
fully
the responsibility of
effort.
public service which ownership of
There will be no change in the the BLUE Network will place upon
management. The officers and ex- me. In fact, I regard this responsibility to the people much as an
ecutives who have guided the destinies of the BLUE Network since elected officials sees his responsiits separation will continue at the
bility to the public. In every phase
helm. The entire personnel will be of broadcasting — public service,
retained and the network will con- the all-important war service,
Thomas P. Durell, Wall Street
broker, for undisclosed parties. An
original bid of 6 million dollars,
according to Wall Street reports,
made by the McGraw-Noble combination, was followed by a $6,500,000 offer by the Durell interests.
McGraw-Noble subsequently increased to 7 million, which was
rejected by RCA. When the latter
group inquired about a firm bid of
$7,500,000, it learned that Dillon,
Read had boosted its bid to $7,800,000, after which the 8 million
dollar bid was forthcoming from
McGraw-Noble.
Other bidders variously mentioned have included General Electric Co., which held substantial
RCA stock dating back to the 1932
consent decree; DuPont; James A.
Farley, former Democratic National Committee chairman, representing a syndicate; M. H. Aylesworth,
former president of NBC, also representing asyndicate; the BLUE
affiliates themselves, through Lt.
Col. Samuel R. Rosenbaum, on
leave as president of WFIL, Philadelphia; Albert H. Greenfield &
Co., Philadelphia investment house
which has an ownership interest
in WFIL; certain West Coast interests engaged in war construction activity; and the American
Type Founders Co., which was represented as seeking to hedge
against radio's development in the
printing field through post-war
operations in facsimile.

news, information, entertainment
— the BLUE will continue to serve
its listeners and to increase its
service to the nation.
The principle station of the
BLUE Network, WJZ, is operated
from New York City. In accordance with the current policies of
the FCC I propose to dispose of all
my interest in WMCA as soon as a
suitable purchaser is found.
FDR Ratings
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT'S radio address on the four major networks July 28 was heard by an
audience of 42,704,000 persons according to a survey by C. E. Hooper
Inc. and released by CBS. Hooper
rating was 55.9. CAB rating was
expected to be in the low 70s, according to partial returns.

Rated a Class A-l city — one of America's six fastest growing
cities with best prospects of retaining wartime growth — Corpus
Christi is a zooming market you'll not want to miss.
Today, the city zone population of Corpus Christi is 101,400
(ABC) whereas, in 1930, this city's population was only 27,741.
Such rapid growth, such greatly expanded purchasing power
make this market well worth your while discussing with a
Branham representative. You'll find that KRIS — the only
major radio station dominating this rich market — offers you
highly desirable availabilities and equally desirable rates.

SPOTLIGHT
IDAHO'S
RICH FARMLAND
WITH

... also selling many
other products on many
other stations.
George E. Halley
TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
HOTEL PICKWICK • KANSAS CITY, MO.
*****
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State

Blue's

Is Seen

Advising the OWI
24-Hour Contact the Outcome

Farm

Coverage

Dept.

Has

Big Increase
When KM A, Shenandoah, Iowa,
increased its nighttime power from
1 to 5 thousand watts recently, it
meant important new farm areas
for Blue Network advertisers. "Our
nighttime service area is now up
2V2 times," KM A President Earl
May repoi-ts, "and the increase is
represented largely by the most
prosperous Iowa counties — the
western ones ranging north from
Shenandoah to Fort Dodge and vicin ty."

Operating on 960 kilocycles with
5000 watts fulltime, KMA is considered one of the best regional stations for coverage to be found anywhere. According to Andy Ring, of
the firm of Ring & Clark, Consulting Engineers, Washington, D. C,
"KMA has
an unusually
large iscoverage. Its vertical
radiator
of
optimum height, and the directional
array provides a very effective
night time pattern. The conductivity of the soil throughout most
of the region served by KMA is
equal to the best we have ever
measured, which further explains
the exceptional coverage of the station".
KMA is now more than ever the
No. 1 Farm Station of the No. 1
Farm Market, Earl May said. "Furthermore," he continued, "KMA is
the only fulltime Blue Network outlet serving the Omaha-Council
Bluffs market — giving it a 5 millivolt signal NIGHT as well as day".
"If you want to know what that
means," inEarl
friends
the May
Blue smiled,
Network"ask
— orour
at
Free & Peters — or let me tell you.
I have a new Market Data Brochure
coming off the press soon, and it's
free to all advertisers who want it!"

Of 'Moronic King' Blunder
OWI's overseas branch may escape the consequence of State Dept.
control resulting from the blunder made last week when a broadcast beamed at England referred
to Victor Emmanuel as Italy's
"moronic little king," and Marshal
Badoglio
as a "leading
but
it is assured
that muchfascist,"
closer
liaison will be maintained in the
future.
After President Roosevelt blasted
the diplomatic error of OWI employes, Robert E. Sherwood, head
of the overseas branch, later had a
friendly conference with Secretary
of State Cordell Hull, from which
he emerged saying: "We won't get
offMr.
the Sherwood
beam again.'"
said that Secretary Hull was cordial and helpful
in outlining this country's foreign
policy. He said they "did not discuss the late unpleasantness at all.
"The purpose was to get our
policy on the beam, but in connection with Italy it is a little
difficult because the situation in
Italy
so uncertan."
On isThursday
he told newsmen
that the blunder occurred in part
because proper State and War
Dept. officials could not be reached
on a "nice summer Sunday evening." Mr. Sherwood stated that in
the future contact between OWI
and the State Dept. would be maintained "hour by hour, seven days a
week, day and night."
Eisenhower's Statement
After President Roosevelt had
lectured OWI for permitting a
group of employes to attempt the
creation of U. S. foreign policy at
a time when difficult international
negotiations and soldiers' lives are
at stake, it was indicated that there
would be further investigation of
the "blunder." This was expected
to result in a shake-up that would
put OWI propaganda activities under the control of the State Department.
The acting OWI director, Milton

Coop<
>eration
GEORGE SNELL, writer
for KDYL, Salt Lake City,
was having a hard time calming Boyd Park Jewelers after
a KDYL announcer omitted
the
announcement
duringsponsor's
a spot for
high grade
watches. That is, he had
trouble until two KDYL engineers wandered in to buy
watches, followed later by a
country lad who had heard
the announcement. "Gee," remarked the sponsor, "radio
dees work, doesn't it?" Sid
Fox, KDYL manager, arranged a new contract, and
the two engineers got bonuses
for helping save the account.

S. Eisenhower, a brother of Gen.
Dwight D. Eisenhower, directed attention to the fact that the offending broadcast had been beamed
twice to England but not to Italy.
He said:
"Prior to Sunday we attacked
fascism on our broadcasts and all
individuals connected with it. Since
Sunday the tone and substance of
the OWI broadcasts indicate that
OWI policy is that any government,
such as this one, which announces
adherence to Hitler and continues
to fight with him and against the
forces of the United States, is an
enemy of the United States and
other United Nations forces."
The OWI explanation indicated
that
show the
thebroadcast
British was
that intended
Americanl_o
public opinion is set against toleration of fascism or any relaxation
of the demand for unconditional
surrender.
Other explanations of OWI
theory and policy underlying the
broadcast were negated by the
President's criticism. He declared
that the OWI foreign broadcasting
division had not consulted him, cr
the Secretary of State, or its own
director, Robert E. Sherwood, before going
on the air with the offending script.
ROBERT PAUL SMITH, formerly
a scriptwriter of CBS. who also
handled several newscasts for that
network from Mexico, is author of a
book titled The Journey to be published Aug. 10 by Henry Holt, New
York.

Don Pryor on Tour
DON PRYOR, CBS news reporter,
last week started off on the second
and most extensive part of a tour of
America to study at first hand how
the average American feels about
the war and his own prospects in
the postwar world. Mr. Pryor, who
covered the Middle Atlantic states
on the first part of his trip, will
visit key cities in the South MidWest and West, interviewing and
observing, and reporting his conclusions on the CBS programs The
Worldtion andToday,
to the NaWorld Report
News Today.
WESTERN ASSN. of Broadcasters
will nold its annual summer meeting
Aug. 23-24 at Banff, Alb. Dick Rice,
CFRN, Edmonton, president of WAB,
will preside.
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Talent

Pool

Sets

Up Pledge System
Six Weeks War Work Yearly
To Be Given by Members
NATIONAL Entertainment Industry Council last week set in motion plans for a "pool" of the talent
and resources of the radio, film
and theatre industry, through the
distribution to its 47 member organizations ofa war service pledge
card.
The pledge, as approved by the
Council's coordinating committee
last week, is to be signed by individual members of the cooperating
organization, and will commit them
to a minimum per year of six weeks
of war effort work, or 36 performances, at the request of the Council. The signed pledges will be read
at a rally of the entertainment
world in New York, scheduled for
Sept. 20.
Developments in the radio phases
of the Council's activities as worked
out by the special projects committee of the American Federation
of the Radio Artists, headed by
Minerva Pious, of AFRA's National Board, include plans for the production of eight programs to be
offered through the OWI, and special non-broadcast performances in
connection with Third War Loan
drive. Following up the suggestion
made by Walt Dennis, news chief
of the NAB, that a script file be
set up as a source for war effort
broadcasts, it was announced that
the Treasury Department had offered its Treasury Star Parade
programs for this purpose.
Next meeting of the Council has
been set for Sept. 1. Chief committee set up last week was the
projects committee headed by
Philip Loeb, Actors Equity, chairman, and Anita Graniss, AFRA,
vice-chairman, who has also been
elected to the coordinating committee.

WHN

to Broadcast

N. Y. Giants

Football;

Other Plans Lag As Schools Drop Game
IN PREVIOUS seasons preliminOther advertisers, such as Atlantic Refining Co. and P. Lorillard
ary plans for football broadcasts
were pretty well lined up by Aug- Co., which usually sponsor fall footust. In this second summer of the
ball, have not yet indicated their
war advance preparations have plans for this season.
Wartime restrictions on gasoline
been slow in getting started, with
many colleges reported abandoning for civilians seem to have brought
football for the duration because of about a 100% increase in baseball
transportation difficulties and lack listening on WHN over that of
of coaches and players.
1942, the station further reported
last week on the basis of a five-day
Plans Uncertain
survey made in July. The staOne of the first stations to antion found that Saturday and Sunnounce the acquisition of football
day baseball listening started apbroadcasting rights is WHN, New
proximately 50% below 1942 figures
York, which last week reported it and gradually rose to a 50% increase in June over 1942, and 85%
had arranged to broadcast all home
and away games of the New York increase over July 1942.
The increase in listeners to
Giants during the 1943-44 season.
The schedule will probably start Brooklyn Dodgers games on WHN
in early October, but no details are is attributed by the station to the
fact that it is the only major stayet available.

Satevepost to Resume
CURTIS PUBLISHING Co., Philadelphia (Saturday Evening Post),
after cancelling in late June the
varied schedule of one-minute announcements started last February
on 47 stations in eight major
markets, goes back on the air Sept.
15 with approximately the same intensive campaign which began in
February.
Agency is MacFarlandAveyard, Chicago.
ASSOCIATED LABS, Inc., LouIsland City, N. T., has been ordered
by the Federal Trade Commission to
cease and desist from misrepresenting
the therapeutic properties of KelpA-Malt, which it advertises as a treatment for underweight and run-down
conditions.
tion in New York presenting major
league baseball, as well as that
more listeners are at home this
summer instead of at the beaches.

Kate Continues
KATE SMITH, CBS star, now in
her 13th year on the air, will continue for at least three years more
under her latest contract with General Foods Corp., New York, which
carries Kate's Variety Hour, heard
Friday on CBS, through 1945. The
program returns to CBS in the fall,
while Kate's five-weekly daytime
program on CBS has continued
through the summer. Agency is
Young & Rubicam, New York.

* 5,000 WATTS

DAY

* 1,000 WATTS NIGHT

WICHITA BROADCASTING
WICHITA FALLS, TEXAS
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MIDWEST FARMERS
HONORED
BY WNAX
"TALLEST radio tower" in the
land at Yankton, S. D., will be
dedicated western
Sept.Farmer,
4 to
"The Front
MidHome
Fighter",
as part
a gesture
ation for his
in the ofwarapprecieffort.
Governors from the Dakotas, Nebraska, Iowa and Minnesota, members of the House and Senate and
other Washington dignitaries will
select the individual from among
five candidates representing the
five-state area served by WNAX,
Yankton-Sioux City.
In Washington last week conferring with the Maritime Commission, which has agreed to participate in the celebration, were
Phil Hoffman, WNAX general
manager, Jack Page, promotion director, and James Allen of the
Yankton Chamber of Commerce.
To recognize the importance of
the farmer to the war effort, as
typified by the Midwestern Farmer, the Maritime Commission is
breaking a precedent by allowing
WNAX to broadcast, about the
middle of September, ceremonies in
which the farmer selected on Sept.
4 will launch, via remote hookup,
a Victory ship at an unnamed port.
The five candidates from which
the Homefront Fighter is to be
chosen are to be selected from case
histories of men sent to WNAX
by bankers in the five states, who
were asked to submit the names
of men in their area doing, in their
opinion, the best wartime job with
the means available.
GRANT PARR, NBC correspondent,
is the author of an article in Aug. 7
issue of Liberty Magazine on the exploits of the 57th Fighter Group of
the U. S. Army Air Forces in the
North African campaign.

Gregory Leaving WEAF
For Schenley Radio Post
SHERMAN D. GREGORY, former
manager of WEAF, New York, has
been appointed radio director of
Schenley Distillers Corp. and
Schenley Import
Corp., New
York.
Placed
in charge
of all itiesradio
activof Schenley,
Mr. Gregory will
supervise the
company's
u rrent network c programs, including
the C vesta Blanca
Mr. Gregory
Carnival for
Cresta Blanca
wines and the Roma Wine Comedy
Show, both on CBS, and Alec
Templeton Time on the BLUE for
Dubonnet wine. Roma and DuSchenley. bonnet are both subsidiaries of
Mr. Gregory resigned from
WEAF in May of this year, having previously been manager of
NBC's M & 0 stations, and prior
to that with KDKA, Pittsburgh,
when it was an NBC-sponsored station.
Meyer Quits FCC
DANIEL W. MEYER, employed
in the litigation section of the FCC
law department, resigned last
Thursday because of ill health and
is expected to go to New York for
treatment. Mr. Meyer, a graduate
of Harvard U., and Columbia law
school, joined the FCC Aug. 25,
1941, and has since worked under
Nathan David, assistant general
counsel. He signed briefs for the
Commission in the network litigation. His salary was $3,800 a year.

— That's the way a KECA
advertiser described his
Bargain Buy and trotted
out reliable survey figures

One a Minute
SEVENTEEN blood donors
in 15-minutes was the roundup score for the first period
of Blood Relative, new show
on KROW, Oakland, Cal.
The program is broadcast
Monday through Friday from
the third floor of the John
Breuner Co., and the main
floor of I. Magnin Co., leading department stores which
sponsor the effort in behalf of
the Red Cross.

Grove's Campaign
GROVE LABS., St. Louis, starting Sept. 6 will intensify its radio,
newspaper and magazine campaign
for A.B. and D. vitamins, B Comand Grove's cold on
tablets.
Daily
spot plex
announcements
a varying
schedule will be carried on 100 stations for A.B. and D. vitamins, and
on an additional 100 stations for
B Complex, while daily spot announcements on 200 stations and
the quarter-hour Reveille Roundup
program on 72 NBC stations three
times weekly at 7 :45 a.m. will be
used for Grove's cold tablets. Campaign will continue to March 1.
Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago, has
the account.
Newark CP Denied
NEWARK
BROADCASTING
Corp.'s application for a new station on 620 kc, with 5 kw, unlimited time, using a directional
antenna day and night, was denied
last week by the FCC on the basis
of its policy, adopted last April, of
denying construction permits which
would require the use of critical
materials. Officers of the corporation are Arthur F. Egner, president 10 shares; Lena D. Griffith,
vice-president, 5; Stuart Hedden,
secretary, 25; Arthur T. Vanderbilt, treasurer, 30.
Margarine Schedule
B. S. PEARSALL BUTTER Co.,
Elgin, 111. (Elgin Brand Margarine), now using a diversified schedule of home economics and participation programs, station breaks
and one minute announcements in
the East, Midwest and South, plans
to increase its schedule in the Chicago area. Programs
now are heard
'ver
on WBZ WELI
WGAN WBZA
WMUR WCBS WROK KOMA
KTUL.
Agency is Schwimmer &
Scott, Chicago.
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DISCUSSING fall programs as well
as the new three demensional Mutual sales presentation are (1)
Miller McClintock, Mutual president, and (r) Leonard Kapner,
general manager of WCAE, Pittsburgh. Occasion was WCAE cocktail party for Mr. McClintock.
Chaplin's 12th
W. W. CHAPLIN has added a
twelfth broadcast, Saturday, 5:45
p.m., to his weekly schedule of news
programs on NBC. Mr. Chaplin,
who joined NBC in January, after
11 years with International News
Service, preceded by 11 years with
Associated Press, is the author of
a book to be published by Appleton-Century Co. in September,
titled 70,000 miles of War.
Centaur's Spots
IRONIZED YEAST Co,, Rahway,
N. J., division of Centaur Co., on
Aug. 2 will start a campaign of
one-minute spot announcements to
run 20 times weekly for eight weeks
on a selected list of New England
stations. Company also sponsors
the half-hour mystery drama Lights
Out on CBS. Agency is Ruthrauff
& Ryan, New York.
ALGIERS, North Africa, has a new
radiotelegraph station opened by
Mackay Radio and Telegraph Co.,
I.T.&T. associate, utilizing American
equipment and personnel. According
to the announcement by Admiral Luke
McNamee, president, the new station
\tas needed to facilitate the growing
volume of military and press traffic
between this country and Algiers.
NATIONAL Concert & Artists Corp.,
New York, has organized a special attractions department under the management of Robert E. Smith, to handle
increased activities in the management of personal appearances of entertainers, particularly in the radio
field.

Group

Plans

Post - War
Studies
WHEN television comes into the
parlor, motion pictures and theatres
will go out of business, Ray Nelson, supervisor of daytime programs at WOR, New York, told
the American Television Society
last Thursday at its July meeting
held at the Hotel Capitol, New
York. Mr. Nelson is directing a
series of experimental telecasts presented by WOR each Tuesday on
W2XWV, the Du Mont television
station in New York.
Mr. Nelson said it is not at all
impossible that Hollywood, ten
years from now, may not be chiefly
engaged in furnishing films to television stations in much the same
way that transcription companies
now supply radio stations with
recorded entertainment.
Sam Cuff, in charge of experiments with commercial television
at W2XWV, told the meeting that
television is an "animated, vocal
store window" affording the greatest opportunity ever given for the
effective advertising of trade
marked packaged goods. Agreeing
with Mr. Nelson that the advertisers who will support television will
do their best to put on programs
that will keep people watching at
home, Mr. Cuff said nearly 30 of
the major advertising agencies
have expressed interest in Du
Mont's offer to make its facilities
available for commercial experimentation and that several agencies
have already put on programs.
Norman D. Waters, president of
ATS, who conducted the meeting,
appointed a committee to prepare
postwar plans for presentation to
the industry.
Wine Schedule
K. ARAKELIAN Corp., New York
(Mission Bell wines), on July 26
began quarter-hour programs six
days a week describing the feature
race from Chicago race-tracks on
WIND, Gary. Programs are scheduled until Chicago area meetings
end Nov. 1. Agency is Schwimmer
& Scott, Chicago.
FTC Stipulation
ALBERT G. GROBLEWSKI & Co.,
Plymouth, Pa., last week stipulated
with the Federal Trade Commission to
cease certain advertising claims pertaining to Groblewski's Headache
Powders, Groblewski's Nasal Jelly,
Groblewski's Preparation C, Groblewski's Powders for Round Worms,
Oohotin, Groblewski's Revila Powders, Egiuterro.

FM Diretors Meet
DIRECTORS of the board of FM
Broadcasters Inc., who will meet
Aug. 3 in Milwaukee's Radio City,
will have as their guests Dr. W. R.
G. Baker,
vice-president
of Gen-of
eral Electric
Co. and director
the RMA Engineering Department,
and Maj. Edwin H. Armstrong,
according to Walter J. Damm, who
is president of the organization and
also heads WTMJ Milwaukee, and
FM station W55M Milwaukee.

Webb Coffee Back
THOMAS J. WEBB Co., Chicago
(coffee), on Aug. 2 returns to the
air with five announcements daily
seven days a week on each of three
Chicago area stations. The 52-week
announcement campaign will be
carried on WGN and WCFL, Chicago, and WIND, Gary. Announcements are in addition to their present quarter-hour program, Swing
It, three times weekly on WGN.
Agency
Chicago. is Schwimmer & Scott,

Water System Series
F. E. MEYERS & BROS. Co., Ashland, Ohio (water systems) on
Sept. 13 will begin an early morning music and dialogue program
thrice weekly on WLS, Chicago.
Contract, which is for 10 weeks,
was placed by Meldrum & Fewsmith, Cleveland.

Goldman Enters Service
SIMON GOLDMAN, manager of
WJTN Jamestown, N. Y., has entered the Army signal corps and
Dayton S. Wilkins, treasurer of
WJTN, will act as manager of the
station while Mr. Goldman is on
leave with the Army.
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San Antonio's civilian population
increased 22.3% between April 1,
1940 and March 1, 1943. That's
vigorous growth!
It's also healthy — for San Antonio is ONE of the SIX metropolitan counties in the ENTIRE
United States listed by the Census Bureau, in a survey released
Jan. 15, 1943, as having the most
rapid wartime growth and the
best postwar prospects of retaining its growth!
The latest C. E. Hooper Listening Index (May-June) shows
that more of the population, both
old and new, listen regularly to
WOAI than all other stations
combined.
50,000 WATTS
AFFILIATE NBC

CLEAR CHANNEL
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Laivmakers

Likely To Decide Who
Shall Use Air
RADIO ENGINEERS rather than
served title in the people, Mr. Durr
our lawmakers may ultimately took issue with the right of prianswer the questions of who shall
vate interests to "control" what
use the air and how it shall be goes on
the air, mentioning speused, FCC Commissioner C. J.
cifically last year's Cooperative
Durr told the Democratic National League case.
There isn't room on the air or
Women's Club in Washington last
Monday. "New techniques for the time on the stations for all who
use of frequencies are constantly want to have their say, and these
limitations mean that
being- developed," he said. "Many physical
remarkable developments now se- someone must choose what shall
cret will doubtless come to light and shall not be broadcast, said
when the war is over. Some day Mr. Durr. "Here arises the question as to whether or not Congress
we may have a frequency for everybody who wants to start a radio should lay down further standards
station, but that day isn't here and set up a Board of Review to
pass upon
clusion complaints
from the air. of unfair exCommissioner Durr's talk was
"I won't give you the answer,"
on "Radio and Freedom of Speech".
He observed that while nearly he concluded, "because, frankly, I
everyone agrees in principle with don't know what it should be." Mr.
the yet."
simple words of the Constitu- Durr then outlined several points
tion guaranteeing freedom of for and against such a board of
speech and of the press, it is often review.
extremely difficult to agree on apcific cases. plication of the principle to speARMY RADIO CHAIN
Network Rules

RADIO

Not

The chain broadcasting regulations were cited as an example of
two opposite views on the application of the principle of freedom
of speech. "The Commission called
its regulations a Magna Carta for
the independent broadcasting stations," said Mr. Durr, who was not
a member of the Commission at
the time the network regulations
were adopted, "and claimed that
it was extending a degree of free
speech to a field where it had theretofore been restricted." Mr. Durr
declared that he favored the regulations "in principle" and explained
that his lack of knowledge of detailed testimony in the case prevented an endorsement in detail.
Another point raised by the network case is that the chief bar to
free speech may be by action of
private parties rather than the
more traditional suppression by
Government, he said. "Traditionally, the threat to free speech
against which John Milton inveighed and from which the Founding Fathers sought to protect us
was the threat of suppression by
a powerful government. Today,
free speech may also depend upon
access or lack of access to privately controlled facilities for the
dissemination of information — the
press and radio. It may be as effectively curtailed by private economic sanctions as by the GovernPointing out that radio frequenment."cies may not be privately owned
because Congress has expressly re-

Operated by War Dept. For
Troops Ovearseas
A CHAIN of 23 U. S. shortwave
stations and 90 overseas longwave
transmitters are operated by the
Special Service Division of the
Army Service Forces, War Dept.
testimony at hearings before the
House Appropriations Committee
revealed. Facilities are used for
the information and entertainment
of troops.
"We found that the troops overseas need radios," said Gen. F. H.
Osborn, SSD chief, "and they depend on radios for news and information, particularly in isolated
posts. We found, for instance, that
all through the Aleutians the stations in Alaska did not reach the
far Aleutian Islands and the only
radio they were hearing was the
Japanese radio, broadcasting in
English, and they did not get any
Gen. Osborn
American
news." related that the
War Dept. began to put up small
stations, with a radius of only a
few miles. Five are operating in
the Aleutians, and nine more are
going up. At present, the Special
Service Division provides the stations with 34 programs a week.
About $21,100,000 of the money
requested for radio equipment for
overseas forces would be used to
buy small radio sets for servicemen
during the next fiscal year, and
about $800,000 to pay for broadcasting stations, the general said.
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THE Hired Hand Exchange, feature
of WGY, Schenectady, N. Y., through
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FCC
Hearings Slated
(Continued from page 10)

mit Communists to the organization of "Victory Councils".
The report also referred to the
murder on Jan. 4 of Carlo Tresca,
Italian editor and radio commentator and an enemy of Communism
and Fascism. This, it was held,
brought to light a controversy of
long standing between the proDemocratic Italians and the "proCommunistic groups in the OWL"
All this data, it is understood,
have come into the hands of the
FCC investigating committee, along
with allegations that OWI and the
FCC's former War Problems Division, handling foreign language
matters, collaborated in the regulation of Italian language broadcasts.
The Office of Censorship, Radio
Branch, headed by J. Harold Ryan,
is understood to have been on the
other side of the fence.
No announcement was made last
week regarding the phase of the
hearings to be picked up Aug. 9
in Washington. The only aspect
thus far covered has been the socalled war activities of the FCC,
involving the Foreign Broadcast
Intelligence Service and the Radio
Intelligence Division. An interim
report, it was learned, will be filed
along with a bill proposing to
transfer FBIS and RID to the
military services or to other wartime Government agencies.
Fred R. Walker, District attorney, assistant general counsel of
the committee, probably will take
up examination of witnesses in
Washington, Aug. 9. He has been
covering specialized phases of the
Commission's activities with considerable attention devoted to the
"secret" trial of Neville Miller,
NAB president, by the Board of
War Communications because of
purported "breach of trust" in connection with certain matters handled by the Domestic Broadcasting
Committee of BWC, of which he
is chairman.
Chairman Fly, at his press conference last Monday, in commenting on the proceeding, said there
had been "quite a bit of reaction

from the industry" on the Cox
Committee, particularly from small
stations. Expressing satisfaction
over these comments, he said he
thought
of the stations
"realize thatmost
the Commision
has done
more to protect them than anything
commentelse."
from Hea cited
small another
broadcaster
stating the Commission was the
"small broadcaster's best guarantee of fair treatment in the indusAsked whether these expressions
all came from small stations, Mr.
Flytry."
said there were comments from
other groups, too. All this has been
"rather encouraging," he said.
Assails Committee
Maintaining his strafing attack
upon the Cox committee, Mr. Fly
said there had been "some backfire from stations that have been
pressed by the staff of the committee to give evidence or make
statements against the Commission when those stations were unwilling to do so." He added there
had
been
"a the
pretty
broadstations
circularization of
various
by the committee's counsel in an
effort to get them to make statements against the Commission, and
in certain cases where they have
declined to make such statements,
they received sharp reprimands
from the counsel of the commit-

FARM AND FOOD
Clarification Sought on
Trip to Capital
SPENDING a whole week in Washing-ton, Cliff Gray, farm service director of WSPA Spartanburg, S.
C, confered with high officials in
order to gain a clear conception
of the present farm picture and the
Government's food program.
Before leaving, director Gray
announced to his listeners on the
Piedmont Home Hour that he was
going to Washington, and if there
were any questions they wanted
answered about the farm and food
program to send them in. Mr. Gray
arrived in Washington with a brief
case full of questions — so many
that War Food Administrator Marvin Jones exclaimed that it would
take his staff two weeks to answer all of them.
While
in Washington,
"Farmer"
Gray
made
a series of transcribed
interviews which he air expressed
back to WSPA for use on his programs. Recorded talks with Senator Ellison D. Smith, chairman of
the Senate Agriculture Committee; War Food Administrator Marvin Jones; certain Carolina members of Congress and a half-dozen
officials of the Department of Agriculture, enabled Mr. Gray to present a well rounded Washington
picture to his Piedmont farm listeners.
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WAVES present Glee Club, dance
orchestra, and military band music
on a weekly half-hour program broadcast on WOR, New York, by members
of U. S. Naval Training Station,
Women's Reserve.

Asked about the "nature of the
backfire," Mr. Fly refused comtee." ment but observed that "you can
imagine about what that has been."
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Urges Record Copyright
SUGGESTED solution to the present ban on recordings placed by
the American Federation of Musicians was given prominence on the
radio page of the July 25 New
York Times, with Olin Downes devoting his music column entirely to
a letter he had received from Sir
Thomas Beecham, eminent British
conductor. The conductor advised
passage of a law for copyright of
recordings.

(Ky.)
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TO MAKE SURE of getting the audience of Nova
Scotia's most thickly populated area it is hardly
necessary to stress the fact
that the station is
C

HNS
Halifax, Nova Scotia

JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Avenue, New York
Representatives

Day!

COMMUNICATIONS

JULY 24 TO JULY 30 INCLUSIVE
Decisions . . .
Tentative Calendar . . .
JULY 27
KFXM,
Bernardino
ited, 1240 San
kc, 250
w (Aug.— CP
3). for unlimWTAL, Tallahassee, Fla. - Granted consent to asignment of license from Florida further
WOKO,hearing
Albany,(Aug.
N. Y. 3).
— License renewal,
Capital Broadcasters, Inc., to Capital City
Broadcasting Corp. for $22,500 ; renewal of
license.
WAIT, Chicago — Granted consent to assignment of license from WAIT, Inc., to
partnership of Gene T. Dyer, Evelyn Ringwald, Elizabeth M. Hinzman, Adele Moulds,
Vivian Christoph
station
WAIT. and Wm. F. Moss d-b as
WELI, control
New Haven
Granted J.consent
transfer
from — Patrick
Goode toto
Arde Bulova.
WNBC, Hartford— Same.
KXL, newal,
Portland,
Ore. — Granted license reregular period.
KIUN, Pecos, Texas— Same.
First Baptist Church, Pontiac, Mich. —
Granted gramsextension
authority
transmit
proover fac. ities
of Mich.
Bell Telephone Co. to Windsor, Ont.
Chattahoochee Broadcasting Co., Columbus, Ga. — Denied petition for rehearing directed against application
Commission'sof action
June
29, granting
WDAK,on West
Point,
Ga.,
for
CP
to
move
station
to
Columbus, Ga.
TEMPORARY RENEWALS — KBST
KCMC KGGF KGKL KIUL KPLT KRBC
KRLH KSUB KVGB KVSF KWFC WABI
WCBT WCOV WGGA WHOM WLBJ
WNBZ WOCB WSAY WSYB WTEL
WJW KORN KSJB KWLK WATL WBLK
WELL WEOA WHDF WJHO WMSL
WSAM WCBI.
W49BN,
Binghamton,
N. Y. — Granted license to cover
CP.
New,
Edwin
H.
Armstrong,
York —
Granted license for transmitterNewto operate
on 43,100 kc, 40 kw, area 15,610 sq. mi.
W43B, Boston — Granted license to cover
CP,
in part, for FM station, 44,300 kc, unlimited.
W5XAU, toOklahoma
License further
extended
Oct. 1 City
on —temporary
basis
pending action on renewal.
W9XLA, Denver— Same.
W2XWE, Albany, N. Y.— Same.
JULY 28
KGCX, Sidney, Mont. — Dismissed without
prejudice
petitionforto license
interveneto onchange
applica-to
tion of KCMO
480 kc.
JULY 30
WABY, Albany, N. Y. — Set aside license
renewal on regular basis, granted temp,
extension pending disposition of WOKO
application.
Newark Broadcasting Corp., Newark,
N. J. — Adopted proposed findings of June
2, 1943 ; denied CP.
WKY,
Oklahoma
Granted
extension completion
date City—
on CP
to increase
power, etc.
Applications . . .
JULY 26
W71NY, New York — License use transmitter of FM experimental W2XOR as
auxiliary transmitter with 1 kw.
CBS,waveNew
York—
CP 6120,
for new
station on
6060,
6170, short9650,
11830, 15270, 17830, 21520, 21570 kc, 50 kw,
A3 emission, unlimited, except share on
all frequencies with WCRC, WCBX,
WCDA; share on 6060 with KWID and
KWIX; use 6120 kc by special authority.
WOI, Ames, la. - Special service authorization operate 6 a.m. to local sunrise, CST, with 5 kw to Feb. 1, 1944.
KPQ, Wenatchee, Washington Mod. CP
as mod. for new transmitter, DA-N, etc.
extend completion date.
JULY 29
General Electric Co., Schenectady — CP
for new international station, 25 w, A3
emission.
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Nine Cities

As Labor Shortage Areas
ACUTE labor shortage classification (Group I) has been applied
by the War Manpower Commission
to nine new cities, effective Aug. 1.
The WMC also has for the first
time designated an entire state as
a labor shortage area, having so
classified all places in California
which are not now listed in Group
III — areas where labor shortage
may occur in the next six months.
Seven of the nine cities, Anderson, Ind;; Everett, Wash.; Los
Angeles; New Bedford, Mass.;
Oklahoma City; Racine, Wis.; Spokane — were transferred from
Group II to Group J. Butte, Mont.,
and Eureka, Cal., were classified
for the first time and put in Group
I, as was the territory of Hawaii.
Situation has improved in the
Dayton-Springfield (Ohio) area
which has been shifted from Group
I to Group II.

New Business
BANK OF AMERICA National Trust &
Savings tional),
Assn.,
Francisco
on Aug. San
2 only,
Talk by(instituA. P.
Giannini on 16 Don Lee California stations, Mon., 8:45-9 a.m. (PWT). Agency:
Charles R. Stuart, San Francisco.
AMERICAN DAIRY Assn., Chicago
(dairy
on version
July 18 ofstarted
13
weeksproducts),
transcribed
Voice forof
the Dairy Farmer on 9 Don Lee Washington stations, Sun., 3:45-4 p.m. (PWT).
WJZ Survey Published
Agency: Campbell-Mithun, Chicago.
TRIMOUNT CLOTHING Co., Boston WJZ, BLUE outlet in New York,
(Clipper Craft Clothes), on Sept 12 or 19 has published results of a study of
listening habits made by Crossley
resumes Dorothy Thompson, commentator,
on 70 BLUE stations. Sun.. 7:15-7:30 p.m. Inc. and released last week by John
Agency: Emil Mogul Co., N. Y.
McNeil, manager of WJZ. Titled
EMPLOYERS GROUP, Boston (insur- the "WJZ Multiple K Market
ance) ,on Aug. 6 starts Cedric Foster, commentator, on 10 MBS stations, Fri., 10- Study", the survey measured dial10:15 p.m. Agency: H. C. Humphries,
ingtionshabits
of of
listeners
all staBoston.
in cities
75,000 to
population
and
over
within
the
%
millivolt
Renewal Accounts
contour of WJZ.
COUNCIL ON CANDY as food in the war
effort, Chicago,
15 renews
ington Reports on
on Aug.
Rationing
on 48 WashNBC
WBBM Parents
stations.
Chicago. Sun., 3-3:15 p.m. Agency: BBDO, PARENTHOOD flourishes on the
STANDARD OIL Co., San Francisco, on
staff of WBBM, ChiSept. 26 renews for 52 weeks, Standard announcing
Bob Cunningham is the father
Symphony on 6 NBC Pacific stations of a cago.
boy
born
July 21, Jonathan
(KFI KM J KPO KGW KOMO KHQ) and
Cole has a son born July 23, and
adds KMED. Sun., 8:30-9:30 p.m. (PWT).
Agency : BBDO, San Francisco.
Gordon Gray has a daughter born
STANDARD OIL Co., San Francisco, on July 26.
Oct. 14 resumes for 39 weeks, Standard
School tions
Broadcast
NBC Western
sta- LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT Corp., Burbank.
(KFI KMJ onKPO12 KGW
KOMO KHQ
Cal. (institutional), on Aug. 8 shifts
KMED KDYL KTAR KGLU KVOA
Ceiling Unlimited on 57 CBS stations, from
KYUM) Thurs., 10-10:30 a.m. (PWT). Mon.
7:15-7:30 p.m. to Sun., 2-2:30 p.m.
Agency: BBDO, San Francisco.
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS Corp., Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding, Los AnJersey City (Old English products), on UNION OIL Co., San Francisco, on Aug.
Aug. 3 renews for 52 weeks, Fleetwood 23 reduces schedule from five to three
Lawton, News Analyst, on 6 NBC Pacific geles.
adds 22David
Don Lee
PacificNews
stastations, Mon., Tues., Wed., Fri., 8:15- weekly tionsand
to General
Barrows,
8:30 p.m. (PWT). Agency: J. Walter
Analyst, making total of 33 Don Lee staThompson Co., N. Y.
Mon., Wed.,Foote,
Fri., Cone
9:30-9:45
p.m.
RICHFIELD OIL Co., Los Angeles, on (PWT).tions,Agency:
& Belding,
Aug. 8 renews for 52 weeks, Richfield Re- San Francisco.
porter, Sun. thru Fri., on 6 NBC Pacific
Jr. Co., Chicago (Spearstations (KFI KPO KGW KOMO KHQ WM. mWRIGLEY
inBurning
t) ,on Aug. on2 dropped
the Home
KMJ),
10-10:15
p.m.
(PWT),
and
4
Fires
19 CBS Keep
stations,
Mon.
NBC Ariz. stations (KYUM KTAR
thru
Fri.,
5:45-6
p.m,
and
substituted
new
KGLU KVOA), 10:30-10:45 p.m. (MWT).
dramatic series, American Women, at the
Agency: Hixson-O'Donnell Adv., Los An- ■same time on the same stations, originating at WBBM,
Meyerhoff
& Co., Chicago.
Chicago Agency: Arthur
Network Changes
geles.
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New York
(Lucky Strike cigarettes), on Aug. 7
shifted Your Hit Parade on 118 CBS stations, Sat., 9-9:45 p.m.:, with West Coast
rept.. Sat., 9-9:45 p.m. (PWT), from New
York to Hollywood for four weeks. Agency : Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem (Camel cigarettes), on
Aug. 6 shifts Moore-Cugat-Durante, on
129 NBC stations, Thurs., 10-10:30 p.m.
OF LEADERSHIP
(EWT), from New York to Hollywood.
Agency: Wm. Esty & Co., N. Y.
WM. WRIGLEY Jr. Co., Chicago (Spearmint), on Aug. 2 replaces Keep the Home
Fires Burning with American Women on
116 CBS stations, Mon. thru Fri., 5:45-6
p.m.
Chicago.Agency: Arthur MeyerhofE & Co.,

Introductory Broadcast
BULLFROGS

AND

MARINES

Carnation Contented Hour — NBC — August 2
Associated Music Publishers, Inc., New York
BROADCASTING
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CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press
Building, Washington, D. C.
Help Wanted
Radio Salesman — New Opening in Radio
Department of large Washington, D. C,
Advertising Agency. Excellent opportunity. Write full particulars — experience
— age — draft status. Commission against
drawing account. State draw required.
All replies
heldof confidential.
Our organization knows
this advertisement.
Box
125, BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER
With third
someclass
experience.
Must have at— least
license.
Give complete details first letter, including minimum salary. Radio Station
WMOG, Brunswick, Georgia.
Announcer-Salesman — Salary and Commission. Permanent job. Progressive local
network station. Box 113, BROADCASTING.
Draft Deferred — Licensed first, second, or
third class operators. Rocky Mountain 5
kw.
network station. Box 104, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Experienced sound effects technician for major network. Box 126,
BROADCASTING.
First Class Radiotelephone Operator — With
background and experience in managing
station. State qualifications, experience,
education, draft status, wages and hours
expected.
WRLC, Toccoa, Georgia, 250
Watts.
Wanted — Chief Engineer and Announcer
immediately. Wire qualificatiins, minimum salary, draft status. Julian Aydlett, WCNC, Elizabeth City, N. C.
Announcer — Permanent position with 5
kw regional network station for draft
deferred,
experienced man. Box 103,
BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER-SALESMAN — Good opportunity for experienced man with successful record. Basic announcing salary plus
commission on list of active accounts.
Submit full detailed information first letter. Voice recording. WSAV, Savannah,
Georgia.
Transmitter Engineers — Several vacancies
exist for plant engineers with first class
license. Permanent career positions with
50,000 watt station in South. Excellent
opportunity for right men. Applications
held in confidence. Give full details first
letter to Box 101, BROADCASTING.
Hammond Organist - Announcer — Good
Newscaster-announcer; assistant program
director; engineer. Men or women, progressive network station, non-defense
area. Box 112, BROADCASTING.
Announcer
Permanent staff
position
network —southeastern
station.
Good local
salary. State draft status, experience, enclose photograph first communcation. Box
111, BROADCASTING.
Wanted
at OnceTell
— First
classcommunicaengineer.
Draft exempt.
all first
tion, including minimum salary. WMSL,
Decatur, Alabama.
DIRECTOR-TEACHER Radio Department
leading New England Professional School.
Will consider woman but man preferrel.
Should have had professional experience
and some knowledge of announcing, program building, directing. School opens
September 7. Send references and state
salary
requirements to Box 107, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — To handle news broadcasts
and work board. Good starting Salary.
Steady employment; non defense area.
Living accommodations can be arranged.
4F or Married. WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
Wanted — Two announcers. We pay $35.00
to start. We want men who understand
Showmanship. Ideal living and working
conditions. WTAQ, Green Bay, Wisconsin. CBS— 5000 watts.
BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted
PROGRAM DIRECTOR Or Production
Manager.
years'exempt.
experience
in theater
and
radio. 22Draft
Permanent
position, no wartime replacements. Midwest preferred. Available September first.
Box 123, BROADCASTING.
Aggressive Radio Executive —Desires management of station promising market
with or without
investment.
Years'newsexperience in all phases
radio and
paper. Unusual record and background.
Box 106, BROADCASTING.
SALESMAN— Fourteen years Station Management, creative sales experience. Agency, network background. Desires sales
position major market station or station
representative. Commission basis preferred. References. Draft exempt. Box
127, BROADCASTING.
Experienced Announcer-Operator — Can also
write copy and script. Deferred. Eastern
stations only. Box 119, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Would like to locate in area
with high altitude or dry climate, if on
west coast, fifty miles from ocean. I am
thirty-five years old, 4-F classification,
which has not caused me t<3 miss one day's
work in ppast
seven years.
15 years'
exerience in newspaper,
outdoor
advertising and 6 years which were in Radio,
working with local and national accounts.
Have plenty of original ideas and will
give best of references. Now employed on
west coast earning over $300.00 a month.
Box 110, BROADCASTING.
EXPERIENCED ANNOUNCER— Available
for special events, sports, and general
announcing. Disability Discharge from
Army. Prefer southwest, but will go anywhere. Transcription on request. State
salary
possibilities. Box 109, BROADCASTING.
STATION EXECUTIVE— Solid background
in radio and advertising field. Completely
familiar with all phases of station operation, programming and administration.
Age 37, married, draft status 3-A. Now
employed as station manager. Best of
references. Box 105, BROADCASTING.
Young Man — Deferred, experience limited,
three years college radio courses — desires
position with radio station. Box 118,
BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER - PROGRAM
DIRECTOR —
Now employed network station. Six
years'cial,experience.
ad lib, commergeneral staff Sports,
work. Married,
age 25,
4-F. Prefers East or Midwest. Box 120,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-Program
experience network Director
affiliates.— 103-Ayears'
father.
Desires change to southern California.
Box 115, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — First Class license, experienced,
responsible,
permanent, 4-F. Box 116
BROADCASTING.
Good Announcer — Draft free, Army honorable discharge. Feature news, music. Age
23. Box 108, BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer — Experienced in installation and maintenance quarter to 50 KW.
Desires locate South or Southwest. Deferred. Minimum salary $65 week. Box
102, BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER-NEWSCASTER — Programming experience. Married. Draft exempt.
Prefer eastern area. Good references.
Box 129, BROADCASTING.
Producer-Writer — Some announcing, iy.,
years small station experience. Also rich
retail advertising, merchandising background. Will combine talents to produce
business. Married, 4-F, College, 28. Box
128, BROADCASTING.
Commercial Manager Available — 4-F, married. College graduate. 12 years network
and regional experience. Box 131,
BROADCASTING.
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GE GEtured in Funny
PEARSON,
feaPaper comedienne
People, weekly
dramatized series on KH.T, Hollywood,
has been signed for a major comedy
role in the Monogram film, "College
Sweetheart".
Wanted to Buy
Radio Station — Local regional. Russell Bennett, Sweetwater, Texas.
Wanted to Buy — For war purposes four
Presto Type 62-A or RCA 70-C transcription turntables or, alternatively, four
Presto type 10-A chassis. Must be in satisfactory working order. Box 121,
BROADCASTING.
Regional
Local122,Station
— In southwest or
midwest.or Box
BROADCASTING.
Owner of Georgia Station — Wishes to expandowners
operations,
and is inanxious
tact
of stations
N. C,toS.conC,
Ga., Ala, or Florida who wish to sell all
or part of their station. Inquire in complete confidence to Box 114, BROADCASTING.
ADVERTISING DIRECTOR,
SALES MANAGER and
POWERFUL ADVERTISING
SALESMAN
0 Available to large Radio Station or
Newspaper Owned Groups.
0 Capable of organizing, directing and
coordinating
sates advertisers
staff. In addition can sell radio
important
and
advertising agencies. Strong idea and
promotion
Interestedisinintense.
large
station
whereman.competition
9 Now employed
by one of groups.
the most successful newspaper-radio
0 Interview without obligation in your
office after August 15th.
ADDRESS
BOX 117, BROADCASTING

War Song Drive
WAYS of swelling the volume of
good war songs, through stimulating new compositions and making
full use of the proper outlets to put
them over, were discussed last week
at the first mass meeting of the
American Theatre Wind's newlyorganized Music War Committee.
Formation of the group six weeks
ago was inspired by the activities
of the Writers'
Board and performs a similar War
function.
FOR THE THIRD successive year,
Harry James emerges as winner of
the 15th Semi-Annual orchestra popularity poll conducted by Martin Block
on his Make Believe Ballroom program of recorded music on WNEW,
New York. Glenn Miller takes second
place, and Tommy Dorsey, third.

Influencing Sales
FAR

Beyond

Pontiac

In cities . . . villages . . . farm*
. . . for miles and miles around
Pontiac . . . the messages of national, regional and local advertisers are heard watts.
over WCAR's
1009 streamlined
GET THE
FACTS
FROM
WCAR
PONTIAC, MICHIGAN
or the Foreman Co. O Chicago • New York

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
& Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified
Radio toEngineers
Dedicated
the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Preaa Bids., Waah., D. C.

PAUL F GODLEY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859
GEORGE

N.J.

C. DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St, New York, N. Y.

McNARY & WRATHALl
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA
Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
321 E. Gregory Crossroads of
Blvd.,
the World Cal.
City, Kansas
Mo. tf~~7\
Y 1 Hollywood,

RING dC CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
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Added

Funds

Aid

Mutual
Programs
Will Cut Unsuited Programs;
Replace With New Shows
AN "AGGRESSIVE" new program policy made possible through
additional funds voted for the purpose at the July 14 meeting of the
MBS board of directors and the
formation of a special Mutual Program Operating Board were announced last week by Miller McClintock, MBS president, following
a three-day program clinic in New
York of the network's Executive
Advisory P r o g r a m Committee
[Broadcasting, July 26].
According to Mr. McClintock,
the group "made a critical analysis of Mutual's
entire
program
structure
and decided
to eliminate
various types of programs not currently suited to the overall program policy and replace them with
name-star, dramatic and idea
shows of outstanding character."
The best quality sustaining shows
with strong commercial possibilities will be purchased by Mutual,
under the new program policy, it
was stated.
Continue Sustaining Shows
"Mutual will continue to originate "sound sustaining shows from
its principal talent stations, but
with the added principle of direct
network aid in every way towards
the creation and production of the
best possible shows," Mr. McClintock emphasized.
Backing up the new program policy, the Program Operating Board
will meet once a month under the
chairmanship of Mr. McClintock,
with Adolph Opfmger, Mutual program director, serving as vicechairman. Members of the board,
in addition to Mr. McClintock and
Mr. Opfinger, are: Frank P.
Schreiber, general manager, WGN,
Chicago; Julius F. Seebach, vicepresident in charge of programs,
WOR, New York; Theodore C.
Streibert, executive vice-president,
WOR; C. M. Hunter, program director, WHK-WCLE, Cleveland;
Linus Travers, executive vice-president of Yankee Network; Willet
Brown of the Don Lee Network
and Robert A. Schmid, MBS research and promotion manager.
Two Words
ACCORDING to Kemp Malone of Johns Hopkins U. in
the American Speech Quarterly, "ration" words.
is not one,
but
two distinct
Public
confusion over the pronunciation of "ration" may be traced
to radio commentators, says
Mr. Malone. "Ration" pronounced like "fashion" is
the typical army term from
the French military term for
a soldier's daily food allotment. "Ration", pronounced
like "nation", is a doublet of
"ratio" and has the traditional Latin, school pronunciation.
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KMBC

TO

HAVE

OWN

FARM

Twice-Daily Broadcasts to Originate From
400-Acre Project in Kansas
KMBC, Kansas City, has just completed preliminary plans to operate
a 400-acre livestock farm in service to the farmers of the "Heart
of America", according to Arthur
B. Church, KMBC president.
Located 20 miles from downtown
Kansas City, just across the Missouri line in Kansas, the farm will
originate twice-daily broadcasts by
Phil Evans, KMBC farm editor,
presenting graphic on-the-scene reports of farm problems with recommended solutions.
Mr. Church invited all interested
to send in suggestons of a name
for the new farm. A $100 War
Bond will be given the one whose
suggestion is selected as the official name of this new KMBC
"first" in the "Heart of America".
Even a Lake
The new KMBC farm is no gentleman farm, but one rather that
lends itself to everyday, down-toearth practices. Work has been
completed on modernizing the main
farmhouse including an acoustically treated office-broadcasting studio. The barns, silos and sheds show
fresh coats of brown and green
paint. A stock pond has been dug,
and plans are being put into effect to provide the farm with a
lake to protect against a possible
serious drought.
"While it is the purpose of
KMBC to make this developmental
farm of maximum service to our
listeners, to be successful it must
be self-supporting and profitable,"
explained Mr. Church. "Located as
we are, servng the 'Heart of
America', the great grain and livestock area, we feel we can do a
lot of good by actually putting into practice, so all can observe, the
things our farm experts have been

recommending to KMBC farm listeners.
"Careful development and planning have
service.
In featured
view of KMBC's
the fact farm
that
practically half of the listeners in
the Kansas City area reside on
farms, it is of primary importance
to maintain a close balance of programming in service to both rural
and urban listeners.
"KMBC takes pride in that it is
the only station in the Kansas City
area with two fulltime farm men.
Bob Riley, therecently
station's
fulltime
marketcaster,
started
his
fifth consecutive year in the exclusive broadcasting of official livestock reports direct from the largest livestock exchange building in
America.
"The KMBC farm will maintain
a pure-bred herd of Angus cattle,
Berkshire and Hampshire hogs,
Hampshire sheep, New Hampshire
and Leghorn chickens, and a dairy
herd of Guernsey cattle. Crops to
be raised include corn, sorghum,
wheat, oats, flax, soybeans and alfalfa, for just a few. The farm is
self-supporting in the sense of feeding such grains produced to livestock.
"Phil Evans, farm authority,
will conduct his daily morning and
noon farmcasts direct from the
farm. It was felt that through
building up such a farm, a practical application of Evans' teachings could be made, and listeners
will share his problems, learning
by first hand experience what
works out and what doesn't."
MARTIN GOSCH has resigned as
associate producer of 20th CenturyFox, returning to William Esty &
Co. as Hollywood producer of Bud
Abbott d Lou Costello Show in the
fall. His contract permits him to make
outside film studio deals.

PURPLE HEART award has been
posthumously cited to Ensign
Thomas A. McClelland, former
chief engineer at KLZ Denver, who
was killed in action at Pearl Harbor, Dec. 7, 1941 [Broadcasting,
Dec. 22, 1941]. Ensign McClelland
was radio's first casualty in the
present war.
After long experience in commercial radio, Ensign McClelland
volunteered for active service and
was commissioned as a naval reserve officer in April of 1941, being
sent to the U. S. Naval Academy
at
Annapolis
for a "refresher"
course
in communications.
NEWCOMERS

PICNIC

Co-Sponsored by KDYL and
Local Newspapers
OVER 50,000 persons turned out
for
a giant July
"Newcomers
co-sponsored
27 by KDYLPicnic"
Salt
Lake City, and local newspapers.
An all-day and evening affair, the
huge celebration was promoted by
the
radio.combined efforts of press and
Myron Fox, KDYL promotion
manager,
ten hours
of
continuous arranged
entertainment
for the
affair and the KDYL orchestra was
joined by five military bands and
orchestras. Sgt. Emerson Smith,
former KDYL production director,
was mc for the show which had two
broadcasts over KDYL, including a
giant "singtime", and "opportunity
contest" which gave winning newcomer appearance over NBC network, originating at KDYL. The
Salt Lake Council of Women took
care of the registration at the park,
grouping the newcomers according
to their respective states.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
". . . and in Recognition of Your 12 Months Continuous Service,
I Present You With This Symbol of Our Appreciation!"

BROADCASTING

Lutheran Publicity
ESTIMATING some 17,000,000 children are not receiving religious instruction, the American Lutheran
Publicity Bureau, New York, will
start a drive in September to increase enrollment in Sunday schools
of all denominations, according to a
Bureau spokesman. The cooperation
of local stations and networks is being solicited. Bureau will use the facilities of the Evangelical Lutheran
Synod's St. Louis station, KFUO,
and Mutual's Lutheran Hour, sponsored by Lutheran
Layman's
League,
with which
the bureau
is affiliated.
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A

he

new

WLW

FAXFILE

Account Executives and Time Buyers
have said they want it . . . Advertising
Managers have asked for it. So here
it is — the new WLW Faxfile, a comprehensive collection of information
on the
file
size. Nation's Station in convenient
The initial release, just now going
out, contains a complete set of mail
maps including "How Deep is Daytime?" our new daytime mail map.
Included also are Hooper Indeces for
Morning, Afternoon, and Night. Very
soon a complete reprint of WLW
Listening Area Ratings for Mid-Winter,
1943, as reported by C. E. Hooper,
Inc., will be released. And many
other things are planned — all to fit
the Faxfile.
We designed the Faxfile to save your
valuable time — to give you the complete,
story of in
WLW's
dominance current
and coverage
one handy
form for split-second reference. We
hope you will have occasion to use it
often.

If for some

reason or other

you failed to receive your
copy of the WLW
please let us know.
WLW,

Faxfile,
Write

Crosley Square, 140

West Ninth Street, Cincinnati
2, Ohio. We'll dispatch your
copy of the Faxfile P. D. Q.

* WLW audience dominance, plus the cooperation we receive as a
result of continuous dealer contact, now augmented by SPECIALTY
SALES, offer you the most effective means ever devised for directing
the distribution and sale of consumer food and drug products.

WLW
THE NATION'S MOST MERCHANDISE- ABLE STATION
DIVISION OF THE CROSLEY CORPORATION

'HERE'S plenty of proof that housewives do listen to WLS.
the success of this fruit jar maker:

Consider

He received 22,019 letters in seven weeks . . . and his schedule continues
until September. He used announcements, five a week, in connection with a
noontime produce market report for homemakers, offering a booklet on home
canning. Earlier this year, this same advertiser received 27,429 letters from
45 announcements . . . making his total results from two schedules some
50,000 letters thus far!
Here is a story which proves again that WLS is listened to . . . that WLS
listeners respond ... in short, that WLS Gets Results. If you want further
evidence, just ask us ... or ask the John Blair man.

890 KILOCYCLES
50,000 WATTS
BLUE NETWORK
PRAIRIE
FARMER
STATION
Burridge D. Butler
President
Glenn
Snyder
Manager

represented by
John Blair & Company

L

+

CHICAGO
MANAGEMENT

AFFILIATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK — KOY PHOENIX

* KTUC, TUCSON

* KSUN BISBEE-LOWELL
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I'LL

ROPE

FOR

IT

YOU!

time activity it is classified by Assistant

It's a BIG area where

Director, Bureau of Census, as one of few

big things are hap-

areas "having excellent prospects of re-

pening. It's an area that year after year
has shown increases in population and
spendable

income

far above

tional average. Now

taining wartime growth." Let KWKH
rope it for you . . . sell for you now and
build sales for the future.

the na-

teeming with war-

CBS sets net daytime circulation at
313,000 radio homes; net nighttime
at 425,000. Represented by the
Branham Company.

c&u&i
CBS

A

it uUik

50,000

SHREVEPORT

SHREVEPORT,
BROADCASTING
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TIMES
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ONE

OF

A

SERIES

PRESENTING

I

GENERAL

THE

MEN

Kmyon

MANAGER,

WHO

MAKE

FREE

&

PETERS

STATIONS

Brown

KOMI,

OKLAHOMA

CITY

mmmmmmmmm

1934
1935
1936
1938
1942

Engineerandannouncer,KYBY, Kansas City
Announccr,\7LCr(nowKCKN, Kansas City)
Director
Des Moinesof Special Events, KSO-KRNT,
Sales Executive, KVOO, Tulsa
General Manager, KOMA, Oklahoma City

IINE years ago a beardless kid named

is listed over there at the right, and that

Kenyon Brown started in radio as an engineer and announcer. Eight years and four

every station on that list is operated by out-

jobs later he became General Manager of a

standing men.

at

No, and that isn't an accidental state of
affairs, either. We know that management

Oklahoma City. But still he says "I'm afraid
my biography will be short by necessity;

makes the station — that the well-managed
station is always the best buy for the

darned good regional station — KOMA

there isn't a whole lot a guy can say about

Okay then, Ken — we'll say it for you, by

advertiser. So, years ago, we decided that's
the only kind of station we'd work with,
here in this pioneer group of radio-station

indirection! We'll just point out that KOMA

representatives.

himself at the age of 29"!

Free
Pioneer

&
Radio

Peters,

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO . KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PEORIA
PAUL
WMBD
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCBM
BALTIMORE
WCiC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . .
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW
.
OAKLAND-SAN
FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
KFAR
ALASKA
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

in

Station Representatives
Since May, 1032 *

CHICAGO:
N. Michigan NEW YORK:
247 Park Are. SAN FRANCISCO:
i'ii Sutler HOLLYWOOD:
N. Gordon ATLANTA:Main322 5667
Palmer Bldg.
Franklin,806373
Plaza 5-4131
Sutter 4353
Gladstone 1512
3949
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Group
Advises

Relaxation

of

Freeze
RECOMMENDATION to the
FCC that the April 27, 1942
"freeze order" covering new
broadcast station construction
or improved facilities be relaxed to the extent of allowing
licensing of new local stations
of 100-250 watts power,
where prescribed conditions
can be met, has been made by
the FCC's Committee on Critical Radio Materials, it was
learned authoritatively last
week. The report, it is expected, will be considered by
the FCC immediately.
Based on more than a year
of study, the committee, comprising Commissioners T. A.
M. Craven, Chairman, and C.
J. Durr, gives little comfort
to applicants seeking increased
power or other improved facilities
outside the local bracket, not because of the lack of availability of
transmitters but due largely to
production bottlenecks in the higher wattage equipment and tubes.
Similarly, tube replacements for
FM transmitters are unusually
tight, because of heavy military
requirements for copper annode
tubes.
Military Requirements
The committee, when originally
appointed Aug. 17, 1942, comprised
also Commissioner George H.
Payne, whose term expired July 1.
It was named to appraise the entire broadcast equipment situation and determine whether additional stations could be licensed or
powers increased without hindering the war effort.
The survey revealed that military requirements for radio equipment have been stepped up consistently. Whereas it appeared
early this year that the peak load
on manufacturers would come in
the fall of 1943, latest informa-

BROADCASTING

Favors
Grant
of
New
Locals
dition
there
are
some
50
other
mittee
indicated
a sufficient supply
tion is that a still larger load will
be necessary next year, and that registered transmitters in various of the majority of parts to provide for maintenance and repair of
1945 demands will continue up- stages of repair or completion.
ward.
The committee found, in con- these transmitters for a considerable time.
sulting FCC application files, that
Information previously released
The committee, it is reported,
at WPB indicated 1943 require- there are 84 applications for new
ments amounting to the staggering stations involving power of 250 therefore, has recommended to the
total of $4,300,000,000, whereas watts or less. In addition there are FCC that the granting of applicathe industry's normal peacetime 13 applications for increase in
tions for new 100 and 250-watt
production has amounted to some power from 100 to 250 watts.
standard stations in cities other
Whereas the military depart- than those in metropolitan dis$800,000,000. Prospects of a substantial increase for 1944 and 1945
ments have indicated they have no
tricts and where no station now is
now also are cited.
interest in the broadcast equip- located, would serve the public inment in the hands of broadcasters,
terest and make efficient use of
Available Equipment
WPB feels it is desirable to conidle
equipment.
Similarly the comserve the transmitters of higher
mittee urged that the granting of
The FCC
committee's
survey
revealed a total of 69 fabricated power for future needs of war applications to increase power of
standard broadcast transmitters
local stations from 100 to 250 watts
which are available for use. Of agencies.
There is no demand by the Gov- should be authorized under certain
these, 5 are of 5,000 watts output;
ernment for the local power trans- conditions.
one of 2,500 watts; 14 of 1,000
mitters (38 250-watters and 10
It was assumed, in the light of
watts, one of 500 watts, 38 of 250 100-watters). Moreover the surconditions, that the Commiswatts and 10 of 100 watts. In adplus equipment survey of the com- war sion
would be asked to make such
grantsrials areonly
when without
requiredpriority
mateavailable
assistance;
when
the
applications
B. Lewis
W«
Appoints
Paley
involve no serious engineering or
interference conflicts and are in
For
National
Program
Study
accordance with technical regulations; and when they meet the reSATISFYING a long-felt need, Bureau of OWI, responsible for
quirements of the law geared
CBS President William S. Paley channeling of Government protoward
a
fair
and equitable distrigrams, which has been applauded
last Friday announced appointment
bution of broadcast service.
of W. B. Lewis, former CBS vice- generally both in industry and GovShould the FCC approve the
president and until recently assist- ernment.
ant director of OWI, to a special
The CBS announcement said Mr. findings of the Craven-Durr committee it is expected that some 100
one-year assignment for a nation- Lewis will travel throughout the
wide study of radio program serv- country and discuss with typical applicants for new local stations
ice. Mr. Lewis had been proposed listeners, with public leaders and or for increases in power to 250
as successor to Neville Miller as
with broadcasters "the role broad- watts will be requested to file with
president of NAB by a portion of
casting is playing and can in the the Commission statements regardits board, but withdrew his name
ing their intentions in view of the
future
play,
in American life".
from consideration prior to the
The assignment will cover the proposed relaxation of the freeze
order. Where conflicts are inmeeting of the NAB's board in whole range of radio programming,
Chicago, July 30 [Broadcasting,
volved, itis presumed hearings will
it was stated. He will concern himAug. 2].
self with local and regional, as be authorized.
The Lewis assignment, first of well as nationwide radio service.
The committee began its inquiry
its kind in radio annals, is designed
on the thesis that idle fabricated
Mr.
Paley
said
that
for
some
to cover the whole field of public
radio transmitters were serving no
reaction to all types of radio serv- time he has been desirous of having useful purpose and that if they
ice and to its future functions. It such a study made. "It has been
were not needed by any war agency
is not a study restricted to use of impossible for men burdened with
CBS, it was pointed out, though the day to day operations of the they might be utilized in service
to the public, provided all other
Mr. Lewis' reports will be made network to devote to such an in- construction entailed conformed
quiry either the concentration or with WPB views.
to President Paley.
the leisure which it requires, toWill Tour Nation
gether with the detached perspecLast September the committee
tive of an observer who is not him- recommended to the Commission
Mr. Paley himself has been suself involved in the said.
creative effort," the granting of applications inpervising operations of the CBS the announcement
volving only the use of quartz
program department since Mr.
Lewis resigned two years ago as
Mr. Lewis, who during the past crystals, which marked the first
vice-president in charge of pro- two years has made his home in relaxation of the freeze order. Its
grams to join the Office of Facts Washington, probably will main- new report covered standard broadcast applications proposing use of
& Figures, which later became
tain that residence. He will underOWI. Mr. Lewis created the Radio
(Continued on page 4-4)
take the new work immediately.
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RCA
RCA
Transfer

Board
Rests on FCC

Approves

Sale

of

Blue

Okay of Shifting
Of 3 Outlets
RATIFICATION by the RCA
board last Friday of the sale of
the BLUE Network to Edward
J. Noble, New York broadcaster
and industrialist, for $8,000,000
cash leaves one remaining action
prior to the change of ownership
of the network — approval by the
FCC of transfer of WJZ New
York, WENR Chicago, and KGO
San Francisco to Mr. Noble.
With the formalizing of the
transaction, completed July 30 by
David Sarnoff, RCA president and
Mr. Noble, the transfer applications will be filed with the FCC
promptly, probably early this week.
The Commission will not pass on
the purchase of the entire network,
except in an incidental way. It's
authority extends only to the reas ignment of the licenses of the
three stations owned and managed
by the BLUE Network Co. from
RCA to Mr. Noble.
First Network Sale
Since completion of the deal —
the first sale of a network in radio history — intense interest has
been engendered in the industry
over the future competitive picture.
Mr. Noble is no newcomer to radio, having operated WMCA, New
York, which he will sell shortly, for
nearly three years.
Actually, the $8,000,000 cash
figure will not represent the net
cost to Mr. Noble, who reiterated
last week that he has no partners
or associates in the venture. The
BLUE, it is understood, has cash
in the bank amounting to approximately $1,400,000 aside from accounts receivable. This would mean
that with these assets, Mr. Noble
actually would be spending only
$6,600,000 for the entire operation.
Not a single discordant note has
been heard on the transaction from
BLUE affiliates, particularly since
Mr. Noble's renewed assurances
that he is acquiring the network
as an individual. His announcement last Wednesday that his "long
range planning" encompasses participation in the network ownership by affiliated stations and the
network management, along with
eventual public distribution of network stock likewise was welcomed
in the industry.
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly, who sat in on the eleventh
hour negotiations July 29 and 30
at the invitation of the principals,
stated at a press conference last
Monday that the Commission would
carefully check into the interests
associated with Mr. Noble in the
purchase of the network. The fact
that Mr. Noble has said he
has no associates, it was thought,
should tend to speed up FCC approval.
How much time will elapse bePage 8 • August 9, 1943

BLUE SELLERS AND BUYER are pleased about the new setup, judging
by this camera study of the three principals in the network transaction.
Mark Woods (left), BLUE president, and Edgar Kobak (right), executive
vice-president, talk over the sale with the network's new owner, Edward J.
Noble, owner of WMCA, New York, and head of Life Savers Corp.
fore FCC approval is problematical. There is no present indication of a hearing. The FCC has
approved important radio station
transfers in a matter of hours or
days. Others have been held up
for months. Unless there are extenuating circumstances, it is presumed the transfer will be formally ratified within a reasonable time
— a week or two. That is premised
on the knowledge that the Commission already is acquainted with
Mr. Noble's background as a station licensee along with the fact
that RCA-BLUE operations have
been an open book since the FCC's
chain monopoly inquiry of 1938
and in the ensuing litigation which
carried all the way to the Supreme
Court.
Once the FCC approves the
transfer, it is expected that the
government will drop its anti-trust
suits against RCA-NBC and CBS,
filed December 31, 1941, alleging
violation of the Sherman AntiTrust laws. John T. Cahill, counsel for RCA and NBC, it was
learned, had discussed this matter
with Department of Justice officials July 30, the day of the agreement to sell the BLUE, and was
told that a motion for dismissal
NBC Promotion Preview
For Affiliated Stations
ROY C. WITMER, NBC vice-president in charge of sales, Dr. James
Rowland Angell, public service
counselor, and Charles B. Brown,
director of advertising and promotion, will participate in a closed
circuit talk on NBC Aug. 16, previewing for the benefit of affiliated
stations, the network's new "Parade
of
Stars" promotion
distributed
later thismaterial,
month. to be
Third in a series of similar campaigns, the coming "Parade of
Stars" includes a portfolio of promotional aids and two albums of recordings byartists featured in some
50 NBC programs. Scripts may be
combined with the transcriptions
to build novel programs varying
from one minute to a half-hour in
length.

would be entertained as soon as
the transaction was completed. The
suits are pending in Chicago and
are scheduled for trial Sept. 13.
The dual network ownership of
NBC, it has been stated by Department of Justice officials, was
the only remaining issue in the
anti-trust suit, since all other aspects in controversy had been eliminated through enforcement June
15 by the
FCC of its so-called Network Rules.
MBS May Withdraw
It is likewise assumed that MBS,
which has pending against RCANBC a $10,275,000 triple damage
and injunction suit, would be disposed to drop that proceeding once
the BLUE transfer is effectuated.
There has been no formal statement from MBS to that end, however.
Mr. Noble, it was learned, has
received some two dozen offers for
WMCA, which he agreed to sell as
a condition precedent to his acquisition of the BLUE. The FCC
has frowned upon multiple operation of stations by the same owner
in a single market, although it has
no formal rules barring this. Mr.
Noble paid $850,000 for WMCA
in 1941. It is understood several
offers are considerably in excess
of that amount, including a numCity.
ber from newspapers in New York
"I will accept an offer of a group
interested in doing a public service job in radio even if it is lower
than
the best bid,"
Mr. Noble
Broadcasting.
He added
that told
the
purchaser must regard radio as
his principal business and not as
a side line, declaring such an arrangement would, in his judgment,
be most acceptable to the public,
the industry and the government.
WMCA Resale
Some speculation has surrounded
possible resale of WMCA to its
former owner, Donald Flamm, who
now is half owner of WPAT, Patterson, New Jersey. Mr. Noble,
(Continued on page 4.7)
BROADCASTING

Costs,

Taxes

Absorb Gross Gain
6-Month Net Drops Despite
Huge Rise in Income
TOTAL GROSS income of RCA
for the first half of 1943 shows an
increase of $51,565,900 over the
same period in 1942, according to
the consolidated statement of income of RCA and its subsidiaries
released Aug. 5 by David Sarnoff,
president. Income from all sources
amounted to $141,001,366 for the
first six months of this year, compared with $89,435,466 for the first
half of 1942.
Net income was $4,918,794 this
year, a decrease of $77,223 from
1942 when the figure was $4,996,017. Earnings applicable to the
common stock for the first six
months of the current year were
23.9 cents per share, compared
with 24.4 cents per share in the
first half of 1942.
Taxes Rise
Provision for Federal Income
Taxes amounted to $14,204,800
for the first half of this year, an
increase of $4,770,100 over the corresponding period last year.
Cost of goods sold, general
operating, development, selling
and administrative expenses have
increased substantially. The figure
for the first 26 weeks of 1943
stands at $118,647,034, as against
$72,904,872 for the comparable period in 1942. Excess profit taxes,
representing the net after the postwar refund of $1,262,500, have been
nearly doubled. This year's figure
is $11,370,600, as compared to last
year's $6,371,200.
Consolidated statement for the
quarter ended June 30, 1943 shows
a net income of $2,323,882, as
against $2,329,283 for the similar
quarter last year. Earnings per
share on common stock totalling
13,881,016 shares remained at .110
this year's second quarcentster.for
Gross income from all sources
an infor 1943,
was $73,717,400
crease over the second
quarter of
1942, when the figure was $45,293,756.
Chicago Football
CONSOLIDATED ROYAL Chemical Corp.,
Cream
andChicago
Zymole (Krank's
Trokeys),Shave
beSept.
ginning
25
will
sponsor
a
10week series of college football
broadcasts at 3 p.m. on WBBM,
Chicago. John Harrington, WBBM
sports announcer, will do all the
games.
Agency
is Arthur Meyerhoff
& Co.,
Chicago.
Shoe Firm in N. YAFTER a six-week summer layoff,
National Shoe Stores, New York,
will start its fall radio campaign,
the first part of the schedule beginning Aug. 15, and the second part
Sept. 13. Firm has placements on
WNEW, WMCA and WOV, New
Ycrk, and WPAT, Paterson N. J.
Agency is Emil Mogul Co. New
York.
• Broadcast
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FCC,

Power
OWI

Charged
HEARINGS of the House Select
Committee investigating the activities of the FCC entered a new
phase last week coincident with
the transfer of the scene of the
hearings from Washington to New
York, as the Committee's counsel,
Eugene L. Garey, launched a hammer-and-tongs drive designed to
demonstrate that staff personnel of
the FCC and OWI abused their
perogatives and overstepped the
authority of their agencies to force
from the air foreign language announcers and commentators.
Specifically, Mr. Garey elicited
from his witnesses, who included
both FCC employes and operators
of domestic stations active in the
field of foreign language broadcasting, testimony bearing out his
charges that certain persons had
been put off the air for no other
reason than that their ouster was
ordered by individuals whom the
broadcasters dared not defy. Again
and again during the week's sessions Mr. Garey forced from frequently reluctant witnesses confirmation ofhis allegations of highhanded gestapo tactics on the part
of Federal agency personnel.
Continues in New York
The New York phase of the inquiry is expected to continue for
another two weeks, Mr. Garey declared last Friday. Original plans
to resume the Washington end of
the inquiry on Aug. 9 have been
postponed, it was learned, pending
conclusion of the New York hearings.
Chairman E. E. Cox (D-Ga.) of
the committee, is expected to preside at the New York hearings
DISC FILLS GAP
When Storm Interrupts Army
'
Live Repeat
TO OFFSET failures in transmission of U. S. Army in Africa from
overseas to Mutual listeners during a one-time network broadcast
July 31 [Broadcasting, Aug. 2],
the network employed a special
technique. The program was
heard live by Mutual listeners durthe evening, but when the actual
broadcast faded out due to storm
conditions, listeners continued to
get good reception.
Secret was use of a transcription synchronized with the live
broadcast, and put on the air whenever the reception became poor.
The disc had been made during the
first broadcast of the program
earlier that day, which was recorded but not put on Mutual. A
live repeat of the Army show was
the one the network listeners
Keard.
BROADCASTING

Hit

Foreign

beginning Aug. 9 or Aug. 10, to
allow Rep. Edward J. Hart (DN. J.) to handle other urgent matters in his district. Rep. Richard
B. Wigglesworth (R-Mass.) will
sit with Judge Cox.
Precisely when the Washington
proceedings, which cover other than
foreign language aspects of the
Commission's activities, will resume was not stated. It was hardly
expected this would be before Aug.
23, however.
The two other members of the
select committee, Rep. Warren G.
Magnuson (D-Wash.) and Rep.
Louis E. Miller (R-Mo.), are at
home, subject to call of Chairman
Cox in the event the Committee
decides to divide into separate subcommittees to hold hearings at
different locales simultaneously.
Hit-or-Miss Inquiries
Mr. Garey also developed evidence indicating that while these
Government employes were apparently over-zealous in, removing
from the air persons suspected of
pro-fascist leaning they had failed
to exercise the same vigor in the
opposite direction and had made
little or no attempt to weed from
the foreign language field individuals of communistic tendencies.
Testimony revealed further that
the investigations of foreign language personnel by the FCC field
forces were conducted in a surprisingly hit-or-miss manner. Frequently, the record shows, damning
charges against individuals were
taken at face value, with little attempt to verify either the com-

Air

Force

Tongue

plaints or the veracity of the complainants.
The Office of Censorship, described as the only Federal agency
with power to order the removal
from the air of any program or
program personnel, took no part in
any of these proceedings, according to the testimony, and the correspondence from the OC which
was read into the record disclosed
that this agency felt no need to
adopt tactics used by the other
agencies to invade fields admittedly
outside their authority.
Among the more sensational developments of the week was the
disclosure that the operators of
WGES, Chicago, discharged an employe of long standing for no other
reason than fear of unfavorable
FCC action on the renewal of the
station's license, which was then
on a temporary basis.
Similar pressure was successfully
exerted by Lee Falk, then chief
of the radio section of the foreign
language division of the OWI, testimony revealed, in securing the
discharge of an employe of WHOM,
Jersey City, also operating under
a temporary license. Witnesses
testified that they knew that neither the FCC nor OWI had any
power to censor programs or personnel, but admitted that they submitted to the wishes of the Government agency executives in discharging these employes, even
though these discharges resulted
in the loss of considerable station
revenue, amounting in the WGES
case to about $18,000 a year.
Hearings got under way prompt-

Birthday

Round-up

Scoops
World
on Ploesti
Raid
LISTENERS to The Army Hour the bombing of the Ploesti fields,
broadcast of Sunday, Aug. 1, heard the source of more than a third of
the first announcement of the Germany's oil.
American air raid on the Ploesti oil
Gen. Arnold's face lighted up
fields and refineries in Roumania.
when he heard the news, Maj. Jack
And among the surprised listeners Harris, acting chief, Radio Branch,
was Gen. Henry H. Arnold, Com- War Dept. Bureau of Public Relamanding General of the Army Air
tions, who was with Gen. Arnold
Forces.
during the broadcast, related.
"Here was a ^report from a genDuring the program, commemorating the 36th anniversary of the
eral to his commanding general,"
Air Force, Gen. Arnold called in
pointed out, "which was the
commanders from the various he
first inkling of the news to the
theatres of action for combat reports. When Maj. Gen. George BreGen. Brereton made his report at
reton, commanding the 9th Air 3:43 p.m. while the bombers were
Force, Middle East, reported from still
returning from the raid. He
world."
Cairo, he said:
discarded a prepared script in
favor of the late action.
General to General
The anniversary broadcast rep"I have big news for you and
resented one of the most compliAmerica, Gen. Arnold. Your 9th
cated operations ever undertaken
Air Force has just delivered a blow in radio, according to Maj. Harris.
against the Nazis which may con- Pickups aggregating 142,014 miles
ceivably change the course of the were traversed, or more than half
war." Gen. Brereton then told of the distance to the moon.

• Broadcast

Advertising

Actions

Iy i t 10 a.m. Tuesday morning in
the United States Court House in
Foley Square, New York, before a
sub-committee of Representatives
Edward J. Hart (D-N. J.), presiding, and Richard B. Wigglesworth (R-Mass.). Eugene L. Garey,
general counsel to the Select Com
mittee, opened proceedings by reading a letter from Harold D. Smith,
director, Bureau of the Budget,
who wrote that "in view of instructions received from the President"
he had "no choice but to decline to
testify or otherwise furnish the
Committee
Mr. Gareyany
alsoinformation."
read a letter he
sent to Mr. Smith and to the Secretary of the Navy and the acting
Secretary of War, citing a letter
from President Roosevelt to all
Federal Government department
and agency chiefs to the effect that
no restrictions are placed on their
furnishing statements in response
to Congressional inquiries. Their
replies were unanimous in stating that the situation regarding
the Committee's requests for evidence had not changed and that
they could not comply.
Expansion of Office
James Alfred Guest, senior field
attorney in charge of the FCC New
York office, first witness called, admitted under questioning that most
of the activities of his office, which
had grown from one attorney and
one secretary to four attorneys and
two secretaries since last December, were devoted to work for the
former War Problems Division of
the FCC, which, he said, was vitally concerned with foreign language broadcast stations, particularly in the vicinity of New York.
Mr. Garey then read a letter
written Dec. 11, 1942, by Marcus
Cohn, chief, field section, War
Problems Division, to Alan M. Fenner, FCC field attorney in New
York, stating that complaints had
been received about program personnel at WOV, New York, indicating thatannouncers
the station
stillwith
retained
and others
pro-Fascist sympathies. The letter
specifically named James Capozucchi, Igino Achille Mannechia, Rino
Colla-Negri, Guiseppe Sterni, Ralph
Nardella, Diana Baldi, Dino Bolognese and Frank A. Polemeni,
and asked for more information
concerning them. (Mr. Nardella is
WOV sales manager, James Capozucchi is a staff announcer and
the other men are free lance artists for commercial shows. All continue broadcasting with WOV.)
The letter detailed procedure to
be followed in making this investigation. It directed visiting, first,
the individuals from whom complaints had been received, with an
effort to pin them down to specific charges, names, dates and
places. Documentary material was
(Continued on page i9)
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FM

Broadcasters

On

Post- War

Pledge

Allocation

Act

ion

Plans

Dr. Armstrong Cites 'Classic Blunders'; Dr. Baker
Warns of Need for High-Perf ormance Receivers
ACTIVE participation of the nation's FM broadcasters in the radio
technical planning group to be
set up to coordinate postwar planning and allocations was agreed
upon at a meeting of FM Broadcasters, Inc., in Milwaukee last
Tuesday attended by a majority
of its member stations.
Reiterating the position taken at
the last meeting of FMBI June 16
in New York, the organization
pledged itself to participation in
postwar planning activity to be coordinated by all interested parties
and representing the operating,
engineering and manufacturing
branches of radio. Considerable
discussion, in both government and
industry circles, has surrounded
plans to create the postwar group.
Report Sought Promptly
Problems peculiar to FM, designed to get the new broadcast
medium off to a flying start after
the war, were discussed in detail
by the broadcasters with Dr. Edwin H. Armstrong, eminent scientist and FM inventor; George F.
Adair, assistant chief engineer of
the FCC in charge of broadcasting, and Dr. W. R. G. Baker, vice
president of General Electric Co.
and director of the Radio Manufacturers Assn. Engineering Department. Mileage separations and
trade area allocations were discussed, with instructions given a
special committee to report on these
matters promptly, rather than after
the war.
Similar action was taken with
regard to the engineering committee's report on the investigation
ordered at the last meeting to determine advisability of increasing
the signal on the outer fringe of
service areas. The meeting concluded that the association should
vigorously proceed to settle as
many of the problems affecting
FM allocations and standards as
is possible now, so that when set
manufacturing commences there
will be no delays.
Mr. Adair reported that the
FCC was following the suggestions made at the last FMBI board
meeting urging it to undertake
further measurements of propagation characteristics. He observed
that the Commission was short of
receivers for this service and would
welcome use of Hallicrafter's 27X
or REL 517A receivers for at least
six months. He asked that anyone
having such equipment contact
him. Mr. Adair is the broadcast
member of the FCC's own allocations committee.
Dr. Armstrong, in addressing the
FMBI director's meeting, alluded
to the dangers inherent in the forPage 10 • August 9, 1943

mation of any "rigid straightjacketing" of the future. He
pointed to mistakes made in the
past 25 years of radio history ascribable to the fallacious view of
those who laid out the allocations
that at the time they acted they
knew all there was to be known
about radio.
The classic example, he said,
was the allocation which gave all

the wavelengths below 200 meters
to the amateur. A second "blunder" was the assumption that a
5,000 cycle modulation band was
all that would ever be required for
good broadcasting. This assumption, he contended, resulted in a
"permanent impairment of the
quality of the transmission on the
standard broadcast band".
A more recent illustration, he
declared, was the allocation of television to bands where it has no
business to be, where the modulating frequency was a large percentage of the carrier frequency.
He suggested an approach to the
problem of standards and allocations which will be sufficiently flexible to permit correction of errors
of judgment which "will this time

Bedding Company Sponsor
SOUTHERN Spring Bed Co., Atlanta, Ga., manufacturers of beds
and bedding, will sponsor two news
programs weekly bv Robert St.
John on NBC starting Aug. 17.
Contract calls for Tuesday and
Thursday 9:45-10 a.m. periods on
19 southern and south central stations. Agency is Tucker, Wayen &
Co., Atlanta.
undoubtedly be made just as they
have been made in the past".
Dr. Baker warned that developments in the first two years after
the war may make or break FM.
He said it was of paramount importance that the FM sets produced after the war be of a high
performance type. To satisfy the
public these sets must be able to
bring in programs loud and consistently, without use of special
antenna. Unless FM lives up to
its high standards, its great promise may be "blighted," he asserted.
Five- Year Assimilation
Dr. Baker estimated it would
take five or six years after the war
to assimilate the wartime technical advances made in radio, television and other electronic fields.
He recalled that a similar period of
absorption and evolution followed
the last war. He predicted that
large
numbers
of combination
FM sets
will be
available to AMthe
public within a reasonable time
after the war. He held that FM
is "so much better technically than
the present regular broadcast system that it can't fail of acceptWalter J. Damm, general manager of WTMJ and W55M, stations
of the Milwaukee Journal, presided
ance".
at the meeting as president of
FMBI. The sessions were held at
Milwaukee's Radio City, home of
the two Journal stations. The
group's membership of 57 represented practically all broadcasters
who operate or have applied to operate FM stations, Mr. Damm reported. WTMJ and W55M were
hosts at cocktails and luncheon before the meeting and at dinner in
evening.of Major Armstrong that
honor

LUNCHEON for 35 was served at Radio City, Milwaukee, at the time of the
FMBI meeting Aug. 3. Seated clockwise around the tables from W. J. Damm
(white suit, at center of head table), president of the FMBI are: Dr. Ray
Manson, Peterson,
W51R-Stromberg-Carlson
; George
Adair,
FCC W59C-WGN,
; L. W. Herzog,
George
General Electric Co.
; George
Lang,
Ine ;W55M-;
W. R.
David, General Electric Co.; Edward E. Hill, W1XTG- Worcester Tel. Pub.;
Stuart Bailey, W3XO-Jansky & Bailey ; William H. Hebal, W55M ; George M.
Lohnes, W3XO-Jansky & Bailey; K. L. Gardner, W51R-WHAM ; Howard
Luttgens, NBC ; Chester E. Brown, Jr., W55M ; Jerry Taylor, Midland
Broadcasting Co. ; Warren Mead, W55M ; L. L. Thompson, W75NY-Metropolitan Tel. ; Philip G. Loueks, FMBI chief counsel ; Theodore L. Streibert,
W71NY-Bamberger Broad. ; D. C. Sommerford, Louisville Times W9XER ;
W. Lee Coulson, Courier-Journal & Louisville Times; William Fay, W51RStromberg-Carlson ; Cecil D. Mastin, W49BN-Wylie B. Jones ; Lester Gilbert,
W49BN,Wylie B. Jones ; Richard K. Bellamy, The Milwaukee Journal ; Wendell
P. Loveless, W75C-Moody Bible Ins. ; Henry C. Crowell, W75C-Moody Bible
Ins. ; Ralph DeLany, United Broad. Co. ; Arthur Church, Midland Broad. Co.W9XER ; C. M. Jansky, Jr., W3XO-Jansky & Bailey ; Earl Stone, Federated
publications ; Phil B. Leaser, W55M ; R. G. Winnie, W55M ; W. R. G. Baker.
General Electric Company RMA ; Maj. E. H. Armstrong, W2XMN- Alpine, N. J.
BROADCASTING

Walter Evans, vice-president of
Westinghouse and directing head of
Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc.,
asked to resign from the FMBI
board because of his preoccupation
with manufacturing aspects of
Westinghouse operations. The
board elected in his place Lee B.
Wailes, general manager of WRS,
Philadelphia. The board also voted
that the president should be the
association's
on the
radio
technicalrepresentative
planning agency.
Directors present, among the 30
FM broadcasters in attendance,
were Messrs. Damm; Evans; Theodore Streibert, New York; Arthur
Church, Kansas City ; George Lang,
Chicago; and Ray H. Manson,
Rochester. Philip G. Loucks, Washington attorney and general counsel of FMBI, attended the meeting
and discussed the regulatory and
legislative outlook.
• Broadcast
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Plants — Payrolls — People — those are the three "P's"
of a perfect market. Put them all together and they spell the
"New Savannah Seaboard Market."
Since 1935, the three "P's" have been coming to Savannah
in such quantities that Savannah's industrial payrolls have
multiplied over and over again in the past decade. Scores of
industries, attracted to Savannah's ideal location and natural
resources have been migrating down Savannah way in steadily
increasing droves to join old Savannah residents like the
Union Bag and Paper Corp. and the Savannah Sugar Refinery.
Add to this natural growth that started before the war and
will continue long after it, new war industries, three new
shipyards, six military centers and you've got the three "P's"
of a perfect market that will pay off in profits, prosperity
and proceeds aplenty.
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Disc
Radio

Meeting
Interests

Reported Not
In Favor
By BRUCE ROBERTSON
A NEW PLAN to end the ban of
the American Federation of Musicians on the manufacture of phonograph records was discussed last
Thursday at a "secret" meeting of
representatives of the major phonograph record companies with high
network officials, held at the Hotel
Ambassador in New York. Essence
of the proposal, said to have the
approval of James C. Petrillo, AFM
president, is that the broadcasting
industry agree to pay a fee to the
musician's union for each performance of a phonograph record on the
air.
These performance fees shall
total $18,000,000 in a five-year period, it was reported, this sum representing Mr. Petrillo's "best offer" to the broadcasters to settle
his union's strike against the recording companies. In exchange for
these fees, the union will agree to
work with the recording companies
to secure an amendment to the
copyright law which would call for
the payment of royalties to the
manufacturers of recordings and
the singers and instrumentalists
employed in their production, as
well as to the copyright owners of
the music. The latter are now the
only parties designated by law as
entitled to royalties on recordings.
Broadcasters Reject Idea
Although those present at the
meeting were pledged to secrecy
about the proceedings, it was reported that this new proposal was
promptly and vigorously rejected
by the broadcasting industry representatives inattendance, who are
said to have informed the recorders
in no uncertain terms that they
would lend no support to any proposal that individual stations pay
tribute to the musician's union or
to any other group for a privilege
which the law already accords
them.
It was further pointed out,
Broadcasting was informed, that

Discusses

Performance
Fee
ident had announced that the first
transcription situation by Mr. Pe- of the free symphony concerts to
trillo that he is not interested in
the small amount of money his be given in small cities [Broadcasting, Aug. 2] would be preunion could obtain from the transented by the New York Philharscription companies, but its real
monic-Symphony Orchestra in Hyde
goal was to "get at the guys who
make millions from selling these Park, home town of President.
records to advertisers, the broad- Roosevelt, who will be invited to
attend as guest of honor. No date
was set, but it will probably be
Transcriptions Not Discussed
shortly after the conclusion of the
casters."
Among those reported attending orchestra's summer series of nightthe meeting were: Sydney Kaye,
ly concerts this Wednesday.
special counsel to the NAB on musical matters, representing Neville
Miller, NAB president; Mark ROSEN BAUM URGES
Woods, president, BLUE Network;
AFM COMPROMISE
Frank E. Mullen, NBC vice-presi- A PARTING message urging the
dent and general manager; Paul
W. Kesten, CBS vice-president and radio industry to make peace with
general manager; Lawrence B. James C. Petrillo on the recording
issue was made Aug. 4 by Samuel
Morris, general counsel, RCA-Victor; P. L. Deutsch, president, and R. Rosenbaum, president of WFIL,
A. J. Kendrick, executive vice-pres- Philadelphia. In an open letter to
ident, WBS; Ralph Colin, of Gold- the industry, made public the day
mark, Colin & Kaye, counsel for he left to accept a commission as
colonel in the AMGOT,
CRC; C. Lloyd Egner, NBC vice- lieutenant
Mr.
Rosenbaum
suggested a plan
president in charge of the radio-recording division; Robert P. Myers, of settlement based on royalties
NBC attorney.
for the performance rights of the
Despite the presence of these recording artists.
Session was especially significant
Predicting that the War Labor
in that it represents the first time transcription executives at the
that broadcasters have been for- meeting, the transcription question Board "will wash its hands of this
mally included in a meeting on the was not discussed, it is understood. whole dispute when it gets the
recording problem. Heretofore the The meeting is said to have been facts," Mr. Rosenbaum declared
assumption has apparently been called by Mr. Diamond chiefly for the recording issue will never be
that while the broadcasters might the purpose of reporting to the settled to the satisfaction of the
radio industry until Congress
other phonograph record companies
use the products of the recording
companies — phonograph records as on the progress of the negotiations changes the copyright laws to prowell as transcriptions — they are he has carried on with Mr. Petrillo
vide protection for the performance rights of the recording artist.
not the employers of musicians for for the past six weeks in the interest
of
Decca.
recording purposes and so were not
Performance Copyright
Mr. Petrillo could not be reached
proper persons to be included in
discussion of the problem. The for comment, his New York office
Toward that end Mr. Rosenchange in attitude undoubtedly re- reporting him to be out of town.
baum proposed that the radio inflects the recent statement on the Earlier in the week the union presdustry join with the AFM in urging Congress "to extend the right
of copyright to cover the performer," with the provision that
the musicians' union will agree
that this right will be exercised in
a manner "that will create new
WLB's
Hearings
in New
York
employment instead of merely enriching those who already have
On
AFM
Will
Open
Aug.
16
this proposal in effect calls on the
broadcasters to contribute to the
support of a lobby whose object
would be to place upon them the
legal requirement of paying performance fees on phonograph records, not only to musicians and
singers but also to the record manufacturers, a program which the
broadcasting industry could have
no valid reason for supporting.
Meeting was called by Milton
Diamond, attorney for Decca Records Inc., which has been holding
private meetings with Mr. Petrillo
in an effort to arrive at some plan
permitting this company to resume
its recording activities, following
the breakdown in negotiations between the union and a committee
including representatives of Columbia Recording Corp. and RCAVictor as well as Decca. Talks of
Decca and the AFM have also
touched on transcriptions, it is understo d, asDecca recently acquired
ownership of World Broadcasting
System.
First Meeting

By JACK LEVY
BARRING eleventh-hour developments, hearings before a War
Labor Board tri-partite panel into
the year-old "strike" of the Petrillo
musicians' union against seven
transcription companies will get
under way in New York Aug. 16.
The hearing will be public, in accordance with new WLB regulations issued last week governing
panel disputes.
Unanimous Action

The panel named by the Board to
conduct the hearings will consist
of Arthur Meyer, public member,
chairman; Henry S. Woodbridge,
industry member; and Max ZaritMEETING FOR FIRST time in two sky, labor member.
years, by accident and in the AleuJurisdiction in the case was astians, are (1) Lt. (j.g.) Claire C.
sumed unanimously by the Board
Callihan Jr., former chief announcer for KSD St. Louis, and (r) in an order dated July 20 but released last week, which denied the
Sgt. Rudolph Schultz, former violinist in the KSD orchestra.
request of the transcribers that the
Page 12 • August 9, 1943

union "terminate its strike" pending final determination of the dispute [Broadcasting, July 26]. The
Board's decision was preceded by
a hearing in Washington July 9
to determine what course of action
would be followed.
The controversy between the
union and the companies dates
from June 25, 1942 when James C.
Petrillo, president of the American
Federation of Musicians informed
the companies that members of his
union would cease making recordings or transcriptions after July
31. The companies are: Associated
Music Publishers, Empire Broadcasting Corp., Lang-Worth Feature Programs Inc., Radio Recording Division of NBC, World Broadcasting System, Standard Radio,
and C. P. MacGregor.
While it is extremely unlikely
that decision in the Petrillo case
can be expected before the hear(Continued on page 56)
BROADCASTING

Mr. Rosenbaum further predicted that if the radio industry does
employment."
not take the initiative in that direction, "the (record) manufacturers and the (musicians') union
will ifget
And
the together
recording without
companiesyou."
get
Congress to recognize the performing rights of a performer, Mr.
Rosenbaum warned that the recording artist will assign his copy- II
right to the record-publisher, who
will collect the royalty and give
the union "a small fixed fee per
record". As a result, the radio sta(Continued on page 4-6)
FEDERAL Telephone & Radio Corp.,
N. Y., has been awarded a Gold Star
for its "M" Pennant, the Maritime
Commission announced last week, in
recognition for "continued production
achievement." At the same time, the
Maritime Commission reported that
E. H. Scott Radio Labs., Chicago,
had
been awarded
the "M" pennant for
producing
radio equipment.
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Network
Clears $2,204,499;
Taxes, Expenses Soar
CONSOLIDATED income statement of CBS and its subsidiary
companies for the first half of
1943, released Aug. 4 by Frai:k
K. White, vice-president and treasurer, shows a net income for the
period of $2,204,499, making earnings of $1.28 per share of outstanding CBS stock. In the first
half of 1942, CBS' net income was
$2,005,910, or $1.17 per share.
Data for the 26-week periods of
the two years show that in 1943
CBS grossed $35,288,315 from the
sale of facilities, talent, lines, records, etc., or $24,600,463 after time
discounts, agency commissions,
record returns, allowances and discounts have been deducted.
Expenses, Taxes Up
In 1942 the comparable figures
were $30,901,662 and $22,426,417.
Operating expenses were more
than one million dollars higher in
the first half of this year than last,
and excess profit taxes took from
this year's net nearly one million
dollars more than they did in 1942.
At the CBS directors meeting
at which the figures were released,
the board declared a cash dividend
of 30c per share of Class A and
Class B stock, payable Sept. 3 to
stockholders of record at close of
business on Aug. 20.
New OCD Disc Series
Follows
Serial Format
FAMILIAR serial techniques will
be used in the new weekly transcribed series, Hasten the Day, going on the air August 15 for the
Office of Civilian Defense. Using
a "folksy" set of characters, and
a dash of humcr, the disks will tell
the story of "The Tucker Family"
whose wartime problems parallel
those of the average American.
The new OCD program has been
written by Pauline Gilsdorf, network radio writer with both NBC
and CBS, who has written Lorenzo
Jones, Wings for the Martins and
other programs. It will be acted
by veteran radio people. Prop-ram
has been produced so that local
speakers may be substituted for a
one-minute spot at the end.
WOR Sales Record
DOLLAR VOLUME SALES of
WOR New York for the second
quarter were the highest in the
station's history and can be attributed to an unusually heavy
placement of fall orders, according to Eu<?ene S. Thomas, sales
manager. Presaging "one of the
busiest falls" in years, the station's sales were 11% over the second quarter in 1942. WOR also
reports diminishing availabilities
on participating programs. Salesmen Jack Lowe, William Crawford, Otis Williams, Robert Wood
and John Shelton are cited for contributing tothe new high by going
over their quotas.
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Edward
Klauher Resigns Posts at CBS
After IS Years Because of III Health
RESIGNATION of Edward Klauber as a directox' and as chairman
of the executive committee of CBS,
was accepted last week by the
CBS board of directors. Mr. Klauber, who is now resting in the country, was obliged to sever all official
connection with the network because of ill health.
In an announcement following
the meeting of the board Aug. 4,
CBS President William S. Paley
said, "I know you will join with
me in a feeling of profound regret
that Mr. Klauber cannot continue
his work with us, and in a feeling
of deep appreciation for his many
years of service and his outstanding contribution both to the success of the company and to the development of the radio broadcasting
industry."
Announcement of Mr. Klauber's
resignation fell within three days
MR. KLAUBER
of the date when he joined the
network 13 years ago. Joining CBS tinued his work in that connection
as assistant to the president, Aug. and in connection with the then
7, 1930, Mr. Klauber became vice- approaching hearing on the proConpresident in January of 1931 and Posed new radio legislation in
in December of that year was gress- When Mr- Klauber became
named first vice-president. chairman of the executive comThe title of executive vice-presi- mittee, Paul W. Kesten was named
dent was conferred on him in Jan- vice-president and general manuary, 1934. He held this position ager.
eight years, until March 25, 1942, Mr. Klauber came to CBS from
when he was named to the newly- Lennen Mitchell, where he decreated post of chairman of the veloped numerous radio accounts,
executive committee.
including Old Gold cigarettes. A
Mr. Klauber had been detached former newspaper man, he was
from many of his regular duties with the New York Times over 12
in connection with sales, public re- years. He joined the Times in July,
lations, programs and new develop- 1916, as a reporter and was creditments in May of the previous year ed with many outstanding news
when the new FCC rules were an- beats during the last war. He benounced, to devote the major part came night city editor of the Times
of his time to the problems they in- and remained with the paper until
troduced. In his new post he con- September, 1928.
WHK
to Carry Series
By Cleveland Symphony
WHK, Cleveland, will carry a
series of concerts by the Cleveland
Orchestra under the direction of
Erich Leinsdorf. The series, to be
fed to MBS, begins Oct. 10 and
continues throughout the fall and
winter. C. M. Hunter, program director of the United Broadcasting
Co., made the arrangements.
Miller McClintock, president of
Mutual, and Ed Wood, sales manager, will arrive in Cleveland shortly to confer with Orchestra Manager Carl Vosburgh and Thomas
Sidlo, president of the Musical
Arts Assn. The series is a part of
the new program policy of Mutual
[Broadcasting, Aug. 2].

Tagettes' at NBC
NBC has capitulated to the influx
of women into job vacancies created
by departing servicemen and has
let down the barriers in its heretofore all-masculine division — the
page staff. Effective Aug. 1, 10
NBC
"pagettes"
took up their
duties at
the network.

Omar

Places

OMAR Inc., Omaha (mill and bakery divisions), on Sept. 13 starts
a varied campaign of five-minute
thrice-weekly transcribed programs
titled Love Songs of Omar, and a
Saturday morning half-hour children's serial, Adventures of Omar,
on 14 midwest and western stations: WBNS WSBM KOWH
WTMJ (for the bakery division) ;
and WMT KOA WHO WOC
WCLO KGLO KOIL KMA KOB
KVRS (for the mill division). Contract, which is for 39 weeks, was
placed by MacFarland, Aveyard
& Co., Chicago.
Col. Kirby Returns
COL. EDWARD M. KIRBY, chief
of the Radio Branch, Bureau of
Public Relations, War Dept., returned to Washington last Wednesday after spending several weeks
in Enfl^nd and Africa in connection with plans for use of magnetic wire-sound recorders and
Army radio matters [Broadcasting, July 26]. Col. Kirby was unavailable for comment on his trip,
pending a report he is preparing
for his superiors.
BROADCASTING

RADIO WITCHCRAFT
But CBS Brochure Says Witches
Are on Seller's Side
TOTALING up the number of
weeks CBS advertisers have been
on the air, from less than 15 years
ago up until the last week in June
1943, the network uses this figure
(281 years, 9 months) as the starting off-point for an illustrated
brochure, "The Witches Are All
On Our Side Now." Laying the
years end-to-end, the booklet goes
back to 1662 and the days of witchcraft, suggesting the consternation
that would have occurred, had an
old-time salt box suddenly started
"speaking from London."
Radio programming and selling
today
"the
witchesarearealso
all witchcraft,
on your sidebuttoday,
for man knows how to make them
work for the greatest good of the
greatest
the lists
brochure
concludes. number,"
Booklet then
CBS
advertisers according to the number of weeks they have been on the
network. Heading the list of 75 advertisers isWm. Wrigley Jr. Co.,
with a total of 576 weeks of broadcasting. Others in the 500-week
bracket are: Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., Kolynos Co., Bisodol Co.,
, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., and
Pet Milk Sales Corp. The list follows with Lady Esther, Ltd., with
499 weeks, continuing with Gulf
Oil Corp., General Mills Inc.,
Procter & Gamble Co., and Campbell Soup Co., and concludes with
Prince Matachabelli Perfumery,
with
credit. 4 one-time broadcasts to its
OES HEAD RESTORES
GRADING OF MEATS
GRADE LABELING of meat as a
price control measure was ordered
last Thursday by Fred W. Vinson,
Director of Economic Stabilization,
in the Administration's first action
on the controversial grading issue
since Congress virtually outlawed
OPA from imposing grade standards.
In his
No. 1",
Vinson's first"Regulation
official directive
as OES
head, he declared that continuation of OPA's grade labeling regulations was essential to prevent the
breakdown of dollar and cents meat
ceilings. OES contended that
neither consumers nor Government
inspectors would know whether
they were paying the legal price
for meat without grade labeling.
The action immediately aroused
speculation on whether the administration would by-pass Congressional bans on grade labeling by
transfering responsibility from
OPA to OES. As a result of the
War Agency and Commodity Credit
Appropriations Acts, OPA is not
permitted to set grade prices except under strictly defined conditions. Mr. Vinson derives his authority from the President and is
relatively
immune from Congressional pressure.
• Broadcast
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W.

D.

Terrell,

First

Retiring From
FCC
AFTER 32 years in government
service, William D. Terrell, "Grand
Old Man" of Federal radio regulation, will give up his post as chief
of the FCC's Field Division when
he retires from office on Aug. 31.
Twice exempted from automatic
retirement by Executive Order, Mr.
Terrell, who becomes 72 years of
age tomorrow (Aug. 10), has been
in radio from its very start, entering the field as it developed in the
beginning of the century from
wireless telegraphy.
Started in 1911
Back in 1911, Mr. Terrell was
made "Wireless Ship Inspector" in
the Dept. of Commerce. His "staff"
comprised another inspector, the
late R. Y. Cadmus. In 1915, he became "Radio Inspector in Charge",
with a force of 35 persons. Later,
when Herbert Hoover became Secretary of Commerce, he was put in
charge of radio regulation in the
old Radio Division and when the
Federal Radio Commission was
created in 1926 he continued his
supervisory activities and inspections.
Mr. Terrell continued in charge
of the Radio Division when it was
taken over by the Radio Commission in 1932. When the FCC took
over all communications in 1934,
Mr. Terrell was made head of the
Field Division.
Bor-n in Golansville, Ga., in 1871,
William Terrell started his career
in the Postal Telegraph office in
his home town, later becoming
Postal's manager in Alexandria,
Va., operator in the Washington
office, then traffic chief and wire
chief. In 1900 he joined the American Can Co. to head its leased wire
Ceiling Placed by OPA
On Assembled Receivers
RADIO sets assembled and marketed by dealers must bear tags
indicating the officially sanctioned
ceiling price, OPA cautioned dealers last week. In the absence of
regular production, dealers have
been assembling sets from parts,
and marketing them. OPA recently placed ceilings on these sets.
Maximum price regulation 430,
which became effective July 26,
1943," requires a tag stating retailer's price; assembler's stock
number; a 90 day guarantee. Set
must also carry inside a label
showing circuit diagram; manufacturer's name and model numassembler's
name Dealers
and address,
and ber;
stock
number.
are
required to supply sales slips to
the purchaser.
Sauce Spots
GROCERY STORE Products Sales
Co., New York, will promote
Kitchen Bouquet, in a spot campaign starting Sept. 7, entailing
the use of transcribed one-minute
announcements six times weekly on
16 stations. Agency is Duane Jones
Co., New York.
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U. S. Radio
Post

Head,

at Age

of

72

Father
Service
RIGHT
style days,
is WNOX's
sales staffin these
with a
colonel, a lieutenant and a
private calling on Knoxville
sponsors. Salesman O. L.
Smith is a colonel on the
Governor's honorary staff;
Ben Sanders is a lieutenant
in the Tennessee State Guard,
and Fred Shepherd is back
on his three week furlough
from the Army induction center at Ft. Oglethorpe. Pending selection of a new salesm a n, Shepherd's accounts
will be handled by Commercial Manager Harry LeBrun.
STOKER SEEKS 50 kw
STATION JJV DETROIT

MR. TERRELL
service, returning to Postal a year
later as wire chief. In 1903 he entered government service, taking a
position with the Treasury Dept.,
going from there to the Commerce
Dept. in 1911.
Mr. Terrell lives with his wife in
Arlington, Va. Two years ago the
Terrells celebrated their 40th
wedding anniversary. They have a
son who is a physician and a daughter whose husband is in the Coast
Guard.
Mr. Terrell said last week he
would just "take it easy" after the
31st. He would like to drive to
Florida for the winter if the gasoline situation permits.
FCC officials stated that plans
for a successor to Mr. Terrell will
be announced within two weeks.

A NEW 50,000-watt station in Detroit, to operate on 1220 kc fulltime, is sought in an application
filed with the FCC last Tuesday by
Detroit Broadcasting Co., a new
company formed by George B.
Storer, president of Fort Industry
Co., operating six stations. Mr.
Storer recertly was commissioned
a lieutenant commander in the
Naval Reserve and is on active
duly in Chicago.
Detroit Broadcasting Co. is
owned 90% by Fort Industry Co.
and 10% by Com. Storer personally,
according to the application, filed
by William J. Dempsey, former
FCC general counsel.
An application for 1220 kc. with
50,000 w filed by WGAR, Cleveland, now is pending before the
FCC, following hearing. The frequency, under the North American
Regional Broadcasting Agreement,
originally was assigned to Mexico
as a Class I-A channel, but with
the provision that a Class I-B station could be assigned to it in the
United States in the Michigan
area. Subsequently, this was altered
to permit the assignment in Ohio,
following which WGAR filed its application for the facilities.

Serutan Expands
SERUTAN Co., Jersey City, is
expanding its radio advertising effective Sept. 20, with the addition
of four stations to Victor Lindlahr,
recorded quarter-hour daytime program now heard on 10 stations.
The program which has been on
the air for seven years, consists of
talks on nutrition by Mr. Lindlahr,
author of You Are What You Eat,
and other books on food. Series is
presented five-times weekly. Additional stations, bringing the total
to 14, are WLW KDKA WBZ
KGW. Already carrying the program are: WJAR KHJ KFRC
WGR WGN KOMO WAAT WGB
WOR. Agency is Raymond Spector
Co., New York.

More Wildroot
WILDROOT Co., Buffalo, in expanding its spot radio advertising
for Creme Oil Formula, a hair
preparation, has purchased additional time on the West Coast, and
in the Midwest. Firm has bought
two quarter-hours on the Don Lee
Network, and will sponsor two commentaries weekly by Gregor
Ziemer on WLW, Cincinnati; and
by Tony Weizel on WJR, Detroit.
One-minute announcements will be
used on WJBK, Detroit. Firm entered the New York market Aug.
3, on WABC, New York, and is also
using W C A U, Philadelphia.
Agency is BBDO, New York.

Ice Mint Schedule
ICE MINT, a foot salve, is promoted on 10 stations in Ohio and
Pennsylvania, in a campaign which
started Aug. 2. Schedule consists
of one minute announcements,
placed on a 52-week basis. Salve
is produced by United Sales &
Mfg. Co., Buffalo, a division of
Foster-Milburn Co. The business
was placed by Spot Broadcasting
Inc., New York. Agency is Street
& Finney, New York.

Campana Plans
CAMPANA SALES Co., Batavia,
111. (Campana Balm and Solitair
Cake Makeup), increasing its former quarter-hour program time by
10 minutes, returns Campana Serenade to the air on Sept. 4 on 117
CBS stations, originating out of
KNX, Hollywood, Saturdays, 11:25 p.m. The format of the show
will be approximately the same as
that of last year, featuring Dick
Powell. Wallace-Ferry-Hanly Co.,
Chicago, handles the account.
BROADCASTING

Will

Inductions

Start

Slowly

Only One in Six Is Expected
To See Military Service
INDUCTION of pre-Pearl Harbor
fathers in many communities will
be scheduled after Oct. 1, Selective
Service announced last week, but
War Manpower Commissioner Paul
V. McNutt indicated that only a
small number of fathers — 300,000
— were likely to go before Jan. 1.
In a directive to draft boards last
week, Maj. Gen. Lewis B. Hershey,
director of Selective Service, gave
a go-ahead signal for induction of
fathers to fill quotas during the
last three months of this year.
While lifting the ban on induction
of dads, Selective Service told the
Boards that fathers are to be taken
only in such numbers as is absolutely necessary. They will go according to order number without
regard to number or age of dependents.
Political Repercussions
The imminent induction of fathers had prompt political repercussions in Washington with Sen.
Wheeler (D-Mont.) demanding immediate convening of Congress to
consider the situation.
Although leaders were reluctant
to break up the Congressional hiatus, it was widely predicted that
Selective Service would be subjected to heavy pressure during the
16 days in September between the
time Congress reconvenes and the
first dads go. A House Military Affairs subcommittee has already
asked Gen. Hershey for an explanation.
According to NAB figures, about
80% of draft age men in key radio jobs are in 3A, while the majority of radio's younger men fall
into that group. While Mr. McNutt
did not tell how many fathers
would go, other than the 300,000
this year, it was evident that not
more than one in six are likely to
see service.
Recently, Selective Service said
2,000,000 persons were needed to fill
military quotas until July, 1944.
At that time, almost 7,000,000 were
in 3A, but it is believed a heavy
proportion of the 2,000,000 vacancies will be filled with 18-year olds,
reclaimed 4Fs, women, and single
men now deferred for industrial
and agricultural purposes.
Wadhams Football
FOOTBALL games of the Green
Bay sinPackers
and the U. this
of Wisconwill be broadcast
fall as
usual over WTMJ Milwaukee.
Sponsored for the fifteenth consecutive year by the Wadhams division of the Socony-Vacuum Oil
Co., the broadcasts are believed to
be one of the longest, if not the
longest, series of commercial football broadcasts in radio. Russ Winnie will be at the microphone as
the season opens with the Green
Bay Packers playing the Washington Redskins in an exhibition
game in Baltimore on Sept. 5.
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PEOPLE TUNE TO PROGRAMS . . . which means that given
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CAUGHT AT RECENT Stations Meeting (Aug. 2) of NBC's Western
Division executives, held at KPO, Radio City, San Francisco, were: Arden
X. Pangborn, general manager of KGW, Portland, Ore.; Sidney N. Strotz,
vice-president in charge of the Western Division; Niles Trammell, president of NBC; S. S. Fox, general manager of KDYL, Salt Lake City;
William S. Hedges, vice-president in charge of station relations; John W.
Elwood, general manager of KPO and NBC in San Francisco.
AFFILIATE MEETING
OF NBC ON COAST
TOP NBC executives in New York
confabbed in San Francisco Aug.
2-4, with executives of affiliated
stations on the Pacific Coast. The
group discussed programs and
planstiesfor
expanding with
NBC'sthe activiin cooperation
radio
industry, the OWI and other government war effort agencies.
Meeting was presided over by
Niles Trammell, NBC president,
and W. S. Hodges, vice president
in charge of station relations, and
was attended by the following station representatives:
John W. Elwood, general manager of KPO, San Francisco; Sidney N. Strotz, vice president in
charge of the western division;
John Swallow, West Coast program
manager; Jennings Pierce, manager of public service and statfon
relations; Frank Bersnd, sales
manager; Paul Gale, traffic supervisor; Henry C. Maas, manager of
sales and program traffic; Earl C.
Anthony, owner, William B. Ryan,
manager, and Clyde Scott, commercial manager, KFI, Los Angeles; Eleanor McClatchy, Keith
Collins, John Hamlyn and Robert
Street, KM J, Fresno; Georgia
Phillips, general manager, KIDO,
Boise, Ida.; 0. P. Soule, KFTI,
Twin Falls, and KSEI, Pocatella,
Ida.; S. S. Fox, owner and general
manager, and W. F. Wagstaff. commercial manager, KDYL, Salt Lake
City; Arden X. Panerbnrn, KGW,
Portland; Birt F. Fisher, general
manager, KOMO-KJR, Seattle.
WNEW Names Cott
TED COTT, director of local and
network programs, has been
appointed program director of
WNEW New York. William B.
McGrath, who formerly handled
both programming and production,
continues as production director.
Mr. Cott was the originator and
m.c. of So You Think You Know
Music, heard on CBS and later
NBC, and directed the CBS serial
Society Girl. He has served as dramatic director of WNYC, New
York's municipal station, and produced and directed the RCA-Victor Sounding Board program on
NBC. His Book of Musical Fun is
to be released in October by Simon
& Schuster, New York.
CECIL BROWN, CBS correspondent,
has returned from a three-week tour
of the country. The results of his observations will be contained in a book
to be published by Random House.
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Juke Operators Thrive
JIMMY"
iteS,AFM Ban
spNK
L —"TDeHA
THE BAN on new recording imposed by AFM Czar James C.
Petrillo is proving a bonanza for
juke box corners, the Minneapolis
Times said last week, reporting
that the revival of old-time favorites in place of hit parade melodies is resulting in increased earnings, and at the same time saving
on royalties.
"We're making more money today thanAutomatic
ever before,"
of the
SalesDonCo.Leary
told
The Times. He said juke firms were
digging into their files, and recording companies are reissuing
old masters, many of which were
made by current favorite musicians before they hit the big time.
RCA

Land Cruisers

THREE-WAY sound reproduction
equipment designed and produced
by RCA Victor has been in operation for the past year in eight "land
cruisers" used for Navy recruiting.
Adapted for broadcasting phonograph recordings, radio pickups,
and live talent and speakers at a
microphone, the trucktrailer type
units have been used for entertainment of various gatherings as well
as recruiting drives. Each cruiser
contains four loudspeakers, driven
by two 15-watt amplifiers, and a
gasoline driven generator producing 110-volt AC current.
WPB Names Faber
PETER J. FABER has been appointed WPB consultant on radio
receivers, radio receiver repair
parts, and distribution, it was announced by Frank H. Mcintosh,
chief of the domestic and foreign
branch of the Radio and Radar
Division. Mr. Faber, who has been
active in radio for many years, is
assistant manager of the radio department and purchasing mancago. ager of Montgomery Ward, ChiNewspaper Asks CP
CONSTITUTION Publishing Co.,
Atlanta, last week requested FCC
r,o reinstate its application to construct a new high frequency broadcast station to operate on 45.3 mc,
with coverage of 7,380 sq. mi. Request was filed under the Commission's ruling of last February for
reinstatement of FM and television applications that had been dismissed.

MBS Billings Doubled
MUTUAL billings for July, released last week, show an increase
of more than 100% over the corresponding month last vear. Total
for July, 1943, is $1,088,809, as
against $531,305, for July, 1942.
This represents an increase of
104.9%. Accumulative billings for
the first seven months of 1943 are
$6,991,727, as compared to $5,866,408 for a similar period last year.
CIVILIAN ECONOMY
PLAN ANNOUNCED
THE HIGHEST practical standard of living for the home front,
and maintenance of essential
equipment in the hands of civilians
was pleds-ed last week by the new
WPB Office of Civilian Requirements in an outline of its plans,
submitted to the powerful WPB
Requirements Committee, which
must pass on allotments of all critical materials.
Although Arthur D. Whiteside,
head of the OCR, announced no
definite production plans, he said
that he hopes a nine-point program will supply enough essential
consumer goods for efficient functioning of the civilian economy. Although this does not mean reopening substantial manufacture of
many articles formerly used by
civilians, Mr. Whiteside said he
hoped to maintain the civilian population "in a sound and vigorous
Third point on the OCR program
condition".
was "adequate repair parts, replacement parts
and laborequipment
to maintain existing
essential
in the hands of civilians in operating condition." The Whiteside
plan, contrasted with the old
Civilian Supply "bed-rock economy" plan, does
not contemplate
a minimum
subsistence
standard,
but was predicated on the belief
that supplies would be considered
at a minimum when further curtailment would impair health, morale or working efficiency "beyond
what is justified by prospective
gain to the war."
Morton Using 146
MORTON SALT Co., Chicago (table salt), on Aug. 16 b"gi"s sponsorshipandof one
ments
chainminute
breaksannounceon 146
stations in 137 cities. The campaign for four weeks will use
5.840 announcements. Agency is J.
Walter Thompson, Chicago.
Host Stations
SUGGESTION that radio
stations act as hosts for radio personnel in the armed
forces who may vi=it their
community is bein^ explored
by Willard D. Egolf, assistant to NAB president
Neville Miller. Under the
plan, first suggested by J.
Leonard Reinsch, managing
director of WIOD, WHIO and
WSB, stations would equip
their employes in service with
identification cards. When
these radio people are in a
strange community the card
would serve as introduction
and passport to hospitality
at local stations.
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Frequency Check
Service Improved
Bureau of Standards Opens
A New Transmitter
IMPROVEMENT and extension
of standard radio frequency broadcasts and related services of the
National Bureau of Standards has
been announced by the Department of Commerce with the completion of a new transmitting station, WWV, at Beltsville, Md.
Ten-kilowatt transmitters have
been installed and additional frequencies and voice announcements
added. The services now include:
(1) standard radio frequencies,
(2) standard time intervals accurately synchronized with basic
time signals, (3) standard audio
frequencies, and (4) standard
musical pitch, 440 cycles per second, corresponding to A above
middle C. The standard radio frequencies are 5, 10 and 15 megacycles. The service is continuous
day and night.
National Standard
The standard frequency broadcast service makes widely available the national standard of frequency, which is of value in scientific and other measurements requiring an accurate frequency.
Any desired frequency may be
measured in terms of any one of
the standard frequencies, either
audio or radio. This may be done
by the aid of harmonics and beats,
with one or more auxiliary oscillators. The accuracy of all the
frequencies, radio and audio, as
transmitted is better than a part
in 10,000,000.
The primary purpose of the
standard frequency broadcasts is
to meet the need of the radio industry itself, enabling broadcasting stations to keep their frequencies within the assigned bands
and to avoid interference with
other stations.
Standard time intervals are of
particular value in physical measurements and are useful in all
kinds of laboratories. The standard
musical pitch is used by musical
organizations
and the music instrument industry.
The armed services make wide
use of standard frequencies in
checking radio equipment going
into planes, tanks, ships and the
like.
Information on how to receive
and utilize the service is given
in Letter Circular — Methods of Using Standard Frequencies Broadcast by Radio — copies of which
are available on request from the
National Bureau of Standards,
Washington,1 D. C.
Franceschi Promoted
M. P. FRANCESCHI, formerly a
senior executive in the New York
office, has been elected a vice president of Foote, Cone & Belding,
New York. He was formerly vice
president and general manager of
J. Sterling Getchell.
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The Golden Gate Quartet. Four boys who just

And when the Montgomery

"picked up" and began singing around the South.
Their fame spread, and pretty soon they won a regular program on WBT. Then they went on CBS coast-

burg, S. C., won, the "walls came tumblin' down."
The winners share their prize with you — a regular
program on WBT, 8:15 to 8:30 every Friday night.

to-coast, and you know the sequel: nation-wide
favorites overnight.

And from all reports the 4,000,000 people in WBT's
107-county primary area approve the choice of our

So we discovered another quartet, the "Southern
Sons." The same kind of thing happened.
We announced a Fourth of July competition to

new WBT quartet. You'll approve it too, when the
Montgomery Quartet goes to work for you. Better
ask us or Radio Sales for details.

Quartet, from Blacks-

pick a new group; the prize — a regular weekly spot
on WBT.
Word of the tournament spread fast: 48 quartets
piled in from 7 Southern states, from Florida to West
Virginia. We made the auditions public — charged
40c admission. 5,000 spectators jammed the WBT
auditorium. For nine hours — 2:00 to 11:00 p.m.—
these typical WBT listeners roared and stamped applause, as group after group took their places on the
stage, shuffled their feet, swung into their numbers.
Represented by Radio Sales,
the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

CHARLOTTE • 50,000 watts
The South s Best Salesman

O
New

Wl Revamps
Radio

Techniques

Are Being Created
By War Agency
By AL HOLLANDER
OWI Overseas Radio Branch
MODERN radio broadcasts as conceived by American networks and
independent stations are undergoing a complete change of format
and presentation as well as basic
entertainment approach, as a result of extensive research of foreign radio audiences now being
conducted by the Overseas Radio
Branch of the Office of War Information.
Located in the Argonaut Bldg.
in New York City, this unique radio operation concerns itself with
the programming of radio stations
in virtually every corner of the
World. Consider some of their varied requests — KGU in Honolulu
wants many more hours of American network shows on transcriptions to fill its schedules and
entertain troops and civilian war
workers; XGOY in Chungking and
XPRA in Kunming, China, urgently request at least a thousand commercial recordings since their stock
of popular dance tunes, operatic
and symphonic selections has become seriously depleted; Radio
Congo Beige in the Belgian Congo
must have immediately a series of
Projection of America platters in
Afrikaans for rebroadcast to South
Africa.
BBC in London is interested in
scheduling OWI's Symphony Orchestras of America series once
weekly for 45 minutes; All-India
Radio cables from New Delhi that
there would be great interest in a
series of broadcasts about American rivers; Radio Tjaenst in Sweden agrees to schedule a series of
broadcasts dealing with various
American subjects ranging from
public acceptance of "Gone With
the Wind" to the story of the
American free press; Central
Broadcasting in Salisbury, Northern Rhodesia would like the series
Jazz in America, while the Australian Broadcasting Company
would like a special series on This
is the U. S. A. and the Egyptian
State Broadcasting System is interested in a series in Arabic
telling about American farming
methods.
Aim to Get Time
These are only a few of the many
varied requests that are received
through OWI Outpost Representatives stationed in these countries.
They are requests that have been
received after many months of
painstaking negotiation which
served to break down the walls of
resistance that prevented America
from obtaining time on domestic
radio stations abroad. Most of these
stations are under close government supervision — and even though
the governments are friendly or
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U, S. Programsfor
World
even allied with the United States,
eign audiences don't want too much
the problem of time negotiation is dramatics
— they want facts; they
difficult.
don't like American exhuberance
However, once completed, it is
ratherspeech
know ininsuperlatives,
simple termsthey'd
the
up to the Overseas Radio unit to and
build shows in strict conformity influence their country has had on
to the likes and dislikes of the
us; they can't understand the fast
native audiences taking into ac- pace of our variety programs and
count local government policy.
"on-the-scene"
prefer instead,
This necessitates voluminous re- interview
with a anmid-west
farmer
search of a sort never heretofore and his wife.
conducted. What languages are the
Thus "documentation" has bebest for the area? Do they speak
come the keynote for these proTurkish or Persian in Cairo? How
grams which are built in some 15
many refugee Italians and Poles different languages including Araare located there? What percentage
bic, Persian, Icelandic, French,
of the population understands
German,
Spanish, Italian, PortuFrench? Should the bulk of the
guese, Turkish, Flemish, and
shows be in Arabic? What are the others. Documentary evidence is
most popular local programs? Do required for each and every statement made. If the story of an
they like American swing, classics,
opera, or march music? What do American machinist is told — the
they know about America? What program is built as he works at
misconceptions do they have about his lathe; if a program showing
us because of motion pictures? the influence of Persian art in
America is desired, the broadcast
Basis for Technique
at the office of the curaWhat fiction has the Axis spread originates
tor of the Metropolitan Art Muabout our country that must be
seum. Thus, through this quiet,
destroyed through hard fact? These subdued, but nonetheless confident
and hundreds of other questions tone of presentation, the real story
must be answered if the programs
of America and Americans is proto be built for local broadcasts injected to peoples throughout the
side the country are to be effective. world through programs tranAnswers to these and similar
scribed onto platters and scripts
questions form the basis for the cabled for instantaneous rebroadnew techniques in broadcasting that cast.
Contrary to the methods utilized
have been developed by OWI. For-

FIRST COMMERCIAL broadcast of CBS' Report to the Nation, under
sponsorship of 124 electrical industries, was attended by utility company representatives, and by members of CBS and of N. W. Ayer, New
York, agency in charge (1 to r): E. R. Dunning, vice-president, N. W.
Ayer; Paul White, CBS director of public affairs and news broadcasts;
Leonard Erickson, CBS sales manager. Back row, H. S. Metcalfe, advertising manager, West Pennsylvania Power Co.; Max Wylie, production
manager, N. W. Ayer radio dept.; R. A. Gibson, assistant to v-p, Hartford
Electric Light Co.; Don Mackie, Commonwealth & Southern Corp.
BROADCASTING

Gracie's Leaf
MBS last week sent radio
editors florists' boxes, each
containing a long green leaf
and the following note from
Gracie Fields: "Here's a leaf
from the 'largest Aspidastra
in the world,' the one Mutual
gave me at the farewell party
last Tuesday. Plant it and
maybe we can hang Hitler
from it when I return from
England this fall for my new
Victory Show over the Mutual network."
in shortwave broadcasts to a country or number of countries simultaneously (since it is impossible
to direct these transmissions specifical y to one nation at a time)
the method for the domestic broadcasts in the country over the local
transmitters permits highly-specialized "angling" which caters to
the specific desires of the audience.
Music Wanted
In addition to the preparation
of these language "platters" an
extensive series of musical programs are being turned out each
day. Every
orchestra in the major
countrysymphonic
has recorded
special 45-minute programs which
endeavor to tell the story of America's progress in the field of the
classics, thus combatting the fable
that America is a nation of gangsters and cutthroats. Also in the
musical field we find a series called
Music to Sing With, projecting the
musical folk lore of the country,
and Jazz in America, a specialized
and somewhat formal treatment of
the development of jazz as conceived by one of the top authorities
on the subject, Charles Smith. An
extensive transcription library service for distribution to foreign stations is also in the process of completion aimed specifically at telling a story of America through the
medium of its dance tunes, marches,
folk music, and contemporary
classics. Appropriate continuity
handbooks accompany the series.
Apart from the foreign language
programs and musical features
that are built, several English
language series have been prepared
by such outstanding writers as
Howard Fast, Louis Untermeyer,
Peter Lyon, Robert Ardrey, Bessie
Breuer, and others. These programs include Meet an American,
weekly quarter-hour series on wellknown figures in American history
as Washington, Lincoln, Boone,
the Wright Brothers, George M.
Cohan, as well
"types" like
the
machinist,
wheatas farmer,
cowboy,
etc.; This is the U. S. A., a socalled primer series of America
dealing with such broad topics as
government, industry, culture, history, etc.; and American Almanac,
series of informal presentations of
well-known people and places in
American life with such personalities as William Allen White and
Tallulah
Bankhead, readings by
Crosby.
Helen Hayes, and songs by Bing
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IN AN AIR-MINDED

WORLD

RADIO

IS

THE FIRST LINE OF COMMUNICATION
The war has accentuated the clearly charted and
rising peace-time preference for radio.

Last century's "Go West Young Man" has been
supplanted by today's "Take To The Air". And when
you follow that course in Hartford, go by the "Rule
of 3". Get WDRC's winning combination of coverage, programs, rate.
BASIC CBS

HAftTFCKO

For business chiefs at home as well as the chief of
staff at the front, radio is the first line of communication. Itis maintaining the well-earned leadership
of accepted brands and earning new laurels for
war-time products.
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Billion

Listener

Sought

for

War

Impressions
Loan

Drive

G-M Sponsors First
Of Music
Series
Presents
NBC
Orchestra
[n Sponsored Programs
AFTER six consecutive years as a
sustaining program, the NBC
Symphony programs were formally
turned over to C. E. Wilson, president of General Motors, by David
Sarnoff, RCA president, and board
chairman of NBC, at the start of
the series under G-M sponsorship
Aug. 1. Mr. Sarnoff reviewed
briefly the history of the orchestra
from 1936, when the network invited Arturo Toscanini to return to
America to conduct a series of symphonic broadcasts, to its presentday status as "The most beautiful
orchestra in the world," in the
words of the conductor himself.
The orchestra made its first broadcast on Christmas day, 1937, he
recalled.
'Testimonial' to Radio

Greatest Sustained Radio Effort in History Goal of
OWI and Treasury in Campaign
Under the station announcement
RADIO will be asked to provide
more than a billion listener im- plan, 76,800 announcements are
contemplated, with a circulation of
pressions — perhaps 1 % billion —
for the Third War Loan Drive 325 million. After Sept. 9, when all
Sept. 9-30, according to plans of announcements will be devoted to
the Treasury and the OWI Radio the drive, OWI will ask three per
Bureau. The radio drive, the great- day on all network affiliates and
est sustained effort in history, is six on non-affiliates. The national
one-fourth again as big as the rec- spot plan will supply 40 programs,
ord job the industry did for the with 9,000,000 listeners.
Second War Loan Drive last April
In addition to the regular alloca[Broadcasting, March 22].
tion programs, OWI plans to use
existing local programs to carry
In mobilizing network commercial and sustaining programs, lo- the War Bond message. The 12 new
cal station announcements and na- station relations chiefs located in
tional spot programs for a 22-day key cities will plug the drive locally,
SAD STATE for a man only 39, drive, the Treasury anticipates use and arrange radio cooperation with
judging by this genre of James D. of $10,000,000 in time and talent, local war effort programs.
Shouse. But the Crosley Corp. vicesupplied under various OWI
president in charge of broadcasting all
Drug, Cosmetic Aid
is merely feeling out a birthday allocation plans.
General Motors' sponsorship is a
Through
Army and Navy cogift from the staff to the Old Man.
'Radio Day'
operation, War Bond messages will "testimonial to radio's success in
With the wheel chair came a card,
The Third War Loan Drive will be carried on 800 service programs.
bringing symphonic literature to
"Happy Birthday to the Old Man".
millions of people in the United
A
special
fact
sheet
will
be
sent
by
open Sept. 9, with "Radio Day",
the military services to local pub- States," he added, continuing "To
similar to the "Around-the-Clock"
broadcast of April 12, when radio
lic relations officers. The Dept. of these millions great music has now
RADIO
JOBS GIVEN
touched off the recent $13,000,- Agriculture is sending a similar become a necessity."
Mr. Wilson drew a parallel be000,000 fund raising effort. During sheet to all farm programs.
SCHOOL
GRADUATES
Radio Day, OWI said, all facilities
tween the company's accepted
Included in the Third War Loan
RADIO JOBS were handed 72 stu- available to the Radio Bureau, will radio time will be a bloc of time policy of "more and better things
dents of the second annual NBC- be devoted to the Third War Loan.
donated by the drug, cosmetic and for more people," and the spirit in
Northwestern University Summer
All programs scheduled under the allied industries, which has been which it assumed sponsorship of
Radio Institute along with their network
allocation plan will carry devoting 5% of all its advertising the NBC symphony. "Now the encertificates of graduation last week
tire productive capacity of General
as a climax to the effort they, War Loan messages. Also, accord- to the war since Dec. 1. In a report
Motors
is, of course, devoted to war
ing
to
present
plans,
26
network
to Secretary Morgenthau on the
educators of the university's staff
commercial and sustaining pro- first six months of its war adver- work. Our entire organization is
and top
personnel
of
NBC's
Cenbusy at one mighty task, doing
tral Division, have been making
grams will treat the War Loan
tising, the industry said $2,000,000 everything in our power to help the
for the past six weeks to meet the Sept. 9 under the special assignin ads had been devoted to War
industry's employment situation.
ment plan. All local station an- Bonds by 80 members of the asso- Army and Navy in their drive tovictory. However, we are still
AccordingAlbert
to the
Institute's
nouncements, nine for network afciation. The ads were carried on mindfulward of
directors,
Crews,
of the coN.
how much we owe to the
filiates
and
12
for
non-affiliates,
several
hundred
radio
stations
and
U. School of Speech, and Judith will handle the drive that day.
millions who have for so many
Waller, director of public service
newspapers; 45 magazines, trade
It is also expected, OWI said, and professional publications.
for the NBC Central Division, job
years put their faith and confioffers from radio stations continue that the four major networks will
he said.dence in General Motors products,"
to pour in for the 134 students, assign the War Loan message to
85% of them women, who made all sustaining shows not covered ISABEL RANDOLPH (Mrs. UpDr. Frank Black, who will conthe educational grade in courses by network allocation or special as- pington), of the weekly NBC Fihber
tinue to direct the NBC summer
MvUee & Molly Show, has been signed series, conducted the opening
of radio production, announcing,
signment
plans,
and
OWI
will
ask
for
a
role
in
the
Paramount
film,
broadcast.
programming, news writing, studio every local station to devote every
"Standing Room Only".
engineering and public service.
available station break to the drive
The NBC Scholarship Award
for outstanding performance was during Sept. 9.
The drive is getting 100% of the
given William Reade, Baton Rouge,
INDUSTRY MEN
AID ARMY
NET
La., one of the few men students. network allocations for Sept. 9,
Kay Dowst, St. Petersburg, Fla., and OWI plans to give it 60% of
student, won a $100 War Bond bookings from Sept. 10-30. CoverEuropean Theatre Served by Tiny Transmitters
prize offered by the War Writers
ing 215 programs — three out of
Conference for the best radio
And System of Land Lines
four of radio's most popular — the
script developed at the session.
network allocation plan is expected A NUMBER of industry members music and comedy considered entertaining to American soldiers.
to provide 600 million listener im- now in the armed forces are active
pressions. Program stars and guest on the staff of the New American
Production
manager of the netWrigley War Dramas
work is Corp. Charles R. Capps,
artists will be asked to make per- Forces Network, bringing top
WILLIAM WRIGLEY JR. Co.,
broadcasts
nightly
to
fighting
men
sonal appeals, with OWI offices in
with WMCA, New York, for seven
Chicago (chewing gum) , beginning New York, Chicago and Hollywood in the European Theatre of Opera- years. Private Martin R. Smith,
tions. By an intricate system of newswriter, was with WEVD, New
Aug. 8 will sponsor a new half -hour
contacts with proprogram, America in the Air, over making personal
ducers, writers, stars, agencies, land lines and regional transmit- York. Corp. Syl Binkin, announcer
126 CBS stations at 6:30-7:00 p.m. sponsors and networks.
ters, recordings of broadcasts are and writer, was with WEW, St.
Sundays originating out of WBBM,
picked up direct from British Louis. Corp. Karl Hoffenberg, proDuring
the
campaign,
every
proChicago. The new program is "to
ducer, was a sound effects man at
gram on the air will be asked to de- Broadcasting Corp. schedules.
run for the duration" as a war
vote at least one show to the drive
effort promotion, and will mention
Every evening and all day Sun- WWJ, WJR and CKLW, Detroit,
no specific brand. Actual heroes in addition to its regular allocaday the broadcasts are heard over and at WGN, Chicago. Corp. Arthur J. Freeman, studio technician
and actors will portray authentic
tion. These programs, under the the network, without interfering
and assistant producer, was with
war-front events in the series, the special assignment plan, are ex- with reception of BBC programs.
20th Century Fox. Pfc. Warren
first of which will dramatize the
pected to number 180 and to reach In the London area they can only Bryan, serial actor, is announcer
story of the "Memphis Belle", bat- 420 million listeners. Hollywood be heard at service centers via di- and
writer. Sgt. Donald H. Robintle-scarred bomber of the European
rect wire from the BBC. These
son, program director, was with
Theatre of operations. Agency is stars will be used to introduce returned heroes from the battlefront. centers also pickup BBC news, the CBS television department.
J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
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FOR

SALES
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TENNESSEE

THE
A RESCRIPTION

for sales in the Tenn-

and announcements,

Curtiss Candy
Coca Cola
Welch Grape Juice
Doublemint Gum
Philip Morris
Eversharp
Cigarettes
Scalf's
Eiver Indian
Med.
Black Draught
Kolynos & Bisodol
Anacin
Spearmint Gum
Chesterfield Cigarettes
Bromo Seltzer
ModelSoap
Tobacco
Lux

and let increased

buying power of thousands of war

and

industrial workers complete the results.
That's what scores of manufacturers of
drug products are doing . . . through CBS
programs, national spot, and local announcements over WLAC

Lady Esther Cosmetics
Camel Cigarettes
Johnson & Johnson
Bayer Aspirin
Ironized Yeast
Colgate Dental Cream
Squibb

. . . the station that covers

the rich Tennessee Valley.

50,000
, N DUST
ONLY

_nft
CBS STATION
WITHIN

MILES

OF

125

'""UnU

NASHVILLE,

NATIONAL
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PRODUCTS

CURRENTLY

ADVERTISED

stir well throughout

"The Valley" over WLAC,

FOLLOWING

ARE

essee Valley: take outstanding programs

VALLEY

OVER

WLAC

Old Gold Cigarettes
Vaseline
Pacific Borax
Tunis
Colgate Shave Cream
Parker Pen Co.
Lucky Strike
Cigarettes
Stanback
Ex Lax
Penetro
St. Joseph Aspirin
Pepto
Arrid Bismol
Doan's
Pills
Whiz Candy
Hollingsvvorth Candy
Carter Pills
Seven
Up
Dr. Pierce
Dr. Caldwell
Pepsi Cola
Orange Crush

WATTS
RIAL GATEWAY
TENNESSEE

RICH

BEING

TO

THE

VALLEY

TENN.
PAUL

H.

RAYMER

COMPANY
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NBC
In

Plans

Slash

Discount

Scale

McKesson

A RECORD high of 150 stations
now carry advertising for McKesson & Robbins products, and the
number is being increased, accordto L. M. Van Riper, vice-president
in charge of advertising for the
company. Bexel, Calox, Alboline,
Soretone and Yodora are the five
products being promoted on the
air at present, with 40% of the
time being used for the advertising of Bexel, fast growing vitamin
B comblex. The CBS Pacific Coast
chain and the Yankee Network
are currently used. Time ranges
from one minute breaks, to fifteen
minute news broadcasts.

Maximum Cutback Is 22^%;
Weekly Rebates Revised
NBC has notified its clients that,
effective Sept. 1, 1943, with the
customary year's grace for continuing contracts, the network's discounts will be decreased, with no
weekly discount allowed advertisers spending less than $8,000 a
week for NBC facilities and with
the maximum annual discount
earnable reduced from 25% to
22y2%.
Letter, sent out by Roy C. Witmer, vice-president in charge of
sales, explains that NBC's costs of
operation have increased during
the past few years like those of
almost every other business and
in addition NBC has had to cope
with performance rights, station
compensation and other items peculiar to the broadcasting business, to which must also be added
"the expanding cost of the added
and unusual public service programs which we are contributing
to the war effort." .
New Schedule

to $18,000, 10%, and $18,000 or
more per week, 12V2%.
Annual rebate of 12%% for 52
weeks consecutive broadcasting remains unchanged. Annual discount,
offered advertisers spending $1,500,000 or more annually with
NBC in lieu of weekly discounts
and annual rebates, has been reduced from 25% to 22%%. On
both weekly and annual discounts,
rate is reduced 5% for programs
broadcast between 8 and 10 p.m.
New York Time and their rebroadcasts, so that the maximum
discount for such programs is now
5% on a weekly basis and 17%%
on an annual basis.
No other changes have been
made in the provisions for discounts, rebates and commissions
appearing on NBC Rate Card No.
30, dated Jan. 1, 1943, NBC states,
explaining that in the interests
of paper economy no new card will
be issued at this time.

New

schedule of weekly discounts calls for 5% discounts to advertisers spending between $8,000
and $18,000 weekly and 10% for
advertisers spending $18,000 or
more per week. Formerly advertisers spending between $2,000 and
$4,000 were allowed 2%% discounts; $4,000 to $8,000 got 5%;
$8,000 to $12,000, 7y2%; $12,000

Anotker
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WHEN

THE NAVY needed a lightweight communication device for
emergency work by divers, Daniel
W. Gellerup, technical supervisor
of radio for the Milwaukee Journal
Co. (WTMJ-W55M), designed a
portable outfit weighing only 25
pounds and operating on 6-volt
storage batteries. One speaker is in
the diver's helmet and another amplifier islocated above the surface.
Mr. Gellerup and several of his
technicians constructed 27 of the
talkie sets for the Navy during after-work hours. Mr. Gellerup has
been granted an indefinite leave of
absence to serve in the war effort.
He will be associated with Columbia U. Division of War Research,
engaged in specialized electronic
development work, and assigned to
the Navy as a civilian consulting
engineer,
underCommittee.
the National operating
Defense Research
Cuts Spot Remover Claims
PLOUGH Inc., Memphis, has stipulated with the Federal Trade Commission that it will cease statements
implying that its dry cleaning compound, Mufti, will instantly remove
spots, regardless of kind, from any
fabric.

Sc

YORK

BOOST

IN AUDIENCE NOTED
POINTING to the increase in listening during the last five months
as compared month by month to
that of last year, The Pulse of New
York Inc. predicts that radio listening in the New York area this
summer will reach a new high.
Although the seasonal decline continues, it is notably less than in
1942, the report reveals. If the
month of August should continue
the high listening level as comto Augustsummer
a year decline
ago, "much
of the paredusual
will
have been eliminated," it is stated.
Listening in July, 1943 was
137% of that for the same month
last year. Comparable figures for
previous months this year are as
follows: March, 112%; April
108%; May, 113%; and June,
104%. Factors expected to contribute to increased summer listening, as presented by The Pulse include :the war, accompanying interest in war news; restrictions
such as gasoline rationing; and
the fact that more activities will
be carried out in the home.
Bu-Tay Buying
BU-TAY PRODUCTS, Los Angeles, in a fall campaign to promote Raindrops, a detergent, on
Aug. 2 started for 13 weeks sponsoringBrevities
daily participation
Business
on KTAR,in Phoenix, and weekly in Bess Byes on
KFRC, San Francisco. Firm in additionmentsisusing
dailyFresno;
spot announceon KFRE,
KVRS,
Rock Springs, Wyo. ; with three
per week on KUTA, Salt Lake City.
Agency
is Glasser-Gailey & Co.,
Los
Angeles.

Marcjuette

First

Radi 10

in radio. Her opening program (6)
recall to
certainly gave 'em one to
friends the following day.
was
The program's humor, which
ies,
spec
ging
-rin
uniformly of the bell
cts of
remained well within the precin
ners,
man
or
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» radio's well-guarded
the stuff
r Most of it was a hybrid of
folk and
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Day-time
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America's Pioneer Broadcasting Station — First in Detroit
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Radio
Says

Effective
Allyn,

in

Labor

Recruiting

Natl.

Cash Register Head
"RADIO has been very effective jobs at the United States Employin the recruiting of women war
ment Service has increased substantially and there is every reaworkers," according to S. C. Allyn,
son to believe that there are enough
president of the National Cash
Register Corp. and chairman of women available to meet local emthe Emergency Committee formed
ployment needs." The recruiting
in Dayton to remove the Dayton programs over WHIO have been of
a
personalized
nature as they have
area from the War Manpower Commission number one critical list —
been chiefly on-the-job interviews
with women who habe taken their
which has been accomplished.
In a letter to WHIO Dayton, places in industry.
over which the recruiting programs
To this Mr. Allyn says, "Another result of the broadcasting
were aired, Mr. Allyn says, "Radio of these
interviews has been the
has not been the only medium used
but a large part of our effort has interest shown on the part of presbeen over the air and the campaign
ent employes in factories where
has produced good results. The workers were interviewed.
number
of women applying for
"Plants were always advised

Dr. Jayne Placing
DR. D. JAYNE & SON, Philadelphia, plan an extensive campaign
for its Jaylax through J. M. Korn
& Co., that city. Radio and newspapers will be used, according to
J. D. Mclntyre, president of Dr.
Jayne. J. M. Korn & Co. also handles Jayne's cough syrup.
when their people would be on the
air and in a number of cases tuned
in with their public address systems so that all the employes
could hear the program. The effect
was very good. Many other employes also made it a point to tune
in on the program at home at the
The Dayton-Springfield
specified
time." from theareaNo.has1
been
reclassified
list to the No. 2 list of the WMC.

WAVE

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
NBC^aat
^p&meWa^d

6J43

July 28, 1943
Fir. Erich Brandeis
International News Service
235 East 45th Street
New York, N. Y.
Dear Mr. Brandeis:
Just a few lines, in a spare moment, to express my
satisfaction with INS coverage of the war.
We opened our newsroom about four years ago with
International News Service and two broadcasts a day.
Today we have a staff of three news editors and fourteen news periods a day.
Due to INS complete service
and many features, such as war roundups and Washington
summaries, plus eyewitness accounts, we are able to
make each news period a real information period. You
can be sure that we appreciate the many services you
have extended us in the way of 24 hour coverage and
the great lengths to which you and your staff of
correspondents go to give us the news so that we in
turn may keep the public informed.
Best regards and I know you'll keep up the good worlr.

SODERBERG
FILLS
VOGEVS
CIAA POST
GEORGE J. VOGEL, formerly
commercial manager of KZRF and
KZRM, Manila stations operated
by Far Eastern Broadcasting Co.,
has left the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, New
York, where he headed the transcription office. Succeeding him is
Henry Soderberg, who has been
doing production work at the CIAA
up until the present. Mr. Soderberg originally joined the agency
as an actor, having done both narrating and acting for Paramount
Pictures. He was at one time associated with the Klinger & Alsop
agency, where
did Spanish
transcriptions. Mr.heSoderberg
formerly
lived in Mexico.
Another member of the CIAA to
leave the organization is Raleigh L.
Haydon,ducerassociate
director
and proin the radio
division.
Mr.
Haydon, whose duties at the CIAA
will be absorbed by other members
of the division, will set up his own
advertising
firm month.
sometime towards consultant
the end of this
The new concern will service advertising agencies. Mr. Haydon
will continue his association with
the CIAA on a free-lance basis.
Cease Dog Food Claims
SPRATT'S PATENT (America)
Ltd., a British corporation, of Newark, has stipulated with the FTC
to cease use of certain claims for
Spratt dog food preparations.
Among these are claims that the
dog's
breath
be maintained
in
a sweet
andwill
clean
condition by
Spratt's Charcoal Ovals or that
Spratt's Dog Foods contain meat.
will
be used
trade"Meat"
name
It is not
agreed
that inthetheword
or advertising of Spratt's Fish and
Meat Ovals
or Spratt's
Fibrine
Dog Biscuits
unless Meatqualified to be descriptive of the ingredient. Another dog food concern,
Ballard & Ballard Co., Louisville,
has stipulated with the Trade Commission that it will stop representthat Ballard's
Dog
Food ingcontains
meat Insurance
or will insure
dog health.
Tube Repairs Urged
BROADCASTING stations should
consider the repairing of large
transmitter tubes to make them
last as long as possible, John
Creutz, chief of the transmitter
section of the WPB Radio & Radar
Division urges. Because of the
heavy demand for these tubes on
the part of broadcasters and direct and indirect military users, it
is likely that supplies this winter
will be more restricted than in the
past, Mr. Creutz asserted. Under
the terms of P-133, he pointed out,
broadcasters must return old transmitter tubes for salvage when purchasing new ones or they may have
them repaired, but there is no compulsion to have them repaired.
Everett J. Schneider
EVERETT J. SCHNEIDER, 49,
head auditor of RCA Labs., Princeton, died July 31 of a heart attack.
He had been with RCA for the past
three years. In 1941 he was transferred from Haddonfield, N. J., to
the Princeton plant.
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A

BLOCK

BUSTER

?

* Because they both have a terrific impact locally plus a telling
effect for miles around. * WGN's
Chicago's retailers who

local impact is attested to by

place more business on WGN

all other 50,000 watt Chicago

stations combined.

than on

* National

spot advertisers bear testimony to WGN's wide and effective
coverage by keeping WGN
the leader in this classification.

A

Clear

Channel

Station

CHICAGO

ILLINOIS

50,000 WATTS

720 KILOCYCLES

MUTUAL

BROADCASTING

EASTERN SALES OFFICE: 220 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
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KLRA
Young Veteran
AT 24, Pat O'Brian, new announcer of WCKY, Cincinnati, is a ten-year veteran in
radio. Discharged by the
Army Air Forces for injuries
suffered in a training accident two weeks before he was
to be commissioned, Pat was
originally The Voice of Youth
on WIND, Chicago in 1933.
He worked through the U.
of Iowa as a member of the
station staff, and was on
KMAC and KABC, San Antonio, and KEYS, Corpus
Christi.

Little

Ecuadorean Broadcast
ECUADOR'S Indpendence Day will
be celebrated by NBC's International
Division in a special shortwave broadcast to be heard over the NBC PanAmerican network Aug. 10. Produced
in cooperation with the Ecuadorian
Students Assn. of New York, the program willfordramatize
the country's
revolution
independence.

MANPOWER shortage in engineers has been solved at WGAR, Cleveland. Lloyd Wingard (1), WGAR acting chief engineer, is quite satisfied
with Cleveland's only two women engineers. Having already completed
her first year with WGAR is Ruth Lloyd (r) at the jack panel. New
staff member Bernice Ottney (c) is watching. Morrie Pierce, WGAR
chief engineer, is on leave with the OWI in North Africa.
CAL TINNEY has withdrawn from
his thrice-weekly Mutual program
Sizing Up The News, sponsored by
Bayuk Cigars Inc., Philadelphia. Program will continue under its present
title with Sam Baiter, who formerly
broadcast for Bayuk on the Inside of
Sports on Mutual, replacing Tinney.

NEW, DIRECT radiotelegraph service has been announced between the
United States and Madagascar, by
Admiral Luke McNamee, president of
Mackay
ated withRadio
I T && Telegraph
T. This isCo.,
the affili20th
international circuit opened by Mackay
Radio since Pearl Harbor.

Protests
Rock

Grant

Says Baylor
Collins Plan
Would
Violate U-Freeze
PROTEST against the action of the
FCC granting Baylor U. and Carr
P. Collins a construction permit
for a new 50,000-watt daytime station at Corpus Christi, Tex., on
1010 kc. was filed last week by
KLRA, Little Rock, operating on
the same frequency.
Claiming the grant violates the
Commission's memorandum opinion
of April 27, 1942 (freeze order) as
well as numerous decisions interpreting this opinion, George 0. Sutton, counsel for KLRA, contended
further that undue interference
would be caused the Little Rock
operation by virtue of the indicated
signal of the proposed new station.
Claim Interference
Attached to the protest, which
sought
a rehearing,
was consulting
an affidavit of George
C. Davis,
radio engineer, contending that the
skywave which would be radiated
by the proposed station would have
an intensity of "nearly 500 kilowatts" in the maximum direction
from Corpus Christi. The affidavit
stated there is substantial possibility ence
of daytime
skywavetheinterferlevels exceeding
limits

A
TRT

KGVO

sd&fy&

•

M0SBY

MISSOULA,

MONT.

. ■ . "SZATH-MYRI and his symphonic swing
orchestra is tops in modern music. We sold 'SZATHMYRI PRESENTS' instantly to a local bank and to
our radio audience — so everyone is happy! With
Lang-Worth stars and production scripts we never
lack sales arguments for local accounts."
"Szath-Myri Presents" tVi hour weekly} has
been sold, to date, by 162 Lang-Worth subscribers. Itforms an integral part of LangWorth Planned Program Service.

LANG-WORTH,
420 MADISON AVENUE
• NEW
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specified
standards.in the FCC's engineering
KLRA requested the Commission
to reconsider its action of July 13
granting the Baylor-Collins application, stay the issuance of a construction permit and designate the
application for hearing. It was
pointed out that on July 16, 1941,
the Commission authorized KLRA
to construct an entirely new plant
to be operated on 1010 kc. with
5,000 watts night and 10,000 watts
day, using a directional antenna.
Last March construction was completed and the Commission authorized KLRA to operate on 1010 in
accordance with its construction
The petition contended that the
permit.
operation
of the proposed Corpus
Christi station would deprive
listeners "running into the thousands and perhaps hundreds of
thousands" of the service they now
receive. Many of these listeners, it
was contended, are entirely dependent upon KLRA for daytime
reception of CBS programs.
The only notice given KLRA of
the grant to Baylor-Collins, the
petition cited, was the public release of the grant. It was held this
action is "invalid and contrary to
Section 312 (b) of the Communications Act of 1934 and the recent
decision of the Supreme Court of
the United States interpreting this
ELAINE CARRINGTON, scriptsection."writer of Pepper Young's Family, P
& G sho v on NBC, writes her 2,000th
consecutive program for the series
with the Sept. 10 broadcast. Program
started under sponsorship of P & G
Jan. 31, 1936.
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DOMINATES

PEORIAREA

A

A

GOOD

MARKET

BETTER

?un#

MARKET

1, fW*-

pros
group of hard-headed businessmen, working under the
national Committee for Economic Development, reports
as follows on Peoria:
In Peoria, an energetic canvass of present employment got the facts
about the city's 56 factories employing 32,423 workers
This study uncovered possibilities which have wide interest. Peoria
employment in 1940 was 24,721; last year it was 32,423; after the war,
the committee calculates carefully, it can be held at 31,830. That is
29 percent more than the "normal" of 1940; and it is less than two
percent below the high wartime figure.
a<v

on V*t

On the drawing boards and blueprints of Peoria factories are ideas for
new production, in clear, sharp form.

Peoriarea people — 614,104 total with 444,375 in our primary area depend on
WMBD for fine entertainment, public service features, community cooperation.
WMBD is close to their hearts — a powerful influence on their buying habits.
(Recent Conlan survey shows 50.2% listenership average for WMBD — more
than
twice the average of the closest competitor — more than all other, stations
combined!)

FREE &
PETERS, He.
Exclmite National
Representatives
WMBD is a MEMBER CBS

War industries? Of course, but they'll be reconverted without "boom town slumps"
Diversified manufacturing plus vast, rich agriculture makes certain of consistently better returns for your advertising. No "outside station" can do a job in
Peoriarea!
Get into this steady, good market through one-medium coverage — WMBD.
PEORIA BROADCASTING CO., PEORIA, ILLINOIS
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Know

aod

You

Markets are made

Your

Know

People

Your

Market!

up of people — not statistics, graphs and

charts. Research never quite catches up. Raymer gives you
all the data, of course. But, more than that, Raymer stations
know the right time and the right way to reach those people.
With more than ten years of experience in markets all over
the country the Raymer organization can be invaluable to
you in planning your campaign.

PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY

• RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES

NEW YORK • DETROIT • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES

■
Legislative Project
THE NAB is on even keel again. Another internal crisis has been surmounted, and Neville
Miller remains as president for the duration
of his contract which runs another year. What
happens after that depends upon conditions
and, we assume, the will of the industry.
The industry remains united. In these
times that is of first importance. Differences
over industry leadership are not at all peculiar
to broadcasting. Most all industries have them.
But the broadcasting industry has a peculiar
facility for washing its linen in the public gaze.
And it also has been plagued with considerable
outside agitation which appears to have followed the "divide and rule" formula.
Despite this discord and persistent agitation,
the industry has performed an outstanding job
during these last 19 months of war. Nothing
has been permitted to get in the way of the
industry's service to the Nation in its hour of
greatest trial. The domestic task, under private
operation and voluntary censorship, has far
outstripped the international radio job, which
was handled under direct Government supervision as a psychological warfare weapon.
Thus the broadcasting industry, while alert
to its wartime responsibilities, nevertheless can
take time out for the preservation of a free
American system. That's the big job for the
NAB. It is essentially a legislative task. Congress will consider new legislation this fall in
both houses. There is general realization, in
both political parties, that the Communications
Act of 1934 (the radio provisions of which
date back to 1927) is inadequate and antiquated. The view is general, too, that both the
FCC and the Supreme Court in interpreting
the Act have gone far beyond the Congressional intent.
The course of the NAB is clear. Mr. Miller
promptly should retain adequate counsel, acquainted with legislation, to aid him in formulating an industry plan and in assisting the
Congress in drafting a law that will stand as
a National Policy for Radio. This Policy and
law should anticipate the tremendous impetus
that will be given radio as a public service
medium after the war. It should encompass the
prospects of the vast new radio domains to be
opened which will make for greater competition in service and therefore should entail less
rigid regulation by the licensing authority.
Mr. Miller also should make the necessary
readjustments in his organization to gear it for
this legislative task. Ordinary peace-time functions can be tapered off. The NAB should be
streamlined for this project.
There should be no recriminations about
events of the immediate past. Personalities
should be forgotten. The present NAB leadership has a full year ahead. Orderly processes
should be followed. The job is bigger than that
of any individual, or even the industry. It embraces the radio heritage of the American people. It is the industry's responsibility, along
with that of Congress, to insure a virile, free,
competitive American system of radio that will
give the public the maximum benefits of this
greatest of public service media.
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The Blue Deal
TRANSFER of the Blue Network to ownership
of Edward J. Noble, after a year-and-a-half
of uncertainty and speculation, will be a welcome and refreshing relief for all identified
with radio. The transaction, which awaits approval of the FCC as to the transfer of the
licenses of the three Blue-owned outlets among
the 159 stations on the network, ensures retention of the Blue's management, which has
done an outstanding job since separation of
the network from NBC. It means that the
network will be operated as a separate, independent entity, not subservient to some other
organization or industry.
Mr. Noble has a notable background in
both Government and industry. A self-made
man, he has amassed a fortune by dint of
business acumen and a knowledge of people
and promotion. He is essentially an advertising man. He built Life-Savers from scratch
by resourceful and intelligent use of sales
exploitation. In the nearly three years he has
operated WMCA, which he will now sell consistent with FCC policy on multiple ownership, Mr. Noble has shown an awareness of
the public service responsibility of radio.
Most heartening to industry and public
alike should be Mr. Noble's forthright statements that he does not propose to disturb
the present management and operation of the
Blue and that the management, the affiliates
and the public will be given the opportunity
to participate in the ownership, as part of
his long-range plan. Mark Woods, president,
and Edgar Kobak, executive vice president,
flanked by an able and spirited staff, have
proved a winning combination. They have done
a heads-up job — one that has won the plaudits
of all in radio.
Mr. Noble's plan to have affiliated stations
and the network management as partners in
the venture also is foresighted and praiseworthy. It would eliminate any onus that
might result from one-man ownership.
The projected new ownership of the Blue
augurs for greater competition in network
radio that is bound to enure to the benefit of
the public and industry alike.
Harlem Moral
THREE MINUTES from the moment that
New York's Mayor LaGuardia knew that he
had a problem on his hands that terrible night
of August 2, and long before the New York
Police Forces could be mobilized, three powerful radio stations carried an authoritative
voice to the people of Harlem, telling facts to
stem the flow of rumor, giving advice to protect the innocent from harm.
The count of New York's dead and injured
is now in, but no man will ever know how
many casualties or how many injuries were
prevented by the substantial services of the
City's stations, which for 24-hours, in an
emergency network, were completely at the
disposal of public officials.
In the face of what broadcasting has
done in Detroit, and now in New York, public officials who belittle the necessity of promptly supplying materials for the maintenance
of home radio on an effective basis must
realize they assume responsibility for far
more than the material involved.

EDWARD

JOHN NOBLE

nt figure
and
Edward hasJ. Noble,
dominaK
a new who
broadc— asting
NETWOR
has signed an agreement for the purchase of the BLUE Network Co., Inc.,
subject to customary approval.
Pending sale of the BLUE network a yearand-a-half after it was organized as a separate
coast-to-coast organization brings to broadcasting on a national scale a man who has
already made his mark in every field of activity connected with broadcasting.
The American System of Broadcasting, developed and operated without recourse to taxation for financial aid, has always stressed
"public service". To Mr. Noble, whose background speaks more loudly than words, public service is not an idle phrase. His entire
philosophy has been based on the firm conviction that what is good for the public is
good for industry and business.
Not only in his business career, which is
well known, but in his personal and civic life
has Ed Noble followed the general idea of
public service. First chairman of the Civil
Aeronautics Authority, he is also an educational
leader. Himself a graduate of Yale and holder
of an honorary degree of Ll.D. from St.
Lawrence U, Mr. Noble has taken leadership
in general education and public welfare
through the establishment of the Edward
John Noble Foundation. Currently he is president of the board of trustees of St. Lawrence
U. He is an Empire State native having been
born at Gouveneur, Aug. 8, 1882.
While the public service and educational
phases of broadcasting are of paramount importance to the contracted new owner of the
BLUE Network, he is too good a business
man not to realize that all of these benefits
must be founded on a sound financial basis.
To this phase of broadcasting he brings a
background that includes: Under-Secretary of
Commerce; member of industrial advisory
committee of Federal Reserve Bank of New
York; chairman of the board and director of
Life Savers Corp., and extensive holdings in
New York State real estate, Sterling Products and others.
His financial operating experience includes,
in addition to his association with the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, a directorship of the Commercial National Bank & Trust
Co. of New York. From 1917 to 1919, Mr.
Noble served as a major in the Ordnance Dept.
Of more interest to those in the broadcasting industry is his record in radio. A little less
than three years ago, Mr. Noble, whose experience up to that time had been confined
to the purchasing of radio time, became the
(Continued on page 3U)
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Justifiably proud, W-I-T-H
Some
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buttered!

has talked about the long

ilk

list of national 'names' in radio merchandising attracted to this station in the short space of two years.

National Accounts
On W-I-T-H

Now

Equally weighty evidence of W-I-T-H's ability to
capture and hold audiences in the Baltimore market

Atlantic Refining Co.

is the experience of the largest bakery-radio-advertiser in this area.

Foodex
Ward's

which

Bread

American

Starting with a small contract in May,

Chicle

-

1941, this

firm has continually increased its radio commitments

Jests

on W-I-T-H

Medrex

advertiser here uses more time on W-I-T-H

so that today the largest bakery radio
than on

any other station.

Dr. Pierce
Seaboard

■

Sales results have told them

Finance

on which
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bread is buttered.

Mercurex
Resinol
Stanback
Sunway

THE
Vitamins

Royal Crown

PEOPLE'S

VOICE

IN BALTIMORE

On the air 24 hours a day — seven days a week

Cola

Rem
Represented Nationally

Pepsi Cola

by Headley-Reed

True Story
Supersuds
Bond Bread
Cold Medal

Capsules
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'AY back in 1922, WMAQ-a

100-watt

radio station— broadcast its first program to
the eager radio fans of Chicago. It was a little
program from a little station, but it was the
beginning of great things.
WMAQ,

from the very start, pledged itself

to the task of bringing to its listeners the
best schedule of programs that it would be
possible to prepare.
All through the years, there has been no
deviation from
WMAQ

that purpose, and today,

brings to the people in its listening

area every day in the week, every week in
the year, a greater number of the most popular programs on the air than all other Chicago
stations combined.
That is the secret of WMAQ's power to
command the attention of and influence a
vast radio audience — and that is the reason
why astute advertisers who wish to reach the
greatest number of people in the nation's
second largest market place their campaigns on

WMAfl

50,000 Watts

•

670 Kc.

Represented Nationally by the NBC Spot Offices
NEW YORK
BOSTON
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON CLEVELAND
DENVER
SAN FRANCISCO HOLLYWOOD
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Clipp in Top Post
Our Respects to
ROGER W. CLIPP, vice-president
(Continued from page 32)
and general manager of WFIL,
owner of WMCA in New York, Philadelphia, was promoted to executive vice-president of the
castingbroadcompany.
one of work
thestations.
nation's
non-netSinceleading
that time
the
He
will
exercise
record of this station in the field
full executive
of public service has been outstanding. On the basis of programming,
dent of theas station
powers
presiand the general philosophy behind
during the leave
of absence of
the program structure, WMCA has
been awarded numerous citations
Samuel onR.military
Rosenbaum
by civic organizations, trade publications, and by votes and radio
service. Mr. RosMr. Clipp
editors and the public at large.
enbaum,
president of WFIL,
This record as operator of a sinwas commissioned
gle station in the nation's largest a lieutenant colonel in the AMGOT.
market attests to the wisdom be- In addition to his duties as president of the station, Mr. Clipp will
hind Mr. Noble's operational theory that real service to the public continue as general manager, a
will pay dividends to those offer- post he has held five years. He had
been made general manager of the
ing that service — and that the ser- station
years after joining
vice in turn will pay dividends in the staff three
as business manager.
education and enjoyment to those
receiving it.
He is satisfied with the aims and
Yan Heusen Locals
ideas of the present operative manPHILLIPS-JONES Corp., New
agement of the BLUE — and in- York, is distributing a series of 40tends to retain that management
second recorded commercials to loand personnel without change —
cal dealers throughout the counplanning only to do all possible to
try for use in time purchases in
behalf
of Van Heusen shirts. Discs
see that present public service proconsist
of brief playlets, dialogues
gramming is augmented. In this
and
songs.
Dealers include departconnection, Mr. Noble said, "I rement stores, men's stores and other
gard my affiliation with the BLUE
as a responsibility to the people outlets for men's goods. Last year,
in the same way that an elected approximately 200 stores bought
recorded anpublic official sees his responsibility time for the nounfirm's
cements. No figures are availis carried out to the full in every
able on the number using this
phase of our operation — public ser- year's discs. Distribution started
month ago. Agency is Grey Adv.,
vice, war services, news informa- aNew
York.
tion and entertainment."
Further it is his belief that
broadcasting on a public service and all other media of conveying
basis should belong to the very thoughts and influencing action to
public that it serves. Soon after see to it that we do not lose in
the announcement of the BLUE
peace what we struggled to achieve
sales agreement, Mr. Noble said it in war. Mere financial success will
is his hope eventually that owner- not be the criterion by which any
ship of the BLUE can be as widely
judged." the father
spread among the public and the organization
Mr. Noble isis married,
affiliated stations and management
of two daughters, and resides at
serving them as is consistent with Round Hill Road, Greenwich, Conn.
good management.
He is a member of the following
However eventual ownership is organizations and clubs: Beta
divided, Mr. Noble emphasized, Theta Pi, Round Hill, Field, Beach,
management must be retained that Greenwich (Conn.) Riding, Chevy
as presently, keys its programs and Chase (Md.), Cloud, Yale (N.Y.),
policies
to the interest of the pub- Boca Raton (Boca Raton, Fla),
lic at large.
and Thousand
andria Bay, N. Islands
Y.). Club (Alex"Serving the public interest,
convenience and necessity," he
said, "is not just a phrase. In all
★
business as we understand it in ★
THE BRIGHT SPOT
America, and particularly in
broadcasting, this is an obligation
of Eastern New York
and a duty. It is to the prosecution of this war effort that all
business must dedicate itself for
the ensuing months. Radio realizes
thisInvestment
and will fulfill
the operation
obligations."
in, and
of,
a broadcasting network is a longtime operation, in the opinion of
Mr. Noble, and of necessity demands long-time planning.
"While it is too soon to consider
concrete plans,"
said, is
"thealready
management of the he
BLUE
considering broad general policies.
With these I am in complete accord. When peace is achieved it
will be the duties of newspapers,
radio, magazines, public forums
BROADCASTING

Only BLUE Network
Station Covering this Area
*
★
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NOTES
M. F. ALLISON, WLW Cincinnati,
promotion manager, has been elected
president of the Cincinnati Advertisers Club, succeeding Carl H. Ford,
who has resigned to enter the Naval
Reserves.
HARRY W. ENGELBERG has
joined the sales staff of KGO San
Francisco.
KENNETH D. FRY, who has headed
the Alaska office of the OWI for the
overseas branch since February, has
been appointed assistant director of
operations of the Pacific OWI Bureau
in San Francisco.
AL BAMFORD, acting manager of
KROW Oakland, Cal., is the father
of a boy.
SHELTON EARP has been made assistant manager of KROY Sacramento,
Cal. He succeeds A. E. Lundy who
resigned to join Ewing C. Kelly Adv.,
Sacramento.
E. C. EDWARDS, Cleveland representative ofUniversal Microphone Co.,
currently is in Inglewood, Cal., for
home office conferences.
PAUL WEEKS, new to radio, has
joined Handley-Reed Co., Chicago,
station representatives, as salesman.
Weeks was formerly in the public relations department of the Public Service
Co. of Northern Illinois.
CAPT. HARRY BURKE, assistant
general manager, and Lt. Al Larson,
office manager of WOW Omaha, are
active in the Nabraska CAP Army Air
Cadet recruiting campaign.
JACK STEWART, commercial program director of Don Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood, has resigned
to join William Morris Agency, Beverly Hills, Cal., national talent service.
His network duties are being assumed by Sidney W. Fuller, former
manager of KGB San Diego.
JAMES T. CHATTERTON, former
district manager, Washington D. C.
office, of the Mackay Radio & Telegraph Co., an affiliate of IT&T, has
been named to succeed E. H. Price
as commercial manager, with headquarters in New York. Mr. Price has
been appointed manager of the marine
division of the Mackay organization,
filling the vacancy reesulting from the
recent death of Walter V. Russ.
BOYD RIPPEY, account executive
and former advertising manager of
KFRC San Francisco, has been inducted into the Army.

WSNY,
. . . our
me
on
are

KALB Change
New Staff Appointments
E. R. CAPPELLINI, formerly
As
W T A L Overhauls
news editor and commercial manager, has been named manager of
TERESA M. MYERS has been appointed new station manager of KALB, Alexandria, La. A naturalWTAL Tallahassee, Fla., recently
ized citizen, born in Chile, Mr.
transferred from the Florida Cappellini gained a reputation in
Capitol Broadcasters Inc. to Capi- Central Louisiana as an outstandtal City Broadeastktg Corp. with
ing newsman. He speaks Spanish,
Maj. John S. Phipps, Army Air Portugese, Italian and French. He
Forces, as sole stockholder in the joined KALB in 1939, following
new
corporation [Broadcasting, his naturalization in 1937.
Aug. 2].
Eleanor K. Phipps, wife of Maj. GERALD PATTERSON has resigned
Phipps, is president of the new as assistant treasurer of the Iowa
corporation. Lester Cross has been Broadcasting Co. to join the Service
appointed secretary and George Optical Co., Des Moines. He will be
by KarlCo.Haase, of the RegLewis Henderson, vice-president of replaced
ister & Tribune
the Lewis State Bank, is treasurer.
Mrs. Myers, former vice-president of the station and experienced gineer with WTAL 1938 and 1939,
Florida newspaper woman, has is chief engineer; Phillip A. Mcmade the following new appoint- Masiers, consultant engineer.
ments to her staff : Alton S. Brock, Donald B. Jones continues in the
chief announcer; Clarice Parker, control room as junior announcer.
Formal opening of the station is
traffic manager and music director ;
Mildred Johansen, program direc- expected in the fall as soon as gentor and announcer.
eral repairs and redecorations are
Claude Bell Green Jr., junior en- completed.

Earl Minderman Named
FCC Information Head
EARL MINDERMAN last week
was appointed director of information for the FCC. He was formerly in charge of the Division of Research & Information of the Bureau of Motion Pictures, Office of
War Information. Previously he
was national director of the War
Projects Administration and state
information director of the WPA
in Ohio. Before entering public
service, he was on the editorial
staff of the Columbus Citizen and
the Toledo News-Bee.
Plaque Awarded GE
NORMAN D. WATERS, president of
American Television Society, presented the ATS plaque awarded to General Electric Co. for "the greatest
contribution to television program development of the year" to Robert B.
Stone, program director of WRGB,
G-E television station in Schenectady,
last Friday evening. Presentation was
televised by WRGB.

Schenectady, N.Y.
entire news staff joins
in congratulating you
the splendid job you
doing.
George R. Nelson,
General Manager

available through
PRESS ASSOCIATION,
SO Rockefeller Plaza
New York, N.Y.
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D
EHINformerly on the
CARLBUNLARIK,
OWI public relations staff, has joined
the newsroom of WOW Omaha. Bill
Wiseman, WOW promotion manager,
was one of a group of radio and newsmen invited by the OWI to make an
inspection tour of the Granada
Japanese Relocation center near Lamar, Col.
TOM DAILBY, WOW Omaha, sports
announcer, is the father of a boy.
BOB DAMBACH, formerly of WBBR
Buffalo, has joined the announcing
staff of WJTN Jamestown, N. Y.,
replacing George Pfleeger, who has
entered the armed forces.
EARL SUCCO has joined KGHI
Little Rock, Ark.
LEONA GJERTSON has joined the
continuity
department of KATE Albert Lea, Minn.
HAL TATE, Chicago editor of Box
Office magazine, has been inducted into
the Navy and reports for training
Aug. 2.
JACK SLATTERY has been appointed chief announcer of KNX
Hollywood.
AL BATHIS,
technician-announcer of WOC former
Davenport,
la., has
joined KFRE Fresno, Cal., replacing
Ted Souza, now with the Coast Guard.
GENE HULOTTE, of KNX Hollywood, transcription department, has reported for active duty with Army Air
Corps Reserve.
ERNEST CHARLES, of Hollywood
CBS transcription department, has
been tionshifted
to the network's
staff as contact
producer. producED SOUDER, former announcer of
WJHP Jacksonville, Fla., has joined
KFRE Fresno, Cal.
SUB-LT. GORDON BURWASH, radio liaison officer in the Royal Canadian Navy, has returned from a material gathering trip with Canadian
Navytheconvoy
ships,Broadcasting
data to be Corp.
used
on
Canadian
Friday evening Comrades in Arms
program.
A. R. KEMP, Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. farm broadcaster at Toronto,
has moved to Halifax to handle farm
broadcasts there.
BILL SHEEHAN, WMAS Springfield, Mass., announcer, has joined the
armed forces. He is replaced by Cal
Kolby.tive Milton
Hale, sales
representa-at
and Hollywood
commentator
WMAS has also joined the armed
forces.

ALAN GANS has joined the announcing staff of WCAO Baltimore. He was
previously on the announcing staff of
the Buffalo Broadcasting Corp.
CARLTON ALSOP, former producer
of Abie's Irish Rose on NBC stations,
has been given a similar assignment
on the CBS Judy Oanova Show. He
succeeds Diana Bourbon, resigned.
LUCIEN DAVIS, producer of CBS
Hollywood, has joined the Coast
Guard.
NAT HIKEN, writer on the weekly
CBS Texaco Star Theatre, will shift
to NBC Jack Benny Show on a loan
basis turninto the
the air.
fall, subject to Allen's reMARVIN BEST, announcer of KHJ
Hollywood, is father of a boy.
JOHNNY RAPP, Hollywood writer
on the weekly NBC Time to Smile,
has been inducted into the Army. Bert
Gordon (Mad Russian) has been resigned for next season.
BROADCASTING

WKAQ Changes
JOHN A. ZEBRE, vice-president
and general manager of WKAQ
San Juan, Puerto Rico, has been
made executive vice-president of
the Porto Rico Telephone Co. His
place with the Radio Corp. of
Porto Rico, owner of WKAQ, has
been taken by Edward J. Powell,
formerly of the telephone company.
SAM LAWDER and Marian Wise,
program ington,
department
of WINX
Washhave taken over
the activities
of Howard Stanley, former director
of promotion and publicity. Stanley
has joined WTOP Washington as
promotion manager and CBS publicity director in Washington.
DAN BOWERS, announcer from
KOMA Oklahoma City, has joined
KHJ Hollywood.
JOE GIRAND, formerly of WPAT
Paterson, nouncing
N. staffJ.,
the anof has
WBIGjoined
Greensboro,
N. C.
ANDRE
BRUMMER,
staff announcer and producer
of classical
music
programs,portedoffor WLIB
Brooklyn,John
has rearmy service.
F.
Groomer, formerly of KICA Clovis,
N. M., joins the announcing staff.
The station's production director,
Roger ofWayne,
leave
absence isto taking
undergo aan month's
operation.
JOHN MITCHELL, formerly with
Guthrie McClintoc, theatrical producer, has joined the BLUE's night
program department.
MARTIN CELAY, arranger for
NBC, and Helen Ullery, receptionistried
of WOV
Aug. 1. New York, were marCARL NELSON, announcer at
WTMJ-W55M Milwaukee, Wise, has
joinednon the
Army the
Air announcing
Corp. Bob Shanhas joined
staff,
coming from WTAQ Green Bay, Wise.
REX dent MILLER,
corresponin China and former
Japan, has
begun
a series of news commentaries on
KFRC San Francisco, and the Don
Lee Network.
ALLEN BELL has joined the announcing staff of WHO Des Moines.
He was formerly with WTAD QuinBOB111.HOPE has resigned from the
cy,
announcing staff of WOR New York
to return to WSFA Montgomery, Ala.,
as announcer.
HOWARD
recently
returned fromLANGFITT,
the South Pacific
having
received a medical discharge from the
Army Air Force, has been named farm
director of KSO-KRNT Des Moines,
replacing Ensign Hal Hansen, now
stationed in Florida.

THERE'S

NOT ANOTHER

LIKE

IT!

DIRECT
ROUTE TO AMERICA'S
No. Service
1 MARKET
The Travelers
Broadcasting
Corporation
Member of NBC and New England
Regional Network
Represented by: WEED & COMPANY
New York, Boston, Chicago, Detroit, Son
Francisco and Hollywood
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Stephen Floyd George
STEPHEN FLOYD GEORGE Jr.,
13, San Francisco radio actor who
portrayed Roy Manners on the
weekly NBC Hawthorne House,
smothered to death July 30 when
a backyard cave collapsed on him.
The boy was trapped while crouching in a lateral he was digging
from the main cave in the backyard of an apartment building.

FLEURETTE WILL EAT well, it
seems, for the champion bond selling pig, owned by Earl Godwin,
commentator of Watch the World
Go By for Ford on the BLUE daily,
was recently given 75 pounds of
fresh green beans. Beans were
from the Prairie-Farmer Victory
Garden of WLS Chicago. Mr. Godwin (r) accepted them from Ted
Morse, National Barn Dance entertainer and supervisor of the garden
(1) and Harry Templeton (c),
WLS war program director, during a recent visit to Chicago.
HAL O'HALLORAN,
former
announcer of WLS Chicago, has
returned
to the station from WLW Cincinnati.
DON GORDON, announcer of NBC
Chicago, has resigned to freelance in
New York.
HUGH WEBB, program director of
WJHO Opelika, Ala., has been named
president of the newly formed Exchange Club of Opelika-Auburn.
Benjamin Franklin Parsons, new to
radio, has joined the announcing staff.
ELLSWORTH GOSLING, staff announcer of WLVA Lynchburg, Va.,
has resigned to join WIP Philadelphia.
Hilda Wagers has been transferred
from the music library to the continuity department. Gale Pearson, announcer, has been named music librarian. Charles Ledingham, newcomer to
radio, has been added to the announcing staff.
GINO GIO VANETTI, released from
the Army as over-age, has resumed
duties as announcer, translator and
commentator of WJBK Detroit.
RICHARD STARK, announcer of
network programs, will serve as anon P &as G's
Rose
on NBC, nouncerand
m.c.Abie's
of theIrish
Noxzema
Chemical
Battle
the Boroughs
on
Mutual,Co.'s
when
thoseof shows
return
to the air at the end of the summer.
RAMSEY YELVINGTON, head of
the continuity department of KTSA
San Antonio, is the father of a girl.

C HNS
The Key Station of the
Maritimes
Is as much a part of Halifax
as the Citadel Hill.
Located as it is in the Capital
City, it commands the largest
near at hand audience in the
Maritimes.
Ask JOE WEED
350 Madison Ave.
New York
BROADCASTING

Heads New Post
MORGAN RYAN, radio producer
and director, joins Sherman &
Marquette, New York, as radio director of the agency, effective Aug.
9. The post is a new one. Mr. Ryan
has been active in radio at Pedlar
& Ryan, New York, and previously
H. M. Kiesewetter Adv., New York.
DOUG ROMINE has been named program manager of KTSA San Antonio,
and Charles Lutz has been assigned
to publicity and promotion.
DAVE CHAPMAN, news editor and
director of special events on KOMA
Oklahoma City, left last week for San
Diego to enter the Navy.
MEL BALDWIN has joined the announcing staff of KGW-KEX Portland, Ore. He was formerly witli
KWJJ Portland.
BOB THOMAS, labor news reporter
of KGW-KEX Portland, Ore., is the
father of a girl.
FRED MOORE, newscaster, has left
WOWO-WGL Fort Wayne, Ind., for
WTAM Cleveland. Bill Stewart will
replace him.
DOUGLAS WRIGHT, WJLB Detroit, has been appointed continuity
director.
nouncing. He will also continue anWALTER TYRRELL, former announcer at WINX Washington, has
been appointed chief announcer and
daytime news editor.
FORREST OWEN Jr., production
manager of WTOL Toledo, has retions. signed to join Allan H. Miller ProducLESLIE WILLIAMS has resigned
his position as production director of
WBML Macon, Ga., to join WNOX
Knoxville.
MILLI SCANLON of the WHKWCLE Cleveland, continuity department, was married recently.
ROY GROVE, WLVA Lynchburg,
Va., has joined the announcing staff
of WIP Philadelphia.
FRED REINHARDT, program director of WJPF Herrin, 111., has been
appointed radio director for the IlliWar Council's Southern Illinoisnoisregion.
KENNETH E. YEEND, after nine
years with KWSC Pullman, Wash.,
leaves to become director of education
and the farm programs of KIRO
Seattle.
THOMAS SCHEER, traffic manager
at WHO Des Moines, joins the armed
service this month and is replaced by
Bob Johnston, WHO promotion and
publicity.
MRS. JOSEPHINE WETZLER, former director of women's activities at
the former WJWC Chicago, and at
WMBA Peoria, is now a member of
the continuity department of WLS
Chicago.
VIRGINIA HENKE, of the news
staff at WMAL Washington, was recently married to Dr. Peter Oesper,
professor of chemistry at U. of Maryland.
JAMES GIBBONS, announcer at
WMAL Washington, is father of a

girl.
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following its
IMMEDIATELY
new "aggressive" policy caller probett
ing for new and dcast
ing,
Aug.
grams [Broa
2], Mutual has announced five new
sustaining shows, including:
The Black Castle, a ghost story
series;
Dreamin'
Dixie,
musical show;
and Let inYour
Hair a Down,
which invites listeners to air their
"pet peeve" or frustrated wish in
a half-hour night-time program.
The latter series started Aug. 5
with a "confession" by one who attends broadcasts of quiz programs
but never gets to be a contestant;
and by a concert singer who wants
to "swing." Tom Slater, m. c,
handles the program.

PROGRAMS
fi>x&/
Service Series
the quarter-hour program are
handled by one actor.
IN A SERIES of four special public service broadcasts which began
Three Monday-through-Friday
daytime series have been added to Aug. 5, NBC is dramatizing
America's armed forces on the seas.
the network's schedule. Maxine
Keith, woman's commentator, is The Battle of the Atlantic was subject of the first program, and will
featured in a quarter-hour afternoon program on glamor, titled be featured in the second, Aug. 12,
Sophisticated Lady.
showing how the Army Air Forces
Another afternoon show, Quiz and the Civilian Air Patrol gained
Wizard invites listeners to test dominance over the enemy submarines in America waters. The
their knowledge on general information questions. While listeners history of the Naval Air Service,
are figuring out the answers be- which celebrates its 30th annitween questions, the program preAug. 30, will be dramasents brief musical interludes.
tized in versary
subsequent
* # broadcasts.
*
Happy Joe and Ralph, a half-hour
New Navy Show
morning
NEWEST SHOW aired from the
comedians.show, features two "zany"
U. S. Naval Training Station,
Sampson, N. Y., is Mission Accomplished. The program is presented
each Monday 6:15-6:45 p.m., over
WHAN Rochester, and is the
fourth weekly program from the
naval station. Featuring dramatization of heroic episodes in the lives
of navy men, the new program is
produced with bluejacket talent.

Dreamin' In Dixie, half-hour
series, is laid out along the lines of
a Southern fiesta, combining performances by a whistler, and a
baritone, with the reading of poems
against a background of orchestral
music. Unusual feature of The
Black Castle is that all parts of

It Takes

Three

To

• Back in the early 1900's it
took all of them — Tinker, Evers,
Chance — to show what a combination of the "Top Three"
could do. Today, in Ohio, it
takes Youngstown, together
with Cleveland and Cincinnati,
to give radio timebuyers the

Do

It!

Metropolitan Area. It commands a
wide listening audience ... a powerful influence-power. . . among 1,599,819 people in Northeastern Ohio
and Northwestern Pennsylvania.
For sales and influence now . . . and
in important post-war years . . .
when you buy Ohio's Third Market
... buy WKBN.

state's "Top Three" Market
Areas. For, today, Youngstown
is Ohio's Third Market.*
WKBN is the only Youngstown
station that completely covers
this important Steel Market!
Columbia's powerful 5000 watt outlet in Youngstown is the favorite
station to 491,974 people in the
'U. S. Dept. of Commerce
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YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO

Represented by: PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

Tyndall Field Show
NEW SERIES of radio programs,
The Tyndall Field Radio Playhouse,
will take to the air in the near
future, presenting dramatic plays
in a half-hour weeklv program over
WDLP Panama City, Fla. S?t.
Steve Libby, radio director for the
public relations office has announced
that the dramatic plays of many
favorite network programs have
been
cleared for broadcast by the
local group.
*
*
Starts 'Em Young
CHILDREN wrote, produced, and
acted in Juvenile Review, half-hour
variety series broadcast weekly on
KBWD, Brownwood, Tex. Presented
on the stage of a local USO before
a soldier audience, the program
drew a heavy mail. Most of scriptwriting was by a 13-year-old boy,
under supervision of Gene Thomas,
KBWD producer.
* * *
Tic Tac Toe
WINN Louisville, announces a new
program called Tic Tac Toe, a fifteen minute show featuring Frances
Ferguson. Miss Ferguson collects
background information on invasion points and battle areas, and
supplements this with excerpts
from letters received by families of
boys in the *Her
service.
*Day *
DEDICATED
"Mom",
That's
Life
I Guess, to
heard
on WTAG,
Worcester, Mass., thrice-weekly,
presents live musical numbers featuring a six-piece orchestra and
interspersed with odd facts from
everywhere by m.c. Bob Dixon. The
show
sette. was arranged by Dol Bris^ =fc %
Well, Do You?
COMMON ERRORS of speech are
highlighted in Do You Speak English, on WINS, New York. Deviations from the English language
are presented by an announcer as
they are heard in subways, busses
and restaurants. A woman narrator
offers corrections.
BROADCASTING

Voting Advice
HOW TO VOTE is being taught
citizens by radio at KYW, Philadelphia, in a new series of educational
broadcasts titled You and Your
Vote. The programs will be presented weekly until the primary
elections through cooperation of
leading educators and political scientists of the Philadelphia area.
Broadcasts are to create interest
in the elections and acquaint voters with the duties, qualifications
and history of the various offices.
Programs are non-partisan and
non-political. Each week one local
government office is discussed by
a leading educator who explains
the necessary requirements for
filling the office successfully.
* * *
Club Series
NIGHT CLUB SERIES are reviewed on a six-weekly nighttime
program heard on WBYN, Brooklyn. Suggestions
an evening's
entertainment
areforincluded
in the
series, which bears the title In
Old New York.
* * *
Youth Hopes
TEEN-AGE CANADIANS discuss
their
for afternoon
Canada's Canadian
future in
a new hopes
Sunday
Broadcasting Corp. network feature Youth Speaks Out. Program
is being aired from Winnipeg during August. * * *
Time Saver
TIME-SAVING advice on how to
run a household is presented by
Jack Creamer on The Handy Man,
five-times weekly quarter-hour program heard on WOR New York.
Musical interludes are sandwiched
in between household hints.

tyafids

That

Do
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—

70%

—100%
They

of your market
of (practically)
WDZ's audience

— in writing
RESPOND
— in spending

QUICKLY — GENEROUSLY
when your message comes to them on
the beam of WDZ's "Directional Programming". Reason? — for 22 years
we've a-med our programming EXCLUSIVELY atthe prert 70% masses
who work with their hands.
Result? — an ideal "test and control" medium forintended
your formerchandising
age"
release on a "packmass
market basis. Eye-opening examples
gladly supplied . . . write —
noo WATTS
TUSCOLA,
ILLINOIS
HOWARD
H. WILSON CO., Representatives
woz
New York, Chicago, Hollywood, Seattle
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LaRoche
Must

Not

Warns

That

Distract

Politics

From

War

Chairman of War Ad Council Resigns Y & R Post
For Fulltime Service for the Duration
CHESTER J. LaROCHE, chairman of the War Advertising Council, announced last week that he
had resigned as chairman of the
board of Young
& Rubicam, New
York, in order to
devote full time
to work of the
WAC. His Y & R
job will be taken
over by Raymond
Rubicam, chairman of the executive committee.
M
r
. Rubicam
Mr. LaRoche
had been chairman
of the board of Y & R until 1942.
when he resigned to serve as special assistant to Paul V. McNutt,
chairman of the War Manpower
Commission. At that time, Mr. LaRoche, then Y & R president, became chairman of the board.
Warns on Politics
In a statement last week, Mr.
LaRoche declared that his present concern "is solely with the war
and with the use of our extraordinary information machinery to
help win it." Declaring that business and government are united
on an advertising policy, as set
forth in the WAC broadcast July
14 on NBC, Mr. LaRoche warned
business men that they should not
permit the coming political campaign to interfere with continuance
of advertising devoted to the prosecution of the war. He said that
he hoped business would not,
through lack of judgment, withdraw support of its war advertising contributions "because of real
or fancied political attacks."
"In the months ahead," he said,
"advertising will be called on to
render far greater service even
than ever in the past, for there
will be new campaigns that can go
a long way in shortening the war.
"These campaigns have nothing
to do with politics. They weren't

The
the

End

of

developed by or for Democrats, Republicans, New Dealers or Communists. They were developed by
business leaders and the WAC
working
with OWL"
If business
lets the political
campaign interfere with war work,
he said, "business will be the biggest loser, for its problems multiply every day that war continues.
New controls and new postwar
problems are born."
"I consider it an honor," Mr.
LaRoche explained, "to have a part
in this program to help WAC and
OWI steer this project through the
War and into the peace and readjustment to follow. It seems to me
a duty which I must fulfill."

When

Mr. LaRoche, one of the founders of WAC, has been active in it
since its inception shortly after
Pearl Harbor. In February of this
year, he took a leave of absence
from Y & R to fill the post as
operating head left vacant when
Miller McClintock became president of Mutual.
Recently, Mr. LaRoche has led
the Council in its campaign to
raise $500,000,000 worth of advertising for war purposes, under the
slogan "A War Message In Every
Ad". In resigning from the Y & R
board chairmanship he made clear
that his single intention was to
continue war work.
Mr. LaRoche first contacted Y &
R as a space salesman for Colliers
during the 1920's. Well known to
both partners, Mr. LaRoche became acontact man with the agency
when Y & R moved its main offices
to New York in 1926. He later
became executive vice-president,
and in 1932 took over for Raymond

You Use Time on KSD Your Sales Messages

CAB's

FDR

Rating

IN HIS July 28 broadcast on the
four major networks, President
Roosevelt attained a rating of
75% as measured by the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting. This
is among the higher CAB ratings
for Presidential broadcasts, overshootingfall
his "Greer
speech in the
of 1941, Incident"
recorded
at 72.5. Top Presidential CAB rating is 83.0. C. E. Hooper Inc. rated
the
July 28 broadcast
[Broadcasting,
Aug. 2]. at 55.9
Rubicam while the agency head
was on vacation. Two years later
he became president, and in 1942
again took over for Mr. Rubicam,
this time as chairman of the board,
when the later went to Washington.For his leadership in bringing
together the various elements of
the advertising industry through
WAC and for his achievements at
Y & R he received the 1943 Advertising & Selling gold medal.
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Let WAIR guide you to that evasive
pot of gold. Winston-Salem workers
are well paid, sure of their jobs,
easy to sell when you use the right
medium. In this great market, the
right medium is—
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Winston-Salem, North Carolina
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BBDO

Agency

Starts

Television

Hour

On
WRGB;
Big Sponsors Participate
INDICATIVE of the growing in- John Southwell, head of the agenterest in television on the part of
cy's radio copy department, Garth
advertisers and advertising agenMontgomery and Marge Fowler.
cies was the announcement issued
A 25-minute comedy written by
last week by BBDO, New York,
Gene Kuhn and featuring Jo
that they have taken a one-hour
Lyons, both members of the BBDO
Friday evening period on WRGB,
radio copy staff, was sponsored by
General Electric television station
Lever Bros, for Vimms, with a
in Schenectady, to be divided be- dramatized commercial included.
tween three of the agency's cli- Hamilton Watch Co. appropriately
ents: B. F. Goodrich Co., Lever
took over the time break, produced
Bros., and Hamilton Watch Co.
through a slide.
The BBDO announcement folWRGB recently carried an inlows closely the report that N. W.
teresting commercial for Royal
Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, has enCrown Cola, making its first use
gaged Richard Hubbell, until re- of the station's facilities. Program
cently television consultant for for the evening (July 16) was a
Fortune, as a member of its radio
Hoe Down Night, with western
staff [Broadcasting, Aug. 2].
music and dancing. Tying in, Royal
First of the BBDO commercial
Crown used a cowboy and cowtelecasts was presented Aug. 6,
girl to promote the beverage. Gene
and they will continue regularly,
BBDO, writer and narwith the schedule tentatively set Kuhn, of
rator, described what happened
at once a month. Telecasts are
under the general supervision of when cowboy Duke Marston, a G-E
employe, tried to serenade ladythe BBDO television board, headed
50,000
WATTS
love Josephine Lyons, BBDO.
by Fred Manchee, vice-president,
Duke's
voice was husky and off
in cooperation with the BBDO ra1520 K.C.
key until he took a drink of Royal
dio copy group.
Crown.
John L. Collyer, president of B.
F. Goodrich Co., gave a brief talk
on the opening sight-and-sound
NEW record and transcription library
Buffalo's Most
program for that company, a half- at Tyndell Field, Fla., has received a
hour telecast chiefly devoted to a gift of discs containing 48 musical sePowerful
\ demonstration of the company's
lections from the Keystone Broadcastproducts. Script was prepared by
ing System.
Transmitter

^

Plant

Cottington

Is Appointed

Erwin, Wasey Radio Head
CHARLES HALSTEAD COTTINGTON, radio director of McErickson,
NewCann -York,
will
become rectorradio
diof Erwin,
Wasey & Co., New
York, Aug. 16,
replacing Edward
J. Fitzgerald, now
with Donahue &
Coe. Before joinErickson,
Mr.
ing
McCannMr. Cottington Cottington was a
vice-president
of N. W. Ayer &
Sons.
He joined the agency as art buver in 1925, but in 1931 went into
radio, handling production on a
number of the agency's popular
and classical star programs. He
was also active on the Atlantic ReCo.'s broadcasts of college
football fining
games.

Post- War

Job Registry

A CLEARING HOUSE for postwar job opportunities for servicemen formerly in the radio and motion picture industries has been set
up
the Positions
Bur?an,by New
York. PlanSecuring
is to establish a post-war employment registry of the available manpower in
these fields so the men may find
speedy employment immediately
following demobilization. The new
service, covering the New York
area only, is operating under the
direction of Frank McGrann, head
of the bureau's radio and film division. Through service magazines,
newspapers, tradepapers, and with
the cooperation of commentators,
the service will be presented to
men in the armed forces. Advertising agencies, stations and other
radio industry groups will be infile employment needs
with thevited toregistry.
Miles Spot
MILES LABS., Elkhart, Ind. (Onea-Day vitamins) on Aug. 7 started
one-hour participation on the new
two-hour weekly evening variety
show, Hoosier Jubilee Barn Dance,
on WJOB, Hammond, Ind. Programs are presented in the Masonic
Theatre, Hammond, and talent includes former radio actors now employed in war plants. Contract,
which is for 13 weeks, was placed
by Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.

for the
&

MOHAWK

FURNITURE

RADIO
MART

The Mohawk Radio & Furniture Mart is an
outstandingly successful Cincinnati Company
. . . has had a 15-minute once-weekly program T^J
on WSAI for 7 consecutive years . . . has
renewed its contract yearly.
Result? Increased business necessitating expansion ofthe Company's store to 4 times original size ...
A sample
WSAI's Cincinnati!
EXTRA
POWER
to Lift
Sales inof Greater

The CBS Station for a
million people in 22
counties of 3 states...
the heart of the
Textile South.

5000 Watts Day
Iffp
If UlPIfl 950 kc. Ana
Night
Watts bilu
nburg,
S. C.
Sparta
1 1000
WW \¥
ented by Hollingbery
Repres
UJ
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HAL MAKELIM, former head of the
radio production agency bearing his
name, has joined McJunkin Adv. Co.,
Chicago, as vice-president and radio
director.
GLADYS MEYERS, production department of Al Paul Lefton Adv.
Agency, Philadelphia, is training as
a WAVE.
WILLIAM MOORE, formerly radio
producer of William Esty & Co., New
York, is now a lieutenant (j.g. ) in the
Navy.
HENRY KLEIN, publicity director
of Philip Klein Adv. Agency, Philadelphia, has joined the Merchant Marine as a yeoman.
LESTER E. SWINEHART, with
N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, for
13 years, has joined Lewis & Gilman,
Philadelphia agency.
SAMUEL KAY, former assistant
comptroller of Grey Adv., N. Y., has
rejoined the agency as comptroller,
after an interim with Gimbel Bros.
He replaces B. George Phillips.
ISHMAEL McCULLOUGH, formerly copywriter of Pedlar & Ryan, New
York, has joined the New York office of Sherman & Marquette to handle copywriting on the Colgate- Palmolive-Peet Co. account.
G. C. PACKARD, formerly manager
of radio, Campbell-Ewald, Detroit,
joins the New York office of Paul H.
Raymer & Co., station representatives, as account executive.
FLORENCE STARR CARSON will
leave J. D. Tardier & Co., New
York, Aug. 20 to join her husband
on the west coast. Mrs. Carson is
a time buyer at Tarcher. No replacement "announced.
MAY BOLHAUER has left the Phillip Lord Production firm to join Bernard L. Schubert, radio productions,
as a production director. She continues as assistant to Stuart Buchanan, head of BLUE script department.
ROBERT W. WATSON, manager of
Ruthrauff & Ryan's San Francisco
office since July, 1940, has been transto thehe agency's
Newas York
officeferredwhere
will serve
account
executive.
MARCELLE MITCHELL, formerly
on the Hollywood staff of Radio Sales,
has joined Wm. Esty & Co., as assistant to Don Bernard, Southern
California manager-producer.
E. H. ELLIS, executive of NewellEmmett Co., New York, is in Hollywood to survey possibilities for a
third show under sponsorship of Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
ARTHUR E. McELFRESH, New
York vice-president in charge of radio
for Pedlar & Ryan, returns in midAugust after two-weeks Hollywood
conference with William Lawrence,
West Coast manager.

Cole Heads Research
GORDON COLE, director of advertising of Cannon Mills for nine
years, has been appointed head of
the newly-created division of Advertising in Post-War Research by
the Can Manufacturers Institute.
Mr. Cole will supervise advertising
and consumer education for the
institute. He was at one time chairman of theAdvertisers.
board of the Ass'n of
National
KEN TILLSON, former continuity
editor of KGW-KEX Portland, recently became radio director of Mac
Wilkins, Cole & Weber, Portland.
WILTON C. HAFF has been appointed executive vice president of
Gregory Adv., Cleveland. Mr. Haff
was formerly with Fraser-Brace Engineering Co., of New York and
Montreal.
NORMAN MORRELL, Hollywood
vice-president of Foote, Cone & Belding, and Barbara Jo Allen, who portrays Vera Vague on the weekly NBC
Pepsodent show, were married recently.
BRAD BROWNE has joined the production staff of Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Hollywood. Formerly of J. Walter
Thompson Co., he has been assigned
producer of the weekly NBC Gilmore
Furlough Fun, as well as supervisor of the thrice-weekly BLUE Red
Ryder.
WALTER L. BURROUGHS, former
Pacific Coast manager of H. W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co., Los Angeles,
has been commissioned a major in the
Army.
Agency office was recently discontinued.
EUGENE C. GOLDBACH, formerly
head of his own Toledo advertising
agency, recently joined Philip J.
Meaney Co., Los Angeles, as account
executive.

ENGLISH • JEWISH • ITALIAN
The roster of advertisers using WEVD year
after year reads like "Who's Who" in
National Advertising. List on eqt-esf.
HENRY GREENFIELD, managing director
WIVD— 117 W. 46th Strtof, N.w York, N. Y.
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MARK L. MULLIGAN, formerly
secretary-treasurer and media director of Woolley & Hunter, Denver
agency, has been appointed office
manager and spacebuyer of BBDO,
Los Angeles. Ed Clark, publicity director of Marschalk & Pratt, New
York, recently joined the BBDO Los
Angeles staff as account executive.
H. H. OHLMACHER has joined the
creative and copy staff of Maldrum &
Fewsmith, Cleveland.
GEORGE H. ADAMS, for 35 years
active in the newspaper field in Minneapolis and the Northwest, has joined
the Minneapolis office of BBDO. Mr.
Adams resigned recently as executive
editor of the Minneapolis Daily Times.
MAX G. HOLLAND, account executive and brother of Arthur M. Holland,
head of Malcolm Howard Agency,
Chicago, is now in the Coast Artillery,
Camp Callan, Cal.
ROBERT O. DAVIS, partner in
Rhodes & Davis Adv., San Francisco
agency, is father of a girl.
OTIS T. WINGO Jr., formerly of
Young & Rubicam, New York, and
previously news commentator on New
York and Washington stations, has
resigned as vice-president of Fletcher
& Co., New York, public relations
counsel.
MILDRED MASTIN PACE, author,
has joined the public relations staff
of J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York.
ISABEL MOSES GREER has returned to Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles, as vice-president and account
executive.
of the
agency's
staff,
has Ann
been Garvey
appointed
radio
timebuyer.
CLARENCE G. DAVENPORT, account executive of McCarty Co., Los
Angeles, on leave, has been commissioned asecond lieutenant in the Army
Field Artillery.

AS

USUAL!

No — that's not how it is. Business is NOT "as usual'".
With demand far exceeding supply, with government
restrictions and rationing — it's a seller's market with
not enough goods to sell. But it won't be like that after
the war. It will be a buyer's market then and competition will be keen again. That's when your product
will undergo the acid test — "Is its name remembered?
Or have new brands, new habit patterns pushed it into
the oblivion of Sapolio and Pears Soap?"
You still have the good-will of your pre-war market.
Keep it! Keep it by keeping your name before the
public. Keep it ringing in their ears by radio!
AND — to reach the largest share of Canada's richest
market, choose CFRB Toronto. Why? Because in a
key area, fed by three stations, CFRB broadcasts half
the leading sponsored programs.

TORONTO

Advertising
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio program
n« news programs
t— transcriptions
M — spot announcements
tm — transcription announcement*
WGY, Schenectady
Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati (Oxydol), 11
sa,
cago.thru Blackett-Sample-Hummert, ChiLever Bros., Cambridge, Mass. (Rinso) 40
sa weekly, 28 weeks, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, N. Y.
Marlin Firearms Co., New Haven (Marlin
Shave Cream), 78 so, thru Craven &
Hedrick, N. Y.
Pillsbury Flour Mills, Minneapolis, 30 so,
thru McCann-Erickson, Minneapolis.
MacFaJden Publications, New York (True
Story), 4 to, thru Raymond Spector, N. Y.
General Baking Co., New York (Bond
Bread), so, 62 weeks, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Grove Labs., St. Louis (Cold, Vitamin
Tablets), 3 ne, 19 weeks, thru Russal M.
Seeds Co., Chicago.
Ry-Trous Corp., Boston (plant food) 3 so
weekly,
Boston. 10 weeks, thru Broadcast Adv.,
RCA Mfg. Co., Camden (institutional) 25
sa weekly, 6 weeks, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, N. Y.
General Foods, New York (Diamond Salt),
2 sa weekly, 2 weeks, thru Benton &
Bowles, N. Y.
American Chicle Co., Long Island City
(Dentyne Gum) 1 so weekly, 26 weeks,
thru Badger, Browning & Hersey, N. Y.
Studebaker Corp., Sonth Bend, 3 ne weekly,
14 weeks, thru Roche, Williams &
Cunnyngham, Chicago.
Resinol Chemical Co.. Baltimore (Resinol),
145 so, thru Courtland D. Ferguson Inc.,
Baltimore.
Benrus Watch Co, New York (watches),
5 so weekly, 52 weeks, thru J. D. Tarcher
6 Co., N. Y.
Beechnut Packing Co., Canojahavie, N. Y.,
(gum) 2 so weekly, 13 weeks, direct.
Dif Corp., Garwood, N. J. (cleanser), 3 sa
weekly, 13 weks, thru Grey Adv., N. Y.
KNX, Hollywood
Western Federal Savings & Loan Assn.,
Los Angeles (investments), 3 sp weekly,
2 weeks, thru Elwood J. Robinson Adv.,
Los Angeles.
Aircraft Accessories Corp., Los Angeles,
3 ne weekly. 13 weeks, thru LockwoodShakelford Adv., Los Angeles.

KPO, San Francisco
Ball Bros. Co., Muncie, Ind. (Mason jars),
5 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru Applegate
Adv. Agency, Muncie.
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, Mich, (corn
flakes), 1 t weekly, 26 weeks, thru J.
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
Norwich Pharmacal Co., Norwich, N. Y.
(Pepto-Bismol) , 3 to weekly, 26 weeks,
thru Lawrence C. Gumbinner, N. Y.
National Biscuit Co., San Francisco
(Shre-lded Wheat and Shreddies), 81 to,
thru Botsford, Constantine & Gardner,
San Francisco.
Regal Amber Brewing Co., San Francisco,
1 sp weekly, 1 t weekly, 52 weeks, thru
M. E. Harlan, San Francisco.
Pure Foods Co., Mamaroneck,
N. Y.
(Herb-ox bouillion cubes), 3 sp weekly,
13 weeks, thru J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
J. L. Tuttle Co.. Oakland (cottage cheese),
3 ne weekly, 52 weeks, thru Emil Eeinhardt, Oakland
Langendorf United Bakeries. San Francisco
(bread), 1 to weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan, San Francisco.
KFRC, San Francisco
Fon+ana Food Products Co., San Francisco
(foods), 4 so weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Long Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
Golden State Co., San Francisco (milk) , 4
ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru BBDO, San
Francisco.
RCA, New York, 14 to weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
First Federal Savings & Loan Assn., Oakland, 3so weekly, thru Pacific Adv. Staff,
Oaklani.
Pioneer Beverages, San Francisco, 4 sa
weekly, 8 weeks, thru Ryder & Ingram,
Oakland.
Ridd
Labs.. San Francisco (Ridd products),
1 sp weekly. 52 weeks, thru Rhoades &
Davis, San Francisco.
Seven Up Bottling Co., San Francisco
(beverage), 1 so weeklv, 26 weeks, thru
Rhoades & Davis, San Francisco.
WENR, Chicago
Atlas Brewing Co, Chicago (beer) , 5 so
weekly,
26 Chicago.
weeks, thru Arthur Meyerhoff & Co.,
Consolidated Royal Chemical Corp.. Chi(Krank's thru
Shave Arthur
Kreem),Meyerhoff
5 so week-&
ly. cago
26 weeks,
Co., Chicago.
WLS, Chicago
F. E. Myers & Bros. Co., Ashland, O.
(water systems), 3 sp weekly, 10 weeks,
thru Meldrum & Fewsmith Agency, Cleveland.
Drs. Hess & Clark, Ashland, O. (poultry
remedies), 5 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru
N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y.

WHO, Des Moines
Skinner Mfg. Co., Omaha (macaroni) 300
ta, thru Ferry-Hanly Co., Kansas City.
Vinton Hybrid Corn Co., Vinton, la., 78
so, 117 so, thru Weston-Barnett, WaterFederalloo, la.Life & Casualty Co., Detroit, 312
sp, thru
StuartBelleAgency,
Funk
Bros. J.SeedL. Co.,
Plane, Chicago.
la., 104
so,
thru
E.
H.
Brown
Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
Oelwen Chemical Co., Oelwen, la., (feeds) ,
104 sp, thru Cary-Ainsworth, Des
Moines.
Mennen Co.,
Newark (Mennen shave prodChicago.ucts), 61 so, thru Russel M. Seeds Co.,
California Fruit Growers Exchange, Los
Angeles (Sunkist lemons), 24 to, thru
■ Foote, Cone, & Belding, Los Angeles.
Gamble Stores, Minneapolis, 312 sa, thru
BBDO, N. Y.
R. C. A., New York (Electronics), 112 ta,
14 per wk, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.,
Y. & Clark, Ashland, O. (poultry
Dr.N. Hess
remedies), 260 t, per wk, thru N. W.
Ayer &Chamber
Son, N. of
Y. Commerce, Duluth,
Duluth
Minn (vacations). 6 sa thru StewartTaylor Co., Duluth, Minn.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet,
Jersey City, N. J.
(Super Suds) 130 ta, 12 per wk, thru
Wm. Esty & Co., N. Y.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, Jersey City, N J.
(Palmolive soap), 13? ta, 12 per wk,
thru Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
KECA, Los Angeles
Dad's Root Beer Co., Chicago, 21 to
weekly,
weeks, thru Malcolm-Howard
Adv. Co.,13 Chicago.
Esquire Inc.. Chicago (Coronet), 36 so,
thru Schwimmer & Scott. Chicago
Murine Co., Chicago (eyewash), 5 t
weekly, 13 weeks, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Columbia Labs., Los Angeles (peroxide) .
3 so weekly, 52 weeks, placed direct.
Thrifty Drug Co., Los Angeles (Southern
California chain), weekly so, 52 weeks,
thru Hillman-Shane-Breyer, Los Angeles.
Equitable Plan Co., Los Angeles (investments), weekly sp, 6 weeks, thru Allied
Adv. Agencies, Los Angeles.
WIND, Chicago
Sears
Roebuck
& Co., Gary, Ind., 28 so,
direct.
Esquire Inc., Chicago (Coronet Magazine),
6 sa, thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
David's
Cleaners
& Dyers,
so weekly,
4 weeks,
direct. Gary, Ind.. 6
KFI, Los Angeles
E. sulphur
Fougeracream),
& Co., 5New
York (Ramsdell's
so weekly,
21 weeks,
thru Street & Finney, N. Y.

BOWMAN

GOOD SURVEY
majo-PACIFIC
of the
ZA N°two~k,
market serving
in the agreat
NORTHWEST GROUP, provides convincing
figures to urge its facilities.
Free booklet on reauest.
THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST GROUP
KXL
Joseph H. McGillvra
KFPY
The Katz Company
Z NET
The Walker Company
Buying 2 all
markets
3 savessaves10%!5%; buying
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Restrictions

Lightened by AAA
Stations Free to Put State,
County Officials on Air
EASING of restrictions on news
activities of the Agricultural Adjustment Agency will permit radio
stations to continue to arrange for
programs with AAA committeemen,
the AAA announced last week.
Following new instructions issued by Marvin Jones, War Food
Administrator, concerning limitations imposed by Congress on AAA
informational activities, the Dept.
of Agriculture Radio Service advised farm program directors of
radio stations they were free to
put state and
mitteemen on thecounty
air. AAA comRadio stations previously had
been notified that a provision in
the AAA Appropriations Act
barring funds for field informational activities would prevent
state and county committeemen
casting, July 26].programs [Broadfrom arranging
How It Operates
The significance of the Jones ruling, an AAA official explained, is
that the public and the farmer will
be able to get more information
regarding the food program. It is
the responsibility of the AAA commit e men, heexplained, to tell the
public what the farmers are doing
in food production and to inform
the farmers what the Government
needs from them in the way of food
requirements.
Under the new policy regarding
information, AAA state and county
committeemen can take the initiative in enlisting the services of
radio stations in reaching the
farmer and the public with news
on agricultural activities.
A memorandum sent to radio stations by the Dept. of Agriculture
Radio Service advised farm program directors they can again arrange to secure information about
the AAA program from state and
county employes but not information men, as the new ruling still
bars information men.
Requirements Functions
Do Not Involve Radio
THE OFFICE of Civilian Require
ments has no intention at present
of concerning itself with broadcasting, contrary to reports iadi
eating that OCR is planning to include radio under its service operations, itwas learned last Friday.
To cialclarify
situation,
an offiof WPB the
made
the following
statement :
There have been reports deriving
from the transfer of the Service Equipment division of the War Production
Board to the Services Division of OCR
that some major program relative to
broadcasting is imminent. As a matter of fact, OCR has not had an optoappraise its
own to
responsibilitiesportuninityadequate
detail
begin
forming an organization, to say nothing of forming
a programfield.
in the
ment and recreation
Andamuseit is
not clear that it has any jurisdiction
with regard to radio broadcasting.
• Broadcast

Advertising

TAPP

R. B. SEMLER Inc., New Canaan
(Kreml hair tonic) and Zonite Products Corp., New
toothpaste),
have York
started(Forhan's
Gabriel
Heatter newscast four nights weekly
on CKCL Toronto. Account was placed
by Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York.
CALIFORNIA BANK, Los Angeles,
to promote its pay-by-eheck plan in a
two-month campaign ending Sept. 30,
is using from two to three transcribed
announcements daily on seven Southern California stations. List includes
KH.J KECA KMPC KFAC KFWB
KIEV KFVD. Agency is Mayers Co.,
Los Angeles.
KENDALL FOODS Inc., Los Angeles (dog food), on Aug. 9 starts
sponsoring
six-weekly
participation
the combined
Sunrise
Salute andin
Housewives Protective League programs on KNX Hollywood. Contract
is for 52 weeks, through Mayers Co.,
Los Angeles.
YOUNG'S
DENTAL
Co., and
St.
Louis (dental
plateMFG.
cleaner
polish), in a 13-week Southern California campaign started Aug. 5, is
using two transcribed announcements
daily on KFAC KMTR KFVD. Other
stations will be added. Placement is
through Mayers Co., Los Angeles.
BELL TAILORS, Bell, Cal., in a
four-week campaign ending Aug. 31
is sponsoring a daily 60-minute program of recorded music on KGF.J Los
Angeles. Placement is direct.
JULE GORDON is resigning as
Eastern sales manager and member of
the board of directors of F. W. Fitch
Co. to join the Nestle-LeMur Co. as
director of retail sales. Mr. Gordon
joined the Fitch organization 19 years
ago and staged the Fitch radio show.
CITIES SERVICE OIL Co., Toronto,
lias started quarter-hour Musical Review five times weekly on CFRB Toronto, and spot announcements over a
number of Ontario stations. Account
was
ronto. placed by Spitzer & Mills, ToAnti-Soot Product
CHIMNEY SWEEP Soot Destroyer, a product of G. N. Coughlan Co.,
West Orange, N. J., will be advertised on the air for the first time
in October or November of this
year. A schedule of participations
on
women's
programs
planned.
Someinterest
20 stations
will beis
used in the campaign. Among the
stations to be used are WLW
WBAL WCAU WEAF. Agency is
Advertising Associates, Newark.

NAMED

OF AXTON-FISHER
JESSE W. TAPP, former associate administrator of the War
Food Administration, has been
elected president of Axton-Fisher
Tobacco Co., Louisville, producers
of Fleetwood and Twenty Grand
cigarettes. He succeeds C. B. Robbins, who resigned to become executive vice-president of McCannErickson Inc., New York.
J. C. Williams, sales manager
and director of the company, was
recently elected vice-president. Following resignation of E. D. Axton,
W. L. Lyons and Charles I. Dawson as members of the board of directors, the following were elected
to fill the vacancies: Mr. Tapp,
Charles H. Schimpff, San Francisco, and James Cavagnaro, New
York, the latter two executives of
Trans-America Corp.
Mr. Tapp was with the Dept. of
Agriculture 20 years. In January,
1937, he became assistant administrator of the AAA and president
of the Federal Surplus Commodities Corp. He joined the War Food
Administration April 1, 1943.
Sales

of

General

Mills

Are Largest in History
SALES of General Mills Inc. for
the fiscal year ended May 31, 1943,
were the largest in the company's
history, both in volume and dollars,
according to the annual report,
made public Aug. 3, and presented
at a press luncheon at the WaldorfAstoria, New York, on that day by
James F. Bell, chairman of the
board of General Mills. Sales totaled $217,435,502, while net income, at $5,365,945, is but slightly
over that of a year ago.
While no breakdown as to advertising expenditures was contained
in the report, it was disclosed during the course of the conference
that they were somewhat larger
than last year. This was attributed
in part to the introduction of two
new products during the past year
— Betty Crocker Soups, and Cheerioats. Both products are receiving
network promotion.
The company's advertising has
been devoted in lars^e part to helping solve food problems.
DALE BRENNER, formerly secretary to Robert Schmid, MBS promotion director, has been appointed office
service manager of Mutual.

CALIFORNIA

Watch

HEAD
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You were the first President inaugurated in Washington, Thomas

Jefferson.

The inaugural crowd was large, wasn't
it? But think of the people in Washington
today Tom. 1 Vi million of 'em — representatives of every county in the U. S.
People who have more money to spend
than they've ever had before — they have
the highest family buying income of any
city in the nation!
But it's more than that, Tom. These
1 }A million have the future of the world
in the palm of their hand. They're spending over TWO BILLION DOLLARS A
WEEK

to buy the goods this nation needs

to fight a war.

COVERAGE

for news

But Washington's

of the

like

that, Tom —
BEELINE
. . . shortest distance to profitable radio results in California's
richest productive area.

t 5 f .# s it

WRC
McCLATCHY
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Linton Shifts
RAY LINTON, head of Ray Linton & Co., newly-organized station
representative firm, has moved to
the New York office, while Harold Higgins has been placed in
charge of the Chicago Branch.
New York office is located at 331
Madison Ave., Murray Hill 2-1809.
After several years with WBZ,
Boston, Mr. Higgins joined Paul
H. Raymer & Co., when the company opened up their Chicago office. From manager of Mr. Raymer's Chicago office, he moved over
to the Chicago office of WOR New
York, as western manager. He
spent five years with WOR. First
station to appoint the Ray Linton
Co. as representative is WAIT
Chicago.

FCC

Group Favors New
(Continued from page 7)

idle materials in addition to crystals.
Conditions have developed far
better in the broadcasting field
than originally was anticipated,
with major credit given to WPB
and its Radio & Radar Division
headed by Ray Ellis, chief, and
Frank H. Mcintosh, chief of domestic and foreign broadcasting.
A year ago it was thought that
many stations might be shut down
because of the critical shortage of
maintenance materials. Thus far,
not a single station has been forced
off the air for lack of equipment

IATIONAL ADVERTISERS and New York's
numerous nationalities have one thing
in common. They both agree that
WBNX is THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE STATION of
GREATER NEW YORK.
No wonder, then, that WBNX with its 5,000 watts,
directional, plays the dominant role in selling the
5,000,000* foreign-language-speaking-audience of
the world's greatest market.
To cash in on the opportunities of this super-market,
advertise your national products over WBNX, the
Winner of the Peabody Citation for Public Service to
Foreign Language Groups.
* Over 70%
of metropolitan
New York't
population it
foreign
born or of foreign
parentage.
Your Best National

Ul

Spot Buy . . .

defense fotlSmA
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Tiday/

Locals

or tubes, and only a small amount
of time has been lost by stations
due to equipment problems.
While relaxation of the freeze
order with respect to local stations
is recommended, neither the committee nor WPB feel that conditions have alleviated sufficiently
to permit any change in policy on
higher-powered outlets. WPB has
stated that increased powers should
not be authorized because of the
tube situation. Copper annode tube
production, it was pointed out, is
overloaded and the demand is increasing faster than production.
WPB already has found it necessary to deny special assistance to
FM stations for such tubes and it
is expected the condition may
become even more serious in the
future.
A recent analysis of the application files of the FCC disclosed
some 330 broadcast applications
pending. Of these about 130 were
for new stations and the balance
for improvement of existing facilities. Of the aggregate, all except
about 60 are contested, by virtue of hearings or other protests.
Possible Power Cut
Of the 130 applications for new
stations, some 50 are for facilities
in communities not now having a
broadcast station. Forty of the total request local power. The critical
situation in the production of tubes
of 1,000 watts or greater output,
the committee feels, makes it desirable to consei've the tubes by
operating them at low power.
Thus, it was thought that applications seeking authority to increase from 1,000 to 5,000 watts
night power when 5,000 watts output is used during the day would
not be consistent with wartime requirements. Moreover, engineers
cite that the increase in power of
these stations would almost invariably involve use of directional
antenna requiring substantial quantities of critical material.
Along this line, if conditions
get tighter, it would not surprise
observers to see a recommendation
from WPB that all 5,000-watt
transmitters be reduced to 1,000
watts.
The committee also found, in its
investigations, that auxiliary transmitters should be discouraged. Only
in such cases where a station is
providing the single primary service in the area should these applications be granted, it was felt,
aside from instances where the war
effort directly would be aided.
Analyses heretofore made by the
FCC indicate there are 440 cities
with population between 10,000 and
25,000 which have no standard
broadcast stations. Of these, 232
cities are within the metropolitan
districts and 23 are cities contiguous to a larger city in which a
standard broadcast station is located. These compilations also reveal that there are 121 cities with
BROADCASTING

25,000 or greater population having no standard broadcast stations.
Of these, 107 cities are within the
metropolitan districts, while 42 are
cities contiguous to a city having
a standard broadcast station.
The Craven-Durr committee also
covered availability of material for
relay broadcast stations. Its investigations, itis understood, revealed
that judicious use of idle equipment could be made in increasing
the power of relay broadcast stations when existing power is inadequate;
other alterations byinauthorizing
relay equipment
to
provide improved service; by authorizing new relay stations for
use as an emergency program link
between studio and main transmitter in case of failure of wire lines ;
to facilitate transmission of programs dealing with the war effort,
such as from Army camps or other
places where wire service is inadequate, and to facilitate remote
pick-ups where land lines are not
readily available.
As in the case of the local grants,
the committee feels that these authorizations should be made only
where all required materials may
be obtained consistent with WPB
policies and involve no inconsistencies with regulations and cause no
interference.
BING CROSBY, vocalist-m.c. of the
weekly ditionNBC
Kraft Music asHall,
in adto his assignment
consultant
to U. S. War Department, has been
appointed special OWI consultant on
music for camp shows.
NBC

BASIC

THE "LAND
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WILMINGTON, DELAWARE
Sales Representative
PAUL
H. RAYMER
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Army Seeking to Buy
Radio, Photo Equipment
SHORTWAVE radio equipment
items in the hands of private owners may be urgently needed foxwar service, according to a War
Dept. release of Aug. 4. While
much photographic and radio equipment purchased from private persons is already doing duty at battle fronts throughout the world as
well as in U. S. training centers,
it is stated that more of certain
high grade or scarce items are
required.
Greatest need in radio apparatus is for testing equipment (oscilloscopes, signal generators, tube
checkers, etc.) but the list of
wanted instruments ranges from
standard and commercial short
wave sets to ordinary meters.
Good lenses, especially telephoto in the larger sizes, and sound
cameras, are among the most wanted photographic items.
To offer equipment for sale,
write to Emergency Purchase
Section, Philadelphia Signal Corps
Procurement District, 5000 Wissahickon Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Nothing should be shipped unless
a request is received from that office.
After the War
THROUGH a certificate plan
worked out by Miles Labs., Elkhart, Ind. (Alka-Seltzer) and the
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, new
Zenith Trans-Ocean Clipper radios
may be claimed after the war by
those now sending in questions the
Quiz Kids do not answer on the
Sunday night BLUE network show.
The supply of portables set aside as
premiums for winners when
civilian production ceased in April,
1942, was exhausted last month,
when the plan for a post-war certificate or optional $50 war bond
was instituted. Zenith believes it is
the first manufacturer offering
such a certificate for its post-war
product.
FM Reinstatement
WBEZ, a non-commercial educational FM broadcast station to be
operated by the Board of Education, Chicago, was granted a construction permit by the FCC last
week to use 42.5 mc. with power
of 1 kw, limited time. A previous
construction permit for the station
had expired.
The Commission's action was a reinstatement.

AGE
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FLORIDA ^r
CITRUS
COMMISSION,
land, Fla., to Benton & Bowles, New York,
fcr Florida oranges, grapefruit, tangerines,
seedless limes and canned citrus fruit.
Media plans
not set, but decision is expected in September.
G. N. COUGHLAN Co., West Orange, N.
Y. (soot destroyer) to Advertising Assoc.,
Newark. Said to use radio.
SMITH BROS., Poughkeepsie, N. Y., to
Atherton & Currier, Toronto, for Canadian
Advertising.
LANMAN & KEMP-BARCLAY & Co., New
York, to Alfred J. Silberstein Inc., New
York,
not set.for toilet preparations. Media plans
REYNOLDS METALS Co., Richmond, Va.,
to J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y., for
metal and metal by-products. No radio contemplated.
RELIABLE USED CAR Co.. Jamaica, N.
Y., to John W. Loveton. New York, to
handle advertising to obtain tised cars.
Single station test campaign.
ELECTRONIC Corp. of America. New
York, to Shappe-Wilkes, N. Y. No radio
plans at present.
NORTHWESTERN NATIONAL Life Insurance Co., Minneapolis, to BBDO, New
York. No radio announced.
UNITED LAB. SALES Co., New York,
to Arthur Crosby Service, New York, for
Beutalure for Gray Hair. No decision on
radio at present.
DAILY MADE PET FOOD Co., Los Angeles (dog food), to Coast Western Adv.
Agency, Los Angeles. Regional radio
planned.

SOUND APPARATUS Co., New
York,
devotes tothea July
issue of "Sound
Advances,"
description
of the
improved Model PS automatic highspeed power level recorder, which may
be used for various kinds of transmission measurements, acoustical measurements, radio measurements, noise
and vibration measurements and
speech and music measurements. Engineers may obtain copies of the release
from the company, at 180 "W. 46th
St., New York.

Steel Shortage Brings Cut
DUE to limited supplies of steel,
which have been cut 20%, Consolidated Razor Blade Co., Jersey City,
is curtailing its radio advertising,
and on Aug. 9 discontinues The
Better Half, a half-hour Mutual
quiz show heard Mon., 8:30-9 p.m.
Sponsor took series on WOR in
February of this year and expanded to the network in April.
Agency is Grey Adv., New York.

CHRISTOPHER CROSS, of Mutual's press department, is co-author
with Chaplain William Tagga"t of a
book coming from the presses of
Doubleday Dornn & Co., titled My
Fightiw Congregation.
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think of John Blair!

Lewis' first recognition for superior newscasting came
when he merited the DuPont Award for the year's
best commentator. And now . . . the Sigma Delta
Chi Journalistic Fraternity has honored Fulton Lewis,
Jr., with the Radio News writing award for his series
of "reports on the synthetic rubber situation.'1 The fraternity stated, "Lewis has done not only an excellent
job of reporting but also an outstanding bit of re-

O

at the radio
facts."news commentator who has
Lewis issearchthegetting
ONLY
won TWO awards in one year.
Sell him at your one-time quarter hour rate per
week. Call, wire or write WM. B. DOLPH,
WOL, WASHINGTON, D. C.
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Rosenbaum
Urges Compromise
(Continued on page 10)
tions will be called upon to pay the use of records would pay a
more royalty than what they or- fee of $300. If the station spent
dinarily might pay, "and you will $200 during the year for live music,
pay it whether you employ live that amount would be considered
as credit toward payment of the
musicians or not," he said.
Moreover, Mr. Rosenbaum warned, royalty fee.
the juke-box industry, which colUnder such a plan, Mr. Rosenbaum visualizes the possibilities
lects an annual gross said to be
between $150,000,000 and $250,- of a fund of $10,000,000 a year being created. And he suggests that
000,000 a year, will escape "scotfree" while the broadcasters will the money be spent in connection
have to foot the entire bill.
with the educational system of the
Under the plan proposed by Mr. country so as not to create unfair
Rosenbaum, a board of trustees competition with the commercial
would be set up by the AFM, but music industries which make the
including a representative of the fund possible.
public and a representative of the
While Mr. Rosenbaum makes an
industries. The board would han- earnest plea for the industry to
dle the royalty fund collected, us- study his plan "without the high
ing it, after certain deductions, to temperature that is so far evident
create live employment for memin all your public statements," he
bers of the musicians' union. The
does nota sympathetic
hold too much
deductions would cover adminis- finding
ear, faith'
stating:in
trative expenses as well as a fair "I view with complete good-nature
share of the royalty to the par- the prospect that now you will soon
ticular recording artists.
hold another lot of district meetAll commercial users of recordings and unanimously approve resings for profit would pay the muolutions which ignore my suggessicians' union a fixed royalty fee
tions
and
indorse your association."
for the use of the recordings, based
on gross revenue derived from the
use of such records. However, the FUNDAMENTAL principles of the
broadcaster would be entitled to functions of electronic tubes are explained in a new 36-page booklet ancredit for any money spent for
nounced by the Westinghouse E. & M.
live musicians during the year. In Co. Schematic drawings are also inthe event a 3% royalty fee were
cluded in the booklet, "The ABC of
at Work", which help to
fixed, a radio station deriving Electronics
show the six basic functions of elec$10,000 a year gross revenue by
tronic tubes.

DON

after

IOSET

TEN

at

YEARS

LIBERTY

/

READS LIKE the end of a prison sentence, doesn't it? —
well really, it has been ten years of the most delightful
and profitable period of my life!
AND THOSE TEN YEARS were spent in the employ of the
Fort Industry Company, owners and operators of six of
the better radio broadcasting stations in the United States.
DURING MOST of those ten years, I was employed as Managing Director of
three of the Company's six radio stations — not simultaneously, but soon after
each was acquired by the company. I am leaving a clean and good record
with the company. My resignation was accepted as of August 1st., 1943. We
remain f-iends and I am sure any of the Fort Industry executives will be
happy to write letters of recommendation when needed. Prior to entering the
radio business I was director of advertising for firms in Toledo and Buffalo.
Also operated my own advertising agency.
NOW I AM AT LIBERTY to consider offers of employment in management of
stations or sales with a radio station needing that extra oomph!
Age — middle forties . . . Married with three dependents. Address your letters
to DON IOSET, Route 6, Box 204, Atlanta, Georgia.
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Stations Advised to Cite
Reasons for Rate Rises
A LOGICAL approach to the problem of announcing1 rate incre"ses
is suggested by William B. Maillefert
Compton
Advertis'n
New ofYork,
according
to NAB> Inc.,
Reports. In issuing new rate cards,
Mr. Maillefert advises, stations can
be helpful to both agencies and advertisers by attaching letters explaining (1) why the rate is being
changed, listing any new installations, operating improvements, increased costs, etc., (2) which rates
are increased and the percentage
rise, and (3) which rates pre lowered and the percentage decrease.
Such letters make the picture immediately clear to agencies enabling them to appreciate the justification for the increase — and the
improved service provided.
Chemex

Holiday

CHEMEX Corp., New York, is already planning to use some spot
radio around Christmas time for
a special type of coffee-maker
placed on the market for the first
time last year. Firm tested radio
during the holidav season at the
time, using WQXR, New York.
Results of the test have warranted a return to radio, although no
specific schedule has been lined up.
Radio advertising will be necsssarily on a limited basis, however,
according to Dr. Peter Schlumbohm, inventor of Chemex and
head of the firm. Product is in the
$3.50 to $5 range and advertising
is consequently not aiming at mass
consumption,
said. Firm's business is handledhe direct.
Attacked in Studio
TWO drunken youths forced their
way into the control booth of
KGFJ, Los Angeles, shortly before
midnight on July 30 and using obscene language slugged Gerald
Pierce, announcer, when he attempted to eject them. Pierce said
the duo burst into the control room
just as he had finished an announcement. When one of them
struck him on the jaw his bodvweight, as he fell, opened the panel
switch. Chuck Pfieffer, transmitter
engineer, hearing the commotion,
flipped the audio key cutting off
the studio line. The youths escaped.
Hermann

Elected

HARRY HERMANN, who produces the P. Ballantine program on
CBS, has been named eastern regional vice-president of the Radio
Writers Guild, to fill out the unexpired term of John Vandercook,
BLUE commentator. Mr. Vandercook has resigned due to an overcrowded schedule. Elections for
new officers will be held in November.
Decca Net Is Up
DECCA RECORDS Inc., for the six
months ending June 30, 1943, had a
net profit of $428,348. equal to $1.10
per share on 388,325 shares of outstanding capital stock. For the corresponding period in 1942, Decca
showed a net profit of $379,783, equal
to 98 cents per share on the same
number of shares.

BROADCASTING

FOR 2,000 HOURS volunteer work
in Civilian Defense, Julie Benell, of
WKY, Oklahoma City, was
awarded a service bar by R. M.
Mallonee, Director of the State
War Council. First award of its
kind, it was presented in the name
of James Landis, National Director
of Civilian Defense in Washington.
Miss Benell serves as publicity
chairman for the Blood Bank,
chairman of the Radio Division and
is a member of the Executive Council. She conducts Women Commandos, a five-a-week series on
WKY. Watching the ceremony is
Gayle V. Grubb, manager of WKY.
Rep. Brown, Ohio, Gives
Weekly Talks on WLW
REP. BROWN (R-O.), a member
of the House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee, in which radio legislation originates, has begun a series of weekly broadcasts
over WLW under the general title
Voice of Congress. The broadcasts
are
8:30 on
p.m.succeeding Thursdays at
Rep. Brown, former Secretary
of State for Ohio, is a newspaper
publisher of Blanchester, Ohio, and
has taken an active part in radio
matters in Congress. He also is a
member of the important Rules
Committee of the House. Now serving his third consecutive term in
Congress, his talks will reflect the
knowledge and experience he has
gained in Washington.
WKBN Promotion
LARGE promotion brochure of
WKBN motion
Youngstown,
contains used
proideas and itemsO.,currently
in the Youngstown area. Included are
reproductions from newspapers and
magazines showing news items, ads
and cartoons. Brochure also contains
reproduction of direct mail promotion
cards, billboard
promotion,
advertisements and movie
trailerbusdisplays.

9,218
TELL

FAMILIES
ALL

LISTENING

ABOUT
HABITS

Get latest survey — no cost!
II ore's how to pet next to the billiondollar Iowa market I New, impartial, allinclusive "'Summers- Whan" Iowa Radio
Survey
counties,habits
discloses
5-year covers
trends a'l
in 99listening
and
preferences as to station and programs.
Maps and farts on Iowa listeners in
various age groups and educational
levels— city, small-town and farm. You
need it to do q good job In Iowa. Get
it today! No cost, no obligation.
Central Broadcasting Co.,
912 Walnut St., Des Moines, Iowa
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Board Approves Blue Sale
(Continued from page 8)
however, would not comment on well as to increase as far as possible the general public service
the identity of the bidders. It is
unlikely that a newspaper will get rendered by the BLUE.
the station, because of the FCC
At his press conference last
attitude toward acquisition of sta- Monday, Chairman Fly said: "The
tions by newspapers, pending de- FCC would want to know all of the
termination of a formal policy on intimate details about the network
the whole subject of newspaper
sale." He denied that his presence
ownership stemming from the pro- in New York at the time of the
tracted and highly controversial
sale was in any way connected with
investigation it has conducted dur- the dropping of James H. McGraw,
ing the last two years.
Jr., president of the McGraw-Hill
Mr. Noble's attorney in the Publishing Company, from the bidBLUE transaction was Alger B.
ding. He said he did not know
Chapman, of New York. There was that Mr. McGraw had dropped out,
no verification of reports that explaining that he planned to be
Thomas G. Corcoran, former New in New York on other business and
Deal adviser, was identified with Messrs. Sarnoff and Noble asked
the negotiations. The name of M. to see him but that he took no
H. Aylesworth, first president of part in the negotiations. It was
NBC, also has been linked with the reported in New York that Mr.
proceedings, but with no formal
McGraw dropped out of the transconnection. (Mr. Aylesworth, a good
action on advice of his physician
friend of Mr. Noble, previously and his associates, who felt he
had been reported as representing would be undertaking too much.
a "syndicate" in negotiating for
Fly's Part
purchase of the BLUE, but it was
stated that he at no time made a
In commenting on the transacfirm offer in behalf of any group.)
tion, Mr. Fly said: "I do not want
to be taken as expressing any apBLUE Continues
proval of this particular sale. That
In announcing his eventual plan is something that will come before
to have BLUE affiliates become
the Commission, and neither the
stockholders in the network, along Commission nor I have had any
with the management and the pub- opportunity to pass upon the merlic, Mr. Noble said that network
its of this sale. That will be conoperations would continue as usual
sidered in due course.
pending approval of the change of
"I
do
to say, however, that
ownership of the three owned sta- the mere want
fact that a sale has been
tions by NBC.
made and that RCA has moved to
"I plan to broaden not only the effect the disposition of the BLUE
scope of public service offered by is, I think, a constructive thing and
the network itself, but I hope it does represent an example of ineventually to distribute wide pubdustry cooperation with governlic holdings in the company.
"Radio holds such broad public
Asked whether it would be posinterest that it is only natural to ment."
sible for Mr. Noble to take the
assume that the public would be stations in his own name and let Mr.
interested in its financing," he McGraw help him in the network,
said. He added that he hoped to Mr. Fly remarked that the question
distribute holdings in the network
to affiliated stations in the net- was rather involved. "What is being sold and purchased is the
work. He also said that when he
took over active direction of the BLUE network," he pointed out.
network he would pay particular "That will be done either by taking over all the assets of the BLUE
attention to the preparation and
presentation of news broadcasts as or by taking all of the stock of
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Good Engineering has always been
the Basic Foundation of Every
Really Successful Radio Station
COMMERCIAL

1

EQUIPMENT
Radio

Engineering

CO.
Consultants

Hollywood, Silver Spring, Md.
Kansas City,
Calif.
{Washington, D. C.)
Missouri
Also operaiing K49KC, Kansas Ci'y's Pioneer Commercial FM Station
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CLIFF BEVAN has joined the engineering staff of WWVA, Wheeling.
Mr. Bevan did remote broadcasting
over a Louisville station while in college and is a former telephone operator and apprentice lineman for Monongahela-West Penn Power Co.
BOB MILLER, technician of KNX
Hollywood, has been made station
supervisor in charge of all audio
operations.
R. E. SANTO of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. engineering staff, Montreal, formerly CBC supervisor of
maintenance at Toronto, on July 31
married Margaret Newman.
CURTIS MASON, co-chief engineer
of
KFI-KECA
father
of a girl. Los Angeles, is the
BERNARD SPECTOR has joined the
engineering staff of WHAT Philadelphia. He was formerly with the Philco
radar school.
AMBROSE MAXIM, chief engineer
of KRBA Lukin, Tex., has left to
join the Navy. Replacing him is Glenn
Perry. Mr. Maxim's wife, who has
earned
her FCC operator's
now a technician
at KRBA. license, is
the BLUE, so it is all wrapped up
at the moment in one ball of wax."
When pressed to state the Commission's attitude toward having
a publishing firm move into the
BLUE network, he said, "I don't
think we want to meet that question before we come to it."
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First on New York's Dial... 570.

(America's Leading Independent Station

Miss Linnea Nelson
J.
NewWalter
York,Thompson
N. Y. Co.
Dear Lin:
Here's a real buy for some alert advertiser. It's W'HS's "West Virginia in
10-minute AP
the News*',
state
newsa
broadcast o n
the air 6:05 to
6:15 p.m.
Monday through
Saturday
....
and open for
sponsorship
three days a
week, Monday,
Wednesday and
it's a I honey
Friday.
think
because Crossley gives
it a
rating
ofVirgin17.7.
"West
ia in the
News" can be
bought at
straight
rate with card
no
added charges
for talent or
production
The
show byis.
preceded
world news
and followed
by sports, so
you can see it
offers everything vertiser
an ad-could
possibly want.
salesmenloOne ofcal the
practically got it in the bag,
but
before
herethatsaysbag,
he'sit
he gets a string tied around
wouldn't
surprise
me
to
see
some
smart
national advertiser step up and buy it.
Regards
Yrs.
AIGY
WCHS
Charleston, W. VA.
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Owned and Operated by
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McTIGUE

Explains

Background

of Activity

Broadcast Field
In Foreign Language
DURING the Cox Committee hearstations,
the Commission's
investigation
disclosed
that many
ings in New York, the FCC on many
Wednesday released a written questionable programs still restatement giving the background of
the Commission's activities in the
In view of the extreme importforeign language field, which the
ance of proper supervision of this
mained."
House committee is investigating. activity in time of war, the ComThe FCC lists 12 persons in the
mission decided to expand its work
foreign language field as unde- in the foreign language field, and
sirable.
in fall of 1942 funds were obtained
After the outbreak of war in through Congress for that purpose.
Europe in 1939, the statement says, As the war progressed, according
certain groups affiliated with to the FCC, the Commission cooperated closely with the FBI as
foreign organizations were attempting to use broadcasting as a well as with Military and Naval
medium of propaganda to create Intelligence, the OWI, and the
Axis sympathies and to promote Office of Censorship.
anti-British sentiment among forThe portion of the FCC statetry. eign speaking groups in this counment relating to personnel covered,
follows :
Here are a few examples of the type
Questionable Programs
of persons who caused the Commission
"The Commission's responsibility so much concern in this foreign lanfield. In Boston, there was
in this field was clear," says the Ubaldo guageGuidi,
who conducted an
FCC. "It had granted licenses Italian program. He was reported to
which provided the legal basis for be a member of the O VRA, the Italian
the operation of the stations over Secret Police, and was interned as a
enemy alien on the day
which these broadcasts were being dangerous
after Pearl Harbor. Also interned with
made." Alluding to the FCC ques- him was Biagio Fabese, a broadcaster,
tionnaire which went out to sta- who had been the editor of a Fascist
tions just prior to Pearl Harbor, paper in Canada, which he left to
the Italian Army in Ethiothe FCC release states that "while, servepiawith
before coming to Boston. Also, on
after we entered the war, there was the same
station Franco Galluci was
a decided change in the temper of conducting a radio program. Galluci

by
VIEWS SPORTS"
Louisville's Top
Sport Review

AND

DAY

Louisville's Top
Sportscaster
WRITE OR CALL
FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION
SPOT SALES, INC.
National Representatives

LOUISVILLE

Leavefrom the
BOB Jungle
FOX, on leave
engineering staff of WGAR,
Cleveland, is vacationing at
home after five months in the
Amazon River Valley with
the Rubber Development
Corp. He has supervised instal ation of22 radio stations
in Brazil, Peru and Bolivia,
run by young Brazilians who
are taught code, telegraphic
procedure and meteorology.
His headquarters are in
Manaos, 1,000 miles up the
river. Since leaving Clevemiles. land Fox has flown 19,000
was the head of the Dopolovaro, which
was a key group
in When
the Fascist
organizational network.
the FBI
raided Dopolovaro club headquarters,
they found huge quantities of vicious
subversive
literature,
picture
in the
uniform and
of a Galluci's
Captain
in the Italian Army. A petition to
denaturalize Galluci was recently filed
by the U. S. Attorney in Boston.
In New York, the same picture was
presented. Domenico Trombetta was
conducting a radio program on which
he spread vicious propaganda. Trombetta
denaturalized
and and
interned ashasa been
dangerous
alien enemy
recently was indicted for failing to
register as an agent of the Italian
Government. Likewise, Pietro Garofalo, who had registered with the State
Department as an agent of the Italian
government, was broadcasting in the
same vein. He too was interned immediately after Pearl Harbor as an
enemy alien.
announcers andOther
time Italian
brokers radio
in New
York who were interned were : Angelo
Gloria, Igino Mannechia, Favoino di
Giura. One of the group who escaped
internment was Vinzo Comito who fled
the country after Pearl Harbor and
is now broadcasting Axis propaganda
to the United States from Tokio.
The situation was similar in Philadelphia, George J. Gerhardi, who had
conducted a German program there,
had returned to Germany where he is
now broadcasting propaganda from
Berlin beamed to the United States.
Incidentally, Kurt Geppert, a fellow
Philadelphia German broadcaster, was
recently banished from the Eastern
part of the United States on orders of
General Hugh A. Drum, as a menace
to the security
the area's
Broadcasts
wereof also
made defenses.
by Rev.
Kurt E. Molzahn in German. It will
be recalled that this former German
hero of World War I was recently
convicted of espionage for communicating defense information to Germany
and Japan, and has been sentenced to
ten years imprisonment.
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STATION
LOUISVILLE,
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KY.

D. E. "Plug" Kendrick
President and General Manager
G. F. "Red" Bauer
Sales Manager
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Foreign

Tongue Service Probed
(Continued from page 9)
stressed and warning given that to work for the War Problems Difactionalism would be encountered.
vision, Mr. Garey read into the
It was suggested that duplication record an excerpt from a report
of former testimony be avoided to of the House Committee on Appropriations, made Feb. 9, 1943, in
save informants' time and that interviewers demonstrate complete connection with the Independent
Offices Appropriation Bill for the
familiarity with prior testimony.
The instructions suggested check- year 1944, as follows:
ing with the FBI and the Office of
"The committee calls attention
Naval Intelligence. "You should to the provisions in the bill providing $27,840 for a hemisphere
then continue investigation along
whatever lines then seems most communications unit and $206,160
fruitful.
for a war problems division, under the law department. The com"When you have gathered as
mittee has not eliminated these
much information as you can from
other sources, but not until that funds because they are requested
time, it is suggested that you in- as a national-defense measure, but
terview each of the individuals it does regard the value of such
who are under investigation." The projects with some skepticism and
recommended technique begins with recommends that the Commission
an invitation to the office by letter, carefully consider the desirability
which should have the "tone of an of discontinuing them."
invitation rather than a summons."
Reported Discontinuing
Conversations "as long as possi- Fly
War Problems Division
ble" were recommended to draw
out the individual's past and presMr. Garey said that the FCC had
ent, and his views on "dissemina- denied his request for a copy of
tion of pro-United Nations propa- a letter written by Chairman
ganda and of propaganda tending
to demonstrate the viciousness of James Lawrence Fly to Rep. Clifton A. Woodrum, Chairman, Inthe Mussolini regime . . . It is
dependent Offices Subcommittee,
quite likely that they will not be House Appropriations Committee,
willing to take a forthright posi- but that he had obtained a copy
tion against Mussolini on the ra- anyway. Charles R. Denny Jr.,
dio."
FCC counsel, insisted that the
Detailed reports to Washington
Commission had furnished the letwere requested.
ter to Mr. Garey, but his remarks
House Suggested Cutting
War Problems Division
With this letter, Mr. Guest testified, were sent summaries of material obtained from various governmental agencies, newspaper
clippings, complaints and material
arising from interviews with complainants about the persons named.
He said he believed the WOV investigation had been requested by
the Office of War Information, but
admitted under questioning that he
had never seen any request from
the Office of Censorship for a station investigation.
After eliciting from the witness
the information that most of the
time of the various FCC offices
throughout the country is devoted

-«.*Arn
western
^**X

were ordered stricken from the record. The letter, to Rep. Woodrum,
dated April 2, 1943, was then read
into the record:
Pursuant to the request contained
in the report of the House Appropriations Committee that this Commission carefully consider the desirability of discontinuing its War Problems Division and Hemisphere Communications Unit, we have given the
matter careful consideration, and have
taken the following action :
First, the War Problems Division
is being discontinued. The net annual
saving resulting will total in excess
of $100,000.
Five War Problems Division employees are being transferred to the
Broadcast Division to continue the
survey of domestic foreign language
broadcasting and to carry out other
Broadcast Division assignments as required. The Field Section of the War
Problems Division is being curtailed
by the closing of its offices in Atlanta
and Dallas, leaving it with five field
offices.
"The section thus curtailed is being
transferred to the Administration and
Litigation Division, as are five War
Problems Division attorneys and one
clerk-stenographer. One lawyer and
three statistical clerks from the War
Problemsferred to Division
are being
transthe Economic
Unit, to
fill
vacancies in that unit.
The Assistant General Counsel formerly in charge of the War Problems
Division has been assigned to assist
the General Counsel in the handling
of the business of his office, and to undertake special assignments from the
General Counsel from time to time.
With the exceptions above stated, the
positions heretofore assigned to the
War Problems Division are abolished.
then ofsaid:
view
of Mr.
the Garey
testimony
this"Inwitness
and the statements made by Mr.
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Fly in the letter to Mr. Woodrum,
the Committee can form an opinion as to whether or not the Chairman of the FCC was entirely frank
with the Appropriations Committee when he gave it this advice on

Universal

Microphones

get

UNIVERSAL
microphones
really get around. They actually
go places and do things. Built
sturdy and rugged, they withstand climatic changes and
operate equally as well in extreme
hot and cold climates. They represent the latest in scientific
achievement and engineering design. Complete microphones, together with jacks, cords, plugs,
switches, and other integral parts
are made at the new UNIVERSAL plants in Inglewood, California. Today, of course, their
production is devoted solely to
military items for prime and subcontractors, but, when tomorrow
comes, and with it a new standard of living in which voice
communication via radio and
electronics will play an extremely
important part these same instruments, and many new models
as well, will once more be available through the usual radio
trade channels to a public made
even more voice communications
conscious than in pre-war days.

UNIVERSAL

Available from stock, 1700XJ
series microphone. Single
button carbon type, pushto-talk sivitch, etc. For
trainers, inter-communication and general transmitter service.

MICROPHONE

INGLEWOOD,

around

CO.

LTD.

CALIFORNIA

FOREIGN DIVISION, 301 CLAY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIFORNIA
CANADIAN DIVISION, 560 KING STREET W., TORONTO 2, ONTARIO, CANADA
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April 2, 1943."
Attorneys
Instructed on
Foreign Language Survey
A lengthy memorandum sent Feb.
18, 1943, by Mr. Cohn to all FCC
field attorneys regarding a new
foreign language survey was read
into the record. Quoting Elmer
Davis that "it is a matter of deepest concern to OWI that station
licenses in the foreign language
field fall into the hands of persons
who are thoroughly sympathtic
with America's war effort and with
the democratic cause," the memorandum states that a major purpose of the survey is "to ascertain the nature of the control exercised by stations over their foreign language problems and to determine whether any pro-Fascist
or anti-democratic influences are
Questions concerning sponsors
are also included in the survey, the
memorandum
says, since "it appresent."
pears that pro-Axis bias in foreign
language broadcasting, in the past,
may be attributed to certain sponsor companies as well as to station
personnel. It has been charged, for
example, that certain manufacturers with foreign connections had
budgets greatly in excess of the
normal demands of their business,
giving rise to the suspicion that
these broadcasters are subsidized
by foreign governments.
Instead of mailing questionnaires
to stations, the new survey was to
be conducted by personal inter-

viewstionby
fieldandattorneys
with staofficials
by examination
of
station books and records, the
memorandum stated.
Asked if the FCC had attempted
to get the OWI and the OC to participate in the survey, Mr. Guest
said that the OWI had become a
co-sponsor and that certain questions on OWI programs had been
prepared by OWI. He admitted
hearing that the OC had been approached but had declined to join
in sponsoring the survey. Under
questioning he also admitted that
neither the FCC nor the OWI has
any power to censor programs or
personnel and that the OC is the
only Government agency with such
After an argument with Mr.
Denny as to whether proper appower. proval of forms used by the FCC
field attorneys in collecting foreign language data had ever been
secured from the Bureau of the
Budget, Mr. Garey read a report
of an interview a staff member of
the Committee had with David
Cohn of the Bureau's Statistical
Division, through which all federal
agency requests for information
forms must be cleared. Mr. Cohn
was quoted as stating that the
FCC's failure to designate anyone
as clearance officer made it a "cockset-up," but in
thatthehisFCC
contacts
with eyed
individuals
had
shown them to be cooperative. He
was quoted as observing indications that the FCC had "dipped
into the field of censorship which
it is expressly prohibited from
handling, and that there appears

COST STOPS VIDEO,
ZENITH CHIEF SAYS
TELEVISION receivers are ready
to be supplied to the public following the war, but television is not
ready for general use, E. F. McDonald Jr., president of the Zenith
Radio Corp., Chicago, declared in a
recent letter to his dealers. Enclosed with Mr. McDonald's
message is a reprint from a recent
Associated Press story on television, in which Ralph R. Beal, research director for RCA, stated
that television sets will be ready
for every family's use "immediately after the war."
In refutation
of that claim, McDonald writes, "What I said to
you, to Zenith stockholders, and to
the public more than four years
ago,
I say again
'Television
for general
use intoday.
the home
and in
the store is just around the corner for stock salesmen only. I believe that television will one day
be a great industry, but that day
is not this year. Zenith is ready,
but television is not. Technically
television is okay, but economically
it is unsound until a means is found
for paying for the programs, in
other words a box-office."
Enclosed with McDonald's letter
is a broadside with reproductions
of newspaper items pro and con the
prospects of television sets after
the war.
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to be 'smoke' around this matter,
although he has not yet been able
to find the fire."
To show the position of the OC,
Mr. Garey read an exchange of
correspondence between T. J.
Slowie, FCC secretary, and J. Harold Ryan, assistant director, Office
of Censorship. Mr. Slowie's letter, dated Jan. 16, 1943, asked Mr.
Ryan to consider his decision not
to sponsor the survey as "the acceptability of the questionnaire to
the industry will be increased by
having all interested groups join
in its sponsorship" and "in view
of the importance of the information to the three agncies concerned,
all feasible steps should be taken
to insure the complete success of
the project." The letter concluded:
"The OWI has always indicated
its willingness to join in the questionnaire. The absence of the OC
in the sponsorship of this work
under such circumstances would be
doubly unfortunate."
OC Felt It Would
Be Exceeding its Scope
Mr. Ryan's reply, dated Feb. 8,
1943, reads in part as follows:
We have had to advise your Legal
Department that we cannot see our
way clear to becoming a co-sponsor of
the proposed questionnaire.
I feel that we should frankly give
you our reasons for this decision. In
the first place, as far as the Broadcasting Division is concerned, we have
the information at hand that it is
necessary for us to have in order to
apply censorship to these foreign
language broadcasts. Not only is a
great deal of the information included
in the proposed questionnaire of no
value to censorship operations, but it
seems to us that a considerable amount
of the information elicited would be
of such character that we would have
no right to have it in our files. We
might be very justly accused, it seems
to me, of exceeding the rights which
the Office of Censorship possesses, in
joining in an investigation that is beyond the scope of our operations.
For another thing, we have from the
very beginning of the operation of the
Office of Censorship avoided the use
of questionnaires, because of what we
feel to be, an increasing resistance on
the part of the citizenry to the quesetionnaire method, and we would be
reluctant to change our opinion on
this point at this particular time.
That we have felt it necessary for
the above and other reasons, to decline to join with you in the co-sponsorship of the proposed questionnaire,
does not mean that we will not continue to place at your disposal all
services that we can render to you
and to continue to work as closely as
possible with the Federal Communications Commission, as we have in the
past. We trust you will understand
our position in this matter.
Garey Seeks Admission
Of Survey Objectives
In a session of vigorous examination Mr. Garey attempted to secure
from Mr. Guest an admission that
the ultimate purpose of the survey was to remove people from
the air, but the witness said that
his instructions were only to report the information he secured to
the FCC in Washington so it could
be determined that the stations being investigated were operated in
the public interest.
After Mr. Guest had denied that
he or any member of his staff had,
BROADCASTING

WHOM, Jersey City, on May 16,
1943. The following day Mr. Fenner, acting on instructions from
Mr. Guest, had called on Joseph
Lang, general manager of WHOM,
and head of the voluntary Foreign
Language Control Committee, and
had informed him that Mr. Luotto
was a member and had held office
in the Dante Alighieri Society. Mr.
Guest stated that this was the only
instance he knew of where a station manager was apprised of the
activities of an employe by the
FCC office in New York.
Mr. Garey then read a memorandum written by Mr. Guest on May
17 to Marcus Cohn, chief of the
field section, FCC Law Department, which referred to a letter
to Mr. Lang from the Office of
Censorship, dated March 17, 1943,
that OC had no objecWE'RE THE JOLLY Pin-Up Boys, indicating
tion to the employment of Mr.
say these three from KSO-KRNT,
Des Moines. Not girls, but staff Luotto. Mr. Garey wanted to know
members in the armed forces are why FCC was interested in the
matter when the OC, "the only lereceiving these portrayals of masculine pulchritude. Accompanying the
gally constituted body under the
photo is a bit of appropriate poetry. laws of the United States having
Pin-Up Boys, posed before a typi- power to remove Stephano Luotto
cal Iowa surf background, are (1
from the air" had no objection to
to r) Frank Ligouri, control; Gene his
Mr. Guest denied
Loffler, announcer; Jack Stilwell, that broadcasting.
his purpose was to put Luotto
salesman.
off the air, but said that Mr. Lang,
told of Luotto's membership
to his knowledge, ever made any when
effort to have people regarded as in the Dante Alighieri Society,
said "That's enough for me."
objectionable put off the air, Mr.
Questioned about the Society,
Garey turned from the general
topic to the particular case of Mr. Guest said that until 1930 it
Stefano Luotto, who had appeared was a truly cultural organization,
on the Balbo Oil Co. broadcast on but that a Federal agency, not
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named, was authority for the statement that it had since become a
Fascist organization closely connected with Italian propaganda
agencies working here before Pearl
Harbor. Mr. Guest's statement that
all branches were part of the same
group was protested by Chairman
Hart (D-N. J.) who said that in
Jersey City the Dante Alighieri
Society was composed of loyal,
patriotic Italian-Americans.
Guest Denies Intent
To Put Luotto Off Air
Repeatedly asked whether his
real motive was not to keep Stefano
Luotto off the air, Mr. Guest answered that his sole idea was to
report to Washington, where the
FCC had a file on Mr. Luotto, who,
he said, had been a "storm center"
at WGES, Chicago. When he denied
knowledge of the origin of that
story, Mr. Garey asked him if he
would be surprised to learn that it
had originated from a mistaken
idea held by Nathan David, chief
of the FCC's War Problems Division, and Mrs. Hilda Shea, in
charge of the special studies unit
of the WPD.
When he responded that he believed a complaint against Mr.
Luotto had been made by Mr. Hartley, Mr. Garey read a letter written a year ago by Mr. Hartley to
the Federal District Attorney in
Chicago, testifying that Mr. Luotto's "business life shows him to be
a person of high probity and I am
certain he is no less so in private
life. His loyalty to the United
States is, I believe, wholehearted
andMr. uncompromising."
Guest admitted that he had
not known of this letter and that
he had not attempted to check on
Stefano Luotto with the district attorney in Chicago nor had questioned Hartley about it. Mr. Garey
then elicited the fact that Mr.
Guest had not questioned Mr. Luotto "because the investigation was
not completed yet."
Asked about his investigations
at WOV, WBNX and WHOM, Mr.
Guest said that they differed because he was interested in WOV
only because of the foreign language survey but was investigating the other stations because they
were operating under temporary
licenses. Asked if he had questioned
station employes about their Communistic connections, he said he
had not because there were no complaints on that ground.
Wednesday Session
Begins on 'Communism'
Wednesday morning saw Mr.
Guest on the witness stand and Mr.
Garey interrogating him about his
views on Communism. Mr. Guest
agreed substantially with a statement by Elmer Davis, director of
OWI, that the test of a Communist
is his behavior between August
1939, when Germany and Russia
signed a treaty, and May, 1941,
when Germany attacked Russia.
Asked if his investigations had
gone into the Communist question,
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Mr. Guest said to some degree, but
he was unable to give the name of
any person he had questioned about
being a Communist.
Mr. Garey asked the witness
about Guiseppe Lupis, publisher of
an Italian language monthly magazine II Mondo, whom Mr. Guest
had engaged to make some translations from Italian papers for the
FCC. The fact that Mr. Lupis had
published quotations from these
papers in his magazine qualified
him for this work, Mr. Guest testified, although admitting he had
not checked into or even asked Mr.
Lupis about
his Fascist
or Communist affiliations.
He denied
the

terial had appeared. He elicited
from Mr. Guest the information
that on his instructions Mr. Fenner had attended the hearing, at
which Mr. Volenti was held to the
Grand Jury, and that after the
hearing Mr. Fenner had talked
privately with the judge. Mr. Guest
emphatically denied, however, that
he had instructed Mr. Fenner to attempt to influence the court or
that he or the FCC was trying to
assist Mr. Volenti or had any interest in the case beyond securing information.

allegation that his purpose was to
get charges made against persons
employed in broadcasting, whether
substantiated or not, but admitted
that the clips supplied by Mr.
Lupis had been put into the FCC
files on such individuals without
further checking.

Asking what possible excuse existed for the FCC spending public
funds and the time of public employes to get information on a man
who had not been on the air for
four or five months, Mr. Garey
charged that the Commission was
trying to obtain evidence to back up
its "shameful and illegal" action in
forcing WGES to put Mr. Luotto
off the air the previous fall.
Gene T. Dyer, operator of
WGES, WSBC and WAIT, Chicago,
the former two being foreign
language stations, took the stand
and testified that Stefano Luotto
had been discharged last November
after a seven-year association with
WGES. Last Oct. 27, Mr. Dyer testified, Arnold B. Hartley, then program director of WGES, went to
Washington to attend a meeting
of the Foreign Language Radio
Wartime Control. The following
day he wrote Dr. John A. Dyer,
manager of the station, which was
then operating under a temporary
license, that their license was
stuck in a new FCC department
(the War Problems Division)
headed by Nathan David and
Jerome Spingarn, in whose eyes
"Luotto is as black as sin."
"If we want to sleep at night,"
Mr. Hartley wrote, "Luotto and
Remo Conti (another Italian announcer) will have to go." He said
that he had learned that the Commission probably would not proceed on the Luotto issue, but that
A. W. Saylor, an FCC employe, had
found two technical irregularities
in the station's records on which
they would be called to account.
Mr. Dyer said that the FCC had

FCC Luotto Influence
Draws Questions
Mr. Guest also admitted that he
had sent copies of his reports to
Gaetano Salvemini, professor of
Italian history and political science
at Harvard, "as a matter of interest," although these were supposedly confidential Government reports. Mr. Garey then went into
the relationship of the FCC and
Shortwave Research Inc., which
Mr. Garey charged with collecting
some $600,000 from the Federal
government, although incorporated
as a non-profit organization. Mr.
Guest said he had used Frances
Keene of SRI to analyze an Italian
language publication and some
German language broadcasts in
connection with some of his investigations, but denied any knowledge of allegations that she had
made complaints about people on
the air in order to create vacancies
that she could fill with others,
chiefly refugees, who would pay
fees to SRI for obtaining such employment.
Returning to the subject of the
FCC's interest in Stefano Luotto,
Mr. Garey questioned the witness
about a criminal libel suit which
Mr. Luotto had filed against G.
Volenti, publisher of La Parole, in
which the allegedly libelous ma-
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An exchange of correspondence
between Mr. Dyer and the Office of
Censorship, read into the record,
revealed that the OC had no objection to the employment of
Stefano Luotto on a domestic radio
station. He was not reemployed at
WGES, however, despite that letter, Mr. Dyer said, "for obvious
reasons" although his discharge
resulted in the withdrawal of some
$18,000 worth of business annually,
placed through Commercial Radio
Service, owned by Andrea Luotto,
his brother.
NEW WEEKLY SHOW on Mutual
network, Army Air Forces, which
had its inception Monday July 19, is
written, directed and produced entirely by personnel of the Army Air
Forces Training Command. Supervisor of the program is Maj.
Francis C. Healy (left), former assistant publicity director for NBC
and for RKO films. 1st Lt. Robert
G. Jennings (right), former vicepresident of WLW, Cincinnati, is
director. The broadcasts originate
at Majors Field, Greenville, Tex.
never told him what these irregularities might have been and that
he knew of none, but he declined to
affirm Counsel Garey's claim that
they were "trumped up" charges.
The letter continued that George
Porter (of Porter & Haley, Washington attorneys acting for WGES)
would be of no help, because he
was then arguing the Wilkes-Barre
case before the Commission, "which
is very unpopular with them and
which he is going to lose." Mr.
Dyer assented to Mr. Garey's statement that in effect Hartley was
saying that when the FCC doesn't
like a lawyer it will take out its
dislike on anybody that lawyer
represents.
Claimed Protection
Of License Expedient
Mr. Dyer stated that before Mr.
Hartley returned to Chicago the
two announcers had been discharged
and under pressure of questioning
admitted that the reason was solely
to protect his license, although he
knew the FCC had no legal right to
order the removal of these men.
Subsequently Lucca Alfridi was
also taken off the air for the same
reason, he said.

Asked if he knew Mr. Hartley's
real name, Mr. Dyer said it was,
"Schlachet," adding that he had
known Mr. Hartley for many years.
Dr. John A. Dyer, called to the
stand next, agreed with his brother's testimony on all points.
Joseph Lang, general manager of
WHOM Jersey City, was recalled
as the next witness, and testified
that the Foreign Language Wartime Control, which succeeded the
former NAB Foreign Language
Committee, was organized ' for a
voluntary policing of foreign language broadcasting to keep it in
the public interest and of aid to the
war effort.
Lang Testimony Shows FCC
Trying Personnel Control
Mr. Garey, in questioning Mr.
Lang, sought to prove that the FCC
had attempted to exercise control
over the personnel of the foreign
language stations through the Foreign Language Control Committee,
which was set up by the foreign
language stations at the NAB convention in Cleveland in May, 1942.
At the request of Mr. Garey, Mr.
Lang told of the background of
the committee, organized, he said,
"as an independent voluntary effort to supervise foreign language
programs in the public interest.
The committee set up a code by
which the foreign language stations
were to operate.
"The code," Mr. Lang continued,
"empowered the committee to remove from the air persons who
were proved to be not in the interest of the war effort. After several
meetings, it was decided to eliminate as unworkable that part of
the code providing for elimination

Zone Numbers
LATEST ANGLE on how
to publicize the new zone
mailing numbers has been
devised by WDRC, Hartford.
When WDRC gives its call
letters at station breaks it
now does it this way:
"WDRC, Hartford, 4, Connecticut." Listeners say that
it catches the ear because it
sounds so unusual, says
WDRC.

what his stand on the personnel
problem was, and Mr. Lang replied
that he felt each station licensee
should be solely responsible for his
own personnel. "Didn't the OWI
and the FCC want station managers to remove personnel on their
say-so?" "That was implied," Mr.
Lang answered. "Would you say
that the FCC and OWI had no
jurisdiction over personnel," the
committee counsel queried. "According to the Radio Communications Act of 1934, it is not within
their jurisdiction," Mr. Lang re-

of personnel." It was felt it would
give broadcasters control over the
personnel of stations other than
their own.
"Didn't you talk to Mr. David,"
Mr. Garey asked, "about the elimination of the provision in the code
providing for control over the personnel and didn't Mr. David say
that Mr. Fly would not stand for
the elimination of that provision?
Is it not true also, that from that
point on the FCC and the OWI
would have nothing to do with the
committee?" "There were no words
to that effect," Mr. Lang replied,
"but that's the impression we got."
Mr. Garey then asked Mr. Lang

Mr. Lang stated during his testimony that for the record, he wantplied.
ed it understood that his conversations on foreign language problems took place with the War Problems Division of the FCC and not
with an FCC commissioner. Mr.
Garey pointed out to the Committee that the voluntary code of radio censorship adopted by the Office
of Censorship in February 1942
covered censorship of foreign language broadcasting, and he read
into the record a portion of the
Code of Wartime Practices.
Mr. Lang resumed the witness
stand Thursday morning and, after
a query from Counsel Garey, re-
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ported that at a meeting held last
May in his office with Mrs. Shea
of the FCC, Alan Cranston, chief
of the OWI Foreign Language Division, Arthur Simon, chairman of
Foreign Language Radio Wartime
Control, and Fred Coll, in charge
of the control's public relations,
the government representatives had
expressed concern over broadcasts
made by Polish commentators in
Detroit concerning the PolishRussian boundary dispute and the
alleged Russian mass execution of
10,000 Poles.
He said that he and Mr. Simon
had called James F. Hopkins,
owner of WJBK, Detroit, and persuaded him to adopt the WHOM
system of restricting broadcasts of
such matters to news service
stories, with no comment, and to
pass this plan along to other Detroit foreign language stations. Mr.
Lang admitted that the government employes were engaged in
censorship beyond the authority of
their agencies by coming to the
control with this request.
Asked about advertising, Mr.
Lang said that last fall, following a control meeting, Lee Falk, associate chief of the Foreign Language Division of the OWI Domestic Branch, suggested that
WHOM should not do business with
three advertising agencies: Commercial Radio Service, Pettinella
Advertising Co. and Carlo Vinti.
Mr. Lang denied that Mr. Falk had
tried to get him to go to the clients
of these agencies direct or that the
names of any specific accounts had
been mentioned. He also denied Mr.
Garey's suggestion that Mr. David
of the FCC had participated in the
conversation.
Mr. Lang then testified that since
1934 he had investigated persons
employed on his stations, listing
Herbert Oettgen, George Brenner,
Dominic Trombetta, Pietro Garofalo, Rino Colla-Negri, Vinzo
Comito and Favoino Di Giura
among those persons he either discharged or refused to employ because of his personal knowledge as
to their views and attitudes. None
of these cases, he said, were discussed with the FCC or any other
federal agency.
This was not the case with Elsa
Marie Troya, Mr. Lang said, testifying that in the spring of 1943
Mr. Falk had suggested that she
be discharged and that he had insisted that Mr. Lang let her go, although never giving any facts to
back up his request, despite repeated endeavors by Mr. Lang to
obtain such information. Mr. Falk
merely said, Mr. Lang reported,
that Miss Troya was connected
with a Nazi organization.
Watching her work, after Mr.
Falk had first suggested her discharge, Mr. Lang said that during
the War Bond drive in April, 1942,
he had found her "very unenthusiastic" in making bond announcements. In June of that year he let
her go. Under examination, he admitted that he had looked for a
reason to justify his compliance
with Mr. Falk's request and that
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gram conducted by a Jewish refugee from Germany who was bitterly anti-Nazi, adding that the
SRI investigator was totally wrong
in her charges. On one occasion he
tried out an announcer sent him by
SRI, he said, but he did not work
out and was dropped after four
broadcasts.

EMERGING from a General Sherman tank after a tour of its inner
works, Allan Curnutt, manager of
WCLO, Janesville, Wis., goes on
the air with James Robertson, station program director, interviewing him. Broadcast was one of
several to build up a visit of the
740th Military Police battalion
and a unit of the 20th Armored
Division, for a military-civilian parade, and a sham battle.
he had insisted that the OWI write
him a letter about it. He was sent,
he said, a copy of a letter written
to Miss Troya's attorney over
Elmer Davis' signature, which said
that the OWI had never made a
"formal complaint" against Miss
Troya, but that complaints about
her had reached the OWI, which,
at Mr. Lang's request, had given
him the "information at our disposal." Mr. Lang admitted under
examination that these statements
were "misleading," at least. Asked
whether he had discussed Miss
Troya with the FCC, Mr. Lang
said he had talked about her with
Mr. Fenner.
No Explanation on
Black List Names
Asked about Mr. Falk's "black
list" Mr. Lang testified that last
year Mr. Falk had shown him a
list of people who he said should
not be on the air. Of these, he said,
two individuals had been refused
employment at WHOM because they
were on the list, but he added that
Gulio Amauli, who was also listed,
was then and is now employed at
the station because Mr. Lang believes he knows him better than
Mr. Falk does. Asked if Mr. Falk
gave any explanation for any of
the names, Mr. Lang stated that
he did not.
Questioned about Mr. Lupis, Mr.
Lang said that in 1933 he had put
him on the air as a speaker against
Fascism and that for about two
years he broadcast weekly on
WHOM. In 1940 Mr. Lang asked
Mr. Lupis to arrange for speakers
for a number of broadcasts a week,
he said, and about the end of that
year he hired him to look after the
station's sustaining Italian programs. Asked if Mr. Lupis was
hired to take over Mr. Amauli's
duties, Mr. Lang replied that this
did not occur until Dec. 8, 1941,
denying that he had hired Mr.
Lupis at the insistence of Mr. Falk.
Mr. Garey queried Mr. Lang
about his contacts with Shortwave
Research. He replied that a member
of the SRI staff had complained
about a pro-Nazi bias on a pro-

WHOM License Delay
Involved in Investigation
After a recess for lunch Mr.
Lang resumed the stand and in
response to questioning of counsel
told the hardship, from an advertising standpoint, of operating under temporary 30-day license.
When Mr. Lang inquired of Mr.
David as to why the station was
on a temporary license, Mr. David,
according to Mr. Lang's testimony,
expressed great surprise that
WHOM had been operating with a
temporary license and said that
he would look into the matter. Mr.
David later informed Mr. Lang
that there was a pending routine
matter of investigating of foreign
language stations. Upon inquiring
a second time, Mr. Lang was referred by Mr. David to Mrs. Hilda
Shea, who informed him that there
were certain matters the Commission would like to know about. Mr.
Lang's Washington attorneys,
Dow & Lohnes, had also queried
the FCC on behalf of their client
as to why the station remained on
a temporary license. Mr. Garey
read into the record the letter written by the law firm to Mr. Lang
which stated that the regular license was being held up because
of matters the FCC were investithe War Problems
through that
Divisiongatingand
two persons,
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Walter Koehler and Ilsa Intrator,
both broadcasting on the station,
were involved in the FCC investi-

Mr. Lang stated that Alan Crangation.ston and LeededFalk of the OWI
had recommen
Miss Intrator to
him, while Mr. Koehler came to
through the recommenthe station
dation of a Mrs. Edwin Walter,
who had been active in Italian antiFascist circles. Mr. Garey channelled most of his questioning toward relationship between the
OWI and FCC officials and the
employees of WHOM. Mr. Lang
testified that he had hired two
Italian announcers, Vincent Bertolini and Rene Roberti, the latter a
former brick-layer, after they had
been recommended by Charles
Barry of the OWI. The FCC, it
was revealed, closely scrutinized
the members of the WHOM Polish
department, questioning them on
international affairs with specific
reference to Polish-Russian relations. Mr. Lang stated that engineers, announcers, musicians
actors had been investigated. and
Herbert Oettgen had been removed by Mr. Lang earlier in the
year when it was discovered that
Oettgen was a Nazi sympathizer.
Mr. Garey maintained that Eleanor Zablotowicz, secretary and Polish announcer, had been investi• Broadcast

Advertising

gated by Alan Fenner, who asked
her many personal questions concerning her religion, her friends,
her view on the Russian-Polish
problem, etc. In response to Mr.
Garey's question as to whether the
Commission had ever inquired as
to whether a person was pro-communist or had demonstrated procommunistic sympathies, Mr. Lang
replied in the negative.
Unreasonable Demands of
Alan Tenner Are Cited
At various times, Mr. Garey read
into the record depositions of Mr.
Lang, made orally in Mr. Garey's
office on May 21 and July 6. In
these statements Mr. Lang cited
instances of an over-bearing attitude on the part of the FCC's Alan
Fenner. On one occasion Mr. Fenner had requested some foreign
language material which Mr.
Lang's staff spent four days digging up, but which was never
called for by the FCC. Instead,
Mr. Fenner told the WHOM general manager that the FCC was
preparing its own questionnaire
relating to the material requested
earlier. Mr. Fenner presented that
questionnaire to Mr. Lang on the
Saturday noon before Easter and
demanded that it be filled out
immediately. When Mr. Lang protested that the office staff had gone
for the day, Mr. Fenner became
indignant and intimated that Mr.
Lang refused to fill out the questionnaire. Mr. Lang related that
the FCC quest'onnaire was in three
forms— Forms 850, 851, 852 and
that it would take about six weeks
to fill out the forms and to give
complete information. He recited in
the written deposition other incidents in which he considered Mr.
Fenner had acted in an unreasonable manner.
At one juncture, Counsel Garey
asked Mr. Lang whether he had
heard from anyone in the Commission since testifying on the
previous day, or had been intimidated or warned in any manner
that his license would be in jeopardy as the result of his testimoney. To which Mr. Lang replied
'absolutely no.' FCC Counsel Denny at that point wished to make
a statement in respect to Mr.
Garey's questions but was brusquely refused by Representative
Hart.
Lang Re-Questioned
On Personnel Issue
Mr. Garey began the Friday
morning
re-questioning
Mr. Langsess:'on
about bycertain
parts of
I his previous testimony, both on the
stand and in Mr. Garey's office
earlier in the week. The counsel re' viewed the decision of the Foreign
Language Control group to drop
: from its code the section regarding
personnel as unenforceable and to
leave this up to individual stations
and the FCC's displeasure at this
action. Mr. Lang expressed the
feeling that the station should be
given any facts available about its
personnel, but that final action
BROADCASTING

WOR DAILY OPERATION SCHEDULE
e raoNcn
TDK
nooAi » spoNsot t Amomcn
U.P. KEV.S
5 : 00-5:04:30
SHEELAH CARTER
5:00-5:15
SPOT ANN (BREYER) RIPLEY
5:04:30-5:05
POWELL
5:05-5:15
RHYMIN'
TIME
(WONDER BREAD)
DUNNE
THE BLACK HOOD
5:15-5:29:30
SFECIAL
ANN
RIPLEY
5;29:30-5:30
BLOCKI
CHICK CARTER
5:30-5:44:30
POWELL
SHEPARD
SPECIAL ANN
5:44:30-5:45
WILLARD
SUPERMAN - CAST
5:45-5:59:30
SUPERMAN - COMM. DUNNE
5:45-5:59:30
( KELLCGG)
KNIGHT
TIME (LONGINES)
5:59:30-6:00
MINUTE
Or
PRAYER
KNIGHT
6:00-6:01
SHEPARD

STUHOQIG.ENt
REMOTE

ffOI MONDAY, AUGUST
DATE
M/C 2, 1943
ICD.

LEACH
LEACH
CHAPMAN
McCORM
DENNIS
LEACH
BENOIT
CLARK
LEACH
LEACH

6 ! FN
&4 FN

OFF
"B"

8 ! FN

How WOR's New Program
AFTER a three-week's try-out,
master control technicians, engineers, production men and announcers atWOR, New York, have
agreed that Arthur Whiteside's
new program traffic schedule is a
boon to station operations.
Worked out by WOR's production manager, the simplified chartform gives the local and network
operations at a glance, saving time,
simplifying operation and reducing
the possibility of errors. Station
offers to make the chart available
to any station.

Traffic Schedule Works
Explanation of the chart follows :
Extreme left-hand column is for
broadcast time. Next column covers program and sponsor listings.
Third indicates use of transcript i o n s. Announcers, producers,
studio and remote engineers are
listed in the center. Traffic on WOR
is indicated in the next column,
followed by a column denoting programs to and from the network.
The last three columns show
whether the program is for FM,
whether it is to be recorded, and
remote points of program origin.

should be left to the station, which
is responsible to the FCC for operating in the public interest.
Questioned about Ricardo Ascarelli, Mr. Lang said he applied for
a position at WHOM early this
year and presented highly flattertestimonials
as OWI
to hiswhere
ab.'lity
from ingofficials
of the
he
had previously worked. Mr. Lang
did not hire him, however, at the
advice
Mr. Lupis,
WHOM's
Italian of
program
manager,
who
showed Mr. Lang an article in The
New Leader- attacking Mr. Ascarelli and other persons. Mr. Lang
said he had subsequently discussed
the matter with Mr. Fenner who
said that a Mr. Barry at OWI
might be able to give Mr. Lang the
names of employable people. Mr.
Lang professed ignorance of statements of counsel that Mr. Barry
had been a CIO organizer at WOV
which had discharged him for disrupting a program.
Mr. Garey then questioned Mr.
Lang about WHOM personnel, eliciting the information that Vincent Bertolini, the former bricklayer, and Guilio Ascarelli, refugee
and one-time member of the fascist
party in Italy, were employed by
WHOM as censors, among other
duties. When Mr. Garey declared
that these men had the power to
refuse to allow American citizens to

tive. Mr. Lang told the Committee the policy of the station in
broadcasting international news
from authenticated news services.
When Mr. Garey asked whether he
would allow a broadcast of a talk
critical of Russia, Mr. Lang replied that WHOM veered away
from controversial international
issues such as the Polish-Russian
border question, since the station
concentrated on the problems of
foreign nationalities in America.
Mr. Lang told of a conversation
with Lee Falk of the OWI about a
news program broadcast in Italian
on the Bulova stations WOV New
York, WPN Philadelphia, and
WCOP Boston. These ten-minute
afternoon programs were prepared
by the OWI but not distributed, according to Mr. Lang, to other foreign language stations. In a telephone conversation Mr. Falk explained to Mr. Lang that the pro-

go on the station if they didn't like
the scripts, Mr. Lang objected
that a censor at WHOM does not
have final powers to keep anyone
off the air, but must refer such
matters to a higher station execu-
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'Town Meeting' Plans
DR. ARTHUR
E. BESTOR,
president of the Chautauqua
Institution,
will serve ofas the
moderator
Meeting
Air on oftheAmerica's
BLUE,
Aug. 19, replacing George V. Denny,
who is leaving for England on a
special mission for the OWI. Clifton
M. Utley, director of the Chicago
Counsel of Foreign Relations and radio commentator, will handled the next
two programs. Starting Sept. 9, Mr.
Leland Rex Robinson, economist, educator, business consultant and president of the Town Hall Club, will moderate subsequent broadcasts until Mr.
Denny's return. Lowell Thomas, BLUE
commentator, will substitute for Mr.
Denny on two of the fall programs,
however.

gram was broadcast on those stations because Arnold Hartley, program director of WOV, had asked
for it, telling Mr. Lang not to get
excited about it or to try to make
a story for the Chicago Tribune.
The material, Mr. Falk was quoted
as saying, was available to WHOM
and could be picked up at the OWI
office in New York. Mr. Lang told
the Committee at that time he suspected some connection between Mr.
Falk and Mr. Hartley. Mr. Garey
added that this was evidence of the
fact that "David, Falk and Shea
were
Mr.behind
Lang Hartley."
revealed that one
Anania Manfredi, Italian language
announcer and writer who had been
dismissed in 1939, attempted to
get back on the station the earlier
part of this year. Manfredi, after
writing an article titled: "WHOM
is Another Swamp of Fascist RatSnakes," for
La Parola,
New
Yorktle Italian
language
newspaper,
threatened to give more adverse
publicity to the station if he were
not rehired. He subsequently was
employed by WOV and the articles
attacking WHOM as well as
WBNX and WOV stopped, Mr.
Garey said.
Mr. Lang wound up his morning
testimony with the statement that,
in his opinion, the War Problems
Division had assumed broad powers
which were arbitrary and not in
accordance with what the seven
FCC commissioners desired. Mr.
(Continued on page 56)
BEST
IN

RADIO

BUY

BALTIMORE!

AND THE BLUE NETWORK
John Elmer Geo. H. Roeder
President Gen. Manager
vYfc,
Exclusive National Rep.
FREE & PETERS
JjSt
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WLB
Actions o£ the
FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
TULY 31 TO AUGUST 6 INCLUSIVE

Decisions

. . .
AUGUST 3
KINY, Juneau, Alaska — Granted mod.
CP install new 5 kw composite transmitter,dates.
extend commencement and completion
50,000

WATTS

The Greatest Selling POWER
in the South'* Greatest City
CBS Affiliate
Nat'l Rep. - Th« Kalz Agency Inc.

WOI, Ames, Iowa — Granted Special Service authorization to operate from 6 a.m.
to sunrise, 1 kw to Feb. 1, 1944.
AUGUST 4
KCMO,
Kansas
City, toMo.—
postponement of hearing
Oct.Granted
4 for
mod. license increase power to 5 kw.
Tentative

Calendar

. . .

WOKO,hearing
Albany,(Aug.
N. Y.10).
— License renewal,
further
(Contiyuted from page 55)

BBS

Buv

Lang criticized the FCC for its arbitrary act in putting WHOM on
a temporary license Dec. 1, 1942,
and keeping the station on a
temporary license basis since that
time.

LISTENERS
Buy

WFMJ
covering greater
Youngstown
More listeners, more hours
of the day than any other
radio station heard in the
Youngstown, O., area.*
*C. E. HOOPER, Inc.
Blue Network
Headley-Reed, Rep.

The name of Stefano Luotto
bobbed up again in the Friday
afternoon testimony of Joseph
Lang. He related that after he had
been approached in November,
1942 by Andrea Luotto of the Commercial Radio Service to place some
business on the air for the Balbo
Oil Co. and to use Stefano Duotto
as the announcer, he wrote for
clearance on Stefano Luotto to
Robert K. Richards, chief, Foreign
Language Division of Office of
Censorship.
Mr. Lang received a reply from
J. Harold Ryan, Assistant Director
of Censorship for radio, stating that
from all the sources of information
available the Office of Censorship
found no objection to Mr. Luotto's
appearance on the air. The Italian
announcer started on May 16 and
the following Monday, Mr. Lang
testified, Mr. Fenner visited him in
regard to the FCC questionnaires.
On examining the program logs,
Mr. Fenner came upon the name
of Stefano Luotto and interrogated
Mr. Lang as to why he had been
allowed in the air. Mr. Lang produced the letter from the Office of

AUG. 3
Applications
WCAP,
Asbury
Park, N. J.— CP to
install new transmitter.
WNAC, Boston — CP to move aux. transmitter.
NEW. Partners d.b. as Buckeye Broadcasting Co., on
Akron,
— CP250 forw, new
standard station
1240 O.kc,
unlimited.
NEW. Detroit Broadcasting Co., Detroit
— CP for new standard station on 1220
kc, 50 w, unlimited.
AUG. 4
WLBZ, Bangor, Me.— Mod. CP increase
power, etc., extend completion date.
NEW. Constitution Publishing Co., Atlanta, Ga. — Request reinstatement CP for
new FM station on 45.3 mc, 7,380 sq.m.
AUGUST 5
WRUS, WRUA, Boston— Licenses to
cover CP's new international broadcast
stations.

Censorship stating that Mr. Luotto
was not objectionable. Mr. Fenner
then informed Mr. Lang that
Luotto was a vice-president of the
Dante Alighieri Society, a Fascist
organization.
Mr. Garey interposed that the
society was entirely different in
various parts of the country and
that Mr. Luotto was a member of
the Chicago society, which has no
connection with the New York
branch. Mr. Lang said that shortly
thereafter he had a meeting with
Mrs. Shea and Rosel Hyde, assistant general counsel of the FCC
in Washington, at which time Mrs.
Shea indicated that Duotto should
be removed from the air. After Mr.
Lang returned from Washington lie
discharged Mr. Luotto.
At the conclusion of the Friday
afternoon hearing the FCC released a statement on Luotto
charging him with pro-Fascist
sympathies as a result of his affiliaciety.
tion with the Dante Alighieri SoMr. Lang was followed on the
stand by Charles Baltin, WHOM
program director, who described
the questionnaires used by the FCC
in investigating foreign language
stations. Mr. Baltin also related
that FCC's Mr. Fenner had interviewed various members of the
WHOM staff including himself and
had investigated various aspects of
the station operation.

Hearing

(Continued from page 1&)
ings have been concluded and findings and recommendations made by
the panel members to the Board,
the panel may, if it chooses, recommend at any time that the musicians return to work, pending
further hearings.
It is probable that the hearings
will last a week and that two
months may elapse before final decision is taken by the Board, in
view of the mass of material which
will have to be studied.
Members of the panel chosen by
the Board have all had experience
in mediation. Mr. Meyer is chairman of the New York State Mediation Board and vice-chairman of
the Regional War Labor Board in
New York. He is a retired New
York real estate operator. He succeeded William H. Davis, chairman
of WLB, on the New York Board.
He Mr.
is inZaritsky
his late is50's.
the president of
the United Hatter, Cap and Millinery Workers, AFL. He has served
as labor representative on many
labor board panels.
Mr. Woodbridge is assistant to
the president of the American Optical Co. He was former assistant
publisher of the Boston Transcript
and general manager of the Raymond-Whitcomb Travel Agency. He
is a graduate of Harvard, class of
1927, and lives in Pomfret, Conn.
He has had extensive experience as
industry representative at WLB.
In announcing its new regulations regarding public hearings,
the Board issued amendments requiring that "the hearing before
the panel, as required by the War
Labor Disputes Act, will be a public hearing on the merits of the
dispute, of which both parties shall
be given full notice and an opportunity to be heard, but the failure
of either party to appear shall not
deprive the Board of jurisdiction
to proceed to a hearing and order.
"Save in exceptional case and
upon the instructions of the Regional War Labor Board, no stenographic record of the hearing will
be required, but any party may, at
his own expense, provide for the
making of a stenographic record,
in which case a copy shall be made
available to the Regional War Labor Board without cost, and to each
of the other parties to the proceeding at the regular rates for

9*JP
copies. . . ."

>(j^O

Represented
Represented Nationally by
John BLAIR & CO.

fWFBGALTOOXA,PA.

WATL

Complete Coverage
NBC affiliate and
BLUE Network
19 years in the public service
HEADLEY-REED CO.
National Representatives

COVERS
ATLANTA
at
miirnTcosT
"Like an ad on WFDF Flint
Michigan — she gets results from
the right appeal and the right
Represented by SPOT SALES Inc.

coverage."
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CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press
Building, Washington, D. C.
Help Wanted
Wanted — Announcer. Experience not essential. Advise personal details Box 145
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Permanent position with 5
kw. regional network station for draft
deferred, experienced man. Box 150,
BROADCASTING.
Draft Deferred — Licensed first, second, or
third class operators. Rocky Mountain 5
kw.
network station. Box 151, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-Salesman — Salary and Commission. Permanent job. Progressive local
network station. Box 153, BROADCASTING.
Hammond Organist - Announcer — Good
Newscaster-announcer; assistant program
director; engineer. Men or women, progressive network station, non-defense
area. Box 154, BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER
Withthird
someclass
experience.
Must have at— least
license.
Give complete details first letter, including minimum salary. Radio Station
WMOG, Brunswick, Georgia.
Wanted — First, Second, or Third Class
Operator. Experience not essential. Apply Box 144, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — First or second class license for
midwestern station. Studio and transmitter work. Permanent position. Please
state draft status, experience and salary
requirement in first letter. Box 143,
BROADCASTING.
Sales Manager — Excellent opportunity aggressive 250 watt network station good
market for man who can produce. Please
furnish complete information regarding
self, experience, income required. Box
141. BROADCASTING.
WANTED — Announcer with some previous
radio experience for live-wire Blue Network station in New York State. Good
pay. Talent opportunities. Box 138,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted at Once — First class engineer.
Draft exempt. Tell all first communication, including minimum salary. WMSL,
Decatur, Alabama.
5 Kw. Basic Network Station — In metropolitan midwest market wants experienced announcers immediately. Working
conditions ideal. Good salary. Send full
details. Box 133, BROADCASTING.
RETAIL SALESMAN— Steady year-round
position for clean operator with midwest
regional in good market. Salary and commission. WOC, Davenport, Iowa.
Announcer -$35 for 52 hours. Send audition disc to J. Lindsey Alley, Mgr. WHIS,
Bluefield, W. Va.
Situations Wanted
Producer-Writer — Some announcing, 2%
years small station experience. Also rich
retail advertising, merchandising background. Will combine talents to produce
business. Married, 4-F, College, 28. Box
132, BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer — Small network station desires change. Excellent references. Draft
exempt. Fair voice. Box 134 BROADCASTING.
Program Director-Vocalist-Choral Conductor — University Post Grad. training.
Eleven years experience producing variety shows, operettas, vocal ensembles
large high schools. Seek permanent radio
staff position. Personality excellent for
showmanship and promotion. Several
months announcing-newscasting local station. Married, 33, 3A. Transcription on
request. Box 156, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
TWO WOMEN— Both thoroughly experienced . . . one continuity — music department head — other newscaster — feature
writer — editor. College graduates; presently employed basic network station.
East Coast; $35 minimum. Box 135,
BROADCASTING.
Production Man — Four years diversified
experience including announcing. Young.
Draft exempt. Willing to travel. Write G.
Ganek, 1386 Park Place, Brooklyn, New
York.
Radio Engineer — Desire connection as
Chief Engineer with broadcast station
preferably in midwest. Electrical engineering degree and thirteen years experience covering engineering, construction
and maintenance. Draft status 3A. Box
136, BROADCASTING.
PROGRAM DIRECTOR — Thirteen years
experience. Broad knowledge of all departments. Knows merchandising, sales
experience, production and music. Permanent position desired, salary open. Age 38,
married and have one child. Can offer
best
of references. Box 137, BROADCASTING.
Two Men — One 13 Yrs. Experience, All
Phases. Selling, Writing, Announcing,
News, Sports, Ad Lib, Special Events.
Equipped to Manager, Can Handle Staff.
Now Employed, Pre-Pearl Harbor
Father.
'Class Ticket.
Other News,
Man
4-F,
Good3rdBackground,
Excellent
Commercials, Good Personality. Not Immediately Available, But Present Conditions Indicate Change. Not F'oaters, Not
Interested in South. Insure Permanency.
Box 146, BROADCASTING.
Experienced Engineer — Technician with 1st
Radio telephone ticket available for situation. Married. 47, unclassified. Write,
W. S. Crooks, Box 94, Kent, Ohio.
ANNOUNCER - PROGRAM DIRECTOR.
Seven years'
experience
and commercial announcing.
Army news
honorable
discharge. Wire reasonable offers to Box
147, BROADCASTING.
WRITER — Experienced in network local
dramatic and commercial copy. Production experience. Fund of new ideas. Ideal
to take over radio department or as
staff writer. Prefer Chicago but will
travel. Box 148, BROADCASTING.
EXPERIENCED RADIO ACTOR. Outstanding theatrical background. Desires
position as announcer with small radio
station in Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, or
Wisconsin. Age 50. Married. Reply Box
149, BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer — Experienced in installation and maintenance quarter to 50 KW.
Desires locate South or Southwest. Deferred. Minimum salary $65 week. Box
152, BROADCASTING.
Experienced Announcer — Now employed
available Sept. 15 for general announcing, sports, good news. Draft Free. Box
155, BROADCASTING.
Do You Need An Announcer? — Young lady
with experience and ideas. Can take
regular announcing trick or spotwomen's
programs.
merchandising
slants.Practical.
Attractive.Knows
Box
139, BROADCASTING.
Commercial Manager — Salesman Age 38,
married, university graduate. 13 years
top salesman same midwest newspaperradio combination. Executive ability,
pleasing personality, top references. Go
anywhere. Box 140, BROADCASTING.
Accounting or Traffic — Young woman nine
years experience with Chain affiliated station. Box 142, BROADCASTING.
Young Woman — Excellent voice, agreeable
personality desires better position. At
present
woman'sreceptionist
program
(sponsored).handling
Also experienced
and secretary. Box 316 Aptos, California.
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CARLSON AWARDED
PROFITS JIV SERIAL
INVOLVING a sum of over $500,000, week
a master's
the factsC.
last
decidedfinding
that of
Emmons
Carlson, advertising and sales promotion manager of the NBC Central Division, plaintiff, "is entitled
to an accounting from the defendant for said net profits," as a part
ner in ownership of The Guiding
Light, a daytime dramatic serial.
The defendant is Irna Phillips, supervisory writer of The Guiding
Light, Lonely Women and Road of
Life, dramatic serials.
John Mulder, matter in chancery
of the Circuit Court of Cook County,ner infound
plaintiffLight
to beproperty
a partThetheGuiding
by an unterminated oral contract
made sometime before December,
1936 between Miss Phillips and
Mr. Carlson. Mr. Carlson filed suit
in August 1941, claiming the radio
serial resulted from ideas contributed jointly by Miss Phillips and
himself.
Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Staff Artists — Man, draft 4H, wife, playing
violin, piano, organ, cello, sax, vibraharp.
Have solovox. Union. Radio experience.
Address Keshner, Spring Mill Inn,
Mitchell, Indiana.
PROGRAM DIRECTOR, PRODUCER,
MUSICIAN-ARRANGER, SPORTS ANNOUNCER—All one man. Ten years netING. work experience. Box 158, BROADCASTFor Sale
Largest Block of Stock — In successful midwest 250 watt station. Box 157, BROADCASTING.

IN

THE

Atlantic
the more war bonds you
buy. ..the safer will be our
supply lines to fighting fronts
... so buy more!

IN

St.Louis
the better you rest af
night . . . the more efficient
you'll be next day... so stop at

HOTEL
*ei.no\
EVERY ROOM AIR CONDITIONED . . .
NOISE-PROOFED . . . FROM >3. 00

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
& Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

PAUL F GODLEY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

N.J.

DAVIS

Consulting
Munsey
Bldg. Radio Engineer
District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

McNARY & WRATHALl
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA
Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
321 E. Gregory Crossroads of
Blvd.,
the World Cal.
City, Kansas
Mo.
I/~~7*\
Y J Hollywood,

RING 8t CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
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N.

Y.

Riot

Stations
Plea

on

Carry

LaGuardia

3-Minute

Notice

Losing Listeners
WFTC, Kinston, N. C. knew
it was losing some of its
listeners, but the station had
no idea of the number until
facts were presented recently by Rev. Clifton Rice, who
has conducted a religious
program continuously for
seven years, making a small
charge ments.
forRev. death
announce-he
Rice reported
had announced the deaths of
approximately
ers in the past 4,200
seven listenyears.
WFTC says it would appreciate suggestions for keeping
its audience intact.

Emergency Hook-ups Handled Messages During
24 Hours of Terror in Harlem Looting
WITH ONLY three minutes warnA description of the looters
ing, New York City stations were
brought into the precinct station,
was aired at 12:45 p.m. with John
mobilized early last Monday mornWhitmore, of the war services and
ing, Aug. 2, to carry an emergency
message to the colored people of news division of WOR at the microphone. Broadcast was fed to
Harlem, where looting and riotWOR, and to Mutual by WNYC.
ing was assuming violent proporAt 6:15 p.m., on WNYC only,
tions, stemming from an incident
Judge Hubert T. Delaney, of the
involving the shooting of a Negro
Domestic Relations Court, and
M. P. by a policeman.
During the nearly 24 hours of chairman of the Speakers Group,
horror which ensued, resulting in introduced a member of the SleepNEW GROUP SEEKING
a toll by the middle of last week
ing Car Porters Union and a member of the NYC Housing AuthoriFACILITIES OF WJW
of 5 dead, 201 hurt and 504 arty. The Mayor spoke at 9:45 p.m.
rested, station hook-ups of from
SEEKING the facilities of WJW,
on WNYC WABC WMCA WNEW
two to as many as seven outlets
now being removed to Cleveland for
WBNX (rebroadcast on WOR
broadcast appeals for order from
regional operation, Buckeye BroadMayor F. H. LaGuardia, and from
casting Co., a new partnership,
WJZ) to announce that the situation was under control, and finally last Tuesday filed with the FCC an
representative citizens of Harlem.
at 10:25 p.m., the last of a total application for a construction permit to operate in Akron on 1240
'Stay Off Streets'
of seven broadcasts during the day.
The messages themselves be- Situation was sufficiently in hand kc with 250 watts unlimited time,
the facility which would be vacated
speak the urgency of their nature.
by that time to warrant bringing
Radio was used to ask the people an end to these emergency radio by WJW.
The principals in Buckeye Broadto stay off the streets, and to talks.
casting Co., constituting a partnerStations cooperated closely
point out repeatedly that this was
ship rather than a corporation, are
not a race riot, but a matter of throughout the crisis, relating the the operators of WSTV, Steubennews factually, with commentators
ville, O. It was reported that negobrazen looting and hoodlumism —
tiations had been entered with Bill
an effort to prevent the outbreak
and newscasters stressing throughO'Neil,
owner
the present
out that it was not a race riot. All in
from developing into something
Akron and oflicensee
of theWJW
new
stations were notified of broadcast
which most officials agreed it was
station in Cleveland, which will be
times and cues for each emergency
not. As the possibility of food and
known as WJW, for purchase of
milk shortages menaced the dis- program throughout the day, with the Akron facilities. The negotiations, however, were not completed
trict— the result of the destructhe exception of the initial talk.
because of uncertainty of the status
Mr. Whitmore, and his engineer,
tion and looting of food stores —
the Mayor broadcast assurances
Mr. LaRoche, were among those of the Akron outlet after the new
WJW begins operating in Clevethat every effort would be made to who lent their services to Morris
land.
get food supplies back to normal.
Novik, WNYC director, in setting
The Cleveland outlet is expected
The news that the injured soldier up equipment and programming
to begin operation Aug. 29 on 850
was recovering rapidly was given for broadcasts.
kc with
ing, July 5,000
26]. watts [Broadcastout on the air towards the close of
New York's experience last
Partners
in the new Buckeye Co.
the day, as the situation came
week, in the opinion of Mr. WhitCharles Swaringen, Alex
under control, and as the 10:30
more, who was an almost constant are
p.m. curfew went into effect a final observer of radio operations dur- Teitlebaum, Myer Wiesenthal,
Jack N. Berkman, Richard Teitlespecial broadcast was made to this
ing the crisis, can serve as a lesbaum, John J. Laux, Louis Berkeffect.
son to radio people in other large man, Joseph
M. Troesch, John L.
Merdian.
cities.
First of the emergency broadcasts went on the air at 1:05 a.m.
Monday morning, three minutes after WOR, had learned that the
Mayor was on his way over to
broadcast a special message. Station had time to notify two other
stations— WJZ and WABC to prepare to take the broadcast, before
going on the air.
The 28th Police Precinct in Harlem was the point of origin for
the next talk at 8:03% a.m. Broadcast was delayed as telephone lines
to a WNYC microphone were cut,
but finally went on WNYC, and
was fed to WOR WEAF WABC
WJZ WMCA WNEW. Walter
White, secretary of the National
Assn. for the Advancement of
Colored People, and a negro police
chaplain participated, backing up
the Mayor in his appeals for order and quiet. Shuttling back to
his desk at City Hall the Mayor
broadcast a third appeal at 9:50
a.m. fed from WNYC to WEAF
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
WABC WHN WNEW WMCA
WOR, the latter station recording
"Do You Really Think, Sergeant Mulligan, That the Wacs
it for rebroadcast at 10:15 a.m.
Can Take the Place of Men?"
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CONGRATULATIONS are extended by Harry Stone (r), general
manager of WSM Nashville, to
Edwin W. Craig upon his advancement to the presidency of National
Life and Accident Insurance Co.
which owns and operates the 50,000
w. station.
Edwin

Craig

Now

Heads
Nat'I. Life
President of Insurance Co.

Sponsored Interest in WSM
EDWIN W. CRAIG, since 1938 executive vice-president of the National Life and Accident Insurance Company of Nashville, owner
of WSM, and long prominent in
broadcasting, last week was elected
president of his company. At the
same time, C. R. Clements, president, was named board chairman.
The changes were made at the
request of Cornelius A. Craig, Edwin Craig's father, who has served
continuously
as theitscompany's
executive since
beginningchiefin
1902, and who, although not rea desire
to be relievedtiring,
of someexpressed
of the
responsibilities
attached to the position.
Edwin Craig started his business
career as an agent for the National
Life in Dallas immediately upon
leaving Vanderbilt University in
1913. He acquired an early interest
in radio, and it was through his
efforts that the National Life became interested in radio and acquired a broadcasting station,
WSM in Nashville, first as a 1,000watt station, later being increased
to 5,000 watts and finally to top
power of 50,000 watts. The station
has been honored on numerous occasions for its public service accomplishments, probably the most
notable being on the occasion of the
Louisville flood in 1937.
Long a member of the board of
directors of the National Association of Broadcasters, Mr. Craig has
made a definite contribution to
American radio. When the NAB
was beset with growing pains that
threatened to disrupt the industry,
he led a movement for the reorganization of that body and was designated by the industry as a one-man
committee to select his own assistants and work out the reorganization plans. The present permanent NAB organization resulted.
Pressure of other work forced Mr.
Craig to resign from the NAB
board in 1942.
President Craig will share chief
executive duties with the new chairman of the board, C. R. Clements,
who has served the company since
its beginning in 1902.
• Broadcast
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It is a wise station, too, that knows its own market.
In the "Heart of America"
is urban — 49%
selling on KMBC,

51% of the population

rural. There's

no half-hearted

KMBC

for this is the one station that

takes both sides of the story into consideration.
This plus long established personalities reap rich
dividends

for KMBC

with

increased

KANSAS

listening

FREE

&

CITY

PETERS,

INC-

tune-in — thereby, with greater returns for KMBC
advertisers.
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ARIZONA!

ARIZONA

NETWORK

COVERAGE
SHOWS

LISTENING

STATE

RETAIL

MAP

WHERE

SALES

99%

ARE

OF

MADE

The Arizona Network intensively covers most
of Arizona — the part where 99% of all the state's
retail dollars are spent . . . where 95% of the people
live . . . and where 98% of the radio homes are!
The Arizona Network market is a big market . . .
and a rich market!

More than half a million

people! In 1942 an effective buying income of
$335,524,000!

Retail sales of $193,148,000!

The new Arizona Network Coverage Map gives
Counties within the halfmi II ivolt Contour oi Arizona Network Stations.
Counties within the tenthmillivolt Contour of Arizona Network Key Station.

you all the facts and figures, primary and secondary, based on field strength measurements. If you
haven't received your copy, write for one ... or
ask any John Blair man.
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KTUC

Bisbee-Lowell
Carl Morris, Manager
1230 Kilocycles
250 Watts

TUCSON
Lee Little, Manager
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250 Watts

Harold A. Safford. Manager
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Empire, embracing approximately one third of the state's area, has
nearly half of the state's wealth and effective buying income.
Oklahoma's 50,000 Watt Station, KVOO, blankets this
market — plus covering rich counties in Kansas, Missouri, and
Arkansas. If you choose only one market and one station in Oklahoma, The Tulsa Magic Empire and KVOO is the No. 1 combination for the most effective results.

p
50,000 Watts — Day and Night — 1 1 70 Kilocycles— NBC Red
Edward Petry & Co., National Representatives
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There are two markets in Oklahoma. The richer, No. 1 market,
centers around Tulsa. This compact market, called the Tulsa Magic
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TURN

When

DEAR

ON

people

consistently

find a product

depend

or radio

on they ask for it by name.

That's

why families in 10,000,000 homes say "Turn
WSM
is always conscious of the likes and

on WSM."
dislikes of

its wide

results ob-

and

growing

tained from surveys,

audience.
polls and

the type of entertainment
makes

simply

say "Turn

fan mail, WSM

reason

just that kind
why

more

LIFE
NATIONAL

and

And

knows

\tf

WSM

of entertainmore

people

on WSM."

HARRY L. STONE, Gen'l Mgr., NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
NATIONAL

Through

its listeners prefer.

it a point to furnish
ment. A very good

THE

station they can

NBC AFFILIATE

OWNED AND OPERATED BY
AND
ACCIDENT
INSURANCE
COMPANY,
REPRESENTATIVES, EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.

INC

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 874 National Press Building, Washington 4, D. C. Entered as
second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

SUBSCRIPTION

PRICE:

$5.00 per year

BROADCAST

The Weekly^^Fl4ewsmagaztne

—

IS

AROUND

IN

CROWLEY,

WW

LOUISIANA

—

L- LAND

And so are 10,000,000 customers from 5 different states

$15,000,000— that's the value of an average Louisiana rice crop! And Crowley,
prosperous capital of Louisiana's riceland, represents still another Deep South
market, completely covered by WWL.
NOT JUST EVERY RADIO in New
Orleans, or Louisiana, but every radio
in the Deep South can bring home a
WWL sales message! For hundreds of
miles, no other station is even half as
powerful!

15c per copy
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Flamm Sues To Halt WMCA Sale
NAB Committee to Consider Legislation
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PRESENTING
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MEN

Merle

ASSISTANT
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MANAGER,
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MAKE

FREE

&

PETERS

STATIONS

Tucker

KOB,

ALBUQUERQUE

'■■III

llpili
1930 Office Boy, Junior Announcer, WBAP,
Fort Worth
1931 Announcer, WLW, Cincinnati
1933 Chief Announcer, Production Manager,
WAVE, Louisville
1935 Radio Director, Dept. of Information, Sl.-ite
of Texas
1938 General Manager, KSAL, Salina, Kansn.1940 General Manager, KROD, El Paso
1942 Assistant Manager, KOB, Albuquerque
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0, we're not stooges for the Albuquerque
Chamber of Commerce, but there certainly
must be something about that climate! Take
Merle Tucker, f'rinstance. A few years ago
Merle was an office boy, and so skinny that
he could have drowned in the ink wells.
Then he moved to you-know-where. Today
Merle is Assistant Manager of a 50,000-watt
station, and majestically upholstered. See
what we mean about that climate?!
Seriously — climate does have an effect on
success in radio. Or put it this way — that
climate does affect people — that people in
different climates, being themselves different, do have slightly different tastes — that

nation-wide radio programs therefore vary
in their popularity and effectiveness — that
spot broadcasting which takes cognizance of
sectional audiences is therefore usually more
efficient than nation-wide programs. . . .
You don't have to take our word for that.
(Compare some Hooper ratings, where
everything except climate is comparable.)
But you can take our word about which
stations are the best spot-broadcasting bets
in the markets we serve. Because that's
the way we have earned the right to the
confidence of the world's largest spot-broadcasters, here in this pioneer group of radiostation representatives.

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
Uli WGR-WKBW BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO . KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN . . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PEORIA
PAUL
||| WMBD
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCBM
BALTIMORE
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KOMA .... OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . .
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
KFAR
ALASKA
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.
mm

Free
Pioneer

&
Radio

Peters,

in

Station Representatives
Since May, 1932 ■*■

CHICAGO: 180N. Michigan NEW YORK: 247 Park Ave. SAN FRANCISCO: 11 1 Sutler HOLLYWOOD: ; 512 N. Gordon ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
■ Franklin 6373
Plaza 5-4131
Sutter 4353
Gladstone 3949.
Main 5667
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Sale

Company
Formed
For 8 Million
Transfer
AMERICAN
Broadcasting
System Inc., solely owned by
Edward J. Noble, industrialist
and broadcaster, will become
the entity operating the
BLUE Network upon FCC
approval of the $8,000,000
transaction for transfer of
the network by RCA to the
Noble interests.
Formal detailed applications for transfer filed with
the FCC late last Wednesday
revealed the identity of the
new corporate entity formed by
Mr. Noble and to which he assigned
his contract for purchase of the
BLUE, subject to FCC approval.
The contract with RCA, although
dated July 30, carries an Aug. 2
amendment specifying that the
transaction becomes void if it is
not accorded FCC approval by
Nov. 1.
Name Not Selected
Whether the BLUE, upon its
transfer, will be changed in name
to "American Broadcasting System" has not
yet been
decided,
Mr. Noble
advised
Broadcasting
last Thursday. He said it may become simply a holding company.
The going-concern value of the
BLUE Network's name, of course,
would be taken into account. (In
the early 1930's there was an American Broadcasting Co. which operated aregional network keyed by
WMCA. It was dissolved, however. )
The transfer papers pending before the FCC disclosed that Mr.
Noble has agreed to buy for $4,000,000 400,000 of the 500,000 authorized shares of common stock of
American Broadcasting System,
which was incorporated only last
March in Delaware. The remaining 100,000 shares are in reserve.
The additional $4,000,000 of the
$8,000,000 purchase price, it was
shown in agreements filed with the
Commission, will be borrowed by
ABS from three national banks in
New York on a four-year term loan
BROADCASTING

AST

IINIC

Broadcast AdvertisingJr
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Blue
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Provisions

upon request."
Flamm
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Proposed

MOTION for a temporary injunction to restrain Edward J. Noble
from disposing of WMCA, New
York, during the pendency of a
suit brought by Donald Flamm,
former owner, to rescind that sale,
was heard last Friday by New York
Supreme Court Justice David Peck,
who reserved decision. Stay order
granted when Mr. Flamm made his
complaint remains in effect until
the decision, which is expected
within the week, it was stated. Mr.
Flamm is now part-owner of
WPAT, Paterson, N. J.
In his affidavit to show why an
injunction should be granted, Mr.
Flamm states that when he turned
WMCA over to Mr. Noble on Jan.
17, 1941, he was an "unwilling
seller", forced into the deal by
"fraudulent acts and coercive measures" of Mr. Noble. He alleges
that he had previously turned down
an offer "well in excess of $1,000,000" for WMCA, which went to Mr.
Noble for $850,000, a "price far beAdvertising

Submitted
The fact that 100,000 shares of
stock (with a par value of $100,000) remain in the ABS treasury
probably will require further explanation, itwas thought. Prior to
consummation of the transaction
July 30, the name of James H. McGraw, Jr., Chairman of the McGraw-Hill Publishing Company
was mentioned as a partner in the
venture with Mr. Noble. Presumably the Commission will want, to
learn whether it is Mr. Noble's intention to dispose of the stock to
Mr. McGraw or to other interests.
Mr. McGraw's association with a
publishing house would have some
significance, it was brought out, in
the light of the FCC's newspaperdivorcement proceedings, which are
sufficiently broad to cover any
printing or publishing venture.
It would not surprise industry
observers to see the FCC call a
hearing on the transfer, simply to
make as complete a record as possible. The interest generated, it
was pointed out, augured such a
proceeding.
Because the transaction breaks

at 2% interest per annum. This
money, however, will not be delivered until the FCC formally certifies its approval of the sales
transaction.
No word was forthcoming from
the FCC as to when it would act
upon the transaction or whether a
hearing would be scheduled. The
Commission's law, accounting and
engineering departments must review the applications of both transferor and transferee before the
matter comes to the Commission's
attention. The sheaf of documents
is an inch-and-a-half thick.
FCC May Call Hearing
It was evident that the FCC
would require additional information on Mr. Noble's future plans
and on the financing project as outlined. In answer to the question in
the application (No. 19, part 3) on
full information regarding financing, the ABS application stated
"transferee has attempted to make
a full disclosure on material facts.
If any further information is necessary it will be supplied promptly

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

Stop
WMCA

Noble
Sale

low its actual value," and that in
addition, taxes, attorneys' fees and
other expenses arising from the
sale cost Mr. Flamm $200,000.
Mr. Flamm states that he devoted
all of his time to WMCA from his
acquisition of the station in 1930
until 1941, that his "entire knowledge and skill is concentrated in
the radio field," and that due to the
FCC regulations and physical restrictions in building stations, he
"has
been
any business"
since its salewithout
to Mr. Noble.
He charges that Mr. Noble conspired with Donald S. Shaw, then
general manager of WMCA, and
Leslie Evan Roberts, then program
manager, two of Mr. Flamm's
"most trusted employes", to secure
for Mr. Noble all of the station's
confidential records and to convey
to Mr. Flamm "false information,
misleading rumors and unwarranted threats, all for the purpose
of terrorizing, coercing and de(Continued on page 18)

to

FCC

new ground — no national network
ever has been sold before — it was
thought in some quarters the
FCC would be disposed to exercise
extreme caution. Actually, however, the Commission will only approve the transfers of the three
stations owned by the BLUE —
WJZ New York, WENR Chicago
and KGO San Francisco. The $8,000,000 figure covers the entire
network sale, including these three
stations.
Since networks are not licensed,
the FCC has before it the matter
of determining whether the public
interest will be served by the assignment of the licenses of the
three stations to the Noble corporation. It necessarily will take judicial notice of the fact that an
entire network with some 160 affiliates, isinvolved.
No Technical Problems
A condition precedent to the
FCC's consideration, again not required by law but in consonance
with current FCC policy, is the
disposition by Mr. Noble of WMCA,
New York, which he owns outright.
The applications filed with the
FCC contain no statement regarding this matter, but Mr. Noble told
Broadcasting he promptly would
file a supplementary letter advising
the Commission of his intention to
dispose of WMCA as soon as a suitable purchaser could be found.
Mr. Noble said the number of
bidders for WMCA totals in excess
of two dozen but that the list has
been boiled down to three or four
who appear to be best qualified
as operators and who are willing
to deal on a cash basis. He placed
no ceiling figure on the station,
though it was understood that bids
range up to about $1,250,000.
Mr. Noble, in 1941, bought the
station from Donald Flamm for
what amounted to $940,000 (including accounts receivable) and since
then has placed about $100,000 in
working capital in the station, aside
from certain improvements. Observers thought the $1,250,000 figure might well be met.
Pending review of the voluminous applications by the FCC staff,
there was no clear thought about
a hearing on transfer of the
BLUE. It is doubted whether any(Continued on page U5)
August 16, 1943
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FCC

Adopts

Use of Idle Equipment
Provides Basis of
New Action
APPROVING practically without
modification the recommendation of
its Committee on Critical Radio
Materials, the FCC last Wednesday announced relaxation of its
construction "freeze order" to permit licensing of new 100-250 w
stations under certain prescribed
conditions. The action also covers
increases in power of 100 w stations to 250 w through use of idle
equipment not desired by the military.
The Commission's action, which
confirmed the report published in
Broadcasting (Aug. 9 issue) set
forth the conditions under which
applications would be entertained
for new stations or for increases
in power. The report was drafted
by Commissioners T. A. M. Craven,
chairman, and C. J. Durr, after
more than a year of study.
When applications for local stations or for modifications have been
dismissed without prejudice under
the freeze order of April 27, 1942,
the Commission said these may be
reinstated for consideration under
the new provisions upon petition
filed within 30 days of Aug. 10.
WPB Action
The Commission stated it had
been informed by the War Production Board that building construction requiring a clearance may be
obtained only when WPB is satisfied that a "direct contribution
toward winning the war is clearly
indicated". In this connection it
was indicated that WPB in granting such permission would consider
only cases where equipment was
on hand at the time of publication
of the report. An official of WPB
said WPB probably would be disposed to consider the date of pub-

GREETINGS are exchanged by
David Sarnoff (left), chairman of
the board of NBC, with C. E. Wilson (right), president of General
Motors, just prior to the first
broadcast of the NBC Symphony
Orchestra under General Motors
sponsorship on Sunday, Aug. 1.
Frank Black, conductor of the
premiere and the entire Summer
series looks on. Arturo Toscanini
and Leopold Stokowski will share
the 24-week winter season beginning Oct. 31. Agency is Arthur
Kudner Inc., N. Y.
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to

Relax

lication as the time when the original story appeared in Broadcasting (Aug. 9), since the unofficial
story was so accurate that WPB
probably would not quibble over
technicalities of when it was released.
Following is the full text of the
FCC's public notice:
Upon consideration of a report and
recommendation of its Committee on
Critical Radio Materials, the Commission, on Aug. 10, 1943, determined
that under certain stated conditions
it would be in the public interest to
grant applications
for equipment
permits involving the use of idle
to
increase power of 100-watt local
channel standard broadcast stations
to 250 watts and for construction of
new 100-watt or 250-watt local channel stations.
Applications for permits to construct new 100-watt and 250-watt local channel standard broadcast stations in cities or towns where no
station is located at present and not
located in metropolitan districts already served by radio stations, and
applications to increase power of local channel stations to 250 watts may
be granted upon a satisfactory showing that :

Local
Ban
1. All required materials, except
vacuum tubes, may be obtained withpriorityapplications
assistance.1 involve no in2. out
Such
consistencies with the Commission's
Rules and Regulations.
3. Such applications tend toward a
fair, efficient and equitable distribution of radio service, are consistent
with sound allocation principles, offer
substantial improvement in standard
broadcast service, and
4. Such applications are otherwise
in the public interest.
Applications
localstations
channelwhich
stations or changes for
in such
have been dismissed without prejudice pursuant to the policy announced
April 27, 1942, may be reinstated for
consideration in the light of the new
circumstances upon submission of a
petition within 30 days of this date
showing (1) that such application is
in conformity with the foregoing enumerated conditions; and (2) any and
all changes with respect to facts and
circumstances as represented in the
original application. .
1 The Commission is informed by
the War Production Board that building construction requires a clearance
which may be obtained only when that
agency is tribution
satisfied
that a the
directwarcon-is
toward winning
clearly indicated.

Navy

Supply

Discs

Sponsored
on
83
Commercials
for Uniforms ;
Live Store Announcements
NAVAL UNIFORM SERVICE,
in charge of manufacturing officers' uniforms and insignia under
supervision of the Navy Dept., is
supplying retailers with a series
of recorded programs for placement on local stations throughout the country. Titled Fighting
Heroes of the United States Navy,
the series consists of 14 quarterhour dramatic sketches of great
moments in the careers of such
figures as George Dewey, John Paul
Jones, and David Farragut.
Through local Naval Uniform
Service agencies in 83 cities, member retailers have banded together
to purchase time on as many stations. The series includes recorded
commercials for naval uniforms.
Stores in each city insert live announcements oftheir own. Program
starts on WJZ, New York, Sept. 5,
4:45 p.m., and at varying times
during the week on the 83 stations
which carry it on a sponsored basis.
It is supplied gratis to stations in
cities having no Naval Uniform
Service agency, and is heard sustaining on these outlets. Approximately 300 stations in this category
had indicated their intention of
carrying
programs by the middle of lastthe
week.

NAB
Legislative Committee
Meeting
To Consider Plans for New Radio Act
WITH Neville Miller entrenched as to act as counsel on these matters.
president of the NAB at least until
The meeting is the first of the
the expiration of his contract next
Legislative Committee since the
Primary purpose of the program
NAB Board Meeting in Chicago
July, the NAB Legislative Committee gathers in Washington Tuesday
July 30 to consider a change in is to tell the story of "the great traditions of the U. S. Navy," and its
(tomorrow Aug. 17) to work out NAB presidency. Mr. Miller, how- morale-building
qualities and aua modus operandi on legislation in
ever, was continued for the durathenticity ofits material have been
tion of his contract.
light of the return of Congress
approved by Rear Admiral W. B.
Sept. 14 following its summer reMr. Miller notified the Legisla- Young and other naval officials.
cess.
tive Committee that, upon his re- The Navy Department will advise
Meeting at the call of Mr. Miller,
turn to Washington following a all Naval radio installations and
the Committee will consider recombrief vacation the week of August
ships of the local broadcast.
mendations for retention of legis- 2, he had consulted a number of
Written by Stanley Wolfe, the
lative counsel by the NAB and people regarding the legislative
series was originated, produced and
possibly other staff employees, with matter. Afterward, he called the directed by Bernard Zisser, until
a view toward streamlining the meeting for Tuesday at the Statler.
recently
member
of the
OWI's
trade association to perform a
domestic aradio
division,
where
he
Members of the Legislative Compeak legislative job. Pendency in
served as creator and producer of
mittee, ofwhich Mr. Miller is chairboth Houses of Congress of legisThe Victory Front on CBS and
man are: Nathan Lord, WAVE,
lation to rewrite the CommunicaVictory Volunteers on NBC.
tions Act, notably in the light of Louisville; G. Richard Shafto,
Agency handling the program
WIS, Columbia, S. C; James W. for Naval Uniform Service is
the so-called Frankfurter opinion
of the Supreme Court in the Net- Woodruff Jr., WRBL, Columbus,
Hirshon-Garfield Inc., New York.
work cases, in the opinion of Legis- Ga.; Ed Yocum, KGHL, Billings,
lative Committee and board memMont.; Don. S. Elias, WWNC,
Thorn McAn Spots
bers, requires speedy action.
Asheville; Clair R. McCollough,
WGAL, Lancaster; James D. MELVILLE SHOE Corp., New
Would Retain Loucks Firm
York, is conducting a spot cam
Shouse, WLW, Cincinnati; Frank
Efforts to retain the law firm of M. Russell, NBC Washington vice- paign on a total of 10 stations in
Philip G. Loucks, Washington radio president; and Joseph H. Ream,
behalf of Thorn McAn shoes. Current drive, which started earlier
attorney and former managerCBS
vice-president
and
secretary.
this summer, consists of quarter
director of the NAB, have been
hour programs aired from three to
made, it is understood. It is expectsix times weekly. Agency is Neffed the Legislative Committee, comCan Institute Plans
Rogow, New York.
prising 10 board members, will
consider recommendations of Pres- CAN Manufacturers Institute has
Ellery Queen at Top
appointed Benton & Bowles, New
ident Miller regarding added manpower for the legislative and legal York, as advertising agency, ac- THE Ellery Queen program places
in thetolistsubscribers
of "Top 10"recently
programsin
cording to Gordon E. Cole. Mr. first
task. The post of NAB counsel
released
has been vacant since the departure
Cole, formerly director of advertis- the July Pacific Program Ratings reof C. E. Hooper Inc. Kay Kyser
two months ago of Russell P.
ing for Cannon Mills, has just been ranks portsecond,
followed by Quiz Kids
Place, who joined the war effort appointed head of the Institute's The
remainder of the list is as follows : Walter Winchell, Durante
with the Office of Strategic Serv- newly-created division of advertisices. The thought, however, it is
ing in post-war research. Advertis- Moore-Cugat, Screen Guild Players,
One District
Man's Attorney,
Family, Point
understood, is to retain a law firm,
ing plans were being formulated
Mr.
and Mr.Sublime.
& Mrs
rather than an individual lawyer, last week.
North.
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NBC
Wants

Seeks
a Half-Hour

Less

During
Morning

FIRST FORMAL request from a
nationwide network for modification of the FCC's network regulations since they became effective
June 15 was filed with the Commission last week by NBC and a
majority of its affiliated stations.
The petition, signed by Niles
Trammell, NBC president, and 73
broadcasters representing 86 of its
affiliated stations, asked for modification of Rule 3.104 to allow the
network, under specified conditions,
, to utilize an additional half -hour
of option time in the evening period. Should a station not option
. the full three hours permissible in
i the 8 a.m.-l p.m. segment, NBC
asked that it be permitted in addition to the three hours in the
i 6 p.m.-ll p.m. segment, also to
option another half-hour in that
segment for network programs.
That would mean total time option
. in the night segment of not more
. than BV2 hours on any week day
or four hours on a Sunday.
Fewer Option Hours
NBC brought out that the total
daily time under option for net■ work programs would not exceed
that now authorized under the regulations but actually would result
1 in a smaller amount of total hours
being optioned.
The FCC Law Dept. took the pe! tition under advisement with prosI pects of action within a fortnight.
The petition was dated July 2, but
! was not filed with the FCC until
I Aug. 9, presumably because of the
- delay entailed in procuring signa! tures of affiliated stations.
- Last June, just prior to the efI fective date of the regulations, the
! FCC informally denied a petition
of Don Lee Broadcasting System
on the West Coast for modifica■ tion of the regulations to relieve
the burden upon regional networks
[Broadcasting, June 28]. There
was no formal opinion in that instance, with the denial based on
1 the Law Dept.'s conclusions that
no justification existed for the exceptions sought, relating primarily
to option time notice.
Affiliated stations of NBC which
Grocery Group
PLANS for an educational program on the production and distribution of food were revealed last
week by the Grocery Mfrs. of
America with the announcement of
the formation of an Organization
Committee to carry out this project. The committee consists of
James S. Adams, president of
Standard Brands; Alfred W.
Eames, president of California
Packing Corp.; H. J. Heinz II,
president of H. J. Heinz Co.
! BROADCASTING

More
Option
Time
in
Evening
ment shall not exceed three and Commission, petitioners plan to arwere signatories to the petition as
filed Aug. 9 were:
one-half hours on any weekday or
range for non-exclusive options to
NBC on not more than two hours
KANS KFAM KFYR KGBX KGNC
four
hours
on
a
Sunday."
KRGV KPRC KRIS KROC KSOO KELO
in each weekday morning segment
KVOO KWBW KYSM WALA WAML
Program Structure
of the broadcast day and no opWAVE WBAL WBEN WBLK WBOW
WBRC WBRE WCBA WSAN WCRS
NBC cited as reasons for the retions in the Sunday morning segWCSH WRDO WFEA WDAY WKBO
ment. In lieu thereof, petitioners
WORK WGAL WDEL WEBC WMFG
WHLB WEAU WEEU WFBC WFBG
will
arrange
for an additional half"1.
Program
structure
of
the
naWFLA WFOR WGBF WGCM WGKV
quest:tion his developed in such a man- hour in each weekday evening segWGY WHAM WHIS WSPD WHIZ
ment and an additional hour in the
WLOK WIBA WIRE WIS WISE WJAC
ner that the more important naWJAR WJAX WJDX WKBH WKPT
tional network programs are in the Sunday evening segment.
WKY WLAK WLW WMBG WMC WMRF
evening segment of the broadcast
WOPI WOW WPTF WRAK WRAW
"4. The proposed modification
WROL WSAM WSAV WSFA WSJS
day. The program policies and the will not result in any greater
WSM WSMB WSOC WSYR WTAR WTIC
WTMA WWJ.
broadcasting income of the affiliat- amount of daily time being under
ed stations as well as of the net- option for network programs than
Pertinent portions of the petiwork organizations are based upon is now permissible, but, on the contion were:
Modify Rule 3.104 by inserting that structure. Because of this fact,
trary, will result in a smaller
between the second and third sen- NBC, for many years, has had un- tioned.
amount of total hours being opder option from its affiliated statences: "In the event a station does
tions in the Eastern and Central
not option the full three hours per"5. Your petitioners believe that
missible under this regulation in time zones the following evening
the public interest, convenience and
the 8 a.m.-l p.m. segment of the hours (NYC time): Weekdays: 7- necessity will be promoted by the
7:30 p.m.
p.m. and 8-11 p.m. Sundays;
broadcast day, it may, in addition 7-11
to optioning three hours in the
requested change."
"2. To limit the networks to
6 p.m.-ll p.m. segment, also option in that segment for network three hours of option time in the FELTIS TO MANAGE
programs one-half of the difference evening segment of the broadcast
between three hours and the total day will disrupt the national pro- NEBRASKA
STATIONS
hours it options in the 8 a.m. to 1
gram service without correspondHUGH FELTIS, of Omaha, formering benefit to the local service.
p.m. segment; provided, however,
ly sales manager of KFAB KFOR
the total time optioned by a sta"3. If the requested modification
KOIL and manager of KOIL, has
tion in the 6 p.m. to 11 p.m. seg- in Regulation 3.104 is made by the been appointed general manager of

New

Moves

in

Congress

Seen

To
End
Petrillo's
Disc
Strike
NEW TALK of Congressional ac- Zaritsky, labor member [BROADCASTING,
August
2,
9].
tion this fall to end the year-old
Chairman Meyer conferred with
Petrillo-invoked recording ban developed last week coincident with representatives of both sides, to
procure factual data involved in
the postponement of the scheduled
War Labor Board panel inquiry the recording strike. It was indicated that a preliminary hearing
into the strike from Aug. 16 until
some time next month.
might be held on Sept. 3 but that a
definite date would be set this week.
Rep. Joseph C. Baldwin (R- The panel can recommend to WLB
N. Y.) announced last Thursday he that the musicians be ordered back
would seek to have legislation to work at any time during the
passed which would put recordings proceedings.
within the purview of the copyRep. Clark said that he would
right laws — a move fostered by
bill (HR-1570) inJames C. Petrillo, AFM president, endorse the
troduced last January by Rep.
and others in the recording field.
Hugh D. Scott, Jr. (R.-Pa.) which
This would mean that the per- would make recordings subject to
former would be entitled to royal- the copyright laws. It would give
ties when his recordings are broad- any recording on a disc, film, tape,
cast or otherwise publicly perother device or informed. Vigorously opposed by the wire, record orstrumentality
the same protection
broadcasting industry, such legis- of copyright accorded authors and
lation might sound the death knell composers.
of many small stations entirely deMr. Baldwin, who expressed conpendent upon recordings.
cern over the loss of revenue to
The scheduled Aug. 16 hearing symphony orchestras because of the
before the WLB tripartite panel ban as well as the lack of popular
was postponed last week when recordings, said he would press for
Joseph A. Padway, AFM general simultaneous action in both the
counsel, asked for the delay because House and Senate when Congress
of his illness. Tentatively Sept. 6 reconvenes. The Scott bill has been
(Labor Day) was set for the pro- pending before the House Committee on Patents since it was inceedings in New York but it was
troduced. Mr. Baldwin commented
indicated that an earlier date might
be established.
that the private purchasers of recordings will not be affected by the
The three members of the panel proposed legislation since royalty
are Arthur Meyer, of New York, bans would apply only to commerpublic member; Henry S. Woodcially used recordings and jukebridge, industry member; and Max boxes.
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t all three
Nebraska stations,
according to an nouanncement last
week. J He
ceeds
u d ssucon
Woods of Lincoln,
who resigned to
take a position
with Sales
Fea-of
tures Corp.
Feltis
San Francisco.
Mr. Woods had
been with the stations since 1938,
and had been Lincoln manager until early this year.
Mr. Feltis came to the Central
States System in April 1943 from
the BLUE station relations office
in New York, where he had spent
15 months. Before that he was commercial manager of KOMO-KJR
Seattle for seven years. He started
as a salesman for KVOS Bellingham, Wash., in 1929, and became
acting manager for KXRO Aberdeen and manager of KPQ Wenatchee, Wash., later moving to KFRB
Great Falls and KIDO Boise.

BACK IN MINNEAPOLIS recently for the fourth annual reception
and dinner for Minnesota mayors,
an event he sponsored four years
ago when general manager of
WCCO, was Earl Gammons
(right), in charge of CBS in
Washington. Host this year was A.
E. Joscelyn (left), present manager of WCCO. In center is M. L.
Kline, mayor of Minneapolis.
August
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Probe
License
Used

Reveals

Threats
to Force

Discharges
TESTIMONY that an OWI official
and an FCC attorney had conspired
to utilize the Commission's licensing power as a means of forcing
station managers to remove from
the air persons suspected of Fascists sympathies, without regard
for either the lack of proof of such
suspicions or the lack of legality
of such procedure, was the highlight of last week's hearings of the
House Select Committee investigating the FCC.
Robert K. Richards, assistant to
J. H. Ryan, broadcasting chief of
the Office of Censorship, testified
to an agreement between Lee Falk,
in charge of foreign language radio
for the OWI, and Sidney Spear,
FCC attorney, whereby Mr. Falk
would ask for the discharge of suspected persons and Mr. Spear would
hold up the issuance of station licenses until the stations had complied with Mr. Falk's request.
WOV Sale Involved
Details of the proposed sale of
WOV, New York, by Arde Bulova
to the Meister brothers, and of the
alleged refusal of the FCC to approve the transfer of license because of a newspaper attack on
Andrea Luotto, New York advertising man who would have become
manager of the station under the
new ownership, occupied much of
the week's proceedings, which were
curtailed by illness of Eugene L.
Garey, counsel for the Committee.

CONGRATULATING Palmer Hoyt
(right), operator of KGW-KEX,
Portland, and publisher of Portland Oregonian, on his recent appointment as domestic director of
OWI, is James Abbe (left) BLUE
news commentator whose broadcasts originate from KEX. Employes of radio stations and newspaper staged a luncheon for Mr.
Hoyt who assumed his Washington
duties earlier in the summer.
Page 10 • August
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Connivance

The week was also marked by a
series of arguments between Mr.
Garey and FCC counsel Charles R.
Denny, who on several occasions
demanded an immediate opportunity to answer Mr. Garey's
charges. In each instance Rep. Edward J. Hart (D-N. J.), chairman
of the subcommittee in charge of
this section of the hearings, denied
Mr. Denny's plea, ordering him to
wait until he was called by Mr.
Garey, who is in charge of the
order of the presentation of evidence before the Committee.
Most spirited exchange occurred
when Mr. Garey accused Nathan
David, assistant to Mr. Denny, of
instructing a future witness in the
testimony he is to present to the
Committee, a charge that evoked
an immediate and vigorous protest
from both Mr. Denny and Mr.
David. Unable to answer before the
Committee, the FCC held a press
conference following the day's session of the hearings, at which the
accusation was vehemently denied.
FCC counsel also utilized press
releases to present his arguments
to the public. Following Mr. Garey's
explanation that the hearings were
like a jigsaw puzzle in which many
apparently isolated facts will eventually fit together to give a complete picture, the Commission
issued a release quoting FCC
Chairman James Lawrence Fly's
report: "Actually, with the committee counsel parading isolated
bits of testimony to make sensational headlines, he is making the
investigation more like the old
shell
Mr.game."
Garey indicated that the
New York phase of the investigation probably would continue
through the week of Aug. 23. He
expressed the hope that the foreign language phase would be
cleared up during the Aug. 16
week. Then the committee plans to
cover the WMCA sales transaction
whereby Edward J. Noble, contracted purchaser of the BLUE
Network, acquired the station in
1941 for $940,000 (including accounts receivable) which precipitated considerable controversy.
Donald Flamm, who sold the station to Mr. Noble and is a bidder
for its reacquisition, is expected
to be called as a witness, along
with a number of his former associates in the station and with representatives ofthe purchaser, probably including Mr. Noble.
Possible Delay
It is unlikely that the Washington phase of the proceedings will be
resumed in the immediate future.
Chairman Cox of the Committee
last week wired Rep. Louis E.
Miller (R-Mo.) asking him if he
could return to Washington to preside. Mr. Miller Thursday advised
Judge Cox he would be in Washington from Aug. 25 to Aug. 30
and available for the assignment.
No decision has been reached re-

of

garding the resumption of hearings, however. If the hearings are
undertaken Aug. 25 or thereabouts,
it is expected they will cover matters incident to draft deferments
of FCC employees. Fred L. Walker,
assistant general counsel of the
Committee, would handle the examinationYork.
during Mr. Garey's absence in New
Like a Puzzle
When the second week of the
New York hearings got under way
last Tuesday morning, Chairman
Cox of the House Select Committee investigating the FCC had
joined Reps. Hart (D-N. J.) and
Wigglesworth (R-Mass.), on the
dais. Rep. Hart continued to preside, however, as chairman of the
subcommittee in charge of this part
of the hearings.
Committee Counsel Garey began
by reading a statement "of the
purpose for which certain testimony has been and will be offered."
Likening this phase of the investi-

Publications

OWI-FCC
gation to the working of a jigsaw
puzzle, he said that each piece of
testimony must be inserted separately into its proper place, but
that all the pieces must be in place
before the picture can be seen.
"From the record thus far," he
said, "it appears that, in one foreign language broadcasting station
in New York City, the program
director, the announcer, the script
writer, the censor and the monitor
of the Italian language programs
are all aliens or persons owing
their positions to the OWI with
theExplaining
approval of
FCC."
thatthethis
situation is
not peculiar to this single station
or city, but prevails generally in
foreign language stations throughout the country, Mr. Garey recited
these apparently unrelated facts
from which the picture must be
further developed: "OWI had the
men and the material. It had the
proper dye to color the news. It
(Continued on page A9)

Display

Further

Interest

As Cox Hits Foreign Tongue Activity
SHARP REVIVAL of editorial "very nature of foreign language
page interest in the House Select broadcasting makes it inevitably,
Committee investigation of the in war time, a part of the semiFCC has developed in recent days,
official voice of the country." Concluding, the editorial proposes that
with scorching diatribes both for
"a
Congressional
investigation of
and against the FCC in metropolitan newspapers and magazines of Congress might be as useful a place
national circulation.
begin as any other."
As against biting criticism of the to Citing
the foreign language perCommission and its Chairman,
sonnel technique as described by
James Lawrence Fly, appearing in Mr. Richards, the Wall Street Journal said that this amounted to the
Collier's (Aug. 14 issue) the New
York Sun (Aug. 11) and the Wall use by the Commission (through
Street Journal (Aug. 12) the New
its agents) of its licensing power
York tabloid PM, which has been "to censor broadcasts, when the
vigorously pro-FCC, the Washingno such
said
ton Post, which likewise has beat law
theregave
was itonly
one power."
word forIt such
out a steady tattoo against the Cox
action — "usurpation".
inquiry, and New York HeraldDeclaring that the method used
Tribune
(Aug.
12)
condemned
the
by the FCC and OWI foreign
committee.
language employes is a "peculiarly
'Pressure' Criticized
flagrant case of abuse", the New
York paper said this sort of thing
The Sun editorial, entitled "Presmust
be stopped "if we are to keep
sure: FCC Type", alluded to the our liberties".
The surest way to
testimony adduced at the New York
stop it is to invest with powers
phase of the Cox inquiry on such
as we have to delegate to
methods used by the FCC and OWI
in seeking to control foreign lan- administrative agencies only officials whom "we fully trust not to
guage broadcasts. It referred to
abuse them or permit their subortestimony of Robert K. Richards,
Office of Censorship radio official,
dinates to do so."
who had described a conversation
'Reflects on Rayburn'
with Sidney Spear, an FCC attorThese procedures, which Mr.
ney, telling how "with the connivance of the OWI, unwanted broadSpear had described as "a little
extra-legal", were cited by the
casters were removed from the air
through withholding renewals of of
newspaper
as akintheto foundation
the "gnawingof
borers within
licenses for the station employing
the Four Freedoms, and is likely
In an editorial "Propaganda Is to increase the demand for freedom from bureaucratic machinaPropaganda",
the New York Herthem".
ald-Tribune chastised the Cox comThe Washington Post (Aug. 12)
mittee for a publicity piece criticizing FCC foreign language ac- resumed its attack upon Congress
tions". more particularly Speaker
tivities. The paper called the argu- and
(Continued on page £8)
ment unimpressive and said the
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Hatchery Men.
DEALERS.
GRAIN

DEALERS

LANDSLIDE
$

JOIN

FOR

Here is still another — GRAIN

THE

W-H-Of

For the past several months, various Associa-

Billboards

Preferred by

0.0%

Newspapers

Preferred by

7.8%

Farm Papers

Preferred by 32.1%

Radio

Preferred by 60.0%

tions and research specialists have been questioning
different groups of dealers in Iowa, asking them

Note that Radio received nearly two-thirds of all
votes cast. WHO

"What advertising medium in Iowa gives you the
greatest help —

Billboards, Newspapers,

Farm

— more than six times as many as the second station— more than fourteen times as many as the
third station!

Papers, Radio?"
Also "What

alone received 37.2% of all votes

one newspaper, billboard company,

farm paper or radio station do you prefer?"
Thus far we've published the results on Grocers
and Meat Dealers, Druggists, Feed Dealers, and

Do you want more proof than this? If so^ we've got
lots of it— and it's yours for the asking. Write for
it— or ask Free 8C Peters!

WHO

^

PLUS!
for IOWA
DES MOINES . . . 50,000 WATTS

+

B. J. PALMER, PRESIDENT
J. O. MALAND, MANAGER
FREE 8i PETERS, INC . . . National Representative*
BROADCASTING
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Nunn
Reorganization
For

Plan

Outlined

Blackett-Sample-Hummert

Hooked
AN URGENT request went
from WCPO Cincinnati recently to Strauchen & McKin
Adv., to "please get your
client's catfish bait out of our
office." It wasn't hard to
understand
predicament, for 63WCPO's
different
baits
for catfish had piled up after
the sponsor of the Cincinnati
Sportlight had made a single
request for listeners to send
in their pet recipe for catfish
bait.

New Agency To Be Formed By Sample, Dancer;
Hummert in Own Production Company
PLANS for reorganization of
licity man, coiner of the Liberty
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, one of Loan slogan "Bonds or Bondage"
which has been revived for use in
the most active advertising agencies in the radio field and since
World War II, Mr. Hummert
1935 top agency in respect to net- joined Blackett and Sample in 1927
work billing, were disclosed last and soon became active in radio,
week, following the announcement
pioneering especially in the field of
of E. Frank Hummert that he will the day-time serial. Just Plain Bill,
which Mr. Hummert put on the RKO EXPANDS PLANS
sever his connection with the agency at the termination of his pres- air in 1932-1933, is still heard five
times a week on NBC. In addition
IN THIRD FILM DRIVE
ent contract on Dec. 31, 1943. Mr.
Hummert also stated that J. G. to his serials, Mr. Hummert also RKO Radio Pictures, New York,
Sample and Hill Blackett, who own
produces several musical shows, in- is following up its successful use
cluding the American Album of of radio in connection with "Hitthe agency on a 50-50 basis, have
Familiar Muic which has been on
ler's Children", "This Land is
agreed to dissolve their partnerthe air since 1931.
Mine", and other films [Broadship at the end of their present
casting, May 31, June 14] with an
agreement in August, 1944, at
even more extensive campaign for
which time Mr. Sample and H. M.
"Behind the Rising Sun". Plan is
Chrysler Agency
Dancer, president of B-S-H, are
to use recorded quarter-hour proexpected to form a new company
grams, recorded spots, and station
CHRYSLER SALES Division,
to continue in the agency business.
Chrysler Corp., Detroit, has ap- breaks for about 10 days prior to
Mr. Hummert said that he and
pointed McCann-Erickson, Detroit, the opening of the film in each
as its advertising agency, and is area, following through with speMrs. Hummert, who are currently
preparing a campaign keyed to its
cial "after opening" announcein charge of the preparation and
ments once the picture is showing.
in the field of war prodproduction of 17 network pro- activities
Film had its world premiere in
ucts. Division formerly placed its
grams, 13 of them daytime serials, advertising
business direct. No ra- Boston, Aug. 3. For the. ten-day
will continue their activities in that
period preceding the opening, RKO
dio has been announced in connecfield after the first of next year,
tion with the forthcoming camsponsored a series of three recorded discs at varying times on the
forming their own production compaign. Parent company is the spon- 21 outlets
of the Yankee Network.
pany, Hummert Radio Productions.
sor
of
Major
Bowes'
Amateurs,
a
Station breaks and recorded spot
CBS institutional show handled
He said that the rights to these
were also used. Two
programs are all vested in either through Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chrys- announcements
of the discs consisted of dramas
ler agency for the Dodge Division.
himself or Mrs. M. Hummert and
Ayer & Son recently ac- and brief interviews, including one
are not controlled by B-S-H, so that N. W. quired
the Plymouth Motor Divi- with J. B. Powell, former editor
a sponsor of any of them who
sion account.
of China Weekly, who lost both
might wish to transfer his account
his feet as the result of Japanese
from B-S-H to another agency
tortures. Another disc presents interviews with James R. Young, auwould be in no danger of losing
B & W Returns
thor of the novel Behind the Rishis program thereby.
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOing Sun, and with Gwenn Dew,
Tried to Buy Blackett Out
BACCO Corp., Louisville (Raleigh foreign correspondent for the Detroit Press, and author of Prisoner
cigarettes), on Sept. 14 will sponConfirming the general underRed Skelton's return to the air of the Japs.
standing in advertising circles, Mr. on asor13-week
contract, replacing its
Discs are being sent to other
Hummert said that Mr. Sample
summer show, Beat the Band, with territories for placement in a plan
has been endeavoring to buy out Hildegarde, at the same time period, similar to the Boston promotion
10:30 p.m. Tuesdays on NBC. Ef- on local stations. Film opens next
Mr. Blackett's interest in the agenfective Sept. 15, Hildegarde will be in the Northwest area and moves
cy for several years, but that they
featured by the sponsor in the back to the Mid-West, later shiftwere never able to reach an agreetime period now occupied by
ment on terms. Dissatisfaction
ing to Los Angeles. Time-purchasing will encompass small as well
Tommy Dorsey, 8:30-9:00 p.m.,
stemmed, Mr. Hummert reported,
Wednesdays on NBC. Russel M. as key cities. Agency for RKO is
from the fact that the Sterling
Seeds, Chicago, is agency.
Foote, Cone & Belding, New York.
Drug and American Home Products business, which Mr. Hummert controls, plus the Procter &
Gamble Co. and General Mills business placed through B-S-H, controlled by Mr. Sample and Mr.
Dancer, account for 91 per cent
of the agency's revenue.
Explaining his own connection
with the agency, Mr. Hummert
said that despite the use of his
name, he has never been a partner
nor held stock in the company. His
contract, he said, calls for a salary
plus a percentage of the agency's
profits, which in recent years has
totaled between $100,000 and $130,000 a year. Air Features, company
casting and directing the Hummert programs, is in no way owned
PREVIEW OF FALL advertising plans occasioned this Hollywood concr controlled by B-S-H, Mr. Humference of CBS promotional staff with Paul Hollister, visiting New York
mert said, and will continue its vice-president
in charge of sales promotion. Idea-conceivers (1 to r) are
present functions after he leaves
Jim Cantwell, West Coast art chief; Mr. Hollister; George L. Moskovics,
the agency.
Pacific Coast sales promotion manager, and Irvin Borders, West Coast
A former newspaper and pubcopy chief.
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in Air Project

CAPT. GILMORE NUNN, Lexington, Ky., part owner with Lindsey Nunn, his father, of three stations, is a partner in a group of
four applying for a CAB permit
to operate a feeder airline. The
line would use helicopter and other
aircraft to serve more than 100
cities and towns in Texas, Oklahoma, New Mexico and Kansas.
Capt. Nunn is now overseas with
the Priorities Division of the Army
Transport Command. He has had
extensive aeronautical experience.
The Nunn stations are WLAP
Lexington; WCMI Ashland, Ky.;
KFDA Amarillo, Tex.
P & G Mystery Series
DEPARTING from "soap operas"
as daytime fare, Procter & Gamble,
Cincinnati, will sponsor a mystery
show in the 2:45-3 p.m. period on
25 CBS outlets, having secured radio rightsfeatured
to the in
"Perry
Mason"of
character
the novels
that name, by Earle Gardner. Aired
in behalf of Camay and Ivory
Flakes, series will replace CBS
version
Pepper through
Young's Family
in the ofMonday
Friday
2:45 p.m. period, the NBC Pepper
Young program continuing as heretofore 3:30-3:45 p.m. Starting date
has not been set. Agency is Pedlar
& Ryan, New York.
Revlon on Blue
REVLON PRODUCTS will sponsor a series featuring Gertrude
Lawrence in a half-hour program
on the BLUE to promote a new
face
and
other powder
cosmetics."Windmilled",
Revlon will start
the program Sept. 30, tentatively
titled Gertrude Lawrence's Guest
House in the Thursday, 10:30-11
p.m. period on the BLUE, reenacting excerpts from films and plays
by the actors and actresses who
played the leading roles. Agency is
William H. Weintraub & Co., New
York.
General

Tire Series

DESCRIBED as the "biggest show
originating
Boston"by istheThanks
to America, from
sponsored
General Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, and
heard over WNAC on Sundays
from 5:30-6 p.m. Audiences of
close to 1000 have attended each
of the first two broadcasts which
are part of the 26-week series saluting
everythinginclude
typically
Amer-of
ican.
Broadcasts
stories
Americans on the home front and
have as guest star some famous
celebrity of stage or screen.
Northwest

Group

FORMATION of Southwest Washington Broadcasters comprising
KELA Centralia-Chehalis, KGY
Olympia, and KXRO AberdeenHoquiam was announced last week
for the purpose of offering the
three stations to national advertisers as a unit. Howard H. Wilson Co. has been appointed representative. The three stations are
all members of Mutual-Don Lee.
Schedules have been simplified and
coordinated. A unified weekly program schedule has been developed.
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W-l-T-H

AND

Some

Notional Accounts

FULL

CREDIT"

COMPLETE

The Product:

Phonograph

records.

The Problem:

Selling records without

\i

On W-l-T-H

Now

GETS

the usual

tie-up of favorite recording artists to help push
the sale.

Atlantic Refining Co.
Foodex
Wards

Bread

American

The Solution:

Spot announcements

frequently

throughout the day and night on Station W-I-T-H.

Chicle
li

Jests

The ReSultS:
Medrex

for the records exceed

the supply! The sponsor says, W-I-T-H GETS FULL
AND
COMPLETE
CREDIT FOR PUTTING

Dr. Pierce
Seaboard

The demand

ACROSS

Finance

A NEW

PRODUCT

LY DIFFICULT

MARKET.

IN AN

EXTREME-

Mercurex
Resinol
THE

Stanback
Sunway

Vitamins

Royal Crown

PEOPLE'S

VOICE

IN BALTIMORE

On the air 24 hours a day — seven days a week

Cola

Rem
Represented Nationally

Pepsi Cola

by Headley-Reed

True Story
Supersuds
Bond Bread
Sold Medal

Capsules
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Tinsley, President
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RADIO AND ADVERTISING executives dine in Chicago to celebrate
inauguration of two programs on WMAQ, Chicago, sponsored by Kroger Grocery and Baking Co., Cincinnati. Seated (1 to r) : Oliver Morton,
NBC spot and local sales manager; H. V. McNamara, general manager
of the Chicago division, Krogers; Miss Helen Kennedy, radio director,
Krogers; Jules Herbuveaux, NBC Central Division program manager;
Harold Reade, Kroger produce operator. New programs are Editor's
Daughter and Linda's First Love, daytime serials.

New

Job

Freeze

Engineers
in
BROADCAST engineers will have
to be hired exclusively through
the USES, and other radio personnel will be frozen solidly into their
jobs when regional and local labor
stabilization agreements are adjusted to comply with new instructions sent out over the weekend by
the War Manpower Commission
and Selective Service.
The radio engineers were included in a list of 149 occupations
considered "critical" by the War
Manpower Commission and called
specifically to the attention of draft
boards as hard to replace. No other
radio personnel were included in
the critical list, but radio's classification as an essential industry remains unchanged by the new developments.
How It Operates
In announcing the list of critical
occupations, Paul V. McNutt, chief
of the WMC, emphasized the announcement of the list of critical
occupations does not modify or abrogate essential lists previously
established. Explaining that all
critical occupations were from the
essential list, he said War Manpower wanted to inform draft
boards of skills of which there was
a shortage on a national scale. For
inclusion on the list, he explained,
the shortage must be such that it
threatened to impede war production or essential supporting activity.
In three separate steps over the
weekend, WMC established the new
critical list; set up entirely new
standards governing transfer of
workers in their jobs; extended the
non-deferable list of occupations
and activities to force more manpower into essential industries and
the armed forces.
Actually only a small number of
radio technicians will be covered
by the critical list, for the WMC
has limited the term "Radio Engito include
only technical
specially
skilled neer"
men.
Most radio
people are considered as "Radio

U.

Policy
S.

Puts

Control

Broadcast Technicians", and although these people will still be on
the essential list, they need not be
hired through USES.
According to the critical list, engineers, both professional and technical, are:
"Persona actually engaged as engineers
in the operating, research
or teaching
phases of these professions, who are qualified either by having met the educational
requirements or because of long experiThe Dictionary of Occupational
Titles, used by USES, defines Raence."
dio Engineers as:
"An Electrical Engineer. Assumes full
responsibility for the technical operation
of a radio station in conformance with
the regulations of the FCC: (1) maintains the operation of the radio station
equipment: diagnoses the causes of the
faults in the radio equipment that result
in the station being inoperative, and repairs or adjusts the equipment to place
the station back in operation ( this requires a thorough knowledge of the behavior of the various pieces of equipment
and constant study and research on the
part of Radio Engineers); tunes transmitter so that it will operate at best efficiency. ... (4) supervises the work of the
Radio Operators and instruct them as
to changes in operation necessary for efficient broadcasting."
In addition to the title "Radio
Engineers", WMC has on its essential list, but not on its critical list,
"Radio Broadcast Technicians"
covering control room man, four
grades of control supervisors, field
engineer, radio operator and studio engineer.
Lawrence Apply, assistant to Mr.
McNutt, told a radio and press conference Thursday that the WMC
intended to meet the calls of the
armed forces without cutting war
production. He said the new program was closely tied with recent
announcement of the imminent induction of fathers. He declared no
man could any longer be free of
responsibility in the war effort
merely because he has children.
Everyone, including fathers, he
said, must be in an essential job
or in uniform. Mr. Apply implied
that fathers going into essential
jobs under this program would enjoy longer deferment from service,
but he would not predict how many
would be called.
Under the new stabilization poli-
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cy outlined in a revised Regulation 7issued at the same time, War
Manpower virtually shut off all
job switches in essential industries.
The new regulations specifically defined the conditions under which an
employer may issue certificates of
availability, and under which
workers might get certificates from
USES. None of these allowed for
ordinary switches to new or betterpaid
jobs. the revised Regulation 7,
Under
employers may issue certificates to
employes when: They are discharged or employment is terminated; when they are laid off for
a period of seven or more days;
when continuation would involve
undue hardship; when wage or
salary is below standards established by State or Federal Regulations, or below a level established
by the War Labor Board and the
employer has failed to adjust the
wage in accordance with the level.
A statement of availability may
be had from USES if the employer
fails to supply one in any of the
above cases, or if the employer has
failed to comply with the stabilization agreement, if an individual is
employed at less than full time or
at a job which does not utilize his
highest recognized skill for which
there is a need in the war effort.
Essential Workers
The new Regulation 7 provides
that an employe must be hired
through the USES if he is on the
Jist of critical occupations. The
only radio personnel so listed is
engineers. No radio personnel appears on the expanded non-essential list.
Other new employes who must
be hired through USES are those
whose last previous jobs have been
in critical occupations; persons
who have lived in the locality less
than 30 days; persons who have
been engaged in agriculture.
WMC declared that the stabilization agreements must prevent employers from advertising or soliciting individuals except under
conditions of the stabilization
plans. In most cases this would
mean that help wanted ads would
refer the employe to the USES
for clearance.
In announcing the plan, WMC
said it intended to force all skilled
persons into a job where their skill
would be most fully utilized. Persons having critical skills will be
expected to get into critical jobs
by Oct. 1, Mr. McNutt said, or lose
any
claim to Selective Service deferment.
This would mean that radio engineers now engaged in less skilled
work might have to register with
the USES and offer themselves
for radio jobs.
Quick Action Seen
War Manpower also issued over
the weekend a revised Regulation
4, delegating additional powers to
regional officers in setting up stabilization plans. All of the weekend's orders from Washington represented statements of policy, and
none of these actions become effecBROADCASTING

Porter To OES
PAUL A. PORTER, former Washington attorney for CBS, has been
appointed
to the Office
of Eco-to
nomic Stabilization,
as assistant
Judge Fred M.
Vinson, the White
House announced
Friday.
Mr. with
Porter had been
the
Government
since June, 1940,
Mr. forter

when he was
named ex(ecutive
assistant
Chesservmg
ter Davisto
who
at
on
the

National
Defense that
Commission,
diWas
time policy.
Mr Por
rectingter
national agricultural
Mr. Porter was later director of
Rent Control for OPA, and more
recently, deputy director of the
War Food Administration.
Tyler TYLER
Named has been
DR. I. KEITH
assigned acting director of radio
education for Ohio State U. Director of the radio division in Ohio
State's Bureau of Educational Research, Dr. Tyler has been loaned
for the coming year to get the new
university-wide program under
way. In his
post he
coordinate thenew
activities
of will
WOSU,
university station; radio courses
offered in the various departments ;
and the radio research conducted
by the Bureau of Educational Research.
New Carter Show
CARTER PRODUCTS, New York,
will replace Inner Sanctum Mysteries on the BLUE Sun., 8:30-9
p.m., with a musical show, starting
Sept. 5. and bearing the title Keepsakes. New program will feature
Dorothy Kirsten, soprano, and
Mark Liver
Harrell,
Carter'sto
Little
Pills singer.
will continue
be promoted in this period. Agency
is Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
Blue San Diego Shift
BLUE will shift its San Diego outlet effective Sept. 1 when KFMB,
becomes an affiliate, replacing
KFSD. KFMB is operated by the
Worcester Broadcasting Corp., with
250 watts on 1450 kc. KFSD operates with 1,000 watts on 600 kc.
Airfan Radio Corp. Ltd. is the
operator.
tive until adopted locally, which in
most cases will be in a few days.
Maj. Gen. Lewis B. Hershey, director of Selective Service in two
directives to draft boards informed
his organization of the new program. He reminded boards that it
was part of their responsibility to
select for retention in the civilian
economy an adequate supply of
labor for production and supporting activities. He said, "agencies
of the Selective Service system
will give careful consideration to
the fact that a registrant is engaged in war production or in support of the
effort." It onis imperativewar
that registrants
the
critical list in war production or
support of the war production be
given grave consideration for deferment," he declared.
• Broadcast
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To
FM

144*

stations

broadcasters
right

No other manufacturer offers so much
FM equipment and experience.
From helping you select the best transmitter site to providing a full line of FM
equipment, from microphone to antenna,
G.E. offers you complete service.
For instance, G.E. can supply its exclusive S-T relay equipment to bridge the
gap between studio and transmitter without wires, enabling you to locate your
station for maximum coverage, and your
studio for maximum convenience.
General Electric has built more FM
transmitters than any other manufacturer
. . . more than a third of all stations.

after

planning
the

war

General Electric is the only manufacturer that has built both FM transmitters
and FM home receivers.

every General Electric dealer in your
vicinity, the sale of FM home receivers
is pushed in a determined drive to help
you establish your station and FM in

General Electric's line of FM equipment includes : Broadcast apparatus, studio
equipment, police radio, military radio,
complete S-T FM relay equipment, monitoring equipment, high -gain antennas,
home receivers.

It's area.
not too soon now to start detailed
your
plans. We invite your inquiries. . . . Write
to Electronics Department, General
Electric, Schenectady, New York.

General Electric is the only manufacturer who offers a complete promotional
plan and local promotional effort on the
day your General Electric FM station
opens its doors. In newspapers, over local
radio, with publicity releases and through

Tune in "THE WORLD TODAY" and hear the news
direct from the men who tee it happen, every evening
except Sunday at 6:45 E.W.T. over CBS. On Sunday
evenings listen to the G-E "Hour of Charm" over
NBC network.
* According to a recent G-E survey oj broadcasters.

GENERAL

#

ELECTRIC

FM

• TELEVISION
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Proprietaries
WABC's
Fall

Top

RADIO

Earliest

Sponsor

List

July Bookings 525% Ahead
Of Last Year's Business
SHOWING a 525% increase over
business signed in July, 1942,
WABC, New York, this year established an all-time high (July high
for future bookings) with 13 new
bookings and six renewals previously unreported and signed before Aug. 1. The bookings were not
only greater than any other July,
but were the second all-time high
for any month, the record having
been attained in August, 1942, according to Arthur Hull Hayes, general manager.
"Never before have advertisers
signed for fall campaigns so early,"
he said, attributing this in part to
the desire of fall advertisers to obtain the best availablities by pushing forward their starting dates,
and to greater activities in general
among advertisers. With June business well ahead of June, 1942, and
July and August schedules indicating an increase in billings over
these months last year, Mr. Hayes
predicted one of the best years in
the station's history.
Proprietaries Lead
Advertisers in the proprietary
field are outstanding in the list of
those who have already reserved
spots on WABC's
fall and inwinter
schedule.
New accounts
this
category, whose contracts go into
effect between Aug. 10 and Oct. 12
include: Cocilana Inc., (cough
drops), thru Al Paul Lefton Co.;
Grove Labs., (vitamin products),
thru Russel M. Seeds; Beaumont
Labs., St. Louis (Four-Way Cold
Tablets), thru Donahue & Coe; McKesson & Robbins Inc. (Calox,
Bexel, Albolene), thru J. D.
Tarcher & Co.; Vick Chemical Co.,
(Vapo-Rub, Vatronol), thru Morse
International, and Wildroot Inc.
(Cream Oil Formula), thru BBDO.
Food Sponsors
Food companies who have placed
fall and winter business on WABC,
New York, include: Dryden &
Palmer Inc. (Gravy Master seasoning) thru Samuel C. Croot Co.;
Pillsbury Flour Mills (Wheat Soy
Rice Pancake Mix) , thru McCannErickson Inc.; Sheffield Farms Co.
(dairy products), thru N. W. Ayer
& Sons and G. Washington Co.
(broth), thru Cecil & Presbrey. In
the wearing apparel field, Simon
Ackerman, men's clothing store has
signed for participations, starting
Sept. 13, thru Ehrlick & Newirth,
and Griffin Mfg. Co. has taken additional participations for shoe
polish.
Bulova Watch Co., Griffin Mfg.
Co., Interwoven Stocking Co.,
Kerr's Butter Scotch, Manhattan
Soap Co., and Savings Bank of
New York State, have all renewed.
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Disaster Threatened N. Y. Summer

Hotels Until

Radio Brought Capacity Bookings
A BUSINESS disaster, which could or return from the hotels once they
be averted only by carrying a had started out.
message to the public with the utSecuring additional buses from
most speed and effectiveness, has the local school systems, the hotels,
been turned aside this summer by in cooperation with the railroad,
a group of between 200 and 300
a new and better route behotels in upstate New York, and set up tween
New York and the resort
the credit has been given mainly region. The next step was to pubto radio advertising.
licize the route without further deThe radio experience not only relay,
as the summer season was alsulted in capacity bookings for
ready well under way. Realizing
summer resorts which were facing that newspapers alone could not do
one of the worst summer seasons
the quick job needed, the hotels decided to throw the bulk of their
in years — it also sold the smaller
individual hotels on radio — medium
advertising into radio.
the majority have been hesitant to
Cooperating in the project were
use, according to Jack Steiner, ac- two major hotel associations and
count executive of Blackstone Co., several hundred hotels, including
New York, agency placing the busi- about 25 large establishments.
ness.
Each contributed to the advertising
At least four or five hotel men,
appropriation
in proportion to numpreviously uninterested in radio,
ber of rooms and prices.
have already expressed their intenAbout eight major stations in
tion of buying time in the future,
after seeing their problems solved New York were chosen to get the
message across. Popular tunes with
by radio.
a theme tying in with the vacation
Transportation Problem
spirit were combined with live commercials in a five-minute program
The assignment, in brief, was to
tell the people of New York that, aired about 70 times weekly on all
reports to the contrary, they could stations for a three-week period
get to Sullivan County in the Cats- from June 25 through July 14.
kill Mountains for week-ends or Listeners were given specific instructions on how to reach the
longer vacations. Hotel clientele in
this region was dropping to a dan- hotels by train and bus.
gerously low level as the result of
Testifying to the effectiveness of
the drive, 8,500 additional guests
an
over-taxed
transportation
system.
arrived at the hotels via the new
Contributing factors included a radio-publicized route one week
50% reduction in bus service be- after the schedule had been under
tween railroad stations and hotels, way. Vacationers continued to flock
an over-crowding of trains, aggra- to the Catskills in unprecedented
vated by the fact that 80% of the numbers, filling the hotels to caguests were accustomed to travel
pacity. With advance bookings indicating plenty of business for the
to the Catskills by motor. In consequence, reports were circulating remainder of the season, the radio
that hundreds were unable to reach schedule was discontinued.
Wene Seeks Control
APPLICATION was filed with the
FCC last week to permit Rep.
Elmer H. Wene (D-N. J.) to acquire control of WTTM Trenton,
through purchase of 43% shares
of stock from A. Harry Zoog, station manager. Congressman Wene
is president of the Trent Broadcasting Corp., licensee of the station. He is the owner of WSNJ,
Bridgeton, N. J., and holds a minorCity. ity interest in WFPG, Atlantic

Sunspot Trouble
SUDDEN ACTIVITY of sunspots,
beginning Aug. 5, created atmosphere disturbances which resulted
in a complete wash-out of several
incoming shortwave network programs and sporadic periods of
poor receptivity all around. Condition continued for almost a week,
with activity most intense over the
weekend, Aug. 7 and 8. Disturbance had subsided by last Thursday, Aug. 12.
Lt. Garey Missing

WJZ Transmitter Site
WJZ New York, will start construction ofits transmitter at Lodi,
N. J., Aug. 18, and expects to
completemitterbuilding
of the of
transand reconstruction
its
640-foot tower within the next
four months. Mark Woods, BLUE
president, will officially break
ground at the new location. Transmitter is being moved from present
site at Boundbrook, N. J., to make
way for erection there of a shortwave transmitter by the Office of
War Information.
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LT. JOHN H. GAREY, former
guide was
on reported
NBC's guest
relations
staff
missing
after
his plane failed to return from a
mission over Hanover, Germany,
on July 26, according to word received by his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John Garey, of Montclair, N. J.
RAYMOND CLAPPER has returned
to London, and now broadcasts his
commentaries on Mutual from that
city. He was recently stationed in
North Africa, and took off from there
to witness the first bombing of Rome.
BROADCASTING

KAER AND NEVUS
HEAD GE DIVISIONS
NEW MANAGERS of the receiver and tube divisions of General
Electric's Electronic department
are respectively I. J. Kaer and G.
W. Nevin, according to Dr. W. R.
G. Baker, vice-president in charge
of the department.
Mr. Kaer was formerly managing engineer of the receiver division and has had considerable experience in the development of various phases of radio since he
joined General Electric as a student engineer in 1924.
Mr. Nevin, new manager of the
tube division, has had considerable
experience with the accounting department of General Electric, and
prior to his present appointment
was chairman of the management
committee of the tube division.
Four Join BLUE
THREE additional 250-watt stations join the BLUE within the
next 30 days bringing the total
number of affiliates to 163. Effective
Aug. 23, WBML, Macon, Ga., joins
the network as a supplementary
station, and WGCM, Gulfport,
Miss., becomes an affiliate on a
similar basis Sept. 19. WTRC,
Elkhart, Ind., becomes affiliated
with the BLUE as a basic supplementary station Aug. 30. WSBA,
York, Pa., joins the BLUE Aug. 16.
It operates with 1,000 w daytime.
FTC-Nestles Truce
CLOSING
a case against
Nestles Milk ofProducts,
New York,
over advertising for Nescafe, powdered coffee extract, was announced by the Federal Trade
Commission last week. FTC said
the action was discontinued without prejudice to reopening if facts
should warrant, after Nestles
agreed to insert in advertising for
the product information disclosing
of added carbohythe proportion
drates itcontained.
Graduates Placed
GRADUATES from WEEI Boston,
Second School for Announcers to receive recent placement are : Douglas
Oliver, to WLAW Lawrence, Mass. ;
Louis J. Rocke, to WGAN Portland,
Me. ; and Theodore B. Beebe, to
WKNE Keene, N. H. School is directed by Arthur F. Edes, radio director at Emerson College and Raymond
manager. G. Girardin, WEEI production
Not the Only One
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
We note on page 51 of the Aug.
2, 1943 issue of Broadcasting a
picture of Miss Lois Beckham, who
is claimed to be the only girl transmitter operator of a 50 kw station
in the country.
We respectfully beg to differ with
this statement. For over a year
KSL's 50 kw transmitter near Saltair, Utah has had a girl operator,
Opal Cummins Stroh, 23, of Salt
Lake City, Utah. In addition to
the first class radio telephone
license which she holds, Mrs. Stroh
possesses a BS degree in electrical
engineering, University of Utah
1939, and does a double duty as an
assistant to the chief engineer as
well as transmitter operator.
Eugene G. Pack
Technical Director
Aug. 5, 1943
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What's

going

on

here?

A one-minute announcement. That's all.
That's all— except Showmanship. Showmanship, in terms of music.
Music that makes you think Hedy Lamour just whistled at you.
All that skill and effort, to make one-minute come ALIVE, is
just WBBM's professional way of broadcasting. Real showmanship means not only the kind of oomph you put behind
a solid hour of big name talent. It means doing everything
as dramatically as it can be done.

MAKES

EVERY

MINUTE

COUNT!

So this is not the usual phonograph record announcement
hopper. WBBM audiences deserve better. We built as good a
show as we know how (we call it Gold Coast Rhythms), put the
announcements between superb live musical numbers by a
top Chicago orchestra. And the result is that, every day, almost
every third person among all Chicago's radio-available people listen
to WBBM at 2:30 every afternoon— to Gold Coast Rhythms. To
spot announcements that stand up and shout — because we
planned it that way!

S p Station
O'hi
AGns
ICma
CHow
Sh
50,000 watts -780 kc.

This attitude of making every minute count richly. . . of loving
every listener like a millionaire aunt ... of making showmanship
an active verb, with muscles ... it works! It explains why
WBBM has been the most bought-out station in Chicago for
eighteen straight years!
That's what goes on here— all the time.
Represented by Radio Sales, the SPOT

Broadcasting Division of CBS

Flamm

Sues

to Halt

WMCA

Sale

(Continued from Page 7)
frauding your deponent into thinking that defendant would be able
to take his wavelength from him
political power."
by Recently
learning these facts,
Mr. Flamm states, he retained Handelman & Ives to represent him in
an action for rescission of the sale
to Mr. Noble. They conferred with
Mr. Noble's attorney, Mr. Flamm
states, and a settlement was in the
making when Mr. Noble purchased
the BLUE network and started
negotiations with other persons for
the sale of WMCA. If such a sale
were made, Mr. Flamm declares,
he "would be relegated to merely
pecuniary damages" which could
not restore WMCA to his ownership.
The injunction cannot injure Mr.
Noble, Mr. Flamm points out, since
he is "ready, willing and able" to
return to Mr. Noble the sum paid
for WMCA.
Finder's Commission
Mr. Noble, in his affidavit asking
that an injunction be denied, says
that he learned that WMCA was
for sale in October, 1940 from E.
H. Rollins & Co., to whom he paid
a finder's commission of $42,500.
The following month, he says, he
retained Dempsey & Koplovitz,
Washington attorneys, to purchase
the station for him, with instructions not to disclose his name until
an agreement had been reached.
He first met Mr. Flamm after his
final offer of $850,000 had been accepted, he says.
Denying that he "ever knew that
Flamm had any actual opportunity
for the sale of the station at any
comparable price prior to his sale
to me," Mr. Noble avers that "in
every respect the contract was favorable for Flamm. On the basis of
the 1940 earnings of $28,000, as he
reported them to the FCC, a price
of $850,000, more than 30 times
earnings, was a generous price, one
which could be justified from my
point of view only by my belief
that by proper management I could
largely increase these earnings."
He further states that the
WMCA earnings were around
$100,000 for the first half of 1943,
a rate of increase of over 500%,
and "WMCA has progressed from
being a station under heavy official
criticism to being the radio outlet
for The New York Times hourly
newscasts, with a completely
changed character of its public
service, news and entertainment
programs."
Denying that "I either gave or
promised Roberts or Shaw any compensation or promise of employment," Mr. Noble said, "neither are
in my employ today. I deny that
they or either of them were asked
to plant in the plaintiff's mind prospects of my taking his license
away."
Stating that the necessity of his
selling WMCA now "seems to have
suggested to Flamm the opportun-

ity to catch a bargain," Mr. Noble
denies any negotiations with Mr.
Flamm or his attorneys "prior to
the service of this summons" on
Wednesday. The claim for rescission cannot be put forward seriously after a delay of nearly three
years, he declares, asking that the
motion for a preliminary injunction be denied.
Charges Double Cross
Messrs. Shaw, Roberts and Curtiss, Mr. Roberts relates, agreed
that their cut was to be 10% of
the stock and executive positions
at WMCA, with Mr. Shaw as president, but "Curtiss made a separate
deal with Noble, doublecrossing both
Shaw and myself." Mr. Curtiss said
that the negotiations with Flamm
would be handled by Dempsey &
Koplovitz, "as we have no intention of paying Flamm's asking
price of $1,200,000." A few days
later, Mr. Roberts states, Mr.
Flamm told him that these attorneys had offered him $750,000 telling him that "the buyer was a very
influential person whose name they
did not wish to disclose and that
Mr. Flamm could either sell it at
that price or they would apply for
and take away his license."
Mr. Roberts' deposition continues
that one day Mr. Noble's attorneys
told him they were going to close
the deal that night and the next
day Mr. Flamm told him they had
raised their offer to $850,000, but
still refused to divulge the identity
of the buyer. "Flamm, without
question, was panic-stricken," he
says. That afternoon, after confer-

CONGRESS PROBE
THREATENS
OWl
A THREAT to investigate OWI
was issued last week by Rep. Ditter
(R-Pa.) chairman of the Republican Congressional Committee who
charged that OWI "had violated the
probation on which it was placed
Ditter last
was June."
inspired by an
Congress
by Mr.
attack leveled last week on the
OWI Radio Bureau by Fulton
Lewis jr., who asserted on two
broadcasts that OWI was forcing
radio stations to propagandize the
public. The Lewis case was directed against a Radio Bureau fact
sheet on "The Atlantic Charter."
Mr. Lewis asserted in his broadcast that the fact sheet contained
false information, particularly that
it implied that the Atlantic Charter
had been formally ratified by the
United Nations.
The commentator said OWI
falsely represented that the Atlantic Charter guaranteed every
man in every country freedom from
want and fear. '
ring with Mr. Koplovitz, Mr.
Flamm called several WMCA executives into his office and announced :
"I want you all to hear this. I'm
going to sell my station, but I want
to state that I don't want to and
I am only doing it under duress."
In a statement issued last Friday, Mr. Noble said that the suit
concerns only WMCA and in no
way affects the BLUE network.
"Incidentally," he added, "I was
asked by representatives of the
plaintiff,
motion was shortly
heard, tobefore
give today's
my consent
for a withdrawal of the suit. This
I refused to do and asked instead
that the suit be expedited."

Fly Declares Cox Inquiry a 'Washout
During Press Conference in New York
CHARACTERIZING the House
H. Ryan of the Office of Censorship,
select committee investigation of
that broadcasters live in "holy fear"
the FCC as "strong-armed" and "a of the FCC, Mr. Fly said that in
wash-out", FCC Chairman James, his four years at the Commission no
Lawrence Fly charged last week in single station has lost its license
New York "that the committee is because of program content.
With respect to Stafano Luotto,
trying the FCC in the newspapers
and not in an orderly manner so Italian language announcer who
had been discharged from two forthat both sides could be heard."
eign language stations as a result
Mr. Fly, who said "he was just
of the FCC pressure as testified by
passing through New York," ap- the two station operators, Mr. Fly
peared at a special news conference
arranged by the FCC late last Fri- said Luotto was an enemy alien,
day afternoon at the Hotel New
and that he has expressed misgivYorker. "The House Committee to
ings to the Dyer brothers in Chicago about becoming a citizen or
date has proved nothing," he said,
"and they will never be able to getting mixed up with a democracy.
The chairman said that any station
prove the charges against the FCC
that
allows an unamerican individthat they announced in advance."
ual to use its facilities is not being
Mr. Fly trotted out his oft-repeated
operated in the public interest and
charges about "star-chamber" pro- therefore
clearly falls within the
ceedings, and the Cox-WALB, Albany, Ga., $2,500 check transaction jurisdiction of the FCC. He denied
and reviewed his version of the the committee allegation that the
FCC had investigated only proorigin of the investigation.
"These hearings differ from other fascists and not communists.
"The Congressional investigation
Congressional hearings in that they
have sunk to the lowest ethical of the FCC is having a discouraging and highly demoralizing effect
level", Mr. Fly said.
In reply to the statement made on the FCC staff", he stated.
Attending the news conference
earlier in the day by Robert K.
Richards, executive assistant to J. were the following members of the
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Don

Lee

Rebukes

Political Pressure
Weiss Asserts Democrats
Threaten Lewis Sponsor
HURLING charges of "brazen and
unprecedented," as well as "threats
to free speech," Lewis Allen Weiss,
vice-president and general manager
of Don Lee Broadcasting System
rebuked the Los Angeles County
Democratic Central Committee on
August 11 for two communications
sent him concerning broadcasts
critical of New Deal agencies. Mr.
Weiss declared that the communications constituted an attempt to
intimidate broadcasters who "do
not happen to hold the same political beliefs" as the Democrats.
First communication received
from George Myers, Committee secretary, it was said, contained a
that "a
stated
which
resolutionexists
condition
in the
broadcasting
industry by which a large number
of commentators are expressing
views diametrically opposed to the
ideals and aims of the Democratic
Party and its leader, President
D. Roosevelt." Resolution
Franklin
set forth that such broadcasts were
made possible by sponsors who are
able to purchase "best times on the
strongest stations," and that the
Committee was determined to set
to disseminate
up an agency
formation concerning
the names inof
commentators
unfavorable to the
Democratic Party.
Second Letters
Second communication, received
a few days later by Mr. Weiss, was
an ento have
reported closure
addressedcontained
to sponsors of
Fulton Lewis jr. and which asserted
that the commentator had been
misstatements and conmaking tended
that his sponsors should
share responsibility for the errors.
Letter to the sponsors assertedly
concluded with statement that
"further we feel that your concurrence will indicate your company
merits our support."
Mr. Weiss, in a letter addressed
to the Committee, said in part:
"Upon receipt of the letter to the
sponsors, I became aware of the
device that your committee evidently intends to employ by intimican, all personalities
ating, ifyou
who do not happen to
on the dair
hold the same political beliefs that
you do. I need hardly point out to
you how undemocratic and even
brazen, the implications of your
communications are, and do not believe that it would redound to the
credit of your Committee if I were
to expose the threats of free speech

contained in them."
FCC staff: James A. Guest, New
York attorney ; Charles Denny, general counsel; Nathan David, assistant general counsel.; Leonard
Marks, attorney, and Earl Minderman, director of information.
• Broadcast

Advertising

THE extent to which the rich, abundant resources of the Denver
area are supplying the encyclopedic needs of total war is truly
astonishing.
Colorado agriculture is delivering a wide diversity of crops — vegetables, fruits, sugar beets, grains, cattle and sheep — getting in return
48% more dollars through June of this year than in the same period
last year.
Manufacturing and mining operations have been so vastly expanded that one firm alone today turns out more dollar volume in
one month than the entire state in any pre-war year.
Workers are making these things happen in Colorado. They're
making sales good, too . . . 22% better during the first half of 1943.
Yes, the Denver area delivers food, steel, minerals, and sales . . .
enough of the latter to rank 20th in the U. S. last year.
Let KLZ deliver your sales message in this market and this market will deliver sales to you.
SUGAR BEETS from Colorado
farms supply both sweetening for
your coffee and valuable cattle
feed. In midsummer, Denver was
the nation's largest vegetable shipping center according to the U. S.
Department of Agriculture.

STEEL

Kir

"PITTSBURGH OF THE ROCKIES" is what Pueblo
has been called these many years. Expanded, and
working at break-neck speed, the Colorado Fuel &
Iron Corp. is one of many Colorado firms flying
the Army-Navy "E".

CBS*

560 Kc.

MARKET

MINERALS

400 BILLION TONS OF COAL are still unmined in
Colorado, the nation's largest known coal reserves. It
ranked ninth in tonnage mined in 1940. Colorado
ranks first, too, in production of molybdenum and
vanadium.
BROADCASTING
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MORE WORKERS with multiplied needs and wants,
and earning more money, have hiked Colorado sales to
all-time highs, buying War Bonds the while to keep
Colorado consistently at or near the top, percentagewise, among 48 states.
August 16, 1943
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Vetter
In WFTL

Files

COSGROVE TO HEAD
RMA POSTWAR
UNIT
R. C. COSGROVE, vice president
and general manager of the Crosley Corp., Cincinnati, has been
named chairman of the special
RMA committee on postwar problems, RMA President P. V. Galvin
announced last week. Mr. Cosgrove
is also chairman of the RMA Set
Division.

Suit

Transfer

Holds Sale Would Violate His
Contract of Employment
SUIT TO ENJOIN the sale of
WFTL, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., by
Ralph A. Horton to the Fort Industry Co. for $275,000 has been
filed in the Circuit Court in Miami
by Stephen A. Vetter, WFTL general manager and former commercial manager of WIOD, Miami. Application for transfer of the station to Fort Industry, headed by
Lt. Com. George A. Storer, USNR,
has been pending before the FCC
since April.
According to reports published
in Miami newspapers, Mr. Vetter
held that sale of the property as
proposed would violate provisions
of a contract under which he was
employed by WFTL. Named defendant with Mr. Horton was Carl
T. Hoffman, Miami attorney, who,
Mr. Vetter claimed, obtained an interest in WFTL through financing
operations which made it possible
for Mr. Horton to install new equipment and increase power from 250
watts to 10,000 watts with a shift
in frequency from 1400 kc to
710 kc.

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Here is a shot taken at the
WCHS Canning Center, where
we're just canning the hell out of
everything in sight these days. At
the left is our 100-quart pressure
cooker. We invite listeners to bring
their Victory Garden produce to
the station where we can it for 2c
per pint, 3c per quart, 5c per gallon. You can see that it's very
profitable! Yeah! But I dare say
we're the only radio station in the
country offering this public service
and we're
ment on it. getting plenty of com-

Centract Provisions
Mr. Vetter charged that the contract on which the suit was based
was executed between himself and
Messrs. Horton and Hoffman last
December. Mr. Vetter was to receive a §6,000 a year salary and a
percentage of gross revenue provided it attained a minimum of
$125,000 within two years. The contract was said to be for five years.
He contended further that a new
company was to be set up under
which Mr. Horton was t© get 928
of 1600 shares to be issued; Hoffman 512 shares and Vetter 160
shares. Mr. Vetter claimed that he
was "well on the way" toward attaining the minimum gross required
under his contract, but that the new
corporation was not organized. He
declared that Mr. Horton's contract to sell WFTL to Fort Industry Co., reached on April 15, carried a proviso covering settlement
of the contract made by Mr. Horton with Mr. Vetter.
WOKO Postponement
POSTPONEMENT until Sept. 20
of the hearing on renewal of license of WOKO Albany, N. Y.,
was authorized August 10 by the
FCC in granting a petition of the
station. The hearing was to have
continued that day. Renewal proceedings involve purported undisclosed ownership of one-fourth
interest in WOKO by Sam Pickard, former member of the Federal
Radio Commission, afterward vice
president of CBS. Mr. Pickard had
announced sale of his 24% interest in the station to Monroe M.
Redden, Hendersonville, N. C. attorney, for $75,000 [Broadcasting,
July 12].

All canning is done under supervision of home economics experts
(paid
by
the county
farm is
agent's
office). Only
requirement
that
you bring your produce washed and
cleaned, ready to can. Photo shows
me inspecting a jar of string
beans. I look as though I know
New CBS War Program
NORMAN CORWIN will produce
and direct, and Ranald MacDougall
will write a new CBS weekly series
titled Passport for Adams, scheduled to start Oct. 17 in the Tuesday 10-10:30 p.m. period. Program
will center around the observations
of the correspondent for a small
town paper as he travels around
United Nations countries on assignment. Program will be based on
authentic material gathered by
special CBS correspondents, from
U. S. Army files in Hollywood and
from the United Nations Information Bureau. Series is an outgrowth
of a suggestion from the OWI for
a program contributing to a better
understanding in this country of
the people of the United Nations.
FANS of WLW stars will have to go
without photos of their favorites, the
station has announced. Because of
the shortage of photographic materials WLW has stopped mailing out
pictures for the duration.
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what it's all about, but I don't.
Biggest customer we have had
was a man who brought in 70 dozen corn, the produce of a quarter
of an acre. Dizziest customer was
a man who brought in stuff from
his own Victory Garden and insisted on canning it himself. Said
he had grown it without help from
his wife and he could can it without her help, too.
Needless to say, we broadcast
from the canning center, which is
duckoursoup
us since Incidentally,
it's located
in
own forbuilding.
the idea for this shindig arose
from the fact that we figured many
people didn't have time, patience,
knowledge or equipment to do their
own canning. Equipment is plenty
tough to buy these days. Try and
get a pressure
Howard cooker!
L. Chernoff,
Managing Director, West
Virginia Network
Moore-Gaxton on C&S
STANDARD BRANDS, Inc., New
York (coffee), after a 13-week summer layoff, on Sept. 5 resumes the
weekly half -hour Chase & Sanborn
Show on 132 NBC stations, Sunday,
8-8:30 p.m. (EWT), with transcribed repeat on KGU, Honolulu,
Sunday, 5:30-6 p.m. (HWT). Besides Edgar Bergen with his wooden Charlie McCarthy and Mortimer
Snerd, the program will continue
to feature Dale Evans, vocalist,
and Ray Noble's orchestra as well
as guest talent. Victor Moore and
Billy Gaxton, film comedy team,
has been signed to a 13-week contract. Bill Goodwin has been made
m.c.-announcer. Joe Bigelow continues as chief writer with Bob
Mosher and Joe Connelly as collaborators. Antony Stanford is
Hollywood producer of J. Walter
Thompson Co., agency servicing
account. As a summer replacement
for the Chase & Sanborn Show,
Standard Brands currently is sponsoring a weekly musical program,
Paul Whiteman Presents, on NBC
stations.
BROADCASTING

The RMA planning committee
will work with a similar committee from IRE. Subcommittees of
the two groups will consider liaison
with government and industry
agencies; promotion and advertising; distribution problems; war
contract termination and inventory
disposal; reemployment and labor
relations; market analysis; patents and licensing ; export markets ;
government owned plants.
Serving with Mr. Cosgrove on
the RMA committee are: W. R.
G. Baker, General Electric Co.,
Bridgeport, Conn.; M. F. Balcom,
Sylvania Electric Products, Emporia, Pa.; John Ballantyne, Philco
Corp., Philadelphia; H. C. Bonfig,
RCA Victor, Camden, N. J. ; Walter
Evans, Westinghouse Electric &
Mfg. ner,
Co.,
Baltimore;
A. H.Buffalo;
GardColonial
Radio Corp.,
Leslie F. Muter, Muter Co., Chicago; J. J. Nance, Zenith Radio
Corp., Chicago; E. A. Nicholas,
Farnsworth Television & Radio
Corp., Ft. Wayne; Russ D. Siragusa, Continental Radio & Television Corp., Chicago; Ray F. Sparrow. P. R. Mallory, Indianapolis;
A. S. Wells, Wells-Gardner, Chicago.
N. Y. Tolerance Series
A SERIES of daily programs on
the theme of tolerance, was announced by Mayor F. H. LaGuardia, of New York, in his
broadcast, Sunday, Aug. 8 on
WNYC,tion. A committee
New York'sof municipal
stalocal citizens,
appointed by the Mayor and including Quincy Howe. CBS commentator, is responsible for the
arrangement. On each day until
Sept. 11 at least one radio station
in the city will carry a program
aimed at promoting tolerance of
religious creeds, unity between native and foreign born, and minimizing racial differences. Mrs.
Franklin D. Roosevelt was to inaugurate the series with a talk on
WEAF, New York, on Sunday. In
line with the plan to devote some
of the programs almost entirely to
music, Albert Spaulding, violinist,
will give a concert on WOR, Tuesday. The next day WHN will carry
a round-table discussion, featuring
Pearl Buck, author; George Hamilton Coombes, WHN commentator,
and Sid Walton. Among those who
will take part in the series which
will include dramatic sketches, as
well as musical and discussion programs, are: H. V. Kaltenborn,
NBC, Clifton Fadiman, NBC, Carl
Van Doren, CBS, Bessie Beatty,
WOR, and Mary Margaret McBride, WEAF.
PETER HAND BREWERY Co.. Chicago, on Aug. 2 replaced the thriceweekly evening quarter-hour mystery
drama, Green. Joker, with a new
dramatic series, Police Headquarters,
at the same time, on WIND, Gary,
Ind. Contract, which is for 26 weeks,
was placed by Mitchell-Faust Adv.
Co., Chicago.
• Broadcast
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No mere

bujjng-Wtrf^Bonds as Westinghouse has urged, by
asking for a box of tooth-powder or a can of soup

house Response Ability." Rather, it is an attempt
to gauge (and label) that elusive quality which

by name, because a Westinghouse announcer has

any radio station, or group of radio stations, must

asked them to do just that. Turning a radio dial

have to stay in business. It means the way mil-

is such a voluntary motion, Westinghouse is grati-

lions of listeners respond to Westinghouse pro-

fied to be invited into so many worth-while homes

grams on a day-to-day basis ... by writing to tell

. . . is glad to offer Westinghouse Response Ability

us how much they enjoy a certain program, by

to so many sagacious advertisers.

WESTINGHOUSE
WOWO

• WGL

RADIO
• WBZ

STATIONS

• WBZA

• KYW

Inc

• KDKA

Bailing Out Over Burma,
Sevareid
Waits Rescue
SEVAREID, CBS correspondent, was among the surviving
passengers and crew of a disabled
transport plane to parachute to
safety Aug. 2,
while en route
from New Delhi,
India, to Chungking. Mr. Sevareid bailed out
with 18 others,
when engine
trouble developed
over the northern
Burma jungle.
The party was
Eric Sevareid
stranded 100
miles from the nearest Allied base.
Mr. Sevareid was reported safe.

WQAM
\

ERIC

ENGAGING in some slight-ofhand tactics are Carl E. George
(right), recently elected director
of the Cleveland Advertising Club,
and now director of operations at
WGAR Cleveland, and Stuart Cramer, Mr. George's campaign manager. Mr. Cramer is known locally
as an amateur magician.

1 000 Watts
KMTR
RADIO CORP.

Miami

Is

Permitted

Other
Day Power;
CULMINATING
a 5-year
quest,
WQAM Miami, last Tuesday was
authorized by the FCC to increase
daytime power from 1,000 w to
5,000 w on 560 kc, and will continue to use 1,000 w night. The
grant, a rarity these days, was
conditioned upon protection against
blanketing or other interference
which, if not adjusted, would result in a return to WQAM's former
operating power. Engineering tests,
however, have indicated that adequate protection will be afforded.
Other FCC Actions
Simultaneously, the FCC announced several other actions on

Hillside 1161
1000

CAHUENGA-

BLVD.

HOLLYWOOD,

CALIFORNIA

Erich Brandeis
Promotion Director
International News Service
235 East 45th Street
New York, New York
Dear Mr. Brandeis:
Listener-habit surveys have gradually, but
with no uncertainty, placed NEWS at the top of the
The recent African successes, European prepalist.
rations, the girding for action of our armed forces
in the Pacific, accentuated by the fact that nearly
in
every family in America has someone near in kin for
some branch of the service, accounts, no doubt,
the all-time high of eighty one per cent interest in
radio news programs.

KMTR programming includes a five minute edited
newscast every hour, on the hour, twenty-four hours a
day. Our four news editors, whose combined former
newspaper experience totals sixty-eight years, .know
news value . By unanimous choice they depend principally on International News Service to maintain this
fast moving news schedule of world wide events.
Cordially yours,
KMTR

K0T-.MEB

CORPORATION

Cennetn u. Tinkham,
(General Manager

to

Raise

'Freeze9
station
applicationsDecisions
contingent upon
the April
These
were:27, 1942 "freeze order."
Adopted Proposed Findings of
Fact and Conclusions denying the
application of WAAT Jersey City,
to increase power from 1,000 to
5,000 w on 970 kc, which it now uses
with 1,000 w full time. The station
sought authority to install a new
transmitter and make changes in
its directional antenna system. The
Commission's action was based on
the April 27 freeze order regarding
use of critical materials during the
war.
Adopted Proposed Findings of
Fact and Conclusions denying the
application of WFLA Tampa, seeking an increase in power from
1,000 to 5,000 w nighttime with
changes in its directional antenna.
WFLA operates on 970 kc with
5,000 w day and 1,000 w night with
directional antenna. This proposed
denial also was based on the freeze
order.
Granted WSLS Roanoke, Va.,
modification of license to change
frequency from 1490 kc to 1240 kc
using 250 w power. This was in
compliance with the Sept. 22 modification of the freeze order allowing frequency shifts where crystal
changes only are involved.
Granted WABY Albany, N. Y.
construction permit to install a new
250 w transmitter subject to a decision pending on its application
for renewal of license. This was
granted on a "maintenance job
basis" since installation of the new
transmitter would call for less critical material than repairing the
old one.
Denied the application of KWSC
Pullman, Wash., educational station, to modify the freeze policy to
permit the station to operate full
time on 1030 kc with 5,000 w. The
denial was based on pendency of
kc.
competitive applications for 1030
In announcing the WQAM grant,
the Commission said it had adopted a decision and order modifying
a construction permit granted Dec.
9, 1941, to WQAM so as to permit
utilization of the present transmitter site and antenna with 5,000 w
daytime, subject to the specified
engineering conditions. Nighttime
power of 5,000 w for the station is
not permissible at the station's
present site, because of air line
and military activities in the Miami
area and the low frequency (560
kc) involved.
Newark Ruling
DENIAL of the application of
Newark Broadcasting Corp. for a
new station in Newark was "without prejudice" to refiling of the
application when wartime restrictions are relaxed, the FCC announced last Tuesday. The Commission on Aug. 7 adopted an order
denying the application for assignment on 620 kc with 5,000
watts fulltime because of the April
27, 1942 "freeze order".
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WIDE-AWAKEST

STATION

or
Some

reasons

WHK

more

why

than

Cleveland

any

other

retailers use

leading

station

Painted bulletins, cat cards, car dashes and news
posters keep Clevelanders constantly reminded of their
favorite up-and-coming station — WHK.

Required reading in Cleveland is WHK's sprightly
daily newspaper
audience
like mad.column that's building up the station

The "Tiny Tabloid," mighty midget newspaper of
WHK happenings, is distributed daily on the street
cars and buses of this war-worker's paradise.

No

Wonder

WHK

IS

Product promotion . . . personal calls and mailings
to buyers and jobbers and dealers are only part of the
service performed for sponsors by WHK's aggressive,
hard-hitting merchandising department.

BROADCASTING
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il Retailers'

Choice

in Cleveland

Represented by Paul H. Raymer Co.
United Broadcasting Co., Operators of WHK-WCLE, Cleveland,
WHKC, Columbus
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AIRPLANE equivalent of the
/%
ship's news
was disJ_ JL tributed
to letter
passengers
of
Northeast Airlines during a
Boston - Canada flight last week
through an arrangement between
the airline, Esso Marketers, and
WBZ, Boston. Newspaper 'delivered to air travelers Aug. 9 was
the first edition of The Minute Man,
a bulletin of the latest news as prepared from UP dispatches for the
Esso Reporter program on WBZ,
and teletyped from the station to
the airport just before flight time.
Agency for Esso Marketers and
Colonial Beacon radio promotion is
Marschalk & Pratt & Co., New
York. *
* *
New York's Idea
MUTUAL has isued a promotional
piece in the form of an illustrated
map showing "A New Yorker's
Idea of a Radio Network." Map appeared originally as an ad in the
Herald Tribune. It has been issued
in a form suitable for hanging at
home or office. Accompanying
folder contains an accurate map of
the Mutual network.

Merchandising
& J^tomotlon
Ship's News — Bets Laval — Bared — Four R's
News to Movie — All Day Picnic
He Bet Laval
B. F. GOODRICH Co., New York,
used a quarter-page in the Aug. 5
issue of the New York Times to
promote its CBS program featuring Joseph C. Harsch. Photo of the
commentator appeared under the
headline: "He bet Pierre Laval 100
francs
Axis space
would from
lose."time
Spon-to
sor the
purchases
time in various parts of the country, to promote the program, but
does not maintain any regular
schedule. Agency
N. Y.
*
*is BBDO,
*
THROWING
offrethe
camouflage
and
getting down
to bare
facts is
the definitely feminine theme used
on an "eye appealing",
novellistening
folder
introducing
a recent CBS
area report for WFBL, Syracuse.

Bonds Pledged
WAAT is sponsoring quest for a
Miss New Jersey to enter in the
Miss America Pageant to be held
in Atlantic City in September. War
plants in New Jersey have been
invited to sponsor employes, pledging purchases of war bonds for
each worker entered. One civic organization in Newark is sponsoring a girl with $100,000 of war
bond purchases. Final winner will
be chosen on August 23.
Loose Leaf
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE Co.,
Inglewood, Cal., has issued a new
four-page, loose leaf catalog titled
"Universal U. S. Army and Navy
Specification
and Jacks"
for
insertion in Plugs
its regular
catalog
covers.

TO THE THREE "R's" essential
to education,
"R's" adds a
Four Detroit,
Now WJR
fourth for radio's place in educa
tion, in a promotional folder featuring its presentation of the CBS
School of the Air of the America's.
Included are
on the school's
response
to figures
the program,
and a
map
showing
in WJR's
primary
area. schooltowns
Folder stresses
public service activities, adding "We
know they aid our powers of pene* * &
WHIO News To Movie
tration."
WHIO Dayton, Ohio, feeds important news bulletins from its newsroom, when received, to the projection booth of the Keith Theatre
where they are put on the projection sound system so that all
patrons of the movie house can
hear the latest news. A credit line
is given WHIO and the bulletins
are handled independently of any
air presentation.
* * *
Newspaper for Servicemen
FOUR PAGE tabloid monthly
newspaper, Sports Page of the Air,
is being sponsored and sent to all
West "Virginia servicemen by the
Frankenberger store in Charleston, W. Va. Frankenberger sponsors a nightly program by the
same title over WCHS Charleston
and Sam Molen, who is editor of
the program *also* edits
* the paper.
Victory Troup
WJZ New York, sent its "Victory
Troup" of station talent to participate in the Yale bowl bond rally,
held under the auspices of the New
Haven Chamber of Commerce,
July 28. It was the 130th performance for the WJZ troupers, who
have banded together to furnish
entertainment for war workers and
promote the *war *effort.
*

You can hustle, as many a manufacturer
is doing, to secure radio coverage in bigwage, war-working Central New England. But
if you attempt it from outside of Worcester,
you try in vain. Coverage is missing until you
are on the inside and have harnessed the

The hand that turns the dial to WTAG

—

580 — repeats a long standing Central New
England habit. Today that habit is practised by
an audience with a half billion dollar effective buying income. No wonder Worcester is
a MUST market in Massachusetts.

"selling volts" of YVTAG, Worcester.
Sadie
When You Buy Time.
Buy An Audience

Columbia

WTAG
R
WORCESTE

PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
National Sales Representatives
Associated with the
Worcester Telegram-Gazette
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All Day Picnic
FIRST all day picnic for the more
than 10,000 registered members of
WSAI Cincinnati, "Petticoat Party
Line" broadcasts, will be held at
Coney Island, Cincinnati amusement park, on August 19. Plans for
the picnic are being made by Ruth
Lyons, who directs the Partyline
broadcasts.
* * *
New Booklet
WEEI Boston, has issued an attractive booklet to announce a new
personality, Evelyn Howe, who is
to m.c. the Five O'Clock Follies series, weekdays, over the Columbia
station. The booklet, And How!,
tells prospective buyers of spots
why the addition of Miss Howe to
the show will add listening appeal.
* * *
With Diagrams
PROMOTION folder used by KSD,
St. Louis, stressing the wide service area of the station, shows by
diagram the distances to nearest
other large stations. Advertising
appeal emphasizes news and variety shows audience.
carrying hourly and large
listener
Affiliates Support
NEARLY 50 NBC stations have
already indicated that they would
broadcast Your Radio Reporter, a
series of scripts on NBC programs
and stars prepared by the network.
• Broadcast

Advertising

In

'III I hll'illii'l llll'li
one

way

they're

n Germany

the Gestapo

to any but the local radio stations. On
the mountains

keep

stops the public from listening

the Pacific Coast in many

markets

is unreliable out here. Watts aren't moles,

they can't penetrate those big mountains

More

brutal

the public from listening to any but the local radio

stations. Long range broadcasting

Buy the network

both

with enough

no matter how

powerful they are.

stations to give you local primary

coverage.

than 9 out of every 10 radio families on the Pacific Coast live within

25 miles of a Don
the Gestapo

Lee Station. Buy War

nor the mountains

all the radio homes

Bonds

and Don

Lee and neither

will ever keep your message

from reaching

on the Pacific Coast.

THOMAS S. LEE, President
LEWIS ALLEN WEISS, Vice-Pres., General Mgr.
5515 MELROSE AVE., HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
Represented Nationally by John Blair & Co.

THE

NATION'S

GREATEST

REGIONAL

NETWORK

Navy

Sterling Drug's Earnings
At Mid-Year Jump 12%
STERLING DRUG INC. which
last year spent over $3,000,000 for
network radio alone, has reported
net income of $3,934,211 for the
six months ended June 30, after all
charges and provision of $5,291,590 for estimated Federal and foreign income and excess profits
taxes.
This was equal to $2.24 per share
on outstanding common stock, as
compared with revised earnings of
$1.99 the first six months of 1942.
For the quarter ended June 30,
1943, net earnings were $1,529,113, or $0.87, as compared with
$0.69 on $1,228,780 in the second
quarter last year.

Facilitates

Normandie

Pickup
Prepares
Press
and Radio
For Full Coverage
AS THE USS Lafayette, the former French Liner Normandie,
stirred for the first time since last
February, when it settled on its
side in the muddy waters of the
Hudson, representatives of all radio stations as well as newspapers,
had equal opportunity to be on hand
for the actual raising operation,
thanks to a liberal, if not actually
encouraging attitude by the Navy
Public Relations Bureau toward
thorough coverage of the event.
Evidently following a definite
policy of giving the public a full
story on the most dramatic phase
in the salvaging of the ship, heretofore a more or less closely
guarded operation, the Navy Department as early as the preceding
Wednesday had advised radio stations that the raising of the ship
was imminent. Broadcasters were
to be given 24 hours notice of the
time when the Lafayette would
actually start to right itself but
the hulk came up so fast that stations could only be notified at the
most two hours before the deadline,
2 p.m., Saturday, Aug. 8, time set
for release of all news of the event.
Booklet Issued
In addition to giving the stations
time to prepare facilities in advance, the Navy Department had
conducted recently as many as
three tours of the ship to give
press and radio men a thorough
background in the technical phases
of the operation. A lecture and
question-and-answer period was
held at the pier in mid-July, at
which time an explanatory booklet
was issued. Background was designed to facilitate the writing and
in some cases the pre-writing of
stories relating to the coming event.
As the time for the raising approached, stations were advised,
and were issued passes to the pier
and to a special observation platform, where a continual watch was
kept by some reporters.
The platform was the point of
origin of eye-witness reports and
interviews, from 2 p.m. on, as stations brought their announcers and
commentators to their respective
microphones for direct live broadcasts, or to record talks for rebroadcast later. By reason of the
fact that all stations were equally
prepared for the event, the competition for "scoops" was less than
it might have been, and by the
same token there was little opportunity for variety in coverage.
Broadcast Schedules
WMCA and WNEW went on the
air at 2 p.m. with eye-witness descriptions, and at the same time
the BLUE broadcast an account by
Martin AgrQnsky and Tommy Velotta, assistant director of news
and special events, and NBC carried an on-the-scene picture by
Robert St. John. Mutual stations
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ONE OF THREE new Canadian Broadcasting Corp. mobile units in the
field with Canadian armed forces, this unit, CBC No. 5, landed in North
Africa recently shortly after the Canadian assault forces had landed
in Sicily. Paul Johnston, one of six CBC engineers overseas, is entering
the car, which is equipped with microphones, amplifiers and portable recording machinery operated from batteries. The units were built in
Canada for use in maneuvering in the field, were equipped in England
under supervision of CBC overseas staff engineers with equipment made
in CBC workshops in Canada and shipped to Britain. Besides the six
engineers the CBC has a staff of nine newsmen overseas under the
direction of John Kannawin, who has been in charge of the CBC Overseas Unit the past year coming from the post of CBC regional representative in Winnipeg.
Esso's

Normandie

Commercial

Hurdled

Four Department Okays in Two Hours
HOW an 85-second commercial
Monday. Rust Ban is an oil product
hurdled obstacles raised by clear- in which various parts of the
ance requirements of at least four Lafayette machinery are immersed
die-hard departments and got it- as soon as they are removed, to
self on the air within two hours prevent corrosion on contact with
of its origin, in time to give a the air.
timely plug to the sponsor as the
Writing the announcement was
former French ship Normandie
a minor task in comparison to obrighted itself in the Hudson last
taining clearance from the engiTuesday, is told by Marschalk &
neering and legal departments of
Pratt Co., New York.
Standard Oil, Navy Public RelaThe agency handles radio for
tions Radio Clearance, and the continuity department of WJZ, New
Esso Marketers, and at 10:30 Tuesday morning was given the go- York. Prompt cooperation was
secured from all, with the result
ahead by the client for a commercial for Esso Rust Ban, for the that at 12:10 p.m. the announcement was handed over to Jack
12:25 p.m. broadcast of the Esso
Reporter on WJZ, New York. The Frazier at WJZ, and at 12:25 p.m.
product is being used extensively it went on the air. The commercial
was subsequently broadcast on
in the salvaging of the Normandie,
now the U.S.S. Lafayette, but this Esso Reporter programs on 34
fact had not been usable until last other stations.
were offered a broadcast at 4 p.m.
by WOR. As the operation progressed various stations brought
their listeners interviews with officials of the Navy and of the salvage company, as well as with divers. WNEW gave its listeners
probably the most extensive coverage with a total of seven broadcasts aired in a 48-hour period.
Following the initial program,
WMCA planned a schedule of two
broadcasts a day until the ship
should be righted. As the operation
passed beyond the most dramatic
stages last week, broadcasting
schedules were cut down, but stations kept a vigilant watch.
JESS SPARKS has resigned as head
of night operations of WABC, New
York, to become program director of
an Overseas Red Cross unit. He will
go abroad shortly.
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Histeen Spots
PHARMACAL Co., Covington, Ky. (Brownatone) , which
recently acquired ownership of the
Histex Corp., Chicago (Histeen hay
fever remedy), acting as sales
agents for Histeen, will sponsor a
concentration of spot announcements during the hay fever season
beginning Aug. 16 for three weeks.
Stations on the list are: WJR
KXOK WIBW KWTO WLS WLW
WDGY WHO WFAA KCMO.
Agency is Roche, Williams &
Cunnyngham, Chicago.
KENTON

EDWARD TOMLINSON, advisor
and analyst to the BLUE on interAmerican affairs, has started on the
first leg of his 23d annual visit to
Latin America. Traveling entirely by
air. Tomlinson expects to cover 17,000
miles in eight weeks, during which he
will continue his regular Saturday
and Sunday broadcasts on the BLUE.
BROADCASTING

Folger Expands
FOLLOWING the lead of other
coffee advertisers who have either
gone back into radio or increased
schedules, J. A. Folger & Co., San
Francisco, on Aug. 14 started for
52 weeks sponsoring weekly parn Breakfaststations,
at Sardi's
on 17 BLUEticipation iWestern
Sat.
9:30-10:15 a.m. (PWT). Firm on
Aug. 17 starts sponsoring a twice
weekly quarter-hour newscast on
31 Don Lee Pacific stations, Tues.,
Thurs., 7-7:15 a.m. (PWT), with
repeat on KHJ KVEC and 3 Arizona stations (KOY KSUN
KTUC) 8:30-8:45 a.m. Latter contract is for 52 weeks. Agency is
Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood.
Coffee Firm Active
THOMAS J. WEBB Co., Chicago
(coffee),scribed
has announcements
scheduled weekly
six tranon
WENR, Chicago, and seven weekly
on WMAQ, Chicago, for 52 weeks.
These announcements are in addition to those placed recently on
WGN and WCFL, Chicago, and
WIND,thrice-weekly
Gary, Ind., and
the quarterhour
program,
Swing
It, on WGN. Agency is Schwimmer
& Scott, Chicago.
Foley & Co. Sponsors
FOLEY & Co., Chicago, (cough
syrup) has begun sponsorship of
Mountain Theayter, quarter hour
musical program featuring the
Prairie Ramblers, three times
weekly on WLS, Chicago, for eight
weeks. The remaining 44 weeks of
the contract will use six quarterhour shows weekly. Agency is
Lauesen and Salomon, Chicago.
Boran's Label Views
A PROMISE that, the House investigation into grade labeling and
other Government standardization
programs will be continued was
made in New York last week by
Rep. Boran (D-Okla.), chairman
of a House Interstate subcommittee appointed to study regulatory
programs. Admitting that Government regulations and orders "unhave alteredways
"someof
of the normal questionably"
American
doing business", Rep. Boran explained "we want to find out how
necessary those orders are in war
time and how long they must be
continued." The committee is now
studying the newsprint shortage.
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Salute
0] ||if

to

American

Radio

Broadcasters

For

Outstanding

Service

'
Below is the first of a series of advertisements dedicated to that purpose and sponsored
by Westinghouse.
Our own wartime job is the production of unbelievably huge quantities of radio and communications equipment for every fighting front. But — we're
busy on tomorrow too . . . exploring new sectors in
electronics . . . perfecting new devices, so that come
peacetime, radio will benefit to the full from our
wartime experience. Count on that.
J-08053

History will record important conquests for
American broadcasters ... on the "3rd Front" of
World War II — where man's mind is the target . . .
his thinking and morale the objective.
Before the war, broadcasting was primarily a
medium for news and entertainment. Today, it is a
potent weapon of war
doing a bigger job for
Victory than is commonly realized. We believe that
a greater public awareness of radio's part in the
war will bring long-time benefits to the industry as
a whole.

ose
CIo
-up

via

nvasion...
of Jn

the "3rd Front!"
5,000 miles due west
of Hans' secret receiver . . .
Uncle Sam's "Kilocycle Commandos"
are on the air— nightly —
with news . . . truth . . . propaganda
... a powerful antidote
for Nazi mental poison.
They
the vital
Front". . .
where fight
men's onminds
. . . not"3rdbodies
are target — and battlefield too!
Target for tonight is Hans . . .
and tens of thousands like him
. . . Germans— not Nazis —
advance
agentsFront"
for —"invasion"
via the "3rd
already well begun
by American radio broadcasters.

Oil

On that vital "3rd Front" . . .
highly developed commercial transmitters
and communication equipment . . .
engineered by Westinghouse
play
an indispensable
. . . offer
tangible proofrole
of Westinghouse versatility
and pioneering maintained unceasingly . . .
since even before 1920
when NX'estinghouse's own KDKA
ushered in commercial broadcasting.
New advancements
in television , . . FM . . . electronics . . .
secrets today . . . tomorrow will
enable radio broadcasting to render
an even greater service to our country.
Count on that.
Baltimore, Md.
W^StinOhouse
PLANTS
IN 15 CITIES .(^OFFICES EVERYWHERE radio division

PLANTS

IN 25 CITIES

ouse
OFFICES EVERYWHERE

Baltimore, Maryland

Governors Galore
FIVE GOVERNORS were on
KIDO Boise within a halfhour recently for, what the
station thinks is some sort
of a record in Gubernatorial
broadcasts. The multi-uovernored program was aired
during west
a conference
NorthGovernors to of
form
the
Northwest
Development
Commission.
New Name is Announced
For Connecticut Network
MANAGERS of the six member
stations of the Connecticut Broadcasting System met recently in New
Haven and re-elected Harold
Meyer, WSRR Stamford, chairman
of the group and James T. Milne,
secretary and treasurer. Name was
changed from the Connecticut
Broadcasting System to Connecticut State Network to eliminate
possible confusion with the Columbia Broadcasting System. Among
those present were Harold Meyer,
WNBC Hartford; James Milne,
WELI New Haven; Gerald Morey,
WNLC New London; Haroid
Thomas, WATR Waterbury; and
Helentive inWood,
network representaNew York.

#

#

#

Covers 111 of the 170 cities over

10,000 population in Illinois, Indiana, Michigan
and Wisconsin.
#

#

#

Reaches

more

of them

than any

other major Chicago station!

COST ANALYSIS OF MAJOR CHICAGO STATIONS*
Families
Station
Cost per
£ Increase
1,000
over WENR
WENR
.03
3,403,000
A
.06
100.00
2,157,000
B
.05
66.6
2,424,000
C
.04
33.3
3,188,000
* Based on a 15 -minute daytime show, 5 times per week.
Source — NBC All- County Survey.

VS. • — and at a lower cost!

50,000 WATTS
A CLEAR CHANNEL STATION
890 KILOCYCLES
Owned

and Operated by the Blue Network Company

Represented Nationally by Blue Spot Sales
lew York
Chicago
Hollywood
Detroit
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Aid Recruit Drive
RADIO should play a prominent
part in a recruiting campaign for
women for war work scheduled to
start next month, according to the
War Advertising Council. Listed
among advertisers who have
promised to give this drive a
special boost in September are
S. C. Johnson & Son, Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg. Co., Beech-Nut
Packing Co., Pillsbury Flour Mills
Co., Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.,
Liggett
National
Biscuit Co.Drug
GreatStores,
Atlantic
& Pacific
Tea Co.
BBDO, Compton Adv., FerryHanley Co., Foote, Cone & Belding,
McCann-Erickson, Pedlar & Ryan,
J. Walter Thompson Co., Young &
Rubicam and other agencies are
suggesting further such ads to
their accounts.
IBEW Pacts
CONTRACT for one year has been
signed by WINN Louisville, with
Broadcast Technicians Local Union No. 1286, IBEW, providing for
40 hour 5-day week and vacation
and sick leave with pay, IBEW announced last week. Rates of pay
fixed in the agreement have been
submitted to the National War Labor Board for approval. WINN is
the third Louisville station to sign
with the locak union, WHAS and
WAVE having had union agreements for nearly two years.
Dr. Hector Stays
DR. L. GRANT HECTOR will continue as chief engineer of National Union Radio Engineering Co.,
Newark, while on leave as production consultant on miniature tubes
with the War Production Board.
A correction issued by WPB states
that its original announcement of
Dr. Hector's appointment erroneously asserted
he was
"formerly"
with Nation
Union
[Broadcasting,
Aug. 2].
BROADCASTING

Personnel

at J-W-T

Realigned for Fall
New Assignments Are Given
As Production Is Added
WITH additional production on
schedule, J. Walter Thompson Co.
has realigned personnel to meet
fall activity. Several Hollywood
staff members are being shifted to
new assignments. Antony Stanford,
continuing as agency producer of
the NBC Chase & Sanborn Show,
also assumes that post on the
BLUE What's New? sponsored by
RCA starting Sept. 4.
Mannie Manheim, writer on the
NBC Kraft Music Hall, shifts to
Chase & Sanborn Show. Bob
Mosher and Joe Connelly continue
as writers of that show. Joe Bigelow, head
writer,between
shifts New
to What's
New?,
dividing
York
and Hollywood. Lester O'Keefe will
handle New York production with
Fritz Blocki on other pickups.
Bob Brewster continues as producer of Kraft Music Hall, with
Carroll Carroll, head writer, assisted by Leo (Ukie) Sherin, Vic
McLeod, Stanley Davis and Elon
Packard. Brewster and Carroll will
also continue to handle the NBC
Bob Crosby & Co., sponsored by
P. Lorillard Co. Sandy Barnett
continues as agency producer of the
CBS Lux Radio Theatre, sponsored
by Lever Bros. (Lux). George
Wells again writes dramatized
adaptations, with Harry Kerr doing framework writing.
Maury Holland directs the CBS
Sammy Kaye Show, sponsored by
P. Lorillard Co. Ed Ettinger heads
the writing staff, which includes
Bob Cenedella. Harry Herrman
produces and Ed Rice writes the
CBS Three Ring Time, sponsored
by P. Ballantine & Sons. Rice, Lester O'Keefe and Charles Christoph
supervise BLUE Adventures of
Nero Wolfe, sponsored by J. B.
Williams Co. (shaving cream).
Buck Gunn on the agency's Chicago staff supervises BLUE Breakfast Club, sponsored by Swift &
Co. Ted Jardine is agency contact
on CBS Man Behind the Gun, sponsored by Elgin Watch Co., and resuming Sept. 4. W. F. Lochridge,
New York vice-president, is agency representative
on the
new CBS
America
on the Air,
sponsored
by
William Wrigley Jr. Co.
Raymond Clapper and Cecil
Brown newscasts, as well as other
news broadcasts, sports events and
spot recordings are handled on rotating assignments by Abbott K.
Spencer, Lester O'Keefe, Fritz
Blocki, Harry Herrman, Ed Rice
and Howard Williams in New York.
Norman Blackburn of Hollywood
is agency contact on CBS / Was
There, sponsored by Spreckels
Sugar Co.; BLUE Breakfast at
Sardi's and NBC Fleetwood Lawton — Commentator, sponsored by
A. S. Boyle Co. (Old English Products) ; and weekly quarter-hour
Beauty Talks, sponsored by Lamont
Corliss
& Co. (Ponds) on KNX,
Hollywood.
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TEXAS
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CENTRAL SALES OFFICE: 805-6 Tower Petroleum Bldg., Dallas, Texas.
Ken L. Sibson, General Sales Mngr.
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IDEAS

to

make

. . . here's

Bill Winter

another

a

from

network

Columbia

Pacific

is an elegant news analyst. For years he was on a

station in the South (Columbia's WBT). So good were his keen
analyses, so superb his delivery, that Crossley reported 78% of
the available audience tuned to his program.
Idea #1. We

brought him West. Put him on Columbia

Idea #2. Why
news

when

Why

not? We

not combine

news

a brilliant analyst with straight

is hottest? News — then crisp news

had originated this combination;

daytime program

Winter.

empire,

all CBS

news

we scheduled

So today, up and

the seasoned

down

Winter

analyst

the rich Western

stations originate five minutes

at 10 p. m.; then William

incisive news

by any five-

broadcast regionally on the Coast.

Into such a combination
William

analysis?

it had worked:

it had already developed the highest ratings earned
a-week

Pacific.

of straight

gives ten minutes

of

analysis.

It's another example of sensible Columbia Pacific ideas. Get
the right ideas to five million people and they line up to buy!

COLUMBIA
-

A DIVISION OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Palace Hotel, San Francisco 5 . Columbia Square, I^os Angeles 28 . Represented by
Radio Sales, the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS.

m

Pacific

NETWORK

■

Radio's Look Ahead
WE QUOTE President Roosevelt:
"Although considerable progress has been
made as a result of efforts to reorganize the
work of the FCC under existing law, I am
thoroughly dissatisfied with the present legal
framework and administrative machinery of
the Commission. I have come to the definite
conclusion that the new legislation is necessary to effectuate a satisfactory reorganization of the Commission.
"New legislation is also needed to lay down
clearer Congressional policies on the substantive side — so clear that the new administrative body will have no difficulty in interpreting or administering them".
This is not a new expression from the Chief
Executive. It was made on Jan. 24, 1939, in
identical letters to Chairmen Wheeler and Lea
of the Senate and House committees charged
with radio legislation, after consultation with
the then FCC Chairman, Frank R. McNinch.
Plans to reorganize the FCC into a three-man
agency promptly were pressed, but got nowhere.
Meed is Greater Today
The condition of the law certainly hasn't
changed since 1939. The same law — The Communications Act of 1934 — is on the statute
books. But other things have happened to aggravate conditions. The Supreme Court, in the
now famous Frankfurter opinion of last May
10, breathed into that Act powers broader than
those ever delegated to any administrative
agency.
The need for legislation is apparent. The
President saw that need in 1939. Every session of Congress since then has seen legislation introduced to take the guesswork out of
radio regulation. There is pending before the
Senate the White- Wheeler bill, and before the
House the Holmes bill, which is almost identical. Congress reconvenes Sept. 14. Radio legislation appears to be at the top of the list.
The House Select Committee investigating the
FCC plans an interim report in which it
probably will advance certain legislative recommendations.
First things come first. There is need for
legislation that will clearly define the FCC's
functions and remove the Sword of Damocles
which the Commission holds over the heads
of broadcasters. Both the White-Wheeler bill
and the Holmes bill would accomplish that
essential result.
But that can be regarded only as shortterm, interim legislation. There is need for a
National Policy for Radio. The strides made
by radio through wartime necessity are stupendous. The whole story won't be known until the war is won. Already great credit has
been given radio and radio men for their contribution to the success of our forces and our
allies.
What will these war-born developments
mean in the peace-time transition of radio?
FM and television to be sure. Frequencies in
the micro-waves. Possibly enough frequencies
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to meet public demand for facilities. There are
many unknown quantities and imponderables.
That constitutes the long-range legislative
task. It requires sound planning. It is more
than the job simply of a Government regulaagency,economic
or an industry.
The be
nation's
whole
socialtoryand
fabric will
affected
by
these radio developments to come.
Here, we humbly submit, is a matter that
warrants the attention of the nation's leaders.
President Roosevelt, or his home-front chief,
Justice Byrnes, should take prompt notice of
it. There should be created, we suggest, a
board or commission to make a continuing
study of the radio-electronics field, with a
view toward legislative safeguards that will
ensure for the public the maximum benefits
in the post-war era.
On such a board, we believe, should be the
chairmen of the Committees of Congress
charged with radio legislation. There should
be representatives of the public — far-sighted,
public-spirited men, who are free of bureaucratic entanglements. There should be representatives of the licensing authority and of
the radio engineering profession, as well as
of the broadcasting industry.
Such a course of action, we feel, would
inure to the best interests of public, industry
and government. It covers both the shortrange and the long-range goals toward a sound
National Policy for Radio.
The industry should not let down for a single moment in its quest for the short-range,
interim legislation to correct the abuses that
President Roosevelt saw in 1939 and that
have been intensified a hundred-fold since.
That's the immediate task, to be coordinated
through the NAB, adequately staffed.

It's All Good
ALL TIME is good time on the air. This
broadcasting principle, now axiomatic, for
many years was denied recognition by advertisers, agencies and even broadcasters. As
the so-called good hours of 8-10 p.m. became
saturated some years ago, venturesome radio
users discovered that they were getting results— and good results, too — from hours ranging all the way from 6 a.m. to midnight. Now
even the midnight-dawn hours are attracting
new spot and local sponsors every day.
A glance at network program lineups for
next season [Broadcasting, Aug. 2] shows
that little time between dinner and 11 p.m. is
open on the nationwide networks. In fact,
there is a waiting list for some of the preferred periods.
This situation is a healthy one so long as
sponsors are willing to try new periods. Like
other media, radio has premium spots to offer.
And like other media, radio can offer many
of its best buys in the non-premium category.
Out of the shortage of availabilities in advertising media will come an appreciation of
the results that can be obtained by careful
buying of time and space. In the case of radio,
the Sunday afternoons and Saturday mornings
and midnight hours once so difficult to sell
are acquiring more friends as the years progress. The radio day is fast becoming an
around-the-clock proposition, and everyone
of those 24 hours offers a valuable buy to the
sponsor who knows how to buy time.

PHILIP HENRY

COHEN

menes servin
LONG's roster
T ngton
busy of
warradio
agenci
regis-g
THAWashi
tered their hearty approval last April,
when Philip Cohen was made deputy
chief of the OWI Domestic Radio Bureau, and
their approval was shared by networks and
agencies, too. For Phil Cohen, through years of
experience in "government" radio, and innumerable acquaintances in "commercial" radio,
was admirably fitted for the job. As one radio
executive put it — "Phil knows his government
better than anybody else in Washington and
he knows radio programming better than any
manPhilin Cohen
government."
is an innovator. But his innovations have been proven sound radio. Some of
the early American radio documentaries have
been due to his efforts. The highly successful
Americans All — Immigrants All, The Ballad
Hunter,ments and
other programs all had their eleof pioneering.
He was born in Fort Shafter, Hawaii, on
August 15, 1911, where his father Major Lee
Cohen USA, ret., was stationed. His early
schooling was obtained in Honolulu, Panama,
and later Virginia and New Jersey. He entered
Harvard, graduating cum laude in 1932. It was
at Harvard that he became interested in radio.
During his undergraduate years Phil participated in the first international debate between
the Oxford University team and Harvard.
After graduating from Harvard, Phil worked
at a number of jobs in New York as a radio
actor, quondam director, and other activities.
In 1936 he joined the Radio Division of the
Office of Education and established that office's
New York production office. While in New York
for the Office of Education he supervised such
broadcasts as Americans All — Immigrants
All, The World Is Yours, Gallant American
Women and Wings For The Martins. In the
summer of 1936 he organized the now famous
New York University Radio Workshop which
was tion
sponsored
and NYU. jointly by the Office of EducaIn 193& he took a leave of absence to travel
to London on a fellowship offered by the
Rockefeller Foundation. He studied the broadcast methods of BBC and developed enthusiasm
for documentary broadcasting. He returned to
America after a year and resumed his work
with the Office of Education. In June of 1940,
Archibald MacLeish, Librarian of Congress, j
became enthusiastic about the possibilities of,
radio use of materials in the Library of Con-|
gress. Having been given the fellowship inj
radio by the Rockefeller Foundation, Phil organized and became the director of the Radio
Project. A (Continued
staff wason assembled
page 34) and sev-j
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We

stacked

the

cards

against

Hitler

Beans and beets are vital to fighting men. Michigan
Packs them in the famed "C" and "K"
grows both.
canned
rations.
When Washington called urgently for the planting
of additional acres, WJR farm editor Duncan Moore
went into action. Working in conjunction with the
Department of Agriculture and the War Department, the idea of a special Army motorcade was
conceived. This mobile war show, on the road in
a ten-day tour of sixteen counties, sold farmers on
the necessity of increased production.
Throughout Michigan farmlands, farmers gazed
for the first time at jeeps, tanks and scout cars . . .
met wounded Guadalcanal heroes . . .
heard the appeals to plant more beans
and beets . . . signed pledge cards with
patriotic pride.
Today, the fields of Michigan are green
with growing beans and beets . . . the
hundreds of thousands of extra acres
that were pledged in those ten days when
the cards were stacked against Hitler.

BASIC STATION ... COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
G. A. Richards, President. . . Leo J. Fitzpatrick, Vice President and Gen. Mgr.
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Edward Petry & Company, Inc.,
National Representative
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Our Respects to
(Continued from page 32)
eral series of programs produced.
Among them were The Ballad
Hunter, one of the first attempts
to document American folk songs
and folkways by radio. This series
was produced in cooperation with
the dean of American folk song
hunters, John A. Lomax, founder
of the Archive of American Folk
Song at the Library. Later such
programs as Hidden History, and
America Speaks explored further
these techniques of documenting
America. War terminated the activities of the Radio Project.
Coordinating Job
When Bill Lewis was appointed
Radio Chief of the OFF he asked
Phil to become the Chief of the
Government Liaison Division. In
this capacity he was the principal

officer in dealing with all government agencies, bureaus, and departments and coordinating their
radio activities with the Federal
information policy.
Phil Cohen continued this work
when the Radio Bureau of OFF
was absorbed by the newly-created
OWI, and in the spring of this
year, he became Deputy Chief of
the Bureau to Donald D. Stauffer.
Phil is the author of a number
of articles on radio broadcasting.
He is Regional vice-president of
the Association for Education by
Radio, and one of the group which
organized it. He is well-known as
a lecturer at Ohio State, Harvard,
and New York Universities and
has taught at Middlebury College's
distinguished "Bread Loaf ConferHe is married to the well known
ence".
literary agent, Henriette Herz, and
is the father of two boys, Philip 5,
and William 2.

There's a NEW
Its name is "Bounty." Three
years ago it didn't even exist, yet
today its population is 328,911!
This husky three-year-old already
is larger than such prime markets
as Charleston, W. Va.; Chattanooga, Tenn.; Des Moines, Iowa;
Jacksonville, Fla.; Miami, Fla.;
Mobile, Ala.; Nashville, Tenn.;
Oklahoma City, Okla.; Omaha,
Neb.; Richmond, Va.; Salt Lake
City, Utah; Spokane, Wash.; Syracuse, N. Y. or Tulsa, Okla.

NOTES

THOS. G. ROCHE, former member
of the N. Y. Times advertising staff,
has joined WQXR New York, as
.saleman. With the Times from 19261941, he has spent the last year and
a half with Inter- American, monthly
publication.
HAROLD PAULSON, commercial
representative
CBR "Vancouver,
has
taken on theat additional
duties of
treasurer's cashier for the duration.
E. A. WEIR, commercial manager of
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Toronto, is on a tour of western Canadian
stations in connection with development of the CBC Alternative Network.
NORMAN RUNIONS, announcer
and newscaster of KIRO Seattle, has
been transferred to the sales dept.

City in Texas
figures. ALL NINE ARE IN TQN
DAYTIME PRIMARY. Eight of
the nine are among the twentyeight metropolitan counties in the
entire United States listed by the
Census Bureau as having the most
rapid wartime growth and the
BEST postwar prospects of retaining their growth.
TQN delivers this huge added
market — without added cost!

CHARLES R. RYND, treasurer of
BLUE, has returned to his New York
headquarters after several days of
Hollywood conferences with Don E.
Gilman, western division network
vice-president and Sidney N. Strotz,
Western
division vice-president of
NBC.
HERBERT
H. WIXSON,
sales manager of KMPC
Beverly Hills,
Cal.,
has been promoted to assistant station
manager
charge of
business. Heincurrently
is national
in New York
contacting advertising agencies.
C. G. (Tiny) RENIER has returned
to KMOX St. Louis after serving as
producer-director with CBS New York.
He will head a new department of
program sales.
GERRY
TONKIN,
manager of CKBI
Princecommercial
Albert, Sask.,
has
just
completed
a
sales
trip
Eastern Canada and the Unitedin
States.
ERED DEINERT, sales manager of
WPEN Philadelphia, is the father of
a girl.
ROGER W. CLIPP, executive vicepresident and general manager of
WPIL Philadelphia, has been named
chairman of the publicity committee,
Rotary Club of Philadelphia.
EDWARD
A. DAVIE
S, vice-president and director
of sales
of WIP
Philadelphia, was appointed by Gov.
Edward Martin of Pennsylvania as
Lt. Colonel and Assistant Chief of
Staff "G-2" on the staff of Brig. Gen.
Milton G. Baker, commanding general of the Pennsylvania State Guard.
JACK RUNYON, West Coast radio
manager, Office of the Coordinator of
Inter-American Affairs, has returned
to Hollywood after conferences with
radio executives in Mexico City.
ROLF agerWARNER,
sales service
of WBBM Chicago,
left manlast
week to begin training as an Army
aviation cadet. He has been succeeded
by Charles chandising
Dabney,
sales order
mermanager former
of the mail
department for Montgomery Ward &
Co., Chicago.
D. E. (Plug) KENDRICK, president
and general
ville has takenmanager
a leave ofofWINN
absence Louisupon
doctor's orders, following a recent
operation.
JOE
TONKIN, formerly of WOWO
Fort Wayne, Ind., has been appointed
acting chief of the Radio and Market
News Section, ministration,
Food GreatDistribution
AdLakes Region,
with headquarters
in
Chicago.
He
succeeds Lance Hooks, who has entered
the Army.
ROBERT J. MEYER has been appointed promotion manager of WISN
Milwaukee,
succeeding
Hughof WTAQ
O'Malley,
who
has Wis.
joined the staff
Green Bay,
HARVEY YOUNG, salesman of
WHIO
Dayton, has been inducted into the Army.

"Bounty'' is made up of the combined population gain, since 1940,
of nine Texas metropolitan centers,
as shown by 1943 ration book

TEXAS
QUALITY
NETWORK
Represented Nationally by EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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" 'Bout time yo' done showed up!
Ah suppose yo' been listenin' tuh
WFDF Flint Michigan."
• Broadcast

Advertising

MOST

crowded with excitement, dramatic wallop,

and experience— 19 years of experience in seeing and knowing and being part of the news.
The "most crowded room" is the WCCO

News

Room. Yet it's a new room. And spacious.
Northwest folks— almost 4,000,000 of them in 139
counties— have for 19 years leaned heavily on WCCO
for advice, counsel, information, entertainment and
news. News has always been up in the forefront of

Larry Haeg, farm news editor, who operates a 148-acre
farm, between turns as a State Legislator; like Cedric
Adams (10 years on WCCO)

rating for his nightly 10 o'clock newscast is 25.4.
Eleven men who know the news and know the Northwest.
When next you see a survey of radio listening in the
Northwest, information like this about WCCO news
coverage will help explain the complete dominance of
WCCO in the Northwest.

our activities. As news grew more and more important, the WCCO news staff grew. Grew so large that
we needed more space and more facilities. Hence the
WCCO News Room — the largest, the most complete
in Northwest radio.
That's only fab. For the WCCO News Staff is also
the largest and the most complete in Northwest radio.
Eleven staff men are authorities in their fields. Men
like John Raleigh who came to WCCO

from the Far

East, where he was CBS staff correspondent; like

Good

Neighbor

whose current Hooper

lliSi! W^wM
111, 1w i w

« :«

mm

A

Mil

tvlia R3

IRS

MINNEAPOUS-ST.PAUL
50,000 watts • 830 kc

to the Northwest
Represented by Radio Sales,
the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

Long to WELI
DEWEY LONG, formerly manager of the Chicago sales office of
WLW, Cincinnati,
who resigned that
position last
month, has been
appointed
er of WELImanagNew
Haven according
to an announcement by Harold
A. LaFount, general manager of
Mr. Long
the Bulova stations. A veteran
in radio sales, Mr. Long was formerly manager of WSAI Cincinnati, and before that sales manager of WBT. James T. Milne remains at WELI in full charge of
sales, according to Mr. LaFount.
RCA Head Drowned
E. C. GRIMLEY, 52, president of
RCA-Victor Ltd., Montreal, was
drowned Aug. 4 in Lake Memphremagog, Que., when he fell from the
stern of a sailboat. Although a good
swimmer, he failed to reappear after sinking beneath the surface.
During the past winter he had
found it necessary to take a rest
cure for a heart condition. He was
in the sailboat with his wife and
niece at the time of the accident.
News

is NEWS

Today!

Andat— its best —
here is news
DAILY WAR JOURNAL
with
MARTIN AGRONSKY
Monday thru Friday — 7:00-7:15 A.M.
(Blue Network "Co-op")
Available now for sponsorship
WRITE OR CALL
FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

HARRY GERBER, formerly of Gerber Sales Co., Boston, Mass., has been
appointed New England factory representative of Universal Microphone
Co., Inglewood, Cal.
LT. JAMES C. FIDLER, formerly
meteorologist at WLW Cincinnati, is
the father of a girl.

B. M. Middleton

Leaves

Aug. 20 to Join Army
BEVERLY M. MIDDLETON,
sales manager of WABC, New
York, leaves the station Aug. 20
to join the Army. He reports for
duty at Fort Devens, Mass., Aug.
23. Replacing Mr. Middleton will
be John H. Field Jr., who joined
WABC last April as an account
executive. He had held a similar
position with WPTF, Raleigh,
N. C.
Mr. Field entered the advertising field as a member of the New
York World advertising department. He remained there five years,
shifting then to the New York
Times, where he spent six years.
After a two-year period with Scott
Howe Bowen, radio representative,
he joined Free & Peters, New York
office in 1935, as vice-president of
Free, Johns & Field, a subsidiary
organization. In 1938 he joined
WPTF.
Mr. Middleton joined WABC as
an account executive in 1938. He
had served as manager of KBIX,
Muskogee, Okla.; commercial manager of WSVA, Harrisonburg,
Va., and commercial manager of
WFAS, White Plains, N. Y. He
became sales manager of WABC in
July of last year.
RUSH HUGHES, KWK St. Louis,
has been commissioned by the TreasDepartment tooftranscribe
minuteury narrations
events in 24-five
which
American boys in the service have
figured as heroes in the present war.
The discs will be used for nation wide
distribution in connection with the
Third War Loan campaign.

MM

Prize Package
has shown

of the Industry

a 100%

audience

increase in the last four months

with

Cal., received from Jack O'Mara,
Pacific Coast merchandising manager of CBS, during a recent Hollywood conference.
Kennedy to England
JOHN B. KENNEDY gave his last
broadcast on CBS for Chevrolet
Dealers Aug. 12, and planned to
leave shortly for England where he
will gather information as a guest
of the British Government. Chevrolet will discontinue sponsorship of
the Tuesday and Thursday, 6:306:45 p.m. periods. Jeri Sullavan,
singer, heard on a sustaining basis
in this spot on other days of the
week, will move into the two periods vacated by Mr. Kennedy. Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit, handles the
account.
Martin Returns

WW

SPOT SALES, INC.
National Representatives

N"*
LOUISVILLE
WIN

FOR FUTURE USE, are the merchandising tips Shelton E a r p
(left),
newly-appointed
assistant
manager of KROY, Sacramento,

. . . climbing against a marked
seasonal

decline

in

to NBC

W. G. MARTIN, who left NBC
early this year to become director
of public relations for Lady
Esther, Chicago, has returned to
the network as a member of NBC
Spot Sales. Mr. Martin was formerly manager of guest relations
at NBC. Another new member of
NBC Spot Sales is William Thomas
Hamilton, who until recently
served
on the staff of Puck — The
Comic Weekly.
E. R. CAPPELLINI, news editor and
commercial manager of KALB, Alexandria, La., since 1939, has been appointed manager of the station.

radio

The

listening.
TIME

It is all very indicative!

,

BUYERS

STATION

WINN
Are you interested?
BLUE

1foit>i
NETWORK

STATION
LOUISVILLE,

WDOD
Chattanooga,

i*t
KY.
WHN

D. E. "Plug" Kendrick
President and General Manager
G. F. "Red" Bauer
Sales Manager
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5,000 WATTS
CBS
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
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CYRIL WAGNER, member of the
press department of WGN Chicago,
until he joined the Army 14 months
ago, is again a member of the WGN
charge. having received a medical disstaff,

BOB RUNYAN has joined the announcing staff of WOWO-WGL Fort
Wayne. Ind., coming from stations in
Minneapolis.
KATHERINE FOX, coordinator of
war activities and public service director for WLW-WSAI Cincinnati, is
leaving for Cleveland to serve on the
advisory tivitiescommittee
acin Ohio for for
the women's
Third War
Loan Drive.
DARRELL DONNELL, former news
broadcaster at KJBS and KQW San
Francisco, has shifted to KFRC San
Francisco, doing three news broadcasts daily.
MITCHELL CONNOR, recently honorably discharged from the Army, has
joined WBBM Chicago, as a producer. Previously. Connor was a writer,
producer and announcer at WMIN
Minneapolis, and before going into the
army, worked as newscaster on WBBM
Chicago Sun news broadcasts.
JUNE CLAIRE, artist and writer,
has joined the continuity staff of
WGN Chicago.
JACK
O'CONNOR,
of WRBL
Columbus. staff
Ga., announcer
has been
made promotional director. (Miss)
Billy Wismer has been appointed full
time announcer. She had been part
time announcer since last September.
KANE CAMPBELL, formerly of
NBC, New York, playwright and author, has joined WGN Chicago, as
continuity writer.

JUAN ROOT has joined the announcing staff of CBR Vancouver.
B Y N G WHITTAKER, Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. announcer who recently transferred to the British
Broadcasting Corp., has arrived safely
in England.
MICKEY SHORE, formerly of
CKLW Windsor-Detroit, has joined
WHLS Port Huron, Mich.

COLUMBIA RECORDING Corp. district managers gathered seven-strong
at the company's Bridgeport factory to tackle market problems with
Columbia executives — the first meeting of its kind in two years, with
every district represented. Paul Southard, vice-president in charge of
sales, seated in the center, is flanked by Jack Stafford, New England
(left), and F. E. Cross, South Central. Back row, standing: Robert Pampe,
Southeast; George Prutting, New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore; Jeff
Wilson, West; Gene Chandler, Southwest; and Jack Hein, Midwest.
WILLIAM E. LAWRENCE, transcription supervisor
of the
NBC Julie
Central Division
studios
married
Johnson of Chicago recently. William
Brewer, assistant traffic manager has
married Jean Swisher of Danville, 111.
MARGARET DREYMAN, of the
commercial traffic department of the
BLUE, is engaged to marry Walter
Nowarck.

PVT. CHARLES
former an-is
nouncer of WCAUWOOD,
Philadelphia,
now attached to the public relations
staff at Valley Forge Army Hospital,
Valley Forge, Pa.
PVT. CHARLES WOODWARD, former assistant auditor of KYW Philadelphia, has entered Officers Candidate School at Duke University, Durham, N. C.

POLLY PATTERSON, home-economist featured on the five-weekly Polly &
Pat on KPAS Pasadena, Cal., currently is completing an assignment in
the MGM film short, "Home Maid".
GEORGE J. VOGEL, who resigned
recently as director of transcriptions
for the Coordinator of Inter-American
Affairs, has joined the staff of Publicity Associatees, New York. He was
at one time commercial manager of
KZRF and KZRM in Manila.
MARJORIE CONNOR has resigned
as assistant to Harold E. Bisson,
manager
NBC's to
promotion
tion of
department,
return producto her
home intendedNashville,
Tenn.,
for
an exrest.
HARRIOT BARROWS, New York
and Boston vocal coach and former
concert singer, is now at WGN Chicago, to train station soloists and
members of the WGN chorus.
ANTHONY MORSE, announcer of
KGO San Francisco, has been assigned commentator on the five-weekly
quarter-hour newscast sponsored by
Kellogg Co. (Gro-Pup dog food), on
13 BLUE Pacific stations, started
Aug. 9.

Last year, our industrial workers

earned

wages

of over '107,000,000

And it's been going up ever since.
Last season, Hooper reported

63.8%

listening to WSPA.

That's gone up too.
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Said the War Correspondent to the Folks Back Home:

"Tanks
#

-smash

storm

rail center

counterattack"

In your morning paper
It's only an arrow
Creeping toward a dot on the map . . .
But out there
Where the angry earth
Convulses under your feet
From the thundering steamroller charge
It's hell on wheels
As the tanks attack at dawn
And close on their clawing heels
Spattered with the same mud and lead
As the mopping-up forces
Comes the soldier with the typewriter
The war correspondent
Whether for beaming a headline across
the world or bringing it into your
home, Federal is a leading manufacturer ofradio transmitting and receiving tubes, including the giant tubes used
by
Mackay RadioService
in its world-wide
Communications

IT&T

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast

When you read his eye-witness account
Of how this town was taken
Read between the lines
And give a thought
To the man under the helmet

Whose
Get the only
story!command is
Helping him get the story through
Relaying it from field radio
To command outpost
To towering Mackay Radio
Trans-Atlantic radio telegraph station
Is the voice and ear of electronics
The vacuum tube . . .
Giving wings to his words
Just as it helps plane and tank
"Work together better
Because they can talk together"
Here at I. T. & T.'s manufacturing associate
Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation
Where a great many of these tubes are made
Our hats are off
To the men who use them
To speed victory . . .
Some
they'll
help men
Build day
a better
world

International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation 67 Broadst., NewYorks, n.y.
r 'Manufacturing Associate:
Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation

Advertising
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ROBERT LYLE FINCH, feature announcer and sportscaster at KMOX
St. Louis, has entered the Navy as a
lieutenant (j.g.).
DEAN LANDFEAR has joined WMT
Cedar Rapids as an announcer.
KENNETH HEADY, conductor of
Spotlight on Sports on KCMO Kansas City, has been inducted into the
Army.
BRUCE WALLACE has been succeeded at WING Dayton, Ohio, as
promotion manager by Virginia North.
JOE SPAGNOLA, supervisor of the
BLUE's
soon for duplicating
Army duty. division, reports

MARGARET FARRY, of BLUE
sales service has left the network to
be married to Lt. Leroy R. Switzer,
navigator in the Air Forces.
SIDELLE HERMAN has joined the
music department of WLIB Brooklyn, as library assistant.
CAPT.mer assistant
BRICEmanager
DISQUEof the
JR., NBC
forscript division, now with a troop carriermotedcommand
in Europe,
has been proto the rank
of major.
PHIL POTTER has joined the announcing staff of WNLC New London, Conn. He was formerly with
WDEV Waterbury, Vt., and WWSR
St. Albany, Vt.

WALTER
KIERNAN,
former writer and columnist
of International
News Service last week started a
series of twice-weekly news commentaries on WJZ New Yont. Mr. Kiernan conducted syndicated column for
INS appearing in 85 newspapers under the heading "One Man's OpinLUCY TOWLE, formerly promotion
director of WMCA New York, joins
NBC this week. She will be in the
educational program promotion dept.
H. V. KALTENBORN, NBC Comion." mentator was selected "favorite commentator" in a poll conducted recently
by the Tampa (Fla.) Tribune.

ones toTheget two
ideas pictured
from Printers'
Ink.
might
easily have been agency people
or media men, or any combination you could name. The fact is,
all these people know the need
for additional sound and varied
experience. It leads them to pool
information and to stimulate
their own thinking by reading
NEW

IDEAS

FOR

MARKETING
MANAGEMENT
"The Salesman's Wife is vital to this
program's success!"
"She's more vital to the salesman,
but you're right — she popped up in
the Printers' Ink contest story."
"You read it too? You know that
article gave me a new slant on the
whole idea of wholesaler and jobber
distribution. We never tried a quota

system like it before and I think you
ought to look into it. If we can
handle it call in the agency — have it
worked up into a full campaign."
"Okay, and that reminds me, I'm
changing the list we're using now . . .
I got that idea in Printers' Ink too."
Naturally, advertising and sales
management men aren't the only

Printers' Ink.
This is normal usage for
Printers' Ink material, for P. I.
builds this usage, this wealth of
ideas and information into all its
articles. This interpretive editorial policy delivering the "knowhow" and "know-why" of advertising, management and sales,
provides the vital "difference"
that makes Printers' Ink the
most quoted voice in the industry.

never ignored
k
quoted, In
often
read,
'
. • always
rs
te
FOR MARKETING
Pr•in
BROADCASTING
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of a boy. PERRIN, producer announcKEYES
er of WOR New York, is the fati'er
VAN GEORGE PATRICK has replaced Jim Wells as Sports Director
of WBEN
Buffalo,
gone
into the
Navy. Mr. Wells having
BERT WILSON, sports announcer of
WJJD Chicago, is the father of a
DOUG ADAMSON, formerly of
KGGM Albuquerque, has joined the
announcing staff of KTSM El Paso.
PAT HEASMAN, girl announcer of
girl.
WICA Ashtabula, O., has resigned to
be married.
FRANK MALLANTS, promotion
managerumnist of
and colfor theWIOD
Miami Miami,
Daily News,
has
beenDade
selected
by the
Sportsman's
of
County
as the
man who Club
has
done the most outstanding work for
conservation in South Florida.
SYLVIA FRANKEL, formerly of
WMAN Mansfield, O., has joined
WING Dayton in charge of special
events. Charlotte Howard, former staff
vocalist at WLW is now announcersinger at WING.
BILL BRYAN of WIBW Topeka,
has replaced Dave Chapman as news
editor of KOMA Oklahoma City. Mr.
Chapman is in the Navy.
JAMES WE STOVER, recently with
WBAA Purdue U., has joined the announcing staff of WOWO-WGL, Fort
Wayne.
BERNARD DUDLEY, formerly heard
on WABYnouncer on Portia
Albany,Faces
is serving
anLife on asNBC,
while George Putnam vacations in
California.
BERNARD ESTES, has resigned as
publicity director of WHN New York.
Mr. Estes was formerly publicity and
promotion head of WINS New York.
ROSEMARY CRUIT has joined the
continuity department of CJOR Vancouver.
PATRICIAmentatorNEILSON,
comand announcer music
of CJOR
Vancouver, is to handle the Vancouver
Symphony Concerts this summer.
MARION McLEAN, production department of CBR
Vancouver,to hasNaval
announced
her engagement
writer Kent Lovick.
SUB - LIEUT. MAURICE BURCHELL, formerly of CKY Winnipeg,
has been posted to H.M.C.S. Chippawa, Canadian Naval station at WinniSUB-LIEUT. TOM BENSON, forWinnipeg,
now stapeg. merlytionedofatCKY
H.M.C.S.
Cartier,is Canadian
Naval station at Montreal.
RON DEACON and Jack Holmes,
former announcers of CKX Brandon,
Man., now with the Royal Canadian
Artillery,mis ions have
received their comas lieutenants.

THE
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EFFECTIVE SALES
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Labor

Council

Asks

Fly

Ouster;

Says He Blocks
Post-War
Jobs
Cleveland Building Trades Call on President
To Act. Charging Excessive Regulation
an unhealthy
of affairs in this
IS ORGANIZED labor out after important
body state
;
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Whereas,
even
if
some of the
Fly?
charges
which
have
been
publicized
That question is being asked
may be unproven, a sufficient body of
following disclosure that the busi- evidence has been submitted to demonstrate that the Commission under
ness agents of the Cleveland
the present chairman has fallen
Building and Construction Trades
down badly on its job of working
Council have adopted a resolution
and fairly with the raasking President Roosevelt to re- constructively
dio industry, that its policies point
move Mr. Fly from the FCC post definitely
in the direction of abridgeon the ground that his policies
ment of the American principle of
"seem to indicate a purpose to free and non-partisan use of the air
waves, and that it has created an
limit and retard the post-war pos- unwholesome
situation which must be
sibilities of the radio and televicleaned up in the interests of the insion industries by the imposition
dustry
and
the
nation ;
of excessive and bureaucratic reguWhereas, onstrated
it thathas
been clearly
Chairman
Jamesdem-L.
lations."
The resolution, adopted by the Fly initiates and dominates the deCouncil on July 27, was the first
direct attack upon Mr. Fly by a
labor organization, so far as
could be recalled. It was published
July 30 in the Cleveland Citizen,
official weekly newspaper of organized labor in that city. The
resolution follows in full text:
Resolution
Whereas, the Building and Construction Trades Department of the
American Federation of Labor at its
1942 convention accepted and apthe report submitted
by William proved
L. Hutcheson
calling attention
to the vast promise in after-war jobs
for the building industry in the potential expansion program of the radio and television industry ;
Whereas, the present policies pursued by the Federal Communications
Commission under the Chairmanship
of James L. Fly, instead of encouraging such expansion and growth,
seem to indicate a purpose to limit
and retard the post-war possibilities
of the industry by the imposition of
excessive and punitive bureaucratic
regulation ;
Whereas, the American Federation
of Labor, at its successive annual
conventions, has repeatedly gone on
record in opposition to the further
extension of the bureaucratic principle in our Federal Government ;
Whereas, the management of the
radio industry by the present Commission has called forth sharp criticism, not alone from civilian sources
but from high representatives of our
Armed Forces ;
Whereas, the facts submitted to
the present House Committee investigating the conduct of the Federal
Communications Commission indicate

Telegenics
FORESEEING that television will create a special demand for photogenic men and
women, Harry Conover,
model agency, has opened a
special television department
at his New York studios, to
train models as announcers
and demonstrators of advertised products. Mr. Conover
thinks television will revolutionize advertising.
eisions of the majority of the present FCC, and therefore, that he is
personally
cies and forresponsible
their effectsfor
; its poliTherefore, be it resolved, that the
Building and Construction Trades
Council of Cleveland calls upon
President Roosevelt to reorganize the
FCC to its proper functioning by
taking the proper steps to remove
James L. Fly forthwith from the
Chairmanship of the Commission.

Begin with this bushel of Kansas Wheat! There
are 14 million other bushels — to be sold for
20% to 25 % more money than last year. Farm
and small town folks in Kansas and surrounding states are RICH. The staggering amount
received for this wheat crop is only a small
part of their total income.

Atlantic Beer Places
ATLANTIC BREWING Co., Chicago (Tavern Pale beer), has
placed contracts to sponsor spot
announcements, two quarter-hour
musical programs and a quarterhour warm-up session preceding
college football games beginning
Aug. 9. The thrice-weekly quarterhour, Tavern Pale Playtime, will
feature The Vagabonds, Negro
quartet, on WMAQ, Chicago, beginning Aug. 9, for 13 weeks. A
thrice-weekly quarter-hour, Playtime, featuring The King's Jester
and Winston & Sutton, pianists,
will be heard on WBBM, Chicago,
for 14 weeks. The quarter-hour pregame session with John Harrington, sports announcer, will be heard
on WBBM, Chicago, beginning
Sept. 12, and spot announcements
will be carried on Chicago stations
WBBM WCFL WJJD WSBC and
WIND, Gary, until Dec. 31.

They think we're swell because we give 'em
entertainment and services they want, need and
understand.
Finally — point out how easy it is for an advertiser to dip his hands into this natural wealth

Now — bring out the fact that these suddenly-

by using the preferred medium of this area —
WIBW. You'll find you've written a powerful

wealthy folks are WIBW's

selling ad. Powerful because it's true.

WW

regular listeners.

WW
COLUMBIA'S
OUTLET
FOR KANSAS
BEN LUDY, Gen. Mgr.
vr a****:
W
B
REPRESENTED
BY CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, INC.
WI
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
KANSAS CITY
SAN FRANCISCO
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WKY

EXPLOITING
FASHION

the

Kuiinaii

of

BROADCASTING
KHJ, Hollywood
Coast Federal Savings & Loan Assn., Los
Angeles (investments), weekly sp, 13
weeks,
Angeles. thru Robert F. Dennis Inc., Los
Interstate Bakeries Corp., Los Angeles
(bread), 2 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Dan
B. Miner Co., Los Angeles.
Golden State Co., San Francisco (Golden
V. milk), 5 ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru
BBDO, San Francisco.
North American Aviation Co., Inglewood,
Cal. (employment),
5 sp weekly, 13
weeks, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Harold H. Clapp Inc., Rochester, N. Y.
(baby foods), 2 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru
McCann-Erickson Inc., San Francisco.
Nehi Corp., Columbus, Ga. (Par-T-Pak), 5
ta weekly, 26 weeks, thru BBDO, Los
Angeles.
Colonial Dames Corp., Los Angeles (cosmetics), 2 so weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Glasser-Gailey & Co., Los Angeles.

STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WHO, Des Moines
Kenton Pharmacal Co., Covington, Ky.
(Histeen), 3 sp thru Roche, Williams &
Cunnyngham, Chicago.
Pal Blade Co., New York (Pal Blades),
156 t, 3 per wk, thru Al Paul Lefton
Co., Philadelphia.
Gooch Food Products Co., Lincoln, Neb.
(macaroni), 39 ne, 3 per wk, thru
Potts-Turnbull Co., Kansas City, MrCampbell Cereal Co., Minneapolis (MaltO-Meal), 78 ne, 3 per wk, and 130 sa,
5 per wk, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons,
Chicago.
Good Foods, Minneapolis (Skippy peanut
butter) , 52 t, 1 per wk, thru Garfield
6 Guild, San Francisco.
Winston-Newell
Co., Minneapolis (Red
Rooster coffee) , 5 ta per wk thru Campbell-Mithum, Inc., Minneapolis.
Little Crow Milling, Warsaw, Ind. (Coco
Wheats), 162 sp, 6 per wk, thru Rogers
& Smith, Chicago.
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N
J. (Tek tooth brush), 104 so, 5 per wk,
thru Ferry-Hanly Co., New York.
Chamber of Commerce, Excelsior Springs.
Mo. (institutional), 15 sa, 3 per wk,
thru Harry Atkinson, Inc., Chicago.
Allied Mills, Fort Wayne, Ind. (Wayne
Feeds), 92 t, 2 per wk, thru Louis Wade,
Inc., Fort Wayne.
Carey Salt Co., Hutchinson, Kan. (Carey
Salt), 156 sp, 3 per wk, thru McJunkin
Adv Co., Chicago.
KQW, San Francisco
Sage Brothers, San Jose (religious), 1 sp
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Hoskins Adv. Co.,
Los Angeles.
Citizens Federal Savings & Loan, San
Francisco (loans), 2 sa weekly, 13
weeks, thru Long Adv. Agency, San
Francisco.
Granat Bros., San Francisco (help wanted),
2 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru N. W. Ayer
& Son, San Francisco.
Local Loan Co., San Francisco (loans), 17
sa,
Los indefinite,
Angeles. thru Hizon & O'Donnell.
RCA Mfg. Co., New York (electronics), 7
t, indefinite, thru Ruthrauff & Rvan,
N. Y.

WKZO, Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids
Consumers Power Co., 1 sa weekly, 52
weeks, thru N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y.
Michigan Bell Telephone Co., Detroit, 14
so weekly, 8 weeks, thru N. W. Ayer &
Son, N. Y.
Morton Salt Co., Chicago, 10 ta weekly, 4
weeks, thru J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Chicago.
Murphy Products, Burlington, Wis. (feeds).
5 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru Wade Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
Republic Pictures, New York, 12 so weekly, 1 week, thru Donahue & Coe. N. Y.
Rex Research Products, Toledo (FlyTox) , 3 to weekly, 5 weeks, thru Miller
Agency, Toledo.
Rit Products, Chicago (dye), 12 ta weekly.
17 weeks, thru Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago.
Sal-Fayne Corp., 3 t weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Douglas Hall Co., Dayton.
WOR, New York
Agash Refining Corp., Brooklyn (Royal
Cook Salad Oil), 5 sa weekly, 52 weeks,
thru Diener and Dorskind, N. Y.
Best Foods Inc., New York (Force, Presto),
5 so weekly, 13 weeks, thru Arthur Kudner Inc., N. Y.
Hi-V Vitamin Corp., New York (Hi-V
Vitamins), 5 so weekly, 26 weeks, thru
Applied Merchandising, N. Y.
Griffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (Griffin Shoe
Polish) , 5 so weekly, thru Bermingham,
Castleman and Pierce, N. Y.
Maggi Inc., New York (Maggi Seasoning,
Maggi Bouillon Cubes), 5 so weekly, thru
Needham & Grohmann, N. Y.
Kenmore Publishing
Co, ,New
(Math-8
ematics Made Easy)
2 spYorkweekly,
weeks, thru Weiss & Geller, N. Y.

A NEWesting approach
toward
interlocal merchants
in radio,
and a new service for women listeners is under test in Oklahoma
City this month, where WKY is
presenting Marjorie Howard, dean
of Paris fashion correspondents, in
a series of studio appearances and
broadcasts on fashions.
Miss Howard was first introduced Aug. 4 to more than 150 local merchants, store executives and
buyers at a luncheon in the Skirvin
Tower Hotel. At that time, Gayle
V. Grubb, WKY manager, explained that the fashion series did
not represent a new program, or
new artist or feature, but a complete new service to round out radio's services to the women. He
said WKY was already catering to
two feminine interests — the home
and children, and that through the
fashion broadcasts it would appeal
to the woman herself.
Miss Howard was again introduced at an open house in the
WKY studio on Aug. 6, from 2-4
p.m., and 8-9:30 p.m. She will hold
weekly fashion parades in WKY
Studio A on Tuesdays 2-3:30 p.m.
Her broadcast schedule includes a
Mon.-Fri. series Fashions Today,
11:45 p.m. -12 noon: Sincerely,
Marjorie Howard, Fri. 9:45-10
p.m., Fashion-wise and Otherwise,
Sundays 5:30-5:45 p.m.

WENR, Chicago
Ralston-Purina Co., St. Louis (cereals). 5
ne weekly, 26 weeks, thru Gardner Adv.
Agency, St. Louis.
Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co., New York,
6 sp weekly,
enberg Co., N.39 Y.weeks, thru Arthur RosBeich Candy Co., Bloomington, 111., 52 sa,
thru Arthur Meyerhoff & Co, Chicago.
Consolidated Royal Chemical Corp., Chicago (Krank's
Shave Kreem),
260 sa,
thru Arthur
Meyerhoff
& Co., Chicago.
Esquire, Inc., Chicago (Coronet Magazine),
12 so, thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Thomas J. Webb Co., Chicago (coffee),
312 so, thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Washington Park Jockey Club, Homewood,
111., 35 so, thru Al Paul Lefton Co., Chicago.
KONO, San Antonio
Carter
Products
Co., New6 York
(Carter's52
Little Liver Pills),
ta weekly,
weeks, thru Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
True Story Magazine, New York. 5 t
weekly,
thru Raymond Spector Co., 52N. weeks,
Y.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City
(Supersuds, Palmolive soap), ta, thru
William Esty & Co., and Ted Bates
Inc., N. Y.
Ex-Lax Inc., Brooklyn (Ex-Lax), 5 ta
weekly, 19 weeks, thru Joseph Katz
Co., N. Y.
Beaumont Labs., St. Louis (Four-Way
Cold hueTablets),
& Coe, N. spY. 19 weeks, thru DonaGrove Labs.,
Louisthru
(Grove's
mins), sp 26St.weeks,
DonahueVita-&
Coe, N. Y.
Bond Sales at Stations
KPAS, Pasadena, Cal.
Basic Foods Inc., Los Angeles (vitamins), 80 Millions During Year
5 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru Elucidator
Publications, Hollywood.
WAR BONDS and Stamps totaling
Knox Co., Hollywood (Cystex, Mendaco),
7Kansas
ta weekly,
thru
Allen
C.
Smith
Adv.,
$80,243,968 were sold by 455 of the
City.
nation's radio stations acting as
Wilson & Co., Los Angeles (ham, bacon), official
issuing agents for the sale
2 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru Brisacher,
Davis & Van Norden, Los Angeles.
of Stamps and Bonds during the
Sunway Fruit Products Co., Chicago (vita- year from July 1942 through July
mins), 6 t, 4 so weekly, 26 weeks, thru 1943, according to a report from
Sorensen & Co., Chicago.
Federal Life & Casualty Co., Los Angeles the Treasury Dept. Total sales of
(insurance), 3 sp, 8 t, weekly, 13 weeks, series E War Bonds during the
thru Allied Adv. Agencies, Los Angeles.
period were $8,271,277,000.
WNEW, New York
Heading the list were New York
Charms Candy Co., Bloomfield, N. J. stations which accounted for $15,(Tastyeast), 9 so weekly, 13 weeks, 536,256.86 in Bonds and Stamps
thru C. L. Miller Co., N. Y.
during the period. Pennsylvania
KFAC, Los Angeles
stations were second with $9,368,Young's
Dental
Manufacturing
Co.,
Los
Angeles (dental products), 78 ta, 13 677.85. In third place were Ohio
wks, thru the Mayers Co., Los Angeles.
stations with $7,288,672.45; Missouri $5,262,010, California $4,774,415.55, Iowa $4,671,522.

YOUR BEST SALESMEN!
Send them into the homes of the obleto-buy causepeople
this thriving
Bethey are ofwelcome
visitors area.
they will
tell vour sales story better and cheaper!
THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST GROUP
KXL
Joseph H. McGillvra
KFPY
The Katz Company
Z NET
The Walker Company
Buying 2 all
markets
saves10%!5%; buying
3 saves
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Sacred Series Expands
HEBREW EVANGELIZATION
Society, Los Angeles (religious),
sponsoring the six-weekly halfhour transcribed
program
Hebrew-of
Christian
Hour under
a revision
schedule in early August added 13
stations to its list making a total
of 33 outlets. Contracts are for 52
weeks. New stations include
WSBC, Chicago; WISR, Butler,
Pa.; WSAR, Fall River, Mass.;
WRUF, Gainesville, Fla.; WBIG,
Greensboro, N. C; WIBA, Madison; WEMP, Milwaukee; WKST,
New Castle, Pa.; WELI, New Haven, Conn.; WNOE, New Orleans; WOV, New York; WTSP,
St. Petersburg; WTCN, Minneapolis;willKFIO,
OtherWeststations
be Spokane.
added. Tom
wood
Adv.
Agency,
Los
Angeles,
has the account
CKCA Kenora, Ont., has added
Press
Ltd. 60 words a minute
teletypeNews
service.

. Broadcast

Advertising

WASHINGTON PARK JOCKEY
Club, Homewood, 111., has placed a
varying schedule of from five to 10
spot announcements weekly for the
duration of its August-September
meeting on WBBM WENR WMAQ
WGN WCFL WAIT WJJD WAAF
in Chicago, and WIND Gary, Ind.
Agency is Al Paul Lefton Co., Chicago.
JACOB REED'S SONS, Philadelphia
(clothiers), has renewed its sponsorship of a half-hour period, Sundays
4:30 p.m., on KYW Philadelphia, for
13 weeks. Reed's will present the
transcription series, Great Personalities in American Industry, placed by
Seberhagen Inc., Philadelphia.
KEYSTONE Automobile Club Casualty Co. of Philadelphia, Pa., has renewed its Thursday quarter-hour
variety show on KYW Philadelphia,
for 13 weeks. Titled, Keystone Musical
Milestones, the program has been sponsored for the past two-and-a-half-years.
Agency is Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia.
CITRUS PRODUCTS Co., Chicago
(Kist beverages), has purchased 234
five-minute transcribed dramatic programs which will start this fall on
KGMB Honolulu, twice-weekly. The
account was placed direct.
CLUB ALUMINUM PRODUCTS
Co., Chicago (household cleaners), at
present sponsoring chain breaks on
WMAQ Chicago, and WCFL Chicago, beginning Sept. 13 will sponsor
a varying number of chain breaks from
nine to 13 weeks on WJZ WOR WWJ
WJR KSD. Agency is Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.
SIERRA CANDY Co., San Francisco,
has extended Song of Freedom, running for past year over KJBS San
Francisco, to KROY KGDM KFRE
KPMC KDON KHSL KVCV KIEM.
Agency
cisco. is Robert B. Young, San FranYAMI YOGURT PRODUCTS Co.,
Los Angeles (dairy product), in a 13week campaign which started recently
is sponsoring five-weekly participation in Norma
HappyWasey
Homes&
on KHJ.
AgencyYoung's
is Erwin
Co., Los Angeles.
W. & J. SLOANE & Co., Los Angeles (retail furniture chain), recently started sponsoring a weekly
quarter-hour live musical program,
Sunday Serenade, on KFI. Placing
direct, contract is for 13 weeks. Ed
Colmans is announcer and Sid Goodwin producer. Sloane Beverly Hills
store sponsors a daily quarter-hour
newscast on KMPC.

Caters to Bovines
WHIO DAYTON has extended its listener satisfaction
from the homo sapia group
to a new field, that of making
cows more contented. Genesis of this venture came the
other morning when Janet
Will called Bud Baldwin, announcer of Breakfast in Bedlam and asked him to give
her herd of cows more contentment. It developed that
the playing of certain recordings made the 13 cows and
one bull belonging to Miss
Will very quiet and satisfied
with life. Also note : The milk
production of the cows has
increased.

KRLD

DOMINANT

IN

RICHEST

COOPERATIVE Transit Co., of
Wheeling, recently celebrated its tenth
anniversary with a series of radio
programs over WWVA. Three of the
programs were interviews with transit
company oldtimers who introduced
dramatized stories of early transit
developments. The final program,
called "Through The Years With
Cooperative",
was ain cavalcade
early
transportation
Wheeling. of
RELIABLE USED CAR Co., Jamaica, N. Y., on Aug. 4 started a
test rampaign on WMCA New York,
seeking to purchase used cars. Other
stations may be added. Agency is
John W. Loveton, New York.
AN EARLY
MORNING
interest program
on WOR women's
New York,
is being used by Titeflex Metal Hose
Co., Newark, N. J., to recruit women
workers. Firm is engaged in the manufacture of products for airplanes, and
effective Aug. 9 started participations
on Pegeen Prefers, six times weekly
program in the 8 :30-9 a.m. period.
Agency is Chas. Dallas Reach Co.,
Newark, N. J.
CANADA STARCH Co. Ltd., Montreal (Crown Brand corn syrup)
starts on Aug. 30 Secret Service
Scouts and Crown Brand Sports Club
on CFRB Toronto, twice weekly. Account was placed by Vickers & Benson Ltd., Montreal.
LYMAN AGENCIES Ltd., Montreal
(Milton antiseptic) has started the
Blue network program Counterspy on
CFCF Montreal, weekly. Account was
placed by Ronalds Adv. Agency Ltd.,
Montreal.
FEDERAL OUTFITTING Co., San
Francisco (national clothing chain),
on
Aug. 9 started
60-minute
transcribed
musicalnightly
program
with
news commentary
on
KGO
San
Francisco. Contract is for 52 weeks.
Rhoades & Davis has the account.

CALIFORNIA
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WITH
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SERVICf

50,000
WATTS
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You'll hear a lot about the
BEELINE
Follow it to profitable radio results in one of America's richest
producing areas.

THE

TIMES
50
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CHARLES A. HOLCOMB and R. B.
Raynolds, account executives of Alley & Richards Co., New York and
Boston, have been made partners in
the agency.
FRANK P. WAGENER, formerly a
partner in the Turner-Wagener Adv.
Co., Chicago,
andofmore
recentlyMuench
an account executive
C. Wendel
Co., Chicago, has become an account
executive of Paul Grant Adv., Chicago.
MICHAEL F. FORSTADT, formerly
copy chief and director of the commercial advertising division of King
Features Syndicate, has joined Lawrence C. Gumbinner, Adv., N. T.

TOD REED, account executive on the
Detroit staff of Ruthrauff & Ryan,
since 1938, has been elected a vicepresident of the agency. Before joining R & R, Mr. Reed was associated
with Look Magazine, with General
Household Utilities Co., in charge of
advertising, and with Frederick &
Mitchell, as publicity director.
JAMES FONDA, former producer of
Foote, Cone & Belding, now in the
Army Special Services radio division,
is being transferred from New York
to Hollywood.
MA J. CORNELIUS VANDERBILT
Jr., has joined Russell Birdwell &
Associates, New York, as an associate.
Maj. Vanderbilt, who has been hospitalized until recently, has been retired by the Army. He will divide his
time between the public relations
firm's offices in New York, Chicago,
Washington, and Beverly Hills, Cal.

WELCOMING Mrs. Erma Perham Proetz, executive vice-president, into
the ranks of Gardner 20-year veterans at Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis, is
Howard S. Gardner, chairman of the board, who presents the gold emblem while other agency veterans look on. Attending the ceremony were
(1 to r) : C. E. Bolgard, media dept.; J. M. Goldbeck, production manager; E. A. W. Schulenburg, secretary; Mrs. Proetz; C. P. Michels, vice
president; Mr. Gardner; J. C. Sutter, production billing dept.; Jerome
F. Kircher, vice-president. One 20-year member was absent: J. F, Kirchhoff, assistant treasurer.
H. H. count
(Pete)
former Co.,
acexecutive HINDLEY,
of Al Paul Lefton
Hollywood, has been appointed San
Francisco manager of Allied Adv.
Agencies.
CLYDE L. WOOD has discontinued
his personal service representation to
become rector Hollywood
casting diof Foote, Coneradio
& Belding.
HENDRIK .BOORAEM, Hollywood
producer of Young & Rubicam, has
joined the Navy as lieutenant (j.g.).
His assignment on the CBS Burns &
Allen Show will be taken in the fall
by Carroll O'Meara.
CECIL UNDERWOOD, West Coast
radio director of Needham, Louis &
Brorby Inc., Hollywood, returns to his
desk in late August following a series
of conferences in New York and Chicago.
NANETTE JOSEPHS, formerly
timebuyer of BBDO, will replace
Florence Starr Carson when the latter resigns as timebuyer of J. D.
Tardier Co., New York, Aug. 20, to
join her husband on the West Coast.
BILLY R. PRAG, for the past six
years a member of the research department of Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
Chicago, has joined the advertising
and marketing research staff of Quaker Oats Co., Chicago.
F. KENNETH BEIRN, formerly
with Pedlar & Ryan, N. Y., and for
the past year with the OWI in Washington, has joined Blackett-SampleHummert, Chicago, to handle the
Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati, account.
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William Elwood Cox
WILLIAM ELWOOD COX, 57,
vice-president of Norris-Patterson,
Toronto agency, lost his life Aug.
2 at Buttermilk Falls, Ont., while
trying to rescue his 19-year-old son,
Alan, from drowning. Father and
son had been diving together and
when the son got into difficulties,
bis father dived in after him. The
two had nearly reached safety
when the
heartbodies
gave were
out
under
the father's
strain. The
taken from nine feet of water 20
minutes later. Mr. Cox had been
with the agency since 1918, becoming vice-president last year.
Drops Accounts
FOOTE, CONE & BELDING, New
York, has announced that it will
no longer handle the NBC and the
BLUE network accounts. This is
in accordance with a permanent
policy adopted by the agency not
to handle media accounts.
PHILIP
BERNSTEIN,
vice-president of Bozell
& Jacobs, Chicago,
has
been appointed district manager of
Corp.
the Chicago office of Universal Match
RALPH HARRIS,
formerlyCorp.,
with and
Associated Merchandising
Mears Adv., New York, has joined
Abbot count
Kimball
executive. Co., New York, as ac-

NANCY SHORES, former program
director of KZRH Manila, P. I., has
been appointed chief of the copy staff
of Goldman & Gross Adv. Co., Chicago.
LAWRENCE H. LIPSKIN, formerly
chief copywriter
Columbia
Pictures, has joined of
Donahue
& Coe,
New York, as copywriter.
ROBERT
RODMAN,
Practical Pharmacy
Edition editor
of the ofJournal
of the American Pharmaceutical
Assn., will soon join Murray Breese
Assoc., N.
in pharmaceutical andY.,foodspecialists
advertising.
M. P.ager ofFRANCESCHI,
general manFoote, Cone & Belding,
New
York, dent
hasand been
elected
a vice-presisenior executive
of the
agency.
RICHARD HUBBELL, of the radio
department of N. W. Ayer & Sons,
New York, has left for Seattle, to
confer on plans for a radio program
for Boeing Aircraft Co., Seattle.
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(Continued from page 7)
thing more than a legal review,
plus an accounting breakdown, will
be required, since there are no
technical questions involved in the
station transfers. They do not entail applications of an engineering
nature, except for the outstanding construction permit for WJZ to
remove its transmitter site to Lodi,
N. J., and install new equipment.
Summed up, the data filed with
the FCC covers:
Contract by Mr. Noble to buy
the BLUE Network Co., either
through acquisition of all of
its capital stock or all of its
assets, for $8,000,000 cash, with
a $1,000,000 deposit already in
escrow at the Bankers Trust
Co., New York.
Mr. Noble has assigned this
contract as an individual to the
American Broadcasting System
Inc., for $1. He has made available to ABS $3,000,000 which
will be forthcoming from Bankers Trust Co. on a collateral
loan (Bankers Trust Co. is Mr.
Noble's fiscal agent).
This $4,000,000 ($1,000,000
deposit in escrow and $3,000000 from Mr. Noble through
Bankers Trust Co.) is to be paid
to ABS for 400,000 shares of its
common stock — all that has been
issued.
ABS agrees to pay RCA the
$8,000,000 within three days following FCC approval of the
transfer— $4,000,000 of which it
will have procured direct from
Mr. Noble and $4,000,000 on
loan from the three banks.
The Commercial National
Bank & Trust Co. of New York
advances $1,000,000, Bankers
Trust Co. $1,500,000 and Cen-

tral Hanover Bank & Trust Co.
$1,500,000 to make up the second $4,000,000 segment. The
agreement with the banks,
bearing date of Aug. 10, provides that the money shall be
advanced to ABS prior to November 15, 1943, unless a later
date is agreed to. The notes are
for four years, bearing interest
at two per cent per annum, but
with a proviso for prepayment
at any time.
Customary protective clauses,
covering default, bankruptcy,
acts of Congress and other possible contingencies are embraced
in the detailed contract on the
loans, along with other protective provisos applicable to the
transaction itself. For example,
it is specified that the BLUE
maintain a ratio of assets to
liabilities exclusive of intangible
assets of at least $1,000,000.
Provision is made that, so long
as ABS owes the banks on the
notes, it will not, without the
consent of the banks, do anything that would disturb the
status of the stock ownership
and the control of the company
in Mr. Noble's hands.
ABS may not borrow additional money, except that it may
borrow in an amount not exceeding $1,500,000 at any one
time for the acquisition of plant
and equipment. This presumably is designed to take care of
prospective entry into the fields
of FM and television and for
maintenance and repair.
Dividends may not be declared (unless payable in capital stock of the company) except
out of earned surplus and then
only if at the same time a sum

From Blaw-Knox steel
towers all across the
country gcr a constant
stream of signal impulses
by radio, to keep a flyer
on the beam — and bring
him safely in. You may be
sure that every Blaw-Knox
vertical radiator —
whether for broadcasting
or for aviation — is built
to measure up to all of its
wartime responsibilities.
BLAW-KNOX DIVISION
OF BLAW-KNOX CO.
Farmers Bank Bldg.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

by
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at least equal to the amount of
such dividend or other distribution shall be paid out of the
earned surplus to the banks.
ABS gives as its New York offices Room 332, 120 Broadway. Its
officers, in addition to Mr. Noble as
president, director and owner of
all the outstanding stock, are Earl
E. Anderson, vice-president, and
C. Nicholas Priaulx, secretary and
treasurer. Both are associates of
Mr. Noble in practically all of his
ventures. Mr. Anderson is president of WMCA, while Mr. Priaulx
is treasurer and general manager
of the station. Both, it is expected,
will be identified with the BLUE
in executive capacities but probably not as operating officials.
Mr. Noble has stated that he intends to keep the operating struc-

ture and personnel of the BLUE
intact, and asserted in his transfer application it was his intention
to operate the network as at present, but with a view toward improving its overall public service
operation. Mr. Noble also has stated that he proposed later to offer
an opportunity to affiliates of the
BLUE to participate in the ownership, and also to allow management
(meaning primarily President
mark Woods and Executive VicePresident Edgar Kobak) to participate inownership. He intimated
too that the public eventually would
be permitted to buy stock.
Under the loan agreement with
the banks, however, Mr. Noble
must retain at least 51% control
of the company until that obligation is paid. It was doubted

Gas Casualty
TRANSPORTATION difficulties have taken their toll at
WLAW, Lawrence, Mass.,
where a six year old Audition on the Air program has
been replaced by the transcribed The Weird Circle because talent finds it difficult
to get to the WLAW studios.
Program's sponsor, Curran
& Joyce
Co., Auditions
says it is back,
anxious to get
and
weeks. will try again in 26
■whether any public stock sale
would ensue for some time — perhaps two years — although the affiliate -management participation
might come sooner.
Station Inventories
RCA's application for transfer
of the BLUE, as the owner of that
network, was submitted by C. E.
Pfautz, assistant secretary and
manager of RCA Frequency Bureau. The application explained
that the purpose of the transfer
was to effect a separation of the
business of the BLUE from that
of RCA (which also owns NBC) to
comply with sections 3.106 and
3.107 of the Commission's Rules
and Regulations dealing with networks. These rules preclude the
maintenance of more than one network program service by a single
licensee.

In

Ohio's

First

Three/

In choosing highspot markets for Fall,
smart timebuyers, selecting standout
stations in the nation's standout markets will select WKBN in Youngstown — Ohio's Third Largest Market*

in Northeastern Ohio and Northwestern Pennsylvania.
This powerful station can mean
more sales, more influence for you
now and in important postwar years.

The big Youngstown Steel Centre
(491,974 people in the Metropolitan
Market, alone) is doing a great war
production job! And the CBS station is doing a great Radio Job in
Youngstown. For, IVKBN is the only
Youngstown station that completely
covers this important market!
In addition, with its 5000 watts of
power on 570 kilocycles, WKBN
commands a potent Primary Influence-Power among 1,599,819 people
*U. S. Dept Commerce
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The owned
inventory
of the BLUE's
three
and operated
stations
(WJZ WENR and KGO) showed
an aggregate original cost of $460,092.90; an original cost less depreciation of $87,690.98 and a replacement cost of $552,592.90. The figures were as of June 30, 1943.
The grand total of technical
equipment, including antennas, studio equipment, furniture and fixtures and real estate (with the exception of the new WJZ site at
Lodi) was placed at $856,627.83,
original cost; $160,873.53, original
cost less depreciation; and $998,343.23 replacement cost.
The consolidated statement of
income and expenses of the BLUE
through June 30 showed gross income of $8,083,248.47 from Jan.
1 to June 30 as compared to $5,643,743.15 for the corresponding
period last year. Net income before
taxes aggregated $794,955.47 for
the 1943 period to June 30 against
$95,728.30 for the same period in
1942. Net income after taxes from
January to June 1943 totaled $305,955.49 compared with $52,628.30
for the corresponding period of
1942.
The BLUE balance sheet as of
June 30, 1943 showed cash in bank
of $1,660,133. Notes and accounts
receivable aggregated $1,470,037.
Due from RCA was $29,659. The
total current assets were given as
$3,159,830. This compared to $2,024,223.95 at the first of the year.
Plant and equipment was listed
on the books as $302,131.25. The
item of "good will' for the network
as a going concern was evaluated

NEW RADIO commentator Rex
Miller (left), associate professor
of USC, Los Angeles, receives congratulations from Sydney Gaynor
(right),
general
sales manager
Don Lee Broadcasting
System,of
Hollywood,
following:
broadcast on Pacific
networkinitial
stations
on
Aug. 3. Wildroot Co. is sponsor of
the twice - weekly commentary.
Contract is for 52 weeks. Prof.
Miller is a former foreign correspondent and editor.
at $568,218. Deferred charges, such
as taxes and insurance, were quoted at $111,123.86. Total assets were
$4,179,304.07.
Liabilities Shown
Current liabilities of the BLUE
were placed at $1,941,355.53 as of
June 30. The capital stock figure
was $100,000 for 1,000 shares. The
capital surplus tabulation showed:
Capital $903,273.66; paid in (cash)
$900,000, with the total capital surplus as $1,803,273.66. Earned surplus as of Jan. 1 was $29,719.39.
Net income in 1943 to June 30 aggregated $304,955.49. The total
earned surplus was $334,674.88.
Total capital stock and surplus,
therefore, aggregated $2,237,948.54.
Total liabilities and capital were
$4,179,304.07.
The application of ABS showed
that the corporation has 500,000
shares of common stock valued at
$10 persigned toshare,
withas 400,000
Mr. Noble
of Aug. as-9.
Practically all of the documents,
other than those under which Mr.
Noble himself transferred his contracts and agreements to ABS,
were signed by Mr. Priaulx.
In the formal application Mr.
Noble said he contemplated "no
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change in the service of the licensee
corporation". He added that he
would "seek to enlarge upon the
public service features of the licensee corporation". Listed as counsel for "general legal advice" was
Alvord & Alvord, New York and
Washington, tax attorneys. Alger
B. Chapman, a member of the firm,
was said by Mr. Noble to have supplied this advi2e.
Assets of ABS
ABS was incorporated in Delaware on March 9, 1943, presumably
for the purpose of taking over the
BLUE Network Co. Charters have
been issued to permit the company
to do business in New York State,
Illinois and California — the locations of the three stations which
would be acquired outright Frank
G. Taylor was listed originally as
the president of ABS. Under the
revised transaction, however, Mr.
Noble became its president.
The balance sheet of ABS as of
Aug. 10 showed current assets of
$8,001,000. It set forth that 400,000 shares had been issued in exchange for cash aggregating $4,000,000 and that $4,000,000 additional was being borrowed on notes
of the company in accordance with
the banking agreement. Minutes
of a board meeting of ABS on
Aug. 9 covered the transaction
whereby the corporation acquired
the agreement to purchase the
BLUE, and Mr. Noble is purchaser
of the 400,000 shares for $4,000,000.
Included also was a letter from
H. E. Whitney, vice-president of
Bankers Trust, advising Mr. Noble that the bank had placed at his
disposal "a credit of $3,000,000
available to you on demand any
time within the ensuing six
months". This $3,000,000, plus the
$1,000,000 deposit in escrow, constitutes the $4,000,000 initial payment.
The primary condition on the
$4,000,000 loan from the three
banks was that the funds would
not be delivered until ABS, to the
satisfaction of the banks, has acquired "complete and indefeasible
title, free from any liens or encumbrances, toall the outstanding
shares of the capital stock of the
BLUE Network Co. Inc. under the
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Co-op Feature to Return
For 13th Year on the Air
PERENNIAL Mutual network cooperative series, The Shadow, is
scheduled to return to the air Sept.
26 for the 13th consecutive year.
Program is sponsored by the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Coal
Co. (Blue Coal) on 22 Mutual outlets in the East, and by local advertisers on 83 affiliated stations.
Charles Michelson Radio Transcriptions, New York, announces it
handles the cooperative feature
which is not an exclusive Mutual
show but is also carried by many
non-Mutual stations.
terms of the agreement" with RCA.
There must be delivered to the
bank a copy of the FCC order, duly
certified, approving the purchase
by ABS of the BLUE stock.
The July 30 RCA agreement,
also filed with the FCC, signed by
David Sarnoff, RCA president and
Mr. Noble, set forth that the $1,000. 000 down payment had been
placed in escrow and that the
transaction was to be consummated upon three days' notice of the
approval by the FCC of the transfer, at which time Mr. Noble will
deliver $7,000,000 in cash along
with the release of the $1,000,000
deposit.
Officials Described
The Aug. 2 amendment specified
that, in the event FCC approval is
not obtained, as required by section 310(b) of the Communications Act of 1934, on or before Nov.
1, 1943 "this agreement shall
terminate."
In response to the questions as
to the background of the directors
of the proposed transferee, Mr. Noble was described as chairman of
the board of Life Savers Corp.;
owner of the Thousand Islands Estates and Thousand Islands Club,
Alexandria Bay, N. Y., a summer
resort and country club; member
Industrial Advisory Committee,
Federal Reserve Board of New
York; chairman, Board of Trustees, St. Lawrence Univ.; founder
Edward John Noble Foundation,
an organization formed for charitable, educational and religious assistanceduring
;
past six years has
served as a director of Union Bag
and Paper Co., chairman Civil
Aeronautics Authority and UnderSecretary of Commerce.
Mr. Anderson, listed as vicepresident and director of ABS, was
described as president of WMCA;
director United Drug Inc., United
Drug Co., Liggett Drug Co. Inc.
and Life Savers Corp; vice president and director of Petroleum Exploration Co. Inc.; vice president
of Prairie States Oil Co. and chairman, Investment Committee, St.
Lawrence Univ.
Mr. Priaulx was listed as secretary-treasurer and director of ABS
and also as treasurer and general
manager of WMCA Inc. He was
for a number of years active in the
field of public accounting as a partner in the firm of Beairsto & Co.
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War-time radio really let ol' Musso have it where it
hurts! Getting rid of him was just one of the many
big jobs radio took care of while General Eisenhower
and the boys went to work on Italy.
Action is what Gates radio equipment has been getting plenty of in this war . . . and that's where all
current Gates equipment is going . . . right where the
action is the thickest! That is also why Gates facilities
are so greatly expanded and why Gates technical developments and new engineering methods will be
turned quickly to the use of the broadcasting industry
when the war is won. Battlefields are Gates proving
grounds . . . proving that Gates equipment of the
future will be produced at a lower initial cost and
perform longer on a lower maintenance cost.
Our engineering staff stands ready to
assist and advise on the maintenance
of your present equipment — whether
you are Gates-equipped, or not.
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Press Comment
(Continued from page 10)
Rayburn for permitting Rep. Cox
(D-Ga.) to continue as chairman
of the FCC investigating committee, because of the alleged acceptance by the Congressman of a
$2,500 fee from WALB, Albany,
Ga. for "legal expenses after he
had importuned the FCC to grant
that station a license".
The New York phase of the
hearings, the Post said, followed in
the same vein as the Washington
proceedings. The newspaper reflected the oft-repeated attitude of
Chairman Fly regarding the overall proceedings. Each "new smear"
of the committee, said the editorial,
not only reflects upon Speaker Rayburn but also "advertises the pusillanimity of the Attorney General
who refuses to submit the Cox case
to a grand jury in accord with the
law of the land".
The Collier's editorial called upon Congress to pass a suitable
amendment to the Communications
Act, stating how far the FCC may
go in radio and stating it clearly.
"This amendment should make it
impossible for the FCC to deprive
broadcasters of property or to
abrogate their contracts without
due process of law; it should kill
off the FCC's incessant attempts to
censor radio programs, and should
take away its present life-anddeath licensing power over radio
stations."
Declaring Mr. Fly has "long

the
— news

best

been a demagogic little hater of
business", Collier's said his "outcries" should be discounted accordingly. Cox, it added, "is apparently
not a 100% lily; appears to be a
rather narrowly conservative sort
with a vengeful streak." It then
called upon Congress to settle the
fight and avoid others like it "by
putting Mr. Fly and his FCC in
their proper place. They are all
o\er the radio lot now, because of
the nature of the law under which
they operate." It pointed out that
the Supreme Court in its memorable May 10 opinion, while it upheld the FOC's "power grabs",
nevertheless said that it was up
to Congress, and not the courts,
"to clip the FCC's claws".
"We know of no greater single
blessing that could come to American radio at this time," said
Collier's in pleading for legislation.
"Since radio is a tremendous influence in American life, we'd all
share in that blessing."
PM Critical
PM, in a direct foray against
the Collier's editorial Aug. 9,
called it an "evil editorial on the
current Congressional scalp-hunt"
into the FCC, and also alluded to
Judge Cox' alleged acceptance of
"illegal fees" from a radio station
in his home state. Chairman Fly
was described as a "courageous,
straight-talking Annapolis man
from Texas, who has had the unprecedented gall to enforce the
anti-monopoly provisions of the

of

all

commentators

are heard

regularly

aver KECA. That's another reason for this

Garey vs. Fly
As FCC
Head

Battle
Levels

THE BATTLE of words over the
House Select Committee inquiry
into the FCC continued unabated
last week and remained a leading
topic in radio circles, as Eugene L.
Garey, general counsel of the investigating group, leveled new
charges against alleged efforts of
the FCC to control the destinies of
foreign language stations, with
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly continuing
to brand asmade
"false"
practically
all statements
by
the committee counsel.
Hive of Ideologies
Mr. Garey at a press conference
in New York Aug. 7, following the
first week of hearings on the foreign language phase of the inquiry,
said testimony showed the FCC
and the OWI foreign language
section had built up "a hive of
alien ideologies" in foreign language stations. He attributed to
the FCC the placement of foreign
language staffs of many stations
Federal

Communications Act

against the
After an
on the Cox
which PM

radio networks."
all-inclusive attack upCommittee procedure,
said "has proved embarrassing to even Fly's worstwishers", PM defended the FCC's
record and Mr. Fly as the "only
friend the little man in the radio
business has". The very idea of
censorship is "poison ivy to the
FCC", the newspaper stated, even
though it has the right under the
Communications Act to censor obscenity and the like off the air.
WIRE Staff Changes
WIRE Indianapolis, has made several new additions to its personnel.
Tom Gavin, formerly commercial
manager of WEBC Duluth, is now
assistant manager of WIRE. Paul
Walk joins the local sales staff.
New additions to the announcing
staff are: Bill Stevens, formerly of
WIBC and WISH Indianapolis;
Paul Havens, formerly of WOWOWGL Fort Wayne; and Ed London, from WCOL Columbus. Announcers Dick Reed and Tommy
Peden have entered the service.

station's popularity —
another

reason

why

time here is always
a Bargain Buy.

Remains

Heated

Further

Charges

and asserted that neither the FCC
nor OWI had the legal power to
"do what they are doing" in respect
to the staffing of these stations.
Contending these actions constituted censorship, Mr. Garey said
the next step might be to carry
through to religious programs and
then to the press.
Mr. Fly answered the Garey
accusations both in a press release issued Aug. 7 and at his
news conference last Monday. In
his formal statement he said that
the Cox Committee charges were
"irresponsible" and that they folthe pattern
of "judicial"
conductlowedwhich
characterized
the
whole proceeding. He commented
it was "somewhat startling to see
the Cox Committee counsel step
out publicly inin this
favorcountry
of pro-Fascist
broadcasts
and, at
the same time, charge this Commission with endeavoring to force
its 'political' beliefs on the broadClaiming that the FCC had not
gone afield,
Mr. Fly said the Comcasters." mission would be derelict in its
duties, especially in time of war, if
it did not check on these domestic
stations broadcasting "in the enemy's own language". He held the
stations almost without exception
have welcomed this service as a
"protection to themselves and as an
assistance in their efforts to promote war activities". Moreover, he
pointed out, the Commission had
not found it necessary fo "revoke
a single license to prevent these
Calls It. Typical
grave
Mr. abuses."
Fly branded the Garey attack as "typical of the reckless
methods that have characterized
the whole Cox investigation up to
At
Mr.
the
New

his press conference Aug. 9,
Fly renewed his criticism of
Cox Committee hearings in
York. He cited that the investigation has been going on for
six months and the hearings for
sixdate."
weeks, but that no one on the
Commission had been permitted to
take the stand or give the Committee the "full facts" on the questions under inquiry. Both Chairman
Fly and Commissioner T. A. M.
Craven testified before the Committee last month at the hearings
in Washington, but on particular
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phases of the FCC's war activities.
Mr. Fly reiterated charges of
"star chamber" proceedings which
he has made repeatedly since the
public hearings got under way
early last month. Alluding specifically to the testimony the preceding week on behalf of WGES and
WSBC, Chicago, operated by Gene
T. Dyer, Mr. Fly said this was indicative of the "general pattern"
of the inquiry.
Brought From Chicago
He said here was a case where
two witnesses were brought to New
York from Chicago to testify regarding a conversation "between
two other men". These witnesses,
he declared, were not present at
the conversation. Yet, he held, they
were brought to testify regarding
it while the two men concerned
were both in New York and one
was actually in the hearing room.
"I cannot believe," Mr. Fly asserted, "that the Congress of the
United States will long continue to
tolerate this brand of 'due process
of law' which, after all, is carried
on in its name and under its responsibility."
The FCC Chairman said Congress had provided funds both in
1942 and 1943 in connection with
its foreign language station work.
He said he thought the Committee "is getting into a publicly untenable position plugging for the
pro-Fascists and pro-Nazis."
Davis' Attitude
Elmer Davis, Director of OWI,
at a news conference last Monday
upon his return from the European
theatre, said OWI did not have the
authority to take personnel off the
air and had not done anything
about it except on request. In the
past, OWI has given its opinion of
certain personnel when asked by
station managers. He said this
course had been abandoned because
of the OWI budget cut. Declaring
there have been a "certain number
of Fascists broadcasting from foreign language stations," Mr. Davis
said that managers sometime became jittery and asked OWI what
it knew about these men.

Cox

Probe Shows
Connivance
Davis Network
{Continued from page 10)
also had the desire to select and ing pro-Fascist — without proofIF AND WHEN Elmer
Davis, Director of OWI, recensor the news. What it lacked have been removed from the air
turns to the air for his weekwas the power. Hence the need to and replaced by wearers of the
blackshirts. And this by an agency
enlist the FCC in its purpose.
ly commentaries on the war's
progress,
it will
be on Sun"True it is the FCC had no such of Government that ranted against
days instead
of Fridays.
The
lawful power, but the FCC did the action of Congress in connecOWI Chief, last Monday,
tion
with
Dodd
and
Watson.
have the power to license and hence
upon his return from the
the power to compel obedience to
European theatre, said he
"If radio can thus be controlled
found it difficult to sit down
its directions. The record now in August of 1943 there is nothing
shows their unlawful use of this to prevent the same control from
after a ten-hour day to write
a script. His broadcast, alive
power. A division called the War slanting our political news and
on NBC, CBS, and the BLUE
Problems Division was created by nothing to prevent the coloring of
Friday evenings, has been
the FCC, and a staff of attorneys our war aims and purposes when
carried
by Mutual tranbegan to function. This division
scribed Saturday afternoons.
was not a regulatory body. It was peace
Nothing
in
Act
of
1934
Use
of
a
combined hookup
comes."
not formed to instruct or super- On Temporary Licenses
brought much criticism from
vise or to correct. It was formed
Congressmen just prior to
the recess on the ground that
Taking up the subject of temfor the avowed purpose of unlawporary licenses, Mr. Garey reportfully liquidating all of the radio
he was "monopolizing" staed that material supplied him by
tion time. Mr. Davis, howpersonnel in the foreign language
the
FCC
shows
that
more
than
450
ever, said the idea of the
field that did not meet with its
joint hookups came from the
favor. A real Gestapo was created stations, or almost one-half of all
networks, and not at his reand a lawless enterprise was stations in the country, have operated under temporary licenses at
launched.
some time during the past two
"It is suggested," he went on, years. Answers from stations
quest.
"that we accept this unlawful sit- queried on the matter, he said, show
"but it isn't," describing the FCC's
uation as a benevolent expedient
action
in issuing temporary lia
variety,
of
causes:
applications
of the moment, but no such pur- filed late or not completely filled
censes as another example of this
pose, however benevolently cloaked,
agency "taking unto itself power
can justify the practices we find. out, more technical data requested
All tyranny begins under the guise by the FCC, and some so that the belonging to Congress,' instead of
permanent licenses might begin at asking Congress to give it the
of benevolence. Persons are accused certain
dates.
power to issue such licenses-. . .
of being pro-Fascist without proof
The previous week's testimony,
But, he declared, there is nothor trial. Persons suspected of being in the Communications Act of Mr. Garey said, revealed that in the
investigation
of station personnel,
1934 authorizing the issuance of a
Schenley Changes
questions
about
Communist leantemporary license. "Maybe it ought
ings were "studiously avoided".
CHANGE will be effected on CBS to be authorized by law," he said,
and on the BLUE by Schenley Import, sponsor of Cresta Blanca CarAFTERNOON
MORNING
EVENING
nival of Music, effective Sept. 1,
when Alec Templeton, pianist,
moves over from the BLUE to
share the spotlight on the CBS
show with the Morton Gould orchestra. Mr. Templeton's thriceweekly five-minute program on the
BLUE goes off following the Aug.
27 broadcast as the result of the
network's failure to take a renewal of the show due to a new
policy against five-minute programs. Format of the Cresta
Blanca show will remain the same.
Schenley, while discontinuing the
THIS
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
10:30-10:35 p.m. broadcasts for
Dubonnet Corp. wines, will return
IS THE
WAY
to the BLUE with a half-hour
show this fall. Agency for Schenley
is William H. Weintraub & Co.,
THEY
LISTEN
New York.
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with the explanation advanced that
no one had complained about Communism on the air. He then read
a letter written to the FCC asking
for an investigation of Estelle
M. Sternberger, commentator on
WQXR, New York, because of a
broadcast allegedly containing Communist propaganda. The Commission's answer, also read by Mr.
Garey, quoted the anti-censorship
provision of the Communications
Act and suggested that the complainant take the matter up with
the station. "I have no quarrel with
the disposition of that complaint,"
Mr. Garey said, "but I do have with
the way some other complaints to
the FCC were handled."

Rogers to OPA
JAMES G. ROGERS, vice-president and general manager of Benton & Bowles, has been named
assistant general manager of OPA
by Chester Bowles, OPA General
Manager, in the first important
staff change since the New York
advertising man came in to run
Prentiss Brown's organization. Mr.
Rogers only a few weeks ago had
been appointed assistant director
of the Domestic Branch of the
OWI. He took leave of Benton &
Bowles last January to join OWI
as
deputy director of the Domestic
Branch.

After interviewing Mr. Truman
on Aug. 25, 1942, Mr. Richards reported that Mr. Truman was concerned that the OC's new monitor'File the (FBIS ) Advice*
ing and analysis section might conCensorship Head Suggested
flict with FBIS activities and was
Calling Robert K. Richards, as- anxious to put FBIS facilities at
sistant to J. Harold Ryan, assis- OC's disposal. Mr. Richards contant director of the Office of Cencluded: "We will be able to use
sorship in charge of broadcasting, the FBIS to good advantage in our
as the week's first witness, Mr. work. I make one mental reservaGarey questioned him concerning
tion. I believe there might be a
conversations Mr. Richards had
tendency
on the part of this secheld with David Truman, broadcast
tion
of
the
FCC (whether it's a
analyst for the Foreign Broadcastbroad policy, I don't know) to take
ing Intelligence Service of the FCC ; its
work too seriously. I thought I
Sidney Spear, FCC attorney; Lee caught a faint whiff of that old
Falk, chief, radio division, Foreign
Language Section, OWI, and the alley cat: government interference
operators of stations in the foreign in free enterprise. I don't believe
language field. Mr. Garey read into the OC wants to be identified with
the record reports made by Mr. any effort on the part of the FCC
Richards to Mr. Ryan following to go beyond its legal rights in suthese interviews.
pervising programming. We require

ate
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Miami is geared for war . . . geared to the
tuncof hundreds of millions of dollars of war
and war related work for a population that
has increased more than 22 per cent in less
than three years . . . sans tourists. Miami's
annual income, almost one-third billion
dollars; her buying power, 111 dollars per
capita above national average — both higher
than ever before . . .
Keep tuned to this ever growing market
through WIOD.
WIOD

Covers This New

the good will of the broadcasters
under voluntary censorship and I
sense the need here for cautious
handling.
"Briefly, the FBIS is offering
facilities and advice. I believe we
should use the facilities 100% and
file
the advice."
License
Pressure Technique
Described to Committee
Mr. Spear, who Mr. Richards reported "analyzes the analyses made
by
Mr. conviction
Truman," told
of his
that Mr.
thereRichards
was a
lot of "funny business" going on
in the foreign language field and
how he and Mr. Falk had gone
about stopping it.
"We worked it this way," Mr.
Richards quoted Mr. Spear. "If Lee
found a fellow he thought was doing some funny business, he told me
about it. Then we waited until the
station applied for a renewal of
license. Say the station was WBNX
and the broadcaster in question was
Leopold Hurdski
is a hypothetical example [This
and there
is no
one by that name, Mr. Garey explained].
"Well, when WBNX applied for
a renewal, we would tip off Lee and .
he would drop in on Mr. Alcorn, the
station manager. He would say,
'Mr. Alcorn, I believe you ought to
fire Leopold Hurdski.' Then he
would give Mr. Alcorn some time to
think this over. After a couple of
weeks Mr. Alcorn would begin to
notice he was having some trouble
getting his license renewed. After
a couple of more weeks of this same
thing he would begin to put two and
two together and get four. Then he
would fire Leopold Hurdski and
very shortly after that his license
would be renewed by the Commission.
"This was a little extra-legal, I
admit, and I had to wrestle with
my conscience about it, but it
seemed to me the only way to
eliminate this kind of person, so I
did it. We can cooperate the same
After talking to Mr. Falk, Mr.
way
with you."
Richards
reported that "he, too,
felt there was work to be done, but
his description of the causis belli
was as nebulous as Spear's." Mr.
WLAW
Lawrence, Mats.
5000 Watts
680 KC
C.B.S.
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GEOGRAPHY of KTSM El Paso
newscasts may now be better understood with the aid of a giant
map of the European theatre of
war prepared by George Young
(1), news editor. Watching is Station Manager Karl Wyler. Arrows
and cards on the map show points
of strategic importance, possible
invasion routes, and historic battle
sites.
Falk "said he believed there was
only one way to arrest this possible
subversive activity and that was to
conduct exhaustive investigations
of personnel."
Mr. Richards' report quoted Mr.
Falk as saying, "You can listen to
these broadcasters day after day
for months and not get enough on
them. You must find out what their
associations have been and, if
they're
to suspicion,
them on open
that and
take them convict
off the
air."
Broadcasters Fired Because
Of 'What They Were9
Mr. Falk turned over to Mr.
Richards FBI dossiers on the following foreign language broadcasters: William Seuren, WTEL,
WRAX, WIBG; Giacomo Capozucci,
WOV; Frank Polemini, WOV;
Michelle Fiorillo, WPEN; Raffaele
Biorelli, WPEN, recommending
that the last two be removed from
the air at once, but Mr. Richards
reported the belief that the evidence was not enough to take such
action.
Calling on WBNX on Aug. 27,
1942, Mr. Richards found W. C.
Alcorn, general manager, and W. I.
Moore, commercial manager, in conference with a representative of the
Bureau of Immigration about an
Italian language broadcaster on the
station, Lido Belli. Picked up the
previous December by the FBI, Mr.
Belli had been released in custody
of Mr. Alcorn and had resumed

The

broadcasting on the station. Mr.
Falk had complained about Mr.
Belli to Alan Cranston, Falk's superior at OWI, who in turn had
complained to the Bureau of Immigration until they had requested
Mr. Alcorn to remove Mr. Belli,
which he had done, although protesting that he knew him to be loyal
to America's cause.
On the same day Mr. Richards
interviewed Arthur Simon, general
manager of WPEN, Philadelphia,
and chairman of the Foreign Language Wartime Control Committee,
and Joseph Lang, general manager
of WHOM, Jersey City, and a member of that committee. Both men,
Richards reported, expressed dissatisfaction over OWI's handling
of the foreign language situation
and accused Mr. Falk of using
foreign language programs to obtain personal publicity.
Mr. Simon said he had discharged
Michelle Fiorillo and Arcangelo
Leopizzi, Italian language broadcasters, on the recommendation of
Mr. Falk. Mr. Richards reported,
"These men were taken off the
air not because of what they had
broadcast, but because of what
they were or what their backgrounds represented them to be.
Personally, I don't suppose they
should be broadcasting; but if
they're bad enough to be removed
from the air arbitrarily, then I
think somebody ought to arrest
Asked about their precautions as
far
as censorship was concerned,
them."
both Mr. Simon and Mr. Lang told

Censorship Precautions;
OC Method Described
Queried by Mr. Garey about the
OC set-up, Mr. Richards explained
that it is all on a voluntary basis,
that the OC neither has nor needs
punitive power. It doesn't even censor, he said; it just tells the broadcasters what to keep off the air
and they do it willingly.
Mr. Richards, in response to
questions about the relationship of
OC and FCC, reported that OC had
assigned $15,000 of its appropriation to be paid to the FCC Engineering Division for monitoring
work done for OC. The FCC for
several months supplied the OC
with copies of its analyses of foreign language broadcasts, but they
rarely contained anything of value
to OC, Mr. Richards said.
Dr. Robert D. Leigh, director of
FBIS, protested that in monitoring
and analyzing German and Italian
programs OC was needlessly duplicating the FCC's work, Mr. Richards said, adding that he told Dr.
Leigh that Censorship felt the
FCC's analyses were not what it
wanted and they would continue to
do their own job themselves. The
correspondence on OC's refusal to
participate with FCC in sponsorship of questionnaires to foreign
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the importance of "Smokes for
Soldiers." A Des Moines business man* immediately phonedin — and signed up for 200,000
cigarettes.
Unusual? Yes, but such things
happen often enough, not to be
miracles either for Dixon or KSO.

the Hiland Potato Chip Co.

the rich important

WFMJ
Youngstown, O.

One evening, on his 9:15 KSO
newscast, Stanley Dixon explained

IS TRAINED

Serving

Metropolitan District

'smokes' abroad

sponsorship in many Mutual Markets— or full network sponsorship. Current time: daily at 11:00
a.m. EWT — Sunday at 1 :00 p.m.
EWT. For details, write or wire
KSO.
'■'A. C. Holman, president of

Station

U. s. 34th

200,000

inating at KSO, have a "grassroot" slant, in sound contrast to
newscasts from either coast or
Washington — a slant keyed to the
average man and woman.
Dixon is available for local

DEPENDS UPON
ACCURATE
WORKMANSHIP

BLUE

sends

Years in Europe, Africa and
Asia have made Stanley Dixon
familiar with foreign news locale.
Yet his Mutual broadcasts orig-
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Mr. Richards that they keep English translations of foreign language programs ; they have all programs monitored in the language ;
they maintain complete files and
they
not basis.
"broker" time on a
"block dotime"
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language stations, introduced the
previous week, was again read by
Mr. Garey.
Asked about three foreign language broadcasters discharged at
the instigation of either FCC or
OWI personnel — Stefano Luotto,
WGES; Elsa Troja, WHOM; Lido
Belli, WOV— Mr. Richards said OC
has nothing to show that they
should not be allowed to broadcast,
adding that OC presumably has
everything the FCC has on file
about these persons, or at least
OC has requested it.
Nathan David Quoted On

AND THE BLUE NETWORK
John Elmer Geo. H. Roeder
President Gen. Manager
FREE & PETERS
Exclusive National Rep.

'Government Taking Over'
In the afternoon Andrea Luotto,
owner of Commercial Radio Service, New York advertising agency
specializing in Italian broadcasting, took the stand. Testifying that
he was born in Italy, but has been
a resident of the United States
since 1920 and a citizen since 1929,
Mr. Luotto said that in February,
1942, he negotiated for the purchase of WOV, New York, by Mester Brothers, distributors of Balbo
Oil, an account of CRS, from Arde
Bulova and his associates.
Application for the transfer of
license was made to the FCC, Mr.
Luotto said, but there was no action from the FCC. Then Mr. Luotto learned, he said, that the transfer was being held up because of
charges the FCC had on file against
him, which affected the transfer as
he was to become manager of the
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men's
^i&a/fed; guard
they could have no communication
. J sweltering
It's a far cry
from the with the outside world. Crystals
oven-interior
of a jolting tank doing which, if not unfailingly perfect,
desert patrol duty to might leave them unforewarned of
the comfortless shack on the bleak danger . . . and death.
At Scientific Radio Products Co.,
windswept tundra of an Aleutian
outpost . . .
that need for perfection is never forgotten for a moment. The big share
Yet, in both, men's lives may depend on the exacting skill of a girl of those perfect crystals go to Uncle
Sam. But our facilities are such that
they never saw!
For, by her painstaking work is we can take care of your important
needs, too. Write us, if we can help.
made the tiny crystals without which
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station under its new ownership.
Questioned by Mr. Garey about his
plans, he stated that he had arranged for the employment of a
native American, Harry Kramer,
as program manager and censor,
explaining his theory that anyone
responsible for station policies
should have been in America long
enough to have "roots in the UnitDismayed
ed States". at charges which he
had been given no opportunity to
answer, Mr. Luotto attempted to
reach the FCC, he said, first by
having Mayor LaGuardia, for
whom he had worked as editor and
in politics, and other friends of
Italian extraction, write to the
Commission urging that the transfer be approved. He had seen Telford Taylor, then chief counsel of
the FCC, who had declined to discuss any complaints the FCC had
about him as he was not a party
to the sale. Learning that Nathan
David, head of the FCC War Problems Division, had the material, he
went to see him, but was brushed
off with the statement that the
FCC might be doing him a favor
in turning down the new ownership of WOV,
"since there's
war
on and
the Government
may a take
over all radio stations at any
After PM Attack, FCC
Said Hearing Was Required
time."
Continuing his account on
Wednesday morning, Mr. Luotto
said that Harold A. Lafount, general manager of the Bulova radio
properties and a member of the
original Federal Radio Commission,
had approached the FCC early in
July and had informed Mr. Luotto
that at the Commission's next regular meeting on July 14 the transfer of license of WOV would be
officially approved. Mr. Luotto
said that under the Commission's
multiple-ownership rule, Mr. Bulova was under compulsion to sell
either WOV or WNEW.
On the morning of July 14, however, the New York newspaper PM
printed an article attacking Mr.
Luotto as a Fascist sympathizer
and Mr. Luotto was informed that
the Commission could not therefore approve the transfer but
"Little Chief" says:WANT MORE
IDAHO WAMPUM?!

BIRTHDAY CAKE is presented
by Elliott M. Sanger, executive
vice-president and general manager of WQXR, New York, to Alma
Dettinger on the second anniversary of her program Other People's Business. Salesman James J.
Cahill (right) placed several of the
accounts on the program.
would set it for hearing. A few
days later, he said, Mr. Lafount
told him that this hearing would
be postponed until after the war
and shortly thereafter the application was withdrawn. Mr. Luotto
added that he has a libel suit
pendingcation against
PM for the publiof the article.
Charge that the FCC would postpone setting a date for a public
hearing until the war was over was
denied by FCC Chairman Fly in
a statement released to the press
Wednesday noon. Declaring that
the accusation was without foundation, Mr. Fly said that the Commission holds hearings on such applications day after day as a matter of routine and added that "Luotto knows perfectly well that the
Commission could be mandamused
to hold a hearing." The FCC voted
to hold a public hearing, Mr. Fly
continued, after receiving protests
against the transfer from Federal
agencies and private individuals,
but instead of going through with
the hearing the applicants saw fit
to withdraw their application. Mr.
Fly listed Elmer Davis, OWI director, as one of those requesting
a public hearing.
Refugees on Station Staff
Fled Italian Racial Laws
Questioned about Italian language personnel at WOV at the
time of the proposed ownership
change, Mr. Luotto said the program director, Mario FerrariHutton, was not a citizen, but an
Italian who had served as a moni-
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tor and decoder on the staff of Gen.
Graziani during the Ethiopian
campaign before coming to the
United States in 1939. He listed a
number of other Italians who had
come to America that year, who in
1942 were employed at WOV as
censor, news editor and announcers. FCC counsel later told the
press that most of these individuals
were Jews who had left Italy in
1939 to escape persecution under
the racial laws invoked in that
year. Mr. Ferrari-Hutton, they
said, is presently serving in the
United States Army.
Garey Charges FCC
Smeared Innocent Person
Mr. Garey then asked the witness about the Foreign Language
Wartime Control Committee. Mr.
Luotto described a meeting of the
Committee held Oct. 26, 1942, in
Washington at which, at the request of the Committee's chairman, Arthur Simon of WPEN,
he gave information about certain
foreign language broadcasting personnel. He was told, he said, that
the Committee was powerless to do
anything about the information as
most of the individuals named had
been approved by tbe FCC and
OWL
Asked about his brother Stefano,
who had been removed from the air
at WGES, Chicago, last November at the instigation of the FCC,
according to testimony given the
preceding week by Gene Dyer,
owner of the station, and Dr. John
Dyer, manager, Mr. Luotto said
that he had asked his friend Rep.
Vito Marcantonio (A.L.-N.Y.) to
help him clear up the trouble. Rep.
Marcantonio went to the FCC and
saw Nathan David, assistant general counsel, reporting, according
to Mr. Luotto, that Mr. David had
advised him that "the dismissal
came about by conjecture and not
by any specific instruction of the
Commission" and
that the FCC would that
resortto toimply
such
"high pressure methods" to get an
announcer off the air was "offensive." Mr. Luotto said he passed
this information along to Gene
Dyer, but found him still unwilling
to permit Stefano Luotto to resume
broadcasting at what Mr. Dyer felt
would be risk of his license.
Mr. Garey then read into the
record a statement about Stefano
Luotto released by the FCC the
previous week, charging that he
had been vice-president of the
5000 WATTS

On Time
CORRECT time is given by
KXOK St. Louis whenever
the station identifies itself.
On the theory that time plays
aKXOK
big role
everyone's
will inannounce
timelife,
on
the hour, quarter or half,
whenever the station's call
letters are mentioned.
Dante Alighieri Society of Chicago,
"which has been characterized in
confidential reports of three Federal investigation agencies as a
subversive organization devoted to
the principles of Fascism." Declaring "that statement is false,"
Mr. Garey stated that he had examined the reports referred to and
that they contain no such claims.
He charged the FCC in releasing
this material showed "determination to smear an inoffensive person
unable to protect himself." He also
charged Nathan David, assistant
FCC general counsel, with attempting to try to tell a witness how to
testify before the Committee. FCC
chief counsel Charles R. Denny and
Mr. David both demanded an immediate opportunity to answer
these charges, but were silenced by
chairman Hart, who said that he
hoped that at the proper time they
would answer them in full detail.
OC Stated It Had No
Objection to Luotto
After the morning session concluded, with Mr. Andrea Luotto
listing several other members of
the Dante Alighieri Society of Chicago who are still broadcasting in
that city, Mr. Denny showed the
press photostats of statements
made by the Dyers in June of this
year that when the question of
Stefano Luotto's citizenship had
arisen while he was broadcasting
at WGES prior to the entry of the
United States into the war, he had
said "that the reason he had not
made application for citizenship
was because he was not quite sold
on the idea of a democracy and for
this reason he could not see his
way clear to become a citizen of
the United States at that time."
In the afternoon Andrea Luotto
told of going to the Office of Cen-
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sorship and, after an investigation
had been made, securing from the
OC a statement that they had no
objection to Stefano Luotto broadcasting on a domestic radio station.
When Gene Dyer still refused to
allow Stefano to broadcast on
WGES, Andrea Luotto notified
Ralph Weil, manager of WOV,
New York, that he was putting
Stefano on a WOV program.
Mr. Weil, Mr. Luotto stated,
asked him not to do this, and when
shown the OC statement asked
Mr. Luotto to get a further clearance from Lee Falk of OWL He
went to Mr. Falk, he said, on April
9, 1943, and was told that "I personally signed a letter to OC stating that OWI had nothing against
Stefano." He then asked Mr. Falk,
he said, about Falk's request to
station managers not to accept
business from his agency, to which
Mr. Falk replied that that had happened 10 months before and the
OWI had since stopped the practice
of approving station personnel.
When he told this to Mr. Weil,
Mr. Luotto said, he was referred
to Mr. Lafount, who asked him
not to stir up trouble and finally
told him that he could not allow
Stefano to broadcast without a
written order from Mr. Falk and
Mrs. Hilda Shea, in charge of the
FCC's War Problems Division.
Following the NAB convention, at
which the Office of Censorship and
the Foreign Language Radio Wartime Control Committee made plans
for cooperation in controlling foreign language broadcasts, Mr. Lu-
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otto again went to Mr. Weil, he
testified, only to be told that there
was still no chance for Stefano to
get on the air. Mr. Weil, he said,
stated that while officially all control was vested in OC, the foreign
language station managers had
been privately warned that unless
they did as they were told they'd
find the Government taking over
their stations.
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Fly Argued That OC Had
I\o Right of Removal
When the hearings reconvened
Friday, after a day's recess because of Mr. Garey's illness, Robert
K. Richards of OC was recalled to
the stand. Responding to intense
questioning, he testified that the
foreign language station managers
were afraid of the activities of the
War Problems Division of the FCC
but he said he was in no position to
confirm Mr. Garey's statement
that the broadcasting industry
lives in constant terror of the Commission.
From the witness and from
numerous letters and memoranda
identified by Mr. Richards as coming from OC files, Mr. Garey developed a picture of attempts of
FCC personnel to take over functions belonging solely to OC, particularly regarding removal from
air of persons broadcasting in
foreign languages,
and of OC's into
resentment atthis encroachment
its field of authority.
At a meeting of Mr. Richards
and E. H. Bronson, chief of the
OC's foreign language radio division, with Joseph Lang (WHOM)
and Arthur Simon (WPEN) in the
office of Nathan David, FCC attorney, last January, Mr. David
was reported to have agreed with
the OC position that it had the right
to remove announcers from the air.
Shortly thereafter he and Mr. Lang
and Mr. Simon went to the office
of FCC Chairman Fly, where, according to the account given OC,
"Mr. David stated that the FCC
did not recognize OC's right to take
anyone from the air, and the Chairman nodded assent to that statement. Simon and Lang then pointed
out that this was contrary to his
statement before Richards and
Bronson and David denied it.
'Situation Improved' After
Price Conferred With Fly
"The question of revoking or refusing to renew the license of a
station which had had an announcer removed from the air for
cause was raised and Simon asked
the Chairman if it was the intention of the FCC to so operate. The
Chairman stated that the FCC
would at least set the license renewal of any station for a hearing
in cases where an announcer had
been removed from the air at the
request of OC.
"It was further stated that OC
does not stand on very firm ground
in regard to the question of removal of announcers and the subsequent raising of the question of
license renewal, and it was suggested that an opinion be obtained
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Street to McClatchy
ROBERT A STREET, formerly
New York sales manager of
WCAU, Philadelphia, has been
appointed national
sales manager
of McClatchy
Broadcasting Co.
of California. In
broadcasting since
1923, Mr. Street
joined WCAU
in 1930came and
becommercial
Street
manager in 1933.
In 1940 he took over station sales
representation in New York.
from the Attorney General as to
their jurisdiction in these matters."
Mr. Richards reported that FCC
reports of investigations of foreign
language broadcasting persons
were not
OC's purposes and sufficient
had to be for
augmented
by
further investigations, although in
many cases the FCC reports
damned the people investigated and
yet did not give OC enough facts
to warrant barring the person from
the air as a hazard to national
security.
Following the receipt of letters
by OC from three widely separated
stations, all indicating that FCC
was "making excursions" into the
field of censorship, Byron Price,
Director of OC, discussed the matter with Mr. Fly, after which time
the situation has improved, Mr.
Richards stated.

Porola, who was being sued for
libel by Stefano Luotto. Buzzi told
Andrea Luotto he was working with
the FCC "to get something on Stefano". Luotto concluded his testimonyvolving
by relating
an incident
inPietro Novasio,
a writer for
the Luotto Publication, Di Vagando,
and M. C. of a question and answer
program in Italian on WOV. Novasio told Luotto he had been approached by Lupis, WOV program
director, who had inferred that if
Novasio wanted to continue broadcasting he would suggest that he
discontinue writing for the Luotto
publication. However, Novasio is
still writing feature articles for
Di Vagando, he said.
The subcommittee adjourned sine
die at 3:30 p.m. Another subcommittee will sit in New York starting Tuesday at 10 a.m. with Rep.
Cox and Rep. Miller sitting.

Details of Correspondence
Read to Committee
Counsel Garey started the Friday afternoon proceedings by reading into the record a statement concerning correspondence about activities of the Dante Alighieri Society of Chicago, between the FCC
and investigating agencies of the
Government including the FBI, the
Office of Naval Intelligence and the
Investigating Branch of the U. S.
Army. Mr. Garey stated the replies
to the FCC inquiries, while they
could not be read into the record
because of their confidential nature,
contained no evidence that the
Dante Alighieri Society of Chicago
was Fascist or unpatriotic.
Andrea Luotto resumed the stand
and related a conversation with
Joseph Lang, general manager of
WHOM,
whenwashis removed
brother from
Stefano Luotto

Teegarden Is Promoted
In RCA Victor Division
L. W. TEEGARDEN has been appointed assistant general sales
manager, RCA Victor Division, of
RCA, it has been announced by
general sales manager Henry C.
Bonfig. Mr. Teegarden, widely
known in the radio industry, will
have direct supervision over the
selling, distributing and warehousing of all RCA products. He has
had many years
of experience
sellingandandcame
administrative
to RCA in 1930 from the lamp division of the General Electric Co.

ACCEPTANCE
REPEATED

WHOM

at the alleged indirect insistence of the FCC. Mr. Luotto
testified that Mr. Lang told him
his brother Stefano was being persecuted but that he (Lang) had to
protect his station. During the Stefano Luotto-WHOM controversy,
the announcer was and still is
broadcasting on WOV four times
a day on a one-minute transcribed
announcement, Garey said.
Luotto testified he had been informed by one Mario Buzzi, an investigator for the Dies Committee
and the Anti-Nazi League, that he
was investigating Stefano Luotto
for Gerolamo Valenti, publisher of
the Italian language newspaper La
BROADCASTING
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Marshall Field, Philharmonic President, Urges
Immediate Lifting of Ban on Recordings
PLAN of James C. Petrillo, president of the American Federation of
Musicians, for a series of free concerts to be presented in small cities
throughout the country by major
symphony orchestras [Broadcasting, Aug. 2] last week evoked some
unexpected reactions.
First, Marshall Field, president
of the Philharmonic-Symphony Society of New York, wrote Mr.
Petrillo asking for an immediate
cessation of his ban on symphonic
recordings, a stand which was endorsed by 11 other leading symphony organizations.
New York Petition
Next, Mr. Petrillo was sent a petition signed by 800 members of
AFM Local 802 in New York, protesting the proposed expenditure of
$500,000 of union funds for this
purpose and suggesting that the
money be used to give work to
unemployed musicians instead of
to members of symphony orchestras who are already steadily employed.
Presented by Nicholas F. Vitalo,
recording secretary of the Unity
Club — a group of members of 802
opposing the present administration of the New York local — to Mr.
Petrillo's office, the petition expressed "great disappointment and
resentment" at the concert plan.
Pointing out that the ban on recordings has been in effect approximately one year, the document
states that "at the time you imposed the ban you stated that you
desired to relieve unemployment
among musicians."
Declaring that the proposed program has already been construed
as "proclaiming that we have no
competent unemployed musicians,"
the petition continues: "If the Federation is to subsidize music, we
suggest that new orchestral units
be formed using those musicians
who are not already employed at
high wages. This proposal will
have a two-fold benefit. First, it
will lend force to the Federation's
contention that there are musicians
who are not fully employed who

are competent to bring good music
to our citizens. Second, if wisely
used, the money can be utilized to
furnish additional funds to members who really need and can use
additional income."
Loss of Royalties
Stating that he has discussed Mr.
Petrillo's proposal informally with
members of the orchestra's board,
Mr. Field writes: "They have expressed the hope, in which I join,
that if the Society cooperates, you
will see the importance, for the
same ends to which your proposed
performances are aimed, to lift the
ban which you have placed upon
recordings by our orchestra.
"Your efforts are directed
toward bringing symphonic music
to persons who might otherwise
not have the opportunity to hear
it. The recording of the great symphonic orchestras of this country
under their famous conductors is
also a means of bringing that symphonic music to persons who might
not otherwise hear it. In fact, such
recordings bring symphonic music
to smaller towns and rural communities than even your free performance plan will reach.
"Aside from that," Mr. Field
continued, "I am frank to admit
that the Society desires, in fact
requires, the royalties from its recordings in order to insure the continuance of the orchestra which
you are proposing to borrow. The
other great symphonic orchestras
of this country are similarly situated. Their very existence is
threatened by the loss of recording
royalties. I am not now referring
to your ban on recordings so far
as it affects popular bands and
popular music. I have personal
views on that subject but they are
not concerned with the subject matter of your request or of this let-

N. Y. Promotion Plan
PLAN to promote New York as a
market area through trade paper
and newspaper ads was adopted
last week at a meeting of New
York station promotion men. Original project calling for a contribution of two pages from each station during a four-month period
[Broadcasting,
was elastic
abandoned in favor July
of a 19]
more
plan allowing each station to promote the campaign in their regular
space schedules and in additional
space purchases to the extent of
each individual station's ability.
Drive will start Sept. 15. The following stations were represented
at the meeting: WEAF WABC
WJZ WOR WOV WHN and
WQXR. Not represented at the
meeting but planning to participate are WMCA and WNEW.
WINS had not yet decided last
week the extent of its participation.
Fly on Air FLY, FCC
JAMES LAWRENCE
chairman, will speak on a special
program on NBC Aug. 29, commemorating the first NBC broadcast under Jewish auspices 20
years ago. Mr. Fly's subject will be
"Contributions of Religion to Winning the War and to the Peace Following Victory."
WINX Names Burke
ALLAN BURKE has been appointed night supervisor and news editor at WINX Washington. Mr.
Burke has been a staff announcer
at WINX. He came to Washington some time ago from WITH
Baltimore.

"Dog
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way advertisers are snatching up our 18-hour schedule
miqht make it necessary pretty soon.
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Decisions

. . .
AUG. 7
WOKO, Albany, N. Y. — Adopted order
granting continuance of hearing until
Sept.
newal. 20 on application for license reNewark Broadcasting Corp., Newark,
N. J. — Order
of July
29, 1943
denying
application for CP
for new
station
modified
to include words "without prejudice."
AUG. 10
WSLS, Roanoke, Va. — Granted mod.
license
to
1240 tokc.change frequency from 1490 kc
WABY, Albany, N. Y. — Granted CP
for new 250 w transmitter, subject derenewal.cision on pending application for license
Mutual Broadcasting System Inc., Chicago — Granted extens;on authority to
transmit programs to CKLW, Windsor,
Ont., to stations owned and operated by
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., and to stations licensed by Canadian Minister of
Transport.
KWSC, Pullman, Wash. — Adopted
order denying petitions to modify Commission freeze policy of Sept. 22. 1942,
etc., in re application for modification of
license.
AUG. 11
KWKW, Pasadena, Calif. — Granted
motion to dismiss without prejudice application to transfer control from M^v
shall S. Neal, individually and as trustee
of all other stockholders, to L. W. Peters.
WAAT, Jersey City, N. J. — Denied
application for CP to increase power from
1 to 5 kw, install new transmitter and
effect changes in directional antenna for
night use.
WFLA, Tampa, Fla. — Denied application for CP to increase power from 1 to
5 kw during nighttime operation and to
make
antenna.corresponding changes in directional
WQAM, Miami, Fla. — Modified CP
granted Dec. 9, 1941 to permit utilization
of present transmitter site and antenna,
with 5cifiedkwconditions.
power, subject to certain speAUG. 12
KLRA,
Little
Ark. — Granted
license to cover CP,Rock,
as modified,
which au-

FCC TRANSMITTER
METER RULE EASED
INSTRUMENTATION requirements for marine main transmitters are relaxed by a change in
rules announced Aug. 10 by the
Federal Communications Commission. Reasons given for the change
are a shortage of electrical recording instruments and need for uninterrupted production of marine
radio equipment for war uses.
The change in Subsection 8.142,
effective immediately, deletes the
requirement for additional meters
for a main radio transmitter completed by the manufacturer after
Jan. 1, 1944. The amended Subsection 8.142 now reads:
Subsection 8.142(d) A main transmitter shall be equipped with suitable
indicating instruments of approved accuracy to measure (1) the current in
the antenna circuit, (2) the potential
of the heating current applied to the
cathode or cathode heater of each electron tube or a potential directly pro-

"MAKE

thorized move of transmitter, new transmitter, change in frequency, changes in directional antenna for night use, and increase in power; also approval new type
transmitter. Granted authority determine
operating
of antenna power
power. by direct measurement
Blue
Network
Co., Inc.,
York —
Transfer control from
RCA New
to American
Broadcasting System Inc.
WQAM,hours
Miami,
Fla. — Mod.of license
change
of operation
auxiliaryto
transmitter for auxiliary purposes only
and to operate from midnight to 6 a.m.
EST during alternate weeks when operating as key station for local filter center.
KOIN, Portland, Ore. — Special Service
Authorization to make changes in transmitting equipment and operate with 10 kw.
power using directional antenna at night.
WLBZ, Bangor, Me. — Granted modification of CP, as modified, which authorized
increase pletionindatepower,
etc., 11forto extension
comfrom Aug.
Sept. 11, 1943.
W6XYZ, Los Angeles — Granted license
to cover mental
CP,television
as modified,
station. for new experi-

. .
Applications
AUG. 7
KEVR,
Seattle,toWash.
service authorization
install —newSpecial
transmitter
and operate with power of 1 kw for
period
Aprilto1,broadcast
1944. Amended
to
request ending
authority
point by
point messages.
AUG. 10
WCSH,
Portland,corporation
Me. — Transfer
control of licensee
from Henry
P. Rines, deceased, to trustees.
WTTM, Trenton, N. J. — Acquisition
control licensee corporation by Elmer H.
Wene
Harry through
Zoog. purchase of stock from A.
Tentative Calendar . . .
KRBA, Lufkin, Texas — License revoluntary
assignment
of licensenewalfromand Ben
T. Wilson,
R. A. Corbett
& Thomas W. Baker to Darrel E. Yates
(Aug. 16)

U. S. Recording Expands
U. S. RECORDING Co., Washington, has leased rooms for studios in
the Portland Hotel, connected by
an archway to its adjacent main
building at 1121 Vermont Ave.
Robert W. Chapman, formerly
with the Dept. of Interior radio division, has been named chief engineer of the firm.
CLARENCE G. STOLL, president of
Western Electric Co., New York, on
Aug. 7 celebrated his 40th anniversary
with the organization. He became vicepresident
in 1926 and president in
1940.
portional thereto, and (3) the anode
current of the radio frequency oscillator or amplifier which supplies
power to the antenna circuit, or in
lieu thereof, the anode current of
such oscillator or amplifier plus the
anode current of any other radio or
audio frequency oscillator (s) or amplifier (s) normally employed as part
of the transmitter.

CONTRACT
52 WEEKS"
says BARRON HOWARD— WRYA

WGPC
CBS
1450 KC
Represented by SPOT SALES Inc.
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THE
SHADOW
Available locally on transcription — see C. MICHELSON °7 W. 44 St., N.Y.C.
BROADCASTING

Wet work ^ccovnh
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business
AMERICAN OIL Co., Baltimore (Amoco,
other products ) , on Aug. 19 starts Ned
Calmer and Maj. George Fielding Eliot on
54 CBS stations, Thurs., 6-6:15 p.m., and
on Aug. 22 starts Edward R. Murrow on
54 CBS stations, Sun., 1:30-1:45 p.m.
Agency: Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
REVLON PRODUCTS Co., New York, on
Sept. 30on starts
Gertrude
Lawrence's
Guest
House
58 BLUE
stations,
Thurs., 10:3011 p.m. Agency: William H. Weintraub &
Co., New York.
SOUTHERN SPRING BED Co., Atlanta,
on Aug. 17 starts Robert St. John, commentator, on 19 southern and south central
NBC stations, Tues. and Thurs., 9:45-10
a.m. Agency: Tucker Wayne & Co., Atlanta
RIDD LABS, San Francisco (drug products), on Aug. 15 started for 52 wks,
Cavalcade of Medicine, on 3 Don Lee
Pacific stations (KHJ KFRC KFRE).
Sun., 12:30-12:45 p.m. (PWT). Agency:
Rhoades & Davis, San Francisco.
WASHINGTON STATE APPLE COMMISSION, Wenatchee, Wash, (apples), on
Sept. 21 starts for 13 wks, participation
in Breakfast at Sardi's on 13 BLUE Pacific stations, Tues., Wed., Thurs., 9:3010 p.m. (PWT) Agency: J. Walter
Thompson Co., San Francisco.
WILDROOT Co., Buffalo, New York
(Wildroot), on Aug. 3 started for 82
weeks Rex Miller, commentator, on 33 Don
Lee Pacific stations, Tues., Thurs., 9 :159:30
Buffalo.p.m. (PWT). Agency is BBDO,
FRANK H. LEE Co., Danbury, Conn.
(Lee Hats), on Sept. 2 starts Dale Carnegie's Little Known
About Thurs.,
WeilKnown People
on 28 MBSFactsstations,
10:15-10:30 p.m. Agency is Bermingham,
Castleman & Pierce, N. Y.
BEST FOODS Inc., New York (Force
cereal),
on Aug.
The Sun.,
Moylan Sisters
on 148 discontinues
BLUE stations,
3-3:15
p.m.
Agency:
Arthur
Kudner
Inc.,
N. Y.
VICK CHEMICAL Co., N. Y. (Voratone,
Vatronal, Vaporub), on Sept. 14 starts
for 26 weeks,. Faces & Plaxesdn the News,
on 33 Don Lee Pacific stations, Tues.,
Thurs., Sat., 9:30-9:45 p.m. (PWT).
Agency: Morse International, N. Y.
Renewal Accounts
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
(Post Bran Flakes), on Sept. 30 renews
for 13 weeks, Night Editor, on 6 NBC
Pacific stations, Thurs., 8:15-8:30 p.m.
(PWT). Agency: Benton & Bowles Inc.,
N. Y.
CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden, N. J.
(soups,
tomato The
juice),
Sept. 1Show
renewson
for
13 weeks
JackonCarson
118
CBS
stations,
Wed.,
9:30-10
p.m.
York.
Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding, New
YOUNG PEOPLE'S Church of the Air,
Philadelphia, on Aug. 29 renews for 52
weeks
of the p.m.
Air
on 196Young
MBS People's
stations, Church
Sun., 4:30-5
Agency: Ivey & Ellington, Philadelphia.
INTERSTATE BAKERIES Corp., Los
Angeles (bread), on Sept. 1 renews for
52 wks, The Lone Ranger, on 8 Don Lee
Pacific stations, Mon., Wed., Fri., 7:30-8
p.m. Angeles.
(PWT) Agency: Dan B. Miner Co.,
Los
PROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnati (Duz),
on Aug. 28 resumes Truth or Consequences
on 127 NBC stations, Sat., 8:30-9 p.m.
(repeat
ton
Adv.,11-11:30
N. Y. p.m.). Agency: Comp-

WANTED
PROGRAM DIRECTOR
REGIONAL 5 KW, CBS
STATION, OHIO AREA
Must be fully qualified, draft
exempt, with experience in
program vision,
direction
supercapable ofandhandling
top announcing when required,
and of training and supervising newRealemployee
replaceopportunity
for
one whoment.can
qualify.
BOX 193, BROADCASTING
• Broadcast

Advertising

CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press
Building, Washington, D. C
Help Wanted
WANTED — PROGRAM - PERSONNEL
MANAGER — Desire family man over 35
now successfully employed in 100,000
market. Metropolitan experience unnecessary. Must understand people and show a
successful record of personnel management. Record must include that of placement and training of program personnel,
unity and balance in employment relations and timely interest in smooth 18hour-a-day operation. Prefer good general
education and business background. Appreciation of all-around program content
necessary without the taint of prima
donna artistry. No opportunity for fancy
program production. If you are sober, reliable, understand loyalty to management, a self-starter and believe in hard
work, we will welcome the opportunity
to scrutinize your record. We have a
5000 watt network operation in medium
sized educational city in one of the midfinest states
good that
place theto right
raise
a family.west's We
have —a ahunch
man will be with us a long time. Box
184, BROADCASTING.
Wanted at Once — First class engineer.
Draft exempt. Tell all first communication, including minimum salary. WMSL,
Decatur, Alabama.
Draft
— LicensedRocky
first, Mountain
second, or5
third Deferred
class operators.
kw. network station. Box 183, BROADCASTING.
Announcer
— Permanent
kw. regional
network position
station forwith
draft5
deferred, experienced man. Box 182,
BROADCASTING.
WANTED — Announcer with some previous
radio experience for live-wire Blue Network station in New York State. Good
pay. Talent opportunities. Box 181,
BROADCASTING.
ENGINEER-DRAFTSMAN — Real opportunity for engineer-draftsman with
Washington consulting engineering firm.
Good pay and permanent position. Excellent opportunity for advancement in
most attractive end of radio engineering.
Wire
or
write Box 175, BROADCASTING.
I ENGINEER— For 5 KW Indiana station.
Must hold radiotelephone field license. In
reply state education, experience, age
and draft status. Replies confidential.
Box 173, BROADCASTING.
Announcer
— Good
salary, permanent
position with
southeastern
network station
for first class radio telephone licensed
combination announcer. Send experience, photograph, draft status first communication. Box 165. BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Experienced, draft deferred.
Give full details when replying. Box
185, BROADCASTING.
5 Kw. Basic Network Station — In metropolitan midwest market wants experienced announcers immediately. Working
conditions ideal. Good salary. Send full
details. Box 186, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Sound effect technician for network productions. Must be experienced in
recorded and manual sound, both dramatic and musical programs. Give full
details of experience in first letter, draft
status, salary expected, etc. Reply Box
187, BROADCASTING.
WANTED — An announcer interested in
classical music on station that has reputation for best in music. State experience. Box 160, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Fluent ad-lib versatile personality announcer with continuity and
production ability. KTFI, Twin Falls,
Idaho. Located in non-defense farming
area with post-war stability. Send photo,
draft status. Reference, transcription.
BROADCASTING

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted — First class engineer, who will
also be able to take over Chief Engineer
job around January first. Draft exempt,
or over 38. WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
Situations Wanted
Announcer — All sports, news, commercial.
Programming experience. Draft deferred.
Box 179, BROADCASTING.
Publicity And Promotion Director — Unusual 5 year radio background. 4F.
Single. Qualified for really big job. Go
anywhere. Thoroughly experienced. Wire
Box 178, BROADCASTING.
Radio Engineer — Desires connection as
chief engineer with broadcast station,
preferably in midwest. Electrical engineering degree and thirteeen years experience covering engineering,
construction and maintenance.
Draft status
3AH.
Box 176. BROADCASTING.
Engineer — First class, young, married, 4F
— three years college, 2% years experience all phases, responsible, references.
Desires permanent position midwest or
southeast. Box 171, BROADCASTING.
Need Program Director? — 5 kw traffic manager-chief announcer wishes to resume
local station program directing. 4F. 5
years
experience.
Box 170, BROADCASTING.
Television Producer — 14 years experience
in motion pictures, radio and television.
Box 169, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — 50 kw. experience, 4F, 21.
Available September 10. Desire good
connection with good station. Box 168,
BROADCASTING.
WOMAN SCRIPT-WRITER — Producer.
Four years'
with educational
stations.
Two experience
years in-school
broadcasting. Journalism degree. Desires position
in newscasting, public service, or continuity. Reply Box 167, BROADCASTING.
CONTINUITY WRITER— Dramatic scripts,
announcer. Solid radio background. Box
164, BROADCASTING.
PROGRAM DIRECTOR— And sales executive handled all types of problems conceivable. Draft deferred. Box 163,
BROADCASTING.
Sports, Special Events, News Announcer —
Draft-exempt. 7 years with three 5 Kw.
network stations. Married, family. Present salary $75.00 weekly. Voluntarily
leaving present position. Box 159,
BROADCASTING.
Commercial Writer — Looking for opportunity for advancement. Eight years radio experience. Will accept good offer
agency or radio. Draft deferred. Box
188, BROADCASTING.
Experienced Continuity Director — Wants
to take over continuity department. Now
affiliated with 5000 watt mid-western station as staff writer. Draft deferred. Box
189, BROADCASTING.
Station Manager — Excellent background ;
15 years radio and newspaper experience. Qualified in all departments, sales,
programming, management and promotion. Married with family. 3A. Now employed, manager 5 k.w. station. Available
CASTING.September 15th. Box 191, BROADRADIO ENGINEER— Design, maintenance,
operating. Chief engineer three stations, ten years experience Collins,
R.C.A., Gates, Western Electric, Copy
press. Twenty years amateur high frequency experience. Age forty-two. Salary
minimum sixty-five dollars. A. W.
Kramer, 2001 North 6th, Vincennes,
Indiana.
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Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Manager — Now employed 5 k.w. regional
network affiliate, desires change. Thoroughly experienced in station management, programming, sales and promotion. Proven record. Best of reference.
Age 37. Married with family. 3A. Box
192, BROADCASTING.
Staff Artists — Man, draft 4H, wife, playing
violin, piano, organ, cello, sax, vibraharp.
Have solovox. Union. Radio experience.
Address Keshner, Spring Mill Inn,
Mitchell, Indiana.
YOUNG WOMAN— College graduate; radio major with practical experience in
production, live sound, script writing,
acting, on college station. Know control
monitoring. Have good musical background. Available now. Reply Box 180,
BROADCASTING.

Wanted to Buy
Regional Or Local Station — In northeast.
Inquiries confidential. Box 177, BROADCASTING.
WANTED TO BUY— Radio station in eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New York
or New Jersey. Box 174, BROADCASTING.
Will Buy — All or part interest in 250 watt
station.
North or mid-west. Box 166,
BROADCASTING.
Station Manager — Will buy part interest in
a local station where aggressive management will boost up profits. Box 162,
BROADCASTING.
Radio Station — 250, 500 or 1000 watts in
secondary market. Willing to buy part
interest and manage station. Replies
confidential. Box 161, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — 250 watt transmitter and all apinstallationproved
of 250equipment
wattnecessary
station.forBox
172,
BROADCASTING.

It is not the amount of noise
you make that counts in radio.
It's what you say and how well
you put it over that matters.

urs
24 Ho

There are more powerful stations than CHNS in Canada
but none with better equipment.
For Rates: Apply Station Director
CHNS • Lord Nelson Hotel
Halifax, Noval Scotia
or
Joe Weed, New York City

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

An ky
Organization
of ey
&. Bail
Jans
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
Natianal Fren Bide., Wa>b., D. C

PAUL F GODLEY
CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859
GEORGE

N.J.

C. DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANT HOUR— ANY DAT
R.CJL Communications, Inc.
66 Broad SL, New York, N. T.

McNARY & WRATHAL1
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA
Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
321 E. Gregory Crossroads of
Blvd., Kansas VS.
the World
City, Mo.
[ X I Hollywood, Cal.

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg.
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Volunteers

Clearing

Local

Programs

Reports OWI
Station Relations Chief
VOLUNTEERS are being called in extensive local information
from the ranks of broadcasters to work, such as OPA, have expressed
help the OWI Radio Bureau handle dissatisfaction with the red tape
involved in sending scripts and
clearance of government programs
on the local level, John Hymes, programs to remote regional offices
chief of station relations reported for clearance.
Friday after a tour of seven southThese voluntary committees, Mr.
ern and midwestern regional offices. Hymes explained, will have no
Mr. Hymes reported that OWI's official status, but will provide some
newly appointed regional station machinery for prompt decisions in
relations chiefs have had to call on the field. In case of doubt, they will
program managers in communities
have ready appeal to the regional
with three or more stations to take station relations directors.
responsibility for prompt action on
In addition to the two commitGovernment radio needs in their
tees now operating, several more
areas.
are expected to go into effect within
Birmingham, Tulsa Groups
a few days. Alfred Llewelyn, OWI's
One such voluntary committee representative in Cleveland, is expected to visit Cincinnati and Cohas been organized in Birmingham,
lumbus this week to organize comAla., Mr. Hymes said, with the
mittees in those cities.
programming staff of W A P I
On his ten-day tour of the rehandling local Government appeals
gional offices, Mr. Hymes visited
for all three stations in the community. A similar group is operat- Richmond, Atlanta, Birmingham,
ing in Tulsa, with Allen Page, pro- Dallas, Kansas City, Chicago and
gram director of KVOO and a sta- Minneapolis, meeting with program
tion committee controlling clear- and station managers in each city.
ance for three stations there.
These voluntary committees, Mr.
Kate Returning
Hymes explained, will provide liaison between the community and the GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
nearest of the 12 scattered OWI
York, will return the Kate Smith
offices. He anticipates that some evening program on CBS to a full
the singer returns to
40 voluntary committees will be hour,airwhen
this fall after a summer
needed, one in every area in which the
hiatus from June 25 to Oct. 1. Kate
three or more stations operate.
Smith's Friday, 8 p. m. broadcast
The Radio Bureau has had was
cut to a half-hour in January
severe clearance problems ever of last year, and the additional
half -hour 8:30-8:55 p.m. utilized by
since OWI's Domestic Branch
General Foods for The Thin Man
folded up its field offices last month.
series in behalf of Sanka
Although no general breakdown in mystery
clearance has been reported, certain and Post Toasties.
The Kate Smith-Ted Collins show
government agencies which engage
will be heard 8-8:55 p.m. on the full
CBS network, starting in October.
Agency for Sanka and Post
Toasties is Benton & Bowles.
WABY Gets CP
Young & Rubicam handles General
WABY, operated by the Adiron- Foods' Jell-O, product advertised
dack Broadcasting Co., Albany, N. on the Kate Smith evening show.
Y., last week was granted a construction permit by the FCC to install a new 250 w transmitter,
subject to decision on pending aplication for renewal of license.
WABY's license renewal is being
held, the Commission explained, to
await decision on renewal of
WOKO, Albany. Both stations are
partly owned by Harold E. Smith
of Albany and Raymond M. Curtis
of Garrison, N. Y. WABY was
given a temporary extension of license on July 29 [Broadcasting,
Aug. 2]. A hearing on the renewal
of WOKO has been scheduled for
Sept. 20 to receive testimony regarding matters of ownership [See
this issue of Broadcasting].
Video Prospects
WILLIAM M. BOLAND, Western
Region electronic manager for General Electric Co., discussing television Aug. 4 at the San Francisco
Ad Club, said seven stations are
contemplated by California broadcasters. If the optimistic estimate
of television as a billion dollar a
year industry in the post war era
holds up, the logical share of the
industry for California would be
from approximately 5 to 7%.
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Chungking to WLW
HAVING completed arrangements with the Chinese News
Service, WLW Cincinnati,
extended its overseas pickups
Aug. 14 when it presented
Gen. Chow Chih-Jou, director
of the National Aeronautical
Affairs Commission, speaking from Chungking. Program
was part of new WLW series
Skyway to War, which deals
with the U. S. Air Service
Command, broadcast from
Patterson Field near Dayton,
Ohio.
Amoco Back on CBS
AMERICAN OIL CO., Baltimore,
returns to the air this week with
two news programs on CBS. Edward R. Murrow, chief of the CBS
European staff, from London,
Sunday, 1:30-1:45 p.m., will be
sponsored effective Aug. 22, on 54
stations. Mr. Murrow had been
sponsored by International Silver
Co., in a later Sunday period on
CBS until the completion of a 52week contract last July 4. Ned
Calmer, CBS analyst, and Major
George Fielding Eliot, military expert, will be heard in behalf of
Amoco and other products of
American Oil, in the Thursday, 66:15 p.m. spot on CBS, starting
Aug. 19. A 54-station hook-up will
also be used for this series. The
company sponsored Edwin C. Hill
on CBS for a period of three years,
and since discontinuing the program a year ago had not engaged
in any network advertising. Agency is Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
Coco-Wheats Locals
LITTLE CROW MILLING Co.,
Warsaw, Ind. (Coco- Wheats ) , on
Sept. 13 starts sponsorship of local
shows, mostly of quarter-hour
length, in a varying schedule on 25
midwestern and eastern stations.
The radio campaign will probably
be expanded later. Rogers & Smith,
Chicago, is agency.

Correspondents Abroad
Moved Around by NBC
IN AN EXTENSIVE reshuffling
of assignments among its foreign
correspondents, NBC last week
announced that Morgan W.
Beatty is returning to this country
from London for a vacation and
that Elmer W. Peterson, will take
over histurnedperiods.
Peterson
to London Mr.
recently
from re-a
trip to Sweden. Don Hollenbeck,
of the NBC London staff, will replace John MacVane at Allied
Force Headquarters in Algiers. Mr.
MacVane, now in England, has just
completed the manuscript for a
book tentatively titled First Offensive to be published this fall by
Appleton-Century
Co. The
Russian scene will be covered
by Henry
C. Cassidy,
AP
Moscow
correspondent. Robert Magidoff, NBC
reporter, leaves that post Sept. 1
for home leave.
A war duration
assignmentwillof take
four orCarey
fiveweeks'
Longmire off NBC. Robert McCormick, of the Washington staff
will fill in. In the South Pacific
area, Edward R. Wallace, chief of
NBC's staff in that area, has resumed his regular broadcasts from
Australia after returning from a
tour of the Solomon Islands. George
Thomas Folster has left Australia
for an unannounced destination.
Mervin K. Slosberg is being transferred from New Zealand to Australia to assist Mr. Wallace.
Teegarden Promoted
L. W. TEEGARDEN has been promoted from assistant to general
sales manager of the RCA Victor
Division of RCA, having supervision over the selling, distributing
and warehousing of all RCA products. Mr. Teegarden came to RCA,
in 1930, from the General Electric
Co.'s lamp division. He served successively as East Central district
manager for radio tubes; tube
sales head, New York district,
1933 ; New York district sales manager for all RCA products; head
of tube renewal sales, Camden office; and manager,
RCA's tube and
equipment
dept.
Mt. Eden Wine Plans
MT. EDEN WINE Co., Long Island City, a partnership formed by
the principals of two recently dissolved firms — San Gabriel Co., New
York, and Sebastiani Wine Co.,
New York, will devote its initial
advertising budget exclusively to
radio. A spot campaign schedule to
start Sept. 1 will be confined to
the New York metropolitan area.
Drive will promote Colombo and
Sebastiani brands formerly belonging to the
Sanconcerns
Gabriel
and Sebastiani
respectively.
Agency is Emil Mogul Co., New
York.
New

CBS Shortwave

WPB last week approved construction plans- for the second OWI
shortwave installation, housing facilities at Wayne, N. J., for two
transmitters assigned the CBS.
Plans, trial
as Facilities
passed Committee,
by the Non-Induscall for
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
'I Wish You Folks Back in the States Could Be Here . . . I Can't
Take My Eyes Off the Lovely Scenery!"
BROADCASTING

a $476,150
expenditure
installation of transmitters
and onalterations
to a one-story leased building. CBS
must
CP fornowthe apply
project.to the FCC for a
• Broadcast
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Services of RCA which
have
our country's
highestwonwartime
awards

These,

too, are fighting flags of freedom ... In ever-increasing
numbers,
They

flags like these fly over

are symbols

of the

strength

aroused

in spirit, united

Victory

today . . . they are

skill that will build

Radio

an America

of a free people,

in purpose.

a better

won

Battle

by the

world

at war.

flags of

energy

and

Army-Navy "E" flags awarded to:
RCA Victor Division, Camden, N. J.,
January, 1942
— with two stars for
continued
excellence.
RCA Victor Division, Harrison, N. J.,
August, 1942
— with one star for
continued
excellence.
Radiomarlne
of America, New York Corporation
City, September,
1942
— with one star for continued excellence.
RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N. J.,
May, 1943.
Maritime
' Pennanto:t
and
VictoryCommission
Fleet Flag "M'
awarded
Radiomarine
Corporation
of America, New York City, February,
1943.

tomorrow.

Corporation

^America

PRICE 15 Qttit

^Newsmagazine

SYDNEY

1

of

Radio

MOSELEY

sent

2,000 people into a sponsor's
stores every week for 26 weeks!
When

SYDNEY

told his listeners
vacation
10,000
him

to write

he'd take an

air-

a hook,

letters poured

to change

MOSELEY

in begging

his mind!

Unusual? Not for Moseley. This outstanding commentator's air career is spiked with facts proving that
he can make people listen loyally, act promptly, and
buy what he tells them to buy.
What does a Moseley sponsor think? Read this excerpt
Note- MUTUAL

STATIONS!

SYDNEY moseley is available on
Mutual stations from coast-tocoast for local sale. Amazing opportunity to sell this great personality in your market. Write
WOR, 1440 Broadway, N. Y. 18,
attention of norman Livingston,
for cost and sales ammunition regarding this remarkable, moneymaking offer!
Write now, today.

from a letter: "We have sponsored numerous programs
in the past — some to our sorrow. But I can say that
Moseley has given us a new perspective on the value of
radio advertising!"
Sydney moseley is now available on WOR, in New
York. His program, "Headlines of Tomorrow", 1:00-1:15
P.M., weekdays, is soaring toward top popularity.
Sydney moseley is now geared to do a great selling
job for an advertiser, or his agency, at a remarkably
low price.
Write, wire or phone WOR, 1440 Broadway, New York
18— PE 6-8600— attention of norman Livingston, for
a complete, easy -to-read presentation giving all facts,
including price.

THAT'S

WHAT

HAPPENS

PRODUCT
^7TS,

SIR! WLS

IS

WHEN

A

ADVERTISED

really moves merchandise. For when

ON

WLS"

we tell listeners

to buy, they buy . . . and when we tell them to write, they write. Take
Martha's and Helen's success with this "Feature Foods" offer for instance:
They received 4,774 letters in one month . . . for a dessert advertiser using
brief participation five days a week, offering only a recipe for ice cream.
That's a typical result for WLS

advertising. And

what

is true of the

"Feature Foods" program is likewise true of many other WLS programs.
We can show lots of further evidence that WLS Gets Results. Just ask us . . .
or ask any John Blair man.
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Excellent dial position . . . consistent record of success for all types
of accounts . . . proved by long term renewals** . . . Program schedule flexible ... to meet changing listening habits . . . streamlined
to fit recreation needs of war industry workers.
** These are some of the many national and local accounts long-time users
of WPEN . . . and they've renewed for long-term contracts: Crawford
Clothes . . . Dun Shoe . . . Nevins Drugs . . . Pepsi-Cola . . . Palmolive . . .
Ex-Lax . . . American Chicle . . . Gold Medal Capsules ... Admiracion
Laboratories . . . Ward Baking.
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The impartial radio research

No wonder leading agencies and

paid for cooperatively

advertisers are getting "on the
beam" — are placing more new
national business than ever be-

major
proves
WAAT

SWART

by a//

stations in this area
conclusively
(America's

that

2nd oldest

fore on New Jersey's First Station! It will pay you to investi-

station) delivers most listeners

gate! Write, wire, or telephone
WAAT; Executive Offices, Hotel

per dollar in North Jersey.

Douglas, Newark,

New

Jersey.

National Representatives (Outside New York Area) Spot Sales, Inc.

BUVER

s

us

e

n
DOLLAR
FOR
DOLLAR
NORTH
JERSEY'S
BEST
RADIO
BUY til
*Do you realize this market contains over 3 \/-> million people; more than these 14 cities combined: — Kansas City, Indianapolis,
Rochester, Denver, Atlanta, Dallas, Toledo, Omaha, Syracuse, Richmond, Hartford, Des Moines, Spokane, Fort Wayne*
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SONOVOX PIONEERS
Allied Mills, Inc. (Wayne Feeds)
Louis E. W ade, Inc.
American Chicle Co. (Black Jack Gum)
Badger and Browning & Hersey, Inc
American Industries Salvage Committee
(Steel Scrap Drive)
McCann Erickson, Inc.
Bismarck Hotel
Corp. Benson & McClure, Inc.
Smith,
Buick Motors Division, General Motors
Arthur Kudner, Inc.
Chicago,
St. Paul c>
PacificMilwaukee,
R. R.
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Inc.
Chick Bed Company (Chick Bed Litter)
The W. D Lyon Co.
Colgate-Palmolive Peet Company
(Vel,
Ward Palmolive)
Wheelock Co.
Delaware, Lackawanna 6- Western
Coal Co.
Ruthraujf & Ryan, Inc.
Walt Disney Productions
Emerson Drug Company (Bromo-Seltzer)
Ruthraujf & Ryan, Inc.
Christian Feigenspan Brewing Company
(Feigenspan
and Dobler P.O.N.
Beers
and Ales)

Hay

TUNE,

and

remember

the

the

I'll
WORDS

.

.

.

One of the funny things about the human mind is the way in which it
associates words and sounds.
Try it yourself. Try to recite the words of The Star Spangled Banner, for
instance, without "remembering" the tune.
Sonovox takes advantage of that trick of mind and memory. It makes all foghorns forever say "Bee — oh-h." It makes those singing violins say "Woodbury,
Woodbury, Woodbury" — not only in words, but in your memory. Never again
will you hear that little tune without remembering what it says.
Sonovox can make your radio message memorable. Ten years from now
you'll be using Sonovox, in its proper place, as a matter of course. But why
not join those pioneers listed at the right — and cash the dividends that always
accrue to the foresighted?

WRJGHT-SONOVOX,

INC

Feltman-Curme Shoes
Russell C. Comer Advertising Co.
Forum Cafeterias of America
R.J. Potts-Calkins & Holden,Inc.
Griesedieck-Western Brewery Co.
(Stag Beer)
Maxon, Inc.
Grocery Store Products Sales Co., Inc.
(Fould's Macaroni Products)
Campbell-Ewald Co., Inc.
Chr. Hansen Laboratory, Inc.
(Junket Quick Fudge Mix)
Mitchel Faust Advertising Company
Andrew Jergens Co.
(Woodbury's Products)
Lennen & Mitchell, Inc.
Lever Brothers Co. (Lifebuoy Soap)
Ruthraujf & Ryan, Inc.
National Broadcasting Company
Naval Aviation Selection Board
NavyBattalions)
Seabees (U.S. Navy, Construction
Office of Civilian Defense (Region Six)
Pabst Sales Company (Pabst Beer)
Warwick & Legler, Inc.
Pan American Coffee Bureau
Buchanan & Co., Inc.
Purity Bakeries Service Corp.
(Taystee Bread, Grennan Cakes)
Radio Station KOMA, Oklahoma City
broadcasts)
Alvino
Rey and his Orchestra (in all
Shell Oil Company, Inc.
J. Walter Thompson Co.
U.S. Treasury Dept.
Universal Pictures Company, Inc.
("Larceny With Music")
Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc.
(Thank Your Lucky Stars)
Velie-Ryan,
Inc. (Nesbitt's California
Orange Drink)

"Talking and Singing Sound"
FREE
CHICAGO: 180N. Michigan
Franklin 6373

& PETERS,

INC., Exclusive National Representatives
HOLLYWOOD: r5,2N. Gordon
SAN FRANCISCO: in Sutter
Gladstone 3949
NEW YORK: 247 Park Ave.
Sutter 4353
Plaza 5-4131
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FCC

Demands

Separate

Price

WJZ,

KGO,

for

and

WENR
Sought
SPURRED
by Chairman
Wheeler (D.-Mont.) to get
the full facts, and itself
feeling that the information
supplied it is vague and incomplete, the FCC by unanimous vote last week designated for full-dress hearing
on Sept. 10 the proposed sale
of the Blue Network Co. to
Edward J. Noble, New York
industrialist and broadcaster.
The $8,000,000 cash figure establishes anew record for any
radio transaction and marks
the first time a complete network would change ownership.
Following its action Tuesday (Aug. 17) in setting the
transaction for hearing, the
FCC Friday sent to all parties
in interest a detailed Bill of
Particulars outlining additional
data it desires to have presented
at the formal proceeding. The entire Commission (six members, in
view of the George H. Payne vacancy) will sit.
Price For Each Station
BLUE and Mr. Noble must establish an individual price for each
of the three stations owned and
operated by the BLUE, under the
hearing notice. The voluminous applications for transfer filed with
the Commission Aug. 11 by RCA,
as the seller, and American Broadcasting System Inc., Mr. Noble's
company, as the purchaser, simply
established the blanket $8,000,000
figure for the network as a going
concern. Separate prices must now
be set for WJZ New York, WENR
Chicago and KGO San Francisco.
It was learned authoritatively
that Mr. Wheeler, chairman of the
powerful Senate Interstate Commerce Committee in which radio
legislation originates, contacted the
FCC shortly following announceBROADCASTING

Full

Advertising"
W
D. C, AUGUST 23, 1943 JjW

Data

ment of the RCA-Noble transaction, and urged that a thorough
study be made of all aspects of the
proposed transfer. Whether or not
the Senator's letter had any bearing on the Commission's unanimous
vote, the bill of particulars, drafted
independently by the FCC's law
department, provides for the most
penetrating sort of inquiry.
Under the contract entered into
by Mr. Noble with David Sarnoff,
RCA president, signed July 30 but
amended on Aug. 2, the transaction
becomes void unless FCC approval
is forthcoming by Nov. 1. The Sept.
10 hearing date, it was thought,
provides ample time to meet that
deadline, unless unforeseen obstacles are encountered.
'National Importance'
Aside from the conventional
data which it requires in matters
pertaining to transfers or sales of
stations, the hearing notice specifies the Commission wants to determine the sources of all assets
of Mr. Noble's new company in the
purchase of the stock of the BLUE.
Also raised is the question of Mr.
Noble's plans, if any, for the issuance of the remaining 100,000
shares of treasury stock of ABS.
Mr. Noble agreed to purchase 400,000 shares of the capitalized 500,000 shares of ABS for $4,000,000,

FCC

Bill

of

• Broadcast

Advertising

Sale

with no accounting for the residue.
It was clear that, while the
Commission desired to expedite
the transaction in the interest of
all parties concerned it nevertheless wanted as full and complete
information as possible, lest there
be repercussions. By setting a Sept.
10 date, the FCC placed the transaction ahead of other scheduled
docket proceedings. And by authorizing the entire Commission to sit,
the FCC resorted to a procedure
invoked only in the most important
policy considerations.
The Commission formally announced that it had designated the
transaction for hearing "in view
of the national importance and
general public interest in the proposed sale of BLUE Network, Inc.,
licensee of three radio stations and
operator out
of a that
majorunder
network".
pointed
SectionIt
310(b) of the Communications
Act, the Commission must act upon
the transfer of control of the three
stations, which are licensed to the
BLUE. Also involved and subject
to Commission approval are 43 relay stations licensed to the BLUE
and authority to transmit programs to Canadian stations affiliated with the BLUE.
Thus far no petitions to intervene in the proceedings have been

Particulars

FOLLOWING is the full text of the
Bill of Particulars sent by the FCC
last Friday to RCA, the BLUE
Network Co., and American Broadcasting System Inc., of which Edward J. Noble is president and sole
stockholder, setting forth data to
be supplied at the public hearing
Sept. 10 on the proposed sale of
the BLUE to ABS for $8,000,000
cash:
1. To determine the legal, technical, financial and other qualifications of the proposed transferee
to control the licensee of standard
broadcast stations KGO, WENR,
WJZ and 48 relay broadcast stations.
2. To determine the source or
sources of all assets of the transferee in the purchase of the stock
of the licensee corporation.

on

for

Blue

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

Blue

filed. It is expected that RCA, as
the seller, the BLUE, as the licensee of the stations, and ABS
will be the only participants. Mr.
Noble himself, it is presumed, will
appear to testify regarding those
aspects of the hearing notice related to his own plans and to his
proposed policies on operation of
the BLUE.
Complete Facts Demanded
It became evident last week that
Mr. Noble does not propose to sell
WMCA, which he has owned since
1941, until the FCC has approved
the sale of the BLUE. Supplementing the Aug. 11 application, Mr.
Noble last week filed with the Commis ion a sworn statement deposing that "in the event of approval
by the FCC of the application for
transfer of all the outstanding
stock of BLUE Network Co. Inc.
from RCA to ABS Inc.", it was
his intention to "dispose of all of
the
bondsInc.and
stockholdings"
in
WMCA
which
he owned at
that time. Mr. Noble, it is reported,
has received some two dozen bids
for WMCA ranging up to $1,250,000. He has reduced negotiations,
however, to three or four bidders,
it is reported.
Mr. Noble acquired WMCA in
(Continued on page b9)

Network

3. To determine the original, depreciated and replacement values,
with detailed supporting data, for
such values, of all technical and
other equipment used or useful in
connection with the operation of
the stations listed in Issue 1.
4. To determine the amounts
proposed to be paid for each of the
stations listed in Issue 1.
5. To obtain full information
with respect to the proposed acquisition of control, including all
understandings, contracts or arrangements relating to the same.
6. To determine what plans, if
any, transferee has for the issuance of the remaining 100,000
shares of treasury stock.
7. To determine the manner in

of

Hearing

. . .

which the licensee would be operated under the control of the proposed
including the personnel totransferee,
be employed.
8. To obtain full information
with respect to any changes in
operation of the licensee.
9. To obtain full information
with respect to any changes in the
licensee corporation, its officers, directors, employees or otherwise
with respect to the licensee.
10. To obtain the information
required
Form No. by315.part 2 of Commission
11. To determine whether, in
view of the facts shown under the
foregoing issues, a grant of the apinterest. plication would be in the public
August 23, 1943
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Response of Public
To Drive Eases
Problem
EFFECTIVE use of transcriptions sponsored by coal dealers in
the Government's "Buy Coal Now"
campaign is indicated in replies
received at the office of Howard
Gray, Deputy Administrator, Solid
Fuels Administration for War.
The replies from dealers and radio
stations who requested the transcriptions attest the public response to the messages and the
benefits to sponsors.
In many cases, dealers reported
they have continued the campaign
throughout the summer, using the
transcriptions whenever newly-arrived coal supplies permitted additional sales. In a number of instances the discs were cooperatively sponsored by all local dealers.
Small Stations Aided
That small stations benefited
from the campaign was evident
from letters received from stations
which were able to find sponsors
for the discs. Usually, however,
the dealers wrote to Washington
for the recordings and took them
to stations.
Typical of the replies received
in the survey were the following:
From Hunter Coal and Ice Co. Inc.,
High Point, N. C. : We have been
getting good response from the records
furnished by your office in connection
with Order Coal Now campaign. . .
We have purchased $200 worth of
time from station WMFR in High
Point and we believe this to be very
helpful to us.
From Currie Coal Co., Fayetteville,
N. C. : Coal dealers of Fayetteville
have joined together in sponsoring this
campaign over WFNC to run 10
weeks . . . this material has met with
our approval and the benefits . . .
have been most gratifying to us in the
promotion of sale of coal during what
is normally our dull season.
Abraham

Results
Good
Brings
this season
to theofconsumers'
ordering their fuel until Fall. Other bins
is aboutdelivered
35% ahead
deliveries
dealers have like results.
Carolina Builders Corp., Raleigh, made during the same period last year.
Roy Boon Service Station, ScottsN. C, tionswhich
which sponsored
the tranon WRALsponsored
for July the
and transcripAugust : bluff, Neb., scriptions
two months
on
Results from this campaign have been KGKY : I havedaily for
sold
twice
as much
very satisfactory.
as ever before in the summer. And
Russell the Coal Man, Elkhart, Ind., coal
as I have done no other advertising
which joined in a cooperative cam- I give them credit for most of this inpaign
Elkhart
chantssponsored
Assn. on by
WTRC
: We Coal
are Merdefi- crease.
Penland Bros., Pendleton, Ore.,
nitely
filling
more
bins
this
year
than
ever before.
which has been sponsoring the transcriptions on KWRC : We find that
Business Increases
they are doing a very nice job.
H. W. Ramsey, Oakland City, Ind.,
who used the transcriptions on WEOA
GE Buying Breaks
Evansville : There has been a decided
increase in business over this same GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Cleveperiod last year, which we attribute
land, is purchasing station break
in most part to the radio programs. announcements
on behalf of Mazda
B. F. Merritt Coal Co., Macon, Ga.,
lamps.
Contracts
for 52 weeks have
which sponsored the transcriptions on
WMAZ : The results obtained from the been signed with KYW Philadelphia, and with WOR New York,
timely messages have been most grati- for five
announcements weekly,
fying. In our opinion, this method of
getting over to the people the im- starting in Mid-August. It is unthat the campaign is an
unexcelled.portance of buying their coal now is extensive derstood
but details have not
Station WOLF Syracuse, N. Y., T. been madeone,
known by BBDO New
S. Marshall, president, reporting on
time purchased by one sponsor : The York, agency in charge.
campaign has enabled us to increase
our income by $94.50 a week at a time
Arvey Test Spots
when we local stations are having
ARVEY
some pretty tough going. We certainity fiber Corp.,
cans), Chicago
beginning(R-V
Aug.util30
ly would like to see more campaigns
handled on the same basis.
will sponsor a 30-day test campaign
of participation
spot announceMany Orders
ments on homemaking
programs
McFarlane Fuel & Stoker Co., Salt on KSFO KNX KIRO WTCN
Lake City, which sponsored the records KMOX. The campaign is likely to
on KDYL : We have had good results
and have on hand orders for about be extended nationally later. AgenFilling the Bins
cy is First United Broadcasters,
Chicago.
3,500 tons of storage coal.
Blanchard & Turner, Portsmouth,
From Royal Coal & Lumber Co.,
Va., which used the discs on WSAP :
Logan, tionsUtah,
transcripon KVNUwhich
: Weusedhavethe filled
more The tonnage which we have so far
Republic Drops Plans
bins the past two weeks than in any
REPUBLIC PICTURES, New
other period since we have been in
business.
York, has abandoned for the presWander Co. Returns
From Rock Island Lumber Co.,
ent its plans for a half-hour netWANDER
Co.,
Chicago
(Ovaltine)
program featuring
Rock Island, 111., which used the an- returns to the air Sept. 27 on 75 talent work
[Broadcasting,
Julystudio
19],
nouncements in connection w;th its
morning musical program on WHBF : BLUE stations with Captain Mid- because film players have so many
We wish to report that we have had
night. The quarter-hour drama will commitments. Firm will continue
very
tions. fine results with these transcrip- be heard Monday through Friday spot announcements for stars and
Agency is Donahue & Coe,
at 5:45 p.m. (EWT) . Blackett- films.
New York.
From Ray Coal & Coke Co., Mont- Sample-Hummert is agency.
gomery, Ala., which has been using
the messages on WSFA : We have received good results and a number of
our customers have advised us of the
good
advertisement
we have on the
air.

Campaign
From Julian J. Behr Co.. advertising agency, Cincinnati, which used
one-minute "Buy Coal Now" discs to
supplement regular news periods sponsored by a client on WCPO : Results
from transcriptions furnished have
been eminently satisfactory . . . we
credit the unusually big volume of
orders as traced to telephone orders
to transcriptions.
From Sewanee Coal & Supply Co.,
Chattanooga, Tenn., which reported 20
dealers participating in the campaign :
It was necessary to temporarily discontinue these spots due, principally, to
the dealers'
inability
to getin aaccordance
sufficient
amount
of coal
to deliver
with the campaign.
From Leland H. Purks, Cedartown,
6a., who used the discs twice daily
for two weeks on WGAA : I think this
is one of the best mediums to impress
upon the public the importance of
buying their coal now.
From Ice Delivery Co., Selma, Ala.,
which sponsored the transcriptions on
WHBB : The transcriptions have
proven very satisfactory.
From WTAQ, Green Bay, Wis.,
whose client. Northern Coal & Supply
Co., used the spot announcements :
The recordings have had good results.
From Farmers Elevator & Exchange
Co., Hannibal, Mo., which used the recordings on WHMO : They seem to
have brought in the orders.
From W. J. Sterchi Coal Co.,
Knoxville, which is sponsoring the
transcriptions on WBIR for 13 weeks :
We aresponsehappy
that the rehas been tomostreport
gratifying.

& Straus Plans

First
Radio Campaign
ABRAHAM & STRAUS, Brooklyn department store, said to be
the second largest newspaper advertiser in New Yonc, will start
its first commercial radio program
Sept. 10 as sponsor of a weekly
participation Missus Goes A-Shopping, studio audience series on
WABC, New York. Participations
will be increased to three a week
Oct. 4. Program is not intended
to replace newspaper advertising,
but to supplement it by "adding
the advantages of another universal home medium," according to
the store.
As co-owner with Bloomingdale
Bros, of W75NY, FM station operated by Metropolitan Television
Inc., New York, A & S has cooperated in the presentation on that
station of a non-commercial program, Wartime Laving, since the
first of the year. Neff-Rogow, New
York, has been named advertising
agency.
Page 8 • August 23, 1943

Cape Coal Co., Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
which reported that several coal dealers cooperatively sponsored the discs
daily during July on KFVS : These
records have given wonderful results
and at this time we are 14 carloads
behind in our delivery. Many of our
customers would not have thought of
Emmco Signs U. of Mich.
GRIDIRON SEASON of U. of
Mich, will be carried again this
year by WJR Detroit broadcasting
direct from the stadium. Emmco
Ins. Co., South Bend, is the sponsor
and Bob Kelley and Jack Lellerinan will handle the announcing
and "color" for the games. World
news will be broadcast between
halves. Those who signed the contract are: H. C. Williams, vicepresident and secretary Emmco;
E. M. Morris, president Emmco;
Charles Burke, WJR; K. L. Snedecor, vice-nresident, MacDonaldCook Co.; Thomas F. Shortall, vicepresident and agency superintendent Emmco; C. A. MacDonald,
president, MacDonald-Cook Co.,
South Bend-Chicago adv. agency
handling the Emmco account.

WORLD'S FIRST AERIAL NEWSPAPER, the Minute Man, was
launched Aug. 9 when first copy was presented to Lt. Gov. Horace T.
Cahill of Massachusetts (in dark suit, center) at Boston airport. Paper
is a mimeographed edition of the latest news gathered by the Esso Reporter and sent from WBZ Boston by Western Union printers to Northeast Airlines offices at the field, where the mimeographing is done.
(1 to r) Carlo DeAngelo, account executive, Marschalk & Pratt; Don
O'Brien, assistant advertising manager of Standard Oil Co. of N. J.;
Helen Murdock, Northeast Airlines hostess; Jack Miller, advertising
manager of Standard Oil; Robert Lybeck, engineer, Colonial Beacon
Oil Co.; Lieut-Governor Cahill; J. A. Knowlton and Leslie Fitzgerald,
Colonial Beacon Oil Co.; Barry McLaughlin, advertising department
of Standard Oil; C. S. Young, general manager, and Harry D. Goodwin, promotion manager, of WBZ-WBZA Boston.
BROADCASTING
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Ruling

Is Awaited

OWI

NEWS

AND

POLICY

COMMITTEE

Fly Joins Craven
In
WGST
Vote
Commission Sets Hearing

In WSAY's
Appeal
Injunction Decision Against
AFM Sought by Station

On Management

DESPITE steps taken by the National War Labor Board to maintain the status quo pending investigation of the dispute between
WSAY Rochester, N. Y., and
James Petrillo, president of the
American Federation of Musicians
[Broadcasting, July 26], WSAY
has taken the case to court, seeking damages of an undisclosed
amount and an injunction restraining Mr. Petrillo and the AFM
from causing Mutual to stop supplying WSAY with musical programs.
The case was heard in the Supreme Court of New York Aug. 12
and five days later Justice William
F. Love reserved decision on
WSAY's plea for a temporary injunction.
'Secondary Boycott'
According to Jacob Ark, New
York attorney for WSAY, the injunction, if granted, will merely
save WSAY from further financial
loss pending complete settlement of
the dispute. He claims the union
cannot legally call a strike at the
station "where no work exists" and
that the AFM action is a "secondary boycott". Named also in the
WSAY injunction petition is
Leonard Campbell, president of the
Rochester Musicians Protective
Assn. According to Campbell's
lawyer, George J. Nier, the union
merely wants an accounting from
WSAY to discover if the station
can afford to hire the five additional
stand-in musicians, demanded in
the new contract between the AFM
and WSAY.
NEW NAB COMMITTEE
TO ADVISE ON NEWS
A SEVEN-MAN radio news committee isbeing formed by the NAB,
in line with a recommendation to
the NAB board last June by the
NAB's Publ c Relations Committee
at a meeting in Chicago [Broadcasting, June 28]. Letters inviting
participation by radio news editors
and station managers were sent
out last Friday by Neville Miller,
NAB president.
The committee has three major
purposes: To adopt standards
which will insure accurate and fair
treatment of radio news by radio
stations and promote cooperation
between radio and other news
media; to secure fair and objective
recognition of representatives of
radio news in fields outside of radio, as in Government agencies,
and to secure equal recognition
with representatives of the press;
to set up standards for the handling of news by radio about radio.
The committee is expected to
contribute to the plan to assist and
encourage an aggressive public
relations practice on the part fo
local management, an objective outlined at the Chicago meeting of the
Public Relations Committee.

BROADCASTING

Contract

IN AN UNUSUAL action which
saw Chairman James Lawrence Fly
vote with Commissioner T. A. M.
Craven, who customarily represent
opposite factions, the FCC last
Tuesday designated for hearing for
the second time this year the application for renewal of license of
WGST Atlanta.
School Obligated

THIS GROUP of outstanding broadcasters will constitute the Radio
News and Policy Committee designated by E. Palmer Hoyt (insert), director ofthe Domestic Branch of OWI in formulating war news policies
governing radio. Top row (1 to r) Niles Trammell, NBC PresidentNeville Miller, NAB President; W. S. Paley, CBS President; Mark
Woods, BLUE President; Miller McClintock, Mutual president. Bottom
row (1 to r) Lewis Allen Weiss, Don Lee vice-president and general
manager; Leo Fitzpatrick, executive vice-president, WJR
Detroit- Herbert L. Pettey, director, WHN New York; Martin B. Campbell, manag8
ing director, WFAA-WBAP, Dallas.
Radio

News,

Policy

Committee

Is Named
for Industry
by Hoyt
dent, Mutual; Lewis Allen Weiss,
RECOGNIZING radio on equal
Vice President and General Manfooting with the press as a news
ager, Don Lee; Leo Fitzpatrick,
medium, E. Palmer Hoyt, Director
Executive Vice President and Genof the Domestic Branch of OWI,
eral Manager, WJR Detroit; Herlast Saturday announced appointbert L. Pettey, Director, WHN New
ment of a nine man Radio News
& Policy Committee to consult on York; Martin B. Campbell, Managing Director WFAA, WBAP,
matters pertaining to war news
coverage and handling. Mr. Hoyt KGKO Dallas-Ft. Worth; and
is on leave from his post as editor Neville Miller, President, NAB.
Mr. Hoyt emphasized that the
and publisher of the Portland Oregonian (KGW-KEX), having suc- committee will be active and that
ceeded Gardner (Mike) Cowles Jr., it will be called to Washington to
Iowa publisher and broadcaster, consult with him on war news matlast June.
or so. ters at intervals of two months
Members of the committee, repIt is expected that Willard Egolf,
resenting all segments of the industry, include the executive heads assistant to NAB President Miller
of the four major networks and in charge of public relations, will
act ex officio as secretary of the
prominent broadcasters representgroup.
Formation of the Commiting independent factors in the industry.
19]. tee was discussed with Mr. Hoyt Dy
President Miller and Mr. Egolf
Because of the importance of last month [Broadcasting, July
radio news coverage in the war
picture, Mr. Hoyt, shortly after he
took over, decided upon the apPlough Campaign
pointment of the Radio Committee
to parallel the newspaper group, PLOUGH Inc., Memphis, will start
which met with him last month at its annual winter campaign for
Penetro nose drops in the latter
an organization meeting.
part of September, using more than
Members of the Radio Commit350 stations throughout the countee are: William S. Paley, Presitry. Campaign will consist of recorded one-minute announcements
dent, CBS; Niles Trammell, Presbreaks, prepared by Codent, NBC; Mark Woods, President, and chain
lumbia Recording Corp. Agency is
Blue; Miller McClintock, Presi- Lake-Spiro-Shurman, Memphis.

• Broadcast

Advertising

The station had been given a 90day extension of its license last
March during which time the Georgia School of Technology was to
divest itself of a management contract with former radio commissioner and ex-CBS vice-president Sam
Pickard and Clarence H. Calhoun,
Atlanta attorney, operating as
Southern Broadcasters Inc. The
Commission held the management
contract was at variance with FCC
policy, which requires operation of
stations by the actual licensees.
The proposed agreement, by
which the University would acquire
the technical equipment and facilities of Southern Broadcasters, provided that the University pay to
Messrs. Pickard and Calhoun 15%
of the net billings of WGST for
80 % months, or until 1950. The
contract further specifies that the
station should be operated in such
fashion as to provide as large net
billings as may be possible. It was
declared that an estimated projection of past earnings, as applied
to the contract formula would yield
an expected figure of around $300,000 to Messrs. Pickard and Calhoun.
Position of School
While no formal announcement
was made, it is understood the
FCC majority (Fly and Craven dissenting) felt that the contract arrangement placed upon the school
the necessity of accepting programs
indiscriminately in order to earn
the return necessary to pay off this
obligation.
Chairman Fly originally had
played a leading part in terminating the Pickard-Calhoun contract.
Commissioner Craven, however,
took the position that the financial
matter between the parties was of .
no concern to the Commission, so
long as the policy of elimination of
forced.
management contracts was en-

Wyler on Air
WYLER & Co., Chicago (Wyler's
Soup, Dehydrated Vegetables, and
Bouillon Cubes), beginning Sept. 5
will sponsor the quarter-hour Sunday Noontime News on WBBM
Chicago, and on Sept. 7 will start
a twice-weekly quarter-hour musical program on WMAQ Chicago.
Contracts, which are for 52 weeks,
were placed by Aubrey, Moore &
Wallace, Chicago.
August 23, 1943
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'Informers'
Used
es
Garey read
written
in "confidential"
nci
Age
s a letter
statement which had
Charge
Garey
Doub
ts Testimony
March, 1942, by J. P. Warburg, ad- been given to an FCC attorney by
Cox Toothache
visory assistant, Coordinator of In- a Chicago foreign language station
THE
Thursday morning sesAgainst Station
formation, asking for an investiga- program director with the specific
sion of the Cox Committee intion
of
the
proposed
sale
of
WOV,
understanding
that
such
statement
Announcer
vestigating the FCC which is
New York, to "a man called Balbo was intended for the attorney's own
being held in the Federal
of the Balbo Oil Co. . . . said to
Court House in New York
personal file. That same witness reCONTINUING its investigation of
were abruptly called off at
vealed he had received a telephone
have fascist leanings." "The Balbo
the alleged interference of the FCC
Oil Co. is owned by the Mester
11:30 a.m. due to an agonizand OWI with the operation of do- brothers and named for the Italian call the week before the hearings
ing toothache suffered by
mestic foreign-language stations, Aviator and there is no Mr. Balbo opened in New York from Nathan
Judge
Cox. During the lunch
David, FCC assistant general couna sub-committee of the House Sehour Judge Cox had the
in
the
organization,"
Mr.
Garey
sel, who reminded him of certain
troublesome molar removed.
lect Committee, sitting in New pointed out.
conversations they had at the FCC
The hearings were resumed at
York, last week heard the presen1:30 as scheduled.
During the coming week the in Washington.
tation of evidence concerning the
committee hopes to complete its
Counsel Garey hurled the charge
discharge of a German announcer
on the unsupported complaint of hearings in the foreign language that the call was an attempt to influence the impending test mony of Garey devoted most of the opening
an OWI official and of his investi- field with the testimony of other
personnel, and to enter in- witness before the committee.
gation by the FCC six months af- station
session to the case of George Brunto an investigation of the sale of
ter he had been put off the air.
Guest Recalled
ner, conductor of a German lanWMCA,
New
York,
in
January,
He is still not broadcasting, it was
housewives program on
Rep. E. E. Cox, chairman of the WBNX guage
stated, despite the fact that the 1941, by Donald Flamm to Edward
New York. On June 18,
House Select Committee investigatFCC was unable to find any reason J. Noble, who on July 30 contract1942, according to a statement
ed to purchase the BLUE network.
ing the FCC, was the only Commitwhy he should not be allowed to
made to Mr. Guest by W. C. Alcorn,
tee
member
present
as
the
New
This
part
of
the
hearings
has
been
do so.
general manager of the station, he
of the hearings enter- had
Many of the questions put by given added interest by the suit Yorked itsphase
ruled Mr. Brunner from the air
third
week
last
Tuesday.
recently
filed
by
Mr.
Flamm
for
Mr. Garey, chief counsel of the
at
the
direction of Lee Falk, radio
rescission of this sale, charging Rep. Louis E. Miller (R-Mo.) had
Committee, concerned the sources
chief
of
OWI's Foreign Language
to defraud on the part expected to attend but was unavoidfrom which these agencies secure conspiracy
Section. Mr. Alcorn was exceedingof
Mr.
Noble
and
others.
ably
detained
in
St.
Louis
until
their information, and resulted in
ly "burned up" over this, Mr. Guest
Aug. 25, it was stated. On that date stated,
heated colloquies between him and
as Mr. Falk had given no
Concurrent Hearings
Rep.
Miller
is
expected
to
open
some witnesses who resented the
reason
for
his demand and as Mr.
The committee also disclosed how hearings in Washington on the Alcorn knew of no reason why Mr.
term "informer," which Mr. Garey
arm of the allegedly Jus- draft deferment policies of the Brunner should not be kept on the
defined as "snooper" or "stool pi- the long
tice Dept. cracked down on an Commission, according to present air.
geon". This line of questioning re- Italian language broadcaster and plans, while the New York hearings
vealed that a number of individEugene L. Garey, chief
Orders to Investigate
uals report to the FCC and other time broker, issuing a directive that continue.
counsel for the Committee, will
he
should
not
be
allowed
to
engage
In January of this year, more
Government agencies on the activiwith the presentation of
ties of persons suspected of Fascist in any phase of radio activity proceed
six months after Mr. Brunner's
evidence in New York, while Fred than
dismissal from WBNX, Mr. Guest
leanings, but Mr. Garey did not whether it be as a salesman, agent
or otherwise. This action was taken
R. Walker, assistant general counsecure any testimony that the "in- at the request of the OWI after the
received orders from the FCC's
sel, will handle the Washington
Washington headquarters to invessection of the hearings.
information.formers" had been paid for their Office of Censorship had given him
tigate Mr. Brunner, Mr. Guest rea
clean
bill
of
health.
When one official of the FCC had
ported. Questioned by Mr. Garey as
Recalling J. A. Guest, field attorney for the FCC in charge of the to why the Commission, which has
testified regarding information reDurin<? the hearings last w^ek
the FCC released a supposedly
ceived from an employe of WOV
Commission's New York office, Mr. no authority over programs or proNew York, Mr. Garey charged the
gram personnel, should be interested in Mr. Brunner, especially when
FCC with encouraging this man to
he had already been off the air for
be a "snooper" and disloyal to his Running Fight Between Fly and Garey
six months, Mr. Guest replied that
employer and stated "Himmler
he did not make FCC policy but
could take lessons in Gestapo tacmerely carried out instructions.
tics from the War Problems Divi- Tops Current Stories in Non-War
List
iterated statements he had made
Mr Guest admitted that he had
sion of the FCC."
IN SHEER number of words pubthe preceding Friday in New York checked the FBI files on Mr. Brunlished, the House Select Committee
As an example of the type of
ner but refused to reveal what they
complaints the FCC receives, Mr. investigation of the FCC, along condemning the Cox Committee.
with the running fight between He insisted the FCC has not threat- contained, on advice of Nathan Daened the continuity of licenses of
vid, FCC assistant general counsel,
Chairman Fly and the Committee,
pointing out that he will who read a statement from the Deappears to lead all other non-war stations,
have been at the Commission four
news stories now current.
partment of Justice that "all inAside from news reports on the years Sept. 1 and not a single
vestigative reports are confidential
testimony adduced at the hearings, station had been off the air for a documents of the executive depart(Continued on page 55)
which got under way initially in single hour because of program
Washington on July 2 and have content. He said he was discouraged about the prospect of getting
been continuing for the last fortnight in New York, statements a hearing before the Committee.
Louis Back at Agency
Newspaper reaction, heretofore
emanating from the FCC challenging the testimony, and editorials in more or less evenly divided as be- JOHN J. LOUIS, vice-president of
tween the FCC position and that Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago,
leading newspapers and news mag- of the Cox
Committee, appeared to has resigned his position as asazines have heightened interest in
sistant national director of the
take a sharp turn against the Comthe proceedings. FCC Chairman
mission following allegations that War Finance Committee in WashJames Lawrence Fly almost daily
ington, and has resumed his work
the FCC had connived with the
PRIOR
TO LEAVING
for the
deprecates the hearings as "star OWI in removing foreign language with the agency in Chicago. He also
Army last week, Beverly M. (Bevo)
continues
to be active in aviation
chamber",
one-sided
and
colored.
Middleton, WABC sales manager
Eugene L. Garey, chief counsel of personnel from certain stations in recruiting as president of the Army
(left), said goodbye to his succes- the Committee, on the other hand, what was admitted to be "extraCouncil mand,
forChicago.
the Sixth Service Comsor, John H. Field. Middleton re- has charged the Commission with
legal" maneuvering.
ports for duty at Fort Devens, consistent violations of the statutes,
The New York World-Telegram
Mass. He has been with WABC
since 1938. Field joined the New the Constitution and its own regu- in an Aug. 12 editorial, after re- FIRST ITEM on agenda Aug. 29 of
counting the formula used by SidYork outlet last spring as account lations.
national convention in Chicaney Spear, former FCC attorney AFRA
executive, leaving the commercial
At his press conference in Washgo willwith
be the
proposed merger of
(Continued on page 5U)
AFRA
AGMA.
managership of WPTF Raleigh.
ington last Monday, Mr. Fly rePage 10 • August 23, 1943
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are noted for
their terrific power and wide
range coverage... a fact to which
any Japanazi will attest
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Businessmen

Now

in

Control

Of Top
OPA
Executive
Posts
Improved Cooperation From Industry Is Expected
As Price Group Revises Methods, Personnel
A VIRTUAL revolution in the top
management and control of OPA
is indicated by developments of the
past week. The agency which has
the vital wartime job of controlling the price and rationing of
foods and manufactures, is out of
the hands of the "professors" and
has been turned over to a management of business men. As a result,
it is expected that industry cooperation will be forthcoming as
never before.
Chester Bowles, OPA general
manager, and formerly in the
partnership of Benton & Bowles,
announced appointment of James
F. Brownlee, former head of sales
planning for General Foods Corp.,
as deputy administrator in charge
of price. He succeeds Donald
H. Wallace, former Williams College professor, who is being retained for the present as an economic advisor, along with two other
price heads whose services Mr.
Bowles said would be needed although they do not meet Congress'
experience requirements for policymaking positions.
Other Appointments
Mr. Bowles appointed Reagan
P. Connally, president of the Interstate Department Stores, as head
of the Consumers Goods Division,
one of six under Mr. Brownlee.
Vacancies are yet to be filled in
four of these six price divisions,
namely Foods, Industrial Products, Textiles, Leather and Apparel. The head of the Fuel Price
Division, Sumner Pike, has the
requisite experience in "business,
industry or commerce".
In taking office, Connally said he
expected the full cooperation of
businessmen. He declared the "entire life efforts and savings" of
these men are at stake in the fight
for the "hold the line" program.
On Friday, Aug. 20, Mr. Bowles
announced the appointment of Jean
F. Carroll as director of the OPA
Food Price Division. Mr. Carroll
had been assistant director of the
Food Rationing Division since last
May. He was formerly with the
Kroger Grocery & Baking Co. as
an executive at their St. Louis
branch. From 1932 to 1937 he was
a partner in the firm of Carroll &
Pelz, New York, sales consultants.
Mr. Carroll takes the place of R.
B. Heflebower, dean of commerce
of Washington State University,
who will be retained in OPA in the
capacity of an advisor, but who is
barred from any policy-making position by Congressional mandate.
Mr. Bowles said regional OPA
administrators in all eight regions
have the required business training, as do all but two of the 105

district directors throughout the
country.
At a news conference Aug. 16
Mr. Bowles talked frankly of his
plans and policies. A basic personnel requirement is sincere belief
in price control, he intimated, saying that each division would be
headed by a man "willing to fight
to see that price control operates
effectively."
Simplified Rules
Another basic idea is the appointment of persons drawn from
the industries to be regulated,
which is in line with the Congressional intent in cutting off those
lacking business experience. Businessmen will both devise and administer the pricing and rationing
programs of the agency.
Regulations are to be simplified
wherever possible. Mr. Bowles
hopes to have the department store
regulations reduced to three or
four master regulations and said
that he wants the "same sort of
simplification carried into all lines
of retail price control."
Emphasis is placed on compliance, before enforcement. By a
plan for compliance panels in the
various industries Mr. Bowles
said he felt a tremendous amount
of volunteer help could be secured.
Court action will only be used on
known chiselers and incorrigibles.
He declared that it is not OPA's
job to control profits but prices.
Profit statements will not be asked
unless a company wants a price
increase. Mr. Bowles feels that 95
per cent compliance can be obtained voluntarily.

Cream of Wheat Returns
CREAM OF WHEAT Corp., Minneapolis, which this winter and
spring used twice-weekly participations on the BLUE Breakfast Club,
is planning to return to network
radio, this fall, it was reported last
week, the program to be Nila
Mack's Let's Pretend heard on CBS
as
sustaining
children's
show foris
the a past
13 years.
The report
that Cream of Wheat will promote
its cereal product on the juvenile
series when it returns to the Saturday morning 11:05-11:30 spot
Sept. 25. The full CBS network
will probably be used on a twiceweekly basis. Agency is BBDO,
Minneapolis.
WJZ TRANSMITTER
GOING VP AT LODI
FIRST STEP toward the construction of the new transmitter for
WJZ, New York, took place Aug.
18 with
ies heldground-breaking
at the Lodi, N. ceremonJ., site
with Mark Woods, BLUE president, officiating. The celebration
was attended by representatives of
the BLUE and WJZ, mayors of
five New Jersey cities and officials
of Bergen County.
The new transmitter building
will be completed within four
months and the 640-foot tower will
be reconstructed and in operation
by the end of the year.
After the ceremonies John McNeil, Present
WJZ manager,
gave BLUE
a lunch-in
eon.
from the
addition to Mr. Woods were Keith
Kiggins, vice-president in charge
of stations; Phillips Carlin, vicepresident in charge of programs;
G. W. Johnstone, director of news
and special features; Robert D.
Swezey, legal counsel; Anthony M.
Hennig, assistant treasurer; and
from WJZ, Joseph M. Seiferth,
audience promotion manager, and
Robert L.
Hutton, of the sales promotion staff.
D. G. SCHNEIDER, vice-president
of Young & Rubicam, Chicago, formerly account supervisor, will assume
duties as merchandising director for
that agency. Kenneth Laird, former
merchandising director, has been appointed director of sales and advertising oftories,
Nutrition
Research LaboraChicago.

WINNER OF LANGENDORF trophy for outstanding station promotion on the Red Ryder Victory Patrol is station KJR, Seattle. Above,
Richard Goehel, left, advertising manager of Langendorf United Bakeries, and Bruce Eldridge, right, Ruthrauff & Ryan account executive,
watch while Don Searle, manager of KGO, San Francisco, threatens to
take the gold cup away next year from Birt Fisher, general manager
and secretary of Fisher's Blend Stations, operators of KJR-KOMO.
Seattle.
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Amos-Andy
Show

Starts

Back,
Oct.

8

To Promote Rinso In Friday
Evening 10-10:30 Spot
LEVER BROS., Cambridge, Mass.,
which last April completed negotiations to sponsor the comedy team
of Amos 'n' Andy this fall [Broadcasting, April 26], has announced
that the new series will start Oct.
8 in the Friday evening 10-10:30
spot on NBC. Product to be promoted will be Rinso.
Concluding their first long vacation from the air this summer after
14 years of continuous broadcasting, the team is changing its longestablished format of a five-weekly
quarter-hour program, and is setting another precedent in that a
studio audience will be allowed for
the first time to watch the two
black face comedians broadcast.
Except on special occasions when
they played charity or patriotic
shows Amos 'n' Andy were never
seen terbyroles.the public in their characNew Technique
Amos 'n' Andy will enact a complete episode each Friday night, a
new technique for them. Musical
bridges will speed the action, and
guest stars will appear each week
in specially written roles.
Niles Trammell, president of
NBC, and for years an intimate
friend of the comedians, personally
announced the new show.
"We are happy to have Amos V
Andy once again before an NBC
microphone," Mr. Trammell said.
"They were the first radio program
to become an American institution
and for more than a decade were
the favorites of millions of Americans, both young and old. A warm
welcome from the radio audience
awaits
I am three
sure." years old
NBC them,
was only
itself when it first presented the
new comedy team of Amos V Andy
14 years ago — on Aug. 19, 1929.
Pepsodent Co., Chicago, was the
team's first sponsor, and the only
other company to sponsor them was
Campbell Soup Co., Camden, which
terminated its contract with Amos
'n' Andy in February of this year,
when it was found necessary to cut
down on advertising expenses. They
were last heard on CBS. Agency
for the pair's new series on NBC
is Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York.
Machine Firm Plans
ALLIS CHALMERS Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, manufacturer of farm implements and heavy industrial
equipment, is reported to be lining
up a network program through
Compton Adv., New York, agency
tional advertising.
handling
the company's instituCHARLIE MCCARTHY and Edgar
Bergen,
of the Chase & Sanborn Hour,
which
BBC. returns to NBC Sept. 5, have
become regular weekly feature of the
• Broadcast

Advertising
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Ruling

on

Music

WHKC

Sought in Florida
Effect of New Statute on Old
'AntiASCAP Law' Asked
COURT ruling as to the effect of
apparently contradictory Florida
statutes upon the operations of
music performing rights organizations to do business in that state
was sought last week by Attorney
General J. Tom Watson of Florida
in a Bill of Complaint against BMI,
SESAC Inc., Associated Music
Publishers and ASCAP filed in the
Circuit Court of Leon County.
The Attorney General brought
out that under the original music
statute, popularly called the "antiASCAP videdlaw",
the legislature
prothat certain
combinations
owning or controlling copyrighted
music compositions were held to be
unlawful monopolies in restraint
of trade and were prohibited from
doing business in the state. Subsequent legislation, enacted in 1941,
he
said,
appeared
to permitbusiness
"such
combinations
to transact
in this state, provided they comply
with the provisions of said statutes".
Declaring that a question had
arisen as to the effect of the new
statute upon the old, he said it was
necessary for the court to construe
these statutes and determine whether or not compliance with the provisions of the latest enactment by
the music performing rights societies is sufficient to comply with the
earlier law regarding restraint of
trade.
The court was asked to enter a
declaratory decree interpreting the
two statutes. Further, the court
was asked to determine whether
the defendant societies, or any of
them, constitute an unlawful combination operating in violation of
the original law. In the alternative,
the court was asked to issue an
injunction or injunctions restraining the operations of the defendants if it is determined they constitute an unlawful combination
operating in violation of the Florida statutes. A mandatory injunction or injunctions also were sought
enforcing compliance with the determination of the court.

'Chef Sponsors
NATIONAL BISCUIT Co., which
has been sponsoring the BLUE local cooperative The Mystery Chef
on seven stations for NBC bread,
last week added an eighth station,
the cities now used being San Antonio, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Poughkeepsie, Birmingham,
Houston and Rochester, N. Y. Continental Baking Co., sponsors for
Wonder Bread and Nehi Bottling
Co. for Royal Crown Cola. Two
grocery chains,
Steinberg's
Groceterias, Montreal,
and Fairway
Stores, Minneapolis, have joined
the group presenting the show five
time weekly. Western Stove Co.,
sponsoring in Los Angeles, has
added San Francisco.

NO ST. LOUIS BLUES apparent
when these men of the Advertising
Club of St. Louis got together with
Paul Hollister (1), CBS vice-president in charge of advertising and
sales promotion. Merle S. Jones
(center), general manager of
KMOX St. Louis, and Rep. Louis
E. Miller (R-Mo.) (r), St. Louis
member of the House Select Committee to investigate the FCC, enjoy the proceedings along with
coatless Arthur Ocker (rear), vicepresident of the Advertising Club
of St. Louis, before which Mr. Hollister spoke.
Eisenhower Quits OW1
For College Presidency
MILTON S. EISENHOWER, associate director of OWI, left the
Government last week to assume
the pres;dencv of Kansas State
Colleere. Mr. Eisenhower, brother
of Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, resigned two months aeo but remained on dutv during Director
Elmer Davis' recent tHp abroad.
Prior to mining" OWI in June,
1942. Mr. Eisenhower was director
of the War Relocation Authoritv.
Hp has been in srovernment since
1925 when he entered the fovHo-n
service as American vice-consul in
Settle! rid. He h^s held many administrative posts since that time.
Mr. Eisenhower is returning to hig
plma mat»r. havinf praduated from
Kansas State in 10?4 an(j having
taught journalism there.
After publication of news reports that Gen. Eisenhower had
stmn^lv TJ-»"!re.H his br^t^ir to accent the colleee post, OWT officials
last Fridav issued a statement empbaticallv denving- that he had resigned on the advice of the General,
and that anv such implication was
"utterlv without foundation". Asserting that he had consistentlv refrained from discussing familv
matters, Mr. Eisenhower said his
brother simplv had expressed
"gratification that I have acc»pt°d
a position in our home state". He
said he had heard nothing- but favorable comment from his brother
about activities of OWI in his theatre of operations.
Agronsky Sponsors
SECOND national advertiser to
sign for Martin Agronsky's five
t:m°s weeklv news broadcast on the
BLUE is Philip Morris & Co., New
York, wh;ch will sponsor the local
cooperative program on WISH Indianapolis, effective Aug. 23, for
Bond Street tobacco. Account was
handled direct. Agronskv is sponsored Monday through Friday, 88:15 a.m., by Fisk Tire division of
U. S. Rubber Co. on WSIX, Nashville.
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Explains

Action

Portions of Speech
RICHARD T. FRANKENSTEEN,
vice-president of the United Automobile Workers, C.I.O., last week
filed a complaint with the FCC
against the action of WHKC Columbus in deleting portions of a
speech he delivered on the station
Aug. 8. The question is being studied by the Commission's legal department.
Carl M. Everson, station manager,
a statement
Broadcasting,in denied
a charge tomade
by Mr.
Frankensteen that WHKC's refusal
to broadcast parts of the speech
was based on the Smith-Connally
anti-strike act. The station's action, he asserted, was based on the
code of the NAB which excludes
controversial matter from a commercial broadcast.
Acted As Unit
"WHKC was not acting as an
individual," Mr. Everson stated,
"but rather as a unit of a national
organization subscribing to policies standardized throughout the
radio industry. If, for instance, this
same speech was to have been delivered on a non-commercial program in which there would also
have been representation of those
Ohio Congressmen against whom

Industry Member Unable
To Sit on Strike Panel
HENRY S. WOODBRIDGE, reappointed tripartite
as industrypanel
mem-to
ber of cently
the WLB
hold hearings in the Petrillo
"strike" against the transcription
companies, resigned last week. It
is expected that a successor will be
appointed this week.
In the meantime, plans are going
forward to begin public hearings
in New York on Sept. 6. The Board
has not yet selected a place for the
hearings.
Mr. Woodbridge's resignation
was occasioned by the change from
the original plans to begin h°arings
Aug:. 16 and by other commitments
which prevent him from serving.
The remaining members of the committee are Arthur Meyer, public
member, chairman, and Max Zaritsky, labor member.
Ralston Schedule
RALSTON PURINA Co., St. Louis
(Ralston Whole Wheat Cereal and
Instant Ralston), on Sept. 9 starts
a varied schedule of programs and
newscasts on seven eastern and
midwestern stations. The schedule
includes the quarter-hour Saturday morning
show, Kansas
Brush Creek
Follies
on KMBC
City;
Five-minute morning newscasts
Monday through Fridav on WENR
Chicago and WOR and WABC New
York; the Sunday morning 25-minute Funny Paper Party on WGN
Chicago; A twice-weekly quarterhour early evening musical program
on WJR New York, and a quarterhour musical show five evenings
weekly on WBEN, Buffalo. Agency
is Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
BROADCASTING

in

Excluding

by Frankensteen
certain specific charges were made
in Mr. Frankensteen 's speech, so
that they might have the opportunity of rebuttal, then WHKC, as
any other member station of NAB,
would have been willing to allot
freeThetime
to such
a discussion."
deleted
sections
of the speech
criticized Senator Taft (R-Ohio)
and Rep. Vorys (R-Ohio) and
praised Senator Burton (R-Ohio)
for their voting records.
Nature of Attacks
Mr. Frankensteen's original
script attacked the 78th Congress
for "doing everything possible to
dismantle" the President's 7-point
program. Mr. Vorys, the speech
stated, "has voted to remove the
$25,000 limit on salaries imposed
by the President and to provide a
huge windfall to the upper bracket
income taxpayers through the Ruml
plan. He has joined in a many-sided
attack to shackle price regulations,
killing funds for rollback subsidies,
cutting OPA enforcement funds
and attempting to pack the important jobs in this agency with representatives ofbig business."
Reference to Senator Burton
foreign
praised policy.
him for his "far-sighted"

KEYS' KGBS SIGN
CBS AFFILIATIONS
KEYS, Corpus Christi and KGBS,
Harlingen,filiation
Tex.,
afcontractshave
with signed
CBS and
will join the network as soon as
lines are available. The stations,
both local outlets, will become affiliates consistent with the new
CBS policy of adding outlets in
areas not otherwise receiving adequate service from that network.
Prior to the June 15 effective
date of the FCC's Network Regulations, this area of Texas was
said to have been protected for
KPRC, a Houston £0,000 w outlet, under a territorial exclusivity
clause in its CBS contract. Territorial exclusivity, however, was
outlawed under the rules.
CBS, it was learned, determined,
following market surveys in the
area, that the two Texas markets,
which have thrived in recent years,
warranted network service.
KEYS operates on 1490 kc with
250 w and is owned by a partnership comprising H. B. Lockhart,
manager and chief engineer, and E.
C. Hughes, commercial manager.
Other partners are Earl C. Dunn,
attorney, and Charles W. Rossi, oil
operator.
KGBS, operating on 1240 kc
with 250 w, is owned by McHenry Tichenor.
Ph'lip represented
G. Loucks,
Washington
attorney,
the
stations
in
the
network
negotiations.
ALBERT GROBE, chief announcer
of WQXR, New York, has completed
narration of two films — a Pathe-RKO
Sportscope,
"Barnyardeducation
Golf", film
and
"Inca
Civilization",
prepared
by
Office
of
Coordinator
of
Inter-American Affairs.
• Broadcast
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. . . so does

the 11

p.m.

NEWS

It takes all kinds of radio shows to make a network.
Comedy, variety, music, drama, news . . . Have they
anything in common?
At KNX they have. Because here all shows, network or local, have the same exacting, unflagging
CBS standards to meet. KNX is where Columbia's
Hollywood-produced shows come from. KNX is
CBS in Hollywood.
There's the new Jack Carson show, produced by
Foote, Cone & Belding
personnel, equipment,
know-how help speed
make it one of the top

for Campbell's Soups. KNX
sound effects and priceless
it smoothly coast-to-coast, to
comedy shows on the air.

Then there's the KNX 11 p.m. news. This twentyminute comprehensive news roundup has become
virtually the town crier for Southern California. Its
participating sponsors, on a local, low-cost, lateevening basis, get exactly the same kind of news
writing, editing, delivery, engineering and thinking
that has given CBS what TIME called "the most
efficient and adult news service in radio" — because
the KNX news bureau is an integral part of Columbia's world-wide news facilities.
When you use the KNX 11 p.m. news to reach
Southern California, you get the same KNX-tra
touch of audience acceptance and sales impact that
has kept one sponsor on it continuously for 148
weeks, another for 78 weeks. That's results.
Some time is available. Ask us, or Radio Sales.

OLUMBLV

LOS

OWNED

ANGELES

50,000

Station for
Columbia's
all Southern

WATTS
California

Represented by Radio Sales, SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

Only Sarnoff
AUTOGRAPH of David Sarnoff, president of RCA and
chairman of NBC board, was
breathlessly requested last
week just outside the Brown
Derby as he entered that
Hollywood restaurant with
Sidney N. Strotz, Western division network vice-president.
Obligingly Mr. Sarnoff
signed, and chuckling to Mr.
Strotz said,
I have 'arrived'!" But"See,
on returning
the
book, the famed figure was
disconcerted to hear: "Aw, I
thought you were a movie

HORSEBACK INSPECTION trip over KMBC's new livestock farm has
just been completed by the big three of the station management (1 to r) :
Karl Koerper, managing director; Arthur B. Church, president, and Sam
H. Bennett, director of sales. The farm, 20 miles south of Kansas City,
is a practical 400-acre establishment, with a prize herd of Angus cattle
[Broadcasting, Aug. 2]. Operated by KMBC for service to the leading
industry of KMBC territory, it is the point of origin for twice-daily
broadcasts by Phil Evans, the station's farm editor. More than 300
names for the farm have been received in a contest sponsored by Mr.
Church with a $100 War Bond as prize for the winning name.
Advertisers

Meet

To

This

Week

Plan
War
Food
Campaign
Radio to Play Big Role in Educational Drive; Hoyt
Jones, Bowles, LaRoche to Address Groups
WITH RADIO scheduled to play More than two thousand invitations
an important part, plans will be have been sent out to advertising
discussed at meetings this week in managers and agencies.
Chicago, New York, and San FranRadio participation in the camcisco for an intensive national adpaign is being promoted by the
vertising drive to acquaint the pub- OWI Radio Bureau through local
lic with the facts about the food station announcements, national
situation. Called by the Office of spot and network programs. Beginning in September with only a
War Information, in cooperation
with the War Advertising Council, few programs because of the emthe War Food Administration and
phasis given to the Third War
Loan, the campaign will be stepped
the Office of Price Administration,
the meetings will seek to mobilize
up during October, when eight to
the advertising world behind the ten shows a week will be assigned
to networks for special treatment,
"Food Fights for Freedom" campaign.
and will reach its peak in November when 80 network programs will
Presiding at all three meetings
will be Palmer Hoyt, recently ap- be scheduled under the network allocation plan. During two weeks of
pointed director of OWI Domestic
Operations. Other speakers will be this month, three spot announcements per day will be heard on
Marvin Jones, War Food Adminevery station in the country.
istrator; Chester Bowles, OPA
General Manager; Chester J. LaTheme of Campaign
Roche, WAC chairman, Paul A.
Porter, Assistant to the Director
"Food Fights for Freedom" is
of the Office of Economic Stabili- an overall campaign which is designed to serve as a backdrop for
zation, Vernon D. Beatty, advertising director of WFA, on leave from all individual food programs for
his post as advertising director of the duration. Its purpose is to present the public with the basic facts
Swift & Co. ; and Charles G. Mortimer Jr., vice-president of General about the food situation with the
Foods Sales Corp. and WAC co- view to arousing whatever action is
required for the needs of the naordinator of the food campaign.
tion.
Schedule of Meetings
With the theme "Produce and
The first of the meetings will be Conserve, Share and Play Square",
held in Chicago, Aug. 24, at 2:45 the campaign will enlist all groups
p.m. at the Blackstone Hotel. This and organizations, information and
will be followed by the New York advertising media to mobilize every
meeting, Aug. 26, at 10 a.m. at the citizen to join in a food crusade.
Waldorf Astoria. The third meeting November will be designated as
will be held in San Francisco Aug. Food for Freedom month, with
30 at 2 p.m. at the St. Francis. Thanksgiving taking on special sigPage 16 • August 23, 1943

WAR ADVERTISING Council reports that during the first half of
1943,star."
285 advertising agencies cooperating with the Council used war
theme copy for 1,755 clients, of whom
722 used local radio and 558 network
radio.
nificance this year as an occasion
ing.
for furthering the concept of sharEvery phase of the food problem will be covered in the "Food
Fights for Freedom" campaign, including rationing, production,
prices, waste, and allocation of supply. Given an understanding of
these facts, the public will be asked
to increase production, to conserve,
to preserve fresh foods, to share,
to eat the right foods, to substitute plentiful for scarce foods, to
help keep food costs down, to participate in community food projects and to adjust to new foods —
to temporary shortages of favorite
foods.
Cooperating with the War Advertising Council in the campaign
are Lennen & Mitchell, Benton &
Bowles, Paris & Peart, and Sherman K. Ellis & Co. Campaign manager for the Council is Mrs. E. B.
Myers, of General Foods Sales Co.
Council staff manager is Evelyn
Blewett.

Reynolds

Adding

New

Outlets

CBS

Eight More Are Scheduled
For Camels in Sept.-Oct.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem, though undecided
on the exact time lineup for its
three shows on CBS this fall, is
addingcent eight
stations,
all for
reaffiliatesCBS
of the
network,
Blondie, Thanks to the Yanks and
a variety show, format of which is
still in the planning stage.
The stations are WJLS Beckley,
W. Va.; WLBC Muncie, Ind.;
WDWS Champaign, WDAN Danville, WTAX Springfield, and
WSOY Decatur, 111.; WPAD Paducah and WHOP Hopkinsville,
Ky.
Effective Sept. 27 these stations
will be added to the sponsor's Monday evening 7:30-8 period currently occupied by Blondie; on Oct. 8
to the Friday 10-10:30 p.m. spot
now filled with Camel Comedy Caravan, and Oct. 9 to the Saturday
7:30-8 p.m. time at present taken
by Thanks to the Yanks.
All three programs promote
Camel cigarettes and Prince Albert Smoking tobacco. Details on
the time of broadcast this fall for
the three Reynolds shows on CBS
will be announced later. Agency is
Wm. Esty & Co., New York.
Grove Renews NBC Show
GROVE LABS., St. Louis (cold
tablets and vitamins), renewed
sponsorship, effective Oct. 4, of
Louise Massey & the Westerners,
heard Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays on the NBC network at
three time periods of 7:45-8:00
a.m.; 8:45-9:00 a.m; and 10:3010:45 a.m., expanding from 86 to
90 NBC stations. The four additional stations comprise the Arizona group: KTAR KYUM KVOA
Chicago.
KGLU. Agency is Russel M. Seeds,

EVERYBODY'S FARM, typical American farm, of WLW, Cincinnati,
welcomes the new sponsor of Everybody's Farm Hour, American Chemical Co. visitors at the barn are (1 to r) : Earl Neal, the farmer; Francis
North, Allied Mills, whose product (Wayne Feeds) has been sponsored
for three consecutive years on the program; G. W. Gaffney, advertising
manager of the American Agricultural Chemical Co., whose Agrico has
been used on Everybody's Farm and has been recently added to the sponsored products; Ed Mason, director of the farm department for WLW.
BROADCASTING
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Yorkers

Idea

Network^

of a Radio

.

WE

take it all back. This is not a New Yorker's idea
of a radio network.

A couple of weeks ago we said it was, in an ad published in New York. Then people started writing letters.
They telephoned. A few even sent telegrams.
Some of the folks were in the advertising business and
some were ordinary human beings, but they all had an
amazingly correct idea of a radio network — namely,
Mutual.
Of course they know Mutual has more stations than
any other network! (Maybe we should have added the
fact that a full dozen advertisers are now using the full
Mutual Network to reach the full nation. )
Of course they know people west of the Hudson tune
to Mutual stations "as regularly and as enthusiastically"
THE

MUTUAL

. oops:

as they themselves tune to WOR! (Maybe we should
have added the fact that current Crossley studies reveal
Mutual programs are up to six times as popular, out
beyond the regularly researched cities, as in the 32
"national-rating" centers. )
Of course they know Mutual's idea of a radio network
consists of stations located where people live, with programs people like to hear! (Maybe we should have
added the fact that 117 of our 209 outlets are located in
towns where no other networks have stations. )

As somebody once put it, in almost these very words:
"Never underestimate the intelligence of people — nor
the power of the network they believe in!"

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

Radio
Within

Sets

For

Eight

Civilians

Months

WITH THE postwar economy the
hottest home front topic, reports
from
the indicate
radio setthat
manufa"tur'ng
industry
first radio
sets for civilians after the war will
be available within eight weeks following termination of hostil ties.
The planning covers combination
AM-FM models and, to some extent, television production.
Radio manufacturers estimate it
will take the two-month period for
sets to roll off the assembly lines,
according to Wall Street reports.
These first models, however, are
expected to be largely pre-war designs, which include FM in many
instances. Television is still an unknown quantity on anything approaching anational basis. There
must be television transmission on
something other than a localized
basis before mass production of
sets is undertaken.
Better and Cheaper Sets
Many of the old line manufacturers already are appointing jobbers and distributors in given areas,
in preparation for the postwar
boom.
It is logically expected that better
and cheaper sets will be available
in both the aural and video fields
in the post war era, but not immediately. In the television field,
manufacturers are looking for authorization from WPB to engage
in experimentation in set manufacture, in an effort to flatten out
costs.
The primary cost reduction factor, it is thought, will be a cut in
the cost of the cathode ray tube,
used extensively in military radio
operations. Mass production, it is
understood, has made it possible to
reduce the cost per tube from about
$80 to $20 for sizes used in home
television receivers. Wall Street reports state that one manufacturer
predicted the average television receiver cost would still be around
$400 but others indicated about
one-half that price.
An old radio name, Majestic, is
expected to return to the home set
fold following the war. Majestic
Radio and Television Corp., according to its president, Eugene A.
Tracey, will reconvert its activities
to meet the antic:pated hi->-h post
war production demands. He explained that Majestic is now completely given over to Government
work for communications and electronic appliances and equinment but
that the company nevertheless has
"an eye corked to the future."
Old line companies have made
their postwar plans, it has been reported from time to time. Many
new compan;es, heretofore outside
the home receiver field, are planning to invade that market. Similarly, a number of companies new
to the transmitter and tube manufacturing fields are contemplating
conversion to participate in what
is expected to be a thriving market

to Be

IRE,

Ready

Post-War

After End of War
for FM and television transmitters
and tubes as well as a substantial
replacement market for AM equipment. These plans stem from the
four to six billion dollar military
radio and electronics industry
which set up many new companies
in the overall electronics field.
VIDEO COMMITTEE
IS NAMED BY NBC
CREATION of a post-war television planning committee, headed
by John Royal, vice-president in
charge of international, shortwave
and television departments of NBC,
was announced last week by Niles
Trammell, NBC president. Forseeing the rapid development of
television immediately after the
war,
NBC will
initiate
technological
studies
and"essential
surveys
of thenew
problems
involved,"
through
the
committee.
Conclusions
w'll be held in readiness for the
first days of peace.
"As a supplement to present existing national broadcasting service, television promises much as a
new dimension in entertainment,
education a^d advertising," said
Mr. Trammell in makinfr the announcement last Fridav. Television,
accordmg
to
NBC'sof president,
needs
onlv the release
vital materials
and the services of electronic engineers, both row confined to war
needs, to serve the nation with a
new and sienificant service of
sound and sight.
In addit;on to Mr. Royal, the
n^wly-formed committee includes
William S. Hedges, vice-president
in charge of stations; O. B. Hanson, vice-president and chief engineer; C. L. Menser, vice-president
and manager of the program dewith JohnKersta,
T. Will'ams,
assistant topartment,
Noran
now in
the
Marine
Corps,
serving
as secretary.
NBC is currently operating its
Empire State television transmitter four hours each Monday. Programming has now bf^n placed under the direction o? NBC's nroeram
department with Mr. W;llia^s and
his staT reportin? to Mr. Menser.
The NBC television committee is
coordinating its activities with the
research work of RCA Labs.,
Princeton, N. J., and with the television development plans of RCA's
manufacturing division.
Blue's Own Newsroom
THE BLUE Network, which heretofore has had its news broadcasts
prepared in the NBC newsroom by
editorial writers under G. W. Johnstone, BLUE director of news and
special features, on Aug. 23 sets
ut) its own New York newsroom,
effecting a complete separation
from the NBC news department.
Manager of the BLUE newsroom
will be John D. Robb, formerly editorial assistant to Mr. Johnstone.
News editors will be Leon Decker,
also a former BLUE editorial assistant, and John T. Madigan, heretofore in the NBC newsroom.
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DAVE DRISCOLL, chief of the war
services and news division of WOR,
New York, has arrived in Algiers,
it was announced according to an
OWI broadcast Aug. 16. Mr. Driscoll will tour the battlefronts with
his soundscriber to record activities of our armed forces, for rebroadcast over WOR and Mutual.
Catching-Up Is Big Task
Of Radio, Says Sarnoff
ON A HURRIED inspection trip
of his corporation's properties in
the San Francisco area, David
Sarnoff, president of RCA, in a
brief interview predicted a radio
boom after the war because of consumer demand for radio products.
After the war, Mr. Sarnoff said,
RCA is going to face a task of
catching up where it was when the
country went to war. No civilian
radios have been constructed for
almost a year-and-a-half, and the
supply of radio tubes is falling behind the demand, he said. "There
will be some improvements in the
radios that come out after the war,
but they will generally be about
the same as they were when we
stopped production. Television has
b:en developed to a point where it
is good enough for general introduction after the war — but there is
the factor of getting the system
working first."
Topmiller to OWI
CHARLES H. TOPMILLER, chief
engineer of WCKY Cincinnati, has
been "loaned" to the Office of War
Information, L. B. Wilson, owner
of WCKY, announced. Mr. Topmiller, who has
been with the Cincinnati station for
13 years, leaves
immediately for
foreign service
duty. His wife,
Mrs. Alma Asncraft Topmiller
Mr. Topmiller and their daughter, Diane, will
continue to live at their residence,
1122 Mt. Allen Road, Mt. Allen,
Ohio.
BRIDGEPORT BRASS Co., Bridgeport. Conn., which has been awarded
its
fourth
purchased
a half-hour Army-Navy
on 30 Mutual"E"stations
Aug.
21 to broadcast presentation ceremonies. War leaders of six United Nations
participated. Account placed direct.
BROADCASTING

Set

Up

Formula

Organization Plans Approved
During Joint Conference
INSTITUTE of Radio Engineers
and Radio Manufacturers Assn.
committees have completed procedure to establish a post-war radio industry technical planning
organization.
Organization plans for a "Radio
Technical Planning Board" were
approved
RMA andin New
IRE
committees byat the
a conference
York. These plans are being submitted to other industry organizations concerned and a meeting is
scheduled Sept. 15 in New York
to start the Board's work.
Others Invited
Purpose of the RTPB is to make
recommendations to the FCC and
other Government agencies and to
industries concerned, on the technical future of radio developments,
including spectrum utilization and
systems standardization for many
public services, such as television
and frequency modulation. Studies,
investigations and standards as are
required will be submitted to the
thority.
FCC and other agencies of final auThe organization now being established was originally proposed
by Chairman James Lawrence Fly
of the FCC, IRE and RMA announced in a joint release. The
board will be a democratic all-industry body, it was stated. In addition to IRE and RMA, the following initial "sponsors" are being
invited to participate in the Sept.
15 organization meeting: American
Institute of Electrical Engineers;
American Institute of Physics;
American Radio Relay League; FM
Broadcasters Inc.; NAB; National Independent Broadcasters.
Others May Join
Included later may be other major non-profit radio organizations,
communication, aeronautical and
similar groups. Chairmen of the
committees which worked out the
organization plans are A. S. Wills,
Chicago of RMA and Haraden
Pratt, New York, of IRE. Other
members of the RMA committee
are H. C. Bonfig, Camden, N. J.;
W. R. G. Baker, Bridgeport, Conn.;
R. C. Cosgrove, Cincinnati; Walter Evans, Baltimore, Md. ; Fred
C. Williams, Philadelphia. Other
members of the IRE Committee
are Alfred N. Goldsmith, New
York; B. J. Thompson, Princeton,
N. J.; and H. M. Turner, New
Haven, Conn.
KSAN in San Jose
KSAN, San Francisco, will open
studios in San Jose Aug. 23, it was
announced, originating several programs daily under the direction of
Ed Calder, manager. Calmer recently was manager of KHUB, Watsonville, Cal. The new studios are loat El St.Paso Court at 42-B
South cated
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Through this microphone pass the
most effective commercials in radio

Make-Believe

BLOCK'S "Make-Believe
MARTIN
still sells more
Ballroom' ' on WNEW
products for more advertisers than any other
program

in radio— in or out of New

From

7:30 p.m., "The Make-Believe Ballroom" is
still New York's favorite program six days
a week.
And

coverage.

advertisers

have

10:00 to 1 1:30 a.m., and from 5:30 to

York.

and some rely on Martin Block to reinforce

Some

for all of its nine

years— and some have just discovered it.

Some advertisers buy only "The MakeBelieve Ballroom" to sell New York —
their network

Ballroom"

with its rating at an all-time high, the

"Ballroom" is still the No.
No. 1 market.

been using "The

1 buy in the

WNEW
501

MADISON

AVENUE

•

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

Serving New York and New Jersey Twenty-Four Hours a Day
NATIONALLY

REPRESENTED

BY

JOHN

BLAIR

&

COMPANY

New

Wire

Recorders

Prove

for comedians (currently writing
for Bob Hope) who also is working
for BBC. Both are in England preparing special programs being
aired to BBC audiences in England
and the United States. Col. Kirby
states they are laying the foundation, through the medium of radio,
for a much closer understanding
between the two English speaking
countries.

Value
in Army
Test
Abroad
Col. Kirby Hopes Device Will Bring New Dimension
Of Flexibility to Radio Coverage of War
mentator. The announcer himself
THE ARMY hopes that the new
lightweight wire recorder will is capable of managing and operating the new wire recorder unit.
"bring a new dimension and flexiEisenhower Interested
While in London, Col. Kirby conbility" to radio's war coverage,
ferred with Lawrence Gillian, in
Col. Edward M. Kirby, Chief of the
In North Africa, Col. Kirby conRadio Section, Bureau of Public charge of actuality features
ferred with Capt. Albert W. WharRelations, War Dept., told Broad(special events) for BBC; Morris field, chief
of the Radio Section at
casting after delivering the first of Gorhan, program manager, and Allied headquarters and formerly
several dozen magnetic wire record- Lindsay Wellington, BBC repre- with C. E. Hooper, demonstrating
sentative in the United States, now
ers in a flying trip to England and
to various interNorth Africa. Experiments in in England. Col. Kirby said the the wireestedrecorder
groups. He also conferred
planes 30,000 feet over England British have been cooperative and with Com. Harry Butcher, CBS
and in jeeps in North Africa, using the United States will reciprocate
vice-president, now
power from the electrical systems by allowing the British to use the Washington
aide to Gen Eisenhower. Col Kirby
of the vehicles, prove the value wire recorder.
said that Gen. Eisenhower exof wire recording, he said.
Col. Kirby visited Dover Castle,
pressed considerable interest in the
"Radio reporters have been an- coastal defense point nearest recorder and hoped it would bring
chored to stationary radio trans- Europe, to determine whether or the war home to the American
mitters in a war of movement," not use of wire recording would
people and inform them of the
said Col. Kirby. "If they go to the permit action broadcasts from this sacrifices being made. On his last
front they cannot broadcast until point. He went out into the chan- evening in North Africa, Col. Kirby
nel in a rescue boat to find out if was the dinner guest of Raymond
they return to the transmitters. In
the Southwest Pacific this means
actual rescues of airplane crews
Clapper, Mutual commentator and
a distance of 1,500 miles both ways. could be picked up.
columnist, Charles Dailey, CBS,
In the Tunisian campaign, it meant
Maj. Howard Naussbaum, chief
and Merrill Mueller, NBC. ■
several hundred miles, and for of the Radio Section, European
Col. Kirby said because of the
Theatre
of
Operations,
U.
S.
Army,
Sicily, add another hour's plane
shortage of paper for newsprint in
ride. As a result radio has encounand former NBC production manEngland, news broadcasts have
tered for the first time in its hisager, held open house for Col. taken number one position on the
tory a limit of time and distance." Kirby in London for a demonstraradio. All except those working in
tion of the wire recorder. Present
factories stop to listen to the 9 p.m.
Light Weight Units
were representatives of BBC,
newscast. Wherever there are alThe mother set weighs less than American and British Signal
lied forces to be found, there is sure
Corps,
the
RAF,
the
8th
Air
Force,
50 lbs. It has a built-in play-back
to be found a phonograph and
and
the
OWI
overseas
branch.
and an instantaneous erasure feaAmerican music, even though it
ture and was demonstrated at the
Col. Kirby conferred with Ed
may
be old, he added. The soldiers
NAB War Conference in Chicago. Murrow of CBS, Stanley Richarddance to it and British soldiers are
son
of
NBC
and
George
Hicks
of
The field set weighs only 10 lbs. and
can be carried on the back. The the BLUE in London, regarding picking up American slang expressions. Likewise, American soldiers
sound is recorded on a strand of use of the equipment and other
have
assimilated
some of the Britradio
matters.
He
also
conferred
ish
slang.
wire which is wound on a sprocket,
with each sprocket holding 66 with Art Feldman, former NBC
General theory of the wire reminutes of recording. The sprocket assistant to the chief of special
corder is that it will bring to the
can be detached when the recording events and news, who now is on
is completed and transported by loan to BBC for special events, and air many types of broadcasts heretofore inaccessible.
plane or courier to its destination. Hal Bloch, free-lance script writer
Delay in delivery of recorders
due to difficulties in manufacture is
no longer a problem as most of
these difficulties have been overcome, he said. The Army expects
to have them in all theatres of the
war in a few weeks.
Classified as military equipment,
the Army will loan the recorders
to accredited network correspondents as soon as there are enough off
the assembly lines to insure even
distribution among all the networks. Soon radio correspondents
using the new units can bring the
war directly into the home of every
American.
Further tests are under way to
determine methods of field servicing, censorship and transportation
UNUSUAL SALESMANSHIP last week by MacFarland, Aveyard &
of sprockets 'to and from the fronts. Co.,
Chicago, Ken Arlington, advertising head of Omar Bakery & Flour
London Conferences
Co., Omaha, and Hugh Feltis, general manager of KOIL, KFAB and
Col. Kirby recently consulted KFOR, saw the cast of The Adventures of Omar brought from Chicago
with the British Broadcasting Corp. to Omaha for an audition before Omar Inc. executives. Omar bought
this 30-minute program, authored by Herb Futran and Songs of
and found that nearest equivalent both
Omar, Mutual duet featuring former Omahans Virginia Sellers and
the BBC has to offer in recorder
Wayne Van Dyne from MacFarland, Aveyard to be aired on KOIL
outfits is a 490-lb. unit which re- Omaha, key station of Central States Broadcasting System. (1 to r) :
quires an engineer to operate it Eddie Wajpel, CBS sound man; Mr. Arrington; Evelyn Stark, agency
as well as the announcer or comradio director; Dave Stotter, agency account executive; Mr. Futran.
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ROADS SHOULD PAY
FOR TRAVEL COPY
FURTHER objections to giving
the railroads free time on the air
through
use of OWI
"Don't Travel"
transcriptions
is contained
in a
letter sent by James L. Curtis,
president of KFRO, Longview,
Texas, to the OWI Radio Bureau.
A complaint charging discrimination against radio was previously
made by W. L. Gleeson, president
of KPRO, Riverside, Cal. [Broadcasting, June 14]. This was followed by a denial from F. Q.
Treadway of the Southern Pacific
Company that his company discriminated against radio in placing travel
[Broadcasting, Julyadvertising
19].
Mr. Curtis' letter to OWI follows:
On the transcriptions we have
received for use Aug. 23 you have
several cuts on "Don't Travel". We
certainly don't believe that radio
stations should run these announcements. The railroads are making
plenty of money and it is no reason why they shouldn't use radio
to create good-will and explain the
"Don't Travel" just as they have
done in paid advertising in the
newspapers.
It was my understanding that in
the future the Office of War Information would confine their announcements and efforts on noncommercial projects. Certainly the
railroads will never buy advertising on the radio if they can get it
free through some government
agency. The telephone company is
paying for "Don't Use" campaigns,
why shouldn't the railroads.
When I have to go to Washington the railroads certainly don't
give me any passes. I would appreciate having your views on this.
James R. Curtis,
President,
KFRO, Longview, Tex.
WEAF Stunts
WEAF, New York, is staging an
elaborate promotion campaign in
connection with the Aug. 30 broadcast of Mary
program
from Margaret
a RockvilleMcBride's
Center,
N. Y., high school on the occasion of the town's 50th anniversary.
The Long Island Railroad, the local Chamber of Commerce, and
two of the program's participating
sponsors are cooperating in the
drive which has entailed the display of 1,000 car cards in trains
and the placement of over 300 posters and streamers on station platforms and at other points. Lollypops bearing the WEAF imprint
and made by Fanny Farmer Candy
Shops, a sponsor, were to be distributed to children attending the
broadcast, and matches bearing the
station call letters, were to be
handed out to customers in the
grocery stores of H. C. Bohack Co.,
another participating sponsor. Tying in with the War Bond drive,
admission to the broadcast was to
be by purchase of bonds.
MEN in the armed services in Alaska
are heard in an NBC monthly series,
Voice of Alaska, said to be the only
broadcasts from that country to be
heard by American listeners since
Pearl Harbor, with the exception of
the Army Hour programs. Most recent
program was heard Aug. 21.
• Broadcast
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INDUSTRY'S

"WOMEN

Let's talk about
YOU!

to WGAR

For outstanding service in fire prevention, the medal shown above was
recently presented to WGAR,
Cleveland, by the National Board of
Fire Underwriters. The citation accompanying the award reads:
"WGAR was awarded the Gold
Medal for its development and application of a practical philosophy
of fire prevention education which
found year-round expression in constructive broadcasts designed to impress home owners and war workers
with the importance of fire defense
in national defense. Fire prevention
broadcasts emanating from WGAR
represented exceptional initiative
and imagination in dramatizing the
need for increased knowledge of
methods for protecting the community from fire in time of war."
In the programs for which the
award was given, WGAR took the
approach that especially in wartime, we must guard against fire
which stops production either
through loss of equipment or loss
of manpower. Civilian Defense officials from Great Britain, fire officials and plant production experts
discussed fire hazards and several
dramas were written and produced
by the WGAR staff to drive home
this important war message.
On the Swingshift
Reversed living habits, due to work
in war industries, have brought
forth new program policies between
midnight and six in the morning.
KFR, Seattle, is using this time
to rebroadcast some of the most
popular daytime and evening shows.
WEMP, Milwaukee, recently went
on a 24-hour schedule with swingshift programs including music,
sports and hourly news reports.
BROADCASTING

CONTRIBUTIONS

If your station has done a
war job you are proud of, send
your story to Radio WarGram Editor, Western Electric Co., Room 928, 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. If
suitable, we will use it in one
of this series of War-Grams.
Saludos, Amigos
For improved coverage of listeners in Latin America, the Office of
the Coordinator of Inter-American
Affairs has worked out a schedule
shared in by a number of stations.
Ten shortwave stations — WBOS,
WCDA, WCRC, WGEO, WLWK,
WLWO, WNBI, WRUL, WRUS and
WRUW — will beam Spanish programs to Latin American audiences.
Although the number of hours of
Spanish programs has been cut in
half, each program is now broadcast
by two stations. This kind of cooperation should get good results!

PROGRAM

Music

Center

In keeping with its morale-building
activities KOA, Denver, maintains
a Music Center for Enlisted Men
which furnishes members of the
armed forces a great deal of pleasure when off duty. Here men may
listen to recordings or programs,
and participate in choruses and
broadcasts.
A weekly half-hour program from
the Music Center is broadcast by
KOA every Friday evening. Members of the armed forces furnish the
program while others take part in
dramatizing activities of Denver
military posts.
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THE

IS
ON

Broadcast Monday through Friday
each week by WKY, Oklahoma City,
"Women Commandos" touches upon
many phases of the war effort that
are of interest to Oklahoma citizens.
In a recent three-week period, this
15 minute program included the following subjects:
What the State's Child Welfare
Division is doing for needy children
and to provide foster homes for
homeless children;
What the women of Guthrie,
effort;
Oklahoma, are doing to aid the war

WAR

EFFORT

VERSATILE
WKY
more;
Wartime jobs being done in Ai-dThe duties of the WAVES;
A salute to six Oklahoma heroes;
Army.
A plea for more nurses for the

A salute to Oklahoma's youngest
General, who is only 35 years old;
A discussion of Victory Gardens
and their care;
Three talks about WAC enrollment in Oklahoma and the duties of
WAC officers;
A program on home canning;
An interview with an Oklahoma
woman who has eight sons in service and two daughters in war plants ;

Another regular WKY feature,
presented each Saturday evening,
is "The Local Defense Program."
Sponsored by the local Council of
Defense, this program explains to
citizens how they can cooperate and
aid the war effort.
Two programs originating at the
Army's nearby Tinker Field are carried by WKY each week, a Navy
program is aired once each week
and every Sunday, a dramatic show
is picked up from the Field Artillery School at Fort Sill.
In addition, of course, WKY
broadcasts many special war effort
announcements and many sustaining programs which dedicate a
good share of their time to war subjects of importance.
Radios for soldiers

How

KOA

TO

COMMANDOS"

WAR

Award

Electric

can
you
n? censor
Caju

Cajun is the language spoken by
thousands of descendants of the
French Acadians who live in South
Louisiana and speak little English.
Strangely, this patois cannot be
written. Hence the censorship problem in connection with newscasts in
Cajun over KVOL, Lafayette, La.
For a time, the programs had to
be discontinued. Then the solution
was found. KVOL has a Cajun employee monitor each program to see
that there are no deviations from
previously selected news items.
Thousands of Cajun listeners are

Appeals aired by WWL, New Orleans, brought truckloads of old radios for the boys in military camps
and hospitals. The Keesler Field
News said, "to WWL, for so unstintingly giving of its time and talent in securing the radios, an orchid
and a hearty handclasp of thanks."

26 years ago

grateful.

In August, 1917, Western Electric
engineers demonstrated to the Army
the first two-way radio telephone
between plane and ground. Today
there is Western Electric radio
equipment helping to win and hold
control of the air on every front
where Army and Navy planes fly.

any possible service.

•••—
Buy War Bonds regularly— all you
can— from now till Victory!

• • • ——
Graybar (Western Electric Distribu»
tor in U. S. A.) stands ready to be of
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Shaw

Succeeding

Hillpot
in CIAA
Former Manager of WMCA
Will Direct N. Y. Radio Office
DONALD S. SHAW, an executive
of the New York office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs for six months and recently
on the radio committee for the
Red Cross drive, has been named
successor to William Hillpot as
director of the New York radio
office of the CIAA by Don Francisco, director of the CIAA radio
division.
Mr. Hillpot, who has been with
the CIAA since February 1941,
has resigned to join the Wm.
Morris talent agency, New York.

Mr. Shaw
Mr. Hillpot
He was formerly program manager of the BLUE Network, in
charge of talent for NBC and
prior to that production director
of Foote, Cone & Belding, when
that agency was known as Lord
& Thomas.
Mr. Shaw was formerly general manager of WMCA, New
York, at one time assistant to the
president of McCann-Erickson,
New York, and pror to that eastern sales manager of NBC.
Mr. Francisco said Wilfred S.
Roberts, former NBC production
manager, who recently concluded
a radio inspection tour through
South America for the CIAA,
will continue as director of the
program activities.
14 YEARS

OF NEWS

California Sponsors Said
To Hold Record
CHALLENGING the record of
CFCN Calgary Canada for highest number of news broadcasts by
one sponsor [Broadcasting, July
12], is W. L. Gleason, president of
KPRO Riverside, Cal. who writes
in to say that two advertisers, Dr.
E. L. Laisne, optometrist and the
Progressive Optical Co., Inc. of
Fresno "have not only sponsored
the news longer than the record
mentioned of 1900 consecutive days
on one station, but on several stations."
For fourteen years, or a total of
5110 days, they sponsored an early
morning newscast on KMJ Fresno
and KFBK Sacramento. In addition, they ran five minutes of news
every hour on the hour twenty
times daily for a total of 2220 days
on KSAN San Francisco.
Fourteen years is a long time for
a radio sponsor to be on the air.
That should place Dr. Laisne and
the Progressive Optical Co., Inc. at
the top of the list. Or do we hear
a dissenting voice? Hmmm?

Radio

Ready

to Help

Sell

15

Billions

In Bonds During Third War Loan Drive
THE RADIO industry will take a and following for announcements
leading part in promotion activi- by local sponsors.
ties for the Third War Loan Drive
Transcriptions have been made
to begin Sept. 9. Both time and by at least one (or both where possible) Senator from each state on
talent have been massed by the industry in cooperation with the behalf of the drives. The Treasury
Treasury to sponsor the drive to will distribute the recorded appeals
sell 15 billions in Bonds.
to the radio stations in the respective states.
At least 1,500,000,000 listener
Treasury
discs are handled in
impressions are to be registered
through commercial and sustaining the same manner as promotion material for use by newspapers and
programs, local station announcepublications. The Treasury pays
ments, and national spot programs
on behalf of the Third War Loan, for the actual mechanical work in25% above the Second War Loan
volved in making the discs. Musicians are paid union scale wages
coverage. Estimated value of time
and talent involved will mount in- while most name talent used is donated or loaned. The discs once
to millions of dollars.
prepared are then distributed free
Radio Day Planned
to the stations requesting them or
Three-fourths of the bigtime net- designated to receive them, just as
mats, cuts, and plates are distributwork programs — 215 to be exact —
ed to the publications.
will aim messages at the 600,000,Current Treasury discs have even
000 listener-impression audience
been re-recorded for use in Canada
during the 22-day drive and 100%
response is expected to the pro- by the Drug Campaign National
posal that each network schedule Committee in promoting the Canadian War Savings Campaign.
devote at least one entire show to
the effort.
SMITH, CBS-General Foods
Round-the-clock events are sched- KATE
star, will write a monthly feature for
uled for Radio Day, Sept. 9, when
True Story Magazine, starting with
80% of the top network shows will the November issue. Column will cover
books, plays, movies, radio programs,
carry Third War Loan programs
men. other subjects of interest to woand at least 26 of the bigtime pro- and
grams will give special treatment
to messages for the drive — some
shows being based entirely on the
drive.
Also on Sept. 9 all network affiliates will carry nine one-minute
transcribed dramas or live announcements and all non-affiliate
stations will carry 13 such announcements for the drive. Sustaining programs of the four major networks on this day will be
arranged in behalf of the effort.
Numerous local stations will participate on the opening day activities by programming, in addition
to the special announcements, special events of their own such as
speeches by community leaders and
promotion of local rallies.
Special series of the Treasury
Star Parade programs have been
arranged for the drive. Bing Crosby will lead off in the first of the
21 programs in the series which
will include the Bumsteads, Fannie
Brice, Fibber McGee & Molly, and
others.
The Treasury has prepared two
new transcribed shows for nationwide distribution, both 15-minute
programs which may be sold to local retailers for sponsorship. One
is titled Sacrifice Day and includes
John Charles Thomas, John Nesbitt, with Victor Spring's orchestra. The other is Axis Payday and
features Joe E. Brown, Dennis Day,
with
tra. Wilbur Hatch and his orchesRush Hughes, KWK St. Louis,
commentator, has been commissioned by the Treasury to prepare
24 three - minute transcriptions.
These will be distributed nationally and provide a minute preceding
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APPLICATION

FILED

FOR SALE OF KFMB
APPLICATION for sale of KFMB
San Diego, to O. L. (Ted) Taylor,
president and general manager of
KGNC Amarillo, Tex., and president of the Taylor-Howe-Snowden
group, and Jack O. Gross, general
manager of KFMB, was filed with
the FCC last week by the First
National Trust & Savings Bank of
San Diego as trustee of the Worcester Broadcasting Corp., licensee.
The sale price is $95,000 cash
[Broadcasting, July 19], $25,000
to be paid upon FCC approval of
the transfer and the balance in
six yearly instalments, five of
$7,500 and the last of $32,500. Mr.
Taylor and Mr. Gross would each
own 50% of the 7,500 shares of
stock outstanding.
Certain obligations of the station to the trust company would
be assumed by the new owners, the
amount to be included in the sale
About six weeks ago the FCC approved an application of the Worprice. cester
Broadcasting Corp. for voluntary transfer of control to the
trust company and renewed the license of KFMB on the regular
basis. The trust company notified
the Commission at that time
[Broadcasting, July 19] that it
was seeking a satisfactory purchaser for the corporation.
Mr. Gross became general manager of the station last January,
with option to buy subject to FCC
approval. He has been in radio 20
years as announcer, producer, sales
executive and manager.
Coop. Centennial Plans
COOPERATIVE LEAGUE of the
U.S.A. will meet in Chicago at the
Hotel Morrison Sept. 10-11 to discuss plans for the celebration of
the centennial in 1944 of the consumer cooperative movement. Radio plans for the coming year will
be considered at this time. Group
spent $25,000 on the transcribed
series, 'Here Is Tomorrow, aired
on 36 stations, in the 1942-43 season. Radio project this year will
center around the centennial campaign. Gilman Calkins, associate
editor of the Ohio Cooperator and
the Ohio Farm Bureau News, has
been
named publicity director for
the campaign.

THIS GIANT IS a 200,000-volt air
condenser fabricated of 16-gauge
sheet steel. Manufactured by the
Federal Telephone & Radio Corp.,
without the use of strategic aluminum, except for copper and nickel
used in plating, the condenser consists of 12 hollow plates, each
three and one-third inches in overall thickness and welded together
on the sides. The apparatus is emin the company's
highpowered ployedtransmitter
laboratories
as a phantom antenna capacitor of
2500-mmf .
BROADCASTING

UP Appoints Packard
REYNOLDS PACKARD, who
headed the UP bureau in Rome
from 1939 until his internment in
December, 1941, has been appointed UP manager for North Africa
and Italy, with instructions to reopen the Rome bureau at the earliest possible moment, according to
Virgil Pinkley, UP European manager. Returning to New York in
the diplomatic exchange of June,
1942, Mr. Packard was assigned
to Allied North African headquarters early in 1943.
SECOND SERIES of 13 broadcasts
on post-war problems, generally titled
For This We Fight, will start on NBC
Sept. 4, as presented
by theof NBC
Inter-American University
the Air
in cooperation with the 20th Century
Fund and the Commission to Study
the Organization of Peace. The first
series concludes Aug. 28.
. .
• Broadcast Advertising

A

Button.

..and

the

Pittsburgh

Market
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A button? A steel mill? The Pittsburgh market ?
. . .What have they got to do with each other?
It's all very simple.

KDKA

. . . PITTSBURGH

The American people know that a button is
essential ... or we may all be wrapping ourselves
up in Roman togas.

One of Eleven Stations in Eleven Essential Markets Represented by NBC

And American business men know that advertising inthe right markets is essential — particularly today. . . or back they might go to horse
and buggy days.

1. They broadcast to 55% of the radio homes
in the U. S.
: are in markets whose buying power is
2. you
They

Pittsburgh is one of these right markets . . .
and KDKA is the essential station . . . because
KDKA, the most powerful station in western
Pennsylvania, dominates this market. There,
KDKA is first choice — morning, afternoon and
night— among 6,000,000 people — more than
the combined population of Philadelphia,
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Baltimore and Washington, D. C.
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast

Here's why these 11 Stations are essential to

Spot Sales

Essential? Yes, indeed. These eleven stations
are as essential to American business for its
sales — both now and in the post-war period
— as a button is to the wardrobe of America.
And KDKA
button!

. . . Pittsburgh is right on the

34.2% higher than the country's average.
KDKA-Pittsburgh
WEAF-New York
KYW— Philadelphia
WRC— Washington
KOA— Denver
WMAQ— Chicago
KPO— San Francisco
WGY— Schenectady
WT AM — Cleveland
WBZ -A— Boston -Springfield
WOWO-WGL— Fort Wayne

NBC

SPOT

SALES

TODAY, ESSENTIAL THINGS FIRST —
IN BUSINESS, AS IN LIVING
Advertising
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Amendment

of

Communications

Act

Urged in Report to American Bar Assn.
AMENDMENT of the Communi"points up the difficulties involved
cations Act of 1934 to clear up in the practice of administrative
ambiguity stemming from the re- law before the Federal Communicent Supreme Court decisions in
cations Commission and the limithe network and
tations sought to be imposed on the
the K 0 A cases
rights of parties, both as to a
hearing before the Commission and
was urged by the
Standing Committhe right of appeal to the courts."
tee on CommuniStudy of Bill Urged
cations of the
The
Committee
brought out that
American Bar
the
White-Wheeler
Bill (S-814) is
Assn. in its repending before the Senate, and that
port made public
it embodies amendments to the
today (Aug. 23),
coincident with
Communications Act. "We respectfully suggest", concluded the rethe opening of its Mr. Bingham
66th annual meeting in Chicago.
port, "that the incoming Standing
Committee on Communications be
The Committee, of which Herbert M. Bingham, Washington at- directed to study S-814 and be
torney and Special Counsel for the authorized to present the views of
Senate Petrillo Investigating Com- this association to the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce
mittee, is Chairman, recited that
the two Supreme Court decisions when hearings are held on said
"serve to emphasize the advisabil- bill during the fall of 1943."
ity of clarifying or otherwise
changing the Communications Act
of 1934 by appropriate amend- BRITISH INCREASE
ments". Other members of the ComSPONSORED
RADIO
mittee are Edwin Borchard, professor at Yale U.; David H. Cannon,
THE BRITISH Government spent
Los Angeles attorney; and How40% more for government adverard L. Kern, New York, general
tising during the first four months
counsel of Central R. R. Company
of 1943 than for a similar period
last year, according to Samuel J.
of New Jersey.
Meek, vice-president in charge of
Encroachment on Freedom
international operations of J. Walter Thompson Co.
The Supreme Court opinion in
The over-all total for the first
the network cases, the Committee
third of this year was £696,358.
stated, places the stamp of approvWhile the expenditures represent
al on the Commission's power to only space buying activities, the
regulate contractual relations be- survey is of interest to radio in
tween the stations and the net- view of the fact that radio time
works.
buying in England has been advanced as a definite possibility
"Members of Congress, eminent
the past year, in particumembers of this association, broad- within
lar [Broadcasting, July 13, 1942].
casters and zealous guardians of
Provincial daily papers received
free speech have criticized the desingle share of governcision as being an encroachment on the largest
ment advertising this year, with
the freedom of speech. They fore- London Sunday papers running
see the domination of the airwaves
second. The National Savings Committee spent the largest portion of
by a governmental agency regulating not only the allocation of li- the sum, followed by the Ministry
of
Food.
censes but the supervision of financial and program arrangements bePhoto Spots
tween stations and networks."
In alluding to the KOA opinion,
the Committee said the case was WAR PHOTOGRAPHS, Richmond, Va., is sponsoring a camextremely important because it
paign, using 5-minute transcriptions through about 80 stations to
make
enlargements
of snapshots
WOMEN ON THE JOB
sent in by listeners of soldiers,
sailors, WACS, WAVES, etc. The
NAB Tells How They Aid the
photograph is tinted, from descripWar Via Radio
tive data furnished to sponsor, and
set in 15x21 lithograph decorative
WOMEN TECHNICIANS have frame.
Product is sold at $9.95 on
taken over in the radio industry
installments — $2 down and $2 a
from Memphis to Juneau, singly month.
Henry J. Kaufman Adv.
and in groups, wherever they are
Washington,
hanneeded, a brochure published by Agency,
dles the account,
expectswhich
to double
the NAB revealed. Women all over the number
of
stations
handling
the
the United States and Alaska are discs. Only one station in a city
pictured, telling the story of their is used.
entrance into the formerly masculine control rooms and transmit- FOR THE 20th year, the Advertisters.
ing Club of New York will conduct
The brochure is designed to stim- an advertising and selling course,
ulate interest in the training of this year's sessions scheduled to start
women technicians and also to en- in October. Herbert L. Stephen, news
Ink, has been recourage more women to enter the editor of Printers'
chairman of the committee
pioneering field, which promises in charge appointed
of the classes, which will
long-term as well as immediate be held at the club's headquarters
benefits to the industry.
at 23 Park Ave.
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BEAT SHORTAGE
WGN
Engineers Improvise
WGI
Varied Equipment

LACK OF BROADCASTING equipment doesn't stymie WGN, Chicago, engineers (1 to r): Jay Ferree,
maintenance engineer, and Bob Sibold, day supervisor for WGN engineers, who put finishing touches
on homemade
tion turntable. electrical transcripIMPROVISATION by WGN Chicago engineers under the direction
of George Lang, chief engineer,
has resulted in workable equipment
partially overcoming the shortage
created by wartime restrictions.
When WGN needed a new transcription turntable, Jay Ferree,
maintenance engineer, Bob Sibold,
day supervisor of engineering and
Ralph Batt, night supervisor, made
one placing in a wooden cabinet a
Presto motor and a disk to hold
the records made by the same company, adding an old metal arm to
hold the mechanism which picks
the sound off the record. To this
they attached a crystal head on
the part touching the record and
added a new type of orthocoustic
filter.
Battery Scarcity
A few months ago radio stations
were affected by the absence of
"B" batteries on the market. WGN
engineers used instead, a Vibrapack, an electrical devise which
supplied the direct current voltage
necessary. Another idea contributed by Lang and his staff is a newly
designed remote amplifier for
W59C, WGN's FM station, to feed
the sound from transcription turntrol tables
board. through the modulating conConsolidated

Book

Disc

Campaign Starts on 143
CONSOLIDATED BOOK Publishers, Chicago, on Aug. 23 starts The
Meal of Your Life, a transcribed
quarter-hour program on 143 stations in behalf of Culinary Arts
Institute Cook Booklets. Setting for
each program is an imaginary dinner at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria,
New York. The story of an unusual
dinner of the past is recalled and
then reenacted by prominent film
and theatrical figures.
First program of a series of 12
already prepared dramatizes Elsa
Maxwell's first party, as recalled
by the famous party hostess, and
played by Gertrude Lawrence, John
Hoysradt, Sheila Barrett and
Crosby Gage. Kermit-Raymond
Corp., New York, produces and
handles the series.
BROADCASTING

INTERVENTION
PLEA
IS GRANTED
CHURCH
CHURCHILL Tabernacle, Buffalo,
a religious corporation, has been
granted leave to intervene in the
WKBW and WGR, Buffalo, applications for renewal of license, for
the purpose of filing exceptions to
the proposed findings of the FCC,
making an appearance at the oral
argument if any is held, and the
submission of a brief.
The FCC, in 1941 held hearings
on the applications of Buffalo
Broadcasting Corp., licensee of
WKBW and WGR, according to
the bill of particulars, in part, to
obtain information as to the relationship between the licensee and
Churchill Tabernacle, and respecting money Tabernacle
paid by theunder
licensee
Churchill
termsto
of an agreement with the latter.
The religious organization was
at that time denied permission to
intervene at the hearing, which
now awaits proposed findings of
the Commission. Churchill Tabernacle asserted in its petition to
intervene at the time of the hearing that as successor to Churchill
Evangelistic Assn. Inc., owner of
WKBW before the sale to the
present licensee, it reserved certain hours for broadcasting religious programs, in line with the
terms of the sale to Buffalo Broadcasting Co., which also called for
deferred payments.
The religious broadcasts are of
such importance to the public as to
justify intervention in the matter
of license renewal in the public
interest, says the Churchill petition.
Arthur Murray's
CAMPAIGN
on behalf ofPlans
Arthur
Murray's
Learn
to
Dance
at
Home
has been temporarily suspended
due to exhausted supplies of the
book, but will be resumed towards
the end of August when the new
edition is expected to be out. Test
started in mid-June, and involved
time purchases on nine stations
[Broadcasting, July 26], Simon &
Schuster New York, originally published the book but Arthur Murray
Dance Studios, New York, which
is reprinting the book, is buying
time on its behalf. Agency is Huber,
Hoge & Sons, New York.
CAPT. MICHAEL FIELDING, news
analyst of WIND Gary, Ind., is one
of the first members of the Red Cross
Gallon Club in the Chicago area. Only
those who have donated eight pints
of bloodmitted toto
the Red Cross are admembership.
A Bendix Washer?
UNABLE TO get their laundry done, members of the
Ferry Command stationed at
the Bendix airport at South
Bend, Ind., appealed to
WSBT for help in obtaining
a washing machine, iron and
ironing board. Five minutes
after the broadcast WSBT
had offers of one washer, ten
irons, five ironing boards,
several cases of soap chips,
and an offer to buy one of
the washers in case more
than one was produced by
the appeal!
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Who

wants

these

Baltimore

Ration

Points?

If you have something to sell, today more than ever you've got to get people
to ask for your brand FIRST! In Baltimore, the surest way to reach the most
people at lowest cost is Radio Station WFBR.
Limited supplies . . . limited sales . . . but
sales ARE being made. People still buy.
The sales trick today is to make sure YOUR
brand isn't by-passed!
And the radio answer in Baltimore is
WFBR. This is the Mutual station that
delivers the concentrated population of the
country's 6th largest city.
WFBR makes no pretense of trying to
cover half the Eastern Seaboard. We deliver the big local station to people who

RADIO

can buy where your products are for sale.
We do not try to cover Virginia, Pennsylvania, Delaware, New Jersey and West
Virginia with a hopped-up signal and a
correspondingly higher cost. (Moreover,
we think radio stations in these scattered
states have their own loyal listeners right
in their own backyards).
In making up budgets . . . remember in
Baltimore, the way to make friends and
sales by radio, is WFBR.

BALTIMORE
STATION WFBR
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: JOHN BLAIR & CO.

CAL VERSION of
MUSI"Bi
ngo" on WJZ, New
York, has expanded from
weekly to five-weekly quarter-hour programs on that station.
Listeners are invited to submit a
coherent sentence made up of the
titles of three tunes. Prizes of $4
are awarded for three best entries,
with stipulation that half of sum
be sent to a designated member of
the armed forces. "Daily Double"
prize of $8 gees to top winner. General MacArthur, Major-General
Jimmie Doolittle, Clark Gable,
Rud' Vallee, are among the "servicemen" who have been selected to
receive portions of the prizes. Recipients in most cases donate the
money to a worthy cause. Entries
are said to come in at the rate of
2,000 a week. Program is also aired
's parent neton the BLUE, WJZ
work, each Saturday.
* * *
Cinderella Contest
ONE HUNDRED hostesses at New
York's Stage Door Canteen will
compete for the titled of "Cinderella" Aug. 24 by trying to fit their
feet into shoes, contributed by Mutual's audience participation show,
U-T 'ell-Em-Club. Program producers came through with 100 pairs of
dancing sandals after Peggy Burke,
Canteen hostess, complained on the
first program that girls would
dance with service men if they
didn't
about coupon
No. 18.have
Men toofworry
the Merchant
Ma-

rine will serve as "Prince Charmings". Winner will receive the
Bhoes that fit her, and a new costume.
* * *
Quiz Show
Ithaca, N. Y. has inaugurated a new musical quiz show
titled Beat the Deal. Jack Deal, at
the novachord and piano, calls listeners and asks them to identify
tunes just heard over the air. If
the correct answer is given the listener wins a prize and then may
request a number for Jack to play.
If he is unable to play the request
the listener wins an additional
award.
* * *

WHCU

fvx&f
PROGRAMS
For John Q
Message to Youth
HELPING to combat the rising MEMBERS of the radio audience
who have views to express on subtide of juvenile delinquency, WMAL
jects of the day are given a chance
Washington, is presenting on its
to do so on the half-hour weekly
National Children's Frolic heard
program John Q. Public on WEAF
every other Saturday afternoon,
New York. Devised by Ed East,
William A. Durbin, special agem
of the Federal Bureau of Investi- with Prof. John A. Kruat of Columbia U. as moderator, the progation, who presents a special message from FBI Chief J. Edgar
gram opens with extracts from letters by individuals who are unable
Hoover. These short talks strive to
to appearwho
on the
then lettershow the boys and girls in the stu- writers
haveshow,
submitted
best
dio and in the radio audience that
views
on
the
weekly
question
ancrime does not pay, and that pernounced in advance, are presented
sons who disregard law and order
must
society.inevitably pay their debt to in person. * * #
* * *
Teamwork
TEAMWORK of the war indusKnow the Allies
tries in the Philadelphia area and
NEW CBC weekly series about the the men on the fighting front is the
theme of a new series of programs
peoples fighting for world freedom
is titled People on the March. De- inaugurated by WCAU Philadelsigned to tell Canadians more about
phia, titled Salute
their Allies in the war the series Industries.
Format toofUncle
eachSam's
proat present is featuring the Russian
gram includes a brief history of
peoples and during September the the war plant honored, address by
peoples of South America will be an executive of the company, interviews with workers and interview
presented. Broadcasts are produced
with a member of the armed forces
from the Winnipeg studios of CBC.
recently returned from a combat
# * *
area.
* * *
Labor Reporter
Background Changes
ACHIEVEMENTS of labor-manLOCALE of an adventure series,
agement committees in the war
effort are being aired weekly in a Foreign Assignment, on Mutual,
new CBC Wednesday evening se- changes each week according to
ries, The Labor Reporter, by Allan
the latest headlines. Main characters are an American and an
May, Canadian reporter who fought
with the Loyalists during the English correspondent, and a
Spanish Civil War.
"mystery woman."

Latest on Books
KGVO Missoula, Mont., in cooperation with the Missoula Public
Library, is presenting a series of
weekly 15-minute programs The
Open Book. The series is designed
to acquaint the general public with
special services offered by the
library, and to review new books
as they are acquired. Head librarian, Nina Ford, supervises the
broadcasts.
Past and Present
back issues of the San Antonio Express and the San Antonio
Evening News comes material for
the new Headline Echoes program
begun Monday through Friday
over WOAI San Antonio. Production manager George L. Marks
presents old headlines in view of
their rentinterest
as applied to curevents.
FROM

DesiresDESIRE,
YOUR Suppressed
SUPPRESSED
new audience participating show
on WLW, Cincinnati, for a halfhour on Saturday nights, gives listeners achance to write in and reveal
what they've
always
wanted
to do. Senders
of most
interesting
ideas will be invited to participate
in the show and try for cash
awards.
* sfc $
For Kids
CHILDREN'S SERIAL The Sea
Hound, presented on the BLUE
weekly with the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, uses information on history,
geography, products and life of
Latinship.
American countries as backhis
ground for exploits of the hero and
* * *
To Inform Public
OPA officials recently appeared on
the first of a new series of programs being aired over WLW Cincinnati, titled Black Market, to acquaint the public and business with
the reasons and need for cooperation with the rationing and price
control programs
% !fcof^ the government.

Use Comedians' Jokes
GAG WRITERS re-write jokes
submitted by well-known comedians
and air them in a weekly half-hour
program on the BLUE titled Awake
at the Switch. Program was adopted as weekly feature after sample
broadcast on Sneak Preview, series inviting listeners to give their
reactions to sample broadcasts.
* * *
Soldier Kings
NEW WEEKLY show King for a
Day was started Aug. 3 on KSAL
Salina, Kansas. The "king", an
outstanding soldier from nearby
camps, is interviewed on the air
and for one day he and his wife or
buddy are given the best hotel
suite and their choice of any entertainment intown at the expense
of the hotel sponsoring the show.

Heckling on Diet
ON THEORY that the public remembers aslap in the face better
than anything else, Carlton Fredericks, scientific commentator, heckels his listeners into an appreciation of the proper food values on
Living Should be Fun. five-weekly
program on the BLUE.

Remember
LINKING songs with scenes and
events of their heyday, new halfhour musical program, Remember,
recently opened on BLUE Pacific
stations. Written by Helen Morgan,
series is produced by Dick Tate.

Valor Series
EXPLOITS of Philadelphians distinguishing themselves in the armed
forces are dramatized each week on
new series over WIP Philadelphia.
Titled Valor Knows No Creed, subjects are selected among fighting
men of various faiths and creeds.
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Shows for Soldiers
WJNO West Palm Beach, is devoting two programs to the soldiers of
the Morrison Field Air Base. Six
days a week, Morrison Field Mornworldthe news
newsingofReport
the presents
base while
men and
are
making their bunks or mopping the
barracks. G. I.-I. Q., originates
from
the Service
every Thursday
night.Men's Center

FIRST PAGETTES at NBC are these trim ladies trained for daytime
duties in manning information desks in lobbies and studios. Left to right:
Kitty Kent, Martha Maxwell, Marie Garvey, Bernadette Mitchell, Dorothy
De Pue, Regina Fleming, Doris Thurston, Elaine Frailey, Martha Horner.
Pagette Anita Cohan was absent when the photograph was taken.
BROADCASTING
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MODERN

ROMANCES

Every one of these exciting dramas is true

citingly acted, skillfully produced. And

—every one is different— every one is com-

because each of the 15-minute programs
in series of 39 is complete in itself, MOD-

plete in itself— every one is timely and in
tune with today.
MODERN

ROMANCES

is more than

an "escape" program. It dramatizes the
domestic and love problems that millions
now face, it brings relaxation, inspiration,
and solace to men and women of all ages.
Taken from the pages of one of America's fastest-growing magazines, MODERN
ROMANCES is expertly dramatized, ex-

BROADCASTING

ROMANCES

is NOT for Sale in North Carolina,
Virginia, South Carolina, Florida
and Georgia.
The Columbia Baking Co., Atlanta,

so effective, so strong in audience-attraction, so certain to do a great sales job for

Ga., through the Freitag Advertising Agency, is sponsoring MODERN
ROMANCES in these states on 27

its sponsors— that you can't afford to overlook itin making your plans. Write today
for full information, audition records, and
availability data.

stations, using evening time on 17
of them.

Merchandise Mart, CHICAGO
• Broadcast

MODERN

ERN ROMANCES gives you time-buying
flexibility ; you can spot it at whatever time
is most advantageous and economical.
MODERN ROMANCES is a program

RADIO-RECORDING
NATIONAL
BROADCASTING
RCA Bldg., Radio Cily, NEW YORK

■■

Advertising

DIVISION
COMPANY

Trans-Lux Bldg., WASHINGTON, D. C.

Sunset & Vine, HOLLYWOOD, CA< .
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Hollister

Forecasts

Based
on Present
DYNAMIC FORCE of radio in the
world to follow the war was forecast by Paul Hollister, vice-president CBS in a report to the St.
Louis Advertising Club during a
cross-country tour. Basing his predictions on the theory that the future of radio is but a projection of
the trends and techniques of the
present developed to their greatest
possibilities, Mr. Hollister reviewed
the "war years" of radio and their
effect on the American public.
"In 20 years, American free enterprise," he said, "has built a radio system which cannot be de-

Power
Wartime

of

Radio

Influence

graded to the position of mouthpiece for any administration, any
pressure group. During these same
20 years there broke upon our people the greatest of all wars in the
history of our self-preservation,
and for the first time there was
ready for instant use a means of
communication to all people."
He recalled the fact that within
24 hours after the Japanese attack,
American listeners — and listeners
in Berlin, Rome, Tokyo — heard the
voice of Roosevelt issue their
marching orders. From then on,

the full force of American radio
was on active war duty.
The industry was then aided by
the Office of War Information,
which "produced a strikingly heavy
and smooth flow of traffic in clearing the information output of 30
separate government departments
... to the
people."
Swift
Conversion
"One result is plain," Mr. Hollister stated, "never before had
the mood of so large a democracy
been so swiftly converted to a war
footing, pointed in the direction of
its most effective volunteer war behavior, or stimulated to project its
volunteer tradition to greater reCiting statistics on CBS' contrisults."

RED

SLUE
.WCOL.
33 NORTH
HIGH

STREET,

COLUMBUS,

OHIO

Mr. Brich Brandeia,
Promotion Director,
International News Service,
235 East 45±h Street,
New York City, S. Y.
Dear Mr. Brandeis:
Bven in these busy days, when we all stand pretty much on our
toes and keep punching, we still like to pause occasionally to
hear that our efforts are appreciated.
Hith this thought
in mind, I would like to take just a moment to tell you how
much we at WCOL appreciate the news coverage from every angle,
that we have received from International News Service.
Many times in the past we have vsry definitely scooped the
other stations in this vicinity with the reliable news flashes
sent over the I.N.S. wires. But aside from these flashes,
we have found that our listeners accept the straight-forward,
honest and reliable news that we have be°n able to present
to them on our various news broadcasts.
I would like to pause just a second to compliment Mr. Carl
Turner, Manager of your Columbus office, for the fine cooperation that he has displayed in helping us with our local news
coverage, as well as trying to fulfill any request that we
have ever made of him.
Keep Up the good work.

Sincerely,
rTCOL. INCORPORATED

General Motors Renews
GENERAL MOTORS Corp., Detroit, has renewed Victory is Our
Business, transcribed quarter-hour
institutional program, on 30 stations throughout the country. Renewals for 13 weeks went into effect during the first week in August. Program went on the air a
year
Agency and
is Chicago.
CampbellEwald ago.
Co., Detroit
bution to the war effort, he pointed
out that of "18,101 war programs,
9,272 were bought and paid for and
volunteered to the war effort by
advertisers. The remaining 8,829
war programs were bought and
paid for and volunteered by the
"What's more, the total of war
information broadcast during an
network."
average CBS day was 37.6% of the
entire broadcasting clock of the
The most important aspect of
the situation reflecting the results
OWI and the radio industry were
working to achieve — that of guided
voluntary effort — was shown clearly in Broadcasting, March 29,
1943, according to Mr. Hollister,
whenday."
it estimated the time volunteered by networks, stations and
advertisers to programs cleared
through OWI for one year of war
broadcasting at $86,900,000.
Mr. Hollister feels that such
figures as the above prove the tremendous influence radio exerted on
the American public from the tense
days of Pearl Harbor to the present. Similarly it will prove a great
potential force in the world ahead.
"But," he warned, "constructive
changes . . . will not come abruptly.
Restrictive changes . . . may come
unwarned at any time through the
capricious application of bureauand further
tion of cratic
that power,
freedom
of speechrestricupon
which press and radio base inand wholly."
"Let us separably
assume
that such lightning will not strike, though that is
certainly an optimistic assumption
until Congress passes a modern and
The possibilities
for a free-speakequitable
law."
ing radio in a post-war world are
infinite, however, he said, and "if
you want radio post-war to help
heal the world, radio is ready."
Direct Mail Meeting
DIRECT MAIL ADV. ASSN., on
Oct. 15 will hold a one-day session
similar to that held last year to
discuss "What's Ahead in Direct
Mail and
Meeting
will Printed
be held atPromotion".
the Hotel
Roosevelt, New York, in conjunction with the Graphic Arts Victory
Committee.

Wally Beavers
Program Director
1WB:BA

KENNEL FOOD SUPPLY Co., Fairfield, Conn. (Nero-Meato, C. F. Meat
Biscuits,
Biscuits, Terrier FoodCod
andLiver
PuppyOil Biscuits),
and
the Park City Adv. Agency, Bridgeport,
Conn.,eral have
stipulated with
the using
FedTrade Commission
to cease
the terms "meat", "meat scrap", "dry
meat" or other terms of similar imto describe
any ingredient which
is notportmeat
in fact.
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WHIO has started a complete diary
of outstanding news events to facilitate ease and speed in answering questions about current events which
WHIO listeners have been asking.
KTAR Phoenix, Ariz., has completely
remodeled its control room for the instal ation of a new Western Electric
25-A two-channel speech input console. Observation window has also been
enlarged.
TO CLARIFY various income tax
problem issues, KNX Hollywood in
cooperation with the Internal Revenue
Department, has started a weekly
quarter-hour commentary. Judge
Harry G. Westover, internal revenue
collector, is featured with other tax
authorities during the six-week series.
VICTORY BOND TANK operated by
WRBL Columbus, Ga., reports sales
of $40,780.66 for the month of July.
Figure represents a percentage of
slightly less than ten per cent of the
total sold in the entire Muscogee
County, Ga.
ONE-MINUTE news feature "The
World
a Nutshell",
been ofadded
to the inregular
daily has
service
the
United Press. Program can be used
as a one-minute newscast or as an
opener or sign-off for the UP quarterhour World at War round-ups.

WALL Middletown, N. T., recently
celebrated its first year on the air
with a special broadcast. Story of the
station's beginning
was related byshow
its
founders
on the anniversary
which included participation by civic,
business, farm, educational, religious,
and other groups.
A PROGRAM SCHEDULE for radio
time buyers, titled Advertisers' Program Schedule, will be released semimonthly to the trade by KYW Philadelphia. The schedule is designed to
permit a timebuyer to note at a glance
all present KYW availabilities, client
listings and type of product.
DON LEE Broadcasting System. Hollywood, has constructed a new special
newsroom for Lees Mawhinney and
his writing staff. Teletypes are glass
enclosed and maps of the theatres of
war are mounted on the walls, with
specially designed copy desk in the
center of the room.
KYA San Francisco, has contracted
with Press Assn. for the special radio
wire of Associated Press.

Out of Place
WOMEN announcers do not
please the Canadian listening public, Dr. J. S. Thomson,
generaldianmanager
the CanaBroadcastingof Corp.
told
the teeParliamentary
Commitat Ottawa. The CBC has
employed a number of women
to meet wartime staff difficulties, Dr. Thomson said.
"We get a considerable number of complaints from the
public," heannouncers.
said, referringCBCto
women
salaries during the last fiscal
year ending March 31, 1943,
totalled $1,417,981, an increase of $184,092.
WLIB Brooklyn, is contributing use
of its studios and the services of its
assistant chief engineer, Murray Goldberg, and chief studio engineer, Harold Brown, for a course in studio
operation for engineers holding at
least a first class ticket. Students are
sent to take the course through the
American Communications Assn.

TEN radoyears
of newsby service
Colowas observed
KFEL toDenver,
this month, on the regular Sunday
hourly news review. Participating on
snecial program recently were: Gene
O'Fallon,
Frank news
Bishop,
director ;andmanager;
Wally Reef,
editor.
WNEW New York, has expanded its
executive offices at 501 Madison Ave.
WINS New York. WRAL Raleigh. N.
C, and KFDM Beaumont, Tex., have
acquired
special AP radio wire
from PresstheAssn.
WRBL Columbus, Ga., originated a
special broadcast of a Home Front
Rally from the Bradley Theater where
2200 women had gathered to pledge
themselves to pay no more than OPA
ceiling prices and to accept no rationed goods without coupons. At the
mike interviewing speakers from OPA,
and the women's military services,
were Jack Gibney of the special events
dept., and Anice Johnson, WRBL
woman's
Kitty Kay.editor, known to radio as

EDWARDS

Stytt

-WORTH

LANG

«*d

One of Hollywood's

GREAT

entertainers is now

available

on transcriptions. "He's terrific" say the kids. "Better than
ever" vote pa and ma. Remember Singin' in the Rain —
Paddlin' Madeline Home — Ain't Misbehavin' — Louise —
Yes, Sir That's My

Baby — Good

Little Bad

Little You —

Somewhere Over The Rainbow? Well they're only a few
of the 40 GREAT songs Cliff Edwards recorded, exclusively,
for those lucky Lang-Worth
with Lang-Worth

LANG-WORTH,

Planned

Inc.
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NORTHERN BROADCASTING &
Publishing Ltd., Toronto sales office
has moved to 2320 Bank of Commerce
Bldg. Telephone is now Elgin 1165.
DESIGNED to train men and women
to fill the wartime manpower shortage, classes in radio production, writing, acting, announcing and control
room operation have started at KPO
San Francisco, and Stanford University at Palo Alto. Members of the
university faculty and the KPO staff
conduct the classes.
NEWS FROM Occupied Europe is
title of new series of weekly broadeasts on the national network of Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Series is
based on information gathered from
reliable sources. News from the underground will be interpreted in terms of
geography
character
the various peoples.andGerald
Noxon,of Canadian
author and traveler, is writing and
telling the series on the air.
TWO NEW and two renewal contracts for syndicated programs producedvision
by NBC's
radio-recording
have been
signed diby
KOMA Oklahoma City, taking 26 programs of Flying For Freedom for the
John A. Brown Co., department store,
and WKZO Kalamazoo. Mich., signing for 39 programs of The Name You
Will Remember for Sal-Fayne Corp.,
headache powders.
LISTENERS of WGL Fort Wayne,
get their rationing news first hand
through a series of weekly talks by R.
Nelson Snider, head of the county
rationing board.
TALENT GROUPS which have been
appearing
WSTN
now heard on
on the
MutualNashville,
network are
on
Nashville
Varieties,
Monday-Friday
1 :15 p.m.

customers.

Program

Available

NOW

Service.

Madison

Avenue

• New

York

BROADCASTING

KTBI Tacoma, has signed for the
special AP radio wire of Press Assn.
AS PRIZES on its various quiz spots
during the day, WCKY Cincinnati,
is offering tickets to "This Is The
Army," motion picture from the stage
show of the same name, now showing in Cincinnati.
TWO HOUR luncheon meetings have
been inaugurated at KWK St. Louis
by station president Robert T. Convey, for the purpose of facilitating cooperation between members of the various departments of the station and
to create a better understanding of
the various problems involved by each
of these departments.
FEATURING interviews with combat pilots, reviews of air news of the
week, interviews with laboratory experts, and dramatizations of the exploits of Air Force pilots in all theatres of the war, a new series of
Wrightcasts will
Field,
broadsoon Dayton,
be aired Ohio,
over WHIO
Dayton. Phil McKee, radio writer and
producer at Wright Field has been
Moody.
making arrangements for the new
show with station manager Bob
• Broadcast

Advertising

the

network

that

really

NERN

works

The New England Regional Network works because it combines New England's
leading radio stations. Each unit is the dominant voice in its own area.
The NERNetwork works for you even during the hours you're not on it. Because
it works constantly at holding for you New England's responsive audience —
through good programs, friendliness and power.
For all who meet that audience by buying NERN, it works well enough to make
sales curves swoop skyward, you buy NERN, you buy a netuwfe.

STATIONS

WBZ*
WCSH

Boston, Mass.
Portland, Maine

WJAR
WLBZ
WTIC*
WFEA
WRDO

Providence, R. I.
Bangor, Maine
Hartford, Conn.
Manchester, N. H.
Augusta, Maine

* The only 50,000-watt stations in New |
England. All NERN stations are NBC
affiliates.Nationally represented by

Extra working features: A "Class A" quarter-hour on New England's leading
stations for only $600 . . . No line charges . . . Studio facilities in New York,
Boston, or Hartford without charge . . . Privilege of adding a New York station
at that station's rate . . .

WEED
New

& COMPANY

York, Boston, Chicago, Detroit,
San Francisco, Hollywood

HARTFORD,
CONNECTICUT

BROADCASTING
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'Freedom
From
Fear'
ENOUGH has been developed by the House
Select Committee investigating the FCC, it is
now evident, to sustain the view that something more than a minor legislative operation
is required.
Although the Committee claims it has barely scratched the surface, it has brought forth
evidence (challenged every inch of the way by
the FCC majority) that the Commission has
run out of bounds in grabs for power; flouted
Congress; crossed the paths of the military
to the point where the President was asked by
the Joint Chiefs of Staff to strip it of its socalled "war activities"; usurped functions of
the Office of Censorship, and terrorized at least
that portion of the industry dealing in foreign
language broadcasting.
The FCC has rushed to the public prints to
disclaim each charge in the most blatant and
intemperate sort of language, which constitutes
an amazing departure in Congressional-independent agency relationships. The Commission
has used every device and trick of the public
relations craft (and some that are new) to
grab the headlines from the Cox Committee.
The disclosure of connivance between the
FCC foreign language minions and those of
OWI simply points up what has been happening in radio regulation ever since that coterie
of bright young men who think it's a sin to
make money on their government franchise,
got their collective feet in the door at the FCC
a few years ago. They have thrived under the
existing "enlightened" leadership of the FCC.
There may be things wrong with the makeup of the Cox Committee. Perhaps some of its
methods, from the purely judicial approach,
are extreme. But committees of Congress don't
follow prescribed court-room procedures. The
Committee was named after a virtually unanimous vote of the House in support of the resolution for an FCC investigation. That's something the Commission majority itself, and
perhaps those who are beguiled by the snowstorm of press releases from the FCC, seem
to forget.
The testimony adduced at the foreign language phase of the inquiry, and the admittedly "extra-legal" activities of the "War
Problems Division", is no news to broadcasters.
Months ago the tactics of the FCC's so-called
War Problems Division, working in cahoots
with the Foreign Language Branch of OWI
(perhaps unbeknownst to OWI higher-ups)
were disclosed in these columns.
It is also no secret that the industry, or
some portions of it, fear reprisals from the
FCC. The majority there has brooked no opposition, whether it be an individual broadcaster, the networks, or the NAB. Now it
shows its utter disdain of Congress, which
gave it the breath of life.
Broadcasters, by and large, have led a
charmed life. They have suffered little financial
adversity (except for some little fellows),
despite the horrendous stories of calamities in
the making. The tendency is "let George stick
his neck out", and George never does. But
there's always a first time. Because a war is
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on it's doubly hard to get the industry aroused,
since there's so much to be done at home.
At the Cox hearings, FCC protests aside, it
has been made clear that many broadcasters
actually live in "holy terror" of the FCC. One
of the freedoms for which this war is being
waged is "freedom from fear".
There shouldn't exist the slightest suspicion
of this sort of high-handedness, or of what
some newspapers have now described as "blackmail". The FCC shouldn't be required to rush
to the headlines to offset such allegations.
The way to clear all this up is with legislation at this session of Congress. It may be too
much to expect, but we think the Commission
should eagerly join with Congress and the
industry to eliminate any vestige of guesswork as to how far the licensing authority
should go.
The only way to assure that "freedom from
fear"
is to take away the Commission's brassknuckles.
OWFs

Hot

Spot

RADIO'S youngish old-timers must get a satisfying chuckle out of the announcement of
E. Palmer Hoyt, director of OWI's Domestic
Branch, appointing a committee of nine topflight broadcasters to advise him on radio news
and policy. It was only a few years ago that
publishers rather generally regarded radio as
an upstart that couldn't be trusted with a
news obligation, or with any other dealings
with the public.
All that, happily, is over the dam, although
we still hear of an isolated instance now and
again where the horse-and-buggy die-hards
still refuse to publish radio logs, because of
the "competition" of radio.
"Ep" Hoyt is a realist. He's both an editorpublisher (of the Portland Oregonian) and a
broadcaster (KGW-KEX). He had appointed
an advisory committee of outstanding newspaper editors to help him decide matters related to war news coverage and handling for
the press. He recognized radio's status as a
news medium by appointing a parallel committee for radio news and policy made up of
the heads of the four major networks and
representatives of independent station operations who hold the respect of their fellow
broadcasters.
OWI, it is clear to those sitting on the lid
in Washington, is in for plenty of hell when
Congress reconvenes next month. Certain of
its operations probably are due for something
more than routine scrutiny, as witness the
admittedly collusive activities of certain of
its Foreign Language minions with FCC folk
on the enforced firing of radio commentators.
But as far as the broadcasting industry is
concerned, it has only the highest praise for
the work of "Ep" Hoyt, his able predecessor
Gardner (Mike) Cowles, Don Stauffer, who
heads the Radio Bureau now stripped to bare
bones, and the rest of the hard-working, clearthinking fellows who are doing a job. Practically all of them, impelled only by the most
praiseworthy and patriotic motives, left important executive posts in private industry to
do a war job in Washington.
If the broadcasting industry, which has been
battling Washington bureaucracy and political
windmills since its birth, has no gripe against
that portion of OWI with which it deals, we
hardly see where Congress can have just
complaint.

RALPH

RAYMOND

BRUNTON

, fire boats,
batteries
MINES,
COAL
ters —police
er transmit
patrols,
subchas
all
these and more have been grist in the
mill of experiences which have made
Ralph R. Brunton one of the down-to-earth,
practical station operators in America.
A radio veteran, Ralph has pioneered broadcasting on the Pacific Coast, moving progressively, constructively forward since the earliest
days of the industry.
Born in Chicago on Nov. 27, 1891, young
Ralph completed his academic education at
the Armour Institute of Technology in Chicago, headed west; worked as an electrical
engineer in the coal mines of New Mexico and
Colorado, moved on to the transportation construction projects in the Yakima Valley. In
1917 he had just about decided to settle in San
Francisco when along came World War I and
he was off to France, as a private with Uncle
Sam's fighting forces. Returning from his
command of an auto transport corps in France,
Lieutenant Brunton joined his father and
brothers, Mott and Sherwood, San Frascisco
distributors of the Willard Storage Battery
Company, and flung himself wholeheartedly into "that wireless thing" destined to become the
potent voice of radio.
One of Ralph Brunton's outstanding characteristics isavid curiosity. Beamed at wireless this urge found ample room for expression in the undeveloped, fascinating field of
radio communications.
In 1922 he acquired a 10-watt transmitter —
the forerunner of KJBS, which is today a nationally recognized example of efficient independent station operation.
A practical-minded visionary, he anticipated
the development of radio into a means of onthe-spot communication and devised a Rube
Goldberg-type of mobile unit which quickly
became a familiar sight in the town. In 1925,
the year of the Diamond Jubilee in San Francisco, this sturdy equipment was loaded on a
truck and followed the police escort in the
grand parade, broadcasting a stride-by-stride
account of the event — the earliest instance of
mobile shortwave radiophone transmission in
the West.
Then the fire boats in San Francisco Bay
attracted Ralph's attention. He saw the tremendous advantages of communication from
shore to boats and harassed the city fathers
and the Harbor Commission until, almost in
self-defense, they permitted him to erect a
10-watt short wave trassmitter alongside the
KJBS equipment. Using storage batteries for
power, Ralph shortly was able to prove the
practicability of radio communication in fizht(Continued on page 36)
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OWI Changes Staff
NEW office space for the OWI
Chicago branch has been taken at
75 E. Wacker Drive, and Mrs.
Lavinia Schwartz, former public
service director for CBS, Chicago,
has announced completion of her
Chicago staff to handle network
problems and station relations in
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa and Wisconsin. Rod Holmgren, formerly news
and special events director at KSO
and KRNT, Des Moines, and until
recently a news editor for the
Air Edition of the Sun, WBBM,
Chicago, has been appointed associate regional station relations
chief; Mrs. Margery Treet, formerly in the public service department at CBS, Chicago, is coordinator of war programs; Mrs. Isabel
Chesley, formerly in the program
department at CBS, Chicago, is
Mr. Holmgren's assistant.

Radio to Rescue
COOPERATION between
newspaper and radio is helping solve the paper shortage
in Beaumont, Texas. When
the daily paper asked 5,000
volunteers to drop subscriptions, hundreds of defense
workers, through a representative, declared they would if
they could get an early morning newscast. Immediately
KRIC arranged a 15-minute
roundup of AP news at 6
a.m. that serves both day and
night shift listeners.
UNITED ELECTRONICS Co., Newwinner of
the Army-Navy
"E"
awardark, for
outstanding
production,
purchased a half-hour on WOE, New
York, Aug. 12 to broadcast presentation ceremonies. Government and company officials and plant employes participated in the broadcast. Agency for
United Electronics Co., is A. W. Lewin Co., Newark.

HUGH B. TERRY, manager of KLZ
Denver, recently was m.c. at a public
forum for Denver businessmen, interviewing three congressmen.

IN
Any
550

THE
JOHN
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ing fires in the wat?rfront area.
The fire boats safely set up,
Ralph became intrigued with radio
as a modern method of communication in the prompt apprehension
of criminals. However, not even his
enthusiasm convinced the authorities until he offered to make tests
at his own expense. Then he was
permitted to equip half a dozen
police patrol cars with standard
receiving sets; a direct telephone
wire from the office of the Police
Chief was installed at KJBS and
the station broadcast his instructions to the cruising cars.
By this time Ralph was in full
stride. With KJBS and, as he says,
a "powerful five-watt transmitter,"
he introduced continuous broadcasting in an area where fervid
listeners previously had to be content with intermittent operation.
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Wrong Number
EARLY each morning for
three solid weeks the telephone of a certain lady in St.
Paul,
and
awakenMinn.,
her. would
To herringsleepy
"hello" a man's voice would
ask, "Anything doing down
in South St. Paul?" She would
This continued
dailyknow."
until
always
reply "I don't
Harry Van Lear, of KSTP
St. Paul, news staff, learned
he had been calling Lasalle
6041 instead of Lasalle 6401
to ask the South St. Paul
police department if there
was anything for the early
morning newscast.
He inaugurated broadcasts of popular music on Sundays, a day until
then
rigidly set aside for church
services.
Listeners tuned to KJBS in 1931
heard a spectacular first broadcast
from a U. S. Navy submarine;
sports fans were thrilled with
"first" broadcasts of polo games.
These were examples of Ralph
Brunton's appreciation of the unusual, his flair for attracting and
holding the public interest.
But while Brunton enjoys novelty in radio entertainment features, he is, on the other side of the
ledger, a sound conservative businessman. He wrote what was possibly the first book on radio advertising, a pamphletfor entitled,
dio Advertising
Bigger "RaProfits"; and it is interesting to note
that his ideas and theories, evolved
in the late 20's, have held through
the swift-moving years and are
today considered axiomatic.
In 1934 Ralph purchased KQW,
the oldest station in California and
one of the first in the United
States. After nearly two decades
of successful independent station
operation, he got his first taste of
major network broadcasting in
1942 when KQW affiliated with
CBS.
To the radio industry Ralph
Brunton has contributed fulsomely.
In the early days when the radio
boom was just starting, he foresaw the need for stability within
the industry and organized the
Northern California Broadcasters.
Later he entered into the NAB and
served five years as a director. Currently he is a member of the Labor Executive Committee.
In San Francisco, where he lives,
Ralph is a director of the Better
Business Bureau, the San Francisco Advertising Club, the Press
Club, Rotary Club and numerous
civic organizations.
He married Helen Gay on July
18, 1941; has one son, Richard, 18,
by a previous marriage.
Asked about his hobbies, he says
he has two— "KJBS and KQW."
He denies he has mike fright and
waves aside a record of 18 minutes
before a microphone in a period of
18 years by saying that, like Coolidge, he "does not choose to talk."
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MARK WOODS, president of the
BLUE, was host last Thursday at a
luncheon in honor of Edward J. Noble,
new owner of that network.
WILLIAM A. ROBERTS, 15 years
on the staff of KRLD Dallas, has been
promoted to commercial manager. He
succeeds Clyde W. Rembert, promoted
to managing director.

•si ?0
TV

7ms/ a /ine in one announcement —
re<*</ once over WSPD sold out complete stock in

forty-one minutes.

No foolin'! A near riot resulted! One line added to a regularly scheduled announcement did the trick for a Toledo department store! That one line was added to advertise a
shipment of alarm clocks which had arrived too late for the
newspapers.
YOU KNOW THE ANSWER.— Regardless of the fact that
this same department store sold 234 throw-rugs recently from
two announcements, the sponsor didn't realize what this
"simple little line" would do. All we can tell you in this
limited space is that forty-one minutes after the store opened
every alarm clock was sold.
It's just one of those things — you keep telliri 'em
you have a million listeners but every once in a
while even the best customers have to be convinced.

Just

TOLEDO,

Ash

Katz

OHIO

IF IT'S YOU
A FORT
STATION
CAN INDUSTRY
BANK ON IT
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THEODORE M. THOMPSON, executive assistantdepartment,
manager ofhasNBC's
guest relations
been
named to succeed Paul Rittenhouse as
manager of the department. Mr. Ritforces. tenhouse left Aug. 13 to join the armed
NORMAN WEIL has joined WINX
Washington as commercial manager.
He was formerly with WHN New
York and WPAT Paterson, N. J.
JIM PEASE, formerly of NBC and
at one time advertising promotion
manager of the Chicago Evening
American, has been appointed advertising promotion manager of the Chicago Herald- American.
MAX M. EVERETT, former sales
representative of Better Homes & Gardens, has been placed in charge of
national spot sales of KOIL KFAB
KFOR, headquartered in Omaha.
HERBERT MOORE, president of
Transradio Press was convalescing last
week at White Plains Hospital, White
Plains, N. Y., from an operation.
PAUL ,T. DONIGER, formerly with
Keystone Broadcasting Corp., and
Young & Rubicam, New York, last
week joined WOR, New York, as research assistant in the promotion department.
STOCKTON HELFFRICH, manager of the NBC continuity acceptance
department, has resigned to start
training with the Naval Reserve.
J. H. SWENSON, supervisor of the
CBS Maintenance and Construction
Dept., and K. A. Trago. assistant supervisor, have been commissioned captains in the Army and have left the
network to take assignments in the
Office of Strategic Services in Washington. Taking
Mr. supervisor
Swenson's ofposition is David
Davis,
the
CBS Field Engineering Department.
Harry Silbersdorff, a staff technician
in the Field Engineering Division, has
been named assistai t supervisor of
Maintenance and Construction. VV.
J. Fahey, formerly a transmitter engineer with a communication company,
has joined the Maintenance and Construction Dept.
CLARENCE L. MENSER, NBC
vice-president in charge of programs,
left New York last week for a trip
to Chicago, Hollywood and San Francisco. He will return Sept. 7.
ROLAND J. YOUNG, formerly an independent architect-engineer in Gorham, N. H, has joined the CBS construction and building operations department as manager of construction
operations.
MILTON J. BAKER, former special
representative in the Southeastern
states for King Features Syndicate,
has joined the commercial sales staff
of WOL Washington.
ROBERT D. ENOCH, general manager of KTOK, Oklahoma City, has
been appointed public relations chairman of District 12 of the NAB, according to William B. Way, NAB director of the district.
BROADCASTING

Turner Joins OWI
OSCAR TURNER, program manager of has
NBC's
Radio-Recording
Division,
resigned
to take a
special assignment with the OWI,
it was announced last week by C.
Lloyd Egner, NBC vice-president
in charge of the division. Norman
Cloutier,
w'th NBC
since
1936,
has conductor
been appointed
manager
of NBC Thesaurus programs, continuing to be responsible for all
recordingsuming copyright
matters.
Asall other duties
formerly
assigned to Mr. Turner that are
not included in Mr. Cloutier's assignments will be Morris W. Hamilton, who will have the title of
Recording.
program manager of NBC RadioERNEST FELIX, chief auditor and
personnel director of KFI-KECA Los
Angeles, is in California Lutheran
Hospital recovering from pneumonia.
KEVIN SWEENEY, sales promotion
director of BLUE western division,
has in addition been appointed assistant to Don E. Oilman, vice-president.
Walter Lonner, traffic manager, has
takenice on
added duties of general servmanager.
W. J. (BILL) TRADER, former
sales manager of KGF.I Los Angeles,
and prior to that account executive of
KFAC, has joined KPAS Pasadena,
as account executive.
HOWARD L. TULLIS, for approximately two years account executive
of KPAS Pasadena, Cal., has been
appointed general manager of KWKW
Pasadena.
He ofwasKDBpreviously
announcer salesman
Santa Barbara.
HAROLD H. PATTERSON, formerly head of the South California
Area of the Food Distribution Administration, has joined the BLUE sales
department. He is on leave of absence
from government service.
GEORGE L. MOSKOVICS, West
Coast sales promotion director of CBS
Hollywood, has been appointed to the
public information board steering committee for Los Angeles War Chest
Drive, and
will campaign.
coordinate radio activities of that
KENYON BROWN, general manager of KOMA Oklahoma City, is the
father of a girl.
JOE WRIGHT, sales manager of
WLVA
of a girl.Lynchburg, Va., is the father
ROBERT KIMBALL, formerly manager of the San Francisco office of the
McClatchy Broadcasting System, has
land
joined the sales staff of KLX OakC. B. HELLER has been appointed
commercial manager of WLOK Lima,
Ohio, as announced Aug. 10 by Ralph
Elvin,tion,managing
director
of thegroup.
staone of the Ft.
Industry
Mr. Heller, formerly in the newspaper business,
for two
years. had been with WLOK
MAJ. EDGAR H. FELIX, formerly wall ttie fighter control section,
Office of the Chief Signal Officer, has
been named officer-in-charge, radio
navigation section, Aircraft Radio
Branch of the Signal Corps. He was
director of Radio Coverage Reports
before entering the Army.
F. HUGH HERBERT, author of
CBS sustaining feature, Corliss
Archer, currently is in New York to
rehearse two new companies of Kiss
and, Tell,
radio
serial stage-play
is based. upon which the
LEON TREPANIER, manager of
CHLN Three Rivers, Que., recently
became the father of a girl.
MARTIN GUNTHER, business
manager of WHEB Portsmouth, N.
H., is the father of a son.
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Which side of your face do you shave first? You've probably never thought about
it, but whichever it is, you've been doing it for years in exactly the same way.

Just as you've become accustomed to following a
certain shaving routine every morning, so too, the
people of Southern New England have developed the
habit of listening regularly to WTIC because, consistently for more than 18 years, WTIC has offered
them what they wanted to hear. For the advertiser
desiring to reach this rich and populous market, such
a habit is of vital importance. It is his assurance of a
constant and attentive audience for his sales message.
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In addition, these people who always listen to WTIC
have an effective buying income far in excess of the
national average. Thus, having heard your message,
they have the ability to do something about it.

Get into the habit of using WTIC

when you wish to

sell Southern New England. It's a habit that will pay
handsome dividends.
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DIRECT ROUTE TO AMERICA'S
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X MARKET

Member of NBC and New England Regional Network
Represented by WEED & COMPANY, New York, Boston,
Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco and Hollywood
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On the Beam
TELL

YOUR

STORY

to more than

IND
BEH
LT. JOHN
H. GARBY, former guide
on NBC's Guest Relations staff, was
reported missing after his plane failed
to return from a mission over Hanover. Germany, on .T»lv 26, according to a report received by his parents.
EARL WILSON, who conducts the
N. Y. Post column, "It Happened Last
Night,"
will startwith
a five
tenminute urogram
the weekly
same title
on WNEW New York, Aug. 23.

5,000,000 PEOPLE
(Daytime Coverage)

WITH

TV

IT

L,

DALLAS,

LORRAINE RHODES, former assistant to Norman Warenbud, program director of WBYN Brooklyn, has
been named program director. Mr.
Warenbud has been placed in charge
of special events.
MARIAN CARTER, director of the
radio division of the BLUE Totvn
Hall Meeting of the Air, has been
placed in charge of production during
absence of George V. Denny, moderator, now in England on a mission
for the OWL
GEORGE HAMILTON COMBS,
news director of WHN New York,
has been placed in charge of special
events, now a division of the news
department.
ED WILSON, m.c. of M.J.B. Shoio
KWK St. Louis, has been broadcasting from the local hospital where he
is confined by a back injury.
HAL BARTON, newscaster-announcer
for KLUF Galveston, Texas, has
joined
WTAD Quincy, 111., in the
same capacity.

Ur

TEXAS

50,000
WATTS

BEN MARKLAND, who conducts
the WGN Chicago, program on war
gardening, Knoto Your Onions, is preparing an art'cle on do<rs for t^° next
printing of the Encyclopedia Britannica.
NATE JORDAN, announcer and head
accountant of KOMO-K.TR Seattle,
has been inducted into the Army.
CHARLES CHAPPELL, of CKWX
Vancouver, has left the station to take
up residence on Vancouver Island.
POLLY HART, former secretary and
general assistant to Fred Weber, general manager of Mutual, has joined
the BLUE as special assistant to
John H. Norton Jr., manager of the
station relations department.
JERRY FRANKEN, a radio editor
of the New York newspaper PM, is
leaving this week to become an assistant field director of the American Red
Cross. He will take a training course
before going overseas.
VINCENT POTE. formerly head of
traffic. WMCA New York, has returned to this position, having received -an honorable discharge from
the Army.
CARL JAMPEL will resign from the
NBC press department Sept. 1 to handle special events and promotion of
Truth or Consequences, NBC program
sponsored
by Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati.
VAN GEORGE PATRICK has joined
WBEN Buffalo, as sports director, replacing Jim Wells, who has been
called to active service in the Navy.

50
K. W.

77ie Branham
EXCLUSIVE
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1080
K. C.

HELEN MARY KNOX, formerly assistant program director of WIND
Gary, has joined the continuity staff
of WBBM Chicago.
FRED FEIBEL, CBS organist for
Army.past 14 years, has joined the
the
BROADCASTING

FOR HOURS he had paced
the floor outside the maternity ward. Finally at 3
a.m. the nurse appeared and
congratulated Louis Gluck,
control engineer of WIOD
Miami. She said he was the
father of a boy weighing 6.10
lbs. All Gluck could say was
"My Gosh ! He came in on the
kc.
WIOD's frequency is 610
Victor Philip and
mother are doing nicely.

his

beam !"
TAD DARLING, formerly of WFTL
Ft. Lauderdale, and WQAM Miami,
has left KMJ Fresno for training with
the Marines at San Diego.
PAUL COATES, recently discharged
from the service, has been appointed
promotion manager of WTMJ-W55M
Milwaukee.
BEN GREER, formerly of KICD
Spencer,
la., has Salina,
succeeded Kan.,
Kirk called
Hammer, of KSAL
by the Army.
CLAUDE
TAYLOR,
program
tor of WLVA
Lynchburg,
Va.,direchas
been named production manager and
chief announcer in addition to his
regular duties.
JACK DAVIS has joined the staff
of WAPI Birmingham. He was forwith WLAC
KTAT merly
KLRA
WJHL. KGHI KRLD
DWIGHT NEWTON. San Francisco
newspaperman and biographer, has
joined
tator. KPO in that city as commenDAVE BANKS, formerly of WWL
New Orleans,
the announcing staff ofhas
WGNioined
Chicago.
MIKE FRANKOVICH, formerly
sports announcer of KFAC Los Angeles, and
with Cal.,
Ferry
mand,
Palmnow
Springs,
has Combeen
promoted to captain.
JOHN nouncer
FRASER,
anon the BLUE Hollywood
Noah Webster
Says, signhas
an enin Navybeenandcommissioned
is waiting call.
DAN MORELY
has joined
announcing staff of WAAT
JerseytheCity,
N.
J.
He
was
formerly
night
manager
of WHOM Jersey City.
JIMMY POWELL and Merrill Ash
have joined the announcing staff of
KTAR Phoenix. Ariz. Powell was
formerly with KVOA Tuscon and Ash
with KWFT Wichita Falls, Texas.
BILL MOSHIER, former director
of public affairs and agriculture of
KIRO Seattle, has joined KOMOK.TR Seattle, as head of the researchadvertising department. He continues
his daily Farm Forum on KJR.
JOSE RODRIGUEZ and Sidney
Sutherland, Hollywood news commentator team, have returned to the fiveweekly 60-minute BLUE Newsroom
Review,
recovery fromfollowing
a recent Sutherland's
operation.
DON MARTIN, production manager
a girl. Philadelphia, is the father
of WFIL
aJOHN
boy. NEWHOUSE, announcer of
WFIL Philadelphia, is the father of
LT. MONTE KLEBAN, former production
manager ofawarded
WOAI San
tonio,
has been
the AnAir
Force medal for his participation in 17
bombing
missions
in
the
New
Guinea
-Solomon Islands area.
SAM SMITH has left KGVO Missoula, Mont, to return to school teach• Broadcast
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CHARLES ARLINGTON, Los Angeles freelance announcer, has been
inducted into the Army.
PAUL WHITEMAN, musical director of BLUE, shifts headquarters from
Hollywood to New York on Sept. 7.
DOROTHY HIGGINS, formerly of
NBC Hollywood continuity department, has joined the Hollywood staff
of Tom Fizdale Inc., national pubw
licity service.
EDNA FISCHER, formerly of NBC
San Francisco is composer of the
swing-rhumba
tune,
"Jamaica", Songs
currently published
by Vanguard
Inc., Hollywood.
NORMAN CRAMER, former mailboy of NBC San Francisco and member of Radio Institute conducted jointB
ly by NBC and Stanford U., Palo
Alto, Cal., is winner of the institute
playwriting contest. Play titled Woman and Child was produced on NBC
Pacific stations in mid-August.
PETER de LIMA, news editor of
KFI Los Angeles, and John Cohee,
war analyst of Los Angeles Daily
News, have replaced John Burton,
commentator, on the six-weekly quarter-hour series, Inside the News.
N
PERCY MADDUX, formerly of
AVLLH Lowell, Mass., has joined the
announcing staff of KSLM Salem,
Ore.
FRED PEACH has joined the anstaff offormerly
WFAS "White
Plains,
N. Y. He nouncingwas
with WTRY
WBRK WINS.
CHARLES DAY, WGAR Cleveland
newsroom, married Miss Dorothy
Hauselman in Middletown, Ohio, on
r New York City and Environs
1 Aug. 14.
LARRY KURTZE, formerly with the
Office of the Area Engineer, Wash2,000,000 or 15.4% of the population
D. C, has joined WBBM
of Greater New York listen to Chicago, ington,
as a producer.
YIDDISH radio programs
CHARLES J. BARRINGTON, formerly of WORL WLAW KOB KSD,
1,400,000 or 10.8% of the population has joined
the announcing staff of
of Greater New York listen to KMOX St. Louis.
ITALIAN language programs
LABERTO CARDENAS has joined
1,250,000 or 9.6% of the population KPA1S Laredo, Tex., to handle Spanof Greater New York listen to
ish programs.
POLISH language programs
IRVING HOPKINS, an assistant director in CBS'
operations
670,000 or 5.1 % of the population
department,
has network
joined the
Army.
of Greater New York listen to
GERMAN language programs MORTIMER FRANKEL, formerly
writer ana producer of electrical transcription programs at United Artists,
250,000 or 2% of the population
of Greater New York listen to lias joined tne CBS program writing
SPANISH language programs staff.
EARLE, special events direcWBNX brings to this audience in its BILLYtor, news
and sports announcer of
native tongue and in English, interesting
\\ KBO Hamsburg, Pa., has reported
entertainment; educational and musical uuty.
to tne U. S. Coast Uuard for active
programs, and the complete world-wide
facilities of International News Service. LUD GLUSKIN, Hollywood musical
Appreciation of WBNX service is evi- director, nas been assigned to tne new
weeKiy hail hour Amos 'n! Andy prodenced by the annual contract renewals
sponsored by Lever Bros, to
of the largest national and local adver- start ingram,
late September on an as yet
tisers.
undesignated networK.
• winnt
r Public
Winn.r of PEABODY CITATION for{roups.
Public JI
I Servici
Service le Foreign Language Groups.

WBNX
5000

Watts

We all are in it
BUY WAR BONDS!

WALTER
SCHNEIDER,
ate editor oiE.Editor
& fubiisner,associwill
join tne NBU press department as
magazine editor Sept. 1.
LEONARD O'CONNOR, editor of the
i\i5(J Central Ui vision news and special events department, reports to tne
xvrmy Aug. 28.
J ERR Y ROBERTSON, announcer
oi W^aT iNewarK, N. J., joins WPEN
rnuadeiphia,
Aug. 2'6. He succeeds
xed JiOiines, resigned.
HENRY T. MURDOCK, director of
public relations of WCAU Philadelphia, leaves Sept. 6 to become motion
picture and dramatic editor of the
Chicago Sun.
LT. COM. WILLIAM STRANGE,
radio liaison officer of the Royal Canadian Navy, has returned to Ottawa
after extended sea duty.
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EFFECT OF MUSIC in industry was studied recently at a meeting of
RCA Victor specialists. Consensus of the conference, which took place
at RCA's Camden plant, was that musical programs for workers must
be scientifically planned to obtain the maximum benefit. Participating
were (1 to r): Alfreda Guy, RCA Montreal; Elizabeth Taylor, Camden;
Jean Williams, Indianapolis; Muriel Cunningham, Camden; Ruth Kreiner, Harrison, N. J.; Barbara Benson, Camden; and Harriet Hatch, Harrison, N. J. Back row, Robert Smith, Lancaster, Pa.; K. R. Hollister,
sound system engineer, Camden; Jay Clancey, Camden; D. J. Finn, sales
manager industrial sound division; Dr. W. A. Kerr, psychologist of personnel planning and research; George R. Ewald, sound products; Don
Halpin, industrial sales, all stationed at the RCA Camden plant.
One Union's Enough
DECISION against AFRA was
rendered last week by three members of the American Arbitration
Assn. in a case btwen AFRA and
AFM regarding the status of Jack
Fulton, singer and instrumentalist.
Raymond F. Hayes, Chicago attorney, Jeremiah J. Buckley, professor of law, DePaul University,
Chicago, and Msgr. R. H. Hillenbrand, Chicago priest, in their decision stated that Fulton's singing
was incidental to his employment
as a musician, and as such need
only
union.be a member of the musician's
WILSON EDWARDS has been assigned newscaster on the twice-weekly
quarter-hour news program, sponsored
by J. A. Folger & Co. (coffee) on 36
Don Lee-Mutual West Coast stations
starting Aug. 17.
ANDY McDERMOTT, radio liaison
officer of the Royal Canadian Air
Force, has been promoted from flying
officer to flight lieutenant.
AO

WANT

Gamp Radio Aide
PARKER GIBBS, of NBC Chicago, tional
is guest
at the NaMusic director
Camp, Interlochen,
Mich., shop.
in More
thethan
camp's
radio work50 students
are
enrolled for the workshop course
including elementary instruction
in script- writing, program preparation and actual production of four
weekly broadcasts from Interlochen
on WKAR East Lansing, and
WTCM Traverse City. O. J. Neuwerth, CBS Chicago, Ernest Ricca,
WWJ Detroit, and William D.
Botwell editor-in-chief, U. S. Office of Education, Washington,
have served each two weeks as
guest directors.
NEW United Nations dramatic series, Passport for Adams, written, produced and directed in its initial broadcast by Norman Corwin, started Aug.
17 on CBS stations, Tuesday, 1010:30 p.m. (EWT). Robert Young,
film actor, is featured. After first three
broadcasts Corwin returns to his New
York headquarters and series will be
handled by Ranald MacDougall.

MENf

TO

ENTER

A CONTEST?
Help us actually put the
KFEL call letters to work
in the War Effort —
Use them Slogan.
in a
4-Word
$100 WAR BOND
FOR THE SLOGAN WE LIKE BEST
$50 AND $25 BONDS
For the Two Next Best
NO RULES! Just write It on anything and mall to
GENE OFALLON— KFEL, DENVER
A contest must close sometime — let's make it September 15
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NEW RELAY SYSTEM
IN WESTERN CANADA
THREE NEW Relay Transmitters
known as the Cariboo Network,
were opened Aug. 13 by Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. in British Columbia, with CBC general manager Dr. James S. Thomson on the
inaugural program. The transmitters are CBRL, Williams Lake;
CBRQ, Quesnel; and CBRG, Prince
George, all three being on the
Eraser River in mountainous territory not served by other broadcasting stations. British Columbia
is the first province to try this
new coverage technique, and with
the new installations will have perhaps the best coverage of any part
of Canada, it is claimed. The CBC
has six other relay transmitters
operating in the southern section
of the province, and another is located at the other end of the
Dominion CBA at Edmondston,
N.B.
The transmitters are licensed for
an output of 20 w, one-third of
their capacity. They are built as
self-contained units, with each section of the transmitter easily replaced as a unit in case of breakdown. The transmitters were built
in Vancouver by CBC engineers
under Norman Olding, regional
engineer, F.B.C. Hilton, chief
operator. They operate unattended. While the normal range of
a 20 watt transmitter is about 15
miles, these transmitters carry
considerably farther because of
their location in telegraph offices,
the radio impulses being carried
along the telegraph lines far outside their normal range.
Lever Resumes
LEVER BROS., Cambridge, Mass.
(Swan soap), following a summer
hiatus, on Aug. 31 resumes the
weekly 30-minute Burns & Allen
Show on approximately 118 CBS
stations, Tuesday, 9-9:30 p.m.
(EWT). Besides George Burns and
Gracie Allen, continuing in talent
line-up are Jimmy Cash, vocalist;
Elvia Allman, Clarence Nash, Hans
Conreid and Mel Blanc, comedians.
Felix Mills has been signed as musical director. He replaces Paul
Whiteman, now BLUE musical director. Bill Goodwin has been resigned as announcer-comedy stooge.
Writers include William Burns,
Keith Fowler, Frank Galen, Paul
Henning. Carroll O'Meara is Hollywood producer of Young & Rubicam,
agency
servicing the soap account.
Dr. Rosenthal Named
R. A. H. ROSENTHAL, electr<onic engineer previously connected with Scophony Ltd. of London,
has been appointed director of research and development of Scophony Corp. of America under a
three-year contract, Arthur Levey,
president, announced last week.
Company intends to manufacture
television projection receivers for
use in homes, schools and theatres
as soon as the war is over, utilizing processes developed in England.
FRITZ BLOCKI, formerly with Kenyon & Eckhardt, and with Benton &
Bowles, as writer and producer, has
joined J. Walter Thompson Co. as
writer-director. Mr. Blocki will write
for the new RCA program, What's
New, starting on the BLUE Sept. 4.
BR OA LVC A STING

Edward T. Sandell
EDWARD THOMAS SANDELL,
74, owner of CKTB, St. Catherines,
Ont., and former director of the
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters,
died suddenly in St. Catherines,
Ont., Aug. 15. Born at Niagara-onthe-Lake, Ont., he was for 18 years
a member of the Toronto Police
department, then entered the liquor
business. In 1927 he purchased the
Taylor & Bates brewery in St.
Catherines, Ont., and station CKTB,
the Silver Spire radio station, one
of the assets of the brewing company. He was active in the management of the station and in the
affairs of Canadian private broadcasters. He was a widely-known
sportsman, an ardent golfer and
supporter of hockey, lacrosse and
baseball teams, playing a prominent part in the athletic life of
the Niagara Peninsula.
Carl M. Snyder
CARL M. SNYDER, 48, assistant
manager of the Appliance & Merchandise Department of General
Electric Co., died Aug. 14 in the
New Haven Hospital after an illness of several months. With G-E
since 1930, Mr. Snyder was the
prime mover in the trend towards
complete electric kitchens as well
as a pioneer in the ensemble selling
of equipment for completely electrified homes. He was in charge of
sales and sales activities for the
full line of G-E appliances
throughout the country. A wife
and two children survive.
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Reginald R. Gaisford
REGINALD CHARLES GAISFORD, director and general manager of Vickers & Benson, advertising agency of Toronto and Montreal, died at Montreal August 14.
In addition to the advertising field
he was well known in Canadian
sporting circles, having been a
football player on the famous Ottawa Rough Riders team in his
younger days.
Albert Moss
ALBERT MOSS, 61, executive
vice-president of the Standard Rate
& Data Service, New York advertising service agency, died Aug. 15
in French Hospital, New York.
Formerly associated with Wilson
& Co., Chicago, Mr. Moss came to
New York in 1920 as general manager of Standard
Rate & Data's
New York
office.
Back to Theatre
THE WLS, Chicago, National Barn
Dance moves back to Chicago's Eighth
St. Theatre, Sept. 11, after originating its broadcasts since Sept. 5, 1942,
from Chicago's Civic Theatre. The
Army Air Force Technical Training
Command took possession of the Eighth
St. Theatre last year to hold various
entertainments for the men training
at its school in the Stevens Hotel.
Both the hotel and the theatre are
now evacuated by the AFTTC.
GRACIE FIELDS, now entertaining
the armed forces in England, will go
to North Africa to perform for British and American troops she announced
during a recent shortwave program
carried on Mutual. The comedienne
returns to this country to start a program on Mutual for Pall Mall Cigarettes, Oct. 11.
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WLS Chicago
Kenton Pharmacal Co., Covington, Ky.
(Histeen Tablets), 45 sa, thru Roche,
Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
Foster-Milburn
Co.,weeks,
Buffalothru(Doan's
Pills),
7 sa weekly, 52
Spot Broadcasting, N. Y.
Studebaker Corp., South Bend, Ind. (automotive) , 3 sa weekly, 4 weeks, thru
Koche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
Fred W. Amend Co., Danville, 111. (Chuckle
candies ) , 3 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru
George H. Hartman Agency, Chicago.
Cooley's Cupboards,
rant), 5 sa weekly,Evanston,
2 weeks, 111.
thru(restauE. H.
Brown Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Oscar uctsMayer
Chicago
(meat prod,) 5 sa& Co.,
weekly,
8 weeks,
thru
Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago.
Radio Corp. of America, New York, 6 sa
weekly, 8 weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
N. Y.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo (Icemint), 3
sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru Spot Broadcasting, N. Y.
WBBM Chicago
Vick Chemical Co., New York (Vaporub),
5 sp weekly, 26 weeks, thru Morse International, N. Y.
MacFadden Publications, New York (True
Story), 3 ta, thru Raymond Spector Co.,
N. Y.
Musterole Co., Cleveland, 6 sa weekly, 26
weeks, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
Washington Park Jockey Club, Homewood,
111., 8 sa weekly, 5 weeks, thru Al Paul
Lefton Co., Chicago.
United Artists Corp., New York (Stage
Door
rect. Canteen) , 1 st weekly, 7 weeks, diKYW Philadelphia
Beacon Chemical Corp., Philadelphia (Zero
cleaning fluid), 3 sa weekly, for 13 weeks,
thru James G. Lamb, Philadelphia.
General Electric Co., Cleveland (lamps),
5 sa weekly, for 52 weeks, thru BBDO,
N. Y.
United Artists Corp., New York (Victory
Thru Air Power), 9 sa, for one week,
thru Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y.

KFI Los Angeles
Thrifty Drug Co., Los Angeles (Southern
California chain), 6 sa weekly. 52 wks.
thru Hillman-Shane-Breyer Inc., Los
Angeles.
National Biscuit Co., San Francisco
(Shreddies), 3 ta weekly, 6 wks, thru
Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, Los
Angeles.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City
(granulated Peet soap), 4 ta weekly,
26 wks, thru Leon Livinston Adv., San
Francisco.
Rosefield Packing Co., Alameda, Cal. (peanutfieldbutter)
sp, 65Francisco.
wks, thru Gar& Guild, weekly
Adv., San
Beech-Nut Packing Co., Canajoharie, New
York (chewing gum), weekly sa, 52
wks, thru Newell-Emmett Co., N. Y.
WHN New York
Times Square Motors, New York, sa, 13
weeks, thru Oscar Kronenberg, Brooklyn, N. Y.
S. A. Schonbrunn
Co., New York (coffee),
sa, 4 weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
N. Y.
Empire Gold Buying Service, New York,
sa, 10 weeks, thru Harry Oppenheimer,
N. Y.
RCA. New
York, N.ta, Y.52 weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
WMAQ Chicago
Atlantic Brewing Co., Chicago (Tavern
Pale Beer) , 3 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Weiss & Geller. Chicago.
Weiler Foods, Chicago (Weiler Soup), 2
sp weekly, 52 weeks, direct.
General Electric Co.. Cleveland (Lamp
Div.), 364 sa, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Balaban & Katz Corp.. Chicago (Stage
Door Canteen) , 3 sa, thru M. M. Fisher
Co., Chicago.
RCA, Camden, 6 ta, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, N. Y.
KNX Hollywood
McMahan Furniture Co.. Santa Monica,
Cal., (chain store). 5 t weekly, 52
wks. thru M-C-M Adv., Santa Monica.
Brownstein-Louis Co., Los Angeles (Hendan shirts) , 2 ta weekly. 52 wks, thru
The Mavers Co., Los Angeles.
Day & Night
Water Heater2 sa
Co..weekly,
Monrovia, Cal. (institutional).
52
wks,
thru
Hixson-O'Donnell
Adv.,
Los Angeles.
WOV New York
Kerr's Butterscotch, Jamesburg, N. J., 78
_-sp, thru Tracy-Locke-Dawson, Inc., N.Y.
The Southern Cotton Oil Co., New Orleans, 117 sp, thru Tracy-Locke-Dawson,
Inc., Dallas.
Paramount Pictures, Inc., New York, 6 sa,
thru Buchanan & Co., Inc., N. Y.
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.. New York,
5 sa. thru Foote, Cone and Belding, N. Y.

WOR New York
Graham Co., New York (Redbow Beans,
Lentils, etc. ) , 5 sa weekly, 26 weeks,
thru Commercial Radio Service Adv.
Agency, N. Y.
Virginia Dare Extract Co., Brooklyn (Virginia Dare Flavoring Products), 5 sa
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Scheck Adv.
Agency,SilkNewark.
Gotham
Hosiery Co., New York, 3 sa
weeklv, 52 weeks, placed direct.
Axton-Fisher Tobacco Co., Louisville
(Fleetwood cigarettes), weekly ne, 13
weeks, thru McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
General Electric Co., Cleveland (Incandescent Lamp Division — Mazda lamps),
5 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru BBDO, Cleveland.
C. Mattelage Sales, New York (You-All
French Salad Dressing). 5 sa weekly. 30
weeks, thru St. George & Keyes, N. Y.
Glidden Co., Cleveland (Spred Paint), 6
sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Meldrum &
Fewsmith, Cleveland.
WOAI San Antonio
Beich Candy Co., Bloomington, HI. (Whiz
candy bars), two ta per wk for 13 wks
(renewal) thru Arthur Meyerhoff &
Co.. Chicago.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, New York City
(Palmolive), 12 ta per wk for indefinite
period thru Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, New York City
(Super
Suds),
ta per
for indefinite period
thru 12Wm.
Esty wk& Co.,
N. Y.
Purina Mills. St. Louis (Purina Products),
three sp per wk thru Gardner Adv. Co.,
St. Louis.
McCormick Sales, Baltimore (Bee-Brand
Insecticide) , 10 ta per wk for six wks
(renewal) thru Jones & Brakeley, N. Y.
KECA Los Angeles
California Bank, Los Angeles (investments), 6 ta weekly, 9 wks, thru The
Mayers Co., Los Angeles.
Thrifty Drug Co., Los Angeles (Southern
California chain), weekly sa, 52 wks,
thru Hillman-Shane-Breyer Inc., Los
Angeles.
RCA
Manufacturing Co., New York (radiorauff
s) ,9& Ryan
sa weekly,
Inc., N.8 Y.wks, thru RuthRCA Manufacturing Co., New York (ra4 fa weekly,
rauffdios&),Ryan
Inc., N.10 Y.wks, thru RuthWLW Cincinnati
DePree Co., Holland, Mich. (Wheatmin
Bran Tablets), 6 ne, 13 weeks, thru
Roche,
cago. Williams & Cunnyngham, ChiMentholatum
Wilmington,
Del. (Mentholatum) 5Co.,t weekly,
52 weeks,
thru
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Planters Nut & Chocolate Co., WilkesBarre, Joice
Pa., 3& t,Morgan,
2 t, 52 weeks,
kind,
Chicago.thru Good-

BLUE SALES RISING
AS YEAR ADVANCES
THE BLUE's sales curve will shoot
upward during the second half of
the year, according to a statement
last
week byEdward
the network's
researchin
manager,
F. Evans,
reporting to Fred Thrower, vicepresident in charge of sales, on the
BLUE's progress in 1943.
With ten additional programs
signed for July, August and September, and six programs resuming in the fall after a summer
hiatus, the latter half of this year
is expected to better the record for
the first six months of 1943, when
nine of the network's 36 sponsored
programs were newcomers.
Total number of evening commercial quarter-hours in July of
this year is 68 as compared to 39
for the same month in 1942, the
report continues. Average number
of stations per evening commercial
quarter-hour during the past month
was 94 as against 76 a year ago,
an increase of 24%. Accompanying
chart shows the increase in total
sponsored station hours, month by
month, for the first eight months
of the year as compared with 1942.
Increase for August is 227% over
last year.

Winchell
Tops 'First
15'
In July Hooper
Ratings
WALTER WINCHELL heads the
list of the "First 15" in the July
30 Hooper "National" Program
Ratings Report. Take It or Leave
It has moved into second place.
Mr. District Attorney and Kay
Kyser rank third and fourth respectively. The remainder of the
list follows: Your Hit Parade,
Screen Guild Players, DuranteMoore-Cugat, Joan Davis — Jack
Haley, Can You Top This, Bing
Crosby,
GinnyFidler,
SimmsTommy
Show, Riggs
Blondie,
Jimmy
and Betty Lou, and Ellery Queen.
The second half -hour of the Kay
Kyser program leads the programs
heard after 10:30 p.m. and not
measured
in the Eastern TimeZone.
Dell Cancels
DELL PUBLISHING Co., New
York, has cancelled the half-hour
program featuring Hollywood
screen stars, scheduled to start on
the BLUE Aug. 13 for Modern
Screen Magazine. Program first ran
into difficulties through the invocation of "Rule 15" of the American
Federation of Radio Artists
[Broadcasting July 19, p. 62], but
these were said to have been
straightened out, and the series
finally abandoned because of programming problems
and Plan
complications in securing
talent.
for a
radio show has not been completely
discarded however. Agency is
Lennen & Mitchell, New York.
Hold C. of C. Posts
VIRGIL L. SCHMIDT, commercial
department of WCHS Charleston, W.
Va., has been named president of the
Charleston Junior Chamber of Commerce. Odes Robinson, chief engineer,
has been named state director of the
organization. Six of the staff members
of WCHS are charter members in the
merce.
Charleston Junior Chamber of Com-
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HYDE PARK BREWING Co., St.
Louis (Hyde Park Beer), on Oct. 4
starts a 26- week campaign in 10 Illinois and Missouri markets with a
quarter-hour dramatic transcribed series titled So The Story Goes, featuring'
Nablett
and produced
Nablett Johnny
Radio
Productions,
Chicago.by
Agency is Young & Rubicam, Chicago.
CHILD TALENT program on WOV
New York, has been purchased by Fair
Merchandise Products Corp., New
York, to promote Kas-Cola, a new
beverage produced by Poppy Cereal
Corp., Alamonte, Cal., and Butr-Oh,
an imitation butter flavoring produced
by Huzzah Corp. of America, Chicago.
Program
started
and represents the first
test Aug.
in the14,Eastern
area
for both products. Spot radio has been
used on West Coast for Kas-Cola.
Contract is for 52 weeks. Account was
placed through Joseph A. Demane,
New York.
CAMPBELL CEREAL Co., Minneapolis (Malt-O-Meal), through Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago, on Sept. 12
starts sponsoring for 26 weeks Ten
O'Clock Wire on 4 CBS California
stations, Sun., Mon., Thurs., 10-10:15
p.m. (PWT). Grove Labs., St. Louis,
intensifying its radio campaign for
A, B and D vitamins, B complex and
Grove's
cold tablets,
Sept. on
14
starts sponsoring
the on
newscast
same list of CBS California stations,
Tues., Wed., Fri. Contract also 26
weeks, through H. W. Kastor & Sons,
in addition
Sept.a
6Chicago.
starts Grove's
sponsoring
for 26 on
weeks
total of 13 quarter hours weekly on
KNX Hollywood. Agency is Russel M.
Seeds Co., Chicago.
CONSUMERS ELECTRIC APPLIANCE Corp., Toronto, on Aug. 25
starts Life of Winston Churchill
thrice weekly on CKCL Toronto. Account placed by Frontenac Broadcasting Co., Toronto.
NATIONAL FUR Co., Toronto (fur
coats) has started co-operative spot
announcements on a number of Canadian stations. Account placed by R.
C. Smith & Son Ltd., Toronto.
MILES LABS., Toronto (Vitamin
tablets), has started a French version
of its English drug store interview
show Did I Say That on CKAC Montreal. Account placed by Cockfield
Brown & Co. Ltd., Toronto.
A. S. BOYLE Co., Los Angeles (Aspertane), on Aug. 15 started for 52
weeks ments
using
spot announceon KGOnightly
San Francisco.
Firm
also uses weekly spots on KNX Hollywood, with a schedule on KOMO
Seattle. Agency is Brisacher, Davis
& Van Norden, Los Angeles.

Slogan Contest
KFEL Denver is sponsoring
a contest for ad men which
aims to put KFEL call letters to work by using them
in a four-word slogan such as
"Keep Freedom Ever Lasting". Prizes offered are $100,
$50, and $25 war bonds for
the three best slogans. There
are no rules in, this contest
which closes Sept. 15.
ACME BREWERS, San Francisco
(Peerless Baker's Yeast), has started sponsorship
of Carroll
Hansen's
newscast
seven nights
weekly on
KQW
San Francisco. Account placed by BriFrancisco.sacher, Davis & Van Norden, San
GORDON BREAD Co., Los Angeles,
in a 20-week campaign which started
Aug. 17 is currently using two transcribed 15 and 30 second humorous
announcements dailv on KHJ KECA
KMPC KFAC, with five per day on
KFVD. Agency is The Mayers Co.,
Los Angeles.
CHRYSLER BLDG. Corp., New
York, recently renewed a series of announcements on WHOM Jersey City,
N. J., after six months of advertising
on that station to recruit foreign help
to fill maid and porter vacancies in
the building's
maintenance staff. Account placed direct.
GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER Co.,
Akron, which became owner of the
Yankee Network earlier in the year,
has started a half-hour weekly program on that network, titled thanks
to America. Stories of the American
home front are reenacted each week,
with guest stars participating. Series,
which is largely institutional, is in
the Sunday 5 :30-6 p.m. period.
Agency is D'Arcy Adv., New York.
KELLY KAR Co., Los Angeles (used
cars), is sponsoring a seven weekly
60 minute midnight program of recorded music on KNX Hollywood, for
52 weeks. Coast Western Adv., Los
Angeles, has the account.
BROWNSTEIN-LOUIS Co., Los Angeles (Hendan Shirts), new to radio,
on Sept. 4 starts two transcribed announcements weekly for 52 wks on
KNX Hollywood, contracted through
The Mayers Co., Los Angeles.
H. C. CAPWELL Co., Oakland, Cal.
(department store), now eliminates
all commercials from its daily quarter hour Hi-Lits With Barbara Lee
on KROW. Programs are devoted to
interviews with armed services representatives or others who have messages for the public concerning some
phase of defense industry.
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1.000!!

OL' COLONEL SAYS:
WTOC'S
4 OUT
OF 4
IS A DARN

GOOD

SCORE!
TAKE A SECOND
AND READ SOME
MORE

He first hit the WTOC

It's "Amoosin

COMPANY
Advertising

"

(pardon, Lil Abner) how spectacularly the "Funny
claimed
the ears
Money Man"
has

(an interest) of
our vast audiences.
microphones Monday, August

2nd. (10:45 AM) with a very wacky series afore
him, offering on each broadcast good cash money
(legal eagle) for such drivel as mop strands, moth
balls, old keys, perfumed envelopes, and other etcs.
Listeners by the thousands have registered at B. H.
Levy's (show angel ) , becoming members of this
unique club.
Four names are called on each broadcast, and to each
person whose name is called a certain cash amount
is given if that person mails in to the "Funny Money
Man" the wacky article called for.
On Monday (the first broadcast) four names were
called and four sent in the articles requested. That's
MAJOR LEAGUE SCORING, picking four names
at random from a list of thousands of registrations
and hitting all four on a premiere broadcast.
Of course the series of pre-program publicity announcements were instrumental in packing 'em in
for the first broadcast — which only proves that when
WTOC invites 'em to listen THEY LISTEN!!

The "Funny Money Man." is a copyrighted
feature of Allen Funt RadioNewProductions
York City
52 Vanderbilt Ave.
★
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Watch these pages for an
announcement ahout the . . .
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STUART SHERMAN, president of
Sherman & Marquette, Chicago and
New York, last week received a Certificate of Gratitude from the Navy
for his agency'svertisements,work
in preparing and
adradio announcements
general promotion of the drive to recruit Waves and Spars.
JOSEPH I. PALI STR ANT, formerly of Frederick Stearns & Co., Detroit,
manufacturing chemists, has been appointed director of the drug and cosmetic merchandising department of
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, New York.
WILLIAM H. KEARNS, vice-president of Ted Bates Inc., New York, has
been granted a leave of absence to
join the Navy, with the rank of Lieutenant (j.g.).
EUNICE POWELL, formerly of the
Cleveland office of McCann-Erickson,
has joined the media department of
Benton & Bowles, New York, as a
space buyer.
PHIL WELTMAN, radio department of B. William Morris, talent
agency, has been inducted into the
army.
S. HEAGAN BAYLES, vice-president
and radio director of Ruthrauff &
Ryan, has returned to New York from
Hollywood.
HUBBELL ROBINSON, assistant director of radio for Young & Rubicam,
has shifted headquarters from New
York to Hollywood for the next few
months.
WILLIAM FRIETSCH Jr., has been
promoted to director of research and
media of Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati and New York agency. He formerly was service manager for Dun
& Bradstreet.
NBC

BASIC

THE "LAND

STATION

IN

OF PLENTY"

Associated Store Group
Cited on Price Charge
ASSOCIATED MERCHANDISING Corp., New York, and its 21
members which operate department stores throughout the country are charged by the Federal
Trade Commission with inducing
manufacturers, producers and suppliers to discriminate in price in
their favor by selling them goods
of like grade and quality at lower
prices or higher discounts than
those given competing stores. Respondent members of Associated
are:
Abraham & Straus, Brooklyn; L. S.
Ayres & Co., Indianapolis; Bloomlngdale
Bros., New York; Herzfeld-Phillipson Co.,
Milwaukee; Bullock's Inc., Los Angeles;
Burdine's Inc., Miami, Fla.; The Dayton
Co., Minneapolis; Emporium-Capwell Co.,
San Francisco
and Oakland;
Wm. Filene's
Sons
Co., Boston;
B. Forman
Co.,
Rochester,
N.
Y.;
Joseph
Horne
Co.,
Pittsburgh; J L. Hudson Co., Detroit; Hutzler
Brothers Co., Baltimore; F. & R. Lazarus
& Co., Columbus, Ohio; Rike-Kumler Co.,
Dayton, Ohio; John Shillito Co.. Cincinnati; Stix, Baer & Fuller Co., St. Louis;
Strawbridge & Clothier, Philadelphia; Wm.
Taylor Son & Co., Cleveland; Thalhimer
Brothers, Inc., Richmond, Va.; and R. H.
White Co., Boston.
STANLEY RESOR, president of J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York, will
arrive in Hollywood on Sept. 11 to
discuss fall radio programming.
GEORGE GRUSKIN, radio representative of William Morris Agency,
Beverly Hills, Cal., talent service, is
soon to join the Army.
KENNETH R. McMATH, formerly
in the copy department of BlackettSample-Hummert, has joined Duane
Jones Co., New York, as a member
of the plan board.
JAMES THOMAS CHURURG Co.,
Boston, has opened a New York branch
at 342 Madison Ave. No radio accounts will be handled at the New
York office, however. G. A. Frye, formerly account executive in the Boston
branch, has been placed in charge of
the new branch.
JAMES J. LEWIS, formerly eastern
division manager of the Great Atlantic
& Pacific Tea Co., has been appointed
assistant merchandising manager of
the American Institute of Food Products, New York. Institute conducts
a food and home forum on WOR New
York, with various food companies as
sponsors.
BEN SOLOMON, partner in the
Charles Silver Adv. agency, Chicago,
is the father of a girl.
A. NEVILLE has joined the copy
staff
agency.of Gary & Rogers, Philadelphia

NEW

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE
Safes Representative
PAUL
H. RAYMER
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FRANK NEWTON, copy chief of
Grant Adv., New York, has left that
agency to join the copy staff of Biow
Inc., New York.
MICHAEL F. ELLIS Jr., account
executive of Ellis Adv. Co., Buffalo,
N. Y., has enlisted in the Army signal
corps.

Food Chain Program
FRANK BULL, partner of Smith & FIRST NATIONAL STORES, reBull Adv., Los Angeles, currently is
tail food chain, will air a new proon 30-day national tour to confer with
executives of National Funding Corp. Food News,
gram, First over
National's
Wartimeof
six stations
ROBERT M. HIXSON, executive of the New England Regional NetHixson-O'Donnell Adv., has returned
work at 9:30 to 9:45 a.m. Tues.
to his Los Angeles headquarters fol- through Fri., starting Sept. 14.
lowing Chicago conferences.
Featuring Gretchen McMullen, New
BLACKETT - SAMPLE - HUMMEET Inc., has established West England food authority and broadcaster of 15 years' experience, the
Coast offices at 1680 N. Vine St., Hollywood. Telephone is Hempstead 0716. program has been scheduled for
James West is manager.
WBZ Boston, in whose studios it
originate. WCSH Portland,
GERTH-PACIFIC Adv., Los Angeles, will
has moved to larger offices at 219 West WJAR Providence, WLBZ Bangor,
7th St. Telephone is Tucker 4769.
WTIC Hartford,
and WFEA
Manchester, N. H. Badger
& Browning,
JULES BUNDGUS, former Holly- Boston, handles the account.
wood publicity director of Benton &
Bowles and now in the Navy, is the
For aMullennumber
years
Miss Mcfather of a girl.
has owned ofand
operated
the
Gretchen
McMullen
Laboratory
ROBERT COLWELL, vice-president
in charge of radio of J. Walter Thomp- Kitchen for food testing in Boston.
Carl Caruso has been designated
son Co., New York, is in Hollywood
to assist setting up the new BLUE
as announcer to work with her.
What's New? sponsored by RCA, starting Sept. 4.
Treasury Names Lloyd
BETTY BUFFE, formerly of Maxon TED LLOYD, in charge of the radio
Inc., and the BLUE, has joined the
of 20th Century-Fox Film
copy staff of William H. Weintraub department
Corp., New York, has been appointed
Co., New York.
to represent the Treasury Dept. in
NATALIE NAPP will resign from the Hollywood during the Third War Loan
radio department of B. William Mor- drive. His work will be under the joint
ris Talent Agency, Sept. 1. Future direction of Vincent F. Callahan, director of advertising, press and radio for
plans are unknown.
the War Finance Division of the
Treasury Dept., and Carlton Duffus,
associate field director in charge of motion pictures and
the Treasury
Dept.special activities for

ORLEANS

50,000
11 5 0 K C

RENEWAL OF 52-WEEK contract
of commentator Upton Close for
the Lumbermen's Mutual Casualty
Co., Chicago, on the Mutual network
28, is dis-1
cussed inbeginning
Chicago Aug.
by: (standing,
to r) Frank Ferrin, radio director
of the Leo Burnett Adv. Agency,
Chicago, which handles the account, and Ed Woods, MBS sales
manager; and (seated, 1 to r),
Harry Dragoo,
Lumbermen's
advertising manager,
and Burke Herrick, Burnett account executive.

WESTERN district supervisors of
ASCAP will hold their semi-annual
meeting at Hollywood (Cal.) Roosevelt Hotel Sept. 13-15, with John
Payne, general manager of the Society
and his assistant, Herman Greenberg,
as principal speakers.

WATTS

The Greatest Selling POWER
in the South's Greatest City
CBS Affiliate
Nat'l Rep. - The Katz Agency Inc.

POST-WAR ELECTRONICS
Scientist Predicts Great Strides
In Industry
DEVELOPMENTS in the field of
electronics following the war "may
be so startling and revolutionary as
to open great new fields to the science of electricity," predicted William C. tronics
White,laboratories
head of
elecof the
General
Electric Co., Schenectady. Speaking
last week before the National Assn.
of Music Merchants in New York,
Dr. White said that such far-reaching progress in radio, frequency
modulation, television and radar
was possible as a result of the successful control of high frequencies
in the billions of cycles.
He predicted vast strides in the
field of music as it makes use of
electronics in creating new symphonic expressions and perhaps, a
new type of musical instrument,
electrically controlled. Radio manufacturers can look forward to an
altogether different type of radio
buyer in the post-war period, he
added.
As a great impetus to the entire
radio and electronics industry, Dr.
White cited the thousands of men
in the armed forces who have received fine radio technical training
and have been able to keep abreast
of the latest developments in radio
and electronics.

"She said to wait until WFDF
Flint Michigan finishes the pro-

BROADCASTING

JOHN
B. HUGHES,
Mutual's
Coast newscaster,
has been
signedWest
by
Warner Bros, for a role in the forthcoming film biography of the life of
George Gershwin.
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Kosta in New Post
WILLIAM KOSTA, former publicity director of NBC and the Institute of Public Relations, and former managing director of Fawcett
Publications, has been appointed
assistant to Daniel D. Mich, executive editor of Look magazine.
"STEAMBOAT" Johnson and his
band have taken over the daily hillbilly program on WXEW, New York,
formerly conducted by Zeke Manners,
who was inducted six months ago.
The hour-long program is sponsored
by Howard Clothes, Charms Candy
Co., and Canadian Fur Trappers, on
a cooperative basis.

Of 149 Critical Occupations, Says NAB
In
Essential List
WMC
Adds
Sound Equipment,
of
a
Mechanician,
indicating
the
STATION MANAGERS come under the title of Foreman or Super- specific intention of including ra- Vinylite Transcriptions
dio broadcasting personnel, said
visor in a list of classification sugthe NAB.
REVISING its list of essential acgestions compiled by the NAB,
based on titles as defined in the
tivities, the War Manpower ComThe new "critical" list, in the
mission last week included producNAB view, makes an even stronger
War Manpower Commission's new
tion of electrical sound equipment
list of 149 critical occupations. The case for occupational deferment.
titles are interchangeable on the It is pointed out that Maj. Gen. and vinylite transcriptions as industries in which employers are
WMC list, Supervisor being the Lewis B. Hershey, Director of Selective Serevice, recommended in entitled to preference in the hiring
term common to the broadcasting
Local Board Memorandum No. 115 of workers.
industry.
The list continues radio broadThese classifications, based on that registrants in critical occupacasting, radio communications and explained, by the revision of Regufour titles in the critical list, are
tions should be given "grave conlation 4issued simultaneously with
designed to guide broadcasters in
sideration" for deferment so as not television as essential services; radios and radio equipment, and ra- the new list of 149 critical occupasubmitting requests for deferment to impair war production or vital
tions [Broadcasting, Aug. 16].
dar as essential repair services.
of essential personnel. The inter- civilian functions.
The Commission stated that the This regulation delegated additionAs an aid to broadcasters in seekpretations were worked out by the
al powers to WMC regional officers
NAB after conversations with ofing deferment of essential person- list is identical to the original list
ficial sources.
nel, the NAB is mailing on Aug. of 35 essential activities except for in setting up stabilization plans.
The revised list of essential acThe inclusion of station man- 20 to all broadcasting stations the the inclusion of amendments which
tivities in no way affects the list
agers and other executive personnel NAB Selective Service Supplement have been previously communicated
in the category of Foreman is jus- No. 13, regulations and suggested to the industries affected. The re- of critical occupations, the latter
issuance was necessitated, it was
being drawn from the essential list.
tified, in the NAB view, by the defi- classifications.
nition of Foreman in the WMC
"List of Critical Occupations",
which characterizes a Foreman, in
part, as an individual who uses
in his supervisory job "the knowledge and skills of one or more of
the occupations included in the List
17,000,000
of Critical Occupations, and (2)
those who supervise directly or
through subordinate foremen and
supervisors, production, technical,
or scientific work in essential acFERRY
tivities, although the occupations
of the workers supervised may not
be listed. ... In some plants, the
supervisory personnel may be designated by other than supervisory
titles, and where they meet the requirements outlined above they are
FARES
included."
Following are the NAB suggested classifications:
IN 1942
1. Electrician, installation and
maintenance : all round electricians
employed in the broadcast industry
112.5%
for electrical installation and maintenance.
2. Foreman and supervisor : station managers, supervisors and other
INCREASE
executives engaged in occupations appearing in "Activity and Occupation
(1940 to 1942)
Bulletin
No. 29" issued
March
1, 19J3
(NAB Selective
Service
Handbook,
Supplement No. 7).
3. Mechanician, communications
equipment: under this title may be
included personnel who devote all, or
That's how
busy we
are in NORFOLK,
a substantial portion, of their duties
to the maintenance of broadcast station technical facilities.
— a Premium Package of Purchasing Power
4. Radio Engineer : this title includes broadcast station chief engineers and technical supervisors whose
And this package, bulging with an ever-increasing number
duties and responsibilities are in acof war-prosperous families, can be delivered to you via
cordance with the definition.
The duties of an installation and
Radio Station WTAR, the one Station which contacts and
maintenance electrician do not necinfluences the vast majority of listeners in the rich Norfolk
essarily include those relating to
Market. Write for complete information.
the technical operation of a radio
station, as this latter function is
included in the duties of Radio
NBC NETWORK
5,000 WATTS DAY & NIGHT
Engineer as defined in the USES
Dictionary of Occupational Titles.
The Mechanician classification,
the NAB pointed out, might include employes of smaller stations
which do not, as do larger stations,
employ a fulltime maintenance man,
but who do such work in addition
to regular duties. The WMC list
used the phrase "technical broad& CO.
PETRY
EDWARD
REPRESENTATIVES:
NATIONAL
cast equipment" in defining duties
BROADCASTING
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Cosmetic Series
SIMONS & HEWITT, Chicago
(Lovelee Lady liquid cologne), on
Aug. 18 started a daily late afternoon quarter-hour live musical program on WJJD Chicago. Company
may expand radio campaign later.
Malcolm-Howard Adv. Agency,
Chicago, handles the account.

Two

Aids Blood Drive
DEVOTING her entire second anniversary broadcast to the Red Cross
Blood Donor Service, Marian Young,
known as "Martha Deane" on WOR
New York, presented her Aug. 19 program from the stage of the new WORMutual theatre in New York to open
the coming year's campaign of recruiting blood donors from WOR's listening area. Radio and screen stars were
on hand.

N. Y. Agencies
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Post-War Advertising in Latin Nations
PROMISE of greater activity in eluding radio. Mr. Riso will visit
the Latin American market on the
Buenos Aires, Rio de Janeiro, Mexico City and Sao Paulo, Brazil,
part of U. S. advertisers was indicated last week with the disclosure gathering data on various media
that representatives of at least two and on individual stations, local
agencies were headed toward south- listening habits, and other pertinent material for Y & R accounts
ern countries to lay the groundwork for post-war advertising and which are potential advertisers in
to check on current business there. this area.
R. D. Sullivan, assistant to Mr.
Ovid Riso, manager of the reRiso who will accompany him on
cently organized Latin-American
department of Young & Rubicam, the first leg of his trip, will be
New York, leaves Aug. 25 for South permanently stationed in Buenos
and CentraL America, where he will
he will serve as "lismake an exploratory survey of Aires, where
tening post" for the agency. Mr.
Riso will return to New York, Oct.
Latin American
advertising, in- 19.
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McCann-Erickson, New York,
will send Shirley Woodell, account
executive in the foreign department, on an extensive tour of South
and Central American countries
around the middle of September.
Main purpose of the trip will be
to check on the programs of Esso
Marketers, and Schenley International Corp., but further prospects
for post-war advertising will also
be explored. Mr. Woodell, who
joined the agency last spring as
assistant to George Smith on Latin
American accounts, will make Mexico City his first stop, returning
to Miami towards the end of November via Puerto Rico and Cuba,
after visiting such points as Panama City; Quito (Ecuador) ; Lima
(Peru) ; Bocatan (Colombia) ; Caracas (Venezuela) ; and Haiti.
The Schenley program to which
Mr. Woodell will give his attention
is a 20-minute series introduced
last spring as the first Latin-American radio venture for Schenley
[Broadcasting, May 17]. Produced
in Argentina and aired on the Argentine Network and on Uruguyan
and Brazilian stations, the series
will be expanded to a total of 30
or more stations in these and other
Latin-American countries via transcriptions which are expected to be
ready by mid-September. Discs
have been delayed due to a shortage of shellac supplies. Program
features drama and music by a 30piece symphony orchestra, and
bears the title Album de Las Am-

NET HEADS CONFER
WITH MORGENTHAU
TOP EXECUTIVES of the four
majorton last
networks
in WashingThursdaymetwith
Secretary
of the Treasury Henry Morgenthau Jr. to discuss the importance
of and plans for the Third War
Loan [see page 22]. Secretary
Morgenthau thanked the networks
for their cooperation in the past
and their promise of even greater
efforts in the forthcoming drive.
Ted R. Gamble, national director of the War Finance Division of
the Treasury, addressed the meeting following Secretary Morgenthau, and stressed the need for the
greatest promotion campaign in
history
000 goal.to reach the $15,000,000,Those who attended from the
networks were: Douglas Coulter
and Earl Gammons, CBS; Phillips
Carlin and G. W. Johnstone,
BLUE; Miller McClintock and
Tom Slater, MBS; Frank M. Russell and Wyllis Cooper of NBC.
Those attending the meeting from
OWI were Palmer Hoyt, Donald
Stauffer, and George Zachary; and
from the Treasury besides the Secretary and Mr. Gamble were Oscar
Doob,
F. Callahan and
MarjorieVincent
L. Spriggs.
'Duffy' to Paramount
PARAMOUNT Pictures, New
York, has obtained the movie rights
to Duffy's Tavern, BLUE program
sponsored
by Bristol-Myers
Co.
Deal was made
with Ed Gardner,
owner of the program, who as the
proprietor "Archie" will take part
in the film, along with a number of
the members of the cast. Contract
includes optional rights for addition. tional films after the first producPrimer on Radio
FUNDAMENTALS of radio are explained for beginners in a 68-page
primer available through the Adv.
Dept., General Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn. (25c). Intended to help
employes
in non-technical
the book treats
radio broadly,positions,
holding
mathematical and engineering treatment of theory to a minimum.
D. C. MARSCHNER, assistant sales
promotion and advertising manager of
Shell Oil Co., New York, has been
named acting manager, taking over the
duties of H. L. Curtis, recently named
assistant to the President.
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FCC

Demands

Full

Blue

Data

(Continued from page 7)
1941 from Donald Flamm for
$940,000, including accounts receivable. He has stated he has
placed about $100,000 in working
capital in the station, aside from
physical improvements. Mr. Flamm
has sued Mr. Noble in the New
York Supreme Court for rescission of the sale, holding he was an
"unwilling seller" [Broadcasting,
Aug. 16].
While the FCC's jurisdiction extends only to the public interest
as it affects the transfer of the
three owned stations of the BLUE,
plus the relay broadcast stations,
it nevertheless takes cognizance
of the entire BLUE transaction
in the- detailed bill of particulars.
It seeks from the BLUE Network
itself, rather than from the parent company, RCA, full information regarding the nature of the
property to be disposed of, as required in part two of the Commission's transfer form. The data
filed Aug. 11 included only part one
of the form, covering RCA as the
transferor, and part three, covering Mr. Noble's ABS, as the transferee. The BLUE, as the licensee,
is required to supply specific data
under part two.
The original application provided for the transfer of the stock of
the BLUE to the new corporation.
This, it was pointed out at the
FCC, also includes the acquisition
of the licenses held by the BLUE,
by the new company. Under the
July 30 agreement of Mr. Noble
with RCA he had the option of
either transfering the stock or of
acquiring the assets of the BLUE.
He elected the first course.
Plans For Stock
It is logically presumed that the
FCC desires to determine whether
Mr. Noble has in mind disposition
of the remaining 100,000 shares of
treasury stock of ABS to other interests. Before the July 30 consum ation of the sale to Mr. Noble, the name of James H. McGraw Jr., chairman of the McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., was
prominently mentioned as an asso-

ciate of Mr. Noble in the venture.
It was afterward reported that
Mr. McGraw dropped out upon adciates.vice of his physician and his assoSpecified in the bill of particulars are questions regarding Mr.
Noble's intentions with respect to
personnel to be employed under the
new ownership as well as any contemplated changes in the licensee
corporation, its officers, directors,
or employes. Mr. Noble had announced it was his intention to
retain the present executive management of the BLUE, including
Mark Woods as president and Edgar Kobak as executive vice president. They have been the moving
spirits of the BLUE, which has
enjoyed phenomenal success since
the separation from NBC in 1942
[Broadcasting, Aug. 16]. Mr. Noble also has declared his intention
of inviting affiliates of the BLUE,
its management, and eventually
the general public, to participate
in the network's ownership.
Emphasis on Prices
Emphasis on the prices to be
established for the three stations
owned by the BLUE is regarded
as significant in industry circles.
First, the Commission feels it must
determine whether the prices established present a "reasonable opportunity" for a financial return
to the purchasers. As one Commissioner expressed it: "We want
to know whether the new company
can make a go of it on each of the
three stations, based on the prices
Interest also attaches to Mr. Noble's plan to borrow $4,000,000 of
thepaid."
$8,000,000 purchase price from
three national banks in New York
on a four year term loan at two
per cent interest per annum. The
Commission desires to determine
whether, in the event of default or
foreclosure, the banks might be in
a position to procure control of
the network, according to another
FCC source.
It is understood that the BLUE,

Easy

WAIR P
is i
famous
its quick reckfor
in
' has the
sults. That's because WAIR
listeners and the listeners1 confidence.
Add to this the exceptional income
of Winston-Salem workers and you
have a golden combination.

WAIR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

upon its transfer, would remain
headquartered at Radio City for
the duration. It is presumed a reasonable time would be allowed following cessation of hostilities for
the network to find adequate quarters elsewhere. This would complete the physical separation of
the BLUE from NBC, also headquartered in Radio City.
Handling Paper Drive
OLIAN ADV. Co., St. Louis, agency placing the advertising for the
current Waste Paper Salvage campaign, has appointed the DavisLieber publicity firm as the New
York and Pennsylvania representative for the drive. Various radio
actresses have offered their assistance in publicizing the need to
save paper, but no definite radio
plans have been announced.
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Time Out For Sales
SELLING War Stamps over
the air is usually done by a
special announcement or
program,
but CJCA
Edmonton, Alberta,
reversed
the
procedure and went off the
air to swell stamp sales!
Closing a special campaign,
the Canadian National War
Finance Committee asked
Edmonton merchants to declare a 15-minute holiday
to allow employes time to
buy stamps. CJCA tied in
with the
plan also
and close
announced it would
for 15 minutes, for the same
purpose.
returned When
to the the
air station
$5,000
worth of stamps had been
sold.
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Noble

CONFIDENTIALLY

SPEAKING...

TO 20,

It's the way Ralph Rogers does it that
packs them in.
His show— Alabama Hayloft Jamboree—is an all-request program of
recorded hill-billy music.
But between the numbers, Rogers'
engaging intimate talk — interspersed
with smooth friendly commercials —
makes the listeners feel like Rogers is
part of the family.
That's why, in the last six months,
20,000 listeners wrote to Rogers asking for him to play their favorite
number — to them.
Ralph Rogers is an interesting personality. He forsook fifteen successful
years of practicing law to enter radio.
That was only five years ago. But
those five years have proved it was a
good idea. Rogers is a really big personality down our way.
His cheerful, just-between-us-folks
delivery has brought him wide acceptance. And that acceptance by Alabama
families has brought sales to Jamboree sponsors. The show is on WAP I
from 3:30 to 4:30 PM every weekday.
Sponsorships are available in quarter
hour units.
You can catch the flavor that brings
in the orders by listening to a transcription. Ask us or Radio Sales.

Denies

Conspiring

With

WMC
AOfficials
Against Flamm
Shaw and Roberts Deny Aiding Him in Acquiring
Station; All File Depositions in Case
CATEGORICAL denials of the time that Flamm was concerned
charges that he conspired with about possible additional income
Donald Shaw and Leslie Roberts tax liability for past years and did
to wrest control of WMCA from not wish to have the books gone
Donald Flamm or that he or his
over for that reason," Mr. Noble
attorneys, William J. Dempsey and said. This was why the contract
William Koplovitz of Washington, provided for escrowing $100,000
threatened to take the station away of the purchase price "as a guarfrom Mr. Flamm were made last
antee fund to take care of undisweek by Edward J. Noble, present
closed was
liabilities."
to beOriginally
escrowed the
for
owner of the station and recent whole sum
contracted purchaser of the BLUE
six months; this was later amendNetwork. The denials were coned to release $75,000 in six months
tained in a supplementary deposi- but to keep the remaining $25,000
tion filed with the Supreme Court in escrow for six years.
Tells of Dealings
of New York, in connection with
He first met Mr. Shaw a few
Mr. Flamm's suit for rescission of
the sale of WMCA to Mr. Noble days before signing the contract,
in January, 1941 [Broadcasting, he stated, "to form my own opinion
Aug. 16].
regarding him as active manager
The only information he had of the station and I did not discuss
about WMCA's earnings prior to or receive any information as to the
signing the contract, Mr. Noble actual earnings of the station at
said, came from E. H. Rollins & that or any other time." He does
Sons and he "believed it came from not recall meeting Mr. Roberts until the afternoon of the day on
the
company
or Mr.theFlamm,"
adding
that itself
whatever
source, which the contract was signed, he
Mr. Flamm was not damaged as he said.
subsequently learned that the figHe did not pay Mr. Roberts'
ures were "substantially mislead- salary when he was fired by Mr.
Flamm,
Mr. Noble said, but after
ing." When he first met Mr. Flamm
his request to go over the books he had taken control of WMCA he
rehired Mr. Roberts and at that
was refused, he stated.
"It was my understanding at the time ordered his regular salary
THE

DETROIT

AREA

GOES

AND

CKLW

KEEPS

PACE!

paid for the time of discharge, because of a feeling of "moral responsibility" since Mr. Roberts had
been fired for "allegedly conspiring
with or for me to gain control of
the station, which I knew then as
now to be wholly untrue."
In his answer to Mr. Noble's
original affidavit, also filed last
week, Mr. Flamm asserted that
Messrs. Dempsey and Koplovitz obtained "no asking price from me",
but offered him $750,000 and later
raised this to $850,000, but at that
time told Mr. Flamm that "their
undisclosed client much preferred
that I should refuse this sum as
he could have my license without
Mr. Flamm reiterated his position that because of the build-up he
me."given about the "allpaying
had been
powerful combination" he was up
against, he went through with the
sale against his des'res. Regarding
Mr. Noble's claims of improvements in WMCA since the transfer,
Mr. Flamm stated, "although
WMCA has in the 2%-year period
of Mr. Noble's cperation won many
awards for outstanding programs,
each and every one of these programs were created by me and not
one of them was created either by
Mr. Noble or any member of his
The New York Times' arrangeorganization."
ment, Mr. Flamm said, was similar to earlier arrangements WMCA
the New York Heraldhad with
had
Tribune
and World-Telegram and
that "the plan for the arrangement
with the Times was worked out in
detail during my ownership of the
station by one of my employes and
was set forth in memorandum
form, so that Mr. Noble had only to
Y. Times'
effect." Arrangement
it into
put «N.
Mr. Flamm's statement "that the
arrangement with the New York
Times for its hourly news broadcasts over the stat;on had already
been worked out by an employe
under his ownership is, so far as
I know, an absolute fabrication on
the
of Mr.
Flamm,"
Noble part
declared.
He went
on to Mr.
explain that the suggestion came
from a man not connected with
WMCA and that the deal was completed December
only after negotiations
lasting until
of 1941, nearly
a year after the station had
changed hands.
Mr. Noble also charged that in
describing WMCA as substantially
unchanged "leaves out of account
the all-important fact that the

• Retail business in this, America's Third Market, is booming . . . and
time-sales in many major retail classifications leads 'em all! Results — at lower
cost, is the reason.
CKLW

COLUMBIA lETWIll
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night-time power . . . has been increased from 1,000 to 5,000 watts
under my ownership." Declaring
that Mr. Flamm has produced no
"new" evidence and that even if
Mr. Roberts' charges were true Mr.
Flamm knew the alleged substance
of them before the transfer of license occurred on Jan. 17, 1941,
Mr. Noble stated: "If any case is
ever stale from an equitable viewpoint, Flamm's case is stale."
In a reply to the defendant's reply, Philip Handelman of Handleman & Ives, Mr. Flamm's attorneys,
said that shortly after the FCC had
approved the transfer of license to
Mr. Noble, Mr. Flamm had filed
for reconsideration, but that his
application dees not raise any
"issue of fraud, duress, conspiracy
or subornation" and could not have
done so as the facts have "only recently been discovered."
Claims New Facts
Colin Ives, of Handelman & Ives,
also filed a deposition relating that
in January 1943 Mr. Flamm secured facts "he had previously believed to exist but had no means of
proving which showed that Leslie
Evans Roberts and Donald Shaw
conspired with Mr. Noble and Mr.
Noble's attorneys and worked out
a plan whereby Mr. Noble could
force Mr. Flamm to sell WMCA."
After investigation, Handelman
& Ives told Mr. Flamm he had a
case against Mr. Noble, but trying
to effect an amicable settlement
they did not immediately file suit
but Mr. Ives saw Thomas Corcoran,
a "close personal friend of Mr.
Noble,"
said, adding
this
was Mr.
someIvesmonths
before that
Mr.
Noble'swork.purchase
netMr. Corcoranof the
said BLUE
Mr. Noble
might sell WMCA but that he
would not deal with Mr. Flamm,
Mr. Ives continued, so a representative was named who tried to negotiate with Mr. Nolle.
As time went on Mr. Ives feared
; that "Mr. Noble was stalling our
representative and would sell the
station . . . and our client would
. lose all possibility of rescinding the
i sale," Mr. Ives stated. Papers were
prepared, but were served prematurely through error, he continued,
and an offer was made to delay
• action, but not to withdraw the
suit.
Donald Shaw, appointed general
i manager of WMCA by Mr. Flamm
and remaining with the station until the first of this year, when he

WHN Out of Chicago
WHN New York, is closing its
Chicago sales representative office
on Aug. 23, the station announced
last week, with David B. Stein,
manager of that office for the nast
two years, shifting to the station's
New York sales staff. Chicago agencies will be contacted directly by
the New York office, it was stated.
joined the Office of the Coordinator
of Inter-American Affairs, also
filed a deposition denying the
charges made by Mr. Roberts that
he offered "any assistance to Noble
prior to the contract of sale, or any
disloyalty to Flamm."
In December of 1939 he and Mr.
Roberts were directed by Mr.
Flamm to show certain figures to
John Curtiss in connection with the
plans of Elliott Roosevelt to purchase WMCA, Mr. Shaw stated,
but "if Curtiss later passed them
on to others I had nothing to do
with the passing on." He admitted
discussing the general condition at
WMCA with Chester LaRoche of
Young & Rubicam and later with
Mr. Noble, but said he gave no figures to either of them.
Stating that WMCA "was admittedly not in good repute with the
FCC" and that it was common talk
in the broadcasting industry that
"any reputable operator would
have a good chance of obtaining
the allocation of the wavelength if
he challenged WMCA's right to a
new license when its old license ex-

pired in March, 1941," Mr. Shaw
said that Mr. Flamm was "aware
of his precarious position" and
"always
willing to consider offers"
for
the station.
"Before the contract of sale for
WMCA I did nothing to advise
Flamm as to the sale of his propMr. Shawhad said,
the
sale of erty,"
WMCA
been "After
contracted
for, I did all I could to support the
change in ownership because I felt
it not only better for the station
and the people in the station, but
better for the radio broadcasting
industry itself to have WMCA
owned by someone with some idealism with respect to public service
in communications."
Roberts' Charges Attacked
Mr. Shaw attacked the credibility of Mr. Roberts' charges,
terming his recent deposition a
"Russian trial confession" made by
a man who "therein admits that he
himself did attempt to betray his
employer, was apprehended by the
employer and discharged for that
betrayal." To his statement Mr.
Shaw attached a copy of an affidavit made by Mr. Roberts in January, 1941, which Mr. Roberts at
that time intended filing against
Mr. Flamm.
This statement related that about
Nov. 27, 1940, Mr. Flamm had
asked Mr. Roberts, then program
manager of WMCA, to act as his
(Continued on page 53)
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All-Stars

PACIFIC
PROGRAM

COAST
NOTES

Ever/body knows John Gunther.
All but a handful of Americans have
read either one of the eight editions
of his"Inside Europe"orhis"Inside
Asia" or his "Inside Latin America."
For several
years John
Gunther has
been reporting and interpreting the
war for the
Blue Network.
Last January the BLUE scheduled
Gunther's commentaries on a regular basis— Friday and Saturday, 7:007:15 P. m. PWT— filling out the network's 7:00 P.M. commentary strip.
Within two months Gunther had
achieved a 7.3 national Hooper!
In May a national advertiser purchased Gunther's Friday and Saturday periods on 61 BLUE stations
from New England to the Rockies.
Now this is where you come in.
John Gunther's twice-weekly
commentary is available tor
sponsorship on the 13 stations
of the Pacific Blue Network.
Or will be available soon. This is
the way it is— with the good wishes
of his sponsor, Gunther Clippered
to North Africa late in June.
For several weeks keenly analytical, eyewitness stories "By
John Gunther, Representing the
Combined American Press" have
appeared regularly in most
American newspapers.
Gunther is due back soon to resume
his Blue Network commentary.
In the interim,
JohnW.Vandercook has been
pinch-hitting on
this commentary. Bearded,
ex-globe trotter Vandercook
was in Germany during the invasion of Poland, reported the fall
of France, and has been the keystone of Alka-Seltzer's "News of
the World" for three years.
You can now buy Mr. Vandercook
on Pacific Blue (covering 9 5 % of the
Coast's radio families) and you will
"inherit"Mr.Gunther on his return.
Cost— only a few dollars more than
a home-grown commentator.
Blue Spot Sales in New York and
Chicago can give you the details.

Grid

Contest

To Be Partly Sponsored
ANNUAL National Professional
League champions versus college
All-Stars football game Aug. 25
will be sponsored on WGN, Chicago, by the Pabst Brewing Co.,
Chicago (Pabst Blue Ribbon beer),
and will be carried as a sustaining
program on MBS. Excepting
WMAQ, Chicago, the game will be
sponsored for the second half on 80
NBC stations by P. Goldsmith &
Sons, Cincinnati (sporting goods).
The 1942 professional football
champions, the Washington Redskins, will meet the collegiates in
Dyche Stadium at Northwestern
U., Evanston, 111. Harry Wismer,
football announcer from Detroit,
assisted by Jack Brickhouse, WGN,
Chicago, sportscaster, will describe
the game for WGN and MBS; Bill
Stern will give the second half
account starting at 11:15 p.m. for
NBC. Agency for Pabst is Warwick & Legler, New York. Agency
for Goldsmith & Sons is Hugo
Wagenseil & Associates, Dayton, 0.
Soldier Show Moves
ADDING a new Waac recruiting
feature, the weekly half hour all-soldier variety program, Hello Mom,
shifted from NBC to Mutual stations
on
Aug. 14,with
Saturday,
11 -.30-12West
noon
(EWT),
transcribed
Coast repeat, 4:30-5 p.m. (PWT).
Originating
at Army
Air Forces
Radio Production
Unit, Santa
Ana, Cal.,
series is written by Pvts. Edward
Haldeman and Scott Farnworth, under direction of Major Fredrick Hazlitt Brennan. Major Eddie Dunstedter is musical director.

PACIFIC BLUE NETWORK
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RESULTS
Bring Third Renewal by
— Department Store
ANOTHER chapter in the successful use of radio by department
stores was written Aug. 4 when
Pfeifer's Department Store of Little Rock, Ark. went into the third
year of Jane Adams, Speaking.
This program is heard Mon.
through Sat., 8:15-8:30 a.m., with
Virginia Harris, sales promotion
manager of the store, preparing
and presenting the script.
Since its inception, Aug. 4, 1941,
the program has adherred to the
policy of "no sales talk, no prices,
no merchandise." Yet long before
tire and gasoline rationing, mail
order business doubled and then
trebled because Jane Adams, the
personal shopper, had proved a
friend to thousands of Arkansas
families.
The aim is not a commercial but
a service program. Interspersed
with musical numbers is commentary on news of general interest to
both men and women, including
material on war activities, civilian
defense, home front activities,
fashion and book reviews, etc. Illustrating the breadth of the interests covered, a current series
discusses terrain, peoples, habits
and war activities of South American countries. Soon to be inaugurated is a series on local personalities who have contributed outstanding service to the war effort.
Sam Strauss, president of Pfeifer's, said when signing his third

THIRD YEAR of a successful department store program was
launched when Sam Strauss (1)
president of Pfeifer's, Little Rock,
Ark., signed to renew Jane Adams,
Speaking over KARK. Looking on
is Miss Virginia Harris, sales promotion manager of the store, who
prepares the script, and Julian F.
Haas, of KARK sales staff, who
has handled the account since the
program started.
renewal that the program is intended to "afford interest, information and inspiration" to the people
of Arkansas. "It has developed
just as our store has — informal,
friendly and 'between home folks.' "
Miles Shows

Signed

MILES LABS, Elkhart, Ind.(AlkaSeltzer, One-A-Day Vitamins) has
signed two 52-week contracts for
hum & Abner and the Quiz Kids.
The comedy team, heard Monday
through Thursday 8:15-8:30 p.m.
(EWT),
goes onSept.
10227.BLUE
stations beginning
Quiz Kids
will be aired on 131 BLUE outlets
beginning Sept. 26, every Sunday
7:30-8:00 p.m. (EWT). Agency is
Wade Adv., Chicago.
CBR Vancouver, recently in a Royal
Canadianpaign,Air
caminductedForce
duringrecruitingthe program
an airman and an airwoman into the
RCAF, with the officer commanding
the Vancouver recruiting office officiating this
in theis CBR
studios.
believed
the first
time Ita isman
and woman have been actually sworn
in tothetheair.RCAF while a program was
on
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WMCA
Charges
(Continued from page 51)
agent in talking to Messrs. Dempsey and Koplovitz, telling Roberts
that he did not like the "mystery"
about their client, whom he had
heard was a man of influence who
might take WMCA away from Mr.
Flamm if he couldn't buy it at a
satisfactory price.
Mr. Roberts said that when he
talked to these attorneys they told
him that they had offered to pay
Mr. Flamm $1,000,000 for the station if they could examine the books
and if the books showed it worth
that amount, or if he could show
them that he had received a firm
offer for that amount, both of
which propositions, they said, Mr.
Flamm had rejected. When Mr.
Roberts reported this to Mr.
Flamm, he said, Mr. Flamm accused
him of "knowing more than I
seemed to profess," which he denied.
Refused Statement
When Mr. Flamm first met Mr.
Noble, Mr. Roberts stated, he took
Mr. Roberts aside and said "now
I know it's being bought for Tom
C o r c o r a n." Subsequently Mr.
Flamm charged Mr. Roberts with
getting $100,000 from Mr. Noble
for having arranged the deal, Mr.
Roberts continued, stating that on
Dec. 14, 1940, he was asked to dictate a statement to the effect that
WMCA was a good station and
could not be better operated by anyone else. Mr. Roberts refused to do
this, he said, on the grounds that
he was powerless to make any program changes without the approval
of Mr. Flamm or his brother, Sydney Flamm, and that he had protested often but to no avail about
the type of programs on the station. He asked the purpose of the
memorandum and in return was
asked how he would testify if there
were a hearing on the license. He
said he'd tell the truth as he just
had, he reported, whereupon Mr.
Flamm accused Mr. Roberts of spying on him for the FCC and said
it was all a plot to get WMCA for
Tom Corcoran and when he told
that on the stand it would create
worse scandal than Teapot Dome.
Four days later, the Roberts am9,218
TELL

davit stated, the FCC approval of
the sale of WMCA was announced,
whereupon Mr. Flamm asked him
to dictate a statement that the
station had been sold under duress,
again accusing him of selling Mr.
Flamm out to Mr. Noble. When he
again refused to dictate a statement, he was discharged, Mr.
Roberts said. When he then found
that Mr. Flamm was spreading
rumors about him, injuring his
chances of employment, he got mad,
his statement read, and he told Mr.
Shaw he was determined to file
charges against Mr. Flamm within
the following week.
Phone Conversations
Mr. Flamm in his reply stated
that ho had not accused Mr. Shaw
earlier as he then had no proof, but
that now he "has proof not only
that he conspired with Roberts but
that he had 'phoned various important people and gotten them to
use their influence against my upsetting the deal with Noble."
As evidence of a Shaw-Roberts
conspiracy, transcripts of telephone
conversations they held in the
spring of 1943, when the Cox committee took Mr. Shaw's testimony
about the WMCA sale, were filed
with the court. These conversations, which were recorded by Mr.
Roberts, show, Mr. Handelman
stated, "that Mr. Shaw was reluctant to have anything revealed that

LISTENING

Noble
Mr. deal."
Shaw, in his deposition, attacks the credibility of "a person
who, pretending to be a friend, deliberately arranged to tap his own
telephone wire in order to keep
records of conversations with the
friend," and points out that "a recording machine can be turned on
and off at will and while the records may represent portions of the
conversations they do not reprecomplete
Alsosent thefiled
was conversations."
a memorandum
written by Mr. Shaw to Mr. Flamm
on Jan. 4, 1941, about the affidavit
Mr. Roberts was allegedly going
to file against Mr. Flamm, which,
Mr. Shaw wrote, had been prepared
and was then in the hands of his
attorneys in Washington.
Mr. Handelman stated that he
will prove at the trial "that when
Mr. Shaw dictated this memorandum he well knew it was false and
well knew that Roberts had made
no affidavits and could make no
affidavits that would harm Mr.
Flamm and that the memorandum
was thought out and prepared by
Shaw and Roberts with the assistance of Dempsey and Koplovitz for
the purpose of befuddling Flamm."
MAX HILL, who recently joined the
P.LUE's staff of newscasters, on Aug.
23 will substitute for Martin Agronsky
on his daily and Sunday news reports
while Agronsky takes a two-week vacation.
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New 'Henry'
DICKIE JONES, youthful screen
actor, has been signed to replace
Norman Tokar as "Henry Aldrich,"
in the NBC Aldrich Family, sponsored by General Foods Corp., New
York. Mr. Tokar withdrew from
the program in July to enter the
Army. Dickie Jones will go on the
air Sept. 2 when the program is
resumed in the Thursday, 8:30-9
p.m. period after a summer lay-off.
Agency for Postum, product advertised on the program, is Young
& Rubicam, New York.
BERTHA KELLY, member of
UCLA-NBC Radio Institute, was
named award winner of the six-week
session in early August and received
as scholarship a refund of original
tuition fee.
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CBS

FIRST WITH
MESSINA WITNESS

FIRST eyewitness account via radio of the fall of Messina, Sicily,
last Tuesday was given American
listeners 4 hours and 25 minutes
after the first allied troops entered
the city by John Daly, CBS correspondent, who was with a platoon of Third Division troops and
who flew to Algiers to tell his experiences.
Daly gave his report on the CBS
program The World Today at 6:45
p.m. Aug. 17, and three hours later at 9:30 p.m. CBS presented a
dramatization of his account on
the Report to The Nation program.
"We didn't exactly enter the city
in style," said Daly. "We walked
practically on tiptoe watching the
ground for buried mines until our
eyes ached. . . .
"Fourteen strong, we arrived at
the City Hall at 8:25 a.m. (Algiers time). Messina was ours, and
for the moment we were the garrison." Later when an English
lieutenant colonel drove up, Daly
reported he said, 'Hello Yanks, congratulations.' His disappointment
was hidden. It had been exciting
to see who would get to Messina
first — the American 7th Army or
the British 8th."
Joint New

The four radio stations in South
Texas' Radio Package give you primary coverage of 45 counties; an
area bigger than New Jersey, New
Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, Connecticut and Vermont
combined; with a population equal
to an empire, with great wartime
purchasing power waiting for you.
Salesmanagers . . . think it over!
* ★ ★

TEXAS'
SOUTH
PACKAGE
RADIO
★ * ★
•
MORE
PRIMARY
COVERAGE
OF THIS
RICH MARKET
THAN ANY
OTHER
STATION
OR
GROUP
•
HOWARD
W. DAVIS
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE BLDG.
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
★ ★ ★
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York-London

'Town Meeting' On Blue
"TOWN MEETINGS" will be held
simultaneously in London and New
York, Sept. 30 and Oct. 7, for rebroadcast via transcription on the
BLUE's Town Meeting of the Air.
Both audiences wdl question speakers on the other side of the ocean
on the discussion topic.
The trans-atlantic air meeting
will be held several days before
regular broadcast day for Town
Meeting of the Air, the programs
being transcribed the preceding
Saturday and aired Thursday, Sept.
30, and Oct. 7, in the regular 8:30
p.m. period on the BLUE. Topic
for discussion on the first program
is "How Should We Deal With Germany After the War to Win the
Peace?" The Oct. 7 program will
deal similarly with Japan.
George V. Denny, moderator of
the series, who is leaving shortly
for England on a special mission
for the OWI, will handle both programs from London.
Gen. Foods Shifts
FOLLOWING announcement by
General Foods Corp., New York,
that Kate Smith's Friday evening
program on CBS will be expanded
from 8-8:30 to 8-8:55 p.m. when it
returns to the air Oct. 1, the comAdvenshiftcurrently
pany
turesisofplanning
the Thin toMan,
8:30-8:55
Fridays
heard on CBS
p.m. to Sunday evenings at 10:30
on CBS. Shift will probably take
place either Sept. 26 or Oct. 3, dependent on the CBS period General Foods selects for the news program by William Shirer, presently
heard Sundays 10:30-10:45 p.m.
Agency for the Kate Smith show
(Jello), and for William Shirer
is Young & Rubi(Grapecam, Nuts),
New York, while Benton &
handles the
York,
New
Bowles,
Thin Man for Sanka and Post
Toasties.

Fly-Garey Fight
{Continued from page 10)
and Lee Falk, of OWI to remove
allegedly undesirable foreign language commentators said "this
smelly stuff is intolerable". It added that such practices should immediately be reported
the crop
district attorney
wherever tothey
up "for in ordinary business dealings this squeeze play by the OWI
and FCC would be regarded a
highly objectionable form of blackmail and the perpetrators of it
would lay themselves open to criminal charges I.of Noyes,
conspiracy."
Linwood
publisher of
the Ironwood (Mich.) Globe and
president of the American Newsan addresspaper
also Publishers
alluded Assn.,
to the in
attack
on
'freedom of the press". "One cannot be destroyed without destroying the other," he said, "declaring
that if we lose freedom of speech
and of the press, we lose all other
Editor & Publisher in its Aug.
freedoms."
12 issue editorially attacked the
FCC-OWI form of "extra-legal
censorship". "It is intolerable that
appointed minor officials should assume the power of final judgment
over the utterances of radio speakers. If broadcast statements are
treasonable the law provides measures for dealing with them." Describing the OWI-FCC formula as
smacking
of "near called
blackmail",
Editor & Publisher
upon

press and radio to stand together
on this issue.
"If one government underling
can assume and get away with the
power of gagging a radio speaker,
we can be sure that others will try
the same schemes in other directions. The postal regulations by
which a number of publications
have been silenced are already a
danger
free publication."
In a tofacetious
vein, the Wall
Street Journal last Thursday
picked up the Falk disclosures editorial y. Itrevealed that Mr. Falk
is the author of the comic strip
"Mandrake the Magician". Mandrake, the newspaper pointed out,
has a very handy trick of seeming
to be there when he really isn't.
It pointed to the similarity between
Mandrake and "John Durfee" who
was
"man of who
there" the
— an OWI
invention
OWI. wasn't
"If comic strip artists are to
have responsible places in Washington," the Journal continued,
"we wish to nominate that veteran,
Rube Goldberg. Mr. Goldberg, as a
good many people know, is the
creator of goofy inventions, which
employ the most complicated and
fantastic machinery to do the most
simple things. It seems to us there
are dozens of bureaus which could
use Mr. Goldberg.
"But probably the scheme is no
good. We sense a fatal defect right
now. The defect is that Mr. Goldberg knows when he is being

funny."
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(Continued from page 10)

AMONG THE NEW crop of women technicians at broadcasting stations throughout the country is
Margaret Walton, 18-year-old control engineer at WIP Philadelphia.
She is licensed as a radio telephone
operator, 2d class. Miss Walton
trained at WIP in a course sponsored jointly by Philadelphia broadcasters and the vocational school
system.
Davison at NBC
WALTER B. DAVISON, formerly
of the maintenance engineering section of the U. S. Signal Corps radar
laboratories at Ft. Monmouth,
N. J., has joined the sales staff of
NBC's radio-recording division, according to Robert W. Friedheim,
sales manager of the division. Mr.
Davison first joined NBC in 1934
as a page. In 1938 he was
transferred to Hollywood as manager of that department. He was
successively assistant sales promotion manager for the Pacific Coast
and national spot sales representative for Southern California. In
1941 he became sales manager of
KMPC, Beverley Hills, Cal., later
moving to KGO, San Francisco, as
sales manager, where he remained
until November, 1942, when he assumed civilian duties at Ft. Monmouth.
WAC Brochure
WAR ADVERTISING Council has
published a brochure on the talks of
Elmer Davis, OWI director; Marvin
Jones. War Food Administrator; Donald Nelson. cba;r-man. WPR ; Fred
Vinson, chief. OES ; and Chester La
Roche, chairman, WAC, broadcast
over NBC July 14 as an appeal to
business to double its war effort advertising.
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ment and that Congressional or public access thereto would not be in
the public interest." Ordered by
Chairman Cox to answer Mr. Garey's questions, Mr. Guest still refused, even though he was warned
of the consequences.
He admitted, however, that he
learned from the FBI files that Mr.
Falk had attempted to prevail upon the FBI to put Mr. Brunner off
the air but that the FBI had refused to take such action. Mr. Guest
stated that his investigation, concluded about six weeks ago, had
revealed no reason why Mr. Brunner should not be on the air and
that he had so advised Mr. Alcorn.

nant objections leading to a heated
exchange between himself and Mr.
Garey, the witness said numerous
complaints had been received, both
from individuals and Government
agencies, but a report from Alan
Fenner of the FCC New York staff,
read by Mr. Garey, indicated that
the main source of information to
all Government agencies had been
another German language broadcaster on WBNX whom the FCC
had subsequently recommended for
a position with OWI. This led
Chairman Cox to ask if there is
"complete cooperation between the
FCC and OWI in persecuting poor
devils whom they want to get rid

Source of Brunner Charges
Questioned as to Credibility
Mr. Garey asked again what
business it was of the Commission's
whether Mr. Brunner was on the
air or off, to which the witness replied that the FCC was legitimately
interested in a station's employment of a person charged with various subversive activities, including broadcasting code messages to
a Nazi submarine, as a test of that
station's operation in the public interest. Repeated questioning on this
point failed to shake Mr. Guest's
reply that the FCC was interested
only in WBNX as a station and not
in Mr. Brunner as an individual.
Questioned at length about the
FCC's "informers," a term to
which Mr. Guest expressed indig-

A minor sensation was created
when Mr. Garey revealed that the
"hair raising" charges against Mr.
Brunner and other persons under
investigation had come from Herman Wolfgang, whose credibility
was placed in question by serious
charges in the FCC files. Mr. Guest
admittedof."that Wolfgang's story had
caused him to hold up his report
on WBNX, but declared that as
soon as he had discovered the truth
about Wolfgang he had "dropped
him like a hot brick."
Mr. Garey read a memorandum
from Mr. Guest to Marcus Cohn,
chief of the FCC's legal field section, written following an inter-

Subsidy Bill Drive
EFFORT to push the Bankhead
Bill (S-1073) providing subsidies
for newspapers is expected when
Congress reconvenes next month.
A companion bill in the House
(HR-2684)
contains
s'm lar provisions. Though
r^dio subsidies
are
net included in the bills, the industry has gone on record through
the NAB as opposed to Government subsidies. Senator Bankhead
(D-Ala.)
recently
told the
the bill
Ala-in
bama Press
Assn. that
no way jeopardizes freedom of
the press.

The CBS Station for a
million people in 22
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TACKLE DRIVE for soldier
anglers proved so popular
with the boys that WCKY
Cincinnati, which furthered
the drive in conjunction with
newspapers and tackle dealers, wants
spread
collection to
plan to
othertheareas.
The original "Tackle for
Troops" drive in Cincinnati
was designed
tioned in the for
Aleut.those
ans staand
Alaska,diers but
when
other
solread about it in Yank,
they wrote WCKY requesting
some of the tackle for their
military base. The station explained that all collected had
been shipped to the northern
outposts, but urged the men
to contact their local radio
stations and newspapers so
that local drives could be organized. WCKY also referred
the plan to the Outdoor Writers of America, and has suggested that other stations
consider starting a "Tackle
for Troops" campaign.
view with the superintendent of the
institution in which Wolfgang had
been treated, stating that "we have
not given up the ship on Dr. Wolfgang and feel that certain statements made to us which Dr. Wolfgang claimed were of his own personal knowledge should be checked
so Mr.
far as
possible."
Guest
explained that the

CORNER!

it?

The future is anybody's guess — new, more than ever.
The end of tlie war will see facilities for the manufacture of consumer goods no longer tied up in war production. Competition
will tobethat
keenei
thanWe ever.
drawing closer
and closer
corner.
may We're
reach
it this year — maybe next — but reach it we will, sooner
or later. Are you prepartd for that day?
The smart Leys are getting ready to hit the new stretch
of road. They're drumming their product name into the
ears of potential customers. They're making suie that,
with the renewal of competition, their product will be
remembered. They're buying radio time, first! Why? Because byradio they can carry on a campaign of maximum
effectiveness with the minimum outlay. And in Canada
most of them choose CFRB. Because the largest ?liare
of Canada's richest market is reached through CFRB,
Toronto. Yes. in :• key area, fed by three stations, CrRB
broadcasts half the leading sponsored programs.
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memo was based on a statement of
the superintendent that "everything
which Wolfgang said might not be
untrue." Upon further discussions
with the FBI, he added, he decided
to discard Wolfgang's charges entirely.
Cox Sees Attempted
Censorship By FCC
When the FCC investigation
cleared Mr. Brunner of the charges
against him, WBNX was advised of
this fact, Mr. Guest said, and told
that its application for renewal of
license would be acted on at the
earliest possible moment. The station has since received a permanent license, he said. Mr. Garey
charged that this was tantamount
to telling the station "you wouldn't refuse them a license if they
decided to put Brunner back on the
air," a strictly illegal procedure,
since the FCC has no authority to
censor program content or program
personnel.
After hearing the evidence about
the FCC investigation of WBNX
personnel, Chairman Cox asked the
THE VOICE OF MISSISSIPPI

Ronzoni 100% Radio
RONZONI MACARONI Co., Long
Island City, through its newly-appointed agency Emil Mogul Co.,
New York, will devote its entire
advertising budget to radio. Firm
has purchased time in several eastern markets in the past and plans
to augment its schedule shortly.
witness, "What were you after?
Did you want to give the public
clean radio, frightened, terrorized
radio? Did you ever think about
free radio ? If people don't suit you
do you just call them Nazis and
take after them?"
Luotto Commended for
Deliberation on Citizenship
Dorothy Waring, director of investigation for the Anti-Nazi
League, took the stand briefly in
the afternoon, but was dismissed
when questioning revealed she did
not possess the information Mr.
Garey desired about the League's
personnel and the conduct of its
affairs.
Andrea Luotto, also recalled
briefly, testified of a conversation
with Arnold Hartley, who had been
program director of WGES, Chicago, at the time of that station's
dismissal of Stefano Luotto, following Mr. Hartley's acceptance of
a similar position at WOV New
York. Mr. Hartley, Mr. Luotto said,
avowed the highest esteem for Stefano and offered to do whatever he
could to assist in righting the injustice done him.
Stefano Luotto, the final witness
of the day, denied having any Fas-

MISSISSIPPI
BUSINESS
ACTIVITY

UP

38%
June 1943 continued the UPWARD trend of previous months
in Mississippi by showing an
increase in business activity of
38 per cent over June of 1942.
(Average increase 12-months
ending June '43 was 26.58%.)
WJDX D-O-M-l-N-A-T-E-S the
UP-MARKET in Mississippi. Let
the "Voice of Mississippi"
speak for you in Jackson and
in Mississippi.

Owned and Operated by
LAMAR
LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI
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Background

for

Old

Explained As FCC
ANSWERING the charge that the
FCC activities concerning domestic
foreign language broadcasts constitute censorship, which it terms
"without foundation", the FCC on
Tuesday issued to the press background information citing court decisions on the KFKB (Dr. Brinkley) and KGEF (Trinity Methodist Church) cases, following the
original Federal Radio Commission's failure to renew licenses.
In the first instance, the failure
to renew was based on "the fact
that a good
the station's
broadcast
timedeal
was ofdevoted
to the
sale of medicinal products of Dr.
Brinkley and in the prescription
by Dr. Brinkley over the air of
remedies for ailments described to
him only in letters," which the
Radio Commission held not to conterest. stitute operation in the public inReligious Charges
In the second case, the Radio
Commission refused to renew the
license because 'the broadcasts of
Dr. Shuler were scurrilous, antireligious, debasing of the Jewish
cist or Nazi sympathies, explaining his failure to apply for United
States citizenship until 1941, 10
years after his arrival in this country from his native Italy, on the
grounds that after spending 36
years as an Italian citizen he was
reluctant to become an American
citizen until he was convinced that
he could honestly forswear all ties
with his native land. In 1941, he
said, when it became probable that
the United States and Italy would
find themselves on opposite sides
in a war, he reached the decision
that the United States had become
his true country and applied for
his citizenship papers. He denied
the charges in an FCC press release that he had waited until after the passage of the Alien Registration Act, stating that he had
not known of the act and that it
had no bearing on his decision.
Regarding the Dante Alighieri
Society of Chicago, he testified that

License

Refusals

Denies Censorship
and Roman Catholic Church, etc."
The FCC, after reciting these
cases,
The said:
rationale of these cases also
applies with respect to domestic foreign mission
language
broadcasts.
in moving
in this The
field Comdoes
not undertake to tell the stations what
programs they may or may not carry.
The
Commission's
only asfunction
is to
assemble
information
to whether
stations are operating in the public
interest. We do not tell the station
to carry or not to carry programs but
we can look at the service the station
has rendered in determining whether
the operation of the station has been
in the public interest and whether
the continued operation of the station
is likely to be in the public interest.
In time of war it can scarcely be
denied that the Commission can consider the foreign language broadcasts
of radio stations in order to determine whether these programs are conveying information to the enemy or
are spreading enemy and subversive
propaganda and disparaging the cause
of the United Nations, etc. If any
of the stations carrying foreign language broadcasts have been engaging
in such activity, there can be no doubt
that upon the authority of the decisions in the KFKB and Trinity Methodist refuse
Church cases,
the Commission's
right to
to renew
the licenses
of such stations would be upheld by
the courts.
contrary to the allegation of the
FCC this organization was purely
cultural, with no political leanings, and that several Jewish refugees from Italy had become members. Questioned about his dismissal from WGES, he corroborated
the
thers.previous testimony of his broGarey Calls Witness
'Obviously a Perjurer'
Commending Stefano Luotto for
his careful deliberation over taking
out citizenship papers, Chairman
Cox said: "You may be a dangerous man to be turned loose on the
American public over the wavelengths, but I can't see it. I think
you have the sympathy of the public and that you and your brother
have been unfairly treated and perGiuseppe Lupis, publisher of II
Mondo,
secuted." a monthly magazine, and

ine
... also selling many
other products on many
other stations.
George E. Halley
TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
HOTEL PICKWICK • KANSAS CITY, MO.

In KANSAS

CITY it's "COMMERCIAL
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K49KC
K.C/s Pioneer Commercial FRLQULNCY MODULATION
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AS PARATROOPERS descended
upon Denver Municipal Airport,
Pvt. Torland, formerly of KOA, and
Verne Andrews, engineer, were on
hand with mike and pack set. The
tactical assault on the airport was
covered by KOA also from the air
by Lt. Edward Brady, former KOA
announcer and winner of the 1941
Davis announcing award.

and stated that the only money he
had received from any Government
agency was from the FCC for getting translations of material they
wanted from Italian language papers and from the OWI for broadcasting on shortwave. Asked about
his contacts with numerous Italian
language radio personnel, he denied
using his influence to get them jobs
with the OWI, and when Mr. Garey
showed him a letter he had written
to Lee Falk on behalf of Alberto
Cupelli, assistant editor of II Mondo, who had been discharged from
WOV, he admitted writing that one
but was unable to recall any others.
Unable to Recall

Making Report to FCC
Questioned about a report in the
FCC files of information he was
said to have given concerning the
pro-Fascist sentiments of Andrea
employed at WHOM as a censor, Luotto, Mr. Lupis was unable to
monitor and announcer, testified recall making any such report to
Wednesday morning. He said he the FCC, although he said the
had come to this country several charges against Mr. Luotto were
times on a visitor's passport be- true and that he had discussed them
tween 1926, when the Fascists with a number of people.
drove him out of Italy, and 1937,
James H. Sheldon, administrawhen he entered as an immigrant,
tive chairman of the Non-Sectarian
applying for citizenship papers
Anti-Nazi
League, called in the
shortly thereafter.
afternoon, reported that his organiQuestioned at length about his
zation investigated organizations
duties at the station, he denied tell- and persons suspected of engaging
ing Joseph Lang, general manager,
in pro-Nazi propaganda, doing
to fire anyone, but admitted "crit- most research in published material but occasionally making personal
icizing"
certain described
of the station
personnel.
He also
his duties
investigations. When the League
as censor and monitor, answering
secures information in the field of
"yes" when asked if his object was any Government agency it passes
to teach
protectAmericanism
the listeners'to morals
and the information along, he said, but
to
Americans.
in most cases it is at the request
He admitted giving information to of the agency. The League is not
various Government agencies, but paid for such information, but is
vehemently denied that he was an
supported by voluntary contribu"informer".
tions, he stated.
Questioned at length about Mario
Mr. Lupis appeared to have difficulty in understanding Mr. Garey's Buzzi or Bossi (he was not sure
questions and in remembering de- which is the right name), an intails of contacts he had had with
vestigator for the League, Mr.
FCC staff members and others, Sheldon admitted having little
leading to frequent admonitions knowledge about his background
and at one point, where he answered but said that Buzzi, like some other
"I don't recollect," to all questions investigators had justified himself
about information he had given to totally by the results of his investiNaval Intelligence, Mr. Garey
gations. He said that the FCC had
stated, "The witness is obviously a asked the League for information
about the Luottos, which the
perjurer."
He denied that he had ever been League did not have, but denied
paid for giving this information
that any arrangements had been

made for Buzzi to go to Chicago
to investigate Stefano Luotto, as
had been previously charged.
FCC assistant general counsel
Nathan David, representing the
Commission in the absence of general counsel Charles R. Denny, distributed a press release denying
that the FCC had anything to. do
with the dismissal of George Brunner from WBNX and pointing out
that the FCC's interviews with
Wolfgang (see Tuesday report) occured in May, 1943, almost a year
after the dismissal had occured.
Lupis Testimony
Continued on Thursday
Resuming the stand on Thursday morning, Mr. Lupis admitted
asking another Italian, Gabriel
Sonino, to monitor certain programs on WBNX, insisting, however, that this was done as part of
his general fight against Fascism
and not because WBNX is a business competitor of WHOM, at
which Mr. Lupis is employed. He
was again hesitant in his answers
to Mr. Garey's questions and inclined to deliver lengthy expositions on the Italo-American political situation, drawing from Chairman Cox a request to be more direct in his answering. Mr. Garey,
who hammered the witness with
constant repetitions of the questions until they were answered,
was cautioned to "speak softly to
Lupis or you'll be accused of tryA ingletter
to smearfrom
him."Lee Falk of OWI,
ONE
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complimenting Mr. Lupis on his
understanding of the feelings of
Italians in this country and stating
that a commentary series by him
would be "a real contribution to
the war effort," was read into the
record, as was a letter from Alan
Cranston of FCC thanking Mr.
Lupis for information about Italian
movies and adding, "we are alReverting
to trail."
the relationship of
ready on their
Mr. Lupis with the Luottos, Mr.
Garey read a letter written to Andrew Luotto by Joseph Lang, general manager of WHOM, last September, regarding a conversation
between Mr. Luotto and Mr. Lupis
held in Mr. Lang's office a month
before. The letter reported that
"you asked Mr. Lupis if he had
told anyone that you were not a
good American — that he considered
you a Fascist agent — or that you
were in any way connected with
Fascist activities." Mr. Lupis answered "No." Mr. Lupis denied
making this statement, saying that

810 K.C.
7500 WATTS
Blue Network *Company,
Inc.
*
*
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Mr. Lang was mistaken, and he expressed surprise that Mr. Lang
should have written this letter
without consulting him.
He also denied other statements
of the same tenor in the letter,
which ended that Mr. Lupis "concluded the discussion by saying
that he was confident you (Luotto)
would eventually obtain proof of
the fact that he never took any part
in any action to discredit you; that
he felt you had been unjustly accused, and that he was hoping in
his heart that you would obtain a
complete vindication." Mr. Lupis
denied making any such avowal,
saying that he had refused to commit himself to Mr. Luotto and that
Mr. Lang's report was "incorrect."
Questioned by Mr. Garey about
Stefano Luotto's broadcast on
WHOM last May, Mr. Lupis said
he had told Mr. Lang that Mr.
Luotto had been accused of being
a Fascist in an article in La Parola
and was then suing that paper for
libel, and advised against allowing him to go on the air until the
suit had been decided.
Cox Denies Lupis
Permission to Speak
He insisted that the Dante Alie:hieri Society of Chicago, of which
Stefano Luotto had been vice-president, is a branch of "the most
powerful Fascist organization in
theMr.world."
Garey read the following excerpt from an editorial "Divide and
Conquer" appearing in the August,
1942, issue of Mr. Lupis paper, II
Monda: "We remember that Al
Capone — his name again comes
spontaneously to the pen, talking
about pro-Fascist people — was put
safely away by an indirect measure, because of an income tax matter. Why not use similar indirect
measures in order to oust the 'neutral Italian-Americans' from their
'wait and see'' work?"
Pointing out that on Aug. 25,
1942, Sidney Spear, FCC attorney,
who has since resigned, had described to Robert K. Richards of the
Office of Censorship, the "extralegal" manner in which Mr. Spear
and Mr. Falk had cooperated to put
off the air people Mr. Falk suspected of "doing some funny business,"
Mr. Garey asked Mr. Lupis if his
editorial might not have suggested
this plan of indirect attack to these
Government employes. Mr. Lupis
denied suggesting or approving the
Falk-Spear activities, declaring
that by "indirect" he did not mean
"illegal" and pointing out that the
proceedings against Al Capone had
been legal. Excused, Mr. Lupis
asked to make a statement, but
Mr. Garey said that was not neccurred. essary and Chairman Cox conHartley Recalls
Call From David
Arnold B. Hartley, program director of WOV, New York, took
the stand in the afternoon session.
He started by relating a telephone
call that he had received from Nathan David before the Committee
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Screamer
AIR RAID sirens failed to
sound the other day in Pittsburgh N. Y., but a wide
awake control engineer did
his
part in It
"alerting"
the
community.
had been
planned to coordinate local
precautions and part of the
city
plan was
have
WMFFfathers'
broadcast
the tosignals
sounded at the OCD posts.
Faces were red when nothing
but silence issued from the
sirens. But not for long.
Opening the control room
mike, our engineer turned on
the small electric siren used
for a "calling
cars" auto
announcement ofall
a local
dealer. ofNow
regular
feature
raid it's
test aprograms.
hearings, saying that David in that
telephone conversation recalled a
conference that David, Spingarn
and Hartley had held in Washington. Hartley denied Counsel Garey's
charge that David had called to
influence Hartley's impending testimony before the Committee.
Hartley described a visit he made
to Washington in October 1942 to
determine why WGES, Chicago,
was operating under a temporary
license and why the FCC had refrained from granting a permanent
one. After conversing with the station's attorneys, Porter & Haley,
and immediately after meeting with
Spingarn and David, Hartley wrote
a letter to his employer, Gene
Dyer, relating the results of his
Washington conversations.
FCC Releases Report
Attributed to Hartley
The letter, read into the record
by
that
if they
"the
DyersGarey,
wanted stated
to sleep
nights
would get Luotto and his assistants, Conti is
and out
Alfedi,
off the while
air".
The latter
of radio
Conti is still purchaser of time on
WGES but is not permitted to
broadcast. The letter quoted Spingarn as stating there were two
technical irregularities which could
be the basis for holding up a license renewal besides the station
vulnerability on the Luotto matter.
Hartley wrote that Luotto's
name* with the FCC is "black as
sin". The license of the station was
"stuck" in a newly-created FCC
department, the War Problems Division. Hartley testified that when
he returned to Chicago after his
Washington conversations, Conti
and Luotto were immediately removed from the air and shortly
thereafter WGES was granted
permanent license.
When Counsel Garey asked Hartley about an FCC release which
quoted Hartley as stating Luotto
was pro-Fascist, Hartley said the
only information that he conveyed
was that Luotto refused to use
OWI insertions in his newscasts.
Hartley testified that in various
private matters with the Luottos
and with Gene Dyer and with
Ralph Weil of WOV, he was not
BROADCASTING

responsible in any way for any of
Luotto's difficulties. At that point
Judge Cox interjected an off-therecord statement that he was convinced "Hartley was a decent young
fellow who would not knowingly
harm
anyone".
At the
conclusion of the day's
testimony the FCC released a supposedly confidential report that
Hartley had given to Arnold Becker, FCC Chicago attorney, about
Stefano Luotto. On the stand,
Hartley had testified that the report was given to Becker and that
some time thereafter Hilda Shea
called Hartley long distance from
Washington
him thatin "she
had
made aandfewtoldchanges
his
statement and polished it up and
that she was sending a copy to the
Office
of Censorship".
Hartley
testified that he had
never authorized Mrs. Shea to
change or revise his statement. At
that point Nathan David jumped
to his feet and asked Judge Cox
for permission to read into the
record both the original and revised statement to point up the
fundamental similarity of the two.
This was refused and Mr. David's
request was stricken from the record. Hartley's four-page confidential statement, copies of which the
FCC distributed to the press, related the content of some of Luotto's broadcasts and some of his general political attitudes. The statement was said to be circumstantially incriminating. It states that
Luotto is "intellectually convinced
of Fascism", and has obviously
studied it and arrived at its essence.
Hartley told of a war service
program idea which he suggested
to Lee Falk that the OWI prepare.
The program was a counter-propaganda newscast refuting item by
item Axis propaganda shortwaved
the previous day. Hartley stated
that WOV received four copies of
the program and that three were
airmailed to three other Bulova
stations and so far as he knew
WGES in Chicago and a station in
San Francisco. He denied he demanded exclusivity of the program
for WOV or that the exclusive aspects of the program was ever
discussed with Falk. At the con-
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elusion of the day's hearings David
asked Judge Cox if the persons
whose "names were blackened" by
the Committee would be given an
opportunity to appear and testify.
Judge Cox replied that the request
was unbecoming of a member of
an agency which had so patently
denied that privilege to others.
Alcorn Tells of
Removal of Announcer
William C. Alcorn, vice-president
and general manager of WBNX,
New York, who took the stand Friday morning, characterized the removal from the air of George Brunner, German language broadcaster
of WBNX, as "the most undemocratic procedure I have ever seen.
Brunner had no opportunity to
justify himself or answer any complaints." Mr. Alcorn was directed
to remove Brunner from the air by
Lee Falk of the OWI who bluntly
told Mr. Alcorn that the Army
would step in if WBNX did not
comply.
Although the FCC in a prior
press release disclaimed any responsibility for the removal of
George Brunner, Counsel Garey
read into the record an FCC memorandum which listed Brunner as
being allegedly pro-Nazi. He had
been broadcasting for 10 years. The
OWI evidence against him, Mr. Alcorn testified, was built around the
fact that on Dec. 17, 1941, Brunner had said on the air, "The U. S.
had entered a long and hopeless
war."
Mr. Garey read into the record
a letter which Mr. Alcorn wrote to
Neville Miller, NAB president, protesting the manner in which the
Brunner episode was handled, and
also a letter that Mr. Alcorn had
received from his attorney, Reed
T. Rollo, outlining why WBNX was
on temporary license and relating
the results of the conversations
with Hilda Shea whom Mr. Rollo
characterized as an exceptional and
brilliant lawyer with little knowledge of operational problems. Mrs.
Shea, Mr. Rollo wrote, feels there
is no place for purely entertainment programs on a foreign language station but that each pro»
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Army Campaign
THE WAR Dept. has contracted
with Geyer, Cornell & Newell, New
York, for a three to four-month
advertising campaign involving an
expenditure of approximately $500,000 to recruit aviation cadets, it
was learned last week. Purpose of
the drive is to attract 17-year-old
youths
training. to prepare for intensive
gram should contain forceful antiaxis propaganda.
A situation somewhat parallel to
the Brunner episode developed at
WBNX with respect to an Italian
announcer, Lido Belli (Relli Rizeri). Counsel Garey read into the
record an exchange of correspondence between Lee Falk of the OWI
and the Department of Justice in
which Falk had requested from the
department that Belli be interned
for the duration. The department
refused to intern Belli but acceded
to Falk's request that he be prohibited from participating in any
phase of the radio industry. Belli,
an alien, was interned shortly after
Pearl Harbor but was paroled under the sponsorship of Mr. Alcorn, who repeatedly sought revision of the Dept. of Justice restriction and asked that he be given
full and fair hearing. In May of
this year the parole was modified
for the third time to allow Belli
to conduct his time brokerage activities and to prepare programs.
He is still not allowed to broadcast.
An example of bureaucratic gymnastics was furnished in the case
of Hugo Neri (Alfonso Vanacore)
who was removed from WBNX at
the request of the OWI. According to a letter read into the record,
addressed to Vanacore, OWI had
no objection to your "resuming
your former duties. The entire
matter is now in the hands of the
Office of Censorship." The Office of
Censorship sent Vanacore a letter
saying that "we have never entered into your particular situation
and we were in no way interested
in your removal from the air."
Italian-born Announcer
Tells of Activities
WBNX, Mr. Alccrn testified, was
put on a temporary license by the
FCC in August 1942, and was
granted a permanent license Aug.
1, 1943. He said the temporary license resulted in a severe loss of
revenue to the station, and militated against the successful operation of the station's business. The
station broadcast in 12 different languages, and had received numerous awards for meritorious public
service. Mr. Alcorn stated that in
his opinion the Communications
Act of 1934 should be rewritten so
the term "public convenience, interest and necessity" is defined, and
radio stations know exactly what
the term means. The FCC can use
the broad terms, Mr. Garey interpolated, tojustify any action it sees
fit.
Giulio Ascarelli, staff announcer
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at WHOM, where he also prepared newscasts and one morning
a week acts as censor for Italian
language programs, was called to
the stand Friday afternoon. He
testified he was born in Italy, had
worked for M-G-M there and had
been a member of the Fascist party,
but had been expelled in 1933 because he was a Jew and had ccme
to this country in February of
1939. He stressed that his membership in the Fascist party had
been for business and not political
reasons and stated that since ccming to the United States he has
fought Fascism.
When his expectations of a job
with M-G-M in New York did not
materialize because of his faulty
English, Mr. Ascarelli stated, he
heard of an opening on the Italian
<-taff of WHOM, looked up the station's address in the telephone
book, walked in and asked for the
manager, and, after several interviews with Gulio Amauli, then
Italian program director of
WHOM, was hired as an announcer. At that' time he knew no one
employed at the station, he said.
Since Pearl Harbor, Mr. Ascarelli
said, he has worked for the CBS
shortwave department, broadcasting to Italy.
Through questioning Mr. Garey
elicited the information that Mr.
Ascarelli's departure from Italy
had been "facilitated" by the Italian government, which granted
him a quota visa, greatly desired
by many Italians at that time.
Reporting on a conversation
with FCC lawyers in New York,
Mr. Ascarelli testified they had
asked him many questions about
himself and his background, but
had been chiefly concerned with his
fellow employes at WHOM and
their political activities. Questioned
closely by Mr. Garey on this point,
he said the FCC had seemed very
interested in discovering if there
were any Fascist people or Fascist
activity at the station, but that he
had not been questioned about any
communistic leanings of either
himself or others.
At the conclusion of Mr. Ascarelli's testimony, the hearing was
adjourned until Aug. 24 at 10 a.m.

Miss
RueselJune
SeedsRollinson
Co.
Chicago, III.
Dear June:
If they ever promote me to a time
salesman, I'm not going around
to g-i buzzing
with a
lot of tlisecone
■primary,
ondary and V2
mi livolteragecovmaps
and charts.
No
Mam!
/' m
going
to from
take
a story
mighty
my
smart
local
advertiser
who's certainly best able
know
howto
WCHSers respond.
listenin
mind
The man I'veis
Louis hen,A.the WaU
Cogreen
of
Charleston,
and who owns
10 drug stores
throughout
this state.
didn't always
Course
he
own tent in
fact, a few
years only
ago one.
started
outhe
with
At that time
he
only advertised
once a
week
WCHS. andonI
guess as he put on more advertising he
couldn't help but open more stores.
Now he's using two 15-minute programs
ainfluenced
day, andby Iourknow
as much
5000 he's
watt notpower
as he
is by the way those cash registers
"clink" in his stores. Guess the two do
sort of go together though. Anyway,
that's the kind of sales story I'm going
to
use. Showmanship.
and I got it from the August
Radio
Regards
Yrn.
ALGY
WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.

First on New York's Dial... 570,

are

AGENCY
i America's Leading Independent Station
OGILVIE SISTERS SALONS Inc.. Now
York, to Abbott Kimball Co., New York,
for hair
preparations
treatment Rahas been
used; noneand contemplated
for
this dioyear.
CONSOLIDATED CHEMICAL LABS, St.
Louis, to Olian Adv. Co., St. Louis.
GENERAL PAINT Corp., San Francisco,
to Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, San
Francisco.
WESSON Co.. Detroit, Mich., to K>'tVan Pietersom-Dunlap
Associates, Milwaukee. To use radio.
BETTER VISION INSTITUTE, New
York, to Lennen & Mitchell. New York,
effective Oct. 1, for fall campaign on the
theme
"Eyesbe used.
are Allies." Magazines and
radio will
KIDD & Co., Chicago, to H. B. LeQuatte
Inc.,
for Whip-Aid,
a whipped
cream New
mix. York,
No radio
contemplated
for the
present.

the coverage
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are
TO
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96.8%

WRBL
COLUMBUS, GA.
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WSAY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
MUTUAL OUTLET jA

CHNS
The Key Station of the
Maritimes
Is your first choice for broadcast results in Halifax and the
Maritimes. Ask your local
dealers.
or JOE WEED
350 Madison Ave.
New York

B'5
tlOltWV"
*
E tO
"iHT
t
U
BES t

s
t new

bigges

The preferred spot on
Puerto Rico dials . . .
this modern station is
your preferred selection
for Puerto Rican
coverage.

SAN JUAN • PUERTO RICO

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
AUGUST 14 TO AUGUST 20 INCLUSIVE

Decisions

. . .
AUG. 17
KOAM, Pittsburg, Kan. — Denied request for special service authorization operate unlimited,
500 w N, 1 kw D to Feb.
1, 1944.
WAPO, Chattanooga — Granted involuntary assign, license from W. A. Patterson to Joda Patterson, executrix of estate
of W. A. Patterson, and to Joda Patterson, Ramon G. Patterson and Louise Patterson Pursley. d-b as WAPO Broadcasting
involved.Service, new partnership. No money
WGST, Atlanta — Designated for hearing application for license renewal.
Churchill Tabernacle, Buffalo— Granted
petition to intervene re application license
renewal of WKBW-WGR, Buffalo, to file
exceptions to proposed findings, appear at
oral argument if any is held, submit brief.
Nashville Broadcasting Co., Nashville —
Denied without prejudice application of
R. O. Hariin and J. C. Buchanan for CP
for new local at Nashville on 1240 kc, 250
w, unlimited.
AUGUST 19
W1LM, Wilmington Del,— Granted license cover south
CP move
loca'ly,
ray.
use WDEL
tower transmitter
of directional
arWDEL, Wilmington, Del.— Granted license cover CP for power increase, new
transmitter, DA-D-N.
WORK, York, Pa.— Granted license cover CP for new DA-N.

Wetwork Accounts
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business
CUMMER PRODUCTS Co., New York
(Energine), on Sept. 8 starts Battle of
the Sexes on 73 BLUE stations, Wed.,
8:30-9 p.m.. having discontinued Manhattan at Midnight in that period.
PROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnati, on
Aug. 2 started hitchhikes for Drene following Road of Life, on 127 NBC stations,
Mon. thru Fri., 11-11:15 a.m. and preceding Vic & Saie, on 73 NBC stations,
Mon. thru Fri., 11:15-11:30 a.m. Agency:
H. W, Kastor & Sons, N. Y.
KELLEY, DOUGLAS & Co.. Vancouver,
(Nabob food products) on Sept. 6 starts
Nabob Radio Program on 15 western Canadian Broadcasting Corp. stations. Mon.
11:30-12 midnight EDT. Agency: StewartLovick, Vancouver.
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge, Mass.
(Rinso),
on Oct.
8 starts
'n' Andy
on
125 NBC
stations,
Fri.,Amos
10-10:30
p.m.,
and on Oct. 7 resumes Bob Burns Arkansas Traveler for Lifebuoy Soap on 41
NBC stations Thurs., 7:30-8 p.m. Agency
is Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
VICK CHEMICAL Co., New York (Voratone, Vaporub, Vatronal) , on Sept. 14
starts for 53 weeks, Faces and Places in
the News, on 33 Don Lee Pacific stations,
Tues., Thurs., Sat., 9:30-9:45 p.m. (PWT).
Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
DALGLISH Ltd., Toronto (Javex), on Sept.
6 starts Wife Preservers on CKLW CHML
CFPL CFCO CFLC CKWS CFRB, Wed.
and Fri., 10:15-10:30 a.m. Agency: MacLaren Adv. Co. Ltd., Toronto.
CRAWFORD, MACGREGOR & CANBY
& Co., Dayton, Ohio, on Aug. 8 sponsored
full Blue broadcast of the Ryder Cup
Golf Matches played in Detroit on Aug. 7
and 8. Program was in 4 :45-5 p.m. spot.
Renewal Accounts
BROWN & WILLIAMSON Tobacco Corp.,
Louisville (Raleigh cigarettes), on Sept.
14 resumes Red Skelton & Co. on 128 NBC
stations, Tues., 10:30-11 p.m., and on
Sept. 15 shifts Hi'degarde's Beat the Band
from Tues., 10:30-11 p.m. to Wed., 8:309 p.m, replacing Tommy Dorsey on 126
NBC stations. Agency: Russel M. Seeds
Co., Chicago.
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Applications
AUG. 17. . .
NBC, New York — Extension authority
transmit
to all
tions underrecorded
Canadianprograms
control that
may sta-be
heard consistenty
U. S.forforCECF,
per'.odCBL
beginning Sept. 15. inSame
and other stations under CBC control.
W6XLA, Los Angeles — Mod. CP for
new television relay broadcast station, extend completion date to Dec. 1.
KFMB, San Diesro — Transfer control
from First National Trust & Savings Bank
of
to O. L. Taylor and
JackSanO.Di"go,
Gross,tru"t=e>,
7,500 shares.
KOB, authorization
Albuquerque —operate
Extension
sneeial
service
on 770
kc,
25 kw N, 50 kw D, unlimited, from Oct.
1, 1943, to April 1, 1944.
KWIX, San Francisco — License cover
CP for new international broadcast station.
PABST SALES Co., Chicago (beer) on
Sept. 25 renews for 26 weeks, Blue Ribbon Town on 107 CBS stations, Sat., 10 :1510:30 p.m. Agency: Warwick & Legler
Inc., Hollywood.
GENERAL FOODS CORP., New York
(Maxwell
HouseHouse
coffee),
on Time
Sept. on2 115
resumes Maxwell
Coffee
NBC stations, Thurs. 8-8:30 p.m. Agency
is Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
C. F. MUELLER Co., Jersey City (macaroni), on Sept.
renews stations,
Morning Mon.,
Market Basket
on 3614 BLUE
Wed.,
Fri., N.10-10:15
a.m. Agency: Duane
Jones Co.,
Y.
MILES LABS., Elkhart, Ind. (Alka-Selter, One-A-Dav vitamins), on Sept. 27 renews Quiz Kids on 131 BLUE stations.
Sun., 7 :30-8 p.m., and Lum & Abner on
102 BLUE stations, Mon. thru Thurs.,
8:15-8:30
p.m. Agency:, Wade Adv.,
Chicago.
WANDER Co., Chicago (Ovaltine), on
Sept. 27 reseumes Captain Midnight on 75
BLUE stations, Mon. thru Fri., 5:45-6
p.m.
Agency is Blackett-SamplerHummert,
Chicago.
HALL BROTHERS Inc., Kansas City, Mo.
(greeting cards), on Oct. 15 resumes
Meet Your Navy on 117 BLUE stations,
Fri., 8:30-9 p.m. Agency is Henri, Hurst
& McDonald, Chicago.
LOOSE-WILES BISCUIT Co. has renewed
Cedrick Foster for a series of 65 broadcasts, Mon. thru Fri. 1:45-2 p.m.. beginning Sept. 1 over WNAC WEAN WICC
WAAB WCSH WLBZ WTHT.
GENERAL FOODS CORP., New York
( Postum ) , on Sept. 2 resumes the Aldrich
Family on 122 NBC stations, Thurs. 8:309 p.m. (Repeat 12 midnight on 7 Pacific
Coast Stations). Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
LEVER BROS., Cambridge (Swan Soap),
on Aug. 31 resumes Burns and Allen on
117 CBS stations Tues., 9-9:30 p.m. Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
DELAWARE,
ern Coal Co., N.LACKAWANNA
Y. (Blue Coal), &on WestSept.
26 resumes for 30 weeks the Shadow on
22 MBS stations. Agency: Ruthrauff &
Ryan, N. Y.
KRAFT CHEESE Co., Chicago (Parkay, Pabst-ett, etc. ) , on Aug. 29 resumes
The Great Gildersleeve on 54 NBC staSun. 6:30-7
(r=r>eatAgency:
on 12
Pacific tions,
Coast
stations,p.m.
11 p.m.).
Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
GENERAL FOODS, Toronto (Grapenut
flakes. Baker's cocoa) on Sept. 2 renews
Aldrich Family on 28 Canadian Broadcasting Corp. stations, Thurs. 8:30-9 p.m.
Agency : Baker Adv. Agency, Toronto.
LEVER BROS., Toronto (Lux) on Sept.
13 renews Lux Radio Theatre on 30
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. stations,
Mon. 9-10 p.m.; on Sept. 9 renews Frenchlanguage Lux Radio Theatre on CKAG
Montreal, and CHRC Quebec, Thurs. 910 p.m. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Toronto.
STANDARD BRANDS, Montreal (Chase
& Sanborn coffee) on Sept. 5 renews
Chase & Sanborn Program with Edgar
Bergen on 35 Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. stations, Sun. 8-8 :30 p.m. Agency :
J. Walter Thompson Co., Montreal.
BROADCASTING

PACIFIC GREYHOUND BUS LINES,
San Francisco (transportation ) , on Aug.
20 renewed for 52 weeks, Romance of
the Highways, on 21 Don Lee Western
stations, Fri. 10:15-10:30 a.m. (PWT).
Agency:
Francisco. Beaumont & Hohman Inc., San
DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE, CANADIAN GOVERNMENT, Ottawa (War saving stamps and certificates) , on Aug. 16
renewed They Tell Me on 70 Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. stations, Mon. thru
Fri., 1:45-2 p.m. Agency: Advertising
Agencies
Toronto. of Canada, War Finance Group,
DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE, CANADIAN GOVERNMENT, Ottawa (War saving stamps and certificates), on Aug. 16
renewed La Metairie Rancourt on 14
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. French-language stations, Mon.
thru Fri.Agencies
11:15-11:30of
a.m. Agency:
Advertising
Canada, War Finance Group, Montreal.
ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH Co., Elgin.
111., on Sept. 4 resumes The Man Behind
the Gun, shifting from Sun., 10:30-11 p.m.
on 53 CBS stations, to Sat., 7-7 :30 p.m.,
adding 9 CBS stations, making a total of
62 CBS stations. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
BENSON & HEDGES. New York (Virginia Rounds), on Aug. 16 renewed for
52 weeks Paul Schubert on 8 MBS stations, Mon., Wed.,
p.m. Agency:
Duane and
JonesFri.,
Co.,10:30-10:45
N. Y.
LUMBERMAN'S MUTUAL Casualty Co.,
Chicago, on Aug. 29 renews for 52 weeks
Upton Close, commentator on undetermined number of stations, Sun., 6:30-6:45
p.m. Agency: Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
Network Changes
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co., Jersey City (Palmolive shave cream), on Aug.
28 discontinues Hobby Lobby on 116 CBS
stations, Sat., 8:30-8:55 p.m. (rebroadcast
11:30
N.
Y. p.m.). Agency: Ted Bates Inc.,
CENTAUR Co., Rahway, N. J., (Molle
Shaving
replaces Tues.,
Battle of the Cream),
Sexes onon55 Sept.
NBC 7stations,
9-9:30 p.m. with Mystery Theatre. Agencycam,
(Cummer,
New York.Centaur) Young & RubiCAMPANA SALES Co., Batavia, 111.
(Campana
and Serenade
Solitair Cake
up), shifts Balm
Campana
from MakeNBC
to 117 CBS stations when it returns to
the
air Sept. time
4, andperiod
increases
former
quarter-hour
by 10itsminutes,
Saturdays, 1-1 :25 p.m. Format essentially same as last
Ferry-Hanly
Co., year.
Chicago.Agency : WallaceBELL TELEPHONE CO.. New York, on
Aug. 30 and Sept. 6 shifts the Telephone
Hour from New York to Los Angeles on
125 NBC stations. Agency: N. W. Ayer
& Son, N. Y.
D. L. CLARK Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. (candy), ontoAug.
29 adds
BLUE Sun.,
Pacific5stations
Where
Do We18 Stand,
5:30 p.m., making a total of 122 BLUE
stations
Walker & Downing,
Pittsburgh.Agency:
Pa.
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS, Jersey
City on Sept. 20 adds 10 CBS stations to
The Romance of Helen Trent, making a
total of 127 CBS stations, Mon. thru Fri.,
12:30-12:45 p.m. for Bisodol and Benefax,
and on Sept. 20 adds 18 CBS stations to
Our Gal Sunday, making a total of 127
CBS stations, Mon. thru Fri., 12:45-1
p.m.
for Anacin.
Agency: Blaekett-Sample-Hummert,
Chicago.
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co., Canada
Ltd., Montreal, (razors and blades) on
Aug. 23 adds another fight program to
its Gillette Boxing Bouts on 27 Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. stations, Mon. 10 p.m.
to end. Agency: Maxon, Inc., New York.

WANTED
ANNOUNCER- NEWSMAN
Regional 5 fcic, CBS Station
Ohio Area
Must be fully qualified by experience, draft exempt, flair
for news, capable of program creation and continuity
writing.
for
one who Real
can opportunity
qualify.
BOX 194, BROADCASTING

• Broadcast

Advertising

CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press
Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Help Wanted
Wanted — Young woman who can write
commercia1 copy that SELLS. Good mike
voice essential. Progressive southern station. Box 212, BROADCASTING.
Announcer
— Good
salary, permanent
position with
southeastern
network station
for first class radio telephone licensed
combination announcer. Send experience, photograph, draft "tat.us first communication. Box 197, BROADCASTING.
ENGINEER — First or second class license.
Good salary and ideal working conditions.
In reply state draft status, experience,
starting salarv required and when available. KBIZ, Ottumwa, la.
Announcer — Permanent position with 6
kw. regional network station for draft
deferred, experienced man. Box 202,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — First, Second, or Third Class
Operator. Experience not essential. Apply Box 218, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — First class engineer, who will
also be able to take over Chief Engineer
job around January fir?t. Draft exempt,
or over 38. WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
Wanted — Salesman-Writer — Excellent opportunity for sober man who can produce. Permanent position. WMJM,
Cordele, Georgia.
Draft Deferred — Licensed first, second, or
third class operators. Rocky Mountain 5
kw.
network station. Box 201, BROADCASTING.
North Carolina Regional Station — Offers
opportunity
to experienced,
draft-exempt
announcer. Permanent.
Details
at once
to Box 208, BROADCASTING.
ENGINEER— For 5 KW Indiana station.
Must ho'd radiotelephone field license. In
reply state education, experience, age
and draft status. Replies confidential.
Box 198, BROADCASTING.
Excellent Opportunity for EXPERIENCED
Announcer-Newscaster — Single, Draftexempt. Wire immediately WHIT, New
Bern, N. C.
Wanted — Draft exempt combination announcer-engineer. Second or third class
will do. Tell all first letter. WMSL, Decatur, Alabama.
CHIEF ENGINEER — Suitable experience
Western Electric 5 KW Transmitter —
Doherty circuit — Directional Antenna.
$75 per week. Gene O'Fallon, KFEL,
Denver.

REPUTABLE
Desires

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted — Announcer. Experience not essential. Advise personal details Box 217,
BROADCASTING.
Progressive Southern Network Station —
Major market, has opening for production-continuity manager. Excellent opportunity. Box 215, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Chief Engineer — 5 KW net outlet, draft
exempt, wants position with progressive
station, with opportunity to purchase interest. Box 205, BROADCASTING.
Staff Musicians — Man, age 44, wife, playorgan,Radio
cello, experience.
sax, vibraharp.ing violin,
Havepiano,
solovox.
Union. Assist other work. Keshner, 504
Perry Street, Vincennes, Indiana.
Engineer — Experienced in operation and
maintenance of all types of equipment.
First class ticket. Well educated. 4-F.
Married. Age 21. Permanent connection
only. Box 206, BROADCASTING.
Position Wanted — Desire permanent employment with progressive 5 KW or
larger station. First class license. Four
years Broadcast Engineering experience,
year and half Chief Engineer of KW
Station. One year instructor of advanced
radio. Minimum salary $55 week. Box
211, BROADCASTING.
Television Producer — 14 years experience
in motion pictures, radio and television.
Box 199, BROADCASTING.
Station Manager — 20 years experience managing radio stations, both independent
-and network affiliates. Capable of coordinating commercial, program and
technical departments so as to produce
outstanding results. Age 41. Draft exemption. Thorough'v
familiar Holds
with
FCC regulations
and procedure.
first class license. Best of ref»rences.
Immediately
CASTING. available. Box 207, BROADEducational Public Service Program Director— Now available ! Competent writerproducer with public relations experience. Young woman with specific training and background for a specific job.
Wire Box 204, BROADCASTING.
RaHio EnHneer — Desires connection as
chief engineer with broadcast station,
preferab'y in midwest. Electrical engineering degree and thirteen years experience covering engineering,
construction and maintenance
Draft status
3AH.
Box 203, BROADCASTING.

MANUFACTURER
to Buy

Broadcast

Standard
Station

in Area from Richmond

to Boston.

Local Station preferred with or without
National Network Affiliation. Would
consider retaining present management.
Wire or write BOX

BROADCASTING

195, BROADCASTING

• Broadcast

Advertising

AMP Pacts Signed
A NEW MUSIC licensing agreement
has been completed between Associated
Music Publishers and WATR Waterbury, Conn., AMP reported last week.
Renewal agreements have been signed
with KRKO Everett, Wash., KYSM
Mankato, Minn., and WFIL Philadelphia.
Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Emcee Announcer — Draft exempt. Can sell
your variety, hillbilly or musical clock
programs with pep, personality and originality. Now with big network station.
Box 214, BROADCASTING.
Radiotelephone Operator — First class.
American Japanese. Would like position
as operator or in studio recording. Part
time or full time. Reply Box 213,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
250 Watt Transmitter — New or used, and
all equipment necessary for installation
of 250 watt station including antenna.
Will buy complete set-up or any individual pieces of equipment. Box 210,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy — 250-watt transmitter together with complete station equipment.
Box 209, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — One half wave tower. 1450 KC.
including lights. Two RCA or WE Turntables, complete
vertical
and lateral
heads,with
one filter*
programand amplifier
with
power
pack.
Radio
Station
WHLN,
Harlan, Kentucky.
Regional Or Local Station — In northeast.
Inquiries confidential. Box 200, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy— Two RCA Universal Pickups. Station KFRE, Fresno, California.
For Sale
For Sale— General Radio 630-A Signal
Generator, never us°d, factory price.
Box 216, BROADCASTING.
1 RCA 892 Tube, 1 RCA 905, 1 RCA Faradon
3097-K.Va.005
MFD. condenser.
Radio, BoxType
2389,UCRoanoke,

Denies Intimidation
DENIAL that their protest against
news commentators "who do not
happen to hold the same political
beliefs" as the Los Angeles Democratic County Central Committee is
an attempt to intimidate radio
speakers, was made in mid-August
by committee spokesman in replying to a blast from Lewis Allen
Weiss, vice-president and general
manager of Don Lee Broadcasting
System [Broadcasting, Aug. 16].
George Myers, committee secretary,
said a formal reply will be made to
Mr. Weiss' letter protesting the
LADCCC
communication
to sponsors of Fulton
Lewis jr., charging
asserted mis-statements by the commentator and asking redress.
J. J. LECLARE, general sales manager
Crystal Corp.,
Salt DivisionofofDiamond
General Foods
New
York, has been named vice-president
in charge of sales.
GOOD

ANNOUNCERS
WANTED!
KDYL, NBC outlet in Salt Lake City,
wants two thoroughly experienced
announcers for permanent jobs that
offer solid future and excellent income possibilities. Send full details
in first letter together with audition
disc and phonograph or for personal interview contact W. E. Wagstaff at John Blair & Company offices in Chicago week of August 23.
The Blair offices in New York week
of August 30, or the Hotel Muehlbach in Kansas City September 6
and 7.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
&. Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Waah., D. C.

PAUL F GODLEY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

N.J.

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— AND DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York., N. Y.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA
Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commgrdal Radio Equip. Go.
• Evening Star Building, Washington, D. C.
• 321 E. Gregory Boulevard, Kansas City, Mo.
• Cross Roads of the World, Hollywood, Calif.

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
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Meetings of Nearly Half of 17 Districts Show
Unanimous Support for New Radio Law
ALTHOUGH its legislative plans,
insofar as personnel is concerned,
have not fully jelled, the NAB
Legislative Committee, at a meeting in Washington last Tuesday
gave NAB President Neville Miller the green light in support of
new legislation to afford the industry maximum protection against
regulatory excesses of the licensing authority.
President Miller pointed out that
the industry is strongly united in
the demand for new legislation to
re-define the powers of the FCC.
In nearly half of the 17 NAB districts in which meetings have been
held since the Frankfurter decision
of May 10, delegating broad powers
to the Commission, broadcasters
were unanimous in their support
of new legislation, he said. "Most
of the meetings have resulted in
the passage of resolutions and the
appointment of District Legislative Committees", he added. "Recognition of the industry's peril is
evident in these moves."
Loucks Unavailable
Efforts had been made by the
Committee to procure the services
of Philip G. Loucks, Washington
attorney. The former NAB managing director, however, advised the
Committee at a luncheon session
Tuesday that he would be unable
at this time to consider such a
retainer because of commitments,
plus the manpower situation in his
firm. Arthur W. Scharfeld, associate of Mr. Loucks, recently was
commissioned a captain in AMGOT
and now is on actitve duty.
Consideration also was given by
the Committee to the retention of
other legal counsel, particularly in
the light of the vacancy created by
the recent departure of Russell P.
Place, NAB staff counsel, for government military service. Another
staff appointment also was considered, without final action.
It had been presumed, when the
Legislative Committee meeting was
called a week earlier, that Mr. Miller had completed arrangements
covering an all-inclusive legislative
plan, entailing retention of personnel, which he would seek to have
ratified by the Committee. In this
connection several committee members were believed to have agreed
upon retention of Mr. Loucks, since
the matter had been discussed at an
earlier meeting. It was clear that
Committee members were disappointed over Mr. Loucks' inability
at this time to consider the proposal advanced by Mr. Miller.
Four of the ten Committee members were absent — Don S. Elias,
WWNC Asheville; James W. Woodruff Jr., WRBL Columbus; James
D. Shouse, WLW Cincinnati; and
Frank M. Russell, NBC WashingPage 62

ton Vice President. Mr. Russell was
in Washington but did not attend
the meeting.
Present at the session were: Nathan Lord, WAVE Louisville; Clair
McCollough, WGAL Lancaster;
Joseph Ream, CBS Vice-President,
New York; Ed Yocum, KGHL Billings, Mont.; and G. Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia, S. C. William
Barlow of WLW, assistant to Mr.
Shouse, was an observer in behalf
of WLW's general manager, who
was
in Mexico and uning. vacationing
able to return in time for the meet-

KFMB to Join Blue
KFMB San Diego, Cal., on Sept.
1 becomes a BLUE basic affiliate,
replacing KFSD. Latter station in
turn on that date joins NBC as a
supplementary affiliate, continuing
as such until Oct. 1, 1944, when it
becomes a basic outlet. Owned by
Worcester Broadcasting Corp.,
KFMB operates on 1450 kc, 250
watts. KFSD is owned by Airfan
Radio Corp. Ltd., and operates on
600 kc, 1000 watts.
WFPG to Join Blue
WFPG, Atlantic City, N. J., on
Oct. 4 joins the BLUE Network as
a basic supplementary station,
bringing
the network's
affiliates to 165.
Owned bytotal
Neptune
Broadcasting Corp., WFPG operates on 250 w, 1450 kc fulltime.
Evening hour rate will be $60 per
hour.
W.TTiK Dptroit, has been awarded a
special
flagreceived
and certain
of its
members have
certificates
of merit
from fhe Treasury Department for
the patriotic work the 250 watt station has done in selling $1,350,000
worth of war bonds to foreign language listeners during the past year.
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Winner
H. V. Big
KALTENBORN,
NBC
commentator, is reported by
NBC to be looking for a good
analyst to interpret the results of private poll on radio
commentators conducted recently by a professor at the
California Institute of Technology. Mr. Kaltenborn
emerged in first place as "best
informed commentator" and
received second place both as
"most respected commentator", and as "biggest stuffed
shirt".
Colgate, Carter Involved
In Net Program Changes
CARTER PRODUCTS, New York,
in replacing
Sanctumon Mysteries withInner
Keepsakes
the
BLUE [Broadcasting, Aug. 16],
will shift the mystery show to
CBS where it will occupy the spot
now held bv Hobby Lobby. ColgatePalmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City,
will discontinue the latter program
following the Aug. 28 broadcast
and Inner Sanctum will move to
the Saturday, 8:30-8:55 p.m. spot
on the full CBS network Sept. 4.
Keepsakes, featuring songs by
Dorothy Kirsten and Mack Harrell in the Sunday, 8:30-9 p.m. period on the BLUE, will be heard
on an 82-station hookup when it
first goes on the air Sept. 5, adding
three stations in December. Midnight repeat for Arrid, a carryover from the repeat of Inner
Sanctum Mysteries, will be dropped
Oct. 3. Ted Bates Inc., New York,
handles Palmolive shave cream
C-P-P product advertised on Hobby
Lobby, and the promotion of Carter's Little Liver Pills and Arrid
on Inner Sanctum.
WENY to Join NBC
WENY, Elmira, N. Y., on Sept. 1
joins NBC as a basic supplementary affiliate, bringing the total
number of NBC outlets to 139.
Owned by the Elmira Star-Gazette,
WENY operates on 250 w 1230 kc
unlimited. It is currently a Mutual
affiliate.
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PLUG

'THIS
NEARLY

IS THE ARMY9
300 stations are contributing free time for promotion
of "This Is the Army," non-profit
Warner Bros, production, all proceeds of which go to the Army
Emergency Relief Fund. Warner
Bros, in cooperation with the Army,
has prepared
a is14-minute
scription, which
purchassdtranby
local exhibitors and offered free
to local stations.
Space is being purchased in
magazines and newspapers, with
Blaine-Thcmpson Co., Warner
agency, contributing all its customary agency commissions to the
fund.
Promotional disc consists of five
spot announcements by Al Jolson,
Walter Winchell, Eddie Cantor,
Kate Smith and Jimmie Durante,
with a running narrative by
George Tobias, who appears in the
film. It includes six song hits sung
by
the Chorus
chorus is
of made
"This upIs ofthea
Army".
"task force" of soldiers stationed
at Camp Upton, N. Y., where they
are carrying out their regular
training duties.
Film had its premiere in New
York July 28 and as it opens in
various sections of the country the
list of 300 stations cooperating in
the promotional drive is expected
to be augmented.
Clarence J. Huff
CLARENCE J. HUFF, vice-president in charge of sales of Procter
& Gamble Co., Cincinnati, 68, died
Aug. 18 in Hampton, N. H. With
P&G s:'nce 1890, Mr. Huff was with
the
Bostonto office
until
1912 company's
when he went
Cincinnati
as manager of the central sales division. He was also manager of the
case goods department, and general
sales manager, and had been vicepresident and director since 1938.
Surviving are his wife, a daughter
and two sons.
Edward P. Sealy
EDWARD P. (Ted) SEALY, 39, of
the continuity department of WMT
Cedar Rapids, was killed Aug. 13
in an auto accident in Cedar Rapids. Mr. Sealy attended Coe College, Cedar Rapids, and graduated
cum laude from Transylvania U.,
Lexington, Ky. He served nine
months in the Army and was honorably discharged a few months
ago at which time he became a
member of WMT.
Permit Denied
R. O. HARDIN and J. C. Buchanan, owners of Nashville Broadcasting Co., Nashville, Tenn., were
last week denied without prejudice
by the FCC a permit for a new
local broadcasting station to operate on 1240 kc, 250 watts, unlimited
time. The action conformed to the
FCC's "freeze" orders of April,
1942, the Commission said in its
proposed findings adopted Aug. 19.

Drawn for Broadcasting bv SM Hix
'It Is With Genuine Pleasure That I Pin This Month's Production
Award On One Of Our Fairest Workers!"
BROADCASTING

PAT FLANAGAN, sports announcer
of WJ.Tl). Chicagn. on Aug. 5 missed
his first baseball broadcast since joining the station's staff three years ago.
Hospitalization for a stomach ailment
kept him off the job until Aug 8.
• Broadcast

Advertising

The

Happy

Home

[i Home is what you make it, and Caroline
Ellis helps make the homes in the "Heart of
America" happy ones.

J Her many years of

helping win friends and influence listeners for S
some of America's best known
established facts.

advertisers are

^naer homemaking con-

ditions now, no more timely or logical a selling medium could be sponsored than KMBC's"The

Happy

Home" with Caroline Ellis, participating
Mondays through Saturdays, at 8:30 a. m.

/

With

Caroline

Ellis

KMBC
OF

KANSAS
FREE

SINCE

AND

1928— THE

CITY

PETERS,

BASIC

INC.

CBS

STATION

FOR

MISSOURI

AND

KANSAS

Mountains

of

Strateg

THE Denver area is up to its neck
in war. Its mines are spewing coal
and minerals. Its factories are producing munitions in super quantities. Its
farms, orchards, and ranches have hit a
jackpot of good yields and high prices.
Its military establishments, from plains
to mountain tops, are turning out fighting
men.
The people of the Denver area are
doing this job — thousands upon thousands
more of them than ever worked together
in this area before. The people of the
Denver area are delivering sales records,
too, throughout the retail channels of the
state and, at the same time, keeping
Colorado at or near the top in war bond
purchases.
This is the market today which KLZ
delivers advertisers ... a market which
last year stood 20th in the U. S. in retail
sales volume and a market of prime importance in today's selling programs.

WORLDS
LARGEST SHEEP MARKET is
located at Denver. Bumper crops of peaches
and potatoes were moving to market in midAugust. This year's wheat harvest of 25 million bushels is three times the state's 10-year
average. Farm income is up 44%.

COLORADO'S VAST STOREHOUSE of mineral- wealth is supplyingnadium,
coal,andiron,
vamore molybdenum,
than 200 other
useful metallic and non-metallic
minerals and compounds. The state
is first in production of molybdenum and vanadium, important
steel-toughening alloys; third in
the production of tungsten.

DESTROYER ESCORTS, AMMUNITION,
chemicals, rubber rafts, gas masks, and steel
are
only a few
Colorado's
wartime Insurance
products.
According
to theof State
Employment
Department, 450,000 workers are now on steady
payroll.
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PRICE IS CENT
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Of the dealers who responded to these five surveys,
76.6% satd that radio helps sell the most goods for
them, as against 12.6% for newspapers, 10.2%
for farm papers, and 0.6% for billboards!
So — most Iowa dealers want you to use radio. But
what station? . . . Of the dealers who voted for
radio, 54.9% chose Station WHO — 8.4% chose
Station B — 2.8% chose Station C!
(Note how closely this dealer preference parallels

FIVE

consumers' attitude, as shown in the 1943 Iowa
Radio Audience Survey ... in which Station WHO

IMPORTANT

DEALER

was voted "Listened-to-most" by 54.3% of the
daytime audience, by 57% of the nighttime audience— Station B receiving 9.3% and 8.8%.)

SURVEYS

BOOST

W

H

O/

During the past seven months, five important
surveys have established and re-established the unequivocal fact that WHO is the one really preferred
merchandising medium in Iowa.
Each of the five surveys was complete in that it
covered practically every important unit in the
State. The five categories were:
Grocers and Meat Dealers

Feed Dealers

Druggists
Hatchery Men

Grain Dealers

Full details on all these five surveys are yours for
the asking. Write us, or Free 8C Peters.

WHO

^•for
IOWA
PLUS!
+
DES MOINES . . . 50,000 WATTS
B. J. PALMER, PRESIDENT
J. O. MALAND, MANAGER
FREE & PETERS, INC. . . . National Representatives

BACKGROUND

for

RESULTS

in WOW-land
gm.
isin
Spot Advert
pw
Users of Spot Advertising will easily recognize
that the combination of leading network programs plus excellent wave-length plus adequate
power plus efficient management inevitably
makes WOW the best Spot-Advertising medium
in the rich — and getting richer — Omaha trade
territory.

The

Parade

of

Stars

on

WOW

It's too late for you to hire Bergen & McCarthy
there's
or Fibber & Molly or Dinah Shorethebut
audiences
still TIME for you to profit from
of such universally popular programs by placing your advertising on WOW. Write us for
availabilities for quarter hours or choice spots.
* Omaha + 333 counties

OMAHA, NEBRASKA
John J. Gillin. Jr., President
John Blair & Co., Representative

A

BROADCASTERS

TO

REPORT
USO-CAMP

SHOW
WAR

I

TALENT

BOND

AVAILABLE

FOR

BROADCASTS

As a result of its participation in the National Entertainment Industry Council, SESAC

has

secured the cooperation of USO-Camp Shows with the broadcasting industry and the Treasury
Department in the Third War Loan Drive. All of the talent in the USO Camp Show units will be
made available without charge for Special War Bond broadcasts by 400 stations near the Army
camps and naval bases. This type of top entertainment will materially aid local stations in creating
outstanding live talent programs during the Third War Loan Drive. Details of each unit including
itinerary, personnel, and playing dates will be made available to all stations through the SESAC
station relations staff and the SESAC Program Service Department.
TREASURY

- SESAC

CONFERENCE

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The SESAC station relations staff was called to the Treasury Department in Washington last week for consultation on plans for the Third War
Loan Drive. As a result of the meeting:
1. The Treasury and the SESAC station relations staff will give broadcasters full details of three commercial War Bond programs. Each of these
programs have already been commercially sponsored on over 100 stations
through SESAC efforts.
2. The Treasury, through O. W. I., will make available to stations
for commercial sponsorship two fifteen minute transcribed shows, one featuring Joe E. Brown and Dennis Day and the second John Nesbitt and
John Charles Thomas.
3. The SESAC stations relations staff will continue its liaison work for
the Treasury and will personally visit 300 key stations during the Third
War Loan Drive to assist broadcasters with the various details of the huge
campaign.
NAB

ENDORSES

SESAC

SALES

PLANS

The National Association of Broadcasters is issuing to its member stations a special bulletin
concerning the SESAC Proven Sales Plans. The N. A. B. Bulletin describes in detail the sales plans
which have been used successfully by every type of station from coast to coast. Also included are
sample scripts of the "Local and County News" sales plan, of the "Stamp A Day for the Boy Who's
Away" program and of the "Victory Mothers" program as well as complete descriptions of such
revenue producing shows as "Army Hour", "Telegram Time", "Victory Bond Auction" and the
"Farm Service Program".

SESAC

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 874 National Press Building, Washington 4, D. C. Entered as
second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

SUBSCRIPTION

PRICE:

$5.00 per year

15c per copy

BROADCASTING

The Weeklyi|pp^ewsmagazine

—

IS

AROUND

IN

CROWLEY,

WW

LOUISIANA

—

L- LAND

And so are 10,000,000 customers from 5 different states
T

New Orleans

$15,000,000— that's the value of an average Louisiana rice crop! And Crowley,
prosperous capital of Louisiana's riceland, represents still another Deep South
market, completely covered by WWL.
NOT JUST EVERY RADIO in New
Orleans, or Louisiana, but every radio
in the Deep South can bring home a
WWL sales message! For hundreds of
miles, no other station is even half as
powerful !

Copyright 1943 by Broadcasting Publications Inc.
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. . . back to the scene of an early triumph. The
sensational young singer made her first professional
appearance at WSM several years ago — and it was
there that she gained her early experience.

This unusual

photograph

was made

during presentation of the

film in WSM's Air Castle Studio where Dinah Shore started her
singing career. The producers, together with Harry Stone,
WSM's

general manager,

were hosts to a score or more

singer's home town friends and WSM
with her during her radio debut.

HARRY L. STONE, Gen'l Mgr.
THE

NATIONAL

f BROADCASTING

LIFE
NATIONAL
• Broadcast

staff members

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

of the

who worked

NBC AFFILIATE

OWNED AND OPERATED BY
AND
ACCIDENT
INSURANCE
COMPANY,
REPRESENTATIVES, EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
Advertising
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Style

Illustrated for you on these pages is a modern

Treasure Island;

certainly more wealthy and probably more colorful than any of which Stevenson
ever dreamed. Here minute after minute, and day after day, WOR's

power-full

50,000 watts poke their way pleasantly into the homes of hundreds of thousands of
families with radios. And what WOR

persuades the people in these homes

to do, has a wonderfully encouraging way of making cash change hands, of
moving goods across counters, of opening markets for new products, and
maintaining goodwill and acceptance for commodities which have gone to
war. It's little wonder that WOR

can do the things it does, for this is an island

of rare treasuresr Enticingly concentrated on it are 16 of Americas

most

war-active cities of more than 100,000 people eacli. From throbbing
Hartford in the north to Wilmington in the south, WOR

has produced—

is producing— the kind of action that advertisers and their agencies want
—quick. What WOR

is doing for the makers of things to sell in this

Treasure Island of today, it can probably do for you. Ten years ago WOR

might

have considered this a vain statement. But it's made now with one eye on
a bright green cabinet which contains more than 100 sponsor-approved success
stories. They tell— much

more emphatically than anything we might write —

how economically and quickly WOR

can make people do the things

you would like to have them do. Our telephone number

THAT POWER-FULL

STATION AT 1440 BROADWAY,

IN NEW YORK

is PE 6-8600.

ONE

OF

A

SERIES

PRESENTING

THE

Alfred

ACTING

1928
1929
1933
1936
1938
1939
1940
1942
1943

MANAGER,

MEN

I

KROW,

WHO

MAKE

FREE

PETERS

&

STATIONS

Bamford

OAKLAND-SAN

FRANCISCO

University of Alabama
New York University (selling insurance to
pay his way)
Radio director, Monroe Advertising Agency,
Havana, Cuba
Conquest Alliance Co., Inc., New York
Conquest Alliance Co., Inc., Chicago
Salesman, WGRC, Louisville
Salesman. KROW, Oakland -San Francisco
Sales Manager, KROW
General Manager, KROW, in absence of
Philip G. Lasky, on leave with the
Government

CUBA has contributed a lot to the United
States. Among the good things to come
from our neighbors to the south is Alfred V.
Bamford. He was born in Havana in 1909

word to cover all the dozens of dialects that
are spoken in various sections of the U. S.
And among thousands of people in every
section, the accents and inflections from any

and, as you may suspect, spoke fluent

other section sound "affected", and as annoying as a buzz saw at the base of the cranium.

age! But when "Bam"
at an early
Spanish English,
learned
Cuba lost. Now after ten
years in radio, only three of which have
been spent on the West Coast, this up-andcoming man has become a leading figure in
Pacific radio circles.

. . . Roll your R"s, and you'll sell less goods
in the South. Don't roll them and you'll
sell less goods in the North. You see what
we mean!

While we're talking about speaking English,
we"d like to mention another aspect of spotbroadcasting which seems kind of apropos
right here. "En<rlish"is almost too broad a

broadcasting, we believe there's no other
outfit in America that speaks the Esperanto
of results quite so well as this pioneer group
of radio -station representatives.

Free
Pioneer
CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373

&

Peters,

iic.

Radio

NEW YORK: 247 Park Are.
Plaza 5-4131
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One more word. When it comes to spot-

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTFT
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO . KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
.
.
.
MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
PAUL
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCBM
BALTIMORE
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KOMA .... OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . ,
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOI N-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
KFAR
ALASKA
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

Station Representatives
Since May, 1932 *
HOLLYWOOD: 15,2 N. Gordon
SAN FRANCISCO: / / / Sutler
Gladstone 3949
Sutter 4353

BROADCASTING

ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Main 5667
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NAB
Retains

Hires
Karl

Bob

Bartley

Smith

As

Legal Aide
To Miller
By SOL TAISHOFF
CONSISTENT with plans to bolster the NAB's war activities on
the Washington front, Robert T.
Bartley, vice president of the Yankee Network and a former official of the FCC, has been retained
by NAB President Neville Miller
in an executive capacity.
While no formal announcement
has been made, Broadcasting
learned authoritatively that Mr.
Bartley accepted an offer of the
new post, effective next month,
and had already resigned from the
Yankee Network. It is expected
he will become director or coordinator of war activities of the trade
association and will be second man
in the organization.
Smith Made Counsel
Simultaneously, it was learned
that Mr. Miller, pursuant to authority given him by the Board
and the Legislative Committee, had
retained Karl A. Smith, of the law
firm of Hogan & Hartson in Washington, to act as legislative counsel. Mr. Smith, who was an attorney with the old Radio Commission before entering private practice just a decade ago, will assist President Miller in the handling of legislative matters incident to efforts toward writing of
a new communications law at the
forthcoming session of Congress.
Mr. Bartley, who is 34, is no
stranger to Washington. Originally from Texas, he was assistant to
Walter M. W. Splawn, special
counsel to the House Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce
in 1932-33 when the Communications Act of 1934 was being written. His uncle, Speaker Sam Rayburn of Texas, was then chairman
of the Committee.
Joined Yankee in 1939
Mr. Bartley, upon formation of
the FCC in 1934, served as the first
and only director of its Telegraph
Division. In 1937, when the division system was abolished by the
then Chairman Frank R. McNinch,
Mr. Bartley left the FCC. Afterward, he became senior securities
analyst with the Securities & ExBROADCASTING

ROBERT

T. BARTLEY

change Commission in Washington, but left in March, 1939 to
join Mr. Shepard as executive sec-

Mutual
Will

Air

to

Night

3-5 p.m. Time Free
For Experiment
By DORIS HILLMAN
HOW WILL nighttime radio be
affected if advertisers with current evening network shows repeat recorded versions of those
programs in the daytime hours?
What will the sponsor gain from
such a policy, definitely a departure from standard commercial
practices? Will the long-established audience for the daytime
soap operas, made up of thousands
of housewife listeners, be harmfully affected by such a move?
These and other questions which
have arisen in the minds of advertisers and their agencies ever since
the idea was first proposd a year
or so ago, Mutual is prepared to
answer, according to Allen J. De
Castro, MBS executive, who told
Broadcasting
last week that,

• Broadcast

Advertising

War

retary of the Yankee Network.
Mr. Bartley was elected a vice
president of Yankee in August
1942 and has served in that capacity since. He has resigned from
the network effective Sept. 25, and
will terminate four and a half years
with that organization.
Mr. Miller, it was learned, conferred with' Mr. Bartley in Boston August 16, and completed arrangements for his association
with the NAB. Mr. Miller was
away from Washington on a brief
vacation last week.
Loucks Unavailable
In retaining Mr. Smith as legislative counsel, Mr. Miller made the
arrangement with the Hogan &
Hartson law firm. Mr. Smith will
continue his legal practice and will
be available to the NAB for consultation. A vacancy has existed
in the post of NAB counsel since
the departure two months ago of
Russell P. Place, staff counsel, for
government military service.
Both the Bartley and Smith appointments, inseparate spheres of
activity, were authorized by the
NAB Legislative Committee at its
meeting in Washington August 17.

Launch

Shows

as

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

Director
The matters also had been discussed by the NAB Board at its
meeting in Chicago last month.
Efforts had been made also to
retain Philip G. Loucks, Washington attorney and former NAB
managing director, in a legal consulting capacity. Mr. Loucks, however, advised the Legislative Committee and Mr. Miller at the August 17 session that he would be
unable at this time to consider
such a retainer because of previous
commitments and the manpower
situation in his firm. His partner,
Arthur W. Scharfeld, recently reported for active duty as a captain in AMGOT.
The decision to bolster the NAB
was reached by the Board because
of the emphasis on new legislation
and the necessity for postwar planning. Since the Supreme Court decision in the network cases on May
10, delegating to the FCC control
over the "composition of the traffic" as well as other broad powers,
the industry has gone all out in
favor of remedial legislation at
this session. The NAB is expected
to carry the ball at hearings tentatively scheduled before the Senate

Rebroadcast

starting the day after the last
World's series broadcast in October, Mutual is setting aside 3-5
p.m. Monday through Friday for
advertisers interested in experimenting with the idea.
Experiments Cited
To combat the possible objection
that ence
a will
program's
suffer if nighttime
the same audishow
is rebroadcast during the daytime
hours, Mr. De Castro pointed to the
experiment made by General Foods
Corp., New York, from March to
July of 1942, when the company
recorded its NBC evening halfhour program The Aldrich Family,
and presented it in 11 test cities —
Philadelphia, Boston, Cleveland;
Peoria, Des Moines, Topeka, South
Bend, Richmond, Oklahoma City,
Dallas and Seattle. The network
program's high Hooper rating
during that five-month period was
not affected in the least, and the
only reason G-F discontinued the

Plan

experiment was the ban on recorded music by the American
Federation of Musicians, Mr. De
Castro stated.
The potential daytime audience
for these recorded evening shows
is tremendous, he added, remarking
that "any possible loss of nighttime rating for a show will be
dwarfed by the new listeners the
able to reach."
program willwarbeworkers,
Swing-shift
numbering between four and five million
persons, who are unable to hear the
live shows in the evening hours,
are most likely to be at home and
awake during the late afternoon
hours from 3-5. Also, the Mutual
executive said, what's to keep people from listening to a radio show
a second time in the same way one
goes again to a particularly good
motion picture?
Some advertisers have expressed
the fear that this daytime plan
of Mutual's,
whenon itpage
goes 65)
into ef(Continued
August 30, 1943
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Interstate Commerce Committee on
the White- Wheeler Bill as well as
in the House where a parallel measure has been introduced by Rep.
Holmes (R-Mass.).
Also figuring in the legislative
picture is the outcome of the Cox
Select Committee inquiry into the
FCC. The Committee expects to
submit an interim report with the
convening of Congress Sept. 14.
Legislative recommendations are
contemplated at that time, to curb
the FCC's operations, probably accompanied by an interim bill to
transfer the Commission's Radio
Intelligence Division and Federal
Broadcast Intelligence Service
from the FCC to the military.
Mr. Bartley was born in Ladonia,
Tex., on May 20, 1909. He attended
business college at Southern
Methodist U., Dallas. He was married in 1936 to Ruth Adams of
Washington. They have two children, Robert Jr. (Buck), 5, and
Jane, 2.
When Mr. Splawn was appointed
a member of the ICC, on which he
now serves, in 1934, Mr. Bartley
joined him as his assistant. With
the formation of the FCC six
months later, Mr. Bartley transferred there as a director of the
Telegraph Division.
Interested in FM, largely by virtue of Mr. Shepard's pioneering
activities in that field, Mr. Bartley
was made secretary-treasurer of
FM Broadcasters Inc. upon its formation in 1939. He also became secretary-treasurer ofAmerican Network Inc., an organization formed
with a view to creation of an FM
network as soon as necessary outlets became available. Mr. Bartley
has resigned both posts, along with
his Yankee Network position, to accept the NAB assignment.

Y/tf in thb comes

Ben Ludy Elevated
APPOINTMENT of Ben Ludy,
general manager of WIBW Topeka,
as general manager of both Capper
stations, WIBW and KCKN Kansas City, Kan.,
was announced
last week by Capper Publications
Inc. Mr. Ludy has
headed WIBvV
since 1938. Mr.
Ludy said there
will be no change
in the policies of
either station. Ellis Atteberry will
continue as Kansas City manager
of KCKN. The appointment was
effective Aug. 23.
Brophy Resigns OWI Post
RESIGNATION of Murry Brophy, chief of the Bureau of Communication Facilities of the OWI
Overseas Branch, on account of illness was announced last week.
James O. Weldon, chief radio engineer for the Bureau, has been appointed his successor. Mr. Brophy,
a former CBS West Coast official,
became ill several months and resigned in the interest of the agency. Mr. Weldon has been with OWI
about a year and was formerly a
consultant on transmitter construction in Texas and Mexico.
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WITH the knowledge and consent of the lampoonee, we reproduce herewith a strip featuring E. Palmer (Ep)
Hoyt, editor and publisher of the Portland Oregonian, which operates KGW-KEX, who last June took over as
director of OWI's domestic branch, just as it was being buffeted about by Congress. He succeeded Gardner
(Mike) Cowles Jr., who returned to Des Moines to resume the comparative complacency of running the Register-Tribune, Iowa Broadcasting Co. and Look. Inspiration for the drawings was a belated but sparkling introductory
last week. The artist is Washington's brilliant young John D. Irwin, of the Advertisers
Art Studio. Gags reception
are anonymous.

CIO

Again

Protests

In Petition
on
USING THE scheduled hearing on
the transfer of the BLUE Network
from RCA to Edward J. Noble's
American Broadcasting System
Inc. as the vehicle, CIO last Friday petitioned the FCC to consider the right of labor unions to buy
time or receive free time on networks and stations to promote their
causes.
Lee Pressman, CIO general counsel, filed with the Commission a
formal petition to intervene in the
Sept. 10 hearings on the projected
transfer of the three owned stations of the BLUE Network to the
Noble corporation. It was the first
intervening petition filed and, so
far as is known, the only parties
to the hearings will be RCA as the
seller, the BLUE Network Co., as
the present licensee of WJZ,
WENR and KGO, and Mr. Noble
as the purchaser.
The CIO petition, it is expected,
will be considered by the FCC at
its meeting tomorrow (Aug. 31).
If it is found that the organization
has a proper legal or relevant interest, it is presumed the union
will be authorized to participate.
NAB President Miller, in a
prompt answer, said American
labor is entitled to and has the
same access to radio as any other
individual or group. He said labor
was given more than 100 broadcasts on the networks in 1942 and
this was heartily commended by
William Green, AFL President, and
Philip Murray, CIO President. He
also recalled that the National
Council on Freedom from Censorship last June concluded that labor
has an ample opportunity for use
of broadcasting facilities in this
country, and that Roger Baldwin,
President of American Civil Liberties Union, concurred with the observation that "no changes are
recommended" in the NAB code.
Mr. Miller observed that a public

NAB

Blue

Code

Hearing

hearing would not only reveal rad i o ' s cooperation with labor
throughout the United States but
might also provide the education
apparently most needed by the CIO.
Attacks Membership Ban
The BLUE hearing, the Pressman petition states, affords an "opportunity to present certain problems of organized labor in relation to radio broadcasting both to
the FCC and to the radio broadcasting industry". To achieve its
greatest benefits, the petition said,
organized labor "must use this
medium, and the radio industry in
performing its role in the public
interest must serve organized labor which forms so large a part
of its listening audience."
A sharp attack upon the NAB
code of ethics, barring sale of time
for controversial issues, is made in
the petition. It is contended that
the code bars labor from soliciting
memberships on the air and that
labor may not buy time on the networks or on a large number of individual stations. The petition
brought out that the NAB code
provides that time may not be sold
for programs involving controversial issues, but sustaining time may
be allotted for this purpose.
Individual stations, the petition
added, have for practical purposes
uniformly held that labor programs
are controversial. Last spring, it
was pointed out, the code was
further amended to provide that
solicitations of membership in organizations are deemed to be unacceptable under the basic theory
of the code, and therefore time
should be neither sold nor given
for this purpose. The major activity of labor organizations, Mr.
Pressman held, is to extend their
membership and the "benefits
achieved by them to workers as yet
unorganized". To the extent that
stations and networks abide by
BROADCASTING

this provision, labor organizations
are "seriously crippled in one of
their
activities".
Mr. major
Pressman
argued that the
effects of the code in restricting
labor's
of the
air points
"a
serious use
defect
in the
controltoand
operation of broadcast stations and
networks". Operation of stations
and networks in the public interest
requires that the FCC and station
managements recognize four specific factors, Mr. Pressman said.
He enumerated these as follows :
(1) That a larger proportion of
free time should be made available to
labor organizations in the form of organized weekly recurring sustaining
programs.
(2) That labor organizations should
suffer no blanket restriction on their
purchase of time on stations or on the
networks.
(3) That labor organizations should
suffer no blanket restrictions on their
solicitation of memberships or use of
broadcasting
ing campaign. programs in an organiz(4) That machinery should be
promptly established for the relief
necessary when labor organizations are
not permitted
buy programs
or to receive free time toto either
put their
on the air.
Noble Says BLUE Plans
Will Await FCC Action
EDWARD J. NOBLE, who will
become owner of the BLUE Network if the transfer of licenses of
the network's three owned and
operated stations to him is approved by the FCC, has not as
yet givenlection any
consideration
seof a board
chairmanto for
the network company, he told
Broadcasting last week. In response to a specific query about
reports that Chester LaRoche,
head of the War Advertising Council and formerly chairman of the
board of Young & Rubicam, would
become chairman of the board of
American Broadcasting System,
company formed by Mr. Noble to
purchase
Noble said.the BLUE network, Mr.
"I haven't even begun to give
any consideration to the administrative aspects of the BLUE network and I don't intend to until
such time as my acquisition of the
BLUE has been confirmed."
• Broadcast

Advertising

Metropolitan

Area

Population

Increased2.5%
SinceApriL>1940
237 Counties and Independent Cities Counted

trations will therefore be some- which contain two or more counties,
what smaller than the preliminary many persons living in one county
figures, while the estimates for might register in another, and thus
areas having a relatively large to some extent invalidate the estinumber of late registrations will be
mate for any one county."
increased.
The accompanying table presents
"The metropolitan districts of preliminary estimates of the civilthe 1940 census are composed of
ian population of metropolitan
the densely populated minor civil counties, listed under the names of
divisions in and around cities of the central cities. The change be50,000 or more inhabitants. Their
tween April 1, 1940, and March 1,
boundaries do not coincide with 1943, is given both as a number
those of either the city or the coun- and as a percent. Figures are
ty. Because registration data were shown to the last digit, as comcompiled by counties, however, it
puted (instead of being rounded),
was not possible to secure figures not because they are assumed to
be accurate to the last unit but for
for metropolitan districts.
"Instead, those counties which convenience in summation.
had at least half their population
in a metropolitan district in 1940
were designated as metropolitan
1 Metropolitan districts for which there
counties. This definition gives the was no county meeting the stated requirements included Greensboro, Lowell-Lawrence-Haverhill, and Waterbury. Essex and
closest approximation to the met- Middlesex
Massachusetts, parts
ropolitan district that was possi- of which areCounties,
in the district,
Lowell-Lawrence-Hav.
erhill metropolitan
are included
ble under the circumstances.1
the Boston metropolitan counties.
"Estimates are not presented with
New Haven County, Connecticut, part of
separately for all metropolitan which is in the Waterbury metropolitan
is presented as the metropolitan
counties because of the probability district,
county for the New Haven metropolitan
that, in large metropolitan areas district.

In 42-Month Period to March 1, 1943
LATEST population figures for
mate of the population in institutions was added to the adjusted
237 counties and independent cities
of the nation were released last number of registrations, to give an
week by the Bureau of the Census estimate of the total civilian popuand are subjoined in a table pre- lation.
pared by the Census Bureau show"In order to take account of persons who registered after the close
ing preliminary estimates of the
civilian populations of each area, of the initial registration period,
listed under the names of the cen- the present estimates will be revised on the basis of new figures
tral cities, for March 1, 1943, with
figures for April 1, 1940, for com- including delayed registrations for
the month of March. The new estiparison.
mates will not be uniformly largThe civilian metropolitan popuer than the preliminary, however,
lation of the United States has increased about 1,690,000, or 2.5%, since it will be necessary to adjust
between April 1, 1940 and March
a somewhat larger number of registrations to the same independent
1, 1943, a period of three years and
eight months, according to the esti- United States total.
"The revised estimates for areas
mate by J. C. Capt, director of the
Census Bureau.
in which there were few late regisThe 237 counties and independ(Percent not shown where less than 0.1)
ent cities including the District of
Columbia, reported on, contain most
Estimated
Estimated
civilian
of the nation's metropolitan popucivilian
lation. Extensive migration of ciMetropolitan counties
March 1,
population.
April
1,
population.
1943
vilians to these centers in connec1940
tion with the prosecution of the
war, says the Census Bureau bulletin, more than offset a consider361,598 339,405
able loss of men to the armed Akron Met. Co. (Summit Co., Ohio)
Met. Cos. (Albany, Rensselaer, and SchenT Albany-Schenectady-Troy
ectady Cos., N. Y.)
441,043 465,500
forces. Following is the Bureau's otal (
Met. Cos. (Lehigh and Northampton Cos.,
137 Pa.)
analysis of the population shifts: Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton
345,012 346,492
Met. Co. (Blair Co., Pa.)
129,566 140,358
"Of the 137 areas (94 of which Altoona
Amarillo Met. Co. (Potter Co., Tex.)
57,643 54,265
are single counties and 43 of which Asheville
Met. Co. (Buncombe Co., N. C.)
98,208 108,755
Met. Cos. (De Kalb and Fulton Cos., Ga.)
523,666 477,261
are combinations of counties or of Atlanta
Atlantic City Met. Co. (Atlantic Co., N. J.)
106,505 124,037
counties and independent cities), Augusta Met. Co. (Richmond Co., Ga.)
87,856 81,337
Austin
Met.
Co.
(Travis
Co.,
Tex.)
112,059
111,053
83 showed a gain in civilian population and 54 showed a loss. The Baltimore Met. Cos. (Baltimore city, Anne Arundel and Baltimore Cos.,
Md.)
1,193,089 1,073,221
combined increase for the 83 areas
Arthur Met. Co. (Jefferson Co., Tex.)
174,040 145,296
was about 2,970,000. The combined Beaumont-Port
Binghamton Met. Co. (Broome Co., N. Y.)
162,083 165,749
Met. Co. (Jefferson Co., Ala.)
485,724 459,930
decrease for the remaining 54 was Birmingham
Boston
Met.
Cos.
(Essex,
Middlesex,
Norfolk,
Plymouth,
and
Suffolk
about 1,280,000.
68
Cos., Mass.)
2,715,851 2,821,477
,4
Bridgeport Met. Co. (Fairfield Co., Conn.)
434,612 418,384
965,608 957,677
"The proportional change for in- Buffalo-Niagara Met. Cos. (Erie and Niagara67,3Cos., N. Y.)
dividual areas varied from a gain Canton Met. Co. (Stark Co., Ohio)
296
242,474
234,887
6
,77
of 53.4 percent in the Mobile met- Cedar Rapids Met. Co. (Linn Co., Iowa)
87,417 89,142
5,7
S. C. Met. Co. (Charleston Co., S. C.)
148,482
117,694
ropolitan county, to a loss of 28.9 Charleston,
29
Charleston, W. Va. Met. Co. (Kanawha Co., W. Va.)
210,823 195,368
percent in the Sioux City metropol- Charlotte Met. Co. (Mecklenburg Co., N. C.)
146,694 151,826
Met. Cos. (Hamilton Co., Tenn.; Walker Co., Ga.)
218,272 211,334
itan county. The numerical change Chattanooga
Chicago Met. Cos. (Cook, Du Page, and Lake Cos., 111.; Lake Co., Ind.) 4,542,579 4,574,692
varied from a gain of about 262,000 Cincinnati Met. Cos. (Hamilton Co., Ohio; Dearborn Co., Ind.; Campand Kenton Cos., Ky.)
852 , 473 808 , 156
in the Washington, D. C. metro- ClevelandbellMet.
Co. (Cuyahoga Co., Ohio)
1,189,088 1,216,859
120,432 104,839
politan counties to a loss of about Columbia Met. Co. (Richland Co., S. C.)
Columbus, Ga. Met. Cos. (Muscogee Co., Ga.; RusseU Co., Ala.)
140,077 111,269
436,000 in the New York-NorthColumbus, Ohio Met. Co. (Franklin Co , Ohio)
414,996 387,644
Corpus Christi Met. Co. (Nueces Co., Tex.)
121,901 92,644
eastern New Jersey metropolitan
counties.
Dallas Met. Co. (Dallas Co., Tex.)
443,368 398,471
(Iowa)-Rock Island-Moline (111.) Met. Cos. (Scott Co., Iowa;
"The estimates of civilian popu- Davenport
Rock Island Co., 111.)
201,722 197,673
lation for March 1, 1943, are based Dayton Met. Co. (Montgomery Co., Ohio)
343,148 295,480
Met. Co. (Macon Co., III.)
84,697 84,693
on registrations for War Ration Decatur
Denver Met. Cos. (Arapahoe, Denver, and Jefferson Cos., Colo.)
404,820 381,267
191,528 194,575
Book Two during the initial regis- Des Moines Met. Co. (Polk Co., Iowa)
Met. Cos. (Macomb, Oakland, and Wayne Cos., Mich.)
2 , 554 , 301 2 , 373 , 823
tration period, February 22 to 27. Detroit
DuluthCo.,(Minn.)-Superior
(Wis.) Met. Cos. (St. Louis Co., Minn.; Douglas
Wis.)
228,553 253,986
The registration figures have been Durham Met. Co. (Durham Co., N. C.)
84,508 80,244
adjusted to add to an independent
Paso Met. Co. (El Paso Co., Tex.)
135,885 125,868
estimate of the population quali- El
(Erie Co., Pa.)
186,785 180,813
fied to register in the United Erie
Evansville Met. Cos. (Vanderburgh Co., Ind.; Henderson Co., Ky.)
170,702 157,766
States as a whole. (This independRiver-New Bedford Met. Co. (Bristol Co., Mass.)
356,614 364,604
ent estimate is based on the 1940 Fall
Flint Met. Co. (Genesee Co., Mich.)
225,001 227,944
157,239 155,084
census, the estimated number of Fort Wayne Met. Co. (Allen Co., Ind.)
Worth Met. Co. (Tarrant Co., Tex.)
255,821 225,521
births and deaths between April 1, Fort
Fresno Met. Co. (Fresno Co., Calif.)
167,369 178,565
1940, and March 1, 1943, net for- Galveston Met. Co. (Galveston Co., Tex.)
98,336 79,798
231,755 246,338
eign migration for the same pe- Grand Rapids Met. Co. (Kent Co., Mich.)
riod, and the estimated number of Hamilton- Middletown Met. Co. (Butler Co., Ohio)
124,230 120,249
persons in institutions, and in the Harrisburg Met. Co. (Dauphin Co., Pa.)
170,691 176,952
Hartford-New
Britain
Met.
Cos.
(Hartford
and
Middlesex
Cos.,
Conn.)
531
, 810 506
, 188
armed forces on March 1, 1943.)
Houston Met. Co. (Harris Co., Tex.)
587,130
528,961
(W. Va.)-Ashland (Ky.) Met. Cos. (CabeU Co., W. Va.;
"The adjustment has the effect Huntington
Boyd Co., Ky.; Lawrence Co., Ohio)
177,420 190,102
of slightly reducing each registration figure. For each area, an esti(Balance of table on page 64)
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-5.3
Total
Estimated change between
April
March1, 1940,
1, 1943and -0.4
April 1,
-7.7
population,
Number Percent
1940
-9.7
-24,457
66,976,482
-1,480
+ 1,691,600
339,405
-10.792
-1+2.5
+22,193
4.1
465,643
-10,547
346,492
+6.5
-2.2
54,265
140,358
- 17 , 532
108,755
479,828
+3,378
124,066
-3.7
81,863
+46,405
111,053
+6
.2
-3,666
+9.7
+6,519
-1.9
+ 1.006

+-105,626
119,868
+28,744
+25,794
-1,725

+8
+0.0
.9
-3.4
++11.2
19.8
-0.7

+ -5,132
16,228
+7,931
-32,113
+30,788
+ 7,587
-27,771
+ 15,455

-2.3
+5.6
+3.9
+0.8
+26.2
+3.2

+ 6,938
+44,317
+15,593
+28,808
+27,352
+29,257
+44,897
-3,047
-25,433
+47,668
+4,049
+23,553
+ 180,478
-7,990
-2,943
+4,264
+10,017
+4
+12,936
-11,196
+5,972
-14,583
-6,261
+30,300
+2,155
+ 18,538
-12,682
+25,622
+3,981
+ 58,169

+7.9
+3.3-1.6
+ +5.5
14.9
+25.9
-10.0
+31.6
+7.1
+11.3
-2
-1.2
.3
+2.0
+16.1
-6.3
+6.2
-5.9
+7.6
-3.5
+5.3
+8.0
+3.3
-6.7
+8.2
+1+ 3.1.44
+23.2

+3.3
+11.0
+5.1
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1,083,300
145,329
165,749
459,930
418,384
2,824,955
958,487
234,887
89 , 142
121,105
195,619
151,826
211,502
4,581,111
810,097
1,217,250
104,843
111,269
388,712
92,661
398,564
198,071
295,480
84,693
385,287
195,835
2,377,329
254,036
80,244
131,067
180,889
157,803
364,637
227,944
155,084
225,521
178,565
81,173
246,338
120,249
177,410
506
, 188
528,961
190,102
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es
Says tion at"Gest
of putting Charg
them all on the stand,
the "suggestion" apo"
of OWI
Phase
officials, taking over the duties of so that the hearings on this phase
a man who had been ousted at the
of the committee's investigation
Of Cox Inquiry
suggestions of these same officials.
could be concluded. He also put
Commenting
on
the
apparent
fondRalph Weil, manager of WOV,
Concluded
ness of the OWI for putting nonand William I. Moore, assistant
citizens on the air, Mr. Garey said manager of WBNX, briefly on the
By BRUCE ROBERTSON
that the OWI itself currently has
stand to complete the testimony on
ACCUSATIONS made by the more than 400 aliens on its paymatters previously developed.
House Select Committee investigaAnother story of alleged illegal
roll, citing the Congressional Record as authority for that stateting the FCC "that the Commission
interference by Lee Falk, chief of
ment.
had set up a Gestapo which under
the foreign language section of the
the guise of lawful and proper inCongress Action Sought
OWI's radio division, in the pervestigation was violating the consonnel of domestic foreign lanWith
the
completion
of
this
phase
stitutional rights of individuals"
guage broadcasting stations was
has been amply justified and sup- of the Committee's investigation, disclosed in the opening sessions of
ported by the evidence adduced in hearings will be resumed in Wash- the hearings on Tuesday. Testimony
New York during the past month,
ington Monday on FCC draft defer- by Lido Belli, Italian language
ments with Rep. Louis E. Miller producer and time broker, and
Eugene L. Garey, general counsel
(R-Mo.) presiding. These will con- documentary evidence from the
of the Committee, declared last Frisume two or three days. Then the
day as the New York proceedings
FCC files, purported that Mr. Belli
Committee proposes to draft its in- was deprived of his right to engage
adjourned.
terim report, along with legislative in broadcasting activities for nine
In his closing statement, Mr.
Garey said the testimony developed recommendations to the House, to months, costing him some $90,000,
be presented with the reconvening
and regained his right to control
"a shameful picture" that adds "a of Congress Sept. 14. It is regarded
his business only after he had
sordid and black page to our Ameras a foregone conclusion that the
ican history". He previously had Committee will ask Congress to agreed to discharge his former emalluded to the story of Lido Belli, transfer the so-called war activployes and to hire persons proposed
by Mr. Falk and Alan Cranston,
which he had branded as a "shameities of the FCC, covering opera- Falk's superior at OWI.
ful" case.
tions of the Radio Intelligence DiBorn in Italy in 1904, Relli
vision and Federal Broadcast In- Rizeri came to this country in 1926,
"Deplorable and heart-sickening
as these activities of the Commistelligence Service to the military. taking the professional name of
sion and its allies in the illegal Such a transfer had been recomLido Belli when he entered radio
seizure and usurpation of power
mended to President Roosevelt by
and governmental functions have the joint chiefs of staff in a pro- as an announcer in 1931. In 1933
Lido Belli Radio Producposed executive order drafted last he started
been discovered to be", Mr. Garey
tions Inc., buying about five hours a
February
but
which
never
has
been
said, "they represent but a small
New York and rephase of this Committee's work. executed. This disclosure proved day on taiWBNX
ling itfor commercial programs
The results of the investigation the highlight of the proceedings,
and announcements broadcast in
which opened July 2.
into other phases of the CommisItalian.
sion's activities will be made public
Dec. 9, 1941, two days after
First day's hearings were deat subsequent hearings to be held
Pearl Harbor, he was picked up by
voted to the testimony of Mr. Belin Washington.
li and to material on him in the government agents and detained
"We know now that it can happen FCC files, which combined to show
two weeks at Ellis Island, after
here because it has happened here.
that
the
OWI's
unproved
charges
We have had related to us stories against him had been sufficient to which he was released on temparole to W. C. Alcorn,
depicting a series of consistent acts prevent him from conducting his general porary
manager
of WBNX. A
reflecting unlawful conduct by the business as a time broker for some
month later the reviewing section,
FCC and OWI. Constitutional
nine months, resulting in loss to Alien Enemy Control Unit, Dept.
rights accorded to every American
him of more than $90,000. On thr
of Justice, reported that it had
have been flagrantly violated by a following day, Renzo Nissim, hired
found "no evidence to indicate any
Gestapo, drunk with unlawful
Mr. Belli to operate his business
Fascist sympathy on the part of
power and running amuck.
on the recommendation of the OWI
the alien or any anti-American
"The letters which I have read told of his failure to find any supinto the record today indicate that
port for the accusations that Mr.
WORD OF PRAISE
Belli was a Fascist and of his efthe
Committee's
labors
are
bearing
some fruit and that the Commission
forts to restore to Mr. Belli the
For Broadcasting's Coverage of
is evidencing an intention to sin no conduct of his own business.
Cox Investigation
more, in certain respects, at least.
War Spirit Admitted
I cannot refrain from expressing
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Another development of the
the hope that the reformation, beAs chairman of the Public Relations Committee of the Foreign
lated though it is, is permanent." week was the testimony of Duccio
Language Radio Wartime Control
Mr. Garey also presented to the Tabet, an alien and an ex-member
and on behalf of the Committee, I
Committee, represented by its of the Fascist party employed as wish
to take this opportunity to
censor and translator at WOV
Chairman, Rep. E. E. Cox (D-Ga.)
congratulate BROADCASTING Magafurther evidence in support of its who admitted himself so imbued
zine on the very capable and faccharges that Office of War Infor- with the war spirit that he would
tual manner in which it is handling
mation executives had taken an un- not even allow a Christmas reli- the report of the investigation of
authorized and excessive interest
gious program to refer to the the Cox Committee, particularly as
relating to the foreign language
in the personnel of foreign lan- Christian doctrine of forgiveness
broadcasting field.
guage stations, despite the fact for fear that some listener migh'
You will note that I say it is cathat the Office of Censorship is think he should forgive the Nazis
pable and factual, and I believe it
and Fascists.
the only government agency emcalls for commendation as a serpowered to rule any individual off
vice to the broadcasting industry in
Mr. Garey entered into the recthe air.
ord the testimony of a number of Foreign Language Radio Wartime Control
Joseph Lang (WHOM)
One of the witnesses, an alien foreign language announcers, cengeneral.
Chairman
and a former member of the Fassors, monitors and other station
Public Relations
cist party, testified he had been
employes, taken privately and
New
York
employed at a broadcasting sta- sworn to by them, to save the time
Aug. 19, 1943

y
Gare
New
York
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Justif
tendencies,"
and on Jan.ied
30, 1942,
Mr.
Belli's
parole
was
made
permanent.
Six months later, according to
the FCC file on Mr. Belli, Lee Falk
sent a memorandum to the Alien
Enemy Control Unit, "pointing to
the dangerous nature of Lido
Belli's activities. It was based
mainly on the analysis made by the
Foreign Broadcast Intelligence
Service [of the FCC] and the testiof Dr. Brunori."
before monyEdward
J. Ennis,Summoned
director,
AECU, Mr. Belli on Aug. 27, 1942,
agreed to "temporarily cease all radio broadcasting activity. This includes the preparation or control
of any material used in radio broadcasting or the engaging by me
[Belli] in any way of any activity
relating to radio broadcasting."
OWI Renewed Charges
Until he was finally released from
this prohibition in May of this year,
Mr. Belli testified, his secretary
and Mr. Alcorn handled his financial affairs for him. Mr. Garey
read into the record memoranda
from E. K. Jett, chief engineer of
the Commission, to FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly, transmitting
monitoring reports of Italian language programs on WBNX, totaling at that time about 132 hours
a month.
Analyses of the Sunday afternoon Italian Varieties, made in
March, revealed that the news all
came from United Nations sources
and that "the program seems
harmless." In May, however, after
Mr. Falk had written to Nathan
David, FCC assistant general attorney, that "quick action is necessary" on Mr. Belli, Mr. Jett reported that a study of the newscasts on the Morning Parade, a
weekday WBNX program with 20
participating sponsors, indicated
that the announcer wanted "the
public to believe that the Axis powso badly." All
but
threeers may
of not
the fare
18 broadcasts
studied
concluded with an "ominous note for
the Allies," the report stated. Both
of these programs were announced
by Mr. Belli and his assistant
Hugo Neri, the report said, adding
that Gaetano Salvemini, professor
of Italian history at Harvard, had
charged Mr. Neri with Fascist
tendencies.
O-C Interested in Case
Dr. Nicola Brunori, on whose
testimony against Mr. Belli Mr.
Falk had relied in his own charges
to the AECU, was described by Mr.
Belli as a doctor who had come to
him with an idea for a nutrition
program, for which Mr. Belli gave
him a daily quarter-hour of the
time Mr. Belli purchased from the
station. Stating that he had almost
daily arguments with Dr. Brunori
about the latter's habit, of running
several minutes over his allotted
(Continued on page 56)
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FM

Stations

New Designations From
List of 4000 Become
Effective Nov. 1
ELIMINATION of the existing
letter-numeral calls for FM stations and substitution of regular
four-letter calls used for standard
broadcast stations, effective Nov. 1,
was approved last Tuesday by the
FCC to overcome complexities encountered under the existing
method.
Urged by FM Broadcasters Inc.,
which had petitioned the Commission for a change, the new procedure will immediately affect some
45 FM stations now in operation,
as well as all future licensees. Existing licensees have been instructed to select their new calls prior to
Oct. 1 from the list available at the
FCC of some 4000 four-letter unassigned calls.
Standard Call Option
Where the licensee of an FM station also operates a standard broadcast station in the same city, he is
given the option of retaining his
standard call letter assignment followed by the suffix "FM" to designate transmission on the FM channel. If he desires a separate set of
call letters, the selection may be
made from the list available at
the FCC.
A breakdown of the 4000 fourletter calls available shows approximately 2900 "K" calls and 1100
"W" calls still unassigned. This
number, the Commission said, appears to be adequate to supply calls
for all additional standard, FM,
commercial, television and nonbroadcast classes for the foreseeable future. All three-letter calls
already have been assigned. Call
letters beginning with "W" are
east of the Mississippi and those
beginning with "K" are west of the
Mississippi and in the territories.
The principal objection to the letter-numeral call, it has been found,
was failure of general public acceptance. Moreover, since the system involved the frequency designation of the station, a change in station assignment would automatically entail a change in call letters.
Thus, the good will built up in call
letter designation would be lost.
Change Timely
Allocation changes are regarded
as imminent in the post-war era,
and it was felt that with only 45
stations licensed under the old system, the change now can be effected
with minimum confusion to the listening public. Moreover, with transmitter construction frozen for the
war's duration, the change-over
comes at a propitious time.
Under the existing system, the
first letter of an FM call, either
K or W, indicates the geographical
position of the station; the number
designation indicates the frequency
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on which the station operates and
the last letter or letters are designed to indicate the city. Confusion was anticipated on the last
designation because of possible duplications incity designations.
FM stations were asked to have
their requests, indicating a preference in call letters, filed with the
Commission by Oct. 1. If no request
is received by that date, the Commission, at its discretion, will assign a new four-letter call to that
station. Stations were requested to
list their first, second and third
choices. In the event two stations
seek identical call ietters, the request first received by the FCC will
be given preference. In any event,
all FM stations will use their new
call letters on the air effective
November 1.
A formal petition from FMBI
requesting the call letter change
was submitted last month by Walter J. Damm, WTMJ-W55M, president of the association, through the
offices of Philip G. Loucks, Washington counsel.
Following is the full text of the
FCC's public notice, dated Aug. 24,
to FM stations:
The Commission has adopted a plan
to substitute letter calls for high fre-

Letter

quency (FM) broadcast stations in
place of the letter-numeral calls now
being used by such stations. This
changeence ofisFMbased
upon the
s inpast
broadcaster
the experiuse of
letter-numeral calls and the desirability of making the change at this time.
Approximately 45 high frequency
now inofoperastations
(FM) tionbroadcast
and all future
licensees
such
stations are affected.
The Commission's plan provides that
four-letter calls be used for FM stathe licencases where
see oftions,
an except
FMin station
is also the licenseeboth
of a standard
tion and
stations broadcast
are locatedstain
the same city the call letters of the
standard broadcast station followed by
the suffix "FM" may be requested for
the FM station. No new three-letter
calls will be assigned to FM stations.
In order that the change in station
calls may be carried out in an orderly
manner all FM stations are required
on Novemthe innewallcalls
using and
to begin
ber 1, 1943,
cases where a
request for call letters has not been
received by the Commission on or before October 1, 1943, four-letter calls
will be assigned at the discretion of
the Commission.
FM licensees may request several
of the four-letter station calls available in the order preferred, and in
cases where the same letters are requestedreceived
by two FMby licensees
the request first
the Commission
will have prior consideration. Presently
unassigned four-letter call lists are not
available for mailing, but such lists
may
be inspected at the offices of the
Commission.

OWI^Policy^Group
Return

of

Elmer

ONE OF THE first missions of the
OWI Radio News and Policy Committee named last week by E.
Palmer Hoyt, Domestic Director,
will be to consider resumption by
Elmer Davis, OWI Director, of his
weekly broadcasts reporting on the
war effort.
This became known last week in
connection with current consideration being given by Mr. Davis to his
return to the air. He has expressed preference for Sunday
nights, rather than Fridays.
Mr. Davis told reporters last
week that he did not seek four networks combined for the Sunday
broadcast and that two would be
plenty or one might do. The previous Friday night series, interrupted when Mr. Davis went to
London on a war mission, was carried Friday evenings on NBC, CBS
and BLUE hooked in, with a repeat on MBS Saturday afternoons.
Don Stauffer, Director of the
OWI Radio Bureau, declared that
it was appreciated that Sunday
evening time is the most valuable
on the air. He said that OWI had
worked harmoniously with networks and stations and did not
propose to "pressure" them on the
Davis broadcasts or any other matter. The help and advice of the advisory committee would be sought
on this matter, he added.
Reports were current that the
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networks were opposed to allocation of premium Sunday time for
the Davis series. The previous
series of broadcasts had stirred up
considerable comment in congressional circles, notably among the
Republicans, who contended that
Mr. Davis as the "minister of pro"monopolizing"
work time paganda"
and was forcing
the publicnetto
listen to him.
Mr. Hoyt has not yet announced
the first meeting date of the newly
appointed News and Policy Committee. He is out of town for the
War Food Conference campaign
and it was felt the Committee would
not meet until after Labor Day.
Members of the Committee are:
William S. Paley, President, CBS;
Niles Trammel, President, NBC;
Mark Woods, President, BLUE;
Miller McClintock, President, Mutual; Lewis Allen Weiss, VicePresident and General Manager,
Don Lee; Leo Fitzpatrick, Executive Vice-President and General
Manager, WJR Detroit; Herbert L.
Pettey, Director, WHN New York;
Martin B. Campbell, Managing Director, WFAA, WBAP, KGKO
Dallas-Ft. Worth; and Neville Miller, President, NAB.
FRANK GRAHAM, CBS narratoractor,
been Columbia
signed to film
portray
L'il
Abner has
in the
cartoon
series by that title.
BROADCASTING

FDR

Ottawa Rating

PRESIDENT
ROOSEVELT'S Ottawa
speech,
broadcast Wednesday, Aug.
25 on worksthe
fourwasmajor
and CBC,
heard netby
12,636,000 persons in the U. S.
thus attaining 24.9 rating, according to C. E. Hooper Inc.
survey,dian CBS
revealed.
Canarating for
the address
was 40.1, as measured by
Elliott-Haynes, Canadian firm
Hooper. same methods as
using

Winchell
'National'

First

in

Ratings

FIRST PLACE in the list of "First
15" evening programs released in
the Aug. 15th "National" Program
Ratings Report goes to the Walter
Winchell program, in which Fulton
Oursler, Louella Parsons and
Robert St. John are substituting
for Mr. Winchell. Mr. District Attorney rates second, and the first
half -hour of Kay Kyser's program,
third. Others among the First 15
are: Your Hit Parade, Screen
Guild Players, Take It or Leave It,
Can You Top This. Gabriel Heatter
(Tuesday, Thursday),
Moore-Cugat,
Bing Crosby,DuranteEllery
Queen, Joan Davis-Jack Healy,
Adventures
of the Thin Man,
ily.
Gabriel Heatter, (Monday, Wednesday, Friday), One Man's FamSecond half-hour of the Kay
Kyser program leads the programs
broadcast after 10:30 p.m. and
which are not measured in the
Eastern Time Zone.
'Your Hit Parade' Heads
Recent Poll; Rates 17.7
HEADING the list of the 15 most
popular network programs reported
by the Cooperative Analysis of
Broadcasting in its Aug. 23 release to subscribers is Your Hit
Parade, with a rating of 17.7. Kay
Kyser ranks second, followed by
Lowell Thomas in the list of programs measured during the second
weeks of July and August.
The lows:remainder
the list Bing
folMr. District ofAttorney,
Crosby, Joan Davis-JackHaley ;
Screen Guild Players, Take It or
Leave It, Album of Familiar Music,
Walter Winchell (substitute), One
Man's Family, Jimmy DuranteGarry Moore, Ellery Queen, Phil
Spitalny, and Vox Pop.
Tower Marking Rules
In Revised CAA Manual
A NEW edition of the Obstruction
Marking Manual, revised to Aug.
15 was issued last week by the Civil
Aeronautics Administration of the
Department of Commerce.
The edition, part of the regulations and standards for the protection of air navigation, sets forth
regulations to be observed by broadcast stations for marking radio
towers for the protection of air
navigation. Copies of the regulations can be procured from the
Civil Aeronautics Administration,
Department
ington, D. C. of Commerce, Wash• Broadcast
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A banking

bought

National Accounts

Now

On W-I-T-H

company

newspapers

and one

radio station — W-I-T-H — to tell people not to cash
in their war bonds.

Atlantic Refining Co.
FooJex
Wards

The radio allotment, in the beginning, was less than

Bread

ten percent
American

of the total appropriation.

Chicle

Jests

But— W-I-T-H

produced 40% of the returns!

Medrex
Yes — the W-I-T-H

Dr. Pierce
Seaboard

radio budget
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increased

materially !
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VOICE

IN BALTIMORE

Resinol
Stanback
Sunway

On the air 24 hours a day — seven days a week
Vitamins

Royal Crown

Cola

Rem
Represented Nationally

Pepsi Cola

by Headley-Reed

True Story
Supersuds
Bond Bread
Cold Medal
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Gillin
For
WOW

Hits

?Surrender'

Settlement
President

of

Disc

Calls Rosenbaum

Plan
Strike

Performance

cial transcriptions — the very lifeblood of hundreds of broadcasting
stations, particularly
munities which cannotthose
offerintocomthe
broadcaster the prosperity which
Philadelphia offers to Sam's own
If the demands of the musicians
were
met, it would be just as logistation."
cal that radio pay a percentage of
its gross for the benefit of singers,
writers and actors, all of whom are
"as worthy of being encouraged as
the art of performing instrumental
music", Mr. Gillin said. He said
that if it were carried to its logical
conclusion there would be no end to
calls for a percentage of gross income from stations: "indeed, the
radio industry would be taking a
step toward its own dissolution.
The alternative would be to take
the money out of the pockets of
our customers (if we could) so that
Sam's proposal would then boil
down to penalizing the citizens we
serve for the use of the inventions
which our industry was created to

Fee Idea Wrong in Principle and Practice
dio either in the form of recordings
A PLEA TO the industry not to
follow the "total and unconditional
or in any other way."
Mr. Gillin held that, if the right
surrender"
recommendation of
Samuel R. Rosenbaum, president of of the musician were recognized as
WFIL, in settling the Petrillo re- proposed, there would be no end to
cording ban, was
calls for a percentage of the gross
made last week by income from stations. The argument that radio and recordings
^|HW%
John J. Gillin Jr.,
president and
have displaced musicians is "sheer
JV
-4*.. A i general manager
buncombe".
I of WOW Omaha.
Jingles Not Important
In a letter cirThe record should be straight on
culated to the industry Aug. 24 "musical jingles on platters", emphasized by both Col. Rosenbaum
through the NAB,
Mr. Gillin attack- and Joseph A. Padway, AFM counGillin
sel, as involved in the case before
ed the plan of
WLB.
"It is understandable that
paying a percent- Mr. Padway
should wish to conage of the industry's gross to musifuse the issue by acting as though
cians as wrong in principle and in
practice. He took the battle to Mr. all transcriptions were one-minute
develop." 'Not Consistent'
Rosenbaum,
who earlier in the spots, in order to prove to the WLB
that
the
ban
on
transcriptions
in
Even if it were true that recordmonth reported for active duty as
ings have displaced musicians, the
a lieutenant colonel in AMGOT.
no
way
affects
the
war
effort",
Mr.
Gillin said.
Col. Rosenbaum had suggested a
royalty proposal would make nei"Sam knows that the musical
ther "economic nor social sense,
plan of settlement based on royaleither
for our industry or for the
jingles,
to
which
he
and
Mr.
Padties for the performance rights of
the recording artists and predicted way refer, are least dependent on public", Mr. Gillin said.
Contending that Col. Rosenbaum
that the War Labor Board would instrumental music and that they
wash its hands of the whole dispute have been practically unaffected by was not consistent in his correspondence, Mr. Gillin recalled that
Mr. Petrillo's ban.
when it gets the facts.
in the fall of 1942, the Philadel"Sam knows, even if Mr. Padway
Pointing out that he had differed does
phian had criticized the industry
not, that the dispute before the
with Mr. Rosenbaum last January
for interesting itself in the fight,
WLB involves library transcription
when he originally circularized his service and the 15-minute commerholding then that the musician's
views on the Petrillo situation, Mr.
Gillin said that, since Mr. Rosenbaum had seen fit to restate them,
Gilbert W. Fuller New Industry
he wished again to join issue.
Rep
'False Principle'
"Basically," he said, "I do not
see why any of us should accept
Sam's counsel of total and unconditional surrender to a principle
which is absolutely false. I know
that Sam is really suggesting an
extension of the 1937 plan for which
he, as Chairman, was largely responsible. The plan of paying a percentage of the industry's gross to
musicians was wrong in principle
then and I think it has been proved
wrong to the broadcasters, in practice, by subsequent events."
Answering Col. Rosenbaum's contentions chronologically, Mr. Gillin
said the Philadelphian based his
letter on the contention that the
musician who performs for records
has a right to some kind of protection. The musician who actually
renders service in recording is not
asking for any protection, Mr. Gillin contended. "The only complaint
comes from Mr. Petrillo, speaking,
presumably, on behalf of the musicians who do not play for recordings or for the radio. Sam's proposal that broadcasters pay to the
union a percentage of their gross
income amounting to some ten million dollars a year is, presumably,
for the benefit of those musicians
whose services are not used by ra-

Petrillo
WLB's
On
THE WAR LABOR BOARD last
wee,k appointed Gilbert Edmund
Fuller, president of the RaymondWhitcomb Travel agency, as industry member of the tripartite panel
to hold hearings beginning Sept. 6
in New York in the Petrillo-transcription case. Mr. Fuller was appointed to fill the vacancy created
by the resignation of Henry S.
Woodbridge [Broadcasting, Aug.
23].
Mr. Fuller has had mediation
experience on panels of the Regional WLB in Boston. He has been
with Raymond-Whitcomb for more
than 30 years, having served successively as vice-president, managing director, chairman of the
board, and as president since 1931.
The new member was born in
Springfield, Mass., in 1882 and was
graduated from Harvard in 1905.
In the same year he joined the
U. S. Mortgage and Trust Co. in
New York, leaving in 1906 to enter
the publicity firm of Michaelis and
Ellsworth. In 1908 he became connected with the financial department of American Express Co. and
in 1910 he joined the firm he now
heads.
Mr. Fuller is married and has a
son and daughter. He is a member
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Disc Strike Panel
of various Boston and New York
clubs and resides in Boston.
Other members of the panel are
Arthur S. Meyer, Chairman of the
New York State Board of Mediation and an associate member of
NWLB, who is Chairman and public representative, and Max Zaritsky, President of the United Hatters, Cap & Millinery Workers International Union, labor representative. While the panel is scheduled
to meet September 6 (Labor Day),
there were reports that a postponement might be sought because of
the holiday.
Union Changes
CHARLES HURLBURT, studio
engineer in New York of WHOM
Jersey City, has resigned to become
vice-president and executive head
of Broadcast Local No. 1, A. C. A.
union of engineers and announcers,
with headquarters in Philadelphia.
He succeeds Edgar T. Darlington,
engineer of WFIL Philadelphia,
who resigned his union activities
to handle war work while retaining
his station post. In addition, Dick
Shipp, engineer of WPEN Philadelphia has been appointed temporary secretary of the union, succeeding Carol Roder, engineer of
KYW Philadelphia who left to
join the Army.
BROADCASTING

ASCAP

Members

Favor

Renewal of Agreement
AMERICAN Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers reported last
week that the proposal to extend
the present membership agreements
for an additional 15 years, or until
Dec. 31, 1965, has been approved by
about 85% of the writer-member
group, figured on the basis of
royalty distributions, and that most
of the major publisher-members
have also voiced their approvel, although the 80% mark of this group
has not yet been reached.
Practically no opposition has
arisen against the proposal, ASCAP stated. Plan insures the conof the Society's
present
method of tinuance
royalty
distribution,
with
equal shares going to writers and
publishers, and avoids the danger
of a rupture which some members
feared might result from a court
decision in the BMI-Marks suit.
This action, scheduled to come to
trial this fall, asks the court to
determine whether public performance rights to musical compositions
are vested in the publisher or the
composer, specifically citing four
compositions published by Edward
B. Marks Music Corp., which now
licenses its music through BMI,
but written by composers who have
CAP.
retained
their membership in ASbattle is not against radio primarily, "but principally against
the juke box baron and the record
manufacturers". Now, he pointed
out, Col. Rosenbaum has come
around to the way of thinking that
the fight is directed primarily
against radio since he stated in his
latest letter: "The musicians have
no just complaint against the record publishers and manufacturers
or against the transcribers."
Answering
the Rosenbaum
tention that Petrillo
has not conyet
been defeated and that the industry should deal with him, Mr. Gillin cited published reports that the
AFM members have already lost
$4,000,000 in recording fees and
have
gainedunwise
nothingandthrough
"Mr.
Petrillo's
uneconomic
move to compensate for their loss
of income".New Technique
Mr. Gillin concluded: "Sam at
least has come out in the open on
one thing. His cure for the present
strike is a proposal to the union
that we should urge Congress to
change the copyright law. In other
words, we are not only to adopt
a bad principle, but we are to adopt
a new technique in lobbying, the
putting of pressure on Congress
to change the law by means of depriving the citizens of the benefit
of inventions until Congress does
the will of the union.
"Perhaps I have devoted too
much time to Sam's proposal because he, himself, points out how
few are the people who agree with
him. On the other hand, writing
this letter affords me an opportunity of wishing Sam well in his military career, and this I do with all
sincerity."
• Broadcast
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DAYTON.

D.

DAYTON, OHIO, THE BIRTHPLACE OF AVIATION
. . IN

HERE'S
ONE

WHAT

MAKES

STATION

WING

DAYTON

A station that thoroughly penetrates a rich industrial market

OF AMERICA'S GREAT MARKETS AND WING ITS OUTSTANDING BUY!

with Dayton as its nucleus. Buying power has been increased

it A $410,000,000 payroll for 1943
(based on first six months).
it Population increase of 55,825 for
Dayton proper since 1940 (Ration
Book No. 2). This does not include
communities considered part of metropolitan Dayton.
it Ranks fortieth in population, yet one

by the influx of 55,825 people in Dayton proper . . . payrolls
have reached a new all time high with an estimated $410,000,000 for 1943. This is one of the nation's most lucrative
markets. "Sell it" with consistent use of WING,

the medium

needed to cover Dayton and the rich Miami Valley.

of the leaders in war production. (Restriction prevents use of exact figures. )
it The hub of the United States Air
Force with Wright Field, Patterson
Field and Air Service Command.
it The

home

BASIC

BLUE

5,000

NETWORK

WATTS

of Frigidaire, National

Cash Register, Delco Products, Airtemp, McCall Printing Aeroproducts,
and over 500 other diversified manufacturing industries.
it Located in agriculturally rich Montgomery County with an added farm|
income of over $4,000,000 per year.

An outstanding market in normal
times ... a super market today!

Bonus: WIZE, Springfield, Ohio, is a bonus when WING is purchased on
a national spot basis by adding 30% of the time cost on WING.
K>eecC
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Press-Radio

Committee

Fights

Discrimination

In
Ownership
Steering Group Advocates Legislative Action To
Allow Newspaper Ownership of Stations
PRESSURE will be brought to ton Ave., New York, were all membear against current and future
bers of the steering committee
with the exception of Maj. E. M.
legislation designed to prevent
newspaper ownership of radio staStoer, general manager, Hearst
tions, and definite steps will be Radio Inc. Committee members attaken to secure enactment of laws
tending were: Walter J. Damm,
to prevent such discrimination, it Milwaukee Journal (WTMJ),
was revealed in a resolution adopt- vice-chairman, H. Dean Fitzer,
ed last Wednesday by the steering
Kansas City Star (WDAF) , treasurer, Gardner Cowles Jr., Des
committee of the Newspaper-Radio committee.
Moines Register & Tribune (KSO
KRNT WMT WNAX), John E.
Text of the resolution, endorsed
by the steering committee Aug. 25 Person, Williamsport (Pa.) Sun
at its first meeting since April 20,
(WRAK), A. H. Kirchhofer, Bufduring the convention of the
falo Evening News (WBEN), Col.
American Newspaper Publishers
Harry M. Ayers, Anniston (Ala.)
Assn. runs as follows:
SENATOR AND SALESMAN were
Star (WHMA), and Truman
photographed together when Robert
"Resolved — that the NewspaperGreen,
Tampa
(Fla.)
Tribune
Radio committee should immediM. LaFollette dropped in at
(WFLA).
WEMP Milwaukee the other day,
ately advocate legislation which
Also present were Martin B. and found a birthday celebration in
will make it impossible for there to
progress for Ben Wolff, 76, who is
Campbell, Dallas News (WFAA),
be any present or future discrimifondly claimed to be the oldest raE. E. Hill, Worcester Telegram
nation against newspaper ownerdio time salesman in the business.
ship of broadcasting stations, and
(WTAG), J. Leonard Reinsch, At- Cake was inscribed "Happy Birththat this advocacy should include
lanta Journal (WSB), and NRC
the support of provisions intended
day to Junior,
in the who
Spiritowns
of '76."
counsels A. M. Herman, Ft. Worth
Senator
LaFollette,
1/8
to accomplish this end in the
of WEMP, cut the cake.
and Sydney Kaye, New York.
White-Wheeler bill, the Holmes bill,
as well as other legislation relating to the subject."
Committee's Plans
NAB;
District
Asks
New
Law;
Specific and immediate plans
call for the appearance by memElimination
of Hitch-Hikes
bers of the committee at hearing
on the White-Wheeler and Holmes
IN LINE WITH actions taken at the American system of broadbills, and the active support of any
casting. Resolutions follow:
each of the district meetings held
bills in Congress which would have
since the so-called Frankfurter
Legislation
a tendency to eliminate the possi- decision of the Supreme Court on
RESOLVED, that the broadcasters
bility of discrimination against
May 10, conferring upon the FCC
of New York and New Jersey, in
newspaper-radio ownership, ac- broad regulatory powers, broad- meeting
assembled at second district
cording to Harold V. Hough, chaircasters of New York and New Jer- of NAB at Hotel Syracuse, Syracuse,
sey at the Second NAB District N. Y. on Tuesday, August 24, 1943.
man of both the Newspaper-Radio
call the attention of the Congress of
committee and its steering comMeeting in Syracuse last Tuesday the
United States to the fact that the
mittee since the formation of the adopted a strong resolution calling
present radio law was enacted in 1927
group over two years ago. Mr.
upon Congress to enact new legis- and although amended in 1934 in subHough is associated with the Fort
lation at this session.
stance remains as originally enacted :
That radio has made great progress
Worth Star-Telegram, operator of
The meeting, presided over by since that date and is of greater sigWBAP and co-owner of KGKO.
nificance in American life ;
Kolin Hager, general manager of
That it is now time for the ConPresent at last week's meeting
WGY and District Director, also
gress to reappraise the radio law in
at NRC headquarters, 370 Lexingadopted a resolution condemning
the light of this progress made since
hitch hike and cow catcher an- the enactment of the present law, especial y in view of the May 10 decinouncements used on network prosion of the Supreme Court giving
Eversharp May Expand
grams and national spot, on the greatly enlarged power to the Federal
Communications Commission, and that
EVERSHARP INC., Chicago,
ground that they tend to lower early
dates be set for the hearings
which currently sponsors Take It broadcasting standards and are upon
the bills now pending before
Or Leave It Sunday evenings on
both
Houses
of Congress.
construed as being in violation of
CBS, is expected to start a second
Hitch Hike Announcements
network show this fall, using the the public interest responsibility of
BLUE network. Time under constation licensees. Similar resoluWHEREAS,
the so-called hitch hike
tions have been adopted by groups
sideration is Friday 7-7:30 p.m.,
catcher announcements preswith the program tentatively titled of network affiliates, notably those and cow
ently used on network programs and
Hit of the Week. No details are
on CBS, at recent meetings. The on national spot announcements tend
available as yet, according to Biow
resolution authorized Mr. Hager to to lower the standards of broadcastCo., New York, agency in charge.
ing ;and
pursue the matter at the next NAB
Whereas
such announcements are
Board Meeting with a request that considered to be a violation of the
Test for Seymour
placed upon radio staprompt steps be taken to eliminate responsibility
tion licensees to operate in the public
MALCOLM HOWARD, Chicago,
them.
interest and convenience and neceshas been appointed agency for the
NAB President Neville Miller atsity ;and
Seymour Products Co., Chicago,
Whereas the use of such announcetended the meeting and discussed
and has instituted a test campaign
was permitted without the eonusing radio in the Chicago area
the legislative outlook as well as sent ofmentsaffiliates
save those spots sold
for See-More All Purpose Cleaner
the overall industry picture. Rep. on a national spot basis, now therefore,
and See-More Venetian Blind
Be it resolved that Kolin Hager,
Cleaner. Plans are to extend the Clarence Hancock (R-N. Y.) was
guest speaker and lauded radio and Chairman of the NAB second district
promotion nationally.
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AFRA 10% RAISE
APPROVED
BY WLB
WAR LABOR Board last week
notified the American Federation of
Radio Artists that it had approved
AFRA's application for adjustments in its commercial code, principal y a10% increase in commercial wage scale, retroactive to
March 8, 1943, as agreed upon by
AFRA and the national networks,
with the approval of the advertisMarching
8].agencies [Broadcasting,
In addition to the increase in the
minimum commercial scale for
actors, singers and announcers, the
revisions extend the present contract for another year, until Nov.
1, 1944, and add a cost-of-living
clause that permits AFRA to reopen the contract at any time after
Nov. 1, 1943, if the Dept. of Labor
cost-of-living index has risen 10
points above the Dec. 15, 1942 level.
Similar changes
the union's
sustaining
code hadin been
agreed
upon
by
the
broadcasters
AFRA and earlier approved by and
the
WLB. Negotiations for a revision
of the union's transcription code
broke down after several meetings
and it was decided to await the
termination of the present contract
this fall for a complete revision.
VARIETY SHOW FOR
BIRDS EYE BEANS
FROSTED FOODS Sales Corp.,
New York, subsidiary of General
Foods Corp., to promote Birds-eye
ovenbaked beans and other products, will start a new Hollywood
originating half-hour variety program in late September. Although
network and starting date have
not been revealed, firm has signed
Dinah Shore as featured vocalist
and Cornelia Otis Skinner, monologist, who presents a series of
comedy sketches titled William and
Mary. Other talent will also be
added. Included will be a name
band. Glenn Wheaton, who has
been handling script for the Army
Special Service shortwave program, Command Performance, has
been signed as writer of the food
firm's new program. Hubbell Robinson, assistant radio director of
the agency, currently is in Hollywood to complete details.
of New York and New Jersey is instructed to convey to the proper officials of NAB for action at the next
regularly called meeting of NAB, a
request that immediate steps be taken
to eliminate from network programs,
hitch hike, cow catcher or other similar announcements and form all announcements on a national spot basis
as soon as may be practicable.
Among those present were : Aaron
Beckwith, Arnold Bowden, WAGE ;
William Foy, Jack Kennedy, WHAM ;
George F. Bissell, WMFF ; Fred Ripley, WSYR ; Gerald King, Bill Doerr,
WEBR; Joseph A. Short, Michael R.
Hanna, WHCU ; Thomas L. Brown,
WHDL ; A. E. Spokes, D. S. Wilkins,
WJTN
; Mrs.N. Scott
Miss Hel-S.
en Wood,
W. Bowen,
Cook, George
Jones, Nate Cook, WIBX ; E. Ray
McCloskey, WNBF ; Carl Haverlin,
BMI; R. J. Rowley, H. C. Wilder,
N. L. Kidd, WSYR; C. E. Lewis,
Robert Thompson, WBEN; Gunnar
O. Wiig, Clarence Wheeler, WHEC ;
John A. Bacon, I. R. Lounsberry,
WGR - WKBW ; S. Woodworth,
WFBL; Bruff Olin Jr., WKIP ; C.
Culmer, Miller,
SESAC NAB.
; Kolin Hager, WGY ;
Neville
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MIGHTY
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GOOD
MR.

DINWIDDIE!"
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question
the his
it perform?
will Mr.
HOW
bluewhether
Dinwiddie That's
to ask
print isof an airplane or of radio coverage.
It's easy to make blueprints; quite another
matter to produce the finished product.
WKY's coverage, to be sure, looks mighty
good on paper. It's bigger than that of any other
Oklahoma City station. But that isn't all.
WKY's coverage has been developed far
beyond the blueprint stage. It's a known quantity . . . something that's been built, tested, and
proved beyond a shadow of a doubt.
Here's the result of the latest test . . . the JuneJuly Hooper report: WKY continues to outperform all three other Oklahoma City stations
with 44.3% of the morning audience in Oklahoma City; 58.1% of the afternoon audience;
and 53.0% of the evening audience.

Yes, WKY

looks mighty good on paper. It

looks wonderful on the Hooper. It IS a remarkable station, doing big things for advertisers
in the way they want them done.

WKY

OKLAHOMA

CITY

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Daily Oklahoman and Times - The Farmer-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs - KLZ, Denver (Affiliated Mgmt.)
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

Our
Spots
Paid
Despite
All
Handicaps
service applied only to equipment
ALTHOUGH our much-expanded
five years old or more.
facilities are devoted entirely to California Firm Sells Heating Plant
Thus it became necessary to
war production, we are advertising
make
clear in 50 words (or in some
now with a view to post-war sellService For June*July Delivery
ing, and protecting the jobs of our
cases, 50 syllables) the nature of
the offer, the fact that it applied
employes. Necessarily these efforts
By
R.
V. HIATT
are limited largely to name and
to any make or model, the limitaAdvertising Manager
tions aforementioned and where
service promotion.
Payne Furnace 8C Supply Co., Beverly Hills
and
how
to obtain this service; a
To keep our name before the
nice
copy
problem! At once it betrade, we are using national and
50,000 watts station for obvious
came apparent that in order to acregional business magazines. Our
reasons: We required only local
factory Retail Service Departcomplish this, the usual "selling"
approach, or sugar-coating, or even
coverage,
since
our "outside" indealment, however, (since it still funcers
were
not
participating
the
urge
to
act,
would have to be setions as manpower permits along
plan. Moreover, in Los Angeles and
verely
curtailed
if not eliminated,
pre-war lines) afforded an opporvicinity there are a number of and the script devoted mostly to
tunity to make an interesting "conmedium and low-powered stations, announcing the "bare bones" of our
sumer" test of radio in Los Anwhich, because of special features,
geles and environs. As far as we
proposition.More Handicaps
know, this summer campaign was
have a large,
lowing, loyal
especially"hometown"
at hours folnot
the first of its kind. It featured
competing with the more popular
This decision had several negafurnace inspection and repair durchain programs. After careful
tive effects upon potential results.
ing June and July only.
study of all spot availabilities, nine Since basement and forced-air furstations were selected, as follows:
Notable for the handicaps imnaces are the exception rather than
KMPC KHJ KECA KFWB KPAS
posed and the results achieved in
the rule in our area (as compared
KWKW
KFOX
KGER
and
KVOE.
spite of these "hurdles" this camto the vast numbers of floor furpaign was not only highly successnaces) it was realized that we
Time Chosen
ful, but also surprising in its results.
were reducing the "market" for
To the extent possible, spots were our "deal" to a very small percentage of home owners; further, that
Probably the last thing a home
carefully chosen for proximity to
owner thinks about or wants to
established programs, including the explanation would be difficult
E. V. HIATT
think about in mid-summer is his
newscasts, commentators and musi- for listeners to understand. And,
cal features with an established finally, it was agreed that we
heating plant; therefore, we cre- to acquire new friends as well as
ated a difficult problem in the very possible future customers.
following. Many daytime, and some could not include the addresses or
timing of the campaign. But we
early morning spots were selected telephone numbers, of our home office and various suburban branches,
At this point we held a meeting
believed people could be made to
withfora maximum
view to "stretching"
realize that the shortage of skilled with our advertising counsel, the —ouragain
budget
frequency nor even segregate these addresses
service men would grow worse and Knollin Agency, and it was decided by qualifying for low rates, and by stations, because of overlapping
also to reach women as well as men coverage. Our solution to this latthat by the rainy season it might to make a radio test for the month
ter problem probably violated all
be impossible to obtain repairs and of June, extending the campaign — together with sufficient evening
parts, at least without long delay. through July, if results justified. spots to provide all-day and even- the rules of radio, and of selling,
And from our own viewpoint, it By the third week in June there
ing coverage from 7:30 a.m. to
We merely
"Call
or write Payne
Furnacesaid,
Company
was of course desirable to secure was no doubt as to the advisability 9:30 p.m. We had an average of generally.
as many orders as our remaining
at
nearest
office
listed
in
telephone
about
five
announcements
a
day
of going through with the twoservice men could handle during months' schedule. (We did not con- for the entire two-months — a total
sider August because during that of 326 on all stations. Since our
Readers will surely agree that
the quiet season and thus help to
directory ."
level off the fall and winter peaks, month our men start their regular coverage was lighter on Saturdays we
provided just about all the hurserious at any time but nearly in- service calls on "contract" custom- and Sundays and on evenings with
dles that could be set up against
ers
whom
we
serve
by
the
year.)
our
plan.
surmountable under war condiheavy chain competition, we had as
tions.
many as 15 spots on some days.
Naturally, we and the agency had
The agency recommended halfCampaign Idea
What the agency did not antici- misgivings. Together, we considminute or station-break "live" spot
announcements for the following
ered postponing the imminent start
pate in its original recommendaWe also felt that, in view of the reasons: the offer was deemed so
tion of station breaks was the qual- of the campaign long enough to
Government's expressed desire to simple that it could be expressed
ifications we found necessary to
our schedule to one-minute
encourage maintenance of existing in 50 words or less; and it was impose on the free offer. Fearing change
spots and to produce transcriptions
equipment, the campaign could be desired to economize in cost per an avalanche of calls from owners with sound effects and dialog. But
partially based upon a patriotic
as to obtain maximum fre- of floor furnaces (very popular in eventually, with fingers crossed,
appeal; and further, that we our- spot, so quency
as well as to save the pro- Southern California) and other we went ahead according to the
selves would be performing a patriduction cost of transcriptions, our smaller "unit" heaters, it was de- original plan with the gratifying
otic wartime service, in addition to budget for the test being limited.
cided to limit the offer to "base- results I shall shortly enumerate.
benefitting home owners and ourment or forced air furnaces" and
The agency also recommended
To illustrate the copy limitaselves, by undertaking it, even if
tions, a typical 50-word announceit should turn out to be unprofit- eliminating the major chain, or further to stipulate that the free
ment, necessarily almost devoid of
able. From the strictly selfish
"sales appeal", follows:
standpoint, moreover, we recognized the good-will value of such
Important to home-owners :
a program, and its possibilities for UNIQUE is the word for this factual radio success story —
Now, while skilled men are
influencing post-war sales.
available . . . PAYNE heatinvolving no stars, music, sound effects or drama. Just a pracing experts will inspect ANY
These thoughts led to the decitical bare bones proposition, stated over the air to an audience
MAKE OR MODEL of basesion to offer free furnace inspecment or forced-air furnace
tion and a written report to the that ordinarily would not be interested. But it clicked, and proover five years old . . . and
owner on the condition of his heatduced profitably for both sponsor and customer! Worth noting
furnish written report ... all
ing equipment. If the furnace needFREE during this month. But
ed no repairs, we would tell him so. is the fact that Payne Furnace 8C Supply Co. is reportedly
hurry,
please!
or write
If it needed cleaning, overhauling
P-A-Y-N-E
. . . Call
PAYNE
FurAmerica's largest manufacturer of gas heating equipment, with
or repairs, we would recommend
nace
Company
.
.
.
nearest
ofwhatever was necessary, estimate
national distribution. Using only trade journals and consumer
fice in telephone directory.
the cost and solicit the order. It
When it came to 35-word stawas also decided to include any magazines heretofore, this was Payne's first trial of radio.
(Continued on page 55)
make or model because we were out
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A geographical accident gives KFYO, Lubbock, a
near-monoply of primary market listeners! For
KFYO is more than 100 miles from any other station; and, for several reasons, no one of them gets
into KFYOIand appreciably.
Of the 49,885 dwelling units in KFYO's primary
market in 1940, 74.54% had radio units. Now
there are a lot more. For in Lubbock alone the
July ration book total of 44,921 shows population
has jumped 41% since the 1940 census.
Here is a very prosperous, fast-growing, radiolistening market you can blanket with its one station
but could hardly touch with a dozen others!

KGNC
Amorillo
KFYO
Lubbock
KTSA
San Antonio
KRGV
Weslaco

^^ntnnnnnnnnfn^^mlmrfnnnnfff
CENTRAL
Telephone
BROADCASTING

SALES

OFFICE--805-6

Riverside 5663
• Broadcast

Wer

Petroleum

Ken L. Sibson, General

Advertising

Bldg., Dallas, Texas

Sales Mgr.

TWX

DIs 297
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Canada
CBS

in

Compromise

Petition

On
WNYC
Night
Operation
Offers to Withdraw Opposition For Duration
If FCC
Rules Step Would Aid War
WITHDRAWAL of its opposition
to nighttime operation by WNYC,
New York municipally owned station, for the duration of the war,
provided the Commission concludes
such action would aid the war effort, was proposed in a petition
filed last Tuesday by CBS with the
FCC in behalf of WCCO, Minneapolis, dominant station on the 830 kc
clear channel. The action, if approved by the FCC under the terms
proposed, would eliminate the controversy waged for several years by
New York's Mayor LaGuardia
against the network until the war's
end.
WNYC, which has operated daytime on the 830 kc channel with
1000 watts, since 1939 has sought
nighttime operation. The FCC originally denied the formal application of WNYC following hearing,
but afterward granted a "special
service authorization" for evening
time, based on "needed wartime
services." The grant, however, was
revoked by the FCC after CBS
protested it and a hearing was ordered.

ing this position, CBS is acting to
facilitate establishment of a temporary service during the wartime
emergency and that CBS does not
waive its right to insist upon maintenance of 830 kc as a clear channel.
Reserves Right
CBS added that it does not admit
that operation of WNYC during
nighttime hours will not cause interference within the territory
served by WCCO and that it specifically reserves the right to contest any application filed by or
grant made to New York City for
operation for nighttime hours other
than as specified in the petition.
Efforts of WNYC during the
past few years to procure fulltime
operation, breaking down the clear
channel were opposed not only by
CBS but by the State of Minnesota.
It had been contended that the proposed WNYC operation would interfere with program service provided to rural listeners in the North
Central area and that it was contrary to the Commission's rules.
Mayor LaGuardia, in commenting on the CBS petition was quoted
as having said, "I am full of the
spirit of unity at home and, of
course, appreciate it." He had bitterly attacked CBS in the past for
opposing the fulltime operation.
Expressing his pleasure at the
CBS petition, Morris S. Novik, director and manager of WNYC
stated that he was glad of this opportunity to serve better the people
of New York City. He said that,
if and when WNYC begins regular
broadcasting after 10 p.m., the
evening hours will be filled by a
combined schedule of educational
and public service features, together with some recorded and live
musical programs, which have
heretofore been necessarily omitted
from WNYC's usual routine.

Basis War Aid
In its petition, filed by Kenneth
L. Yourd, assistant director of CBS
in Washington, and its Washington
counsel, and Karl A. Smith and
Lester Cohen, Washington attorneys, CBS set forth that it was its
sincere wish to facilitate in any
possible way the complete prosecution of the war and the proper defense of the people of this country.
Asserting that it does not possess
knowledge of sufficient facts to determine whether the operation of
WNYC would assist in the prosecution of the war, it nevertheless
stated that inasmuch as the FCC
is the Governmental agency charged
with the responsibility ultimately
of determining such an issue, it
must be assumed that it possesses
the knowledge or can get it.
If, in the opinion of the Commission, the proposed wartime services of WNYC will materially aid
in the war effort, CBS said it had
no desire to obstruct or hinder such
service and that it accordingly
would withdraw its opposition
grant under certain conditions.
These were that the authorization
be issued for the duration of the
current license of WNYC or the
duration of the war, whichever period is the shorter; that it be issued solely to permit WNYC to
render a special wartime service
and that the additional broadcast
time be devoted to broadcasts in
furtherance of the war effort; that
maximum possible protection be
afforded WCCO consistent with
WNYC's nighttime operation, and
that it be recognized that in tak-

Press-On for Television
LOOKING AHEAD to post-war
development of commercial television, Press-On Inc., N. Y. manufacturer of Press-on mending tape,
has begun a series of weekly experimental telecasts on the Allen
B. Dumont station, W2XWV N. Y.
Presented Wednesday evenings as
quarter-hour entertainment skits,
the commercials create lifelike home
situations with mother and daughter discussing and demonstrating
the actual mending of fabrics with
the tape and a hot iron. Arthur H.
Anson, adv. manager of the firm,
directs the series and supervises
improvements after each program.
Reiss Adv., N. Y., is agency in
charge of Press-On, which has
tested radio in the N. Y. area during the last year.
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FRIDAY THE 13TH comes again
Oct. 13. What to do about it is
shown by trio from WAAT Newark,
N. J., who got their picture taken
Friday, Aug. 13, at a breakfast
broadcast with 13 people at the
table. Harry Murphy is getting the
third light under ladder, from
match held by Roland Trenchard,
while m.c. Hal Tunis holds umbrella.
A black cat was somewhere around.
As Murphy, ministrator
whoof the
is aN.deputy
adJ. War
Finance Committee, remarked:
"There's nothing superstitious
about getting back four dollars for
every three you invest in War
Bonds! Similar program is planned
Oct. 13.
Alaskan Station Builds
New Transmitter Plant
CONSTRUCTION of the new 5000
watt transmitting plant at KINY
Juneau, Alaska is now under way,
with completion date set at Oct. 1,
according to Edwin A. Kraft, Seattle radio advertising executive who
owns KTKN Ketchikan and KINY.
Transmitter and tower are located
on the Alaska Juneau gold mining
property, about two miles south of
Juneau. Studios will continue to be
in thetownDecker
Juneau. Building in downA full sixteen hour schedule, supervised and largely programmed
by the War Dept. will be broadcast
for troops and civilians in the territory. In addition, the Army Special Services Division is transcribing top-ranking chain shows and
flying them to Alaska as soon as
possible after they are originally
released in the States. Chief engineer Vincent I. Kraft is in charge
of the transmitter station, assisted
by resident engineer David Jeffries
and a crew of radio technicians who
made the trip north to complete
the project.
Electric Co. Expands
WESTERN ELECTRIC Co., large
peace-time manufacturer of transmitting equipment and tubes, has
established a new plant in Haverhill, Mass., which will employ from
1,500 to 2,000 workers. A large
part of the plant will manufacture
apparatus used in long distance
telephone lines and other communications equipment. Before Western
Electric became engaged in manufacturing for the armed forces, it
was the source of supply for Bell
System.
BROADCASTING

Power

Increases

Asked by Western Assn.
REQUEST for power increase permits for all Canadian stations to
the limit of their classification under the Havana treaty (recommended by the Canadian Parliamentary Committee in a recent report) was asked to be made of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. by
the Canadian Association of Broadcasters at the annual meeting of
the Western Association of Broadcasters, CAB affiliate, held at
Banff, Alberta, Aug. 23 and 24.
Other important topics discussed
at the meeting were the possibilities of establishing a second network to operate across Canada,
public relations, and the government's recently announced ban on
ownership of more than one station. Alex Sherwood of Standard
Radio and John C. Treacy of NBC's
versy.
recording division gave developments on the transcription controOfficers elected were: G. R. A.
Rice, CFRN Edmonton, president;
F. H. Elphicke, CKWX Vancouver, Bert Cairns, CFAC, Calgary,
Lloyd Moffat, CKBI Prince Albert,
and Roy Wright, CFAR Flin Flon,
directors. Nominated for election as
western directors of the CAB were
G. R. A. Rice, Edmonton; A. A.
Murphy, Saskatoon; Gerry Gaetz,
Winnipeg;
and Ralph White, Kamloops.
Dinner speaker was Capt. Freeman C. Bishop, chief of the U. S.
Public Relations section, Northwest
Service Command, U. S. Army,
speaking on the Alaskan highway.
PRAISE FROM

BBC

War Dept. Shows Impress
English Listeners
RADIO programs produced by the
War Dept. for transmission to the
fighting forces are proving instrumental in promoting Anglo-American cordiality, Robert Foot, director general of the BBC, has informed Brig. Gen. Frederick H.
Osborn,vicesdirector
Division. of the Special SerSpeaking for BBC listeners,
both civilians and service forces,
Mr. Foot cabled Gen. Osborn appreciation for broadcasts in the
Command Performance and Mail
Call series which paid tributes to
the British army and the British
BBC, he cabled, is "sincerely appeople.
preciative of radio programs produced by Special Services for
broadcasting by BBC domestically
and overseas. Particularly grateful for special Command Performance produced for Army Week
and special Mail Call for Workers
Gala Night and your own message
for inauguration of general overseas service. All these much enjoyed by listeners and effective in
promoting Anglo-American corSpecial Service Division proare not heard within condiality." gramstinental
U. S. They are recorded
and beamed by standard band and
short-wave to United Nations
fighting forces.
• Broadcast

Advertising

THE

RULE

It's a trick to balance three peas on a knife.
You have to balance from dead center, not
from the edge. Apply "The Rule of 3 P's"
and you will see why WOOD — and only
WOOD

—

can do the real job in the

I
E STERN

1

Michigan

Mark

Grand Rapids is Michigan's second market, and is larger than the combined population of the next three Western Michigan cities: Kalamazoo, Muskegon and Battle Creek. WOOD broadcasts from the very center of this
high wage territory of over a million listeners. No station on the fringe of this
rich market can possibly deliver this audience.
*
o
n
r

o

f

WOOD is the only NBC station between Detroit
and Chicago. WOOD pulls listeners because it
delivers the programs "most people listen to most". In
Grand Rapids, listeners prefer WOOD 14 to 1 over any
other 5000 watt station in Michigan.

WOOD

Power second to none in outstate Michigan has WOOD. It is the only 5000
watt station transmitting from Grand
Rapids — in the heart of the Western Michigan
Market — not 50 miles away on the fringe.
delivers the listeners which advertisers must have

to do a thorough job in Michigan's second market.

Grand
"Outstate
BROADCASTING
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Rapids.
Michigan's

Advertising

• NBC..5000
Greatest

WATTS
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Uncle

program draws a wide response
from all over the country.
Professional talent, including
both actors and musicians, are
drawn from Washington and vicinity for the various programs
and the studios maintain a script
department to assist Government
agencies in the preparation of
broadcasts.

Keeps
Interior
Studio
Busy
programs was produced for the version of this show is fed to New
Thousands of Programs
Office of the Quartermaster Gen- York twice a week for recording
eral for distribution to all Army
Transcribed or Sent
and rebroadcast to South America.
camps.
Over Shortwaves
Treasury Discs
The Interior studios produce
The
Radio
Section produced a
FOCAL point of Government radio many of the programs of the Coordinator
of
Inter-American
Afseries
of
eight
transcribed proprograms, the Interior Dept. stufairs, including the series The
grams for the Treasury Dept. to
dios, among the best equipped in the
Revamping
United Nations Speak, for distri- aid the sale of War Stamps. Pres- WNEW
United States, have been operatbution by transcription throughout
ing at near capacity as various
sings were made from these tranSouth and Central America, feaFederal agencies use the facilities
scriptions for distribution to sta- Program
Policy
tions
throughout the country.
turing various Latin-American dipfor domestic and foreign broadlomatic
representatives.
Various
casts.
The studios have produced pro- Supplements Recordings with
broadcasts in Spanish and
grams on Victory Food Specials
Operating 24 hours a day, seven news
Variety, News and Drama
Portuguese are sent out by the for the Dept. of Agriculture, con- THOUGH
MAINTAINING its
days a week, Interior studios pre- CIAA from the studios.
servation programs for the Solid
sent a steady procession of WashThe studios feed nightly to short- Fuels Administration, programs for standing
as "the
station,"
WNEW New
York,record
has embarked
ington officials, diplomats, translawave transmitters a CIAA pro- the War Manpower Commission,
tors, news commentators, musicians
on
a
policy
of
greater
scope
and
gram of news and comment in Federal Security Agency, various
and dramatists who participate in
for South American audi- bureaus of the Dept. of the In- variety in programming, and Sunprograms sent to all parts of the Spanish ences.
This program is beamed
world.
day, Aug. 29,
putrevamped
into schedule
effect an for
exterior, and other agencies.
tensively
from WRUL WCDQ WLWO WRX
The main studio of the Radio that day. Station is adopting the
During a recent six-month period, WCRC and other shortwave staSection is completely equipped for policy in recognition of independent
according to a report by Shannon
tions.
Allen, chief of the Radio Section,
dramatic
productions and has been stations' trend towards better proOnce a week a program of milithe studios produced 717 programs,
gram ing as a means of competing
tary comment is fed to San Fran- used to present such dramatic
both live and transcribed, and cut
cisco where it is recorded and sent shows as An American Prayer, a against concurrent network shows.
recordings from which 32,229 press- via shortwave a few hours later half-hour documentary produced
Change
in Sunday aschedule
sists of removing
number con-of
by various agen- to South America. This program,
for the Interior Dept. which is
cies. ings were made
straight recorded music shows, subwhich is in English, employs well broadcast every Thanksgiving
stituting disc programs with special
OWI Main User
known military analysts. A Spanish through one of the networks. This frames and
inserting news, variety
and drama. A total of more than
Largest user of the Interior facilities isthe Office of War Inforfour hours within the 1 to 11 p.m.
mation which calls for practically
period are involved in the new proNEIGHBOR
STATIONS
RESCUE WFIG
every type of radio and transcripgramming.
OWI
of
bulk
The
tion program.
Recreates Past
work is rebroadcast by shortwave.
Help Establish Temporary Studios When Fire
An example of the broadcasts sent
One of the half hour record proDestroys Facilities in Sumter, S. C.
out by this agency is a series of
grams with special feature frames
Thai
daily news programs in the
is The Time Machine, 25-minute
language at the time of the occushow 4:35 p.m. Central idea is repation of Siam by the Japanese.
turn to the past aided by an
The material was transcribed and
imaginary
Time Machine. Wax reflown to San Francisco for shortcordings are used to recreate
wave broadcast.
events such as King George of
Another series for OWI was
England's abdication speech, or
made in connection with the InterHelen Morgan singing a torch song
national Student Assembly in
of the '20's. Music now banned in
Washington. Programs were made
Axis-controlled countries is prein all the native languages for
sented on Music in Exile, the stashortwave broadcast to the various
tion's only classical music broadcountries and included Dutch,
cast. Lady of the Evening brings
Egyptian, Greek, Flemish, Chinese,
a
different
songstress to the microMandarin, Malayan and Czech.
phone each week.
Another important user of the
News programs added include a
studios is the military which frequarter-hour broadcast by Kerby
quently calls for services in conCushing and Around the World in
nection with training programs.
30 Minutes which combines wire
The Radio Section, during the penews, a London pickup, a Washingriod, made 220 master records for
ton news commentary and sketch
the Bureau of Aeronautics of the
of a prominent international figure.
A fter the Fire — WFIG's Main Studio and Control Room
Navy for the teaching of all forms
Drama and variety are supplied
of code transmission. This is beby The Weird Circle, mystery series
lieved to be the largest single elec- STUDIOS completely destroyed by the station who was on furlough at
the time, and Mr. Youngblood left sponsored by Howard Clothes retrical transcription job in the his- fire on Aug. 12, WFIG Sumter,
placing John B. Kennedy on SunColumbia at 5:30 p.m. when it
tory of the industry.
S. C, was back on the air in less for
day; and Stars and Stripes in
became evident that the fire was
For the Bureau of Ships of the than 48 hours, due to the generous
Britain,
BBC feature which shifts
beyond control. They contacted
of WCOS and WIS Columbia,
Navy, the studios transcribed 20 help
to
a
later
Sunday afternoon period.
WCOS
and
WIS
for
emergency
S. C. The fire was discovered at
equipment and through the help of
special 15-minute training pro- 1:35 p.m. when Ray Caddel, anthese stations' engineers, Harry
grams and for the Bureau of NavConkey Sponsoring
nouncer, cut in and said: "EmerClippard of WCOS and Edwin Roigation aseries of six special musidepartfire
—
gency
announcement
man
of
WFIG,
had
temporary
stucal programs used in connection
G.
E.
CONKEY Co., Cleveland
ment report to radio station — on
dios in operation on Friday, Aug.
with cadet training.
fire." He left the building by lad- 13, at 10:35 p.m.
(Conkey's Y-0 Feeds), on Oct 23
equipment arstarts sponsorship of a quarterA total of 76 programs were comThe WFIG studies were comrived.der when the fire
hour Sunday morning newscast on
pleted for the Industrial Services
pletely
destroyed,
as
can
be
seen
WLS
Chicago. Contract is for 52
Division of the War Dept. which
Youngblood, vice-presiT. Doug
weeks. The company is also placing
dent, rushed from his home a mile from the accompanying picture.
involved recorded messages from
The only piece of equipment that a varying schedule of announceinto the burning buildwar heroes and military officials away and
ments and quarter-hour programs
salvaged is the air condiing. Cutting the main switch, he can be tioner.
Plans are being made to on 20 midwest and eastern rural
used in helping to increase indus- seized $24,000 in unissued war
rebuild the studios and offices at stations. Account is handled by
trial morale in war production bonds and made for the ladder.
Rogers & Smith, Chicago.
plants. Another series of morale
Lt. Julius Brody, president of present transmitter site.
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SPONSORS

SPEAK

LOUDER

THAN

WORDS

To the tune of 221

sponsored

quarter-hour programs

Joseph Hershey McCillvro; National Representatives

a week!

Ralph N. Weil, General Manogep

Only

M. I. D. graduates

need

• M. I. D.— Material Inspection Department-is the first of many watchdogs
that guard Sylvania Radio Tube quality.
Before acceptance for precision fabrication, molybdenum, nickel, mica, strip
steel, glass, plastics - all materials delivered - must pass exacting tests and
graduate from M. I. D.

And, once accepted, all materials that
go into Sylvania Radio Tubes undergo
successive quality inspections through
every step of manufacture. Thus,
Sylvania's reputation for specialization
in electronics is jealously guarded by
hundreds of alert and painstaking inspectors on watch for the microscopic
flaw.

Here a trained inspector subjects tungsten to a microscopic test. From her
table, it will pass on to micrometer and
tensile strength measurements, mechanical and other tests.

That is why you can specify Sylvania
Radio Tubes and Electronic Devices
with confidence that the name they bear
is a guarantee of quality.

RADIO \ DIVISION

SYLVANIA

ELECTRIC

apply

THAT
SERVES
QUALITY
IN WAR

PRODUCTS

INC.

Emporium, Pa.
INCANDESCENT LAMPS, FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES AND ACCESSORIES, RADIO TUBES, CATHODE RAY TUBES, ELECTRONIC DEVICES
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Gas

90%

Cut

Makes

Of Spokane

Mail

Orders

Store

Come

Via Program
By CHARLES W. CLAY
Advertising Manager
The Palace, Spokane
"HELLO AGAIN. This is Edna
Perry speaking, your personal shopper at The Palace Store in Spokane." With these friendly lines
The Morning Mail, quarter-hour
broadcast, is launched Monday
through Friday at 9:30 a.m. on
KHQ Spokane. This highly successful department store program
is a development of gasoline curtailment, restricting the populace
of the "Inland Empire" (eastern
Washington, Idaho, Oregon and
Montana) from their customary
shopping expeditions to Spokane.
Born in the studios of KHQ and
built around a "musical postman,"
the script was polished carefully
before executives of the store,
Spokane's second largest, were
invited for the audition. It clicked.
Anticipating curtailment of travel,
the Palace had been publishing
monthly bulletins to promote shopping by mail, and while it is not a
mail order house, the management
quickly recognized the possibilities
of a personalized radio shopping
service.
Programs Gets Orders
Now in its eighth month (July)
The Morning Mail has grown rapidly. Today, better than 90 per
cent of all mail orders received by
the store are personally addressed
to Mrs. Edna Perry, the personality
voice of the broadcast.
The Morning Mail has but two
characters,
"musical
postman"
who is alsothethe
announcer,
and
Mrs. Edna Perry. Frequent musical numbers by KHQ talent round
out the program.
What makes this program tick?
Let's take a peek back stage.
When the client signed, its shopping service was merely a lusty
infant as yet unnamed. Choosing
an appropriate name for the personal shopper whose inveigling
voice and personality were to woo
long-distance shoppers via the
postal system, was of grave importance. Ithad to be simple, short
and easy to pronounce; preferably
euphonious with that of the sponsoring store. Ultimately, "Edna
Perry of The Palace" was chosen.
In spite of its apparent simplicity,
many letters are received addressed
to "Edna Barry", "Edna Parry",
and similar variations. To suggest
greater experience in shopping and
a broader understanding of consumer requirements, the designations of "Mrs." was unanimously
agreed upon; thus, Edna Perry became "Mrs. Edna Perry."
Next arose the problem of actual
shopping in response to mail requests. Should the radio "Mrs.
BROADCASTING

Shopping

Perry" fill incoming orders? This
was infeasible; her time was needed for script preparation and other
studio activities and she was not
conversant with the store's merchandise. Itwas therefore imperative that another Edna Perry ... a
dual personality ... be created
within the store. It would be her
province to fill orders, act as the
customer's representative on shopping expeditions, attend to the correspondence or supervise it and
when occasion necessitated, meet
personally and shop with those outof-town patrons who were fortunate enough to get to Spokane.
She, of course, would have a copy
of each daily script so as to be
familiar with what her alter ego
had said over the ether.
War Services
For both Perry roles it was extremely important to engage the
services of a confidence-inspiring
voice, an affable disposition and a
general understanding of the average woman's shopping problems.
Mrs. R. H. Eddy, who came to
KHQ from Chicago, efficiently attends to the preparation of the
script and plays the radio role. To
sustain interest she injects stories
from the studio teletype, contrasts
the good old days with modern times
and interviews special guests on
the war effort and other timely matters. For added flavor, lively vocal
and instrumental music is an integral part of each quarter-hour.
A member of the local rationing
board talked on the subject of canning sugar on a recent broadcast.
Recruiting officers for. the Waves

Service
Hit
and Marines, Red Cross activities,
VFW Poppy Day sponsors, civic
officials presenting the critical
need
of rooms
Spokane's
housing
crisis .to. .rent
thesein are
typical
of The Morning Mail special guest
list. Once every two weeks a fourminute skit entitled, "Mr. and Mrs.
Watson," in the chatty style of Fibber Magee and Molly, is presented.
Aim to Fill All Orders
Fan mail of this strictly local
program is usually of a confidential nature. Some correspondents
bare their intimate personal problems, appealing to Mrs. Perry as
a veritable Dorothy Dix-Beatrice
Fairfax. More routine are such inquiries as one recently about a suitable wedding gift for a young
couple who will not set up housekeeping until the end of the war.
Another woman wrote, "The son of
my husband,'s business partner was
married to a girl back East whom
I have never met. I know nothing
of her likes or preferences. The
gift should not be perishable, too
weighty or too bulky." Another
correspondent asked, "will you look
after my daughter when she comes
into your store later in the spring
to select her graduation clothes?
It will be impossible for me to come
Since merchandise rationing,
with her."
with
its uncertainty in deliveries,
The Palace has discontinued its
mail order bulletins and now relies entirely upon The Morning
Mail for mail patronage and contact with rural customers. The
shopping staff, now greatly augmented, makes a sincere effort to

obtain for its patrons whatever
article or service is desired from
whatever source it may be acquired
in Spokane. One such example was
the request of a women in Montana ordering a box of candy sent
to a man in the service. The Palace
does not carry candy but made the
purchase elsewhere.
It so happens that Breakfast at
Sardi's is on the air at 9:30 a.m.
and provides pretty stiff competition for The Morning Mail in
Northwest states. Nevertheless,
The Palace Department Store is
getting an excellent response and
is a firm believer in radio advertising. In addition to its quarterhour daily (except Saturday and
Sunday), The Palace also uses spot
announcements on two Spokane
stations and one in Idaho.
GA GA CULT
In Commercials Draws Poetic
— Assault, and Defense
BABY TALK in radio commercials
got a going over in a recent Frank
Colby column in the Tacoma
(Wash.) News Tribune. Colby particularly went after the "sadly overworked cliche, 'crispycrunchy,' " and perhaps this is
what drew the retort from Marian
Squire, of a Los Angeles agency.
Here's what Miss Squire wrote to
Colby, with his reply:
Deal'
. thehis"commercial"
Would Colby,
like to. .have
burden lighter.writer
We'd much prefer to be adu't,
But
become
a cult.upon, sir,
And ga-ga
all our has
blurbs
are based
The dictates of the lordly sponsor.
Our task is but to write the patter,
We have no voices in the matter.
IAt had
to pento such
(and infant
now I'm
blushing
owning
gushing)
A line to make your eardrums pucker
About a "lovable, tubbable, seersucker".
We don't think that is what we're made for
But, Dear Sir, that's what we're paid for!
MY REPLY
Maid Mariana, your plight is dismal,
Why not take flight from this abysmal
Ga-Ga gabble ? Alas ! Alack !
Forsake the rabble — join the Wac,
Or Navy. Though the sponsor raves —
He'll dare not try to rule the Waves.
20th Century-Fox Lifts
Ban on Air Appearances
BAN issued by 20th Century-Fox
Film Corp, forbidding radio appearances of its contract players
and stars on NBC sponsored programs has been lifted. Strained relations, in effect for almost one
year, followed reference by Jimmy
Fidler during the Sept. 20, 1942
broadcast of his BLUE program to
Gene Tierney, 20th Century-Fox
player, ascasting,
smoking
a cigar [BroadNov. 23, 1942].
When the network refused to
make public retraction, the film studio cracked down with its ban. Protest by Sidney N. Strotz, NBC western division vice-president, that
the network was being unjustly
penalized, as the BLUE was a separate organization, went unheeded.
Following a conference between
Mr. Strotz and Lew Schreiber, executive assistant to Darryl Zanuck,
head ofencesthewere film
studio,
differironed
out the
Aug.
17.

Lynn Martin, Oklahoma Publishing Co., Oklahoma City
'It's One of Those Radio Surveys, Sir — They Want to Know
What Program We're Listening To!"
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ASCAP AGREEMENT
NEAR SETTLEMENT

How

an

and

idea

a

becaffi; a
pair of sci£r *f
network
CciVi
program
in
6
weeks

Once in a blue moon a new radio

stations in the west learn how Bell

idea is born. Such is KPO's "News
in Advertising."

Telephone Company equipment is
used by tough marines for the
"Guadalcanal Tel and Tel"; how
the Monsanto Chemical Company
helps army cooks bake tastier cakes.
Learn, too, about synthetic rubber
and new faster planes; about new
guns and machines and unbelievable

In today's advertising is exciting
news— glimpses into the streamlined world of tomorrow — trips behind the scenes in our busy war production plants. Expert KPO newsmen blend current advertising stories
into a fast moving, entertaining program—a new kind of newscast —
News in Advertising.
News in Advertising was broadcast
first as a local KPO show. It clicked
instantly. Now listeners to 16 NBC

Get

the

REPRESENTED

facts... and

BY NBC SPOT

new inventions
— things
all
want
to have when
the warwe'll
is won.

News in Advertising is typical of
the original thinking that makes —
and keeps — KPO dominant in
Northern California.

you'll

be

on

SALES

New York • Chicago • San Francisco • Boston • Cleveland • Denver • Washington • Hollywood
NATIONAL
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COMPANY

ASCAP's plan to extend its membership agreements for an additional 15 years from the present expiration date of Dec. 31, 1950, or until
the end of 1965 [Broadcasting,
July 26], is practically settled, according to an ASCAP spokesman
who said last week that favorable
responses had been flooding in and
there was no doubt that the weekend mail would pass the required
80% mark.
Percentage figure is based on
royalties, it was explained, and not
on a pure percentage of total membership in either the writer or publisher division. More than 60 publishers and well over 700 writers
have approved the extension of
their contracts with ASCAP, with
practically no opposition.
Plan insures continuance of the
Society's present arrangement of
dividing its royalties equally between writer and publisher contingents through 1965 and avoids the
danger of a break between the two
factions which, some members
feared, might follow a decision in
the BMI-Marks suit scheduled to
come to trial this fall. This suit
asks the court to determine whether
the performance rights to musical
composition are vested in the composers or the publishers, a question
arising when Edward B. Marks
Music Corp. began licensing its
music through BMI while the composers of certain compositions in
the Marks catalog retained their
membership in ASCAP.
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FRANCISCO
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Toothpaste Firm Cited
Of False Claims by FCC
FORHAN'S TOOTHPASTE, Zonite Products Corp., New York, has
been cited by the Federal Trade
Commission as misrepresented in
radio and other advertising. The
FTC complaint against Zonite also
names Erwin, Wasey & Co., New
York, adv. agency which has prepared and distributed advertising
matter for Forhan's.
The Commission alleges that use
of Forhan's toothpaste will not afford protection against gingivitis
and is of no value in its treatment;
that the toothpaste will not necessarily produce whiteness or lustre
of teeth; and that no substantial
body of dental opinion holds that
the dentifrice will protect the
teeth against acids or acid films and
that no substantial number of
dentists has recommended Forhan's, all claims made in advertising the dentifrice, FTC alleges.
From Mike to Movies
DENNIS DAY, vocalist on the
weekly NBC Jack Benny Show, has
been signed to a seven-year film
contract by MGM. He will have a
major role in the musical, "Ziegfeld Follies", which will also include Jimmy Durante. Eddie (Rochester) Anderson, colored comedian on the Benny show, has also
been signed by MGM. Donald Wickson, baritone on the CBS Blue Ribbon Town, will have a singing role
in the musical film "Up in Arms,"
to be produced by Samuel Goldwyn Inc.
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WJW

Akron

Set For Hearing
Request to Change Co. Name,
Transfer CP, Also Set
APPLICATION of Akron Broadcasting Co., formerly WJW Inc.,
to assign voluntarily its construction permit for a 5,000 watt station
on 850 kc in Cleveland to the WJW
Co. was designated for hearing
last week by the FCC. Also set for
hearing was an application of
WJW Inc., licensee of WJW, to
change its corporate name to The
Akron Broadcasting Co.
WJW Akron, now operating with
250 watts on 1240 kc, is owned by
William
M. O'Neil,
the president of General
Tireson& of
Rubber
Co.'
which purchased the Yankee Network last January. Yankee is not
connected with WJW, however, and
Bill O'Neil is not identified with
his father's company.
Cleveland Move
WJW Inc., licensee of WJW, was
granted a construction permit by
the FCC on Jan. 20, 1942, for a
station in Cleveland on 850 kc with
5,000 watts, and on Dec. 2, 1942,
was granted a modification of the
permit to move its studios to 815
Superior Ave., Cleveland, the transmitter to be located in Cuyahoga
County.
Mr. O'Neil next asked the FCC,
June 16, 1943, for permission to
change the name of the licensee
corporation (WJW Inc.) to The
Akron Broadcasting Co., and as
The Akron Broadcasting Co. to assign the construction permit for
the Cleveland station to a new organization, The WJW Co., also
owned wholly by Mr. O'Neil.
He also requested assignment of
the WJW call letters to the Cleveland station, proposing that the
present WJW, operating on 1240
kc, would remain in Akron under
the new requested call of WAJV.
The applications, filed through
the law offices of W. Theodore Pierson, asserted that the purpose was
to separate the construction permit for 850 kc from the 1240 kc
license. The licensee would then
conform to the FCC's ruling with
respect to retention or sale of the
Akron local.
Three weeks ago the Buckeye
Broadcasting Co., a new partnership [Broadcasting, Aug. 9] filed
with the FCC an application seeking the 1240 kc Akron facilities
which would be vacated by WJW in
the Cleveland move. Negotiations
have been started with Bill O'Neil
for purchase of the Akron facilities, it is reported, but they have
not been completed because of the
uncertainty of the status of the
Akron outlet after the new WJW
begins operating in Cleveland.
THE UNITED BROADCASTING
Co. (WHK-WCLE) Cleveland has
contracted with Press Association Inc.
for the special AP radio wire. Service
will include telescripts and hourly
summaries in addition to the AP dispatches.
Page 32
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Passes

To Daniels Through

NEW RADIO NEWS team makes its debut as Ned Calmer (1) and Major
George Fielding Eliot (r) check scripts with Warren Sweeney (center),
CBS announcer for the newscast, sponsored by American Oil Co. Program is aired Thursday, 6:00-6:15 p.m., and marks return of the sponto radio
advertising. Amoco also sponsors Sunday CBS quarter-hour
with sor Ed
Murrow.
Present at initial broadcast were (1 to r, standing) : E. F. Kalkof,
adv. manager, and C. F. Hatmaker, vice-pres. American Oil Co.; D. J.
Smith, vice-pres., Pan-American Refining Corp.; E. G. McKeever, vicepres., American Oil Co.; Paul White, CBS director news broadcasts;
Joseph Katz, president Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore, agency in charge;
William C. Gittinger, CBS vice-pres. in charge of sales.
Eugene

Carr

Joins

Dick

Richards

As Assistant;
Leaving
Censor Job
APPOINTMENT of Eugene Carr,
way
possible
to make the contribufor the last 16 months in the Broadtions of our stations, and stations
casting Division, Office of Censor- throughout the country, more effective in helping to bring the war
ship, Washington, as assistant to
the president of the Richards sta- to an early and successful conclutions, was announced last Wednesday by G. A. (Dick) Richards,
During Mr. Carr's 16-month tenure in Washington, he has traveled
president of WJR Detroit, WGAR
Cleveland and KMPC Los Angeles. extensively
throughout the country
sion".
Mr. Carr assumes the newly cre- contacting broadcasters on censorated position Oct. 1, and resumes
ship problems. He has covered some
40,000 miles in attending 133 meetings with about 2000 broadcasters
representing 584 stations.
Well known in the industry, Mr.
Carr was assistant manager of
WGAR before joining the Censorship Office. He was also active in
NAB work, particularly with the
Sales Managers Division, which he
headed as chairman in 1941-1942.
It was during his chairmanship of
the Sales Managers Executive
Mr. Richards
Mr. Carr
Committee that, the campaign was
launched for the Retail Promotion
his association with the Richards try.
stations, which was interrupted Plan, now being offered the induswhen he joined the Censorship OfMr. Richards, a pioneer station
fice as assistant to J. Harold Ryan,
assistant director of censorship for owner in Detroit and Cleveland
where he launched WJR and
broadcasting.
In announcing the appointment, WGAR, several years ago took over
Mr. Richards said it was a step he operation of KMPC, as an independent outlet. His associates in
had been contemplating for some
time. With the growth and develop- these ventures are Leo J. Fitzment of the radio industry in gen- patrick, executive vice-president in
eral and his stations in particular, charge of WJR, and John F. Patt,
he added, "there has sprung up an vice-president in charge of WGAR.
Following the Board of Direcincreasing need for someone to cotors meeting in Cleveland last Wedordinate the program policies and
nesday, at which the appointment,
public service features that are
common to the three stations we was voted, Mr. Ryan stated in
Washington that the Office of CenMr.
Richards
also
emphasized
sorship consented "with infinite reoperate."
He said Mr. Carr had been
the great need for "definite post- of greatgret."assistance
to his office and
war planning along programming
and public service lines, as well had done a "marvelous job" particularly in his station contacts.
as in the fields of FM, Television,
and other new possibilities which Appointment of a successor is not
planned, he said, because OC
the period following the war will now
is running so smoothly that it is
a question of keeping it on the
open
Mr. up".
Carr's first assignment, Mr. just
track.
Richards said, is to "assist in every
BROADCASTING

Gift

ACQUISITION by Catherine Murrey Daniel of 32 shares of stock in
WSAV Savannah as a gift from
her father, E. E. Murrey Sr., gives
her and Harben Daniel, her husband, control of the station with
a combined holding of 70.66% of
the stock. Mr. Daniel, WSAV genmanager, owns 39.66% in his
own eral
name.
Arthur Lucas, who died in Atlanta last July, relinquished control of WSAV nearly three years
ago with the sale of 32 shares to
Mr. Murrey for $3,200, reducing
his holding from 50.33% to 39.66%.
Mr. Daniel is vice-president of
the Liberty National Bank Bldg.,
Savannah. N. W. Brandon, commercial manager, owns 3.33% and
Aaron Shelton, former chief engineer of WSM, Nashville, and tech6.66%. nical advisor of WSAV, owns
Heads WBZ Sales
C. HERBERT MASSE, of WBZWBZA sales staff since 1937, has
been promoted to sales manager of
the New England Westinghouse
stations, according to announceArmy. ment by General Manager C. S.
Young. He succeeds Frank R.
Bowes, recently inducted into the
Mr. Masse is married and the
father of two children. He studied
advertising;
at Harvard's
Graduate
School of Business
Administration;
entered radio in 1934 and joined
WBZ-WBZA three years later. He
is a member of the Boston Power
Squadron and the U. S. Coast
Guard Temporary Reserve.
Preview of Congress
REP. VIRGIL CHAPMAN (D.Ky.) will be the second on the
schedule of WLW Cincinnati to
participate
series of Hebroadcasts, Voiceinof aCongress.
will
give four 15-minute talks describing the outlook on legislation likely
to come up when Congress reconvenes Sept. 14. The series on WLW
started with similar talks by Rep.
Clarence J. Brown (R.-Ohio) publisher of seven Ohio newspapers.
Rep. Chapman is a member of the
House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee, of which Brown
also is a member.
'Swap Bulletin'
THE SWAP Bulletin, a by-weekly
publication issued by the NAB to assist broadcasters in securing hard-toget pieces of equipment by exchanges
among themselves, is doing its part to
get tubes into sockets where they will
do the most good. A recent issue carries this notice : "Sell your surplus old
junk tubes through the Swap Bulletin
(transmitter tubes, 250 watts or more,
that are in repairable condition). Your
junk properly repaired may keep some
station on the air. Remember, teamwork does the trick."
Club Women Aid Program
AS ONE OF MANY organizations
cooperating in promotion of listener
interest in For This We Fight, produced cn NBC in cooperation with the
Twentieth Century Fund and the
Commission
the Organization of Peace,totheStudy
Pennsylvania
State
Federation of Womens Clubs is offering a prize to the member who
submits
the best
article on the postwar planning
series.
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-KALAMAZOO

COVERAGE

AREA,

FROM

Maybe there are some big markets in the U. S. which
DETROIT

OR

CHICAGO!

you can "buy" from 150 miles away. But
mazoo-Grand Rapids area isn't one of them.
nights it's of course "possible" to hear some
Chicago or Detroit stations — but not one
comes through consistently.

the KalaOn good
of the big
of them

Naturally, the folks in the Grand Rapids-Kalamazoo
area don't think much of that. So . . . they tune to
WKZO!

The Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids Area is the home
of 1,483,509 better~than-average consumers who
vastly prefer WKZO to any and every other radio
station, either **outside" or ''inside" the Area.
Write for "The Tale of Three Cities".

WKZO broadcasts on 5000 Watts, at 590 kc. It's Columbia entertainment right from the heart of the Grand
Rapids-Kalamazoo area. If you want to cover this big
market, don't kid yourself about Detroit or Chicago.
Telephone Free & Peters for the facts about Western
Michigan !

covers all Western
WKZO

KALAMAZOO
5000

WATTS

Michigan, with studios in

and
•

GRAND
590 KC

RAPIDS
•

JOHN E. FETZER, President and General Manager

FREE

&

PETERS,

INC.,

EXCLUSIVE

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

* If you don't believe this, drop us a line and we'll send you the proof!

CBS

USO
On

Shows-Talent
Air

for

Drive

Sesac-Treasury Plans Ready ;
Treasury Underwrites Discs
AS A TIE-IN with the third war
loan drive which gets under way
Sept. 9, permission has been granted stations to broadcast from the
camps in their area the professional talent shows presented by the
USO, heretofore unbroadcast.
Arrangements were completed
last week by Leonard D. Callahan,
SESAC, acting as radio industryTreasury Dept. liaison, and Abe
Lastfogel, in charge of talent for
the USO Camp shows, whereby the
individual stations can carry the
shows either by live remote or transcription.
Stage-Screen Talent
The itinerary of the units, which
feature an array of name radio,
stage and screen talent, will be released shortly by the USO and distributed to stations by the SESAC
station relations staff. Further information on the size and types of
units can be secured from SESAC,
New York, whose stations relations
staff is acting in advisory capacity
to the Treasury.
Simultaneously, the Treasury
Dept. last week announced that it
would underwrite the mechanical
transcription costs where the stations made transcriptions on behalf of the war loan drive. This
will apply to commercial or sustaining programs, and will cover
only transcribing costs. It will not
include engineering, talent, and
other expenditures.
The SESAC station relations
field representatives conferred in
Washington last week with Vincent
F. Callahan, press and radio chief
of the War Savings Staff, on various radio aspects of the drive.
Meeting with Mr. Callahan were:
Emil J. Gough, West coast; Charles
F. Barbe, central states; Bert
Squire, Midwest; C. J. Culmer,
Eastern states; and Leonard D.
Callahan.
U.S. Drug Sponsors Help
Canadian
Stamp Drive
COOPERATING with the Canadian drug industry in their September War Savings drive are members of the United States drug
industry who have pooled a radio
advertising appropriation with
Canadian manufacturers to further
the campaign. Fitch Band Wagon
program opens the drive Sept. 12
from Toronto with Guy Lombardo's orchestra on a CBC national
network. U. S. Treasury has released dance band recordings, used
in a similar drive in this country,
to Canadian stations which will
carry at least three of these recorded broadcasts a week.
Goal of the campaign is $300,000
for medical supplies for the armed
forces. To aid the drive, CBC has
waived its rule prohibiting transcriptions after 7:30 p.m. Sterling
Products will push the Canadian
War Savings Stamps and Certificates on their Album of Familiar
Music (Aspirin), Waltz Time
(Phillips Milk-of-Magnesia), and
Canadian Theater of the Air (Ironized Yeast), all on Canadian networks.
Page 34
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Talent to Locals
USO Camp Shows, Inc., through
the National Entertainment Industry Council, will make available the
personnel of their shows to local
radio stations throughout the country for programs in connection
with the Third War Loan drive, it
has been announced following a
meeting of the NEIC's coordinating
committee. Plans for a radio writing contest for men and women of
the armed forces were projected at
the meeting by Mr. Barclay
Leathern, of the National Theatre
Conference. NEIC radio activities
which will center on the forthcoming War Loan Drive are being set
up by the radio projects committee
of the American Federation of Radio Artists.
STAGE CALLED BEST
SOURCE OF TALENT
LEGITIMATE THEATERS still
provide radio with the best acting
and production talent, Wyn Wright,
production director of the NBC
Eastern Division told students at
the second annual NBC-Northwestern U. Summer Radio Institute
at the Evanston, 111., campus.
"Successful actors need the perception and feeling of audience response before they face a microphone. They cannot get this experience from appearing before a studio
audience; it can come only from
years spent in the theater," he asserted. Wright also spoke on production problems, pointing out that
while on occasion the industry can
operate without restrictions, for the
most part it must produce good
drama under severe strictures of
time, budget and talent.

War

Relief

Fund

Under Way Oct. 4
Industry and Associates Aid
In Appeal for $250,000,000
NATIONAL War Fund Campaign
for 1943 will officially get under
way on October 4 when local campaigns will be simultaneously initiated in every part of the country
to raise $250,000,000 to support
vital relief work on the military
and home fronts.
Appeals will be made through
newspapers, magazines, radio, outdoor boards and posters for contributions to the united campaign to
support 17 major war relief agencies and countless local agencies
aided by
chests in hundreds ofcommunity
cities.
Radio Time Allotted
Network time has been allocated
by the Office of War Information
for National War Fund programs
during the four-week period following October 4 and time has also
been allocated on local stations for
special community programs.
Joseph R. Busk of Ted Bates
Inc. is in charge of the radio scripts
and production department. Heagan
Bayles, Maurice H. Bent, Hubbell
Robinson, Carl Swanson and Harold Wengler compose the committee under Mr. Busk.
Henry M. Wriston, president of
Brown University, is chairman of
public relations for the fund.
Thomas D'A. Brophy, president of
Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., is chair-

NEW
ZEALAND
RADIO
'GOES AEF'
Two Island Broadcast Services Schedule Programs
Especially for
By HOWARD C. BROWN
American Representative
New Zealand Commercial Broadcasting
Service
HAVING volunteered to entertain
the American armed forces in New
Zealand, the National Broadcasting Service and Commercial Broadcasting Service are doing a noteworthy job in making American
troops feel "at home". In addition
to releasing OWI and War Department programs transcribed especially for the AEF, the NBS and
CBS have devised a series of locally produced broadcasts.
After offering their cooperation
upon arrival of the first troop contingent, both broadcasting services,
which function as a part of the New
Zealand government, completed details of a radio tie-up with the
American troops. Under the setup, New Zealand was the first to
arrange for continuous broadcast
of Command Performance, transcribed series produced under auspices of the Special Services Division, War Dept.
New Zealand also was first to
request other programs produced
by the War Department and OWI.
To meet the American-born en-

Our Troops
thusiasm for baseball, arrangements were made to rebroadcast
transcriptions of the 1942 World
Series. During summer months the
weekly Sunday New Zealand games
staged by the U. S. Marines were
released locally on 2ZB.
■Semper Fidelis, all-Marine broadcast, with exception of the m.c, is
presented each Sunday on New
Zealand commercial stations. The
all-around variety show was originally designed for the United States
as well as troops in New Zealand
and includes a quiz, orchestra,
songs, "The Mighty Marine Matinee Players" and a brief narration
of Americans' experiences in the
land "down under". Also utilizing
AEF talent, Paging Uncle Sam
and Kiwi Command Performance
are produced with cooperation of
the two New Zealand broadcasting
services.
Frequent U. S. Marine band concerts are scheduled with Marine
Gunner Gus Olague conducting. In
addition to these series using American talent,
a weekly
children's
broadcast
features
Lt. Fred
Babo.
In role of "answer man", Lt. Babo
attempts to answer questions of
New Zealand children pertaining
to America.
BROADCASTING

Censor Listens
LATEST CENSOR story
comes from the Pacific, via
Stanley Dixon,
mentator. Trying MBS
to findcomout
which Mutual stations are
carrying
commentaries, KSO Dixon's
Des Moines,
where
commentaries originate, sent
out double postcard questionnaires to all 205 Mutual outlets. 38 days later, requested
reply
arrivedstamped
from
KGMB card
Honolulu,
simply: "Examined by 2781".
man of the general publicity and
advertising committee. Other members of the committee are Edwin
Cox, Bernard Litchenberg, Thomas
J.
Ross,
Rubicam and
James
W. Raymond
Young.
Publication advertising has been
prepared sentingbyfive different
a committee
repreadvertising
agencies, with John P. Cunningham
of Newell-Emmett Co. as chairman.
Julian Field, Howard Newton, Ted
Patrick, William Brooks Smith
and Walter Weir are working with
Mr. Cunningham. A series of 55
advertisements have been produced
by the committee portraying the
need for and purpose of the National War Fund. Series will soon
be distributed to local campaign
committees.
Chairman in charge of publicity
is Bernard Litchenberg and his
committee includes Carl Byoir,
Gerald Swinehart, T. J. Ross, Harcourt Parrish, John W. Hill, E. M.
Thierry and David Hinshaw.
Outdor and poster advertising
are under Paul Holder of McCannErickson and serving with him are
Carl Bondus, George Dearnley,
Kerwin H. Fulton and Herbert
Noxon. Poster and billboard publicity will also be available for
local use.
The National War Fund was
formed on the recommendation of
the President's War Relief Control
Board to present a single united
appeal which would eliminate competition and duplication between
relief agencies, saving time, effort,
and expense. The war relief agencies represented are: USO, United
Seamen's Service, War Prisoners
Aid, Belgian War Relief Society,
British War Relief Society, French
Relief Fund, Friends of Luxembourg, Greek War Relief Association, Norwegian Relief, Polish War
Relief, Queen Wilhelmina Fund,
Russian War Relief, United China
Relief, United Czechoslovak Relief,
United Yugoslav Relief Fund, Refugee Relief Trustees, and United
States Committee for the Care of
European Children.
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE Co.,
Inglewood, Cal., which has been making the T-30 throat microphone for the
Signal Corps
nowin making
the instrument is
available
bulk orders
to
prime and sub-contractors for the
government. Microphone is non-locking, thus leaving operator's hands free.
To be quirescomplete,
an extension the
cordmicrophone
CD 354 and re-a
switch assembly CD 318 or CD 508.
Latter contains press-to-talk switch.
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WATCH

k

yOUR

YOU'VE
GOT TO
YOUR LINE IN THE
TO

CAST
LAKE

FISH/

CATCH

No matter how fine your tackle or how choice your bait,
the thing is to be sure of your stream!
Fifty Thousand Watts at WWVA,

plus a highly individual-

ized operation, give you good "fishing grounds" in Ohio,
Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Maryland and Virginia that
embrace —

122

PRIMARY

AREA

COUNTIES

7,492,239 POPULATION
140

GOOD

SECONDARY

AREA

COUNTIES

6,057,081 POPULATION
Desirable Acceptance

Reflected in 249

Additional

Secondary "Bonus" Fringe Area Counties in 26 States
Above figures compiled according to Mail Map Survey Standards
approved by Timebuyers Committee of the Ame-ican Association of Advertising Agencies; Radio Executives Club; Department Broadcast Advertising and Research Division of National Association of Broadcasters.

50,000

WATTS

EFFECTIVELY

SERVING
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JOHN
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& CO.

STATION

WHEELING.

W.VA

Represent

Us

IF IT'S A FORT INDUSTRY STATION
YOU CAN BANK ON IT

OTHER FORT INDUSTRY STATIONS — WSPD Toledo, O., WAGA
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Atlanta, Go., WMMN

Fairmont, W. Va., WLOK Lima, O., WHIZ Zanesville, O.
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New Theme Song Chosen
For War Bond Campaign
WAR BOND theme song chosen
for the Third War Loan Drive is
Back the Attack, transcriptions of
which are being pressed now to be
distributed for use by all stations
during the Drive.
Title of the song corresponds
with general theme adopted for the
Third War Loan. Bob Forshew
wrote the words and Ben Maughn
has arranged the music. Recording
is being made by David Broekman
and his orchestra, with Barry Wood
singing the words on one side of
the record and Mary Small on the
reverse side.
Advertising agencies are Young
& Rubicam and RuthraufF & Ryan.

Congress Remote
ON THE SPOT, play-by-play
reporting of Congress is
wanted by a WHEC Rochester listener, writes William J.
Adams, program director.
Asked the fan: "Is there
some way you could report
the doings of Congress moment by moment? You would
have
paid would
and Ibedon't
know to
howbe that
accomplished but I surely hope
you do it. The people should
know who is absent; what
those present are doing — if
they are attentive and interested or day-dreaming with
their feet on the desk."

WASHINGTON'S

Oum

1

New FM Show
STIMULATING further interest
in FM programs, Stromberg-Carlson Co., Rochester, makers of precision radios, telephone and sound
equipment, has acquired time on
W59NY FM affiliate of WQXR N.
Y. for the Treasury of Music, featuring classical and semi-classical
selections. The half-hour show is
heard Mon., Wed., and Fri. at 7:30
p.m. Placed on the air four years
ago over
regular the
broadcast
chan-of
nels of WQXR,
Treasury
Music was an immediate success.
A similar Stromberg-Carlson program for FM listeners in upper
N. Y. state, is broadcast over the
company's FM station W 5 1 R
Rochester,
7:30
p.m. six nights weekly, 7 :00-

STATION
Pledged to Serve the Nation

Winx Building • Eighth and Eye Streets • Washington, D. C.

J£r. Basil A, Caparell
International News Service
235 East 45th Street
.New York, N. Y.
Dear Mr. Caparell:

It has been over two years that we
used your
International News Service, and for have
a station that
has news every hour on the hour your service has
been more than dependable.
At no time has a reasonable request from us been
denied.
I can trutnfully say that your writers are
of the best and your coverage more than adequate.

Your
office has always cooperated to the fullest
extentlocal
.
Sincerely yours,

Sam Lawder, -Program Director

BREAST-PLATTER
Mike Was Improvised With
Pre-War Record

WHEN WPEN Philadelphia broadcast premiere of the film "This Is
The Army" at the Mastbaum
Theatre, its staff announcer, Don
Frank, used a breastplate microphone, devised for the occasion by
two
of
(Charles the
Burtisstation's
and Dickengineers
Shipp)
when it was discovered that a regular chest microphone was not available. The announcer is shown interviewing Arthur Simon, general
manager of WPEN (1), and Harold
Lafount, president of the Atlantic
Coast network (r). The breastplate
mike, which enables the announcer
to move around under crowded conditions and which leaves his hands
free for holding scripts, was made
from a 10-inch pre-war disc with
the center hole widened to hold a
Stromberg-Carlson Universal Dynamic microphone. Two holes were
drilled at the upper and lower
curves of the record and two ordinary dog leashes were used as fasteners. Twenty-five feet of cable
gave announcer Frank freedom of
motion in his broadcasts. The dogleash microphone picked up the
voices of two generals, two colonels,
two majors, three captains, a rear
admiral and numerous prominent
persons of
dustrialPhiladelphia's
and social life. civic, inPamphilon Asks Permit
To Sell WTBO
Control
SALE of 124 shares of stock in
WTBO Cumberland, Md., for $26,000 is asked in an application filed
last week with the FCC by Leon
E. Pamphilon, chief engineer of
WTBO, which would give Mrs.
Frank V. Becker 50 of the 124
shares and control. The remaining
74 shares
would go
to C. Z. Heskett,
Cumberland
attorney.
Mrs. Becker was already owner
of 50% of the stock. Her husband,
the late Frank V. Becker was
killed in an accident early in 1942,
shortly after the FCC had approved his purchase of the 49.6%
owned by Mr. Pamphilon, which
would have given him 99.6%. Upon
his death the transaction was never
consummated.
Also filed was an application to
change
820 kc frequency
to 1450 WTBO's
kc and increase
the time
from limited to unlimited.
MAJ. GEN. PAUL B. MALONE,
San Francisco commentator on the
BLUE Newsroom Review, under contract recently signed with Newsweek
Magazine, will contribute an article
each month to that publication.
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Nobody

ever

threw

THE Northwest Country used to be a place of
pretty grim silences in the early morning.
Housewives and farm-wives and welders and
white-collar workers used to start the morning
with a menacing "daybreak grouch."
Then came the " Sunrisers." Now all is sweetness
and light— no one ever throws clocks at Lew Brock.
When they first went on WCCO seven years ago,
the "Sunrisers" broadcast the first all -live- talent
early-morning program in the Northwest. More
people now listen to WCCO from 6:00 to 7:00 A.M.,
than to all other Northwest stations combined. And

a clock

at Lew

Wally Olson's WCCO

Brock

orchestra which drowns out

practically everything east of the Rockies. But it's
not all nonsense. In addition to comedy and song,
there's major farm news, market quotations and
the latest CBS-UP-AP news.
It's neighborly stuff, this nonsense on the air—
like most everything else WCCO does for 24 hours
a day. It's the sort of good neighborliness that has
made WCCO so dominant in the Northwest.
"Sunrisers" on WCCO offers an opportunity to reach the
prosperous Northwest atWCCO's low early morning rates.
Participations are available. Ask us or Radio Sales.

the grim dawn is filled with an hour of mellow
music and chatter and cheerful noise.
Emcee

Lew Brock, a former vaudeville star

with a gift of (ad-lib) gag, rules the cast with a
rod of ridicule: the Bob -O- Links (who sing) the
Plehal Brothers (who blow harmonicas) Toby
Prin and Harry Habata (who persuade the piano
and accordion) Nan Murphee (who warbles) and

Good

Neighbor

to the Northwest
•Represented by Radio Sales, the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

i

Jimmy's Zero Hour
JIMMY PETRILLO, it appears, is moving in
for the kill in his recording fight. Having
weathered a public opinion strafing exceeded
only by what was heaped upon his coUeague,
John L. Lewis, Jimmy now is reported to be
collaborating with certain record manufacturers in making a deal. It all depends upon
whether the War Labor Board will let him get
away with it.
Yet unverified, reports are heard of a deal
between AFL and the record manufacturers,
or certain of them, as distinguished from the
transcribers, whereby a performing right
would be recognized in recordings, with the
"royalties" to be whacked up among the record company, the performing artist, and Jimmy's own cushy little union (which has an admitted bankroll of $2,500,000).
Jimmy has said that he wants the performers
of music to get behind legislation to establish
a copyright in recordings as a condition precedent to a settlement of the recording strike,
in force since Aug. 1, 1942. One member of
Congress — Baldwin of New York — already has
announced his intention of fostering such legislation. Even one of the more prominent broadcasters, Lt. Col. Sam Rosenbaum, on leave as
president of WFIL, Philadelphia, has urged
the broadcasting industry to support this campaign.
What would such legislation do? It would
make AFM another ASCAP. It would mean
that a "fixed percentage" of the broadcasters'
income would have to be earmarked for the
use of recorded music — music already paid for
to ASCAP or BMI or Sesac. It would mean,
not double taxation, but triple or quadruple,
for the same raw material, since royalties already are paid on records and transcriptions,
whether library, or tailor-made.
Beyond that, it would open the flood-gates
for those who allege they have legitimate right
to their pound of flesh from radio. Certainly,
if the performing artist, aside from his handsome stipend for performing, is to receive a
royalty because of what he contributes to the
service that is radio, then the transmitter manufacturer, the tube-maker, the microphone producer, the script-writer, the announcer and
the engineer, all should share in radio's gross.
Radio can't operate without them. It would
turn our whole economic philosophy topsyturvey.
We'll string along with John J. Gillin Jr.,
operator of WOW Omaha, who has answered
the Rosenbaum effusion effectively and cogently, as reported in this issue. It is an open secret
too, that Jimmy is having troubles of his own
with bands which have been deprived of recording engagements because of the strike.
Jimmy's transparent "unemployment relief"
hoax no longer is being trotted out. He now
bases it on competition with the live musician,
which is just as phoney, because AFM has
more members than ever before, and more cash
in its coffers.
It's a case of moving in on radio because it
seems to be an easy mark. It's because Jimmy
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(and other unions) can get away with it under
the anti-trust statutes, thanks to an indulgent
Congress and an overly-sympathetic administration. These laws do not apply to labor
unions. They give Petrillo power which he has
elected to abuse with abandon.
That was bad enough in peacetime. But with
a war on, and with recorded music a necessary
phase in maintenance of war morale, it takes
on a totally different complexion. It's up to the
War Labor Board to construe this. Hearings
are scheduled before a WLB panel beginning
Sept. to6.work.
This More
panel than
can a order
the slipped
"strikers"
back
year has
by.
Another couple of weeks will tell — unless
Jimmy makes his "deal" and gets away with it.
No 'Yes' Man, Please!
A VACANCY exists on the FCC by virtue of
the still unexplained overnight rise and fall of
George H. Payne, who was renominated June
30 for another seven-year term, only to find
himself out of office July 1, when President
Roosevelt summarily withdrew his name from
Senate consideration.
Great gusts of silence have emanated from
the White House since this unusual episode.
Congress thereafter recessed for the summer
to return Sept. 14. No new nomination has
been made. It may be the intention of the Administration toawait the outcome of events in
Congress related to Cox Inquiry and the general attitude that something must be done
about the FCC.
If the President, perchance, does decide to
rill the vacancy, we hope he will go to the industry and select a practical broadcaster, or
at least elevate a Government career man
identified with practical or technical radio. The
best bet, we think, would be to start from
scratch with a clean slate, repealing the Frankfurter "control of the traffic" opinion. Speaker
Rayburn has many supporters of his view that
the law (we assume, before the Supreme Court
"redefined" it) was good, but that its administration has been abominable.
Whatever the outcome — whether it be an
entire new Commission by Congressional mandate, or an interim appointment filling the
existing vacancy — we trust the President will
see fit to make a merit appointment. All concerned would applaud promotion of a man like
the FCC's chief engineer, E. K. Jett, who has
distinguished himself during his years of government service. Selection of Captain E. M.
Webster, FCC assistant chief engineer, now on
active duty as the Coast Guard Communications Chief, likewise would win favor. The same
holds for a man of the stature of Rosel H.
Hyde assistant general counsel, and the FCC's
oldest staff attorney in point of service.
If such merit promotions are not in the cards,
then let's have a good, old-fashioned, hardheaded, practical broadcaster. In recent years
it seems the prime prerequisite for appointment to the FCC has been utter lack of knowledge of the broadcastng industry, which entails
about 99% of the FCC's work, natural and
man-made. The Commission already is packed
with members appointed from the common
carrier regulatory field who are steeped in
the public utility philosophy of regulation. This
is wholly foreign to the broadcast field, which
by specific provision of law is excluded from
the public utility-common carrier concept.
What the industry wants least is another
"yes" man or a lame duck hack politician.

WILLIAM

DANDRIDGE

TERRELL

we
thism page,
LVE"our YEARS
TWEpaid
respects ago,
to" on
Willia
D. Terrell, who then was rounding out twoscore years of stewardship as Uncle
Sam's first radio official. Published in the
fourth issue of Broadcasting to roll off a
rather antiquated flat-bed, that sketch lauded
Mr. Terrell, even then the "Grand Old Man"
of radio regulation, for his distinguished service. That was when he was director of radio
of the Department of Commerce, which policed
the ether long before there was a Federal Radio Commission (created in 1927) or an FCC
(born in 1934).
This marks the first time that we pay "our
repects to" the same personage the second
time. It's because 'Bill' Terrell, who turns in
his radio inspector's badge (badge No. 1) after 40 years in continuous Government service Aug. 31, has really served a double tenure for his Government. He has been the No.
1 radio inspector since radio began. His communications career goes back more than 50
years — to 1889. In 1903, when he became the
first U. S. "wireless" inspector, under the
Treasury,
he already had been in communications 14 years.
Mr. Terrell's retirement is voluntary. Twice
before he has been exempted from automatic
retirement — in 1941 and 1942 — at the request
of the FCC and with the approval of the
President, necessary because he had passed the
statutory age of 70. This month, on Aug. 10,
he reached 72. His FCC associates felt they
could no longer impose upon him to remain in
office. So Bill Terrell, whose spirit, action and
words belie his years, is going to take it easy.
Bill Terrell was never a dynamic, or spectacular operator. Basically an engineer, with
the mind of a scientist, he got things done by
the old fashioned formula of working with
people. His contribution to the early growth
of broadcasting and of high-frequency communication outstrips that of any other Government official. The men he has trained are
in every phase of radio and electronic service.
Thosebe who
can
foundstillin endearingly
all branchescallof him
the "Pop",
armed
forces; in Government; in the radio and electronic laboratories, and in perhaps every
phase of activity that had its genesis in "wireIn his well-earned retirement, Mr. Terrell
can reflect upon those Terrellites who have
achieved high places in Government and indusless". try. He can recall how he brushed aside proffers to enter industry. He could have been a
member of the FCC, or its predecessor Radio
(Continued on page £2)
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It's the

"KNOW

HOW"

that

counts!
w HEN a bombardier, attached to an American bomber
squadron, releases his bomb load, he is putting into action the
results of months of intensive training and knowledge . . a "knowhow" that is the inevitable result of such experience,

the time-buyers

station

A recent survey of national
spot business shows WDOD
with 76.9 per cent of all
national business placed in
Chattanooga.
Station B
was awarded 18.3 per
cent, Station C 4.8 per
cent. Here is conclusive
STATION C 4.8% proof
I dominance.Qf WDOD'S

WDOD has acquired a "know-how" in radio by virtue of
more than 18 years of radio broadcasting to the Chattanooga
market. This knowledge of public tastes and programming to
suit these tastes is a result of an intensive application to the
various problems of broadcasting that have arisen in the past two
decades.
Hooper
show

figures for Chattanooga
WDOD
far out in front

morning,

afternoon

and

night.

WDO

CBS
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
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Our Respects to
(Continued from page UO)
Commission, but he eschewed politics or high office. He can recall
the Hoover Conferences of 1922
through 1925, which set the pattern
for broadcast allocations, and which
he in fact directed.
On the night of Aug. 31 (Tuesday) a group of his friends, and
associates, superiors and subordinates alike, will pay homage to Mr.
Terrell at a dinner in Washington.
There will be a scroll, enscribed
with the names of those who have
been associated with him.
In 1931, when Bill Terrell had
rounded out his first two decades
of Government service, he was presented with anniversary gifts. But
the one he prized most was an album containing the signatures of
every member of his division staff,
from assistant director to office
messenger.
Some vital statistics about this
slight, kindly, soft-spoken gentleman, who now enters upon the sunrise of a retirement well deserved:
He was born in Golansville, Va., in
1871, and has continuously maintained his residence in the Old Dominion state, — at Arlington, Va.,
in the shadows of the towers of
old NAA, first of the Navy's longwave transmitting stations.
After a perfunctory education in
public and private schools and at
business college, 'Bill', as a stripling of 18, in 1889 became messenger, telegraph operator and manager of the Postal Telegraph office at his home town of Golansville, Va. Thereafter, he was successively: manager, Postal Telegraph, Alexandria, Va., 1891-92;
traffic and wire chief, Washington,
D. C. 1893-1900; in charge of
leased wire service American Can
Co., New York City, 1900-01, and
wire chief, Postal Telegraph in
Washington, from 1901-03. Mr.
Terrell began his government service with the telegraph bureau of
the United States Customs Service,
Treasury Department, in 1903, and
served until 1911.
Then came the first appointment
of a "wireless" inspector in the
United States Government service.
That was in 1911, and under the
Department of Commerce. His only
colleague was the late R. Y. Cadmus. Mr. Terrell covered the entire
Eastern seaboard, headquartering
in New York; Mr. Cadmus' "beat"
was the West Coast.
In 1915 Mr. Terrell was transferred to Washington as "radio inspector in charge" and had a force
of 35 people. He has served continuously in that or the equivalent
capacity since. Technically, in
1932, he was shifted from that post
of Chief, Radio Division, Department of Commerce, to Chief of the
division of field operations of the
Federal Radio Commission which
had absorbed the Commerce Department's radio functions. Then in
1934 when the FCC was created,
Mr. Terrell became Chief, Field
Division, Engineering Department,
FCC.
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Cooper Debut
KENT COOPER, executive
director of the Associated
Press, who has had several
popular songs published in
the past, has written an operetta, "About the Girls",
which will have its premiere
on MBS' The Chicago Theater of the Air, Sept. 11. The
AP executive has written
words, music and libretto.
Mr. Terrell's radio fame is world
wide. In addition to his significant
participation in the Hoover radio
conferences 1922-25, he has served
as American delegate or technical
advisor to numerous international
conventions. He also served as
Chairman of the highly important
Interdepartmental Radio Advisory
Committee. He served as delegate
to international radio-telegraph
conferences, London, 1912 and
Washington, D. C, 1927; Technical
Advisor, International Telegraph
Conference, Paris, 1925; delegate
to American Canadian Radio Con-

FCC

In

High

ference, Ottawa, Canada; and the
Safety of Life at Sea Convention,
London, 1929; and Chairman,
American Delegation European
Broadcasting
Conference, Paris,
1929.
Mr. Terrell has been accorded
practically all honors in radio's
sphere. He is a Fellow of the Institute of Radio Engineers, a member
of the American Section, International Committee on Radio and
holds an honorary membership in
the Veteran
Operators'in
Assn.
He also Wireless
holds membership
the Sons of Confederate Veterans,
and is a Mason.
On Nov. 6, Mr. Terrell will observe his 42nd wedding anniversary. He was married in 1901
to Estelle Wilkerson of Washington. Their son, William D., Jr., is
a practising physician in Washington. Their daughter, Charlotte, is
married to a Coast Guard officer,
and now resides in Norfolk.
Mr. Terrell's hobbies always have
been people and radio. This winter,
if everything goes right and gasoline rationing permits, he hopes to
drive to Florida where he maintains asmall home.

Tribute

to W.

D.

Terrell

Now
Retiring After 40 Years Service
HIGH TRIBUTE to William D. of the Division of Field Operations
Terrell, chief of the field division of the Federal Radio Commission,
of the FCC, who retires Aug. 31 and as Chief of the Field Division
after 40 years of continuous gov- of the Federal Communications
ernment service, was paid by the Commission, you have devoted yourself unremittingly and unsparingly
FCC in a letter to the veteran official made public last Tuesday by to the duties of your office.
FCC. The letter, written by order
"We especially wish to thank you
of the Commission, lauded the 72- for your last two years on active
year-old official for his untiring duty, undertaken at our request
work and his contributions to the and with the approval of the President after you had passed seventy,
growth of broadcasting and high
frequency communications.
the statutory age of retirement for
Federal employees, thus giving us
The letter, signed by Chairman
the benefit of your expert advice
Fly, follows in full text:
"On the occasion of your volun- and assistance during the most difficult period of adjustment to war
tary retirement from government
service August 31, 1943, may I conditions when your help was urgently needed.
convey to you on behalf of the Commission and its staff, as well as
"As tokens of your accomplishment and of the esteem in which
personally, our sincere best wishes
and our hope that you will con- you are held in your profession,
tinue to enjoy for many year to you were elected a Fellow of the
come health, happiness, and the Institute of Radio Engineers in
satisfaction of important work well 1929 and made an honorary memdone. We know that the friendships
ber of the Veteran Wireless Opercemented during our association
ators Association. You have represented this Government with diswith you will endure, and that you
will continue to hold the respect of
tinction at many national and international meetings, including the
all concerned with radio which you
have earned during your forty International Radiotelegraph Conference, London, 1912; National
years of meritorious service to your
Broadcast Conferences called by
government.
"In 1911, when you became the the Secretary of Commerce, 1922,
first United States Radio Inspec- 1923, 1924, and 1925; International
Conference, Paris, 1925;
tor, you had already had twenty- Telegraph
International
Radio Conference,
two years of pioneer communications experience including eight Washington, 1927; Safety of Life
years of government service. There- at Sea Conference, London, and
after, as Chief of the Radio Divi- European Broadcasting Conference, Prague, 1929. In all these
sion of the Department of Commerce, you contributed more than lines of duty, you have brought
to yourself and the governany other government official to- credit
ward the early growth of broad- ment.
the least of your services
casting and of high-frequency com- has"Not
been the selection and training
munication. Since 1932, as Chief
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NOTES
BEN S. FISHER, Washington radio
attorney, last Tuesday was inducted
as president of Sigma Chi fraternity
at a meeting in Chicago. He succeeds
Dr. William H. Ricks of Nashville.
ROBERT WASDON, director of
operations of WGKV Charleston, W.
Va., will be inducted into the Army
Sept. 25.
CHARLES
R. DENNY Jr., general
counsel of the FCC, is the father of
a 6 lb. 6 oz. girl born Aug. 25.
WYLA CATTERTON, formerly office and traffic manager of KIEV
Glendale, Cal., and Dean Dorn of Los
Angeles, were married in Chippewa
Falls, Wis., on Aug. 14.
MARK WAKEFIELD has joined the
commercial
department
of KEVR Seattle as account
executive.
DICK HARRIS, advertising manager of WAOV Vincennes, Ind., is the
father of a girl.
WILLIAM D. CRAIG, recently returned to civilian life from the Army
Air Corps overseas, has joined the
KFRC
San executive,
Francisco, replacing
sales staff
an account
Boydas
Rippey, inducted into the army.
JOHN L. AKERMAN, for approximately two years commercial manager of KPAS Pasadena, Cal., has resigned.
ROY GRANDEY, manager of
KTKN of Ketchikan,
Alaska, is the
father
a boy.
BOYD RIPPEY, account executive
of KFRC San Francisco, has been
inducted' into the Army.
NORMAN NOYES, formerly NBC
Western division coordinator of national spot sales and now in the Army
Special
Division
radio sec-to
tion, NewService
York, has
been promoted
sergeant.
RUSS HORGAN, auditor at KYA
San Francisco, has been named assistant to Manager Don Fedderson.
DAVID LUNDY, formerly business
manager at KROY Sacramento, has
joined
the sales staff of KYA San
Francisco.
HOWARD B. KLARMAN, recently
with Crowell-Collier Publishing Co.,
and formerly
with WMCA
MacFadden
cations, has joined
New PubliYork,
as sales promotion manager succeeding Lucy Towle
promotion
staff. who has joined NBC's
CHARLES R. KELLEY is the new
associate editor of Buy-Way, merchandising magazine of WLW Cincinnati.
AL LEARY,
Toronto has been manager
appointed ofto CKCL
a program
liaison committee of MBS.
WILBUR WELSH, assistant eastern
sales service supervisor of Mutual, and
Audrey Haenssler, of Rochelle Park,
N. J., were married recently.
JIMMY
BARBER,
assistant
ager of KGVO
Missoula,
Mont., manhas
been appointed
to the
publicity
mittee of the staff
of the
Third comWar
Loan Drive for Missoula County.
of younger men who will now carry
on the tradition of competence and
integrity which you have established, and who will seek to maintain the high standards you have
set. I know these men join with the
Commissioners in appreciation and
cordial best wishes."
• Broadcast
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We've

almost

put the doctors

Apples tell the WCSC story.
Three years ago the Gulf Fruit Company,

out of business...

Charleston distributors for Moore & Dorsey Vir-

we keep them stocked with Moore & Dorseys. Incidentally, our only promotion other than radio was
occasional point-of -purchase display.

ginia Brand Apples, bought a daily fifteen-minute
musical show on WCSC to try something new:

"Our brand of apples now outsells all other
brands together in the Charleston area. I thought

sell apples by brand name . . . make people ask
specifically for Moore & Dorsey Apples.

you would be interested in hearing about our

dent, S.A. Trakas, says: "The results in three years
are far beyond anything that I could have hoped

In the booming Charleston market where
success."
retail sales are up 31% over last year's all time
record; where bus traffic has increased 622% since

for. During the first apple season our sales
increased approximately 160%. The next year sales
increased 51%. And in this third apple season now

1938, it's our ability to produce results like these
—that has upped our own business 125% in the last
four years. Ask the Free & Peters Colonel.

A letter from the Gulf Fruit Company's presi-

ending, sales are, believe it or not, 100% greater
than last season.
"One of the best tributes to WCSC is our experience with Colonial Stores, A.&P., and other retailers who would not stock Moore & Dorsey Apples.
After two years of radio promotion, consumer
demand was so great that these firms asked that

The CBS Station for the Coastal Carolinas

CHARLES
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Father

Draft

Ordered

by

WMC;

Congressional
Action
Expected
Local Boards Told to Draft 446,000 Fathers
In

4th

Quarter;

Sequence

WITH

CONGRESS set to reconvene Sept. 14, it is expected that
drafting of fathers, scheduled to
begin in October, will receive early
consideration. Chairman May (DKy.) of the House Military Affairs
Committee has announced that he
will introduce legislation on the
subject and will ask for hearings to
be held promptly. Sen. Wheeler
(D-Mont.) also plans to take up
the situation in the Senate.
In the meantime, local draft
boards were called upon last week
to draft 446,000 fathers to meet
quotas for the last quarter of the
year. In a letter to the boards, Maj.
Gen. Lewis B. Hershey, Director
of Selective Service, outlined in
detail the basis for the decision to
remove the ban on calling up
fathers, effective Oct. 1.
Rep. Martin (R-Mass.), minority
leader of the House, said on Wednesday in Denver that Congress
will require "conclusive proof" of
the need for drafting fathers in
October. He asserted the subject
will be one of the principal matters to be taken up when the session opens.
Order of Induction
Gen. Hershey told the boards
that calls from the Army and Navy
for the second half of 1943 will
approximate 1,873,000. To meet
this requirement there are only
1,427,000 men available, including
new 18-year olds and reclassifications, leaving the 446,000 shortage.
He explained that the nearly 3,000,000 registrants in class IV-F
can provide relatively few men in
view of the present physical standards of the military services; that
the 1,449,000 deferred because of
agricultural activities are needed
to maintain food production, and
that the total of 1,373,000 in the
group of occupationally deferred
because of their work in the war
effort includes many highly skilled
and irreplaceable men working in
the production of ships, tanks,
planes and guns.
"It therefore appears, "Gen. Hershey asserted, "that the only large
deferred pool remaining from which
men can be called is the group of
fathers, numbering 6,559,000. The
fundamental issue is not whether
we are to draft fathers but whether
in the consideration of the war effort we will call those men least
valuable to the war effort. Now
that the drafting of fathers has
been directed, available men are to
be called for induction by local
boards in the following order: (a)
single men without dependents, (b)
single men with collateral dependents, (c) married men without
children, (d) men with children
(non-deferrable activities and ocPage 44
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Specified

cupations), (e) men with children.
"It is clear that if a pre-Pearl
Harbor father now becomes employed in a war plant he may be
considered for occupational deferment under the broadened provisions of Local Board Memorandum
No. 115. In view of the fact that
replaceability has become extremely important in tight labor areas,
local boards will undoubtedly give
thorough consideration to the occupational deferment of fathers
making a substantial contribution
to the war effort". (Memorandum
No. 115 establishes the policy under
which occupational deferments are
determined) .
2,000,000 Job Changes
Coincident with the Selective
Service instructions to the boards,
War Manpower Commission Chairman Paul V. McNutt issued a statement through the OWI concerning
the need for large-scale transfers
from non-essential to essential activities.
These transfers will involve a
"rock-bottom" minimum of 2,600,000 persons between now and July
1944, Mr. McNutt stated, explaining that expansion of the military
services by 2,000,000 men during
thf; next year, rising schedules of
wjv production and need for re, lacement-j will be the principal
factors.
Pointing out that there are now
55 areas of acute labor shortage
and 81 areas in which a general
shortage may be anticipated after
six months, the WMC stated that
2,100,000 employed persons must
effect transfers during the remain-

MEMORIES of by-gone radio days
escape from scrapbook as Harold
Essex, managing director of
WSJS Winston-Salem and Allen C.
Anthony, Dr. I. Q. announcer, recall the early thirties when Anthony
was with CBS Chicago and St.
Louis, and Essex was with WBBM
Chicago. Dr. I. Q. Monday night
broadcasts are currently originating in Greensboro through the facilities of WSJS, NBC outlet for Winston-Salem, Greensboro and High
Point, Tar Heel state tri-cities.

ing months of the year and 500,000
must shift to war useful jobs during the first six months of 1944.
"Of the total transfers expected
up to July 1944", WMC said,
"about 800,000 are construction
workers, a large proportion of
whom will change their jobs as
construction of military and naval
facilities eases off with the completion of facilities for producing
of war materials and vessels. These
workers will then be turning out
war materials instead of means for
producing
war materials."
The Commission
emphasized that
transfer from one war-useful job
to another is uneconomical to a
high degree unless there is a higher
utilization of the worker's skill. It
pointed out that in an area where
laundry workers or teachers are
scarce the transfer of workers in
these occupations to jobs in a war
plant creates a labor gap that must
be filled by inexperienced persons
and at the same time results in loss
of time and skill in training the
workers who shift to war plant
jobs.

SAM FULLER, former director of
Duffy's Tavern, BLUE program sponsored by Bristol-Myers Co., New York,
has been commissioned a lieutenant
(j.g.) in the Naval Reserve.
GLENN WILSON, formerly announcer of WTIC Hartford has joined
the CBS shortwave production and
announcing staff. Network has acquired a new organist, Chet Kingsbury, free-lance artist, and has lost
Bert Burman, organist for past three
years, to the Army.
ETHEL COLBY starts a five-times
weekly afternoon program of news
and
gossip
New New
York'sYork
theatrical
district
on of
WMCA
Sept.
13. Program will be The Broadway
Busybody.
JOHN
B. HUGHES, isMutual's
Coast commentator,
expectedWestto
come East shortly.
AL SPAN, West Coast sound effects
director of CBS Hollywood, is the
father of a girl.
BLANCHE WOLFE, formerly in the
publicity department of Paramount
Pictures, and CBS' Artist's Bureau,
has joined the public relations and
press department of Mutual.
JAMES
HAYDEN,on 53,WEVD
who directed IrishA.Memories
New
York, died of a heart attack Aug. 7.
He leaves his wife, two daughters and
a son.
DICK JOY, newscaster-announcer of
KNX Hollywood has joined the Naval
Reserve and is awaiting duty.
BURLEIGH SMITH, formerly of
KOB Albuquerque, N. M., has joined
Navy.
KFAC Los Angeles as announcer. He
succeeds Max Mellinger, now in the
JIMMY MARTIN, announcer at
aWGAR
boy. at Cleveland, is the father of

GLENN JACKSON, production manager and chief announcer of WSPD
Toledo, has been made program director. Gene Soars, program director
of WMFF Plattsburgh, N. Y., has
joined the announcing staif.
ARTHUR JONES, former radio
writer now identified with radio production unit of the West Coast Army
Air Forces Training Center, Santa
Ana, Cal., has been promoted to
major.
POLLY PATTERSON, in addition
to conducting
five-weekly
halfhour
cooperativelythesponsored
program,
Polly & Pat, on KPAS Pasadena has
been appointed CBS Hollywood home
economics director.
DOUG EVANS, former announcer of
KFI-KECA Los Angeles, has been
commissioned a second lieutenant in
the Army. Tom Frandsen, also former
announcer of those stations, is a lieutenant (j.g.) in the Navy.
JIM MAXWELL has rejoined the
announcing staff of CKBI Prince Albert, Sask. Vaughn Bjerre is a new
sports editor at CKBI.
FRANK CAPKA, former writer of
KNX Hollywood and now in the
Navy, has been promoted to yeoman
second class.
JOHN RIDER, Hollywood manager
of The Biow Co., currently is in New
York handling production of the
weekly CBS Take It Or Leave It,
during illness of Jack Lewis, producer
of program.
ART GILMORE. narrator on the
NBC sustainer, The Pacific Story,
has joined the Navy as lieutenant
(j.g.). Gayne Whitman has taken
over the network assignment.
TONY La FRANO, announcer of Don
Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood,
has been assigned to the six-weekly
quarter-hour Norman Nesbitt-News,
sponsored by Studebaker Sales Corp.
on that network. He replaces Charles
Arlington, now in the Army.

BROADCASTING

BOB KELLEY, WGAR Cleveland
sports editor, is back on the air after
three weeks absence caused by pneumonia.
VERN CRAWFORD, announcer of
KFI-KECA
Los Army.
Angeles, has been inducted into the
JEAN AVRIGHT, program director
and assistant to the general manager
of WTOL Toledo, is leaving to make
her home in San Bernardino, Cal.
Charles Leslie Halteman, formerly
with WLW, will take over program
direction for WTOL.
JOHN BRINN,
editor andMiss.,
announcer of WCBInewsColumbus,
has returned after spending several
weeks conducting revival meetings in
neighboring states. Bill McHan, production head of WCBI, substituted
during his absence.
GRANT L. KUHN, former NBC Chicago page, has joined the announcing
staff of WAOV Vincennes, Ind.
JACK BURNETT, formerly publicity head at the Chicago Stadium and
previously
in the ofpublicity
department and director
sport events
for
WGN Chicago, has joined the staff
of WBBM Chicago as assistant director of special events.
MAURICE
JOACHIM,
ducer, has joined
WHN Newwriter-proYork, as
commentator on Concert Hall, series
of recorded classical music programs.
JOE BOLAND, former sports and
special events director at WSBT South
Bend, Ind.,
sports announcing has
staff of joined
WGN the
Chicago.
LES MITCHEL (cq), assistant program director of WBBM Chicago and
former road company actor and director, shortly will go into free lance
work as a producer, actor and writer.
THOMAS BRENEMAN, commentator and m.c. on the six weekly cooperatively sponsored BLUE Breakfast at Sardi's program, recently pe-
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SCR-299
VANGUARD

OF

INVASION!

THE SCR-299 Mobile Radio Communications unit played a great part in the invasion of Africa
and Sicily . . . these units were used as mobile radio stations, transmitting voice commands to fast moving
armored units while in action, or as permanent radio stations . . . even under the most difficult operating

THE

WORLD'S

LARGEST

EXCLUSIVE

MANUFACTURER

OF

SHORT

WAVE

RADIO

COMMUNICATIONS

EQUIPMENT

WHAT EVERY RADIO ADVERTISER SHOULD KNOW!

titioned the Los Angeles Superior
Court for permission to adopt that
name legally.
name of Smith.He has dropped the surCARLETON KADELL has been assigned Hollywood announcer on the
weekly CBS Point Sublime series.
He replaces Ben Alexander recently
commissioned
a lieutenant (j.g.) in
the Navy.
THAYER (JACK) ROBERTS has
joined the announcing staff of WIBW
Topeka, Kans.
RAY EDWARDS has heen promoted
to program director at WNLC New
London, Conn., replacing Ted Hodge
who
Md. has joined WTBO Cumberland,

Biggest in PEOPLE!
The Memphis Market (WMC
measured day coverage area) has
a total population of 3,092,108 —
the biggest in the South.
*

Biggest in AREA!
The Memphis Market includes 60
counties in Tennessee, Arkansas,
Mississippi, Missouri, and Kentucky
— the South's largest market area.
*

Biggest in BUYING INCOME!
With a buying income of $896,976,000, the Memphis Market has
a greater buying power than any
other Southern area.
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IRA AVERY,
technician, overseasformerly
branch program
of the OWI,
and previously assistant program director of WOR New York, has joined
NBC as a producer.
again."
LEON GOLDSTEIN, publicity director of WMCA New York, will conduct
a class in news writing, publicity and
special features for the fall semester
of NYU's radio course.
VERNE KING
joinedLouisville,
the announcing staff ofhas
WINN
Ky. He la.
was formerly with KBIZ Ottumwa,
EARL WILLIAMS has joined the
announcing staff of KMYR Denver.
He was formerly at KGGM Albuquerque. Bill Butterfield, KMYR night
newsArmy.
editor, has been inducted into
the
FRED CAMPBELL has joined the
announcing staff of WHIO Dayton.
EVELYN McCUTCHEON, author
of prize-winning play in recent UCLANBC Radio Institute contest, has
joined
NBC Hollywood as staff writer.
ELISE GODDARD, formerly assistant continuity editor of KPO San
Francisco, has replaced Harry Mayhorn,
of
KGO.resigned, as continuity editor
BILL BROWN, formerly news and
sports announcer of WHO Des Moines
has joined the news staff of KYA San
Francisco.
JACK gramWILLIAMS
the Francisco,
new prodirector of KYA is San
replacing
Verne
Wilson,
recently
inducted into the army.
LARRYcommentator,
SMITH, started
NBC's his
Pacific
coast
fall
lecture series Aug. 25.
CHARLES LOGAN, formerly special
events director at WBBM Chicago,
who recently resigned from the OWI,
cago.
plans returning to radio work in Chi-

CARL FREDERICK has joined the
announcing staff of WIBG Philadelphia. He was formerly with WMBG
Richmond, Va.

WATTS - DaYKand N'9h+
5,000NBC
NETWOR
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
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EVE KNABKE, continuity writer of
CKWX Vancouver, was married recently to Sapper Jack Rickaby, of the
Royal Canadian Engineers.
ROSS MORTIMER has been appointed program director of CJOR Vansistant. couver with Nina Anthony as his asDAVE HILL has been appointed chief
announcer of CJOR Vancouver.
CLINT BEUHLMAN, announcer of
WBEN Buffalo produced two of his
early morning broadcasts from Toronto's Fair For Britain recently.
TED DEVLIN, announcer of CBL
Toronto, has moved to CBR Vancouver.
ERNIE KELLER and Tex Turner
have been named co-program directors
of WBIR Knoxville, Tenn. Vivian
Ray will head the new traffic department.

Member of
SOUTH CENTRAL
QUALITY NETWORK
WMC — Memphis
WJDX— Jackson, Miss.
KARK — Little Rock
WSMB— New Orleans
KWKH-KTBS— Shreveport £

Owned and Operated by THE COMMERCIAL

HAL MOON has joined the announcing staff of KQW San Francisco. He
was formerly with KGYO Missoula,
Mont., as news editor.
W. erS. ofLUCKENBILL,
staff City
announcKOMA Oklahoma
and
"Roger King" to Southwest radio, is
now in San Diego with the Navy.
GEORGE LILLET, radio editor of
the Philadelphia Record, has been appointed publicity and special events
director of WCAU Philadelphia. He
succeeds Henry T. Murdock, who
leaves on Sept. G to become movie
and dramatic editor of the Chicago
Sun.
JAMES P. CROSSON, formerly of
the Philadelphia Record, has joined the
staff of KYW Philadelphia as news
editor.
MADIE KELLY, of the program department of WIP Philadelphia, and
William C. Lamb, of the advertising
department of Armstrong Cork Co.,
Lancaster, Pa., will be married on
Oct. 12.
LLOYD WESTMORELAND, publicity director of CKOC Hamilton, Ont.,
has joined the Royal Canadian Air
Force as wireless mechanic.
WILL REEDER of the program department of CKWX Vancouver has
been elected lieutenant-governor, division 1, Pacific Northwest District of
Kiwanis International, at recent convention at Chehalis, Wash.
LARRY HEYWOOD, formerly of
CFAC Calgary, Alta., has joined the
announcing staff of CKWX Vancouver.

Army Time
SOMETHING new for listeners is provided by KTUC
Tucson, Arizona, which is
now giving time breaks in
military terminology, known
as "24 hour time". Under this
system 1:00 p.m. becomes
1300, 2:00 p.m. becomes
1400, midnight becomes 2400.
Lee Little, general manager,
said, "We have a hunch that
we have almost forced our
listeners to tell time all over

APPEAL

NORM SHERR, who left AVBBM
Chicago in 1935 for New York and
Miami, has returned to the station as
staff pianist.
MARY LITTLE, radio editor of the
Des Moines Register and Tribune is
on special assignment this month to
WNAX Yankton, So. Da., to assist
in publicizing the new tower for
WNAX.
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Radio Directors Planning

A NICE JOB of retouching aided
the photographer in recording celebration of Old Settlers' Week at
Crosley Square, Cincinnati. Three
veteran WLW-WSAI announcers
(1 to r) — Ken Peters, Bob Freed
and John Cornell — together with
Paul Jones (who was at the barber's), felt that something should
be done to distinguish them from
the freshmen on the announcing
staff. Letting nature take her
course, they raised the whiskers
(see re-touching). But not for long.
Management is said to have ordered the boys to mow 'em down.
VIRGINIA S AFFORD has joined
the news staff of WTCN MinneapolisSt. Paul,
day's
news
in thecommenting
light of heronownthe travels
and experiences on Post Scripts on the
News. She wrote for newspapers and
magazines before coming to radio.
WILLIAM KOSTKA, formerly publicity director of NBC, and at one
time associated with the Institute of
Public Relations, has joined Look
magazine, as editorial manager.
RUSS WINNIE, assistant manager
of WTMJ Milwaukee and sports announcer, has been appointed to the
publicity committee for the Milwaukee Assn. of Commerce Post War
Planning Program.
RICHARD HUBBER has joined the
announcing staff of WWVA Wheeling, W. Va. He was formerly associated with KTRI WRDW WHDL.
BERT SONIS has joined the anW. Va. nouncing staff of WCHS Charleston,
JACK FARRELL joins WSB AtI lanta as part time announcer. Now
a private in the Marine Corps he was
formerly with WSFA and WAPI.
BERNARD ESTES, former publicity
director of WHN New York and pre' viously in charge of publicity for
WINS New York, was appointed "civilian coordinator" for the U. S.
Army
"Wings
For Victory"
in New York through
Aug. 29. exhibit
BERT AUSMAN has joined the announcing staff of WKZO KalamazooGrand Rapids.

PORTLAND, OREGON

"KEY TO THE GREAT WEST*
5,000 Watts
620 Kilocycles
NBC

RED

NETWORK

Represented Nationally by
EDWARD RETRY & CO., Inc.
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HollywoodGuild Chapter
PLANS are underway to organize
a Hollywood Chapter of Radio Directors Guild. Meeting was recently
held in Hollywood to hear Robert
Shayon of CBS New York, and
treasurer of the Guild, explain
workings of the organization, which
is largely social in its function. Don
Bernard, West Coast representative of William Esty & Co., presided over the meeting which was
attended by approximately 50 persons. Formation of a Hollywood
Chapter of RDG would be for the
purpose of having a meeting place
for directors on the West Coast as
well as New York.
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20 Years on Air
SECOND
Year
Club EDITION
of Pioneersof in"Twenty
Radio
Broadcasting," released last week
contains biographies of 112 veterans who have been associated with
radio 20 years or more. Group was
founded in April, 1942, by H. V.
Kaltenborn, on the occasion of the
NBC commentator's twentieth anniversary on the air. In a foreword to the latest edition of the
club's membership roster, Mr. Kaltenborn announces plans for the
publication by the club of a history
of the beginnings of radio broadcasting. He asks that any pertinent
material, including human interest stories recalling the early days
of the industry, be sent to him at
167 East 64th St., New York.
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CIO Rejected
CIO CHARTER, "offered indirectly" has been rejected by the Federation of Westinghouse Independent Unions, representing about
14,000 "white collar" workers in
various plants of Westinghouse
Electric Manufacturing Co. In an
article in its official monthly publication, the Federation declares
that the offer was made by the
United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers Union. Under the
proposal, the Federation would be
granted a charter independent of
any other CiO local, so that it
would remain an autonomous unit.
First FM Bulletin
VOL. 1, NO. 1 of FM JSews Bulletin was published Aug. 20 by Commercial Radio Equipment Co. for
the trade in Kansas City, where
Commercial Co. owns and operates
FM station K49KC. Publication is
designed to keep dealers informed
on latest developments in the field,
and the first issue was in celebration of first birthday of K49KC.
Dealers'
consumer preparation
demand forforFMpost-war
radio
sets was stressed.
BBC Monitor Board
A NEW MONITOR board is being
installed at BBC headquarters in
New York, and other technical
facilities are being revamped to
improve production quality of BBC
features. Monitor board and console are expected to be in operation by September.
W. W. CHAPLIN, NBC news commentator, has written a book about
his travels during World War II,
which will be published this fall by L).
Appleton-Century, under the title
70,000 Miles of War.
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motion dept. of WSAI
Cincinnati has been completely redesigned since Miss Hazel Brett
Howard became editor. Outstanding
new features include an editorial
column, a double-page photographic
spread, and articles on the activities of WSAI sponsors. Unique idea
is inclusion of full-page enclosure
of an outstanding piece of advertising published during the month.
First used was J. Walter Thompson
Co.'s "Dear Senator" ad, featuring
Grant Wood's painting "American
Gothic".
Jap Note
UNUSUAL PROMOTION scheme
developed from a ten yen Japanese
note sent from Guadalcanal by
Private Samuel Esposito to a Syracuse grocer. Stewart Boyd, WSYR
promotion manager, saw in it the
possibilities of a promotion stunt
and had hundreds of prints made
of the money for distribution to
local retailers of Kellog Corn
Flakes. The face of the ten yen
was an exact duplicate of the original and on the back was printed,
"A Jap ten yen is worthless. For
real value try Kellog Corn Flakes."
Program Memos
CJAT Trail, B. C, has a regular
policy of scanning its weekly programs and then telephoning the
secretaries of prominent local men
and women who might be particularly interested in various program items. The secretaries are
asked to leave a memo on their
employer's
desktalks.
calling
to certain radio
For attention
example,
fuel dealers are called when a fuel
shortage talk is listed, union officials and management executives
when labor problems are aired, etc.

Aietch&ndillnj
& Promotion
Merch Magazine — Jap Note — Hockey Aids War
Tennessee — Crooner Contest
Hockey Aids War
IMPERIAL OIL Ltd., Toronto,
which uses 50 Canadian Broadcasting Corp. stations for the weekly
National Hockey League games
each winter, has issued a 16 page
illustrated booklet on the wartime
value of the games. "Imperial Oil
made a promise," it says, "to carry
on in the national service." The
booklet tells how recorded highlights of the games, done by Foster Hewitt, sports announcer, are
transcribed to Britain for a rebroadcast to the Canadians stationed there. Commenting on results of a binocular drive — one of
many war services featured on the
programtions —director
R.C.A.F.
relais quotedpublic
as saying,
"It got results like a fire box does
when you break the glass and pull
the switch."

KOA Quiz
KOA Denver has issued a promotional piece showing results of a
question asked dealers throughout
Colorado as to "Which Denver radio station would you prefer to
broadcast advertising of products
handled in your store?" 68.9% of
retailers replying voted KOA their
"first choice" station.
Aid Affiliates
ORIGINALLY designed to help
sell BLUE facilities to national advertisers and agencies, a series of
bulletins
prepared
research departmentby the
for network's
the sales
staff is now proving useful to manselling. agers of BLUE affiliates in local

EFFECTIVE

Tennessee
USE of a brochure

published
by the
Governor's
trial Council
of the
State ofIndusTennessee has been made by WSM
Nashville. The brochure, with photographs of Tennessee industries,
describes the economic activities of
the State and points out that 51
per cent
the nation's
live
withinof 500
miles of population
Nashville.
Station avoids any reference to itself— merelyas suggests
Tennessee
a market. interest in
WSGN

Data

AN UNUSUALLY thorough coverage and market data publication compiled by Bob Venn, sales
promotion manager of WSGN
Birmingham, in which maps and
statistical breakdowns compare
WSGN with its competing Birmingham stations, is being released
by Headley-Reed Co., Chicago, nation. tional representatives for the staCrooner Contest
CONTEST between Frank Sinatra
and Bing Crosby was held by Bud
Baldwin on his early morning show
on WHIO Dayton. Sinatra got
away with a fast start, but Crosby's faithful followers came through
strong to see him across the finish
line
with a 30 vote margin over
Sinatra.
Pictorial Edition
FIRSTtion in ANNUAL
all-picture
the four year
history ediof
Dial Tones monthly merchandising paper
Des
Moines,
has of
been KSO-KRNT
issued. Network
and local personalities are pictured in the paper which is edited
by John Drake, production mancutlines.ager. Copy is confined to brief
ALMA SIOUX SCARBERRY, on
publicity staff of KNX Hollywood is
composer of the song, "Goin' to Lasso
a Rainbow for You", which is being
published by Peer International Corp.

WLAW
Lawrence, Matt.
5000 Watts
680 KC
C.B.S.

K
ST. X
LOUIS,Q
MISSOURI
K
630 Kilocycles
5000 Watts Full Time
BLUE

THE
CAPITAL
OF
NEW
7TH STATE
ENGLAND'S
Nat. Reps., The Kalz Agency

NETWORK

Represented Nationally by
John BLAIR & CO.
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Network

Series

by Films
Bought
Contracts for Duffy's Tavern
The Whistler, Quiz Kids
MOTION PICTURE Industry has
recently signed contracts with several network shows for pictures
based on the original radio programs.
Film rights to the weekly
BLUE Duffy's Tavern, sponsored
by Bristol-Myers Co. (Minit Rub),
have been acquired by Paramount
Pictures in a deal which permits
Paramount to make four additional pictures based on the original
title during the next five years.
Ed Gardner, who portrays Archie
on the radio program, will be featured in the film, and top stars like
Bing Crosby and Dorothy Lamour
will appear in the picture as guests
at the Tavern. Gardner recently
came to Hollywood from New York
to negotiate the picture deal and
will remain on the West Coast for
several weeks. Radio series resumes Oct. 5.
Film rights to The Whistler,
weekly sustaining mystery thriller
on CBS Pacific stations, have been
acquired by Columbia Pictures,
with further options covering the
following two years. Current production plans call for two pictures
based on the stories in that series
during the next 12 months.
Talent Contracts
John B. Hughes, commentator
of Mutual-Don Lee network, will
portray himself in the Warner
Bros, film, "Rhapsody in Blue", a
picturized life story of composer
George Gershwin. Paul Whiteman,
Oscar Levant and Al Jolson also
have important roles in that film.
Frank Sinatra will sing four songs
in the RKO film, "Higher and
Higher", starring Jack Haley and
Michele Morgan. Fred Brady, featured comedian on the weekly NBC
Fred Brady Show, will have the
lead in the MGM musical "Meet
Me in St. Louis".
Quiz Kids' Joel Kupperman, seven-year prodigy, has a five-year
contract at $2,000 per week with
Jack Skirball, independent producer. The BLUE child star's first picture is a Universal film starring
Donald O'Conner. Skirball also lias
first refusal on all other Qui;; Kids
for future films.
Hurja Sells Pathfinder
EMIL HURJA, who has published
the Pathfinder since 1939, has sold
the paper to Graham Patterson,
publisher of Farm Journal and
Farmer's
Patterson Wife,
plans Philadelphia.
to continue Mr.
the
magazine as a national news weekly appealing to small city circulation, with Mr. Hurja remaining
in an important editorial and executive capacity. The new owner
plans greatly to increase the magazine's circulation and to utilize the
resources of Farm Journal Inc.,
in developing a more attractive
and complete publication.
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No doubt about it! The birthplace of radio broadcasting is
'III
■111 1 I

still a whale of a radio town. Not only is Pittsburgh listenership constantly on the increase, but on a comparative basis
the market is head and shoulders above almost every other
major market for percentage of sets in use.
The significance of these facts is clear :
In Pittsburgh, more

than in most major

cities, radio is a "must" on your media list.
Ik Because WCAE

can furnish spot advertisers

with good availabilities in periods with
high audience ratings, WCAE
among Pittsburgh stations.
When

is a "must"

you plan your next campaign, check WCAE and Pittsburgh carefully. A lot of other smart advertisers have, and the

Station Log (on the all-afternoon Tune Factory program, for
example) lists some of the biggest trade names in the business.

THE

KATZ

For choice availabilities wire WCAE
or see the man from
Chicago
New York
Kansas City San Francisco
AGENCY
Detroit
Atlanta Dallas

lltfi
m

WOODROW WIRSIG, who recnetly
wrote a story on his ex-boss, Paul
White, CBS director of news broadcasts, has penned another "inside"
tale,
"This isissue
(Ed.)
Murrow",
for thetitled
September
of Coronet.
BROADCASTING
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YOUR
MOST

IMPORTANT
TOOL

AS

BUYER

OF

RADIO

TIME IS COMPLETE,

AU-

THORITATIVE RADIO
INFORMATION

SUCH

AS

FIND

YOU

WILL

IN THE PAGES

OF

BROADl€aSTI
ng
The Weekly Vj^'Nvwsmagflzin* of Radio
^rcldCdSt Advertising
Radio's Foremost
Trade Journal

JOHN U. REBER, vice-pres. in
charge of radio of J. Walter Thompson Co., New York, and Wick Cryder,
head of radio publicity, have left for
the West Coast. Mr. Reber will attend
the opening of the new RCA show on
the BLUE, and the return to the air
of several JWT programs after a
summer hiatus. Mr. Cryder is making
his annual cross-country tour to promote the CBS-Lever Bros. Lux Radio
Theater.
RUPERT LUCAS, supervisor of
drama, Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
Toronto, has resigned to become radio
director of a prominent advertising
agency in New York.
MERLE MYERS, formerly radio cost
estimator for the Kastor & Sons Adv.
Agency, Chicago, has joined Russel M.
Seeds Adv. Co., Chicago, as head of
contract department.
MARY LOUIS ANGLIN has resigned
as script editor of Pedlar & Ryan,
New York, to be married in September to Peter Alden Cabauer, formerly advertising executive and civilian
specialist with the Navy.
.TACK KOSTE has joined Spot Sales
Inc., New York, as sales executive,
having resigned as assistant time buyer of William Esty & Co., New York.
He replaces Stanley Young, who has
resigned to enter the Navy, with the
rank of Capt.
EARL THOMAS, who recently resigned his captaincy in the Army, will
re-enter radio in New York. Thomas
had been radio director of McCannErickson Adv. Agency, Chicago, before entering the service.

Heads Film Advertising
JULES ALBERTI, formerly associated with the Treasury Dept. in
Washington as chief of station relations, and as coordinator of
celebrities and talent for bond rallies, has been appointed national
director of radio advertising of
Twentieth Century Fox Film Corp.,
it was announced last week. The
post is a new one, created in line
with the film company's policy of
"ever increasing radio participation." Mr. Alberti, who was to have
joined Twentieth Century as assistant to the president, S. P.
Skouras, will instead head the new
radio advertising department under
Hal Horne, director of advertising,
publicity and exploitation.
Mr. Alberti has been active in
radio since 1921, when he was associated as an artist with the former KYW, Chicago. He became
producer-director of the BLUE in
1935, handling the Benay Venuta
programs. He assumed his government post this year.
ROBERT BRILMAYER, Hollywood
and Chicago freelance writer, and R.
John Hugh, previously with CBS New
York, have joined the radio department of Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc.,
New York.
MARIA SUTHERLAND, for the past
year with the Office of War Information, and previously with Pedlar
& Ryan, New York, has joined Compton Adv., New York, as an assistant
account executive. John H. Owens,
recently copy writer of Buchanan &
Co., New York, has joined Compton
in a similar capacity.
WILL C. GRANT, president of Grant
Adv., Chicago, is the father of a boy.

BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
SEND ME

THE NEXT 52

ISSUES AND
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□ $5 Enclosed

ROBERT RODMAN, formerly editor
of the practical pharmacy edition of
the Journal maceutical
of Assn.,
theonAmerican
Sept. 1 Pharjoins
Murray Breese Associates, New York,
as a writer.
SIDNEY G. ALEXANDER, advertising manager of Columbia Pictures,
New York, is the father of a girl.
ADOPLY
J. TOIGO,
formerly
direc-&
tor of research
of Geyer,
Cornell
Newell, New York, has joined Wm.
Esty dent
& andCo.,
New York,
as vice-presidirector
of research.
JOSEPH E. BOYLE, former AP
correspondent in the Midwest, has
joined the public relations staff of J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York.
TED WICK, Hollywood producer of
Foote, Cone & Belding, has been made
assistant
to Vick
Knight,
dent and radio
director
of thevice-presiagency.
MRS. ROY LINDSEY, formerly
West Coast manager of Tom Fizdale
Inc., national publicity service, is the
mother of a girl.
KIRBY KATZ, formerly a copywriter for Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, has
joined
writing staff of CampbellMithun, theChicago.
ERNEST ALLEN, member of the
Army.
art staff of Needham, Louis & Brorby,
Chicago, has been inducted into the
PERRY DICKEY, formerely radio
director of Grant Adv., Chicago and
New York, will join NBC Sept. 8 as
assistant to Wyllis Cooper, director
of program
Frank joining
Newton has alsodevelopment.
left Grant Adv.,
the copy department of Biow Co.,
New York.
FRANCIS M. STILLMAN, formerly
with the Civil Service Leader, has
joined Davis-Lieber, New York publicity firm, as an associate.
M. J. EYSLER, formerly with BBDO,
New York, has joined William H.
Weintraub
& Co., New York, as account executive.
ARTHUR SHERRILL of the public
relations department of Young & Rubicam, New York, has been appointed
public relations manager of the agency, succeeding
Fred ofSmith,
now assistant to Secretary
the Treasury
Henry Morgenthau Jr.
MORGAN RYAN, newly appointed
radio director of Sherman & MarInc., New York,
is headquarteredquette
in Hollywood
for several
weeks,
working with Carleton Alsop, newly
appointed agency producer of the
CBS Judy Canova Show.
MARGARET GARDNER, former
Western editor of Movie-Radio Guide,
has joined Hollywood offices of Tom
Fizdale Inc., national publicity service.

□ Bill Later

Name

Firm

Title
Address

City

State
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WHBY
Appleton
KFIZ
Fond du Lac
WCLO
Janesville
WIBU
Madison
PoynetteWRJN
Racine
WHBL
Sheboygan
WSATJ
Wausau
WFHR
Wisconsin
Rapids

SO, if you want to stir op the full buying power of this No. 1
Dairy State of the Union, the only way you can do it is with the
Wisconsin Network stations each with its own large, loyal following. It
can't be done with any metropolitan station or any other regional or
national network.
Wisconsin listeners are funny that way— they want stations that can
be heard all the time, not just when the weather is right— stations that
are
for Wisconsin.
over half
a million
radio
homesprogrammed
in our primary
area (andAnd,
overthere's
% million
in the
secondary)—
today 9th in war orders as a plus to *his stable market. If listeners
feel that way, why shouldn't advertisers?
Try the Wisconsin Network for your fall advertising— and see for
yourself with satisfaction and profit!

■

600

IF SO
KC-CBS

IKIR€D
EL PASO,TEXAS,

WISCOMSirtyiETWORKJnc.
MAIM Off ICE" WISCONSIN PAPIDS, WISCONSIN
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Seven

NBC

Disc

Series

Taken for Sponsorship
CLARK BROS. CHEWING GUM
Co., Pittsburgh, has signed for the
NBC Radio-Recording Division's
transcribed series Flying for Freedom on WTAM Cleveland, and
seven other series produced by the
division have been acquired or renewed by a number of stations.
Betty and. Bob has been taken by
WGR Buffalo, for J. W. Adams &
Co., department store; and by
KFPW Fort Smith, Ark., for a
local jeweler, and KOME Oklahoma City, has renewed the series,
for Brown Dunkin Dept. store.
Honolulu Soda Water Co. will
use Hollywood Headliners too on
KCMB Honolulu. Let's Take a
Look in Your Mirror, has been
taken by WPRO Providence, for
Gordon Schenfarber & Associates
for Gladdings Inc., a department
store. KFJZ Forth Worth, will
broadcast Getting the Most Out of
Life Today which has also been renewed by WSON Henderson, Ky.,
and KVOA Tucson. KSL Salt Lake
City, and KHQ Spokane, will both
carry Carson Robison and His
Buckaroos. WSTV Steubenville, O.,
has contracted for Five Minute
Mysteries, and The Name You Will
Remember has been renewed by
WBIG Greensboro.

AGE

ICY

iihnentt
poj
J. P. SMITHTnp
SHOE
Co., Chicago (British
Walker and Synehroflex shoes), and subsidiary, Hanan Shoe Co., Chicago, to Goldman & Gross,
at present.
% Chicago. No radio planned
HI-V VITAMIN Corp., New York, to
Walter W. Wiley Co., New York, for
space advertising only for Hi-V Vitamins.
Applied Merchandising Co., New York,
continues to handle radio. Plans to be announced later.
PEPPERIDGE FARMS, Fairfield and Norwalk, Conn., to Kenyon & Eekhardt, New
York, for Pepperidge Farm Bread. Participations on WQXR New York started
Aug. 24.
WHELAN DRUG Co., New York, to NeffRogow, New York, for its chain of 35
drug stores. Started on WOV New York,
Aug. 23.
BARKER FOOD PRODUCTS Co., Los Angeles (dehydrated soup), to Brisacher,
Davis & Van Norden, Los Angeles.
TRANSCONTINENTAL & WESTERN
AIR INC. to Arthur Kudner Inc.
UTAH RADIO PRODUCTS Co., Chicago,
to Abbott Kimball Co., New York, for
post-war advertising plan. No radio.

G. A. Taggart Leaves CBC
To Form Talent Agency
GEORGE A. TAGGART, assistant
general supervisor of programs of
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
Toronto, has resigned to form his
own talent and production agency
in Toronto. Taggart has been with
the CBC and its predecessor, Canadian Radio Broadcasting Commission, since 1933. He was manager of
CBL, Toronto, before becoming assistant general program supervisor.
In 1937 he was sent to England on
exchange with the BBC to study its
methods and operations, and also
surveyed broadcasting techniques
in France, Belgium and Germany.
Among his important productions
have been the Dominion-wide
Christmas Day broadcasts, Silver
Jubilee broadcasts for the late
King George V, and a world-wide
broadcast during the 1939 visit of
King George and Queen Elizabeth
to Canada. Since the start of the
war his main CBC work has been
on war effort broadcasts.

Bing
Radio's

makes

makes

OWI Magazine Group
THE THIRD and final appointment of a major media advisory
committee was announced last week
by Palmer Hoyt, Director of OWI
Domestic Operations. The committee of nine magazine editors, represents leading monthly and weekly
periodicals. Previously, the OWI
had named committees from radio
and the press [Broadcasting, Aug.
23, July 12]. Membership of the
committee is William L. Chenery,
publisher of Collier's; Mrs. Edna
Woolman Chase, editor of Vogue;
George T. Delacorte Jr., publisher,
Dell Publishing Co.; Mrs. Beatrice
Gould, co-editor of Ladies Home
Journal; Ben Hibbs, editor of Saturday Evening Post; Frank McDonough, editor of Better Homes &
Gardens; Wheeler McMillen, editor
of Farm Journal; De Witt Wallace,
editor of Readers Digest; and Otis
Wiese, editor of McCall's.
BROADCASTING
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DR. ROWELL'S
UCTS, Statler Hotel MEDICINAL
Garage, PeerlessPRODMill
Supply Co., Niagra Asbestos Co. and
George F. Butter Co. (chemicals) to Ellis
Advertising Co., Buffalo.
DeFORREST'S
TRAINING.
INC. (industrial training school)
to MacDonald-Cook
Co., Chicago and South Bend.
WYLER
& Co.,
Chicago (Wyler's
Soup,
Dehydrated
Vegetables,
and Bouillon
Cubes), to Aubrey, Moore & Wallace, Chicago. Radio being used.
NORTHWESTERN National Life Insurance Co., Minneapolis, to BBDO, Minneapolis.
WASHINGTON
PARK JOCKEY Club,
Homewood, 111., to Al Paul Lefton Co.,
Chicago. Radio being used.
SUN HARBOR PACKING Co., San Diego
(fish) to Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles. May spend $55,000 in radio, plus
newspapers, magazines and others.
BLAKE GROVES, Eau Gallie, Fla., to J.R.
Kupsick Adv., New York, for Indian River
oranges and grapefruit. Media plans not
set.
Beverages of America Inc., Los Angeles
(Chukker beverages), to Barnes-Chase
Co., Los Angeles.
HOWARD AIRCRAFT Corp., Chicago, to
Reincke-Ellis-Younggreen & Finn. Chicago.
Radio being considered.
GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER Co. to H.
A. lic
Bruno
relationsAssociates,
counsel. New York, as pub-

the

most

the

of

most

SCHENLEY DISTILLERS Corp., New
York, to Foote, Cone & Belding, New York,
for an institutional campaign designed to
benefit the liquor industry as a whole.
Newspaper campaign has started. No radio contemplated at present.
AMERICAN MOLASSES Co., New York,
to McCann-Erickson Inc., New York, for
Grandma's Old Fashioned Molasses. Extensive campaign planned. No decision at
present on radio.
CROWELL-COLLIER PUBLISHING Co.,
New York, to Benton & Bowles, New York,
for
azine.all advertising on the American MagVIRGINIA DARE EXTRACT Co., Brooklyn,giniato Scheek
Adv., Products.
Newark, Continues
for VirDare Flavoring
to participate in Food & Home Forum on
WOR New York.
ARMY AIR FORCES to Geyer, Cornell
& Newell, New York, for all advertising.
Initial drive will seek recruits for aviation cadets, but no media plans have been
formulated.
THE
IRISHMAN,
York, SMILIN'
used car dealer,
throughNew
its
newly appointed agency, Klinger Adv.,
New York, has started a new cycle of
advertising in the New York area on
WINS, WAAT, WHN, WNEW and
WPAT. Firm will soon open a branch
in Buffalo.

Crosby

Top-Ranking

a

song!

of

your

Singing

radio

Star

budget!

YES, KSD "HAS THE SHOWS" — AND IT
SHOWS IN YOUR ADVERTISING RESULTS!

NATIONALLY REPRESENTED
by FREE & PETERS
KSD
ST. LOUIS' DISTINGUISHED STATION
Jack Benny
Red Skelton
Bing Crosby
Charlie McCarthy
Fred
Waring
Bob Hope
Fibber McGee and Molly
Kay Aldrich
Kyser Family
Paul Whiteman; Dinah Shore The
One Man's Family
Joan Davis
Cavalcade of America March of Time
Great Artists Series Lucille Manners Concert
Dr. I. 0. Ouiz Program Your All. Time Hit Parade
Information Please Million-Dollar Band

Advertising

Abie's Irish Rose
Truth and Consequences
NBC Symphony Orchestra
Richard Crooks, Tenor
Johnny Presents: Ginny Simms
Mr. District Attorney
Can You Top This?
Battle of the Sexes
The Band Wagon
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PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF
COLORADO will sponsor the Denver
Public High School football games
which will be aired for their third
straight year over KMYR Denver.
Mark Schreiber will handle the broadeasts.
ADDRESSING its first radio message to the after-midnight listener, the
Prince George Hotel. New York,
stresses "friendly living-' theme in a
series of tailor-made musical jingles
on Say it With Music, all-night, allmusic program on WJZ New York.
Broadcasts start at 1 a.m. and continue until 7 a.m., seven nights weekly. Agency is Frank Best & Co.
BOB MARTIN (EXPORT) Ltd.,
Toronto (dog powders), has started
spot announcements on a number of
Canadian stations. Account placed by
A. McKim Ltd., Toronto.

PHARMACO INC., Newark, N. J.
(Feen-a-mint) has started spot announcements on a number of Canadian stations. Account placed by Baker
Adv. Agency Ltd., Toronto.
JOHN STUART SALES, Toronto
(Dunhill cigarettes) starts early in
September, Dunhill Cigarette Mysteries thrice weekly on five Ontario stations. Account placed by Harry E.
Foster Agencies, Toronto.
AVION Inc., Los Angeles (aircraft
parts), seeking skilled and unskilled
workers, has started sponsoring a
Wants Allen
VIEWING with alarm the
prospect of a fall and winter
radio season without Fred
Allen, Gilbert Seldes, director of television programs for
CBS, has written an article
in the current Esquire Magazine, in which he launches
a petition of persons wanting
Allen back on the air.

COVERAGE

. ... much

better

You may be waiting longer than you
think if you try to cover Central New England
from the outside — without WTAG Worcester.
Official F.C.C. maps of radio stations located
beyond this area, leave Central New England
blank in adequate coverage.
There's every reason why you should move

When you Buy TimeBuy An Audience

thrice-weekly quarter-hour program,
Life at Avion with Hal Styles, on
KFWB
weeks. Hollywood. Contract is for 13
RYAN AERONAUTICAL Co.. San
Diego, Cal., to promote public service
and employment relations, on Aug.
30 started sponsoring a five-weekly
quarter-hour localized newscast on
KGB. Contract is for 13 weeks. Agency is Barton A. Stebbins" Adv., Los
Angeles.
PENNZOIL Co., Los Angeles (lubricants), is utilizing a series of tranhalf-minuteSalt
singing
mentsscribed
on KUTA
Lake announceCity and
KEUB Price, Utah, with live spots
on KLZ Denver. Firm in addition
sponsors the quarter-hour commentary, Faces <£■ Places in the News, on
33 Don Lee Pacific stations, Wednesday, 6:15-6:30 p.m. (PWT). Agency
is The Mayers Co., Los Angeles.
DELAWARE. LACKAWANNA &
WESTERN COAL Co., Buffalo (Blue
coal),
starts in October
halfhour transcribed
program weekly
The Shadoiv
on 9 Canadian stations. Account is
placed through Vickers & Benson Ltd..
Toronto.

FROM

to

be

WITHIN

inside

inside where WTAG holds listener preference.
The workers in four hundred war industries
are earning better than $45.00 per week, and
spending it on food at the annual rate of $396
per family. That's $174 higher than the U. S.
average. Worcester is a MUST market in
Massachusetts.

Golu4ttJtia
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

WTAG
R
WORCESTE

National Sales Representatives
Associated with the
Worcester Telegram-Gazette
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News For P & G Serial
A DAYTIME "radio newspaper,"
featuring a man-and-woman news
team, will replace the Procter &
Gamble serial Vic and Sade in the
Monday through Friday, 1:30-1:45
p.m. period on CBS, starting Sept.
20. Bernadine Flynn, who plays the
leading feminine role in the drama,
will offer human interest news
stories, and Durward Kerby, m.c.
of BLUE's Club Matinee and other
Chicago shows, will contribute
headline news material in the replacement which will promote
P & G Crisco. P & G will continue
Vic and Sade in its regular NBC
spot. Agency is Compton Adv.,
New York.
THE MANHATTAN SOAP Co.
(Sweetheart soap), has renewed its
contract for three 15 minute newscasts
over WLW Cincinnati, heard 8 :15
a.m., Mon.-Wed.-Fri. Renewal starts
sixth consecutive year of sponsorship
on WLW. Agency is Franklin Bruck
Adv. Corp., New York.
SOY FOOD MILLS, Chicago (Golden
Mix wheat-soy griddle cake and waffle
flour), beginning Sept. 1. will sponsor
dailyenceparticipation
sciprograms for 13 on
weeksdomestic
on WBBM
WOR WJZ WTM.I WTCN. Additional time will be placed in December.
Agency is Jim Duffy, Inc., Chicago.
WM. CAMERON & CO. Inc., Waco,
Tex., operators of retail lumber companies in a number of cities and manufacturers of Ideal cabinets, are sponsoring two new programs on WFAAKGKO Dallas-Fort Worth. Quarter
hour program featuring Ideal cabinets
will be aired over WFAA WBAP
KPRC WOAI KGNC KRGV. Other
15 minute program is news broadcast
over KGKO. In addition Cameron
uses 12 announcements per week on
WFAA-WBAP
and five per week on
KGKO.
GROVE'S
St. Louis,
has taken over theLABS,
sponsorship
of Katharine
Clark's Today's News for Children on
WCAU Philadelphia (for BromoQuinine).
Started are
Aug.prseented
23, thedaily
15minute
broadcasts
at 5:30 p.m. Placed thru Russel M.
Seeds Co., Chicago.
SHREDDED WHEAT Co., Niagara
Falls. Ont. (Shreddies). on Sept. 20.
resumes
Today'sMon.
Adventure
with onGor-a
don Sinclair.
thru Fri..
number of Canadian stations. Account
was placed by Coekfield Brown & Co.
Ltd., Toronto.
GRACE BROS., Santa Rosa, Cal.
fbeer), using radio for the first time,
on Aug. 16 started sponsorship of the
11 o'clock newscast seven nights weekly on KGO. Agency is Ralph Jewell.
Oakland.
EVER DRY Corp., Los Angeles (deodorant), in a seven week campaign
started Aug. 16 is using an average
of 21 spot announcements weekly on
KH.I and KMPC respectively. A
similar number of participations per
week is being used in Blake Belie ve
Ballroom on KFWB. Agency is Glasser-Gailey & Co., Los Angeles.
Bedlam's Birthday
ED EAST AND POLLY on Sept.
24 start the fifth year of their
Breakfast in Bedlam program on
WJZ, New York. Station has renewed for another year effective
that date. Current sponsors are
Drydock Savings Institution, Empire GoldBrokers
Buying
Service,
Corp.,
and AutomoGeneral
BakingbileCo.
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OWl

Student

Nurse

Campaign

Brings

25,000
Inquiries
in
Three
Weeks
RESPONSE to the first three in New York. A "Montgomery"
weeks of OWI's stepped-up radio type beret, designed by Sally Victor, was also chosen. Publicity for
campaign in August to obtain recruits for the new U. S. Cadet the selection of the uniforms was
Nurse Corps brought forth 25,000 handled by J. Walter Thompson
inquiries, from which it is estimat- Co. which was assigned the project
ed 10,000 enlistments will result, it by the War Advertising Council.
With the theme "Save his life
was disclosed last week by the Domestic Radio Bureau.
. . . and find your own — Become a
nurse", the campaign stresses the
The inquiries were the direct re- need
for candidates to replace
sult of the radio drive, which asked
listeners to write to a New York 33,000 nurses who have already
postoffice box address for names of gone into the armed services, to
replace the 2,500 nurses who are
accredited schools of nursing, ac- being
for Army and Navy
cording to Marion Sabatini, cam- nurses sought
corps
each month, and to
paign manager for the Bureau.
meet serious shortages in boom
To promote the drive, OWI
towns, war plant centers, hospitals,
scheduled 130 network programs
and public health departments.
under the network allocation plan
and furnished campaign data
through its Women's Radio War Third Paper Cut Likely
Program Guide to 900 local wom- As Production Slackens
en's programs which will continue
A THIRD cut in newsprint allotmessages through September.
ment for the final quarter of 1943
Impetus to the current campaign, is believed inevitable, WPB offiwhich has as its goal 65,000 student
cials say, on the basis of declining
nurses, derives from advantages of- paper production, and increased
demands for paper and paperboard
fered under the new government
training program authorized by as a substitute for critical materials. Newsprint has already been
Congress, and administered by the
cut 10% on a sliding scale, and the
U. S. Public Health Service. Under
new reduction may amount to an
this program, Mr. Sabatini ex- additional 5%.
plained, all-expense scholarships
to figures released
and monthly allowances are given byAccording
WPB, output of paper and
nurses while in training and attrac- paper-board dropped 5% in the
tive uniforms provided.
first six months of this year,
The matter of uniforms has been compared with the same period
although it was considgiven special emphasis as an incen- last year,
higher than the second half
tive in the campaign, Mrs. Saba- of 1941.erablyWPB
said 8,398,594 tons
tini pointed out, a design by Molly had been produced the first six
Parnis, well-known designer, hav- months of this year, compared
ing been selected by a jury com- with 8,843,278 tons for that period last year, and 7,871,298 for
posed of leading fashion editors at
a luncheon Aug. 16 at the Waldorf the second six months of that
year year.

PROMOTION HUDDLE is planning for another 52 weeks of the
weekly WSB Barn Dance for Wildroot Cream Oil. At the desk is J.
Ward Maurer, Wildroot's manager
of advertising and merchandising.
Standing (1 to r) John Southwell,
BBDO radio director, and Mary
Caldwell, merchandising director,
and John M. Outler Jr., commercial manager of the Atlanta station. Enthusiastic, Wildroot plans
similar type shows in other areas.
BROADCASTING

Lux Resumes
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge,
Mass. (Lux), after an eight-week
summer hiatus, on Sept. 13 resumes
for the tenth consecutive season
Lux Radio Theatre on 118 CBS and
30 CBC stations, Monday, 9-10
p.m.
Production
set-up
remains(EWT).
the same
with Cecil
B.
DeMille continuing as director and
also handling commentary. Sanford
Barnett is J. Walter Thompson Co.
Hollywood producer of the series.
George Wells and Harry Kerr are
to do radio adaptations of current
film plays and also write commercials for the weekly program. Lou
Silvers has been re-signed as musical director, with John Kennedy
announcer. Charles Forsyth continues in charge of sound effects.
Initial broadcast of the new season will have Greer Garson and
Ronald Colman heading the cast
in a dramatization of the MGM
film, "Random Harvest".
STANDARD RADIO, Chicago tranannounces
the followingscription
new andproducers,
renewal
subscribers
to
the Standard Program Library :
W.IPA KFPY KMMJ WCBI WLBC
WBEZ KOKO WOSH KFAR WSYR
WTOC WCCO KDKA WFIN KCRC
KRE W.TAC WKIP WMC WGCM
WMNN KGNC KRGV KELD WDAF
WKST.
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How

Much

Vo

Money

They

Make

?

Of course you've always known that Iowa farmers
make good livings. But do you realize that in 1942
their average income was actually $6,490?
Yes, and in 1943 they'll make even more! . . . Among farmers like this, a recent Ross Federal survey showed that the
average KMA

program rated 13.3%. Some KMA

programs

had phenomenal ratings: a once-a-week commentator,
51.4%; a quiz show, 32.9%; a dramatic show, 25.3%.
To reach the No. 1 Farm Market's record-breaking buying
power, you need KMA. For KMA

is the only full-time farm

station in this entire area — the only station devoting 70%>
of its broadcasting time to news, entertainment, and specialized service for America's 540,988 most prosperous rural
families.
Our new Market Data Brochure will soon be off the press.
You can have one — merely for the asking.

KMA
BLUE NETWORK
The No. 1 Farm

Station in the No. 1 Farm

152

COUNTIES

Market

AROUND
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WABC New York
Cocilana Inc., Brooklyn (cough drops), 6
sa weekly, thru Al Paul Lefton Inc.,
N. Y.
Dryden & Palmer, Long Island City, N. Y.
(Gravy Master Seasoning), weekly sa,
thru Samuel C. Croot Co., N. Y.
Grove Laboratories, St. Louis (vitamin
products) , 6 sa weekly, thru Russel M.
Seeds Co., Chicago.
Griffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (shoe polish),
9 sa weekly, placed direct.
Grove Labs., St. Louis (Four-way Cold
Tablets), weekly sp, thru Donahue &
Coe, N. Y.
McKesson & Robbins, Bridgeport, Conn.
(Calox, Bexel, Albolene), 3 ne weekly,
thru J. D. Tarcher & Co.,.N. Y.
Pillsbury Flour Mills Co., Minneapolis
(Wheat Soy Rice Pancake Mix). 3 sa
weekly, thru McCann-Erickson, Minneapolis.
Sheffield Farms Co., N. Y. (Dairy products), 3 sp weekly, thru N. W. Ayer &
Son, Philadelphia.
Vick Chemical Co., New York (Vapo-Rub,
Vatronol), 3 ne weekly, thru Morse International, N. Y.
G. Washington Coffee Refining Co., Morris
Plains, N. J. (broth), 3 sa weekly, thru
Cecil & Presbrey, Inc.. N. Y.
Wildroot Co., Inc.. Buffalo (Wildroot Cream
Oil Formula), 3 ne weekly, thru BBDO,
N. Y.
Bulova Watch Company, N. Y. (watches),
sa, thru Biow Co., Inc., N. Y.
Interwoven Stocking Company, New Brunswick, N. J. (stockings), 6 sa weekly,
placed direct.
Kerr's
Butter3 Scotch,
Inc.,placed
Jamepburg,
(candy),
sa weekly,
direct. N. J.
Manhattan Soap Co., Inc.. N. Y. (soap),
3 ne weekly, thru Franklin Bruck Adv.
Corp., N. Y.
Savings Bank of New York State. N. Y.
(bank service) , 6 sa weekly, Ruthrauff
& Ryan, N. Y.
KTKN Ketchikan, Alaska
Rev. G. E. Lowman (religious), one hr
weekly for 52 wks, thru Wellman Adv.
Agency.
Ellis Air Transport, daily sa placed direct.
Ketchikan Spruce Mills, daily sp, 6 mo,
placed direct.
National Lead Co., sa daily for 13 wks
thru Erwin Wasey & Co.

KQW San Francisco
Calif. Processors & Growers, Inc., San
Francisco (help wanted), 7 sa weekly,
indefinite,
thru Foote, Cone & Belding,
San Francisco.
Leslie Salt Co., San Francisco, 1 sa weekly,
26
wks, thru Erwin Wasey & Co.. San
Francisco.
Loma Linda Food Products, San Francisco
(Ruskets) 1 sa weekly, 13 wks, thru
Gerth-Pacific Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
War Emergency Labor Committee, San
Jose, Calif. ( cannery workers ) , 6 sa
weekly, indefinite, placed direct.
Durkee Famous Foods, San Francisco
(Troco), 2 sa weekly, 26 wks, thru
Emil
Calif. Reinhardt Adv. Agency, Oakland,
Herman Berns, San Jose, Calif, (jewelry),
3 sa weekly, 62 wks, placed direct.
Central B'dg. & Loan Assn., Oakland, Calif.,
2 ne weekly, 13 wks, thru Ryder & Ingram, Ltd., Oakland, Calif.
Moore Clothing Co.. San Francisco 1 sa
weekly, 13 wks, thru Brisacher, Davis &
Van Norden, San Francisco.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., New York
( Peet soap ) , 11 sa weekly, 52 wks, thru
Leon Livingstone Adv. Agency, San
Frjncisco.
Granat Bros., San Francisco (jewelry), 1
sa weekly, 13 wks, thru N. W. Ayer &
Son, Inc., San Francisco.
John Morrell & Co., Ottumwa, Iowa (Red
Heart Dog Food), 10 sa weekly, 52 wks,
thru
Chicago.Henri, Herst & McDonald, Inc.,
Standard Brands, Inc., New York (Stams),
5 st N.
weekly,
Inc.,
Y. indefinite, thru Ted Bates,
McDonnell Nursery, Oakland, Calif.
(nursery products ) , 1 sa weekly, indefinite, placed direct.
Beechnut Packing Co., New York (chewing gum), 1 sa weekly, indefinite, thru
Newell-Emmett Co., N. Y.
KINY Juneau, Alaska
Union Oil Co. ne daily 52 wks, thru Foote,
Cone & Belding.
R. J. Reynolds (Camels), sa daily 52 wks
thru Wm. Esty Co.
Carters Products Inc., 3 ta weekly thru National Export Adv. Service.
Alaska Evangelization Society (Chicago),
15 min. weekly, 52 wks, placed direct.
Radio
Shop, LosRadio
Ange'es,
daily Print
thru Northwest
Adv. 5Co.min.
Simon & Shuster Inc., 5 min. daily thru
Northwest Radio Adv. Co.
KFRC San Francisco
Bu-Tay Products Inc., Los Angeles (Raindrops), weekly sp, 13 wks, thru GlasserGailey & Co., Los Angeles.

WHO Des Moines
Griffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. (shoe
polish),Castleman
314 t, 6 &perPierce
wk, thru
ham,
Inc., BermingNYC.
Skinner Mfgr. Co., Omaha (raisin-bran
macaroni), 300 t, 15 per wk, thru FerryHanley Co., Kansas City.
Iowa Packing
stead meats), Co.,
156 Des
ne, 3Moines
per wk,(O'd
thru HomeCoolidge Adv. Co., Des Moines.
Nutrena Mills, Kansas City (Nutrena
feeds), 156 sp, 3 per wk, thru FerryHan'ey Co., Kansas City.
G. E. Conkey Co., Cleveland (Conkey
feeds),
26 sp,Chicago.
1 per wk, thru Rogers &
Smith Adv.,
American Beauty Macaroni Co., Kansas
City, 106& ta,Holden,
2 per Kansas
wk, thruCity.
R. J. PottsCalkins
Manhattan Soap Co., NYC (Swe^eirt
soap), Adv.
156 ne,
3 perNYC.wk, thru Franklin
Bruck
Corp.,
Flexo-G'ass Co., Chicago (glass substisp, 1 Inc.,
per wk.
thru Presba, Fellerstute) .26
& Presba
Chicago.
WFAA-WBAP Dallas-Fort Worth
National Biscuit Co. (Shreddies). 18 t,
thru Federal Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Andrew Jergens Co. (lotion), one t per wk
N. Y.52 wks, thru Lennen & 'Mitchell Inc.,
for
Wolfe Nursery, Stephenville, Tex. (trees),
thru Longhorn Adv. Agency.
Wm. Cameron
& Co.,cabinets)
Waco, ,Tex.
tional and Ideal
one (institusp per
wk
for
52
wks,
thru
Tracy-Locke-Dawson Inc., Dallas.
Linz Jewelers, Dallas. 1 to 3 sa per wk for
52 wks, thru Crook Adv. Agency, Dallas.
Davis Hat Mfgr. Co., Dallas, one sp per wk
for 13 wks or more, thru Grant Adv.
Inc., Dallas.
Dr. Pepper Co., Dallas, one sp per wk for
13 wks
more, thru Tracy-Locke-Dawson
Inc.,orDallas.
WHEB Portsmouth, N. H.
New England Hellenic Assn., Haverhill,
Mass., 1 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru
George Panagiotopoulos, director.
Manchester Federal Savings & Loan Assn.,
Manchester, N. H. (home loans), 7 up
weekly, 52-weeks, direct.
John Pen Co., Chicago (fountain pens)
3Chicago.
sp weekly, tf., thru United Adv. Co.,
Plough Inc., Memphis (St. Joseph aspirin),
8 additional so weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Lake-Spiro-Shurman, Memphis.
Scott
direct.Furriers, Boston, 5 sp weekly, tf,
Yankee Shoemakers, Newmarket, N. H.
( R=huilders ) 6 sp weekly, 26 weeks,
direct.

KHJ Hollywood
Lumbermen's Mutual Casualty Co., Chicago
(insurance), weekly sa, 21 wks, thru Leo
Burnett Co., Chicago.
Ever-Dry Corp., Los Angeles (deodorant),
108 sa,
6 wks, thru Glasser-Gailey & Co.,
Los
Angeles.
John Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.
(Ticonderoga pencils), 3 sp weekly, thru
Federal Adv., N. Y.
Radio Corp. stof
(ini utional) 12
. America,
ta weekly,New52 York
wks, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Scudder Food Products, Monterey Park,
Cal. (food products), 5 sa weekly, 52
wks, thru Brisacher, Davis & Van Norden, Los Angeles.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York
(Icemint), 3 ta weekly, 52 wks, thru
Spot Broadcasting Inc., N. Y.
Yami Yogurt Co., Los Angeles (dairy
product) , 5 sp weekly, 13 wks, thru
Erwin Wasey & Co., Los Angeles.
Lyon Van & Storage Co., Los Angeles
(storage, moving), 5 sa weekly, 52 wks,
thru BBDO, Hollywood.
Cooper & Cooper Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y.
(razor blades), 2 sa weekly, 15 wks,
thru Casanave & Pearson Inc., N. Y.
WHOM Jersey City
E. R. Squibb & Sons, New York, 6 sp
weekly, 13 weeks, placed direct.
I. J. Fox, New York, 42 sa weekly, 6
weeks,Theater,
placed direct.
Roxy
New York, 22 sa, thru
Kayton-Spiero Co., Inc., N. Y.
Grove Labs., St. Louis, 3 sa weekly, 13
weeks,
cago. thru Russel M. Seeds Co., ChiSouthern Cotton Oil Co., New Orleans 3
sp and 8Dallas.
sa weekly, thru Tracy-LoekeDawson,
Geo. F. Stuhmer & Co., Brooklyn. 5 sa
weekly, 13 weeks, thru A. B. Landau
Inc., N. Y.
New York Schoo's of Music. New York,
weekly sp,vertising
13 weeks,
Agency, N. thru
Y. Prudential AdChrysler Bldg. Corp., New York, 6 sa
weekly, direct.
KFI Los Angeles
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
(Mazda lamps), 5 sa weekly, 52 wks, thru
BBDO. N. Y.
Consolidated Royal Chemical Corp., Chicago (Krank's
6 ta weekly,
26 wks,
thru shave
Arthurcream),
Myerhoff
& Co.,
Chicago.
Thrifty Drug Co., Los Angeles (Southern
California chain), weekly sa, 52 wks, thru
Hillman-Shane-Breyer Inc., Los Angeles.
Luden's Inc., Reading, Pa. (cough drops),
4 sa N.weekly,
Inc.,
Y. 3 wks, thru J. M. Mathes
Langendorf United Bakeries Inc.. San
Francisco (bread) , weekly ta, 27 wks,
thru
cisco. Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., San FranMorton Salt Co.. Chicago (table salt), 10
ta week'y,
4 wks, thru J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
WLS Chicago
Rex Research Labs., Toledo (Fly Tox). 5
sa weekly, 2 wks, thru Miller Agency,
Toledo.
G. E. Conkey Co., Cleveland (feeds), 3 sa
weekly. 26 wks, and 5 sa weekly, 26
wks, thru Rogers & Smith, Chicago.
Musterole Co., Cleveland, 6 sa weekly, 26
wks, thru Erwin Wasey & Co., N. Y.
OldChicago.
Sunday School, Chicago (reM^ious) one
sp weekly, 52 wks, thru Ivan Hill Agency,
KMPC Beverly Hills, Cal.
Gruen Watch Co., Cincinnati, 63 ta weekly,
N.
52 Y.wks, thru McCann-Erickson Inc.,
Sunway Fruit Products Co., Chicago (vitamins), 11 tChicago.
weekly, 13 wks, thru Sorensen & Co.,
California Ship Building Corp., San Pedro,
Cal., &(help
wanted)
sa, thru Foote,
Cone
Belding,
Los 78
Angeles.
Sunset Magazine, San Francisco (home &
garden periodicals), 18 ta, thru Brisacher, Davis & Van Norden. San Francisco.
KYW Philadelphia
Strawbridge & Clothier, Philadelphia (department store), 16 so, for 3 days, placed
direct.
H. L. Knowles, Inc., Springfield, Mass.
(Rubino),W. 3 Hoyt,
sa weekly,
Charles
N. Y. for 26 wks, thru
The Hubinger Co., Keokuk, la. (Quick
Elastic Starch), 1 sa weekly, for 13
wks, thru Ralph Moore, St. Louis.
WSAJ Cincinnati
Stanback Co., Salisbury, N. C. (headache
medicine), 21 ta weekly, 26 weeks, thru
J. Carson Brantley, Salisbury.
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Our

Spots

Paid Despite All Handicaps
(Continued from page 20)
tion breaks, we had to do it like say, our mailing list, too, has benethis :
fited by the operation.
Finally, at a time when all our
Cheerful news: FREE inspection, written report . . . any
facilities, except the Service Debasement or forced-air FURpartment, are devoted to war proNACE over five years old . . .
duction, and few pre-war Payne
June and July only . . .
furnaces are available even on priority, we reminded hundreds of
P-A-Y-N-E . . . Payne Furnace
Company. Call or write nearthousands of our "neighbors" not
once, but many times, that the
est office in phone book.
name "P-A-Y-N-E, Payne" still
Results Inventory
stands for heating and for friendly,
Now, as to what happened: The skilled service, and will continue to
results of any such operation must do so after the war. This constructive publicity, impossible to evalube evaluated, of course, upon two
ate in dollars, we regard as the
bases — tangible and intangible. For most important result of our unique
tangible results, we had a total of
radio test. Our manageabout 750 inquiries, and they con- summerment sums
up its attitude in two
tinued to come in for some time
after the offer expired July 31. words, "Completely satisfied".
Our Service Department took orders for approximately 250 free
inspections of qualifying furnaces, BECK SHOES ADDING
the majority of which revealed RADIO TO CAMPAIGN
"prospects" for future replace- RADIO TIME as well as substanment. Cash sales for service jobs
tial newspaper linage in 40 cities
and parts totaled over $1,500.00 is planned
for fall advertising
and many contacts were established campaign of A. S. Beck Shoes. A
for future service, when and if special musical spot announcement
needed. More cash sales will fol- for station breaks and participalow, of course.
tion programs has been created for
Beck by Pettingil & Fenton Inc.
As to the intangibles: Owners
and will be broadcast more than 125
whose heating plants required no times a week by three New York
service were given a written report stations. The agency handles both
to that effect, and it is safe to say newspaper and radio campaigns.
that every one of them retained a
Outlets in A. S. Beck sales tercordial, friendly feeling toward our
ritory throughout the East and
Middle West are to be added to the
Company and its represestatives.
Whom will they call when they do schedule shortly.
newspaper and radio copy
need service later? "Payne", we areBoth
to feature success theme rehope and believe.
portedly based on independent reAmong the total calls were a
that "more women on Fifth
good many from owners of floor Avenuesearch and
other fashionable
furnaces who either had not under- streets wear A. S. Beck Shoes than
stood our announced limitations or
who contacted us anyway on a any other shoe!"
chance that we would inspect their
WCED Joins CBS
appliances. Instead of regarding
WITH the addition of WCED, Du
these as nuisance calls, we wel- Bois, Pa., Oct. 10, to the list of
CBS affiliates, the network will
comed them as an opportunity to reach
a total of 135 stations.
make additional friendly contacts,
Owned
and
by Tri-County
explaining the conditions of the Broadcastingoperated
Co. with 250 watts
offer by telephone and, in many
on 1230 kc, WCED joins CBS as a
cases, advising the owners on how bonus station to the basic network.
to clean and adjust their appli- Network recently acquired KEYS,
Corpus Christi; and RGBS, Harances. Again, a fund of good will 23].
lingen, Tex. [Broadcasting, Aug.
undoubtedly resulted. Needless to
CALIFORNIA

B-S-H NAMES CARTER
A SENIOR EXECUTIVE
FURTHER EVIDENCE of the
eventual reorganization of personnel at Blackett-Sample-Hummert
when E. F. Hummert resigns and
a new agency setup is formed
[Broadcasting, Aug. 16], was given last week with the announcement by H. M. Dancer, president of
B-S-H, that Bertram H. Carter has
joined
utive. the agency as a senior execMr. Carter has most recently
been publisher and editor of his
own newspaper in upper New York
state, and before that was with The
Saturday Evening Post in Philadelphia. He has also headed his
own advertising agency, and has
worked with Lennen & Mitchell,
New York.
Appointment of Mr. Carter to
the B-S-H staff is the second in two
weeks, Joseph I. Palistrant, formerly with Frederick Stearns & Co.,
Detroit manufacturing chemists,
having been appointed director of
the agency's drug
and cosmetic
merchandising
department.
Whelan Testing
WHELAN DRUG Co., a chain of
35 New York drug stores, made its
first radio venture Aug. 23 as sponsor of a segment of Alan Courtney's recorded music program six
times weekly on WOV New York.
Contract is for 12 weeks. NeffRogow, New York, is agency.
Hon.
B B
New
Dear
I'd
with

Frank Silvernail
D & O
York, N. Y.
Frank:
bet my last dollar that you'll agree
me when I say it'sthatthose
makeextras
one
•product stand
out over
another. I knew
youh a would,
and
tuou're
t'sprobably
why
interested in
knowing how
my stationthru
also
comes
with those so
called extras.
Well, we are
carrying
that
"Washington
swell
AP show,
just
as Out",
lots of
Inside
other stations
are doing. But
us
putting
youjustdon't
see
it on with one
of our regular
mnouncers
(as
good as they
We've
are)
. No got
sir!
Max Fullerton
doing the show,
and, as you
know,
Max ofis
the chief

COVERAGE

What's all this about the
BEELINE?
Soon you'll have the full
story. Watch these pages.

the AP
reau for Buthe
state of W. Va.
Makes a "natit? Course
spottedural,"radio
right
doesn't
too,
because we've
more gotthanit 500,000
homes can hear it every Sunday at
6:15 P.M. Believe me, I couldn't blame
some
for thing.
buying it, if he's
lookingadvertiser
for the real
Yrs.
Regards
ALGY
WCHS

McCLATCHY
BROADCASTING
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COMPANY
Advertising

Charleston, W. Va.

DICK
TRACY
ALWAYS

GETS HIS MAN!

Can Get Your Men,
Women or Children
YOUYou MONDAYS
Sponsor This
THRU Swell
FRIDAYSShow5:15-5:30
P.M.
SPOT SALES, INC.
IFNational Representatives

LOUISVILLE

WINN

BLUE

NETWORK

STATION
LOUISVILLE,

i*t
KY.

D. E. "Plug" Kendrick
President and Generalou
Manager
y *
G. F.Sales
"Red"
Manager Bauer
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Garey

Says

'Gestapo'
Sustained
(Continued fromCharges
page 12)
ness operations, Mr. Belli got the
time and about his including political material in his broadcasts, sup- Office of Censorship interested in
posedly confined to nutrition, Mr. his case, the FCC report states. On
Belli said that in June, 1942, he Sept. 25, 1942, Mr. Ennis wrote to
dropped Dr. Brunoii from his pro- Alan Fenner, FCC field attorney
gram. Dr. Brunori then made an in New York, that "strong repreaffidavit about Mr. Belli and gave
sentations are made in his favor"
it to Giuseppe Lupis, editor of IL and suggesting that either the FCC
Mondo and Italian program director or the OWI, "whichever is charged
cf WHOM New York, who took it with the responsibility," should deto Washington. Called as a witness
cide on Mr. Belli's fitness to broadcast, rather than the AECU.
in the hearings of the preceding
In October the OC asked Messrs.
week, Mr. Lupis was revealed as a
constant "informer" on the activ- Falk and Cranston, together with
ities of Italian broadcasters to the David Truman, broadcast analyst
FCC and other Government agen- for the FCC's FBIS, and Jerome
cies.
of the FCC's War ProbAfter accepting the new parole Spingarn
lems Division, to discuss Mr. Belli
which shut down his normal busi- with Robert K. Richards, assistant

to J. H. Ryan, and E. H. Bronson,
head of OC's foreign language radio section. The Censorship officials asked for more information,
which Mr. Cranston and Mr. Spingarn promised to supply.
On Nov. 12, 1942, J. H. Ryan, assistant director of OC, wrote the
AECU that the OC's own investigation of Mr. Belli, plus its review
of the material supplied by FCC
and OWI, failed to prove the
charges mended
against
him,
and recomthat he be
relieved
of his
parole. Terming the FBIS report
"nebulous", Mr. Ryan wrote that
the OC's monitoring had "uncovered no evidence of censorship violations". He also discounted the
credibility of Dr. Brunori's affidavit by revealing his conviction for
extortion in 1913.
Ryan Said O-C Found
/Vo Evidence of Violations
Regarding charges that Mr.
Belli was a Fascist, made by Pietro Garofalo (who Mr. Ryan stated was discharged at the suggestion of Mr. Alcorn when he disobeyed orders about the sources of
his newscasts), and by the Mazzini
Society (which Mr. Ryan pointed
out, had for two years unsuccessfully tried to get Mr. Belli to become amember) Mr. Ryan said that
this evidence might be prejudiced.
The OC monitor who listened to
Belli's programs for six weeks reported that they did the "best job
of selling bonds and making USO
appeals of all Italian broadcasters
to
whom she had listened", he declared.

Meet

2,000,000

Friends!

More people now live in WOAI's daytime primary
area than in the metropolitan markets of San Francisco, St. Louis, Cleveland, Baltimore or Washington, D. C!
Count off 2,008,760 prosperous folks and you
have the population of that part of Texas in which
the powerful voice of WOAI is predominant. And of
this number 183,959 have moved in since 1940!
WOAI sells more merchandise to more people
than any other station in Central and South Texas —
one of the healthiest and fastest-growing markets in
America.

50,000 WATTS
AFFILIATE NBC
------

-

A few days later Mr. Falk also
wrote the AECU objecting to Mr.
Ryan's conclusions and stating that
OC "ignores completely Dr. Brunori's side of the argument, misinterprets the Garofalo incident
and was misled by its informants
about the Mazzini Society." Asked
by Chairman Cox to explain the
difference in attitudes reflected by
the OC, the FCC and OWI, Mr.
Garey said that the Office of Censorship "is responsibly conducting
its duties with a fine regard for
the scope of activities it is given
by law, whereas the FCC and OWI

are not". There is a little group
in both the latter agencies, he stated, who, finding themselves "momentarily in power", are "determined to destroy" persons whom
they
dence. suspect, with or without eviOn Dec. 2, Thomas D. McDermott, acting director of enemy alien
parolees, reported that Mr. Belli
was "observing technical compliance with the restrictions" imposed
on him, but that the condition of
parole was
too recommended
nebulous to beeither
enforced and he
cancellation of the condition or internment of Mr. Belli.
Mr. Garey read reports from Mr.
Fenner to Marcus Cohn, of the
FCC legal staff in Washington, of
attempts to obtain counter evidence
to the proposed lifting of Mr. Belli's
parole views
restrictions,
covering
interwith other Italian
language
broadcasters and even with Mr.
Belli's office boy. Copies of stories
in Italian language papers were
sent to Washington, charging Mr.
Belli with appearing with prominent Fascists at a party given in
1939 by the Italian Barbers Assn.
Mr. Belli denied attending the affair.
The FCC files also contained
vouchers signed by Miss Frances
Keene of Shortwave Research Inc.,
who had been engaged by the FCC,
indicating that she had spent many
hours investigating Mr. Belli and
that she had also hired others to
assist in this task. Nathan David,
FCC asistant general counsel, representing the Commission at the
hearing, asked that the record show
that this action on her part, was
unuathorized and that the FCC did
not pay these other assistants.
Hired Two; Fired Two,
At OWPs Suggestion
Meanwhile, Mr. Belli testified, he
had sought assistance from Rep.
Vito Marcantonio (A.L.-N.Y.) , who
had conferred with FCC officials,
including Nathan David, the latter
asked Rep. Marcantonio to tell
Mr. Belli to talk to Messrs. Cranston and Falk. When he saw them,
in March, Mr. Belli stated, they
told him that he'd have to change

CLEAR CHANNEL
MEMBER TQN

OAI
San

The
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some of his staff, who were accused
of being pro-Fascist. He protested
that this was not true as far as
he knew and also that the conditions of his parole did not allow
him to take any part in broadcasting. They told him, he stated, that
if he made the changes they suggested they'd have the parole lifted.
At their suggestion, he testified,
he hired Renzo Nissim, who then
assumed full charge of the programs in the time paid for by Mr.
Belli and who, the following day,
hired two new staff men. Reporting on this in a letter written to
J. A. Guest, FCC senior field attorney in New York, on April 5,
Mr. Belli wrote:
OWI Thanked Belli
For Loan of Italian Discs
"We have taken Hugo Neri from
the air and replaced him with Nino
di Salle, an American citizen having a well-known anti-Fascist background. Mr. Angelo Franci, the
news translator, was replaced with
Ettore Rava, holding a position
with OWI in New York.
"Renzo Nissim, censor and supervisor, is a Dr. of Law with an antiFascist background. He has been
working for OWI in Washington,
in the preparation of scripts of
i anti-Fascist propaganda which are
on the air on all Italian-language
; stations in America."
After some discussion of program
j hope
changes,
letter will
concludes,
thesethechanges
meet with"I

student at the U. of Florence he
had belonged to a student Fascist
organization and that he had joined
the Fascist Party following his
graduation in 1931 when he wanted
an appointment as an assistant at
the University, explaining that the
Italian law required all instructors
to be party members. He did not
keep up his dues and was expelled,
he said.
Cox Says Alien Hiring

TAKING THE SPONSORS for a ride is the new way of celebrating an
anniversary broadcast which commentator John Corcoran, WFIL Philadelphia, has found popular. The handsome oat-burners pulled a tally-ho
load of Morris Plan Bank branch managers and agency heads out to
Garden State Race Track in Pennsauken, N. J. The chap at the left with
the hand up is Corcoran.
the approval of the OWI, FCC and
other Government agencies interested in my activities." Mr. David
asked Chairman Cox to ask the witness if identical letters were not
sent to the FBI and other agencies,
explaining that he could not testify to that and that in six months
the witness will not bs available.
Mr. Cox rejected his plea, but subsequently Mr. Garey put the question to Mr. Belli who said he did
not remember and could not tell
without consulting his files.
On April 9, Mr. Belli said, he was
told that he could resume his business, but could not prepare or put

Sure, we're the "Voice

on broadcast material. Later Mr.
Nissim told him, he said, that he'd
arranged for a full release from
the condition of parole and on
May 26 this - occurred. As a postscript, Mr. Garey read a letter to
Mr. Belli from the OWI, written
last July, expressing "great appreciation" for his "real and valuable
contribution to the war effort" in
making available to the OWI his
collection of Italian records for use
in overseas broadcasting.
Renzo Nissim, called to the witness stand Wednesday morning,
testified that he had been born in
Florence, Italy, in 1907; that as a

By OWI Is "Shocking"
Coming to America as a visitor
in 1937, he went to Cuba and returned as an immigrant the following year, he said. His first radio
work was as a writer on the
Famous Trials program sponsoz-ed
by Roman Macaroni Co. on WHOM.
Later he also worked with an
Italian dramatic company appearing on WOV and about a year ago
an Italian program director of that
station recommended him to Mr.
Falk who hired him as a writer on
an OWI series, "Victory for
America — Freedom for Italy,"
which was transcribed and sent to
all Italian language stations in the
United States.
Chairman Cox observed that apparently the people in Government
service could not find citizens to
do their work, but followed the
practice of engaging immigrants as
soon as they arrive. He termed the
situation "shocking" and one that
should be corrected immediately.

of the

Textile South." But don't overlook our
farmers. In our 22 county— 3 state-

area, they had a '93,000,000

cash income

last year. It's gone up

Serving the Textile South
from Spartanburg, S.C.
5000 watts day,
1000 watts night,

since, (so has their way-ahead
preference for WSPA).

050 kc. Represented by
Hollingbery.
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Mr. Garey said that according to
the Congressional Record of June
28, 1943, there were 417 aliens on
the OWI payroll, with salaries
ranging up to $8,000 a year.
After this revelation the Chairman asked Mr. Garey if these aliens
were hired because of their knowledge of some special foreign ideologies or because of their understanding of American ideals, to which
Mr. Garey replied that they were
hired to tell Americans how America is and how it ought to be.
At first he wrote his scripts from
material sent him by Mr. Falk or
other OWI officials, principally
Giuseppe Facci, in charge of OWI's
domestic Italian broadcasts, Mr.

Nissim said. Later, when this material was slow in coming, he began
developing his own material, he
stated, explaining in response to
Mr. Garey's questioning that he
felt that most Italian speaking
Americans were pro-Fascist and
that something ought to be done to
change their frame of mind.
FCC Attorney Asks Data
On Staff Changes at WB1SX
Questioned about his work as an
announcer for the OWI Overseas
Branch, Mr. Nissim said he had
taken an oath of secrecy not to disclose anything about this. Mr.
Garey asked what he was supposed

not to reveal and he replied that he
supposed it was the material he had
broadcast, assenting to Mr. Garey's
remark, "It's all right to broadcast
it to the entire world but you must
keep
a secret
home."
On itMarch
19, at1943,
he received
a letter from Mr. Belli asking for
an appointment, Mr. Nissim said,
stating that he was surprised at
this as he had never met Mr. Belli.
He went to Mr. Belli's office and
was offered a position, Mr. Belli
Nissim's
Mr. Belli
he had
that the
saying from
name
OWI.got Mr.
told
him the whole story of being put
off the air, he said, adding that he
was "amazed and shocked" at such
injustice.
Mr. Belli hired him as censor and
announcer, with possibly some
script writing, he said, and told him
that the OWI wanted more "prodemocratic material" in the programs, which they had criticized as
being "too passive." In effect, Mr.
Nissim said, he was placed in
charge of Mr. Belli's program operations, as at that time Mr. Belli
was not permitted to go to the
WBNX studios, under the conditions of his parole.
Shortly after this, Mr. Nissim
said, he heard from Mr. Facci that
he had given his name to Mr. Belli.
Mr. Nissim said that he made several changes in personnel, but that
before hiring any new Italian staff
members he consulted the OWI, explaining that he did this in good
faith as he thought that the OWI,
as a Government agency, had the
right to say who should or should
not be employed. He also stated
that J. A. Guest, senior field atWinners

May Expand

PENN TOBACCO Co., WilkesBarre, since early July has been
testing radio for its new Winner
king-size cigarettes, using a fiveweekly quarter-hour newscast on
WHP Harrisburg. Promotion for
Winners, which alternates with
commercials for Kentucky Club tobacco, is on the theme that Winners
are "gentlest on the human system." Later in the fall, Penn may
expand Winner promotion to station breaks in the Harrisburg and
other areas. Agency is H. M. Kiesewetter Adv. Agency, New York.
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THE

Record Future
PREDICTION that the magnetic recording system now
being utilized by the Army
for on-the-spot recordings
[Broadcasting, Aug. 23] will
be widely cordingsused
for home
in postwar
days re-is
made in the "Business at
War" section of the September Fortune. "Before the
war," the magazine reports,
"it was possible to make disk
recordings at home, but quality comparable
to the
commercial
records
couldbest
be
achieved only with expensive,
hard-to-work equipment. The
new method involves recording sound waves by magnetic
impulses on wire or tape.
With it, almost anyone can
make good recordings from
his radio set."
torney for the FCC in New York,
came to WBNX soon after he began working there and asked to be
informed of any changes in personnel.
Garey Sees FCC Laying Off
Because of Inquiry
Mr. Nissim said that after investigating the people working for
Mr. Belli he found no indications
that any of them were anti-democratic or pro-Fascist. The only
change he suggested, he said, was
the replacement of Angelo Franci,
and that was not for political reasons but because Mr. Nissim
thought he was not qualified for his
job. He reported to the FCC and
OWI that he found no basis for
their charges of pro-Fascist sentistated. ments among the personnel, he
Questioned about Hugo Neri,
Mr. Nissim said that he found
nothing against him and wanted
him kept on, but that Mr. Belli said
that someone at the FCC or OWI
had insisted that he be let go because of an allegedly anti-British
tone to one of his broadcasts. He
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was kept on as a salesman, Mr.
Nissim said, but was not allowed to
go into the studios.
On a trip to Washington to discuss some OWI scripts with Mr.
Facci, Mr. Nissim said, they talked
about Mr. Belli and Mr. Nissim
urged that everything possible be
done to relieve him of the condition
of his parole which was ruining
his business. Mr. Facci agreed that
this should be done, Mr. Nissim
said, and shortlv afterwards the
condition was lifted. He denied
claiming credit for lifting the
parole condition, but said that he
thought his talk with Mr. Facci
may have helped to achieve this
end.
Mr. Nissim said that for some
time he had had no inquiries from
OWI, FCC or any other Government agencies, at which Mr. Garey
asked if he thought that possibly
the House Select Committee investigation into the activities of
the FCC and OWI might not have
helped to keep these agencies off
.the neck of the broadcasters.
W. I. Moore, financial officer of
WBNX and assistant to W. C. Alcorn, the stand
station's
general
manager,
took the
in the
afternoon.
He
testified that Edmund Silver of the
FCC legal staff had come to him
on May 30, 1942, for information
and continuities of certain German language broadcasts, which
he was given. On June 27, 1942, he
said, Charles E. Clift, an FCC investigator described by Chairman
Cox as "a member of the Gestapo
Df the Commission," came to
WBNX, remaining for about 10
iays, during which time he went
into every phase of the station's
speration, asking detailed questions
ibout the personnel, the contracts
ivith clients, how bulk sales were
landled and similar matters. He
refused to explain the reason for
;;his investigation, Mr. Moore said,
saying only that he had been ordered to make it.
At that time WBNX was operatng on a regular license but at the
Pal Spot Campaign
PAL BLADE Co., New York, is
inducting a spot campaign for
Jal Razor Blades in five cities and
nay expand further if drive proves
uccessful. Firm uses five-minute
ranscriptions featuring harmonica
luettes
"Gallagher
Sheean".
.listenersby are
invited toandsubmit
the
ast line to an uncompleted jingle,
Var Bond prizes going to the Winers. Discs are aired from two to
hree times weekly on WBZ-WBZA
VTIC WBT WSGN WHO, at all
imes of the day and evening. Pal
>lade ran a test in the New York
rea in the first part of the year,
'.urrent
started Co.,
Aug.New9.
agency iscampaign
Al Paul Lefton
'ork.

"KEEP

end of July it was put on a 30-day
license, Mr. Moore said, continuing
on that basis until just recently,
when its regular license was restored. WBNX was put on temporary license after George Brunner, German program producer,
had been put off the air at the direction of Lee Falk, Mr. Moore
stated.

able to recall much about the meeting except that the man had objected to everything about the
Italian programs on the station and
had asked for time to put on a
series for his organization, which
Mr. Moore had refused. Mr. Garey
also read from a letter written last
fall by Mr. Alcorn to Robert K.
Richards of the Office of Censor-

ship, stating that perhaps this rejection of the Mazzini Society
might have been the "innocent
cause" of Mr. Belli's trouble.
Ralph Weil, manager of WOV,
called as the next witness, was
asked
his station's
public
service about
contributions.
In reply
he
gave Mr. Garey a list of public
service programs on WOV from

Weil Denies Hartley Was
Recommended By Falk
Questioned as to his association
with Mr. Falk, Mr. Moore said he
had not met him before the day
that Mr. Falk had told him and Mr.
Alcorn to put Mr. Brunner off the
air, but that he had heard Mr.
Falk speak at a foreign language
session of the 1942 NAB convention.
He recalled that Mr. Falk had said
that unless the foreign language
stations got rid of certain personnel objectionable to the OWI they
would lose their licenses, a statement that made Mr. Moore so mad,
ing.reported, that he left the meethe
Mr. Garey read a letter written
by Mr. Moore on Dec. 30, 1941, to
Frances Keene, director of Shortwave Research Inc., concerning an
interview he had had with the
chairman of the radio committee of
the Mazzini Society, whom she had
sent to WBNX. Mr. Moore was unSTAFF
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CHANGES

AT NBC CHICAGO
JULES HERBUVEAUX, program
manager of the NBC central division, .has announced the appointment of Arthur Jacobson as assistant production manager, the addition of two new production staff
members and the resignation of
Fred Weihe, NBC director, who
will return to New York.
The new staff men are Albert
Crews, former chairman of the
Department of Radio in the School
of Speech at Northwestern University, who will be a drama director, and Peter A. Cavallo, Jr.,
Chicago musician, who will serve
as a musical director.
Jacobson, who will assist Charles
Urquhart, production manager,
joined NBC a year ago after an
acting carer of 16 years in radio,
stage and screen under the stagename of Henry Hunter, he costarred in productions with Sylvia
Sidney, Alice Brady, the Lunts,
May Robson and Eva LaGallienne.
While at Northwestern, Crews
collaborated with Judith Waller,
NBC central division public service
director, in planning and supervising the NBC-NU Summer Radio
Institute, and has written two texts
used by the Institute students, The
'Handbook of Radio Writing and A
Handbook
of Radio Production Directing.

L
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He's the most talked about
commentator in the United States
His "scoops" have made radio
history during the past few
years.

His authorative, yet

interesting style is recognized
and respected on 197 stations
coast to coast ... a record
in itself.
The power of Fulton Lewis, Jr. has been proven ... now
sell him at your one time quarter hour rate per week.
Call, wire or'write:
WM. B. DOLPH, WOL, WASHINGTON, D. C.

SHIPPING MONTHLY"
wires Eugene Tanner, WSIX
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Available locally on transcription— see C. MICHELSON
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FILMACK

January 1942 to the present time,
which he said represented a contribution of $281,989 worth of time
at card rates, in addition to which
the station had expended about
$5500 in presenting these programs.
Mr. Weil also offered copies of
magazine articles, letters, awards
and presentations made to WOV by
publications, Government agencies,
the Red Cross, the Treasury Dept.,
the NAB and other individuals
and groupsstanding
forcontributions
the station's
outto various
phases of the war effort, particularly for promoting a pro-democratic attitude among Italo-Americans.
Questioned about Arnold B.
Hartley, program director of WOV,
Mr. Weil denied that he had been
recommended by Mr. Falk, and
when Mr. Garey read from a statement Mr. Weil had made to an investigator ofthe Committee to that
effect, he said that he had later
changed that statement, which was
incorrect.
Asked if he had talked to Harold
A. Lafount, general manager of all
the Bulova radio properties, including WOV, since Mr. Lafount had
been interviewed by the Committee,
Mr. Weil said he had seen Mr. Lafount on the following morning.
Mr. Garey questioned Mr. Weil
closely about this conversation,
asking if Mr. Lafount had told Mr.
Weil that Mr. Garey had informed
him that Mr. Weil had told the
Committee that Mr. Falk had given
Mr. Hartley's name to WOV. Mr.
Weil denied that Mr. Lafount had
made any such report to him or

LARGE CROWD gathers as one of New York's largest newspaper advertisers, Abraham & Straus department store, makes its first venture into
commercial radio [Broadcasting, Aug. 23]. WABC, New York, takes its
program The Missus Goes A Shopping to the store in Brooklyn, to welcome A & S as a participating sponsor. (L to r) R. H. Steiger, ass't
sec'y, A & S; G. R. Swift, WABC account executive; Walter Neff,
president, Neff-Rogow Agency, New York; Paul Mowry, WABC production staff; John Reed King, m.c. ; Dorothy E. Swenson, vice-president
and publicity director, and Richard H. Brown, vice-president and general superintendent of A & S; George Allen, program director, and John
Field, newly appointed sales manager, of WABC.

had complained about the testimony he had given, stating that
Mr. Lafount had complained about
the length of time the Committee
had kept him waiting.
Mr. Garey warned Mr. Weil that
he was under oath to tell the truth,
adding that there had been "too
much false swearing around here"
and that it might be a good idea to
make an example. Hearing then
recessed
the day
"to give with
the
witness aforchance
to consult
counsel."

FILMACK
is a way of converting a few
minutes of your station sustaining time into big promotion—results almost without
cost.
FILMACK

PERFO

DEPENDS UPON
ACCURATE
WORKMANSHIP

gives you repeated contact
with enormous movie theatre
audiences— stepped up show
ratings— happier sponsors.
FILMACK
is a Tit-for-Tat deal that
brings your station greater
tune-in —without using up
promotion money.
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Fly Letters Called Bid For
Support by FBI and Military
Mr. Garey opened the Thursday
morning session by reading a number of letters by FCC Chairman
Fly to the FBI and to military
and naval intelligence asking for
information about George Brunner, who had been put off WBNX
more than six months before, and
also about Elsa Maria Troja, Lido
Belli and William C. Forrester, all
employed at WBNX. No answer
was received to either of these letters, Mr. Garey said.
Chairman Cox asked the purpose of this correspondence and
Mr. Garey replied that the FCC
and OWI were evidently trying to
find some support for their illegal
and unauthorized actions against
these persons.
Duccio Tabet, an Italian-born
alien who had been a member of
the Fascist party in Italy and who
entered the United States in 1940
on a political refugee visa, was
called as a witness. He explained
that, like Mr. Nizzim, he had
joined the party only as a means
of obtaining a teaching position
at the University of Pisa. He and
his wife helped to organize Free
Italian Youth, a group of young
The Only

BLUE
Serving
Network Station
the rich important
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WEED
mid
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anti-Fascist Italians and ItaloAmericans, a few months ago, he
said, describing the organization's
aims as, first, to promote the war
program of the United Nations,
and, second, to help establish a
democratic government in Italy.
He admitted the desire to return to
Italy to assist in setting up a democratic government there as soon
as that is possible.
Religious Teachings Involved
In Directors9 Instructions
Questioned about a speech made
by Mrs. Tabet at a recent meeting
i[ of an allegedly communistic nature, Mr. Tabet denied that his
f wife is a communist or a fellow
traveler, describing her as prodemocratic. Asked about his membership in the Mazzini Society, he
said its purpose was to "make prodemocratic propaganda" to counteract the effect of pro-Fascist
'propaganda
in America. among Italian groups
Mr. Tabet said he went to work
(at WOV as a translator in December 1941 and shortly after that
"also
began
censoring Italian
^scripts. He was hired by Mario
jfFerrari-Hutton, then Italian pro!Ingram director, he said, at the recom endation of a mutual friend,
that Shortwave Redenied
jjLbut
isearch or any government agency
^helped to get him the job.
I Before Easter, 1942, Mr. Tabet
JUaid that he had suggested to Mr.
t.j.;Hutton that the station prepare a
set of instructions for program
Matchabelli Test
PRINCE MATCHABELLI Inc.,
New York, which has tested a
jroup of one-time broadcasts on
3BS in December, April, May and
June for its Stradivari perfume, is
beginning a regular series of programs for that and other perfume
(oroducts Oct. 10 on NBC. As on
,;he single programs, Paul Lavalle
|Vill conduct an orchestra featuring violinists playing the historic
jptring instruments after which the
Stradivari perfume was named.
Jsing 52 NBC stations, the series
nifivill
be heard Sundays 12:30-1 p.m.
- Vgency
in charge is Morse International, New York.

directors and that under Mr. Hutton's direction he had written one
which has since been used by the
station at the Easter and Christmas holidays. An English translation of these instructions was read
into the record:
"First: When one talks about
war it is absolutely necessary to
avoid vague and confusing expressions such as "devastating
war," "horrible devastation" and
similar. One must, to the contrary,
put in evidence that the war which
America and the allies are fighting
is a war for a just cause, for an
ideal of justice and freedom which
finds its origin exactly in the
teaching of Jesus Christ.
"Second: When one talks of
peace he must in every case first
state that the victory of America
is necessary for humanity to find
its peace.
"Third: Nothing must be said in
contrast with the password of the
moment. For instance, no reference to 'resignation, because after
the storm serenity will follow.'
This would evidently be in contrast with the stirring activity
which everyone of us must consecrate to the victory of the democracies. One may naturally invite the
faithful to prayer, but they must
not be invited to desist from action.
"Fourth: It is well to put in eviBelieves in Radio
CRAWFORD CLOTHES, N. Y.,
through additional new programs
and renewals, are now using approximately ten and a half hours
weekly on WMCA New York. Latest programs to come under their
sponsorship include commentaries
by Dr. Frank Kingdon, educator,
Tuesday through Saturday, 10:3011 p.m., and recorded popular
music of 10, 12, 15 minutes, with
Jerry Lawrence as m.c. Another
musical series rounds out the new
listings,
the to
clothing
firm'sa
recently bringing
added time
four and
half hours. With the renewal of
more than six hours per week, the
combined radio time is equally
divided between news and music.
Crawford also uses less extensive
schedules on WJBK Detroit and
WPEN Philadelphia. Agency is Al
Paul Lefton Co., N. Y.
RAY REYNOLDS
OF ROGERS
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about
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dence that freedom of religion is
one of the aims of the war of the
United Nations.
"Fifth: Talking about Jesus'
life, it is necessary to avoid touching upon episodes for which require a knowledge and competence
possessed only by recognized authorities. It should rather be
brought out that which can ultimately be illustrated at this time,
for instance, that which refers to
the equality of all men, in absolute contrast with the racial theMr.ory ofGarey
then questioned Mr.
Fascism."
Tabet about a religious script he
had censored last December, in
which was paraphrased that section of the Lord's Prayer — "For-

give us our trespasses as we forgive
those who trespass against us" — to
read "Let us forgive those, who enacted by anger or driven by the
hidden force of Satan, have attempted to offend us". Later he deleted this paraphrase. He explained
the change by saying "it could be
interpreted in the wrong way" as
suggesting that the American public should forgive Fascists.
Lengthy questioning as to his
competence to censor i-eligious programs failed to produce any answer other than that he was trying to prevent misunderstanding.
Asked about frequent deletions
of such religious phrases as "peace
on earth to men of goodwill," which

BUT WDBJ HAS ONLY 27
DAYTIME PRIMARY COUNTIES .

SURE, BUT THAT'S 25.7%
BUYING POWER!
OF VIRGINIA'S

u NLESS

you've studied the figures, we

grant it's hard to believe that the 27 daytime primary Roanoke-Southwest Virginia
counties which are served (virtually exclusively) by WDBJ actually furnish
25.7% of Virginia's buying power. . . .
. . . 28.6% of all the radio homes in Virginia— and most other market indices in
at least the same rough proportion, too. . . .
WDBJ

is the only station giving satisfactory service to this important area. May
we send you all the facts?

CBS • 5000 Watts • 960 KC
Owned and Operated by the
TIMES-WORLD CORP.
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he changed for a Christmas broadcast, to read "Peace on earth, good
will toward men and victory for
America", Mr. Tabet insisted that,
religious programs or not, there
should be no mention of peace without also some mention of an American victory.
Mr. Garey asked him if he did
not realize that the "peace" referred to was peace of spirit, mind
and soul, a religious and not a political phenomenon, and what
right had he to question a basic
tenet of the Christian Religion in
the United States which allows no
one to interfere with religious
teachings.
Simon Cites Troubles
On Anchoring Control
The difficulty of foreign language
broadcasters in their relationship
with the FCC with particular respect to personnel was described by
Arthur Simon, general manager of
WPEN, Philadelphia, who took the
stand briefly Thursday afternoon
to swear into the record a testimony that he had given to Committee Counsel on Aug. 12 and Aug. 24
in New York.
The problems of getting some
government agency with proper authority to tell broadcasters officially and specifically what personnel
should or should not be on the air
were related by Mr. Simon. As
Chairman of the Foreign Language
Radio Wartime Control Committee,
he told of the origin and the objective of that group which was organized at the NAB Cleveland Convention in May, 1942. Mr. Simon

l

told of a conference with FCC
Chairman Fly reporting on the
progress that the Foreign Language
Radio Wartime Control was making and that Mr. Fly was pleased
that the organization was going to
try to regulate the personnel on
foreign language stations. At one
of these conferences, Mr. Simon
called to the Commissioners' attention the large number of foreign
language stations that were operating under temporary licenses and
asked what was holding up the licenses. The Chairman replied that
he was surprised at that but he
didn't know any particular reason
why
any broadcaster
have
a permanent
license. Itdidn't
may have
been due to one of many reasons,
he said, but he couldn't tell without looking up the records. Mr.
Simon posed the same question to
Nathan David at a subsequent
meeting. At that meeting Mr.
David said that there were many
reasons for a station being on a
temporary
license,
that ofhethe didn't
have the records
on any
matters of those referred to that the
FCC wasn't at liberty to divulge
any information on personnel. Mr.
Simon said they could get nowhere
with David and so they left.
The method used by the OWI to
"put the finger" on foreign language announcers that it considered subversive was brought out in
Mr. Simon's testimony. He told of
verbal directives that Mr. Falk had
handed down against certain personnel, including Stefano Luotto.
When Mr. Falk told Mr. Simon
that "Luotto was not the kind of a
person to be broadcasting", Mr.
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Mr. Simon described the questionnaire that the Foreign Lan
or you don't."
guage Radio
WartimeforControl
Committee had devised
all persons
employed by foreign language stations. These questionnaires included
the employes' fingerprints. That information at the time it was compiled was turned over to the OWI
because up to that particular time
Mr. Simon
"it was agency
impossible to get testified,
any government
who said it had the responsibility
Riddle,
Price,
Fly from the air."
of
removing
anyone
Called in on Problem
The vague incriminations that
the OWI handed down without substantiation, reached a climax, Mr.
Simon said, during an OWI-Wartime Control meeting, at which A.
N. Armstrong Jr. of WCOP, Boston, asked Lee Falk about an announcer on WCOP that Mr. Armstrong had been unsuccessfully trying to check for months, but Mr.
Falk, replied that if he was the
manager
that stationon heit wouldn't
have
that ofannouncer
but Mr.
Falk, Mr. Simon testified, had
nothing to substantiate that allegation.
When Elmer Davis assumed
the directorship of the OWI, Mr.
Simon wired that representatives
of the Committee would like to meet
with Mr. Davis. At that meeting
with Mr. Davis, Mr. Simon complained bitterly about Mr. Falk and
expressed the view that the OWI
had no right to be doing things it
was doing. Mr. Davis, according to
Mr. was
Simon,
agreed one,
that that
the its
OWI's
job
a positive
job
was to get out information that was
democratic and that he had asked
Attorney General Biddle to clarify
the situation as to where the delegation of authority rested with respect to the personnel on foreign
language stations.
A meeting subsequently was held
attended by Mr. Biddle, Mr. Fly,
Byron Price, Harold Ryan, Alan
Cranston and Nathan David in
August of last year. As a result of
that meeting, Mr. Simon told the
counsel the authority on radio personnel passed
fromnever
the OWI
never had
it and
should"which
have

NOW
5,000

Simon replied, "Let's have something definite on it", to which Mr.
Falk retorted, "This office can't
give
either anything
got to take definite.
our word You've
for it
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had it" to the Office of Censorship,
which had been also delegated by
the president to remove subversive
elements from the air.
That was the first time, Mr.
Simon testified, that as chairman of
the FLRWC he had received any
definite statement of government
policy as to what branch of the
government had vested authority
to remove any person from the air.
Even after that statement of governmental policy, Mr. Falk re-]
quested Mr. Simon to remove from
WPEN two Italian announcers, one
who had been on the station eight
years, leged
theFascist
othersympathies.
six, because of al"I told Mr. Falk if these people
• Broadcast

Advertising

are Fascist they didn't belong on
the air. I will practice what I
preach. If you tell me that they are,
; they won't be on the air tomorrow.
1 1 went back to Philadelphia and
, took them off the air. I suspended
them for a period of two weeks as
per the union contract. In the interim the switchover came from the
OWI to the O-C and I threfore petitioned O-C on these two people.
O-C, basing its decision on the same
material that Mr. Falk had used,
stated that there was no reason
for removing either of these people
from the air. I therefore replaced
them."
Mr. Simon told of an intra-governmental squabble between the
OWI and the O-C when Mr. Falk
was reluctant to turn over the
foreign language records to the
Office of Censorship. Mr. Simon
praised O-C for its work in the
broadcasting field and stated that
since O-C's jurisdiction was established FLRWC has been able to
operate effectively.
Hilda Shea Figures
In "Firing" Announcer
The FCC was directly involved
in the discharge of another WPEN
employee, Mr. Simon testified.
[ Ralph Borrelli who had been on the
station for 12 years was discharged at the insistence of Hilda
Shea, though Mrs. Shea refused to
divulge any reason as to why Mr.
Borrelli should be removed from
the air. He was replaced by a Mr.
De Antonio, recommended by the
OWI and okayed by Mrs. Shea.
After the O-C had advised Mr.
Simon that there was no reason to
discharge Mr. Borrelli, Mr. Simon
called Mrs. Shea on the telephone
who told him curtly "She wiped her
hands of the entire matter, that the
Commission has no authority to take
anybody off the air, and that as f ar
as she was concerned there would
be no more conversation about it."
Although the Office of Censorship
eventually handed down a verdict
on Borrelli saying that he was not
a fit person to broadcast, based on
FCC information, Mr. Simon testified that he has never been able to
get any further information about
Borrelli's activities and that he is
still unemployed.
Duccio Tabet, recalled to the
stand, explained how, as WOV censor, he had censored various programs, including religious dramatic shows as well as other programs.
Before recalling Ralph Weil,
Counsel Garey stated that the FCC
must accept the responsibility for
the acts of Nissim, Lupis and Tabet
because it now appears in evidence
that the presence of these persons
on a radio station and their actions and activities were by written
direction of the FCC. The FCC investigated the personnel of hundreds of stations, found fault with
many innocent people, yet they permitted to remain on the air men
engaged in the practices of the
three men whose testimony the
Committee has heard during the
past week. The Committee by
BROADCASTING

much of this testimony will be able
to determine what legislation is required.
Mr. Garey during Mr. Weil's testimony revealed that a WOV advertiser has informed the station
by letter that it intends to use
Stefano Luotto on its broadcast
starting Sept. 1. Mr. Weil replied
that he had not reached any decision as to whether he would allow
Mr. Luotto to go back on the air.
Luotto has been the storm center
during a large part of the testimony in New York since he was
removed from WGES, Chicago and
from New York stations at the insistence of the OWI. He has, however, been given a clean bill of
health by the Office of Censorship.
Mr. Weil stated that he did not
put Luotto back on the air after
he was removed from WGES because of the FLRWC Code concerning personnel. Early last
Spring, when Andrea Luotto approached Mr. Weil on replacing
himself with his brother on the
air, Mr. Weil suggested that Mr.
Luotto talk directly to Harold A.
Lafount and that "Lafount had
talked in Washington with some
one concerning Luotto." Mr. Weil
stated that "As I am not fully convinced an employee is acceptable
to the station from the standpoint
of the war effort, I will not hire
him and if I have any doubts I
would go to any agency who might

MEET

have any information concerning
the individual in question. I
wouldn't have any hesitation in
asking anyone." Mr. Weil told
Counsel Garey that he would write
the Committee in Washington and
let them know what action he will
take with respect to Stefano Luotto broadcasting on WOV.
Lafount Explains FCC
Fart in Blocking WOV Sale
Mr. Garey commented that the
government agencies "can create
difficulties but they can't straighten
them out" in reading into the record
a series of communications to Hugo
Neri, who had written to OWI, OC
and the FCC regarding his removal
from the air. Elmer Davis, he said,
wrote Mr. Neri that his office had
no objection to his return to his
former duties but that the matter
had to be handled by Censorship.
E. H. Bronson, OC, wrote his agency was in no way instrumental in
Neri's removal and there was little
his office could do. T. J. Slowie,
FCC Secretary, wrote Mr. Neri the
Commission's jurisdiction extended
only to overall phases of station
operations and the Commission was
without power to issue the requested authorization.
Harold A. Lafount, former member of the Federal Radio Commission and general manager of the
(Continued on page 66)
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Hall-Gentry

Lucky Nancy Elaine Black is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Black,
Jr., both of whom are building a
secure future for Nancy and all
America in the huge Boeing Super
Fortress plant in Wichita.
Sales Management says on page 90,
August 1st . . . "Wichita, Kansas, after
having been an outs'anding High-Spot
City for many mon'hs, but definitely
belowINGSan
NOWWHICH,
SHOOT-IF
AHEADDiego,
AT A ISRATE
THE TREND CONTINUES, WILL CAUSE
IT TO PASS THE GREAT COAST CENTER VERY SHORTLY."
Estimated Wichita retail sales exceeds
all other ci'ies in the Great Southwest, including Kansas, Oklahoma,
Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas, New
Mexico and Arizona except only Dallas, Ft. Worth, Houston and Shreveport!
Put Your Dollars Where
They Count! Specify That
Selling Station in Kansas' Biggest and Richest
Market!
That Selling Station In

Kansas' Biggest, Richest Market
Hi
K

F

H

WICHITA

UTAH'S NBC

STATION

CBS - 5000 Watts Day and Night
Call any Edward Petry Office.
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Civilian Populations of Metropolitan Counties
(Continued from page 11)
Estimated
civilian1,
March
population,
1943

Estimated
civilian1,
April
population,
1940

Indianapolis Met. Co. (Marion Co., Ind.)
497,211
Jackson Met. Co. (Hinds Co., Miss.)
115 513
Jacksonville Met. Co. (Duval Co., Fla.)
252 360
Johnstown Met. Co. (Cambria Co., Pa.)
193,099
Kalamazoo Met. Co. (Kalamazoo Co., Mich.)
101 035
Kansas City (Mo.)-Kansas City (Kans.) Met. Cos. (Jackson Co., Mo.;
Johnson and Wyandotte Cos., Kans.)
686 603
Knoxville Met. Co. (Knox Co., Tenn.)
186] 380
Lancaster Met. Co. (Lancaster Co., Pa.)
175 490
Lansing Met. Co. (Ingham Co., Mich.)
123 285
Lincoln Met. Co. (Lancaster Co., Nebr.
)
95 580
Little Rock Met. Co. (Pulaski Co., Ark.)
170]649
Los Angeles Met. Cos. (Los Angeles and Orange Cos., Calif.)
3
105,503
Louisville Met. Cos. (Jefferson Co., Ky.; Clark and Floyd Cos., Ind.) . . . 501,649
Macon Met. Co. (Bibb Co., Ga.)
97 240
Madison Met. Co. (Dane Co., Wis.
)
135 072
Manchester
(Hillsborough
Co., N. H.)
'
' 383'
136 '737
Memphis Met.Met.Co.Co.(Shelby
Co., Tenn.)
078
Miami Met. Met.
Co. Co.
(Dade(Milwaukee
Co., Fla.)
300'043
Milwaukee
Co., Wis.)
770
258
Minneapolis-St. Paul Met. Cos. (Anoka, Hennepin, Ramsey, and Washington Cos., Minn.)
909 855
Mobile Met. Co. (Mobile Co., Ala.)
217 072
Montgomery Met. Co. (Montgomery Co., Ala.)
]'.'. 116 ^619
Nashville Met. Co. (Davidson Co., Tenn.)
266 362
New Haven Met. Co. (New Haven Co., Conn.)
485] 605
New Orleans Met. Cos. (Jefferson and Orleans Parishes, La.)
581 090
New York-Northeastern New Jersey Met. Cos. (Bronx, Kings, Nassau,
New York, Queens, Richmond, Rockland, and Westchester Cos.,
N. Y.; Bergen, Essex, Hudson, Middlesex, Monmouth, Morris,
Passaic, and Union Cos., N. J.)
11,087,990
Norfolk-Portsmouth-Newport News Met. Cos. (Hampton, Newport
News, Norfolk, Portsmouth, and South Norfolk cities; and Elizabeth
City, Norfolk, Princess Anne, and Warwick Cos., Va.)
457,362
Oklahoma City Met. Co. (Oklahoma Co., Okla.)
265 490
Omaha (Nebr.)-Council Bluffs (Iowa) Met. Cos. (Douglas Co., Nebr.;
Pottawattamie Co., Iowa)
306,061
Peoria Met. Cos. (Peoria and Tazewell Cos., 111.)
201,156
Philadelphia Met. Cos. (Delaware, Montgomery, and Philadelphia Cos.,
Pa.; Burlington, Camden, and Gloucester Cos., N. J.)
2,973,730
Phoenix Met. Co. (Maricopa Co., Ariz.)
206] 736
Pittsburgh Met. Cos. (Allegheny, Fayette, Washington, and Westmoreland Cos., Pa.)
2,114,935
Portland, Me., Met. Co. (Cumberland Co., Me.)
157,446
Portland, Oreg. Met. Cos. (Clackamas and Multnomah Cos., Oreg.) .... 491 ]510
Providence Met. Cos., (Bristol, Kent, Newport, and Providence Cos.,
R-I.)
664,696
Pueblo Met. Co. (Pueblo Co., Colo.)
73 , 579
Racine-Kenosha Met. Cos. (Kenosha and Racine Cos., Wis.)
152,727
Reading Met. Co. (Berks Co., Pa.)
225] 317
Richmond Met. Cos. (Richmond city, Henrico Co., Va.)
243] 975
Roanoke Met. Cos. (Roanoke city, Roanoke Co., Va.)
109] 386
Rochester Met. Co. (Monroe Co., N. Y.)
419] 141
Rockford Met. Co. (Winnebago Co., 111.)
122] 863
Sacramento Met. Co. (Sacramento Co., Calif.)
179,739
Saginaw-Bay City Met. Cos. (Bay and Saginaw Cos., Mich.)
202,505
St. Joseph Met. Co. (Buchanan Co., Mo.)
80]712
St. Louis Met. Cos. (St. Louis city, St. Charles, and St. Louis Cos., Mo.;
Madison and St. Clair Cos., 111.)
1 504 407
Salt
Lake CityMet.Met.Co.Co.(Bexar
(Salt Co.,
Lake Tex.)
Co., Utah)
'232,
'890
San Antonio
412,176
San Diego Met. Co. (San Diego Co., Calif.)
379] 719
San Francisco-Oakland Met. Cos. (Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, San
Francisco, San Mateo, and Solano Cos., Calif.)
1,701,657
San
Jose Met.
ClaraCo.,
Co.,Ga.)
Calif.)
' 180
334
Savannah
Met. Co.
Co. (Santa
(Chatham
138] ]460
Scranton-Wilkes-Barre Met. Cos. (Lackawanna and Luzerne Cos., Pa.) . 615] 808
Seattle Met. Co. (King Co., Wash.)
606] 308
Shreveport Met. Co. (Caddo Parish, La.)
132]463
Sioux City Met. Co. (Woodbury Co., Iowa)
73] 636
South Bend Met. Co. (St. Joseph Co., Ind.)
165] 645
Spokane Met. Co. (Spokane Co., Wash.)
169] 217
Springfield, 111. Met. Co. (Sangamon Co., 111.)
115]232
Springfield, Mo. Met. Co. (Greene Co., Mo.)
87] 445
Springfield, Ohio Met. Co. (Clark Co., Ohio)
98,621
Springfield-Holyoke, Mass. Met. Cos. (Hampden and Hampshire Cos.,
Mass.)
395 , 774
Stockton Met. Co. (San Joaquin Co., Calif.)
137,680
Syracuse Met. Co. (Onondaga Co., N. Y.)
267,279
Tacoma Met. Co. (Pierce Co., Wash.)
205,177
Tampa-St. Petersburg Met. Cos. (Hillsborough and Pinellas Cos., Fla.) . 307] 092
Terre Haute Met. Co. (Vigo Co., Ind.)
96] 302
Toledo Met. Co. (Lucas Co., Ohio)
325] 789
Topeka Met. Co. (Shawnee Co., Kans.)
85] 957
Trenton Met. Co. (Mercer Co., N. J.)
195 768
Tulsa Met. Co. (Tulsa Co., Okla.)
208] 119
Utica-Rome Met. Cos. (Herkimer and Oneida Cos., N. Y.)
255,879
Waco Met. Co. (McLennan Co., Tex.)
109,381
Washington, D. C. Met. Cos. (District of Columbia; Montgomery and
Price Georges Cos., Md.; Alexandria city and Arlington Co., Va.) . . 1,181,347
Waterloo Met. Co. (Black Hawk Co., Iowa)
77,392
Wheeling Met. Cos. (Brooke, Marshall, and Ohio Cos., W. Va.; Belmont
Co., Ohio)
211,070
Wichita Met. Co. (Sedgewick Co., Kans.)
189,910
Wilmington Met. Co. (New Castle Co., Del.)
187 646
Winston-Salem Met. Co. (Forsyth Co., N. C.)
115,858
Worcester Met. Co. (Worcester Co., Mass.)
476,229
York Met. Co. (York Co., Pa.)
176 , 039
Youngstown Met Cos. (Mahoning and Trumbull Cos., Ohio)
363,875

457,591
107,273
210,143
213,459
100,060
656,225
178,468

Metropolitan counties
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Crossroads of the World, Hollywood, Calif.
Evening Star Building, Washington, D. C.

Influencing Sales
FAR

Beyond

Pontiac

In cities . . . villages . . . farms
. . . for miles and miles around
Pontiac . . . the messages of national, regional and local advertisers are heard watts.
over WCAR's
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-9.5
Estimated change between
April
Tola! 1,
April
March1, 1940,
1, 1943and
1940
population,
Percent
Number
-20,360
+39,620
+8,240
+42,217
-7,331
-37,014
-5,005

-8,151
14,629
+ +191,745
+50,299
+-14,578
13,457
+24,927
+ 4,412
+32,304

544,510

+ 5,191
+9,095
-436,028
+36,580
+ 1,289

321,560
244,159
313,442
211,736
2,953,124
186,193
143,686
2,126,769
412,229
676,389
68,870
157,470
241,884
235,002
112,184
438,188
121,115
169,770
205,449
94,067
1,429,443
211,085
315,800
276,079
1,447,378
172,301
116,412
742,761
503,353
150,203
103,627
161,823
162,620
117,912
90,541
95,647
404
, 509
134,207
295,108
173,262
272,000
34499,709
, 333
91,247
197,318
193,363
263,163
101,898
919,632
79,946
234,431
143,311
178,483
126,475
503,481
177,971
372,566
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+8.7-5.6
+7.7
+20.1

+30,378
+7,912
+975

212,504
130,616
100,585
156,020
451,350
,913,758
83 , 783
130,660
144,888
358,151
267,739
766,769
924,433
141,515
111,428
257,267
484,316
11,524,018

-5.6
-5.0
-17.4

+3,489
+75,557

-7,381
+-10,580
135,802
+21,331
-11,834
+20,606
-11,693
+20,543
+— -4,743
13,760
16 567
+ -2,798
79,281
-19,047
+4,709
-2,944
+8,
'973
-13,355
+ 1,748
+9,969
+74,964
+21,805
+96,376
+-126,953
103,640
-17,740
+254,279
-29,991
-3,096
+22,048
-2,680
+8,033
+ 102,955
-8,735
+3,822
-27,829
+6,597
+2,974
-3,407
-5,290
-18,544
- 1 , 550
+3,473
+31,915
-7,284
+35,092
-2,554
+14,756
-23,361
+ 7,483
-10,617
+261,715
-27,252
-1,932
-8,691
+46,599
+9,163

+1.0
+4.6-1.6
+4.4

460,926
107,273
210,143
213,459
100,085
656,226
178,468
212,504
130,616
100,585
156,085
451,473
,916,403
130,660
83 , 783
144,888
358,250
267,739
766,885

6.6
+ ++9.4
11.1
+ 16.1
-3.8
+ 12.1
+3.4
927,707
141,974
+7.0
114,420
+5+0.5
3.-2
4 .4
257,267
484,316
544,964
+4.7-5.0
+3.5
+0.3
+6.7-0.6 11,550,332
+42.2-1.7
+8.7
-3.0
68 3
-2.-54.
+ 11.0
+0.7
-1.4
+ 19.2
-14.2
+9.6

+6.8

343,423
244,159
314,318
211,736
186,193
2,956,296
146,000
2,126,801
412,229
680,853
68 , 870
157,552
235,002
112,184
438,230
121,178

170,333
205,449
94,067
-17.1
4
+1.-2.3
211,623
-11.8-3.4 1,432,088
338,176
-28.9
+ +5.9
10.3
289,348
-2.2
+ 5.2
+30.5
174,949
1,461,804
+37.5
117,970
742,761
+-917.6
.4 +3. '8 504,980
150,203
+ +4.7
18.9
103,627
-3.4
+20.5
-5.4
161,823
-5.8
164,652
117,912
-0.8
90,541
+2.4-2
95,647
.8
404
, 568
+4.1
134,207
295,108
+3.1
182,081
-3.2
272,000
+ 18.4
344,333
99,709
+2.6-8.4
91,247
+ 12.9
197,318
-10.0-5.4
193,363
263,163
-1.1
-2.3
101,898
927,056
+7.6
79,946
234,431
+
7.3
143,311
+28.5
179
, 562
126,475
+ 32.5
504,470
+ 5.1
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178.022
372 , 566

Advertising

Mutual

Rebroadcasting
Plan
(Continued from page 9)
feet, may cause a decline in the to avoid the AFM ban. At the end
large "soap opera" audience, Mr. of the 13-week period, the adverDe Castro said. Using C. E. Hooptiser is under no obligation to Mutual to buy the time he has used,
er figures, he pointed out that during daytime hours 75 per cent of but of course, can do so if the exthe radio homes have someone in
periment has proved successful.
the home who is a potential lis- Mutual reserves the right also to
tener. Of this 75 per cent, one refuse a program which it feels is
eighth are found to be tuned to not of the "top" quality it wishes
soap operas, one-eighth to the va- to present under this daytime plan.
rious other programs broadcast
War Contribution
during the afternoon periods, and
three-fourths are not listening to
Advertisers starting the Mutual
their radios at all, but could be. plan in October will also be makThese latter two groups are poing a direct contribution to the
tential listeners to any recorded
war effort, as during the first full
versions of nighttime shows in the 13-weeks of this plan, all programs
3-5 p.m. period, as well as to the
using this new "Mutual Playhouse"
soap operas. A new listener, at- plan
will be carrying special govtracted to a new program on the
ernment messages replacing comdial, often tunes to other stations,
mercials ordinarily heard on nightbecomes interested in a soap opera
time versions.
and joins that serial program's
At
the beginning and end of
regular audience.
each recorded program, Mr. De
Castro said, the sponsor will be
Listeners Attested
identified as presenting the broadTo back up this point, Mr. De
cast by the company name, alCastro cited the Hooper figures for
though the product promoted on
the live version of the program
the Breakfast at Sardi's program
when the BLUE placed that show
will not be mentioned.
on a coast-to-coast basis last SepIn conclusion, Mr. De Castro
tember, Monday through Friday
pointed out to Broadcasting that
11-11 : 30 a.m. The four soap operas,
heard on other networks in the the essential theory of Mutual's
plan was recommendsame period, gained an overall .6 new eddaytime
to American broadcasters in
in their ratings, even though the 1942 by Martin Codel, publisher of
Hooper rating for Breakfast at
Sardis climbed from 1.9 to 4.7. Broadcasting, while he was in
England. At that time [BroadThat same period, 11-11:30 a.m.,
casting, Oct. 19, 1942], Mr. Codel,
also had had the record for the
in
an
article
entitled "British Can
next to lowest number of sets-inuse between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. in Show Us How to Use Discs", said
. The repeat value at favorMarch, 1941, Mr De Castro said. ". . able
hours of highly popular shows
Two years later, in March, 1943,
would
be
tremendous to the sponwhen Breakfast at Sardis, (which
sor, who could buy repeat periods,
is practically a "nighttime type of and to the audience alike. Many a
show", De Castro said) had been fan who has missed the Friday
on seven months, the same period,
Information Please program
11-11:30 a.m., had the highest night
would be delighted if he knew he
number of sets-in-use during the could hear it, as the British hear
hours between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. —
their Brain Trust program, during
certain proof of the new listeners
a Sunday-at-home afternoon, or
such a popular show can attract.
an otherwise unperhaps during
saleable late evening hour any
Any advertiser who takes advantage of the Mutual daytime
plan will be given the time free other night."
for his program for a 13-week period. The only expense will be to
Comedy Writers Needed
cover the minimum scale required
SCARCITY of comedy writers was
by the American Federation of Raadmitted as NBC's biggest worry
dio Artists for use of its talent, in by
Clarence L. Menser, NBC New
addition to the cost of the live York vice-president in charge of
music used, a necessary expense
programs, when on the West Coast
recently. Some writers, Mr. Menser declared, are being incubated
on small stations, but are not beWIBW has developed
ing developed fast enough to meet
the steady increase in comedy
America's most successshows. Colleges are no longer the
ful radio selling techfertile ground they used to be, he
said. He added that NBC is renique — "reasons why"
vamping its Saturday morning
delivered as the recommendation ofone friend
schedule to showcase new programs and talent. As a member
to another.
of the NBC post-war television
planning committee, Mr. Menser
completed a brief study of Hollywood film technical production
operations and conferred with producers and directors on using film
WIBW
T-eVto peTa
talent in television assignments.
BROADCASTING
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Bird's Eye
Food
New
CBS Account

Little Chief" says:-

New General Foods Program
Features Dinah Shore
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York, which has already announced
its decision to expand the Kate
Smith program from a half-hour to
55 minutes Oct. 1, at the same time
shifting The Adventures of the
Thin Man to Sundays 10:30-11
p.m., last week announced a new
program starting on CBS Sept. 30
as the first network radio it has
used
Foods.to promote Bird's Eye Frosted
Slated for the full CBS network,
the new series will feature Dinah
Shore, well known radio songstress,
and Cornelia Otis Skinner actress
and monologuist, Thursday evenings, 9:30-10. This period is already filled with the Stage Door
Canteen program, sponsored by
Corn Products Refining Co., New
York, which will move that show
Oct. 1 to the Friday evening 10:3011 spot on CBS.
A further change in the CBSGeneral Foods schedules will occur
when the Thin Man moves into the
Sunday 10:30-11 p.m. period, the
first quarter-hour of which is currently occupied by William L.
Shirer's newscasts for G-F's Grapenuts. Unable to find a suitable
quarter-hour for the CBS commentator, G-F has decided to discontinue that series as of Oct. 3.
Young & Rubicam, New York, is
the agency for the Kate Smith show
(Jell-O), the new Bird's Eye series, and the Shirer program. Benton & Bowles, New York, handles
The Thin Man for Sanka and Post
Toasties, and C. L. Miller Co., New
York, is the agency for Stage Door
Canteen.
Still unsettled last week as
Broadcasting went to press were
details on Ironized Yeast Co.'s
plans to replace Lights Out, heard
Tuesdays 8-8:30 p.m. on CBS, with
Big Town, well known radio show
formerly sponsored by Lever Bros.
Co., Cambridge, Mass., and owned
by Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, expects to shift around
its CBS programs this fall, and
Mennen Co., Newark, was also reported interested in taking the
Monday 7:15-7:30 p.m. spot on CBS
to sponsor Ed Sullivan in the interests of its shaving cream.

Ft. Wayne Bond Award
WOLF & DESSAUER, Ft. Wayne
department store which has sponsored the BLUE cooperative series
Baukhage Talking on WGL Fort
Wayne, since last October, has
received the Treasury Dept. star
award, highest honor given by the
department for the sale of war
bonds and stamps. The store has
sold almost $4,000,000 worth and is
the third store to win the award,
the other two being Marshall Field's
in New
Chicago
and John Wanamaker's
in
York.

KSH!
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UGH!

your
best bet
in IDAHO

KSEI
POCATELLO • IDAHO

In the old days they fired a
gun from The Citadel in
Halifax, Nova Scotia to tell
the time.
-— • —
Today the population listens
to CHNS for the time.
NOTE: They Still Fire the Gun
Keeping Up the Old Traditions!
Traditions,
MuchHowever,
Business.Don't Get
CHNS

Does — Try It.
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Cox Investigation
(Continued from page 63)
Bulova-Lafount stations, testified
Friday with Rep. Edward J. Hart
(D-N. J.) presiding. Examination
was handled by Hugh Reilly, senior
attorney
and assistant to Mr.
Garey.

*

JQH

Questioned specifically about the
proposed sale of WOV to the Mester brothers in 1942, Mr. Lafount
said the first intimation he had
that the FCC might not permit the
transfer because of objections to
Andrea Luotto, slated to become
manager for the new owners, was
when he received a letter from
Chairman Fly enclosing a staff report. The letter and report, dated
May 27, were read into the record.
The data stated that letters had
been received from officials of government agencies advising the
Commision to prevent consummation of the proposed transfer. The
report labeled Mr. Luotto as having
"always been friendly to the
Fascist regime". It continued that
reliable sources reported that the
Mester brothers, because of their
complete inexperience in radio,
have no real interest in management of a station and are interested in it solely as a financial venture.
Expressing his personal opinion
that Mr. Luotto was and is a good
citizen, Mr. Lafount said that at
Mr. Luotto's request he arranged
an appointment with Telford Taylor, then FCC General Counsel, in
June 1942. Accompanied by Horace
L. Lohnes, Washington attorney,
Mr. Lafount said he visited Mr.
Taylor and had a few minutes preliminary conversation with him.
Mr. Taylor wanted to know why,
since Mr. Luotto was not to be the
licensee of WOV, he was concerned
about the transfer.
Mr. Lafount testified that the
application for dismissal of the
tranfer of WOV to the Mester
brothers was filed Aug. 12 after
they had been informed that the
transfer would be a long, involved
process that might take a year or
more.
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& COMPANY
NATIONAL RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES

Spaulding Uses Radio
A. G. SPALDING & BROS., Chicopee, Mass., pioneer sporting goods
company, on Aug. 28 began its first
network radio with sponsorship on
an institutional basis of the quarter-hour NBC program Babe Ruth
in Person. The program, heard Saturday mornings at 10:30, started
on WEAF, NBC's New York outlet, June 5, and was shifted to the
network July 3. Spalding will sponsor the question-and-answer session
between Babe and his youthful
studio audience on 28 NBC stations. Agency is Ferry Hanly Co.,
New York.
Barbe With Sesac
CHARLES M. BARBE, who formerly lectured for the British Ministry of Information and did special
broadcasting for the BBC, has
joined SESAC to handle all station
relations in 10 of the central states.
Mr. Barbe succeeded William L.
Shirer as European representative
of CBS in December 1940, reporting successively from Berlin, Rome,
Berne and London. His previous
radio experience includes operation
of the experimental station at Culver Military Academy, after which
he was connected with WFBM and
WKBF (WIRE) in Indiana, and
WPTE and WBIG in North Carolina. Mr. Barbe is also an organist
and orchestra conductor.

„ . . also selling many
other products on many
other stations.
ftGeorge E. Halley -M
I TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY J
K HOTEL PICKWICK • KANSAS CITY, MO. -M
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HARRY C. HARVEY, chief engineer
of KMOX St. Louis, is recovering at
his home at Webster Grove, Mo., following amajor operation.
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HERBERT G. COLE, who suffered
a severe pneumonia attack while serving in the Navy as a chief petty
officer, has been given a medical discharge and has returned to WSBT
South Bend, as chief engineer.
BOB ZWEEK has left the transmitter force of WNLC New London,
Conn., for a major operation. He
plans to enter the Armed Service later. John Hillman has been called to
active duty in the air corps, of which
he was a reserve. New additions to
the transmitter staff are Bill Kimball and Clayton Howard.
CHARLES KING has joined the
transmitter staff of WIBW Topeka,
Kans.
PHIL RYDER, KPO San Francisco,
engineer, has started training with
the Army Air Forces.
JAMES W. GWYNN, engineer and
asst. supervisor of studio operations
at WHO Des Moines, died recently
at the Mayo Clinic, Rochester. Gwynn
was 38 years old and a member of
the WHO staff since 1924.

WDAK Moved; On Air
REMOVAL of WDAK from West
Point to Columbus, Ga. was completed Aug. 20, at which time the
250 watt station took the air from
its new location. L. J. Duncan,
General Manager, said the removal
was completed in four days, including the dismantling of a 150 foot
tower atop the General Tyler Hotel
in West Point and its erection in
Columbus. In adidtion to its MBS
affiliation, the station announced
full time affiliation with the BLUE
effective Sept. 1. It operates full
time on 1340 kc.

H. C. REDMAN, formerly of KFAC
Los Angeles, has joined KFWB Hollywood, as transmitter technician.
HENRY E. GOLDENBERG, chief
engineer of WHB Kansas City, Mo.,
has been named vice president of Kansection of the Institute of
Radiosas City
Engineers.

Carl H. Hazard
CARL HARWOOD HAZARD, 49,
founder and president of Hazard
Adv., New York, died at his home
in New York, Aug. 23. Mr. Hazard
organized the present agency in
1920. He had served previously
with H. A. Metz Labs., and as sales
and advertising manager of American Synthetic Color Co. He leaves
a wife and daughter.

HARRY KOWALSKI, maintenance
engineer at KYW Philadelphia, has
been shifted to the KYW Building, replacing Norman Deakyne, resigned.
Charles Leimbach, veteran maintenance
KYW, has been promoted toengineer
seniorof engineer.
CLIFF FRASER, WICC Bridgeport, Conn., is the father of a girl.
NORRIS HITE, new to radio, has
joined
WHOP Hopkinsville,
Kentucky,
with operating
staff.

Mr. Lafount's testimony concluded the New York portion of the
Committee's hearing and the Subcommittee adjourned sine die at
3:30 p.m.
Jelke Returns Sept. 13
JOHN F. JELKE Co., Chicago
(Good Luck margarine) beginning
Sept. 13 will sponsor quarter-hour
participation programs three to
five times weekly for 26 weeks on
each of the following stations:
WBBM WFIL WXYZ KMBC
WCAO WSPD WGY WHK WISH.
More stations are to be added later.
Agency is Young and Rubicam,
Chicago.

BILLY HAIRE, formerly assistant
chief engineer of the Tobacco Network (WRAL WGTM WGBR
WFNC WGTC), has resigned to join
the Civil Air Patrol. Billy Burwell
has joined the transmitter crew, and
James Oliver has been added to the
control room staff.
CLARE TAYLOR, engineer at
a boy. Cleveland, is the father of
WGAR

Not

ALBAN HATZELL has resigned
from the engineering staff of WAOV
Vincennees,
with the OWI.Ind., to take a position

Blue Sky—
BUT . . .

COVERAGE
PROGRAMMING
MERCHANDISING
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Keep WHCU

the leader in twelve rich central New York counties!

870 KC WHCU
ITHACA, N. Y.
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Symphony

Plan

Officials

Discussions

Food

for

Freedom

BEST

With AFM
on Lifting of Recording Ban
Campaign
Begun
NEW DISCUSSIONS designed to
In his acknowledgment of this REPRESENTATIVES of food adwork out a lifting of the recording letter, Mr. Field, whose stand on
vertisers, advertising agencies and
ban of the American Federation of recordings has been approved by a media gathered in New York and
Musicians may get under way in dozen other major symphony or- Chicago last week to hear government officials outline for them the
the near future between AFM execchestras, wrote thanking Mr. Peutives and the officials of the countrillo for his "invitation to appear
Food Fights for Freedom educabefore the International Executive
tional program of the War Food
try's concerned
major symphony
who are
over orchestras,
the loss of Commitee in respect to our concern
Administration [Broadcasting,
revenue formerly derived from about the income we have been re- Aug. 23].
royalties on their recordings.
ceiving and hope to receive from
Attended by 600, the New York
This phase of the recording prob- records. At some convenient date meeting, which was held Thursday,
lem was first raised by Marshall
I should like very much to get to- was called by the WFA, the OPA,
Field, president of the New York
gether with two or three orches- the OWI and the War Advertising
tras, who are also concerned, and Council, to explain to business leadPhilharmonic-Symphony Orchestra,
ers their role in bringing to the
several weeks ago [Broadcasting,
appear at a meeting of the Board
nation an awareness of food as a
Aug. 9] when he asked for an im- if this can be arranged."
mediate revocation of the ban on
vital weapon of war. A similar
Free Concerts
symphonic recordings in a letter
with a number of the
Responsibility for making ar- meeting,
setting forth the conditions on
rangements for the proposed free same speakers, was held in Chicago
which his organization would co- concerts has been passed from the on Aug. 24, and another is scheduled for San Francisco, Aug. 30.
operate with the AFM in the pres- national union to the locals in the
entation offree symphonic concerts cities in which the various orchesPalmer Hoyt, OWI director of
in small cities whose residents are
tras are located, it was reported domestic operations, presided. He
generally unable to attend concerts last week. In New York, officials and Marvin Jones, War Food Administrator, discussed public misgiven by major orchestras.
of Local 802 said that laying out
conceptions onfood production and
the itinerary, making arrangements
Petrillo's Reply
distributon, which the campaign
In his reply to Mr. Field's letter, for a place and time to appear in will seek to displace with actual
agreeing to all of the conditions, each community, arranging for facts. Chester Bowles, OPA general
James C. Petrillo, AFM president, transportation of the men and in- manager, expressed his faith in the
struments, and all the other details campaign as a means for securing
wrote: "The question of lifting the
ban on recordings is aside from the is a sizable job, but that it was be- the voluntary cooperation of the
in respect to pricing and
ing worked out and that they hoped people
question of giving the proposed conrationing problems.
certs. If you desire at any time to to be able to announce the schedule
Promotional phases of the cammeet with our International Exec- of concerts sometime this week.
paign were presented by Vernon
utive Board and discuss the recordBeatty, WFA advertising director,
ing matter, I will be very happy
Standard Brands Launch
and by Charles G. Mortimer Jr.,
to make an appointment for you to
vice-president of General Food
New
Vitamin
Promotion
appear before them. You may rest
assured that the AFM will at no STAMS, the multi-vitamin and Sales Co., and coordinator on food
for the WAC. Specific
time do anything to hurt the or- mineral tablet introduced by Stand- campaigns
chestral associations of this counard Brands Inc. in February of suggestion for promotion via radio
and other media, and factual backtry, for we know the difficulties un- this year, will be promoted in new
ground on the food picture were
der which they are working.
areas, and on a more extensive made available
in the form of two
"In your communication you scale starting Sept. 6. The new
released presentations: "A
state that you 'have the word of campaign, entails large space pur- newly
Army and Navy officers, as well as
chases in daily newspapers and Call to Action," — a campaign guide
by the War Advertising
civilian officials in Washington,
Sunday feature sections, as well as prepared
Council in cooperation with the
that the continuance of recording network and spot radio.
is necessary for the maintenance
OWI and the OPA; and "Food
Withdrawing from the middle
Fights for Freedom", a factual
of military and civilian morale.' section of the country, where
For your information, the AFM is Stams were first launched via ra- booklet prepared for the use of
making records and transcriptions
dio Feb. 28, the coming drive will various media by the Office of Program Coordination, the OWI, the
free of charge any time they re- cover the West Coast, the NorthWFA and the OPA.
eastern area and the Mountain
quest same. We have even gone so
far recently as to offer to permit states. Announcements will be used
our members to make records for on a varying basis on 85 stations
juke boxes, provided the service- in these areas. Drive consists of AFRA WILL DISCUSS
men do not have to put a nickle in spots on individual stations, and MERGER
WITH AGMA
the juke boxes to hear the records sectional cut-in announcements on
DISCUSSION at the American
the Standard Brand-NBC shows.
or dance to them."
Federation of Radio Artists' national convention, scheduled Aug.
28-29 at the Hotel Ambassador,
Chicago, was expected to revolve
around the proposed merger of
AFRA with the American Guild of
Musical Artists, a move approved
"in principle" earlier last week by
the AFRA national board as well

wBiir

ASK AKW BlAlR MAN OR U5,
BROADCASTING
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as
members
the suggested
union's New
Yorkby local.
Plan ofwas
by
Lawrence Tibbett, president of
both unions.
Consolidation of the two unions
was the first business slated to
come up on yesterday's (Aug. 29)
agenda, and AFRA officials in New
York last week seemed to be of the
opinion that delegates to the convention would give their approval
to the move.
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Actions of the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
AUGUST 21 TO AUGUST 27 INCLUSIVE

'You see, Ma'am, most people
WFDF Flint
advertise over
Michigan to make money — I'm
not so good at it myself."

u

n

I T E D

Decisions . . .
AUGUST 23
NBC New York — Granted extension auvana. thority transmit programs to CMX HaAUGUST 24
WJW, Akron — Designated for hearing application to assign CP from Akron Broadcasting Co. (formerly WJW Inc.) to The
WJW Co.; designated for hearing mod. liense to change name of licensee (WJW
Inc.) to The Akron Broadcasting Co.
KPQ, Wenatchee, Wash.— Granted extension completion date for new transmitter, antenna ; increase power, change frequency.
WCBI, Columbus, Miss.- Granted assignment of license from Birney Imes Sr.
to Birney Imes Jr. No money involved.
Imes Sr. granted power to act for son till
his discharge from the Army.
KFAR, Fairbanks, Alaska — Denied authority conduct tests for 10 days on 610
kc, 10 kw, between midnight and 4 a.m.
AUGUST 26
WBEZ, Chicago — Granted license cover
CP for new non-commercial educational
station.

WSAV, Savannah — Transfer control to
Harben Daniel and Catherine Murrey
Daniel through transfer of 32 shares stock
from E. E. Murrey Sr. to Catherine Murrey Daniel.
AUGUST 26
WTBO, Cumberland, Md. — Acquisition
of control by Aurelia S. Becker through
purchase of 50 shares of stock from Leon
E. Pamphilon. CP change 820 kc to 1450
kc and hours limited to unlimited.
CP for
newWorld
FM Publishing
station on Co.,
45,500Omaha—
kc, coverage,
11,660 sq. mi.
KFJI, control
Klamath from
Falls,John
Ore. A.— Involuntary
transfer
Kincaid to
George Kincaid, executor of Will of John
A. Kincaid (64% of stock).
KVOS, Bellingham, Wash.— Mod. CP for
change in frequency, new transmitter,
power increase, DA and move, for power
decrease from 1 kw to 250 w, using present antenna and transmitter at licensed
site ;tion extension
commencement, compledates.

Applications
AUGUST 23
WNAC, Boston — License cover CP for
power
increase, DA-N, change equipment,
move transmitter.
Pacific Agricultural Foundation, San
Jose,
Cal. — Move main studio San Jose to
San Francisco.
AUGUST 25
W8XAL, Cincinnati — Extension special
experimental authorization to operate 1 kw
transmitter
on 6080 kc, purposes
1 kw, A-0only,
and used
A-l
emission, identification
with WLWK, WLWO, to Nov. 1, 1944.

New Business
42 PRODUCTS Inc., Los Angeles (hair oil,
shampoo), on Oct. 15 starts for 52 weeks,
What's the Name of That Song ? on 16
Don Lee Ca'ifornia stations, Fri., 8 :30-9
p.m. (PWT). Agency: Hillman-ShaneBreyer Inc., Los Angeles.
GROVE LABS., St. Louis (proprietary),
on Sept. 6 starts for 26 weeks, commentary on 22 Don Lee Pacific stations,
Mon. thru Fri., 12:15-12:30 p.m. (PWT),
vith rebroadcast on 11 Don Lee stations, 11:15 p.m. (PWT). Agency: Russel M.
Seeds Co., Chicago.

Wetwork (Kccounts
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
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BUY U.S. BONDS TODAY
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Short

PERSONNEL!

— IF you are in need of qualified engineering
personnel with technical ability . . .
— IF you have limited license holders on your
engineering staff . . .
— IF you are employing non-draftable men and
women with limited technical experience . . .
. . . then CREI spare-time training in Practical Radio
Engineering can help solve your technical personnel problems . . . increase the efficiency and ability of your
engineering staff. We offer a planned program of technical
training that equips limited license holders for more
important tasks . . . enables you to train others to pass
license tests for dual ivork during the emergency.
WRITE FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION TODAY
Outline your technical manpower problems. W e will furnish you complete data and outline of the CREI course of
training which applies to your particular set-up. No obligation, ofcourse — write today; to —
E. H. Guilford,
CAPITOL

RADIO

ENGINEERING

INSTITUTE

Dept. B-8, 3224 16th Street, N. W., Washington 10, D. C.

FOLGER COFFEE Co., San Francisco,
has started
at Sardi's Sat.,
on 139:30Pacific CoastBreakfast
BLUE stations,
9:45 a.m. Agency: Raymond R. Morgan
Co., Hollywood.
GENERAL FOODS CORP., New York
(Bird's Dinah
Eye Frozen
Foods), Otis
on Sept.
starts
Shore-Cornelia
Skinner30
on full CBS, Thurs., 9:30-10 p.m. Agency:
Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
PRINCE MATCHABELLI Inc., New
York (Stradivarius and other perfumes),
on Oct.Stradivari
10 starts violins
Paul Lavalle's
orchestra
with
on 52 NBC
stations, Sun., 12:30-1 p.m. Agency: Morse
International, N. Y.
F. W. FITCH Co., Des Moines (shampoo
and hair tonic), on Sept. 8 starts Bandwagon on 142 BLUE stations, Wed. 99:30 p.m. Agency: L. W. Ramsey Co., Davenport, la.
DUBONNET Corp., New York (Dubonnet
wines)
, on Sept.
starts
Dubonnetstations,
Time
With Xavier
Cugat4 on
80 BLUE
Sat., 11-11:30 a.m. (repeat, 1:30-2 p.m.).
Agency: William H. Weintraub & Co., N. Y.
CREAM OF WHEAT Corp., Minneapolis
(cereal),
25 starts
Let's Pretend on 119onCBSSept.
stations,
Sat., 11:05-11:30
a.m. Agency: BBDO, Minneapolis.
Renewal Accounts
S. C. JOHNSON & SONS, Racine, Wis.
(Johnson's
on Sept.
resumes
Fibber
McGeewax),
& Molly
on 12828NBC
stations,
Tues.,
9:30-10
p.m.
Agency:
Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
SHERWIN - WILLIAMS Co., Cleveland
(paints),
on Nov.
resumes
Metropolitan Auditions
of the28 Air
on 155
BLUE
stations,
Sun.,
4:30-5
p.m.
Agency:
Warwick & Legler, N. Y.
SPRECKLES SUGAR Co., San Francisco
(institutional), on Sept. 20 renews for 13
weeks, I Was There, on 7 CBS Pacific stations, Mon.. 9-9:30 p.m. (PWT). Agency:
J. Walter Thompson Co., San Francisco.
ROMA WINE Co., Fresno, Cal. (wines),
on Sept. 2 renews for 13 weeks Roma.
Show on 89 CBS stations, Thurs., 8-8:30
p.m., with West Coast repeat, Thurs., 99:30
p.m.San (PWT).
Erickson,
Francisco Agency: McCannPROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnati (Drene
Shampoo),
on Aug.
resumes Sat.,
Abie's 8-8:30
Irish
Rose
on 125
NBC 28stations,
p.m.
cago. Agency : H. W. Kastor & Sons, ChiPABST SALES Co. Chicago, has renewed
Blue Ribbon Town on 107 CBS stations for
26 weeks, beginning Sept. 25. Program is
broadcast Saturday evenings from 10:15 to
10:45, instead of 10:15 to 10:30 as previously reported. Agency is Warwick &
Legler, Hollywood.
Network Changes
BALLARD & BALLARD Co., Louisville
(Obelisk Flour), on Sept. 1 discontinues
Tues., 8:15-8:30 a.m., and adds Sun., 99 :30 am. to Renfro Valley Folks on 18
CBS
Tues time
thru expanding
Fri., 8:15-8:30
a.m., stations
at the same
Fri.,
from
8:15-8:30 a.m. to 8:15-8:45 a.m.
Chicago.
Agency: Henri, Hurst & MacDonald, Inc.,
ELGIN NAT'L WATCH Co., Elgin, 111.,
on Sept. 4 adds 4 CBS stations to The
Man Behind the Gun, making a total of
65
CBS stations.
Sat., Co.,
7-7:30N. p.m.
J. Walter
Thompson
Y. Agency:
E. I. DU mington,
PONT
de NEMOURS on Co.,
Del. (institutional),
Sept.Wil-6
shifts Cavalcade of America on 63 NBC
stations, Mon., 8:30-9 p.m., West Coast
repeat, 8:30-9 p.m. (PWT), from New
York to Hollywood for 4 weeks. Agency:
BBDO, N. Y.

WANTED
PROGRAM DIRECTOR
REGIONAL 5 KW, CBS
STATION, OHIO AREA
Must be fully qualified, draft
exempt, with experience in
program direction and supervision, capable of handling
top announcing when required,
and of training and supervising newRealemployee
replaceopportunity
for
one whoment.can
qualify.
BOX 193, BROADCASTING

Represented by SPOT SALES Inc.
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Situations Wonted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press
Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Help Wanted
Wanted — First, Second, or Third Class
Operator. Experience not essential. Apply Box 238, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Announcer Disc Jockey by Metropolitan Network Station. Please give age,
draft status and salary requirements.
This is not a draft replacement. Box 219,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers — Several experienced ad lib
men will find permanent spots with a
10,000 watt full time independent, this
month. Opportunities are unlimited. The
station is WIBG, Philadelphia. Nearby
applicants apply in person. Others send
ETs and photos.
ENGINEER
or second
license.
Good salary— First
and ideal
workingc'ass
conditions.
In reply state draft status, experience,
starting salary required and when available. WBIR, Knoxville, Tennessee.
ANNOUNCER — Experienced. For right
man we offer permanent position, good
salary and pleasant working conditions.
WBIR,
Blue-Mutual, Knoxville, Tennessee.
Announcer — Experienced, sports and news
programs, continuity writing, draft exempt, good salary — send references and
audition transcription. WSAP, Portsmouth, Virginia.
ENGINEER— First class, draft exempt,
good maintenance man — steady position,
give full details. WSKB, McComb, Mississippi.
Wanted — Transmitter Engineer. Write or
call WCLO. Janesville, Wisconsin,
Wanted — First class engineer, who will
also be able to take over Chief Engineer
job around January first. Draft exempt,
or over 38. WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
Wanted — Announcer. Experience not essential. Advise personal details Box 239,
BROADCASTING.
ENGINEER — For 5 KW Indiana station.
Must hold radiotelephone field license. In
reply state education, experience, age
and draft status. Replies confidential.
Box 237, BROADCASTING.
Draft Deferred — Licensed first, second, or
third class operators. Rocky Mountain 5
kw. network station. Box 236, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Permanent position with 5
kw. regional network station for draft
deferred, experienced man. Box 235
BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER— Experienced man for live
network affiliate in New England. Opportunity to develop originality, versaGive all details first letter. WLLH,
Lowell,tility.Mass.
Wanted — Aggressive, dependable salesman
to sell and service local and regional
accounts for southern network station.
25% commission to the right man or
woman who has ideas and can produce
business. Liberal drawing account. Give
references. Box 231, BROADCASTING.
Well-Equipped — Vermont station has opening for experienced announcer-program
director. Daytime independent. Plenty
work. Excellent experience. Pay enough
to NET $25.00 per week over cost of
living (hotel board and room). Or, could
use newly trained man of good natural
qualifications. Contact L. E. Squier,
WDEV, Waterbury, Vt.
Announcers — Engineers, control operators, continuity writers, salesmen. The
4th District Meeting of NAB, Asheville,
N. C. September 3-4 will display names
and qualifications all persons interested
securing employment with any 81 Southeastern stations represented there. Details experience, age, draft status, education, date available, salary desired,
should be concisely stated. Include
small photo if available. Write John M.
Rivers, Grove Park Inn, Asheville, N. C.
BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted
Staff Musicians — Man, age 44, wife, playorgan,Radio
cello, experience.
sax, vibraharp.ing violin,
Havepiano,
solovox.
Union. Assist other work. Keshner, 504
Perry Street, Vincennes, Indiana.
Station Manager — Excellent background ;
15 years
radio inandall departments,
newspaper experience. Qualified
sales,
programming, management and promotion. Married with family. 3A. Now emmanager15th.
5 k.w.
Available ployed,
September
Box station.
233, BROADCASTING.
OPPORTUNITY— For constructive ability.
Eighteen years experience; sales, promotion, publicity, public relations, announcing, writing, production, management.
Desire congenial, honest connection with
unlimited future. Petersen, 1061 West
Gage, 44, Los Angeles.
First Class Engineer — Experienced, age 25,
4-F, desires permanent, responsible position as Chief with well-equipped small
station. Fully competent, can assume
complete charge operation and maintenance. Box 229, BROADCASTING.
Radio Engineer — Desires position as Chief
Engineer. Assistant Chief of 5 KW
station for last two years. Want permanent position. Living quarters preferred.
Married, one child. No combination job
wanted. Box 228, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — 4F, married desires midwestem location. State full particulars in first
letter. Box 227, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-Program Director — Seven years
experience with major stations. Twentyseven vears old. 4-F. Available immediately. Box 226, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Deferred. 3% years radio ex.
perience duction.
including
acting, writing, proBox 225, BROADCASTING.
Radio Writer Wanted — To apprentice ambitious young man with all-around radio
experience.
Deferred. Box 224, BROADCASTING.
BILL ALYNN — Available for your announcing staff. Draft deferred. Recent
disc on request. Box 223, BROADCASTING.
__
CHIEF ENGINEER — Available shortly.
Graduate radio engineer, 29, 300,000
miles travelled. Ten years experienced
Marine, Airways,
International
telephone, al phases
Broadcast Radioradio.
Licensed Radio Instructor. Data waiting. Box 222, BROADCASTING.
EXPERIENCED ANNOUNCER— In commercial broadcasting. Have had three
years of college radio training. In addiin writing
directing.tion,Draftexperienced
status 4F.
Wanted and
immediate
placement. Bob Lashbrook, 1508 North
Dearborn, Indianapolis, Indiana.
Ready For peRadio?
— Does four
years' proexrience in advertising
and sales
motion— first for a large department
store and then for a well known manufacturer— qualify this young man for a
job in radio ? Can the knowledge of
merchandising he gained — handling trade
advertising, publicity, and promotion for
a famous product — be put to work for
you ? Will someone help this pre-Pearl
Harbor
father get
he's
always wanted—
radio into
? Boxthe240,work
BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
BROADCAST
STATIONandEQUIPMENT—
250 watt transmitter
other station
equipment including vertical radiator.
Give description and price. Box 230,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted—
One KW transmitter. Box 221,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy — 250-watt transmitter together with complete station equipment.
Box 234, BROADCASTING.
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Closed Circuit Rally
CLOSED CIRCUIT broadcast was
made from Washington on Mutual
Aug. 25, 4:15-4:25 p.m., to motion
picture exhibitors all over the
country by representatives of the
Treasury Department and the motion picture industry in behalf of
the Third War Loan Drive to begin Sept. 9. Emcee was Francis
Harmon, tivities
vice Committee
president,
Acof theWarmotion
picture industry. Speakers were
Ted R. Gamble, national director
of the War Finance Division,
Treasury Department, and L. C.
Griffith, War Activities Committee.
Howells Join WKNY
TEAMWORK spells success for
Ruth Howard and Bob Howell (Mr.
and Mrs.) who have joined WKNY
Kingston, N. Y. as director of
women's programs and station
manager, respectively. She conducts
the same type morning program on
WKNY that she formerly ran with
WJJD Chicago and WMCA New
York. Bob Howell was previously
with WNLC New London, Conn,
and WELI New Haven. Together
they write the WOR New York
quiz show It Pays to be Ignorant,
heard Mondays at 7 :30 p.m. for
Piel's Beer.
For Sale
FOR SALE— Three Lapp Insulators No.
8695 and center tension insulators for
same. Box 220, BROADCASTING.
1 RCA 892 Tube, 1 RCA 905, 1 RCA Faradon
3097-K. .0005
MFD. condenser.
Radio, BoxType2389,UC Roanoke,
Va.

Col. Roosevelt Back
COLONEL Elliott Roosevelt, second son of the President, who was
identified with the Texas State
Network and KFJZ before he reported for active duty in the Army
Air Forces early in the war, last
week was in Washington on temporary assignment at Army Air
Force Headquarters. With the
Photo Reconnaissance Wing, Northwest African Air Forces, since the
campaign started there last winter,
Col. Roosevelt continuously had
been on duty in that area until he
reported in Washington last week.
The department did not announce
his assignment, but it is understood
it was related to photographic work
of the air forces.
Newsmen in Forum
PARTICIPATING in the press
and radio forum, Sept. 9, at the
wartime conference of the Associated Press
Associaion
in Managing
the Drake Editors'
Hotel,
Chicago, Sept. 8-11, will be Stanley chairman;
Barnett, Cleveland
Plain Dealer,
W. J. McCambridge,
president of Press Association;
Paul W. White, news director,
CBS; William F. Brooks, director
of news events, NBC; Adolph Opfinger, program manager, MBS;
Major General Alexander D.
Surles, director of the U. S. Army
Press Relations Office; and Capt.
Leland P. Lovette, director, public relations, U. S. Navy.
ELECTRIC BOAT Co. is using daily
five-minute programs on WNLC New
London, Conn., to recruit workers.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
&. Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

PAUL F GODLEY
CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

N.J.

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— AND DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York., N. Y.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
• Evening Star Building, Washington, D. C.
• 321 E. Gregory Boulevard, Kansas City, Mo.
• Cross Roads of the World, Hollywood, Calif.
I
RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
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Radio
In

Awards

Alfred

Made

I. du

Pont

Permanent
Memorial

Mrs. duPont's Foundation Endows Three Annual
Prizes for Enlarging Influence of Radio
FORMAL ANNOUNCEMENT of scope of these annual awards will
a change in scope and format of merit the continued interested and
the Alfred I. duPont radio awards, active cooperation of the radio inwhereby three awards of $1,000
dustry and that the Alfred I. duPont Radio Awards Foundation
each will be presented annually —
one to the station that develops on will be successful in its efforts to
a nationwide or world-wide basis contribute to the continued growth
the most influential service, one and prosperity of this great source
to the station most effective with- of communication so vital to the
in its legitimate community or ter- welfare of our nation," Mr. Goodman said.
ritory, and one for the commentaThe Florida National Bank of
tor whose work during the year is
deemed most distinguished — was Jacksonville was named the trustee, with Mrs. duPont the donor.
made last week by Jessie Ball
The trust agreement sets forth
duPont, widow of the industrialist.
Mrs. duPont established the awards
that the awards are established because of the "enlarging influence
a year ago in memory of her husband.
upon American thought and life"
Fulton Lewis jr., MBS news exercised by radio through its services, not only through entertaincommentator, and KGEI, internament and information and instructional shortwave station operated
tion, but in the "deeper spiritual
at San Francisco by General Electric Co., were the first award win- consequences of strengthened moners.
rale, integrity of attitude, and fidelity to ideals, as particularly exPermanent Foundation
emplified in periods of national
crisis." The donor, it was set forth,
Together with the announcement, Mrs. duPont made public the wishes to establish "an enduring
trust agreement establishing the set of such awards in memory of
radio awards foundation on a per- her husband * * * hoping thereby
manent basis. Certified facsimiles to perpetuate his profound interest
of the foundation agreement are be- in science and industry, and his
ing furnished all stations and com- unwavering devotion to the welfare
mentators for permanent refer- of his country and of humanity."
ence and information.
Award Provisions
W. H. Goodman of Jacksonville
The trust created, it was stated,
was named secretary of the Comis irrevocable and perpetual and
mittee of Awards. The Committee
will comprise five members. They is formally described as "Alfred
will be: (1) A representative of L duPont Radio Awards Foundation". Net income, it is specified,
a national woman's organization;
(2) a non-commercial, non-political will be for the purpose of presentaffiliate of radio and broadcasting
ing the three cash awards in accordance with these provisions:
industry; (3) a nationally prominent educator; (4) a nationally
"(a) The two Alfred I. duPont
prominent expert on public opinion Radio Station Awards shall be conferred in each calendar year to
and national affairs; (5) a representative of the Alfred I. duPont two radio stations in the continenEstate interests.
Mr. Goodman, in an announcement accompanying the trust agreement, pointed out that the foundation is now established upon a
"perpetual, funded basis which assures an uninterrupted continuity
of these annual awards". He said
the awards for 1943 would be made
during the early part of 1944,
probably during March.

tal United States for outstanding
and meritorious service in encouraging, fostering, promoting and developing American ideals of freedom and for loyal and devoted service to the nation and to the communities served by these stations
respectively. One of the radio stations selected to receive an award
shall be representative of the group
of larger radio stations possessing
broadcasting facilities above the
average from the standpoint of
power and range of coverage. The
other radio station selected to receive an award shall be representative of the group of smaller radio
stations in relation to the power
and range of broadcasting facilities. Each radio station award,
however, shall be of equal size, dignity and merit, for performance
within these respective fields of endeavor.
"(b) The Alfred I. duPont Radio Commentator Award shall be
conferred in each calendar year to
one individual, who shall be a citizen of the United States, in recognition of distinguished and meritorious performance of public service by aggressive, consistently excellent and accurate gathering and
reporting of news by radio and the
presentation of expert, informed
and reliable interpretation of news
and opinion for the purpose of encouraging initiative, integrity, independence and public service
through the medium of radio."
Awards in March
The awards will be made during
March for the preceding calendar
year unless, because of unforeseen
conditions or circumstances, it is
impracticable to make the presentation at that time. In that event
the awards will be presented at the
earliest possible date and in any
event within the succeeding three
months.
The Committee of Awards is authorized to promulgate rules and
regulations from time to time as
to the method and basis of selection
of the winners of the awards and

'Enlarging Influence'
In order that the judges may
have adequate time for proper consideration of all entries, he stated,
it will be necessary for all nominations and supporting data to be
received by him on or before December 31, 1943. It was stated that
material submitted would not be
returned and it was requested that
only copies of valuable papers or
documents be used and that these
be as condensed as possible for
convenient examination.
"We sincerely hope that the assured permanency and increased
Page 70 • August 30, 1943

their presentation. In the event the
purposes for which the foundation
was established change materially,
due to progress and development in
radio, or for any other reason cease
to exist because of obsolescense or
otherwise, it is provided that the
trustees shall apply to the courts
to have the trust agreement judicially construed.
PHILCO MAY TAKE
ON TOWN MEETING
DISCUSSIONS on the possibility
of a sponsor for the BLUE program America's Town Meeting of
the Air, heard Thursday, 8:30-9:30
p.m., have been re-opened, and the
attitude of Town Hall officials is
far more favorable to the idea than
it was several years ago, when the
plan was rejected. Question was
brought up at a recent meeting of
the board of directors, but no definite decision was reached at that
time.
If the idea materializes, this
would be the only commercial network forum of its kind on the air.
Chief problem has been the assurance that sponsorship would in no
way jeopardize
program's public
reputation as an the
independent
forum. Philco Corp., Philadelphia,
is reported to be interested in sponsoring the series.
CBS

Lists Time

Given

To War Effort Messages
CBS WAR EFFORT programs for
the first half of this year totaled
8,412 broadcasts or 10,237 different items, network's research dept.
reported last week. During the 181day period, 45.8% of total sponsored
operating time was devoted to some
phase of the war. Commercial programs account for 864 hours, sustaining for 845 hours.
New York outlet for CBS,
WABC, ;devoted all or part of
11,099 broadcasts to war messages
during the same period. Station
sustained 1,055 hours, and commercial
taled hours
637. given to war effort toSherwin-Williams Back
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS Co., Cleveland, sponsor for nine years of
Metropolitan Auditions of the Air,
is resuming the series Nov. 28 for
its fifth season on the BLUE, using
155 stations, the largest network
so far scheduled for the auditions.
Heard Sunday afternoons, 4:30-5,
the program will again feature
Wilfred Pelletier's orchestra and
offer the winning singers at the end
of the 16-week season $1,000 musicstudy scholarships and a contract
with the Metropolitan Opera Co.
Agency
York. is Warwick & Legler, New
WDAK Joins Blue
WDAK Columbus, Ga., will join
the BLUE as a supplementary station to the Southcentral group, effective Sept. 1, or as soon as lines
become available. With the addiaion of WDAK, the BLUE will
have a total of 166 affiliates. Operating fulltime on 250 watts, 1340
kc, WDAK is owned by the Valley
Broadcasting
rate
will be $80.Co. Evening hour
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it wants
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you
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No wonder an advertiser writes, "W-l-T-H HAS
RESULTS FOR ME HEAD AND
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STATION
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request.

BALTIMORE

TOM TINSLEY, President

Represented nationally by HEADLEY-REED

THIS
TO
ON

BUTTON
TRY

GETS

THOSE

WIS.

OTHERS

I KEEP
SOME

OF

MEANING
THESE

DAYS!"

THE farm and in the cities and towns of Midwest America, it's the
same old story: WLS Gets Results. A cracker company, advertising

on WLS, offered daily prizes for jingles used on their program. In the first
seven months of this year they received 72,438 letters — all with proof of
purchase! That's 2,415 letters a week . . . 483 from every program!
Here's a story to prove again that WLS is listened to . . . that WLS
respond ... in short, that WLS Gets Results!

MANAGEMENT

AFFILIATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK — KOY PHOENIX

listeners

* KTUC TUCSON

* KSUN BISBEE-LO WELL

Yankee's
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NEW

ENGLAND

success

RADIO

HE

YANKEE

NETWORK

troduced tothe New
as to the consumer.

advertisers are in-

England retailer as well

For these advertisers, Yankee

gets real cooperation from its merchants

—

drug-

gists, grocers and others.
There is no secret formula —

no high pressure.

cerity.
It's as simple and genuine as New

England sin-

Each of Yankee's twenty stations is a hometown station, a successful local enterprise, owing
its existence to local good

will —

to the grocer

and druggist and other merchants
management

who

treat its

as friends, not as strangers "coming

to town for a clean up."
This hometown acceptance

is what

Yankee

directly produc-

"client-helps" something

tive and more

makes

effective than long-distance, hit-

or-miss "impacts."
If you're coming into New England, let Yankee
introduce you to the New England retailer in tried
and

true New

reached

England

style —

directly by the Yankee

in 20

markets

pipe line.

THE

YANKEE
NETWORK
INCORPORATED
Member of the Mutual Broadcasting System
2 1 BROOKLINE AVENUE
EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
Exclusive National Sales Representative
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
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KWKH-Land!

in KWKH-Land — that rich area

of

East Texas-North

Louisiana-South Arkansas — incomes are growing by leaps and bounds
as the major industries such as oil and natural gas, cotton, livestock,
lumber and the ever-growing war industries are meeting today's challenge for greater output, faster.
What does this mean to manufacturers and distributors? First of
all it means

sales now

in a market

where

people are ready to buy.

But it means building sales for the future.
You can invest your advertising dollars here with assurance of
results. You too, can do as scores of alert advertisers are now doing
— cover this rich market with KWKH, the CBS 50,000 watt station.
It's the preferred station for advertisers and
Branham Company for further details.

CBS

50,000

WATTS

KWKH
A

SHREVEPORT
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TIMES

STATION

LOUISIANA

listeners alike. Ask the
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yes!-and

you

Uloodburif,

the

SODOVOX

Can't

Help

Skin

for

You

the

Woodbury

Love

Voice

Remembering!

Of course you've heard the Woodbury Singing Violins — but maybe you
haven't heard the entire story about this sweetest commercial ever broadcast!
On Dec. 7, 1942, Woodbury added their memorable Sonovox signature to
"The Adventures of the Thin Man" — just before that show was changed over
to "Mr. and Mrs. North". But despite the change in shows (and thanks to
talking and singing sound! ) the sponsor-identification factor had increased
20 points by March 31, at which time the Sonovox contract ended. . . .
After the Singing Violins were dropped, the difference became immediately
apparent, and on May 18, Sonovox went back into the show. Now, at the
latest report, the sponsor identification has climbed back 10 points!
In other words . . . Sonovox does build sponsor identification. Let us show
you the factual proof now available.

WRIGHT-SONOVOX,

INC.

"Talking and Singing Sound"
FREE

& PETERS,

toTou^
Some Typical
SONOVOX PIONEERS
American Chicle Co. (Black Jack Gum)
Badger and Browning & Hersey, Inc.
American Industries Salvage Committee
(Steel Scrap Drive)
Corp.
McCann Erickson, Inc.
Buick Motors Division, General Motors
Arthur Kudner, Inc.
Chicago,
St. Paul cV
PacificMilwaukee,
R. R.
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Inc.
Colgate-Palmolive Peel Company
(Vel,
Ward Palmolive)
Wheelock Co.
Delaware, Lackawanna cV Western
Coal Co.
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Walt Disney Productions
Emerson Drug Company (Bromo-Seltzer)
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Christian Feigenspan Brewing Company
(Feigenspan
and Dobler P.O.N.
Beers
and Ales)
Feltman-Curme Shoes
Russell C. Comer Advertising Co.
Forum Cafeterias of America
R.J. Potts-Calkins & Holden,Inc.
Griesedieck-Western Brewery Co.
(Stag Beer)
Maxon,
Inc.
Grocery Store Products Sales Co., Inc.
(Fould's Macaroni Products)
Campbell-Ewald Co., Inc.
Chr. Hansen Laboratory, Inc.
(Junket Quick Fudge Mix)
Mitchel Faust Advertising Company
Andrew Jergens Co.
(Woodbury's Products)
Lennen & Mitchell, Inc.
Lever Brothers Co. (Lifebuoy Soap)
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Lyon Van 6- Storage Co.
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc
National Broadcasting Company
Naval Aviation Selection Board
NavyBattalions)
Seabees (U. S. Navy, Construction
Office of Civilian Defense (Region Six)
Pabst Sales Company (Pabst Beer)
Warwick & Legler, Inc.
Pan American Coffee Bureau
Buchanan & Co., Inc.
Purity Bakeries Service Corp.
(Taystee Bread, Grennan Cakes)
Radio Corporation of America
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Radio Station KOMA, Oklahoma City
broadcasts)
Alvino
Rey and his Orchestra (in all
Shell Oil Company, Inc.
Walter Thompson
U. S.J. Treasury
Dept. Co.
Universal Pictures Company, Inc.
("Larceny
Music")Inc.
Warner
BrothersWithPictures,
(Thank Your Lucky Stars)
Willards Chocolates, Ltd.
Cockfield, Brown & Co., Ltd.
Orange Drink)
Velie-Ryan,
Inc. (Nesbitt's California

INC., Exclusive National Representatives
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Cox

Probe

Committee
Draft
Of

Closes

Phase
Study

By SOL TAISHOFF
WITH THE third phase of its allembracing investigation of the FCC
— draft deferments— buttoned up
last week, the House Select Committee has settled down to preparation of an interim report, to be
submitted after Congress reconvenes Sept. 14 and with swift legislative results predicted.
Bill to Be Drafted
The present plan, it is reported,
is to draft a bill to accompany the
interim report, which would transfer the "war activities" of the FCC
to the military services or other
Government agencies. This would
follow recommendations of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff and of the Secretaries of War and the Navy, revealed at the opening hearing July
2, that the President abolish these
functions within the FCC. Specifically, the recommendation was that
the Radio Intelligence Service be
abolished. The President has never
acted on the recommendations of
the military that an executive order be issued covering these
changes.
The interim report is expected to
deal with (1) the so-called war activities of the FCC, (2) the foreign
language phase covered in five
weeks of hearings in New York,
which Committee General Counsel
Eugene L. Garey said proved conclusively that the Commission maintained a "gestapo" and (3) the
draft deferment phase, in which
testimony was adduced designed to
show that the Commission had ap-.
pointed draft-age men and sought
and procured draft deferments in
about 300 cases on grounds of "irreplaceability" in alleged conflict
with the Selective Service regulations and Presidential orders.
Future Plans Not Set
Whether further hearings will be
held prior to reconvening of Congress was in doubt. Thought is being given to a brief session or two
in connection with purported efforts
of Chairman Fly to block legislation. This, it is presumed, would
BROADCASTING

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

Portends
Action
on
Legislation
involve the controversy that has draft deferment hearings were
In the Commission's behalf Mr.
raged between Chairman Fly and marked by frequent clashes be- Charles R. Denny, general counsel,
tween Committee counsel, Rep. stated that the FCC regreted the
NAB President Neville Miller along
with allegedly abortive efforts to Miller and FCC counsel and spokes- necessity for presenting its case by
men. Much of the data adduced press release but that it had no
oust Mr. Miller and moves to form
a competitive trade association was placed in the record under FCC
alternative since no purpose would
more friendly to the FCC.
protest. Chairman Fly, while not be served if the answers were made
It is evident the Committee does present at the hearings, issued sev- six months later. Mr. Miller assured
eral press releases sharply criticiz- the Commission that an opportunity
not propose to cover the matter incident to the sale of WMCA, New
ing the Committee tactics. In one would be afforded for testimony before the Committee formulated its
York, to Edward J. Noble, proposed release he charged the Committee
purchaser of the BLUE Network was making "another bid for head- report. Afterward he said this did
until after Congress reconvenes.
lines", that it had deliberately not apply to any interim report
This previously had been scheduled "distorted" the facts and that it which might be filed. Mr. Fly reduring the recess.
had struck "a new low".
peatedly has charged that the ComWhile the interim report will be
mittee has refused to hear CommisMiller's
Rebuke
sion testimony.
the work of the five-man commitWhereas at the Monday session,
Cognizance was taken of Mr.
tee, the proposed accompanying legnames were not given in citing
islation dealing with the transfer Fly's utterances both by Chairman
cases of draft deferment sought by
of the military functions will be Miller as the one-man subcommittee, Fred L. Walker, associate gen- the Commission, Chairman Miller
submitted either by the entire Comeral counsel, and Hugh Reilly, reversed that ruling Tuesday and
mittee or by one of its members. If
the Committee does not draft such senior attorney, who jointly handled
ordered that names be given, exa bill, Rep. Louis E. Miller (R.- the draft deferment phase. Chaircept where there was doubt. At the
man
Miller
said
the
press
releases
Mo.), who presided over the Washfirst
day's proceedings Committee
ington hearings last Monday and appeared to be another attempt Counsel asserted that cases would
Tuesday, said he would offer such a to "try this case in the newspa- be cited only by number to avoid
bill himself. It is presumed the
pers". He expressed the hope that possibility of injustices being done.
Committee also will seek an addi- those making it would have "the Mr. Reilly cited one instance where
tional appropriation to carry on its sense of propriety to await their the FCC had sought the deferment
inquiry to supplement the original turn at bat". Mr. Reilly had of an employee only to find that
fund of $60,000 alloted to it after charged that the press statements
he wanted to go into the service.
No outside witnesses were called
passage of the resolution early this were "contemptuous" not only of
the Committee and its legal staff for the presentation of the draft
(Continued oyi page A8)
year.
Like the preceding sessions the but also of Congress.

British

Study

Growing Following
U. S. Broadcasts
Is Noted

for

TRANSITION of the British system of Government-owned broadcasting, to a variation of the
"American Plan" of program
sponsorship in the post-war era,
is being avidly discussed in England, according to reports reaching this country.
Having had a taste of American
programming through interchanges encouraged by war-time
cooperation, as well as through
transcribed versions of network
programs, and the highly successful Command Performance series,
there has been detected a growing
following for United States' programs. Even before the development of wartime interchanges,
many British listeners tuned the
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Shift

to

American

commercial Luxembourg and Normandie stations, which used American-made transcriptions almost
exclusively.
Big Changes Seen
Nothing is expected to happen
until after the war, but it is freely
predicted that the whole system
of British broadcasting, now handled entirely through the Government-operated British Broadcasting Corp., will undergo sweeping
change. Last week important
changes in the top management of
BBC were announced, and were
regarded as of some significance,
though
full the
impact
felt untiltheafter
war. won't be
Resignation of Sir Cecil Graves
as joint director was announced
by BBC,
togetherFoot
withas appointment of Robert
director
general and chief executive officer.
W. J. Haley, joint managing direc-

Plan

tor of the Manchester Guardian
and Evening News and a director
of Reuters, was named BBC editorin-chief. Mr. Foot and Mr. Haley
have joint responsibility for the
character
of BBC's
output. Theyandwillquality
be assisted
by a
central committee. Sir Noel Ashbridge, present controller of the
BBC engineering division, was appointed deputy
Indicative
of director-general.
the thinking in
England is an article in the Aug.
14 issue of The Economist, dealing
with the future of British broadcasting. It described the present
standard of BBC programs for the
home listeners as "low", but blamed
the system, rather than BBC.
Citing the great vice of BBC as
"timidity", The Economist said its
programs are "starved both of
money and of effort". Far too much
of the output was described as
(Continued on page 54)
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WLB

Disc

DUBONNET
CORP.
BLUE SERIES SET
DUBONNET Corp., New York
(wines) subsidiary of Schenley
Distillers Corp., on Sept. 4 started
sponsoring a weekly half -hour musical program, Your Dubonnet
Date, on 77 BLUE stations, Saturday, 11-11:30 a.m. (EWT),
with
a.m. West
(PWT)Coast repeat, 10:30-11

Panel

In Session Sept. 7
Gilbert
Fuller
Sitting as
Industry Representative
HEARINGS by the tri-partite
panel appointed by the War Labor
Board to determine the facts in the
dispute between the American Federation of Musicians, headed by
James S. Petrillo, and seven electrical transcription companies, are
scheduled to begin Sept. 7 at the
offices of the New York State Mediation Board, 250 W. 57th St., New
York City. The hearings were to
have begun Sept. 6, but were postponed until the following day.
Sitting as third member of the
panel was Gilbert Edmund Fuller,
president of Raymond Whitcomb
Co. of Boston, appointed by the
WLB to take the place of Henry S.
Woodbridge of American Optical
Co., who was unable to serve. Mr.
Fuller has been an industry representative on many WLB panels.
Other panel members, appointed
earlier, are: Arthur S. Meyer,
chairman of the N. Y. State Mediation Board at New York, and Max
Zaritsky, president of the United
Hatter, Cap and Millinery Workers, AFL. Mr. Meyer serves as
chairman and Mr. Zaritsky represents labor. Nathan P. Feinsinger,
WLB associate general counsel in
charge of the disputes division, is
special assistant to the panel.
Sports Firm Sponsors
National Tennis Matches
WILSON SPORTING GOODS Co.,
Chicago, over Labor Day weekend
sponsored a series of three broadcasts on the BLUE from the 1943
National Tennis Championship
matches, played in Forest Hills,
Long Island.
First company to sponsor broadcasts from the tournament, Wilson
presented Harry Wismer, BLUE
sports commentator, on the full network, Sept. 4, 5 and 6 in play-byplay descriptions and resumes of
the matches. Agency in charge is
U. S. Adv. Corp., Chicago. Wismer
also handled various broadcasts
from the tournament on a sustaining basis for the Blue.
G. Washington Broth
G. WASHINGTON COFFEE REFINING Co., Morris Plains, N. J.,
will promote its broth on the full
Yankee Network using a thriceweekly five-minute women's interest program by Ruth Moss, starting in mid-September. For the same
product, firm last week started
three participations weekly on
WCAU Philadelphia, WGN Chicago, and WABC New York. Agency
is Cecil & Presbrey, New York.
Candy Campaign
ASSN. OF MFRS. of confectionery & Chocolate, New York, is using radio only to promote the wartime nutritional values of candy
for the armed forces and for civilians. Group has selected Dr. Walter
H.
Eddy's
participation
program,
Food and Home
Forum on
WOR,
New York, for 13 weeks. Agency is
Scheck Adv., Newark.
Page 8 • September

MAX

ZARITSKY

MAX

ZARITSKY, labor representative ofthe WLB panel to hold
hearings in the dispute between the
Petrillo union and the transcription companies, has been long active in the labor union movement
in the United States. He has been
a union member for nearly 40
years and has served almost continuously since 1919 as president
of the United Hatters, Cap & Millinery Workers International Union.
An early advocate of collective
bargaining and a pioneer in unemployment insurance, Mr. Zaritsky
has been active in promoting these
principles before AFL conventions.
He has put into effect agreements
virtually eliminating industrial
strife in his own industry.
Born in Russia in 1885, Mr.
Zaritsky came to America in 1905,
obtaining employment in a Boston
cap factory. He became secretary
of the local union and in 1911
moved to New York as assistant
to the General Secretary of the
United Cloth Hat & Cap Makers
of North America. He was chosen
the first president of the organization and in 1934 became president
of the new international union
which merged his own union with
the United Hatters of North America, another AFL affiliate representing men's hatters. The merged
union now embraces all workers
employed in all of the headwear
industries.
Mr. Zaritzky has long been
prominent in the movement to
strengthen
labor's
political
position. In 1922
he was
associated
with the Conference for Progressive Political Action which nominated Senator LaFollette for president. In 1936 he helped found the
American Labor Party of the
State of New York and was elected as a presidential elector for
New York, running on the Democratic and Labor party tickets.
Mr. Zaritzky has taken an active role in the building of Palestine as a Jewish homeland and was
a member of an American labor
delegation which visited the country in 1935. He is treasurer of the
National Labor Committee for
Palestine.
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ARTHUR S. MEYER
ARTHUR S. MEYER, public representative on the WLB panel to
hear the Petrillo transcription dispute, is chairman of the New York
State Board of Mediation and an
associate member of the National
War Labor Board.
Mr. Meyer entered labor mediation work from the field of business, having been with the Schulte
Retail Stores Inc. for 15 years,
serving as vice-president and director. He was also president of
Schulte Real Estate Co. Inc.
In 1937 when the mayor of New
York formed the New York City
Industrial Relations Board, Mr.
Meyer was one of the three members appointed. Later in the same
year, he was named to serve on
the New York State Board of
Mediation whose chairman was
then William H. Davis, present
chairman of the WLB. When Davis
left the New York State Board in
1940, Meyer became chairman.
biggest ofjobtheinLittle
mediation
wasMeyer's
as chairman
Steel
Panel in 1942, an assignment which
continued four months. In addition, he served as impartial chairman of the milk industry of the
Metropolitan Area during 1940-41.
Meyer was born in 1880 and was
educated in the public schools. He
entered Columbia U but circumstances forced him to leave after a
few months.
GILBERT E. FULLER
GILBERT EDMUND FULLER,
industry representative on the WLB
panel hearing the Petrillo controversy, is president of RaymondWhitecombe, travel agency, concern
he has been with since 1910. He has
had mediation experience on panels
of the regional WLB in Boston.
Mr. Fuller replaces Henry S.
Woodbridge, at one time general
manager of the company which
Mr. Fuller now heads. Mr. Woodbridge resigned from the panel because of the postponement in the
date of the hearing, originally set
23]. Aug. 16, and for various other
for
commitments [BROADCASTING, Aug.
Mr. Fuller was born in Springfield, Mass., in 1882. He received
his A.B. from Harvard in 1905 and
BROADCASTING

A Music Corp. of America package deal, program features Xavier
Cugat as musical director. Included
also are Lina Romay and Don
Rodney, vocalists, with a mixed
chorus of eight. Bill Pennell is announcer. Ted Hadiger has been assigned writer-producer. Harvey
Helm is associate writer. Art Rush,
who heads his own Hollywood talent service, has been appointed
to represent William H. Weintraub
& Co., New York agency servicing
the account.
Hu Chain, assistant radio director of the agency, was on the West
Coast in late August to complete
arrangements for the show. Sander Heyman, advertising and sales
promotion manager of Schenley
Import Corp., New York, currently
is in Hollywood. Firm is spending
some $40,000 to promote the initial
broadcasts, utilizing magazines as
well as newspapers.
Flex-O-Glass Discs
FLEX-O-GLASS MFG. Co., Chicago, in October begins a nationwide varied schedule of announcements and local programs ranging
from five to 30 minutes in length
on 186 stations, with a possibility
of additions to the list a little later. Stations with which contracts
of varying terms have been signed
are: KLRA KFBK KIDO WLS
WMBD WDZ WHO KMA WIBW
KFBI WCSH WEEI WJR WDGY
KMOX KWTO KGHL KMMJ
KFAB WOR WHAM WGY WDAY
WLW WTAM KVOO KOIN
KDKA KSOO KSL KIRO KHQ
KILO KMBC KNAX WOW, and
150 stations in the Keystone BroadSystem. Agency
Fellers &casting
Presba,
Chicago.is Presba,
CBS Managers to Meet
CBS is planning a meeting of station managers of its managed and
operated stations in New York
some time in October. No date has
been announced nor is the agenda
set, but Frank Stanton, CBS vicepresident in charge of operations,
will preside.
joined the U. S. Mortgage & Trust
Co. the same year. In 1906 he joined
Michaelis & Ellsworth, publicity
concern. He became associated with
the financial department of the
American Express Co. in 1908 and
in 1910 became vice-president of
Raymond-Whitcombe. He was appointed managing director of the
agency in 1920, chairman of the
board identinin 1931.
1928, and he became presMr. Fuller lives in Boston and
is a member of various Boston and
New York clubs. He is married and
has a son and daughter.
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CIO

Denied

'etitions
Also
Filed by
Creditor Group, FM
Network
COINCIDENTAL with FCC rejection last Thursday of a CIO
petition to intervene in the hearing on the application for transfer of the BLUE Network-owned
stations from RCA, owner of the
BLUE, to Edward J. Nohle, New
York industrialist and owner of
WMCA New York, a new intervention petition, shrouded in mystery, was filed on behalf of 31 unnamed creditors of the BLUE, with
claims purported to be in excess
of $2,000,000.
FM Net Plea
Third would-be intervenor in the
BLUE-ABS hearing is American
Network, Inc., a Delaware corporation organized about two years
ago to develop an FM network, including the construction and operation of broadcasting stations, and
to solicit FM advertising for its
stockholders and affiliates. American Network asserts in its petition
that should the American Broadcasting System be authorized to operate the BLUE it would inevitably
become known as the "American
Network", which would be unfair
competition to American Network
Inc. since the public would "be confused and unable to distinguish between the two or between their respective operations."
American Network suggests that
should the transfer be finally approved, the FCC either make the
changing of the corporate name of
ABS a condition of approval or so
order in its grant. In support of its
claim to priority in use of the name
"American" in its corporate name,
American Network urges that it
was organized in New York long
before the ABS was organized to
do business there, and filed a construction permit with the FCC for
a key FM station, withdrawn because of the Commission's "freeze"
order of last April, and spent considerable sums of money developing
its business, emphasizing the name
"American Network Inc."
The CIO plea was denied, according to the Commission, on the
ground that it is not entitled to
intervene as "a matter of legal
right". Commissioner Norman S.
Case, presiding at the Motions
Dockett last Wednesday, had referred the motion to the full Commission because of the broad question of policy involved.
The FCC's Thursday action gives
CIO the right to offer testimony.
Creditor Petition
Second petition was filed by
Ira Chase Koehne, Washington,
formerly on the staff of the Judge
Advocate General of the Navy,
as a creditor and as counsel for the
31 petitioning creditors.
The FCC will require naming of
creditors, it was indicated.
Basing his plea largely on the
BROADCASTING

Blue

Intervention

alleged lack of financial soundness and responsibility of the
American Broadcasting System, a
corporation wholly owned by Mr.
Noble [Broadcasting, Aug. 16],
and charging evidence of "untruth" in the balance sheet submitted to the FCC, Mr. Koehne
presented an analysis of the proposed financing of the transfer
which purports to show that the
creditors he represents and many
others like them would stand to
suffer loss should the transfer be
approved.
The original agreement between
Mr. Noble and RCA is said to
provide that Mr. Noble shall assume all liabilities of the BLUE;
yet, Mr. Koehne points out, the
BLUE, a contingent liability, is
not shown on the balance sheet,
which further specifically denies
other such liabilities "not included
in the balance sheet".
Claims of his clients, Mr. Koehne
says, would become "minor" in
the face of the "large long debt
payable to banks, and which are
liable, and may doubtless be required, to be secured by the astransferred"
sets
proposed totobeABS).
(from BLUE
Their
claims, the petition asserts, would

Court

Twice

Plea

be "subservient to the lien of such
security", by reason of the proposed $8,000,000 payment.
Characterizing the "verified" balance sheet of ABS as a "figment
of its wishful thinking" and "untrue in some very material respects", the petition presents several examples of alleged inconsistencies. Calling attention to the fact
that the bank loan for $3,000,000 is
contingent upon FCC approval of
the transfer, Mr. Koehne criticizes
the apparent inclusion of this sum
in the $8,001,000 cash assets shown
on the ABS balance sheet dated
Aug. 10.
'Strain on Credulity'
The $8,001,000 cash represents a
loan of $4,000,000 from three banks
[Broadcasting, Aug. 16] and $4,000,000 ($1,000,000 on deposit in
escrow, and $3,000,000 through
Banker's Trust Co.) from Mr. Noble for 400,000 shares of its capital
stock. The $1,000 represents the
original 100 shares of stock at $10
per share par value issued upon the
formation of the ABS last March.
Thus at least $7,000,000 of the
claimed assets exists only on paper,
the petition indicates in pointing to
(Continued on page 52)

Denies

Injunction

Beer

Sponsors

Get

Army Pickup Right
Pabst Granted Authority to
Originate From Camps
WAR DEPT., through its Bureau
of Public Relations, has lifted its
ban against origination of sponsored beer broadcasts from Army
posts. The Bureau notified Pabst
Sales Co. Aug. 28 that it had no
objection to origination of the Saturday night Blue Ribbon Town program from Army posts. Participation of Army personnel on the program is allowed.
Under the ruling beer sponsors
now are given the same broadcast
privileges as other sponsors, such
as American Tobacco Co., R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co. and Coca
Cola Co.
Usual Disclaimer
Army rules provide that broadcasts from camps must have the
approval of camp commanders;
must not interfere with training of
troops; must be staged at no cost to
the Government; must carry an advertising disclaimer.
Participation of Army personnel
on audience participation programs
or amateur shows is permitted on a
non-repeat basis.
The Navy has long permitted
origination of sponsored beer
broadcasts from naval establishments to entertain personnel but
does not allow naval personnel to
participate. The Navy also requires
a disclaimer.

ToFlammBlocking
WMC
A Sale
of the impression they would make
NEW YORK Supreme Court the affidavit 'confession' of one upon the plaintiff; that the lawyers, in conspiracy with the two
Justice David Peck twice last week employe state that the defendant
engaged for the negotiation of the employes of the plaintiff, representdenied motions of Donald Flamm
sale two Washington lawyers, who
ed to the plaintiff that the defendfor a temporary injunction to re- up to a few months before were
ant could and would procure from
strain Edward J. Noble from disthe Commission the wave lengths
general
counsel
and
assistant
genposing of WMCA New York, penderal counsel of the FCC and who employed by station WMCA and
of Mr.of Flamm's
hearing
ing
the
suit for the
rescission
his sale had the year before presented to take them away from the plaintiff
of the station to Mr. Noble in the Commission a case against the unless the plaintiff sold the station
plaintiff to revoke his broadcasting to the defendant upon the defendJanuary 1941. Mr. Flamm's appeal
ant's terms. . . . Plaintiff asserts
to the Appellate Division will be license; that these lawyers were
(Continued on page 52)
engaged by the defendant because
heard on Tuesday, pending which
Mr. Noble has agreed not to sell
WMCA.
On Monday Judge Peck issued an
opinion
denying
Mr. that
Flamm's
motion on the
ground
he should
have begun his action immediately
upon the discovery of the alleged
fraud and not waited more than
two years. On Tuesday, Philip
Handelman, of Handelman & Ives,
Mr. Flamm's attorneys, went before Judge J. Sidney Bernstein
with a motion to reargue. On
Thursday Judge Peck heard the
further argument and on Friday he
upheld the decision previously
rendered. Mr. Handelman then
entered an appeal for a hearing by
the Appellate Division, which was
Official Signal Corps Radio-Telephoto
set for Tuesay, Sept. 7.
HISTORY IN THE MAKING is depicted here, with Com. Harry C.
In his denial of Mr. Flamm's
motion for an injunction pendente
Butcher, former CBS Washington vice-president, smack in the middle
of it. This official Army radio photo shows Com. Butcher (left) with
lite, issued last Monday, New York
Supreme Court Justice David Peck Britain's Gen. Sir Bernard L. Montgomery (center) and Gen. Dwight
D. Eisenhower viewing the Italian mainland from gun positions at Messaid, in part: "Reduced to essence,
sina, Sicily. Com. Butcher, naval aide to Gen. Eisenhower, has been
the affidavits of the plaintiff and through the entire North African and Sicilian campaign.
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Tubes
Civilian
Block
turers of such batteries completed for civilian radio maintenance unBattery
Picture Better
a two-month period in which 98%
der this initial action is not disAs Manufacturers
of their production was set aside
closed, and the Radio & Radar Division has also refused to disclose
by WPB order for distribution
End Schedule
through suppliers serving rural the types which are to be made.
OUTLOOK for maintenance of ci- consumers.
A press release had been prepared,
vilian radio receivers was only
Production was running at the announcing the intention to issue
slightly improved by developments
rate of about 425,000 monthly when the directives, but this release was
of the past week. Overshadowing
the "holiday" from war orders was killed by OCR because of objection
news that limited production of begun. There is no way of deter- to piecemeal announcement of
civilian receiver tubes is being mining exactly how many of the what had been referred to as a
scheduled, was a WPB release
batteries are being purchased for "program".
that to meet military requirements,
Implication of this action is that
radio use, but it is presumed that
the electronics equipment industry a large proportion of the supply the so-called program, or the first
will have to step up production
is being bought for that purpose.
phase of the program, can restore
to the rate of $4 billion annually
As originally announced by Ar- to operation only a small percenbetween now and the end of the
tage of the civilian sets now silent.
thur Whiteside, WPB vice-chairyear. This mounting demand will
man and president of Dun & Brad- OCR, presumably, did not want to
make it difficult to earmark addi- street, the program was made pos- see a public announcement which
tional production for civilian needs.
sible when Army, Navy and Lend- might indicate a solution to the
Lease
authorities agreed to relin- problem when such is not the case.
Sept. 1 Session
At best, the action taken by the
quish temporarily their claim to
Representatives of tube manuproduction of these items. It was Radio & Radar Division is only a
facturers attended an industi'y ad- pointed out by Mr. Whiteside that first step in fulfillment of the
visory committee meeting at WPB
the batteries were one of 50-odd promise made to James F. Byrnes,
headquarters in Washington on items considered essential in pro- Director of War Mobilization, by
Sept. 1, discussing the problems
moting the production of food.
Ray
director
of WPB's
involved in providing the increased
RadioC. &Ellis,
Radar
Division.
Mr.
Tube Threat
production referred to above. It is
Ellis, answering a query on the
believed that with new plants now
Tube supply continues to be the situation in civilian radio tubes
[Broadcasting, June 21, July 12],
coming into full production the in- most serious threat to a blackout
dicated goals for military needs of civilian radio reception, despite
wrote the "Assistant President" on
are attainable.
a move taken by the Radio & Ra- June 28 that there was a serious
situation and said that his division
One effect of greater production
dar Division of WPB to secure
should be a better organization of production of small quantities of "would see to it that the minimum
civilian requirements are provided
production, and the production of 15 of the most critically needed
larger quantities of more types of types of tubes for home receivers.
in the production during the third
tubes. This may help to supply
Manufacturers are to regard
some of those tubes which are now
such production as of equal im- quarter. Military Orders
absent from civilian dealers'
portance with production for mili"We recognize," Mr. Ellis wrote,
tary orders.
shelves, although there is no ex"the need for the maintenance of
pectation of any material increase
Instructions are being issued to
civilian radio, and we also apprein the civilian tube supply. A fac- manufacturers, allocating and
ciate that conservation is necestor in this limitation is the fine scheduling the production of the
balance which exists in the supply specified types within a time limit
sary to keep civilian radio requirements to a minimum in the light
of some of the component matrials
and ordering the tubes marked
of military radio requirements.
and parts going into electronic
M-R (maintenance and repair).
This having been accomplished, we
equipment.
Tubes so marked are identified as feel justified in insisting on the
Battery Production
being for the civilian market ex- production of some civilian tubes."
clusively and can be distributed
The Byrnes inquiry into the ciBrightest spot in the picture is
vilian radio tube problem followed
the accomplishment of the Office only through civilian channels.
a letter which he received from
of Civilian Requirements and the They are to be released according
Consumers Durable Goods Divi- to a definite plan designed to in- President Neville Miller of NAB,
sure equitable distribution of the warning that jobber and dealer
sion, WPB, in providing a supply
stocks were exhausted and that
of batteries suitable for farm re- supply.
The
number
of
tubes
to
be
made
an "alarming problem" was alceivers. On Aug. 30, manufacready threatening civilian reception of vital war messages. The
minimum need for tubes, based on
one set per radio home, is between
2,000,000 and 3,000,000 per month,
according to NAB estimates, and
this of course does not include
tubes for the 3,000,000 portable
and 8,000,000 automobile receivers
in the country.
The civilian tube problem arises
primarily from the fact that the
electronics manufacturing industry is so heavily oversold on military orders.
Some observers believe that the
"hump" will not be surmounted
MEMBERS OF A DINNER PARTY preceding the first Mutual broad- for at least six months and that
until then there is small prospect
cast by Cedric Foster, news commentator, under sponsorship of Employers
Group, Boston, an association of insurance companies, included (1 to r) : for any real relief in civilian tubes.
Frank Boyle, agency superintendent for Employers Group; Cedric Fos- Mr. Ellis told Broadcasting that
ter; Nelson Churchill, announcer; Edward A. Larner, vice-president he believed added production facilof Employers Fire Insurance Co.; Julian Watkins, vice-president of H. B.
ities might be needed, but he deHumphrey Co., Boston agency handling the account. Employers Group
clined to discuss the bearing of insponsors the Friday 10-10:15 p.m. period on 10 MBS stations.
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dustry expansion on the supply of
civilian tubes.
Director Ellis apparently believes that the solution for both
civilian and military requirements
is increased production by electronics manufacturers. He tossed
the ball to the industry in a release issued Aug. 28, which quoted
him as saying that electronics
equipment requirements in the war
program are mounting steadily
and the "electronics industry faces
a fresh challenge in the form of
higher production schedules proposed for thecontinued:
remainder of 1943."
The release
The actual output of military electronics equipment for July of this
year was $234,000,000 and to meet
future requirements the rate of production of electronics equipment will
have to be stepped up to the rate of
4 billion dollars annually between
now and the end of December, 1943,
Mr. Ellis said. This figure would
jump the monthly dollar volume of
production to approximately $333,000,000 per month, or nearly $100,000,000 per month increase over the
July
As total.
a further indication that no
"plateau" in production totals for
electronics is in prospect, Mr. Ellis
estimated that war production needs
to be supplied by the industry will
be
40% greater for 1944 than
for 30thisto year.
"The production curve on military
electronics equipment continues on
the upswing, but producers, suppliers
and contributing agencies must not
relax their splendid efforts if the requirements of the armed forces are
to be met," Mr. Ellis said.
"Output must be maintained and
increased despite difficulties in the
field of critical components, experienced labor and the other problems
facing us," he added. The electronics
industry in general has done a fine
job, but it must be prepared for even
greater efforts in the drive for victory.
"Electronics equipment is serving
in every sector and in every phase of
the war. Ships, guns, planes, tanks
and communications all are dependent
on the material
the iselectronics industry,produced
and ourby_job
to
keep these vital products flowing in
ever-increasing volume to the war
Mennen

Interviews

MENNEN
Co., Newark, which has
fronts."
not used national network radio
since Jan.
1942 Capt.
when Flagg
it discontinued 25,
sponsoring
and
Sgt. Quirt on NBC, is starting a
weekly quarter-hour series Sept.
13 on CBS entitled Ed Sullivan
Entertains. Originating from New
York's "21 Club", the series, Monday, 7:15, will feature interviews
by Sullivan, with three leading
personalities. Series will promote
Mennen's shave cream and other
products.
Agency is Russel M.
Seeds
Co., Chicago.
Owens-Illinois Plans
PHIL REGAN, Hollywood film
actor-singer, has been signed as
featured vocalist on the five-weekly CBS Your Home Front Reporter, sponsored by Owens-Illinois
Glass Co. He replaces Frank Parker who is slated for a new network program recently auditioned
by E. R. Squibb & Sons (drug
products). Besides Parker, auditioned program features Orson
Welles with Robert Armbruster's
nouncer. and Carlton KaDell, anorchestra
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Generations of Philadelphians have paid their penny at the pretzel wagon. This huge, fresh, crisp, softcentered delicacy, salt-sprinkled and mustard-spread, is characteristically Philadelphian because it's good!
If you pick the radio station in Philadelphia which is most frequently picked by advertisers who
are "in the know," you will pick KYW.

• Why do Philadelphia advertisers account for 43%

of KYW's non-network time? Why have their purchases of KYW time increased 780% in five
years? • Because KYW is a Philadelphia favorite. Because its 50,000 watts give directed
coverage — intensified messages in the entire third market of the nation. Because it carries NBC
programs. Because it is an overwhelmingly powerful local influence. • Investigate the popularity of KYW

®
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as an influence to make your product "Philadelphia's dish."

WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
WOWO • WGL • WBZ • WBZA • KYW • KDKA
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY NBC SPOT SALES
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2d
Stations

Protest

MBS

Plan
as Competitively
Unfair
Some Tell Networks They Might Refuse Time To
Shows Carrying Repeat Announcements
ANNOUNCEMENT of the Mutu30] is to record top evening network programs for rebroadcasting
al plan to broadcast during the daytime hours recorded repeats of the on MBS in the 3-5 weekday afternoon period for the benefit of night
big evening shows on other networks evoked immediate opposition workers and others unable to hear
from some affiliates. These stations the original broadcasts. As a trial,
notified their networks they would
MBS is offering to broadcast topresent any such weakening of the ranking programs for 13 weeks
present network structure and without making any time charges,
might even refuse to carry any pro- the advertiser paying only minimum AFRA scale for the repeat
gram that included an announcement that it would be repeated the and, if the program includes music,
following day over another network. engaging a live orchastra, a step
Mutual last week offered no made necessary by the AFM ban on
further explanation or details of musical recordings. For the test period the sponsor's sales messages
its rebroadcast project, pointing
out that most of the complaints would be eliminated and Government war messages used in their
voiced so far by stations and agencies have already been adequately
answered. The network expects to place. Described As Unfair
issue very shortly a promotion
Following announcement of this
booklet of the plan, which not only plan, affiliates of other networks
explains how it works, but also will immediately protested against this
clarify such points as how the day- "sharing" of programs which they
time rebroadcasts will affect the feel belong to them as part of the
ratings of the programs and how an network carrying these programs.
advertiser can benefit from the in- The stations point out that such
creased audience reached by the programs are assets to the stations
rebroadcast of his evening program.
This booklet will be made available carrying them and that they have
in return given these programs exto all advertising agencies throughtensive promotion and merchandisout the country and to all Mutual
ing in their communities, which they
stations as well as to stations affilisaid they certainly would not conated with the other major networks.
tinue if the programs are to be
broadcast by competing stations.
Winchell Action
The complaints stressed the fact
Typifying the station reaction to that
the Mutual proposal would be
such a practice was the refusal of detrimental
not only to the present
the BLUE network to permit any network
system but to nighttime
expansion in the list of non-BLUE
radio generally, pointing out that
stations currently carrying record- a family might go to the movies on
ed repeats of Walter WinchelFs
Sunday evening broadcasts on the an evening when its favorite radio
program is broadcast, if it knew the
BLUE.
program could be heard the followWhen, on July 18, the Winchell
ing afternoon, with the result that
broadcasts were first put on the
complete BLUE network and the this family will not be available to
former combination network dis- any of the other programs broadcast that evening but not repeated
continued, the BLUE, with the consent of its affiliates in about 15 in the daytime.
cities, allowed Andrew Jergens Co.,
The "giveaway" idea came in for
Winchell's sponsor, to continue to special condemnation as "unfair
use its former outlets in those cit- competition" to those daytime programs whose sponsors are paying
its as well as the BLUE stations,
which feed the programs to other for their time and talent and also
as a dangerous precedent which
stations where they are recorded
for broadcast later the same even- may lead to requests from other
advertisers for similar free time to
ing.
Last week, however, Lennen & try out other new program ideas.
Mitchell, agency for Jergens, asked
for the addition of a dozen additional cities to that list. The BLUE
Sterling Salt Buying
rejected this request on the basis INTERNATIONAL SALT Co.,
that BLUE outlets already afford Scranton, Pa., starts its annual fall
coverage in those markets. Point- and winter campaign for Sterling
ing out that any advertiser is free table salt Sept. 20. From two to
to record any program in a rec- three participations weekly on womcording studio and to place those
en's programs will be used on WJZ
transcriptions with whatever sta- WOR WGY KDKA and on a Philadelphia station. Agency is J. M.
tions it chooses, the BLUE main- Mathes Inc.,
New York.
tained that it is unfair to ask network affiliates, receiving network
programs, to share those progams
course of the Adverwith competing stations in their ADVERTISING
tising Club in New York, which starts
own communities.
its 20th year this fall, is slated to get
Mutual plan [Broadcasting, Aug. under way Oct. 18.
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District

Urges

Repeat

LOOKING OVER the magnetic
wire recorder he used in Sicily to
pick up actual sounds of the Allied
invasion of the island, John Hersey, Time Magazine editor and correspondent (right), discusses the
potential broadcasts for which the
recorder can be used with D. E.
Taylor,
General
tric Co.engineer
Time a of
week
or soElecago

Legislative Action
Miller, Elias Among Speakers
At Session in Asheville
ALL-OUT support for new radio
legislation at this session of Congress was voted by 57 broadcasters
of North Carolina, South Carolina,
Virginia, West Virginia and the
District of Columbia at the second
NAB District meeting last Friday
in Asheville, N. C.
The meeting, presided over by
G. Richard Shafto, WIS, Columbia,
S. C, district director, was addressed on the legislative subject
by NAB President Neville Miller
and Don S. Elias, WWNC Asheville, regional station director and
a member of the legislative committee.
Shafto Declines

had planned to use some of Hersey's recordings on the March of
Time program on NBC, but did
not do so, chiefly because of NBC's
policy of broadcasting only recordings of transcendental importance.
Another Paper Cut
AN ADDITIONAL cut of 5% in
the usage of newsprint was
recommended by the Newspaper
Industry Advisory Committee
which met with WPB officials in
Washington last week. This is expectedductionto bring
a total
of 15% about
since the
first reof
the year.fectiveOriginal
Order
L-240,
eflast Jan. 1, reduced quotas
5% and a further 5% cut was ordered on July 1. The exact amount
of the reduction in the fourth
quarter will not be determined until it is learned
maximum
deliveries what
will beCanada's
during
that period. A cut in permitted
publishers' inventories was also
recommended by the committee.
MBS Billings Rise
MUTUAL'S gross billings for
August of this year show an increase of 132.6% over the same
month last year, and cumulative
billings for the past eight months
are 28.4% above the figure for the
corresponding period in 1942. Network billings for August, 1943,
total $1,205,240, while cumulative
billings stand at $8,196,967.
NBC Names J-W-T
NBC last week announced it had
appointed J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York, to handle the networks
advertising. The account was formerly handled by Foote, Cone &
Belding, New York, as part of the
advertising of RCA and all of its
subsidiary companies, including
NBC and the BLUE. The latter
agency resigned the account in midAugust in line with a policy of not
handling media accounts [Broadcasting, Aug. 16].

BROADCASTING

At the second day session Saturday a new district director was to
be elected, succeeding Mr. Shafto,
who declined renomination. Others
who addressed the session included
D. Hiden Ramsey, of the Asheville
Citizen-News, on public relations;
Harold Essex, W41MM manager of
WSJS> Winston-Salem, on FM;
Lew Avery, NAB director of broadcast advertising, on the retail promotion plan. A report on BMI was
made by Carl Haviland, vice-president. Among those attending the
meeting were:
I. G. Abeloff,
WRVA;
Edward
Allen,
WLVA;
W. E. Bray,
WMRC;
HarryA. Bright,
WGBR; Stanliy H. Brown, WRAL; Carl
Birkland, WTOP; Leonard D. Callahan,
SESAC; O. L. Carpenter, WPTF; Charles
Crutchfield, WBT; Don S. Elias, WWNC;
Harold Essex, WSJS-W41MM; W. C.
Ewing, WSNC; Francis Fitzgerald, WSOC;
Fred Fletcher, WRAL; R. A. Furr, WIS;
Earl Gammons, WTOP; M. A. Glascock,
WRC; J. A. Hagan, WWNC; Wilbur M.
Havens, WMBG; Carl Haviland, BMI;
Grady Hipp, Herman Hipp, WIS; W. Russ
Holt, WOLS; Cecil B. Hoskins, WWNC;
Walter Huffington, OWI, Richmond; W. C.
Irwin, WSOC; J. F. Jarman, WDNC; R.
A. Jolley, WMRC; Alice Keith, National
Academy of Broadcasting, Washington;
Herman Kendrick, WJLS; Frank Kesler,
WDBJ;
Langlois,Richard
Langworth;
Ezra
Mcintosh,CyWWNC;
H. Mason,
WPTF; Neville Miller, NAB; Robert E.
Mitchell, WMBG; Durham Moore, WRAL;
John New, WTAR; R. S. Morris, WSOC:
Paul Moyle, WFNC; Edwin Otis, MBS;
Royal Penny, WBT; Lt. Grraham Poyner,
public relations, Charleston, S. C; John M.
Rivers, WCSC; Odes E. Robinson, WCHS;
J. D. Saumenig, WIS; G. Richard Shafto,
WIS; G. O. Shepherd, WAYS; Carleton
Smith, WRC; Stewart Spencer, WPTF; Sol
Taishoff, Broadcasting Magazine; Harold
Thorns, WAYS; Zeno Wall, WWNC; E. S.
Whitlock, WRNL; A. D. Willard, WBT;
Easton WFIG.
Woolley, NBC; T. Doug Youhgblood,
Arbitration Series
RADIO ARBITRATION Corp.,
New York, has been formed by two
New York businessmen to secure
wide distribution via recordings of
Labor Arbitration, 60 minute program heard over WMCA New
York, Sunday, 9:03-10 p.m., in the
interest of better labor-industry
relations and their effect upon war
production. Organizers of RAC are
I. Teitelbaum, president of I. Teitelbaum & Co., New York (furniture
concern), and vice-president of the
Bronx Inter-Faith Council; and
David
president of the U. S.
Bronze Klein,
Sign Co.
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CBC

IN CANADA

dominant

key stations

provides

. . . each operating

strategically located across Canada
owned

a complete
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Canadian
a power

The CBC

network
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2,000,000 radio homes

radio service. With

. . . extending
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and privately

gives a coverage of over
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Buyer Coverage.

. . ♦

to the Pacific Ocean.

Broadcasting

in Canada
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intensity known

in few other places. During

listeners throughout the Dominion
tainment through the CBC.
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CHRISTMAS
Heavy

Drive

All
Units
of Industry
To
Join Intensive
Campaign
THE Food Fights for Freedom
campaign, launched at meetings reported in the Aug. 30 Broadcasting, will be second only to the Third
War Loan in the amount of radio
time allocated to campaigns during
the last half of 1943, according to
the Domestic Radio Bureau, OWL
It will receive at least as much cooperative support as the Victory
Gardening and Stop Unnecessary
Travel campaigns pushed earlier
in the year, and will far exceed
the scope of the majority of OWI's
radio campaigns.
Food for Freedom is to be supported by all of the scheduling
plans of the Radio Bureau, plus the
Woman's War Guide, sent to women
commentators, home making program directors and others who
reach the feminine audience.
November Peak
Via special assignment, the overall story of the food campaign began to reach the listening public
last week. Special assignments differ from simple war messages in
that the time given is over and
above sponsors' normal allocations
for war messages and the material
may be incorporated in the script
rather than in the form of an
announcement.
In October, Food Fights for
Freedom is scheduled as a top priority campaign, and will be featured in that month's issue of the
Women's War Guide.
November will see the campaign
at its height. The month has been
designated "Food Fights For Freedom Month" and it is planned to
have a top ranking official make the
announcement to that effect on behalf of the Government.
The campaign goes on the Network Allocation Plan the first two
weeks of November, thus giving it
the services of the principle vehicle
of the Radio Bureau. One hundred
network programs will carry Food
for Freedom messages Nov. 1-14.
In addition to the Network plan,
the campaign will be featured during this period on all live spot commercial programs, involving 1,153
individual station broadcasts.
During the second half of November, the Station Announcement
Plan will go into action, with 21
one-minute transcriptions to be
broadcast on 891 stations, a total
of 18,711 announcements.
Local programs put on by the
Army, Navy and Dept. of Agriculture will further plans for special
events programs and appearances
of high ranking officials.
Radio time table is to be completed this week at a meeting of
the Office of Program Coordinator
and the Radio Bureau. Plans and
Page 14 • September

Planned
for
information on the campaign have
been placed in the hands of media.
Sponsors and agencies will get the
usual fact sheets three to five
weeks in advance of air dates, and
stations will receive transcribed
announcements at the usual interval in advance of scheduled broadcasts.
Difficult Campaign
It is pointed out that Food
Fights for Freedom is one of the
more difficult campaigns handled
by the OWI to date. It is complex
in theme, involving no less than
nine different main sub-topics,
many of which have already had
much attention over the air. These
are : Farm production goals, victory
gardens, home food preservation,
nutrition, food conservation, farm
manpower
(U. S. Crop Corps),

Treasury
Poised

War
for

Food

Series

rationing, food price control, and
Home Front Pledge (to support
rationing and price control).
These individual themes will
continue to be supported, but they
are to be tied together in the Food
Fights for Freedom Drive. Beginning in October it is planned
wherever possible to tie in all food
messages with the basic theme that
food is an all-important war
weapon.
Major emphasis is to be placed
on the ways in which American
food fights for freedom, and why
certain actions are necessary on
the part of every civilian. Individual programs are to start where
this background leaves off, and will
give more detailed education as to
how the citizen will do his job.

Bond

Campaign

Sept.

CLIMAXING months of planning
on the part of the Treasury Dept.,
Office of War Information and War
Advertising Council in conjunction
with the radio, the press, and the
other media, final touches are at
last being applied in preparation
for the largest campaign for nonbanking funds ever attempted, the
Third War Loan Drive for $15,000,000,000, which will be officially
underway Sept. 9.

9 Opening
powerful publicity broadside we
have ever prepared. However, as
we have said many, many times,
even the most elaborate, the most
ingenious national program cannot
achieve the maximum results without local adaption. As never before
we must knit our national and local
programs in one smooth fabric of

"Plans for promoting the Third
War Loan Drive through radio
have been developed by the Treasury with the help of the OWI and
the WAC; and these groups, as well
as ourselves, will appreciate your

Speaking of the effect of radio,
Donald
attack." D. Stauffer, Chief of the
Domestic Radio Bureau, OWI, said,
"Radio has proven itself in this
war as a valuable weapon on the
side of truth and understanding.
Not only has it kept the great
American public informed on the
progress of the war but it has created an understanding of the restrictive problems which we must
face, such as rationing. It has impelled action in salvaging.
"But in no one field has it done
its job better than it has in selling
War Bonds. The entire facilities of
radio — administrative and creative
— have joined hands to write a
story of salesmanship that is outstanding .. . We are again asking
radio to lead the way. We are asking for almost twice as much cooperation as we had in the 2nd War
Loan and we are confident every
person in the industry will 'Back

complete cooperation."
Striking the keynote for the radio
industry Neville Miller, president
of the NAB, in an open letter called
on the industry to accept the challenge of the Third War Loan.
Vincent F. Callahan, Director of
Press, Radio and Advertising, War
Finance Division of the Treasury
Dept., said, "The press, radio and
advertising staff of the War Finance Division will fire the most

Kick-off Show
the Attack'."
President Roosevelt, Secretary of
the Treasury Morgenthau and
name talent from radio, stage and
screen will combine on the evening
of Sept. 8, 9-10 p.m., to present a
mammouth "Kick-off Show" to be
broadcast over the four major networks to a pre-estimated audience
of 70,000,000 listeners. Mr. Roosevelt will speak on behalf of the

Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau stated in a brochure sent
stations, "During the Second War
Loan we had an opportunity to see
the important job radio can do; and
in the Treasury's appreciation at
the conclusion of that drive, I stated that the cooperation of the radio
broadcasters of the nation was a
great factor in the success of the
drive. You can see, therefore, why
we feel that the success of the
Third War Loan depends to some
extent upon your cooperation and
the cooperation of your organization.
Industry Reply
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DRIVE

MAIL
LAUNCHED

OPENING the educational campaign on mailing of Christmas
packages to service men abroad, the
NBC Army 'Hour broadcast for
Sept. 5 was devoted largely to this
topic, explaining the necessity for
keeping packages
within
the prescribed limitations
of size
and
weight, for having addresses complete and correct and for mailing
between Sept. 15 and Oct. 15, if the
packages are to be delivered by
Christ/nas.
OWI has given radio allocation
to this campaign for the last week
of September and the firsc week if
October and many radio advertisers
are expected to assist the campaign
in their programs. Newspaper advertisers are also expected to cooperate, but the campaign comes
too late for magazine copy. Retail
as well as national advertisers will
play an important
this Government campaign,part
as ainlarge
percentage of the gifts will be addressed and mailed at the point of
purchase.
Campaign was outlined by the
War Advertising Council last
Thursday. W. H. Beckwith, advertising manager, Royal Typewriter
Co., volunteer campaign manager;
Ben Gordon of Grey Advertising
Agency,
volunteerstaff
agency,
and Edwin O. Perrin,
manager
for
the Council, explained the campaign to department
store and the
advertising executives attending
meeting and distributed fact folders published for the War Department by the Council.
Third War Loan Drive at about
9:40 p.m. (EWT) , climaxing the
hour-long program representing a
value of approximately $20,000,000
in time and talent.
Originating from NBC's Hollywood studios the program will feature a drama centered about war
events, including Bing Crosby,
Burns & Allen, Edgar Bergen, Dina
Shore, Jimmy Durante, Charles
Boyer, Ronald Colman, Akin Tamiroff, Robert Young and Gordon
Jenkins. Paramount studios at Los
Angeles are closing for three days
prior to the show so stars appearing on the program may rehearse.
Directed by Zachary
George Zachary is producing and
directing the Third War Loan curtain raiser which has Glen Wheaton, Norman Corwin, Manny Manheim, Ronald MacDougal, Harry
Bailey,
Lipscottstaff.
& Davis and others
on
the script
Round - the - clock broadcasting
of special events has been planned
by radio for Sept. 9 and time and
talent have been massed for War
Bond promotion during the 22 days
of the Drive. The Treasury Dept.
has also prepared programs, transcriptions, and publicity ideas for
use by radio stations all over the
nation [Broadcasting, Aug. 23].
Numerous other organizations and
agencies, governmental and otherwise, have laid extensive plans to
use radio during the drive.
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KOH,

Denver's

dominant

offers both... 69%
— 68.8%

♦NBC's

Dealer

Preference

Survey "A Tale of 412 Cities"

revealed 69%

nighttime-listener prefer-

ence in Denver; 60%

in Pueblo, Colo-

rado's "second" city; 71% in Colorado
Springs, third most important city in
the state

—

An

unbeatable

of Colorado's

and urban, named

Retailers, rural

KOA

Consumer

Can

Stations
Equal

REPRESENTED

in the

buying of radio advertised

listening habits. Proven

to cash registers.

as the "first

KOA's

Nation

Dominance!

NATIONALLY

BY

combination.

items most accurately reflects customer-

**Survey of 10 Different Classifications of Colorado
Retailers Supplied to Advertisers Upon Request.
Few

Loyalty*

choice" station to broadcast advertising
of their merchandise.

renewals of KOA
** 68.8%

Listener

station

by repeated

Advertisers who listen

of

"Parade

Baltimore's

is

Here

9 x\ advertising as in entertainment

Stars"

you will find the foremost local and

national "stars" represented in this WBAL
With the many excellent announcement

schedule.
campaigns,

the list represents the

greatest "Who's Who" of local and national business it has ever been the
privilege of WBAL to serve.
All because, to a greater extent than ever before, advertisers know "the brands
that sell — are those advertised on WBAL."
NATIONALLY
REPRESENTED
BY
EDWARD
RETRY & CO., INC.
A.m.

sunoflv

5:30
Star
Parade
6:30
7:30

9:00
9:15

10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45

REV. H. B.
RITTENHOUSE

11:30

Commando Mary
The
The Melody's
Thing
RED CROSS
That They
Might Live
News and
SUNDAY
ROUNDUP
(Participating)

12:15
12:30
12:45
1:00
1:15
1:30
1 :45
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45

FRIDAY

EVERYTHING

ELLIS ------7:30 to 7:35 A. M.
Headlines" 8:00 to 8:15 A. M.
to 8:50 A. M.

McKesson &
ROBBINS
Galen Fromme — News
MOLLIE MARTIN

BAB-O-CLEANSER
ROYAL BAKING POWDER
OLD DUTCH

CLEANSER

IVORY SNOW

GOSPEL
TABERNACLE
Rev. G. E. Lowman

SWEETHEART
GalenSOAP
Fromme

McKESSON &.
SWEETHEART
ROBBINS
GalenSOAP
Fromme
Galen Fromme — News
(Participating)

(Participating)
7:30
9:00
9:15

McKESSON &.
ROBBINS
Galen Fromme — News
Club
Gif-Ted

Lora Lawton

Camp Wheeler

The Open Door

NBC Quartet
SPAULDING
Babe Ruth

Helpmate
A Woman of America
Road of Life

CRISCO

Vic and Sade

P. & G. SOAP

Snow Village

BAB-O-CLEANSER

David Harum

a. m.
5:30

6:30

NBC Sustaining

GOES

SWEETHEART
GalenSOAP
Fromme c

SATURDAY

(Participating)
6:15 to 6:30 A. M.

THE BREAKFAST TABLE WITH BOB
ESSO NEWS REPORTER
MANO SWARTZ "Stories Behind the
GROVES NEWS 8:45

DUZ

11 :45
12:00 Noon
12:05

WEDAESDAY I THURSDAY

News

11 :00
11 :15

TUESDAY

GITTIN' UP TIME WITH HAPPY JOHNNY
DeK ALB HYBRID CORN SEED ....
AROUND

9:30
9:45

monoflv

Shorty and Sue

9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00

Family Hour
Marine Corps

11:15
11:30

Musical
Maneuvers

11:45

News Reporter
Noon 12:00
ESSO MARKETERS
PETER
PAUL
PETER PAUL
GROVES
PETER PAUL
GROVES
12:05
GROVES
Behind the News Behind
the News Behind the News Behind the News Behind the News Behind the News Behind the News
12:15
AUMAN & WERKMEISTER
FUL-O-PEP
CHARM CURL— Bob Ellis 12:16 to 12:21 P. M.
Man and His Music
Man on The Farm
GROVES— Golden Gate Quartet 12:25 to 12:30 P. M.
Begins Oct. 3
Begin Oct. 2
MEAD0WRIDGE
12:30
NBC
Sustaining
Blue Horizons
MIRTH AND MADNESS
MIRTH AND
12:45
RANGER JOE
MADNESS
Ranch
NEWS POST
(Participating)
DR. N. F.
NEWS and BEHIND THE NEWS
1:00
Jungle Jim
SPECTOR
Health and
Melodies
Roy
1:15
Harmony
(Participating)
NEWS POST
1:30
BOB ELLIS PRESENTS
Senator Tydings
Front Page Drama
1:45
Alexander Gifford
LISTEN MOTORISTS
BALTIMORE NEWS POST
War News
STAY OUT OF COURT
Guiding Light
WHEATIES
2:00
GEN' L. FOODS
Those We Love
Shield
Lonely Women
KITCHEN TESTED FLOUR
2:15
Begin Oct. 3
Company
2:30
and
WESTINGCHEERIOATS
Light of the World
HOUSE
John Charles
Hymns of All Churches
2:45
SOFT-AS-SILK
Thomas
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p. m.
3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00

suaday

monoiiv

CANDY
COUNCIL
Rationing
SHEAFFER PEN
Upton Close

4:45

HALEY'S M-O

SCHLEISNER
CO.
Woman of the Week

Symphony
Orchestra

7:00
7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

10:00

10:30

11 :00
11:05
11 :15
12:00
to 5:30 AM

- - - - -

PHILLIP'S CREAM

MILK OF MAGNESIA

DIAMOND

CRYSTAL

AROUND

- -

- - -

Portia Faces Life

- - - - Front Page Farrell
------

------

- - - THE DINNER TABLE
MAJNU SWAKTZ
Songs ol Komance

SCHUTTER
CANDY
Curt Massey
N ews Reporter

- - - -

BALTO. SALVAGE CO. LEVER BROS.
GOODYEAR
Bob Burns
Nights
Salute to Youth
H. V. Kaltenborn
Begin Oct. 7
WOODBURY
MAXWELL
PHILIP
MORRIS
Mr. and Mrs.
HOUSE
North
Johnny Presents
Coffee Time

PARK AY
Great Gildersleeve

Voice of Firestone
TELEPHONE
HOUR

TUMS
Horace Heidi

RALEIGH
Hildegarde

JELLO
Aldrich Family

MOLLE
Mystery Theatre

IPANA
SAL HEPATICA
Eddie Cantor
Begin Sept. 29

KRAFT
CHEESE
Bing Crosby

VITALIS
Mr.Attorney
District

SEALTEST
Joan Davis

CARNATION
MILK
Contented Hour

JOHNSON
FLOOR WAX
Fibber McGee
Begin Sept. 28
PEPSODENT
Bob Hope
Begins Sept. 21

H. J. HEINZ
Information
Please

RALEIGH
TOBACCO
Red Skelton

VICKS
Dr. I. Q.

EMBROS WINE
War News

Fred Waring

LUCKY
STRIKE
CIGARETTES
Kay Kyser

HAMILTON

BAPTIST CHURCH

CO. -
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CAMELS
Moore-Du/ante
TIME
MAGAZINE
March of Time

6:30
6:45

SWAN SOAP
Amos and Andy

- - - -

- -

7 :00

For Fight
This
We
BROMO
SELTZER
Ellery Queen

7:30

DRENE

8:00

Irish Rose
IVO.RY

8:30

Truth
Abie'sor
Consequences
ALKA
SELTZER
National
Barn Dance

9:00

COLGATE
Can You

9:30

Top This?
COLGATE
Million
BandDollar

10:00

Begins Oct. 8
COLGATE
PRINCE ALBERT
Bill Stern
Grand Ol' Opry
WM. TUERKE
Begins Oct. 9
Soldiers of Press
■ - - National Sports Parade

BULOVA
Advertising

CITIES
SERVICE
Concert
LUCKY
STRIKE
All Time
Hit Parade
PHILLIPS
MILK OF
MAGNESIA
Waltz Time

People Are

ALL NITE STAR PARADE
NAT'L. BREWING

H. V. Kaltenborn

BUGLER
TOBACCO
Funny

ESSO MARKETERS
- - NATIONAL BREWING CO.

THE OPEN
BIBLE

FREE STATE
Hands Across Sea

5:45

6:05
6:15

ARUNDEL
News

ALKA SELTZER

5:15

6:00

t>:4U f . M.

- - - - -

5>00

5:30

- - - National Sports Parade
■ - - - - - (Participating)

CIGARETTES

FIRESTONE
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Glory
CALVARY
HOUR
Rev. Wm. Detweiler

When a Girl Marries

- -

CHESTERFIELD

ROYAL
DESSERT

4:45

- Young Widder Brown

SUN OIL

DU PONT
Cavalcade
of America

LORILLARD
Bob Crosby

------

ESSO MARKETERS
- NATIONAL BREWING CO.

CHASE AND
SANBORN
Charlie McCarthy

One Man's Family
DR. LYONS
Manhattan
Merry Go Round
BAYER
ASPI RIN
American Album
of Familiar Music
GENERAL
Vi t» 11 U. II
ELECTRIC
Hour of Charm

SALT

- - - -

- - - - - Just Plain Bill

FREEZONE

JELLO
Jack Benny
Begin Oct. 3
FITCH
SHAMPOO
Band Wagon

4:15
4:30

Minstrels

PHILLIPS

BENEFAX

ESSO NEWS
GROVES
Behind the News
MANO SWARTZ
Galen Fromme

3:45
4:00

ivi awiee in
Rhythm

Stella Dallas
Lorenzo Jones

-----

- -

POST BRAN FLAKES

1 MULI
HOUR

Liza
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War Workers Wanted
CONTINENTAL RADIO & Television Corp., Chicago, on Aug. 31
started sponsorship of six 25-minute help-wanted programs per week
for 13 weeks on WJJD Chicago.
Programs will consist of transcribed music, and interviews with
war workers formerly on the battlefronts. Company also sponsors
World News Today Sundays 2:302 :55 p.m. on 42 CBS stations. Agency is Cruttenden & Eger, Chicago.

STORE WANTS MORE radio advertising after 13 week test, so WLIB
Brooklyn signs contract with Lane Bryant Stores, Brooklyn for 52 week
daily studio program. Discussing forthcoming plans are (1 to r) : I. R.
Rill, account executive, Erland Adv. Agency, N. Y. who handled the
account; William Newman, manager of Lane Bryant, Brooklyn; W. P.
Settlemayer, national advertising manager, Lane Bryant stores; B. E.
Newmark, assistant account executive, Erland Adv. Agency.
Sale

of

WDSU

New

Orleans,

Granted;

Weber, Wall, Stephens Are Purchasers
SALE OF WDSU New Orleans by joined Mutual as coordinator two
J. H. Uhalt, sole owner of the sta- years before its development as a
full-scale national network in 1936.
tion, to Fred Weber, general manager of Mutual, E. A. Stephens,
Mr. Uhalt and a brother organized Uhalt Bros. Radio Corp. in
New Orleans Buick dealer, and H.
1924 to operate WCBE, which later
G. (Bud) Wall, president of WIBC
Indianapolis, was approved last became WDSU. In the last few
week by the FCC. Amount involved
years Mr. Uhalt withdrew from acwas $200,000 cash plus adjustment
tive management of the station because of failing health. The station
in the accounts receivable.
Mr. Weber, according1 to the con- is now operating on a six months
tract, is to become executive direc- probationary license because of alleged violation of technical regulator of the BLUE outlet at a salary
tions of the FCC, but according to
of $10,000 a year and acquire one- the Commission
if no further violaeighth for $25,000, with the option
tions
are
disclosed
it expects to
of buying in January 1945 an additional interest up to one-third. make final on Oct. 21 its proposed
The agreement also provides that findings which will restore the regular license and reinstate a conif in the discretion of the majority
struction permit for an increase in
stockholders Mr. Weber's management of the station has not been power to 5 kw.
satisfactory, Mr. Weber will resign
WOV Ends Dispute
and sell his interest to Mr. Wall.
Mr. Weber is going to New Or- AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS
leans this week for about ten days Assn., CIO, reports that its broadcast division has received a check
and after returning briefly to New
for
$3,305.62
from WOV New York
York will go back permanently on in payment of
overtime claims of
Oct. 1. Mutual has made no state- 16 WOV employes, settling an overment on his leaving.
time wage dispute pending since
the winter of 1940-41.
Option Buy Third
The original agreement provided
for sale of all stock, 150 shares, to
Messrs. Stephens and Wall, 75
shares to each. A subsequent agreement provided for the sale to Mr.
Weber of one-fourth of Mr. Wall's
75 shares, with the privilege, under
the conditions stated, of buying, an
additional interest from Mr. Stephens. Mr. Stephens, under the present arrangement, is to have 50%
for $100,000 and Mr. Wall threeeighths for $75,000. Mr. Weber
would have the privilege of paying
for the new interest out of profits
from his present interest.
The agreement provides that Mr.
Weber upon completion of the
transfer shall resign his Mutual
post and assume his duties at
WDSU not later than Sept. 30. Until last January when Miller McClintock was named Mutual's first
paid president, Mr. Weber had been
directing head of the network. He
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FARM

LABOR

Washington

OWI Begins Campaign
For
Women
Workers
BEGINNING last Aug. 30 and continuing for four weeks, a nationwide radio campaign to enlist
women war workers, with emphasis directed to women not now employed, got under way under the
auspices of OWI.
Scheduled for the drive are 110
network programs under the network allocation plan, in addition
to local spot announcements and
special assignments, according to
William M. Spire, of the Domestic
Radio Bureau.
The campaign is stressing "waruseful jobs",
teners that itimpressing
is just as upon
greatlis-a
contribution to the war to work in
communications, transportation,
stores, laundries and various necessary services as to work in a
war plant. Messages ask women to be prepared to answer the
call for more workers when the U.
S. Employment Service issues appeals in their communities.
Recruiting by Radio
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS are rapidly becoming interested in using
radio to recruit war workers. Enthusiastic over the response obtained by the Emergency Committee in their first broadcast appeal
for workers, Frigidaire and Inland
have bought time on WHIO Dayton for the purpose of getting additional employees. Inland is sponsoring nine broadcasts a week,
while Frigidaire is using spot announcements. Indications are that
other war plants in the Dayton
area will follow suit.

RECRUITED

BY

AIR

State Reports Success of

Extensive 26-Station Campaign
COORDINATED radio plans to ports, news and spot campaigns are
handle Washington state farm developed daily for use by stations
labor recruiting problems have been in the critical labor shortage areas.
Plans are now in the making for
evolved by Seattle stations in cooperation with the State College wire services to carry a daily farm
Extension Service. Now in opera- labor summary so that radio stations may then attack the problem
tion via the 26 Washington commercial stations and developed by in their respective communities on
last minute public inforBill Moshier, research-advertising basis of mation.
Washington is believed to
manager of KOMO-KJR, Seattle,
the system combines all farm and be the only state in which a coordinated radio plan has been worked
cannery help wanted campaigns in
out and currently is in operation.
the state.
Daily telephonic and telegraphic Through the campaign, Washington's farm labor problems have
reports from each county extension
service agent supply Seattle labor been handled adequately and much
recruiting headquarters with im- of the credit is going to the cammediate needs of individual farms
paign by radio, according to State
and plants. On basis of these re- College Extension Service officials.
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STAUFFER LEAVE
DATE UNCERTAIN
A NEWS story to the effect that
Don Stauffer, head of the domestic
radio bureau of the OWI is returning to his post as vice-president of
Ruthrauff & Ryan agency was "unfortunately premature", last
Mr. Stauffer told Broadcasting
week.
He pointed out that he did not give
out the information, does not know
how soon he will be able to leave
his Government job and has no
idea as yet who his successor will
be.
Mr. Stauffer said he had come to
OWI for a limited period, and that
his leave from R & R was limited.
It had been reported that he was
planning to return to his former
job within two months.
A suggestion that leading agency
radio men take over the OWI post
in rotation, each devoting perhaps
a six month period to the work, is
being seriously considered, according to Mr. Stauffer. It would have
the advantages of providing experienced men for the job without
robbing any one agency of a key
man. There is a serious manpower
shortage in the agencies, especially
in their radio departments, which
have been largely staffed by young
men.
California

Stations Join

Crop Recruiting Drive
PACIFIC Advertising Association
War Activities Committee, headed
by Robbins Millbank, San Francisco manager of Young & Rubicam,
have offered to help in crop recruiting by assisting in the procurement of 300,000 workers to
harvest California crops thru October. A campaign has been prepared and material has been circulated to radio, newspaper and
other media.
The California State Farm Production Council requested the campaign which has already started on
approximately 80 radio stations
throughout the state. Announcements are factual, describing the
crisis, and the responsibility of
Californians in all walks of life.
Cooperating with the committee
in promoting the campaign in the
San Francisco area are Don
Searles, manager of KGO; Don
Fedderson, manager of KYA; and
John Brunton of KQW.
Campana Resumes
CAMPANA SALES Co., Batavia,
111. (Campana Balm), having discontinued its weekly NBC quarterhour musical series in early April
due to shortage of glycerine, on
Sept. 4 resumed sponsorship of
Campana Serenade on 118 CBS
stations, Saturday, 1-1:25 p.m.
(EWT). Dick Powell, radio-film
actor-singer, is featured with Martha Tilton, feminine vocalist.
Lud Gluskin is musical director.
Henry Charles announces. Initial
broadcast originated from Hollywood, with following two broadcasts scheduled en route with Hollywood Bond Cavalcade. James
Bloodworth is producer of Aubrey,
Wallace & Moore, Chicago.
LIONEL BARRYMORE, star of the
weekly CBS Mayor of the Town, is
composer of two musical suites for
children, Rondel and Novelette, to be
included in a musical appreciation
series for early school grades.
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BLOND BEAUTY claims the spotlight as these two
contest winners lend their graces to war effort drives,
"Miss Cincinnati" (left), to stimulate "war consciousin thatWararea,
and "Miss New Jersey" (right),
to help ness"sell
Bonds.
Joan Hyldoft, winner of WCKY Cincinnati preliminary of "Miss America" Atlantic City Health, Beauty,
and Talent Pageant, presents a "Bexel Tree" to Rex
Davis, WCKY chief news announcer recuperating at
Jewish Hospital. Blooms are Bexel "B" Complex Vitamin capsules, which sponsor Davis' newscasts. Leo P.
MBS

FALL PLANS
TOLD TO YANKEE
FALL PLANS of Mutual Network
were outlined last week by Miller
McClintock, president of the Mutual Brodcasting System, to station
managers of the Yankee Network
at a meeting at Hotel Kenmore,
Boston.
Those attending were: John
Shepard, III, president of the Yankee Network; Linus Travers, executive vice-president; James S.
Powers, director of promotion ; Gerald Harrison, director of station
relations; Barbara Spra^ue, affiliate contact; Robert Martineau;
Herbert Rice; Sally Jaffa; Phyllis
Doherty, director of publicity; and
Gordon Jenkins.
Among station managers and
representatives were: Joseph Lopez, WICC and WEAN; Mrs. Dorothea Robinson, WAAB ; Mr. Rines
and Mr. Kellev, WCHS; Al Moffatt, WLLH; Mr. Cox, WSAR; Ed
Guernsey, WLBZ; Glover Delaney,
WTHT: Sam Elman, WATR;
Dave Shurtleff. WFEA; Monroe
England, WBRK; Patrick J. Montague and Bill Dwi?ht, WHYN;
Gerald Morey, WNLC ; Earle Clement, WEIM; Martin Avery,
WNLH; Bob Nicolls, WHAI; Jack
Weiss. WSYB; and David Carpenter, WKNE.
With Mr. McClintock from Mutual in New York were : Peter Sanford, promotion; Harry Trenner,
sales; John Brugh, Kenyon-Eckhardt.
KPRC Application
KPRC Houston applied last week
to the FCC for special service authorization tooperate with two and
one-half kw night and five kw daytime with a temporary non-directional antenna to Aug. 1, 1944. A
storm in the Houston area about
a month ago tore down the tower
and damaged other equipment.
KPRC and KXZY, which use the
same tower, were off the air about
a week before power was restored.
It is not expected that materials to
replace the temporary tower will
be available at any time soon.
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Langefels, Cincinnati district manager and Carl B.
Byrd, sales manager of McKesson & Robbins, makers
of the
Bexel,
join in the
is
18-year-old
starpresentation.
of Netherland"Miss
PlazaCincinnati"
Ice Carnival.
Representing New Jersey is Kathleen Harris, winner of contest sponsored by WAAT Jersey City, with
Irving R. Rosenhaus, general manager of WAAT, and
Adam A. Adams who donated his theatre for the
beauty pageant and War Bond rally, which netted
some $80,000 in funds for the Treasury.

Maxwell House Resumes
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York (coffee), after a summer layoff, on Sept. 2 resumed Maxwell
House Coffee Time on approximately 120 NBC stations, Thursday, 88:30 p.m. (EWT), with West Coast
repeat, 8:30-9 p.m. (PWT). Returning to the regular cast line-up
were Fannie Brice, comedienne,
Frank Morgan and Hanley Stafford, comedians, and John Conte,
vocalist-m.c. Frank Tours continues as musical director, with Harlow Wilcox, announcer. Phil Rapp
writes the show. Al Kaye is Hollywood producer of Benton & Bowles
Inc., agency servicing the account.
NAB Publicity Heads
JOHN W. ELWOOD, general manager of KPO San Francisco, has
been appointed chairman of the
public relations committee of the
15th district of the NAB by Arthur
Westlund. district director, and W.
Walter Tison, general manager of
WFLA Tampa, has been appointed
to that position for the 5th district
by James W. Woodruff Jr., director
of that district.
WORK INCENTIVE
Navy Yard Employes Hear
News at Lunch
COLLABORATING with the
Navy's Industrial Incentive Division, WBZ Boston has arranged
daily five-minute war newscasts
for 50,000 workers at Boston Navy
Yard. Bulletins are "piped" into
the yard from the station's newsroom and sent out over loud speakers. Included in each specially prepared newscast is an incentive
message stressing the importance
of their jobs and bringing home a
realization of the interdependence
of production and battle lines.
Yard officials, as well as workers believe that the programs result in a better job done. If other
plants producing for the Navy desire information about such a prothe Navy'sit Incentive
sion gram,
will furnish
to them. Divi-
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Familiar Field
AS ENGINEERS for WWL
New Orleans, C. Ray Lawton
and C. A. Schmidt Jr. went
to Keesler Field, Miss., every
Thursday evening to handle
Keesler's half -hour radio
show Free for All. They got
to know the field well — as
outsiders looking in. Now
they are insiders looking out,
as Privates Lawton and
Schmidt, with 59th Training
Group, Keesler Field.
KWBW Transfer Asked
NATION'S CENTER Broadcasting Co., licensee of KWBW Hutchinson, Kan., has applied to the
FCC for voluntarv assignment of
its license from William Wyse and
Stanley Marsh to William Wyse,
Stanley Marsh and Bess Wyse,
wife of Mr. Wyse and a sister of
Mr. Marsh, to do business under the
same firm name. The proposed
transfer, which involves no monatary consideration, would give
49%% of Mr. Marsh's 50% ownership to Mrs. Wyse. Mr. Wyse is
50% owner. KWBW, an NBC outlet, operates on 1450 kw with 250
watts.
Rundle to London
WALT RUNDLE, promotion manager of United Press in New York,
has been transferred to the UP
London office where he will remain
for a short period prior to becoming a field correspondent for the
news service. Also transferred to
the UP London bureau recently are
Ed Beattie, UP African and European correspondent, and Collie
Small, formerly on the New York
sports staff of UP.
New UP Features
UNITED PRESS has released four
new features : In Your Neighborhood,
stories about "the folks next door" ;
Tomorroio's World, Great Moments
in Sports; and Places in the News.
A folder containing sample scripts
has_ been distributed to radio clients,
cies. prospects and advertising agenradio
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ROOSEVELT
REBUKE
TO DREW PEARSON
DREW PEARSON, commentator
for Serutan on the BLUE Network,
was characterized last Tuesday by
President Roosevelt as a "chronic
liar". The rebuke was administered
at
conference
andthewasPresident's
based on news
remarks
about
the State Dept. and its attitude
toward Russia. The comments were
made on the Serutan broadcast
Aug. 29.
The day before Secretary ef
State Hull had referred to Pearson's comments as "monstrous and
diabolical falsehoods". President
Roosevelt
said Pearson's
were
detrimental
to the statements
conduct of
our
foreign
affairs
and constituted
country.
an act of bad faith against the
In reply Pearson said he was
"complimented to join the long list
of newpapermen whom the President has attacked, and added that
"if the President needs a scapegoat
I am glad that anything I have
said has now forced the Administration to make clear in words
what was not clear before in
Swing Shift Shows
IN LINE with its policy of offering special events and programs
deeds."
for early morning listeners, WOR
New York now transcribes BLUE
shows,forQuiz
Kids and Saving
Lum V time,
Abner
Moonlight
WOR's all night program, conducted by Steve Ellis. Quiz Kids is
heard Mondays 2-2:30 a.m., and
Lum V Abner Tuesday through
Friday mornings 2-2:15. Miles Laboratories, Elkhart, Ind. (AlkaSeltzer) are presenting the programs on an eight-week basis, and
will continue indefinitely if successful. Agency is Wade Adv., Chicago.

IN WASHINGTON, D. C, station
WWDC sponsored "Miss Washington" contest to pick candidate to
enter in the Miss America Pageant
to be held in Atlantic City next
month. Shown above is winner Miss
Dixie Rafter, of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation, between Norman
Reed (1), program manager of
WWDC and its network program
director, and Bennet Larson (r),
manager of the station.
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Memo

Action

STANDARD
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r
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REPRESENTED

Others

WCSH

INDEX

CSH-PORTLAND

BASIC

(Monday-Friday)
8.00-10.00 AM
10.00-12.00
8.00-12.00
12.00- 3.00 PM
3.00- 6.00
12.00- 6.00
(Sunday-Saturday )
6.00- 8.00 PM
8.00-10.00
6.00-10.00

50.4
68.7

38.6
20.7

60.3
61.0
61.8
61.3

28.9
Sta. "B"
34.1
27.5

58.4
49.5
53.0

31.1
33.6
44.0
40.0

11
10.6
10.8
4.9
10.7

7.6
8.0
6.5
7.0

In New

England

Bertha

Bannan

PORTLAND

enjoyed the highest per capita buying income in

New England for 1942, according to SALES MANAGEMENT May 1943 Survey of Buying Power.

PINKHAM
Canada'sFour
Industry Has Expanded
During Rigorous
Period
By JAMES MONTAGNES
ON SEPT. 10 Canada begins its
fifth year of war. During the years
Canada has been at war Canadian
broadcasting has expanded and matured, and pessimistic expectations
early in the war that Canadian
broadcasting stations would have
to close down because of wartime
scarcity of commercial sponsors or
censorship have not materialized.
Rather, Canadian broadcastinghas grown, there has been no dearth
of commercial sponsors; censorship
problems have been overcome; Canadian broadcasting has come out
of the four years of wartime broadcasting with more public goodwill
than it ever had.
No Canadian station has been
criticized or has been forced to
close down since the start of the
war for breaking censorship regulations or for lack of commercial
programs. In fact there are today
more broadcasters than when Canada went to war four years ago. A
number of stations of 1,000 watts
or less have been established in
various parts of Canada by private
owners to give better coverage in
expanded industrial areas or near
large training camps.
CBC Expands Service
The publicly-owned Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. has expanded
its service with the building of automatically operated relay stations
in isolated areas, principally in
British Columbia. Today Canada
has 89 broadcasting stations, of
which 10 are owned by the CBC and
the rest by independent operators.
When Canada went to war Canadian broadcasters were just beginning to reap some returns after
more than a decade of operating
in the red during pioneering days.
Canadian radio was just comingout of its infancy in technique and
program production. The lessons of
the years were immediately put to
use as Canadian stations began local recruiting drives, war charity
campaigns and the backing of war
loan drives on a voluntary basis.
While censorship regulations early
in the war halted a number of different types of programs and
caused some technical newscast difficulties, substitute programs and
means of newscasting were worked
out. Numerous wartime programs
were developed by independent stations as well as the CBC, the latter
mainly for network use. Some of
these in time became sponsored programs, setting a style for advertisers who have developed and used
a number of purely wartime programs.
While the nature of sponsored
programs has changed considerably
in the four years of war, Canadian
Page 22
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Years
of Wartime
Radio
advertisers continue nearly as nu- in every department, and women
merous as in pre-war days. As announcers and engineers have
shortages of materials for civilian been no novelty in Canada for sevuse developed it was expected many
eral years. Canadian broadcasting
personnel
enlisted in all three
national sponsors would drop then- branches have
of the Canadian armed
radio advertising appropriations.
Quite a few have, but most pre- forces, have gone into technical
war radio advertisers are still to radio enterprises for the governbe found on the Canadian air. New
ment and have been appointed to
sponsors have taken the place of radio liaison staffs of the armed
those who have dropped out, includ- forces public relations set-up in
ing government-paid programs for the Dominion and overseas.
various government departments.
Many changes have taken place
This development is most notice- in Canadian broadcasting since
able in war loan advertising. The September 1939 when Canada faced
Dept. of Finance at Ottawa has war for the second time in a quarter-century. Early in the war inpushed
Canada's
Victory every
Loansoneonof the
air andfouris
dependent broadcasters found their
now preparing plans for the Fifth license fees increased from a
Victory Loan to take place in Oc- nominal $50 annually to a maximum
tober. Every station in Canada has of $4,000 on a sliding scale dependreceived paid advertising for these
ing on power and coverage. Private
financial drives, some for carrying broadcasters early in 1941 found
transcribed or live announcements
their activities had so increased as
and programs, others for carrying a result of war that their Canadian
network shows.
Assn. of Broadcasters could no
longer get on with a paid secretary
Price Board Campaigns
and a volunteer president, and so
Another large user of paid ad- appointed a paid president and genvertising on Canadian stations has
eral manager, as well as retaining
been the Wartime Prices & Trade a legal counsel.
Board, the price ceiling and rationProblems of wartime broadcasting authority, which has for more
ing have made it necessary for CAB
than a year used Monday to Fri- officials as well as directors to comday morning programs on pracmute to Ottawa. CAB officials and
tically all stations. The armed ser- leading Canadian broadcasters have
vices have not been neglecting ra- found it essential to keep in close
dio for recruiting purposes, and touch with developments in broadhave a number of programs concasting in the United States, and
tinually on the air. Other govern- NAB meetings have been well atment departments have from time
tended by Canadian broadcasters,
to time used paid time on Canadian while NAB officials and leading
stations for special announceAmerican broadcasters have in inments or special campaigns. How
creasing numbers come to watch
much government departments have Canadian wartime developments.
spent on wartime radio advertising
Close Cooperation
is not known, and even estimates
are hard to come by, but the sum
Relations between CBC and the
has been sizeable insofar as radio private broadcasters have become
advertising income for stations is more cordial as wartime necessity
concerned.
required closer cooperation between
Canadian stations after four the government-owned and privateyears of war have few of their prely owned broadcasting stations. The
war personnel left. Personnel
CBC has set up an Overseas Unit
shortages are causing perhaps in Britain with mobile units for all
more headaches than equipment war zones in which Canadians are
shortages. Girls make up a large taking part. Internal dissention in
percentage of the total staff today the CBC has been publicly aired at
Parliamentary Committee hearings
at Ottawa, and changes have been
made among top executives and
the Board of Governors. Commercially the four years of war have
expanded the CBC networks, composed of CBC and private stations,
to such an extent that an alternative commercial network has had
to be established.
Growth of community spirit has
developed among private broadcasters and vast amounts of free
time have been given various wartime campaigns and causes. Today
the private broadcasting station is
a community station, developing local talent, putting on community
'ENGINEERESS'— first for KDKA
Pittsburgh, Dorothy Grant, former
service broadcasts, as well as supplying the community with promanager
of the Pioneer
mail department,
is doing station's
a daily
grams of the news and happenings
stint at the controls of its busiest of a world at war.
studio, filling the breach left by
No tabulation has as yet been
engineers in the armed forces.
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REVIVING

SPOT PLACEMENTS
LYDIA E. PINKHAM MEDICINE Co., Lynn, Mass., one of
the largest users of spot radio
until the unexplained cancellation
in June, 1942, of a schedule of spot
announcements on some 200 stations, has started a transcribed
daytime serial to promote its tablets and vegetable compound.
Quarter-hour series, titled Just
Home Folks, started Sept. 5 on
six Southern stations — WAPI
WCOV WGST WMAZ WTOC
WWL. Program is aired Monday
through Friday at different times
during the day on each station,
the earliest at 10:45 a.m. and the
latest at 3:45 p.m. Stations are
all affiliated with CBS.
Firm has used both network and
spot radio for a number of years.
Since the discontinuation of the
large spot schedule last year, Pinkham has been using some spot radio on a very limited basis. Agencyis Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York.
Change

in Managership
in Autumn
Seen
CBC
Of
A CHANGE in the general managership of the Canadian Broadnext Noexpected
casting
vemberCorp.
whenisthe
one-year term
of Dr. James S. Thomson expires.
No official information is available as to whether Dr. Thomson
will continue in the post or will
return to the U. of Saskatchewan
presidency, from which he was
given
leave. in Canadian
Therea isyear's
speculation
broadcasting circles as to a possible successor to the position of
general manager of the nationallyowned CBC. Among those mentioned are Assistant General Manager Dr. Augustin Frigon, who has
been with the CBC since its start
in 1936; Ernest Bushnell, CBC program chief who was
with the CBC's
predecessor,
Canadian
Radio
Broadcasting
Commission,
before that with the former and
CKNC,
Toronto; Reg Brophy, Canadian
Marconi Co., Montreal, general
manager, and formerly with NBC;
and John Grierson, general manager of the government's wartime
National Film Board, documentary films and photographs. It is
not known whether the question
was discussed at the recent CBC
Board of Governors meeting at
Vancouver, but it likely will be
settled at the meeting of the CBC
Board this month.

made of all the free time Canadian stations have given to wartime campaigns and causes. It is
doubtful if such a tabulation will
ever be complete, since labor shortage has forced many stations to
eliminate compilation of such reports. But it is known that on an
average, from returns available,
that the bulk of Canadian broadcasters give in free time to the
government twice as much as they
receive from sponsored campaigns,
in addition to developing free time
programs for such wartime campaigns and charitable causes.
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STAR-

He's Going
in America
As It Has

Star-Face is the biggest thing in radio promotion that has
ever hit America.
Who's behind him?— The sponsors, the stars, the agencies,
the stations,
radio
shows. and the network that put on the country's top
Who's going to benefit from his work?— Those same sponsors, stars, agencies, stations, and network— plus America's
listeners up and down the land.
Star-Face, symbol of NBC's Parade of Stars, is going to do a
promotion job that will set the country talking— and listening more avidly than ever. Here's the set-up:
The stars of 42 NBC programs have cut records packed with
the same action, appeal, and excitement they put into their
"live" shows. In all, 4609 recordings of shows have been
made for this one promotion.

—

The

National

FACE...

to Visit Every
to Sell RADIO

Never

Been

Radio

Home

Sold Before!

These recordings have gone to all NBC affiliated stations in
132 dynamite-loaded portfolios, ready for tbose stations to
build them into five, fifteen, or thirty minute complete
shows. And in those same portfolios is the ammunition to
promote NBC's Parade of Stars in every conceivable way, in
every town, to every radio home in the country!
From proofs of ads to press releases, from window posters to
car cards, from prints of stars to spot announcements— the
whole shooting match of spectacular and sure-fire promotion
is packed into these portfolios.
We think your own publicity instinct will help you evaluate this promotion . . . without our mentioning such figures
as 1320 spot announcements . . . 10,560 mats and proofs of
ads . . . 11,088 mats and proofs of stars' photos . . . 500,000
gummed letter-stickers . . . etc., etc.
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would

I

make

a

wonderful

A wonderful wife is one who knows what

wife

.

.

A couple of years ago we offered paid

you should eat . . .

subscriptions to the 32 -page Food

Peggy Kiley is an expert dietician. Peggy
knows.

Magazine; thousands of listeners, from the
Canadian Border to the tip of the Cape,
subscribed.

A wonderful wife is one who makes you
want to eat.
Mother Parker is a prize-winning cook.
She knows.
A wonderful wife is one who knows how
to make eating fun, how to entertain.

Three days each week the WEEI

Fair

Food

Fair Booth visits a different super-market
displaying sponsored products, and upping
retailers' sales of these sponsored products.
So far, 250,000 women have visited the

Roberta Green's specialty is entertain-

booth in Boston's super-markets.

ing at home. She "wrote the book".
For 15 minutes every weekday morning

If you're not concerned with food or its
intelligent merchandising, you probably

these three wonderful

women

(Mother

Parker directing) make New England's
mouth water with a program known as the
WE EI Food Fair.
New

England women who fancy themselves ascooks and housekeepers swear by

the Food Fair experts. Women

won't get excited about this example of
WE El's realistic and essentially friendly
radio leadership in Boston. But if you're a
food man . . . ask us or Radio Sales for more
of the story.

who want to

learn more about the noble New

England

art regard them as the high-priestesses of
appetite. They stretch red and blue coupons
till you'd think they were made of rubber. And next thing you know, Consumer
Demand

is galloping again.

Columbia's Friendly Voice
in BOSTON * 590 Kc

Represented by Radio Sales,
the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS.

Artist

Groups

at

Vote Approval
of
APPROVAL in principle of the
proposed merger of the American
Federation of Radio Artists and
the American Guild of Musical Artists was unanimously voted by the
58 delegates attending the annual
convention of AFRA, held Aug.
28-29 in Chicago. Convention went
beyond the original proposal to authorize the union's national executive board inviting Actors'
Equity Assn. to participate in the
conversations with the goal of
making the merger a tripartite affair.
Convention was described as a
"strictly business" affair, with

AFRA

Convention

Proposed
Merger
morning, afternoon and evening
business session on each of the
two days. The only social activities
were a reception for delegates and
a luncheon to which members of
the Chicago local of AFRA were
invited. Virginia Payne, president
of the Chicago local and a national vice-president, presided at the
meetings in place of Lawrence
Tibbett, AFRA's national president, who was unable to attend.
Discuss Transcription Code
The transcription code and its
impending revision was a major
topic of discussion. Code expires

250 WATTS
1340 KILOCYCLES
24 HOURS DAILY
WEXL
ROYAL OAK BROADCASTING COMPANY
212 WEST SIXTH STREET
ROYAL OAK. MICHIGAN

Nov. 1, 1943, and negotiations for
a new contract will probably be instituted with the producers of
transcribed programs within the
next week or two. A reexamination
of the various types of transcriptions: tailor made for use by one
client, open end for general use
by various clients, library service
programs, etc., was urged, as was
also a general study of the rate
structure, which currently differs
for the various kinds of discs. General feeling was reported to be
that the transcription scale should
be boosted to that now in effect
for network programs, or as near
to that point as the Little Steel
formula will permit.
Network sustaining and commercial codes were revised to pro-

PHONES
ROYAL OAK OBIS
ELMHURST 6524

Mr. Basil A. Caparell
Sales Manager
International News Service
East 45th Street
Mew YorK, H. Y.
Bear Mr. Caparell:
In these unusual times when we do an
especially good job for one of our clients, it
is exceptionally gratifying when that client
goes to the trouble of letting us know he is
conscious of our effort and that it is producing
for him.
Presuming that you too may share this
view I am taking this means of telling you what
a fine all-around job I. N. S. is doing for us
and of thanking you for the splendid cooperation
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Gildersleeve Returns
KRAFT CHEESE Co., Chicago
(Parkay margerine), following an
eight-week summer layoff, on Aug.
29 resumed The Great Gildersleeve
on 67 NBC stations, Sunday, 6:307 p.m. (EWT), with West Coast
repeat, 8-8:30 p.m. (PWT). Besides Hal Peary in the title role,
cast includes Lurene Tuttle, Walter Tetley, Earl Ross and Lillian
Randolph. John Whedon and Sam
Moore write the show. Billy Mills
has been re-signed musical director. Ken Carpenter announces. Cecil Underwood is Hollywood producer, of Needham, Louis & Brorby, agency for the account.
vide for cost-of-living increases of
10% in minimum scales early in
the year as approved by the War
Labor Board. Talks between AFRA
and the transcription producers
broke down, however, so that this
code was not extended until Nov.
1, 1944, as the network codes have
been and therefore it will be completely redrawn this fall.
Convention resolutions reaffirmed
the union's no-strike pledge for
the duration of the war, pledged
AFRA's continued and full cooperation with the National Entertainment Industry Council in furthering the war effort, reiterated
the union's stand opposing any racial discrimination, and requested
the national executive board to
preparevidualstandard
forms artists
for indicontracts between
and
their employers. Several constitutional amendments, covering the
method of determining proportional representation on the national
board, the method of electing representatives at large, etc., were
approved in principle and the union's legal department authorized
to put them into official language.
Discussions of such matters as
coordinating the policies of the various locals in applying the union
rules on off-the-line recordings, organization plans for communities
in which AFRA contracts are not
yet the standard, and similar
problems were given a prominent
place on the convention agenda.
15,000 Membership
Emily Holt, national executive
secretary, reported an increase in
AFRA membership to approximately 15,000. Union had some
400 members at its inception in
1937. George Heller, national
treasurer, revealed that the loan
of $43,000 from Equity and Screen
Actors Guild to see AFRA through
its formative period has now been
reduced to $13,000.
Lawrence Tibbett was reelected
president; Virginia Payne, Jean
Hersholt, Anne Seymour, William
P. Adams and Kenneth Carpenter were elected vice-presidents;
Alex McKee and George Heller
were reelected recording secretary
and treasurer, respectively.
Los Angeles, site selected for the
1942 convention, which was cancelled because of the war situation, was chosen as the location
vention.
for the first post-war AFRA con• Broadcast

Advertising

scores

again

-with
if

TOUCHDOWN

Nation's

top forecaster

each

week

to give tip-off on

this fall in NBC

30

Recorded

major

TIPS

games

Programs

this fall will be crazy - but

sponsors who have Sam Hayes picking the win-

good! It'll be one of the most exciting seasons in years.

ners. Last year, Sam topped all other forecasters

FOOTBALL

Upsets? What else can you expect with Navy and
Marine all-star teams from the university training camps competing against similar teams playing their former alma maters?

with a 72% score. As ace NBC

sportscaster Bill

Stern says, "If anybody can pick winners, I am
sure Sam Hayes will be at the top. Sam knows
his football, and knows how to tell about it."
Yes, "Touchdown

Tips" is a prize package — one

quarter-hour show each week for ten weeks, beYes, football is going to be big news to sport fans
this year. And. it's good news for stations and

adio-Recording
NATIONAL

ginning September 24th. Subject to prior sales.
Order audition records now!

Division
BROADCASTING COMPANY

^
"VAiU

RCA Bldg.. Radio City, N. Y. • Merchandise Mart, Chicago • Trans-Lux Bldg., Washington, D. C. • Sunset and Vine, Hollywood ~
Warm up. ..and get in there!
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,
and composers KECA Los
Angeles, Southern California Symphony Assn., and Los Angeles Daily News will jointly preist's contest rti
a ng
sent
weekly you
series art
on KECA
sta innga
Oct. 2 for 26 weeks. Competition is
open to players and composers of
American birth. Participants will
be presented with the KECA staff
orchestra. Prizes include appearance with Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, performance of
winning orchestral score, and War
Bond awards of $500 each.
Contest is under guidance of Mrs.
Leland Atherton Irish, executive
vice-president of Southern California Symphony Assn.; Robert L.
Smith, executive vice-president and
general manager of Daily News,
and William B. Ryan, general manager of KFI-KECA. Alfred Wallenstein, musical director of Los
Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra
and formerly of WOR New York,
is chairman of judging committee.

f**Af
PROGRAMS
International Quiz
News From Home
AMERICANS MATCH their wits EACH day a Greater Cincinnati
with Britishers in a special tran- soldier's wife is selected to act as
scribed edition of Brain Trust, BBC
m.c.
of the
John Watkins'
show
Soldiers
Serenade
over WCKY
quiz program, on WNEW New
York. Series consists of six half- Cincinnati and to give the "news
hour programs, all especially edited
contacts comfor American release, and recorded from home".mandingStation
officers of the soldier
via transatlantic cable with an whose wife is appearing on the proopen wire during the entire process.
gram and requests permission for
First of the series was heard Sun- the soldier to hear the program.
*
* *
day, Sept. 5, with Mayor F. H. LaFashion Series
Guardia, New York, as the American contestant; and the late Leslie
Howard, Capt. Quintan Hogg, FASHION program, Views on
Vogue and Value, WSAI CincinM.P.; Dr. Edith Somerskill, and
conducted by Rita Hackett,
Cond Donal McCullough, as m.c, had asnati,guests
last week students
representing England. Subsequent
from the elementary to college age,
broadcasts will include Clifton Fad- who discussed fall clothes for girls
iman, Cornelia Otis Skinner, Rex returning to school. Program is
Stout, Jan Struther and Dorothy
sponsored by the Almes & Doepke
Thompson,
Co., local department store.

ESS

SWICEGOOD

WKPT

• KINGSPORT,

TENN.

4a$4/

"THANKS
FOR
THE
TIP"
"Following the suggestion made in your recent
bulletin, we auditioned Szath-Myri's Symphonic
Swing Orchestra and the Cote' Glee Club to the
First National Bank of Kingsport. They sold instantly. The program is now running every Sunday
night (half-hour) and the contract calls for 52
broadcasts. Thanks for the tip."
The units sold by WKPT are exclusive with
Lang-Worth and form an integral part of 3000
recorded selections immediately available in
Planned Program Service.

LANG-WORTH,
Inc.
420 MADISON AVENUE • NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Music Series
WQXR New York will start five
new programs, and revive an old
one during the month of September. Music generally performed by
great artists as encores will be
heard in a twice-weekly quarterhour series, Encore, Encore. Informal concerts by staff musicians
will be presented in a weekly 25minute
period,
From concerts
WQXR'sof
Green Room.
Historical
the past will be recreated in
Memorable Programs of the Past,
and ous
symphony
orchestras
cities in this
country ofwillvaribe
honored in a recorded series Salute
to Cities. Musical Montage, a 20minute program, features music associated with the performances of
great stage and concert artists. Station is reviving Memoirs of a Concertmaster, in which a "concertmaster" recalls composers, conductors and artists he has known,
and the music is woven around his
reminiscences.

Artists in Uniform
FEATURING radio artists now in
the service, KHUB Watsonville, •
Cal., is airing a new series of Army
shows entitled Join the Fight from
Camp MacQuaide, Cal. Sponsored
by a local bank, the program is
broadcast every Friday at 7:157:45 p.m., with commercials turned
to selling War Bonds. Participants
include Pfc. Dick Vance, vocalist,
formerly with the Pacific network
of CBS;
Costeykan, Sgt.
former NewPfc.
YorkEd announcer;
Jack de Mello, ex-music director of
KGO and the BLUE network in
San Francisco; and Harry Zohn,
former
cisco. bandleader from San FranLabor Plan
SCHEME for recruiting volunteer
farm and processing labor has
been worked out for use in Washington state by Bill Moshier, research-advertising manager for
KOMO-KJR Seattle. Mr. Moshier
was chosen
26 commercial by
stationsthe
andstate's
the Washington State College extension service to coordinate all farm and
cannery recruitment campaigns
in the state. Daily reports are received from field agents and from ■
these spot announcements are
planned for the various areas to
help solve their specific labor
shortages.
* * *
Washington Success
PROGRAM over WTOP Washington for the purpose of backing local
OCD recruiting campaign proved
so successful that the half-hour
show has been continued as a weekly feature. Titled Washington at
War the program is designed to
boost home-front activities with
particular emphasis on the District
of Columbia. Show is open to sugconnectedgestions
with thefrom organizations
war effort.
* * *
Defense Series
HOME DEFENSE activities in
London and New York, are featured in a weekly half-hour series
presented on WNYC New York in
cooperation with the BBC and the
New York Civilian Defense Volunteer Office. Program is titled Tale
of Two Cities.
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FOR

ONLY

To the long list of distinguished names which headline its schedules, WCAU

has added

noted Ruth Chilton, one of the most prominent women in American broadcasting today.
Ruth Chilton comes to WCAU
"For Women

with 18 years' experience in radio. She will present on

Only" informal chats on fashions, home-making, child care and the

hundred-and-one subjects dear to a woman's heart ... all in the refreshing inimitable
Ruth Chilton manner.
WCAU

unhesitatingly predicts for Ruth Chilton and "For Women

Only" (consistently,

from ils inception 10 years ago, Philadelphia's outstanding women's participation program)
a new high in listenership . . . and for advertisers, a matchless sales-potent medium for
promoting their product in America's third largest market.
Rringing noted Ruth Chilton to Philadelphia is just another proof of the WCAU
100% method . . . just one more reason why WCAU
pre-eminent radio station.
THIS IS RUTH CHILTON: 1st and present president of the
WOMEN DIRECTORS OF THE NATIONAL ASSO. OF BROADCASTERS. *Charter member of the Association for Education
by Radio. * Member of the National League of American Pen
Women.* Member of the Publicity Committee of the American
Red Cross. * Nationally known lecturer and club speaker.
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is consistently Philadelphia's

WCAU
50,000
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all

in

knowing

HOW

One pull— in Ihe righl direction— the entire knot comes apart
and falls free from the spar. But . . . you have to know how.
The knotty problems of spot radio are made easy by the
"know how" of research, study and experience.
By cooperating closely with agency men and advertisers
alike, the Raymer Company

have demonstrated for more than

ten years through research that they know the— who, when,
what, where, and how— of spot radio advertising.

PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY

• RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES

NEW YORK • DETROIT • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES

No

Santa

Claus

IS THE Government building its own super
news-gathering organization — a sort of Federally operated radio-press association?
Fantastic as this may seem, some of the
keener observers in Washington detect the
framework of such an organization in the
Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Service of the
FCC.
This organization, which the Combined
Chiefs of Staff would prefer to see abolished
for military reasons (while the FCC's Radio
Intelligence Division would be transferred to
the Army) has mushroomed under the guiding genius of FCC Chairman Fly. Its staff
includes several hundred analysts, editors,
translators and others whose assigned task
it now is to monitor foreign broadcasts and
analyze or translate them for various governmental agencies — whether they want the service or not.
But that isn't particularly germane to the
question of a Government press association.
A real clue came last week when the House
Select Committee investigating the FCC released a letter from Chairman Fly to the
President in connection with draft deferments
for the Commission. Mr. Fly told the President that FBIS maintains a "minute-to-minute" news service, 24 hours a day.
One of Washington's most widely held "secrets" is the hostility of the Administration
to the nation's press. This has been reflected
in many ways. From the radio standpoint it
became manifest in the so-called newspaperownership investigation of the FCC — an investigation still in progress so far as the
record goes because the record has never been
closed. For nearly three years newspaper applications (except in rare cases) have been
thrown into the suspense file pending the outcome of the investigation, and a determination by the FCC whether it is in the public
interest for newspapers to own broadcasting
stations.
Thus, while the FCC debates whether it
can lawfully divest newspapers of radio affiliations, the same FCC has built up FBIS, with
a network of leased wires and a nationwide —
even world-wide — operation. This doesn't conclusively prove that the Government's intention is to make FBIS a Federal news organization. But it certainly gives it some rudimentary experience in the field. The United States,
of all major nations, doesn't have its own
Government news organization. England has
its semi-official Reuters; France its Havas;
Russia has Tass; Germany the notorious
DNB; Japan has Domei and Italy has Stephani.
The FCC, under the Communications Act,
is a licensing authority. It is not an operating
agency. Yet FBIS is an operating agency, a
sort of unincorporated Government news
operating enterprise. It got its authority, it
seems, by default because till now Congress
just permitted it to grow without hindrance.
This idea of a Government news associaPage 32
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tion may be a bit vague. But the crusade
against newspaper ownership, which would
deprive one segment of the public the right
to engage in free enterprise, certainly isn't.
That's why we were glad to see the steering committee of the Newspaper Radio Committee pledge itself the other day for legislation to prevent discrimination against newspaper ownership of stations.
It's time station owners, newspaper and
independent alike, stop believing in Santa
Claus.
CONGRESS reconvenes next week. It will
have its hands full with war legislation.
There is an evident interest in radio too,
stirred up largely by the Frankfurter
"control of the traffic opinion" of the Supreme Court, and the revelations of the
Cox Committee. Radio's plight is of enough
importance, we think, to warrant Congressional action through an interim
amendment which would "repeal" the
Frankfurter opinion and make it clear that
Congress never intended to give the FCC
control over the programs and business
policies of stations or networks. The longrange rewriting of the Communications
Act can come later. We hope the Cox Committee interim report will so recommend.

Free
THE

Rifle

for

Railroads

NATION'S railroads, flush with wartime business, are getting a free ride via radio. Stations generally are carrying the OWI
"Don't Travel" announcements, because OWI
is asking them to do it as part of the wartime
program. The same railroads, however, are
buying space in newspapers and magazines and
on billboards for the same campaign.
Before the war, when the railroads were
suffering fierce competition from planes and
buses, they didn't do a lot of advertising. Radio got only a small percentage of those budgets. There was even an agreement among certain of the carriers not to use radio.
After the war, it is now apparent, the competition in the travel field will be even keener.
New and faster plane schedules will be the
order. Better buses will operate on swifter
schedules. The railroads, faced with a huge
equipment replacement program, will have to
pitch in for their share of the business to keep
going.
Railroads that have used paid radio advertising know the results. And all of them appreciate the effectiveness of the OWI-directed
"Don't Travel" campaign they're getting free,
only because the Government asks for it.
We think stations that complain about the
free rides the railroads are now getting, while
paying for other advertising, are justified. It's
obvious the railroads won't buy time if they
can get it for nothing. As has been pointed out
by broadcasters in these columns, the AT&T
is paying for its "Don't Use the Telephone"
campaign in all media.
OWI's Radio Bureau is doing an outstanding job in its network and spot allocations on
war programming. In the case of the railroads,
however, we think it might well reappraise its
procedure. Radio will continue to cooperate in
every war effort undertaking. Here we have
something that is commercial everywhere, except on the air.
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BELDING

—
work plus
plus natural
ability,
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hardy , America
to theintegrity
TRUE
adds up to success. That's the story of
Donald Belding, chairman of the board
of Foote, Cone & Belding, national advertising
agency.
Born in Grant's Pass, Ore., Jan. 23, 1898, he
met with adverse circumstances early in life
when his father was killed in a gold mining
accident. At that he managed to graduate from
Grant's Pass High School in June 1914 as president of his class. Indicative of his future
bent, Don, as he has been called since babyhood, also handled the editorship of the school
annual during his senior high school year.
Determined on a college education, he matriculated at the U. of Oregon and paid for
board and room by washing dishes three times
a day. Later he got a job as relief telegraph
operator and also wangled a spot as student
manager of the college track team. When World
War I interrupted his junior year, young Belding was given an assignment as radio sergeant
in heavy artillery, after completing preliminary radio school training. He saw active Army
service overseas. With the war's end he returned to Oregon and finished his college education, receiving in spring of 1919 a Bachelor
of Science degree in Commerce with honors.
Don held down the post-college job as manager of the Western Union office in Klamath
Falls, Ore., until by a fluke he fell heir to a
local weekly newspaper in 1921. After changing that enterprise to a daily, the young newspaperman sold out to competition in spring of
the next year. He went back to telegraphy in
Stockton, Turlock and Bakersfield, California.
Fall of 1922, however, brought recurring effects of a gas injury suffered during World
War I and Don landed in the "kick-out" tuberculosis ward of Camp Kearney, Cal., with a
predicted four months to live. Indomitable, he
refused to accept the verdict and 12 months
later was pronounced cured. But that year
changed the course of events in Don's life.
Having long felt his field was advertising
and financially bolstered by Government rehabilitation payments, he came to Los Angeles
in November 1923 with the determined idea of
breaking into advertising. He sat adamantly
in the reception room of Lord & Thomas until
Don Francisco, then head of the local offices,
agreed to see him. After explaining that he
would work for nothing, the young diehard was put to work as an office boy from
November
1923
until
April 1924— with
(Continued on page 34)
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WE'RE

PLEASED

to win the top award
Sixth Annual
Clear Channel

BUT

in THE BILLBOARD'S

Radio Publicity Survey among
stations.

WE'RE

MORE

EVEN

PLEASED

about the reasons the award
WGN

the

• • •

committee

first . . . "At final analysis, WGN

gave for piecing

came

out on top

by virtue of its ability to grab space outside of its primary
service area, its promotions, its knack of translating publicity
and promotion

into effective point-of-sale bally. WGN's

publicity during 1942

was designed to benefit station,

clients, personalities, network

A
EASTERN SALES OFFICE:
220 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
PAUL H. RAYMER

CO.

Clear

Channel

(MBS) and radio in general."
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CHICAGO

ILLINOIS
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Joins Red Cross
ALLEN SISSON, sports editor and
chief of announcing and news staff
of WHAM Rochester, N. Y., has
left the station for duty as field
representative with the American
Red Cross. He came to WHAM
from the theatrical world. The several positions he held are now being
filled by Tom Murray as news chief,
Edmund Lytle as chief announcer,
and Bob Turner, formerly with
WEBR Buffalo, as sports head. Sisson is WHAM's tenth staff member
to enter the service.

NOTES
ROGER W. CLIPP, executive vicepresident and general manager of
WFIL Philadelphia has been named
chairman of Che Promotion Committee for the Third War Loan Drive
in Philadelphia.
JAMES G. BENNETT, for the past
10 years in the advertising department of the Neiv York Daily News,
has joined the sales staff of the BLUE
as announced by D. B. Buckham,
eastern sales manager.
F. VAN KONYNENBURG, manager
of WTCN Minneapolis-St. Paul, entertained Chicago members of Free &
Peters, celebrating the radio representation by that company for the
station for the 10th consecutive year.
Mr. Van Kony_nenburg's guests at dinner and the All-Star football game,
Aug. 25, were : James L. Free and
James L. Free Jr., J. W. Knodel, B.
B. Timothy, A. H. McCoy, J. A. Cory
and Sherman R. Barnett.
RUSS WINNIE, assistant manager
and sports announcer of WTMJW55M Milwaukee, spent part of his
vacation in northern Wisconsin watching the training activities of the Green
Bay Packers team whose games he
will announce over WTMJ this season
for the 15th consecutive year.
LT. J. GORDON LLOYD, former account executive of WJZ New York
has been assigned as a public relations
officer with the Central Procurement
District, Detroit, under the Materiel
Command.
FRANK (Bud) BEREND, NBC
Western division sales manager, is
currently conferring with advertisers
and agency executives in New Orleans,
Chicago and New York, returning to
his
15. Hollywood headquarters on Sept.
PHYLLIS R. DOHERTY joins
WNAC and Yankee Network as director of publicity. She was formerly
assistant editor of the Neio England
Purchaser.
LEW FROST, assistant to Sidney N.
Strotz, NBC Western division vicepresident, currently is in New York
for home office conferences.
ROBERT J. BROWN has been promoted to supervisor of local sales for
WTAG Worcester, Mass. He is replaced in the sales department by
Carter Knight. Mr. Brown joined
WTAG in 1939.
RICHARD CONNOR, MBS station
relations director, after Hollywood
conferences with Lewis Allen Weiss,
vice-president and general manager of
Don Lee, is conferring with managers
of Texas affiliates.
EDWIN OTIS, supervisor of production, of the Yankee Network, has
joined Mutual's
station relations
department as assistant
to Richard
Connor, director.

MILK of human kindness seems to flow through veins of these friendly
rivals, representatives of different stations handling same account, Sheffield Farms Co., N. Y. (1 to r) Charles Hogen, account executive of N. Y.
Ayer & Son, agency in charge; Peter Donald, m.c. of Guess Who, quiz
show recently inaugurated on WOR New York and sponsored by Sheffield
Farms Co.; N. R. Cotterill, Sheffield adv. manager; John Reid King, m.c.
of Missus Goes a-Shopping, the company's WABC New York program.

Now Capt. James
E. P. H. JAMES, director of publicity and promotion for the BLUE
until August 1942 when he entered
the Army as a first lieutenant, has
been named a captain, according
to a report the BLUE received
from his post in Harrisburg.

Our Respects to
(Continued from page 32)
no pay-check. Then he was placed
on the books. By April 1926 he had
convinced the management of his
ability and was made assistant
spacebuyer.
That and successive positions in
the research department and as
head spacebuyer left Don still unsatisfied. Asking for a copywriting
job early in 1927 he so distinguished himself that Jell Well Dessert Co. asked for him as account
executive. In fall of 1930 he took
over the Union Oil Co. of California account and in early 1935 added the California Fruit Growers
Exchange. These two accounts he
handled for a period of four years.
In Aug. 1938 when Don Francisco moved to New York to become agency president, Belding was
made Los Angeles manager and
elected vice-president. When Lord
& Thomas was dissolved in January
1943 and the new advertising agency formed, Don was elected chairman of the board of Foote, Cone &
Belding.
His chief avocational activity
has been the War Advertising
Council, of which he is a director,
and the Pacific Advertising Assn.,
for which he served as president
two years, 1940-42. He is also a
board of directors member and public relations committee head for
both the Los Angeles Chamber of
Commerce and the Los Angeles
Manufacturers & Merchants Assn.
Until the war virtually ended
pleasure-boating, he spent his weekends aboard his schooner, Volant.
The father of Don Jr., 21 (now in
the armed forces), and 16-year-old
Barbara, both by a previous marriage, Mr. Belding was married to
his present wife, Alice Louise
Freter, on March 28, 1942. They
make their home in the Los Feliz
Hills district of Hollywood.

PAUL WHITEMAN, director of music for the BLUE, on Sept. 17 will
arrive in New York from Hollywood
to make his permanent headquarters
in the RCA Bldg.

BILL WALLACE, formerly with the
radio section of American Red Cross
in Washington, D. C, has joined
WHOP Hopkinsville, Ky., as chief
announcer.
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IND
BEHBERRY,
CHARLES
supervisor of
producers for the Overseas Branch
of the OWI in New York, on Sept.
1 resigned to return to commercial
radio-producing. He had been with
the OWI since July, 1942. His duties
of scheduling and supervising overseas broadcasts will be absorbed within OWI production division.
ROY NEAL has been appointed chief
announcer of WIBG Philadelphia.
LEO LANGEVIN, formerly with
WNAB Bridgeport, has joined the
announcing staff of WSRR Stanford,
Conn. Fred Handrich has resigned
from the WSRR staff to join WNYC
New York.
CHARLIE SCHENCK Jr., freelance director, is writing a book on
his two decades in broadcasting, tentatively titled On the Nose, or Twenty
Years in a Fish Howl.
HARRY J. FEENEY Jr. of the CBS
press information department has
joined the Army.
HAROLD CARLOCK has joined the
publicity
staffwas
of formerly
KFI-KECAin Los
Angeles. He
the
news, ments
sales
and Bakersfield,
promotion departof KPMC
Cal.
JIM TAYLOR has joined the announcing staff of WHIO Dayton.
FRED
of WBBMKILIAN,
Chicago, ofis producers'
the father staff
of a
son.
ANDY POTTER, chief of programming and operations for the Pacific
Bureau, OWI overseas branch, San
Francisco, has resigned.
RICHARD E. STOCKWELL left
WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Sept. 5
to join
ate newsWCCO
editor. Minneapolis as associJOHN LANG is new announcer on
thrice-weekly BLUE Pacific program, Red Ryder, replacing Art Gilmore, now in the Navy.
GEORGE REEVES, formerly of
WAKR Akron ; Marvin Conn, formerly of WOWO Fort Wayne ; and
Mark Hayward, of WLOL Minneapolis, have joined the announcing
staff of WIND Gary, Ind.
HUGH TURNER, announcer of
boy.
KGO San Francisco, is father of a
BROADCASTING

BEA WAIN, singing star of the CBS
Hit Parade and NBC All Time Hit
Parade programs, has been named
chairman, women's radio division,
Waste vation
Paper
Salvage
and ConserCampaign,
sponsored
by the
salvage division of the WPB.
PRIVATE
former directorRICHARD
of publicityPACK,
of WOR
New York, has been assigned to the
public relations office, First Air Base,
Mitchell Field, New York.
JOE HOOKER, farm editor and public relations director for WKZO Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids, is the father
of a girl.
BEV DEAN,
Chicago, is the producer
father ofof aWLS,
boy born
Aug. 28.
ROBERT E. JOHNSON has joined
the announcing staff of WEIM Fitchburg, Mass. Dorothy McKittrick has
joined
WEIM
women's
activities
and as
willdirector
conductof the
daily
women's show renamed To the Ladies.
Dave Allen, part-time announcer, has
resigned to accept a position at St.
Paul's Preparatory School, Garden
City, N. Y. Dave Tucker, previously
full-time announcer, has received an
honorable discharge from the Army and
nouncer.
returns to WEIM as part-time anCLINT BLAKLEY, announcer at
WAPIther of Birmingham,
Ala., is the faa girl.
SID CORNELL and Lin Mason of
WKRC Cincinnati have been appointed program supervisors. Bob Schmitt
and Dorothy McCord have joined the
publicity-promotion department. Penny
Pruden, WKRC food advisor, has been
named director of women's activities.
CHARLIE E. SMITH, yeoman second class, naval district communications office, San Diego, formerly manager of the artists bureau of KSTP
Minneapolis, has entered the Navy
specialists school, Bainbridge, Md., for
training
director. as a recreation and welfare
BOB ing staff
VESEL
has joined
the announcof WWVA
Wheeling,
W. Va.
He wasrelations
former department.
supervisor of NBC's
guest
FRAN MacNERNEY, recently apSohio reporter
MeCannErickson pointedover
WTOL by
Toledo,
will
marry
Gertrude
Woods
this
week in
Cynthiana, Ky.
TED HOLMES, former announcer of
WPEN Philadelphia
joins Network
the announcing staff of the BLUE
in New York this week.
JEANNE OLIVER, of the program
department of WCAU Philadelphia,
and Paul Brough Gunter, U.S.N.R.,
have announced their engagement.
Wedding will take place Nov. 6.
ED MORRISON has joined the newsroom staff
Philadelphia succeedingofElaineWCAU
Livingstone.
RUTH CHILTON, president of women's division, NAB, joins the staff of
WCAU Philadelphia on Sept. 6, to
conduct For Women Only program series, daily women's participation show.
ENID rector
HAGER
has resigned
as diof public relations
of WPEN
Philadelphia, going to New York to
join a publishing house.
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Coverage
You broadcast station men lay a lot of stress on coverage when you sell. But coverage is just as important when you buy. Bear in mind that RCA manufactures and sells broadcast station equipment comprising all of the following groups:

Broadcast Audio Facilities, such asMICROPHONES AND STANDS
AMPLIFIERS
CONTROL EQUIPMENT
"CONSOLETTES"
TURNTABLES AND RECORDERS
MONITOR LOUDSPEAKERS

Test and Measuring Equipment, such asFREQUENCY MONITOR
MODULATION MONITOR
PHASE MONITOR
FIELD INTENSITY METER
AUDIO OSCILLATOR
DISTORTION METER
OSCILLOGRAPHS

Transmitter Equipment, such asTRANSMITTER
TRANSMITTER AUDIO EQUIPMENT
ANTENNA PHASING EQUIPMENT
From microphone to antenna RCA offers the broadcast station complete equipment of coordinated design
—assuring superior performance, maximum operating economy and convenience, and definitely fixed
responsibility. RCA Victor Division, Radio Corporation of America, Camden, New Jersey.

RCA

BROADCAST

RCA's line of apparatus includes more of the equipment
necessary for the efficient operation of modern broadcasting stations than that of any other manufacturer.

BROADCASTING
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EQUIPMENT
RCA is the only broadcast equipment supplier manufacturing complete
a
line of measuring and test equipment.
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JACK BARR1'. sports announcer and
musical clock pilot of WHEC Rochester, N. Y., recently participated in
the Times Union Invitation Golf
Tournament.
ED HOERNER, program director
WWL New Orleans, substituted as
instructor of the radio class at Loyola
U. summer session in absence of Dr.
Alfred J. Bonomo who spent six
weeks in New York, observing productionDr. technique
of the
major networks.
Bonomo
is educational
director of WWL.
MARUE DESCHENES, continuity
writer of WHAI Greenfield, Masswas
married to Marine Sgt. Wilfred
M. Macauley.
ERNIE
WOWOWGL FortNEFF
Waynehasas joined
announcer
and
organist.
JOHN CORRIGAN, formerly of
KWOS Jefferson City, Mo., has joined
KXOK St. Louis as announcer.
VINCENT ROWE, formerly of
WMBU Peoria and WLDS Jacksonville, 111., is now announcing with
WOWO-WGL Fort Wayne.
MERRILL J. LUTHER is now a
member
El Paso. of announcing staff of KTSM
JACK CALVIN,
staffCity,
announcer of KOMA former
Oklahoma
is now program director of WPAB
Laredo, Texas.
GILBERT THOMAS has joined announcing staff of WWL New Orleans.
He was previously with WJNO West
Palm Beach and WKBW-WGR Buffalo.
RAY RICH is now night supervisor
of production of WNAC Boston and
Yankee Network. He was formerly
announcer and program director of
WHDH Boston, and succeeds Edwin
Otis now with Mutual's station relations dept. in New York.
ALICE IRENE GARDNER has
joined WAOV Vincennes, Ind., as announcer.
LUCIEN DUMONT has joined the
announcing
mouth, N. H.staff of WHEB PortsTHEOLA MORRIS has joined the
continuity department of KGVO Missuola, nical
Mont.,
shifting from the techdepartment.
WILLIAM HANRAHAN, announcer
at WELI New Haven, Conn., has
joined
replacesthehim.Air Corp. "Stan" Briller
/")eJr teeth .1 J- purr. drum Pm heat «« . caPab;e -

Over land and under sea, Presto Recorders have their
ears glued to Sounds . . . pick them up and play them
back so Sailors, Soldiers and Aviators may know
who's there— friend or foe!

As in peace, so in war . . . if it's a noise Presto will get
it— faithfully and realistically.

Corporation
Recording
NEW YORK 19, N. Y., U. S. A.
World's Largest Manufacturers of Instantaneous Sound Recording Equipment and Discs

Presto

JOHN FRENCH has joined the announcing staff of KYSM Mankato,
Minn.
Patriciadepartment.
O'Brien has joined
the
continuity
JEAN PIENNINGER, recent graduate from Oregon State College, has
joined KERN Bakersfield, Cal., as
news reporter. Michael Powell is doing parttime announcing.
PATRICIA MULHOLLAND has
been made traffic manager of KWG
Stockton, Cal.
GEORGE KAPEL, new to radio and
formerly news reporter on the Fresno
Bee, has joined KMJ Fresno, Cal., as
announcer.
TINY CARLSON, honorably discharged from the Navy, has joined
KFBK Sacramento, Cal., as announcer. Herb Clark and Jack Matranga
are also recent
nouncing staff. additions to the anKATHLEEN WILSON, who portrays Claudia Barbour in the weekly
NBC One Man's Family, and Eldridge
Haynes, New York publisher of
Modern Industry Magazine, were married in Hollywood on Aug. 28.
MARVIN GOODSON, producer of
KGO San Francisco has joined the
NBC Hollywood staff.
BILL DEAN, program director of
WIRE Indianapolis, is the father of
a girl.
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M. W. Noble
M. WILLIAM (Bill) NOBLE,
staff organist and publicity director for many years at WLAW,
Lawrence, Mass., died Aug. 20 at
his home in this city. Mr. Noble
is survived by his wife. He had
handled the publicity duties since
formation of the department.
LEROY
conductor
of Musi-of
cal Clock,MILLER,
early morning
program
KYW Philadelphia aided in the col12,500inoldthephonograph
recordslectionfor ofmen
armed forces
through appeals made on his program
in behalf of the American Legion
drive for records.
ARTHUR VAN HORN, newscaster of
WOR New York leaves Sept. 10, to
join the Army. He reports to Camp
Upton, N. Y.
JOHN D. WAHLSTROM, has been
promoted from studio operations supervisor opartment,
f NBC's
guest relations
to assistant
manager deof
guest relations, in charge of studio
and sales service operations.
RHODA L. CANTOR, formerly publicity assistant to Lee Septembre,
Broadway press agent, has joined
WLIB Brooklyn, as script writer.
George Thomas, formerly employed at
WELI New Haven and WNAB
Bridgeport joins the WLIB announcing staff.
RAD HALL,
withdrawn from Beatnewscaster,
the Band, has
sponsored
on NBC by Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., to devote more time to
The Gods Are A-Thirst, projected series to be presented on NBC in cooperation service.
with the British War Information
WILLARD RENE and Donald L.
Webb have joined the announcing
staff of WLW-WSAI Cincinnati. Mr.
Rene tions
was KGNC
formerly
with Texas
staand KPJZ.
Mr. Webb
mouth, O.
was formerly
with WPAY PortsGORDON HUGHES, Hollywood producer of H. W. Kastor & Sons on the
weekly CBS Dear John, has joined
the CBS staff. He continues to produce quarter-hour series in addition
to building new shows.
BOB GILBERT, continuity acceptance editor of NBC Chicago, is the
father of a boy born Aug. 26.
HAROLD LANTELL, formerly announcer-assistant news editor of
KTAR Phoenix, has received his honorable discharge from the Army and
is now in Hollywood.
Telegenics Consultant
HARRY CONOVER, head of the
model agency bearing his name,
has been named consultant on telegenics for WOR-Mutual's experimental televisions series, according to Ray Nelson, director of daytime programs and supervisor of
television activities of WOR. Mr.
Conover will conduct a series of
teletests, and will assist in the exploration of commercial possibilities for television. He will appear
with his "cover girls" from time
to time on the Tuesday, 8:30-9:30
p.m. experimental telecasts, started nine weeks ago by WOR on
W2XWV, the Dumont television
station. Mr. Conover recently announced the organization of a special Television Department in his
model agency, to train models as
announcers and demonstrators of
advertising products.
• Broadcast
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ADVERTISING RULE
IN ARMY CONTRACTS
IN TERMINATING contracts,
Army procurement personnel have
been instructed by the War Dept.
that "a proper proportion of institutional advertising expense may
be included" in costs as a charge
against the Government. The regulation states however that "advertising expense will not be allowed
as a direct charge."
The attitude on advertising apparently isto recognize that those
war contractors who have incurred
reasonable expenditures for advertising of an institutional character, and have thereby made a
war contribution through such advertising, are entitled to reimbursement.
Covering more than 40 pages in
the Federal Register of Aug. 24,
the procedure detailed in Part 88
of Procurement Regulation 15, constitutes acomplete program for the
termination of Army contracts at
the convenience of the Government.
Part 88 is of considerable interest to the very large section of
American industry which is heavily involved in war production. Radio equipment manufacturers are
included in this group, and the
forthcoming meetings of the credit
committees of the Radio Manufacturers Assn. are scheduled to discuss the problems involved in contract terminations. The RMA
western credit committee meets
Sept. 15 at the La Salle Hotel,
Chicago, while the eastern committee will be in session Sept. 22 at
the New Yorker Hotel, New York.
P & G Film Tieups
PARAMOUNT PICTURES, New
York, is promoting "So Proudly We
Hail" in a tie-in arrangement with
Procter & Gamble's NBC serial,
Hollywood Theatre of the Air,
whereby serializations of Paramount properties are granted in
exchange for plugs on the program
for the above picture. Latest tieup covers the Monday through Friday broadcasts of the Theatre, Aug.
30 to Sept. 10, with the presentation
of a radio serial version of "Hold
Back the Dawn". Three other serializations, each broadcast for a
five-day period, have been aired on
the P & G show, under a similar
arrangement. Blackett - Sample Hummert, Chicago, handles Dreft,
product advertised on the Theatre.
Agency for Paramount Pictures is
Buchanan & Co., New York.
KFJI Transfer Asked
KFJI BROADCASTERS Inc., Klamath Falls, Ore., operator of
KFJI, has applied to the FCC
for involuntary transfer of control
of the licensee corporation from the
late John A. Kincaid to George
Kincaid, his son and Executor of
his will. George Kincaid, who would
receive the 62% of the stock owned
by his father in the licensee corporation under his father's will,
has been general manager of KFJI
for a number of years.
MARTIN AGRONSKY, BLUE newscaster, is the author of an article in
the October issue of American Magazine. Article bears the title "How We
Will Beat Japan."
BROADCASTING

C-P-P Research
COLGATE - PALMOLIVE - PEET
Co., Jersey City, last week announced formation of a market research department, comprising two
sections — advertising and product
research, and sales research. Heading thedatter division is Dr. Harry
Dean Wolfe, until recently with
the War Production Board, where
he worked on the Inventory Limitation Control Order. Dr. Wolfe
was previously professor at Kent
State U, and before that with S.
Kann Sons Co., Washington. Fremont J. Knittle, who has been
with Colgate-Palmolive-Peet since
1939, has been named head of the
sales research unit.
Kyser Bond Tour
KAY KYSER and the troupe in
his NBC College of Musical Knowledge program left Los Angeles
Sept. 5 for a cross-country War
Bond tour tying in with the Third
War Bond Drive. The "Hollywood
Bond Cavalcade", as the tour has
been named, will present a 2%hour show in each of 16 cities,
starting with Washington, Sept.
8 and concluding in Los Angeles
Sept. 24. Regular Wednesday night
broadcasts will originate in Washington, Cincinnati and Salt Lake
City, while en route. Film stars,
including Fred Astaire, Olivia De
Havilland and Dick Powell, have
joined the troupe. The radio program is sponsored by American
Tobacco Co., New York.
W-E Spots for Women
WESTERN ELECTRIC Co., Chicago, on Aug. 26 started a quarterhour five-weekly evening musicalmonologue program on WIND
Gary, featuring
Hal The
Culvershow
as pianist and vocalist.
is
slanted to women, and commercials
stress need of women in war work.
Program, titled Victory Notes &
Musical Notes from Western Electric, is produced by Neblett Radio
Productions, Chicago. Contract for
13 weeks was placed direct. This
is in addition to the current schedule of eight spot announcements
daily on WHFC Chicago, which
has been in effect for two weeks.

Hardly plausible! Yet, in measuring response to war
loan drives from July 1942 to July 1943 WHOM outsold every other station in the country, and half as
much as the entire state of California. Figures just
released prove the powerful selling ability of radio.
455 stations sold $80,243,968.00 worth of bonds
and stamps. In the New York area alone, 20 stations
totaled $15,536,256.86.
WHOM

with 1000 watts turned in the amazing total of

$2,359,325,00. More than 15,000 separate transactions were handled, with men and women traveling
25 miles or more to buy bonds from WHOM.
That's response ! That's loyalty !
We're preparing to boost our bond sales even further. On September 9th the 3rd War Loan Drive
gets under way. We'll "BACK
bring our boys back.

*
With UP 30 Years
THOMAS W. INGOLDSBY has
retired as Nebraska manager of the
United Press after 30 years of service and has joined station WOW
Omaha as city editor of the news
department. Mr. Ingoldsby joined
UP in Omaha as telegraph operator-reporter in 1913. He was appointed bureau manager in 1928.
Gaylord Godwin, Wisconsin manager, will succeed him as manager
at Omaha.
Newscast Renewed
LUMBERMEN'S MUTUAL Casualty Co., Chicago, on Aug. 29
renewed Upton Close, news analyst
and authority on Far East, for
another year on MBS, increasing
the stations from 56 to 101. The
newscast, heard Sundays at 6:306:45 p.m., originates out of KHJ
Hollywood, with commercials originating out of WGN Chicago.
WGN rebroadcast is at 8:30-8:45
p.m. nett
(CWT).
Agency is Leo BurCo., Chicago.
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Answers

FTC
Complaint
Firm Charges FTC Assumed
Food, Drug Jurisdiction
SIXTH ACT in the interchange
between Miles Labs. Inc., Elkhart,
Ind., and the Federal Trade Commission came last week with an
answer by Miles to an FTC complaint against advertisements for
Dr. Miles Liquid Nervine, Dr.
Miles Nervine Tablets and Dr.
Miles Anti-Pain Pills. Originally
the FTC had mailed the company
an agreement stipulating certain
modifications in either the labels
or the advertising for each of the
three products.
Miles replied by charging the
FTC with assuming jurisdiction
belonging to the Federal Food and
Drug Administration and appealed
to the U. S. District Court for the
District of Columbia for a declaratory judgment to restrain the alleged "impending action" against
it by the Commission [Broadcasting, Feb. 15]. Following this action in December 1942, the Court
in March 1943 sustained an FTC
motion to dismiss the Miles suit,
holding that the Court had no
power
to define the jurisdiction of
the FTC.
Sweeping Denial

COWERIOE

1,253,600 families in WTAM'S Primary
listen MOST to WTAM. For example:
34% MOST in13%
*% of Radio Families Who Listen
DAYTIME
4%
STATION
WTAM
21% B
32%
CLEVELAND
47%
179%%
AKRON
5%
56%
CANTON
47%
LORAIN
53%
14%
MASSILLON
31%
WARREN (Ohio)
YOUNGSTOWN
Yet WTAM costs only $.000073 per Family
-NBC 1942 Nationwide Survey

Area

127
%%
1
6
%
to:
7
STATION% c
4%
1%

CLEVELAND
NBC Network 50,000 Watts • Owned and Operated by NBC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES OFFICES
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Replying to the complaint issued
by the FTC last July, the company
admits circulating the advertisements quoted in the complaint, but
makes a sweeping denial that they
are false, misleading or deceptive
within the meaning of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.
Specifically, the answer asserts
that both products named are effective for the relief of the symptoms for which they are recommended in advertisements and that
instructions for use according to
directions on the packages are included in advertisements, but not
quoted in the complaint, and that
the preparations are safe under
the conditions prescribed.
Status of Warnings
Web Woodhill, chief trial examiner for the Commission had written Miles in November 1942 concerning Dr. Miles Anti-pain Pills
and the two Nervine remedies,
"You have failed adequately to reveal the potential danger to health
that may result from improper or
continued use of such drugs".
Respecting the allegation that
advertisements do not contain warnings against use of the preparations in greater amount or with
greater frequency than recommended, the answer insists that the
Commission has no authority to require advertisements to contain
such warnings, but that despite
the absence of legal requirements
its advertisements subsequent to
September 1939 contain references
to directions on the labels of the
packages. These directions contain the warning required by the

BROADCASTING

COOPERATING with OWI and the
Seattle Post Intelligencer, KOMO
Seattle is preparing disks in Italian
for shortwave transmission to Italy.
During the past sis weeks KOMO
has transcribed 18 programs, most
of them talks by American citizens
of Italian
birth,
interpreting
attitude of the
United
Nations the
toward
Italy. ried
Thepictures
Post and
Intelligencer
carstories ofhas these
Italians
in
conjunction
with
the
broadcasts.
ADVENTURE TALES of yesterday
told by a motley crew that gathers
at an imaginary house on Russian
Hill, San Francisco, comprise the
weekly dramatized sustaining feature.
Adventure
House, on NBC Pacific
stations.
PRESIDENT of WCSC Charleston
and member of CBS national advisory
committee, John M. Rivers presented
a cup on Labor Day to workers at
CharlestontributedNavy
who effort
had conmost to Yard
the war
this
year. Cup was awarded by WCSC for
least absenteeism, most war bonds sold
and general cooperation on the proficials. duction front. Judges were Navy ofCKAC Montreal is now taking the full
wire press news service.
DRAMATIC SHOW, University
Time, heard weekly over WWL New
Orleans, Fridays, 9 :30 p.m., has rethe airJ. after
summer
vacation.turned
Dr. toAlfred
Bonomo
of Loyola
U. is narrator and director of series,
designed as both entertainment and
educational feature. Title of first show
is American Sea-craft.
OFFICES of WHOP Hopkinsville,
Ky. have moved from Hopkinsville to
their transmitter and studios, located
two miles from town.
JIM BEGLEY, KYW program manager, cast a telephone operator — of
all people — as a telephone operator,
in making a series of transcriptions
for the Bell Telephone Company.
Begley wanted authenticity in the
operator role, so he used Marion
Smith,
the
part.KYW switchboard mistress, in
NOW Benning,
in its secondremote
year iscarried
Listen, over
It's
Fort
WRBL Columbus, Ga., from Fort
Benning, Ga. The 25 minute program
originates from the different service
clubs at the post and is aired each
Monday evening at 7 :30. Other repost 15nowminute
in theirshows,
secondmotes
yearfromarethe two
Fort Benning on the Air and Quartermaster Quarter-hour.
AS PART OF A nationwide talent
search, the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp.ber will
during
later half
of Septemhold the
auditions
in ten
western
Canadian cities to help fill the gaps
caused by departure of many artists
and musicians for war service.
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic
Act, ing,
says
the 1942].
answer [BroadcastDec. 21,
The company also repeats its
earlier charge that the FTC is
without jurisdiction in the case.
Ultimate recourse, as pointed out
by the Judge of the U. S. District
Court of the District of Columbia
in dismissing Miles' previous suit,
would lie in an appeal to the Circuit Court on that question, should
the FTC after scheduled hearings
issue an order restraining the company from advertising practices
cited in the complaint.
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Relay

Stations

Are

Included

By

FCC

In New Plan for Use
\ ON THE HEELS of an August
' 11 action relaxing its "freeze order"
i to permit licensing of new 100-250
watt stations under certain prescribed conditions [Broadcasting,
Aug. 16], the FCC on Aug. 28 announced asupplemental policy under which idle equipment could be
used to construct new relay broadcast stations, increase power or
make certain other changes.
The decision affecting relay stations was based on a further report
of the FCC Committee on Critical
Radio Materials. In connection with
the previous action, the WPB indicated that building construction requiring clearance might be obtained
J only when WPB is satisfied that
, "direct contribution toward winning the war is directly indicated".
Following is the full text of the
FCC's public notice:
Upon consideration of a further report
of its Committee on Critical Radio Materials, the Commission
under certain
enumerated announced
conditions that
it would
,' dicious
be in theuse public
to authorize
juof idleinterest
equipment
to increase
the power of relay broadcast stations when
existing power is insufficient, to make
i other changes in relay equipment to render improved service, and to construct new
relay broadcast stations for the following
purposes :
(a) To be used as an emergency pro-

of Idle Equipment
gram link between the studio and
the main transmitter in case of
failure of the normal wire lines.
(b) To facilitate the transmission of
programs in connection with the
war effort, particularly from camps
and other places where adequate
telephone line facilities are not
available or where the cost is prohibitive.
(c) To facilitate the broadcast of programs from remote points where
the shortage of lines has made it
impossible
extremely difficult to
obtain theseor facilities.
Applications for authorizations to change
facilities or to construct new relay broadstationsbe for
the purposes' set forth
hereincastmay
showing
that : granted upon a satisfactory
( 1 ) All required
materials
be obtained without
prioritymayassistance
for
either
construction
or
maintenance;
(2) Such applications involve no inconsistencies with the Commission's
Rules and Regulations;
(3) Such applications tend toward a
fair, efficient, and equitable distribution of radio service, are consistent with sound allocation principles,
offerbroadcast
substantialservice;
improvement inandrelay
and
(4) Such applications are otherwise in
the public interest.
Applications to change facilities or to
construct new relay broadcast stations,
which have been dismissed without prejudice pursuant to the policy announced in
Memorandum Opinion of April 27, 1942,
may be reinstated for consideration in the
light of the new circumstances upon the
filing of petitions within thirty (30) days
of this date showing (1) that such applications are in conformity with the foregoing conditions; and (2) any and all
changes with respect to facts and circumstances given in original applications.

Army Show Changes
CHANGING name, time and policy, the Army Service Forces'
BLUE program Enough and On
Time is now known as The Army
Service Forces Present. Time
shifts from 7:30 p.m. (EWT), to
10:15 p.m. (EWT). Each half -hour
weekly program now dramaties authentic reports from combat zones,
highlighting exploits of individuals
who portray tasks, excitment and
importance of service in one of the
17 branches of the Army Service
Forces. Series is under direction
of J. R. Warwick, Technical Information Division of ASF; and
produced by Capt. Edward Byi-on
of the War Dept.; with music directed by Capt. Harry Salter of
Special Services Division. Lt. Col.
William Slater is narrator.

Treasury Accepts Plan
IDEA of John E. Reynolds, former
manager of WJRD Tuscaloosa,
Ala., now in the Marine Corps, for
an "Armed Forces Week" promotion plan to be used during the
Third War Loan Drive to start
Sept 9, has been approved by Vincent Callahan, director of Radio,
Press and Advertising, War Finance Division, Treasury Dept.
Campaign idea is being released
to stations in the Radio News issued by the Treasury. Scheme suggests using each day of the particular week for a specific branch of
the service and local programs and
promotion arranged around this.

MBS
SEYMOUR

Assignments
KORMAN, MBS correspondent in North Africa, on
Aug. 27 replaced Jack Thompson
in covering the news from Algiers
on Mutual's daily Overseas News
Roundup program. Arthur Mann
and John Steele continue from London for Mutual, Stanley Quinn
from Australia, Leslie Nichols
from Cairo, while Sam Brewer
and Jack Thompson are now on
roving assignments.
Quick Concertmaster
ROBERT QUICK, for five years
assistant concertmaster of the
Chicago Symphony orchestra, has
been appointed concertmaster of
the WGN Symphony, replacing
Michael Wilkomirski who is retiring. Mr. Quick has been with the
Chicago Symphony for 10 years,
and previously was concertmaster
of Seattle and Kansas City Symphonies.
BROADCASTING

NBC Project Denied
AN APPLICATION by NBC for
permission to install recording
and record making equipment costing $14,225 in its Hollywood studios has been refused by the War
Production Board. Grounds for
disapproval were that the installation was not necessary to the
war effort. Recommendation was
made
by Committee,
WPB's Newwhich
Industrial
Facilities
passes
upon such applications for materials and equipment.
Gunther Pickups
JOHN GUNTHER, BLUE commentator who covered the allied
invasion of Sicily as a special correspondent representing the combined American press, made a special report from Cairo on the Sept.
3 broadcast of the General Mills
news program on the BLUE. Since
his departure he has been heard
from Istanbul and Algiers on the
same program, of which he was
formerly the feature commentator.
John Vandercook substitutes for
him until his return.
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SCHUTTER CANDY Co., Chicago
(Old Nick and Bit-O-Honey) , sponsors of Curt Massey & Co., weekly
quarter-hour variety show, Saturdays,
5 :45 p.m., has added 21 NBC stations
to its list for a total of 39 additional
NBC stations are: WBAL KYW
WGY WRC WDEL WDAF WAVE
KSD KFYR WDAY WEBC WBOW
WKY KANS KWBW KOA KARK
WFBG - WJAC WMRF KGBX
KVOO. Agency is Sehwimmer &
Scott, Chicago.
WAIT-CAHILL Co., Decatur, 111.
(Green Mountain Cough Syrup), will
start in October a varying schedule
of 10- and 15-minute local programs
on WLS WHO WIBW KWTO WOC
WDZ WSVA. Agency handling the
account
is Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
CHICAGO RESTAURANT ASSN.,
Chicago (institutional and help wanted), is sponsoring since Aug. 30, one
to five spot announcements dailv for
nine weeks on WMAQ WGN WENR
WGES.
Chicago. Agency is McCann-Erickson,
QUAKER OATS Co., Ken-L-Products Division, Rockford, 111. (Ken-LRation dog biscuit), for eight weeks
beginning Sept. 7, will sponsor 30
one minute spot announcements weekly on following stations : WOR
WEAF WJZ WHN WABC WMAC
WMAQ WIND WJJD WGN WCFL
WENR WBZ WEEI WNAC KH.T
KFI KNX KECA KMPC KYW
WFIL WCAO WCAE WJAS KQV
KDKA.
Chicago. Agency is Ruthrauff & Ryan,
W. A. SHEAFFER PEN Co., Ft.
Madison, la. (fountain pens and pencils), has renewed sponsorship on 126
NBC stations of World News Parade,
heard Sundays, 2 :15-2 :30 p.m., effectitve Sept. 19. Agency is Russel
M. Seeds, Chicago.
KELITE PRODUCTS Inc., Los Angeles (Kenu cleanser), on Sept. 3
started sponsoring a weekly quarterhour recorded musical program Heart
Strings on KWKW Pasadena, Cal.
Contract is for 52 weeks. Firm also
sponsors weekly quarter-hour dramatic program, Agent V, on 8 CBS California and Arizona stations, Sun.,
7:45.-8 p.m. (PWT). Agency is Little
6 Co., Los Angeles.
% LIVE FOOD PRODUCTS Co., Burbank, Cal. (health foods), new to radio, in a test campaign on Sept. 7
starts using six time signal announcements daily on KIEV Glendale, Cal.
Test is preparatory to a national spot
campaign for Bevron's Soup Tablets,
Bragg'sTea.Meal
and & Bragg's
Mint
Little
Co., LosCalifornia
Angeles,
has the account.
PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC Co.,
San Francisco (institutional), on
Sept. 1 started for its fifth consecutive
year sponsoring the nightly 60-minute
recorded symphonic series, Evening
Concert, on KYA. Agency is McCannEriekson Inc., San Francisco.
MIM'S DOG FOOD Co., Los Angeles,
new to radio, to promote its fresh dog
food on Sept. 6 starts sponsoring locally the five-weekly quarter-hour
BLUE program, Baukhage Talking,
on KECA. Contract is for 52 weeks.
Agency is Milton Weinberg Adv. Co.,
Los Angeles.
F. W. FITCH., Des Moines, announces
that its new Bandwagon series on
BLUE, beginning Sept. 8, will feature
a top songwriter each week, his songs
playedReddy
by Freddy
Martin's
orchestra.
Tom
will m.c.
the show,
heard
Wednesdays 9-9 :30 p.m. on 142 BLUE
stations. Agency is L. W. Ramsey
Co., Davenport, la.

Coleman Handles Fair
APPOINTMENT of Maurice C.
Coleman & Associates, Atlanta advertising agency, to handle The
Southeastern Fair Assn. account
was announced last week by Mike
Benton, Fair president. Contracts
are being placed by the agency for
the 1943 Southeastern World's Fair
covering radio, newspaper, outdoor
and other media. A heavy schedule
of spot announcements will be used
three weeks prior to the opening
of the Fair on Sept. 23, according
to Mr. Coleman, former commercial
manager of WAGA.
Agency Offers Product
PETTINGELL & FENTON, New
York advertising agency specializing in dry goods accounts, will introduce shortly a new product for
rejuvenating old clothes. Agency
has established the household
Chemist tribute
Co,,
to produce
and been
disthe item
which has
named Shyn-O-Way. Advertising
plans are being formulated.
STARTING their ninth consecutive
year on KFRC San Francisco, Marin
Dairymen's
San Francisco,
have
renewedMilkfor Co.,
another
52 weeks
the
one
hour
weekly
show
Amateurs, thru R. W. ByrneBudda's
Adv.
Agency, San Francisco.
LONG ISLAND EMPLOYMENT
Agency, New York, is testing on
WHN New York to determine whether radio can be adapted to employment advertising. Firm has signed a
13-week contract for participations
in the Music Shop program. Agency
is John A. Finneran Inc., New York.
MILES LABS., Elkhart, Ind. (AlkaSeltzer),sorshipcelebrates
10 years'
sponof the National
Barn Dance
on Oct. 2, the date of renewing its
52 week contract for the program
heard on 70 NBC stations, 9:00-9:30
p.m.
cago. Agency is Wade Adv. Co., ChiPEPSODENT Co., Chicago (dentifrices), sponsors of the Bob Hope
program,
Tuesdays,
10 :00-10
:30 p.m.,
have placed
a renewal
contract
for
52 weeks to air the show on 133
NBC stations, an increase of six stations over the number used last year.
The NBC stations to carry the program for the first time are : WGBF
WBOW WSAM WENY WEAU
KMED. Hope will return to the network from England Sept. 21, the date
of renewal. Agency is Foote, Cone &
Belding, Chicago.
G. TAMBLYN Ltd., Toronto (chain
drug ingstores),
on Sept.
starts Aitken
morntalks to women
with7 Kate
five weekly on CFRB Toronto. Account was placed direct.
BOEING AIRCRAFT Corp., maker
of the Flying Fortress, now sponsors
Boeing Hour, which originates from
KOMO Seattle 9 :30-10 :00 p.m. Tuesdays, featuring Bob Harvey and orchestra plus Edwin Adams, m.c. Narrated portion of program dramatizes
the story of a Boeing worker, why
he came there, what he does. Show is
part of
corporation's campaign for
more
workers.

MARIAN YOUNG, known as Martha Deane on WOR, New York,
receives congratulations on the
occasion of her second anniversary
on the station, from R. C. Maddux
(left), vice-president in charge of
sales, and T. C. Streibert, vicepresident and general manager.
KURTZ BROS., Bridgeport, Pa.,
manufacturers of spaghetti products,
has scheduled a test campaign on WIP
Philadelphia to start Sept. 6. This is
first use of radio by the sponsor, and
if test is successful, Kurtz will expand use of radio to other markets in
the East. In the interests of Kurtz
Complete Spaghetti Dinner, new product, sponsor will launch Guess the
Tune on Monday thru Friday from
12 :45 to 1 p.m. Placed thru Harry
Feigenbaum Agency, Philadelphia.
A NEW Joey Brewster will be introduced on Sept. 10, the second anniversary of That Brewster Boy, sponsored by Quaker Oats Co., Chicago,
Fridays at 9:30-10 p.m. on 117 CBS
stations, originating out of WBBM
Chicago. Dick York, 14, will be introduced in the lead role, replacing Arnoldstone,
Stang,nowwho
succeeded
Eddiecreator
Firein the
Marines,
of the part.
WORTH'S DEPARTMENT STORE
Hartford, Conn., is sponsoring a new
series of 15 minute programs over
WDRC Hartford Monday- WednesdayFriday.turesSeries
began vocalist,
Aug. 30 and
feaPatti Chapin,
Account
was placed by Julian Gross Adv.
Agency, Hartford.
DR. D. JAYNE & SON, Inc., Philadelphia, will start campaigns on Sept.
6 on WIP and WFIL Philadelphia in
the interests of Dr. Jayne's Cough
Remedy. On WIP company is taking
over sponsorship
of Stoney
McLinn's
Sport
Shots, Monday
thru Saturday,
6 :30 to 6 :40 p.m. Spot announcement
campaign has been scheduled for
WFIL, using 15 announcements weekly for 52 weeks. Placed thru J. M.
Korn Agency, Philadelphia.

42 PRODUCTS Inc., Los Angeles
(hair oil, shampoo), in a two-month
campaign starting Sept. 15 will use
about 40 transcribed announcements
weekly on five San Francisco area
stations, KFRC KPO KGO KQW
KJBS. A similar schedule will be
maintained on Los Angeles stations
starting on that date with list including KFI KNX KH.T KECA. Agency
is Hillman-Shane-Breyer, Los Angeles.
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NIX PROFESSIONAL BLDG., San
Antonio (medical center), in a campaign to promote closer cooperation
between the public and family doctor,
on Aug. 8 started sponsoring the
weekly quarter-hour transcribed serial, Doctors Courageous, on KABC.
Contract is for 52 weeks, with placement direct. Series is produced by
Grace Gibson Radio Productions, Hollywood.
BU-TAT PRODUCTS, Los Angeles
(Raindrops, a detergent), expanding
its fall campaign, on Aug. 31 started
for 13 weeks, using daily spot announcements on KVOA Tucson. Similar schedule is maintained on KFRE
Fresno, KVRS Rock Springs, Wyo..
with three spots per week on KUTA
Salt Lake City. Firm in addition
utilizes daily participation in Business
Brevities on KTAR Phoenix and
weekly in Bess Byes on KFRC San
Francisco, as well as Homemakers
Club on KHJ Hollywood. GlasserGailey & Co., Los Angeles, has the
account.
KELLEY-ROSE Prescriptions Pharmacy Inc.. Seattle, has purchased the
program Doctors Courageous, now
heard over KJR Seattle on Sunday
evening at 9:45. Series dramatizes
the lives of famous doctors, past and
present. Kelley-Rose are strictly prescription pharmacists.
OPELL BAKING Co. of Vincennes.
Ind., sponsors Old Fashioned Melodies
on WAOV Vincennes five times weekly, 6-6 :15 p.m., 26 weeks. Program
features traditional and light opera
music.
CONSOLIDATED Merchants, Los
Angeles cooperative organization
maintained by merchants and defense
industry plants, through Charles N.
Stahl Adv., Hollywood, has started
for 52 weeks, sponsoring a five-weekquarter-houronevening
Helply Wanted,
KMPC program.
Beverlv
Hills, Cal.
AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE Co., St. Louis and Cincinnati, begins a series of five minute
dramatizations over WSAI Cincinnati to educate auto owners in the
value of auto insurance. Contract is
for six broadcasts weekly, 52 weeks,
placed through Oakleigh R. French
& Assoc.. St. Louis.
Roy M. Davis
ROY M. DAVIS, 61, assistant
treasurer of General Foods Corp.,
New York, died Aug. 31 of a heart
attack at his home in White Plains,
N. Y. Joining in 1907 the Postum
Cereal Co., Battle Creek, Mich.,
which later merged with G-F, Mr.
Davis was in charge of financial
operations for G-F frozen foods,
and was treasurer of three G-F
subsidiaries. His wife and a brother survive.

WEEI, Boston
Think AP news for radio
is hitting the nail right
on the head.
Lew Sargent,
News Editor.
available through
PRESS ASSOCIATION,
SO Rockefeller Plaza
New York, N. Y.
BROADCASTING
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WNAX

TOWER

Government

TO

HONOR

FARMERS

Officials and Entertainment Stars

To Join Dedication Ceremonies
HONORING the typical Midwest
the day the creation of five scholarships to the agricultural colleges
farmer, and through him all the
nation's farmers, the 927 -foot tower of Iowa, Nebraska, Minnesota,
of WNAX Yankton-Sioux City will North and South Dakota, to be
be dedicated on Sept. 4 to the rep- awarded to a farm boy or girl from
resentative chosen by a committee
each state on the basis of his contribution to the war effort.
of agricultural leaders selected by
Gardner Cowles Jr., president of
A highlight of the daytime celebration will be the scaling of the
the Cowles Stations, of which
WNAX is a member, and Senator 927-foot tower by a "human fly"
to release balloons carrying orders
Chan Gurney of South Dakota.
$100 and $25 War Bonds. The
Famous personalities from Gov- for
evening show will be headed by
ernment and the entertainment
world will broadcast throughout the Senator Guy Gillette of Iowa and
day from the WNAX studios in Mr. Townsend in the tower dedication ceremonies. Bob Hawk, in adspecial programs arranged by Phil
dition to presenting gifts to the
Hoffman, general manager, and
•Tack Paige, promotion manager.
"typical farmer", will present a
version of his famous Thanks to
the Yanks. One of the gifts is a
Typical Farmer
Bob Hawk, quiz master of certificate from the Allis-Chalmers
Thanks to the Yanks, will fly to Co. for the first available Allistractor.
Yankton with his manager, Julius Chalmers
Yankton is preparing to play
Witmark, immediately following his
Friday night appearance on host to thirty or forty thousand
expected
Thanks, to head entertainment fea- state
area. visitors from the fivetures, scheduled throughout the
broadcast day, with Virginia Payne,
Ma Perkins of the serial of that
name.
CJRL Increases
Charley Worcester and the Co- CJRL are the new call letters of
lumbia Country Journal will origi- CKCA, Kenora, marking a change
nate from WNAX at 9:30 a.m.
in ownership and operation of the
with M. Clifford Townsend of the station by Inland Broadcasting
Service, Winnipeg, which also operWar Food Administration, Senator
ates CJGX, Yorkton, Sask. CJRL
Gurney and farmers of the area
increased power to 1,000 w from
participating. At 1:30 CBS will or- 100 w on Sept. 1, and changed its
iginate Spirit of 'U3, followed by frequency from 1450 to 1220 kc.
The new transmitter is Northern
appearances of Govs. M. Q. Sharpe
of South Dakota and John Moses
Electric equipment. The station increased its rates on Sept. 1. Les
of North Dakota, Senator Shipstead of Minnesota and members
Garside, Inland Broadcasting Service, Winnipeg, is in charge of operof the Maritime Commission.
ations, Gerald F. Bourke remains
as
manager,
and Howard Clark,
The man designated as "Typical Midwest Farmer" will be sent formerly commercial manager of
with his wife by WNAX to PortCKX,cialBrandon,
Man., is commermanager.
land, Ore. about Sept. 10, where
the Maritime Commission has arranged for them to sponsor the
Newspaper Fete
launching of a Liberty ship named
TO ACQUAINT the gardening
"Midwest Farmer". WNAX plans public
with details of its Victory
to send a newsman and transcripGarden Harvest Festival scheduled
tion equipment with the ship on its
Sept. 9-11 at Soldier Field, the
maiden voyage to bring listeners for
Chicago Sun is placing spot andetails
of
Merchant
Marine
actinouncements on six local stations,
vity.
in addition to extensive newspaper
publicity and advertising. Three
Mr. Cowles will announce during
announcements daily Sept. 5-10
have been placed on WBEM,
WMAQ, WCFL, WJJD, WENR,
Johnson Named
and WIND, Gary. AcJ. SIDNEY JOHNSON, manager of Chicago,
count is handled by Leo Buimett
the merchandising division of Na- Co., Chicago.
tional Biscuit Co. general sales department, has been appointed to handle
trade relations for the Food Fights for
Aid Food Compaign
Freedom campaign being conducted
by the War Food Administration in THE CLUB contact department of
cooperation with the War Advertising
the Advertising Federation of
Council. He will work with Vernon
D. Beatty, director of advertising of America during the next three
the WFA. The campaign, to which
months is holding a series of meetings in 26 cities in cooperation with
leading food industry sponsors are
contributing heavily in radio time and the War Food Administration. Various collaborators with the WFA
publication space, invites public coon the current food educational
operation in producing, conserving,
sharing and playing fair with food, program (Food Fights For Freedom) are slated to address the
which is publicized as America's No. 1
war weapon. Mr. Johnson, formerly meetings, in addition to Vernon D.
with the I.G.A. chain of 5,000 inde- Beatty, WFA advertising director,
pendent grocery stores, is one of the and advertising manager of Swift
& Co., Chicago.
food trade's best-known figures.
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp— studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WHO Des Moines
Vick Chemical Co., New York, 3 sp weekly, thru Morse International, N. Y.
Quaker
(Ful-O-Pep&
feeds), Oats
1 t Co.,
weekly,Chicago
thru Sherman
Marquette, Chicago.
Peter Paul Inc., Naugatuck, Conn.
(Mounds, Walnettos, Ten Crown gum),
3 ne weekly, thru Platte-Forbes, N. Y.
Paul F. Beich Co., Bloomington, 111. (Whiz
candy bar) 2 ta weekly, thru Arthur
Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.
Beech-Nut Packing Co, Canajoharie, New
York (Beech-Nut gum) 1 ta weekly,
thru Newell-Emmett Co., N. Y.
Willard Tablet Co., Chicago (stomach tablets ,) 6 sp weekly, thru First United
Broadcasters, Chicago.
Gamble Stores, Minneapolis, 8 so weekly,
thru BBDO, N. Y.
Morton Salt Co., Chicago, (table salt), 10
ta weekly, thru J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Chicago.
Chicago Gospel Tabernacle, Chicago (religious), 6t weekly, direct.
WEAF New York
Van Camp Milk Co., New York (evaporated milk) , sa, 52 weeks, thru William Douglas McAdams, N. Y.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York (Sweetheart soap), 130 sa, 52 weeks, thru
Franklin Bruck Adv. Co., N. Y.
Maltex Co., Burlington, Vt. (cereals),
weekly sp, 26 weeks, thru Samuel C.
Croot Co., N. Y.
WOR New York
Howard
Clothes
clothes) , weeklyInc.,
t, 13Newwks,York
thru(men's
Redfle'.d-Johnston.
N.
Y.
Planned Foods Inc., New York (Rose Mill
Pate Gras, Extendo) , 5 sa weekly, 13
wks, thru Blaker Adv., N. Y.
WLIB Brooklyn
Borden's Milk
New York
(dairy products), 5 spCo.,weekly,
13 weeks,
thru
Young & Rubicam, N. Y.

KMJ Fresno, Cal.
American Chicle Co., Long Island City, N.
Y. (chewing gum), 7 sa weekly, 52
weeks, thru Grant Adv., N. Y.
Mentholatum Co., Wilmington, Del., 5 so
weekly,
son Co.,52N.weeks,
Y. thru J Walter ThompLuden's,
Reading,
Pa. thru
(cough
so weekly,
52 weeks,
J. M.drops),
Mathes,3
N.
Y.
Bank of America, San Francisco (checkservice) , 2 so weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Chas. Stuart Adv., San Francisco.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City,
(soap), 8 so weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Leon Livingston Adv., San Francisco.
Carter Products, New York, 10 so weekly,
52 weeks, thru Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
Standard Brands, New York (Stams), 8
so weekly, 26 weeks, thru Ted Bates
Inc., N. Y.
McKesson & Robbins. Bridgeport, Conn.
(Bax vitamins), 10 so weekly, 10 weeks,
thru Ivey & Ellington, N. Y.
Pierce'sly, 13Proprietaries,
so weekweeks, thru Buffalo,
Duane 12Jones
Co.,
N. Y.
Dr. Hess & Clark, Ashland, O. (pqultry
remedies) , 5 sp weekly, 26 weeks, thru
N. W. Ayer & Son. N. Y.
Sunway Fruit Products Co., Chicago (vitamins) , 6 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Sorensen & Co, Chicago.
Mutual Citrus Products Co., Anaheim,
Cal. (MCP Pectin), 2 sp weekly, 13
weeks, thru Chas. H. Mayne Co., San
Francisco.
Swift & Co, Chicago (Jewel shortening),
5 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.
Rev. Chas. E. Lukens Jr. San Francisco
(religious), weekly sp, 52 weeks, thru
Garfield & Guild Adv., San Francisco.
KFWB Hollywood
Carter Products, New York, 10 to weekly, 17 weeks, thru Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
Radio Corp. of America, Camden, N. J.
(institutional), 25 to weekly, 14 weeks,
thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
Ever Dry Corp., Los Angeles (deodorant),
21 sp weekly. 7 weeks, thru GlasserGailey & Co., Los Angeles.
WOV New York
Barney's
New 13York
clothes), Clothes,
3 ne weekly,
weeks,(men's
and
3120 to, thru Emil Mogul Co., N. Y.
KOY Phoenix, Ariz.
Manhattan Soap Co., Los Angeles (Sweetheart soap), 3 ne weekly, 52 wks, thru
Franklin Bruck Adv., N. Y.

WJHO Opelika, Ala.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co, Winston-Salem.
N. C. (Brown's Mule), 6 to weekly, 52
weeks, thru J. Carson Brantley, Salisbury, N. C. Co., Durham, N. C. (BC),
B. C. Remedy
2galeto daily,
52 weeks,N.thru
Co., Durham,
C. Harvey-MessenRoyal Crown Bottling Co., Opelika, Ala.
(Royal Crown beverage) , 624 ta, 52
weeks, 5 sp weekly, 26 weeks, direct.
Indiana Flour Co., Evansville, Ind. (Tenderflake flour) , 250 sa, 13 weeks, direct.
Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co., Opelika. Ala. (bevweeks, thru NewellEmmetterage) ,390
Co., ta,
New 26York.
Alabama Gas Co., Birmingham (gas service) ,240 so, 52 weeks, thru Sparrow Adv.
Agency, Birmingham.
Dr. Pepper Co., Montgomery, Ala. (beverage), 3 t weekly, thru Tracy-Locke-Dawson, Dallas.
7 Up Bottling Co., Montgomery, Ala. (bev,14 toSalisbury,
weekly, direct.
Stanback erage)Co.,
N. C. (Stanback),
7 ta weekly, 52 weeks, direct.
KERN Bakersfield, Cal.
Pepsi-Cola Co., Long Island City, N. Y„
(beverage), 21 to weekly, 26 weeks, thru
Newell-Emmett Co., N. Y.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City
(soap), 7 ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Leon Livingston Adv., San Francisco.
Nehi Corp., Baltimore (Royal Crown Cola),
2 sp, 7 so, 7 to weekly, 52 weeks, thru
BBDO, Hollywood.
Fresno Macaroni Co., Fresno, Cal., (Perfection Macaroni) , weekly sp, 52 weeks,
thru Ennis Anderson Adv., Fresno.
Gospel Broadcasting Corp., Glendale, Cal.
(religious), weekly t, 52 weeks, thru R.
H. Alber Co., Los Angeles.
WMAQ Chicago
Musterole Co., Cleveland, 182 so, thru
Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
Esquire, Inc., Chicago (Coronet), 10 so,
thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Ringling Bros. & Barnum & Bailey, New
York, 4 so, thru George H. Hartman &
Co., Chicago.
Balaban & Katz Theatres, Chicago ("Stage
Doorer & Canteen"),
2 so thru M. M. FishAssociates, Chicago.
WLIB Brooklyn
Lane Bryant, Brooklyn (dept. store), 7 sp
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Erland Adv., N. Y.
20th Century Fox Film Corp.. and Roxy
Theatre, New York, 16 sa, thru KaytonSpiero Co., N. Y.

AIR

SCHOOL

RESUMES SEPT. 26
RESUMPTION of the Texas School I
of
the Air series,
broadcasts
Sept.through
26 for 'j
a 28-week
Monday
Friday, over WFAA-WBAP and
the Texas Quality Network, 11:1511:30 a.m., was announced last
week.
The Texas School of the Air is
the joint
radio North
workshops ofproject
the U. ofoftheTexas,
Texas State Teachers College, Texas State College for Women, and
Texas A & M College, and is produced under the supervision of
John Gunstream, Director of Radio and Visual Education, Department of Education, State of Texas.
It is reported to be the largest state
radio advertising project.
The 1943-1944 series will be the
fourth consecutive year for these
public service broadcasts on the
Texas Quality Network. This year
the programs will be fed to a group
of supplementary stations.
A survey of 6,750 elementary,
junior high, and senior high schools
of Texas has shown that an average weekly audience of 750,000 pupils and teachers heard the 194243 series. Of the 6,750 schools surveyed, 4,725 made use of the programs in approximately 26,625
classes.
Format of the 1942-43 series consisted of Your Story Parade, giving readings and dramatizations
of stories for children; Open Your
Eyes, elementary general science
subjects; Reading Is Adventure;
Jobs Ahead, vocational guidance
suggestions; and Music Is Yours,
music appreciation program. Booklets supplied to school teachers at
the beginning of the school year
outline the broadcasts and suggest
supplementary
with individual projects
programs. to tie-in

C-P-P Changes Plans
COLGATE - PALMOLIVE - PEET
Co., Jersey City (toothpowder) , has
discarded plans to resume the weekly CBS Al Jolson Show. Firm instead is continuing the half-hour
Judy Canova Show on 116 CBS stations, Tuesday, 8:30-8:55 p.m.
(EWT), with West Coast repeat,
9-9:25 p.m. (PWT). Besides Miss
Canova, talent lineup includes Rusty Dandridge, Mel Blanc, and Eddie Dean, singer. Gordon Jenkins
is musical director, with Ken Niles
announcer. Carleton Alsop is Hollywood producer for Sherman-Marquette,Morgan
agency servicing
account.
Ryan, NewtheYork
radio director of the agency, is in
Hollywood conferring with talent
and production staff on future
shows.
New to Radio
CONSOLIDATED Hair Goods Co,,
Chicago, makers of Fij-Oil Soapless Lathering Shampo, is expanding its advertising schedule to include radio, with programs and
announcements on WBGM and
WCFL Chicago. The firm had confined their product to the professional market, and are now introducing it for home use. Malcolm
Howard Adv. Agency, Chicago
handles the account.
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802

Seeks

Boost

In Network
Scale
Musicians
Ask
for General
Revision of Contracts
NETWORK headquarters in New
York have received requests from
American Federation of Musicians
Local 802 for a general revision of
their contracts, which expire Feh.
1, 1944. Cost-of-living clause permits reconsideration of wage scale
at this time and it has been suggested that the whole contract be
gone over now instead of discussing wages now, and then beginning new discussions in the winter.
Union is asking 15% increase,
retroactive to Aug. 1, 1943, six
months before the termination of
the contract. Local 802 also seeks
to eliminate from agreements
with the networks the special setup for musicians working four
hours in an eight-hour day, leaving only the regular five out of
eight hours provisions.
Request Sliding Pay Scales
Two other points raised by the
union are a request for separate
sliding scales for quarter-hour programs, instead of the present
method of figuring payment for
work on individual programs, and
a request that the union be given
complete jurisdiction over music
librarians. On the one-time broadcast scale, present rate calls for
$12 base pay for an hour's work
or less. Suggested scale would be
$12 for a quarter-hour broadcast,
with an additional $3 for each extra quarter-hour, up to $20 for a
full hour.
Local 802 and the Music Publishers Protective Assn. have
jointly submitted to the War Labor Board a petition for a 10% increase in minimum wages for arrangers, copyists, proofreaders
and pianists. Increase, if approved
by the WLB, is to be retroactive to
Aug. 16, 1943. MPPA and the
AFM local have also negotiated a
new one-year contract, running until Sept. 30, 1944.
ANDREW SISTERS, feminine vocal
trio, have joined talent line-up of the
weekly CBS Roma Show.

AGENCY
KRLD

MISSION BELL RADIO MFG. Co., Los
Angeles,
to Hixson-O'Donnell Adv. Inc.,
Los Angeles.
TRAV-LEE KARENOLA RADIO & TELEVISION Corp., Chicago, to Jones Frankel
Co., Chicago. Trade publications being
used.
ALBERT EHLERS Inc., Brooklyn, to
Weiss & Geller, New York, for coffee. No
decision as yet on radio.
STURDIWHEAT Corp., Redwing, Minn.,
to Erwin, Wasey & Co., Minneapolis.
MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS Inc., New
York (Flying Aces magazine), and PerU
odical House Inc., New York (Secrets
magazine), to Ralph H. Jones Co., New
York. No radio planned.
FAWCETT PUBLICATIONS Inc., New
York, to Hill Adv., New York, for institutional advertising as well as advertising
on Mechanix Illustrated, True Life Story,
Fawcett Comics Group, and Fawcett's
Women's manticGroup
(TrueStory
Confessions,
RoStory, Movie
and Motion
Picture) .
i. «_ l« i
GROCERY STORE PRODUCTS Co.,
New York, to Duane Jones Co., for Cream
of Rice. Media plans to be announced
shortly.

F

IR

S

T

in Texas
WITH

CBS

SERVICE

MYER PRODUCTS, New York, to Arthur
Rosenberg Inc., New York, for soft drinks.
Starts on WMCA New York Sept. 6.
50,000
Ed Codel to OWI
EDWARD CODEL, general manager of the Atlantic Coast network,
has resigned to join the Office of
War Information as a principal
field representative in the Radio
Division of the Overseas branch.
When his training is completed he
will be stationed in the Near or
Middle East. Harold A. Lafount,
ACN president and general director of all Bulova-Lafount radio opwill assume ACN
the network's
executive erations,duties.
recently
shelved plans for expansion because of shortages of manpower
and equipment.

WATTS

Firm Enters Radio
MYER PRODUCTS, New York,
50-year-old beverage firm producing gingerale, sarsaparilla, sodas,
fruit drinks and other soft beverages, enters radio for the first time
Sept. 6, with the sponsorship of a
quarter-hour segment of Jerry
Lawrence's program of news and
music on WMCA, New York. Myer
uses the 12-12:15 p.m. period six
times weekly. Agency is Arthur
Rosenberg Inc., New York.

CALIFORNIA

COVERAGE

Next

Week

Watch for big announcement in color; all about
THE

BEELINE

Important news for every
time-buyer

THE
50

McCLATCHY
BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING
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FRED ALLEN RETURN
DEPENDS ON HEALTH
TEXAS Co., New York, which for
several weeks has been undecided
about its fall radio plans because
of Fred Allen's health and possibility that the comedian could not resume his radio activities this year,
announced last week it is definitely
renewing its Sunday 9.30-10 p.m.
spot on the full CBS network on a
52-week basis, effective Oct. 3.
Whether or not Allen will open
the Texaco Star Theatre's winter
season is still unsettled, pending a
checkup Allen plans with his doctor
in mid-September. If he is given a
clean bill-of-health, it is probable
he will first go ahead with plans to
star in a motion picture written for
him by Ben Hecht, and not return
to the air until the first of the year.
If such is the case, Texas Co. will
probably continue on a more elaborate scale the musical show it has
been sponsoring this summer on
CBS, starring James Melton, Joan
Roberts and Al Goodman's orchestra. Texas agency is Buchanan &
Co., New York.
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THE MYSTERY

CHEF

A Blue Network "Co-op"
Tuesday and Thursday —
1:15-1:30 P.M.
Available now for sponsorship
WRITE OR CALL
FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

Douglas to B & B
HAROLD F. DOUGLAS, office administrator and associate of Arthur
Kudner Inc., New York many
years, has joined Benton & Bowles,
New York, in an executive capacity,
according to Clarence B. Goshorn,
president of B & B. Mr. Douglas
was with Erwin, Wasey & Co. as
assistant to Arthur Kudner in 1931
when Mr. Kudner was president of
that agency. He went with Mr.
Kudner to the new firm when it was
founded in 1935.

SPOT SALES, INC.
National Representatives

THE

CREST

OF

10 YEARS FOR SACHS
Popular Chicago Broadcast
Utilizes Amateurs
WITH its 469th performance, Sunday, Sept. 5, over WENR Chicago,
the Morris B. Sachs Amateur Hour
entered its 10th year of successful
radio selling. The first broadcast in
September 1934, originated from
the show windows of the clothing
merchant's store. Prizes of gold,
silver and bronze medals were
given winning contestants. Judges,
chosen by the sponsor, had to
swear at the end of the broadcast
that the contestants were unknown
to them. Within several weeks before the store windows reached
traffic - stopping proportions, the
show was shifted to a south side
auditorium. In turn, these quarters
soon were outgrown, and the program was taken to its present
home, studio "A" of WENR.
Heavy Ticket Demand
Despite the studio's capacity,
ticket requests consistently exceed
the number of seats, and special
programs are staged at regular intervals in the Chicago Civic Opera
House, which seats 4,000.
Springboarded into professional
careers via the program, were Bob
Bradley, West Coast singer and
announcer, Maureen Cannon, Skip
Farrell, Doris Chambers, Mary
Hall and Frank Payne. The present m.c, Charles Lyon, has been
with the program six years. His
predecessors include Norman Ross,
Eddie & Fanny Cavanaugh and
Harlow Wilcox.

THE

WAVES

CFRB, Toronto, broadcasts half the leading sponsored
programmes in a key area, fed by three stations. It
reaches the giant share of Canada's richest market! It is,
in fact, on the crest of the air waves!
These are facts to keep in mind when you're planning
your wartime advertising. If you're wise, you're figuring
on intensified advertising by radio. In all probability you
can't supply the present demand for your product. But
you know, as well as the next man, that competition will
be redoubled after the war. And that's the time you want
your name to be remembered.

LOUISVILLE
uutU

When you're making your plans for Canada remember
half the sets in the Dominion's richest market are always
tuned to CFRB.
WINN

BLUE

CBS

SERIES

RENEWED
BY G-F
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York, last week announced renewal
of four of its CBS programs, all
heard on the full CBS network.
Programs renewed effective Sept.
27 are Kate Smith Speaks for
Swansdown Cake Flour and Calumet, heard Monday through Friday,
12 noon-12:15 p.m., and Joyce Jordan, M.D. for La France, Satina
and Posts Raisin Bran, also five
times weekly, 2:15-2:30 p.m.
Oct. 1 is renewal date for the
Kate Smith Hour, which returns
after a summer hiatus and expands
from a half-hour to 55 minutes,
Friday, 8-8:55 p.m. for Jell-0 and
Jello-0 puddings. Fourth show renewed by G-F, for Post Toasties
and Post Bran Flakes, is Young
Dr. Malone, heard Monday through
Friday 2-2:15 p.m., effective Oct. 4.
Benton & Bowles, New York, handles the latter show, while Young
& Rubicam, New York, is the agency for the other three programs.
Elterich Joins Grant
HAROLD N. ELTERICH, former
head commercial advertising consultant to the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs,
has resigned to join the international division of Grant Adv., with
temporary headquarters in the
agency's New York office. Previously a vice-president of Gotham Adv.
Co., New York, Mr. Elterich at one
time owned his own export agency.
EDGAR MORGAN, New York used
car dealer, is entering radio this fall
on Arthur Godfrey's program on
WABC New York, and with the
sponsorship of 3 quarter-hour segweekly of music
Jerry program
Lawrence'son
news andmentsrecorded
WMCA New York. WABC schedule
started several weeks ago. Contract
with WMCA for three programs weekly goes into effect Sept. 6. Account
placed direct.
AS PART of its library service to
subscribers, Lang-Worth Feature Programs Inc., New York, has released
to 228 station a series of 40 recorded
songs
Ike"). by
The Cliff
first Edwards
release has("Ukelele
already
been sent out and others will be included in the regular monthly shipments.
ALFRED HUMAN, former radio editor, managing editor and president of
the Musical Courier magazine, has resigned to devote fulltime to his own
organization, the Human News Syndicate, which will supply radio columns
to newspapers and magazines.

THERE'S

NOT ANOTHER

LIKE

IT!

IftU*.
NETWORK

STATION
LOUISVILLE,

Ut
KY.

D. E. "Plug" Kendrlck
President and General Manager
G. F. "Red" Bauer
Sales Manager
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DIRECT ROUTE TO AMERICA'S No. 1 MARKET
The Travelers Broadcasting Service
Corporation
Member of NBC and New England
Regional Network
Represented by: WEED & COMPANY
New York, Boston, Chicago, Detroit, San
Francisco and Hollywood
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WOR Sales Increase
WOR, New York, reports an increase of 12% in dollar volume
sales for the month of August, as
compared to figures for the same
month last year. Exactly the same
increase was found for June, July
and August of this year over a
similar period in 1942. It's the biggest summer in the station's history, according to a WOR spokesman.

UNDEFEATED by defense plant opponents, this softball team of WTAG
Worcester is composed of station personnel. Standing (1 to r) : Dol
Brissette, musical director; Ernie Dunlop, Bob Rissling, Ed Lemay, Herb
Krueger, commercial manager; Phil Brook, captain; David H. Harris,
program manager. Front row (1 to r) : Bob Martin, Chick Morse, Margaret Michaud, secretary to Mr. Harris and team manager; Paul Brissette, mascot; Bill Fariss, Phil Jasen, coach.
Steel Firm Ogling
ALLEGHENY LUDLUM STEEL
Corp., Brackenridge, Pa., is understood to be negotiating for a weekly quarter-hour broadcast of the
CBS daytime serial, Mother &
Dad, heard in the 5:15-5:30 p.m.
period Monday through Friday.
This would be the first regular
network series for the company.
Agency is Walker & Downing,
Pittsburgh.

SIDNEY BRECHNER, chief sound
effects technician of WJR Detroit,
leaves Sept. 15 to become senior sound
effects technician with CBS in Hollywood. Brechner won recognition for
his work on WJR's Hermit's Gave, a
thriller that runs the gamut of sound
effects. He joined WJR in 1938 and
apart from his regular studio duties
was active in lecturing about and demonstrating sound effects in schools of
Metropolitan Detroit.

Adm. Halsey on Blue
FROM his headquarters in the
South Pacific, Admiral Wm. F.
Halsey Jr. spoke August 29 on a
BLUE program commemorating 30
years of naval aviation. The signal
was picked up by RCA in Honolulu
and relayed to the network.
WILLIAM KING, former music editor of the New York Sun and previously drama editor of the New York
Post, on Sept. 7 joins the CBS proHis first
mentgram
will department.
be to supervise
the assignU. S.
Rubber Co. Philharmonic Symphony
concerts.

buy

Recruiting Campaign
NEWSPAPERS in cities of over
50,000 and the Saturday Evening
Post, Collier's,
Life selected
and Lookbymagazines have been
the
War Dept. for a paid rcruiting
drive. Agency for all Army recruiting except the WAC is Geyer,
Cornell & Newell. Initial advertising will be in connection with the
Army Air Forces.
20TH BIRTHDAY of WEBQ, Harisburg, 111., was observed Sept. 1. Due
to war conditions, no special program
was arranged, but each station break
announced the anniversary. Founder
of the station, Joseph R. Tate, is still
chief engineer, and manager Inglis M.
Taylor starts his 16th year with
WEBQ Oct. 16.

J & J Chicago Spots
JOHNSON & JOHNSON, Chicago (gas mask division) is placing
a schedule of 18 spot announcements weekly on three Chicago
stations, WEDC, WGES, and
WHFC. Copy announces openings
available in war production work.
Wallace - Ferry - Hanly, Chicago,
handles the account.

station
-for
• When

promotion

PEANUTS

you use FILMACK to lure tremendous movie theatre audiences to

your wave length — you don't spend
dollars — you only spend pennies.
FILMACK — a powerful radio station
promotion — uses unprofitable sustaining
time as the major portion of every
promotion dollar.
So keep your money in the bank—
and spend sustaining time for program promotion. Write FILMACK

FARMER

MADE

In meeting record quotas on'42
corn,
IN
$6490
soybeans,
hogs, poultry, eggs, and
other food necessities, the Iowa
farmer in 1942 grossed the record
average income of $6490.00, according to R. K. Bliss, Iowa Extension
Director.

Though in 1942 he harvested
39,312,000 bushels of soybeans at
$1.55,
Iowa farmer's
1943 quota
is
50% thehigher.
He is raising
more
poultry, chickens
too, for toit meet
is taking
125
million
the state
quota of 330 million dozen eggs.
According to Sales Management,
"The farmer is doing so well that
he is a prime prospect both today
and tomorrow (his savings are tremendous) ."
According to a recent Ross Federal survey in 29 representative
towns, 6 weeks of KMA advertising
had 51.4% of the dealers reporting
definite sales increases on a deodorant; 30% on an alkaline tablet;
34.3% on a laxative; 40.9% on a
headache tablet; 26.9% on a cigarette; 24.3% on a yeast; 24.4% on
a "class" magazine!
The point is obvious: for BIG
results — fast — in America's richest
farm market, you need the right
kind of advertising influence. If
you're not getting your share, write
— right now — for our latest Market
Data Brochure!

KMA

The No. 1 Farm Station
in the No. 1 Farm Market

WATTS

152 COUNTIES

The Greatest Selling POWER
in the South's Greatest City
CBS Affiliate

AROUND
1325 S. Wabash Ave.

SHENANDOAH,

IA.

Chicago, Illinois
Free & Peters, inc.
Exclwive National RepreKntaiUxt

Nat'l Rep. - The Katz Agency Inc.

BROADCASTING

IOWA

Blue Network

and we'll send you the details, xr.
50.000

AVERAGE
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YOUR
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TOOL
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BUYER
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TIME IS COMPLETE,

AU-

THORITATIVE RADIO
INFORMATION

SUCH

AS

FIND

YOU

WILL

IN THE PAGES

OF

BROADCASTING
The Weekly/S%?>lewsmagazine of Radio
Broadcast Advertising
Radio's Foremost
Trade Journal

WILLIAM A. BLEES, who joined
Young & Rubicam, New York, a year
ago as account executive on Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Co., has been
named vice-president in charge of serclients with
of theheadquarters
agency's Westin
Coastvice tooffices,
Hollywood. Gleuhall Taylor continues
as manager of the radio department
of the Hollywood office, with Robbins
Milbank as manager of the San Francisco office.
EDWARD O. HOUSE, formerly assistant advertising manager of the
Permutit Co.. has joined the production staff of O. S. Tyson & Co., New
York.
JOHN O. ELLINGTON, formerly
with Pedlar & Ryan, Federal Adv.
Agency and Newell-Emmett Co., has
joined Roy S. Durstine Inc., New
York, as a member of the creative
department.
GORDON AUCHINCLOSS has resigned as a todirector
at D'Arcy
Adv.,
New York,
go overseas
on military
assignment. He has been director of
Your Home Front Reporter, sponsored on CBS by Owens-Illinois Glass.
WILLIAM H. KEARNS has been
granted a leave of absence as a vicepresident of Ted Bates Inc., New York,
to join the Navy with a commission as
lieutenant (j.g.).
PAUL PERRY, former continuity director of KGBI Tacoma, Wash., has
joined Barnes-Chase Co., San Diego,
as copy writer.
ROBERT STERNER, formerly associated in creative capacity with
McCann-Erickson Inc., New York, recently established his own advertising agency at 617 S. Olive St., Los
Angeles, and will specialize in food
accounts. Telephone is Vandike 067S.

BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
SEND ME

AS

TheTR

THE NEXT 52

ISSUES AND
YEARBOOK

THE

■Htru)RS
RANGE

NEW

NUMBER.

Selling

□ $5 Enclosed
□ Bill Later

on

WBEN

Title
Address

City

State

...also selling many
other products on many
other stations.
George E. Halley
TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
HOTEL PICKWICK • KANSAS CITY, MO.
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LEE MARSHALL, former member of
the copywriting staff of Russel M.
SeedstheCo.,Army.
Chicago, has been inducted
into
JIM HILL, formerly radio director
for Schwimmer & Scott Adv. Agency,
Chicago, has resigned from that company to work as a free lance writer
and producer. He will continue to
handle the Coronet Little Shoiv.
MRS. CLOEY CARROLL has joined
the staff of George C. Hoskins & Associates, Chicago, as an account executive, effective Sept. 1, after several
years in insurance brokerage in
Indiana.
BOB WELCH, former Hollywood
producer of Young & Rubicam Inc.,
on the NBC Jack Benny show, and
now with
Special Services
Division, hasArmy
been promoted
to corporal.
J. WALTER THOMPSON Co., Los
Angeles, recently moved to larger
offices at 621 S. Hope St., Los Angeles. Telephone is Trinity 2591.
DORIS RADER has joined the radio
commercial department of Benton &
Bowles Inc. Mrs. Rader was previously with Compton Advertising Inc. and
Ted Collins.
EUNICE POWELL has joined the
media department of Benton & Bowles
Inc. as a space buyer. Miss Powell
was
Inc. formerly with McCann-Erickson
ROBERT BRENARD, overseas press
officer of the BBC, has arrived in New
York for a several months stay, during which time he will exchange publicity ideas with the New York office
of the BBC.
ROBERT J. RICE has joined Bert S.
Gittins Adv. Agency, Milwaukee, as
an account executive. He was formerly
vice president in charge of the creative
department of Mace Adv. Agency,
Peoria.

Cold Tablets

Name
Firm

Clevenger Moves
RUSSELL CLEVENGER, former
director of information for the
FCC, has resigned as a member of
the public relations department of
N. W. Ayer & Son to join Albert
Frank-Guenther Law agency, New
York, as vice-president in charge
of the public relations department.
Mr. Clevenger, formerly on the
editorial staff of the New York
Times, has served the Treasury
Department as adviser on tax education, and in 1940 and 1941 he
directed the public relations campaign of the broadcasting industry in the controversy with
ASCAP.
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To RUTH

CHILTON

on parting . .
Upon completing six consecutive
years ofences
delighting
audiwith her WSYR
scintillating
chit-chat, Ruth Chilton leaves
us
to join
WCAU.
With Philadelphia's
her go our best
wishes for her continued success. With us remain memories
of an extremely pleasant association.
5000 W

WSYR
Syracuse, N. Y.
H. C. Wilder, Pres.
Basic NBC Red

570 KC
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EXPANSION details for Hero of
the Week series, which recently
started its second year on BLUE
Pacific stations, occupied this sponsor-agency-network quartet. Shifting time, weekly dramatized prosponsored by(portrait
Austin phoStudios,gram,
Los Angeles
took over a spot
quarterhour Sunday tographers),
afternoon
on
Sept. 5. Detail settlers (1 to r) are
David Drummond, writer-producer; Mariane Graham, account executive of Glasser-Gailey & Co.,
Los Angeles agency servicing West
Coast photographic firm; Dorothy
Austin, manager of Austin Studios, and Myron Elges, BLUE Hollywood sales representative.
BILL TODMAN has resigned from
the production staff of Biow Co., New
York, where he worked on The Crime
Doctor and Playhouse, Philip Morris
program
on CBS,andto directing.
do free-lancing
in
radio writing
WILLIAM
sistant to the BROOKS
president ofSMITH,
Kenyon asG.
Eckhardt,
New
York,
has
been
ed a leave of absence to assume grantactive
duty in the army.
New Chicago Agency
MIDLAND Adv. Agency, Chicago,
has been formed, with Edmund
Deuss, former account executive
with the public relations office of
Joseph W. Hicks, Chicago, as manager. Mr. Deuss was previously advertising manager of Merchants
Distilling Corp., Terre Haute, and
served in the same capacity with
the Bismarck Hotel, Chicago. Accounts of the agency include Carter Distilling Co.; Madison Restaurant Co., restaurant and importers; and U. S. Sales Co., importers; all of Chicago. No radio
is planned for these accounts at
present. Address of the new agency
is 1400 Midland Bldg. 176 West
Adams St., Chicago.
Another

Grant Office

PLAN_S_for
American office ofanother
Grant South
Advertising,
Chicago, before opening London
and Canadian branches, are now
under discussion, according to Will
C. Grant, head of the aspirant
globe-girdling agency. Mr. Grant,
whose offices have opened successively in Dallas, Chicago, New
York, Mexico City, Monterey, Rio
de Janiero, Sao Paulo, and on Aug.
9, Buenos Aires, said he expects
to establish other offices in South
Africa, China and India following
international hostilities.
LEE
de FOREST,
"father
of radio"
and inventor
of the
three-electrode
tube, celebrated his 70th birthday
Aug. 26 in traditional fashion by
climbing the 14.496-foot high Mt.
Whitney, Cal. With some 300 radio
devices to his credit, de Forest's latinventionlights
is aof"black-out"
box
with estwhich
an entire city
can be blacked out instantly and automatically from a central station.
• Broadcast

Advertising

FCC

Sets

Up

Its Own

Publicity

Office

In House Office Building for Handouts
THE HOUSE Select Committee
ington sessions. He also had attended the New York phase of the
inquiry into the FCC, which has
been studded with strange inter- inquiry covering the foreign lanludes and unorthodox happenings,
guage field. He kept the press apreached a new climax last week,
prised of conferences and handed
when the FCC set up its own little out the FCC releases issued "down
office outside the House Committee
hearing room to counter swiftly the town".
Mr. Denny, after repeated encounters with Cox Committee councharges made during the inquiry.
sel Fred L. Walker, associate
Many a newsman's eyebrow has general counsel, and Hugh Reilly,
lifted over the manner in which
publicity has been handled by the senior attorney, asserted that the
FCC since the inquiry began July FCC resorted to the news release
2. It has turned out to be a battle and press conference method because it could not wait "six months"
of press releases and news conferences. The FCC has taken the posi- to get its story out. He insisted that
tion, stated to the Committee sev- the full story should be given at the
eral times by Charles R. Denny time testimony was adduced.
Rep. Miller (R-Mo.), presiding
Jr., its general counsel, that it
over the draft deferment phase, on
can't wait "six months" to answer
occasions advised Mr. Denthe committee's charge, and there- several
ny he would not be heard at this
fore employs the press-release and
time. On one occasion, Tuesday, he
news conference technique.
told him to take his seat. This was
FCC's Own Office
a repetition of what had happened
With return of the hearings to
during the earlier days of the hearWashington last Monday and Tuesing when Rep. Cox (D-Ga.), chairman of the Committee and author
day to cover the so-called "draft
deferment"
phase,office
the outside
FCC established its own
the of the investigation resolution, had
sumptuous Banking & Currency presided.
Committee hearing room in the
New Sesac Offices
New House Office Bldg. A battery
of file cases, which apparently in- SESAC has moved its headquarters offices to 475 Fifth Ave., New
cluded the personnel records of the
York, 17, N. Y. New telephone is
Commission's staff, was set up in Murray Hill 5-5365. Leonard Calthe ante-room. On duty was a stencompany's general counsel,
ographer, with her own typewriter reports lahan,
that a desk, telephone and
and other gear.
stenographer are available to any
In addition to the FCC depart- out-of-town broadcaster visiting in
New York who has need for those
ment heads, including Mr. Denny,
E. K. Jett, chief engineer; George facilities.
Sterling, assistant chief engineer
in charge of RID; Robert D. Leigh,
KUIN Joins Don Lee
chief of FBIS; Peter Shuebruk,
KUIN Grants Pass, Ore., on Sept.
assistant to Chairman Fly, and of- 3 became an affiliate of Don Lee
ficials of its personnel section, a Broadcasting System, Hollywood,
half-dozen FCC secretaries were bringing total number of stations
present to look up the jackets on in that regional network to 34.
each individual case cited. Then
Owned by Southern Oregon Broadthe information would be imparted
casting Co., KUIN operates on
to the press following the session. 1340 k. c, with 250 watts.
In a number of instances, as cases ISABELLE BEAUTETICS Co., St.
were cited in testimony, a voice Louis, distributors of a cosmetic called
would be heard from the FCC table Velskin, has denied Federal Trade
declaring that the man in question Commission allegations of deceptive
in certain instances and
was in the service or that the facts advertising
claims to have discontinued other
were at variance with the testi- statements cited in the FTC commony.
plaint.
Two "formal" news conferences
were held by the FCC in the House
Office Bldg. during the two days of
The CBS Station for a
hearings, Monday and Tuesday.
There was an "informal" conference following adjournment on
million people in 22
Tuesday. At these conferences Chief
Engineer Jett and General Counsel
counties of 3 states...
Denny, flanked by other department heads, sought to justify each
the heart of the
individual case of draft deferment
cited by Cox Committee counsel.
Textile South.
These conferences were in addition
to the series of formal press releases issuing from the FCC and
quoting Chairman Fly, refuting
every allegation and denouncing the
Committee in strong language.
Watts Day
n
1 10500000Watts Night
|i
p
\
W
Can't Wait Six Months
Spartanburg, S. C. till
Earl Minderman, appointed as
Represented by Hollingbery
the FCC's information chief last
month, was present at all the WashBROADCASTING
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Maj. Walter S. Holt
MAJ. WALTER S. HOLT, 43, on
the executive staff of Wm. Esty &
Co., New York, before entering the
Army last August, died in the
Southwest Pacific area where he
was attached to headquarters of
the Fifth Air Force, according to
word received from the War Dept.
by his family in Ft. Myers, Fla.
No details were available. Before
joining Wm. Esty in 1937, Maj.
Holt was associated with Livermore & Knight Co., Providence, and
later with J. Walter Thompson Co.
in New York and Sydney, Australia.
Langan Resigns
DON LANGAN has resigned from
Newell-Emmett Co., where he has
served for 14 years as associate
executive on the Liggett & Myers
account. During the early years of
his association with the agency, he
directed export and foreign language advertising for L&M, and
during the past decade has been in
charge of all radio for the account.
He was service executive handling
copy and publicity for various national media before becoming radio
director for L&M..
JOHN NESBITT,
NBC's
Passing
Parade, hasnarrator
signed aoncontract
with MGM Studios to do six film
shorts based on 1943-44 Passing Parade subjects. He is currently combining government assignments with his
weekly radio series. Another film recruit is Jeanne Bates, Hollywood radio actress, who will play lead in the
Columbia picture, "Roundup for Victory".
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Probe Portends Action
(Continued from page 7)

testimony. Mr. Walker examined
Ray Osborne, committee investigator, on anlyses he had made of
FCC files, procured by subpoena or
otherwise. Mr. Reilly in similar
fashion interrogated Harvey Walker, another committee attorney examiner, who had made similar investigations.
Citing a summary of FCC activities in clearing draft deferments,
Mr. Walker declared that there
were 391 cases in which the Commission had procured occupational
deferments, according to the Committee's investigations. Chairman
Fly, he said, used a figure of 271.
Even if the latter figure were used,
he said, the records procured from
the FCC itself show that 179 men,
or more than 60%, had been
trained in the military service. If
the figure of 391 occupational deferments were used, he said, it
would amount to well over 40%.
Recalls Citation of
Alleged War Activities
Mr. Walker recalled that Mr.
Garey, in his opening statement
to the Committee July 2, had cited
as one of the issues the charge that
the Commission, in furtherance of
its "alleged war activities" had
drawn to its use manpower and
critical materials from the limited
resources available and needed by
the armed forces and had "procured the exemption from military
service of a large number of persons not entitled thereto." He said
the evidence adduced at the hearings substantiated that charge.
Throughout the proceedings, both
Mr. Walker and Mr. Reilly charged
that the methods used by the FCC
in procuring deferments and in
claiming indispensability constituted a"deliberate fraud and misrepresentation." Several times testimony of Chairman Fly last
March before the House Military
Affairs Subcommittee (Costello
Committee) on draft deferments
was cited in the effort to show
that the Committee had followed
a course contrary to that outlined
by Mr. Fly. Mr. Fly, it was held,
had testified that the FCC did not
attempt to acquire men of draft
age, whereas the testimony adduced indicated that many of those
for whom deferment was sought
and procured were either 1-A or
slated for 1-A by their draft
boards.
Similar accusations of "untrue"
statements were made by Messrs.
Walker and Rilly against Robert
D. Leigh, Chief of FBIS, in testimony before the Costello Committee. It was contended that
FBIS procured deferments for a
number of members of its staff,
who were not engineers, on grounds
of irreplaceability.
In defense of the FCC, aside
from the statements issued by
Chairman Fly, General Counsel
Denny and Chief Engineer Jett
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advised reporters covering the
sessions that in practically all
cases the men for whom deferments were sought had technical
background and training. In most
instances they were former amateurs. Moreover, it was said, the
Commission's policy had changed
last March, after the President
had issued a directive on government draft deferments, and that
the Commission's "Agency Committee" now passed on all draft
requisites. It was argued that at
the time Chairman Fly appeared
before the Costello Committee the
policy was as he had stated it,
but that it was changed shortly
thereafter.
At the Tuesday session, testimony was adduced to show that
the Commission sought draft deferments for 27 employes within
10 days after they went to work,
and for 58 within 30 days. There
was even testimony showing the
Commission had sought draft deferment for men before they actually reported for work. In all
cases, it was contended, the FCC
based its requests for deferment
on the ground that the particular
men were engaged in unique war
work of a character which the
President had held warranted their
deferment from military service.
Deferments Sought
For 27 Employes
In many of the cases deferments
were sought for men in the age
brackets between 18 and 35, most
of whom were single and without
dependents. Few had previous records of professional experience in
radio. In several instances there
were adverse reports from FCC interviewers and examiners on their
ability as radio operators.
Much was made of the fact that
Chief Engineer Jett had recommended to the Commission that radio operators, after six months
service, be changed in status to
"junior monitoring officers" because it was felt draft boards
would be impressed by the title.

ine

In KANSAS

The FCC adopted this recommendation.
At the outset of the hearings
Monday, Mr. Reilly cited correspondence indicating that the FCC
had sought draft deferments for
1069 of the Commission's 1582
male employes, described as highly
skilled technicians. He agreed with
Commission Counsel Denny, however, that the required authority
from the White House was needed
for only some 218 of the men listed,
since the others were either over
age or given deferred classification because of family status or
occupation. Throughout the proce dings itwas contended by Committee counsel that the Commission went to extreme ends in getting deferments and that the experience and ability of many of
the registrants were exaggerated.
Radio Amateurs
Qualified for FCC
Investigator Walker, under questioning by Mr. Reilly, cited some
66 cases in the Commission's occupational deferment files in his
first appearance on the stand. He
declared that the background of
two dozen of these employes included such occupations as barber,
baker, cook, musician, lumberjack,
haberdashery salesman, bee keeper, podiatrist and just about everything other than radio. FCC
spokesmen, however, contended
that practically all of these men
were amateur radio operators and
qualified from that standpoint. It
was said that their avocation as
amateurs became their vocation
with the FCC.
Chairman Fly also berated the
Committee in this regard in his
first press release, asserting that
it was unfair to belittle these men
by not citing their radio qualifications. He declared that, if such
men were required to enter the
armed forces before qualified replacements could be obtained, all
civilian and governmental radio
activities would have to close
down.
In a press release issued Monday, while the hearings were in
progress, the FCC released an
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IN HONOR of his 20th year of
broadcasting with WFBR Baltimore, Stewart Kennard (1), special events director, is presented
with a clock by Harold W. Batchelder, vice-president of the station.
analysis of the draft deferment
situation in the Commission. It
said that of the 1468 male employes of the entire Commission,
not one of the 242 in the accounting, administrative or law department is deferred. Of the 1020
males in the engineering department, 293 were deferred on occupational grounds. Thus, it
claimed, only 249 of the 1020 men
in its engineering department have
occupational deferments "in the
true sense".
Of 206 male employes in the
FBIS, 44 are deferred on occupational grounds and of these only
22 "in the true sense". The total
number of draft deferments in the
entire Commission "on occupational grounds in the true sense is
271", the FCC announced. On the
other hand the announcement said
more than 300 of the FCC's employes are serving in the armed
forces.
Appointments Made
Through Civil Service
At the Tuesday session, likewise marked by frequent colloquies between FCC and committee counsel, citations were given
of a series of cases in which deferments had been requested. In
certain "typical" cases the names
of those deferred, together with
their background and dates of em-
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ployment by the FCC were cited.
It was in these cases that committee counsel contended the FCC
went far beyond the presidential
intention in procuring deferments
by exaggerating the importance of
the individuals and citing their
"irreplaceability".
Committee Counsel brought out
that Mr. Fly, in his testimony last
March before the Costello Committee, had stated that 391 members of the FCC staff had been
occupationally deferred, as against
the figure of 271 occupational used
by Mr. Fly in his Monday press
release designed to refute committee allegations.
Mr. Reilly, in reading Mr. Fly's
testimony before the Costello Committee, brought out that the Chairman then said that something
more than amateur standing was
required by the FCC for its technical employes and that the appointments were made through the
Civil Service Commission and from
private life. The Commission records revealed, Mr. Reilly continued,
that draft age men of only amateur standing were appointed
without regard to their draft classification. Beyond that, he charged,
the qualifications of these men
were "misrepresented" to their
draft boards in applications for
deferment and, in many instances,
where appeals were taken from
draft board actions.
Chairman Miller said he thought
that where there was clear cut indication that men were seeking to
evade the draft, he thought the
names should be placed in the record. Mr. Reilly said that the files
revealed that there was a "deliberate flocking into the FCC to avoid
induction" and, in the course of
his examination, cited instances
where the candidates for jobs with
the FCC sought Commission intervention in their behalf. In several instances appointments to the
Commission staff as "radio operators" promptly were forthcoming,
with appeals taken in cases where
the local boards did not authorize
deferment.
Claim FCC Overran
Presidential Intentions
Such terms as "trickery and
falsity" were used by Mr. Reilly
in describing the alleged tactics
of Chairman Fly in seeking blanket deferments for technical employes through authorization of
the President. After the FCC had
been notified of the Presidential
order that deferments be sought
only for those who had "unique"
training and who were "irreplaceable", Mr. Reilly charged the Commission used this device indiscriminately in seeking deferments
of draft age men, even though
they were not included in what
he had described as the list sanctioned by the President.
In these letters to draft boards,
the Commission frequently stated
that the case of the registrant was
one that individually had been
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Carter Replacement
CARTER PRODUCTS, New York,
on Sept. 5 discontinued sponsorship
of the Judy & Jane recorded series
on 13 West Coast stations, and replaced it on the same stations with
spot announcements. This brings
the total number of stations carryannouncements
for Agency
Carter'sis
Little ing
Liver
Pills to 106.
Ted Bates Inc., New York.
"passed on by the President", Mr.
Reilly charged. These men, with
no practical radio experience, save
that of amateur status, he said
often were described as "skilled
technical employes" who had been
trained by the FCC at Government expense. Such "training", he

said, in many instances varied
from one day to a few months.
It was this type of employe who
the FCC said could not be replaced by older men or women.
The last case cited by associate
general counsel Walker at the
Tuesday hearing, related to an individual whose name was kept off
the records who had served an enlistment of three years in the
Army. This man had told his draft
board that he was not "compatible" with the Army's way of
life nor proud of having worn its
uniform. The draft board chairman had expressed grave doubts to
the Commission about this man's
"Americanism" and reported that
his case had been turned over to

GREATER NEW YORK.
No wonder, then, that WBNX with its 5,000 watts,
directional, plays the dominant role in selling the
5,000,000* foreign-language-speaking-audience of
the world's greatest market.
To cash in on the opportunities of this super-market,
advertise your national products over WBNX, the
Winner of the Peabody Citation for Public Service to
Foreign Language Groups.
* Over 70%
of metropolitan
Nete York'i
population U
foreign
horn or of foreign
parentage.
Your Best National
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the FBI. Despite this, Mr. Walker
contended, the FCC sought occupational deferment for this man.
Fly Says Fair Play
'Kicked Around'
Chief Engineer Jett afterward
explained he thought the man
ought not be pre-judged and that
in a letter he had sent the Commission he stated he was opposed
to "gambling and cursing" in the
Army. The man, Mr. Jett added,
had studied for the ministry. Mr.
Jett said the man since had joined
the Merchant Marine.
Getting in the last word on the
draft deferment phase, Chairman
Fly last Wednesday — a day following the adjournment of the proce dings— issued another press release covering six single-spaced
pages. He said the American ideal
of fair play "took a terrible kicking around" at the preceding day's
hearings when the Cox Committee made public the names of 39
employes in the Commission's Engineering Department who had
been deferred and then "refused
to permit the Commission to put
in the record the full facts con-
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Maritime Provinces
of Canada
should make sure that his
schedule includes

cerning them".
Mr. Fly said the Costello Committee had established the precedent of not making public the
names of deferred government personnel because it obviously was
conscious of the danger of "unjustly tagging as draft dodgers persons who because of their special
skills had been called upon to serve
their Government in a civilian capacity". The Cox Committee, he
said, disregarded this "salutary
precedent and then added insult
to injury by telling only part of
the story and refusing to permit
the Commission to tell the rest".
In Fairness to Men
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350 Madison Avenue, New York
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Fly Issues Facts
In fairness to the individuals,
Mr. Fly said, he was releasing
brief summaries of the pertinent
facts as to each of the 39 cases
which the Cox Committee made
public. Ten of the men, he said,
are in the military service, and
four are awaiting induction. Another nine are on duty with the
Commission in Hawaii, eight of
whom have the "unique ability to
receive the Japanese Kana Code
which has three times as many
characters as our alphabet". The
other sixteen were said to be asmoniCommission's
signedtoring
to thestations
throughout the
United States.
Eleven of the total were not subject to the draft when employed
by the FCC, while all 39 have
"outstanding radio qualifications
Commission's work", he
for the
said.
Names of the 39 employes
covered in testimony before the
Committee were enumerated in the
Fly press release, together with a
brief summary of their background and present status. The
names were as follows:
Harold H. Alam, 23, junior mon-
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Fly in Condenser
ORDINARY house fly buzzed
into the plates of a condenser
at WNBC Hartford and
stilled the station for 19 seconds. When transmitter supervisor Harry Wrasko found
the short circuit, he immediately set in motion an auxiliary transmitter.
discovered the fly, ofLater
which hethere
was little left, after 8,000
volts had hit him. In station
log, Wrasko set own explanation for interruption criptically as "Fly in the condenitoring
ser". officer in Hawaii; John E.
Althouse, 20, in Hawaii; David
Birnbaum, 24, junior monitoring
officer in Scituate, Mass.; William
A. Chasse, 20, now in the Army;
Thomas W. Churchill, 21, in Hawaii; Herman Collette, 20, in Hawaii; Kyran P. Curran, 28, assistant monitoring officer at Powder
Springs, Ga.; Hollis K. Epley, 22,
in Hawaii; Eugene D. Eveslage,
19, now in the Army; Roy M.
Erickson, 23, now in the Army;
A. Vernon Field, 22 now in the
Army; Irving L. Filderman, 27,
junior monitoring officer at Sault
Ste. Marie, Mich.; Harvey K.
Glass, 30, junior monitoring officer
at Powder Springs, Ga.; Willard
R. Goedke, 27, radio operator at
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.; John L.
Grigsby, 19, now in the Army;
Henry Hayman, 26, assistant monitoring officer at Cleveland, Ohio;
Ernest J. Herider, 35, monitoring
officer at Lexington, Ky. ; H. W.
Johnson, 27, assistant monitoring
officer at Laurel, Md. ; W. E. Johnson, 24, now in the Army; J. P.
Kemper, 19, junior monitoring
officer at Santa Ana, Calif.; R. A.
Kimber, 31, junior monitoring
officer in Sturgis, S. D.; Isadore
B. Krasner, 31, junior monitoring
officer at Huntington, W. Va.; A.
R. Krug, 24, junior monitoring
officer at Scituate, Mass.; Edward
T. Lang, 26, assistant monitoring
officer at Pittsburgh, Pa.; W. H.
Matchett, 27, junior monitoring
officer at Areata, Calif.; J. D. McKenzie, 20, now in the Army; Ira
D. McKinney, 18, in Hawaii; L. E.
Murdock, 19, now in the Army;
Benjamin Nelson, 22, at Aberdeen,
Wash.; J. W. Olson, 19, now in the
Army; Lloyd R. Parkin, 20, in
Hawaii; Robert Ricker, 21, now
available for military service; A.
K. Sanden, 27, now available for
military service; Arnold Sartain,
21, now in the Army; Lloyd O.
Seay, 38, junior monitoring offcer
at Raleigh, N. C; Charles E.
Strain, nician
22,at Powder
radio mechanic
Springs, techGa. ;
Robert M. Thorson, 20, in Hawaii;
Robert P. Tripcony, 26, in Hawaii; Robert P. Wiebers, 24, radio
operator at Seattle, Wash.

Wyeth Chemical Cited
For Wording of Claims
IN A CASE paralleling that of
Miles Labs., Elkhart, Ind., and
other manufacturers of proprietary
products, Wyeth Chemical Co.,
Jersey City, and Hill Blackett and
Glen
Sample,
Blackett-SampleHummert,
its of
advertising
agency,
were charged with failing to include in advertising
for Hill's
Cold
Tablets
cautionary
warnings
against use of the preparation in
"greater amount or greater frequency" than recommended in the
advertising matter.
Claims for the product made on
the radio and in other media are
alleged to be exaggerated and deceptive,
consequencesespecially
which it in
is view
chargedof may
result from use of the medicine
under conditions prescribed in the
advertisement. The Miles Co. has
taken the view that the Commission
is without authority to require
cautionary warnings against increasing the amount or frequency
of the dosages over that recommended in advertisements (see
story on page 38).

C. E. HOOPER Inc., New York radio research firm, has enlarged its
New York office at 10 E. 40th St. to
the 13th floor.
BROADCASTING

Fidler Clipped
OVER-RIDING warning of network officials, Jimmy Fidler, Hollywood commentator, used certain
disputed script material during
Aug. 29 broadcast of his weekly
quarter-hour chatter program on
BLUE stations, and as result was
cut off the air for a 12-second interval. Disputed item had previously been ordered out by Don
Gilman, BLUE Western division
vice-president, on grounds that it
would put the studio referred to
in an unfavorable light. Mr. Gilman indicated that the film industry would be protected against
speculative gossip. Fidler is sponsored by Carter Products on BLUE
stations.
Pond's Program Repeated
LAMONT CORLISS Corp., New
York, is supplementing its spot announcement schedule, and sponsorKing, "Charm
Eleanor
ship of
Counselor",
for CBS
Pond's
Cream Sun.
on
six
Pacific Coast
stations,
9:9:15 a.m., with a recorded repeat
of the latter program, on WOR
New York. Recorded series started
Sept. 4 in the Saturday, 5:45-6
p.m. period. Agency is J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York.
Gertrude Prys
FOLLOWING an illness of eight
months, Gertrude Prys, 47, died at
her Chicago home Saturday, Aug.
28. Mrs. Prys was the collaborating writer with Irna Phillips of the
radio serial, Road of Life. She is
ward Prys.by her husband, J. Edsurvived
ANNUAL outing of the NBC Athletic
Assn. was held at Olympia Fields
country club near Chicago last Thursday.
Sometheir
150 members
of the associa-in
tion and
guests participated
golf, riding and swimming. A steak
dinner
night was followed by dancing andatcards.
STAFF members of WENR, Chicago,
and the BLUE central division held
an outing at Knollwood country club
near Chicago, Sept. 2. Some 100 participants enjoyed golf, swimming and
a steak fry.
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Selling

Responsibilities

Double!

Starting September 9th, your Government will conduct the
greatest drive for dollars from individuals in the history of the
world — the 3rd War Loan.

increased Pay Roll percentages are the best warranty of sufficient post war purchasing power to keep the nation's plants
{and yours) busy.

This money, to finance the invasion phase of the war, must
come in large part from individuals on payrolls.

2i In the 3rd War Loan, every individual on the Pay Roll
Plan will be asked to put an extra two wee\s salary into War
Bonds — over and above his regular allotment. Appoint yourself as one of the salesmen — and see that this sales force has
every opportunity to do a real selling job. The sale of these
extra bonds cuts the inflationary gap and builds added postwar purchasing power.

Right here's where YOUR
DOUBLE!

bond selling responsibilities

For this extra money must be raised in addition to keeping the
already established Pay Roll Allotment Plan steadily climbing.
At the same time, every individual on Pay Roll Allotment
must be urged to dig deep into his pocket to buy extra bonds,
in order to play his full part in the 3rd War Loan.
Your now doubled duties call for these two steps:
1 . If you are in charge of your Pay Roll Plan, check up on
it at once — or see that whoever is in charge, does so. See
that it is hitting on all cylinders — and keep it climbing! Sharply

BACK

THE

ATTACK

I

Financing this war is a tremendous task — but 130,000,000
Americans are going to see it through 100%! This is their own
best individual opportunity to share in winning the war. The
more frequently and more intelligently this sales story is told,
the better the average citizen can be made to understand the
wisdom of turning every available loose dollar into the finest
and safest investment in the world — United States War Bonds.

With

This space is a contribution to victory today and sound

Wat

business tomorrow
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Sales

Made

AMP
Disc Agents
Will Sell Recorded Program
Service, a New Departure
IN AN UNPRECEDENTED arrangement combining two formerly
unrelated branches of the broadcasting industry, Associated Music
Publishers Inc. has appointed Spot
Sales Inc., station representative
organization, as sales representative for its transcribed library service, Associated Recorded Program
Service. Announcement of the new
working affiliation was made Friday by C. M. Finney, AMP president, who described the arrangement as "marking a major departure from the former narrow
scope of operations of both station reps and library services."
At the same time Mr. Finney announced the appointment of Ben
Selvin as vice-president and general manager of ARPS, assuming
those duties in addition to his activities as recording director of
AMP. John R. Andrews, for the
past 10 years in charge of entertainment for the Knott Hotels, has
been appointed service manager of
ARPS.
Loren L. Watson, executive vicepresident of Spot Sales, and formerly sales manager of AMP, who
introduced the AMP library service in 1934, said that the addition
of this new function to his organization is in keeping with expansions among other branches of the
industry into other logical fields.
He and Mr. Selvin are working on
new plans for building programs
and providing stations with sales
ideas, based on station needs, the
announcement stated, adding that
Spot Sales, which now has offices in
New York, Chicago and San Francisco, has started negotiations for
additional offices.
RADIO GROSS SEEN
AS 318 MILLIONS
ADVERTISING is swamping the
press and radio and a $2,000,000,000 total is seen for the year according to an article in the Wall
Street Journal, Sept. 3, by Samuel
Shane. According to Mr. Shane the
advertising for this year would top
the 1929 record if there were more
paper and space for the press and
more hours in the day for radio.
Great volumes of institutional
advertising are swelling the revenues of the four major networks,
whose business jumped 25.1% over
1942, it is stated. The indicated
total for this year's gross billings
is $318,500,000 compared to $274,800,000 last year. Gains for the
first seven months of this year
show BLUE, 66.8% CBS, 21.4%;
MBS, 19.2%; and NBC, 16.1%, according to the article.
BUNTE BROS., Chicago (Candy)
last week started a varied weekly program of three to six announcements
and five-minute transcribed musical
programs on WAIT WCFL WJJI'
WEDC WHFC, all in Chicago, and
WIND, Gary. Schedule, designed to
attract workers to the factory, may be
explained later. Presba, Fellers &
Presba, Chicago, is agency.
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GE SPOTS ON FM
One-Minute Announcements
On 16 FM Stations
ELECTRONICS DEPT. of General
Electric Co. is sponsoring a series
of one-minute announcements on 16
commercial FM stations three times
a week, devoted to the part radio
is playing on the battle front and
explaining that GE military radio
is now paving the way for the company's regular post-war equipment. The announcements, according to W. R. David of the electronics department, indicate GE's
casting.
continued support of FM broadStations
announcements are :carrying
W65H, the
Hartford;
K45LA, Los Angeles; W41MM,
Winston-Salem; W51R, Rochester;
W43B Boston; W39B Mt. Washington; W45D Detroit; W55M Milwaukee; W59C Chicago; W49PH
W53PH W69PH W73PH Philadelphia; W47A Schenectady; W47NY
W67NY New York.
CIO Denied
(Continued from page 9)
the alleged inconsistency in the assertion of the affidavit appearing
on the ABS balance sheet that all
the items reflect "the true accurate
and complete financial condition of
the person ... at the date shown
above" (Aug. 10, 1943).
Criticizing the assertion in the
balance sheet that no asset was acquired in any other manner than
"through purchase with funds acquired in the ordinary course of
business", by "issuance of capital
stock" or by "issuance of evidence
of indebtedness shown on the balance sheet ", the petition declared
it a "strain on human credulity"
that the cash could have been acquired in the "ordinary course of
business" since the ABS had only
100 shares at $10 par value last
March.
Of a "like strain", says Mr.
Koehne, is the $4,001,000 listed on
the liability side of the balance
sheet under "capital stock", inasmuch as the 400,000 shares of stock
to be issued to Mr. Noble were not
to be acquired until FCC approval of the transfer. Neither
could the "evidence of indebtedness" ($4,000,000 in bank loans
shown on the balance sheet) be
acquired without FCC approval,
he asserts.
"It appears to be the intent and
purpose of transferrer (RCA) and
transferee (ABS) by this proposed
transfer, to thwart the benefit public interest ... of this Honorable
Commission in the promulgation of
its order limiting radio licensees to
the control of but one broadcasting
chain," says the petition.
This would be accomplished, according to Mr. Koehne, by RCA's
"selecting said seeming one-man
corporation as its proposed transferee and which seems ... to be the
alter ego of the transferrer, which
. . . would, should such transfer be
approved, directly or indirectly control also the BLUE
Network."
Evidence
for this
view is
BROADCASTING

strengthened, says the petition by
"the mere
paper superficial
strengthening of transferee corporation on or about Aug. 6, 1943
. . .after the date of the alleged
agreement for this transfer, instead of employing the more . . .
economical proceedure of divorcing j,
the BLUE Network from its pres- jj
ent
owner,of by
wide...sales-distribution
the the
stock
in the
market by means of established
marketing
facilities".
The petition
also asserts that
Mr. Koehne, acting for himself
and all known and unknown creditors, "has long been endeavoring
to obtain, directly and indirectly,
from . . . BLUE Network Co., et al,
material information advantageous
and necessary for the due presentation of their claims to a court or
courts". But the BLUE, the petition charges, has been and is still
obstructing these efforts to obtain
"justice".
The proposed transfer, the petition asserts, "is in furtherance of
such hindering ... of recourse to
justice", and prays the Commission
to withhold its approval of the
transfer "until substantial protection of creditors of BLUE Network be afforded."
Injunction
(Continued fromRefused
page 9)
that because of the representations
made and his fear of their being
carried out, he unwillingly sold
the station to the defendant."
No Satisfactory Denial
Judge Peck continued: "There is
no satisfactory denial in the defendant's papers that the alleged
representations were made by his
attorneys, and there is no apparent reason why the defendant, who
paid a finder's fee to a broker for
bringing the availability of the
station to his attention and then
requested the broker not to participate in the negotiations, should
have engaged these particular
lawyers to negotiate the sale, except for the impression which these
lawyers would likely make upon the
plaintiff.
"The trouble with the plaintiff's
case, on the other hand, is that he
knew all the elements of the fraud,
except the participation of his
employes, and he suspected that,
before he transferred the station,
and still he has waited two-and-ahalf years before seeking a rescision. . . . The law is clear that an
action for recision of a scale must
be brought promptly after disof theto fraud."
The covery
suit
rescind the sale of
WMCA to Mr. Noble will be heard
early in the fall term of the New
York Supreme Court, Mr. Handelman said. He added that some of
Mr. Flamm's allegations may come
up during the FCC hearings on
the sale of the Blue Network to
Mr. Noble, scheduled to begin Sept.
10, as these charges reflect on Mr.
Noble's fitness to own and operate a network.
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'Loosening

Up"

of War

News

Indicated

After Davis' Meeting With President
WAR NEWS from the military ments rest solely on a basis of petition and suggestion, you, and only
services will be loosened up a little,
President Roosevelt indicated last you, in the OWI can do anything
week after a meeting with OWI
further to improve the public relations policies of the Army and
Director Elmer Davis, Secretary of
the Navy Knox, Assistant SecreMr. Davis emphatically denied
tary of War John J. McCloy and
James C. Dunn, political advisor to rumors of his resignation and reON THE EVE of his departure on Secretary of State Hull.
Navy."futed reports that the Office of
a plane trip which was to end in
Strategic Services would take
The
President
gave
no
details,
a forced parachute landing in the
but it is believed that the prompt charge of OWI's Overseas Branch.
Burmese jungle Aug. 2, Eric Seva- release
He expressed "disgust" at the perof stories on the Marcus
reid, CBS correspondent, was
sistency of the rumor and added
snapped with Major Don Thurman,
Island attack by the Navy indi- that one columnist has had him
who mailed this photo to CBS
cates something in the way of a resigning every other day.
sportcasters Ted Husing and Jim- policy change.
Venting his anger at Rep. Ditter
my Dolan. Mr. Sevareid spent sevLeaving the meeting with the
(R-Pa.) for his remark that OWI
eral weeks in the wilderness before
President Mr. Davis said that prog- had violated its "probation"
reaching safety in the Indian town
ress had been made toward better through recent "fumbles", Davis
;of Mokochung. His arrival there
coordination of news. The releases remarked, "There was no probawas announced Aug. 26 on the CBS
tion involved. Our enemies in the
World Today program.
of the Army, Navy and State De- House wanted to destroy the OWI
partments have been handled inde- Domestic Branch, but when they
pendently of OWI unless other found it would incur too much
Ralph Weil Testimony
agencies have been involved, in political opprobrium they tried to
which event they have been cleared
Clarified by Committee
cripple
and manage
failed." to give us
through OWI.
"Theyus did
1 IN THE ACCOUNT of the last
Mr. Davis met the President on a pretty hard wallop," he added.
1 part of the foreign language phase August 30, preliminary to the next "And now it takes a lot of gall
of the House Select Committee's
talk about probation." When a
hearings held in New York during
with the other de- to
reporter jested that Davis did not
August [Broadcasting, Aug. 30], day's meeting
partment
heads.
It
was
his
first
up" by the Congresit was reported that Committee
conference with Mr. Roosevelt in look "softened
sional action, he retorted with,
Counsel Eugene L. Garey found an several weeks. Asked why he did
apparent conflict between the testi"You bet I'm not softened up."
not go along to the Quebec meetmony given by Ralph Weil, manings with Prime Minister Churchill,
ager of WOV, New York, on the
witness stand and that Mr. Weil he said he saw no need to go and Two New CBS Stations
had previously given in a private wasn't asked.
Bring Net Total to 139
examination by the Committee's
WITH announcement that KTBC,
Linked to Resignation
I attorneys, and that Mr. Garey
warned Mr. Weil that he was unAustin, Tex., has joined CBS and
der oath to tell the truth.
The "loosening up" announce- that WGAU, Athens, Ga., will
ment recalls the recent resignation shortly become a CBS affiliate, the
Hearings were then recessed for
the day and the point was not re- of Nicholas Roosevelt, who had network stated last week that it
ferred to again in subsequent ses- been the liaison of OWI with the now totaled 139 outlets, including
sions. To avoid leaving an impres- War and Navy Departments, and its member stations in Canada, San
Juan, and Hawaii. Contracts have
sion that might be unfair to Mr.
Weil, Broadcasting wishes to ex- who worked for nine months to get been signed between the network
plain that during the recess Mr. the cooperation that would have and these 139 stations, but wire
made possible a better news and lines have not yet been made availWeil requested Mr. Garey and Amable for five of the new affiliates.
brose McCall of the Committee's
public relations job on military dewhich will be a member of
velopments. Mr. Roosevelt, leaving theKTBC,
staff, to whom Mr. Weil's former
special supplementary group,
depositions had been made, to re- at the end of the time he agreed to
operates fulltime on 1000 w day
fer to Mr. McCall's report, which
serve, wrote Mr. Davis that "so and 250 w night power, on 590 kc,
jwas not on hand at the time. When
long as the relations of the OWI
having recently shifted from 1150
' this had been done, Mr. Garey with the War and Navy depart- kc.
It is owned by State Capitol
found there was no conflict and that
Broadcasting Assn. WGAU, to bethere was therefore no need to quescome abonus CBS station, is owned
tion Mr. Weil further on that point.
by J. K. Patrick Co., and operates
fulltime on 1340 kc, 250 w.
NAB
Districts Appoint
THE POLITICAL campaign in Phil- Engi
adelphia getting under way. WIP has
sineers to Committee
dropped its weekly feature, The Mayor
Saf-Kil Goes on Air
APPOINTMENTS
to the NAB enSneaks, until the elections are over.
SAF-KIL
Co., Benton Harbor,
Mayor Bernard Samuel, who used the
gineering committee have been
program as a vehicle for "fireside made from ten districts with seven Mich, (rat poison), is sponsoring
morning programs varying from
to choose their representatives.
chats."self. isThe station
a candidate
succeed
was to
faced
with himthe yet
five to 15 minutes one to six times
The
growing
shortage
of
technical
choice of discontinuing the program
weekly on WLS WJJD WMMN
personnel
and
of
critical
materials
or of doubling the time to provide for
WHKY WSAZ WIBC WNOX
such
as
transmitting
tubes
is
exan opposite party speaker, according
WLAY WKST WSLB WPIC KMA
to FCC regulations.
pected
to
require
the
early
attenKSOO KWTO WIBW WWVA.
tion of the committee.
Contracts, which vary in length,
Those who have been named to were placed
ARCHBISHOP SPELLMAN will
by United Adv. Co.,
speak over WOR New York on Sept. date are: Dist. 1 — F.M.Sloan, chief Chicago.
9, 9:15-9:30 p.m., in behalf of local engineer, WBZ-WBZA; Dist. 3— T.
war bond rally in coniunction with C. Kenney, chief engineer, KDKA;
Manor House
the Third War Loan Drive to begin Dist. 4— Clyde M. Hunt, chief engion that day.
neer, WTOP; Dist. 5— J. C. Bell, W. S. McLAUGHLIN & Co., Chichief engineer, WBRC; Dist. 7—
cago (Manor House coffee),
ETHEL SMITH, organist featured Lester H. Nafzgar, chief engineer, started sponsorship Sept. 7 of a
on the CBS Your All Time Hit Pa- WBNS; Dist. 8— A. Freidenthal,
quarter-hour morning musical prorade, has a dancing-singing role in chief engineer, WJR; Dist. 10 —
gram featuring Ramblin' Red FoHenry
E.
Goldenberg,
WHB;
Dist.
the MGM film, "Mr. Coed", which
stars
Red Skelton and other radio per- 13 — George W. Ing, chief engineer,
ley on WLS, Chicago, thrice-weeksonalities.
ly. Contract is for 52 weeks. The
KONO; Dist. 15 — George Greaves,
company also sponsors the five-aweek five-minute Super Interlude
WBNX, New York, has acquired the chief engineer, KPO; Dist. 17 —
Kolesar, chief engineer,
on WMAQ Chicago. Agency is Ivan
special AP radio wire of Press Assn., Joseph
KMO.
New York.
Hill Adv. Agency, Chicago.
BROADCASTING
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IN BALTIMORE!

AND THE BLUE NETWORK
John Elmer Geo. H. Roeder
President Gen. Manager
FREE & PETERS
Exclusive National Rep.

9,218
TELL

FAMILIES
ALL

LISTENING

ABOUT
HABITS

Get latest survey — no cost!
Here's Iowa
how market!
to get next
the billiondollar
New, toimpartial,
allinclusive "Summers-Whan" Iowa Radio
Survey covers all 99 counties, discloses
5-year trends in listening habits and
preferences as to station and programs.
Maps and facts on Iowa listeners in
various age groups and educational
levels — city, small-town and farm. You
need it to do a good job in Iowa. Get
it today! No cost, no obligation.
Central Broadcasting Co.,
912 Walnut St., Des Moines, Iowa
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British

Study U. S. Radio
(Continued from page 7)

"mediocre" with the news bulletins
the chief exception. Few of the
comedians "are really funny, the
average standard of the musical
programs is not high, the talks are
almost without exception banal."
It ascribed this partly to mass production, and to the difficulty of
finding enough to put on the air for
17 hours a day. "This might excuse a low average, but not the
absence of anything outstanding."
After citing the difficulties inherent in operating a government
monopoly, The Economist said the
BBC "exhibits all of the vices that
might be expected from a staterun cultural institution", but added that BBC should not be blamed
because it is "doing its best". BBC
is a "compromising body" because
of the element of "political control", states the article. If the
test of a broadcasting system is
the excellence of its programs, the
prescription should be not more
public control, but less, it was concluded.
Competition Required

C

HER FRIENDLY ADVICE,
WIT AND HUMOR, KEEP
WOMEN TUNED TO....
WC

K

Y

STATION

24

Hours

a

To continue with the present
system, according to The Economist, "would be to condemn broadcasting to the fate that would have
attended the press if, from its
birth, it had been nationalized.
* * * There will be no excellence
without competition."
Calling for a separation of the
"foreign broadcasts" from "home
programs", the article said the
qualities chiefly lacking in the latter are "life and variety". Part of
the remedy lies in encouraging the
growth of personalities on the air,
"instead of doing everything possible to prevent
Individual
casters should it".
be allowed
to dobroadtheir
best "to interest, to please, if necessary to annoy — , but, above all,
to get some positive reaction out of
their unseen audience, instead of
being neutral voices reading scripts
from which anything calculated to
offend anybody has been carefully

BLUE NETWORK

Represented
Nationally by John BLAIR & CO.
Page 54 • September

removed."
Reaching the question of a possible turn to some variation of the
"American Plan", The Economist,
continues :
"One obvious question is whether
the financing of broadcasting by
advertising would achieve these results. The chief example of this
system is in the United States,
and American broadcasting has
much more to be said for it than
might be thought on a priori
grounds. It certainly has life and
more variety than the BBC, and
the advertiser's influence does not
drag the programmes down to the
lowest common denominator. But,
on analysis, the virtues of American broadcasting are not due to its
advertising sponsorship (except
perhaps in respect of the ample
funds that are thereby made available to the programme-builder) so
6, 1943

much as to the fact of competition.
The four big networks compete
most fiercely and directly for the
listener's and the advertiser's favour; and both liveliness and variety are due to that. Competition
might achieve them without advertising— advertising without competition certainly would not.
Best of Both
"The future basis for British domestic broadcasting should, therefore, be one of license-financing
combined with competition, thus
including the best features of both
the present British and American
system. If license revenue alone
cannot provide adequate funds, then
(and mumthen
only) a might
certainperhaps
miniof advertising
be admitted in off-hours. But the
essential thing is to secure competition, which would not only rescue the BBC from its present exposed position and remove the
causes of timidity, but compel attention both to life and to variety.
"This result would not be difficult to achieve. Let the state own
the physical apparatus (whether
by radio wave or by wire) and apportion its use to the competing
broadcasters on an equitable basis.
Let, say, three competing programme companies be chosen. If
more than three otherwise qualified groups offer, let there be a
competitive bid for the right to use
the physical facilities. Let the contract include conditions which
would specify the hours of broadcasting and the number and type
of separate programmes to be
transmitted. Let 25% of each listener's fee go automatically to each
of the programme companies. And
let each listener, on paying his fee,
nominate one of the three companies to receive the final 25% of
his fee. These details are, of
course, only illustrative of a general principle, by which the interests of the state could be combined
with a healthy liberty of development for the youngest art."
New BBC Yearbook
ACTIVITIES of the British Broadcasting Service in 1942 are related
briefly in the 1943 BBC Year Book,
recently issued. In addition to reviewing the year's broadcasting,
and listing some notable programs,
the Year Book contains special
articles by British authorities, one
of which is by Edward R. Murrow,
European director for CBS, on
transatlantic broadcasting.
BBC Starts Series
A NEW SERIES presenting to
Britain factual pictures of America has been started by the BBC.
Geoffrey Bridson, British writerproducer in charge of feature programs for BBC's North American
service, is author of the documentary show, first of a series of six
to portray representative sections
of America.
BROADCASTING

Blue Names Feldman
ARTHUR FELDMAN, special
events correspondent for the BBC
for several months, has been appointed special features reporter
for the BLUE in
London, accordnouncement by
ing to an anG. W. Johnstone,
BLUE director of
news and special
features. Mr.
Feldman
assist Georgewill
Hicks,
manager
of the
BLUE's London
Mr. Feldman
office, and will
temporarily take over as manager
when Hicks visits the Allied Force
Headquarters in North Africa.
Prior to working with the BBC,
Mr. Feldman was assistant director of special events at NBC.
Graham

Campaign

GRAHAM Co., New York, packer
of mixed nuts and over 20 varieties
of dried vegetables under the Redbow brand name, through its newly appointed agency Emil Mogul
Co., New York, will launch an extensive campaign, employing radio,
in
principal
cities in Plans
the eastern half of the country.
for
eventual national distribution of
Redbow products are being formulated. Graham will divide its 1943
advertising appropriation between
the Mogul firm and Commercial
Radio Service, New York, agency
already handling the account. Firm
has signed a 26-week contract for
participations on WOR, New York,
ter agency.Sept. 7, through the latstarting
Pinehurst Answer
R. L. SWAIN Tobacco Co., Danville, Va., maker of Pinehurst cigarettes, has denied Federal Trade
Commission charges of misrepresentation in alleged claims for
soothing properties and absence of
irritating effects of its cigarettes,
asserting that its statements are
true, with the exception of the advertisement "The cigarette the doctor smokes", which it admits could
be
misleading and which has been
discontinued.
HAROLD FLEMING, NBC commenand financial
of the
Chris-of
tiantator,Science
Monitor,editor
is the
author
an article on the financial aspects of
the suewar,
of Readappearing
magazine.in the August is-

"WFDF Flint Michigan says
there's a tank corps driver home
on a furlough."
• Broadcast

Advertising

HIGHLIGHTED by a personal letter from President Roosevelt, a farewell dinner to William D. Terrell, who retired Aug. 31 as Chief of the
Field Division, Engineering Department, FCC, was attended by 68 of
his associates, co-workers and friends in Washington. Shown here (1 to
r) C. C. Kolster, FCC Chief Inspector at Boston, oldest man in the service; Mr. Terrell; Arthur Bachelor, Chief Radio Inspector in New York;
FCC Chief
Engineer
E. K. ; Jett;
S. Turner,
Terrell's
assistant, named
his successor
GeorgeGeorge
Sterling,
AssistantMr.Chief
Engineer
of the FCC in charge of Radio Intelligence Division. President Roosevelt
wrote Mr. Terrell: "I take the occasion of your retirement from federal
service to convey to you my thanks and gratitude for the 40 years service in the field of governmental radio services. You can well be proud of
the record you have made."
Turner
Replaces
Terrell
at FCC
Former
Assistant Becomes
Chief of Field Division
GEORGE S. TURNER, assistant
chief of the Field Division of FCC
since 1940, has been appointed
chief of the division, replacing
William D. Terrell, who retired
from Government service last week
after 40 years outstanding work in
the field of communications [Broadcasting, Aug. 30].
Mr. Turner joined the Federal
Radio Commission in 1931 as radio inspector in charge at Atlanta, coming from the Department of
Commerce where he served from
1924 to 1931 as radio inspector
and assistant radio supervisor of
the Radio Division.
During World War I he was a
radio instructor at the Great Lakes
Naval Training Station and was
later commissioned Ensign in the
Volunteer Naval Reserve. After
the war Mr. Turner became the
original radio operator-engineer at
9XAB Kansas City, one of the

MR. TURNER
first experimental radio broadcast
stations in the middle west. He
worked for the Southwestern Bell
Telephone Co. in Kansas City before moving to the Commerce Department.
A native of Independence, Mo.,
Mr. Turner has the degree of
bachelor and master of law from
the Atlantic Law School in Atlanta. He is a member of the Georgia
Bar and the Institute of Radio
Engineers.
Heads 3rd Loan Radio
A. N. STEELE, vice-president and
radio director of D'Arcy Adv Co.,
has been placed in charge of production for the various radio programs to be broadcast during September in connection with the
Third War Loan Drive. Mr. Steele,
who will work from the New York
offices of the Treasury Department,
handles for D'Arcy the various
Coca - Cola programs and the
Owens-Illinois Glass Co. show on
CBS, titled Your Home Front Reporter.

BROADCASTING
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New Hooper Ratings
RADIO sets-in-use in the two-week
period from Aug. 15 to Aug. 30
scored a rating of 21.1 in the C. E.
Hooper national program rating report for Aug. 30, up 1.5 over the
last Hooper report as well as for
the same period a year ago. First
place
the list Attorney
of "First with
15" goes
to
Mr.in District
the
first half-hour of Kay Kyser's program in second place, and Your Hit
Parade third. Others in the group
in order are: Durante-Moore-Cugat; Take It Or Leave It; Screen
Guild Players; Bing Crosby; Joan
Davis-Jack Haley; People Are Funny; Gabriel Heatter (Mon., Wed.,
Fri. programs) ; Vox Pop; Blondie;
Tommy Riggs; Judy Canova Show,
and Waltz Time.

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.
50,000 WATTS

Kellogg Sponsors Kiernan
IN ADDITION to sponsoring Gilbert Martyn, news commentator,
on the BLUE, Monday through
Friday, 11:30-11:45 a.m., Kellogg
Co., Battle Creek, Mich., is sponsoring Walter Kiernan, news commentator, in the same time on
WMAL, BLUE's Washington outlet. Kellogg promotes Gro-Pup Dog
Food on the latter program and on
104 BLUE stations carrying the
Martyn commentaries. Kellogg AllBran is promoted on the remaining
50 southern stations of the network. Agency is Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.

1ARK OF ACCURACY,

Williams Discontinues

SPEED AND INDEPENDENCE IN

J. B. WILLIAMS Co., Glastonbury, Conn., sponsor of the True
Or False quiz session on the BLUE
since 1938, will not resume the program in September as originally
planned when it scheduled The Adventures ofNero Wolfe in its Monday 8:30 p.m. spot as a summer replacement. The latter mystery
show will be discontinued on the
BLUE after Sept. 27 broadcast.
Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York.

WORLD WIDE NEWS COVERAGE

UNITED

PRESS

Baillie Reviews Tour
HUGH BAILLIE, president of
United Press, in a radio address on
NBC Aug. 31, described his recent
tour of the war fronts, pointing out
that
war were
correspondents
saw limb
"in
the field
risking lifehe and
in the front lines to bring the world
a first-hand account of World War
II." Mr. Baillie told about the high
morale of American soldiers in
England and North Africa, and related some of the high points of
the Sicilian invasion.
Grid Disc Forecasts
BECAUSE of the shorter football
season this year, Touchdown Tips.
recorded series of football forecasts by
Sam Hayes, will consist of 10 instead
of 13 programs. This year the program will be recorded simultaneously
in Hollywood, Chicago and New York,
so that each station will receive the
transcriptions well in advance of the
day for which the games are scheduled.
Eight former subscribers to the series,
now in its fourth year, have already
signed for the 1943 dies. Stations are
WMAZ WNOE WKBH KGHL
WHKC KVOD WEBR.
W. C. ALCORN, general manager of
WBNX,sition ofannounces
the Service
station'swill
acquian AP wire.
include hourly summaries in addition to
Telescripts and dispatches.

MONEY

TO BURN

Farmers in this sixstate area never had
more money in their
lives.
BUYING!
WIBW They're
can make
them
ask for your product.

WIBW

September
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Miss Margaret Wylie
J. Walter Thompson Co.
Chicago, Illinois
Dear Miss Wylie:
They tell me that even the Fuller
Brash man doesn't go around
ringingin
doorb ells
this valley
between i:SO and
5:00 in the
afternoon. And
for good
son too,reafor
that's when
"Miss 580" is
conducting a
Monday thru
Friday session
of herClub
"WCHSof
580
These
W. Va.
the Air.11
women
just
don't want
anyone
bother themto
when
Club" theis "580
on.
36,560 is the
exact number
of signed who
- up
members
agree
to
listen
as well as buy
the
sponsored
merchandise.
The show is
variety
nat ur e inwith
music and
news slanted
toward
wom-in
en. It takes
home - making,
recipes
andd
h o u s ehol
hints, and the
mail pull is
terrific. Recipes mailed in are read, and
every letter is acknowledged over the
air with a big play toward mentioning
names. selves
Every
the members
or theirFriday
children
put on athemlive
talent show, and you wouldn't believe
the number of babies who've been named
after
"Miss 580". sponsors,
The show and
carries
non-competitive
their6
commercials work best when "Miss 580"
ad libs them, and she doesn't confine
the time to 55 seconds. I hear there's an
opening
station or aavailable,
Branham and
man that
are this
the ones
who should be contacted.
Regards
Yrs.
ALGY
WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.
IKITISH COLUMBIA
LAND OF OPPORTUNITY

VANCOUVER, CANADA
J H. McGILLVR A (U S )
H. N. STCVIN (CANADA)
lOW MOM MAN EW .

Actions of the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
.AUGUST 28 TO SEPTEMBER 3 INCLUSIVEDecisions . . .
AUGUST 31
WDSU New Orleans— Granted transfer
control of WDSU Inc., from J. H. Uhalt
to E. A. Stephens, H. G. Wall and Fred
Weber
for $200,000 cash plus additional
consideration.
CBS New York — Granted extension authority to transmit programs to CFRB,
CKAC and other stations under CBC control.
WCAR Pontiac, Mich. — Granted special service authorization operate 7 a.m.
to local sunset, 250 w, to end of license
period.
SEPTEMBER 2
WNAX, Yankton, S. D.— Granted extension completion date to Dec. 7, 1943, for
power increase and DA for N.
W6XLA, Los Angeles — Granted extension completion date for new television
relay broadcast station to Nov. 1943.
SEPTEMBER 3
CIO denied petition to intervene in proposed transfer of Blue Network from RCA
to American Broadcasting System, without
prejudice to presenting witnesses.

Applications
AUGUST 28
WDAK, Columbus, Ga. — License cover
CP for move from West Point, Ga., to
Columbus, Ga.
KXYZ, Houston, Tex. — Special service
authorization operate on 1320 kc, unlimited, 5kw D, 2% kw N, temp, nondirectional antenna to Sept. 1, 1944.
KDNT, Danton, Tex. — CP increase
power 100 to 250 w, change transmitting
equipment.
AUGUST 31
KPRC Houston — Special service authorization to operate with 2% kw N, 5 kw
D, temp. non-DA, to Aug. 1, 1944.
KWBW Huthinson. Kan.— Vol. assgt.
license to William Wyse, Stanley Marsh,
Bess
Wyse, d-b
Broadcasting
Co. as The Nation's Center
MBS Chicago — Authority transmit programs to Radio Mil's Network, Mexico.
SEPTEMBER 1
Congress of Industrial Organization —
Referred to Commission petition to intervene re application of RCA to transfer
control of Blue Network Co., licensee of
WJZ, New York, WENR. Chicago, and
KGO, cast
Sanstations
Francisco,
and 48 Broadcasting
relay broadto American
System Inc.
SEPTEMBER 2
Times Herald Co., Port Huron, Mich. —
CP for new FM station on 47,700 kc, coverage 5,600 sq. mi.
WGPC, Albany, Ga. — CP change 1450
kc to 1490 kc, move stunio from Albany
to West Point. Ga.
SEPTEMBER 3
WABY,
Albany,
New York — License cover for new transmitter.
Martinsville, Va. — Mod. license
to WMVA,
move locally.
WDAE, Tampa, Fla. — Special service authorization operate on 770 kc, 5 kw, unlimited, DA-N to Aug. 1, 1944.
KTRH, Houston,
— Special
authorization
operate Tex.
on 740
kc, 50 service
kw D,
25 kw N, DA-N to Feb. 1, 1944.

Tentative Calendar . . .
RCA,
New Yorkcontrol
— Hearing
application for transfer
of Blueon Network,
licensee of WJZ New York, WENR Chicago, KGO San Francisco and 48 relay
broadcastcastingstations
System Inc., to
New American
York (Sept.Broad10).

Wetwork iKccounts
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business
EMPLOYERS LIABILITY GROUP, New
York, on Sept. 3 started for 52 weeks,
Cedric Foster, commentator, on 5 Don Lee
Pacific stations (KHJ KFRC KOL KALE
KMO), Fri., 7-7:15 p.m. (PWT). Agency: Sutherland Abbott, N. Y.
McKESSON & ROBBINS, Bridgeport,
Conn (drugs), on Sept. 20 for 13 weeks
starts Chet Huntley, commentator, on 8
CBS Pacific Coast stations, Mon. thru
Fri., 3:55-4 p.m. Agency: J. D Tarcher
& Co., N. Y.
McCOLL-FRONTENAC OIL Ltd., Montreal, on Sept. 5 started Texaco Summer
Show on 19 Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
Alternative Network stations, Sun. 9:30-10
p.m.
Montreal.Agency: Ronalds Adv. Agency,
MENNEN Co., Newark (Brushless shaving cream), on
on Sept.
13 starts
Ed Sullivan
Entertains
119 CBS
stations,
Mon.,
7:15-7:30 p.m. (repeat, 11:15-11:30 p.m.).
Agency : Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
Renewal Accounts
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS Co.,
Jersey City, on Sept. 13 renews Just
Plain Bill on 51 NBC stations, Mon. thru
Fri. 5:30-5:45 p.m. for Anacin (leaders
and hitchikes for Benefax, Freezone, Black
Flag, Aerowax) and on Sept. 13 renews
Front Page Farrell on 51 NBC stations
Thurs and Fri., for Benefax (trailers for
Bisodol), and Mon., Tues., and Wed. for
Freezone 5:45-6 p.m. Agency: BlackettSample-Hummert, New York.
MODERN FOOD PROCESS Co. Philadelphia (Thrivo dog food), on Sept. 12
renews Olivio Santoro on 11 NBC stations, Sun., 11:45 a.m. -12 noon. Agency:
The Clemnts Co., Philadlphia. e
CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden (soups,
tomato juices), on Sept. 12 renews Radio
Readers' Digest on 117 CBS stations, Sun.,
9-9:30
p.m. Agency:, Ward Wheelock Co.,
Philadelphia.
EVERSHARP Inc., Chicago (pens, pencils), on Sept. 19 renews Take It Or Leave
It on 118 CBS stations, Sun., 10-10:30
p.m. Agency: Biow Co., N. Y.
LAMONT CORLISS Co., Toronto (Ponds
products) on Sept. 7 renews John & Judy
on 28 Canadian Broadcasting Corp. stations, Tues, 9-9:30 p.m. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., Toronto.
BRITISH AMERICAN OIL Co., Toronto,
on Sept. 2 renewed Fighting Navy on 31
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. stations,
Thurs. 9:30-10 p.m. Agency: J. Walter
Thompson Co., Toronto.
RCA VICTOR Co., Montreal (tubes, records) on Oct. 7 renews Voice of Victor
on 31 Canadian Broadcasting Corp. stations. Thurs. 8-8:30 p.m. Agency: Spitzer
& Mills, Toronto.
Northwest'*Buy
Bast
II Tho
Broadcasting

WTCN

SEE
PAGE
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WMAQ Starts Earlier
EFFECTIVE since Sept. 1, WMAQ
Chicago, is on the air a half-hour
earlier in the morning, starting at 5 :30
a.m., instead of 6:00 a.m. CWT. The
new time schedule is part of the station's efforts to be of better service to
early rising war workers, it was announced by Harry C. Kopf, NBC vicepresident and general manager of the
Central Division.
6, 1943

BLUE NETWORK
MINNEAPOLIS
ST. PAUL
Owned and Operated by
ST. PAUL DISPATCH PIONEER PRESS, MINNEAPOLIS
DAILY TIMES.
& PETERS, INC. — Natl. Rep.
FREE

BROADCASTING

BOND CLOTHING STORES, New York
on Sept. 6 renews for 52 weeks, Bond
News on 2 Don Lee Cal. stations (KHJ
KFRC), Mon. thru Fri., 7:45-8 a.m.
(PWT). Agency: Neff-Rogow Inc., N. Y.
NOXEMA CHEMICAL Co., Baltimore
(Noxema cream), on Sept. 24 renews' for 52
weeks, Quiz of Two Cities on 2 Don Lee
stations (KHJ WFRC), Fri., 8-8:30 p.m.
(PWT). Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
N. Y.
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS, Jersey
City, on Sept. 20 renews The Romance of
Helen Trent (Benefax, Bi-so-dol), and
Our Gal Sunday (Anacin), on 128 CBS
stations, Mon. thru Fri., 12:30-1 p.m.
Agency: Blackett-Sample-Hummert, N. Y.
MILES LABORATORIES, Elkhart, Ind.
( Alka-Seltzer)
2 renews
weeks
National, onBarnOct.Dance
on 70forNBC52
stations, Sat., 9-9:30 p.m. Agency: Wade
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
LEVER BROS, Cambridge (Lux Toilet
Soap,
Lux Flakes),
Sept.CBS13 stations,
resumes
Lux Radio
Theatre onon 118
Mon.,son 9-10
p.m.
Agency:
J.
Walter
ThompCo., Los Angeles.
Network Changes
GENERAL FOODS Corp., N. Y., for
Sanka, Post Toasties, on Oct. 3 shifts The
Adventures of the Thin Man on 117 CBS
stations from Fri., 8:30-8:55 p.m. to Sunday, 10 :30-ll p.m. at the same time replacing William
L. Shirer Sept.
with 5Leland
on 116
CBS stations,
and 12 Stowe
only,
Sun. 10:30-10:45 p.m. For Grapenut Flakes
and Wheatmeal on Oct. 10 Those We Love
is replaced
Jack p.m.,
Benny atonthe126 same
NBC time
stations Sun. by7-7:30
the former program is shifted to 125 NBC
stations Sun., 2-2:30 p.m. Agencies are
Benton & Bowles, N. Y. and Young &
Rubicam, N. Y.
KELLOGG Co, Battle Creek, Mich, on
Aug. 16 shifted Kellogg News on 50
southern BLUE stations from Gro-Pup
Dog Food to All-Bran, continuing GroPup Dog Food on 104 BLUE stations,
Mon. thru Fri., 11:30-11:45 a.m. (rehardt, peatN.1 p.m)
Y. Agency: Kenyon & EckD. L. CLARK Co., Pittsburgh, on Aug.
29 added 46 BLUE stations to Where Do
We Stand, making a total of 155 BLUE
stations, Sun., 5-5:30 p.m., and shifted
sponsorship from candies to Clark Bros.
Chewing
Co, Pittsburgh,
chewing gum.Gum
Agency:
Walker & for
Downing,
Pittsburgh.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co., Winston-Salem, N. C. (Prince Albert Smoking Tobacco), on Oct 9 renews The Grand
Ole Opry, at the same time adding more
than 60 NBC stations, making a total of
over 122 NBC stations, Sat., 10:30-11
p.m. Agency: William Esty & Co., N. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnati
(Crisco), on Sept. 20 replaces Vic and
Sade, with commentaries by Bernardine
staFlynn and Durward Kerby on 40p.m.CBSAgenMon. thru
cy:tions,
Compton
Adv.,Fri.,N. 1:30-1:45
Y
PEPSODENT Co, Chicago (toothpaste) ,
Bob Hope, adding
21 resumes
Sept. stations,
on NBC
six
making a total of 133
p.m. Agen10-10:30
Tues.,
stations,
NBC Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.
cy:
EARLE S. SLOAN Inc., New York
DR.
(Sloan's liniment), on Sept. 17 adds 37
BLUE stations to Gangbusters, making a
Fri., 9-9:30
total of 92 BLUE stations,
p.m. Agency: Warwick & Lagler, N. Y.
AUSTIN STUDIOS, Los Angeles (portrait
on Sept. 5 expands and
photographers),
shifts
Hero of the Week on 7 BLUE Pacific stations, from Fri., 7:40-7:45 p.m.
(PWT), to Sun., 5:30-5:45 p.m. (PWT).
Agency: Glasser-Gailey & Co., Los Angeles.

WANTED
ANNOUNCER-NEWSMAN
Regional S kw, CBS Station
Ohio Area
Must be fully qualified by experience, draft exempt, flair
for news, capable of program creation and continuity
writing.
for
one
who Real
can opportunity
qualify.
BOX 194, BROADCASTING
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CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press
Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Help Wanted
ENGINEER — First class, draft exempt,
good maintenance man — steady position,
give full details. WSKB, McComb, Mississippi.
Announcer
experienced
men will— Several
find permanent
spots ad
with liba
10,000 watt full time independent, this
month. Opportunities are unlimited. The
station is WIBG, Philadelphia. Nearby
applicants apply in person. Others send
ETs and photos.
Announcer — Permanent position with 5
kw, regional network station for draft
deferred, experienced man. Box 264
BROADCASTING.
SALES PROMOTION— Excellent opportunity for experienced, able, energetic
Sales Promotion man, capable of taking full charge of all Sales Promotion
activities of local independent radio
station in major market. Reply should
contain complete experience, details,
salary
requirements. Box 260, BROADCASTING.
WANTED SALESMAN~Now is the time
to get set for the future. Splendid territory. Three cities grouped together.
150,000 population. Must have proven
sales record. WCMI. Mutual affiliate.
L. D. Newman, Manager. Ashland,
Kentucky.
ENGINEER — First or second class licensed,
for transmitter operation. Daytime only.
Write or wire WGNY, Newburgh, N. Y.
Announcer — Fluent ad-lib versatile personality announcer with continuity and
production ability. KTFI, Twin Falls,
Idaho. Located in non-defense farming
area with post-war stability. Send photo,
draft status. Reference, transcription.
Wanted — Engineer or operator with announcing ability for a relief announcer
and
ING. operator. Box 257, BROADCAST.
i
Announcer — Who can write commercial copy that sells. Will pay $30.00 to
start. Write Radio Station WHBL,
Sheboygan, Wisconsin. Send full particulars and audition record.
Announcer-Engineer — First ticket. Local station. $50.00 for 48 hrs. Limited
maintenance required. Box 247, Broadcasting.
CONTINUITY WRITER EDITOR— Feminine excellent opening with well known
midwest chain station. Send complete
information immediately. Photo. Salary.
Box 243, BROADCASTING.
Draft Deferred — Licensed first, second, or
third class operators. Rocky Mountain 5
kw.
network station. .Box 263, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Announcer — Deferred, network experience,
seeks
permanent position. Box 266,
BROADCASTING.
Permanent Position Wanted — By engineer.
Age 30. Technical school graduate. Two
years chief-engineer 250 watter. Installation experience. Two years development laboratory. 4F. Box 267. BROADCASTING.

Staff Musicians — Man, age 44, wife, playing violin, piano, organ, cello, sax,
vibraharp. Have solovox. Radio experience. Union. Assist other work. Keshner, 504 Perry Street, Vincennes, Indiana.
Young Lady — Experienced program director. Announcer control board operations,
continuity
writer. Desires change. Box
259, BROADCASTING.

BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
WOMAN DIRECTOR— Formerly with CBS
affiliate 5,000 watt station. Two 15 minute shows daily were sold out from under me. Finest references. Box 256,
BROADCASTING.
FOOTBALL— Play-by-play. Experience: 10
sponsored seasons covering major elevens. References: Leading radio executives and top-notch football coaches.
Available
CASTING. Sept. 20. Box 254, BROADAnnouncer — Young lady with excellent
voice, pleasing personality and ideas. Attractive. Experience with network station
in
regular
announcing
women's
programs. $35.00
minimum.and Box
253,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer — Fourteen years commercial exce— four broadcast
engineer
— draftin
exempt. perienDesires
permanent
position
west or midwest. Box 250, BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer — Over 20 years experience
installation, maintenance, directional
antennas, any size station ; married with
family. Best of references. Box 249,
BROADCASTING.
NEWS AND SPORTS ANNOUNCER— 12
years large station experience. OutCASTING.standing back ground. Box 255, BROADAnnouncer — Draft exempt age 23, now
employed. Prefer midwest, west, or vicinity of L. A. Cal. Good appearance,
personality,
CASTING. and voice. Box 248, BROADAnnouncer-Newscaster — 10 year background
straight program, news and commercial.
Sincere delivery. Age 36 — family. East
preferred. Available Nov. 1. Box 246,
BROADCASTING.
Sober Man — With experience every end radio except engineering. Desires position
of permanency as announcer, program
director or manager. Program director
now of 1000 watt network affiliate.
Plenty executive ability. Box 245,
BROADCASTING.
Operator — First-class, draft exempt, experienced at both transmitter and controls— available in one month. Give details, including minimum salary. Box
244, BROADCASTING.
WRITER-PRODUCER desires job in eastern market, New York or Chicago area.
Draft exempt. Experienced in network
dramatic production, excellent commercialing"copy,
tremendous
capacity
"boil-it
out lots
of material.
Can forwrite
the way you want it. If you're looking
for a man.
good, Let
reliable "work-horse",
I'm
your
build tailor-made
shows
for yourmestation.
Box 242,
BROADCASTING.
For Sale
For Sale — $4,000 preferrd stock paying 4%
interest in going local station. Box 252,
BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE — All or part of a successful
250 w fulltime local located in rich
mid-west. Box 241, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
WANTED TO BUY— 250- or 100-watt
transmitter complete with tubes. Box
265, BROADCASTING.
Radio Station — Full or part interest ; if
full interest will pay part cash. Station
to be in New England or Middle AtING. lantic states. Box 258, BROADCASTWanted — FCC approved broadcast frequency and modulation monitor. Box 251,
BROADCASTING.
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Optimist Week
RADIO programs will compose the
most important part of the seventh
annual observance of "Optimist
Week", Oct. 17-23, according to
Norman Ulbright, assistant secretary of the Optimist International.
More than 150 radio stations will
air two 15-minute transcribed prowith Observance
this year's
appeal gramsforin connection
brotherhood.
is sponsored by Optimists clubs of
the United States, Canada and
Puerto Rico as an appeal for more
friendliness, cheerfulness and cooperation among individuals and
groups, especially those connected
with the war effort. Observance
will also urge more public interest
in the community youth problem.
DENVER DRY GOODS Co. has
signed with KLZ Denver for a series
of programs, McCalls Sewing School
of the Air. Tie-ins on Denver Dry
Goods newspaper ads and spot announcements over KLZ are part of the
store's
promotion
their sewing
school.to enlist enrollees in
PRODUCER-WRITER
AVAILABLE:
Six years agency experience writing and producing commercial
shows, comedy and variety, over
NBC coast to coast. Built one up
to 23-point Hooper.
Two years
radioagency.
director prominent national
Draff exempt. Age 36.
Excellent references.
Now employed by network, but
can get WMC release.
Box 268, BROADCASTING

Advertising Course Committee
EUGENE S. THOMAS, sales manager of WOR New York, Daniel S.
Tuthill,certsexecutive
the National
and Artists ofCorp.,
and W. ConH.
Loebe, Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., are among the members of the Advertising and Selling course committee, appointed by the Advertising Club
of New York for the 20th year of the
course, which gets under way Oct. 18.
PVT. LORNE GREENE, formerly
chief announcer of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., Toronto, has been
loaned by the Canadian Army to the
National War Finance Committee and
is now in Hollywood to do the talking on Canadian loan shorts.
E. A. mentMORROW,
of theAdv.
art Agency,
departof Burton Browne
Chicago, has been appointed vicepresident and art director. He replaces Donald Ball who has accepted
the position
art director
man & Gross ofAdv.,
Chicago. for GoldWSAM, Saginaw, Mich., has moved
from its transmitter building into the
Eddy Bldg. in Saginaw.
STATION OWNERS WHO
NEED A SALES MANAGER
I am now top salesman with a 5000
watt network station in Central S'ates
area. My weekly billings have
reached $1000.00 a week but because
of the setup, I have gone as far as
possible. Fifteen years in radio sales,
with practical knowledge of promotion,
dising.program
Over theideas
draft and
age, merchanmarried
and respectable. Available thirty days
after
definite
arrangements
have
been
made. Address
BOX 232, BROADCASTING

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
&. Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

PAUL F GODLEY
CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

N.J.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— AND DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York., N. Y.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
• Evening Star Building, Washington, D. C.
• 321 E. Gregory Boulevard, Kansas City, Mo.
• Cross Roads of the World, Hollywood, Calif.

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
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Kennett

New

Seniority

Ordered

Wage

Compact

in

Coast
WLB
Ruling
Arbitration Decision Between IBEW and KPAS

Modified, With Increases Based on Merit
MODIFYING arbitration decision
made in the technicians pay scale
controversy between KPAS, Pasadena, Cal., and Local 40 of the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (AFL), the Tenth
Regional War Labor Board, San
Francisco on Aug. 19 authorized
a new wage scale rate, based on
seniority, and retroactive to Feb.
15, 1943.
On hourly basis, new pay scale,
as approved by the WLB is as
follows for technicians: first six
months, $1.24; second six months,
$1.36; second year, $1.48; third
year, $1.60; fourth year, $1.70.
Increases thereafter, it was
pointed out in the WLB authorization, shall be made on the basis of
merit. New rates, as established,
are not to be construed as meaning that those employes now paid
in excess of the scale are to be
reduced to conform to the scale,
Thomas Fair Neblett, chairman of
the Tenth Regional War Labor
Board, stated in the written ruling.
First Plea Rejected
It was cautioned that no such
reductions shall be made. Provision was also made that any employe who has either quit or been
discharged from KPAS since Feb.
15 shall receive the amount of the
increase for his classification up
to date on which employment with
the station terminated.
Original request by the union
was for a $1.70 hourly minimum
rate. This was turned down by the
10th Regional WLB, following a
decision in favor of the union by
George Chaney, U. S. Conciliation
Service arbiter, who in early April
[Broadcasting, April 19], ruled
that technicians and technical supervisors ofKPAS were entitled to
a pay scale equal to the highest in
the Los Angeles economic area. Mr.
Chaney at that time ordered KPAS
to pay $291.67 monthly for technicians and $322 per month for supervisors.
Arbiter's award was subject to
review by the 10th Regional WLB.
National Association of Broadcasters, following Mr. Chaney's decision, filed a protest brief in behalf
of the broadcasting industry
[Broadcasting, July 15]. It was
included in the WLB review session held in Los Angeles on July 1.
Original negotiations between
Local 40 of the IBEW and KPAS
were opened in mid-January.
Union expressed dissatisfaction
with the decision saying that in effect it would require any newly
employed technician, regardless of
prior experience, to work three
Page 58 • September

years at apprentice wages before
receiving the journeyman's rate of
pay. Further that any such tenure
scale defeats the entire purpose of
the stabilization program by giving the employer with the greatest
labor turn-over a distinct competitive advantage over the other employers who see fit to retain their
personnel.
WiNYC's Music
TO PROVE that WNYC, New
York's Municipal station, does not
"exist just for and due to" recorded music, as pointed out in a
chance remark to the station staff,
WNYC finds that of the total 450
hours broadcast in June, 293, or
better than 65.1%, were devoted
to good music, while in July the totals were 337 hours out of 465, or
better than 72% devoted to fine
music, the station reports. Breaking down these musical hours, the
survey shows that during June
WNYC broadcast 63 hours and 25
minutes of live music from studios
and concert halls — or 21% of the
total music broadcast during the
month. In July, the figures read
87 hours and 20 minutes of live
music, or better than 26% of all
the music broadcast on WNYC
during that month.
'Snow Village' Ends
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, sponsor of the five-weekly
serial Snow Village on NBC, has
agreed with the owners to terminate the current run of the rural
New England serial and the show
goes off the air Oct. 8. Formerly a
nighttime show Snow Village may
return as an evening half-hour on
a sustaining basis or for another
sponsor, according to Compton
Adv., New York, P&G agency. William Ford Manley writes the series, and Harold McGee directs and
produces it.

6, 1943

WOWO Wower
CHARLES BARNHART, of
Fort Wayne, has celebrated
his last 15 birthdays by singing over WOWO Fort Wayne.
This year was no exception
as the white haired gentleman celebrated his 90th birthday by singing
Always
Been the"You
SameHaveto

Cal. Draft Assurance
Me".
ASSURANCE that key men in
the broadcasting industry, necessary to carry on radio's wartime
role would be given every consideration by local draft boards, has
been voiced by California State
Selective Service officials. They recently advised a committee representing the Hollywood broadcasting industry that the State Selective Service would work directly
with radio employers for the purpose of interpreting status of
those affected so that an orderly
withdrawal of personnel could be
made without seriously dislocating the industry. It was pointed
out by the Hollywood committee
that problem of giving temporary
deferment to writers and producers is purely sectional and would
affect less than 275 men.
Mayo Joins RAC
JOHN MAYO, station contact man
for Associated Music Publishers
transcription library service, on
Sept. 1 joined the New York office
of Radio Advertising Corp., station representatives, in a sales and
station relations capacity. Before
traveling the country for AMP,
Mr. Mayo was with NBC in Washington and CBS in New York.
Seed Corn Sponsor
CROW'S HYBRID CORN Co., Milford, 111. (seed corn), started on
Aug. 30 sponsorship of an early
morning thrice-weekly farm news
quarter-hour program on WLS
Chicago. Company has also contracted for a three-a-week live
musical quarter-hour morning show
on WHO Des Moines. Agency is
Critchfield & Co., Chicago.

New

To

CBS

Direct
Branch

Program
Relations Division
To Aid Net Affiliates
CLOSELY following the appointment of William B. Lewis to a
special assignment with CBS
studying radio program service,
[Broadcasting, Aug. 9], the network last week announced formation of a program relations division
of its program department, with
Robert L. Kennett as manager.
Resigning as program director
of WHAS, CBS outlet in Louisville, Mr. Kennett assumed his position Sept. 1, a year aftr he suggested such a division to CBS officials as a means of working out
problems confronting networks and
local stations. A. W. Marlin, manager of WMAS Springfield, Mass.,
takes Kennett's place at WHAS.
Acquaints Affiliates
According to Douglas Coulter,
CBS director of broadcasts, its
creation is one of a series of moves
to acquaint CBS stations with network program policies, and to apprise the network program departlems. ment of station program probPrincipal functions of Mr. Kennett's job, Mr. Coulter said, will
be — "to visit CBS affiliates and
learn why they accept or decline
network sustaining programs, and
what they like and dislike in programs; to confer with station program managers about their own
programming problems; to seek
specific local programs suitable
for network shows and call them
to the attention of CBS; to be
host to station managers visiting
New York, arranging for them to
meet the people and attend rehearsals and broadcasts which interest
them, and to supervise network
broadcasts which originate with
affiliated stations."
Slaughter Leaves FCC
To Join D. C. Law Firm
HARRISON T. (Sam) SLAUGHTER, senior broadcast attorney of
the FCC, will leave the Commission
Oct. 1 to become a partner in the
Washington law firm of Pierson &
Ball. Senior members of the firm
are W. Theodore Pierson, former
FCC attorney, and Frederick J.
Ball.
Mr. Slaughter joined the FCC in
1934, and handled tariff and rate
matters before becoming a member
of its Law Department in 1938. He
has been in broadcast work since
that time, under Rosel H. Hyde,
Assistant General Counsel. A native of Ohio, Mr. Slaughter attended U. of Ohio. He received his law
degree from National U. Law
School, Washington, in 1937, attending school while with the FCC.

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"/ Hear They've Got a Steak in There Today!"
BROADCASTING

CAPT. MEREDITH WILLSON, formerly Hollywood musical director of
the NBC Maxwell House Coffee Time,
and now with the Army Special Service Division, is composer of the war
song,cal"Fire
dedicated to ChemiWarfare Up",
Service.
• Broadcast
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•

PROBLEM

How to sell 1680 thirty-five pound lugs
of perishable frozen cherries in four hours.
( One refrigerator carload ) .

2

•

SOLUTION

Buy

100-word announcements

on KVOO.

On Friday afternoon, August 13th, Mr. L. J. Johnson of the Tulsa
Fruit Company called KVOO's Commercial Department. A full refrigerator carload of frozen cherries, he said, had been received in the Tulsa
market through error. These cherries had to be sold quickly to prevent loss.
Could we help him out?
After a hurried conversation, Mr. Johnson took six 100-word announcements at the following times: Friday — 5:05 and 5:30 p.m.; and Saturday—6:30, 7:30, 9:00, and 9:45 a.m.
Some folks (who don't know about KVOO's faithful audience) call
these "dog" times. But see what happened to Tulsa Fruit Company's
cherries!
In four selling hours, 1680 people paid $5.00
each for a 35 pound lug of cherries. Hundreds
more were disappointed. And they had to drive
out to a railroad siding in 100 degree plus
temperature! No other advertising of any kind
was used.
We don't think it necessary to point out the
moral of this true story, but we do want to tell
you about it.
With results like this, Mr. Johnson might
have been reminded of that old tune "Life is
Just
a Bowlmerchandise.
of Cherries," when one uses KVOO
to move

50,000 Watts — Day and Night — 1170 Kilocycles — NBC Red
Edward Petry & Co., National Representatives

They wear no uniforms and get no medals but the engineers and
operators of United States radio stations are doing a vitally
essential, though little heralded wartime job. THEY ALSO
SERVE!
Big news breaks, patriotic programs and government information services all hinge upon the ever watchful work of the technicians— as do radio's regular offerings from the concert auditorium, classroom, army camp and town hall.
It is with a deep feeling of pride that WSM salutes these men
behind the scenes on its own staff and throughout the United
States.
HARRY L. STONE, Gen'l Mgr.
THE

NATIONAL

BROADCASTING

LIFE
NATIONAL
• Broadcast

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

NBC AFFILIATE

OWNED AND OPERATED BY
AND
ACCIDENT
INSURANCE
COMPANY,
REPRESENTATIVES,
EDWARD PETRY
& CO.. INC.
Advertising
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SUBSCRIPTION

PRICE:

$5.00 per year

15c per copy

BROADPSTl

The Weekly|jp^i Newsmagazine

ARE

IN

WWL-LAND

And so are 608,090 radio homes from 5 different states!

CALL

WWL,

IT "WWL-Land"

of Radio

Copyright 1943 by Broadcasting Publications Inc.
Advertising"
^dcast
IN THIS^rd
ISSUE
—
Italy Armistice Gives Radio New War Role
AP Editors Discuss Radio-Press Cooperation
Way Calls Meeting on Hitchhike Problems
Radio War Effort Lauded by Hoyt
Cox Probe to Charge Fly With Contempt
NBC Denied Night-Day Time Switch
FCC Probes Blue Network Sale
WLB Hears Transcription Arguments J
Transfer of WFTL Is Set for Hearing
FCC Clears Way for 50 kw Outlet
Treasury Seeks Radio Aid in Drive
MBS and Monitor in Co-op Programs
NBC Management Meets Sept. 17-19
4th District Urges Change in FCC Law
Senator Smith Seeks Revision of Act
OWI Special Assignment Plan Improved
Groups Formed to Aid Peabody Selection
WGAR Granted Change to 1220 kc

7
8
8
8
9
9
10
12
14
14
16
16
18
22
22
24
42
62

Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising anil Circulation Offices. W ASHINGTON 4, D. C,
874 National Press Bldg. — Telephone: MEtropolitan 1022
SOL TAISHOFF
MARTIN CODEL
Editor and General Manager
Publisher (on leave with Red Cross)
Maury Long, Advertising Manager
Bernard Piatt, Circulation Manager
J. Frank Beatty, Managing Editor
Wallace F. Janssen, News Editor
K. R. Breslau, Adv. Production Mgr.
Henry Liebsehutz, Art Director
NEW YORK RL'REAU
250 Park Avenue, Telephone — PLaza 5-8355
Bruce Robertson, Associate Editor S. J. Paul, Assistant Advertising Manager

New Orleans

WE

NG

because

the only 50,000 watt, clear chan-

nel station for hundreds of miles around,

CHICAGO — Rl'REAU
360 N. Michigan Avenue. Telephone
CENtral 4115, James J. McGuinn
HOLLYWOOD
Kl'KEAU
1509 N. Vine St.. Telephone — GLadstone
7353. David H. Glickman
West Coast Advertising Representatives: Duncan A. Scott & Co.
San Francisco, Mills Bldg. Los Angeles, Western Pacific Bldg.
CANADA
417 Harbour Commission Bldg., Toronto. Elgin 0775. James Montagnes

is five times more powerful than its nearest competitor.
YES SIR, if you want to sell something
to the Deep South, here's your station:

is the

most
NEW

economical

buy

ORLEANS
in OmBHfl

50,000 WATTS -CLEAR CHANNEL
The Greatest Selling POWER in the Sooth's Greatest City
CBS Affiliate — Nat'l Representatives, The Katz Agency, Inc.
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Some Typical
SONOVOX PIONEERS
American Chicle Co. (Black Jack Gum)
Badger and Browning & Hersey, Inc.
American Industries Salvage Committee
(Steel Scrap Drive)
Corp.
McCann Erickson, Inc.
Bulck Motors Division, General Motors
Arthur Kudner, Inc.
Chicago,
St. Paul OPacificMilwaukee,
R. R.
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Inc.
Colgate-Palmolive Peet Company
(Vel,
Ward Palmolive)
Wheelock Co.
Delaware, Lackawanna €r Western
Coal Co.
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Walt Disney Productions
Emerson Drug Company (Bromo-Seltzer)
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Christian Feigenspan Brewing Company
(Feigenspan
and Dobler P.O.N.
Beers
and Ales)
Feltman-Curme Shoes
Russell C. Comer Advertising Co.
Forum Cafeterias of America
R.J. Potts-Calkins & Holden,Inc.
Griesedieck-Weslern Brewery Co.
(Stag Beer)
Maxon,
Inc.

Stringy's

in

the

jBoyjgs

Now!

A few months ago we told you how Alvino Rey's Orchestra had begun using
Sonovox to make Alvino's electric guitar "talk and sing". . . how the stunt
had caught on from Coast to Coast . . . how Stringy (the guitar's voice!) was
actually getting fan mail!
Now, Alvino Rey, his orchestra, the King Sisters and Stringy have just been
starred with Allen Jones and Kitty Carlisle in Universal's "Larceny With
Music" produced by Howard S. Benedict and directed by Edward Lilley! . . .
Watch your papers and see this entertaining show. Ten to one you'll fall just
as hard for Stringy (and Sonovox) in the movies as millions of other fans
have on the radio!
And — if you want a live demonstration of how it's done, call any of the
offices below for an appointment.

WRIGHT-SONOVOX,

INC

Grocery Store Products Sales Co., Inc.
(Fould's Macaroni Products)
Camphell-Ewald Co., Inc.
Chr. Hansen Laboratory, Inc.
(Junket Quick Fudge Mix)
Mitchel Faust Advertising Company
Andrew Jergens Co.
(Woodbury's
Products)
Lennen
& Mitchell,
Inc.
Lever Brothers Co. (Lifebuoy Soap)
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Lyon Van €r Storage Co.
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc
National Broadcasting Company
Naval Aviation Selection Board
NavyBattalions)
Seabees (U. S. Navy, Construction
Office of Civilian Defense (Region Six)
Pabsl Sales Company (Pabsl Beer)
Warwick. & Legler, Inc.
Pan American Coffee Bureau
Buchanan & Co., Inc.
Purity Bakeries Service Corp.
(Taystee Bread, Grennan Cakes)
Radio Corporation of America
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Radio Station KOMA, Oklahoma City
broadcasts)
Alvino
Rey and his Orchestra (in all
Shell Oil Company, Inc.
Walter Thompson
U. S.J. Treasury
Dept. Co.
Universal Pictures Company, Inc.
("Larceny With Music")
Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc.
(Thank Your Lucky Stars)
Willards Chocolates, Ltd.
Cockfield, Brown & Co., Ltd.
Orange Drink)
Velie-Ryan,
Inc. (Nesbitt's California

"Talking and Singing Sound'9
FREE
CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan
- Franklin 6373
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Italy

Armistice
Gives
been a calamitous result for the
Eisenhower
Uses
15 billion dollar war bond camMedium
to Tell
paign.
Handling of the surrender by
World
ITALY'S unconditional surrender last Wednesday gave
radio its biggest news assignment of the war, and perhaps
of all time. It was handled in
split seconds through the
teamwork of the major press
associations and the alacrity
of radio correspondents and
commentators.
It was the first surrender
in history told by radio. Gen.
Dwight D. Eisenhower himself read his "radio proclamation" of the armistice with
Italy over the Algiers radio
as commander in chief of the Allied Forces during the Wednesday
noon-hour. It was picked up by
broadcasting networks and stations throughout the civilized
world.
Badoglio on Air

SURRENDER

Italian Marshal Pietro Badoglio's
proclamation to the Italian people
also came by radio over the Rome
stations. Radio wavelengths — domestic and shortwave alike —
sagged heavily with the earthshaking news. The Nazi radio
sought to ride the Mow to its prestige by shouting defiance and proclaiming the establishment of a
new Facist-Quisling Government
under the ousted Mussolini.
Intermingled with the word of
the Italian collapse was a persistent plea from all microphones in
the United States that the American public take the news with reserve, and that this is no time to
celebrate victory. President Roosevelt himself touched off this appeal, lest the Third War Loan
campaign, largest loan ever floated, bog down on the theory that
the war is about over. All news
programs, and most all others, carried this message. It constituted
the most concentrated and intensive radio campaign on a single
subject ever voiced. It is believed
to have averted what might have
BROADCASTING

radio pegged
radio's
tremendous
rolesanother
in Worldof War
II.
It was strictly in the field of news
dissemination and maintenance of
public morale.
In the field of actual warfare,
radar, the ranging and detecting
device, is destined to show up in
the post-war era as the "secret
weapon" that was a major factor
in victory. It kept the British Isles
secure during the Blitz, has done
a miraculous job in the Pacific and
is keeping the enemy at bay on all
war fronts. Our radar superiority
over that of the enemy has been
evident in recent victories.
Radio propaganda in the shortwave field, handled largely through
OWI Oversea? Branch, though
criticized in some quarters, has
performed outstandingly in the
softening up process by imparting the objectives of the United Nations to beleagured peoples.
The whole story can't be told of
the job of both broadcasting and
of radio communications until the
BY

$5.00 A YEAR — 15c A COPY

Radio
New
World War II history is written.
When it is, it will be astounding,
according to the people in Government and industry who know but
can't tell.
The handling of the unconditional surrender story likewise may
not be told in detail until the Mediterranean phase of the war is
over. Presence of Com. Harry C.
Butcher, naval aide to General
Eisenhower in North Africa, is certain to have had some bearing
upon it. Com. Butcher is a practical
broadcaster — for more than a decade the head of Washington operations of CBS, including its local
WTOP. He left the Washington
vice-presidency of CBS more than
a year ago for active duty in the
Navy, and later was called by Gen.
Eisenhower to serve as his aide in
London, and then went with him
for the North African and Italian
campaigns — and conquests.
Ahead of Time
First announcements of the surrender were broadcast 43 minutes
before the time OWI had planned
to break the news to the world,
beginning with the formal an-

RADIO

. . . An Editorial

HISTORY now records the first unconditional surrender of this war — or
any war officially announced by radio.
"This is Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, commander in chief of the Allied
forces. The Italian government has surrendered its armed forces uncondit onal y.. ."
With those electrifying words, in the best radio tradition, Gen. Eisenhower, from Allied Headquarters in North Africa, told the Italian
people and the world of the Italian capitulation. Almost instantly the
word was flashed everywhere — by radio.
Italian Marshal Badoglio, almost simultaneously, in a proclamation
read over the Rome radio, told his people of the surrender. From Berlin
radio, hours later, frantic Nazis tried vainly to stem the tide of the
collapse.
President Roosevelt on that same historic Wednesday night, went to
the nation by radio, to warn against over-exuberance; to urge the
citizenry to get behind the 15 billion dollar Third War Loan campaign.
Already American broadcasting had gone all-out on that theme, with
every commentator and practically every program admonishing that this
is only the first round, and that the war is far from over.
History was made that momentous Wednesday, Sept. 8. Radio is the
Voice of History in this wonderful, "terrible era. Radio's role, coming up,
will be at the peace table.
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War
Role
nouncement by Gen. Eisenhower
at 12:30 p.m. In view of the precautions taken by the military
censorship to guard against leaks,
considerable mystery surrounded
the flashing of bulletins from press
services in Algeria. Elmer Davis,
OWI director, questioned by reporters Wednesday, was unable to
shed light as to how the news had
cleared the censors in Algeria.
It later developed that the commercial wire channel of Mackay
Radio & Telegraph Co. had flashed
the news in advance to the AP,
UP and INS, which promptly fed
the information to the networks.
Mackay then asked the services to
hold up the news as it had not yet
been cleared by the censors in Algeria. But it was too late. The
news was already in circulation.
With the news out, OWI immebroadcasting
bulletins to diately
the began
world
over American
shortwave transmitters and at
12:30, as arranged, Gen. Eisenhower made his announcement.
OWI sent out a continuous barrage of news to Europe in Italian
French, German and English, approximately 150 announcements
being broadcast within 24 hours.
Urged to Help Allies
The Italians were urged to help
the Allied forces drive the Germans out of Italy while the French
were warned to prepare for the
time when action is ripe. Italian
naval vessels were asked to make
for the nearest United Nations
ports through broadcasts by Sir
Andrew Browne Cunningham, Allied naval commander.
Gen.
ment wasEisenhower's
recorded by OWIannouncein New
York and rebroadcast in 18 languages over 20 transmitters to all
parts
of the
broadcast
wasworld.
made The
underGeneral's
favorable atmospheric conditions and
was received in New York as clearly as though he were in the studios there, Mr. Davis asserted.
Domestic commentators handled
the news with care, generally refraining from unduly speculative
comment of military nature. J.
Harold Ryan, Assistant Director of
Censorship, in charge of broadcasting, stated : "We
had the
no calls
broadcasters
during
periodfromin
which the story was released,
which indicates their competence
(Continued on page 58)
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Cooperation

Editors
by

Radio,

Discuss
Press
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RECOGNITION

Chief of Staff Lauds Radio,
Press Cooperation ■
WORK of the Radio Branch, War
Dept. Bureau of Public Relations,
is recognized by Gen. G. C. Marshall, Chief of Staff, in his biennial
report to the Secretary of War
made public last Wednesday. Referring to publicity activity of the
Army, Gen. Marshall pointed out
that the Radio Branch, in addition
to serving as the Army contact
with the broadcasting industry,
produces The Army Hour, heard
Sundays 3:30-4:30 on NBC.
The program, he says, presents
reports from the war zones, a summary of news and developments of
training establishments. Chief of
the
Radio Branch is Col. Edward
M. Kirby.

Paul White Declares CBS Will No Longer Allow
Commentators to Voice Editorial Opinions
THE PART radio has played in provided with portable television
sets which could bring events far
the war effort and in stimulating
the nation's press was forcibly afield into their homes. He asked
brought out in discussions last if newspapermen were ready to
take over that service.
Thursday at the AP managing
Paul White, who announced that
editors' three day meeting in
henceforth no editorial opinion by
Chicago.
commentators would be broadcast
Newspapermen and radio execuon
CBS, said the same problems
tives took up their mutual problems, discussion centering about that beset a newspaper are encountered in radio. Blunderers, phony
the wartime contributions of radio
prophets,
self-styled authorities and
and press, the future of the two
inside dopesters, whether on the
"augmenting" mediums and the
hope that closer cooperation would air or in news columns, he said,
Explaining how the public relations unit operates, he explained
result in a better understanding were "a menace to the freedom of
that
commanders of units in the
of their particular functions.
field are instructed to assist acNews Popularity
Paul White, CBS director of
speech."
credited correspondents and to pronews and public events, announcd
vide them with quarters, subsistIllustrating the rise of news
that the network no longer will broadcasts, Mr. Brooks said that in
ence, transportation within the
permit commentators to voice edi- 1938 news broadcasts took 3.8% of area, and means of communication
to the homefront.
torial opinions.
the total air time on NBC ; in 1941,
Gen. Marshall said that to pro10.5%, and in 1942, 15.4%, a figure
Barnett Presides
vide propaganda-free news, the
he believed designated its commen- principle has been accepted that
Stanley P. Barnett, Cleveland
surate value. On the future of news, civilian correspondents rather than
Plain Dealer managing editor, who both in press and on radio, Brooks public relations officers should prepare news for the public. Some
presided at the forum, introduced
said that peace news with its interthe other speakers: William J.
national and personal significance 500 radio commentators, writers
McCambridge, president of Press would be just as important as war and photographers have been accredited. "The code of wartime
Assn.; Mr. White; Adolph Opfin- news is at present.
practices for press and radio has
Mr. Johnstone described the produced
ger, director of programs, MBS;
a genuine cooperation by
C. W. Johnstone, director of news, BLUE's operations since it became these great news disseminating
BLUE; William F. Brooks, direc{Continued on page 60)
agencies," he reported.
tor of news events, NBC; Col. R.
Ernest Dupuy, of the Army Bureau of Public Relations; Capt.
Leland P. Lovette, Navy director
Way
Calls Meeting
in Chicago
of Public Relations; Col. Edward
M. Kirby, chief of Radio Branch,
To Discuss Hitch-Hike
Problem
Army Bureau of Public Relations.
An indication of the national
the
stations
in
the country a mimeA MEETING of leading networkographed copy of what I call
popularity of radio news broadaffiliated stations, to take a posi'Broadcasters' Declaration of Intion on such controverted matters
casting was given by Mr. Barnett,
dependence'. The basic reason for
who cited figures of a large net- as "cow-catcher" and "hitch-hike"
announcements by calling the attention of the induswork's hours devoted to news which
try to this was that I felt that cerrose from 938 program hours in
network advertistain practices within the industry
1941 to 1,280 in 1942.
ers using contiguous station time, were not good and should be corHe quoted newspapermen who
has been called
expressed no fear of the radio news
rected. Among these are 'cowfor Sept. 20 in ments. catcher' and 'hitch-hike' announcecompetition, but who felt, rather,
that "radio newscasting had stimu1Chicago
i a m B.byW Wila y,
"Since that time, I notice that
lated interest in the press". He
at a number of sectional meetings,
vice-president
and
added, "radio news broadcasting
resolutions have been passed pegeneral manager
has a breathless quality that can't
of KVOO Tulsa,
titioning the networks to eliminate
be matched by the cold type of the
Mr. Way
and creator of this particular practice. This indaily newspaper; it has the speed
dicates to me that considerable
the "Broadcastand timeliness geared to an age of
thinking
has been done on the maters' Declaration of Independence".
speed. It does not have the press'
ter quite recently, or since last
Mr. Way, a member of the NAB
permanency or the strong, well conJanuary.
sidered values necessary to a com- board of directors and long an acplete appraisal of the news. No
tive figure in the industry, called
Mr. Way explained that a "defdoubt newscasting has improved
inite proposal" has developed by
the meeting for the Sherman Hotremendously in the last three or
tel on Sept. 20, upon the request of virtue of the request by a number of stations to call the Chicago
four years and I make a bow to
station operators im- meeting
those radio executives who have a numberpressedofby his
and to include a number
leadership in the of important
stations to represent
brought this important branch of
block what has been de- "a cross-section" of the industry.
broadcasting from the forest of ir- fight to scribed
as advertiser domination
He pointed out the meeting had
responsibility tothe paths of in- of station time. The invitation,
nothing to do with any NAB achowever, was thrown open to any
tegrity."
tivity, as the matters to be disMr. McCambridge advocated that station executive who desires to
cussed could not be properly hannewspapermen develop a press labdled
through the trade association
participate.
oratory toward utilizing recent developments in FM, television and
"In January of this year," Mr.
because
it represents "too many
other radio techniques. He predict- Way advised a selected group of stations who are not interested in
ed small towns would look to be station managers, "I mailed to all
the problem directly".
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Radio
War
Effort
Is Lauded by Hoyt
Tells How Advertising Aidt
Government Activities
THE WARTIME effort of radio,
advertising, cinema and publishing
industries was warmly commended
by Palmer Hoyt, director of domestic relations, OWI, who outlined
a four-point program for the government news agency in an address last Wednesday night before
members of the AP Managing Editors' Assn. in their annual conference at the Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Sept. 8-10.
Mr. Hoyt's subject was "OWI's
Place in Coverage of the War",
and he enlarged on a program "to
keep the news of the war flowing,
to prevent confusion in the news,
to enlist public cooperation on war
programs and to be of service to
the media of information."
Support Offered OWI
Mr. Hoyt said that over a year
ago representatives of the War
Advertising Council came to OWI
to
offer the support
of the
nation's
advertisers,
and that
after
they
stated their inability to offer any
assistance until they could be sure
of a consistent Government story
the OWI saw the need and organized the various government
drives.
As evidence of the results, Mr.
Hoyt said that in 1942 there were
about 15 million victory gardens
compared with an approximate 23
million victory gardens in 1943;
that in less than a year 500,000
voluntary workers were brought
to farms and processing plants;
that farmers were asked to plant
a record number of acres, and they
have done so; that on Aug. 1 a
program was begun to recruit
nurses and by Aug. 25 nearly 25,000 inquiries were received by the
Nursing Council; that in June
1942, 1,000 tons of tin scrap were
collected, and it is now being collected at the rate of 20,000 tons
per month; that in November
1942, a silk and nylon hosiery
drive was inaugurated which resulted in a collection of 2,300,000
lbs. or some 45 million pairs by
Aug. ness14;
the campaign
effectiveof theand
fat that
salvage
was proved by an increase from
3,016,338 lbs. in August 1942 to
8,601,834 lbs. in June 1943.
Emphasizing the spirit of cooperation enjoyed by the OWI, Mr.
Hoyt said, "At a present cost of
around 2% million dollars the government is getting free about a
hundred million dollars worth of
time and talent from radio advertisers and the radio industry. Mr.
Hoyt said the advertising industry
contribution in the past 12 months
was well over 250 million dollars,
and the goal set for the next 12
months is 500 million dollars worth
of space and time — roughly a third
of the total annual amount of all
advertising
expenditures for the
entire country.
• Broadcast
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Cox

Probe

Report to Suggest
License Powers
Be Stripped
TO BE TOPPED OFF by a recommendation that "contempt of
Congress" proceedings be lodged
against FCC Chairman James
Lawrence Fly, legislative fireworks
bearing upon radio are expected
with the reconvening of Congress
this week.
Here is a lineup of events, both
scheduled and predicted, foreseen
!)before this session gets many days
.old, as a result of the findings of
lithe House Select Committee to Investigate the FCC, the so-called
"Frankfurter opinion" of the Supreme Court, and the insistent demand for remedial legislation:
Charge Against Fly
1 1. A recommendation
will be
Jmade to the House in the interim
report of the Cox Committee, to
^be filed shortly, that Chairman
1 Fly be cited for "contempt of Con!gress" because of his refusal to
produce records and testify in connection with the so-called Nev:lle
' Miller trial by the Board of War
Communications, of which Mr. Fly
also is head.
2. The Cox Committee, in its
(interim report will recommend
,that "short range" legislation be
jto
passed
to str'p
the of
FCCstations
of poweror
revoke
licenses
,issue temporary renewals, with the
! final judgment to be vested in the
\district courts, and with manda|tory jury trials.
3. Rep. Louis E. Miller, (R-Mo.)
Cox Committee member, is expected to offer a bill to transfer the
FCC's Radio Intelligence Division
to the Army and to abolish the
Federal Broadcast Intelligence Service, pursuant to the recommendations of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
and the proposed executive order.
4. Efforts are being made on the
one hand to speed hearings before
the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee on the White- Wheeler
Bill to reorganize the FCC. The
FCC majority, on the other hand,
seeks to block these hearings but
instead is essaying to "answer"
the Cox Committee through testimony which would be offered by
Chairman Fly using the Senate
committee as the forum.
5. A recommendation will be
made, either in the Cox Committee's interim report or in a subsequent bill, that the Communications Act be rewritten to remove
bodily the so-called "public interest, convenience and necessity"
clause under which it is contended
the FCC majority has been able to
grasp excessive powers.
6. A vigorous fight will be made
for new legislation to "nullify"
the Supreme Court opinion by Sen.

BROADCASTING

to
Charge
Ellison D. ("Cotton Ed") Smith
(D-S.C), who sounded this keynote in a fighting speech read to
the NAB 4th District meeting in
Asheville Sept. 3.
7. Nomination of a successor to
George H. Payne on the FCC is
expected to be withheld until the
atmosphere clears.
Action in Two Weeks
Inquiry at the Cox Committee
revealed the intention to cite
Chairman Fly for contempt of
Congress — a rare action — within a
fortnight Committee counsel have
been studying this procedure since
Chairman Fly's refusal to testify
before the Committee July 9. It
was stated that the interim report
would make the recommendation
to the House that Mr. Fly be hailed
before the bar of that body because of his refusal to testify before the Committee.
At the July 9 hearing, Mr. Fly
refused to produce records or offer
testimony relating to the "secret
investigation" by BWC of Mr. Miller for purported "breach of trust"
in releasing "confidential information" through the NAB to the
FCC

Turns

Down

Fly
With
broadcasting industry. Mr. Fly
said that he appeared before the
Committee only as head of BWC
and not as chairman of the FCC.
He asserted he was bound by full
BWC instructions that release of
this data would "adversely affect
the national security or injure the
national
prestige."
The matter
would have to be laid
before the House for a vote, under
Congressional procedure. The maximum penalty for contempt, under
the U. S. Code, is not more than
$1,000 nor less than $100 and imprisonment for not less than one
month nor more than twelve
months.
The U. S. Code provides that a
person summoned as witness by
authority of either House of Congress to give testimony or to produce papers upon any matter under
inquiry before either House or
any of its committees who wilfully
"makes default or who, having appeared refuses to answer any question pertaining to the question under inquiry" shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor.
It was unlikely that the committee would proceed in any wise
NBC

Petition

For Morning-Night
Time
Trade
WITHOUT RENDERING a formal
It was ascertained that the Comopinion or order, the FCC last Tuesmission followed the recommendation of its Law Dept. in denying
day flatly turned down the petition
of NBC for modification of the op- the NBC petition. Since the rules
tion time regulation seeking per- became effective only last June 15,
mission to use an additional half- it was presumed that the Commission concluded that there had been
hour in the evening segment, which
would be balanced off with a reduc- no "real test" of them in actual
tion of option time in the morning working practice. The action does
not mean, it was stated, that the
period.
The petition, signed by Niles Commission has adopted a hard and
Trammell, NBC president and 73 fast policy that the rules will not
broadcasters representing 86 af- be altered but rather that it feels
filiated stations, constituted the there is no justification for modification at this time.
first major network request for
modification of the regulations. BeThe petition [Broadcasting,
fore the regulations became effecAug. 16] asked that where a stat;on
tive June 15, Don Lee Broadcasting does
not option the full three hours
System sought modification to re- permissible in the 8 a.m.-l p.m.
lieve the burden upon regional net- segment, NBC should be permitted
works. This request likewise was
in addition to the three hours in
denied without opinion.
the 6 p.m. -11 p.m. segment to option
Discussed With Fly
another half hour for network programs. That would have meant total
Although no reason was given
time option in the night segment of
for the NBC denial, it is understood
the matter had been discussed in- not more than three and one-half
hours on any weekday or four hours
formally with Chairman James
Lawrence Fly and members of the on any Sunday.
NBC emphasized that the total
Commission prior to its submission.
It had been generally thought the daily time under option for network
authorization would be forthcoming, programs would not exceed that
particularly since the Commission
now authorized under the regulamajority had repeatedly stated that
tions but actually would result in
the rules were flexible and would
a smaller amount of total hours
be adjusted in cases where there being optioned.
appeared to be undue hardship or
The petition was dated July 2
where the purpose of the rules,
tested all the way up to the Su- but was not filed until Aug. 9 because of the delay entailed in propreme Court, would not be impaired. Mr. Fly was not present at
curing signatures of affiliated stathe meeting.
tions.
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Contempt
against the military
witnesses, in
view of war conditions. As to other
witnesses, both Chairman E. E.
Cox (D-Ga.) of the Committee and
General Counsel Eugene L. Garey,
of the Committee, have stated their
intention of insisting upon testimony and production of requested
documents.
Budget Director Harold D. Smith
also declined to make available
Budget Bureau files dealing with
recommendations by the Army and
Navy that RID, by executive order,
be transferred to the military. Mr.
Smith said he had been directed
by the President not to make the
Bureau files available. Whether
contempt proceedings will be
brought
Mr. Smith
wise wasagainst
not disclosed
but it likewas
felt that the committee would conclude not to press him either at
this
time,
in the light of war conditions.
To Cut License Power
Designed
take away amendment
the FCC's
"club",
the toproposed
to the Communications Act of 1934
to be recommended by the Cox Committee would eliminate the power
of "revocation" held by the FCC. It
would provide, according to committee sources, that renewals of
licenses be made mandatory, except where the Commission feels
that violations warrant revocation.
Then, before the Commission could
act finally, it would have to get
authorization from the district
court in the jurisdiction in which
the station is located. The amendment would specify grounds upon
which licenses may be revoked.
Longer license periods for stations also would be provided under
the committee plan. The present
maximum license term for broadcast stations is three years, but
the Commission issues them for
two-year tenures. Originally, licenses were issued for six months;
then extended to a year, and, about
a year ago, were placed in the twoyear term.
With these two "items" cared
for in the "short range" legislation,
the FCC, according to Committee
members, would be powerless to
"intimidate" stations by the renewal or revocation procedure. On
the "long range" basis, the Committee proposes to eliminate the
"public interest" clause, and substitute some other basis for grants
or denials. The existing clause was
said to be ambiguous, rather meaningless, and because of its flexibility, susceptible of too many varying interpretations.
It was expected the Committee
would sanction these reforms by
a majority vote — four to one or
three to two. Chairman Cox and
Reps. Richard B. Wigglesworth
(R-Me.) and Miller, are regarded
as certain to support them, with
(Continued on page 48)
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Program

Affiliates
Noble;

Support
Woods

Testifies
PROGRAM POLICIES and practices of the Blue Network Co.
under its present and prospective
ownership, rather than purchase
price factors, predominated at the
formal hearing begun last Friday
by the FCC on proposed sale of
the network to Edward J. NoVle's
American Broadcasting; System
Inc., for the record-breaking figure
of $8,000,000 in cash.
Recessed to Sept. 20
The hearings were recessed Friday afternoon until Monday, Sept.
20, with Mark Woods, BLUE Network president, having occupied
the stand for all except about ten
minutes of the day. The only other
witnesses were Harold V. Hough,
general manager of KGKO, Fort
Worth and president of KTOK,
Oklahoma City, BLUE outlet, and
chairman of the BLUE Affiliates
Planning and Advisory Committee,
and Dr. Frank C. Goodman, executive secretary of the Dept. of National Religious Radio of the Federal Council of Churches of Christ
of America, both supporting the
proposed sale of the network to Mr.
Noble.
Mr. Hough said the BLUE Advisory Committee had canvassed
the network's 166 affiliates and had
received a practically unanimous
vote in favor of the sale to Mr.
Noble. Dr. Goodman said the National Council, the American Bible
Society, World's Christian Endeavor Union and the Home Mission Council of North America
authorized him to endorse sale of
the BLUE to Mr. Noble. He said he
did not know Mr. Noble but that
public statements he had made indicated to his organization that he
had a public service consciousness
and would continue the praiseworthy policies of the BLUE.
Mr.
Woods
found himself
Local Food Disc Series
Starts
on 80 Stations
TRANSCRIBED daytime serial,
designed at once to create an understanding of wartime problems facing the grocer and to serve as a
vehicle for leal advertisers, will
start on some 80 stations next week
under sponsorship of a number of
local firms in bakery, beverage and
other food fields.
Built originally for Quality
Bakers of America [Broadcasting,
May 17], the program is sponsored
locally by 55 member bakeries.
Available to other food advertisers,
the program has been taken to-date
by 25 additional sponsors on as
many stations. Prepared and released by Harry Jacobs Productions, New York, the series is offered on a long-term basis, with a
26-week cancellation clause.
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Blue
Hearing
Topic
unanimous
in
the transtranssmothered with
questions
by memmem
of the
favor of
in favor
Len de Caux, national publicity didi- unanimous
questions by
withCommission,
smothered
action.
bers
of
the
dealing
action.
asks
rector
of
the
union,
who
asks
who
union,
the
of
rector
dealing
Commission,
the
bers of
Mr. Woods, in h's testimony, re
largely with BLUE service. Except 15 or 20 minutes. The FCC said it
vealed that Mr. Noble had asked
for a few questions just prior to ad- had no further witnesses. Mr.
journment, the entire examination Woods, however, was asked to hold him to carry on as president of
dealt with BLUE policies, radio himself available for further ex- the BLUE under the new ownership and that he understood Edgar
commentators, controversial issues,
amination ofMr. Noble's testimony.
Kobak, executive vice-presidant,
and the right of labor unions to
Fly Infers Opinion
and other key officials of the compurchase time.
Mr. Woods, in substance, stated
pany would be retained, with overMr. Woods' prepared statement it was the policy of the BLUE
all program policies and practices
was interrupted repeatedly by
to
sell
time
to
companies
engaged
maintained.
This would au?ur for
Chairman James Lawrence Fly and
Commissioner C. J. Durr on the in sale of commodities for which
retention of the present organizabrand name and goodtion, he said. He felt confident
one hand, who stressed the unwill- they willseek
benefits. The network does not
ingness of the network to sell time
that
Mr.
Noble is the "type of man
sell but allots sustaining t me to
to labor unions or cooperative
with
the
of view".
labor unions, cooperative groups
The presentpublic
owner point
of WMCA,
Mr.
groups. Commissioners T. A. M.
Craven and Norman S. Case, on the and others who bespeak "controWoods added, has expressed his
satisfaction with the program poliother hand, appeared to defend the bership. versial'' issues or who solicit memcies of the network, but also has
right of networks to establish such
advanced views as to new ideas,
Both Chairman Fly and Compolicies. Commissioners Paul Walkmissioner Durr, however, inferred
geared toward the public service.
er and Ray Wakefield also particiin their questioning that there
pated in this questioning.
CIO Argument
should be no difference in the sale
Flamm Suit Injected
of time to organizations, whether
CIO, which had been denied its
Assistant General Counsel Rosel they represent industry or labor.
petition formally to intervene in
H. Hyde of the FCC, just prior to Chairman Fly observed that the the proceedings but was given the
labor unions appeared to be in opportunity to present testimony,
the recess, questioned Mr. Woods
also was accorded the right to
on the prices to be paid for each the position of going around to the
of the three owned and operated back door for a "handout" of suscross-examine
witnesses by Chairman Fly.
stations of the BLUE. This data
taining time.
had been requested in the CommisThere were no fireworks or colWhen the hearings opened, Eusion's Bill of Particulars. Mr.
loquies during the Friday hearing.
gene Cotton, CIO attorney, asked
Woods said no such prices had been Harold V. Hough, directing head
for
the
privilege of cross-examinadiscussed with Mr. Noble, whose of KGKO Fort Worth, BLUE Nettion, not on technical details but
price for the entire network as a
work affiliate, and chairman of the on the matter of labor programgoing concern and including "good- BLUE's Station Advisory Commitming and the solicitation of memwill" was $8,000,000. Mr. Noble
bership issue. He later examined
tee, testified station affiliates fav- Mr. Woods
never asked for a breakdown as to
extensively.
ored the transfer to the Noble comindividual stations, he said, and the
Inventories in Record
pany. He produced for the record
BLUE Network had never segre- nearly 100 telegrams and letters
John T. Cahill, chief counsel for
gated the independent station from affiliates in favor of the
revenues from those of the network.
RCA, before placing Mr. Woods on
Noble purchase. There were no dis- the
stand, offered for the record
The suit of Donald Flamm, forsents, though one station reported
additional data sought by the Commer owner of WMCA, against Mr. "no comment". Mr. Hough, who
mission from the seller of the
Noble, seeking to rescind the lat- also is chairman of the Newspaper
ter's purchase of WMCA in 1941 Radio Committee, said other tele- BLUE. A detailed breakdown covering the inventory of station propon alleged grounds of "fraud" was
grams were en route and the generty was supplied, along with an
injected into the hearing by Philip
eral affiliate tenor was practically
up-to-date balance sheet of the
Handelman, partner in the New
BLUE [Broadcasting, Aug. 16].
York firm of Handelman & Ives.
Declaring he appeared as a member
The revised breakdowns covered inventories of WJZ New York;
of the bar and an officer of the
court, Mr. Handelman said he
WENR Chicago, and KGO San
wanted the Commission to take
Francisco, the three BLUE-owned
stations, which wouH be sold Mr.
notice of this case, now pending before the New York Appellate Court
Noble.tionThe
extendsCommission's
only to the jurisdictransfer
after a temporary injunction twice
had been refused below. Chairman
of these station licenses but it, obviously, is taking judicial notice
Fly permitted Mr. Handelman to
of the fact that for the first time
leave the papers with FCC counsel.
in radio history a national network
Just prior to recess of the hearis being sold.
ing, Mr. Handelman again interThe revised inventory showed a
rupted, seeking to cross-examine
total original cost for the three
Mr. Woods. Acting Chairman Walkstations, plus other property and
er, however, ruled that the recess
had been declared before he had
fixtures, of $1,003,720.83 and a rebeen recognized and the ruling was
placement cost of $797,500. Broken
left for resumption of the hearings
down among the three stations, the
CHECK-UP of West Coast home- figures were an original cost of
Sept. 20.
It was indicated the hearings front activities occupied this CBS
for WJZ and a replacetrio during recent $733,200
ment cost of $534,000; $143,900 for
would be concluded in a one-day news-minded
Hollywood
visit
of
Don
Pryor
WENR,
and
a replacement cost of
session. Floyd F. Toomey, member
(right) reporter and assistant
of the firm of Alvord & Alvord and news
$162,500, and $126,619 original cost
editor of the network New
counsel for Nr. Noble, said he had
York news bureau. Pryor current- for KGO and a replacement cost of
only two witnesses to present — Mr.
ly isviewcompleting
re- $101,000.
Noble and C. Nicholas Priaulx,
In his prepared statement, Mr.
of the nation a atfirst-hand
war. Aiding
manager of WMCA and treasurer and abetting him are Fox Case, Woods described the BLUE Netof ABS who will consume not more CBS West Coast news and special
work's operation, its lr'storical
than two hours on direct testimony. events director, and Harry W. background,
program
service,
(Continued
on page
59) lisCIO will offer the testimony of Flannery, network news analyst.
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specialty . . . making calls and interviewing

too fast for you?

key people, over and over and over again!
Makes it possible to contribute to your
success.

Allegedly dead areas suddenly
booming with war activities?

'
"
Yours is admittedly a tough job,
the responsibility to your client for keeping
pace with the rapid developments

We have "know how," and our own success
story proves that we can turn it into money.
Our index of success is a 42% annual aver-

in war
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Disc-Net
Plan
Offers
the transcription industry, which
Threat of Petrillo
paid the highest wage scale ever
given to union musicians, and that
Would
Hit 160
the AFM's unemployment problem cannot be solved in a socially
Stations
acceptable manner by the accepINDICATIONS that AFM Presitance of any of the made-work prodent James C. Petrillo, may be
posals which the union has advanced to date. At the conclusion
groping for a prompt solution of
his 13-month-old recording ban of the industry presentation, Chairwere seen last week, when the
man Meyer complimented both atunion head enthusiastically received
torneys on the effectiveness of their
a suggestion that transcription
arguments.
makers be regarded as networks,
Union Argument Sept. 17
and required to hire fixed quotas
Postponement
of the AFM arguof musicians. The suggestion was
ment came when Chairman Meyer
made by Milton Diamond, attorney
for World Broadcasting System and granted the request of Joseph A.
Padway, general counsel for the
Decca during the hearings before American
Federation of Labor,
the WLB panel looking toward so- who is representing the AFM, for
lution of the controversy.
a week's recess. At the same time,
Differences between the AFM
and the transcribers are largely last Thursday afternoon, Mr. MeyMr. Socolow's request
aDiamond
"problemsaid.of Henomenclature",
Mr. thater rejected
the panel ask the Board to
saw no difference
issue an intermiss:on order at this
essentially between wiring a pro- time to the union to withdraw its
gram to a station and sending one
ban on the making of transcripout by mail on a record.
tions by AFM members.
Helping Networks
The public hearings, wlrch began Tuesday morning and ran
If transcription makers were re- through
Thursday afternoon, were
garded as a network, he said, the
several times for exproblem with the union would dis- interrupted
ecutive session, during which the
appear except for "negotiations to panel met privately with repreestablish details". Lack of control
sentatives ofthe union or the tranover its product is not a transcripscription companies.
tion industry problem, he said, addIt is understood that during its
ing that by banning transcriptions
meeting with the AFM, the panel
with phonograph records in its re- urged the union to present a plan
cording strike the union was help- of settlement which the employers
ing the networks by freeing them
could accept, but that James C.
from competition of transcriptions.
At the Thursday hearing Mr. Petrillo, AFM president, who had
Petrillo threatened 160 stations publicly stated that if it had not
the Government the trouwith a demand that they employ beenblefor
would have been settled before
musicians "within the next 60 this, had replied that he could not
days".
make any proposals without first
Argument of the transcription
securing the approval of his board,
industry's side of the controversy,
which would take about a week.
with rebuttal interpolated by unIt is believed that in granting
ion spokesmen, sought a WLB ord- the union request for a recess the
er terminating the AFM ban
panel may have been motivated by
against employment of its memthe hope that such a proposal may
bers in making transcriptions, and
was heard by the tripartite panel be forthcoming, permitting a setappointed for that purpose. The
union's case will be heard startTOBACCO SPONSOR
ing Friday, Sept. 17.
ANNOUNCES
PLANS
Arthur S. Meyer, chairman of
the New York State Board of MeR. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem, N. C, promoting
diation and public representative
Camel cigarettes and Prince Albert
on the panel, served as chairmen.
smoking tobacco, has announced
The other members were Max Zar- that
Blondie and Thanks to the
itsky, president of the United HatYanks will continue in their curters, Cap & Milinery Workers Inrent spots on CBS, Abbott & Costernational Union, labor representello will return on NBC Oct. 7,
tative, and Gilbert E. Fuller, presi- and the Moore-Durante show will
shift from NBC to CBS Oct. 8.
dent of Raymond - Whitecombe
four programs are heard on the
travel service, representing indus- All
complete NBC or CBS networks.
try.
The Reynolds fall and winter
A. Walter Socolow, attorney for schedule
is Blondie, CBS, Mon.,
Associated Music Publishers, Em7:30-8 p.m.; Durante-Moore, with
pire Broadcasting Corp., LangBargy's orchestra, CBS, Fri.,
Worth Feature Programs, C. P. Roy
10-10:30 p.m.; Thanks to the
MacGregor, NBC Radio-Recording
Yanks, CBS, Sat., 7:30-8 p.m. with
Division and Standard Radio, han- 11 p.m. repeat, and Abbott & Costello, NBC, Thurs., 10-10:30 p.m.
dled the major part of the tranCompany is also expanding its Satscription companies presentation.
urday night 10:30-11 Grand Ole
Mr. Socolow's argument was
Opry show, to 122 NBC stations,
based on two major premises: That
Oct. 9. Wm. Esty & Co., New York,
is agency.
the AFM has no complaint against
Page 12 • September
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Hope
in
AFM
Fight
tlement of the controversy with- that the panel would not be bound
mony.
by technical rules of evidence but
out the necessity for a War Labor
Board order.
would receive all relevant testiMr. Petrillo's two addresses
were undisputably the dramatic
"The importance of this case,"
Mr. Meyer said, "evidenced by the
highlights of the week's sessions.
In top form, the union president
public interest it has excited, justifies the panel in asking from
alternately pounded the table and
thundered at the transcription and the parties something more than
broadcasting representatives or de- polite acquiescence. Only through
livered in his inimitable manner a your help can we achieve a clear
comical crack to bring a burst of and complete understanding of
laughter from the audience.
your problem. If an important conPaul Hays, professor of law at
tribution towards an organic soluColumbia U., and member of the
tion of that problem is at all posNew York State Mediation Board,
sible within the area of the Board's
was designated as counsel to the activity, such a consumption will
panel, and Nathan P. Feinsinger,
be dependent upon your enthusiasWar Labor Board associate general
tic, Ihad almost said your unselfish,
counsel in charge of dispute cases,
served as special assistant.
At the request of the Chairman,
cooperation."
Panel Asks Facts
A.
Walter Socolow, attorney for
AMP,
Empire, Lang-Worth, MacAmong those attending the hearGregor, NBC and Standard, gave
ings, which were held in the heada
brief
description
of the transcripquarters of the New York State
tion industry and its products, reMediation Board at 250 W. 57th
cordings specially produced for use
St., New York, were: A. J. Kenexclusively by broadcasting stadrick, WBS; C. M. Finney, AMP;
tions. There are two types of tranC. Lloyd Egner and Robert P. Myscriptions, he said: the commercial
ers, NBC; C. O. Langlois, LangWorth; Ralph Colin, Columbia Re- transcriptions, which are self-contained complete programs of entercording Corp., Neville Miller, C. E.
tainment and advertising, broadArney, Joseph L. Miller, NAB;
cast once and then destroyed; and
Sydney Kaye, Carl Haverlin,
the library transcription, leased to
BMI; Mr. Petrillo's staff of as- subscribing stations to give them
C. Mills,Gerald
Songwriters'
a program service comparable to
Protectivesistants; E.Assn.
King,
that of the networks.
Standard Radio, did not arrive unEffects of Ban
til the day of the hearings, having been on the 20th Century Limited which was wrecked.
Both types are essential to the
successful operation of small nonOpening the hearing on Tues- network
stations, Mr. Socolow said,
day Chairman Meyer said that the
panel's "sole desire is to get the if they are to have revenue to continue their operations and program
facts and their implications" and
material of a quality that will enable them to hold their audiences
in
competition
with network affiliNAB Groups Planning
ates. Since the ban on new recordJoint Sessions in N. Y.
ings has been in effect, he said, with
MEETING of the news and public new music available on network
relations committees of the NAB
programs but not on recordings, the
small stations have been forced to
on Sept. 15-16 in New York, was
announced by NAB President Ne- an inferior service, losing listeners
ville Miller. The newly-formed news
less desirable to adcommittee plans to discuss stand- and so become
vertisers, who have had to change
ards of newscasting, its personnel,
editorializing on the air, and the their spot campaigns to non-musical programs or have gone into
future of radio news. Public relations group will open sessions with other media. He cited Coca-Cola
discussion of NAB public relations Co. as one company which has
working plan, which Willard Egolf , dropped an extensive transcription
NAB
to the president, has campaign since the AFM ban and
drawn assistant
up.
increased its network advertising.
Bruce Robertson, associate editor, Broadcasting magazine, will
Asked to review the history of
address the Thursday news commitrelatee luncheon on "News of Radio the transcription
tion with the AFM,industry's
Mr. Socolow
Within
the
Industry".
said that in 1929 the union estabNews committee roster includes:
lished a national rate of $50 per
Karl Koerper, managing director,
man
for
a six-hour day, with a
KMBC Kansas City, Mo.; William
Dowell, news editor of WLW Cin- maximum of 12 quarter-hour procinnati; Tom Eaton, news editor
grams to be recorded in a day, for
WTIC Hartford ; Rex Howell, man"Vitaphone, Movietone and similar
ager, KFXL Grand Junction, Col.;
services," including transcriptions.
L. Spencer Mitchell, manager
WDAE Tampa; Paul White, direc- In 1938, he said, the AFM set a
tor of news broadcasts, CBS; Bill new scale for transcriptions of $18
Brooks, news and special events di- per man per hour, with a limit of
rector, NBC; and Walt Dennis,
NAB news bureau chief, who will one side during the hour, which
(Continued on page 50)
serve as committee secretary.
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Some National Accounts
i Now

"On behalf of the Red Cross Blood
Donor Service, I wish to extend thanks to

On W-I-T-H

you and the sponsors of the Save-a-Life
Campaign ....

Medrex
Wr. Pierce
Seaboard

"Since the inception of the program we have
had a notable daily increase in quantity
of donors and many of these people are
coming in who have made no appointments
but say they are coming in because they

Finance

Mercirex
Resinol

have heard the Save-a-Life Campaign
Station W-I-T-H ....

Stanback
Sunway
■

"This is a very distinct contribution to the

Vitamins

war effort . . . . "
Sincerely yours,

Royal Crown Cola
Rem

(signed) E. H. Carman,

%old Medal

on

Jr.

Director

Capsules

Wrue Story
THE
Supersuds

PEOPLE'S

VOICE

IN BALTIMORE

On the air 24 hours a day — seven days a week

Bond Bread
IIP
Pepsi Cola
\

Chelsea

Represented Nationally
by Headley-Reed

WMMIP
■

Edgeworth
Vitamins Plus
WTO
Tek
Tinsley, President
hhnson

& Johnson

I 0. Insecticide
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FOUR

FCC
Clears Way
For 50 kw. Outlet
KLRA Denied Plea to Rehear
Corpus Christi Decision
THE WAY was cleared last week
for erection of the new Carr Collins-Baylor U. 50,000-w station at
Corpus Christi, Tex., by virtue of
a decision of the FCC denying the
petition for rehearing filed by
KLRA Little Rock, also assigned
to the 1010 kc. frequency. KLRA
had claimed interference from the
proposed operation and also violation of the FCC's memorandum
opinion of April 27, 1942 (freeze
order). Considerable consternation
was caused in industry circles over
the grant in the light of the freeze
order requirements.
The FCC denied the KLRA petition by a 4-1 vote. Chairman James
Lawrence Fly was absent and Commis ioner C. J. Durr dissented, as
he had from the original grant.
Equipment Available
It was held that the benefits that
would be derived from the grant
were sufficient to warrant it,
weighed against the provisions of
the freeze order. Mr. Collins, under
the authorization, would move the
equipment of XEAW Reynosa,
Mex;co, which he owns, to Corpus
Christi for the new station, call letters for which have not yet been
assigned.
Baylor, under the transaction,
would acquire 50% of the capital
stock of the new $150,000 corporation, but with the money advanced
by Mr. Collins to be paid back out
of earnings. Two sons of W. Lee
O'Daniels (D-Tex.) would acquire
130 shares each of the 1500 shares
issued. Crazy Water Crystals Co.,
headed by Mr. Collins, would also
be a stockholder, along with Mr.
Collins and his son.
The Commission, in its formal
decision and order, held the KLRA
allegation that the grant is contrary to the April 27 memorandum
opinion was "not meritorious". The
Commission pointed out that the
equipment would be obtained from
"a border station", which will be
dismantled and moved.
The effect, it said, will be the removal of an existing border station
which has heretofore directed its
service toward the United States
from a location outside the United
States to within the United States
where it will be subject to its jurisdiction. "It is believed these circumstances are of sufficient public importance to bring this grant within
the purview of the policy laid down
by the Commission in the memorandum opinion of April 27, 1942."
In its conclusions, the FCC said
it had found that the applicant is
qualified in every way to operate
the new station ; that it would serve
a population of about 1,640,000
people within an area of 51,600
square miles and that no interference would be caused to any other
existing station."
Page 14 • September

PETITION

FCC

CP's
REINSTATE
TO PETITIONS
FOUR
for reinstatement of applications for local
broadcast stations under the FCC's
Aug. 11 action modifying its memorandum opinion of April 22, 1942
("freeze
been received
since the order")
ban washave
relaxed.
NINTH YEAR OF NEWS for
Fred Davis Furniture Co. over
KLZ Denver begins as Fred Davis
signs contract during the 2,922 consecutive broadcast for the firm. Mr.
Davis was interviewed by Hugh B.
Terry (right), KLZ station manager, and Wes Battersea, newsman.
WGPC

ASKS

MOVE

TO WEST POINT, GA.
ALBANY BROADCASTING Co.,
Albany, Ga., owner of WGPC, last
week asked the FCC for a construction permit to change its frequency
from 1450 to 1490 kc and move the
transmitter and studio from Albany to West Point, Ga. J. W.
Woodruff and J. W. Woodruff Jr.
own the licensee company. WLAB,
operating on 1590 kc with 1,000
watts, is the only other station in
Albany, Ga.
WDAK, licensed to the Valley
Broadcasting Co., which last June
29 was granted a construction permit to move from West Point, Ga.,
to nearby Columbus on the plea
that the area was not producing
enough business for a profitable
operation, has now applied for a
new station in West Point with 250
watts
1490only
kc, station
unl'mited
time.
WDAK,on the
in West
Point before its move, told the FCC
that citizens are clamoring for local
radio service. A new station would
be possible under terms of the FCC
action Aug. 11 relaxing the construction "freeze order" to permit
licensingtionsofunder
newcertain
100-250 conditions
watt sta[Broadcasting, Aug. 16].
The Valley Broadcasting Co. is
owned by a partnership of L. J.
Duncan, Leil A. Duncan, Josephine
A. Rawls and Effie H. Allen, all of
whom have been engaged in the
theatre business.
Ries With CIAA
JOSEPH RIES has been appointed
radio field representative in Caracas, Venezuela, for the Office of
Coordinator of Inter-American
Affairs, his territory also including
Haiti and the Dominican Republic.
He was formerly with WKRC and
WLW Cincinnati, in the latter as
educational director and director of
public service programs originating
many foreign language broadcasts
from Havana, Cuba and Halifax,
N. S. During the New York
World's Fair in 1939-'40, he broadcast a daily series from the
grounds. For many years he was
with the CBS School of the Air.
Wine Discs
BROOKSIDE Distilling Products
Corp., Scranton, Pa , is promoting
its Don Juan California Wines
through a series of one-minute announcements featuring jingles sung
by thedio "Double
RaRecording Daters".
Division NBC
has just
produced the third series for the
company. Agency is Henry W.
Gann, Scranton.
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First mission
petition
was that toof reach
Birney theImesComon
Aug. 25, for a construction permit
for a new local at Tuppelo, Miss.,
on 1490
kc, Mr.
with Imes
250 watts,
unlimit-of
ed time.
is owner
WCBI Tribune
Columbus, Broadcasting
Miss. The Meadeville
Co.,
Meadeville, Pa., filed a petition for
reinstatement on Sept. 7 of a construction permit for a new standard station on 1340 kc, with 250
watts and specified hours (all not
used by WSAJ Grove City, Pa.).
The Meadeville company is not now
engaged
in the broadcasting business.
Truett Kimzey, Greenville, Tex.,
and Sikeston Community Broadcasting Co., Sikeston, Mo., filed
Sept. 9 for reinstatement of construction permits for standard stations. Mr. Kinzey asked for the
1400 kc frequency, with 250 watts
and unlimited time, and the Sikeston company asked for 1300 kc, 250
watts and daytime hours.
A teesurvey
by Radio
the FCC's
Commiton Critical
Materials
revealed 69 fabricated standard
broadcast transmitters available
for use [Broadcasting, Aug. 9].
Of these, 38 are of 250 watts and
10 of 100 watts. At the time of the
survey there were 84 applications
for new stations involving power
of 250 watts or less in Commission
files.
FCC Approves Transfer
Of WLOL to Ralph Atlass
TRANSFER of control of WLOL
Minneapolis, to Ralph Atlass, owner of WJJD Chicago and WIND
Gary, for a total of $60,319 was
approved last week by the FCC.
Stock, 80%, was acquired from
Charles J. Winton Jr., president of
WLOL, his brother David J., and
Beatrice L. Devaney, executrix of
the estate of Judge John P. Devaney. The Probate court in Minneapolis had previously approved
the transfer of the 40% owned by
the Devaney estate to Mr. Atlass.
The Winton brothers retain 10%
each of the remaining 20% of the
stock. It had been previously reported that a minority interest
would be divided between Eugene
S. Mittendorf, general manager of
WLOL, John Carey, manager of
WJJD and Art Harre. commercial
manager of WIND. WLOL operates with 1,000 watts on 1330 kilocycles.
Healthaids Promotes
KELP-I-DINE, a new vegetable
product, is bemg promoted by
American Healthaids Co., Newark,
N. J., in the New York area, and
may ulegoat aonlater
a more
scheddate.extensive
Firm started
participations on WAAT Jersey
City and WOV New York, in the
first part of August, and last week
began participations in the Gloom
Dodgers variety program and Dick
Gilbert's record show on WHN New
York, on a 13 week basis. Agency
is William N. Scheer, Newark, N. J.
BROADCASTING

Transfer

of WFTL

Is Set for Hearing
Action
on Storer Purchase
Involves Shift to 710 kc.
AFTER a half-year of preliminary
consideration, the FCC last Tuesday set for hearing the proposed
sale of WFTL Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.,
to the Fort Industry Co., headed !
by Lt. Com. George B. Storer, for
$275,000. The sale would be by I
Ralph ment
A. banker
Horton,
former
investof Ft.
Lauderdale,
who established the station originally as a local outlet.
In designating the proposed assignment for hearing, the FCC also
set down for consideration at the
same time the application for license to cover the construction permit authorizing WFTL to change
its frequency from 1400 to 710 kc
and to increase its power from 250
to 10,000 w. The station has been
on program tests for several
months on the new facility and the
hearing on that phase of the proceeding is in connection with the
issuance of a formal license for the
new facility. Also designated for
simultaneous hearing was WFTL
application to move main studios
from Ft. Lauderdale to Miami.
Probed by Garey
No explanation was given for the
hearing other than that complete
information should be available because of factors involved. Reports
concerning participation in the venture by Carl T. Hoffman, Miami
attorney, having to do with a loan
made to Mr. Horton to finance the
new facilities are included. Moreover, since the station, with its new
power, would be the most powerful
in Florida, it was deemed advisable
to have a hearing, it was stated in
another FCC quarter. The fact that
Fort Industry Co., of which Mr.
Storer is president, operates six
stations, also comes into focus, it
was stated. The action was unanimous with Chairman Fly absent.
The WFTL transaction has been
inquired into by the House Select
Committee to investigate the FCC.
Eugene L. Garey, general counsel
for the committee, it is understood,
personally investigated the matter
in recent trips to Florida.
Vick Renews Dr. I. Q.
VTCK CHEMICAL Co., New York
(Vitamins Plus), has renewed Dr.
I. Q. for 52 weeks on the full NBC
network, effective Oct. 4. The program, heard Mondays 9:30-10 p.m.,
features Jimmy McClain as the
mental banker, and there is no
change from last year's station
lineup. The aeency handling the
account is Grant Adv., New York.
Get Film Assignments
BETTY taining
RHODES,
star This
of the
MBS feature,
Is susthe
Hour, and Johnny Johnston, featured
vocalist of the weekly BLUE Duffy's
Tavern, sponsored by Bristol-Myers
Co. (Minit Rub), will have leading
roles inRation
the Paramount
film,Benoff,
"You
Can't
Love". Mac
writer on the rad'O series, has been
signed to a Paramount contract.
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Treasury

Seeks
Radio
Aid
in
Drive
start, thanks to the newspapers, — such as broadcasting from a tank
Stems 'Moral Defeat' in the radio, the President's address, as it bounces around the arena —
Premature Joy Over
are
and Badogolio's good judgment.
ules. on the Washington area schedEverything
is
favorable."
Fall of Italy
The Third War Loan officially got
The SESAC field staff, continuBy L. C. CHRISTOPHER
ing its work as liaison between the
under way Sept. 9 amidst a barUNCONDITIONAL surrender
rage of "round-the-clock" broad- Treasury Department and the
casts all over the nation [Broad- broadcasting industry, has contactSept. 8 of the Italian Army on the
ed hundreds of stations throughout
casting, Aug. 23]. Network staeve of the greatest drive for nontions, affiliates and non-affiliates the country to assist them in prebanking funds in the history of
paring Third War Loan promotion,
modern finance — the 15 billion dol- combined to produce special shows
Leonard Callahan, SESAC general
lar Third War Loan Drive begun and announcements — 2 announcecounsel, told Broadcasting last
ments per minute, 3,800 per day —
Sept. 9 — has had no diminishing
week.
effect upon the massed efforts of the on behalf of the drive. Stations are
Charles W. Barbe, SESAC midbroadcasting industry, working in sponsoring and airing local rallies
collaboration with the Treasury and and other events pertaining to western field man and former CBS
correspondent in Europe, has
OWL
"Back the Attack" promotion.
worked out arrangements with
Radio
is
participating
in
the
giIn fact, radio's vital part in makKDAL Duluth, Minn., for a series
ing the effort a success has been regantic military "world's fair" on
vealed by the very nature in which the Washington Monument grounds. of 21 five-minute transcriptions
the medium has been employed by The display and the many demon- urging War Bond promotion.
Field men are also aiding broadstrations ofequipment, are intendspokesmen of the Government and
casters to prepare and sell three
ed to show just where and for what
the industry itself. The Treasury,
upon receipt of the news of the War Bond dollars are being spent. War Bond programs, he said, which
Various on-the-spot pickups and can be aired by any station and
Italian surrender, immediately telegraphed all stations advising them broadcasts are being aired on net- with leal sponsorship. Programs
work programs. A ten-minute por- are Victory Bond Auction Hour, A
on possible announcements they
tion of the Army Hour on Sunday, Stamp a Day for the Boy Who's
might make to stem any potential
"moral defeat" from events in Sept. 12, broadcast from 3:30-4:30 Away, and Victory Mother's Prop.m. on NBC, was devoted to the
Italy.
Mr. Callahan said that SESAC
activities at the military show.
The preface to the telegrams
gram.
is
also informing the broadcasters
Local Sponsorships
stated : "There is great danger that
about the various Treasury Departthe collapse of Italy may give
Appeals are being made from the
ment programs: the quarter-hour
Americans the feeling that the war
is virtually over. This attitude can "Back the Attack" show grounds on shows featuring Joe E. Brown and
John Nesbitt; the Rush Hughes
have deferent effect upon the Third the Coca-Cola Hour (on the BLUE
War Loan Drive. Therefore, we will Monday through Saturday, 9:30- transcription series; as well as the
Treasury Star Parade series (curappreciate it if you use the follow- 9:55 p.m.) by various Government
rently issued seven times weekly on
ing announcements as soon as pos- officials. On Friday Secretary Mor- a sustaining
basis).
genthau and Secretary of War
sible and as often as possible."
Some 400 stations are expected to
Stimson appealed in behalf of the
It's Not Over
Drive. Others scheduled for the se- broadcast about 4,000 programs
Following the preface came three
ries of appeals include Admiral E. featuring performers in the USO
announcements which could be used J. King, commander-in-chief of the Camp Shows during the drive, Mr.
over the air. In substance the an- U. S. Fleet; Frank B. McNutt, di- Callanhan said. These performers,
nouncements said that the collapse
rector of the WMC; Frank Knox, never before available for civilian
of Italy is good news, but that Italy Secretary of the Navy; Pren- entertainment are now available to
broadcasters near Army camps at
has been the weakest of the Axis
tiss M. Brown, head of OPA;
which
the units are appearing
Joseph
Eastman,
chief
of
ODT;
Trio and "our strongest enemies
arrangements made by
are still in the fight." The an- William H. Davis, head of the through
SESAC [Broadcasting, Aug. 30].
nouncements stressed that the fight WLB; Fred M. Vinson, chairman
to finish off these two enemies and of OES; and such military leaders
SESAC has supplied the 400 broadcasters adjacent to camps with the
gain total victory is directly de- as General George C. Marshall and
September schedules of all Camp
pendent upon purchases of War
Major General Thomas Holcomb,
USMC.
Show units so they may arrange in
Bonds.
advance
for special broadcasts.
Local
stations
in
the
Washington
President Roosevelt, at approximately 9:40 p.m., Sept. 8, addressed
area are participating extensively
the nations by radio in behalf of in this military $75,000,000 Army
the Third War Loan Drive on the exhibit. Daily on-the-spot broad- RESTED, INFO. PLS.'
RETURNS ON SEPT. 13
casts and numerous stunt programs
special Treasury "kick-off" show
AFTER its first vacation in more
aired over the four major networks
than five years, Information Please,
to an estimated audience of 70,000,NBC program sponsored by H. J.
000. The President said the nation
Heinz Co., Pittsburgh, is returning
must not let the Italian armistice
to the air Sept. 13 in the Mondav
delude us into the believing the war
10:30-11 p.m. spot, which it vacated
in the Mediterranean has thereby
July 19. During the summer, Heinz
has substituted a musical program
been consummated.
entitled Vacation Serenade.
Guests on the first in the winter
'Off to a Good Start'
series will be Deems Taylor, noted
Secretary Morgenthau in his admusic critic and composer, and
dress introducing the President on
Marcia Davenport, authoress, alon^
the $20,000,000 special show origwith the regulars John Kieran and
Franklin P. Adams, answermg
inating from NBC's Hollywood studios and featuring name talent of EYEWITNESS ACCOUNT of the emeries posed by Clifton Fadiman.
screen and radio [Broadcasting,
sinking of the USS Helena during The first broadcast will originate
Sept. 6], said in a similar vein that the battle of Kula Gulf is given in New York, and the followine two
during this interview between weeks the show will make road apthe victory in Italy is only the be- Lt.
pearances for which tickets of adChich Morris, former news and
ginning of a long arduous and exmission will be obtainable o^lv
pensive march to Berlin and Tokyo. spec'al events director of WBZand for- through the purchase of War
In a press conference the follow- WBZA merBoston-Springfield,
Bonds. Baltimore and Newark will
staff announcer Lt. (j.g.)
ing day, Sept. 9, Secretary Morgen- Arch MacDonald. Lt. Morris served be
the cities. Agency is Maxon Inc.,
Detroit.
thau stated: "We got off to a good as radio officer aboard the Helena.
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MBS
and 'Monitor'
In Co-op Programs
Net to Carry the Shortwave
News of Boston Paper
IN A MERGER of facilities, which
is probably the first between a
major network and a large newspaper's overseas staff, Mutual will
begin a series of broadcasts Sept.
20, featuring exclusive shortwave
news reports by foreign correspondents and writers of the Christian
Science Monitor. Joint announcement of the project was made last
week by A. Warren Norton, manager the the Christian Science Publishing Society, and Miller McClintock, president of Mutual.
The programs, to be heard Mondays through Fridays, 6:30-6:45
p.m., will be available for local
sponsorship. They will open and
close each day from the news room
of the Monitor in Boston with a
news resume and analysis by Volney Hurd, director of broadcasting
for the Monitor. Each broadcast
will include news reported by at
least
three vital
of the points
newspaper's
staff
men from
throughout
the world, as picked up via the
transmission faculties of RCA
Press Wireless and American Telephone & Telegraph.
Dedication Planned
A special dedicatory program has
been scheduled bv Mutual for Sept.
21 with Mr. McClintock and executives of the Monitor participating.
Complete details regarding the first
broadcast in the shortwave series
will bework stated.
announced later, the netAccording to Mr. Norton, in making thetianannouncement,
ChrisScience Monitor"The
since
its
founding in 1908 has always prided
itself on its world wide news coverage. Although our paper has a
wide circulation, we have long seen
the possibilities of vastly amplifying its influence through the use of
network radio. We are confident
that
through
network's
facilities
we the
will Mutual
accomplish
that
aim and render a needed and timely service to a people at war who
deserve being kept fully and accurately informed as to the progress
of Mr.
that McClintock
war. . . ." pointed out that
Mutual's regular corps of overseas
correspondents will be retained,
adding that Mutual "is proud to be
the network sele"ted to bring the
world-famed and far-flung correofone of America's
great
journalisticspondentsinstitutions
to its many
listeners."
Sun-Rayed Series
SUN-RAYED Co., Frankfort, Ind.,
starts Folk Singer, a twice-weekly
quarter-hour program, on WEVD
New York, Sept. 15 to promote
Kemp's Sun-Rayed tomato juice.
Joseph Jacobs Jewish Market Org.,
New York, agency handling the
firm's advertising in the Jewish
Field, placed the business.
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NBC
Central's First
USING network radio for the
first time, the New York
Central System on Sept. 12
contracted for the full BLUE
Network of 165 stations to
broadcast the ceremonies attendant with the railroad
company's presentation of a
$100,000 bomber to the Army
Air Force. The bomber is the
second to be entirely purchased by employes of the
railroad, who over a year ago
contributed the first $100,000 for a bomber which has
scored 13 successful missions
in Africa. The ceremonies
were broadcast Sunday 5:306 p.m. Agency for the New
York Central is Geyer, Cornell & Newell, New York.
FARMERS' DAUGHTERS— Midwest variety— are being greeted by Phil
Hoffman, station manager of WNAX Yankton, S. D., during WNAX tower
dedication ceremonies Sept. 4. The girls are (1 to r) : Mrs. Melvin Meyer,
Welcome, Minn.; Margery Burge, Ree Heights, S. D.; and Maxine Kreifels,
York, Neb. Around 20,000 farmers gathered for the "Food for Victory"
rally and dedication of the new WNAX 927-foot tower.

KFI

IS GRANTED
HEARING BY FCC
RIGHT OF KFI Los Angeles to a
hearing in the matter of a special
service authorization last Aug. 3
to WOI Ames, la., licensed to Iowa
State College of Agriculture & Mechanic Arts, to operate on 640 kc
from 6 a.m. to local sunrise (CST)
with 1 kw power to Feb. 1, 1944,
was granted last week by the FCC.
WOI normally is on the air from 8
a.m. to local sunset.
The Commission, acting under
the doctrine established in the Supreme Court decision in the KOAWHDH case [Broadcasting, May
24], adopted an order granting
KFI's petition for reconsideration
of
the its
Commission's
grant, the
set
aside
grant and WOI
designated
WOI application for hearing with
KFI as a party.
KFI had protested that its 24hour special wartime service would
be hurt by the interference with its
secondary coverage area due to the
early morning broadcasting of
WOI. The Ames station had cited
that its rural coverage is seriously
impaired in not being served in the
early hours from six to eight. KFI
also protested the breaking down
of the 640 kc clear channel by the
WOI special service authorization.
decision
lastTheMaySupreme
held in Court's
effect that
FCC
can not authorize new station assignments which tend to modify service of existing stations without
giving full right of hearing from
the beginning. There have been
four other instances of appeals to
the Commission under the "KOA
doctrine" (KOA Denver, WNYC
New York, KSJB Jamestown,
KLRA Little Rock).
Krelstein Named V-P
HAROLD R. KRELSTEIN, general manager of WMPS Memphis,
was elected vice-president at a recent meeting of the board of directors, according to Jack R. Howard,
president of Scripps - Howard
Group. Mr. Krelstein was appointed
general manager of WMPS in May
1943 and has been with the station
since November, 1939.
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Moose on MBS
LOYAL ORDER OF MOOSE,
Mooseheart, 111. (institutional benefits), beginning Oct. 17 will sponsor a new weekly variety and
drama program at 5-5:30 p.m. on
60 MBS stations, originating out of
WGN Chicago. Title Moose Fireside Party, with Vincent Pelletier
as narrator, the program will preGriff Williams'
orchestra, a
mixed sentchorus
and dramatizations
of war experiences of soldiers who
were raised in the Order's Mooseheart, 111., boys' home. Contract is
for 13 weeks, with 13 additional
weeks option. Agency is L. W. Ramsey Co., Davenport, la.

*

LIGHT OPERA FIRST
WRGB Televiewers Rate
Commentaries Second

TELEVISION audience of the
Troy-Albany-Schenectady area of
WRGB, General Electric's Schenectady television station, rated light
operas their favorite visual radio
programs, with news commentaries
and full-length plays second and
third
I in that order.
The survey was checked from
questionnaires sent to those with
television receivers in the area, and
was supplemented by a house-tohouse checkup, according to Robert
B. Stone WRGB program manager,
who based his findings on 499 programs in 31 classifications telecast
during past 18 months.
Gilbert & Sullivan's "Pirates of
Penzance" was the favorite light
opera. George Mitchell's series of
14 "War Map" talks raised popularity of news telecasts to second
among types of programs. Of the
full-length
plays, "Help
Yourself"
was
first choice.
Although
sports
were not among the first three
chosen classifications, audience reaction was so favorable to boxing
and wrestling matches that, as a
separate group, it would have
ranked a high first over all other
types of television programs.
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BLUE SPOT POST
IS GIVEN BROOKE
JACK BROOKE, a member of the
BLUE national spot sales staff,
last week was appointed Eastern
sales manager of BLUE spot sales,
a step in the reorganizing and expanding of the department necesbecause byof spot
the broadcasting
"tremendous
stridessarymade
during the past two wartime
years," according to Murray B.
Grabhorn, manager of the department.
Mr. Grabhorn estimated that spot
business for 1943 will be nearly
double that of 1942 when his department was first organized to
represent WJZ New York; WENR
Chicago; KGO San Francisco;
WMAL Washington, and the Pacific BLUE Network. The flexibility of spot broadcasting to advertisers unable to plan schedules far
in advance has been the chief wartime cause of this increased business, Mr. Grabhorn added, predicting that the gain will probablv be
held in view of the success advertisers have experienced after trying
the spot medium.
Coincident with the appointment
of Mr. Brooke, D. B. Buckham,
Eastern sales manager of the
BLUE, announced the appointment
of Theodore W. Herbert of the national spot sales staff, to the network sales staff, effective Sept. 15.
Mr. Herbert replaces Philip F.
Whitten, who has resigned to become national sales manager of
Muzak Corp., New York.
Available for Jobs
POSTCARD SURVEY of 1,158 of
the nation's 20,000 holders of first
and second-class radiotelephone licenses has yielded a new list of 64
licensees who have stated their
availability for fulltime communications jobs and 29 fcr parttime.
The list, compiled by the FCC
from 699 responses as of Sept. 1,
has been turned over to the NAB
according to procedure agreed upon
in the joint effort to secure placement of technicians where they
are most needed. The names are
registered in the NAB engineer;ng
department's
manpower
pool.to The
lists are also made
available
the
War Manpower Commission and
other interested groups in the industry.
BROADCASTING

Management

Meets Sept. 17-19
Holding Annual Discussions
At Jersey Country Club
ANNUAL management discussion
session of NBC executives has been
scheduled this year for Sept. 17-19
at the Sea View Country Club in
Absecon, N. J., NBC revealed last
week. No set agenda has been arranged, the network stated, adding
that management problems will be
brought up by the departments involved with Frank E. Mullen, vicepresident and general manager,
presiding.
Plan to Attend
Among those planning to attend
arc: Niles Trammell, president; A.
L. Ashby, vice-president and general counsel ; John MacDonald, vicepresident in charge of finance ; Clay
Morgan, assistant to the president;
O. B. Hanson, vice-president and
chief engineer; Albert E. Dale, director of information; John F.
Royal, vice-president in charge of
international relations; James Rowland Angell, public service counselor; Frank E. Mason, vice-president; James V. McConnell, manager spot sales; Ernest de la Ossa,
personnel director; John McKay,
manager of the press dept.; Clarence Menser vice-president in
charge of programs; Charles B.
Brown, director of promotion and
advertising; C. Lloyd Egner, vicepresident in charge of radio-recording; Roy C. Witmer, vice-president
in charge of sales; William C.
Hedges, vice-president in charge of
stations, and his assitant, Easton
C. Woolley; R. J. Teichner, treasurer Harry
;
F. McKeon, controller ;
Harry C. Kopf, vice-president and
manager of the central division;
Frank M. Russell, vice-president in
charge of the Washington office,
and Sidney N. Strotz, vice-presision. dent in charge of the western diviFidler Apologizes
PUBLIC apology by Jimmv Fidler
to
Tierney,
CenturyFox Gene
contract
player,20th
during
Sept.
5 broadcast of his weekly quarterhour BLUE chatter series, effectively ended strained relations existing between the film studio and
that network for almost a year.
Impasse, to
which
reference
Miss followed
Tierney asFidler's
smoking a cigar, took form of a ban
issued by the film studio forbidding
appearances of its contract players
and stars on NBC a~d BLUE sponprograms [Broadcasting,
Nov. 23,sored
1942].
News From Son
BOB DENTON, NBC announcer,
received news of his air pilot son,
in a note left at NBC New York
studio offices by two air force
officers on leave from foreign servThe message
read has
"Your
is inice.fine
shape and
won boy
an
Air Medal and two clusters. He is
now an operations officer and if he
sweats enough, he'll soon be a
• Broadcast
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BOB

FINIS TO GRIMACE
WCKY Funny Man Leaves
To Join Marines

By GUSTAV K. BRANDBORG
Commercial Manacer, KVOO, Tulsa

Bud Hears a Plug
BEHIND THE FACE behind the
control room window of WCKY
Cincinnati once sat Milford (Bud)
Spenlen, the young engineer known
as the Cecil B. DeMille of the control room. Bud has traded his earphones for a Marine Corps helmet.
Bud developed control room grimacing to a fine art completely disrupting more than one program
by making faces through the control room window. When an announcer fell flat with "This is the
sunny-funny man", Bud moaned
visually, then lifted the announcer's
voice to a boom. If that failed, on
went the "props" — battered felt
hat, full-blown Groucho Marx mustache, and Spenlen would go into
his own act. It worked invariably.
In fact it worked so well one
morning that a WCKY spot announcement was missed completely
and a musical transcription filled in
for the announcer, speechless with
suppressed laughter, thanks to Bud.
WCKY thinks Bud's art may
come in handy with the Marines.
His tortured grimace in response
to "Do you like hillbilly music?"
or his gagging at "We present an
hour
of sweet
verse",
may well
rendersentimental
useless any
Nip
facing him across a fox-hole.
Cal. Draft Study
UTILIZING a questionnaire which
has been sent to all Hollywood talent and advertising agencies, a
thorough canvas of radio department personnel is being made by
the California State Selective Service to ascertain those eligible for
draft deferment. Talent and advertising agencies recently submitted alist of proposed deferables
which was turned down by the
State Selective Service. Contention
was that many classifications included were not essential to radio
production and the industry.
On Advisory Committee
DR. ALBERT B. PACINI, general
manager of the Jersey City plant
of American Home Products Corp.,
has been appointed a member of
the Industry Advisory Committee
on Cosmetics of the OPA. Dr. Pacini was formerly a "$l-a-year"
man with the WPB's cosmetics section. He was chairman of the scientific committee of the Toilet Goods
Assn., and represented the industry in hearings on the Food, Drug
and Cosmetics Act.
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industry
day is face
to face
with to-a
dcasting
THE broa
bogeyman of its own making.
We have created him by our
own thinking and acting during radio's short, hectic, developmentcrowded years.
No two people see
this bogeyman
quite alike. Yet,
what we see
frightens us and
we are co refused.
A cry goes up for
an all-wise leader, for a radio
czar, more or
less, and if he be Mr. Brandborg
a stranger to the
radio industry, so much the better.
The world is on fire today because various peoples, when confronted by great problems, cried
out for a leader, any kind of a
leader, just so he were full of great
promises for a new day. We, as
individuals and as a Nation, are
involved in the unhappy result.
Let's not add to the present confusion in broadcasting by following the same pathway. The ultimate end is dictatorship.
Own Leadership

I firmly believe the radio industry is smart enough, mature
enough and experienced enough to
supply its own leadership. If it is
not, and we publicly admit our inability to run our own business —
by periodically advertised bickering among ourselves — we may soon
find an appointed dictator allowing us the privilege of doing the
necessary clerical work involved in
keeping our stations on the air
while he sets the policy.
To avoid dictatorship for the radio industry we must assume the
responsibility which is ours. In
short, let's run our individual stations in the American way. This
means the free and equal exercise,
but not abuse, of our common
rights under the present Federal
Communications Act, confused and
ill defined as it is. It also means
that we have the opportunity to
work toward the changing and improving of that Act by unselfish
cooperation with our elected representatives in Congress who recognize the present confusion and misinterpretation ofthe intent of the
original Communications Act. To
offer this co-operation we must be
united. We must believe in each
other and be worthy of belief. We
cannot afford to be greedy either
for power or money. We must be
worthy of our trust. The fable of
the goose and the golden egg is as
true today as ever.
I suggest the following steps be
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taken at once toward greater unification of the radio industry now
when our maximum strength is
most needed.
1. Consolidate our efforts in the
NAB, the only organization able
to act for the industry. By consolidation of our efforts in the NAB
I mean let's forget our differences
within the organization. Let's pull
together.
2. Keep our differences confined
to the industry itself as much as
possible. The less public we make
our internal growing pains the
greater our public confidence and
the less ammunition will our enemies find to use against us.
Reforms Eased
3. If, when Mr. Miller's present
term as president of NAB expires,
it still is desired to select a new
man for this most important position, let's find him within the industry itself. It might be pointed
out that the present membership of
the NAB Board has a number of
highlv qualified, well liked and successful radio men who could handle
this r'ifficult job. If we publicly admit the radio industry itself has
not produced a man whose ability,
personality and experience qualify
him for the NAB presidency, we
declare our need for an industry
dictator.
If the three steps outlined above
are taken now the radio industry
can find a new unification of purpose. It may also find a renewed
interest in, and respect for itself,
outside the industry, and this is
certainly to be desired. Reforms in
the regulatory laws which control
our present operations will come
sooner and easier if those charged
with this responsibility feel we are
sincere about our own policies and
that we have as our unselfish objective the all-around improvement
of the radio broadcasting industry.
After all, there's not a one of
us in broadcasting who, if we are
entirely honest with ourselves, can
have any doubt that we are and
always should be licensed in "the
public interest, convenience and
necessity." Even without the compelling influence of law we are,
as a matter of fact, bound to operate in that interest, for our product is not bought or paid for by
the public. It is only accepted or
rejected as it either meets or neglects the public need or want. What
isn't accepted today is lost. There's
no sale tomorrow for today's
broadcast.
With the multitudinous problems
every broadcaster has to face in
this business today there's no time
to be greedy, petty or vindictive.
Let's pull together or new laws may
pull us further apart from what
we believe to be radio's destiny
BROADCASTING

HOPE

DELAYED;

GUEST TO FILL-IN
WITH Bob Hope taking a rest
after entertaining troops overseas,
Pepsodent Co. will substitute name
guest talent during his absence
from the weekly Bob Hope Show
resuming Sept. 21 on 126 NBC stations, Tuesday, 10-10:30 p.m.
(EWT). Hope is due to return to
his program with broadcast of
Oct. 5 when Stan Kenton also takes
Army. as musical director. He sucover
ceeds Skinnay Ennis now in the
If clearance is made Bing
Crosby, star and John Scott Trotter, musical director of the NBC
Kraft Music Hall, will fill guest
spots on the first resuming broadcast. Besides Hope, regular talent
lineup on his program will include
Frances Langford, singer; Jerry
Colonna, comedian; Vera Vague,
comedienne; Wendall Niles, announcer. Thomas Conrad Sawyer is
Hollywood producer of Foote, Cone
& Belding, Chicago agency.
Originating the first broadcast
from New York and postponing
originaleralplans
by one resumes
week, GenFoods Corp.
its
weekly NBC Jack Benny Show
Oct. 10, Sunday 7-7:30 p.m.
(EWT), thus giving the comedian
opportunity to extend his overseas
personal appearance tour. Mary
Livingstone, Dennis Day, Rochester (Eddie Anderson), and Phil
Harris, musical director will join
Benny in New York for initial
broadcasts. Added to the cast will
be Minerva Pious and John Brown
who portray Mrs. Nussbaum and
John Doe respectively on the Fred
Allen Show. Walter Bunker is
producer for Young & Rubicam.
Polish Discs
DRAMATIZED INTERVIEWS
with personalities who have witphase
Poland's
struggle nessed
to some
stamp
out of
Nazism
are
the feature of the quarter-hour
transcriptions entitled Poland Versus Hitler, distributed gratis to
about 200 stations in America. Prepared by the recording division of
WOR, New York, the series is written by Joel Chesney and conducted
by Henry
Milo,
authority on
European affairs.
Commentator
is Stefan
Ropp, director of the Polish Information Center, New York, distributors of the weekly programs.
Similar discs, also recorded by
WOR, tionforCenter
the inNorwegian
InformaLondon and
New
York, tell the actual stories received from underground sources in
Norway, and are currently presented on 210 stations in this country, as well as in New Zealand and
Australia.
BBC American Series
GEOFFREY BRIDSON, in charge of
production of BBC North American
Service programs, on Sept. 1 presented on XBC a preview of a BBC series, tentatively titled An Englishman
Looking at America, planned primarily for broadcast from England by
recordings. The first program, An
Englishman Looks at Chicago, is being tried out on American listeners
via NBC.
under the American system of free
enterprise. Should that happen,
look
crack forthethat
whip.bogeyman dictator to
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We knew it all the time — but it took the Hooper Station Listening Index to make it official! Yes, Mr.
Advertiser, you can pay MORE for radr'o time in Chicagoland and you can pay less — but you cannot
boy $o much for so little on any station in the 12:00 Noon to 6:00 P. M. period named as on W-A-l-T.
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Definition

of

FCC

Power

Session
District
at 4th
Urged
Asheville Meeting Holds Frankfurter Opinion
Threatens Freedom of American Radio
ACTIVE and militant support by
a united broadcasting industry, of
legislation which will clearly define
the powers of the FCC is seen by
virtue of actions of broadcasters at
NAB district meetings held during
the past two months.
Strongest of the resolutions yet
adopted came from the 4th NAB
District meeting at Asheville, N. C ,
Sept. 3-4, after the some 60 broadcasters present were inspired by
Senator E. D. (Cotton Ed) Smith
(D-S.C.) who called for Congressional action to "nullify' the Frankfurter opinion.
Broadcasters present were instructed to acquaint their congressional delegations with the danger
to traditional American freedoms
inherent in the Frankfurter opinion with a view toward legislation
at this session. The resolution gave
unqualified support to the WhiteWheeler bill or such other legislation as would "provide for the security and safety of a free radio.-'
Arnoux Elected
Resolutions following the same
theme have been adopted at a halfdozen district meetings held since
the Supreme Court rendered its
opinion last May. The 5th District,
comprising Alabama, Florida, Georgia and Puerto Rico, scheduled to
meet last Friday in Atlanta, also
was expected to go on record for
legislation. District director is
James W. Woodruff Jr., WRBL Columbus.
At the 4th District meeting,
Campbell Arnoux, general manager
of WTAR Norfolk, and a veteran
of 21 years in radio, was elected
4th District director to succeed G.
Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia,
who declined renomination. Mr.
Arnoux will serve for two years,
taking office immediately following
the next annual meeting of the
NAB, tentatively planned next
spring. Mr. Shafto will continue to
serve as a member of the NAB
Legislative Committee.
Following is the full text of the
resolution adopted by the 4th District broadcasters:
Resolved, that the membership
of the Fourth District of the National Association of Broadcasters, composed of owners and managers of radio stations in North
Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia and the District of Columbia, view with
alarm the possible effect of the
May 10 decision of the Supreme
Court of the United States, holding that the FCC was endowed
with heretofore unsuspected expansive powers. Be it further resolved that the membership of this
Fourth District, in conjunction
with other members of the NAB
throughout the United States,
urges the Congress to adopt legislation which will definitely and
clearly prescribe the powers
which they wish delegated to the
FCC and that the first step in
Page 22 • September

MR. ARNOUX
obtaining this legislation be taken
immediately by the United States
Senate through the passage of the
White-Wheeler bill or such other
legislation as will provide for the
security and safety of a free radio.
The district broadcasters also
called upon the NAB board to actively pursue solution of the recording strike. NAB President Neville
Miller, who addressed the session
both on legislation and industry
affairs, said the existing music
committee of the NAB would be
enlarged to comprise representatives of local stations. He asked
Edward A. Allen, WLVA Lynchburg, to become a member of the
committee. No resolution on the
Petrillo matter was adopted, however.
Don S. Elias, WWNC Asheville,
director-at-large, and Mr. Shafto,
explained that the NAB board was
constantly on the alert in connection with the Petrillo matter and
that immediate steps should await
the outcome of the intervention of
the War Labor Board in the strike
situation.

GETTING off the 4th District
meeting to a good start, this triumvirate planned the Asheville sessions Sept. 3-4 at the Grove Park
Inn. (L to R) Neville Miller, NAB
President; Don S. Elias, WWNC,
director at large, and a member of
the NAB's newly appointed reorganization committee; and G. Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia, district director.
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Dropping Wartime, Ohio
Makes Schedule Trouble
WITH DAYTON and several other
Ohio cities voting to go back to
Eastern Standard Time, radio stations are faced with a complexity of
problems, according to Bob Moody,
general manager of WHIO Dayton.
*The State legislature put Ohio on
slow time some time ago, but cities
in the state continued on war time
during the summer months. Now
they are going to change time twice
a year as they did before wartime
came along,
butnottheagreed
variouson communities have
any
particular date for the switch. Several are changing in September;
Dayton on Oct. 3.
Grove Adds
IN A SUBSTANTIAL increase in
time on WOR New York, Grove
Labs., St. Louis, has added three
programs on that station. Grove
started Walter Preston's Show
Shop, Sunday, 6-6:30 p.m., Sept. 5,
and the next day started sponsoring
recordings by the Golden Gate
Quartet in a five-minute six times
weekly morning program. The third
program, Mealtime Melodies, started Sept. 7 on a twice-weekly quarter hour basis for Grove products
in the 12:15-12:30 p.m. period,
with Boake Carter, commentator,
continuing for Groves on three
other days of the week in this period. Firm on Sept. 26 renews Rumor Detective, Sunday program,
for 26 weeks. Contracts for Melodies and the Quartet program are
for 26 weeks while Show Shop is
on a 13-week basis. Agency placing
the business was Russel M. Seeds
Co., Chicago.

Sen.

Smith

Asks

WHEN

DON S. ELIAS, NAB director-at-large, and host to the 4th
District meeting at Asheville Sept.3-4, wisecracked about the unconventional convention attire of Royal
E. Penny, sales manager of WBT,
Charlotte, who showed up at the
opening session in shirtsleeves, the
latter decided it wouldn't happen
again. Mr. Elias remarked that a
wrong impression was given about
Asheville's climate which was unng afellow North
ian. At the becomiafternoon
sessionCarolinRoyal
appeared
attired
for
a
session
fit
for Murmansk. Costumer for the
event was reported to have been
Cy Langlois of Lang-Worth.
Pfunder Series
F. H. PFUNDER Co., Minneapolis (stomach tablets), on Sept. 5
began sponsorship on a varied
schedule of Melody Lane, a quarter-hour weekly musical program.
Broadcast usually on Sunday afternoons, the programs will run from
13 to 26 weeks on 12 U. S. and
Canadian stations. Schedule will
be expanded later. Agency for the
account is Sorensen & Co., Chicago.

Radio

Law

to Nullify

Supreme
Court Blow at Free Speech
A CALL to Congress to re-enact a
But the radio with no visible connection between the sending and
radio bill to "nullify" the Supreme
Court "composition of the traffic" receiving apparatus, circles the
decision, was made Sept. 3 by Sen- earth in a flash. It carries not only
ator Ellison D. (Cotton Ed) Smith, messages but the voices and personalities of speakers on waves of
(D-S.C.) in an address prepared
for delivery at the meeting of the ether — science working with God
Fourth NAB District in Asheville, for the benefit of all mankind.
N. C. Ranking member of the SenThis miracle of radio is not simpate Interstate Commerce Commitly a means of communication. It is
tee, in which radio legislation orig- a mighty medium of information,
inates, Senator Smith was unable to free expression and discussion.
appear personally because of illAny effort to restrict or circumness. His address was read by G.
scribe it strikes a blow at one of
Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia,
our profoundest rights — the right
District director.
of freedom of speech. It is a blow
aimed at the Bill of Rights itself,
Law Must Be Clear
This new law, Senator Smith America's most sacred document.
Such a blow, at our deepest libsaid, must be "clear, strong and
erties, has been dealt by a majority
forthright. It must state plainly the
scope and the limit of the powers
of the Supreme Court — Felix
to be delegated to the FCC. It must Frankfurter writing the majority
leave no loophole for broad inter- decision.
pretation of authority. This bill
Went Afield
must guard and protect America's
There was before the court a
dearest
freedom."
The address
follows in full text: question on the licensing of radio
"What hath God wrought!" was
stations and on wavelengths. There
the first message sent over the tele- was no question whatsoever before
graph wires. It seemed then, that
no greater miracle could be accom- the Supreme Court concerning radio
plished or imagined than the send- programs. But Frankfurter, in
writing the majority decision, deing and receiving of communications over vast distances by means
liberately went far afield and emof small instruments and thin lines
braced that question. In his decision
of wire.
(Continued on page 2 %)
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The BEELINE is not a circuit, chain
or network. It is a group of long-established key stations, each the favorite in
its community, providing interlocking
primary coverage of . . .
CALIFORNIA'S BILLION-DOLLAR MARKET
and Western Nevada
These five stations blanket a state within
a state— California's great central valleys
— plus Reno, "biggest little city in the
world" and wealthy western Nevada.
★ This BEELINE market, topping the
nation in value and diversity of agricultural products, is segregated by Nature.
In primary coverage, alone, it ranks in

BEELI

area with Pennsylvania and Michigan
combined; in population with Los
Angeles; in retail sales, with San Francisco (plus new buying power of tens of
thousands of soldiers and defense

SACRAMENTO

— KWG

workers.) You can't cover this golden
market with any other radio combination
that approaches the BEELI NE's huge,
loyal audience. ★ We have the proof:
NEW HOOPER RATINGS • NEW CONTOUR MAPS
NEW MAIL-RESPONSE FACTS

FRESNO

— KMJ

. . . information important to every timebuyer. ★ New rate cards, too, make this
five-station package one of radio's outstanding buys. There's "honey" for the
taking ... on the BEELINE !

Broadcasting
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

ROBERT A. STREET, national Sales Manager

— KOH

— KFBK

STOCKTON

BAKERSFIELD

McClatchy

"

ks

l
fo

Company

PAUL H. RA'MER CO., National Representatives

KERN

Special

Assignment

In Bringing Federal
AN ESTIMATED total of 204,000,0 oO listener impressions, the
lar6est on record, resulted lrom radio laciiities made available last
week to current war iniormation
campaigns through tne special networK assignment allocation plan of
Owi, one of several methods lor
channeling domestic radio programs.
The special assignment plan is
now four times as effective as at
the beginning of the program, .Fhil
Cohen, deputy chief of the Radio
Bureau, pointed out in commenting
on the weekly OWI figures of estimated audiences for scheduled campaigns. He explained that more and
more broadcasters have been offering to contribute time under the
assignment plan, with the result
that last week the program hit its
peak.
Other Impressions
"This is evidence of the increasing cooperation on the part of radio to participation in public campaigns," Mr. Cohen asserted, "it
indicates the industry's voluntary
efforts to do more through its medium to further the national welfare."
Under the special assignment
plan, he explained, OWI writes
agencies, sponsors and networks,
outlining plans and needs in connection with its various campaigns.
For last week's schedule, the Third
War Loan led the list. The response
was 100% acceptance and willingness to cooperate in the program.
The total of listener impressions
given by radio through the assignment plan last week was only part
of the total estimated audience for
government campaigns. An additional 262,850,000 impressions was
obtained through the network allocation plan and other plans brought
the overall aggregate of listener
impressions to 612,870,000, one of
the highest figures attained.
While the Third War Loan was
responsible for a large part (57%)
of the estimated audience contacts
during the week, considerable time
was contributed to other campaigns.
The V-Mail campaign received an
estimated 103,4ou,000 impressions
or 16.8% of the total, and the campaign to recruit women war workers obtained 66,900,000 impressions
or approximately 11% of the aggregate audience.
Other campaigns, accounting for
approximately 87,000,000 impressions or about 15% of the total, included Labor Day, Fats and Grease
Salvage, Prepare for Winter, War
Bonds, United Nations, Home Front
Pledge, Conservation, Hold Prices
Down, Overconfidence, Fighting
Forces, The Enemy, and Home
Forces.
The Third War Loan last week
was scheduled on 48 network commercial and sustaining programs
through the network allocation plan
of OWI. Another 150 programs
Page 24 • September
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Plan

Works

Messages to Public
were scheduled under the special
assignment plan, in addition to 891
stations each carrying 21 one-minute transcribed announcements and
324 stations carrying additional
21 one-minute transcribed announcements. Two special events,
featuring dignitaries and Hollywood stars, led off the campaign.
Tubes for Canada
CANADIAN radio tube manufacturers, located largely in Montreal,
Toronto and Hamilton, Ont., expect
this year to meet 90% of the home
radio tube replacement requirements a survey by the Toronto Financial Post shows. Through dovetailing production schedules with
vastly expanded war work, they
hope to produce about 125 of the
more important types of replacement tubes for civilian use. Average Canadian radio tube life is AV2
years. Many new tube plants have
been built in the Dominion to meet
the wartime expansion of the industry, which has increased 16fold, now makes radio equipment
for not only the Canadian forces,
but also many of the United Nations. Canadian 1943 production of
communication instruments of all
types for the armed services will
reach $250,000,000, according to a
government report.
Publicity as Career
FINDING that comparatively few
manufacturers or large advertisers have created public relations
posts among their top executives
and that the whole field is an expanding one, needing further classification, Verne Burnett, vicepresident of public and stockholder
relations of General Foods Corp.,
has written a guide book to "the
new
— public Harper
relations"
[You
and career
Your Public,
& Bros.,
$2.50]. Emphasis is placed on the
public
relations point of view in advertising.
SCHOOL STARTED
Radio Telephone Operators
Trained by WCKY
COOPERATING with War Emergency Radio Service WCKY Cincinnati has inaugurated a school to
train applicants ior restricted radio
telephone operator permits. John
E. Dickerson, WCjvY; engineer,
named instructor by Jack Thornell,
radio aide for the area Civilian
Defense Corps and FCC, will teach
rhe six-week course one night a
week. Following successful examinations,be
third class
certificates will
issued operators''
by FCC,
and the trainees will be utilized in
the Greater Cincinnati CDC organization.
Emergency Radio Service plans
to expand from 22 to 106 emergency stations in the area, which
will be used also in post-war peacetime public emergencies to supplement telephone communications.
Area includes Hamilton County,
and part of Clermont County, o.;
Kenton, Campbell, and a portion of
Boone County, Ky.
1943

Bakery on NBC
COLUMBIA BAKING Co., Atlanta, issponsoring the Modern Romances series of 39 quarter-hour
discs prepared
Radio-Re-in
cording divisionbyon NBC
30 stations
North and South Carolina, Virginia, Florida and Georgia. Prostarringinterpretations
Carl Frank, featuregrams,
dramatic
of
stories appearing in the magazine
of the same name, issued by Dell
Publishing Co. Agency is Freitag
Adv. Agency, Atlanta.

Better

BEER BOTTLES pinch-hit for
candles on this congratulatory cake
that George Johnson (right), general manager of KTSA San Antonio, presents to Harry Jersig,
general manager of Lone Star
Brewing Co., San Antonio, celebrating the signing of what is described as the largest individual
radio package contract in South
Texas for the third straight year
over KTSA.
Senator Smith
(Continued from page 22)
he turned over to the FCC the control of radio programs, virtually
giving them the power to determine
who should speak over the radio
and what they should say. A totalitarian government hardly could go
farther restricting expression.
This he has done at the very
hour when Americans have been
sent all over the world to fight and
die for freedom of speech.
It is passing strange that Felix
Frankfurter, of Austria, should
write a decision threatening American Freedom. He knows, by happy experience, what a glorious privilege it is to be protected by our
splendid form of Government. For
long years he has lived here and
prospered well. He was educated in
our colleges. He has been entrusted
with office after office of dignity and
influence. And finally he has been
elevated, by the President of the
United States, to the highest appointive position of trust and honor
and power that this nation has to
give. He knows what a tragic fate
can befall a country whose liberties
are dead. Prostrate Austria, his
native land, in her misery and her
shame, is his example and his proof.
It is with gratitude that I pay
tribute to Mr. Justice Murphy who
wrote the dissenting opinion and
whom I now quote:
Exceed Authority
"By means of these regulations
and the enforcement program, the
Commission would not only extend
its authority over business activities, but would greatly enlarge its
control over an institution that has
now become a rival of the press
and pulpit as a purveyor of news
and entertainment and a medium
of public discussion. To assume a
function and responsibility of such
wide reach and importance in the
life of the nation, as a mere incident to its duty to pass on individual applications for permission to
operate a radio station and use a
specific wavelength, is an assumption of authority to which I am not
willing to lend my assent.
". ,. . We exceed our competence
BROADCASTING

Gruen in Canada
GRUEN WATCH Co. of Canada
Ltd., Toronto, on Sept. 26 starts
Movie Preview Time with Ken
Soble as m.c, transcribed, weekly
quarter-hour program, on CJCA
Edmonton, Alta.; CKY Winnipeg;
CKWX Vancouver; CKCK Regina,
Sask.; CFRB Toronto; CFCF
Montreal; and CFCY Charlottetown, P.E.I. Account was placed
by Cockfield Brown & Co., Toronto.
when we gratuitously bestow upon
an agency, power which the Congress has not granted. Since that
is what the court in substance does
today, I dissent.
". . . Because of its vast potentialities as a medium of communication, discussion and propaganda,
the character and extent of control
that should be exercised over it by
the Government is a matter of deep
and vital concern. Events in Europe
show that radio may readily be a
weapon of authority and misrepresentation, instead of a means of entertainment and enlightenment. It
may even be an instrument of opCalls the Roll
It is of vital importance to Ampression".
ericans everywhere that they know
which men of the Supreme Court
bench agree with Frankturter and
wnich men agree with Murphy.
Therefore I shall call the roll of
the Supreme Court.
Mr. ei ustice Black and Mr. Justice
Rutledge took no part in tnis decision. Justices Keed, Jackson,
Stone and Douglas agree with Mr.
Frankfurter. Mr. Justice Roberts
agrees with Mr. Justice Murphy
in upholding freedom of speech.
What a valiant but what an alarmingly small roll of honor.
It is the duty of Congress to reenact a radio bill, as promptly i.s
possible, to nullify this dangerous
court decision.
This bill must be clear, strong
and forthright. It must state plainly the scope and the limit of the
powers to be delegated to the FCC.
It must leave no loophole for broad
interpretation of authority. This
bill must
guard
and protect America's dearest
freedom.
Our fighting men have left this
sacred heritage in our keeping. We
will betray them if we do not guard
it with all our might!
What price freedom for the world
if Amei-ican freedom be sacrificed!
Remember Americans all — "Eternal vigilance is the price of lib• Broadcast
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THREE OF THE FAMOUS
KAISER. SHlPVARDS AND
DOZENS OF OTHER WAR
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NATIONAL.
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KEX- PORTLAND. OREGON
Represented Nationally by Jhe PAUL H. HAYMEP CO.
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BECA
sno, Cal.,
rest
like many other communities, has been unable to hold
its annual county and district fairs.
KMJ Fresno therefore took the
alternative and sponsored a two
day indoor Victory Garden Harvest
Festival to display victory garden
produce and home processed foods,
with prizes of a complete garden
s and ribbons. Retool set, war bond
mote broadcast was aired over
KMJ on the second night with participation bythe 70 piece 22nd Air
Force Band, augmented by a 31
piece drum and bugle corps.
* * *
Deposit Slips
DIRECT mail piece sent out by
WROK Rockford, 111., to the grocery stores of the city resembles
a bank deposit slip. Promoting the
current Morton Salt radio campaign the piece suggests that grocers "salt some away" by displaying Morton's salt and how it can
be used for food preservation.

INCREASE

SALES

Mctchandiiinj
& Promotion
Deposit Slips — Around the Clock — Milkman
Campaign — Scripts — Billboards & Radio

AND

LOWER

IN

National
20

of

WENR Folder
NEW two-page promotion folder
of WENR Chicago titled, "Does
WENR
results?",
printed
on
blue produce
enamel stock,
answers
its
front page query with a letter from
W. A. Wade, president of the Wade
Agency, Chicago, citing the nine
year success story of Morris B.
Sachs' Amateur Hour on WENR.
Inside pages list program schedule,
and back page shows WENR pristation area map and 0.5
millivoltmaryarea.
*
* *
WAPI Campaign

Around the Clock
WWSW Pittsburgh has issued an
attractive 8-page brochure stressing- its promotion of Pittsburgh institutions, popularity of station
personalities, growth of listener
audience and sports coverage. Emphasis is given to its 24 hour
around the clock operation and to
advertisers who have used the station regularly for many years.
* * *
Mikeman Featured
VARIED CAREER of Bob Martin,
announcer of WTAG Worcester,
was written up in the Worcester
Sunday Telegram recently, picture
included. His life story includes
rescue from the Titantic, an actingcareer
as member
of "Our Gang"
and a period
in vaudeville.
SALES

ST.

COSTS

WITH

TIME

ON

LOUIS

Popularity

them

CAMPAIGN run by WAPI Birmingham, through newspaper, billboard and car card ads was publicized in a booklet issued by the
station, titled "312 Million 'Plugs' ".

since

Polls —
1935

More

have

than

proved

Listener Preference for Programs Heard
on KSD
and
the NBC
Network.

of finding the greatest acceptance for his1
programs. KSD is that station in St. Louis.

RADIO
Owned

and
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KSD

Operated by the St. Louis Post-Dispatch
National Representative
FREE and PETERS. Inc.
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Distribute Scripts
AS THE FIRST project of its
newly organized publicity and radio relations department [Broadcasting, Aug. 2], the Hillman
Women's Group, of Hillman Periodicals Inc., New York, last week
distributed free of charge to a selected list of 100 stations, the script
of a dramatization , of "Washington
Girl," novelette appearing in the
October issue of Real Story, a
Hillman magazine.
Billboard and Radio
TWO mediums get-to-together in
the Detroit market to make up a
24 sheet billboard to sponsor Sweet
Sixteen beverages for Carbonated
Beverages, Inc. Both radio and
outdoor advertising of the firm use
of CKLW
Gentile
Happytroit asJoe
central
figure.
Happy DeJoe
handles the CKLW Morning Frolic, on which Carbonated BeverSimons-Michelpromoted.
ages arehas
son Co.
the account.
* * *
Premier Promotion
SPECIAL features on a number
of WLW Cincinnati regularly
scheduled broadcasts are being
planned to promote interest in the
of RKO's
premierSun",
55-city midwest
"Behind
the Rising
film
based on book of the same name by
foreign correspondent James R.
Young. Other recent films which
have been promoted by WLW were
"Hitler's Children" and "This
Land is Mine".
CBC Rebroadcasts
THE BBC Radio Newsreel heard in
Canada every night over the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., network, since the
earlyevening
part ofpresentation,
the war, as was
a half-hour
late
cut to a
quarter-hour Sept. 5 on the Canadian
network, with remaining 15 minutes
being used to rebroadcast other BBC
programs
of current
interest
to Canadian listeners.
On Sunday
evenings
the
BBC talk program American Guest
Nightcaninnewswhich
Canadian
and Britain
Amerieditors
in Great
take
part,
is
now
being
rebroadcast
on the CBC net.

The Station which carries the greatest number of most listened-to network programs
is the station on which an advertiser is sure

A Distinguished

Net Promotion
COMBINING public and station
relations with network promotion,
the weekly CBS sustaining feature, Open House, was started on
Pacific network stations on Sept.
6. Featuring informal interviews
with network talent and producers,
series serves a three-fold purpose.
In addition to increasing listener
interest, program affords each
CBS Pacific station opportunity to
stress local features through cutins. As public relations promotion,
a portion of each broadcast is devoted to analysis of how network
cus ed. ^ and postshows are built. Wartime
war industry plans are also dis-

BROADCASTING

AMP Agreements
ASSOCIATED Music Publishers Inc.
has negotiated a music licensing
agreement with WSTR and has made
extensions in its licenses to the following stations: KFAC KGY KOME
KOY KSLM KVOD WBAX WBML
WBXS WBRK WCOU WCSH
WFEA W H A I WHEC WHYN
WLBZ WLLH WLXH WMFR
WNBH WNLC WOOD WRDO
W R N L WSAR WSPR WSYB
WTAG WTHT.
• Broadcast
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Lost everyone in Washington knows Janice. Janice Grey.
She comes from Minnesota hut, like thousands of girls,
she's now working in Washington.
More important, she's a heroine! Heroine of a daytime
serial— Janice Grey, Washington, D.C.

show... a proved radio formula, personalized and localized
for Washington women. It's a TOP opportunity for an advertiser wanting to identify himself with Washington families.
"Janice Grey, Washington, D.C." is the kind of polished,
potent, professional radio that has made WTOP so popular.

It's a show onWTOP at 3:00 to 3:15 p.m. every weekday.
Written by WTOP. Cast by WTOP. Produced by WTOP.

It's one of eight bright new WTOP-created, WTOP- produced shows now on the air.

A daytime serial so localized— that so depicts normal just-

Small wonder that advertisers invest more money in
WTOPthan in any other Washington radio station!

around-the-corner happenings — that it grips the listener's
imagination: focuses her attention: demands her loyalty.
Janice Grey, Washington, D. C., has all the animation, all
the suspense, all the heart-throb of good daytime radio. Its
locale and many of its incidents are so familiar to Washington
listeners that they might have happened next door (and maybe they did). Janice Grey is not just a "character." She's a
person who is sharing the experiences of her listeners. She's
part of their lives.
You ought to make a date with "Janice." It's a remarkable

Represented by Radio Sales, the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

Water System Sponsor
Testing Three Programs
F. E. MYERS & BRO. Co., Ashland, O., famed manufacturer of
waterest systems
one farm
of the field,
oldadvertisers and
in the
will begin testing three types of
early-morning radio programs
Sept.of13.radio,
Marking
Myers' first
use
the programs
willreal
be
carried by 11 stations. Each will
feature Farmer Frank, a new radio
personality portrayed by Vic Smith,
Chicago actor. One group of stations will air a 15-minute program
thrice-weekly with Farmer Frank
and tunes and songs by the Myers
Music Makers. A second group will
broadcast a five-minute program
twice-weekly featuring Farmer
Frank alone, while still another
group will broadcast one-minute
announcements by Farmer Frank
twice weekly.
Stations carrying the test programs,
whichChicago;
will be transcribed,all of
are WLS
WJR
Detroit; WBNS Columbus, Ohio;
WMBD Peoria; WJBC Bloomington, 111.; WDAN Danville 111.;
WLOK Lima, Ohio; WCAR Pontiac; WSBT South Bend; WROK
Rockford 111., and WADC Akron.
The test is under guidance of S. S.
Burnett, Myers advertising manager.
Meldrum & Fewsmith, Cleveland,
is agency.

The

NBC

Music

Library

(more than 100 tons of tunes)
— the largest working

collec-

tion in the world — is at the
disposal of every local and
spot WMAQ

advertiser.

This and all the other vast
resources

of NBC

stand be-

hind the production
broadcasting

of your

and
cam-

paign when it is placed on

Packer's Spots
OSCAR MAYER & Co., Madison,
Wis. (meat packers), on Sept. 1
started participation on the late
morning half-hour homemakers'
program, Feature Foods, heard
five-weekly on WLS Chicago. Contract is for 52 weeks. The Mayer
Co. on the same date began participation on the five-weekly early
morning 55-minute program, Sunrise Salute, on WBBM Chicago, for
13 weeks. Company is also sponsoring five-minute market reports
daily on WIBA Madison, Wis.
Agency handling the account is
Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago.
Jane Cowl on Blue
SIX SPECIAL programs, with Actress Jane Cowl as narrator, have
been arranged by the BLUE as
part of its cooperation with the
Third War Loan drive, to run Sept.
9, 14, 17, 21, 24 and 28 in the 10:1510:30 p.m. period. The series, written by Ira Marion, BLUE scriptwriter, will dramatize the true
stories of six American soldiers
wounded in action and now in naval
hospitals in this country. Each prow,-ll end
with whose
a two-minute
talk bvgram the
soldier
life has
been told, speaking from his hospital bed.
CJVI Joining CBC
CJVI Victoria, B. C, joins the national network of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. as soon as line
or FM facilities can be arranged,
it was announced following the recent meeting of the CBC Board of
Governors at Vancouver and Victoria.

50,000 Watts

•

670 Ke.

Represented Nationally by the NBC Spot Offices
NEW YORK
BOSTON
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON CLEVELAND
DENVER
SAN FRANCISCO HOLLYWOOD
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BOARD of Directors of Decca Records Inc., New York, last Tuesday declared the regular quarterly dividend
of 25 cents per share on the company's capital stock, payable Sept.
30, 1943, to stockholders on record
Sept. 18, 1943.

CUT

UTILITY

USAGE,

SAYS JOINT APPEAL
RELATING a group of topics
which have been the subject of important war information campaigns, on both sponsored and sustaining time, three government
agencies last week jointly appealed
to the public to cooperate in a new
program for the conservation of
fuel, manpower and utility services.
WPB Chairman Donald Nelson,
ODT Director Joseph Eastman, and
Petroleum Administrator Harold
Ickes, joined in the appeal. The
program covers coal, oil, gas, electricity, communications, water and
transportation, all facilities which
the officials said constitute the "life
blood and the nerves of our indusTheir statement
said that further
effort." be made
effortstrialmust
by each citizen to reduce usage of these materials and facilities. "When this is
done,"
the
statement
are confident
that thecontinued,
supplies "we
and
resources on hand and future production can be stretched to meet
the nation's needs."
Francisco Named CIAA
Assistant Coordinator
DON FRANCISCO, director of the
Radio Division of the Office of the
Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, has been named Assistant Coordinator of the
agency, Nelson
Rockefeller,
CIAA
coordinator,
announced last
week.cisco Mr.
Franwill continue
to direct CIAA
radio
Prioractivities.
to joining
Mr. Francisco
dent Qf Lo£d &
CIAA, Mr. FranTu- !?...,»,„;_ cisco was presiThomas, having joined the advertising agency in 1921 and assuming
the presidency in 1938, succeeding
Albert D. Lasker. He has been with
the Rockefeller organization nearly
three years.
J. B. Williams News
J. B. WILLIAMS Co., Glastonbury,
Conn., which discontinues its Nero
Wolfe series on the BLUE Sept. 27,
last week took over sponsorship of
the five-weekly Time magazine
worldwide news review, presented
9-9.15 p.m. on WQXR New York.
The company, which has used
WQXR extensively, will promote
Glider brushless shave cream. First
portion of the news show covers
latest news of the day, the second
portion dealing with sidelights and
news
features reported
by Time's
203 correspondents.
Williams
Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York.
170 on Sunkist List
CALIFORNIA FRUIT Growers
Exchange, centrated
Los six-week
Angeles,
in a conspot campaign
startingtionsSept.
13 will Broadcasting
use 170 staof Keystone
System. Utilizing lemon laxative
copy,
approximately
transcribed
announcements
per 21
week
will be
used on each station. Agency is
Foote, Cone & Belding, Los An-
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Henshaw to MacLaren
DON HENSHAW, radio director
of Walsh Adv. Co., Toronto, has
joined the account executive staff
of MacLaren Adv. Co., Toronto.
For the past year he has been
working- for the National War
Finance Committee of the Canadian government as public relations advisor, duties which he will
continue. Prior to joining Walsh
Adv. Co., he was radio director of
A. McKim Ltd., Toronto. He came
to Toronto in 1934 from WIOD
Miami, where he was studio manager, and began putting on radio
productions for the Canadian Rati io Broadcasting Commission,
predecessor of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. In addition to his
agency
work,
duces a number heof writes
shows. and pro-

PROBLEMS faced by cattle and
sheepmen are dramatized on the
weekly Stockmen's Trails program on
KROW Oakland, Cal. Series is prepared and presented by Farm Credit
Administration Department of Agriculture.
KTSM, outlet for NBC in El Paso,
Tex., celebrates its 14th year on the
air this month.
CEREMONIES were held Labor Day,
Sept. 6, to award a silver cup, offered
by WCSC Charleston, S. C, to the
shop or activity at the Navy Yard
showing
all-around
record
for
the first the
sevenbestmonths
of 1943,
to the
electrical shop at the yard. Cup was
awarded by John Rivers, WCSC general manager and president.

Southwest

GX

Broadcasters,

FIRST PLACE in Omaha community
sing barber shop quartette contest
went to the WOW Omaha quartette,
Lyle Thomson
DeMoss, Ray
Olson,
and
Holtz.
The Tom
fourChase
had
never sung before as a group, and won
over 15 competitors, singing "By the
Light of the Silvery Moon". Contest
was sponsored by Omaha WorldHerald.
WCBT Roanoke Rapids, N. C, on
Sept. 1 joined Mutual, making a total
of 210 MBS affiliates owned by J.
Winfield Crew, Jr. WCBT operates on
1230 kc 250 w.
THIRD birthday celebration broadcast Aug. 29 of WJPF Herrin, 111.,
was aired from the campus of Southern Illinois Normal U. in Carbondale,
and featured a new type of servicemen participation show. Members of
the Air Force Training Detachment
located on the campus of SINU participated on the program.
Inc.

IF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
BOX 710
Erich Branoeis, Promotion Director
International News Service
235 East 45™ Street
New York City
De a r Mr. Brands l s :
Every now and again it seems to "pay off" to
lean back a n 0 view from a broader perspective all the
miscellaneous factors which enter into rao i 0 station
OPERATION. A'ESuch
An occasion inspires this letter*
T
'S ONLY FAIR T
H I N K IT
LONG
YOU
I ON aTOl News
0 PASS A AT
THE F ACT THAT WE FIND THE SER VICE 0 f Intern
Thi
S,
SUME,
HE BRI QHT SPOT
Serv 1 CE TO HAV E BEEN ONE OF T EAR.
our
We have SFOUND
FIRST Y
OF
I
NG
OUR
T
O
INS
U
I
R
O
N
S
OPERA
TO BE ALERT, R E LI A BLE AND COM PLETE. AT DOES I PRE
EXPECTE
TO BE
I"BE
S NO
YO MORE THA N TO BE
SEEM ATTENTI
D. Wh
ON
NO THE LI NE OF 0 UT Y " HA S BEEN THE PERS MALL
ON
A
L
ARE
A
S
V
R
WE
H
E
E
OCCA
S
I
0
E0
UPON
CEIV
ST AT I ON
WE HA S
RTHELESS n. We AVE IN M ORE T HAN ONE
MALL TOW
BENEFIT
WS
OF
N,
NEVE
IN
A
RECTN GT ON,
I NT ERVFORI E EXAMPLE,
OF Dl HI
I N ST A NCE RECEI VEO THE
OUR C ONGRESSI 0 NAL Del EGAT I ON
OTHER
A N 0 S PEQI Fl C F
I N '.'/A S OF YOUR
PS FROM RVICE
SURE SUA US.
;VE A P PRECI ATE OLLOW-U
THAT Kl ND OF SE
YOU CAN 8E
PRES
IT IS OF MATER ML BE N E Fl T IN BUI LD I NG LOCAL
T I GE.
RE
, AND
The comment we frequently hear
on our Newscasts
GOES SOMETHING LIKE THIS: "Why YOU HEAR JUST As GOOD NEWS
over krjn - even more complete - than you do over the
larger stations.'"
-ve believe in giving credit where credit
is due. ..hence this letter to you.
Yours very truly,
RADIO STATI/0N/KFUN

E NT : A 8
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W39NY's New Schedule
W39NY, New York FM station
owned by the Municipal Broadcasting System, is operating on a newdaily schedule from 5-10 p.m., carrying many of the programs heard
on WNYC, New York municipal
station, as well as live musical programs of its own origination. Located atop the Municipal Bldg. in
New York, the station operates on
43.9 mc, covering sections of New
Jersey and Long Island.
WIP Philadelphia staged a gigantic
radio revue, The American Way, on
Sept. 9,
planned
the
Third
War specially
Bond Drive.
Fromfor10:30
p.m. until
early
morning,
all
the
theatrical stars in town paraded before
the WIP microphones.
A RECIPROCAL exchange of programs between the British Broadcasting Corp. and the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. was started Sept. 17,
the programs dealing with the common heritage of the British and Canadian people as it has expressed itself
during the four war years. Three
Canada to Britain programs and three
Britain to Canada programs are featured in the weekly series.
REPORTS on sales of Bonds from
War Bond headquarters in the four
states comprising the WLW-WSAI
Cincinnati area are being aired at
frequent intervals during the Third
War Loan Drive. Plan is aimed at
arousing a competitive spirit in the
various districts. WSAI is scheduling
a 15-minute
each day to promote interestprogram
in the drive.
WWL New Orleans is plugging the
current Third War Loan Drive with
special morning sign-on and similar
to anin addition
sign-off at night,
nouncements and special
programs
at
other times. Station recently supplied
talent for local Bond rally held in
New Orleans.

Thomas

Rejoins Lyons

EARL G. THOMAS, former Chicago radio director of McCannErickson, and for the past year a
captain in the Army, has been
named executive vice-president of
A. & S. Lyons Inc., to manage the
New York office of the talent agency. Mr. Thomas was recently
placed on an inactive status after
completing a special Army assignment as theatrical adviser and
producer of all-soldier shows here
and overseas. Arthur S. Lyons said
the appointment of Mr. Thomas is
the first step in an expansion program "in anticipation of an unprecedented increase of activity in
the entertainment world immediately following the war." Mr.
Thomas was radio director of A.
& S. Lyons from 1928 to 1936. He
founded and was first president of
the Chicago Radio Management
Club.
Drake Joins Blue
FRANCIS DRAKE, World War I
pilot, author and aviation editor of
Readers Digest, has joined the
BLUE's Staff of commentators. He
now broadcasts a 10-minute aviation commentary on the BLUE
Sundays in the 1:45-2 p.m. period,
following a five-minute report on
world news. First program was
heard Sept. 12.

13, 1943
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IF

IT'S

A

FD

rce

Little

Robert

Southey

ing in mind, when
"There
i

might well have had radio broadcastover 100

years ago, he wrote:

are three things that ought to be

considered

before some

— the Manner,
Fort

Words/

Industry

things are spoken

the Place

Stations

and

the Time."

offer radio

advertisers

the

"Manner" of the expert. Always that studied presentation
that fits the job to be done.
Fort
"Place"

Industry
where

Stations

offer radio

advertisers

the

folks listen and respond. The importance

of these Fort Industry markets

is a matter

of record

for

all to read :
IN OHIO — Toledo,
IN WEST

Lima,

Zanesville

VIRGINIA — Wheeling,

Fairmont

IN GEORGIA-Atlanta
Fort
i

"Time"

Industry

Stations

offer radio

that counts — spot announcement

time units built up to a maximum
network

and personalized

Fort Industry
your assurance

FORT

and

the

program

of efficiency by major

local programming.

"Manner,"

"Place"

and

"Time"

are

of results!

INDUSTRY

WVA

INDUSTRY

advertisers

STATIONS

WAGA

WSPD

Wheeling, West Va.

Atlanta, Ga.

Toledo, Ohio

WHIZ
Zanesville, Ohio

WMMN
Fairmont, W. Va.

WLOK
Lima, Ohio

STATION

YOU

CAN

BANK

ON

IT

Stark Facts of War
WAR NEWS coverage enters a new phase with
the ruling by President Roosevelt that the
stark and grim facts of warfare be revealed
to the public. It is one thing to run "horror"
stories and print pictures of the American
dead and wounded in the newspapers and
magazines; quite another to describe them
over the air.
Radio's intimacy makes the task difficult.
To bring news of blood-shed, of maimed and
blinded men to the fireside requires news handling of a kind radio hasn't yet been called
upon to handle in true-story fashion. The impact of the printed word or picture isn't that
of the human voice. Straight news handling
of news stories, when processed for the spoken
word, isn't difficult; in fact there has been
abundant praise for radio's war news jobs.
Whatever may be said of OWI, it has performed its radio function well. The President's
order reinforces OWI's position as the war
news dispensing agency. The decision to present the facts about war to the public means
that radio will be called upon to handle its
share. Dramatization of war's bloody side obviously is to be avoided. On the other hand a
rapid-fire announcer, using clipped phrases,
probably can't handle horror gracefully.
The industry must employ skill and care in
this new task. It may need some guidance.
That's the job of OWI up to a point. It's still
a good idea, on questions of this delicate nature
to invoke the maxim: "When in doubt, don't".
The Fighting Fourth
DOWN in Asheville, N. C, the other day, 60
broadcasters got together for an NAB district
meeting. It was a scheduled session for all the
world like other meetings of the 17 NAB districts. Yet it was different from the result
standpoint because it reflected a change in industry attitude — a militant determination to
get things done.
Broadcasters will recall that the Fourth District acouple of years ago set off the fireworks
over NAB reorganization. This time they got
busy on legislation under the spur of their pair
of aggressive directors — Don S. Elias, direetor-at-large from WWNC Asheville, and Dick
Shafto, WIS Columbia, district director.
These broadcasters from North and South
Carolina and Virginia and West Virginia, with
the District of Columbia thrown in, take their
industry seriously. They were aroused to action by the fighting words of the veteran South
Carolina Senator "Cotton Ed" Smith, who
called for Congress to "nullify" the Supreme
Court decision giving the FCC control over
"composition of the traffic".
Unable to be present because of illness, Senator Smith sent his address to be read. It
wasn't an oratorical outburst for headline purposes. It was a direct, calculated appeal to
Congress by the dean of the Senate and the
ranking member of the committee in which radio legislation originates, to protect the traditional freedoms that are Democracy. He
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called for a new law to state plainly the scope
and limit of the powers delegated the FCC,
which "must leave no loophole for broad interpretation ofauthority". He said it was the
"duty of Congress to re-enact a radio bill as
promptly as possible to nullify this dangerous
court
decision".
Senator
Smith expressed more clearly than
any one in the industry those guarantees which
radio seeks. Radio asks no special privileges
or favors. It seeks only the security, peace of
mind and "freedom from fear" which will permit it to perform maximum public service.
There was another speaker, too, who talked
straight from the shoulder. D. Hiden Ramsey,
general manager of the Asheville CitizenTimes, advised broadcasters they might take a
leaf from the book of experience of newspapers. The press long ago learned the truth
of the expression "Eternal vigilance is the
price of liberty". He said the threat to freedom of radio will not be lifted with the passing of certain individuals or groups from high
places in public life. The decision which gave
rise to grave fears for freedom of radio was
not a decision of Justice Frankfurter, but of
the Supreme Court, he admonished. It is not
Chairman Fly who is going to carry out this
decision, but it will be other officials in the
years that are to come, he said.
"There can be no secure independence for
the individual unless you have government by
law and not by men", said the distinguished
Southern editor.
Important leaders in Congress and thinkingmen in kindred pursuits are aware of the fate
that will befall radio unless there is action,
speedy and certain. As long as the House Select Committee is investigating the FCC, the
FCC won't attempt to invoke the Supreme
Court "reforms". It's the industry's best insurance policy. The time to act is now. The
boys
way. in the Fourth District are leading the

Jimmy
Accuses
ONE WONDERS where or when Jimmy
Petrillo will be stopped. He has now stooped
to name-calling. At the hearing before the
WLB panel on the recording strike, Petrillo
cited Elmer Davis, OWI director, as a Government official who had used his influence against
AFM. He alluded to Mr. Davis' former emat CBShe and
addedbutthat
"I can't
say
whether orploymentnot
is now
I think
he will
return to their employ after the war is over."
Mr. Davis is a patriotic American citizen,
who at great personal sacrifice left a position
as one of the nation's foremost news analysts
to become OWI head at the president's request.
He saw fit, as the Government officer in charge
of war information, to observe that the recording ban would interfere with morale by depriving both the armed forces and the public of
desired recorded music. Other Government officials have also commented on that obvious
fact.
We won't go into other aspects of Petrillo's
characteristic table-thumping and industrydamning performance before the WLB panel.
We do go along with the observation of A.
Walter Socolow, counsel for the transcribers
at the WLB hearing, that the AFM czar's accusation against Mr. Davis is "thoroughly

HARRY

CLIFFORD

KOPF

and therein lies some part as
of the
secret,
"Harry"
him
YBOD
EVERfor
enal success
the Y
phenomknows
enjoyed
by
Harry- C. Kopf, vice-president of NBC
and general manager of its Central Division.
Holder of one of the best sales records in
all broadcasting history, Harry Kopf is also
one of the best known and best liked executives
in radio. The son of an electrical engineer, he
was born at Shawneetown, 111., Dec. 26, 1902,
and when the family moved to Chicago in
1912 he continued his school days with only
one mild grudge against the world — he had
been given the middle name of Clifford.
However, ruthless classmates at Hyde Park
high school in Chicago soon forgot that when
they saw Harry fielding on the baseball team
or setting records in sprint races for the track
team, or even whipping up cokes and frappes
at the school store as an extra-curricular
clerk.
Later, at the University of Illinois, Harry
added several gold medals to his collection for
running, an Alpha Tau Omega pin and a job
promoting Chesterfield cigarettes for the Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., the latter crystallizing ahitherto passing interest in salesmanship when reports proved him their leading
campus salesman. In the fall of 1925, he
emerged on the Chicago scene in search of a
job, having earned his B. S. degree as a major
in advertising and selling.
Of Harry Kopf in his first job, as a space
salesman in the local display department of
the Chicago Herald-Examiner, now defunct
Hearst newspaper, a contemporary said, "He
definitely was a hot shot." In 1927 Kopf joined
the A. W. Shaw Publishing Co., to represent
the national department for System Magazine,
and then was included among the assets when
that
firm was
Publishing
Co., absorbed
Chicago. by the McGraw-Hill
Harry Kopf, to date, is a Chicagophile. In
1929 when McGraw-Hill offered him a better
post with them in New York, on the basis of
an unprecedented sales record, he not only refused to go east, but joined the Literary Digest sales staff in Chicago, departing shortly
afterwards from them because they wanted
him to work in Detroit.
In 1931 he joined NBC— in Chicago. But his
first account nearly threw Harry — he had to
commute to Detroit on an average of twiceweekly to calm a client who hollered every
time his show was shifted. That period is said
to coincide accurately with Kopf's first sign
of graying hair. But that, apparently only
(Continued on page 36)
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KOIN
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Above— A solid city block of humanity hears the KOIN -Portland Civic Orchestra,
presented by Portland's Mayor.
Be/ow, left — KOIN Orchestra attracts immense crowds at Portland's Victory Center.
Be/ow, right— KOIN Orchestra and Chorus sponsored
series of City Park concerts.

THE PUBLIC SERVICE STATION

by the Mayor in summer

IN
PORTLAND,
FREE

OREGON

& PETERS, INC. National

Representatives

—where war industries have created
a booming market for advertisers?

NOTES
1st Lt. LLOYD CHAPMAN, of Camp
Roberts, Cal., formerly on the promotion staff of KDKA Pittsburgh and
Mary Kenney, secretary to the KDKA
program manager, were married Sept.
1 in San Francisco.
ALFRED J. McCOSKER, chairman
of Mutual's board of directors and
president of WOR New York, became
a grandfather last week. A girl was
born to his daughter, Mrs. Sheldon
Van Dolan.
JOHN FISTERE, director of sales
promotion of WNFW New York, left
the station last week to join the Office
of Strategic Services of the U. S.
Army with a civilian status. He is
expected to go overseas.
DAVID (Jack) ROWE has joined
the sales staff of WNOX Knoxville,
replacing Fred Shepherd, now in the
Army.
CHARLES RYDER, chief auditor of
the CBS Pacific network, Hollywood,
is in New York.
ROBERT ATKINSON, account executive of KMTR Hollywood, has been
appointed commercial manager of
KWKW Pasadena.
EDWARD J. MORIARTY, general
attorney of Western Electric, celebrated the 30th anniversary of his
service with the company on Sept. 5.
JOE WRIGHT, sales manager of
WLVA Lynchburg, Va., is the father
of a boy.

CBS

David Grimes, Philco,
Is Killed in Plane Crash
DAVID GRIMES, 47, vice-president in charge of engineering for
Philco Corp., who was abroad on
a special war mission, was killed
Sept. 4 when his transport plane
crashed in Northern Ireland. He
served in the last war as chief radio officer at Kelly Field, Texas,
and at bases in England. After
the war, he joined AT&T as a research engineer in telephony. While
doing research work on a consulting basis he invented the "Grimes
Inverse Duplex Circuit" used by
many early radio amateurs in
home-made receivers.
Mr. Grimes joined Philco in 1934,
and unr'er his direction the company played a leading part in developing and producing electronic
equipment for the Army and Navy.
One of his strongest convictions
was that a network of television
relay links beaming programs from
one station to another 25 to 40
miles apart would make possible
a nationwide television service in
a relatively short time.
JOHN R. KENNEDY, formerly of
the purchasing department of the
RCA-Victor Division of RCA, has
joined Columbia Recording Corp. as
manager of material procurement and
control.
MILTON V. CARLSON, formerly in
the advertising department of Los
Angeles Examiner, has joined Don Lee
Broadcasting System Hollywood, as
account executive.
MARK WAKEFIELD has joined
KEVR Seattle as account executive.

Our Respects to
(Continued from page U3)
served to temper Mr. Kopf, whose
name from that time was spoken
of with greater respect in the
commercial broadcasting field.
Drackett Chemical was an early
Kopf account. So was Real Silk
Hosiery and the Hoover Vaccuum
Cleaner Co. And when he stepped
into the Procter & Gamble set-up
he played a major role in turning
that company into the biggest single customer on NBC.
And Kopf continued to lace up
the Midwest with such accounts as
Jergens- Woodbury, American
Rolling Mills, Brown & Williamson, Pabst Brewing and others.
Meanwhile, his record sheet began
to read like chapter headings in a
Horatio Alger book. Jan. 1, 1939,
appointed sales manager of the
NBC
Central Division; Oct. 9,
1940, appointed general manager
of the Central Division effective
Nov. 1 of that year, when Sidney
Strotz went to New York as NBC
program
vice-president; Oct. 3,
1941, elected vice-president of
NBC. Throughout the process, we
have learned, everyone continued
to call him "Harry", yet no one
underestimates his executive ability, based on a fast sales attack
and lightning wits upon demand.

Wire Recorder
LATEST adaption for the
new wire recording units
[Broadcasting, Aug. 23], being built by General Electric
for the armed forces, has
been the recording of the
Army Hour programs each
week along with news reports
for entertainment and information of troops and correspondents in North Africa.
Idea originated with Maj.
Frank Pellegrin,
of the
Armybureau
of public
relations.
Recording spools are flown to
Algiers each week by transport planes.
ALFRED C. SANGER, until recently
manager of the traffic appliance divisions of General Electric Co.. Bridgeport, has been appointed sales manager for the appliance divisions of
G-E's appliance and merchandise department.
Harry Kopf likes to drive a fast
car, or did; bowls with equal
alacrity, plays "at" golf; collects
fishing tackle toward the day he
can really go in for it a la Walton.
A bachelor, Harry Kopf lives
in a large house in Evanston, 111.,
with his brother, Dick, and a married sister, who can find him in a
comfortable deck chair in the back
yard whenever there is any choring to be done.

says this is our primary:

22 counties-3

states -1,032,302

people (75% white). Hooper says this
is our popularity: 63.0%

WSPA.

Uncle Sam

tuned to

says this is our

Serving the Textile South
from Spartanburg, S. C.
5000 watts day,

payroll: Industrial -'107,064,220;
1000 watts night,
Farm - $93,226,I33. No wonder

WSPA

050 kc. Represented hy
Hollingbery.
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is South Carolina's FIRST station.
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Locate

your FM

for maximum

Locate your FM

Transmitter
coverage

Studio

for convenience

Bridge the gap without
wires with a G-E ST relay
Programs from W41MM, the Gordon Gray
studio at Winston-Salem, N. C, are today
being relayed, without wires, to its 3-kw transmitter high on Clingman's Peak no miles
away. A G-E Station -to -Transmitter unit
makes this wireless relaying possible. In similar use at FM stations in Chicago and Schenectady, and at international short-wave stations
in Boston and New York, the S-T relay has
proved its economy, reliability, and unequaled
transmitting fidelity in months of flawless dayin, day-out service.
General Electric S-T equipment permits
complete FM program fidelity from 30 to
1 5,000 cycles . . . the total range of the human
ear. This apparatus takes the place of tech-

GENERAL
STUDIO

EQUIPMENT

•

nically inadequate or prohibitively expensive
wire-line construction . . . for no connecting
wires are needed! General Electric alone has
pioneered and developed this wireless type of
equipment . . . and G. E. is the only manufacturer who can supply it.
A complete General Electric S-T relayequipment installation includes:
1. A 2 5 -watt FM transmitter.
2. A rack-mounted station monitor.
3. A double -conversion, crystal-controlled superheterodyne FM receiver,
4. Special directional antennas that
providetweena studio
100-fold
power gain beand transmitter.
It's not too soon now to start
locating the site for your post-war
FM transmitter. G. E. has the experienced engineering personnel
to help you find the best location,
the S-T relay transmitter and receiver to reach it, and the studio
and antenna equipment to operate it . . . plus broadcast and programming experience to help you

&

TRANSMITTERS

select and train your future FM engineering
and studio staffs. We welcome your inquiries.
. . . Electronics Department, General Electric,
Schenectady, New York.
Tune in "The World Today" and hear the news
direct from the men who see it happen, every
evening except Sunday at 0:ko E.W.T. over CBS.
On P.M.
Sunday
listenoverto NBC.
"The Hour of Charm" at
10
E.W.T.

ELECTRIC
•

ANTENNAS

•

ELECTRONIC

TUBES

•

HOME RECEIVERS

ND

BEHI

AL STEVENS, chief announcer of
"WFIL ginia
Philadelphia,
Ellen with
VirMitchell, formerandvocalist
Phil
Spitalny's
orchestra,
are
to
be
married late this month.
A. HARRY BATES, auditor of KTW
Philadelphia, is the father of a boy
horn last week.
DANIEL C. BEATTIE, director of
sales and production for the U. S. Recording Co., Washington. D. C, has
resigned to enter the field of radio
writing and directing.

Keller to MBS
ROBERT KELLER, former manager of the licensing division of
Associated Music Publishers, has
been appointed manager of program operations of Mutual, it has
been announced by Adolph Opfinger, Mutual program director.
Mr. Keller, prior to joining AMP
six years ago, was manager of the
literary rights division of NBC.
HARRISON WOOD, Hollywood news
analyst, is commentator on the fiveweekly quarter-hour commentary sponsored by Grove Laboratories on Don
Lee Pacific stations. Series started
Sept. 6.
CARVETH WELLS, explorer-writer,
has started a weekly quarter-hour
commentary, Nations Behind the
Battle Fronts, on NBC Pacific stations.

LT. RON
Artillery,
Brandon,
father
of

DEACON, Royal Canadian
formerly announcer of CKX
Man.,
a boy. recently became the

J. A. MARTIN and Cecil Hobbs, formerly with the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Toronto studios, have been
honorably discharged from the Royal
Canadian Air Force and the Canadian
Army respectively, and are now back
at the CBC Toronto studios, J. A.
Martin as announcer and Cecil Hobbs
at the record library.
DAVID E. PARTRIDGE, assistant
promotion of WLW Cincinnati, has
been commissioned ensign in the U. S.
Naval Reserve and has left for Quonset
Point, R. I. training center. Before
joining WLW, he was with several
Kansas newspapers and did promotion
and publicity for KMBC Kansas City.
LARRY THOMAS,
summer relief has
announcer of WIP Philadelphia
joined the permanent announcing staff
of WPEN Philadelphia.
MAC McGUIRE. formerly of WLAV
Grand Rapids, Mich., has joined the
announcing staff of WCAU PhiladelWINCHESTER H. HEICHER, forresearch consultant
Senphia. atemerly
Committee
on AffairsforoftheCities,
of the State of New York, has joined
the staff of RCA's department of information.
ARNOLD ROSTON, formerly in the
art department of the Office of War
Information, has joined Mutual as art
director.

at

WDAY.'

J

. <■>.-•
if
if.

iff

You sophisticates in big cities probably have no idea

SGT. ROBERT WALDROP, formerly on the announcing staff of NBC in
New York and on the West Coast, is
narrator for the $75,000,000 "Back
the Attack" Army-Treasury show being held at the Washington Monument
in Washington, D. C.
GORDON GRAHAM, director of promotion of WABC New York is recuperating in New Rochelle Hospital,
New York, from injuries sustained
during a fall.
CARLETON PEARL of the CBS
press information division, on Sept. 5
became the father of a boy.
JACK STEVENS and Bill Elliot of
WORL Boston have been appointed
official announcers for the Third War
Loan Drive in New England.
KEN JOSEPH, announcer, left
WWRL
the Army.New York Sept. 3, to join
CBS personnel leaving the network
recently to join the Army include
Mel Allen, CBS news and sportscaster ; Dr. G. D. Wiebe, study director
of the CBS program analysis ; and
Joseph Ruscoll of the program writing department. Jack Page, evening
manager of all CBS theatre operations,tenanthas(j.g.)
joined the Navy as a lieu-

Frank Crumit
FRANK CRUMIT, 53, who with
his wife, Julia Sanderson, has
been known to radio listeners since
1928, died of a heart attack in New
York, Sept.
"Crumit
and Sanderson"7.originated
the Battle
of
the Sexes program, and currently
were starred in The Singing
Sweethearts, five times weekly for
Southern Cotton Oil Co., and a Saturday evening quiz program, sponCBS. sored by Lewis-Howe Co., both on
Mr. Crumit was well known in
vaudeville before he entered radio.
Recently he donated his collection
of old-time songs to State Library
in Columbia, O.
No replacement has been set for
the couple's Saturday night show,
although Lewis-Howe is renewing
the time, 8-8:30 p.m., on 53 stations, Oct. 2. Their daytime spot
is being filled temporarily by Irene
Beasley and Richard Stark.
BOB O'BRIEN, writer on the weekly
NBC Jack Benny Show, has been
signed by RKO Pictures Inc.
PAUL WESTON has been signed as
musical director of the weekly BLUE
Duffy's Tavern which resumes Oct. 5.
ARTHUR
L. BRIGHT of KFPY
Spokane, has been appointed member
of
the Pacific Coast Advertising Commission.
CHARLEY SULLIVAN, formerly
production supervisor at WJBO Baton
Rouge,of La.,
-'oined the announcing
staff
WMC hasMemphis.
ROY NEAL has been appointed chief
announcer of WIBG Philadelphia.
BILL BOH ANNAN, formerly of
K0H Reno, has joined the announcing
staff of KROW Oakland, Cal.
IONA TERRY, announcer at CKNX
Wingham, Ont. has joined the
WRENS.
JERRYgram director
BERNSTEIN,
proof KTHS formerly
Hot Springs,
Ark., has joined the announcing staff
of KOMA Oklahoma City, Okla.
THOMAS W. INGOLDSBY, formerly Nebraska manager for the
United Press, has joined the staff of
WOW Omaha, as city editor of the.
news department.
NELDA ORMISTON, producer of
KROW Oakland, Cal., has returned
after a year's leave.
LOU BRING, West Coast musical
director of BLUE and RCA Victor
Co., is the father of a boy born in
Hollywood Aug. 31.u> |

of what an aggressive radio station can mean to the
people of a rural area — even an enormously rich rural
area like the Red River Valley. WDAY

is the big
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source of information and entertainment and interest,
to 1,537,477 people around Fargo.
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Get into the rich PEORIAREA market— a live market now, an
even be'ter market when the war is won! Enormous wealth
derived from agriculture and industry. Diversification has
made
and kept
spot" through
market through
good times
and PEORIAREA
bad. And— ayou"bright
dominate
WMBD.
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They work together better . . .
because they can talk together

As the sea and air barrage
Shatters the early dawn
Out plow the mine sweepers
Their night's hairtrigger work done . . .
Across their bows
Sweeps the destroyer leader
Throwing water and "making smoke". . .
Lurking in the man-made fog
The invasion barges
Await the signal to move in
Ears glued to their radios
Like villagers' ears
To a party line . . .

On the "production" front — a
Federal Telephone and Radio techcutting nician
saw."aims" her modern crystal-

Suddenly it comes
The flash that says
The coast is clear
And the whole armada
Starts moving in as one . . .

What
unseen
Connected
every"switchboard"
radio in the fleet . . .
"Locked" each to the same wave length
To save the seconds that win battles?
It's all done automatically
By a tiny crystal of quartz
Cut as precisely as a precious stone.
And as carefully mounted
To form a unit that synchronizes every radio
And feeds the message through
At the predetermined frequency . . .
*
* *
Today I.T.&T.'s manufacturing associate
Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation
Is one of the leading producers
Of crystal units for our fighting forces . . .
Tomorrow
I.T.&T.'s broad experience
In communications
Will help men build
A better world.

International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation 67 Broad St., New York, n. y.
zJtiCanufacturing Associate:
Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation

MARY P. VAUGHN has joined the
promotion department of WINN
Louisville.
CHARLES LEDINGHAM has joined
the announcing staff of WLVA Lynchburgh, Va.
ARTHUR JACOB SEN has joined
the announcing staff of KGVO
Missoula, Mont.
ED PERRY, staff announcer at
WDSU New Orleans, has left for
training in the Marine Corps.
CHARLES MALLON, announcer of
WXOX Knoxville, has joined the
Merchant Marine, and Jack Larrabee
has transferred from announcing to
continuity, replacing Kenneth Wright,
who is now with the Tennessee Eastman Co. Other additions to the announcing1 staff are Kurt Wphster and
Newt McMann, from WBIR Knoxville; Leslie Williams, from Macon,
Ga. ; James McClelland, recently discharged from the Army.
EDWIN ANTHONY BROWNE, continuity chief of KGW-KEX Portland,
Ore., has resigned to do radio news
work at KGEI San Francisco shortwave station for the office of the Coordinator of Inter- American Affairs.
Ruth Forbes of the artists staff last
week began a thrice-weekly commercial quarter-hour for Pcter-Scarpelli
Macaroni Co., featuring her songs and
piano playing.
MICHAEL STOKEY. former announcer of NBC Hollywood, is an
aviation cadet stationed at the Army
Air Forces training field at Marfa,
Tex.

REACHES

3,403,000
RADIO
in
and

FAMILIES
Chicago

the

at

lower

per

cost

thousand

than
major

Midwest

any

other

Chicago

station

COST ANALYSIS OF MAJOR CHICAGO STATIONS*
Cost per
Station
Families
% Increase
over
WENR
1,000
.03
WENR
3,403,000
100.00
.06
A
2,157,000
.05
B
66.6
2,424,000
C
3,188,000
.04
33.3
*Based on a 15-minute daytime show, 5 times per week.
Source — NBC All-County Survey.

MARIAN LEE has shifted her daily
half-hour earlv morning narticipation
rvi-oo-vcirn, Woman's Warl*. from
KMTR
sadena. Hollywood, to KWKW PaBILL BOH ANNAN, former announcer of KOH Reno, has joined
KROW Oakland, Cal.
ALAN MANN, formerly of KFXM
San Bernardino, Cal., has joined
KGER Long Beach as announcer, replacing Vincent Alexander, now in
the Armv. Charles Richardson is also
new to KGER. He was formerly at
KXYZ Houston.
THOMAS PELUSO. formerly with
Universal and Columbia film studios,
has joined NBC Hollywood as western
division musical director. He replaces
Charles Dant. now musical director on
the CBS Jack Carson Show. Mr.
Dant had replaced Johnny Richards,
now in the Army.
FRED HAYWARD, former WBT
production manager, is now a Lieutenant in the Service Command following completion of training at Officers' Training School.
DON ELDER, NBC announcer, and
Irene Schjeldahl of Northwood, N. D.,
were married Sept. 4 in Chicago.

Brady Joins UP
FRANK BRADY, promotion manager of United Features Syndicate, has been named promotion
manager of United Press, New
York, succeeding Walter Rundle,
now on foreign assignment for UP,
according to Hugh Baillie, president of UP. Prior to joining United
Features, Mr. Brady was associate
editor of Motion Picture Magazine
and later, of The Elks Magazine.
A graduate of Columbia U, and an
Army flier in the first World War,
Brady worked as special sports
correspondent for the New York
Tribune, city editor of the Evening
Sun.
Awards to Radlomarine
RADIOMARINE Corp. of America,
which on March 8 of this issue received the Maritime "M" pennant,
has won a star "for continued achievement in completing wartime schedules." Radiomarine also was awarded
the Army-Navy "E" pennant, and a
star thereon, for high achievement
in production of war material in December last year, and in March, 1943.

AGEJCY
STEIGER'S,
Hartford, Conn, to CramerTobias-Meyer.
local
radio used.New York, for furs. Some
McCALL CORP., New York, to Federal
Adv.. New York, for McCal'.s Magazine.
SUN HARBOR PACKING Co., San Diego,
Cal. (canned tuna), to Foote, Cone &
Belding, Los Angeles.
FRUITATIVES PRODUCTS, Hull, Que.
(proprietary), to McConnell. Eastman &
Co., Montreal. Advertising plans not yet
available.
VITAMINS PLUS, New York, to Baker
Adv.
drawn.Agency, Toronto. Fall plans are being
HOFMANN PACKING Co., Syracuse,
N.
Y., (Hofmann's
Peerless Quality Meat
Products)
Flack
cuse. Said, toto use
radio.Adv. Agency, SyraARTHUR JACOBSON, former actor
and a member of the NBC Central
Division production staff, has been
named production manager to succeed
Charles Urquhart, who resigned to
join the Army, Jules Herbuveaux,
program nounced
manager
last week. of the division, anJACK GIBNEY, who for five years
handled the U. of Georgia football
broadcasts at WRBL Columbus, has
joined the announcing staff of the
NBC Central Division in Chicago.

Ask a Blue Spot Sales representative
for complete details!
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The

seat-of-the-pants

technique

OLDTIME

aviators will tell you they flew

by the "seat of their pants." Today, fliers
use instruments.

is out

RCA test and measuring equipment for broadcast stations includes:
Oscilloscopes

Modulation Monitors

Broadcasting has gone through the same cycle.

Beat-Frequency Oscillators

Phase Monitors

Today, broadcast station operators have learned

Distortion Meters

R. F. Frequency Monitors

the need of adequate— and dependable— instruments.

Volume Indicators

Audio Frequency Meters

Power Units

Broadcast Field Intensity Meters

In these pages you have been told before, and

R. F. and A. F. Noise Meters

H. F. Field Intensity Meters

will be reminded, that RCA is the only broadcast equipment manufacturer making a full
line of test and measuring equipment.

and a special line of Television Test and
Measuring Equipment.

Obviously, a manufacturer who makes a complete line of broadcasting apparatus is in the

Descriptive literature with full information
will be sent promptly regarding any of this

best position to produce measuring and test
instruments that are correctly designed to meet
broadcasting needs.

equipment. Please address inquiries to RCA

RCA

TEST

AND

Victor Division, Radio Corporation of America, Camden, N. J.

MEASURING

EQUIPMENT

Listening-Post

Groups

Formed

To
Aid
in Peabody
Selections
Some 2,000 Persons in 100 Cities Will Assist in
Evaluating Broadcasts in Their Regions
LISTENING-POST committees
Members of the national advishave been set up throughout the
ory board of these awards are:
United States to aid the George John H. Benson, president, AmeriFoster Peabody Radio Awards
can Assn. of Advertising Agencies,
Board in its annual selections, ac- New York; Dr. Ralph Casey, direccording to Dean John E. Drewry,
tor, School of Journalism, U. of
Henry W. Grady School of JourMinnesota; Jonathan Daniels, edinalism, the University of Georgia,
tor, Raleigh (N. C.) News & Obwhich, with the assistance of the
server-; Mark Ethridge, publisher,
Louisville Courier'- Journal and
NAB, administers the "Pulitzer
Times; Joseph Henry Jackson, litprizes
the air". of Mrs. Dorothy
Underof direction
erary editor, San Francisco ChroniLewis, NAB Coordinator of Liscle; Waldemar Kaempffert, science
tener Activity, arrangements have editor, New York Times; Alfred A.
been made whereby about 2,000 per- Knopf, publisher, New York; Dr.
sons in over 100 cities in more than
I. Keith Tyler, Director of Evalua40 States will evaluate programs
tion of School Broadcasts, Ohio
in their own communities and make
State U.; Mrs. Marjorie Peabody
recommendations to the Peabody
Waite, daughter of George Foster
Peabody, whose name the awards
Board
through
Dean
Drewry's
office.
bear,
"Yaddo"; Monthly,
Edward
Other Posts
Weeks,president
editor, Atlantic
Boston;
Dr.
S.
V.
Sanford,
chancelSimilar listening-post committees
lor, University System of Georgia;
have been set up in the following
universities : Boston, Colorado, Earl J. Glade, vice-president, KSL
Salt Lake City, Utah, representing
Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, KenNAB.
tucky, Louisiana, Minnesota, Mis- theAwards
this year are to be made
souri, Montana, North Carolina,
for
news,
drama,
music, education,
North Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Rutgers, South Carolina, South
B
and children's «programs,
and to inDakota, Southern California, Utah,
dividual stations, rendering meriWashington, West Virginia and
torious public service.
Wisconsin.
Dec. 10 is the closing date for

ON

STATION

WRNL-

BAUKHAGE
1:00 TO

is

The

famous

available

1:15 P.M. MONDAY

THRU

FRIDAY

aukhage Talking" is a
Washington by a man known to
practically
all the Nation's listeners.
He is an outstanding network
feature available now on a local

City Builder
CONSOLIDATED
Mining &
Smelting Co., Trail, B. C, has
started a thrice-weekly halfhour program on CJAT
Trail, to promote pride in
Trail as an industrial city,
and to develop an esprit de
corps among company employes, and community goodwill towards the firm. Institutional series, produced by
CJAT in cooperation with
C M & S industrial relations
division, features anecdotes,
personal items and sketches
of the people living in the
Kootenay area, and is known
as the Kootenay Family Almanac.
1943 entries or recommendations,
which should be sent to the Dean,
Henry W. Grady School of Journalism, University of Georgia,
Athens. Forms if desired may be
secured from this office. Each may
be accompanied by one transcription. If more are necessary to give
the board members a fair underbe made. standing, special arrangements can
Chairmen of the listening-post
committees set up by Mrs. Lewis
are:
Mrs. mond
Dorothy
Boston;
Mrs. RayE. Kilty,Kraus,
Western
Massachusetts;
Mrs. C. T. Wilden, Northern Maine; Mrs.
Maybelle Clement, Portland Area; Mrs.
Luella Landin, New York City and metropolitan area; Mrs. George Howard, RoN. Y.; Mrs. George
Navias,
Albany andchester,Schenectady,
N. Y.; Mr.
Kenneth
Bartlett, Syracuse, N. Y.; Mrs. David
Beatty, Philadelphia Area, Penna.; Mrs.
John G. Daub, Pittsburgh Area, Pa.; Mrs.
Robert Cornelison and subcommittees. New
Jersey; Mrs. J. D. Robinson, Eastern
North Carolina; Mrs. Z. V. Conyers,
Greensboro, N. C; Mrs. Herman Warren,
Winston-Salem, N. C.; Mrs. Arch Trawick
and subcommittees, Middle Tennessee
Area; Mrs. George Truitt, Kansas City
Area; Mr. Sherman Lawton, Columbia,
Mo., and Area; Mrs. F. H. Linkenberg,
Louisville, Ky. Area; Mrs. L. H. Houston
and subcommittees. Southern Alabama:
Dr. John Gunstream and subcommittees.
State of lahomaTexas;
Mrs.Mrs.
M. R.
B. Williams,
OkCity Area;
T. Grosskopf,
Indianapolis Area; Mrs. C. C. Wiley and
subcommittees, Mid-Illinois; Mrs. Walter
Magee, Cleveland Area; Mr. Henry Lamb,
Toledo Area; Mr. John Locke, Cincinnati
Area; Mr. Waldo Abbott, Detroit Area;
Mrs. George Palmer and subcommittees,
State of Minnesota; Mrs. W. F. Ottmann
and subcommittees, State of Nebraska;
Mrs. Margaret Stoddard, Cedar Rapids,
Clinton. Waterloo. Iowa City; Mrs. Cyrus
B. Hillis, Des Moines and Ames; Dr.
Forest Whan, Wichita Area; Mrs. D. J.
Reed, Missoula Area; Mrs. Irma Bitner,
Salt Lake City Area; Mrs. B. C. Taylor,
Portland Oregon Area; Mrs. A. H. Fish,

sponsorship basis — for your exclusive use on WRNL — to cover Virginia's
defense
market.great
THE COST? $28 PER WEEK PLUS
STATION TIME — WIRE YOUR
RESERVATIONS IMMEDIATELY!
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Chico, California; Mrs. Florence Viano, East
Bay Area, Cal.; Mrs. Robert Marvin and
subcommittees, Los Angeles Area; Mrs. L.
H. Palmer and subcommittees, State of
Vermont; Mrs. Dale Marble, Seattle Area;
Mr. Robert B. Hudson, Denver Area; Mrs.
John Langdon, Providence, R. I.; Mrs.
Inez C. Richardson, Palo Alto, San Francisco, Cal.; Mrs. Kendall Bryan, Parkersburg, W. Va.; Mr. John Paul Duncan,
Akron, Ohio; Mrs. Kathryn B. Pardoe,
Provo, Utah; Mrs. Joseph Parr, Rock
Springs, Wyo.; and Miss Adelaide Morse,
Emporia and Area, Kansas.
Persons have been invited to
serve as chairmen in the following
cities :
Pawtucket, R. I.; Keene, Manchester,
N. H.; New Haven, Conn.; Harrisburg,
Penna.; Utica, N. Y.; Charleston, W. Va.;
St. Louis, Mo.; Lexington, Ky.; Birmingham, Ala.; New Orleans, Shreveport, La.;
Little Rock, Ark.; Tulsa, Okla.; Muncie,
Ind.; Rockford, Quincy, 111.; Milwaukee,
Madison, Racine, Wis.; Fargo, N. D.;
Davenport, la.; Butte, Mont.; Albuquerque,
Sante Fe, N. M.; Boise, Pocatello, Idaho;
Provo, Utah, Cheyenne, Wyo.; Corvallis,
Ore.; Spokane, Wash.; Fresno, Calif.; Atlanta, Ga.; Roanoke, Richmond, Va.
The personnel of the committees
in the various universities of the
country is as follows:
The University of Southern California:
Dr. Ivan Benson, chairman, acting director of the School of Journalism; Dr. Max
T. Krone, professor of music, assistant director of the U. S. C. School of Music,
and director of the radio department; and
Herbert E. Farmer, member of the cinematography department.
The University of Georgia: Miss Carolyn
Vance, assistant professor of journalism,
chairman; Hugh Hodgson, professor of
music; Dr. Albert Saye, professor of political science; Dr. B. O. Williams, professor of sociology; and Tyus Butler, assistant professor of journalism.
The University of Illinois: F. S. Siebert, director of the School of Journalism,
chairman; Frank E. Schooley, instructor
in journalism and program director of
Radio Station WILL; Lansom F. Demming, director of Music for Radio Station WILL; George Jennings, acting director, Radio Council, Board of Education, Chicago; and Albert Crews, director
Radio Department, School of Speech,
Northwestern University, Evanston.
The State University of Iowa: Wilbur
L. Schramm, director of the School of
Journalism, chairman; Charles L. Sanders, assistant professor of journalism; H.
Clay Harshbarger, associate professor of
speech; Mrs. Pearl Bennett Brnxam, program director of Station WSUI; Carl H.
Menzer, director of Station WSUI and
associate
professor of electrical engineering.
The University of Kentucky: Leonard
Niel Plummer, Head of the Department
of Journalism and director of student
publications, chairman; Maurice F. Seay,
Bureau of School Service and head, Department of Educational Administration,
College of Education; and Elmer G. Sulzer,
director of public relations.
Boston University: Max R. Grossman,
professor and head of the Department of
Journalism; Dr. Howard M. LeSourd,
dean of the Graduate School; and Miss
Eleanor R. Mosely, director of the bureau of publicity.
The University of Minnesota: Dr. Ralph
D. Casey, director of the School of Journalism, chairman; Mitchell V. Charnley,
professor of journalism; Burton Paul,
manager of University Radio Station

Higgy,tion,director
WOSU. of the campus radio staThe Pennsylvania State College: Prof.
Franklin Banner, director, Department of
Journalism; Arthur C. Cloetingh, head, Division of Dramatics; Hummel Fishburn,
head. Department of Music; and Raymond
W. Tyson, professor of public speaking,
in charge of radio courses in Department
of Speech.
The University of South Dakota: E. G.
Trotzig, head
of the Hale
Department
Journalism, chairman;
Aarnes,of acting
head of the Department of Speech, and
director of KUSD, university radio station;
G. Russell Bauer, Director of Information Service, assistant professor of journalism; and Dr. George Lawrence Abernathy,
chology.
head, Department of Philosophy & PsyWest Virginia University : P. I. Reed,
director of the School of Journalism,
Chairman; Volney W. Shepard, head of the
piano department of the School of Music;
Dr. Frances P. DeLancy, assistant professor of political science; Paul A. Flowers, assistant professor of journalism.
The University of Wisconsin: Grant M.
Hyde, director of School of Journalism,
chairman; Henry L. Ewbank, professor
of speech; Edward B. Dean, lecturer in
journalism; and William G. Harley, programconsinsupervisor
of the University of Wisstation, WHA.

Dubonnet on Blue
DUBONNET CORP., New York, a
subsidiary of Schenley Import
Corp., on Sept. 4 launched its new
BLUE show for Dubonnet wines
with a format very different from
its five-minute weekly Alec Templeton show, last BLUE broadcast of which was Aug. 27. The
new series, which is of "nighttime calibre" and is titled Dubonnet Time with Xavier Cugat, is
heard Saturday morning 11-11:30,
with a repeat at 1:30. Originating in the BLUE studios in Hollywood for at least the first 11
weeks, the show features Lin
Romay, singer, the Cugat orchestra and choir and a male singer as
yet unselected. Agency is William
H. Weintraub & Co., New York.
WLB; and Tracy F. Tyler, College of Education.
Montana State University: James L. C.
Ford, dean of the School of Journalism,
chairman; partment;
Ralph
and radioMcGinnis,
program Speech
director De-of
the University; and Dan Treloar, owner
and operator of Radio Station KGEZ
Kalispell, Montana.
The University of North Carolina : O. J.
Coffin, head of the Department of Jourchairman; C. Phillips
Russell,
professornalism,
of Journalism.
University
of North
Carolina; A. A. Wilkinson, Duke University,College,
Durham;Raleigh,
Mrs. Agnes
dith
North Cooper,
Carolina;Mereand
Miss
Nell
Craig.
Woman's
College
of the
University of North Carolina.
The University of North Dakota; Arnold F. Cecka, head. Department of Journalism, chairman; John S. Penn, assistant
professor of public speaking; Donald J.
Robertson, assistant to the President, English faculty; Richard O. Hale, assistant
professor offaculty
English;andFrednight
J. O'Neil,
journalism,
editor.
Grand Forks Herald; and Dr. Richard
Beck, professor of Scandinavian languages.
The Ohio State University: James E.
Pollard, director of the School of Journalism, chairman; Dr. Edgar Dale. Bureau of Educational Research; C. Wilbert
Pettegrew, program director, Radio Station WOSU, the campus station; N. N.
Luxon, journalism department; and R. C.

MOST

Wismer

Games

HARRY WISMER, BLUE sportscaster, will cover the outstanding
"football games of the week" on
the BLUE starting Sept. 18 with
the Camp Grant-Michigan U game
at Rockford, 111. Network has not
scheduled any particular games for
the present, preferring to defer
selection until the Monday preceding the date of the skirmish, when
the choice will be made on the basis
of team records.
STROMBERG - CARLSON Co. of
Rochester, N. Y., has been granted
a six month renewal of its ArmyNavy "E" Award for constant peak
production and constant excellence in
production of communications equipment.
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Error- proof Copies
of Music and Script
Accurate, legible copies of broadcasting material and schedules
available almost instantly when
you have A-PE-CO. This modern
photo-copy unit equips you for
emergencies as well as for speedy
routine copies. Saves typing. Many
uses for engineers. Remember,
A-PE-CO can't make a mistake!

JOHN ARCHER CARTER, formerly
radio copy supervisor of Pedlar &
Ryan, New York, rejoined J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York, the first
of September, as radio copy writer.
Cyril Mullen, of Pedlar & Ryan radio copy department, has been named
to succeed Mr. Carter.
KARL KESSER, of the radio department of Newell-Emmett Co., New
York, has taken over for the present
the duties of Don Langan, associate
executive and radio director on the
Liggett & Myers account, who resigned recently. Janet Breidenbach has
joined the copy department.
RICHARD HTJBBELL, of the radio
department of N. W. Ayer & Fons^
returns to the agency's New York office Sept. 13 after six weeks on the
Pacific Coast, where he set up the
Boeing Aircraft program on KOMO
Seattle.
WILLIAM K. ZIEGFELD, since December, 1941, chief of the copy staff
of Young & Rubicam, Chicago, has
been elected vice-president in charge
of copy. Mr. Ziegfeld was formerly
copy director of Ralph H. Jones Co.,
Cincinnati.
C. C. AGATE, a member of the faculty of Pace Institute, has been named
director of advertising and sales promotion of Sonotone Corp.
MARJORIE BAILEY, formerly copy
director of Morton Freund Adv., New
York, joins the copy staff of John A.
Cairns & Co., New York, Sept. 15.
JOSEPH BTJRLAND, director of
media for Kelly, Nason Inc., New
York, has joined Lambert & Feasley,
New York, in the same capacity.

WAR
Non-Fading Photo-Copies
of letters • documents
• records * blueprints
• pictures • drawings
Same-size copies of anything up
to 18"x22". Accepted as legal
evidence. Eliminates steno-copying, tracing, proof-reading. Photocopies direct from blueprints,
graphs, tracings, telegrams, receipts, shop orders — anything
written, printed, drawn, photographed. Endless uses for A-PECO. Needed by all departments.
Big savings. Thousands in satisfactory use.
No Camera — No Darkroom — Low Cost
Simple, fast. No focusing. Conserves man-hours. Any office employee quickly becomes expert.
Low cost per copy, lowest investment in equipment. Saves other
equipment. Put A-PE-CO on any
available desk or table. Immediate delivery. Representatives in
principal cities and Canada. Write
for A-PE-CO folder.
AMERICAN PHOTOCOPY EQUIPMENT CO.
2849 N. Clark S t. , Dept. FP-9, Chicago 14, III.

Qifford, Pattison, Beach
Named B & B Executives
CHARLES CLIFFORD and Henry
0. Pattison Jr. have been elected
vice-presidents of Benton & Bowles,
New York, and Edward R. Beach
has been named secretary and
treasurer of the agency, it was announced last week by Clarence B.
Goshor, president of B & B, following a meeting of the board of directors.
Mr. Clifford has been with the
agency since 1940, having previously been copy chief at Brown &
Thomas and H. W. Kastor & Sons.
Mr. Pattison began his present
work in the B & B copy department
last year, having spent the previous 10 years with J. Walter
Thompson
charge accounts.
of creative workCo.
for invarious
Formerly with Procter & Gamble
Co., Mr. Beach has been assistant
to the president since he joined
Benton & Bowles last February.

has
SAMUEL E. HUNSACt KER
oined the copy departmen of N. W.
Ayer & Son, Philadelphia.
MICHAEL J. BOSCIA, formerly of
information division
the CBShe press
where
handled publicity on the
Kate Smith program, has joined the
publicity
of Young & Rubicam, Newdepartment
York, agency
that
show for
General
Foods handling
Corp.
LATHAM OVENS, script chief of
Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York, has
been named head of the radio script
division of Donahue & Coe, New York.
He will continue his association with
the War Manpower Commission as
writer-consultant.

FRONTS

* * * * B
■because of the constantly
increasing number of men on the different
fronts, it is necessary for us to steadily increase our production and to make sure our
men are NEVER in need of supplies of any
kind.
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WILLIAM MAILLEFERT, timebuyer of Compton Adv., New York,
on Sept. 15 is taking leave to ~oin the
Army sionTransport
in the divihandling smallService
boat operations.
FREDERICK B. DUNCAN, vicepresident of Fuller & Smith & Ross,
has been appointed vice-chairman of
the advertising
and selling Club
courseof committee of the Advertising
New
18.
York. Course starts its 20th year Oct.
WALTER LURIE, supervisor of news
shows for the overseas branch of the
Office of War Information, New York,
has joined the radio department of
Foote, Cone & Belding, New York, to
serve as eastern representative in the
production of the Lockheed Aircraft
Corp. — CBS program, America — Ceiling Unlimited.
H. F. DOUGLAS has joined the staff
of Benton & Bowles, Inc., N. Y., in an
executive capacity. For the past 13
years Mr.vertising
Douglas
been Kudner.
an adassociate ofhas
Arthur
CHARLES LEWIN. has resigned as
producer of BLUE Hollywood to join
Hillman-Shane-Breyer. Los Angeles,
as radio production director.
BURTON BROWNE, head of the
Chicago advertising agency bearing
his name, is the father of a girl.
ROBERT RUSSELL, promotion director of Blackett-Samnle-Hnmmert.
New York, has joined the sales staff
of Joseph Hershey McGillvra, New
York.
RAY BROHOLM, formerly radio director of Gnenther-Bradford, Chicago,
has joined United Adv. Co., Chicago,
as an account executive, handling
Charm Knrl. St. Paul (hair wave
tablets).
kit) and Udga, St. Paul (stomach
J. WIDMAN BERTCH, former
deputy director of the Salvage Sect'on of the WPB, has been named
vice-president of Gever, Cornell &
Newell Agency, New York.
JOSEPH HERSHEY MeGILLVRA.
has been appointed national station
renresentative for KMO Tacoma, and
KIT Yakima, Wa.

has entered into contracts

Serving and Selling

with American industry to pay for the labor
and material to produce munitions of war.

the Greater Savannah

Our Government

It is our privilege to help pay for these
munitions through the best investment in
the world —

WAR

Seaboard

Market.

NBC
BLUE. TOO

BONDS

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION
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Wile Back at Y & R
FRED WILE Jr., for the past year
on the public relations staff of
the War Manpower Commission in
Washington and previously manager of the radio department of
Young & Rubicam, New York, has
returned to the agency as manager
of the research department. Mr.
Wile was a passenger on the Congressional Limited Sept. 6 when
it was wrecked at Philadelphia.
He was riding in the diner and was
not injured.
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WLS Chicago
Crow's
Corn, 18Milford,
(seed
corn), Hybrid
3 sp weekly,
wks, thru111.Critchfield & Co., Chicago.
W. F. McLaughlin & Co., Chicago (Manor
House Coffee), 3 sp weekly, 52 wks, thru
Ivan Hill Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Saf-Kil Co.. Benton Harbor, Mich, (rat
poison), 10 sp, thru United Adv. Co.,
Chicago.
Vick Chemical Co., New York (Vap-ORub ) . 3 sp weekly, 26 wks, thru Morse
International, N. Y.
Springhill Nurseries, Tipp City, Ohio, 3
sp weekly, 5 wks, thru Leo Boulette,
Three Rivers, Mich.
Ringling Bros., Chicago, 9 sa thru George
H. Hartman Co., Chicago.
Rit Products Co., Chicago (dye), 11 sa
weekly, 13 wks, thru Earle Ludgin &
Co., Chicago.
Pan American Coffee Bureau, New York,
5 saY. weekly, 13 wks, thru J. M. Mathes,
N.
Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis (cereal), 7
sa, thru Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
Pure Milk Assn., Chicago (institutional),
3 sp weekly, 52 wks, thru Presba, Fellers
6 Presba, Chicago.
KYW Philadelphia
R. M. Hollingshead Corp., Camden, N. J.
(war plant). 4 sa help wanted announcements ,thru Aitken-Kynett, Philadelphia.
Coronet Magozine, Chicago (Coronet), 18
sa, thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Bell Telephone Co. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia (telephone service), 3 ta weekly for 6 wks thru Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia.
Harry
Philadelphia
(used Samuel
cars),
2 sa Ki'ouse,
weekly for
13 wks thru
Taubman, Philadelphia.
Theclothing),
Arrow 2 Store,
Philadelphia
sa weekly
for 13 wks(men's
thru
Harry Feigenbaum, Philadelphia.
Musterole Co., Cleveland (Musterole), 5
sa weekly for 26 wks thru Erwin,
Wasey, N. Y. C.

WFIL Philadelphia
Musterole Co., Cleveland (Musterole). 6
so wekly, 26 weeks, thru Erwin, Wasey
& Co., N. Y.
Breyers Ice Cream Co., Philadelphia, 1
sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru McKee & Albright, Philadelphia.
Groves Labs., St. Louis (cold tablets), 5
sp weekly, 26 weks, thru Russel M.
Seeds Co., Chicago.
Groves Labs., St. Louis (B-Complex Vitamins), 3 t weekly, 26 weeks, thru Donahue & Coe., N. Y.
ManhattanheartSoap
York30 (SweetSoap), 6Co.,
sp New
weekly,
weeks,
thru Franklin Bruck, N. Y.
Dr. Jaynes, .Philadelphia (cough remedy),
15 sa weekly, for 52 weeks, thru J. M.
Korn, Philadelphia.
Verley tion
Products
Corp., 5 Chicago
(imita-43
butter flavor),
sa weekly,
weeks,
thru
Hoffman
&
York,
Milwaukee.
Bell Telephone Co. of Pa., Philadelphia,
4 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Gray &
Rogers, Philadelphia.
Sal-Fayne Corp., Dayton (Sal-Fayne), 6
sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru Douglas Hall,
Dayton.
KFRC San Francisco
Serutan Co., New York (Serutan), 5 t
weekly, 52 wks, thru Raymond Speetor
Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Butay Laboratories, Los Angeles (Raindrops) ,1 sp weekly, 52 wks, thru Glasser-Gailey & Co., Los Angeles.
Lumberman's Mutual Casualty Co., Chicago (insurance), 1 sa weekly, thru November, thru Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
W. B. Caldwell Co., Chicago (laxative).
5 ta weekly, 26 wks, thru Sherman &
Marquette, Chicago.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., New York
(soap), 4 ta weekly, 13 wks, thru Leon
Livingstone Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.
Gruen Watch Co., Cincinnati (time pieces),
63 ta weekly, 52 wks, thru McCannErickson Inc., N. Y.
Sunway Fruit Products Co., Chicago (vitamins), 11 tChicago.
weekly, 13 wks, thru Sorensen & Co.,
California Ship Building Corp., San Pedro,
Cal. (help wanted), 78 sa, thru Foote,
Cone & Belding, Los Angeles.
KHJ Hollywood
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago (Ken-L-Products), 5 ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Nutri-Mone Co., Los Angeles (plant foods),
4 sa weekly, 4 weeks, placed direct.

WBBM Chicago
Atlantic Brewing Co., Chicago (Tavern
Pale Beer), 3 sa weekly and 1 sp weekly,
16 wks, thru Weiss & Geller, Chicago.
Grove Labs., St. Louis (Cold Tablets &
Vitamins), 11 t weekly, 1 sp weekly, 26
wks, thru Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
Evans Fur Co., Chicago, 1 sp weekly, thru
State Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Campbell
Co., Minneapolis
(MaltO-Meal), Cereal
4 ne weekly,
26 wks, thru
H.
W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Wyler & uctCo.,
Chicago 52(soups
prods), 1 ne weekly,
wks, &thrufoodAubrey,
Moore & Wallace, Chicago.
De Pree Co., Holland, Mich, (vitamins),
1 ne weekly, 13 wks, thru Roche, Williams
& Cunnyngham, Chicago.
Oscar Mayer & Co., Chicago (meats), 6 sp
weekly, 13 wks, thru Mitchell-Faust Adv.
Co., Chicago.
WHO Des Moines
Am. Home Products Corp., New Jfork
(Aspertane), 156 sa, 3 per wk, thru
Compton Adv., N. Y.
Tidy House
Products,
Des Moines100 (household cleaners
and polishers)
sa, 3
per wk, thru Cary-Ainsworth, Des Moines.
Thompson Hybrid Corn, Belmond, Iowa
(hybrid corn), 59 ne, 1 per wk, thru
Cary-Ainsworth, Des Moines.
Consolidated Prod. Co., Chicago (semi"E" S.emulsion).
156
sp,
3 solid
per buttermilk
wk,Wis.thru& Bert
Gittins Adv.,
Milwaukee,
Flex-O-Glass Mfg. Co., Chicago (glass sub), 26 sp, 1 per
wk, thru Presba,
Fellers & stitutePresba,
Chicago.
Manhattanheart Soap
Co.,ne,New3 York
soap), 156
per wk,(Sweetthru
Franklin Bruck Adv.. N. Y.
KFI Los Angeles
42 Products Inc., Los Angeles (hair oil,
shampoo) , 6 sa weekly, 8 weeks, thru
Hillman-Shane-Breyer Inc., Los Angeles.
John Morrell & Co., Ottumwa. Ia. (Red
Heart dog food), 7 ta weekly. 13 weeks,
thru Henri Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
Pure Food Co., Marmaroneck, New York
(Herb-Ox bouillon cubes), 3 sp weekly,
13 weeks, thru J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
Hy-Trous izer),Co.,
Angeles9 (liquid
5 sa Losweekly,
weeks, fertilthru
Brisacher, Davis & Van Norden Los
Angeles.
WMAQ Chicago
Quaker
Oats
Chicago& (Ken-L-Biskit)
35 sa, thru Co.,
Ruthrauff
Ryan, Chicago. ,
Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis (cereal),
9 sa, thru Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
Chicago Sun (Harvest Festival), 11 sa
thru Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.

Guide

Lists

Sponsorship Series
Winter Campaign Has Many
Commercial Possibilities
SPONSORSHIP possibilities of the
regional Prepare for Winter program of the OWI Domestic Radio
Bureau are noted in the September Woman's Radio War Program
Guide sent to directors of home
making programs and others who
reach women listeners.
All phases of the Prepare for
Winter program have sponsor possibilities, the Guide points out, listing prospective participants with
program subjects which are likely
to appeal to them, as follows :
Coal dealers and the local gas
company — "Order Coal Now" camOil dealers — "Order Fuel Oil
paign.
Wood Dealers — "Order Wood
Insulation firms — "Heat-seal
Early."
Hardware and department stores,
Your
Early."Home."
lumber
yards, building material
dealers, banks and other lending
institutions — Weatherstripping,
storm doors and windows, insulation, etc.
Heating engineers — "Check up
on Your Heating Equipment."
Department Stores — Warm
clothing, window draperies to shut
out cold, etc.
One minute transcribed announcements for local sponsorship
reached stations during weeks of
Sept. 6 and Sept. 13.
Bank of America Series
Boosts War Bond Sale
DEVOTING efforts to the task of
selling $300,000,000 in War Bonds
through its 10,396 employes, Bank
of America National Trust & Savings Assn., San Francisco, on Sept.
9 started sponsoring a weekly halfhour variety type program, California
Carrystations
On, on
5 CBSKARM
California
(KNX
KROY KQW KGDM), Thursday,
7:30-8
p.m. (PWT). Contract is for
13 weeks.
Featured as m.c. and vocalist is
Elsie Janis, famed during World
War I as the Sweetheart of the
AEF. Al Sack is musical director
with Bill Forman, announcer. Included are weekly dramatizations
of episodes
in the
California heroes who
havelives
beenof cited
for
bravery in the present World War.
Portions of the broadcast are also
devoted to the home front importance in bringing the war to a
speedy conclusion. Antony Stanford is Hollywood producer of J.
cisco.
Walter Thompson Co., San FranARTHUR HIROSE, director of promotion and market research for McCall Corp., has been appointed research coordinator for the War Advertising Council. Norwood Weaver,
director of Magazine Marketing Service, has been appointed associate
coordinator. Both are on a volunteer
basis.
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WIEBOLT STORES, Chieago (department stores), have purchased the
26 transcribed episodes of the children's dramatic series titled The Cinnamon Bear for a late afternoon
quarter-hour five-weekly broadcast
starting Nov. 12 on WENR Chicago.
The series is produced by Radio Transcription Co. of America, Hollywood,
and was presented by Wieboldt Stores
in 1938 and 1939. Program will be in
addition to the current five-a-week
morning half-hour Your Neighbor
Program on WMAQ Chicago. Agency
is Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
GLEN P. HOLDER, formerly account executive of Morse International, New York, has been named advertising manager of Vitamins Plus, a
division of Vick Chemical Co., which
is a Morse account.
RICHARD R. CARLIER has been
promoted from assistant advertising
manager of Continental Can Co., to
advertising manager, replacing Herbert A. Goodwin, newly appointed director of sales development.
THE MAY Co., Denver, is sponsoring
a series of half-hour broadcasts over
KOA Denver beginning Sept. 7 and
running for 14 weeks from 6-6 :30 p.m.,
Tuesdays. Program will include
quarter-hour dramatization under the
supervision of the Navy entitled
Heroes of the United States Navy.
Rest of the program is composed of
Navy hero dramatizations handled by
the KOA staff.
NABOB PRODUCTS Ltd., Vancouver (coffee), has started studio musical quarter-hour thrice weekly on
CFRB Toronto. Account was placed
by
ronto.Cockfield Brown & Co. Ltd., ToEMPIRE STRUCTURAL STEEL
FABRICATORS, Inc., Syracuse, will
sponsor the Empire Concert Hour over
WSYR Syracuse beginning Sept. 12
and continuing for a period of 13
weeks. 11 piece string orchestra will
be featured on the show as well as
guest artists and three minute story
on the "romance of steel".
SEARS ROEBUCK & Co., Los
Angeles, observing its 57th year of
service, in a 10-day campaign ending
Sept. 17 is using daily transcribed
announcements on 13 Southern California stations. List includes KNX
KECA KPAf KFAC KMPC KFVD
KWKW KMTR KFWB KRKD
KGFJ KFOX KIEV. Agency is The
Mayers Co., Los Angeles.
The

TIME

BROOKS CLOTHING Co., Los Angeles (men's clothing chain), onSept. commentary
6 started thrice-weekly
quarterhour
by John Burton
on
KNX Hollywood. Contract is for 13
weeks. Hillman-Shane-Breyer, Los
Angeles, has the account.
J. C. ENO (Canada) Ltd., Toronto,
(Eno's FruitandSalts,
Scott'stoothpaste)
Emulsion,
Brylcreem,
Macleans
has started three transcribed musical programs
thrice-weekly
a large
number
of Canadian
stations.on Account
was
placed
by
Atherton
&
Currier,
Toronto.
NUTRI-MONE Co., Los Angeles
(plant foods), new to radio, has
placed direct a four-week test campaign ending Sept. 30 using four live
spot announcements weekly on KHJ
Hollywood.
EASTERN-COLUMBIA, Los Angeles (department store), on Sept. 1
started sponsoring a nightly, threehour transcribed light classical and
ballad program, Newsical Time, on
KFVD Los Angeles, with latest UP
bulletins presented on the half-hour.
Contract is for 52 weeks. The Mayers
Co., Los Angeles, has the account.

KRLD

DOMINANT

IN

THE

RICHEST
W fT H

DOWNTOWN
BUSINESS
MEN'S17
ASSN.,
Los Angeles,
on Sept.
starts
sponsoring
a
weekly
quarterhour commentary, featuring Ray
Smith, manager of that organization,
on KECA. Contract is for 13 weeks.
Mays & Bennett Adv., Los Angeles,
is the agency.

MARKET

CBS

SERVIC?

4tr'.

50,000

STANDARD TRANSFORMER
Corp., Chicago (employment), last
week started sponsoring three fiveminute Moneyman programs daily six
days a week on WAIT Chicago, Account is handled by United Broadcasting Co., Chicago.
SPIEGEL'S, Inc., Chicago (mail
order house), on Aug. 30 started a
five-a-week, quarter-hour late afternoon dramatic program titled Salt and
Pepper on WAIT Chicago designed
to attract new employes. Contract,
which is for four weeks, was placed
direct.

WATTS

WESTERN MONTANA BUILDING & LOAN ASSO. is sponsoring a
five minute spot program on KGVO
Missoula, Mont., outlining postwar
developments in home and building
equipment.
VAUGHN'S, Los Angeles (used
ears), expanding its radio schedule
in early September started six-weekly
60-minute recorded program on KFAC
and KPAS. Total of 3Vz hours of recorded music on Sundays, has been
started on KGFJ. Contracts are for
13 weeks. Firm sponsors the sevenweekly Night Owl, mid-night to 6 a.m.,
on KFAC, and a six-week 30-minute
recorded evening program on KFVD,
supplemented by Sunday transcribed
programs totaling four hours on
KFVD. Allied Adv. Agencies, Los
Angeles, has the account. Charles G.
Ganz is account executive.

,
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STATION

WDOD
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Tenn.
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Cox

Probe to Charge Contempt
(Continued from page 9)

Rep. Edward J. Hart (D-N.J.)
likely to go along. The fifth member, Rep. Warren G. Magnuson (DWash.) attended only the very first
hearing July 2 and appeared then
to support the Commission all out.
More Hearings Expected
In the IS ear Future
Rep. Miller already has announced his intention of introducing a bill to transfer the war activities of the FCC to the military
or other Government agencies.
There is the likelihood of another
brief hearing, to conclude the testimony on that score before the
bill is drafted. The Committee itself, however, may undertake sponsorship of this separate piece of
legislation, in line with the recommendations of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff to the President. Disclosure
of the proposed executive order to
accomplish this end, still reposing
in the White House, was made at
the opening hearing July 2.
Before Congress recessed last
July, Chairman Wheeler (D-Mont.)
of the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee, made the definite announcement that hearings would be
held on the White-Wheeler bill
when Congress reconvened to continue "uninterruptedly" until definite conclusions are reached. No
specific date has been set, however,
and it was said at the Chairman's office this would await his
return sometime this week, after
he had conferred with Senator
White (R-Maine).
While the broadcasting industry,
at a number of district meetings,
has gone on record favoring prompt

consideration of the White-Wheeler bill, reports persisted that the
Senate hearings might be delayed,
largely because of overtures from
the FCC.
Chairman Fly himself commented on these prospects at his
press conference last Monday.
Asked whether he had heard anything about the hearings, he said he
doubted whether there would be
any hearings on that bill at an
early date, but said that there may
be "other hearings". Reminded
that Senator Wheeler said he expected them to get going shortly
after Congress reconvened, the
Chairman asserted that he did not
know how soon they would start
and significantly added:
"I would not anticipate their going at a very early date, though
I think something might depend
on the other hearings. It is conceivable that we might get a different sort of hearing before the Sen-

wmmmmmimmmm

ate Committee, particularly if we
don't get a hearing before the
other
Mr. committee."
Fly, in his vigorous criticism of the Cox Committee, has repeatedly charged that the proceeding is "star chamber" and that the
Commission has not been permitted
to present its side. The cross-fire
between Chairman Fly and the Cox
Committee has been characterized
as excelling anything seen in
Washington for years for rough
and tumble controversy.
Fly May Have Inning
Before Senate Committee
The speculation was that Chairman Fly felt he would be given the
opportunity to answer the Cox
Committee through an appearance
before the Senate Committee, but
without the White-Wheeler bill as
the vehicle. No confirmation of this,
however, was forthcoming from
Senator Wheeler's offiice.
Meanwhile, the Cox Committee
staff, under the direction of General Counsel Garey, is continuing
its field investigations, with hearings to resume sometime after
Congress convenes. No date has
been set. Investigators, it was
learned, are now in the South in
connection with certain station
transactions. These are believed to
be a follow-up of recent investigations made in Florida which were
said to have surrounded the proposed sale of WFTL Ft. Lauderdale, by Ralph A. Horton to the
Fort Industry Co. The FCC last
week
set this transaction down for
hearing.
Investigations also are being
continued in Chicago, where the
Committee previously had gone into the matter of the sale of WHIP,
which later became WJWC, to
Marshall Field, publisher of the
Chicago Sun, and John W. Clarke,
investment banker.
In connection with what Mr.
Garey has branded the FCC's "Gestapo tactics" the Committee is expected to pick up the case of
WBAX Wilkes-Barre, which has
caused considerable industry commotion for several years. This will
come after the conclusion of the
RID-FBIS phase, it was indicated.
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Hears Disc Dispute
(Continued from page 12)

meant that the transcription companies paid $216 for the amount of
programs
for
$50. they formerly could buy
In 1937, Mr. Socolow continued,
Joseph N. Weber, then AFM president, invited the makers of phonograph records and transcriptions
to discuss the AFM's unemnlovment
situation, but realizing that it was
the users rather than the makers
of recordings that were chiefly concerned, dropped them and called
in the broadcasters. As a result of
extended negotiations the broadcastine industry agreed to spend
an additional $1,500,000 for the
employment of union musicians,
which sum was allocated to the
stations and included by them in
their individual contracts with their
local unions. Subsequently, the
Dept. of Justice declared this national agreement Mescal, he said,
and it was not renewed although
the individual contracts were continued.
In June 1942 Mr. Petrillo notified the recording industry that the
AFM would not work for them
after July 31 and on Aug. 1, 1942,
the ban on musical recordings went
into effect, without any demands
being made by the union, Mr. Socolow said. The Dept. of Justice
instituted a civil suit for an injuncRadio carries to
tlless homes
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tion against the AFM in the Federal Court in Chicago, which dismissed the complaint on the basis
that a labor dispute was involved,
a decision which the Supreme Court
Meanwhile the Senate had apupheld.
pointed acommittee to investigate
this strike, which was told by FCC
Chairman James Lawrence Fly and
OWI Director Elmer Davis of the
serious effect the ban might have
on national morale. In January 1943
Mr. Petrillo was called to testify
and during his examination he
promised
get his tounion's
executive boardtotogether
draw up
demands to submit to the recording
secretary.
AFM

Finds Library

Discs 'Small Peanuts'
On Feb. 11, the union submitted
a proposal that it would make no
extra charge for transcriptions
played only once, as commercial
discs had been, but asking that the
AFM be paid a percentage of
library service fees for a fund to
be used by the union in employing
otherwise unemployed musicians for
public concerts, etc. The recorders
rejected this proposal as "destructivesumes
and thatdangerous"
since "itowes
asa specific industry
a special obligation to persons not
employed by it — obligations based
only on such persons' membership
this rejection of its offer
in When
a union."
was received the AFM charged the
employers with bad faith; the latter asked for an immediate meeting
to negotiate wages and hours; the
union put them off. When they did
meet in April, the transcription
and phonograph record companies
asked for separate negotiations as
their operations are so dissimilar.
After several days of discussion
with the AFM board, the transcribers offered to increase their pay
for musicians employed on library
service transcriptions, but when
the AFM had studied their revenue
figures and discovered that the in-
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dustry's gross was only $4,000,000
a year, with a net profit of about
$250,000, the union stated flatly
that it would not end its strike
for such "small peanuts."
The AFM then proposed that its
members would return to work if
the transcription companies would
agree not to supply service to any
station declared unfair by the
AFM, stating that only one or two
stations were on the unfair list at
that time but if the proposal were
accepted the AFM might very well
cite 500 stations as unfair. The
transcription companies turned
this down as bad business practice
and as involving illegal boycotts.
When extended discussions failed
to produce any feasible plan of
settlement, negotiations were broken off and the transcription companies asked the Dept. of Labor
to help them find a way out of
the impasse. A Dept. mediator and
a transcription committee, calling
on Mr. Petrillo, were told that the
union would "make no more transcriptions for anybody at any
time" and that things were right
back where they had been on Aug.
1, 1942.
AFM Agreed to Work
If Objective Obtained
The transcribers then appealed
to the National War Labor Board,
which held hearings to determine
whether or not it had jurisdiction,
during which hearings, Mr. Socolow stated, the AM agreed to resume work if its objective were
attained. Mr. Petrillo, Mr. Socolow reported, admitted that the
AFM has no unemployment problem now, but said the union was
looking forward to the time that
its members come home from war.
During these hearings Mr. Petrillo made an informal proposal
that any station using transcriptions should be required to employ
as many live musicians as those
used in the manufacture of the recording, the function of these
stand-bys to be to listen to the recording. The WLB, upon deciding
that it did have jurisdiction in
this case, appointed the tripartite
panel which is holding the present
hearings.
Milton Diamond, attorney rep-

NAB
Publicity Chairmen
FOUR MORE NAB district public relations chairmen have been
appointed, leaving districts 6, 11
and 14 the only ones for which
chairmen have not been appointed. New chairmen are P. G. Paltridge, director of public relations,
Earle C. Anthony Inc., Los Angeles, appointed by Calvin J.
Smith, director of the sixteenth
district; Edward E. Lindsay,
WSOY Decatur, 111., appointed by
Leslie C. Johnson, director of the
ninth district; George D. Coleman,
WGBI Scranton, Pa., appointed by
Roy Thompson, director of the
third district.
resenting World Broadcasting System, expressed satisfaction with
Mr. Socolow's statements and declined the opportunity to amplify
them in the interests of his client
at that time.
'Competition of Canned Music
Sore Point for Years'
If the morning session had been
somewhat monopolized by the employers, the union had its innings
in the afternoon. Called on after
the luncheon recess for the AFM
version of its dealings with the
transcribers, Joseph A. Padway,
general counsel of the American
Federation of Labor, representing
the AFM, turned this task over to
Henry A. Friedman, AFM counsel,
as more familiar with the early negotiations.

Mr. Friedman began by pointout that delegates to the annual
AFM conventions, elected by the
more than 700 AFM locals in the
United States and Canada, had
for years presented resolutions
asking their president to do something about the competition of
"canned music", before Mr. Weber
called his conference of recorders and broadcasters in 1937, when
he told them that unless they found
a way to alleviate
the union's
unemployment situation
the AFM
would stop making recordings.
When the national plan of settlement which had been worked
out was declared illegal, Mr. Friedman said, the broadcasters asked
the AFM to have the local unions
continue to deal individually with
the stations, promising that employment would increase, even
without a national agreement. But,
he went on, this did not happen.
Things got worse instead of better as broadcasters refused to employ musicians, stating they could
get all the music they needed from
the networks or recordings.
So, he explained, in 1942 the
union decided to stop making records, with no demands and no conditions. Then the NAB began its
newspaper campaign portraying
Mr. Petrillo as a czar and urging
Government action against him,
Mr. Friedman said, until finally he
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appeared before the Senate Committee, consistently answering that
"more employment" was the sole
object of the ban on recordings.
After the Senate Committee had
forced Mr. Petrillo to promise to
submit demands to the industry,
Mr. Friedman said, negotiations
were started, first combined, and
then separately, with the makers of
phonograph records and transcriptions. The phonograph record companies flatly rejected the AFM's
royalty proposals, he said, and the
transcription negotiations got no
place, either, so the union resumed
its position that it will make no
records until its unemployment
situation can be helped by doing so.
Petrillo Seizes Floor
For Impassioned Speech
Asked by Mr. Meyer if he felt
that the problem involves the whole
recording industry and that no effective settlement can be reached
with the transcription companies
alone, Mr. Friedman answered yes.
Mr. Meyer then asked why the
AFM had not asked for the phonograph record companies to be included in the hearings, as it could
have done, to which Mr. Friedman
replied that since the three major
phonograph record companies have
transcription company affiliates
they were represented in effect,
but that they preferred to use the
transcription issue as a guinea pig.
When Mr. Zaritsky posed a question about
policy, sat
Mr. quietly
Petr'llo, who
hadAFM
heretofore

«%
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profit by paying them the $250,000
they make a year to get out of
business. "They're only stooges for
the recording industry who are
making more money than ever before," he said.
Commenting on the WLB request
to
the FCC
data on thisstations,
year's
income
of for
broadcasting

"I Hill Ihink it't the left tide of hit mouth he
lalkt out oft"
by, rose and launched into an impassioned oration during which he
charged the "other side" with using the Government and the newspapers to "crush the AFM" and
declared that "if it weren't for the
Government agencies this would
have been settled."
Describing how he was summoned by the President of the
United States and asked what he
could do to get music to the people
and how as a result of that request
the AFM had appropriated $250,000 for a series of free symphony
concerts, Mr. Petrillo stated that
"we've never gone to the Government for help, but the other side
is using the Government to crush
Pointing out that the AFM had
the AFM."
said
from the beginning that it was
not going to make any more records, Mr. Petrillo said that the
union didn't want to meet with the
recorders. "We met with them only
because they were powerful enough
to get the Government agencies to
order us to meet,' he declared.
"If it weren't for the Government agencies this would have been
settled," he shouted. "They're using the Government to put us in
the spot where we're wrong."
Transcription Makers
Called 'Stooges' by Petrillo
Referring to the small income of
the transcription industry, Mr. Petrillo said that the AFM would

WMMN
It will pay you well
to know US home
folks better!

with

Mr. Petrillo said, "You'll see more
profits than you ever saw before in
all your life." He added that if
some stations are losing money and
the Government thinks them essential to the war effort,
why them
doesn't
the Government
subsidize
as
it has other war industries, instead
of asking the AFM to subsidize
them.
He said that if any station is unable to hire musicians all that is
necessary is to ask him or the AFM
local to get them, stating that "this
is
sort men
of gypsy
business"
thata the
will be
glad to and
go
wherever they can find work.
Mr. Petrillo urged the Panel not
to order the AFM back to work for
the transcription companies pending a settlement, declaring that
such an order would kill any chance
of a union victory, as there will be
no settlement, because in a few
weeks the industry could make
enough records to make them independent of the union for years.
Petrillo Says General
Settlement Possible
When Mr. Petrillo ended his
speech, Chairman Meyer asked just
what he had in mind when he said
that the employers had used the
Government agencies to beat down
labor and that this matter could
have been settled if it had not been
for the Government agencies. Mr.
Petrillo avoided a direct answer,
saying that before Elmer Davis
went to OWI he was working for
CBS. "I don't know whether he's
working for them yet," he said. "I
don't think so, but I'm betting he'll
go back to CBS after the war is
Asked the question a second time,
Mr. Petrillo explained that first the
Dept. of Justice brought suit and
then the Senate started an investigation, making it necessary for the
over."to employ lawyers to repreAFM
sent it, while the Government was
paying for the other side.
Mr. Zaritsky asked if the AFM's
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problem would be solved by a WLB
decision in this case and when Mr.
Petrillo answered no, asked if including the record companies would
help, to which the answer was yes.
He drew from the union leader a
statement that he would not be
averse to sitting down with the
broadcasters, phonograph record
makers and transcription companies to work out a general settlement.
Harry Steeper, assistant to Mr.
Petrillo, read letters from the War
Department and the Navy thanking the AFM for offering to make
records for juke boxes without cost
provided the members of the fighting forces be allowed to hear them
without putting nickels in the juke
boxes, but in each case pointing out
that the present supply of records
seems satisfactory and that no special arrangement is necessary.
Socolow Refutes
Petrillo's 'Stooge* Charge
When Chairman Meyer questioned the pertinency of such letters, AFM Counsel Padway argued
that since the WLB had taken jurisdiction in this case largely on the
evidence presented by Mr. Fly and
Mr. Davis that depriving small stations of records would be harmful
to the war effort, the union should
be allowed to show that it is helping, not hindering, the nation's
prosecution of the war. He said
that he would present letters from
Mr. Davis and others to show that
the Government is getting all the
records it can use and that the
AFM has cooperated 100% — "not
99.9%, but 100%"— with every war
agency.
Mr. Meyer said there might be
an indirect effect on the war effort
if a small station is deprived of
records, as well as the direct effect
of a refusal to cooperate with the
Army or Navv, but that he would
allow the AFM an opportunity to
rebut.
He then recessed the public hearing and called for an executive session of the Panel with the AFM
committee, which was continued the
following morning.
When the public hearings were
resumed Wednesday afternoon, Mr.
Socolow refuted Mr. Petrillo's
charges that the transcription comSELL

PEN CHOICE was offered R. Leslie
Kelley (left), president of Kelley
Kar Co., Los Angeles used car firm,
by this station-agency trio when
he signed contract for a nightly 60minute transcribed musical program on KNX, Hollywood. Firm
started sponsoring the series in
early September on a 52 week basis.
Contract huddle (1 to r) includes
Mr. Kelley; Frank Oxerart, station account executive; Tom HanIon, announcer, and Arthur W.
Stowe, owner-manager of Coast
Western Advertising, Los Angeles
agency servicing the account.
panies are stooges for the broadcasters and phonograph record companies by itemizing the companies
he represents, showing that they
are all independent organizations
except the Radio-Recording Division of NBC, which is part of a
network organization that, in turn,

is part of RCA which also includes
a phonograph record company.
World Broadcasting System, separately represented, was an independent organization until six
weeks ago, Mr. Socolow said, when
it was acquired by Decca Records
Inc.
Columbia Recording Corp., a CBS
subsidiary, employs no musicians
for the manufacture of transcriptions and is not a party to the
proceedings, he added.
In answer to Mr. Petrillo's accusations that the Government had
allowed itself to be used by the
transcription industry against the
union, Mr. Socolow pointed out
that the Dept. of Justice had originated its suit independently and
without any urging from the industry, which also had no part in
instigating the Senate investigation, but which, after all attempts
at negotiation had failed, did initiate the present proceedings by calling on the Government for assistance in halting a strike which was
utterly disrupting their business.
Mr. Socolow denounced Mr. Petrillo's intimation that Elmer Davis
had misused his official position to
the advantage of the recording industry because of his previous affiliation with CBS, as being "thoroughly reprehensible." He also cited
Mr. Petrillo's statement that the
AFM had never failed to comply
with any request made by a Gov-
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ernment agency and pointed out
that this was in error in at least
one instance, when the union was
asked by FCC Chairman Fly to call
off its strike against recordings.
Stating that the transcription
scale of $18 an hour is the highest
ever paid to union musicians, Mr.
Socolow said that the union's strike
against recordings has not only cost
the AFM members $7,000,000 in
lost employment already, but that
it is endangering their income from
broadcasting, which amounts to
some $30,000,000 annually, with
average weekly wages of $67.90 for
an average work week of 18.2 hours.
He pointed out that radio's ability
to pay depends on giving good program service to the public, and
stated that if the withholding of
musical transcriptions results in
less attractive programs, as it inevitably will, the stations will lose
both listeners and revenue.

1 1 5 0 K C

Cites Higher Pay For
'Singing Sam' Disc Show
Returning to the case of Singing Sam, sponsored by Coca-Cola
on more than 300 stations via transcriptions before the AFM ban,
he said that 12 musicians were employed on the transcriptions, turning out six recordings in a day's
work every two weeks for which
each man was paid a minimum of
$144. Forced off the air by the AFM
action, the program was subsequently sponsored by Barbasol on
a Mutual network of 55 stations,
employing four musicians, each
man paid $12 for each broadcast
plus rehearsal, or $72 for six broadcasts, a50% reduction in pay.
Declaring that he'd leave it to
the union spokesmen to explain how
this benefited the AFM, Mr. Socolow said that the effect on the
broadcasting industry was to make
the networks richer and the independent stations poorer and that
the effect on the public was to take
a popular program away from the
audiences of more than 300 stations, giving it to those of 55 other
stations, a transaction in which the
musicians, the stations, the transcription companies and the public
all lost.
Mr. Socolow said that when the
transcription companies were denied the use of musicians they attempted to supply new music to
stations by vocal recordings, only
to have the AFM tell the vocalists,
who are not AFM members, not to
make transcriptions. Union arrangers were also told not to make
vocal as well as instrumental arrangements for recording purposes,
he stated, and booking agents were
told not to make any recording
contracts for their vocal talent.
The union even asked the music
publishers not to license their
works for recording, Mr. Socolow
said, adding that this request was
turned down. "And yet," he stated,
"the AFM says that this is not a

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE
Safes Representative
PAUL
H. RAYMER

AFM Counsel Padway, granted
strike."
permission
to clear up one point,
said that Mr. Petrillo's reference
to Elmer Davis was not intended to
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FORESEEING THE FUTURE, officials of WGAR Cleveland show approval of the new retirement-trust plan which the station has put into
effect for its employes. Discussing the plan are (seated 1 to r): Leo J.
Fitzpatrick, vice-president WGAR and WJR Detroit, and John F. Patt,
WGAR vice-president and general manager. Standing are P. M. Thomas,
secretary-treasurer who holds same position at WJR; Eugene Carr, assistant to G. A. Richards, president of WGAR, WJR and KMPC Beverly
Hills-Los Angeles; William A. Alfs, general counsel for the three stations.
imply that Mr. Davis had done
anything dishonest, but he declared,
that he had been shocked when Mr.
Davis had asked the union to call
off its ban on recordings without
first giving the AFM a chance to
present its side of the argument.
Mr. Padway then launched into
a vehement denunciation of the
publicity campaign against Mr.
Petrillo, stating that there never

STILLE

was "a dirtier, more vicious
pamphlet" than C Is for Caesar,
issued by the NAB. Repeating Mr.
Petrillo's statement that the broadcasters have the union "punch
drunk on the floor," Mr. Padway
declared, "We've always gotten up
before the count of 10. We're in
this to the finish. They can't do
with us what they did with ASCAP
because right is on our side. Once
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they realize that, this controversy
will be over."
He said that what the employers
want is for the AFM "to subsidize
more than 500 stations who don't
want to employ a single musician,
since this industry can supply
music to them with 200 musicians."
Asking if the controversy is a
strike, he continued, "We're striking against a machine. We're in
competition with a machine."
Chairman Meyer cut short Mr.
Padway's peroration, suggesting
that he make his rebuttal after Mr.
Socolow had completed the presentation of the transcription companies' side of the controversy. Mr.
Socolow charged the AFM with
trying to make work where none
formerly existed through its
avowed intention of destroying the
transcription industry, pointing
out that the courts of two states
had already denied the union's
right to impose this made-work
policy on other branches of the entertainment industry.
Socolow Hits
Unemployment Claim
Stating that any claim the union
has against the transcription industry must be based on unemployment, Mr. Socolow offered in evidence a study made last year by
radio stations comparing the AFM
rosters and the city directories in
112 cities where both were available. Of 35,553 AFM members
shown in the rosters, he said, the
city directories listed only 55.9%.
Another 33 1 % were listed under
other occupations; 5.2% were listed
without occupation, and only 17.5%
were listed as musicians. Asked by
Mr. Zaritsky about the 44% not
found in the city directories, Mr.
Socolow said that many musicians
travel about, holding cards in more
than one local union, and that, even
without these persons, two thirds
of those in the directories, by their
own choice, had listed themselves
as primarily engaged in other occupations than music.
This two-to-one ratio was verified, Mr. Socolow said, in a survey
made last spring by Hooper-Holmes
in Rochester, Kansas City, Baltimore and Nashville, four test cities

NBC

Public Service Meet

NBC'S PUBLIC SERVICE Department will hold its annual fall
meeting in New York Sept. 14 and
15 to make plans for the coming
year, it was announced last week
by Dr. James Rowland Angell,
public service counselor of NBC.
Representatives from all divisions
of the department, including Judith Waller, manager of the Central Div;sion public service department, and Jennings Pierce, director of that department on the West
Coast, will be present.
of the 29 which Mr. Petrillo had
told the Senate Committee presented the AFM's worst unemployment problems. Personal interviews
with every AFM member in those
cities, he stated, failed to disclose
a single unemployed person, except
for a few unemployables, but only
one third of the AFM members
were employed in the field of music.
Socolow Calls for
Grievance and Remedy
Mr. Zaritsky suggested that possibly AFM members not currently
employed in music had taken to
other work because of a lack of
work as musicians, and there was a
general discussion as to what is
"unemployment".
Mr. Socolow declared that the
union has no right to withhold the
services of its members from the

transcription companies without
stating its grievance against them
and its proposed remedy. There has
never been any complaint from the
AFM about wages, "the highest
scale ever paid musicians," or conditions of employment on transcriptions, he stated.
The AFM is an "open" union,
which will admit as a member "anywho can find
Mr. oneSocolow
said.high C on a piano,"
Declaring that before the AFM
can ask for a dole it must prove
serious unemployment, he said that
the advent of sound movies in 1929
displaced about 18,000 musicians.
C. Lloyd Egner, NBC vice-president in charge of the radio recording division, said that in his 25
years in the recording industry he
has seen the growth of recording
paralleled by the AFM, stating
that recordings, radio, and similar
inventions bringing music to the
public to
havehearincreased
the so
public's
desire
music and
have
created employment for musicians.
AFM counsel Padway agreed
with the statement that the phonograph has increased the desire to
hear good music, explaining that
the musical record in the home has
never hurt the AFM and that when
the ban was effected home recordings were exempted, to which Mr.
Socolow retorted that no phonograph record for home use has been
made since Aug. 1, 1942.
Chairman Meyer summed up the

"We

Understand

Results:

KRNT

— reports R. W. Byerly
Them"
Delivers
"Starting with a brief test campaign, Super- Valu Stores now
give radio a major share of responsibility for building weekend
food-sales," reports R. W. Byerly,
Iowa manager for Winston 8C
Newell.
"Winston & Newell sponsor 95
Super- Valu Stores in Iowa, of
which 22 are in Des Moines. Last
October, we decided to test radio
as a stimulant for store- traff c.
After a careful check, we chose
Station KRNT, with a 25-minute
Saturday morning show, Darts
and Dashes, as the selling vehicle.
"The show clicked from the be-

THEY

IN
HUDSON

LISTEN

THE

ginning— hence our original order has had three renewals. Abo,
we now use spot announcements
on Station KSO as a build-up for
daily sales.
"We don't pretend to understand
the technical side of radio — but
we do understand results, which
KRNT and KSO are delivering
in full measure."
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sure is behind him.
transcription industry position as
Johnstone to B&B
Asked by Mr. Socolow to permit
fellows: "The grievance that com- JACK JOHNSTONE, formerly
his men to go back to work for the
posers had when ASCAP was
vice-president and copy chief of transcriptions companies just
formed was that their music was
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, New
enough to enable them to continue
being played by someone to whom
York, has been named vice-presi- their normal business activities,
dent of the copy department of
they hadn't sold it. In recorded
pending a final stttlement of the
music, when a record is being Benton & Bowles, New York.
controversy, Mr. Petrillo said it
played by someone who did not pay
for it, there is no legal means to
couldn't be done now. "We're deprevent this, although it may not there is a problem, there'd be no
manding control of the library serbe desirable. But this is not the
vices," he said, "and we know that
problem
today."
Again
denouncing
the
NAB
for
case with transcriptions, as here its attacks against him, which he you have a problem in telling a man
the musician is paid for a known
said have "cemented my organiza- in Butte that he can't have your
records because the AFM won't let
use of his product."
tion 100% for me," he shouted that him. That's a secondary boycott
Asked if the transcription com- "even if I'm out tomorrow this scab
panies would support a movement .
and you probably can't do it. But
fight will go on." The AFM
to change the law to give musicians music
could not supply enough men to we have our problems, too. We'll
a property right in recordings, Mr. produce all the music that's on the have to sit down and talk it over."
He added that if he let the men
Socolow said this would not harm air, he said, "but only 10% of that
the transcription companies who music is live and the rest is go back to work on the same basis
as before there would have been no
already control the use of their
In a more serious vein, the union point to the strike, to which Mr.
products, but is a problem for the
leader
phonograph record manufacturers
canned."pleaded for a unified attempt Egner stated that "during the
to deal with.
to find a way to control recordings, weeks we spent negotiating with
despite the adverse court rulmg in you we never said we expected to
Diamond Calls It
have the men return to work on the
the Whiteman case. "There's
Nomenclature Problem
enough money for all of us," he deDuring his attack on the NAB,
clared. "You don't want to go out
Mr. Padway stated that just be- of business. We don't want to go old basis."
cause the transcription companies out of business, but this fight will which he said "although we've
heard they aren't interested in this
had started the hearings was no
reason to ignore the fact that the go on until we get together to set- fight, have supplied Socolow with
all of his facts," Mr. Petrillo said
whole music industry is involved.
Mr. Petrillo launched into a bit- that from an NAB survey the union
Calling the transcription industry
ter diatr.be against "those boys in had found more than 160 stations
"a little child, shoved forward by the tleback
it." row, Mr. Kaye and Mr.
don't employ musicians "but
its parent, the broadcasting indus- Miller," whom he accused of lead- who
are going to within the next 60
try, to see what will happen," he
ing the industry in the wrong di- days. I'll tell them that I'm only
declared that the AFM "is not gorection. "Take Socolow away from doing this because the NAB gave
ing to let the NAB get away with
birds," he shouted. "He can't me the information on which to
the ruse that this is purely a tran- those
make a deal as long as that presbase my demands."
scription fight. We're going to treat
the problem as a music industry
problem, because that's what it is."
Milton Diamond, WBS counsel,
said the controversy is largely one
WANT
TO
BUILD
UP
THE
of nomenclature, pointing out that
the transcription manufacturers
are really in the network business,
RATING
on
putting on programs in a studio
and sending them to selected staa Sagging
tions for broadcasting, the ' sole
difference being that the network
programs go by wires, whereas the
transcribed programs are recorded
Show?
• .
on discs and distributed by mail or
express.
The lack of control of the ultimate use of its products is a real
problem for the phonograph record
• So you've got a show on your station:— you know it's a good
companies and for the AFM, Mr.
show:—
your Program Department knows it's a good show: —
Diamond said, but this is not a tranand your sales department has sold the show to a swell sponsor
scription company problem as they
do control the use of their recordBut— the sponsor is getting that "if it doesn't show a rating I'll
ings. He added that by including
cancel"
look in his eye— and you are beginning to get gray hair.
transcriptions with phonograph
That's where FILMACK fits.
records in its recording ban, the
Let FILMACK direct the listening ears of enormous movie
union was merely helping the networks by freeing them from the
theatre audiences to this program of yours and it will soon be
competition of transcriptions.
a success.
Mr. Petrillo leaped to his feet to
FILMACK— an outstanding, powerful promotion that lures
thank Mr. Diamond for admitting
thousands of listeners to a radio show— is yours for the asking.
that the AFM has a problem; the
first time since the ban on recordInvestigate FILMACK— and your promotion troubles are
ing went into effect, he said, that
over. You write us— we send complete information.
"I've heard anyone on the other
side that there is something that
we can sit down to talk about. At
last we've got a man who doesn't
call us names but says let's sit down
1325 S.Wabash Ave
and talk it over. If these people had
Chicago, Illinois
taken the attitude I've just heard
from Mr. Diamond, who represents
the largest record company and is
on their side, but who understands
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SURRENDER!

Typical comment:
"We used AP for the first break. Throughout AP showed great writing, swell
background, full details. Prescott Robinson says his regular 2 :30 p.m. show, all
devoted

to Italy, was a real AP wrap-up. Thanks

a million."
John Whitmore,
Acting Director, War News Service
WOR, New York.

Typical comment:
"Congratulations

on

your

prompt

Quick, accurate, comprehensive,

and complete

coverage

and well written."

of both train wrecks.

George C. Biggar,
Program Director,
WLW, Cincinnati.

Typical comment:
"We

both think AP

coverage

of Monday's

train wreck

was superb. Well ahead,

and well handled."
Seigfried Mikelson, News Editor,
A. E. Joscelyn, Manager,
WCCO,
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Radio's New War Role
(Continued from page 7)
as voluntary censors." He explained
that commentators often ask OC
advice before making speculative
comments.
Flashed by Networks
News of Italy's surrender was
flashed by the four major networks
between 11:47 and 11:50 a.m.,
with United Press claiming a one
to three-minute scoop over the
other news services as it relayed
the report across the Continent.
CBS, the BLUE and Mutual all
carried the talk by Gen. Eisenhower at 12:30 p.m. (New York
time), as he personally confirmed
Italy's surrender, speaking from
Allied headquarters in Algiers.
NBC, however, was unable to pick
up the general's speech due to monitoring difficulty, although the network promptly carried a full summary of his address.
After the first bulletin at 11:47,
the BLUE cancelled its regular
Living Should Be Fun program to
bring a talk by William Hillman
from Washington at 11:55 a.m.
At 12:56 p.m., the BLUE picked
up a broadcast from Algiers by
BBC Correspondent Robert Dunnett, as did CBS. Baukhage analyzed the surrender of Italy at 1
p.m. on the BLUE, and Hillman
with Martin Agronsky broadcast
from Washington at 1:45. During
the afternoon the BLUE had another roundup from Algiers, one
from Washington with the three
aformentioned commentators, and
from 7-7:30 p.m., the network put
on a special program with Henry
J. Taylor as narrator. Broadcast
featured a special script written
by Sue Taylor White of Freedom
House, entitled "Decline and Fall
■— Fascist Version".
Don Goddard, NBC commentator, devoted his regular 12-12:15
noon program to the news from
Italy, after NBC's first report at
11:47 a.m. At 12:49 p.m., NBC
presented a summary of the available facts about the surrender by
Merrill Mueller, NBC correspondent in Algiers, and at 2:42 the network again picked up Allied Headquarters in Algiers for later re-

KSEI
POCATELLO • IDAHO

ports. Eisenhower Repeated
WOR, Mutual's New York outlet, presented the news at 11:49
a.m., with the full Mutual network carrying it at 11:50. Boake
Carter concentrated on news of
the surrender' on his 12 noon program, and after Gen. Eisenhower's

WRBL
COLUMBUS, GA.

p o s s ib I y
cover Columbus
without
W R B L .
• CBS •
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talk, Mutual carried five minutes
of late news flashes. Jack Thompson, Mutual correspondent in Algiers, spoke from there at 12:54
p.m., and at 1 p.m. Sydney Mosely
devoted his commentary to new developments.
At 1:30 and 2 p.m., MBS
rebroadcast Gen. Eisenhower's
speech, and reported that its Washington affiliate, WOL, had received a request for the transcription from Gen. George C. MarArmy. shall, chief of staff of the U. S.
News of the surrender of the
Italian fleet came over Mutual at
2:02 p.m., and on WOR, which
was broadcasting Martha Deane's
program, bulletins Were broadcast
about the fleet and about Badoglio's statement that Germans were
now considered enemies of the
Italian State. Later in the afternoon, Mutual presented its commentator, Cedric Foster, a talk by
Hugo Carusi of the Dept. of the
Interior, and frequent two-minute bulletins, which interrupted
regular programs.
Bob Trout gave CBS listeners
the first news of the surrender
when he was cut in the Aunt Jenny
program at 11:47:15 a.m. During
the noonday Kate Smith program,
Ted Collins, her assistant, reported on the event, and after Eisenhower was presented, CBS put
Trout on again. At 12:40 p.m.
Major George Fielding Eliot analyzed developments in Europe, and
at 12:45 p.m. George Moorad spoke
on CBS from Washington. John
Daly, CBS correspondent in Algiers, Quincy Howe from New
York and Robert Dunnett, the BBC
correspondent in North Africa,
were all heard on CBS during the
afternoon, and at 2:30 p.m. Trout
and Daly broadcast again in connection with the Allies' instructions to the Italian people on what
they should and should not do, as
well as giving news of the surrender of the Italian fleet.
Shortwave Repeats
At 5:30 p.m. Sept. 8 the first
shortwave broadcasts to Latin
America from the CIAA gave full
coverage to the welcome news, as
well as rebroadcasting the full
declaration by Gen. Eisenhower.
At 8:30 p.m., the CIAA presented
a repeat via Radio Teatro of a
former broadcast to Latin America, featuring a drama dedicated
to the life of Garibaldi, noted Italian patriot.
Alejandro
Sux, correspondent

"ORDERING
104 MORE
advises Fred Cannon— ALL-CANADA

SHOWS"
RADIO LTD.

THE
SHADOW
Available locally on transcription— see C. MICHELSON
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PROCLAMATIONS
TEXT of radio proclamation by
Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower announcing the Italian surrender follows:
This is Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower,
Commander in Chief of the Allied
Forces.
The Italian Government has surrendered its armed forces unconditionally. As Allied Commander in
Chief, I have granted a military armistice, the terms of which have been
approved by the Governments of the
United Kingdom, the United States
and the Union of Soviet Socialist ReI am acting
terest publics.
of the ThusUnited
Nations.in the inThe Italian Government has bound
itself to abide by these terms without
reservation. The armistice was signed
by my representative
and the and
repre-it
sentative of Marshal Badoglio
becomes effective this instant.
Hostilities between the armed
forces of the United Nations and those
of Italy terminate at once. All Italians who now act to help eject the
German aggressor from Italian soil
will have the assistance and the support of the United. Nations.
Marshal Badoglio's proclamation
on the surrender of Italy, read
over Rome radio, follows:
The Italian government, recognizing the impossibility of continuing the
unequal struggle
the overwhelming power ofagainst
the enemy,
with
the object of avoiding further and
more grievous harm to the nation,
has requested an armistice from General Eisenhower, commander in chief
of the Anglo-American Allied forces.
This request has been granted.
The Italian forces will therefore
cease all acts of hostility against the
Anglo-American forces, however they
may be met.
They will, however, oppose attacks
from any other quarter.
for the Buenos Aires newspaper
El Mundo, broadcast his commentary on the Italian situation at
10:05 p.m., and the CIAA presented a roundtable discussion of the
surrender at 10:30 p.m. Participants were Dr. Enrique Fabrigat,
formerly of the Uruguayan Cabinet; Mr. Sux; Carlos Garcia Palacios of the Chilean Consulate, and
Dr. Vincente Tovar, Latin American commentator. At 10:45 p.m.,
the CIAA shortwaved to Latin
America a poem entitled "Hacia
La Victoria", written by Walt
Whitman on the subject of the 1848
Italian revolution. News broadcasts
in Spanish and Portuguese were
shortwaved to the other Amerihours. cas during the later evening
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FCC

Hearing on Blue Sale
(Continued from page 10)
corporation were espoused, he
tener acceptance, service to adverwould probably cancel the program.
tisers, physical setup and overall
policies. Mr. Noble is buying more
"We do not sell time for discussion
than the three M & O stations; he of controversial issues," he said.
said, because the BLUE covers an
No Membership Solicitation
integrated operation of 166 affiliMr.
Durr, at one point, asked Mr.
ated stations, built up over a periWoods whether he considered his
od of 17 years. Fifty new stations
have joined the network since it membership in the NAB valuable.
began independent operation in Mr. Woods asked whether he had
1942 — practically all of them in- to answer the question and Mr.
Durr dropped it.
dependents up to that time.
In pursuing the time policy,
Indicative of the uptrend in
Chairman Fly raised the question
BLUE time sales, is the fact that
it will do an estimated business of of church programs. Mr. Woods
$15,900,000 in 1943 as compared to said the network allotted sustain$11,461,000 in 1942.
ing time for religious programs.
Mr.
Fly
wanted to know why reliPolicy on Commentators
gious organizations could not purchase time to solicit membership
The BLUE's policy in connection
with commentators was opened by and Mr. Woods responded it waa
Commissioner Craven. Mr. Woods
part of the general pol.cy not to
said the BLUE looked for men
permit solicitations on the air
with newspaper background or who
either in commercial or sustaining
time.
were authorities on particular subjects. As long as they exercised
Mr. Woods explained that 30 to
good taste and stayed away from
40 propositions had been received
libel, they have been given full for the purchase of the BLUE but
reign. He said afterward, m reply that there was only one specific
to Chairman Fly, that the BLUE
offer at the time of the acceptance
of the Noble bid. He said, in rehas no "editorial policy" of its own.
The cross-fire came thick and
sponding to Commissioner Durr,
fast, with Mr. Woods sticking to that his instruction from David
his guns, when Chairman Fly asked
Sarnoff, RCA president, was that
him whether the BLUE would ac- a "fair price" be received and that
cept the Ford Sunday Evening
Hour with William J. Cameron as the property be sold to people who
could operate it in the public intercommentator. Mr. Woods comest and not for the purpose of makmented that, based on past experiing money alone. He declared the
ence, he would be disposed to take
BLUE is a profitable operation
it. If the commentaries became
and that its outlook is good, though
one-sided and controversial, howone cannot predict the post-war
ever, he declared, he would be dis- market.
posed to stop that type of sponsorTime Allocation
ship or give opposing viewpoints
equal time. Then developed the
At the afternoon session Mr. Cotheavy cross-fire, with practically
ton, who formerly was an FCC atall the Commissioners participattorney, questioned Mr. Woods about
ing, on the refusal of the network
the
network's
on allocation
(or any network) to sell time to of time to laborpolicy
unions. After havlabor or cooperative organizations
ing reiterated that the network
when time is sold to industrial con- did not sell time to membership orcerns to promote their causes. Mr.
ganizations, Mr. Woods obtained
Woods sought to draw a clear dis- permission to question the CIO attinction, emphasizing the fact that
torney. He asked whether CIO was
commercial advertisers buy time interested in "buying time" and if
to sell goods, and not philosophies
it was, that the BLUE is looking
or theories.
for business and would like to hear
from the union. Mr. Cotton replied
To clarify his point, Mr. Woods,
in citing the Ford example, said the union wants the "privilege" of
he would not sell time to Ford to buying time.
Chairman Fly, still appearing to
project particular views or engage
in controversies with labor. Ansview the code provisions as diswering Mr. Fly, he said that if the
criminatory, inquired whether the
ideas and principles of the large networks "sold" time to the Red
Cross. Mr. Woods said it didn't and
wouldn't sell time to the Red Cross,
but gives it. Moreover, he said that
the "membership solicitation" by
the Red Cross actually is a receipt
for the $1 paid in and could not be
construed on the same plane as
t
CBS-50 tU
The Selling P«f
ng
iUe Buyi
Market
ion
time* Stat
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AFFILIATES OF CBS
TO MEET SEPT. 15
FALL MEETING of the CBS affiliates advisory board, to be held in
New York Sept. 15-16, will cover
special matters of interest to both
the affiliates and the network, as
well as the question of leg slation
for a new radio act, and the new
CBS schedule of commercial and
sustaining programs.
CBS executives planning to attend the session, the fourth of its
kind, are: William S. Paley, president; Paul W. Keston, vice-president and general manager; Joseph
H. Ream, vice-president and secretary; Frank Stanton, vice-president; Frank K. White, vice-president and treasurer; and Herbert
Akerberg, vice-president in charge
of station relations.
Members of the board are:
Franklin Doolittle, WDRC Hartford; I. R. Lounsberry, WKBW
Buffalo; C. T. Lucy, WRVA Richmond; John M. Rivers, WCSC
Charleston, S. C. ; Hoyt B. Wooten,
WREC Memphis; Leo Fitzpatrick,
WJR Detroit; Clyde W. Rembert,
KRLD Dallas; C. W. Myers, KOIN
Portland, Ore.; and Arthur B.
Church, KMBC Kansas City, Mo.
other membership organizations.
Gov. Case backed up Mr. Woods.
Mr. Woods sought to sum up his
policy with the observation that his
network does not permit advertisers
to sell ideologies. Questioning then
got around to such commentators
as Winchell, Pearson and Tomlinson, and to network restrictions on
them. Mr. Woods said the advertisers buy these commentators because they deliver large audiences,
but do not control what they say.
The network rarely is called upon
to alter their copy, he said.
Mr. Hugh was called to the stand
before Mr. Woods' cross-examination was completed, to allow him to
catch a train. In characteristic
homespun fashion he told the Commission that some 100 of the BLUE
affiliates feel that Mr. Noble seems
to be "what we have been hunting
for for a long time". He said the
seven members of the advisory
committee decided to poll the affiliates and received, thus far, unanimous approval from 94 stations,
with other telegrams en route.
WMCA Order Pends
JUSTICE Albert Cohn of the
Appellate Division of the New York
Supreme Court last Tuesday reversed decision on the appeal of
Donald Flamm for a stay order
to prevent Edward J. Noble from
selling WMCA pending the hearing
of Mr. Flamm's motion for a temporary injunction by the full appellate division on Sept. 24. It was
agreed no effort will be made to
sell the station until Judge Cohn
issues his decision.
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FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
SEPTEMBER 4 TO SEPTEMBER 10 INCLUSIVE
of BLUE Network Co., licensee of WJZ
Decisions . . .
WENR and KGO and 48 relay broadcast
stations from RCA to American BroadcastSEPTEMBER 7
ing System. Network Inc. — Referred to
American
WLOL Minneapolis — Granted consent to
Commission petition to intervene re apacquisition control of Independent Mer- trol.
plication of Blue Network transfer of conchants Broadcasting Co., licensee of WLOL,
by Ralph L. Atlass from Beatrice L.
SEPTEMBER 9
Devaney, executrix of estate of John P.
Devaney,
Winton
and Charlesof
W9GX tension
W. completion
Lafayette,
Ind.—
Granted
exJ.
Winton David
Jr. forJ. total
consideration
date to
Sept.
24, 1944,
for
changes
in
equipment,
frequencies,
etc.
NBC New York — Granted extension au$6,319.
WFLA, Tampa, Fla. — Granted oral arguthority transmit recorded programs to all
ment on Sept. 29, re (B-184).
stations controlled by CBC, that may be
SEPTEMBER 10
heard consistently in U. S.; extension authority to transmit programs to CBM, CBL
American Network Inc. — Denied without
and other stations controlled by CBC.
to intervene in hearing on salepetition
of BLUE.
KFI Los Angeles — Adopted order grant- prejudice
ing petition for reconsideration filed by
KFI directed against action of FCC granting application of Iowa State College of Applications . . .
Agriculture
(WOI), operate
Ames, for
SEPTEMBER 7
vice authorization
on special
640 kc,ser-6
WIBZ Bangor, Me.— Mod. CP for power
a.m. to local sunrise, CST, 1 kw, to Feb. increase,
new
1, 1944; to set aside said action; designated completion date. equipment, DA, to extend
application
hearing
on specified
of U.
of Mich., Annstation
Arbor on
—
sues. OrderedforEarle
C. Anthony
be madeis- CPRegents
for new
non-commercial
party to hearing.
42,900
kc,
1
kw,
special
emission
for
FM,
KLRA Little Rock, Ark. — Adopted order
denying petition for rehearing filed by unlimited.
KRKO Everett, Wash.— Mod. license inArkansas Broadcasting Co., directed against
crease 100 w N 250 w D to 250 w D-N.
action of FCC granting application of
SEPTEMBER 10
Baylor U. and Carr P. Collins for CP for
new station in Corpus Christi, Tex.
KROY Sacramento — Vol. A«sgt. license
WFTL Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.— Designated to Royal Miller, Marion Miller, L. H.
for hearing application for assignment Penney,
Gladys W. Penney d-b as Royal
of CP and license of WFTL and relay sta- Miller Radio.
tions WAAD and WRET from Ralph A.
Horton to The Fort Industry Co. Designated for hearing application for license
cover CP change 1400 to 710 kc. increase
250 w to 10 kw, new transmitter and DA Wetwork Accounts
for N, move transmitter, and application
to move main studio from Ft. Lauderdale All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
to Miami, Fla.
SEPTEMBER 8
New Business
WJOB Hammond, Ind.— Granted CP for LOYAL ORDER OF MOOSE, Mooseheart,
changes in equipment, increase 100 to 250
111., on Oct. 17 starts The Moose Firew, unlimited.
side Party on 56 MBS stations, Sun., 5WIBC Indianapolis, Ind.— Granted CP to
increase power 1 kw N, 5 kw D to 5 kw, 5:30 p.m. Agency: L. W. Ramsey, Davenunlimited, DA-N; conditions.
, la.
Co., Greensboro, N. C.
WGAR Cleveland— Granted CP change VICK portCHEMICAL
1480 to 1220 kc, increase N power 1 to 5 (Vatro-nol, Vapo-rub), on Sept. 28 starts
kw, change
DAconditions.
for N use, move trans- Hello From Hollywood on five CBS stamitter locally;
tions, Tues., Thurs., 4-4:15 p.m. (PWT).
WHBC Canton, O. — Granted permission, Agency: Morse International, N.' Y.
contingent on action on WGAR applica- GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Corp., Bostion, permission to change equipment, inton on September 15 sponsors Melio
stall
Bivens bout on Mutual, 10
creaseDA-N,
250 w change
to 1 kw. 1230 to 1480 kc, in- Bettina-Jimmy
p.m.
Agency:
Maxon Inc., N. Y.
WADC Talmadge, O.— Denied use of BANK OF AMERICA
National Trust &
1220 kc, power increase to 50 kw, move Savings Assn., San Francisco,
on Sept. 9
transmitter locally.
started
for
13
weeks,
California
Carry On,
WHKC Columbus, O.— Denied without
prejudice appication change 640 to 610 kc. on 5 CBS California stations (KNX
increase 500 w to 1 kw, hours from limited KARM KROY KQW KGDM), Thurs.. 7:30Agency: J. Walter Thompto unlimited, relocate transmitter site, in- 8 p.m.
son Co.,(PWT).
San Francisco.
stall DA-N.
LAURA
SECOND
CANDY SHOPS
WAAT Jersey City — Granted petition to
dismiss without prejudice appUcation for Ltd., Toronto (chain stores) on Sept. 27
CP to increase power to 5 kw on 970 kc, starts Rex Battle, pianist, on CFRB
unlimited.
Toronto and CFCF Montreal; and on
Ira C. Koehne, Washington — Denied Nov. 1 adds CHML CFPL CKWS CKCO,
without prejudice petition to intervene in Mon. and Fri., 7:45-8 ',p.m. Agency:
hearing on application to transfer control Cockfield Brown & Co. Ltd., Toronto.
AP Meeting
{Continued from page 8)
distance from NBC, and told of the
newsrooms recently set up in New
York, London and those soon to be
set up in Chicago and other points.
Col. Dupuy urged that newsmen,
in the light of present war actions,
consider Gen. Marshall's recent
statement that "victory is certain
but the end is not in sight". Col.
Dupuy said the Army has done and
is doing its utmost to supply radio
and press with the latest developments from the fighting fronts. He
took the Italian capitulation as an
example, saying the event was
known days before the surrender
was announced, but that for reasons of security it could not be released, since the very surrender
opened the way for new operations.
Col. Kirby gave a demonstration
of the magnetic wire recorder, by
which events taking place where
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RADIO MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION of Canada, Toronto (receivers) on
Sept. 29 starts Yesterday, Today and
Tomorrow on 32 Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. stations. Wed. 8-8:30 p.m. Agency:
MacLaren Adv. Co. Ltd., Toronto.
Renewal Accounts
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Cleveland
(Mazda Lamps), on Sept. 12 renews for
52 weeks Hour of Charm on 126 NBC stations, Sun., 10-10:30 p.m. Agencies: BBDO,
N. Y.; Foster & Davies, Cleveland.
W. A. SHEAFFER PEN Co., Fort Madison, la.) for
(pens,
pencils,World
Skrip),
Sept.
19 renews
52 weeks
NewsonParade
on
126
NBC
stations,
Sun.,
3:15-3:30
Agency: Russell M. Seeds Co., Chicago.p.m.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York (40%
Bran Flakes), on Sept. 30 renews Night
Editor on 6 NBC Pacific stations, Thurs.,
8:15-8:30 p.m. (PWT). Agency: Benton
& Bowles, N. Y.
VICK minsCHEMICAL
New Dr.
YorkI. Q.
(VitaPlus, on Oct. 4Co.,renews
for
52 weeks on the full NBC network, Mondays,
9:30-10
pm.
Agency
is
Grant
Adv.,
New York.
AMERICA DAIRY ASSN., Chicago (dairy
products), on Oct. 10 renews for 4 weeks.
Voice of the Dairy Farmer, on 12 Don
Lee Western stations, Sun., 3:45-4 p.m.
(PWT). Agency: Campbell-Mithun, MinneARMSTRONG
CORK Co., Lancaster, Pa.,
apolis.
on Oct. 2 renews Theatre of Today on 119
CBS stations, Sat., 12 Noon-12 :30 p.m.
Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
PHARAMACO INC., Newark, N. J.
(Chooz), on Sept. 26 renews for 13 wks
Bobby
Hookey's
Rocking
Rhythms
on
33 MBS
stations.
Sun.,Horse
10:45-11
p.m.
Agency: William Esty & Co., N. Y.
CAMPANA SALES Co., Batavia (Campana Balm), on Nov. 7 resumes First
Nighter on 125 MBS stations, Sun., 6-6:30
p.m.
Chicago.Agency: Wallace-Perry-Hanley Adv.,
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co., TorontoPalmolive
(Colgate's Toothpaste
and toothpowder,
Soap
Flakes) has
renewedSoap,
The Princess
Happy Gang
on 33 Canadian Broadcasting Corp. stations, Mon. thru Fri., 1:15-1:45 p.m.
Agency:
Toronto. Lord & Thomas of Canada Ltd.,
TUCKETTS Ltd., Hamilton, Ont., (Buckingham Cigarettes) on Sept. 14 resumes,
Alan Young Variety Show on 44 Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. stations, Tues. 8:309 p.m. Agency: MacLaren Adv. Co. Ltd.,
Toronto.
Network Changes
42 PRODUCTS Inc., Los Angeles (hair
oil, shampoo) , on Sept. 13 renews for 13
weeks Bulldog Drummond on 2 Don Lee
Cal. stations
KHJ);Cal.on stations
Nov. 1 for
expands to 13 (KGB
Don Lee
52 weeks, Mon. 8-8:30 p.m. (PWT).
Agency: Hillman-Shane-Breyer Inc., Los
Angeles.
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge, Mass.
(Swan soap), on Sept. 7 adds seven
CBS stations to Burns & Allen, making
N.Y.
a total of 124 CBS stations, Tues.. 99:30 p.m. Agency: Young & Rublicam,
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek, Mich. (AllBran Cereal), on Sept. 13 adds WRUF to
Superman, making a total of 114 MBS
stations, Mon. thru Fri., 5:45-6 p.m.
Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.

military security wouldn't permit a
"live" broadcast, could be brought
back for transmission into homes.
Cap. Lovette
in "off-the-record"
comments
clarified
the picture of
the difficulties being met and overcome by the Navy in active combat
as well as in the news. He said
Secretary of the Navy Frank Knox
wished to thank the newspaper and
radio men for their part in putting
over recruiting drives which have
more than met quotas sought. Other
points brought out in the forum
were: That publishers were slow
to realize the importance of radio
to the public; that there should be
no fear of radio as a competitor because circulation figures have
proved radio stimulates the public
appetite for news; that sports news
is best handled by radio and that
editors should strive to give sports,
as well as news in general, a different treatment.
BROADCASTING
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CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press
Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Help Wanted
ENGINEER — First or second class licensed,
for transmitter operation. Daytime only.
Write or wire WGNY, Newburgh, N. Y.
WANTED SALESMAN— Now is the time
to get set for the future. Splendid territory. Three cities grouped together.
150,000 population. Must have proven
sales record. WCMI, Mutual affiliate.
L. D. Newman, Manager. Ashland,
Kentucky.
Draft Deferred — Licensed first, second, or
third class operators. Rocky Mountain 5
kw.
network station. Box 287, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Some experience, all-around
man. Progressive Texas independent will
pay $185.00 month to start. 44 hour
week. Send audition transcription. KVIC,
Victoria, Texas.
Announcer — Permanent position with 5
kw, regional network station for draft
deferred, experienced man. Box 288,
BROADCASTING.
First Class Operator — Draft exempt, with
i some experience. State full particulars,
I age, training, salary, first letter. Permanent
hart, Ind.position to right man. WTRC, ElkStudio
Engineer
— Wanted
WIND, Gary,
Indiana.
$65, 48
hours perat week.
Announcer-Program
Ab'e a toweekdo
ad lib programs andDirector
news. —$30.00
to start. M.d west local on Mutual. Rich
farming area, non-defense. Send photo,
draft status, references, transcription.
Box 280, BROADCASTING.
CONTINUITY— NEWS EDITOR— Capable
I man or woman, to take charge. Must be
experience! in handling local news, and
in writing commercial copy that will
: sell. 5 000 Watt Network Station, Ohio
area.
Tell all in first letter. Box 278,
BROADCASTING.
Retail Salesman — Permanent position and
, excellent opportunity for able experienced
man. WOC Davenport, Iowa.
Wanted — Engineer, first, second or third
class license, Pennsylvania 250 watter.
State
minimum salary. Box 271, BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER— Exr-e-ienced for 5 kw
Basic Network affiliate in metropolitan
mid-western market. Permanent position.
State full particulars, including experience, draft status, sa'ary expected and
date
ING. available. Box 279, BROADCAST-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
PROGRAM DIRECTOR— 32, married, 1
child, 4F. Solid dramatic and musical
background. Continuity and production.
Box 285, BROADCASTING.
Outstanding Organist — With operator license desires
combination
setup.
39;—
8 years
present
position.
HasAgespecial
Hammond equipped for broadcasting.
Exceptional work guaranteed. Box 283,
BROADCASTING.
Radio Engineer — Desides permanent connectionperiencprogressive
20 years'
exe. 13 years station.
as Chief
Engineer
prominent network stations up to 5KW.
Prefer Chief
Engineer's
mitter job with
large position
station. orAgetrans40.
Replies
confidential.
Box
282, BROADCASTING.
PROGRAM DIRECTOR - SPORTS ANNOUNCER— 12 years with present employer in large midwestern city. Major
league
baseba'l, football,
ball— all
sports.hockey,
Provedbasketexecutive play-by-play
ability. Sound programming.
Finest
references. Married, age 41. Full details,
photo, audition disc on request. Box 281,
BROADCASTING.
Available — For writing position, continuity
or promotion. College graduate, 4-F, with
50 kilowatt
now. Expect year's contract.
Box
276, BROADCASTING.
Radio Production — Metropolitan New York
station or agency with opening for ambitious and willing young la ly, college
radio major with top grade in production, please communicate with Box 274,
BROADCASTING.
University Trained Director — Announcer.
4-F. Immediately available. Box 273,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer
c'ass license,
married,
age
25. draft— First
4-F, desires
permanent
position.
Experienced in operation, maintenance,
and recording. Now employed. Competent, can supervise inexperienced engineering staff. Box 272, BROADCASTING.
Position Wanted — On or about October 1.
Will receive Honorable Discharge from
Army. Seven years' experience in radio.
Announcing — selling — production. A«re 26,
married,
CASTING.two children. Box 269, BROADFor Sale
Fortransformers
Sale — Amertran
W transmitting
for 250Type
W transmitter.
New
condition. Specifications. Box 275,
BROADCASTING.

Wanted Engineer— With first class ticket.
Write or call WCLO, Janesville, Wiscon-

FOR
SALEAlso
— $1600
Tower.
have takes
beacon 205'
and LeHigh
lights.
WWNY, Watertown, N. Y.

Situations Wanted

Wanted to Buy

WRITER-PRODUCER— Desires job in eastern market, New York or Chicago area.
Draft exempt. Experienced in network
dramatic production, excellent commercial copy, tremendous capacity for "boiling" out lots of material. Can write it
the way you want it. If you're looking
for
a
good, Let
reliable
I'm
your man.
me "work-horse",
build tailor-made
shows
for
your
station.
Box
289.
BROADCASTING.

Wanted to Purchase — A 250 watt broadcast
transmitter new or used with or without
tubes — immediate description and quotation desired. Box 284, BROADCASTING.

Staff Musicians — Man, age 44, wife, playing violin, piano, organ, cello, sax,
vibraharp. Have solovox. Radio experience. Union. Assist other work. Keshner, 504 Perry Street, Vincennes, Indiana.
ifOXJNG WOMAN—
positionof aswomannouncer, operator,Desires
or director
en's and Postgraduate
children's programs.
graduate.
training College
in all
phases of radio. Box 286, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING

Wanted — 250 watt transmitter together
with associated equipment including verING. tical radiator. Box 277, BROADCAST-

Signed for Films
ROUNDING OUT a cast of the
Republic film, "0 My Darling
Clementine", currently in production, is radio talent which includes
Isabel Randolph, who portrays
Mrs. Uppington on the weekly NBC
Great Gildersleeve; Pappy Cheshire; Roy and his Smoky Mountain
Boys; Irene Ryan; Radio Rogues;
Tennessee Ramblers, and Sportsmans Quartet. Red Skelton, star of
the weekly Red Skelton & Co., sponsored by Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., is scheduled for lead
in the MGM film, "Whistling in
Hollywood". Dinah Shore, guest
vocalist on the weekly BLUE
What's New?, sponsored by Radio
Corp. of America, has a featured
role in the Universal film, "Three
Cheers for the Boys".

ftfbuis
m
your job will
be easier after
THE
AND

MOST INTIMATE
EFFECTIVE SALES

APPROACH TO AMERICA'S LARGEST MARKET.
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Advertising

a goo
at . d. . night's
frest
HOTEL
sennox
EVERY ROOM AIR CONDITIONED . . .
NOISE-PROOFED ... FROM *3.00

FOR OFFENSE • FOR DEFENSE
BUf U.S BONDS TODAY

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
&. Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bid?., Wash., D. C.

PAUL F GODLEY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

N.J.

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

MODULATION MONITOR— Approved Frequency Monitor, 227 foot tower or higher,
Antenna
CASTING.Tuning Unit. Box 270, BROADWANTED— 250 Watt transmitter and all
or any part of equipment necessary for
installation of complete station. Box 290,
BROADCASTING.
A BOSTON STATION— Had time to sell.
The station manager had a problem. How
he solvedscribed his
on pageprob'em
45. is graphically de-

in

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY nOUR— AND DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York., N. Y.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
• Evening Star Building, Washington, D. C.
• 321 E. Gregory Boulevard, Kansas City, Mo.
• Cross Roads of the World, Hollywood, Calif.

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

September
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Scholl Placing
WGAR

Is

Granted

WIBC Gets 5,000 Watts;
WHBC Slated for
WGAR Spot
PAVING the way for 50,000-w
operation by WGAR Cleveland,
the FCC last Wednesday announced
a proposed decision granting the
application of the station to change
its frequency from 1480 to 1220 kc.
with an increase in nighttime power
from 1,000 to 5.000 watts. The frequency, available for 50,000 watt
operation in the United States, has
been sought by several applicants.
The votes were unanimous, with
Chairman Fly absent.
Indicating l'beral application of
the terms of the April 27, 1942 construction "freeze order" in some instances and its rigid application in
others, the FCC at the same time
announced several other actions involving improved station facilities.
WIBC Indianapolis, was authorized to increase its nighttime power
from 1,000 watts to 5,000 watts,
and WJOB Hammond, Ind., was
authorized to increase its power
from 100 watts to 250 watts, unlimited time.
Denies WADC
In announcing its proposed approval of the WGAR shift, the FCC
simultaneously disposed its denial
of the appl'cation of WADC Akron,
for ass:gnment on the 1220 kc.
channel with 50,000 watts. It also
announced denial of the application
of WHKC Columbus, to change
frequency from 640 to 610 kc. and
increase power from 500 watts
limited time to 1,000 watts fulltime.
Contingent upon the WGAR action, the Commission announced it
would grant a construction permit
to WHBC Canton, to make changes
in transmitting equipment, install
a directional
for nightt'me
use and
change
its frequency
from 1230
kc.
to 1480 kc, occupying the present
WGAR facilities with an increase
in power from 250 watts to 1,000
watts.
In announcing the proposed
WGAR grant, the Commission
specified changes in the station's directional antenna for nighttime use
and a local move in transmitter
site. The grant, it said, is subject
to the condition that WGAR shall
take whatever steps are necessary
to improve its signal over the Cleveland business district to comply
with the rules and regulations when
material and equipment again become available for construction of
broadcast facilities. This was interpreted as meaning that as soon as
the equipment becomes available,
WGAR will be authorized to increase its power to 50,000 watts.
Originally, the application sought
that output but the wartime freeze
conditions necessitated the revision.
A second condition was that
WGAR shall submit proof that the
proposed radiating system is capaPage 62 • September

Change

ble of producing minimum effective
fields as required under Commission regulations. WGAR, it was
stated, was faced with finding a
new location because of war plant
operation at its present location.
Moreover, it has suffered considerable breakage there.
The 1220 kc. channel, a Mexican
1-A frequency, originally was specified for use in the United States as
a Class II station in the Michigan
area and presumably was slated
for WXYZ. That failed to develop,
however, and WGAR sought the facility. Recently an application for
the facility in Detroit was filed by
Lt. Comdr. George B. Storer,
through a company owned 91% by
the Fort Industry Co., which he
heads, and 10% by Comdr. Storer.
That application is still pending.
In the case of WIBC, now authorized to use 1,000 watts night and
5,000 watts day, the Commission
adopted an order authorizing operation with 5,000 watts unlimited
hours and a directional at night,
subject to certain conditions. These
were that objectionable interference
will not be caused to the secondary
service of CBA Sackville, N. B.,
w'thin the terms of the North
Ameri"an Regional Broadcasting
Agreement, and that as soon as materials become available or upon
notice from the Commision, the station will provide and install equipment to comply in all respects with
the Standards of Good Engineering
Practice. The grant was said to involve no critical materials now.
Freeze Relaxed
The grant to WJOB is in compliance with the recent relaxation
of the freeze order permitting local
stations to increase power from 100
to 250 watts under specified conditions and also allowing new local
stations where war conditions warrant.

to

1220kc

In denying the WHKC application, the Commission said it did so
without prejudice to refiling, when
conditions permitted. The station
sought authority, in addition to the
power increase and frequency shift,
to relocate its transmitter site and
install a directional antenna for
nighttime operation.
The series of actions raised some
questions in the minds of Washington practitioners before the FCC.
It appeared, according to observers, that in certain cases the FCC
concludes that it must invoke the
letter of the April 27 freeze order,
which involved the critical manshortage as well
critical power
equipment,
whileas inthat
othero^
cases it appears to wink at its own
regulations.
Supplies on Hand
In its 22-page proposed findings
of fact on the WGAR-WHBC grants
the FCC brought out that WGAR
would require use of two crystals
ground to 1220 kc, copper wire for
a ground system under each of two
towers, two concrete bases for towers, additional wire for transmission lines, and a building to house
the transmitter. The station has the
crystals and wire for the transmission line on hand, along with 26,000
feet of copper wire for the ground
and proposes to get additional wire
by salvaging the former ground
system of WJR Detroit, its sister
station.forIt the
proposes
to use building
a far*m
house
transmitter
to be reconditioned at an estimated
cost of $327, including 124 man
hours of labor. The cost for relocating the towers and technical equipment at the proposed location, including 1,604 man hours of labor,
would be $5,043.
Construction involved in the
WHBC application would be a 1,000
watt transmitter, two 1480 kc.

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"He's The Man You Sent Out To Make A Thorough Survey Of New
Business Prospects In The Wine Industry I"
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SCHOLL MFG. Co., Chicago, is
lining up a national spot campaign
for foot comfort remedies and appliances, through Donahue & Coe,
New York. Chainbreaks and oneminute spot announcements will be
used. Station s^hp^nl0 has not yet
been completed. Scholl has previously used radio on a l mited basis
largely in the East and Mid- West,
and more extensively in Canada.
crystals, antenna phasing and
coupling equipment, transmission
line, about 23,000 feet of copper
wire for ground, three base insulators and a concrete base for the
new tower. The station proposes to
lease the present WGAR auxiliary
transmitter and WGAR would also
furnish necessary crystals and
phasing and coupling equipment.
The station has sufficient copper
wire for the ground and transmission line. It proposes to remove
seven 22 ft. sections from its present 492 ft. tower and erect them as
the additional tower required for
the proposed two element array. It
was estimated that two men would
work six days to dismantle and
erect the towers.
Improved Coverage
In its conclusions, it said that
the granting of the WGAR application would enable the station to
improve its nighttime coverage
where there is a public need for increased broadcast facilities. It also
would make available to the Government the use of 1220 kc. which
otherwise might be lost to it under
the provisions of the Havana
Treaty. Moreover, a move of
WGAR from its present location is
not only desirable and necessary
for maintenance of the station service but also for the protection of
an aluminum manufacturing plant
situated adjacent to WGAR's property. A move from the present site
is necessary in any event, the Commission said, and the granting of
authority to operate on 1220 kc
at the proposed location would not
require the use of any additional
materials other than crystals,
which are already on hand.
Regarding WHBC, the FCC said
that standing alone, the application
obviously would fall within the
purview of the freeze policy. Since
the WHBC and WGAR requests
are inter-related in that each is
contingent upon the action taken
upon the other "it becomes necessary to consider the overall benefits
which would accrue to the public
from the granting of both applications." Proposed operation of
WHBC would improve coverage
and also that of certain other stations on 1480 kc, would require a
minimum of materials and equipment, all of which are on hand or
available. The applications thus are
proposed for approval, the Commission said, "as an exercise of discretion under the provisions of the
statement of policy announced by
the April 27, 1942, memorandum
• Broadcast
opinion."
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Saves
Your
Time
Which radio stations are "listened to
most"? Daytime? Nighttime? By Urban
— Village — and Farm Families? Why?
And Where?
How much actual time do listeners spend
with the "Listened to Most" station as
compared
those
Is the ratiowith2 to
1? "Heard
4 to 1? Regularly"?
Or 6 to 1?
What kinds of programs are liked best?
According to Sex — Place of Residence —
Age — and Education?
What

"I want you to know that I think this is
one of the most impressive surveys that I
have had occasion to peruse in a long,
long time." — Niles Trammelt
National Broadcasting Co.
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These
Questions:
Which are the 80 most popular programs?
Which stations are preferred for News
broadcasts?
For Urban — Village — and Farm Families?
How has gasoline rationing affected lisHow do listeners learn about new protening? Urban — Village — and Farm?
grams? What percent through station anHow many listen during each two-hour
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Men? Women? Urban — Village — and
— and Farm Families? And Where?
Farm? 1943 compared with 1942?

Others

"Your Iowa Radio Audience Surveys have
given us what we believe is the most complete 'instrument board' on which to base
radio plans. They have been extremely
instrumental in the growth of radio in this
office."
— Bruce B. Brewer
Ferry-Hanly Company
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"It is one of the most complete and comprehensive surveys released by any radio
station of which I have knowledge."
J. B. Woodbury
R. J. Potts-Calkins 8C Holden

Survey

"This is one of the most complete and instructive surveys I have ever seen. It gives
—
E. Dodgewe want."
us just the Roy
information
First United Broadcasters

TO CONSERVE PAPER, the number of copies printed will be limited to
supply only those who have specific need for this complete and authoritative
study by Dr. Forest L. Whan.
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STARTED

IF RETURNS
COMING

IN

VET?"

ADVERTISERS who have used WLS, that's "foolish question Number 1." Returns on a WLS offer start pouring in from the very first
broadcast and keep coming. Consider the results obtained for this cereal
advertiser:

TO

They received 20,640 proof -of -purchase letters from 35 broadcasts in seven
weeks! The program was heard at 7:45 a.m. Various one- and two-week
contests and offers, all requiring boxtops, brought the 20,640 letters.
That's a typical response from WLS advertising. We have scores of other
examples that WLS Gets Results. Just ask us ... or ask any John Blair man.

MANAGEMENT

AFFILIATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK — KOY PHOENIX

* KTUC TUCSON

* KSUN BISBEE-LOWELL
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and they'll stay for the duration.
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KMBC,

KANSAS

CITY

1924
1931
1933
1935
1937
1938

Graduated, North Texas Agricultural
College. Rice, 1924-28
Salesman, Station KFJZ, Fort Worth
Commercial Manager, Station KTAT, Fort
Worth
General Commercial Manager, Southwest
Broadcasting System (including KTAT)
General Manager, KTAT
Vice President, Texas State Network, and
still General Manager of KTAT
1939 Managing Director, Lone Star Chain
1940 Director of Sales, KMBC
1943 NAB Sales Managers' Executive Committee

E,
iARLY in 1931 when Sam Bennett first
went into broadcasting down in Texas, radio
in the Lone Star State was still a pretty wild
and woolly affair. Lightning changes were
taking place in ownership and affiliation.
But during the next nine years, Sam roped
and throwed a real career for himself, and

industry for exclusive radio -station representatives— an idea considered very original
in those days.
Naturally, we've learned a lot by living
through the freshman period of radio station
representation. (We realize this fact afresh
every time we hear or read some of the
ideas that newcomers sometimes advance!)

today, as Director of Sales for KMBC, he's
one of the best "hands" in the business.

But most especially we've learned that when
we "get the order" we've only just started
the job of helping to make that order a
sound investment for you. Want a sample
of what that means, here in this pioneer

Hi-yo, Sam'l!
Come to think about it, all radio was pretty
wild and woolly, back in 1931. In fact it
was that very woolliness that first gave us
the idea that there was a place in the

Free
Pioneer
CHICAGO: 180N. Michigan
Franklin 6373
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group of radio -station representatives?

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO
. KALAMAZOO-GRAND
KMBC
KANSASRAPIDS
CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
.
.
.
MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
PAUL
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCBM
BALTIMORE
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KOMA .... OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . .
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
KFAR
ALASKA
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

Station Representatives
Since May, 1932 ■*
HOLLYWOOD: 1512 N. Gordon
SAN FRANCISCO:
Sutter 4353 1 11 Sutler
Gladstone 3949
BROADCASTING

ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Main 5667
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Stop
Cow
Catchers,
Hitch
Hikes
Sept. 20) at the Sherman Hotel,
policies will be to preclude simu- cast advertising" as "the host-andChicago.
Action May Bring
lated spot announcements — that is, guest relationship between sponsor
announcements which pretend to and listener" which translates the
Session was called by William
Other
Demand
be divorced from the program,
B. Way, vice-president and gensuch as commercials which precede broadcast announcement, "Jello
eral manager of KVOO Tulsa, and
Nets Follow
brings you Kate Smith," in the
the introd"ct;on of the program
listener's mind into "thanks to
author of the "Broadcasting Decitself
or
which
follow
its
apparent
CBS last week took definite
laration of Independence," which
Jello, relationship
we get Kate isSmith."
that
broken, When
CBS
he sent to all stations last Januaction on the problem of
ary. The basic reason for calling
pcints
out,
broadcasting
loses
much
'Gradual Reintegration'
"hitch-hike" and "cow-catchsign-off."
attention of the industry to this,"
of its magic, "could become merely
Mr. Way stated in announcing the
Expressing
the belief that the another mass medium on a coster" announcements, long a
Chicago meeting, "was that I felt hitch-hiker and cow-catcher techmatter of concern by network
that certain practices within the
nique developed "more as a matter per-thousand basis."
affiliates, by announcing that, industry were not good and should
of convenience than as studied ad'Trip-Hammer Trio'
effective Oct. 1, 1944, these be corrected. Among these are cowAnd this basic equation is broken,
vertising strategy," used where one
catcher and hitch-hike announceof the products has a smaller ad- the booklet continues, three times
"simulated spot announcevertising appropriation or is hanminutes when the adverdled by a second advertising agen- in three
ments" would be eliminated
CBS'
plan
will
obviously
receive
tiser closes his program a minute
ments."
cy or under other similar circum- or so before the end of his time
close and complete scrutiny by the
from CBS commercial prostances, CBS asks "no abrupt reChicago meeting, which may be
grams.
versal of present practice. We in- period and, after a brief pause,
expected to endorse the network
Coincident with this an- ruling either in its present form
vite, instead, a gradual reintegra- puts on a "simulated spot announcement" for another product;
tion of these simulated spot anor with modifications, and to renouncement, the CBS Affiliate
nouncements into the framework of when in the 30-second interval bequest the other networks to en—
Advisory Board adopted a
fore the opening of the next proforce s:milar restrictions on their each
Techniques
program." for advertising a
gram a second spot announcement
resolution agreeing to cooperclients' programs.
second product within a single pro- is "hurried on the air"; and when
ate by limiting station-break
New Policy
gram have already been success- the next network advertiser delays
announcements to avoid disfully developed, CBS states, listing the opening of his own program
New policy is stated by CBS as
Procter & Gamble Co.'s, Pepper to put on another spot announceruption of the network pat- follows :
Young's Family and / Love A
detached commerthe third
tern of entertainment-withcial inment,three
minutes.
"There will be no change in our
Mystery,
General
Foods'
Advenadvertising.
tures of The Thin Man, the Texaco
standard time limits for commer"This 'trip-hammer' trio of
cial advertising on quarter-hour,
Announcement was made in a
Star Theatre, General Electric Co.'s hitch-hiker, station-break and cowhalf-hour or full-hour programs.
The World Today and Chrysler's
brochure mailed to advertisers, ad- There
catcher isrelatively new to radio,"
will be no restriction on the Major
Bowes' Amateurs, as ex- CBS continues,
vertising agencies and CBS affili"although its cennumber of products any client may
amples.
ter-man, the station-break, is as
ate stations, inviting them "to rePreamble
of
the
booklet
outlines
adver'ise within those time limits.
old as a Bulova time signal or a
move a 'triple threat' against
the "indispensable idea in broadad- The only change in our commercial
soundness and success of radio the
pre-war weather report. Morevertising while it is still, largely,
over, in themselves, such stationa threat." Action is necessary at
break announcements are wholly
this time, the booklet points out,
welcome to the listener when, like
because of the growing use of Disc
Hearings
Resume
Today
either of those two examples, they
hitch - hikers and cow - catchers
clearly render service in lieu of
which are currently employed on
After
Halt
at Padway
Request
some 20 CBS programs, occupying
more than 80 time periods.
entertainment."
a recess, the panel overruled the
WAR LABOR BOARD panel hearForestalls Protest
ing on the American Federation of objection of A. Walter Socolow,
n' advertiser
ictiono
that
Pointing Anout'Infl
counsel for Associated Music PubMusicians
transcription
ban,
schedfirst three
the
using
of
think
Action of CBS and its station adwould
lishers, Empire Broadcasting Corp.,
uled to resume last Friday mornvisory group follows an increasing
"to rattle
time
Lang-Worth Feature Programs, C. minutes of his own
ing, was postponed until 2 p.m.
volume of protests from network
today (Monday, Sept. 20), at the P. MacGregor, NBC Radio-Recordoff three separate spot announcestations, which have recently taken
ing Division and Standard Radio.
request of Joseph A. Padway, genfor three separate products"
the form of official resolutions
becausements "the tune-out could be
Mr. Socolow argued that the strike
eral counsel for the American Fedadopted by NAB district meetings
has already caused these companies
eration of Labor, who is representby the minute," CBS
measured
requesting the elimination of such
that that is just what hapstates
ing the AFM. Mr. Padway on Sept. considerable hardships and that
announcements by the networks.
9, at the conclusion of the third
any delay was intolerable.
pens when the "trip-hammer trio"
Acting when it did, CBS is be- day of the hearings and after prePanel also rejected the request
s. "Thus, what no advertisappear
lieved to have forestalled the culsentation of the transcription in- of the transcription companies for
er would inflict upon his own audian interim recommendation to the
mination of these station protests
ence, and what no station would
dustry argument, asked for and
into definite demands for immeWLB to order the union to withce — is
received a week's recess in which
ownted audien
upon its
inflict
upon that
inflic
nevertheless
draw its ban on the manufacture
diate action, which were expected to complete the preparation of the
same audience by the parade of
to develop out of the meeting of union's argument [Broadcasting, of transcriptions by AFM memleading network affiliated stations
Sept. 13].
bers pending a final settlement of network programs which, marchscheduled for today (Monday,
(Continued on page 50)
In granting the AFM request for the dispute.
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GILLETTE
Two

New

From

Agencies

Dissolution

,Organized
of

B-S-H

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample to Start on
Hill Blackett to Open Agency in Chicago
FIRM of Blackett-Sample-Hummert, establisher of many records
in 21 years of advertising, and,
which will dissolve Dec. 31 [Broadcasting, Aug. 16] is to be succeeded
by two new firms composed of
B-S-H executives and employes.
John G. Sample will join the
firm to be comprised of himself,
Clifford L. Fitzgerald and H. M.
(Mix) Dancer, to do business as
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. All are
formerly senior executives of B-S-H
and widely known in advertising.
Sample, who started the B-S-H
firm in 1923 with Hill Blackett,
was active in its management until June, 1942, when he was commis ioned aLieutenant Commander
in the Navy.
Blackett's Plans
Hill Blackett, announcing the
opening of his own agency in Chicago, Jan. 1. 1944, said the following former members of B-S-H will
join him: Marvin Harms, vicepresident, B-S-H, a senior account
executive, handling Procter &
Gamble (Dreft), Falstaff Brewing
Corp., A. E. Staley Manufacturing
Co., E. J. Brach & Sons (candy) ;
Robert G. Wilson, vice-president,
B-S-H, key copywriter for the firm

Jan.

1;

tive; and Don Digman, art director.
Frank Hummert, who previously announced that he and his wife,
Anne Hummert, will continue to
produce their radio shows as Hummert Radio Productions, will make
the services of his company available to both agencies.
Mix Dancer, president of B-S-H
for the last three years, is a native
fof Iowa. He was
in the manufacturing business
:in Ottumwa,
Iowa, before joining L. W. Ramsey, Davenport,
Iowa, advertising
agency. He went
to Henri, Hurst
& McDonald, ChiMr. Dancer
cago, before joining B-S-H six
years ago. Mr. Fitzgerald, a native
of St. Louis, founded the Fitzgerald Advertising Agency in New
Orleans in 1926, coming to Chicago to join B-S-H in 1941 as vicepresident and director.
Chicago offices of both companies,
which will continue to be run as
general advertising agencies, covering radio, newspapers, magazines and billboards, will continue
to be in the same building, 221 N.
LaSalle Street.
A PIONEER public service program,
the University of Chicago Round
Table, will air its 500th broadcast on
NBC Sept. 26.

Mr. Fitzgerald

RENEWS

FOR WORLD
SERIES
FOR THE FIFTH consecutive
year, Gillette Safety Razor Co.,
Boston, has signed with Mutual for
exclusive broadcast rights to the
World Series baseball games, which
start Oct. 5 in New York's Yankee
Stadium. Gillette paid $100,000 for
the radio rights and this total will
go into a charity pool, from which
the Red Cross will be the chief
beneficiary.
Red Barber, noted sportscaster,
who has covered seven consecutive
World Series, will again handle
the play-by-play report of the diamond classics, assisted by other announcers, as yet unselected. The
first three games will be played in
New York, with broadcasts starting at 1:15 p.m., and the remaining
games in St. Louis regardless of
the number necessary to decide the
Series. Agency in charge is Maxon
Inc., New York.
Lehn & Fink Eyeing
LEHN & FINK Products Corp.,
Bloomfield, N. J., was in the process last week of selecting a show
to replace its current Take a Card
quiz program, heard on Mutual
since last April Wednesdays 8:309 p.m. tween
Choice
was Date
said toandbe The
beYour Blind
Life of Reilly, but no details were
forthcoming from Wm. Esty & Co.,
New York, agency in charge. It was
also rumored that the replacement
show will probably be moved from
Mutual to the BLUE.
Cough Drop Campaign
SMITH BROS., Poughkeepsie, N.
Y., will start its annual fall and
winter campaign Oct. 4 on about
80 stations and several regional
networks, using most of the same
outlets included in last year's
schedule. Cough drops will be promoted via spot announcements and
chain breaks at the rate of five a
week. Agency is J. D. Tarcher Co.,
New York.

Mr. Sample

of Procter & Gamble (Oxydol), The
Wander Co. (Ovaltine) and A. E.
Staley Manufacturing Co; Kenath
T. Sponsel, vice-president, B-S-H,
senior account executive for Axton-Fisher Tobacco Co., and Joyce
Aviation; Lloyd C. Nelson, treasurer of B-S-H since Jan. 1, 1941;
J. R. Lieber, secretary, auditor and
office manager with B-S-H; Alan
Wallace, radio producer; Henry
Rahmel, technical radio supervisor ;
George F. Drake, account execuDigest Pondering
READERS Digest Assn., Pleasantville, N. Y., is reported considering a quarter-hour weekly program on the BLUE, starting on or
about Oct. 7. No details as to format are available from BBDO, New
York, agency in charge, although
commentator Frazier Hunt may be
selected. Probable time is 10:1510:30 p.m. Thursdays. Material
from the magazine already is the
feature of another program — Radio
Reader's Digest on CBS, sponsored
by Campbell Soup Co., Camden,
N. J.
Page 8 • September

BEHIND-THE-SCENES COUNCIL on production details for the new
weekly BLUE What's New? held attention of this sponsor-agency-network-talent quartet before initial broadcast Sept. 4. Sponsored by RCA,
the 60-minute program originates from Hollywood with switches to various parts of the United States and shortwave pickups from abroad. Detail-deliberators are (1 to r) Larry Robertson, BLUE Hollywood producer; Don Ameche, m.c. ; David Sarnoff, president of RCA, and John
Reber, New York vice-president of J. Walter Thompson Co.
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Draft

of

Fathers

Occupies Congress
But Wheeler and White May
Hold Radio Hearings Next
PROSPECTS for early hearings
on the White- Wheeler bill (S-814)
to reorganize the FCC were seen
last week as the 78th Congress reconvened and the stage was set for
action on various measures affecting the broadcasting industry.
Senator White (R-Me) told
Broadcasting that he planned to
confer with Senator Wheeler (DMont.), chairman of the Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee,
regarding hearings as soon as the
latter's bill to prevent the drafting of fathers is out of the way.
Discusses Plans
"I have every hope that we will
be able to begin hearings within the
next two weeks", Senator White
said. He added that the Committee, of which he is a member, would
in all probability hear testimony
from the FCC, the Federal Communications Bar Assn., the NAB,
the networks, and representatives
of independent stations.
Rep. Holmes (R-Mass.), author
of a companion bill in the House
to the White- Wheeler bill, also expects to hold hearings before the
House Interstate Commerce Committee. He estimates that it will be
at least several weeks before hearings
as Committee
members canwillbegin,
wait until
more pressing
legislation, such as the drafting
of fathers, is disposed of.
First place in the Congressisonal
program was given to the Wheeler
proposal
delay1. drafting
of fathers untiltoJan.
No sooner
had
Congress reconvened when the Senate Military Affairs Committee
called in high Army and Navy officials to testify regarding the needs
of the armed forces.
Dr.Courrier,DorisKeane
Plan to Revive WHIP
ANNOUNCEMENT was made last
week of the purchase of the equipment of the deleted WHIP, formerly known as WJWC, ChicagoHammond, by Dr. George F. Courrier, associate pastor of St. James
Methodist Episcopal church, Chiofficial cago,
of theand Doris
station.Keane,
Two former
towers and
radio transmitter equipment, and
25 acres of land in Hammond, Ind.,
were bought at a court sale under
receivership proceedings from the
Hammond Calumet Broadcasting
Corp. in
dianathe
Harbor.Superior Court of InThe station, which had operated
on 1520 kc. with 5,000 watts, went
off the air Jan. 28, 1943 after John
W. Clarke, principal stockholder,
notified FCC of intention to surrender its license and discontinue
operation. War conditions which
restricted coverage and operational
losses were given as the reason for
the discontinuance. Fourth stockholder with Dr. Courrier, Miss
Keane and Mr. Clarke, was Marshall Field 3d, owner of the Chicago
Sun.
theApplication
license is toforbe reinstatement
made soon. of
• Broadcast
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CBS
Atlantic

Refining
Expands
Grid
List
10.
Atlantic schedule opens formally Pittsburgh at Illinois, Oct. 16, on
Despite War, 69 Stations
on Sunday, Sept. 25, with such
spotlighted games as Princeton at Penn State at Maryland, Oct. 23,
Will Carry 150 Topon 13.
Pennsylvania, Notre Dame at
Pittsburgh, Colgate at Rochester, Army at Yale, Oct. 23, on 20.
Ranking Games
U. of N. C. at Georgia Tech, Iowa
WITH 69 stations scheduled to Navy Pre-flight at Ohio State. A Carnegie Tech at Pittsburgh, Oct.
carry football broadcasts under night game between Virginia Mili30, on 10.
the sponsorship of Atlantic Refintary Institute and Temple, to be Dartmouth at Yale, Oct. 30, on 17.
ing Co., as compared with 53 last played at Philadelphia on Sept. 24, Brown at Yale, Nov. 6, on 17.
year, the company
is also on the schedule.
Princeton at Yale, Nov. 13, on 21.
covers its marDartmouth at Princeton, Nov. 20,
All
the
games
of
the
U.
of
Pennon 26.
keting territory
sylvania and of the Philadelphia
from as far south
Eagles (pro.) have been signed by Cornell at Pennsylvania, Nov. 25,
as Orlando, Fla.,
on 27.
Atlantic. Thirty-two top-flight anand westward to
The Atlantic schedule concludes
nouncers have been engaged to
Cleveland. Southon Dec. 5 with the game between
cover
the
contests.
Assignments
inern stations have
the Green Bay Packers and the
clude Byrum Saam, U. of Pennbeen added to
sylvania; Woody Wolf, U. of Pitts- Philadelphia Eagles.
Stations on the schedule are:
burgh; Tom Manning and John
last year's footMr. Rollins
ball coverage.
Neblett, Ohio State; Lee Kirby,
WFBR WNBF WNAC WICC WGR
WISR WBT WCHV WTAM WBNS
Joseph H. Rollins, advertising Duke U., and Add Penfield, Geor- WBTM
WCED WDNC WEST WENY.
manager, announced last week that
WSAN WFBG WFPG WRDW.
gia
Tech.
WERC
WSAR WEIM WHAI WJEJ
93 college, 47 high school and 10
Among the highlighted contests WKBO WSVA
WTHT WAZL WHYN
professional games are on the At- of the season, and the number of WHCU WJAX WJAC WLNH WGAL.
WMRF WLLH WLVA WMAZ WFEA
lantic schedule, including most of stations to carry these games, are:
WNBH WKST WELI WNLC WOR WDBO
the featured contests in the East, Yale at Pennsylvania, Oct. 2, on 21. WCAU
WIBG KDKA WBRK WEAN.
WPTF WEEU WRNL WDBJ WHEC
South and Middle West. Many gov- Dartmouth at Pennsylvania, Oct. 9, WSYB
WBOC WSAV WARM WKOK
on 26.
ernment war messages will be aired
WAGE WMBS WJPA WATR WBAX
petween periods and will get the Army at Columbia, Oct. 16, on 18. WRAK WDEL WAAB WORK.
benefit of the audience football always attracts.
Impressive Schedule
While war has caused havoc in FCC
to Study
Time
Brokers;
collegiate athletics, disrupting normal gridiron schedules, Atlantic
Decide
to Regulate
Them
has managed to work out an im- May
pressive list of games, despite the A NEW STUDY of "time broker" according to these past interpretamany problems which had to be activities in commercial broadcast- tions.
overcome before the program could
ing, presumably to ascertain just
There are no regulations of the
be announced. This, and the un- where the line shall be drawn, is FCC banning time resale as such.
usually early opening of the footIt may be that the new study is
launchedwith
by the
the FCC's
Department,
blessingLawof being undertaken to determine
ball season explains why several being
whether
hard and fast rules should
games have already been aired, in- the Commission. The informal aube
applied.
thorization
came
at
the
FCC
meetcluding Yale-Muhlenberg, Yaleing last Tuesday with only three
The type of situation regarded
Rochester, Rochester-Baldwin Walmembers, Commissioners Craven, as improper and actually constilace, and Muhlenberg-Villanova.
Durr and Chairman Fly present.
tuting an assignment of license for
It is assumed that the Commission
the period brokered, it was redid not authorize a formal inquiry
cal ed, isone wherein the broker in
by resolution because of the lack of effect sets himself up in the broadcasting business without applying
a quorum.
What inspired the new study at for a station license or being subthis time is conjectural, although
ject to the regulations. There are
it is felt in some quarters that the instances, it is felt, where the brokdisclosures of the House Select
er or contractor practically has
Committee investigating the FCC
taken over the station's operation.
regarding time brokerage activA pending case involving manities in the foreign language field
agement contract or time brokerage
in New York, had a bearing on it. is that involving WCAM Camden,
This practice, constituting sale of
N. J. licensed to the City of Camblock time to contractors or agenden. A contract was entered into
cies, for resale and programming,
with the Mack Sales Co. under
is prevalent in the foreign language
which it contracted for all of the
field. It also is used on other sta- station's time for resale purposes.
tions, usually smaller outlets in This case, however, is still undetermetropolitan areas.
mined, though hearings were held
last year.
Doubtful Practices
One of the cases cited in the Cox
Time brokering per se is not regarded as improper or illegal. The inquiry on the foreign language situation in New York was that of
MAN-SIZED JOB of all announcCommission in the past, and its
ing and programming duties of predecessor, the Radio Commission,
Lido Belli who, Committee GenerWIXTG, FM affiliate of WTAG
in several instances has frowned
al Counsel Eugene L. Garey
Worcester, has been undertaken by upon the practice where it appear- charged, was prevented by the FCC
ed to constitute delegation of full and OWI from conducting his busiradio's first all-girl staff.
ness as a time broker for nine
Showing how it's done are, responsibility to the broker for the
(seated, 1 to r) : Olive Merrill, disc time used and resold. Whether or months, resulting in loss to him of
jockey; Patricia Neighbors, an- not the practice is in the public more than $90,000. Also cited were
nouncer; standing: Gladys Toma- interest depends upon the nature the cases of Andrea and Stefano
jan, monitor; Mary Lou Evans, of the contract and the manner in Luotto, foreign language broadcastscript supervisor.
which the time is sold or controlled,
ers, among others.
BROADCASTING
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Kemp

To Detroit
Office
Moskovics Takes His Post;
Witt Now KNX Manager
ARTHUR J. KEMP, for four
years CBS sales manager on the
Pacific Coast, on Oct. 4 becomes
manager of sales for CBS in the
troit office, a post
network's
Devacant since 1941,
it was announced
last week by William V. GettinBdjMN^jHl
Mr. Kemp
Mi "m AH

ger, CBS vicepresident
in
of sales.
charge
West Coast will
Kemponthe
Succeeding Mr.

be George L.
Moskovics, sales program manager
in that office.
Joining CBS in 1936 as a member of the Pacific Coast sales department, Mr. Kemp had previously been with McManus Inc., Los
Angeles Examiner; sales manager
of KHJ Los Angeles, and KFRC
San Francisco; sales promotion,
y and merchandising manpublicit
ager for KNX Los Angeles, prior
to its purchase in 1936 by CBS.
Mr. Kemp has served as eastern
Pacific
representative for the CBS
Network in New York, and in 1938
was special field representative for
CBS owned stations before returnin his present position.ing to the Coast
New Post for Witt
With the pending transfer of
Mr. Kemp to Detroit, Donald W.
Thornburgh, vi"e - president in
charge of the CBS Pacific Coast
division, announced that Harry W.
Witt, present sales manager of
KNX, has been named to the new
post of assistant general manager
of that station. Mr. Wit was manager of KGB San Diego and with
CBS, he has served as commercial
sales manager of KNX and CBS
Southern California sales manager.
Other personnel alignments on
the coast include Arch Morton,
CBS national sales service director,
named KNX sales manager;
Charles Morin, manager of the
CBS San Francisco office, moving
to Radio Sales, New York, as eastern sales manaarer for the Pacific
network and KNX, and Wayne
Franof the San
Steffner,
cisco salesformerly
staff, becoming
manager
of CBS offices in that city.
Fox Case continues as director
of public relations and West Coast
news bureaus. Hal Hudson continues as program director and
Meredith Pratt as head of Radio
Sales on the Coast.
Bond Renewal
BOND STORES, New York, issued
a blanket renewal of news and
musical programs on 40 stations
throughout the country effective
the first and second week of SepNew York.tember. Agency is Neff-Rogow,
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Noble
Former

Sells

Housing

Head

Pays $1,255,000; May
Have Associates
SALE of WMCA New York to
Nathan Straus, former administrator of the United States Housing Authority, for $1,255,000, was
announced last Monday by Edward
J. Noble, present owner of the
Station and recent purchaser of
the BLUE Network.
In making the announcement
Mr. Noble said that he was disposing of WMAC in accordance
with the FCC policy on multiple
ownership of stations operating in
a single community, as in acquiring the network he is also becoming the licensee of WJZ, BLUE
key station in New York. Transfer
of WMCA was, however, an outright sale and not contingent upon the FCC's approval of Mr.
Noble's acquisition of the BLUE,
on which the Commission is currently holding hearings.
Follows Flamm Ruling
Sale of the station to Mr. Straus
followed by two days the ruling
of Judge Albert Conn of the Appellate Divis.on of the New York
Supreme Court in the legal battle
recently started by Donald Flamm,
from whom Mr. Noble purchased
WMAC in 1941 for $850,000, to regain possession of the station
through a rescission of that sale,
which Mr. Flamm alleges he was
forced to make as a result of
threats and duress [Broadcasting,
Aug. 16, 23, Sept. 6]. Judge Cohn
granted an order returnable Sept.
24 to show cause why a stay should
not be granted, but denied an interim stay to prohibit the sale until that date.
Queried as to how the question
of a stay order restraining the sale
of WMAC can be argued after the
station has been sold, Franklin S.
Wood, attorney for Mr. Noble in
this matter told Broadcasting
that the matter has become academic and that the order would
have force only if the station had
not been sold before Sept. 24.
Philip Handelman, of Handelman & Ives, counsel for Mr.
Flamm, expressed doubt that Mr.
Straus, under the circumstances,
would be a bona fide purchaser
and said: "We will join Mr. Straus
in the action for rescission if he
goes through with the deal." Mr.
Handelman appeared at the FCC
hearing on Mr. Noble's acquisition of the BLUE to acquaint the
Commission with the fact that Mr.
Flamm's action had been filed and
is now pending in the New York
State Supreme Court [BROADCASTING, Sept. 13].
Announcement of the WMCA
sale named only Mr. Straus as
purchaser but it is understood
that he may have associates in
the purchase. Details of the transfer have not yet been disclosed,
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WMCA

to

Nathan

but must necessarily be included
in the application to the FCC for
approval of the license transfer.
The application probably will not
be filed for several weeks, Mr.
Wood said, and possibly not until
the conclusion of the Commission's
hearings on the change in ownership of the BLUE.
No financial details of the purchase of WMCA by Mr. Straus
were made public last week except
the purchase price of $1,255,000
and the fact that Mr. Noble had
put about $200,000 in new capital
into WMAC in addition to the
$859,000 he had paid Mr. Flamm,
bringing his original investment
in the station to approximately
$1,050,000.
In announcing the sale of
WMCA last Monday, Mr. Noble
said: "The purchase of the station by Mr. Straus brings to the
New York radio field a native
New Yorker with a distinguished
career in public service, who also
has a successful background of
business and newspaper experience. I am thoroughly satisfied
that he will operate WMCA within the letter and spirit of public
interest, convenience and necessity
and that moreover he will make a
contribution to the development of
the station in keeping with his
fine record of public service."
Straus Statement
Mr. Straus stated: "The acquisition of WMCA is for me both a
responsibility to maintain the high
standards of radio broadcasting
and an opportunity to make the
station an even more significant
factor in the life of this world's
largest city. I have been impressed with the high calibre of
WMCA's wartime programming
and both policy and personnel will
be retained intact. I intend to devote my entire time to the active
manaeement and operation of the
station. Radio is one of the great
factors in moulding public opinion and in a democracy public opinion makes the laws.
"I wish to state unequivocallv,"
he continued, "that commercial
consideration will at no time be
permitted to interfere with the
proper function of the station as
a medium of entertainment and
education, and in wartime, of communications and morale. If WMCA
can help to promote the development of an informed public opinion concerning the great problems
and issues of our troubled times,
I shall feel that my association
with it has not been without profHALLICRAFTERS Co., Chicago (radio manufacturers), has purchased a
thrice-weekly quarter-hour newscast
on WJJD Chicago. Contract for 13
weeks it."
was placed by Burton Browne
Adv. Co., Chicago.
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Straus

FCC

Okays

Operation
WMCA

PURCHASER

NATHAN STRAUS, purchaser of
WMCA New York, has a long record of public service. Son of the
famous philanthropist of the same
name, he was born in New York
City May 27, 1889. He studied at
Princeton and Heidelberg Universities, obtaining a special diploma,
cum laude, from Princeton U. in
1909. On April 25, 1915, he married Helen E. Sachs of New York.
Beginning his business career as
a reporter for the New York Globe,
he entered the publishing field in
1914, purchasing the magazine
Puck. He was editor and publisher
of Puck until America's entrv into
the first World War in 1917. At
that time he enlisted in the Navy
as an Ensign serving until December 1918 when he was honorably
discharged. In 1919-20 he was assistant editor of the Globe.
Bv training and background a
public servant, Mr. Straus was
tendered the Democratic nomination for the New York State Senate after the armistice of World
War T to repres°nt the 15th Senatorial District. Though the district
was normallv Republican, Mr.
Straus was elected by a comfortable majoritv. He was reelected in
1922 and 1924.
With a record of progressive legislation. Straus served New York
as a Senator at Albanv for six
years. He is best known for his reforms in the field of nnblic housing
and is the snonsor of the so-called
"Straus Law" which prevents housing discrimination against families
with children.
Returning to private business in
]927, he became president of
Nathan Straus-Duparouet, a hotel
and restaurant enu;pment company, at the same time organising
the "Park Association of New
York" to promote the extension of
the citv park system. In 1933. he
organized the Hillside Housing
Corp., largest low-rent housing
project m the country.
In 1935 he was appointed by
BROADCASTING

WNYC
at Night

Special Service Permit in
Effect to Feb. 1, 1944
SPECIAL SERVICE authorization
for night time operation of WNYC
New York to Feb. 1, 1944, the duration of its current license, was
granted last week by the FCC and
the hearing which had been set for
Sept. 13 cancelled. The action followed a petition filed Aug. 24 by
CBS on behalf of WCCO Minneapolis proposing withdrawal of its
opposition with certain conditions,
provided the Commission concludes
nighttime operation of New York's
municipally-owned station would
aid in the war effort.
WCCO, the dominant station on
the 830 kc clear channel, had protested an earlier FCC grant of
special service authorization to
WNYC after the Commission had
denied a formal application for
evening time after a hearing
[Broadcasting, Aug. 30].
Right Reserved
CBS made it clear, in withdrawing its opposition, that it does not
admit that operation of WNYC
during nighttime
hours will
not interfere with the service
of WCCO,
and it specifically reserved the
right to contest anv application
filed by New York City for operation for nighttime hours other than
as specified in the petition.
WNYC has operated daytime on
830 kc with 1000 watts since 1939.
The State of Minnesota as well as
CBS had opposed breaking down
the clear channel by the prnnosed
evening operation which WNYC
had sought s;nce 1939, on the
ground that it would interfere with
prosrram service to rural listeners
in the north central area and that
rules.
it was contrary to the Commission's
Helps Army Medics
FERRY-HANLY Co., New York,
has been assigned by the War Advertising Council to conduct a campaign for the Army Medical Department. Purpose is in part to reassure the public that wounded
servicemen are getting the best
care, and to recognize heroism of
the medical soldier as a morale
measure.
to advertiser« Agency
in ra^io will
and appeal
other media
to contribute time and space to the
caiise and will provide "opy material, through a pamphlet to be
issued in a month or so under the
title "A Matter of Life and Death."
Mayor LaGuardia to make a survey of public housing in Europe.
On his return he was appointed a
member of the New York City
Housing Authority. In the succeeding years, he led the movement
which finally resulted in the passage of the U. S. Housing Act in
1937. President Roosevelt appointed him Administrator of the U. S.
Housing Authority in which ca1942. pacity he served until February
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Advertising

gether and bought $30,200 in War Bonds from
W-H-O — and in Summerville, Georgia, another
group printed special installment books entitled
"Local Member

W-H-O

War

Bond

Club— A

Mighty Club to Beat the Axis, Sponsored by Radio

"WHACHA
'IOWAY

MEAN

BY

PLUS'?"

Station W-H-O,
W-H-O

Des Moines".

is listened-to regularly by thousands of

people we'd never dare claim in even our tertiary
coverage. W-H-O
Lots of people seem to think we're covering a good
deal of ground when we talk about reaching "Iowa

gives its advertisers a bonus audi-

ence that is possibly as large as most Iowa stations'
total audience. . . .

Plus".
That's what we mean by "Iowa Plus". Write for
Maybe so. But sometimes we surprise even ourselves! For instance, we'd never have thought that
our efforts to sell War
"WHO

a typical W-H-O
Peters!

mail count — or ask Free 8C

Bonds would result in

Clubs" as far away as Georgia or Texas.

Yet in Littlefield, Texas, 176 people banded toWHO

! +
PLUS
-|- fir IOWA
DES MOINES . . . 50,000 WATTS
B. J. PALMER, PRESIDENT
J. O. MALAND, MANAGER
FREE & PETERS, INC. . . . National Representatives

12,000
THE

Newscasts

Office of Censorship not

only has no criticism of Radio's
handling of news but is proud
of the record being made by the
industry as a co-partner in the
unprecedented experiment of voluntary, civilian censorship. As of
last Saturday, this record showed
only 177 confirmed violations of
the Broadcasting Code in a total
of 12,044 news shows heard or
read by the Broadcasting Division's radio news desk. That's a
batting average of 98.3% for the
radio news editors of the nation
acting as their own censors. It is
convincing evidence that radio,
working with an equally alert
press, has succeeded so far in
throwing up an effective security
screen around our global war
operations. — Charter Heslep
THROUGH the operation of two
simple controls set up to check on
Code observance throughout the
country, the radio news desk of
Censorship has monitored, reviewed
or precensored every one of 12,044
shows.
The two controls are a monitor
of network programs which enables
us to hear 400 to 600 shows a
month and spot checking of selected
groups of stations which brings us
about the same number of news
scripts every 30 days.
These uncounted millions of
words include, up to now, the outgivings of more than a hundred
network commentators and newscasters and at least one entire
week's news production from more
than a third of all the stations of
the country.
Four Standards
NAB is making a sound move
in setting up a committee to formulate standards to be put before the
industry that will improve the
overall presentation of news on the
air. Any apparent shortcomings do
not represent an indictment of all
broadcasters. In most cases, the
practices cited are found in relatively few stations; I may even be
accused of fly specking.
The standards that seem pertinent to this committee's discussions are Accuracy, Honesty, Integrity and Responsibility. Let's
start with Accuracy.
No single move will do more to
achieve accuracy than copyreading.
I hope this committee will recommend that no broadcaster ever put
a line of news on the air unless
it has been read carefully by someone. Consider the care a welledited paper exercises. Every story
is read by the city editor, telegraph
editor, or department head. Then
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CHARTER

a copyreader goes over it, word
by word. The news editor gives it
a look-see. The composing room
proofreads it and the managing
editor or some editorial executive
checks the proofs before the paper
locks up. That's five operations.
No wonder bad bulls in the press
are collectors' items.
What happens in some radio stations? The ticker buzzes merrily
in a corner. Shortly before the next
newscast an announcer bounds
over, measures up on his arm the
amount of copy he needs or snips
off the last roundup and rushes to
the mike.
Of the 340 stations spotchecked
to date more than half originate
no news. That means several million listeners get only what comes
over the tickers and what is fed
from the networks. It seems reasonable to conclude also that in
some of these same stations there
isn't a single person employed who
possesses much newspaper experience. This situation places a terrific responsibility on the networks
and the news services serving radio. Doubtless the manpower shortage explains some of this lack of
enterprise by individual broadcasters.
Checking the Copy
Copyreading comes as natural
as breathing on a newspaper. A
$40-a-week desk man has no inferiority complex about cutting
the stuff of a $1,000 a week columnist. Station managements
should give their news editors complete authority to copyread all material, including press association
copy, and have the final word —
even if that word means ordering
control to cut the program if a
commentator tries to use material
the editor has ordered out. No com-

Their

Urged;

Newsmen

HESLEP

mentator, analyst, ace reporter or
expert who is not a complete stuffed
shirt or afflicted with a messiah
complex
going to copyreading.
resent competent and isintelligent
Dozens of stations, particularly
those in semi-rural communities,
are attempting considerable local
coverage. The police blotter, courts,
city government, community meetings and that lifeblood of the small
newspaper — the personals — are being used. Here, too, accuracy should
be paramount, especially where
the relation between station and
listener is apt to be very personal.
We've all acquired habits as voluntary censors that should be carried over to post war broadcasting.
I refer to the Code request to verify all messages sent in by telephone, to check the source of emergency notices, to edit letters from
overseas and to check personal
items to see that no clues are given on troop or ship movements.
All of these checks promote accuracy— as well as security. Accuracy
should be one of the cornerstones
in any set of radio news standards.
Honesty is the next standard.
When I was pondering a switch
from city room to radio news room,
an old broadcasting veteran said
to me: "The biggest thing you've
got to realize is that you're going
into the show business." Well, after I got into radio, and especially
after a year on an observation post
in Washington, I wonder if radio
management wouldn't do well to
forget it is in the show business
when it is promoting its news department. Legitimate promotion of
commentators and services — yes.
Frenzied overwriting and extravagant claims for this or that "newsboy"-— No.
Today, radio tosses around the

WHEN it comes to radio news listening, Charter Heslep is
a professional. Chances are he has listened critically to about
as many newscasts as anyone you can think of offhand. If
you pin him down, Charter will estimate the number at 12,000.
In his capacity as Uncle Sam's official ear for newscasts, Charter
has formed some conclusions — and some very definite ones,
if you don't mind plain talk. Here Charter speaks strictly as
a radio news executive, which he was at NBC where he was
night news editor. In his U. S. capacity, Charter is news editor
under J. Harold Ryan, Assistant Director of Censorship for
Broadcasting. These remarks are excerpted from his talk last
Thursday before the NAB News Standards Committee. Charter used to be a newspaperman himself — managing editor of
the Washington Daily News, in the Nation's Capital.
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MR. HESLEP
words "commentator", "news analyst", "editor", "newscaster" and
"reporter" like so many balls kept
in the air by a juggler. An opening commercial or top sheet on
some stations breathlessly tells
you althat
or thatnewspaperman,
"internationexpert,this
famous
ace reporter", is about to give his
keen analysis of the news and comment on the great events of the
day. And what comes next? A collection of 10 to 15 stories clipped
from a wire service. In some cases
there isn't a single pencil mark on
the copy. This phoney buildup also
hits a network now and then.
Those Nickel Extras
Then, there is the plagiarist. A
wire service man comes up with
a good think piece. Or a correspondent gets a real beat. Or a rewrite man happens to do a particularly fine piece of writing. How
many vice orcommentators
give the serthe man credit?
This deception also extends in
a lesser degree to the stations. The
newspaper labels most of its material. The press and picture associations call quickly and loudly
when that log or agate credit line
is omitted. But some stations
blithely present the news "as gathered by the WWWW newsroom".
A station discovers it has an announcer who is very facile in reading news. He may never have written a story or handled a piece of
copy in his life, but in no time at
all he may become a commentator.
Yet he'd be paralyzed if he had to
write his own script.
Remember how you cursed in the
old days when you put out a nickel
for an extra that amounted to a
fake? Well, radio has abolished
most of the newspaper extras —
both legitimate and spurious — but
in some cases has appropriated
this vice as its very own. One salu(Continued on page bl)
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Mightiest tribute in many a day came when OWI

tagged

radio the "fourth front" in the war.
Not only on battlefields and through shortwave broadcasts has the industry made the grade, but on the home front
as well. Fast, complete news coverage, keen and accurate
news analysis show Americans where they stand and where

JOHANNES

STEEL

FIVE-STAR

FINAL

Dynamic, convincing, world-recognized
for his predictions. Steel has rubbed elbows with Europe's famous and infamous who today shape the history he
interprets. Rivals the nation's top commentators in popularity and appeal.

One of America's first dramatized news
shows. A gripping roundup of world
events brilliantly re-enacted. "Five Star
Final" matches any network show in
dramatic importance and human interest, in national fame and prestige.

ALICE

BUSINESS FORUM
Prominent industrial and business leaders gather for weekly round-table discussions about problems affecting trade
in the metropolitan area. The only exclusive program of its kind where businessmen "tell all."

HUGHES

Women — yes, men too — turn to "A
Woman's Views" by syndicated columnist Alice Hughes for comments on
home and world affairs. Audiences understand her crisp newspaper style, like
her sincere approach.

they're going. Powerful weapons in winning wars!
And we at WMCA are proud indeed of our own fourth
front warriors . . . men and women carrying on one of New
York's hardest hitting news offensives. Proud too that so
many advertisers have chosen to attack the New York market
by way of WMCA's

stronger-than-ever news front.

DR. FRANK KINGDOM
This noted scholar, journalist brings
an ail-American viewpoint to the international scene. Widely quoted in the
daily press, Dr. Kingdon has created an
unusual standard of impressive news
analysis.

RICHARD EATON
The ink hardly dries on Washington
blueprints before Eaton takes the air
from the capital with a report to local
listeners. A growing roster of important guests testifies to his intimacy with

CIVILIAN DEFENSE NEWS
Born of a nation thrust into war, Lilian
Okun's "Civilian Defense News"
brings
to the
city's vigilant
vital news
on local
activitiesmillions
. . . facts

UNITED NATIONS AT
WORK. Official representatives of
the Allied Nations meet to compare
notes on history-making post-war
plans. A distinguished radio forum
originating from the United Nations
New York headquarters.

keyed
to everyone's
the home
by a cleverattention,
reporter. sent into

diplomatic, political "greats."

NEW YORK TIMES NEWS BULLETINS. Every hour on the hour, the world's leading
newspaper broadcasts up-to-the-minute news bulletins . . . most outstanding public service in New York.

REPRESENTATIVE: WEED t CO. • CHICAGO • DETROIT • HOLLYWOOD • BOSTON
BROADCASTING
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Chairman Indicates Field of Program Content
May Get Scanning; Sponsored News an Issue
IMMINENT invasion by the FCC
the easiest wav out is the most conof the field of program content,
MR. GOW GOES to Washington
structive way".
presumably as an outgrowth of the
If the industry does not "see the to cover the reconvening of 78th
May 10 Supreme Court decision as- light", Chairman Fly asserted, the
cribing to the FCC control over matter would be considered by the Congress for WSAI-WLW Cincinnati,views
and with
to those
get transcribed
who makeinterthe
the "composition of the traffic", Commission. He said there was a
seen in recent expressions of the tendency to avoid these vital quesnews. One of the biggest news
Commission, and more particularly
tions on public issues by the indusnames on "the Hill", Speaker Sam
Chairman James Lawrence Fly.
try and "to take refuge behind Rayburn (D-Tex.), (left) chats
Following the hearing Sept. 10 shibboleths rather than move out here with newsman George Gow.
in a fundamental and vital way
on the proposed sale of the BLUE
Network Co. to Edward J. Noble,
and grasp the issues and do someNew York industrialist and broadthing about rendering a public in a number of instances, which
caster for $8,000,000 cash, which
service
in regard to them". He only accentuates the fact that you
was devoted almost entirely to pro- continued :
don't render a broad public service.
gramming procedures and policies,
Disguised as News
Chairman Fly at his press con"I heard a so-called news pro"I rather suspect that if the
ference last Monday discussed
news broadcasts and handling of present tendency continues, the
gram last night. It always is supposed to be a news program.
controversial issues by stations and overall utility of the broadcasting
networks. He posed the question will tend to diminish from day to Through the months it has been
day, month to month, year to year, tending more and more to get away
of whether news broadcasts should
simply because of the ease of from the news of the day to the
be sponsored at all.
adopting restrictions and constricphilosophies of the particular sponNews Problems
tive and exclusive measures. We
sor. Things like that are done in
seem to be simply sticking to the a somewhat subtle if not overPrior to the May 10 Supreme
Court decision, it was generally point that so long as an outfit is subtle manner. Only by careful
accepted that the FCC could con- big enough and has some product
listening do you discover that he
sider program content only "after to sell over a national network, it is not giving you news or comment on the world news, but is
the fact" or in cases of license re- will get the time, and if not it
newals, where past program ser- won't get it. That's too easy a peddling ideas to you from the
vice of stations could be taken into standard. Then, too, I would sup- company headquarters. Where
account. The fact that the BLUE
ideas and ideals and philosophies
pose it doesn't help that situation
Network proceeding centered
any where we permit that small
are promoted they ought to be
around news policies, sponsored
restricted group to promote their promoted openly, and in any case
programs, and unwillingness of the own ideas and their own philoso- when they are promoted they
BLUE and other networks to sell
phies and press those upon the should be counterbalanced by othtime to membership or cooperative
er presentations so that the public
public's attention. You have that
groups, was seen as the first indication of FCC consideration of
"composition of the traffic" [Broadcasting. Sept. 13].
L. W. Herzog Named
FM
Sec.-Treas.,
At his press conference, also
York
participated in by Commissioner C. At Open Board Meeting in New
J. Durr, Chairman Fly said the L. W. HERZOG, W55M (WTMJ)
on the basis of market area coverwhole question of news coverage
age. It was decided to consolidate
Milwaukee, was elected secretaryand sponsorship would be taken up treasurer of FM Broadcasters Inc. the handling of both problems in
by the Commission. He said he at an "open" board meeting at the a single committee with W. R.
David of General Electric Co.,
thought that in the case of the Ambassador, New York, last TuesBLUE Network transfer the ComSchenectady, as chairman. Other
day. He succeeds Robert T. Bartmission might well inquire into the ley, who resigned this office along members of this new committee
general policies and conducts of with his vice-presidency of the are: Ray H. Manson, StrombergCarlsdn Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.;
Yankee Network to join the NAB
operations as a basis of approval
Everett Dillard, Commercial Radio
or disapproval of the transfer.
in an executive capacity [Broadcasting,
Aug.
30].
Equipment Co. (K49KC), Kansas
Alluding to public discussion
C. M. Jansky Jr., of Jansky & Citv; F. M. Doolittle, W65H
and the presentation of views on
(WDRC), Hartford, and Mr.
important current issues, political, Bailey, Washington consulting ra- Jansky.
dio engineers, was elected technisocial or economic, Chairman Fly
cal advisor of FMBI, filling a post
Committee will present a full resaid the Commission must bear in
that has been vacant since Paul A.
port at the next FMBI board meetmind the necessity of having a de Mars of the Yankee Network,
ing in the studios of WGN Chi"broad general public service in its former occupant, entered the
cago, on Nov. 17. It was voted to
radio — not a tendency to constrict
Navv. Walter J. Damm, W55M,
continue the "open meeting" policy,
and exclude". To the extent that FMBI president, was named to inviting any FMBI members who
broadcasting fails to meet that represent
the organization on the are able to attend. This policy has
public need, Chairman Fly said, new Radio Technical Plannmg
been a great success wherever it
it is "deficient".
has been tried, Mr. Damm said.
Board, with Theodore C. Streibert,
Marcus Loew Booking Agency
He said he thought it was time W71NY (WOR), New York, FMBI
(W63NY, WHN), New York;
for the industry itself "to take hold vice-president, as his alternate.
of this whole problem and see how
WJJD Inc., Chicago, and Piedmont
Interim reports were delivered
opportunities can be made to ren- bv committees studying the adv;saPublishing Co. (WSJS), Winstonder broader service and to agree bility of increasing marginal field
Salem, were elected as members,
bringing
the FMBI roster up to a
on rendering more fundamental
strength of FM stations from 50
services". He declared the easiest to 100 microvolts and the desira- total of 65. Meeting was attended
about 45 members, including
way out may be to "construct and bil'ty of retaining or changing the by
all nine board members.
exclude, but it is not so clear that present method of allocating power
Page 14 • September
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will have the benefit of both sides
of the controversial issues.
"A radio license is a public trust.
It may be exploited selfishly, and
properly so, but it should not be
so exploited exclusively and as
against the great public interest.
The privilege of extending your
voice into the living rooms of virtually all the people of this country is a rare one. It cannot be extended to everybody, and he who
undertakes to operate or exercise
control over that vital mechanism
which belongs to the public, takes
with that privilege and that opportunity a grave public duty. The
mechanism of free speech and indeed about the only practical mechanism of free speech we have is
entrusted to him and it is placed
in his hands in trust for the pubNo Change Likely
Asked whether there was any
possibility of the Communications
Act being rewritten to eliminate
lic".
the public interest clause (as proposedmittee
by theinvestigating
House Select
Comthe FCC),
Chairman Fly said he did not think
there is the "slightest possibility".
He added it was conceivable that
some of the "powerful interests"
might bring so much pressure to
bear that there might be some
slight change of wording.
Once the "fundamental duty" to
serve the public interest is taken
away from the license of the broadcaster, Chairman Fly added, "you
have prostituted your whole great
public mechanism of free speech to
selfish interests". The dangers in
any system where the broadcaster
would not be under a duty to serve
the public interest "are well nigh
frightening",
added. of wider
From the he
standpoint
public service, Chairman Fly
added, it may well be that there
ought not to be any sponsorship
of news or comment. Declaring he
would take no position on that, he
added that there are some "splendid examples of courage in news
reporters and commentators who
are paid
by not
the intend
sponsors".
He
added
he did
to level
any criticism at such commentators or at their sponsors.
LADY

ESTHER

CUTS

AGENCY CONTRACT
PEDLAR & RYAN, New York,
and Lady Esther Co., Chicago,
have severed relations, it was
learned last week. Agency has been
handling the Screen Guild Theatre
program
startedEsther.
on CBS last October by Lady
The program was not involved
in the disagreement, according to
Pedlar & Ryan. Failure of the
agency and the sponsor to agree
on certain general policies resulted
in a mutual agreement to part
company,
was last
said.week
Separation
went
into iteffect
as far
as operations involving copy, production, etc., but the agency has
lined up programs for the coming
weeks. Selection of another agency
is in progress.
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Picture

of

190,365

housewives

buying

food

.

.

.

The young lady is having a busy day.
She is competing for a prize on "The Missus Goes A-Shopping"
. . .the favorite quiz-and-fun show of New York housewives. Every
program plays to a packed house of 350 women. The waiting list
for studio tickets is six weeks long !
It's an informal, zany program, conducted by nimble-ton gued
John Reed King. From the time the first studio visitor appears, the
fun flies thick and fast. It's a madhouse.

And for fifteen minutes

laughter buckles the walls.
It's the highest rated show in New York at 8:30 A.M. More New
York women— more by 88%— listen to"The Missus" than to the second ranking program. In fact, one out of every three radio-available housewives are tuned to "The Missus". 190,365 housewives
each day.
Advertisers listen, too. Seven major food
chains enthusiastically endorse the show. Sponsors wait in line to participate. (No time is now
available for sale. )
Smooth, top -flight radio. Skilfully written.

Columbia's Key Station
NEW YORK * 50,000 Watts

Professionally produced. Brilliantly conducted.
Of course, it's on WABC.

Represented by Radio Sales, the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

Management

ownMr.minds."
White bases his views on
the limitation of available frequencies, abasic difference between radio and press as media for public
expression. Without a non-editorial
policy, he declared, a powerful onesided position on serious issues
could readily be taken by a small
group of broadcasters. Permitting

30 or 40 news analysts with nationwide audiences and regular periods
to build loyal listeners, the freedom
to preach their own views "would
be to create for CBS a super-editorial page instead of no editorial
page at all. Then freedom of the
air, within the genuine spirit of
democracy, would be merely a hollow phrase," he concluded.
Radio News Courses
The recently organized Radio
News Committee announced as its
first ma or project a plan for aiding schools and colleges in the instal ation of courses on technique
of preparing news for broadcasting and presenting it on the air.
The committee will study courses
at Columbia U. and Northwestern
U. and w 11 consult with educators
to expedite placing these courses
in as many educational institutions
as possible to help alleviate the
serious personnel shortage in radio news bureaus, the announcement stated.
The committee took no action at
its initial meeting on the problems
of newscast operation and standards, deciding to withhold definite
recommendations for the next
meeting, which will be held in
about two months.
During its two-day meeting, the
news committee heard Charter
Heslep of the Radio Division, Office of Censorship, in a talk titled
"After 12,000 Newscasts" [see
(Continued on page 58)

NBC

Programs

Responsible^

AB

'Editorializing'
Says on
Group
Joint Resolution
by News
and Public Relations
Committees Follows Kaltenborn- White Debate
THAT MANAGEMENT of sta- interpret or analyze the news must
tions and networks must take re- also refrain from expression of edisponsibility for whatever is broadtorial opinion or our non-editorial
cast over their transmitters was
position
becomes an empty shell."
voiced in a resolution on editorialMr. White said, "Ideally, in the
case
of
controversial issues, the
izing and the functions of news
commentators, issued jointly by the audience should be left with no imNAB Radio News Committee and
pressions as to which side the
the NAB Public Relations Commit- analyst himself actually favors."
The function of a news analyst,
tee at the conclusion of meetings
held concurrently at the WaldorfAstoria, New York, last Wednesday and Thursday.
The resolution reads: "Responsibility for all broadcasting rests and
must continue to rest on individual
station and network managements.
The industry recognizes and accepts this responsibility and the
Radio News Committee of the NAB
is certain that various management policies, however they may
occasionally differ, are designed
to further the public interest."
Kaltenborn vs. White
The action followed an attack
by the veteran news analyst, H. V.
Kaltenborn, upon the recent ruling
of Paul White, CBS director of
news broadcasts, forbidding the
voicing of editorial opinion by
commentators on that network. Mr.
Kaltenborn expressed strong contrary views in an address at a joint
luncheon meeting of the two committees on Wednesday, at which
the Association of Radio News
Analysts wre guests.
"Don't hamstring the great
cause of free speech on the air by
adopting a rigid code of rules to
govern all radio commentators,"
Mr. Kaltenborn told the committees. "Hire the best men you can
get for the money you can pay.
Tell them frankly what you expect;
what you are trying to do on your
station or your network and give
them their heads. If they get out of
line correct them. If they continually violate what you deem to be
an essential policy, fire them. But
don't pretend that you are going to
be able to keep a commentator
worth his salt from expressing his
personal opinions."
White Restates Views
Taking issue with Mr. White, the
commentator cited article six of the
code of the Assn. of Radio News
Analysts, of which he is president:
"The Association opposes all censorship of broadcast material, except insofar as duly required by
governmental authorities in the interest of public safety during a national emergency."
After the meeting Mr. White restated the policies he outlined to
CBS news analysts Sept. 7. Emphasizing the network's lack of editorial views except in regard to
radio itself, he said that "by extension, those men selected by us to
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Mr. White said, "is to marshall the
facts . . . and out of his common
or specific knowledge to present
these facts so as to inform his listeners rather than persuade them.
The analyst should attempt to
clear up any contradictions with
the known record, should fairly
present both sides of controversial
questions, and in short, should give
the best available information upon
which listeners can make up their

Public

Service

Up

60%;

is Goal, States Trammel!
Betterment
EXPRESSING satisfaction with
viewed the status of public service
broadcasting in the light of the Sudevelopment of NBC's public service programs since the establishpreme Court ruling on the FCC
ment of a separate public service
regulations, and Albert E. Dale,
department nine months ago, Niles
director of information, brought
Trammell, president of NBC,
the meeting up to date on political
stated that still better programs
developments in Washington.
are the department's goal for the
A total of 28,182 nurses, 89,994
coming year. Mr. Trammell spoke
nurses
aides, and 749,475 home
Sept. 15 at the conclusion of the
nursing students have been enannual two-day meeting in New
rolled by the Red Cross through
York of the public service divis:on, the NBC program That They Might
at which Dr. James Rowland AnLive, it was reported by Jane Tifgell, public service counselor, presided.
fany Wagner, director
of women's
war activities,
adding that
the figAccording to a report by Wilures were still incomplete.
liam Burke Miller, manager of the
Representatives of other NBC
department and war program mandivisions making reports at the
meeting included:
ager, pubk'c
increased
by service
about programs
6T per centhavein
Frank E. Mullen, vice-president and general manager; John F. Royal, vic-p resithe nine-mo^th period, while
dent in cnarge of internat.onal relations;
Dwight Herrick, assistant manSterling r isner, assistant public se.vice
counselor; Sheldon B. Hickox Jr., manager
ager of public service, explained to of
the stations department; Judith Waller,
the group the status of the NBC
manager of the central division putllc
service
department; Jennings Pierce, who
Listeners Adv:sory Pan°l, and demis in charge of the same division on trie
onstrated with reco^dinTs promoWest Coast; Albert Crews, of the central
tion for public service programs
division production staff; Doris Corwith,
to Dr. Angell; Arthur ton est,
through the NBC "Parade of assistant
public service promotion manager; E Idie
Grief of the press division; Lewis Titterton, manager of th? script depar ment;
Others to Assist
John H. MacDonald, vice-president in
Stars."
charge of finance; Max Jordan, director
A plan for a public service seof
broadcasts;
Eri'c B rnuw,
editorreligious
ofspecialist.
the script
ries which would invite the coopermusic
Alsodivision;
prrs?ntGi'bert
were Chase,
Davi 1
at:on of outside groups at differSarnoff.
president
of
RCA:
Hedges, vice-president in charge Wil'iam
of stationS.
ent intervals through the coming
Frank E. Mason, vice-president
year was sufgested bv Clarence L. relations;
o" leave, and John Elwood. manager of
KPO. NBC outlet in Sa" Fr?nc:-co The
Menser, vi"e-president in charge
two-day
meeting conc'udedwithwithDr.a dinner
at
the Waldorf-Astoria
Angell
of programs. A. L. Ashbv, viceacting as toastmaster.
president and general counsel, re-
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Lucy
Heads
CBS
Affiliates Group
Board Votes Action Against
Mutual Rebroadcast Plan
C. T. LUCY, general manager of
WRVA, CBS Richmond affiliate,
was elected chairman of the CBS
Affiliates Advisory Board at their
fall meeting in
New York Sept.
15 and 16. Mr.
Lucy was unable
to attend
Arthur B. and
Church,
president of the
casting BroadCo.,
Midland
Mr. Lucy

served as tempor a r y chairman.
Mr. Lucy has

manager of WRVA been
sincegeneral
the 50,000
watt station was established in
1925, and has also served with
NAB.
Discourage Practice
Members unanimously passed a
resolution against "the proposal
for transcribed rebroadcasting of
programs originally broadcast over
by another netone network,
work"— a direct action against Mutual's Daytime Playhouse Plan
[Broadcasting, Aug. 30]. Opposition was voiced by the three other
major networks soon after details
of the plan were revealed, the com-is
plaints claiming the proposal
detrimental to network radio as
radio [Broadnighttime
Sept. 6].
well as tocasting,

The resolution reads:
the wastResolved that, in view of
which would reage of radio facilitiescrimi
duplicaindisrams nate
the prog
sult
in the same
radio
tion offrom
retranscribe
forrams
, the
areasdcas
origidnally
ofsalprog
tingpropo
broa
anby
ork
netw
broadcast over one
to the pubother network is contrary ers
of the
lic interest, and the membsory
Board
Advi
iates
Affil
mbia
Colu
hereby request Columbia to take all
possible steps to discourage any such
Triple-Threat Plan
Board also discussed "Triple
Threat"
practice." booklet the network sent
out to affiliates, advertisers and
agencies, recommending the elimination by Oct. 1, 1944, of all hitchhike and cow-catcher announcements, as detrimental to commercial radio. The group passed a resolution limiting station break announcements to service announcements with non-competitive sponsorship and cushioned by intervals
preceding and following station
breaks.
Members attending were : Franklin Doolittle, WDRC Hartford;
John M. Rivers, WCSC Charleston, S. C; Hoyt B. Wooten, WREC
Memphis; C. W. Myers, KOIN
Portland, Ore.; I. R. Lounsberry,
WKBW
Buffalo; Arthur B.
Church, KMBC Kansas City, Mo.;
Leo J. Fitzpatrick, WJR Detroit.
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WRGB

has

American

Television Society for the "greatest

received

the

Award

contribution to television program

of the

development

of the year." In recognition of this award, station
WRGB

makes this promise — to rededicate itself

to experimentation which

will advance the art

of television programming

and studio techniques.

Television station WRGB is a popular place with Schenectadians and
visitors to the city, as well as the source of entertainment for television
set owners of the area. Programs were televised by G.E. as early as '28
on station WGY, but came into their own when WRGB began operation late in 1939. In the new studio, opened in mid-1941, programs
are now run 8 to 1 0 hours a week, Mondays, Thursdays, and Fridays.
One
the many offine
programs
WRGB was experimenting
"The Rivals," ^
starringof students
Russell
Sage televised
College. byContinually
and
developing
new other
techniques,
Electric's
has put
on numerous
types ofGeneral
programs,
such astelevision
concerts, station
sports
events, movies, and public service productions.
WRGB
the television station
GENERAL

H

ELECTRIC

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.
BF O ADCASTING
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College

Radio

More Background Work
And Less Technical
Training Needed
By CLARENCE L. MENSER
Vice-president in NBC
Charge of Programs,
RECENT

discussions in Broadcasting concerning the contributions the colleges are making
through courses in radio, have
been very interesting. It seems
to me, however,
that Prof. Raymond W. Tyson
of Pennsylvania
State College in
his defense of the
colleges has
missed much of
the real point.
Mr. Menser
No one in the industry should say that the colleges
have not made a worthwhile contribution.
Prof. Tyson is pretty general in
his statements, but the subject he
is treating is one in which it is
difficult to be specific. No one can
indicate in measurable units just
what anybody's contribution to
the radio industry is likely to be.
It seems, however, that the college courses in radio are very busy
doing things they shouldn't attempt, while neglecting some of
the obvious things which they are
eminently qualified to do. A parallel might be drawn from the field
of medicine. We wouldn't think
very highly of a college which set
up courses in medicine designed ;o
give its freshman students a sharp
knife and an adjustable saw with
which they could start in cutting
muscles and sawing off legs.
Preparatory Work
Every reputable college which
wants to make a contribution to
the field of medicine offers premedical courses. These courses are
built on a theory that every good
doctor should have a background
of general information about the
human body, about chemistry and
a lot of other things that are basic
to his use of various techniques
which he learns elsewhere.
Colleges which want to do courses
in radio should take a page from
this book. They should quit trying
to teach the professional techniques, which they are not equipped
to teach either in personnel or
equipment. Instead, they should
spend the time on things they
are prepared to do well. For
example, for potential writers in
radio, college courses can do a tremendous service by teaching things
which can be taught about the
business of writing.
Two phases are especially important. One is actual writing and
the other is a study which will
give a background for that writing. Much can be taught about the
use of words. The average writer
Page 20 • September

Courses

Need

who comes to us for a job has apparently never learned very much
about the expert use of words in
picturesque speech. Yet words are
the things upon which he is to
base his career.
Likewise he doesn't know very
much about writing for character
types. And in thousands of cases
he has never learned to stimulate
his imagination and then apply it
to his writing either in the type
of people he creates or the type
of situation he plots.
A radio writing course could
give a lot of study to dramatic
structure and to plot and story
lines. Certainly it should involve
a critical analysis of popular radio shows, both as to their structure and as to their audience acceptance or rating. A fundamental
writing course should give training in adaptation of various literary works, with particular emphasis on the problems of translating
extremely visual scenes into an
acceptable form for radio.
Background Important
The actor in a college course
could be given tremendously important background material. The
average actor has very little conception of what kind of an instrument his voice really is. Thousands
of actors who come to us for auditions are handicapped by the
fact that they play upon their
voices exactly like a fiddle player
who saws away on a single string.
The fact that the human voice
is capable of great flexibility and
that this flexibility, as to color and
quality and all the other aspects,
is tremendously important in the
overall effectiveness of the broadcast is given too lttle emphasis.
The same thing applies to diction
and to study of characterization
and other basic elements in the
actor's art. In these fields much
can be taught. And a college course
is a proper place for it.
For the producer, the study
should not begin with producing

Revision

programs. It should begin with
background training. This training should involve study of the
literature of music and drama. It
should involve an analysis and
study of successful programs on
the air. It should include musical
training in order to develop an ear
for sound. In this connection, it
is amazing how many producers
are inclined to direct with their
eyes instead of with their ears.
In many cases, this is because
they simply have had no basic
training to educate their ears to
voices and to music. Even a study
of. scene design is a proper part
of the radio producer's background.
Needs Background
Many other items might be mentioned, They all point to the fact
that the average applicant for a
programming job in a major station or major network is woefully
lacking in a sound substantial
background of the things on which
he should base his professional
career. In the early days of radio
this was perhaps unavoidable. It
isn't avoidable any longer. Colleges start talking about teaching
things which they are qualified to
teach and which the professional
radio industry isn't much interested in teaching. And by the same
reasoning, the colleges should
leave to professional radio — or at
least to professional radio schools
— the perfection of those techniques which, when applied to the
proper background, make for an
expertness which would be a real
contribution to the radio industry.
Wall Paper Test
UNITED Wall Paper Factories,
Chicago, (cedar closet wall paper
and ready pasted wall paper) on
Sept. 6 started a test campaign of
station breaks and participations
five times weekly in four markets
on WCCP WHO WGY KGO.
Agency is MacFarland, Aveyard
& Co. Chicago.

FAST THINKING by Shep Chartoc, WNAX director, when the skies
opened up on the Spirit of 'A3 broadcast from Yankton, S. D., at dedication of WNAX's new 927-foot tower, produced the moving van-studio.
The drenched actors (1 to r), Chuck Worcester, CBS farm director, Fred
Howard, the D. Pemberton Toohey of Ma Perkins, and Art Smith, WNAX,
program director, with Chartoc, Al Chance, producer, and Mrs. Flo
Warner, CBS educational director, far back in the van, took refuge
here when the alert Chartoc hired the truck and drove to the rescue.
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CHOCOLATE
DRIVE
DEFIES SHORTAGE
ROCKWOOD & CO., Brooklyn, will
enter its annual seasonal campaign
for Chocolate Bits in October, with
one of the largest spot schedules in
its history, despite limited supplies.
Intent on reinforcing its brand in
anticipation of the post-war period,
Rockwood is running institutional
commercials — not a usual practice
for a spot advertiser. To avoid disappointing
ments explain
that purchasers,
while announceChocolate
Bits may not always be available,
each dealer will get some from time
to time.
Home economics programs have
produced best results for Rockwood,
and this
schedule
consists of
three
to year's
five weekly
participations
on thistions intype
of program
on 19coast
staselected
markets from
to coast, with the possibility of adding others. Drive starts Oct. 4 on
WOR WSBR WBZ WNAC WGN
WJR WFBM KSTP KDKA WJAR
WTAQ KMOX KOIL KIRO KNX
KQW KYW WSAI WBEN and will
continue through May of next year.
Schedule is similar to the 1941-PrePearl Harbor line-up of 19 stations.
Last year only 12 stations were
used.
York. Agency is Federal Adv., New

Dr. Pepper to Sponsor
Sunday
Blue Program
DR. PEPPER BOTTLING Co.,
Dallas, which has used radio for
many years, is entering network
radio this fall with a Sundav halfhour program on 114 BLUE stations, starting Oct. 3, 4-4:30 p.m.
According to Tracy-Locke-Dawson,
Dallas, the agency, time has definitely been purchased but the
not yet wish to ancompany nouncedoes
the format.
The show will feature Al Pearce.
Dr. Pepper
now uses
ments on about
144 announcestations
throughout the country, but it is
not ule
known
will be whether
continued.this spot schedBeaumont-Grove Spots
BEAUMONT Labs., St. Louis, a
subsidiary of Grove Labs., through
Donahue & Coe, New York, will
start its annual campaign for
Four-Way Cold Tablets, Oct. 4.
Schedule is expected to comprise
about 200 stations, as compared to
75 last year. Firm will use locally
built programs, concentrating on
news. The agency has lined up a
similar spot campaign on about
100 stations for Grove Labs., in
behalf of Grove Vitamins. Agency
handles advertising for this product in the East and South. Campaign starts Sept. 15.
Shell in Minnesota
SHELL OIL Co., New York, as in
past seasons, is sponsoring quarter-hour periods preceding and following U of Minnesota games on
KSTPsota St.
Paul,
the MinneNetwork.
Firstandprogram
gives
"dope" on the teams and players
of the day's game, and the second
program covers highlights of the
game and scores of other gridiron
events. Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.
• Broadcast
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mmm is

it

working

effectively

Perhaps you haven't thought about the eighth
dollar of your radio budget. Or about the sixteenth and the eightieth and eight-hundredth.
These are the dollars (and every eighth dollar of your appropriation) that should be at
work for you in America's greatest market . . .
where l/% (12.3%) of the nation's retail purchases are made . . . Metropolitan New York.
They should be bringing your sales-message to
people who pour six-billion dollars a year into
the tills of retail merchants.
If one-eighth of your radio money is not

for

you?

working for you in New York ... if you are
under-spending in this vital market . . . chances
are you're under-selling here as well. And that
means you need WOV.
WOV, with its array of hit programs, with
its complete coverage of this entire market,
with its lowest-cost-per-listener of any New
York independent, can turn your extra dollars
into extra sales and bring you your full share
of this greatest market of them all. No other
Metropolitan station can make those eighth
dollars do so much!

RALPH N. WEIL, GENERAL MANAGER
JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA, NAT'L REP.

FOR

VICTORY

WOV
NEW YORK

i
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Where

"E"

means

To some, the letter "E" is merely the fifth letter of the alphabet. To Detroiters and Clevelanders, it has more significant
meaning. To them, "E" is the symbol of excellence so many of
them wear so proudly for their records in war production. It is
significant, as well, of the $420.88 average per family invested in "E"
War

Bonds ... an accomplishment which sets a high mark

for the

entire nation. It indicates their determination to help end the war as
soon as possible. We think, too, that it might well stand for the ease
with which WJR

and WGAR

blanket two of America's greatest markets

... ire war or in peace.

KMPC,
Hille, Calif.
Under Beverly
same management

BASIC STATIONS... COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
G. A. Richards, Pres Edward Petry & Co., Inc., Nat'l Repr.

BACK

THE

ATTACK

...

WITH

WAR

BONDS

more

than

Excellence

3

1

National

War

Fund

Tops

OWI

Batteries Wear Out
RADIO batteries being difficultminedto rural
obtain,
deterlisteneroneof KSTP
Minneapolis-St. Paul takes
the batteries from her telephone and uses them on her
radio. The system works fine
but the telephone company is
beginning to wonder why her
phone batteries wear out so
rapidly.

of Oct. 11
for Week
Campaigns
Other Subjects are Listed in Preview of War
Messages to Be Aired by Broadcasters
TOPPING the war message sched- and to add plenty of green and
vegetables, fruit and milK
ule for the week beginning Oct. 11 yellow
to their lunches.
are campaigns for "National War
iscneduled on the networks are
Fund" and "Stick to Your War announcements in behalf of WAG
Job." Both subjects are covered in recruiting and Red Cross Nursing
recordings sent by OWI to affiliOVERSEAS RADIO
ated and independent stations in Classes, as well as the announcements for the National War Fund.
BUREAU REVAMPED
both the "KW" and "01" station Owl states that the WAG enlistgroups. Other subjects to be covLOU COWAN, formerly head of
ment rate must be tripled in order
ered during the week of Oct. 11
tne radio outpost division of the
to nil the 200,000 specialized Army
Radio .frog ram Bureau
of the
are indicated in the accompanying
0 vv i s Overseas Brancn, has been
table, which will show any station jobs now open to women. Opportunities for service will be ex- named chief oi the .Bureau, in a reoperator what war messages his
on of tnat unit. Joseph
station is scheduled to receive for
tended to 20-year-old girls and Barnes, deputyorganizatidirector
of Atlantic
women
between
45
and
50.
broadcast during that week.
operations, has been acting head
Red Cross Classes
01 the isureau since resignation last
Although not designated for
of Jonn iiousman, now with
sponsorship, and therefore not perTo prepare for the coming year July
Paramount pictures.
mitted to be sold, the announcewhen hospital facilities and the
JNew head oi tne radio outpost
ments on "Better Breakfasts and medical profession will be even
division is Al Hollander, former asLunches" would seem to be popular
more overtaxed than now, the
sistant chief in tne program division. Mr. Hollander also serves as
material for certain groups of American Red Cross has organized
sponsors who will probably be in- a drive to enroll women in classes
assistant deputy director ot Atlanterested in giving time for these ior nome nurses and for those who
tic operations. The program division is now headed by .Lawrence «J.
spots during the course of their can serve as nurses aides in hosBiochman,
formerly in broadcast
programs. The government is incontrol. Werner Michel has been
pitals and clinics. The announceterested in promotion of better numents will explain that there are
named head of the broadcasting ditrition for children, war plant courses for those who can spare 10
vision, formerly known as tne production division. The fourth unit of
workers and all who may be lackhours
per
week,
with
actual
pracing an adequate diet. Local food
tne
Bureau,
the script analysis ditice in military and civilian hosvision, has been placed under the
concerns may wish to tie in.
pitals; and a two-hour course for direction of Leonard Garleton, who
War Fund; War Jobs
those who wish to be prepared
previously headed the program division.
when illness strikes at home.
"National War Fund" is the coPurpose of the reorganization is
operative effort of 17 national re"Hold Prices Down" is a camto chart the administrative setup
lief and service organizations,
paign to be carried on the net- of the organization on paper, it was
combined with thousands of local
works the week of Oct. 11, via the explained by William n. Webber,
community relief groups, to raise fepeciai Assignment .flan LliuoADspecial assistant to tne Director of
funds for their activities. The
Overseas Operations, ino cnange in
casting, Sept. lcSj, and witn live
drive begins Monday, Oct. 4, for announcements on the National
policy is involved, he said.
a goal of $125,000,000, to be raised
Spot Plan. Listeners will be told
The script analysis division constitutes tne only new addition to
by Nov. 20. This is the national
of the Government's seven-point
organization. It estabhsnes a
wartime version of the Community
program to hold prices in line, tne
Chest campaigns. Unlike most
and will be urged to use that line radio critic in tne Bureau to obtain
point of view and to deOWI messages, the N WF an- for a springboard as they join the auuience termine
tne enectiveness of pronouncements will be live messages
fight against inflation.
grams— a lunction long needed, acsupplied by local Fund leaders.
cording to ivir. Webber.
For better timing of transcribed
"Stick to Your War Job" is a war messages for the week of Oct.
campaign designed to curb the 11, station program managers are
Godwin Renewed
alarming and undesirable turnOWl's Scnedule
over among workers in war plants. urged
No. 77. toThisconsult
lists subjects
assigned
EARL GODWIN'S news program
They must be told how important
under the Network Allocation Plan has
been renewed by Ford Motor
it is that the flow of supplies to the and the National Spot Plan, there- Co., tor anotner 13-week period
men at the fronts be continued
beginning Oct. 9 and running to
by avoiding conflicts and duplica- Jan.
S, it)44. Maxon inc., Detroit,
without any slowing down or infrequent in- is agency.
too
at
subject
tions
of
terruptions. Stations in war pro- tervals.
duction centers may find opportunities for specially effective use
of these messages.
OWI PACKET, WEEK OCT. 11
"Better Breakfasts and Lunches"
is a phase of the nutrition drive.
Check the list below to find the war message announcements you will broadcast
during the week beginning Oct. 11. Sell the spots officially designated for sponsorship
The announcements, for indepen(none this week). Plan schedules for best timing of these important war messages. Tel)
dent stations in all groups, urge
your
clientsone-minute
what spotsannouncements
are available for
in their
programs. Each "X" stands
for three
per inclusion
day, or 21
per week.
listeners to supplement breakfast
STATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS
NAT. SPOT
meals with cereals, eggs and fruit,
NETGroup
Group
PLAN
WAR MESSAGE
WORK
KW
OI
Live Trans.
PLAN
Aff.
Ind.
Aff. Ind.
National War Fund*
X
X
X
X
X
Join the WAC
X
X
Quaker Oats Spots
Red
Cross
Nursing
Classes
X
beChicago,
Co.,
OATS
Stick
to
Your
War
Job
X
X
X
X
QUAKER
Better Breakfasts and Lunches
X
X
ginning Sept. 20 will sponsor a
Hold Prices Down
X
campaign of one-minute transcribed
♦These station announcements will not be recorded but will be supplied live to each
announcements daily on 60 stastation by local representatives of the National War Fund.
tions; contract is for 13 weeks.
Set OWI Schedule of War Messages No. 77 for programs and war messages under
Agency is Ruthrauff & Ryan ChiNational Spot and Network Allocation Plans.
cago.
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Cooperation

Is Lauded by OWI
Station Relations Head Praises
Voluntary Control Centers
EXCELLENT cooperation of the
broadcasting industry in setting up
voluntary control centers to facilitate clearance of government programs with OWI regional offices
was reported last week by John
W. Hymes, Radio Bureau station
relations chief.
Prior to leaving for a tour of
Denver, San Francisco and Los
Angeles, which will wind up a series of meetings with the 12 station relations regional offices, Mr.
Hymes stated that the control
plan is now in operation and gives
every promise of working smoothly.
He asserted that the regional
consultants to OWI have been especially helpful in presenting the
plan in cities where the centers
operate. The willingness of stations to join in setting up the centers and paying the expenses is a
recognition of the importance of
the program, he said.
Stations Clear Programs
The voluntary centers, he explained, are performing the liaison
work of field offices disbanded by
OWI when its funds were reduced
by Congress LBROadcasting, July
2t>], Stations clear government
programs through the centers
which in turn clear with the OWI
regional
station relations office in
the
territory.
Recently, visits were made to
New England cities by Hal Fellows, general manager of WEEI,
who is the Boston OWI regional
consultant, and Walter A. Hackett,
OWI regional chief, to explain the
plan for the voluntary centers.
They reported complete acceptance
of the plan in the following centers in wnich station representatives were selected as follows:
Worcester, Mass., Dave Harris,
WTAU; Springfield, Mass., Wayne
Latham, Wtifrt; Hartford, Conn.,
Paul Lucas, WTIC.
Another group of centers was
set up in New York state as the
result of visits made by Herb Pettey, managing director for WHN,
who is regional consultant for
New York, and Harry Levin, OWI
regional chief. The new centers
and the representatives chosen
are: Rochester, Charles Siverson,
WHAM; Syracuse, Robert Soule,
WFBL; Buffalo, Edgar Twamley,
WBEN.
Mr. Hymes plans to meet with
OWI regional chiefs, consultants,
local stations and advertising
agencies on his tour of the West.
Upon his return, he expects to
have the full list of voluntary centers, embracing about 30 cities.
E. R. BORROFF, manager of WENR
Chicago and vice-president in charge
of BLUE network midwest operations,
has been appointed consultant for the
OWI regional office in Chicago.
• Broadcast

Advertising

This is an introduction
to something new in network radio.
It is a plan designed for the four-way benefit
of listeners, advertisers, the nation?s
war effort, and the broadcasting industry as a whole.
This booklet explains how
these benefits can be realized, and provides
■
details on the operation of the plan.
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Westinghouse Changes
GWILYM PRICE, president of
Peoples-Pittsburgh Trust Co.,
Pittsburgh, has been elected a vicepresident of Westinghouse Electric
Mfg. Co. He assumed his duties
Sept. 15. Westinghouse in New
New York has made a number of
changes in the managing personnel
of district offices. David M. Salesbury transfers
Northwhile
Pacific district tofrom
NewtheYork,
W. M. Jewell, acting manager at
Detroit, and San Francisco manager, has been shifted to Seattle.
John H. Fisher, New York general
manager,
becomes Middle Atlantic
district manager.

Announcement

8-In-l Spots

about

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
ADVERTISING

On December 31, 1943, the partnership of
BLACKETT- SAMPLE -HUMMERT
will be
dissolved. We will continue our associations

Pulpwood Opportunity
WHILE over 1,000 newspapers are
carrying advertisements placed by
local paper mills in the nation wide
campaign of the War Activities
Committee of the Pulpwood Consuming Industries, there is little
indication that radio stations are
taking advantage of the opportunity to sell time to the mills, a
committee spokesman said last
week. Committee is engaged in a
drive to increase pulpwood by urging farmers to cut wood in their
farm lots. Additional workers in
the pulpwood industry are also
sought.

in the advertising agency business with a new
firm— DANCER-FITZGERALD-SAMPLE.
As Mr. Frank Hummert

has already announced,

he and his wife, Anne Hummert,

will continue

to produce their radio shows as HUMMERT
RADIO PRODUCTIONS. These services will
continue to be available to the clients of DANCERFITZGERALD-SAMPLE.

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
247 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK

FORD HOPKINS Co., Chicago
(8-in-l cold tablets), starting Oct.
5 will sponsor two live shows and
time signal announcements on an
undisclosed number of stations. One
of the shows, Radio Gossip Club,
featuring Eddie and Fanny Cavanaugh will be heard Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays on
WMAQ, Chicago, 12:45-1 p.m.; the
other, Names Behind the News, on
the same days of the week, 5:255:30 p.m. Both shows will run 26
weeks, and the
time asignal
nouncements at seven
week anfor
24 weeks. Agency is H. W. Kastor
6 Sons, Chicago.

221 NORTH LA SALLE STREET
CHICAGO

Best Foods Expanding
BEST FOODS Inc., New York,
currently experiencing the greatest
sales year in its history, will further expand through six major advertising media, including radio, according to Albert Brown, advertising and merchandising director.
Radio is confined to programs
on WOR and WEVD New York,
the Moylan Sisters weekly quarter
on the BLUE on behalf of Force
cereal having been discontinued
early in August.
Extends

Campaign

TAYLOR REED Corp., Mamaroneck, N. Y., will extend its fall
newspaper advertising campaign in
behalf of Jumbo pudding, and
Cocoa Marsh milk booster, and is
expected to use radio after the first
of the year for these products. Firm
introduced Jumbo pudding via radio in 1941. Agency is Tracy, Kent
& Co., New York.

I

IN A RIFT with Fanny Brice over
air
credit,
Rapp, writer-director
of the
NBCPhilMaxwell
House Coffee
Time, resigned following the Sept. 9
broadcast.
Coast has
radio directorAlof Kaye,
Benton West
& Bowles,
taken over production.
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Crossley made the survey during the last two weeks in May . . . 68,226 coincidental
Get the Facts on All Four New York

telephone calls in Metropolitan New York, Philadelphia, and eight key cities of
75,000 population or over outside of Metropolitan New York, but within WJZ's
half-millivolt line. These eight cities are representative of this vast Outside Area
where 8,100,000 people live.
Crossley 's findings have made it possible to establish a factor between a station's
New York rating and its rating in this prosperous Outside Area. WJZ's factor
during the morning periods is 2 Vi ... in other words, its rating Outside is just that
much greater than its New York rating. So, on WJZ, a 2.0
rating in New York means a 5.0 Outside — a 5.0 means a
12.5 and so on.

The

Blue's Key
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Network Stations for Yourself
Get the facts on the survey and the facts on
each station's factor between Inside and Outside listening for the morning, afternoon and
evening. Write for a copy of this new Crossley
Multiple Market Survey, plus an analysis of
why and how it has revolutionized New York
radio time buying.
CALL OR WRITE WJZ, NEW YORK CITY, TODAY

WJZ
NEW YORK
Great

New

York

Multiple

Market
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McGregor Locals
McGregor sportswear Co.,
wholesale manufacturer of men's
sportswear, last week released a
series of transcribed one-minute
announcements for local placement
by McGregor dealers. To date, a
total of 400 have requested the
discs. Announcements combine a
straight commercial by Gil Mack,
announcer, as "Sandy McGregor",
and a 45-second dialogue between
two men. Firm has not used radio
before, according to Hirshon-Garfield Inc., New York, agency in
charge.
RETURNING to the air for its fifth
season, Chicago Theatre of the Air
will present 20 operettas and 10
operas on Mutual between Oct. 9 and
the end of April, 1944.

White Wins Fellowship
SOLE RADIO representative
among 11 American newsmen
named as recipients of the
Nieman
for a year's
study ofFellowships
postwar problems
at
Harvard U, is Leigh White,
CBS Washington correspondent.
Mr. White will be on leave for the
duration of his studies, and will
vacation in Mexico before going
to Harvard. He was wounded
while in Greece for CBS. Replacing White
in istheDonnetwork's
Wash-in
ington office
Pryor, now
the CBS newsroom in New York,
it was announced by Paul White,
CBS director of news broadcasts.
FULTON LEWIS
jr.,will
Mutual's
Washington
commentator,
make
his 1,500th broadcast on MBS Oct. 1.

NAB

Group

Urges

Laws
Radio
New
5th District Meeting Opposes
Petrillo Force Tactics
NEW RADIO legislation held the
spotlight at the NAB Fifth District meeting at Atlanta, Sept. 11.
The Legislative Committee was
urged to secure passage of measures "best for the public and all
interests of the industry" in a resolution adopted by the group. Discussion of the Su^rem*1 Co"H-, Decision, the White- Wheeler Bill and
the Holmes Bill consumed the entire morning.
The group adopted a resolution
pressing the NAB board of direc-

JU0SONGENERAL
WOODS,MANAGER

HUGH FELTI'S,
STATION f-

COLUfTlBlfl
BROfiDCfiSTlOG
5,000 WATTS 1290 KILOCYCLES
omfiHfi,2, nesRRSKO

SVSTem

August 23, 1943
Mr. Basil A. Caparell
Sales Manager
International News Service
New York, N.I.
Dear Mr. Caparell:
Four months in station K0IL have convinced me that INS is tops
in news coverage, foreign, domestic and local, as well as in cooperation
along the lines that make newscasts and special programs click.
Some find special events programs have been built around INS wire
stories such as "A-and-A" divi3ionals out of Washington on rationing, manpower and similar subjects. A recent exclusive INS feature from "Somewhere
in New Guinea", about one Hunk Elsasser coming home to marry an Omaha girl
enabled us to get the girl to the studios and interview her on a special
program .
In addition to being on top of all news developments, Mr. Trimble,
K0IL news director, reports INS wire copy written with good color and especially adaptable to good newscasts.
Dick Randolph, INS managing editor, keeps our news department
supplied with a continuous flow of top Iowa and Nebraska stories from
correspondents and from the Des Moines bureau, as well as covering the
local front to our complete satisfaction.
Just thought you'd like a frank comment about your service.
Sincerely yours,

Hugh Feltis
General Manager

HMF:hrc
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War Cost
WOL Washington, D. C,
broadcasts every hour on the
hour the cost of the war for
the day up to the time of
each announcement. Report
is based on recent information released from the Treasury Department that the cost
of the war at present has
risen to $10,000,000 an hour.
tors and headquarters staff to oppose vigorously Petrillo's efforts
to persecute and exact tribute
from the radio industry. Heartily
endorsed was John Outler's presentation of the latest developments
in the Retail Promotion Committee plan.
Lew Gordon, director of public
relations for the Citizens' and
Southern Bank, Atlanta, was the
luncheon speaker, complimenting
radio's support of the Third War
Loan drive. Industry problems in
manpower and materials were discussed and reports given from NAB
headquarters. Jim Woodruff Jr.,
Columbus, Georgia, director of
Fifth District, presided, and NAB
was represented by Willard D.
Egolf, assistant to the president.
Members of the Fifth District appointed to the Legislative Committee were: Harry Ayers, Anniston,
Ala.; Henry Johnston, Birmingham; Leonard Reinsch, Atlanta;
Walter Tison, Tampa.
Registration
Registration for the Sept. Fifth
District meeting was as follows:
Jimmy Davenport, Dan Hornsby,
C. B. Hicks, WATL Atlanta; John
Fulton, Frank Gaither, Ben Akerman, G. B. Adair, Mrs. Elizabeth
McCarthy, Dorothy Kirby, WGST
Atlanta; Leonard Reinsch, John
Outler, Alwilda Lindsley, Beth
Barnes, Mary Caldwell, Mary Ben
Erwin, WSB Atlanta; Jim Woodruff Jr., Bill Massie of WRBL Columbus; Harben Daniel, WSAV
Savannah; Jim LeGate, Harry
Cummings, WIOD Miami; Fred
Borton, Fred Mizer, WQAM Miami;
Alex Campbell, WKAT Miami; K.
Gr Marshall, WBRC Birmingham;
Thad Holt, WAPI Birmingham;
Ed Norton, WAPI WMBR WFOY;
Frank King, WMBR WFOY; Walter Tison, WFLA Tampa; L. S.
Mitchell, WDAE Tampa; Marion
Hyatt, WJHO Opelika, Ala.;
Charlie Smithgall, Julian Flint,
Ewald Cockritz, WAGA, Atlanta;
H. Wimpy, WPAX Thomasville,
Ga.; Charlie Pittman, Carl Williams, Al Lowe, WBML Macon;
Red Cross, Wilton Cobb, WMAZ
Macon; Jack Williams; WAYS
Waycross, Ga. ; Roger Yan Duzer,
WALB Albany, Ga.;" Happy
Quarles, Pinky Talley, WRGA
Rome, Ga.; W. G. McBride, WDBO
Orlando; Aline Willis, Willett
Kempton, Atlanta OWI; Willard
Egolf, Washington NAB; W. F.
Danenbarger, Stanley Whitaker,
Atlanta UP; Maurice Coleman Atlanta Agency; Easton Woolley,
New York NBC.
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Advertising
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Network

Advertisers using The BLUE

know from

experience that The BLUE,

for the past

three years, has been doing the "headand-shoulders" job of building audiences
for BLUE programs.

Campaign

audiences

for

Programs

past year or so; we've developed many
"blaze-the-trail" ideas; and with more
and more good new programs starting on
The BLLTE— we've got much more to offer
the radio homes of America than ever before.

This has been accomplished through
our "Audience Building Kits"— and the
wholehearted cooperation of our stations
from coast to coast.
IN THE

WORKS

AND
THEIR

WE

national advertising campaign
ducted byThe Blue Network

to be con-

and its affili-

ated stations — to build still larger audi-

GOING

ATTENTION

PROGRAMS
NOW -is a new,

ARE

TO

TO

CALL

ALL

OUR

— to build more audiences

and better ratings for our advertisers — to
continue

to make

The

BLUE

STANTLY BETTER BUY

A CON-

FOR

OUR

ADVERTISERS.

ences.
Watch
We've been working on plans for the

BLUE's

for the full story of The

new Audience

A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE

Campaign.

Milk Rationing, Subsidy
Planned, Asserts Bowles
ACUTE PROBLEMS in milk production are leading OPA to plan
measures for milk rationing and
subsidy payments to maintain output and hold prices in line, Chester Bowles, OPA general manager,
said last week.
A new OPA program to cut another 23% from the cost of living
through reductions in prices of apples, oranges, onions, potatoes, lard,
vegetable oils, and peanut butter is
planned he said.
A new, cooperative program for
price compliance is in preparation.
A release issued last week directed attention to the amendment
of 250 OPA price regulations
changing grade marking and standard requirements to conform with
the Taft Amendment to the Price
Control Act. This was passed by
Congress to block unauthorized attempts to institute a system of
grade labeling. The report points
out where OPA has relied on established trade practices to fix
price-controlled products.

Plan

OFFICE GAG greeted F. Van
Konynenberg, "Bald Bull of the
Blue Room" of WTCN MinneapolisSt. Paul on the second anniversary
of his appointment as salesmanager
of the station. Dolls, suckers, facsimile contracts and hanging sign
added to the fun. Van shows Miss
Judy Brydon, traffic manager, part
of the exhibit the staff prepared.
New AFRA Pacts
AFRA announces signing of a new
contract at WOL Washington and renewal contracts at WEEI Boston and
WKAT Miami. The WKAT contract
was negotiated for AFRA by Leonard
Lyons, former secretary of the Miami
local and recently appointed a field
representative of the National Union.

P
HIL

CKAC

to Ask

Deferment

For Cal. Agency Eligibles
RECOMMENDATION to local
draft boards for occupational deferment of advertising agency writers
and producers will be made by the
California State Selective Service.
This announcement was made by
Col. Kenneth H. Leitch, state director of CSSS, in a communication to
the Hollywood committee representing the broadcasting industry.
Bulletin suggesting that serious
consideration be given agency writers and producers will be prepared
by CSSS for distribution to local
boards. Col. Leitch added that deferment of pre-Pearl Harbor fathers
in these categories was assured.
FIRSTtime on
the list programs
of "Top 10"
and evening
on daythe
August Pacific Program Ratings report by C. E. Hooper Inc., is Ellery
Queen, followed by Kay Kyser and
One Man's Family. Others on the list,
in order, are Mr. District Attorney,
Your Hit Parade, Durante-MooreCugat, Richfield Oil News, Take It
Or Leave It, Can You Top This?,
Miles Laboratories News.

LALONDE

• MONTREAL

"Beyond a doubt Szath-Myri and his Symphonic
Swing Orchestra is one of the most sensational
groups we have ever broadcast. His colorful style
appeals to all ages and the long list of well
chosen selections has been a decided boon to our
programming.
Lang-Worth has found a place at CKAC which
would be mighty hard to replace. We feel that
, the splendid work you are doing must contribute
greatly in Radio's effort to increase public morale."
Szath-Myri and his Symphonic Swing Orchestra
is exclusive to Lang-Worth and forms an integral part of Planned Program Service.

LANG-WORTH,
Inc.
420 MADISON AVENUE • NEW YORK, N. Y.
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New CBC Executives
A NUMBER of changes among
top ranking executives of the National Program Office of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., at Toronto, have been announced, following resignations of assistant program supervisor George Taggart
and Drama Supervisor Rupert Lucas [Broadcasting, Aug. 30].
Charles Jennings, Toronto, supervisor of program planning, succeeds to the post of assistant supervisor of programs. Andrew Allan, CBR Vancouver, drama producer, has been moved to Toronto
to become CBC drama supervisor,
and R. S. Lambert moves from educational broadcast advisor to supervisor of educational broadcasts.
Jennings has been with the CBC
since its inception, before that being chiefAllan
announcer
at with
ex-CKGW
Toronto.
has been
CBR
for a number of years. Lambert
came from the BBC shortly before
the war, having been editor of
BBC's publication, The Listener.
Canada Seeks Thaw
RESCINDING of the freeze order
on power increases will be asked
by the Canadian
of Broad-of
casters at the Sept.Assn.
20 meeting
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
Board of Governors at Ottawa. A
CAB delegation will meet with the
CBC Board to consider the Parliamentary Committee on Broadcastrecommendation
Canadianing's
stations
be allowed that
to increase
power to the limit of the Havana
Treaty before the time limit exCanadian independent
stationspires.
are limited
to 1 kw, except
those that had more power before
the CBC took control November 2,
1936. Many stations with more
than the 1 kw limit could go to 50
kw with CBC permission, but CBC
policy is to keep all high powered
stations within its own organization, such as CBA CBF CBL CBK.
Show for Canadian Drive
PRACTICALLY all Canadian stations will be used on the Fifth Victory Loan All-Star Variety Show,
an hour network program to run
five weeks prior to and during the
Victory Loan campaign for $1,200,000,000, the largest ever held in
Canada, and the second this year.
Seventy-one stations will be used
on the English speaking net on
Wednesdays 9-10 p.m., starting
Oct. 6, and 14 stations on the
French language net Sundays, 8-9
p.m. starting
3. The
War Finance Group Oct.
of the
Advertising
Agencies of Canada, a pool of all
agencies, is placing the account.
Schutter Expands
SCHUTTER CANDY Co., Chicago
(Old Nick and Bit O' Honey
candy),pand itsbeginning
Sept. 25broadcast
will exNBC network
of the Starring Curt Massey program, heard Saturdays, 5:45-6 p.m.,
originating out of WMAQ, Chicago,
for a total of 79 stations. Agency
is Schuvimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Thestations
programSept.
expanded
from 19 to
39
11.
JANE ELLEN MANKIN, former
receptionist
thebeen
Interior
Dep't.as
radio studios,at has
assigned
public relations officer for radio for
the
Women's Reserve,
New Marine
York Corps,
headquarters.
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Set-Up

RCA is in a unique position to anticipate and serve broadcast station equipment needs.
Here are some of the reasons why:
RCA makes and sells receivers.
RCA makes and sells tubes.
RCA has a well-qualified engineering department experienced in the
design of broadcast equipment.
RCA operates the world's greatest electronic laboratories.
Development of improved broadcast station equipment is facilitated by this set-up.
Results show in RCA service to the industry.
From microphone to antenna, RCA offers the broadcast station complete equipment of
coordinated design— assuring superior performance, maximum operating economy and
convenience, and definitely fixed responsibility. RCA Victor Division, Radio Corporation ofAmerica, Camden, N. J.

RCA

BROADCAST

-faRCA's line of apparatus includes more of the equipment
necessary for the efficient operation of modern broadcasting
stations than that of any other manufacturer.

BROADCASTING
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EQUIPMENT
icRCA is the only broadcast equipment supplier
manufacturing a complete line of measuring and
test equipment.

IS

Issues That Don't Exist
IS THE FCC moving in on control of the
"composition of the traffic" over the air?
That, in the language of the Frankfurter
opinion of the Supreme Court last May 10,
is a function of the FCC. It means, in plain
words, control over station programs. The
Communications Act says just as plainly that
the Commission shall have no censorship
power.
Events of the last few days appear to frame
the picture on "composition of the traffic".
At the initial hearing on the proposed sale
of the BLUE Network to Edward J. Noble
Sept. 20, practically all of the questions from
the bench were on program policies and procedures, and the sale of time for discussion of
controversial issues. Matters relating to the
qualifications of the proposed new owner, or
to finances and physical structure, which is
what the hearing is about, were hardly touched
upon. Another hearing was scheduled 10 days
later.
Chairman Fly at his press conference last
Monday — a day before Congress reconvened
— discoursed freely on news programs and
commentators and discussion of controversial
issues. If the industry does not see the light,
he said, it will be a matter "for the consideration of the Commission".
Everyone in radio is interested in discussion
of both sides of controversial issues. Radio's
record has been excellent on that score. But
till now we didn't know it was a matter of
grave concern at the FCC or that it was any
of the Commission's business except in those
rare instances where palpable unfairness
cropped up, and became a subject of formal
complaint. Then the FCC, as we always understood the statute, could take into account the
past service of the station on renewal of
license, or in revocation proceedings.
The Communications Act specifically precludes the FCC from exercising program censorship. In its narrowest concept, that means
the scratching out of particular words or sentences or passages. Censorship takes on a new
connotation in wartime. That is a function
specifically delegated to a wartime agency —
The Office of Censorship.
Then where does the FCC's function begin
or end as construed in the light of the Supreme
Court opinion and of the Communications Act
of 1934? If the terms are not contradictory,
they are, to say the least, confusing.
At the BLUE Network hearing CIO, although not a party in interest, was allowed
to use it as a sounding board, even to the
point of cross-examination of witnesses. CIO,
its counsel said, wants the right to buy time
but also wants more good sustaining time. It
wants to solicit memberships. The NAB Code,
adhered to in principle by the networks, precludes the sale of time to membership organizations who sell ideologies, rather than merchandise. We think it is a sound policy.
The questioning at the BLUE hearing appeared to be slanted toward some requirement,
somehow, that would force equal allotment of
Page 34
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time, either sustaining or commercial, to all
comers whether the listeners want it or not;
whether it's good radio or bad. It sounded for
all the world like the common carrier concept.
Congress has said also that broadcasting
stations are not common carriers. Their rates
are not to be fixed or regulated. Congress said
"hands off" to the FCC on both censorship
and rate regulation.
There is no issue on the matter of balancing
time for the discussion of controversial matters. It's being done. We're all against anything that would retard radio's public service
mission, just as we're all against sin. But
radio, we hear, has done nobly, in spite of all
this poppycock about issues that don't exist.
Congress is in session again. Proposed legislation to clear up the record and end the
confusion is pending. It isn't a case of personalities or injured feelings. It's simply a
question of having Congress, as the duly delegated spokesmen for the electorate, speak on
a matter entrusted to it alone.
No's

for

News

FIVE YEARS of hot, hopping news from all
parts of a warring globe culminated a few days
ago in the radio surrender of Italy and Gen.
Eisenhower's radio announcement of the nation's capitulation. Yet even higher peaks will
be attained before radio and the press have
finished reporting World War II.
To meet its role, both media are continually
developing their technique and preparing to
improve their methods in the years ahead.
Members of the Associated Press Managing
Editors Assn. heard the relative roles of radio
and press discussed in Chicago Sept. 8-11.
And the News Standards Committee of the
NAB went into radio's particular role in New
York last Thursday.
The need for continuous improvement of
radio's reporting of the news was born out
at the AP session where it was agreed that
radio is forcing newspapers to adopt new and
better methods. Competition between the two
media, now friendly, should become even more
so as they work together in their separate
tasks of informing the public they serve.
As broadcasters look over their news structure they will find helpful a series of observations by Charter Heslep, News Editor, Broadcasting Division, Office of Censorship. Charter spoke in his unofficial capacity as a radio
newsman and pointed out some places where
improvement can be made. His observations
are printed on another page of this issue.
First observation centers around Accuracy,
of which there obviously should be plenty in
the transmission of news to the listening millions. Any newsman knows that accuracy is
mostly a matter of hard work, but Charter
points out that news editors must have sufficient authority to do a thorough job of
checking and copyreading.
No. 2 Heslep point is Honesty, with phoney
buildups of newscasters, false labels, lack of
credit lines and the overworked "bulletin"
drawing: his special wrath.
Finally, says Charter, the broadcaster owes
Responsibility to listeners. It is a responsibility on the part of news editors to fight for
their rights and a responsibility on the part
of stations to present the most complete coverage possible. Incidentally he calls for more
and better coverage of local news.

JOHN VINCENT

LAWLESS

HOGAN

styled by
recently
York,Shuster
NewLincoln
WQXR M.
IF publisher
as the "radio
station with a soul," sprang from the
brow of John V. L. Hogan of Forest Hills,
Long Island, it did so because the very pattern
of his life ordained that it should. WQXR was
a "natural" for a man whose hobbies reveal
an honest lover of classical music, founder of
a church choir and an amateur pianist and
xylophonist, all superimposed upon a career
as one of the nation's foremost electronic
engineers.
Mr. Hogan is the inventor of the "gangcondenser", or single dial control, which transformed the radio receiver in the '20's from a
mess of tuning gadgets to the single dial
control. Born in Philadelphia, Feb. 14, 1890,
he attended the University School of New
Haven, and Sheffield Scientific School at Yale
U. As far back as 1907, he was associated
with DeForest, inventor of radio's touch-stone
— the vacuum tube, and in 1910, Mr. Hogan
joined Prof. R. A. Fessenden's transatlantic
station at Brant Rock, Mass., as chief research engineer, later becoming manager. In
1921 he resigned to "freelance" as a consulting
engineer. In that pre-QXR era, he was active
in broadcast allocation work, and was a key
witness in the 1928 broadcast reallocation
hearings in Washington. His dexterity on the
witness stand still lingers in the memory of
those who participated
in those momentous
broadcasting
days.
WQXR, Mr. Hogan's brain child, first saw
light in 1929 when, operating on 100 watts,
it started as an experimental television sound
station. To the accompaniment of the televised images, Mr. Hogan used classical records
on the sound track — for no better reason than
that he liked them. To his surprise, people who
could not receive the images could pick up
the musical accompaniment — and he was soon
delugedtinue with
fan mail, pleading that he conthe broadcasts.
But if Mr. Hogan's station was conceived
in the image of classical music, it was no less
dedicated to high fidelity reproduction. The
fact that WQXR was a pioneer in high fidelity
transmission was no accident, because this
was another field in which Mr. Hogan was
experimenting at the time. High fidelity was
especially important to him since overtones
and high frequencies are vital to the accurate
transmission of good music.
Cynics scowled when Mr. Hogan told them
that he was ready to attempt to make a commercial "go" of a station that assumed the
listener was an intelligent and cultured person. Others said this was the most amazing
(Continued on page 36)
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more. And, on
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No matter how

Vitamins
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notes
ROBERT A. SCHMID, director of
advertising and sales promotion of
Mutual on Sept. 15 spoke on "The
Storymeet
of Broadcasting"
first
fall
of the Media at
Mensthe Assn.
of New York at the Advertising Club.
ARTHUR POPPENBERG moves
over to BLUE spot sales Monday,
Sept.local
20 from
NBC's national
and
sales department,
wherespot
he
has handled all local sales on WEAF
New York, for the past two years. He
replaces Theodore W. Herbert, who
has been transferred to the BLUE
network sales staff.
MACK TWAMLEY, 10-year-old son
■of Edgar H. Twamley, manager of
WBEN Buffalo, is making his first
Broadway appearance in the play
"Tomorrow
more Theatre.the World" at the Barry-

JUDGES RELAX after deciding that first prize of $100 War Bond for
naming KMBC Kansas City's 400-acre farm, goes to Merle Sidener,
chairman of the board of Sidener & Van Riper, Indianapolis, for his
suggestion, "KMBC Service Farms". Contest, [Broadcasting, Aug. 23]
conducted among the advertising profession, was expanded to provide 22
additional War Bonds and Stamps because of large number of entries.
Absorbing the rural atmosphere are (1 to r) : Bert Cavanagh, radio
director of Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago; Miller C. Robertson,
regional sales for KMBC; Sam H. Bennett, general sales director of
KMBC (chin on cane) Oscar Straube, president of Nutrena Mills, Kansas City; J. C. Cash, president of Kansas City Stock Yards Co.; Karl
Koerper, managing director of KMBC; Phil Evans, farm editor of
KMBC; R. J. Potts, president of R. J. Potts, Calkins & Holden, Kansas
City; E. A. W. Schulenburg, treasurer of Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
The judges were Cavanagh, Straube, Cash, Potts and Schulenburg.

ARTHUR E. RICHARDS, on the
sales staff of WSBT South Bend,
Ind., is the father of a boy.
ROBERT KIMBALL has joined
KLX Oakland, Cal., as account executive. He was formerly with McClatchy Newspapers, San Francisco.
SPENCE CALDWELL, sales manager of CKWX Vancouver, is on a
business trip to eastern Canada and
New York.
FRANK J. HINDS has been appointed special representative at Winnipeg of Press News Ltd., radio subsidiary of Canada Press (Canada's
A.P.). He comes from the Press
News head-office at Toronto.
DEAN SHAFFNER, formerly research consultant to the New York
State Joint Legislative Committee on
Nutrition, has joined the staff of
Crossley, Inc., in charge of production of the Cooperative Analysis of
Broadcasting reports.
RALPH BRUNTON, owner of
KJBS and KQW, has been elected a
member of the board of directors of
the San Francisco Press Club.
DAVID R. MARS has joined KMOX
St. Louis as director of advertising
and sales promotion. He was formerly promotion manager for the St.
Louis Star Times and its station
KXOK and prior to that, was with
D'Arcy Adv. Co., St. Louis. William
M. Wider, former member of advertising department of Hyde Park
Breweries, St. Louis, is now a member of the KMOX sales staff.
DONALD D. SULLIVAN, account
•executive with WMT Cedar Rapids,
la., is the father of a boy.
JAMES A. HAGAN has been appointed commercial manager of
WWNC Asheville, N. C.
ALVIN BICK of the Western Newspaper Union of St. Louis and Memphis, has joined the sales staff of
WMPS Memphis.
RAY C. JENKINS, sales manager
•of KSTP Minneapolis-St. Paul, has
been decorated by the OCD for his
more than 1,000 hours of voluntary
work in the past year.
ROBERT L. MITCHELL has recovered from an illness which overtook him shortly after he joined the
sales staff of KMBC Kansas City. He
was formerly with WKY Oklahoma
City, and Tad Advertising, Dallas.
RAYMOND GRAM SWING, BLUE
news analyst, is the author of a book
released Sept. 17 by Doubleday-Doran
Co.,
tory. under the title Preview of His-

in Long Island City is working
Our Respects to
full-time on war communications
(Continued from page Si)
developments, especially in the
idea ever set forth in the radio fields of facsimile transmission and
industry. Even sponsors thought it the provision of improved substitutes for critical technical instrua weird notion. No one before had
ments. Meanwhile, the station is
ever believed Bach, Beethoven, and
moving
along successfully under
Brahms could sell toothpaste on
the skillful leadership of Mr. Santhe air. But, then, as Mr. Hogan
ger, leaving Mr. Hogan free to depointed out, no one had tried it.
vote a large part of his time to
The cynics' scowl turned to sur- war problems.
prise when the idea was a hit.
Mr. and Mrs. Hogan (she was
Listeners were attracted almost
Edith MacLennan Schrader) live
immediately to Mr. Hogan's station in Forest Hills, and have one son,
where they could hear good music John Vincent, an aviation cadet in
all day long. And, although it has the Army Air Forces. With no
never actually been called upon to spare moments in which to play the
sell toothpaste, WQXR has sold
Hogan is extremely aceverything from books to cosmetics, piano,tive inMr.
civilian defense work and
automobiles, cheeses, cough reme- among other activities serves as
dies, cigarettes, and radios — with chairman of the Forest Hills Citinot a single soap opera, dialect
zen Defense Committee, is a memcomedian or hill-billy band on the
ber of Committee IV of the Board
program schedule.
of War Communication, a director
Historically, Mr. Hogan's experi- of FMBI, chairman of the execumental station, whose call letters
tive engineering committee at NAB,
were W2XR, became WQRX in and travels to Washington every
1936 when the Interstate Broad- week to serve as Special Assistant
casting Company was formed, and to the Director of the Office of
Elliott M. Sanger, now executive
Scientific Research and Development.
vice-president and general manager, joined the concern. In seven
years, WQXR's power has jumped
Ex-Commentator Indicted
from 1,000 to 5,000, and in 1941 to
10,000 watts. Sponsorship has in- JOHN C. LeCLAIR, former professor of history at two New York
creased steadily, and Mr. Hogan's
original idea has proved fruitful
colleges, and former commentator
commercially as well as listener- on several New York stations, was
wise. But the station continues to indicted last week by a Federal
operate as it originally set out to Grand Jury on charges that he
do: 80% concert and light music,
served as a paid agent of Japan
from March, 1938, through July,
20% intelligent news and commentary.
1941. Most recently assistant personnel director of International
Expansion of WQXR to 10,000 Telephone & Telegraph Co., Mr.
watts, a large increase in the size LeClair pleaded guilty to the inof the staff, and further new dedictment charges and will probvelopments have not affected Mr.
ably be placed on trial later this
fall.
Hogan's association with his brainchild. However, with the pressure
of the war, he has found it necessary to devote a larger part of his HARRY W. FLANNERY, Hollywood news analyst, sponsored on CBS
current working hours to communiPacific stations by Planters Nut &
cation problems of the National
Chocolate
Co., is collaborator with
Defense Research Committee, the Elmer Harris,
playwright, on a reU. S. Signal Corps, and the U. S.
cently completed play, "Upon the
Army Air Forces. His laboratory
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ALAN SURGAL, author of This Is
the erUnderground,
lance writof New York andandfreeChicago,
has
joined the Army. Lou Scofield and
Ken Pettus will continue to write
the weekly half hour drama, now
heard on WBBM Chicago.
DICK LEONARD, BLUE director,
has resigned from the network to freelance.
HOWARD S. KEEFE has been
named director of the new centralized
publicity activities at WSPR Springfield, Mass. He was formerly assistant
program director at the station.
TED ANTHONY, previously with
WATL Atlanta, has joined the WGST
Atlanta announcing staff.
CAM RITCHIE, former CKLW traffic manager,
and Bud a Lynch,
ex-news-to
caster, left CKLW
year apart
join the Canadian Army, and are now
First Lieutenants and roommates in
London.
CY HOWARD, Milt Josefsberg, Taek
Tacakaberry and George Balzer have
been signed as writers on the weekly
NBC Jack Benny Show, resuming
Oct. 10.
CAPT. NORMAN ROSS, former
Chicago freelance announcer, is teaching classes in safety in flying at the
Army Air Forces Safety Division,
Winston-Salem, N. C.
JOEL Holt, announcer of WOV New
York,teurand
C. the
of Children's
Ama-20
Hour, M.
leaves
station Sept.
to become an aviation cadet at the
Technical Training School, New
Haven, Army Air Forces.
GERALD HOLLAND, who left the
NBC script division to freelance is
again writing for the network. His
latest assignment was for This Nation
at War for the National Assn. of
Manufacturers.
RICHARD DE RAISNES, formerly
in NBC's script division, is now a
captain of infantry in the Army.
LT. JOHN H. GAREY, former guide
in NBC's guest relations department,
is a prisoner of war in Germany, his
parents reported to NBC last week.
Lt. ingGarey
been6. reported as missin actionhadAug.
LT. VAN KALLIGEDOS, bomber
pilot in the Army Air Forces, and
formerly in the NBC traffic department, and Rosemary Burke, until recently secretary to Charles Holbrook,
BLUE salesman, have announced their
engagement.
GIFFORD CAMPBELL, head of the
studio transcription department of
WOR New York, recently became the
father of a girl.
JACK CLEARY audition director of
the BLUE, is the father of a boy.

MATTHEW BARR, publicity director of KFI-KECA Los Angeles, is the
father of a girl born Sept. 12.
LEONA BENDER,
commentator and former woman
artist onwarWOAI
San Antonio, Tex., has joined the
staff of KMAC San Antonio as comtions.
mentator and director of public relaALWYN BACH, veteran announcer
of KYW Philadelphia, celebrated his
25th wedding anniversary last week.
FRED KNIGHT, formerly of WTRY
Troy,ing staff
N. ofY.,WIBG
has joined
the announcPhiladelphia.
• Broadcast
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hen you're out to do a job, there's nothing quite as valuable
as husky helpers.
WGN

has one of the largest "families" in radio.

When WGN

sets out to do an advertising job for you,

the whole family helps. Many advertisers have already found
out that this results in greater sales impact.
Another reason why WGN

leads all major Chicago stations

in the volume of local, national spot, and retail business.

A

Clear

Channel

CHICAGO
50,000 WATTS \

^-N.
k
rj

Station
EASTERN SALES OFFICE:
220 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

ILLINOIS
720 KILOCYCLES

PAUL H. RAYMER

CO.

Los Angeles 14, Cat.; San Francisco, Cal.
; M U T U. A L
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Your

to change

"SPOTS
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MCOMA
A leopard can't change his spots . . . and nothing
can change the fact that the TACOMA market
is a swell place for YOUR spots. Tacoma deserves
complete local coverage. Best proof of this is the
experience of local Tacoma-Seattle advertisers*
who have tried — and failed — to do the Tacoma
job from "outside." For top results in Western
Washington, include KMO, Tacoma — dominant
radio voice in Washington's Number Two Market.
*Names and data on request

Pierce County (Tacoma) has the
second largest population among
Washington State counties . . .
ranks second for the state in Sales

Washington's

Management's
"Sales in
Potential"
timate ... is second
retail saleses-!
And don't forget the "PLUS
VALUE" of McChord Field and
Ft. Lewis — both just a few miles
south of Tacoma.

MARKET!

TACOMA, WASHINGTON'S
ONLY NETWORK STATION
5000 Watts
Mutual • Don Lee

Represented by
Joseph H. McGillyra, Inc.

And for Central Washington - Buy KIT,
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Yakima

LUCILLE MOSES, formerly of
BLUE Hollywood publicity staff, has
started a daily quarter-hour feminine
commentary, Yes, Ladies! on KERN
Bakersfield, Calif.
CARYL COLEMAN, producer of
NBC Hollywood, has been appointed
West Coast continuity director.
LOTHAR S. IMM, for the past year
a chaplain in the Army and previously
a writer on small newspapers, has
joined the continuity department of
WLS Chicago.
HERB NEWCOMB, production manager of WAOV Vincennes, Ind., and
formerly of WCAU Philadelphia, has
resigned to freelance in the East. Max
Fetty, former announcer of WAOV
now with the Army in North Africa,
is writing, producing and acting as
m.c. of a special show to be featured
at all the Army camps in North Africa
and over the Algiers radio. Paul Price
has recently joined the WAOV announcing staff.
VINCE DUGGAN, announcer of
CJOR Vancouver and formerly chief
announcer of CFRN Edmonton, has
joined the Royal Canadian Air Force.
HELEN ARGUE, producer of CBR
Vancouver has moved to eastern Canada.
JACK TEMPLE, former announcer
of CBS San Francisco now in the
boy. Air Forces, is the father of a
Army
EDGAR C. DEFFENBAUGH joins
WMC Memphis, from WSOY Decatur, III., and WJPF Herrin, 111., to
become production manager, replacing Earl Moreland who is entering the
service.
MAURICE WENZINGER, formerly
of KGFW Kearney, Neb., has joined
the announcing staff of KSAL Salina,
Kans.
EARL DAVIS, formerly of WOMI
Owensboro, Ky., has joined the announcing of WMPS Memphis.
CHARLES ACTON LEWIS, formerly of KMTR Hollywood has been
named program director and news
editor of KGFW Kearney, Neb., and
Marjorie Davis, continuity writer,
has
joined the station as women's
director.
AMALIE DEREN, who has just received aPh.D. from Syracuse U., has
joined the program analysis staff of
CBS' research department. Lee Vine,
announcer, leaves the network Sept.
21 to join the Army. Before joining
CBS a year ago he served on the network's Philadelphia affiliate, WCAU.
IRENE BARCLAY, former publicity
director of KFTI Twin Falls has
been appointed secretary to manager
Adriel Fried of KLX Oakland, Calif.
CHARLES A. COONEY, newspaperman and former assistant telegraph
editor of the San Francisco Call-Bulletin, has succeeded Don Martin as
head of the KPO San Francisco news
bureau. Martin has joined the NBC
news staff in Hollywood, replacing
Joy Storm, who has been transferred
to the production staff.
MILTON STARK, former head of
KNX Hollywood transcription department, has been transferred to station production staff. Seymour Berns
has taken over Stark's former duties.
BILL casterMARLOWE,
announcer-newsof WMC Memphis,
Tenn., has
been assigned the Bexel newscasts for
McKesson & Robbins. Bill Reeves, for
mer station director of WHUB Cookeville, Tenn., has joined the announcing
staff.
JACK SLATTERY, chief announcer
of KNX Hollywood, has completed
three assignments as narrator on
Paramount film trailers.
BROADCASTING

MutuaFs

Staff Increases

79.6% Since January 1st
PERSONNEL in the New York
headquarters of Mutual has increased by 79.6% since the first
of this year, according to the MBS
personnel department.
Most of the new Mutual personnel has already been announced,
including John W. Boler, special
representative in the Northwest;
Robert Keller, manager of program operations; Allen J. de Castro, in charge of the "Mutual Daytime Playhouse Plan"; Edwin T.
Otis, assistant station relations
manager; Arnold Roston, art director, and Blanche Wolffe, of the
MBS publicity department.
Additions to the sales promotion and research department, not
announced before, are Harold
Coulter, former promotion and research manager of KYW Philadelphia, now Mutual's
manager
merchandising
; Francis
Keeley,of
previously with NBC and the
BLUE. New assistant sales service supervisor is George M. Burbach Jr., assistant sales service
supervisor
formerly in NBC's
sales department.
EDWARD DEVLIN of the announcing staff of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. at Toronto, has moved to
CBR Vancouver.
LEO MISHKIN, former New York
and Paris newspaperman, on Sept. 13
joins the CBS
information
department, press
replacing Michael
Boscia,
who has resigned to join the publicity division of Young & Rubicam,
New York.
RICHARD OSK, formerly a reporter with the New York Herald Tribune and publicity agent for the Shuberts,sion has
of the joined
BLUE. the publicity diviGEORGE
J. GOW, married
WLW-WSAI
Cincinnati newscaster,
Miss
Lee Bergman of Dallas, on Sept. 9.
Their honeymoon was spent in Washington where Gow covered the opening of Congress.
BOB FETTERMAN, of WIBG Philadelphia is the father of a boy.
ARTHUR LABORES, recently honorably discharged from the Army, has
joined the staff of W65H Hartford.
DALLAS MASON WILLIAMS,
news editor of KTKN Ketchikan,
Alaska, is the father of a son. Mrs.
Williams is the former Jeanie Hughes,
radio actress with KOMO-KJR Seattle.
JOHN REDDY, newswriter of CBS
Hollywood, has sold an article titled,
"G. I. Radio", to Esquire Inc., for
early fall publication. It relates story
behind shortwaved Government proprograms
anceduced
and Mail
Call.Command PerformHicks in Algiers
GEORGE HICKS, manager of the
BLUE's London news office, has
arrived in Algiers, according to
information received last week by
G. W. Johnstone, director of news
and special features. Arthur Feldman, who was recently named assistant to Mr. Hicks, has assumed
the managerial duties at the London office. Mr. Hicks will spend
some time in the Mediterranean
theatre, broadcasting his observateners. tions by shortwave to BLUE lis• Broadcast
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This little tube can't help you smell. But it can help
you talk, see and hear. Right now, it helps direct guns,
planes, ships. It ought to get a war medal.
It has given birth to a new art called Electronics.

A

WAR

MEDAL

That's why you can talk across the continent so easily.
Over 1,250,000 electronic tubes are in service in the
Bell System. Bell Laboratories developed them,
Western Electric made them.

In 1912 in the Bell Laboratories, Dr. H. D. Arnold made
the first effective high-vacuum tube for amplifying
electric currents.

But both Laboratories and Western Electric are busy
now with war — turning out tubes and putting them
to work in many a device to find and destroy the
enemy on land, in the air, and under the sea.

Vacuum tubes made possible the first transoceanic
telephone talk by the Bell System in 1915.

After the war, this Bell System army of tubes will
work in thousands of ways for peace.

Vacuum tubes are now used on practically all Long
Distance circuits to reinforce the human voice.

BELL

TELEPHONE

HELP THE WAR BY MAKING ONLY VITAL CALLS TO WAR-BUSY

CENTERS.

THAT'S MORE .iND MORE ESSENTIAL EVERY DAY.

SYSTEM

of e radio beUMomplic
ME
an acc
in demcomesDI
onstrating the operations of
telepathy in the hands of
Joseph Dunninger, telepathist, who
reads the minds of his listeners as
well as of members of the studio
audience, in a weekly program
which started on the BLUE Sunday, Sept. 12. Feats performed on
the series include the projection of
telepathic messages to radio listeners, who are asked to confirm them
by mail; and a series of "Brain
g-distance
described as lon
Busters" ing
demonstrations.
mind-read
THE

Art Series
PAINTERS AND SCULPTORS
living in New York are heard in
a weekly discussion of their art on
WNYC, New York's municipal station. Museum directors, gallery
owners and critics, as well as
artists take part in the program
which is designed to "make the
people of New York City feel more
at home with the work of their own
contemporary artists".

PROGRAMS
Wins Scholarship
WINNER of WLW Cincinnati
scholarship to Cincinnati Colleg3
of Music is Dorothy Short, Seattle
singer. Scholarship covers complete tuition and living expenses
at the college for one year. She
has sung over KJR Seattle and
was one of the Cincinnati Summ«v
Opera Audition winners in 1942.
Citizenship Series
FOREIGN - LANGUAGE groups
are acquainted with the procedure
for becoming American citizens in
Your Citizenship Counselor, weeklv series presented on WWRL New
York by a representative of the
American Women's Volunteer Ser-

WIBW/

Of Feminine Interest
NOVEL

approach in feminine interest programs is being successfully tried on
What'sfeature.
New, WTMJ
Milwaukee
morning
Nancy
Grey, commentator on the program,
has made a series of recordings
with women war workers in defense plants throughout the country. Recordings are then used on
the broadcast with their effective
background of factory sounds.
Vocal Advice
WOULD-BE singers are offered advice on improving their technique
in a weekly series heard on WBNX
New York, under the title The
Voice Clinic.

isteners

Bond Drive Program
LAUNCHING a million - dollar
bond drive, Wieboldts Stores, Chicago, devoted the regular morning
half -hour Your Neighbor Program
on WMAQ Chicago, Sept. 16, to
special music, talks and initial imports on progress of the bond campaign in theandcompany's
in Chicago
suburbs. six
Thestores
program honored
company's
and women
in the
service.
About men
350
studiolies ofguests,
members
of
famiservice men and women,
were feted at breakfast following
the broadcast. The Wieboldt account is handled by Needham,
Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
World News
DAILY WORLD News Roundup is
now being carried Mon. thru Fri.
on the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. national network in a quarter
hour early evening program. Starting in Ottawa or Toronto with Wilson Woodside as commentator, the
roundup shifts to battlefronts and
world capitals where CBC has men
stationed. A. E. Powley is in charge
of the London bureau, and war correspondents Peter Stursburg,
Andrew Cowan and Matthew Halton are in the Mediterranean
theater.
Replace OWI Series
REPLACING the OWI series, recently taken off the air, over
WOWO-WGL Fort Wayne, Ind.,
is Proudly We Hail, product of the
ingenuity of the Fort Wayne continuity department. New series
deals with war information, story
of an American hero, transcribed
music, and suggestions to the individual showing him what he can
do to aid the war effort. Proudly
We Hail has been so successful
that sponsors of the former OWI
series have transferred to the new

CORN accounts for only a very small part of
the huge farm income in WIBWs six state
listening area. Yet, in Kansas alone, there is a
78,120,000 bushel crop, already selling 36%
higher than last year. That's a tidy chunk of
spendable income in itself. And WIBW listeners on farms and in small towns ARE spending.

Their first purchases automatically seem to be

Musical For Navy
DEDICATED to the U. S. Navy,
is Full Speed Ahead, a five-times
weekly musical program on Mutual. Show presents orchestra and
choral music from the Naval Receiving Station in Brooklyn the
first two days of the week, followed
by a WAVE show, and featuring a
vocalist and the WOR New York,
orchestra, the remaining two days.
% % *
Farmers Swop
SWOP SHOP is a new morning
program on CKBI Prince Albert,
Sask., innouncewhich
farmers
can antheir swops
of machinery
buy.
which they are no longer able to

for WIBW-advertised goods. But that's natural! For years, these buyers have had confidence in WIBW . . . liked our friendly personalities, entertainment and service. The moral
is obvious. If you've always hankered to handle
your cash with a shovel . . . use WIBW!
stands for the ease with
which two great stations
blanket two great markets

WW
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Newscasts Leave Imprint
(Continued from page 12)
tory effect of the war is the vir- on that line, the news should be
tual banning of the word "flash". played down!
A large oil company sponsors
I shudder every time I read a show
whose format calls for insertion of many newscasts. This firm has been
a last-minute bulletin. Some radio in the spotlight on many occasions
men seem to think they can order — sometimes a most unfavorable
news to break to suit station spotlight. To my knowledge, the
schedules. This vicious practice of- agency placing this radio business
ten forces a news editor to prosti- never has protested the use of
tute his judgment and give listen- stories critical of its client. I hope
ers a completely phoney bulletin. that station managements will
Speed and freshness is one of stand resolutely behind the judgments of their news editors if dethe greatest advantages radio has
mands are made to suppress a story.
over the slower paced press. But
There is the much discussed
I wonder if some radio operators
realize that even though it has problem of editorializing on controversial issues. As I understand
the pace of a tortoise as compared
with broadcasting, a good news- it, the present broadcast practice
paper that gets a break on edition aims primarily at preventing the
time can get on the street in 20 to possibility of political control by
30 minutes? Today, with newscasts
any party over any segment of
on the hour, quarter-hour, half- broadcasting. But if you had read
hour and sprinkled in between, the all the scripts that have passed
bulletin quality of any news break over the radio news desk in Censorfades quickly. New millions have
ship, you would conclude this theory
become regular radio news listen- is a dead letter in many cases. Network commentators certainly reers— but we don't have to bulletin
them to death to hold their interest.
flect almost every shade of opinion
A good news writer can revamp
on controversial subjects. And you
his show smoothly to put a new don't often hear a disclaimer by
top on it within 30 minutes of air the station or the chain. Two outtime. Why not restrict the use of
standing men appear to voice the
the word bulletin to those news- views of extreme conservatives.
breaks that occur within 30 min- A half-dozen others expound the
utes of airtime?of It's
keep liberal viewpoint with the fervor
the freshness
radioso easy
news tobefore
of a crusader. The most conspicuous example has been the battle
the listener by phrases like "less
than 2 hours ago, a dispatch from raging over our foreign policy.
North Africa said . . ." If such a
Other Governments, Too
standard were accepted in the radio
newsrooms of the country, the word
There are stations that boldly
bulletin would again come to mean
label certain programs as "edisomething to the public. If the pubtorial". Several news programs devote a section to what is called
lic is to develop complete trust in
radio's presentation of the news, openly "the editorial page". And
this is not confined to national iswe've got to be honest with it.
sues. What appears to be a possibly
Sponsor's Rights
practice is presentation
The next goal post is Integrity. dangerous
of only one side of a question while
Here, let us look at sponsor cen- claiming that what is said is the
sorship, controversial issues, propwhole picture.
aganda and time chiselers.
Propaganda is a much abused
Just last week a friend asked me
word that means many things to
to read the manuscript of a pro- many people. Some charge that all
posed text on radio news writing the Government releases funnelled
and supervision. Several pages
through OWI into the stations are
were devoted to "sponsor's rights". propaganda. Without discussing
The author inferred that if a news
spot was sponsored by an airline, the merits of that condition, I think
for example, and a crash occurred it fair to point out that other governments are bombarding our radio news desks with free material.
Some of it is definitely slanted to
The CBS Station for a
give other governments' points of
view. And it is being used. What
of this broadcaster's ability to promillion people in 22
tect the integrity of his news? This
is not said in criticism of the excounties of 3 states...
cellent information service operated by the neutral allied governments. But it is a red flag to radio
the heart of the
news editors to weigh carefully all
propaganda. Pressure groups and
Textile South.
minorities in this country are active. Many have powerful backing
and
plenty
of money. The flow of
y
Da
handouts and transcribed featuresJ 10500000WaWa
s sNight
fi
tttt
Xrn
Wp
to stations is going to increase. And
all this imposes a heavy burden on
Spartanburg, S. C. CBS
the station management and its.
Represented by Hollingbery
news editors to keep their judgments keen and sharp.
A sound policy should be to< adapt
BROADCASTING
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Gates

is Fighting

Tomorrow

Serve

to

Today

Headquarters speaks . . . battle stations answer. Platoons, companies, regiments and divisions move into
action, with Radio directing all movements . . . maintaining desired contact at all points.

as qualifications for a station news
editor the same high standards required for admission to the Radio
and Press galleries of Congress.
Require the news editor to divorce
himself of outside promotion, lobbying, publicity and other work —
and pay him accordingly. There
aren't many stations today — even
those originating no news — that
cannot with profit to their service
to the public employ a fulltime man
in charge of news and coverage of
special news events. And if they
get the right men, the broadcasters will be taking a major step toward safeguarding the integrity of
their news.
Now, for the time chiselers. At a
cocktail party recently, a "public
relations counsel" boasted that he
was getting his clients' products
plugged on 205 stations every week
for only $3.50 per station. That's
the cost of producing a 15-minute
show, the platter and mailing
charges. The vehicle is a well-written news feature with the free advertising worked in very skillfully.
The press agent added that he was
not dealing only in teakettles — that
he had many big stations on his
free list. All of us have been following the current argument about
railroads buying thousands of lines
of newspaper space, but getting the
dio.
same advertising free over the raScare Easily
The last goal post is Responsibility. Perhaps here is where a plea
should be made for more aggressiveness by individual stations in
news handling. Several times "no
broadcast" slugs have been slapped
on stories on the wire services
through misunderstanding or just
plain stupidity. But I have yet to
hear the first complaint from a radio news editor.
Again, it sometimes appears that
almost any shavetail or one striper
can scare the wits out of a station
with a single phone call. Cases are
on record of an officer — way out of
bounds — ordering a broadcaster to
suppress a program or story. Willy,
nilly, it is done.
I should state here that we have
a huge Army and Navy with many
newly indoctrinated officers. It is

In many of these battle stations, the Gates trade-mark
carries on with the American star of Victory. Gates
transmitters, tuning and control units, amplifiers and
remote equipment are all in the fight and efficiently
meeting the strenuous tests that tax the performance
ability of any equipment.
When this war is won . . . you will enjoy the advantages of new Gates engineering methods created by
the needs of the war . . . and designed for the needs
of an eager-to-move industry.
Our engineering staff stands ready to
assist and advise on the maintenance
of your present equipment — whether
you are Gates-equipped, or not.

THE
INDUSTRIAL

to be expected that some will make
mistakes or that some will try to
throw their weight around. We always get 100% cooperation in such
cases from the top rank in Washington.
Is a station licensee obligated to
provide news for his listeners? Most
stations now find the news department they frequently kicked around
is today a good money maker.
It's so profitable that some of them
are losing all sense of proportion
and scheduling newscasts and commentaries in such profusion over
the broadcast day that it is a
wonder that the ratings of all news
shows aren't dragged down by a
bored public. But what about the
leaner days that may come?
War has brought us the biggest
audience in radio history. It was
news that did it. I feel that the radio news editor of today and in the
future should rank as equal in importance with other department
heads.
Some leaders in the industry are
mystified that the public and Congress appear to have so little interest in the welfare and advancement of radio. The average citizen
will run a temperature when freedom of the press becomes an issue
in any part of the nation. But all
of us know how little he bothers
about matters affecting the freedom of radio — which is freedom of
speech. I understand that a survey
is to be made to find out why Mr.
and Mrs. Citizen seem to care so
little for an institution that brings
them so much. Some critics blame
this condition on lack of an aggressive public relations policy of the
industry. Some psychologists say it
is because Mr. and Mr. Citizen
still have to pay out money for
their newspaper and that radio is
free. Perhaps that factor will disappear in some future year when
everyone owns a television and facsimile set and has to pay service
charges to keep the receiver supplied with paper.
Radio should give more adequate
coverage of local news, for local
commentators translate the news
into terms of their own particular
main street and crossroads, for objective but authoritative discussions
of local problems. At least two small
stations recently have hired reporters to gather just this kind of news
and put it on the air. A few are
devoting one spot a day entirely to
local items. I'll wager a reasonable
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Sum that the listeners of such stations will come to feel a more personal interest in the welfare of
these broadcasters. And it is my
belief that if station managements
will assume the responsibility for
developing adequate local coverage ;
if they will pay less money for promoting second rate commentators
who parrot the news or rehash
what the network men have said
and give more thought to developing good local commentators — if all
this happens, I believe you will see
developing a closer relation between radio and its listeners that
may serve radio if its welfare is
imperiled either by government or
any combination of other interests.

COM.
Had

BUTCHER

Mission

KEEPS

A

Determining Time

New

SECRET
and

Place

Of Italian Fleet's Surrender
ONE OF THE MOST important
Malta, by James Wellard, representing the combined American
missions of World War II — the
time and place of surrender of the Press and dated Sept. 13, also covered the surrender of the Italian
Italian fleet — was the secret of
fleet and made mention of Com.
Com. Harry C. Butcher, former
Butcher. Mr. Wellard reported a
broadcast executive, who proceeded
under confidential orders of Gen.
"little comedy" just before the
Italian Admiral arrived to surrenDwight D. Eisenhower, Commander. Admiral Cunningham, the
der in Chief of the Allied Forces,
dispatch
related, had lost a button
as his representative on that mofrom his tunic, and he laughingly
mentous occasion early this month.
demanded a safety pin so he could
Com. Butcher, former Vice President of CBS in Washington, as look presentable. As the aide supplied the pin and while the British
aide to Gen. Eisenhower, was
Chieftan was fixing himself up,
aboard the British Battleship
"Warspite", heading a British flo- Com. Butcher, as Gen. Eisenhowtilla, when word was received Sept.
er's representative on this occasion, made a movie of the proce9 to proceed on a secret mission.
This was revealed in a dispatch by dure.
"Don't you dare take a picture
Clark Lee, representing the combined American Press, published
of me like this, Butch," laughed
Admiral Cunningham. But Com.
Sept. 11. Only Com. Butcher knew
the nature of the mission until the Butcher, said the Wellard report,
British Admiral aboard the ship went right ahead.
received a message from Admiral
Sir Walter Browne Cunningham to
USE OF MAYO Bros, as a trade
proceed to the appointed spot.
name and "Mayo Bros. Vitamins Inc."
Com. Butcher was quoted as havas corporate name constitutes mising said: "We weren't sorry to
advertising the
in the
sale ofTrade
vitamin leading
preparations
Federal
leave. In the night landings at SalCommission has charged in a comerno we were attacked for three
ry.
plaintand against
Mayo Bros.,
Angeles,
its officers,
Irby L.LosMayo,
hours by German planes. One torOran Frank F. Mayo and Paul Murpedo misseddispatch
us by a few
Another
fromyards."
Valetta,

Redbow Schedules
AS THE initial part of a recently
announced plan to promote "Redbow" dried food products in the
East, Graham Co., New York, is
using
participations
on women's
programs
on WJZ WCAU
WJR
WOV WOR. Some schedules started recently, while others are a continuation ofprevious commitments.
Agencies are Emil Mogul Co., and
Commercial Radio Service, New
York.
KMMJ Is 167th Blue
KMMJ Grand Island, Neb. joined
the BLUE as a basic supplementary station Sept. 15, bringing the
total number of BLUE affiliates to
167. Operating daytime onlv with
1,000 w on 750 kc, the station is
operated by KMMJ Inc., under
management of Wick Heath.

York

Radio

Club

Opens
Sessionsfor Oct.
FIRST MEETING
the fall-7
winter season of the Radio Executives Club of New York has been
scheduled for Oct 7. As a wartime
measure, the luncheon sessions will
be held on the first and third
Thursday each month, instead of
weekly. Meeting place has been
shifted to the Gothic Room of the
Hotel Shelton.
Officers include Murray Grabhorn of the BLUE, president; Beth
Black, Joseph Katz Co., vice-president; Ninette Joseph, J. D. Tarcher
Co., treasurer, and Warren Jennings, representative in New York
for WLW Cincinnati, secretary.
Chairmen of the various committees are Linnea Nelson, J. Walter
Thompson, Membership Committee;
Frank Silvernail, BBDO, House
Committee, and Marvin Kirsch,
Radio Daily, Speakers' Committee.
Vick Commentaries
VICK CHEMICAL Co., Greensboro, N. C, which has been lining
up its fall radio campaign for
Vatronol and Vaporub for the past
several months [Broadcasting,
July 26, Aug. 16], on Sept. 13
started Carey Longmire, News,
Monday, Wednesday and Friday,
1:45-2 p.m. on WEAF New York.
Robert McCormick, speaking from
Washington, is substituting for
Mr. Longmire, who is currently in
England. Program is one of the
many Vick has been purchasing on
stations throughout the country.
Agencv
New York.is Morse International,
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EDNA BEST has joined the Hollywood production staff of Young &
Rubieam to handle talent and stories.
Day Tuttle has succeeded Francis
Van Hartesveldt as director of the
Aldrich Family on NBC for General
Foods, while Mr. Hartesveldt has
taken over the CBS Kate Smith program for T&R. Bobby Reuschle, assistant time buyer, has enlisted in
the Merchant Marine.
NEW
SELLING

IDEAS
A

LEO P. BOTT Jr., who recently
joined the Chicago office of BBDO,
has been transfered to the Buffalo
office
utive. of that agency as account execPAUL TERRY, former continuity
director of KTBI Tacoma, Wash.,
has joined Barnes-Chase Adv. Co.,
San Diego, as copy writer.
AL REIWITCH has been appointed
radio director for show productions
and commercials at Weiss & Geller,
Chicago. He will retain duties as
account executive and will be assisted
in timebuying by Helena Clayton,
director of media.

EVELYN ELAM, manager of the radio script department of Grant Adv.,
New York, has been named radio director for the Dr. I. Q. show, NBC
program sponsored by Vitamins Plus,
New York, a Grant account. She replaces Perry Dickey, who resigned to
join the program department of NBC.
Joining Grant recently as a copywriter isIgnacius Sacco, new to radio.
JOHN F. MATTHEWS, formerly a
member of the copy department of
Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati, has
joined Kenyon & Eckhardt, New
York, as a commercial writer in the
radio department.

FOR

NEW

ERA

New

Agency

OLMSTEAD & FOLEY advertising agency has been formed by
Ward H. Olmstead and Jchn T.
Foley, formerly president and vicepresident, respectively, of 01mstead-Hewitt, Minneapolis. All
members of the latter agency have
joined the new organization and
services are being rendered without interruption.
STEWART-LOVICK Ltd.. Vancouver, has opened
a branch
office Sutton
at Edmonton. Alta., with
Winnifred
as manager.
KAY HULDERMANN, formerly
traffic mannser of KPAS Pasadena,
Cal., has joined Charles N. Stahl
Adv., Los Angeles, as copy writer.
JACK DOUGLAS, Hollywood gagwriter, has been signed to a term
contract by J. Walter Thompson Co.,
as comedian. He is working on the
BLUE What's New? sponsored by
RCA.
THEODORA JOHNSTON, formerly
of Elwood J. Robinson Adv., has
joined Buchanan & Co., Los Angeles,
as space buyer. She succeeds Beulah
Anderson, resigned.
MAURICEsentative ofMORTON,
radioAgency,
repreWilliam Morris
Beverly Hills, Cal., talent service,
has been inducted into the Army.
JOHN HYDE,
co-owner
vicepresident
of William
MorrisandAgency,
Beverly Hills, Cal., talent service,
and Mozelle Cravens, film actress,
were married in Encino, Cal., on

KttSTKHVTF

"pOST-WAR Slacker is too kind
a name to call you."
"Now John, don't get excited, I
only suggested that advertising costs
be held in proportion to sales volume.
I saw that marketing principle in
Printers' Ink several years ago."
"That was pre-war thinking. Printers' Ink mentioned it because it was
the way we did business, but things
are different today."
"How do you mean different?
We're still doing business for profit,
aren't we?"
"Naturally! We went to war for
the preservation of the American way
of life, the system of free enterprise.
But we have a larger responsibility
today — a responsibility to our
country."

"Just how do you mean that?"
"Well, back in 1943, when we were
turning out munitions and equipage
for the Army, Printers' Ink discussed
the possibility of advertising and selling budgets prepared in relation to
plant capacity, rather than sales
volume. The idea was to make sales
equal production rather than reduce
production to the selling effort. Since
then, others have taken hold, and today it is accepted as sound business
thinking. To avoid curtailed production Iam going to give this policy a
good sound try, even if I have to
round up additional proxies to do it!"

Far-fetched? Well, maybe, but it was
actually promulgated and duly reported in Printers' Ink. Top-flight
advertising, marketing, merchandising
and administrative business men, who
build, approve and spend the nation's
advertising and selling budgets, generally use Printers' Ink as a platform
for their ideas as well as for the wealth
of information it contains. This interpretive editorial policy delivering the
"know-how" and "know-why" of advertising, marketing, management and
sales, provides the vital difference that
makes Printers' Ink the most quoted
voice in the industry.

• September

ROBERT S. CONGDON, for five
years in the sales promotion and
merchandising department of Mcgust.
Cann-Erickson Inc., has been assigned to the service department.
FRANK HAAS, formerly of LakeSpiro-Shurman Inc., Memphis, and
Ruthrauff & Ryan, has joined Erwin,
Wasey & Co., New York, as time
buyer.
The
,
TIME

BUYERS

STATION

WDOD
Chattanooga,

Term.

5,000 WATTS
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PROSPECTIVE
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k
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Printers'
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Sept. 18.
ANN
GARVEY, timebuyer of Dan
B. Miner Co., Los Angeles, has resigned.
EDNA CATHCART has replaced
Fletcher Turner as time buyer of J.
M. Mathe Inc. Mr. Turner joins
WABC New York, as a salesman.
Miss Cathcart was formerly a secretary at Mathe's
held a similar
position
at Young and& Rubieam,
New
York.
LLOYD O. COULTER a vice-president and account executive of McCann-Erickson Inc., New York, has
been named radio director. He succeeds Charles Halstead Cottington,
who joined Erwin, Wasey & Co., New
York, in a similar capacity last Au-

20, 1943
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JACK JOHNSTONE has joined the
copy department of Benton & Bowles
Inc., New York, as a vice-president.
He was formerly a vice-president and
copy chief of the New York offices of
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc.
WILLIAM A. CORNISH, formerly
in the radio department of William
Morris agency, New York, and previously partner in an agency of his own,
has joined J. M. Mathes Inc., New
York, as assistant to Wilfred S. King,
director of radio and motion pictures.
WILLIAM P. MALONEY. publicity
director of BBDO, New York, recently became the father of a girl.
JACK MOORE, BBDO, N. Y., timebuyer, is the father of a girl.
H. L. BOGART, formerly of Albertype Corp., has joined the public relations department of J. M. Mathes Inc.,
New York.
O. A. FELDON, vice-president of
MacFarland, Aveyard & Co., Chicago,
is now executive vice-president of J. R.
Hamilton Adv. Agency, Chicago. He
was at one time western manager of
McFadden Publications, Chicago.
EDWARD A. GROSSFELD, for
seven years assistant advertising manager of Hart, Schaffner & Marx, Chicago, in charge of the Baskin Clothing
Co.,
on
Sept. 15
became ofvice-president
and account
executive
the Kalom
Co., Chicago.
FOLLOWING recent appointment of
Earl G. Thomas as executive vicepresident of A. & S. Lyons Inc., New
York, talent agency [Broadcasting,
Sept. 13], the company has announced
two new members of its staff. Irene
Lee, former story editor for various
film producers, will work with Mr.
Thomas, and Richard Krakeur, previously with Vinton Freedley, New York
theatrical producer, will work in the
musical comedy section.
DR. FRANKLIN R. CAWL, research
and sales promotion director of the
Farm
Journal
the Arthur
Farmer'sKudner
Wife,
on Oct.
1 willandjoin
Inc., New York, as director of marketing and research. Dr. Cawl is president of the Philadelphia chapter of the
American Marketing Assn., and a
member of the national farm machinery committee of the Committee on
Economic Development.
JIM HILL, former radio director of
Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago, has
joined Neblett Radio Productions, Chicago, as producer and writer. Mr. Hill
will continue to handle Coronet Little
Shoie, heard 1 :45-2 p.m. Sundays on
CBS for Schutter Candy Co., Chicago.
RICHARD C. MORRISEY, for 14
years a member of the sales staff of
New York Subways Adv. Co., New
York, has been appointed manager of
the company's western office in Chicago.
NEBLETT RADIO Productions, Chicago on Oct. 1 will move into larger
offices at 360 N. Michigan Ave.

New Ferguson Office
COURTLAND D. FERGUSON
Inc., advertising agency which has
maintained offices in Washington
and Baltimore for a number of
years, has announced the opening
of a branch office in Richmond,
Va. Frank G. Christian has been
named manager of the new office.
Mr. Christian was formerly with
Cecil, Warrick & Cecil, both in
Richmond and New York, and he
has done writing for many radio
personalities as well as writing
advertising for newspapers and
magazines.
Bertch Joins G-C&N
J. WIDMAN BERTCH, former
deputy director of the salvage section of the War Production Board,
has been appointed vice-president
of Geyer-Cornell & Newell, New
York. He will serve in Washington
as account executive on the War
Dept., which recently appointed
the agency to handle advertising
for the Army Air Forces.

K&E

in Chicago

CHESTER A. FOUST, who resigned as vice-president of J. Walter Thompson Co. in August to
head the new Kenyon & Eckhart
office in Chicago as vice-president,
has established offices in the Field
Bldg., 135 S. LaSalle St. New accounts, he said, will be served from
Chicago after Dec. 31. He said facilities and staff for radio production originating from Chicago, are
being arranged.
Sgt. Sturdee Jarvis
SGT. STURDEE JARVIS, Royal
Canadian Tank Corps, died during
the Sicilian campaign. He was
formerly in the radio department
of Vickers & Benson, Toronto, and
on the staff of CJIC Sault Ste.
Marie, Ont.
NBC WILL BE HOST Sept. 21 to 12
Central American journalists touring
the United States under the auspices
of the National Press Club.
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We are very pleased to advise you that after using one
tw»nty-f ive word ohain break ad, we sold $1800.00 worth of merchandise within two days. In view of the fact that we did not use any
other form of advertising, we think these results were outstanding
and a good reoonaendation for radio advertising.Sinoerely,

And

BROADCASTING

WITH the broadcast of Sept. 27 on
NBC, the Carnation Contented Hour
celebrates its 600th program. Carnation Co., Milwaukee, sponsors the
show, Monday, 10-10 :30 p.m. Agency
is Erwin, Wasey & Co. Chicago.

. .

♦ ♦ ♦ Speak

It's serious, Joe. He just heard
WFDF Flint Michigan explaining
the new income tax."

Frank Quits Weintraub
YASHA FRANK has resigned as
radio director of William H. Weintraub Co., New York. He joined the
agency recently to handle radio programs including the Gertrude Lawrence package show which is to
start on the BLUE Sept. 30 under
sponsorship of Revlon Products,
New York. Mr. Frank is understood
to have resigned over interference
in his handling of the production
after Charles Martin, freelancer,
and director of Philip Morris Co.
Playhouse on CBS, was brought in
by Gertrude
management, to directLawrence's
the program.
Mr.
Martin has been named writerproducer-director for the entire
show. A new radio director for the
agency had not been selected by the
middle of last week.

area.

for the full story.
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
tie — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
KFBK Sacramento, Cal.
Bank of America, San Francisco (banking), 7 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru Charles
Stuart Adv., San Francisco.
Sunway Fruit Products Co., Chicago (vitamins), 7 tie weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Sorensen & Co., Chicago.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
City,
(soap), 6 ta weekly, 13Co.,
weeks,Jersey
thru Leon
Livingston Adv., San Francisco.
KWG Stockton, Cal.
Bank of America, San Francisco (cheeking service) , 7 sa weekly, 52 weeks,
thru
cisco. Charles Stuart Adv., San FranAmerican Trust Co., San Francisco (savings), 7 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru Leon
Livingston Adv., San Francisco.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City
(Peets soap), 6 ta weekly, 13 weeks,
thru
cisco. Leon Livingston Adv., San FranSunway Fruit Products Co., Chicago (vitamins), 6 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Sorensen & Co., Chicago.
KECA Los Angeles
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago (Kennel biscuits), 8ta weekly, 8 weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago.
42 Products Inc., Los Angeles (hair oil,
shampoo), 11 ta weekly, 8 weeks, thru
Hillman-Shane-Breyer, Los Angeles.
B. Manischewitz Co., Jersey City (Tom
Tom crackers ) , 2 sa weekly, 5 weeks,
thru A. B. Landau Inc., N. Y.
Fitzsimmons Stores Ltd., Los Angeles
(grocer chain), 5 ne weekly, 52 wks,
thru McElroy Adv., Los Angeles.
Dad's
(root beer),
3 saRoot
daily,Beer13 Co.,
wks, Chicago
thru Malcolm-Howard, Chicago.
Mim's
Co., 52Loswks,Angeles
(dog
food),Dog
5 spFood
weekly,
thru Milton
Weinberg Adv., Los Angeles.
National Schools, Los Angeles (training) ,
5land,
ne weekly,
13 wks, thru Adolph WenLos Angeles.

WOK New York
Rockwood & Co., Brooklyn (Chocolate
Bits), sa, 52 wks, thru Federal Adv.,
N. Y.
F.tablets),
H. Pf under Inc..
(Pfunder's
sp 13Chicago
wks, thru
Sorenson & Co.,weekly
Chicago.
Ronzoni Macaroni Co., New York (macaroni, spaghetti sauce) , 5 sa per wk, 13
wks, thru Emil Mogul Co., N. Y.
McKesson & Robbins, Bridgeport (Bexel),
3 sp per wk, 52 wks, thru J. D. Tarcher
Co., N.of Y.Mfgrs. of Confectionery and
Assn.
Chocolate, N. Y., 5 sa weekly. 13 wks,
thru Scheck Adv., Newark, N. J.
Soy Food Mills Inc., Chicago (Golden Mix),
5 sa weekly, 13 wks, thru Jim Duffy Inc.,
Chicago.
Lamont
Corp.,t, New
Cream),Corliss
weekly
thruYork
J. (Pond's
Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.
WJJD Chicago
Simons & Hewitt, Chicago (Lovelee Lady
liquid cologne), 7 sp weekly, thru Malcolm-Howard Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Block Drug Co., Jersey City (Allenru),
3N. sp
weekly,
thru Redfield-Johnstone,
Y.
Washington Park Jockey Club, Homewood, 111., 54 sa, thru Al Paul Lefton Co.,
Chicago.
Republic Pictures, New York ("Song of
Texas"),
21 sa, thru Donahue & Coe,
N.
Y.
United Artists Corp., New York ("Stage
Door Canteen" ) , 6 sa weekly, direct.
WSBT South Bend, Ind.
Knox Co., Los Angeles (Mendaco and
Cystex), 3 ta per wk thru Allen C. Smith
Adv. Co., Kansas City.
Wm. H. Wise Co., N. Y. (books), 3 t
per wk thru Huber Hoge & Sons, NYC.
American Chicle Co., Long Island City
(Dentyne gum), 5 ta per wk, 17 wks,
thru Badger & Browning, Boston.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, Jersey City, N. J.
(Colgate dental cream), 137 ta thru
Ted Bates Inc., NYC.
Morton Salt Co., Chicago (table salt),
10 ta per wk, 4 wks, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.
Miami Margarine Co., Cincinnati (NuMaid margarine) , 7 ta per wk, 52 wks,
thru Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati.
Socony- Vacuum Oil Co., NYC (oil), 13 sa
thru Compton Adv. Co., NYC.
F. W. Meyers & Co., Ashland, Ohio (water
systems), 2 so per wk, 26 wks, thru
Meldrum & Fewsmith Inc., Cleveland.
Ward Baking Co., N. Y. (Tip-Top bread),
6 ne per wk, 52 wks, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., NYC.

WOL Washington
Crosse & Blackwell Co., 1 sp, thru Van
Sant, Dugdale & Co., Baltimore, Md.
Foster-Milburn (Ice Mint) sa, thru Spot
Broadcasting, N. Y.
Kenmore Publishing Co., sp thru Weiss &
Geller, N. Y.
Morton Salt Co., sa thru J. Walter Thompson Co.. N. Y.
WLIB Brooklyn
Hudson Canadian Fur Co., Brooklyn
(furs), 12 ne weekly, 52 wks, direct.
CFRB Toronto
Nabob Products Ltd., Vancouver (coffee),
3 sp weekly, thru Cockfield Brown &
Co., Toronto.
Christie Brown & Co., Toronto (bread),
3 sp weekly, thru Cockfield Brown &
Co., Toronto.
G. Tamblyn Ltd., Toronto (chain druggists), 5 sp weekly, direct.
KYW Philadelphia
Coronet,
Chicago
(magazine),
Schwimmer
& Scott,
Chicago. 18 ta, thru
Freihofer
Baking
Co., Philadelphia
(bread), 1 sa weekly, for 52 weeks,
thru Richard A. Foley, Philadelphia.
Radbill Oil Co., Philadelphia (Renusit
cleaner) , 6 sa weekly, for 13 weeks,
thru Harry Feigenbaum, Philadelphia.
Standard Brands, New York (Stams), 5
ta weekly, for 13 weeks, thru Ted
Bates Inc., N. Y.
P. Duff & Sons, Pittsburgh, 3 sp weekly,
thru W. Earl Bothwell, Pittsburgh.
Dr. D. Jayne & Son, Philadelphia (cough
remedy), 5 sp weekly, thru J. M. Korn,
Philadelphia.
Bond Stores, New York (Bond clothing
stores),
5 sp N.weekly,
Neff-Rogow,
Y. for 52 weeks, thru
KSFO San Francisco
Independent Druggists of California, 3 ne
weekly, 52 weeks, thru W. C. Jeffries,
Los Angeles.
Harvest House, New York (book on reducing) ,6 sa weekly, thru Huber Hoge
& Sons, N. Y.
Federal Life & Casualty Co., San Francisco (insurance), ne, ta, t, sa, 52 weeks,
thru Rose & Gladstone Agency, San
Francisco.
WFIL Philadelphia
RCA,
New
ta series,
Ruthrauff York,
& Ryan,
N. Y. 52 weeks, thru
Keystone Macaroni Co., Philadelphia (macaroni), 3 sp weekly, for 13 weeks, thru
James G. Lamb, Philadelphia.

WLW REORGANIZES
TRADE DEPARTMENT
REORGANIZATION of the Trade
Extension Dept. of WLW Cincinnati, following the death of John
E. Rudolph, director of the department, was announced by Robert E. Dunville, vice-president of
the Crosley Corp. and assistant
general manager, broadcasting division.
John A. Tappin, who has been
manager of the grocery dept.,
WLW Trade Extension, now becomes director of WLW grocery
trade relations. New manager of
the
in formerly
Tappin 's
place,grocery
is R. M. dept.,
Fanning,
with the Andrew Jergens Co.
Ralph E. Visconti, previously manager of the drug dept., is now director of WLW drug and tobacco
trade relations. J. M. Zinselmeier
becomes drug dept. manager. He
was formerly with Procter & Gamble and Stanco Distributors.
Winton

Continues

Head

Of Minneapolis Outlet
STOCKHOLDERS of Independent
Merchants Broadcasting Co., operator of WLOL Minneapolis, have
elected the following directors:
Charles J. Winton Jr., David Winton, Ralph
Virginia Sale
Mittendorf
and L.E.Atlass,
S. Mittendorf.
of WLOL to Ralph Atlass, owner
of WJJD Chicago and WIND
Gary, for $60,319 was approved
two weeks casting,
agoSept.by13].the FCC [BroadCharles J. Winton Jr. will continue as president, with Mr. Atlass vice-president and Mr. Mittendorf secretary-treasurer and
general manager of the station.
Fred F. Laws, veteran Twin City
radio man has been appointed
sales manager.
P&G Replaces Serial
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, has cancelled The Story of
Mary Martin on NBC five times
weekly 3-3:15 p.m., and effective
Sept. 27 will replace it with A Woman of America, P&G serial currently heard on NBC in the 10:45
a.m. period. Station lineup had not
been determined last week, nor
was it known what would be done
with Mary Marlin. There is a possibility that Benton & Bowles, New
York, agency for P&G
Ivory
Snow, product advertised on both
programs, will purchase rights for
this program from Jane Crusinbery, owner and script writer of
the latter series.
Coast Nfews Sponsors
McKESSON & ROBBINS, Bridgeport, Conn., (drug products), on
Sept. 20 starts for 52 weeks sponsoring Chet Huntley-News Analysis on 8 CBS Pacific stations (KNX
KQW KARM KROY KGDM KOIN
KFPY KIRO), Monday through
Friday, 3:55-4 p.m. (PWT). Placement is through J. D. Tarcher &
Co. New York. Washington Cooperative Egg & Poultry Assn., Seat(dairy products),
through
Pacific tle,
National
Adv. Agency,
that
city,ingonthat Sept.
18
started
sponsorcommentary on the same
list of CBS stations, Saturday,
3:55-4
p.m. (PWT). Contract is for
52
weeks.
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ATLANTIC REFINING Co.. Philadelphia, will sponsor the eight Ohio
State football games at home and
abroad scheduled for WBNS Columbus, starting with the Ohio-Iowa
Navy Pre-Flight School encounter
Sept. 25. Announcer for the series is
Johnnie Neblett, Chicago free lance
announcer and sportscaster, former
sports and special events announcer
for the station. N. W. Ayer & Son,
Philadelphia, handles the account.
J. B. POWERS, of Export Advertising Assn., will conduct a clinic on
export advertising for the advertising
and selling course of the Advertising
Club of New York.
PHILADELPHIA Electric Co., Philadelphia, started a new series of womprograms aton Home,
KYW on
Philadelphia,
Ruth en'sWelles
Tuesdays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays, 1 :301 :45 p.m. Miss Welles gives home
economic information and other household tips. Series started Sept. 13 and
continues for 26 weeks. Account
placed by Al Paul Lefton Agency,
Philadelphia.
MILES SHOE Co., New York, on
Sept 13 started six weekly sponsorship of Paula
Stone's New
4 :45-5York,
pm.
program
on WNEW
which has been heard on a sustaining basis for the past year. Program
is titled Hollywood Digest Monday
through Friday, and on Saturday is
named Broadway Beam. Agency for
Miles is Grey Adv. Agency, New
York.
DAYTON SPICE MILLS, Dayton,
Ohio, has renewed its contract with
WLW Cincinnati for a substantial
schedule of day and night station
breaks for Old Reliable Coffee. Contract placed through Kircher, Lytle,
Helton & Collett, Dayton.
EXTENDING distribution of its soy
bean products to the Eastern section
of the country, Soy Food Mills, Chicago, is using five times weekly participations onAlma Kitchell's Woman's
Exchange program on WJZ New York,
promoting Golden Wheat-Soy Mix, one
for griddle cakes and waffles and another for muffins. Agency is Jim
Duffy Inc., Chicago.
McMAHAN FURNITURE Co.,
Santa Monica, Cal. (retail chain),
on Sept. 13 started sponsoring the
five-weekly quarter-hour transcribed
series,
Linda's
First isLove,
on weeks.
KNX
Hollywood.
Contract
for 52
M. C. M. Agency, Santa Monica, has
the account.

Convene by Air
CONVENTION by radio will
be held Sept. 25 by the National Assn. of Foremen, says
Frank H. Irelan, chairman
of the convention committee.
A one-hour even broadcast
is planned for local meetings
of city and shop foremen's
clubs throughout the country. Speakers include Charles
E. Yvilson, executive vice
president of WPB; Paul G.
Hofi'man,
of Studebiver
a^d president
nation-3! c^irman
of the Committee for Economic L>evelopme-t, and L,t. uen.
William S. Knudsen.
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KASKEL's,
York Adepartment
Score,
on Sept.New
10 started
Hong and
a
A Smile With Sandra Stuart on WOV
t
New York to promote furs and other
S
goods.
Program,
five_
times weekly
show,quarter-hour
features popular
records, with Miss Stuai-t singing
along with the discs. Agency is J. R.
'221
Kupsick Adv., New York.
.8
CHEESE BOX, Lake Geneva, Wis.
(assorted cheeses), new to radio, has
CASH INCOME and GOV'T PAYMENTS
h
placed 23 live announcements on
NORTH
CAROLINA
t
WMAQ Chicago to run from Sept.
AVERAGE OF
8-21. Announcements will emphasize
s
MINE OTHER
i
early Christmas mailing to servicemen overseas. Account is handled by
SOUTHERN STATES
Caples Co., Chicago.
JEL-SERT Co., Chicago (Makamix
MILLIONS
flavoring), will start sponsorship on
Oct. 4 of the morning quarter-hour
J
children's program titled Jolly Joe &
His Pet Pals on WGN Chicago. Contract, for 26 weeks, was placed by
Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
MARSHALL FIELD & Co., Chicago,
has started sponsorship of a fiveminute transcribed music-and-interview series titled The Personnel- Airs,.
six afternoons weekly on WBBM Chicago and five mornings weekly on
WGN Chicago. Program will feature
brief interviews with present and
prospective employes of the company.
Source: — Department
of Agriculture,
1 940
Contracts for 13 weeks were placed
by Charles Daniel Frey Adv. Agency,
Chicago.
SOLVENTOL CHEMICAL PRODUCTS Co., Detroit, has started
sponsorship of the quarter-hour Tuesday afternoon transcribed musical program titled High Light House on
WGN Chicago. Contract, which is for
52 weeks, was placed by Holmes
Associates, Detroit.
AMERICAN EXPRESS Co., New
York (Travelers Cheques), on Sept. 1
21 renews sponsorship of the twiceweekly evening quarter-hour transcribed Cheque Your Music on WENR
Chicago. Contract is for 26 weeks.
Agency is the Caples Co., New York.
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New York City and Environs
2,000,000 or 15.4% of the population
of Greater New York listen to
YIDDISH radio programs

MARKMAN CLOTHIERS, Chicago
(help wanted), has placed a contract
for six 10-minute transcribed early
evening programs weekly for 52 weeks
on WIND Gary. Agency is Markleigh
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
ADLER, Inc., Chicago (dress materials), on Sept. 6 started sponsorship of the noon five-minute six-aweek transcribed musical program
titled Personality of the Day on
WJJD Chicago. Contract, which is
for 13 weeks, was placed by Gourfain-Cobb Adv. Agency, Chicago.
ROSEFIELD PACKING Co., Alameda, Calif. (peanut butter), on
Sept. 23 starts sponsorship of Skippy
Hollywood Theater on KOA Denver
and on Oct. 20 on KGMB Honolulu
and KHBC Hilo and on Aug. 27
added WHO Des Moines. Firm now
using 14 stations. Account was placed
by Garfield & Guild, San Francisco.
HARVEL WATCH Co., New York,
sponsor of John B. Hughes on Mutual Sunday evenings at 10, from
Sept. 12 until the end of the Third
War Loan drive, is replacing its commercials with War Bond appeals.
Hughes, in addition to his news commentaries, is interviewing servicemen recently returned from active
duty during September, presenting
each guest with a bond and a wristwatch. Agency is A. W. Lewin Co.,
New York.
MTJSTEROLE Co., Cleveland, started
the initial part of its fall and winter
drive for Musterole, Musterole Cold
Tablets, and Children's Musterole.
Sept. 13, with a five-minute recorded
musical program on three Canadian
and two U. S. stations. Titled Musical Curtain Calls, and presenting various well-known singers such as Nelson Eddy, the disc is aired five-times
weekly on CKCO CFRB and WOR,
and thrice-weekly on CHRC and
WWJ. Agency is Erwin, Wasey &
Co., New York.

SURVIVED

WRECK

Ens. Kilgore Left Diner to
Read 'Broadcasting' —
ENS. SCOTT KILGORE of the
Navy Department, formerly CBS
engineer in New York and vicepresident - general manager of
WNBZ Saranac Lake, N. Y., reports that he and his copy of
Broadcasting survived without injury the Labor Day wreck of the
Congressional Limited.
Ens. Kilgore said he was eating
supper in the ill-fated dining car
and just four minutes before the
wreck he went forward to his seat
to finish reading his copy of Broadcasting before arriving in New
York. "I could just as well have
remained in the dining car to read
Broadcasting as the car was not
crowded, but for some reason or
another I took the magazine and returned to my enough
car," heto said.
Fortunate
be in one of
three forward cars which were not
damaged Ens. Kilgore stated that
when the accident occurred scarcely
a shock was felt in his car and he
didn't realize at first that a disaster
had occurred.
OG1LVIE FLOUR MILLS Co., Montreal (cereals), has started a spot
announcement campaign on a number
of Canadian stations. Account was
placed by J. J. Gibbons Ltd., Montreal.
QUAKER OATS Co., Peterborough,
Ont. (Aunt Jemima pancake flour),
starts in October spot announcements
on 14 Canadian stations. Account
was
ronto.handled by Spitzer & Mills, To-

ROBERTS BIOLOGICAL Laboratory, Toronto (Allergi-tabs),
spot announcement
campaign has
on aa
number of Ontario stations. Account
was placed by MacLaren Adv. Co.,
Toronto.
GOLDEN STATE DEPT. STORE,
Los Angeles, on Sept. 13 started a
Sunday afternoon 45-minute program
of recorded popular music, as well as
a quarter-hour evening broadcast of
waltz transcriptions on KFAC. Both
contracts are for 13 weeks. Ned Newman Adv., Los Angeles, has the account.
FITZSIMMONS STORES, Los Angeles (chain grocers), out of radio
two years, on Sept. 7 started a fiveweekly quarter-hour newscast on
KECA Los Angeles for 52 weeks.
McElroy Adv. Agency, Los Angeles,
has the account.
WILCOX GAY Corp., Los Angeles
(institutional), has started a weekly
30-minute program titled Recordio
Presents
on KFAC
Los having
Angeles.started
Contract is for
13 weeks,
Sept. 4. Coast Western Adv. Agency,
Los Angeles, has the account.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA Naval
Uniform Distributors, Los Angeles,
new to radio, has started a weekly
quarter-hour transcribed program,
Our Navy's Fighting Heroes, on KFI
Los Angeles, and KGB San Diego.
Both contracts are for 14 weeks, having started in early September.
Agency
is Hillman - Shane - Breyer,
Los Angeles.
FOREMAN & CLARK, Los Angeles
(Navy uniforms), on Sept. 12 started
the weekly quarter-hour transcribed
HeFighting
Our SanNavy's
program,
roes, on KPO
Francisco.
Contract
is for 14 weeks. Agency is Botsford,
Constantine & Gardner, Los Angeles.

1,400,000 or 10.8% of the population
of Greater New York listen to
ITALIAN language programs
1,250,000 or 9.6% of the population
of Greater New York listen to
POLISH language programs
670,000 or 5.1 % of the population
of Greater New York listen to
GERMAN language programs
250,000 or 2 % of the population
of Greater New York listen to
SPANISH language programs
WBNX brings to this audience in its
native tongue and in English, interesting
entertainment; educational and musical
programs, and the complete world-wide
facilities of International News Service.
Appreciation of WBNX service is evidenced by the annual contract renewals
of the largest national and local advertisers.
L Winner of PEABODY CITATION for Public
L Service to Foreign Language Groups.

WBNX
5000

Watts

We all are in it
BUY WAR BONDS!
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WHBY
Appleton
KFIZ
Fond du Lac
WCLO
Janesville
WIBTJ
Madison
PoynetteWRJN
Racine
WHBL
Sheboygan
WSAU
Wausau
WFHR
Wisconsin
Rapids
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We're not influenced by ANY
METROPOLITAN STATION, Regional or
National Network
We're distinctly home folks-farmers who lop the nation asdolNo.ars.1
state; war workers on contracts totalling a Billion
Dairy
Yes indeed cash income from crops alone this year is 75 million
pass u?
from livestock
and active
market. V2 billion dollars. You can't afford to
this
folks is via the Wisconsin
Wisconsin
sell its
way to has
The low-cost
OWN loyal following with its
h station
Network-eac
as that of the leading deas well established
OWN local identity
partment store or grocer, and with the same influence. Each station
is heard ALL THE TIME, not just when the weather is right. Is it
many Itadveris making
Networkbelieved
Wisconsin
any wonder
will
possible?
never before
results
with the
tisers happy then
pay you, too, to use the Wisconsin Network!

rfcMETWORKJnc.
WISCONSi
■■■■■■im
MAIM Off ICE-WISCONSIH RAPIDS, %»l«COWSIW
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GROVE LABS, St. Louis (BromoQuinine), is sponsoring the 10:15the Sunhour of Saturday
10:30setp.m.
Valley quarter
Barn Dance,
night show heard over KSTP St.
Paul, Minn.
MERCO-NORDSTRAND Co., Oakland, Calif., (valves), has started, on
KGO San Francisco, sponsorship of
Maj. Gen. Paul B. Malone (retired),
military analyst, for a three weekly
news commentary. Con15-minute
tract is for 13 weeks. Agency is Ralph
Jewell, Oakland.
INLAND MANUFACTURING Co.,
Dayton, Ohio, subsidiary of General
Motors, has purchased an early mornton. ing sports program on WING DayP. S. BUSTIN DRUG Co., Toronto
tran-a
started on
) has ements
(cough medicine
scribed spot announc
number of Ontario stations. Account
was placed by Frontenac Broadcasting Co., Toronto.
LONDON HOUSE PRODUCTS
Ltd., Montreal (tea and coffee), has
on Quespot announc
started
by
was placed
Accountements
bec stations.
.
Montreal
Agency,
Canadian Adv.
TERMINAL ISLAND Fish Packers
Ass'n., Terminal Island, Cal., on Sept.
more
20 starts two-week campaign ofKGER
than 100 announcements on
and KFOX Long Beach. Group on
that date starts a five-minute program
twice-daily on KFOX. Allied Adv.
count.
Agencies, Los Angeles, has the acAGASH Refining Corp., Brooklyn, is
for Royal
expanding its spot campaign addition
of
Cook edible oil with the
news
spot announcements following
WMAC
and
WNEW
on
programs
York. These schedules went into
New
part of August. Comlatter
the
effect
pany continues participations on Dr.
Eddy's Food & Home Forum on WOR
and is completing
New York,
York.
time in Newnegotiations for additional
York.
is Diener & Dorskind, New
Agency
• Broadcast

Advertising

CBS

In

Greatest

Promotional

Drive

Spending Nearly $1,000,000
To Promote Listening
BEGINNING Sept. 25, CBS stations in 119 cities will launch
simultaneously what CBS has announced as "the most comprehensive and powerful campaign of
voluntary program promotion ever
undertaken in network radio," to
promote the network's commercial
programs.
Radio, with more than 45,000
special announcements, including
some 600 invitations to listen recorded by the stars of CBS sponsored shows; "sustained, frequent
and sizeable space" in newspapers
with a combined daily circulation
of more than 12,000,000; car cards
in all CBS "station cities" where
transportation advertising is available, to a total monthly passenger
circulation of over 840 million;
more than 500,000 posters, with
an initial showing of 65,000; extensive direct mail promotion, including more than 500,000 miniature posters, will also be used in
the campaign.
Cost Shared
To run for a minimum of 26
days, and up to two months if the
stations want to continue it, the
campaign over-all cost is estimated
as close to $1,000,000, to be prorated between the network and the
individual affiliate stations. Noted
artists, such as James Montgomery Flagg, Bertram Zadig, Hugo
Gellert, John DeGroot, Fred
Chance and Gig Goodenow, were
engaged to produce the posters,
many of which present portraits of
CBS stars and directors drawn by
Flagg.
Thomas D. Connolly, director of
program promotion, is credited
with instigating the special promotional campaign, although Paul
Hollister, vice-president in charge
of advertising and promotion, and
the entire network promotion staff,
have devoted much of their energy to this drive during the past
few months.
Announcement emphasized that
this campaign in no way replaces
the normal advertising of the network or its stations, but is "superimposed" on the regular procedure
of program promotion.

w\

Magazine Deal
IN A COOPERATIVE deal with
187 stations, Kermit - Raymond
Corp., New York, is promoting a
number of publications, including
Liberty Magazine, the Ace Fiction
Group, The Flying Aces, Secrets
and The Woman. Under the present arrangement, started last December, Kermit-Raymond supplies
stations with radio shows which
may be sold to a local sponsor.
In exchange, the stations contribute 50-word spot announcements
for publications serviced by Kermit-Raymond. Spots are distributed at the rate of about four a
week for all magazines.

Big Bones
FIVE-POUND dice are used
in Shoot the Works, a halfhour quiz program started
on WMCA New York, Sept.
18, for Herbert's
Blue White
Diamonds,
New York.
Dice
determine the winnings due
a contestant who successfully answers a question
given by Joe O'Brien, m.c.
Dice are rolled onto a runway— a mike suspended overhead carrying the sound to
listeners.
Account placed direct.
802 Levies Tax; First
AFM Concert Date Made
ONE PER CENT TAX on scale
wages of all members of New York
AFM Local 802, was voted at
regular September by-law meeting,
for the purpose of augmenting the
Local's general fund. At the "price
list" meeting in April, 802 membership killed the 3% unemployment tax which had been in effect
for several years. Jacob Rosenberg, president of the Local, preMonday's
session,of
which sided
wasat last
attended
by 1,000
the 22,000 members.
Harry Suber, treasurer of 802,
in charge of arrangements for the
free concerts to be given by the
New York Philharmonic-Symphony
Orchestra in near-by localities as
part of a series sponsored by the
national AFM, reported that the
opening concert in the New York
series will be given in Poughkeepsie, on Sept. 23.

McClatchy Insignia
CHECK of $1,500 from Eleanor
McClatchy, president of McClatchy
Broadcasting Co., Sacramento, and
payable to Walt Disney for creation
of Scoopie Bee and Gabbie Bee, has
been turned over to Army Emergency Relief
at Disney's
gestion.Fund
Characters
are usedsugas
masthead insignia for the McClatchy newspapers in Sacramento,
Fresno and Modesto, as well as
the
five stations
KMJ syndicate's
KWG KERN
KOH. KFBK
FIRST RADIOPHOTO service between the United States and Brazil
was inaugurated Sept. 7, operated
by Mackay Radio and Telegraph Co.,
an associate of the International Telephone and Telegraph Corp. Mackay
Radio's president, Admiral Luke McNamee said the service has been arranged through the cooperation of
the Coordinator of Inter- American
Affairs. Located at Rio de Janeiro
the operating unit is the Campanhia
Radio Internacional de Brasil.

A pipe-organ that talks, and thinks,
too. And often makes pert remarks,
right in the middle of the program.
The organ isWAPFs. The program
is "Organ Quiz"— on the air Monday
through Friday, 10:30-10:45 A.M.
And the organ is actually the star of
the show. Listeners send in questions
which the organ attempts to answer
musically, by playing a tune whose
title provides a humorous reply. Dollars in war stamps are given as prizes.
With extra dollars for unanswered
questions. And when the organ answers
a puzzler correctly (thus saving a dollar), itchuckles right on down to its
bass pipes.
The man behind the console is
WAPI's Stanleigh Malotte, veteran
theater and network-radio showman,
whose dexterity on the pipes is
matched only by the swiftness of his
wit. Third party on the show is masterof -ceremonies Jimmie Willson, who
reads the questions, sings songs, and
swaps banter with Stan and the organ.
1,090 entries were received in only
4 broadcasts of "Organ Quiz"recently.
That's typical of WAPI showmanship.
Down here, showmanship means salesmanship. And salesmanship is what
makes us "The Voice of Alabama."
Ask us or Radio Sales for particulars about "Organ Quiz"— or other
WAPI ideas.
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means the easiest way
to sell in the nation's
greatest war arsenals.
SEE PAGES 22-23
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. . . also selling many
other products on many
other stations.
MY]
George E. Halley
TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
HOTEL PICKWICK • KANSAS CITY, MO.
1, MO. ■M

CBS Stops
(Continued from page 7)
ing in succession, give sandwichspace to these divorced commercials.
"This places the responsibility
for control and correction squarely
at the network's door. It is a responsibility not only toward the listening public but toward our stations and our advertisers, whose
interests and auc'ience we hold, in
large degree,
in trust."
Audience
Reaction
To meet that responsibility, CBS
reports that it has analyzed audience reaction to the triple-announcement technique and found
strong evidence against it, that it
has presented the probl-m to the
CBS Affiliates Advisory Board and
secured "an enthusiastic vote of
station cooperation," and that it
isc now asking any of its advertisers who are using either hitchhike or cow-catcher announcements
"to absorb such advertising into
the framework of their entertainment programs as rapidly as their
plans will permit — with final elimination of these simulated spot announcements by October first of
next
year." that the station-break
Noting
commercial in itself constitutes no
"triple-threat" and when properly
handled creates no audience disapproval, and also that from 30% to
50% of the station's own revenue

comes from this source, CBS reports that when the matter was
discussed with the Affiliates Advisory Board, these representatives of
CBS stations, at their Sept. 15
meeting adopted the following resolution :
"Resolved, that in view of the
steps which CBS is taking to eliminate simulated spot announcements before the opening and after
the closing of network programs,
all members of the CBS Affiliates
Advisory Board will, by October 1,
1944, and to the fullest possible
degree before that date, observe
the following restraints in the
broadcasting of station-break announcements, and will cooperate
with CBS in effecting the same
policy on all affiliated stations:
"First: Station-break announcements, wherever feasible, will be
limited to service announcements,
such as time signals, weather reports (when permitted) and other
service bulletins.
"Second: Sponsorship of such
station-break announcements will
be limited to products which do
not compete with products advertised on either the preceding or
following network program.
"Third: Adequate 'dead air' or
pause will be left between the
closing of a network program and
the station-break announcement,
likewise between the closing of the
station-break announcement and
the opening of the next program,
to avoid hurried delivery or 'crowding', and to provide an appropriate cushion between the stationbreak announcement and both network programs."
ORVILLE J. NEUWERTH, formerly production manager at
WBBM, Chicago, has been named
to the position of assistant program director effective Sept. 20
to succeed Les Metchell, who has
resigned to freelance. George Case,
of the WBBM production staff,
will take over Neuwerth's duties.

When

sponsors get restless — and begin to eye

program ratings — it's time to use FILMACK.
FILMACK — a powerful promotion that lures the

ARTHUR FORCE, radio news editor for the OWI News Bureau, is
to be inducted into the Army Oct.
5 at Ft. Meade, Md., as a private.
He has been in Washington for a
year, coming from NBC New York,
where he was night news editor.
No successor has been named.

ears of thousands of movie theatre goers — can
build up any program and drive away your

Radio
In

Retail

Debut

Film

Oct.

12

Business ; Federal Officials
To View NAB Presentation
NATIONAL premiere of radio's
great cooperative promotion in the
department store field will take
place at Washington, Tuesday, Oct.
12. Under the auspices of the
Washington stations, a representative audience of merchants, editors,
and government officials will see a
motion picture and slide film presentation on problems of retailing
and what radio offers for their
solution.
The presentation is divided into
five parts:
(1) History and Development of
Retailing.
(2) Distribution Tomorrow.
(3) America Takes to the Air.
(4) Why Radio Works.
(5) Retailing's
Futuretookin part
Radio.in
More
than 90 actors
the section "Why Radio Works".
Spec;ally interesting to retailers
will be the section on postwar problems of distribution. Sheldon R.
Coons, former manager of Gimbel
Brothers, and the national authority retained by the NAB Retail
Promotion Committee to make the
studies and supervise the promotion, said that while the retailer
has his worries now, these may
"pale into insignificance when compared to those likely to face him in
the
post-war
He added thateconomic
the film upheaval".
study has
"a powerful story to tell — a story
so factual as to be an eyeopener."
Sectional Tours
"To my knowledge," Mr.
said, "this is the first time
one industry has made such
able investment in a study
would lead to the solution

Coons
where
a sizewhich
of the

problems
of another
We"
owe
the National
Dry industry.
Goods Assn.
no little appreciation for its endorsement and its constant encouragement of th;s
project." showing
After the
Washington
16 representative leaders of radio,
each equipped with films and projectors, will start sectional tours to
120 cities of 75,000 population or
better, in all parts of the country.
In each city invitations will be extended by local committees of radio
and retail executives. It is expected
that 25,000 local leaders in these
fields will view the presentation by
Nov. 10.

"sponsor restlessness."
FILMACK operates chiefly on sustaining time— and
a few pennies of your former promotion budget.
Write FILMACK Today — asking for details
— and make this a profitable day.

1325 S. Wobash Ave

Where is if more than
merely the fifth letter
of the alphabet?

Chicago, Illinois
333 COUNTIES
0MAHA+
JOHN J. CILLIN. JR.. PRES.
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States

Fly

Warns Educators They Must Take Advantage of
FM Band Made Available for Their Use
WHOLE new portions of the specmercial radio can offer. "On the
trum, formerly deemed useless,
FM rad'o band, let me assure you,
have been opened through wartime
you're going to be travelling in
research and will be available after
fast company," he said. Symphony
the war, FCC Chairman James
and opera are education whether
Lawrence Fly told the Federal
they are treated in the classroom
Radio Educat'on Committee lunchor are sponsored, and "the news
eon session last Friday at the programs whi"h have done so much
Hotel Statler, Washington,
to make commercial rad;o an indispensable part of our daily lives
Chairman Fly warned the educaare no less educational because
tors they must take full advantage
of the choice FM frequencies availthey are not called courses in curable if they are to retain them
rent events", said Chairman Fly.
Mr. Adair told the group that
since expanding need for worldwide communications and ^ew aviathe only logical course to take in
tion uses in all probability will meeting the challenge of presentcrowd the post-war spectrum even day condi-tions and the distraction
more tightly than the smaller of competing interests is to "make
spectrum was jammed before the the courses of study and their
war.
presentation such as to demand the
George Adair, Assistant Chief
interest of the students." The probEngineer of the FCC, addressed the
lem, for solution, he said, is to
afternoon session on FM broadmake competing interests allies
instead of trying to fight them.
casting and its possibilities as an
educational aid and suggested a
way of modernizing educational
W SAY LOSES PLEA
programs through the use of FM
stations by school systems.
TO RESTRAIN AFM
Not to Early
ATTEMPT of Gordon Brown, ownChairman Fly urged that it is
er of WSAY, Rochester, to get an
immediate restoration of network
not too earlv to begin plans for
musical program service failed
use of the five educational chanlast week when New York Sunreme
nels. "Plans should be laid now
Court Justice William F. Love deto get ffoin<? at the earliest possinied his motion for a temporary
ble date," he said. "For inevitably, im'unction against James C. Peafter this war, there will have to be trillo,
president of the AFM, and
the AFM local in Rochester.
a reshuffle of frequency assignMr. Brown had asked for the
ments."
Recalling that educational in- temnorarv injunction pending trial
stitutions were among the first to of his action for a permanent injunction, plus undetermined dampioneer in the radio medium and
the local and nato receive radio broadcasting li- ayes, charopng
tional unions with illegally ^oercins: the BLUE and Mutual netcenses, he rem'nded the committee
the majority of the early educationworks into refusing to feed musial stations have dropped by the
cal programs to WSAY since last
Julv, when the station refused to
wayside and warned that history
could repeat itself.
hire five musicians as demanded by
the local. Dispute is now pending
Paying high tribute to programbefore the War Labor Board.
ming achievements of commercial
Judee Love said that maVno:, r^.
broadcasters, Chairman Fly reercion or intent to destroy WSAY's
minded that educational programs
business had not been proved, alwill be competing, so far as genthough the trial of the suit m:e;ht
eral listeners at least are condevelop a different showing. Case
is scheduled for the fall calendar.
cerned, with the best that com-

Coffin Joins CBS
TRISTRAM COFFIN, special assistant to OWI Director Elmer
Davis, has resigned to join the
news staff of CBS in Washington,
D. C, Sept.
20 ashasreporter-announcer. Mr. Coffin
been with
OWI since its creation in June,
1942, coming into the agency from
the old Office of Facts & Figures.
He had been with Robert Allen of
Washington Merry -Go-Round, a
reporter on the Indianapolis Times
and newscaster at WIRE Indianapolis.
MBS

Answers

TO ANSWER "the questions peoare asking"Playhouse
about Mutual's
new pleDaytime
plan
[Broadcasting, Aug. 30], the network last week mailed out 5,000
cop:"es of a 22-page booklet entitled
"Questions and Answers on The
Mutual Daytime
Playhouse"
advertising agencies
throughoutto the
country,
Mutual's
211 affiliates
as well asto all
other stations.
Enclosed with the booklet was a letter
signed by Miller McClintock, president of MBS.
Television Subsidiary
COLUMBIA CONCERTS Inc.,
New York, has organized a radiotelevision department under the direction of Walter Preston, freelance
performer,anddirector
and music
executive in radio
recorded
for 19 years. Radio and television
activities of Columbia Concerts
and opera stars, heretofore handled by various divisions, will clear
through the new department.

LOOKS
EVERYBODY'S
TO

BUY WAR

BONDS

MOVING

ATLANTA

Well, maybe

not every-

body, but more
46,000 have

than

moved

to Atlanta's home
Kalb during

in-

coun-

ties of Fulton and

De-

the past

three years. Of course,
these folks live practically under WAGA's
antennae— all of which

5000 Watts
570 Kc.

demonstrates

OHIO's

3rd

MARKET

that,

if

you want to reach the
CREAM of the Georgia
market, WAGA's the
station to buy, and at
a smaller

ssnnaassa

LIKE

cost per po-

tential listener!

bbddbbzzi

Good Engineering has always been
the Basic Foundation of Every
Really Successful Radio Station
COMMERCIAL
EQUIPMENT
Radio

Engineering

CO.
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5000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT
590 KC.

Consultants

Hollywood, Silver Spring, Md.
Kansas City,
Calif.
(Washington, D. C.)
Missouri
Alto operating K49KC, Kansas Ci*y'» Pioneer Commercial FM Station
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...they laughed
when we sat down to play

Television Plan
PROGRAM for post-war television was announced last week by
Norman D. Waters, president of
American Television Society. Fivepoint plan calls for active liyetalent production by all television
studios; encouragement of FCC to
remove its prohibition of ownership of more than three television
stations by a single organization
and to put operation on the same
basis as sound broadcasting; cooperation with radio, theatre,
movies, schools and publications,
with a committee studying their
relationship; a central clearing
house supplying television information to advertisers and agencies;
and the advice that no changes be
made in technical standards causing delays at the war's end.

Townsend Talks
TOWNSEND NATIONAL Recovery Plan, Los Angeles (political),
on Sept. 20 starts sponsoring a sixweekly quarter-hour transcribed
political talk on KLS Oakland, and
KTKC Visalia. Group also sponsors that program five times per
"I week on KGER Long Beach, KPAS
T DKNOW
THEY DIDN'
f MANY
IT! J
LIKE SO
WOUL
L
Pasadena, and KFMB San Diego.
Other stations will be added to the
list. Lisle Sheldon Adv., Los AnSome big guys
geles, has the account.
figured we
were just
shrimps.
RADIO
with next
station tabsPROGRAM
for insertionguide
in slots
Until
to the time of day or night when desired program is broadcast has been
all of a sudden designed by Broadcasting Program
Service, New York. Local station call
letters may be written on reverse of
realizedpeople
there tabs by erasing the glazed surface.
was a darkhorse

Prophecy Spots
VOICE OF PROPHECY Inc., Los
Angeles (religious), besides sponsoring the weekly half-hour Voice
of
Prophecy
on uses
209 a Mutual-Don
Lee stations, also
transcribed
version of that program on some 40
stations nationally. Weekly Spanish
and Portuguese transcribed translations are also released on 45 stations in Central and South America. Latter series is being cut by Radio News Reel Recording Division,
Hollywood. NBC Radio-Recording
Division, 'Hollywood, transcribes
the English version. Agency is J.
C. Hoskin & Associates, Chicago.
MBS Signs Symphony
MBS has scheduled the Cleveland
Symphony Concert series, arranged
between network and orchestra officials [Broadcasting, Aug. 9],
Sunday 9 to 10 p.m., beginning
Oct. 10. This necessitates moving
The Old Fashioned Revival, sponsored by Gospel Broadcasting Assn.,
Los Angeles. Mutual executives
said the GBA had been offered the
7-8 and the 11 p.m. to midnight
Sunday hours, but that no decision
has been made. Revival agency is
R. H. Alber, Los Angeles.
Fij-Oil Expands
CONSOLIDATED HAIR GOODS
Co., Chicago (Fij-Oil Shampoo),
has contracted for weekly station
break announcements for 52 weeks
to start Nov. 3 on WENR Chicago,
in addition to daily spot announcements and five-a-week five-minute
programs on WCFL Chicago. Agency is Malcolm-Howard, Chicago.

radio station
that Mr. C.E. Hooper
said so many people
listen to.
And it was
US! Our
doors practically
fell off

NO

with all the
sponsorsus
wanting
to play for
them and
sell their
apples.
We can sell
your apples,
too,
no doubtl
So sit down
and tell
us ALL! Our
bright boys will
suggest
ways and means!

ERRORS!

War is not a baseball game! Each hit really
counts — in terms of enemy ships and planes. The
effectiveness of a gun is measured in terms of the
number of objectives it reaches. And each shot is
carefully, scientifically plotted. Too much is at
stake to, allow for errors.
Radio broadcasting cannot afford to be hit-ormiss, either. Every message is effective only in
terms of the listenership. The station which reaches
the largest share of Canada's richest market has
proved its worth. CFRB broadcasts half the leading sponsored programmes in a key area, fed by
three stations. That is the measure of CFRB's
effectiveness — a record well worth noting.

Write, wire or 'phone for availabilities.
(And there aren't many left either!)
EXCLUSIVELY BLUE
WTCN
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL • MINNESOTA
Free & Peter*, National Representatives
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DISCUSSING PLANS for the
WLW contract calling for the sixth
consecutive year of broadcasting
over WLW by the Manhattan Soap
Co., New York, are Rae B. Elbroch
(1) timebuyer for Franklin Bruck
Adv. Corp., N. Y., and Archie
Tarr, advertising manager for the
Manhattan Soap Co. Renewal of
the contract is for thrice-weekly
quarter-hour newscast which promotes Sweatheart Soap.

AGEICY

PETRI WINE Co., San Francisco, to
Young & Rubicam,
Sani fit
Francisco.
Firm
ment)
TTpptr
currently
quarter-hour
Sherlock sponsors
Holmes the
on weekly
Don Lee
stations.
Account was formerly serviced by Erwin,
Wasey & Co., San Francisco.
MELETIO SEA FOOD Co., St. Louis, to
H. B. LeQuatte Inc., New York, for
Golden Dipt, a prepared breading. Media
plans not set till completion of distribution
set-up — a matter of several months.
FAMOUS DEPARTMENT STORES, Los
Angeles (retail), to Brisacher, Davis &
Van Norden Inc., Los Angeles. Radio
being used.
WESTERN AUTO SUPPLY Co., Los
Angeles (chain), to BBDO, Los Angeles.
Pacific Coast spot campaign is planned,
starting in late September.
FIDELITY CHEMICAL PRODUCTS
Corp., Newark, N. J. to Sheldon, Morse,
Hutchins & Easton Inc., New York, for
a new anti-slip and floor cleaning prodment. uct. No radio contemplated for the moTAMPA SHIPBUILDING Co., Inc., Tampa,
Fla.,
Tampa.to R. E. McCarthy Adv. Agency,
MT. EDEN Wine Co.. NYC, to H. C.
Morris & Co., Inc., NYC.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
sey City, N. J. (Peets granulated Co.,
soap),Jer-to
Leon
Livingstone
Adv.
Agency,
San
Francisco.
Dominating

Its

Community

in

Public

Service!

KOIN
PORTLAND, OREGON
CBS Affiliate
TORONTO
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News For Krank's
CONSOLIDATED ROYAL Chemical Co., Chicago
Cream),
beginning(Krank's
Sept. 18Shave
will
sponsor a quarter-hour news program on WBBM Chicago, for 26
weeks. Program will feature Robert
F. Hurleigh, PA central division
manager, formerly Washington
Times and Post newspaperman.
Mr. Hurleigh was news editor of
WOL Washington four years, becoming director of news for WFBR
Baltimore in 1936. He joined the
raido subsidiary of Associated
Press in 1941. Agency is Arthur
Meyerhoff, Chicago.
Engineers Contract
WITH two major changes agreed
upon, renewal of contract between
KFI-KECA Los Angeles, and National Association of Broadcast
Engineers & Technicians was concluded Sept. 10. Contract calls for
reduction in the spread of scales
for studio and transmitter engineers from present nine-year basis
to six years. Wage scale would
range from $225 to $340 monthly.
Supervisory staff receives increases
of $20 per month. Contract has
been submitted to the 10th Regional War Labor Board, San
Francisco.
Music and Football
LEAF CHEWING GUM Co., Chicago, starting Oct. 16 will sponsor
Musical Scoreboard, a quarterhour Saturday afternoon program
of music
andontheWGN
day's Chicago.
college football scores
The
contract is for seven weeks. Agency is Bozell & Jacobs, Chicago.
BEST

RADIO

BUY

IN BALTIMORE!

AND THE BLUE NETWORK
John Elmer Geo. H. Roeder
President Gen. Manager
FREE & PETERS
Exclusive National Rep.
BROADCASTING

Watson-Dodd

Ban

Held Not Binding
Invades Executive Authority,
President Tells Congress .
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT told
Congress last Tuesday that he
would not be bound by the provision
in the Urgent Deficiency Appropriation Act of 1943 calling for
the removal from office after Nov.
15 of Goodwin Watson and William
E.
Dodd Jr.Intelligence
of the FCC's
Foreign
Broadcast
Service
and
Robert Morse Lovett, Secretary of
the Virgin Islands.
The provision directs that no
money be paid to the three officials
after Nov. 15 unless they are nominated by the President and confirmed by the Senate. It was attached to the Deficiency Bill enacted before Congress recessed in
July, as a compromise to House
demands for the immediate ouster
of the officials and Senate refusal
to accept the amendment. The
House had charged the men with
subversive political affiliations
[Broadcasting, July 5, June 28].
Would Have Vetoed
The President's message to the
Senate expressed his view that the
rider "is not only unwise and disunconstitutional".
He explained criminatory,
he butwould
have vetoed
the bill if it had been possible to do
so without delaying essential war
appropriations and that the Senate
had yielded to the House for the
same reason.
Ex-Lax Also Challenges
FTC on Ad Text Warning
FEDERAL TRADE Commission
has no authority to compel use of
certain specific phraseology in advertising and has no jurisdiction
over subject matter of warnings
and directions for use of a medicinal product like Ex-Lax, asserts
Ex-Lax Inc., Brooklyn, and the Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore agency
for Ex-Lax, in a joint reply to an
FTC complaint of misrepresenting
its therapeutic effects and failing
to reveal harmful consequences
that may result from its use. The
challenge to Commission authority
to specify, in effect, the subject
matter of warnings is similar to
the stand of Miles Labs., Elkhart,
Ind. concerning one of its remedies [Broadcasting, Sept. 6] in
which Miles charges the FTC with
assuming powers belonging to the
Federal Food & Drug Administration. The question of jurisdiction
can be decided only in a Circuit
Court on appeal from a Commission order restraining advertising
practices cited in the complaint.
Stanco Bows to FTC
STANCO Inc., New York, and its
agency, McCann-Erickson, New
York, eralhave
Trade stipulated
Commissionwithnottheto Feduse
advertisements for Mistol Drops
and Mistol Drops with Ephedrine
which do not reveal that the preparations are dangerous to persons
suffering from certain conditions
and excessive use may cause nervousness and sleeplessness. If the
warnings appear in the labeling
the advertisements need only contain a caution to use only as directed.
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Graysons Drop Series
GRAYSONS SHOPS Inc. of California (West Coast women's apparel
chain),vancewithout
explanation
or the
adnotice and 11
weeks before
expiration
of
its
network
time
contract, cancelled on Sept. 5 the weekly
half-hour program Stop and Go on
six NBC Pacific coast stations. Settlement is being worked out for filling billing amounting to $13,000.
Program featuring Joe E. Brown as
emcee had been on NBC for 15
weeks. Agency is Milton Weinberg
Adv. Co., Los Angeles.
ROBERT WEST HOWARD, associate editor of Farm Journal, has been
appointed Editor-in-Chief of Pathfinder Magazine, Graham Patterson,
publisher ofnounced.
bothMr. publications,
has anPatterson succeeds
Emil Hurja as editor of the weekly.

Pro Games

on WWSW

FOR the 10th consecutive profootball season, WWSW Pittsburgh
will broadcast the complete tengame schedule of the newly-merged
Pittsburgh Steelers and Philadelphia Eagles team. Sponsored by
Spear Men's Shop of Pittsburgh,
the broadcasts will be handled by
Joe Tucker, WWSW sports announcer, aided by Bill Cullen. The
first game is scheduled for Oct. 2
when Brooklyn plays at PhiladelA TOTAL of 40 stations in the
phia.
United States and Canada had purchased The Weird Circle, two months
after NBC's Radio-Recording Division
put the transcribed mystery series of
26 half-hour programs on the market.
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Bell Heads New OWI
Overseas Bureau in L.A.
FORMATION of the Los Angeles
Overseas Bureau of OWI, with
Ulric Bell as chief, has been announced by Robert E. Sherwood,
director of the Overseas Branch.
Tbe new Bureau represents a consolidation of OWI overseas operations in Southern California wh ch
deal with various media employed
in disseminating information outside the western hemisphere.
Major emphasis of the Bureau is
upon
service to the motion picture
industry.
Mr. Bell has been OWI Overseas
representative in charge of liaison
with the motion picture industry
since October, 1942. Prior to entering Government service, he served
25 years with the Louisville
Courier- Journal as reporter, city
editor, Sunday editor and Washington correspondent. Offices of the
new Bureau are in the Taft Bldg.

RATION
FREE

As long as our present
allotment of paper permits, you can still own
your

OWN

copy

BROADCASTING

of
and

avoid the big rush for
someone

else's well-

used copy on B-day.*

Wolff Leaves OWI
NAT WOLFF, Hollywood Deputy
Chief of the OWI Domestic Radio
Bureau, has resigned and will join
MGM to lay groundwork for future
television and motion picture coordination. Cornwell Jackson,
deputy assistant, has been recommended by Mr. Wolff as his successor to the OWI Hollywood post.
Jack Murphy, announcer of KFRC
San Francisco, has joined the Overseas Branch of OWI in San Francisco.

"BROADCASTING ARRIVAL DAY

BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
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Joint

Board

Post-War

Plans
Studies

To Formulate Suggestions
To FCC, Other Organizations
RADIO TECHNICAL Planning
Board, to make studies to develop
post-war radio services and products, was officially launched last
Tuesday at the Hotel Roosevelt,
New York, when nine industry
and service groups unanimously
approved in principle the organization plan developed by committees
of the Radio Manufacturers Assn.
and the Institute of Radio Engineers.
In addition to the RMA and IRE,
the nine sponsoring organizations
include: American Institute of
Electrical Engineers, American Institute of Phys'cs, American Radio Relay League, FM Broadcasters Inc., International Assn. of
Chiefs of Police, NAB, NIB. Other
"sponsors" are expected to join
RTPB later for work on many
technical projects, including utilization of the broadcast spectrum
and system standardization of television, FM and other public radio
services.
General plan of the RTPB organization, which will formulate
recommendations in the FCC and
other organizations concerned, will
be developed in detail at another
meeting to be held in New York
Sept. 29.
RMA Meeting
Problems of war and postwar
production of radio apparatus and
parts held the spotlight at the annual fall meeting of the Radio
Manufacturers Assn., held last
Wednesday and Thursday at the
Roosevelt Hotel, New York.
Meetings of the RMA set and
parts divisions on Wednesday
morning were concerned largely
with problems of manpower and
of the termination of Government
wartime projects, including the
disposition of war inventories, and
production and pricing of new receivers and parts, etc. Post-war
planning committee session in the
afternoon discussed the probable
post-war situation, with the need
for surveys and for adequate advertising and public relations to
acquaint the pubi c with the situation which will prevail in the industry when peace comes.
Board of directors, meeting
Thursday morning with RMA
pres:dent Paul V. Galvin presiding,
heard and acted on reports from
officers and committees. About 100
radio manufacturers attended the
two-day session.
It was announced that the RMA
tube division will meet with the
WPB Radio & Radar Division in
Washington on Tuesday, Sept. 21,
to discuss the allocation of facilities
for the manufacturing of radio
tubes for non-military use in receiving sets and broadcast station
transmitters.
BROADCASTING

Moves to CBS
BOURJOIS Inc., New York, which
has
presented
Romance
on BLUE
for Here's
Eveningto in
Paris
cosmetics since April, is moving
the show Oct. 14 to CBS. Foote,
Cone & Belding, New York, disclosed no reason, but possibly the
company wants a later time than
its current 6:05-6:30 spot Sunday
evenings. It will be heard on the
full CBS network of 139 stations
Sundays 10:30-11 p.m. Dick
Haymes, singer, and Dave Broekman's orchestra are featured.
Firms

Accuse

Program

Of Infringing Upon Idea
COMPLAINING that the essential
theme, script and title of the program Guess Who is its exclusive
copyrighted property, Audioscriptions, New York, has taken action
toward obtaining an injunction, an
accounting of profits and damages
for the broadcast of a series by
that title on WOR New York.
Centering on the identification of
well known voices presented via
recordings, the program started on
WOR for Sheffield Farms Co., Aug.
11. Agency is N. W. Ayer & Sons,
New York.
Similar legal action was contemplated last week by KermitRaymond Corp., New York, on the
basis that they had purchased from
an individual the rights to a program of that title broadcast on
WTMJ Milwaukee in 1937 and
1938, and had offered the show for
sale. Firm had approached the
agency and station on the subject
of possible infringement four
weeks before the WOR show went
on the air, it was said. Radio
Events,stood toNew
also under-of
claimYork,
past isownership
the program and to be considering
taking action against the WOR
broadcasts.
KOB Joins NBC
KOB Albuquerque, N. M., on Oct. 1
will join NBC as a member of the
Mountain Group, which is now
FOA Denver and KDYL, Salt Lake
City. KOB was formerly independently
to NBC
advertisers available
using the
Mountain
Group. Station, owned by Albuquerque Broadcasting Co., operates on
1030 kc, on 10,000 watts, with
special authorization to use 50,000
watts until local sunset and 25,000
watts night power.
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IDEAS
WGAR

TO

FURTHER

WAR

EFFORT

Contest Yields Group of Programs and
'Station Activities; Prizes Given

WINNERS in WGAR Cleveland "Idea Contest" receive their War Bond
and War Stamp prizes from John F. Patt, WGAR vice-president and
general manager. These WGAR staff members rewarded for their
ideas are (1 to r) : David Baylor, program director; James Martin, announcer; Dorothy Macdonald, announcer; Keith Baldwin, salesman;
Mr. Patt; Reg Merridew, announcer; Joan Bauer, receptionist; Lloyd
Wingard, acting chief engineer; Carl George, director of operations.
IDEA CONTEST held by WGAR
Cleveland among its staff members to further the war effort
through both programs and station activities reached a highly successful conclusion according to
John F. Patt, WGAR vice-president
and general manager. Prizes
ranged from $50 War Bonds to $10
in War Stamps. Ideas submitted
are already being considered by the
programming staff.
Following prize winners are
listed in order of contest results:
Carl George, director of operations; David Baylor, program director; announcers, Dorothy Macdonald, Reg Merridew and James
Martin; Lloyd Wingard, acting
chief engineer; Keith Baldwin,
salesman; Joan Bauer, receptionist.
Winning ideas were :
(1) WGAR Community Forum
— Three-day session in which national leaders would participate,
with local important personages
given the opportunity to question
them. Broadcast, if possible.
(2) One Man's America — Series
dramatizing the average American, stressing fact that everyone
has something to contribute toward
better living.
(3) What of Tomorrow?— Series on scientific advancement,

probing world of tomorrow and
possible living conditions.
(4) United We Stand— Series
built around nationality groups in
U. S. and war effort participation.
( 5 ) Letters from Fighting
Fronts — Readings from letters
written by service men.
(6) Family Discussions — Current events as discussed by a family in their home.

SEE PAGES 22-23
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'Time' Lauds Hope

PAYING tribute to Bob Hope as a
"legend to show business" and
"first
the hearts
servicemen,"
Time in
Magazine
lastof week
devoted
its front cover to the famous radio
comedian as well as six columns of
copy in its "theatre" section. The
Time feature
ties from
up with
Bob's
return
last week
a recordbreaking 11-week tour of camps
and hospitals in England, North
Africa and Sicily — "Back home
again,"other Time
says, "To
life in which
he isresume
tops .an. .
the name Hope has become a radio synonym for Tuesday night."
Hope's
for the
Pepsodent Co.NBC
will program
be back on
air
Sept. 21.
AFM Video Scale
AMERICAN Federation of Musicians has notified its locals that
a national television scale of $18
an hour, with rehearsal time at
$6 an hour and overtime of $4.50
for each quarter-hour, has been
in effect since 1940 and is the
scale to be used for all appearances of AFM members before the
sight-and sound apparatus. Notice
fallowed the action of the union's
New York local (802) in establishits own video scale
*12 an
hour ing[Broadcasting,
Julyof19].
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(7) Analyze the Analysts — Series bringing forth opinions of radio commentators.
(8) They Fight Without ArmsDramatizations of peoples of Nazioccupied countries.

\

Stand on ONE of the Mississippi River
bridges here and you view a flourishing
market of 211,000 people — in Illinois and
Iowa. Eleven cities side-by-side, making
up a sing'e market "package" larger than
Dayton, Syracuse or Oklahoma City. And —
buying is lively when you sell 'em with
the right-at-home voice of —

Where does it mean
more than Excellence?

BRISTOL-MYERS CO.
RESUMES 2 SHOWS
BRISTOL-MYERS Co., New York
(Ipana, Sal Hepatica), following a
13-week summer hiatus, on Sept. 29
resumes Time to Smile, with Eddie
Cantor on 126 NBC stations, Wednesday, 9-9:30 n.m. (EWT). Talent includes Eddie Cantor and Bert
(Mad Russian) Gordon, with Nora
Martin as vocalist. She replaces
Di-^ah Shore, featured on her own
CBS program starting Sept. 30 and
sponsored by General Foods. Harry
Von Zell is Time to Smile announcer, with Dave Elton as Hollywood
producer of Young & Rubier m.
Firm on
resumes stations,
Duffy's
Tavern
on 0"t.
122 5 BLUE
Tuesdav, 8:30-9 p.m. (EWT), with
West Coast repeat, 8:30-9 p.m.
(PWT). Series continues to feature
Ed Gardner as Archie and will
originate from Hollywood while
he works in a Paramount film.
Johnny Johnston is vocalist. Joe
H;ll, New York producer of Young
& Rubicam, has been transferred to
Hollywood to produce.
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Plambeck

From
British Trip
Broadcast
for WHO Farm
Audience Through BBC
HERBERT PLAMBECK, farm
editor of WHO Des Moines, returned to the United States last
week from a two months' tour of
Great Britain where, as a guest of
the Ministry of Information, he
observed the agricultural war efforts of farm families in England,
Scotland, Ireland and Wales.
To give mid-west farmers a
better understanding of Britain's
war problems, Mr. Plambeck broadcast each Saturday a quarter-hour
report of his impressions by shortwave from the BBC studios in
London through GSP. These programs were rebroadcast simultaneously by WHO whose signal in
turn was picked up and rebroadcast by other Iowa stations. To
insure reception in Iowa, the same
programs were broadcast by other
British short-wave stations during
evening hours, transcribed by
WHO and rebroadcast at 10 p.m.
High Interest

SPOTLIGHT
IDAHO'S
RICH FARMLAND
WITH

TWIN FALLS, IDAHO
— PULSE OF THE
MAGIC VALLEY—

WDRC
CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

The

WHO's regular Corn Belt Hour
program on Aug. 14 originated in
the BBC studios in London with
English farm men and women as
talent. The program, beamed by
short-wave from GSP, was rebroadcast with remarkable clarity
by WHO WOC KICD KBUR
KBIZ and WOI. An earlier program was arranged by NBC using
short-wave to New York and lines
to Des Moines.
The station reports that it has
never had a program series which
attracted so much attention from
farm people. The pick-ups by
short-wave at Des Moines were declared as good as any network
pickup from London at New York.

Only

BLUE
Network

Station

Effect of Winchell

Serving

the rich important
U. S. 34ih
Metropolitan District
WFMJ
Youngstown, O.
1 3 3 0 KILOCYCLES

Ml]
ENGLISH • JEWISH 'ITALIAN
The roller of advertisers using WEVD year
a'ter yearAdvertising.
reads like
Narionol
List "Who's
on reqLelt.Who" in
HENRY CREENFIELO, manacinc director
WEVD — 117 W. 46th Street, New York, N Y.
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Refusal Studied by FCC
APPEAL OF WRAL Raleigh, N.
C, a Mutual affiliate, for FCC investigation ofthe BLUE's refusal
to
place Walter
Winchell's
er gen's
Journal
on WRAL
would J not
involve a test of the territorial exclause of unless
the FCC's
networkclusivity
regulations
it were
shown that the BLUE had a "contract, arrangement, or understandexpress
or implied"
with a
stationing, to
withhold
the program
from WRAL, according to the FCC
legal department. A network is
under no compulsion to make a
program available to a station
which asks for it, regardless of
whether the program is being
heard in the area or not.
It is not known whether the
BLUE has replied to an FCC letter asking the network for an explanation of its refusal to sell the
program. Winchell is not heard in
Raleigh, where BLUE has no outlet. It was indicated at the FCC
that Jergens had asked its agency,
Lennen & Mitchell, to add WRAL
to its list of stations carrying Winchell after a poll of listeners by
WRAL had indicated they wanted
the program.

20, 1943

IN LONDON OFFICES of BBC, Herb Plambeck sets up remote broadcast of Com Belt Farm Hour which he directs on WHO Des Moines.
L to r, sitting: Donald McCullough, director of public relations at
British Ministry of Agriculture; Plambeck; Mrs. M. Finch, wife of a
Gloucestershire farmer; standing: J. W. Mac Alpine, organizer of BBC
North American talks, and Stanley Maxted, BBC producer.
Stand
Asked

on
of

Merger
Equity

MERGER of three talent unions
with the American Guild of Musical Artists was discussed at Actors Equity headquarters in New
York last week by committees representing the American Federation
of Radio Artists, Actors Equity
Assn. and Chorus Equity. The
move has already been approved
in principle by the recent national
convention
ing, Sept. 6].of AFRA [BroadcastThe meeting adopted the followresolution:(AFRA)
"Resolved
thatjoint
the
radioingsection
of the
committee requests the chairman of
the meeting (Bert Lytell, Equity
president) in his report to the
EquitymentCouncil
for toa merge
stateconcerning to
the ask
desire
and for the power of the Equity
committee to discuss, participate
and formulate plans which they
would bring back to their Council."
AFRA delegations comprised
Lawrence Tibbett, president of both
AFRA and AGMA; Emily Holt,
executive secretary; George Heller,
treasurer; Henry Jaffe, counsel;
Lucille Wall, John Brown, Ben
Grauer, Minerva Pious, and Kenneth Roberts. Equity and Chorus
Equity were represented by Mr.
Lytell, Paul Dullzell, executive secretary; Ruth Richmond, executive
secretary of Chorus Equity; Rebecca Brownstein, associate counsel; Philip Loeb, Rhys Williams
and Alfred Harding.
The Equity group will report
to this union's Council meeting on
Tuesday,
Sept. meet
21, and
committees will again
on the
Wednesday,
Sept. 22, totothediscuss
the Council's
response
resolution.
P&G Replacement
AS A REPLACEMENT for its
five-weekly serial Snow Village on
NBC, Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Ivory flakes) on Oct. 11
will start a new script show by
Ruth Adams Knight, tentatively
titled Sharp Corners, in the 11:3011:45 a.m. spot. Agency is Compton
Adv., New York.
BROADCASTING

Squibb Three- Weekly
E. R. SQUIBB & Sons, New York,
will revert to a thrice-weekly
schedule on CBS, abandoning its
Sunday half-hour on the network
with the Oct. 3 broadcast. The
6:15-6:30 p.m. period has been purchased on CBS for Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Starting date is
Oct. 11 but the format for the program had not been determined
last week. The current Squibb
show; Calling America, featuring
Bob Trout, Walter Case Cassell and
Victor Bay's orchestra, replaced
the thrice - weekly series Keep
Working,
KeepAgency
Singingis America last June.
Geyer,
Cornell & Newell, New York.
Symphony
BECAUSE
OF "a Cancels
breakdown in
negotiations" between the board of
directors of the Philadelphia Orchestra and Local 77 of the American Federation of Musicians concerning the 26-week series of CBS
Saturday afternoon concerts starting Oct. 9, the series will not go on
the air as scheduled, CBS announced last week. CBS signed an
exclusive three-year contract with
the Orchestra last June, calling for
payment of substantial yearly
amounts to the Assn.
BRITISH COLUMBIA
LAND OF OPPORTUNITY

VANCOUVER, CANADA
J.H. H.N. McGILLVR
A ,'U.S ;
STOVIN (CANADA)
1

lOWMottrt/At/ew i
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CONTRACT ADJUSTED
EWim
LEAVES WDSU
P. K. EWING, for the last 15
years general manager of WDSU
New Orleans, last week announced
his resignation following adjustment of his contract with the station's new owners. Fred Weber,
former general manager of Mutual, has assumed management of
the station as executive director.
Mr. Ewing, operator in his own
right of WMIS Natchez and
WGRM Greenwood, Miss, said the
settlement, reached Sept. 11, provided payment of $12,000 in cash
to him. His contract provided for
an annual salary of $15,000.
Mr. Ewing asserted that inability
to prescribe division of duties between the general manager and
the executive director resulted in
the contract settlement. The agreement was amicable on both sides,
he said.
A veteran newspaper executive
and broadcaster, Mr. Ewing has
been in radio since the cat's whiskers days in New Orleans. He was
associated with Joseph H. Uhalt,
founder of WDSU, throughout his
ownership of the station, which was
terminated with FCC approval of
its sale early this month. The station was purchased by E. A. Stephens, New Orleans automotive
dealer; H. G. (Bud) Wall, president of WIBC Indianapolis; and
Mr. Weber for $200,000 cash. The
sales transaction, as approved by
the FCC, included provision for
retention of Mr. Ewing as general
manager. The separation agreement was reached following Commission approval.
Woodrow on 7
WOODROW STORES for Men's
Furnishings, New York, formerly
the Sarnoff -Irving chain, is currently using 10 to 15 minute sports
news programs six-weekly in seven
medium-size cities in the East and
South. Company, which has been
on the air for the past year, has
introduced a new transcribed commercial which starts off with a
brief dialogue ."Do You Know
What? ... No, What!" followed by
a "hot lick" tune starting "You
ought to go — go — go — to Woodrow." New
Agency
ton,
York.is Pettingell & FenEDNA BEST, stage and film actress
has joined the Hollywood radio production department of Young & Rubicam. She is the wife of Nat Wolff,
OWI Hollywood Deputy Chief of the
Radio Bureau.

"I know you'll feel right at home
—the Mystery Chef on WFDF
Flint Michigan told me how to
cook navy beans."
BROADCASTING

RADIO'S HEART
KGIR Aids Butte Family
When Tragedy Hits
RADIO'S asHEART
and
limitless
the airis as
thatgreat
carries
its messages, as Butte, Mont., discovered through a local tragedy.
The Jaksha family — father, mother, three children — were driving to
a nearbyreenedtown
car caoff the when
road. the
When
the
twisted wreckage settled, Billy, 9,
found his mother and father dead,
his brother and sister unconscious.
The chief of police contacted
KGIR, asking help in locating two
older Jaksha boys. The station located them, and Ed Craney, KGIR
manager, told them of the tragedy.
That night, Mr. Craney broadcast
the Jaksha story. He appealed for
aid to keep the remainder of the
family together, and started the
fund with $50 from KGIR. Listeners soon pledged over $6,200.
Every service the family needed
was contributed. Now, thanks to
KGIR and its listeners, the children need not be sent to an institution. And as Mr. Craney put it,
"We can feel proud ... of contributing ashare of goodness to
the world."
Scholl Doubles Time
ANNUAL campaign of Scholl Mfg.
Chicago (foot remedies and appliances), will be twice as large as
last year. Firm has bought time in
six Eastern Seaboard cities, six in
the Midwest, three West Coast stations and three Southern. Contracts, covering 26-week period,
call for from five to six transcribed
announcements and chain breaks
weekly. Stations are KFI KPO
WTIC WGN WHO WWL WBAL
WBZ WJR WOOD WGY WLW
WCAU KDKA WSM WFAA
WTAR and KIRO. Agency is Donahue & Coe, New York.
Wage Hike Upheld
WAR LABOR BOARD upheld the
wage adjustment allowed by the
Conciliation Service providing for
a $5 wage increase for all engineers and technicians of WIBG
Philadelphia. The wage increase,
retroactive to June 18, was granted
because the station had increased
its power to 10,000 watts after a
contract was negotiated with Broadcast Local No. 1, A.C.A. The wage
increase was allowed for all the
men in the various salary classifications and established a basic
starting salary of $40 a week at
the station.
Diamond Spots
LOUIS A. ROSELAAR, New York
diamond cutters, are distributing
spot announcement material to
local dealers
key citiesin for
placement on localin stations
behalf
of
Multi-Facet diamonds. Between 30
and 40 dealers are understood to
be buying time. This is said to be
the first time a trade name has
been thus promoted for a specific
diamond. Multi-Facets were introduced about six months ago. Radio
promotion has been in effect for
about two months. Agency is William G. Seidenbaum Adv., New
York.
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Crawford

News

Schedule

To IOV2 Hours Weekly
CRAWFORD CLOTHES, New
York, which recently expanded its
schedule on WMCA New York to
a total of 10% hours weekly, has
signed a contract with WQXR
New York which makes the clothing firm the largest sponsor of
news programs on that station.
Schedule calls for a total of 28
news programs weekly plus commentaries by Dr. Frank Kingdon,
educator, fed from WMCA New
York where he is also sponsored
by Crawford.
Dr. Kingdon is heard from
10:30-10:45 p.m. thrice weekly.
With the exception of several tenminute programs, the remainder of
the Crawford schedule consists of
five-minute news periods. Contract
went into effect Sept. 13. Agency
is Al Paul Lefton Co., New York.
PA "Selling
IN SUPPORT
of the Aids"
campaign by
the NAB to help stations with
merchandising problems, Press
Assn., radio subsidiary of AP, is
mailing
out 18 "selling
aimed
at the advertiser,
each aids"
describing
a PA telescript. Written for spot
radio news, the telescripts reach
stations on the 60-word-per-minute
AP radio news wire in script form,
titled, timed and cued for sound.
"Selling aids" are packaged to include data on buying habits and
tastes
ence. of the rural and urban audiNOW in its 12th year, Carnation
Contented Hour, NBC program sponsored by Carnation Co., Milwaukee,
will present its 600th broadcast Monday, Sept. 27. Agency is Erwin Wasey
& Co., Chicago.

"COUNTER-SPY"
Thrilling!
Dramatic!
Sensational!
The 1943 "Idea" Program
Blue Network Co-op
MONDAYS

- 8:00 P.M.

Available now
for
Local sponsorship
SPOT SALES
NATIONAL
REPS.

LOUISVILLE

WINN

BLUE

NETWORK

STATION
Ifntt*.
LOUISVILLE,

*»
KY.

D. E. "Plug" Kendrick
President and General Manager
G. F.Sales
"Red"
Manager Bauer
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NAB

Group

(Continued from page 18)
They

Like

Our
Style
A station either DOES or DOES NOT
have that certain something — you
know— the honest-to-goodness ability
to move merchandise from dealers*
shelves. WAIR is famous for its
salesability. A test will prove it.

WAIR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

III iI
Hi
THE MARK Ik
OF ACCURACY,:
SPEED AND ||/
INDEPENDENCE/
IN WORLD WIDE
NEWS COVERAGE

PORTLAND, OREGON
*KEY TO THE GREAT WEST*

5,000 Watts
620 Kilocycles
NBC

RED

NETWORK

Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY * CO., Inc.

W
CBS-50 *
r
ling Pow
*Thien Stehle Buying
Market

page 12], based on his monitoring
experiences during the last year.
Russell Hogin of the War Production Board's Information Division,
spoke on "A Government Press
Agent Looks at Radio", and Bruce
Robertson, Associate Editor of
Broadcasting, talked on "News of
Radio Within the Industry".
Rex Howell, manager of KFXJ
Grand Junction, Colo., played a
recording made in the station's studio during the early Sunday morning bombardment of the city a few
months back when a munitions
train caught fire in the yards. The
whine of speeding shells and the
wham of their explosion needed no
words to give a dramatically vivid
picture of the scene. Mr. Howell
said that radio again proved its
publ'c value in time of emergency:
phone calls dropping 75 per cent
shortly after KFXJ had begun
broadcasting explanations of the
bombardment, and not a single civilian casualty occurring, which
he credited at least partially to the
station's continued warnings to
listeners to stay off the streets and
not to handle shells dropped on
their premises but to phone the
location of the shells for removal
by experts.
Public Relations Plan
Members of the Radio News
Committee attending the sessions
were: L. Spencer Mitchell, WDAE
Tampa, who acted as temporary
chairman in the absence of chairman Karl Koerner, managing director, KMBC Kansas City; Paul
White, director of news, CBS;
Bill Brooks, director of News, NBC ;
Tom Eaton, news editor, WTIC
Hartford; Rex Howell, manager.
KFXJ Grand Junction, Colo.; Bill
Dowdell, news editor, WLW Cincinnati, and Walt Dennis, NAB
news bureau chief, secretary.
The NAB Public Relations Committee announced the adoption of
arelations
complete for
working
plan of pubk'c
the industry,
based
on active participation of local station management. Details will be
presented to broadcasters by their
district public relations chairmen
at district meetings and direct
mail.
"Under the plan adopted by the
committee,"
Edgar said
B'll,following
WMBD
Peoria, chairman,
the
meeting,
"radio's
placeandin
American
life will
be asserted
substantiated wherever there are
broadcast facilities."
Dorothy Lewis, coordinator of
listener activity for the NAB, discussed her contemplated fall tour
of 22 cities to promote radio's wartime function, and also reported on
the organization of the Assn. of
Women Directors of NAB, which
now has more than 600 Members.
Willard D. Egolf, NAB assistant to the president, who perfected the details of the working
plan, presented a completed panel
of district public relations chair-

station
pa0"
The Brat**" Cotn
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B 1 u e 'Creditor' Group
Plans Defamation Action
ASSERTING he would file suit
against the BLUE Network within
a day of two for defamation, libel
and slander on behalf of himself
and 31 other BLUE creditors, Ira
Chase Koehne, Washington attorney, told Broadcasting last Friday he would base his appeal to the
FCC for right to cross-examine
witnesses at the resumed FCC
BLUE hearing Sept. 20 on the
averments in his court action
against the BLUE.
Creditor status is claimed for
the 31 "in tort", based upon the
alleged defamation of character by
the BLUE. Names and addresses
of the creditors follow:
Howarl V. Broenstrup, Frank W. Clark,
Washington; Gerald B. Winrod. Witchita;
Wil'.iamquirerGriffin,
EnInc., New New
York;York
Mrs.Evening
Leslie Fry,
Glendale, Cal.; Prescott E. Dennett. Washington; George E. DeatheraTe, St. Albans,
W. Va.; Mrs. Elizabeth Dilling, Chicago;
Charles B. Hudson, Omaha: Elmer J. Garner, James F. Garner. Wichita; David J.
Baxter, San Bernardino, Cal.; Hudson DePriest, New York; William KuTgren, Atasca lero, Court
Cal.; Asher,
C. Le Muncie.
n D? Ind.;
Ar a*>.
San
Diego;
Eugene
Nelson Sanctuary, New Yirk; Robert EdwaH ^dnu-idFon Gnsse Va'lpy. Cal.; Lois
de Lafayette Washburn. Chicago: James
C. True. Arlington, Va.; Edward James
Smythe,
York; Robert
Oscar Lyman
Brumback.
ray,
Va.;New
William
Jr., L"rDei
tr~itr
Chicago.Donall McDaniel, Otto Brennermann,
The following creditors named
by Mr. Koehne have "some rights
of . . . the class of member plaintiffs (named above) , and therefore
are made associate defendants so
that they may assert rights as they
William Dudley Pelley. Washington;
Robert Noble. Elis G. Jones. Newburg,
Pt.: RalpH: Townsend. F'ank K. Ferenz,
prefer" Hans
Herman
Max S"h-winn.
Ge'>r?e Sylvester
Viereck,
Diebel, Washington.

men, with the appointment of C.
T. Hagman, WTCN Minneapolis,
District 11; Mrs. G. M. Phillips,
KIDO Boise, District 14; W. H.
Summerville, WWL New Orleans,
District 6.
Also attending were committee
members Leslie Joy, KYW Philadelphia; Edgar H. Twamley,
WBEN Buffalo; Frank M. Russell,
NBC Washington; George Crandall, CBS New York; Neville
Miller, NAB president, Washington ;and district chairmen Edward
E. Hill, WTAG Worcester (1);
Michael R. Hanna, WHCU Ithaca,
N. Y. (2); George D. Coleman,
WGBI Scranton, Pa. (3) ; Vernon
H. Pribble, WTAM Cleveland (7) ;
John Elwood, KPO San Francisco

New Abeyance PI an
Of NBC
Criticized
GENERAL FEELING of dissatisfaction by New York advertising
agencies withnouncementNBC's
recent an-of
that the operation
its abeyance or waiting list of
prospective
advertisers upon
"must our
be
entirely contingent
(NBC's)pressed to Broadcasting
judgment," last
was week,
exafter release of the NBC letter
signed by Niles Trammell, president, and sent to all agencies.
According to one agency official,
the change in policy by NBC is
setting a "very bad precedent" for
future programming. If a network
sets itself up as the arbitrary
critic of whether a program is
good or bad, it was pointed out,
the result should be very stultifying to radio in general. How can
NBC think that its opinion of what
program is best fitted for a newly
available period is better than the
opinion of an agency official or an
advertiser, it was asked.
According to the NBC letter:
"Due to our program contributions
to the war effort, with a completely sold-out evening schedule, the
recent reduction in our so-called
network time periods, and because
we must maintain the best in a
complete national network program service to both our associated stations and the public, we
are faced with a far greater responsibility than ever before with
respect to the character and quality of our programs.
"In conseouence it is now necessary to advise
you ofthat'
whenever
a period
time hereafter
becomes
available, the operation of our
abeyance list must be entirely contingent upon our judgment and
final decision as to the quality and
type of program to be broadcast
in that particular period. We may
on rare occasions find it necessary
to suspend the abeyance entirely
in order to place a urogram of importance to the position of leadership of NBC in the particular
period that becomes available."

(15).
Gets Research Post
JACKSON TAYLOR, vice-president and director of McCannErickson, New York, and agency
account executive for 11 years, has
been named director of research.
He will supervise and coordinate
the three sub-divisions of the department: merchandising research,
copy research, and market research. Dr. L. H. D. Weld, former
research director, will act in an
advisory capacity to all divisions.
BROADCASTING
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War Ad Council Expands
Its Executive Committee
WAR Advertising Council last
week announced expansion of its
executive committee from five to
eight members, the three new appointments including Charles G.
Mortimer Jr., vice-president of
General Foods Sales Co.; William
Reydel, partner of Newell-Emmett
Co., and John Sterling of This
Week magazine.
These new members will serve in
addition to the officers: Chester J.
LaRoche, chairman; Harold B.
Thomas, president of the Centaur
Co., vice-chairman; Paul B. West,
president of the Assn. of National
Advertisers, vice-chairman; Mason
Britton, vice-president of McGrawHill Publishing Co., treasurer, and
Frederick R. Gamble, managing
director of the American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies, secretary.
Raleigh Changes
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO Corp., Louisville (Raleigh
cigarettes ) , through Russel M.
Seeds Co., Chicago, announces that
effective
Sosnik's
orchestra Sept.
takes 22,
overHarry
the Beat
the
Band program, succeeding Bob
Grant's orchestra. On Sept. 14, Patrick McGehan, Pacific Coast announcer, replaced Truman Bradley
on the Red Skelton program.
Hon. C. M. Robertson Jr.
Ralph H. Jones Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Dear Ch ip —
In these days of more buyers than
sellers,are
I suvP'se
firms
tempted atolotrestof onbusiness
their
" oars, instead
of goingin o-oerboard
what
wout.d be "normalvice.time"
Maybeserso,
but not with
these boys at
WCHS. I just
heard the b iss
say that this
year again
our station is
going to carry
our home
state's university football
schedule. And
when I say
"c ar r y", I
don't mean
any
that
tickerof tape
stuff. No sir !
This station
buys arect line
dito every
stadium where
W. Va. University plays.
We send our
ace spirtsnouncer.an-Sam
Molen, right
there so he
can send back
to the thousands of fans
in this area a
p'ay
by
- playnf
description
each and every game. The home of W.
Va. University is ZOO miles from
Charleston,
that ofdoesn't
keep usto
from spendingbutplenty
good dough
see that our listeners get what they
want. No one ever told me, but I
imagine it's that sort of public service
that's
for Crossley
Surveys
showingresponsible
WCHS with
by far t^e
majority of listeners. I guess a Branham
man
could
tell
ycu
more
about
that
than I ran.
Regards
Yrs.
ALGY
WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.
BROADCASTING
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FRANK A. DIERLNCER. chief engineer of WFM.T Youngstown. Ohio,
has been appointed to the Technical
Advisory Committee of the Ohio State
Council of Defense.
JOE JUHAS
joined
transmitter crew of has
WTVL
NewtheOrleans.
Leonard Brondom, formerly in radio
servicing, is being trained as control
operator.
CLAUDE M. HARRIS has temporarily rejoined WAOV Vincennes. End.
as chief engineer, while awaiting call
to active duty in the Enlisted Reserve Corps of the Army.
MAC WELDON JEFFUS. engineer
at WFAA-KGKO Dallas, is the father
of a boy born Aug. 21.
C H AR L E S SPRIESTERSr.ACH,
formerly engineer of KDB Santa
Barbara, Cal., has joined KWKW
Pasadena as transmitter engineer.
Holder of the Purple Heart award,
he recently received his honorable
discharge from the Navy.
BILL KAISER has returned to the
technical staff of KMJ Fresno, Cal.
FRANK JOHNSON has joined KWG
Stockton, Cal., as technician.
CECIL HUMBARGER, formerly
with WEXL Royal Oak, Mich., and
Paul Schafer. formerly with W.IOB
Hammond, Ind., have joined the engineering staff of WOWO-WGL Fort
Wayne, Ind.
SGT. LYLES BYNUM, Army Signal
Corps, formerly with the engineering
staff of WLVA Lynchburg, Va., is the
father of a girl.
ROBERT KANIA, former CBS
studio technician, with the network
since 1935, has been made an assistant
director in the CBS network operations department.
EARL ISOM, transmitter engineer,
has left WWRL New York to join
the engineering department of CBS.
HAROLD RUFF and Hilbert Glade,
technicians. have joined WTM.JW55M Milwaukee Journal stations.
FRANK C. SCHNEPPER, formerly
an engineer with the BLUE network,
has joined the NBC Central Division.
JAMES MACKENZIE REID, supervisor of remote engineers for WOR
New York, has received a special pin
and a check from J. R. Poppele,
WOR chief engineer, to mark his loth
year with the station.
CARL LaROCHE has joined the
technical staff of VVSRR Stamford.
R/M JAMES L. RAKUSIN. 24. of
Providence, R. I. has received the
Silver Star for gallantry in action
during the Battle of Santa Crux last
October. Radioman Rakusin was
aboard the destroyer Smilh during
the action in which the carrier Hornet was sunk.
FRANK BERNATO, engineer of
WICA Ashtabula, O., was recently inducted into the Army Signal Corps.
WILLIAM MOORE, formerly of
WLOK Lima, Ohio, is new transmitter engineer at WGN Chicago. Roy
Cone, formerly of WIBA Madison,
Wis., and Robert Werner, formerly of
WAIT and WMBI Chicago, have also
joined the engineering staff of WGN.
WILTON (Skeeter) CHILES is now
acting chief engineer of WIOD Miami
in place of M. N. Barwick, who has
resigned.
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GE Names Three
APPOINTMENTS to key positions
in General Electric's electronic
dept. were announced by Walter R.
G. Baker, vice-president. Arthur
A. Brandt has been named general sales manager, formerly serving as radio advertising manager
and later sales manager for radio
and television receivers. George W.
Henyan is now assistant to the
vice-president in charge of the
electronic dept. He had been manager of transmitter and tube sales.
V. M. Lucas was appointed general manager of the government
division after a long association
with G.E.'s radio business.
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Graybar Appointments
NORMAN M. WHITE has been
appointed distrct operating manager for Graybar Electric Co.,
Dallas, effective Sept. 20. He has
been with Graybar since 1922, serving the company in Philadelphia,
Baltimore and, until his new appointment, as St. Louis service
manager. J. R. Ernest has been
named district operating manager
at St. Louis, taking over the duties
formerly performed bv Mr. White.
Mr.Chicago
Ernest instarted
w'thhasGraybar
in
1924 and
served
in many capacities since that time.
Engineers to Meet
FALL MEETING of the War Radio Conference of members of the
Radio Manufacturers' Assn. Engineering Dept. and the Institute
of Radio Engineers will be held at
Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 8-9. Meeting will feature speeches by prominent men in the field, and an exhibit of U. S. Army Signal Corps
equipment.

NEW

ORLEANS

509000

WATTS

The Greatest Selling POWER
in the South's Greatest City
CBS Affiliate
Nat" Rep. - The Katz Agency Inc.

EDDIE TRUMAN, musical director
of KSO-KRNT Des Moines is the
composer of Broadcast Mood Music,
booksicjust
released
Van Brunt MuPublishing
Co., byHollywood.
DON WALL has joined the control
room staff at CKY Winnipeg.
ROBERT McKAY, former engineer
of WKAR East Lansing. Mich., has
joined
Chicago.the engineering staff of WBBM
MASON COPPINGER, transmitter
engineer of WIBW Topeka Kaus., is
the father of an 8 lb. 3 oz. girl born
Sept. 7.
KARTON G. (Pug) MARQUARDT
is the new chief engineer of WIBW
Topeka, Kans.
M. J. MINOR, effective Sept. 13. will
become acting chief engineer of WBT
Charlotte, N. C, replacing Jim J.
Belougny. who has been appointed
chief of CBS engineering, Chicago.
FRED HAMMOND, former program
director and news editor at KONO
San Antonio, Tex., is new transmitter
engineer at KPRO Riverside, Cal. He
previously was chief engineer of the
Texas State Network at Abilene, Tex.

WHK-to
left the
QUAY hasengineeri
PAUL Cleveland
ng staff
WCLE
join the Marines.
FLORENCE FISHER has joined the
staff of WEEI Boston as transcription operator.
GEORGE HIXENBAUGH, maintenance engineer of WMT Cedar Rapids,
la., married Mary Shirley of Cedar
Rapids on Aug. 28.

: 630 KC.

5000 WATTS FULL TIME
Represented Nationally by
John BLAIR & CO.

% I « E
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Actions of the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
SEPTEMBER 11 TO SEPTEMBER 17 INCLUSIVE
Decisions . . .
SEPTEMBER 14
KROC Rochester, Minn. — Granted transfer control from Agnes P. Gentling, executrix of estate of Gregory P. Gentling, to
Lawrence C. Miller et al, trustees of the
estate. Involves transfer of 2505.5 shares
stock from executrix to trusteeship, as
provided in will of deceased, but no money.
KRLH Midland, Tex. — Granted consent
to involuntary assignment license from
Clarence Scharbauer, deceased, to Millard
Eidson, independent executor of his estate.
WSAI Cincinnati — Granted petition operate booster amplifier by remote control ;
conditions.
WHDH Boston — Denied petition to correct license to permit operation at nierht
with DA after local sunset at Gainesville,
Fla., instead of Boston.
WNYC New York — Cancelled hearing on
Sept. 23 and granted application for special
service authorization to operate till 10 p.m.
SEPTEMBER 16
WLBZ Bangor, Me.— Granted mod. CP
for
power completion
increase, new
extension
date equipment,
to Sept. 25,DA-N,
1943.
WABY Albany, N. Y. — Granted license
to cover CP for new transmitter.
WNAC Boston — Granted license to cover
CP for power increase, DA-N, etc.

CHNS
Halifax
Nova Scotia

Applications . . .
SEPTEMBER 15
KWTO Springfield, Mo— Mod. CP to
change
hours,in move
for
changes
DA. transmitter and DA,
KKO El Centro, Cal. — Mod. license to
change frequency, amended to CP for new
transmitter, increase 100 to 250 w on 1230
SEPTEMBER 16
KOH Reno — The Bee Inc., licensee of
KOH, change
corporate
to McClatchy
Broadcasting
Co. ofname
Nevada.
Nashville
Broadcasting
Co.,
Nashville
—
Granted extension time file request for
oral argument re application for CP for
new station at Nashville.
WJBW New Orleans — Accepted appearance filed late
re application for license
renewal.
,

The Busiest
Commercial
Radio Station
of the Maritimes
jos. weed &. CO.
350 Madison Avenue, New York

THERE'S NOT ANOTHER
LIKE IT!
We fwork Accounts
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business

DIRECT ROUTE TO AMERICA'S No. 1 MARKET
The Travelers Broadcasting Service
Corporation
Member of NBC and New England
Regional Network
Represented by: WEED & COMPANY
New York, Boston, Chicago, Detroit, San
Francisco and Hollywood

THE DOMINANT COVERAGE
FOR A GOOD MARKET
1

RATING
REPRESENTED

BY SPOT SALES
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DEPT. OF FINANCE, Dominion Government, Ottawa (Fifth Victory Loan) on
Oct. 6 starts All-Star Variety Show on
71 Canadian Broadcasting Corp. stations,
Wed. 9-10 p.m., and on Oct. 3 similar
French program on 14 CBC stations, Sun.
8-9 p.m. Agency: Adv. Agencies of Canada, War Finance Group, Toronto and
Montreal.
Co., Battle Creek, Mich. (KelKELLOGG Bran),
Jack
on Sept.
logg's
21 Yankee
on starts
Suns 20
and the Three
Berch All
15L:
Fri.,
thru
Mon.
stations,
Network
1-30Y. p.m. Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt,
N.
SWEETS Co. of America, New York,14
(Tootsie V-M milk fortifier), on Sept.
starts Dick Tracy on 5 New 5 England
adds 9
BLUE stations, and on Oct. making
New York State BLUE stations,
and
a total of 14 BLUE stations, Tues.,Duane
Thurs.,Co.,5:15-5:30
N. Y. p.m. Agency:
Jones
CONTI PRODUCTS Corp., New York
starts for 26 weeks
Nov. of11Song
(soap), onHour
Treasury
on 5 Don Lee
Pacific stations (KHJ KFRC KMO KOL
KALE), Thurs., 6:30-7 p.m. & (PWT).
Agency:
N.
Y. Bermingham, Castleman Pierce,
BEAUMONT LABS., St. Louis (4-Way
cold tablets), on Oct. 19 starts for 13
Carter, on 34 Don Lee Paweeks,cificBoake
stations. Tues.. Thurs. 9-9:15 a.r».
(PWT). Agency: Donahue & Coe, N. x.
DR. PEPPER BOTTLING Co., Dallas
(beverage), on Oct. 3 starts unnamed
show on 114 BLUE stations. Sun., 4-4:30
p.m.
las. Agency : Tracy-Locke-Da wson, Dal-
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Tentative Calendar . . .
WOKO Albany, N. Y. — License renewal
(Sept.
RCA—20).
Transfer of BLUE Network to
American Broadcasting System, New York
(Sept. 20).
JOHN MORRELL Co., Ottumwa, la. (Red
Heart dog food) , on Sept. 30 starts Boo
Becker Chats About Dogs on 40 CBS stations, Thurs., 6:15-6:30 p.m. Agency:
Henri, Hurst & MacDonald, Chicago.
HUDSON COAL
Scranton,
Pa. ("DH"
anthracite
coal) , Co.,
on Sept.
19 starts
News
of the World on 22 CBS stations, Sun.,
9-9:15 a.m. Agency: Clements Co., Philadelphia.
Renewal Accounts
S. C. JOHNSON & SONS, Brantford,
Ont. (floor wax), on Sept. 28 resumes
Fibber McGee & Molly on 32 Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. stations, Tues.. 9:3010 p.m. Agency : Needham, Louis & Brorby,
Chicago.
BRISTOL-MYERS Co., New York (MinitRub),
on Oct.stations,
5 resumesTues.,
Duffy's8:30-9
Tavernp.m.on
128 BLUE
Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
BRISTOL-MYERS Co., New York (Ipana,
Sal Hepatica), on Sept. 29 resumes Eddie
Cantor's Time To Smile on 140 NBC stations, Wed.,N.9-9 Y.:30 p.m. Agency : Young
& Rubicam,
VITAMINS PLUS Inc., New York (Vitamins Plus capsules) , on Oct. 4 renews for
52 weeks Dr. I. Q. on 130 NBC stations,
Mon., 9:30-10 p.m. Agency: Grant Adv.,
N. Y.
SOCONY-VACUUM OIL Co., New York,
on Sept. 27 renews Raymond Gram Swing,
at the same time adding 4 BLUE stations, making a total of 133 BLUE stations, Mon. thru Thurs.. 10-10:15 p.m.
Agency: Compton Adv., N. Y.
COCA-COLA Co., Atlanta, on Sept. 20
renews for 52 weeks Spotlight Bands on
154 BLUE stations, Mon. thru Sat., 9:309:55 p.m. Agency: D'Arcy Adv.. N. Y.
BOWEY's Inc., Chicago (Dari-Rich Products) ,on Sept. 25 renews Stars Over Hollywood on 48 CBS stations, Sat., 12:301 p.m. Agency: Sorensen & Co., Chicago.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co., Winston-Salem, N. C. (Camels, Prince Albert
smoking tobacco) , on Sept. 27 renews
Blondie on 119 CBS stations, Mon., 7:308 p.m. (rebroadcast 10:30 p.m.). Agency:
William Esty & Co., N. Y.
WHEELING STEEL Corp., Wheeling. W.
Va., on Sept. 26 resumes Wheeling Steelmakers on 85 BLUE station, Sun.. 5:306 p.m. Agency: Critchfield & Co., Chicago.
CONTINENTAL RADIO & TELEVISION
Corp.,
Radios),
Oct.
3 renewsChicago
for 52 (Admiral
weeks World
News onToday
on
44
CBS
stations,
Sun.,
2:30-2:55
p.m.
Agency: Cruttenden & Eger, Chicago.
MAIL POUCH TOBACCO Co., Wheeling.
West Va. (cigars, tobacco), on Sept. 27
renews Counterspy, and on Dec. 27 adds
37 BLUE stations to programs, making
a total of 101 BLUE stations, Mon.,
9-9:30 p.m. Agency: Walker & Downing,
Pittsburgh.
Network Changes
LOS ANGELES SOAP Co., Los Angeles
(White King, Sierra Pine), on Oct. 4 adds
KGW KOMO KHQ KFSD to Art Baker
and the News on 13 NBC West Coast
stations, Mon. thru Fri., 10:45-11 a.m.
(PWT), making total of 17 NBC stations.
Agency: Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood.
LEWIS-HOWE Co.. St. Louis (Turn-!),
on Oct. 9 shifts Turns show on 53 CBS
stations Sat., from 8-8:30 p.m. to 10:1510:45 p.m., at which time Pabst Sales
Co., Chicago (beer), shifts Blue Ribbon
Town on 107 CBS stations from 10:1510:45 p.m. to 8-8:30 p.m. Agencies: Roche,
Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago, for
Turns, and Warwick & Legler, N. Y., for
Pabst.
DUFFY-MOTT Co., New York (juices),
on
shiftedfrom
What'sMon.Yourthru
IdeaFri.,
on
56 Sept.
MBS 13stations
11:50-11:55 a.m. to 11:45-11:50 a.m.
Agency: Al Paul Lefton Co., N. Y.
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO
Corp., Louisville,
on Sept.
will NBC
shift
commercials
on People
Are 17
Funny,
Fridays, 9:30-10 p.m., to Wings cigarettes
once again. The show has recently been
aired for Raleighs. Agency is Russel M.
Seeds Co., Chicago.
BROADCASTING

NBC NEWS SHOW ON
12 MORE STATIONS
NBC's World News Roundup with
W. W. Chaplin as commentator,
has been sold to 12 more stations
representing 13 local sponsors, according to NBC's stations department, making a total of 21 stations
carrying the program.
Latest sponsors and stations
are:
WIRE Indianapolis ( International
Machine Tool Co.) ; WBRC Birmingham, Ala. (Seven-Up Bottling Co.) ;
WSMB New Orleans (Cloverland
Dairy Co.) ; WTIC Hartford (Grove
Laboratories) ; WPTF
Raleigh
(Grove Laboratories) ; WRC Washington (Hecht Co.) ; WBNY Elmira,
N. Y. (Jerome's Women's Apparel
shop) ; WRAK Williamsport, Pa.
(L. I.tol,Stearns
& Sons)Furniture
; WOPI Co.)
Bris- ;
Tenn. (Bristol
WHIZ Zanesville, Ohio (Morrison
Motor Co.) ; WLOK Lima, Ohio
(Armstrong & Sons Furniture Co.
and National Bank of Lima), and
WIOD Miami (Florida Power and
Light Co. and First National Bank
of Miami). To aid stations and sponsors in promoting the program in local
areas, NBC's promotion department
has prepared
photographic
terial for use special
as window
displays. maStrike at WLAP
WLAP, Lexington, Ky., was off the
air 95 minutes Thursday following
a strike by four technicians and
three announcers, according to the
station management. The station
said IBEW called the strike despite
a 60-day clause and that it has been
willing to negotiate at any time.
BOURJOIS INC., New York (Evening in
ParisRomance
cosmetics),
Oct. BLUE
14 shiftsstations,
Here's
to
fromon 119
Sun.. 6:05-6:30 p.m. to 139 CBS stations,
Sun., 10:30-11 p.m. Agency: Foote, Cone
& Belding, N. Y.
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek (cereals),
adds Fridays to its regular 9:45-10 a.n;
Mon.-Thurs. participation on Breakfast
Club 9-10 a.m. Mon.-Sat. on the BLUE.
Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
PHILCO Corp., Philadelphia (institution,
al), on Weapon,
Oct. 15 with
replaces
Hex and
Su>utrenews
— Our
Secret
Dateline
for 52 weeks on 125 CBS stations, Fri.,
7:15-7:30 p.m. Agency: Sayre M. Ramsdell Assoc., Philadelphia.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati
(Ivory Snow), on Sept. 27 replaces The
Story of Mary Marlin with A Woman of
America, expanding to 125 NBC stations
and 27 CBC stations, Mon. thru Fri. 33:15 p.m. Latter program is currently
heard on 14 NBC stations, Mon. thru
Fri., 10:45-11 a.m. Agency: Benton &
Bowles, N. Y. For Ivory Flakes on Oct.
11 Snow Village is replaced with Sharp
Corners on 65 NBC stations, Mon. thru
Fri., 11:30-11:45 a.m. Agency: Connton
Adv.. N. Y. For Camay and Ivory Flakes
on Oct.placed4 withPepper
Young'son Family
rePerry Mason
25 CBSis stations, Mon. thru Fri., 2:45-3 p.m. Agency:
Pedlar & Ryan, N. Y.
CORN PRODUCTS REFINING Co., New
York, teenonon 54
Oct.CBS
1 shifts
Stagefrom
DoorThurs.,
Canstations
9:30-10 p.m. to Fri., 10:30-11 pm. Agency:
C. L. Miller Co., N. Y.

is for the economy of advertising over the Great
Stations of the Great Lakes
SEE PAGES 22-23
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CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press
Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Help Wanted
Engineer — First Class who can immediately or in short time qualify as Chief.
Give experience, draft status, age, and
starting salary required. KBIZ, Ottumwa, Iowa.
Announcer
— Permanent
kw, regional
network position
station forwith
draft6
deferred, experienced man. Box 309,
BROADCASTING.
Retail Salesman — Permanent position and
excellent opportunity for able experienced
man. WOC Davenport, Iowa.
CONTINUITY— NEWS EDITOR— Capable
man or woman, to take charge. Must be
experienced in handling local news and
in writing commercial copy that will
sell. 5,000 Watt Network Station, Ohio
area. Tell all in first letter. Box 306,
BROADCASTING.
SALES PROMOTION— Excellent opportunity for experienced, able, energetic
Sales Promotion man, capable of taking
full charge of all Sales Promotion activities of local independent radio station in major market. Station is in the
Eastern Seaboard area. Reply should contain complete experience, details, salary
requirements. Box 304, BROADCASTING.
1000 WATT— New York State CBS regional station offers exceptional opportunity for seasonal announcers . . . Enclose photograph and full rarticu'ars jn
first letter. Write Box 302, BROADCASTING.
Program
— Permanent
positionin
with 5 kwDirector
regional
network station
the South East for qualifiel man. State
previous experience, qualifications and
draft status in your reply. Box 301,
BROADCASTING.
Two Experienced Announcers — $40.00 per
week to start. Write WKBZ, Muskegon,
Michigan.
ANNOUNCER— Experienced for 5 kw
Basic Network affiliate in metropolitan
mid-western market. Permanent position.
State full particulars, including experience, draft status, salary expected and
date
ING. available. Box 307, BROADCASTAnnouncer-Writer — Permanent position to
draft deferred man. $50 for 48 hours to
start. Send transcription, continuity
samples,Michigan.
and details to Manager, WFDF,
Flint,
Program
Fullydetails
Qualified,
must
also do Director
news. —Full
Fr3t letter
experience,
draft
and
salary.
KBIZ,
Ottumwa, Iowa.
NEWSMAN-SPORTSCASTER — Must be
fully qualified by experience, draft exempt. Real opportunity for one who can
qualify. Regional 5 kw CBS station. Box
314, BROADCASTING.
Draft Deferred — Licensed first, second, or
third class operators. Rocky Mountain 5
kw.
network station. Box 308, BROADCASTING.
Control Engineer — Experienced. Permanent position. Not draft replacement.
Ideal conditions. Box 291 BROADCASTING.
Promotion Man — Progressive Southern station on major network can use a promotion man willing to work. Ileal setup
with recently authorized power increase
to 5,000 on desirable low frequency.
Thriving
CASTING. war market. Box 310, BROADSituations Wanted
Announcer-Newscaster — A decade in the
business. If you need a good staff man
write Box 312, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING
I

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Outstanding Organist — With operator license desires combination setup. Age 39 —
8 years present position. Has special
Hammond equipped for broadcasting.
Exceptional work guaranteed. Box 305,
BROADCASTING.
Station Manager — Now employed, desires
permanent connection with progressive
station.
experiencerecord
radio and Fourteen
newspaper.years'
Outstanding
in building volume and audience. Age
37, married with family, draft status
3-A. Box 303, BROADCASTING.
Continuity Writer — Young man, three
years solid metropolitan, rural experience. Production, announcing, dramatic
scripts.
CASTING.Will travel. Box 311, BROADProgram Director — Splendid eleven year
record with successful metropolitan local.
Best references. Draft deferred. All
phases of programming. Box 299,
BROADCASTING.
Manpower Shortage? — Six years experience, announcing, programming, sales,
operations. Capable, congenial, versatile, 4-H single. No wizard, but above
average. Desire
any comb-'nation
anprogramming,
sales, operations. Box nouncing,
295, BROADCASTING.
Sports Announcer — Also news. special
events. All major sports play-by-play.
Ten years experience. References. Audition disc. D-aft exempt. Box 300,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced Announcer — News, sports,
general
announcing.
4-F classification.
Desires change.
State salary
possibilities.
Can submit audition disc. Box 294,
BROADCASTING.
General Manager — Local network affiliate
desires
commercial
manager's
position manager
in largeror station
or larger
market.
Successful
record
5
years
rad'o. 6
years
newspaper.
Box
293,
BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER — Thoroughly experienced
console controls; family; 4-H classification ;best references ; immediate availability ; transcription on request. Wm.
Schuermann, 535 Vale Avenue, Vinton,
Va.
Back In Civvies — After service overseas.
Successful in station management, programming, writing and selling. Seven
years in radio, previous experience in national advertising departments and agency. Through with adventure, want permanent job with station, agency, or special representative. Family man, 48.
Available for interviews in Washington.
Prefer salary and commission basis, income range $4,000 to $5,000. Box 315,
BROADCASTING.
For Sale
FOR SALE— Mobile unit— 125 watt transmitter completely equipped in International truck with special built body
which also houses generating plant. Entire equipment rebuilt a few months ago
and in perfect operating condition. Has
been tremendous asset in building listening audience and feel that it has fulfilled its need and can do a good job for
another station. Write for full particulars concerning price and further engineering details wh;ch are re^d^y available. Box 298, BROADCASTING.
For Sale — Comp'ete one kilowatt RCA
transmitter with Blaw Knox tower,
plenty of spare tubes and other broadcasting equipment. Make offer. Box 297,
BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE— Well equipped 250w local,
midwest, less than 3 years old and doing good job making nice profit. Box
292, BROADCASTING.
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Sponsor Grid Games
CHICAGO MOTOR CLUB, Chicago (public service), will sponsor
an eight-game series of Midwest
football games beginning Oct. 16,
when Joe Boland, WGN Chicago,
will describe the Notre-Dame Wisconsin game at Madison. Other
games include: Illinois at Notre
Dame, Oct. 23; Minnesota at Northwestern, Oct. 30; Northwestern at
Wisconsin, Nov. 6; Notre Dame at
Northwestern, Nov. 13; Illinois at
Northwestern, Nov. 20; Notre
Dame at Great Lakes, Nov. 25;
and the Chicago High School champions'Nov.game27.
in Agency
Soldier Field,
Chicago,
is Aubrey,
Moore & Wallace, Chicago.
Hope Back Sept. 21
HAVING sufficiently rested from
his trip overseas where he entertained the AEF, Bob Hope has
changed plans and returns to the
weekly NBC Bob Hope Show Sept.
21, Tuesday, 10-10:30 p.m. (EWT).
Pepsodent Co., Chicago, is the
sponsor. Bing Crosby will be featured as guest. Cast includes Frances Langford, Jerry Colonna, and
Vera Vague, with Wendell Niles
announcer. Stan Kenton replaces
Skinnay Ennis as musical director.
Ennis is now in the Army. Thomas
Conrad Sawyer has been assigned
producer of Foote, Cone & Belding,
Hollywood.
Wanted to Buy
Wanted To Buy — 250 Watt transmitter.
Also FCC approved modulation monitor
and miscellaneous equipment. Send your
list to G. F. Ashbacker, 432 Apple Ave.,
Muskegon, Michigan.

Lindlahr Returns
FOR the sixth consecutive year,
Victor H. Lindlahr is returning to
WOR New York, for Serutan Co.,
Jersey City, with his five weekly
quarter - hour health program.
Series starts Sept. 20 in the 99:15 a.m. spot, and on a 52-week
contract. Agency is Raymond
Spector Co., New York.
Noxzema

Renewing

NOXZEMA CHEMICAL Co., Baltimore (medicated ointment), during the next several weeks is renewing on 22 stations its Quiz cf
Two Cities programs. Titles vary
in some cities, but the shows are
usually half-hour weekly quiz sessions. Agency is Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York.
EXPERIENCED SALESMAN
looking for tough selling job with
network station. Now in charge National and Local Sales for outs'anding
5000 w Regional Network Station.
Both National and Local have shown
large years.
increases every year for past
three
Have personally sold department
store and important retail accounts.
Good contacts in National Field.
Pleasing personality— used to handling
salesmen. Familiar with Sales Promoall Exempt.
the operations of a
station.tion and
Draft
Now earning substantial salary.
Accustomed to hard selling and producing results. Excellent references.
Describe position fully— opportunities
and salary.
nent position. Only interested permaWRITE BOX 313, BROADCASTING

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
&. Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

PAUL

F GODLEY

CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

N.J.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— AND DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York., N. Y.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
• Evening Star Building, Washington, D. C.
• 321 E. Gregory Boulevard, Kansas Cify, Mo.
• Cross Roads of the World, Hollywood, Calif.
I
—
RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
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Promotion

Novel Schemes Among
Campaigns Staged
By Industry
FROM radio stations all over the
country reports are being received
about the time and effort the
broadcasting industry is diverting
from regular business to the promotion of the 15 billion dollar
Third War Loan. Some stations
are even giving up complete schedules to devote full attention to the
Drive as well as programming
special events, stunt broadcasts,
local rallies — all in the interest of
selling War Bonds to "Back the
Attack".
The industry went all-out on the
opening of the drive Sept. 9, with
Radio Day. Dawn to dusk programs and announcements filled
the air with the message of "Back
the Attack" by purchasing an extra $100 War Bond during the 22
days of the campaign.
Effort Continues
Radio talent and time did not
cease on behalf of the Loan after
Sept. 9. The industry has continued en masse on its own and with
the aid of special programs, announcements and campaigns arranged by the Treasury, OWI and
various other organizations working in the interest of making the
drive a success.
The Italian surrender gave radio another chance to assert its
value as a medium designed to
unite and inform the people as
well as to serve them. The news
of the surrender was announced
by Gen. Eisenhower over the Algiers radio on the very eve of the
launching of the Third War Loan.
Fearing that the moral effect of
the good news might seriously
handicap the War Loan the Treasury immediately telegraphed stations all over the country asking
them to assist in diverting the potential hinderance by stressing to
the listening audience that the wr
was far from being won as Italy
was the weaker of the Axis trio
[Broadcasting, Sept. 13].
Response Rapid

Speeds

went to press. Sept. 23 has been
set aside as Independents' Day for
all non-affiliate stations. The schedules depend upon the individual
station. The NAB is acting as a
clearing house between the stations and the Treasury.
Reports show that the individual
stations are cooperating to the
fullest and also independently promoting the drive. KMAC San Antonio, is daily broadcasting a full
hour War Bond show. WBT Charlotte, N. C, is devoting a large
portion of its weekly broadcast
hours to War Bond promotion. We
Salute program each weekday evening covers Carolina fighting men.
Featuring prominent and representative people of the area, KLO
Salt Lake City has made a series
of
transcribed
appeals
on one-m'nute
behalf of the
drive. Discs
are
being run at intervals. KEEW
Brownsville, Tex., is airing live
appeals by public officials and
clergymen. W N B C Hartford,
Conn., has built a "Victory Bond
House" in downtown Hartford
complete with stage, public address
and lines to the studios. Special
shows originating from this point
include Army bands, name orchestras, civic leaders and various radio and screen talent.
A "Victory Queen" contest was
sponsored by WKBZ Muskegon,
Mich., through the county Bond
committee. Queen candidates entered the contest with an initial
Bond purchase was made. Halfhour participation program used
by WENY Elmira, N. Y., during
the Second War Loan is now being successfully used during the
current campaign. Titled Bond
Boosters the show is broadcast
five nights a week. On Sept. 15
WSAY Rochester, N. Y., arranged
for the personal appearance of
Fulton Lewis jr., Mutual commentator, to deliver an address from
the U. of Rochester over Mutual
network. Tickets for admission to
the broadcast were distributed on
the basis of War Bond purchases.

Bond

Sales

Fulton Lewis jr. also made the
initial address opening the Drive
in Columbus, Miss, over WCBI.
"Buy a Bond and Make a Record" is the slogan of KTUL Tulsa,
and the special two-hour show held
five days a week from a stage on
a downtown street. Quarter-hour
broadcast each noon opens the show
with a War Bond appeal by civic
and business leaders. Bonus for
Bond buying customers is free recording of personal message which
may be mailed to servicemen.
Bond Auction
Everyday WICA Ashtabula, 0.,
devotes a 30-minute program, Back
the Attack, exclusively to the sale
of War Bonds. KDRO Sedalia, Mo.,
every evening is using a live hillbilly show for Bond promotion.
KRBA Lufkin, Tex., sold its entire
quota of $1,200,000 in Bonds the
very first day of the drive. Since
7 a.m. Sept. 9 and for the duration
of the drive WHUB Cookeville,
Tenn., has been devoting all program time, commercial or sustaining, to the War Bond Drive. WLDS
Jacksonville, 111., is daily programming interviews with prominent
citizens. KFIZ Pond du Lac, Wise,
is likewise presenting notables from
its area in the interest of the camOpening day stunt for WBRW
paign.
Welch, W. Va., was sponsorship of
a War Bond auction from the stages
of the local theatres. Local merchants contributed worthwhils articles to be offered to the highest
War Bond bidder. Articles were
displayed in store windows and bids
were taken by phone to be used as
opening bids when the auction was
broadcast that evening.
WCKY Cincinnati sponsored the
"Miss America" contest in that
area and War Bond rally was tied
in with the finalist selection for
"Miss Greater Cincinnati". WISH
Indianapolis brought the BLUE
feature America's Town Meeting
of the Air to Indianapolis shortly
before the start of the drive and
; :

,1

— ■ - ... 1 MjMM

Response to the Treasury's request for the four major networks
to devote one day during the next
two weeks to Third War Loan promotion was rapid. Mutual, on its
Bond Day, Sept. 18, scheduled 14
consecutive hours to the camoaign.
Broadcasts from overseas via the
BBC and programs from Canada
composed part of the day's events.
The BLUE, on Sept. 19, programmed spec'al
features
and
shows in behalf
of the
drive from
8 a.m. to 1 a.m. the following day.
Remotes were aired from abroad
and from hospitals in this country
featuring interviews with wounded
servicemen.
Plans for the CBS day, Sept. 21,
and
day, Sept.
26, were st'll
being NBC
formulated
as BROADCASTING
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raised more than $2,500,000 from
the sale of tickets to the broadcast
which were paid for by Bond purchases. WALB Albany, Ga., started
its campaign with a huge outdoor
rally and parade sponsored by local
organizations. Shows are also being
staged at a nearby Army field in
the interest of War Bonds.
WAOV Vincennes, Ind., has
turned over its entire broadcast
schedule to the Treasury for the
Third War Loan Drive. All commercial advertisers have relinquished their commercial announcements to the Treasury and in addition many sponsors are presenting special shows for Bond promotion. WIP Philadelphia is continuing its Victory Caravan series
which it used during the Second
War Loan. Series is sponsored by
local industry in the Philadelphia
area.
Victory Matinee series of WBBM
Chicago has aided in making the
station one of the top Bond selling
outlets. Series is produced by
WBBM with station talent. WDSM
Superior, Wis., is using a series of
five-minute talks by local celebrities in behalf of the Loan. WGN
Chicago is sponsoring numerous
sustaining shows for War Bond
promotion. Chicago civic and culture leaders also are making appeals over WGN as well as various
sets of foreign groups whose representatives have members in the
service.
Detroit Invaded
WENR Chicago is using every
available sustaining hour and commercial program in the interest of
the drive. WWJ WJR WKYZ Detroit, Mich., all covered the mock
invasion of Detroit made by Canadian troops Sept. 9. Civic leaders
spoke and tie-in with the Third War
Loan was used. These stations are
continuing the effort with programs
and spots. WTAM Cleveland is repeating its record made in the
Second Drive by using 100 sustaining programs a week for the promotion of the present drive. K.BTM
Jonesboro, Ark., is broadcasting a
War Bond auction each afternoon
from various downtown business
houses and different articles are
auctioned for War Bonds.
Beginning Thursday, Sept. 9, and
continuing every Thursday during
the drive all copy on WING Dayton, O., plugs the Third Loan and
there is no merchandise advertising on these days. The WJLS
Beckley, W. Va., Bond Box sold
$3,000 in Bonds in 60 minutes Sept.
9. WIBG Philadelphia in cooperation with a local Masonic club
staged a two-hour Bond rally on
Sspt. 13. Over a million dollars in
Bonds were sold over the air and
purchasers received tickets to a
War Bond movie presentation at a
local theatre. Wendell Willkie has
been one of the champion Bond
sellers in the WABC New York setup. The station has lines into a
"Victory Tent" behind one of the
local theatres where name personalities stage special broadcasts
and then are taken to a battery oi
telephones installed by WABC to
take pledges for Bonds.
• Broadcast

Advertising

HERE'S a new name on the horizon in the "Heart of America.
Through the splendid cooperation of prominent advertising men
in all parts of the country who submitted hundreds of
excellent name suggestions, it was possible to decide upon one
best describing the idea and the purpose of this newest of
KMBC

firsts — livestock farms operated in service to farmers

everywhere. HeTe the teachings of Phil Evans, KMBC's faTm
editor, are given practical application, and the findings resulting
therefrom aTe passed on to KMBC

listeners. With such a

fundamental simplicity of purpose, it is only logical that the
name KMBC

Service Farms should result. We of KMBC

congratulate Mede

Sidener of Sidener and Van Riper, Inc.

in Indianapolis for submitting the winning name, and extend our
deep appreciation to all, for it was the accumulative contributions of everyone making possible the final selection.

DOES

IT

BEAR

FRUIT?

...LOOKEE!
SIZE is no measure of productivity. If radio
coverage, big or little, doesn't bear fruit in
paying quantities, it is worthless.
In the case of WKY, you can get BOTH big coverage and big productivity. WKY's coverage is
greater than that of any other Oklahoma City station— an incontrovertible engineering fact. WKY's
superior productivity is based on the hard, cold
fact that far more persons listen to WKY than to
any other Oklahoma City station. The June-July
Hooper shows WKY with 44.3% of Oklahoma
City's morning listeners; 58.1% of its afternoon
listeners; and 53.0% of its evening listeners.
WKY has the two things necessary to make radio
advertising bear fruit abundantly . . . coverage
AND listeners.

WKY
OKLAHOMA

CITY

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Daily Oklahoman and Times - The Farmer-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs - KLZ, Denver (Affiliated Mgmt.)
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

PRICE 15 CENTS

eekiv^^^

Newsmagazine

oi

Kaaio

vertisinc/

WmWmi

Most appreciated tribute at the Indiana State 4-H Club Fair was the
Prairie Farmer-WLS Victory banner.

attic

^Q^4^

State Fairs are an important part of the daily
living of people in Midwest America. WLS took
the State Fairs to our friends who could not
visit the Indiana, Michigan and Wisconsin expositions this year, with daily broadcasts from each
fairgrounds. We went to the fairs to meet personally our listeners who did attend. We took the full
WLS National Barn Dance to the Indiana Fair . . .
put on three free stage shows daily in the WLSPrairie-Farmer tent. This tent is always "home" to
our listeners — a place to check their parcels, to eat
their lunch, to meet their friends. For Illinois, which
had no Fair this year, WLS broadcast a week-long "State
Fair of the Air." Being so closely in touch with these
homey, honest, hard-working people is one reason why
"WLS is one of the family in Midwest America" . . . and
a reason why WLS Gets Results!

8 90 KILOCYCLES
30.000 WAITS
BLUE NETWORK

represented b v
John Blair & Company

MANAGEMENT AFFILIATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK — KOY PHOENIX

* KTUC TUCSON

* KSUN 8ISBEE - LOWELL

Fcr the past 23 years the Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College at Stillwater has conducted a Farm and Home
Week during August. Featuring the combined services of the
Agricultural experiment station and the Extension Division,
this annual event has been the high point in farm educational
activity in Oklahoma. This year, as a result of wartime restrictions on travel, a cancellation was deemed necessary. But
the need was greater than ever. Recognizing this, and knowing
from past experience that KVOO could probably do something about it, College officials called Sam Schnieder, KVOO
farm Editor, into consultation.
The result of this conference is history, and very good
history for the Farm and Home Week. Four broadcasts a day.
each day of the week, planned, directed, and broadcast direct
from the college campus by the KVOO Farm Department,
brought this important week's events to Oklahoma's farms.
What this vital extra service meant to Oklahoma agriculture
in wartime is impossible of appraisal. But we know that here
is a first in farm service that means something!
Giving farmers what they want in authentic, timely information is a policy that has made KVOO the Southwest's leading farm station.

Pub

EDWARD PETRY & COMPANY
National Representatives

IT

The Entire U. S. — Our Primary Area — Covered
larly by Our Station Relations Staff

An 870 Station Network
★

With Over

4000

Regu-

Kilowatts

*

Audience?
130,000,000

Radio Listeners in the United States

4mpouil>U?-A/ot
-fit -fill
OUR "SURVEY," THE 1943 MUSIC GUIDE, TELLS YOU WHY
SESAC MUSIC IS USED ON A GREATER NUMBER OF STATIONS THAN ANY OTHER MUSIC

MORE
FEWER

BONDS
BATTLES

A/eur -Qddtaii:
475 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW

YORK

17, N. Y.

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Year
published
in February
Broadcasting
Publications,
Washington 4, D. C. Entered as
second Book
class Number)
matter March
14, 1933,
at PostbyOffice
at Washington,
D. C, Inc.,
under 874actNational
of MarchPress3, Building,
1879.

SUBSCRIPTION

PRICE:

$5.00 per year

BROADCAST

The Weekly /^^Newsmagazine

^Ute

ARE

$eau,ti^lU 'Sprite-

IN

WWL-LAND

And so are 608,090 radio homes from 5 different states!

V

New Orleans

WE

CALL

IT "WWL-Land"

W*

because

WWL, the only 50,000 watt, clear channel station for hundreds of miles around,

15c per copy

ING
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Copyright 1943 by Broadcasting Publications Inc.
J^rd^dcast Advertising*
IN THIS ISSUE —
Decca Fees to Go to AFM Relief Fund
Brown Quits CBS in Censor Protest
Maybank Opposes World Series on Single Net
CBS News Policy Explained by White
Radio Prepares Nationwide Retail Drive
Approval of Blue Sale to Noble Is Seen
Cox Probe to Resume in Washington
Radio Puts Over Picture Promotion
Seymour Counsel for Press-Radio
Chicago Meeting Approves Hitch-Hike Ban
Lane Heads CBS Station Relations
CBS Program Survey Itinerary Announced
OWI Conservation Spots Open to Sponsorship
Outline for New Radio Law
Flamm Lawyer Denied Cross-Examination
OWI Schedules Packet for Week of Oct. 18
Need Shown for Advertising During the War
CIO Urges FCC to Hear Censor Case
Radio Promotes Third Loan Drive
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59
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Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial. Advertising and Circulation Offices, WASHINGTON 4, D
874 National Press Bldg. — Telephone: MEtropoIitan 1022
SOL TAISHOFF
MARTIN CODEL
Editor and General Manager
Publisher (on leave with Red Cross)
Maury Long, Advertising Manager
Bernard Piatt, Circulation Manager
J. Frank Beatty, Managing Editor
Wallace F. Janssen, News Editor
K. R. Breslau, Adv. Production Mgr.
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West Coast Advertising Representatives: Duncan A. Scott & Co.
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is five times more powerful than its nearest competitor.
YES SIR, if you want to sell something
to the Deep South, here's your station:

KOI
most
NEW

ORLEANS

L

is the

economical

buy

in OMR

50,000 WATTS-CLEAR CHANNEL
The Greatest Selling POWER in the Souths Greatest City
CBS Affiliate — Nat'l Representatives, The Katz Agency, Inc.
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^?URRENT

advertising schedules on our

livestock. Industry, too, keeps on setting
new

books are the heaviest in history.

high records. Every

type of business

is on a sustained boom.
Yes, suh! Nashville and the whole

Nash-

ville trade area are poppin' open with prosperity. Nashville is the market

hub for a

wide and rich agricultural area, now cashing in on 1943's record-breaking

crops and

The

to "take"

this market

is now,

more than ever before, through WSIX.
5,000 watts

Our

(day and night) on 980 kc

blankets the Nashville market.

SPOT SALES, INC., NATIONAL

BROADCASTING
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Performance
• Technical progress depends upon tireless experiment to perfect performance.
Sylvania circuit engineers are performance perfectionists. They conduct never-ending tests on new circuit and tube combinations using experimental equipment. They constantly improve radio and electronic
tube quality. And they compile data that is the raw
QUALITY THAT SERVES

IN WAR

Perfectionists
material of invention.
This long-range Sylvania research policy, which maintained our standard of quality in peacetime, has proved
invaluable in wartime. It has contributed to the improvement ofmilitary communications, to the volume production of cathode ray tubes, and to the
development of timesaving electronic devices for
war industry.
And it will prove no less valuable when victory widens
the radio-electronics field. It will contribute to the
development of FM radio and practical television. It
will help to convert electronic military secrets of today
into everyday miracles for better life,
and work tomorrow.
RADIO

DIVISION

SYLVANIA

ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.
Emporium, Pa.

RADIO TUBES, CATHODE RAY TUBES, ELECTRONIC DEVICES, INCANDESCENT LAMPS, FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES AND ACCESSORIES

US

COLU

IS

NOW

GEORGIA'S

CITY!

With

one of the largest percentage

gains of any American
civilian population
March
Standing

of Georgia
in

Cities

city — 25.9%

between

1st 1943 — Columbus

second place among

has now

into

moved

cities.

offers the advertiser

a

nent infantry school, with a greater officer person-

....

523,666

2nd— COLUMBUS

140,077

3rd — Savannah

nel than any other post in the country. The pre-war
payroll at Ft. Benning
month

. . .

Based on registrations for War Ration Book
No. 2 — Feb. 22nd to 27th, 1943.

to $4,000,000 a

larger.

you aren't cov-

ering Georgia — and the best way to cover Columbus

97,240
87,856

and is now much

amounted

If you aren't covering Columbus,

. . 138,460

....

5th— Augusta

and

bonus of Fort Benning, the nation's largest perma-

Civilian Population
Metropolitan Counties

4th— Macon

April 1st 1940

of CENSUS

Survey of 237 Metropolitan
Counties and Independent
Cities. March 1st 1943.

1st — Atlanta

increase in

Georgia's metropolitan

In addition, Columbus
U. S. BUREAU

population

is with WRBL,

which

Hooper

lumbus with a rating of 81.2%

shows

blankets Co-

low to 96.8%

high.

Any hour of the day or night, at least four out of
five Columbus

listeners are tuned

in on WRBL.

WRBL
COLUMBUS,
Represented
BROADCASTING
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ONE

OF

A

SERIES

PRESENTING

THE

MEN

Johi

PRESIDENT

A\R

SALES

WHO

MAKE

FREE

&

PETERS

STATIONS

Elmer

MANAGER,

.

BALTIMORE
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1898
1904
1906
1912
1921
1926
1930
1930
1935
1937
Since

Started work at odd jobs while attending
grammar school
Subscription Solicitor, Baltimore "World"
"American"
Dept., Baltimore
Advertisin
Baltimore
Advertisingg Manager,
"American"
Ass't Gen'l Manager, Baltimore
"American"
Publisher, Baltimore "American"
Agency and Advertising Councilor
President, Station WCBM, Baltimore
Federal Radio Education Committee A
the F. C. C.
President, N. A. B.
1940 Board of Directors, Broadcast
Music, Inc.
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Y
OU'VE read the Herity stories for boys —
read dozens of them, probably. Well, John
Elmer has lived them. Orphaned as a child,
John began shifting for himself at ten. First
at odd jobs while attending grammar school.
Then newspapers — then advertising. But
the double-wing-back-shift John made for
himself (and for advertisers) was when he
entered radio in 1930. In thirteen years
he has built WCBM into one of the finest
buys on the Atlantic Coast. And still serves
as both President and Sales Manager. . . .
As it happens, all of our sixteen fellows here
at F&P were luckier (or unluckier) than

Free
Pioneer

&

John Elmer, in that we didn't start work
at ten. But, praised be the Lord, we
have come up the hard way so far as our
careers in radio are concerned. Every man
in our outfit started at the bottom of the
ladder and literally learned this business
from the ground up.
So what? Well, so we know what radio
advertising is, and where it fits into merchandising plans, and how to help make it the
most effective medium you can use. That's
our primary conception of good radio selling, here in this pioneer group of radiostation representatives.

Peters,

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO
. KALAMAZOO-GRAND
KMBC
KANSASRAPIDS
CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN . . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST
WCBM
BALTIMORE
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KOMA .... OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . .
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
KFAR
ALASKA
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

inc.

Station Representatives
Since May, 1032 ■*■
CHICAGO: 180N. Michigan NEW YORK: 247 Park Ave. SAN FRANCISCO: 111 Suiter HOLLYWOOD:. 1512 N. Gordon ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Franklin 6373
\ '.>.-:. Piaza 5-4131
Sutter 4353
Gladstone 3949
Main 5667
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Decca
Will

Be

WASHINGTON,

Pact

Used

for

AFM's Private
Relief
FORMAL contracts between
the American Federation of
Musicians and Decca Records
Inc. and World Broadcasting
System, which were reported
in the final stage of preparation on Friday, permit these
companies to employ AFM
members for the making of
phonograph records and transcriptions inexchange for the
payment of royalty fees by
the companies directly to the
union, according to A. Rex
Riccardi, assistant to AFM
President James C. Petrillo.
Acceptance of this principle, which had been vigorously rejected by the recording
industry including both World
and Decca when the AFM
first proposed it last February, is
considered a major victory for Mr.
Petrillo and his union, which is understo d tohave exclusive administration of the revenue, to be used
for a relief fund for the benefit of
the union's unemployed members.
Six other transcription companies
last week stood pat on their refusal to support "a private AFM
relief roll".
No 'Unfair' Clause
Contract does not require the
withholding of the World library
transcription service from stations
labeled unfair by the AFM, Mr.
Riccardi said. This had been suggested by the union as a possible
means of settling its ban on transcriptions during earlier negotiations with the transcription companies who had turned it down at
the time as being both illegal and
bad business practice.
Contract terms, said Jack Kapp,
Decca president and WBS chairman, "cover a period of four
years beginning Jan. 1, 1944, but
allow for the making of new
phonograph records and transcriptions immediately. The contract
BROADCASTING

Advertising
D. C, SEPTEMBER

Covers

Fees

provides that Decca will pay fees
on a graduating scale for every
phonograph record sold, ranging
from %-cent on a record sold to
the public for 35 cents increasing
to 5 cents for a record selling for
$2, and 2%% of the retail price
above that amount.
"For electrical transcriptions
used for broadcasting, Decca subsidiary, World Broadcasting System Inc., has agreed to pay 3% on
the rental revenue from transcriptions used more than once. For
commercial transcriptions used
only once and then discarded, there
will be no fee other than the normal payment of wage scales to
musicians.
"None of these fees will be
passed on to the consumer," Mr.
Kapp stated.
Importance the AFM attaches to
the principle of payment directly
to the union may be gauged from
the fact that the union was willing
to accept a contract which, if accepted by every company making
phonograph records or transcriptions, will produce fees of less than
$500,000 a year, a feeble sum when
contrasted with the $15,000,000 to
$20,000,000 a year which Mr.
Petrillo estimated the AFM could
get from the phonograph record
companies alone, "with any sort of
a fee" [Broadcasting, June 28].
Union also agreed to let the contract run more than twice as long

Chicago
See

Disc

as the two-year term it originally
set as the maximum.
The contract terms were outlined to the other transcription
companies — Associated Music Publishers, Empire Broadcasting Corp.,
Lang-Worth Feature Programs,
C. P. MacGregor, NBC RadioRecording Division and Standard
Radio whose appeal to the Government for relief from the AFM recording ban had resulted in the appointment of a War Labor Board
panel to conduct hearings on the
matter — during an off-the-record
session of those hearings in New
York last Tuesday morning.
WOR New Recording
These six companies declined the
union's offer to let its members return to work for them at once if
they would agree to accept any
agreement that might be negotiated
between the AFM and World.
WOR Recording Studios, which has
no library service and therefore is
not required to pay any fee to the
union or anyone else beyond the
normal wages to musicians, on
Wednesday signed such an agreement with the AFM for commercial
transcriptions only, receiving permission to begin recording immediately, although no transcriptions
are to be released until the final
contracts have been signed. WOR
was not a party to the WLB panel
hearings.
In rejecting the offer, A. Walter

Uncertainty

Advertising

IjW

Direct

Industry

FUTURE uncertainty and an ominous present faces Chicago transcription heads, according to statements made by them to Broadcasting in regard to contract negotiations signed last week by World
Broadcasting System and its transcription subsidiary, Decca, with
the AFM.
Arthur Wolf, vice-president of
Keystone Broadcasting System,
Chicago, said that while the "action
of concession" by James C. Petrillo, president of the AFM, "was
the beginning of the end, and an
indication that the whole matter
of the ban would soon be ironed
out," he also was "afraid that the
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terms would put the transcription
companies back where they were
prior
to Aug.
1942."
Milton
Blink,1, manager
of Standard Radio, Chicago, felt the
World-Decca contracts presaged an
"unhealthy situation," but was of
the opinion that other transcription
companies would be forced to sign
parallel agreements.
While the non-committal statements of other Chicago transcription executives reflected a similar
feeling, network recording managers at MBS, NBC, BLUE and
CBS stated they were awaiting the
decision of the War Labor Board
meetings.

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

to

Union

Socolow, attorney for the six companies, said that information about
the contract revealed to them during an off-the-record session with
the AFM on Tuesday morning included terms that were "thoroughly
abhorrent" to his clients, whom he
described as "completely and totally" unwilling to accept them.
This stand had been made clear,
he said, in a letter written to the
union on Feb. 23 by a number of
companies making phonograph records and transcriptions, including
both Decca and World.
Mr. Socolow did not then amplify
his statement, made Tuesday afternoon during a public session of the
hearing, but at the conclusion of
the session he told the press: "It's
a slushscribe fund
to it. and we won't subAttitude of WLB
"The letter referred to was a
rejection of an AFM proposal to
call off its ban on recording in exchange for the companies agreement to pay to the union a fee on
each recording, this money to be
used by the AFM for the benefit of
members who render no service to
the recording companies. The destructive and dangerous fallacy of
your proposal," the industry letter
stated, "is that it assumes that a
specific industry owes a special obligation to persons not employed by
it— an obligation based only on such
persons membership in a union ...
"Any such private and isolated system of unemployment relief within an industry is not only
contrary to public policy, but wou^d'
be in direct conflict with the various plans under discussion in Government circles for the expansion
of uniform and nationwide social
security measures."
After announcing his clients'
rejection of the union proposal, Mr.
Socolow asked the panel for a WLB
order to the union to make its members available to his clients as well
as to World, to eliminate any competitive advantage to this company.
He also requested an immediate
resumption of the panel's hearing
on the recording ban.
The panel postponed action on
these requests until the following
Monday [Sept. 27], pointing out
(Continued on page 64)
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CBS
Brown
Winchell

Joins

Quits
Attacks

Against White Rule
On Editorializing
CECIL BROWN, whose stormy
career as a CBS foreign correspondent saw him banned from the air
by both the Italian and the British
governments for telling the truth
as he saw it despite censorship restrictions, has resigned from CBS.
Announced reason is disagreement
with the network's news policy forbidding the expression of editorial
opinion by commentators, which has
recently been under fire from H. V.
Kaltenborn and Walter Winchell.
CBS announced last week that
Bill Henry of the network's Washington staff wj.11 take over Mr.
Brown's 8:55 p.m. news period,
sponsored five times weekly by
Johns-Manville Corp., effective with
the Sept. 27 broadcast.
CBS Viewpoint
Following a statement Sept. 9 by
Paul White, CBS director of news
broadcasts, to the AP managing
editors that there would be no more
editorializing on CBS, Mr. Kaltenborn took up the cudgels for the
radio commentators at a meeting
of the NAB Radio News and Public
Relations Committees on Sept. 15
to which Mr. White rejoined by
making public
the news
network's
instructions to its
editors
[Broadcasting, Sept. 13, 20]. On
Sept. 20 CBS published a portion
of these instructions as a full-page
advertisement in one Washington
and two New York newspapers.
CBS contention basically is that
the commentators should help listeners to interpret the facts on
controversial issues, but should
leave them free to make up their
own opinions. This news policy was
debated on the CBS People's Platform last Saturday by Morris L.
Ernst, author, lecturer and attorney for the American Newspaper
Guild, and Sydney Kaye, executive
vice-president and general counsel
of BMI.
Mr. Brown announced he was
leaving CBS at a news conference
at his New York residence last
Wednesday, when he made public
a letter written that day to Paul
White, in which he states: "My
resignation was submitted because
I, as an American citizen, find it
impossible to continue my work under the news policy, as you have
formulated it for CBS."
Brown Contradicts White
Taking issue with a statement
in PM, New York newspaper, that
"White said that Brown's departure
was in no manner connected with
the present censorship row . . .
(that) Brown made up his mind to
quit five or six weeks ago," Mr.
Brown's letter states: "It is quite
obvious that the reasons I requested on Sept. 2, 1943 to be released
from my contractual relations are
inseparable from the 'present censorship row' on expressing 'ediPage 10 • September

CBS

in

Censor

torial opinion' over CBS. You said
so in a memorandum to me on
This memo followed a broadcast
Aug. 27."
of Mr. Brown's on Aug 25, during
which he declared that "any reasonably accurate observer of the
American scene at this moment
knows that a good deal of the enthusiasm for this war is evaporating into thin air" and "the need
for sacrifice in America is becoming less acceptable to the people."
Terming this "nothing but an editorial", Mr. White continued: "In
my judgment you are indulging in
defeatist talk that would be of immense pleasure to Dr. Goebbels and
his boys."
Sponsor Cancelled
Mr. Brown said his broadcast
was based on conversations with
random groups of people of all
walks of life in towns and cities,
during a 40-day cross-crountry
tour last summer, and therefore
was reporting and not editorializing. The text of his broadcast,
which he read to the news gathering, did not, however, mention that
his information had come from this
source.
On Aug. 24, the day before this
broadcast, Mr. Brown said he received anotice of cancellation from
his sponsor, Johns-Manville Corp.,
effective Sept. 24. Following receipt of Mr. White's memo, he said,
he wrote to William S. Paley, CBS
president, asking to be released
from his contract not later than
World

Series

on

Protest

that date. This request was granted and became effective following
his final broadcast for JohnsManville last Friday.
Walter Winchell's attack on the
network's "no editorial opinion"
rule appeared in his column in the
New York Daily Mirror last Tuesday, wherein he stated, in part:
"Skipping for the minute the possible muzzling of free speech and
free press, the point comes up —
who owns the air? The idea seems
to prevail that certain wavelengths
are assigned to certain franchise
holders and can be taken away
from them if they operate contrary
to the public welfare. Since freedom of expression is guaranteed
in
the
Bill wonderer
of Rights,thatit CBS
doesn'tis
strike this
making the best use of its franchise when it orders a ban like
Declaring that the rule is dangerous in time of war, as a reporter for CBS might be "stopped
from attacking the poison of the
that."
paid
agents of Japan and Germany
and Italy," Winchell continued
that "aside from being a dangerous rule, it's a silly one. Any reporter worth a damn can outwit
such a nonsensical rule in an hour.
But that way lies vicious and irresponsible reporting.
"Radio has committed many
sins," he concluded, "but its record
on news has been swell. Now if it
reduces news reporting to the level
of some executives, then it'll be
time for the air to be purified."
One

Network

Maybank
by Senator
Opposed
WORD, Spartanburg, to Carry Games Following
Protest Submitted by Station to FCC
satisfactory coverage. The teleEFFORT by Senator Maybank
gram stated that an engineering
(D-S.C.) to make the World Series
available to all stations irrespec- survey had indicated WMRC does
tive of network affiliation was re- not have a satisfactory signal over
vealed last week in a letter the Camp Croft and Spartanburg.
Senator wrote to Judge KeneThe situation was resolved, howsaw Mountain Landis, baseball
ever, when Richard F. Connor, Muczar, in which he urged that an
tual station relations executive,
event of such universal public in- telegraphed WORD: "Please be
terest should not be confined to advised that neither Mutual nor
one network or particular group
WMRC have any objections to your
of stations. Judge Landis' reply carrying the world series broadwas not altogether satisfactory to
casts. Any arrangements you make
him, Senator Mavbank said, and he with the advertising agency, Maxhas written the Judge for clarifica- on, Inc., are acceptable to us." Mr.
tion.
Connor also telegraphed the FCC
to this effect after it had queried
Complaint to FCC
Mutual about the case.
Senator Maybank's view was
Plans are going ahead by Gillette
highlighted recently when Roger
to
purchase WORD to carry the
Shaffer, manager of WORD, tele- series
in addition to WMRC, acgraphed the FCC soliciting its cocording to Maxon.
operation in securing the series
R. A. Jolley, owner of WMRC
broadcasts for the 25,000 soldiers
of nearby Camp Croft and the citi- wrote Mutual Aug. 30, according
zens of Spartanburg. He said Mu- to the network, stating that WMRC
tual had reportedly refused to feed would be glad to feed the series
to WORD if the station desired it
the series to WORD on the ground
that WMRC, 250-watt Greenville and explaining that WMRC had
station 30 miles distant, provided objected to the arrangement last
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Policy

Explained by White
Responsibility to Serve the
Public Interest Stressed
REITERATING the "long-established" CBS policy of forbidding
its commentators to editorialize the
news and thus influence the opinion
of the listener, Paul White, CBS
director of news broadcasts, last
Thursday spoke before a luncheon
meeting of the Assn. of Radio News
Analysts at the Hotel Algonquin,
New York.
His talk, in which he further explained the CBS news policy, followed closely on the heels of recent
criticism against it by such commentators as Walter Winchell and
H. V. Kaltenborn [Broadcasting,
Sept. 20].
Public Interest
"In view of the limitation on frequencies and the number of possible networks reaching coast tocoast audiences," Mr. White said,
"a considerable responsibility to
serve the public interest rests upon
individual station and network
managements. . . . Complete journalistic objectivity is probably only
an ideal, but the fact that it is
difficult if not impossible to attain
does not seem to me to impair the
ideal itself, nor excuse the broadcaster from a constant and vigilant effort to attain it.
"To sum up," Mr. White added,
in conclusion, "every item of genuine news interest, irrespective of
whom or what it affects, will be
presented fearlessly and fairly over
CBS. Our schedules are wide open
to the most partisan speakers on
every major controversial issue in
the news, where the battle of opinion can be wage as such (and
where it is announced as such).
This is most important to us because it eliminates the camouflaged propaganda that opinionated
reporters could otherwise insinuate
into a field which we think should
remain simon-pure, honestly objective, andthe
utterly
non-editorial."
After
meeting
Maj. George
Fielding Eliot, association president and CBS military commentator, was quoted as saying CBS has
not censored his scripts. William
L. Shirer, CBS commentator, voiced
a similar position, saying that he
hasn't "had any trouble".
year only
"because
was WMRC
represented to the
agency itthat
did not cover Camp Croft and
Spartanburg when we knew it did".
Troops
abroadof will
Mutual broadcast
the hear
WorldtheSeries
by shortwave under sponsorship of
Gillette. Red Barber, announcer of
seven consecutive World Series,
will do the play-by-play report.
Gillette paid $100,000 for radio
rights, which will be contributed
to the charity pool from which the
Red Cross will be chief beneficiary.
The series will open in New
York's Yankee Stadium Oct. 5.
• Broadcast
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Drive
Retail
Nationwide
Prepares
Mr. Morency, the campaign was
to gain industry-wide acceptance
116 Cities To Hear
in the retail field.
agreed upon on the most pretentious basis ever undertaken in raFollowing the Washington kickPresentation By
dio. The problems to be coped with,
off, 15 broadcasters, selected r.o
serve as masters of ceremonies for
it was agreed, were lack of underBroadcasters
the industry showings, will begin
standing of retailers' problems by
EADIO UNDERTAKES its most their sectional tours. These men,
broadcasters and, conversely, too
little knowledge of the uses of
ambitious drive for business — the carefully trained in their duties,
broadcast advertising on the part
retail field — with the world premier will go to specially arranged
of retailers.
of its retail promotion plan, in schools, one to be held in Detroit
Washington Oct. 12. Before the the week of Oct. 4 and another in
Five Sections
campaign is concluded Nov. 10, en- New York the week of Oct. 11,
The
master
showing of the plan
tailing an overhead of approxi- will be equipped with films and
consists of five sections: (1) The
mately $125,000, a coast-to-coast projectors and will work through
itinerary of 116 cities will have local committees of broadcasters.
History and Development of Retailbeen covered with master showings.
ing— a talking motion picture feaAlthough national networks and
turing Sheldon R. Coons; (2) DisRetailers and advertisers repre- their managed and operated statribution Tomorrow — a critical
senting a substantial percentage
tions, as well as many of the laranalysis of postwar problems by
of the entire field will have viewed
ger stations in the committee, probthe master of ceremonies, using
the Jam Handy-produced talking
ably will reap no real benefits from
motion picture and companion slide the campaign, because of national
prepared
charts;
"America
film.
Takes to the
Air" — (3)
a talking
slide
time commitments, they pitched SCANNING
FINAL PRINTS in film detailing the growth and deThe Washington premier, at the in whole-heartedly in helping to
velopment of broadcasting in the
Statler Hotel, culminates a year underwrite the project, according the radio industry's retail promotion film, "Air Force and the Re- United States; (4) "Why Radio
and one half of planning and pro- to the NAB committee breakdown.
tailer", Sheldon R. Coons (1) con- Works"- — a talking motion picture
duction by the Retail Promotion
sultant to the NAB Retail Promo- based on new and original research
Retail Dry Goods AsCommittee of the NAB, headed by The National
tion Committee, explains a point to
sociation joined in from the start,
Paul W. Morency, general manaMorency, committee chair- by the Office of Radio Research of
and gave the committee helpful Paul W.man. The
film will be shown for
ger of WTIC Hartford, and one cooperation all down the line.
the
first
time
at the Hotel Statler, Columbia U.; (5) "Retailing's
of the most aggressive men in raThe Washington committee hand- Washington, on Oct. 12, to an audi- Future
dio. Sheldon R. Coons, expert in
After intheRadio".
"closing commercial",
ence of retailers and broadcasters.
ling
the
premier
includes
Carleton
retailing and advertising, did the Smith WRC, Carl Burkland WTOP,
which
is item
five, to
"How
Do It"
booklets
designed
aid toretailers
spade work, assisted by Dr. Julius
Henry
Seay
WOL,
Ben
Baylor
ter
showings
are
to
be
made
have
in the use of broadcast advertisHirsch, economist and author of
been notified of the dates, and as
ing will be presented. These five
standard text books on distribution WMAL, and Ben Larson WWDC.
costs and Dr. Paul Lazarfeld of This showing will set the pattern soon as confirmations are received booklets are intended to convert
for all other presentations.
a complete schedule will be released. the interest engendered through the
Columbia U's radio research
C. E. Arney, Jr., NAB secretary- presentation into action by retailbranch. They made surveys among
Traveling M.C.'s
treasurer, was in New York last
ers. They cover : How to Buy Radio
consumers, radio listeners, stations,
Broadcasters selected to serve as week arranging the itinerary.
radio advertisers and agencies.
Time ; How to Measure Radio AudiThe presentations are designed
Lewis H. Avery, director of masters of ceremonies for the travences; How to Promote Your Raeling sectional exhibits are M. F. to cement friendly relations and
dio Program; The Elements of a
Broadcast Advertising of the NAB
understanding between retailers Successful Radio Program; Radio
and secretary of "Chick" Allison WLW - WSAI,
the Retail Pro- Lewis H. Avery NAB, Harry Burke and broadcasters by showing in and Retailing in 1943.
The Committee appointed at the
detailed dramatic form the mutual
motion Commit- WOW, Donald D. Davis WHB,
NAB Convention in Cleveland in
tee, has coordi- James Gaines NBC, Arthur Hull problems of both. The whole plan
nated the plan- Hayes WABC, Kingsley F. Horton is one of rendering a service to May, 1942, to study the whole retail problem and to recommend a
ning work under WEEI, Walter Johnson WTIC, retailers that will produce results
course of action, headed by Mr.
the immediate di- John Nell WOR, John M. Outler for both client and medium.
included:
rection of Mr. WSB, Clyde Pemberton KFJZ,
Inertia in use of radio by retail- Morency,
Robert E. Bausman WISH, Gene L.
William C. Roux NBC, Frank
ers
led
to
the
launching
of
the
proCagle, Texas State Network; Dietrich
Morency. A bird's
eye view of the Webb KDKA, Frank P. Wright
KTRI, John Esau KTUL, James V.
motion plan at the NAB Conven- Dirks
San Francisco Retail Radio BurMcConnell
NBC, Kenneth K. Hackathorn
tion
in
Cleveland
in
May,
1942.
project,
supWHK-WCLE,
Arthur Hull Hayes WABC,
Mr. Avery
eau, and E. Y. Flanigan WSPD.
Following an exhaustive study by Walter Johnson WTIC. C. L. McCarthy
ported by more
than 400 stations,
KQW, John M. Outler Jr. WSB, Oliver
All the cities in which the mas- an industry committee headed by Runchey
KOL, William Crawforl WOR,
has been given broadcasters at disand Lewis H. Avery, director of broadcast
trict meetings held during the last
advertising NAB, who was named secrefew weeks.
tary of the Committee.
SHOWINGS OF RETAIL PLAN
The Advisory Committees which
Preview to 1,000
prepared specialized data were:
The premier in Washington un- LIST of cities to be covered in the
Advisory Committee of Time Buyers on
NEBRASKA— Lincoln, Omaha.
der the auspices of Washington sta- sectional presentations of the NAB
NEW HAMPSHIRE— Manchester.
StudyAyres,
of Purchase
— Charles
T.
Ruthrauffof &Radio
RyanTime
Inc.;
Carlos
NEW
JERSEY—
Newark.
tions will be before a representa- Retail Promotion Plan through
Franco, Young & Rubicam Inc.; John D.
NEW
YORK—
Albany,
Buffalo,
New
York. Rochester. Utica.
tive audience of retailers, indus- Nov. 10:
Hymes, Foote, Cone & Beijing; Thomas
H. Lynch, Wm. Esty Co.; William B.
NORTH
CAROLINA
— Asheville,
trial and government officials exlotte, Durham,
Fayetteville,
New CharBern, Maillefert, Compton Advertising Co.; J.
ALABAMA — Mobile, Montgomery.
pected to exceed 1,000. Thereafter,
JamesLinnea
Neale,Nelson,
Blaekett-Sample-Hummert;
ARKANSAS— Little Rock.
Raleigh,
Winston-Salem.
J. Walter Thompson
Los Angeles, Oakland,
showings will be made in 120 cities SanCALIFORNIA—
NORTH DAKOTA— Fargo, Grand Forks. Miss
Co.; Lou J. Nelson, Wade Advertising
Diego,
San
Francisco.
OHIO
—
Akron,
Canton,
Cincinnati,
CleveAgency.
having a population of 75,000 and
COLORADO — Denver.
land, Columbus, Dayton, Springfield, Toleover. It was estimated that more
Advisory
Committee
of Promotionof ExecuCONNECTICUT— Bridgeport, Hartford.
do, Youngstown.
tives on Study
of Merchandising
Retail
FLORIDA
—
Gainesville,
Jacksonville,
OKLAHOMA—
Oklahoma City, Tulsa.
Radio
Programs
and
on
Sales Promotion
—B.
than 25,000 of the country's lead- Miami.
PENNSYLVANIA
—
Altoona,
PhiladelM.
F.
Allison
WLW-WSAI.
Charles
ing retailing and radio executives
GEORGIA— Atlanta, Columbus, Macon.
phia, Pittsburgh.
Brown
NBC,
Thomas
D.
Connolly
CBS,
INDIANA
—
Evansville,
Fort
Wayne,
RHODE ISLAND— Providence.
will view the presentation.
Creamer WOR, B. J. Hauser BLUE.
Indianapolis.
SOUTH CAROLINA — Charleston, Co- Joseph
Aavisory Committee of Program ManThe comprehensive survey and
IOWA — Cedar Rapids, Davenport, Des
lumbia,
Greenville,
Snartansburg.
agers cessful
on Study
of the Elements
SucDubuque, Fort Dodge, Sioux City.
TENNESSEE — Bristol, Chattanooga,
showing will disclose to retailers Moines,
Radio Program
— Harold ofL.a Fair
KANSAS— Wicbita.
Kingsport, Knoxville. Memphis, Nashville, WHO, chairman,
William J. Adams WCHS,
how radio can serve them, as the
KENTUCKY— Louisville
TEXAS — Austin, Beaumont. Dallas, El Douglas Coulter CBS, Robert L. KenLOUISIANA — New Orleans, Shreveport.
Paso, Fort Worth, San Antonio.
largest single industrial entity in
nett WHAS, Clarence L. Menser NBC,
MAINE
—
Portland.
Herbert C. Rice WGR-WKBW. Ray ShanUTAH— Provo.
the nation, in the same way it has
MARYLAND— Baltimore.
VIRGINIA
—
Danville,
Lynchburg,
Newnon KQV, M. T. Williams WSPD.
MASSACHUSETTS— Boston, Fall River,
served practically all other fields
Advisory Committee of Sales Managers
port News, Norfolk, Richmond. Roanoke.
Greenfield,
Pittsfield, Springfield, WorcesWASHINGTON
—
Seattle,
Spokane,
Taon
Study
Station
to WSB,
B°t<ul
ter.
engaged in merchandising of prodAdvertisers —of-John
M. Services
Outler Jr.
coma.
MICHIGAN— Flint, Kalamazoo.
ucts and services. Radio, while
chairman, Frank R. Bowes WBZ, Donald
WEST
VIRGINIA—
Beckley,
Charleston,
MINNESOTA— Albert Lea, Duluth, Min- Huntington, Parkersburg, Wheeling.
D. Davis WHB, Dietrich Dirks KTRI,
steadily increasing its clientele
neapolis, St. Paul.
George H. Frey NBC, Arthur Hull Hayes
WISCONSIN — La Crosse, Milwaukee,
among retailers, has not been able
MISSOURI— Kansas City, St. Louis.
CBS, William F. Malo WDRC.
Racine, Wausau.
Radio
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Approval
FCC
Cites Stand
On

Freedom

of

Speech
ACQUISITION of the BLUE Network Co. by Edward J. Noble from
RCA for an 8 million dollar cash
figure was seen as a virtual certainty despite a cuffing given the
New York broadcaster-industrialist
on network programming policies
at the concluding hearing before
the FCC sitting en banc in Washington last Monday.
Obviously using the hearing as
a vehicle for commitments on future policies of the BLUE regarding sale of time for exploitation of
"ideas" as well as products, FCC
Chairman James Lawrence Fly
held the record on the tranfer
hearing open until Mr. Noble supplies a broad statement of proposed policy on "freedom of
speech". Mr. Noble was subjected
to the same sort of questioning,
largely by Chairman Fly and Commis ioner C. J. Durr, as that fired
at Mark Woods, BLUE president,
during his appearance Sept. 10.
Code Criticized
There appeared to be no basis
upon which the Commission could
deny the tranfer, which involves
only the assignment of the licenses
of the three BLUE-owned stations
— WJZ New York, WENR Chicago, and KGO San Francisco. It
was expected however, that the
opinion, supported at least by a
majority of the Commission, would
criticize sharply the provisions of
the NAB Code of Ethics, adhered
to in principle by the networks.
These provisions deny sale of
time for discussion of controversial issues, and exclude membership organizations, such as labor
unions or cooperative groups from
using the air for spreading of their
ideologies and solicitation of membership.
Because Mr. Noble's agreement
with three New York banks covering a loan of 4 million dollars expires Nov. 1, it was expected that
Commission action would be forthcoming prior to that time. Mr. Noble's statement of policy regarding sale of time to labor unions,
cooperatives and other groups not
identified with brand name exploitation, it is anticipated, will be
filed within a fortnight.
Several points were clared up
first hand by Mr. Noble in his
testimony. These included:
(1) Retention of the name
"BLUE Network Co." for the forseeable future. American Broadcasting System Inc. is simply a
holding company and there is no
present idea of substituting that
name for the BLUE.
(2) Executive personnel of the
BLUE, including Mark Woods as
president and Edgar Kobak as exPage 12 • September

Seen
Is
Noble
to
Sale
Blue
Mitchell,
Jergens
agency, that it
network
was
purchased
as
a
going
ecutive vice-president will be retained.
concern based on "ordinary public should have the program. Mr.
Woods explained that WRAL
(3) Mr. Noble has no immediate
plan of taking in partners on the
Despite repeated statements by sought only the Winchell program
but, despite neBLUE. On a long-range basis he Mr.
practices".
Noble that he had an "open at full cardgotiations,rate
had not come to terms
proposes to offer stock amounting
mind" on the whole matter of proto less than control, to the BLUE
gram acceptance, Mr. Fly insisted on a regular affiliation agreement
management, to affiliates of the upon nailing him down by citing with the BLUE.
The whole tenor of the two days
network and, possibly later on, to
specific program sponsors as com- of hearing on the BLUE transfer
the public.
pared to hypothetical leagues or
(4) James H. McGraw Jr., chair- organizations which might desire was viewed as tying in the newlyman of McGraw-Hill, business pa- to spread their gospels via radio. found authority of the FCC stemming from the May 10 Supreme
per publishers, was definitely in- He took the position that time
terested in acquiring the BLUE
Court opinion on the network regshould be available to such organulations. This opinion, forming the
with Mr. Noble but dropped out
izations, labor unions included,
at the eleventh hour because of
basis for the industry drive for
where they have "ideas" to sell in remedial legislation at this session,
health. He is "definitely and per- the public interest.
appears to give the Commission
manently" out of the picture and
will not join in the venture.
control over the "composition of
Sale of regulations
'Ideas'
The network
came
(5) An independent survey will
the traffic" over the air, dealing
into
focus
during
the
hearings,
be made by Mr. Noble of Blue Netwith programs. It also confers exwork program policies with a view with Mr. Woods recalled to the
pansive powers relating to busito evolution of standards that will stand in connection with station
ness operations of the industry
best serve the public interest.
complaints on refusal of the BLUE
upon the Commission.
(6) Mr. Noble has no plans on to provide programs desired over
Renewed efforts by Philip Hanfuture additional financing, par- these non-network outlets by ad- delman, New York attorney repticularly in connection with new
vertisers. These related particuresenting Donald Flamm, former
broadcasting services, but is in a
larly to the Jergens-sponsored Wal- owner of WMCA, in his suit
ter
Winchell
program
Sunday
position himself to acquire funds
against Mr. Noble seeking recision
through his own resources.
nights. A case cited by both Chair- of the latter's purchase of WMCA
man Fly and Commissioner Paul in 1941, were unceremoniously
(7) The $8,000,000 price established for the BLUE did not em- Walker as a "violation" of the net- blocked by Chairman Fly at last
work regulations involved WRAL
brace a separate figure for each
Monday's hearing. Mr. Handelman
of the three owned stations and he Raleigh, Mutual outlet, which
sought to appear in his own right
sought
the
Winchell
program
and
as an attorney and a citizen on the
had made no attempt to "reconconvinced
Lennen &
struct" values for the stations. The evidently
question
of Mr. Mr.
Noble's
own
a network.
Fly, fitness
however,to
was all prepared with a formal
opinion he read, and excluded any
Cox
Probe
Invites FCC
Side in
statement by the New York counsel. A subsequent petition to intervene filed by Mr. Handelman was
Testimony
on RID
and
FBIS
tentatively denied prior to adjournment of the hearing, but a formal
Hearings Expected to Resume In Washington This
ruling would ensue from the Commission, Mr. Fly declared.
Week With Craven on Stand at Start
CIO Statement
RESUMPTION of hearings in that FBIS functions be curtailed.
Washington by the House Select But he urged that some war agenA prepared statement by Len
Committee investigating the FCC
cy be authorized to carry on those deCaux, national publicity director
is expected this week. The FCC, FBIS activities considered impor- of CIO, was placed in the record
it was learned, has been invited to
tant by the war agencies them- prior to adjournment. Mr. deCaux
present its side of the case involv- selves.
reiterated previous CIO statements regarding industry policy on
ing activities of the Radio IntelliMeanwhile, Chairman Wheeler of
gence Division and the Foreign the Senate Interstate Commerce
sale of time to labor organizations.
Broadcast Intelligence Service.
Committee disclosed that hearings He criticized present practices and
While no date has been set, it on the White-Wheeler bill, original- flayed particularly the NAB Code.
was learned at Cox Committee
ly slated to begin May 25, have He advocated more free time for
(Continued on page 24)
headquarters that a meeting of the been again postponed. The Senator
indicated
that
it
will
be
four
or
five man investigating group would
five weeks before he can go ahead
be held probably today (Monday)
with the hearings to start a day with the hearings.
or two afterward. Absence from
Senator Wheeler explained that
Washington last week of Rep. Wig- other legislative matters will deglesworth (R.-Mass.) precluded
mand his attention in the immedithe setting of a resumption date.
ate future. He referred to his bill
to delay the drafting of fathers,
Garey to Call Craven
debate on which is expected to beIt was expected that the Comgin on the floor of the Senate this
mittee general counsel, Eugene L. week, and a bill concerning railGarey, first would call Commisroad rates, on which hearings have
sioner T. A. M. Craven to the
not
yet
been concluded.
stand to resume his interrogation
Senator White (R-Me.), who
on the so-called war activities of
the FCC, begun last July. In his had hoped to begin hearings on the
measure by Oct. 1 [Broadcasting,
previous appearance Commissioner
New York
Craven, often at loggerheads with Sept. 20] was out of town last CONGRATULATING
Columnist Ed Sullivan (right) on
Chairman Fly on matters of policy, week.
his first Ed Sullivan Entertains
said he would be disposed to follow
Preliminary conversations have program on CBS, is William G.
the recommendation of the joint been held by Mr. Garey and Charles Mennen,
president of the Mennen
chiefs of staff that RID activities
Co., sponsor of the Monday night
(Continued
on
page
58)
celebrity
interviews.
be transferred to the military and

of
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Puts
Radio
Columbia Studio Traces
Film Success to
Novelty Spots
WHEN executives of Columbia
Pictures Corp. in New York, sat
down last March to figure out what
promotion to use for the spring release of "The More the Merrier",
they little thought they would hit
on an advertising scheme resulting
in the largest gross ever taken in
by any Columbia picture.
According to Nate G. Spingold,
vice-president of Columbia Pictures, promotion on the film posed
a definite problem. The story was
not based on any well-known book
or event about which the public
could have any previous knowledge,
and therefore, it was necessary to
select a medium with an alreadyestablished audience, a large percentage of which could be counted
upon as part of the movie-going
public.
A second phase of the promotion
problem was to discover a technique geared to the high comedy
angle of the picture itself, the story
of a girl living in war-crowded
Washington who patriotically
shares her apartment with two
strange men.
Radio Solves Problem
Radio in the form of 53 programs
commanding established audiences
solved the problem. Highly amusing one-minute announcements
which registered high in the Gallup
Audience Research Poll of "publicity penetration", overcame the
second requirement. Results were
"more than satisfying", Mr. Spingold stated, adding that "radio was
definitely the major factor in the
amazing success of the picture."
After executives agreed on radio
as the prime medium backed up by
newspaper ads plus local merchandising, the question arose as to
which programs to use in which
cities.
Columbia Pictures because of its
branch locations divided the United
States territorially to cover 31 key
cities; programs in 53 cities were
chosen on the basis of popularity
and established audience, and the
final result was a simultaneous
campaign promoting "The More
The Merrier", actually covering
290 cities day and date bookings
throughout the country. Total advertising appropriation for the picture was $150,000, $90,000 of which
went to radio.
Quarter-hour news programs
were scheduled in the majority of
cases, and where newscasts were
unavailable, 5 and 10-minute programs were purchased, ranging
from Hollywood "chit-chat" shows
to recorded musical programs. The
radio campaign started April 5 on
a nationwide basis, and ran eight
weeks prior to the picture's release
between May 12 and May 17.
This eight-week schedule was especially arranged to allow for six
Page 14 • September
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ur
Seymo
tor
Jrress
- Kadio
Retained By Committee In
GIRL'S VOICE: "Did you say Place of Judge Thacher
APPOINTMENT of Whitney
Dingle."
ANNOUNCER
: "No, Dingle
Dingle you
! D-i-n-g1-e
! And the nicest
ever North Seymour, senior partner of
the firm of Simpson, Thacher &
Tingle?"
heard
of ... blurb,
"
Another
not using the Bartlett of New York, as associate
"Dingle" theme —
counsel of the Newspaper-Radio
ANNOUNCER: "How did you meet Committee, replacing Judge Thomthe person you love? Was it on the
as D. Thacher, was announced last
way from the shower to your spare
bedroom? If that sounds funny . . . week by Harold Hough WBAPit is ! And that's how girl-meets-boy KGKO Fort Worth, chairman of
in 'The More The Merrier' . . ."
the steering committee of the newsThese "teaser" announcements,
paper group.
which ran on a schedule of two to
Explaining that Judge Thacher
seven days weekly in the 53 select- had retired from private practice
ed cities, were included in the large and had recently been appointed
list surveyed weekly for "publicity by Governor Dewey to the New
York Court of Appeals, Mr. Hough
penetration" by Audience Research
Inc., New York. Reports to Columwould be assobia Pictures from ARI showed that said Mr.ciatedSeymour
with Sydney Kaye and A.
the reiteration of the word
M. Herman of Fort Worth as com"Dingle" had contributed to an unmittee counsel. The latter two atusually fast and sharp gain in
torneys have been connected with
"publicity penetration". Of all the the committee since April 1941
people surveyed by ARI, 54% had when preparations were made for
heard of the picture "The More The the FCC's investigation into the
Merrier", before it was shown, advisability of newspaper ownerwhile 78% of that group had exship of broadcasting stations, the
pressed adesire to see it.
record on which has not yet been
There was only one hitch in pur- closed.
chasing programs and time in the
Appearance Expected
entire eight-week setup. This occurred in New York where WABC
Mr. Hough announced that Mr.
had been originally scheduled. At Seymour's first appearance for the
the last moment, WABC notified Committee will probably be in
Columbia of a policy permitting Washington during the coming
hearings before the Senate Interonly "temperate
andorrestrained"
commercials
before
after its
state Commerce Committee on the
news broadcasts during wartime, White- Wheeler Bill (S-814) for
which necessitated a shift in sched- Act.
writing of a new Communications
ule to WJZ's five times weekly
6:40-6:45 p.m. The Name You Will
A graduate of the U. of WisconRemember program.
sin and Columbia U. Law School,
Other than this, the campaign
Mr. Seymour became associated
worked out so smoothly that only
Thacher and BartTIMID VOICE: "Did you say two persons in Columbia's adver- with lettSimpson,
in 1923 and became a member
Dingle."
tising department were required to of the firm in 1929. In 1931 he was
ANNOUNCER : "No. Dingle ! D-i-n-g- supervise it after preliminary plans Assistant Solicitor General of the
Tingle?"
1-e ! "The More The Merrier' proves
that in crowded Washington two jok- had been settled. And, Columbia re- United States under Judge Thachers and a queen are not only three of
ports, the picture received about
er, resigning in May, 1933, at which
a kind, they're also a full-house $60,000 worth of free promotion
time he returned to his firm.
. . ." etc.
announcements, together with speMr. Seymour has engaged chiefly
And another —
cial program promotion and display in trial work in state and federal
ANNOUNCER : " 'The More The merchandising, not measurable in courts and has appeared before
Merrier' — it's the funniest and most
delightfully delectable love story you terms of cash outlay. Mr. Spingold commissions and administrative
ever saw ... a romance that's abso- said, "Radio certainly did the job."
agencies. He has argued many cases
in the Supreme Court of the United
States as Assistant Solicitor General and some cases since then. He
is member of the law faculty of
Yale U. A past chairman on the
committee of admissions, and of
the executive committee of the. association of the Bar of New York,
Mr. Seymour at the present is
member of the Grievance Committee. He is chairman of the Committee on Civil Rights of the New
York Bar Association and Chairman of the Committee on Legal
Education of the New York County
Lawyers Association. He also is
a member of the Board of Directors
of the Legal Aid Society and treatute. surer of the practicing Law InstiOCCASION WHEN COMMENTATOR listens was provided when Eugene V. Sasseville (r), general manager of Willson-Chase Co., St. THE WAR Production Board has
Petersburg, Fla., department store, read one-year contract just signed announced the appointment of Harold
for week-day broadcasts by Maj. George Robinson (second from left), R. Sharpe, Philadelphia, as assistant
news analyst of WSUN. Also listening in on the fun are Mrs. Vera New, director for labor, of its Radio &
Radar Division.
WSUN sales staff, and Norman E. Brown, manager of WSUN.

Picture
Over
weeks of advance "teaser" announcements, and two weeks of
plugs while the picture played at
the first run theatre and for the
subsequent playing at neighborhood
theatres. Authorized by Carrol Carroll of J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Hollywood, and two other writers,
commercial spots (80) were prepared in advance of the campaign
so that Columbia could prepare a
merchandising folder for managers
of the 53 radio stations, and for
managers of the company's branches. This folder contained preliminary examples of the unusual announcements, which ranged from
30 seconds to one-minute in length,
with numerous suggestions on advance and "after-opening" promotion.
The campaign for "The More The
Merrier" stands out among picture
promotions for the ingenuity and
humor in the commercials. Columbia felt it had a "selling" story,
with three such stars as Jean Arthur, Joel McCrea and Charles
Coburn, and a well-known comedy
director, George Stevens. All of
these naturally received considerable mention, but in writing the
blurbs, Columbia hit on the idea
of using "Dingle" — Coburn's name
in the picture — as the theme of
most of the announcements. For example :
ANNOUNCER: "If you think a
Dingle's stupid . . . then you don't
believe in Cupid. If you don't believe
in Cupid . . . then you're not the type
who laughs . . . and if you're not
the type who laughs . . . you're not
the type to see "The More The Merrier", the only
picture toingive
the you
worlda
absolutely
guaranteed
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81.5%

OF
Some

THE

VOTES

!

National Accounts

Now

Students

On W-l-T-H

of a Baltimore

college recently

PI

polled themselves on Sports Broadcasters.
Medrex

lit

Dr. Pierce
Seaboard

Bill Dyer, Station W-I-T-H's
received 81.5% of the votes!

Finance

Mercirex

Which

Resinol

commentator

only proves what so many advertisers have learned from sales results:

Stanback
Sunway

STATION

Vitamins

W-I-T-H

LEADING
Royal Crown

IS BALTIMORE'S

SPORTS

STATION

Cola

Rem
■
Cold Medal

Capsules

True Story
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PEOPLE'S

VOICE

IN BALTIMORE

Supersuds
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Lane

Is

Director

CBS
Station Dept.
Akerberg Names Him to New
Post; J. G. Gude to Assist
IN A MOVE "to extend the scope
of the services which CBS gives to
its affiliated stations," Herbert V.
Akerberg, CBS vice-president in
charge of station relations, announced last week that Howard
Lane, for the past year central division manager of CBS station relations, has been named to the newly created post of director of station
relations for the entire network.
He will take over the position Oct.
1 in New York.
With CBS since August 1942 in
his present position, Mr. Lane was
previously with McClatchy Broadcasting Co., as business manager
of the company and of its five stations: KWG Stockton, KFBK Sacramento, KMJ Fresno, KERN
Bakersfield, all in California, and
KOH Reno. He was also a member
of the editorial staff of the McClatchy newspapers. No successor
has been named to fill Mr. Lane's
position in Chicago.
In announcing the department's
reorganization and expansion, Mr.
Akerberg stated that J. G. Gude,
of CBS station relations, will become assistant director of the department, while William A. Schudt
Jr. and Edwin Buckalew will remain as eastern and western division managers, respectively.

MR. LANE
Ralston Spots
RALSTON PURINA Co., St. Louis
< cereal) on Sept. 7 started a threeweek announcement series on WLS
WMAQ WGN WKBW WGR
WBEN. On Oct. 5 the company
will sponsor newscasts thrice-weekly on WEAF and twice-weekly on
WABC, both for 52 weeks. Agency
is Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
A. E. STALEY MFG. Co.. Decatur,
HI., beginning Nov. 29 will sponsor a
quarter-hour program Mondays through
Fridays for 52 weeks on the BLUE
network at 10:15 a.m. Agency is
Blaekett-Sample-Huinmert, Chicago.
Page 16 • September

SOME OF THE RADIO station managers and representatives who met
in Chicago last week to discuss elimination of "cowcatcher and hitchhiker" commercial announcements with William B. Way, vice-president
and general manager of KVOO Tulsa, are (standing, 1 to r) : John Gillin,
WOW Omaha; Sheldon Hickox, NBC New York; Maurice Corken, WHBF
Rock Island; C. W. (Chuck) Myers, KOIN Portland; Herb Hollister,
KANS Wichita; Gustav Brandbord, KVOO Tulsa; Dean Upson, WSM
Nashville; David Stone, KSTP St. Paul. (Seated, 1 to r) : A. W. Kaney,
NBC Chicago; Walter Damm, WTMJ Milwaukee; Howard Chernoff,
WCHS Charleston; Hugh Feltis, KOIL-KFAB; Kenyon Brown, KOMA
Oklahoma City; William Way; Harry Stone, WSM Nashville; Lee
Coulson, WHAS Louisville; and John Shepard 3d, chairman of the
board, Yankee Network.

Station

Group

Takes

Action

Against
Net ?Annoyance'
Spots
Nashville; W. Lee Coulson,
WHAS,
INSPIRED by the recent "pioneerLouisville;
John
Shepherd
3d,
ing action" taken by CBS to stop
Yankee Network ; John J. Gillin Jr.,
"cow-catcher" and "hitch-hike" announcements on commercial CBS
WOW, Omaha; Sheldon Hickox,
NBC station relations, New York;
programs, leading station owners
A. W. Kaney, NBC Chicago; C.
and managers gathered in Chicago
last Monday, unanimously adopted
W. Myers, KOIN-KALE, Portland;
four resolutions to eliminate
Herb Hollister, KANS Witchita;
Maurice J. Corken, WHBF Rock
"listener annoyance". The meeting
Island; Gus Brandborg, KVOO
was called at the request of WillTulsa.
iam B. Way, vice-president and
Another meeting of this group
general manager of KVOO Tulsa,
was scheduled to take place at a
and author of the "Broadcasters'
future date for a report on results
Declaration of Independence."
of the action authorized in the
The resolutions adopted were:
resolutions. The resolutions com1. Be it resolved by the stations
mittee comprises Messrs. Damm,
here assembled that the policy as
announced by the CBS Sept. 20, Shepherd and Feltis.
relating to cow catcher and hitchhiker announcements be and is
PROCEEDINGS END
hereby enthusiastically commended
IN WOKO RENEWAL
and endorsed as being in the best
interests of better radio broadcastLICENSE RENEWAL proceeding and public service.
ings for WOKO Albany, N. Y., to
determine
who has owned its stock
Others, Too
since it was licensed 13 years ago,
2. Be it also resolved that all ended in Washington last Thursday with denial by R. K. Phelps of
other radio networks be urged to
adopt a policy to accomplish the Kansas City that he had at any
time owned or received any divisame results.
dends from the 240 shares of stock
3. In the interest of public serv- registered with the FCC by WOKO
ice and good radio broadcasting, it in the name of Mr. Phelps, a
is further resolved that all cow- brother-in-law of Sam Pickard, excatcher and hitchhiker announceRadio Commissioner and CBS vicements be eliminated from local and president. He also denied that he
national spot programs, both live had ever been offered the stock or
any dividends from it as a gift.
and transcribed.
Actual owner of the stock, rep4. It is further resolved that in
resenting 24%, is Mr. Pickard, acorder to assist in accomplishing
cording to previous testimony. He
these purposes copies of these reso- was assigned the stock in 1931 for
lutions be forwarded to all sta- services in arranging an affiliation
tions, advertising agencies, tran- contract for WOKO with CBS
[Broadcasting, July 12]. Before
scription producers, station repre1934 the stock was registered in
sentatives, networks and the memof various other stockbers of the Planning & Advisory the nameholders of WOKO.
Committees of each network.
In July, 1934 the stock was
Among the broadcasters present
at the meeting, presided over by transferred to Mr. Phelps following adoption of an order by the
Mr. Way were Walter J. Damm,
FCC that a statement of all stockWTMJ, Milwaukee; Howard Cherholders in broadcasting stations be
noff, West Virginia Network; Ken- reported to the Commission. Applications for a station license had
yon Brown, KOMA, Oklahoma
required that only holdings of 10%
City; Harry Stone, WSM, Nash- or
over be reported.
ville; W. Lee Coulson, WHAS,
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DVRR RENEWS COX
OUSTER PETITION
(See Earlier Story on Page 12)
RELENTLESSLY pursuing the
campaign to have Rep. E. E. Cox
Select Committee to investigate
(D-Ga.) ousted as Chairman of the
the FCC, Commissioner C. J. Durr
last Friday again petitioned Speaker Rayburn to bring the matter before the House itself. The letter
came on the heels of an editorial
in the Washington Post the same
day, which
challenged
the "courage" of Speaker
Rayburn
and
called upon him to correct the
"blunder" in the most open and direct manner.
Mr. Durr in a nine-page release,
including letters previously sent to
Speaker Rayburn and to Chairman
Hatton W. Summers (D-Tex.) of
the House Judiciary Committee,
asserted he again appealed to the
Speaker because of previous action
of Chairman Sumners in holding
that his committee had no jurisdiction in the matter. Speaker Rayburn had referred the original petition to the Judiciary Committee
for action.
Mr. Durr filed his original petition on May 13. It was promptly
referred to the Judiciary Committee. He notified Speaker Rayburn,
that after four months, on Sept. 22
he was notified by Chairman Sumners that the opinion seemed general among members of the Committee that it had no jurisdiction
and no responsibility. Mr. Sumners said he concurred in this view.
The absence of procedure for presenting his petition before Congress would make the constitutional right of petition "meaningless", Mr. Durr continued. He said
he did not believe the House, with
full knowledge of the facts, would
endorse Congressman Cox as a suitable
as the of
Chairman orperson
eventoasserve
a member
the
Select Committee.
Songs for Vicks
VICK CHEMICAL Co. through
Morse International, is sponsoring
a transcribed musical program
Songs of Good Cheer, produced by
Frederic W. Ziv Inc., N. Y. Series
consists of 78 quarter-hour openend transcriptions, narrated by
Larry Eliot, and broadcast on WJR
WGAR WBEN WWL WDBJ
WFLA WCBS WTAR WFBM
WSFA WBRC.
Sill to WNEW
JERRY
Directorandofoperated
Promotion for SILL,
CBS owned
stations, has resigned and on Oct.
4 will become sales promotion
rector of WNEW,diNew York. Sill
replaces John
Fistere who joined the Office of
Strategic Services
i n Washington.
During his six
years at CBS, Sill
directed the
motion forprothe
Mr. Sill
CBS 0 tions,
& CBSO New
staEngland regional, Columbia Pacific
Network, and Radio Sales. In addition, he was the manager of the
station services in the station relations department.
• Broadcast
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This

is the

Army,

Mr.

Jones!

Not the way it looks — but the way it sounds. This
is the army marching to the front or tramping
down a dusty road. This is the army on parade up
Main Street.

sound effects devices that are so realistic, so authentic, so dramatic they will sound better than the real
thing, is a full time job for a staff of experts at NB C !

It fools you every time. When the command. "Company, ha— alt!" rings out, you hear hundreds of feet
stop in their tracks with a snap. When the Sergeant

sound made by man or nature— and your NBC
sound effects expert will reproduce it with absolute fidelity.

bellows, "On the double — march!" — you hear those
feet kicking up the dust just as if you were standing
beside them.

NBC has pioneered in the development of sound
effects; it has built up the largest and most complete

This is the army, Mr. Jones, the way you hear it on
your NB C radio programs. A few dozen sticks clicking against a board.
A clever gadget, to be sure. Yet the thought, the
skill, the experiments and the experience that went
into its creation would floor you! Because making

—The

Today, a script may

call for any conceivable

sound effects department in radio — for a very good
reason. Sound effects add drama, interest, and realism
to broadcasting. Good sound effects make a good
program better. And NBC is interested in offering
the best in broadcasting.
Which is one of the reasons why NBC

is "The

Network Most People Listen to Most."

National

Broadcasting

Company

Z ."- ■ f

ARMY AIRS "Gulfport Field on
the Air on WGCM Gulfport, Miss,
nine times weekly with four regularly scheduled programs. Handling
scripts, production and announcing on all shows are three members
of the Radio Section, Special Services Office, (1 to r) : S. Sgt. John
Gray, formerly of WDOD Chattanooga; S. Sgt. Lanny Pike, formerly of WGAN Portland, Me.;
Sgt. Charlie Edwards who was
with WGST Atlanta.
Hudnut Adds
RICHARD HUDNUT SALES Co.,
New York, is expanding its spot
schedule for Three Flower Face
Powder Sept. 27 with spot announcements on five stations in
Spokane, Denver, Shreveport and
Birmingham. Continuing on KTRH
Houston, and WJAX Jacksonville,
Hudnut is adding KGA KHQ KLZ
KWKH WBRC. Increase ind-'cates
a let-up in priority limitations on
talc supplies. Cosmetic firm's network program on CBS, Hollywood
Showcase, was discontinued a year
ago because of severe restrictions
on powder ingredients. Agency is
Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.
Promotes Gro-Pup
FAVORITE of the early jazz era,
"Has Anybody Here Seen Kelly?"
has been adapted to radio to introduce Kellogg Co.'s pellet-form GroPup. Tune was tailored to fit Kellie, the pup pictured on the GroPup dog food box. Six musical
Gro-Pup commercials — in barber
shop quartette style— and six dialogue commercials have started on
WJIM WIBM WGIL WLOK
WMAN WLBC. Product is also
promoted on 104 BLUE stations on
Kellogq News. Agency is Kenyon &
Eckhardt, New York.

QUICK

AS

FRYING

WEIEAWD PROTESTS
WAC ADVERTISING
A COMPLAINT against Government WAC recruiting advertising
in newspapers as being discriminatory to radio has been made to
Palmer Hoyt, Domestic Director of
OWI, by Jonas Weiland, owner of
WFTC Kinston, N. C. Inquiries
last week to Mr. Hoyt's office disclosed that a reply to a letter received from Mr. Weiland would
soon be forthcoming.
The letter follows:
Dear Mr. Hoyt:
A situation arose yesterday, which I
think is very unfair to the broadcasters.
An officer
WAC'sand approached
station
for insomethe spots
a program ourto
aid them in their recruiting on a sustaining basis. In order to aid the war
effort, we gave them the time.
We asked th=m first whether they were
buying any space and they said no. They
were quite surprised, as were we, when
the same afternoon there appeared a
paid ad in the local paper, which was
pai 1 for by the War Department.
We think this is very unfair and at
first in anger, I cancelled the program
and theblame
spots.us The
of the WAC's
didn't
one officers
bit.
However. I decided that in spite of the
fact that this was very unfair, we would
co-operate with these WACs because of the
great job they are doing in the war effort
and their need for further enlistments.
Bell Campaign
NUMBER of Bell Telephone System companies throughout the
country are using radio as part of
a campaign recruiting employes.
This is the third Bell spot campaign of its kind — the others were
the "Don't Telephone" and "Red
Book" campaigns. Example of the
radio activities of the state companies is Illinois Telephone Co.,
with transcribed announcements on
eight stations in Chicago and one
each in Rockford and Rock Island
starting Sept. 26. Agency is N. W.
Ayer & Son.
Tender Leaf on CBS
STANDARD BRANDS, New York,
returns to CBS for the first time
since 1932 as sponsor of The Story
of Mary Marlin, for Tender Leaf
Tea. The serial was last broadcast
Sept. 24 on NBC for Procter &
Gamble and starts Sept. 27 on a
39-station hook-up oi CBS in the
Monday through Friday 3-3:15
p.m. period. Agency is 3. Walter
Thompson Co., New York.

A

PORK

CHOP

Is the Answering of CBS' Latest Questionnaire
On Merits of Sustaining Programs
AS A FURTHER step to improve
gram CBS has on the air today"
sustaining programs, CBS last or "has ever put on the air?"
The booklet also asks what the
week mailed 10 questions to all
managers of CBS stations.
managers think of CBS' new cue
In convenient booklet form, and —"This is CBS . . . The Columbia
Broadcasting System" and whether
titled "BeUeve It Or Not I Am
manager would be inWaiting For a Pork Chop" (which the station
terested in seeing a summary of
CBS suggests a station man might
be doing while he fills out the an- the answers to these questions.
Other recent CBS moves for proswers), the questionnaire includes
gram service improvement include
queries on: "Which of the follow- the appointment of William B.
ing program types do you believe
Lewis to a special 12-month asare enjoyed by the audience to your
signment to study radio program
station?" — "Has CBS been giving service for CBS, and the setting up
you 'too many, too few, or about of the program relations division
enough' of each program type . . ." under the direction of Robert L.
Kennett.
— "What is the best sustaining proPage 18 • September
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CBS

Program

Announced

Survey

by William

Itinerary
B.Lewis

Selection of 50 Cities for Study was Placed
In Hands of Research Expert Elmo Roper
AFTER A MONTH of preliminary the time available. Mr. Roper, Mr.
Lewis reports, said further that
planning, William B. Lewis, for- "if you will spend some time in the
mer assistant director of OWI, on
hearts of these communities there
October 3 begins his first-hand
tionwidenasurvey is little chance you will ever be
guilty of passing judgment on
of radio program
service under American opinion with a warped
special assignment by CBS, or Mr.
biased
mind."
Lewis
declared that in each
which will carry city he would talk with broadcasthim to some 50
ers, public leaders and typical listeners, in every walk of life, carecities. The surfully chosen to give a fully reprevey, first ever
sentative cross section of the inundertaken
on so
dustrial, economic, agricultural
broad a basis,
was announced by and social life of every community.
Mr. Lewis
Despite several invitations to speak
CBS President
William S. Paley early last month, during his travels, Mr. Lewis said
he has declined such engagements
bringing the former CBS vice-pres- since his only function during the
ident in charge of programs back
to the network for a one year as- year will be to "listen."
Mr. Lewis' itinerary follows:
signment, results of which will be
MIDDLE ATLANTIC
made available for the benefit of
radio as a whole.
Oct. 3-6. Utica, N. Y.; Oct. 7-9, CanaN. Y.;
10-13 N.
Binghamton,
Mr. Lewis, who had been promi- joharie,
N. Y.; Oct.
14-16Oct.Liberty,
Y.; Oct.
nently mentioned for an NAB exec17-20, Wilmington. Del.; Oct 21-23 Shamoutive post in the event a change kin, Pa.; Oct. 31-Nov. 6 Pittsburgh, Pa.
was made in the presidency of the
EAST NORTH CENTRAL
trade association, set up by the
Nov. 7-13, Cleveland. Ohio; Nov. 14-17,
OWI Radio Bureau and its alloca- Madison, Wis.; Nov. 18-20, Kewanee, 111.;
21-24, Terre Haute. Inl.; Nov. 25-27,
tion plans, which have been highly Nov.
Hamilton, Ohio; Nov. 28, Cincinnati, Ohio
(no
survey);
Nov. 29-Dec. 1, Rushsylvania,
commended. An expert in programming, he also is familiar with the Ohio; Dec. 2-5, Flint, Mich.
agency field, where he served prior SOUTH ATLANTIC AND EAST
SOUTH CENTRAL
to
joining CBS.
retirement
from Since
CBS Mr.
two Lewis'
years
Jan. 9-11, Sumter, S. C; Jan. 12-15,
Ga.; Jan. 16-22, Atlanta, Ga.;
ago, Mr. Paley himself has super- Augusta,
23-27, Birmingham, Ala.; Jan. 28-31,
vised program operations of the Jan.
Pensacola, Fla.; Feb. 1-3, Hattiesburg,
Miss.; Feb. 4-6, New Orleans (no survey).
network.
WEST SOUTH CENTRAL
Typical Communities
Feb. 7-9, Lafayette, La.; Feb. 10-12,
The goal of the Lewis survey is Beaumont,
Texas; Feb. 13, Galveston, Tex.
(no survey); Feb. 14-19, Dalla=: Feb. 20to
learn
on
the*
scene
the
opinions
of listeners and broadcasters on 23, San Angelo, Texas; Feb. 24-26, LubTexas; Feb.
(En Route); Feb.
Bluff,27,Ark.
, 28program services now rendered to Mar. 2,bock,Pine
check new ideas and suggestions
WEST NORTH CENTRAL
and responses for its future imApr. 3-5, Hibbirg, Minn.; Apr. 6-8,
Austin, Minn.; Apr. 9-15, Des Moines, Iowa;
provement.
Mr. Lewis advised Broadcasting
Apr. 16-18, Osceola, Iowa; Apr. 19-22,
that he had discussed his itinerary Hastings, Neb.
with Elmo Roper, research executive. Mr. Roper produced a list of
43 communities which in his judgment comprised the best American
microcosm possible to observe in
Bird's Eye Plans
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York (Bird's Eye), on Sept. 30
starts Dinah Shore Program on
120 CBS stations, Saturday, 9:3010 p.m. (EWT). Variety show will
include a weekly comedy cut-in
from New York featuring Cornelia
Otis Skinner with Roland Young.
Joseph Lilley Singers are the mixed
vocal group. Robert Emmett Dolan
is musical director. First guest on
the half-hour series will be Ed
Gardner (Duffy) of the weekly
BLUE
Duffy's Tavern.
Harry
Von
Zell announces.
Glenhall
Taylor,
manager of Young & Rubicam, will
produce the first few programs.
Arthur Moore, New York agency
producer,
takes
over when he arrives on the
Coast.
BROADCASTING

MOUNTAIN
Apr. 23-29, Denver; Apr. 30, Salt Lake
City (no survey); Mav 1-3. O^den. Utah;
May 4-6.
7, YellowstonePocatello,
National ParkIdaho;
(no May
survey);
May
8-10; Missoula, Mont.
PACIFIC COAST
May 11-13, Puyallup. Wash.; May 14-20,
Portland,
May 21-24,
May
25-27,Ore.;
Richmond,
Cal.; San
May Francisco;
28, Hollywood (no survey); May 29-31, San Bernadino, Cal.
June MOUNTAIN
1-3, Prescott, (Cont'd)
Ariz.; June 4-5,
Grand Canyon (no survey); June 6-7
(En Route).
WEST NORTH CENTRAL
June City.
8-10, Wichita, Kan.; June 11-17,
Kansas
(Cont'd)
Texaco Guests
TEXAS Co., New York, on Oct. 3
will start a guest star policy on its
Sunday Texaco Star Theatre program on CBS until Fred Allen has
decided whether he will return to
the show. First guest will be Alec
Templeton, pianist. Agency is
Buchanan & Co., New York.
• Broadcast
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FIGHTING

MEN

!

FROM the Denver area are coming thousands of welltrained fighting men and tons of munitions, materials,
and foods to back them up.
Colorado's almost limitless resources of climate and
strategic minerals, its agricultural versatility, its old and
new industrial facilities have multiplied the wartime importance of the Denver market which last year stood 20th
among America's 187 retail areas in sales.
Denver is delivering the stuff with which wars are won.
It's delivering sales, too, with which profits are won.
Do you have a message to be delivered in this market?

Up and down the eastern slope
of the Rockies, where planes are a
mile high before they leave the
ground, are a string of troop training centers, air bases, and military
establishments. Even ski-troopers are
training atop Colorado's snowclad
mountains.

DENVER DELIVERS SHIPS t
Destroyer escorts prefabricated in Denver
are now sailing the seven seas turning the
tide against the once threatening submarine menace.

MARKET

CBS* 560 Kc.
t±uatei> in Management With the Oklahoma Publishing Co
D WKY. OS-LAM^MA OrV * REPI ESENTEI> BY THE KaTZ AGENCY. INC

DENVER DELIVERS MUNITIONS t
Steel and bullets, chemicals and minerals ■ . .
one Colorado plant alone employs more persons
today than all industrial establishments in the
state combined before the war.

mi hi
DENVER DELIVERS FOOD!
One of the largest grain harvests in Colorado
history has been completed. Nearly 2 million
tons of sugar beets will be harvested. Colorado's
1943 onion crop was the nation's biggest.

DENVER DELIVERS SALES!
Denver, now a city if 404,820, and the entire
state of Colorado spent 21% more in retail stores
the first 7 months of this year than last.

Spots

for

Sponsorship

By

Offered

Pepto - Bismol

Extends

Spots Through Winter
NORWICH PHARMACAL Co.,
Norwich, N. Y., is continuing its
spot advertising for Pepto-Bismol
through the fall and winter for the
first time since it entered radio
three years ago. The extension is
in line with the company's gradual
increase in radio advertising. The
schedule of one-minute transcribed
announcements on 45 stations from
six to eight times weekly has been
extended for an additional seven
weeks through November. Commercials are one-minute musical
jingles prepared by Phil Cook and
presented
by the
"SonghasSpinners".
A 13-week
renewal
been effected for a five-minute program
Monday through Friday on WJZ
New York, featuring Grace Morgan, singer, with piano, violin and
organ accompaniment. Musical jingles are written by Allen Kent and
Ginger Johnson. New cycle starts
Oct. 18. Agency is Lawrence Gumbinner Adv., New York.

OWI
in Conservation
Drive
Under Plan, Announcements May Be Sold to
Fuel Dealers and Public Utility Companies
COMMERCIAL sponsorship of
ply may fall dangerously short of
transcribed announcements in the unprecedented war needs and that
Government's overall campaign for 65,000,000 tons can be added to our
conservation of critical resources, supply if a 10% conservation goal
scheduled under the OWI Station is realized.
announcement allocation plan for
In asking the public to conserve
the week of Oct. 25, was offered to fuel oil, the campaign stresses the
fact that more and more crude oil
broadcasters last week by the OWI
Domestic Radio Bureau.
is needed for production of aviation gasoline, tuolene for TNT and
In a memorandum to station war
for synthetic rubber and
program managers, John D. butadiene
that less and less is available for
Hymes,
chief ofdivision,
the Bureau's
sta- heating purposes. Reduction of
tion relations
asked that
in home heating is urged.
sales managers be immediately ad- waste
Conservation of natural and
vised of the commercial possibilimanufactured gas is being: asked
ties of the announcements which
in the interest of war production,
have been recorded short to allow
transportation and essential maample time for sponsor tie-ins.
terials. Economy in the use of manCommercial Possibilities
ufactured gas, it is emphasized,
are needed for war inThe announcements call upon the means savings in coal, coke and oil ment which
dustry, and fuel used for pumping
public to conserve coal and oil, gas, which are required for its produc- water. Told that one leaky faucet
electricity, water, transportation tion.
may waste over 400 gallons per
and communications. All but the
Materials Saved
day, domestic and industrial conwater conservation spot have obvisumers are being urged to adopt
Critical shortage of fuels needed
ous commercial possibilities, ac- in producing electricity prompt the necessary measures.
cording to the memorandum. StaPossibilities for conservation in
conserving power. A vigtions will be sent the copy used in need for
orous
conservation
program,
it
is
connection
with the communicathe announcements for advance
tions phase of the campaign are
pointed
out,
can
save
annually
75
showing to prospective clients and
lamp bulbs, which in turn being emphasized through presentranscriptions will also be sent in million
saves such critical materials as
tation of facts regarding use of
time for audition purposes.
copper, tungsten and molybdenum.
materials
required to maintain teleStations were advised, however,
phone service. Emphasis is given
Saving electricity means saving
that regardless of whether or not coal, oil, gas, and manpower.
to rapid increase in demand for
they obtain sponsors, the announceThe campaign stresses the im-; service in face of sharp declines in
ments are legitimate Government
materials and manpower needed.
portance of water as a basic war
requests and should be broadcast
The transportation conservation
calling attention to' in- phase
according to schedule as part of material,creased
of the program intensifies
demands unon water systheir regular OWI allocation comtems as a result of war industry the "Don't Travel" campaign of
mitments. They were asked, also,
the Government. (For a regular
population shifts. Conservato run all six announcements and and tion
of water, the public is being advance listing of OWI campaigns
not concentrate on any one or two told, saves critical metals used in on the Network, Station and Nasubjects, either commercial or sus- maintenance and repair of water
tional Spot Allocation plans, see
taining, as the announcements all systems, chemicals used in treattie in with the broad conservation
page 28.)
campaign.
The radio phase of the conservation program got under way last
week with 32 network shows assigned to the campaign under the
OWI Network Allocation Plan.
During the week of Oct. 25, the
transcribed announcements are
scheduled for 891 stations under
the Station Allocation Plan. Stations are committed to broadcast
at least three of the announcements daily, whether sponsored or
sustained, with all six announcements given as nearly equal distribution as possible during the
week.
The conservation campaign calls
for voluntary measures by the public and industry to effect important
savings in the use of fuels and
utilities and thus conserve manpower, materials and equipment.
Emphasis is given to aggregate
"KALAMAZOO DIRECT TO YOU," the slogan made famous by Kalasavings by householders and commazoo (Mich.) Stove and Furnace Co., now applies to football broadmercial establishments.
casts which the company is sponsoring on WKZO Kalamazoo. All eight
The vital role of coal in the proU. of Michigan games were involved when Arthur L. Blakeslee, presiduction of steel, explosives, syndent of the stove company, signed the contract, with John E. Fetzer,
thetic rubber, and many other war
president of WKZO, right at his elbow. Looking on (1 to r) : Paul O.
Godt, studio director; Jack Hilmert, advertising manager of Kalamazoo,
products is accentuated. The public is being told that the total supand John W. O'Harrow, general sales manager of WKZO.
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Accident Time
THEY COULDN'T remember when the accident happened, but they had the radio
turned on and remembered
the program. So when the
case came to trial at Charleston, W. Va., the court called
on program director Joe Herget,
to establish the
time WCHS,
of the accident.
Ad Club Food Sessions
TWENTY-EIGHT local war food
meetings following the pattern of
the recent regional meetings in
New York, Chicago and San Francisco, are being sponsored with the
cooperation of advertising clubs
affiliated with the Advertising Federation of America. AFA reports
that some of the meetings have already been held. Their purpose is
to launch local campaigns to put
over the War Food Administration's program to "Produce, Conserve, Share
and asPlay
November,
selected
the Square".
time for
these special campaigns, is also
the month when the Food Fights
for Freedom campaign reaches its
height in publication advertising
and in radio schedules prepared by
the OWI for broadcast under the
Network, Station, and National
Spot Allocation plans. At present
the drive is being carried by radio
on OWI's Special Assignment plan.
RTPB Meets Again
MEETING of the Radio Technical
Planning Board, outgrowth of the
Radio Manufacturers Assn. and
the Institute of Radio Engineers
[Broadcasting, Sept. 20], will be
held at the Hotel Roosevelt, New
York, at 10:30 a. m., Sept. 29. Organization nlans, approved unanimously at the Sept. 15 meeting, will
be discussed in detail, along with
expansion of postwar radio plans.
Organizations which have been invited to attend are: American Institute of Electrical Engineers, American Institute of Phvsics, American Radio Relay League, FM
Broadcasters Inc., International
Assn. of Chiefs of Police, National
Assn. of Broadcasters, National Independent Broadcasters, Aeronautical Radio Inc.
Annual

Mike

Contest

Has Slight Rules Change
ANNOUNCEMENT of the 11th
annual competition for the H. P.
Davis
Awards wasMemorial
made lastAnnouncers'
week in a
pamphlet
distributed
affiliates and NBC
owned to
andNBC
operated
stations. The competition again will
be directed by Marjory Stewart of
burgh.
the Microphone Playhouse in PittsFor the first time since the contest was established in 1933 by the
widow of H. P. Davis, pioneer
broadcaster, the rules have been
changed to allow three entries instead of one from each station,
as well as for the presentation of
honoroble mention certificates to
two runners-up instead of one in
each time zone and in the national
judging. Winners will be selected
on the basis of personality, diction,
voice, versatility and maintenance
of high standard in presentation of
programs.

• Broadcast

Advertising

One day it will happen. Just when, it would he
folly to predict. But one day, surely, war will
end. For the first time in the world's gory history,
broadcasting will have the proud privilege of
flashing the message for which mankind waits
and prays : "Peace ..."
For the stations of Westinghouse, it will be the
culmination of ceaseless effort to help ... by

service to the communities in which the voice
of Westinghouse is a power for good . . . and
through service to. the nation at large.
Only a miracle can bring peace before another
year or two . . but it will come. In the meantime,
let's buy that extra War Bond we thought we
couldn't afford. The rewards for working and saving will be beyond the power of pen to express.

WESTINGHOUSE

fflSfe WOWO

• WGL

RADIO

• WBZ

STATIONS

• WBZA

• KYW

Inc

• KDKA

'Why,

What

and

When

of

Neiv

Radio

Law' Told in Mimeographed
Outline
2. Workable provisions for insurTO ANSWER the constantly rising "fairness"
in issues.
the treatment of coning tide of inquiries from Congrestroversial public
sional and other Governmental
3. Putting the radio industry on the
same basis as other industries with
quarters about the need for a new
radio law, because of the Supreme
respect tostitutthe
antitrust
laws penalties
and subion of other
and usual
Court opinion of May 10 (Frankfor the "death sentence" (i.e. loss of
furter decision) giving the FCC license)
except for failure to comply
a virtual blank check, there has with technical requirements.
4. A division of the Commission into
been prepared a mimeographed
two parts — broadcast and common carstatement titled "The Why, What rier.
5. Procedural reforms to insure
and When of a New Radio Law".
Along with this document, an licensees and applicants fair hearings
analysis of the White- Wheeler Bill and their "day in court".
(S. 814) and proposed amendments
III. WUEN
to it has also been mimeographed.
Legislation is urgently needed now,
The "three W" mimeograph fol- because
lows in full text:
1. At present
all If
newtheradio
construction is frozen.
quickest
i. wnY
postwar
development
—
based
on
the
1. There is substantial unanimity new wartime discoveries in radio and
on the need for a new law.
electronics — is to be stimulated, the
(a) President Roosevelt stated as rules of the game must be known now.
early as January 21, 19:59:
2. If American broadcasters are to
"I have come to the definite con- do their full share in post-war developclusion that new legislation is necesment, they must have some assurance
sary to effectuate a satisfactory re- that what they build may be operated
organization ofthe Commission. New by them.
legislation is also needed to lay down
3. A world-wide scramble for freclearer Congressional policies on the
will follow the close of the
substantive side — so clear that the war. The quencies
position of the United States
new administrative body will have no
in large part, on the dedifficulty interpreting them or ad- will depend,
gree of utilization of these frequencies
ministering them."
which
American
broadcasters stand
the Comamending
forAct have
(b) Bills munications
been introduced ready to make.
4. No interference with the war
at the last two sessions of Congress.
effort would result — either from the
(c) Industry representatives and new
law itself or the legislative process
Assoof the
atives
representciation
tersNational
of Broadcas
(representing of enacting it. The broadcasters' alla majority of stations in the country) out cooperation in the war effort is a
have consistently cited the need for a matter above law or compulsion, and
new law in Congressional hearings in all interested elements, except the FCC
1941, in 1942 aud in public statements itself, want a new law.
since that time.
Justiee Frankfurter ap(d) Even
parently looks to Congress, for in Elmer Davis Answers
his May 10 decision he said :
"It is not for us to say that the
Attack on OWI
'public interest' will be furthered or Taber's
retarded . . . the responsibility be- REPLYING to charges by Rep.
longs to the Congress for the grant Taber (R-N.Y.) that OWI overof 2.valid
seas operations are "getting worse
The legislative
Frankfurterauthority
decision . of. ."May
instead of better," Elmer Davis,
10. 1943.
in
going
far
beyond
the
narOWI
director, last week declared
row issues involved in the network
enemy propaganda agencies
regulations, gives to the FCC powers that
never contemplated or intended by take a different view. He cited, as
Congress. Mr. Justice Frankfurter testimony to the effectiveness of
stated that the law gives the Com- OWI activities, a Japanese broadmission "not niggardly but expansive
cast on Sept. 9 which asserted : "We
powers" and puts upon the Commis- must realize how skillfully the
sion the "burden of determining the propaganda of the United States
composition of that traffic" (which and Britain is working, and we
simply means that the FCC can de- must see in the collapse of Italy an
termine what programs go on the air).
of thishad
in sharp
realitv."
The decision recognizes no discernible example
Rep. Taber
criticized
OWI
limitations in applying the test of
as "a continuing menace"
"public interest, convenience and neces- activities
and urged a reorganization of the
and. in findings
effect, declines
re- agency
and the removal of Mr.
viewsity"of FCC
because any
of that
Davis and Robert Sherwood, directbody's
"expertness"
in
the
field
of
radio. Under this decision:
or of the Overseas Branch. Assert(a) The FCC can tell broadcasters
ing that Mr. Davis "has neither the
what must be broadcast whether it be capacity
nor the desire to reornews, public discussion, political
ganize
he urged the
speeches, music, drama or other enter- appointmentthe agency",
of "some kind of busitainment, and also what may not be
broadcast.
ness specialist" to handle opera(b) The Commission can regulate tions.
the business arrangements by which
broadcasters operate and direct the
Canadian Drive
management of each individual radio
station. It can issue or deny licenses ROYAL
CAN \DIAN AIR
based upon business affiliations.
The effect, clearly, is to destroy the FORCE, Dept. of National Defense,
substance, if not the form, of non- Ottawa (recruiting) on Oct. 3
governmental operation of radio — and starts a new network show C for
this country has in the past been Charlie, with stations not carrying
unique in its system of radio operation the net show carrying a transcribed
as well as in the excellence of its version
of the program. The show
radio service.
will deal with the adventures of a
II. WUAT
Wellington bomber crew, and interviews with prominent fliers will be
1. A specific and watertight statu- included.
Account is placed by the
tory provision that the FCC shall not
concern itself with program policies combined Advertising Agencies of
and business practices.
Canada, Toronto.
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QUARTER CENTURY
In Radio, Bill Kotera Is
A Veteran at 40 —

Bill KoteraHerb(standing)
with
Lee
WILLIAM J. KOTERA, chief engineer of WOW Omaha, is a young
man just 40, but he already has a
quarter century of experience in
the radio field.
Chief Kotera received his amateur license at 15, and four years
later went into commercial radio
with WIAK, the Daily Journal
Stockman station in South Omaha.
He was a combination engineerannouncer and gave livestock reports. On the same job he was the
first man in the Omaha area to
broadcast World Series games.
The UP operator who took the
Series reports in code and gave
them to Kotera to broadcast was
Herb Lee, who for several years
has been a rewrite man in the
WOW news department working in
the office
to Bill's.
men of thenext
World
stationThewasWoodonly
two years old when Kotera left
WIAK early in 1925 to join
WOAW, now WOW.
In the picture, Bill is seen using
the original telephone type mike he
used 21 years ago when working
with Herb, who poses at the telegraph sounder, just as he did when
they broadcast the news in 1922.
'Here's Mexico' Series
FIRST MEXICAN series to be
aired on Mutual under its arrangement with Radio Mil, Mexico City,
for an interchange of programs
rBroadcasting, June 21] started
Sunday, Sept. 19, 12:30-1 p.m.,
titled Here's Mexico. Featuring
Mexican stars, the series attempts
to demonstrate the similarity between Mexican customs and arts
and our own, and at the same time
to bring to our attention the country's material contribution to the
war effort. Tata Nacho and his orchestra, and Miss Maria Cristina
Puga,
vocalist,
first broadcast. were heard on the
New OWI Committee
FORMATION of a Weekly Newspaper Advisory Committee to consult
with OWI on problems of weekly
newspapers was announced last week
by Elmer Davis. The committee is
composed of 12 outstanding weekly
newspaper publishers.
BROADCASTING

More

Used

Car Dealers

Are Entering Spot Radio
LIMITATIONS on the size of
newspaper display ads is drawing
many used-car dealers into spot
radio, according to J. R. Kupsick
Adv., New York agency handling
five such accounts. Agency's latest
account is New York Auto Exchange with a campaign of spot
announcements and five-minute
programs on WNEW and WMCA
New
York,
and on
WPAT
son and
WAAT
Jersey
City.PaterSpot activity in the New York
area began gaining impetus about
nine months
when used-car
dealers
from ago
California,
Ohio,
Texas and other states set up New
York branch offices to obtain autos
from gas-rationed car owners in
New York and New Jersey.
Planning for Postwar
MEETINGS for RCA Victor distributors and executive personnel
during September are giving that
group as well as local wholesalers
an opportunity to discuss postwar
distribution. Officials of RCA,
speaking in New York, Chicago,
San Francisco and New Orleans,
include: H. C. Bonfig, general sales
manager;
W. Teegarden,
ant generalL. sales
manager; assistVance
C. Woodcox, director of commercial
research; E. W. Engstrom, director of research of the RCA Laboratories; Thomas F. Joyce, manager of the radio, phonograph and
television department.
Lt. Col. P. E. Watson
LT. COL. PAUL E. WATSON, 40,
director of the Camp Evans Signal
Corps laboratory at Belmar, N. J.,
and previously with Westinghouse,
Pittsburgh, died Sept. 18 of a cerebral hemorrhage in the Ft. Monmouth Post Hospital, N. J. An outstanding technician in the radio
field, particularly on ultra-high
frequencies, Lt. Col. Watson was
executive officer of the Signal Corps
radar laboratory, having much to
do with the development of radar.
He leaves a widow, his mother and
two children.
Esther to Biow
FOLLOWING recent announcement that Ladv Esther Co., Chicago, and Pedlar & Ryan, New
York, had severed relations
[Broadcasting, Sept. 20], Lady
Esther has appointed the Biow
Co., New York, as its agency, effective immediately. The company
currently promotes its cosmetic
products
on the heard
Screen onGuild
atre program,
the Thefull
CBS network, Monday evenings
10-10:30. No change in the program will be made for the present,
says Biow.
Campaign Starts
NORTH AMERICAN Accident Insurance Co., Chicago, last week
started its annual fall and winter
campaign, using five-minute and
quarter-hour live programs three
to five times weekly on stations in
25 cities. Keyed to the nromotion
of its Premier Limited Policy, drive
entails the use of 200 newspapers,
and national magazines, as well as
the
spot radio,
similar to
year's
schedule.
Contracts
arelastfor
13
weeks. Agency is Franklin Bruck
Adv. Corp., New York.
• Broadcast
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SHEI1

GAME

It was fun to let the spieler play you for
a sucker at the county fair. But there's
no need to gamble on the 3 P's in the
Western Michigan Market. Only one
station between Chicago and Detroit has
the combination of POPULATION,
PROGRAMS and POWER to do the job
in Michigan's second market. That's
WOOD — Grand Rapids.

GRAND

RAPIDS

— outstate

Michigan's largest city. The
Grand Rapids Market is second
only to Detroit. WOOD broadcasts from the very center of this
high wage territory of over a million listeners. Obviously no station on the fringe can do the job.

NBC PROGRAMS. For
the only NBC outlet in
The dials stay tuned
Parade of Stars, the
in radio. No wonder
teners prefer WOOD
other 5000-watt station

eight straight years
Western Michigan.
to WOOD for the
best entertainment
Grand Rapids lis14 to 1 over any
in the state.

5000 WATTS — second to none in outstate Michigan.
WOOD is the only high-powered station transmitting
from Grand Rapids.
Don't gamble. Follow the Rule of 3 P's. Only WOOD
can deliver the listeners you need in Michigan's second
market.

GRAND
^Outstate

RAPIDS
"KiiVAw.
Michigan's Greatest Station"

PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
National Sales Representatives

CELEBRATION broadcast of the birthday of Gerry O'Brien, production
manager of KTUC Tuscon, Ariz., included cut-ins from KSUN Bisbee,
O'Brien's former home, and KOY Phoenix, as well as the assistance of the
KTUC staff. Pictured above, taking part in the broadcast are (1 to r) :
Lee Little, manager; Joe Fribley, announcer; Allene Floreen, writerannouncer; Victor Gillard, salesman; Jordan Preister, engineer; John
Crowley, auditor; Lynn Warren, special feature broadcasts; Cliff Livingston, chief Wayne
engineer;
Grahamprogram
French, director.
announcer; O'Brien; Gene Packer,
salesman;
Sanders,

Approval of Blue Sale Seen
(Continued from page 12)
labor; elimination of blanket re- which was consummated Sept. 13
strictions on labor's right to pur- for $1,255,000 subject to FCC apchase time and on its right to use
proval. An accountant by profession, Mr. Priaulx said Mr. Noble
radio for solicitation of memberhad been his client for some 20
ship or in organization campaigns.
There was no specific criticism of years before he joined his organization.
the BLUE transaction. Mr. deCaux
Mr. Noble, who occupied the
admitted he asked the opportunity
stand last Monday for most of the
to testify because of the broader
5 Mi -hour session, outlined in detail
question of establishment of mahe proposed to finance the
chinery for the "relief" of labor how
BLUE transaction. He said there
and other organizations in cases
was no necessity to raise additional
where there is a discriminatory
denial of their right to buy or re- outside capital. As to the possibility
ceive free time on the air.
of raising capital for necessary
expansion, he said he could proWMCA Official Heard
vide the additional money from his
First witness called Monday was
"own resources".
C. Nicholas Priaulx, president and
Declaring he had not yet formugeneral manager of WMCA and
lated his long-range plans, Mr.
secretary-treasurer of ABS. Ex- Noble said he would not do anyamined on direct by Floyd F.
thing until he had actually obToomey, member of the firm of
served the BLUE Network operations and determined how safe and,
Alvord & Alvord, as counsel for
Mr. Noble, Mr. Priaulx identified good an investment it would be.
a number of exhibits filed with the He said he looked toward a "conservative venture with a safe inoriginal application for acquisition of the BLUE. He explained
vestment" which might not be as
the manner in which the $8,000,- attractive as other stock offerings.
000 purchase price is being raised
He declared he would be "very
and covered other fiscal aspects of careful about the kind of money I
the transaction.
bring in from the public interest
Assistant General Counsel Rosel
standpoint." Asked by Commissioner Durr whether it is his plan
H. Hyde sought to establish an into
sell stock to affiliates, so as
dividual price for the three stations but Mr. Priaulx reiterated
eventually to make the BLUE an
Mr. Woods' testimony that no "affiliate owned network", Mr. Noble said this was not his intention
values were attributed to any of
the stations. The $8,000,000 figure and that his commitments in conwas arrived at by Mr. Noble after
nection with his bank loans conexamination of the balance sheets
templated his retention of control.
of the BLUE and based solely on He added that his only worry is
the going concern value of the net- "that I'll devote so much time to
work and the future of radio as the BLUE that my other interests
appraised by Mr. Noble.
Mr. Priaulx said his position will suffer."
Praises Management
with the BLUE had not been deDiscussing
present management
cided. It is presumed he will leave
of the network, Mr. Noble said he
the executive direction of WMCA,
upon formal transfer of the sta- has yet to hear a single criticism
of its directing heads. He declared
tion by Mr. Noble to Nathan
Straus, former administrator of he did not anticipate any changes
U. S. Housing Authority, sale of in the officers and directors of the
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BLUE except for those who are
employees
RCA". had
He said
these
directors of
already
tendered
their resignations.
Under brisk questioning by members of the Commission, Mr. Noble
backed
the Woods'
he felt time
should beposition
sold to that
sell
products but not philosophies. If
the Ford Motor Co. indulged in the
sale of "ideas" or anything other
than its products or services, he
would be disposed to terminate
such sponsorship.
Expounding his views on sponsorship as an advertiser himself,
by virtue of his chairmanship of
the Life Savers Corp. and his interest in United Drug Inc. as well
as other business enterprises, Mr.
Noble said the ultimate purpose
is to sell goodwill. The value cf
advertising is cumulative, he declared. He said Life Savers could
sell 20 times what it is able to
manufacture, because of wartime
demand. He added, however, that
"he wouldn't think of stopping our
advertising" because other new
brands are on the market.
Mr. Fly pressed his view that the
sale of ideas may be just as important as promotion of products. He
observed that operation of a network is "one of the greatest reties inthe networks
country" were
and
he did not feelsponsibilithat
under any duty to defend "any
code," code.
obviously referring to the
NAB
After a hot colloquy, participated in by several Commissioners
Mr. Fly observed that he thought
the Commission was entitled to
have "a formulated policy" in the
record. Brushing aside Mr. Noble's
observations that it was difficult
for him to enunciate policy before
he had acquired the business and
must himself "go to school", Mr.
Fly said the Commission would insist upon submission of such a
statement of policy from Mr. Noble
before acting on the transfer.
Winchell Case
He said such policy would not
bind the network to sell to every
"Tom, Dick and Harry" and that
if radio operated on that basis the
"management might as well be
turned over to the office boy," Mr.
Fly told Mr. Noble he could have
"all the time you want" to prepare the statement but that the
Commission would not act until it
knew his views. He declared the
Commission did not seek specific
answers in specific cases but rather "what you're going to do about
theReturni
mechanism of free speech."
ng to the stand to reply
to unanswered questions put at the
initial hearing, Mr. Woods explained the situation in connection
with the Jergens-Walter Winchell
program. He said it involved the
cases of the three stations— WWL
New Orleans, WRVA Richmond,
KWKH Shreveport — which had
never carried the Winchell program before but which were desired by the client. The request was
refused, he said, because other stations in these cities carried the
program, covering adequately.
In the case of WRAL Raleigh,
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SELLING LEFE SAVERS
Noble Retains Market by Use
Of Advertising
"EVERYBODY KNOWS that a
package of Life Savers, so far as
contents is concerned, is not worth
a nickel,"
man of theEdward
board J.ofNoble,
Life chairSaver
Corp. told the FCC at its hearing
on transfer of the BLUE Network
to Mr. Noble. Citing letters to him
from soldiers overseas which told
how the familiar shape and packaging is "like something from
home", Mr. Noble asserted that advertising was responsible for the
public acceptance of his product.
"We could sell 20 times what*we
can manufacture without any advertising, but we would not for a
moment think of stopping our advertising through these times",
said Mr. Noble. "We want to make
sure
that we
a marketvalue
left,"is
He added
that have
advertising
cumulative and that it might take
years to get back the business
which could be lost if their advertising were stopped.
he said, the station had refused an
affiliation contract with the BLUE
but wanted only the single Winchell program at card rates.
Mr. Fly commented he believed
the network's refusal to provide
the station this service desired by
the sponsor violated the network
regulations and that it was exactly
the sort of thing the rules were
designed to terminate. John T.
Cahill, Chief counsel for RCABLUE, contended it was no violation of the regulations and there
volved.
was no matter of "exclusivity" inCommissioner Walker insisted
that the station has a right to "buy
that program" under the rules.
Mr. Hyde also asked about the
situation of KFRO Longview, Tex.,
which he declared had sought an
affiliation with the network but
was refused. The BLUE had sufficient coverage in the Longview
area from its affiliations in Shreveport and Fort Worth, Mr. Woods
said. He added, however, that
KFRO was "under consideration".
In this case, he said, the station
was seeking a network affiliation
while in the WRAL case only one
program was sought. He said there
was no "exclusive contract with
any station"
whichstations
prevents
the
addition
of other
to the
network. When Mr. Hyde observed
that KFRO claimed a nighttime
coverage of 45,000 and a daytime
coverage of 75,000 population, Mr.
Woods observed that the case was
"not yet concluded".
After a discussion of how Winchell and Drew Pearson prepared
their broadcasts, designed to show
there was no effort to control their
views, Mr. Woods concluded his
second appearance by answering a
question from Mr. Durr regarding
the NAB code. He declared there
was no "substantial conflict" between the BLUE and the code provisions, but that the code never
influenced the BLUE's judgment,
and that conclusions were independently reached.
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Faced with manpower problems,
many stations today are finding a
happy answer in womanpower. For
example, Miss Margaret Lowe — engineer at WWVA, Wheeling, West
Va.
—
who
operatesconsole
the station's
Western Electric
like a
veteran.
Miss Lowe, a former telephone
operator, joined WWVA in November, 1942, and quickly learned the
ropes. Today she can handle any
type of program, can change fuses
and tubes, and is now learning to
make recordings.
She feels that an engineer's job
should no longer be considered a
man's job only. WWVA agrees!
•••—
To Make

Men

As manpower shortages become increasingly acute, radio is coming
more and more into the picture as
a powerful tool for recruiting the
thousands of new war workers
needed to back our growing offensive. Here are just a few examples
— typical of hundreds from coast to
coast.
WHFC, Cicero, 111., planned a
series of 15 minute broadcasts, aired
at 8:00 A.M., 12:30 noon and 6:30
P.M. daily, in which a number of
local war plants participated — at
first with some misgivings. Misgivings vanished rapidly as applicants appeared. According to the
personnel director of one of the
plants, one of the most gratifying
points of the campaign has been the
high calibre of people secured.
In Dayton, WHIO broadcast a
series of programs to recruit women war workers. Though radio was
not the only medium used, it is felt

BROADCASTING

ITS

LABOR

TO

EFFORT

TO

EASE

that the broadcasts played a major
role in helping to remove the Dayton area from the War Manpower
Commission's number one critical
list. Programs were of a personalized nature, featuring on-the-job
interviews with women who had
taken their places in war work.
In Waterloo, Iowa, KXEL tackled
the farm labor shortage, working
closely with the U. S. Employment
Service, triple-A leaders, county
agents and extension workers. Actingtionasonawork
clearing
of informato be house
done and
workers
available, KXEL made a real contribution tothe easing of a difficult
situation.
In the current nation-wide campaign to enlist many thousands
more women in war jobs — both in
war production and in other essential activities — the broacasting industry is playing an extremely important part.

Let's talk about
YOU!
If your station has done a war
job you are proud of, send
your story to Radio WarGram Editor, Western Electric Co., Room 928, 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. If
suitable, we will use it in one
of this series of War-Grams.

Directing Arm of Combat
In modern battle, our fighting units
may be many miles apart. Yet every
unit, every movement, is closely knit
into the whole scheme of combat —
through communications. Much of
this equipment is being made by
Western Electric: radio command
sets for planes, tanks, PT boats —
field telephones, wire, switchboards
— P.A. equipment for ships and air
fields — are delivering fighting words
on every front.

calls in the

Dogs of War
A recent 15 minute broadcast on
KMBC, Kansas City, resulted in the
procurement of 153 dogs for the
Army K-9 Korps. Hearing the program, approximately 500 listeners
volunteered their dogs for this service, and 153 dogs met breed, age and
other requirements. They are now
being trained by the Army for various military tasks, such as guarding
railroad lines, bridges, war plants
and other vital points. Too bad for
any Fifth Columnist who meets up
with one of these sentries!
Graybar (Western Electric Distributor in U. S. A.) stands ready to be
of any possible service.
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WAR
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A new program,
"BloodOakland,
Relative"Cal.
—
broadcast
by KROW,
— brought in 17 blood donors in its
first 15 minute period. On the air
Monday through Friday, this program is one of many that are helping to save the lives of our wounded
fighting men.
KMBC

THE

ABILITY

KROW draws blood
in first round

Free!

A series of 13 weekly half -hour programs selling the theme "To Make
Men Free," was undertaken by the
faculty and students of the Kansas
State Teachers College. Object: to
sell War Bonds and Stamps.
Orchestras, bands, choruses, soloists, and the staff of KTSW, Emporia, worked together to prepare,
produce and manage the broadcasts,
which were keyed closely to local
interests and activities.
Programs originating at KTSW
were distributed by wire or transcription to seven other stations:
KANS, Wichita; KCKN, Kansas
City; KGGF, Coffeyvilie; KGNO,
Dodge City; KSAL, Salina; KVGB,
Great Bend; WREN, Lawrence.
With the combined coverage of this
Kansas "War Bond Network," listeners were reached in every part of
the state. Fine teamwork!
•••—
To make men free, buy all the War
Bonds you can— regularly— from now
till Victory!

CONTRIBUTIONS

PROVES

WARTIME

Miss Lowe rates high
at WWVA

Electric

Advertising

WNAX aids farmers
Serving a vast farm audience,
WNAX, Sioux City-Yankv
ton, broadcasts from the tall
est tower in America — devotes its attention to helping
the farmer meet the \vorldwide need for food. /WN AX
sends its farm director into an
average of three hemes a day,
transcribing actual stories,
how farmers have met ^laoor
shortages, overcome/implement difficulties^/increased
production/ The€e programs
have been jnf inspiration to
listener

Be Careful !
In an effort to maintain a high
standard of self -censorship in the
interest of national security, KVOO,
Tulsa, has put up poster warnings
in its studios and waiting rooms to
warn against improper release of
information. The poster warns especially against ad lib slips which can
be made so easily on guest, quiz or
audience participation programs —
gives a list of taboo subjects.
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Fly

Denies

Cross-Examination

To Flamm? s Attorney at Blue Hearing
EFFORTS of Philip Handelman, against Noble in the Supreme Court
New York County wherein he seeks
New York attorney with the firm of
a recision of the original transfer of
of Handelman and Ives, to par- Station WMCA on the same ground
ticipate in the hearing on the sale of coercion and improper influence in
of the BLUE Network by RCA to negotiating the contract. Various preliminary moves have been made in
Edward J. Noble were frustrated that litigation
and the matter is
by Chairman Fly last Monday be- presently pending in the Supreme
cause of the pendency of litigation Court of New York County awaiting
on the merits.
by Donald Flamm, Mr. Handel- trial
It would seem that under all of
man's client, against Mr. Noble.
the foregoing circumstances, evidence
When Mr. Handelman sought the to
be adduced on the bill in equity
right to cross-examine Mr. Noble, regarding Station WMCA could hardly have a material bearing upon the
Mr. Fly interrupted to read a rulof Noble to acing prepared in advance denying presentquire theapplication
stock of the Blue Network,
him that right. He promptly called Inc.
a 10 minute recess. Mr. HandelFinally, the Commission feels that
man, during the recess, prepared it must not assume the authority to
try in this proceeding and in a purely
a statement expressing his agree- collateral
manner the issues now pendment with the Chairman's views
before the Supreme Court of New
that the Flamm case should not be Yorking County.
Accordingly, the Commission will not permit Flamm to
tried at the hearing. He said he
adduce
testimony
in the present prowould not appear for Mr. Flamm
exceeding.
in this proceeding but merely as a
member of the bar and "a representative of the public interest
FM Walkie-Talkies
solely on the question of the fitness AN IMPROVED model of "Walof Mr. Noble to head a network.
kie-Talkie" portable radio set, with
a range triple that of the old type
Handelman's Reply
and improved clarity due to use
"In the course of my investiga- of frequency modulation, is now
tion of Mr. Noble, I have come upon
being supplied combat troops, according to the War Dept. The new
many things which reflect upon the
question of his fitness. Some of "Walkie-Talkie" also has an improved superheterodyne instead of
these are the property of Mr.
super-regenerative reFlamm now privileged to him. On the old ^ype
ceiver, facilitating use of two or
the other hand, some of the infor- ( more sets on the same frequency
mation which Mr. Noble himself for intercommunication. A gooseadvanced to the Commission today
neck antenna, in addition to the
as to his fitness is a matter of standard verticle, is provided for
operation in a prone position or in
which I have knowledge and which
are matters of public record, and a slit trench. Life of batteries is
prolonged by use of miniature
as to these matters I desire to tubes.
direct several questions to Mr.
Noble, and only upon the subject
Globe Grain Adding
of his fitness."
Chairman Fly tentatively ruled GLOBE GRAIN & MILLING Co.,
that the right of cross-examination
Los Angeles (Globe A-l flour), on
would be denied, particularly since
Oct. 4 starts for 26 weeks using
Mr. Noble had been excused as a one-minute transcribed and chainbreak announcements several times
witness. He said the Commission
would later render a formal opinion daily on California stations. Schedule is now being worked out. List
to Mr. Handelman.
includes KNX KFI KECA KPO
Following is the text of Mr. Fly's
statement initially refusing Mr. KGO KQW. Others will be added.
Agency is McCann-Erickson, Los
Handelman the right to cross ex- Angeles.
Virginia Clegg is account
amination:
executive.
Donald Flamm has not moved to
intervene as a party in this proceeding ;for that matter, it is not at all
My-T-Fine Placing
clear how Flamm could have either
a legal or material interest in the PENICK & FORD, New York
outcome of the present proceeding. In has started sponsoring a series
these circumstances, the question as of six five-minute newscasts weekto whether or not Flamm shall be perly on WQXR New York and other
mitted to introduce testimony or cross- stations, to promote My-T-Fine
examine witnesses is one addressed to desserts.
No further details have
the discretion of the Commission.
released
concerning the firm's
During December and January of been
1940-1941, charges of coercion and annual campaign for this season.
a schedule of 27 staimproper influence were made in re- Last year,
tions was used. Agency is BBDO,
gard to the negotiation of the contract
between Flamm and Noble for the sale New York.
and purchase of Station WMCA. With
these charges still outstanding, Flamm
petitioned
the Commission
to with-of
Chicago Schools on FM
draw the consent
to the transfer
BEGINNING Sept. 20, Chicago
Station WMCA which the Commisschools will operate a fullsion had granted
to Flamm's
application.
The pursuant
Commission
at no public
time FM station, WBEZ, for 3%
time having required Flamm to con- program hours daily. The Amerivey the Station left its consent outcan Medical Assn., the Chicago rastanding. Thereafter, Flamm conveyed
dio section of the China News Servthe Station pursuant to his original
ice,
the East and West Association,
contract and in accordance with the
proceedings instituted by him before WRUL Boston, war agencies and
local stations cooperate with the
the Commission.
After two and one-half years, Flamm
ments.
has recently brought a bill in equity classroom group's radio experiPage 26
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FCC INVESTIGATES
RACE WIRE SERVICE
TO CONSERVE critical materials
and skilled personnel and to improve the speed and quality of telegraph service, the FCC last week
ordered an immediate investigation
of telegraph and telephone facilities leased for such non-essential
uses as the dissemination of racetrack ihformation for gambling

Right

ANNOUNCING the amount of the
KDKA Pittsburgh draft for the
purchase of $50,000 in War Bonds
is m.c. Tom Price, at the noon time
rally broadcast from one of Pittsbusy downtown
tions.burgh's
Standing
beside him intersecare (1 to
r) Robert McClintic, vice-chairman, Pennsylvania War Finance
Committee, and Joseph E. Baudino,
KDKA general manager.
Morrell Dog Shows on
Two Nets Starting Oct. 2
JOHN MORRELL & Co., Ottumwa,
la., will have similar programs running on two different networks
starting
Oct. begins
2 whenon Bob
Pet Parade
NBCBecker's
in the
Saturday 10:45-11 a.m. period in
behalf of Red Heart 3-Flavor dog
food. The company will begin Bob
Becker Chats About Dogs on CBS
Sept. 30, Thursday, 6:15-6:30 p.m.
Bob Becker has discussed dogs on
the radio for the past 12 years, and
has conducted a newspaper column
on the subject for 20 years. Format
of the NBC program will alternate
between dramatizations and a question-and-answer box. Guest experts
will participate on each broadcast,
the first to be Gerald Murphy, head
of the Chicago office of Dogs for
Defense. Agency is Henri, Hurst &
MacDonald, Chicago.

Western Union has over 12,000
purposes.
miles of circuits leased for racing
information, it was learned from
testimony presented in hearings on
the merger application of Western
Union and Postal Telegraph, and
critical materials and skilled personnel are required to install, maintain and disconnect these facilities.
The inquiry is not directed toward
use of wire facilities for transmission of racing information in the
business of informing the general
The FCC is charged under a
Board of War Communications
public.
order with formulation of principles
for regulating the leasing of telegraph circuits during the war
period and of recommending the
closure of unnecessary circuits.

Grove on WGN

Georgia Hearing
APPLICATION of WGPC Albany,
Ga., to move to West Point, Ga.
and change frequency from 1450 to
1490 kc was designated by the FCC
last week for hearing jointly with
the application of Valley Broadcasting Co., West Point, for a construction permit for a new station
at West Point. Valley Broadcasting
Co. is a partnership of L. J. Duncan, Leila A. Duncan, Josephine
A. Rawls and Effie H. Allen, who
are asking for the 1490 kc frequency with 250 watts unlimited
[Broadcasting, Sept. 13]. Valley
Broadcasting Co. licensee of
WDAK, was granted a construction
permit last June to move WDAK
from West Point to nearby Columbus on the ground that the West
Point operation was not profitable.

GROVE LABS., St. Louis (cold
tablets) beginning Oct. 9 will sponsor a quarter-hour dramatic series,
Saturdays on WGN Chicago, for
26 weeks. Since Sept. 6 Groves has
sponsored
quarter
hour
news Boake
analysisCarter's
(cold tablets),
Tuesdays and Thursdays on WGN,
and since Sept. 7 has sponsored a
10-minute portion of Record
Reveille (A. B1 & D. vitamins) on
WGN Mondays through Saturdays.
Each of tne latter is for 26
weeks. Agency is Russel M. Seeds
Co., Chicago.

Ironized Yeast Change
IRONIZED YEAST Co., Atlanta,
sponsor of the Lights Out mystery
series on CBS, on Oct. 5 is replacing it with Big Town, which Lever
Bros., Cambridge, sponsored for
a number of years with Edward G.
Robinson in the lead role. According to Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
York, Robinson will not be the star
of the new series. Time is Tuesday
evenings, 8-8:30, on 116 CBS stations.

Sterling Renews 4
STERLING DRUG Co., New York,
has renewed four of its quarterhour serials, on NBC 4 to 5 p.m.
Renewed are: Backstage Wife on
60 stations at 4 p.m. for Haley's
M O and
Lyon's
Paste,
followe
d Dr.
successi
velyTooth
by Stella
Dallas for Phillips Creams, Milk of
Magnesia and Tablets; Lorenzo
Jones for Bayer Aspirin; and
Young Widder Brown for Phillips
Milk of Magnesia, Tablets, Tooth
Paste and Powder. The latter three
programs are heard on a 56-station hook-up. Agency is BlackettSample-Hummert, New York.

BROADCASTING

New Canadian Calls
CKRC and CKRM are new call letters for CJRC Winnipeg and
CJRM Regina, respectively, going
into effect Oct. 1. Change in call
letters follows change of ownership
of the stations three years ago
from the James Richardson interests to those of the Sifton newspaper group in western Canada.
JOHN GUNTHER has resumed his
regular Where Do We Stand broadcasts with John W. Vandercook on
the BLUE after returning from the
European and North African war
zones, bined
where
he press.
represented the comAmerican
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Ration Book No. 4 'Sold' by OWI
War
Messages Scheduled for Week of Oct. 18
SMOOTH and complete registration book spots, are scheduled on
both KW and 01 stations, as well
tion for Ration Book No. 4 during
the last 10 days of October, is the as on the Network Allocation plan,
objective of the latest campaign in as in the preceding week [Broadthe war message schedule of OWL
casting, Sept. 20, p. 24]. National
It will be a feature of the Station
War Fund is the joint effort of
Announcement plan for the week
17 national relief and service orof Oct. 18 (see table), but the anganizations and hundreds of local
nouncements will be live, rather community relief agencies to raise
than transcribed, and will be sup- funds for their varied charity and
plied by OWI Stations Relations
relief projects.
deputy chiefs to those stations
Can Salvage Spots
which will agree to carry them.
These announcements will vary be"Hold Prices Down," featured
cause the registration dates are not live on the National Spot Plan for
the same in all states.
the week of Oct. 11, goes on the
The material on Ration Book No. Network and Station Announcement Plans for the week of the
4 will explain the plan for use of
18th. On both 01 and KW discs,
tokens as ration currency to make
the transcribed announcements will
change for the red and blue stamps
in the book. There will be 48 stamps
describe the government's sevenper page and the book is good for point program to hold prices in
check. The fact that signs indicate
96 weeks. Green point stamps and
the
"line" is being held is used
black
"unit" and "spare" stamps
are included.
as a springboard to urge listeners
to join in the war against inflation.
Because of the interest of both
consumers and merchants in the
"Stick to Your War Job," on
plans for Ration Book 4, it is ex- all KW and 01 stations the preceding week, is switched to the
pected that a large number of staNational Spot Plan in the form of
tions will accept the announcements.
live announcements for the week of
Oct. 18.
Subjects Listed
"Careless Talk" is the subject
The accompanying table lists all
the subjects to be featured on the of a number of National Spot transcriptions for the week, and "Tin
regular allocation schedule of the
Can Salvage" is added to the NetOWI Network, Station AnnounceWork Plan and to the schedule of
ment and National Spot plans. By transcribed announcements for
consulting the table, any station
both KW and 01 independent stacan determine what war messages
tions. Thus, affiliates will get the
it is scheduled to broadcast the announcements
over their network
week of Oct. 18. Terms "KW" and
wires, while independents get them
"01", used in table, refer to sta- from records.
tion groups or "networks" set up
"Tin Can Salvage" is revived beby the OWI to avoid the sending
cause collections are running about
of identical material to all stations.
50% below the goal set by WPB
Originally OWI divided stations
into four national mailing lists, ap- for 1943. Cans are urgently needed
proximately equal in coverage, des- as a source of supply for tin, copignated K, W, 0 and I. Lists have
per and scrap steel for the war
since been combined as two.
effort. The goal is a continuous
As in the week of Oct. 11, the flow from kitchen to smelter at the
announcement schedule for the rate of 480,000 tons of cans per
week of Oct. 18 lists no spots for
sale to sponsors, but offers such
year.
material of interest to those sponsors who like to include certain OFFICIAL weather forecasts authorfor the air were broadcast every
types of war messages in their half izedhour
by WNOE New Orleans
programs.
during the Sept. 17-19 period when
"National War Fund" announcewarnings of an approaching hurricane
ments, supplied live, like the ra- were being posted.
OWI

PACKET,

WEEK

OCT.

18

Check the list below to find the war message announcements you will broadcast
during the week beginning Oct. 11. Sell the spots officially designated for sponsorship
(none this week). Plan schedules for best timing of these important war messages. Tell
your
clientsone-minute
what spotsannouncements
are available per
for day,
inclusion
for three
or 21 inpertheir
week.programs. Each "X" stands
STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
NETGroup
Group
SPOT
WORK
KW
OI NAT. PLAN
WAR MESSAGE
PLAN
AIT.
Ind.
Aff.
Ind.
Live Trans.
National
Fund*
XX
Hold PricesWarDown
Tin Can Salvage
X
Stick to Your War Job
Careless Talk
X
Ration Book No. 4**
♦These station announcements will not be recorded but will be supplied live to each
station by local representatives of the National War Fund.
••These extra live announcements will be supplied by Station Relations deputy chiefs
to those stations which agree to carry them. The announcements vary according to
states because the registration dates are not the same in all states.
See OWI Schedule of War Messages No. 78 for names and time of programs carrying
war messages under National Spot and Network Allocation Plans.
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RENEWAL of KYW Musical Clock program for the fifth consecutive
year called for a meeting around the festive board of store managers of
sponsoring Bond Clothes, Philadelphia, officials of KYW, and agency
heads. Seated, are: (1 to r) : Horace Hagedorn, NBC spot sales; Vince
Coyle, John Corcorhan, Herman Verbit and Harry Barke, managers of
Bond stores; Bill Rogow, of Neff-Rogow, New York, agency handling
the account; and Al Petrie, Philadelphia manager for the sponsor. Standing are : B. A. McDonald, sales manager of Westinghouse Radio Stations; Jack deRussy, sales manager of KYW; Harvey McCall, of the
KYW sales staff; Lee B. Wailes, general manager of Westinghouse Radio; Leroy Miller, conductor of the Musical Clock program; Harold
Coulter, sales promotion manager; Leslie W. Joy, general manager; Hal
Lamb, of the sales staff ; Jim Begley, program director, and Chick Kelly,
publicity d rector, all of the Philadelphia station.
WAR FUND RADIO
COMMITTEE NAMED
INDUSTRY support in the National War Fund campaign is indicated in part by the list of industry members on the radio committee. They are: Neville Miller, NAB
president, chairman of the committee; Burridge Butler, WLS Chicago; Martin Campbell, WFAA
Dallas; Carl M. Everson, WHKC
Columbus, O.; Leo Fitzpatrick,
WJR Detroit; Clarence T. Hagman,
WTCN Minneapolis; Wiley P. Harris, WJDX Jackson, Miss.; Harold
A. Lafount, Atlantic Coast Network; Miller McClintock, MBS
president; Clair McCollough,
WGAL Lancaster; Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford; William S.
Paley, CBS president; Eugene Pulliam, WIRE Indianapolis; Harry
Spence, KXRO Aberdeen; Maj. E.
M. Stoer, Hearst Radio, New
York; Niles Trammell, NBC president; Lee B. Wailes, KYW Philadelphia; Lewis Allen Weiss, Don
Lee Network; Arthur Westlund,
KRE Berkeley; Mark Woods,
BLUE Billings.
president ; Ed Yocum,
KGHL
Radio Advertising Committee
consists of Joseph R. Busk, Ted
Bates Inc., chairman; Hubbell Robinson, Young & Rubicam; Cadwell
S. Swanson, J. Walter Thompson;
S. Heagen Bayles, Ruthrauff &
Ryan; Harold Wengler, H. M. Kiesewetter Agency; Maurice H. Bent,
Blackett-Sample-Hummert.

NAB Training Plan
TRAINING PLAN for women
seeking technical operating positions in broadcasting stations is
being worked out by the NAB, with
a course of instruction in the offing
provided enough eligible students
apply. A bulletin prepared by Howard S. Frazier, NAB director of
engineering, is being sent to those
who have inquired of the NAB
concerning technical jobs for women in broadcasting. The course
would be directed by the RCA
Institutes Inc. Classes would be
conducted in the studios of the
major networks in New York.
BROADCASTING

Fidler Statement

Brings

Ban by Warner on Blue
BAN forbidding guest appearances
of Warner Bros, players on BLUE
sponsored programs was clamped
down
following
Fidler's
broadcast
on Sept. Jimmy
12, in which
he
allegedly criticized appearance of
servicemen in the play and film
"This Is the Army". Fidler asked
the question, "Wouldn't it save a
few fathers from draft if ex-actors
now in uniform were sent to battlefields instead of to New York
film studio has demanded
andTheHollywood?"
apology
both Fidler
and
BLUE tofrom
the Army
Emergency
Relief Fund, Army men appearing in the film, and Warner Bros.
Don E. Gilman, BLUE Western
division vice-president, supporting
the commentator, has also received
a letter from S. Charles Enfield,
publicity-advertising director of
Warner Bros, asking for network
time to refute the attack. Army Relief Fund executives have reportedly declared that if the BLUE
agrees to the request, they will
make available many of the AERF
beneficiaries for the program.
'Monitor' on WMCA
WHEN Mutual starts its Christian
Science Monitor newscasts [Broadcasting,willSept.hear
13], New
listeners
the York
Monday
through Friday 6:30-6:45 p.m. programs on WMCA, instead of on
WOR, MBS New York station.
Ostensible cause of this shift in
outlets is WOR's previous commitment for Frank Singiser's news
program at 6:30 p.m. on week
nights under alternate sponsorship
of Consolidated Cigar Corp. and
B. C. Remedy Co.
Mutual stated the series would
not be available for local sponsorship during the first 60 days starting Sept. 20.
SOCIETY of Motion Picture Engineers will hold its 54th semi-annual
18-22.
technical
conference at the HollywoodRoosevelt Hotel, Hollywood, Cal., Oct.
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On September

September

25 and 26 the stations of the Columbia

26,

1943

Network, acting in planned syn-

chronization, open, in more than 119 cities of the United States, the most formidable,
realistic and aggressive campaign of program-promotion

ever undertaken

in the history

of radio. The purpose of this report is to advise you of its strategy and tactics.

STRATEGY:
on the 1943-44

To notify the American

public in certain terms, as the curtain rises

fall and winter season of Columbia

offerings of the greatest pageant of entertainment,

Network

instruction, music and comedy

broadcast by any network— and thus steadily to broaden

TACTICS:

programs, of the specific
ever

their audiences.

The " arms" to be used in coordination are, in the order of their relative

emphasis :
1. RADIO
5. DIRECT

2. NEWSPAPERS

MAIL

Let us examine

6. PERSONAL

3. TRANSPORTATION
CONTACT

ADVERTISING

7. BROCHURES

the tactical plan for each in detail*

4. POSTERS

m

PLUS

l by RADIO

upwards of 75,000
Special Star Invitations broadcast

CBS Stations plan to broadcast upwards of 50,000 Special Announcements, each of which invites the
entire listening audience to hearken
to a specific forthcoming program.
What astronomical total of listeners
will be reached by these announcements, no man dare say exactly, but
shall we say millions on millions?
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by the artists themselves who participate in the CBS Network, programs, and who have made special
recordings for this purpose. Again
there can be no exact prediction of
the millions reached by these Star
Recordings, but only a deaf hermit
can fail to hear them !

2 by NEWSPAPERS

. .

CBS Stations will open their cam-

3 by TRANSPORTATION
ADVERTISING

paign with a full-page, and continue

CBS Stations ( in every station-city

regular advertising using every major newspaper in every station-city

in which transportation advertising
is available) will use car cards in

on a strong schedule (reaching a

color (mostly giants, 11 x 42 ins.),

total daily circulation exceeding
12,000,000 ABC Net Paid) , promot-

bearing photographs of the principals of full-network programs every

ing every full-network program,
every broadcasting day.

broadcasting day, to a monthly total
of riders exceeding 860 millions.

CBS stations are now posting
throughout their communities upwards of 65,000 posters inviting listening to all full-network CBS
programs — each poster measuring
26/4 x 40 inches, printed in color.
Over 25 of the subjects were drawn
by James Montgomery Flagg ; others
by artists equally competent in capturing the spirit of other programs.

5 by DIRECT

MAIL

. .

CBS Stations are issuing skilful
and detailed direct mail informa-

7

6

by PERSONAL
CONTACT

by BROCHURES

. .

These brochures, booklets, and
envelopes are designed to give

tion, including well over 500,000

CBS Station Managers, in close
contact with the civic leaders and

unusually effective post cards con-

the mercantile customers and

cerning the "Forward March" to
those affected in their communi-

representatives of their CBS Network Clients, have advised them

stations, and to present a comprehensive program promotion plan

ties, to the total of millions of additional circulation. Clients and
agencies are planning to use this
material for their dealers, as well.

full program information to CBS

with the material to carry it out.

of the "Forward March" and (as
we go to press) are working 24

Over 90 programs will be promoted this Fall... by CBS stations

hours a day to cooperate with
them.

using their material with consummate skill.

in

ve

effecti

CBS

This

city

is CBS...

coast

THE

to

.

.

. • i

coast

COLUMBIA

every

!

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

We'll keep going
T71IVE years ago, the Country Journal went on the KM OX air. It was
written for the 500,000 farm people
in our 78 county primary area.
The show hegan to break all-time
mail records. And it should have. It is
built around personalities who are
record-breakers. For instance :
Pappy Cheshire and his Hillbilly
Champions: They have received over
250,000 pieces of mail since they
started singing their way down the
KMOX air lanes.
Charles Stookey, KMOX and CBS
Farm Reporter: A while back he got
80,000 letters from farmers in 1 month.
Cousin Emmy and Her Kinfolk : A
few months ago, when they offered
their pictures, 16,354 letters came in
four weeks.
Sponsors get the same kind of re-

as

long as the postman
does . . .
tion broadcasts the news!)
sponse. Kerr Glass offered canning
The KMOX Country Journal is on
advice to those who wrote in. A thousand letters a week asked for it.
the air every weekday morning from
There are two basic reasons for this
5:30 to 7:00 a.m. Through these
ninety minutes the Country Journal
consistent record: First — KMOX has
brings to. KMOX more rural listeners
long been the favorite station for rural
than are tuned to all other St. Louis
Mid-America (as it is for urban St.
stations combined. Participations are
Louis) . Folks listen, believe, respond.
not only desirable but available. Ask
Second— the Country Journal is the
us or Radio Sales.
kind of program that spar ks response.
Good entertainment. (So good that
Pappy regularly takes time off for
making pictures in Hollywood) .Good
service. (Charles Stookey has won
nationwide recognition for his farm
reporting— on KMOX and, coast to
coast, on CBS). Good timing. (The
Country Journal uses news from AP,
UP, CBS, PA— to bring to our listeners
the first news of the day— an hour and
a half before any other St. Louis sta-

Represented by Radio Sales, the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

(ft
The Voice of ST, LOUS
50,000 watts

NOTES
MURRT BROPHY, who resigned
Sept. 1 as chief of the Communications
Facilities Division of the OWI Overseas Branch because of ill health, has
entered the Massachusetts General
Hospital, Boston, to undergo an operation. He was vice-president of the
Columbia
West theCoast
before joining
war Artists'
effort. Bureau
M. A. GANDASEGUI, president of
the Panama Broadcasting System of
the Republic of Panama, has arrived
in New York for a several weeks visit
and business trip.

HERBERT RICE, for the past 14
years tionprogram
and WKBW
producmanager ofdirector
WGR and
Buffalo, N. Y., has been appointed
special assistant on production and
sales to Linus Travers executive vice
president for the Yankee Network and
WNAC Boston. Robert Martineau has
joined the staff of the Yankee Network
as supervisor and coordinator of local
sales for WICC WEAN WAAB. He
was formerly manager of the commercial department of WTHT Hartford,
Conn.
GWILYM A. PRICE of Pittsburgh,
former president of the Peoples-Pittsburgh Trust Co., has been elected a
vice-president of the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Co., PittsHis responsibilites
will includeburgh.
settlement
of war contracts.
GILES ZWAHLEN, account executive for WTOL Toledo, has left to
join Allan H. Miller Productions.

HOWARD CLARK has been appointed manager of CJRL Kenora,
Ont, to succeed Gerald Bourke. Clark
was formerly with the Stovin &
JACKtor ofRATHBUN,
program direcWJHP Jacksonville,
Fla., Wright, station representatives, Winhas been named to succeed Irving
nipeg, and prior to that with CKX
F. Welch as general manager of Brandon and CKSO Sudbury, Ont.
WCOA Pensacola, Fla. Mr. Welch JOHN M. WEHRHEIM, assistant
resigned the managership effective auditor for the NBC central division,
Sept. 15 and remains at the station is the father of a girl born Sept. 12.
at least through Sept. 30.
ROBERT
A. manager
CATHERWOOD,
former general
of WWRL,
Woodside, N. Y., and prior to that on
the sales staff of WOR New York,
LAWRENCE HAMMOND has re- has
joined the spot sales staff of the
signed
from
the
special
events
department of the Office of the Coordinator BLUE. He has been honorably discharged from the Army.
of Inter-American Affairs. Mr. Hammond was formerly radio director of IRWIN COWPER of the WTIC
the War Manpower Commission.
Hartford, Conn., sales department,
been promoted to assistant sales
DR. J. S. THOMSON, retiring gen- has
manager. He has been with WTIC
eral manager of the Canadian Broad- since 1933.
a fare-of CRAIG MAUDSLEY, former member
well casting
dinnerCorp.,
bywas
the tendered
CBC Board
of the sales and production staffs of
Governors at Ottawa on Sept. 18.
WIND Gary, and previously in charge
of radio for several Baltimore agencies
has been named sales manager of
WAIT Chicago.
Rathbun

for Welch

JAMES G. BENNETT, BLUE salesman, recently became the father of a
WKBB
THE BLUE
NETWORK

OFFICES - HOTEL
DUBUQUE,

JULIEN
IOWA

Mr. Erich Brandeis
Promotion Director
International News Service
235 East 45th Street
New York City
Dear Mr. Brandeis i
Your recent enlargement of wire
service has given us an excellent new selling
slogan for our six daily quarter-hour news periods.
We thought this might be of interest or value to

Clipp Names Caskey
ROGER W. CLIPP, executive vicepresident and general manager of
WFIL Philadelphia, announces
promotion of William B. Caskey,
from business manager and promotion director to assistant station
manager. The move is designed to
relieve some of the extra burden
placed
shoulders
result on
of Clipp's
President
Samuelas R.a
Rosenbaum's leave of absence to
join the AMG. To the post vacated
by Caskey comes Ted. R. Oberf elder
in the position of promotion director, a post he held previously at
WCAU Philadelphia.

you.
We use an opening something like
this.
"Here is the latest world news summary taken
from the twenty-four hour a day sixty word minute
wires of International News Service".
This stresses
the round-the-clock news coverage given by International News Service and brings out the sixty word a
minute phase .
A competing station had previously
made- great capital out of AP's twenty-four hour a
day radio wire.
In reality, counting the overlap of
the day and night wire, we have more than twenty-four
hours actual service, but to mention more than twentyfour hours of service would probably confuse the public and not be as clear as the phrase we use.
to you, I remain.

DEWEY LONG, formerly head of the
Chicago office of WLW Cincinnati,
was in Chicago recently on business
relating to his new post as general
girl.
manager of WELI New Haven.
DANIEL A. ORTH Jr., formerly
Illinois branch manager of the Allstate Insurance Co. has joined the
sales staff of MBS in Chicago.
MORT SILVERMAN, commercial
manager of WEIM Fitchburg, Mass.,
is the father of a girl.
PFC. JAMES E. BURKE Jr., first
director of K49KC Kansas City, now
stationed at Scott Field, HI., on Oct.
1 joins the Army Air Forces show in
New York to begin rehearsals.

Hoping this may be of some service

KGHL Staff Shifts
KGHL Billings, Mont., announces
several staff changes. Virginia
Braunberger becomes assistant
manager and continues with the
supervision of program assignments. Dorothy Morris is now head
of thetionpromotion
and publicity
secand Mrs. Julia
Bell returns
to take charge of traffic. Chief announcer is Franz Robischon, while
Ed Cooney, formerly in that position, awaits naval assignment. Edmund Kasser is a new member of
the
announcing
staff. Harry Turner
is musical director.

John Larson
JOHN LARSON, former NBC Chicago engineer, drowned Sept. 14
while swimming near his home,
Lavalette, N. J. Funeral was held
Sept. 20 at Princeton, N. J.
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BUFFALO

BILL

BUFFALO!*

A

AND-no

THE

GRAND

CHICAGO

OR

NEVER

SHOT

-

ADVERTISER

EVER

RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO

BAGGED

AREA

FROM

All your life you've thought Buffalo Bill shot
hundreds of Buffaloes — and probably all your

DETROIT!

radio life, you've thought you could cover Western Michigan from some big Chicago or Detroit
radio station.
Sorry — but on both counts, you've been wrong!
Western Michigan is covered by only one radio
station in the world — WKZO. Others can reasonably claim small segments, but only WKZO does
a complete job. And the cost is so low that any
fair-sized advertiser can add WKZO to his list

The Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids Area is the horns
of 1,483,509 better-than-average consumers who
vastly prefer WKZO to any and every other radio
station, either "outside" or "inside*9 the Area.
Write for "The Tale of Three Cities".

without difficulty . . . Want all the facts? Telephone Free & Peters — or write us direct!

covers all Western
WKZO

KALAMAZOO
5000

WATTS

Michigan, with studios in

and
•

GRAND
590 KC

RAPIDS
•

JOHN E. FETZER, President and General Manager
FREE

&

PETERS,

INC.,

EXCLUSIVE

NATIONAL

* Want to know the reason for this — and for WKZO's

REPRESENTATIVES

unique position, too? Write!

CBS

**•

Great

?Jt

Diversification

Plane
l\t

A

Industrial

and

Great

NATIONALLY

Insures

Shipbuilding

Port

Intelligent

Center

with

Post

REPRESENTED
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Center

a Great

War

mil

Progress

Future

t

Planning

EDWARD

PETRY

& CO., Inc.

1

Thou

Shalt

Not

Covet

THE CURTAIN has rung down on Act 2 of
the newest radio regulatory extravaganza
now showing in Washington. Or is it a
travesty?
The FCC has wound up its public hearing
on the sale of the BLUE Network to Edward
J. Noble, who meanwhile has contracted to
sell his WMCA to Nathan Straus of New York.
But the hearing record is being kept open
until Mr. Noble supplies the FCC with a "statement of policy" on what FCC Chairman Fly
calls the "mechanism of free speech".
It is clearly evident that the Commission
will approve the $8,000,000 transaction. It
can't very well do otherwise. But it is driving
a bargain. It wants Mr. Noble to commit himself on such matters as the sale of time for
the discussion of controversial issues — time
that now is freely given away. It wants him to
agree to sell time to labor unions and cooperatives for membership drives and for the spread
of ideologies and creeds. It wants to put the
dollar sign on radio.
It really doesn't matter what Mr. Noble
says. Under the Commission's own rules he
can't commit the stations on the BLUE Network he proposes to acquire. He can't commit
the other three networks. And whatever he
says won't make much difference anyway in
the result. The Commission, in its opinion approving the transfer of the three BLUEowned stations, can be expected to vent a
blistering criticism of industry policies on sale
of time and of the NAB Code of Ethics because
the Code deprecates sale of time for controversial issues, and for membership drives.
All this grows out of the Supreme Court
opinion of last May 10 assigning to the FCC
the control of the "composition of the traffic''.
The Commission majority, of which Chairman
Fly is the spokesman, covets that authority.
If the Fly philosophy — heartily concurred
in by Commissioners Durr and Walker and
perhaps inferentially by Commissioner Wakefield— were adhered to, the air would be filled
with pleadings for special causes. Those with
the most money would monopolize the ether.
The public wouldn't tolerate that sort of radio.
What our free-thinking, liberal zealots fail
to understand is that the radio audience —
practically the entire nation — was not built by
the FCC or its predecessor, or those who run
the labor unions or big business, or the
geniuses who devised the spectrum allocation.
Rather it was built by the broadcasters. They
built the programs and were sensitive to the
wishes of the people. Radio must present a
balanced programming structure, not a babble
of voices preaching, shouting or lobbying.
Let's take a hypothetical case of the "free
and easy" time theory advanced during the
BLUE hearing, since several members of the
Commission tried it. There's the prohibition
issue. Could the Anti-Saloon League, on a
paid-time basis, cope with the nation's distillers? Radio doesn't sell the distillers on a
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network basis today because liquor itself constitutes acontroversial issue.
What, for example, would this corruption of
what is called "free speech" do in the case of
a Father Coughlin? It would give him as many
networks as he could buy — the test would be
the dollar sign, nothing else.
Whatever may be said of the NAB, certainly the provisions of its code are sound
on these very issues now trotted out by the
FCC majority. Mr. Noble and Mark Woods,
BLUE president, were sound in adhering to
the basic concepts that time should not be
sold for controversial issues or for the exploitation of membership campaigns, as against
products.
All this adds up to one thing. The Supreme
Court challenge to Congress must be met this
year, lest it become the permanent law. The
BLUE hearing is a harbinger of what's ahead.
We suggest that the subject is of sufficient
importance to warrant prompt consideration
by the Congressional leadership identified
with radio legislation. We should like to see a
conference of Chairman Wheeler, of the Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee; Chairman
Lea of the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee; Chairman Cox of the House
Select Committee investigating the FCC;
Senator White and Rep. Holmes, as authors
of pending radio bills, to settle procedure.
There isn't any doubt, except in the mind of
the FCC majority, about the need for a clear
expression from Congress. This group should
express itself as to the Congressional plan for
consideration of legislation before the FCC
embarks upon control of "the composition of
the traffic" and cripples free American radio
— freest and best in the world.
Parasite Lost
FOR YEARS the notion has been prevalent
that broadcasters would rather fight than partake of the finer things — with everyone except
their clients. That results can be accomplished
through a meeting of the minds is evidenced
by the CBS action to eliminate cow-catcher
and
"no". hitch-hiker announcements — a parasitic
growth which fed upon radio's refusal to say
The CBS action didn't just happen. A number of broadcasters got up on their hind legs
about it. Resolutions were adopted condemning the practice. Bill Way of KVOO, Tulsa,
spent time, effort and money to start the movement, in the interest of having radio run its
own business. The speed with which CBS has
acted is in keeping with the policy enunciated
by its President William S. Paley at the last
NAB convention that radio must retrieve its
full independence.
Shifting to a somewhat different practice,
complaints have been heard over the years
about the kind of copy used by American Tobacco Co. Way back, when it put Cremo cigars
on the air, it talked about "spit". It's more
recent "Best Tunes of all Come from Carnegie Hall" grated on a nation's nerves. Now it's
the constant repetition "LS-MST", whatever
that means.
Mr. George Washington Hill, of American
Tobacco, advertising genius that he is, apparently feels he doesn't care what his company
is called, just so there's talk about his products. He has worked the constant repetition
theme to a fare-thee-well.
But is it good radio?

COL. HARRY

CONVERSE

WILDER

h Grand
Sedan
toward
pushthroug
great ion
the battal
during his
PreING
LEAD
in World War 1, or leading his Syracuse
station WSYR into untrod airways, the
d of Col. Harry C. Wilder is always
commanrd".
"Forwa
The WSYR president has just proved the
success of his watchword by celebrating the
21st anniversary of his station on September
15 — and in a most novel manner. Col. Wilder
asked for ideas for the celebration, and there
was one he especially liked. "Why not," it
said, "emphasize the 21 years of WSYR's existence by creating and producing 21 brand
new radio shows, one to be broadcast each day
for the 21 days leading up to the final annidate." asked the colonel. "Let's get
"Why versary
not?"
That was on the 22d day before the celebration date, leaving exactly one day in which to
started."
"get started". But the staff, electrified for action under Col. Wilder did get started, and on
the next day began one of the most ambitious
schedules ever undertaken by a radio station
staff — 21 daily programs, drama, music, human
interest features, unique news treatment, and
even the first episode of an adventure serial,
written, cast and produced entirely within the
station.
All led triumphantly up to the hour-long
anniversary program. Col. Wilder's father,
Mark S. Wilder, founder and vice-president of
WSYR, cut the birthday cake and was portrayed in the dramatization of the station's
history. Special feature was two shortwave
broadcasts from England, from a Syracusestaffed army hospital, and a Syracuse flying
colonel hero veteran of Dieppe, all saying
"Happy Birthday".
In the 11 years Col. Wilder has been WSYR
president he has developed the station from an
obscure 100 watter to the progressive 5,000
watt station of today, always beamed to new
ideas, with a "go" signal on continually for
personalities that can reach past the microphone to the hearts of listeners.
Born in 1891, Col. Wilder is a graduate of
Phillips Exeter and Amherst, 1913. He is also
a graduate of the "war years" when he served
in four major campaigns overseas.
It was during the advance toward Sedan
in 1918 when the 27-year-old major distinguished himself. The Germans were unleashing
all they had to stem the push of the Allied
Army. Major Wilder and his battalion were in
(Continued on page 40)
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DAYTON, OHIO BIRTHPLACE OF AVIATION

TEN

YEARS

MADE

OF

PROGRESS

PAYROLLS

D.

WILL

EXCEED

HAS

DAYTON ONE OF AMERICA'S
GREAT MARKETS!

^

Dayton's Metropolitan population
has in ten years increased 36%
from 251,928 to 343,148.

^

In this space of time Dayton has
come from the 41st ranking United

This tremendous payroll is just double that of 1941 . . . typi0*
00,00
0
,
0
1
4
fying Dayton's growth as one of the country's outstanding
markets. With this condition existing, the "ceiling is un-

States city to 39th.
^

to sell it effectively is by using the "Dayton station" WING. . . .

Actual survey shows factory pay
has risen from $1 200-$l 800 average to a present day figure of
$3600-$5000

The one dominant factor in covering this great expanding
market.

per year.

Bank clearings have increased
265.5% from $75,245,689 yearly
to a total of over $275,000,000

BASIC

BLUE

5,000

per year.
Bank

limited" when it comes to selling your product . . . and the way

deposits jumped

NETWORK

WATTS

501.5%

from $26,598,515 to $160,000,000 in this same time.
^

Bank debits skyrocketed 281.2%
from $432,865,456 to over $1,|
650,000,000.

* All figures compiled by The
Dayton Chamber of Commerce.

Bonus: WIZE, Springfield, Ohio, is a bonus when WING is purchased on
a national spot basis by adding 30% of the time cost on WING.
NATIONAL
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In

the

Kansas

City

Swing

is

toWHB

A HARVEST OF RESULTS awaits smart advertisers who use WHB..."Your Mutual Friend"...
in Kansas City. Available now: Associated Press
News in 5, 10 and 15-minute strips; unique participation shows appealing to women, factory
workers, farmers, young people; a few Mutual
co-operative programs; some choice spots for
minute ETs or chain breaks.
KEY STATION for the KANSAS STATE NETWORK
Wichita
Kansas City
Salina
Great Bend
Emporia
Kansas
Missouri
Kansas
Kansas
Kansas

Recordings on Sweden
Made Available by OWI
TO PROJECT a fuller understanding of Sweden to American audiences, the OWI is making available
to stations a series of 13 recordings made under the supervision of
OWI outpost representatives under
the auspices of the Swedish government. The recordings have been
requested by stations in Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, and
Washington.
The series is the first in a largescale "exchange" plan being developed by OWI. The agency is
already at work on programs in
Australia, China, New Zealand,
South Africa, Iceland and Turkey.
Within the next two or three
months, the first of these series will
be offered to broadcasters. A limited number of pressings of the
Swedish series is available to stations. Requests are being handled
by the OWI Station Relations reThe gional
OWIoffices.is also developing two
series of programs made in America to be played over Swedish stations.
WCBT Sale Approved
THE FCC last week granted consent to voluntary assignment of
the license of WCBT Roanoke
Rapids, N. C. from J. Winfield
Crew Jr. to WCBT Inc., organized
by S. Ellis Crew, W. Lunsferd
Crew and J. Winfield Crew, and
granted consent to voluntary assignment of KWJB Globe, Ariz.,
from Bartley T. Sims to Gila
Broadcasting Co. for $20,000. Gila
is headed by L. F. Long, theater
owner of Safford, Ariz., who owns
KGLU Safford [Broadcasting,
June 14]. The application of Albert
S. and Robert A. Drohlich, a partnership, to sell KDRO to Milton J.
Henlein, Philadelphia real estate
man, for $27,500, or $36,500 if payments are made in installments,
was designated for hearing.
Dick Tracy Aired
LOUIS MELIND Co., Chicago
(Justrite Drawing Ink), new to
radio, has started sponsorship of
the quarter - hour late - afternoon
Dick Tracy show Tuesdays and
Thursdays on WENR Chicago, in a
test campaign. Commercials are
slanted for children interested in
cartooning, with a Nick Nichols
Cartooning Course as a giveaway
feature. Agency is Brandt Adv.
Co., Chicago.

ASK FOR BOOKLET!
rMemoJust off the press— comprehensive analysis of the
Greater Kansas City market with population and
distribution data on western Missouri and eastern
Kansas; statistics
greatfornew
industries; coverageonandmid-west's
market data
WHBwar and
the Kansas State Network. Ask
DON DAVIS
KANSAS CITY • Scarritt Building, HArrison 1161
NEW YORK CITY • 507 Fifth Avenue, VAnderbilt 6-2550
CHICAGO • 333 North Michigan, CENtral 7980
LOS ANGELES • Security Building, MUtual 6660

Our Respects to
(Continued from page 38)
the Grand Pre region, in the thick
of it. During the action, Wilder was
gassed. But refusing to be evacuated, he stuck with his men and continued in command. His battalion
came through with their leader
past Grand Pre and on to their
objective, Sedan. It was for this
deed that he was cited for bravery
in action. Later, he was an area
military governor with the army of
occupation in Germany.
After the war, Wilder, then a
colonel, turned to the selling field.
He was sales manager for wire,
copper, rubber, utility and refrigeration companies. He became a
partner in an advertising agency
and advertising manager for power
and rubber companies, then president of light and power companies,
and vice-president of a copper wire
company. He also tried his hand in
magazine publishing.
Then in 1932 he entered radio.
Besides being president of WSYR
he also heads WTRY Troy and
WKNE Keene, N. H., and two
years ago, he sold WJTN Jamestown. Practically every civic movement in Syracuse includes the name
of Col. Wilder. He is a director of
the Century Club and the Skaneateles Country Club, vice-president
and director of the Syracuse Chamber of Commerce and a member of
the University and Triton Club
(Canada). He was one of the first
New York state commanders of the
American Legion.
Married to Isabel Howard since
1916, before going overseas. Col.
Wilder has one daughter, Nancy,
the wife of Lt. Roderick Burlingame. He resigned from the Field
Artillery reserves 15 years ago.
But Wilder's status in this war
is far from inactive. In civic affairs, his Legion activities, and
especally in his stations, pushing
the war effort on the home front is
his objective. And Col. Wilder is
not one to give up until the objective has been reached.
MBS

Anniversary

TO CELEBRATE its ninth anniversary as a network on Oct. 2,
Mutual, which has risen from four
stations in 1934 to 211, has arranged a special guest appearance
by President Miller McClintock on
the Saturday
8-8:30 California Melodiesevening
program.

The preferred spot on
Puerto Rico dials . . .
this modern station is
your
coverage.
for preferred
Puerto selection
Rican

"Ever listen to 'Watch the World
Go By on WFDF Flint Michi-
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WHAT EVERY RADIO ADVERTISER SHOULD KNOW!
ND
BEHI
AD KARNS
is
now
production
director at WIZE Springfield,
Ohio. He
was formerly with WING Dayton.
Helen Williams, formerly of W45D
Detroit, now
heads the
continuity
department of WIZE.
Enerstine
Beebe,
formerly of WOUB Athens, Ohio, is
nowas haspromotion
Robin
joined thedirector.
continuity
staff.ThomNew
addition to the announcing staff is
Dick Huber, from WHDL Olean, N. Y.

WE CAN GET IT FOR YOU VV iWU/
-in MEMPHIS/

»■

W^TH 10 railroads . . . three airways
. . . five major bus lines . . . and 100 motor
truck lines . . . Memphis has attained the
one of the nation's
of being
distinction
great
wholesale
centers.

These unexcelled distribution systems
serve to constitute Memphis as a natural
gate-way to the entire Mid-South market.

And that market is the largest trade
area anywhere east of the Mississippi
River!

Member of
SOUTH CENTRAL
QUALITY NETWORK
WMC — Memphis
WJDX — Jackson, Miss.
KARK — LiHle Rock
WSMB — New Orleans
KWKH-KTBS — Shreveport
REPRESENTED BY
THE BRANHAM CO.

MEMPHIS,

TEN N .

5,000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT
•
Owned and Operated by
THE COMMERCIAL APPEAL

LES ingBARRY
has joined
announcstaff of WMT
Cedar the
Rapids,
la.,
coming from WHBF Rock Island, 111.
BOB HOBGOOD has been named
production manager of WMPS Memphis.
commentator,Herbert
has beenHarper,
added news
to the
news
staff.
DON NORMAN, former m.c. of A
Date with Don on Mutual, has joined
the announcing staff of WAIT Chicago, following his recovery from a
long illness.
JOHN GOLDS WORTHY has joined
WAIT Chicago as newscaster.
CHARLES HULL WOLFE, WSRR
Stamford, Conn., continuity editor,
married Florence Grumann Aug. 28.
Hon. Frank Coulter
Young York,
and Rubicam
New
N. Y.
Dear Frank:
I've gone and stuck my neck out, and
Tm wondering
if you'll
help Wylie
me outof
next
time you see
Margaret
J. Walter
Thompson at
Chicago
couple. ofA
weeks
ago580I
•'WCHSher
wrote
all
about the
Club Course
of the
Air".
I went the
limit in mentioning such
salient points
about the
show signed
as: 36,560
members who
agree
to listen
and buy
the
c
. .
h
a
n
d
i
s
e
.
sponsors' merslanted toward
progr
am
women, with
recipes,
household hints,
etc.
. . . terrific
mail
pull
.
live talent .by.
members
themsel v e s
every Friday
. . .what
etc. etc.
But
has
really
me
in the put
middle,
is the fact
thattheI show
told,
her

WKZO Staff Additions
PAUL O. GODT, formerly of
KARK little Rock, Ark., has
joined the staff of WKZO Kalamazoo, Mich., as studio director.
Mr. Godt will coordinate operations
for both the Kalamazoo and Grand
Rapids studios. Rhea Y. Fetzer,
wife of John E. Fetzer, president
and general manager of WKZO,
returns to active duty at the station as war program director. Mrs.
Fetzer formerly served as program
director for a number of years.
Thomas F. White, formerly admanager of Tenn.,
the LeafChronicle, vertising
Clarksville,
and
of WJZM Clarksville, has joined
the WKZO staff as account executive.
BOB CARLYLE, formerly of WSBA
York, Pa., and WHP Harrisburg, Pa.,
replacesrector ofGail
as program
WSRRSmith
Stamford,
Conn. diBOB KELLY, WGAR Cleveland
sports
been assigned
cover theeditor,
U. ofhas
Michigan
grid gamesto
over WJR Detroit again this year.
TERRY BRICK, conductor of the
Listen Mothers program over WWL
New Orleans, is herself the mother of
a girl born Sept. 13.
LAVONNE PAPPLE, formerly a
singer on the staff of WCCO Minneapolis, has become a member of the
continuity department of WGN Chicago.
DOROTHY FURMAN has joined the
program department of WGN Chicago.

had a sponsorship available, and I even went so
far as to intimate that I thought it
would be a good buy for some alert
advertiser
Well doggonit,
I'll
bet this .magazine
had no Frank,
more than
hit the street, when zingo, a smart advertiser, such as I just mentioned,
stepped up and gobbled up this one
availability. So if you'll explain to
Miss Wylie, I'll be more than grateful.
Believe me, I'd feel worse than I do
about
if it man
weren't
the dope
fact
that a this,
Branham
has for
all the
on other equally good
WCHS
availabilities. Regards
Yrs.
ALGY
WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.
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GENE HAMILTON, NBC-Blue announcer for 12 years until the separation of the BLUE from NBC, when he
joined the BLUE production staff, has
returned to announcing.
ALFRED ROBERTS, formerly with
KOMO-KJR Seattle, has joined
KJBS San Francisco, as announcer.
ELLIS LIND is now on the announcing staff of KJBS San Francisco.
BILLer of HAMILTON,
KMBC and former
KCMO announcKansas
City,
has
joined
the
announcing
staff
of WIND Gary.
ED CLOWES, announcer of KPPC
Pasadena,
has joined KJBS San Francisco as announcer.
MILDRED BOWYER, former staff
musician of WMCA New York and
KSL Salt Lake City, has been placed
in charge of the musical library of
KJBS San Francisco.
TOM MOOREHEAD, sports director
and assistant publicity director of
WFIL Philadelphia, and Constance
van Roden, were married last week.

THE
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FRED BARK, program director of
WWRL New York and conductor of
the 1600 Club, has joined the Army.
Lou Cole, a member of the WWRL
staff for the past 13 years, has taken
over
tion. Mr. Barr's duties for the duraLORRAINE SECKINGER has
joined the traffic department CKBI
Prince Albert, Sask.
MARGARET HERON is now in the
continuity department of CKBI Prince
Albert, Sask., replacing Doris Donnelly, recently married.
MARCE MONROE, announcer of
CBR Vancouver, will marry Constance Kemper of CJOR Vancouver
early in October.
GORDON WILLIAMSON, former
sports announcer of CFRN Edmonton
has been commissioned a pilot officer.
Royal Canadian Air Force, Public
Relations Branch.
WILLIAM READ, formerly of
CKGB Timmins, Ont. and CKVD Val
d'Or, Que.,
has joined CKMO Vancouver as announcer.
LILLIAN GREENE has joined the
promotion and publicity department of
KDYL Salt Lake City as assistant to
Myron Fox, publicity and promotion
director.
OSMOND MOLARSKY, radio script
writer for Navy public relations, has
been promoted to a lieutenant (j.g. )
as aviation specialist. He formerly
contributed to documentary series The
World Is Yours and Cavalcade of
America.
EVELYN LAMPMAN has been appointed continuity chief at KGWKEX Portland, Ore., replacing Edwin A. Browne who has resigned to do
news work at KGBI San Francisco.
Allan Richmond has joined the KGWKEX announcing staff. Barbara Hathaway has joined the continuity staff.

CBS

LOUISE
MORGAN,
of special events
for WNACdirector
Boston
and
the Yankee Network, is taking over the
Mon. thru Fri. 9:05-9:30 a.m. radio
spot of Ruth Moss, who has left to
join the Marines.
MARJERY HOOD has been appointed publicity director of KYA San
Francisco.
BOB FOUTS, announcer of KYA
San Francisco, has joined the Army
Air Forces as a cadet in communications. He is receiving his training
at Seymour
boro,
N. C. Johnson Field, Golds-

MEDICAL MAGIC keeps Al Sigl,
newsman of the Rochester Times
Union, at the mike as newscaster
for WHEC Rochester. Last February, Sigl slipped and cracked the
back of his neck on the curb. He
got up, shook his head, and continued on his way. Months later,
severe headaches sent him to the
hospital, and X-Ray disclosed remains of three former vertebranine bone splinters. Now Al wears
his harness and continues 12:15
p.m. daily newscast, and doctors
still wonder why he didn't die.
RUPERT PRAY, Hollywood news
assistant to John B. Hughes, MBS
commentator, is the father of a boy
horn Sept. 15.
MRS. HELEN BROUGH RODE,
former head of KH.T Hollywood script
department, is the mother of a girl
born Sept. 4.

JEAN MAXFIELD, former traffic
manager of KROW Oakland, has been
appointed traffic manager of KYA
San Francisco.
MARY TABNEY, assistant in the
programcago, willdepartment
of WBBM
leave shortly
to join Chithe
Marine Corps Women Reserve.
ALAN OAK, announcer, formerly
with WGER Goldsboro, N. C, and
WHA Madison, Wis., has joined WOR
New York. Helen Hawley, formerly
with Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York,
Columbia
Recording
C«rp.Records,
Transcription Division
and Decca
has
joined the WOR Recording Division.
Keith Thompson recently of Musical
America, is new script editor.
ED PRENTISS, Chicago radio actor,
became the father of a boy Sept. 14.
TED LENZ, chief announcer, news
editor and production manager of
KSAN San Francisco, has been appointed general manager of KVAK
Atchison, Kansas.
GARY MUELLER, continuity writer
of
Chicago, has been inducted
intoWBBM
the Army.
CHARLES LYNCH, formerly with
WBRY Waterbury, Conn., has joined
the announcing staff of WIBG Philadelphia. Anne Barr has joined the
program department.

PAUL SNEIDER, recently given a
medical discharge from the Army, has
resumed his former duties as an announcer at WGN Chicago.
LEE GILLETTE, formerly with
WAAF Chicago, has been named music director of WJJD Chicago replacing Kennedy Nelson, who will
join the Army shortly.
MILDRED
GATLING,
erly of WFORJEFF
Hattiesburg,
Miss.,formhas
joined the staff of KTHS Hot Springs,
MAL WEAVER, formerly of WATR
Waterbury, Conn., is now program
director and studio maaager of
WMFF Plattsburg, N. Y.
JOHN
STINSON,
formerly has
newscaster on WLW
Cincinnati,
joined
the WKRC Cincinnati news staff.
GEORGE PUTNAM, news reporter
of WEAF New York, on Sept. 24 was
guest speaker at the Town Hall
Luncheon
Club at Town Hall in New
York.
HOWARD CARRAWAY, continuity
chief of WBAP and KGKO Fort
Ark.' 1938, has joined the
Worth since
BLUE production staff. Mr. Carraway was previously on the news staff
of WSMB New Orleans and served
as announcar-producer with KWKH
and KTBS Shreveport, La., and WMC
Memphis.
LT. MAURIE WEBSTER, former
announcer of CBS Hollywood and
now in the Navy, currently is stationed at Harvard U. for communications training.
PAT McGEEHAN,
announcer,
has been Hollywood
assigned toactorthe
weekly NBC Red Skelton & Co., replacing Truman Bradley.
VINCE BERNARD has joined the
announcing staff of KLZ Denver.

credits us with a 22 county-

3 state primary, 1,032,302

pop-

ulation. Ourmail maps show

more.

But, either way, it's a real market,
served by a real station. Heavy CBS;

63.8%

Hooper station rating;

Serving the Textile South
from Spartanburg, S.C.
5000 watts day,
1000 watts night,
950 kc. Represented by

dominant
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G-E Names Priest Head
Of Transmitter Division
C. A. PRIEST has been named
manager of the Transmitter Division of G-E's Electronics Department, Dr. W. R. G. Baker, vicepresident of the
department,
announced. He will
assume responsibility for the operations of the
Syracuse plant of
the division.
As engineer of
| the Radio
mitterTransEngineering Division a t
Mr. Priest
Schenectady, Mr.
Priest figured prominently in the
FCC hearings on experimental
television (Broadcasting, Feb. 1,
1940). He entered the testing department of G-E in 1922 and later
transferred to the transmitter section, where he has been ever since,
with the exception of a year he
spent in Japan,
1927-'28.Co.International GeneralinElectric
sent
him to that country as sales engineer on radio apparatus.
Employment Drive
TO FORESTALL compulsory
drafting of war workers should
the manpower problem continue
acute New Jersey industrialists
have formed the Community Manpower Mobilization Committee,
headquartering in Newark. Radio,
newspapers, outdoor displays and
other media are being used to
reach potential employes and war
workers in four counties. One objective is to help recruit 50,000
women employees in the Newark
area by Jan. 1. Committee has
signed a 13-week contract with
WOR New York for participations
on Bessie Beatty's five-times
weekly 11:15 a.m. program, effective Sept. 8, and has also taken segments of Martin Block's Make Believe Ballroom on WNEW New
York. One-minute announcements
are being used on WAAT Jersey
City and WPAT Paterson, and
other stations were being lined up
last week. Agency is Charles Dallas
Reach Co., Newark.
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Tinney to Army
CAL TINNEY, until recently
broadcasting his Sizin' Up the
News commentatories for Bayuk
Cigars, Philadelphia, over Mutual
network, reports for active duty
Sept. 27 as a buck private in the
Army Air Forces. Married, 35 and
the father of four children, he
went to his draft board in Bryn
Mawr, Pa., recently, and waived
his 3-A classification. He expects to
be assigned to service in the Far
East. No stranger to the Orient,
he worked his way around the
world after leaving high school,
worked on newspapers in China
and Japan and picked up some of
the language.
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Kenneth B. Carter
LT. KENNETH B. CARTER, former announcer of WNAC Boston,
was killed Sept. 7 when the P-38
he was flying crashed at Muroc
Field, Cal. He was buried from his
home in Everett, Mass.
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STATION ACCOUNTS
»j> — studio program*
ne — news program!
t— transcriptions
ta — apot announcement*
ta — transcription announcements
WNEW New York
Grove Labs., St. Louis (vitamins), sa,
thru Donahue & Coe, N. Y.
Beaumont Labs., St. Louis (4- Way Cold
Tablets), so, thru Donahue & Coe, N. Y.
Grocery Store Products, New York (KitchN. enY. Bouquet) , sa, thru Duane Jones Co.,
Cocilana Inc., Brooklyn (Cough Nips), so,
thru Al Paul Lefton Co., N. Y.
A. S. Beck Co., New York (Beck Shoes),
sa, 12 wks, thru Pettingell & Fenton,
N. Y.
Miners Inc., New York (cosmetics), so,
thru Arthur Rosenberg Co., N. Y.
Community Manpower Mobilization, Newarkrecruiting
(
war workers ) , so, thru
Chas. Dallas Reach Co., Newark.
Standard Brands, New York (Stams), to,
thru Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
Penick
& Ford Ltd.,
Fine Desserts),
6 taNew
per York
wk, 16(My-Twks,
thru BBDO, N. Y.
Bell Aircraft
Corp.,
Buffalo,
so,
thru
Addison Vars Inc., N. Y.
Megowen Educator Foods Co., Lowell,
Mass. (Crax), thru Badger & Browning Inc.. Boston.
National Shoe Stores, New York, ta, sp
13 wks, thru Emil Mogul Co., N. Y.
K. Arakelian Inc., L. I. City (Mission
Bell
N. Y. Wines) , so, thru M. J. Jacobs,
Miles Shoes, New York, 5 sp per wk, thru
Grey Adv., N. Y.
Paramount Pictures, New York, 2 so,
thru Buchanan & Co. N. Y.
Philip Morris Co., New York, (Philip
Morris
N. Y. cigarets), ta, thru Biow Co.,
Wesson Oil Co., New Orleans, sa, thru
Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
Life Savers Corp., Port Chester, N. Y.
(Alkaid), so, thru Young & Rubicam,
N. Y.
Barney's
clothes), Clothes,
30 sa, 12 New
sp perYork
wk, 52(men's
wks,
thru Emil Mogul Co., N. Y.
Denver Chemical Co., New York (Antiphlogistine) , sp, thru Badger, Browning & Hersey, N. Y.
Charms Candy Co., Bloomfield, N. J.
(Tastyeast), so, thru C. L. Miller Co.,
N. Y.

WHO Des Moines
Grove Labs St. Louis, (Vitamins), 3 so
per wk, 26 wks, thru Russel M. Seeds Co.,
Chicago.
Grove Labs, St. Louis (Cold tablets) 6
sp
per wk, thru Russel M. Seeds Co.,
Chicago.
United Wallpaper Inc., Chicago (wallpaper), 25 sa per wk, thru MacFarland,
Aveyard & Co., Chicago.
Soya
wheatWheat
flour),Co.,5 Red
sa perWing,
wk, Minn,
13 wks,(soyathru
Buchanan-Thomas Adv. Co., Omaha.
Michael-Leonard Co., Sioux City, la. (seed
corn), 1 sa per wk, 13 wks, thru Grant
Adv., Chicago.
J. A. Folger & Co., Kansas City (Folger
coffee), 5 i per wk, 52 wks, thru Grant
Adv., Chicago.
Resinol Chemical Co., Baltimore (various)
3 sp per wk, 13 wks, thru Courtland D.
Ferguson Inc., Baltimore.
Cownie Furs Co., Des Moines, Iowa (furs),
1 sp per wk, 52 wks, thru Coolidge Adv.
Co., Des Moines.
North American Accident Co. (insurance),
3 so per wk, thru Franklin Bruck Adv.
Corp.. N. Y.
Michael-Leonard Corn, Sioux City, la.
(seed corn ) , 1 sp per wk, thru Allen &
Reynolds Inc., Omaha.
Janney, Semple Hill Co., Minneapolis
(paint), 5 so per wk, thru Olmstead &
Foley, Inc., Minneapolis.
Omaha Livestock Market, Omaha, 2 sa,
thru Bozell & Jacobs Adv. Corp., Omaha.
Vio Bin Corp., Monticello, 111. (Rex oil),
2 so, thru Rogers & Smith Adv. Corp.,
Chicago.
Noxzema Chemical Co., Baltimore (Noxzema cream), 1 so per wk, 26 wks, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
WJJD Chicago
Continental Radio & Television Co., Chicago (help wanted) 6 sp weekly, 13 wks
thru Cruttenden & Eger, Chicago.
Nu-Enamel
Corp., Chicago, 24 so weekly,
direct.
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago (Ken-LProducts), 32 sa, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Chicago.
Chicago Sun (Harvest Festival), 18 so,
thru Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
Chicago
Bozell & Heralds
Jacobs,American,
Chicago. 1 sp, thru
WEAF New York
Bond
Stores,
(men'sNeff-Rogow
clothes),
6 ne weekly,New52 York
wks, thru
Inc., N. Y.
S. B. Thomas Co. Inc., New York (protein bread, English muffins), 3 ne weekly, 52 wks, thru Sherman K. Ellis Co.,
New York.

WIND

Gary

Atlas Brewing Co., Chicago, 10 ne, thru
Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.
Universal Motors, Chicago, 60 so weekly,
52
wks, thru United Broadcasting Co.,
Chicago.
Western Electric Co., Chicago (help
wanted), 5 sp weekly, 13 wks, direct.
Nu-Enamel Corp., Chicago, 6 so weekly,
direct.
Markman Clothiers, Chicago, 6 sp weekly,
thru Markleigh Adv. Co., Chicago.
Quaker Oats Co.. Chicago (Ken-L-Products), 5 so weekly, 8 wks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago.
Borg-Warner Corp., Chicago (help
wanted), 5 sp, direct.
Bunte Bros.. Chicago (help wanted), 3
sp,
cago.thru Presba, Fellers & Presba, ChiAllied Florist Assn., Chicago, 2 so weekly,
33
cago.wks, thru Brookes & Sons Co., ChiPalace Theater, Gary, 6 sa weekly, 13
wks, direct.
Blackstone Shop, Gary, 6 so weekly, 13
wks, County
direct. Agricultural Society, Gary,
Lake
12 sp and 12 so, direct.
United Artists Corp., New York (Stage
Door Canteen) , 6 so weekly, thru M. M.
Fisher Associates, Chicago.
KMPC Beverly Hills, Cal.
Barbara Ann Baking Co., Los Angeles
(bread ) , 3 t weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Scholts Adv. Service, Los Angeles.
Gruen Watch Co., Cincinnati (watches),
126 sa, 63 to weekly, 52 and 26 weeks,
thru McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
Ever Dry Corp., Los Angeles (deodorant),
15 so weekly, 5 weeks, thru GlasserGailey & Co., Los Angeles.
Chappel Bros. Inc., Rockford, 111., (KenL-Ration
) , 5 sp,& Ryan,
5 so weekly,
thru Ruthrauff
Chicago. 8 weeks,
Junkin Machine Co., Los Angeles (institutional), weekly t, 52 weeks, placed
direct.
CKCL Toronto
Tilley's
Ltd.,
Toronto
(shoe Broadcasting
polishes) 5
sa weekly, thru
Frontenac
Co., Toronto.
Crouchman-Paterson Co., Toronto (cough
syrups), casting
t weekly,
thru Frontenac BroadCo., Toronto.
WQXR New York
Penick & Ford, New York (My-T-Fine
desserts), 6 ne weekly, thru BBDO, N.Y.
Crawford
New thru
York Al(men's
clothes ) , Clothes,
32 ne weekly,
Paul
Lefton Co., N. Y.

WGY Schenectady
Parantes Motor Sales, Schenectady, 6 sa
thru Leighton & Leighton, Schenectady.
Pan American Coffee Bureau, New York
(coffee),
M.
Mathes,3 so
N. per
Y. wk, 13 wks, thru J.
Musterole
so per wk,Co., 26 Cleveland
wks, thru (Musttro'.e),
Erwin Wasey 5
Co.,
N.
Y.
Standard Brands, N. Y. (Stams), 12 sa
per wk, thru Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
Standard
N. Y. 15
( Fleischmann's
Vitamin Brands,
Yeast Tablets),
so per wk,
26 wks, thru Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
Pennick & Ford, N. Y. (Brier Rabbit Molas es) 3 sa per wk, 26 wks, thru J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Grove Labs, St. Louis (Vitamin B Comsp per
hueplex)&.3Coe,
N. Y.wk, 26 wks, thru DonaGrove Labs, St. Louis (Vitamin B Complex) , 3 sa per wk, thru Donahue &
Coe, N.
Y. St. Louis (Beaumont 4-way
Grove
Labs,
tablets, D Vitamins)
2 ne per wk, thru
Donahue & Coe, N. Y.
Wm. H. Wise & Co., New York (Modern
Encyclopedia), 2 so per wk, 13 wks,
thru Huber Hoge & Sons. N. Y.
Wilson & Co., Chicago (B-V bouillion
cubes) Adv.
1 sa per
wk, Chicago.
13 wks, thru United
States
Corp.,
The Hubinger Co., Keokuk, Iowa (Quick
Elastic Starch), 3 sp per wk, thru Ralph
Moore, St. Louis.
State Theater, Schenectady (motion pictures,) 3 Bakeries,
sp per wk,Schenectady
direct.
Spaulding
(bread),
2
sp
per
wk,
direct.
United Baking Co., Schenectady (Lady
Betty Bread), 2 sp per wk, direct.
RKO Radio Pictures, New York (moving
Rexpictures),
Research14 so,
Corp.,direct.
Toledo (Fly-Tox),
3 so per wk, thru Miller Agency Co.,
Toledo.
Manhattan Soap Co., New Yprk (Sweetheart Soap), 3 ne per wk, 52 wks, thru
Franklin Bruck Adv., N. Y.
N. Y. State Savings Bank Assn. (bank),
3 so per wk, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
N. Y.
Chef Boy-Ar-Dee Quality Foods, Milton,
Pa. (spaghetti dinner), 3 sa per wk,
13 wks, thru McJunken Adv. Co., Chicago.
General Baking Co., New York (Bond
Bread), 2 sa per wk, thru BBDO, N. Y.
P. Duff & Sons, Pittsburgh (gingerbread
mix and waffle mix) , 4 sp per wk, thru
W.
burgh.Earl Bothwell Adv. Agency, PittsGlenwood Range Co., Taunton, Mas*.
( ranges ) . 3 sp per wk, thru Alley &
Richards Co.. Boston.
National Biscuit Co., New York (Nabisco
Shredded Wheat and Shreddies) , 6 sn
per wk. thru Federal Adv. Agency. N. Y.
J. H. Filbert. Inc.. Baltimore (Margarine),
4 sa per wk, 26 wks. thru Courtland D.
Ferguson. Inc., Baltimore.
Chr. Hansen Labs. Little Falls. New York
(Junket Rennet Tablets). 18 sa. thru
Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago.
WOR New York
Grove Labs., St. Louis (all products),
weekly
sp, Seeds
13 wks,Co.,9 sp,
26 wks. thru
Russel M.
Chicago.
Allen V. Smith Co., Marcellus. N. Y.
(Puritan Brand Split Peas), 5 so weekly,
52 wks, thru Alley & Richards Co., N.Y.
Robertshaw Thermostat Co., Youngwood,
Pa. (thermostats), 5 so weekly, 52 wks,
thru Hixson-O'Donnell Adv., N. Y.
Pure Food Co., Housatonic. Mass. (HerbOx). 5 Inc.,
sa weekly,
Mathes
N. Y. 26 wks, thru J. M.
Conformal Footwear Co., St. Louis, sa,
thru Alfred J. Silberstein Inc., N. Y.
Humphrey's
Medicine
Co., New
thru Atherton
& Currier,
N. Y.York, sa,
Burlington Mills, New York (Bur-Mil
QualityN. Weaver)
, sa, thru J. M. Mathes
Inc.,
Y.
John F. Trommer, Brooklyn (beer), weekly sp, 52 wks, thru Federal Adv., N. Y.
Grocery Store Products Sales Corp., New
York (Kitchen Bouquet), 5 ne weekly,
39 wks, thru Duane Jones Co., N. Y.
WOAI San Antonio
W. B. Caldwell Co., Monticello, 111. (Dr.
Caldwell's
10 wks. laxative) , 8 ta per wk for
Plough
(St. Joseph's
aspirinInc.andMemphis,
Penetro Tenn.
nose drops),
12 to
per
wk,
indefinite.
Folger Coffee Co., Kansas City, Mo., 5 sp
per wk, indefinite, through Grant Adv.
Co., Chicago.
Campbell
Co.,
(Malt-OMeal),
3Cereal
t per(trainer
wk, Minneapolis
indefinite.
Link
Aviation
planes) 1 t per
wk thru Craven Hedrick, New York.
Handy Andy Food Markets, San Antonio,
6 sp per wk, indefinite.
WJZ New York
Norwich Pharmacal Co., Norwich, N. Y.
(Pepto-Bismol) , 5 sp weekly, 13 wks,
thru Lawrence Gumbinner Adv., N. Y.
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What Kansas City KNOWS

Hooper surveys prove KCKN's tabloid
program format is right. Three consecutive
Hooper 5 -month reports have shown KCKN
holds more listeners in Kansas City than
three network outlets.
ELLIS ATTEBERRY, Manager
BEN LUDY, General Manager

CAPPER

PUBLICATIONS,

•

KCKN Kansas City

• WIBW Topeka

INC. New York. 420 Lexington Avenue • Chicago, 180 N. Michigan Avenue • San Francisco, 1207 Russ Bldg.

CHICAGO DAILY NEWS, Chicago,
has placed two contracts for sponsorship of programs on WENR Chicago.
Beginning Sept. 25, the newspaper will
sponsor quarter-hour Mystery Chef
on a cooperative basis, Monday
through Fridays. Starting Sept. 27
it will sponsor five quarter-hour programs weekly on WENR featuring
Malcolm
witharechildren's
stories. Both Claire
contracts
for 52 weeks.
Agency is Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
SMILING IRISHMAN, New York,
started The Battle of the Baritones on
WMCA New York as part of its
spot campaign in New York and
New Jersey to obtain used cars for
resale. Program features the records
of Bing Crosby and those of Frank
Sinatra, with the audience invited to
vote their preferences on the best
singer. Broadcast is heard from 5 :03
to G p.m. Agency is Uklinger Adv„
New York.
ROCKWOOD & CO., Brooklyn, has
renewed participations on Mildred
Bailey — Afternoon Journal on WTAG
Worcester as part of a nation-wide
fall and winter campaign for Chocolate bits. [Broadcasting, Sept. 20]
Agency is Federal Adv., New York.

BARNEYS CLOTHES, New York,
has signed a 52-week contract with
WNEW New York calling for a 25%
increase in time and billings, and has
added six quarter-hour programs and
12 announcements weekly on WPAT
Patterson, N. J. The WNEW contract, which went into effect Sept. 13,
calls for 12 five-and-ten minute musical
programs weekly plus a number of
spot announcements scattered throughout theofday.
Barney's
a total
seven
stationsis innow
the using
New
York-New Jersey area. Agency is
Emil Mogus Co., New York.
CONSOLIDATED BISCUIT Co.,
Chicago, on Sept. 20 began sponsorship of Judy & Jane, quarter-hour
serial drama Mondays through Fridays on WGN Chicago. Contract is
for 52 weeks. Agency is MitchellFaust, Chicago.

It
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225

to
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Miles

Nearest

FOR

Sells Shows
SUNNY SlDE of the war
presented itself in the person
of Mrs. Beth McNeely, wartime replacement announcer
of WSUN St. Petersburg,
Fla. When Mrs. McNeely decided to try producing shows
her first, From Mrs. to Mrs.,
sold a day after it went on
the air. Her second, Musical
Menus, got a sponsor on the
first audition. Now she has
become production director.
HECHTS Department Store, New
York, has returned to the air for another pre-Christmas spot campaign,
having contracted for 35 announcements weekly on WMCA New York
for 13 weeks. Drive is similar to last
year's local Christmas gift promotion for the months of October, November and December. Firm is negotiating forstations.
contracts
withistwo
ditional
Agency
J. adR.
Kupsick Adv., New York.

From
NBC

Station

PRODUCTIVE
ON

THE

USD

TIME

AIR

IT'S

JOHN h. CALLAHAN, assistant advertising manager of Best Foods Inc.,
New York, has been named assistant
director of advertising and merchandising. His former post has been assigned to Alan Randall, previously
production supervisor in the advertising department.
CAMPBELL CEREAL Co., Minneapolis (Malt-O-Meal), beginning in
September is sponsoring a nationwide
campaign of spot announcements and
studio programs, which includes a
newscast by William Winter on six
Pacific Coast Network stations, heard
Mon.-Fri. at 7 :05-7 :15 p.m., originating out of KNX Hollywood and a
quarter-hour thrice- weekly early afternoon newscast on WGN Chicago.
Agency is H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.
Co., Chicago.
MINNEAPOLIS - HONEYWELL
REGULATOR Co., Minneapolis (airconditioning equipment ; institutional), starting Oct. 10 will sponsor a
new program on 126 CBS stations and
two affiliate Canadian stations for i52
weeks. Titled Blue Jacket Choir with
Danny inateO'Neil,
the program,
origout of WBBM
Chicagoto from
the Great Lakes naval training station
will be heard from 11 :05 to 11 :30
a.m. each Sunday. Agency is Addison
Lewis & Associates, Minneapolis.
COCA-COLA Co., Atlanta, is alloting
more than 100 minutes of time on its
victory parade of Spotlight Bands on
the BLUE to the Third War Loan
Drive. Sponsor is turning over five
minutes
of each
night's
programBondto
government
officials
for War
messages, through Sept. 25. Agency
is D'Arcy Adv. New York.
GUARANTEE TRUST LIFE INSURANCE Co., Chicago, to J. L.
Stewart radio.
& Co., Chicago. Plans said to
include
SEYMORE PRODUCTS Co., Chicago, (See-More Venetian blind cleaner), to Malcolm-Howard Adv. Agency,
Chicago. Radio said to be used.
ALMS & DOEPKE CO., Cincinnati
department store, has renewed for
13 weeks sponsorship of Harmony
Hall, half hour musical program on
WSAI Cincinnati. Contract placed
direct.
FRAILEY PRODUCTS Inc., New
York (Thine
hand
cream),Co.,
has New
announced Irwin
Vladimir
York,
as
agency.
Plans
are
said
to
include radio.

I

VICTOR M. STAMM & ASSOCIATES, general
agency has
for Northwestern Life
Insurance,
purchased
Mutual Music Hall, half hour transcribed series on W55M Milwaukee.
FRUIT ATIVES PRODUCTS, Hull,
Que. (proprietary)
on Oct.
starts
Double
or Nothing quiz
show 2 weekly
on CFRB Toronto. Account was
placed by MeConnell-Eastman Co.,
Montreal.
IN

KSD

ST.

has a greater daytime population c.overage
area than any other St. Louis station.

A Distinguished
RADIO
Owned

LOUIS

and
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JOHN P. WATERS, former assistant
director of advertising and promotion
of Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa.,
has been named advertising manager
of the lighting division of Sylvania
Electric Products, New York.
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SH

VA

CONTEST!

FOR

RADIO

MEN

IN

THE

SERVICE!

As you know, the Hallicrafters make SCR-299 Communications
trucks. We are proud of our handiwork and proud of the job you
men have been doing with them on every battle front.
RULES

FOR

THE

CONTEST

We want letters telling of actual experiences with SCR-299
units. We will give $100.00 for the best such letter received during
each of the five months of November, December, January, February
and March!
We will send $1.00 for every serious letter received so even if
you should not win a big prize your time will not be in vain.
Your letter will be our property, of course, and we have the
right to reproduce it in a Hallicrafters advertisement.
Good luck and write as many letters as you wish. V-Mail
letters will do.

2611
MAKERS

INDIANA
AVENUE, CHICAGO,
U.S.A.
Of THE fAMQUS„SCR~Z99~CO MM U N I CAT IO N S TRUCK

At

A

Last-

Complete

Mail

Study!

• "Who writes to radio stations — men or women?"
• "Do people on farms write more than people in cities?"
• "What makes people write — contests, premium offers,
free information, etc.?"
• "If an advertiser wants to use a mail offer, how long
should he feature it on the air?"
These, and scores of other questions, are answered in the most
complete mail study ever made. It will soon be released by
KMA, Shenandoah, Iowa, long recognized as one of the outstanding mail stations of the country.
The study is based on the 493,479 pieces of commercial mail
the station received from April, 1942 through March, 1943.
A special corps of mail clerks tabulated the commercial response all year according to county, program, sex of writer,
etc., for a firm of certified public accountants. The accounting
firm then compiled monthly and quarterly reports and is now
completing the final, summary analysis.
Because of current restrictions, copies of the printed study will
be limited. So — if you want one — reserve your copy now. But
only agency men and company advertising managers, please!
Address: Research Director,

KMA
BLUE NETWORK
The No. 1 Farm

Station in the No. 1 Farm

152
Free & Peters, he.
£xcfuifvf National R«preieniativ<i
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OHIO STATE OIL Co., Findlay, O.
(Marathon products), will sponsor ten
outstanding
games Fort
in the
Midwest this fallfootball
on WOWO
Wayne,
Sept. 25 through Nov. 27. Agency is
Stockton, West & Burkhart, Cincinnati.
MEIER & FRANK Co., Portland,
Ore., department store, has purchased
Navy Heroes transcribed series on
KGW Portland, 10 :15 p.m. Tuesdays.
BEAU BRUMMEL TIES Inc., Cincinnati, will present the WKltC Cincinnati broadcasts of Ohio State football games this season. Dick Nesbitt,
former All-American and Chicago
Bears backtieid ace will give play-bypiay descriptions,
by Syd Cornell, WKRC sportsassisted
authority.
HUGH HARRISON, Oakland, Cal.,
(,rso-iJOZ-^i.vvai>.eiieiV , is using raUio
lor me nist time in two years, having
Stalled a series
transcriued
nouncements on of
\VL\V
Uinciunatian- ;
Vv ,-\ x' rsewark, N. «j . ; ami vvi^iMi
<JUicugo. Campaign is Oeiug tested in
war industry areas where tnere are
many mgnt worKers. \VL\V contract is
for 52 weeks, W A AT and WENR,
13 weeks. Agency is Garfield & Guild,
San Francisco.
W. H. Y. & KEVO PRODUCTS,
Azusa, Cal. (Kevo food beverage), on
Sept. 21 starts for 13 weeks sponsoring twice-weekly
At
It o me
With, xouparticipation
on KiiiCAon Los
Angeles. Firm is also using thriceweeniy participation
NormaHollywood.
Young's
Happy
Homes on in
KHJ
Agency is Barton A. Stebbins Adv.,
Los Angeles.
FRENCH KITCHEN FOODS Corp.,
Los Angeles (.spaguetti sauce), new
to radio, on Sept. 10 started using
two transcribed announcements weekon KiiiCA
and Other
KMi'G.West
Contracts
are ly for
13 weens.
Coast
stations will be added. Agency is Eiwood J. Robinson Adv., lios Angeles.
MEYERS BEVERAGES Inc., New
York (Meyers lt>i)0 Beverages), to
ArtUur Rosenberg Inc., New York.
Said plans include radio.
ALICE FROCK Co., Oakland
(women's dresses) new to radio, in a
test campaign on Sept. 11 started
spousorsUip of one-weekiy live-minute
newscast on KQ\V fc>an i'rancisco.
Test is preparatory to a possible expansion to tne network. Agency is
Garneid & Guild, San Francisco.
SEARS FOOD DISTRIBUTING Co.,
Los Angeles (Buttr-Stretch), new to
radio and placing direct, lias started
thnce-weekiy participation in Norma
Young's wood.
Happy
Contract Homes
is for on13 KHJ
weeks.HollyLOCAL LOAN Co., Los Angeles, as
part of its Pacific Coast campaign
with local office tie-in, on Oct. 1 starts
for 13 weeks 7 announcements weekly
on KRKO Everett and KOL Seattle.
Firm on Sept. 26 started using 22
per week on KHJ Hollywood, and in
addition utilizes 15 weekly on KQW
San Francisco and 7 weekly on KROY
Sacramento. Other stations will be
added.LosAgency
Adv.,
Angeles.is Hixson-O'Donnell
SUN SHIPBUILDING & Drydock
Co., Chester Pa., assumed sponsorship
on Sept. 20 of the Tom Moorehead
sports program on WFIL Philadelphia. The sponsor offers a three-week
course in welding to those seeking
jobs. Sun has renewed sponsorship of
the Sunday patriotic half-hour broadcast on WFIL, Sweet Land of Liberty, and the weekly Dollars for Donuts
quiz on WIP Philadelphia. Contracts
all placed direct.
FREDERICK STEARNS & Co.,
Windsor, Ont, (Vita- Vim Multiple
capsules) has started announcements
on a number of Ontario stations and
the Sherlock Holmes adventures weekly on CKCL Toronto. Account was
placed by A. J. Denne & Co., Toronto.
BROADCASTING

ATTENDING the premier performance of That's a New One, first
program series to be sponsored by
Adam Hats, were Leon Goldberg,
advertising manager of the Adam
Hat Stores and Edgar Kobak, executive vice-president of the BLUE
network.
H. J. HEINZ Co. of Canada, Toronto,
has named MacLaren Adv. Co. as
agency. Radio advertising program is
now under development.
LYMAN AGENCIES, Toronto (Fellows Syrup) has placed its account
with Ronalds Adv. Agency, Toronto.
Advertising plans are in preparation.
SEARS ROEBUCK & Co., Los
Angeles, on Sept. 20 started a twicedaily quarter-hour commentary series,
News and the People, on KFIJ Hollywood. Five-weely afternoon broadcasts
will be transcribed for later evening
release. Contract is for 52 weeks. The
Mayers Co., Los Angeles, has the account.
VOGUE RUBBER Co., Chicago, has
named
& Van Norden, LosBrisacher,
Angeles, Davis
as agency.
DR. A. REED ARCH SHOE Co., Los
Angeles (movable arch shoes), on a
52-week contract starting Sept. 20 is
sponsoring
a daily
five-minute
newscast on KMPC
Beverly
Hills. Agency
is Charles N. Stahl Adv., Los Angeles.
DAY & NIGHT MFG. Co., Monrovia,
Cal., ers),
(water
coolon Sept.and15 space
startedheaters,
using eight
time signal announcements weekly on
KQW San Francisco, with six per
week ontractsKNX
conare for Hollywood.
52 weeks. Both
Campaign
will be extended to other Pacific Coast
markets.
Adv.,
Los Agency
Angeles. is Hixson-0*Donnell
APPLEFORD PAPER PRODUCTS,
Hamilton, Ont, has started a test
campaign on a participating household
program for its booklet on foodsaviug
facts on CFRH Toronto. Account was
placed
Hamilton.by Russell T. Kelley Ltd.,
IRENE WIGTON Co., Los Angeles,
(leg cosmetics), on Sept. 20 started
for 13 weeks a thice- weekly quarterhour participation in Make Believe
Ballroom on KFWB Los Angeles, with
daily spot announcements on KFMB
San Diego. Firm also uses K.JBS San
Francisco, KWJJ Portland and KUJ
Walla Walla. Clarence B. Juneau
Agencies, Los Angeles, has the account.
R. B. DAVIS Co., Hoboken, N. J.,
has named Kenyon & Eckhardt, New
York,visasBaking
agency
for Cocomalt
and DaPowder.
No decision
has
been made on media.
JUSTIN A. FITZ, with Sperry Gyroscope Co. 26 years, has been named
advertising director of the company
with headquarters in Brooklyn.
FORTY-FIVE stations have signed
for The Wierd Circle, transcribed
series released
by Among
NBC's subscribers
Radio-Recording Division.
are WSOC WMFG WDNC WBEN
WBRE WNEW.
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There are a number of requirements for new transmitter equipment which broadcast
station managers, their engineers and consultants must always bear in mind.
1,

The equipment must function in a manner consistent with FCC
performance requirements.

2*

The equipment must meet FCC safety requirements for the protection ofoperators.

3»

The equipment design must include safeguards which effectively
protect it from damage due to overload.

4»

The equipment design must include maximum assurance against
failure during broadcasting.

RCA provides these assurances — "hedges" against trouble.
From microphone to antenna, RCA offers the broadcast station complete equipment of
coordinated design — assuring superior performance, maximum operating economy and
convenience, and definitely fixed responsibility.
RCA

Victor Division, RADIO

RCA

CORPORATION

BROADCAST

tAt RCA's line of apparatus includes more of the equipment
necessary for the efficient operation of modern broadcasting
stations than that of any other manufacturer.

OF AMERICA,

Camden, N. J.

EQUIPMENT
"k RCA is the only broadcast equipment supplier
manufacturing a complete line of measuring and
test equipment.

ng feandinty
outsta
e cou
fair
the thre
ONE oftures ofthe
held annually at Northampton, Mass., is the horse racing. This year WHctYN Holyoke sefor the daily
cured the contra
broadcast of the races, run off during the week of Sept. 5. The station
also managed to originate a WHYN
handicap which carried a WHYN
purse and was one of the most
heavily bet upon races of the entire
meet. All publicity released on the
meet naturaly carried WHYN call
letters as the handicap was a daily
feature.
Weekly Column
WOR New York is running a weekly column in the New York Herald-Tribune which contains bits of
poetry, doings around WOR, and
other items of radio interest.

KEEP
IN

THIS

& J^tomotlon
andtilnj
Matcli
Horse Races — Column — Booklet — Movie Promotion
Better Humor Cards — Newspaper Ads
Merchants' Show
ORANGE MERCHANTS Assn.
are presenting a series of daily
shows over WAAT Newark. Members use their own newspaper
space and other advertising media
to promote the shows. Ribbon
badges showing broadcasting
schedules are worn by Orange
stores' personnel. Cards promoting
the programs were inserted in
packages sold by the stores before the campaign got under way.

MARKET

YOUR

MIND

Now a teeming city of over 101,400 people, Corpus Christi
rates as one of America's six fastest growing cities with best
prospects of retaining wartime growth, according to Philip M.
Hauser of the Census Bureau. Surely, here is a market to keep
in mind . . . one to cultivate today for sales today and tomorrow. Its oil, cotton, farm lands, cattle raising, chemicals, and shipping facilities assure Corpus Christi of even greater growth in the
future. And KRIS — the only major Corpus Christi station carrying network shows, offers you Hooper-authenticated domination
at surprisingly small cost. Call in your Branham man for full
information today.

Special Combination Buy — KRIS and KXYZ, Houston . . . Investigate!
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Rural Survey Book
TWENTY page file size booklet
just released by KMBC Kansas
City titled "Speaking From the
Heart" contains a survey of the
farm listening habits throughout
the "Heart of America" area. Comparison ismade with other stations
in the area regarding listener coverage on service programs such as
news, farm talks, markets, farm
programs and home service features. Cover of the book is reproduction from an oil painting made
by a Kansas City artist for KMBC.
Preceding the book was a postcard addressed to secretaries sugceivesgesting
his copy.
they be sure the "boss" re* * *
Movie Promotion
RADIO was effectively used to
break a twenty-one year attendance
record at the Golden Gate Theater
when KPO San Francisco promoted RKO's picture "Behind the Rising Sun". Aside from the routine
weekly theater promotion (newspaper and billboard) all publicity
was via the air. Tie-in, for two
weeks, included special round-table
discussions, interviews by KPO
personalities, quarter-hour transcribed teasers, spot announcements, tours for author James R.
Young of four major shipyards,
and radio appearances of the picture's star, Margo.
* * *
Better Humor Cards
LOCAL distribution of small "better humor" cards by WMAZ Macon,
Ga., an area overrun with war
workers and with the usual letdown
in service, has aroused favorable
comment according to reports.
Cards are about 4x9 inches and
printed on cardboard stock. Various
sayings on the cards suggest increased friendliness and courtesy.
Only reference to WMAZ is signature at the bottom of each card.
* * *
Direct Mail
FULL-PAGE color advertisement
of WLW Cincinnati which appeared in the Aug. 16 issue of
Broadcasting has been printed on
heavy cardboard stock and sent
out as direct mail advertising. Ad
is one of rural listener coverage
series currently being used by
WLW and gives facts and data
of recent C. E. Hooper report.
* * *
War Coverage Ads
KYW PHILADELPHIA, for several days after Italy surrendered,
ran front page advertisements in
the Inquirer and Record, calling
attention to newscasts during the
day, air time of the news commentators and the fact that any program would be interrupted at once
for important invasion bulletins.
* ♦ *
Fall Lineup
KSD, NBC outlet for St. Louis, recently ran a full page ad on the
back of the St. Louis Post Dispatch
rotogravure section giving the lineup of the fall parade of stars and
shows to be heard over KSD.
BROADCASTING

PHOENIX STATION
TRANSFER SOUGHT
M. C. REESE, Phoenix insurance
man, last week filed an application
with the FCC to transfer his ownership of KPHO Phoenix to Phoenix
Broadcasting Co. Inc. for $60,000.
With his two sons who formerly
managed the station now in the
Army,sion hisMr.
Reesedoestoldnotthepermit
Commishealth
his
taking over the management.
Mr. Reese's original agreement
to sell was with Rex Schepp, manager of WIRE Indianapolis and
owner of 25% of WPAT Paterson,
N. J., who transferred the agreement to Phoenix Broadcasting for
333% shares of stock.
Officers and directors of Phoenix
Broadcasting and percentage of
stock owned are: Rex Schepp,
president and director, 38%%;
George
and
director;Wood,
J. P. vice-president
Mason, secretary
and treasurer; Gene Autry, E. C.
Pulliam, and A. G. Atwater directors, 20%, 32%
and 10%.Kiggins,
Other
stockholders
are Dorothy
1%% and E. R. Borroff, 3%%.
Autry bought 200 shares for
Mr. Pulliam is president and a
$15,000. of WIRE, and WAOV
director
Vincennes, president of Central
Newspapers Inc., Indianapolis, and
Okla. Newspapers Inc., El Reno,
Okla. Mr. Mason was program director and traffic manager of
WIRE, 1937-1942, and program director of KOB Albuquerque, 194243. Mr. Atwater, formerly assistant
to the vice-president in charge of
sales of Wrigley's chewing gum,
is a lieutenant in the USNR. Mr.
Borroff is vice-president in charge
of the BLUE central division and
Mr. Wood is an attorney with the
Phoenix firm of Ellingood & Ross.
Gene Autry, now a sergeant in the
Army, owns 50% of Western Music
Pub. Co., an air school known as
Marsh, Franklin & Pacific Air
School in Phoenix and Tucson,
33%% of Clemens Bros. Cattle Co.,
and 25% of Worlds Championship
Rodeo.
KPHO was authorized in January 1940 250
to operate
w night,
w day. on 1200 kc 100
Rex Spray Spots
CANADA REX SPRAY Co.,
Brighton,
has started for
dramatized spotOnt.,
announcements
its
first radio campaign on 17 eastern
Canadian stations. Account is
placed by Ronalds Adv. Agency
Ltd., Toronto.
No. 1 Station
a No*

in

1 Market

PORTLAND, OREGON
CBS Affiliate
FREE & PETERS • National Representatives
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
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EFFECTIVE

YOU

CAN

IMMEDIATELY,

ONCE

ADVANTAGE

OF

AGAIN

THE

UP-TO-THE-MINUTE

RECORDING

RECORD

NEW,

WOR

STUDIOS

YOUR

TAKE

TO

MUSIC.

Wire, write or 'phone

WOR

RECORDING

STUDIOS

1440 Broadway
New York 18, N. Y. (PE 6-1346)

ma

SHAW NEWTON, vice-president and
general manager of Morse International New York, for the past six
years, has joined Donahue & Coe,
New York, in an executive capacity.

Fulton

TOM McAVITY, executive of James
L. Saphier Agency, Hollywood talent
service, has taken temporary leave to
devote fulltime to his duties as producer of the weekly NBC Sealtest
Shoio tureand
CBS sustaining feaCorlissthe
Archer.
WALTER SNOW, producer of CBS
Hollywood has joined Foote, Cone &
Belding as assistant producer on the
NBC Bob Hope show.

Lewis,

He is definitely^. . .

^

You can sell him at your one time quarter hour rate
per week. Sell him twice, or three times a day via
playback. Call, wire or write: WM. B. DOLPH,
WOL, WASHINGTON, D. C.
\

/

I

\

ORIGINATING FROM WOL
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Affiliated with the MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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Durstiii© Expands Office
EXPANDING its Cincinnati offices,
Roy S. M. Durstine Inc., has added
the following executives: Russell
Branch, formerly of RCA and Buchanan & Co. N. Y.; William
Franchey, formerly of Wm. Esty &
Co., New York, who will handle the
creative work; Bruce Robinson of
Pedlar & Ryan, New York, to supervise merchandising; Philip Goyert,
sales promotion manager of the
Cincinnati Post, who will be in
charge of art and production.

VIVIAN VORSANGER, formerly director of publicity at St. George &
Keyes, New York, has joined Pettingell & Fenton, New York.
DAVID B. SHAW, who has written,
directed and produced radio programs
for Warner Brothers Pictures, has
joined the radio commercial department of Benton & Bowles, New York.
HOWARD WILLIAMS, radio producer of J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York, and Betty Tucker, of the NBC
public service department are to be
married Nov. 12 in New York.
ANN BENEDICT, Hollywood script
girl of Young & Rubicam, on the weekly CBS Silver Theatre, and William
Belsey Jr., commercial copywriter of
Foote, Cone & Belding Los Angeles,
were married Sept. 17.
DR. MELCHOIR PALYI, Chicago
consulting economist and lecturer, has
been retained by Goodkind, Joice &
Morgan, Chicago, as economic adviser
on present and postwar problems.
LEON LIVINGSTON Adv. Agency,
San Francisco, is now handling the
Colgate- Pa I molive-Peet account for
Peet granulated soap on the West
Coast, placing spot announcements on
about 40 stations.
WALLACE RAMSEY formerly continuity editor of Don Lee Broadcasting System,
Hollywood,
pointed radio
director has
of been
Dan apB.
Miner Co., Los Angeles agency.
EILEEN HOLBEIN and Stella
Chaney have been added to the copy
staff of Hillman-Shane-Breyer, Los
Angeles. Mary Ann Kasper has been
added to the production staff.
CRAWFORD HALL, formerly radio
director of Locke, Johnson & Co.,
Toronto, is now a lieutenant with the
Royal
Canadian
Petawawa,
Ont. Artillery stationed at
SANFORD (Bud) PAGANUCCI,
formerly copywriter of Foote, Cone &
Belding, Los Angeles, has joined the
Hollywood radio department of J.
Walter Thompson Co. as researcher
and writer on the weekly CBS California Carry On, sponsored by Bank
of America.

IRVIN S. ATKINS, formerly aide to
Art Baker. Hollywood commentator
and m.c. has joined the radio division of Russel M. Seeds Co., Hollywood, as West Coast public relations
director and writer.
PATRTCIA
O'CONNELL,
formerly
of Compton Adv..
New York, has
joned
the radio commercial department of
Benton & Bowles, New York.
JOSEPH E. WALSH, formerly ot
McCann-Erickson Inc.. New York, and
the Better Fabrics Testing Bureau,
has joined the production department
of J. M. Mathes Inc., New York.
HARRY INGRAM. formerly of
WICC Bridgeport, Conn., has joined
the directors staff of Young & Rubicam, New York, as an assistant.
H. E. HUDGINS Co., Baltimore, and
St. Georges & Keyes Inc., New York,
have termerged,
the latname, withoperating
Maubertunder
St. Georges
as president.
Personnel
of
both
cies are retained. The New York agenand
Baltimore offices will be maintained.

ir

Here's a man with a "story" to tell . . . and he's
told one every night for 1500 nights. For 6 years,
Fulton Lewis, Jr. has been analyzing and commenting on news and current events. His "scoops" have
made radio history.

HENDRIK BOORAEM, former
Hollywood producer of Young & Rubicam, Inc., on the weekly CBS Silver
Theatre has been commissioned a lieutenant (j.g.) in the Navy. Rupert
Lucas takes his place.
MALCOLM F. SMITH has been elected a vice
of Kenyon & Eckhardt
Inc.,president
New York.
ROBERT E. EDDY has become vice
president of Knollin Adv. Agency, San
Francisco, succeeding Jas. A. Richardson, resigned. Eddy was former partner in the Eddy-Newton Agency of
Beverly Hills and account executive
in the Los Angeles office of GerthKnollin.

JOSEPH
P. BRATJN,
director of media
of Kenyonassistant
& Eckhardt,
New York, will succeed Joseph Vessey as media director Oct. 1. Mr.
Vessey entered advertising in 1899
with Ray D. Lillibridge Inc., purchased by K&E in 1929. Mr. Brann
has been with the agency ten years.
Malcolm F. Smith, account executive,
has been elected vice president.
SAM KERNER, associate of Lou
Irwin Inc.. Hollywood talent service,
is the father of a girl.

CHICAGO
NEWS has
Signs DAILY
For 'CheF
signed for local sponsorship of the
BLUE's Mystery Chef on WENR
Chicago, starting Sept. 27. Purpose
is to make the newspaper a food
authority for consumers, thus making it an ideal advertising medium
for the food industry. Series is
five-weekly, 2:15-2:30 p.m. for 52
weeks. Agency is Schwimmer &
Scott, Chicago.

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE

OF PANAMA

,

present
population ofspeaks
Eng
lish? percentage
IWhat
Panama's
2 Name the Panama station that
carries English programs exclusively every evening.
3 How cantising you
adverstory totelltheyourbig,
rich
English-speaking Panama population?
MOH t
XOH l
Pep.: Mefchor Guzman Co. Inc. %09 l
9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York City
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USE OF RED CROSS
NAME MADE CLEAR
AMERICAN Red Cross in a booklet titledof"Use
of the Name
and
Emblem
the American
Red Cross
in Advertising", applying to radio,
newspaper, and magazines, explains use of its name in advertising material.
The statement includes the following specifications: "That such
advertising be in complete harmony with the humanitarian purposes of the American Red Cross,
and consistent with its policies and
broad responsibility . . . ; that
advertisements appealing for funds
for the Rei Cross must be restricted exclusively to the period
immediately prior to and during
national campaigns for funds; that
other advertisements must be devoted to approved Red Cross statements or messages concerning one
of its recruitment, enrollment, or
service programs, except in the
case of advertisements of benefits
authorized under the Red Cross
benefit policy."
Fibber Returns
S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Racine,
Wis., for tne ninth consecutive
season, on Sept. 28 resumes Filber
McGee & Molly on 128 NBC stations, Tuesday, 9:30-10 p.m.
(EWT). Series continues to feature Jim and Marian Jordan in
name roles with Arthur Q. Bryan,
comedian. Billy Mills returns as
the musical director, with the
King's Men as featured vocal
group. Harlow Wilcox announces
and Don Quinn writes the series.
Cecil Underwood is Hollywood producer of Needham, Louis & Brorby,
agency servicing the account.

'Times'

Editorial

Attacks

Reported

Deal With Petrillo
Terms of Royalty
FOLLOWING is the full text of union. The second arrangement would
be unobjectionable if the members of
an editorial in the New York Times his
union were in fact as well as theory
Sept. 23, titled "Why Petrillo merely voluntary members free to remain with or to leave the union as they
saw fit. But their membership is, in
Wins":
One panies
of hasthe
phonograph
record
comThrough
the irre-is
succumbed in large part to fact, obligatory.
sponsible powers that
Mr. Petrillo
Mr. Petrillo's demands. It has signed free to exercise under exisiting law a
a four-year contract with him agreeing musician, no matter how competent,
to pay fees on every record it sells, can be effectively prevented from
ranging from one-quarter of a cent on making a livelihood unless he is a
records selling for 35 cents to 5 cents member
of the Petrillo union. Neveron a $2 disk. It has still not been made
theless, the membership of the union
entirely clear to whom these fees are would presumably
retain at least a
to be paid. According to earlier re- nominal control over the funds that
ports they were to be paid to the mu- treasury.
sicians actually engaged in making the they were forced to turn into its
recordings. It was understood that the
If the fees on record sales are to be
musicians, in turn, would be taxed by
the Petrillo union to aid its unemployed paid directly to the Petrillo union, however, the resulting situation would be
members. Later reports, however, are
that the fees will be paid by the record much worse. In that case Mr. Petrillo
company direct to the union and not to would be levying his private tax on emthe musicians making the disks.
ployers. At best he would be adminisEither of these arrangements would
a private
of unemploymentteringrelief.
But system
there would
be no
be unsound in principle, though the
second would be the worse. In either public control whatever of the manner
case Mr. Petrillo would be levying a in which he used these funds. If only
private tax — in one case on employers, a small part of the funds actually went
in the other on members of his own for paying unemployed musicians, if
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the bulk of them were used instead to
increasecounts ofthe
or expense
acMr. salaries
Petrillo and
other union
leaders, neither the record companies
nor the consuming public that ultimately paid this private excise tax
through higher record prices would
have anything to say about the matter.
If Mr. Petrillo can succeed in getting
this principle established, he will render himself and his fellow union leaders financially independent even of the
members of their own unions.
It would be lacking in clarity of
thought to put the primary blame for
the resulting situation either on Mr.
Petrillo personally or on any record
company that succumbs to his terms.
The primary blame must be placed on
the Administration and Congress, who,
by their official labor policy, have
placed in the hands of labor leaders
the private irresponsible powers which
enable them to drive such anti-social
bargains.
PHIL LAESER, technical supervisor
for W55M, The Milwaukee Journal
FM station, reports the station has
achieved its full authorized input
power of 60.5 kw. Experimentation on
a model at the Armstrong Laboratories
in Alpine, N. J., was followed by a
successful change in the antennae and
transmission lines.
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OWI Names Jackson
CORNWELL JACKSON has been
appointed Deputy Chief of the Hollywood office of the OWI Domestic
Radio
Bureau,
Don announced
Stauffer, c'last
ief
of the Bureau,
week. Mr. Jackson succeeds Nat
Wolff who resigned to join MGM
[Broadcasting, Sept. 20]. He has
been with the OWI since its establishment, coming to the agency
from the old Office of Facts & FigNEW Esso war map will be completely
distributed to all Esso dealers by«
about Oct. 1 at which time the new •
maps will be plugged heavily on the^
Esso Reporter program.
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N. Y. Coffee Series
OLD DUTCH MILLS Inc., New
York, has started a spot campaign
on six New York stations for Old
Dutch Mills Coffee. Transcribed
announcements are used about
five times weekly on WLIB WHN
WMCA WNEW WQXR WEAF.
Major portion of the schedule got
under way last Sunday. Agency
is Peck Adv., New York.
AMONG speakers scheduled to give
lectures on salesmanship and advertising during the 1943-44 season of the
Advertising and Selling Course of the
Advertising Club of New York are
Edgar Kobak, executive vice-president
of the BLUE; Julius Haber, publicity
director of RCA Mfg. Co. ; Howard
Newton, copy director of J. M. Mathes
Inc., and Richard Manville, director
of research of Donahue & Coe.

Take Tunny Money'
THREE department stores signed
recently for Funny Money Man,
syndicated script show produced by
Allen A. Funt Radio Productions,
New York. Wrenn's started the
program on WIZE Springfield,
Ohio, Oct.
4, and S. Modell's
WTMA
Charleston,
C, Sept. on9.
B. H. Levy Co., Savannah, is running the series on WTOC in that
city. With the addition of two
other station subscribers — WGH
Norfolk, and WKBN Youngstown —
the series will now be carried on
a total of 64 stations.

Bond Stunt
BOND SELLING for 17
hours reaped rewards Sept.
21, as Kate Smith sold $30,407,550 worth of War Bonds.
Beginning at 8 a.m. and winding up at 1 a.m. the following
morning, the singer appeared
on all CBS programs for the
day, a total of 64 broadcasts,
making a Bond appeal on
each one. Last October Miss
Smith sold more than $2,000,000 in bonds during a similar
round-the-clock campaign.

WALTER COLLINS, in charge of the
Cairo bureau of United Press, has
been ness
appointed
manager ofMiddle
UP. Eastern busi-

Coal Co. Will Use Spots
Urging
of Fuel
TYING in Saving
with the conservation
phase of the Government's fuel
supply campaign,
Industries, New York,Anthracite
will use spot
radio to call attention to newspaper ads showing consumers how to
help cut coal consumption by 10%.
Anthracite Industries will use a
series of six one-minute spots on
two successive davs, probably Oct.
13 and 14, on 20-25 stations in the
anthracite marketing area, which
extends from Washington to Buffala. The two-day spot campaign
may be followed by more use of radio. Agency is N. W. Ayer & Son,
New York.
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With Army
Heads
Radio Leaders to Attend War
Production Conference
TO ACQUAINT leaders of industry with the military job facing
the Allies as large-scale offensive
operations get under way, UnderSecretary of War Robert P. Patterson last week called a conference
to be held Sept. 27 and 28 at the
Pentagon in Washington, D. C.
Gen. George C. Marshall, Chief
of Staff, will outline to the conference the status of military operations in all combat zones. Maj.
Gen. George V. Strong, chief of
the Military Intelligence Service,
will give a confidential appraisal
of the military and economic
strength of the Axis.
The conference will hear an explanation of United Nations strategy from Lt. Gen. Joseph T. McNarney, Deputy Chief of Staff,
and a first-hand report of the performance of our equipment in the
field by Lt. Gen. William S. Knudsen, Army Director of Production,
who recently returned from a 30,000-mile trip to the South Pacific.
C. E. Wilson, executive vice-chairman of the War Production Board,
will discuss the job to be done on
the home front.

Sardi's
SWIFT Swift
& Co., on
Chicago,
on Dec: 21
will begin thrice weekly participaon Breakfast
at stations,
Sardi's,
heard ontions13
BLUE Pacific
for Jewell shortening. As the
eighth participating sponsor on the
West Coast version, Swift will take
the 9:40-9:45 a.m. (PWT) period,
Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday.
The company also sponsored a
quarter-hour of the BLUE Breakfast Club program five days weekly for Premium bacon and ham.
Aeren<-y
Chicago. is J. Walter Thompson Co.,

Radio Represented
Recognition of the role of broadcasting in the war picture was
shown in a list of prominent leaders who will attend the conference.
This includes Niles Trammel, NBC
president; W. S. Paley, CBS president; Neville Miller, NAB president; Mark Woods, BLUE president; David Sarnoff, RCA president. Miller McClintock, Mutual
president, was also invited to attend and his acceptance was ex-

Beer Co. Airs Bears
ATLAS BREWING Co.. Chicago
(beer), beginning with the Green
Bay Packers-Chicago
Bears
professional football game,
Sunday,
Sept. 26, will sponsor all home and
away games of the Bears on WIND
Gary with exclusive coverage of
the 10 game series. Games out of
Chicago will be aired on WIND
by means of wires direct from the
playing fields. Agency is Arthur
Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.

Among others prominent in radio
pected.
who accepted invitations are John
Ballantyne, president of Philco; W.
M. Angle, president of Stromberg
Carlson; C. G. Stoll, president of
Western Electric; C. H. Lang and
Earl Shreve, General Electric vicepresidents; F. D. Newbury, vice
president of Westinghouse ; and
Gardner Cowles, publisher of the
Des Moines Register & Tribune
and president of the Iowa Broadcasting System.
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Y & R Honors Radio
YOUNG & RUBICAM, New York
agency, will pay tribute to radio's
part in the war effort by publishing an advertisement during the
week of Oct. 18 in Broadcasting,
Fortune, Newsweek, Time, Editor
& Publisher, and the New York
Times. Other media are to be similarly honored on successive weeks
beginning Sept. 26.
RCA

POSTERS by famous illustrators,
among them James Montgomery
Flagg, are a part of a CBS program promotion campaign conceived by (1 to r) Thomas D. Connolly, director of program promotion; Paul Hollister, vice-president in charge of advertising and
sales promotion, and Harry
O'Brien, network art director. Promotion will also include newspapers, magazines, transportation advertising and direct mail.
'Revival' Shifts
GOSPEL BROADCASTING Assn.,
Los Angeles, will shift its Old Fashioned Revival program on the
full Mutual network from 9-10
p.m. Sundays to the earlier 7-8
p.m., hour offered by Mutual when
the Cleveland Symphony concert
series was signed for 9-10 p.m.,
beginning Oct. 10 [Broadcasting,
Sept. 20]. This will require moving the Voice of Prophecy from the
7-7:30 p.m. spot, to 9:30 Sunday
mornings, starting Oct. 10. R. H.
Alber, Los Angeles, handles the
Gospel account, and J. C. Hoskins
& Associates, Chicago, is the agency for Voice of Prophecy Inc., Los
Angeles.
Teem Radio Test
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York, to introduce its new product
"Teem", a combination of tea and
South American mate, is using radio and newspapers in the Harrisburg area. Schedule, which started
Sept. 19 for a ten-week period, includes 52 chain breaks and 132 oneminute announcements on WHP,
and 72 one-minute announcements
on WKBO, the two Harrisburg stations. In addition, Teem is promoted on WHP on a Sunday 6-6:15
p.m. program, Night Editor. Agency is Benton & Bowles, New York.

LABS

ISSUES

BOOK ON RESEARCH
WORD-AND-PICTURE tour of the
RCA Laboratories at Princeton, N.
J., is contained in a 58-page booklet "RCA Laboratories— A New
Center of Radio Research and Pioneering", describing the past and
present of the three-story structure with its 150 laboratory bays.
Facilities for television research
include a control room and twostory studio designed for normal
sound characteristics, described by
scientists as "the last word in facilities for television research."
The free field sound room is echoproof, offering acoustic conditions
as perfect as obtainable outdoors.
Another
a "livingequal
room"of
designed unit
as theis acoustic
the ideal living room in which radios and other sound instruments
are developed
mal home use. and tested for norRCA also issued an illustrated
pamphlet containing the speeches
made at the presentation of the
Army-Navy "E" Award to RCA
Labs., June 17, 1943.
School to Sponsor
AMERICAN SCHOOL, Chicago,
has signed a two-week contract
with WHN, New York, for two
news programs weekly by Sid Walton, starting Sept. 18 as the initial
part of its annual national campaign to promote correspondence
courses. The school used fiveminute and quarter-hour news and
music programs on 53 stations in
the drive which started last fall.
Equity Adv., New York, is Agency.
BRITISH Information Service has
bought the translation rights to Education for Death, by Gregor Ziemer,
commentator for WLW Cincinnati.
The book is to be translated into
Italian, and circulated in Italy, evidently to show the Italians what the
Nazi school system did to German
minds.

BOTANY WORSTED MILLS, New
York, has resumed its cartoon film feathe Botany
"woolystation,
lamb," and
on
WNBT, turingNBC
television
WRGB Schenectady by direct pick-up.

RADIO CHURCH
NBC Studio Conforms With
Three Major Faiths
STUDIO settings for NBC's religious broadcasts are interchangeable— creating appropriate atmosphere for programs of each of the
three major faiths. Network emphasizes that the studio thus decorated is not intended to constitute
a gathering place for religious
worship.
Equipment which can be rearranged for Protestant, Catholic
and Hebrew broadcasts includes
an altar, two pulpits with flute
designed screens, eight choir stalls
and benches for visiting speakers.
Special accessories for Hebrew
broadcasts consist of the sevenbranch candelabra, and a blue velvet cloth bearing a gold Star of
David. Dedication took place June

Adler Expanding Spots
ADLER SHOES FOR MEN, New
York, is expanding its spot advertising in the New York area following a test campaign this summer.
Firm is continuing 14 one-minute
transcribed musical announcements
weekly on WNEW New York and
is adding 20 spots a week on
WMCA. The WHN schedule, effective Sept. 27, expands to 71-72
time signals weekly, aired every
other hour, with the possibility of
an hourly schedule in the offing.
Agency
is Consolidated Adv., New
York.
6. For Protestant services, a cross,
lighted by neon tubes, is hung before an altar back-drop. First
Protestant ceremonies in the new
studio were held May 23. A crucifix is attached over the cross for
Catholic services. Dedication will
take place this fall.

A recent test offer on a 15-minute daytime program
running currently on WOAI brought proof of purchase from an average of ONE out of every EIGHT
radio homes in 50 Texas counties.
Not only that, but each letter received contained from
10 to 15 cents in cash in response to the offer!
Yes, for an entire generation WOAI has been the
"best seller'' in Central and South Texas. Year in
and year out, WOAI sells more merchandise to more
people ! in this prosperous section than any other
station

50,000 WATTS
AFFILIATE NBC

-

CLEAR CHANNEL
MEMBER TQN

KOZY?
WHO?

OAI

WHEN?

San rin&nt&
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO.

WHERE?
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Cox

Probe

FCC

Asks

Side

(Continued from page 12)
R. Denny, FCC general counsel,
about presentation of rebuttal testimony in the Commission's behalf
on the FBIS-RID issues. Chairman Fly has consistently complained that the FCC has not been
permitted to defend itself and that
the proceedings were "star chamber." Until the Committee completes presentation of its testimony regarding these phases, it is
doubted whether the lineup of FCC
rebuttal witnesses will be formulated. But it was anticipated that
before the Cox Committee files its
interim report with the House, tes-

timony from the FCC will be adduced.
Based on investigations made by
the Cox Committee staff, it was
presumed the Committee would inquire into the cleavage between
Chairman Fly and NAB President
Neville Miller over activities of
the trade association and opposition of Mr. Fly to Mr. Miller.
Thereafter, based on Committee investigations, itwas thought individual station cases, such as those
involving WMCA New York, and
its transfer in 1941 to Edward J.
Noble, as well as other station ac-

quisitions and transactions, would
be covered. No agenda, however,
has been released.
Efforts of Commissioner C. J.
Durr to have Rep. Cox (D.-Ga.),
chairman of the Committee disqualified by the House on grounds
of alleged "bias and personal interest" were brushed aside last week
by the House Judiciary Committee.
Mr. Durr had petitioned Speaker
Rayburn (D.-Tex.) last May to
have Rep. Cox ousted. The petition
was referred by the Speaker to the
Judiciary Committee.
No Jurisdiction
Last Thursday it was revealed
that Chairman Sumners (D.-Tex.)
of the Committee notified Mr. Durr
that Committee members, along
with himself, felt that thev had no
jurisdiction and no responsibility
with reference to the complaint.
Mr. Durr's last letter, dated Sept.
14, charged that the activities of
the Cox Commitee "have more
than confirmed my original feeling
that an investigation by a Committee created and staffed as this
one is, could serve no purpose save
to prostitute the investigatory
powers
of Congress."
The Cox
Committee has begun
preparation of its interim report,
it was learned, as well as proposed
accompanying
Thehave
intention of the legislation.
Committee to
Chairman Fly cited for "contempt
of Congress" because of his refusal
to produce documents and answer
questions in connection with the
Neville Miller trial by the Board
of War Communications in his only
appearance before the Committee
on Julyclosed
9 [Broadcasting,
already hasSept.
been13].disPlanning the Record

WDBJ is one of those several unique
stations scattered over the U.S. which give
their advertisers this unmatchable value —
the exclusive listenership of important
markets which are satisfactorily served by
no other stations.
Yes, WDBJ covers only some 27 daytime primary counties. But in those 27
Roanoke - Southwest Virginia counties,
WDBJ is the only station that can be heard
(without fading or interference) at all
times. AND — in those 27 counties are
28.6% of Virginia's radio homes, 25.8%
of its buying power, 25.7% of its total
retail sales!
Moral: You get two or three or four
times your normal money's-worth when
you use WDBJ. Write for all the facts —

i
K

The record of the hearings, carried on both in New York and
Washington since July 2, now is being planned.
It was expected that completion
of the RID-FBIS phases might
consume another two or three
weeks. In addition to Commissioner Craven, Dr. Richard D. Leigh,
chief of FBIS, other members of
his staff and Matthew Gorden,
OWI Overseas Branch official, are
expected to be called.

PLUGGING for women in the control room, is Mary Ellen Trottner,
of WCCO Minneapolis engineering
staff who has just received a First
Class Radio-Telephone
Operator's
license,
making her one
of two
women in Minnesota to hold such
a license. Miss Trotter shows her
engineering skill to the WCCO
chief engineer, Hugh McCartney.
LaRoche Lauds Radio Aid
In Talk to Sales Heads
USING the work of the War Advertising Council as an example of
the "new competition", Chester J.
LaRoche, chairman of the Council,
speaking to the Sales Executives
Club last week at the Hotel Roosevelt, stated that the prosperity of
America will depend largely on the
ability of highly competitive business groups to continue cooperating
the nation's
Mr. in LaRoche
spokeinterest.
of the prepathe Treasury
Dept.'drives.
Second ration
and forThird
War Loan
He told how "radio broadcasts promoting the Second drive totaled
118,000 announcements and 8,000
programs of 15 minutes or more,
with estimated value of the radio
time alone being $6,000,000 for the
three-week period."
Expands Spot List
AUSTIN TECHNICAL PUBLISHING Co., New York, will expand
its spotmatecampaign
for Guide
Letter Writing
to a tolistIntiof
100 stations after Oct. 10. Firm
started the drive in June and is
now using 18 stations. Directed at
women who might want tips on
how to write to servicemen, the
drive consists of five-minute transcriptions dramatizing activities in
Army camps. Premium offer of a
booklet is included. Contracts continue till forbid according to Carl
Caiman Inc., New York agency.

CBS * 5000 Watts • 960 KC
Owned and Operated by the
TiMES-WCRLD CORP.

FREE & PETERS, Hil Representatives
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Shown in Summary
by Commerce
Dept.
THAT the Federal Government is trademarks and goodwill would
on record as favoring continuance
Referring to advertising as a
of advertising schedules in all mesuffer."
dia as a contribution to the war "mighty
force for social good" the
effort is the outstanding conclusion department states it has continually
to be drawn from a 96-page illus- reminded both business and Govtrated compilation on Advertising
ernment of the necessity of adverand its Role in War and Peace,
tising. Business has shared this
issued by the Dept. of Commerce.
viewpoint, as shown by its continued use of all media, and the
The booklet, which quotes leading
Commerce Dept. offers its evidence
government officials, from President
Roosevelt down, is described as an of government's approval in the
answer to those who have said the booklet jast published. Exhibits
Administration is unfriendly to ad- are headed by Secretary of the
vertising.
Treasury Morgenthau's testimony
May 28, 1942, before the Joint
News release which accompanied
Committee on Internal Revenue
the booklet quotes its recognition
Taxation, in which he stated the
of advertising as "a vital cog in now well-known att tude of the
our free enterprise system" and a Internal Revenue Bureau on de"potent medium for distributing
ductibility of advertising expendiinformation"
the for
people
at a
tures in tax returns.*
time
when theto need
accurate
The booklet says that the trend
information is greatest.
toward maintenance of advertising
schedules indicates that business is
'Information Industry'
The publication is stated to be not inclined to the mistakes made
addressed to "those who short- in the last war, when some comdropped from sight and "by
sightedly" view advertising as "an the end panies
of the war discovered just
economic
waste
in
wartime",
and
informs them that the Government
how forgetful is the public."
Advertising and its Role in War
"strongly disagrees with this atti- and Peace was compiled by Corrie
tude."
Cloyes of the Bureau of Foreign
The Commerce Dept. "in adher- and Domestic Commerce. Copies
ing to its statutory function — to may be obtained by writing to the
foster, promote and develop for- Bureau in Washington or to any of
eign and domestic commerce — has
watched advertising develop into the Commerce Dept. field offices.
a powerful information industry,
* The testareof deductible
whether expe-d'tures
for
advertising
is whether they
a consistent builder of business," are ordinary and necessary and tear a re"sonable relation to t^e business activities
the booklet says in its introducin which the enterprise is engaged. This
tion.
is not intended to exclude institutional advertising in reasonab'e
or good"With the attack on Pearl Harwill advertising
calculatedamounts,
to influence
the
bor, the department immediately
buying habits of the public.
recognized that advertising would
be a major weapon on the home
Grid Games Televised
front. People had to be informed.
PHILCO RADIO & Television
Talents used effectively in creating Corp., Philadelphia, will snonsor
a desire for goods could with equal the television broadcasts of the U.
effectiveness show how to win the of Pennsylvania football gam»s on
war.
its own station, WPTZ Philadelphia. As in the past, WPTZ will
"At the same time, the depart- use the
regular radio announcer,
ment sensed the danger of a gradual decrease or cessation of adver- Byrum Saam, for the audio end
the telecasts, synchronizing the
tising, either by companies that of
sound
with the pictures of the telhad converted wholly to war proevision cameras. On the radio band,
duction or by those whose civilian the ?ames are sponsored by Atlanoutput had been curtailed. In either
tic Refining Co. and carried by
case carefully built brand names, WCAU [Broadcasting, Sept. 20].

Bercovici to WLW

NBC

B. S. BERCOVICI, commentator
formerly with Mutual, has joined
the news staff of WLW Cincinnati.
He will broadcast at 8:15 a.m.
Monday through Saturday and 10
p.m. Monday through Friday. He
was first with WINS New York,
then news analyst for Mutual from
WSAY Rochester, and later with
WHN New York. He is a specialist
in European affairs.
North Central Moves
NORTH Central Broadcasting System,
Oct. from
1 is moving
its executiveon offices
the Commodore
Hotel to the First National Bank
Bldg., St. Paul, because of the need
for increased space. The regional
network has branch offices in New
York and Chicago.

¥
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COST

DAVE wood GREGORY,
writer Associates,
on Hollystaff of Earle Ferris
radio publicity service, is author of
The Kid from Brooklyn, a story of
Dannycent issue
Kaye,
film actor-singer
of Liberty
Magazine. in re-
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Coverage

DON HOLLENBECK, NBC corretransferred
North ago,
Africa fromspondent
London
two tomonths
is
with Army
Lt. Gen.
Mark and
W. was
Clark's
Fifth
in Italy
on
one of the first invasion barges to
land at Salerno, NBC has revealed.
Ralph Howard, NBC reporter in
Africa, is with the advance Allied
air echelon in Italy, reporting on
the drive of the British Eighth
Army. Standing by in Algiers to
transmit news from the fighting
fronts to NBC in New York is
Merrill Mueller.

MORE

KXYZ

War

- RA TESL

PROGRAMS

Attractive Combination Rates on KXYZ-KRIS (Corpus Christi)

KSEI DELIVERS AUDIENCE
POCATELLO, IDAHO
83 7%
BLACKFOOT, IDAHO
60 6%
IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO 59.0%
(Average Audience 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.)
FOR COVERAGE DETAILS SEE
HOMER GRIFFITH - Hollywood - Son Francisco
WYTHE WALKER - New York - Chicago

HOUSTON'TEXAS
N O W 5,0 O O WATTS
1320
K C BLUE AAUTUAL
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Contempt Charged
In Refusal by Fly
Rep. Jones Claims Chairman
Keeps Data From House
REFUSAL of Chairman Fly of the
FCC and Director of the Budget
Harold Smith to produce documents
called for by the Cox select committee in the early part of its inquiry was the subject of criticism
in the House last week by Rep.
Jones (R-Ohio).
In an attack on waste in the Government during which he charged
the executive agencies with a "studdied effort" to withhold important
information from Congress, Mr.
Jones asserted that "the pattern of
keeping Congress in the dark also
worked with congressional commit-

SORRY
FOLKS !
(Like heck, we are)
WE'LL HAVE TO
The TAKE DOWN
"AVAILABLE NOW"
Sign

Confidential Papers
tees".
"I saw convincing evidence of it
a few days after Congress adjourned," he continued. "The Cox
select committee presented a subpoena duces tecum to James Lawrence Fly, chairman of the Board of
War Communications and chairman of the FCC, and to Harold
Smith as Director of the Bureau
of the Budget. Both men refused
to bring the papers called for . . .
on the grounds that they were confidential and to this day the select
committee does not have the information.
"To me, this presents a funda-

TIE-UP OF TICKETS to America's Town Meeting of the Air and sale
of War Bonds is celebrated, as a total of $2,306,705.00 was taken in for
the Bond drive when the Forum broadcast from WISH Indianapolis Blue
outlet. Menbusiness
responsible
for campaign's
success F.are
(1 to r) president
: Robert E.
Bausman,
manager
of WISH; Elmor
C. Weber,
of
the Marion County League of Savings & Loan Ass'n; George V. Denny
Jr., moderator of Town Meeting; C. Bruce McConnell, president of Capitol Broadcasting Corp.; J. W. Van Briggle of the Marion County Ass'n.
mental issue that the Congress . . .
ought not take long in settling and
I hope that the Cox select committee brings the matter to the floor
of the House for contempt charges
against Mr. Fly and Mr. Smith because this Congress is entitled to
any facts requested and any documents having to do with an agency thatincident
Congressreferred
created."to by Rep.
The
Jones occurred during the second
week of the Cox committee hearings. Mr. Fly refused to produce

DigestDIGEST
on BlueASSN.,
READERS
Pleasantville, N. Y., will sponsor
Frazier Hunt on its new Thursday
evening quarter - hour program
which starts Oct. 7 on the full
BLUE Network. Hunt, who has

"HARRY

McTIGUE
SPORTS"
VIEW
is now sponsored
by
FALLS CITY BEER
THAT MEANS STILL
"ANOTHER CALL FOR—
FALLS

■0

WCPO

t

Consistently

HIGH

CITY"

Hooper
Summer

and

documents relating to a "secret investigation" bythe BWC of Neville
Miller, NAB president, on the
grounds that release of the data
would adversely affect the national
security. Mr. Smith told the committee he had been directed by the
President to withhold Budget Bureau files dealing with recommendations by the Army and Navy for
the transfer of the Radio Intelligence Division of the FCC to the
military [BROADCAST! NG, July 12].

Ratings
Winter

joined
of reporter,
the Readers'
Digest the
as a staff
roving
will
interview people in the news, ranging from government celebrities to
war heroes and local figures in the
10:15-10:30 p.m. spot. Agency is
BBDO, New York.
WTAW is 168th Blue
WTAW, College Station, Tex.,
owned by the Agricultural & Mechanical College of Texas, will become a bonus station affiliated with
the BLUE Oct. 1, bringing the total
number of BLUE stations to 168.

LOUISVILLE
uutU

WINN

BLUE

NETWORK

STATION

m

LOUISVILLE,

KY.

D. E. "Plug" Kendrick
President and Genera! Manager
G. F. "Red" Bauer
Sales Manager
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"Since we have no Onujfy-Wuffies in our pantry, Madame, the
announcer on WFDF Flint Michigan regrets he cannot send you
two dollars"
• Broadcast

Advertising

OWI
Will

Radio
Meet

Group
Oct. 5

Elmer Davis Air Talks Among
Topics to Be Discussed
PALMER HOYT, OWI Domestic
Director, last week called the Radio News & Policy Committee to
meet with him Oct. 5 in Washington for a general exploratory discussion of OWI operations of interest to broadcasters. This will
be the first meeting of the committee, membership of which was announced last month [Broadcasting, Aug. 23].
The meeting will provide an opportunity for the committee to
bring up matters concerning the
radio job in the war. No agenda
has been arranged.
Elmer Davis, OWI director, is
expected to attend the discussion
of resuming his weekly talks on
the air will be taken up. Mr. Davis
has expressed a preference for a
Sunday night spot instead of his
previous Friday evening period and
has stated that he would be satisfied with one or two networks
rather than the four allotted to
him.
Wants More Time
One of Mr. Davis' principal objections to the Friday period is
that it affords him little time to
write his talk and that he could do
a better job if he were not forced
to rush from his office to the studio.
Mr. Hoyt plans to give the committee an overall picture of the
OWI organization, to outline
changes which have been made in
the Domestic Branch and to discuss problems involving program
clearance which resulted from the
cut in OWI appropriations. The
operations of the new voluntary
control centers established by the
industry to clear programs with
the OWI regional station relations
offices may come up for discussion.
Members of the Committee are:
William S. Paley, CBS president;
Niles Trammell, NBC president;
Mark Woods, BLUE president;
Miller McClintock, Mutual president; Lewis Allen Weiss, vice-

Gaby

ADDING SPARK to McClatchy
stations (KFBK KMJ KWG KERN
KOH) promotion is Gaby, Walt
Disney creation. Gaby, and his
twin brother Scoopy — who is acting in a similar capacity for the
McClatchy newspapers (Sacramento Bee, Fresno Bee, Modesto Bee),
come from pioneer stock and compose the third generation of celeMcClatchy
"bees".Gaby
It was
doubtful brated
at first
whether
and
Scoopy would be launched upon
their present career, as Disney does
not do that type of commercial
work — that is until it was decided
the payment ($1,500) for the work
would go to the Army Relief Fund.
president and general manager,
Don Lee; Leo Fitzpatrick, executive vice-president and general
manager, WJR Detroit; Herbert L.
Pettey, director, WHN New York;
Martin B. Campbell, managing di-,
rector, WFAA WBAP KGKO Dallas-Fort Worth; and Neville Miller, NAB president.

any

NBC Newspaper Drive
Claims Best Shows Aired
FIRST major consumer newspaper
campaign to be used by NBC started last Friday in all newspapers in
the six cities where NBC has M&O
stations — New York, Chicago,
Cleveland, Denver, San Francisco
and Washington. Scheduled to run
daily from Sept. 26 for several
weeks in those cities, as well as
locally by many NBC affiliated stations, the campaign is placed by J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York.
The intial full-page advertisement, captioned "The Greatest
Shows
Radio star
Are shows,
on NBC",
mentionsincurrent
saying the programs have reached "A
new peak in entertainment . . . better even than that of previous seasons ... in which national listener
surveys repeatedly rated NBC
shows the best nine out of the first
10 . . . the best 16 out of the first
20 . . . the best 34 out of the first
50 . . . among all programs on the

M

k

Wander Resumes
WANDER Co., Chicago (Ovaltine)
on Sept. 27 resumes sponsorship of
Capt. Midnight, children's dramatic
serial
air."heard Mondays through Fridaystions.
6:45-7
p.m. remain
on 67 BLUE
staCast will
the same
with Ed Prentiss in the title role.
AgencyChicago.
is Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
Canada Session
THE CANADIAN Assn. of Broadcasters has announced it will hold
its annual convention at the Chateau Frontenac, Quebec, Feb. 1416. No agenda has been drawn up,
but power
increases
and labor problems will be
considered.

way

figure
— there are choice times
you

during day or night when
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WDRC
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New Brass Rail Program
LATEST radio venture of the
Brass Rail Inc., New York restaurant chain, is for the wartime purpose of avoiding additional business
while still maintaining a trade
name through to the post-war
period. tinued
The
restaurant
its recorded
musichasondisconthree
New York stations, and on Sept.
26, 12-12:15 p.m., started a 52week institutional series on WJZ
New York. The program, Moments
of Memory, features live music by
Chester Gaylord, pianist. In line
with the company's policy not to
attract more patrons, the commercials merely suggest dropping in
for a Sunday dinner. Jack Steiner
is account executive for Blackstone
Co., New York agency.
Le Clair Sentenced
JOHN CHARLES Le CLAIR,
former professor and commentator
on New York stations, has been
sentenced to a year and a day imprisonment and fined $9,000 in U.
S. District Court on his plea of
guilty to an indictment, charging
him with acting as paid agent of
Japan without registering as such.
Chicago War Fund
RUTHRAUFF & RYAN has been
named to handle all radio for the
thirteen million dollar Chicago
Community and War Fund drive.
The campaign, which starts Oct. 1,
runs seven weeks. Ros Metzger,
vice-president and radio head of
the Chicago R&R office, will have
charge, assisted by his entire staff.

Hear

Censor

Case,

CIO
Urges
FCC
Wants to Know If Stations
Violated Free Speech
DOUBLE - BARRELLED protest
by the United Automobile Workers (CIO) has been registered on
discrimination by radio stations in
alleged violation of the principle
of free speech. Richard T. Frankensteen, UAW vice-president, filed
a petition with the FCC last week
for an informal hearing on censorship and operation contrary to public interest by WHKC Columbus,
0., while R. J. Thomas. UAW president, stated he would protest to
the FCC "to determine whether
the radio stations are using their
Government-given monopolies to
protect food profiteers and their
agents in Congress, at the expense
of freeSays
speech".
9 Refused Spots
Mr. Thomas charged that nine
major radio stations are refusing
to sell time for a radio campaign
supporting the President's program
to roll back prices, having "thrown
out" transcribed programs for
which the union had sought to buy
time. Stations said to have refused
the program are WJZ New York,
WTOP Washington, WMAL Washington, KNX Hollvwood, KMOX
St. Louis, WMAQ Chicago.
The rejected program urging the
necessity for the roll-back and ask-

SEERS PEER into the future of
the contract signed by Hugh M.
Woods (right), president of Hugh
M. Woods Co., starting his 15th
consecutive year of advertising with
KLZ Denver. KLZ Production
Manager Pete Smythe predicts
great results from the contract.
Staley on Blue
A. E. STALEY MFG. Co., Decatur, 111. (milling products), beginning in December, will sponsor
a new quarter-hour program 1010:15 a.m. Mondays through Fridays
tionsonforall
52 BLUE
weeks. network
Format staand
product have not been decided.
Agency
is Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.
ing listeners to write their Congressmen to support it, was the
subject of a letter to NAB members last July 23 in which Willard
E<rolf, assistant to NAB president
Miller,terialpointed
out thatwithin
the mawas controversial
the
meaning of the NAB Code, which
forbids sale of time for broadcasting controversial material, and
urged that station management
"should accept the responsibility
of considering this matter as a
controversial issue and allot time
to both sides or schedule it on a
public forum broadcast, if consisthe public interest."
^-Mr.tent with
Frankensteen's
petition
charges that in deleting from his
speech on WHKC Aug. 8 [Broadcasting, Aug. 23] criticism of Senator Taft (R-Ohio) and Rep.
Vorys (R-Ohio) and praising Senator Burton (R-Ohio) for their
voting records, WHKC did not carry out any uniform policy, but discriminated against him and the
UAW-CTO. Carl M. Everson, station manager, stated he had acted
in accordance with the NAB Code.

The

Only

BLUE
Serving
Network Station

the rich important
U. S. 34th
UTAH'S NBC

Metropolitan District

STATION

WFMJ
Youngstown, O.
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LARGE-SIZE VIDEO
PATENTS CLAIMED
jARGE SCREEN television reception, either in black-and-white or
full color, will be available for
lomes, schools, churches and
theatres after the end of the war
through patents recently granted
Scophony Corp. of America, Arthur
Levey, SCA president, announced
last week. "The color process," he
said, is"isused
basedin on
same method
that
the the
Technicolor
and
Kodachrome
processes."
In a talk before the American
Television Society in New York
last Wednesday evening, Mr. Levey
said large pictures are necessary
in the home, as smaller screens are
not adequate for sports pickups.
Commenting on the view that television broadcasts may develop as a
subscriber service for economic reasons, Mr. Levev said Scophony has
patented a television method for
transmitting scrambled signals
which can be unscrambled only by
the sets of subscribers.
Richard Hubbell on N. Y. Ayer
& Son spoke on the ATS post-war
plans [Broaec*. sting, Sept. 20].
AFRA Meeting
REQUEST that the minimum wage
scale for artists performing for
transcribed programs be placed on
a parity with the network scale
was made by the American Federation of Radio Artists at a meeting with the signers of the union's
transcription code to begin discussions on the new contract succeeding the present agreement expiring Nov. 1, 1943. Meeting was held
last Wednesday at the Bar Assn.,
New York, where a second session will meet this Wednesday,
(Sept. 29) at 3:30 p.m. Present
minimum scale for a quarter-hour
program with an hour's rehearsal
is $18 for a transcription and
$23.10 for a network broadcast.
Bond Shows Sponsored
WITH the opening of the Third
War Loan Drive KSD St. Louis
has sold some I 0 St. Louis business
concerns the idea of sponsoring
War Bond programs during the
three weeks of the drive. Many of
the concerns have never before
used radio for advertising of anv
sort. The programs, which are all
15 minutes in length, are being
spotted during the daytime hours
and vary in style according to the
desires of the sponsor.

9,218
TELL

Pepper Featuring Pearce
DR. PEPPER BOTTLING Co.,
Dallas, which some weeks ago purchased 120 stations of the BLUE
for a half-hour Sunday afternoon
program nounced
starting
3, has
that the Cct.
series
will anbe
titled Al Pearce & His Gang in Fun
Valley. Pearce will be featured together with "Happy Jack", Martha
Mears and Ivan Dittmars' orchestra. Guest stars will join the gang.
Jack Hasty will write the show,
with Ken Niles announcing. Agency
is Tracy-Locke-Dawson, Dallas.
Expedited Action Asked
In Transfer of WFTL
THE FCC last week granted the
petition of Ralph A. Horton, owner
of WFTL Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.,
and The Fort Industry Co., headed
by Lt. Com. George R. Storer, asking that the hearing be expedited
on applications of Mr. Horton for
assignment of WFTL to Fort Industry, and on application of Fort
Industry for license to cover construction permit authorizing
WFTL to change its frequency
from 1400 to 710 kc, increase its
power from 250 to 10,000 watts
[Broadcasting, Sept. 13], and
move from Ft. Lauderdale to
Miami, Fla. (contingent on approval of the transfer.) Hearing
was set for Oct. 11 in Miami.
The petition to speed the hearing
set forth that the present operation
of WFTL, now on a temporary
license, is and has been losing
money for a long time. The hearings were consolidated.

A

50,000
at

a

VIEW

MAN with imagination is Foster
May, Omaha newscaster and
special other
eventer,
who out
has ofpulled
annews rabbit
his hat.
Last month he went to Washington
to transcribe an interview with Byron Price, the chief censor, who
had promised him the privilege at
the Chicago NAB convention.
When May returned to Omaha,
he brought with him not only the
Price platter but also transcribed
interviews with WAC Col. Oveta
Culp Hobby; Adm. Emory S. Land,
Chairman of the Maritime Commission; Joseph Eastman, Director of
Defense Transportation; Donald
Nelson, WPB Chairman; and Harold Ickes, Secretary of the Interior.
All are being aired on his weekly
News Views & Interviews show for
Haskins Bros. & Co., soap manufacturers, on a special midwestern
net of WOW KSO WMT KMMJ.

Herrington Joins G-C-N Co.
WILLIAM HERRINGTON has resigned as research director of Leo
Burnett Co., Chicago, to take a
similar post at Geyer, Cornell &
Newell Co., New York. Mr. Herrington headed the research department of Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago, and was assistant
to the research director at J. Walter Thompson Co., 1929-1936.

for it-{
Look ai
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LISTENING

The guesses averaged 5000.
No one expected 10,233 inquiries.
Yet
the
totalthat's
Edward
Jorgenson,
Pacific Blue mentator,
comdrew
from five offers
of a free canning booklet.
And the offer was made during the
final week of August, tag -end of
the home canning season!
On a cost-per-inquiry basis
Jorgenson's response was decisively superior to some of the
nation's best daytime programs.
This response confirmed Pacific
Blue's suspicions that Edward Jorgenson presents one of the most
rewarding opportunities in Pacific
Coast daytime radio.
These suspicions were aroused
when Jorgenson in July— after
only four months on the airtopped two long-established
sponsored commentaries on
other Coast networks in the
Hooper sweepstakes.

Jorgenson's qualifications? Two
decades as a key editorial employee of five great newspapers
and as an "editorial troubleshooter" for one of the national newspaper chains.

HABITS

B ROADCASTING

NOTES

Edward Jorgenson is the lead-off
commentator ofPacific Blue'sMonday through Friday hour of news
and commentary —"Blue Newsroom Review,"which is composed
of seven separate programs.

ABOUT

Get latest survey— no cost!
Here's Iowa
how market!
to get next
the billiondollar
New, toimpartial,
all*
inclusive
"SummersWhan"
Iowa
Radio
Survey covers all 99 counties, discloses
5-year trends in listening habits and
preferences as to station and programs.
Maps and facts on Iowa listeners In
various age groups and educational
levels — city, small-town and farm. Yoa
need it to do a good job in Iowa. Cet
It today ! No cost, no obligation.
Central Broadcasting Co.,
912 Walnut St., Des Moines, Iowa

PROGRAM

COAST

A

FAMILIES
ALL

PACIFIC

FOR JULY-AUGUST

c
B
WGRC
26.4 38.5
20.6
8:00 - 12:00 A.M. 13.7
c
A
B
AFTERNOON INDEX
12.1
WGRC
MON. THRU FRI.
23.5
34.4 28.4
12:00 - 6:00 P.M.
SIN. THRU SAT.
c
A
B
34.5
20.3 35.8 8.3
EVENING INDEX
WGRC
6:00 - 10:00 P.M.
MORNING INDEX
MON. THRU FRI.
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Decca

K MAC
SAN AANTQN10

EYS
corpusI
ivf / CHRIST
Y^rc
KPABRE
DO
LA
HARLINGEN
>KGBS
Primary coverage of four prosperous
markets in one, at small cost. That,
wrapped up in one package is what
this great combination gives you
Your account handled by each station,
working closely with retailers and
wholesalers in each area, plus maximum coverage of the entire, rich
South Texas market in one bundle!
4 StaM cm

fttopt Jlo>uqo*i

* K M A C • San Antonio
* K E y S • Corpus Christi
* K G B S • ' Harlingen
* KPAB
• • • Laredo
•
MORE
PRIMARY
COVERAGE
OF THIS
RICH MARKET
THAN ANY
OTHER
STATION
OR
GROUP

HOWARD
W. DAVIS
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE BLDG
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

tftj^a

Fees Go to AFM
(Continued from page 9)

Fund

that the full text of the WorldDecca contract with the union had
been promised by that date. Panel,
however, pointed out that it "retains full jurisdiction of this dispute in all particulars," including
"terms and conditions of contracts
and agreements entered into to the
extent that they are matters of
national concern under the broad

anxious to achieve the same result
as World and asked the AFM,
which had permitted World to resume employment of its members
on its verbal agreement, to grant
this same with
privelege
to World's
competitors,
the terms
of any

powers to the WLB."
This statement opens the possibility that the WLB might refuse
to approve the Decca-World contract with the union if in fact it
does call for the payment of fees
on recordings directly to the AFM,
on the be
ground
that tosuch
a" contract
would
contrary
public
policy.

AFM Counsel Joseph A. Padway stated that the union would
not consent to any such arrangement. "We expect," he said, "to
bring all lawful pressure on the
other companies to get them to
accept the same terms we have
negotiated
World."
He added
that while with
Decca
is outside
the
jurisdiction of the panel, the same
principle applies to its competitors in the phonograph record field.
Pointing out that the other
transcription companies had the
same opportunity as World to negotiate with the AFM, whose "door
was
open that
all they
the time,"
Mr. away
Padway said
had stayed
but that now they want the chance
to examine World's deal to see
whether they like it or not and
meanwhile they want to be able to
store up a backlog of recordings
that would make them independent
of the AFM for two years. "We
aren't that dumb," he declared.
AFM Offered Its Terms

The board has set a precedent
for such action in its refusal to
ratify the portal-to-portal contract
between the United Mine Workers
and the Illinois mine operators.
Announcement of the agreement
between the AFM and Decca-World
was made the preceding Saturday
in a joint statement made by Petrillo and Kapp, that "a complete
understanding" had been reached
"which will make the services of
members of the AFM available to
those companies for the recording
of phonograph records and electrical transcriptions, respectively."
Their statement added that "the
agreement is the result of discussions over a period of months during which the mutual problems of
management and labor were considered with sympathetic appreciation and reflect a genuine purpose

agreement finally negotiated retroactive to the date of employment.

of cooperation."
Tenor Changed

Asked by Gilbert E. Fuller, industry representative on the panel,
if he thought it fair to give World
a temporary advantage over its
competitors, Mr. Padway replied
that any company willing to take
the terms agreed to by World "can
have them and can start making
recordings five minutes after they

The atmosphere of the hearings,
which resumed on Monday afternoon after a recess of more than
a week, granted at the request
of the AFM for time to prepare
its reply argument to that of the
transcription companies [Broadcasting, Sept. 13] and extended
at the union's further request, was
considerably altered by the news
that one of the companies had
settled with the union. Panel Chairman Arthur S. Meyer opened the
session with a request for a statement from Milton Diamond, attorney for Decca-World, who said
that a complete accord had been
reached and that final contracts
were expected to be signed before
the end of the week. He said he did
not care to disclose terms until the
contracts had been signed.
Mr. Socolow said his clients were

agree
them." request the
At to
Mr.accept
Socolow's
hearing became an executive session which continued through the
afternoon and the following morning, during which time the panel
conferred both jointly and separately with the transcription companies and the union. In these
closed sessions the union gave the
companies the general outline of
its agreement with World, which
calls for a royalty of 3% on the
revenue from library transcriptions
and other transcriptions used more
than once, but places no fees above
normal wage payments to musicians employed on commercial
transcriptions used only once. It
was learned that AFM then offered
these same terms to any other
company, agreeing to make its
members immediately available if
the company would agree to accept

all terms of the final contract between World and the AFM, reing.
gardless of what they may finally
be, and to withdraw from the hearWhile the transcription companies were considering this offer,
NBC representatives voluntarily
withdrew from the session, so as
not to influence the decision of the
other companies who, lacking the
resources of a network, might be
more inclined from economic pressure to make an immediate settlement with the union.
At the resumption of the public
hearing Tuesday afternoon, Henry
A. Friedman, AFM attorney, said
that at the request of Mrs. G. A.
Kelleher, owner of Empire Broadcasting Corp., he had prepared a
memorandum for her signature,
but Mr. Socolow stated that she
had informed him she did not intend to sign it at that time. Thomas
Kelleher of WOR's recording department (no relation) said he also had a copy of the union statement which he wanted more time
to consider.
Socolow Asks Order
Mr. Friedman repeated Mr.
Padway's statement that the contract with World was being prepared and upon its completion and
signing, expected within a few
days, it would be submitted to the
other companies for their acceptance if they so desired.
Mr. Socolow then made his re-

Represented
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CAMEL CO. SHIFTS
PROGRAM
PLANS

GOING BLUE all the way, executives and staff members of KFMB San
Diego, pitched in with painters to re-tint studios to appropriate azure hue.
Station became a basic BLUE affiliate on Sept. 1. Impromptu brushwielders helping painters (1 to r) are Elsie McKinnon, traffic manager;
Jack Gross, general manager; Russene Lyon (behind counter) receptionist; Charles Granville, program director (touching up ceiling).
quest for an order to the union to
resume work for his clients as well
as for World, and for an immediate
resumption of hearings on the
unionfaced
strike,
are
withdeclaring
the worstthat
kind"weof
unfair discrimination". He said
that the terms of the AFM-World
agreement, as revealed in the private sessions, were "thoroughly
abhorrent" to the companies he
represents, which, he said, they
made clear in their letter to the
union on Feb. 23, adding that both
World Broadcasting System and
Decca Records were also signatories to this letter.
"I do not believe," he declared,
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"that when the terms of the union's
agreement with World and Decca
are fully disclosed, they will be
such as can be made the basis for
anyStating
industrythatagreement."
the panel would
take no action on Mr. Socolow's
request at that time, but would adjourn the hearings until Monday,
Chairman Meyer said : "It appears
certain that by that time the situation will be somewhat clarified.
Both Mr. Diamond and Mr. Padway
have assured us that the contract
with Decca and World will be completed this week. The remaining
companies will have had an opportunity to consider the terms of that
contract. If it is found to be acceptable tothem, the problem which
now concerns Mr. Socolow will be
speedily resolved. If it is not acceptable, the problem as it is now
presented will have vanished because the remaining companies by
reiecting the proffered settlement
will have themselves chosen to continue their competitive disadvantage of which they now complain
and the panel will resume consideration of the dispute.
Panel Awaits Terms
"The panel does not deny the relief requested," Chairman Mever
continued, "since the competitive
disadvantage may continue. It
merely postpones its decision. There
also exists the possibility that the
choice to which I have referred
cannot be made by reason of failure to complete the contract within
the allotted period.
"In any event the panel retains
full jurisdiction of this dispute in
all particulars, including not only
relief which might later be requested with respect to the situation as
it now exists or as it may develop
during the period of adjournment,
but also the panel retains jurisdiction of the terms and conditions
of contracts and agreements entered into to the extent that they
are matters of national concern
under the broad powers of the National War Labor Board.
"If any party decides to withdraw from the case, the panel
wishes to make clear that such
withdrawal can only mean that the
party withdrawing will no longer

• Broadcast

Advertising

THE VOICE OF MISSISSIPPI

ALTHOUGH R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C,
announced two weeks ago that Abbott & Costello would return Oct.
7 to NBC in the 10-10:30 p.m. spot,
now filled with the Durante-Moore
show, also for Camel cigarettes,
plans have changed and the company has worked out an unusual
solution until Lou Costello is well
enough to return to the air. Jimmy
Durante and Garry Moore will
continue on the NBC half -hour they
now occupy, and in addition on
Oct. 8, they will move to CBS, thus
putting on two completely different
shows each week.
According to Wm. Esty & Co.,
New York, the arrangement will
continue until mid-October when
Costello is expected back. Phil
Cohan will be production director
for both programs, while George
Faulkner will serve as script editor, operating from the West Coast.
THOMSON

ANOTHER

23%

RESIGNS

CAB MANAGERSHIP
DR. J. S. THOMSON, general
manager of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. since Nov. 2, 1942,
resumes his post as president of the
U. of Saskatchewan at Regina with
the beginning of the academic
year, it was announced at Ottawa
following the meeting of the CBC
Board of Governors.
Rumors of this move have been
current for some time in Canada
[Broadcasting, Sept. 6].
The CBC Board stated that it
will hold
another to
meeting
in Octo-a
ber at Ottawa
recommend
successor to Dr. Thomson, the
recommendation going to the Canadian government which must make
the appointment. In the interim
it is expected that assistant general manager Dr. Augustin Frigon
will act as general manager. While
various Canadian broadcasters in
the Dominion have been named as
p.-ssibilities for the post, it is expected that someone from within
the CBC will be recommended to
the government.

GAIN
IN
BUSINESS
There was a 23 per cent gain
in the Jackson area in July,
1943 over the same month in
1942.
This is typical of the UP trend
in Metropolitan Jackson.
WJDX D-O-M-l-N-A-T-E-S this
profitable
duce EXTRAmarket
resultsandfor can
you. pro-

Owned LA
and Operate
MAdRby ^^^^
Sfflff^^
i!
LIFE INSURANCE jl^fs
COMPANY
JACKSON. MISSISSIPPI
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Thermostat Series
MINNEAPOLIS - HONEYWELL
Regulator Co., Minneapolis, which
last year sponsored the BLUE program Alias John Freedom on a
once every fourth week basis, is returning to the air Oct. 10 on CBS
with a Sunday morning program
originating from the Great Lakes
Naval Training Station. Heard
11:05-11:30 a.m. on the full CBS
network, the series will be entitled
Blue Jacket Choir With Danny
O'Neil, and will be on an institutional basis. Agency is Addison
Lewis & Associates, Minneapolis.
participate; no agreement of withdrawal, though acceeded to by the
panel, implies that the panel has
surrendered its jurisdiction nor
does it mean that other withdrawals will be permitted in cases which
the panel may believe are not
analagous."
September
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SPOT announcements, news items,
interviews with flying heroes, and a
special remote program all were part
of the promotion activities of WEIM
Fitchburg, Mass., in connection with
the Army Air Meet held Sept. 12 at
Fitchburg-Leominster airport to secure
air pilot enlistments.
FIRST broadcast from Whitehorse,
Yukon, on the Alaska Highway, was
made Sept. 21 as part of the onening
ceremonies of a new Yukon theatre
built at Whitehorse in three weeks,
and
with Canadian
Irving Berlin's
This opening
Is the Army.
Broadcasting Corp. engineers handled the
broadcast by producing the first 15
minutes from the CBC Toronto studios, then doing the opening cerehorse. monies of the theatre from White-
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FEATURING Hollywood radio and
film talent, a series of 25 transcribed
five-minute programs has been cut
by C. P. MacGregor Co., Hollywood
transcription producers for the Canadian Fifth Victory Loan drive starting Oct. 20. Series is being distributed to all stations in Canada for release starting Oct. 1.
ADDRESS
by Roane
Waring,
National Commander
of the
American
Legion, ferenceatwas broadcast
Denver Governor's
Conby KOA Denver
to the entire NBC network. Waring
has recently completed a 25,000 mile
tour of inspection of troops in this
country and overseas.
DEDICATION of the million-dollar
aircraft maintenance and office building at Pan-American Field, Miami,
reached NBC listeners through WIOD
Miami, with Frank Malone as commentator.
KMPC Beverly Hills has contracted
for the special AP radio wire of Press
Assn.
CHARLES MICHELSON Radio
Transcriptions, New York, announces
17 new accounts on four series: The
Shadow on KTKC WHB WLOL
WDNC WKMO KRLD K Y U M
WOWO KFEL WKRC; My Prayer
Was Answered on WALA WKMO
WACO WGST; Five Minute Mysteries on KFSD and All-Canadian
Radio
nell on Facilities;
WDNC. Smilin' Ed McConCLIFF EDWARDS (Ukelele Ike)
has .uist completed recording 40 songs
for Lang-Worth which is releasing
them to 228 radio stations as part of
its library service. Edwards has been
featured in musical comedy, vaudeville,
revues, night clubs and motion pictures.

ri
*
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FIRST NATIONAL Convention of
Broadcasters, held in Mexico City
Sept. 6-11, elected Dr. Luis de la
Rosa (at left in lower photo), new
president of the National Chamber
of the Radio Industry of Mexico,
succeeding Emilio Azcarraga (r)
of XEW. Standing in front of Mexico City Lions Club, convention
headquarters,
are who
Mexican
Government executives
attended
the
opening meeting. They are (1 to r)
Jose Altamirano, Federal Government Information Dept.; Alex
Buelna, Federal Government Touring Dept.; Jose Luis Fernandez,
Secretary of National Chamber of
Radio Industry; Caeas Aleman,
STARTING Oct. 1, Quiz of Two
Cities will originate from WGST Atlanta 9:30-10 p.m. Fridays, on a
30-week contract. Frank Gaither will
be m.c, and Don Naylor will handle
production. Noxzema sponsors show.
Agency is Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
COMBINING promotional efforts for
more home-grown food, KNX Hollywood and Los Angeles Times presented blue-ribbon and War Bond prizes
for Victory gardeners displaying the
best of 28 varieties of vegetable
produce. In lieu of the annual fair,
County Fair Assn. authorized awarding of official ribbons to winning contestants.
WSFA Montgomery, Ala., has acquired the special AP radio wire from
Press Assn.
KFAC Los Angeles, has acquired the
special AP radio wire from Press
Ass'n.
AT REQUEST
of the OfficeAffairs
of Coordinator of Inter-American
and
CBC,
the
five-weekly
half-hour
sustainer, Mirth & Madness, is NBC
being
shortwaved to Mexico, Central America, South America, and Canada.
Transcriptions of the recent drama,
These Are Americans, on CBS Pacific stations, have been requested by
the International YMCA.

Subsecretary of State Dept.; Dr.
de la Rosa; Senor Azcarraga;
Jorge Gurierrez of Radio Programas De Mexico.
7 Drug Firms Combined
In American Home Unit
WYETH Inc., formed as a whollyowned subsidiary of American
Home Products Corp., will merge
seven large companies in the proprietary pharmaceutical, biological
and nutritional products fields,
American Home announced last
week.
Headed by the 83-year-old Philadelphia pharmaceutical house, the
new concern will comprise S.M.A.
Corp. of Chicago and Mason City,
Mich. ; Petrolagar Laboratories
and the Bovinine Co., both of Chicago; Reichel Laboratories Inc. of
Kimberton and West Chester, Pa.;
Gilliland Laboratories Inc., Marietta, Pa., and General Biochemicals
Inc., Chagrin Falls, Ohio.
Harry S. Howard, American
Home president, will resign to
head the new firm which will be
world-wide in its operations of
plants in England, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa
and Argentina.
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Beyond

In cities . . . villages . . . farms
. . . for miles and miles around
Pontiac . . . the messages of national, regional and local advertisers are heard watts.
over WCAR's
1000 streamlined
GET THE
FACTS
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or the Foreman Co. • Chicago • New York
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OWI

DOMESTIC BRANCH
A REALIGNMENT of personnel
in the OWI domestic branch, designed to effect economies and to
improve
the agency's
effectiveness
in its various
media services,
was
announced last week by Palmer
Hoyt, Domestic Director.
Mr. Hoyt divided the work of
the branch into six areas, each
under an OWI deputy director who
will be responsible for the information programs of the war agencies assigned to the area. Heretofore, the deputies were responsible
only for policy in their respective
fields and for liaison with the departments concerned.
OWI functions with respect to
domestic radio were left unchanged,
the Radio Bureau continuing as the
channel between war agencies and
the broadcasting industry, coordinating and allocating government
requests for time, preparation of
war messages, and clearance of
government programs.
Entertainment Council
Tells War Effort Plans
NATION *L ENTERTAINMENT
Industry Council is to head a number of activities coordinating war
efforts of the entertainment industry. Network and local radio
will play a predominant part in
United Nations Night, Sept. 30,
with a four-hour performance at
the War Bond Tent, Times Square,
New York, broadcast by New York
stations every other half-hour,
from 8 p.m. to midnight, and networks will contribute time as available.
The NEIC's radio projects committee met in New York Sept. 24,
at the call of George Heller, chairman, to discuss with network and
agency representatives means of
making radio talent available for
show units to present non-broadcast entertainment at camps and
hospitals in the New York area.
Project will be tried out there and
extended if successful. Postponed
from Oct. 5 to Oct. 15, the NEIC's
pledge rally in Times Square, will
be the occasion for announcing the
pledges of cooperation of NEIC
members and for the unveiling of a
service flag of the entertainment
industry displaying 75,000 blue
stars and 35 gold. Second general
council meeting of the NEIC is
scheduled at the Hotel Astor, New
York, Sept. 28 with James Sauter,
coordinator, presiding.

WetlVOrk AcCOU/l/s
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business
JOHN MORRELL & Co., Chicago (Red
Heart 3-Flavor Dog Food), on Oct. 2 starts
Bob Becker's
Pet Parade
70 NBCHenri,
stations. Sat., 10:45-11
a.m. onAgency:
Hurst & MaeDonal 1, Chicago.
READERS DIGEST ASSN., Pleasantville,
N.
Y. (Readers'
on Oct
7 starts
Frazier
Hunt onDigest),
about 130
BLUE
stations.
Thurs.,
10:15-10:30
p.m.
Agency:
BBDO, N. Y.
CANADA STARCH Co.. Montreal (corn
syrup) on Oct. 7 starts Que Feriez Vous
on 3 Canadian Broadcasting Corp. subsidiary network stations. Thursday 8-8:30
p.m. Agency: J. E. Huot, Montreal.
NATIONAL CELLULOSE Co.. Hamilton,
Ont., (Facelle tissue) on Sept. 19 started
Toronto Conservatory Prnqram on CKCO
CFRB CFPL Sun. 2-2:15 p.m. Agency:
Ferres AIv. Service, Hamilton Ont.
SHIRRIFF'S
Ltd.. Fun
Toronto
o"
Sept. 7 started
Parade(marmalade)
on CFRB
CKCO ryry Tu„s. r .30.9 p ™. Agency:
Cockfield Brown & Co.. Toronto.
A. E. STALEY Mfg. Co., Dec-tur, 111.,
(Stoy,undetermined
syrups, starches),
in 157December
starts
program on
BLUE
stations, Mon. thru Fri.. 10-10: '5 a.m.
Agency:
Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
Chicago.
SWIFT & Co., Chicago (J-wel shortening),
on
starts Breakfast
Sardi'sWed.,on
13 Dec.
BLUE21 Pacific
stations, AtTues.,
Fri.,
9:40-9:45
a.m.
(PWT).
Agency:
J.
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
MINNEAPOLIS - HONEYWFLL REGULATOR Co.. Minneapolis (institutional),
on Oct. 10 starts B'ue Jacket Choir with
Danny
O'Neil
139 CBS Addison
stations, Lewis
Sun.,
11:05-11:30 a.m.on Agency:
& Associates. Min"eaponis.
RUSSELL MILLER MILLING Co., Minneapolis, started three-weekly quarter hcur
series for Occident flour on NCBS Michigan
stations
Sept.Iowa
20, a~d
on theon remaining
Minnesota and
stations
Sept. 27.
Contract is for 26 wee's.
JOHNSTONE DRUG Co.. Rochester, N. Y.,
starts Oct 18 for 26 weeks a 10 minute
news series on 11 NCBS affiliates f or
Kleenite spots,
and Buckley's
mixture.
minute
six days cough
weekly,
have One
clso
been
scheduled
over
11
other
NCBS
affiliates.
SOIL-OFF MFG. Co., Gler-dale Cal. (paint
cleaner) , on Sept. 29 starts for 52 weeks,
Galen Drake, on 8 CBS Pacific stations,
Mon., Wed., Fri., 5-5:15 p.m. (PWT).
Agency: Buchanan & Co., Los Angeles.
TURCO PRODUCTS Inc., Los Angeles
(cleanser), on Nov. 8 starts for 26 weeks,
Keep Smiling,
on KVOE
4 Don KFXM),
L°e Cal. Mon.
stations (KHJ KGB
8-8:15 p.m. (PWT). Agency: Warren P.
Fehlman Adv. Co., Los Angeles.
STANDARD BRANDS Inc.. New York
(Tender Leaf Tea), on Sept. 27 starts
Mary Marlin on 39 CBS stations Mon. thru
Fri., 3-3:15 p.m. (rebroadcast 5 p.m.).
Agency J Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Renewal Accounts
PHARMACO Inc., Newark (Feen-A-Mint,
Chooz), on Sept. 24 renewed for 52 w«eks
Double Or Nothing on 211 MBS stations,
Fri., 9:30-10 p.m. Agency: Wm. Esty &
Co.. N. Y.

Established 1923 MINNEAPOLIS
Now fulfilling the third order for
sponsorship
our "In
ers", spo. s ofreview
with theS uBleachMann,
six days tinentweekly,
for the(Conoco
Conal Oil Company
NAT'LREPS: WILLIAMC.RAMBEAUCO.
CD PRIMARY COVERAGE
EZl SECONDARY COVERAGE
Based on NAB Standards
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'Big Town' Returns
IRONIZED YEAST Co., Atlanta,
replaces Lights Out with Big Town
Oct. 5 in the Tuesdav evening 88:30 spot on CBS. Edward Pawley, radio and stage actor, will play
the leading role made famous by
Edward G. Robinson, when the program was on the air for Lever
Bros. Co., Cambridge. Big Town
is written and directed by Jerry
McGill, former reporter. Ironized
Yeast on Cct. 10 is discontinuing
sponsorship of the Good Will Hour,
on the BLUE Sundays, 10-11 p.m.
Ruthraurf & Ryan, New York, is
the agency.
MILES LABS Inc., Elkhart, Ind. (AlkaSeltzer, vitamins), on Sept. 22 renewed
for 52 weeks, Lum & Abner on 83 BLUE
stations, Mon. thru Thurs., 8:15-8:30 p.m.,
with West Coast repeat, 8:15-8:30 p.m.
(PWT). Agency: Wade Adv., Chicago.
PLOUGH Inc., Memphis (Penetro, St.
Joseph aspirin), on Oct. 4 renews for
52 weeks, Fulton Lewis jr., on 34 Don
Lee stations, Mon., Thurs., Fri. 4-4:15
p.m.
(PWT). Agency: Lake-Spiro-Shurman. Memphis.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co.. J-rsep City ( Palmolive shave cream ) . rn Oct.
2 renewstions. Inner
on Ag
116 ncy:
CBS staSat.. 8:30 Sanctum
8:55 p.m.
Ted
Bates Inc., N. Y.
LEVER BROTHERS, Cambridge. Massrenewed its schedule of one minute spots
avd chain breaks Sept. 20 on IS NCBS
affiliates, for Vimms vitamin tab'ets.
GROVE LABS.. St. Louis on Oct. 4 renews
for 52 weeks Reveille Roundup, at the
same time adding 4 Arizona stations
(KTAR KYUM KVOA KGLU), making a
trtal of 90 NBC stations, Mon.. Wed. and
Fri., 7:45-8 a.m. (repeat at 8:45. 10:30).
Agency: Russell M. Seeds Co., Chicago,
E. I. DuPONT de Nemours & Co., Wilmington, Del., (institutional), on Sept. 27
renews for 52 weeks Cavalcade of America,
at the same time adding 71 NBC stations,
making a total of 125 NBC stations, Mon.,
8-8:30 p.m. Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
O'SULLIVAN
RUBBERon Nov.
Co., Winchester,
Va.
(rubber heels),
13 renews
for 13 weeks Leon Henderson, at the same
time adding 10-15 BLUE stations, making
Va.
a total of 67. Sat., 6:45-7 p.m. Agency:
Advertising & Sales Council, Winchester,
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
(Bird'sfiveEyeCBSFrosted
Foods),
on Sept.
adds
stations
to Dinah
Shore30
program, making a total of 122 CBS stations, Thurs., N.9:30-10
& Rubicam,
Y. p.m. Agency: Young
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AND THE BLUE NETWORK
John Elmer Geo. H. Boeder
President Gen. Manager
FREE & PETERS
Exclusive National Rep.

Network Changes
PABST SALES Co., Chicago (beer), on
Oct. 9 shifts Blue Rilbon Town on 107
CBS stations, Saturday 10:15-10:45 p m.
(EWT) to Saturday, 8-8:30 p.m. (EWT),
with West Coast repeat, 9:45-10:15 p.m.
(PWT). Agency: Warwick & Legler, N. Y.
GENERAL FOODS Corp.. New York
(Grapenut Flakes, Wheatmeal), on Oct. 10
shifts Those We Love on 131 NBC stations
from Sun., 7-7:30 p.m., to Sun., 2-2:30
p.m. Agency : Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New York
(coffee), on Oct. 17 shifts Chase & Sanborn Show on 132 NBC stations, Sun., 88:30 p.m., with repeat on KGU Honolulu,
Sun., 5 :30-6 p.m., from Hollywood to New
York for three weeks or more. Agency: J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.

STATION OWNERS WHO
NEED A SALES MANAGER
I am now top salesman with a 5000
wait network station in Cent al Sates
area. My weekly billings have
reached $1000.00 a week but because
of the setup, I have gone as far as
possible. Fifteen years in radio sales,
wi'h practical knowledge of promotion,
dising.program
Over theideas
draft and
age, merchanmarried
and
respectable.
Availab'e
thirty
days
after
definite
arrangements
have
been
made. Address
BOX 316, BROADCASTING

... also selling many
other products on many
other stations.
George E. Halley
TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
HOTEL PICKWICK . KANSAS CITY, MO.
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SAMUEL KAPLAN has been added
to the engineering
staff of technician.
WFIL Philadelphia as a temporary

Actions of the

First on New York's Dial... 570.
FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMISSION

SEPTEMBER 18 TO SEPTEMBER

1

(America's Leading Independent Station

Decisions . . .
SEPTEMBER 21
KWJB Globe, Ariz. — Granted consent to
voluntary assignment license from Bartley
T. Sims, d-b as Sims Broadcasting Co.,
for $20,000 cash.
WCBT Roanoke Rapids, N. C— Granted
consent to voluntary assignment license
from J. Winfield Crew Jr., to WCBT Inc.,
organized by S. Ellis Crew, W. Lunsford
Crew, J. Winfield Crew (brothers).
WBAX Wilkes Barre, Pa.— Granted petition for 90-day extension of temp, license
pending
FCC decision in "Wilkes-Barre"
cases.
KCMO Kansas City — Denied petition for
reconsideration of FCC action designating
for hearing application for mod. license
to increase N power 1 to 5 kw.
KDRO Sedalia, Mo. — Designated for hearingcenseapplication
from AlbertforS. assignment
and Robert KDRO
A. Droh-lilich,
partnership
d-b
as
Drohlich
Bros.,
to Milton J. Hinlein.
WGPC Albany, Ga. — Designated for hearapplication
CP move
transmitter
and ingstudio
fromforAlbany
to West
Point,
Ga., change frequency from 1450 to 1490
kc, to be heard jointly with application
of L. J. Duncan, Leila A. Duncan, Josephine A. Rawls. Effie H. Allen, d-b as
Valley Broadcasting Co., West Point, Ga.,
for new station at West Point on 1490
kc, 250 w, unlimited.
WFTL Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. — Granted petition of Ralph A. Horton and Fort
Industry Co. asking that hearing be expeditedsirgenmapplications
of Horton
ent of WFTL, WAAD
and for
WRETaslicenses; for license to cover CP as mod.,
and of Fort Industry Co. for mod. license.
Consolidated hearing on applications set
for Oct. 11 in Miami.
W39NY New York — Granted license
cover CP in part; conditions.
Granted petition of five FM stations,
Philadelphia, to waive requirements of
rule 3.261 to permit operation under cooperative plan to May 1, 1944.

Here
Solve

Is

24 INCLUSIVE

SEPTEMBER
18
ons
ati
App
KPHOlic Phoenix — Voluntary assignment
license to Phoenix Broadcasting Inc. from
M. C. Reese.
SEPTEMBER 21
WRTJX Scituate, Mass. — License for
new international station on 6040, 7805
kc, 7 kw, unlimited, Al, A3, A4 emission.
KGY Olympia, Vxrash. — CP to increase
100 to 250 w amended to change transmitting equipment.
WLAG LaGrange, Ga. — CP for booster
transmitter at West Point, Ga., on 1240
kc, 100 w, synchronized with WLAG.
SEPTEMBER 22
W8XCT Cincinnati— Mod. CP as mod.
for new experimental television station,
extend completion date to April 28, 1944.
WKZO Kalamazoo, Mich. — Voluntary assignment license to John E. Fetzer and
Rheaing CoY. Fetzer, d-b as Fetzer BroadcastTentative Calendar . . .
WFLA Tampa— Oral argument on CP
increase N power 1 to 5 kw, change DA-N
(Sept. 29).

CONTRO
ROOM
JOSEPH HANDCHETZ, engineer of
aWIP
boy. Philadelphia, is the father of
PARKER HUFF, recording engineer
of
the Robinson Recording Labs, of
Army.
WIP Philadelphia, is entering the

One

Way

Problems

ENGINEERING

to

About

PERSONNEL!

— IF you are in need of qualified engineering
personnel with technical ability . . .
— IF you have limited license holders on your
engineering staff . . .

FRED MOORE, who left the engineering staff of WFIL Philadelphia
ta accept a commission as lieutenant
in the ceivedArmy
Signal
Corps, from
has the
rea medical
discharge
Army and resumes his duties at the
station this week.
EDWARD C. MAHONEY has been
appointed to the engineering staff of
KQW San Francisco.
GORDON ENGLISH has joined the
operating staff of CJOR Vancouver.
ORVILLE WEIMER has been promoted to studio supervisor of KOWH
Omaha, replacing Frank Shopen, who
has joined the field engineering staff
of Western Electric.
BRYON LOWER, technician for
KFAB, KFOR Lincoln, Neb., has
been transferred to KOIL Omaha.
OMER MARKLE has joined the engineering staff of KOWH Omaha.
STEPHEN GASPAROVITCH, transmitter operator of WJBK Detroit, is
the father of a girl born Aug. 26.
HERMAN MICHAEL, sound effects
engineer of CBS Hollywood, is the
father of a girl born Sept. 16.
JIMMY GILMORE, engineer of CBR
Vancouver, has married Mercedes
Walker.
GORDON HODSON, formerly of the
technical staff of CJOR Vancouver,
Army.
recently received his commission as
sub-lieutenant in the Royal Canadian
ADDITIONS to the engineering staff
of WIOD Miami, Fla., are Adele Goddard, Fred A. Collar and Y. M. Dickerson. Wilton Chiles has been appointed acting chief engineer, replacing M.
N. Barwick, resigned.
HOWARD DEMPSEY of the engineering staff of WIRE Indianapolis,
is temporarily stationed at WAOV
Vincennes, Ind., as chief engineer.
EDWARD D. UNTERMEYER has
joined the engineering staff of WSRR
Stamford, Conn.
JEFFERSON DAVIS BLOOM Jr.,
chief engineer of WWL New Orleans,
is the father of a girl born Sept. 12.
MARTHA ALBECK is now relief
engineer at WIZE Springfield, Ohio.
MAX GOOD, engineer of WIND
Gary, has left for Camp Claiborne,
la., where gineering
hecorps.will join the Army enCPL. HARRY STUHLER, honorably discharged from the Marine
Corps, is now control engineer at!
WAAT Newark.
IRVIN MITCHELL resigned from
the engineering staff of WFIL Philadelphia, to become a warrant officer
in the Marine Corps.

— IF you are employing non-draftable men and
women with limited technical experience . . .

5 0 0 0 WATTS

-

1 3 3 0 KILOCYCLES

. . . then CREI spare-time training in Practical Radio
Engineering can help solve your technical personnel problems . . . increase the efficiency and ability of your
engineering staff. We offer a planned program of technical
training that equips limited license holders for more
important tasks . . . enables you to train others to pass
license tests for dual ivork during the emergency.
WRITE FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION TODAY

1
ENGLISH • JEWISH » ITALIAN
The rosier of odvertisers using WEVD year
offer
read» like
Wty>" in
Nationalyear
Advertiiing.
List "Who'i
on request.
HENRY GREENFIELD, managing DIRECTOR
WEVD — 117 W. 46thStr««t, New York, N. Y.
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Outline your technical manpower problems. We will furnish you complete data and outline of the CREI course of
training which applies to your particular set-up. No obligation, ofcourse — write today; to —
CAPITOL

RADIO

ENGINEERING

INSTITUTE

Dept. B-9, 3224 16th Street, N. W., Washington 10, D. C.
STATION
BROADCASTING
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Wanted to Buy

CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press
Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Help Wanted
WSGN Birmingham — Wants announcer immediately. Send picture, transcription
and full details to Henry Johnston, Manager. Excellent working conditions and
chance for good future.
ANNOUNCER— Control Board operator
with clean professional voice wanted by
1000-watt daytime independent. Good
hours, salary according to ability. Write
WEGO, Concord, North Carolina.
Control Engineer — Experienced. Permanent position. Not draft replacement.
Ideal conditions. Box 343, BROADCASTING.
Two Experienced Announcers — $40.00 per
week to start. Write WKBZ, Muskegon,
Michigan.
Program Director — Permanent position
, with 5 kw regional network station in
the South East for qualified man. State
previous experience, qualifications and
! draft status in your reply. Box 340,
BROADCASTING.
1000 WATT— New York State CBS re! gional station offers exceptional opportunity for seasonal announcers . . . Enclose photograph and full particulars in
first
letter. Write Box 339, BROADCASTING.

]

Retail Salesman — Permanent position and
excellent opportunity for able experienced
man. WOC Davenport, Iowa.
Draft Deferred — Licensed first, second, or
third class operators. Rocky Mountain 5
kw. network station. Box 337, BROADCASTING.
HELP WANTED— ANNOUNCER — Excellent opportunity for good man. Network station in southern section. Write
or wire, giving draft status, previous
connections and full information. Box
334, BROADCASTING.
W-D-S-U New Orleans — Wants experienced announcer for permanent job that
offers solid future. Send full details in
first letter. Platter if possible.
Wanted — Two experienced copywriters,
preferably women. State experience, expected salary and availability. Reply
WCSC Charleston, South Carolina.
Midwest
— In thriving
city ofMust
60,000be
needs station
experienced
announcer.
draft deferred. S30 a week to start. Box
332, BROADCASTING.
Wanted Transmitter Operator — KSCJ,
Sioux City, Iowa. Experience desirable.
5 KW Network Station— Directional Antenna.
Salesman-Announcer — Excellent opportunity for man capable writing copy,
servicing accounts. Limited market but
good salary or salary and commission.
Non-defense area Rocky Mountain West.
Box 329, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Experienced, if you are located near East Coast wire your telephone number — WATR Waterbury, Conn.
COMMERCIAL MANAGER — Wanted:
Progressive station, in excellent market
needs services
of "wide-awake"
man with
proven
abilities.
Salary and opportunities
good.
Write
or
wire
Box
335,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer
— Permanent
kw, regional
network position
station forwith
draft5
deferred,
experienced
man.
Box
338,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Engineer, first class Radio Telephone, 10 KW Southern Station. Box
325. BROADCASTING.
Announcer Wanted — For mutual network
station in Washington, D. C, preferably
one with sports background. Send transcription, biography, and photograph.
Box 320, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted
First Class Operator — 25, draft deferred,
desires permanent connection with progressive station. Experienced all phases
operation, maintenance, and recording.
Now employed. Box 333, BROADCASTING.
Announcer And Control Operator — Desires
position together. Both experienced. Control operator with transmitter experience
and holding restricted license. Night
work for both if possible. Box 330,
BROADCASTING.
Allexperience,
Around Sports
Caster — college
Eight educayears'
draft exempt,
tion, play-by-play, reconstruction all
sports. Married, two children. Paul Roscoe. Atchison, Kansas.
A-l Ad Writer — And account executive with
radio network experience desires to affiliate abilities with California agency
or radio station. Married, two children,
age 31, draft status 4-F. Available in
November. Write V. E. Dodge-909-E.
River Rd. Minneapolis, Minn.
Announcer — Draft deferred — 1-C, some experience^— pleasing voice. Can travel. Consider reasonable offer. Box 327, BROADCASTING.
Experienced Announcer — Available immediately for west coast Station. Handle all
types; Dramatics, Sports, Music. Age 27.
Draft
ING. Deferred. Box 326, BROADCASTManager or Assistant — Capable of selling
production, writing, announcing news,
sports, special events training replacement personnel. Now employed as General Manager 250 watt network station
midwest. Married. Draft deferred. Age
34. Proven record of war time station
management. Available October 1. Write
or wire Box 324, BROADCASTING.
STATION MANAGER. EXPERIENCED,
EXCELLENT REFERENCES. AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY— Complete deING. tails on request. Box 322, BROADCASTWRITER — Producer, news editor, BA in
Journalism-Drama, seeking position with
small network or local. Offers eight
years'
Available experience.
immediately. Draft
Box 321,exemption.
BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER-NEWS-SPORTS— Man with
experience, desires immediate change to
better paying station. Draft 4-F. State
salaryties.arrangement
and network
future possibiliNow employed with
station.
Box 319 BROADCASTING.
CONTROL-RECORDING — Engineer. 12
years'
Three experience
dependents.broadcasting.
3A. New Married.
England
States only. Available Oct. 1. Box 318,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced Man — Programs, writing, production, announcing, third class ticket.
Just rejected by Army. Any job, but
must have opportunity to go places with
livewire station. Immediately available.
State duties, salary. Box 323 BROADCASTING.
Need a Sales Manager? — I am now top
salesman with a 5,000 watt network station, central states area. 15 years in radio sales. Practical knowledge of promotion, program ideas in merchandising.
Over draft age. Available 30 days after
definite arrangements have been made.
Box 317, BROADCASTING.
Experienced Announcer — News, sports,
general announcing. 4-F classification.
Desires change. State salary possibilities.
Can submit audition disc. Box 341,
BROADCASTING.
For Sale
For Sale — Complete one kilowatt RCA
transmitter with Blaw Knox tower,
plenty ofcasting
spare
tubes
otherBoxbroadequipment.
Makeandoffer.
342
BROADCASTING.
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Wanted To Buy— 250 Watt transmitter.
Also FCC approved modulation monitor
and miscellaneous equipment. Send your
list to G. F. Ashbacker 432 Apple Ave.,
Muskegon, Michigan.
Wanted To Buy — Radio Station in Florida.
Box 336, BROADCASTING .
Wanted — Will pay spot cash for 250 watt
transmitter, any make or model, good
ING.
shape,
other Box
equipment
for local stationand
installation.
331 BROADCASTWanted
— 187 foot used Vertical Tower
CASTING.
with attachments. Box 328, BROADWanted To Buy— 250 Watt transmitter,
also FCClationapproved
frequency
moduminitors. Audio
imput and
equipment
and tower. Send list to L. M. Hawley,
814 King Avenue, Florence, S. C.
Wanted — Remote Amplifier, 110 volt, AC
operated, 3 channel imput, 250 ohms, in
good condition. Send full description and
price. Disco Recording, 334 Arcade Building, St. Louis.

******
f****.
TO MAKE SURE of getting the audience of Nova
Scotia's most thickly populated area it is hardly
necessary to stress the fact
that the station is

MR. RADIO

EXECUTIVE:

Your time is valuable
while you're in NewYork. That's why we
want you to stay with
us at the Roosevelt.
You'll be only a few
steps from your representative, your network
and the radio agencies.
Our private passageway
from Grand Central
Station leads right to
the lobby where you
can register for a comfortable room and bath
from $4.50.
Our Men's Bar is
radio-famous and the
meals are delicious
whether you eat in the
Grill, the Colonial
Room or the- Coffee
Shop. There is dancing
in the Grill every
evening except Sunday.
HOTEL

CHNS
Halifax, Nova Scotia
JOS. WEED
CO. York
350 Madison
Avenue,& New
Representatives

MADISON AVE. AT 45th ST., NEW YOR
A HILTON HOTEL
ROBERT P. WIUIFORD, General Manager

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
&. Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C

PAUL F GODLEY
CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C .

N.J.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg.
District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— AND DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York^ N. Y.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
• Evening Star Building, Washington, D. C.
• 321 E. Gregory Boulevard, Kansas City, Mo.
• Cross Roads
of the World, Hollywood, Calif.
I

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
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Radio
As

Promoting

Drive
Stations

Nears
Continue

$15

Billion

Individual

And Non-Affiliates Have
MAGNITUDE of the effort and
interest the radio industry has been
directing toward the success of the
Third War Loan Drive becomes
more apparent and significant as
the 15 billion dollar goal approaches
achievement.
As requested by the Treasury
Dept. the various network bond
days have been run off as scheduled and the four major nets and
the non-affiliates plugged the campaign on their respective days with
round-the-clock consistency. Independently the various stations have
continued promotion of the effort,
as reports from all over the country show [Broadcasting, Sept. 20].
Net Bond Days
Some 14 consecutive hours were
devoted to the drive by MBS on
its Bond Day, Sept. 18. Overseas
broadcasts via the BBC and programs from Canada were part of
the Mutual schedule. The BLUE,
whose Bond Day was Sept. 19, aired
War Bond programs from 8 a.m. to
1 a.m. the following day. Included
were remotes from abroad, and
from hospitals in this country
where wounded servicemen were
interviewed. Kate Smith carried the
"Back the Attack" torch for CBS
whose day was Sept. 21. She broadcast in behalf of the loan more
than 60 times during the 17 hour
schedule and wound up her all-dav
effort by appearing on a recorded
musical program of WABC, Columbia's New York outlet, aired
from 1-2 a.m. Sept. 22.
Stars of radio, stage and screen
in addition to all of NBC's regular
network programs took part in the
NBC Bond Day campaign Sept. 26.
From 8 a.m. to 1 a.m. the following
day, all NBC sustaining programs
and many commercial shows carried War Bond messages either in
the form of script continuity or
announcements. Every station
break included such messages. Telephones in NBC studios were
manned by stars who took pledge
calls from listeners.
Independent's Day
Cross-section view of the nonaffiliate stations shows that they
came forth in behalf of the Third
War Loan on Independent's Day,
Sept. 23, with an array of special
programs and events. KXL Portland, Ore., devoted the entire day's
schedule to the promotion of War
Bonds. Not a single commercial nor
a single commercial firm's name
was mentioned, KMTR Los Angeles released its entire facilities
for 24 hour participation and top
civic officials and Hollywood stars
made guest appearances.
Six special half-hour programs
were scheduled by WJJD Chicago.
WJPR Greenville, Miss., arranged
two full days for War Bond promotion in connection with IndePage 70 • September

Third

Loan
Goal

Promotion;

Nets

Special Bond Days
pendent's Day.its
WJBW
Orleans directed
entire New
schedule
to Bond promotion. KBPS Portland, Ore., owned and operated by
Portland school district No. 1
broadcast a special War Bond half
hour program from the auditorium
of a local high school with transcribed repeat aired three times.
Pupils in Portland's 70 public
schools heard the program.
Both Italian and English programs aired over WOV New York
on Sept. 23 were special War Bond
programs. WEW St. Louis plugged
the Third War Loan Drive with
station break announcements and
three and a half hours of special
bond programs. Local organizations
were given time on WSLB Ogdensburg, New York, for bond selling.
Talent of WDGY Minneapolis combined for a two and a half hour
show for the campaign in addition to numerous announcements
and special bond emphasis on
other programs. WQXR New York
ran special features with appeals
by war correspondents returned
from the front.
Victory Network
The Washington State Victory
Network, now almost two years old,
is functioning in behalf of the Third
War Loan Drive. All 26 stations
in the unique hookup are taking
part. To launch the drive in that
region, a half hour broadcast was
aired from Seattle's Victory
Square. Two half hour dramas followed for Bond promotion, one from
Seattle on Sept. 13 and the other
from Spokane on Sept. 20. A roundtable discussion with representative people from various groups
was presented Sept. 25.
Washington's Victory Network
was set up the week after Pearl

Harbor in cooperation with the
State Defense Council and Army
and Navy communications officials
to assure immediate emergency action on the part of all stations.
Since then the network has been
behind all war drives and loans.
The Victory Network planning
committee for the Third War Loan
Drive was appointed at the end of
last Aurust with Bert Fisher of
KOMO-KJR Seattle as chairman
and Bill Moshier, also of KOMOKJR, as vice chairman. Traffic, program, promotion and publicity, and
sponsor cooperation committees
were also set up. Every station 's
represented on one or more of the
committees
taken up. for whatever project is
$40,325 in War Bond purchases
were made in a War Bond auction
by WBLK Clarksburg, W. Va.
broadcast Sept. 10. Even live
pigeons were some of the items
auctioned. Similar stunt was used
by WBLK during the Second War
Loan. While the KDKA Pittsburgh
Bond Wagon has been cruising
about the country in the interest
of War Bond sales — more than
$200,000 worth so far in cash sales
— KDKA has been aiding the cause
by purchasing five $10,000 bonds.
WJNO West Palm Beach, Fla.,
during two and a half hours of
special programs devoted to the
Campaign obtained $125 per minute
in pledges and subscriptions.
Three weekly programs sponsored on KLZ Denver by a large
Denver department store are broadcast from a booth erected on the
main floor of the store. Bond buyers may participate on the program
by interview, song or reading. The
city of Pittsburgh on Sept. 12
staged a big Bond rally with a vast
array of Hollywood talent and sold
admission tickets for Bond purchases. Preceeding the affair
WWSW broadcast a 25 word spot
announcement promoting the show
but was soon asked by the War
Finance Committee to stop all
broadcasts in connection with the
show as the response was so great

D— wi fnr Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"We Have in the Studio a Man Who Will Tell You Himself Just What
Our Vitamin Tablets Have Done For Him!"

27, 1943

BROADCASTING

that the crowds awaiting tickets
were getting out of hand.
WDAY Fargo, North Dakota,
sent ten of its entertainers on r.
Bond caravan tour about the state
from Sept. 13 to 20. The group
staged special shows and auctions
in the interest of Bond sales. Local
merchants contributed merchandise
for Bond auction broadcast over
WPAR Parkersburg, W. Va. Two
nights' selling effort netted $53,650
in Bonds. Baseballs, autographed
and presented personally by members of the Indianapolis Indians,
were auctioned Sept. 12 for War
Bonds by Byron Taggart, WIBC
Indianapolis sports announcer.
$75,000 goal was passed by $2,000.
WIBC hill-billy talent have been
competing in a War Bond popularity contest.
Indiana-Colorado Stunts
Special Indiana statewide broadcast in behalf of the Third War
Loan Drive recently originated
from WIRE Indianapolis. Gov.
Henry F. Schricker spoke on behalf
of the state and various other leaders spoke for their groups. Remote
pickup was made from the hospital at Ft. Benjamin Harrison where
a wounded soldier purchased the
first
Bondher
to open
Indiana's quota.
drive
to fill
$257,000,000
Musical highlights for the halfhour show were presented by Lt.
Rudy Vallee and his 11th Naval
Dist. Coast Guard Band. The program was carried by 16 Indiana
stations and WLW Cincinnati.
Round table discussion in behalf
of the Third War Loan between
the governors of seven states in the
Rocky Mountain and Plains States
region was broadcast over KOA
Denver on Sept. 12. The program,
which was arranged by KOA, recapitals ofquired
the special
sevenwires
statesinto
fromthewhich
the respective governors spoke, using local station facilities.
A governors' conference on mutual state problems was held in
Denver Sept. 17 and 18 with the
governors of 18 southern and
western states attending. On
Sept. 18, from Central City, Col.,
a half-hour program was broadcast by KOA Denver with the 18
governors participating and restates. porting on War Bond sales in their
Novel "Bonderee" series of
WCED DuBois, Pa., sold nearly
$140,000 worth of bonds during
one week of remote broadcasts
which included station talent.
WOAI San Antonio, launched
the drive in its area with a "Bond
Voyage" vicemen
program.
Wives
of seroverseas took
pledges
by
phone during the broadcast.
Sept. merce16,of Fitchburg,
the ChamberMass.,
of Comand
WEIM Fitchburg staged a huge
outdoor show for the Third War
Loan
Drivereturned
American
Day. Heroes
from Heroes'
combat
were interviewed and local merchants contributed $1,500 worth of
merchandise which was auctioned
for $35,000 in bonds. Auction was
so successful WEIM broadcast it
all evening instead of the one hour
as planned.
• Broadcast Advertising

The RCA 833 became the RCA 833-A long before
Pearl Harbor— when important design changes made
improved ratings possible.
Now the price is 10% lower-$76.50 instead of $85.00
because fine performance has meant wide acceptance,
resulting in production economy.
ZIRCONIUM-COATED ANODE: This famous RCA
anode gives the 833-A a 44% higher input rating and
33% higher plate dissipation. To a designer, that means
wider application possibilities; to a user, it means the
833-A will give longer life than the 833 it replaced.
EMISSION RESERVE: The 100- watt thoriated tungsten
filament of the 833-A has a tremendous reserve of emis-

sion. That means less chance of damage in case of unexpected overloads, plus longer filament life.
FILAMENT SHIELDING: The 833-A's plate is specially
constructed to shield the filament, thus eliminating bulb
bombardment by stray electrons.
FORCED AIR COOLING: Design refinements in the 833-A
made it possible for RCA to announce increased ratings
when forced-air cooling is used. That means you can
increase power by the use of 833-A's instead of 833's—
or,
you cooler.
can operate at the same power and run the
833-A's
TUNE IN "WHAT'S NEW?"
Radio Corporation of America's great new show
Saturday nights, 7 to 8, E. W . T., Blue Network.

'Phone
Operation with
Forced-Air Cooling

Class B ICASt
A-F
CCS*

Typical Operation
Plate Volts
Power output, watts ...
Driving power, watts

4000
2400
29

4000
2700
38

Max. frequency, Mc:
at Full input
at 65% input

Class <
W
3000
1000
CCS*
37
20
75

ICASt
W
4000
1500
42
20
75

Class
CCS*C T'graph
ICASt

SEND FOR THIS BOOK!

*w>
4000
1600
35

For a wealthformation oof
innRCA
Transmitting Tubes and how
to use them, send 350 for the
72-page "RCA Guide for
Transmitting Tubes." Write to
RCA Commercial Eng. Section, Radio Corp. of America,
478
New South
Jersey.Fifth St., Harrison,

26
4000
1440
20
75

20
75

*Continuous Commercial Service.
tlntermittent Commercial and Amateur Service.

RCA

^HHCTBIRl

TUBES

RCA Victor Division • RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA • Camden, N. J.
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UNCLE

DON

and

THE

McCANN

PURE

FOOD

HOUR

. . . two of WOR's oldest and most successful sales-producing
programs now have immediate openings available for alert
timebuyers

or advertisers.

NOTE— Agencies

with

small

budgets:

DON

can be had

UNCLE

write,

wire,

accounts;

advertisers

with

limited

at a new, low price.

or phone

WOR
at 1U0

Broadway,

New

York.

PE

6-8600

MOST

MAIL
ONE

We

I'VE

SEEN

PLACE

COMING

SINCE

TO

I WORKED

AT

WLSfn

do get more mail than many stations . . . probably more letters than
most radio stations. Of course that makes us happy — as it does advertisers. For instance, we used 100 announcements in one month to offer listeners

an invasion map of Europe for a dime . . . and we received 50,000 requests!
This is only one of many success stories, one example to bear out our slogan:
WLS

Gets Results. We can show lots of further evidence. Just ask us ... or ask

any John Blair man.

MANAGEMENT

AFFILIATED WITH KOY# PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK — KOY PHOENIX

* KTUC TUCSON

* KSUN BISBEE-LO WELL

Trying
too
on

to

much
the

our

cover
ground

run?

^e&ideat

ScUeAmett

IN selling New England, don't be
fooled by its size on the map. In a
radio sense there are too many

jumps

in too many directions for effective coverage byone or two stations in competition with local network stations.
People listen to their local stations.
That's why local station influence is so
much more effective than the scattered
"impacts" of long-distance radio.
When you come into New England, you

can

fix

that

have twenty top markets to cover. Why
not have a resident salesman in each
market and do a real job?
Yankee's

home-town,

home-managed

stations give you the influence of local
acceptance,

the vital resident salesman-

ship that pipes you right into the busy
centers of these twenty best markets.
With Yankee's

20-station coverage,

can deliver your message

you

to Main Street

right on Main Street.

THE

YANKEE
NETWORK,
inc.
Member of the Mutual Broadcasting System
21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC., Exclusive National Sales Representative

ACCEPTANCE

is THE

YANKEE

NETWORK'S

FOUNDATION

ubltyred •awertri, Holiday, 53rd issued CSeaf Bo/Sic Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 874 National Press Building, Washington 4, D. C. Entered as1
' '
* *
" second' class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
f

SUBSCRIPTION

PRICE:

$5.00 per year

15c per copy
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Stronger Probe Into FCC Seen; Cox Resigns
Free Speech Constitutional Amendment Sought
Other Disc Firms May Yield to AFM
Itinerary of NAB Retail Exhibit
Census Shows Gain in U. S. Families
Winchell Intensifies Censor Debate
OWI Praises Radio For War Role
MBS, BBC Ready for World Series
Three Stations Claim Net Rules Violated
Treasury Reslants Radio Drive
Control of WPDQ in Station Transfer
Gleeson Asks Rail Ad Follow-up
Hooper Reports Add 5 Features
Fly Addresses Boston Ad Club
OWI Announcements for Week of Oct. 25
New Calls Named for FM Stations
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Sure, maybe you could do the job alone, but neighbors make the task easier,
do the job quicker, and make the result more satisfactory. So, in the Midwest,
why not let the WGN

"community" work for you? It not only means wider

coverage but a friendlier, more receptive audience to your advertising messages.
Others have found this WGN

community really does a job well.

Another reason why WGN

has more local, national spot, and

retail business than any other major Chicago station.

A
EASTERN SALES OFFICE:
220 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
PAUL H. RAYMER

CO.

Clear

Channel

Station

CHICAGO

ILLINOIS

50,000 WATTS

720 KILOCYCLES

Los Angeles 14, Cat.; Son Francisco, Cal.
MUTUAL

BROADCASTING
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-PROOF

THAT

Some Typical

sonovox

inCREHSES

SPOnSOR

IDERTIFICHTIOn!

'VE been telling you (and your own instincts have probably
agreed) that commercials are rendered far more memorable when
spoken or sung in distinctive and memorable "voices" — that Sonovox
makes radio commercials more interruptive, more recognizable and
more effective.
Now you can have the proof of this fact — you no longer have to ask
any client merely to accept your judgment on the matter. Thanks to the
mounting record of Hooper Sponsor Identification Ratings on four
typical shows using Sonovox, you can now prove that Sonovox actually
does build sponsor identification — and at a cost that's truly negligible.
We've charted the Hooper figures, together with comparisons of sponsor identification on similar shows in equivalent categories. They're
intensely interesting. We'd be very happy to show them to you — and
you'll be very happy to have seen them. Give us a ring — or drop a line
to any of the F&P offices listed below.
How is Sonovox sold? Essentially like talent. Under each license for
a specific use, a reasonable license fee is charged for Sonovox performing rights. The only additional cost to licensee is for a trained
articulator made available by us in any broadcasting or recording
studio in New York, Chicago, or Hollywood, at standard AFRA scale.

WRJGHT-SONOVOX,

INC

"Talking and Singing Sound'9
FREE
CHICAGO: if o N. Michigan
Franklin 6373
Page 6 • October

& PETERS,

("Larceny
Music")Inc.
Warner
BrothersWithPictures,
(Thank Your Lucky Stars)
Willards Chocolates, Ltd.
Cockfield, Brown & Co., Ltd.
Orange Drink)
Velie-Ryan,
Inc. (Nesbitl's California
^ Sonovox
Space no users.
longer permits a complete list of

INC., Exclusive National Representatives

NEW YORK: 247 Park Ave.
Plaza 5-4131
4, 1943

SONOVOX PIONEERS*
American Chicle Co. (Black Jack Gum)
Badger and Browning & Hersey, Inc.
American
Salvage Committee
(Steel Industries
Scrap Drive)
McCann
Erkkson,
Inc.
Corp.
Buick Motors Division, General Motors
Arthur Kudner, Inc.
Chicago,
St. Paul &•
PacificMilwaukee,
R. R.
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Inc.
Colgate-Palmolive Peel Company
(Vel,
Ward Palmolive)
Wheelock Co.
Delaware, Lackawanna Cr Western
Coal Co.
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Walt Disney Productions
Emerson Drug Company (Bromo-Seltzer)
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Christian Feigenspan Brewing Company
(Feigenspan
and Dobler P.O.N.
Beers
and Ales)
Feltman-Curme Shoes
Russell C. Comer Advertising Co.
Forum Cafeterias of America
R.J. Potts-Calkins & Holden.Inc.
Griesedieck-Western Brewery Co.
(Stag Beer)
Maxon, Inc.
Grocery Store Products Sales Co., Inc.
(Fould's Macaroni Products)
Camphell-Ewald Co., Inc.
Chr. Hansen Laboratory, Inc.
(Junket Quick Fudge Mix)
Mitchel Faust Advertising Company
Andrew Jergens Co.
(Woodbury's Products)
Lennen & Mitchell, Inc.
Lever Brothers Co. (Lifebuoy Soap)
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Lyon Van £r Storage Co.
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Oshorn, Inc.
National Broadcasting Company
Naval Aviation Selection Board
NavyBattalions)
Seabees (U. S. Navy, Construction
Office of Civilian Defense (Region Six)
Pabst Sales Company (Pabst Beer)
Warwick & Legler,Inc.
Pan American Coffee Bureau
Buchanan & Co., Inc.
Purity Bakeries Service Corp.
(Tayslee Bread, Grennan Cakes)
Radio Corporation of America
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Radio Station KOMA, Oklahoma City
broadcasts)
Alvino
Rey and his Orchestra (in all
Shell Oil Company, Inc.
Walter Thompson
U. S.J. Treasury
Dept. Co.
Universal Pictures Company, Inc.

SAN FRANCISCO: mSutter
*
Sutter 4353

HOLLYWOOD: 15/2N. Gordon
Gladstone 3949
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Stronger
Rayb urn

New

to

Head;

Select
Cox

Resigns
PREDICTIONS that the resignation of Rep. Eugene E.
Cox (D-Ga.) as chairman of
the House Select Committee to
Investigate the FCC will
strengthen rather than weaken the inquiry were freely
made on Capitol Hill last Friday in the wake of a week of
highly significant developments.
Rep. Cox's dramatic resignation last Thursday ended
his bitter running fight with
FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly and Commissioner
C. J. Durr, but focused attention upon an "infinitely
stronger" investigation by a
committee whose personnel could
not be challenged.
Both Messrs. Fly and Durr had
sought the removal of Rep. Cox on
grounds of bias and prejudice, and
his resignation was for them a victory on that count. From the start
of the inquiry last January many
observers both in and out of Congress felt that Rep. Cox, because of
his differences with the Commission, should not have accepted the
chairmanship of the investigating
committee.
To Name Chairman
Speaker Rayburn was to name a
committee chairman momentarily,
as Broadcasting went to press
Friday. He told Broadcasting he
was considering the selection most
carefully. It was expected a Southern or Midwestern "middle-of-theroader" would be named, both as
the fifth member and the chairman.
Several names were bandied
about but received no confirmation
from Speaker Rayburn. Rep. Colmer, conservative Democrat of
Mississippi, asserted he did not believe he would be "interested". Rep.
Bulwinkle (D-N.C), ranking member of the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee and
BROADCASTING

Probe
Into
chairman of its subcommittee on
communications, told Broadcasting
he hadn't been approached. Rep. C.
Jasper Bell, Missouri Democrat,
likewise declared he knew nothing
about reports he would be named.
Rep. Hart (D-N.J.), a member of
the Committee, also has been mentioned for elevation to the chairmanship.
The Committee chairmanship is
regarded as a "'hot spot" because
of the, controversy that has surrounded the investigation virtually
from its start. The Committee
itself, including its staff, is marking time until the new chairman is
named.
While Rep. Cox's resignation
came under pressure, having been
demanded not only by the FCC
members but in a consistent editorial barrage in the Washington
Post and by the American Civil
Liberties Union, the rousing vote
of confidence given him by the
House last Thursday and the glowing tributes paid him by Speaker
Rayburn and Majority Leader McCormack (D-Mass.) augured for
continuation of the investigation.
Additional funds, which shortly
will be sought by the committee,
will be forthcoming without question, according to House members.
Indeed, it was reliably reported
that Rep. Cox agreed to resign only

Radio

radio or

wire

communication."
Calling for
hearings on his
Rep. Kennedy far-reaching proseldom resorted to these days, Rep.posal,Kennedy
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FCC

Actions
Seen
mittee will retain its present staff,
headed by Eugene L. Garey, New
York attorney, was problematical.
This depends upon the views of the
new chairman and the view of the
newly constituted committee.
Meanwhile, the committee staff
proceeded with plans to resume the
inquiry Oct. 6, as directed by the
Committee last Tuesday prior to
the Cox resignation. The committee had planned to complete that
phase of its inquiry dealing with
the so-called war activities of the
FCC. Upon the naming of the new
chairman, it is expected a meeting
promptly will be held to determine
the immediate course of action.
There were no statements from
the FCC on the Cox resignation
REP. COX
or on any other aspect of the inquiry. This was in contrast to the
after the promise had been made
that the inquiry would continue.
steady stream of statements issuIn tendering his resignation,
ing from the Commission majority after practically every day of
Rep. vice
Cox
said
he
followed
the
adof his close friends and his hearing, challenging procedure and
wish to free the Committee of "any alleging that the proceedings were
possible embarrassment of my per- "star chamber."
Commissioner Durr first had pesonal problems or controversies."
titioned Speaker Rayburn May 13
He urged the House "to support,
to continue and to stand solidly to remove Rep. Cox. He followed
this up several times and on Sept.
back of the work of the Committee under its new chairman, who- 24 made his final plea. The most
devastating blow, however, came
he may
On everall
sides,be."the notion that the from Eugene L. Meyer, editor and
House would fold up its inquiry publisher of the Washington Post,
was dispelled. Whether the Com- who had attacked the inquiry vir-

Freedom

Kennedy Would Place
Free Speech Guarantee
In Constitution
ELIMINATION of the last vestige
of doubt about "freedom of speech
by radio" was sought last week by
Rep. Martin J. Kennedy (D-N.Y.)
in a joint resolution (HJRes-168)
proposing stitutional
a conamendment prohibiting
"abridging
dom of speechfreeby

Advertising
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Amendment

said he wanted to restate for all
time that "regardless of who may
be on the FCC there will be no
question about the freedom of
A constitutional amendment must
be passed by two-thirds vote of
both
houses of Congress and by 36
radio."
of the 48 State Legislatures. It
then would become the 22d Amendment to the Constitution.
Interest Manifest
Rep. Kennedy told Broadcasting he wanted to "put a stop to all
rulings of individuals" that would
in any way impair the right of free
speech. He said he had had the
matter under consideration for some
time. He expressed hope that the
Judiciary Committee will consider
the resolution shortly and that
hearings will be held "reasonably

Offered

soon". Many people, he predicted,
would want to be heard because of
the interest manifest in this issue.
In a statement accompanying his
joint resolution, Rep. Kennedy declared the more serious tendency
toward censorship lies in efforts
"to make our courts lean towards
censorship restrictions on radio
communications because broadcasting for physical reasons is necessarily subjected to a licensing or
a franchise system." He said that
at present,
through
a "filter
tem" composed
of the
FCC sysand
those who control the licensed
broadcasting systems "our broadcasting has been diluted to the degree where it has become so neutral as to beWinchell
ineffective."
alluded
to Walter
as anHe example
of the worth of "strong free speech"
{Continued on page 52)
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tually from its inception. In a frontpage editorial last Monday he called
on Speaker Rayburn to take action, citing the WALB Albany, Ga.,
incident in which Judge Cox was
alleged to have accepted a fee of
$2,500 in stock for legal services
in connection with an FCC application. Rep. Cox repeatedly had
protested that the money had been
contributed to local charities.
Despite whisperings heard about
Washington, there was no indication that the White House had influenced the decision of Rep. Cox
to resign.
Praised in House
Speaker Rayburn, a close personal friend, Rep. Smith (D-Va.)
and Rep. Colmer all had counseled
him earlier in the week. It was
thought Rep. Cox reached his decision to avoid any embarrassment
to his colleagues and to Speaker
Rayburn who, as the presiding officer of the House, had named him
to the chairmanship.
After Rep. Cox's impassioned address, in which he said that "personal attacks against him had diverted public attention from the
real issues involved in the investigation," both Speaker Rayburn
and Rep. McCormack took the
floor to laud the judge as a man
who had made a great personal
"sacrifice". The House had given
Rep. Cox standing applause both
before and after his speech. Judge
Cox, highly emotional, did not rerestrain his tears.
Minority Leader Martin (RMass.) and Rep. Wigglesworth
(R-Mass.), a member of the investigation committee, last Thursday expressed hope the Speaker
would not appoint a successor who
would "whitewash" the inquiry.
The House passed the Cox resolution for the inquiry on Jan. 19.
The same measure had been introduced the preceding session by
Judge Cox and followed similar
resolutions offered by other members during the last half dozen
years. The House adopted the Cox
measure by practically unanimous
vote. From the start of public hearings last July, the WALB incident
repeatedly was cited by Commission protagonists as a basis for
bias and prejudice on the part of
Judge Cox.
Interim Report
Despite the assurance given the
committee that the Cox resignation
would result in an even more determined effort to ferret out the
facts, the first test is expected to
come when the Committee seeks
additional funds. Its original provision of $60,000 is believed to be
almost exhausted.
The committee staff is now preparing an interim report for the
House on findings of the investigation thus far completed. Whether
this plan will be pursued depends
upon committee action under its
new chairmanship. Meanwhile the
staff is proceeding as authorized
prior to the Cox resignation.
Among other things, it was
planned to have the interim report
Page 8 • October
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Five

Station

Licensees

Petition

FCC

for

License Assignment,
FIVE STATION licensees petitioned the FCC last week for voluntary assignment of their licenses
and one to transfer control. WGES
Chicago asked permission to change
the form of the licensee corporation
to a partnership, Radio Station
WGES, including the same stockholders as partners. They are Gene
T. Dyer, Vivian I. Christoph, Gene
T. Dyer Jr., F. A. Ringwald, Louis
E. Moulds, Grace V. McNeill and
William F. Moss, who, excepting
Grace V. McNeill, are all partners
in WAIT Chicago.
Fitchburg Change
WEIM Fitchburg, Mass., would
assign its license from Ruben E.
Aronheim, part owner of retail
furniture stores in Connecticut and
Massachusetts, to a partnership
consisting of Mitchell G. Meyers,
Ruben E. Arnheim and Milton H.
Meyers, to be known as Radio Station WEIM. The price is $12,788.88, to be paid to Mr. Arnheim.
Both Milton and Mitchell Meyers
are attorneys. Milton Meyers will
continue as manager.
Application of KLPM Minot, N.

Control Transfer
D., to assign its license to Minot
Broadcasting Co., was incomplete
and was returned, but it was
learned that John B. Cooley, owner
of KLPM, agreed to accept stock
valued at $55,000 in the proposed
new company in lieu of cash.
Great Plains Broadcasting Corp.
asked approval of the assignment
of its license to Radio Station
WOW Inc., headed by John J.
Gillen Jr., for $40,000, $10,000
cash and $4,000 yearly beginning
Sept. 1, 1944. (See story page 49).
Central Broadcasting Co., licensee of WHO Des Moines, requested transfer of its license to a
trusteeship composed of B. J.
Palmer, Mabel Palmer, Daniel
Palmer and William M. Brandon.
This application
has data.
also been
returned for fuller
Daniel
David Palmer is the son of B. J.
and Mabel Palmer and together
they own controlling interest in
the company.
WKZO Kalamazoo, Mich., a corporation wholly owned by John E.
Fetzer and his wife, asked permission to relinquish all stock to a
partnership of themselves..

cover recommended separation of
the Foreign Broadcast Intelligence
Service and the Radio Intelligence
Division from the FCC along with
changes in the statute to clip the
FCC's authority.
The committee also had planned
to recommend to the House that
Chairman Fly be cited for "contempt of Congress" because of his
refusal to produce documents and
testimony in connection with certain activities of the Board of
War Communications.
Rep. Miller (R-Mo.) said last
Friday he hoped Speaker Rayburn
would name a chairman who would

make a real investigation. A proponent of the Cox view regarding the FCC, Rep. Miller, has announced his intention, as a committee member, of offering a bill to
transfer the Commission's war
activities to the military establishment. He added that if the hearing
"turns into a white-washing, I will
resign and make my reasons
Rep. Magnuson (D-Wash.) a
Democratic member of the committee, who along with Rep. Hart
public." had criticized Rep. Cox's
(D-N.J.)
methods, declared he felt the committee "had a job to do in determin-

RETAIL PROMOTION Committee film presentation "Air Force and the
Retailer" is to get a Capitol premiere Oct. 12. Committee of Washington
station managers and representatives met at the Statler Hotel Tuesday,
Sept. 28, to plan an impressive opening. Members of the planning group
are (standing, 1 to r) : Walter E. Schneider, NBC, N. Y., on publicity
group of Retail Promotion Committee; Carleton D. Smith, general manager, WRC, and chairman of Washington premiere; Carl Burkland, general manager, WTOP; (seated), William D. Murdock, sales manager and
assistant general manager, WTOP; Henry Seay, sales manager, WOL;
Madeline Ensign, program director, WOL; Ben Strouse, commercial
manager, WWDC; Sam Digges, commercial representative, WMAL;
Ben Baylor, sales manager, WMAL; Mahlon A. Glascock, commercial
manager, WRC; Howard Stanley, promotion director, WTOP; Arthur
Stringer, NAB, promotion director and sercetary NAB War Committee;
Neal Hathaway, promotion director, WRC; Walt Dennis, NAB news
editor, left, who was also present, before the picture was taken. (See
itinerary of tour, page 9.)
BROADCASTING
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PLAYING THE GAME
WEMP Employes Purchased
Like Ball Players
"PLAYING BALL" with the manpower situation, WEMP Milwaukee is having each employe — announcers and operators — sign a
contract as in professional baseball.
Other stations may purchase the
contracts at a mutually agreed
upon price, the employe and station each receiving 50% of purchase price. Handicapped by the
WLB salary ceiling, smaller stations are being drained of personnel.
WEMP nouncers
hasin thesupplied
threeyears,
anpast two
and the management feels that both
announcers and station deserve
compensation. WEMP also signs
inexperienced men and options
them, baseball fashion, to smaller
state stations.
William P. Butler
WILLIAM P. BUTLER Jr., 32,
son of W. P. Butler, vice-president
in charge of production for the Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, Mich.,
plunged to death last Friday morning from the seventh floor of the
Wrigley Bldg., Chicago, where he
was employed as a junior account
executive by J. Walter Thompson
Co. He had been with the agency
for six months as a radio copy
writer working on inspirational
War Bond messages. He is survived by his wife Caroline and son
William, aged five.
ing FCC policy and investigating
allegations that the method of
licensing
is arbitrary".
Unnamedstations
Democratic
spokesmen
asserted that following the Cox
address Thursday the predominant
sentiment favored the appointment
of "a rough, tough chairman with
Most
experience".
prosecuting
members,
these
sources said,
are
convinced that there's "something
wrong" at the FCC and want to
get after it.
At the Dept. of Justice it was
learned that Assistant Attorney
General Tom C. Clark was investigating the WALB transaction, but
no determination had been reached
as to whether the department would
(Continued on page 57)
Pertussin Spots
SEECK & KADE Inc., New York
will again use the Pertussin Singing Neighbor transcribed five-minute program featuring Bailey Axton for its fall and winter campaign for Pertussin cough18medistastarts on
cine.
tions, twoProgram
to three times weekly,
Oct. 4. Agency is Erwin, Wasey &
Co., N. Y.
Urges Free Speech
DISCUSSING freedom of speech
in a recent broadcast, Sydney Moseley, Mutual commentator, pointed
out that "a vital weapon in war is
the spoken word. Therefore, it is
our bounden duty to exercise the
greatest control of what we utter
over the radio." Mr. Moseley continued that "those who argue for
full freedom of speech admit that
it must be subject to military se• Broadcast
curity."
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Decca-World
Sign;
WOR
to Follow
Shortly

Firms
May
Yield
to
mercy of the AFM. It was pointed
See text of AFM-Decca-WorJd
out that the contract contains no
contract on page 50.
restriction on the AFM's authority
to call a strike or to raise the
seemed no doubt that unless the
scale to be paid instrumentalists
other companies signed with the
for performing for phonograph
records and transcriptions; that in union, Decca would have a virtual
effect the only thing the contract monopoly of the market for popular tunes.
does is to set the range of royalty
payments for the next four years
Agreement, signed at AFM headand three months.
quarters in New York by Mr. Petrillo for his union, and by E. F.
Despite the industry consensus
that general acceptance of the Stevens, Decca executive vice-president, and Milton Diamond, secreDecca-World contract would contary and general counsel of the restitute a major victory for Mr.
cording company, runs until Dec.
Petrillo and his union, there
seemed little doubt last week that it 31, 1947, and is retroactive to Sept.
20, date the union permitted its
would be generally accepted. Tran- members
to accept employment
scription company executives ex- from Decca-World on the basis of
pressed little hope that stations
subscribing to their library serv- an oral understanding reached
ices would continue to accept from Sept. 18 between Mr. Petrillo and
Kapp, president of Decca and
them old transcriptions or A Cap- Jack
chairman of the board of World.
pella recordings of new tunes when
As soon as the contract had been
other stations competing for listen- signed, the union presented copies
ers in their localities are broad- to representatives of other comcasting the new instrumental tranpanies engaged in the manufacscriptions issued by World. In the
ture of phonograph records and
phonograph
record field there transcriptions, offering them iden-

By BRUCE ROBERTSON
CONTRACT hailed by James C.
Petrillo, president of the American
Federation of Musicians, as the
first agreement in the history of
employe-employer relationship to
embody the principle of payment
by an employer of a percentage of
his gross revenue to a national
labor organization, was signed last
Thursday morning between the
AFM and Decca Records and its
subsidiary, World Broadcasting
System.
WOR to Sign
Thomas M. Kelleher, manager of
WOR Recording Studios, which
make only commercial transcriptions, said on Friday that he expected to sign with the union early
this week. Studios had agreed at
the time of the Decca-World oral
understanding with the AFM to
accept any terms finally included
in that contract and had been permitted to employ AFM members on
that understanding.
Itinerary
of Retail
Exhibition
What the other companies would
do was still undecided Friday evening. Representatives of Associated
Is Tentatively
Fixed
by NAB
Music Publishers, Empire Broad- A TENTATIVE list of showings
MAINE— Portland, Oct. 21.
casting Corp., Lang-Worth Feature
MARYLAND— Baltimore, Nov. 11.
of the NAB's new retail promotion
Programs, C. P. MacGregor, NBC
MASSACHUSETTS— Boston, Oct. 22;
plan
covers
a
schedule
of
126
cities,
Fall
River, Oct. 19; Greenfield, Oct. 18,
Radio Recording Division and
a.m.; Pittsfield, Oct. 18, p.m.; Springfield,
st
which
presentation
will
be
made
Oct. 28; Worcester, Oct. 26.
Standard Radio, transcription comMICHIGAN— Flint, Nov. 3; Grand Rappanies whose appeal to the govern- before retailers, advertising agency
ids, Nov. 5; Kalamazoo, Nov. 4.
ment for relief from the recording representatives and others in pubMINNESOTA— Albert Lea, Nov. 11;
lic life prior to Nov. 10.
ban had resulted in the current
Duluth. Oct. 20; Minneapolis, Oct. 19; St.
Paul, Oct. 18.
Paul W. Morency, WTIC Harthearings in New York before a
MISSOURI— Kansas City, Oct. 19; St.
ford, chairman of the NAB comWLB panel, together with ColumOct. 20.
mittee, last Friday released the Louis,
bia Recording Corp. and RCANEBRASKA— Lincoln, Oct. 18; Omaha,
tentative
itinerary,
but
pointed
out
Nov.
15.
Victor Division of RCA, phonograph record manufacturers who that it was subject to change. The 20.NEW HAMPSHIRE— Manchester, Oct.
on Wednesday became parties to world premier of the radio indusNEW JERSEY — -Newark, Oct. 26.
try's film study of retailing probthose hearings, conferred ThursNEW YORK— Albany, Oct. 25; Buffalo,
lems
will
occur
at
the
Statler
HoOct. 19; New York, Nov. 2, Nov. 3; Plattsday afternoon and evening and
burg,
Oct. 29; Rochester, Oct. 20; Utica,
tel
in
Washington
Oct.
12.
again on Friday without announcOct. 21.
The
traveling
sectional
exhibits
ing any plan of action, either conNORTH CAROLINA— Asheville, Nov.
1; Durham, Oct. 18; Fayetteville, Oct. 21;
certed or individual.
will be handled by masters of cereNew Bern, Oct. 20; Raleigh, Oct. 19;
monies
especially
trained
for
the
Winston-Salem, Nov. 2.
Lacking official word, observers
NORTH
inclined toward the belief that eco- presentations. It is estimated that Grand
Forks, DAKOTA—
Oct. 21. Fargo, Oct. 22;
of
25,000
of
the
nation's
nomic pressure would force the upwards
OHIO—
Akron,
19; Canton, Oct. 21;
retailing and radio executives will Cincinnati, Oct. 28;Oct.Cleveland,
Oct. 20; Coother companies to take the trail view
lumbus, Oct. 26; Dayton, Oct. 27; Springthe presentations.
blazed by Decca and World. Prifield,
Oct.
25;
Toledo,
Nov.
2;
Youngstown,
Following is the tentative list of not set.
vately, industry leaders made no showings
:
OKLAHOMA
Tulsa,
Oct. 27. — Oklahoma City, Oct. 26;
bones about their feeling that they
ALABAMA— Mobile, Oct. 21; MontPENNSYLVANIA—
Altoona, Nov. 10;
had been "sold out" and are now
gomery, Oct. 26.
Philadelphia, Nov. 4; Pittsburgh, Nov. 8.
ARKANSAS—
Little
Rock,
Oct.
25.
RHODE
ISLAND—
Providence,
Oct. 18.
"over a barrel". They still object
CAROLINA— Charleston, Oct.
CALIFORNIA— Los Angeles, Oct. 21; 25;SOUTH
to the principle of making pay- Oakland,
Columbia,
Oct.
26;
Greenville,
Oct. 27;
Nov. 2; San Diego, not set; San
ments into a union fund over which
Spartanburg, Oct. 27.
Francisco, Nov. 1.
TENNESSEE— Bristol, Nov. 8; Chattaneither they nor the public have
COLORADO — Denver, Oct. 27.
nooga, Nov. 4; Kingsport, Nov. 8; Knoxany control. They pointed out that Hartford,
CONNECTICUT
—
Bridgeport,
Nov.
1;
ville,
Nov.
Nov.
10. 9; Memphis, Oct. 27; Nashville,
Oct.
27.
the provision for continuing these
TEXAS — Austin, Nov. 8; Beaumont,
FLORIDA
Gainsville,
Oct.18. 29; Jackpayments beyond the term of the
sonville, Oct.— 20;
Miami, Oct.
Nov. 2; Dallas, Nov. 10; Fort Worth, Nov.
9;
San Antonio, Nov. 4.
contract gives the union through a
GEORGIA — Atlanta, Nov. 1; Columbus,
UTAH— Provo, Nov. 4.
contractual agreement a property Nov. 2; Macon, Nov. 3.
VIRGINIA
— Danville, Nov. 3; LynchILLINOIS — Chicago, Nov. 1, 2 ; Peoria,
burg, Nov. 8; Norfolk, Nov. 9; Richmond,
right in recordings which it has Nov.
4; Rock Island, Nov. 9.
Nov.
11;
Roanoke,
Nov. 4.
been unable to secure from the
WASHINGTON— Seattle, Oct. 26; SpoINDIANA— Fort Wayne, Nov. 3; Indikane, Oct. 25; Tacoma, Oct. 27.
anapolis, Nov. 2; Terre Haute, Nov. 1.
government through legislation.
WEST VIRGINIA— Beckley, Nov. 15;
IOWA — Cedar Rapids, Nov. 8; DavenCharleston, Nov. 17; Clarksburg, Nov. 19;
In acknowledging this union inport, Nov. 9; Des Moines, Nov. 10; Fort Huntington,
Nov. 16; Parkersburg, Nov.
Dodge.
Nov.
11;
Sioux
City,
Nov.
12.
terest in the product of its mem18; Wheeling, Nov. 9; Fairmont, Nov. 22.
KANSAS— Wichita, Oct. 28.
WISCONSIN—
La Crosse, Nov. 10; Milbers, the recording industry feels
KENTUCKY — Louisville, Nov. 12.
waukee, Nov. 8; Racine, Nov. 5; Sheboyit would be placing itself at tke
LOUISIANA— New Orleans, Oct. 25.
gan, not set; Wausau, not set.
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Pact
tical terms and conditions. Document is subject to the approval of
the National War Labor Board,
which has taken jurisdiction of the
AFM ban on recordings, appointing a fact-finding panel which is
currently conducting hearings on
the matter in New York, but union
officials seemed confident the board
would approve the contract.
Financially, the contract calls
for the payment by the record manufacturer tothe union of royalties
on phonograph records ranging
from %-cent on records selling at
retail for 35 cents to 5 cents for
records retailing for $2 and 2Vz%
of the retail price of all records
selling at higher prices. Transcriptions to be used more than once
carry royalties of 3% of the gross
revenues derived "from the sale,
lease, license or other disposition
thereof." Musical spot announcement transcriptions carry the 3%
royalties
also, but normal
commercial transcriptions,
used only
once,
do not require any royalties.
"New royalties apply only to
'new business' ", Mr. Stevens explained. "To elaborate, the royalty
rates ranging from % cent on 35cent records upwards will apply on
all recordings made from Sept. 20
on by members of the Federation,
and will therefore be charged
against new business only, and not
against the thousands of records
in the great Decca catalog.
"Likewise, in the case of World
Broadcasting the 3% rates payable
on electrical transcriptions containing performances by Federation
members used more than once by
customers, the fee will be payable
only on recordings from that date
and similarly will represent a
charge against new business. This
arrangement can ultimately result
in the payment of substantial sums
under the principle established by
royalties, which are of
theThese
agreement."
course
in addition to the payments
made to the individual musicians
for their work, would give the
AFM an income of $3,000,000 to
$4,000,000 in a normal postwar
year, providing all recording companies sign up with the union, Mr.
Petrillo said. These figures, which
he explained had been supplied by
Decca officials, are considerably in
excess of other industry estimates,
which agree that a wartime annual
revenue of $500,000 would be high,
with postwar estimates ranging
from $1,000,000 to $2,000,000.
Principle of payment directly to
the AFM is based on a resolution
adopted
by the Union
that funds
author-to
izes the collection
of such
set up and maintain an "employment fund" to be used to provide
employment for AFM members deprived of normal employment opportunities because of the competition of "canned music". Joseph A.
Pad way, AFM counsel at the WLB
panel (Continued
hearings, said
on that
page inS3)acceptOctober
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Estimated
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By

Total of 44,235,000
As Compared

Bureau

Families in 1960

With 34,823,000

Demobilization in 1945-6
Years 1945 and 1946 are arbitrarily selected as a period of demobilization. War losses are taken
into account in the last column of
the table, which shows the expected decrease in number of families
per 110,000 casualties. The figure
of 110,000 is presumed to comprise
100,000 white and 10,000 colored,
killed, or confined to service men's
hospitals, etc. It is not a forecast
of losses resulting from the current
war ; the user may exercise his own
judgment as to what multiplier
should be applied to this factor to
indicate the effect of war losses.
Unusual wartime marriage rates
are taken into account. Couples
marrying early in the 1940's who
by 1944 still had not established
the usual proportion of separate
families are presumed to have done
so during the years 1945-48. They
are allowed for by lowering the
proportion of couples marrying in
1945-48, after which "normal" marriage rate is presumed. Disestablishment of families of inductees
is also considered. It is estimated
that there was a loss of about 30
per cent of the families of married
heads of families inducted in 1942.
Implicit in the estimates is the assumption that the goal of 10,800,000 people in the armed forces will
be reached by the end of 1943 and
that thereafter replacement will be
made by drafting of single young
men.
Reports says that the number of
rural-farm families may be expected to continue as a declining
proportion of all families. Since
1940, however, the proportion of
families living on rural farms has
probably decreased at a more rapid
rate than it will decline in future
years, the report concludes. More
• October

S. Families

Census

ESTIMATING the number of families in the United States at the beginning of each year from 1940 to
1960, the Bureau of the Census
forecasts a total of 44,235,000 families in the latter year, as compared
with 34,823,000 in 1940, an increase of 9,412,000 families in the
20 year period.
Compared with the figure for
1940, year of the last decennial
census, the Bureau estimates 36,610,000 families in the country at
the end of 1943, a gain of 1,728,000 in the three years.
Data shown in Table 1, herewith, take into account many factors expected to influence growth
in the number of families. The Bureau points out that the results are
approximations only, although an
improvement on estimates made
simply by extending previous
trends.
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Forecast

in 1940

persons are expected to reside in
the country after the war, but have
non-agricultural employment. This
however, may be more than offset
by replacement of agricultural
workers by machienry.
Census Bureau also expects continuance in the increasing proportion of white to non-white families,
with the decline in the non-white
proportion to go on at a decreasing
rate.
Table 1. Estimated number of families
in the United States under wartime conditions,number
assumingof nofamilies
war losses,
and each
estimated
lost for
110,000 war losses during the present
war: 1940 to 1960 [years 1945 and 1946
assumed as period of demobilization] :
Est.
No.
families
Est. No. families
6~3~9~1000 preceding
war conditions
lost (— )
Increase
Year
No.
per
Jan. 1
preceding year
110,000
war losses
1940
34,823,000
1941
35,462,000
1942
year
66,000
36,111,000 — 649,000
1943
499,000
36,610,000
—13,000
1944
36,544,000
1945
36,783,000
—19,000
239.000
1946
833,000
37,616,000
—17,000
1947
—11,000
993,000
38,609,000
—
6,000
2—
1948
2,4
39,112.000
2— 1,200
1949
39,435,000 2 503,000
00
468,000
322,000
39,757,000
1950
1955
2 428,000
42,095,000
1960
44,235,000
323,000'
1
Assuming
no
war
losses,marriage
but making
allowances for the unusual
rates
duringment ofthe
1940's,
the
delayed
establishnew families, the disestablishment
of families of inductees during the war,
and the
reestablishment
of inductees' families after
the war.
- Annual average for the preceding fiveyear period.

Steel Sponsor's Serial
ALLEGHENY - LUDLUM Steel
Corp., Brackenbridge, Pa., on Oct.
2 will sponsor Mother and Dad, serial on CBS since August, 1942.
Heard on an institutional basis, the
program will be sponsored by Allegheny Saturdays 5:30-6 p.m., but
will continue on CBS on a sustaining basis in present Monday
through Friday 5:15-5:30 spot.
Agency is Walker & Downing,
Pittsburgh.

U-P's JOE
Turn About
FOURTEEN months ago
when Ray Marcus left for the
Army, La Veil W a 1 1 m a n
joined the announcing staff
of WAVE Louisville, to take
his place. Now, Marcus, who
has been discharged from the
Army due to an injury, returns to the WAVE microphones just in time to replace
Waltman, who has answered
the call to the colors.
Sutra Suntan Cream Airs
First Winter Campaign
MAJOR MARKETS in vacation
and industrial areas in the South
and West have been selected by
Artra Cosmetics Inc., New York,
for the first winter campaign for
Sutra Suntan Cream. Pleased with
the results of summer drive on six
stations in the New England and
Middle Atlantic regions last year,
Artra again plans using participawomen's will
programs.
Wartions onworkers
be urged to
use Sutra to prevent sunburn,
which has been found by survey to
be a cause of absenteeism, according to Murray Breese Associates,
New York agency. Having in view
victory garden workers and vacationers as well as industrial workers in the moderate climate areas,
Sutra will be promoted via radio
in Florida, Louisiana, Texas, Arizona, and California as far north
as Los Angeles.
MBS in Mexican Exchange
THE FCC last week authorized
MBS to transmit commercial and
sustaining network programs produced by its affiliates to owned and
affiliated stations of Programmas
y Conciertos S.A., a Mexican corporation, known stated
as Radio
Network. Mutual
in itsMil's
application that it would also receive
programs from Mexican stations.
It will transmit over wire line or
shortwave radio facilities of AT&T.
All American nets have similar
arrangements with Canada for
commercial and sustaining programs. This is the first general
authority for transmitting all kinds
of programs to a Mexican network,
although CBS since 1939 has had
permission to transmit the Ford
hour to Mexican stations.

RADIO AND SCREEN meet at the House on the Roof at Hotel Sherman,
Chicago, to honor Sonny Tufts of Paramount Pictures, now playing in
"So Proudly We Hail". Luncheon guests are (1 to r) : Jack Fisher,
M. M. Fisher Assocs., Chicago; Earl Mullin, BLUE publicity director,
New York; Sonny Tufts; Glenn L'A. Snyder, WLS Chicago; Rudi
Neubauei>WMAQ Chicago. BROADCASTING

MORRIS

JOINS CENSORSHIP
GRANTED leave of absence by the
United Press, Joe Alex Morris,
foreign editor of the news service,
has joined the Office of Censorship
in Washington. Mr. Morris will assist in administering the voluntary
censorship code under which 13,000
newspapers and hundreds of other
enemy.
periodicals cooperate in withholding information useful to the
Byron Price, Director of Censorship, called attention to Mr. Morris' years of experience as head of
the UP foreign staff and in working under the censorships of other
countries. "We are most fortunate
to have his help and I am grateful
to the United Press for permitting
himMr.to Morris
come," he
said. UP foreign
became
editor in 1938, coming from the
Washington Bureau where he was
in charge of the Senate press staff.
He was born in Lancaster, Mo.,
and graduated from the U. of Missouri in 1925. He joined the UP in
1928, after experience on the U. S.
Daily, Washington Daily News,
Tulsa Tribune, and Denver Morning Post,
Chungking-to-WLW
INAUGURATION
of Chunkingto-WLW shortwave service will be
marked by the Cincinnati station
Oct. 9 with a special program featuring such personalities as: Dr.
Wei Tao-Ming, Chinese Ambassador to the U. S.; Pearl Buck, Nobel
prize-winning novelist; Adet Lin,
eldest daughter of the noted author
Lin Yutang; Governors John W.
Bricker of Ohio, Henry F. Schricker of Indiana and Mathew M. Neely of West Virginia. Host for the
broadcast, to be heard at 10 p. m.
CWT, is James D. Shouse, vice
president of the Crossley Corp.,
under whose auspices the Chunking-WLW service was set up.
Programs planned for transmission
from the Chinese capital are designed for mid-west listeners
rather than a national audience.
Bloomingdale's Show
BLOOMINGDALE'S New York
department store, which currently
uses a thrice - weekly program
Women and the War on WQXR
New York, is starting a new woman's program on WOR New York,
Oct. 5, entitled Tobe's Topics. Featuring Tobe, well-known fashion
authority, the program will deal
with timely topics suggested by
women, a chandise
$10certificate
Bloomingdale
going to mereach
listener whose suggestion is used.
Scheduled for Tuesdays and Thursdays, 11:45 a.m. to 12 noon, the
series will be announced by Ken
Powell. Agency is H. W. Fairfax
Adv. Agency, New York.
New Pepsi-Cola Copy
PEPSI-COLA Co., New York, has
just introduced in the New York
area a variation of its Kent-JohnJingle for
bottled Pepsi-Cola.
The sonadded
commercial
introduces
Pepsi-Cola in 10-ounce glasses at
soda fountains. Company has been
extending distribution of the beverage from soda fountain dispensers
since
EmmettlastCo.,fall.
NewAgency
York. is Newell• Broadcast

Advertising

we pretty nearly said

"AURICULAR

BINOCULARS/

Here's what we're getting at: 50,000-watt KDKA is like a pair of field-glasses for
the ears! It brings distant places into clear focus. You stand at a KDKA mike in
Pittsburgh and throw your voice into the whole of Allegheny County, and into 72
tri-state counties which embrace 60 towns of 10,000 population or more. With many
automobiles "grounded" at present, people are shopping closer to their homes, as
you know. Let KDKA bring them into focus . . . and into camp!

WESTINGHOUSE
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STATIONS
Inc
W BZ
w o w o
W G I
K
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W
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KDKA
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
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Debate
Censor
Intensifies
to bring a billion dollars into the works", pointed out how a CBS
White Replies to Charge
Treasury. The explanation for de- commentator recently was obliged
That CBS Policies
leting this, Winchell said, was to quote from various sources
rather than give his opinion of the
"You don't have to keep on menColored News
that $25,000-a-year story. news in question. William L. Shirer
INTENSE debate over CBS policy After all,tioningyou
ought to realize that remarked that the CBS policy was
against editorializing in radio if it goes through it will affect the not new, and defended the way in
newscasts was continued last week
sal- which the broadcast mentioned by
on the air, in the press, and at people upstairs who pay your
Brown was handled.
ary." ,
meetings of newsmen of both press
White's
Reply
and radio.
Speaking
impromptu,
Kaltenborn concluded
the discussion
by
In the thick of the controversy
In answer to this and similar
was Walter Winchell, who has vig- examples used by Winchell at the saying that he didn't mind "pressures" and that he had been "suborously attacked the CBS editorial- luncheon, Mr. White on Sept. 29
jected to CBS pressures for 10
izing rule. Winchell's entire Sept. issued a statement naming the years." He solved it, he said, by
24 newspaper column was devoted "writer" as Joseph Q. Riznik, who
a habit he recomto "censorship," with liberal quota- had written White a letter attack- extemporizing,
mended to other commentators.
tion of a rebuttal letter addressed
the news judgment
"his
On the People's Platform broadto him by Paul White, CBS direc- then ingimmediate
superior, ofRobert
cast over CBS, Mr. White detailed
tor of newscasts, and author of the
S. Wood, and accusing Wood of the background for CBS news
disputed regulation.
defending that news judgment in
and said, "Actually, what
White to Winchell
a series of quotations that would policy,
we're doing is insisting only upon
Mr. White told Winchell that tend to indicate journalistic bias on the elimnaton of camouflaged propthe part of Mr. Wood.
aganda that opinionated reporters
"there are three points not thus
"Actually, I have examined the and analysts would otherwise infar mentioned in your column,
scripts about which Mr. Riznik
which we think your readers should
Mr. Vandercook argued that the
have in order to understand the complains, item by item," Mr.
sinuate."
White's
statement
continues,
"and
inference
that CBS is "competent
real issue involved." Those points have found that if the disputed
were that CBS, "while keeping material had not been excised, Mr. to judge what is fact and what is
opinion out of news broadcasting
opinion," is a basic fallacy.
Riznik would have slanted the news
Taking a similar position, Mr.
as such, invites the freest expression of opinion elsewhere in its according to his own personal be- Ernst said radio had created a new
liefs." Declaring that he felt it
broadcasting schedules"; that CBS
right, "the right to listen." His
opinion was that CBS is mistaken
policies do not preclude straight "only fair" to give Mr. Wood's
statement equal publicity with any in differentiating its treatment of
news reporting on "controversial
news analysts, newscasters, resubjects" in the news, an example quotations of Mr. Riznik's charges,
Mr. White included Mr. Wood's
porters, forums and even sale of
being recent reporting on the draf t- attitude
in the statement.
of -fathers controversy, and finally,
time to sponsors. "It is all one
that Winchell has not told his readeditorial problem," he said,
In part, Wood told White: "Mr. great
adding that it was an easier job to
Riznik's implications of Columbia's
ers "the simple physical fact that attitude
are
absurd.
I
have
alconvey totally, a fair picture to
lies behind the policy of non-parways edited CBS news
with the audience, than to insist upon
tisan news broadcasting" — the defi- the idea of achieving ascopy
great a total dullness or total objectivity
nite limitation in the number of
degree of objectivity as possible. by each and every analyst.
radio wave lengths.
Mr. Kaye took a middle ground
Dropping his newspaper attack Neither you nor any other executive of the company has ever at any stand, saying: "We certainly agree
until Wednesday, Winchell, with
time indicated to me in any way that a network has two duties in
other prominent commentators,
again dug into the subject at the that I should edit copy to favor relation to news. First and primarily, ithas the duty of presentregular Overseas Press Club any point of view or to please any
ing all of the news as accurately
luncheon in New York, where Drew
of our sponsors."
Winchell added that a complete and as fairly and as dispassionatePearson, BLUE commentator, was
ly and as completely as is humanscheduled to give an off-the-record
file of the correspondence has been
ly possible. And then it has the
talk.
LawJames
of
hands
the
in
placed
duty of permitting time on the air
When the meeting got under way,
rence Fly, chairman of the FCC.
for all the facets of viewpoint on
however, Johannes Steel, commenthe great controversial subjects
Kaltenborn 'Extemporizes'
tator, and chairman, introduced
Drew Pearson in his talk at the
the speakers with the comment that
that come before us."
Club luncheon, classified censorship
the conference was "on-the-rec- in four ways: regular authorized
ord", the result being a frank exchange by Pearson, Winchell, Cecil censorship by the Office of Censorship; indirect government censorBrown, who recently resigned
ship, amounting to Gestapo or pofrom CBS [Broadcasting, Sept.
litical pressure; censorship by big
27], William L. Shirer, of CBS,
companies, and censorship by netand H. V. Kaltenborn of NBC.
works, agencies and "holding comColoring Charged
Cecil Brown, giving an example
Bombshell by Winchell was his
panies."'
presentation of excerpts from a of "how the new CBS policy
report by a former CBS re-wrjte
New N. Y. FM Outlet
man (not named), in which specific
examples of "coloring of news" by FOLLOWING six months of ex- PURPLE HEART is awarded to
CBS were cited, together with experimental operation, W39NY,
New York City FM Station, last Arthur Mallory (left), engineer
planation the writer's immediate
week
received
its FCC license to of WELI, and former radio man
superior was alleged to have given
3d. class, U. S. Naval Reserve, by
begin full-time high frequency
when making the deletions.
One of these examples was that broadcasting. W39NY will oper- Rear Admiral Watt Cluverius, U.
ate continuously from 5 to 10 p.m.
S. Navy (ret.) in a special broadin May 1942, a reference was made
cast over WELI last week. Maleach evening. In addition to music
by a news writer to the fact that from
lory was wounded in a naval enthe New York music centers,
the House Committee had not yet W39NY will carry a number of
gagement at Guadalcanal, and
joined the New Haven station after
taken up the President's proposal music and public service programs
his
honorable
discharge.
for the $25,000 income limitation
at its sister station, WNYC.
Winchell
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B£*er toHead
"rWar
Flan
Group
Radio Future Outlined At
RTPB New York Meet
DR. W. R. G. BAKER, vice-president of General Electric Co., was
elected chairman of the Radio
Technical Planning Board, at the
first group,
meetingSept.
of
the
29 at velt
theHotel,RooseNew
York. Nine organizations were represented at the
meeting, which
adopted a plan of
organization and
procedure to carry out the RTPB
objectives
of formulating plans for
the technical
future of the radio industry and
services and of advising Government, industry and the public with
its recommendations, limited to engineering considerations.
Five organizations : American
Radio Relay League, FM Broadcasters Inc., Institute of Radio Engineers, NAB and Radio Manufacturers Assn., have become contributing sponsors by agreeing to
contribute $1,000 each to support
the RTPB during its first year of
operation. American Institute of
Electrical Engineers, Aeronautical
Radio Inc. and International Assn.
of Police Chiefs have expressed intentions of joining this group as
soon as authority can be secured
from their organizations, while Natonal Independent Broadcasters
will remain as a non-contributing,
non-voting member.
Dr. Baker

Agree to Cooperate
Dr. Baker was elected chairman
for one year, term set for all officers, by a three-to-two vote after
a heated debate in which the friction between IRE and RMA which
threatened to kill the RTPB before it was born cropped up again.
with APRL and IRE
Baker,
Dr.
NAB, FMBI and RMA voted for
supporting Haraden Pratt of Federal Telephone & Radio Corp. Following his election, however, all
forparties agreed to drop totheir
work tomer disagreements and

Other officers, vice-chairman,
gether.
secretary and treasurer, will be
elected at a subsequent meeting.
None of the officers has a vote, this
ted to repprivilege being
of the contributing
resentativesrestric
constitute the adminsponsors who
istrative committee of the RTPB.
Work of the organization will be
carried on by research panels,
sion
working under RTPB supervi
and with their chairmen members
of the RTPB.
BERNARD H. PELZER, Jr., formerly assistant to Kirby Hawkes, radio
supervisor of Benton & Bowles, New
York, has joined Abbott & Kimball
Co., New York, as radio director.
• Broadcast
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Ends

.
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.

•

BANDSTAND"

takes over
3:00-5:00

P.M., Monday

Thru

Saturday

Here's a two-hour recorded musical program to "inherit" the huge pre-built WHN
noon audience. It picks up where baseball leaves off, and builds from there.
Heading this show is Connie Desmond

after-

who is as well versed in popular music as he is in

sports. Connie's breezy style in the Brooklyn Dodger broadcasts won for him a large loyal
following.
"Connie Desmond Bandstand" is sold on a participating basis in fifteen-minute periods, also
five-minute news strips, Monday thru Saturday.

8 bands and 2 vocalists are heard daily, and
on Saturday, Connie runs a Football Score
Board.
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Stations

Net

Rules

MBS,

Claim
Violated

Request FCC to Investigate
Blue, MBS Discrimination
THREE more stations appealed to
the FCC last week to investigate
alleged violations of network regulations. WMGA Moultrie, Ga., on
the heels of a similar complaint
two weeks ago by WORD Spartanburg, S. C, wrote the Commission that Mutual refused to allow
it to carry the World Series at no
cost to the sponsor or the network
because of a protest to MBS by
WALB Atlanta, 35 miles distant.
Mutual announced Friday, however, that WMGA would take the
series off the WALB line.
General's Views
The Commission, it is understood, is proceeding with a routine
investigation of this and the complaints of WKEU Griffin, Ga.,
which alleges that WAGA Atlanta
is blocking an affiliation contract
it seeks with the BLUE, and of
WLPM Suffolk, Va., which charges
that WGH Norfolk, Va., is blocking its acquisition of several
BLUE sustaining programs.
It was learned at Senator Maybank's (D-S.C.) office that he has
not received a reply to his letter
to baseball Commissioner Landis
seeking clarification on Judge
Landis' attitude to Senator Maybank's effort to make the World
Series available to all stations regardless of network affiliation
[Broadcasting, Sept. 27]. Maj.
Gen. D. S. Wilson, Commanding
Officer of Camp Croft, S. C, wrote
WORD Spartanburg when it was
agreed two weeks ago that WORD
would be allowed to carry the
Series, "I am very glad to hear
that the World Series will be broadcast over one of our own stations
in Spartanburg which will ensure
a It
goodis reception,"
understood that Senator
McFarland (D-Ariz.) has also complained to the FCC about World
Series coverage in Arizona and the
Southwest. The Commission sent
Senator McFarland a complete map
of World Series coverage which
has been forwarded to Judge Landis.
Trip By Trammell
PRELIMINARY plans for a business trip to London, Africa and
the Far East by Niles Trammell,
president of NBC, and John F.
Royal, NBC vice-president in
charge of international relations,
were reported under way last week,
although no departure date nor
details have been settled. Purpose
of the tour will be to re-establish
NBC contacts in countries freed
by the Allies from Axis domination
and line up facilities for future
use by NfiC foreign correspondents.
Fitzpatrick Signals
FITZPATRICK BROS., Chicago
(Kitchen Klenzer), started on
Sept. 26 a schedule of seven time
signals weekly, 13 weeks on WMAQ
Chicago. Company is currently
sponsoring a similar schedule on
WBBM Chicago. Agency is Arthur
Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.
Page 14 • October

LAUNCHING a new full CBS network program with a pen-flourish are
(seated, 1 to r) : Dudley Faust, CBS network salesman in Chicago, and
Addison Lewis of Addison Lewis Associates, Minneapolis. Standing are:
Walter
Preston, WBBM-CBS
director;Sponsor
Danny ofO'Neil,
singer;
Donald Roberts,
CBS Midwest program
sales manager.
the program
which features O'Neil with the Great Lakes Naval Training Station
choir, is Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co., Minneapolis.

OWI

Lauds

Role

Radio

In
Military
and
RADIO'S ROLE in World War II
is described as "probably the greatest and fastest exchange of intelligence the world has ever known"
in an OWI report on United States
Communications in the War.
"In addition to performing much
wartime research in its laboratories," the report says, "the radio industry has contributed much time
and talent to the broadcasting of
Government war messages — about
$140,000,000 worth during 1942.
Foreign Programs
"Broadcasting stations and radio programs are responsible in
large part — for public understanding and acceptance of such measures as gasoline rationing, point
rationing and the Victory tax, and
for the success of such campaigns
as those for the use of V-mail, the
purchase of War Bonds, recruitment of glider pilots, student
nurses, etc. Every station in the
country has been making between
9 and 12 announcements of war
messages a day, from material
furnished by various government
agencies, through the Office of War
Information, which acts in a coordinating capacity".
And these war effort programs
reached not only the average American listener, but also the 25,000,000 foreign language listeners
through the 170 domestic foreign
language stations, broadcasting in
30 different tongues. Three groups
are now supervising these stations,
the FBI, which checks on all persons engaged in such broadcasts;
the Office of Censorship through
its "Code of Wartime Practices";
and the FCC which supervises operation of licensed stations for the
public interest, according to OWI's
release.
Quite different is the foreign
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Is Performing

Civilian Activities
language field when it broadcasts
over shortwave, playing an integral part in psychological warfare.
The OWI and the Coordinator of
Inter-American Affairs have jointly leased, for the duration, all 14
of the country's privately-owned
shortwave stations and 8 commercial transmitters.
The report describes OWI's international "Voice of America" as
being "aimed at five listening
groups: enemy areas, Axis occupied areas, neutral countries, the
United Nations and Allied occupiedround
areas."theTheclock
message
carried
in moreis than
40 languages and dialects. It was
recently estimated by a London intelligence source familiar with the
underground that at least half of
the French underground newspaper news and features are taken
from United States broadcasts.
The OWI says that these broadcasts were highly instrumental in
bringing about the downfall of the
pro-Vichy governors of French
Guiana and Martinique, and tremendously important in the African invasion landings.
Bakers Sponsor Serial
BELL BAKERS Inc., New York,
starts Sam Adams — Your Home
Front Quartermaster, transcribed
daytime serial, Oct. 11 on 18 South
and Midwest stations. The thriceweekly program, designed to acwithlocally
grocers'
problems,quaint
is consumers
sponsored
by
over 50 bakeries, and on other stations by food and beverage advertisers [Broadcasting, Sept. 13].
Merchandising includes newspaper
promotion, dealer broadsides, truck
posters and a few preview parties.
Harry Jacobs Productions, New
York, is agency.
BROADCASTING

BBC

Ready

For World
Series
To Be Shortwaved to Troops,
Gillette Sponsors on MBS
GIVING COVERAGE to a major
U. S. sports r /ent for the first time,
the BBC will shortwave to men
overseas a complete summary of
the World Series baseball games.
Don Dunphy, sports announcer,
will handle the inning-by-inning resumes together with interviews
with managers and leading players immediately after each game.
Broadcasts will be heard on the
BBC General Overseas Service and
the Forces Network at 5:15 p.m.,
starting Oct. 5. Because of the
difference in time, the Dunphy
broadcasts will be repeated via
transcription the following day
at 10:45 a.m. (EWT) on the BBC
Pacific Service for forces in the
Far East.
Gillette Sponsors
Mutual will broadcast the games
in this country under sponsorship
of Gillette Safety Razor Co., Boston. Lt. Bob Elson, USN, former
sportscaster of WGN Chicago, will
alternate with Red Barber in the
piay-by-play description of the
games, with Bill Corum handling
color highlights. Mel Allen, former
Mutual sportscaster, now an Army
private, had originally been slated
to share the coverage with Barber
and Corum, but was unable to secure permission from the War
Dept. through his commanding
officer at a Texas camp, where he
was recently transferred.
In a special series of World
Series "prevues", Mutual is broadcasting interviews with ball players of the St. Louis Cardinals and
the New York Yankees and with
presidents of the National and
American Leagues. The last of
three such programs, all of which
are sustaining, will be heard Monday, Oct. 4. Participating will be
J. P. Spang, Gillette president;
Ford Frick, National League president; Will Harridge, American
League
president;
O'Connor, of Baseball,
and Leslie
the managers
of the Cardinals and the Yankees.
Maxon Inc., New York, handles the
Gillette account.
Stokowski's
"RADIO
has enriched Book
the cultural
life of almost everyone by making
the music of many lands and many
periods available all over the civilized world," says the opening
chapter of "Music For All of Us",
by Leopold
noted conductor of theStokowski,
NBC Symphony
Orchestra, which was published last
week
by
Simon
&
Schuster,
New
York [$2.50].
Dog Foods Promoted
SPRATT'S PATENT Ltd., Newark, N. J., has scheduled a series
of spot announcements on WJJD
WJR WQXR WABC to promote
its dog foods. Announcements average one a day on each station for
13 weeks. Agency is Paris & Peart,
New York.
• Broadcast
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FIRST

AID

RADIO

TO

ILLS

Measuring and test instruments are essential to the operation and maintenance of broadcast
stations.
This necessity is not only recognized but enforced by the FCC rule requiring every station
to have a
Frequency

monitor,

and a Modulation

monitor.

Every station with a directional antenna should have a
Phase

monitor.

Actually, for good operation and proper maintenance, every station should have, in addition
to the above-named instruments, an
Audio

oscillator, and a Distortion

meter.

Realizing that properly designed instruments are an essential part of good broadcast station
equipment, RCA has developed a comphta line of such instruments. For television broadcast
stations a special line of RCA instruments is available.
From microphone to antenna RCA offers the broadcast station complete equipment of coordinated design — assuring superior performance, iraximum operating economy and convenience,
and the advantages of an integrated system of matching units.

RCA
BROADCAST
EQUIPMENT
RCA Victor Division ■ RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA • Camden, N. J.
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Baltimore's

"Parade

advertising as in entertainment

Stars"

.

.

.

you will find the foremost local and

national "stars" represented in this WBAL
With the many excellent announcement
greatest "Who's Who" of local and
privilege of WBAL to serve.

of

schedule.
campaigns,

the list represents the

national business it has ever been the

All because, to a greater extent than ever before, advertisers know "the brands
that sell — are those advertised on WBAL."
NATIONALLY
REPRESENTED
BY
EDWARD
PETRY & CO., INC.
a. m.

monoflv

sunonv

5:30

9:00
9:15

10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45

REV. H. B.
RITTENHOUSE

11:30

EVERYTHING

Commando Mary
The
The Melody's
Thing
RED CROSS
That They
Might Live
News and
SUNDAY
ROUNDUP
(Participating)

BAB-O-CLEANSER
ROYAL BAKING POWDER
OLD DUTCH
NBC

GOSPEL
TABERNACLE
Rev. G. E. Lowman

MEAD0WRIDGE
Blue Horizons
RANGER JOE
Ranch
DR. N. F.
SPECTOR
Health and
Harmony

1 :30
1 :45
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45

FEATURE

SWEETHEART
GalenSOAP
Fromme

McKesson &.
SWEETHEART
ROBBINS
GalenSOAP
Fromme
Galen Fromme — News
(Participating)

9:15

McKesson
ROBBINS &.
Galen Fromme — News
Gif-Ted
Club

9:30
9:45
10:00

Lora Lawton

Camp Wheeler

10:15

The Open Door

NBC Quartet
SPAULDING
Babe Ruth

10:30

Helpmate
Music Room
Road of Life

CRISCO

Vic and Sade

P. &. G. SOAP

Snow Village

BAB-O-CLEANSER

David Harum

Family Hour
Saturday
Showdown

10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30

Musical
Maneuvers

11:45

News Reporter
Noon 12:00
PETER PAUL
PETER PAUL
PETER PAUL
12:05
FOUR WAY
FOUR WAY
Behind the News Behind the News Behind the News Behind the News Behind the News
12:15
Participating
MUSICAL EXPRESS
FUL-O-PEP
GROVES— Golden Gate Quartet 12:25 to 12:30 P. M.
Man on The Farm
12:30
NBC Sustaining
MIRTH AND MADNESS
12:45
MIRTH AND
MADNESS
(Participating)
NEWS POST
1 :00
NEWS and BEHIND THE NEWS
Jungle Jim
1:15
Melodies
(Participating)
1:30
BOB ELLIS PRESENTS
NEWS POST
Front Page Drama
Alexander Gifford
BALTIMORE NEWS POST
1:45
War News
Guiding Light
WHEATIES
2:00

ESSO MARKETERS
FOUR WAY
Behind the News Behind,
the News

12:30

1:15

CLEANSER

DUZ

AUMAN & WERKMEISTER
Man and His Music

1:00

6:30

NBC Sustaining

GOES

McKesson &
SWEETHEART
BOBBINS
SOAP
Galen Fromme
Galen Fromme — News
MOLLIE MARTIN

12:15

12:45

5:30
A. m.

9:00

11 :45
12:00 Noon
12:05

SATURDAY

(Participating)
6:15 to 6:30 A. M.

News

11 :00
11:15

FRIDAY

AROUND THE BREAKFAST TABLE WITH BOB ELLIS
(Participating)
ESSO NEWS REPORTER 7:30 to 7:35 A.M., AUNT JEMIMA, Thur., Fri. and Sat. 7:45 to 7:50 A.M.
MANO SWARTZ "Stories Behind the Headlines" 8:00 to 8:15 A. M.
GROVES NEWS 7:00 to 7:05 A.M. and 8:45 to 8:50 A.M.

9:30
9:45

UJEDflESDAV

THURSDAY

GITTIN' UP TIME WITH HAPPY JOHNNY
DeKALB HYBRID CORN SEED ....

Star
Parade
6:30
8:00

TUESDAY

Senator Tydings
LISTEN MOTORISTS
STAY OUT OF COURT
GEN'L. FOODS
Those We Love
WESTINGHOUSE
John Charles
Thomas
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KITCHEN

TESTED FLOUR

Lonely Women
Football

CHEERIOATS
SOFT-AS-SILK
4, 1943

2:15

Light of the World

2:30

Hymns of All Churches

2:45

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast

Advertising

p. m.
3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00

sunoflv
CANDY
COUNCIL
Rationing
SHEAFFER PEN
Upton Close

4:45

6:45
7:00
7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

10:00

10:30

11:00
11 :05
11:15
12:00
to 5:30 AM

----------

- PHILLIP'S CREAM
PHILLIPS MILK OF MAGNESIA
DIAMOND

Symphony
Orchestra

6:00
6:05
fi M «?
6:30

Football

DR. LYONS

5:30

CRYSTAL

POST BRAN FLAKES

- - - -

SALT

- -

Lorenzo Jones

Glory

- - -

4:45
5:00

CALVARY
HOUR
Rev. Wm. Detweiler
SCHUTTER
CANDY
Curt Massey

- - National Sports Parade
----{Participating)

6:15
6:30

- - - THE DINNER TABLE
MANO SWARTZ "Songs of Romance" 6:40 P. M.

CHESTERFIELD

CIGARETTES

ALKA SELTZER

- - - -

Fred Waring

- - - - -

BALT0. SALVAGE CO.
LEVER BROS.
Nights
Bob Burns
H. V. Kaltenborn

FREE STATE
Hands Across Sea

ARUNDEL
News

6:45

For This
We Fight

7:00

BROMO
SELTZER
Ellery Queen
DRENE

7:30

PARKAY
Great Gildersleeve

GOODYEAR
Salute to Youth

CHASE AND
SANBORN
Charlie McCarthy

DU PONT
Cavalcade
of America

PHILIP
MORRIS
Johnny Presents

WOODBURY
Mr. and Mrs.
North

ROYAL
DESSERT

FIRESTONE

TUMS
Horace Heidi

RALEIGH
Hildegarde

JELLO
Aldrich Family

MOLLE

IPANA
SAL HEPATICA
Eddie Cantor

KRAFT
CHEESE
Bing Crosby

LUCKY
STRIKE
All Time
Hit Parade
PHILLIPS
MILK OF
MAGNESIA
Waltz Time

VITALIS
Mr.Attorney
District

SEALTEST
Joan Davis

Funny
BUGLER
TOBACCO
People Are

COLGATE
Can You

CAMELS
Abbott & Costello

SWAN SOAP
Amos and Andy

Top This?
COLGATE
Million Dollar
Band

LORILLARD
Bob Crosby

Voice of Firestone
TELEPHONE
HOUR
VICKS
Dr. I. Q.

Mystery Theatre
JOHNSON
FLOOR WAX
Fibber McGee

CARNATION
MILK
Contented Hour

PEPSODENT
Bob Hope

H. J. HEINZ
Information
Please

RALEIGH
TOBACCO
Red Skelton

EMBROS WINE
War News

LUCKY
STRIKE
CIGARETTES
Kay Kyser

CITIES
SERVICE
Concert

MAXWELL
HOUSE
Coffee Time

TIME
MAGAZINE
March of Time

8:00

Irish Rose
IVORY
Truth or
Abie's
Consequences

8:30

ALKA
SELTZER
National
Barn Dance

9:00
9:30

COLGATE
PRINCE ALBERT
Bill Stern
Grand 01' Opry
WM. TUERKE
Soldiers of Press

HAMILTON

BAPTIST CHURCH

NAT'L. BREWING

- - - -

-----

CO. -

• Broadcast

BULOVA
Advertising

10:00

10:30

11:00

ALL NITE STAR PARADE

BROADCASTING

H. V. Kaltenborn

ESSO MARKETERS
- - •
NATIONAL BREWING CO.

THE OPEN
BIBLE

5:30
5:45

6:05

FITCH
SHAMPOO
Band Wagon

One Man's Family
DR. LYONS
71/f n Y) h n 1 i n t)
Merry Go Round
BAYER
ASPIRIN
American Album
of Familiar Music
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
Hour of Charm

5:15

6:00

SUN OIL

JELLO
Jack Benny

4:15
4:30

When a Girl Marries

- - - - Front Page Farrell

-

3:45
4:00

Football

- Young Widder Brown

ESSO MARKETERS
- NATIONAL BREWING CO.

ESSO NEWS
GROVES
Behind the News
MANO SWART2
Galen Fromme

Rnnthnll

■ - - - - Just Plain Bill

FREEZONE

AROUND

Stella Dallas

- - - - - Portia Faces Life

- -

BENEFAX

CATHOLIC
HOUR

3:30

- - -

HALEY'S M-O

SCHLEISNER
CO.
Woman of the Week

3:15

• - - Pepper Young's Family

-

WHITE NAPHTHA

5:00

5:45

Football
Ma Perkins

OXYDOL

This is the
Army Hour

utntKAL
MOTORS

p.m.
3:00

CAMAY

5:15

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

IVORY -

4:15
4:30

UJEDnESDflV

TUESDAY

mononv

-

Link Aviation
FIRST CHURCH
OF NAZARENE
7 Nights Weekly

• - Time Signals On the Hour
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11:20
11
•f)i>
11:35
11:45
to 5:30 AM
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DEEP SLEEP of Pvt. Harvey
Thompson, making him oblivious to
the lighted match, was induced by
Dr. Ralph Slater (left), psychologist who hypnotized him and several others over a closed circuit
broadcast at WOL Washington,
Mutual outlet. Staff member Vicki
Coombe looks on. William B. Dolph,
general manager, is planning a
program built around hypnosis, of
which Dr. Slater's demonstration
was a preview.
BLACKSTONE AGENCY
EXPANDS
IN N. Y.
IN A REORGANIZATION and
expansion of its radio department,
Blackstone Co., New York, has appointed William T. Cavanagh to
the new post of radio director. Production manager of WTAG Worcester, for the past three years, Mr.
Cavanagh, also was at WLS and
WCFL Chicago.
Agency has rebuilt part of its
space at 221 West 57th St. to accommodate increased radio activities, and has appointed account
executives to handle radio only.
Specializing in five-minute programs, the agency has set out to
demonstrate what can be done in
a small amount of time with showmanship. Ads are being run in New
York papers, one calling attention
to a major network station program running at a cost of $99.50
per week. Plan is to draw into radio the advertiser who would normally hesitate because of the cost
— agency experience shows that
once the step has been taken, the
account gradually increases its use
of radio. An example was an advertiser who started off spending
$60 a week and ended up, before
wartime limitations, with $25,000
a year.
NBC

Creates

Division

For Women's Activities
TO ESTABLISH channels of communication with women directors
of all NBC owned and operated
stations, NBC's public service division has created a women's activities division, according to William
Burke Miller, manager of the divison. Chairmanship will rotate automatically each four months. The
incumbent will conduct correspondence and distribute information
between the Eastern, Central and
Western division and NBC O & O
stations. Margaret Cuthbert, NBC
director of programs for women
and children, will serve as chairman for the first period; Jane Tiffany Wagner, director of war activities for women, for the second,
and Mrs. Doris Corwith, assistant
public service counselor, third.
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NBC STATION GROUP
HAS
FALL MEETING
FALL MEETING of the NBC stations planning and advisory committee, held in New York Sept. 29
and 30, consisted chiefly of general
discussions of 1944 plans for commercial programs, public service
features, program development and
promotion, NBC stated. James D.
Shouse, WLW Cincinnati, presided
in his capacity as chairman of the
group, with Niles Trammell, president of NBC. Other members of
the committee are: Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford; G. M. Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia, S. C;
G. E. Zimmerman, KARK Little
Rock; Stanley E. Hubbard, KSTP
St. Louis; H. D. Stone, WSM Nashville; Sydney S. Fox, KDYL Salt
Lake City, and Arden X. Pangborn, KGW Portland, Ore.
In addition to various NBC department heads, the following NBC
executives were present: Frank E.
Mullen, vice-president and general
manager; William S. Hedges, vicepresident in charge of stations; A.
L. Ashby, vice-president and general counsel; Roy C. Witmer, vicepresident in charge of sales; Clarence L. Menser, vice-president in
charge of programs; Charles B.
Brown, director of promotion and
advertising; James R. Angell, public service counselor; John F. Royal, vice-president in charge of international relations, and Frank
M. Russell, vice-president in charge
of NBC's Washington office.
Dr. Legear Medicine Co.
Places
Spot Contracts
DR. L. D. LEGEAR MEDICINE
Co., St. Louis (livestock and poultry remedies), has placed 26-week
contracts for a varying schedule
of one-minute transcribed announcements and 10 and 15-minute
live programs on 119 stations.
Most of the contracts start on
Oct. 18. Agency is Simmonds &
Simmonds, Chicago. Phil W. Tobias and Lee Hammett are account
executives. Stations to be used are :
WAPI WMSL WSFA WALA WJHO
KWJB KCRJ KLCN KFFA KBTM KLRA
KUOA KFXJ WTMC WDLP WTAL
WAGA WGAC WBLJ WMAZ WMGA
WRLC WAYX WCAZ WLS WJJD WDZ
WIBC WKMO WLBC WAOV WHO KGLO
KMA KXEL KOAM WIBW KFH WHLN
WOMI KALB KMLB WWL KWKH WDBC
WJMS WIBM WDMJ WHLS WCCO
WCBI WGRM WJDX WCOC WQBC
KHMO KWOS KWOC KDRO KWTO
KMOX WJAG KOB KICA KAVE KTNM
WBBB WBT WHKY WRRF WBNS
WHIZ WMRN KVSO KSWO K V O O
WSAN WFBG WHP WIS WOLS WFBC
WNAX WOPI WHUB W R E C WSM
KFJZ KRBC KGKL KBST KVWC KRLH
KGNC KNEL KEYS KRLD KGBS KTRH
KPAB KFYO WOAI KTEM KVIC KWFT
WJMA WSVA WMVA WRVA WINC
WCHS WMMN WSAZ WPAR WWVA
WBRW WTAQ WIBA WIBU.
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Vitamins Airs Kennedy
AS PART of a national drive to
increase the number of retail outlets for Major B Vitamins, Major
Vitamins Inc., New York, presents
John B. Kennedy, commentator,
three times weekly on WJZ New
York, starting Oct. 4. Mr. Kennedy
will be heard from 6:05 to 6:15
p.m. Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Merchandising will cover department and dry goods stores,
grocers, stands.
stationery
stores
and innewsFirm used 20
outlets
last
year's campaign.

"GOOD FOR BUSINESS," says
Asa Spencer, advertising manager
of Rollman Dept. Store, Cincinnati, of Nancy onPrentice's
series
Our Children,
WCKY, which
Rollman's
has
just
renewed
for
26
weeks. Mrs. Prentice also conducts
a daily parent counsel clinic at the
Rollman store and lectures
throughout the Cincinnati area to
parent and educational organizations. "We don't know exactly how
much merchandise Our Children
has
ableknow
to sellthat
for the
Rollman's,
but been
we do
series
has been well accepted and we believe this is constructive", Mr.
Spencer added.
FCC DENIES WFTL
INTERVENTION
PLEA
THE FCC last week denied the
request of Stephen A. Vetter,
WFTL general manager, to intervene in the hearing on the proposed transfer of the Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., station from Ralph A.
Horton to the Fort Industry Co.
for $275,000. Mr. Vetter claimed
that the transfer would violate
provisions of a contract between
himself and Mr. Horton, and Carl
T. Hoffman, Miami attorney who,
Mr. Vetter is reported in a Miami
newspaper to have said, obtained
an interest in WFTL through fioperations for Aug.
new 16].
equipmentnancing
[Broadcasting,
The Commission took the position that although Mr. Vetter has
a legal contractural claim, the matter is one for which relief should
be sought in a civil court rather
than as an intervenor in the FCC
action. Mr. Vetter filed suit last
August in a Miami Circuit court
to enjoin the sale of WFTL.
The FCC agreed, however, that
Mr. Vetter's testimony in regard
to the proposed transfer would be
useful, and indicated that it would
call him as a witness if the applicant did not. Mr. Vetter told the
Commission that under the terms
of his contract he was to have become part owner of WFTL.
Air School Series
INDUSTRIAL TRAINING Institute.
Chicago (aircraft training), on Sept.
12 started sponsorship of a Sunday
morning quarter - hour transcribed
musical program on WLS Chicago.
The contract is for 13 weeks. This in
addition to a six-weekly quarter-hour
musical show and a Sunday half-hour
musical program heard currently on
WAAF Chicago. The account is handled by Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
PULSE of New York Inc., New York,
will publish a monthly newsletter
interpreting the changing trends in
local radio listening, starting Oct. 15.
BROADCASTING

L.A. TIMES'-KMPC
NEWS SPOT TIE-VP
IN A DEAL worked out by Robert
0. Reynolds, general manager and
vice-president of KMPC Beverly
Hills, Cal., the Los Angeles Times
has made a direct tie-in with radio
on a 52-week purchase basis. Under
terms, the Times on Sept. 20 started sponsoring a series of ten news
periods
utilizing
spots on daily,
the even
hour five-minute
starting at
6 a. m. Odd hour five-minute spots
are available for individual sponsorship with the Times receiving
credit for supplying news.
Major news flashes, crediting
the newspaper, are also given.
Times also sponsors the weekly
quarter-hour transcribed A.P. feature Eye Witness News, on KMPC.
KMPC has set up a special news
department with Virgil Smith as
head of the rewrite staff. Robert
O'Connor, formerly of WFAA,
Dallas, has been added as newscaster, with others including William L. Forman, Bill Martel and
John Dehner. KMPC is using an
extensive promotional campaign.
Times and KMPC will jointly sponsor civic and war effort campaigns.
WNAX

Announces

More

Post- War Service Plans
FURTHERING their post-war
plans of more service to listeners
and advertisers, WNAX Yankton,
S. D. announces the acquisition of
Charles M. Barbe, as newscaster,
effective Oct. 1. The former CBS
war correspondent will be heard
nightly
10 o'clock.
Since atthe
dedication of the
WNAX the
Radio
Tower,
tallest,
station
has America's
gone on
further into long-range planning,
by announcing the Gardner Cowles
Jr. scholarships to five farm boys
and girls in each of the five states
— Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska,
North and South Dakota, to assist
Midwest farm boys and girls with
an agricultural education. The
scholarships, to Yankton College,
amount to $36,000. Cowles, WNAX
owner, told of the scholarships at
the
Radio Tower dedication ceremonies.
MET

MANAGER

MAY

BECOME CBC HEAD
EDWARD JOHNSON, general
manager of the Metropolitan Opera
Co., New York, is "understood to
be the unanimous choice" as successor to Dr. J. S. Thomas as general manager of the Canadian
Broadcasting
the Ottawa Evening Corp.,
Journalstates
of Sept.
27.
The newspaper said it "learned today that Mr. Johnson's name was
placed before the board of governors at its last meeting as the
man who should be the new general manager of the Canadian
been extended to him, but the governors have been informed that he
would not be opposed to returning
to Canada. Widely experienced in
the entertainment field, and a highly successful business man who has
succeeded in putting the Metropolitan on a paying basis, Mr.
Johnson, a native of Guelph, Ont.,
would meet the parliamentary radio committee's requirement that
the general manager be a Ca• Broadcast
nadian."

Advertising

Through a series of design and construction developments tending to prolong normal operating life, we have
increased the length of actual service that is being derived from each AMPEREX tube. Basically, our facilities
are of laboratory type. And any measure

of our war pro-

duction, computed solely on the number of tubes manufactured, would not be a true indication of our total effort.
We, at AMPEREX, have kept pace with numerical production increases being registered throughout the nation.
But we

are infinitely more

proud of our attainments

in

building longer life into our transmitting and rectifying
tube designs. Each

AMPEREX

extra hours of performance

AMPEREX
79

WASHINGTON

ELECTRONIC
STREET

radio tube is bringing

to equipment

at the front.

PRODUCTS

BROOKLYN

1, NEW

YORK

RKO-WCAU
MORGENTHAU

PRAISES

RADIO

As

Reslants

Radio

Drive

Individual
Bond
Buyers Lag
Wires All Stations to Place Extra Effort On
Stimulation of Private Purchasers

WHEN it became evident early
last week that the Third War Loan
was being over-supported by corporations and associations and disincouragingly under-supported 25by had
dividuals— who by Sept.
purchased only 55% of their quota
of Bonds — the War Finance Division of the Treasury Dept. telegraphed all stations again specifically seeking the aid of the medium in an effort to arouse the apparently war oblivious American
individual to the vital importance
of purchasing extra War Bonds.
Included in the telegram and effecting aslight change of tactics
were four announcements especially directed to the individual Bond
buyer which the stations might
use directly or as a pattern for
other announcements.
Jeep Delivery
In connection with NBC's Bond
Day, affiliate WSB Atlanta, Ga.(
inaugurated a "jiffy jeep delivery"
of War Bonds. During the day over
$55,000 in cash sales and pledges
were made by the station and the
Bonds were delivered by Army
jeeps. S. S. Fox, general manager
of KDYL Salt Lake City, instigated
the use of jeeps for bond delivery
by stations in the Salt Lake City
area. The 336th consecutive Corn
Belt Farm Hour program aired
Sept. 25 from the originating studios of WHO Des Moines was devoted to Third War Loan promotion
and was carried by 14 Iowa and
one South Dakota stations (WOC
KSO KMA WNAX WMT WOI
KBUR KICD KTRI KSCJ KROS
WSUI KGLO KFJB). Regular Saturday program is the creation of
Herb Plambeck, war correspondent
and WHO farm editor.
WTAG Worcester, Mass., sponsored the Armada of War Heroes
and Screen Stars in Worcester on
Sept. 14. Special rallies were held
during the day and over $3,000,000
in Bond purchases were accounted
for, $1,669,250 at a special luncheon alone. On Sept. 28 WAAT
Newark, N. J., to aid bond sales
broadcast intermittently from KresPage 20 • October
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ge's Department Store, Newark,
featuring leading business men and
screen and radio personalities.
WHIO Dayton, Ohio, on CBS Bond
Day featured in the WHIO lobby
display of war equipment made in
Dayton. Various opera stars aided
the station in taking phone pledges
for Bonds. KPRO Riverside, Cal.,
backed the A. F. of L. bond drive
which sold enough bonds to purchase a four-motor bomber christened "The Spirit of Labor". Special programs and announcements
were used in the drive.
Bank Series
Open air bond rally held by
WAIM Anderson, S. C, in conjunction with CBS Bond Day
wasn't rained out despite the 2.12
inches of rain that fell that day.
Rally was moved into the station's studios and the ensuing auction brought $1,625,000 in Bonds.
Radio auction of KVOR Colorado
Springs included everything from a
suit of clothes to 12 ouarts of
champagne, donated by local merchants, and raised $250,575 in

Calls

For
Local Promotion
RADIO PROMOTION of motion
pictures was placed on a big-time
scale locally in a contract by RKO
Pictures with WCAU Philadelphia.
In return for a minimum guarantee of $10,000 for radio time
during the 1943-44 season for three
pictures, the station will stage special campaigns for selected films.
The arrangement was put in effect with the 50-city premiere in
Eastern Pennsylvania of Behind the
Rising Sun. Forty spot announcements, amounting to $3,000 in business, were placed by RKO in advance of the opening. As part of
the promotion, a cocktail party was
tendered Margo and James R.
Young, starred in the picture, with
a broadcast interview direct from
the party. Other interviews with
the celebrities were scheduled in
connection with regular station

LAUDING
effort ofin the
tue Treasury
Third WarMorgenthau
Loan, the following
was
ser\t bvradio's
Secretary
on Sent. letter
28 to
Donald D. Stauffer, chief of the Domestic Radio Birreau of the OWE:
"From network and local programs I have heard here in Washington and reports coming from the field, I know that the entire radio
industry is doing a splendid job for the Third War Loan.
"It isThere
too early
to predict
how effective
the War
Bondweappeals
been.
is still
a tremendous
job ahead
before
reach have
the
$15,000,000,000 goal. But I know we can count on the continued,
splendid support of the radio industry.
"Please extend the Government's thanks to every one who has helped
bring the 'Back the Attack' story to the nation's radio listeners."

Treasury

Deal

SALESMAN IS SOLD, as Reynold
R. Kraft (seated), NBC salesman,
buys a Third War Loan Drive Bond
from Frank McCullough, account
executive of Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York. This is typical of the
way WEAF, NBC's New York outlet, is carrying out among its personnel its War Bond theme "Sell
aannouncers
Bond," not are
"Buy selling
a Bond".Bonds
WEAFto
cashiers, secretaries to bosses, and
even publicity men to radio editors.
Aid for Ad Writers
AFTER many years of radio script
writing, Marynelle Williams, has
written a book, Script-easers to
aid radio commercial writers. It
contains the leadlines she found to
be most forceful in her own experience. The plastic-bound book
is scheduled for release this fall by
the Dietz Press.

hookup with WRVA Richmond and
WGH Newport News. Talent from
the three stations and areas took
part on the program which included
an address by Governor Colgate
W. Darden. The FM Playhouse of
Bonds.
~-l 1 W85A Schenectady, N. Y., on
Central Bank, Oakland, Cal.,
Sept. 24 held a special bond carnisponsored during the month of
val and admission to the program
September a daily quarter-hour re- was through purchase of bonds or
mote broadcast from its lobby on stamps. Bond rally of W47A ScheKROW. Series was pivot for a conectady, held Sept. 21 in downtown
ordinated campaign developed bv Schenectady, grossed $110,930 in
station executives and those of Emil three-quarters of an hour. Various
Reinhardt Adv., Oakland agency
civic leaders and station and Armed
servicing the banking account.
Service talent participated. WNOX
Titled Bell of Freedom, daily manKnoxville, Tenn., on CBS Bond
on-the-street interview type pro- Day carried special programs of
gram was built around a liberty its own for bond promotion in addition to those supplied by CBS. A
bell theme with slogan of "Keep
remote from a coal mine in Bricethe Bell of Freedom Ringing".
Newspaper and other promotion
ville, Tenn., during which miners
tied in with the series.
were interviewed as they worked,
obtained $16,000 in pledges from
Cedric Foster, news commentator
heard over WNAC Boston and the the miners.
NBC affiliate WTIC Hartford on
Yankee Network, cave two addresses at Randolph-Macon Col- NBC Bond Day accounted for over
lege, Lynchburg, Va., on Sept. 25, $50,000 in Bond subscriptions. Connecticut war heroes took part in
under the auspices of the Lynchbroadcasts during the day and a
burg War Loan Committee. WTAR
Norfolk, Va., acted as key station corps of 15 Army jeeps collected
the money or pledges from listeners
for a special Bond program broadwho phoned the station.
cast Sept. 27 over a three-station
BROADCASTING

programs.
As part of the deal, the station
ties in with theatre advertising,
getting call letter mentions in the
newspapers and in window posters.
WCAU co-operated with RKO last
year
in theandcampaigns
Children
This Landfor ofHitler's
Mine.
Promote War Songs
MUSIC WAR Committee, organized to stimulate creation of more
war songs, will promote weekly selections via a special transcribed
program on WNEW New York and
distributed to over 200 stations at
the request of the OWL The U. S.
Maritime Service Band will supply
the music, with several prominent
soloists who have agreed to take
part. Program starts Oct. 4 in the
Sunday 8-8:30 p.m. spot.
Purple Heart to Mallory
ARTHUR MALLORY, engineer
of WE LI New Haven, honorably
discharged
from man
U. S.third
Navalclass,
Reserve as radio
h*s just been awarded the order
of the Purple Heart for wounds
he received in action off Guadalcanal. He joined the WELI techcharge.nical staff in March after his disSAILOR

SINGS

And Rings Up Bonds to Tune
Of 3V2 Million
A WOUNDED SAILOR sang to
his sweetheart Mary Plannish in
Lilly, Pa.,quencesduring
Conseand movedTruth
NBC orlisteners
to purchase $3,474,163 in War
Bonds in his honor, and to send
in 15,000 letters. A promise to
present the sailor with a $1,000
bond was the incentive offered by
Ralph Edwards m.c, on the condition that the radio audience purchase a million dollars worth of
bonds in Costa's honor.
The results dwarfed the spectacular scended
shower
of Dennis
pennies Mullane
which deon Mrs.
in
a similar splurge of emotion on the
same program earlier this year.
The above total had been reached
ten days after Gunner's Mate
Mickey Costa had sung "Wait for
me Mary" over the telephone from
a hospital cot in St. Albans, L. I.,
wherenel he
is recovering from shrapwounds.
• Broadcast
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Purchase of Alaska from Russia in 1867 was a stroke of
genius — a strategic move in America's growth.

The

Today, it doesn't take a genius to appreciate the strategic
importance of the rich mid-west region served by the

(bwles
Qroup

Cowles Group. Blessed by Nature with the world's most
productive land, this area includes:
16 wholesale centers, over 25,000.
80 retail centers, 5,000 to 25.000.
601,543 farms, each a war-industry in itself.
1.387,690 radio homes (daytime primary) with
population-total of 6,000,748.
lis entire region. Cowles Stations beam your ad\ erasing at group rates as low as $6150 for a daytime quarterhour on three stations . . . truly the BIG BUY of 1°43.

FIRE

RUINS

KGW-KEX

STUDIOS

Quick Action by Two Studio Technicians
Keeps Portland Stations on Air

Lillian Davis Examines Charred Studio.
DESPITE FIRE that completely
gutted the KGW-KEX studios in
Portland, Oregon, total time off the
air for KGW was 90 seconds, and
for KEX, 10 seconds. Station managers praised announcers Mel Bailey, Don Green and Mel Baldwin,
and technicians Oscar Anderson
and Tom Ely for — as the managers
describe it— "this amazing feat".
It was just before midnight when
the fire broke out. KEX usually
signs off at midnight, KGW broadcasts continuously except from 2
to 4 a.m. Not until the flames
swept up through the KGW studio
did technician Anderson leave the
controls. But before he left, he
switched the station to the transmitter, several miles away, where
Tom Ely, another technician, took
over with transcriptions. He made
station breaks from a make-shift
microphone. While broadcasts continued, all through that night a

crew of 35 telephone company employes worked to install eight circuits at the studios of KWJJ, an
independent station that had agreed
to let KGW and KEX use their facilities for NBC, BLUE and local
KGW-KEX programs. Much equipment that was saved, including
news printers, was transferred to
KWJJ, and by 6 the following
morning the stations were ready to
resume schedules.
The fire, which totally destroyed
the studios and most of the equipment, caused an estimated $75,000
to $90,000 damage. H. Quenton
Cox, assistant manager, speaking
in the absence of Arden X. Pangborn, KGW-KEX managing director, said future plans were not
decided. He wished to thank all
Portland stations — KWJJ KALE
KOIN KXL KBPS- for offering
their facilities.

Philadelphia FM Group
Given Time Rule Waiver
FIVE FM STATIONS in Philadelphia, operating under a cooperative plan which has met the threats
of war stringency [Broadcasting,
July 19], were given another goahead signal by the FCC when the
Commission approved their petition
for waiver of rule 3.261 (minimum
daily operating time) to May 1,
1944.
FCC originally approved the plan
whereby W49PH (WIP), W53PH
(WFlL), W69PH (WCAU) and
W73PH (WPEN) pooled their
equipment and rotated their broadcasts so as to give an estimated
17,000 Philadelphians eight hours of
continuous FM programs daily for
a trial period of 90 days. W57PH
(KYW) joined the group with FCC
approval after the first trial period.

Sponsors for Shoffner
CHARLES SHOFFNER, farm editor of WCAU, Philadelphia, whose
early morning Rural Digest programs have been a sustaining featude for many years, will have a
split sponsorship for the first time.
Reliance Manufacturing Co., Chicago, started Sept. 7, has bought
the program for three days a week,
6:45 to 7 a.m., to advertise its Big
Yank Shirts for industrial and
farm war workers, through Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, for 13
weeks. Starting Oct. 5, the remaining three days will be sponsored by
the Federal Life and Casualty Co.,
Elgin, 111., through J. L. Stewart
Agency, Chicago, for 52 weeks.

TWO SHOWS on KDYL Salt Lake
City, Meet Our Fighters and Mission
For Tonight, were mentioned by 2nd
Lt. Paul Langford, assistant public
relations officer of the Army Air Base
at Salt Lake City in a luncheon talk
to the local Kiwanis Club. He called
them tionsoutstanding
as radio contributo the war effort.
Page 24 • October

W59C Now WGNB
EFFECTIVE Nov. 1, Chicago listeners to W59C, the FM sister station of WGN Chicago, will hear its
new call letters, WGNB, George
Lang, chief engineer of WGNW59C, announced last week after
approval was given by the FCC.
W59C began operation in September, 1941. It operates with a power
of 3 kw. and is on the air daily
from 3 to 9 p.m.

4, 1943

Ezra Mcintosh Resigns
RESIGNATION of Ezra A. Mcintosh as program director of
WWNC Asheville was announced
last week by Don Elias, executive
manager. Mr. Mcintosh, brother of
Frank H. Mcintosh, chief, Domestic & Foreign Broadcast Branch,
Radio & Radar Division, WPB, has
served as program director since
1941. He previously had been with
WWNC from 1934 to 1939. Mr. Mcintosh has not announced his future plans but expects to make his
home in Southern California.
Joyce Resigns His Post
With Army Radio Branch
JACK JOYCE, in charge of the
Bi'oadcast Service Section, Radio
Branch, War Dept. Bureau of Public Relations, resigned last week
after two years with the Branch.
He was highly praised by Col. Edward M. Kirby for his work, which
included direction of the Army
Hour orchestra and cataloging of
martial music. Oscar Hammerstein
II has asked him to be executive
secretary of the Music War Committee, Hollywood Branch, American Theatre Wing, when he returns
to the Coast. Edward Dunham,
NBC producer, has been named expert consultant to the Radio Branch
and will spend one day a week in
Washington. Other consultants are
Frank and Anne Hummert. Capt.
Mel Williamson, of Chicago and
Hollywood, joins the Radio Branch
for production and liaison work.
Lt. Finis Farr, writer of many network shows, joins the Branch to
check Army Hour scripts.
Willard Sponsors
WILLARD TABLET Co., Chicago
(stomach tablets), beginning Oct.
4, will sponsor 5 to 15-minute programs from three to six weekly
on the following stations: WSGN
WMOB KLCN KTHS KLRA
KPAS KTKC KFEL WDBO
WAGA WJJD WLS WJPF WHBF
WCBS WDZ WGBF WIBC WHO
KMA KOAM KSAI WIBW KFBI
WSON WINN WPAD WNOE
KWKH WKZO WCAR WSAM
KHMO KWTO KXOK WMBH
KMMJ KGFW WHIZ KOMA
KTUL WDOD WROL WHBQ
KTBC KFDM KSKY KFJZ
WSVA WDBJ WJLS WGKV
WMMN WSAZ WWVA WTAQ
WIBA WMAM. Contract is for
26 weeks. Agency is First United
Broadcasters, Chicago.
Canadian Power Plans
POWER INCREASES for independent Canadian broadcasting
stations are expected to be unfrozen
following representations made by
the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters before the Board of Governors
of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
at Ottawa, on Sept. 21 at Ottawa.
The CBC Board would not immediately grant the power thaw, but
told the CAB spokesmen President
Glen Bannerman, and Jos. Sedgwick, CAB counsel, that the matter
would be taken up with the CBC
technical committee. It was felt
fairly certain following recommendations of the Parliamentary Committee on Broadcasting that Canadian stations would be allowed
to boast power to within the Havana Treaty regulations.
BROAD
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Control

of

In Station

WPDQ

Transfer

Owners of 60% Seek FCC
Okay on $180,000 Deal
E. G. McKENZIE and Earnest D.
Black asked the FCC last week for
permission to transfer their stock
in WPDQ Jacksonville to L. D.
Baggs, Macon, Ga. The nine shares
(30%) of Mr. McKenzie and the
8y2 shares (28.4%) of Mr. Black
constitute control of the 30 shares
of common capital stock issued and
outstanding. One-half share owned
by Mrs. Margaret Curtis (1.6%)
is also involved in the proposed
purchase. Mr. Baggs, a public accountant, would pay $180,325.75
for the total of 18 shares (60%).
WPDQ operates with 5,000 watts
on 1230 kc.
Mr. Black and Mr. McKenzie,
who own 25% of WBML Macon,
Ga., told the FCC their reason for
selling their interest in WPDQ was
to put more money into a cotton oil
business which they own jointly.
They agree to resign their offices
in the corporation upon FCC approval of the sale.
Directors of the Jacksonville
Broadcasting Co., licensee of
Messrs. McKenzie and
WPDQ, andareJames
Black
R. Stockton, who
owns nine shares (30%). Robert
R. Feagin, station manager, owns
three shares (10%).
Mr. Baggs has deposited $10,000
as earnest money, with $65,000 due
on execution of the contract and the
balance of $105,325.75 payable in
36 monthly installments.
Owens-Illinois Shift
OWENS-ILLINOIS GLASS Co. is
discontinuing its 5-weekly CBS
Your Home Front Reporter early
in November after a 26-week
period, and at least four agencies
are bidding for the account. Leo
Burnett Co., Chicago, is bidding
with a dramatic half-hour show
Herbert Marshall. Ruthstarring
& Ryan reportedly is offering
rauff
an audition featuring Brian Donlevy, film actor. Other soliciting
agencies are understood to be J.
Walter Thompson Co., and Pedlar
& Ryan. D'Arcy Adv. Co., New
York, now has the account. On
Don Prior replaced FletchSept.er 27
Wiley on the present show,
which simultaneously was shifted
from Los Angeles to New York
on 118 CBS stations, 4-4:25 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
Aviation Frequencies
AVIATION SERVICES got eight
additional fixed frequencies last
week when the FCC en banc
amended Sec. 9.73(h) of its rules
to acserviceincrease
governing aviation
commodate the apparent
in communications traffic. Most of
these frequencies have been used
for some time by the military on
a temporary basis and the FCC
took the action to simplify the licensing of stations. No standard
volved.
or FBI broadcast services are in• Broadcast
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Hooper
Add Five

LOCAL 802 BLOCKS
WBYN BROADCAST

Reports
Features

Improved Indices Will Be
Available in Chart Form
FIVE NEW features to be added
to the Hooper National Ratings
Reports beginning in October, when
a chartbook comprising these and
other records in graphic form will
be launched as a monthly service,
were announced last Monday by C.
E. Hooper, president C. E. Hooper
Inc.
First innovation is a sponsor
identification analysis, supplementing the previous sponsor identification index to show not only the
percentage of listeners identifying
product advertised or its sponsor
or another product of the company,
but also those misidentifying the
program's sponsorship or answering "don't know".
Second is a "competition for listeners" index, a continuous comparative record showing how volume of advertising on the networks
affects chances of any single advertiser ingetting an audience. Mr.
Hooper said that there are currently 65 hours of sponsored network daytime programs and about
62 hours of sponsored network evening hours, compared with 50 daytime and 54 evening sponsored network hours a year ago.
Program rating trends, classified by eight program types: news,
c conplays, quiz, variety, dramaticoncert
tinuity, popular music,
music and daytime serial drama,
based on continuous records from
January 1940, comprise the third
new Hooper feature. Four indices
for each classification will show a
comparison of each type with the
all-program average, the average
rating for each type, the number
of broadcast hours for each type
percentage of lisand the average
teners for each type.
Fourth new service is an analysis of network ratings, with charts
depicting frequency of audiences of
various sizes on all networks. Current reports are compared with the
last previous reports and those of
a year ago.
As the final new feature, Hooper
subscribers will, receive sets of
charts of basic trend I lines on
which they can plot records of their
own programs against national
averages of ratings and sets-in-use
and in comparison with other programs of the same type or broadcast competitively. A set of these
charts will be provided for each
sponsored program placed by the
subscriber.
Mr. Hooper said that the indices
added last June, covering available
audience, sets-in-use, average rating and sponsored broadcast hours,
have been carried back to January,
1940. A composition-of-audience index, showing the number of men,
women and children listening by
hours, dates from July, 1943. These
indices, as well as those newly announced, will be included in the
Hooperatings Chartbook, first isPage 26 • October
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BECAUSE it is on the "unfair
list" of Local 802, musicians union,
WBYN Brooklyn, was restrained
from carrying the entertainment
staged in Victory Square, New
York, Sept. 30, "Radio Industry
Night" in connection with the Third
War tion
Loan
Drive. Local
posiwas brought
out by802's
William
Feinberg, secretary, at a meeting
of representatives of New York
stations, networks, talent agencies,
and the Treasury Department

SMILING SENORS in straw sombreros, these executives tried out a
donkey-drawn vehicle in Tijauana, Mexico, during recent jaunt south
of the border. Four fiesta-minded hombres (1 to r) are Clarke R. Brown,
time-buyer of Lake-Spiro-Shurman, Memphis; Jack Gross, general manager of KFMB San Diego; Charles Granville, KFMB program director, and Neal Weed, Chicago manager of Weed & Co., representatives.

Gleeson,

of

KPRO,

Asks

Follow-up

Of Broadcasting's Rail Ad Campaign
IN A PLEA to the NAB to stimu- facturers carrying these same ads,
for the sole purpose of
late action on the part of potential apparently
good will.
sponsors who ought to be users of building
You and I and all other broadcasters
radio, W. L. Gleeson, president of know that radio advertising is the
KPRO Riverside, Cal., has asked greatest possible builder of good will.
It would seem to me that these set
a follow through on "the very ex- manufacturers would want to keep the
cellent campaign carried on by good will of the radio industry as
Broadcasting during the spring well as of the public, and they could
and summer . . . to jar loose some do both by being fair in their use of
the radio broadcast media. In fact, it
of the millions . . . spent by the would
seem to me to be a slam at the
railroads, air lines and bus lines NAB that such a tremendous camof the country in printed media."
has beenthepermitted
to be launched paign
without
intervention
of the
Mr. Gleeson's letter to NAB
broadcasters'
representative,
namely,
president Neville Miller, follows in their
national association.
full text:
Isn't there something that can be
I am still disturbed over the appar- done to wake up the radio manufacent indifference
of the Broadcasters'
turers' association, the railroad assoAssociation
in following
through on
ciation and the American Bus Transthe very excellent campaign carried on
portation Association to the fact that
by Broadcasting magazine during the broadcasting as an advertising mespring and summer in an effort to
dium really exists in this country? Apjar loose for the broadcasting indusparently theyasdon't
know it. Whatof
try, some of the millions of dollars can the NAB,
the representative
being spent by the railroads, air lines this
the line?
broadcasting stations, do along
and bus lines of the country in printed
media.
This campaign seems to have died
for lack of support from the NAB.
Auction Quiz
Considering the millions that are beJIM McWILLIAMS, quiz program
ing spent
by
the
transportation
industry, itwould seem to me that you m. c. for the past ten years, confellows
NABshare.
wouldn't
ducts a variation of the questionrest
untilthere
radio atgot the
its fair
There is another industry doing and-answer- type of program on
what the railroads are, that is, using CBS as a replacement for the
the printed media to the extent of Lewis-Howe Co. series featuring
millions of dollars when, if there ever Julia Sanderson and the late Frank
was an industry that should use radio Crumit. The new show, titled Corit is the manufacturers of radio sets.
rection Please, started Sept. 25 in
In one issue alone of Newsweek,
old Crumit-Sanderson time, 8dated Sept. 20, 1943, I clipped the the
enclosed seven advertisements of radio 8:30 p.m. but shifts to Saturday,
set manufacturers — all but one being 10:15-10:45 "pan. Oct. 9. Resemfull-page ads. And in every magazine
bling an auctionr..the program bethat I have picked up, and a good
gins
with giving'
$1 bills
selectedtenfrom
amongto
many newspapers, I find set manu- contestants,
service, men and women present.
The host asks for the highest bidsue of which will be released Nov.
der for the privilege of choosing
15, covering October data. New
which of three statements to be
services were made possible with- read is false. If contestant fails,
out additional cost to subscribers, he loses his bid — if correct he is
Mr. Hooper stated, by an increase
paid two-to-one. Roche Williams &
Cunnyngham, New York, handles
of over 50% in subscriptions dur- the
account.
ing the past six months.
BROADCASTING

QueriedSept.
by 27.:William Norrins,
Monday,
general and commercial manager
of WBYN, as to whether the station might not carry part of a
three-hour War Bond show which
was to be picked up on other New
York stations, Mr. Feinberg said
that Local 802 would not give
WBYN clearance, and that if the
station were to carry any part of
the show, the union would withdraw clearance for all broadcasts
of the event. Mr. Norrins then requested other stations' schedules of
the
rally, airing
contribution
to them
the as
WarWBYN's
Loan
Drive.
Difference between WBYN and
Local 802 arose at the expiration
of thetionlast
stadeclinedcontract,
to hire when
a set the
number
of musicians at a higher price.
Union has refused to go before the
War Labor Board, with the result
that
the station has been without
live music.
Ten or more network and local
stations picked up the bond show
for periods varying from a quarterof-an hour, to an hour and a
half. At least three stations scheduling the program in commercial
time— WNEW WEAF WMCA—
were obliged to cut out announcements and make a rebate or make
up the time to their advertisers.
Adds Music Spots
BECAUSE a survey revealed that
70% of its customers are women,
Woodrow Stores for Men, has added a program of recorded music to
its spot radio campaign in behalf
of men's wear. Pitting against each
other, via recordings, those two
favorites of the feminine world,
Frank Sinatra and Bing Crosby,
Woodrow's new program invites
listeners to indicate by mail their
favorite crooner. Titled Battle of
the Crooners, the program started
on WAAT Newark, N. J., in the
Monday through Saturday, 9:059:15 p.m. period. Woodrow has two
stores in Jersey City, and a total
of 40 throughout the country. The
chain continues its sports news
programs on WINX Washington;
WAGA Atlanta; WSJS WinstonSalem; and WDEL Wilmington,
Del. Agency is Pettingell & Fenton, New York.
Palmolive Expands
COLGATE - PALMOLIVE - PEET
Co., Jersey City (Palmolive Soap),
has added 75 stations in 46 smaller
markets to its spot schedule. Contract for 13 weeks of one-minute
transcribed announcements began
Sept. 20. Campaign started in January on 75 stations in major markets. Agency is Ted Bates Inc.,
New York.
• Broadcast
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Five minutes away by P-40
Lu Yen's attack alarm
sends a Yankee fighter squadron
scrambling to rendezvous near ceiling.
There to wait — and hand
those bomb-heavy Mitsubishis
one-way tickets
to the arms of Shodzuka Baba
— Japanese "Old Lady of Hades."
Our lads won't be caught napping
on the ground ... or in the air.
Teamwork-talk and tactics
by radio takes good care of that.
Those rugged, compact field radios
. . . like Lu Yen is using
(many of them Westinghouse-produced)
and now in service
on every fighting front
are the forerunners
of advanced communication
equipment and systems
that Westinghouse research
is already busy developing —
for factories — stores — offices
ships — planes — trucks — trains
... to enable men to talk
and work together — more efficiently.
So — come peacetime . . .
look for "Westinghouse"
on the finest communication

and

electronic equipment — -of all kinds!

J -08057

P1ANTS IN 25 CITIES
Westinghouse
OFFICES EVERYWHERE
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NEWSPAPER?

Reprinted from St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Sept. 2U, 19 US.
CECIL BROWN, an exceptionally
able reporter, has quit CBS as a result of a difference of opinion with
the news editor of that organization, Paul W. White, and the issue
involved is one which bears vitally
upon the whole subject of public
information.
Mr. White maintains that radio
news reporters should be objective
in their accounting of events,
should express no opinion. If they
NEW NEWS ANALYST of KGO,
were
allowed to editorialize, freeBLUE outlet for San Francisco
dom of speech on the air would be
Bay area, is Maj. Gen. Paul B. menaced, for some 30 to 40 news
Malone (ret.) who broadcasts a analysts would become pulpiteers,
quarter-hour analysis thrice week- according to Mr. White.
ly. L. F. Dense, general manager
Mr. Brown maintains t^nt the
of Merco-Nordstrom Valve Co. of CBS news editor is not interested
Oakland, Cal., program sponsor, in objectivity but is trying to color
congratulates the General while broadcasts with his own opinions.
Byron Nelson, KGO account exec- The resigning reporter says that
utive, looks on.
if he were to submit, he would be
forsaking his honesty, experience
and judgment to become a propaRADIO FACTORS HIGH
gandizer.
Mr. Brown is not quoted as directly defending the philosophy
IN FOOD EDUCATION
that opinion is a proper part of
RADIO has proved itself a power- newscasts, and it is necessary to
ful factor in educating the public set that philosophy over against
on what scientific research is doing
Mr. White's in order to join the
to better food habits and the health issue.
The difference that then apof the world, Lewis Waters, vicepears between Brown and White
president in charge of food re- is not as simple as black and white;
search of General Foods Corp., there is something to be said on
New York, told food and radio edi- each side.
tors and columnists last WednesRight to the Facts
day at a luncheon given in honor
First
of all, the public has a
of 'Dr. Forum
Walter program,
H. Eddy's celebrating
Food and right to be
Home
told the facts, just the
its first anniversary on WOR New
plain, unvarnished facts, with
York. Mr. Waters praised Dr. nothing important withheld, nothing added. This is news. It is food
Eddy'stific program
scienfacts about for
foodbringing
to the public
still to be digested, an image still
in layman's language, so necessary to be brought into sharp focus,
today when health standards must a piece of a jig-saw puzzle waitbe kept up under wartime condiing for skilled hands to put it into
tions.
its proper place in the picture.
The WOR luncheon for Dr. Eddy, News is not opinion, but it is a
who is president of the American basis of fact upon which opinion
Institute of Food Products and is formed.
consultant on food and nutrition
So far, Mr. White is quite right.
Second, and just as importantly,
to the Quartermaster General, was
held at the Waldorf-Astoria, New the public has a right to know the
York. The menu, as planned by meaning of the facts in the opinion of specialists who are in a
Ella Mason, Dr. Eddy's assistant,
consisted entirely of non-rationed particularly favorable position to
foods. Other speakers included the see the facts and to form accurate
Hon. Daniel Wooley, commissioner
opinions concerning them. This is
of Markets for New York City; editorializing. It is food digested,
Dr. H. R. Cottam, assistant to the the image drawn into focus, the
regional director of the Food Dis- jig-saw piece fitted into the pictribution Administration ; Miss ture.
So far, Mr. Brown is quite right.
Mason and Dr. Eddy. Rufus Maddux, vice-president in charge of
The long experience of newssales of WOR, welcomed the guests.
papers should prove useful as a
guide to radio. Newspapers have
taken great pains to keep their
news
columns objective, unopinionSoil-Off on Coast
ated;
the newspaper's
opinion reserving
for the editorial
page, so
SOIL-OFF MFG. Co., Glendale,
that the reader can constantly disCal. (paint cleaner), supplementtinguish between what is a mating its current radio, has startter of fact, and therefore inconed sponsoring informal talks
trovertible, and what is a matter
by Galen Drake on 8 CBS Pacific
of interpretation, and therefore
stations (KNX KARM KQW
open to honest, literate difference
KROY KGDM KOIN KIRO
KFPY), Monday, Wednesday, Fri- of opinion. Of recent years, there
has been found to be a place for
day, 5-5:15 p.m. (PWT). Contract
is for 52 weeks. Firm in addition
analytical opinion in news accounts, through the medium of
sponsors a thrice-weekly newscast
by Truman Bradley on 10 CBS
signed articles; but it is usually
Western stations, Tuesday, Thurs- made easv for the reader to distinguish between these pieces and
day, Saturday, 5:45-5:55 p.m.
(PWT). Agency is Buchanan & plain news accounts.
Co., Los Angeles. Jefferson K.
The public needs all three of
Wood is account executive.
these services; pure news, and
Page 28 • October
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pure opinion, and running analysis
of the news as it is being reported.
Radio should have a place for all
three services, and should keep
them sharply distinguishable.
Mr. Brown himself is a living
example that this is so. In the
days when Singapore was like a
fortress drugged and dreaming, its
guns fixed seaward while the Japanese crept down the peninsula
through the jungles which, the defenders said, they could never
penetrate, Brown — a CBS correspondent, under White — literally
shouted to Singapore and all civilization to awake, to turn and see
the peril creeping toward their
backs. His opinion was that Singapore was in mortal jeopardy; the
expression of his opinion — the view
of a skillful, alert, impartial observer— was tremendously important; and if it had been heeded the
history of the Second World War
might
be different, and somewhat
less bloody.
A Clear Choice
But important as is opinion,
particularly at such a high level
of excellence, it must not take the
nlace of unadulterated news, or
become confused with news. If we
could have only one service to inform the people — news, or opinion,
or
analytical
reporting
choice
would be clear:
news. —It the
is of
the
very first importance that the public should have the plain facts on
which to form its own opinions
and judge the opinions of others.
Much of the present difficulty of
radio newscasting arises from confusion of the types of service, so
that the listener cannot accurately
tell where fact stops and opinion
begins. A broadcaster presenting
the news is called a reporter, a
commentator or a news analyst
with too little discrimination.
Some reporters do not merely report the facts, but also comment.
Some commentators do not comment so much as they report. The
public cannot be blamed for being confused when radio itself is
confused.
Just this week, some very good
examples of this confusion were
given in Time magazine. The chairman of the FCC, James Lawrence
Fly, was quoted as saying a certain news program, which he did
not
identify,
tending
and more to was
get away
from"more
the
news of the day to the philosophies
of the particular sponsor." Time
presentedporting
Fly's
remarks
supbroadcasts
of newsas facts
against broadcasts of news opinion. Fly was saying nothing of the
sort. He was not condemning radio opinion as such — he was condemning the prostitution of opinion. In almost the same breath, he
spoke for more opinion on the air,
decrying what he said was the
tendency of radio to shy away
from discussion of vital public
subjects.
In the same article, one of
Time's correspondents, Jack Belden, told of an American soldier,
wounded at Salerno, who said he
would never believe newspapers or
radic again because a radio newscast said the Italians lit up SalerBROADCASTING

Lt- Col. Gurney Heads
American
Forces Net
Editor, Broadcasting:
The recent issue of Broadcasting in which you wrote of the activities of the American Forces
Network now heard in the United
Kingdom, has just made the hop
across the ocean. It is a very good
job indeed, and thank you for the
plug about the network.
But, for shame, you have outlined the whole staff most diligently, leaving off only the Officer in
Charge and his trusted Deputy!
Just for your record the American
Forces Network is run by Lt. Col.
Charles H. Gurney who, you will
recall, used to own WNAX in South
Dakota, and his trusted assistant
is none other than that sterling,
able and ardently capable radio executive, Capt. John S. Hayes of
WOR-Mutual. What a report—
what a blow at the war effort!
Anyway it's fun to be still in
radio, andcasting.
it Goodwas
fun to see BroadLuck.
John S. Hayes
Captain,
Assistant
Radio AUS
Officer
Producer in the Army
PVT. IRA ASHLEY, producer of
the program Stage Door Canteen,
is now taking basic miltary training at Keesler Field, Miss. During
10 years in radio, he worked with
Phil Harris' Cutex Melody Hour,
directed Jack Oakie's College for
the Camel Caravan, and Grand
Central Station. He also assisted in
the air production of The Little
Foxes, and was staff director of
several CBS sustaining programs.
He is now helping to produce the
Keesler Field program, Free for
All.
Photos From Swiss
SIXTH radiophoto circuit to be
opened by RCA Communications
since outbreak of war, operates between New York and Berne, Switzerland, 3,900 miles. It is operated
by RCAC
cooperation
Radio Suisse.inOther
similarwith
circuits
are to Sweden, Russia, Egypt,
Hawaii and Australia.
no stormed
beach for
the under
invaders
we
ashore
cover"andof
a heavy bombardment against the
Germans and everything looked
like Coney Island"! This criticism
was presented by Time in the light
of an attack upon opinion in newscasts. Actually it was nothing of
the sort. It was an attack upon
the prostitution of reporting,
which made a bloody and hardfought
appear to be a show
and an battle
easy victory.
Of course, there is no place on
the air, or anywhere else, for prostitution ofopinion or of fact, which
is the evil complained of.
Let radio give us, by all means,
the news, and the analysis, and
the comment, taking care to label
each type of service properly and
plainly, and dealing summarily
with anyone who deliberately distorts the facts or sells opinion.
GEORGE LOWTHER, author-director of Superman on Mutual, will produce two programs a month for the
Dumont
Xfw York.Television station, W2XWV
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You could tie your four-in-hand in the dark just as easily as in
front of your mirror because that simple action has
become an ingrained habit.
Habit is an important factor in radio, too. For more
than eighteen years, the people of this area have
habitually turned to WTTC for the best in entertainment, the latest news, and the foremost educational
features. That explains why so many advertisers use
WTIC to sell this wealthy Southern New England
Market.
Having heard a sales message, WTIC
IN
M*EOM>LE

A HMl

listeners have

SOUTHERN
IN

THE

the buying power to translate sales suggestion
into sales action. In the seventeen counties in
Connecticut, Massachusetts, New York, Vermont
and New Hampshire covered by WTIC, the per
family effective buying income is more than 50%
greater than the average for the entire United States.
Put part of your next appropriation to work on
WTIC. Get into the habit of getting results in
Southern New England.
NEW
OE

ENGLAND
LISTENING

DIRECT ROUTE TO AMERICA'S
The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation
Member of NBC and New England Regional Network
Represented by WEED & COMPANY, New York, Boston,
Chicago, Delroi), Son Francisco and Hollywood

NO.

TO

WTIC

A MARKET

Freedom

How

to

meet

all

the

Right

People
From

Nashville, WSIX

rich Nashville market
wanting

intensive

blankets

the

for advertisers

coverage

of this

prime trade zone.

Every radio in the Nashville market
area can bring in your advertising message on WSIX!

That means

potential entree into prac-

tically every real buying home

in this

booming market.
No

other medium

is necessary ivhen you

place your Nashville advertising schedule on
WSIX.

Spot Sales, Inc., National Representatives
Member Station, The Blue Network and
Mutual Broadcasting System
5,000

WATTS

980
KC

^^^^^^

"WT

NASHVILLE, TENN,
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to

Listen

Basic

Counterpart

Of Freedom
of Speech, Fly Tells Club
"FREEDOM TO LISTEN is an Likewise, complete freedom to listen demands that divergent views
essential counterpart of freedom
must be aired. In the market place
of speech," FCC Chairman James
of ideas diversity of opinion enables
Lawrence Fly told the Advertising
Club of Boston last Tuesday at the us intelligently to sift the sound
Hotel Statler, Boston.
the unsound."
Calling
Nazi curbs a warning of
The chief interest of the Found- from
ing Fathers, Chairman Fly sug- what might happen to this country
gested, was "not freedom of speech if we had such restrictive laws,
merely for its own sake or for the Mr. Fly asserted: "There are significant, though certainly far less
sake of the speaker", but for "freedom to listen — for Whitman's 'ears aggressive, restrictions on the freedom to listen on the home front.
willing
to heartoday,
the tongues'
".
Too often
the Chairman
Simply by careful selection of what
said, free speech by itself is only is broadcast the freedom of the
a "mental catharsis for the speak- listener can be tightly restricted."
er"— because of present limitations,
After the War
unknown in the days of Samuel
There is no need for restriction,
Adams, which prevent the widespread dissemination of fact and the chairman insisted. "There
should be no rule of thumb set up
opinion necessary for the democratto hide behind whenever any group
ic nations "to create and maintain
an enlightened and informed pub- requests time on the air." He likened a democracy to a kettle of
lic opinion based, as it must be,
boiling
water which needs an open
upon the facts — fully and fairly
spout for the outlet of steam and
In his news conference last Mon- called radio the perfect outlet for
presented".
day Chairman Fly said, referring
exposing
opinions to their
the air.
"Mento
to the subject of his Boston address must
be guaranteed
right
Tuesday, "It is the biggest thing express their opinions and ideas,"
he concluded.
since freedom of speech."
Death for Listening
Emphasizing the importance of
Chairman Fly asked the adver- international broadcasting in the
tising group to consider a hypo- post-war world, Chairman Fly
thetical bill including provisions
said:
"Radio is that necessary catalyst
which forbade U. S. citizens to listupon
which we shall rely to bring
en to any radio program not originated by the U. S. Government,
about a more sympathetic understanding among peoples. It would
to own a receiver capable of hearing any transmitter not pro- be harmful beyond prediction to
grammed by the Government, reg- have world radio restricted either
ulated hours of listening, with by hiding behind a restrictive
world policy or by allowing any
death penalties for disobedience.
Pointing out that similar restric- individual national to go further
tions are in force in Axis domi- and adopt restrictions of a more
nated nations, Chairman Fly, orienting the concept of free speech in mechanical
He said kind."
that transmission is
terms of freedom to listen, stated
without reception. "The
that our own freedom to listen is nothing
principle is fundamental and must
so elementary a concept that it be guaranteed in the post-war
sometimes escapes attention alto- world," he asserted. "The growth
of international broadcasting and
gether.
We take the privilege of turn- the prospective development of ining our dials at will as a matter
ternational television demand it."
of course said Mr. Fly, and "all
Chairman Fly ended with this
too seldom articulate our underlying confidence that democratic gov- conclusion : "There must be universally accepted the freedom of all
ernment depends ultimately on a
peoples to listen without fear and
truly informed citizenry."
Modern science has provided the without restraint."
means for the first adequate realization of free speech through the
FCC Hears WFLA
radio, which creates nationwide,
even worldwide, audiences, he con- WFLA Tampa told the FCC in an
tinued. "With innumerable listen- oral argument last Wednesday on
petition to increase its night
ers, the dutyordinateofhis the
speaker becomes
to sub- its
power from 1 to 5 kw and make
interests
changes in its directional antenna
clear . . . therefore, those who
control this mechanism of free system that the changes would reof non-critionly $621Theworth
speech must treat free speech not
cal quire
materials.
petition
was filed
as a right but as a duty. They must
daysorder"
beforeoftheApril
Commission's
hold this mechanism of free speech four
"freeze
22, 1942,
in trust for the people — the listen- and proposed findings of the Commission issued six weeks ago would
deny
it
the basis of the order.
Radio has approached the cross- The oralonargument
set forth that
ion,
"restrict
roads, he asserted, and
of 1940 figures an aders".
constriction and exclusion must on the basis
ditional 150,000 people would be
and more
served by the change, plus a 12%
give way to a broader
per
the
increase due to war activity.
democratic approach as to
sons the listening public may hear.
BROADCASTING
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He's

Into

his

second

Fred Kirby is back home— on WBT.

million
(IN

BONDS)

July 19, 1943 — 14 years to the day since

On a hot July afternoon in 1929, a kid with

he first faced a microphone — Fred Kirby

a three-dollar guitar walked into a small

returned to WBT, to sing his way toward
another million dollars worth of bonds

Carolina radio station . . . sang the only two
songs he knew— and got a weekly program.

among "home folks."

Four years later, a seasoned star, he "graduated" to WBT. . .and became the South's

He's appearing regularly with WTBT's fabulous Briarhoppers— rating 21.7— and on the

favorite singer of cowboy ballads. One of the

CBS Dixie Jamboree— rating 22.4. Now he
has his own show, Monday through Friday,

most melody-rich, happy-go-lucky, colorful
voices in radio.
The wanderlust. Cincinnati. Chicago. He
wound up at KMOX— Columbia's station in
St. Louis — in time to achieve national distinction for selling almost a million dollars
worth of war bonds. The Chamber

of Com-

merce gave him a banquet, a plaque,
and the title of Victory Cowboy.
Secretary Morgenthau followed with
a special Citation of Merit.

CHARLOTTE • 50,000 Watts i
The South's Best Salesman

Represented by
Radio Sales, the SPOT
Broadcasting Division of CBS

10:15-10:30 a.m.
He's available. Ask us or Radio Sales.

1

history!

it's
dawn
. at
Few ihings
move more swiftly and silently into the past than

the weather. Everchanging days pass into even more variable nights. But at dawn it all becomes history.
Today's markets are fluid, different from those of last year
or last month — yes, even those of twenty-four hours ago
have, like the weather, altered.
Data becomes obsolete, but our finger is on the pulse of the
nation's markets. Our statistics are the weather-vane of present
spot radio trends. For you, this information is invaluable in
planning your spot campaign.

PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY

• RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES

NEW YORK • DETROIT • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES

News

Know-How

CONTROVERSY rages over the handling of
news by radio. Paul W. White, CBS 'director
of news broadcasts, blew the lid off last month
with his announcement that CBS henceforth
would not permit the expression of editorial
opinion by its analysts. In the free-for-all
Cecil Brown, one of the network's ablest (and
most provocative) newsmen, resigned. Irrespective of network ties, the Winchells and
the Kaltenborns pitched in. Newspapers have
taken up the issue. Rep. Kennedy (D.-NY)
has introduced a Constitutional Amendment to
prohibit government or industry from abridging "freedom of speech by radio or wire communication."
A little background helps. CBS pioneered
news-gathering for radio. Mr. White himself
built up the first sizable network news
staff. The CBS formula has worked well.
The Kaltenborns, Shirers, the Murrows and
Davises all got their radio starts on CBS.
Now the same network, in assuming the
leadership in banning opinion, appears to
have provoked a tempest where there was no
reason for one. The handling of controversy
is in itself controversial. The handling of
news is something else again. It's simply a
matter of labeling, and CBS on that score has
no reason to apologize.
The St. Louis Post-Dispatch, which owns
KSD, in an editorial Sept. 24, analyzes the
issue in a helpful way (text of editorial on
page 28). Newspapers, it points out, keep
their news columns objective, unopinionated.
The newspaper's opinion is reserved for the
editorial page so the reader can distinguish
between what is a matter of fact and what
is a matter of interpretation. Then there is
analytical opinion in news accounts, through
the medium of signed articles.
"The public needs all three of these services; pure news and pure opinion, and running analysis of the news as it is being reported", says the Post-Dispatch. "Radio should
have a place for all three services and should
keep them sharply distinguishable."
The issue, says this newspaper, is confusion as to the types of service, so the listener cannot accurately tell where fact stops and
opinion begins. Of course, the P-D adds, there
is no place on the air or anywhere else "for
prostitution of opinion or of fact, which is
the evil complained of".
There lies the solution. News must be so
labeled, clearly and plainly. Analysis and
comment should be "slugged" as such, and
by-lined. Those who tamper with or distort
facts should be fired.
It is important to remember that radio is
a news medium. It publishes by means of the
electrical printing press — the microphone. As
a medium more intimate and more sensitive
than the printed page, it must sharply delineate and define its services. The intelligence
and the know-how of radio, evidenced in its
two decades of meteoric growth, are available.
The issue, now that it has been provoked, must
be met head-on; not avoided.
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Jimmy's
Decca
TURN
BACK the Stacked
radio clock about
10 years.
In 1932, when ASCAP was throwing its
weight around, one of the networks capitulated to a percentage deal. The cry went up
that radio had been "sold down the river". In
1935 practically the same thing happened,
when another network yielded because it felt
it had to have music to perform.
Now we have all the earmarks of that old
refrain in the transcription-recording field.
Decca, and its recently acquired subsidiary,
World Broadcasting System, have come to
terms with Jimmy Petrillo's American Federation of Musicians by yielding to payment
of royalties direct to the union as the price
for lifting of the "strike" on recording.
If the other transcription companies follow
suit, they can't be blamed. For more than a
year they have sought ' to negotiate equitably
and fairly with Jimmy Petrillo. They have
maintained a united front despite stagnation
of their businesses. They sought and finally
obtained Government intervention.
In the midst of the hearing before a War
Labor Board arbitration panel, the DeccaWBS deal is sprung. Thereby a new crisis is
precipitated. The amount of tribute to be paid
to call off the strike is unimportant. The establishment of the precedent, knuckling down to
Petrillo when his position is so untenable, the
payment of "private tax" to a labor union,
and the grasping of a competitive advantage,
are factors involving the elements of fair play
and courage.
It has been evident for some weeks that
Jimmy had something up his sleeve. In these
columns last Aug. 30 it was observed that
Jimmy was reported to be "collaborating with
certain record manufacturers in making a
deal", and that it all depended upon whethor
the WLB "will let him get away with it".
Jimmy's union, by Jimmy's own statements,
is far from insolvency, having had a cool
$2,500,000 in its coffers a year ago. The new
recording royalty will add to the tribute.
We're not in on Jimmy's plans, but we assume that since the new funds will be paid
direct to the union and not to the recording
musicians or artists, it will go to "overhead".
If Jimmy makes it stick, it looks like other
unions will get ideas on establishment of their
own systems of private taxation. But that depends, not on the WLB, but on Congress.
Broadcasters are cognizant of the tribulations of the transcribers and record manufacturers during these last 14-months of hapless
efforts to negotiate with a man who held ail
the cards, because the anti-trust statutes
don't touch labor unions. They deserved a better fate than that which now appears in
view because of the surrender to Jimmy —
that is, unless the WLB sees the inequities
and calls off the "strike" for all.
ON OCT. 12, in the Nation's Capital,
radio puts its best sales foot forward.
It will unveil a campaign a year-anda-half in the making, to sell retailers
wholesale. Afterward, in 116 cities,
the same presentation will be made, to
prove that radio's ear-appeal sells
goods. A wonderful job of spade work
has been done by the NAB Promotion
Committee, in the interest of all stations. The follow through is in the
hands of broadcasters.
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sel. On Oct. 6, 1942, it elevated Charles
R. Denny Jr., from an assistant general
counselship, to succeed Telford Taylor, who
had resigned to accept a majority in the Army.
The promotion was on a "merit" basis. Charley
Denny's year of stewardship as the FCC's
chief attorney has proved the wisdom of the
selection.
During the past few months, tense ones for
the FCC, 31-year-old Charley Denny has been
called upon to handle legal snarls that would
have baffled many an older head. He has bobbed
up repeatedly during the House Select Committee investigation of the FCC, despite reprimands from the bench, to state his position or
that of the FCC. In addition to his supervision
of a staff of 60 attorneys at the FCC, he serves
as chairman of the Law Committee of the
Board of War Communications, and sits on
several interdepartmental committees identified
with legal aspects of communications.
Charley Denny has held five assignments
since he received his law school diploma in
1936. Less than a year with the Washington
law firm of Covington, Burling, Rublee, Acheson & Shorb, following his graduation from
Harvard Law School in 1936, plus a little more
than four years in the Lands Division of the
U. S. Department of Justice and a year as
Assistant General Counsel of the FCC may
seem short seasoning for the top legal post of
that important independent agency.
But, "I feel safe with Denny in there," is
the way one Commissioner put it in discussing
the general counsel's ability to handle the job,
and all those who work with him seem to share
that feeling.
Charles Ruthven Denny Jr. was born April
11, 1912, in Baltimore, though the family was
living in Washington at the time, where
Charles' father was in the wholesale wallpaper
business. His grandfather Denny was in the
same business in Baltimore.
Charles the man doesn't admit that the experiences of Charles the boy were much different from those of other lads growing up in
Washington during the 20's. He attended the
public schools, sold newspapers, graduated
from Western High in 1929. At the end of
three years at Amherst, where he received an
A.B. degree in 1933, he still hadn't decided
whether to become a geologist or a lawyer. The
decision hung fire until almost the day before
he entered Harvard Law School. Law won out
(Continued on page 36)
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REM

Some

REM'S purchase of the AP News Round-up
(6 :30 to 6 :45 P. M. Monday thru Saturday

National Accounts

Now

on Station W-I-T-H

On W-l-T-H

is significant news to

advertisers seeking results at lower sales
costs . . . for two reasons:

Medrex
Dr. Pierce
Seaboard

Q

The Maryland

Pharmaceutical

pany, makers of REM,

Finance

its able purchase

Mercirex
Resinol

©

The Maryland

Com-

is known

for

of radio values.

Pharmaceutical

Com-

pany is a "home" industry and knows
Baltimore radio intimately.

Stanback
Sunway

KNOWS!!

Vitamins

Royal Crown

On

Cola

a

cost -per- dollar -per -home

W-I-T-H

reached,

does a great job in Baltimore.

Rem
Gold Medal

Capsules

True Story

THE

PEOPLE'S

VOICE

IN BALTIMORE

Supersuds
On the air 24 hours a day — seven days a week

Bond Bread
Pepsi Cola

Represented Nationally

Chelsea

by Headley-Reed

Edgeworth
Vitamins Plus
Tek
Tinsley, President

Johnson & Johnson
J 0. Insecticide
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MUTUAL

IN IV. Y., OCT. 5-7
FIRST MEETING of the program,
sales and merchandising, and station service committees, formed by
Mutual in July [Broadcasting,
July
26], will be held New
Oct. 5-7
at
the Waldorf-Astoria,
York,
with Miller McClintock, president
of Mutual, presiding. Each committee member attending the sessions will also be a guest of Mutual at one of the World Series
games, to be broadcast on MBS
from New York at that time.
Among those expected to attend

NOTES
STANLEY E. HUBBARD, president of KSTP St. Paul, is chairman
of the exploitation committee of the
St. Paul and Ramsey county permanent "War Bond committee.
S. S. FOX, president and general
manager of KDYL Salt Lake City is
serving as head of the radio division
for the Third War Loan Drive in
Utah.
S. J. de LOTBINIERE has been appointed BBC Canadian representative with headquarters in Toronto. A
native of Quebec, he joined BBC in
1932, serving as director of outside
broadcasts until 1939 and has had
special duties and directorships since
the beginning of the war.
JOHN HENLEY, manager of the accounting department of KOMO-K.TR
Seattle, was honored by the entire
studio staff on Sept. 17, his 77th
birthday and the 17th anniversary of
his present job.
WILLIAM HAWKINS has been appointed acting manager of CFOS
Owen Sound, Ont., succeeding Nathaniel Holmes who has joined Ticker
& Benson, Toronto agency. Hawkins
has been with CFOS since it began
operations four years ago.
LOUIS FROELICH, sales manager
of WING Dayton, Ohio, reported to
Detroit
last week for his Army physical.
LEWIS ALLEN WEISS, vice-president and general manager of Don
Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood,
hab returned to Hollywood after attending New York meetings of the
MBS directorate.
BUNTY FABIAN KEYSER, formerly of KSL and KUTA Salt Lake City,
has been named promotion and publicity director of KFRC San Francisco, replacing Frances Sarcander.
CHARLES LANPHIER, general
manager of WEMP Milwaukee, has
been named Wiscorsin consultant for
the OWI Domestic Radio Bureau.
ELL HENRY, publicity director of
WLS Chicago, is father of a girl.
CRAIG MAUDSLEY has been appointed sales manager of WAIT
Chicago.
JOHN SALT, deputy director of the
BBC in North America, left New
York Sept. 24 for a short trip to the
West Coast to confer with Mr. Gerald
Cock, BBC Pacific Coast Representative. On his return trip Mr. Salt will
address the annual meeting of the
Rocky Mountain Radio Council in
Denver, at a luncheon, Friday, Oct.
8. He will confer with William NewBBC's Middle West Representativeton,in Chicago.
GERALDINE ZORBAUGH, formerly of the law office of Crawford &
Sprague, New York and previously
with NBC's
legalto dept.,
appointed assistant
RoberthasD. been
Swezey,
legal counsel of the BLUE.
LORRAINE BRUNSON, secretary
to program business manager of the
BLUE, Helen Guy, and previously
in the West Coast office of Broadcasting, has announced her engagement to Lt. (j.g.) William Rooker,
assistant Navy cost inspector at the
Brewster Aeronautical Works.
MILLER McCLINTOCK, president
of MBS, has been selected chairman
of the board of directors of Bundles
for the
America.
of
service. He is also vice-president
Page 36 • October
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CONGRATULATORY HANDSHAKES for Arthur J. Kemp (right), former CBS Pacific Coast sales manager who takes over management of
network's Detroit offices, were tendered by these CBS Western executives following appointment announcement in mid-September. Four of
his well-wishers were affected by the realignment. Handshaking quintet
(1 to r) are Wayne Steffner, new manager of CBS San Francisco offices;
Harry W. Witt, now executive assistant to Donald W. Thornburgh, West
Coast network vice-president; Arch Morton, appointed sales manager of
KNX; Mr. Thornburgh, and George L. Moskivics, who has taken over
Kemp's post as Pacific Coast sales manager.
Our Respects
(Continued from page SU
almost by the toss of a mental coin,
and Charles R. Denny Jr. came out
with the LL.B. degree in 1936 and
took job number one with Covington, Burling, Rublee, Atcheson &
Shorb.
In about a year he had an opportunity tobecome an attorney in
the condemnation section of the
Lands Div. in the Dept. of Justice.
He took it, and in a little more
than two years was promoted to
job number three, assistant chief
of the appellate section of the
Lands Div. Number four he took
in stride as chief of the section
when Dean Charles W. Leaphart
resigned to return to Montana U.
in August 1940.
As chief of the appellate section
he worked with 15 to 20 attorneys.
The job called for travelling to all
parts of the country and he got experience arguing cases on the various judicial circuits and before
the Supreme Court. But he admits
being "scared" the first time he
faced the Supreme Bench.
The network regulations case
had just been argued in the lower
court when the FCC in February,
1941, offered Charley Denny job
number five as assistant general
counsel in charge of the Div. of
Litigation and Administration. One
of his first chores with the Commission was working, with others,
on a brief on the question of jurisdiction in the network case.
Eight months later, following the
JAMES BEACH of WJ.TD Chicago,
and previously associated with the
Hearst newspapers, has joined the
sales staff of WAIT Chicago.
JOHN W. HYMES, station relations
director, domestic radio division of
OWL was honored guest at a luncheon
meeting of the Southern California
Broadcasters Assn. held Sept. 27 at
Los Angeles Ambassador Hotel. Session was last in series of meetings
with the 12 station relations regional
OWI offices.
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resignation of the general counsel, Telford Taylor, to join the
Army, Charley Denny was selected
by the Commission to head the
legal department.
His associates call him both an
able lawyer and good administrator,
one who knows how to delegate authority and at the same time keep
a firm hand on the business of the
department. But most of them will
say, too, that the biggest factor
in his rise from the ranks is his
genial, friendly faculty of getting
along with people. "Not that he
hesitates to disagree with the Commission, or anybody else, when
necessary"
a Commissioner observed.
A sidelight on the care he puts
into the details of his work came
out at one of the hearings of the
House Select Committee to Investigate the FCC. A long routine
memorandum he had written was
read into the record. A press association reporter of long experience in Washington commented
afterward on the clearness, coherance and simplicity of the style.
"That's not unusual", an FCC attorney said: "he's made the whole
department take pride in the quality of even routine memoranda."
Repeatedly during sessions of
the hearings before the investigating Committee Charles Denny rose
to protest vigorously some procedure of the Committee or to insist upon a point he felt should be
made without delay. Threats by
the Committee chairman to call the
police haven't detered him. But
though his efforts on behalf of the
FCC brought him frequently into
sharp conflict with counsel for the
Committee, he has displayed a coolness under fire which would have
done credit to a veteran of many
more legal battles than the youthful general counsel has yet seen.
In 1937 he married Elizabeth
Woolsey, of New York, a graduate
of Smith College. They have two
children, Alison Byrd, three, and
Christine, born last Aug. 25.
BROADCASTING

are:Robert Convey and John Tinnea,
KWK St. Louis; William B. Dolph,
WOL Washington ; Don Davis, WHB
Kansas City; O. J. Kelchner. WTBC
Indianapolis; Marie Maher. KBON
Omaha ; Ken Church, WKRC Cincin ati ;Charles Jordan. WRR Dallas; Eugene Oagle, KF.TZ Fort
Worth ; Fred Fletcher. WRAL Raleigh; C. L. Harris, WGRC Louisville ;Ted Grizzard, WLAP Lexington ;James E. Gordon, WNOE New
Orleans; James A. Davenport. WATL
Atlanta ; Robert R. Feagin. WPDQ
Jacksonville; Felix Hinkle, WHBC
Canton ; A. Glassman and Oeorge C.
Hatch. KLO Ogden : A. E. Learv,
CKPL Toronto; Garland Powell,
WRIT Gainesville; John Boler
NORS ; Les Johnson. WHBF Rock
Island ; Robert Laubensraver, KSAL
Snlina ; John Laux. WSTV Stenhenville; Rex Howell. KFX.T Grand
Junction; Rnhert McRaney. WPRI
Columbus. Miss.; William B. Huffman. Wisconsin Network ; Dale Taylor. WEXY Elmira, and G. Pearson
Ward, KTTS Springfield, Mo.
Links BBC, CBC
FIRST APPOINTMENT to Canada by the British Broadcasting
Corp. is that of S. J. de Lotbiniere
who will act primarilv in a liaison
capacitv between the BBC and CBS
and look after an increasing number of BBC programs originating
in Canada. He joined the BBC in
1932, was in charge of actuality
broadcasts before the war, and
latelv has been on snecial duties in
connection with BBC war reporters. The CBC has maintained an
1939.
Overseas Unit in England since
Fly to Address Club
JAMES LAWRENCE FLY, chairman of the FCC, will be guest
speaker Oct. 7 at the first meeting
this season of the Radio Executives Club of New York, which is
holding its luncheon sessions this
year the first and third Thursday
of the month at the Hotel Shelton.
Second session on Oct. 21 will be
addressed by Eugene L. Garey,
counsel to the Cox Committee investigating the FCC.
Charles is an Episcopalian. Golf is
his favorite hobby, and his wife
way.
plays with him. For the last year
Charles has ridden a bicycle to
work and home, four miles each
You'd think that sheer youth and
inexperience would reveal some
rough spots here and there in his
work, but his fellow attorneys deny
it. One summed it up this way:
"He hasn't a really weak point;
he's one of the most competent allaround men for the job the Commission could have hired."
• Broadcast

Advertising

THERE'S
Smoke . . . rings of it . . . was one of
the first things televised for public
demonstration. It took place on Sept.
i, 1928,* when Farnsworth Television
engineers gave the first public showing
before the press in San Francisco.
Critical newspapermen acclaimed this
magical science. That early presentation kindled a bonfire of interest.
After World War I, we all saw the
amazing advance of radio. After this
war, it will be electronic television . . .
the next billion-dollar industry in the
field of science. For those people

A SOURCE

. . . AND

ONE

WELL

already experienced in radio, the operation and ownership of telecasting
studios will open a vast new field of
opportunity.
Throughout 17 years, Farnsworth
engineers have pioneered and contributed to the development of this
expanding new science. Today, these
untiring scientists stand at a milestone
in history. For Television is being
readied for its huge post-war audience
and the sponsors who will use its great
possibilities. Currently, all Farnsworth
advertising is building this future.

FARNSWORT

TELEVISION

WORTH

INVESTIGATING

Right now, of course, we are on
100% production
tronic devices thatofareprecision
serving electhe
armed forces. Tomorrow, we will be
ready to serve you.
Have you read the current Farnsworth Television advertisement appearing in Time, Sept. 6; The New
Yorker, Sept. 1 1 ; Life, Sept. 20; Newsweek, Sept. 20;Oct.?
Collier's, Sept. 25; and
The Atlantic,
"'No. 2 in a series depicting milestones in
the history of Farnsworth Television.
• Farnsworth Television & Radio
Corporation. Fort Wayne 1, Indiana.
Farnsworth Radio and Television
Transmitters and Receivers; Aircraft
Radio Equipment; the Farnsworth
Dissector Tube; the Capehart, the
Capehart-Panamuse; the Farnsworth
Phonograph-Radio.

OWI
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WEEK

OCT.

25

Check the list below to find the war message announcements you will broadcast
during the week beginning Oct. 25. Sell the spots officially designated for sponsorship.
Plan schedules for best timing of these important war messages. Tell your clients what
spots
available for per
inclusion
Each "X" stands for three oneminute areannouncements
day, orin 21their
per programs.
week.
STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
NETGroup
Group NAT. SPOT
WAR MESSAGE
WORK
KW
OI
PLAN
PLAN
Aff.
Ind.
Aff.
Ind.
Live Trans.
National
War
Fund*
XXX
XX
Hold Prices Down
X
Tin Can Salvage
XX
X
Stick to Your War Job
X
X
X
X
X
Careless Talk
X
Conserve Critical Resources**— X
X
X
X
•These
not National
be recorded
will be supplied live to each
station station
by local announcements
representatives will
of the
War butFund.
"These announcements
55 seconds
announcements
instead ofwillthebeusual
three. and available for sponsorship — -a total of six
See OWI Schedule of War Messages No. 79 for names and time of programs carrying
war messages under National Spot and Network Allocation Plans.
Full

Quota

Planned

MM

MM
MAGIC
is their

word

I
for

it

We damn well know it won't win the war . . . but if your boy
is in there pitching it's encouraging to know the Hits of
Broadway and Main Street are delivered right to his foxhole.
How? With Presto Recordings and Playbacks. Whether
he's with MacArthur, Eisenhower, Spaatz, or training on
home grounds, Presto Equipment is bringing him the latest
from Home — music, news, songs, entertainment . . . recorded
while "live" and rebroadcast to him between battles. That
goes for the Navy, too !
And when Presto Recordings and Playbacks are not dishing
out the "jive" they're drilling in the facts of fighting— training troops, broadcasting orders, recording operational data,
and a lot of other things we won't talk about.
"Magic!" is the word the boys have for it. But to you it's
just plain Presto ! . . . trade name of all that's finest and best
in Sound Recording.

Presto

Recording
Corporation
NEW YORK 19, N. Y. , U. S. A.
World's Largest Manufacturers of Instantaneous Sound Recording Eauipment and Discs
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in

of Announcements
Packet

A SCHEDULE of spot announcements for commercial sponsorship
is listed in the OWI Washington
packet for the week of Oct. 25.
These are the six spots which the
OWI Domestic Radio Bureau has
pi'epared to aid the Government's
campaign to conserve critical resources through economy in the use
of gas, water, electricity, fuels,
transportation and communications
[Broadcasting, Sept. 27].
W. F. Fairbanks, chief of the allocation section of the bureau,
points out that the week of Oct.
25 will be the first since last May
for which OWI is asking independent stations for the full quota of
announcements agreed upon when
the Station Announcement Plan
was set up. The Washington packet
for the week (see table) will call
for 12 announcements by independents and nine by affiliates, the rest
of the week's quota being supplied
as usual by OWI's regional station
relations offices. Under the plan as
originally set up, affiliated stations
agreed to broadcast a total of 12,
and independents 16, announcements per week, with 75% of the
material coming from Washington
and 25% from local OWI sources.
The reason for the full schedule
the week of Oct. 25 is the critical
manpower situation developing in
the country, which necessitates repeating the "Stick to Your War
Job" spots scheduled for broadcast
the week of Oct. 11.
Conservation Spots
"National War Fund", the drive
for 17 national relief and service
organizations and hundreds of local community chest agencies, continues to get the full support of
announcements on the Network and
Station Allocation plans.
"Hold Prices Down" repeats on
the Network plan, and "Tin Can
Salvage" is promoted by announcements on the networks and on both
KW and 01 independent stations.
(Letters refer to station groups set
up by OWI as mailing list divisions. Transcription labels are
marked KW or 01 according to
discs.)
grouping of stations receiving the
"Conserve Critical Resources" is
BROADCASTING

for

Oct,

for OWI
25

Week

the campaign reported in detail in
Broadcasting last week. The six
announcements, instead of the usual
three, call on the public to conserve coal and oil, gas, water, electricity, transportation and communications. Al but the water spot
have obvious possibilities of sponsorship by fuel companies and
public utilities. Station managements were advised last week by
John D. Hymes, Domestic Radio
Bureau's station relations chief,
that the transcriptions would be recorded short (total time 55 seconds) to allow sponsor tie-in. Stations are urged to sell these spots,
but it is stressed that all six announcements should be broadcast,
whether sponsored or not, as they
form one related and integrated
campaign.
Not shown in the adjoining table are the war messages scheduled
on the Special Assignment Plan,
Themes of the Special Assignment
messages for the week of Oct. 25
are: "This is the Enemy", "Food
Fights for Freedom", "V-12 Navy
College Courses", and children's
subjects.
Grocery Mfrs. Meet
GROCERY Manufacturers of
America will hold a War Conference at the Waldorf-Astoria, New
York, Nov. 3-5, announces Paul S.
Willis, GMA president, who says
the
meetingthehas
been
calledmade
"to
consolidate
gains
already
toward the solution of America's
knotty crease
food
problems
and to inthe mutual
understanding
and teamwork between all segments of the food producing and
distributing industries."
Rice Is Back
GRANTLAND RICE, sports authority, returned to the air Friday,
Oct. 1, with his annual football
commentary on the Cities Service
Concerts sponsored on NBC by
Cities Service Co., New York. He
discusses games for the following
day, and interviews football personalties in the regular half-hour
program heard Friday, 8-8:30 p.m.
Agency
is Foote, Cone & Belding,
New York.
• Broadcast

Advertising

The

kind

of leadership
76.9%
An

that

gets

OUTSTANDING

results!

characteristic of the American Army is the

high quality of its leadership ... a leadership that inspires confidence and trust in the men who follow their leaders.
STATION C
STATION B

—

WDOD's leadership in the Chattanooga market has inspired
confidence in the advertisers who have chosen this station to

18.3%
4.8%

WDOD

the time buyers 9 station

reach the rich Chattanooga market. It's a high standard of
leadership that WDOD has set for itself ... a standard that for
more than 18 years has given it unquestioned supremacy in the
A recent survey of national spot field.
business shows WDOD with 76.9
per cent of all national business
placed in Chattanooga. Station
B was awarded 18.3 per cent,
Station C 4.8 per cent. Here is
DID
YOU
SAY%%HOOPER?"
Hodper figures for Chattanooga show
conclusive
proof
of
WDOD'S
dominance.
WDOD
far out in front morning, afternoon
and night.

WDOD

CBS
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

BROADCASTING
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5,000

Advertising

CHATTANOOGA,

WATTS

DAY

AND
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JEANant food
HALLOCK,
formerly
assist-of
and household
editor
Fawcett Publications, New York, and
previously a freelance radio writer,
has joined the CBS press information
department. She replaces Harry
Feeney, now in the Army.

Robert Bartley Assumes
New Position at NAB
ROBERT T. BARTLEY, former
vice-president of the Yankee Network, reported at the NAB in
Washington last week as Director
of War Activities. Mr. Bartley resigned his Yankee Network post to
accept the assignment [Broadcasting, Aug. 30].
The new NAB executive, who reports directly to President Neville
Miller, was with the Securities and
Exchange Commission prior to
joining the Yankee Network. In
1934 when the FCC was created,
he served as the first director of its
telegraph division. He left the FCC
in 1937 to become a senior securities analyst with the SEC. In
March, 1939 he joined the Yankee
Network as executive secretary,
under John Shepard 3rd, president.
He was elected to a Yankee vicepresidency in August 1942 and resigned that post effective Sept. 25
to join the NAB.
Blue Coop Sponsors
LATEST SPONSORS signing for
local cooperative programs on the
BLUE are: for Dick Tracy, Louis
Melind Co., WENR Chicago; Will
Sales Jewelers, WINN Louisville,
and Brumfield Dept. Store, WGCM
Gulf port, Miss.; for Martin Agronsky, Victor Coffee Co., WHDH Boston; Roth Stationery, WIZE
Springfield, Ohio, and Sears Roebuck Co., WGCM Gulf port; for
Mystery Chef, Carey Salt Co.,
KTOK Oklahoma City, and for
Baukhage Talking, Victor Coffee
Co., WHDH Boston.

AND

FOR

"The Man

ND

BEHI

CLIFFORD EVANS, commentator
on WLIB Brooklyn and newspaperman, celebrated his first anniversary
in radio Oct. 4.
LEE MORRISON, staff announcer of
WHOM Jersey City, has been named
night manager, and Steve Hollis, also
staff announcer, has been made assistant program director.
CAPTAIN JAMES ALLEN, former
program director of WFIL Philadelphia and now with the Quartermaster
Corps at Ft. Leavenworth, Kans.,
is the father of a boy.
JAMES CROSSON, news editor of
KYW
boy. Philadelphia, is the father of a
CHUCK THOMPSON, announcer of
WIBG Philadelphia, reports for the
Army on Oct. 5. He had been selected
to handle
the Atlantic Refining football broadcasts.
"UNCLE" STANLEY DAVIS, who
for the past three years has been
handling the Happy Hour Club children's program of WJOB Hammond,
Ind., has joined the Navy. "Aunt"
Margaret Frye now handles the program, broadcast Saturday mornings.
BILL MARCH, staff announcer of
WATT Newark, N. J., has left for
active service in the Army Air Corps.
ROGER C. PATRICK, honorably
discharged from the Army, has returned to WCBS Springfield, 111., as
announcer.

THE

LADIES

—

with the

MATTISON

KFH program planning puts
the masculine touch to fashions and rations with MATTISON'S MUSICAL MEMOS,
available to participation
sponsors at regular announcement rates.

Put your Dollars To Work
In Zoomtown!

HARRY

CONOVER, newly - appointed consultant on telegenics of
WOR New York, takes a lesson
in television operation from J. Ray
Nelson, supervisor of television activities. Head of the model agency
bearing his name, Mr. Conover will
assist in the exploration of commercial television possibilities at WOR.
His models will definitely be in the
picture.
MARIE MacDONALD has been
named continuity editor of KIRO
Seattle, replacing Al Amundsen, who
recently joined N. W. Ayer & Son
Inc. as agency producer. Added to the
continuity staff is Lenore Wallace.
Bob Spence, chief announcer, has been
placed in charge of station operations.
Norman Runyons, announcer, has
been transferred to production. Mary
Frances Kylen is new traffic manager.
John Evans, formerly of KOMO-KJR,
has joined the station as account
executive.
DON BROMLEY, announcer of
KMPC
the Navy.Beverly Hills, Cal., has joined
MARGARET BRUCE CLEVELAND, former Hollywood actress, has
been
appointed
women's
.editor ofa
KLX Oakland, Cal.,
and conducts
daily early morning program.
OWEN BABBE, announcer on the
weekly
Mutual-Don Lee Sherlock
boy.
Holmes
program, is the father of a
HUNTER REAMS is the new program director of WJPA Washington,
Pa. He formerly was public relations
director of WWPG Lake Worth, Fla.,
announcer of WJNO West Palm
Beach, Fla., and news editor and chief
announcer of WSTV Steubenville,
Ohio. Al Smith, WJPA announcer,
has returned to Princeton U. to continue his studies.
"PEDE" WORTH, formerly producer of KOMO-KJR Seattle has joined
the staff of KQW San Francisco, as
producer.
PVT. TOM HUDSON, formerly announcer on the Rudy Vallee Sealtest
Show on the Coast, is now announcing
Army
nights. Air Forces on Mutual Monday

Good Looking Voice"
HENRY

GEOFFREY BRIDSON, BBC writer and producer, has travelled the
Alaskacast forHighway
recordRecordings
a broadNBC andto BBC.
of the show on NBC Oct. 6 will be
flown to London by bomber for broadcasting on the BBC home service.

Wichita's retail sales volume is fifth in the big
seven-s'aterocketedSouthwest.
skyWichita 1o the Wartime
top rank industry
in boom has
markets
.for. .war
and areit isalso
thereinstruments
to stay because
Wichita's
tools
for peace.
That Selling Station In
Kansas' Biggest, Richest Market
KFH
WICHITA, KANSAS
CBS - 5000 Watts Day and Night
See any Edward Retry Office.

PORTLAND, OREGON

DEL SHARBUTT,
m. asc. the
and CBS
announcer on such shows
Radio Readers Digest and the NBC
All-Time Hit Parade, recently became the father of his third child.
WILLIAM H. STEESE, formerly
economic dustrial
analyst
the National
InConferenceon Board,
has joined
the CBS Research department as
chief of the program records division.
FLORENCE MORRIS, formerly of
BLUE program dept., has been apmanagerofof operations
the bookingunder
office in pointed
charge
Charles Barry, Eastern program
manager. She replaces Grace Hellerson, resigned.
JOHN CORNELL,
formerly on
an Oct.
announcer of WLW Cincinnati,
4 joins the CBS announcing staff.
SIEGFRIED T. MICKELSON, assistant professor of journalism. U. of
Minnesota, will devote one-third time
to teaching this year and the remainder as news editor of WCCO Minneapolis. Prof. Mickelson organized the station's news bureau earlier this year.
Prof. M. V. Charnley of the university's school
of journalism
served
as assistant
news
editor of WCCO
during the summer.
STANLEYnouncingBUSH
has joined
the anstaff of WINN
Louisville.
BOB ANTHONY, formerly assistant
program
director Greenville,
and production
ager of WFBC
S. C, manhas
joined the announcing staff of WA AT
Newark, N. J.
IRENE BEASLEY, singer, has been
signed by Procter & Gamble to do the
trailer announcements for Ivory
Flakes on P & G's NBC program,
Abie's Irish Rose for the second year.
RAY BOHANNON, formerly of KRE
Berkeley, Cal. has joined KQW San
Francisco as announcer.
CHARLES SYDNEY FREED, formerly an announcer and on the music
production
staff recently
of WIBG relieved
Philadel-of
phia, and most
active duty as a second lieutenant
in the
has joined
ing staffArmy,
of WQXR
New the
York.announcRICHARD
musician, who ARNELL,
has handledcomposervarious
radio lance
musical
assignments
on
freebasis, has been appointed a music
consultant to the BBC in New York.
He willterest towork
programs
of inBritainwith
which
are recorded
here and sent to London.

Covers Atlanta atJJ)WE$T\ Cost!

*KEY TO THE GREAT WEST*
5,000 Watts
620 Kilocycles
NBC RED NETWORK
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY A CO., Inc.
"Represented by SALES
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Realizing

the

increasing

the Pacific Coast

importance

today and

possibilities of tomorrow,

we

ing an office in Los Angeles
first, with

The

address:

Mr.

Tom

Ray

its greater
are

open-

on October
as Manager.

Security Title Insurance
530 West

of

Building

6th Street.

This office, as all Katz

Agency

offices,

serves our clients exclusively.

e

KATZ

AGENCY,

inc

National Advertising Representatives since 1888
NEW YORK
KANSAS CITY
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PAUL SKINNER, former singer-announcer of WTMJ Milwaukee, has rejoined the station.
JOHN STINSON, formerly of WLW
Cincinnati
has joined WKRC Cincinnati as newscaster.
woman comS CEARLINEmentator, hasOSGOOD,
joined WAIT Chicago.
Ben Norman has joined the announcing staff. Jack Payne is in charge of
continuity and production.
MARGARET McCALLUM and
Frances Johnston, formerly of CBR
-j
Vancouver, are now with the traffic
office of Trans-Canada Airlines, Montreal and Winnepeg respectively.
FRANK WILLIAMS, formerly of
NBC Los Angeles, has joined CJOR
Vancouver as announcer.
m
RUPERT CAPLAN, Montreal radio
producer, has been appointed supervisor of production for the Canadian
Broadcasting
Corp.,
ters at Toronto.
He with
will headquarsupervise
general production policy of the CBC,
as well as train the production staff
throughout Canada.
IRWIN
CUTLER, atformerly
er and newscaster
WEST announcEaston,
m
Pa., is now handling camp shows,
radio, and orientation for enlisted
men at Camp Claiborne, La.
I BERNARD DUDLEY, New York
Philharmonic Symphony commentator
o
and announcer for the Drew Pearson
and Alexander's Mediation Board programs, has taken an office at 720
Fifth Ave., N. Y.
7s
TOP TONY PARATORE, former staff announcer of WIBU Poynette, Wis.,
has joined the staff of WOR New
Kork.
JACK ZEIGIN, former announcer of
WING Dayton, Ohio, and recently
discharged
the Army, has returned to thefrom
station.
GEORGE C. BIGGAR, WLW Cincinnati program director, has been
elected Service Officer for American
Legion Outpost 480 in Cincinnati.
Nancy Lazarus has joined the writing staff of the WLW-WSAI news
staff.
GLEN E. HARRIS, formerly of
KMBC Kansas City, has joined the
announcing
staff of KDYL Salt Lake
City.

...also selling many
other products on many
other stations.
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DAVE YOUNG, formerly producer of
KHJ -n
Hollywood, has joined the NBC
production staff.
GEORGE FISHER, Hollywood commentator, currently awaiting further
draft orders for re-enlistment for
Army
officers' training,
has joined
KHJ Hollywood
as announcer.
HOUSTON COX, newscaster of KPO
San Francisco, is the father of a girl.

ALBERT GROBE, chief announcer
of WQXR New York, has been signed
to narrate two motion pictures, one
for the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, entitled "The Wealth of
the Andes", and the other an RKOPathe "Sportscope".
WILLIAM WALBAUM, recently released from the Army with a medical
discharge, last week joined the continuity of CBS Central Division.
Prior to entering the service he was a
continuity writer at WIND Gary.
DICK ENROTH, announcer at WGN
Chicago, will be the 59th WGN man
to join the services when he becomes
an aviation cadet at Jefferson Barracks, Mo.
WILLIAM E. (Bill) MacDONALD
has been
appointed
farm Neb.
service director of KFAB
Lincoln,
TED GATES, production manager of
KWKW Pasadena, Cal., has resigned
to do research work for California
Institute of Technology. Replacing
him is Paul Allison, formerly news
editor of KMTR Hollywood. Bill
Plummer, formerly of KTFI Twin
Falls, Ida., has joined KWKW announcing staff.
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Rules

Governing

Lighting

of

Towers

Are Ordered Tightened in FCC Ruling
The time the tower lights are turned
TIGHTENING up on rules and on (1)
and off if manually controlled.
regulations governing tower lights
(2)tion ofThe
time the
the tower
lightsdaily
was visual
made. observaand entries in station logs was or- of (3)
In
the
event
of
any
observed
failure
a tower light,
dered by the FCC, setting en banc
(i)
Nature
of
such
failure.
last Wednesday effective Oct. 28.
(ii) Time the failure was observed.
(iii) ments,
Time
nature of the
Increased air travel, and particurepairs and
or replacements
made.adjustlarly the outlook on the postwar
(iv) Airways Communication Station
(C.A.A.) notified of the failure of any
areas, prompted the FCC, in co- tower light not corrected within thirty
minutes
and the time such notice was
operation with the Civil
Aeronautics Administration
to promulgate
(v) ways
Time
notice was
given(C.A.A.)
to the Airthe modified regulations to reduce given.
Communication
Station
that
air navigation power hazards to a the required illumination was resumed.
minimum.
months,
(4) Upon
the periodic
inspection completion
required at leastof once
each three
The new regulations provide for
(i) The ofdate
of thelights
inspection
and the
visual observations and physical condition
all tower
and associated
inspections of tower lights, to be tower lighting control devices.
(ii) Any
replacementswithor
followed by a report to the nearest repairs
madeadjustments,
to insure compliance
airways communication station of
lighting 4.264
requirements."
"Section
(Modified)
— LOGS—
The
CAA where when failure of tower the
licensee
of each television
broadcast
station
shall
maintain
program and operating logs
lights which cannot be readily cor- and shall require
entries to be made as
rected is observed; and second, entries at the station log indicating follows :
not only that regular checks have transmitting
(b)
Operating
log* ** * television
* (And when
ma logs
(a) Progra
standard
sigbeen made, but also following where
failure has occurred and the nature
(c) Log of experimental operation when
transmitting other than a standard teleof steps taken to remedy the condi* * *signal *an* antenna
tion.
*
(d) nal)vision
Where
or antenna supportingluminatedstructure
(s) is shall
required
be ilthe licensee
maketo entries
The specific sections affected are : in the ralio
station log appropriate to the
"Section 2.82 (New) — INSPECTION
requirements
of
Section
2.82(a),
(b),
and
OF TOWER LIGHTS AND ASSOCIATED
CONTROL
EQUIPMENT—
The
license
of
(c)(1)as The
follows:
any radio station which has an antenna
time the tower lights are turned
or antenna supporting structure (s) re- an and off if manually controlled.
quired to be illuminated pursuant to the
(2) The
the lights
daily was
visualmade.
observation of thetimetower
provisions
303 (q)
of the Commuications ofActSection
of 1934,
as amended
:
(3)a In
the event
of any observed failure
of
tower
light,
(a) Shall make a visual observation of
the tower lights at least once each twenty(i) Nature of such failure.
four hours to insure that all such lights
(ii) Time the failure was observed.
are functioning properly as required.
(iii) ments,
Timerepairsand
nature of the
or replacements
made.adjust(b) Shall report immediately by tele(iv) Airways Communication Station
phone
or
telegraph
to
the
nearest
Airof the failure
any
ways Communications Station or Office of (C.A.A.)
lightnotified
not corrected
within ofthirty
the Civil Aeronautics Administration any tower
minutes and the time such
notice was
,
observed failure of the tower lights, not given.
corrected
regardless of thewithin
cause thirty
of such minutes,
failure. Further
(v) ways
Time
notice was
given(C.A.A.)
to the AirCommunication
Station
that
notification by telephone or telegraph shall
be given immediately upon resumption of the required illumination was resumed.
months,
the required illumination.
(4) Upon
the periodic
inspectioncompletion
required at leastof once
each three
(c) Shall inspect at intervals of at least
once each three months, all flashing or ro(i) The ofdate
of thelights
inspection
and the
con- condition
all tower
and associated
troltating
devicesbeacons
to and
insureautomatic
that suchlighting
apparatus
tower lighting control devices.
is functioning properly as required."
(ii) Any
replacements
or
"Section
3.404 broadcast
(Modified)station
LOGS— shall
The repairs
made adjustments,
to insure compliance
with the
license
of each
maintain program and operating loga and
"Sectionrequirements."
5.28 (Modified) RECORDS OF
lighting
shall require entries to be made as follows:
OPERATION — (a) The licenses of each
experimental station shall maintain ade(a) In the program log: * * *
(b)
In the anoperating
log:
* * * strucquate records of operation including: * * *
(c) Where
antenna
supporting
(b) Where an antenna or antenna supture^) is required to be illuminated the
(s) isshall
required
be illicensee shall make entries in the radio luminted porting
thestructure
licensee
maketo entries
in the radio station log appropriate to the
station mentslog
appropriate
the and
requireof Section
2.82(a),to (b),
(c) rquirements
of Section 2.82 (a), (b) and
as follows :
follows:
"(1) onTheand time
tower controlled.
lights are on(c)( 1and
)asTheoff
time
the tower controlled.
lights are turned
turned
off if the
manually
if manually
(2) The time the daily visual observation
"(2)
The
time
the
daily
visual
tion of the tower lights was
made.observaof the tower lights was made.
(3)
In
the
event
of
any
observed
failure
(3)ure of Ina tower
the event
any observed faillight, of
of a tower light,
[Continued
on page ii]
(i) Nature of such failure.
(ii) Time the failure was observed.
(iii) Time
nature of the
ments, repairsand
or replacements
made.adjust(iv) Airways Communication Station
(C.A.A.) notified of the failure of any
tower light not corrected within thirty
minutes and the time such notice was
(v) ways
TimeCommunication
notice wasStation
given (C.I.
to A.)
the Airgiven.
that
the required illumination was resumed.
(4) Upon completion of the periodic inmonths, spection requirel at least once each three
(i) The date of the inspection and the
condition of all tower lights and associated
tower lighting control devices.
(ii) Any
replacementswithor
repairs
madeadjustments,
to insure compliance
theSection
lighting 4.5
requirements."
(Modified) — STATION
RECORDS
— (a)
The listed
licenseeinof Section
each class
of
broadcast
station
4.1
shall maintain adequate records of the
operation
including
: * * * or antenna sup(b) Where
an antenna
portingluminatedstructure
(s) is shall
required
be ilthe licensee
maketo entries
in the radio station log appropriate to the
requirements of Section 2.82(a), (b), and
(c) as follows:
BROADCASTING

"Be not afraid, lady — I'm the
Lone Ranger from WFDF Flint
Michigan."
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(i) Nature of such failure
(ii) Time the failure was observed
(iii) ments,
Timerepairsand
nature of themade.
adjustor replacements
(iv) Airways Communication Station
(C.A.A.) notified of the failure of any
tower light not corrected within thirty
minutes and the time such notice was
given.
(v) ways
Time
notice was
given(C.A.A.)
to the AirCommunication
Station
that
the required illumination was resumed.
(4) Upon
completion
of
the
periodic
inmonths, spection required at least once each three
(1) The date of the inspection and the
condition of all tower lights anl associated
tower lighting control devices.
(ii) Any adjustments, replacements or
repairs made to insure compliance with the
lighting
"Sectionrequirements."
6.39 ( New ) — INSPECTION OF
ANTENNA TOWER LIGHTING— Where
an antenna or antenna supporting structure (s) is required to be illuminated the
licensee shall make entries in the radio
station log appropriate to the requirements
of Section 2.82(a), (b), and (c) as follows:
( 1 The time the tower lights are turned
on and off if manually controlled.
(2) The time the daily visual observation
of the tower lights are made.
(3) In the event of any observed failure
of a tower light,
(i) Nature of such failure.
(ii) Time the failure was observed.
(Hi) Time and nature of the adjustments, repairs or replacements made .
(iv) Airways Communication Station
(C.A.A.) notified of the failure of any
tower light not corrected within thirty
minutes and the time such notice was
given.
(v) Time notice was given to the Airways Communication Station (C.A.A.) that
the required illumination was resumed.
(4) Upon completion of the periodic
inspection required at least once each
three months.
(i) The date of the inspection and the
condition of all tower lights and associated
tower lighting control devices.
(ii) Any adjustments, replacements or
repairs made to insure compliance with
the"Section
lighting7.83requirements."
(New)—
RECORD INSPECOF ANTENNA TOWER
LIGHTING
TIONS— Where an antenna or antenna
supporting structure (s) is required to be
illuminated the licensee shall make entries in the radio station log appropriate
to the requirements of Section 2.82 (a),
(b), and (c) as follows:
(1) The time the tower lights are turned
on and off if manually controlled.
(2) The time the daily visual observation
of the tower lights was made.
(3)ure ofIna tower
the event
light, of any observed fail(i) Nature of such failure.
(ii) Time the failure was observed.
(iii) Time and nature of the adjustments, repairs or replacements made.
(iv) Airwavs Communication Station
(C.A.A.) notified of the failure of any
tower light not corrected within thirty
minutes and the time such notice was
given.
(v) Time notice was given to the Airways Communication Station (C.A.A.) that
the required illumination was resumed.
(4) Upon completion of the periodic
inspection required at least once each
three months.
(i) The date of the inspection and the
condition of all tower lights and associated
tow^r lighting control devices.
(ii) Any adju?tments. replacements or
repairs made to insure compliance with
the"Section
lighting 7.96
requirements."
(Modified) — Additional
regulations — The oneration of marine relay stations shall be covernel in the following matters bv the associated provisions of the following designated ru'es
governing the operation of coastal stations :
(a) Section 7.21 Order of priority of
communications.
(b) S»ction 7.31 Limitations relative to
A-2 emission.
(c) Section 7.32 Operating power.
(d) Section 7.41 Coastal station license.
(e) Section 7.42 Posting of station license.
(f)
cense. Section 7.43 Posting of operator li(g) Section 7.5R Emission in the band
10ft to ifiO kilocvles.
(h> Section 7.59 Frequency measurements.
(i) Section 7 R0 Freouencv tolerance.
(i^ Section 7.83 Record of antenna tower
lighting inspections."
"Section 9.41 (Modifiedl — TNFORMATION REQUIRED IN STATION LOGS—
(a) All stations in the aviation service
except aircraft stations must keep an adequate log showing :
(1) Hours of operation
(2) Frequencies used
(3)tion wasStations
held with which communica(4) Signature of operator (s) on duty
(b) Where
an antenna
antennatosup-be
porting structure
(s) is orrequired
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N. Y. Sportscasters Elect
STAN LOMAX, sportscaster of
WOR New York, was elected president of the New York Sports
Broadcasters Assn. at a meeting
last week in New York. Ted Husing of CBS, former president of
the group, will be vice president,
and Bert Lee of WHN, second vice
president. Tom Slater, MBS special events ' and sports director,
was named secretary; Marty Glickman, WHN, treasurer, while Bill
Stern, NBC director of Sports, and
Bob Harlow, of Press Assn., were
named to serve on the executive
committee.
illuminated the licensee shall make entries
in the radio station log appropriate to
the requirements of Section 2.82 (a), (b),
and (c) as follows:
(1) The time the tower lights are turned
on and off if manually controlled.
(2) The time the daily visual observation
of the tower lights was made.
(3)ure ofIna tower
the event
light, of any observed fail(i) Nature of such failure.
(ii) Time the failure was observed.
(iii) Time and nature of the adjustments, repairs or replacements made.
(iv) Airways Communication Station
(C.A.A.) notified of the failure of any
tower light not corrected within thirty
minutes and the time such notice was
(v) Time notice was given to the Airgiven.
ways Communication Station (C.A.A.) that
the required illumination was resumed.
(4) Uponrequired
completion
of theonceperiodic
inspection
at least
each
three
months,
(i) The date of the inspection and the
condition of all tower lights and associated
tower lighting control devices.
(ii) Any adjustments, replacements or
repairs made to insure compliance with
the lighting requirements."
LOGS
"Section 10.101— (Modified) CONTENTS
— (a) quate
Each
shall maintain
records licensee
of the operation
of the adestation including:
(1) Hours of operation
(2) Nature and time of each communication.
(3) Frequency measurements
(4) Name of operator on duty at the
transmitter.
(b) Where
an antenna
antennatosup-be
porting structure
(s) is orrequired
illuminated the licensee shall make entries
in the radio station log appropriate to
the requirements of Section 2.82 (a), (b),
and (c) as follows:
( 1 ) The time the tower lights are turned
on and off if manually controlled.
(2) The time the daily visual observation
of the tower lights was made.
(3)ure ofIna tower
the event
light, of any observed fail(i) Nature of such failure.
(ii) Time the failure was observed.
(iii) Time and nature of the adjustments, repairs or replacements made.
(iv) Airways Communication Station
(C.A.A.) notified of the failure of anv
tower light not corrected within thirty
minutes and the time such notice was
(v) Time notice was given to the Airgiven.
ways Communication Station (C.A.A.) that
the required illumination was resumed.
(4) Upon completion of the periodic
inspection
three
months,required at least once each
(i)
The ofdate
of thelights
inspection
and th»
condition
all tower
and associated
tower lighting control devices.
(ii) Any adjustments, replacements or
repairs made to insure compliance with
the(c)lighting
In the requirements."
case of groups of stations,
either land, or land and mobile, operating
as a single coordinated communication
system controlled from a single point, a
single log may be maintained at a central
location, Provided, That such log records
the reouired information with respect to
all"Section
stations in the (Modified)
network. " LOGS— (a)
Each station11:45
licensee shall maintain
aderecords of the operation of the stationquateincluling:
(1) Hours of operation
(2) Nature and time of each transmission
(3) Name of operator on duty at the
transmitter
(b) Where
an antenna
antennatosup-be
porting structure
(s) is orrequired
illuminatel the lieensee shall make entries
in the radio station log appropriate to
the requirements of Section 2.22(a), (b),
and (c) as follows:
BROADCASTING

( 1 ) The time the tower lights are turned
on and off if manually controlled.
(2)tion The
dailywasvisual
of the time
tower the
lights
made. observa(2) The time the daily visual observation of the tower lights was male.
(3)ure ofIna tower
the event
light, of any observed fail(i) Nature of such failure.
(ii) Time the failure was observed.
(iii) Time and nature of the adjustments, repairs or replacements made.
(iv) Airways Communication Station
(C.A.A.) notified of the failure of any
tower light not corrected within thirty
minutes and the time such notice was
; "(v) Time
notice wasStation
given (C.A.A.)
to the
given.
Airways
Communication
that the required illumination was resumed.
(4) Upon
the periodic
inmonths,
spectioncompletion
required at leastof once
each three
(i) The date of the inspection and the
condition of all tower lights and associated tower lighting control devices.
(ii) Any
replacementswithor
repairs
madeadjustments,
to insure compliance
the lighting requirements.
(c) In the cases of groups of stations,
either fixed or fixed and mobile, operating
as a single coordinated communication
system controlled from a single point, a
single log may be maintained at a central
location, provided that such log records
the
required ininformation
all stations
the system. with respect to

Sidney J. Williams
SIDNEY JOSEPH WILLIAMS,
47, for 18 years a UP correspondent, died suddenly in London last
week. Among the notable events he
covered in his career were the Battle of Britain, the sinking of the
British submarine M-2, and the
burning of the Zeppelin Hindenburg, which accurred during his
two years with the UP in New
York. He previously had worked
on the Seattle Post-Intelligencer,
the Calgary Albertan, and Winnepeg Free Press, among others.
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
so — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WHO Des Moines
Carter Products, N. Y. (Arrid), 1 ta
weekly,
N.
Y. 52 wks, thru Small & Seiffer,
Wait-Cahill Co.. Decatur, 111. (Green
Mountain cough syrup), 3 sp weekly, 26
wks, thru Wade Adv., Chicago.
Ludens Inc., Reading, Pa. (cough drops),
5 sa weekly, 26 weeks, thru J. M.
Mathes, Inc., N. Y.
Stanco, New York (Mistol), 3 ta weekly,
26 wks, thru McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
Musterole Co., Cleveland, 5 sa weekly, 26
wks, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
Reid National Corn Co., Anamosa, la.
(Hybrid corn), 1 so weekly, 13 wks,
thru Fairall & Co., Des Moines.
Peter Paul Inc., Naugatuck, Conn.
( Mounds, Walnettos, Ten Crown gum ) ,
6Forbes,
so weekly,
N. Y. 13 weeks, thru PlattKWG Stockton, Cal.
Bank of America, San Francisco (checking
service) 7 so per wk, 52 wks, thru
Charles Stuart Adv., San Francisco.
American Trust Co., San Francisco (savings), 7 so per wk, 52 wks, thru Leon
Livingston Adv., San Francisco.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City
(soap), 6 to per wk, 13 wks, thru Leon
Livingston Adv., San Francisco.
Sunway Fruit Products Co., Chicago (vitamins), 6sp per wk, 13 wks, thru Sorensen & Co., Chicago.
KECA Los Angeles
Williams Waterproofing & Paint Co., Los
Angeles (waterproofing, paint) weekly
sp, 52 wks, thru Allied Adv. Agencies,
Los Angeles.
Globe Grain & Milling Co., Los Angeles
(flour), 6 so per wk, 26 wks, thru McCan -Erickson Inc., Los Angeles.
W. H. Y. & Kevo Products Ltd., Azusa,
Cal. (Kevo), 2 sp per wk, 12 wks, thru
Barton A. Stebbins Adv., Los Angeles.
French Kitchen Foods Corp., Los Angeles
(spaghetti sauce) , 2 ta per wk, 13 wks,
thru Elwood J. Robinson Adv., Los
Angeles.

WKZO Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids
American Home Products, Jersey City,
N. J. (Aspertane), 3 ta weekly 52 wks
thru Compton Adv., New York.
Automobile Club of Michigan, 6 ne weekly
for
13 wks thru Stockwell & Marcuse,
Detroit.
Compagnie Parisienne, San Antonio, 3 sp
weekly for 4 wks thru Northwest Radio,
Seattle.
De Free Chemical Co.. 5 ne weekly for
13 wks thru Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
P. Duff & Sons, Pittsburgh (waffle mix),
4 so weekly for 4 wks thru W. Earle
Bothwell, Pittsburgh.
Ex-Lax Inc., Brooklyn. 5 to weekly for
13 wks thru Joseph Katz Co.. New York.
Clark Gardner, 3 sp weekly for 4 wks thru
Northwest Radio. Seattle.
Kalamazoo Stove Co.. U. of Mich, football
games, placed direct.
Luden's
3 so Inc..
weekly Reading,
for 26 Pa.wks (cough
thru drops),
J. M.
Mathes, New York.
Stephano Bros., Philadelphia (Marvel
cigarettes), 13 sa weekly for 4 wks thru
Aitkin-Kynett, Philadelphia.
Michigan Consolidated Gas Co., 1 so weekly
for 26 wks thru Ben Dean Adv., Grand
OldRapids.
Fashioned Church of the Air, 1 sp
weekly for 52 wks thru Stanley Boynton, Detroit.
Plough Inc.. Memphis, Tenn. (St. Joseph
Aspirin, Penetro nose drops) 12 to week32 wks thru Lake-Spiro-Shurman
Inc.,ly forMemphis.
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago, 5 to weekly for
6 wks thru Sherman & Marquette, Chicago.
Radio Print Shop, Hollywood (stationery),
3 sp weekly for 8 wks thru Northwest
Radio, Seattle.
Willard Tablet Co., Chicago, 3 sp weekly
for 12 wks thru First United Broadcasters, Chicago.
Wolverine Insurance Co., 5 ne weekly for
26 wks direct.
CFRB Toronto
Norwich Pharmacal Co., Toronto (vitamin
tablets),
Toronto. sp weekly thru A. McKim Ltd.,
Imperial Optical Co., Toronto (optical supplies), sp weekly, direct.
Christie Brown & Co., Toronto (bread), 5
sp
weekly,
Toronto. thru Cockfield Brown & Co.,
CHML Hamilton, Ont.
Borden Co. Ltd., Toronto (milk products)
1 sp weekly, thru Young & Rubicam,
Toronto.
Lymans Agencies Ltd., Toronto (Fellows
syrup) 6 ne weekly, thru Ronalds Adv.
Agency Ltd., Toronto.

WOAI San Antonio
W. B. Caldwell Co., Monticello, 111. (Dr.
Caldwell's
Laxative& Senna)
, 8 toChicago.
weekly, thru Sherman
Marquette,
Gladiola Flour Mills, Sherman, Tex.
(flour), 1 ne weekly, thru Couchman
Adv. Agency, Dallas.
Plough Inc., Memphis (St. Joseph Aspirin,
Penetro Nose Drops ) , 22 to weekly, thru
Lake-Spiro-Shurman, Memphis.
Campbell
Meal), 5 Cereal,
t weekly,Minneapolis
thru H. W.(Malt-OKastor
& Sons, Chicago.
Pertussin Medicine Co., New York (cough
syrup), 5 to weekly, thru Erwin, Wasey
& Co., N. Y.
National Oats Co., Cedar Rapids, la.
(oats) 5 to per wk.
Sterling Insurance Co., Chicago, 6 ne
weekly, thru Neal Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Arrid Co., New York (deoderant), 1 t
weekly, thru Small & Seiffer, N. Y.
WJJD Chicago
Hallicrafters Co., Chicago (institutional),
3 sp weekly,
Adv.,
Chicago.52 wks, thru Burton Browne
F. H. Pf under, Inc., Minneapolis (proprieChicago.taries) ,13 sp, thru Sorensen & Co.,
Adler, Inc., Chicago (dress materials), 6
sp
wks, thru Gourfain-Cobb
Adv.weekly,
Agency,13 Chicago.
Bunte Bros.. Chicago (help wanted) , 6 sp,
thru Presba, Fellers & Presba, Chicago.
Fred Harvey Restaurants, Chicago, 6 so,
thru George H. Hartman Co., Chicago.
WHN. New York
Father John's Medicine Co., Lowell, Mass.
John'sBertha
Medicine),
weekly,
26(Father
wks, thru
Bannan,6 so
Boston.
Sunway Vitamin Co., Chicago, 7 ne weekly, 3 sp weekly, thru Sorenson & Co.
Chicago.
Megowen-Educator Food Co., Boston (Crax,
Toasterettes) , so, 13 wks. thru Badger
& Browning, Boston.
Standard Brands Inc., New York (Stams),
to, 13 wks, thru Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
KYW Philadelphia
Pure Food Co., Marmaroneck, N. Y. (HerbOx bouillon),
Mathes
Inc., N.6 soY. weekly, thru J. M.
Philadelphia Electric Co., Philadelphia (appliances) ,3 sp weekly, for 26 weeks,
thru Al Paul Lefton Co., Philadelphia.
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago (Ken-L-Biskit) ,
5 sa weekly, for 8 wks, thru Ruthrauff
6 Ryan, N. Y.
Penick
& Ford,
York16 (My-T-Fine
desserts),
5 so New
weekly,
wks, thru
BBDO, N. Y.

55<ffft)B0ZEMAN

"DOWN MELODY LANE" . . . Join this
stirring trio in their cheery medley of
sure-fire marketing results and substantial broadcast savings by buying all three
markets of the PACIFIC NORTHWEST
GROUP at a 10% discount; two markets,
S%!
KXL
Joseph H. McGillvra
KFPY
The Katz Company
Z NET
The Walker Company
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WCAE Pittsburgh
Joseph Home Co., Pittsburgh (department store), 6 sp weekly for 62 wks
thru Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh.
C. A. Briggs Co., Cambridge, Mass.,
(H. B. cough drops), 5 so weekly for
20 wks dence,thru
R. I. Horten Hayes Co., ProviLever Bros., Cambridge, Mass. (Vimms),
12 ta weekly for 4 wks thru BBDO,
N. Y. Co., Chicago (eyewash) , 3 to
Murine
weekly for 13 wks thru BBDO, N. Y.
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago (Ken-L-Biskit),
5 to weekly for 6 wks thru Ruthrauff
6 Ryan, Chicago.
Vick Chemical Co., New York (Vick
products ) , 5 ne weekly for 20 wks thru
Morse International, New York.
P. Lorrillard Co., New York (Old Gold
cigarettes), 3 ne weekly for 13 wks thru
J. Walter Thompson, New York.
Groves Labs, St. Louis (cold tablets), 5 ne
weekly for 26 wks thru Russel M. Seeds
Chicago.Corp., Chicago (All Purpose
RitCo.,Products
Dye)
15 to &weekly
for 17 wks thru
Earle , Ludgin
Co., Chicago.
John F. Jelke Co., Chicago (margarine),
5 so weekly for 26 wks thru Young &
Rubicam, Chicago.
Wilson Milk Co., Indianapolis, 5 to weekly
for 13 wks thru Keeling & Co., Indianapolis.
Grocery Store Products Mfg. Corp., New
York (Kitchen Bouquet), 6 to weekly
for 39York.
wks thru Duane & Jones Co.,
New
Solventol Chemical Products Co., Detroit
(Solventol),
1 t weekly
for 52 wks thru
Holmes
Associates,
Detroit.
Grennan Bakeries, Chicago (cakes), 6 sp
weekly
for Chicago.
13 wks thru CampbellMithan Inc.,
Blue Moon Foods Inc., Thorp, Wis.
(cheese), 5 to weekly for 13 wks thru
Reincke, Ellis, Younggreen & Finn,
Chicago.
Interstate Labs, Louisville, Ky. (Vitawine and Oculine) . 1 t weekly for 52
wks thru Farson & Huff, Louisville.
Groves Labs, St. Louis (Vitamins), 2
ne weekly for 26 wks thru Donahue &
Coe, New York.
Musterole Co., Cleveland, 4 sa weekly for
26
York.wks thru Erwin Wasey & Co., New
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago (Aunt Jemima
Pancake flour) , 3 t weekly for 26 wks
thru Sherman K. Ellis & Co., Chicago.
W. B. Caldwell, Monticello, 111., 4 t
weekly for 52 wks thru Sherman &
Marquette, Chicago.
Sal Fayne
Ohio, Hall,
6 to weekly for 13Corp.,
wks Dayton,
thru Douglas
Dayton.
Wm. G. Johnstone Co., Pittsburgh (printne weeklyPittsburgh.
for 13 wks thru Walkerin&g) ,1Downing,
Duquesne Brewing Co., Pittsburgh (beer) ,
3 t weekly for 26 wks thru Walker &
Downing Co. Pittsburgh.
Church of the Covenants, Dayton, Ohio (religious) ,1 t weekly for 52 wks thru
Stanley G. Boynton, Detroit.
Bond Clothes, Pittsburgh, 6 sp weekly for
52 wks thru
Neff-Rogow
New York.
Brookside
Distilling
Corp.,Inc.,
Scranton,
Pa.
(wines), 6 to weekly for 13 wks thru
Henry W. Gann. Scranton.
Drake Baking Co., Pittsburgh, 5 so weekly
for 52 wks thru Ketchum, MacLeod &
Grove, Pittsburgh.
Foster Millburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y. (Ice
Mint) , 3 ta weekly for 52 wks thru Spot
Broadcasting, N. Y.
Isaly Dairy Co., Pittsburgh, 4 sp daily
for approx. 5 days (World Series) thru
Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, Pittsburgh.
Coronet Magazine, Chicago, 15 to weekly
for
52 wks thru Schwimmer & Scott,
Chicago.
KHJ Hollywood
Standard Brands Inc., New York (Royal
Cream of Tartar Baking Powder) , 3 sp
per
N. Y.wk, 13 wks, thru Ted Bates Inc.,
Dad's Root Beer, Chicago (root beer) , 2
Chicago.
, Malcolm-Howard,
so per wk, 11 wks, thru
Sears Foods Distributing Co., Los Angeles
(Buttr-Stretch) , 3 sp per wk, 13 wks,
direct.
Sears Roebuck
& Co., 10Losne Angeles
ment store chain),
per wk, (depart52 wks,
thru The Mayers Co., Los Angeles.
KFI Los Angeles
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City
(Peets
granulated
soap),Livingston
4 & 2 so weekly, 13 wks,
thru Leon
Adv.,
San Francisco.
Southern California Naval Uniform Distributors, Los Angeles (uniforms), weekly sp, Los
14 wks,
Breyer,
Angeles.thru Hillman-ShaneQuaker Oats Co., Chicago (kennel biscuit),
5 to weekly, 8 wks, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, Inc.,
Chicago.
Luden's
Reading Pa. (cough drops),
9 so weekly, 26 wks, thru J. M. Mathes
Inc., N. Y.
• Broadcast Advertising

SCHUTTER CANDY CO., Chicago,
dedicated four of its network shows
during the month of September to
War Bond promotion. These were two
of the Starring Curt Massey programs on NBC and two of the Coronet Little Show programs on CBS.
SMITH BROTHERS FISHERIES,
Port Washington, Wis., new to radio,
have placed a one year contract with
WTMJ Milwaukee for spot announcements on Top of the Morning, record
show, What's New, women's commentary, and Heinie and His Grenadiers.
CALLITE TUNGSTEN CORP.,
Union City, N. J., on Sept. 30 sponsored a special broadcast on WOR
New York, when the company held
ceremonies in Roosevelt Stadium,
Union City, attendant with the award
of
the president
Army-Navyof Callite,
"E". Charles
H.
Kraft,
and War
and Navy Dept. Officials gave short
talks. Agency in charge is Albert
Frank-Guenther-Law, New York.
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO Co., Louisville, sponsors of People
Are Funny, will advertise Wings cigarettes on the show beginning Oct.
15, when the program goes from 65
to 126 NBC stations, 7:30 p.m. On
Oct. 8, Art Linkletter succeeds Art
Baker as m.c. of the program.
BURTON'S FOODS, Chicago (Burton's Mustard )as
, toagency.
BurtonPlans
Browne
Inc., Chicago,
are
said to include radio.

Greeley to B-S-H
JOSEPH M. GREELEY, formerly
with Quaker Oats Ltd., London, as
advertising and sales promotion
manager, later with Hecker Products Corp., flour and cereal division, New York, in the same capacity, and recently associated with
Pedlar & Ryan, New York, has
joined Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
Chicago, to be account executive
on the General Mills account, hanflour. dling Cheerioats and Softasilk cake

is

_

tb«

SULFA PRODUCTS CO., Kansas
City, Mo. (Psoriasis remedy), has
named Merritt Owens Adv. Agency,
Kansas City, as agency. Radio plans
are said to be included.
WILLIAM A. HART, New York advertising director of E. I. Du Pont
de Nemours & Co., has returned after
two weeks in Hollywood where he
conferred with Wayne Tiss, associate
radio director of BBDO, on future
broadcasts of the NBC Cavalcade of
America, which will originate from
the Coast for several months.
WEBER SHOWCASE & FIXTURE
Co., Los Angeles (institutional), new
to radio, on Sept. 24 started sponsoring a six-weekly quarter-hour early
morningwood.newscast
on 13KNX
Contract is for
weeks,Hollywith
placement direct.
NABOB PRODUCTS, Vancouver
(coffee), has started a live musical
quarter hour on CFCF Montreal five
mornings weekly. Account vwifc plaod
by Cockfield Brown & Co., Toronto.
GENERAL DRY BATTERIES of
Canada Ltd., Toronto has started
transcribed talks on hockey and spot
announcements on 22 Canadian stations. Account was placed by A
MeKim Ltd., Toronto.
QUAKER OATS Co., Peterborough,
Ont., sionon
Oct.Brewster
15 startsBoyFrench
verof That
on CKAC
and CHRC, Fri. 9-9:30 p.m. Agency:
Spitzer & Mills Ltd., Toronto.
ANDES CANDIES, Chicago (candy
shops), on Sept. 25 began sponsorship
of quarter-hour newscasts heard each
Saturday at 10 :30 p.m. for 52 weeks.
Agency
Chicago. is George Hartman Adv. Co.,
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VALUE of MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS
Source: — Census of Manufactures, 1939
NORTH

AVERAGE OF

CAROLINA

N/NE OTHER
SOUTHERN STATES

$1420,600,000

KING'S-X Flavor and Extract Co.,
Los Angeles (S-M Butter Flavor),
has named Raymond R. Morgan CoHollywood, as agency. Radio is said
to be used.
MESA COUNTY PEACH GROW- 1
ERS, Palisade, Colo. (Colorado Elbertas peaches ) , has named Conner
Adv. Agency Inc., Denver, to service
its account. Radio plans are said to
be included.
ANNOUNCING THE
APPOINTMENT OF
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Weed & Company
350 Madison Ave., N. Y.
As National Representative

fc\oe 6'°°°
WSLI
of
Only Blue Network covering Mississippi's
largest market.
•Jackson, Mississippi
W>7
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LOCAL LOAN Co., Chicago, is sponsoring afootball
weekly
program
of professional
chatter
on WIND
Gary
preceding home games of the Chicago
Bears for the season. Agency is Van
Hecker-MacLeod, Chicago.
WESTERN AUTO SUPPLY Co.,
Los Angeles, on Sept. 19 started using an average of two nighttime chain
break announcements weekly on eight
West Coast stations. List includes
KNX KHJ KGW KHQ KARM KSL
KIRO KFSD. Contracts are for 52
weeks. Agency is BBDO, Los Angeles.

DAVID CARTER DEANE
WCKY ORGANIST
STATION

+ + +

m

CHNS
The Key Station of the
Maritimes
Is as much a part of Ha' if ax
as the Citadel Hill.
Located as it is in the Capital
City, it commands the largest
near at hand audience in the
Maritimes.
Ask JOE WEED
350 Madison Ave.
New York

24

s
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HERBERT'S BLUE WHITE DIAMONDS, New York, has started a
second program on WMCA New York
featuring Andy Sannella with a novelty orchestra, Sunday, 3 :03-3 :30 p.m.
The firm recently started a quiz program on WMCA.
RONRICO CORP., Miami, (wines),
has appointed Hill Adv. Inc., New
York, to handle its advertising, effective immediately. No media plans have
been settled as yet.
TWIN CITY Federal Savings & Loan
Assoc., has renewed 52-week contract
for daily station breaks on KSTP
St. Paul through McCann-Erickson,
Minneapolis.

J. WALTER THOMPSON Co's office in Calcutta, India, has been appointed publicity advisor to the Bengal government on matters of civil
supplies, as well as advisor to the
Bengal Chamber of Commerce on
publicity in the mill center.
IRVING DAVIS, former promotion
manager of Esquire and managing
editor of Apparel Arts, on Oct. 1 is
opening his own advertising agency,
Irving Davis Co., at 655 Fifth Ave.,
New York. Telephone is Plaza 8-2640.
HARRIET CROUSE, former publicity director and fashion editor of Hillman-Shane-Breyer, Los Angeles advertising agency, has joined the publicity staff of Don Lee BroadcastingSystem, Hollywood.
H. A. P. POLITE & Associates, new
advertising agency specializing in radio accounts, has been opened in Riverside, Cal., by Mr. Polite, former
commercial manager of KPRO Riverside.

JOINS

DURSTINE'S AGENCY
JOHN R. LATHAM, assistant
sales manager of MBS since August, 1942, has resigned to become
vice-president and a director of
Roy S.advertising
Durstine
Inc.,
ces in New
agency
with York
offiand Cincinnati.
Mr. Latham will
have general
executive and
management responsib lit es, as
well as heading
the dioagency's
activities. raMr. Latham
Previously executive vice-president of the American Network, representing FM stations, Mr. Latham
left that position last year to join
Mutual when the war interrupted
plans for an FM network. For several years prior to that, he was in
charge of timebuying for Young &
Rubicam, New York, and later
served as president of American
Cigar & Cigarette Co., New York.
BOB PRESNELL, formerly of BBDO
and Young & Rupicam, has joined
Compton
Adv., New York, as production supervisor.
PETER KONDRAS, with N. W.
Ayer & Sons Inc. for the past 11 years,
has joined
Gilman, Philadelphia, asLewis
space &buyer.
JOHN COHANE, former account
executive for Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago, and prior to that with
J. Walter Thompson Co., New York,
has joined Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
York, in a similar capacity.

TONY HARDT, Hollywood producer
of Young
& Rubicam,
has been
assigned to the
MBS Sherlock
Holmes,
sponsored by Petri Wine Co.
CARL STANTON, radio executive of
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, has returned to Chicago after West Coast
conferences with James H. West,
Hollywood manager.
RAYMOND R. MORGAN, head of
Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood
agency, has recovered from a heart
attack which confined him to a Hollywood hospital.
Barlow

For Wallenstein

ALFRED WALLENSTEIN, orchestra conductor recently named
director of the Los Angeles Philharmonic, apost he will take over
in October, was given the honorary
degree of doctor of music at Wooster College, Ohio, last Thursday.
NBC announced last week that
Howard Barlow, noted American
conductor,
has beenas selected
ceed Wallenstein
director toof sucthe
Voice of Firestone, sponsored by
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron. Wallenstein has served as
conductor of the musical series for
seventor ofyears
well York.
as music direcWOR asNew
James C. Radcliffe
JAMES C. RADCLIFFE, 66,
known as "Uncle Mac" on the Red
River Valley Gang show on WCCO
Minneapolis, died last week from
a heart attack following a bond
rally program on which he had appeared. Mr. Radcliffe had spent the
last 11 of his 50 years in show
business in radio.

ROBERT ALLAN MONROE, freelance writer and producer, and previously associated with WOSU Columbus, WHK Cleveland and WLW Cincinnati, has joined the radio production department of Donahue & Coe,
New York.

Market

• October

LATHAM

RUSSELL H. POTTER, formerly director of the OPA, New York district, has joined Craven & Hedrick,
New
York,
as public relations director.
LOU NELSON, timebuyer of the
Wade agency, Chicago, is the father
of a girl.
ROBERT COLWELL, New York
vice-president of J. Walter Thompson
Co., has returned to his headquarters
after several weeks on the West Coast
supervising production details for the
weekly BLUE What's Neio?, sponsored
by Radio Corp. of America.
JANE RICE, formerly with Russel M.
Seeds, Chicago,
after Madison
13 months'
sociation with WIBA
has asrejoined the Seeds agency as assistant
to copy editor Harry Maus.
FERRES ADV. SERVICE, Hamilton, Ont., has opened a Toronto office
at 45 Richmond St. West, with Albert Jarvis as manager. Mr. Jarvis
was formerly with James Fisher Co.
and Norris-Patterson, Toronto agencies.

ink*"
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FM

KGNF,

Named

ACQUIRED BY WOW
PURCHASE of KGNF North
Platte, Neb., by WOW Omaha, was
announced last Wednesday by John
J. Gillin, Jr., president of WOW
Inc., coincident with the filing of an
application with the FCC for
transfer of license. The price was
understood to be $40,000.
Simultaneously an application
was filed for a change in frequency
from 1460 to 1240 kc, with hours
of operation increased from day to
fulltime. The application set forth
that arrangements had been made
by WOW with NBC for an affiliation with that network upon approval of the transfer and the
change in facilities. Mr. Gillin said
KGNF would become a bonus station on NBC.
KGNF was established in 1930
by W. I. LeBarron and Mrs. LeBarron. It now uses 1000 w daytime but would operate 250 w fulltime on 1240 kc.

Stations

Expected to Relieve Present
Complexities for Public
NEW CALL LETTERS had been
selected by most of the 49 FM
broadcasting stations by last Friday afternoon. The FCC approved
elimination of the existing letternumeral calls last Aug. 24, effective Nov. 1. The change had been
urged by FM Broadcasters Inc. to
overcome complexities encountered
under the present method [Broadcasting, Aug. 30].
Existing licensees were instructed to choose their new calls
before Oct. 10 from the list available at the FCC, the deadline having been extended from Oct. 1 for
the benefit of far distant stations. Where the licensee of an
FM station also operates a standard broadcast station in the same
city, he is given the option of
retaining his standard call letter assignment followed by the suffix "FM" to designate transmission on the FM channel. Following
is the list of new call letters assigned by the FCC, by cities alphabetically, with the old call followed
in parenthesis by the new assignment:
Alpine, N. J. — W31NY (WFMN).
Baton Rouge— -W45BR (WBRL).
Binghamton, N. Y. — W49BN (WNBFFM).
Boston— W67B (WBZ-FM); W39B
(WMTW); W43B (WGTR).
— );
Chicago— W67C (WBBM-FM) ; -W59C
(WGNB); W83C (WEHS); W51C
W75C (WDLM).
Columbus — W45CM (WELD).
Detroit— W49D (WLOU); W4 5D
(WENA).
Evansville, Ind.— W45V (WMLL).
Fort Wayne, Ind. — W49FW (WOWOFM).
Hartford— W53H (WTIC-FM); W65H
(WDRC-FM).
Indianapolis— W73I (WABW).
Jersey City— W95NJ ( ).
Kansas City — K49KC (KOZY).
Los (
A n g ).e 1 e s— K45LA (KHJ-FM);
K61LA
Milwaukee— W55M
(WMFM ) .
Nashville— W47NV ( ) .
New York— W71NY (WABW) ; W39NY
( ), W67NY
(WABC-FM); W55NY
(WFGG); W59NY (WQXR-FM) ; W75NY
( ); W47NY
(WGYN); W63NY
(WHNF).
Philadelphia— W73PH
(WPEN - FM) ;
W49PH
(WIP-FM);
W65PH
( );
W69PH (WCAU-FM); W57PH (KYWFM); W53PH (WFIL-FM).
Pittsburgh— W75P (KDKA-FM); W47P
(WTNT).
Rochester,
N. Y. — W51R (WHFM);
W47R
(WHEF).
Schenectady,
W85A (WGFM).N. Y. — W47A (WBCA);
Salt Lake City— K47SL (KSL-FM).
South Bend, Ind— W71SB (WSBS).
Springfield, Mass. — W81SP (WBZAFM).
Winston-Salem— W41MM (WMIT).

'

FIFTEENTH anniversary with
WOR New York for John MacKenzie-Reid is the occasion for receiving a $100 check from Chief
Engineer J. R. Poppele. MacKenzie-Reid is supervisor of remote
broadcasts.
WNAC Boston and KARM Fresno have announced acquisition through
Press Assn. of the Associated Press
radio news service.
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Disc Contracts
A TOTAL of 12 new contracts have
been received for syndicated programs
produced by NBC's Radio Recording
Division, and five stations have resubscriptions.
ed are : newed
WBEN
WATR Stations
WGBI includWOW
WISH WJPA WAOV KFI WCOL
WSLS KHQ WMPS WAIR KMBC.

* MEMPHIS

* RICHMOND

100

David Stores Promote
RECENT RECRUIT into spot radio is John David Inc., New York,
chain of 5 men's furnishing stores,
sponsor of twice-weekly five-minute
program on WJZ New York, contracted for 52 weeks. Aired Wednesday and Friday, 10:45-10:50
p.m., program features Bert Bacharack, writer for Esquire and Apparel Arts, who makes a hobby of
writing to service men. He reads
hypothetical letters which are
available to listeners. Store has
used some spot radio locally. AgenYork.cy is Gussow, Kahn & Co., New

Metropolitan

* DENVER

OMAHA
and

JV. PLATTE,

station

the

137

Markets*

in this big,

rich market that reaches MORE listeners than all other stations combined.
'According to Census Bureau estimate as of March 1, 1943.
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AFM-DECCA- WORLD
CONTRACT
See Story on Page 9

NEW

ORLEANS

50,000

WATTS

The Greatest Selling POWER
in the South's Greatest City
CBS Affiliate
Nat'l Rep. - The Katz Agency Inc.

POCATELLO AUDIENCE \
83.7%
8 A.M. TO 10 P.M.
li! I

KSEI
POCATELLO • IDAHO

This is to advise you that during the
term of this contract you and your subsidiary companies may employ members
of the American Federation of Musicians
upon the following terms and conditions:
( 1 ) — You shall use only members in
good tionstanding
the theAmerican
Federa-of
of Musiciansof for
performance
all instrumental music in recording phorecords andsometimes
electricalreferred
transcrip-to
tionsnograph
(hereinafter
as
"recordings"),
and when
employing
persons
who are eligible
for membership
in the American Federation of Musicians you shall employ only such persons as shall be members thereof in good
standing.
(2) —that
We our
shalllocals
exercise
authority
order
and full
members
of thein
Federation engaged in or pertaining to
such recording activities shall do nothing
in derogation of the terms and intent of
this agreement.
(3) — Immediately upon the making of
any recording and prior to its release,
you shall advise the Federation of such
recording, of the serial or other number
thereof, and any additional information in
connection with any such recording
which we may reasonably require. Upon
demand by the Federation, you shall
promptly furnish to it a copy of any such
recording, including those made or pressed
by you in Canada.
Must Furnish Catalogues
(4) —mentUpon
the promptly
execution furnish
of this toagreeyou shall
the
Federation a copy of your current catalogue of recordings, and thereafter from
time to time as and when issued, you
shall
thereto.supply a copy of all supplements
(5) — You shall not require, request, induce, or in any manner attempt to influence any member of the Federation to
play, or perform for recordings, or render services pertaining thereto, except as
permitted by this agreement.
(6) — You shall not dub, re-record, or
re-transcribe any recordings except upon
previous written notice of any such intention to be given to the member through
whom the performers were originally employe! as well as to the Federation, and
upon payment to the said member of the
full scale for all performers applicable
to such new use.
(7) — You shall not require members of
the Federation to make phonograph records containing commercial advertisements, or any recordings to be used by
or for actors as accompaniment for or in
connection with their performances.
(8) — No changes in our constitution
and by-laws will be made during the term
of this agreement which shall contravene
any of the provisions herein.
(9) — All laws, rules and regulations of
the American Federation of Musicians (a
copy of which is herewith submitted) are
made part of this agreement.
(10) — You shall pay our members for
the services rendered by them in the
making of recordings such sums as you
may agree upon with them, but which in
no event shall be less than scale.
(11) — All contracts for recordings between you and members of the Federation shall contain the following provision :
"As the musicians engaged under the

stipuations of this contract are members of the American Federation of Musicians, nothing in this contract shall
ever be construed as to interfere with any
obligation
which ofthey
owe to asthemembers
American Federation
Musicians
Said contracts shall also contain the
following paragraph which is part of a
resolution
thereof." eration ofadopted
Musiciansby: the American Fed"That members of the American Federation of Musicians are authorized to accept employment for the purpose of making phonograph recorls and electrical
transcriptions by such phonograph and
electrical transcription companies as
shall have entered into an agreement
with the American Federation of Musicians permitting the employment of its
members upon the terms and conditions
contained in the standard form of agreementerationpromulgated
the itsAmerican
of Musiciansby to
members Fedon
September
1943."to give effect to the
(12) — In 30,order
principle of a continuing interest which
all the members of the Federation have
in the use of recordings containing instrumental music, you shall pay to the
American Federation of Musicians the
following:
Schedule of Fees
(A) turedFor
phonograph
manufacor produced
by yourecords
or others
from
masters hereafter recorded by you, containing performances by members of the
Federation, and which phonograph records are sold by you or the lessees of
your masters to others, a payment equal
to the following :
%-cent for each record, the manufacsuggested35retail
does notturer's
exceed
cents; price of which
%-cent for each record, the manufacturer's 35
suggested
retailbutprice
more
than
cents
does ofnotwhich
exceedis
50 cents;
%-cent for each record, the manufacturer's 50
suggested
retailbutprice
more than
cents
does ofnotwhich
exceedis
75 cents;
1-cent for each record, the manufacretail
of exceed
which
is more turer's
than suggested
75 cents
but price
does not
$1.00;
2% -cents for each record, the manufacturer's$1.00
suggestel retail
pricenotof exceed
which
is more than
but does
$1.50;
5-cents for each record, the manufacturer's$1.50
suggestedbutretail
of which
more than
does price
not exceed
$2.00;is
2% per cent of the sale price of each
record,
theofmanufacturer's
retail price
which exceeds suggested
$2.00.
You have advised us that the manuretail prices
as are
referred to facturer's
in thesuggested
foregoing
schedule
published in your catalogues of records.
(B) For ufactured
electrical
transcriptions
from masters
hereaftermanrecorded by you containing performances by
members of the Federation, and which
are intended for more than one use by
your customers, lessees or licensees as
part of your library service or otherwise,
a payment equal to 3 per cent of the
gross revenues derived by you from the
sale, lease, license or other disposition
thereof.
For spot announcement transcriptions,
commonly known as "jingles", a like

K0ZY

payment
nues shallof be3 per
made.cent of the gross reve(C) For scriptions
commercial
tranmanufactured electrical
for commercial
broadcasting, intended for a single use
and only so used, there shall be no payment pursuant to the terms of this para(D) All
graph 12. payments stipulated in this
paragraph 12 shall be made to the Federation pursuant to the resolution referred to in the 11th paragraph hereof within 45 days following each calendar halfyear and shall be accompanied by a
statement certifying all payments required to be made pursuant hereto.
Access to Books
(E) The Federation at its option shall
have access and right of examination of
your books and records relating to this
subject at all times.
(F)tion It
is understool
that your
obliga-to
to make
the payments
pursuant
this paragraph 12 hereof shall continue
after the expiration of the term of this
agreement.
(13) — You shall not transfer, assign,
or attempt to transfer or assign your
rights pursuant to this agreement.
— During
the term
hereof,with
we any
will
not(14)enter
into any
agreement
phonograph record or transcription company upon terms more favorable than
those contained in this agreement. In the
event, however, that we shall make any
agreement with any other phonograph
record or transcription company upon
any terms more favorable or different
from those contained in this agreement,
you shall have the right at your option
to
cause your agreement to be conformed
therewith.
shallfacilities
not make,
or permitor
the(15)use— You
of your
for making,
otherwise give aid and assistance in the
making of any phonograph recording or
transcription which shall utilize instrumental music, for or on account of any
other person engaged in the phonograph
recording or transcription business unless authorized in writing by the Federation.
(16) — You agree not to make recordings or transcriptions of any radio program broadcast from a studio or off
the air, without written permission first
obtained from the Federation; however,
since it has been the practice of the
Federation in the past to grant such permis ion, it is agreed that permission will
not be unreasonably withheld and that
when granted it shall be upon the payment of transcription scale.
(17) — The term of this agreement shall
be for the period commencing as of Sep20, 1943, and terminating December 31,tember1947.
Your signature in the space provided
below will constitute this a binding agreement between you, your subsidiaries and
ourselves.
Yours very truly,
(Signed)
James C. Petrillo, President, AFM
E. F.President
Stevens, Decca
Executive
ViceRecords
MiltonRecords
Diamond, Secretary, Decca
New Capital Firm
STONE-TEGRAM, program and
talent agency, has been formed in
Washington with offices at 906
Tenth St., phone Metropolitan
3347. Tom Stone, who wrote and
produced Consumer Time for Dept.
of Agriculture and civil defense
broadcasts, is one of the firm members. At one time he was with
WMCA, WFIL and RCA. Other
firm member is Sandra Tegram, active for several years in southern
radio and advertising circles.
Broadcasting
The
Northwest'sBuy
Best

rpWFBGALTOONA,PA.

WTCN

Complete Coverage
NBC affiliate and
BLUE Network

BLUE NETWORK
MINNEAPOLIS
ST. PAUL
Owned and Operated by

19 years in the public service
HEADLEY-REED CO.
National Representatives
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Stations

Refuse

CIO
Union
Spots
Friction in New York Area Is
From Conflict With Policy
LATEST difficulty between radio
stations and a member of the CIO
developed last week in New York
City when the Greater New York
Industrial Union Council (CIO)
approached all local stations with
a group of announcements it wished
to sponsor, urging people to register so that they could vote in the
fall elections.
The four network outlets in New
York— WABC, WJZ, WEAF and
WOR — did not accept the business,
nor did WNEW and WHN. Seven
other independent New York outlets, (WINS WLIB WBNX WMCA
WHOM WQXR WEVD), however,
have been presenting the spots.
Although a few of the stations
which had refused the Council's
business had no comments to make
or the reasons for so doing, the
others were in agreement that such
announcements are regularly presented on such occasions as a
public service as well as on a much
more frequent daily schedule basis
than the CIO was offering. WNEW,
for example, stated that it had a
policy of accepting no paid political business whatsoever, while
WOR pointed out that it never sold
any announcements in the nature
of public service to local listeners.
Nine major stations in various
parts of the country were charged
recently with discrimination
against the United Automobile
Workers (CIO) when they were
said to have refused a UAW program supporting the President's
campaign to roll back prices
[Broadcasting, Sept. 27].

WPB
Offers Periodical
Index to All Priorities
A PERIODICAL INDEX of all
products under WPB supervision
or control, listing the orders, forms,
references and administrative divisions in charge, has been made
available to subscribers at $2.00
per year
for 13 and
issues.
The periodical, Products
Priorities
may
be procured from the Supt. of
Documents, U. S. Govt. Printing
Office, Washington, D. C. Single
copies are 20 cents.
The new publication is designed
to aidmentbusiness
and obtaining
governofficials in men
quickly

F1y Praises Newsmen
CHAIRMAN James Lawrence Fly
of the FCC paid tribute on the Mutual War and the News broadcast
last Friday night to correspondents
who, often through bullets and out
of foxholes, bring us the stories we
so easily read in newspapers or
hear by the twist of a dial. Chairman Fly spoke from the auditorium
of U. S. Navy School of Music.
Chain Named
HUBERT CHAIN, producer and
writer for the Dubonnet shows at
William H. Weintraub & Co., New
York, since last March, has been
named production director of radio.
Mr. Chain served six years in
NBC's
division with
and
was atradio
one recording
time associated
KJR and KMO Seattle as producerwriter.
BOSTON Symphony Orchestra, conKoussevitzky,
returnsductedOct.by Dr.
9 toSerge
the Saturday
evening
8 :15-9 :15 spot on the BLUE.

Radio Data Book
HANDY reference in compact
form has just been published by
Federal Telephone & Radio Corp.,
New York, an associate of IT&T.
It aims to aid in radio research,
development, production and operation, according to H. T. Kihlhaas,
editor of Electrical Communication,
who edited the handbook, and to
provide for requirements of the
engineer as well as the practical
technician. The 200-page volume
was compiled under direction of the
FT&R Labs, in collaboration with
other associate companies of the
IT&T. Title is Reference Data for
Radio Engineers.

NATIVE SON takes over as manager of KFOR and KFAB Lincoln,
Neb. Hugh Feltis, general manager of Central States Broadcasting System (left) announced last
week the promotion of Earl Williams to manage the two Central
States stations after five years as
their farm editor and program director. Mr. Williams started with
WNAX Yankton and was with
KFEQ St. Joseph, Mo., as program director and farm editor before coming to KFAB in 1938.

information on those products, materials and services which are under the control of the War Production Board. It is to be issued
every four weeks. First issue was
dated Sept. 16.
Formerly the information was
contained partly in Priorities and
partly in Product Assignments, the
latter being unavailable to the
public.

WORCESTER'S

FAVORITE

Makes

brand

word

your
in

CENTRAL

Less drudgery, better ways to run a home,
more appetizing meals, round-the-clock pointers for happier
living—
Afternoon
Journal
on that's
WTAG.Mildred
CentralBailey's
New
England women call her
good reason. She knows the
What she says is phrased in
with a New England sense

"housewise" with
meaning of home.
homey expressions
of fitness— a little

name
NEW

a

household

ENGLAND

of the old, plenty of the new, but always free
of scientific language.
Her program is a rare setting for your
product. Her housewise approach spells household acceptance.
Perhapswhoyou'd
to know
the national
advertisers
havelike
come
back
for more.
Ask for the whole story of Mildred Bailey.

Columbia

1

PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

5000 Watts Full Time
BLUE NETWORK

National Sales Representatives
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Radio

Freedom
Amendment
(Continued from page 7)
and declared that censorship that to them without interference from
who do not entertain the true
would have stopped him in his at- those
value of the public mind, established
tacks "would have been disastrous
by our successful history founded on
the judgments of all Americans after
to the country". He said the CBS
policy against editorial newscasts
free public
numerous
issues solved debate
during onthethecourse
of this
had not influenced him.
Following is the full text of Rep. country's life.
Speak Pointedly
Kennedy's statement:
Radio has become such an importThe more serious tendency toward
ant factor in the shaping up of public censorship lies in the efforts to make
opinion that there has been a ten- our Courts lean towards censorship
dency by Government officials, broad- restrictions on radio communications
casting high officials and various or- because broadcasting for physical reaganizations to impose a direct or insons is necessarily subjected to a lidirect censorship on radio discussions.
censing or a franchise system.
Such censorship is not in the interThere
really should not be any quesests of the development of a free
tion but that the provisions of the
American public opinion.
First and Fourteenth Amendments to
The American people are able to the Constitution apply to radio. But,
formulate their own judgments. They because of the tendency to differenmust have their information brought
tiate speech through licensed commu-

FREE SPEECH AMENDMENT
RESOLVED by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Constitution of the United States is hereby amended by adding the following
article :
AMENDMENT 22 - SECTION 1. — Congress shall make no law
abridging the freedom of speech by radio or wire communication.
SECTION 2. — The provisions of any law, license or contract in
violation of Section 1 hereof are hereby declared inoperative.
nication from ordinary speech, as far
as freedom is concerned, it has become imperative that Congress and
the people speak more pointedly on
this question through a referendum in
the form of my proposed amendment.
I have taching
purposely
atdirectly newrefrained
languagefrom
to the
First and Fourteenth Amendments
because these two amendments are
so sacred to the American people and
now so succinctly express the basic
American creed that any tampering
with their form might be viewed as
a Freedom
profanation.of religion, freedom of
speech and a free press not only are
the great objectives of our system,
but are as well the guarantees of
its continuance.
Americans are not a namby-pamby
people. They can take strong stuff
over the air just as they can give
strong medicine to our enemies on the
field of battle. The forthright leaders
of the past — those men who guided
America to its present high position —
were never mollycoddles in the use of
language and there is no reason for
the belief that leaders on the air
today should pull their punches in
castigating inimical movements.
If a speech on the air offends a listener, the dial can always be turned
away from the broadcaster who is
offending as far as a particular lisHon. Ed. Fitzgerald
Donahue and Coe
New York, N. Y.
Dear Ed.:
It's a fact that any messages or programsmendous
WCHS amount
broadcasts
carry a They
treof influence.
even play a
part
in legalas
decisions,
evidenced by
this story that
came over
our
"The
records
UP wires:

123,239

PEOPLE

So rapidly has Corpus Christi grown to a market of major
proportions that it is hard to believe it was populated by only
27,741 people in 1930. Yet, this Texas gulf-coast city has relatively few war industries. Its consistent, rapid growth is due
to natural resources — oil, cotton, fertile farm lands— and to the
strategic position of its excellent harbor. KRIS, Corpus Christi,
offers you a rich market which will continue to grow after the
war. Hooper Surveys prove listenership domination by KRIS
throughout the Corpus Christi area. Ask your Branham man
for facts today.

tiontoday
WCHS
of
radio
staserved
to
establish
the time of an
automobile accident thatcurredoc-last
year.neys in Attorthecidentac-were
unable to asactcertain
timethe exof
the
mishap
—
but one
of the
persons
inberedvolved
whatrememradio
program
—wasandon that
the the
air
station was
WCHS.gram director
ProJoe
Herget
thumbed
through the
station's time
schedule
was
able —to and
set
the time
in a withhalf
hour."
The this,
thing
impresses our
me
most about
is thethatremembrance
listeners have. If I were an advertiser,
that's the kind of station I'd use for
my selling
story. thoroughly
In fact, I'dthrough
investi-a
gate this station
Branham representative.
Yrs. Regards
ALGY
WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.

Special Combination Buy — KRIS and KXYZ, Houston . . . Investigate!
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tener is concerned. We want our
broadcasting to be forthright and
we want our facts accurately reported.
We will pass our own judgments.
Broadcasts Diluted
At present, through a filter system,
composed
of the
Communications System
andFederal
those who
control
the licensed broadcasting systems, our
broadcasting has been diluted to the
degree where it has become so neutral
as to be ineffective. We want strong
speech from strong men on the air,
not synthetic understatements from
pulpiteering puppets. An example of
the worth of strong free speech is in
the broadcasts of Walter Winchell.
He helped to awaken America to the
danger of the Fifth Column and his
sharp attacks on it over the air did
much to destroy it. He aroused public
opinion to such an extent that the
work of the enemy in our midst has
been ineffective. Censorship t h a t
would have stopped Winchell in these
attacks would have been disastrous
to the country.
There are other able commentators
on the air who have fearlessly pointed
out to the people things that were
destructive and these men should not
be hampered
higher-ups
not
share theirbecause
views or
approve doof
their methods of expression.
America can only live while speech
is free and the most important of
all speech is speech by radio.
Toronto Meeting
NORTHERN BROADCASTING
Co. held its first annual production
meeting in Toronto, Sept. 27-28,
to discuss new program and production ideas. These attending the
sessions, which were under the supervision ofJack K. Cooke, general
manager of Northern Broadcasting
Co., were: program directors of
CKGB Timmins, CJKL Kirkland
Lake, CFCH North Bay, Northern
Quebec Broadcasting System,
C H E X Peterborough, C K W S
Kingston.
JOHN McVANE, NBC foreign
correspondent, currently in London,
is writing a book titled African Campaign, to be published this fall by D.
Appleton Co., New York.

WDRC
CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER
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(Continued from page 9)
ing this principle Decca- World was
recognizing the union's contention
that all of the 133,000 AFM members have an interest in recordings,
whether or not they are individually engaged in making records.
Contract contains the usual provisions for a closed shop, for payment of not less than scale, f®r no
requests for service outside the
provisions of the contract, etc.,
with the union on its part agreeing
to "exercise full authority" so its
members shall live up to the terms
and intent of the contract and also
agreeing that no changes in the
AFM constitution or by-laws will
be made during the term of the
agreement "which shall contravene
any of the provisions." All AFM
"laws, rules and regulations" are
made part of the agreement.
Contract further calls on the recorder to furnish the AFM with
the serial number of any recording
made before it is released, and also
to give the union copies of all catalogs. Dubbing and rerecording is
forbidden without written notice to
both the union and the member
through whom the musicians making the original record were emFCC Approves Merging
Of Western Union,Postal
THE FCC last week approved the
merger of Western Union Telegraph Co. and Postal Telegraph
Inc. into a single domestic wire
landlines system. The Commission
stated its sanction was based on
the premise that the step was in
the public interest and in conformity with the Congressional statute
of last March amending the Communications Act to grant permission. No merger date was set.
Commissioner Durr cast the only
dissenting vote. He opposed the
merger on the terms approved by
the Commission majority, indicating he felt no assurance of improved service, rate benefits or
sounder financial structure. He
indicated Postal could have been
kept operating by Government subsidy, as proposed by ACA.

ployed and full scale applicable to
such use must be paid.
The making of phonograph records containing advertising is forbidden as is the making of any
records to be used by actors as
background or accompaniment.
Contract also bans the use of the
recorder's facilities by any other
recorder without AFM permission.
Recorder also agrees not to make
recordings of broadcasts without
the union consent, which the AFM
agrees "will not be unreasonably
withheld", with transcription scale
to be paid for such recordings.
Any record or transcription
manufacturer signing the contract
further agrees that his obligation
to make payments shall continue
after the expiration of the contract.
Delay Explained
Affixing of signatures to the
World-Decca contract with the
AFM ended a ten-day period of
waiting during which spokesmen
for the union and these companies
consistently maintained the delay
was due merely to difficulties in
putting their agreement into writing while the industry atmosphere
was filled with rumors that an impasse had been reached and that
any moment would bring a "no
contract" announcement.
Meanwhile, A. Walter Socolow,
attorney for the six transcription
companies who had joined with
World in bringing about the hearings kept asking the panel to recommend to the National War Labor
Board that an order be issued
to the AFM to permit its members
to work for these companies as well
as for World and WOR recording
studios, which had agreed to accept any contract negotiated between World and the union and :;o
to alleviate their competitive disadvantage.
The panel, which had tabled Mr.
Socolow's request and recessed the
hearings from Sept. 21 to Sept. 27,
by which date the execution of the
contract had been expected, again
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AUDIENCE
$ More people listen most to WTAM,

Cleveland

day and night than to any other station in the whole
Northern Ohio area. *ln Metropolitan Cleveland
it's 34% by day and 69% by night, against 20%
and 19% for the next stations. In Akron, Youngstown, Canton and other 25,000 population cities,
WTAM

has a big lead and in the rural areas the

preference is overwhelming.
*NBC 1942 Nationwide Survey
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NBC Network 50,000 Wptts • Owned and Operated by NBC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES OFFICES
(SEE FM story page 49)
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Friendly, persuasive personalities, plus entertainment and service
geared to this six-state
area GET RESULTS!

in TOPE

K A

reserved decision on his repeated
demand for an interim order when
the hearing reopened last Monday,
and again recessed the hearings
until Wednesday, upon assurance
of the union that . the contract
would be completed by that time or
if it was not that no further delay
in the hearing would be asked for.
On Wednesday morning the union
delegation reported that the contract had been completed at 7:30
that morning, following an allnight session and that it was acceptable to the AFM and to the
Decca-World attorney, Milton Diamond, hut that it would not be
signed until it had been gone over
by other Decca officials who were
meeting that afternoon for that
purpose. Mr. Padway promised

that if the contract were not signed,
the union would immediately order
its members to stop working for
Decca-World and WOR and that
any masters that had been made
since the oral agreement would be
withheld from release.
Mr. Socolow asked what would
be done about artists these companies might have made contracts
with during that period, but both
the union and the panel disclaimed
any responsibility concerning such
contracts. During this discussion a
camera crew from the "March of
Time" filmed the hearing for a
future release of that series of
documentary movies.
Panel Merely
Chairmana 'Refusal'
Arthur S. Meyer
ordered the hearing resumed and
Mr. Padway, who admittedly had
been working on the Decca-World
contract instead of preparing an
Research Session
A JOINT MEETING of the Timebuyers Committee of the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies and
a group of agency researchers was
held
the 4 and
A's
New last
York Thursday
offices to inconsider
discuss the plan for standardization of station coverage maps,
evolved by the NAB Sales Managers Executive Committee. No details had been divulged last week
as Broadcasting went to press.
Piel Appoints Wm. Esty
PIEL BROS., Brooklyn, now running a 20-week campaign for its
beer, using a five-minute program
on WJZ New York, and three quarter-hours weekly on four other eastern stations, all featuring the
Korn Kobblers, has appointed Wm.
Esty & Co., New York, to handle
its account.

Campbell to Don Lee
PAT CAMPBELL, now serving as
West Coast manager of World
Broadcasting System, has resigned
to become director
of public relations
for Don Lee NetMr. Campbell haswork.been
with
World,subsidiary,
now a
Decca
for nearly 12
tablished
years,
having the
estr ans c r i ption
firm's offices in
Mr. Campbell Los Angeles in
1932 when World decided to extend
its facilities to that part of the
country.
Campbell's
new Nov.
affilia-1,
tion willMr.
become
effective
it was announced.
argument for the hearing, first reviewed his union's stand that the
NWLB has no jurisdiction in the
dispute, stating there is no proof
that the ban on recording has in
any way interfered with the war
effort but to the contrary the AFM
has repeatedly cooperated with all
Government agencies and the
armed services.
Declaring the ban on recordings
is not a strike, but merely a refusal of a group of people to work
for an industry they consider detrimental to their own interests, Mr.
Padway stated, "We may be wrong
in thinking we can beat the machine, but we've got the right to be
wrong, to be foolish, even to be
selfish. We say recording is detrimental to our interests and we
won't work at it, and there is no
lawContinuing
to make us."
his filibuster after
the noon recess, Mr. Padway read
into the record his prepared statement presented before the Senate
investigating committee last Janu-

| ATIONAL ADVERTISERS and New York's
numerous nationalities have one thing
in common. They both agree that
WBNX is THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE STATION of
GREATER NEW YORK.
No wonder, then, that WBNX with its 5,000 watts,
directional, plays the dominant role in selling the
5,000,000* foreign-language-speaking-audience of
the world's greatest market.
To cash in on the opportunities of this super-market,
advertise your national products over WBNX, the
Winner of the Peabody Citation for Public Service to
Foreign Language Groups.
* Over 70%
°f metropolitan
New York's
population is
foreign
born or of foreign
parentage.
Your Best National

FOR

DEFENSE j5V
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ary, interpolating more recent examples to illustrate his argument
and to fill time until word might
be expected from the Decca meeting. He was in the midst of a
scathing denunciation of the NAB
for issuing "C Is for Caesar" and
personalizing the union action into
an attack on one man, when the
word arrived that the Decca executives had approved the contract.
A recess was taken while a call
was put through to Mr. Kapp in
Hollywood to arrange for the company's signature to the contract,
which proved impossible that evening, and after nearly four hours
had elapsed, the hearing reconvened at 8 p.m. to learn that the
contract had been initialed by Mr.
Petrillo and Mr. Diamond and
would be signed at 11 the following
morning.
Ralph Colin, counsel for Columbia Recording Corp., CBS subsidiary, and Lawrence B. Morris, counsel for RCA-Victor Division of
RCA, presented petitions for their
companies to become parties to the
hearing, which were accepted over
the "for the record" objection of
Mr. Padway, who asked for a twoweek adjournment to prepare the
new arguments their intervention
would necessitate. He also said that
the national AFM convention begins this Monday in Boston and
continues for two weeks, during
which period both he and Mr.
Petrillo would be required to spend
much if not all of their time at
that meeting.
Objects to Delay
Robert P. Myers, NBC attorney,
who spoke for the six transcription companies after Mr. Socolow
had left on personal business, objected to so long a delay. Mr. Padway then proposed that the hearings of the transcription and phonograph record cases be heard separately, completing the former and
then, if the phonograph companies
wished, making that record a part
of the latter case. This was acceptable and the chairman recessed
the hearing until Monday, Oct. 4,
after Mr. Padway and Mr. Petrillo
both had expressed the hope that
all the companies would sign the
union's contract before that time
and the company representatives
had expressed similar hopes that

9,218
TELL

Graybar Shift
A. C. LAMPERTI has succeeded
M. E. Wagner as secretary and
comptroller of Graybar Electric
Co., New York, according to an
announcement by A. H. Nicholl,
president. Mr. Lamperti has been
with Graybar for 23 years. Mr.
Wagner, who has been secretary
and comptroller since 1938 and with
the concern for approximately 45
years, has retired on pension.

RADIO-SCREEN Music Publishing
Co., New York, has ear-marked all
revenue from Shirley Botwin's song
"Backthe The
Attack
for
Third
War With
Loan War
drive.Bonds"
Song
was introduced over WJZ New York.

In

WHITE Y FORD (the Duke of Paducah ) has signed a five year contract
to m.c. the Prince Albert Grand Olc
Opry
program,
sponsoredTobacco
on NBC Co.,
by
the R.
J. Reynolds
Winston-Salem, N. C.

Kansas

City

the contract would be such that
they could accept it.
In accepting the petitions of the
phonograph record companies,
Chairman Meyer made it clear that
these had been discussed with him
several days before and did not
arise from the completion of the
Decca-World contract with the
union. Their intervention is understood to be based on the reasoning
that if they become part of the
hearing and if they sign contracts
with the union and those contracts
are subsequently revoked by the
WLB, then they would be in the
same position as the transcription
companies. But if they should sign
as independent parties outside the
WLB jurisdiction, the disapproval
of that board would not affect their
contracts with the AFM.
Report that AFRA was considering requesting from the transcription companies a royalty arrangement similar to that contained in
the new contract between the AFM
and Decca-World was denied last
week by AFRA.
A

50,000
audience

250

watt

watt
at a,
rate

the
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C.E. HOOPER *jfrjfodf-/fal^t?
c
A WGRC B
MOWING INDEX
TON. THRU FRI .
26.4 38.5
20.6
8:00 - 12:00 A.M. 13.7
c
A
B
AFTERNOON INDEX
12.1
WGRC
TON. THRU FRI.
34.4 28.4 23.5
12:00 - 6:00 P.M.
SUM. THRU SAT.
c
A
B
34.5 20.3 35.8 8.3
EVENING INDEX
WGRC
6-.00 - 10:00 P.M.

toWHB

THERE'S WITCHERY AT WHB...the "fascination, irresistable influence and enchantment"
that produce big results for WHB advertisers.
It's all because of WHB's smart programming,
thorough merchandising and exploitation, plus
the efficiency of an ideal wave-length . . . 880
kilocycles, if you please! Available now. a choice
quarter-hour across the board on the "WHB
Musical Clock". . ."Your Mutual Friend".

FAMILIES
ALL

LISTENING

ABORT
HABITS
ASK FOR BOOKLET!

Get latest survey — no cost!
Here's Iowa
how market!
to get next
the billiondollar
New, toimpartial,
allinclusive "Summers-Whan" Iowa Radio
Survey covers all 99 counties, discloses
5-year trends in listening habits and
preferences as to station and programs.
Maps and facts on Iowa listeners in
various age groups and educational
levels — city, small-town and farm. You
need it to do a good job in Iowa. Get
it today ! No cost, no obligation.
Central Broadcasting Co.,
912 Walnut St., Des Moines, Iowa
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Just off the press—
comprehensive analysis of the
mo
Greater
Kansas
City market with population and
Me
r
distribution data on western Missouri and eastern
Kansas; statistics on mid-west's great new war industries; coverage and market data for WHB and
the Kansas State Network. Ask
DON DAVIS
KANSAS CITY • Searritl Building, HArrison 1161
NEW YORK CITY • 507 Fifth Avenue, VAnderbill 6-2550
CHICAGO • 333 North Michigan, CENtral 7980
LOS ANGELES • Security Building, MUtual 6660
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WPB Radio &Radar Div.
Names 3 Asst. Directors
RADIO & RADAR Division, WPB,
has issued a formal announcement
of reorganization for the purpose
of denning the activities of its production and organizational units.
Three new assistant directors have
been named, as follows:
Sidney K. Wolf, assistant director for production, who will direct
the products and facilities branch,
the end products branch, and the
industrial instruments branch, in
relation to facilities, production and
materials.
J. W. Abney, assistant director
for internal management, who
will coordinate the activities of the
production and functional branches
of the Division which handles programming and requirements.
Harold Sharpe, assistant director
for labor, who will handle manpower requirements and labor production problems.
Ray C. Ellis continues as director of the Radio & Radar Division,
which is unchanged in other respects.
RELIANCE MFG. Co., Chicago
(work clothes), on Sept. 11 started
sponsorship of the 10:30-11 p.m. spot
on the weekly WLS Barn Dance, Chicago. Contract is for 13 weeks. The
company is also sponsoring a thriceweekly quarter - hour program on
WCAU Philadelphia, which started
Sept. 27 ; and a thrice-weekly quarterhour musical program and a three-aweek quarter-hour newscast on WLW
Cincinnati, which began Sept. 6.
Agency handling the account is Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago.

tures Of Dick Tracy" are
available from WAGA
Monday

through

the

Pirates" and "Hop Harrigan" — an ideal time
to reach youngsters,
tested

Starts Recording

With
WITH
by the
AFM,
Decca

Ring Crosby Disc
THE recording ban lifted
agreement reached with the
Jack Kapp, president of
Records Inc., was in Hollywood last week to give the go
ahead signal for regular production by his firm.
The first records under the new
contract were cut last Monday and
feature Bing Crosby with the
Andrew
Sisters Durbin,
and Vicbacked
Schoen's
band. Deanna
by

Victor Young's orchestra, started
a series on Thursday. Jimmy Dorsey's aggregation is also set for
a group of new recordings.
Although limited as to production facilities, Hollywood has a
large number of top selling names
on its contract list for immediate
call and plans a heavy schedule of
recordings with which to hit the
wide open market.

FriRadio

tried and

Decca

Atmamtrittg

day at 4:45 p. m.— right
before "Terry and

Squibb on CBS
E. R. SQUIBB & SONS, New
York, will fill the 6:15-6:30 p.m.
period on the full CBS network
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
[Broadcasting, Sept. 20] with a
program titled Your Good Health,
featuring Lyn Murray orchestra
chorus. Program starts Oct. 11 as
an institutional show and will
work into product advertising, according toBBDO, New York. Agency has been handling institutional
advertising for Squibb but this is
first radio it has handled for the
account, heretofore placed by
Geyer, Cornell & Newell, New
York.

a

me-

Meeting ofi the Seaion
Executives @Lult ofi A/ew If&tk

Thutiday, Octoltet 7, 1943
(jotkic /2oom

- 4joteL Skelton

Chairman of the FCC
Will speak on October 7th

The CBS Station for a

Q"ut ofi "Town (fue&tA Welcome
Drop a card to Frank Silvernail of BBD&O. As chairman of the
house committee he will make all arrangements for you.
The cost? $2 per person — and more than worth it. Don't
miss this first meeting. You'll not only hear Mr. Fly and
meet all your friends in the business but you'll be told of the
plans for coming meetings — a program that will make the
REC an even more important voice in the industry than ever
before.

National Representatives
H EADLEY-R EED COMPANY
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Ball Before Breakfast
STEVE ELLIS, conductor of the
early morning Moonlight Saving
Time on WOR New York, will reconstruct the highlights of the
World Series games this week for
the benefit of those war workers
unable to see or hear regular
broadcasts of the games. His description, including actual sound
effects, will be heard 4-4:30 a.m.
each day following the games.

This year the Radio Executives Club will meet on the 1st and 3rd
Thursdays of each month in the beautiful Gothic Room of the
Hotel Shelton. Large plans are in the making . . . important
speakers . . . top talent . . . and unusual highlights.

The Presidents of the four networks will be the club's guests at
the speakers table.

5000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT
590 KC.

Local 1220 Election
ELECTION of Eugene J. Krusel,
WCFL Chicago, as president of
Radio Broadcast Technicians Local
1220 of International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers, was announced last week. H. Walter
Thompson,
was D.
electedSteben,
vicepresident; WGN,
Walter
WAIT, financial secretary; Robert
E. Brooking, WGES, recording secretary, and Malcolm Romberg,
WBBM, treasurer.

SCHREIBER MILLING Co., St. Joseph, Mo. (feeds), beginning in October will sponsor one minute announcements,
programs
from quarterthree and
to sixhalf-hour
times weekly
for 52 weeks on the following stations :
WIBW WDAF KFBI KFEQ WJPF
WEBQ KDRO WTAD WHO KMA.
Agency is Simmonds & Simmonds, Chicago.

dium to sell them, and
their parents.

TRAIL BLAZERS
Zenith
Book Covers Work
1 Zen
Of Radio Pioneers
IMPORTANT background data for
future developments in radio, radar
and electronics is contained in
Trail Blazers to Radionics and Reference Guide to Ultra High Frequencies, a compilation of biographical and bibliographical material just published by the Zenith
Radio Corp., Chicago. Prepared
by
Elizabethdivision,
Kelsey it
of presents
Zenith's
engineering
essential facts concerning scientists who paved the way in
radio and who have opened the new
frontiers in radar. The publication
brings up to date a previously published edition of Reference Guide.
Zenith is distributng the book free
as a contribution to the victory
program to scientists, manufacturers, schools, colleges, and technical branches of the armed services. Requests should be addressed
to E. Kelsey, Zenith Radio Corp.,
680 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago.

million people in 22
counties of 3 states...
the heart of the
Textile South.
: 5000 Watts Day
1000 Watts Night
fill:; : 1 950 kc. -w,
Spartanburg, S. C.
Represented by Hoilingbery

See you "Thursday, O'ctovet 7th at I2t30
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The work which the Committee
Stronger FCC
Probe
Seen
has begun, he said, must be com(Continued from page 8)
pleted. "The evils at which the inquiry
is directed must be eradicated. Unless this is done one of our
prosecute. The FCC, which has which he could no longer continue
been pressing the department for "in the face of the insults and most cherished freedoms will beaction, has contended that Rep. slander being hurled at me from
come but an empty dream."
Cox's representation of WALB be- day to day".
The fiery Georgian asserted that
fore the Commission and his ac"That which is being dealt out the interests of the House came beceptance of a fee was in violation to me," he declared, "is a sorry
fore those of an individual member
of the Criminal Code.
wage for a service I have tried to and that his action in resigning is
render in the interests of my fel- "based solely upon my conscienNew Start Urged
tious and deep desire to live up to
men." the attacks made upon the most sacred obligations of this
He low said
Earliest newspaper editorial rehim, which he characterized as body and to my oath as a member
action to the Cox resignation found
the Washington Post expressing
"utterly
baseless",
have beclouded
the real issue
of whether
the FCC
resignation as chairman of
satisfaction over the Georgian's ac- has been guilty or not guilty of theHisSelect
Committee, Mr. Cox
tion but it did not soften its at- the maladministration which the
tack. The newspaper urged a "new
"bythistheHouse
conof it."was currencefortified
Committee was directed by the said,
of friends in
start under new leadership". And
House to investigate.
in whose friendship and judgment
it further suggested that the Department of Justice take the
"As long as I am connected with
the utmost confidence."
WALB case before a grand jury. the investigation," he continued, I have
Praising the accomplishments of
"it
is
obvious
that
the
effort
will
The Washington Daily News, a
be made to divert public attention
declared:
"Its
Scripps-Howard paper, said the from the real issue of alleged mal- the
work Committee,
thus far hashe been
well done.
Cox resignation should result in
administration of the FCC to a Its membership is excellent. Its
a "more satisfactory investigastaff is composed of men and women
personal
controversy."
tion". Declaring that a fruitful inwho
are able, conscientious and
He
said
that
in
his
judicial
career
quiry into the FCC is something
it was his practice to withdraw
skilled in the work they have unvery much needed, the newspaper
dertaken. This committee must
said the Commission has been "an from a case when his own imparcontinue
its
work under a new
tiality
was
questioned
and
that
arrogant, high-handed agency,
whose policies have been deter- while such a custom does not pre- chairman, freed of any possible
vail in legislative investigations he embarrassment of my personal
mined more by the prejudices of its
had
reached the conclusion that
chairman than by the laws of Conin the light of the circumstances problems or controversaries . . .
gress."
in this instance he would follow I urge the House to support, to
It was a foregone conclusion,
continue and to stand solidly back
that course.
however, said the editorial, that an
of the work of the Committee under
"The truth of this personal con- its new chairman, whoever he may
investigation under Rep. Cox would
troversy and my complete vindibe a "flop". The inquiry was suscation," he declared, "will come at
pect from the start, it added, because Rep. Cox stood accused by another time and in another way."
Rep. Cox concluded: "It is a
the FCC of accepting $2,500 from
a station which had business before it.
"And Mr. Cox's conduct of the
investigation has been ex parte,
TOTAL
WAR!
overbearing and prejudicial — the
be."
same faults for which the CommisFor years before this war, Hitler was preparing.
sion itself is indicted." Under a
new chairman, one without an axe
The German people were trained to exchange butto grind, it may be possible to conter for Bren guns, sugar for shells. Deprivation
duct a "dignified and impartial
came to be an accepted part of their lives and
hearing", said the newspaper.
so were built up the stores of ammunition and
Bitterly Attacked
war material to make possible total war.
Asserting he had been the obAfter this war will come another — a struggle
ject of "bitter and scurrilous"
for supremacy in trade and commerce. Start now
attacks for more than a year, Rep.
to arm for this conflict by storing up the confiCox said his position as chairman
dence and continuing interest of your market.
of the Committee had compelled
him to maintain a judicial attitude
Maybe you can't deliver the goods today but you
can prevent a restricted product from sinking into
obscurity. Do this by radio! And, naturally, in
First in Prestige!
Canada when we say "radio", we mean CFRB.
Because CFRB reaches the largest share of CanFirst in Audience!
ada's richest market.
First for Advertisers!
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matter of pride with me that I
efface myself so that the work of
one of its committees may go
forward. Let no man mistake me.
I shall continue to make the fight
where I find it ... I leave the well
of this House today with my head
unbowed and with my devotion to
my duties undimmed."
Rayburn's Tribute
Speaker Rayburn, leaving the
Speaker's chair to address the
House, praised Rep. Cox for "his
courage in a difficult situation to
him personally to be big enough
in mind and in heart to efface himself, and to leave a position because
he thinks that the thing that is
near and dear to his heart may be
crippled by his presence upon this
committee."
"I say to this House and to
everybody," the Speaker declared,
"after 20 years of intimate association with Gene Cox, during
which he has had my friendship
and my love and confidence, that
today that love and that confidence
in his honor and in his integrity
is Mr.
unshaken."
McCormack praised Rep. Cox
for "high courage and unselfishness" in resigning his post. "No
enemy could have compelled him to
relinquish his special committee
assignment,"
he would
said, have
"Threats
and vicious abuse
been

AGAIN —
DICK
TRACY
GETS HIS MAN!

shrugged aside with disdain and
contempt . . . His nobility of character would not permit him to continue in a place that might cause

WILL
SALES
"THE DIAMOND STORE OF
LOUISVILLE"
NOW SPONSORS THIS
FEATURE ON WINN
MONDAY THROUGH
FRIDAY

Mt.

SPOT SALES
NATIONAL
REPS.

Station

WHN Sales Representative
WHN New York, which recently
closed its Chicago office because of
the manpower situation, has appointed Wm. G. Rambeau Co., Chicago, as national sales representative in all United States territory
except New England, New York
and Philadelphia areas.
embarrassment to the House, to
hisHecolleagues,
his friends."
said the and
tribute
paid Rep.
Cox by Speaker Rayburn contributed "one of the finest compliments
that any member of the House has
ever received in the constitutional
history of our country, or that any
member ever will receive in the
In view of the confidence and
respect enjoyed by the Speaker,
future." regard to party, Mr. Mcwithout
Cormack continued, his words
carry force and weight throughout the entire nation.
The honesty and integrity of
Rep. Cox is beyond question, Mr.
McCormack asserted. "Any attempt
to besmear or besmirch his name
will be defeated because it is impossible, no matter how cheap the
efforts might be, to prevent the
people of this country from knowing the truth on the question of
the honesty of the distinguished
gentleman from Georgia."
Calling Mr. Cox's resignation
"the greatest act of personal sacrifice" that any man in the House
has ever made, Rep. McCormack
declared that Mr. Cox rose to a

Manager:

Are you interested in a public-service program that can be
sold successfully to that hard-to-sign department store? Or
to that guy down the street who keeps putting you off because
of program ideas?
If you are, we have the show for you. It's called the MAILBAG, and we know it has what it takes as the SOUTH'S
LARGEST DEPARTMENT store has sponsored it for nine
months and is still going strong.

LOUISVILLE
Briefly, the MAIL-BAG is a 15 minute recorded show with
ample time for your commercials. It provides the public with
official war information on practically every problem . . .
from victory taxes to priorities on baby diaper safety-pins.
The show moves fast, is highly educational and entertaining.
Its mail pulling potential is exceptional as is its merchandis-

utitU

BLUE

y*nA.
NETWORK

STATION
LOUISVILLE,

in

We'll be glad to send you a sample recording free
Wire or write
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"greatness that impresses itself
not only upon the members of our
body but of the people of the entire
United
The States."
Cox resignation was the
culmination of a sequence of efforts last week which saw Rep.
Magnuson challenge the conduct
of the inquiry. The American Civil
Liberties Union last Tuesday memoralized the House to remove
Rep. Cox or stop the Committee's
future.
Should the Committee resume
its inquiry Oct. 6, it will wind up
the so-called "war activities" phase,
relating to the Foreign Broadcast
Intelligence Service and the Radio
Intelligence Division of the FCC.
Committee Counsel Garey, based
on evidence adduced earlier, has
charged that the Commission has
been
operatingThe"contrary"
to the
war interest.
Joint Chiefs
of
Staff had recommended to President Roosevelt last February that
RID be transferred to the Army
and that FBIS activities be abolished. The proposed Executive Order, however, has not been issued
and efforts to obtain testimony on
this were blocked by Presidential
curity.
action on grounds of national seIt is expected that Commissioner
T. A. M. Craven, who once before
appeared before the Committee,
will be the first witness when the
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D. E. "Plug" Kendrick
President and General Manager
G. F. "Red" Bauer
Sales Manager
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ing possibilities.

DISCUSSING the nationwide CBS
advertising, publicity and promotional drive are KMOX St. Louis
executives, David Mars, director of
advertising and sales promotion;
Merle S. Jones, general manager;
Arthur Casey, director of public
relations. KMOX, owned and operated by CBS, is planning several
special features to tie-in with the
consumer program.
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hearings resume. Officials of the
FCC and the OWI identified with
overseas intelligence activities also
will be called.
Before the Committee submits its
interim report to the House on
which it is expected to recommend
transfer of the FBIS and RID activities as proposed in the suggested Executive Order, and citation of FCC Chairman Fly for alleged "contempt of Congress", the
Commission will be given an opportunity to present rebuttal testimony.
Chairman Fly, however, at his
1 press conference last Monday, disl counted the value of such rebuttal.
He said there had been some discussion with Commission Counsel
about testimony.
Mr. Fly said he understood Mr.
Garey wanted advance "statements" from Commission witnesses
. and that apparently the Committee "is unwilling to have any questions put to them and get the real
facts on what they might have testified to, if they had the opportunity to testify fully." He said this
information came to him "second
j hand". Review by Congress
Mr. Fly expressed the hope that
; Congress would get a chance to
review the Committee's activities
and expressed confidence that if
5 this happened, the situation would
1 be "righted". He again attacked
the "unfairness" of the Cox Committee.
The Civil Liberties petition was
in the same vein. After reciting
I the 24 charges which Counsel
Garey had brought against the
Commission when the hearings
opened last July, the Union said
• that instead of permitting testimony by the Commission represen1 tatives on charges "as grave as
these", the Committee heard "a
long succession of hostile witnesses
and denied the repeated requests
' of Commission representatives to
1 reply".
The Union said one Commissioner
(Craven) representing a minority
view on many issues, testified briefly; that Mr. Fly was called on one
issue of military information; that
the Commission's Counsel (Charles
R. Denny Jr.) testified on one nar-

"star chamber" proceedings have
prevailed; that testimony to "discredit the Commission was encouraged, neutral testimony distorted and favorable evidence was
suppressed"; that the record shows
that almost two-thirds of all the
"testimony"
was the
the mouths
"Committee's
own
words from
of the

High Hose
NYLONS — one pair — going,
going, gone for $10,000. That
was the War Bond bid of
Charles Edgewood, Washington, who won the precious
hose through WINX War
Bond auction last week, on
the Jerry Strong morning
program. In two hours,
Strong received telephone
Bond pledges totaling $17,000. And all for a pair of
Nylons.

Chairman, Counsel and investigators"; and that the free speech issue "was touched on only in relation to pro-Fascists on foreign language
To stations".
Study Testimony

row point and its Chief Engineer
(E. K. Jett) on another. It added
that the head of the Commission's
New York legal staff was on the
stand for 2% days "in the role of
a defendant in a criminal trial".
Charge of 'Coloring'
In a series of charges against
the Committee, the Union held that
the inquiry so far conducted had
been given over to "charges and
accusations, largely unsupported
by evidence, without a chance for
the Commission to reply"; that the
inquiry had been directed to securing press publicity unfavorable
to the FCC, and was "obviously
colored by the personal grudges
and prejudices" of Judge Cox; that
Committee counsel has "grossly violated all the canons of a fair inquiry and revealed a bias as great
as that of the chairman"; that

The public letter to Speaker Rayburn signed by Mr. Meyer cited
the much belabored WALB Albany, Ga., incident as the primary
reason for disqualification of Judge
Cox. Mr. Meyer alleged that the
investigation thus far has been "a
mockery of basic American traditions of fair play". The Speaker
was asked to have the House conduct his own investigation of Judge
Cox and either reject him or vindicate him.
After the Cox Committee meeting Tuesday Rep. Magnuson asserted he would study the summer
testimony and then decide upon
his course. Rep. Hart, who participated in most of the hearings
and presided over a portion of a
New York inquiry, has been reported as opposed to the majority
views though he has made no such
public statement.

LARGEST
MAIL

RADIO
STUDY

READY

SOON

The most complete study of radio
mail ever made will be ready for
distribution within the next few
days,
KMA, Shenandoah, Iowa, just
announced.

From April, 1942, through
March, 1943, a corps of mail clerks
tabulated the 493,479 pieces of
commercial mail received by the
station for a firm of certified public
accountants. This firm compiled
monthly and quarterly reports and
then issued a complete analysis of
the year's mail. The following are
a few of the questions answered :
• "How long do various offers take
to reach their peak?"
• "Do people in cities write as frequently as people in small
• "After writing once, how many
people will write again within a
towns?"
three-month
period?"
• "What are the best mail-pull
• "What makes people write — contests, free information, premium
periods?"
KMA
asks
offers,
etc.?" that all requests for
the study be made now, since current restrictions limit the number
of copies available. Requests only
from agency men and company advertising managers can be filled —
so write for yours today! Address:
Research Director,

Blue Network
The No. 1 Farm Station
in the No. 1 Farm Market
152 COUNTIES
AROUND
"Ach, Fritz, maybe WFDF
Michigan vass right!"
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BRITISH COLUMBIA
LAND OF OPPORTUNITY

Actions of the
FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS

SEPTEMBER

Decisions . . .
SEPTEMBER 28
KVOS Bellingham, Wash. — Granted mod.
CP for decrease from 1 kw to 250 w, using
presently licensed equipment and antenna;
extension commencement completion dates
30 and 60 plicationdays
respectively.
apfor special
service Dismissed
authorization
to operate on 790 kc with 250 w to Feb.
1, 1945.
MBS Chicago — Granted authority to
transmit programs to Mexican stations
known as Radio Mil's network.
KXYZ Houston, Tex. — Granted special
service authorization for 90 days to operate
with 5 kw D and IVi kw N, with temporary non-directional antenna.
KPRC Houston, Tex.— Granted special
service authorization for 90 days to operate with 2% kw N. 5 kw LS, with temporary non-directional antenna.
KOB Albuquerque — Granted extension of
special service authorization using equipment authorized under CP for period ending April 1, 1944KOIN Portland. Ore. — Denied special
service authorization to operate with 1 kw,
DA-N, change equipment.
KEVR Seattle — Denied special service
authorization for new transmitter, power
increase, point-to-point communication.
SEPTEMBER 29
Stephan A. Vetter, Miami — Denied petition to intervene in hearing on applications of WFTL for assignment of license,
license to cover CP and mod. license.
SEPTEMBER 30
KCMO Kansas City — Continued hearing
now set for Oct. 4 to Nov. 4, re applicalimited.tion for power increase to 5 kw, un-

VANCOUVER. CANADA
J. H. McGILLVRA (U S)
H. N. SICVIN (CANADA)
1

25 TO OCTOBER

WIN mom wan em ■

It's Always
FairWeather

There are no dull seasons in Winston-Salem. They make it and spend
it the whole year "round. Yes and
they're guided in their spending by
WAIR, one of the dangest sales producers this side of the equator.

Applications . . .
SEPTEMBER 25
WLBZ Bangor, Me. — License to cover
CP for power increase, new equipment,
etc.
WQAM Miami — Mod. license to use
present licensed RCA 1 kw transmitter N,
contingent on grant of license to cover
CF.WPDQ Jacksonville, Fla. — Transfer
control from Earnest D. Black, E. G. McKenzie and Mrs. Margaret Curtis to L. D.
Baggs (18 shares, 60%).
KROY Sacramento — CP for new transmitter, power increase amended to change
name of applicant to Royal Miller, Marion
Miller. L. H. Penney, Gladys W. Penney
& Will
Jr., a partnership d-b
as
Royal Thompson
Miller Radio.

WAIR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

HFOR THE_

Worlds Best
Coverage of

SEPTEMBER 27
BLUE Network, New York — Authority
transmit recorded programs to all broadcast stations controlled by Canadian authorities that may be heard consistently
in the U. S.
WKBZ Muskegon, Mich. — CP to mount
FM antenna atop present antenna; CP for
new FM station on 45,700 kc, service area
2,290 sq. mi.

the Worlds
festNews

COMMISSION
1 INCLUSIVE

SEPTEMBER 28
WJW Akron — Extended present license
on temporary
basis onto renewal
Nov. 1, application.
1943, pending determination
MIKE
SEPTEMBER 29
WEIM sFitchburg,
— Voluntary
asignment of license toMass.
Mitchell
G. Meyers,
Ruben E. Aronheim and Milton H. Meyers,
d-b as Radio Station WEIM.
KVAN Vancouver, Wash. — CP to change
930 to 910 kc, change hours from D to
unlimited, with 500 w D, 250 w N.
SEPTEMBER 30
Burns Ave.authority
Baptist transmit
Church, programs
Detroit —
Extension
from Church to CKLW Windsor, Ont.
WWPG Palm Beach— Mod. license
change corporate name of licensee from
Lake Worth Broadcasting Corp. to Palm
Beach Broadcasting Corp.
WGES Chicago — Voluntary assignment
of license to Gene T. Dyer, Vivian I.
Christoph, Gene T. Dyer Jr., F. A. Ringwald, Louis E. Moulds, Grace V. McNeill,
William F. Moss, d-b as Radio Station
WGES.
KGNF North Platte, Neb.— Voluntary
assignment license to Radio Station WOW
Inc.; CP for changes in equipment;
change frequency from 1460 to 1240 kc,
power from 1 kw to 250 w, hours from
D to unlimited.
KPLM Minot, N. D. — Voluntary assignment license to Minot Broadcasting Co.
WHO Des Moines — Transfer control of
licensee corp. to B. J. Palmer, Daniel
David Palmer, William M. Brandon, trustees.
Washtenaw Broadcasting Inc., Ann Arbor— CP for new broalcast station on
1050 kc, 1 kw (filed for reinstatement
accordance with FCC release of August
11, 1943).
Tentative Calendar . . .
NEW, Beauford H. Jester, et al, Waco,
Tex. — CP for 1230 kc, 250 w, unlimited.
Wet work Accounts
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business
SWIFT & Co., Chicago (Premium bacon,
ham), on Dec. 21 starts for 26 weeks,
five-minute participation in Breakfast at
Sardi's on 13 BLUE Pacific stations,
Tues., Wed., Fri., 9:30-10 a.m. (PWT).
cago.
Agency:
J. Walter Thompson Co., ChiALLEGHENY-LUDLUM STEEL Corp.,
Brackenridge, Pa. (institutional), on Oct.
2 starts Mother & Dad on 39 CBS stations, Sat. 5:30-6 p.m. Agency: Walker
and Downing, Pittsburgh.
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co. of
Canada
Ltd., games
on Oct.on5 46
starts
Series baseball
CBCWorld
English
and French stations, Tues. 1:45 p.m. to
end for first three games, and Tues. 2:15
p.m. to end for last games. Agency :
Maxon Inc., Detroit.

MAPLE LEAF MILLING Co., Toronto
(Brex cereal), on Oct. 16 starts Jolly
Miller Time on 31 Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. stations, Sat. 8-8:30 p.m. Agency:
Cockfield Brown & Co., Toronto.
THOMAS J. LIPTON Ltd., Toronto (tea),
on
3 started
Tea Musicale
on Oct.
52 CBC
English Lipton's
and French
stations.
Sun. son6-6:30
p.m.
Agency:
Vickers
& BenLtd., Toronto.
HOUDE GROTHE Ltd., Montreal (tobacco), on Oct. 9 starts Le Program Alouette
on 10 Canadian Broadcasting Corp. French
stations,
Sat. 7 :30-8
Agency : Whitehall Broadcasting
Ltd.,p.m.Montreal.
MIREILLE, Inc., Montreal (beauty products) on Sept. 29 started Chez Mireille on
10 CBC direct.
French stations, Wed. 8-8:30 p.m.
Placed
Renewal Accounts
AUSTIN STUDIOS, Los Angeles (phoHero of
the Week,tographyatservice)the, has
same renewed
time expanding
from 5 to 15 minutes, Sun., 8:30-8:45
p.m. on 7 BLUE Pacific Coast stations.
Agency: Glasser & Gailey & Co., Los
Angeles.
CHESEBROUGH MFG. Co., Consol., New
York (Vaseline preparations), on Oct.
27 renews Dr. Christian on 124 CBS stations, Wed., 8:30-8:55
Cann-Erickson,
N. Y. p.m. Agency: McNetwork Changes
LEWIS-HOWE Co., St. Louis (Turns), on
Sept. Correction
5 replacedPlease
Crumit
with
on 53andCBS Sanderson
stations,
Sat.. 8-8:30 p.m., and on Oct. 9 shifts
to 10:15-10:45 p.m. on CBS stations.
Agency:
New
York.Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham,
SPARKLETTS DRINKING WATER
Corp., Los Angeles, on Sept. 27 added
KGB
KXO onKVOE
letts News
KHJ, KDB
makingKFXM
total toof Spark6 Don
Lee Southern California stations, Mon.
thru Frh. 10:30-10:35 a.m. (PWT).
Agency: Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood.
STANDARD OIL Co., San Francisco, on
Oct. 10 shifts Standard Symphony Hour
on 6 NBC Pacific stations, Sun., 8:309:30Hollywood
p.m. (PWT),
from Agency:
San Francisco
to
for 5 weeks.
BBDO,
San Francisco.
UNION OIL Co., Los Angeles, on Nov.
1 shifts Point Sublime on 11 CBS Western stations, Sun., 9:30-10 p.m. to 33
Don Lee Western stations, Mon., 8:30-9
p.m.
Agency: Foote, Cone &
Belding,(PWT).
Los Angeles.
GOSPEL BROADCASTING Assn., Los
Angeles (religious), on Oct. 10 shifts Old
Fashioned Revial Hour on 200 MutualDon Lee stations from Sun., 9-10 p.m., to
Sun., Angeles.
7-8 p.m. Agency: R. H. Alber Co.,
Los
VOICE OF PROPHECY Inc., Los Angeles (religious), on Oct. 10 shifts Voice
of Prophecy
on 209
Mutual-Don
Lee West
stations from Sun.,
7-7:30
p.m., with
Coast repeat, 9:15-9:45 p.m. (PWT), to
Sun., 9:30-10 a.m., with West Coast repeat, 8:30-9 a.m. (PWT). Agency:
George C. Hoskin Associates, Glendale,
Cal.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati
(Oxydol), on Oct. 4 adds 8 CBS stations
(WMBR WQAM WDBO WFOY WDAE
WJNO WAAC WDOD), to Ma Perkins,
making a total of 63 CBS stations, Mon.
thru Fri., 1:15-1:30 p.m.
Agency: Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
Chicago.
The
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ENGLISH • JEWISH • ITALIAN
The roster of advertisers using WEVD year
after year reads like "Who's Who' in
Notional Advertising. List on -eqcest.
HENRY GREENFIELD, MANAGING DIRECTOR
WIVD— 117 W. 46th Str«t, N«w York, N. Y.

Metropolitan District
Where?

WFMJ
Youngstown, O.
(See page 49)
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CLASSIFIED

prop

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c
per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS, triple. Minimum charge
$1.00. Count three words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
issue. Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press Building,
Washington 4, D. C.
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
Help Wanted
Experienced, Reliable Announcer — For
Southern station — NBC affiliate. Permanent position for right man. Give full
particulars concerning background, draft
status, and references in reply. Also enING. close snapshot. Box 365, BROADCASTControl Engineer — Experienced. Permanent position. Not draft replacement.
Ideal
ING. conditions. Box 362, BROADCASTProgram
— Permanent
positionin
with 5 kwDirector
regional
network station
the South East for qualified man. State
previous experience, qualifications and
draft status in your reply. Box 361,
BROADCASTING.
COMMERCIAL MANAGER — Wanted:
Progressive station, in excellent market
needs
services
of "wide-awake''
man with
proventies
abilities.
and opportunigood. WriteSalary
or wire
Box 360,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Experienced, if you are located near East Coast wire your telephone number — WATR Waterbury, Conn.
Retail Salesman — Permanent position and
excellent opportunity for able experienced
man. WOC Davenport, Iowa.
Announcer — Permanent position with 5
kw, regional network station for draft
deferred, experienced man. Box 356,
BROADCASTING.
Draft Deferred — Licensed first, second, or
third class operators. Rocky Mountain 5
kw.
network station. Box 357, BROADCASTING.
Two
Announcers
per
weekExperienced
to start. Write
WKBZ— $40.00
Muskegon,
Michigan.
HELP WANTED— ANNOUNCER — Exfor good
man. Write
Networkcellent
stationopportunity
in southern
section.
or wire, giving draft status, previous
connections and full information. Box
359, BROADCASTING.
Station Manager — For local in Northwest.
All around ability with emphasis on sales.
Give full details including minimum salary required. Box 350, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Fluent ad-lb versatile personality announcer with continuity and
production ability. KTFI Twin Falls,
Idaho. Located in non-defense farming
area with post-war stability. Send photo,
draft status. Reference, transcription.
Situations Wanted
A-l Ad Writer — And account executive with
radio network experience desires to affiliate abilities with California agency
or radio station. Married, two children,
age 31, draft status 4-F. Available in
November. Write V. E. Dodge-909-E.
River Rd. Minneapolis, Minn.
Ail-Around Radio Woman — Seeks position
with progressive station, Production, Programs, Continuity, Scripts. Excellent
background. References. Available November 1. Box 358, BROADCASTING.
STATION POSITION WANTED— Young
woman, two years agency experience.
Women's
programs, announcing, writing.
Box
355, BROADCASTING.
Immediately Available — Announcer — best
references. 4-H classification. TranscripING. tion on request. Box 354, BROADCASTEngineer — First
class engineer.
license, tenAlsoyears'
experience as chief
experienced as announcer. Draft exempt. Box
352, BROADCASTING.
Commercial utationManager
excellentdesires
repand record— With
of success
change of location. Write Box 351,
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING

can

a "^^^^^
,« a line — "

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Young Woman — College graduate. Radio
major with practical experience in production, acting, sound engineering, script
writing on 5 kw college station. Have
restricted radio telephone permit. Know
control monitoring. Reply Box 349,
BROADCASTING.
Producer-Announcer — Young man, 4F Draft
deferred,
years' writing,
experience,promotion.
production,3%announcing,
Desires position. Can have release from
present job October 7. Bill Wallace,
WHOP Hopkinsville, Ky.
Midwest News Editor — Writer, announcer
wants change to New York area. 22, 4-F.
Box 348, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Excellent experience and background. Desires change to permanent position on West Coast. Reply Box 347,
BROADCASTING.
PROGRAM — Directing opportunity desired
by experienced announcer ; mike duty
when
ING. needed. Box 346, BROADCASTAnnouncer — Program Director, deep, well
trained voice. Ten years' experience. Also
hold
firstBoxclass353,operator's
license. Draft
exempt.
BROADCASTING.
CAPABLE
STATION MANAGER — 16
years newspaper and radio experience.
Now employed manager 5,000 watt Blue
affiliate. Steady, reliable, capable of handling all operations — sales, programming
and administration. Married with family,
age 37. Box 345, BROADCASTING.
I Am Earning More Than $10,000 Per Year
with local station. Over draft age. Personally acquainted with most national
agency executives. Long experience in
every phase of station operation. I want
general managership of station whose income should be increased (or commercial
managership under certain circumstances)
wherein I will have opportunity to reap
benefits from personal sales with an
override on all increase in local and national business. I am well known in radio
and my executive ability, exceptional
sales record, experience and knowledge
of radio broadcasting will be unquestioned. A desire for a climatic change,
coupled with a desire for increased income of my own making, prompts me to
see what opportunities this ad will bring
forth. Box 366, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
For Sale — Complete one kilowatt RCA
transmitter with Blaw Knox tower,
plenty of spare tubes and other broadcasting equipment. Make offer. Box 363,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Wanted To Buy— 250 Watt transmitter.
Also FCC approved modulation monitor
and miscellaneous equipment. Send your
list to G. F. Ashbacker, 432 Apple Ave.,
Muskegon, Michigan.
Radio Executives — Need a young man, 4-F,
to work on commercials, production, or
publicity? Have been faithfully studying
radio while Boxworking
in large agency's
stockroom.
364, BROADCASTING.
Kindly answer the 1944 BROADCASTING Yearbook Questionnaires
now in the mail and return
promptly to the Washington office.
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SALESMAN WANTED
Permanent position, must be fully
experienced, over 35 years and
draff exempt, settled family man,
capable of executive responsibility
who can ju-stify not less than
$4000 per year. Good market, 5
kw station.
WRITE BOX 344, BROADCASTING

• Letters • Documents
• Records • Blueprints
•
Pictures
• Drawings
Copies of
ding Photo[till "on-Fa
Errorless "same-size" facsimiles of anything
up to 18" x 22". Eliminates steno-copying,
tracing,
proof-reading.
Photo-copies
from letters,
blueprints, graphs,
tracings,direct
telegrams,
receipts,
shop
orders
—
anything
written, printed, drawn, photographed. Accepted
as legal evidence. Endless uses. Big savings.
Usedby industry, Government and engineers.
No Camera— No Film— Easy to Use
Any employee quickly becomes expert. Use
A-PE-CO on any desk or table. It's simple;
fast. No moving parts. Saves other equipment. Conserves man-hours. Low cost per
copy. Low investment. Get all the facts.
See how you can save. Immediate delivery.
Representatives in principal cities and Canada.
AMERICAN PHOTOCOPY EQUIPMENT CO.
2849N.CIarkSt., Dept. FP-10, Chicago 14,111.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
& Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
Natiaaal Preu Bldg., Wa*k., D. C

PAUL F GODLEY
CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

N.J.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

Radio Engineering Consultant*
Frequency Monitoring

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— AND DAY
R.CA. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St„ New York, N. Y.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
• Evening Star Buitdhg. Washington, D. C.
• 321 E. Gregory Boulevard, Kansas City, Mo.
• Cross Roads
of the World, Hollywood, Cairf ,
1

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
October

4, 1943
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Radio

Leaders

at

Army

Meet

Are
Told
of Big Task
Ahead
Revival of Civilian Production Not Likely in
Near Future, Drector Byrnes Declares
RADIO executives who attended he said, "when we must maintain
the War Dept. conference of in- the overall volume and still get
dustrial leaders in Washington
the particular things that will best
last week came away strongly im- serve the armed forces."
pressed with the magnitude of the
Commenting on effect of the conmilitary job that lies ahead and
ference on the broadcasting indusconvinced that, despite favorable
try, broadcasters issued these
turns in the war situation, the de- statements :
feat of the enemy will be difficult
NILES TRAMMELL
and costly and will demand our
President, NBC
full resources.
I was very much impressed by
The conference was called by the meeting and particularly the
Undersecretary of War Robert P. statement given by General Strong
Patterson because, as he stated at
on German manpower and equipthe opening session on Monday,
ment, as well as by the statement
"the greatest strain in history is regarding the morale of the Gerabout to be put upon this country— on labor, in industry, on the tion. man army and the civilian populaentire population."
These statements should have a
Problems Ahead
very sobering effect on those people in this country who feel that
About 200 industry, labor, news- the war
is going to be a short one.
paper and broadcasting leaders
The conference today impressed
gathered for the two-day meeting upon every one in attendance that
to hear from the authorities reand our civilian
sponsible for the execution of mili- industry, labor
have a tremendous job
tary strategy and production of population
war equipment the problems which and many sacrifices ahead of us.
WILLIAM S. PALEY
face the nation. The word picture
President, CBS
given the conference was topped
It is made all too clear today
off by a military exhibition at Ft.
that it is foolhardy and dangerous
Belvoir, Va.
Statements emphasizing the to think the war will end soon, or
strength of the enemy and dis- to plan or to be influenced in our
counting the probability of an ear- daily lives accordingly. The facts
ly break in morale were given the
conference by Gen. Geo. C. MarKPRC to Return Soon
shall, Chief of Staff; Gen. H. H.
Arnold, Chief of the Army Air KPRC HOUSTON, whose towers
Forces; and Maj. Gen. George V. were damaged by a storm about
Strong, Chief of Military Intel- two months ago, will be operating
ligence Service. Many other high with its licensed power of 5,000
watts within a few days, Kern
officials spoke.
Hopes for early revival of civil- Tips, KRPC manager announced
week. "Replacement towers
ian production were discouraged last
identical with those damaged are
by James F. Byrnes, Director of already in place, and the tuning
the Office of War Mobilization,
begun,"No Mr.
wrote
who warned the conference of the process
Broadcasting.
otherTips
equipment
dangers of dissension on the home was damaged.
front.
Referring to re-conversion of
industry at the end of the war,
Mr. Byrnes said many departments
of the Government are devoting
thought to the subject. These activities should be coordinated, he
said, so that at the proper time
definite plans can be agreed upon.
Charles E. Wilson, executive
vice-chairman of the War Production Board, told the conference that
increase in war requirements for
next year will entail "drastic and
difficult" shifts in production. "We
are entering the difficult period,"
G-F Negotiations
GENERAL FOODS, New York, is
reported negotiating with CBS for
the five-weekly morning spot 10:3010:45 a.m. for a program which
may promote Jell-O. Period is now
filled'
with Charles
H. Chemical
CoJs jAmanda
of Honeymoon
Hill.
Young & Rubicam, New York, is
agency.
Page 62 • October

Mayor Woods
MARK WOODS, BLUE
president, has been named
Honorary Deputy Mayor of
Lodi, N. J., new location for
the WJZ transmitter, now
under construction. Appointment was announced when
the "Victory Troop" of the
BLUE's New York outlet
performed at a bond rally in
the town, raising $186,000
in bonds. In an accompanying citation Mr. Woods was
commended for his "courtesy,
cooperation and his friendliness in his business negotiations" with local officials.
Borden's New Product
BORDEN Co., New York, is introducing a new coffee product, trade
name not disclosed, and has apKenyon & Eckhardt, New
York, as pointed
agency.
as they were presented spell a
very hard war and certainly not u
short one.
Of course, we all hope for the
unexpected "breaks" which might
bring an unexpected peace. At the
same time, we must cautiously allow for the "breaks" going against
us.
Our full enthusiasm, determination and strength are as much
needed now as at any time since
we
Axis.took on the job of beating the
NEVILLE MILLER
President, NAB
This conference has been extremely enlightening and extremely convincing and there is no doubt
but that the American public has
been too optimistic as a result
of recent victories. What I have
heard and seen today convinces me
that we must not only continue but
actually must increase our war
effort.
The radio industry, although it
does not build munitions or weapons, does deal with a vital ingredient in total warfare: the will

fr '
r;\
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"Fred, This is the' First Time . '. . // it Works . . . That a Bear 'Hunt,
as the Bear Sees Itr Has Ever Been Broadcast!"

4, 1943
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and the morale of the American
people. I am sure that radio will
redouble its efforts to inform and
stimulate this nation until the last
shot is fired and the last wounded
American boy comes painfully but
safely home.
MARK J. WOODS
President, Blue Network
The War Dept. conference held
in Washington, was, in my opinion,
a constructive aid in demonstrating
the importance of the partnership
which must exist between Government and industry in a time of
war. The sessions were of great
interest and will, in my opinion,
assist all of us in contributing our
part siontoward
a successful
concluof this struggle
to preserve
our democratic way of life.
MILLER McCLINTOCK
President, MBS
The conference impressed me as
one of the most thorough and competent statements of our entire war
policy which could be imagined.
Every evident aspect of the job
ahead was treated factually, fully
and fearlessly. Among other matters, there was confirmed in my
mind a complete confidence in the
character of our industrial military
leadership. There was a unity of
approach
the varied
technical
fields
whichinindicated
not only
high
individual ability but complete coordination of effort. The problems
outlined again emphasize the tremendous job the radio industry has
of bringing unified thinking, feeling and action to all of our people.
DAVID SARNOFF
President, RCA
THE WAR Dept. conference held
in Washington on Monday and
Tuesday,
Sept.members
27 and 28,
to which
were invited
of industry,
labor, broadcasting and the press,
was, in my judgment, eminently
successful. It was brilliant in conception and splendid in execution.
The military leaders, from General Marshall down, discussed their
problems frankly and constructively. Not only was the conference
illuminating, but it was also inspiring, for, as the proceedings
progressed, one had the feeling that
the military job to be done is in
the hands of competent and wellinformed leaders. No one present
was left in doubt as to the job
ahead for all of us.
While there was no lack of confidence in ultimate victory for the
United Nations, it was made plain
that to achieve this goal requires
maximum effort on the part of all
concerned. Such effort cannot be
delayed until tomorrow. It must be
put forward today.
I have attended many conferences in my life, but I cannot recall one as well prepared and organized, and as efficiently executed
as this one. Undersecretary of War
Patterson, who ably headed this
conference, and the military chiefs
who so clearly presented a picture
of the problems we face, deserve
congratulations and the hearty
thanks of those who were privination. leged to be present, and of the
• Broadcast

Advertising

'ffc fji^Mi^ "^IM^^udi \o all radio listening in four metropolitan centers.
28 major cities, and 218 rural communities of WLW's great mid-western market.

jCisfetWMj ^U^^itdf is C. E. Hooper's Mid-Winter 1943 Report in two
parts: WLW Audience Ratings and WLW vs. Other Network Stations. It is the
first new release for your WLW

If you still haven't received a copy of the
WLW Faxfile, shoot us a wire or letter. We
will gladly send ^ jtfefetWU} ^U^Rudf
along with all material previously released.

Faxfile. It is off the press; it will reach you soon.

WL

W)

THE NATION'S MOST MERCHANDISE-ABLE STATION
"-MSION OF THE CROSLEY CORPORATION

HOW

OF

MUCH

WHAT VALUE are size, power, coverage,
or any other miscellaneous details to you,
if a station delivers results in spoonful

quantities.
To dig deeply into a market's sales reservoir,
a station must, above all. have listeners . . . and
lots of them.

DOES

IT

DIG?

ence larger by far than that of any other Oklahoma City station.
If you want your radio advertising to do more
than just go through the motions, if you want it
to do some real digging for sales or good will in
Oklahoma, WKY is the station you can depend
on to do the job.

In this respect, WKY tops every other station
in Oklahoma City morning, afternoon, and evening. With 42.3% of Oklahoma City's morning
listeners, 56.0% of its afternoon listeners, and
49.9% of its evening listeners (July- August
Hooper), WKY is just naturally capable of digging up more results for advertisers than are
any of the three other stations.
In the matter of coverage, too, WKY leads all
the rest, thereby giving advertisers a total audi-

WKY
OKLAHOMA

CITY

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Daily Oklahoman and Times - The Farmer-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs - KLZ, Denver (Affiliated Mgmt.)
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

THE nation's 20th market in point of
sales last year is churning with industrial, mining, and agricultural activity to bring payrolls and retail buying
to the highest level in history.
The Denver Market which spent
$595,252,000 in retail stores last year
was spending at a 21% greater rate
during the first seven months of 1943.
The Denver Market is big both in
mass and buying power. It's delivering
materials, minerals, foodstuffs, and fighting men. It's delivering sales.
You can have sales delivered in your
direction by the station that's doing the
standout job of delivering sales in the
Denver
Market . . . Denver's CBS outlet,
KLZ.

C B S + 560 Kc.

0
ml*

SUSTAINING

daytime

program

on WSIX

6,000 pieces of mail — from 13 states — in ONE

recently drew

DAY.

more

than

The offer? Only a free

4)of the performers.
picture

Which

simply goes to prove what any good advertising man

already knows —

that 5,000 watts on 980 kc, with a first class program,

will get the listeners ;

and that when

like Nashville, big re-

such a set-up covers a booming

market

turns are bound to follow.

WSIX

is ready to go to work for you too. Let us show you what it can do.

SPOT SALES, INC., NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

Mutual

980

5000
WATTS

KILOCYCLES

NASHVILLE.

TENN.

if

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 874 National Press Building, Washington 4. D. C. Entered as
second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
»

SUBSCRIPTION

PRICE:

$5.00 per year

15c per copy

BROADCASTING
The Weeklyj||P' Newsmagazine

IS

IN

WWL-LAND

and so are 10,000,000 customers from five different states

MOST

OF MISSISSIPPI, including the

entire Mississippi Gulf Coast, is yours —
along with parts of four more Deep
South states — when you buy WWL.

of Radio

Copyright 1943 by Broadcastine Publications Inc.
^roadcast Advertising*
IN
THIS
ISSUE —
Lea Predicts New Radio Legislation
Paley Accepts OWI Foreign Position
MBS Affiliates Hear Plans for New Projects
Fly Defends Analysts' Right to Opinion
Kesten Answers Fly With Scripts
Broadcasters Next on AFM Fee List
Rep. Jones Would Revive FCC Bill
Censorship Praises Foreign Tongue Stations
OWI Committee Urges More War News Releases —
OWI Bids For Foreign Broadcast Directors
Noble Defines Program Policies to Fly
Blue Meet Hears of Thomas Sale
OWI Food Campaign Switched to Spot Allocations
Take the Whiskers Off Broadcasting—
by Comdr. McDonald
M.Cs Trained for NAB Retail Show
Nationwide Television Nets Foreseen
OWI Reports Gains Among Advertisers
Radio Comment Sought on Loan by Treasury

9
9
10
11
11
12
12
14
16
16
18
20
24
26
30
55
64
70

Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices. WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
874 National Press Bldg. — Telephone: MEtropolitan 1022
SOL TAISHOFF
MARTIN CODEL
Editor and General Manager
« Publisher (on leave with Red Cross)
Maury Long, Advertising Manager
Bernard Piatt, Circulation Manager
J. Frank Beatty, Managing Editor
Wallace F. Janssen, News Editor
K. R. Breslau, Adv. Production Mgr. Henry Liebschutz, Art Director
NEW YORK BUREAU
250 Park Avenue, Telephone — PLaza 5-8355
Bruce Robertson, Associate Editor S. J. Paul, Assistant Advertising Manager
CHICAGO BUREAU
360 N. Michigan Avenue, Telephone — CENtral 4115, James J. McGuinn
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
1509 N. Vine St., Telephone — GLadstone 7353, David H. Glickman
West Coast Advertising Representatives: Duncan A. Scott & Co.
San Francisco, Mills Bldg. Los Angeles, Western Pacific Bldg.
CANADA
417 Harbour Commission Bldg., Toronto. Elgin 0775. James Montagnes

A CLEAR CHANNEL, 50,000 watt signal has won WWL a prominent place on
the dial of every radio in the Deep
South! To blanket this prosperous market, you need —

is the
most
NEW

ORLEANS

economical

in OMAHA
u
KO
For Outstate Nebraska KFAB is a MUST!

50,000 WATTS-CLEAR CHANNEL
The Greatest Selling POWER in rhe Sooth's Greatest City
CBS Affiliate — Nat'l Representatives, The Katz Agency, Inc.
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Eleven

years

of

Success:

ago

Charleston,

the

Cohen

West

Drug

Virginia

Co.

had

one

drug

program

TODAY

the

hr.

used

weekly

on

Cohen

jJlJj^ drug

XA

store,

Drug

programs

. . .

Co.

ten

weekly

CHARLESTON.
5000
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hr.

XA
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stores

one

Walls
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eleven
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WEST

. . .

VIRGINIA
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to

make

"WINNER

TAKE

a

ALL"

It's a quiz program
contestants

network.

is a new

with

a new

idea

that

twist. The

new

bid for their questions — using

Columbia*

for the bidding. The

high bidder

cash

works

.

!

idea is to let
provided

by

then tries to answer.

If he's right he pockets the total of his bid. If he's wrong, his bid
goes into a rising jackpot. The
to answer
We

evening's winner

the jackpot question, take-all-or-nothing.

gave it as bleak a try-out as we

Cantor, Mr. Heatter

could

find — opposite Mr.

and Spotlight Bands.

After only six times on the air we

asked Jessie Locke

(Crossley's Coast representative) to make
Winner

then has a chance

Take AIL The

a coincidental

rating she reported indicated

Moffett

survey of

a KNX

audi-

ence of55,385 Western families or several times the capacity of the
Hollywood
Winner

Bowl.
Take All is therefore an idea tried, tested, ripe and ready

for the right sponsor. Better not take too long to get all the salient details about the show from the nearest Radio Sales office. It
has the idea content, and the originality that has brought renewals
for so many
Island

other Columbia-Pacific

Sugar), Question

the Week

of

(Signal Oil), Holly-

wood Showcase (Ben-Hur).
Ideas sell programs
because

only

ideas sell goods.

*// could be sponsor-provided, of course...

A DIVISION OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO 5 • COLUMBIA SQUARE, LOS ANGELES 28
Represented by Radio Sales, the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

ideas — like I Was

There

(Sea

.

ONE

OF

A

SERIES

PRESENTING

THE

W.

MANAGER.

MEN

R.

KFAR,

WHO

MAKE

FREE

&

PETERS

STATION

Foster

FAIRBANKS,

ALASKA

1932 Pacific University
1934 Associated Oil Co.
1935 Sports announcer for KINY,
Juneau, Alaska
1937 Program Director, KINY
1938 Commercial Manager, KINY
1939 Commercial Manager, KFAR,
Fairbanks, Alaska
1940 General Manager, KFAR

JUDGING from appearances alone, you
might conclude that W. K. (Bud) Foster is
pretty young to be the General Manager of
Alaska's biggest radio station. But judging
by his record, you'd say KFAR is in excellent
hands indeed. Because of his good sense
and hard work, Bud has earned an enviable
reputation with both the old and the new
factors in Alaskan life, and is rapidly making
his station an important one to American
advertisers as well. . . .

believe that by working a little harder than
most people in this business, we offer our
customers a little more value. We believe
we put more effort into trying to clear
exactly the time you want — into establishing
the best and most productive sort of liaison
between you arid the stations we serve —
into making spot broadcasting the most
profitable medium you can use.
That, as we see it, is our economic justification for asking your patronage. And no
matter how good or how bad business ever

Good sense and hard work, we guess, are
the biggest secrets of success in any part of
the U. S. And here at F&P, while we do not

gets, that's the way we'll keep on working —
harder — here in this group of pioneer radiostation representatives.

claim any "corner" on good sense, we do

Free
Pioneer
CHICAGO: ,80 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373
Page 8 • October

&

jsc.

Radio

NEW YORK: 247 Park Ave.
Plaza 5-4131
11, 1943

Peters,

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO
.
KALAMAZOO-GRAND
KM BC
KANSASRAPIDS
CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
. . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PEORIA
PAUL
WMBD
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST
WCBM
BALTIMORE
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KOMA .... OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . .
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
KFAR
ALASKA
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

Station Representatives
Since May, 1932 ■*
SAN FRANCISCO:
HOLLYWOOD:
Sutter 4353 m Sutler
Gladstone i5i2'N.
3949 Gordon
BROADCASTING

ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Main 5 667
• Broadcast

Advertising
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Lea

Predicts

White-Wheeler

Bill

Hearings Begin
This Month
See Editorial Page 38
NEW LEGISLATION to supplant
the antiquated Communications
Act of 1934 was predicted last
Wednesday by Chairman Clarence
F. Lea (D-Cal.), as a result of the
House Select Committee's investigation of the FCC.
Determined to leave no stone
unturned in his efforts to conduct
a sweeping inquiry into the FCC,
Rep. Lea's prediction came two
days after Speaker Sam Rayburn
appointed him chairman of the Select Committee, succeeding Rep.
Eugene E. Cox (D-Ga.) resigned
[Broadcasting, Oct. 4].
White-Wheeler Hearings Set
Coincident with Mr. Lea's appointment, Sen. Burton K. Wheeler
(D-Mont.), chairman of the Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee,
announced that hearings on the
White- Wheeler bill (S-814) to revamp the Federal Communications
Act, would begin late this month.
Sen. Wheeler told Broadcasting
Thursday that while a definite
date had not been set, he was determined to begin hearings "late
in October".
Prior to the summer recess of
Congress, Sen. Wheeler in a form a 1 statement [Broadcasting,
June 14] declared that it was his
intention with the concurrence of
Sen. Wallace H. White (R-Me.),
co-author of the measure, "to begin these hearings in September
and to proceed with them uninterruptedly with the hope that the
Committee may speedily come to
a definite conclusion as to the recom endations itshould make to
the Senate with respect to radio
legislation."
J Sen. Wheeler has devoted his
7 time, since the reassembly of the
Senate, to father-draft legislation.
With that out of the way, since
the Senate passed a compromise
measure last Wednesday, the Committee chairman indicated he will
/be free to give his full time and
thought to the Communications
, Act hearings.
"Broadcasters, individually and
fl collectively, feel there is a need to
11 change the present communications
BROADCASTING

AdvertisingD. C, OCTOBER 11, 1943

New

$5.00 A YEAR — 15e A COPY

Legislation
merce Committee since 1937. That
act," Sen. White told BroadcastCommittee is charged with handling
ing. "Those I have interviewed
have expressed the feeling that our communications legislation. Now as
present law is out of date. They chairman of the Select Committee,
think we should more clearly de- Mr. Lea directs the destinies of the
fine the powers of the FCC. The two House groups most important
FCC makes rules and more rules. to radio.
I believe Congress should define
(2) Prediction by Chairman Lea
that the probe would lead to new
its powers to make rules.
"My bill doesn't propose to re- communications legislation.
write the Communications Act, but
(3) Postponement of the Select
to offer remedial legislation to clear Committee hearings, scheduled to
up a few points which now seem be resumed last Wednesday, until
the new chairman has had a chance
vague," he added.
The Federal Communications
to consult with other members of
Act of 1934 embraces the Act of the five-man Committee, and has
1927 affecting radio; thus the law had an opportunity to read the
now governing broadcasting is 16 record of hearings to date.
(4) Refusal of Chairman Lea to
years old.
accept or ask for the resignations
Fast Action
of Chief Counsel Eugene L. Garey
Developments in the FCC probe and his legal and investigating
came rapidly after Chairman Cox staff, or to take any action towards
tendered his resignation on the legal counsel until he has studied
floor of the House and was given a the record and determined in his
rousing ovation by his colleagues. own mind whether Mr. Garey's
These included:
staff has functioned as he thinks
(1) Appointment Monday by it should.
Mr. Lea told Broadcasting he
Speaker Rayburn of Rep. Lea to
head the Select Committee, thus felt there was a need for new laws
creating a unique position. Rep. governing communications. AlLea has been chairman of the imthough he has not been closely
portant Interstate & Foreign Com- identified with radio he has, by vir-

Paley
Takes

Leave

Accepts
to

OWI

Serve

Advertising

"I think when we get through,
developments of this investigation
may influence legislation," Mr. Lea
declared. "We have a subcommittee
set up to look after such legislation, but I don't believe the minority members have been appointed."
Early this year Chairman Lea
ordered an 11-man subcommittee on
communications appointed to study
proposed
governing radio and tolegislation
make recommendations
to the Committee as a whole. The
following Democrats were named
(Continued on page 60)

Position

seas operations." Mr. Paley will
join C. D. Jackson, director of all
OWI operations in Italy, North
Africa and the Middle East, the
announcement also stated.
Granted Leave
The CBS board of directors,
meeting Oct. 6 in New York, granted Mr. Paley a leave of absence to
accept the assignment, at the same
time voting unanimously on the
election of Paul W. Kesten as CBS
executive vice-president, effective
immediately.

WILLIAM S. PALEY, president
of CBS, has accepted a special war
area assignment from the Office of
War Information to work for a
limited period (probably of six
months duration) with the Army's
Psychological Branch at Gen.
Dwight D. Eisenhower's headquarters. Announcement of Mr. Paley's
assignment was made last Thursday by Elmer Davis, Director of
the OWI, who stated that "Mr.
Paley is going overseas to help in
the radio phase of psychological
warfare in the Mediterranean

• Broadcast

Radio

tue of his chairmanship of the
standing Committee, been relatively
near to the problems affecting
broadcasting. A year ago he presided over hearings on the Sanders
Bill to revamp the Communications
Act. The hearings extended from
mid-April to July 1942.
Indeed he felt some months ago,
he said, that new legislation was
needed but "the Committee was
asked to drop it until after the
war". The request to shelve legislation came, he said, from the Federal Communications Bar Assn.,
which had urged a revised law
originally.

Foreign

With
Eisenhower ;
Kesten Promoted

"As president of CBS since its
area."
organization,"
Mr. Davis added,
"Mr. Paley is one of the outstanding men in American radio. We are
proud to have a man with his experience and ability in our over-

for

WILLIAM

S. PALEY

Vice-president and general manager of CBS since March 1942, Mr.
Kesten with this new assignment
is receiving the fourth promotion
since he joined CBS 13 years ago
from the advertising agency field.
Since July, 1930, when he came to
CBS as director of sales promotion, he has been named a vicepresident (1934) and a member of
the CBS board of directors (May,
(Continued on page 58)
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Maine
Spud
Spot
Schedule
Earlier
Aim is to Move Crop Into
Home and Dealer Storage
STATE of Maine Development
Commission will launch its annual
potato campaign at an earlier date
and on a more extensive scale than
in previous years, due to pressing
need for storage space.
Advertising will be tied in with
the War Food Administration's
designation of the Irish potato as a
"Victory Food", Oct. 21 to Nov. 1,
Official U. S. Navy Photograph
and with its campaign to get this
COM.
JOHN
A. KENNEDY,
year's potato crop into dealer and
home storage before cold weather USNR, on a special naval mission
in the Aleutians. The president of
sets in.
the West Virginia Network reSpots to be Used
turned to Washington last month
Spot radio will be used in con- after a trip of several weeks to
Formerly in the
junction with newspapers and the the war theatre.
of Contracts and Profood trade press to get dealers to Department curement
of Materials, C o m.
use their storage facilities, and to Kennedy recently was assigned to
urge homeowners who can do so to the office of Vice-Admiral Fredstore potatoes in their own cellars.
erick J. Home, Vice-Chief of Naval
Advertising in the area East of Operations.
Chicago, marketing region for
Maine potatoes, the Commission
DORRANCE
TO CBS
will use announcements on about
PROMOTION
DEPT.
20 New England stations and from
12 to 15 outlets in chief Maine AFTER more than a year with
potato terminals. Business is being OWI in Washington, Dick Dorrance, formerly
placed by Brooke, Smith, French
general manager
and Dorrance, New York, merchof FM Broadcastandising and advertising counsel to
the State of Maine.
ers, Inc. has resigned to join
CBS as director
of Promotion
Associated Oil Carries
Service for the
Football for 18th Year
network's owned
stations. Mr. DorFOR the 18th consecutive year
rance will report
Associated Oil Co. is sponsoring
Paul
Hollister,
football broadcasts this fall. With
Mr. _„
Dorrance to
CBS vice-p
resione exception the sponsor holds
dent in charge of advertising and
exclusive broadcast privileges. The
U. of San Francisco announced it sales promotion.
With OWI in several capacities,
will broadcast its own home games
this season, refusing to take a cut Mr. Dorrance was most recently
in pay for air rights.
Special Assistant to Palmer Hoyt,
_ Associated buys a pre-season op- Director of the Domestic Branchtion from each school, then adds Prior to his government work, he
served both with FMBI and the
to that amount for each game
broadcast. Mutual-Don Lee will Broadcasters Victory Council, which
carry the games over its network, maintained headquarters in WashAssociated using stations of its
ington. He also had been in the
own choosing. Buchanan & Co., San press department of WOR.
Francisco, has the account.
In his new post Mr. Dorrance
will be responsible for the promotion service for stations owned by
CBS, for its regional networks,
Spots for Cologne
and for radio sales. He succeeds
SIMONS & HEWITT, Chicago Jerome (Jerry) Sill, who resigned
(Burde cologne), has started five- recently to become Promotion Maminute participations six times
nager of WNEW, New York. The
weekly on WGES Chicago in a CBS promotion
post was created
transcribed musical program. Com- last
April.
pany has also started a varied
schedule of five and ten-minute
and quarter-hour transcribed muCharles Smith Is Made
sical shows on WAAF WGAC
KMMJ WMIN WIBC. Agency is Research Head for CBS
CHARLES SMITH, CBS assistant
Malcolm - Howard Adv. Agency,
Chicago.
director of research, has been
named to the post of research supervisor for Radio Sales and CBS
Hyde Hospitalized
owned stations, effective Oct. 11,
according to Howard Meighan,
ROSYL HYDE, assistant general
counsel of the FCC in charge of eastern sales manager of the Radio
Sales department in New York.
broadcast matters, last Tuesday
Mr. Smith succeeds George Mateunderwent an emergency operation
for appendicitis. Mrs. Fanney Lit- yo, who has left CBS.
With the network's research devin (formerly Fanney Neyman),
partment in various capacities
assistant attorney on broadcast
matters in the legal division, is since 1939, Mr. Smith was previously promotion manager of WQXR,
handling
his return.Mr. Hyde's duties until New York.
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MBS

Affiliate

Hear

Plans

Committees

For

New

Projects

Faster Day Scheduling, Development of Loca
Sustaining Shows and World News Are Aims
The final session for the station
WITH Miller McClintock, president
of Mutual, as opening speaker at service committee was conducted
by Richard Connor, manager of
each meeting,
the network's
pro- station relations for Mutual, who
gram, sales and
merchandising,
and station services committees
discussed his department's service
held their first group discussions to affiliates, as did Edwin T. Otis,
assistant in charge of programOct. 5-7 at the Waldorf-Astoria
ming, and James Mahoney, assistHotel, New York, with 23 delegates
ant in charge of sales and merattending as representatives of Muchandising. Other talks were made
tual affiliates from coast to coast.
by
George
Chambers,
Eastern sales
Among the new projects outlined service supervisor; Andrew
Poole,
at the program meeting Oct. 5 were
traffic
supervisor,
and
Paula
Nichplans to speed up daytime schedul- oll, assistant in charge of traffic.
ing, the development of local talent
Mr. McClintock again spoke disthrough pickups from affiliated
cussing the importance of FM and
outlets, and the expansion of worldwide news coverage. It was de- television after the war, and J. R.
Poppele, chief engineer of WOR,
cided to build local station sustaining shows with the aim of bring- predicted that by 1949 FM will be
ing the best of them to the net- playing a major role in the broadcasting field.
work on regular schedules
Overseas Roundup
Adolph
Opfinger,
Mutual's
gram director,
announced
that prothe
network planned to construct another overseas news roundup for
morning broadcast to amplify the
present world roundup of news
offered in cooperation with the
Christian Science Monitor.
The decision of Mutual not to
broadcast sports events carried by
two or more networks was explained by Tom Slater, MBS director of
special features, as "a demonstration of Mutual's obligation to the
radio audience which is often forced
to listen to the same event over
several
networks."
Turning
to the sales and merchandising committee at the second
day's meeting, Mr. McClintock reported on the optimistic sales future for both local stations and the
network, his words receiving corraboration from Ed Wood, Mutual
sales manager, who announced the
acquisition of several new shows,
as well as the future expansion of
sales and sales service personnel
to work with local station managers
in developing network accounts.
Advisory Service
The afternoon open discussion,
led by Robert Schmid, director of
promotion and research, heard Peter Zanphir of the network's New
York promotion department
and
Harold Coulter, recently named
manager of audience promotion.
The latter spoke of the new activities of his department, mentioning
establishment of an advisory service to Mutual affiliates on local promotion and intensive sales aids.
It was also suggested by Don Davis,
WHB Kansas City, that a clearing
up.
house on promotion service be set
The policy of selling cooperative
shows on a 28-day period, not a
13-week basis, was affirmed, and
it was pointed out that a new rate
card favoring more half -hour shows
was in preparation.

BROADCASTING

Present were:
William Dolph, WOL; Les Johnson, WHBF; Don Davis, J. Schilling, WHB; A. Glasmann, G. C.
Hatch, KLO; Owen Balch, KSAL;
Charles Joradn, W R R ; Fred
Fletcher, WRAL; Robert Feagin,
WPDQ; John Laux, WSTV; John
Boler, North Central Broadcasting;
Garland Powell, WRUF; Rex
Howell, KFXJ; Robert McRaney,
WCIB; John Moses, Harry
Hoessley, WHKC; Ted Grizzard,
WLAP; G. Pearson Ward, KTTS;
Dale Taylor, WENY; Felix Hinkle,
WHBG; William B. Huffman, Wisconsin Network; Don Clayton,
North Central Broadcasting.
Ethyl Spot Campaign
ETHYL Corp., New York, is running a five-week spot campaign
offering
the
Name, a listeners
dictionary What's
of namesin now
being featured in the gasoline
company's
newspaper
maga-15
zine ads. Drive
startedandSept.
on WJZ New York, several midwestern stations and one Washington outlet. Ethyl agency is
BBDO, New York.
Air Line Series
UNITED AIR LINES, Chicago, is
returning to network radio with a
half-hour variety program on the
CBS Pacific Coast Network in the
Sunday,
p.m.to period.
Serieshasis
titled
In 9Time
Come. Firm
been out of network radio since,
January, 1941, when it discontinued sponsorship of Boake Carter
on
Mutual. Agency is N. W. Ayer
& Sons.
Martin Codel Back
MARTIN CODEL, on leave as
publisher of Broadcasting while)
serving as Red Cross director of
public information in North Af-j
rica, returned to Washington last,
week
on furlough, flying in fromj
Africa.
Allied Force Headquarters in North

. Broadcast

Advertising

Fly
Defends
Analysts'
Opinions
Fly said. Criticizing
DispatchRight
editorial, Mr. Fly to
re- Chairman
peated the last two paragraphs of the necessity for quoting views of
Broadens ^Freedom to Listen' Attitude;
the Broadcasting editorial, includ- others in place of their own in order to be factual, the chairman deing these statements, "It is imPraises Post-Dispatch, 'Broadcasting'
to remember that radio is
clared, "For my money, I will take
FOR THE THIRD time in a fort- defense of his (Fly's) position re- a news portant
medium. It publishes by Bill Shirer and Ed Murrow and
garding discussion of controversial means of the electrical printing
night, FCC Chairman James Lawgive serious thought to their opinr e n c e Fly last Thursday ex- issues, but passed off the balance
press
—
the
microphone.
As
a
mepounded his "freedom to listen" of the columnist's complaint that
dium more intimate and more senPaying tribute to the skill and
philosophy in a formal address, but Mr. Fly actually is "undertaking
sitive than the printed page, it competence of radio commentators
now has broadened it to a stout to dictate what the policies of a
must sharply delineate and define
Chairman Fly dedefense of the right of news ana- radio network shall be and he is its services. The inteligence and the and analysts,
clared "any policy that requires
using
the
licensing
power
of
the
lysts to express their own opinthese
men
to
mouth
second-hand
know-how of radio, evidenced in its
ions.
commission to enforce his view- two
decades of meteoric growth, opinions serves no purpose. The
In an address before the Radio
ions." is looking to these men at
are available. The issue, now that public
Executives Club in New York,
"Personal opinions should not be it has been provoked, must be met that moment. I wonder if it is not
guise of news, but, asthe best method to select the most
which elicited an impromptu de- aired
point."in the
not avoided."
fense of the CBS news policy from
suming competency, if the state- head-on;
The Post
Dispatch editorial, competent men and give them their
ments are properly labeled as opinPaul W. Keston, CBS vice-presirein, bearing in mind, of course,
ion, I can hardly see the reason quoted in part by Mr. Fly, defined that there should be on the part of
dent and general manager, Mr. Fly
news,
news
analysis,
and
editorialcalled upon the industry to open why they should not be aired," Mr.
izing, andthree
concluded,
"Theservices;
public the Company, an over-all general
its microphones, on paid time, to Fly told the Executives Club's ca- needs all
of these
pacity audience of 250.
those who have something other
.... Radio should have a place
Censoring news commentators
than merchandise to sell — to
Mr. Fly praised the network for for all three, and should keep them involves both selection and rejecbalance."
unions, or cooperatives or small allowing public debate on the mattion of news, the chairman pointed
ter, stating that radio can point sharply distinguishable."
business groups. The right of freeout.
"In lodging that power over
Must
Be
Dealt
With
dom of speech, he held, extends with pride to the fact "that a
the whole output of news analysis
to those commentators competent network is willing to afford equal
"The industry has these things
opinion,"
asked,up "are
to express their own opinions, pro- time for discussion to the most right out in the open and it must and
not well
nigh he
setting
both wea
vided their commentaries are prop- outspoken opponents of its own deal with them Here we have the censorship and the very Company
erly labelled.
most intelligent news service and editorial policy which some have
the most capable people in the sought to avoid by curbing inde"Broadcasting
Magazine
is
Ultimatum to Industry
position."
Chairman Fly said in quot- business. Press and motion picImplicit in the Fly speech was right,"
pendent commentators?"
ing with approbation from the Oct.
"The industry
must not be frozen
tures are far behind," Mr. Fly said.
a virtual ultimatum to the indusThe ban of free comment by
4
editorial.
["I
think
Broadcasting
try to sell time for discussion of
at
any
status
quo",
said the
man. "There are some
no chairdoubt
Magazine is right, for once," Chair- news analysts places them, and the
controvesial issues. Without namman Fly told his listeners, deviat- radio industry, at a serious dis- who will urge that a democratic
ing names, he quoted copiously from
ing slightly from his previously
advantage vis-a-vis the newspapers
control of radio will bring a great
his cross-examination of Mark
prepared statement released to the and other media, he declared.
many
to management;
Woods, BLUE president, last press.]
Radio listeners want to know that theproblems
discretion of management
month, at hearings on the proposed
After quoting from the Post- what the analysts themselves think, will be heavily taxed." The chairtransfer of the Blue Network from
man admitted that management
RCA to Edward J. Noble, for $8,will
be
"harassed considerably",
000,000 cash, now awaiting decibut added "isn't this why managesion. He denounced the NAB code
of ethics, without mentioning the Kesten
ment talent comes high?"
Answers
Fly In Scripts
Up to Management
document, particularly those provisions banning sale of time to
He said that management must
Showing
Newscast
Rule
Effect
i membership organizations. He disundertake the responsibility of
; approved of sponsorship of forums.
We
believe,
however,
that
freedom
A
VIGOROUS
plea
for
freedom
to
maintaining
free radio.
"LiIn calling upon the industry to
censees mustabecome
aware that
revise its whole approach on sale buy time for the purveyors of ideas of speech does not mean freedom
a privileged few. We do not management should take stock of
of time and free speech, Mr. Fly and philosophies as well as the for
believe that such freedom is itself and re-explore the whole sigsellers
of
tangible
merchandise,
and
nevertheless praised radio as a
nificance of free speech applied to
news medium. He said 1943 is by an equally outspoken attack on the achieved by giving a small group radio. We can no longer operate
of men, broadcasting in regular
i far the most profitable year in CBS policy of refusing its com- news
under dodge clauses." Dodges must
periods, any encouragement
mentators and analysts the right
radio history.
to use this time to advance their be "weeded out", he added.
to express opinions on the air were
Keeping Speech Free
Chairman Fly defined freedom to
delivered last Thursday by FCC
personal prejudices or to pulpiteer
listen, a subject on which he has
for
their
own
point
of
view.
The
Chairman
James
Lawrence
Fly
beIndicating clearly that he profore an overflow meeting of about real essence of our news policies spoken twice in the last two weeks
posed to make his "freedom to lis- 250 radio men and women at the is to keep our news broadcasting
[Broadcasting,
Sept.public
27], toas what
"acten" motto universal in scope as
cess for the general
luncheon session of the and news analysis as objective as
a "post-war" matter Mr. Fly, how- opening
of the mass meever, emphasized that these mat- 1943-1944 season of the Radio Ex- humanly possible, rather than to is saiddium forbythemeans
dissemination of ideas
Club of New York, held at let it degenerate into partisan proters are not "Government problems the HotelecutivesShelton.
paganda. There is plenty of space and opinion — the radio." He called
in the first instance". He called
it in some respects as important
upon the industry itself to face
Following the conclusion of Mr. on the air for special pleading. We as the other freedoms for which
merely
say
that
news
broadcasts
and to solve them "in the best tra- Fly's address (see this page) Murwe fight and said it should be simditions of American free speech".
ray Grabhorn, REC president, ex- are not the place for it."
ilarly guaranteed.
Mr.
Kesten
illustrated
his
point
tended
to
Paul
Kesten,
executive
In broadening his attack to emOur freedom to listen is almost
brace the controversy over the CBS
vice-president of CBS, an invitation with two examples of a journalist's absolute, but listeners, he said,
policy of limiting its commentato defend his company's position at impressions of a visit to American
shackled by a few outmoded
tors to factual reporting, Mr. Fly an early meeting of the Club.
troops in North Africa, the first "are
conventions which in reality the
written
in
accordance
with
CBS
lauded the editorial position of the
Kesten Replies
industry should never have inpolicy, the second written in a way
tSt. Louis Post-Dispatch [Broadflicted on its audiences." He named
Accepting the invitation, Mr. the network would find objectioncasting, Oct. 4] which advocated
the ban imposed by some stations
able. They read as follows:
clear-cut labeling of news or opin- Kesten asked for the privilege of
and networks on sale of time to
ion or interpretation on the air. a "hitch-hike" on the program and
Eye- Witness 1
and "disHe also alluded to an Oct. 4 edi- stated :
criminations" against others,
in"I've
just
returned from two weeks groups and organizations
torial in Broadcasting in the same
with the troops in a quiet sector of
"CBS is just as vigorous a chamcluding
cooperatives,
labor
organ(Continued
on
page
62)
(Continued on page 63)
pion of free speech as is Mr. Fly.
vein. He quoted David Lawrence's
BROADCASTING
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Trammell,
Broadcasters
Next Pacts Expected to
Call for Percentage
Of Gross
WHATEVER the outcome of the
present negotiation between the
makers of transcriptions and phonograph records and the American
Federation of Musicians, there
seems little doubt that radio is next
on the list of those who will be
asked to accept the doctrine of payment of a percentage of their gross
incomes to the AFM for its employment fund.
If the World-Decca contract with
the union is approved by the National War Labor Board — and last
week there was no indication that
it would not be, whether or not it
is finally accepted by the other recording companies — the broadcasters will find that their next contracts with the AFM also call for
them to contribute directly to the
union coffers in addition to their
wage payments to the AFM members in their employ.
Approved by AFM Board
This principle is set forth in a
resolution adopted by the AFM
International Executive Board,
which adoption makes it a part of
the union's rules and regulations
that become a part of all future
contracts of the AFM. In New
York the network contracts with
AFM Local 802 expire Jan. 31,
1944, which may also be the date
for a nationwide strike if the networks balk at making such extra
payments.
Some weeks ago Local 802 asked
for an opening of the present contracts with the networks for wage
increases in accordance with a
cost-of-living clause, also suggesting that the whole contracts be
gone over at this time to avoid the
necessity of another series of negotiations a few months hence.
Before the parties had met, however, the panel appointed by the
WLB to conduct an investigation
into AFM ban on recordings had
begun its hearings in New York,
and the national AFM had notified
its locals to postpone any discussions of new network contracts
until the conclusion of the hearings.
The recording industry last week
reflected hope that a generally
acceptable settlement might soon
be reached with the AFM which
would permit the resumption of
musical recording by all companies,
but it was more than slightly
tinged with caution evoked by memories of earlier expectations of
a settlement that had failed to
materialize.
After a number of off-therecord sessions early last week
with the panel appointed by the
WLB to investigate the AFM ban
on recordings, both the recording
companies and the union agreed
Page 12 • October

Next

on

AFM

to enter into mediation proceedings
under the aegis of the panel, but
with neither side making any advance commitments. On Wednesday morning the negotiations were
recessed until Friday to give the
recorders time to prepare a contract embodying their suggested
changes in the contract signed between the union and Decca records
and World Broadcasting System,
and on Friday the recess was extended until today (Oct. 14).
Details Not Divulged
Details of those proposals have
not been divulged by the recording
companies, whose spokesmen pointed out that they must be submitted
to the union for approval and that
advance publication might jeopardize their chance for acceptance.
It is understood, however, that the
employers are asking for a nostrike clause and for provisions for
arbitration, as well as for an agreement by the union not to ask for
any increase in basic wage scale
for at least two years.
While the companies continued
privately to express considerable
objection to the principle of making
payments directly to the union for
use as it sees fit, there seemed little
chance of obtaining the unions consent to any alteration in this part

Rep.
for

Jones
Holmes

to

Fund

List

of the contract. Nor was there
any reason to believe that the WLB
would refuse to approve the DeccaWorld contract because of this provision.
When a contract is reached
through consent of the two parties,
as was the case in the World-Decca
pact with the AFM, the WLB has
authority to examine those parts
of it pertaining to national policy,
chiefly to see that the contract
does not call for wage increases
amounting to more than 15% above
the Jan. 1, 1941, level. In this case
it is possible that the board might
ask the AFM for assurance that
the royalty payments will be used
for its unemployed members and
not to increase the incomes of members already employed in contradiction to national economic stabilization policy. Meanwhile WOR recording studios and Empire Broadcasting Corp. had accepted the conditions of the World-Decca conAFM. tract and had signed with the
Both of these companies make
only commercial transcriptions and
so are not required to make any
special payments to the union except for musical spots which might
be broadcast more than once and
on which the contract calls for a
(Continued on page 61) '

Urge

FCC

Speedup

Legislation

DEMANDS soon to be made in the
House by Rep. Robert F. Jones
(R-O.) that legislation now lying
dormant in various committees be
brought out for House action, gave
rise on Capitol Hill last Friday to
the opinion that House action can
he anticipated on the Holmes Bill
(HR-1490) to reorganize the FCC.
Rep. Jones, youthful but forceful attorney from Lima, O., on the
floor of the House last Tuesday demanded to know why FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly and
Budget Director Harold Smith
were permitted to refuse certain
documents to the Select Committee
investigating the FCC.
Both Refused

mittee, and in a broader sense to
Congress, the documents re-

"During the chairmanship of the
gentleman from Georgia (Rep. E.
E. Cox, recently resigned as chairman of the Select Committee) the
Committee issued a subpena duces
tecum to the budget director, Harold Smith, and Communications
Commissioner Fly," said Rep.
Jones. "Both refused to present the
documents on the grounds that they
were confidential. Both are heads
of agencies created by Congress
and are certainly within the limits
of the examination of Congress.
Yet both of these heads to this
date have not furnished to the Com-

Mr. Jones recalled that on Sept.
ernment."
20 he challenged the right of Mr.
Fly and Mr. Smith to refuse information to Congress. At that
time he introduced three bills (HR3273, HR-3274, HR-3275) which
would provide that the Bureau of
the Budget be established as a
separate agency, responsible alike
to the President and Congress;
that the Comptroller General be
required to make periodical reports
to Congress as to how money is
being spent, and that the Bureau
of the Budget be required to
furnish upon request information

11, 1943

"I have examined the record and
I believe the testimony presents a
fundamental issue that strikes at
quested."
the
very heart of the integrity of
the Congress of the United States,"
he continued. "If it is true that
Chairman Fly and Budget Director
Smith can refuse to produce documents, then certainly the stature of
Congress is limited to voting
blank-check authority to the executive branch of the Government and
Congress' power of the purse is
limited to voting for appropriations
to sustain, maintain, and expand
the executive branch of the Gov-

BROADCASTING

Royal Trip

NILES TRAMMELL, president of
NBC, and John Royal, NBC vicepresident
in were
chargeexpected
of international relations,
to start
on their business trip to the European area sometime over last
weekend, it was reported as Broadcasting went to press. Their first
stop will be London, after which
they expect to visit Africa and the
Far East to line up future radio
facilities for use by NBC.
Garrett Spots
GARRETT & Co. Brooklyn (Virginia Dare Wine), on Oct. 18 begins sponsorship
offromone-minute
nouncements
three to ansix
times daily for 8 to 13 weeks on 52
stations. Major markets of the
campaign are Chicago, Detroit,
St. Louis, Minneapolis, Kansas
City, Milwaukee and Cleveland.
Agency is Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago.
to any committee of either house
of Congress or to any Member of
Congress.
"I'm going after the committees
which are holding bills," Rep. Jones
told Broadcasting. "The people are
entitled to know what's happening
to legislation, why it lies idle.
Those committees are appointed to
determine the merits of proposed
legislation and to report to the
Congress with recommendations. I
think it's time we get busy."
Rep. Jones's demands for action
on dormant legislation would directly affect the Holmes Bill, which
was introduced early this year by
Rep. Pehr G. Holmes (R-Mass.)
[Broadcasting, Feb. 1]. That
measure embodies most of the principles of the Sanders Bill, introduced the last session by Rep. Jared
Y. Sanders (D-La), no longer in
Congress.
Hearing Status
The House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee held hearings
mid-April to July, 1942, but when
its author was defeated for reelection, the Committee held the
bill for action by the present ConShortly after Rep. Holmes ingress.
troduced his FCC reorganization
bill, Chairman Lea of the House
Standing Committee announced a
11-man subcommittee on communications to study the measure and
make recommendations. So far,
however, that subcommittee lacks
five Republican members, Rep.
Charles A. Wolverton (R-N. J.)
having failed to name his appointees. Mr. Wolverton said last Friday that "when there's some legislation to consider I'll appoint my
Chairman Lea previously had
told Broadcasting that he was
members."
awaiting Mr. Wolverton's appointments, and that the subcommittee
could not begin a study of the proposed legislation until the minority
members were named.
• Broadcast
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Notional Accounts
BULOVA,

Now

GARRETT

WINE

AND

On W-I-T-H
ASPERTANE

Crosse & Blackwell

are three new 'nationals'

joining the roster of STATION
this week.

Dr. Pierce

■■'C>

W-I-T-H
fltf

Bulova

Cost -per- dollar -per -family reached is a

Mercirex

mighty important factor in radio advertising, boom-times or no!

Resinol
Stanback

Check up on your Baltimore sales costs

Aspertane
Royal Crown
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i
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On the air 24 hours a day — seven days a week
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Johnson
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Tribute

to

Foreign
Tongue
Stations
occasion we lamented the fact that with consideration only for the seExecutives of Censorship
curity of their nation at war.
a large percentage of foreign lanThis is meant to convey to you
guagecensors
broadcasters
had failedin totheir
install
and monitors
Laud Compliance
our good wishes and our sincere
stations,sorshipasCode. suggested in the Cen- thanks, and to urge upon you and
With War Code
all of your colleagues renewed and
VOLUNTARY censorship in the
Acting in behalf of the Foreign unrelenting vigilance in observing the
tenets
by which wartime censorship
foreign language broadcasting field Language Radio Wartime Control,
operates.
the specific
assignyou volunteered
organization's
is proving effective, with the in- services
ment givenOfficially
to the field
representatives
to attack that
the problem
on an
dustry 100% equipped to monitor
industry basis and to recommend men has been fulfilled. We shall continue
to think of you, however, as friends
and check broadcasts under provi- in the field who could represent this in
the field to whom we can turn
sions of the censorship code, ac- Office in correcting the situation.
in
the event of need.
Under the impetus of this voluncording to the Office of Censorship.
Price Letter
tary offer, 20 men in the foreign language broadcasting segment of the
Tribute to the industry's cooperaMr. Price's
letter to Mr. Simon
tion was paid last week by Byron
industry accepted the invitation of follows
:
Price, Director of Censorship, and this Office to represent it in meeting
personally with broadcasters in their
Mr.ressRyan
me of
J. Harold Ryan, Assistant Director respective
that has hasbeentoldmade
by the
you progand
areas. Those who accepted
for Broadcasting.
this task and performed it without your fellow-representatives in tightOfficial praise came from these compensation and at considerable sacening up the censorship procedures
rifice of time were : T. F. Allen, WFCI
officials in letters to Arthur Simon,
of
foreign language broadcasting stations.
; Howard W. Davis, KMAC
general manager WPEN Philadel- Pawtucket
San Antonio ; Charles Lanphier,
I wish
to addcommendation.
to Mr. Ryan'sI have
comphia, chairman of the Foreign
WEMP Milwaukee: Milton Meyers,
ment my own
Language Radio Wartime Control. WEIM Fitehburg, Mass.; William T. never felt that the broadcasting industry, or any part of it, would fail
The Control was set up to serve Welch, WSAR Fall River, Mass.; J.
Fred Hopkins, WJBK Detroit; N. the Government when called upon to
as a liaison between Censorship
Pagliara, WEW St. Louis; Walter
the prosecution of war. Cenand the 144 stations carrying for- C. Bridges, WEBC Duluth ; Lumir help in sorship
is a wartime measure and a
eign tongue broadcasts.
Urban, KORN Fremont, Neb. ; Harry wartime weapon. Properly administered, it can deal direct blows against
Continued vigilance in checking Burdick, KGGM Albuquerque ; Joseph
Lang, WHOM Jersey City; O. E. the enemy which cost him heavily. It
scripts before broadcast and in Richardson,
Hammond, Ind. ; can and does, at the same time, save
monitoring programs on the air Dr. O. J. H. WJOB
Preus, KWLC Decorah, the lives and conserve the materials
was advocated by Mr. Ryan. Mr. Iowa; John C. Libby, WCOU Lewis- of our own armed services. That the
Lee Little, KTUC Tucson, broadcasting industry has recognized
Price praised the "public spirit ton, Me.;
S. H. Patterson, KSAN San this fact and has acted upon that
and patriotism of the foreign lan- Ariz.;
Francisco ; W. L. Gleeson, KPRO
recognition is a testimonial to its pubguage stations. Chief of the For- Riverside,
lic spirit and patriotism.
Cal. ; C. Glover DeLaney,
eign Language Section of Censor- WTHT Hartford; Gene T. Dyer,
WGES
Chicago.
ship is E. H. Bronson, formerly of
WCOL Columbus.
I am delighted to tell you now
Jelke Drive
that through the efforts of these men JOHN F. JELKE Co., Chicago, is
At Own Expense
and by virtue of the patriotic re- using daytime participations in
sponse with which those efforts were
Achievement of 100% coopera- met by the foreign language broadmarketsMargarine
to promote
tion followed renewed industry efcasters of the country, all of these eight
Good Luck"
and "Jelke's
Mayonnaise. Time has been purchased on
forts to conform to the code after broadcasting stations are now operatstations
in
Toledo,
Pittsburgh,
a meeting between Mr. Price and
ing within the recommendations contained in the Code of Wartime Prac- Philadelphia, Indianapolis, Clevethe stations during the NAB contices for American Broadcasters.
land, Baltimore, Detroit and Schevention in Chicago last April. Unnectady. In addition, Jelke has
This Office is indebted to you and
der an arrangement with Foreign
started
quarter-hour
daytime proLanguage Radio Wartime Control, your fellow broadcasters who repregrams thrice weekly in Kansas
us in this undertaking. It is
20 foreign language broadcast sta- indebted,sented as
well, to all foreign lan- City, and twice-weekly in Chicago.
tion executives were contacted by
guage broadcasters who have met a Drive started in September and is
Censorship. They agreed to con- difficult situation and solved it with scheduled for 26 weeks. Agency is
tact personally all foreign lan- no thought of their own problems, but Young & Rubicam, Chicago.
guage stations." Chief of the Forareas, serving without compensation.
Each station agreed to perform
at its own expense the necessary
script checks and monitoring.
Through the contacts made by the
20 representatives, 100% mechanical cooperation was obtained and
accidental violations have been
brought down to the same small
figure typical of the English tongue
stations. In the case of stations
broadcasting in as many as six
or seven languages it was necessary to provide checkers and monitors capable of checking every language.
Ryan Letter
Mr. Ryan's
letter to Mr. Simon
follows
:
I believe the time has come when
you, as chairman of the Foreign Language Radio Wartime Control and
special liaison officer between the Office of Censorship and our field representatives, should have a report regarding the status of voluntary censorship in the foreign language broadcasting industry.
As you will recall, Mr. Price and
I met with you and other foreign
language broadcasters in Chicago during the conference of the National
Association of Broadcasters. On that
Page 14 • October

STATIONS' POW-WOW brought together these representatives ofCBS Ninth District affiliates at a oneday session staged in San Francisco during late September. Confabbers at roundtable discussion on local
programming problems were (1 to r) seated, E. F.
Peffer, owner, KGDM Stockton; Edwin W. Buckalew,
CBS western division station relations manager; Virginia Symons, of KFPY Spokane; H. J. Quilliam,
manager, KIRO Seattle; C.W. Myers, president,
KOIN Portland; Wayne Sanders, program manager,
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LIBERTY SLOGAN
KFEL Becomes War Worker
Through Contest

:—

"KEEP FAITH — Enjoy Liberty"
is what KFEL stands for. And
that is the slogan that won the
Denver station's contest this
month. The station challenged professional advertising writers to
find a way to put the KFEL call
letters to work in the war effort,
and the response was widespread.
Winner of the first prize of a
$100 War Bond is W. G. Northgraves, advertising manager of
Burnham & Morill Co., Portland,
Me. Second prize, $50 Bond went
to E. Cooper, Denver, Colo. Everett
B. Nelson, advertising manager of
U. S. Gutta Percha Paint Co.,
Providence, R. I. won the third
prize of a $25 War Bond.
Gas Extender

Spots

A NEW

GASOLINE product, described as a mileage-increasing "adgasoline,spot
willcampaign
be promotedditive",
m a fornational
including approximately 100 stations, starting around the first of
November. Program of news and
other material appealing to men
will be used. Bearing the tradename Vita Plus Gasoline Tablets,
the product was first introduced
on the air on WHN New York,
under a 13-week contract effective
Sept. 17. Vita Power Products
Inc., New
manufacturer.York,
Business is
wasthe placed
by
Sylvain D. Broder, New York.
Eno's New Series
J. C. ENO & CO., Bloomfield, N.
J., which has been promoting its
effervescent salts on a half-hour
recorded program Hollywood Radio
Theatre on WJZ New York, will
start another half-hour recorded
series on WENR Chicago Oct. 24.
Program, to be heard Sundays,
10:30-11 p.m., will be titled Academy Awards. Agency is Atherton
& Currier, New York.

KTUC Tucson; standing (1 to r) where Clyde Coombs,
manager KARM Fresno; C. L. McCarthy, manager
KQW San Francisco; Jack Williams, program director, KOY Phoenix; Harold A. Safford, manager, KOY;
Ralph Brunton, president, KQW; Lee Little, manager,
KTUC Tucson; Sherwood Brunton, executive, KQW;
Donald W. Thornburgh, CBS West Coast vice-president; Richard O. Dunning, sales manager, KFPY.
Also attending but not pictured was H. Shelton Earp,
who is the assistant manager of KROY Sacramento.
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Pacific

Stations
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LCPI
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Coast

Raced

for

Title...
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^

It was a rip snorter of a race. Nine lusty network stations toed the mark . . . their
watts all a'quiver. The sponsor pulled the trigger. Nine stations hit the air with an offer]
The race was a long one . . . five quarter-hour laps a week . . . plenty of time to determine which
of the nine stations would produce response at the Lowest Cost Per Inquiry.
Meet the Champ . . . KECA.
Winning LCPI Championships is old stuff for KECA. There are three reasons . . . good and
growing listening audience; over 400,000 new radio population in L.A. County; time rates which
have not increased since 1936 yet. This is a sweet combination for the advertiser who wants to
win new laurels in the "Results Handicap."

If you have a client with a limited budget who wants to make
3rd
in the nation's
big splash
amarket
will deliver
. . . KECA
more listeners per dollar than
any other major station.
BLUE
7&

IBROADCASTING

Lo$

NETWORK
.
-
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Radio
War

Committee
News

Urges

Releases

by

More
OWI

Tighter Control Over Government Time Requests
Also Is Recommended by Advisory Group
RELEASE of more war news,
good or bad, and a tighter reign
by the Office of War Information
on radio program demands from
other governmental agencies were
recommended by the Radio News
& Policy Committee at its first
meeting last week with OWI officials.
Among other problems taken up
by the Committee were the selection of a successor to Don Stauffer, chief of the OWI Radio Bureau, whose resignation is imminent, and the possible return of
Elmer Davis, OWI director, to the
air.
Operations Reviewed
The Committee met with E. Palmer Hoyt, director of the Domestic
Branch, and other OWI officials.
Seven of the nine members, appointed by Mr. Hoyt Aug. 23, were
present, the other two being represented by proxy.
Attending were William S. Paley, CBS president; Frank E. Mullen, vice-president and general
manager of NBC, proxy for Niles
Trammell, who was planning a
trip abroad; Mark Woods, BLUE
president; Lewis Allen Weiss, vicepresident and general manager of
Don Lee Network, who also represented Miller McClintock, Mutual
president; Neville Miller, NAB
president; Herbert L. Pettey, director, WHN New York; Leo
Fitzpatrick, executive vice-president and general manager, WJR
Detroit, and Martin B. Campbell,
managing director, WFAA WBAP
KGKO Dallas-Ft. Worth.
At the conclusion of the meeting,
which took place Monday afternoon
in Mr. Hoyt's office, OWI issued a
statement asserting that the Committee had "carefully reviewed"
the past operations of the Radio

Bureau "and considered suggestions pointing toward a closer and
more effective cooperation" between the Government, the broadcasting industry and the OWI.
The Committee,
said,for"commended the Radio OWI
Bureau
the
efficient functional cooperation
rendered to the industry by coordinating the needs and requests
of the various governmental agencies and budgeting those requests
in a form that could best be handled by the industry, with due
evaluation of the needs of the government."
The Committee requested, the
statement set forth, "that all future requirements of Government
agencies for radio facilities in their
various drives and campaigns be
cleared exclusively through the
OWI so that full advantage could
be taken of the coordinating functions provided by the OWI".
It was understood that in making this recommendation the Committee was aiming at practices
which developed recently in connection with the Third War Loan
campaign, wherein some deviations
from OWI clearance operations occurred. Broadcasters are believed
to have expressed objection to certain of these practices.
In recommending a greater flow
of war news, the Committee supported the action of the OWI Newspaper Advisory Committee which
had earlier advocated more complete coverage. OWI stated that
"broadcasters are acutely aware of
the desire of the listeners of America for all of the war news, whether it is good or bad". The Radio
committee, according to the statement, "commended the OWI for
the recent improvement and expansion of its activities in facilitating

GATHERED for its first meeting, members of the OWI Radio News &
Policy Committee consulted last week with Palmer Hoyt, OWI Domestic
Director, on matters affecting broadcasters. Seated (1 to r): William S.
Paley, CBS president; Mi*. Hoyt; Neville Miller, NAB president; Mark
Woods, BLUE president. Standing (1 to r): Martin B. Campbell, managing director, WFAA WBAP KGKO Dallas-Fort Worth; Leo Fitzpatrick,
executive vice-president and general manager, WJR Detroit; Frank E.
Mullen, vice-president and general manager, NBC (proxy for Niles
Trammell, NBC president) ; Lewis Allen Weiss, vice-president and
general manager, Don Lee (also proxy for Miller McClintock, Mutual
president) ; Herbert L. Pettey, director, WHN New York.
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the release of war news
om ended acontinuation
pansion
of
such
it be released asmaterial"
soon as

and recand exand
that
possible.

"loosening
up"
of Progress
war newstoward
had been
announced
early last month by President
Roosevelt after a conference with
OWI Director Davis and War,
Navy and State Dept. officials
[Broadcasting, Sept. 6]. The conference took place a short time after Nicholas Roosevelt, OWI liaison with the War and Navy Depts.,
had resigned at the end of his
agreed tenure and had stated that
it was up to Mr. Davis to improve
the public relations policies of military agencies.
Names of several prominent
broadcasters, both station owners
and managers, were submitted by
the committee to Mr. Hoyt as possible successors to Mr. Stauffer,
who is expected to return to his
former post as vice-president of
Ruthrauff & Ryan, which granted
him a limited leave to serve with
OWI.
The committee met briefly with
Mr. Davis and informally discussed
the question of his resuming his
weekly radio talks. Mr. Davis, it
was learned, made no request for

Buys Series Breaks
P. LORILLARD Co., New York,
has signed for chainbreak announcements before and after Gillette-sponsored World Series on 10
MBS stations in behalf of Old
Gold's. Scheduled for the length of
the Series, commercials were placed
on WHBC KOCY WIP WISE
WDEF WGAC WSGN WNLC
WJW WBIR. Agency is J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York.
time and no decision was reached.
It is believed that he will prefer
a Sunday night period, should he
return to the air, but that only
one network will be used.
Opposition to Mr. Davis' use of
a "universal hookup" in his previous Friday night series, which
was interrupted during the summer, has been expressed in some
radio quarters and in Congressional circles. Senator Taft (R-O.)
charged, after Mr. Davis began his
talks last spring, that the OWI
chief was "commandeering" the
air
for "propaganda
[Broadcasting,
March broadcasts"
22] . Mr.
Davis denied that his broadcasts
contained propaganda and asserted
that OWI told the networks the
program "was open to any that
wanted it".

OWI

Seeks

150

Radio,

N ewspaper

Men
to Handle
Overseas Assignments
OVERSEAS BRANCH of the Office articles for foreign publications,
of War Information can use im- write pamphlets, booklets, etc. Formediately 150 top-flight broadcast- tant. eign languages especially imporing or newspaper executives capable
of operating stations and newspa6. Production (printing) spepers in the Pacific and European
cialists with good knowledge of
war zones with staffs comprised
largely of natives of those areas.
typography, layout and techniques
Ability to speak, read and write of distribution.
one or more foreign languages is
Successful candiates will be
a major requirement, although it trained in the OWI's Overseas
might be waived in exceptional
Branch headquarters in New York
cases where its lack would be more
for periods varying from three to
than compensated for by other
depending on the inabilities. Men in the 38-to-45 age nine months,
dividual job and the individual man,
group, in good physical condition, with the aim of fitting each candiare especially sought, although
date for a key overseas post. Many
some of the posts can be filled with of the men will work under the
men discharged or rejected by the
Psychological Warfare Branch of
armed services for physical reasons.
the Army in war zones in an expanSix Classes
sion of the radio and leaflet propaganda operations which have been
Six classifications of candidates
factors in the Allied successes in
are needed, as follows:
the Mediterranean area.
1. Radio men with administraSalary scale runs from $4600 to
tive, programming, script writing
or production experience. Foreign
$6500 a year, with living allowances
languages are especially important
added for foreign service. OWI ofin this classification.
ficials freely admitted that these
2. Radio engineers, both studio salaries will in most cases be far
and transmission; foreign lan- below those now being received by
guages not essential, but very help- the kind of men they are looking
ful.
for, but added that these positions
3. Radio technicians who must will offer opportunity to men over
be good at all kinds of operations
draft age to use their skill and exand repairs and who must also
perience in valuable, active service
in direct war work, often in the
know radiophoto transmission.
vanguard of the armed forces.
4. Newspaper and news magazine men capable of handling a
David
consul-at
news file, taking cable from the
tant to theRuml,
OWI personnel
overseas office
United States and preparing it for 224 W. 57th St., New York, who
release to local press abroad. Also
has charge of recruiting 150 candimen with experience running newsdates immediately, will be in Chicago from Oct. 13 to 15 at the OWI
5. Writers, not necessarily jour- domestic office in the Mather Tower,
papers. nalists, who can produce special interviewing midwest prospects.
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A

Six-Hour

Every
That

Concert

Night
Nobody

Hears

This is the story of a man who
plays the piano — in an empty
studio. Triumphant chords, nimble arpeggios, brilliant melodies
flow from the instrument in
startling succession— but nobody
ever listens to him.
His job is to tune the pianos
at NBC— all thirty-three of them.
Every night, he tours the empty
studios on a carefully planned
schedule. Under his expert fingers, each piano is made to
respond until it is at precise concert pitch — ready for a symphony performance or for a
boogie-woogie virtuoso.
Every piano at NBC is tuned
by him once a week. Every piano
you hear played from Radio City
is always pitch perfect.
It's part of NBC's routine attention to detail ... to the very

—The

smallest of details that make for

enables advertisers and listeners

better broadcasting.

both to depend on NBC
best in broadcasting.

Not

of

world-shaking importance, perhaps. Yet — if it weren't done?
It is precisely this meticulousness, this almost automatic
insistence on having every detail
and feature of every program on
NBC as perfect as possible, that

for the

Perfectionism, insistence on
quality, care — even for details
that no client or listener is directly aware of — these are some of the
things that make NBC "The Network Most People Listen to Most."

National Broadcasting Company
America's No. 1 Network — a service of the radio corporation of America

WOR
Noble

Says

He

Will

Consider

BREAKS

DOWN

ACCOUNT CHANGES
WOR New York, had 18% more
advertisers during the first six
months of this year than in the
same period in 1942, according to a
review of the station's business for
the past four years. A breakdown
according to products reveals a
49%
increasewhich
in the includes
"miscellaneous"
category,
many
clients and industries, particularly
war plants, new to radio.
Significant increases in number
of accounts, over last year, are
found in the toilet goods and cosmetics field and in amusements,
and outstanding decreases are indicated in the number of retail accounts and in tobacco advertisers.
Drugs and pharmaceuticals show
the greatest rise from 1940 figures,
followed by foodstuffs.
Classifications and accounts per
year follow:
IMS 191,2 191,1 191,0
Foodstuffs
62 61 62 48
Drugs & Pharmaceuti- cals 33 29 20 12
Toilet Goods & Cosmetics 22 17 12 6
Amusements
15
8
7 4
Beverages
. 14 11 10 4
Soap
& Household
Supplies
13 16 22 16
Confections
12 12 16 9
Retail Establishments 8 14 9 5
Tobacco Products — 7 11
9 11

Selling Time
For
Controversy
Letter to Fly Indicates He Will Judge Each
Case On Its Merits; Cites WMCA Policy
or organization sponsoring or
ACTION by the FCC on the pro- offeringtion, them.
I propose to meet each
posed sale of the BLUE Network
request for time with an open mind
Co. by RCA to Edward J. Noble's and to consider such requests strictly
American Broadcasting System, on their individual merits and without arbitrary discriminations. More
Inc. for $8,000,000 cash was expected before the end of the month, particularly, I think that the operation of a national network should folwith the announcement last week
low a policy whereby all classes anil
that Mr. Noble had filed a state- groups shall have their requests, either for sponsored or sustaining time,
ment of policy relating to sale of
seriously considered and network time
time for other than merchandising
determined in accordance with true
of goods and services.
democratic principles and with the
Mr. Noble's statement, in which aim
of presenting
balanced
broadcasta well-rounded
service in and
the
he said he viewed the whole matter
best
interests
of
the
public
and of the
with an open mind but would con- Network.
sider sale of a limited amount of
With regard to the sale of time
time for discussion of controversial
in addition to the sustaining time
issues, was dated Sept. 29. The already provided for the discussion
FCC, however, did not make the of controversial issues, consideration
letter public until Oct. 1, for re- will be given to the use of a limited
lease in newspapers on Oct. 4. It amount of time for this purpose insofar as consonant with the mainwas formally made a part of the
tenance of listener audience and interest and thereby of the usefulness
hearing record in the BLUE network case.
of the
Network as a medium of public discussion.
No Opposition Expected
At the above hearing I was also
asked to advise regarding instances
Mr. New
Noble's
three
York arrangement
banks for a with
loan in which station WMCA has sold
Retail Help Spots
for $4,000,000 terminates on Nov. time to organizations other than businessnection
organizations,
and
in
that
con1. It was expected that the FCC
wish to advise that time has
would act on the transfer, which
BLOOMINGD ALE'S, New York
been sold by that station to the fol- department
store, has purchased
actually involves only the assignlowing non-business organizations :
time
on three New York stations
ment of the licenses of the three
*Gospel Broadcasting Assn., Los — WNEW WHN WMCA— to restations owned by the BLUE to Mr. Angeles, Calif.
cruit help, through Huber Hoge &
Noble, prior to that date. There is Philadelphia,
*Young Peoples'
Pa. Church of the Air, Sons, agency appointed to handle
no indication of opposition on the
*Lutheran Laymen's League, St. this special advertising project.
FCC which would preclude prompt Louis,
Mo.
Twenty-three 30-second and oneapproval of the transaction.
First Baptist Church, New York minute announcements are used
City.
The record in the BLUE case
per week. In addition to its Women
Sunday Morning Meditations, New and the War program on WQXR
was held open following the second York
City.
New York, the store last week
day of hearing on Sept. 20 to allow
started a twice-weekly quarter-hour
Mr. Noble to file his statement of N. St.
Y. Christopher's Inn, Gramoor,
Societv of Jewish Science, New women's program on WOR, through
policy. Chairman Fly inferred in his
H. W. Fairfax Adv., New York.
request that he felt time should York City. •
Unity
School
of
Christianity,
Kansas City.
be sold to labor unions and to coWLW Scholarship Given
operative organizations on equal
Political parties during the cam- ROBERT ELSEY , of Ada, Ohio,
footing with commercial concerns,
been selected as the recipient of
) WMCA by Mutual Broad- has
whether or not the NAB Code paigns.
( *Fed casting. to
the WLW Cincinnati Pharmacy
frowned upon it.
In this connection I may add that Scholarship to Ohio Northern U.,
There was an unverified report station WMCA under my direction Ada, according to Dean Rudolph
that Mr. Noble submitted a letter has recently accepted from the Great- Raabe. This is one of seven colleges
er New York Industrial Union Coun- and universities which are cooperatprior to the Sept. 29 statement,
with WLW in furthering the
cil of the C.I.O. one minute "spot an- studying of
which, in the judgment of Mr. Fly,
Plan was first
nouncements" under its sponsorship announced pharmacy.
by WLW officials last sumdid not go far enough on the con- urging voters to register for the Fall
elections.
troversial issue matter.
mer.
Following is the full text of Mr.
Noble's letter as released by the
FCC.
At the adjourned hearing on Sep.
20, 1943, regarding the proposed transfer of the ownership of The Blue
Network, Inc. to American Broadcasting System, Inc., of which I am
the sole stockholder, I was requested
to submit to your Commission for
inclusion in the record a written
statement of general policy with respect to the sale of broadcasting time
for other than the advertisement of
commercial goods and services which
would be put into effect in event of REPRESENTATIVES of Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc., and of
NBC's national spot sales office in Chicago gathered at a luncheon Sept.
approval by sum athe
Commission
tion of such
transfer. and con- 28 in the Merchants & Manufacturers Club to discuss general sales
After careful consideration of the activities. Seated (1 to r): Rudi Neubauer, NBC spot sales; Frank V.
matter and with realization, which I Webb, sales manager, KDKA Pittsburgh; E. C. Cunningham, NBC
am sure the Commission shares, of sales traffic; Lee B. Wailes, general manager, Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc., Philadelphia; Oliver Morton, national spot and local sales
the difficulties and perplexities involved in actual practice and admin- manager, NBC Chicago; B. A. McDonald, general sales manager, W.R.S.
istration, Iam prepared to say that Standing, C. Herbert Masse, sales manager, WBZ Boston-Springmy policy, staled in general terms,
field; Paul Mills, sales manager, WO WO and WGL Fort Wayne; Jack
will be to refrain from adopting any
restrictions which will automatically de Russy, sales manager, KYW Philadelphia; Leslie Joy, manager KYW;
rule out certain types of programs Joseph E. Baudino, manager KDKA Pittsburgh; M. R. Tennerstedt, NBC
on the basis of the identity or per- spot sales; Phil Steitz, NBC spot sales; C. S. Young, manager WBZsonality of the individual, corpora- WBZA Boston-Springfield; W. B. McGill, promotion manager, W.R.S.
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Safe
FAST FLEW the rumors
that the water supply of Atlanta had been poisoned.
Calls poured into WSB one a
minute. Then Dean Raimundo
de Ovies, local Episcopal minister, took over the mike for
his regularly scheduled news
commentary. He said not a
word, but loudly poured a
glass of water and drank it.
"I have just finished drinking a glass of Atlanta's clear,
pure water," he said. "And
. . . now for the news . . ."
Thrower

to Navy ; Jaeger

Will Head
Blue Sales
FRED M. THROWER JR., vicepresident in charge of sales of the
BLUE, has been commissioned a
lieutenant (j.g.) in the U. S. Naval
Reserve, and has been granted a
leave of absence by the network,

Mr. Thrower

Mr. Jaeger

effective early in November when
he reports for active duty.
On Nov. 1, C. P. (Pete) Jaeger,
head of the commercial program
division of the BLUE program department,Appointed
will become bynetwork
sales manager.
Edgar
Kobak, executive vice-president, he
will continue his present duties as
well as head the sales department
until the position of commercial
program manager is filled. Mr.
Jaeger joined the BLUE in Octo1942, coming from& Transamerican ber Broadcasting
Television
Corp., New York, where he had
been a vice-president since 1937.
Save-the-Baby Show
USING a network for the first
time, William W. Lee Inc., Watervliet, N. Y., will promote its 70-year
old Save-the-Baby cold remedy on
the New
Network this England
fall. The Regional
Sunday show,
4:30-5 p. m., starting Oct. 10, features Jim Healy, news analyst and
poet-philosopher, and will be heard
on WBZ Boston, WCSH Portland,
WJAR Providence, WLBZ Bangor
and WTIC
Hartford.
It willWSNY
originate and be
heard from
Schenectady. Agency is Leighton
& Nelson, Schenectady.
Wheatena Spots
WHEATENA Corp., Rahway, N.
J., on Oct. 11 will launch a fall
radio campaign for its hot cereal
product using stations in 16 markets in various parts of the country. The drive includes one-minute
spot announcements and chainbreaks, varying in number of
times weekly per station. Agency
is Compton Adv., New York.
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EARLY

BIRD --MILKMAN

MAHONEY

He Found Success Looking At News Through
Kidding Eye of an Ordinary Guy
By JEAN KERR
Radio Copy Chief, Lewis Edwin Ryan
Agency, Washington
CLAUDE MAHONEY gets up
early enough each morning to ride
to WMAL on a milk wagon and,
indeed, kids some listeners into
thinking he does just that. Instead,
after arising at 4:40 and breakfasting on an orange and a glass
of Thompson's Milk — the latter in
deference to his sponsor — he
catches a street car at 5:26, reaches
the studio 15 minutes later, spends MILK (Thompson's) TOAST is
a half hour racing through the drunk to radio by Lewis Edwin
news reports, and somehow is ready Ryan (left), head of the Washington agency bearing his name; Jean
at 7:45 with 1500 words of news,
agency radio copy chief, and
interpretation, farm lore, and a Kerr,
little of what some friends call Claude K. Mahoney, who comments
six mornings a week for Thomp"Mahoney baloney."
son's Dairy on WMAL Washington's BLUE network station.
WMAL and five other Washington stations dish out plenty of
early morning news. By the time
Mahoney goes on the air, there have flooding in, he adopted a policy of
covering the news first and then
been 14 earlier news broadcasts.
For that and other reasons, the squeezing in as best he could the
milk-fed reporter strives to be dif- important dates in history, the
ferent.
friendly but pointed jibes at national personages, and the camouSeven Renewals
flaged commercials for which he is
As for the results, both sponsor noted.
and advertising counsel look happy
Mahoney plays a game with his
and mysterious but won't talk. listeners each morning by adroitly
However it may be significant that tying commercials in with the news
each contract runs for 12 months
of the day, often in the middle of
and has been renewed seven times a communique. People tell him they
on that same basis.
get a lot of fun trying to guess
To lead off, Mahoney presents a where the plugs will be spotted.
head-line digest. That over with,
Strictly Informal
he settles down to look at events of
The milkman's digs at prominent
the day at greater length with a
critical, humorous, and kidding people are never unkind and seldom
eye. He aims to make listeners resented, but they carry their
When Gen. Marshall went
think, "That guy talks my lan- punch.
to Mexico to review the Good
guage," and is saddened when a
last-minute bulletin forces him to Neighbor's troops, Mahoney exdrop whimsy for straight reportpres ed surprise, saying : "I
ing.
thought that was Henry Wallace's
The dignified head of the
Mahoney who, like most promi- job."
nent Washingtonians, claims to be Capital Traction Co., invited to
a farm boy, spent some eight years make a three-minute guest appearance, arrived with a script that was
as a news reporter in Indianapolis.
Then The Wall Street Journal broke much too stiff and formal. To loosen up his guest, Claude introduced
tradition by importing him to cover
the White House, State Depart- him as "Flat Wheel Eddie".
ment, and other top news sources.
The hefty commentator, who carries 5% pounds of weight for each
The editors of that paper thought
he had the proper combination of of his 41 years, eats a second
intelligence, inquisitiveness, and breakfast at the Press Club along
self-confidence to get the inside about 8:30 and then roams about
news and important interviews that town chatting with the people, common and otherwise, who hear the
only a good man can uncover in
broadcast and buy the milk, togeththe Capital.
er with the people who make and
Later the Washington Star need- know
the news.
ed Mahoney to cover the Navy DeNow and then the BLUE needs
partment, and it was during that
era that he began broadcasting, as him to handle the Washington end
an occasional fill-in for Earl Godof its news round-ups, but the
win, discovered by and then under rest of his working time is spent
contract to Lewis Edwin Ryan
just "keeping in touch". Mahoney
At first, out of deference to the aims to give the people the sort of
Godwin pattern, Mahoney spent news they want to hear, and to do
many precious minutes on homey that you've got to mingle with the
trivia concerned with the doings of public. Once he skipped an interview with a Cabinet officer because
farm animals, humorous incidents
on street cars, and the like. But he was getting some "down home"
when the big war news started background from a bus driver.
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On AFA Committee
WILLARD D. EGOLF, AFA vicepresident, and Gardner Cowles Jr.,
AFA director and former director,
Domestic Operations, OWI, have
been named chairman and vicechairman, respectively of the War
Advertising Committee of the Advertising Federation of America.
Federation president Joe M. Dawson announced the appointments
following a meeting of the board of
directors in New York Sept. 28.
NAB Figures to Appear
At
Stephens Meeting
WILLARD D. EGOLF, assistant
to Neville Miller, NAB president,
and head of public and industry
relations of NAB, will be one of
the main speakers at a regional
wartime radio conference Nov. 1921 at Stephens College, Columbia,
Mo., to discuss "Responsibility of
Radio
New World".
Otherin the
speakers
at the meeting,
sponsored by the Assn. for Educaby Radio and other
altionorganizations,
are toprofessionbe Maj.
Harold W. Kent, Educational Division, War Dept.; Dorothy Lewis,
coordinator of listener activities,
NAB; Peggy Cave, president,
Women Directors Assn.; Forrest
Whan,
Assn. forregional
Educationvice-president,
by Radio;
Madame Wellington Koo, wife of
the former Chinese minister to
France.
An attendance of several hundred
is expected, with NBC, CBS, MBS
and various radio stations, agencies, colleges, public schools, civic
organizations and Government
agencies represented. First of the
conferences, in which Stephens students also participate, was held on
the college campus last year.
More Sets In Use
HOOPER "National" Program
Ratings Report for Sept. 30 shows
a 20% increase in sets-in-use over
the Sept. 15 report and a rise of
almost 12% over the corresponding report of a year ago. Average
rating is up about 23% from the
last report and almost 12% from a
year ago. Charlie McCarthy holds
first place
among with
the "First
15"
evening
programs,
Bob Hope
second and Aldrich Family third.
Walter Winchell ranks fourth, followed by Joan Davis with Jack
Haley; Radio Theatre; Frank
Morgan-Fanny Brice; Bing Crosby; Screen Guild Players; Mr.
District Attorney; Durante-MooreCugat; Blondie; Kay Kyser (first
half-hour) Take it or Leave it;
Your Hit Parade. Red Skelton
leads the programs broadcast after 10:30 p.m. which are not measured in the Eastern Time Zone.

'Tabasco' Spots
McILHENNY Co., Avery Island,
La., has started a test campaign
in the New York area for "Tabasco" red liquid pepper sauce.
Firm has purchased three announcements weekly on Kibitzers
on WJZ New York, and nine announcements weekly on WLIB
Brooklyn through Huber Hoge &
Sons, agency appointed to handle
the New York area test. Other
advertising continues to be handled by Aubrey, Moore & Wallace,
Chicago.
BROADCASTING

Blue

Meet

Hears

Of Thomas
Deal
Standard Oil Will Sponsor,
Pacific Affiliates Told
ANNOUNCEMENT of one of the
largest package sales ever made on
a Pacific Coast network followed
the Pacific BLUE affiliates meeting
in San Francisco, Sept. 23-24, when
Don E. Gilman, vice-president in
charge of the Pacific BLUE, announced that Standard Oil Company of California would sponsor
Lowell Thomas five nights a week
beginning Nov. 1.
Thomas will be heard Monday
through Friday at 9:30 p.m., PWT.
Contract was placed through San
Francisco office of BBDO, and is
for 52 weeks. Stations are KECA
Los Angeles, KFMB San Diego,
KGO San Francisco, KEX Portland, KJR Seattle, KPQ Wenatchee,
KGA Spokane, KTMS Santa Barbara, KOH Reno, KFBK Sacramento, KWG Stockton, KTKC
Visalia, and KERN Bakersfield.
Details of the clearance which
made the sale possible were major
subjects of discussion at the meeting. Other topics were station option times, proposed network programs, and a revaluation of the
progress made by the BLUE since
its formation a year and a half
Attendance
ago.
Those attending included John
H. Norton Jr., stations relations
executive from New York; Kevin
Sweeney, assistant to the vicepresident and sales promotion manager of the BLUE in Hollywood;
Tracy Moore, western sales manager; Leo Tyson, program manager; Milton Samuel, publicity
manager, and Walter Lonner, genBLUE.eral service manager, all of the
Representing
San general
Francisco were DonKGO
Searle,
manager; Bob Wesson, manager
of promotion and publicity; Ray
Rhodes, sales manager; Bev Palmer, chief engineer, and Bob Dawn,
program manager.
Station affiliate representatives
included Rogan Jones, KPQ Wenatchee; Arthur Gerbel, KJR Seattle; Arden X. Pangborn, KEX
Portland; Frank Carman, KUTA
Salt Lake City; Maxwell Kelch,
KENO Las Vegas; Charles P.
Scott, KTKC Visalia; Louis
Kroeck, KOH Reno; Deane Banta,
KERN Bakersfield; George Ross,
KWG Stockton; Leo Ricketts,
KFBK Sacramento; John Hamlyn,
attorney for the McClatchy Broadcasting Co., Sacramento; Jack
Gross, KFMB San Diego; and
W. B. Ryan, Clyde Scott and Bud
Edward, KECA Los Angeles.
PRESS WIRELESS' Hicksville manufacturing plant has been given the
Army-Navy production award for the
second time, the first having been
won six months ago, and has also
distinguished itself by building several
large
to be radio
record units
time. in what is believed
• Broadcast

Advertising

Amateur boxing matches draw a large studio audience. This feature
has a rating of 2.35 out of 3.00.

Gene O'Haire Illustrates and analyzes war news with maps. This
Wednesday night feature has a rating at 2.37 oat of 3.00.

Light operas and operettas are presented by well-known college and
A "home" program of helpful hints for the housewife suggests houseother amateur groups. A recent hit showed a rating of 2.26 out of 3.00.
keeping time savers. The program rates 223 out of 3.00.

COME
Your

TO

SCHENECTADY

Future

Television

To you, the future telecaster, General
Electric offers as an aid to your planning
a wealth of television programming and
manufacturing experience.
Station WRGB in Schenectady is
General Electric's television workshop.
It is one of the finest and most complete
television studios in the world.
At WRGB programs are created,
studied and analyzed. Live talent
multiple-scene productions are staged at
low cost. Audience reaction is constantly
checked and a rating established for
every show. Operettas, civic meetings,

GENERAL
COMPLETE STATION EQUIPMENT

•

...

Station

and

is planning and developing post-war
television. Experiments are constantly
in progress. As a result, programming
refinements seen nowhere else often are
to be seen at WRGB.

See

in Action

If you are in the broadcasting field, or
interested in building a television station
after the war, come to Schenectady
and inspect WRGB in operation. No
other manufacturer of television broadcasting and receiving equipment offers
so much knowledge and experience as
General Electric. You are welcome at
WRGB. Write . . . Electronics Dept.,
General Electric, Schenectady, N. Y.

variety shows, drama, sports events, and
educational features are but a few.
Enthusiastic responses and repeated
requests from an interested studio and
home receiver audience prove the success of WRGB's weekly features— reactions providing abundant information
which G.E. will gladly share with those
considering television for after the war.
WRGB workshop is another example
cf General Electric's service to the
broadcasting industry.
Within the limitations imposed by
ioo% war production, General Electric

&

STUDIO EQUIPMENT

Tune in "THE WORLD TODAY" and hear the
news direct from the men who see it happen,
every evening except Sunday at 6:45 E.W.T.
over CBS. On Sunday listen to "The Hour of
Charm" at JO P.M. E.W.T. over NBC.

ELECTRIC
•

TRANSMITTERS

•

ANTENNAS

•

ELECTRONIC TUBES

•

HOME RECEIVERS

A

lew

Measurement

Of

the 30,800,000

radio

homes in the United States, only 8,000,000
or 26% are in the "program rating" cities.
What about the listening habits of the

of

the

—the surveys proved that BLUE

ratings in

communities outside the Hooper cities were
even higher.

radio homes — in areas

For example, on program "A," the rating in towns having only a BLUE station

where there are fewer stations and less com-

was 283 % higher than the regular Hooper

other 22,800,000

petition —and where, admittedly, people
listen more?
You, as an advertiser, are naturally interested in finding out something about this

rating,
and on program "B," the figure
was 359%.
The obvious moral is: when you look
at BLUE,

look at the ratings, yes, but

large audience— and so, since November,

also look at BLUE

1942, we have had Hooper conduct a series

have created an increasing listening habit

of special rating-surveys in communities

—look

outside of the Hooper cities.

of BLUE

The results of the first five surveys are
shown on the lower chart at the right.
While we knew that The BLUE

was de-

livering good ratings in the Hooper cities —
in fact, higher ratings now than ever before

IN THE

WORKS

at the audience-building activities
stations— look at the coverage of

of The BLUE's
BLUE's

program policies which

167 stations-look at The

mounting list of good programs

and top-rank advertisers.
Look

at BLUE

from your own

angle, and you will buy BLUE.

— a new, national advertising campaign to create

larger audiences for Blue Network Programs— watch for the full story.

sales

National

HOOPER
PROGRAM

Radio

RATINGS OF BLUE NETWORK

- A

PROGRAM

- 8

PROGRAMS
PROGRAM

Audience

IN CITIES NOT REGULARLY SURVEYED
PROGRAM

- C

- D

PROGRAM

- E

jLmLiILiI
1234
1234
1334
1234
1234
1. REGULAR HOOPER CITIES
2. CITIES WITH A BLUE AND 2 OR MORE OTHER STATIONS

( RADIO

CORPORATION

OF

AMERICA

3. CITIES WITH A BLUE AND 1 OTHER STATION
4. CITIES WITH A BLUE STATION ONLY

SERVICE

OWI

Food

Station

and

Campaign
National

SWITCHING its "Food Fights for
Freedom" campaign from the
Special Assignment Plan over to
the Network, Station, and National
Spot allocation plans, the OWI Domestic Radio Bureau begins Nov. 1
to lay down a heavy barrage on the
themes of food production, conservation, sharing, and price control. Actually there are nine subtopics combined in this campaign,
which ranks second only to the
Third War Loan in the amount of
radio time allocated to campaigns
during the last half of 1943.
The individual themes, which
will continue to be supported, include war messages on such topics
as nutrition, victory gardening,
farm manpower (U. S. Crop
Corps), and the Home Front Pledge
(in support of rationing and price
control ) .
Price Drive Continues
Scheduled for another week on
the Network and Station allocation
plans is "Hold Prices Down," the
campaign to inform listeners about
the government's program to hold
the line on prices and the cost of
living. The active interest and participation of listeners is sought in
the fight against inflation.
"Stick to Your War Job" also
continues to get the: support of the
station announcement plan, with
the independent stations carrying
these war messages during the first
week of November. !
Added to the list of Network Allocation spots, are ja series in behalf of War Bond sales and another
for the Junior Red Cross. The Bond
spots bridge the gap between the
Third War Loan dfive, now oversubscribed, and the "Bonds for
Christmas
campaign
which
is to bePresents"
featured later
in the
month. They are intended to stimulate Bond purchases through the
payroll savings pla|n and thus to
"keep on Backing the Attack."
The Junior Red Cross spots will
help to recruit children for membership in Red Cross service efforts
— to aid in collection of critical materials for salvage, fund collection, etc. All children from kindergarten to high school age are
eligible.
During the week ; of Nov. 1 the
National Spot plan will carry
messages on "Food Fights For
OWI

PACKET,

Switches
Spot

to Net,

Allocation

Freedom" and "Stick to Your War
Job." This increasingly popular
plan for broadcasting of war
messages is the subject of a special
article elsewhere in this issue of
Broadcasting.
On the Special Assignment plan
for the week of Nov. 1 the subjects
will be "Junior Red Cross," "Know
Your Enemy" and the "V-12 Navy
College Courses."
Gracie Postponed
GRACIE FIELDS' premiere on
Mutual for American Cigarette &
Cigar Co., was postponed from
Oct. 4 to Oct. 18 due to the English
comedienne's delayed arrival from
abroad. Miss Fields arrived Oct.
5, a week behind schedule.

NEWS
WOL

OR

VIEWS

to Identify Newsmen
And Commentators

ENDORSING the St. Louis Post
Dispatch editorial of Sept. 24
[Broadcasting, Oct. 4], William B.
Dolph, general manager of WOL
Washington, sees in it a possible
solution to the current discussion
of whether newscasters may interpret as well as report the news.
In line with the Dispatch suggestion that radio distinguish between news and opinion, as a newspaper does with news stories and
editorial comment, Mr. Dolph proposes tocasters
indicate
the straightthrough
newsand commentators
their introductions on the air and
through identifying marks in the
programtatorslistings.
Mutual commensuch as Raymond
Clapper,
Fulton Lewis jr. and Walter Compton will, according to the plan, be
introduced as news commentators
who may both report and interpret
news. gram
Also
printed
profolios in
andWOL's
newspaper
listings
those who objectively report the
facts as received over the wire services,guished
will tentatively
be distinfrom the analysts
by a
star, asterisk or some mark with a
footnote identifying them. Dolph
plans to discuss his idea with
tors.
Washington newspaper radio edi-

Canada

Army

Show

IAN Army tranCANAD
scribed show The Army Speaks is
by 52 Canadian
carried
now beng free
and may
of charge,
stations,
an instiwith
be sponsored locally
type of commercial. The
Army last winter had a
Canadian tutional
similar series, Badge of Honor.
The new series is based on the true
life stories of new recruits, covertime
up toat the
ing the recruit's
present
series,
The life
he enlists.
be exweeks,It may
planned tendedfor
for 26 13weeks.
is produced
under the direction of Maj. Dick
Diespecker, Army Radio Liaison
PeterSgt. LenToronto,
Officer,son,scripted
recorded atby CKCL
and pressed and shipped by Exclusive Radio Features, Toronto.
NEW

CARICATURES of this agency-network production group on the weekly
BLUE Your Dubonnet Date, were dashed off by Xavier Cugat, musical
director and noted caricaturist (seated) during interim in rehearsal for
initial broadcast of that series. Dubonnet Corp. sponsors the half-hour
musical
programBLUE
which Western
started Sept.
4. Caricature
(1 to Harvey
r) are
Robert Moss,
division
production"models"
manager;
Helm, associate writer; Hu Chain, assistant radio director of William
H. Weintraub & Co., New York agency servicing account, and Ted
Hediger, agency writer-producer.
TAKING OVER a new time, weekly
Noah Webster Says, cash quiz program recently sponsored by BristolMyers Co. as summer replacement for
Duffy's Tavern on BLUE stations,
becomes an NBC sustaining feature in
early October.
WEEK

NOV.

1

Check the list below to find the war message announcements you will broadcast
during the week beginning Nov. 1. Sell the spots officially designated for sponsorship.
(None this week.) Plan schedules for best timing of these important war messages. Tell
your
clientsone-minute
what spotsannouncements
are available per
for day,
inclusion
for three
or 21 inpertheir
week.programs. Each "X" stands
STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
NETGroup
Group
SPOT
WAR MESSAGE
WORK
KW
OI NAT. PLAN
PLAN
Aff.
Ind.
Aff.
Ind.
Lire Trana.
Food Fights For Freedom XXX
XXX
Hold Prices Down
XXX
XX
Buy War Bonds
X
Stick to Your War Job
XXX
Jr. Red Cross
X
See OWI Schedule of War Messages No. 80 for names and time of programs carrying
war messages under National Spot and Network and Allocation Plans.
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CBC Farm Meeting
THIRD ANNUAL conference of
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
Farm Broadcast Section at Toronto, Oct. 15-18, will be under the
chairmanship of 0. J. W. Shugge,
supervisor of farm broadcasts. Readministragionalanalysis
farm broadcast
tion,
of program content,
and plans for the 1943-44 national
farm radio forum with regional
pick-ups will be discussed.
Attending the conference are
CBC farm broadcasters Fergus
Mutrie, Vancouver; Hugh Boyd
and Peter B. Whittall, Winnipeg;
A. B. Kemp, W. J. MacPherson, H.
J. Boyle and Dean Hughes, Toronto; Lamont Tilden and Armand
Berube, Montreal; C J. Groff of
the Information Office, Wartime
Prices and Trade Board, Ottawa;
Fred James and Ralph Marven of
the press and publicity office, Dept.
of Agriculture, Ottawa; and R. M.
Scott, chief of markets information, Dept. of Agriculture, Ottawa.
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Texas Renews Opera
FOR THE fourth consecutive
year, Texas Co., New York, will
sponsor the Saturday matinee performances of the Metropolitan
Opera on the BLUE for Texaco
oil and gasoline. Starting Nov. 27,
the series of 20 opera broadcasts
will be presented from the stage
of the opera house with Milton
Cross again serving as announcer
and commentator. The operas will
be broadcast from 2 p.m. until
their conclusion. Agency is Buchanan & Co., New York.
PRESS WIRELESS INC. has established regular communication with
General Mihailovich's guerilla forces
in the "woods and mountains of Yugoslavia." Government and press messages are being received, with interruption onlyinterfere.
when Nazi military activities
BROADCASTING

MBS

Billings Up

MUTUAL BILLINGS for the
show an inSeptember
of of 63.1%
month crease
over the figures
for the same month in 1942, while
cumulative billings for the first
nine months of 1943 are up 31.9%
over a similar period last year.
The figures are: Sept., 1943 —
Sept., 1942— $707,283;
$1,153,510; billings,
cumulative
1943 — $9,350,477; 1942— $7,091,917.
Carter Coal Discs
CARTER COAL Co. and its Olga
coal dealers have returned to the
air with The Hermit's Cave, originating at WJR Detroit. Transcribed
version is broadcast on CFRB Toronto; WGAR Cleveland; WING
Dayton ; WIRE Indianapolis ;
WLBC Muncie; WOOD Grand Rapids; WSBT South Bend and
WSAI Cincinnati. Ralph H. Jones
Co., Cincinnati, has the account.
• Broadcast

Advertising

WOW-PROOFED

Transcribed programs otherwise excellent can be ruined by poor turntables.
Few events more woeful can occur than to have a sustained note
degenerate into a devastating "wow" because of turntable speed variation.
RCA turntables are very good as to speed characteristics — the torque is high,
and they are huskily built to withstand hard usage.
They are provided with a pickup which will reproduce both "lateral" and
"vertical" cut transcriptions and are available with or without recording attachment.
Special "high precision" RCA recorders are available for use
where "commercial" type recordings are required.
From microphone to antenna, RCA offers the broadcast station complete equipment
of coordinated design — assuring superior performance, maximum operating economy
and convenience, and the advantages of an integrated system of matching units.

RCA

BROADCAST

EQUIPMENT

RCA Victor Division • RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA • Camden, N. J.
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Take

the

WHY DOES radio never lift its
mighty voice to thunder the story
of its greatness? Why does it fail
to tell what American broadcasting really is? Why does it neglect
to explain why and how American
radio programs reach pinnacles of
quality without equal anywhere
else in the world?
American radio leads the world
because in all its phases, it has developed within our system of free
competition.
In Britain and other countries,
radio owners must pay an annual
tax or listening fee. Broadcasting
is under government auspices,
which means that public officials
decide what listeners shall hear.
They try to learn what their listeners prefer and strive manfully
to give them what they want. Yet
even the most hostile and recklessof-fact critics of American broadcasting must admit, when they are
pinned down to it, that radio programs which are heard in the
United States for nothing are infinitely superior to those abroad
for which auditors must pay listening taxes.
The chief reason for this superiority is that while those who
put American programs on the air
may not be any more responsible
than foreign officials who determine what their listeners shall
hear, they are far more responsive. They have to be. For they
can't offer programs on a basis of
"hear this or hear nothing." Their
programs must hold listeners who
otherwise will tune in on something
else.
'Quit Posing'
Here is the crux of the matter.
The public has been led to believe
that American radio is a public
service sponsored by broadcasting
companies. The time has come for
radio chains and broadcasting stations to take off their whiskers and
quit posing as public benefactors.
Our gratitude should be expressed
not primarily to radio stations but

comdr. Mcdonald
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COMDR.
E . F. McDONALD
Jr.
President, Zenith Radio Corp.
to American advertisers whose dolAt the end of 29^ minutes— not,
lars pay for everything we have in mind you, the 30 minutes he paid
broadcasting. Last year the adver- for — comes the network break, with
tisers of America spent $250 mil- "This program came to you from
lion— one-half the cost of the Pan- New York. This is the Soandso
ama Canal — to present programs Broadcasting Chain." So far, fo
which the public heard for noth- good; everything in good taste as
ing. Of that quarter billion, $191 planned by the advertiser. Then in
million went to broadcasting sta- the fraction of a minute before
tions and networks in payment for the next $11,000 show goes on the
time on the air. This is the only air, comes a succession of squawks,
source of revenue which broad- whistles, yaps, bazooka-like sounds,
casters have. It pays not only for and a mixture of adenoidal and
the broadcast of sponsored pro- honey-chile' voices. An audience
grams but for everything else which created by one half hour program
goes on the air — Presidential talks, has left its dials unchanged in anpublic debates, news bulletins, speticipation ofanother pleasing thircial events, schools of the air, and
ty minutes and is tricked into hearall sustaining features.
ing the spot announcements of an
In Self-Defense
advertiser who has no entertainTerrible Commercials
ment to offer, and who is like a
But don't blame the network
peddler with one foot in your front
Advertisers buy radio time and door.
sponsor for these ugly plugs. So
employ the best talent obtainable
general has become the practice of
This free-rider on another adverbecause they find it good business
such interruptions that many large
tiser's high cost program doesn't users of network time, advertisers;
to do so. A sponsor knows that
while his show is on, other pro- mind irritating a portion of his who provide programs the public
audience
so long as he can din his
grams are bidding for listeners.
message
into
the ears of the re- likes to hear, now buy spot anIf too many people prefer competnouncements in self-defense. Spot
mainder.
In
fact,
one measurement
ing programs, his audience falls
commercials have long been a pet
off and his advertising does not of a new spot announcement's ef- peeve of mine, because they are a
fectivenes isthe amount of irritabring results. This intense competion caused; when complaints roll parasitic growth on the system of
tition for listeners and potential
broadcasting which has given us
customers has given American ra- in, sales also skyrocket.
our
fine programs, and because
'Earitation' Pays
dio its high quality and variety. It
they are responsible for much of
also exerts a restraining influence
the criticism which has been
Even those who think they know, levelled at radio in general. Of
on commercial announcements during programs; astute advertisers can't explain the strange psychology
know that the big money they pay of audience reaction to certain ra- course, this is a practice which has
grown with the industry and it
for radio time and talent is wasted
dio programs. It is easy to under- provides considerable revenue tc
if their commercials antagonize a
stand why well liked programs
individual stations. Some defend il
large proportion of their audience. rank high in Crossley popularity as an essential component of oui
Listeners can always turn to other ratings and bring profitable results
broadcast system which, il
stations. And here I take a bow to their sponsors. But why should present
should not be forgotten, gives the
some
features
which
are
distasteful
for the entire radio manufacturing
American public a higher standard
industry. With push-button tuning, to a great majority of radio listeners also enjoy high rating and pay
chairside models, and foot control
(Continued on page 52)
of automobile radios, the industry
has made it easier for listeners to
switch stations.
COMMANDER
E. F. McDonald Jr., founder-president of
Still, some commercials are simply terrible. Not generally a part 'Zenith Radio Corp., has been in radio since 1921. In the early
of high-grade network programs, 20's he built and operated WJAZ. In 1923 he organized the
most of the offenders are on local
and as its first president he "sold" one of the world's
stations and in the form of spot NAB,
first commercial broadcasts: NAB, in return for a #1,000 dona
announcements which are jimmied
into the few seconds between pro- tion, helped a magazine publisher dispose of a large over-run
grams. Consider an advertiser who by persuading member stations to broadcast a sales message thai
buys a half hour of network time cleared the news-stands.
for $8,000 and puts on a show costIn 1926 McDonald objected to one-man control of radio anc
ing $3,000. Suppose the next half
hour is taken by another sponsor precipitated a test case by broadcasting on a Canadian wave^l f
who also spends $11,000 for his length in defiance of an order by Secretary of Commerce Her
presentation. Each sponsor hopes
his $11,000 will be more than re- bert Hoover. The Court's decision ended one-man control; Mo
paid in good will and response to Donald then appeared before the Senate committee urging the
the sales message which he com- organization of the first radio commission.
presses into less than three minutes
Three years ago Zenith erected a pioneer FM station ir
of his time. Each carefully prepares his commercials so that they the Midwest, W51C, which today transmits only good mush
may be in good taste and in keep- and sells no advertising. McDonald has, in other words, seer
ing with the quality of his enterabout every side of most controversial radio problems.
tainment.
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well in sales? Nine out of ten will
tell you that they dislike a certain
commentator; yet he has a higher
Crossley rating than any other
comparable program, and upon the
heels of a recent ugly controversy
his rating actually increased. Why?
Does the dirt which he dishes make
people listen despite their dislike?
As for objectionable spot an
nouncements, they appear to be
creating a new type of listeners who
might be termed the Plugullibles
Some time ago, a brewery in one
of our largest cities perpetrated
one of the most "Earitating" local
spot commercials ever devised. Its
sales were low when it began—
seventh or eighth among beers dis
tributed in that city. Today its|
sales are in second or third place,
and the plant is operating at ca
pacity.
Who's orto Texas
blame Guinan,
for this?if
P. T. Barnum
they
answer.were alive, might have the
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A

Bullet

. . . and

A bullet? The Cleveland market? What
have they got to do with each other?
Simply this . . .

de-

idvertising in the right market is essential
—particularly today. . . or back they might
;o to the commercial Stone Age.
Cleveland is one of these right markets
,. . and WTAM is the essential station in
hat market. For WTAM is the most

Cleveland

Market

ployment isup 33%, business has increased by42%, and 92% of the people
own radio sets.

2. They are in markets whose buying

WTAM— CLEVELAND

Essential? Yes, indeed. These eleven stations are as essential to American business for its sales — both now and in the

The American people know that today
IS bullet is essential ... or back we might
50 to bows and arrows.
\.nd American businessmen know that

the

One of Eleven Essential Stations
in Eleven Essential Markets
Represented by JVBC Spot Sales
WTAM

is one of eleven essential stations

in eleven essential markets. Here's why
they are essential to you:
1. They broadcast to 55% of the radio
homes in the U. S.

power is 34.2% higher than the country's average.

postwar period — as a bullet is to the defense of America.
And WTAM, Cleveland, will score a
direct hit every time!
WTAM— CLEVELAND
WEAF— New York
KPO— San Francisco
KYW— Philadelphia WGY— Schenectady
WRC— Washington WBZ-A— Boston-Springfield
KOA— Denver WOWO-WGL— Fort Wayne
WMAQ— Chicago
KDKA— Pittsburgh

tstened-to station in the Cleveland maret — listened to ten times more in urban
ounties than any combination of stations
1 the area. And, in the area itself, em-

NBC
SPOT
SALES
A SERVICE OF THE RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

There

s

WLEYl

Nobody wants to get away from Adelaide Hawley— and it's hard to do
in New York.
Go to the movies. There she is : women's commentator
News Reels.

on the MGM

Go to the visiting-celebrity high-jinks that are always occurring in
New York— there's Adelaide right up in front.
Get within ear-shot of a radio in the New York area around 8:45 in the
morning— and odds are you'll hear Hawley. One out of every three listening homes is tuned to her Woman's

Page of The Air every morning.

It's the most popular local women's show in New York.
Her program is neither a cooking school, a gossip column, nor advice
to the lovelorn. It's a grown-up, well-dressed, urbane show. A New York
kind of show.
Hawley's specialty is to know everyone important or interesting in
New York. She gets them on the air— talking about what they can talk
about best. She interviews interesting "neighbors at work." She tells
about what's new in the market. She reports the things she sees and does
in the busiest, most interesting city of them all.
Adelaide's skill makes it a fascinating show. ..full of life, interest, fast
action and spirited talk. It's the kind of show that makes 8:45 A.M. an
event to New York women.
Of course, it's onWABC.
Sorry— all 18 of the participations
available each week are now sold out.

Columbia's Key Station
NEW YORK • 50,000 Watts
Represented by Radio Sales,
the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

M.C.s

Trained

for

NAB

Retail

as promotion manager in 1936. He
Biographies of Leaders
has been promotion manager of
WLW Cincinnati, since October
Who Will Show Film
1940. He is president of the AdIn 111 Centers
vertisers Club of Cincinnati.
FOURTEEN executives of independent, affiliated and network staHARRY BURKE
tions will have completed one-week
Assistant Mgr. WOW
in Charge of Sales,
intensive training courses as masters of ceremonies for local showings in 111 cities by the October
12 premiere of the radio indus- HARRY BURKE of WOW Omaha
try's film presentation, "Air Force has been in the radio business for
16 years. He is a graduate of the
and the Retailer" in Washington,
D. C, at which Harry Burke will University of Nebraska and joined
be M. C.
WJAG Norfolk,
Backgrounded in radio and adNeb., in 1927 as
vertising, the 14 broadcasting men
an ann ouncer,
chosen are being especially trained
During his last
as public speakers for their tours.
two years at
The Retail Promotion Committee,
WJAG he was
headed by Paul W. Morency of
station manager.
WTIC Hartford, organized two
He left that station in 1931 to go
schools, in Detroit and New York,
to coach the emcees in their presento
WOW
as partt i m e announcer
tation techniques. The "short
and
salesman.
He
courses"
attended will
by these
Mr. Burke
radio executives
enableveteran
them
has been with
to give professional performances.
WOW ever since, holding positions
The masters of ceremonies are:
as chief announcer and program
M. F. Allison, promotion manmanager and is now assistant manager of WLW Cincinnati; Lewis
ager in charge of sales. Burke is
H. Avery, director of broadcast active in the Association for Eduadvertising, NAB Washington, D.
cation by Radio. An aviation enthusiast for the past 20 years, he
C; Harry D. Burke, assistant general manager in charge of sales, owns and flys his own planes.
WOW Omaha; Donald D. Davis, He is one of the original members
president of WHB Kansas City, of the Civil Air Patrol and holds
Mo.; James M. Gaines, specialist the rank of captain in the capacin sales promotion in station relaity of Wings Communications Oftions department of NBC New
ficer in the state of Nebraska.
York; Arthur Hull Hayes, general manager of WABC New
LEW AVERY
York; Kingsley P. Horton, assistant general manager and director
NAB Director Broadcast Advertising
of programs and sales, WEEI Boston; Walter Johnson, assistant LEW AVERY has been with NAB
general manager of WTIC Hartas director of NAB's Department
ford; Robert T. Mason, manager
Advertising since Sepof WMRN Marion, 0.; John M. of Broadcast
tember 1942, when he succeeded
Outler, Jr., sales manager of WSB
Frank Pellegrin
Atlanta; Clyde Pemberton, comwho entered the
mercial manager of KFJZ Fort
Army as a capWorth; Willan C. Roux, assistant
tain. Avery went
manager of NBC spot sales, New
into radio in 1926
York; Frank Webb, sales manager of KDKA Pittsburgh, and
as a part-time
announcer at WGY
Frank Parke Wright, manager of
Schenectady while
the San Francisco Retail Radio
he was studying
Bureau.
engine e r i n g at
Union College
Mr. Avery
there. For two
M. F. (CHICK) ALLISON
years he did news
Promotion Manager, WLW
programs and a half hour weekly
farm program while still a stuM. F. (CHICK) ALLISON has
dent. He joined Mohawk Power
Corporation in 1928 as assistant
been active in nearly every exhibit
to the advertising manager and
staged in conjunction with NAB
became advertising manager in
conventions, and is an active mem1930.
ber of the Retail
Promotion ComAvery joined BBDO in 1930,
mittee. He was
handling all radio accounts between Albany and Detroit. In 1932
vice-chairman of
the Promotion
he became manager of Planning
Display in 1941
and Service for WGR-WKBW Bufand Cleveland
falo and the next year he was
named director of sales for those
Convention chairman in 1942. In
two stations.
When the move to form a sales
advertising work
managers division of NAB was
for six years afAllison
ter he was gradlaunched in July, 1936, Avery beuated from Kancame a member of the first executive committee. He was chairman
sas State College Journalism School
Page 30
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in 1937-8 and in 1938 presented a
comprehensive plan of broadcast
advertising that was unanimously
adopted and became the basis of
NAB's broadcast advertising activities. He is a native of Seneca
Falls, New York.
DONALD DWIGHT DAVIS
President, WHB
DONALD DWIGHT DAVIS,
WHB's
is a native-born
Kansan. president,
At Kansas
University,
where he took an A.B. in journalwas Daily
editorism,of hethe
Kansan, publisher
of the Sour Owl
and business
managerannual,
of the
senior
The 1918 Jayhawker. Nine
years later he
was lished
an advertising
estabMr. Davis
man and was already experimenting with radio advertising.
In 1930
Charles R. Cook of the Cook Paint
& Varnish Co., purchased WHB,
and wanting an advertising man
to run it he chose Davis who, as
partner of Loomis, Baxter, Davis
& Whalen, Inc., handled the Cook
account. He was made president on
May 4, 1931.
Davis' hobbies are music, dancing, the drama, travel, reading,
drumming and aviation. He is a
member of the Mayor's Aviation
Advisory Board, a trustee of the
Kansas City Philharmonic, a director of the Kansas City Safety
Council and an earnest Kansas
City civic worker. He belongs to
Mission Hills Country Club, the
University Club, the Kansas City
Club, the Lions Club, the Conquistadores del Cielo of New Mexico and the Tavern Club and the
Wine & Food Society of Chicago.
A member of Phi Gamma Delta,
Sigma Delta Chi and Phi Beta
Kappa, he has written two books,
Manual of College Annual Management and Collegians Abroad.
JAMES M. OUTLER JR.
Sales Manager, WSB
JAMES M. OUTLER, Jr., sales
manager of WSB Atlanta, was in
newspaper advertising work for a
number of years before he entered
the radio field.
Born in Metcalf,
Ga., in 1892, he
joined the Augusta advertising
(Ga.) Herald
staff as advertising solicitor and
classified advertising department
manager after he
Mr. Outler
was graduated
from Emory College in 1914. He was a display advertising solicitor for the Atlanta
BROADCASTING

Journal in 1916 when he enlisted.
He was a first lieutenant at the
time he was wounded in the MeuseArgonne offensive in 1918.
In 1919 Outler rejoined the Atlanta Journal in the same position
and was the Journal's automobile
editor from 1920 to 1926. Then for
four years he was its manager of
rotogravure advertising. In 1930
he organized a sales department
for the Journal's station, WSB, a
"temporary" assignment which
lasted until 1940 when the station's ownership changed hands
and the position became permanent. Outler has been a member
of the NAB's Sales Managers Division since 1940 and was chairman of that division's executive
committee in 1942-43. He has been
a member of the Retail Promotion
Committee of NAB since its organization.
KINGSLEY F. HORTON
Assistant Manager, WEEI
KINGSLEY F. HORTON, assistant manager and director of programs and sales for WEEI, CBS
station in Boston. A native of
Syracuse, he was
graduated from
sity in 1931.
He
Syracuse
Univerjoined WFBL
Syracuse as a
salesman on graduating from col1 e g e, and five
years later joined
Columbia's Radio
Sales Inc. In 1938
Mr. Horton
he
joined
WEEIof
as sales manager. The
father
two small daughters, he lives in
Wellesley, Mass. He likes Victory
gardening, bicycling and cooking,
though hunting and fishing are the
avocations to which he gives his
heart.
WILLAN (BILL) ROUX
Assistant Mgr., NBC Spot Sales

BILL (Bill for Willan, not William) ROUX, assistant manager
of NBC Spot Sales, is another radio executive who started his business career with
L. Bamberger &
Co. in Newark,
N. J. A native of
Newark, tended
he Newark
atAcademy and in
1923 ated
wasfrom graduBrown
Univ e r s i t y. In
Bamberger's
section
vertising adMr. Roux
he acquired a perspective on retail and wholesale
selling which has been invaluable
ever since. Later, in that city, he
formed a partnership that operated a general advertising agency. In 1932 he joined NBC and
served in various promotion positions, including Manager.
that of NBC Advertising
Leaving the
company in 1937, he worked for
International Radio Sales, station
representatives. Then he returned
• Broadcast

Advertising

Only one network completely covers the Pacific Coast
Only one network commands

the attention of 60% to 100%

of the listening audience in many Pacific Coast markets

Jr

^

Your radio show may be terrific, but hundreds of thousands of
people on the Pacific Coast can't hear it unless its released on
Thomas S. Lee, President
Lewis Allen Weiss, Vice Pres., Gen. Mgr.
5515 Melrose Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.

\S K i '! I . SYDNEY GAY NOR, GENERAL SALES MANAGER
DON LEE NETWORK,
OR YOUR LOCAL JOHN BLAIR OFFICE

THE

NATION'S

GR

EATEST

REGIONAL

NETWORK

to network promotion with CBS. In
December, 1939, he rejoined NBC
as sales promotion manager of
WEAF and WJZ. In 1941 he became national spot and local sales
promotion manager of all NBC
owned stations. And in 1943 he
was advanced to his present position.
FRANK V. WEBB
Sales Manager, KDKA
FRANK V. WEBB, KDKA sales
manager, candidly attests to selling
about everything except door-todoor trinkets since he left Kent
College in Ohio.
Born in Mexico
City of American
parents, he spent
his grammar
school days in Indianapolis and his
high school days
in Kansas City,
Mo. After a varied selling cad the
he
reer
Mr. Webb national j°ine
advertising department of the Arizona Republic and Gazette in 1930. Four
years later he became ad staff
salesman with the Santa Barbara
New Press where he was later
made assistant advertising and promotion manager of the New Press
as well as its affiliated radio station KTMS. Leaving KTMS as
general manager he started east
again, first to WOWO and WGL
in Fort Wayne, and in 1942 to
WRS Philadelphia. On June 1,
1943, he was advanced to the
world's Pioneer Station as sales
manager.
JAMES M. GAINES
NBC Station Relations Dept.
JAMES
contact manM.in GAINES,
the stationNBC's
relations
department, joined NBC in February, 1942. Prior to his affiliation with NBC
he was personal
representative of
Major Edward
Bowes assigned
to the Chrysler Corporation's
Amateur
Hour.
As the Major's
representative he
spent four years
traveling the
Mr. Gaines length
and
breadth of America and Canada,
lining up talent, writing tributes
to "honor cities", broadcasting
and handling publicity and program arrangements. Born in Virginia in 1911, Gaines attended
schools in that state and in New
York before beginning his business career with L. Bamberger
& Co. in Newark, N. J. He also
spent five years with the Automobile Merchants Association of New
York and in 1936 and 1937 he publicized and promoted the New York
Automobile Show, among the most
successful in the history of the industry.
Page 32 • October

FRANK PARKE WRIGHT
Mgr., San Radio
Francisco-Oakand
Retail
Bureau

ARTHUR HULL HAYES
General Manager, WABC

WALTER JOHNSON
Assistant General Manager, WTIC

ARTHUR HULL HAYES, general manager of WABC New York
since December, 1940, joined the
Columbia Broadcasting System in
January, 19 3 4.
A native of Det r o i t, he was
graduated from
the University of
Detroit and for a
year was with the
^
—— ,
national advertisjM^fcfc.,
i n g department
■
*f^pm^
of theLater
])etroit
—
News.
he
Mr. Hayes
joined
Ewald CampbellCo., Inc.,
in the media department, then became assistant to the vice president in charge of media and finally
assistant director of radio for the
agency. After joining CBS, Hayes
was in Radio Sales for three years,
during that time serving as eastern sales manager. In 1937 he was
appointed sales manager of WABC,
a position he still holds in conjunction with his duties as general
manager.

WALTER JOHNSON, assistant
general manager of WTIC, has
been with the station since it was
opened in 1925. Starting as an announcer, he held
progressively the
posts of chief announcer, production man, salesman, supervisor
of local sales and
manager until his
appointment t o
his
present
Mr. Johnson
tion in 1942. posiFor

CLYDE D. PEMBERTON
Commercial Manager, KFJZ
CLYDE D. PEMBERTON was
merchandising, advertising and
sales extension manager of Leonard's, one of the Southwest's largest department stores, for 13 years
before he entered radio work. He
obtained considerable experience
there as a radio time buyer before
he left Leonard's to become commercial manager of KFJZ Fort
Worth. A native of Texas, he was
an executive of the Fort Worth
Chamber of Commerce for five
years before he entered the retail
field.
SCHEDULE

OF

ROBERT T. MASON
President and General Mgr., WMRN
ROBERT T. MASON, who is a
member of the NAB's Small Market Stations Committee, was in
the newspaper and magazine publishing field for 15 years as editor,
market analyst and circulation director before he started WMRN
Marion, in 1940. He is president
and general manager of the station. He also is vice-president of
the Ohio Association of Broadcasters and vice-president of the Ohio

LOCAL

THE schedule of local showings of
the NAB retail promotion film,
grouped by masters-of-ceremonies,
with time, place and local chairmen, follows:
M. F. ALLISON
Providence, R. I., Oct. 18, 8 p.m., Biltmore Hotel, J. J. Boyle, WJAR.
Fall River, Mass., Oct. 19, 8 p.m., Temple Hall, Wm. T. Welch, WSAR.
Manchester, N. H., Oct. 20, 2:30 p.m..
Carpenter Hotel, Elden Murray, C. of C.
Portland, Me., Oct. 21, L. T. Pitman,
WCSH.
Boston, Oct. 22, 12 noon, Hotel Statler,
H. Roy Marks, WEEI.
Worcester, Mass., Oct. 26, 2 :30 p.m.,
Hotel Bancroft,
Filenes
Sons Co. Brooks Shumaker, Wm.
Hartford, Conn., Oct. 27, 3:30 p.m.,
Avery Memorial, Richard Davis, WNBC.
Springfield, Mass., Oct. 28, 8 p.m., Kimball Hotel, Wilton W. Stoughton, WSPR.
Plattsburgh, N. Y., Oct. 29, 8 p.m.,
Cumberland Hotel, Geo. F. Bissell, WMFF.
LEWIS H. AVERY
St. Paul, Oct. 18, 4 p.m., St. Paul Hotel,
Edward Hoffman, WMIN ; Ray C. Jenkins,
KSTP.
Minneapolis, Oct. 19, 4 p.m., Radisson
Hotel, C. T. Hagman, WTCN.
Duluth, Minn., Oct. 20, 8 p.m., Odin S.
Ramsland, KDAL.
Grand Forks, N. D., Oct. 21, 6 p.m.,
Country Club, Elmer Hanson, KILO
Fargo, N. D., Oct. 22, 8 p.m., Gardner
Hotel, Barney Lavin, WDAY.
Wausau, Wis., Oct. 25, 8 p.m., Hotel
Wausau, J. W. Kileen, WSAU.
Denver, Oct. 27, 9 a.m., Frank Bishop,
KFEL.
Chicago. Nov. 1, Nov. 2, Ben Berentson,
WGN.
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some years Johnhas specialized in the study and sondevelopment
of broadcast advertising for retailers. In 1939 he made a personal survey among retailers and
radio stations in ten major cities
and at the annual convention of
the sales promotion division of
the NRDGA he conducted the "Information Please" radio session.
He has been account executive of
WTIC's department store client,
G. Fox & Co., since that company
went on the air in 1935.

SHOWINGS

OF

FRANK PARKE WRIGHT, manager for the San Francisco-Oakland Retail Radio Bureau, is a native of Buffalo. Attending St.
George's School in
Newport, R. I., he
started his business life as an engineer. After
serving as chief
engineer
chemist with and
the
Buffalo Smelting
Works, he left
Mr. Wright
for the Pacific
Coast where he
was employed by
the United States Forest Service
at Plumas county. In 1926 he joined
KFWN (now KROW) as program
producer and time salesman. He
later became station manager of
KTAB and opened a general agency, Frank Wright & Associates,
San Francisco and Oakland, where
he majored in retail accounts. In
June, 1942, he was selected manager of the San Francisco-Oakland
Retail Radio Bureau Inc., which is
sponsored by leading San Francisco Bay area stations as a service unit for those dealing entirely
with retail stores. When the Bureau started, a group of 18 key
stores in the area were spending
less than $50,000 annually in retail radio; now, a year later, the
figure is $200,000.
Civil Service Council. Born in Milwaukee Oct. 3, 1900 he was graduated from Ohio State University
and is a member of Delta Chi and
Delta Sigma Chi.

NAB

Cleveland. Ohio, Nov. 3, K. K. Hackathorn,
WHK. Ohio, Nov. 4, 6 p.m.,
Youngstown,
Southern Hills Country Club, Warren
Williamson, WKBM.
New York, Nov. 9, Nov. 10, Arthur
Hull Hayes, WABC.
Altoona, Pa., Nov. 10, 2:30 p.m., Penn
Alto Hotel.
HARRY BURKE
Terre Haute, Ind., Nov. 1, Terre Haute
House, George Jackson, WBOW.
Indianapolis, Nov. 2, 12 noon, Columbia
Club, R. E. Bausman, WISH.
Fort Wayne, Ind., Nov. 3, 6:30 p.m.,
C. of C, J. B. Conley, WOWO.
Peoria, 111., Nov. 4, 2:30 p.m., Hugh
Boice, WMBD.
Racine,
WRJN. Wis., Nov. 5, H. J. Newcomb,
Milwaukee, Nov. 8, 3:30 p.m., Radio
City, 720 E. Capitol Drive, L. W. Herzog,
WTMJ.
Rock Island, 111., Nov. 9, 8 p.m., Maurice
Corken, WHBF.
La Crosse, Wis., Nov. 10, 12 noon,
Stoddard Hotel, R. Stewart, WKBH.
Albert Lea, Minn., Nov. 11, 3 p.m.,
E. L. Hayek, KATE.
DONALD D. DAVIS
Bridgeport,
Conn.,
Nov.WICC.
1, 8 p.m., Barnum Hotel, Jos.
Lopez,
Philadelphia, Nov. 4, Roger Clipp,
WFIL.
Pittsburgh, Nov. 8, 9:30 a.m., Wm.
Penn Hotel, Wilmer Jacoby, Secy., Retail
Merchants Assn.
Wheeling, W. Va., Nov. 9, evening,
Windsor Hotel, Wm. E. Rine, WWVA.
Altoona, Pa., Nov. 10, Robt. M. Phelps,
C. of C.
Baltimore, Nov. 11, Thomas Tinsley,
WITH.
BROADCASTING
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JAMES GAINES
Asheville, N. C, Nov. 1, 8 p.m., Battery
Park Hotel,
chants Assn. Louis Lipinsky, Asheville MerWinston-Salem, N. C, Nov. 2, 8 p.m.,
Robert E. Lee Hotel, Harold Essex, WSJS.
Danville,R.Va.,
Nov. Guyer,
3, 6:30 WBTM.
p.m., Hotel
Danville,
Sanford
Roanoke, Va., Ray
Nov. P.4, 10
a.m., Patrick
Henry
Jordan,
WDBJ;
James H.Hotel,
Moore, WSLS.
Lynchburg,
Va.,
Nov.
8,
Philip
P.
Allen,
WLVA.
Richmond, Va., Nov. 11, 2:30 p.m.,
John Marshall Hotel, E. S. Whitlock,
WRNL.
ARTHUR HAYES
Miami,
Oct.
18, 12WIOD.
noon, Flagler Gardens, J. M. LeGate,
Gainesville, Fla., Oct. 19, 2 p.m., 20th
Century Club, Garland Powell, WRUF.
Jacksonville, Fla., Oct. 20, 7:30 p.m.,
Geo. Wash. Hotel, Frank King, WMBR.
Mobile,
Ala., F.
Oct.E.22,Busby,
10 a.m.,WMOB.
Chamber
of Commerce,
New
Orleans,
Oct.
25,
James
Gordon,
WNOE.
Montgomery, Ala., Oct. 26, 2 p.m.,
Jeff. Davis Hotel, G. W. Covington, WCOVMemphis, Oct. 27, 8 p.m., Hotel Peabody,
Jos.
GoldsmithWHBQ.
& Sons Dept.
Store Gronauer,
and E. A.J. Alburty,
KINGSLEY HORTON
Pittsfield, Mass., Oct. 18, 7:45 p.m.,
Hotel Wendell, M. B. England, WBRK.
Buffalo,
19, 6:30 p.m., Hotel Statler,
Bill Doerr, Oct.
WEBR.
Rochester,
Oct.
20, 12
noon.
Chamber
of Commerce, Gunnar
Wiig,
WHEC.
Utica, N. Y., Oct. 21, 8 p.m., Hotel
Utica, N. W. Cook, Elliott Stewart, WIBX.
Albany,
Oct. Smith,
25, 3:30 WABY.
p.m.. Ten Eyck
Hotel,
Harold
Newark. N. J., Oct. 26, 2 p.m.. Hotel
Douglas, Irving Rosenhaus, WAAT.
• Broadcast
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Gjalnlt

the

window

Here's a momentous decision in the making
— an important transaction about to be
consummated. The stage is set — the elements of sale brought into focus. (1)
There's the merchandise. (2) A window
through which to view it. (3) A budding
Croesus with the dough and an irrepressible urge to spend it. (Probably he also
has a piggy-bank loaded with future buying power.)
FrOM toddling days, through the years
of maturity, human reactions to the psychology of advertising and selling undergo
little change. For applying it en masse,
Detroit offers one of the largest, richest
and most compact fields in the world.

and

a penny

In hi5 hand

Here, excluding the infant population,
a million and a half people with buying
responsibilities or inclinations have their
"noses to the window" — making mental
note
of what they will buy when the war's
end arrives.
Nearly 600,000 are high-earning warfactory workers who carry home weekly
over $36,000,000. This goes for the immediate needs of home and person, and for
War Bond savings to build up a mountainous buying power for the future.
WW J provides more "windows" through
which your present or future product can
be viewed by Detroiters than any other
radio station in this great market. Many
surveys prove that.

America's Pioneer Broadcasting Station — First in Detroit \
Notional Representatives
|
THE

P. HOLLINGBERY

COMPANY

Owned and Operated by The Detroit- News

NBC BASIC
NETWORK

BROADCASTING

GEORGE

ASSOCIATE

STATION

W45D — F. M.
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«.,FM

City, it's

in Kansas

Formerly

O

H

\N

K49KC

Same

Pioneer

Same

FM

Station

Management

Same

NEW

Nov. 1st
1943

—

WHEN

Policies

Easy-to-Remember

Call Letters

Rate Card available upon Request from
any of the three

RADIO

COMMERCIAL

EQUIPMENT

offices

321 E. Gregory Blvd.
Kansas City, Mo.

Evening Star Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

1584 Cross Roads-of-the-World
Hollywood, Calif.
or from
FM

Radio Station KOZY
1013 Porter Bldg.
K. C, Mo.

Everett L. Dillard, General Manager
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CO.

WALTER JOHNSON
CHINA NEWSCAST
Mayflower
19, 2:30 n,p.m.,
Oct.
Akron,
Akron
Secy.,
Hutchinso
C.
A.
Hotel,
SERVICE EXPANDS
Merchants Assn.
21, 2:30 p.m., Onesto
Oct. WHBC.
Ohio,
Canton,
CHINESE NEWS Service, New
Hotel,
Felix
Hinkle,
WIZE.
,,
Springfield, Ohio, Oct. 25, Reggie „Martin,
York, agency of the Chinese Govt.,
is increasing its service, as anDeshlerp.m.,
2:30
26,
Oct.
Columbus,
nounced byDr. C. L. Hsia, director.
Wallick, H. H. Hoessley, WHKC.
Cincinnati, Oct. 28, Netherland Plaza As the war develops in intensity
Hotel, Walter A. Callahan, WSAI.
in the Far East, Dr. Hsia stated,
ROBERT MASON
fuller radio coverage from China
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 19, President
as well asoriginating
more asHotel, Fred, M. Lee, G.M., John Taylor is necessary,
sistance on programs
Dry Goods Co.
Little Rock, Ark., Oct. 25, evening, here. Hugh Beach, former radio
Albert Pike, G. E. Zimmerman, KARK.
director of the East and West
Oklahoma
26, 2 KOMA.
p.m., Bilt- Assn., is joining the New York
more
Hotel,, City,
KenyonOct.Brown,
Tulsa.
27, evening, Tulsa Hotel, staff of Chinese News to take
John
Esau,Oct.KTUL.
of radio and to work with
Wichita,
Oct. KANS.
28, 6 :30 p.m., Lassen Ho- acharge
staff committee already handling
tel, Jack Todd,
UNASSIGNED
certainsion.phases
the radio
Committee of
includes
Dr. B.diviA.
Va., Nov.
15, 7 WJLS.
p.m., Beck- Liu, Dr.
leyBeckley,
Hotel, W.
Herbert
Kendrick,
Lin Moucheng and Jean
Huntington, W. Va., Nov. 16, 2 p.m.. Lyon. Radio plans now under way
Prichard Hotel, Flem Evans, WSAZ.
Charleston, W. Va., Nov. 17, 2 p.m.. in the Service's Chicago office will
WCHS Auditorium,
E. R. Probasco, J. C. also be correlated with New York
Penney
Co.
Parkersburg, W. Va., Nov. 18, 2 p.m., headquarters.
Elk's
Club, Geo.W. H.Va.,
Clinton,
Clarksburg,
Nov. WPAR.
19, George
C. Blackwell, WBLK.
Fairmont, W. Va., Nov. 22, 8 p.m., KBKR Baker, Ore., Asks
Fairmont Hotel, Stanton P. Kettler,
WMMN.
Right to Shift Control
JOHN M. OUTLER
BAKER BROADCASTING Co.,
Dayton, Oct. 27, 2 p.m., Biltmore Hotel,
Lester G. Spencer, WHIO.
Baker, Ore., licensee of KBKR, last
Beaumont, Tex., Nov. 2, Jack Neil, week asked the FCC to approve
KRIC.
San Antonio, Nov. 4, 10 a.m., Plaza transfer of control from Glenn E.
McCormick and Paul V. McElwain
Hotel, Hugh A. L. Halff, WOAI.
Austin, Tex., Nov. 8, Hardy C. Harvey, to Marshall E. Cornett and Lee W.
KNOW.
Fort Worth, Nov. 9, Blackstone Hotel, Jacobs, both of Klamath Falls, Ore.
The transfer would involve 170
Gene
Cagle.
Dallas,
Nov.KFJZ.
10, 3:30 p.m., Baker Hotel, shares, 30 owned by Mr. McCormick,
R. C. Dolbin, C. of C.
one share owned by his wife, and
CLYDE PEMBERTON
130 shares owned by Mr. McElwain,
Atlanta,
Nov.
1,
8
a.m.,
breakfast
meeting, Leonard Reinsch, WSB.
for which they would receive $20,Columbus,
Nov. W.2, 3:30
p.m., Ralston Hotel,Ga.,
James
Woodruff
Jr., 000, $6,500 cash and the balance in
payments over three years.
WRBL.
Macon, Ga., Nov. 3, 1 p.m., Dempsey
Mr. Cornett was for 15 years enHotel, Red Cross, WMAZ.
gaged in the distribution of petroChattanooga, Nov. 4, 10 a.m., Read
House. Carter Parham, WDOD.
leum products and is a former OreBristol, Tenn., Nov. 8, 10 a.m., Genera]
gon State Senator. He would reShelby Hotel, W. A. Wilson, WOPI.
ceive 150 shares. Mr. Jacobs, who
Kingsport, Tenn,, Nov. 8, 7 p.m., Kings- plans to manage the station if the
port Inn, Jess Swicegood, WKPT.
Knoxville,
Nov. 9, WBIR.
Andrew John- transfer is approved, would receive
son Hotel, J.Tenn.,
W. Birdwell,
20 shares. He managed a grocery
Nashville, Nov. 10, Harry Stone, WSM.
Louisville. Nov. 12, WAVE Studios, Lee business for 10 years, and is forCoulson, WHAS.
mer program manager of KFJI
Klamath Falls. For the last eight
WILLAN ROUX
Toledo, Nov. 2, E. Y. Flanigan, WSPD.
months he has acted as OPA disFlint, Mich., Nov. 3, 7:30 p.m., Hotel
trict rationing officer.
Durant, Howard Loeb, WFDF.
Kalamazoo,
Mich.,
Nov.
4,
John
E.
Fetzer. WKZO.
Grand Rapids, Mich., Nov. 5, John E.
New UP Bureau
Fetzer, WKZO.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Nov. 8, 10 a.m., UNITED Press on Nov. 4 will open
Hotel Roosevelt, Wm. B. Quarton, WMT.
Davenport, Iowa, Nov. 9. 6:30 p.m., a new bureau at Bismarck, N. D.,
Hotel
J. C. especially for distribution of news
Penney Blackhawk,
Co.George Kirby,
,
Des Moines, Iowa, Nov. 10, 5 p.m., Hotel to that state. 62 % of North DakoFort Des Moines. Hale Bondurant, WHO.
ta's commercial stations now lease
Fort Dodge, Iowa, Nov. 11, 10 a.m.. UP wires with KFYR Bismarck,
Wahkonsa Hotel, Edward Breen, KVFD.
Sioux City, Iowa, Nov. 12, 12 noon, Hotel KDLR Devil's Lake, and KLMP
Minot as most recent additions.
Mavfair, Dietrich Dirks, KTRI.
Omaha, Nov. 16, Hugh Feltis, KOIL.
With the addition of KSFD San
Lincoln, Neb.. Nov. 17, Cornhusker
Hotel, Hugh Feltis, KOIL.
Diego,cuit ofCal.,
the Pacific
UP now
reaches coast
from cirthe
FRANK WEBB
Canadian
border
to
the
Mexican
Durham, N. C, Oct. 18, 2 :30 p.m., Washborder.
WDNC. ington Duke Hotel, J. Frank Jordan,
Raleigh. N. C, Oct. 19, 10 a.m.. Sir
Walter Hotel, Fred Fletcher, WRAL.
Barlow lo Firestone
New Bern, N. C, Oct. 19, 7 p.m., U.
S. O. Hall., Lewis N. Howard, WHIT.
Fayetteville, N. C, Oct. 21, 10 a.m.,
HOWARD BARLOW, conductor
Carolina Theatre, W. C. Ewing, WFNC.
of the CBS Symphony Orchestra
Charleston, S. C, Oct. 25, 8 p.m., Dock
for the past 16 years, on Oct. 10
St. Theatre, John M. Rivers. WCSC.
Columbia, S. C, Oct. 26. 6:30 p.m., Wade
resigned that position to become
Hampton Hotel, Robert W. Dinkins, Havconductor of the Voice of Fireerty Furniture Co.
Greenville. S. C. Oct. 27, 12:30 p.m.,
stone weekly series, sponsored on
W. Ennis Bray, WMRC.
NBC by Firestone Tire & Rubber
Spartanburg, S. C Oct. 28. Franklin
Co., Akron. He succeeds Alfred
Hotel, J. W. Kirkpatrick, WSPA.
Wallenstein, now director of the
FRANK WRIGHT
chestra.
Los Angeles Philharmonic OrLos Angeles, Oct. 20, 2:00 p.m., Barker
Bros. Auditorium, 7th & Figueroa, Cal.
Smith, KFAC.
Spokane, Oct. 25, 9 :30 a.m., Davenport
San C.Francisco,
Nov. KQW.
1, St. Francis
Hotel, Harvey Wixson, KGA.
L. McCarthy,
Tacoma, Wash., Oct. 26, 6:30 p.m., Hotel,
Oakland,
Nov
2,
Lemington
Hotel, Adriel
Winthrop Hotel, C. C. Cavanaugh, KTBI.
Seattle, Oct. 27, Washington, A. C, Fried, KLX.
Salt Lake City, indefinite, KDYL Playhouse.
Oliver Runchey, KOL.
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BETTY AND BOB-390 quarter-hours
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NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
RCA BUILDING • RADIO CITY • NEW YORK 20, fi t
CHICAGO ■ WASHINGTON, D. C. • HOUYW0OB

HON. PAUL V. MCNUTT - head of WMC, states to
WSAI newsman, position of Commission on drafting of fathers in
statement given out prior to opening of Congress.

REP. SAMUEL T. RAYBURN - Speaker of the F
discusses with WSAI news reporter, important bills now
Congress and on action Congress is apt to take.

WSAI's leading position, as the local Cincinnati
station bringing "all the news from all the
services", finds direct reflection in its leading
position with advertisers . . . WSAI currently
carries more local department store business than:
all other local stations combined . . . 83% of
national and local spot business now on WSAI
HON. HAROLD
L. ICKES — Secretary of the Interior and
Solid Fuels Co-ordinator, discusses with WSAI newsman, the coal
situation in Ohio and Kentucky area.

is Renewal Business . . . Proof positive that —
"Once on WSAI — they stay on".

SENATORS ROBT. A.TAFT and HAROLD H. BURTON,
of Ohio — discuss resolution on post-war collaboration drawn up
by G. O. P. at Mackinac Island.

HAROLD
BUTLER — Head of Bureau of Informal
British Embassy, author of "The Lost Peace", discusses Po
Planning with WSAI newsman.
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"Time-Clocked

News*

Radio's most original news service. "Time-Clocked News"
is heard on WSAI 18 times daily, bringing "all the news"
. . . flashed to the great WSAI News Room from all
the great international news - gathering agencies . . .
REUTERS — INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE — WORLDWIDE NEWS - ASSOCIATED PRESS — UNITED PRESS.

AAA AAA
1,UUU,UUU
WORDS OF NEWS
DAIIY
IfCU
riUrUn VftlLI
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'n Cincinnati, WSAI Broadcasts
News received by 5 Fast Wires
— a news service which is unby anV independent
eelua,led
radio
station regard|ess of size>
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ACTION!

Lea

for

Cox

EVENTS

Stand Up and Fight
NOW THAT Jimmy Petrillo, with the aid,
comfort and signature of Decca-World Broadcasting System, has "revolutionized" the employer-employe relationship through introduction of his system of private taxation, look
for the next epoch-making step. His new "dividend" system, whereby unions won't have to
collect dues but will take a cut of industry
receipts, any time now will be extended to
networks and then to stations. Otherwise, we
hazard, Jimmy will "pull the plug".
Editorial writers and columnists are nonplussed by this turn in union methods. Jimmy
claims he is setting up his own system of
private "unemployment relief" at a time when
unemployment is nonexistent and the manpower shortage is the worst in history. The
writers can't understand why the Government
stands idly by and permits a labor union,
which pays no taxes, to syphon off revenue on
a tribute basis.
That's a problem, however, that transcends
radio, which has become the "fall guy" for
these shake-downs. The juicy AFM deal can
be expected to spread like wild-fire to other
unions. It will mean, perhaps, that unions
won't have to collect dues direct but will make
the employers pay the freight. There's no Government supervision, and no accounting to the
Treasury.
The Next Step?
Many broadcasters — and all of them who
can see beyond their noses — are rightfully indignant over the Decca-World deal with Petrillo. They forsee the next step. Network
contracts with AFM on hiring of fixed quotas
of musicians expire Feb. 1 in New York.
Those with stations expire at staggered dates.
Extensions that have been granted are temporary. Itis obvious that the principle of "private taxation" will be included in these new
demands.
It's all part of Jimmy's campaign to control music. He now has live' music sewed up.
The Decca-World deal places other transcription companies, despite their valiant stand
for the last 14 months "over the barrel". The
networks are next. The Government, through
the War Labor Board, now sitting in judgment over the Petrillo recording strike, can
determine this whole abortive, un-Democratic
process as contrary to the public interest.
Moreover, there is implicit in the whole Petrillo scheme the threat of calling a strike
against companies, networks or stations that
don't submit. And we thought there was a
"no strike" commitment by labor unions for
the duration.
From the radio standpoint there's only one
answer, unless the Government steps in. That's
the simple, American way. Stand up and fight.
It was done in the ASCAP case. It can be done
against an arbitrary, dictatorial, union tyrant
who seeks to mould a new form of business
subservience under the stress of war conditions.
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OF the last few days have set broadcasters and public alike wondering about the
shape of things in radio. "Is the FCC being
whitewashed?" That's the question most frequently asked because of the sequence which
saw the embattled Rep. Gene Cox, of Georgia,
resign as chairman of the House Investigating
Committee, and the appointment of the experienced middle-of-the-roader, Rep. Clarence
F. Lea, of California, as his successor.
No one can predict the radio future. But
one thing appears certain: Speaker Sam Rayburn didn't appoint Chairman Lea to head the
FCC investigation with any notion of scuttling
it. Nor did Rep. Cox resign because he thought
the effort futile.
The fact is that the House is more determined than ever to give the FCC a thorough
going-over. That was clear by the ovation
given Rep. Cox when he resigned. Under the
Lea chairmanship, irrespective of other aspects,
the inquiry may be less spectacular, without
the pyrotechnics that marked earlier episodes.
That's because Mr. Lea isn't the dynamic or
even argumentative kind ; but he's a stickler for
getting things done.
The Cox retirement clears the atmosphere.
The contention of those opposed to the investigation was that he was biased and therefore
could not with propriety sit in judgment on
the FCC. The appointment of Mr. Lea, himself the chairman "of the House Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee, in which radio
legislation originates, certainly eliminates any
question of propriety. Mr. Lea, both as chairman of the Select Committee and of the Interstate Commerce Committee, is interested in
correcting abuses that may show up through
the legislative process. He presided over the
protracted hearings on the Sanders Bill in
1942. He knows how the FCC functions.
These events in the House augur for action
in the Senate, too. There Chairman Wheeler
(D-Mont.) of the Senate Interstate Commerce,
Committee promised hearings on the WhiteWheeler Bill to reorganize the FCC and check
its rampages, before Congress recessed last
summer. He says they will be held this month.
With the House moving in under a dual-committee setup with a single chairman, the Senate Committee can be expected to look to its
laurels. Mr. Wheeler wouldn't want a new
radio law to be entirely the work of the House.
And Senator Wallace White Jr., (R-Me.) has
been chafing to get things underway.
Of more than passing significance too is the
proposed constitutional amendment of Rep.
Kennedy (D-N. Y.) to safeguard freedom of
speech by radio. The issue is that important.
A constitutional amendment is the most detailed and cumbersome of legislative processes,
requiring two-thirds vote of both houses of
Congress and the affirmative vote of 36 of the
48 state legislatures. Yet, if the result can't
be achieved in any other way, in view of the
Supreme Court opinion, the constitutional
amendment must be sought to safeguard a
freedom fundamental to Democracy.
A political year is coming up. The FCC
has been a hot potato for Congress and a problem child for the Administration. A new type
of inquiry is decreed by Chairman Lea — devoid
of personalities or invective. A constitutional
amendment has been proposed to safeguard
radio. So let's have no broken glass thrown
in the path of these valid legislative pursuits.
It's legislation this year, or perhaps never.

CLARENCE

FREDERICK

LEA

m W ^"HEN Speaker Sam Rayburn pondered
%^
selection
of a E.
successor
to hot▼ T the
blooded
Rep. Eugene
Cox of Georgia
as head of the Select Committee to Investigate the FCC, speculation centered around
the naming of some other fire-brand. Instead,
after a week of deliberation, during which he
kept his own counsel, Mr. Rayburn announced
the appointment of the veteran Clarence Frederick Lea of California, as a man who typified
Congressional dignity and decorum. But his
manner belies his background as a successful
prosecuting attorney before he entered Con"Mr. Lea is a man of splendid courage, ungress.
impeachable integrity, and great ability," said
the Speaker. "He is possessed of a splendid
judicial temperament and his fairness cannot
of the oldest members of Congress both
be One
questioned."
in seniority and years, Rep. Lea has the confidence and respect of the entire House. He has
the reputation of getting things done, perhaps
quietly, but firmly.
Hard work has marked the 69 years of Rep.
Lea. From his early boyhood to the present,
which finds him in the unique position of heading two key committees of the House, he has
known nothing but work and more of it. As
Chairman of the Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee since the 75th Congress
(1937)
the
Congressman
frombeen
California's
Congressional
District has
close to first
the
broadcast industry. Because of this active interest and because of the esteem in which his
colleagues held him, Chairman Rayburn selected the angular Californian to finish the
job started by Rep. Cox.
Clarence Frederick Lea inherited hard work.
His parents crossed the continent by prairie
schooner and settled in Lake County, California, near Highland Springs, where the Congressman was born July 11, 1874. Clarence F.
Lea was just 14 when he took his first job,
operating a sulky hayrack from 6 in the morning until sundown for 75 cents a day.
His father made him a share-cropper and
for the next few years young Lea farmed on
shares to raise the money to attend Stanford
U. He received his LLB degree from the U. of
Denver in 1898. That summer he married
Daisy A. Wright of Santa Rosa, Calif., then
began a career that led to Congress.
Astride his bicycle, the youthful lawyer rode
70 miles over mountains to the adjoining county
of Sonoma to begin practicing law. In 1906 he
was elected district attorney of Sonoma county
(Continued on page 40)
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This

is Number

in o

PUBLIC

series

SERVICE

by

No.
FIRST AWARD*

1943

of stories
KOIN,

1 told

City Park

of

Portland,

of a

summer

Concerts.

Oregon

series

This

of

is about

Women's Programs
Institute for
Education by Radio
WARTIME

WOMEN
presented
by

nightly

(except

Clare

Saturday)

Hays

In a choice evening period KOIN has provided since
January, 1942, a broadcast clearing-house for news
and bulletins for all wartime women's activities in the
area. CLARE HAYS does a splendid job of both
compiling and broadcasting the information . . . cooperating regularly with such organizations as
American Red Cross, Civilian Defense, youth groups,
Council of Social Agencies, school authorities, U. S.
Employment Office, Civil Service, Military and Naval
women's organizations; salvage,War Bond campaigns.
National recognition has also been received
(indicated at left) sufficient to justify the rating
of xv Wartime

Women"

as one of radio's most

outstanding

public service contributions.

mum
'VARIETY" PERSONAL PALM
awarded to CLARE HAYS. . . for

PORTLAND,
Affiliate

Viosf consistent, intelligent and
well- planned coverage of women's activities in the war."
-VARIETY
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NOTES
AL BLAND, former public relations
director of WCKY Cincinnati, is now
director of night operations at KMOX
St. Louis.
COMMANDER ALFRED J. BOLTON was appointed West Coast director of Navy Public Relations in
late September. Headquartered in Los
Angeles, he will also continue his
present duties at U. S. Navy radio
and motion picture liaison officer.
SIDNEY N. STROTZ, NBC Western
division vice-president, has returned
to Hollywood following New York
conferences with home office executives.
JOHN EVANS has joined the sales
staff of KIRO Seattle. He was formerly commercial manager of KEVR
Seattle and director of publicity for
KOMO-KJR Seattle.
AL TYLER has joined the sales staff
of WIND Gary, Ind.
C. J. (Chuck) LAMPHIER, general
manager of WEMP Milwaukee, and
radio consultant for the OWI of the
state of Wisconsin, spoke at the
Whitefish Bay Club, Sept. 30, on "Radio Through the Years".
JIMMIE KATHERTON has returned to WCBI Columbus, Miss., as
sales department manager after rejection from the Army, following physical
examination at Camp Shelby. Bob
McRaney, general manager of WCBI,
has been elected president of the
Columbus, Miss. Exchange Club.

ONE

Sayre M. Ramsdell
SAYRE M. RAMSDELL, formerly a vice-president of Philco Radio
& Television Corp. in charge of advertising and sales promotion, and
later a director, died at his home
in Churchville, Pa., on Oct. 4. After
Army service in World War I, he
became connected with Philco in
1919, when it was the Philadelphia
Storage Battery Co. Responding
to life-long ambition, Mr. Ramsdell resigned as an officer of the
company in 1942 to form his own
advertising agency, Sayre M.
Ramsdell Associates, Inc., of Philadelphia.
STANTON GRIFFIS, chairman of
the Executive Committee of Paramount Pictures, has been appointed
chief of the Motion Picture Bureau
of the Domestic Branch of the OWI,
supervising relations between the
government and the film industry.
Palmer Hoyt, OWI director of Domestic Operations, made the announcement, adding that OWI would not
make any films.
ROBERT C. COLESON, chief of
the Hollywood Radio Branch of the
War Dept.,
of Public
Relations, has beenBureau
appointed
West Coast
radio representative for the 1944
"March of Dimes" campaign, as announced by Howard J. London, radio
director of the National Foundation
for Infantile Paralysis.
SUTHERLAND
TAYLOR,
taxauthority
at Breed, G.Abbott
& Morgan,
New York law firm, for a year and a
half,
ment. has joined CBS legal departWALTER C. TEPPER, formerly in
the NBC controller's department, has
been appointed assistant to Alexander
D. Nicol, controller of the BLUE.

noon-time

from

Our Respects to
{Continued from, page 38)
and subsequently was chosen president of thesociation oDistrict
Attorneys' Asf California.
His reputation as a fearless
prosecutor and fair-minded lawyer
won for him election to Congress
from the first California district
in 1917. Since then Congressman
Lea has been the unanimous nominee of both Democratic and Republican parties an even dozen times.
He has served in the House longer
than any other Representative
from California.
Mr. Lea was joint author of the
Civil Aeronautics Act, the WheelerLea Federal Trade Act, Transportation Act of 1940, the Act providing for freight forwarders, and
joint author of the Food & Drug

Ninth 'Cavalcade'
BOB ian,HOPE,
will recountNBC-Pepsodent
his experiences comedwhile
entertaining overseas, on the Oct. 11
broadcast of Cavalcade of America on
NBC, marking the beginning of the
program'salcadeninth
yearE. onI.theDuPont
air. Cav-de
sponsor is
Nemours Co.
Act. He also sponsored Panama
Canal legislation, as chairman of
the House committee on Panama,
he had charge of legislation, under
which Congress revised the laws
of Panama.
In 1942, as chairman of the
House I & F C Committee, Congressman Lea presided over hearings
on
the
Sanders
bill to rewrite the Federal
Communications
Act. Openly he has said little regarding broadcasting but his close
friends say he has kept an eagle
eye on the industry. He was a
warm personal friend of the late
Ernest F. Finley, founder of
KSRO Santa Rosa, and of the late
Luther Burbank.
As for hobbies, Congressman Lea
has none in the sense of everyday
life. His sole hobby, according zo
his close friends, is work. He does
enjoy long walks and during the
last year he has been seen frequently feeding Capitol squirrels.
Although the Congressman maintains a 17-acre farm at Santa
Rosa, his wife prefers to be with
him in Washington. Their only
child, a son, died at the age of 6,
shortly after Mr. Lea was first
elected to Congress.

offer of talent

pictures brought

requests

LENORE OPPENHEIMER HERSHEY, formerly with Amos Parrish
& Co., tising
and departments
previously
of in
R. the
H. adverMacy
Co., and Abraham & Strauss, department stores, replaces Phil Cochrane
as copywriter and promotion assistant
in the promotion department of WOR
New York. Phil Cochrane moves to
WOR recording studios to take over
the sales duties relinquished by Richard Ash, newly named radio director
of Blaine-Thompson Co., New York.
George Allen is returning as research
manager of the promotion department
after an eight-month leave of absence.
Geraldine
has department.
replaced Frances Neale Eagleton
in the sales
CHARTER
HESLEP, news editor
in the broadcasting division of the
Office of Censorship, is the father
of a girl born Oct. 5.

WSPA

1,697

91 counties

in five states.
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Cleveland

merchants

are

smarter

than

people.

Now, we don't say that people aren't smart. Some of our
best friends are people. But we do say that people who
pick a radio station because it's BIG or because it's CHEAP
or just BECAUSE . . . aren't smart like our Cleveland retailers.

These high lQ-ers pick a station only if it . . . sells ... the
. . goods! If they don't, mamma won't get that new fur
coat. And any mamma who doesn't have a new fur coat
in this bulging metropolis today — well!

NO

WONDER

WHK
IS

RETAILERS'

Which is why Cleveland's double-domed merchants spend
more money over WHK than any other leading station.
Through actual dollars-and-cents experience, they've found
that they get more
station!sales per dollar spent, over Cleveland's
wide-awakest
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CHOICE

IN CLEVELAND!'

Represented by Paul H. Raymer Co.
UNITED BROADCASTING CO.
Operators of WHK-WCLE, Cleveland, WHKC, Columbus
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Paul Thomas

KIRO Seattle staff revisions have
been made upon the resignations of
Al Amundson, Dorothy Shaftner and
Art Lindsay. Maurice MacDonald is
now continuity
editor toandtheLenore
Wallace has been added
continuity
dept. Mary Frances Kylen is now
traffic manager and Frances Braid has
joined the program dept. with Bob
Spence in charge of operations and
Norman Bunions as production man-

A long time before Pearl Harbor,

Blaw-Knox

was working in close cooperation with the U. S. Army
and other government
and development

departments in the engineering

of structures for use in connection

with electronics for military purposes.

Since war

was

declared

we have devoted all

of the energy, skill and experience, of a department in
our organization which has specialized for many

years

in problems of this kind, to the design, fabrication and
timely delivery of many

units which we believe have

materially contributed to the conduct of the war.

As a result of these and other activities, the
Blaw-Knox

Division was presented with the Army-Navy

"E" Award on July 13, 1943; the highest honor that can
be given to civilian effort.

ager.
CONRADCBSBINYON,
the
weekly
Mayor "Butch"
of the on
Town,
sponsored by Lever Bros., has been
signed
a term contract by Ruthrauff & toRyan.
RANSOM SHERMAN, radio comedian, has been signed to a term contract and will portray "Wallace Wimand other
comedy
characters on
NBC ple"
Fibber
McGee
& Molly.
BILL DAVIDSON, having received
a medical discharge from the Army,
has returned to the announcing staff
of KFI-KECA Los Angeles.
T. B. BLAKISTON, news commentator-traveler, has started a weekly
quarter-hour
Los
Angeles. commentary on KECA
MURRAYnouncer onWAGNER,
Hollywood
anthe weekly CBS
sustainer
Passport for Adams has been inducted
into the Army.
DICKIE MOORE, child film star,
is the producer of a weekly quarterhour dramatic series The Time and
the Play on KMPC Beverly Hills.
Cal., which started Oct. 2. An alljuvenile cast is featured on the proAILEEN CHOWN of CJOR Vangram.
couver has joined the Royal Canadian
Air
Women's
Division, and is
now Force,
in training
at Ottawa.
MARGUERITE KEVIS has joined
the record library staff of CJOR Vancouver.
DOUGLAS CHANDLER, staff announcer of WLIB Brooklyn, and Lucy
Gilman, Chicago radio actress, were
married recently in New York.
JAMES M. (Danny) DEAVER is
now an announcer of KUJ Walla
Walla, Washington.
JEANNE KOOP has joined the
WLW-WSAI Cincinnati news room
staff as writer.
BILL KELSO, formerly announcer
of WNEW New York, has joined
KNX, Hollywood.

The

experience

gained

Lane

PAUL THOMAS LANE, 28, announcer at WAGE Syracuse, N. Y.,
died Oct. 2 at University Hospital,
Syracuse, after an illness of only
two days. His death was caused by
pneumonia. Before coming to
WAGE in July he had worked at
stations in Michigan, Colorado and
Florida. He is survived by his wife
and one child.
Claude Radcliffe
CLAUDE

RADCLIFFE, 66, announcer of WMIN St. Paul-Minneapolis, and free-lancer on all
Twin City stations, died suddenly
on Sept. 22. Familiarly known as
"Rad", he had been in show business for 50 years. His reputation
as
"pilot
the 1400 Club" of
WMIN was ofwidespread.
MRS. DAVID BEATTIE, radio
chairman of the Pennsylvania Federation of Women's Clubs, begins her
sixth year of club comment on WCAU
Philadelphia every other Saturday
at 9 a.m.
AL STEVENS, chief announcer of
WFIL Philadelphia for the past eight
years, leaves this week to join a transcription service concern in New
York.
BETTY HURD, movie commentator
and member of the program department of WCAU Philadelphia, and
Army specialist Frank Marsteller,
have announced their engagement.
ENID M. LLOYD, formerly in charge
of continuity and program traffic of
WFPG Atlantic City, has joined the
copy department of WIP Philadelphia.
HARRY REINHARD. having received a medical discharge from the
Army, has joined the staff of WCAU
Philadelphia as news room editor. He
was formerly a sports writer of the
Philadelphia Record.
RAY EDWARDS, formerly with
WNLC New London, Conn., has
joined the announcing staff of WHOM
Jersey City, N. J.
BOB SHANNON, former staff announcer of WTMJ-W55M Milwaukee
and able
whomedical
recently
received
discharge
from an
the honorArmy,
has taken over the evening record
Rumpus Room program on WTMJ.
SLOAN FINLEY, formerly of KLRA
and KARK Little Rock, Ark., has
joined the announcing staff of WMC
Memphis, Tenn.
AL ZIEGLER and Ken Peterson
have joined the announcing staff of
KOBH Rapid City, S. D.
DOROTHY FOSTER has joined the
announcing and secretarial staff of
WLVA Lynchburg, Va.

will prove invaluable

in helping our friends in the radio industry to solve the
many

new

problems

which

they will face as a result

of wartime developments.
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TO

WSYR'S

H.

OUTSTANDING

R.

ARRAY

EKINS

OF

TALENT,

Now

."ffie man

Comes

who's

been

there!

For 20 years U. P. editor and staff correspondent, H. R.
Ekins, globe trotter, author, lecturer, brings to WSYR a rich
background of residence, travel, and intimate associations in
every news capital of the world. Exclusively for WSYR listeners, he will analyze and comment on the significance of the
news. Whether the report originates from Honolulu, Manila,
Shanghai, Tokyo, Rome, Ethiopia, or Paris, Ekins can call on
his vast fund of personal experience, to give depth to his
comments and add clarity to his observations.
This month, Syracuse's favorite station is celebrating its 21st birthday. In 21
years of growing with radio, WSYR has carved for itself an enviable place in the
community it serves. Its roots go deep into the daily lives of the men and women
who live in — who own — who make Central New York what it is. The favor
shown WSYR entails a responsibility which we gladly accept — to strive towards
even greater effort — ever better service.
SYRACUSE,

N. Y. Basic NBC

Red

The Perfect- Combination . . .
5000

at 570

Kc.

H. C. Wilder, Pres.

WSYR
REPRESENTED

Watts

B Y

R A

Y

M
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HARVA K. SPRAGER, San Francisco newspaperwoman and Edward Pitney, Wisconsin reporter and news
photographer, have joined the news
staff of WQXR New York.
MART ELLEN RYAN, traffic manager of Don Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood, has announced her
engagement to Cadet Jack Cook, currently in training at the United States
Merchant
Point,
LongMarine
Island. Academy. King's
GEOFFREY HARWOOD, news analyst, has started Background of the
News, series of war commentaries, on
WBZ-WBZA Boston.
FERGUS MUTRIE, farm broadcast
supervisor for British Columbia of
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
Vancouver, will attend a farm broadeast conference at Toronto in midOftober.
STANTON KRAMER, a member of
the press department of WGN Chicago prior to entering the Army more
than a year ago, has rejoined the
press staff following his honorable
discharge from the service.
FRANNY MURRAY, former Penn.
U. football star, took over the WIBG
Philadelphia Sporting Page on Oct. 4.
LEO RUMSEY, announcer of KPO
San Francisco, has been inducted into the army.
CLAIRE MeMULLEN, of the promotion department of WFIL Philadelphia, is recuperating at the Misericordia Hospital after an emergency
appendectomy.
ELIZABETH BEESON, formerly
with Tracy-Kent Inc., New York publicity service, has joined KH.J Hollywood as writer.
LESLIE COLEMAN has joined the
news announcing staff of WDRC
Hartford.

★

★

*

*

FUN TO COME from the weekly Judy Canova CBS Hollywood show is
previewed on the faces of this trio concocting future broadcasts. Program
planners are (1 to r) Morgan Ryan, newly-appointed radio director
Sherman & Marquette Inc., N. Y. agency handling the account; Judy
Canova, program star; and Carleton Alsop, agency producer. ColgatePalmolive-Peet Co. is sponsor of the Canovian funstuff.
CARLETON W. ASLOP, producer
of the weekly CBS Judy Canova
Show, has been signed to a year's
contract
as film Inc.
producer by Republic Productions

Red Cross Discs
AMERICAN RED CROSS will
be promoted in a new series of
52 quarter-hour discs to be aired
on over 350 stations throughout
the country. Titled Service Unlimited, the records feature stars
of stage, screen and radio, with
Richard Stark, announcer-producer speaking for the Red Cross.
Lester Vail directs, under the supervision of F. Bourne Ruthrauff,
vice-president of Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York, and national radio director of the Red Cross.

MARK GREGORY, program director
of WEGO Concord, N. O, has joined
the announcing staff of WCAU Philadelphia. He replaces Wade Barnes,
who resigned to do free-lance work.
HANSON W. .BALDWIN, Neiv York
Times military and naval expert and
BLUE commentator, is on a tour of
Army camps during October. His
Sunday broadcasts are picked up en
route.

FM Station Presenting
33 Live Shows Per Week
SETTING a precedent in FM
broadcasting with 33 live shows a
week is W55M the Milwaukee
Journal FM station. Advertisers
in the area, Allis - Chalmers,
Kearney - Trecker, Globe Union,
The Robert A. Johnston Co. and
Gimbels have all bought W55M
time, in addition to their programs
on the Journal's standard station
WTMJ. Over 21 commercial shows
and a dozen spot campaigns are
now running every week on W55M,
setting a record in FM sold time.
Fifty - thousand Milwaukeans
have witnessed the live FM broadcasts, many of whom are not FM
set owners. Newspaper promotion
has created interest among the following which FM hopes to hold as
a potential post-war market.
Goerch Writes Book
CARL GOERCH, commentator of
WPTF Raleigh, N. C. for the last
ten years, has just had his first
book published. Titled Down Home,
the book contains tales of the historical events, people, unusual happenings, past and present of North
Carolina. It is published by Edwards & Broughton Co., N. C.
($3.00)
SPLIT-SECOND existence of NBC
announcers Ben Grauer and John
Reed King is the subject of an article
in the October Coronet. King once had
to announce a CBS program over an
NBC mikeprograms
because for
therehimwasn't
between
to go time
the
five blocks between studios.
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This is the first anniversary of Jacksonville's newest, most powerful voice! Its past is brief but brilliant! Look to this past for a
glimpse of the future.
FIRST

(and only) station in Jacksonville with
news on the hour, bulletins on the half
hour. A total of 39 sponsored commentators weekly.
~k FIRST with full service of Mutual
Broadcasting System.
~k FIRST with such notable local productions as "The Florida Forum of the
Air", "Housewives' Jackpot", "Jacksonville Jamboree", "Forfeits", and
"Smokes from the Folks".
•k FIRST in the hearts of the fastest
growinggrowing
audiencemarket.
in the Southeast's
fastest

Earl
Wine Co.
Dr. Caldwell's
Foremost Dairies
JAX Beer
Jax Maid Bread
Kay Jewelry Co.
Lane Drug Store
longines Watches
Pepsi-Cola
Pillsbury Flour
Premier Coffee
Resinol
R.C.A.
Stanback
Tooley-Myron Studios
Ward Baking Co.
PLUS

* 1270
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"PRONTO"
1943 "Billboard" Special
Award For Outstanding TradeMark Promotion.
Write for FREE copy of limited edition of "PRONTO'S
Autobiography**.
11, 1943

5000 WATTS
"The Brightest Spot
On Your Dial"
OHOLLINGBERY & COMPANY
WPO
GEORGE
National Representatives
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45% more
local advertisers than
any ville
other
station. Jackson-
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FEDERAL is devoting its major energies in the manufacture of transmitting and rectifying tubes to the war effort, turning out great quantities
of essential types and sizes for vital military purposes.
Into each of its tubes goes the result of federal's leadership in construction and design, in the use of rare metals improved in purity and mechan •
ical properties, and in workmanship that represents the last word in
tube building — all of which assure uniformity of electrical characteristics and longer life in performance.
These advantages have long been recognized and that is why many of
the leading broadcast stations in the United States are equipped with
FEDERAL tubes.

Now is the time to prepare for post-war transmitting equipment. Before
you formulate your plans
for the future, FEDERAL
places its long experience
in this field at your disposal and will he glad to
discuss equipment of the
latest design to meet your
individual needs.

FEDERAL is, and always has been, in the vanguard of tube development
and manufacture. Behind its facilities and outstanding achievements
are some of the world's best engineering minds and technical experience.
This leadership and ability are available to broadcast stations in meeting
their tube requirements.

Federal

BROADCASTING
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Advertising

and
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Corporation
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
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GRAHAM Co., New York, as part
of an extensive local campaign for
Redbow food products, on Oct. 2
started Redhotv Music Hall, featuring Mina Cravi. singer, on WOV New
York
a weekly
half-hour
basis. on
Account
continues
Diana52-week
Baldi
thrice-weekly on the same station.
Agency is Emil Mogul Co., N. Y.
ALBA, S. A., manufacturer of paints,
enamels and varnishes and one of the
enterprises of Bunge & Born, in Argentina, has appointed MeCann-Erickson,
Buenos Aires, to handle its advertising.

The

NBC

Music

Library

(more than 100 tons of tunes)
— the largest working

collec-

tion in the world —is

at the

disposal

of every local and

spot WMAQ

advertiser.

This and all the other vast
resources

of NBC

San

Diego's/
ar/
BLUE
Network

m

OUTLET

stand be-

hind the production
broadcasting

KAEMPFER'S Inc., Chicago, subsidiary of Hartz Mountain Products
Cor, New York (pet foods), on Oct.
9 started a Saturday afternoon quarter-hour transcribed musical program
titled Big Kernel on WGN Chicago.
Contract is for 13 weeks. The Hartz
company
alsomusical
started ashow,
quarter-hour
transcribed
Master
Radio Canaries, Oct. 3 on WOR
WHK KECA KRSC and Oct. 10 began the same show on WBBM Chicago. Agency handling the account is
Geo. H. Hart'man Co., Chicago.
HOHENADEL BREWING Co., Philadelphia, issponsoring Sporting Page
program on WIBG Philadelphia, with
contract signed for 26 weeks. Agency
is Benjamin Eshleman Co., Philadelphia.
O-CEDAR OP CANADA Ltd., Toronto (floor polish), has started Blue
networkrontoshow
Hot Montreal.
Copy on CBY
Toand CFCF
Account
was placed by MacLaren Adv. Co.
Ltd., Toronto.

of your

NOW THE BEE-LINE
To Business, Via Walt Disney
Trade Character
NOT A CHAIN, not a circuit, not
a network — but "the Beeline," is
the way McClatchy Broadcasting
Co., with headquarters at KFBK
Sacramento, describes its five-station combination deal in new promotion literature and trade advertising. The five stations are KFBK
Sacramento, KWG Stockton, KMJ
Fresno, KERN Bakersfield, and
KOH Reno, Nev.
Robert A. Street, national sales
idea
comes explains
from the that
newspapers
by
manager,
the "Bee"
that name, published by the McClatchy interests. To point up the
theme Walt Disney was enlisted
to draw a whimsical bee character,
which is featured in the advertismedia.ing in Broadcasting and other
BRISTOL-MYERS Co. of Canada
Ltd., Montreal (Sal Hepatica), has
started spot announcement campaign
five daysnadian
weekly
a number
Castations. on
Account
was of
placed
by Ronalds Adv. Agency Ltd., Montreal.
LOCKHEED & VEGA AIRCRAFT
Corps., Burbank, Cal., (institutional)
on Oct. 4 started sponsoring a five
weekly five minute program titled
Best Buys in Points and Prices on
KH.J Hollywood. Contract is for 52
weeks. Agency is Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles.
VICK CHEMICAL Co., New York
(drug products ) , has started a thrice
weekly quarter hour program titled
R.S.V.P. on KOMO Seattle. Contract
is for 26 weeks. Featured is local socialite and sportswoman who discusses wartime living conditions in
Seattle.
GROVE LABS., St. Louis (Bromo
Quinine), on a 26 week contract
which started in late September currently is sponsoring 13 quarter hour
periods per week on KOMO Seattle.
Schedule includes Dick Keplinger as
narrator of Stories of the Day, four
times per week ; Reveille Roundup,
thriceciateweekly
; the
AssoPress Neivs,
and Saturday
Texas Rangers,
five times weekly.
GOLDEN STATE DEPT. STORE,
Los Angeles, adding to its current
schedule on Oct. 5 started a sixweekly quarter-hour morning news
period on KFAC. Contract is for
eight weeks. Firm also sponsors a
weekly
and oil
a 45-minute
recorded quarter-hour
musical series
that station. Ned Newman Adv., Los Angeles,
has the account.

and
camWDRC

paign when it is placed on

CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

WMAfl
Y°° SUPP vou *• co^'V*
**- ,wr ?y» »,s •

50,000 Watts

•

670 Kc.

Represented Nationally by the NBC Spot Offices
NEW YORK
BOSTON
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON CLEVELAND
DENVER
SAN FRANCISCO HOLLYWOOD
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... in care

to which

you

of the

station

are listening' '

Most listener letters in NERN mailbags come addressed to the advertisers, in care of the stations.
NERN stations work for that kind of response —
active response, money response. NERN stations
are interested in more than broadcasting your

1 1943
OCT. *

/a OCT. A
1943

message.- They want to be sure to produce results.
When you put your New England sales programs in
care of NERN stations, you can count on delivery
of messages and count up dollar returns. When you
buy NERN, you buy a network.
NERN STATIONS
WBZ* Boston, Mass.
WCSH Portland, Maine
WJAR Providence, R. I. WLBZ Bangor, Maine
WTIC* Hartford, Conn. WFEA Manchester, N. H.
WRDO Augusta, Maine
All NERN stations are NBC affiliates.
Nationally represented by
WEED & COMPANY
New York, Boston, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco,
Hollywood
*The only 5o,ooowatt stations in New England.

F HARTFORD,
CONNECTICUT

STERN - SLEGMAN - PRINS CoKansas City (Betty Rose coats and
suits), announces David B. Mindlin
Adv.. Kansas City. Mo., as agency.
Radio is said to be included in plans.
BLOOMIXGDALE'S DEPT. store,
Xew York, has chosen Huber Hoge
& Sons, New York, as agency for spe"help wanted"
in New
York.cialSpot
radio is advertising
said to be planned.
MASON Chippewa
SHOE MFG.
shoes),
Falls, Co.
Wis.,(men's
has
named Huber Hoge & Sons. New
York, as agency. Said to be testing
spot radio.
VAPOR CHEMICAL Corp., New
York, names Abbott, Kimball & Co..
Xew York, as agency for Vair, a new
air deodorant originally developed for
air conditioning now available for
household use through major grocery
outlets. Radio is contemplated, but
no decision expected for the present.

Kroger Renews
KROGER GROCERY and Baking
Co. has renewed three of its daytime serials for 52 weeks on
WOWO Ft. Wayne, KARK Little
Rock and KMOX St. Louis. Programs include Linda's First Love
for Kroger's Hot-Dated Coffee,
Mary Foster, the Editor's Daughter for Kroger's Clock Bread and
Hearts
Harmony
for Kroger's
Tenderayin Beef.
Agency
is The
Ralph H. Jones Co.
JOHN SHILLITO CO., Cincinnati
department store, started sponsoring
Oct. 3 the MBS cooperative show
Bulldog Drummond on WKRC Cincinnati. This is second season of sponsorship for Shillito's in behalf of its
men's clothing department.

NORTH AMERICAN DYE Corp.,
Mt. Vernon, N. Y., has signed a 13week contract for participations on the
Connie Desmond Band Stand Program
on WHN New York six-times weekly,
in behalf of Barrington hand cream.
No further radio is contemplated.
Agency
is Atherton & Currier, New
York.
XOTT MFG. Co., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.,
has named John W. Loveton Inc.,
Xew York, as agency for insecticides
and alliedtemplatedproducts.
No radio confor the present.
HARLEY W. JEFFERSON, since
March 1942 chief of the tobacco section of the WPB, a division now
transferred to the War Food Administration, has been elected president
and director of Waitt G. Bond Inc.,
Newark cigar manufacturer, succeeding the late William E. Waterman.
Mr. Jefferson was at one time vicepresident
of P.American
Lorillard Tobacco
Co., andCo.later was with
E. R. SQUIBB & SONS, New York,
has named BBDO, New York, for
radiotal on
toothpowder
and dencream,Squibb
in addition
to institutional
advertising.
AMERICAX HEALTHAIDS Co.,
Xewark, XT. J. (KelpT-Dine Vegetable Products), has appointed William X. Scheer Adv., Xewark, N. J.,
as its agency. The company plans to
use radio.
HOUSEHOLD CHEMISTS, New
York makers
"Shyn-O-Way"
for
removing
shineof from
clothes, has
placed Pettingell & Fenton, New York,
in charge of its account. Plans are
said to include radio.
TAYLOR AUTO Co.. Los Angeles
(used cars), adding to its local schedule on Oct. 1 started sponsoring a
weekly quarter-hour sports program
Henry's Footballistics on KECA for
13 weeks. Series is written and produced by John Henry. Agency is Elwood J. Robinson Adv., Los Angeles.

fe|p

YOUR MARKET IN
NORTH CENTRAL
PENNSYLVANIA
CAN NOW BE SERVED
BY THE
COLUMBIA
BROADCASTING

The rich Red River Valley lives by WDAY.

15,174

telephone calls recently found 59.5% of all radio sets
tuned to WDAY— with the next "competitor" having
6.8%! Write for the full details of this most interest-

SYSTEM
through
Radio Station
WCED
in

Errograph
CJAT, Trail, B. C, has hit
upon animize
effective
way toerrors
mincareless little
in announcing and production. Transmitter engineers
record each flaw on a graph.
Each week this graph is
posted in the studios. Since
its inception there has been
a steady improvement in the
day to day run, and on some
occasions, 48 hours of broadcasting have gone by withkind. out a single error of any

Reader Adds Objections
To Tobacco Commercial
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Re: your editorial, Sept. 27 issue,
"Parasite Lost", final paragraph.
Whadda mean "advertising
genius that he is"? (George Washington Hill.) If having scads of
money to throw away and ruin
otherwise enjoyable radio programs
with obnoxious commercials makes
a man a "genius" you're right.
A football team averaging 250
pounds with a gorilla or two thrown
in be
forsmart.
good measure doesn't have
to
In my humble, very humble,
opinion, that business succeeds
despite the kind of advertising inflicted on the public, not because
of it. Or, rather, because of its
quantity rather than its quality. . . .
0, well, I smoke Philip Morris, anyway. I'll take Johnnie in preference
to any of theBruce
"famous"
auctioneers.
W. Elliott,
Tomaschke-Elliott Inc.,
Oakland, Cal.
Sues John Guedel
CHARGING breach of contract,
Arthur A. Shank, known professionally as Art Baker, and m.c. of
the weekly NBC People Are Funny, on Sept. 29 filed suit in Los
Angeles Superior Court against
John Guedel, Hollywood representative and producer of Russel
M. Seeds Co. Baker contends his
dismissal from the program has
injured him professionally and that
dismissal was in advance of the
agreed were
expiration
duties
assumed date.
by ArtBaker's
Linkletter, San Francisco m.c, with
Oct. 8 broadcast. Packaged by
Guedel, the program has been retitled New People Are Funny.
Orchestra has been added. Sponis Brown & Williamson TobaccosorCorp.

DUBOIS, PENNSYLVANIA

ing Survey. Or ask Free €r Peters.
"Right in the heart of the
rich industrial,
it's farming,
manufacturing and mining area of Pennsyl-

WDAY
i

FARGO, N. D. . . . 5000 WATTS

N. B. C.

' 1$
AFFILIATED WITH THE FARGO FORUM
^
FREE 6- PETERS, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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ENGLISH • JEWISH • ITALIAN
The roster of advertiser* using WEVD year
after
reads like
Nationalyear
Advertising.
List "Who's
on request.Who" in
HENRY GREENFIELD, managing director
WEVD — 117 W. 46th Strtef, N«w York, N. Y.
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Coffee Rumors Denied
RUMORS that coffee rationing is
to be resumed are completely unfounded, the Office of Price Administration has announced. The rumors apparently are based on the
fact that the new Ration Book
Four contains stamps labeled "coffee." The books went to the printer
before coffee rationing was discontinued. Green coffee stocks in
the U. S. have reached the "comfortable total" of 554,000,000 lbs.,
OPA reports. Coffee rationing was
instituted in late November, 1942,
when stocks had fallen to 200,000,000 lbs. Many coffee sponsors
thereafter went off the air, resuming this summer as the supply picture improved.
Statement of The Ownership, Management, Circulation, etc., Required by the Acts of Congress of August 24, 1912,
and March 3, 1933
Of Broadcasting Combined With Broadcast Advertising, published weekly at
Washington, D. C, for October 11, 1943.
District of Columbia — as.
Before me, a notary public in and for
the District aforesaid, personally appeared
Maury Long, who having been duly
sworn according to law, deposes and
says that he is the business manager of
Broadcasting Combined With Broadcast
Advertising, and that the following is, to
the best of his knowledge and belief, a true
statement of the ownership, management
(and if a daily paper, the circulation), etc.
of the aforesaid publication for the date
shown in the above caption, required by
the Act of August 24, 1912, as amended
by the Act of March 3, 1933, embodied in
section 537, Postal Laws and Regulations:
1. That the names and addresses of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, and
business manager are:
Publisher
— Martin
D. C. (on
leave) Codel, Washington,
Editor and General Manager — Sol TaishOFF, Washington, D. C.
Managing
Editor Md.
■— J. Frank Beatty,
Silver Spring,
Business Manager—
Maury Long, Washington, D. C.
2. That the owner is: (If owned by a
corporation, its name and address must be
stated and also immediately thereunder the
names and addresses of stockholders owning or holding 1 per cent or more of
total amount of stock. If not owned by a
corporation, the names and addresses of
the individual owners must be given. If
owned by a firm, company, or other unincorporated concern, its name and address,
as well as those of each individual member,
must be given.)
Broadcasting Publications, Inc., Washington, D. C; Martin Codel, Washington, D. C; Sol Taishoff, Washington,
D. C; Ella April Codel, Washington,
D. C; Betty Tash Taishoff, Washington, D. C.
3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders owning
or holding 1 per cent or more of total
amount of bonds, mortgages or other seNone. curities are: (If there are none so state.)
4. That the two paragraphs next above,
giving the names of the owners, stockholders, and security holders, if any, contain not only the list of stockholders and
security holders as they appear upon the
books of the company but also, in cases
where the stockholder or security holder
appears upon the books of the company as
trustee or in any other fiduciary relation,
the name of the person or corporation for
whom such trustee is acting, is given; also
that the said two paragraphs contain statementsasembracing
full knowledge
and belief
to the affiant's
circumstances
and conditions under which stockholders and security holders who do not appear upon the
books of the company as trustees, hold
stock and securities in a capacity other
than that of a bona fide owner; and this
affiant has no reason to believe that any
other person, association, or corporation
has any interest direct or indirect in the
said stock, bonds, or other securities than
as so stated by him.
Maury Long.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
7th day of October, 1943.
Nathan Sinrod
(Seal)
Notary Public.
(My commission expires November 1, 1944)
IBROAD
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BEER

ADVERTISING
DO'S AND
DON'TS
Are Listed By Foundation In New Guide For

— Industry, Agencies, Copy Writers
THE "do's" and "don'ts" of beer
Before taking up each individual "do" or "don't", the Foundaadvertising — "to help every brewer
and his advertising counsel from
tion states that "if a certain beer
making costly advertising mistakes is badly advertised, the entire inin the future" — have been set forth
dustry gets a black eye . . . unnecin a primer type booklet entitled
essarily," with the example in one
of the "don'ts" of a "radio adver"The ABCof Beer Advertising",
tiser who was knocking all beers
and issued by the Advertising Committee of the Brewing Industry but his own. Because of the nature
Foundation.
of his program, however, only one
Prepared in collaboration with out of four listeners could remember later which beer was being adleading advertising experts "in
vertised. Thus, to 75% of his puband out of the brewing industry,"
lic, his attack was directed at all
the booklet points out that total
beer advertising is only 1% of to- beers, including his own."
tal national advertising expendiThe eight "do's" are: Stress beer
tures, afact which is advantageous
and ale as beverages of moderato brewers in that they can learn
tion; Point with pride to your own
from "the failure and success" of product; Show your patriotism in
other advertisers.
simple practical ways; Put beer
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in wholesome surroundings; Advertise beer for what it is ... a
wholesome, refreshing, satisfying
beverage of moderation, a companion of good food; Use the many
attractive above-board techniques;
Address beer's message to adults,
its real
beer's
good
namecustomers;
by good Protect
advertising.
To avoid "a distorted picture of
beer", don't: Play up alcoholic
content; Throw mud at competitors; Leave yourself open to the
charge of flag-waving; Belittle law
and order; Claim medical benefits; Antagonize substantial customers in the community with questionable copy or illustrations; Show,
or appeal to, children and minors;
Give ammunition to fanatics.
PAUL BOLES, new continuity editor
for WOOD Grand Rapids, Mich., has
been during the past few years the
author of a number of detective novels, the latest of which is Murder Gets
the Bird, to be published in October
by Dorrance & Co.

AFTERNOON

Central New England women keep in
close touch with "housewise" Mildred Bailey,
every afternoon over WTAG. She has the
knack of brightening their daily lives with
practical suggestions and in phrases they
enjoy — strictly a la New England. "Housewise" is the one word to describe her knowledge and her style.

HOSTESS

Whether she mentions furniture, decoration, menus, or house cleaning Mildred Bailey
has made members of her audience ever
conscious of brand names. Three quarters
of her participating sponsors have renewed.
How about the complete story? Wouldn't
you like to receive it?

PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
National Sales Representatives
Associated with the
Worcester Telegram-Gazette
Advertising
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BE its current proDESCRI
gram promotion campaign
[Broadcasting, Sept. 20],
CBS has issued a large six-page
brochure, listing and explaining the
seven methods to be used in coordination with the plan. The "tactics"
or "arms", as CBS describes them,
are radio, newspapers, transportation advertising, posters, direct
mail, personal contact and brochures. According to William C.
Gittinger, CBS vice-president in
charge of sales, in a letter accompanying the brochure, the "sole
purpose" of the campaign "is to
invite more and more people to
listen more and more often to the
most interesting and enjoyable array of programs CBS ever offered."
TO

Metck&ndhmj
& Promotion
For Carter Fans — Newspapers Used — Certificates
History Series — For Clippings — Mosquitoes
For Carter Fans
FANS of Mutual's Nick Carter
and his adopted son Chick Carter
can receive a folder giving background material on the cast of the
programs, plus a membership card
in the "Inner
Circle",
club for
followers
of Nick
and aChick.
At
present, the promotion piece is
available only to listeners of WOR,
Mutual's New York outlet. Nick
Carter is heard Mondays 9:30-10
p.m., and Chick Carter is presented
five times weekly, 5:30-5:45 p.m.

Candy Booklet
ALL CANDY BOXES sold by
members of the Assn. of Mfgrs.
of Confectionery and Chocolate,
New York, will contain a booklet
entitled "Candy Is an Essential
Food" as written by Dr. Walter
H. Eddy, conductor of the Food
and Home Forum on WOR New
York. The Assn., one of Dr. Eddy's
sponsors, prepared the booklet in
cooperation with Scheck Adv. Agency, Newark, its agency, and has
already mailed out 1,000,000 copies. The cover pictures Dr. Eddy
at a WOR microphone and gives
information on the title and broadcast time of *the *series.
*
Newspapers Used
KSTP Minneapolis has placed a 13
week newspaper campaign in 314
Minnesota country weekly newspapers, utilizing
a as
"personal"
want-ad type
of copy,
part of
a promotion plan to enlarge its
scope of rural listeners. KSTP
is continuing to use full-page ads
in the Land O'Lakes News together with large space ads in
The Farmer. Station's farm director, Harry Aspleaf, has a
column "On the Minnesota Home
Front" in more than
in the state. * * * 70 papers

IS

00*

1

#0
■

$9,

Certificates
"GOOD NEIGHBOR" certificates,
created by Howard Langfitt, farm
editor of KRNT Des Moines, are
awarded as public recognition of
"good neighbor" deeds in the area.
First to receive the certificates
were 13 businessmen of Gilmore
City who aided in harvesting farm
crops after business hours when
it was learned that it was impossible to get regular farm help.
History Series
TRACING history, a new radio
program, The Human Adventure,
is heard weekly on MBS, 8:30-9:00
p.m. originating out of WGN Chicago featuring Walter Yust, editor
of the Encyclopedia Brittanica,
Sherman Dryer, director of radio,
the University of Chicago, and the
WGN symphony orchestra under
the direction of Henry Weber.

Everything considered — cost, availabilities and station listenership —

Call Letter Change
TO ACQUAINT ADVERTISERS
and agencies with the change of
call letters from CJRC to CKRC,
Winnipeg, a brochure in which the
K in the new call letters was featured was mailed to coincide with
the change of call letters on Oct. 1.
Cover of the brochure showed an
usherette introducing the K, while
inside pages told of the change in
call letters of the station and its
two short-wave stations, CKRO
and CKRX, from CJRO and CJRX.
Market Figures
WHBQ
Memphis
issuedpower
a fold-is
er quoting
how has
buying
growing in the territory covered by
the station. Chart lists, among
other figures, population, radio
homes, retail sales and drug sales,
contrasting the 1940 census with
1943 ration book figures, showing
growth of the market. Also included is radio map showing night and
day coverage of the station
throughout
Tennessee, Arkansas
and Mississippi.
For Clippings
TO FURNISH advertiser and network with proof of news items and
ads promoting their programs,
WMPS, the Memphis Press-Scimitar station, has prepared an attractive blue folder with space for attachment of clippings on an inside
page opposite a legend indicating
the newspaper in which items ap* * *
peared. Enlarged Fall Edition
SPECIAL enlarged fall edition of
Dial Tones, merchandising organ
of the Des Moines Cowles stations
(WMT sued KRNT
KSO), and
has agencies
been isto advertisers
and for the first time in the publifour year
history listen-to
ers are cation's
given
the opportunity
request copies.
* * *
Mosquitoes
HOMEMADE mosquito remedy
which Jesse Buffum mentioned on
his Farmers' Almanac program on
WE EI Boston the other morning
brought such
directions that atheresponse
station for
issued
the data in a small promotion
piece to demonstrate the intensity
of WE EI early morning listeners.

KXYZ offers you the outstanding radio buy in the great Houston market.
Your Branham man, in a matter of minutes, gladly will prove this
statement. Telephone him today ... or write to this station for radio
facts on the rapidly-growing Houston market.
WW

•BUY BOTH! KXYZ AND KRIS. CORPUS CHRISTI — A MONEY - SAVING COMBINATION
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INVESTIGATING THE FCC
Reprinted from the Wall Street Journal, Oct. 5, 19Jf2
By RAYMOND MOLEY *
THE resignation of Representative
Eugene Cox as chairman of the
Select Committee to Investigate the
FCC presents to the House and its
leaders one of the hottest issues
since its election last year. If the
leaders want the confidence of the
country, they must provide for the
pursuit of this inquiry to the end.
The faintest suggestion of whitewashing will carry the activities
of the FCC into the only forum
left, which will be the 1944 campaign. For the FCC's activities, as
revealed to date, include some of
the most serious threats to freedom
of expression which have appeared
in years.
The attack upon Mr. Cox involved aquestion of official conduct
entirely unrelated to the subject
of the inquiry. But public opinion
is most definitely interested in finding out why, after recommendations by all the high authorities of
the Army and Navy, including the
Secretaries of War and of the
Navy, the activities and personnel
of the FCC engaged in confidential
war activities were not transferred. It is still more concerned
with the question of whether the
FCC, in its methods of licensing
radio stations, has so intimidated
the companies that freedom of expi'ession on the air is, in fact,
limited by a Government bureau
beyond fair and lawful considerations of taste, or morals.
The vigor of Mr. Cox and of the
Committee counsel, Mr. Eugene
Garey, in conducting the inquiry
was appropriate to the inquiry's
gravity and to the well-known capacity of certain Government agencies to resist legitimate public inquiry into their activities. Mr. Fly
and members of his staff have complained bitterly, but this complaint
must be discounted in light of the
fact that Administration agencies
have shown similar vigor in investigating private persons, companies and associations. As this
column has mentioned before, this
is no tea party. It is an inquiry
into a matter involving the liberties of the people of this country.
As to the charges made against
Mr. Cox, the matter comes down
to a judgment of the propriety of
official conduct. The House makes
laws to cover that and, where law
does not apply, the House applies
its own disciplinary measures.
Speaker Rayburn said, with reference to Mr. Cox, that "his friendship, his love and confidence remain." Of even more significance
was Majority Leader McCormick's
tribute to Mr. Cox's "truthfulness,
honesty and integrity."
The charge against Mr. Cox has
been in the Department of Justice

for some time, and no definite action has been taken. Instead,
a newspaper, magazine and letterwriting persecution has been carried on. This is hardly a sound
way to get at the facts.
The temper of the House of Representatives is very warm with
respect to the doings of the FCC.
It will insist upon an investigation
which goes to the very heart of it.
This will put upon the new chairman the duty of carrying to a
finish the work begun by Mr. Cox.
McCarthy Films
EDGAR BERGEN of the NBC
Chase & Sanborn Show, has been
signed for two films by Charles R.
Rogers Productions.

KWFT Partnership
THE FCC last week granted the
Wichita Broadcasting Co., a corporation, licensee of KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex., permission to create
a partnership consisting of its
stockholders, Joe B. Carrington,
Mrs. Joe B. Carrington, P. K.
Smith and Mrs. Claude M. Simpson Jr. No money was involved.

INCRE
LOWER
BY

USI

A Distinguished

RADIO
Owned

•Former key advisor to President Roosevelt and original member of the "Brain
Trust".
BROADCASTING

GOOD NEIGHBOR policy brought
good results
Joe Seacrest,
man of the toboard
of KFAB chairand
KFOR Lincoln, Neb., and KOIL
Omaha. He explains in an interview with Hugh Feltis (right),
general manager of the Central
States Broadcasting System, how
he made radio contacts all over
South America, especially Brazil,
acquainting the countries with Midwest cities of the United States.
Seacrest accompanied Sen. Hugh
Butler (R-Neb.) on the trip.

Minister With NBC
EVERETT C. PARKER, recently
ordained Congregational minister
and former radio executive, will
make a three-month study of public service broadcasting as a guest
staff member
of NBC's
public service department.
A graduate
of
Chicago Theological Seminary and
Chicago U., the Rev. Mr. Parker
was awarded a fellowship to study
religion in radio. He was formerly
manager of WJBW New Orleans,
program director and production
manager of WHIP Hammond, Ind.,
and produced The Southtown
Church Hour, a Chicago feature,
as well as transcribed religious
features on Mid-Western stations.
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Operated by the St. Louis Post-Dispatch
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Take

"We

Can

New

Customers

to KSO

Trace

Progra
— says Baxter m"
Dixon

With twelve super-markets serving Boone, Perry, Newton and
Des Moines, Thrift- Way is an
important
name in Iowa's food
field.
On Thrift- Way's successful use
of radio advertising, Baxter
Dixon, general manager, makes
this report:

the Whiskers Off
(Continued from page 26)
of entertainment and education the Vox Pox section ranks near the
than the radio of any other country. top in reader interest. But where
Nevertheless, I believe that the sale newspapers number their readers
in tens and hundreds of thousands,
of spots between network programs
is unfair to the public, defrauds the radio's major networks can shoot
sponsors of network broadcasts for an audience of eighty-five miland reflects seriously upon radio
lion listeners, each of whom, it is
stations.
safe to bet, has ideas he or she
would like to hear broadcast. Think
This is one of the unfortunate
aspects of radio which should he what this would mean for the preservation offree speech. The Amerithoroughly understood by the pubcan public would have a chance to
lic, so that corrective action can be
taken without injuring the value of express itself on any subject of
radio as a whole. One salutary cor- general interest.
rective would be to arrange for
Radio's editorial page should
more public participation in radio have opportunity to criticize radio
and its affairs.
practices and radio's advertisers.
It would give open answer to radio
Editorial Page Needed
pundits who today have only their
What radio needs, and has consciences to govern how much
needed for many years, is an Edi- publicity they wish to give to adtorial Page of the Air. Such a proverse opinion. Think of the unheralded bits of wisdom from the
gram, sponsored by networks and
comparable in many respects to edi- people talking back. Think of the
torial pages of a newspaper, might stuffed shirts that would lose their
become one of the most popular and starch.
useful features ever broadcast. In
Requisite to Freedom
addition to thoughtful, impartial
comment on world events, it should
Freedom of the air, as defined
tell the public the story of radio as by William Paley, president of CBS,
it never has been told before. It "means the right of the speaker to
should take listeners behind the express any view he may hold on
scenes with frank discussion of any question of general interest.
rad'o's problem. It should give the He must be guarded, and he is
public a chance to express its own guarded in that right, regardless
opinion.
of how the operators of the networks or stations may, themselves,
Among all newspaper features,

"The backbone of our sales promotion is newspaper advertising,
with dominant space each week
in the Des Moines Tribune. But,
nearly three years ago, we decided that the right kind of radio
advertising could intensify the
effectiveness of our entire selling
program.

BASIC BLUE
AND MUTUAL
KSO:5000 WATTS

KRNT

BASIC
COLUMBIA
5000 WATTS

National Sales Representative:
George P. Hollingbery Co.

BUYERS

STATION

WDOD
Chattanooga,

Tenn.

5,000 WATTS
CBS

MOINES

Affiliated with Des Moines Hegisier & Tribune
Represented by The K-.;fz Ajency
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WSAV Transfer
THE FCC last week approved
transfer of control of WSAV Savannah from E. E. Murrey Sr. to
Harben Daniel and Catherine Murrey Daniel, through a gift of 32
shares of stock from Mr. Murrey
to Mrs. Daniel, his daughter. Mr.
and Mrs. Daniel together own 51%.
William K. Jenkins owns 19.8%
(59% son,shares)
; Meredith
chief engineer,
owns E.2 Thompshares;
N. W. Brandon, commercial manager, owns 3.33%; Aaron Shelton,
WSAV technical advisor, owns
6.66%. Mr. Murrey gained control
nearly three years ago with the acquisition of 32 shares from Arthur
Lucas,
Georgia
er who died lasttheatre
July. chain own-

TIME
50,000 Watt . . . Clear Channel
. . . 1180 on Dial . . . Affiliated
with the National Broadcasting
Company and The Blue Network, Inc.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

The Cowles Stations in
)ES

whatever he pleases over the air."
Apply this principle to letters
from the public which are read over
a national network, surround the
presentation of suitable letters
with such safeguards that there
can be no suspicion of partiality or
unfairness, and radio will give us
the greatest forum of free opinion
and free discussion the world has
even seen. Rightly, it is subject to
regulation. But in the final analysis, decisions of the Federal Communications Commission should reflect the will and thought of the
public. But how can the public
reach informal conclusions on any
phase of broadcasting unless it
knows the complete story? How can
it secure the complete story unless
it is taken behind the scenes by the
people who know — men who are in
the broadcasting business? And
how can half of the public know
what the other half thinks unless
there is a national sounding board
for public thinking such as only
radio can give?

Biscuit Co Airs Dixon
NATIONAL BISCUIT Co., New
York, on Oct. 4 began sponsorship
of the quarter-hour weekly talks by
Stanley Dixon, MBS commentator,
on three stations, KRNT Des
Moines; WMT Cedar Rapids, and
WNAX Yankton, S. D. Product
promoted is Premium crackers, and
the agency
New
York. is McCann-Erickson,
The
,

"After considerable experimenting, we selected a quarter-hour
show, entitled "The Gift Man"
broadcast every Friday evening
on Station KSO.
"This feature, which has now
had its fourth 13 -week renewal,
has become a basic part of our
promotional effort. Time and
again, we have seen it increase
the movement of merchandise,
and we can trace many new customers to our radio advertising."

feel about the thing he discusses.
If he is not libelous, or not otherwise unlawful, if he is not obscene,
if he does not seek to provoke racial
or religious hatred, he may say
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VICK KNIGHT, vice-president of
Foote, Cone & Belding, Hollywood,
and director of the agency's Jack
Carson program on CBS for Campbell Soup Co., has taken a month's
leave
of absence
on doctor's
orders
to recover
from nervous
exhaustion.
The Jack Carson show is being handled in the interim by Bill Lawrence,
freelance director.
C. F. GREEVES-CARPENTER, formerly of Lockhart International Agency, New York, has joined the publicity department of J. M. Mathes
Inc., New York.
ANNA RECORDS, formerly in the
copy and production department of
Gerth-Pacific Adv.. Los Angeles, has
joined Elwood J. Robinson Adv.
VIC HUNTER, Chicago vice-president of Foote, Cone & Belding, has
returned to Chicago after a series
of conferences with agency West
Coast executives.
TOM LUCKENBILL, vice-president
in charge of radio for William Esty
& Co., has returned to New York
after conferences with Don Bernard,
Hollywood manager, on West Coast
originating network shows.
FRANKLIN OWENS, time buyer of
Benton & Bowles, New York, and
Margaret L. Willever, of Bloomfield,
N. J., were married Oct. 2.
CHARLES M. BAYER, formerly on
the public relations staff of Borden
Co., has set up his own public relations and publicity firm at 17 East
42nd St. Phone is Murrayhill 2-4944.
CHARLES M. PURDY, former executive copywriter of Tracy-LockeDawson, New York, and recently returned from service in the Army, has
joined the copy staff of Bermingham,
Castleman & Pierce, New York.
ERNEST ZOBIAN, former advertising manager of A. C. Barnes Co., and
Zonite Products Corp., New York,
has joined H. W. Kastor Adv. Agency, New York.
WARREN H. WILKES, formerly of
Tandy Adv.
Toronto,
and announcer on Agency,
a number
of accounts
placed by that agency, is now with the
Royal Canadian Air Force at Corpus
Christi, Texas.

AILEEN DEVNEY, of the production staff of Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago, will leave shortly for the home
of her uncle, U. S. Ambassador Frank
P. Corrigan, in Caracas, Venezuela.
Miss Devney
been Amateur
productionHour,
assistant on thehasSachs
heard Sunday afternoons on WENR
Chicago,
was previously
member of theandtimebuying
staff of a Pedlar
& Ryan, New York.
ORIGENES LESSA, Brazilian author and newspaperman, has joined
the Rio de Janeiro office of J. Walter
Thompson
Co., advertising
and Charles man,
D. Dulley, Brazilian
has
been named assistant manager of the
agency's Sao Paulo office. Mr. Dulley
directed a market survey for the National Coffee Department. Mr. Lessa
founded and directed the first Brazilian magazine exclusively dedicated
to advertising, and founded Planalto,
cultural publication of the government department of press and propaganda.
DEL CASTILLO, former program
director and production manager of
WEEI Boston, has joined the radio
division of Raymond R. Morgan Co.,
Hollywood agency, as producer of
Opportunity Hour, sponsored by Petrol Corp. on KNX.
SAMUEL
DALSIMER,
vice-president of Cecil
Presbrey, New
York,
has been granted a leave of absence
to serve as program manager with
the OWI in Washington. He will
handle information programs on rationing and price control.
LUCILLE WEBSTER, former business manager of the radio department
of Ted Bates Inc., New York, and
previously in charge of radio traffic
at Benton & Bowles, New York, has
been named office manager of the
radio department of Biow Co., New
York.

De Angelo Move
CARLO DeANGELO has resigned
as radio director of Marschalk &
Pratt, New York, to serve as director of the Perry Mason mystery serial starting on CBS for
Procter & Gamble. Mr. DeAngelo
will work on a free-lance basis for
Pedlar & Ryan, agency in charge,
and will retain his association with
Marschalk & Pratt in an advisory
capacity on the Esso Reporter program.
MARTIN KOEHRING, previously
associated with the W. W. Garrison
Co., Chicago, has rejoined that company as director of research.
JOHN RYDER, Hollywood manager
of Biow Co., has returned after a
month in New York.
BILL DECKER, formerly timebuyer
of Ted Bates Inc., New York, will
join McCann-Erickson, New York,
Oct. 18 as chief timebuyer replacing
John Donaldson Jr., who moves into
program production.
JOHN E. DEVINE, former advertising manager of Alexander Smith
&has Son's
Co., Yonkers,
Y.,
joinedCarpet
the executive
staff of N.Davis
& Platte, New York.
JEROME F. SEEHOF, formerly
with the Chicago Office of H. W.
Kastor & Sons, has joined Sherman
K. Ellis & Co., New York, as account
executive.
GEORGE I. REID, formerly Eastern manager of the National Radio
Checking Service, New York, and recently released from the Army, has
joined the staff of Radio Reports
Inc., New York.
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DAVIS-LIEBER, New York publicity firm, has dissolved for the duration, and Carl Post, an associate, has
taken over the business under the
name Carl Post Publicity Associates.
Offices will be in the Empire State
Bldg.

LOUISVILLE

Get

present wartime business — prepare for peacetime sales. In war or peace, WHIO is the Dayton market
. . . the rich market of diversified industry and vast valley
farmlands . . . consistently profitable. When you reach Dayton at war over WHIO, you automatically reach a wealthy

Witlt

WINN

Victory market, too. So "play Scotch" — buy full coverage of
the entire Dayton market — for today and for tomorrow.
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WFIL Philadelphia
WOV New York
Bulova
Watch
Co. New York, 500 sa, thru
Ken-L-Products
Division
Quaker
Oats
Co.,
STATION ACCOUNTS
Biow Co., N. Y.
Chicago
(dog food),
5 sa weekly,
8 weeks
thru
Ruthrauff
&
Ryan,
Chicago.
sp — studio programs
New EmilYork
Maltox Co., Burlington, Vt. (Maltox), 2 Barney's
clothes), Clothes,
78 ne, thru
Mogul(men's
Co.,
ne — news programs
sa weekly, 13 weeks thru Samuel C.
N. Y.
Croot,
N.
Y.
t— transcriptions
Co., New York (San GaTappins, Philadelphia (jewelers), 15 sa Mt. EdenbrielWine
Wines), 312 sa, thru Emil Mogul
sa — spot announcements
weekly,
52
weeks
thru
Cox
&
Tanz,
Co.,
N.
Y.
Philadelphia.
ta — transcription announcements
& Gamble, Cincinnati (Oxydol)
Irving Sachs, Philadelphia (used cars), Procter
780
ta, thru Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
Chicago.
6man,
sp weekly,
13
weeks
thru
H.
M.
DittPhiladelphia.
KQW San Francisco
Co., 588
Durham,
N. C.
Gimbel Bros. Department Store, Phila- B. C. Remedy
ache powders),
ta, thru
Chas.(headW.
delphia (Clipper Craft Clothes), 1 sa
Carter Products Inc., New York (liver
Hoyt Co., N. Y.
weekly, indefinite period, placed direct.
pills), 7 ta per wk, thru Ted Bates, Inc.
N. Y.
Sears, Roebuck & Co., Philadelphia (help American Health Aid Co., Newark (KelpI-Dine)
wanted), 21 sa weekly, indefinite period,
Carter Products Inc., New York (Arrid),
Newark. , 78 sp thru Wm. N. Scheer Adv.,
placed direct.
1 ta per wk, 26 wks, thru Small & Seiffer,
N. Y.
Dr. Mallas, Philadelphia (dental service), Graham Co., New York (Red Bow Food
Products),
312 sp, thru Emil Mogul Co.,
17 sa weekly, 52 weeks thru Harry FeiBell Brook Dairies. San Francisco (milk),
N.
Y.
genbaum, Philadelphia.
9 sa per wk, 13 wks, thru Botsford, Stern
& Co., Philadelphia (furniture), 10 Miramar Grading Co., New York, 312 sp,
Constantine & Gardner, San Francisco.
so
weekly, 52 weeks thru Frank Wellman,
thru Manhattan Adv., N. Y.
Pierce's Products
Inc., 26New
Philadelphia.
inal), 6 ta per wk,
wks,York
thru (medicDuane,
Kaskel's, New York (department store,
Jones Co., N. Y.
Sam Gerson,
Philadelphia
(men's
clothloan brokers), 75 sp. thru J. R. Kupsick
ing), 5 sa weekly, 52 weeks thru Harry
Marinship Corp., Sausalito, Cal. (help
Adv., N. Y.
Feigenbaum, Philadelphia.
wanted), 10 sa per wk, thru Albert Harry
Krouse,
Philadelphia
(used
cars).
Paramount
Pictures, New York, 4 sa, thru
Frank-Guenther Law, San Francisco.
1 sa weekly, 13 weeks thru Samuel
Buchanan & Co., N. Y.
Taubman, Philadelphia.
McKesson & Robbins, N. Y. (Bax), 6 ta
Co., Chicago (Charm-Kurl
per Y.wk, 13 wks, thru Ivey & Ellington, Breyers Ice Cream Co., Philadelphia (ice Charm-Kurl
Wave
N.
Chicago.Kit), 26 sp, thru United Adv.
cream) , 1 sa weekly, 13 weeks thru McKee
&
Albright,
Philadelphia.
Musterole Co., N. Y., (Musterole), 5 sa L. H. Gilmer Co., Philadelphia (help Standard Encyclopedia Co. New York, 26
per wk, 26 wks, thru Erwin, Wasey &
wanted) , 14 sa weekly, indefinite period,
sp, thru Airmart Inc., N. Y.
Co., N. Y.
thru Geare-Marston, Philadelphia.
KFI Los Angeles
Weinstein Co., San Francisco (department Ogantz
Motor
Co.,
Philadelphia
(used
store) , 1 sp per wk, 26 wks, direct.
cars), 12 sa weekly, indefinite period, Ludens Inc., Reading. Pa., (cough drops),
Grove Laboratories, Chicago (pharmaceuplaced direct.
8 sa per wk, 26 wks, thru J. M. Mathes
ticals), 1ne Co.,
per wk.
26 wks, thru Rus- National Biscuit Co., New York (Premium
Inc., N. Y.
sel M. Seeds
Chicago.
Crackers), 12 so weekly, 13 weeks thru Globe
Grain & Milling Co., Los Angeles
McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
42 Products Inc., Los Angeles (hair oil),
(flour),
wks, thru McCannA. Briggs
Co.,
Cambridge,
Mass.
(H-B
3Breyer,
ta per Los
wk, 13Angeles.
wks, thru Hillman-Shane- C. Cough
Erickson weekly
Inc., sa,
Los 26Angeles.
Drops), 3 sa weekly, 20 weeks
thru
Samuel
C.
Croot,
N.
Y.
A.
S.
Boyle,
Vernon,
Cal.,
(Aspertane), 4
Roma Wine Co., San Francisco (wine), 1
sa per wk, 52 wks, thru Brisacher, Davis
sa per wk, 13 wks, thru McCann-EriekKPO San Francisco
&
Van
Norden,
Los
Angeles.
son, San Francisco.
Inc., Los Angeles (hair oil), Golden State Co., San Francisco (Golden
Golden State Milk Co., San Francisco 42 7 Products
sa per wk, 52 wks, thru Hillman, Shane
V Milk), 2 sp per wk, 52 wks, thru
(milk), 5 sa per wk 52 wks, thru BBDO,
&
Breyer,
Los Angeles.
BBDO, San Francisco.
San Francisco.
Standard
Brands,
New
York
(Stam),
6
Paramount
Pictures, New York (films),
Ed Mosher, San Jose, Cal. (farm produce),
ta per wk, 23 wks, thru Ted Bates Inc.,
weekly sa, 52 wks, thru Buchanan &
2 sa per wk, direct.
N. Y.
Co., N. Y.
Joshua Hendy Iron Works, San Jose, Cal. Golden State Co., San Francisco (milk),
KFBK Sacramento, Cal.
(help wanted), 6 sa per wk, direct.
8Francisco.
ta per wk, 52 wks, thru BBDO, San
Central Building & Loan Co., Oakland Cal.
Bank
of America, San Francisco (bank(loans), 2 ne per wk, thru Ryder &
ing), 7 sa per wk, 52 wks, thru Charles
WJZ New York
Ingram, Oakland.
Stuart Adv., San Francisco.
Pillsbury
Flour
Mills,
Minneapolis
(Golden
Sunway
Fruit Products Co., Chicago (vitaKHJ Hollywood
Bake Mix), 5 sa per wk, 13 wks, thru
mins), 7neChicago.
per wk, 13 wks, thru Sorensen
&
Co.,
McCann-Erickson,
Minneapolis.
Morrell, John & Co., Ottumwa, la. (Red
Heart dog food), 9 sa weekly, 13 wks, United Sales Mfg. Co., Buffalo, division of Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City
thru Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc.,
Foster-Milburn Co. (Ice Mint), ta weekly,
(soap), 6 ta per wk, 13 wks, thru Leon
Chicago.
46 wks, thru Street & Finney, N. Y.
Livingston Adv., San Francisco.

KMOX St. Louis
Drug Trade Products, Chicago, 6 sp weekly,
thru Benson & Dall, Chicago.
Pinex Co., Fort Wayne, Ind., 6 ne weekly,
thru Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
Dr. Le Gear Medical Co., St. Louis, 3 sp
weekly,
Chicago. thru Simmonds & Simmonds,
Flex-O-GIass, Chicago 3 * weekly, thru
Presba, Fellers & Presba, Chicago.
Groves
Labs..Co.,St. Chicago.
Louis, 12 ne, thru Russel
M. Seeds
Four-Way Labs., St. Louis, 1 sp, thru
Donahue & Coe, N. Y.
Carey Salt Co., Hutchinson, Kan., 3 t
weekly,
thru McJunkin Adv. Co., Chicago.
Pillsbury Mills, Minneapolis,
Cann-Erickson, Chicago. 3 t, thru McGeneral Foods, New York (Sanka), 3 ne
weekly, thru Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
Seeck & Kade, New York (Pertussin), 3
t weekly, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
N. Y.
Quaker Oats, Chicago, 1 sp per wk, thru
Sherman & Marquette, Chicago.
Vick lyChemical
New York, N.8 neY. weekthru Morse Co.,
International,
Beau Brummel Ties, Cincinnati, 1 t weekly, thru Key Agency, Cincinnati.
Griesedieck Bros., St. Louis (beer), 2 sp
weekly, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, St.
Louis.
KFRC San Francisco
Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co., New York
(watches),
4 sa Co.,
dailyN. 52Y. wks, thru Arthur Rosenberg
Mcllhenny Co., Chicago (tobacco), 90
ta
26 wks,
thru Aubrey, Morse &
Wallace,
Chicago.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., New York,
(granulated
soap), 10 taAdv.
per Agency,
wk 13 wks,
thru
Leon Livingston
San
Francisco.
E. O. Anderson Co., Los Angeles (Shontex) , 1 ne per wk, 26 wks, thru Barton
A. Stebbens Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
Standard Beverages, San Francisco (bevwk, 26 wks,
thru Emil
Reinhardt erages), 3saAdv.per Agency,
Oakland,
Cal.
Pioneer Beverages,
San
Francisco
(beverages), 7 sa per wk, 13 wks, thru
Ryder & Ingram, Oakland, Cal.
Gragnano Products Inc., San Francisco
(spaghetti sauce), 1 sp per wk, thru
Brisacher, Davis & Van Norden, San
Francisco.
Campbell Cereal Co., Chicago (Malt-OMeal), 2& spSons
per Adv.
wk, 26Agency,
wks, thru
H. W.
Kastor
Chicago.
Bell Brook Dairies, San Francisco (milk)
1 sa per swk,
13 wks, San
thru Francisco.
Botsford, Contantine & Gardner,
WSPR Springfield, Mass.
Russell-Miller Milling Co., Minneapolis
(Occident Flour), 3 t weekly, thru
Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis.
Pillsbury Flour Mills Co., N. Y. (Golden
Bake
Mix),Minneapolis.
15 ta weekly, thru McCannErickson,
Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co., N. Y.
( watches ) ,Co.,
3 tN. weekly,
thru Arthur
Rosenberg
Y.
W. F. Young Inc., Springfield, Mass. (Absorbine,
Jr.), 18Co..ta N.
weekly,
ter Thompson
Y. thru J. WalFoster-Milburn
Co.,
Buffalo
3 ta weekly, thru Street & (Doan's
Finney, Pills),
N. Y.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City
(Palmolive
Soap),N. 10Y. ta weekly, thru
Ted
Bates Inc.,
Philadelphia Reading Coal & Iron Co.,
Philadelphia (Reading Anthracite), sa,
thru McKee & Albright, Philadelphia.
WHN New York
Purepac Corp., New York (drugs), 12 ne
weekly, 23 wks, direct.
Consolidated Drug Trade Products, Chicago, 6 sp weekly, 29 wks, thru Benson
& Dall, Chicago.
American Healthaids Co., Newark (KelpI-Dine) , sa, thru William N. Scheer
Adv., Newark.
Quaker
Oats Co.,(dog
Chicago
(Ken-L-Products
Division,
food),
sa, 8 wks,
thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan,
Chicago.
WGN Chicago
Grove Laboratories, St. Louis (cold tablets),
2 ne per
26 wks, thru Russel M.
Seeds
Co., wk,
Chicago.
Grove Laboratories, St. Louis (cold tablets)
weekly
quarter-hour
t, 26 wks, thru Russel M. Seeds
Co., Chicago.
Grove Laboratories, St. Louis (A B-l & D
vitamins),
6 sa Co.,
per Chicago.
wk, 26 wks, thru
Russel
M. Seeds
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Nationwide

Television

Networks

Seen.

uy
Using Neiv Form of 'Lighthouse' Relays
NATIONWIDE television net- Washington: While an NBC televiworks of the not-distant future are
sion program is being broadcast
described in an interview with from an aerial on the Empire State
Ralph R. Beal, research director of Bldg., a different program will
RCA Laboratories, in the October originate in Washington. Both programs will be fed into the relay sysissue of Radio Age, published by
tem. A Philadelphia station can
the RCA.
elect
to
broadcast the program from
Mr. Beal said a new form of New York,
while another taps the
"lighthouse" radio relay station de- Washington program. Likewise a
veloped by RCA will make relaying New York station may choose the
of television programs a simple Washington program. The relay
matter. He envisages the relay system may thereby afford greater
transmitters not only linking tele- freedom in program selection and
vision stations into national net- operation, as four or five programs
works but providing trunk lines of can be carried at once for selection
communication in such vast areas by the television stations.
Mr. Beal concluded his interview
as the inland territories of Russia
by stressing that more than money
and China.
Radio relays operate on micro- would be required to establish such
waves with the energy concentrated
a system as he envisaged. He menalmost in a beeline, so that relationed specifically a "sympathetic
tively small amounts of power are and helpful attitude on the part of
required. The apparatus is simple governmental agencies" and "the
and compact, he said, explaining daring spirit of American industrial pioneers" as essential to bring
that it could not be otherwise and
the post war development to realstill perform in the domain of the ization.
tiny wavelengths which are so
close to light.
CBS Publishes Statements
Hug the Earth
Ultra-short waves and centi- STATEMENTS by Dr. S. J. Thomson and Dr. A. Frigon, general manmeter waves travel close to the
ager and assistant general manager
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
earth's surface and leave the earth of
the Parliamentary Committee
at a tangent. Therefore high tow- before
ers or antenna on lofty buildings or on Broadcasting at Ottawa during
June and July, 1943, have been ismountain tops increase the range.
sued by CBC in a 48-page booklet
To receive a program from the casting.
titled The CBC and Canadian BroadEmpire State Building in New
York, 200 miles away, a plane over
Washington went up 20,000 feet.
Average range would be about 30
BEST RADIO BUY
miles, Mr. Beal said.
Relay circuits are not a one way
IN BALTIMORE!
street, it was pointed out. The
towers can handle multiple circuits, which can be increased in
number to carry several television
programs simultaneously, as well
as FM sound broadcasts, telegraphic messages and facsimile.
Relay circuits should be among the
busiest on the air, Mr. Beal said.
He describes the main relay system of the country as like a great
inter-city spine, becoming interstate and eventually transcontinental. Ribs will spread to television stations. A likely operation
might be between New York and
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Yes . . . Tacoma's a sure winner for results, now
and in the future. It's a market that demands
complete, concentrated LOCAL spot coverage — a
fact proven beyond doubt by many local Tacoma"
Seattle
who make KMO a "must buy"
"
on
theiradvertisers*
radio
f schedules. If YOU hope to cover
Washington's t
Number Two Market, buy KMO —
dominant
voice of the Southern Puget Soundarea.
*Names and data on request
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MARKET!

Tacoma ranks 94% above the national average in effective buying
income ... 28% above the Washington state average. Tacoma is
Washington's TOP-RANKING
Sales Management "High Spot" city
— has been a "Preferred City" for
over two years! And don't forget
the "PLUS VALUE" of McChord
Field and Ft. Lewis, both just a
few miles south of Tacoma!

HOMO
i

Carl E. Haymond, Owner

5000 Watts
Mutual-Don Lee
AND THE BLUE NETWORK
Geo. H. Roeder
John Elmer
Gen. Manager
President
FREE & PETERS
Exclusive National Rep.
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War

MORE

BUYING

than ever in the
SALT
LAKE
MARKET
over

Fund

Drive

Launched
by FDR
Radio Committee Cooperates
With OWI on Campaign
WITH the four-network broadcast
by President Roosevelt on Oct. 5
marking the official opening of the
1943. War Fund Campaign, extensive radio plans including the networks and local stations have been
worked out by the Fund's radio
committee, under the direction of
Jesse Butcher, and in cooperation
with the Allocation Division of the
Office of War Information.
For last week, Oct. 4-10, as an
example, a total of 56 network
programs, representing nearly 18
hours of broadcasting time, were
assigned to the Fund by the OWI
for messages urging listeners to
support the 17 major war relief
agencies represented by the Fund.
Similar network allocations of time
will be made for the remaining
weeks of the drive, and according
to Mr. Butcher, several network
programs have volunteered to carry
the Fund's messages without being
designated to do so under the allocation system.
Discs Ordered
Mr. Butcher also stated that 95%
of the local stations throughout the
country have ordered the special
transcriptions made by the war
fund for spot use. These include

FOR

AND

SMILES FOR SINGISER were in order at a luncheon in New York
given the newscaster by Erwin, Wasey & Co. to mark the fifth anniversary of sponsorship of his 6:30 p.m. Transradio News program on
WOR New York by Consolidated Cigar Corp., New York. Among those
on hand to congratulate Frank Singiser were (1 to r) : Charles Stark,
announcer; Marc Haas, advertising director of Consolidated; Howard D.
Williams, vice-president and general manager of Erwin, Wasey, agency
in charge; Mr. Singiser; Morris Hillison, Consolidated sales manager.
five-minute recorded appeals, featuring such stars as Gracie Fields,
Dick Haymes and Yvette; a tenminute dramatization with Helen
Twelvetrees and Norman Lloyd;
ten-minute monologues by Raymond
Massey, and a special quarterhour transcription of a labor-management discussion on the importance of the campaign, between
Eric Johnston, president of the U.
S. Chamber of Commerce, William
Green, president of the AFL, and
Philip
Murray, president of the
CIO.
Production of the radio phase of
the campaign is headed by Joseph

IMMEDIATE

POSTWAR

GAINS

Without tourists, Miami is now enjoying
its greatest Annual Income, Retail Sales
and Bank Clearings.
There's been no off-season
December 7, 1941.

since

Hit this new rich market now
immediate and postwar gains.

for

R. Busk, assisted by Heagan
Bayles, Maurice H. Bent, Hubbell
Robinson, Carl Swanson and Harold Wengler. Assisting Mr. Butcher
as radio director in New York are
Jane Moore, Joan MacDonald and
Rene Kuhn, with Ted Gifford handling radio on the West Coast.
NAB Curricula Plans
CURRICULA STANDARDS for
radio news writing and broadcasting courses in schools and colleges,
modeled after those at such universities as Northwestern, Columbia
and Minnesota, are being worked
out by a sub-committee of the
NAB's Radio News Committee. The
sub-committee, consisting of Paul
White, CBS director of news broadcasts; Bill Brooks, NBC director
of specal events, and Walt Dennis,
news committee secretary, will
meet in New York Friday with
Lyman Bryson, CBS director of
education, and Dr. James R. Angell
and William Burke Miller of NBC's
public service division as advisors.
Research Discussions
THE AGENCY and research committees of the American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies, who met recently in New York to discuss the
NAB plan for standardization of
station coverage maps, have notified the NAB that there is a difference of opinion in the method used
and that further discussions will
be necessary. The group failed to
approve of the system as it now
stands, but has not yet definitely
rejected it.

National Representative

NBC
610 KC
UTAH'S NBC

STATION

5,000 WATTS
WIOD
As
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NAB BOARD PLANS
NOVEMBER
SESSION
MEETING of the NAB board of
directors to consider current industry matters, but with emphasis
on the legislative and music situations, was called for Nov. 10-11 in
Washington
by President Neville
Miller.

BROADCASTING the play-by-play
description of the World Series
sponsored by Gillette and carried
exclusively over Mutual, are Red
Barber, and Lt. Bob Elson. Lt. Elson, on leave from the Navy, is the
first man in uniform to broadcast a
major sports event.
SOLDIERS OVERSEAS
GET WORLD
SERIES
MIX-UP in the broadcast of the
world series to soldiers overseas
was settled by an order from Gen.
Dwight D. Eisenhower effective
Oct. 7 that the full play-by-play
account of the series be shortwaved to soldiers in the Mediterranean area.
The Special Services Division of
the War Dept. had approved only
summaries of the games to be telegraphed to men overseas and had
previously rejected an offer from
Mutual for the series.
Gillette Safety Razor Co., Boston, sponsor of the series, because
of the new arrangement instructed
that all commercials be omitted
from the running account of the
game and restricted to the intervals between the innings. At this
time an Army announcer cut in on
the Mutual account being shortwaved from WBOS Boston with
non-commercial comment.
In the midst of all this BBC was
recording play-by-play accounts of
the highlights of the games and
broadcasting them within a half
hour on a general overseas service.
Also a Union Network station in
San Francisco was shortwaving the
Mutual account to soldiers in the
South American and Caribbean
areas. The Union Network operates under the supervision of the
Office of Coordinator of InterAmerican Affairs.

In a telegram to the 25 board
members, Mr. Miller said the meeting was not called to consider any
emergent situation, but rather to
cover a full agenda on current activities. With legislation receiving attention in both houses of Congress, and with the AFM music
situation at a critical point, it was
assumed these matters would constitute primary topics. The board
has not met since July 30 when the
question of NAB organization in
the light of the expiraton of President Miller's term next July, was
considered.
A six-man nominating committee
was named at that time by the
board. Its membership comprises:
Don C. Elias, WWNC, Asheville;
G. Richard Shafto, WIS, Columbia;
John W. Gillin, WOW, Omaha; J.
0. Maland, WHO, Des Moines; J.
D. Shouse, WLW, Cincinnati; Paul
Morency, WTIC, Hartford. No
chairman has been named, though
Mr. Elias is expected to preside
when this group holds its first
meeting expected shortly.
GLEN E. HARRIS, formerly of
KMBC Kansas City, has joined the
City.
announcing staff of KDYL Salt Lake

Davis

Lauds

Council

for

Ad
Aid

WARNING that "the toughest
part
the Director
job is still
Elmer ofDavis,
of theahead,"
Office
of War Information, told the War
Advertising Council in New York
Oct. 8 that its activities in remolding the living habits of American
citizens to fit a wartime pattern is
"one of the most effective examples
of
close cooperation
Govhistory.
ernment and business between
in our entire
"This achievement," Mr. Davis
said, "would have been impossible
save for the aggressive cooperation
of business in implementing our
programs by creating campaigns
for them, and by contributing advertising space and radio time to
bring the people essential home
front information."
Praising the Council for its "yoeman service" in serving as a coordinating body for powerful information forces, Mr. Davis declared "the only way that the people can be persuaded to intensify
their efforts from now on, in spite
of their weariness with the war,
and in spite of continuing victories,
is for you to tell them more intensively and more persistently
than ever before what they must do
to shorten the war. This means
more war messages and harder
hitting messages carried to more
people, in more advertising, by
more media."
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Carolina's Rich Tri-City
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Section, the State's No. 1
Market! CONCENTRATING on a 10-
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County Primary - PLUS
Area of 578,700 Popu-

SURVEY

Gives you detailed analysis of "listening areas" of every Iowa station, programs that appeal to urban, village, and
i farm families, and listening habits. Illustrated wth pictographs for quick and
easy reading. You can get a copy free
by writing to
CENTRAL BROADCASTING CO.
912 Walnut St., Des Moines, Iowa
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A
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4, D. C.

WRITERS9 CONGRESS
IS HELD AT UCLA
HAVING EVOLVED resolutions
for a proposed Secretary of Arts
and Letters to be added to the
Presidential Cabinet, and for the
future Pan-American writers' conference, "Writers Congress concluded its three-day sessions, Oct. 3.
Under joint sponsorship of UCLA,
where conference was held, and
Hollywood Writers Mobilization,
conference was attended by approximately 2000 delegates.
Four panels represented radio
and were devoted to news and propaganda analysis, creative radio,
shortwave and television. Probing
techniques of analysis were Harry
W. Flannery, Nelson Pringle, Chet
Huntley and Dr. Wallace Sterling,
network news analysts. Fox Case,
CBS West Coast news and special
events director, presided.
Propaganda was discussed by
Paul Lazarsfeld, director of radio
research, Columbia University, and
Charles Seipmann, of OWI overseas
branch, Pacific division, with John
Lee comB. Hughes,mentatorMutual-Don
presiding.
Seminar on shortwave and television depicted the former's place
in soldier and civilian morale. Lt.Col. Tom Lewis, of Army Special
Services Division, radio section,
in a report on that agency's work
cited the growing volume of programs released abroad. Glan
Heisch, CBS West Coast assistant
program director, presided.
Roundtable on creative radio featured Hector Chevigny, member of
Radio Writers Guild council; Jack
Runyon, West Coast radio manager
of CIAA; Bernard Schoenfeld,
radio-film writer; Norman Corwin
and Arch Oboler, writer-producers ;
Major True Boardman of Army
Special Services Division, radio
section, presiding.
Directors' Contract
RADIO DIRECTORS Guild is
drawing up a standard form of
contract as a result of a decision
taken at a meeting at Guild headquarters, Hotel Gladstone, New
York, Sept. 27. A spokesman said
there will be no minimum salary
clause, as this would be incompatwith the
Guild's are
constitution.
Two iblenew
members
Gertrude
Berg, who writes and directs The
Goldbergs on CBS and G. Bennett
Larson, general manager of WWDC,
Washington, and director of a New
York program.
Video Film Ad
TELEVISION is being used by
RKO Pictures in advance promotion for the Oct. 14 premiere of
"Behind the Rising Sun", in New
York. RKO Radio put on a 40minute telecast Oct. 10 in the New
York studios of the Du Mont Television Station W2XWV. Margo,
star of the film, and James R.
Young, author of the book upon
which the movie is based, were featured. George Putnam, WEAF
news commentator, served as m.c.
Film trailer with scenes from the
movie concluded the program.
BROADCASTING

MR. KESTEN
Paley to OWI
{Continued from page 9)
1937). His most recent position as
general manager remains vacant.
A native of Milwaukee, Mr.
Kesten was born Aug. 30, 1898. He
attended Wisconsin U. for two
years and then enlisted in the Marine Corps. After World War I, he
became assistant advertising manager of the Gimbel Store in Milwaukee, later becoming advertising
manager.
Leaving the retailer field for a
few years, he joined McJunkin
Adv., Chicago, in 1920 and in late
1922 he became vice-president and
advertising manager of Foreman
& Clarke stores, a clothing chain
with branches from Chicago to the
West Coast.
Several years later, he went
abroad to study European methods
of advertising, returning to the
clothing store chain in 1927. A year
or so after this he joined Lennen
& Mitchell, where he remained until his association with CBS.
Davidson Taylor, assistant director of broadcasts for CBS, will accompany Mr. Paley.
Publishing Co. Tests
DIRECTING its message to career-minded war workers and servicemen interested in acquiring
more technical knowledge, Kenmore Publishing Co., New York, is
selecting a cross-section of markets
in the vicinity of war plants and
camps to promote Mathematics
Made Simple. Starting on six stations scattered between Hartford
and the West Coast the campaign
will run on a week-to-week basis,
expanding schedules in areas producing results, and moving to other
regions when markets fail to respond. Agency is Weiss & Geller,
New York.
Religious Features Lauded
DR.
MAX JORDAN,
of religious
broadcasts, NBC's
is the director
subject
of an article in the October Catholic
Digest, which reviews his pioneer
work in the field of religious feature
programs. The Story of Christmas on
NBC ; the Oberammergau Passion
Play broadcasts and other features
handled by Dr. Jordan, the article
states, "showed that religious broadeasts could be interesting, inspirational and instructive."
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Replace Dog Food Series
MODERN FOOD PROCESS Co.,
Philadelphia,
has Navy
replaced
Olivio NBC
Santoro
now in the
on seven
stations. Sundays at 11 :45 a.m. with
The Little Betsy Ross Girl, a program of songs by Marion Loveridge
and featured guests. The company has
also changed the product advertised
on the show from Thrivo dog food
to Vogt's Philadelphia scrapple. Agency is the Clements Co., Philadelphia.
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Lea

Predicts New Legislation
(Continued from page 9)
by Mr. Lea: Alfred L. Bulwinkle, N.J.), ranking minority member of
N.C., subcommittee chairman; Vir- the Committee, has not named the
Republican members. Chairman
gil Chapman, Ky.; Martin J. Ken- Lea said he would press for a full
nedy, N.Y.; Thomas D'Alesandro
11-man subcommittee so that a
Jr., Md.; George G. Sadowski,
Mich., and Richard F. Harless, Ariz. study of proposed legislation could
Rep. Charles A. Wolverton (R- get underway shortly.
Because of Mr. Lea's mild and
retiring manner, coupled with his
long service in Congress, the report
spread in Washington early last
week that his appointment was an
effort by the Administration to
whitewash the entire probe. The
Republican National Committee appears to take the same view.
Praised by Rayburn
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It didn't take long, however, for
the general impression to get out
that such is not the intent of Rep.
Lea. His close friends pointed out
that behind his disarming smile
and smooth manner is a dogged determination to get his job done
well. Mr. Lea's own comment to
Broadcasting definitely reflected
that attitude.
Known as a stickler for facts
and fair dealings, Rep. Lea delved
into his new assignment with every
indication that he plans to see the
investigation through. In naming
Mr. Lea to the Select Committee,
Speaker Rayburn asserted:
"Mr. Lea is a man of splendid
courage, unimpeachable integrity
and great ability. He is possessed
of a splendid judicial temperament
and his fairness cannot be ques-

tain Mr. Garey and his staff, who
were employed by Rep. Cox, Mr.
Lea said his conclusions upon reading the record would determine
that.
"I'm not one to judge a man
hastily," he said. "I want to go
over the record and determine in
my own mind whether I feel that
Mr. Garey and his staff have done
a good I job.
moment Imyself
don't
know.
wantAt tothefamiliarize
with everything that has been done.
Until then I see no reason to make
It was learned that Chief Counany selchanges."
Garey and his entire staff had
prepared to resign, should there be
pressure to tone down the investigation and whitewash the proceedings. They will continue to function,
however,
until the new chairman makes
a decision.
In the meantime
another
"smear"
campaign,
which Mr.
Garey
said
he felt was inspired, was spread
by the New York newspaper PM,
Marshall Field's publication. In
last Wednesday's issue appeared
a story by Elizabeth Donahue of
PM's Washington bureau charging
that Chief Counsel Garey had
"used the inquiry to needle Jews".
Assumed Names

Indicative of his desire to bring
himself up to date on the hearings,
tioned."
Mr. Lea asked Chief Counsel Garey
to postpone a brief hearing scheduled for last Wednesday afternoon
until he could meet with other Committee members. Three of the Committeemen, Louis E. Miller (RMo.) ; Warren G. Magnuson CDWash.), and Edward J. Hart (DN.J.) were out of the city the
early part of last week, leaving
only Chairman Lea and Rep. Richard B. Wigglesworth (R-Mass.)
available to attend Wednesday's
session. Mr. Lea wanted all members present.
Study of Record
Chairman Lea held a lengthy
conference with Chief Counsel
Garey and asked for a complete
record of the hearings, which began last July 2. They since have
been held intermittently in Washington and New York. Last Wednesday's session was to have permitted Mr. Garey to enter certain
testimony into the record.
Asked whether he plans to re-

The story cited brief portions of
testimony in which Mr. Garey
brought out that certain FCC employesnames.
were working
under out,
assumed
It was pointed
however, that the anti-Semitic
propaganda against Mr. Garey has
been heard in the corridors of the
new Post Office Bldg., which houses
the FCC, for several weeks.
Associates of Mr. Garey last
week deeply resented the inference
that he is anti-Semitic and they
mentioned his law partners in the
firm, Garey, Desvernine & Garey.
They include Raoul E. Desvernine,
Milton I. Hauser, Jacob J. Rosenblum and William Heifer. Mr.
Hauser also is a member of the
Select Committee legal staff. He
and Messrs. Rosenblum and Heifer
are Jewish.
Lipton Hitchikes
LEVER BROS., Cambridge, Mass.,
will
promote
Lipton's Tea
hitchhike
announcements
for via
the
fourth quarter on Bright Horizon
on CBS starting Oct. 4; on Mayor
of the Town on CBS starting Oct.
6 and on Amos N' Andy, returninguctto the
air on beNBCpromoted
Oct. 8. Prodwill also
in a
three-week spot campaign which
started Oct. 10. A total of 71
stations are; used. Agency is
Young & Rubicam, New York.

"FIRMAGE'S RENEWING AS USUAL"
writes ARCH MASDEN — KOVO
THE

SHADOW

Available locally on transcription— see C. MICHELSON
BROADCASTING

67 W. 44 St., N.Y.C.
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Stations

Classed

In Peabody Awards
Regional - Local Distinction
Placed
at 1,000 w.
TO CLARIFY the distinction between local and regional stations
in connection with the 1943 Peabody Radio Awards, the Henry W.
Grady School of Journalism, U. of
Georgia, has announced that regional stations classification includes both large and medium size
stations, 1,000 w or above. Local
stations class will include the smaller broadcasters with less than
1,000 w.
John E. Drewry, dean of the
School, which administers the
Awards with the assistance of the
NAB, said that all types of radio
stations are both eligible and invited to participate.
Awards are to be made in the
following categories:
1. That program or series of programs inaugurated and broadcast during 1943 by a regional station which
made an outstanding contribution to
the welfare of the community the station serves.
2. That program or series of programs inaugurated and broadcast during 1943 by a local station which made
an outstanding contribution to the
welfare of the community the station
serves.
3. Outstanding reporting of the
news.
4. Outstanding entertainment in
drama.
5. Outstanding entertainment in
music.
6. Outstanding educational program (adult or child).
7. Outstanding children's program.
Any radio station or network is
eligible to receive the awards for
news reporting, drama, music, or
education. Only local and regional stations are eligible to submit
entries for the community welfare
program selection.
Dean Drewry stated that entries
may be submitted by individual
stations, networks, radio editors,
listener groups, or any person or
organization wishing to direct the
attention of the Peabody Board to
a special program or programs.
The Board will not necessarily be
restricted to entries, but will consider the reports of its own listening-post committees, and may on
its own initiative select a program
or a station.
Dec. 10 is the closing date for
the 1943 entries, which should be
sent to the Dean, Henry W. Grady
School of Journalism, The University of Georgia, Athens. Forms if
desired may be secured from this
office. Each may be accompanied
by one transcription. If more are
necessary to give the board members a fair understanding, special
arrangements can be made.
HENRY W. BARLEY, research director and assistant to the president
of Calkins & Holden, New York, has
joined Benton & Bowles, New York,
as assistant account executive.
BENTON L. MOYER Jr., recently
with rejoined
"Warwickthe& media
Legler,department
New York,of
has
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York.
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Fla.

Supreme

Court

Upholds

AFM

ASCAP,

LaiVS
State
Within
Contract
RuleS
ASCAP
history,
it
was
said at
FLORIDA Supreme Court last
week upheld a ruling of a state ASCAP headquarters.
Approval of the plan to extend
district court that ASCAP "is not
a price-fixing organization operat- the present contracts of ASCAP
ing illegally in restraint of trade members with the Society for an
in the state of Florida and is there- additional 15 years beyond their
fore not prohibited from doing busi- scheduled expiration Dec. 31, 1950,
ness within the state. ASCAP has or until the end of 1965, has been
legally complied with the provisions received from more than enough
writer-members to account for
of the 1939 Florida law."
80% of the funds distributed to
Decision, according to ASCAP,
"recognizes that the operations of this part of the membership. On
ASCAP under the consent decree the publisher side, Irving Berlin
are such that the decision of the Inc, and the Metro-Robbins group
United States Supreme Court, have not yet endorsed the plan,
handed down prior to the consent which cannot top the 80% mark
decree, is not applicable at this of the publishers' royalties without
time." Users of ASCAP music in the inclusion of one of these two
the state must now secure licenses organizations. Both have expressfrom the Society for such use,
ed their intention of voting for
which is now true in every state the extension, an ASCAP spokesexcept Nebraska, and it is underman said, but they have been destood that ASCAP will make an
layed by a reorganization of Irving
Berlin Inc. and for the other group
early attempt to resume business
in that state, using the Florida de- by the absence of David Bernstein,
cision as a precedent.
Metro treasurer, from New York.
If neither signs by the Oct. 15
Contract Valid
deadline, it is expected that the
Action resulting in the decision ASCAP board will extend the time
was brought by Palm Tavern of of approval for as long as is nePalm Beach, which on Jan. 18,
cessary to secure the official ap1943, took out an ASCAP license
proval of the plan by one of these
and on Aug. 12 filed suit for a de- organizations.
claratory decree to determine the legality of its contract with ASCAP.
The circuit court decision cited
above also stated that the Society BEAMS, a new vitamin
product,
is
'
ams
s For on'Be
being Spot
introduced
six stations in
"is qualified to execute the contract the
Lake Erie and Lake Ontario
with the plaintiff," and describes
Major portion of the initial
the contract as "valid and enforce- region.
drive consists of ads in 35 major
able under the laws of the state." newspapers in the same general
Unanimously upholding that area. Radio started week of Sept.
finding, the Florida Supreme Court 27 and wall continue for six yeeks,
decision further states: "We have expanding further if results warrant. Agency is Lambert & Feasley,
found nothing either in the contract or in the record of the pro- New York, which handles advertising for Lambert Pharmacal Co.,
ceedings below which indicates that
the contract is contrary either to parent company of the vitamin
the statutes of Florida or to the concern.
ACQUISITION of an AP radio wire
Federal statutes."
Royalty checks in excess of from Press Assn. by KPRO Riverside,
Cal., is announced.
$1,300,000 will be mailed to ASCAP
members this week covering performances during the third quar- NATIONAL FLAG DISTRIBUTORS, New
York, has appointed Winer Co., New York,
ter of 1943, largest third quarter
and shields. Radio adand second largest quarter in as agency vertifor
sing is a flags
possibility.

(Continued from page 12)
payment of 3% of the sale price to
the AFM. In signing the contract
Empire automatically withdrew
from the WLB hearings. WOR
had never been a party to those
proceedings.
Those Remaining
Transcription companies remaining in the hearings are: Associated
Music Publishers, Lang-Worth
Feature Programs, C. P. MacGregor, NBC Radio-Recording Division and Standard Radio. RCAVictor Division of RCA and Columbia Recording Corp., Phonograph
record manufacturers, are also
parties to the hearings.
These transcription companies
have received a number of letters
from broadcasters commending
them on their stand and promising
station support. Station operators
have also written to World criticizing its action in breaking the industry's united front by making a
separate peace with the AFM, and
World has also received a few cancellations for its library service.
World last week notified stations
that Glenn Gray and Johnny Long
and their orchestras will record
the first batch of new music for
the World Library. Company
spokesman said that plans for expansion of the library service are
now in the development stage.

There's no place
like Home
and

WMMN
It will pay you well
to know US home
folks better!

to profitable

— Ask John Blair —

results in California's
billion-dollar market
and western

Nevada

is

Ike Beetiae
McClatchy
Robert A.
STREET
National
Sales Manager } Broadcasting
Paul H.
Company
RAYMER CO.
National
Sacramento, California
Representatives
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Fly

Defends
(Continued Analysts'
from page 11)

izations and small business men's
associations, as a restriction on
free speech.
This restriction arises he said,
from radio's tremendous success in
selling goods and services, whereby
some elements in the industry argue that time should be sold exclusively tovendors of merchandise
and services.
He called that argument "too
narrow and confining for a free
people", while admitting that the
sale of merchandise is an essential ingredient in our way of life.
"To forget our glorious heritage
of ideas as well as worldly goods,
is to betray a considerable portion
of all that has made our nation
great," he added.
"Programs should not be banned
because they are intended to convey messages . . . Can broadcasting,
while restrained to carry the voice
of the one group and only the one
group lay claim to being an effective instrument of democracy?"
A Prime Barrier?
\*9

Y17

*****
It is not the amount of noise
you make that counts in radio.
It's what you say and how well
you put it over that matters.
There are more powerful stations than CHNS in Canada
but none with better equipment.
For Rates: Apply Station Director
CHNS • Lord Nelson Hotel
Halifax, Nova Scotia
or
Joe Weed, New York City

TUCSON
1400 KC
ARIZONA
250 WATTS
AFFILIATED WITH
THE ARIZONA NETWORK
KOY, -Phoenix - KSUN, Bfisb»e-U>weJI
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR i COMPANY
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He said that the ban against soliciting memberships over the air
was sheerly
"arbitrary",
reminded his listeners
that and
Samuel
Adams and Tom Paine sought
members for libertarian organizations and Susan B. Anthony and
Margaret
Fullers for their women's
suffrage league.
Chairman Fly defined a controversial issue as a "current issue"
and listed the ban by many stations and networks on sale of time
for discussion of controversial issues as perhaps the prime barrier
to free speech on the air. He discussed the four leading arguments
which he said were usually advanced in favor of this ban.
To the argument that time sold
for controversial discussions would
unduly limit radio as a vehicle for
other functions, such as amusement,
advertising, etc., the chairman
urged that the principle of a wellbalanced program structure would
continue unimpaired even if a reasonable amount of time were sold
for the discussion of controversial
issues.
"Selling time for the discussion
of controversial issues does not
mean making of radio a common
carrier, willing to sell every prospective purchaser as much time
as he will buy," the chairman asserted in answer to the argument
that the best-financed groups would
buy the most time, and hence radio would become an instrument
serving only one side of each issue.
"The station licensee," said
Chairman Fly, "must inevitably
exercise discretion, in order that
radio shall become the tool of no
special group or interest."
He denied as "simply not true"
the point that the door would be
opened for continuing harangues
"of so-and-so", because "We are
interested in free speech on cur-

11, 1943

Right

rent lively
Continued
sale
of time
to issues".
extremists
with axes
to grind itself bars discussions of
current issues, he said.
Handouts Not Enough
To the argument that time for
controversial discussion is now
freely given, the chairman admitted that vast quantities of free
time are given. "I know of no one
who would want to end unsponsored discussions," he stated. But
there are several reasons, he added,
why
these "mere handouts" are not
enough.
Unlike purchasers of time, he
pointed out, the recipient of free
time has no opportunity for choice
of an hour and "their network
may consist of 15 stations instead
of 150. And that," Chairman Fly
suggested, "is not the kind of restraint on free speech the Founding Fathers . . . would view with
anyThecomplacency."
maintenance of broad, firm
revenues — necessary to the American system
— "necessarily of
limits broadcasting
the time which
can
be donated free of charge to discussion or to anything else; it especially limits the choice hours
which can be donated," he continued. "Clearly the best way to
eliminate this restrain on free discussion is to remove the ban on
time sales. This need not mean, of
course, that free time is to be
refused for controversial discussions. This type of program is desirable and lack of broadcast income should not be a reason for
denying listeners access to those
The chairman referred to the
"cuffing
about" that certain forum
programs."
or round-table programs are now
taking as evidence of the time
shortage for commercial users. He
decried the suggestion of shortening one-hour forums to a halfhour, since it would halve the effectivenes of this important type
of pi'ogram.
Equally undesirable, he indicated, because of unfairness to listeners, is the proposal to change
the town-meeting-type programs to
less desirable hours or to book
them temporarily and then shift
them. "Public debate during the
hours when housewives listen with
one ear would be as inappropriate
as a farm and home hour after
midnight," he added.
A Living Thing
Calling attention to a plan to
sell one or more programs of this
type, Chairman Fly said, "If there
be a sponsor, one may wonder who
is to be permitted to select the subthe credit
speakers?"
saidoneit
was ject
to andthe
of at Heleast
network that it did not at present
contemplate selling this type of
program. "One warning that is
present," he added, "is that selling
BROADCASTING

FLY EXPANDS ON
LISTENER FREEDOM
THERE IS NO need for restrictive
measures against radio listeners,
Chairman James Lawrence Fly of
the FCC declared in an address
over CBS in Washington last Tuesday night,
"either
in the
form
of mechanically
legal sanctionsor
against the listener's person. The
freedom to listen necessarily inhe said. cludes the freedom not to listen,"
Chairman Fly spoke from 10 to
10:15 on "Freedom to Listen — A
Universal Principle", the same subject on which he addressed the Advertising Club of Boston last Tuesday. Continuing his discussion of
the thesis that democratic government depends on an informed citizenry, Chairman Fly asserted that
in order for beliefs and opinions
to be soundly tested "there cannot
be suppression of the thinking of
any group. The majority need not
listen; the group speaking can only
bid for listeners.
"My concern is only that ears
willing man
to Fly
listen
shall hear,"
Chairstated.
Competition,
among programs "unrestrained by
shibboleths", will determine what
the public should hear," he added.
"Without restrictions, the levels
that can be reached are limited
only licbyaimstheforgeneral
levels
the pubin this
competitive
Chairman Fly also touched upon
radio's part in extending the meaning of free speech, which he said
had
its counterpart in freedom to
battle."
listen,warand
partupin the
the views
postworld, radio's
summing
he expressed in Boston last week
[Broadcasting, Oct. 4].
the forum may well add to the
burden of the broadcasters own
prejudices, the further burden of
at least considering the prejudices
of "The
the sponsor."
poor relation who gets the
free time cannot hope to attract
the attention that the time buyer
builds up with his day-by-day bomThat Mackerel Again
bardment."
Chairman Fly concluded by reminding that responsibility lies
with the industry and "it is the
industry which must answer for
having maintained or having subverted our fundamental principles
of freedom. In this world of movement let us see to it that American
broadcasting continues to move as
a living thing, a vital thing in the
onward march of democracy, emitting meanwhile no radiation remniscent of the dead mackerel in
the moonlight."
[The "mackerel" reference was
to the so-called NAB St. Louis
convention incident in which Chairman Fly, after a bitter controversy with NAB President Neville
Miller and Mark Ethridge, publisher of the Louisville Times and
Courier- Journal (WHAS) alluded
to the trade association as akin
to a "dead mackerel in the moonlight— it both shines and stinks".]
• Broadcast
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FOURTH YEAR of the Fred Davis
Newscast starts on KVOD Denver
as Fred Davis (seated, left), president of the Fred Davis Furniture
Co. signs contract with Con Hecker (seated, right), sales manager
of KVOD. Looking on are Carro
Trace, advertising manager of the
furniture company and Thos. C.
Ekram, station manager of KVOD.
Durkee Campaign
DURKEE Famous Foods Inc.,
Elmhurst, N. Y., will introduce its
new products, Soya Bits and Soyarich Flour, in newspaper and radio
test campaigns in five key cities
starting this month. Radio advertising will consist of thrice-weekly
newscasts in four major markets
— Pittsburgh, Detroit, Minneapolis and Portland, Ore., — starting
the first or second week in November. Duane Jones Co., New
York, has been appointed to
handle advertising for both products.
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Kesten Answers Fly
(Continued from page 11)
Freedoms is to crush our enemies
the front and I've eaten with them, Four
completely and that the only way we
slept with them, dived into fox-holes can save our democratic integrity is
with them when Stukas came over —
solely
with we
democratic
and I've talked with them. Mostly the to treat
ments in the
countries
liberate. eletalk — American soldier talk — was
about home and girls and the usual those
Well,things.
our soldiers
know
And the just
Highdon't
Command
grousing about Army life. But one is
to
blame.
They
should
educate
the
thing struck me as strange. Unless I troops. Last month I visited British
brought up the subject, there was soldiers and found out that they were
never any talk about what we Ameri- getting thorough political education.
cans are fighting for, never anything
said about the conflict in political ideas We're supposed to be quick and bright
behind this war. Whenever I asked and the British dull and slow-witted.
Well, the British are a lot quicker and
a soldier, "Are you fighting Fascism?", brighter than we are in this kind of
he'd blink as though this were some training.
original thought.
Our time
soldiers
spend their
Remember
that I'm talking
abouta spare
sittingshouldn't
around grousing
and
hundreds
of conversations,
not just
talking about girls and what they will
few. I'd ask these soldiers what they do when they get home. No, they
thought of Darlan and Badoglio and should be taught the meaning of the
they hadn't
much
say. weTheshould
con- conflict in terms of ideology — they
sensus seemed
to beto that
must be made to see that Fascism must
treat with anyone we could in order be
stamped out in every root and
to get the war over in a hurry so that branch
and that they are fighting for
everybody could call it a day and go
the world's little people. Otherwise,
home.
may win victories on the field of
It seemed to me there was a world they
battle, but they will lose the peace.
of difference in the political education
of the American soldiers and the
British soldiers whom I visited last
Grove Sponsors
month. The British Command has prepared a complete course of instruc- GROVE LABS., St. Louis (cold
tion for its troops in regard to the tablets), under terms of a recent
differences between democratic and contract, is now sponsoring proFascist
ideas. our
I couldn't
help command
wondergrams totaling three hours a
ing whether
own high
is making adequate plans to train the week on WGN Chicago. Monday
minds, as well as the bodies, of our through Saturday at 8:15 a.m.,
Grove sponsors a series of quarterfighting men."
hour musical transcriptions. TuesEye-Witness 2
days and Thursdays and on SaturAmerican soldiers in this theatre of
days when not conflicting with basewar don't have the slightest idea of
ball, they sponsor quarter-hour
why
just come
from they
the are
frontfighting.
where I've
I talked
with news programs. Tuesdays, Thursand Saturdays Grove sponsors
them they
and Iareknow.
realizeto Guest daysStar
that
on aThey
holydon't
crusade
Theatre, a quarter-hour
stamp out Fascism and that the only evening program of recordings and
way you can do that is to exterminate
celebrity interviews. Agency is
Japs and Germans. They don't know
or care how our government has be- Donahue & Coe, New York.
trayed them by dealing with a Darlan
and a Badoglio. They don't realize
thathappening
this is aispeople's
that what
is
a world war,
revolution
and
Lucky Strike Promotion
that the only way we can preserve the
TYING IN with its Lucky Strike
radio promotion on three network
programs
the "letter"
Miles to S. America
commercial featuring
"L.S.M.F.T.",
American Tobacco Co., New York, last
IN ONE OF THE largest export week started its first intensive
advertising campaigns in its his- newspaper campaign in six years,
tory, Miles Labs., Elkhart, Ind., on using almost every daily paper
Oct. 1 started a schedule of spot for a period of three weeks. The
announcements and quarter-hour
newspaper ads show a man holding
programs on 35 stations in Latin a tobacco leaf with the copy sayAmerica and Newfoundland, in being merely "Lucky Strike Means
half of Alka-Seltzer. Versions of
Fine Tobacco", with the first letMiles' hum 'N Abner show on NBC
ter
of each word underlined. Agenare heard on some stations, while
cy is Foote, Cone & Belding, New
York.
others carry transcribed commercials. Radio schedule is larger than
last year's, according to R. H.
Otto, vice-president of Export Adv.,
Help Wanted Time
New York, agency in charge. Drive EIGHT sponsors are now using time
includes ads in 74 newspapers and
on WFIL Philadelphia for "help
12 magazines.
wanted" messages. Spot campaigns,
to continue indefinitely, have been
placed by Pennsylvania Salt Co., L. H.
General Foods Switch
Gilmer Co., Sears Roebuck, Philadelphia Transportation Co.. Bayuk Co.,
DUE to government restrictions on Red Arrow Lines and the Precision
Grinding Wheel Co. Eighth sponsor,
paper, General Foods on Oct. 1 dis- the
Sun Shipbuilding and Dry Dock
continued promotion of Post Tens,
an assortment of individually pack- Co., Chester, Pa., sponsors four studio
programs appeals.
weekly, solely for "help
aged cereals, on WQXR New York,
wanted"
and has substituted commercials
for Wheatmeal. Latter cereal will
be advertised in the G-F five-minthe second time, the Bridgeport
ute seven-times weekly news spot at FOR
plant of the General Electric Co.
6:25 p.m. through Dec. 31. Wheathas
the services
Army-Navyon
meal is also promoted on several
awardbeen
for awarded
meritorious
network shows through Youne: & the production front, as announced
Rubicam, New York. Post Tens
by H. L. Andrews, vice-president of
agency is Benton & Bowles, New
the appliance
sion of the plant.and merchandise diviYork.
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MR. RADIO

EXECUTIVE:

Your time is valuable
while you're in New
York. That's why we
want you to stay with
us at the Roosevelt.
You'll be only a few
steps from your representative, your network
and the radio agencies.
Our private passageway
from Grand Central
Station leads right to
the lobby where you
can register for a comfortable room and bath
from $4.50.
Our Men's Bar is
radio-famous and the
meals are delicious
whether you eat in the
Grill, the Colonial
Room or the Coffee
Shop. There is dancing
in the Grill every
evening except Sunday.
HOTEL
MADISON AVE. AT 45th ST., NEW YORK
A HILTON HOTEL
ROBERT P. WILLI FORD, General Manager

Influencing Sales
FAR

Beyond

Pontiac

In citie* . . . village* . . . farms
. . . for mile* and miles around
Pontiac . . . the messages of national, regional and local advertisers are heard watts.
over WCAR's
1000 streamlined
GET THE
FACTS
FROM
WCAR
PONTIAC, MICHIGAN
or the Foreman Co. • Chicago • New York

Don't dig so
when for
theysales
hard
come so easy
in Albany!
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U. S. 34th
Metropolitan District
WFMJ
Youngatown, O.

THE MOST INTIMATE
AND EFFECTIVE SALES
APPROACH TO AMERICA'S LARGEST MARKET.
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Regional

Plan

of

War

Messages

No Riders
REFUSING to accept
Gains Among
Advertisers, OWI Reports
"hitch-hike" or "cowcatcher"
EVIDENCE of growing interest in sheet from which each program
announcements,
KSTPstation
believes it is the first
spot and regional broadcasting of writer prepares the message in the
to go on record in print
war messages, reflected in a large way he believes will be the most effective on his particular program.
increase in the number of adveragainst sites".
these
radio "paratisers who have volunteered for
The Minneapolis-St.
In some instances, the message
Paul station has issued a
greater participation in home front is carried as a straight announcenew rate card, effective Nov.
ment at the opening, closing or
campaigns, was revealed last week
1, stating its refusal, applyby the OWI Radio Bureau.
middle of the program, while in
ing toness.
all Rulelocal
doesandnot spot
applybusito
This growth is shown in the ad- others it is integrated into the
dition of more than 150 commerdialogue, or handled as a song.
the NBC shows carried by the
KSTP outlet.
cial programs in recent months to The plan has proven one of the
the National Spot and Regional most interesting and effective of
Network Allocation Plan of OWI, OWI's allocation plans, it was
Publishers Radio Session
according to William F. Fairbanks, stated.
chief of the allocations section of
In its official schedule of war
PUBLISHERS
Ad Club meeting, Oct.
the Bureau.
messages on radio programs for the 14, at Town Hall, New York, will be a
When the National Spot plan current week (Oct. 11-17) under
Radio
Clinic, manager
with AlbertofRice
Leven-&
thal, sales
Simon
was put into operation about a the National Spot and Regional
year ago, Mr. Fairbanks pointed Network Allocation Plan, 51 pro- Schuster, speaking on his company's
with selling
books WABC
via raout, there were about 70 programs
grams are listed, with names of experiences
dio, and Adelaide
Hawley,
participating, each broadcasting on sponsors, messages to be carried, New York commentator, discussing
an average of 20 stations. At pres- and number of stations used, as authors as radio guest personalities.
ent, there are 220 programs under follows :
the plan, using an average of 10
NATIONAL SPOT (AND REGIONAL NETWORK)
stations each.
No. of
ALLOCATION PLAN
Restrictions Relaxed
(Week beginning Monday, October 11)
MESSAGE: LIVE SCHEDULE— HOLD PRICES DOWN
A large part of the expansion
Program
resulted from a relaxation of OWI
Advertiser
Stations7
Broadcast
Advertising
Inc.
Marjorie
Mills Hour
restrictions which formerly limitYankee Kitchen
11
Broadcast
Advertising
Inc.
ed participation to programs broad- Burrus Mill and Elevator Co.
275
Norton McGiffin in the News
cast in five or more cities. Any spot
Burrus News Flashes
Burrus Mill and Elevator Co.
10
or regional network radio adver- Campbell Cereal Company
30
Ten O'Clock Wire
tiser whose programs, live or
Black-Draught,
Cardui
Chattanooga
Medicine
Co.
transcribed, are five minutes or Consolidated Cigar Co.
473
Frank Singiser News
more in length and broadcast over Consolidated Products Co.
5
Semi-Solid Buttermilk Products
stations in two or more cities may Duke Power Company
11
News and Musical Programs
Food
News
now be included under the plan.
First National Stores, Inc.
AP
News
Baukhage
Recently, Mr. Fairbanks ex- Foremost Dairies Co.
2345
plained, OWI conducted a survey Foremost Dairies Co.
6
to obtain names of advertisers us- General Foods
Night Editor
47
Musical
Clock & News
ing two, three or four stations. In Griffin Manufacturing Co.
Jackson Program
letters sent to approximately 1,000 Jackson Brewing Co.
12
Kellogg Company
agencies OWI stated that many
Kellogg
Rancher's
2
Mentholatum Company
Mentholatum
News Program
such advertisers had asked to par- Pacific Greyhound Lines
30
Romance of the Highways
ticipate in the National Spot plan. Paxton & Gallagher Company
6
Butter Nut Coffee News Prog.
From the information collected, Penn Tobacco Company
259
Penn Spot News
23
OWI compiled a list of advertisers Peter Paul, Inc.
Peter Paul Newscasts
21
sponsoring spot and regional pro- Philadelphia, Dairy Prod. Co. Dolly Madison Program
grams and formal invitations for Planters Nut & Chocolate Co. Planters Programs
9
participation in the allocation plan Planters Nut & Chocolate Co. Planters Programs (Newscasts)
10
Richfield Reporter
were sent out. As a result, more Richfield Oil Corporation
23
Company
Spark-O-Life Program
13
than 150 new sponsors have ac- Spark-O-Life
Savitt Musical Gems
102
cepted and returns are still being Savitt Jewelers
Sterling
News
Show
Sterling
Brewers,
Inc.
received.
World News
Brewers, Inc.
The National Spot and Regional Sterling
Stanback Company
Stanback Newscasts
Network Allocation Plan, it was Sunnyvale Packing Co.
Galen Drake
explained, is a plan devised by the Terre Haute Brewing Co.
Eye
Witness News
2
Newscast
War Advertising Council to co- Terre Haute Brewing Co.
10
ordinate war messages on national Terre Haute Brewing Co.
Newscasts
spot and regional programs. As in Terre Haute Brewing Co.
Sportcast
3197
the case of the Network Allocation The Texas Company
Texaco Star Reporter
3
Edwin M. Clough
National Bank
Plan, sponsors are sent a fact Valley
2
Valley National Bank
World of News
4
Wasatch Oil Refining Co.
Arthur Gaeth News
Western Grocer Company
5
Jack Sprat News
6
Omega Oil Extends
Western W. Lee & Company
News
Program
MESSAGE: TRANS. SCHEDULE— WAC RECRUITING
WITH EMPHASIS on war workSnuff Company
ers, Omega Chemical Co., Jersey American
Garrett's & Dental Snuff Varieties 28
The
Anacin
Company
City (Omega Oil liniment), starts
Easy Aces
6
a fall and winter campaign in Oc- Calif. Prune & Apricot Growers Newscast
21
Hearts
in Harmony
Kroger
Grocery
&
Baking
Co.
tober. Using mostly one-minute an27
nouncements from five to six times Kroger Grocery & Baking Co
Linda's First Love
21
SPECIAL
weekly 24-weeks, Omega will use
40
Football Games
WHEC Rochester, WAVE Louis- Atlantic Refining Co.
(Hold Prices Down, Stick to War Jobs)
ville, WFBN Indianapolis, KMBC
18
Kansas City, and KOA Denver.
Dr. Hess and Clark
Smilin' Ed McConnell
Firm has confined its advertising
(War Bonds)
Watch Company
Gruen Time Signals
campaigns to the winter season un- Gruen
(Overseas Xmas Mail)
til last summer, when a schedule
Packard Manufacturing Co.
Indianapolis Amer. Baseball Games
directed to war workers, was main(Hold Prices Down, Stick to War Jobs)
tained through the warm months.
Socony- Vacuum Oil Co.
Football Broadcasts
Agency is Cecil & Presbrey, New
York.
(Stick to War Jobs, Hold Prices Down)
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Equipment

Order

Revised
by WPB
P-133 Now Exclusive Authority for All Station Supplies
REVISING Preference Rating Order P-133, the War Production
Board last week made it the exclusive controlling authority for
the obtaining of maintenance, repair and operating supplies for radio broadcasting and communication. At the same time, CMP Regulations 5 and 5A, governing expenditures up to $500 for capital
equipment under the MRO rating,
were rescinded so far as broadcasting and radio communication are
concerned.
The amended order continues the
use of the AA-1 preference rating
and the MRO allotment symbol by
persons engaged in radio communications, and AA-2 and the MRO
symbol by persons in radio broadcasting, for obtaining maintenance,
repair and operating supplies.
Formerly the two services were
on an equal footing (AA-2X) but
radio communications received a
higher rating on July 10, when it
was given AA-1. It is understood
that police radio is included in the
scope of "communications".
What is believed will be a sore
point to many broadcasters is that
the exclusion of "capital replacements" from the benefits of the
order apparently rules out the possibility of obtaining turntables,
which are reported to be greatly
needed by some stations, especially
those with manpower problems. In
general, there is a critical attitude
toward giving radio communications people a higher rating for
supplies than broadcasters.

AVIATION DEVICES
USING 46 OUTLETS
PREPARED with the cooperation
of the War and Navy departments,
Prelude to Victory, a transcribed
quarter-hour program, starts on
46 key stations Oct. 11 under sponsorship of Link Aviation Devices
Inc., Binghamton, N. Y., manufacturer of the Link trainer, only instrument of its kind used by U. S.
military forces in the training of
pilots.
An institutional series tying in
with war effort, the program dramatizes epic flights in the history of
aviation. It will be heard once
weekly for 10 weeks. Invitations to
listen to the series have been set
to aviation executives, school
boards, industrial officials and other groups with a complete list of
stations and broadcast time. Agency is Crazen & Hedrick, New York.
Station list follows:
WEAF WICC WNBC WBZ WGY
WNBF WHEC WBEN KYW WOL WBAL
KDKA WBIG WCOS WJDX WJAX
WDBO WFLA WKAT WCOA WMAQ
WKJ WTAM WBNS WLW WFBM WING
WCCO KMBC KFH KMOX WSMB WMPS
WSM WSFA WFAA MOAL KVOO WOW
WKY
KOMO. KOB KVOR WFI KFSD KPO
tion carriers. Radio & Radar Division, WPB, said the exemption
was made because these services are
engaged in important activities
having a direct bearing on the war
effort.
An innovation in the revised order is the fact that it is one of the
first to be written in simplified
English, rather than in the legalistic terms characteristic of earlier
WPB orders.

Block

of

Tubes

Freed

For Use by Civilians
STEP toward relieving the civilian
radio receiver tube shortage was
taken late last week when the WPB
Radio & Radar Division, announced
release for domestic sale of 576,613
broadcast receiver tubes which had
been held for export by the Phillips Export Corp., of P.O. Box 69,
Grand Central Annex, New York.
The tubes are of the types generally
used in civilian sets in the U. S.
Their release was okayed by the
Domestic & Foreign branch of the
Radio Division, which has concluded that the number of replacement tubes available for home receivers is below normal needs.
Announcement followed conferences which Arthur Whiteside,
WPB vice-chairman for Civilian
Requirements, held last week with
officials of the government and of
NAB.
George MacDonald
GEORGE MacDONALD, first
member of the staff of WCOP Boston to enter the Armed Forces,
last week was reported killed during a trial flight in a plane which
crashed at Pensacola, Fla. MacDonald, a control engineer, was
inducted February 1942 and was
ation.
technical sergeant in radio aviaEd L. Keen
ED L. KEEN, 73, head of United
Press European activities for
nearly 30 years, died suddenly in
New York Oct. 7. Mr. Keen had
been in semi-retirement since his
return from Europe four years ago.

PROSPEROUS

Factory
Farm

and

Audience

WDZ's "Directional Programming" for
22 years has been aimed exclusively at
the masses who work with their hands.
That's why WDZ's audience today is
nearly 100% farm and factory workers
and their families . . . the most prosperous spending groups today. And they
to WDZ's "selling".
respond generously
Because
WDZ's audience includes the
classes of people that make up 70% of
the total buying market, many national
advertisers
and agencies use our station
tising.
as a test market for their national adverWe'll be glad to supply you with eyeopening examples of WDZ's "pulling
power". Write
—
HOWARD
H. WILSON
CO., Representatives
New York, Chicago, Hollywood, Seattle
1000 WATTS
TUSCOLA,
ILLINOIS
WDZ

Language Criticized
Batteries for WERS
The new rhetorical style, however, is considered by some readers ACQUIRING more than 100,000 overradio batteriesthe from
dealers'
to have faults of ambiguity and in- shelvesage throughout
country,
the
definiteness. An example cited is Office of Civilian Defense is turning
AA-5 For Recording
them over to amateur operators whose
the paragraph on tube replace- stations have been enlisted in the
ment
which
reads:
"No
person
An AA-5 rating, without the
civilian War Emergency Radio ServMRO symbol, is assigned specifical- shall use these ratings or allotice. Members of WERS have no priorment symbol: (1) To buy or reity status for procurement of equiply for the business of sound recordment, and the out-dated batteries may
pair a tube unless a similar tube
ing for commercial, educational
AS
be
of
help to some of them in mainhas
first
been
operated
to
failure,
TheTH
and industrial purposes, and for
taining
their
two-way
communication
Selling
the operation and maintenance of or unless he has in stock less than for war service. Varying in servicethe batteries are of 26 types,
public address, intercommunica- one new and one rebuilt, or two ranging ability,
from 1% to 162 volts.
RS
tion, plant sound and similar elec- rebuilt spare tubes for each active
RANGE
tube
socket."
What
this
means,
a
tronic systems, including systems
for the controlled distribution of WPB spokesman told Broadcast- tenance and repair work for pering, is that the broadcaster may
music. Previously, P-133 had given
sons engaged in radio communicacarry up to two spares per working
an AA-2X rating for maintenance,
tion may use the ratings and symbol of a customer to get materials
repair and operating supplies for socket, only one of these spares beParticipations
ing a new tube.
and parts for such work, and are
commercial sound recording, alAnother such instance which has restricted in the same manner as
on
though this was superseded in
CMP Orders 5 and 5A. An effect been criticised is paragraph (e) their customer.
The order further states that
of this change is that glass base
(7) which refers to restrictions on
recording discs will continue to be the obtaining of aluminum. The re- "the customer shall be responsible
striction does not apply to purchase
obtained by broadcasters under
if they are violated." It is believed
their AA-2 rating, if used for of finished items of equipment that this provision is certain to
broadcast purposes. If the discs which contain aluminum, it is arouse objection.
In another provision, the War
are to be used for sound recording understood.
other than for broadcasting, the
In this connection, a WPB
Emergency Radio Serevice, ama... also selling many
AA-5 rating applies. WPB officials spokesman directed attention to a
teur operators' group under the
indicated that steps will be taken provision (not new) which states Office of Civilian Defense, is preother products on many
vented from obtaining supplies by
to insure a supply of the discs on that ratings are not to be used to
other stations.
orders bearing the lower rating.
increase the value of spare parts use of the ratings. At the same
Exempted from the necessity of carried in inventory above the level time, a change in another order,
obtaining special authorization for of Oct. 5, 1942. In other words, if L-265, was announced, making it
George E. Halley
expanding existing facilities and a broadcaster did not consider it possible for members of the WERS
TEXAS
RANGERS LIBRARY
equipment (not buildings), to the necessary to carry certain parts to make or transfer electronic
HOTEL PICKWICK • KANSAS CITY, MO.
in
stock
then,
he
should
not
do
so
extent of $1,500 for any one proj- today.
equipment among themselves for
A A A A A A A.
ect, are international commercial
civilian defense emergency purpoint-to-point radio communicaService repair shops doing mainposes.
BROADCASTING
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ABOUT

BOUTS

Don Dunphy Lists 10 Rules
For Airing Fights
DON DUNPHY, who does play-byplay descriptions of boxing bouts
on Mutual under Gillette Safety
Razor sponsorship, has ten rules
for broadcasting a fight:
Don't
your eyes off the action
even
for take
a moment.

"No ration book? WFDF Flint
Michigan says it's black marketing"

OF

LEADERSHIP

HI

0MAHA+
333 COUNTIES
JOHN J CILLIN. JR.. PRES.

JOHN BLAIR &C0..REP.

SPOTLIGHT
IDAHO'S
RICH FARMLAND
WITH

TWIN FALLS, IDAHO
— PULSE OF THE
MAGIC VALLEY—

WIBW has developed
America's most successful radio selling technique — "reasons why"
delivered as the recommendation ofone friend
to another.

Keep up punches.
with the action, but don't
anticipate
Be impartial, regardless of race,
color or creed of fighters.
Keep listener informed as to how
much time is left in each round, particularly after a knockdown.
Try
to
see the fighters in their prefigbt training.
Don't form an opinion beforehand
as to who you think will win.
Don't be
cheering.
Call swayed
the fightbyasthe
you crowd's
see it.
You
are
the
listener's
eyes,
so
try
to make it easy for him to see through
your words exactly what is happening.
Be calm at all times, regardless of
how exciting the action may get.
Work hard, whether the bout be
for the world's championship or just
a run-of-the-mill fight.
Piracy Suit Goes On
MOTION for dismissal of two
causes in a seven-cause $175,000
damage suit against NBC and H.
Leopold Spitalny, musical director,
was denied attorneys for the defendants by New York Federal
Judge Alfred C. Coxe. The two
causes were against Spitalny, who
is charged by Carmen Delfin, composer, with converting two songs
which she composed. The plaintiff
seeks, among other damages, $25,000 for her services rendered at
the request of NBC, and $50,000
for alleged piracy.
Tune Decision Reserved
JUDGE ERNEST HAMMER In
New York Supreme Court has reserved decision on the suit for
$100,000 damages brought by Edwin H. Morris and Mayfair Music
Corp. against American Tobacco
Co. in which the music publishers
demand that the CBS program for
Lucky Strikes' Hit Parade be taken
off the air or at least be compelled
to use an "accurate" means of selecting the top tunes of the week.
The Judge also reserved decision
on American Tobacco's request for
a dismissal of the Morris-Mayfair
complaint.
National Safety Congress
TEN network broadcasts originating
out of Chicago outlets of NBC MBS
CBS and the BLUE, and 20 local
programs on Chicago stations AVJJD
WAIT WLS WBEZ and WCFL were
presented last week in connection with
the 32nd National Safety Congress in
Chicago Oct. 5-7, as further evidence
of radio's cooperation in war drives.
Robert A. Lovette, assistant secretary
of war gave an address on MBS Wednesday night, and Col. John Stilwell,
president of the Congress, cited the
BLUE network for its contribution to
safety through the broadcast series
Men, Machines and Victory.
JACK CARSON, of the CBS Jack
Carson Shotc, has been given star
rating by Warnsr Bros, for whom he
has appeared in 13 pictures in three
years.
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TIME OUT for luncheon at the BLUE affiliates meeting in San Francisco saw this session of network and station officials (1 to r) : Kevin
Sweeny, sales promotion manager, BLUE Western Division; John H.
Norton, station relations manager, New York; Gene Grant, BLUE network sales, San Francisco; Leo Ricketts, general manager of KFBK
San Francisco; Milton Samuel, head of publicity, BLUE Western Division; Lou Kroeck, manager KTMS Santa Barbara.

Rep.

Lea

Explains

Position

on

Probe

Of Special Committee
on FCC Activity
FOLLOWING is the full text of agency and its personnel have been
the statement issued by Rep. Clar- and are now properly performing
ence F. Lea (D-Cal.) upon his their duties, their public duties, to
appointment Oct. 4 by Speaker the country.
We should measure all of the acSam Rayburn as chairman of the
tivities of the Commission, and its
house Select Committee to investipersonnel,
from the standpoint of
gate the FCC:
The FCC is an agency of Con- their duty to the nation as measured by the law by which their
gress. It was created by authority
duties are defined. In other words,
of that provision of the Constitution which makes it the duty of the a broad public interest is involved
Congress to regulate interstate in this Commission and its activcommerce.
ities,must
and the
of thefrom
Commission
be work
measured
that
It is selected to perform a Con- standpoint.
gressional function.
The Interstate & Foreign ComThe duties of this Commission,
merce Committee, of which I am
like many other functions comChairman, has jurisdiction over
mitted to Congress by the ConstiCommistution, must be performed by ad- legislation
sion. Itrustaffecting
that the this
investigation
ministrative personnel appointed
by the Executive department. Congress is nevertheless responsible,
but cannot perform the detailed administrative functions of such
agencies. The responsibility of this
agency, however, is primarily to
the Congress.
To Be Impersonal
Congress is entirely within its
rights in investigating the manner
in which this or any other of its
agencies performs its functions.
The resolution adopted by Congress providing for the investigation of the FCC directed this Committee to conduct a study and investigation ofthree phases of this
Commission in particular. This
resolution made it the duty of this
Committee to go into the question
of the organization of the Commission, its personnel, and its activities, with a view of determining
whether or not the Commission, in
its organization, in the selection of
its personnel, and in the conduct
of its activities, has been, and is,
acting in accordance with law and
in the public interest.
I will expect that, with a concurrence of the other members of
this Committee, we will give the
answers which Congress has thus
made our responsibility. I trust
that the investigation will not rest
on a plane of personal controversy,
but rather on the important question as to whether or not, this
BROADCASTING

may provide constructive informamittee.tion to aid the work of our ComI have not followed the details of
the investigation so far conducted.
So I must first bring myself up lo
date as to what has been done in
the investigation and then, in cooperation with the Committee, proceed to its completion.
RADIO Club of America inaugurates
its fall seasonsiderationswith
paper on "Con-of
in thea Application
Cathode-Ray Tubes in Equipment",
by Dr. P. S. Christaldi, chief engineer, and I. E. Lempert, cathode-ray
tube engineer, of Allen B. Du Mont
Laboratories. Meeting is on Oct. 14,
8 p. m. at Havemeyer Hall, Columbia
U.
Engineer's Holiday
HELPING HOMEFRONT
morale is engineer Nephi
Sorenson's idea of a vacation. The KDYL Salt Lake
City tionradioman
a vacaand no placehad
to go,
what
with gas rationing and no
tires. So Sorenson decided
to contribute his radio
knowledge to the war effort.
He repaired over 200 radio
sets, out of order because of
lack of men or shops to fix
them. The best part of the
one
storypenny.
is that he didn't charge
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WLS

HARVESTS

VICTORY

GARDEN

Staff Now Canning Produce from 5-Acre
Farm Worked by Station Members
VICTORY VEGETABLES are the
boast of WLS Chicago, whose staff
planted, harvested and are now
canning vegetables grown on a five
acre plot twenty miles from Chicago.
One snowy afternoon last winter,
Ted Morse, member of WLS orchestra and a character of the National Barn Dance, suggested,
"Why don't all of us couple our
efforts and start a Victory Garden?" The idea caught on and
within a few days, 50 staff members had signed a pledge to take
part. The group, including station
executives, entertainers, writers,
Cook, Templeton, can crops.
announcers, producers, secretaries
and office help, chose Ted Morse
as chairman.
the land. The crop was sweet corn,
Morse explained the plan to tomatoes, lima beans, string beans,
Burridge D. Butler, president of onions, cabbage and other staples
the Prairie Farmer-WLS, who of- in smaller quantities. August and
September were harvest months,
fered part of his farm "BurrRidge" to the gardeners. "Burr- and each night the gardeners
brought the produce to the station
Ridge" is twenty miles from WLS
studios, so the staff bought a ten- and canned it under station's home
year old "Victory vehicle" for economics experts. Yield was 1000
transportation. The gardeners were cans of beans, 2000 cans tomatoes,
divided into five teams — ten to an
outfit and a captain for each unit. 1500 cans corn, and a large number of the other products. Staff
A tractor driven by Arkie, the
Arkansas Woodchopper, and Doc members are already planning next
Hopkins, Barn Dance talent plowed year's crops.

KRGV Weslaco, Tex., recently aired
an exchange of good neighbor talks
by Gov. Magdalena Aguilar of the
state of Tamaulipas, Mexico, and
Gov. Coke H. Stevenson of Texas from
the Third Annual Agriculture and Industrial Exposition of Victoria,
Tamaulipas, Mexico. Program was
sponsored by C. R. Anthony Stores, an
NBC and regional KRGV advertiser.
Chief engineer Lewis Hartwig supervised the Victoria-Weslaco hookup and
Bob Stephenson, staff announcer, was
m.c.
ASSOCIATED MUSIC PUBLISHERS INC., New York, has signed
new licensing agreements with WJAG
WIBC and WPAY. Agreements between AMP and the following stations have been extended for additional periods : KABR KCKN KDLR
KFI KOMA KWNO KYA WAGE
WBNX WCBM WDAF W I O D
W.IBK WOL WPTP WQXR WRVA
WSBA WWRL.
SCHOOL PROGRAMS on WSAI
Cincinnati, formerly Cincinnati
Schools have changed to the new title
For a Better World. New time for
the broadcasts is Thursday, 6 :45 p.m.
(CWT) instead of Tuesday.
MALCOLM NEILL, assistant station relations supervisor of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Toronto,
won the annual CBC golf tournament
at the Cedarbrae Golf Club, Toronto,
Sept. 27.
25th ANNUAL American Legion Convention held at Omaha Sept. 21-23,
was covered by KBON Omaha and
I the Mutual Network. KBON produc' tion manager and special events direci tor Dick McCann handled the announcing, and Richard Wlna was en.'ginepr.
(BROADCASTING

KPRO Riverside, Cal., has acquired
the special AP radio wire from Press
Assn.
ENLARGED promotion and publicity
department of KDYL Salt Lake City
has been moved into the KDYL Radio
Playhouse which allows more room for
expansion.
W.TPR Greenville, Miss., became a
Mutual affiliate Oct. 1. W.TPR operates 7-11, broadcasting programs of
local and regional interest in addition
to network features.
WIOD Miami broadcast a simulated
rescue by the Navy of two survivors
on a life raft to promote the Dade
County War Bond drive. Pickups were
miide from the raft, where announcer
Jack Ellsworth had a shortwave pack
strapped to his back, from a Navy
blimp, which sighted the raft, and
from a PT boat which sped to the
"rescue".
KLZ Denver has completed negotiations with the U. of Denver athletic
department for the exclusive broadcast of all of the Denver day-light
home games. Station is also broadcasting the luncheon meetings of the
U. of Denver Quarterback Club.
SPECIAL EVENTERS of WCOA
Pensacola got a break last week when
a $100,000 fire occurred across the
street from the studios. Jim Hendrix,
WCOA special events specialist, set
up a mike
the station's
balcony and
aired
two onon-the-spot
descriptions.
CHSJ St. John, N. B., will go on
Atlantic Standard Time on Oct. 30.
WIBG PHILADELPHIA has revised
its daily news schedules and five minute news bulletins every hour on the
hour have been added, augmenting the
numerous quarter-hour newscasts
spotted during the day. A total of 17
news periods are broadcast daily.
WAOV Vincennes, Ind., has renewed
the lease on the location of its studios
in the Grand Hotel, Vincennes.
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Book Tells of Radio's Use
In Lewiston, Ida. Schools
LINKING education with radio
has been the ten year campaign
carried out by Lola Berry, M.A.,
in the schools of Lewiston, Idaho.
She has just had published a book
telling of its success, Radio Development in a Small City School
System, a Nelson Memorial Library volume, published by Meador
Publishing Co., Boston. ($1.50)
The book tells how radio has
been used as an educational tool
"to build poise within individual
students, to create life interests,
and to make the High School more
definitely a part of the community
life". Miss Berry writes of the
radio workshop she established in
the public schools of Lewiston, how
her plan was financed, and the student participation in all lines of
radio activity. Throughout the experiment, KRLC Lewiston gave its
full cooperation.
Toronto Meeting
FIRST ANNUAL production meeting of stations operated in Ontario
and Quebec by Northern Broadcasting &Publishing Ltd., was h°ld
at Toronto, Ont., under chairmanship of Jack K. Cooke, general
manager. Included in the sessions,
which dealt mainly with program
production and engineering problems, was a session with the Palmer School of Radio Salesmanship,
held at Toronto Sept. 27. Attending the production meeting
were program directors Harrison
Flint, CKGB Timmins; Martin Filburt, CJKL Kirkland Lake; Albert
Aube, CKRN Rouyn; Phil Clayton,
CFCH North Bay; Don Insley,
CHEX Peterborough; Chas. Miller,
CKWS Kingston; and chief engineer of the company, Geo McCurdy,
CKWS.
Spots for Canvassers
TO SECURE more agents to sell
its line of men shoes, Mason Shoe
Mfg. Co., Chippewa Falls, Wis.,
through its newly-appointed agency Huber Hoge & Sons, New York,
is using five-minute transcriptions six times weekly in a test
campaign on KSFO WMEX WPIC
WSBA. Ordinarily doing a million dollars worth of business
through its agents, firm has lost
many, according to the a^en^y.
Drive started in mid-September.
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Sanka Cancels
SPOT CAMPAIGN planned by
General Foods Corp., New York, to
run in special markets this winter
for Sanka coffee has been cancelled
because of Government curtailment of the chemical used in Sanka
to de-caffeinate it. The product is
already promoted on The Adventures ofthe Thin Man on CBS,
and receives half of the commercials on the Kate Smith Hour, also
on CBS. Agency is Young & Rubicam, New York.

UNITED

WOR New York, moved Bessie
Beatty and Alfred W. McCann Pure
Food Hour : programs to more convenient morning hours. McCann was
moved from 10-10:30 a.m. to 9:30-10
a.m., effective Oct. 4. Bessie Beatty
will be heard an hour earlier than her
former time of 11 :15 a.m.
October
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Actions of the
FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMISSION

OCTOBER 2 TO OCTOBER 8 INCLUSIVE
W49D Detroit — Granted extension speDecisions . . .
cial temp,
trans-to
mitter on authority
44,900 kc,operate
temp, 10-kw
antenna,
OCTOBER 4
Dec.
7,
1943,
-pending
action
on
application for license to cover CP in part.
CBS
New
York — dismissed without
prejudicecations ofatWCDA
request
of applicant,
OCTOBER 8
WCRC
WCBX for applimod.
license to add frequency 9480 kc.
WSJS Winston-Salem — Dismissed with
OCTOBER 5
out prejudice application for license to
as auxiliary transWTMC Ocala, Fla.— Granted CP to in- use present
mitter withtransmitter
250 w.
mitter. crease power 100 to 250 w, change transKWFT Wichita Falls, Tex.— Granted
consent to assignment of license from
Applications . .
Wichita Broadcasting Co., licensee, a corOCTOBER 2
poration, to a partnership of the stockholders of the present corporation.
Chattahoochee
Broadcasting Co., CoWSAV Savannah — Granted transfer conlumbus, Ga.— CP H new standard broadtrol of WSAV Inc.. licensee of WSAV,
cast
station
on
1450
kc, 250 w, unlimited
from E. E. Murrey Sr. to Harben Daniel
(petitionof filed
with FCC
and Catherine Murrey Daniel. No money
release
Aug. in11,accordance
1943).
involved.
WCAP Asbury Park, N. J.— Granted CP
Hammond, Ind. — License cover
for equipment to replace equipment de- CPWJOB
authorizing type transmitter, power
stroyed by fire April 28, 1943; conditions.
increase.
WINS New York— Granted mod. CP to
change 1000 to 1010 kc, make changes
KMLB Monroe, La.miter.,— CP for new transin DA.
KQW San Jose — Designated for hearing
OCTOBER 4
application for mod. licenses to move main
studio to San Francisco.
WSAY Rochester, N. Y.— Mod. CP to
Washtenaw Broadcasting Co., Ann Ar- change
frequency, increase power, install
bor— Denied petition for reinstatement of
etc., extend completion date to
application for new station on 1050 kc, DA-D-N,
Feb.
1,
1944.
1 kw, D only.
Rock Island Broadcasting Co., Rock
Atchison, Kan. — CP for changes
Island, III. — Placed in pending files, pur- in KVAK
equipment, increase power to 250 w.
suant to policy adopted Feb. 23, 1943. application for new FM station on 44,500 kc.
Miami Valley Broadcasting Corp., DayOCTOBER 6
ton— CP for new FM station on 46,100
with serWCLE Cleveland— Granted motion to kc or viceother
area ofavailable
7,750 sq.frequency,
mi.
dismiss on
without
prejudice
to
operate
640 kc,
510 w, app'ication
limited.
OCTOBER 5
WHKC Columbus, O.— Same for CP to
operate on 610 kc 1 kw, DA-N, unlimited.
Matheson
Radio
Co., Boston — CP for
Adopted proposel findings denving B'ack new FM station on 46,100 kc, coverage
Hills Broadcast Co. (KOBH), Rapid City, 3,600 sq. mi.
S. D., CP for new transmitting equipment, change transmitter location. DA-DWNAX Yankton, S. D. — License to cover CP for power increase, DA for N use.
N, change 1400 to 610 kc, increase 250 w
to 5 kw, unlimited.
KPQcial service
Wenatchee,
Wash. —operate
Extensionon speOCTOBER 7
authorization
560
W9XBK Chicago — Granted license to kc, 500 w N, 1 kw D, unlimited, to Feb.
cover CP for new experimental television 1, 1944.
station:
kc; 2 KW-Aural, 4
KW vic"s*i60 000-66,000
nower.
KBKR Baker, Ore. — Transfer control of
Baker Broadcasting Co., licensed from
Glenn
McCormick
and PaulandV.LeeMcElwain toE.Marshall
E. Cornett
W.
Jacobs (170 shares).
OCTOBER 6
KMPC Beverly Hills— Mod. license to
move main studio to 5939 Sunset Blvd., Los
Angeles.
OCTOBER 8
WQAM Miami — License to cover CP for
new transmitter, power increase.
KFAC mitterLos
Cp toantenna.
move translocally,Angeles
install — new
Tentative

. . .

WFTL Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.— Consolidated hearing on application for voluntary assignment of CP and license to
Fort Industry Co., application of Ralph
A. Horton for license to cover CP, application of Fort Industry Co. to move main
studio from Fort Lauderdale to Miami,
Fla., contingent on granting of license
assignment (Oct. 11).
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Calendar

All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
s
N etwork. A ccount
New Business
TEXAS Co., New York (Texaco products),
on Nov. 27 starts Metropolitan Opera
broadcasts on 168 BLUE stations. Sat. ,2
p.m. to end of opera. Agency: Buchanan
& Co., N. Y.
PRINCE MATCHABELLI Inc., New York
(Stradivari perfumes) on Oct. 17 starts
Stradivari
Orchestra
under40 theNBCdirection
Paul Lavalle
on about
stations,of
Sun., 12:30-1
p.m.
Agency:
Morse
International, N. Y.
E. R. SQUIBB & SONS, New York (institutional), on Oct. 11 starts To Your
Good Health on 120 CBS stations, Mon.,
Wed., & Fri., 6:15-6:30 p.m. Agency:
BBDO, N. Y.
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BORDEN Co. Ltd., Toronto (milk and ice
cream) on on
Oct. CFRB
7 startedCKCO
Borden's
Cavalcade
CHMLCanadian
CFCO
CKNX CHEX CFLC CJIC Thurs. 9:3010 p.m. and delayed on CFPL CKLW.
Agency: Young & Rubicam, Toronto.
STANDARD OIL Co. of Cal., San Francisco (petroleum
1 for
52 weeks
Lowellproducts),
Thomas on
on Nov.
13 Pacific
Coast BLUE stations, Mon. thru Fri.,
9:30-9:45 p.m. Agency: BBDO, Los AnP. DUFF & SONS Inc., Pittsburgh (gingeles.
gerbread, waffle mix) on Sept. 29 started
for 26 weeks Galen Drake on 8 CBS Pacific stations, Tues., Thurs., 5-5:15 p.m.
(PWT). Agency: W. Earl Bothwell, Adv.,
Pittsburgh.
DR. FLOYD B. JOHNSON. Los Angeles
(religious) , on Oct. 17 starts for 52 weeks
transcribed
version
Dr. &Floyd
Johnson on 17 Don
Lee of
Wash.
Ore. B.stations,
Sun., 12:30-1 p.m. (PWT). Agency:
Broadcast Adv., Los Angeles.
RADIO MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, Toronto (receivers and tubes), on
Oct. 22 starts French version of YesterToday,Canadian
Tomorrow,Broadcasting
Romance ofCorp.
Radioday,
on 10
French stations, Fri. 9:30-9:45 p.m.
Agency: MacLaren Adv. Co., Toronto.
LAMONT CORLISS & Co., Toronto
(Pond's beauty products) on Oct. 6
started Ceux nu'on Aime on CKAC Montreal and CHRC Quebec, Wed. 8-8:30
p.m. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Toronto.
Renewal Accounts
STUDEBAKER SALES Corp., South Bend,
Ind.
Oft. News
1 renewed
for 13 (institutional),
weeks Norman onNesbitt
on 34
Don Lee Paci^c stations, Mon.. thru Sat.,
5:45-6 p.m. (PWT). Agency: Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
NESBITT FRUIT PRODUCTS. Los Angeles (beverages), on Nov. 10 renews for
21 weeks Fulton Lewis ir. c 3 Don Lee
Cal. stations (KHJ KFT?C KGB). Tues.,
Thurs., 9:45-10 p.m. (PWT). Agency: M.
H. Kelso & Co., Los Angeles.
GOTHAM HOSIERY Co., New York
(stockings),
on 0"t.
5 resumes
Personal
on some
85 MBS
stations.Strictly
Tues.
and Thurs.. 11:55 a.m. -12 noon. Agency:
Sterling Adv., N .Y.
CONTI PRODUCTS, New York, on Nov.
18 resumes Treasure Hour of Sona on 17
Mutual stations, Thurs.. 9 :30-10 p.m.
Agency:
N.
Y. Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce,
DR. LOUIS TALPOT. Los Angeles (religious), on Oct. 18 renews for 26 weeks
and exnands Bible Institute on 16 Don
Lee Cal. stations to 34 Don Lee Pacific
stations and shifts from Mon., thru Fri.,
11-11:30 a.m. (PWT). to Mon., Wed.,
Fri., 8-8:30 a.m. (PWT). Agency: Smith
& Bull Adv., Los Angeles.
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS Inc.,
Jersey City (Anacin, Kolynos). on Oct.
27 renews
Tracer Wed.,
of LostThurs.,
Persons on 51Mr.CPSKeen,stations.
and Fri., 7:45-8 p.m., and Easy Aces on
50 CBS stations, 7:30-7:45 p.m., Wed.,
Thurs., and Fri.
Agency: Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
Chicago.
PET MILK Co., St. Louis (Pet evaporated
milk), on Oct. 9 renews Saturday Ni"ht
Serenade
65 CBS stations,
10:15 p.m.on Agency:
Gardner Sat.
Adv.,§-JZSt.
Louis.

CONTRO
ROOM
WILLIAM B. LODGE, associate director of the
Airborne U.S.
Instrument's
Laboratory
of Columbia
Division
of War Research, has returned to
the general engineering department of
CBS, but will divide his time between
the network and the laboratory for
the present. During the current leave
of absence of E. K. Cohan. CBS director of engineering, Mr. Lodge will
supervise the operations of the CBS
general engineering department.
EUGENE YOUNG has joined WLWWSAI Cincinnati as studio engineer.
GEORGE H. DANKS, control room
engineer of WTHT Hartford. Conn.,
is the father of a 7 lb. 7 oz. girl born
Sept. 18.
VERNON NUNN and William Green,
engineers, have joined WINN Louisville.
PAUL PROKES, formerly of WGN
Chicago, has joined WIND Gary as
an engineer.
FRANK FINNEY, who recently received his honorable discharge from
the army after engaging in the North
African campaign, has returned to
WBBM Chicago as engineer.
JOHN
a boy. STIEHL. chief engineer of
WHA Madison. Wis., is the father of
RICHARD CONNELL has been
transferred from the engineering
department of WOR New York, to the
station's recording department.
ALLAN KOENIG, engineer of WQXR
New York, is the father of a girl.
DALE

SHIMP, who recently received a medical discharge from the
Army,
:'oined the engineering staff
of WLS hasChicago.
EDDIE SCHRAMM, engaged in radio
engineering, research and servicing
since 1923, has joined Clarostat Mfg.
Co., Brooklyn, as purchasing agent.
LEROY OLLIGER, sound effects
technician of WGN Chicago, is the
father of a girl born Sept. 10.
SIDNEY BRECKNER, former sound
effects engineer of WJR Detroit, has
joined CBS Hollywood in a similar
capacity. Additions to the junior sound
effects engineering personnel are Doovid B. Barskin and Ralph Cummings
Barbara Meyer, first senior sound effects engineer at CBS Hollywood, has
resigned.

TEXAS ucts),Co.,
New3 York
("Texaco"
on Oct.
renewed
Texaco prodStar
Theatre on 116 CBS stations, Sun., 9:3010 p.m. Agency: Buchanan & Co., N. Y.
COLGATE- PALMOLIVEPEET,
Toronto
work Chi
(Cashmere Net
Bouquet),
on nse
Oct.s 8 replaces
Penny'ssical Diary
Bouquet MuMailbag onwith33 Cashmere
Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. stations, Fri. 8:30-9 p.m. Agency:
Spitzer & Mills, Toronto.
REVLON PRODUCTS Corp., New York
(lipstick, nail polish, powder), on Oct. 17
shifts Revlon Revue from Thurs., 10:30-11
p.m. to Sun., 10-10:30 p.m., at the same
time adding from 15 to 20 stations making a total of 78-83 BLUE stations. Agency: William H. Weintraub & Co., N. Y.
LAMONT, CORLISS & Co., New York
(Pond's cold cream), on Oct. 2 shifted
Eleanor King — Beauty Talks on 8 CBS Pacific stations from Sun., 9-9:15 p.m.
(PWT), to Sat., 6:30-6:45 p.m. (PWT).
Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
BROADCASTING
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CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c
per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS, triple. Minimum charge
$1.00. Count three words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
issue. Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press Building,
Washington 4, D. C.
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
Help Wanted
ARE YOU TOP MAN— In announcingproduction, no floater yet interested genuine
nat.'onal networks opportunity
and active ?localTwoprogramming
require immediate addition. Permanent,
exceptional future. Ideal working conditions, finest equipment. 40 hour week,
talent possibilities. Eastern, under 100,000 pop. State minimum salary requirement, full details including recording.
Box 394, BROADCASTING.
Commercial Manager — 250 watt Mutual
Northeast
self -starting
typeNot
man.a
Must have wants
successes
elsewhere.
boom town,
but
good
steady
market.
Desirable living conditions. Substantial
proposition.
Write
Box
368,
BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer — 250 watt mid-western network station.
future for right
man. Box
367,Excel'ent
BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER — Must read news and heavy
commercial shift. Starting salary $35.00
week. Give full details first letter. KBIZ
Ottumwa, Iowa.
PROGRAM DIRECTOR — Fully experienced take complete charge 250 W midwest local. State all, draft, experience,
salary, etc.. Box 369, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — For Cleared channel kilowatt
station. KLCN Blytheville, Arkansas. A
job with a future. Wire Harold Sudbury,
Manager.
Wanted — Station Manager for 5 kilowatt
Columbia outlet in thriving eastern community. Man desired must have thorough knowledge of operations and also
distinct flair for sales. Excellent future.
Proposition flexible. Write Box 371,
BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER — Aggressive 5 k.w. eastern
network affiliate has opening on announcing staff. Unexcelled working conditions,
opportunities extra commercial fees. Experience, character, dependability prime
requisites. Write qualifications, salary
expected other details to Box 376,
BROADCASTING.
PRODUCTION ASSISTANT & WRITER—
Need experienced man capable handling
writing and some production musical,
dramatic, public service programs. Excellent opportunity right man in eastern
network station with finest equipment.
Write to Box 377, BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER-ENGINEER — With firstclass license. Permanent job for reliable,
sober man; no other need reply. WMJM,
Cordele, Georgia.
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE AND MERCHANDISING MANAGER— We are planning not only for present but post war.
For this man a 5 k.w. CBS affiliate in
middlewest offers a splendid opportunity.
Qualifications: Married, draft exempt,
sober, reliable, 5 years radio background,
knowledge of department store sales and
merchandising necessary. Send full particulars including age and photograph if
possible. Box 382, BROADCASTING.
JUNIOR ANNOUNCER— Desired. Texas
Station. Send all details. Box 383,
BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER — Experience preferred ;
well-recommended radio school graduate
considered; by New England network
affiliate. $35 per week. Tell all in first
letter. Box 385, BROADCASTING.
Control Engineer — Experienced. Permanent position. Not draft replacement.
Ideal conditions. Box 387, BROADCASTING^
Announcer — Permanent position with 5
kw, regional network station for draft
deferred, experienced man. Box 388,
BROADCASTING.
Draft Deferred — Licensed first, second, or
1 third class operators. Rocky Mountain 5
I kw.
network station. Box 389, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer — Fluent ad-lib versatile personality announcer with continuity and
production ability. KTFI Twin Falls,
Idaho. Located in non-d'fense farming
area with post-war stability. Send photo,
draft status. Reference, transcription.
Need Immediately — News desk and rewrite man. State experience, salary and
draft status. Also need news announcer.
Iowa Broadcasting Company, Des Moines
4, Iowa.
Wanted — Chief engineer, either man or
woman, with first class radio telephone
licensetion.for
Southern
staPlease progressive
give full details
in first
letter. Box 390, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — First, Second, or Third Class
Class Operator immediately. Give complete details first letter. Box 391,
BROADCASTINK.
Wanted — Announcer with or without
experience. Give complete details in first
letter. Box 392, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Announcer - Newscaster - Disc Jockey - Programs— Desires midwest location or deep
south. $50 minimum. Available Oct. 22.
Transcription.
cago, Illinois. Bill Di'.lner, WEDC ChiCHIEF ENGINEER— 16 years experience.
Capable installations, maintenance, field
measurements FCC reports, tax inventories, applications. Accustomed full responsibility equipment and technical staff.
Economical results. Now engaged important government work, available January. SalaryBox$400.
employers'
references.
370,Previous
BROADCASTING.

Crystal Needs Met
QUARTZ crystals and mica, two
minerals essential to radio and
electrical equipment manufacture,
are assured for the United Nations
by renewal of agreements between
Brazil and the United States for
the purchase of that country's output. Normally
of quartz
crystalsBrazil's
is aboutproducton
100,000
lbs. a year. Current needs are many
times this amount, and have been
met through modernized mining
methods and exploration. Value of
Brazilian mica exports has increased five-fold since 1938, according to a broadcast from Rio de
Janeiro.
Reynolds for Goodyear
QUENTIN REYNOLDS, formerforeign instaff
of Collier's,
willly onbethefeatured
Goodyear
Tire
& Rubber Co.'s NBC program,
Salute to Youth, Tuesday, 7:30-8
p.m., starting Oct. 19. Mr. Reynolds
will conduct interviews with servicemen returned from abroad,
Washington officials and other personalities. This will be his first
commercial program. Agency is
Arthur Kudner Inc., New York.
Wanted To Buy
Wanted to Buy — Regional or local station
Midwest or Southwest. Box 372, BROADCASTING.
WANTED TO BUY— Local or regional station. Box 384, BROADCASTING.
WANTED TO BUY— A recording turntable 33 1/3 - 78 R.P.M. capable of hanING. dling 16" discs. Box 393, BROADCAST-

Inexperienced
Announcer
tion. Resonant
baritone— Desires
melodiousconnecvoice
that
wi l intrigue
and ho'd the listener.
Box 375,
BROADCASTING.
Engineerence in Third
Class — Salary
18 months
local station.
open. experiDraft
exempt. Box 378, BROADCASTING.
Young Woman — Desires posit'on as announcer, newscaster and writer. Experience includes two years in England parttime writing for London Daily Mirror.
Broadcasting thus far confined to free
lance work,
but regu'ar
position now and
deWill gladly
send BROADCASTING.
transcript;on
usual sired.
data.
Box 379,
Desire Better Paying Connection — Can do
continuity, audience promotion, traffic,
news editing, and relief newscasting and
announcing. With Network station, now.
College
CASTING.graduate, 4F. Box 380, BROADFor Sale
For Sale— 1 RCA model AZ-4217-2 vertical
pickup complete with arm $50. 2 Audax
H5 type recording heads $50 each. 1
Gates 27C limiting amplifier complete
with high speed VI $200. Box 381,
BROADCASTING.
For Sale — Complete one kilowatt RCA
transmitter with Blaw Knox tower,
plenty ofcasting
spare
tubes
otherBoxbroadequipment.
Makeandoffer.
386,
BROADCASTING.
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JOSEPH Q. RIZNIK, former CBS
newswriter named by Paul White,
CBS director of newscasts, as the
writer who had written him a letter [Broadcasting, Oct. 4] attacking
the news superior,
judgment ofRobert
"his thenS.
immediate
Wood, and accusing Wood of defending that news judgment in a
series of quotations that would tend
to indicate journalistic bias on the
part of Mr. Wood," has written
the FCC asking for a formal investigation of CBS news policies.
It is understood, although not officially confirmed by the FCC, that
Mr. Riznik asked the Commission
to name a group of news editors to
consider his charges of biased editing of CBS news scripts.
Coca-Cola Wins Suit
"COKE" or "Koke" as applied to
soft drinks belongs to the CocaCola Co., exclusively, as ruled by
Federal Judge Lloyd C. Black in
District Court of the Western Division of Washington. Decison was
handed down as a consent decree
in a suit brought by the company
against A. H. Rutherford for making and distributing a soft drink
called "Koke". Rutherford must
deliver to the court all advertising
material containing the word
"Koke" and surrender for cancellation any certificates of registration of "Koke".
FIFTH
Army-Navy
to be
awarded to
the RCA "E"
VictorflagDivision
of the Radio Corporation of America
has
been run plant.
up over the company's
Indianapolis

PROFESSIONAL

Available Immediately — Hammond organist, with or without own organ. Radio
Musical Director experience. Age 26,
4F,
union. Address Box 373, BROADCASTING.
Program Director — 7 years at midwest
locals and regional desires permanent
position with opportunity to develop
long-time programming for community.
Married, deferred. Experienced in training announcers. Broad background in
music, production, news, continuity. Now
employed. Box 374, BROADCASTING.

Asks CBS Inquiry

DIRECTORY

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

Jansky
&. Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C

CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS
EY *
PAUL F GODLN.J.
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR — AND DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York^ N. Y.

Commercial Badio Equip. Co,
• Evening Star Building, Washington, D. C.
• 321 E. Gregory Boulevard, Kansas City, Mo.
• Cross Roads
of the World, Hollywood, CaJrf.
I
RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
October
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Treasury
And

Starts Fourth Loan Planning
of Radio Stations
Seeks Comment

WITH compilation of the results
of the Third War Loan Drive not
yet complete the War Finance Division of the Treasury Dept. has
begun laying plans for the forthcoming Fourth War Loan, tentatively set at present for early in
1944. In a letter sent Oct. 1 to all
stations, Vincent F. Callahan, director of radio, press and advertising, states: "Nothing we can say
would exaggerate the value of the
participation of the radio industry
and your own station in the Third
War Loan and the continuing operation of the War Finance pro-

WHEN WIRE Indianapolis put on
a talent show recently in connection with an all night War Bond
rally, Rex Schepp, station manager, was in there pitching. Rex
was once one of the finest banjo
players in the country and had a
concerto composed for him by Nat
Shilkret. As his contribution to
the WIRE bond drive, he played
four numbers which brought in
$20,000 in sales. The station made
an outstanding record in the one
day drive, selling over $1,000,000
in bonds.
LOAN

THEME

FALSE

SAYS WJBK HEAD
"WE DON'T believe that the round
the clock haranguing of the public
is effective," declares James F.
Hopkins, manager of WJBK Detroit, in replying to the request of
Vincent F. Callahan, director of
radio, press and advertising of the
War Finance Division, Treasury
Dept., for comment on the Third
War Loan.
Mr. Hopkins says the central
theme of the appeals is "false", as
orders for planes and guns would
not be canceled in the event of the
failure of the drive and "no large
segment of the public is stupid
enough to believe that it IS true."
Regarding all day radio campaigning he states that such promotion violates every rule of sound
selling and that the sales argument
should be boiled down to the facts
that the bonds are topnotch securities and that they are a direct
means to prevention of inflation.

Comment Received
gram."
He continues further that it is
therefore vital to successful planning for the Fourth Loan that each
station send to Emerson Waldman,
chief of the radio section, comment
upon the promotion of the Third
Loan and suggestions regarding
the industry during the next loan.
Response to this letter has been
immediate and the general opinion
of the reports received to date is
that the Third Loan was handled
much better than the previous
loans.
Only major sore point was delay in the delivery of the radio
promotion booklets and the Rush
Hughes "word picture" transcriptions, the booklets arriving too late
in many cases to be of any use in
preparing copy and the discs arriving after the drive had begun.
The Treasury Star Parade series
and the Treasury Song Parade
series received exceptionally favorable comment, particularly from
local stations.
According to reports at press
time the sale of Bonds had topped
$17,924,000,000 and although in-

dividual subscriptions (Series E),
which earlier suffered a serious
lag, totaled only $4,435,000,000,
late reports and compilations were
expected to edge the division over
quota. Corporathe $5,000,000,000
tions and other large investors
have oversubscribed their quota by
more than $3,000,000,000.
Jeeps and Bugles
In connection with NBC War
Bond Day, Sept. 26, WOAI San
Antonio conducted an all day local
campaign in connection with the
San Antonio Aviation Cadet Center and the Travis Building and
Loan Assoc. Bond pledges were
taken by phone and the bonds were
delivered by jeeps and buglar who
blew "Bond Call" as each bond was
delivered. KARK Little Rock, Ark.,
on NBC Day also employed jeeps
for bond deliveries. On Sept. 29,
WCOV Montgomery, Ala., created
and carried a special 10 hour War
Bond program featuring military
personnel from nearby Gunter
Field. Over $800,000 in bond
pledges were taken by the station.
Yankee Network Bond Roundup
Rally on Sept. 29 was carried by
WNAC WSAR WHAI WAAB
WNBH WBRK WLLH WEIM
WHYN. The continuous 1% hour
broadcast was held in connection
with 500 banks in the region which
stayed open until 9 p.m., the end
of the broadcast, and sold bonds.
WBT Charlotte, N. C, in connection with the CBS Bond Day programmed followup announcements
and special programs of its own.
$549,500 in pledges were taken during the day by the station. Following a remote broadcast from a war
project on Sept. 21, WNOX Knoxville, Tenn., later sent a bond-selling crew to the project and made
bond sales totaling $246,000 in cash
and payroll deductions. Interviews
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with workers were recorded and
broadcast later.
Rally Sept. 28 featuring entertainment world, civic and industrial figures and held in Kresge's
Dept. Store, Newark, N. J., was
intermittently aired over WAAT
Newark. Bond sales exceeded $550,000. WFMJ Youngstown, Ohio, on
the BLUE Bond Day participation
is credited with $269,125 in bond
sales and claims second highest
among the 168 BLUE stations.
During the drive WKBH La
Crosse, Wis., broadcast 210 spot
announcements plus 63 transcribed
programs in addition to other special programs. The KDKA Bondwagon has completed its junket of
five western Pennsylvania communities and has rung up $415,000
in bond sales.
Record Total
The largest total in war bond
sales ever subscribed in the course
of a single appearance of any group
was chalked up last Monday night
by the NBC program Information
Please when the "experts" made
their eighth War Bond appearance
at the Mosque Theatre in Newark,
and brought in $277,398,975 in
War Bond sales. In eight appearances, the program has rolled up j
the staggering total of $680,554,- ,j
515. James W. Fulbright (R.-Ark) j
was guest expert at the Newark J
theatre with the regulars John j
Kieran, Franklin P. Adams, Oscar j
Levant, and Clifton Fadiman as I
m.c. Vice-President Henry A. Wal- 1
lace, originally scheduled as a I
guest, but forced to cancel the en- 1
gagement because of an emergency, I
was able to attend and made a 1
brief
chases. appeal for War Bond pur-|

Cleanser Schedule
KELITE PRODUCTS Inc., Los
Angeles (Kenu-cleanser) , revising
its schedule and concentrating in
areas where distribution is more
favorable, on Oct. 17 starts a
weekly quarter-hour commentary,
The Spectator, on 9 BLUE California stations, Sunday, 3-3:15
p.m. (PWT). Contract is for 52
weeks. In early October the firm
started a twice-weekly quarterhour commentary by Harrison
Wood, Don Lee network news editor, on KHJ Hollywood, and in addition is using 42 time announcements weekly on KIEV Glendale.
Agency is Little & Co., Los Angeles.
Page 70 • October

GIVING HIS ALL, to the last garter, for the Third War Loan Drive
was Beaufort Caffington, sports
statistician for WITH Baltimore,
on
Bond Day
whenthehe Independents'
willingly permitted
his
station to auction all of the articles
of clothing he was wearing. Total
amount of bonds sold by WITH on
Independents' day was $215,075.

WCED Du Bois, Pa., joined CBS
Oct.
with special ceremonies held
at the10,studios.
BROADCASTING
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If you still haven't received a copy of the
WLW Faxfile, shoot us a wire or letter. We
will gladly send Jjgjtmq ^M^iui^
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Sure enough, that's a New York announcer giving
the football scores! And there's no mistaking that hot
music — it's a famous Chicago "name" band. And that
comedian from Hollywood — why, he's the same zany
who kept them in stitches every week back home.
American radio manufacturers have supplied sturdy
little short-wave sets that bring America to any part of
the globe. And that's been a big factor in the sky-high
morale of our fighting men overseas.
Every day, the radio manufacturers of the United
States are making huge deliveries of military radio
equipment to speed the day of victory. Their war production experience, added to their manufacturing skill,
is effecting important technical advances — improvements that will bring you far better radio products
when the days of fighting are over.
Your purchase of War Bonds will help supply American
fighting men with the world's finest equipment.

SCIENCE SMASHES AT THE AXIS in RCA Laboratories,
working unceasingly in radio-electronic research. Proud
of the privilege of serving America's great radio industry in its united war against the Axis, RCA will continue to make the fruits of its basic research available
to American makers of radio equipment. This will help
American manufacturers to provide finer radio-electronic products and services to a world at peace.
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Q. Who
Mr.

of

Radio

H. I r i I f A, i

is the mysterious
Sterm?

A. Shh-h,

we

can't tell you.

Q. Why?

A. Because there
on this cover.

isn't enough

space

Q. Is he that important?

A. No. But
that we

we

think

told him

some

of the facts

are.

Please

turn

to page

It'll be time,

we

44, won't

think,

you?

well spent.

TURN
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. . WLS

FAVORITE

STATION,

In Midwest cities, in rural villages and farm homes, WLS
larly. As proof, consider this offer.
WLS

T00fn

is listened to regu-

offered a ration book holder for a three-cent stamp, using 27 one-minute

announcements in two and one-half weeks. Response totaled 52,091, with 37.3%
of the Major Coverage Area mail coming from Metropolitan Chicago!
These 52,091 orders for a WLS
WLS

Gets Results! We

premium

are only one bit of evidence that

have more, lots more stories of results for advertisers.

Just ask us ... or any John Blair man.

MANAGEMENT

AFFILIATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK — KOY PHOENIX

* KTUC TUCSON

* KSUN BISBEE-LOWELL

WITH

THE

EIGHT

FOOT

Remember — there's more power behind the ball when
you send it soaring with the right foot. It travels faster —
and farther.
We are proud to list a few of the national advertisers who
have carded a full schedule on WPEN and found us a power
behind their sales score.

WPE
National

Advertisers

Schedule

CHICLETS

52

Weeks

EX-LAX

52

Weeks

PEPSI-COLA

49

Weeks

Clothes

41

Weeks

PALMOLIVEl.

. .

.

26

Weeks

SUPERSUDSj.

.

.

26

Weeks

CRAWFORD

GENERAL

.

BAKING

(All Companies

13 Weeks
scheduled to end of 1943)

Station WPEN has a
few choice open dates.
Write for our sched'
ule of availabilities
and boost your score
in the Philadelphia
market.

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 874 National Press Building, Washington 4, D. C. Entered as
second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
.A.

SUBSCRIPTION

PRICE:

$5.00 per year
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15c per copy
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NAB Retail Show Launched Before 700
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Bar Association Urges '34 Radio Law Clarification —
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WLB Disc Action Awaited
OWI Praises Regional Stations
Italy-Axis Break Finds Nets Ready
Six National Sponsors Start Keystone Discs
Free Speech and the Right to Hear — Ed Craney
WNYC Would Bar Court Candidates
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1,125,000 "buying folks" in Metropolitan Washington
today ...
REACH

and they'll stay for the duration.

THEM

ALL

ON

Washington's best 24
hour-a-day radio buy.
Gel Mf Facts ''on W0L — Wishing
L
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ACRE

YOU radio advertisers think
WHEN
of WEAF as New York's best-known

For another thing, Emmert gets around a
lot among various markets and farmers,
agricultural officials and county agents.

station, you're likely to think in terms
of the urban New York market. Of

Personalities like these often appear on

course, this in itself is a tremendous cir-

his program.

culation factor which no smart sponsor
ts,
discoun
no matter how he looks at it.
But there's more to WEAF's coverage
story than Metropolitan New York alone.
There is a prodigious rural audience in
WEAF's effective service area where you'll
find nearly 9,000,000 acres on more than
113,000 farms. The income from these is
well over $367,000,000— and if you ask
us, that ain't hay!

Emmert gets the ears of WEAF's sizable farm audience, because he speaks
their language, gives them the sort of news,
information and diversion they want
under wartime conditions. Furthermore,
he's on the air at a time when New York
farmers can and do listen. Curiously
enough, Emmert enjoys a large "bonus"
audience among suburban victory gardeners who have followed his advice on
both "The Modern Farmer" show and his

WEAF^s Modern Farmer " Program
For the past nine months, WEAF has
willingly catered to the radio tastes and

"Plot for Victory" program which just
closed after a successful spring and
summer season.

needs of this impressive rural market with

"The Modern Farmer" program can

a timely, sensible program called, "The
Modern Farmer." It is heard six mornings
a week from 6:30 to 7:00 A.M. The show

do a job for radio advertisers who want a

features and is run by Mert Emmert,
WEAF's

Farm Program Director.

low-cost approach to New York's valuable,
responsive rural market. Mert Emmert
himself can really make your product sales
grow in WEAF's

9,000,000-acre "barn-

With Emmert, that's more than a desk
title! In the first place, he's a practical
dirt farmer himself, born and raised on a

For complete program details and low
announcement costs, write or phone NBC

farm — and not many years ago at that.

Spot Sales, Radio City, New York 20, N.Y.

yard."

NEW

CANNING

YORK

• 50,000 WATTS

ONE

OF

A

SERIES

FEATURING

WALTER

OUTSTANDING

J.

Spot

IEFF

USERS

OF

•) President,

broadcasting,

like

SPOT

BROADCASTING

Neff-Rogow,

spot

Inc.

bombing,

s—'

Say

hits

target

the

with

full

effectiveness"

• Trust a top-notch agency man to think up

casters have found that Free & Peters can

a top-notch simile! Because spot broadcast-

help them very considerably in their "spot-

ing is like spot bombing. It selects the
strategic target from among all the semi-

bombing" campaigns. We know the markets
that are most vulnerable — know where the

desirable or downright worthless objectives —

least opposition will be encountered — know

then accomplishes its purpose with ultimate

what kind of "bombs" will be most effective.

precision and economy.

. . . We'd be happy to offer you every facil-

• Most of the nation's leading spot broad-

Free

Pioneer
CHICAGO: ,80 S. Michigan
Franklin 6373
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NEW YORK: 247 Park Ave.
Plaza 5-4 1 3 1
18, 1943

ity at our command. Call us in — and see!

Peters,

Station

inc.

Representatives

SAN FRANCISCO: in Sutter
Sutter 4353

HOLLYWOOD: 1512N. Gordon
Gladstone 3949
BROADCASTING

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WSR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTrf
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO . KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
.
.
.
MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
PAUL
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCBM
BALTIMORE
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KOMA .... OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . .
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
KFAR
ALASKA
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.
ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Main 5667
• Broadcast

Advertising
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Noble

Elected
Woods

/s/Jffl

Takes

Over

Blue,

Retains

Kobak

Retain Posts
COMPLETE satisfaction with the
management of the BLUE network, "which brought the BLUE
to its present enviable position,"
j was expressed by Edward J. Noble
last Thursday, following the formal transfer of ownership of the
network from Radio Corp. of
America to the American Broadcasting System, of which Mr.
Noble is president and sole owner,
and Mr. Noble's election as chairman of the board of the Blue Network Co.
Transfer was effected Thursday
ijafternoon when Mr. Nobel presentI ed to David Sarnoff, RCA presi■;dent, a check for the balance of
the $8,000,000, purchase price of
i the BLUE, and received from Mr.
Sarnoff 1,000 shares of the capital
ijstock of the BLUE Network Co.,
representing all of its outstanding
| capital stock. Originally announced
July 30, the sale of the network
was approved by the FCC Oct. 12
and was consummated as soon as
final details could be arranged.
Directors Named
After the transfer a meeting of
the BLUE board of directors was
held, from which five members representing RCA had resigned. Mark
Woods, president, and Edgar Kobak, executive vice-president, remain as directors and the following new directors were elected:
Franklin S. Wood, counsel to Mr.
Noble; Earl E. Anderson, vice-president of ABS; C. Nicholas Priaulx,
j secretary-treasurer
of ABS.
Mr. Noble was elected
chairman
I of the board of the Blue Network
'I Co.; Mr. Priaulk was elected vicelljpresident in charge of finance;
I Robert D. Swezey, counsel of the
iiBLUE and former assistant secretary, was elected secretary, replacjijing Lewis Macconnach, who is also
^secretary of RCA. Mr. Woods and
officers
Mr.jKobak and the other
I
Jontinue in their present capacities.
"Of course the management
which brought the BLUE to its
present enviable position will be
1 maintained," Mr. Noble told Broadcasting. "You w^ll note," he stated,
BROADCASTING

Officers

Text of FCC opinion on page
58; story on action, page 56;
story on closing of network monopoly litigation on page 14.

Chairman;
and

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

A NETWORK IS SOLD, and delivered, for the first time in history, with
David Sarnoff, president of the Radio Corporation of America, handing
to Edward J. Noble, purchaser of the BLUE, a certificate for 1,000
shares — the entire stock — of the BLUE Network Co. Inc. Mr. Sarnoff
had previously received $7,000,000 in cash, which with the $1,000,000
Mr. Noble paid down, constituted the purchase price. Mark Woods, president of the BLUE, looks on at the right of the picture.
"that the only changes being made
in the organization are the resignation of five directors and one
officer representing RCA and the
election of four new directors and
an officer representing me.
"In buying the BLUE Network,

AFL

And

NEA

Congress Action Asked
In Formal Convention
Resolutions
TWO OF the country's most influential membership organizations
— the American Federation of Labor and the National Editorial
Assn. — last week officially went on
record in favor of amendment of
the Communications Act of 1934 to
safeguard freedom of radio.
AFL, representing a confederation of labor unions, unanimously
adopted a resolution at its Boston
convention, calling upon Congress
to amend the present law by prescribing the "limits of government
supervision of the radio and allied
industries, and definitely safeguarding broadcasting from any

• Broadcast

Advertising

I am acquiring a going business
concern, going, I might add, in the
right direction, and I have the
greatest confidence in Mr. Woods
and Mr. Kobak and the other executives who are responsible for this
admirable achievement. I do not

Ask

Radio

actual or implied government censorship authority over program
content." The resolution was offered by Delegate Richard J. Gray,
Building and Construction Trades
Dept., of Cleveland, who called attention to the potentials of postwar building trades employment in
television, FM and electronic industries.
NEA Endorses Bills
The advisory council of the National Editorial Assn., at a fourday meeting in Chicago, on Oct.
10 adopted a resolution endorsing
the White-Wheeler Bill (S-814)
and the companion Holmes bill in
the House (HR-3109) to amend
the Communications Act and reorganize the FCC. It marked the first
time a specific radio bill had been
espoused by a national newspaper

contemplate any changes that
might disturb the network's successful operations."
Amplifying
his earlier statement
to the Commission in a statement
made in connection with his acquisition of the BLUE, Mr. Noble said:
"While the policies set forth in the
code of the BLUE Network reflect
the past experience and the best
judgment of the network and of
the industry as a whole, these
policies will retain their validity
only as viewedthey
rein the are
lightconstantly
of changing
conditions; and it is this concept of
radio's relation to the public which
led to the
re-appraisal
and modification of the
BLUE Network
code
embodied in my

letter to the

The full text of Mr. Noble's
statement and Mr. Sarnoff's message of congratulations to Mr.
Noble and the BLUE officers and
staff were read on the full network
at FCC."
4 p.m. Thursday by Hugh James.
Application for the transfer of
the license of WMCA New York,
now owned by Mr. Noble, to Nathan
(Continued on page 57)

Legislation
organization, and was premised on
the conclusion that freedom of the
radio must be safeguarded as synonymous with freedom of the
press. It was predicted informally
that the day will come when publishers and broadcasters will stand
side-by-side, probably under joint
auspices, in fighting against Government encroachment upon their
freedom.
Action of the AFM convention
was viewed as sharply at variance
with the position of CIO, the competitive federation of unions. At
the Blue network transfer hearings before the FCC last month,
CIOen itssought
to haveover
the programs
FCC broadsupervision
by
enforcement of a requirement that
stations sell time for discussion of
(Continued on page 61)
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Phil
As

Cohen

OWI

Succeeds

Domestic

Staufter

Radio

Chief

Roma Switch
ROMA WINE Co., Lodi, Cal. (Cellarette, Boheme, Roma wines), subsidiary of Schenley Distillers Corp.,
has appointed The Biow Co., New
York, as its agency. The wine concern will replace its current CBS
Roma show with a new weekly program starting about Dec. 2. McCann-Erickson Inc., San Francisco, currently servicing the account, originally
packaged
the halfhour comedy
variety
program
and
is retaining it for another sponsor's consideration.

Trammell,

Royal,

Arrive

London

in

Plan For Reopening Rome
Bureau in Few Months
NILES TRAMMELL, president of
NBC, and John F. Royal, NBC
vice-president in charge of international relations, arrived via Pan
American Clipper in London last
week, and are at the Claridge Hotel
while planning for a tour of Algiers, Cairo and other Middle Eastern points.
Purpose of the visit is to re-open
NBC offices in the occupied countries as soon as they are freed by
the Allies, to visit NBC correspondents now with the Allies on the
various war fronts, and to set up
the framework whereby NBC can
bring its listeners direct reports on
future international conferences
held abroad.

William M. Spire, Agency Man, Named Deputy;
Both Appointments Are Merit Promotions
APPOINTMENT of Phil Cohen to
succeed Don Stauffer as chief of
the Domestic Radio Bureau of OWI
was announced last week by E.
Palmer Hoyt, Domestic Branch Director. Mr. Stauffer resigned to
return to his former post as vice
WOV Commercial Time
president of Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York advertising agency.
50.1% Over Last Year
William M. Spire, chief of the
INCREASE of 50.1% in commerallocation division, has been named
cial time on WOV New York from
deputy chief of the Bureau, the poJan. 1 to Oct. 1, 1943, over the same
sition formerly held by Mr. Cohen.
period last year, was reported last
Mr. Spire will continue in charge
week by the station. All station
of liaison operations with all other
breaks ments
andhaveparticipating
been sold. announcegovernment agencies.
WOV
broadcast
a total of 261
Both appointments were merit
sponsored
quarter-hours
the
Rome Bureau First
promotions and were received in
first week in October of during
this year,
government and industry circles
an increase of 72% over the same
It is hoped that the Rome Buwith warm approval.
period in 1942. Of the 42 sponsors
reau can be re-opened first within
MR. COHEN
In his new position, Mr. Cohen
who bought time on WOV in 1942 the next few months, after which
and renewed their contracts this Mr. Trammell stated that he hopes
will supervise all contacts with the
radio industry in matters relating dation, the first being a study of year, 38 have used the station for to arrange for the re-opening of
to the war effort. In addition to British broadcasting methods and seven years.
former NBC bureaus in Paris, BerIncrease of commercial programs
scheduling and allocating time the second a series of experimental
lin, Cairo, Vienna, the Hague,
broadcast
is
shown
in
two
classifiprograms
produced
in
cooperation
Brussels and other countries. The
made available by stations for Govcations — for Italian commercial
with
the
Library
of
Congress.
ernment information programs, he
broadcasts, a 9.4% increase and for two NBC executives wil study the
Mr. Cohen has lectured on radio English sponsored programs, a
will handle all requests by Governof increasing the schedment agencies and officials for un- at Northwestern, Harvard, Ohio 13.5% increase. Greatest increase possibility
ule of broadcasts from Russia, and
sponsored time. He also will work State and New York universities is in the food category.
will also look into the creation of
with the War Advertising Council and is the author of a number of
an international organization simiin presenting war messages on articles on broadcasting. He was
Business Series
lar to the International Broadcastsponsored programs.
active in the formation of the Asing Union, of which NBC was a
NATIONAL
SMALL
Businesssociation for Education by Radio
In Radio 10 Years
member along with radio organizamen's
Assn.,
Akron,
0.,
beginning
and is regional vice president of
tions in the principal European
Nov. 14 will sponsor a weekly halfMr. Cohen, subject of a "Re- the organization.
hour dramatic program, The Life countries.
Mr. Cohen was born in Fort
Speaking of the postwar world,
spects" sketch in the Aug. 16 isfrom 4:30-5 p.m. Sunsue of Broadcasting, has been in Shafter, Hawaii, the son of Maj. of Lincoln,
days on 56 MBS stations. Contract
Mr.
Trammel stated that "broadradio for more
is for 52 weeks and expansion to
casting as we know it today will
Lee Cohen, USA, ret. He is a grad- 209
stations
within
that
time
is
than 10 years as
uate of Harvard, class of 1932. He
undergo great changes. Our Jack
expected. Agency is Schwimmer & Benny's and Bob Hope's will have
actor, writer, pro- is 32 and the father of two boys.
Scott, Chicago.
ducer, and govaudiences not only in this hemiMr. Spire was head of the radio
ernment adminis- department of McCann-Erickson,
sphere but in the other hemispheres
t r a t o r. He has New York advertising agency, for
as
well. There will be, we hope, a
Garey to Address Club
been with the
EUGENE L. GAREY, counsel for much greater and a much freer exfour years before he entered Gov- the
House Select Committee to
OWI since its eschange of news by international
ernment service more than two
tablishment, com- years ago. He held earlier posi- investigate FCC, will be the prin- radio. Our NBC correspondents now
ing into the agenspeaker of
at the
this Radio
week's Execulunch- on the front lines at the war fronts,
tions as vice president of Alsop
cy from the old
eoncipalmeeting
tives
Club
of
New
York,
to
be
held once the suffocation of Nazi occuRadio
Recording
Co.,
a
transcripOffice
of
Facts
Mr. Spire
is dispelled, will bring us
tion firm, and as program director at 12:30 p.m., Oct. 21, at the Shel- the fullpation story
and Figures
of the war from
ton
Hotel,
New
York.
Rep.
Clarand
station
manager
of
WHOM
countries now closed to them.
which he entered about two years
ence
Lea
(D-Cal.),
newly
apNew
York.
He
has
been
in
radio
for
ago as chief of the Government
"Our educational and religious
pointed chairman of the commitLiaison Divison under William B. about 14 years.
tee, is expected to attend.
programs and similar broadcasts
from other countries will break
Lewis, former CBS vice-president,
who then headed the OFF Radio
their present bounds and extend
Bureau.
into the far corners of the world,"
Mr. Cohen is well known as a
he continued. "Programs like those
pioneer in radio programming, his
of our Inter-American University
work in producing documentaries
of the Air will have classes not only
for the Office of Education Radio
in this hemisphere but in Europe,
Asia and Africa.
Division in 1936 having set the
pace for many programs of this
"And who today can foretell
type. Some of his early productions
what a profound effect the rapid
were Americans All— Immigrants
development of television will have
All, which inspired a state-wide
upon
these return
plans."from the Euro
educational movement in Illinois,
Uponall their
Wings for the Martins, and The
pean war theatre, Mr. Royal will
Ballad Hunter.
visit Network
affiliates of
can
in NBC's
Mexico Pan-Ameri
and South
Produced Many Series
America
and
give
them
a firstNINTH
YEAR
of Esso Reporter newscasts was officially started at the
During six years as a producer luncheon
which
Westinghouse
stations
WBZ
hand
report
of
NBC's
postwar
and
WBZA
gave
at
Boston's
in the radio industry, Mr. Cohen Copley Plaza on Oct. 7 for representative
s of the sponsor. At head table plans. It was also stated that Mr
directed more than a thousand pro(1 to r) Carlo DeAngelo, radio director of Marshalk & Pratt agency;
Trammell and Mr. Royal are congrams on the major networks. A Jack Knowlton, assistant
sidering ajourney to the Pacific
manager, Colonial Beacon Oil Co ;
few years ago he carried out two C. S. Young, manager WBZ division
and WBZA; Don O'Brien, Standard Oil Co. and Far East when the re-conquest
projects for the Rockefeller Foun- of New Jersey; G. V. McConnell, manager NBC spot sales.
of those areas is further advanced.
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NAB's
'Air

Force'

Retail
a

Show

Launched

Before

700

Hit

In Big Capital
Premiere
RADIO'S bid for a slice of the retail advertising dollar got off to a
flying start in Washington last
Tuesday when 700 retailers, Government and trade association officials, editors, publishers and broadcasters enthusiastically received
the world premiere of the NAB
motion picture presentation, "Air
Force and the Retailer".
Results of an intensive 16-month
survey, for which 400 broadcasters
contributed $125,000, were viewed
in Washington's Statler hotel in
films, slides and charts prepared by
Jam Handy Pictures Inc. The survey and subsequent presentation,
which is to be shown in 120 cities
throughout the country in the next
few weeks [Broadcasting, Oct. 11],
were supervised by Sheldon R.
Coons, nationally-known merchandising authority who was retained
as consultant by the NAB Retail
Promotion Committee, headed by
Paul W. Morency, manager of
WTIC Hartford.
Better Understanding
That radio has been receiving
only a minor portion of the retail
advertising dollar is no secret either
to the broadcasting industry or retailers. At the NAB War Conference in Chicago last April 28, John
A. Garber, advertising manager of
Strawbridge and Clothier, Philadelphia, declared that newspapers get
3%% of the typical store's sales
while radio takes but .07%. Department stores spend some 75 to 100
million dollars annually for adver-'
tising, he said.
Following the initial showing of
the NAB presentation, however,
both advertisers and broadcasters
expressed a better understanding
of the problems confronting the retailer and radio.
Divided into five parts, the presentation swiftly traces the history
of retailing from ancient times to
modern department stores and super-markets. Itdepicts the history
of radio, from the first broadcast in
Pittsburgh in 1920 (over KDKA)
to the present-day, with sets in
more than 59 million homes.
Authorities Retained
Working with Mr. Coons, who is
featured in the films, the 16-month
research for the presentation was
conducted by Dr. Paul Lazarsfeld,
Office of Radio Research, Columbia
U., and Dr. Julius Hirsch, OPA
consultant and widely known economist.
Bert Sarazan, director of publicity and sales promotion of the
Hecht Co., large Washington department store and heavy radio user,
who welcomed guests at the premiere, referred to the survey as
BROADCASTING

BIDDING FOR A CUT of the retail advertising dollar these broadcasters and researchers had a lot to
do with the NAB film presentation "Air Force and
the Retailer", which was premiered in Washington last
Tuesday. They are (1 to r) : John Esau, sales manager,
KTUL Tulsa; Lewis Avery, NAB director of broadcast advertising; O. A. Runchey, sales manager, KOL
Seattle; Arthur Hull Hayes, manager, WABC New
"the most intensive study ever made
by one industry of another".
"In America radio has proved
itself an incalculable force in presenting news, music, drama, religion and education, yet radio has
not had wide acceptance by the retailer," said Harry Burke, assistant
general manager of WOW Omaha,
m.c. at the premiere showing.
In the opening film, "The History and Development of Retailing," Mr. Coons quoted Malcolm P.
McNair of the Harvard Graduate
School of Business Administration
as saying "We manufacture merchandise on a horsepower basis and
still distribute it on a manpower
basis." Explaining charts which
trace merchandise from the raw
material stage to the consumer, Mr.
Coons points out that "distribution
is the most wasteful of the great
branches of economic activity." He
emphasizes, however, that distribution actually resolves itself into
two basic principles: "Bring the
goods to the people and bring the
people to the goods." The presentation shows how radio plays an im10 SUGGESTIONS

York; Carleton Smith, manager, WRC Washington,
chairman of the premiere committee; Paul W.
Morency, manager, WTIC Hartford, chairman of the
NAB Retail Promotion Committee; M. F. (Chick)
Allison, sales promotion manager, WLW Cincinnati;
Donald D. Davis, president, WHB Kansas City; Harry
Burke, assistant general manager, WOW Omaha;
Sheldon R. Coons, retained by NAB as consultant.

portant part in both of these fundamental processes.
In the second phase, offered by
the m.c. and titled "Distribution
Tomorrow", the presentation relates production and employment,
citing statistics on conditions resulting from the war and what
must be expected afterwards. The
presentation points out that aviation, plastics, electronics, housing
and textiles will offer unheard of
developments, processes and products.
Post War Problems
Summing up, the m.c. declares
that the future will see more production capacity, more new products and jobs for 56 million people.
That all adds up to a tremendous
flow of merchandise and "it seems
reasonable to assume that there
will be a bigger distribution job
than ever before. Retailers must
then handle the distribution job
more efficiently and economically
than
ever before."
Retailing
is threatened on four
sides by (1) the manufacturer ; (2)
TO

RETAILERS

FOLLOWING are 10 suggestions offered to America's retailers by the
NAB as a result of its intensive 16-month research of retail promotion,
conducted under the supervision of Sheldon R. Coons, former executive
of Gimbels and Lord & Thomas and a recognized authority on merchandising. These conclusions were reached after a careful study of the
survey :
1. Radio has arrived. Appraise it objectively, not emotionally.
2. Read radio publications, talk to radio people. There is plenty of knowledge
of the subject available.
3. If you cannot give radio your attention, get people around you who can
and will.
4. When you go on the air, put your best foot forward.
5. Sell one item, or kindred items, one department or kindred departments,
one service or kindred services.
6. Write your commercials for the audience to which you have beamed your
program.
7. Radio is entitled to the same promotional support you give to other media.
Promote yours with ingenuity.
8. less
Don't
your money trying short-term experiments. Don't start unyou planwaste
to stick.
9.
Every
station
have the biggest and and
the every
best. program has an audience. You don't have to
10. You can make your radio program a real franchise. Protect it with all
your intelligence.
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consumers' cooperatives; (3) the
Government, and (4) new competition in distribution.
With postwar distribution "infinitely more difficult", one great
danger could easily be Government
control if the retailer fails to solve
his own problems, according to the
presentation. Rationing and price
ceilings are expected to continue
two years after the close of the
war.
Manufacturers are leaning
toward the factory outlet method of
distribution and this factor may become a threat to retailers in the
postwar period.
Consumers' cooperatives have
been established in this country and
have gained a foothold here, the
survey disclosed. In England, Sweden and Switzerland cooperatives
already are a strong factor in consumer distribution.
As for new types of competition,
the presentation points out that
super-markets, chain clothing stores
and self-service stores are spreading. Mail order groups also have
expanded.
A new type of consumer, one
more exacting, will be found in the
postwar period, the NAB study
disclosed. Labor costs also will enter into the distribution picture
and Government regulations may
make
it morecosts
difficult
"maintain
distribution
as weto know
them
today," it surmises.
Answers — and Radio
"What can the retailers do? The
answer lies in cutting service costs
and building up volume," NAB explains. "All retailers find it necessary to reappraise their means of
doing business. Advertising must
play an expanded role in the consumers' lives. Retailers must grow
with the job to be done or someone
else will. It is important that store
traffic be increased. Is there a medium that will reach more people,
influence more people than those
(Continued on page 62)
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Congress

Avid

Legislation

Radio

on

Probe Resuming; Senate
Looking at Foreign
Communications
FAVORABLE ACTION last
Thursday by the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee on a resolution (SRes. 187) to investigate international communications "b y
wire and radio" was seen as indicative of renewed Congressional
interest in communications legislation.
Introduced Tuesday, by Senator
Burton K.
Wheeler
(*D-Mont.),
chairman
of the
committee,
in behalf of himself and Senators Wallace H. White (R-Me.) and E. W.
McFarland (D-Ariz.), the resolution calls for a "thorough study
and investigation of international
communications by wire and radio
and in particular of such communications from and to the United
States."
The committee, or a subcommittee to be appointed by the chairman, will conduct the investigation
if the Senate acts favorably. Inasmuch as the committee has approved the project, its recommendations are expected to guide the
Senate, when the resolutions come
up for a vote, probably this week.
Bears on Broadcasting
Although the Senate inquiry will
have no direct bearing on domestic
radio it will have an indirect connection, particularly with reference to postwar planning. That an
international convention on telecommunications, including broadcast services, will be one of the first
postwar reconstruction activities
has been taken for granted. New
treaties between nations, reallocation of frequencies to accomodate
new services and a closer relationship between broadcasters of the
United States and other countries
are expected.
American broadcasters already
have taken leadership in exploring
the world radio scene. Niles Trammell, president of NBC, and
John F. Royal, vice-president in
charge of international relations,
are now in Europe on such a mission, (see page 10). William S.
Paley, president of CBS, has accepted a six-months special war
area assignment from the OWL
Hearing to Resume
Meanwhile Chairman Clarence F.
Lea, (D-Cal.) of the House Select
Committee to Investigate the FCC
announced last week that hearings
would be resumed "shortly." At
a brief session last Thursday testimony taken at private hearings
in New York from officers and personnel of Shortwave Broadcasters
Inc. was submitted for the record.
Despite the new chairman's
wishes that a full committee be
present at the hearing, when the
session was postponed from Oct. 6,
Rep. Hart (D-N. J.) was absent.
Mr. Hart said Friday that he was
Page 12 • October

FIRST SESSION of the House Select Committee to investigate the FCC
under Chairman Clarence F. Lea (D-Cal.) was held last Thursday. Looking over the record are (1 to r): Reps. Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.),
Chairman Lea, Louis E. Miller (R-Mo.), Richard B. Wigglesworth (RMass.). Rep. Edward J. Hart (D-N. J.) was absent from the session.
in New Jersey. He denied reports
heard on Capitol Hill that he planned to resign from the Committee.
"I have no intention of resigning,"thatRep.a Hart
declared.
"I believe
thorough
investigation
should be conducted but I think
some changes must be made in
Attending the hearing were, beprocedure."
sides the chairman, Reps. Magnuson (D-Wash.) Louis E. Miller (RClarifying
Is Held

of

1934

Desirable

CLARIFYING legislation, to
amend the Communications Act of
1934, "is desirable at this time" in
the opinion of the executive committee of the Federal Communications Bar Assn., Horace L. Lohnes,
president, last Thursday advised
Chairman Clarence F. Lea of the
House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee and the Select
Committee to Investigate the FCC.
Taking issue with a statement by
Mr. Lea published in the Oct. 11
issue of Broadcasting, that his
committee was asked to drop legislation until after the war, and that
the request came from FCBA, Mr.
Lohnes advised the legislator that
individual members of the Association might disagree as to the exact
nature and character of the legislation, but that the position of the
executive committee has been made
"perfectly
which
were clear
held on
on the
the hearings
Sanders
bill in 1942."
The
full text of Mr. Lohnes' letter follows:
The attention of the Executive Committee of the Federal Communications
Bar Assn. has been called to a statement appearing on Page 9 of the Oct.
11 issue of Broadcasting, which
statement reads as follows :
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Mo.) and Wigglesworth (R-Mass.).
Mr. Magnuson denied reports that
he,
too, planned to resign from the
Committee.
Meanwhile other members indicated impatience as Mr. Lea, also
chairman of the House Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee,
failed to set a date for resumption
of hearings. It was reported that
one of the chairman's chief aims,
before hearings are resumed, is to

Radio

Legislation

by

Bar Association
"Mr. Lea told Broadcasting
he felt there was a need for new
laws governing communications.
Although he has not been closely identified with radio he has. by
virtue of his chairmanship of the
standing Committee, been relatively near to the problems affecting broadcasting. A year ago
he presided over hearings on the
Sanders Bill to revamp the Communications Act. The hearings
extended
from mid-April to July
1942.
"Indeed he felt some months
ago, he said, that new legislation
was needed but 'the Committee
was asked to drop it until after
the war.' The request to shelve
legislation came, he said, from
the Federal Communications Bar
Assn., which had urged a revised
law
originally."
No request
of this nature has ever
been made by me or by any member
of the Executive Committee of our
association. On the contrary, the Exexutive Committee of our association
feels that clarifying legislation is desirable at this time. Individual members of the association might disagree
as to the exact nature and character
of the legislation but I think the position of the executive committee has
been made perfectly clear on the hearings which were held on the Sanders
Bill in 1942.
Furthermore, the association,
through its Executive Committee, has
asked to be heard in connection with

BROADCASTING

Solved
A FIELD MOUSE put
WWVA Wheeling off the air
the other night when attracted by the warmth of
the transmitter building he
crept too close to 1400 volts,
which stretched him across
a tube coil. When it happenedchief
again engineer
a few nights
later,
Eddie
Kem bought
a cheese
sandwich and six
mousetraps,
called the case open and shut.
promote unity among Committee
members.
Whether Eugene L. Garey, chief
legal counsel, and his staff of attorneys and investigators will remain still was a moot question.
Chairman Lea declined again last
week to commit himself. He reiterated: "I'm not one to judge a man
hastily. I don't want to make any
moves until I'm
sure."
Dilemma
Any effort of the new chairman
to oust Mr. Garey would be regarded by anti-Administration forces
as a move to whitewash the probe.
On the other hand, should Chairman Lea decide to retain the chief
counsel, it might be frowned upon
by the Administration, which reportedly wants the FCC inquiry
soft-pedaled. Reports were current
in political circles that considerable
Administration pressure has been
brought to bear on Chairman Lea
to have him name a new chief legal
counsel.
Since the FCC probe began Mr.
Garey has won the respect of many
influential members of both houses
of Congress, who have expressed
admiration for the thorough manner in which the investigation has
been conducted to date. On the
other hand, New Deal Democrats
have indicated that they regard
him as anti-Administration. There
were reports on the Senate side
last week that if the House committee sees fit to "whitewash" the
probe the Senate will be asked to
start its own investigation.
Unless assured that a thorough
investigation of the FCC is intended, members of Mr. Garey's staff
main.
have indicated they will not reThat Chairman Lea faces a ticklish problem which only he can
(Continued on page 60)
any hearings to be held by the Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee on
the pending White-Wheeler Bill. We
are also prepared to appear before
any
the House
cosnectioncommittee
with any ofhearings
which inmight
be held on proposed amendments to
the Federal Communications Act of
1934 or on any other pertinent proposed legislation.
I trust that this letter will serve
to make the position of our association
clear and that it will correct the impression created by the aforesaid article in Broadcasting.
Please
be assured
ness to cooperate
withofyouourandwillingyour
committee at any time and on any
subject
upon which you think we can
be of assistance.
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Merchants

Are

Ear-Minded"!
Some

National Accounts

Now

They

On WITH

atune

their advertising

budgets

i 1

according to the tune played on their cash

Crosse & Black well
American

registers. In practically every retail classifi-

Oil Co.

cation Station W-I-T-H

■.

Bulova

number

Mercirex

leads

in the

of advertisers. That's a symphony

of sales - acceptance heard and appreciated

Resinol
1311

Stanback

by national accounts seeking better sales
... at lower selling costs.

Aspertane
Royal Crown

Cola

W-I-T-H

does a great job in Baltimore !

Rem
Cold Medal

Capsules

Garrett Wine

THE

PEOPLE'S

VOICE

IN BALTIMORE

Supersuds
On the air 24 hours a day — seven days a week

Bond Bread
Pepsi Cola

Represented Nationally

Dentyne

by Headley-Reed

Ward
Cocilana
Tek
Johnson

Tinsley, President

& Johnson

Jests
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Blue
To

Decision
Suits

by

the

Alleging

ALL PENDING anti-trust legislation against the major networks,
including government suits against
RCA-NBC and CBS, and the Mutual suit against RCA-NBC will be
or have been dismissed, in the light
of the BLUE Network sale and the
enforcement of the FCC's network
monopoly regulations.
Last week the Dept. of Justice
dismissed its anti-trust suit against
CBS while Mutual announced its
intention of dismissing its $10,000,000 triple-damage suit against
RCA-NBC, filed in January, 1942.
At the anti-trust division of the
department in Washington it was
announced that instructions had
been given Daniel B. Britt, special
assistant to the Attorney General
in Chicago, to seek dismissal to
RCA-NBC suits pending since late
1941.
Monopoly Alleged
The virtually identical Government suits alleged monopoly and
control of primary outlets. Mr.
Britt, in dismissing the CBS suit,
said the Supreme Court decision in
the network cases, based on the
Commission's authority to issue the
network regulations, which became
effective last June, held that the
Commission "has the power to supply the remedy."
Alfred J. McCosker, Mutual
chairman of the board and W. E.
Macfarlane, chairman of Mutual's
executive committee and business
manager of the Chicago Tribune
operating WGN, announced last
week it had instructed its counsel
to dismiss the anti-trust proceeding
against RCA-NBC.
"We believe that when this transfer takes place," stated the two executives, "it will effectively and
satisfactorily solve what had been
the principal remaining issue and
source of controversy in national
network broadcasting, namely, the
operation and control of two out of
four national networks by one concern."
Mutual stockholders and affiliates
who were parties to the suit, including WGN, WOR and Don Lee,
through its vice-president and general manager, Lewis Allen Weiss,
joined in the request for dismissal.
The suit was originally filed following the Government anti-trust
Hooper Pacific List
ELLERY QUEEN and Kay Kyser
hold first and second place for the
third consecutive time in the
Hooper "Pacific" program ratings
report for the August-September
period. Others in the list of "top
ten"
programs
on theGuild
WestPlayers,
coast,
in order,
are Screen
Mr. District Attorney, Can You
Top This, News (Richfield Oil),
One Man's Family, Gangbusters,
Quiz Kids and News (Miles Laboratories). Evening sets-in-use and
average ratings index figures
showed increases over both the previous Hooper report and the corresponding report of a year ago.
Page 14 • October

FCC

Netivork

Brings

End

Monopoly

suits seeking damages from RCAavailable in large quantity.
Mutual's action, filed Jan. 10,
19 4 2 [Broadcasting, Jan. 19,
1942], sought damages of $10,275,000 from RCA-NBC, charging "unlawful combination and conspiracy
to injure the plaintiff," as based
on the time-option provisions of
the NBC affiliation contracts.
These provisions, Mutual charged,
prevented it from securing time
for programs in cities having less
than four stations. The suit was
filed in Chicago by Kirkland, Fleming, Green, Martin & Ellis, Chicago attorneys, through Louis G.
Caldwell and supporting counsel
for Mutual affiliates joining in the
action.
ENTIRE TUBE BLOCK
BOUGHT
BY BARBEY
SHORTLY after the announcement
that WPB's Radio & Radar Division had approved release for domestic sale of a block of 576,613
receiver tubes held by the Phillips
Export Corp., of New York,
[Broadcasting, Oct. 11] it became
known that the entire lot had been
purchased by the George D. Barbey Co., of Reading, Pa.
The Barbey firm has bulletined
the distributing trade that it will
be needless to contact either the
Phillips company or themselves regarding orders for these tubes, as
plans for equitable distribution are
being made. Barbey states that it
will soon advise the steps to be
taken to purchase whatever shares
may be alloted to dealers.
The tubes are reported to be the
remainder of the large Phillips
stock. Of types generally used in
domestic broadcast receivers, these
tubes were the first to be made
available in large quantity.

NEW COUNSEL of the Newspaper -Radio Committee, replacing
Judge Thomas D. Thacher [Broadcasting, Sept. 27] is Whitney
North Seymour, of Simpson, Thacher & Bartlett, New York. He is associated with Sydney Kaye and
A. M. Herman as committee counsel.
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8 STATIONS SELL
POLITICAL SERIES
PISO Co., Warren, Pa. (cough
syrup),
plansthis
to fall
use from
40 to LEADING off with a denunciation
50 stations
and winter
of various forms of conscription,
for a schedule varying from one and
following with an attack on the
minute spot announcements to a
proposal
for an Anglo-American
series of five-minute musical pro- alliance, Norman
Thomas, Socialist
grams featuring The Piso Singers.
Party leader, has returned to the
The campaign is being placed in air
for the sixth in a series of
major markets throughout the transcribed programs sponsored by
country, and will continue through
The Call, official party organ. With
March, 1944. Agency is Lake- double the number of stations that
Spiro-Shurman, Memphis.
have carried the program heretofore, the 13-week quarter-hour series started Oct. 3 at varying times
warship to honor
on a total of 61 stations, eight of
ensign McClelland
which carry
mercial basis. the discs on a comHONORING the memory of EnSkirting military topics, the rasign Thomas A. McClelland,
dio speeches will take up political
U.S.N.R., radio's World
first casualty
War I, ofa and economic developments in line
with the general position of The
| named
destroyerforescort
Thomas'
inhim Call, according
troductorytoaddress.Mr.Choice
of topwill be christened
ics will be governed by developat San Pedro,
ments in the news, the first three
Cal. late this
discussions titled "Conscription
year.
It
will
be
the first warship
Versus Peace and Freedom,"
to be named after "Peace By Alliances," and "Probone from the
lems of Economic
Demobilization",
and others
to follow.
dustry.
broadcasting inProduced by Call Radio Bureau,
the series is heard in 27 states
Mr. McClelland * Ensign McClel- and Alaska. Agency is Adrian
land was chief Bauer Adv., Philadelphia.
Stations carrying the program on a
engineer at KLZ Denver when
commercial basis are: WQXR New York;
he volunteered for active ser- WOL
WJLB Detroit: WAIT
vice with the Navy in 1941. Chicago;Washington;
KFBI Wichita, Kans.; KPAS Los
Commissioned Ensign, he was sent Angeles;
NYA San Francisco; and KTMS
San Francisco. It is heard sustaining on
to the Naval Academy for a re- WJLD
WMSL KVCV KHUB KGIW KFKA
fresher course in communications,
KGEK
WMGA KFXD WASK
and was later transferred to Pearl WKBV WGAA
KVFD KICD WHLN WHOP
Harbor. It was there he was killed WKBZ KHAS WBTA WCNC KGCU
KLMB WISR WCED WJPA WTAW
in the Jap attack on Dec. 7, 1941. KLUF
KSAM KPAB KFRO KXOX
The Purple Heart was awarded to WWSR WFVA
WING KEVE KWSC KTBI
WAJR
WBRW
WEAU WOMT WJMC
him mer
posthumously
[Broadcasting, late
Aug.this
2j. sum- WLBL KWYO KIUL WJBW KFUN
KEEW
KRLH
WOCA KSUB KFQD
Sponsor of the ship will be his WORC.
widow. The Oklahoma Publishing
Co., owner of KLZ, plans to send
Tyrol on Sea Duty
Mrs. McClelland and their two
children to the christening. Hugh
ENSIGN ROBERT TYROL, gradTerry, KLZ general manager, Mrs.
uated early this month from the
Terry and J. I. Meyerson, sales Coast Guard Academy at New
and promotion manager of Okla- London, Conn., is now on sea duty.
homa Publishing Co., and Mrs.
Meyerson will also attend the ceremonies.
vilian the
announcer
Tyrol was
cifor the WTIC
Hartford proNew FM Calls
Coast Guard
gram, U. on
S.
NEW FM CALLS for the remainParade,castbroadfrom the
ing six stations which had not requested assignments last Friday
New London
Academy, and
[Broadcasting, Oct. 4] are as follows: W95NJ Bremer Broadcastcarried by the
ing Co., Jersey City, WAAW;
Ensign Tyrol NBC network as
W39NY City of New York, WNYCa special service
FM; K61LA M-G-M Los Angeles,
KTLO; W47NV National Life &
feature.
Saturday, Oct. 16 marked
his last
time
Accident Ins. Co., Nashville, WSMas announcer
for the
program,
FM; W65PH Seaboard Radio
Broadcasting Corp., Philadelphia, which had originated from the
WLBG; W51C Zenith Radio Corp., same academy from which he was
Chicago, WWZR. W59NY Inter- graduated.
state Broadcasting Co., New York,
Murray's Charge
which had selected WQXR-FM, has
changed its assignment to WQXQ,
AN EFFORT had been made in
and W71SB South Bend Tribune,
which had selected WSBS, changed September,
1939, to use
the facilities of the Canadian
Broadcasting
to WSBF.
Corp. to "stampede public opinion" against Canada's entry into
the war, according to a charge
BILLY ROSE, producer of "Carmen made by W. Gladstone Murray,
Jones" has launched a radio campaign former general manager of CBC,
for
Oct. the20.show's
Four Philadelphia
Philadelphia premiere,
stations during an address last week in
— WCAU KTW WFIL WIP— are Toronto.
Murray except
did nottoelaborate on Mr.
his charge
say
carrying a total of 93 spot announcements, both live and transcribed. that "those who, in the years beSpots were also purchased on four
tween the wars, had tried to weakFM stations, one daily for the eight
en our ties with the Emipre and to
days preceding the presentation, over sabotage measures of armed dethe FM adjuncts of WCAU WFIL
fense, did their best to keep us out
WIP WPEN.
Piso to Place
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fight

They

on

9882

the

fronts!

respected because of long-time service to the
community !
Of all the institutions in a democratic
community, none is better suited to be this
leader of the people, this arouser of public
opinion, than the local paper.
And it is our great good fortune that there
are more of these local papers in America

One of the things you learn in wartime
is that the homefront cannot be operated by centrally located push buttons.
For the homefront is not one front, but
9882 smaller ones.
It's Kokomo, Dallas, Utica, Milldale,
Beloit, Chicago, Grundy County. It's the
village, the city, the community. Each faced
with the same war problems — but each with
variations, each with its local angles.
Because these problems are never exactly
the same, they call for local understanding and local leadership.
But it must be local leadership that understands national needs, local leadership that is

than in any other country — 13,000 dailies
and weeklies serving 9882 communities,
fighting the war on 9882 local fronts.
These newspapers are, in many cases, the
biggest single influence in their communities.
No other medium covers local life as completely as they do. No other medium puts
down the local facts in black and white,
where you can study, analyze, and preserve
them.
No other local medium touches so many
lives at so many points. Through the greatest
news-gathering organizations in all the world,
American newspapers bring the sweat and
blood of the battlefront home to the people
as forcefully as they do the homefront
problems.

war

No other medium in these 9882 local fronts
is nearly as well equipped to point out, to
explain, to arouse action on a war problem.
Part of the record
Let's look at some of the local jobs which the
newspapers can do, and which many of them
have done so well.
There's the manpower problem.
No matter what national policies are laid
down on manpower, there's a big job to be
done locally. For in each area the problem is
different.
In some it's industrial; in some, farm; in
some, a mixture. In Portsmouth, Va., it's
ships; in San Diego, Cal., it's planes; in
Milldale, Conn., it's nuts and bolts. Pittsburgh, Pa., has 13 major industries. Hanover, Pa., has one.
In this sort of situation, Washington
can't know all the in's and out's. It's a job
for the folks who live on the spot.
In many war-production centers, the newspapers have acted as the stirrer-upper, the
{continued on next page)

They

the

fight

war

on

9882

fronts

{continued from preceding page)

speeder-upper, and the unifier which inspired local people to pitch in and solve
this problem.
RESULTS: Better housing for incoming
workmen. Better schooling for their children.
Better health facilities. Child-care centers
and amusement centers setup. Banking, store,
and professional hours rearranged to fit
working schedules. Busses rerouted to speed
war workers to jobs. Women persuaded to
take over men's tasks. And dozens of other
home-run accomplishments.
There' 's the rationing problem.
Stop a minute and think of the enormous
expense and extra work the Government
would be saddled with if ration-point values
weren't published by the newspapers !
Think of the unavoidable delay there'd
be, getting this information printed and out
to 135,000,000 people!
f And think of the confusion there'd be if
the facts weren't in people's hands at once —
in good honest type — for checking!
This publishing of ration-point values,
alone, is an invaluable service to the
country and the community. But the newspaper doesn't stop here.
It exposes rationing abuses and violations. Itgives the black market a black
eye. It publishes recipes showing how to
build nourishing meals around nonrationed
items. And through its editorial pages it
helps make the need for rationing under-

TORIAL pages play a part: the ADVERTISING carried by the paper is a major

stood ... so that it's cheerfully accepted
by every decent American.
factor.
It is fair to say that without our great network of newspapers it would have been
almost impossible to cope with the rationing
problem.
There's the giant problem of war financing.
The newspapers have done a wonderful
job for the Treasury Department.
They have made national War Bond
Drives community affairs . . . made it a matter
of local pride to exceed the community quota,
a matter of shame not to.
They have given front-page space, editorial-page space, advertising space to these
promotions. And this sort of effort is becoming increasingly important, due to the
growing need for individuals, rather than
companies and banks, to become the big purchasers ofWar Bonds.
In a similar way, the local papers can and
usually do get behind national drives of all
kinds — such as the Red Cross Drive, the Fat
Conservation Drive, and the enormously successful Scrap Drive.
Here the newspapers have proved to be a
short and sure way to reach the people, to
reach them as many times as necessary and to
give the campaigns the local twist that helps
put them across.
In making these projects a local success,
not only the NEWS pages and the EDI-

YOUNG
& RUBICAM,
New York • Chicago • Detroit • San Francisco

Business men and merchants, in advertising space they pay for, help sell War Bonds
and Stamps . . . they get customers to carry
packages and thus save tires and gas . . . they
discourage hoarding . . . they explain rationing . . . they get blood donors for the Red
Cross . . . and do a score of other important
war jobs.
A two-way

bridge

Unlike the newspapers of our enemies, which
represent the viewpoint of the government
and the government alone, our free, democratic press is a two-way bridge between the
people and the government, between the
racy.
community
and the nation, interpreting one
to the other for the better working of democEven a small-town newspaper, edited with
wisdom, vision, and integrity, can become
a national influence, its guidance sought
in Washington by Congress, the Administration, and the over-burdened agencies
which struggle with the war's emergencies.
Day by day, the newspapers unfold for us
a clearer picture of the astonishing accomplishments ofthis democracy at war. But
we must read between the lines to realize the
full part played in these accomplishments by
the press itself, which, by the very nature of
its work, deals so largely with the accomplishments ofothers.

INC.
Advertising
• Hollywood • Montreal • Toronto

^ This is the first of a series of three advertisements which discuss the wartime services and the
wartime
America's
of public information—
newspapers,
magazines,
and radio.importance
It appearedof in
the New three
York great
Timesmedia
on September
27, the New York
Herald Tribune
on
September 28, the Chicago Daily News on October 1, Newsweek on October 11, and is also being
published in Fortune and an appropriate group of trade papers.

Radio

Effective

For Book
Selling
Methods
and
Results Told
At Adclub Luncheon Meet
RADIO has proved an extremely
effective medium for books of the
self-help, home education category,
but the formula for the successful
sale of novels and other literature
is yet to be evolved, Albert Rice
Leventhal, sales manager of Simon
& Schuster, told Publishers Adclub
at its October luncheon, last Thursday in the Town Hall Club, New
York.
Citing experience with an income
tax manual, Mr. Leventhal said
a campaign on 500 stations produced 500,000 sales directly, and in
addition bookstore sales increased
from 400,000 copies the previous
year when radio was not used, to
900,000 copies last year.
Announcement Technique
Procedure was to bunch the announcements in a brief period of
time, usually a week, on each station, beginning with a five-minute
commercial and following up successively with three-minute, two
minute, one-minute and half-minute commercial announcements, the
final group "breathless reminders
to hurry and get the book before
it's too late." Listeners were asked
to send money orders or authorization to send the book C.O.D.
directly to the station, which forwarded them to Northwest Radio
Adv. Agency, in charge of the
campaign.
For a flat fee of 50 cents for
each volume sold directly at $1 by
radio, the agency conducted the
campaign itself. Mr. Leventhal
agreed with some listener protests
at the hard-selling commercials
used, but stated that this is the onlv
system he has found that will sell
books on the air.

AFM
To

and
Reach

Disc

Accord

Four Companies
Subsidiaries
Ask
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Plans

Would

Week

Continue Negotiations
for Postponement

NEGOTIATIONS between the
American Federation of Musicians
and the transcription industry continued through last week without
results, although groups indicated
that progress is being made and
expressed hope that a mutually
satisfactory contract might be
ready for submission
the union's
international
executiveto board
when
it meets in New York Wednesday.
Four Participating
Four companies of the seven
original parties to the appeal to
the Government for relief from
the AFM's 14-month-old ban on
recording are participating in the
negotiations. They are: Associated
Music Publishers, Lang - Worth
Feature Programs, C. P. MacGregor and Standard Radio. Of the
others, World Broadcasting System withdrew from the preceedings
before the panel appointed by the
National War Labor Board to investigate the situation when a contract was concluded between its
parent company, Decca Records,
and the AFM which permitted
both Decca and World to resume
the manufacture of musical recordings with AFM musicians. Empire
Broadcasting Corp. subsequently
accepted the same contract and also
withdrew from the hearings.
The seventh company, NBC Radio-Recording Division, has not officially withdrawn from the WLB
hearings, but last week NBC did
not participate in the negotiations
of the other transcription firms
with the union. Ostensibly the reason for its withdrawal was the
union edict that the AFM recording contract may not be divided
and that any company signing a
contract with the union must acFrequency Studies
cept the entire document, covering
FREQUENCY application studies
will be started soon by the FCC, both phonograph records and transcriptions. As a part of the RCA
Chairman Fly said last week. The
subject is a complicated one, in- organization, therefore, NBC has
volving work with the State Dept., joined with RCA-Victor Division
and foreign governments, said Mr. of RCA and with Columbia ReFly, and will require at least a year
cording Corp. and will be a party
to complete. The Commission is to the phonograph record company
just now "getting ready to get negotiations when and if they ocready to begin" the study, he said. cur.
RCA and CRC were scheduled
to
meet with the union last ThursLabor Data Sought
afternoon, but after a brief
EMPLOYE information form to sessionday with
the WLB panel, under
provide compensation and other whose auspices the negotiations of
data has been sent to networks and
the union and the transcription
licensees of standard, international
and television stations by the FCC, companies have been carried on,
asking information for the week of the phonograph record companies
Oct. 17. The information is made
available to the industry.
Big MBS Gain
MUTUAL'S
gross billings for SepCollege Inn Spots
tember totaled $1,153,510, an increase of 63.1% over the same
COLLEGE INN FOOD PRODUCTS Co., Chicago (College Inn month of 1942 when billings were
$707,283. Cumulative billings for
Chili ) , in October and November
will sponsor a varied schedule of the past nine months are $9,350,477,
or 31.9% over the first nine months
spot announcements on KDFN and
WHIS 4 to 13 weeks. Agency is last year when the figure was
Weiss & Geller, Chicago.
$7,091,917.
BROADCASTING

Makers

as Net

requested that conferences with the
AFM be "indefinitely postponed".
No explanation of this request
was advanced by either RCA or
CRC. Industry opinion, however,
is that neither organization wishes
to make any commitments for recordings which might subsequently involve its affiliated network.
NBC is a branch of RCA and CBS
is the parent company of CRC.
The transcription companies which
are now negotiating with the AFM
have no broadcasting affiliations,
either network or station. Any contract they may complete with the
union, involving the acceptance of
any principles of settlement, will
be binding only on them as the
manufacturers of transcriptions.
Right to Collect
But suppose RCA or CBS were
to sign a contract with the AFM
for their recording operations and
in that contract acknowledge the
right of the union to collect royalty
payments on each record for the
maintenance of an AFM unemployment fund, as Decca did in signing
the contract with the union for itself and World.
Suppose further that the AFM
at some later date should demand
that the same principle be accepted
for broadcasting. RCA or CBS,
having accpted it for recordings,
would then be in no position to turn
down this principle for the network
or its owned and operated stations.
In anticipating such demands on
broadcasting, possibly at the expiration of the network contracts
with AFM locals in major program
centers early next year, network
officials have already started to explore the situation to see how such
demands might be avoided without
bringing about a nationwide strike
of musicians against radio.
Disc negotiations with the AFM
began last Tuesday morning under
the auspices of the WLB panel,
which had discontinued its public
hearings and assumed the guise of
a mediating body. A. Walter Socolow, counsel for the transcription
companies, presented to the union
delegation a revision of the WorldDecca contract, amended to be acceptable to his clients.
After three days of discussion,
during which the amendments were
altered, the transcription group met
with the union Friday at AFM
headquarters in New York to draw
up a new contract embodying all
the changes agreed upon. Good
progress was reported Friday afternoon. General feeling was hopeday. ful that a complete agreement
would be reached before WednesNeither side has divulged what
changes have been made in the

Group

Limit

Plugs

Urges Commercials Be Kept in
Sign-on Sign-off Limit
TWO WEEKS after its fall meeting in New York, the NBC stations' planning and advisory committee issued the following statement on the handling of special
commercials on sponsored pro"The NBC Stations' Planning
and Advisory
Committee at its
grams :
meeting in New York on Sept. 29
and 30 reiterated its stand of the
past several years and strongly
urged that revision be made in the
network program policy to the
effect that all commercial copy on
any program be confined within
the sign-on — sign-off limits of the
main program structure itself.
"The Committee further recommends early consideration and
Members of the committee, all
of whom attended the recent session, are: James D. Shouse, WLW,
chairman;
action." S. S. Fox, KDYL; Stanley Hubbard, KSTP; Paul W.
Morency, WTIC; Arden X. Pangborn, KGW; G. Richard Shafto,
WIS; Harry Stone, WSM, and G. E.
Zimmerman, KARK.
Decca-World contract, but it is
understood that principal demands
of the manufacturers have been for
a no-strike provision, an agreement
by the union not to raise the wage
scale for the duration of the contract or at least two years, and a
provision for arbitration of any
disputes that may arise.
Union last week reported that the
terms of the Decca-World contract
had been accepted by Capitol Records
60). received
Signed from
contracts(seehavepage
also been
the makers of De Luxe and Plastictone records, according to AFM
spokesmen, who said contracts
would be submitted to the executive board Wednesday.

PVT. ALLEN PROMOTED War
Bonds on Bond Day at WSPA
Spartanburg, S. C, and took the
station over the quota for the
Third War Loan Drive. Pvt. Allen is former announcer Mel Allen of the CBS World News and
sports department, now stationed
at Camp Croft, S. C. At right is
sports editor of WSPA, Grover
Golightly, who turned over the
station's regular sports program
to Allen for the campaign.
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Italy News
Finds Nets

OFFICIALS of the New York, Chicago and Hollywood
branches of the OWI Domestic Radio Bureau conferred in Washington last week with Phil Cohen,
new chief of the Bureau, and his staff. Standing
(1 to r): John D. Hymes, chief, station relations division; Mrs. Elaine Ewing, assistant chief, station relations division; Jack Van Nostrand, assistant deputy
chief, New York branch; William A. Wheeler, administrative officer; Lee House (at right window), pro-

OWI

Lauds

Stations

gram manager. Sitting (1 to r) : John A. Mullen, copy
chief, New York branch; Mrs. Lavinia Schwartz,
deputy chief, Chicago branch; Merritt Barnum, deputy
chief, New York branch; Mr. Cohen; Gordon Kinney,
assistant chief, allocation division; Mrs. Marion Sabatini, program manager; Cornwell Jackson, deputy
chief, Hollywood branch; Charles Harrell, chief, special events; William M. Spire, new deputy chief of the
Bureau in charge of liaison operations.

Carrying

Messages
Wartime
Regional
Cross. Station WRRN broadcast
REGIONALLY broadcast messages, to fill v/ar emergency needs daily for a week that the blood
in various communities, are mak- donor mobile unit would be in town
ing an important contribution to for two days of the following week
radio's participation in the war to receive donors.
program, according to the OWI
To help meet its quota for NewDomestic Radio Bureau.
castle, Pa., the Red Cross enlisted
Reports from OWI Station Re- the aid of WKST to recruit nurses
lations regional chiefs, compiled for duty with the Army and Navy.
by Mrs. Elaine Ewing, assistant The station carried announcements
chief of the station relations divi- twice a day for a week urging cansion, show the wide variety of andidates to communicate with local
nouncements broadcast to meet lo- Red Cross headquarters.
cal problems.
Woodcutting to Recruiting
Running from 30 seconds to one
minute, the announcements are put
In New York and northern New
on the air following clearance
the Department of Agriculthrough the OWI regional station Jersey,
appealed to farmers to cut logs
relations offices and the voluntary this ture
winter for war needs. Ancontrol centers established by the
nouncements were carried daily for
industry to facilitate local clear- a week on farm programs.
ance of government programs
The U. S. Maritime Commission
[Broadcasting, Sept. 20].
was assisted by stations in Iowa,
Message Subjects
Kentucky, W. Virginia, Wisconsin,
Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio
Reports of a typical week's activ- and New York in recruiting seaities in the regional offices show 43
men. Stations in 10 Pennsylvania
different announcements carried on
cities carried announcements to
stations covering most of the na- help the Coast Guard recruit
tion. Some of the announcements
are carried several times a day SPARS. Recruiting messages for
throughout the week; others are WAVES, WACS, Marine Corps
Reserve, Aviation Cadets,
used only in connection with par- Women's
shipyard workers, and student
ticular programs.
In Louisiana messages were nurses were carried in hundreds of
broadcast on all stations for volun- cities and towns outside critical
teers to help harvest the rice crop. labor shortage areas.
Other announcements apprised
The urgency of the need was
stressed and listeners were asked mothers of newly established child
to consult the agricultural agent in care centers and urged that these
their parish.
facilities be utilized to permit taking war jobs. Intensified local camIn Provo, Utah, KOVO broadcast
paigns to collect fats and grease
announcements three times daily
for a week to alleviate a local hous- were carried in various localities
ing shortage. Listeners were urged through station announcements.
to share their homes with war
The importance of these mesworkers and to list available space
sages, designed to meet local probwith the War Housing Center. Similems, is receiving the full recognition of the local stations. In
lar messages were broadcast in
dozens of other cities in eastern granting their facilities for these
and midwest states.
announcements, Mrs. Ewing deCitizens of Warren, Ohio were
clared, the stations are patrioticalurged to donate blood to the Red
ly accepting a public responsibility.
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Book-of-the-Month Club
Resumes Concert Series
BOOK - OF - THE - MONTH Club,
New York, is resuming sponsorship
of classical music after a hiatus of
several years, with a series of 16
Sunday concerts on WQXR New
York by the New Friends of Music from Town Hall, New York.
Starting Nov. 7, concerts will be
broadcast in their entirety from
5:30-7 p.m. as an institutional series, with commercials limited to
the regular intermission periods,
and containing no appeal for memwill be sense
no commercials in bership.
the "There
ordinary
of the
word. We and WQXR will retain
the artistic integrity of this famous series. . . ." said Harry Sherman, Club president, in announcing sponsorship of the programs.
This will be the Club's most ambitious radio schedule, previous series on WQXR having been shorter in both length and duration.
Business was placed direct.
Wilson KPRO Manager
H. W. (Hal) WILSON, formerly
manager of KLX Portland, has
been named manager of KPRO
Riverside, Cal. William L. Geeson
continues as president and general
manager of Broadcast Corp. of
America, which owns and operates
that station.

Break
Ready

Advance
Warning Prepares
For Bulletins, Roundups
TOLD that an Italian declaration
of war on Germany would come the
morning of Oct. 13, the four major
networks were all ready to flash the
news at or around 11 a.m. when
the "go-ahead" report was given
simultaneously from Algiers, London and Washington.
The BLUE, advised by George
Hicks, special features reporter in
Algiers, that shortwave facilities
would be available to him at 11:2025 a.m., made plans to interrupt
its Breakfast at Sardi's program
at 11:12 with the bulletin from
Washington. Hicks came on at
11:21 with an on-the-spot report,
including
Badoglio's
to the Italian
people. announcement
Roundups Follow
The first CBS bulletin came at
11 a.m., as did NBC's, and at 11:23,
CBS interrupted the serial Second
Husband for a one-minute broadcast from Winston Burdett in Algiers. The news was also discussed
on CBS during the Kate Smith
noon-day program, at 1:30 p.m.,
and on the 3:15 p.m. news spot.
From 11:15-11:27 a.m., NBC scheduled aroundup with reports on the
Italian declaration from Morgan
Beatty in Washington, Robert St.
John in New York, Elmer Peterson
from London, and a CBC flight
lieutenant from Algiers. Mutual
carried the news at 11:15 a.m., and
at 11:28 brought its listeners a
first-hand report from Algiers by
Jack Thompson.
Radio news that the Portuguese
Azores had been turned over to
Great Britain for air and sea bases
reached American listeners close to
12 noon on Oct. 12, with each of
the networks announcing the agreement during news programs on the
air at or near that hour. NBC was
the only network to arrange a special roundup on the news as announced in the House of Commons
by Prime Minister Churchill, the
program coming on at 12:30 p.m.
with St. John speaking from New
York, Beatty from Washington, and
John MacVane from London.

REGIONAL OWI CHIEFS met in Chicago at breakfast tendered by E.
R. Borroff, vice-president in charge of the BLUE central division, who
was recently named Chicago consultant for the OWI domestic radio bureau. Discussing plans for cooperation with the OWI are (1 to r) : Rod
Holmgren, associate stations relations chief, OWI, Chicago region;
Charles J. Lanphier, manager of WEMP Milwaukee, named OWI consultant for the Wisconsin region; Mr. Borroff, and Mrs. Lavinia S.
Schwartz, OWI Regional Stations Relations Chief.
BROADCASTING
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about
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C
Rural Free Delivery renders a great service toworthters to calm
war-weary nerves. Putting drama and
farmers and to others in outlying sections by
vaudeville into their living-rooms, direct from
Broadway and Hollywood.
bringing tbem essential mail once a day. Another

achievement in communications

is radio, avail-

The stations of Westinghouse, in primary areas

Not least in this service rendered by radio are
messages about merchandise from houses that
are proud to put their names on both the product
and its advertising. Westinghouse Radio Stations

alone, serve territories of eighteen million people
on an average of nineteen hours a day, seven days

Inc is glad to be an important link in the worldchain of radio communications and to offer,

a week. Bringing them last-minute news in a
world aflame. Giving them the music of the mas-

among other things, Westinghouse
Ability to worthy advertisers.

able everywhere as a round-the-clock service.

WESTINGHOUSE
WOWO

• WGL

RADIO
• WBZ

Response

STATIONS

• WBZA

■ KYW

Inc

• KDKA

Six

National

Keystone

NEW MORNING program on
WGAR Cleveland, six times a week,
is signed for by T. E. Lobman Jr.
(seated, left), general manager of
The Stearn Co,, Cleveland department store sponsor. Dorothy Macdonald, WGAR woman's specialist,
is featured on the programs. Standing are: (1 to r) Robert Foley,
president of the Foley Adv. Agency
and Harry Camp, WGAR sales
manager.
4

Grants

Refused

Under Freeze Rule
Two Transfers of Control of
Stations Are Granted
FCC IN ACTIONS of last week
denied four construction permits
and granted two applications for
transfer of control. Proposed findings denying The Voice of the
Orange Empire Inc., licensee of
KVOE Santa Ana, Cal., a construction permit to change operation
from 1490 kc 250 watts unlimited
to 1480 kc 1 kw unlimited were
adopted on the basis of the Commission's April 1942 freeze order.
At the same time it made final proposed findings denying without
prejudice the following cases on the
same basis:
KDYL Salt Lake City, for construction permit to change from
1320 to 880 kc, increase power from
5 to 10 kw, change directional antenna system for both day and
night use and change the transmitter.
Texas Refusal
Beauford H. Jester, et al, Waco,
Tex., construction permit for new
station in 1230 kc 250 watts unlimited.
Eastern Broadcasting Co., Long
Island, construction permit for a
new station on 1520 kc 1 kw limited
to WKBW Buffalo.
The Commission granted consent
to transfer of control of Congress
Square Hotel, licensee of WCSH,
from Adeline B. Rines, executrix
of the estate of Henry P. Rines, deceased, to Adeline B. Rines, William H. Rines and Mary R. Thompson, with no money involved. It
granted involuntary transfer of
control of KFJI Broadcasters Inc.,
Klamath Falls, Ore., from John A.
Kincaid, deceased, to George Kincaid, executor.
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Sponsors
Disc

Start

Campaigns

Secondary Markets Tapped by General Foods,
Cal. Fruit, Sterling Drug, Miles Labs.
sored on 96 stations by the Gospel
SIX NATIONAL advertisers intensifying their advertising in the sec- Broadcasting Assn. of Los Angeles
and placed through R. H. Alber &
ondary markets have started camCo. of the same city.
paigns within the past two weeks
Miles Labs., Elkhart, Ind., has
on Keystone Broadcasting System.
General Foods Co., New York, is renewed Historical Almanac of the
introducing through Young & Rubi- Air series on KBS on behalf of
cam, New York, a new hot cereal Nervine, original product of the
product, Wheatmeal, on a list of company. Series is one-minute transcribed announcements five times a
KBS stations paralleling product
distribution in the Southeast, South week placed through Wade Adverand Southwest. This campaign of
tising Agency, Chicago.
15 one-minute transcribed anDevelopments in the rebroadcastnouncements aweek is in addition ing by transcription of network
to a schedule of 15 one-minute
musical programs, a plan which
transcribed weekly announcements
Keystone offered advertisers before
on 123 KBS stations which the the AFM ban, will be announced
company is running for Grapenuts
shortly by KBS, according to M.
and Grapenut Flakes through
M. Sillerman, president of the netYoung & Rubicam, and for Post work.
Toasties, Post Raisin Bran and
40% Bran Flakes through Benton
CLEVENGER HEADS
& Bowles, New York.
Cal. Fruit on 168
California Fruit Growers Exchange, Los Angeles, through Foote,
Cone & Belding, Los Angeles, has
started a series of 21 one-minute
announcements a week on 168 KBS
stations.
Block Drug Co., Jersey City, N.
J., is promoting Gold Medal capsules with one-minute transcribed
announcements five times a week on
a selected list of KBS stations. J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York,
is the agency.
Beaumont Co., subsidiary of
Grove Laboratories, St. Louis, has
prepared a new series of one-minute transcribed announcements to
be broadcast on an undetermined
number of KBS stations for 4-Way
Cold Tablets and Vitamins starting Oct. 18. The business is placed
through Donahue & Coe, New York.
Dr. L. D. Legear Medicine Co.,
St. Louis, manufacturers of poultry and live stock remedies, have
placed one-minute announcements
on a thrice weekly basis on a midwestern network of KBS stations
starting Oct. 18, through Simmonds & Simmonds, Chicago.
Flex-O-Glass Mfg. Co., (Flex-OGlass) on Nov. 1 will inaugurate
a campaign on 140 KBS stations
with five minute transcribed programs three times weekly. The account ishandled by Presba, Fellers
& Presba, Inc., Chicago.
Sterling Drug on 133
Sterling Drugs, Monticello, 111.,
on Sept. 27 launched a new two
weeks cycle for Dr. Caldwell's
Proprietary Products on 133 stations. The schedule of one-minute
transcribed announcements five
times a week was placed by Sherman & Marquette, Chicago. Also
renewed was the Old Fashioned Revival Hour, a one hour transcribed
Sunday religious program spon-
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AGENCY'S NEW UNIT
TO MEET the demand for station
operation "in the public interest",
Albert Frank-Guenther Law agency has Relations
established Service,
a Broadcasters'
Public
designed
to cover all phases of station activity where
public will
interest
is involved. The service
be confined
to one station in each primary tercounts. ritory, with no competitive acDirector of the new service is
Russell Clevenger, former director
of Information of the FCC and
consultant in the Tax Division of
the Treasury. Mr. Clevenger conducted the public relations campaign for the broadcasting industry in the BMI-NAB controversy
with ASCAP. He left FCC last
March to join N. W. Ayer & Son
and in September went with Albert
Frank-Guenther Law firm as head
of its public relations department
in New York. The agency maintains branches in Chicago, Boston,
San Francisco, Philadelphia and
New York.
A CLINIC on export advertising will
be conducted by leaders in the agency
and advertiser field as part of the
Advertising & Selling Course, which
starts Oct. 18. at the Advertising Club
of New York.

Radio Week

"CONSIDERING the great
job broadcasting has done in
the war effort, can't we get
the President to designate a
specified week to be observed
each year as Broadcasting
and Freedom of the Air
Week?", asks W. L. Gleason,
president, KPRO Riverside,
Cal., in a letter to Neville
Miller, president of NAB.
Mr. Gleason also suggests a
two-hour show with every
station in the country hooked
up in celebration of the week.

BROADCASTING

REPLY TO WEILAND
OWI Indicates Policy Near
On Paid Advertising
OWI hopes to report to the radio
industry in the near future on a
"constructive" policy regarding
Government paid advertising, Palmer Hoyt, Domestic Director, has
informed Jonas Weiland, owner of
WFTC Kinston, N. C. Mr. Weiland
recently addressed a complaint to
Mr. Hoyt concerning the appearance of paid advertising in local
newspapers for WAC recruiting
while requests for free radio time
were being made by WAC officers
[Broadcasting, Sept. 27].
Mr. Hoyt's reply follows:
The Office of War Information has
been and is very consciou3 of the
situation existing whereby government agencies with appropriations
for advertising are buying paid space
in one media and neglecting another.
It is a problem which requires a great
deal of consideration and as a matter
of fact at the present time it is being considered by this office. We do
not know yet exactly what steps we
can or will take regarding this, inasmuch as we have no control over th<-:
appropriations
of any we
other
ment agency. However,
are governvitally
conscious muof
this
problem
and
lating apolicy regarding it.are forI hope that we may have something
constructive to report to the radio industry on this in the very near future.
Comedy Team Back
ABBOTT & COSTELLO, comedy
team off the air since last spring
when Lou Costello became ill with
rheumatic fever, on Nov. 4 returns
to
eveningsponsorship
10 o'clock
spotthe onThursday
NBC, under
of R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.,
Winston-Salem, N. C. Originally
scheduled to resume their series
Oct. been
7, thefilled
team's
period
has
by half-hour
Jimmy Durante
and Gary Moore, also heard on CBS
Fridays for the same sponsor.
Agency
is Wm. Esty & Co., New
York.
Football Canceled
IN CANCELING broadcasts of
1943 football games, officials at
WLW were motivated by two principal reasons, the station advises.
First, WLW is devoting substantial time to programs backing the
war effort. Second, with football
being dropped by many schools in
the WLW area, normal schedules
of traditional games always heretofore broadcast, have been disrupted. If outstanding games are
scheduled as the season progresses,
WLW will carry these games, the
station said.
Increases at WLIB
AN INCREASE in the basic salaries for technicians at WLIB
Brooklyn, was approved recently
by the War Labor Board following
negotiations between the station
and American Communications
Assn. (CIO) for a new contract to
run until May, 1945. Under the
terms of the pact, several of the
WLIB technicians will receive a
$5 persionsweek
allow forincrease,
a $2.50 and
per proviweek
increment for each additional six
months of service. Base pay for
this group is $40 per week.
• Broadcast
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Nation
Equal
Dominance
/

Heard
be
to
Right
The
Speech:
Free
trying to solve this problem. While
WHEN our constitution was writwe do not say our method is the
Has Changed
Communication
ten, the right of free speech car- Mass
"ideal", we nevertheless believe
ried with it the right to be heard
it is more practical than any other
— at least the right to be heard by
les
Princip
Not
But
ms
Proble
thus far devised for the protection
those within the
audible range of
of "the right to be heard" and
CRANEY
ED
By
"the right to hear". We have mereone's voice (proNet
Z-Bar
Manager,
General
viding they want
ly endeavored to build the columnist page of the newspaper into
to listen) . It didIt accepts paid advertisements
—
glasses
of
pair
same
through the
n't limit to one
an
air
show. We never put a "sinnewsgood
a
person the right from capital presenting "capital's one has only to read
gle" commentator on the air. We
paper's columnist page to know
to talk in a hall editorial policy." It does the same
how "ideas" vary.
insist on two or more people's
the WCTU, the Demothat would holjd for labor,
ideas being expressed on the same
crats, the Republicans and all the
We
must
bear
in
mind
that
all
100 people while others.
of radio is Front Page. There is carry
or on adjacent
shows While
or we NBC,
don't
it gave to some
the broadcast.
Differences
and
Limitations
the
7:00 o'clock front page— the with which we are affiliated, has
other person the
Mr. Craney
8:00 o'clock front page — the 9:00 some air shows with two or more
right to talk in a
That is what the good newspaper
o'clock front page. As each is minds brought together on the
hall that would hold 5,000 people. does and we, wanting American
it is gone ; it is not laid aside
Mass communication by radio has radio to be good radio, must fashion heard
and referred to later. A different same show, such as Sheaffer Pen,
decidedly changed the problem. ourselves as closely as possible by
Sundays — OK For Reaudience (readers) is there for 1:15 MWT,
lease, 3:30 p.m. MWT, Saturdays
Hook-ups of two or more or all of the best in the 4th Estate, recog- each.
and
9:30
a.m.
MWT, Sunday and
the stations in the country for a
nizing, of course, radio's differences
No good newspaper would do The Editors Speak, 2:30 p.m.
and limitations.
chosen few has taken away from
away with its editorial page and MWT Sundays; these are not
Our differences are many —
many "the right to be heard." Up
to now, network administration of
Limited facilities — an engin- present on its front page — day in enough, so we record a daily broadand day out — the ideas of a single
mass communication has made imeer's problem to solve;
cast of two or more different compossible the equitable division of
Licensed by government lead- person with never an answer to
mentators and present these on adperson's ideas being expressed
time between groups of people of
ing to domination by the party that
jacent times each afternoon and
on
that
same
front
page,
and
yet
in
power;
differing ideologies.
two nights a week.
A radio broadcast cannot be try to say that it didn't adopt as
Established Time Threat
'Abuse of Communication'
policy the editorial ideas of that
laid aside and read — if a broad- its
We are certain no commentator
cast is not listened to it is lost columnist. Yet radio does just that
The policy of assigning a definite
worth his salt would object to be on
and has been doing it for years.
forever.
time for a single person to express
There are some who think radio the same or adjacent program with
his views day in and day out over
Audience Building
can cure this commentator trouble
a station or network of stations
other commentators. The newswith no other person allowed to
by
labeling
each
commentator
as
paper columnists seem to thrive
An audience (readers) can be
Then, too, if Comanswer that person's views on that built up for 8:00 o'clock at night such and telling the public he is on the idea.
mentator A is good for a morning
"established audience time" also to hear a single commentator night expressing his own personal views
— that these views are not neces- audience, Commentator B for an
presents a problem and a threat to
after night exposing his own prisarily the views of the station,
our kind of government.
afternoon audience, and Commenvate ideas and theories. That 8:00
tator C for an evening audience,
etc., excuse after excuse, the same
We of the Z Net (Montana's ra- o'clock audience has no chance to as maniy do on political broadcasts.
how much better each of these
dio network), recognized the above know of the ideas of the other half
three audiences would be served if
problems and strove to solve them dozen commentators on the air at
Believes in Commentaries
they could have the advantage of
beginning in 1930 with the estab- other times of day. The only way
lishment of the Montana Radio is for radio to present several
There are others who think
threeall,ofit these
commentators should be made into hearing
Forum. CBS has just done so. Some
ideas. And,all after
IS the men's
pubcommentators on that 8:00 o'clock
lic
we
are
trying
to
serve
and profactual
reporters
and
let
forums
say there is no problem — others say program, the same as the newssome other method must be found.
serve for the expression of differ- tect.
paper
places
several
columnists'
The commentators' right to be
ing ideas.
ideas
in
one
place
in
the
paper
from
All right — let's find it — I believe
all of us are actually striving for which its readers may choose. If
heard and the peoples' right to
We of the Z Net believe comthe same goal — freedom of speech the ideas of several commentators
mentaries are healthy. We believe have more than a single commentator's idea is not our only prob— the right for both majorities and are presented together on a single the public needs their ideas — we
minorities to be heard on American
lem
to
solve
in radio's freedom of
program or on immediately adja- said their, not his or hers. We have
radio.
speech. It is true we are in a war,
saluted
CBS
on
its
stand
because
cent program times — no matter how
much these men might say they we know it has taken courage to but what we are about to record
Is radio like a newspaper?
recognize the problem and CBS is here went on even before the war.
No — anyone with the funds can agreed and would view the news
It is the abuse of mass communistart a newspaper. Radio is limited
cation by allowing a person, a
and licensed by government because
group of persons, the party in
of the present lack of frequencies.
ED CRANEY, operator of the Z-Bar Net (KGIR, KPFA,
power, or, it is conceivable, anyThe GOOD "newspaper" presents
one with enough financial backing
factual news of the day written by KRBM) in Montana, is a provocative broadcaster. He has been
to
pay
for it, the right to talk to
"on the scene" reporters of events in the thick of just about every radio battle — network, copyall of the people over the vast
all over the world.
right, legislative, NAB. Long before the subject of contromajority of stations in the country
It has an editor who is free to
simultaneously and allowing any
versial
commentators
became
controversial,
his
stations
refused
express his views on any subject in
answer to such broadcast to be
its editorial columns.
commentaries unless in a forum. BROADCASTING has pre- heard only over a limited number
It has a section devoted to colof stations with the Jack Bennys,
sented several sides of the "opinionated news" issue — FCC
umnists where these gentlemen exKate Smiths, Kay Kysers, et al.,
press their views on many subjects
running competition over all other
Chairman
James
Lawrence
Fly's
approach
for
open
microand interpret the factual news restations and thus limiting the audiphones to all; CBS' Paul W. White's pronounciamento against
ports by "on the spot" reporters as
ence for "the opposition."
they see it.
Our national points of view
expressions
of
opinion
by
its
analysts;
Paul
Kesten's
defense
must be disseminated by our great
It has a department for comments of its readers expressing
of that policy, and Zenith's Comdr. McDonald's plea for an network systems. However, it is
their agreement or disagreement
editorial page of the air. Believing in freedom of the press as not fair to the American public
for radio to broadcast one point of
with what they read in its columns.
fervently as it does in freedom of the air BROADCASTING
view over every station in the
It accepts and prints interviews
country with no other programs
with people representing all walks
opens its columns to Mr. Craney's views in his own words.
(Continued on page 2U)
of life.
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famous
ior big,area is
Puget Sound
fighting
Salmon
. . . and King
for big,
easy-to-get SALES!

WITHIN

50

When

you

MILES

OF

OUR

GO fishing, you

TRANSMITTER

go where

you know

the big fish are ! When you're out for sales don't
overlook the KOMO-KJR area in Washington State.
It is one of the "hottest" spots in America today —
with an amazingly brilliant future! Sales Management Survey of Buying Power says 66.57% of the
State's effective buying income is concentrated in this
50-mile "pool" which includes Seattle and Tacoma...
covered intensively by KOMO-KJR.
TODAY — $1,454 per capita is the
effective buying income in this
area as reported by Sales Management .. . far above the national
average.

TOMORROW — Post-war development of Alaska, Russia, China
and a wealth of natural resources
point to a brilliant future for this
area.

1

EDWARD PETRY Cr CO.
New York, Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis
Los Angeles, San Francisco
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PAUL H. RAYMER
Chicago, New York, San Francisco,
Los Angeles
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WNYC

Would

Bar

Court

Candidates

Not Violating Radio Law Says
Novik, Station Manager
EXCLUSION of two party-endorsed candidates for the New
York Supreme Court from the political time allocation plan of
WNYC, New York municipal station, does not constitute a violation
of the Communications Act, in the
opinion of Morris Novik, general
manager of WNYC, who said the
plan will not be put into effect unless it secures the approval of all
parties.
As announced by Mayor F. H.
LaGuardia of New York on Oct. 10,
during his weekly broadcast on
WNYC, the plan is to give free
time to candidates on the following
basis: The two candidates for
Lieutenant Governor would receive
equal time. Four sessions would be
given to the 80 candidates for the
City Council, with spokesmen for
the Democratic, Republican and
American Labor parties each
getting one period on the air, with
the fourth time period allotted to a
representative of the independent
candidates.
Would Exclude Aurelio
Time would also be allocated to
candidates for the City Court, under the Mayor's plan. But of the
Supreme Court candidates the
Mayor said: "Candidates who are
endorsed by the two major parties
are sure of election, so they won't
need any time, but we will allow
equal time for candidates running
for the Supreme Court in the First
Department who are not on the two
major tickets."
In reporting this development,
New York papers played up the
fact that this plan would not make
WNYC available to Thomas A.
Aurelio, who will appear on the
ballots as official candidate of both
Republican and Democratic parties,
although both parties have repudiated him and are backing opposition candidates.
What Sec. 315 Says
Plan for making time available
to some but not to all candidates appeared to be contrary to Sec. 315 of
the Communications Act, which
reads as follows: "If any licensee
shall permit any person who is a
legally qualified candidate for any
public office to use a broadcasting
station, he shall afford equal opportunities toall other such candidates
for that office in the use of such
broadcasting station . . ."
Questioned on this point, Mr. Novik replied that the proposal to allow the candidates who are seeking
support from New York City voters the chance to address them on
WNYC is "a system which must
work on a voluntary basis or not
at all." Continuing that Sec. 315
does not apply where all parties
have agreed on a yardstick such as
this plan, Mr. Novik stated that
WNYC will give no time to any
candidate unless the plan is accented by all parties.
Page 24 • October

FAREWELL PARTY to CBS executives Art Kemp and Charles Morin
was given by Ralph R. Brunton, KQW San Francisco, president, and
C. L. McCarthy, manager, who were hosts to executives and radio buyers
of the 40 advertising agencies attending. Kemp, Pacific Coast sales manager, becomes general manager of the CBS Detroit office; Morin goes
to New York as Eastern sales manager for the Columbia Pacific Network. Saying their farewells are (1 to r) : C. L. McCarthy; Art Kemp;
Ole G. Morby, of the CBS San Francisco office; Ralph R. Brunton;
Wayne Steffner; Charles Morin.
Free

Speech and Right
(Continued from page 22)

of consequence on the air at the
same time to distract the listener's attention, while the conflicting ideas of another group of our
people are put on over a single
station or a network of 10 or 20
stations or even over a complete
major network of 100 stations but
with the other networks and stations placing major shows and
tvell-known radio personalities on
the air in competition to such
broadcast,
thus dividing the audience.
National Radio Forum
Our views as a people are pretty
well represented by the political
parties. All questions of national
public interest do not always cleave
to party lines but for lack of a
better formula let us suggest that
for the dissemination of national
policy ideas — for the establishment
of "the right of minorities to be
heard" — "the right of the people
to hear",
that the
national radio
networks establish
a national
forum — to assign a definite amount
of time for such broadcasts when
all networks would simultaneously
give voice to the country's leaders,
that the time be divided between
the various political partes in proportion to the votes cast by each
at
the
previous
presidential election.
Now comes the problem of the
station's owner establishing an
editorial policy of his own. Until
the engineers find ways and means
for anyone and everyone to start
a radio station, it will hardly be
right for a mere handful of men
to establish a time of day when
they would broadcast their own
ideas, day after day, to the world
over a precious wave band that
belongs to all the people and not
to the few who might possibly
agree with the ideas of such a
station editor. If such an air editor
should take to the airways, then
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to Hear

certainly time adjacent to the commentators would be the time for
such a broadcast and, likewise,
any station should establish the
right for listeners not agreeing
with such editor's ideas to be
heard on the same program. Of
course, the opening up of new frequencies can conceivably change
this entire program.
Should a station allow capital
to editorialize on its programs?
Should a station sell time for labor or minority groups to sell their
pet ideas? Radio sells time in a
political campaign for the discussion of public problems. What will
radio (as long as it is limited by
limitation of frequencies) do in
respect to allowing financially
poor groups or individuals to answer charges of financially rich
groups if it sells time at all times
for the discussion of public problems or controversial questions?
These are problems we must
meet and talk about and possibly
ask Congress to help us solve.
Ask Congress' Help
I am one who believes Justice
Frankfurter interpreted the language of the radio act as it is
written. I know from talking with
Members of Congress who helped
write the radio act that the Supreme Court's majority opinion
interpretation of the radio act, was
beyond the realm of their thoughts
when the act was written. I have
read the White bill and do not believe we can turn the broadcasters
(networks) loose as this amendment would do. As long as we have
limitation of facilities, we must
have some kind of police regulation just as we have traffic regulations on our street corners and
highways. We must have network
as well as station regulations and
that regulation must have its limitations just as police power has
its limitations. We must look to
BROADCASTING

WKNE
Refinance Plan
Submitted to the FCC
WKNE Keene, N. H., last week
submitted for FCC approval a refinancing plan involving issuance
of new preferred stock and transfers of common and preferred stock
which would give control to M. S.
Wilder and Col. H. C. Wilder, his
son. Under the present stock setup
none of the eight stockholders has
control. Col. Wilder is also principle
owner Troy.
of WSPR Syracuse and
WTRY
WKNE Inc. told the Commission
its proposal to issue 500 shares of
non-voting preferred stock at $100
per share par value was to
strengthen its financial position,
pay off its note indebtedness, and
strengthen its balance sheet for
credit purposes.
The proposed new common stock
setup referred
to the FCC57 isshares;
as follows: H. C. Wilder,
Fred R. Ripley, 3 shares; George
W. Smith, 1 share; Philip H.
Faulkner, 3 shares; M. S. Wilder,
149 shares; Helen W. Miller, 55
shares; Frank Lyman Jr., 40
shares; N. L. Kidd, 2 shares. M. S.
Wilder would own 100% of the
preferred stock (205 shares) and
with
ing. his son would control the 310
shares of common stock outstand-

Victor

Waters

Leaves

Justice Dept. for Navy
VICTOR O. WATERS, former
special assistant to the attorney
general in charge of copyright and
music litigation and its expert on
radio matters, reported lastduty
Friday
for
active
as
a Lieutenant
(jg)
in the Navy. His
orders carried
him to Tucson,
nation.
Ariz, for indoctriMr. Waters for
the past year has
Mr. Waters the
Statesof
beenCentral
in charge
offices of the Department of Justice
anti-trust division, head-quartered
in New Orleans. The office now has
been closed. Mr. and Mrs. Waters
on Oct. 11 became the parents of a
7 lb. 9 oz. boy, their first child.
Holmes Baldridge, chief of the
litigation section of the Department of Justice's anti-trust division,
is in charge
ment matters.of radio and entertainChap Stick Regional
CHAP STICK Co., Lynchburg, Va.,
is using radio for the first time for
Fleet's Chap Stick. Supplementing
a campaign in national magazines,
service publications, East-central
newspapers, the firm is sponsoring
Cunningham News for five minutes
five-times weekly on WXYZ Detroit; CKLW Windsor and WCAR
Pontiac. Series started Sept. 15.
AgencyYork.
is Sherman K. Ellis & Co.,
New
Congress to help us. We must tell
Congress our problems and ask it
to help us guarantee the American
people "the right to be heard"—
"the right to hear."
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PROGRAMS
Educational Series
Mak

ing

old

Records

High

look

Puny

Current

schedules, running

far ahead

of last year, show plainly what advertisers, both national and local, think of
the ability of WSIX

to produce sales in

a BIG way.

This Nashville market

is getting richer

daily. Crops are coming in . . . industries
booming.

You

can blanket this whole Nashville

area over WSIX.

es adgramessiseri
atvice on a proprof
onal
OBTAIN
problem
tacking the delicate
of juvenile delinquency,
New York has set up an
CA
WM
advisory committee composed of.
workers in the social welfare field
Representatives from the N. Y.
l, the Children's
fare Counci
Wel
education, and child
Court, publiccies
, have agreed to
welfare agen
advertise the station on a projected
series titled Parents Forum. Present committee grew out of a meeting called by the station to discuss
how to handle a juvenile delinc.uency program. Station had been
approached with two program
ideas, both calling for actual trying
of cases on the air g.with the delinquents participatin
Main issue brought up at the
meeting, Sept. 20, was whether
such a program should be directed
to the child or to the adult; and
whether radio could be used as a
social force to influence delinquents.
General consensus of opinion was
that the program should be directed
to the parent. In the projected
series lined up subsequently by the
station, and now awaiting the committee's approval, parents will
present actual case histories with a
sociologist presiding. As another
outcome of the meeting, the Welfare Council of New York City
has agreed to serve as a central
clearing house for WMCA programs dealing with juvenile delinquency and other family welfare
problems. Representing WMCA on
the advisory committee are Leon
Goldstein, director, public service
features division; and Garrett E.
Hollihan, program director.
* * *
Service Letters
LETTERS of servicemen and
women to their friends and relatives back home are shared over
WTAG Worcester, Mass., on the
Victory Mailbag program which
features Patricia Neighbors as
postmistress. In addition to the letters, excerpts from service newspapers are included to give listeners first hand information on what
the boys are doing. Visiting servicemen are often included as guests
on the program.
* * *
TO

Join the Big Parade!

Spot Sales, Inc., National Representatives
Member Station, The Blue Network and
Mutual Broadcasting System

Wartime Service
AS an additional wartime service
to listeners, Ruth Lyons, who presents the WLW Cincinnati Consumers' Foundation broadcasts six
times weekly, furnishes her audience with the latest facts on price
regulations and rationing on the
Monday, Wednesday, Friday programs, gathering the information
from the local OPA office.
Aid Coast Guard
TO HELP the U. S. Coast Guard
recruit 5,000 SPARS by the end of
the year, KPO San Francisco, has
started a weekly series of recruitment programs, prepared and presented by the public relations office
of the Twelfth Naval District.
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KYW PHILADELPHIA has scheduled six program series of an educational nature for the new season.
Originating from a different Philadelphia high school each week,
a half-hour Junior Town Meeting
of the Air on Thursdays has prominent educators and civic leaders
acting as moderators for topical
discussions by students. Program
is heard in the assemblies of all
the other schools. Devoted to the
activities of the schools in the
suburban area, Know Your
Schools is scheduled for Monday
mornings; and on Wednesday
mornings, as Our Public Schools,
the program is turned over to the
activities of the local schools. A Friday afternoon period will be turned
over to the U. of Pennsylvania
Museum for a series of historical
broadcasts. On Saturday afternoons, the Philadelphia Public
Schools will conduct a home economic series, Consumer Time.
Starting Oct. 19, a Tuesday morning series has been turned over to
the Catholic Schools of the Philadelphia area. William L. Galleher,
educational director of KYW, is in
charge of the various programs.
* * *
Education on the Air
NOVELTY in radio education,
Musical Pictures goes into its second year on WGKV Charleston,
W. Va. The weekly programs are
designed to correlate music, art
and literature, stimulating the
imagination of pupils. Students
record their impression of the music played by means of a drawing,
poem or story. The one submitting bestarshipwork
12 weeks
scholat the wins
Mason
College
of
ton.
Music and Fine Arts in Charles* * *
War Jobs Available
STRESSING importance of doing
war defense work and giving a
resume of jobs available with
working conditions, a new program
titled Job Counselor was recently
started on KLX Oakland, Cal.
Cooperatively sponsored by war
industry plants and other firms
doing defense work, the daily
quarter-hour program features
selor.
James Walker Allen as Job Coun* * *
Young Folks Series
STORIES behind musical instruments and compositions are told
for the benefit of the younger generation in a weekly half-hour program on WLIB Brooklyn titled
Classics for Young Folks.
% ^ #
Heart Fixer
ROMANTIC dilemmas of listeners
are unravelled by Allie Lowe Miles
in Love Problems, weekly quarterhour program first heard on WJZ
New York and now expanded to a
network program on the BLUE.
• Broadcast

Advertising

BLUE

RIBBON

. . . so

TOWN

does

"First

Ever stop to try to figure out what causes that
strange, electric tremor that clears the highways of
America each Saturday night — as folks run indoors
to tune in? Ever stop to think why so many horses
whinny, and strong men prepare to weep?
Folks, it's Groucho again, that's what it is. Groucho
the Marx. The Marx who is the exact opposite of a
pantomimist. Non-silent Groucho, they call him.
Groucho of Blue Ribbon Town, Groucho of Pabst
Blue Ribbon Beer. Coast-to-coast-CBS-Groucho.
Aye — it's Groucho — but it's Groucho plus. Plus
KNX. Groucho "originates" at KNX. Its facilities,
skill, experience, and know-how make it possible
for Groucho to project over the full network a show
that's professionally superb — smooth, polished, balanced, exquisitely timed, and dangerously hilarious.
More than twenty other coast-to-coast CBS programs
rely on these same expert KNX facilities.
Now, for contrast, let's look at a show that is not
coast-to-coast. First Call with Beverly. Time: every
weekday morning, about dawn. Beverly herself puts
on a gay, musical gag-and-chatter program — a special
request show — for the service men in Southern
California. She plays the records they ask for, gives
them friendly advice, back-talk, and genuine affecColumbia

Station for All Southern

originates

Call

with

at

MX

Beverly

?5

tion. Do they listen? Well, in two weeks some 2,500
of them wrote her for her photograph.
Beverly "originates" at KNX too. Same skill,
polish, experience work for her as for Groucho. Same
station know-how enables Beverly's participating
sponsors to explore the rich early-morning KNX
market; not only the uniformed army, but the vast
regiments of swing-shift war-workers. They set their
clocks by First Call with Beverly. There are a few
participations available. Better put this KNX skill
to work for you — better ask us — or Radio Sales.

COLUMBIA

OWNED

■

los

a\<;i;li:s

California
Represented by Radio Sales , the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

'Bonds

is

the

I
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Sta

CASH

INCOME

NORTH

and GOV'T
(/N MILLIONS)

PAYMENTS

CAROLINA
AVERAGE OF
NINE OTHER
SOUTHERN STATE?

Source:

—

Department

of Agriculture, IQ^O
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for

Christmas'

Top

Radio

War

Messages Scheduled
Week
of Nov. 8
WAR BONDS move back into first of bond and stamp albums. Treasury will also produce insert order
place in the amount of time given
blanks to be mailed out with Noto war messages under the OWI
vember bills.
Domestic Radio Bureau allocations
Motion
picture houses and banks
for the week of Nov. 8. Announcements for bonds will be broadcast will join the effort with special dison the Network Plan, and all 891
plays and promotions. Industrial
U. S. stations are scheduled to re- plants will tie in with programs to
ceive transcriptions with three sell the idea to employees, and perhaps will give their Christmas
announcements daily for the week.
Of special interest is the fact bonuses, to the extent permitted, in
that Nov. 11 will see the formal war bonds and stamps.
Four special days are to be fealaunching of the new "Christmas
tured in the drive: Armistice Day,
Present With a Future" campaign
for war bond promotion. With re- Nov. 11; Thanksgiving Day, Nov.
tail trade cooperating actively, the 25 ; Pearl Harbor Day, Dec. 7 ; and
drive also furnishes another point Dec. 21, the "shortest day in the
of contact in the relation between year, but still long enough to buy
radio and retailing which NAB is war bonds — "The Present With a
fostering on a nation-wide scale.
Aimed at Inflation
Food Fights For Freedom, second ranking campaign for the week
Radio participation in the Third Future."
War Loan Drive ended on Sept. 30, of Nov. 8, continues from the previous week on the independent staand in line with the agreed policy
tions, being dropped from the affilinot to schedule simultaneous fund
ates, but the latter stations will
drives, bond messages were discontinued during October while the get the food messages via the Network plan. Food For Freedom is
National War Fund appeal was
carried on all of the allocation also scheduled on the National Spot
of the programs carplans. A short "fill-in" bond sched- Plan. Names
rying these messages and the times
ule is set for the period just prior
of broadcast are listed in OWI
to the Bonds for Christmas campaign, and this was planned (1) to Schedule No. 81, which should be
push the payroll savings plan, and consulted to avoid to close prox(2) keep the bond theme hot be- themes. imity of messages on the same
fore launching the Christmas gift
drive on Nov. 11.
Only four campaigns are listed
OWI has advised that the major in Broadcasting's OWI Packet table for the week of Nov. 8. Two
home front offensive continues to
be directed against the danger of more, The Enemy, and Hold Prices
inflation. Retail buying regularly
Down, are handled by "special asreaches its peak in November and
With Junior Red Cross on KW
December, when department stores,
specifically, do one-fourth of their stations only, and Stick to Your
War
Job on the 01 Group, it is a
signment."
year's volume. This year, with conlight messages.
week in Washington sponsored
sumer buying power at a new high, war
and supplies of goods limited by
war restrictions, it becomes a serious problem to prevent such a buyBonds vs. Furniture
ing stampede as would occur if
A
PROTEST
has been made to the
everyone bought all he could afford.
Office of War Informal on in BosTreasury Dept. and the OWI acton in regard to an OWI announcement "Don't Buy Furniture — Buy
cordingly are lining up a bond
Bonds", according to the National
campaign that will enlist the active Retail
Furniture Assn. Objection
co-operation of retail business. The has been forwarded to the OWI
Retailers War Campaigns Calen- in Washington with a request for
dar of the OWI will furnish sug- modification of the announcement,
gested advertisements, radio copy, on the grounds that it is unfair
displays and promotional suggesto single out one product for retions. Treasury will furnish bestricted buying. The spots in questween 15 and 20 million special
tionin were
heard on with
WHDH
ton
connection
a U.Bos-S.
Christmas envelopes to hold gifts Treasury Dept. program.
OWI

PACKET,

WEEK

NOV.

8

Check the list below to find the war message announcements you will broadcast
during the week beginning Nov. 8. Sell the spots officially designated for sponsorship.
Plan schedules for best timing of these important war messages. Tell your clients what
spots
available for per
inclusion
Each "X" stands for three oneminute areannouncements
day, orin 21their
per programs.
week.

man

es
B Cl
S
Na
FREE
Page 28
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STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
NET.
Group
Group
NAT.PLANSPOT
WORK
KW
OI
PLAN
Aft.
Ind. Aft.
Ind. Live Trans.
Food Fights For Freedom X
X
XX
Buy War Bonds
X
X
X
X
X
Stick to Your War Job
X
XX
X
Jr. Red Cross
X
X
See OWI Schedule of War Messages No. 81 for names and time of programs carrying
war messages under National Spot and Network Allocation Plans.
WAR MESSAGE
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host of friendly feminine hands have
been extended in the past few weeks to noted Ruth
Chilton, charming new director of the WCAU
Women

"For

Only" program, consistently Philadelphia's

most popular woman's participating feature since its
inception in 1933.

Ruth Chilton's 18 years' ex-

perience inradio, her personable delivery and unique
ability enables her to create, construct and present an
entire program of the greatest listener interest.
Once

again, WCAU

specialized knowledge of

what the public wants is paying rich dividends for
sales-wise advertisers.

50,800 WATTS

Philadelphia's Pre eminent Radio Station
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Text

of

WPB

Order

P-133:

Controls

and Supplies for Stations
Equipment
rebuilt spare tubes for each active tube
FOLLOWING is the text of WPB
socket. All power tubes of 250 watts or
Order P-133, now exclusive control- more (plate dissipation), which have
been operated to failure and are not to
ling authority for obtaining main- be
repaired, shall be returned to the mantenance, repair and operating sup- ufacturer.
plies for radio communication and
(2) To replace in stock any spare
radio broadcasting [Broadcasting,
parts except parts which are subject to
failure or rapid deterioration,
Oct. 11]. A rewritten version of frequent
or parts which are of such special design
the previous P-133, it incorporates that their failure would cause a lengthy
amendments and revisions to date interruption of operations unless they
and is one of the first WPB orders could be immediately replaced from
to be written in lay English rather stock.
(3) To replace in stock a new part
(other than a tube) if the old part can
than in legalistic terms characteristic of earlier WPB orders.
be repaired.
(4) To replace equipment which has
Part 3289 — Radio and Radar
not been used within the ratings speci[Preference
RatingOct.Order
Amended
8, 1943]P-133, as
fied by the manufacturer of the equipment.
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
(5) To of
increase
value (not
of a including
person's
Section 3289.41 Preference Rating Or- inventory
repairtheparts
HITTING THE TOP of the "Can You Top This?" laugh meter,
der P — 133 is hereby amended to read as tubes) above the value of such inventory
follows:
would mean relatively little to the Kirkman Division of the
on October 5, 1942.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Company, if it indicated the enjoyment
§ 3289.41 Preference Rating Order
(6) To increase
person's
inventory
supplies a(not
including
tubes)of
P-133 — (a) What this order does. This operating
of only a studio audience. Public reaction, measured in terms of
is a complete revision of Preference Rat- above a ninety-day requirement.
(7) material
To get aluminum
if the use
of any
distribution and sales, is what this advertiser is after.
ing Order P — 133. It gives preference rat- other
is practicable,
or to
get
ings tonesses.persons
engaged some
in certain
It also entitles
of thembusi-to more than five hundred pounds of aluminum
in
any
calendar
quarter
in
any
use
the and
allotment
ratings
symbol symbol
can be "MRO".
used onlyTheto event.
get materials for maintenance, repair and
(8) nance,
To repair
getormaterials
mainteoperating supplies; and there are also
operationforoftheequipment
certain special restrictions set forth in for the account of War Emergency Radio
paragraph (e). The businesses, and the Service.
ratings and symbol assigned to persons
(f) Persons
who service
businesses. Any person
(such asthese
a service
engaged in them are:
repair
shop)
who
does
maintenance
or
(1)
Radio
communication
—
■
AA—
1.
"MRO". engaged in this business are also repair work for anyone engaged in any
Persons
entitled to use the allotment symbol of the businesses described in this order
may customer
use the rating
symbol toin which
his
would and
be entitled
order
(2) sonsRadio
broadcasting
— AA— 2.
get materials to do that work for his
"MRO".
engaged in
this business
are Peralso to
entitled to use the allotment symbol customer. In such a case the restrictions
of paragraph
apply shall
as tobe the
customer and the (e)
customer
respon(3) Sound recording for commercial,
sible if they are violated.
educational
or
industrial
purposes
—
AA—
5.
(4) Operation and maintenance of
(g) Special rule for international,
public address, intercommunication, plant
communication
carsound or other similar electronic systems, point-to-point,
riers. Any personradio
engaged
in international,
radio communication, as a
such as systems for the controlled dis- point-to-point
commercial operation, may use the rating
tribution of musical
programs
— AA-5.
and allotment symbol given by this order
(b) What
is meant
by maintenance,
to
rearrange, modify or expand existing
repair and operating supplies. These
terms include whatever is necessary to facilities and equipment (but not buildings) either
maintain
his regularly
eskeep
a person's
business
property
and
tablishedtoservices,
or to provide
whatever
equipment
in sound
working
condition,
Past masters in the art of timing a gag to milk the last laugh
or to fix it when it has broken down or new or modified service may be necessary
render services required by or for the
are Senator Ford, Joe Laurie, Jr., and Harry Hershfield, but the
is about to break down. They also in- to
of the United States Army, the
clude those things which are normally account States
advertiser must time his part to wring the last drop of sales
Navy, any agency of the
used in the day-by-day operation of any United
United
States
Government, or any agency
of these businesses, being as a rule things
potential. There is much more to successful radio than the creawhich are consumed in use. On the of any foreign government.
tion of attention, just as there is to the successful handling of
Theect cost
of materials
for paragraph
any one projother hand, there are some things which
undertaken
under this
(g)
these terms do not include, and to which
all advertising media.
the benefits of this order do not extend. must not exceed $1,500.00, in which case
the
restrictions
of
paragraph
(e)
of
this
These are production materials, capitalized repairs, capital equipment, capital order, and the rules of Conservation Order L-41 shall not apply, and an authorreplacements, plant expansion, addition necessary.
ization to begin construction shall not be
PRINTERS' INK reports and anaof facilities,
and
the construction and rem
o
d
e
l
i
n
g
o
f
buildings.
lyzes marketing ideas — talks to adver(e) Relation of this order to War ProPenalties for violating this order.
tisers and agencies in terms of selling
duction Board regulations and other or- Any(h)person
whoorder
wilfully falsifies
violates any
proders.
This
order
and
all
things
done
unvision
of this
the
tificate
prescribed in orparagraph
(d),cer-or
der it are subject to the provisions of all
and distribution problems — provides
anplicable
regulations
and
orders
of
the
who conceals any material information or
the kind of information helpful to the
War Production Board, except that per- furnishes false information to any departsons who are engaged in the businesses
of the United States is
development of any radio effort whose
listed in this order to that extent are guilty mentofor agency
If convicted, he may
entitled to none of the benefits, and are be punisheda crime.
success is measured in sales. To reach
by
fine
He
subject to nnne of the restrictions, con- may also be deprivedor ofimprisonment.
any or he
all may
pritained in CMP Regulations No. 5 and No.
orities assistance. For example,
the men who build, approve and spend
5A. Anyone using this order should read
prohibited from getting, delivering,
particularly Priorities Regulation No. 3, be
the nation's advertising budgets, it is which
processing, or using anything which is
tells
how
to
apply
and
extend
ratsubject
toductionpriority
control by the War Proprofitable to use the magazine they
Board.
ings, and which contains a list of things
which blanket MRO ratings (such as those
read to keep informed.
How to appeal from any provision
assigned by this order) cannot be used of (i)
this order. Any person may appeal for
to get (Priorities Regu'ation No. 3, par- relief
from any provision of this order by
agraph
(f)
and
List
B).
writing a letter which explains fully what
FOR EXAMPLE . . .
(d) mentHowsymbol.
to use
the ratings
and toallotprovisions he is appealing from and why
(1) Persons
entitled
usa he
thinks he should be relieved from those
these ratine-s and the allotment symbol provisions
At Kirkman & Son
so far as they relate to him or
"MRO" under this orrler may do so by his business.
He should send this letter
placing on their purchase orders either
Board. copies to the War ProPrinters' Ink has three subscriptions
the form of certificate provided in Pri- with twoductionsigned
orities Regu'ation No. 3, or that provided
At Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Company
in CMP Regulation No. 7. In every case
(j)der.Letters
reports
orAny lettersandabout
this about
order, this
or any
those persons entitled under this order
Printers' Ink has twelve subscriptions
reports
which
persons
subject
to
this
orto
use
the
allotment
symbol
"MRO"
must
der may be
required
file, should
place on their purchase orders in addi- addressed
to the
War to
Production
Board,be
At Newell-Emmett Company (Agency for Kirkman)
tion to the certificate the symbol "MRORadio and Radar Division, Washington 25,
purchase order for controlled D. C, Ref: P-133.
Printers' Ink has twenty-three subscriptions
P —(2)
133".Anywhich
materials
bears such a certificate
Issued this 8th day of October 1943.
and symbol is an authorized controlled
War Production Board,
material order, and on such orders the
By J. Joseph Whelan,
nreference rating should not be shown.
Recording Secretary.
The preference rating must of course, be
shown trolled
on materials.
orders for anything but conCERTIFICATION
The undersigned purchaser hereby rep(e) Restrictions on the use of the ratresents to the that
seller heandis to
the War
Proings and allotment symbol. No person
entitled
to apply
shallbol: use these ratings or allotment sym- or extendductiontheBoard preference
ratings
indicated
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE
OF ADVERTISING, MANAGEMENT AND SALES
(1) To buy or to repair a tube unless opposite the items shown on this purchase
that such application
or extena similar tube has first been operated to order,sion isand
in accordance
with Priorities
Regufailure,
unless he has in stock less
lation No. 3, as amended, with the terms
k than oneor new
n
i
205 EASTn
42nd
STREET,
NEW
YORK
17,
N.
Y.
and
one
rebuilt,
or
two
'
s
r
of which the undersigned is familiar.
pri te
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"WJR,
PHIL

one of thirty-five Columbia

used in the recent campaign

STEWART

the Holland

Furnace

stations

of our client,

Company,

brought

almost two and one-half times as much mail in
talks

about

radio
response to a four- week

response

minute

programs)

gift offer (12 fifteen-

as any other individual

station. . .more audience mail than seven other

50-kilowatt

stations combined ... a total of

23,093 pieces of audience mail, or twenty-two
point nine percent of all the mail received

from

the network

of thirty-five stations."

Phil Stewart
Director of Radio and Account Executive
ROCHE, WILLIAMS & CUNNYNGHAM

TION ... COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
President... Leo J. Fitzpatrick, Vice President & General Manager

Edward Petry & Company, Inc.
National Representative
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Free

Radio

Time

in

Bond

Sale

Millions,

Says OWI
Figure Based on Programs Under Allocation Plans
During 3 XA -Week Nationwide Campaign

Exceeds

2

RADIO'S
CONTRIBUTION
in ti mates
of audience reached
tim? and talent to the Third War through this plan were based on
Loan Drive, Sept. 9 through Oct. a minimum of one broadcast per
3,
was toestimated
weekover
by $2,the week.
OWI
be worthlastwell
Activities
300,000 This figure, according to g M Local
Eyentg arr a
d for the
the Radio Bureau, is based on pro- Third War Lo£m radio campaig
grams scheduled under the various included an elaborate program n
on
OWI allocation plans during the aU four major networks with
three and one-half weeks of the president
Roosevelt, Secretary
rad10 campaign and does not take Morgenthau and Hollywo
od stars
into account programs arranged ^
off thfi dri
an addregg
by local War Finance Committees b Archbishop Spellman over Muand cleared through OWI region- tual &nd ft
Mrg_ Rooge_
al station relations offices. vdt of her trip tot by
the gouth Pa_
Billion Impressions cine battle zones.
Why
Will

Tomorrow's
Be
Better

Gates Equipment
Than
Ever
. .

A giant Flying Fortress, Liberator of Catalina swiftly
wings its way across a broad ocean . . . radio its only
contact with its land bases. This radio equipment must
be good ... for upon it a highly trained crew of valiant
American flyers rely as their sole means of communication.
Much of the radio equipment that is fighting its way
ahead with the Allies is engineered at Gates by the
same men who are ready to wage war on your engineering problems. Modification and maintenance engineering that gets the best results out of limited circumstances isjust one of the lessons we have learned that
will prove helpful to you now . . . regardless of the type
or make of equipment you are now operating. And
tomorrow, Gates' wider knowledge, engineering ability
and added plant facilities will be creating better Gates
equipment . . . at less cost!

RADIO

AND
QUINCY,

SUPPLY

ILLINOIS, U. S. A.

Manufacturing Engineers Since 1922
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CO.

The radio campaign for the OWI explained it was unable to
local proThird War Loan, the Bureau re- evaluate the extent of
ported, involved more than 138,- gram participation, but reported
976 individual station broadcasts, clearance activities of its station
resulting in at least 1,111,720,000 relations offices showed that special
localized anlistener impressions. This total, ac- local events and broadcast
over
cording to OWI estmates, was dis- nouncements were
in many areas.
as follows:
tributed Allocation
Network
497,100,000local
As stations
in other campaigns, writers
Special Assignment
i^'^n'Snn and producers of network pror
.
126,000,000 v
station Announcement
National Events
Spot Allocation ' 54,620,000
li.oooooo for
gramsthe were
provided
factandsheets
Special
War
Loan
drive
adScheduled for the campaign were yiged tQ
e the megsage in
86
237 loca station announ
ofoon^W°wPI°eramS'
m°re
thfD
theys thought
cement
s, the
gtaffway
monitor
rep0rtedbest.
that OWI
the
343 special network assignments campaign, on the whole, was
given
3 special events, and 79 national unusually fine treatment. More
spot and regional network pro- than three_fourths of the messages
grams on 1619 stations.
rated dther « d„ or „ex_
Under the Network Allocation were
ceUent„ and were handled with ac.
Plan, through which OWI chan- cur
and „
ented
an atnels war messages to the listening tractive, interesting andin persuaaudiences of all national network giye manner»
Chief technique
commercial and sustaining shows uged wag the straight announc
eeach program received definite as- ment with program stars, guest
signments on a regular schedule artigtg or announcer delivering the
During the Sept. 9 - Oct.. 3 period message.
locate
to 72 progra
of the dcampaign,
messages
al' el on MBS
ms onwereNB
C
Rem-R
49 on Mutual, 69 on CBS, and 39
on BLUE. Of the 229 programs as- NETWORK radio is being used by
signed to carry the War Bond mes- Maryland Pharmaceutical Co., Balits annual
mentcampaign
for
supple
spot
winter
andandto
timore,
a e show
oi 4.'
4.1.
s.j fall
tt j 125 the
Under
daytim
were
Station
Announc
sage,
ement
Rem
Rel *QUgh Fmedicine.
Plan, OWI
provides one-minute Words in the News, designed to
transcribed announcements which acquaint listeners with the correct
are broadcast at various intervals pronunciation of words in the
throughout the day by virtually all news, started on Mutual Oct. 4 in
stations in the country. In the the Monday, Wednesday and Fricase of the Third War Loan dif- day, 11:55-12 Noon period. Fred
,
, , ,.
, were
j f.
ducts
program,
which r,
is toconbe
and announce
™'cFta,U' the
pre- heard
pared,
mentsbroadca
announce
station
ferent each
sting
/hoo\_up
'of about 80 stathree
of the announcements
daily. tions_ Qn
Agency is Joseph
Katz Co.,
Through the Special Assignment Baltimore.
Plan, agencies,
sponsors and networks
are informed
by OWI of its
Commentators Tour
plans. and needs. in connection
with
, , commentators
. , have
,
„
,
.
.
FOUR
various campaigns Cooperation of already Mutual
gtarted Qr are lanning
broadcasters for the War Bond combination lecture and Bonddrive was 100%, the estimated au- raising tours. Upton Close, who
dienre obtained through this plan has already left Hollywood for
nearly equaling that of the Net- Chicago and Washington; Fulton
Lewis jr., whose itinerary last
work Allocation Plan.
Under the National Spot Alio- week included lectures in New
as- York, Elmira, Cleveland and Cmwerewere
messageswhich
to programs
signed
cation Plan,
broadcast either live or transcribed t trip. Cedric Foster( schedule
d
over 5 or more local stations. Some for lectures in Washington, New
of these messages were carried Haven, Lynchburg, and other Virseveral times a week but OWI es- ginia towns.
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fLAG'S

UP—
. . . and in WNOXville*,

that
means
mail
in the
box
that means more mail for WNOX . . . concrete proof of listener

strength! From seven daytime announcements alone, WNOX

received 7,308 pieces of mail from

24 states ... a mail pull that forcefully shows power for dependable results.
* WNOXville . . . the booming trade area whose retail sales make it BIGGER than the
cities of New Orleans, Atlanta, Dallas, Denver, and Memphis . . . TWICE as big as
Nashville . . . according to SALES MANAGEMENT'S 1943 "Survey of Buying Power".

10

000

WATTS

KNOXVILLE
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Freedom
to Act
TO TALK about a crisis in radio is something like conversation about the weather.
They're always with us.
Since last week, however, the radio situation has changed. Radio regulation has
reached the critical point. The decision in the
Blue Network case constitutes the first application of the Supreme Court opinion giving
to the FCC "control over the composition of
the traffic" — over radio programs.
In the last few weeks radio has been handed, without benefit of anesthesia, a line of
Rube Goldberg rhythmic rhetoric about "freedom to listen". FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly, in three separate speeches, expounded his spanking new philosophy (which
incidentally has always been the touchstone
of radio service, because the listener sets the
program pace). In his last address in New
York Oct. 7 he broadened the scope of his
crusade by dragging in the issue over news
analysts and their right to vent their own
opinions.
Now to cap the climax, the FCC blasts forth
with its decision approving the sale of the
Blue Network Co., by RCA to Edward J.
Noble's American Broadcasting System. The
approval was "as advertised"; the FCC
couldn't have done otherwise because the
transaction was proper in every respect and
the new owner possessed all the requisite
qualifications. But woven into the decision,
again as advertised, was the stern warning
that stations and networks alike had better
watch their steps on refusal to sell time for
discussion of controversial issues.
In plainer words, it means that when CIO
or a cooperative league want time, they had
better be catered to. It doesn't matter what
they want to sell — an ideology or memberships
or whatnot. And if the station or network refuses by "rule of thumb", it may face a renewal hearing. The opinion wasn't as strongly worded as the majority would have liked.
But it carries more than a veiled implication.
It is designed to scuttle the NAB code.
Thus, the Supreme Court decision bears its
first bitter regulatory fruit. In his Oct. 7
speech Mr. Fly handed out a virtual ultimatum
that the industry sell time for controversial
issues. The New York Times did a bright bit
of reporting on that address. It brought out
that the chairman deviated from his prepared
speech by deleting a pungent phrase or word
here and there. The words in brackets in the
following passages were deleted: "Licensees
must become aware that [starting right now]
management should take stock of itself. Any
dodges similar to those intricate clauses employed in a corporate indenture to enable a
trustee to duck his responsibility must be
weeded out [fast]."
All this is censorship by innuendo and intimidation. It is a studied effort to destroy
radio's freedom ; not broaden it. When we cut
through the smoke-screen of high-sounding
phrases it means simply that the effort to
control radio is on; the press is next in line.
That's why radio's freedom must be restated and redeemed by Congress now. That's
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It's why the Amerwhy an
Federation of exists.
ican emergency
Labor last week adopted
a resolution condemning the FCC's regulatory
excesses; why the National Editorial Assn.
last week endorsed the White-Wheeler Bill.
Both sides of Congress at long last are intensely interested. So are the political parties.
Let's brush aside the double-talk and the
threat of reprisal. Short-range legislation is
needed now; a fully-integrated new organic
law can come later. Everybody is in favor
of freedom to listen. Broadcasters must be
free to act so the people can be free to hear.
Radio Gives a Party
LAST WEEK in Washington, organized radio
pulled back the curtain on its first united effort to sell the medium, with its 100-minute
film presentation developed by the NAB retail
promotion committee.
The premier was before as critical and as
mixed an audience as one could fathom — merchants, government officials, editors, advertising executives and broadcasters. From
there it goes to more than 100 communities
for individual showings to retailers, agencies
and others interested in the medium. There
may have been a fuzzy spot here or there;
over-selling was happily avoided. It did a terrific job of selling radio as an art and medium.
Merchants interviewed following the presentation wondered perhaps why they weren't
told how radio can sell their specific articles
of merchandise. The answer will come when
the individual stations call on their department store prospects with case histories and
with prepared literature providing the why,
where, when and how.
Whatever the emotions or reactions, the
Washington premier disclosed that the industry can act in concert. In every phase of radio, now and after the war, team-work is
needed. The retail promotion committee has
blazed the tra'l. All credit to Fritz Morency,
its hard-hitting chairman, and to the men
in the broadcasting, agency and advertising
fields who collaborated and followed through.
Well Done
A GOOD source of revenue returns to broadcasters with Office of Censorship removal of
the bQn against any mention of weather on the
air. But more important is the fact that the
broadcasting industry again has fulfilled a
wartime obligation without worrying about
the cost.
It is estimated the ban against weather reporting cost the industry some $2 000.000 a
year. Dropping of the business wasn't hard to
take, but adherence to the censorship ban
against any mention of the weather was a difficult feat. Except for an occasional smartaleck trick by a sunr;s° announcer who mieht
plav a recording of "Stormy Weather", the
violations were unpremeditated and minor.
Thus twice in two weeks the industrv draws
official praise from the Office of Censorship for
faithful execution of wartime policies. Last
week Censorship commended foreip-n languae-e
stations for 100% adherence to script and air
checking rules.
Under the Byron Price-Harold Rvan direction, war censorship for radio has been transformed into a relatively painless operation.
Improperly handled it unquestionaHv would
have been the bane of every broadcaster's existence.

GENE

THOMAS

DYER

ly arises
the
the isquesgentry who
asting asking
broadc
AMONG tionthefrequent
. most successful independent radio station operator in America, and one of the
first names mentioned as a top-notch candidate for the honor is Gene T. Dyer, tall, keen,
affable and able manager of WAIT Chicago.
While Gene spends most of his time nowadays guiding
the his
destinies
of Chicago's
WAIT,
of which
he and
immediate
family are
the
principal owners, he also exerts a supervisory
influence over the conduct of stations WGES
and WSBC, also of Chicago, in which he owns
substantial interests.
From his first endeavor on, Dyer has met
success at every step. Beginning as a newspaper legman he became editor and then publisher of his own paper. Entering the advertising agency business as an account executive,
he finally was proprietor of his own agency.
Then, when broadcasting loomed promising to
him, from the management of one station he
built up to the operation of three sizeable enterprises.
Crete, Nebraska, calls Gene its own. He was
born there 45 years ago, and while still in his
'teens headed for the University of Kansas.
There, and later at Harvard, Dyer studied
journalism. At Kansas Gene started a career
of "firsts" by becoming editor of the university's daily newspaper at the record age of 18.
Gene was a reporter on the Kansas City
Star when the first World War came along,
and he laid the foundation for his later radio
activity
by enlisting
the "wireless"
servicein
of
the Navy.
In that inbranch
he took part
the first practical demonstrations of the radio
telephone as it was developed into war use.
"The present facilities are a far cry from
the monotone change of the first radiophone
conversations such as 'this is pup-two-oboe
calling able-three-cat, can you hear me please?
Can you hear me please? Answer please. Answer please,' " Gene will tell you.
Following the war Gene joined the staff of
the Daily Oklahoman, Oklahoma City, first as
Sunday editor, then as night managing editor.
A year later he was publishing his own newspaper in Shreveport, La.
The commercial slant of newspaper publishing brought Gene into the advertising agencyfield in Chicago. At 22 he was the account executive in charge of national advertising for
one of America's largest mail order companies.
He directed the first experiment for this concern in the establishment of retail sales out(Continued on page 5U)
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COMPLIMENTS

o"ips""'r

END'yf
OF A FRI

Let Mutual
be among the first to wish
great success to
Mr. Noble and the Blue.
The Mutual Broadcasting System, Inc.

NOTES
HARRY C. KOPF, NBC vice-president andDivision,
generalhas manager
of thetoCentral
been named
the
board of governors of the Chicago Opera Company.
JACK J. McMICHAEL, previously
with
Macs",
joined
KFRC "The
San Merry
Francisco
as anhasaccount
executive.
GEORGE CHAMBERS, for the past
year Eastern sales service representative of Mutual, has been named sales
service manager of the network. Mr.
Chambers previously was sales and advertising representative for six years
with
Barron's
Financial
Weekly.National Business &
W. R. CHRISTIAN has been appointed
manager
Cincinnati.sales
He has
been of
on WSAI
the WSAI
sales staff since 1940, coming from
WGST Atlanta.

MARION HALLETT has been aperines.pointed
Ont. manager of CKTB St. CathMERRITT R. SCHOENFELD, sales
manager for the BLUE central division, and E. C. Horstman, chief engineer for the central division, will
attend the grand opening of the new
studios of KMMJ Grand Island, Neb.,
Oct. 14, when that station becomes
a BLUE affiliate.
TONEY KOELKER, publicity chief
of the BLUE
central division,
has received a commission
as a lieutenant
(j.g.) in the Navy, and expects to report for training this month.
FRANK W. KAULL, formerly national advertising manager of the
Everett News, Everett, Wash., is now
account executive of KLO Ogden,
Utah, Lynn L. Meyer has been promoted from national advertising manager to director of sales for KLO and
the Intermountain Network.
EARL DOUGHERTY, formerly with
KHMO Hannibal, Mo., has joined
the sales staff of KSAL Salina, Kans.
DON FINLAYSON, member of the
sales promotion department of WLS
Chicago, is the father of a girl, born
Sept. 30.

ROBERT WASDON, sales manager
of WGKV Charleston, W. Va., has
been inducted into the Army and is
now stationed at Ft. Thomas, Ky.
JENNINGS PIERCE, manager of
public service and station relations
department for the Western Division
of NBC, was guest at a luncheon
given
by department
heads of KDYL
Salt Lake
City.
W. J. ABRAMS has joined the sales
staff of KIRO Seattle.
DON FEDDERSON, manager of
KYA San Francisco, has been elected
president of the corporation which
operates the station. Other officers
elected were O. H. Blackman, founder of the O. H. Blackman Agency,
vice-president, and John Karr, of the
Karr Engineering Company, secretary-treasurer.
DAVE LUNDY, formerly of KROY
Sacramento, has been appointed sales
manager of KYA San Francisco.
LOU FROELICCH, sales manager of
WING Dayton, has entered the Army.
KARL A. REMBE has joined the
sales staff of WIND Gary.

"BEEF"

New Army Network
NEWLY CREATED Army Command and Administrative Network, Army Service Forces, is being set up to effect coordination
and conservation of critical materials, wire facilities and manpower,nouncedthe lastWar
anweek.Department
Set up under
supervision of Brig. Gen. Frank
E. Stoner, Chief of the Army Communications Service of the Signal
Corps, the plan includes eventual
abandonment
the Army's United
radio
network
in theof continental
States, the present traffic being
diverted to the network, although
radio circuits for overseas communications and certain systems
requiring
specialized
dling will be
continued. traffic hanPhilco's Recreations
STARTING off with Quentin Reynolds' story of the Salerno invasion,
Philo Corp.'s
newFriday,
CBS program started
last week
Oct.
15 in the 7:15-7:30 p.m. period.
Originally titled Dateline, and now
called Eyewitness — The News Story
of the Week, the program recreates
news stories selected from reports
filed by newspaper, radio and magazine correspondents from all over
the world. Bob Trout narrates. Paul
White, CBS director of news broadcasts, produces; William N. Robson, directs, and Margaret Miller
prepares the dramatic scripts. Program replaces Our Secret Weapon,
propaganda analysis series. Agency
is Sayre M. Ramsdell Associates,
New York.
Religious Series
DR. LOUIS T. TALBOT, Los Angeles (religious), expanding its
current schedule, on Oct. 18 starts
the thrice-weekly half-hour Bible
Institute of the Air, on 34 Don Lee
Pacific stations, Monday, Wednes(PWT).
Also day,
on Friday,
that8-8:30
date a.m.
the religious
24-minfive-weekly
starts aThe
groupprogram,
ute
Prophetic Hour,
on KMTR Hollywood. Both contracts are for 52 weeks. In addition, present schedule includes a
similar five-weekly half-hour series
on KPAS Pasadena. Smith & Bull
count. Los Angeles, handles the acAdv.,

You'll have no "beef" about sales, distribution
or consumer acceptance when you use WIBW
to carry your message to farm and small town
homes in Kansas and surrounding states.
To these 678,400 homes, WIBW is a living,
breathing personality. It has a definite character ... a well-earned reputation for sincere,
helpful service as well as entertainment. We're

mighty proud of the confidence placed in us by
these loyal listeners . . . and intend to maintain
this enviable relationship at all costs.
We're not telling you these facts to be boastful.
Instead, we feel they will be of definite help to
you in selecting the most productive medium in
this wealthy, six-state area.

for kansas
Columbia's outlet ™
mm mmmf WW
BEN
LUDY, Gen.%
Mg &
°f ^o ^'
&
v
C
>
~
REPRESENTED BY CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, INC.
BW
WI
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
KANSAS CITY
SAN FRANCISCO
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Fox in N. Y. Area
I. J. FOX, New York furrier, is
using an average of from 45 to 70
transcribed announcements weekly
in the New York area in its current schedule which started Sept.
26 and will probably extend to January, with four-week renewals.
One-minute commercials run at vaWAAT WINS
frequencies onWL.IB
WGBBryingWMCA
WSAS
WHOM WHN WNEW WOR
WPAT. Business is placed through
Lew Kashuk, New York.
Mrs. Gladys G. Klauber
MRS. GLADYS G. KLAUBER,
wife of Edward Klauber, former executive vice-president and chairman of the executive committee of
CBS, died Oct, 9 in Doctors Hospital, Active
New York,
after work,
a longMrs.
illness.
in social
Klauber was chairman of the clothing
Bundles she
for leaves
Britain. committee
Besides her ofhusband,
her parents and a sister.
• Broadcast

Advertising

STEEL!
Now, more than ever before, Johannes Steel's keen understanding ofinternational affairs brings the confusion of global
warfare into clear, sharp focus.
Why should this nationally famous commentator, columnist,
war reporter suddenly assume a still greater role in analyzing
#men
fg

and events shaping our destiny? Because today and tomorrow our armies are closing in for their death grip on

Hitler's Europe ... on Steel's Europe . . . the same Europe in
which he spent most of his life, associated with many of its
leaders, lived among its people. The same Europe whose violation he witnessed and reported as a top flight foreign correspondent.

That's why this man, whose forecasts become fact, finds himself
unusually qualified to bring his audience a personal, critical
picture of the paths of war. He knows those roads as none
other can! And this background, coupled with last-minute confidential reports from prominent diplomats and statesmen, add
up to important reasons why Johannes Steel remains one of
the nation's (not alone New York's) most distinguished news
commentators!

by the way, time buyers . . .
DO YOU KNOW— that Johannes Steel recently completed his
2,500th broadcast in six years over WMCA?
DO YOU KNOW— that he is a governor of the famous Overseas Press Club, member of World Circumnavigators Club and
American Academy of Political and Social Sciences?
DO YOU KNOW— that he just published the fifth edition of his
best-selling book, "Men Behind the War"?
DO YOU KNOW— that he is now available across the board—
7:30-7:45 seven nights weekly for the first time— and that one
of your wide-awake clients hitting at the New York market
should sign him up— but fast!

Representative: WEED & CO. • CHICAGO
DETROIT • HOLLYWOOD • BOSTON
wmca
NEW

YORK

AMERICA'S

LEADING

INDEPENDENT

STATION

ANDY POTTER, formerly chief of
programming and operations for the
Pacific Bureau, OWI overseas branch,
San Francisco, has joined KFI-KKCA
Los Angeles as writer-producer. He
succeeds Jack Neuman who resigned
to free lance.

ND

BEHI

KE
^AI
CAPT. MYRON J. BENNETT,
who's M.J.B.
been fora regular
feature
of KWKshowSt.hasLouis
several
years, is now stationed with the Army
Air Forces, Department of Communieations, Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
ED 0 ALDER, former studio manager of KSAN San Francisco, is now
program director of KLX Oakland.
Ruthelie McConnell has been named
women's
KLX. She replaces
Margaret editor
Bruce ofCleveland.

GEORGE V. DENNY, moderator of
America's Town Meeting of the Air on
BLUE, will be back at Town Hall Oct.
25, according to word received last
week from England, where he has been
on special assignment for the OWL
RICHARD AKER has joined the announcing staff of WAOV Vincennes,
I nd.

BILL BIVENS, New York announcer
on the NBC Fred Waring Show, has
been shifted to Hollywood and is assigned to the CBS Harry James Show.
He replaces Don Wilson who resigned
to resume announcing duties on the
weekly NBC Jack Benny Show.
BOB ANDERSEN, Hollywood
nouncer, has been assigned to
weekly CBS Dr. Christian series.
replaces
Art
Gilmore, now in
Navy.

anthe
He
the

ED COLMAN, announcer of KFIKECA Los Angeles, has been inducted
into the Army.
HELEN MORGAN, producer of
KGO-Blue, San Francisco, has joined
the
San production
Francisco. staff of KPO-NBC,
PAT O'BRIEN, formerly of KFFB
Great Falls, Montana, has joined KYA
San Franciseo as announcer.

RESULTS,

INTERVIEWING returned North
African hero, Sgt. Seth Ely (r)
and Mrs. Ely, of Ogden, Utah, is
former announcer Lt. Paul Langford (1), assistant public relations
officer at the Army Air Base, Salt
Lake City, on a new weekly program heard over KDYL Salt Lake
City. Titled Mission for Tonight,
the series is produced and narrated by Lt. Langford and plays
before an all soldier audience.
ROBERT VENABLES. formerly at
WHN New York, WGN Chicago and
KSD St. nouncing
Louis,
has joined
the anstaff of WJJD
Chicago.

. ♦

GAMBLE -SKOGM© IMC.
©AMI LI

STORE!

K.F.Y.P-.Broadcesting Station,
B isnarok.,N.Dak.

WARREN SAUNDERS, formerly of
KIRO Seattle,
joinedStamford,
the announcing staff ofhasWSRR
Conn.
ROBERT E. LEE CALLAN has
joined the announcing staff of WBT
Charlotte, N. C.
NORMANdio-filmPANAMA,
Hollywood
rawriter, is the father
of a boy
born Oct. 8.
DINA DIAMOS, formerly in charge
of Spanish Hour on KTUC Tucson,
has assumed similar duties for that
feature on the Arizona network. She
replaces William Lerma.
CORP. DON FORBES, for three
years NBC Richfield Reporter and
prior to that CBS Hollywood chief
announcer, has received honorable
medical discharge from the Army.
DON QUINN, writer on the weekly
NBC Fibber McGee & Molly Shoiv,
currently is completing a similar assignment for the forthcoming RKO
film scheduled to feature that radio
comedy team.
DEAN STEWART, announcer of
KQW ducted
Saninto the
Francisco,
Army. has been inJACK MITCHELL, Chicago BLUE
continuity writer, has moved to a
cabin in Renfro Valley, Ky., where he
plans to continue writing scripts bewinter. tween hunting expeditions during the
JOHN CARNEY, who joined CBS
two years
ago as assistant
director of program
service, tohasthebeen
named a producer in the CBS program department.
PHIL VOGEL, formerly of WJLS
Beckley, W. Va., has joined the staff
of WGKV Charleston as traffic manager.
CHARLES
DeKLYN,
former has
announcer of WCAU
Philadelphia,
been named the new night manager of
WIP Philadelphia.
ROBERT HECKERT, lecturer and
writer,
has joined the news staff of
WIBG Philadelphia.

STORE NUMBER
Bismarck,N.Dak.
CITY
20DATE _
8-17-43

SIGNE tinuity
SORENSON,
conwriter of CJACformerly
Edmonton,
has joined CKWX Vancouver.
GWEN GAZE, formerly with stations
at Hollywood and New York, has
joined the staff of CKWX Vancouver.
CHUCK LOGAN, formerly director
of special events and spot news for
the Western division of CBS, and
more sionrecently
with hasthe been
overseas
diviof the OWI,
appointed
director of news and special events
at KSO-KRNT Des Moines.

Oentlemeni
TTe are very pleased to advise you that after using one
twenty-five word ohaln break ad, we sold $1800.00 worth of merchandise within two days. In view of the fact that we did not use any
othor form of advertising, we think these results were outstanding
and a good reooonendetion for radio advertising.
Sinoerely,
GAHBLE STORE #20
Bismerok, N.Dak.

EDWARD TOMLINSON, BLUE advisor and analyst on Inter-American
affairs, has returned from a visit to
Latin America and now is on lecture
tour.
The
,

KHHifD

TIME

BUYERS

STATION
♦ ♦ ♦ Speak

for themselves!

And remember . . . that Bismarck's trade area is a
comparatively small part of the terrific KFYR area.
Ask any John Blair man

WDOD
Chattanooga,

Tenn.

for the full story.
5,000CBS
WATTS
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

550 Kjlocydv N. Dak. -50oo \)/attj
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Good

BILL PRANCE, farm director of
WSB Atlanta, Ga., has been presented
a plaque "for outstanding
service"
encouragement
in 4-H work
by and
the
Georgia 4-H Clubs.
LT. LOWELL MacMILLAN, former sports director of WHEC Rochester, N. Y., now on duty with the
Army air forces in England, has been
promoted to the rank of Captain.
ALAN GANS, of WCAO Baltimore,
is engaged to Bette Allison, New York
photographer's
model.
JAMES ROYSEN,
formerly of
WJMC Rice Lake and WEAU Eau
Claire,
has joined
the announcing staffWise,
of WTCN
Minneapolis.

Engineering

The

basic foundation

Every

Successful

Directional

of

Station

Antennas

Allocation

Engineering

Frequency

Measurements

COMMERCIAL

BOB EVERSON, formerly of KFYO
Lubbock, Tex., has joined the announcing staff of KLO Ogden, Utah. Prothe Army.duction manager Mel Jass has joined

RADIO EQUIPMENT
Radio Engineers

CO.

Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.,
Suite 315, Evening Star Bldg.,
Washington, D. C.
M. W. Woodward, Ch. Eng.
Office of Chief Engineer,
7134 Main St.,
Kansas City 5, Mo.

Robt. F. Wolfskill, Mgr.,
Plant No. 1,
321 East Gregory Blvd.,
Kansas City 5, Mo.

George Taffeau, Mgr.,
1584 Cross Roads of the World,
Hollywood 28, California

FOR

YOUR

ACCURATE

LISTING

FIRM

THE

YEARBOOK,
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IN

KINDLY

1944

FILL IN

QUESTIONNAIRE

DAY AND MAIL

OF

GAURON CARRIER, formerly of
WNBH New Bedford and WCOP
Boston, and Gary Gray have joined
the announcing staff of WNLC New
London, Conn.
ED LETSON, newscaster of KDYL
Salt Lake City, has been awarded his
license.
commercial and instructor's pilot's
KAY MORTON has joined the staff
of KXOK St. Louis.
CLYDE ADDY, formerly a singer on
KPNF Shenandoah, la., has joined the
announcing staff of KOIL Omaha.
BILL SIMMONS, formerly with
WOLS Florence, S. C, has joined the
announcing staff of WIS Columbia.
DON COGLEY, formerly of WKBZ
Muskegon, Mich., Becky Averyt, and
Elaine Sullivan have joined the announcing staff of WING Dayton.
LIN MASON, formerly of WKRC
Cincinnati, has joined WING Dayton
as production manager.
ALLAN FINN, former radio editor
of Neivsweek Magazine, is now a lieutenant in the Army, attached to the
A.E.F. Censorship Cbrps in England.
VERN HANSEN, formerly with the
Office of Strategic Services, has joined
WTOP Washington as staff announcer, replacing Park Simmons who re
eighed to become radio news editor
of OWL Prior to entering Government service, Mr. Hansen had worked
several months for WTOP, and from
1936
cago. to 1942, he was with WGN ChiCLETE ROBERTS, recently transferred from
thetoBLUE's
coast news
staff
the New Pacific
York
news and special features division,
has been named a special features reporter for the BLUE at Allied Force
headquarters in the Southwest Pacific. A veteran of 14 years in radio
news and special features, Mr. Roberts joined the network in February,
1942.

TO-

PROMPTLY

TO

Heckert to WIBG
ROBERT HECKERT joins WIBG
Philadelphia as news commentator,
beginning Monday, Oct. 11, 8:30
p.m. He will be heard Monday
through Friday. Mr. Heckert lived
in Russia, England, France, Germany and Central and Eastern
Europe from 1926-38, and he is
well acquainted with the German
anti-Nazi underground. Since 1938
he has been lecturing.
Langlow to KIRO
LEONARD S. LANGLOW has
joined KIRO, "The Friendly Station", Seattle, as news editor. He is
new to radio, having been editor
of the Tacoma Times for 13 years.
Top of the News is a daily series
which he inaugurated, approaching news from the human interest
standpoint. It is broadcast Monday
through Friday at 3:30 p.m.
DOUG DURKIN has been appointed
promotion
of CKWX
Vancouver. He director
was formerly
with WLOL
Minneapolis, and the Vancouver Daily
Province.
CHARLES E. HURLBURT, acting
vice-presidentmunications
of Assn.the(CIO),
American
Comwill attend
the New York state CIO convention
in Buffalo Oct. 28 as the delegate
from the broadcast division.
TRUMAN THOMPSON, announcer
of KFRC San Francisco, and singer,
has been signed for a series of appearances with the San Francisco
Opera Co.
ISABEL MANNING HEWSON,
heard on C. F. Mueller Co.'s Morning
Market Basket on the BLUE, is author of a children's serial now heard
on
Landthatof network
the Lost. under the title The

what
t actio Station

BROADCASTING
The Weekly^^^
Newsmagazine
Broadcast
Advertisingr of Radio
NATIONAL PRESS BLDG., WASHINGTON

Chadwick to WWNC
LEE CHADWICK has been apAsheville,
N. C,
pointed program director
of WWNC
effective Oct. 18,
according to
Don S. E 1 i a s,
part owner and
general manager
of the station. Mr.
Chadwick was
fo rmerly publicity and sales
Mr. Chadwick Washmgton, D.C
promotion direc,t
j ■ a tor of WTOP
He has been active in the broadcasting industry for several years.
Before joining WTOP Mr. Chadwick was in charge of radio in
the public relations office of the
Army Quartermaster General. He
was rejected by the Army recently,
failing
to pass the physical examination.

4, D. C.

"My husband's in the hospital —
WFDF Flint Michigan told me
to give those iron steps to the

pulled more
mail than
50-kilowatt
combined?
SEE PAGE 31 •

audience
7 other
stations
I

salvage bureau."
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GLENN ADAMS, former announcer
of WIS Columbia, S. C, has joined the
announcing staff of WIBG Philadelphia, having been given a medical discharge from the Army.
EDNA WHITTINGTON, former continuity writer of WIP Philadelphia,
has joined the staff of World Broadcasting System, New York transcription service.
GEORGE THOMAS, former announcer of WGAU Philadelphia, now
serving in the Armed Forces, and
Phyllis Whitehead,
the station's
secretarial
staff, will of
be married
Nov.
13.
MARTY LANGWEILER has resigned from the promotion department
of WFIL Philadelphia.
JOSE RODRIGUEZ, news editor and
music consultant of KFI-KECA Los
Angeles, has resigned to concentrate
on film work.
DICK ALLEN has joined the announcing staff of KPPC Pasadena.
VIC McLEOD, writer on the weekly
NBC Kraft Music Hall, is recovering
from an appendicitis operation.
DWAYNE JOHNS and Bob Churcher,
announcers of CKX Brandon, Man.,
have joined the Royal Canadian Air
Force and the Royal Canadian Navy
respectively. Gordon Garrison has
joined the CKX announcing staff.
ALVIN PACK, of the production department of KDYL Salt Lake City,
has been named production manager.

B°b

Bam

OWI Asks Funds
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT has
submitted to Congress a request for a supplement appropriation of $5,000,000 for OWI activities connected with "actual or
projected military operations". A
similar amount was provided in
the National War Agencies Appropriations Act for this fiscal year.
OWI officials stated additional
funds are necessary to meet expenses growing out of the invasion
of Italy and other territory in
Europe. It was pointed out that
repair of captured broadcasting
stations and restoration of communications are activities carried
on by OWI in waging psychological
warfare.
Subs For Taylor
WILLIAM H. FINESHRIBER Jr.,
CBS director of shortwave programs, has been appointed special assistant to Douglas Coulter,
CBS director of broadcasts, to
serve temporarily in that post
during the leave of absence of Davidson Taylor on a special wartime mission. Mr. Taylor is accompanying William S. Paley, president of CBS, overseas to assist in
the radio work of the Army's
Psychological Warfare Branch.
Assuming Mr. Fineshriber's duties
during the "limited period" he and
Mr. Paley are abroad will be John
W. Hundley, CBS assistant director of shortwave programs and
traffic manager.

Ureatest
Greatest collection
collection of
of big-time
Parade
radio shows ever put together — the KPO Parade
of Stars is big news to listeners.
So KPO has them "sell themselves". . . in a starstudded
budded fifteen
fifteen minutes
minutes every
every Saturday
Saturday night.
nicrht It's
Tt'c an
an
old I KPO axiom — get the best — then herald it.
No wonder KPO can promise you this year a bigger proportion of pre-sold listeners than ever.
With 50,000 watts carrying the Parade of Stars to
carrying the Pai
With 50'000 watts Northern
homes
. . . from
Califo:
throughout Northern California
homes throughout
San Francisco's Radio City, radio hub
of the entire
hu
central Pacific Coast market . . . with all the assets
wit
Coast. . market
central
of
NBC Pacific
leadership
. long-established
KPO offers
you almost unbelievable selling power.
Represented by NBC Spot Sales Offices
San Francisco
Francisco •• ]Boston
New York • Chicago •• San
Washington •• Holl
Hollywood
Cleveland • Denver • Washington
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DON FRANCISCO, assistant coordinator of the Office of Inter-American Affairs, discussing the progress and prospects of advertising
in Latin America, will be among
speakers at the Export Advertising
session to be held Oct. 27 in conjunction with the National Foreign
Trade Convention at the Hotel
Pennsylvania, New York.
BROADCASTING
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MR.

STERM

WHAT

YOU

DON'T

KNOW

ABOUT

The gentleman about whom

NEW

YORK

CAN

HURT

YOU

we are going to say a few words is named Sterm.

He s an all-around advertising man, but essentially a timebuyer, for a
rather progressive firm.
We discovered quite early in the conversation, however, that he did not
know a great deal about New York's importance as a market
in 1943 — we mean, many things.
You'd think, to hear him talk, that the stores were just decorative and
never sold any things.
"Why, Mr. Sterm," WOR said, "New York's retail sales alone are 32%
greater than they were at this time last year, remind!
"And," we added, "it might not be a bad idea to mention that during the
same period, more local time is being bought on WOR by the
people who make the goods these shops sell than the total time
bought by them on the other major stations combined."
"The similarity," Sterm asked, "just wouldn't be coincidence?"
"Rather!" WOR

answered. "We're glad you get the inference."

Then, assuming the role of an alert cashier,
We informed Mr. Sterm that New Yorkers now have $1,000,000,000 more to
spend than last year.
All in all, Mr. Sterm assured us, the facts made him quite ravenous.
And it wouldn't be very long before there would be two or three accounts
that he'd like to have with us.

our

address

is
WOR

that power-full station
at 1440 Broadway,

in New

York

perous New
Sta^e' increasmgly pros
°^ radi
°Ut ral
^ is °r
o market. Concentrated within
a natu
STRAIGHTE R NOTE "* York
its colorful metropolis and attractive, densely-populated suburbs are 3,782,500
radios. Any advertiser whose problem is greater sales today, or post-war brand
protection, should seriously consider the pleasantly quick way that power-full WOR
can do more for less in New York. We can prove this statement with sponsorapproved, wartime success stories. Ask to see them.

METRO- GOLDWYN- MAYER, Hollywood (movies), on Oct. 4 started a
new series of quarter-hour evening
programs thrice weekly on WGN Chicago. Programs, titled The Lion
Roars, feature
patter,
occasional interviews
withtunes
MGMand stars.
Contract is for 13 weeks. Agency is
Donahue & Coe, New York.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA Telephone Co., Los Angeles, in a campaign
to recruit new employes, is using a
series of daily program participations and spot announcements on seven stations in the Southern California area. List includes KFSD KMPC
KFVD KPAS KIEV KFWB KH.I.
Agency is The Mayers Co., Los Angeles.

SEARS ROEBUCK & Co., Los Angeles, in a four-week employment recruiting campaign, is using an average of three transcribed announcements daily each on eight Southern
California stations. List includes
KFOX KFVD KFAC KHJ KFWB
KMPC KIEV KECA. Agency is The
Mayers Co., Los Angeles.
ALLEN M. SHULZ, former assistant
controller of General Foods Corp.,
New York,
been appointed
troller of thehasfrosted
foods unitcon-of
the company, succeeding the late Roy
M. Davis.
PEP BOYS'
all-night in
Dawnpassing
Patrol its
on
WIP
Philadelphia
S,760th hour on the air and is believed
to be radio's longest non-stop commercial program. The all-night recorded
program has been carried on WIP for
the past five years, broadcasting continuously from 1 to 6 :45 a.m. If the
program were broadcast one hour a
week instead of the 34% hours now
used it would take over 160 years to
accumulate this record of consecutive
commercial broadcasting hours.

PVT. ALLEN PROMOTED War
Bonds on Bond Day at WSPA
Spartanburg, S. C, and took the
station over the quota for the
Third War Loan Drive. Pvt. Allen is former announcer Mel Allen of the CBS World News and
sports department, now stationed
at Camp Croft, S. C. At ri»ht is
sports editor of WSPA, Grover
Golightly, who turned over the
station's regular sports program
to Allen for the campaign.
THREE SISTERS, New York (women's
started musical
Oct. 10 program,
sponsorship ofapparel),
a half-hour
Sunday Matinee, on WGN Chicago for
52 weeks. Agency is Aubrey, Moore &
Wallace, Chicago.
WYLER & Co., Chicago (dehydrated
foods, bullion cubes), in September
and October began sponsorship of a
half-hour musical program twice weekly on WMAQ
Chicago, and
a quarterhour
news program,
Sundays,
on
WBBM Chicago. Contracts are for
13 weeks. Agency is Aubrey, Moore
& Wallace, Chicago.
ATLANTIC MACARONI Co., New
York, has signed a two-week contract
effective Oct. 13 for participations on
Bessie Beatty's Program on WOR
New York and has renewed participations on Nancy Booth Craig series on
WJZ New York for Caruso brand
food products. Business placed through
Prudential Adv., New York. Plans for
additional radio are being formulated.
AMERICAN DIET AIDS Co., New
York, has contracted with WOR New
York for participations on the Bessie
Beatty
weeks, Small
starting Nov.Program
22. Productfor is52Souplets.
& Seiffer, New York, handles the account.
HOUSE OF BRISTOL, Milwaukee
has appointed
sociates, NewHal
York,A. asSalzmann
agency Asfor
Bristol Red Water Wax. Use of radio
is contemplated.
A. P. STOVER, formerly assistant
general manager of the manufacturing
department of Ethyl Corp., New York,
has
been named director of employe
relations.

Always a great radio buy in Houston, KXYZ now
offers even greater value. According to the JulyAugust Hooper Station Listening Index, KXYZ possesses 43.4% of the morning (8:00 to 12:00) Houston
audience against 35.8% for station B and 19.8% for
station C. From 12:00 to 6:00 P.M., KXYZ has 25.3%
of the audience against 25.1% for station B and
49.0% for station C. Then, from 6:00 to 10:00 P. M.,
the new Hooper gives KXYZ 28.6% of all listeners
while station B has 30.4% and station C has 40.0%.
Ask your Branham man for information on KXYZ's
choice, low-cost availabilities today.

PRETT Specialty Co., Buffalo, has
named Ellis Advertising Co., Buffalo,
as agency for Pret, a liquid protec
tion for the hands.

THERE'S

NOT ANOTHER

LIKE IT!
w

w

•BUY BOTH! KXYZ AND KRIS. CORPUS CHRISTI — A MONEY- SAVING COMBINATION
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YELLOW CAB Co., Philadelphia, has
renewed the sponsorship of the nightly
Old Night Oiol programs of Powers
Gouraud, from 11 :30 to 11 :40 p.m.,
for another 52 weeks. Program features gossip and interviews. Placed
thru E. L. Brown Agency, Philadelphia.
DELANEY SALES Corp., Los Angeles (Spark - O - Lite food supplement), in a test campaign currently
is sponsoring the twice-weekly quarter-hour program, Thoughts in Poetry
with Don De Laney, on KPAS Pasadena. Agency is Warren P. Fehlman
Adv. Co., Los Angeles.
H. E. SAWYER CABINET Co., Los
Angeles (kitchen cabinets), new to
radio and placing direct in a 13-week
Christmas campaign ending Dec. 31
is sponsoring weekly participation in
the philosophical program, Burritt
Wheeler, on KFI Los Angeles.
WESTERN STOVE Co., Culver City,
Cal. (institutional), on Oct. 18 renews for 26 weeks and increases sponsorship of the quarter-hour Mystery
Chef from three to five times weekly
on KGO San Francisco. Firm also
sponsors that program five times per
week on KECA Los Angeles and uses
nightly announcements on KHJ Hollywood. Agency is Mays & Bennett Adv.,
Los Angeles.
AIRPORT GROUND SCHOOLS,
Los Angeles (instruction), on Oct. 5
started sponsoring a daily 15-minute
recorded musical program on KFAC.
Contract is for 52 weeks. Firm also
sponsors a similar type of daily program on KIEV Glendale. Agency is
West-Marquis Inc., Los Angeles.
ART FROST, Glendale, Cal. (De Soto
and Plymouth distributor), out of radio for approximately one year, has
started sponsoring the thrice-weekly
quarter-hour program, Remember with
Floretta, on KHJ Hollywood. Contract for 52 weeks started in September. Lockwood-Shackelford Adv., Los
Angeles, has the account.
WALTER G. MACHINE Co., Jersey
City, N. J., has named Roy S. Durstine
Inc., New York, as agency. Plans for
radio are said to be included.
COMMERCIAL ALCOHOLS Ltd.,
Montreal (anti-freeze) is starting a
spot announcement campaign shortly
on a number of Ontario stations. Account is placed direct.
DR. J. O. LAMBERT Ltd., Montreal
(medicinal) has started weekly transcribed program Memoirs of Dr. J. O.
Lambert on 20 Canadian stations. Account was placed by J. E. Huot Ltd.,
Montreal.
SWIFT & Co., Chicago (meats), on
Nov. 2 renews sponsorship of the
Breakfast Club, variety program heard
on the full BLUE network from 9 :309 :45 a.m., Tuesdays thru Saturdays.
Contract is for 52 weeks. Agency is
J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.

There's
romance and beauty in
dfw'Bbrder
Mexico . . . also business! We
offer the American advertiser a
modern network of 70 stations,
the key to the door that opens
a market to 20,000,000 good
neighbor customers . . . South

G UMBEL BROTHERS, Philadelphia
department store, has scheduled two
new program series on WIP Philadelphia in departments.
the interest
of twoof different
In behalf
its
Young Budget Shop for junior misses,
a Songs for Heroes program was
started Oct. 10 and is scheduled for
Tuesdays, Fridays and Sundays, 10 :15
to 10:30 p.m. Starting Oct. 19, and
continuing Mondays through Saturdays, 1 :45 to 2 :15 p.m., the store will
sponsor the transcribed Radio Sewing
Class series for its Fabric Centre.
Both programs
definite period. placed direct for an inCUBBISON CRACKER Co., Los
Angeles, as part of its Northern California campaign to promote Soya
Toast, on Oct. 11 started using spot
announcements thrice weekly on KPO
San Francisco. Contract is for 13
weeks. Elwood J. Robinson Adv., Los
Angeles, handles the account.

CANADA STARCH Co. Ltd., Montreal (corn syrup and corn starch) has
started weekly Story Club, dramatized
condensations of classic fiction, on
CFCF Montreal. Account was placed
by Vickers & Benson, Montreal.
THOMAS SUPPLY & Equipment
Co. Ltd., Ottawa (cosmetic products),
has appointed Stanfield & Blaikie Ltd.,
Montreal. Advertising plans are now
being formulated.
THE ASSOCIATION
CANA-its
DIAN ADVERTISERS OF
will hold
annual meeting at Toronto, Oct. 28
and 29. Topics to be discussed are
postwar planning,
research, sales
management, public relations,
employee
morale and joint labor management
activities.
MANTLE LAMP Co., Toronto (Aladdin lamps) has started Smiling Ed
McConnell, transcribed program on a
number of Canadian stations. Agency :
Fellers & Presba, Chicago.
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LINCOLN SPECIALTY SALES Co.,
Chicago (service flag pins), on Oct.
4 started sponsoring a five-weekly
quarter-hour live program of Western
music titled Rancho 11-10 on KPAS
Pasadena. Contract is for 13-weeks
through Rocklin Irving & Associates,
Chicago.

Long-timers on KSTP — that's most
of our advertisers — will tell you what
a resultful selling job KSTP does in
the rich Twin Cities market. Now
we're going
to give cultivating
you even more.
Farmers
are worth
these
days — especially Minnesota farmers,
whose 1943 income is up y3 over
last
KSTP year's
has therecord-breaking
kind of programs figure!
Minnesota farmers want, and has the
power to bring them in clearly. What's
more, KSTP carries on steady, largescale promotion to build a still larger
farm audience.

Here's what we're doing:
J Big ads in The Farmer (Minnesota farm circulation 147,000).

WIEBOLDT'S DEPARTMENT
STORE, Chicago, on Nov. 25 starts
sponsoring the five-weekly quarter-hour
transcribed Christmas feature, Cinnamon Bear, on WENR. Agency is Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
MAY Co., Los Angeles (department
store ) , on a 13-week contract which
started in late September, is sponsoring a five-weekly quarterhour program titled Meet the Ladies on KECA.
Firm also sponsors the thrice-weekly
quarter-hour
adventure
ries, Captain children's
Jack, on KECA
and sein
addition a five times per week 45minute recorded program, Maytime,
on KFWB. Milton Weinberg Adv.
Co., Los Angeles, has the account.
CONSOLIDATED TEA Co., Brooklyn, has named Peck Adv., New York,
for Swee Touch Nee tea. Radio will
probably be used.
WILLIAMSON CANDY CO., Chicago (Oh Henry), on Nov. 9 renews
sponsorship of Famous Jury Trials,
Tuesdays, 9-9:30 p.m. and adds 12
stations to its present number of 62
on the BLUE. Expansion to 102 stations is expected before 52 week contract expires. Agency is Aubrey,
Moore & Wallace, Chicago.
BARRON-GRAY PACKING Co., San
Jose,
Cal. (Here's
Health1 will
vegetable
juice cocktail),
on Nov.
start
a varied schedule of 6 participations
weekly in the combined Housewives
Protective League and Sunrise Salute
on KNX Hollywood. Contract is for
26 weeks. Long Adv. Service, San
Jose, Cal., handles the account.

2 Full-page ads in Land-O'-Lakes
News, reaching 65,000 Minnesota farmers.
3 Audience-building ads in 344
rural newspapers. 1,600,000
readers.

Ace

in

Two Buy 'Chef
THE BLUE's local cooperative
program, The Mystery Chef, has
acquired two additional sponsors:
Ward Baking Co., on WJZ New
York, starting Oct. 25 through J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York;
and Wheatley Mayonnaise Co., on
WINN Louisville, through M. R.
Kopmeyer Co., Louisville.
CHRIS HANSEN LABORATORY,
Toronto (Junket powders) has started
spot announcement campaign on a
number of Canadian stations. Account
ronto.
was placed by A. McKim Ltd., ToQUAKER OATS Co. of Canada Ltd.,
Peterborough, Ont. (Quix wheat
flakes) has started The Lone Ranger
thrice weekly on CFRB Toronto.
Agency is Spitzer & Mills Ltd., Toronto.
T. B. COTTON, formerly advertising
manager of O'Cedar Corp., Chicago,
and A. J. Rieder, formerly advertising manager of Fried & Reineman
Packing Co., Pittsburgh, have joined
the advertising and sales promotion
department
of Wilson & Co., packers,
Chicago.
PUGET SOUND Power & Light Co.
assumes sponsorship, for one year beginning Oct. 11,
Bill over
Moshier's
Farm Forum
heardof daily
KJR
Seattle.
ADAM HATS (CANADA) Ltd., ToThat's A and
GoodCFCF
One
weekly ronto,onhas started
CBY Toronto
Montreal. Account was placed by MacLaren Adv. Co. Ltd., Toronto.
ESQUIRE PUB. Co., Chicago, plans
to use one minute spot announcements
for Coronet magazine in 17 new markets in the U. S. and Canada. Agency
is Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.

the

hole

4 Barn
Personal
of KSTP's
Danceappearances
group in Minnesota
towns.

With nothing on the board, it's the man with a
hidden winner that takes the chips. And if he
really knows the game, he'll play that card to the
limit.

5 "On
the Minnesota
Farm Aspleaf,
Front,"
(column
by Harry
KSTP's Farm Service Director)
carried weekly by 74 country
papers.
£ "Around
Radio Row"
news-and-gossip
column) (radio
published weekly by 70 country
papers.

Every wise business man has an ace in the hole —
the carefully built up confidence of his customers
that will bring them back to him when merchandise
is released after the war. The establishing of this
future market is one of the most vital phases of
your job today. And right in there with real service
is CFRB to help you in Canada.

This aggressive promotion is an
extra value you get — a PLUS —
when you choose KSTP to sell the
Minnesota market.

CFRB reaches the largest share of Canada's richest
market. It carries half the leading sponsored programmes in a key area, fed by three stations. A
worthy ally in the campaign of keeping your name
remembered.

TIME AND TIDE and Vick Chemical Co. waited for this long delayed signature of Carey Longmire, NBC newscaster. He and
announcer Rad Hall (on chair arm)
have been sponsored by Vick's
Vaporub and Vatronol thrlce-weekly since Sept. 13, but contract had
to wait until Longmire returned
from London. Meanwhile Robert
McCormick pinch-hit for him from
Washington. Richard Nichols,
radio director of Morse International, agency in charge, checks
on the newscaster's John Hancock.
Sponsors Grid Games
ASSOCIATED OIL has signed
contracts for Pacific Coast football broadcasts this season. Approximately 45games will be aired.
Regular networks have been augmented by special networks to provide service for military personnel
in Arizona and Hawaii. The football program is being merchandized
through newspaper and magazine
advertising, station displays, distribution of printed schedules and
car cards.
Comics Available
QUALITY COMIC GROUP, New
York, will make its strip characters
available for both radio and motion
pictures. Everett M. Arnold, head
of the company, has set up a radio
and motion picture department
with Enid Hager, former publicity
director of WPEN Philadelphia, in
charge.
Majestic Sales Director
PARKER H. ERICKSON, formerly
associated with Bendix Home Appliances Corp., South Bend, Ind., has
been appointed director of sales in
charge of advertising for Majestic
Radio & Television Corp., Chicago.

50,000 WATTS . . .
clear channel exclusive NBC
affiliate for the Twin Cities

ST. PM»L
TORONTO
Represented nationally by
Edward Petry & Co.
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The RCA "consolette" provides all of the elements of a complete
speech input system in a single convenient unit.
This unit contains pre-amplifiers, program amplifier, monitoring amplifier,
mixing and switching facilities, and volume indicator.
Two studios, announce booth, turntables, and six remote telephone lines can be handled
Auditions can be conducted at the same time that programs are "on-the-air."
The RCA Consolette often fills the entire audio equipment needs
of small- and medium-sized stations. RCA equipment for larger stations usually consists
of rack-mounted speech input units and custom-built control consoles.
There is an RCA speech input system for every station, large or small.
From microphone to antenna, RCA offers the broadcast station complete equipment
of coordinated design — assuring superior performance, maximum operating economy and
convenience, and the advantages of an integrated system of matching units.

RCA

BROADCAST

EQUIPMENT

RCA Victor Division • RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA • Camden, N. J.
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WHO Des Moines
Macfadden Publications, New York (True
Story) , 6 sa weekly, thru Raymond
Spector Co., N. Y.
The Casite Corp., Hastings, Mich. (Casite) , 3 ta weekly, thru Keeling & Co.,
Indianapolis.
Gospel Broadcasting Assn., Los Angeles
(religious), t weekly, 52 weeks, thru R.
H. Alber Co., Los Angeles.
The Pinex Co., Ft. Wayne (cough syrup),
8 sa, weekly, thru Russel M. Seeds Co.,
Chicago.
The Pinex Co., Ft. Wayne (cough syrup),
sp
cago.weekly, thru Russel M. Seeds Co., ChiRit Products Corp., Chicago (dyes), 6 ta
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Earle Ludgin &
Co., Chicago.
Children's Bible
Hour,
Grand52 Rapids
(insti utional)1, sp
weekly,
weeks, thru
Wolverine Network, Grand Rapids.
Miles Labs, Elkhart, Ind. (Alka Seltzer),
1 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru Wade Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
American Dairy Assn., Chicago (institu, sp weekly, thru CampbellMithun,tional)Minneapolis.
WJZ New York
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet Co., Jersey City
(Palmolive shave cream ) , 5 ta weekly,
thru Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co., Baltimore
(Rem, Rel), 5 sa weekly, thru Joseph
Katz Co., N. Y.
Beaumont Co., St. Louis (4-Way Cold
Tablets), 5 sa weekly, thru Donahue &
Coe, N. Y.
Mcllhenny Co., Avery Island, La., (Tabasco Red Liquid Pepper Sauce) , 3 sa
weekly, thru Huber Hoge & Sons, N. Y.
CKTB St. Catherines, Ont.
McColl-Frontenac Oil Co., Montreal (gasoline), sp weekly, thru Ronald Adv.
Agency, Montreal.
Dr. A. W. Chase Medicine Co., Oakville,
Ont. (nerve tonic), 2 sa daily, thru
Ardiel Adv. Agency, Oakville.
Mother Parker Tea Co., Toronto (tea),
3 sa weekly, thru A. J. Denne & Co.,
Toronto.

KYW Philadelphia
Studebaker, South Bend, Ind., 5 me weekly,
for 13 weeks thru Roche, Williams &
Cunnyngham, Chicago.
William
S. Scull
Camden,forN.J.
(Boscul Coffee)
, 1 & meCo.,weekly,
52 weeks
thru Compton Adv., N.Y.
Beechnut Co., New York, 2 sa weekly, for
13 weeks thru Newell-Emmett, N.Y.
Paramount Pictures, Inc., New York
(movies), 2 ta weekly, for indefinite
period thru Buchanan Adv., N.Y.
Beneficial Saving Fund Society, Philadelphia, 4 sa weekly, for 13 weeks thru
Richard A. Foley, Philadelphia.
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago (Mother Oats),
6 t weekly, for 5 weeks thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan. N.Y.
Graham Co. New York (Red Bow Dried
Vegetables ) , 2 so weekly, for 52 weeks
thru Emil Mogul, N.Y.
Barr's Jewelers, Inc., Philadelphia, 3 sa
weekly, for 13 weeks thru Edward Prager, Baltimore,
Groves
Laboratories,Md. St. Louis (Vitamin B
Complex), 6 so weekly, for 22 weeks thru
Donahue & Coe, N.Y.
Mentholatum Co., Wilmington, Del., 3 so
weekly, for 52 weeks thru J. Walter
Thompson, N.Y.
National Biscuit Co., New York (crackers),
18
ta weekly,
Erickson,
N.Y.for 13 weeks thru MeCannColgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., N. J. (Super
Suds), 1 ta weekly, for 13 weeks thru
William Esty, N.Y.
Carter's
7 ta weekly, forProducts,
52 weeks New
thru York,
Ted Bates,
N.Y.
Pillsbury Flour Mills Co., Minneapolis, 5
ta
weekly,
for
13
weeks
thru
McCannErickson, N.Y.
Atlantic Syrup Refining Co., Philadelphia
( Quaker Maid Syrup ) , 3 sa weekly, for
weeks thruCo. May
Adv., Phi'adelphia.
Bell13 Telephone
of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, 10 so weekly, for 13 weeks thru
Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia.
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N.J.
(baby powder). 3 ta weekly, for 13 weeks
thru Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
The Arrow Store, Philadelphia (clothes),
1 ta weekly, for 13 weeks thru Harry
Feigenbaum, Philadelphia.
Retail Coal Merchants Assoc. of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, 3 so weekly, for 3
weeks thru Larry I. Everling, PhiladelRockwood
& Co., Brooklyn, N.Y. (chocolate
phia.
bits), 3 so weekly, for 13 weeks thru
Federal Adv., N.Y.
Grove Laboratories, Inc., St. Louis (cold
tablets), 6 me weekly, for 10 weeks thru
Donahue & Coe, N.Y.
Lyons Finance Service Co., Philadelphia
(personal loans ) , 5 so weekly, for 26
weeks thru J. M. Korn, Philadelphia.
Keystone Automobile Club Casualty Co.,
Philadelphia (auto insurance), 1 sp
weekly, for 13 weeks thru Gray & Rogers,
Philadelphia.

WHN New York
Old Dutch Mills, New York (Old Dutch
Coffee) so, 52 wks, thru Peck Adv., N. Y.
Adler Shoes For Men, New York, 71-72 ta
per Y.wk, 52 wks, thru Consolidated Adv.,
N.
Murphy & Holzer, New York (used cars)
so, 13 wks, thru J. R. Kupsick Adv.,
N. Y. Radio League, Detroit, weekly sp,
Wesley
thru Stanley G. Boynton, Detroit.
B. C. Remedy Co., Durham, N. C. (headache powder) , to, 13 wks, thru Chas.
W. Hoyt Co., N. Y.
American School, Chicago (home courses) ,
2N. neY. per wk, 2 wks, thru Equity Adv.,
KHJ Hollywood
Western Stove Co., Culver City (aircraft
equipment), 5 to weekly, 26 wks, thru
Mays & Bennett, Los Angeles.
42 Products Inc., Los Angeles (hair oil,
shampoo) , 6 to weekly, 13 wks, thru
Hillman-Shane-Breyer, Los Angeles.
Gordon Bread Co., Los Angeles (bread),
10 sp, 4 wks, thru The Mayers Co.,
Los Angeles.
Longines-Wittnauer Co., New York (time
pieces),
so weekly,
thur 28Rosenberg
Co., N.52 Y.wks, thru ArKPO San Francisco
Swift & Co., Chicago (margarine), 5 so
weekly,son, Chicago.
35 weeks, thru J. Walter ThompMannings, Inc., San Francisco (coffee), 1
so
thru Gerth-Pacific
Adv.weekly,
Agency,9 weeks,
San Francisco.
Link Aviation Devices, Binghamton, N. Y.
(aviation devices), 1 sp weekly, 10
weeks, thru Craven & Hedrick, N. Y.
Potter Drug & Chemical Corp., Maiden,
Mass. (Cuticura soap and ointment), 14
to
weekly,
Currier,
N. Y.52 weeks, thru AthertonWMAQ Chicago
Omar, cake
Inc.,
flour) ,Omaha
3 sp per(Ranch
wk, 26House
wks, panthru
MacFarland, Aveyard & Co., Chicago.
Seeck & Kade Pertussin Co., New York
(cough Wasey
syrup) Co.,
3 t per
wk, 26 wks, thru
Erwin
Chicago.
Campbell
CerealperCo.,wk,Minneapolis
(Malto-OMeal),
26 wks, thru
H. W.
Kastor 5& soSons,
Chicago.
Esquire, Inc., Chicago (Coronet), 11 to,
thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
WOV New York
Bond
Clothes, New 6 York
(men's &52women's
haberdashers),
sp weekly,
weeks
thru Neff-Rogow Inc., N.Y.

Capacitor Committee
FORMATION of an industry advisory committee representing
manufacturers of mica capacitors
has been announced by the War
Production Board. Committee is inin possibilities
for substitution terested
of dielectric
materials
other
than mica in capacitors for military radio equipment. Personnel
of the Mica Capacitor Conservation Industry Advisory Committee
is as follows: Government presiding officer: E. R. Crane; committee members: G. M. Ehlers, Centralab,
Inc., Mfg.
Milwaukee;
Jack Davis, Galvin
Co., Chicago;
T.
M. Gordon, Radio Receptor Co.,
New York; M. R. Johnson, General Electric Co., Bridgeport; Bryon
Minnium, Erie Resistor Co., Erie,
Pa.; Dorman D. Israel, Emerson
Radio & Phonograph Corp., New
York; Herbert L. Spencer, Bendix
Radioson,Corp.,
F. Kearny,
E. HanWestern Baltimore;
Electric Co.,
N. J.
No Manpower Dearth?
DECLARING that "there is no
shortage of manpower in the radio
broadcasting business," Frank McGrann, radio specialist of the Position Securing Bureau, New York
employment bureau, backed up his
point eral
lasthundred
week radio
by mailing
to sevexecutives
in
advertising agencies and radio stations a "Fall List of Available
Pedigreed Radio Manpower". The
list
includesas470writers,
experienced
men —
available
producers,
junior directors, station program
managers, announcers, newscasters, commentators, publicists, technicians, time salesmen, musicians
and research men.
Snuff Schedule
GEORGE W. HELME Co., New
York (snuff), has expanded its
spot radio schedule in the North
Central area surrounding St. Paul.
Adding to a live musical program
on KSTP St. Paul, the firm has
extended local sponsorship of the
BLUE commentary program
Baukhage Talking from WDAY
Fargo, to five additional stations:
WLOL Minneapolis, KYSM Mankato, KROC Rochester, KFAM St.
Cloud, all in Minnesota; and to
WEAU Eau Claire, Wis. The new
schedule, which started the week
of Oct. 4, runs Monday through
Friday, 1-1:15 p.m. Agency is
Frank Best & Co., New York.
Candy Continuance
COUNCIL ON CANDY as Food
in the War Effort, Chicago (public service), on Nov. 14 renews
Washington Reports on Rationing,
quarter-hour program featuring
Ernest K. Lindley, newspaperman,
as host-commentator interviewing
governmental and military authorities on rationing problems. Originating at WRC Washington, 33:15 p.m. Sundays, the renewal
for 13 weeks will be heard on 48
NBC stations. Agency is BBDO
New York.
HALLICRAFTERS Co., Chicago,
manufacturer of shortwave radio
equipment for the armed forces, has
been awarded a second white star for
its Army-Navy
"E" flag, the equivwinning
for thealent ofthird
time.the production award
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Like Pinocchio's nose, the d-e-e-p South just can't stop growing. Its not all war-boom either, because 10 years ago Savannah
started a growth that has multiplied industrial payrolls over
and over again since 1935.
And long before 1935 industries like the Union Bag and
Paper Corp., the Savannah Sugar Refinery, and the Southern
Cotton Oil Co. migrated to Savannah because of its ideal
situation.
Couple this natural growth with a war growth that has brought
in over 50,000 men in six military areas, three new shipyards
and over 25,000 new and highly paid war workers and you've
got a market growth that spells "opportunity" in any advertising language.

m
LIBERTY

J) y
NATIONAL

BUILDING

• SAVAN

N A H,

HARBEN DANIEL
General Manager

Selling

the

6 E 0 ft 6 I A
GEO. P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
National Representative

New

Savannah

Seaboard

Market

H-S-B Agency Expands

NOT

CECIL WIDDIFIELD of Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago, was appointed
radio director last week. Before joining Schwimmer & Scott, Mr. Widdifield was continuity chief and assistant
program director of CBS in Chicago.
BEN WARD has been appointed chief
of production in the Chicago office of
Kenyon & Eckhart. Mr. Ward has
been active in art, copy and radio production in New York, Chicago and
San Francisco advertising agencies,
and formerly was associated with
N. W. Ayer & Son and Erwin, Wasey
& Co.
DOUGLAS M. SMITH has been appointed director of art and production
for Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
JIM DUFFY Co.. Chicago, will take
over enlarged office quarters this
month in the Pure Oil Bldg.
C. D. ELLIOT, formerly of the sales
dept. of the Dodge Mfg. Co., Mishawaka, Ind., has joined the copy
dept.
Bend. of MacDonald-Cook Co., South

MANY

GEORGIANS
SPEAK
CHINESE
To get your message
across to Atlanta-market listeners, you have
to speak their language
and Lew Childre talks
and sings in terms that
get enthusiastic attention — and quick action
— from Georgians. One
of the most productive
radio salesmen in the
South, Lew Childre has
a brilliant success record that's well worth
your attention. Available during choice
early morning and
noontime periods,

YOUNG & RUBICAM Inc.. with expanded Hollywood production staff,
has taken additional office space at
6253 Hollywood Blvd. Arthur Moore,
agency producer, has shifted from
New York to Hollywood and is handling production of the weekly CBS
Dinah Shore Program.
CALVIN D. WOOD, account executive of West-Marquis Inc., Los Angeles, recently was transferred to the
agency's San Francisco offices as manager. Formerly known as West Marquis & Curtiss, the San Francisco
office
has
reverted to the original firm
name.
FRANK BULL, co-partner of Smith
& Bull Adv., Los Angeles, has been
signed to do a football commentary in
the forthcoming RKO picture "Iron

•J M * 11
T

A

5000 WATTS
\ DAY AND NIGHT
/
590 KC.
National Representatives
HEADLEY-REED

COMPANY

Affiliate of the Blue Network
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WILLIAM J. FOLKART, production
manager and art director of S. Duane
Lyon, New York, has been named a
vice-president.
AL RINKER, producer, formerly
with William Esty & Co., New York,
last week joined J. Walter Thompson
Co., New York.
HAROLD WENGLER, formerly account executive of Kiesewetter Adv.,
New York, has joined Ted Bates Inc.,
New York, in a similar capacity.
ANTONY STANFORD. Hollywood
producer of J. Walter Thompson Co.
on
weekly
NBC Chase that
& Sanhorn theShoio,
has relinquished
post
to Earl Ebi, network producer, and
resumes production duties on the
BLUE What's New?
HOMER GRIFFITH Co., Hollywood,
has been appointed Pacific Coast station representative of KPHO Phoenix.

18, 1943
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For outstanding performance - strength to
meet severest wind conditions and low initial cost use Wincharger Vertical Radiators.
These superior radiators are already demonstrating their efficiency and economy in over
300 commercial broadcasting and police
stations throughout the United States.

If advertising
you buy or for
plan
Iowa, you need
THE 1943

Built of uniform triangular cross sections to
insure highly efficient radiation - designed
and built to withstand 100 mile wind velocity - these towers guarantee you years of
low cost service. Complete erection service,
including lighting equipment, anchors, base
and ground systems is available.

IOWA

RADIO

AUDIENCE

WRITE TODAY FOR FULL DETAILS AND QUOTATIONS
WINCHARGER
VERTICAL RADIATOR
WINCHARGER CORPORATION SIOUX CITY, IOWA

J-W-T Foreign Activity
ARTHUR L. GRIMES, of the international department of J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York, is on a
trip to the firm's offices in Sao
Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Buenos
Aires and Mexico City. John Kuneau, ofturnedthe
has reto the department,
Mexico City branch,
after a trip through Central and
South America. Thompson's Sydney, Australia, office, is releasing
new campaigns for Kraft Cheese,
Horlick's Malted Milk and 3-in-One
oil and various local accounts, the
agency reports.
Musterole Campaign
MUSTEROLE Co., Cleveland, is
using station breaks from two to
five times weekly in addition to
a five-minute recorded program,
Musical Curtain Calls [Broadcasting, Sept. 20] and several
news programs in its annual fall
and winter campaign for Musterole. In all, 122 stations are scheduled. Agency is Erwin, Wasey &
Co., New York.
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JOHN HUGH, producer of Kenyon
& Eckhardt, New York, and Kay
Todd,
the BLUE's
centralOct.
typing
division,of were
to be married
16.

WZMW16Z WPAR KfrY KSKY W06A unt

about WAGA's newest
big name entertainer.

ill
A T L A

IRVING R. ALLEN and Paul Johnston, formerly account executives with
the E. H. Brown Adv. Agency, ChiChicago.cago, have joined Critchfield & Co.,

Major."
(SAX KA6R K<rLO_WtAX_WA>0 KDTH

Headley-Reed will be
glad to tell you all

If 71

EXPANDING operation, HillmanShane-Breyer, Los Angeles, has
added Marian Squire to its radio department. She was formerly
in the copy and planning department of Kenyon & Eckhardt, New
York. Irwin W. Solomon, recently
given a medical discharge from
the Army, has joined HillmanShane-Breyer as account executive. He formerly was plans director of J. M. Korn & Co., coming
from Erwin, Wasey & Co. Stella
Chaney, recently
director
men's
advertising
for Stix,
Baer &of Fuller,
St. Louis, Mo., joined the copy
staff.

BILL LAWRENCE, Hollywood producer of the CBS Screen Guild Players, has taken on added production
duties of the CBS Jack Carson Show
for two weeks or more while Vick
Knight, rectorvice-president
diof Foote, Coneand& radio
Belding,
undergoes a physical check-up and
rests at a local clinic.
GUENTHER-BRADFORD Adv. Co.,
Chicago, has appointed as account
executive, Clarence Vredenburgh, formerly with Roberts & Reimers. Curran de azine,
Bruler,
of Meat
has joinedformerly
the copy
staff. magCAPT. STANLEY YOUNG, formerly
sales executive of Spot Sales Inc.,
New xork, has returned to this post,
having received honorable discharge
from active duty in the Marine DiviCorps. sion of the Army Transportation
EDWARD JOHNSON, formerly
merchandising and promotion manager of Rodgers & McDonald Newspapers, Losaccount
Angele
s, has been appointed
executi
ve of Robert
F. Dennis Inc., Los Angele
s agency,
and will service food accounts.
HOWARD HOYT, who formerly
headed Hoyt Management Inc., New
York, talent agency, has joined A. &
S. Lyons Inc.. New York, as executive in the radio and film departmtnts.
HARRY G. OMMERLE, vice-president and account executive Ruthrauff
&a baby
Ryan, girl.
New York, is the father of

ft
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SURVEY

Gives
you ofdetailed
of "listening areas"
every analysis
Iowa station,
programs that appeal to urban, village, and
farm families, and listening habits. Illustrated wth pictographs for quick and
easy reading. You can get a copy free
by writing to
CENTRAL BROADCASTING CO.
912 Walnut St., Des Moines, Iowa
• Broadcast

Advertising

UNDERGROUND

Regularly, there are smuggled out of Europe
. detailed reports of the underground workers
for freedom ... authentic stories of how brave men
— every-day men from every walk of life— are fighting for the liberty they have never forgotten.
These stories of the European underground
activities had to be told — for, in the telling, they
breed courage... they create a sharp awareness of
our part in this war for freedom ... a realization of
other men's sacrifices that we might all be free.
Every Sunday, over WBBM, the story is told.
It's a half -hour program with Alvin Steinkopf setting the stage. (For 8 years Steinkopf was chief of
an AP News Bureau in Central Europe. He knows
the terrain.) As Steinkopf 's voice diminishes, dramatic action rises . . . thirty minutes of skilfully
written, brilliantly performed dramatizations of
actual underground activities, the more gripping
because they are real.
The program — This Is The Underground — has
won world-wide recognition.
Eduard Benes, President of Czechoslovakia,
came to Chicago — asked to meet the ivriters.
The British Broadcasting Corporation cabled,
"Send us dubbings ... our London producers are
From The Netherlands Information Bureau...
interested."
"We are sending all important news in detail from
the Netherlands and her overseas territories to
help make these authentic scripts."
This Is The Underground is typical of WBBM's
versatile showmanship. WBBM has been the Chicago leader for almost two decades because
WBBM's kind of radio makes
sense: get the idea; tell the story;
tell it with such impact that listener reaction is assured.

■
:

You may now sponsor This Is The
Underground on WBBM. Ask us
or Radio Sales.

nship Station
Showma
CHICAGO'S
50,000 Watts- 780 kc

1 Represented by Radio Sales,
the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

Our Respects to
(Continued from page 36)
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SAME

OLD STORY
THE

"AVAILABLE

NOW" SIGN
is
DOWN AGAIN!

THE
MYSTERY CHEF
(BLUE NETWORK CO-OP)
IS NOW SPONSORED BY
WHEATLEY
MAYONNAISE CO.
MAKERS OF LADY BETTY FINE FOODS
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
1:15-1:30 P.M.

KOY Phoenix to emphasize its "drive
slowly — school's opening" campaign,
coached a group of nine-year old children in spot announcement messages
to be used. Under direction of Wendell Noble, announcer-producer, transscriptions were made and released
at regular intervals for several days.
MONTHLY meeting of The Institute
of Radio Engineers, a group of some
100 station men in the Chicago area,
was held last Friday at the Chicago
Central YMCA. Kenneth W. Jarvis,
vice-president of Sheridan Electric
Corp., Chicago, gave a talk on "Radio
Prognostications". Henry Crowley,
with a staff of engineers from the
Henry Crowley Co., West Orange,
N. J., discussed "Powderod Materials".
WBT Charlotte, N. C, now channels two five-minute newscasts each
evening from the WBT newsroom direct to a leading Charlotte theatre.
The special service follows the newsreel, and lobby display and newspaper promotion are used as tie-in.
WITH the addition to the BLUE
schedule of the Sunday morning Hour
of Faith program, a religious series
produced in cooperation with the National Council of Catholic Men, the
BLUE now has all three major faiths
represented by weekly broadcasts. The
Protestant faith is represented by National Vespers and five quarter-hour
devotional services, and the Hebrew
religion by Message of Israel on Saturdays.
WTOP Washington is now broadcastSundaya at
12 :15developed
p.m. Let's
Learning every
Spanish,
series
by
the radio department of Time maga-

YOU CAN BET
THEY WON T REGRET

MATERIEL
^
WINN
LOUISVILLE

FROM A
PRODUCTION LINE
IN A

uutli

"VISITING TEAM gets the honors," says John Egan, co-owner of
KWJJ Portland, Ore., station playing host to KGW-KEX whose studios were destroyed by fire [Broadcasting, Oct. 4]. Egan ordered
oversized sign placed on the building despite protest of H. Quenton
Cox, assistant manager of KGWKEX, call
thatletters.
sign dwarfed KWJJ's
own
A TOTAL of 20 new cooperative
sponsors for The Shadow were acquired during the week of Oct. 4,
bringing the total of local sponsors
to 148, according to Charles Michelson, New York, radio transcription
firm handling the series. The total includes sponsors of the transcriptions
as well as those of the live program
on Mutual in areas not covered by the
MBS hookup used by Delaware &
Lackawanna Coal Co.
WRRF Washington, N. C, has acquired the special AP radio wire of
Press Assn.
WEVA Fredericksburg, Va., owned by
the Fredericksburg Broadcasting Corp.,
and operated daytime only with 250
w on 1290 ke, became affiliated with
the BLUE as a bonus station Oct. 14,
bringing to
the168.
total number of BLUE
affiliates
WIS Columbia, S. C, tied in promotion with the recent "Four Freedoms
Symphony"
broadcast
theMinisters
General
Motors
Symphony
of theofAir.
broadcasting on WIS that Sunday
changed sermons to incorporate the
Four Freedoms.
SINGLE appeal made during a recent
broadcast of the BLUE six-weekly
Breakfast at Sardi's series brought
more than 1000 sets of earphones for
convalescent sailors.
COOPERATING with the National
War Fund Drive, WEAF New York
is broadcasting outstanding entries
in an essay contest for Nassau County
school children on the subject of contributing to the campaign. The essays
are being read over the air every other
night for two weeks.
in

BOOM
TOWN
WINN

BLUE

REACH THESE
MARKETS WITH
RADIO

NETWORK

STATION
LOUISVILLE,

i*

D. E. "Plug" Kendrick
President and General Manager
G. F. "Red" Bauer
Sales Manager
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lets which resulted in the opening
of hundreds of retail stores.
Soon afterward Gene opened his
own advertising agency, and it
was then that he saw radio as a
"natural". He organized the Consolidated Broadcasting System and
sent "tailor-made remotes" into all
of Chicago's stations.
As a pioneer in transcriptions
his organization became one of the
first national "wax" networks. He
recalled recently that one of his
first "amateur" shows drew the
displeasure of a big Chicago station's management because the
quality of the performers was not
"professional". That,.. Dyer points
out, was years before Major
Bowes, and radio had no room then
for the promising star of tomorrow.
About that time Gene took over
the management of WGES Chicago as a sideline. It then was a
part-time 500-watt station. Today,
under his direction, the station is
a fulltime 5,000-watter, sold to
capacity. Soon he acquired WSBC
Chicago, a 250-watt station, converting itfrom a loss to a thriving
local that frequently displays the
"SRO" sign. And back in 1937,
Gene and his associates bought into WEMP Milwaukee, helping to
build it up to high earning capacity
by the time he sold his interests
in 1942. In 1943, Gene and his associates bought WCBD, the Zion
Illinois, station from Wilbur Glenn
Voliva. WCBD finally evolved as
Chicago's WAIT.
Dyer's principal hobbies are
fishing, golf and farming. His
yacht "Stardust" is a familiar
craft in Palm Beach, Florida's
deep-sea fishing waters. He owns
his own golf course, Kildeer Country Club, near Chicago, and he
has a 430-acre stock farm near
Libertyville, 111., part of which is
used as a Navy flying field.
In 1923 Gene married Evelyn
Ringwald of Chicago. Their son,
Gene Jr., 19, is a midshipman in
Officers Training, U. S. Navy.
Meanwhile Gene's off-duty activities these days include serving
as a radio consultant for OWI, as
a field supervisor for the Office of
Censorship
and on various waT-and
relief
committees.

Listeners' Guide
WRITTEN expressly for the home
radio listener, a new booklet titled
Radio Listeners' Guide, by Fred
D. Rowe, chief investigator of radio interference in the San Francisco Bay Area for Pacific Radio
Institute, serves as an aid to better reception and explains to the
layman the role of interference in
radio reception. Mr. Rowe has been
investigating radio interference
during the past 14 years for the
Pacific Radio Institute, which is
supported
by utilities and various
radio stations.
• Broadcast

Advertising

All

on

one

wire

at

one

time!
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(This is a quotation from The Telephone Hour, a program heard each Monday evening over N. B. C.)

"The
come to
through
messages

words and music which you have been hearing have
you part of the way over wires and part of the way
the air. Those wires could have been carrying other
at the same time without your hearing them.

"This is one of the jobs that Bell Laboratories' scientists have
accomplished for telephony — a number of telephone conversations
sent at the same time over a single pair of telephone wires. Actually, we commonly use a group of four wires to carry twelve 2 -way
Long Distance conversations.
"But we can do better than that with pipes in place of wires.
Using coaxial cables in which the conductors consist of
copper tubes, each tube having a single wire along its
center, we can send hundreds of voices at once over the
same conductors — and one will not interfere with another.
"Before the United States entered the war, the Bell System
had already installed several hundred miles of coaxial cables.
We plan to install more as soon as the war is over and materials
are available.
"A coaxial cable can also carry television. This was demonstrated in June, 1940, when the scene of the Republican National
Convention in Philadelphia was transmitted to Radio City, New
York, where it was broadcast to television viewers in that vicinity.
Wires, too, can be used to carry television, but only for relatively
short distances.
"When television becomes widespread, as scientists predict,
Bell System wires and coaxial cables will be ready to serve the
television network as they already serve the x^^^
radio network to which you are now listening."

Blue

Rule

Puts

'Open Mind' Policy for
Broadcasters Laid
Down in Order
ENTRY of the FCC in the sphere
of program regulation was seen
in the FCC decision last Tuesday
approving sale by RCA of Blue
Network Co. to Edward P. Noble's
American Broadcasting System,
Inc., for $8,000,000 cash.
An Open Mind
Coming as no surprise to the
industry because of the line of
questioning by FCC members at
the hearings on the transfer last
month, the opinion cited Mr.
Noble's statement of policy that
he would "keep an open mind on
all requests for commercial time
irrespective of the source." The
questioning at the hearing centered around present industry policy against sale of time for controversial issues, particularly to
THE VOICE OF MISSISSIPPI

FCC

action was announcement by Mutual that it is dismissing its $10,000,000 triple damage suit against
RCA and NBC, pending before the
Federal District Court in Chicago
since January 1942. Simultaneously, on Oct. 11, Daniel B. Britt,
special assistant to the Attorney
General in Chicago, dismissed the
anti-trust suit filed against CBS.
A similar suit against RCA-NBC
was to be dismissed, in view of
the approval by the FCC of the
BLUE Network transfer, which
leaves RCA with only one network. Other alleged violations of
the anti-trust statutes, the Department has stated, were substantially eliminated with the enforcement of the FCC network rules
last June.
The language of the unanimous
FCC decision on the BLUE Network was understood to have been
50,000
audience

250

watt

watt
atcu
rate

BUSINESS

IN THE
JACKSON

Programming

such membership organizations as
CIO and cooperative groups.
Mr. Noble's commitment to consider each request with an open
mind and "without any arbitrary
discrimination," said the unanimous opinion, "is in our view, the
type of discretion which all licensees must retain under the
Communications Act. Only under
such flexibility is the fullest utilization of radio in the public interest
made possible."with the FCC
Almost coincident

A

AUGUST

in

C.E. HOOPER

DISTRICT

UP 25.2%
General business continued its
upward trend in the Jackson
district in August, showing a
25.2 per cent increase over
August of last year. Mississippi
as a whole, gained 22 per cent
in August 1943 over August
1942.
Take advantage of this continuing UP MARKET in Jackson and
Mississippi. WJDX dominates
this UP MARKET — let WJDX
carry your sales message during the months ahead.
Owned and Operated by
LAMAR
LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
JACKSON. MISSISSIPPI
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a compromise. Several members of
the Commission, it was logically
inferred, based on the attitudes
expressed during the transfer
hearings, desired a more clear-cut
pronouncement on sale of time for
controversial issues. As written, it
was contended in certain quarters
that the decision leaves individual
broadcasters free to reach thenown decisions on acceptance of
commercial controversials.
The opinion cited that under the
present practice in the industry,
requests for the sale or furnishing of time tend to be disposed
of on the basis of "rules-of-thumb
and fixed formulae". This was
aimed directly at the NAB Code
of Ethics which deprecates sale
of time for discussion of controversial issues, but provides that
such program content be handled
sustaining.
With the FCC approval of the
transfer, Mr. Noble shortly is
expected to file an application for
sale of WMCA New York to Nathan Straus, former administrator
of the U. S. Housing Authority,
for $2,255,000. Prompt approval is
indicated at the FCC. Pending
against Mr. Noble in the New
York courts is a suit of Donald
Flamm, seeking a recission of Mr.
Noble's purchase of WMCA in
1941 on alleged grounds of a
forced sale.
More Competition
Transfer of the BLUE will result in four independent nationwide
networks, the FCC said. This will
mean a much fuller measure of
competition between the networks
for stations and between stations
for networks than has hitherto
been possible. In addition, the
transfer should aid in the fuller
use of the radio as a mechanism
of free speech.
The Commission brought out
that under the former structure
RCA operated both NBC and the
BLUE and this resulted in "an
undue concentration of control".
One of the network regulations, it
pointed out, was directed against
multiple ownership of networks
serving substantially the same
area. That regulation was suspended indefinitely to make possible the orderly disposition of the
BLUE without a time deadline
which would unduly depress the
price. The Commission stated that
simultaneously with its opinion approving the transfer it was making this regulation effective six
months hence.
The FCC approval of the transfer came in ample time to permit
Mr. Noble to exercise his arrangements for financing. An agreement
covering a $4,000,000 loan from
three New York banks runs until Nov. 1. Mr. Noble himself has
arranged for the other $4,000,000
out of his personal holdings.
Notice was also taken of Mr.
Noble's testimony that he intended
to retain the operating personnel
BROADCASTING

Janesville Gains
CONTRARY to the general
opinion that the small stations are taking it on the
chin come reports from Janesville, Wise, that "Business is
good ery
at month
WCLO"
that evfrom andMarch
to
September shows a definite
gain over the same month
for the previous year. For
July a gain of 75% is listed
over July 1942 and 86.1%
oyer July 1941. On the other
end of the scale is a gain of
14.5% for April over April
1942 and 33.5% over the same
month in 1941.
Plans National Spots
NEWSPAPER Institute, New
York, is preparing a national spot
campaign to promote its correspondence courses. After testing for
the past
the school
decided on year,
a Sunday
news has
period.
Attempt is being made to secure
stations with all Sunday news programs available. Spots are currently running on two Pacific Coast
stations, on one in Washington and
one
Canada.
Rose-Martin Inc.,
New inYork,
is agency.
of the BLUE and its present officers and directors who are not
employes of RCA. Mr. Trammell,
president of NBC and chairman
of the board of RCA, along with
other directors of the BLUE, who
are with RCA, will leave the
BLUE board. It is expected Mr.
Noble will become chairman of
the board and that C. Nicholas
Priaulx, general manager of
WMCA, will become an officer of
the BLUE upon approval of the
sale of WMCA to Mr. Straus.
Mark Woods, BLUE president,
Edgar Kobak, executive vice-president, and the other officers of the
BLUE, according
Mr. continue
Noble's
repeated
statements,to will
in their present capacities. Tribute was paid them by Mr. Noble
during the hearings for the excellent manner in which they had
directed the BLUE during its
nearly two years of independent
operation.
THE
INDUSTRIAL
GATEWAY
to the
RICH
TENNESSEE
VALLEY
WLAC
NASHVILLE,

TENN.

WATTS
50,0
PAUL
H.00RAYMER
CO.
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Takes

Over

Blue

(Continued from page 9)
Straus, who has agreed to purchase the station for $1,255,000
[Broadcasting, Sept. 20], is expected to be filed this week with
the Commission. Sale is in accordance with the FCC policy opposing
the ownership of more than one
station in any locality by a single
individual or organization.
Sarnoff Statement
Mr. Sarnoff 's statement follows:
The BLUE Network has demonstrated its ability to render a fine program
service to the public and to conduct
a successful business. I congratulate
the officers and staff of the BLUE
upon their accomplishment, and I
congratulate Mr. Edward J. Noble
that he is now associated with them
in carrying on a tradition of public
service that started some twenty years
ago. I am confident that under Mr.
Noble's
leadership
and the
staff
around him,
the BLUE
will able
continue
its forward progress, and I wish him
and his associates every success in
meeting the opportunities and responsibilities that lie before them.
Mr. Noble's Views
In connection with his acquisition of the network, Mr. Noble issued the following statement:
The transfer of ownership permits
me to participate in the further advancement of the BLUE Network
both as an important medium of entertainment, information and education and as a business enterprize.
On Sept. 29 I sent a letter to the
Federal Communications Commission
which outlined the BLUE's policy in
respect to the sale of time for purposes other than the advertising of
commercial goods and services. While
the letter speaks for itself, the considerations which dictated it may be
of interest.
Having become one of the principal
media through which the people are
reached, radio broadcasting cannot
help but assume the responsibilities
inherent in its growing stature and
maturity. One responsibility is to
maintain at all times a platform accessible under reasonable conditions
to requests which are reasonable as
to purpose and sponsorship. The corollary of that reponsibility is the one
to resist what we deem to be unreasonable pressures, however great their
force.
As with newspapers, magazines and
the films, the first and basic consideration is to win and hold the broadest
possible public following, and the

greater the success in attaining this
objective, the greater will be the desire of special interests to reach that
audience.
While the policies set forth in the
code of the BLUE Network reflect the
past experience and the best judgment of the network and of the industry as a whole, these policies will
retain their validity only as they are
constantly reviewed in the light of
changing conditions, and it is this concept of radio's relation to the public which led to the re-appraisal and
modification of the BLUE Network
code embodied in my letter to the
Federal Communication Commission.
We of the BLUE Network recognize
an obligation not only to public but
also to the industry of which we are
a part. We appreciate that we are
not unique among broadcasters in our
pledge to serve the public interest,
but we are, of course, solely responsible for the manner in which we implement our pledge."
Award to CBS
CBS won the "showmanship plaque" for direct mail advertising
last Friday at the one-day clinic
sponsored by the Direct Mail Adv.
Assn., and the Graphic Arts Victory Committee in New York.
Award was made on the basis of a
presentation of material created
by the CBS-owned and operated
station promotion division to support the sales activities of Radio
Sales, national spot representative
for the nine stations and three regional networks operated by CBS.

AFRA Protest
PROTEST against the appearance
of servicemen on the CBS Blue
Jacket Choir was registered last
week by AFRA, which contended
appearance of 50 sailors on the
show is a violation of its contract.
H. Leiss Atlass, vice-president of
CBS, said the time used by the
Blue Jackets was purchased by
Minneapolis-Honeywell Co. of Minneapolis which presented it to the
Great Lakes Naval Training Station. He said the firm bought 25
minutes every Sunday for a minimum of 13 weeks. The network has
a "closed shop" contract with
AFRA, he asserted.
Colwell to McGillvra
N. P. COLWELL, former owner
of Canadian Facts, market research organization, and wellknown in advertising agency and
station representative fields, has
re-joined Joseph Hershey McGillvra
Inc., to operate from the Chicago
office. Mr. Colwell was with McGillvra in 1936-37 at which time he
established McGillvra's Canadian
office.
Heads Kastor in N. Y.
ERNEST P. ZOBIAN has been
appointed manager of the New
York office of H. W. Kastor &
Sons Adv. Co., Chicago. Mr. Zobian
was advertising and sales promotion manager of the A. C. Barnes
(Argyrol) division of the Zonite
Products Corp., New York, and
for the past four years was in
charge of advertising of the Zonite
division of the corporation.

New York City and Environs

1

2,000,000 or 15.4% of the population
of Greater New York listen to
YIDDISH radio programs
1,400,000 or 10.8% of the population
of Greater New York listen to
ITALIAN language programs
1,250,000 or 9.6% of the population
of Greater New York listen to
POLISH language programs
670,000 or 5.1 % of the population
of Greater New York listen to
GERMAN language programs
250,000 or 2 % of the population
of Greater New York listen to
SPANISH language programs
WBNX brings to this audience in its
native tongue and in English, interesting
entertainment; educational and musical
programs, and the complete world-wide
facilities of International News Service.
Appreciation of WBNX service is evidenced by the annual contract renewals
of
the
largest
national and local advertisers.

in

the

DETROIT

I Winner of PEABODY CITATION for Public
k Service to Foreign Language Groups.

AREA
• On a basis of time-sales in

WBNX

many of Detroit's leading retail
classifications, CKLW leads 'em all in this,
America's Third Market. We have the two ingredients necessary to a good sales job . . .
coverage AND listeners. Money-saving rates
help, too!
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... also selling many
other products on many
other stations.
George E. Halley
TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
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FCC

THIS is an application pursuant to
Section 310(b) of the CommunicaAct fortransfer
the Commission's
senttions
to the
of 100% of conthe
stock of the BLUB Network Inc. from
Radio Corp. of America to American
Broadcasting System Inc. The BLUE
Network, Inc. is the licensee of Stations KGO San Francisco, WENR
Chicago, WJZ New York and 48 relay stations. In addition, it operates
a nationwide network consisting of
163 affiliated stations besides the
three stations it owns. The consideration for the transfer is $8,000,000
cash.
Radio Corp. of America, the transferor, besides owning 100% of the
stock of the BLUE Network, also
owns 100% of the stock of the National Broadcasting Co. which is the
licensee of five standard broadcast
stations and likewise operates a nation-wide network.
American Broadcasting System, the
transferee, is wholly owned by Edward J. Noble who has business interests including the ownership of
Station WMCA in New York. Accompanying the application is an affidavit of Mr. Noble that he intends to
dispose of WMCA upon approval by
the Commission of the BLUE Network transfer, and at the hearing he
testified that he has executed a contract for the sale of the station, contingent upon Commission approval.
Competitive Advantage
There are at present four nationwide network organizations, two of
them wholly owned by Radio Corp.
of America. Our investigation into
chain broadcasting (Docket 5060) established that the ownership of two
networks by a single organization
operated as a restraint on competition, handicapped the BLUE Network, gave RCA a competitive advantage, and resulted in an undue concentration ofcontrol in a field where
because of physical limitations on the
number of available radio facilities
the public interest imperatively demanded the elimination of restraints
on competition and as wide a dispersion of control as possible.
As a result we promulgated Regulation 3.107 directed against multiple
ownership of networks serving substantially the same area. The regulation was suspended indefinitely,1 after
RCA had freely conceded desirability
of disposing of one network and had
indicated its intention of selling the
BLUE at an early date, in order to
make possible the orderly disposition
of the network without a time dead1 Simultaneously with this order, we are
making hence.
Regulation 3.107 effective six
months

NEW

AND THE BLUE NETWORK
John Elmer
Geo. H. Roeder
President
Gen. Manager
FREE & PETERS
Exclusive National Rep.
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line which would unduly depress the
The transfer of the BLUE Network
will
in four
price.result
wide networks.
Thisindependent
will mean anationmuch
fuller measure of competition between
the networks for stations and between
stations for networks than has hithertoferbeenshould
possible.
the of
transaid in Intheaddition,
fuller use
the
radio as a mechanism of free speech.
The mechanism of free speech can
operate freely only when the controls
of public access to the means for the
dissemination of news and issues are
in as many responsible ownerships as
possible and each exercises its own independent judgment. The approval of
the transfer will promote such diversification.
Our investigation into chain broadcasting similarly concluded that the
control of two stations in any area by
one network organization is not in the
public interest. At present RCA,
through its two network subsidiaries,
controls two stations each in New
York, Chicago, and San Francisco.
The effect of the present transfer will
be to separate control of these pairs
of stations, and thus in that respect
effectuate the policy of Regulation
3.106.
Technically Qualified
We find that the American Broadcasting System Inc. and Mr. Noble,
the owner of its entire stock, are lefinancially and
fiedgally,
to operate
thetechnically
stations qualibeing
transferred. All the stockholders and
officers of the transferree are citizens
of the United States. The transferee
has sufficient funds to effect the purchase and it is apparent from the
balance sheet of the BLUE Network
that its finances after the transfer
will be such as to permit continued
operation. Mr. Noble testified that he
saw the need of raising additional
capital for expansion of the public
service of the BLUE Network, and he
stated cured
that
be seeitherthis
fromcapital
his owncouldresources
or from sale of stock to interested
persons.
Mr. Noble also testified that he intended to continue to employ the
operating personnel of the BLUE Network and those present officers and
directors of the BLUE Network who
are not employees of RCA. Hence, the
transferee will be technically qualified to operate the stations being
transferred.
At the hearing Mr. Noble was requested to submit a written statement
as to the policies with respect to the
allocation of time on the air which
would guide him in the exercise of his
discretion as a licensee. This statement has now been submitted. In it
Mr. Noble declares in part :
"I am prepared to say that my
policy, stated in general terms, will
be to refrain from adopting any restrictions which will automatically
rule out certain types of programs on
the basis of the identity or personality
of the individual, corporation, or organization sponsoring or offering
them. I propose to meet each request
for time with an open mind and to
consider such requests strictly on their
individual merits and without arbitrary discriminations.
An Open Mind
"More particularly, I think that ths
operation of a national network should
follow a policy whereby all classes and
groups shall have their requests, either
for sponsored or sustaining time, seriously considered and network time
determined in accordance with true
democratic principles and with the aim
of presenting a well-rounded and balanced broadcast service in the best interests of the public and of the NetAt the hearing it appeared that un-

work."

BROADCASTING

BLUE

SALE

der present practice, which is quite
general in the industry, requests for
the sale or furnishing of time tend to
be disposed of on the basis of rules-ofthumb
and fixed
formulae. each
Mr. Noble's
commitment
to consider
request
with an open mind on the basis of the
merits of each request and without any
arbitrary discrimination is, in our
view, the type of discretion which all
licensees must retain under the Communications Act. Only under such
flexibility is the fullest utilization of
radio in the public interest made possible.
In view of the entire record it is
our opinion that the transfer of the
BLUE
terest. Network is in the public inIt is, therefore, ordered, This 12th
day ferofof control
October,of 1943,
that theNetwork
transthe BLUE
Inc. from Radio Corp. of America
to American Broadcasting System
Inc., be, and the same is hereby, approved.
Thatcher Award
PLANS are now complete for the
J. H. Thatcher Religious Editorial
Award, sponsored by the Thatcher
Bible Class of Houma, La., in honor of J. H. Thatcher, church leader
and financier, who died September
6. Mr. Thatcher felt that newspapers could devote at least one
editorial to religion each week and
the award is based on that belief.
Tentative plans include separate
awards for each state as well as a
division for trade journal editors
and radio script writers.
Bird Feed on MBS
AMERICAN BIRD PRODUCTS
Co., Chicago (bird feed), beginning Oct. 17 will sponsor The
American Radio Warblers for its
16th year on 12 MBS stations
originating out of WGN Chicago.
Featuring 16 canaries singing to
accompaniment by Helen Westbrook, organist, the quarter-hour
program is heard Sundays, 2-2:15
p.m.
Agency
is Weston-Barnett
Adv. Co.,
Chicago.
Albert G. Kober
ALBERT G. KOBER, 67, assistant
advertising manager of the Stromberg-Carlson Co., Rochester, died of
a heart ailment, on Oct. 5. Mr. Kober joined the company in 1905 and
has held such positions as factory
assembler, inspector, foreman, export sales editor, and his most
recent position of assistant advertising manager. He was buried in
the West Webster Cemetery, Rochester.

wkat
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station

pulled more audience
mail than 7 other
50-kilowatt stations
combined?
SEE PAGE 31 *^
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Returns to Boston

HO

DISPLAYING THE DISPLAY of posters, car cards, newspaper ads and
other media used in the current WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul advertising
campaign is Al Sheehan, WCCO assistant general manager. The station
was host at a meeting of area manufacturer's representatives and advertising agencies, including (1 to r) : Arthur Schade, Eversharp; Ed Johnson, General Foods; Frank Hunt, Liggett & Myers; A. S. Dunning, General Electric; Mr. Sheehan, and Bill Young, Lever Bros.

Fly

Doubts

He

Has

Direct

Authority

To Regulate in Free Speech Matters
AUTHORITY OF THE FCC to local audiences and in giving stations freedom to exercise a greater
regulate broadcasters directly in
the matter of free speech is doubt- degree of control over their own
ful, Chairman James Lawrence programming.
Fly indicated at a news conference
Citing the total of approximately
last week.
150 stations which have since become affiliated with networks and
Asked point blank whether the
Commission had any authority or the addition or extension of network service to approximately 120
any intention of asserting authority in that realm, Mr. Fly replied, cities, Mr. Fly suggested the FCC
"I am not sure what authority we regulatory measures had been a
have in terms of actual regulation, substantial factor in opening up
and I don't want to express any network broadcasting generally.
opinions on the matter, nor take He paid tribute to the networks'
any position saying we are going own efforts to broaden their operations through rate schedules and
to do anything about it. I want to
stimulate a healthy discussion and other means.
bring all of these things out into
Experience Lacking
the open on the principle of free
The Commission yet lacks the
speech."
He reiterated that free speech experience in terms of day-to-day
on the air and its "freedom to lis- operations, said Chairman Fly, to
judge whether or not the network
ten" counterpart "is a job for the rules are right in every particular.
industry", which need not be a
concerted move but might be a gen- "We will continue to watch them,"
he said, "and will stand ready to
eral move toward self-regulation.
modify them in any particular
Toward Self-Regulation
where the public interest, and I
Chairman Fly asserted that while think that may well be the inhe could not cite cases, since no
dustry's interest, may demand it".
He expressed doubt whether the
studies had been made of the efrules
covered
the case in which
fects of the FCC's Network Rules,
he was confident they had resulted WRAL Raleigh was denied the
in greater diversity of sources for Walter Winchell program by the
programs previously excluded from BLUE Network on grounds other

KOZY
FM

in

KANSAS

CITY

PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY
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MARJORIE SPRIGGS G I L CHREST, former chief of the radio section of the War Finance division of the Treasury Dept., has returned to Boston and is now publicity director for the Massachusetts
War Finance Committee. She is
replaced in Washington by Emerson Waldman. Mrs. Gilchrest had
succeeded her husband, now Lt. (j.
g.) Charles W. Gilchrest, serving
with the Navy in the Southwest Pacific, as chief of the radio War Finance Division's Radio Section
when he was called in the Service.

San

Diedo's/

HEW!
BLUE
Network
OUTLET

than the complaint of another station, but suggested it would perhaps have been a good thing had
the rules applied.
Mr. Fly said he had talked with
Rep. Lea since his appointment as
Chairman of the House Select Committee to Investigate the FCC, but
refused to say what they had discussed or to comment on editorials
suggesting replacement of Eugene
L. Garey as general counsel of the
Committee.
When reminded of "strong statements" he had made about Mr.
Garey in the last few months and
asked if he "retracted them now",
Chairman Fly merely smiled and
refused to answer.
Robert Douglas Kirkland
ROBERT DOUGLAS KIRKLAND,
36, Mackay Radio & Telegraph Co.
engineer, who installed the CBS
shortwave transmitter at Brentwood, Long Island, died Monday
night at his home in Port Washington, Long Island, after an illness of several months. Mr. Kirkland, who was born in Vallejo, Cal.,
graduated
U. ofdegree
Califor-in
nia in 1928from
with thea B.S.
electrical engineering, having specialized in radio communications.
He joined Mackay as district engineer in 1929 after a short period
with RCA and was transferred to
New York City in 1941
Canadians

CITIES
U
..in a Huddle
EASTMOUNEV

Abroad

MAJOR Dick Diespecker, Radio
Liaison Officer for the Canadian
Army, and Flight-Lieutenant Andy McDermott, Royal Canadian
Air Force radio officer, will leave
shortly to visit Canadian military
establishments in the war zones.
Their interest is to increase overseas news coverage for the Canadian Navy-Army-Air Force networks shows, Comrades in Arms,
Sunday, and Headquarters Report,
Friday. Lieut. Dorwin Baird of the
Army and LAC Warren Wilkes of
the RCAF, will be in charge of radio liaison at Ottawa in the absence
of Diespecker and McDermott.
'Cavalcade' on 147
NETWORK affiliates subscribing
to the Hollywood Cavalcade series
of five-minute recordings produced
by the radio department of United
Artists now total 147, including 39
NBC stations, 22 CBS, 40 BLUE,
and 46 Mutual outlets. The feature employs the technique of a
roving reporter visiting studio sets
in Hollywood.

A Winning
Team f
There's not one, not two, but eleven cities
in the Tri-Cities zone . . . located as
closely together as the boroughs of greater
New York. And WHBF is the favorite
local medium covering the entire TriCities population of 211,000 !
When you think of Rock Island, Moline or
Davenport, picture the TRI-CITIES! . . .
not one, not two, not three, but ELEVEN
contiguous cities! 60% in Illinois ! Let.
WHBF tell you the story, meanwhile drive
your product. home
"salesman"
. . with the result-getting

5000 WATTS
1270 KC
BASIC JVIUTUAL NETWORK
Affiliate: Rock Island ARGUS
Howard H. Wilson Co., Nat. Representatives
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Takes Up International Radio
(Continued from page 12)
solve was admitted on all sides. the OCI, and that portions of those
Following an executive session of funds were given by the organizathe Committee last Tuesday, Rep.
tion to various charities, selected
Miller declared: "If this investi- by Shortwave Research Inc.
Remarking that a Congressional
gation is not carried through by
this Congress, I promise you that investigation was "more liberal
it will be done by the next Con- than the courts", Chairman Lea
said: "I believe the Committee
should receive the evidence and
Studies Record
then
determine, in executive sesgress".
sion, how much of it can be adTuesday's executive session,
called by the chairman to acquaint
mitted for the record." Until the
himself with the wishes of other Committee passes on the New York
members of the Committee, was at- testimony it will remain confidential, although Mr. Garey intimated
tended by Reps. Wigglesworth and
Miller. Reps. Magnuson and Hart at the hearing last week that important disclosures in conjunction
were out of the city, Mr. Lea said.
Upon his appointment Chairman
with
FCC
would result. "Gestapo activities"
Lea said he didn't want to resume
Mr. Garey also submitted for
hearings until he had informed
himself as to what had taken place the Committee's consideration corunder the chairmanship of Rep.
respondence between FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly and ActEugene E. Cox (D-Ga.), who reing Secretary of War Robert P.
signed two weeks ago. That Mr.
Lea apparently has studied the Patterson regarding the efforts of
record in the last two weeks was the FCC to obtain payment from
indicated last Thursday in his as- the Army for its personnel in North
sertion at the hearing that "the Africa. Those letters also were reevidence so far presented embraces
ceived by the Committee for consideration at executive session bea large number of accusations
fore the contents were to be made
against the conduct of the Com- public.
mission and its personnel which
are within the scope of the investiMorton to K & E
gation as directed by the House of
KENYON & ECKHART Adv. Co.,
Representatives."
Chicago, has been appointed by the
"The hearings of this Committee now contain a large volume of Morton Salt Co., Chicago, to handle advertising of Morton's Free
information," he said. "It is ex- Running
and Morton's
Iodized
Salt,
pected that further progress of and Worcester
Ivory Free
Running
the investigation will result in and Worcester Ivory Iodized Salt,
much information yet to be fur- C. L. Ostrom, advertising manager
of the Morton Salt Co., announced
nished and assembled."
Chairman Lea's prediction after last week. The appointment, effective Jan. 1, 1944, does not affect
his appointment that the probe
would lead to new Communications
the
advertising
of Morton's Smoked
legislation was given further cre- Salt Products, including tablets.
dence Thursday when he said:
Cuticura Continues
"The ultimate performance of the
duties of this Committee requires POTTER DRUG & CHEMICAL
determination of the facts as to Corp., Maiden, Mass., is continuing
each substantial accusation. It is its spot campaign for Cuticura
assumed that the report finally products on some 40 stations, reviewing the contracts as they exmade to the House by the CommitNew pire.
York.
Agency is Atherton & Currier,
tee will include its findings as to
the accusations together with such
recommendations as may be found WITH Spanish dialogue and song
lyrics, a new half-hour transcribed
variety program titled Hollywood at
"Further
hearings
will
proceed
War, has been started by the Office
appropriate."
as promptly as the work of the of Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, for release to Latin-American
Committee will permit, and the countries.
plans of the Committee will be announced as the occasion may seem
to Chairman
require," Mr.
Lea Lea
has added.
been loath to
Senate
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resume hearings until other legislation confronting his main Committee, of which he also is chairman, has been cleared up. During
the last two weeks the Committee
has been discussing aviation and
wood pulp legislation.
Duringof last
Thursday's
brief
session
the Select
Committee,
Chief Counsel Garey presented for
the record testimony taken at private hearings in New York from
officials and personnel of Shortwave Research Inc. Mr. Garey told
the Committee that the testimony
would show that the organization
received something like $535,000 in
Government funds in its dealings
with the OWI and its predecessor
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CAPITOL RECORDS
SIGNS WITH AFM
ENDING a 15-month holdout, Capitol Records Inc., Hollywood, on
Oct. 9 signed a contract with AFM
president James C. Petrillo, to pay
a flat half-cent royalty on all recordings made in the future. The
contract is similar to one signed by
Decca Records-World Broadcasting
System. First records under the
new agreement were cut on Oct. 14
and featured Johnny Mercer, vocalist and song-writer, with his own
band.
Agreement between Capitol Records and Petrillo, who is in New
York, was effected by telephone.
Acting for the West Coast recording company were B. B. (Buddy)
de Sylva, president; Johnny Mercer, vice-president, and Glenn E.
Wallichs, general manager. The
company recently put bandleaders
Benny Carter, Stan Kenton, Eddie
Miller and Paul Weston and the
singing group of Jo Stafford and
the Pied Pipers under exclusive
contract. Capitol Records is the
only major recording company on
the Pacific Coast.
Join Y & R Staff
YOUNG & RUBICAM, New York,
has added three members to its
public relations department: Harry
Harding,
recently promotion
ager of American
Magazine, manand
formerly vice-president in charge
of sales and creative work of Barta
Press, Boston; and John Keavey,
previously with the editorial staff
of Liberty Magazine; also Robert
T. Paul, formerly with the Philadelphia Daily News, and most recently with the Bituminous Coal
Institute.
on MBS
RAY Ray
DADY,Dady
general
manager of
KWK,
St.
Louis,
and
well-known
commentator, on Oct. 18
starts a
five- weekly newscast 1-1:15 p.m. on
Mutual.
Sydney Moseley's
lines of Tomorrow,
formerly Headheard
in that period, will move to 5-5:15
p.m., replacing Sheelah Carter,
who shifts to 3-3:15 p.m. Arthur
Gaeth, heard in the latter time,
will broadcast his news 11-11:15
NINETEEN scripts in the recent
BLUE Free World Theatre series will
be compiled and released in book
form by Random House Inc., in
spring 1944.

PROGRESS
AVERAGE
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FREE &
PETERS, Inc.
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1
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MARCH1938 193?

OCT. 12 thru NOV. 4 thru
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Get into
the market
rich PEORIAREA
a live Enormous
market now,
even
better
when the market—
war is won!
wealthan
derived from agriculture and industry. Diversification has
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spot" through
market through
good and
timeskept
and PEORIAREA
bad. And— ayou"bright
dominate
WMBD.
BROADCASTING
CO., PEORIA
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AFL,

TO THE MARINES goes Jack
Brickhouse, WGN Chicago sports
announcer, leaving for training at
San Diego. William A. McGuineas
(left) WGN sales manager, and
Frank P. Schrieber, station manager, wish him the best of luck.
Thurston Made V-P
KENDALL THURSTON, chief
copy writer of Foote, Cone & Belding on the Sunkist account since
1930, has been made a vice-president of the firm and will continue on
the Sunkist account. As vice-president of Young & McCallister before joining F-C-B he handled
direct mail advertising of the California Fruit Growers Exchange.
Edward F. Turner
EDWARD F. TURNER, 68, transmitter engineer of WIP Philadelphia, died Oct. 9. He joined the station 13 years ago at the time of
WIP's neralmerger
withheld
WFAN.
services were
Oct. 12Fu-at
his home in Gloucester, N. J.
Rate & Data Elects
STANDARD Rate & Data Service
has elected the following officers :
Walter E. Botthof, chairman of the
board ; Richard A. Trenkmann, president ; C. Laury Botthof, executive
vice-president and treasurer ; Albert
W. Moss, executive vice-president in
charge of New York office ; C. W.
Doheny, vice-president, Chicago office ;
James M. Kelly, vice-president, New
York office ; Howard E. Rogers, secretary.
E. J. BRACH & SONS. Chicago
(candy), beginning Oct. 26 will sponsor two half-hour musical programs
on
WGN and
Chicago.
TitledGene
String's
the
Thing,
featuring
Baker,
Janette Davis and Bob Trendler's orchestra, the programs will be heard
Tuesday and Tlnirsday evenings. Contract is for eight weeks. Agency is
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.

shortest
distance

NEA
Ask Legislation
(Continued from page 9)

controversial issues. This aspect
was covered in the FCC decision
last Tuesday approving the Blue
sale, and commending Edward J.
Noble, the purchaser, for his statement that he would consider each
request for time "with an open
mind", and in inferentially admonishing all stations to follow a similar course.
NEA, which represents about
half
the nation's
newspapers,
most of
of which
are smaller
market
dailies or weeklies, is headed this
year by Ed Abels, of Lawrence,
Kan., as ventionpresident.
annualweeks
conin CincinnatiIt'sseveral
ago, was addressed by James D.
Shouse, vice-president of Crosley
Corp. (WLW-WSAI) in charge of
broadcasting, on the free speechfree press issue.
Following is the full text of the
resolution adopted by the AFL
convention, as it appears on Page
348 of the "Report of Proceedings",
Fifth Day, Friday, Oct. 8 in Boston, with President William Green
in the chair:
AFL Resolution
Resolution No. 102 — By Delegate
Richard J. Gray. Building & Construction Trades Dept.
WHEREAS, In its 1942 report, the
Building & Construction Trades Dept.
pointed out in detail the vast potential possibilities of post-war building
trades employment in the indicated
development of the television, frequency modulation and electronic industries, and
WHEREAS, The expansion of radio broadcasting, television, frequency
modulation, facsimile, and allied electronic services can best be furthered
through
the traditional
broadest possible
application of the
American
free
enterprise principle, and
WHEREAS, The U. S. Supreme
Court, in its decision of May, 1943,
has so interpreted the present Federal Communications Act as to empower the Commission to take practically any action it chooses with reference to radio program material and
the business relationships of broadcasters, with a resulting serious threat
of governmental domination of broadcasting content, therefore, be it
RESOLVED, That the AFL urges
that the Congress of the United
States should, at the earliest possible
date, assure the preservation of free-

to profitable

results in California's
billion-dollar market
and western Nevada is
TMe Beetme
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speech. Local AFRA Election
FRED MACKAYE has been reelected president of Los Angeles
Chapter of the American Federation
of Radio Artists. Norman Field was
elected first vice-nresident ; Lee Sweetland, second : Wally Maher. third ;
Lurene Tuttle. fourth ; and Earle
Ross, fifth. Eric Snowden is recording secretary, with Georgia Backus
treasurer. On the board of directors
are Cliff Arquette, Ted Bliss, Verna
Felton, Thomas Freebairn - Smith,
Fred MacKaye. Fred Shields, Arthur
Q.
Bryan ; and
Stafford,
directors
Ken Hanley
Carpenter
and actorJohn
B. Kennedy, announcers ; Lee Sweetfects. singer ; Dick Rucker, sound efland,
Carter in New Post
DAVID CARTER, onetime CBS
West Coast publicity director and
recently with Pan-American Airways,
has been named radio coordinator for
the New York office of Universal Pictures, working under Maurice Bergman, eastern advertising and publicity manager, and Robert D. Hussey,
director of radio activities.

Jj

Robert A.
McClatcfiy
STREET
National
Broadcasting
Sales Manager
1
Paul H.
Company
RAYMER CO.
National
Sacramento, California
Representatives

dom of speech on the air waves by
enacting changes in the present Communications Act prescribing the limits of government supervision of the
radio and allied industries, and definitely safeguarding broadcasting from
any actual or implied government
censorship authority over program
content. By such reconsideration of
the Act, we believe, a secure foundation may be laid for the post-war
expansion of the radio, television and
other new electronic industries upon
a free and constructive competitive
basis.
Your Committee recommends adoption.
The report of the Committee was
unanimously adopted.
NEA Resolution
Following is the full text of the
resolution adopted by the advisory
council of NEA:
WHEREAS, There are now pending in the United States Senate a
Bill introduced by Mr. White and
Mr. Wheeler on March 2, 1934 (S.
814) andtativesin
the introduced
House of Represena Bill
by Mr.
Holmes on July 2, 1943 (H. R. 3109),
both ment
ofof the
which
propose the amendCommunications
Act of
1934, As Amended, and
WHEREAS, It now appears that,
among other things, the question of
freedom of speech over the air waves
and the extent to which it is to be
limited by governmental regulation
through an administrative agency is
properly before the Congress of the
United States and should receive the
immediate and complete consideration
of the Congress,
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED :That the officers and directors of the National Editorial Association urge the Congress and the proper committees
thereofconsideration
to give imme-to
diate and careful
this legislation so as to insure the
fundamental right of freedom of

)SACRAMENTO
STOCKTON - KWG
FRESNO - KMJ
BAKERSFIELD - KERN
Advertising

/

W

630 KILOCYCLES

Ijj
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Delfin Asks Jury Trial
A JURY TRIAL is demanded by Carmen Delfin in the suit filed by her
for $175,000 damages against NBC
and H. Leopold Spitalny, musical director [Broadcasting, Oct. 11]. Miss
Delfin, composer, charges conversion
and copyright infringement of two
songs.
October

BLUE NETWORK
m
Represented Nationally by
,
John BLAIR & CO. /
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NAB Retail Show
(Continued from page 11)
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Like

Our
Style
A station either DOES or DOES NOT
have that certain something — you
know— the honest-to-goodness ability
to move merchandise from dealers1
shelves. WAIR is famous for its
salesability. A test will prove it.

WAIR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

of the past? You must look to radio— objectively."
"America Takes the Air," the
third portion of the presentation, is
a running slide film on the history
and development of broadcasting.
"Why Radio Works," a film
based on a five-year psychological
study conducted by Dr. Lazarsfeld,
brings out four salient points. Radio works because it provides companionship, escape from the doldrums of everyday life, standards
of judgment for those who seek
them, and an opportunity for vicarious experience.
Using dramatic sequences, the
film explains how radio works, why
it influences more people than
other media. Research by Dr. Lazarsfeld shows that radio makes a
lasting impression because it creates a powerful illusion of reality.
In the closing sequence, "Retailing's Future in Radio", the m.c.
dwells on commercial copy. He
points out that audiences vary and
that the successful radio advertiser
beams his programs and commercials to reach certain types of peoThe Washington premiere was
in
ple.charge of a committee of capital
broadcasters, under the chairmanship of Carleton Smith, manager
of WRC. A reception followed the
showing.
ADD

NAB

MCs

Mr. Mason
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BETTER LATE than etc. are these
thumbnail portraits of Clyde D.
Pemberton, commercial manager of
KFJZ Fort Worth, Tex., and Robert T. Mason, president and general manager of WMRN Marion,
O. The pair served as m.c.s for
showings of the NAB retail promotion film [Broadcasting, Oct.
11]. Biographical sketches of the
14 m.c.s were printed in that issue,
but photos of Messrs. Pemberton
and Mason did not arrive in time
for publication with the sketches.
MBS Programmers Meet
FUTURE program plans were discussed Oct. 12-13 by Mutual's program operating board, meeting in
the network's New York office. Attending were President Miller McClintock, Adolph Opfinger, MBS
program director; C. M. Hunter,
WHK Cleveland; Frank Schreiber,
WGN Chicago; Linus Travers,
WNAC Boston; Julius Seebach,
WOR New York.

18, 1943

ACTIVE AND INTERESTED in the premier of the NAB promotion
film, held Oct. 12 in Washington, were (front row, 1 to r) : Carl Burkland,
manager, WTOP Washington; J. Harold Ryan, Assistant Director of
Censorship for broadcasting; Carleton Smith, manager, WRC Washington. Standing, Lt. John Dodge, formerly commercial manager of WRC;
Eugene Carr, assistant to the president WGAR, WJR, KMPC; Oliver
Gramling, assistant manager, Press Assn., New York; James V. McConnell, general manager, NBC Spot Sales, New York.

Newspaper
To

Offset

Hatch

Heads
Radio

RADIO COMPETITION to newspapers in the retail advertising
field brought a concerted cry for
immediate retaliatory action from
the nearly 400 members of the
Newspaper Advertising Executives
Assn. in wartime conference, Oct.
11-12, in Chicago.
Although careful to avert any
suggestion that the NAEA was
engaging "in a cat-and-dog fight
with radio," the meeting resulted
in a proposal for a central organization to prepare and disseminate
promotional material on retail advertising to meet competition "by
other media."
RESOLUTIONS
Unanimously approved by the
NAEA were the following resolutions recommended by the Retail
Promotion Committee:
1. Resolved, That the report of the
Retail Promotion Committee be accepted with sincere and hearty thanks
and with the understanding that the
committee has fulfilled its duty and
therefore is automatically dissolved.
2. Resolved, That this NAEA assembly approves and requests action
as soon as possible on Proposed No. 1
of said Retail Promotion Committee,
namely that the material presented
by the members of the committee in
the meeting and any similar material
now in their hands, be prepared in
booklet form for distribution to NAEA
members and through them to their
salesmen and any advertisers, agencies, etc., to whom they wish to send
them.
3. Resolved, That this NAEA assembly endorses the belief expressed
in Proposal No. 2 of said Retail Promotion Committee's report, namely,
the belief that the newspapers of
America should have a central organization for the preparation and dissemination ofproper promotional material on retail advertising; and that
this organization should be capable
of leading the way in careful research and should be held responsible
for
newspapers'
public relations
with the
retail
trade organizations.
4. Resolved, That it is the will of
this NAEA assembly that the president should promptly appoint a committee of five members for the purBROADCASTING

Retail

Plan
Drive

pose of studying the newspaper retail
advertising situation ; that all proposals arising out of the Retail Promotion Committee's
report the
or coming
from members,
regarding
setup,
operation and financing of such an
organization as described in Resolution No. 3 be referred to that comthat for
said submission
committee to
formulatemitteea ;plan
the
board of directors ; and that the board

keep

You
customers
when you
KEEP
SPOTS
BEFORE
THEIR
EARS!
• ASK A JOHN BLAIR MAN
ABOUT SPOT RADIO
HEW YORK
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
ST. HOIS
NATIONAL RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES
• Broadcast
ANY lKmaa
&» COMPAdvertising

of directors be empowered to put
said plan into operation at once,
when as and if it is approved.
Speakers Reflect Concern
Besides taking such action to
overcome radio's "invasion of the
retail field", which accounts for all
but 35% of newspapers' total annual advertising revenue, members
of the NAEA discussed the possibility of rationing advertising to
meet the curtailment of newsprint
through paper rationing.
Speakers at the two day sessions
included: Cranston Williams, general manager of AN PA, who expressed an optimistic outlook on
the paper shortage; James R.
Brumby, of the Atlanta Journal,
who spoke on 'Radio's Invasion of
the Retail Advertising Field";
Samuel G. Howard, of the Minneapolis Star Journal & Tribune,
whose talk was on "Radio Advertising vs. Newspaper Advertising
for Retailers"; Vernon Brooks, of
the New York World Telegram, who
spoke on "The New York Newspapers' Study of Radio in the Retail Field"; Robert K. Drew, of
the Milwaukee Journal, whose talk
was on "The Retail Promotion
Committee's Proposed Plan"; Raymond C. Cram, of the Columbus
Dispatch and president of the National Newspaper Promotion Association, who called for expansion
of the newspaper promotion budget
to over a million dollars annually.
Miss Reggie Schuebel
Duane Jones Co.
New York, N. Y.
Dear Reggie:
At the time of this writing (Oct. 9),
West Virginia stands out as undisputed winner of an undeclared
war
between the
states to see
which would
oversubscri b e
its 3rd War
Loan quota by
the largest
perce n t a g e .
Reports from
the Federal
Reserve
stern showS ythat
W. Va. sold
171% of its
quota, or a to631. 6tal9 of2 $129,.5 0 .
Mary land, a
front runner
throughout the
campaign, but
overtaken i n
the dying days
of the drive
by thetainMounState,
clungond place
to with
seca percentage
record of 158.
It was 8 a id
that Ohio,
Georgia, Rhode
Island, New
York and
Minnesotaished behind
finMaryland i n
that order.
And incidentally, Reggie, our home county, Kanawha, sold 287% of its quota which
amounted
to 1,2%WCHS
of W.played
Va's.an total
sales. Of course
important part in this drive by delivering powerful selling impacts on both
sustaining and sponsored time. I think
you'llespecially
agree it's
off toCounty.
W. Va.,
and
to hats
Kanawha
Regards
Yrs.
ALGY
WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.
BROADCASTING

AMONG THOSE ATTENDING the national premiere of the NAB film,
"Air Force and the Retailer" in Washington, Oct. 12 at the S^atler Hotel
were: (front row, 1 to r) Joseph Katz, Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore; Al
Porter, account executive of Lewis Edwin Ryan, Washington; William
F. Sigmund, copy chief of Henry J. Kaufman Adv. Agency, Washington;
Courtland D. Ferguson, head of Courtland D. Ferguson Inc., Washington; Al Charles, of the radio department of Kal Advertising, Washington. Rear, Robert Enders, radio director of Kal Advertising; Harwood
Martin, Harwood Martin Adv. Agency, Washington; Mahlon Glascock,
commercial manager of WRC Washington; Jerry Lichtman, Lichtman
Adv. Agency, Baltimore; Jeffrey Abel, radio director Kaufman Agency.

"It's just that my advertising on
WFDF Flint Michigan has always brought me good luck."

The CBS Station for a
million people in 22

Expectation
After

Keynotes

Retailers

REACTION of the Washington retailers attending the National
Assn. of Broadcasters' "Air Force
and the Retailer" showing was generally one of expectation for further information to come from the
booklets NAB has ready for distribution. As one department store
executive said, "It planted the seed.
And if I were planning a radio program, Iwould await the pamphlets
with great expectation."
Many store representatives were
greatly interested in the graphic
charts, and information further developed by the commentary. Practically all agreed that the show
was extremely well presented, and
enlightening to the retailer unfamiliar with radio as a medium for
advertising, although several expressed the opinion that the program could be shortened to advantage.
'Radio Accepted'
The head of a well-known Washington jewelry company, already
extensively
using inradio,
said, style.
"The
show was done
excellent
NAB put over the idea especially
well that radio can emphasize
points that newspapers cannot, and
that is very helpful to the retailer."
One representative of a large department store felt that the program stressed the idea of selling
radio as a good medium, whereas
according to the retailer, radio is
already accepted, as much as the
newspaper or motion picture, and
therefore does not need to be further publicized. He expressed the
need of more definite information
on how the retailer can make use
of radio. However, many questioned
expected the station salesmen and
agencies to supply this concrete information concerning specific programs for individual stores with
individual problems.
The NAB show answered one of
the problems faced by a large banking concern. The spokesman stated

• Broadcast

Advertising

Saw

Replies

NAB

counties of 3 states...

Film

that his bank had been using radio
throughout the country, and often
was dissatisfied with results. "Our
aim was to reach a small local
group," he said, "but often we were
forced to buy a block of time that
overcovered the area we desired.
The consequences were that we
reached an audience that was not
completely within the level we had
aimed for, not always sympathetic
to our messages.
"But through the NAB film and
comments," he continued, "we see
that in order to get a desired effect
from an audience, an advertiser
must key his message to the audience he wants to build. The film
pointed out that, to be effective, a
program must be aimed directly,
and not generally for the whole

the heart of the
Textile South.
o
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111(1
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Spartanburg, S. C. Uuu
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Public
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area of listeners."
Proposed CBC Head
LEONARD BROCKINGTON, Ottawa lawyer, first chairman of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., is
the latest to be suggested for the
post of general manager of the
CBC, vacated by the recent return
of Dr. J. S. Thomson to the presidency of Saskatchewan University.
Mr. Brockington, since resigning
as chairman of the CBC board of
governors early in the war, has
been special Canadian war historian, advisor to Prime Minister
King, and lately special advisor to
the British Ministry of Information. He is back in Ottawa, and is
reported as having been approached
for the post of CBC general manager. The CBC board meets Oct. 22
to make its recommendations to
the Canadian government, which
makes the appointment.

PORTLAND, OREGON
CSS Affiliate
FREE & PETERS • Natinnal Reoresentatives

5000 WATTS

■

1330 KILOCYCLES

mm
RICHARD G. MEYBOHN, advertising manager of J. W. Robinson Co.,
Los Angeles department store, will
speak when
new atretail
motion plantheis NAB's
presented
the proLos
Angeles Biltmore on Oct. 21. Mr.
Meybohm, formerly on the advertising
and promotion committee of the
NRDGA, aided NAB in creating the
plan.

FNnilSH . IFWISH • ITALIAN
The roiter of advertisers using WEVD year
National
Advertising.
List "Who's
on request.Who" in
reads like
after year
HENRY GREENFIELD, MANAGING DIRECTOR
WlVD— 117 W. 46th Street, New York, N. Y.
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Actions of the
FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMISSION

OCTOBER 9 TO OCTOBER 15 INCLUSIVE
WJBW New Orleans — Continued hearDecisions . . .
ing on license renewal from Oct. 25 to
Nov. 8.
OCTOBER 9
Head of the Lakes Broadcasting Co.,
Superior, Wis. — Accepted amendment to
Adopted order affirming action of Mo- application
for new FM station to specify
tions Commissioner denying petition of equipment now
used at W9XYH ; applicaSteven A. Vetter to intervene in hearing
tion removed from hearing docket.
on applications of Ralph A. Horton, assignor, and Fort Industry Co., assignee for
OCTOBER 14, 1943
voluntary assignment of license, and CP,
WWPG Palm Beach— Granted change in
etc.
corporate name from Lake Worth BroadOCTOBER 11
ing Corp.casting Corp. to Palm Beach BroadcastWKNE Keene, N. H. — Acquisition of
WLBZ Bangor, Me. — Granted license to
control of licensee corp. by M. S. Wilder
and H. ferredC.stock.Wilder through issuance of pre- cover CP for power increase, new equipment, DA-D-N.
Oct. 12 order denying petition
WRIT Gainesville, Fla.— Special Serv- forAdopted
intervention of Ira Chase Koehne in beice Authorization for unlimited time, 100 w
half
of
himself
and others indicated as
after sunset at Denver ; 5 kw before sunset creditors of Blue Network,
et al, in matter
at Denver to Feb. 1, 1944.
of RCA casting
(transferor)
and American BroadOCTOBER 12
System (transferee).
WCSH Portland, Me.— Granted consent
to transfer of control of Congress Square
Hotel, licensee, from Adeline B. Rines,
ations
executrix of estate of Henry P. Rines, de- Applic OCTOBER 12
ceased, to Adeline B. Rines. William H.
WHDH
Boston— DA after sunset at
Rines, and Mary R. Thompson. No money
Gainesville, Fla., instead of local sunset.
involved.
Shreveport — License to cover CP
KFJI Klamath Falls, Ore.— Granted in- to KTBS
move auxiliary transmitter.
voluntary transfer of control of KFJI
Broadcasters Inc. from John A. Kincaid,
OCTOBER 13
deceased, to George Kincaid, executor.
Louisville — License to cover CP
WMVA Martinsville, Va. — Granted per- to WGRC
move transmitter and studio.
mission move main studio locally.
WJOB Hammond, Ind. — License to covKTRH Houston — Dismissed application
er CP for power increase, change type
for special service authorization to operate transmitter.
on 740 kc, 50 kw D, 25 kw N, with temp.
DA-N, for period to Feb. 1, 1944.
Sikeston Community Broadcasting Co., Tentative Calendar . . .
Sikeston, Mo. — Denied petition for reinKWSC Pullman, Wash.— Requests 1030
statement of application for CP for new
1 kw N, 5 kw D, unlmited ; facilities
station on 1300 kc, as FCC policy of Aug. kc.
11, 19 re limits reinstatement of applica- KOB (Oct. 18).
tions to those involving authorizations for
local channels, whereas applicant requested
regional channel.
Burrs Ave. Baptist Church, Detroit —
Granted on Oct. 2, extension authority Wetwork (Kccovnts
transmit programs to CKLW Ontario.
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
KFI Los Angeles — Granted, Oct. 8, motion to take depositions re hearing on
Oct. 26 on application of Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanical Arts,
New Business
licensee of WOI Ames, for special service
authorization to operate on 640 kc from T. H. ESTABROOKS Co. Ltd.. Toronto
6 a.m. to local sunrise, CST, with 1 kw.
(tea), on Oct. 13 started Theatre Chez
Nous on CKAC CHRC. Wed. 9-9:30 p.m.
OCTOBER 13
Agency: McConnell Eastman, London, Ont.
KWSC Pullman, Wash.— Granted peti- ST. PETER'S SEMINARY, London, Ont.,
Oct. 17 started School of Christ on
tion to dismiss without prejudice applica- on
tion for mod. license to operate on 1030 CFPL CKOC CKNX CKLW CKCL, Sun.
4-4:30 p.m. Agency: Direct.
kc, 1 kw N, 5 kw D, unlimited.

9fowo DIAMOND

NO OTHER GROUP t«
CAN GIVE YOU
PRIMARY
COVERAGE
OF THE RICH
SOUTH TEXAS
MARKET

MARKET

ma, GOLD

SETTING

Here's complete primary coverage oF
the whole, rich South Texas market —
including San Antonio, largest military
center in the U. S., Corpus Christi with
the largest naval school in the U. S.,
Harlingen with the largest gunnery
school in the U. S , Laredo with the
largest range-finding school in the U.S. —
at low cost. 4 prosperous markets in
one. Your account handled individually
by the four stations, working closely
with retailers and wholesalers in each
area. Literally, a diamond market in a
setting of gold I Write for details.

HARLINt

★ * ★
Write, Phone or Wire Collect for Market Information, Rates,
Primary and Secondary Coverage and Merchandising Plans
★ ★ ★
HOWARD
W.
DAVIS
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE BLDG., SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
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Transfer Explained
REX SCHEPP, who transferred
an agreement with M. C. Reese
to purchase KPHO Phoenix to
Phoenix Broadcasting Co. for
333 1/3 shares of stock [Broadc/sttng, Sept. 27] paid $25,000 for
the 33 1/3 shares he acquired in
Phoenix Broadcasting Co., according to a letter to Broadcasting
from Mr. Schepp. Mr. Schepp is
president of the new Phoenix company and business manager of
WIRE Indianapolis. He stated that
Br )Adcasting's story was "certainly very fair" but that it "might
create a wrong impression."
ALFRED EICHLER, for many years
a member of the copy staff of Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, is author
of a current mystery novel. Murder in
the Radio Department, published Oct.
15 by Gold Label books.
RCA VICTOR Ltd., Montreal (records
and tubes), on Oct. 11 started Romance
Liregue Victor on 6 CBC French stations,
Hon. 9-9:30 p.m. Agency :Spitzer & Mills
Ltd., Toronto.
ROYAL CANADIAN Air Force, Dept. of
National Defense, Ottawa (recruiting),
on Oct. 24 starts L for Lanky on 55 CBC
stations, Sun. 7:30-8 p.m. Agency: Baker
Adv. Agency Ltd., Toronto.
IMPERIAL OX Ltd., Toronto (gasoline
and oil), on Oct. 30 starts N. H. L.
Hockey on 49 CBC stations, Sat. 9-10:30
p.m.
Toronto.Agency: MacLaren Adv. Co., Ltd.,
ST. LAWRENCE STARCH Co., Ltd.,
Port Credit. Ont. (corn syrup), on Oct.
30 starts Wcs McKnight spcrtscast on 43
CBO stations Sat. 7-7:15 p.m. Agency:
McConnell Eastman, Toronto.
LEHN Xr FINK PRODUCTS Co.. New
Yor'c (Hinds' Honey & Almond cream),
on O-t. 25 starts Blind Date on 153 BLUE
stations, Mon., 8:30-9 p.m. (repeat. 12
midnight-12:30
& Co., N. Y. a.m.). Agency: Wm. Esty
GROVE LABS., St. Louis (cold tablets),
beginning Nov. 1 will sponsor a quarterhour news commentary program featuring Ray Dady on 57 MBS stations. Mondays through Fridays from 1-1:15 p.m.
for
26
weeks. Agency is Russell M. Seeds
Co., Chicago.
A. E. STALEY MFG. Co., Decatur, 111.
(starch and milling products), o" Nov.
29 starts Sweet River on 157 BLUE stations, Mon. thru Fri.. 10-10:15 a. m.
Agency: Blaekett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.
AMERICAN BIRD PRODUCTS Chicago
(canary feed), on Oct. 17 starts American Radio Warblers on nine Mutual stations, Sun., 1:15-1:30
ton-Barnett,
Chicago. p.m. Agency: WesMARYLAND PHARMACEUTICAL CoBaltimore (Rem, Rel). on Oct. 4 started
Words in the News on about 80 MBS
stations. Mon., Wed., and Fri.. 11:55-12
Noon. Agency: Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.

[■ JUv JUL*.
CONTROL
i ROOM
ANNA BURGESS has joined the
control room staff of WIS Columbia,
S. C.
GEORGE
COCKELL and Clarence
"Pop" Wells are part time members
of the WNLC New London transmitter staff.
I. A. MARTINO. chief engineer of
WDRC Hartford, is observing his 20th
anniversary
with the station this
month.
T. O. MOORE, studio engineer of
WMNN Fairmount, W. Va., is the
father of a boy born Sept. 25.
WILLIS TOLER has joined the engineering staff of WGKV Charleston,
W. Va.
STU LELAND, formerly of the
WSRR Stamford, Conn., engineering
staff, is now located at Camp Crowder, Mo.
HOWARD W. BENNETT has been
namedsion ofmanager
of the department
specialty divi-of
the electronics
General Electric Co.. New York, in
which capacity he will be responsible
for the engineering, manufacturing
and sales operations of that division.
ALLEN BODE, formerly of OWI
San Francisco, has joined CBS Hollywood as senior sound effects engineer.
Chester Kessler has also been added
to staff as junior sound effects engineer
C. M. WOODS, operator of CKY
Winnipeg for the past 15 years, has
joined the Canadian Army. Peter
Burgess of CKY's operating staff has
joined the Royal Canadian Air Force.
ED McKENZIE has joined the operating staff of CKY Winnipeg. He was
formerly with Montreal stations.
DEREK NELSON has joined CKX
Brandon, Man., as transmitter operator.
E. H. DAVIES, chief transmitter operator of CKX Brandon, has been
appointed chief announcer of the station.
BOB FORTUNE, new to radio, has
joined the technical department of
CKWX Vancouver.
JOHN TURNER, studio technician of
WGN Chicago and the transmitter of
W59C, ductedWGN's
FM Oct.
station,
was inin the Army
9.

Renewal Accounts
BRISTOL MYERS Co., New York (Mum),
on Oct. 29 renews for 13 weeks Parker
Family adding 6 stations to make a total
of 129 BLUE stations, Fri.. 8:15-8:30 p.m.
Agency : Pedlar & Ryan, N.Y.
Network Changes
PROCTER & GAMBLE, Toronto (P & G
Soap), on Oct. 11 replaced Snow Village
with Right to Happiness on 11 CBC stations, Mon. thru Fri. 3:45-4 p.m. Agency:
Compton Adv., New York.
CHESEBROUGH MFG. Co., New York
(vaseline products), on Dec. 18 shifts Dr.
Christian on 124 CBS stations, Wed., 8:308:55 p.m., (PWT), from Hollywood to
Now York for six weeks or more. Agency:
McCann-Erickson Inc., N.Y.
BANK OF AMERICA NATIONAL
TRUST & SAVINGS Assn., San Francisco,
(institutional), on Oct. 31 shifts California
Carry On! on 5 CBS Cal. stations, from
Sun., 8:30-9 p.m. (PWT), to Sun.. 9:3010 p.m. (PWT). Agency: J. Walter
Thompson Co., San Francisco.
LEWIS-HOWE Co., St. Louis (Turns), on
Oct. 5 shifted Treasure Chest on 126 NBC
stations,
8 :30-9 p.m.,
fromRoche,
New
York toTues.,
Hollywood.
Agency:
Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
BROADCASTING
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CLASSIFIED
"Ad-Lookers"
Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c
per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS, triple. Minimum charge
$1.00. Count th ree words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
issue. Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press Building,
Washington 4, D. C.
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
Help Wanted
Retail Salesman — Permanent position and
excellent opportunity for able experienced
man. WOC Davenport, Iowa.
Wanted
— GoodFirst
operator-announcer
California.
or second license.in
Union Station. Permanent. Send transcription. KFRE, Fresno, California.
CHIEF OPERATOR— For small Pacific
Coast Station. Reliable man for combination work and complete control of staff
is wanted. IBEW rate $1.27. Until
war job occupied 7 years and probably
clear for right man. Write all details.
Box 411, BROADCASTING.
First Class Radio Telephone Operator —
Permanent position. Union scale. Contact
Chief Engineer, WDSU Inc. New Orleans, La.
Announcer — Permanent position, with opportunity for talent fees, for well qualified ambitious staff announcer. Must have
good record of steady progress, a sound
education, and be draft deferred. Please
send small photo, audition transcription
and detailed experience. Station WIS
Columbia, South Carolina.
Chief Engineer — Who can assume complete
charge of technical department. Good
salary, permanent position. In reply
give complete
age, and
experience, marital information
and draft —status,
license. Write KRIC, Beaumont, Texas.
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE AND MERCHANDISING MANAGER— We are planning not only for present but post war.
For this man a 5 k.w. CBS affiliate in
middlewest offers a splendid opportunity.
Qualifications: Married, draft exempt,
sober, reliable, 5 years radio background,
knowledge of department store sales and
merchandising necessary. Send full particulars including age and photograph if
possible. Box 415, BROADCASTING.
Draft Deferred — Licensed first, second, or
third class operators. Rocky Mountain 5
kw. network station. Box 418, BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER — Experience preferred ;
well-recommended radio school graduate
considered; by New England network
affiliate. $35 per week. Tell all in first
letter. Box 416, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — First Class license for transmitter-control. State experience, draft
status, all details. 1 kw network regional.
WALB, Albany, Georgia.
Announcer
— Permanent
kw, regional
network position
station forwith
draft5
deferred, experienced man. Box 417,
BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Radio Executives — Need a young man, 4-F,
to work on commercials, production, or
publicity? Have been faithfully studying
radio while Box
working
large agency's
stockroom.
419, in
BROADCASTING.
MANAGER — Now employed as manager
local network affiliate desires permanent
position manager or commercial manager larger station or larger market.
Successful sales and management record,
5 years radio, 6 years newspaper. Reliable famliy man, two children. Box
421, BROADCASTING.
Experienced Commercial Manager — Proven
Sales ability. Presently employed. Draft
exempt. Desires change. Write Box 395,
BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER— Young 4-F, experienced
news, sports, commercials desires position with future, preferably specializing
in sports. Box 396, BROADCASTING.
A 4-F Chief Engineer — At a small station
in a large city is looking around. Box
397, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Young, experienced, fluent adlib, personality. Hon. Army Discharge.
Refs. Start immediately anywhere. $40.00.
Prefer South. Box 398, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced Production — Script and copywriter, specializing in morale, politics,
labor and educational material. Graduate
psychologist and teacher. Validity of
your material confirmed by leading educators, PTA groups, etc. Woman, age
26.
Chicago only. Box 399, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Several months experience.
References. Ambitious. Operating. Box
400, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Age 31. married, two children.
3-A classification. 3 years experienceNews-Remotes-Staff-Sports and Special
Events. Will accept staff with a good
station. Prefer program directors duties.
State starting salary. Box 402, BROADCASTING.
Han-Woman — Man with 5 years announcing experience; commercial major network program, regular programs on
other networks. Woman, experienced in
scripts and continuity writing, also air
experience. Both now employed by 50.000
watt northern basic network station.
Climatic conditions necessitate change.
Detailed particulars upon request. Box
405, BROADCASTING.
STATION MANAGER— Who can sell personally, direct salesmen and provide saleable ideas — as well as manage and direct
station. 14 years experience. Now employed, married, age 38. A-l reference.
Available two weeks notice. Box 406,
BROADCASTING.
If You Have Interesting Promotion Or
Public Relation Activity — For a man 46,
with a background of Music. Stage, Radio,
Administration,
and Personnel — kindly
write
Box 407. BROADCASTING.
Young woman — North Carolinian, age 30.
six months technical training, restricted
permit holder, high school education,
wants position operator (have own car
if transportation a problem) or control
board operator. Willing go anywhere.
Box 408, BROADCASTING.
Radio Engineer — 9 years in Broadcasting.
6 years as Chief Engineer. 4 years in
telephone company. Now in development
lab for Radio Manufacture. Would like
to get back into Broadcasting as Chief
Engineer of some station. Box 409,
BROADCASTING.
Commercial Manager-Salesman — University graduate. Age 38, two children. 13
years top salesman same midwest newspaper-radio combination. Aggressive and
ingenious. Top references. Go anywhere.
Box 410, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
For Sale — RCA 5-C 5-kw transmitter,
complete. Also 179 foot Blaw-Knox selfsupporting
Los Angeles.insulated tower-. Write KFAC,
Wanted to Buy
WANTED— Three Cannon Type-P, Three
Pin Insert, Male Microphone Plugs, also
RCA Recording Attachment Type 72-C,
No. MI-4877. Box 422, BROADCASTING.
Full Or Part Interest — In small station of
big potentialities. Box 401, BROADCASTING.
Wanted To Buy — Complete studio equipment for small station, including control
console, turntables, microphones and
speakers. Box 403, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy — FCC approved frequency
and modulation monitors. Box 404,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy — 250 Watt transmitter.
Also FCC approved modulation monitor
and
miscellaneous equipment. Box 412.
BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy — Regional or local station
Midwest
CASTING.or Southwest. Box 414, BROAD-
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Please

Skip

This!

If you are a chronic "Ad-Looker" — one of those
innumerable young people in radio who are always
reading the ads in Broadcasting, in the belief that
any job is better than the one you have now — please
skip this advertisement.
We are a good-sized mid-western station, able
and willing to pay good salaries to capable people.
We do not ordinarily engage personnel through advertising. However, war is affecting our staff, and
we can now use a GOOD announcer, and a GOOD
continuity writer.
If you are substantial, eager for opportunity to
advance and improve yourself, being adequately paid
meanwhile, write Box 420, BROADCASTING.
Your background and references must stand careful
inquiry.
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DIRECTORY
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of ey
Qualified Radio Engineers
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press BIdg., Wui., D. C

PAUL F GODLEY
CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

N.J.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press BIdg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey BIdg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— AND DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Efaip. Co.
• Evening Star Building, Washington, D. C
• 32 1 E. Gregory Boulevard, Kansas City, Mo.
• Cross Roads
of the World, Hollywood, CM.
I
RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey BIdg. • Republic 2S47
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Weather
As

Reports

Censorship

Back

Ban

Is

on

Air

Eased

Industry Quick to Revive Revenue Item After
Wartime Restrictions on Reports is Changed
ment ban was lifted, the company
A TWO-million-dollar annual revenue source for broadcasting was wished to resume. Effective Oct. 12,
revived Oct. 12 when the Office of Breyer started sponsoring Monday
Censorship relaxed its ban on the through Friday at 5:59 p.m., Monday through Sunday at 11:15 p.m.,
broadcast of weather reports. Announcement ofthe order was made
Saturdays at 12:45 p.m. and Sundays at 1 p.m. WOR also presents
by Byron Price, Director of Censorship, and its provisions also weather reports five times weekly
at 8 a.m. as a public service.
eased the restrictions on newspaper
weather reports.
WABC also began weather anThe action brought a word of
nouncements on Arthur Godfrey's
praise for broadcasters from J. program; Reveille Girl; 7:45 a.m.
news,day.
and at various breaks during
Harold Ryan, Assistant Director the
of Censorship for Broadcasting.
Though the weather portion of the
Began 2 Years Ago
code was violated more than any
On
such
notice, it was
other provision, he said, accidental found that fewshort
advertisers had had
violations were inevitable because time
to contract for weather news
of the subject matter.
in the New York area. Esso MarketDifficult to Obey
ers, however, reported that on the
"Only occasional violations have date the restriction was lifted, the
Reporter program re-instibeen noted," Mr. Ryan said. "These Esso tuted
weather news.
have been of an inconsequential naThe
U. S. Weather Bureau order
ture, without any attempt to evade
the code." Mr. Ryan observed that to broadcasting stations to cease
weather is an important subject of airing weather reports was released soon after Pearl Harbor
conversation, and some violations
were inevitable. Chief source of [Broadcasting, Dec. 22, 1941],
and a clear definition of rules on
violations was found in impromptu
weather broadcasts was included in
interviews and ad lib programs.
Broadcast stations over the coun- the Wartime Code of Practices for
try were quick to turn attention of Broadcasters, released by the Office
sales staffs to the weather ruling. of Censorship in January, 1942
Most stations in the past had sold [Broadcasting, Jan. 19, 1942].
weather reports as station breaks
Fleischmann Switches
or on announcement programs.
In announcing the action amend- EXTENDING distribution and ading the Press and Broadcasting
vertising of Fleischmann's VitaCodes, Mr. Price said the relaxamin Yeast tablets from New England
to
upper
New York state,
tions are justified by improved defense and other war conditions. Standard Brands Inc., New York,
transcribed announceComplaints about lack of weather is running
ments on some seven stations in the
reports on the air have been fre- latter area, in addition to cut-ins
quent, especially from rural sec- on One Man's Family on NBC.
tions.
New York state drive began a
Three restrictions are still im- month or so ago. New England
posed on weather reports. First, spot drive has come to a close.
they must be official. Second, baro- Agency is Kenyon & Eckhardt,
metric pressure must not be men- New York.
tioned. Third, wind direction must
not be included.
In Washington, five of the six
stations were resuming sponsored
weather reports by the middle of
last week. One station, WMAL, incorporates weather bulletins in the
regular reports but does not sell
them.
The majority of New York's independent stations have resumed
daily broadcasts of official weather
reports, while those few not already carrying full reports are
making plans to do so in the near
future, it was learned by Broadcasting two days after the Office
of Censorship relaxed the restrictions. Those reported carrying
official forecasts include WMCA,
WHN, WNEW, WQXR, WNYC,
WOV, WBYN, WINS.
WOR stated that a pre-Pearl
Harbor weather news contract with
Breyer Ice Cream Co. had been renewed under Breyer's stipulation
that "when, as and if" the governPage 66 • October
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Canada Lifts
COINCIDENT with the lifting of
restrictions on weather reporting
in the United States, the Canadian
censors on Oct. 12 announced new
regulations covering the publication and broadcasting of weather
forecasts amending the restrictions
as they
applyFrom
to Canada
fromeast
Montreal west.
Montreal
the
previous strict wartime censorship
on weather forecasts remains in
force.
WEATHER

ORDER

TEXT of the Office of Censorship
order on weather reports was announced Oct. 12 by Byron Price,
Director, as follows:
Effective at 12:01 a.m. (EWT)
Tuesday, Oct. 12, the Press and
Broadcasting
Codes are amended as
follows :
In the Press Code, on Page 5, strike
out the entire section under the heading :
ing low"Weather,"
and substitute the fol"Weather forecasts or maps other
than those officially released by the
In the Broadcasting
Code, on Pages
Weather
Bureau."
1 and 2, strike out all of Section 1
(a) and substitute the following:
"(a) Weather forecasts other than
those
officially
releasedof by
Weather Bureau.
Mention
windthe direction
or barometric pressure in current or
past weather (including summaries
and recapitulations)
except when
contained in emergency warnings
released
specifically for broadcast by the
Weather
Bureau that
authorities."
This means
newspapers no
longer are requested (after midnight
tonight) to restrict official weather
forecasts,
of weather
tions and reports
temperature
charts tocondiany
designated
area
;
and
that
broadcasting stations no longer are requested
(after ficial
midnight
ofweather tonight)
forecaststooromitother
weather data except wind direction
and barometric pressure.
These relaxations are warranted by
improved defense and other war conditions. The diminishing benefits from
weather restrictions now appear to
be over-balanced by the inevitable
handicaps imposed on farming, aviation, shipping and other essential acmation. tivities by inadequate weather inforWe are reviewing other Sections
of the Press and Broadcasting Codes
to see whether additional relaxations
may not be possible and advisable in
the national interest.

By RyanDIS
Denied
By ERY
Godwin, I
COV
|
Who Claims Mahoney! ■
EDITOR Broadcasting:
On this day, anniversary of the
landing of Columbus on the land
he discovered but did not fully appreciate, want
I
to correct a statement made in your current number
in the interesting article on Claude
Mahoney. It is said there that I
was discovered by Lewis Edwin
Ryan. In truth, I had been on the
air for the Washington Times for
a long time before Mr. Ryan approached me. been sponsored by the
I had also
Remington typewriter people. It
was at the end of the latter program that Mr. Ryan and I became
acquainted. That may have been a
discovery to Mr. Ryan, but surely I
had not been hidden from the public ear before that time.
However, I really dscovered
Claude Mahoney myself. He substituted for me on more than one
occasion for vacation purposes.
Now really that was a discovery.
Earl Godwin
Washington, D. C.
Oct. 12, 1943
LEHN& FINK TAKES
'BLIND9 DATE SHOW
LEHN & FINK PRODUCTS Corp.,
which has been sponsoring the audienceMutual
participationsince
serieslastTake-ACard on
April,
has discontinued and on Oct. 25
will start Blind Date on 157 BLUE
stations, Mondays 8:30-9 p.m. The
latter program was used this past
summer on NBC by General Foods
Corp. as a summer substitute for
Maxwell House Coffee Time, and
under its new sponsor it will conm.c. tinue to feature Arlene Francis as
As before, the program gives six
servicemen an opportunity to "make
a date" by phone with three girls,
either models or actresses, the three
winners taking their "dates" to the
Stork Club, with Lehn & Fink paying the bill. Three losing servicemen receive cash prizes. Products
promoted include Hinds Honey &
Almond Cream, Hinds hand cream
and Pebeco toothpaste. Announcer
will be Jimmy Wallington, and producer-director wil be Tom Wallace.
Agency
is
Wm.
Esty & Co., New
York.
Grombach Wins Re-trial
GROMBACH PRODUCTIONS
Inc., tionNew
York,filed
program
producfirm which
a damage
suit

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
BROADCASTING

in August, 1939, against Fred Waring, his manager, John O'Connor,
Grove Laboratories, and the StackGoble Adv. Agency, now dissolved,
won $30,000 of the $60,000 originally sought, in a re-trial of the case
last Wednesday in New York Supreme Court. Suit was based on
material used without authority on
Waring's show for Grove's BromoQuinine, and was tried and dismissed on a ago,
"question
of law"
three years
after which
the
plaintiff appealed. The Appellate
Court ordered re-trial of the case,
which was held last week.
• Broadcast
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Have you received your answer to that troublesome fourth question ? There is now available
an adequate and dependable

study on rural

listening habits in the "Heart of America."
When one considers that 49% of the potential
radio audience in the coverage area of Kansas
City is rural, the importance of such a study
cannot be emphasized

too greatly. The find-

ings of this survey verify the rural listeners'

acceptance of KMBC's efforts to supply farm
features as an important phase of this station's
programming. KMBC Service Farms, operated
by a full-time farm

department,

is just an-

other, and the latest, example of this station's
service to rural listeners. If you have not as
yet received this twenty-page book, "Speaking
From the Heart ..." a copy will be sent, if
you just say the word!

KMBC
OF
SINCE

1928

THE

BASIC

CBS

KANSAS
STATION

CITY
FOR

MISSOURI

AND

KANSAS

*7a

NON-STOP
WW 7 HAT difference does it make how far your

So, if you want your program to travel far in

™ * radio program travels, if it merely swishes
past listeners non-stop without ever picking up

Oklahoma and pick up the greatest possible number of listeners along the way, buy it a ticket
on WKY.

a paying load of passengers?
WKY

goes in for distance. It covers a lot of

territory, taking your program farther and to
more places in Oklahoma than any other Oklahoma station. But WKY makes a lot of stops,
too . . . takes on a big load of revenue-paying

WKY

passengers all along the way.
For example, you'll find 42.3% of Oklahoma
City's morning listeners riding with WKY, 56.0%
of the afternoon listeners, and 49.9% of the evening listeners (July-August Hooper).

OKLAHOMA

OITY

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Daily Oklahoman and Times - The Farmer-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs - KLZ, Denver (Affiliated Mgmt.)
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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Per Capita
—
1942 Effective Buying Income - -100,000
Group
for Counties with Cities in the
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! SanF.anci.co.. Si, 9 38 I
San Fia
I Spokane ' 1,863 I
Cumbailand
Mc. : Portland
Portland I 1,835 :
Multnomah. . On.
Spohant...
King
SanDitgo....
Calil.
Reproduced
from
Sales
Management,
August 15, 1943.

DjjffiS Colo.
POWER

Denver
Effective

Ranks

7th

in

Buying

U,

S.

in

Income!

9 Denver jumped from 72nd in 1941, among
123 U. S. counties having cities exceeding
100,000, to seventh in 1942 in Effective Buying Income per capita according to Sales
Management estimate.
The Denver of today bears no resemblance
to its playground past. Early in 1942, Denver industry was already converting to war
production . . . prefabrication of ships, manufacture of bullets, chemicals, gas masks, rubber rafts, and other products. The mining
and agricultural industries of this area went
on a war production basis, too.
These things have boosted buying power in
the Denver area. To boost the buying of your
product or service in this area, go to the people
who have the buying power via their favorite
station, KLZ.
DENVE
1
A

MARKET

CBS* 560 Kc.
Affiliated in Management With The Oklahoma Publishing Co.
and WKY, Oklahoma City Represented by The Katz Agency, Inc.

WLS

CLASSROOM

870,000

HAS

PUPILS!

"WLS School Time," broadcast each
school day, presents a new and interesting
subject in a manner beyond the facilities
of the average school, and of definite educational value.
"School Time," conducted by Jerry
Walker, serves every grade through Junior
High School; its curriculum includes current events, history, music, literature and
geography. Last year it was listened to
regularly by 870,000 pupils in 24,500 classrooms in 6,000 schools. Although 66% of
the pupils using "School Time" are urban,
78% of the schools are rural. To them,
radio and WLS are bringing cultural experience the equal of that available to city

School Time Schedule
1943-44
Mondays:
"School
News."
grades
to 10.inTime
Review
current 5news
terms theof
pupil can understand.
Tuesdays:
Is America,"
grades 5"This
to 8. Dramatizations
of the great literature of
American history, from the
Revolution to the Civil War.
Wednesdays:
Harp,"
all grades."TheAn Magic
introduction
to music as fun. presented
by thetra, WLS
Concert Orcheswith narrations
of the
fascinating
tales that inspired each selection.
Thursdays:
Book Box."of
grades 1 "The
to 4. Narration
many fascinating modern
tales written for primary
age children.
Fridays:
Stand."in
grades "United
5 to 10.WeLessons
living
with John
Strohm.geography,
world traveler
and
managing editor of Prairie
Farmer, telling how boys
and girls of other countries
live, work and play.

youngsters.
It is the purpose of "School Time" to inform comprehensively, to inspire real appreciation for the American way of life,
and to unite all in the common purpose of
a national and world order based on the
ideal of democracy: the end result, an informed citizenry.
"School Time" is one more example of
the service activities that have made WLS
"One of the Family in Midwest America."

890 KILOCYCLES
50,000
WATTS
BLUE NETWORK

PRAIRIE
FARMER
STATION
represented by
John Blair & Company

Burridge D. Butler
President
Glenn
Snyder
Manager
CHICAGO

MANAGEMENT

AFFILIATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK — KOY PHOENIX

* KTUC TUCSON

* KSUN BISBEE-LOWELL

1 . What music is used on more U. S. radio stations than any other music? *
2.

What is the only performing rights organization which personally visits every station in the U. S.? *

3.

Which is the largest performing rights organization in the number of licensed stations? *

4.

What licensing group has the largest percentage of American music? *

5.

The personnel of what organization has a total of over 1 00 years of practical broadcasting experience? *

6.

What

station relations staff personally assists stations with their operating problems? *

7.

Who

8.

What is the only organization which offers its entire catalog of 100,000 diversified compositions to
agencies and transcription companies on a flat 2c recording fee? *

9.

On commercial and library transcriptions, what music may be performed on 874 U. S. stations licensed
by SESAC without restriction or additional performance fees? *

1 0.

Who issues a monthly music bulletin and furnishes a handy Music Guide to 3,000 executives in the
radio industry? *

is the official liaison between the Treasury and the broadcasting industry on War Bond work? *

1 1 . What organization makes available to stations without charge details of revenue producing sales
plans? *
1 2.

Who

maintains a Program Service Department to assist stations, agencies and transcription companies? *

SESAC

475

Fifth Ave.

New

York

17, N. Y.

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 874 National Press Building, Washington 4, D. C. Entered as
second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

SUBSCRIPTION

PRICE:

$5.00

per year

15c per copy
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New Orleans
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South states — when you buy WWL.
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r INPRECEDENTED

prosperity makes

the Nash-

WSIX

ville market ripe for sales promotion.

last year, show

department

with intensive cover-

age of the entire Nashville area. Well-planned

Latest business indices for Nashville, as compared
with

offers a proven medium

campaigns,
heavily.

based

on

WSIX,

are

now

sales

scoring

store sales up
Anripie power (5,000 watts day and night) . . . plus

37%,

bank

26.92%,

clearings up 20.99%,

bank

debits up

real estate transfers up 48.91%,

building

a good spot on the dial (980 kc) ... plus proven
listener preference, guarantee

up 24.55%.

an impressive audi-

ence ready to hear what you have to say.

SPOT

SALES,

INC., NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

Mutual

5000

980
KILOCYCLES

WATTS
X

70I

■i
NASHVILLE,
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• Page 5

breaks

Networks are always paying out money

the

rules:

to say kind things in print about

their stations. This time we pull a sivitch. It's high time a station told the
world about its network — and what the network means

What does CBS mean to WTAG?
Professional expertness?Prompt
and sensible cooperation? Straightshooting? Far-sightedness in our interest as in its own? Sure. All those
things, and a lot more. But those are
only the attributes you expect from a
good partner.
The most important things CBS
means to WTAG are the things that
CBS means to the WTAG audience.
That's an audience of 4 out of 5 of
all radio homes in the "vital midriff"
of New England, from New Hampshire through the golden area of
Massachusetts into Connecticut.
Three -fourths of a million people
live in those radio homes. And what
CBS means to those listeners is what
it means first to our station.
Things like this:
John Daly goes into Messina with
the first Allied scout patrols, is first
out, first back to Algiers in General
Patton's own plane, first on the air
with an eye-witness story of Messina,
first in Worcester with that story.
There were Wo rcester boys in Messin a,
and some of them are there forever.
The foremost symphony orchestra
in the world comes into Worcester and
the WTAG homes every Sunday afternoon, thanks to the foresight of the
network that first offered this program 11 years ago, and recently had
the enterprise to persuade United
States Rubber Company to sponsor
the New York Philharmonic the yearround. Worcester supports the oldest
Music Festival in America. We love
all the arts. So we think of Artur
Rodzinski as an honored citizen of
Worcester and our Commonwealth.
Thanks to CBS.

to the station.

WTAG boys and girls dance to the
best tunes — not skallyhootin around
the countryside, but in their own
homes. So do their fathers and mothers. They dance to Harry James and
Sammy Kaye and a score more, and
they sing with Kate Smith and Dinah
Shore and Sinatra, and they howl
at Jack Carson, George-and-Gracie,
and Groucho Marx and Jerry Lester
and Jimmy Durante. They thrill to
DeMille's "Lux" shows, and to Screen
Guild.
Over 400 Worcester-area plants are
working for war. It means a lot to
WTAG to be the chief source of all
that darn good morale-entertainment
to its own great community.

of any stating
anyth
When ure
s incivic
happen
Worcester and
WTAG country, CBS always jumps in
and pitches with us. That means a lot
to the people of our area.
It means a lot to our community
that CBS pours into WTAG country
news from all over the world gathered
by a news service that Time Magazine
calls "the most efficient and adult

the rest in pioneering better engineering, to make the sound come in clear ;
that one network has led all the rest
in keeping the air clean of unpleasant
commercials; that there's one network at least that won't carry cheap
gossip, won't be browbeaten. It means
a lot to WTAG homes to have a network come along with a program campaign idea like the one you see now in
Worcester newspapers and cars and
busses and posters.
XVTe're in a pretty good position to
VV evaluate networks, because for a
long time we weren't a CBS affiliate.
But when we tied up with CBS, the
way the whole WTAG community followed us into the brilliant new hall
where CBS offers the finest, richest
array of varied programs on the air,
was mighty impressive. Impressive,
why— it was just a plain stampede of
gratified loyalty. And the buying
power of that newly augmented market of ours is mighty important to our
advertisers; they put more money
into Worcester's area, and sell more
goods, and that suits everybody hereabouts just fine.
Well— we could go on and itemize
a hundred more reasons. But space
costs money.

news service in radio." Being newspaper people as well, we know news,
and we recognize quality.

Let's just sum it up this way:
CBS is okay with us because 4 out
of 5 of all the radio homes in the
whole WTAG area like CBS best.

It means a lot to WTAG homes too,
that steadily one network has led all

Real nice branch we've got in New
York. Hope they see this ad.

WTAG

5000

WATTS

580
KILOCYCLES

WORCESTER

ONE

OF

OUTSTANDING

FEATURING

SERIES

A

» * Account

Says — "In

all

itself

our
a

experience,

spot

flexible

highly

• That's right, Mr. Orr, you're right ! Spot
broadcasting is flexible and effective. In fact

and

USERS

OF

Executive,

effective

agencies have told us that Free & Peters

other medium. Certainly"national spot"calls
for more work than a network show.

• Especially in these days of manpower
shortage, we are eager to demonstrate our

• Right there, we believe, is where we come

service to any agency or advertiser who

in. We don't say we can make "spot" as easy

wants better results from radio.

©

Pioneer

CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373
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casting asprofitable to place as it is to use.

Peters,

Station

nr.

Representatives

SAN FRANCISCO:
Sutter 4353 11) Sutler

has

& Son, Inc.

proved

medium"

as some other media. But a lot of good

Service has helped them to make spot broad-

&

iV. W, Ayer

broadcasting

it's so flexible as to require more conscientious and careful handling than perhaps any

Free

BROADCASTING

SPOT

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTrf
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO . KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
.
.
.
MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
PAUL
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCBM
BALTIMORE
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KOMA .... OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . .
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
KFAR
ALASKA
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

HOLLYWOOD: 1512N. Gordon
Gladstone 3949
BROADCASTING

ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Main 5667
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Socially

Hits
Unsound,

Says Steering
Committee
AMID CHARGES by the NAB
that the principle of direct payments to a union is "vicious", four
independent transcription companies last week signed contracts with
the American Federation of Musicians permitting them to resume
recording after 14 months of total inactivity.
Differs From Other
After announcement of the
agreement with James C. Petrillo's
union last Wednesday, with the
War Labor Board's tripartite
panel performing as mediator, the
NAB Steering Committee last Friday loosed a blast against the
union, charging that the direct
payment plan is "as economically
and socially unsound as extortion
is immoral and illegal". The committee, about which little has been
heard, was appointed 15 months
ago by President Neville Miller.
(Text of statement on page 16).
Although no duress was claimed
publicly, the four independent
transcribers signed only after the
principle of private payment had
been established through the contract entered with AFM by DeccaWorld Broadcasting System Inc.
It differs in some respects from
that Decca deal, however. The new
signatories are Standard Radio,
Lang-Worth, Associated Music
Publishers and C. P. MacGregor.
New Features
The chief new features are: An
agreement by the union not to
change the wage scales for two
years; the creation of a two-man
advisory board representing the
public to consult with the union on
the administration of the employment fund, and a provision that not
more than 5% of the total fund
shall be used for administrative expenses; and a no-strike clause covering the making of library tran1 scriptions, but not including either
phonograph records or commercial
| transcriptions.
Announcement that the contracts
had been signed was made by Arthur S. Meyer, chairman of the tripartite panel appointed by the National War Labor Board to invesBROADCASTING

INI

Broadcast
Advertising£f
WASHINGTON, D. C, OCTOBER 25, 1943
JfW

Vol. 25, No. 17

NAB

CASTA

AFM

Fees;

Four

tigate the AFM 14-month old ban
on recordings.
Reviewing the history of the case,
Mr. Meyer reported that seven employers were originally parties to
the dispute: World Broadcasting
System, Empire Broadcasting
Corp., Associated Music Publishers,
Lang- Worth Feature Programs, C.
P. MacGregor, Standard Radio and
NBC Radio-Recording Division. On
Sept. 29, he said the panel was advised that Decca had signed a contract with the union for itself and
its subsidiary, World. Subsequently Empire signed this same agreement.
The five remaining companies
then began their negotiations for
a voluntary agreement with the
union, resulting in the signature of
four more companies. The principle of "payment to a fund," Mr.
Meyer stated, was accepted by the
employer as a condition of these
negotiations."
NBC Has Not Withdrawn
Although NBC Radio-Recording
Division withdrew from these negotiations itdid not withdraw from
the case, but asked the panel to
retain jurisdiction over it, Mr.
Meyer explained. He added that
Columbia Recording Corp. and
RCA-Victor Division of RCA, phonograph record manufacturers,
have filed petitions to intervene in

Events

Focus

Senate Hearings Will Put
Post- War Needs in
Limelight
ACTION of the Senate last week,
unanimously approving the Wheeler - White-MacFarland Resolution
for an Interstate Commerce Subcommittee investigation of international communications, focused attention on post-war allocation studies by both government and industry groups, which will have an
all-important bearing on such new
broadcasting services as FM and
television.
Close on the heels of the formation of the Radio Technical Planning Board last month by private
industrial groups identified with all
aspects of radio operations, the
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the hearing, and that the panel has
taken these petitions under advisement. Negotiations between CRC,
RCA and NBC and the union are
now under way, he said, adjourning the hearing until further notice and stating that its resumption will depend on the outcome
of these negotiations.
Queried as to the status of these
negotiations an AFM spokesman
said there had been no meetings
with CRC and RCA-NBC because
these companies for reasons unknown to the union had asked that
any negotiations be postponed for
an indefinite period. It is expected
that the companies, admittedly
waiting until the completion of the
contract between the AFM and the
four transcription firms, will take
a definite stand in the near future.
Two Courses Open
Two courses are now open to
these' companies:
First, they can decide to accept
the principle of payment into the
AFM's employment fund which
has now been accepted by Decca
Records and by all major transcription companies except NBC
radio-recording division, and sign
that contract — or begin their own
negotiations with the union for a
contract differing from it in some
respects but including the direct
payment provision. Or (second)
they can decide to refuse to accept

on

€

Text of AFM contract with
four recording firms on page
58. Panel statement, page 59.
that principle and continue unable
to employ AFM members and be at
a competitive disadvantage with
those companies who have signed
with the AFM.
It is believed that the hesitation
of RCA and CRC to accept the
plan of royalty payments directly
to the union is based in some
measure on their feeling that to do
so would be to bind the NBC and
CBS networks to the same principle, when and if the AFM makes
similar demands on the broadcasting industry. In contradiction to
this idea, however, it has been
pointed out that network broadcasts do not contain the element of
repetition against which the union
has complained as unfair to live
musicians, but that network broadcasts are in fact comparable to the
commercial transcriptions which
are broadcast only once on each
station and which the union has
exempted from royalty payments.
On that basis, all network and individual station broadcasts of live
programs should also be exempted
from the need to pay extra fees to
the union, it is argued.
Chairman Meyer explained that
{Continued on page 52)

Allocations

FCC Engineering Department,
headed by Chief Engineer E. K.
Jett, has speeded up its studies of
ultra-high frequency allocations.
Because of the impetus given both
FM and television by military research, development and operation,
it is generally expected that sharply revised allocations for both of
these services will be developed.
Needs of other services, such as
government, aviation and shipping,
also must be adjusted in these allocations.
FM Requirements
Largely increased government
requirements for radio facilities
have constituted the major undertaking of the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee, made up
of high ranking communication of-

Sign

Studies

ficers of all government agencies,
and the military services. The committee is headed by Commissioner
T. A. M. Craven, of the FCC.
It is now regarded as a certainty
that FM will require a considerably larger portion of the ultrahigh frequency spectrum than the
present band allotted to it in the
50 mc. area. Likewise, television
appears destined to move up the
band, where color transmission on
considerably wider channels can
be accommodated.
The FCC's planning centers
around determining the needs for
all services, including private
point-to-point as well as the public mass communication services.
With the war tide definitely in
our favor, interest in these new
(Continued on page 62)
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—The
Wanted
Help
HELP WANTED: Men or Women, Old or
Young. Full-time or Part-time. Good Wages.
Favorable Hours. Pleasant Work.
Pick up almost any newspaper. Look in the
shop windows. Look at the Government figures.
The country is in the throes of the worst manpower shortage of all-time.
But all this must be cock-eyed, because the
American Federation of Musicians, under the
mailed-fist leadership of James C. Petrillo,
professes to be plagued with unemployment.
Jimmy has set up his own private relief fund,
with radio to pay the freight. He seems to
have convinced Decca, and its transcription
subsidiary (which evidently had no voice)
that a private "WPA" for the musicians was
a necessary humanitarian project. Having established that principle, with payments direct
to
union, the rest was like spearing
fishJimmy's
in a barrel.
Last week independent transcription companies, faced with extinction after more than
14-months of non-production, capitulated to
Jimmy. Oh yes, they received concessions, because they have a bi-lateral contract, a twoyear wage agreement at present rates, and
FMBI

to Study

Changing

. . . An
Way
Petrillo
an "advisory committee" set-up to watch handling of the union slush fund. But the lastnamed is nothing more than a gesture, since
the committee will have no vote and Jimmy
can go his own merry way.
The amount of money involved in the new
deal, by dint of the fast double play from
Jimmy to Decca-World with the independents
trapped between bases, is insignificant. Even
if the transcription companies pass along the
3% royalty fees on library transcriptions to
stations, the total probably won't exceed
$50,000 a year. But the forced acceptance of
the principle by the transcription companies
puts broadcasters in the position of facing
similar demands from Jimmy. The networks
have yet to work out their new deals, and the
affiliated stations and independents must bargain with Jimmy (if it can be called bargaining) on house band quotas.
Some day, we imagine, Congress will muster enough courage to do something about the
existing law which permits labor czars like
Jimmy to get away with everything without
legal restraint. When a privately-operated
company, by dint of business resourcefulness,

FM

Allocation

Editorial
gets anywhere it usually is branded "big business" or monopolistic and in rushes Uncle
Sam with his law suits and complaints. But,
when union labor, which also has become "big
business", brow-beats, cudgels, coerces, intimidates and strikes, the Government stands
on the sidelines because the anti-trust statutes
don't touch the likes of Jimmy.
It is evident that no intercession can be expected from the War Labor Board, since its
arbitration panel has approved the terms of
the private relief system foisted upon the transcription companies. This presumably was
premised on the view that the companies agreed
"voluntarily" to the Petrillo demands — voluntarily after the transcribers had been starved
out, and a deal first had been made with DeccaWorld.
Unless some curbs are introduced, either by
Congress or by WLB headquarters we do have
an idea of where things are headed. Jimmy
has shown organized labor how to "revolutionize" the employer-employe relationship.
It looks as though he's going to throw it completely into reverse, with management and
ownership headed for "employment" by labor.

son Co., and WHAM-WHEC
Rochester.

New

Spur Campaign

Dr. Jansky is engineering ad- NEW campaign for Spur, by CanStandards in Chicago Meeting Nov. 17
visor to FMBI and will represent
ada Dry Ginger Ale, N. Y., scheduled to start in November, is disFUNDAMENTAL changes in the
politan areas, based arbitrarily on the organization technically on
tributing transcribed musical comstandards for FM allocations fol- areas to be served. Conventional the Radio Technical Planning
mercials to bottlers throughout the
lowing the war will be considered standard broadcast allocations are Board, set up last month by a
by FM Broadcasters Inc. at a on the basis of three principle combination of groups in radio to country for placement on local stations at their discretion. Promomeeting in Chicago Nov. 17, when types of service: national, through develop post-war allocations in all
tion
plans also include use of posclear
channel
stations;
regional,
radio fields.
recommendations of its engineerFM Study
ters, car-cards, magazines, and ining committee proposing a broad through stations assigned with
sertions in 145 newspapers in 124
gauged change in the allocations intermediate power to regional and
cities.
Agency
is J. M. Mathes
The
FMBI
Committee
report
duplicated
clear
channels;
and
lobase will be submitted. The EngiInc., New York.
neering Committee plan, drafted
cals, comprising low power outlets will take into account detailed
in New York on Oct. 20, was de- designed to cover only local study of the present FM allocations structure. While the New
veloped in pursuance of the inter- markets or metropolitan areas.
Air Line Program
rogation of E. K. Jett, Chief EnThe Engineering Committee, in York meeting considered only the
gineer of the FCC, as to whether addition to Chairman Dillard com- basic question of trade areas in UNITED AIR LINES, Chicago,
the present trade area base for
prises C. M. Jansky Jr., Jansky & allocations, the group is undertakon Nov. 7 starts a weekly halfFM allocations should be continued
Bailey, Washington consulting ening other studies in connection hour variety program, In Time to
or some other method followed.
Come, on 8 CBS Pacific stations,
gineering firm, and W3XO; W. R. with future FM operations. Among
8:30-9 p.m. (PWT). Carl
Report To FMBI
David, director, electronics depart- these are use of booster and satel- Sunday,
Hoff is musical director, with
ment, General Electric Co., ScheKaDell, narrator, and
Because it has been apparent
lite stations, minimum field inten- Carleton
Dave Vaile, announcer. Jerry
nectady; Dr. F. M. Doolittle,
for many months that FM will get
sities required to provide fit serv- Stagg is writer-director. Robert C.
off to a flying start with the termi- WDRC, WDRC-FM Hartford; Dr.
Coleson, production supervisor, is
ice and elimination of man-made
nation of the war and that pres- Ray H. Manson, vice-president and
Hollywood manager of N. W. Ayer
and
automotive
interference.
ent allocations appear to be inade- general manager, Stromberg Carl& Son.
quate, intensive study is being
given to the whole question of allocation and standards.
The FMBI Committee, of which
Evei-ett L. Dillard, of Commercial
Radio Equipment Co., Kansas City,
and licensee of FM Station KOZY,
is chairman, has held two meetings within the last two months
to draft its report for the FMBI
board and membership. The Committee was named by Walter J.
Damm, WTMJ-WMFM, Milwaukee, President of FMBI, after Mr.
Jett had propounded his question
to FM Broadcasters in an article
published in the April 26, 1943 CAMPAIGN KICK-OFF for the National Biscuit Co.'s assistant sales manager, National Biscuit Co.; E.
Broadcasting War Conference is- return to the air was celebrated in a luncheon given J. Neenam, branch manager; Douglas Grant, WMT
Rapids, la. Stanley Dixon, who re- news editor; John Drake, KRNT-KSO promotion
sue. Mr. Jett's question was, by WMT Cedar
began a series of news commentaries on the manager. Standing: W. H. Culp, branch manager;
"Should allocations on the basis Cowles cently
stations KRNT WMT and WNAX for the Sumner D. Quarton, WMT general manager; Ted
of trade areas be continued or is
Enns, Cowles group national sales manager; Leo F.
Biscuit
Co.'s
Premium Crackers, spoke at the meetthere a more satisfactory method?"
ing which was attended by branch managers and Cole, WMT promotion manager; P. K. Gaines, salesThe trade area requirement as salesmen
of
National
Biscuit
Co.,
and
officials
of
the
man; J. M. Seidel, salesman; A. K. Wesenberg, sales
embodied in the FCC Rules and Cowles stations. The group included (seated 1 to r) :
man; W. H. Knous, salesman; L. Von Linder, WMT
Regulations, prescribes stations of A. N. Duffy, district sales manager; Stanley Dixon, public relations; F. W. Mathey, branch cashier; P
Iowa Broadcasting Co. commentator; C. M. Sandifer, V. Groff, salesman.
equal coverage in the same metroPage 10 • October
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Radio's
Part
in
Psychological AxisWarfare
THE
OFFICE of War Informaand Axis occupied countries
Soon Will
are not great. For example, a circle
tion was created by executive or- Allied Nations Programs
der of the President on June 13,
with a radius of 1,000 miles centered in North Africa will include
Dominate
European
Band
1942. Elmer Davis was subsequently appointed as Director.
approximately 80% of Axis-occuBy R. MORRIS PIERCE
One of the many responsibilities
pied Europe. This distance is comparable to that from New York to
delegated to it was to inform truthChief Engineer, Psychological Warfare Branch,
fully the peoples of other nations
St. Louis or from Chicago to Denver.
Allied Force Headquarters, Algiers
concerning the progress of the
Handle Net Relays
war and the efforts of the United
five other stations. It maintains
States in its prosecution. The Overits own program staff, news buAt the present time, Axis staseas Branch was established with
reau and engineering department.
tions predominate on the European
Robert Sherwood as its Director.
The original group of five has broadcast band, but this picture is
Outposts were set up in 16 coungrown to several hundred and will changing constantly. Soon Allied
tries. I want here to summarize
be expanded further as additional Nations programs will occupy the
stations in Europe are acquired.
for you the functions of Psychomajority of European broadcast
The broadcasts are essentially channels and the quality of the
logical Warfare in just one thenews programs, fifteen minutes in service will improve technically as
atre of this war; namely, "The
length, in four languages in the the distance the signal has to travel
Mediterranean" and the way in
which the OWI contributes to this
following pattern: English, Ger- decreases.
man, French and Italian, beginning
operation.
As previously pointed out, the
The control of news and informawith English on the hour and end- Psychological Warfare Branch is a
tion in any military theatre must,
ing with Italian on the three-quar- part of the "Information, News
ters hour. The stations operate
of necessity, be military. For this
from 12:00 noon to 3:00 a.m. local and licCensorship
Section."
PubRelations Office
is also The
a branch
reason the "Information, News and
time.
of
this
section.
Its
function
is
the
Censorship Section" was estabSoon to Dominate
lished with Brig. Gen. Robert A.
transmission of news of military
McClure commanding. Under this
The material consists of re- operations to the United States,
broadcasts of OWI news programs
section are three branches : namely,
England and other Allied Nations
by shortwave from the United for public consumption. For this
Psychological Warfare, Public Relations and Censorship.
States, BBC rebroadcasts by short- reason, the NBC, CBS, BLUE, BBC
wave from England and locally- and CBC relays from this theater,
Truthful Information
MR. PIERCE
produced programs by Psychologi- clear through the Public Relations
The Psychological Warfare
cal Warfare Branch personnel.
office, but are engineered by the
Branch, commanded by Col. C. B.
The
complexity of the programPsychological Warfare Branch.
Hazeltine, has the responsibility of miniature four-page newspapers.
ming can be realized when one
Photo Transmission
truthfully informing the people of Leaflets were used to tell Axis sol- considers that the content must be
diers in Sicily that Mussolini had
in
four
languages.
This
means
that
the Axis, Axis occupied and liber- been replaced by Badoglio and to
The transmission of radiophotos
ated countries, both civilian and warn the civilians of Rome that we on locally-produced programs, the is another very important service
military. This information is dis- were going to bomb the railroad news has to be processed by four of the Psychological Warfare
tributed in the following manner:
yards and that they should take separate news staffs and read by Branch. This operation is perseparate announcing staffs.
formed by personnel and equipment
A. RADIO
cover. These are only a few ex- four
Since news is our chief stock in
amples
among
many.
supplied
by OWI. News pictures
1. To civilians and military in entrade, it must be truthful, intelli- are transmitted daily to New York,
emy countries.
The Psychological Warfare
gently written and timely. The London and many other cities and
2. To civilians and military in en- Branch operates its own mobile OWI transmits
thousands of words
emy occupied countries.
are received from OWI, New York,
sound
motion
picture
units
and
sup3. To residents of allied nations
daily by radio-telegraph, through
and in liberated areas.
plies the motion pictures to the Army
channels, for processing by for local consumption, or for reestablished theatre operators. It the Psychological Warfare Branch.
transmis ion to other countries.
B. LEAFLETS
supplies locally owned newspapers
The effectiveness of these United
The
many
radiophotos
of Allied
1. To civilians and military in en- with world wide news and operates Nations radio broadcasts is borne Mediterranean military operations
emy countries.
the libraries or news stores where out in interviews of Axis prisoners
2. To civilians and military in en- the local population may read (in
published by the papers of the
emy occupied countries.
and comments on our broadcasts by United States bear testimony to
their
native
language)
of
the
part
the Axis radio stations.
C. MOTION PICTURES
the success of this joint operation.
the United Nations are playing in
Technically this can be substan1. To the residents of allied na- this war. Here they can read,
Psychological Warfare also options and in liberated areas.
tiated by measurements of our staerates a monitoring service, origamong other things, about the food
tion made in England. If you will
and war materials we are sending
D. NEWSPAPERS
inally set up by the FCC, with
look at a map of Europe, it is immonitoring experts detailed from
1. To the residents of allied na- them, about our production, the
mediately
apparent
that
the
distions and in liberated areas.
quality of our equipment and the
(Continued on page 30)
tances from North Africa to the
cost of the war to the United NaE. LIBRARIES
tions.
1. To residents of allied nations
and in liberated areas.
News — In Four Tongues
WHAT are so many U. S. radio people doing in England,
With
respect to the part radio
In North Africa, Sicily and Italy,
plays in Psychological Warfare I Europe and North Africa and why are more of them needed
the Psychological Warfare Branch
prepares and prints all the leaflets shall tell the story within the lim- for service in the war theaters? The answer is supplied in large
its of military secrecy.
that are dropped in enemy and
part by R. Morris Pierce in this article on the activities and
enemy occupied territory for both
When the Psychological Warfare Branch was created in De- achievements of the Psychological Warfare Branch of OWI.
military and civilian consumption.
Mr. Pierce is chief engineer of WGAR Cleveland. He was
cember of last year its assets were
Most everyone has heard of the
thousands of Italian and German
five energetic bodies. It had no ra- given a leave of absence Jan. 15 and after several weeks at
dio stations or other equipment.
' troops who came over to our lines
OWI headquarters in Washington he flew to North Africa to
i holding white leaflets in their Today it operates three broadcastinstall
the former transmitter of WABC. On May 14 he was
hands. This was great testimony
ing stations, built in the United
to the work of the Psychological
appointed
Chief Engineer of Psychological Warfare, with a
States, supplied by OWI and inWarfare Branch. Leaflets are also
stalled by Psychological Warmixed
military
and civilian staff. C. L. Topmiller, former chief
used to tell the truth about the
fare personnel. It operates
engineer
of
WCKY
Cincinnati, is his deputy. Now in this
. progress of the war to civilians be- three other broadcasting stations
hind the enemy lines. Here the in the Mediterranean area and pro- country, Mr. Pierce returns to duty abroad later this year.
leaflets, on many occasions, are
grams, asmall portion of the time,
BROADCASTING
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Both

Houses

Lea

Drafts Policy;
Senate Orders

Inquiry
By BILL BAILEY
GAINING MOMENTUM, the
move in Congress to enact new
communications legislation was
marked last week by several forward strides, with indications that
the coming week will see concerted
efforts in both Houses to stem the
growing tide of power with which
the FCC has been vested by the
May 10 Supreme Court decision.
New Developments
As Broadcasting went to press
these developments were foremost:
1. Chairman Lea (D-Cal.)
of the House Select Committee to investigate the FCC issued a statement of policy and
procedure.
2. Rep. Karl E. Mundt (RS.D.) warned on the floor of
the House that unless Congress acts quickly to define
through new legislation powers of the FCC, in view of the
Supreme Court decision, the
days of privately owned and
operated radio are numbered
(page 24).
3. The Senate ordered a
sweeping investigation of international communications
"both wire and radio" in light
of "frequent and growing criticism" of the administrative
policies of the FCC (page 12).
4. Members of the Senate
Banking & Currency Committee, during hearings on the
Bankhead bill (S-1457) to create a subsidy for small newspapers, displayed unusually
keen interest in radio by their
line of questioning (page 16). "
5. Reading by Rep. John Z.
Anderson (R-Cal.) into the
Congressional Record of a letter written by Chairman Lea
to the Washington Post, taking issue with a Post editorial
of Oct. 16 which accused the
new chairman of "dumping
of star-chamber testimony into
the record".
6. Indications that secret
testimony, not yet received by
the committee, had been delivered to the Post, which has
consistently defended the FCC
and criticized the investigation.
7. During hearings before
the Boren Newsprint Investigating Subcommittee of the
House, Rep. Clarence Brown
(R-O.) charged that some radio programs carrying Government messages have distorted
facts to "smear" Congress.
Following an executive meeting
of the House Select Committee last
Monday Chairman Lea issued a
statement of policy and procedure
Page 12 • October

Move

Toward

in which the other four members
concurred. Procedure was outlined
as follows:
"All hearings of the committee
shall be presided over by one of its
members. All hearings shall be
open to the public unless, because
of military secrets or other public
interest, the committee shall determine to meet in executive session with a quorum present.
"The FCC shall be notified in advance of all hearings. Oaths shall
be administered to witnesses by the
presiding chairman of the committee at any hearing. All witnesses
shall testify under oath. It is the
purpose of the committee to allow
the Commission full opportunity to
present, in due time, any facts relevant to the subject matter of the
hearing."
Although the executive session
originally was planned as a short
one, it lasted two hours and was
marked, according to reports, by
vigorous opposition to certain proposals of procedure. One report
said the original "procedure" contemplated that counsel for the FCC
would consult with the committee
on all phases of the investigation
and would sit with members in sifting evidence.
It is expected that the Select
Committee, at a meeting this week,
will ask the House Committee on
Accounts for additional funds to
continue the investigation, probably equalling the original grant
of $60,000.
Analyzing Testimony
Chairman Lea told Broadcasting
again last Thursday he had not
made any decision with regard to
counsel. It was understood, how-

Senate

Votes

International

ever, that three committee members favor the retention of Eugene
L. Garey while two others want a
new chief counsel. Mr. Lea is reported to have suggested an attorney
as
a possible"experienced
member inof legislation"
the legal staff,
although he declined to comment.
A second phase of the policy and
procedure, as outlined by Chairman Lea, was titled "Method of
Preparing Analysis of Testimony",
in which citations will be made under three general headings. The
first will include "what are regarded as substantial accusations made
against the Commission or its members". Under the second head the
citation will be made "to the various sections of the hearings which
are claimed to support the accusations," while the third head specifies that "citations will be made to
evidence in the record embracing
denials, explanatory or exculpatory
matters in reference to such accusations, respectively. Under this
head the FCC may likewise make
such citations", the statement said.
Fund Transfer Plea
Testimony of only one of the four
officers and personnel of Shortwave
Research Inc., taken in New York
[Broadcasting, Oct. 18] was admitted to the record in the executive session. The other three witnesses will be summoned to Washington to repeat their testimony
before the committee.
Chief Counsel Garey told the
committee Oct. 14 [Broadcasting,
Oct. 18] that he took the statements for submission to the committee to save time and expense.
Letters between FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly and Acting

Investigation

of

Communications

COGNIZANT of the "frequent and
growing criticism" of the FCC in
its administration of the Communications Act, the Senate last Tuesday ordered a sweeping investigation of international communications.
A report of the Interstate Commerce Committee, urging the probe
as requested in a resolution (SRes. 187), introduced Oct. 14
[Broadcasting, Oct. 18] by Sens.
Wheeler (D-Mont.) , White (R-Me.)
and McFarland (D-Ariz.), was unanimously adopted. In submitting
its report the committee said:
Law Inadequate
"Admittedly, existing law is inadequate to cope with the communication problems that will face
this country in the postwar world.
The inadequacies of the law are
further complicated by frequent
and growing criticism of the administrative agency and its per-
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Action

sonnel— criticism which no longer
can be ignored by Congress."
studyand
and logical
investigation
"is
theThedirect
outgrowth
of the consideration and enactment
of the so-called Domestic Merger
Act (Pub. Law 4, 78th Cong.)",
said the committee report. Early
drafts of the Merger Bill called
for merger of international communications as well as domestic
(Western Union and Postal Telegraph), but that portion was
stricken because "a number of factors made inadvisable any final
congressional consideration of the
international communication problem at the time of the enactment
of the Domestic Merger Act".
Questions of ownership, foreign
controls, control of subsidiary manufacturing entities, agreements
with foreign governments, corporations, and nationals, rates, ser(Continued on page 5-4)
BROADCASTING

on

Radio

Secretary of War Robert P. Patterson, with reference to a request
from the FCC that the Army transfer funds to the FCC for the upkeep of employes in the North African military theatre were received
into the record. Mr. Fly asked the
Army to transfer several thousand
dollars to the Commission to pay
for FCC employes sent to North
Africa. Acting Secretary Patterson replied that he found no authority for the presence of FCC
employes in any military theatre.
Rep. Anderson on the floor of the
House last Tuesday assailed the
Washington Post, which has defended the FCC and criticized the
investigation, for an editorial published in the Oct. 16 issue under
the title "Cox Methods Continued".
"In my opinion, this editorial was
untimely and premature and it
reeks with the bias and prejudice
that it seeks to criticize," declared
Rep. Anderson. "In referring to
the first meeting of the FCC investigating committee under the
committee's new chairman, the editorial states in part 'The brief session was given over entirely to the
dumping of star-chamber testimony
(Continued on page 55)
WMCA

APPLICATION

TO FCC THIS WEEK
APPLICATION for the transfer of
license of WMCA New York, from
Edward J. Noble, whose acquisition of the BLUE Network was
formally consummated Oct. 14, to
Nathan
former administrator of theStraus,
U. S. Housing
Authority,
will probably be filed early this
week. Monroe Goldwater of Goldwater & Flynn, New York, is acting for Mr. Straus in this matter.
Mr. Noble is represented by Franklin S. M. Wood, New York.
Donald Flamm, former owner of
WMCA, whose suit against Mr.
Noble seeking a recission of the
sale is pending in the New York
courts, is expected to request the
FCC for permission to intervene in
the ferhearing
on the license.
proposed transof the WMCA
Sale of WMCA by Mr. Noble is
necessitated by the FCC informal
policy
more
than oneagainst
station ownership
in a single oflocality
by any individual or organization.
In acquiring the BLUE Network
Mr. Noble also became licensee of
WJZ.
York. BLUE key station in New
Virginia Dare Drive
GARRETT WINE Co., Brooklyn
(Virginia Dare wine), has contracted for one of the most extensive time-orders of recent weeks
in
Chicago,
buying
five 25-minute
periods,
eleven
10 minute
periods,
18 announcements on the Sports
Edition program and 18 announcements on the Night Watch program, weekly, on WIND Gary.
The schedule was begun Oct. 18.
cago.
Agency is Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chi• Broadcast
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Questions
Which radio stations are "listened to
most"? Daytime? Nighttime? By Urban — Village — and Farm Families?
Why? And Where?
How much actual time do listeners spend
with the "Listened to Most" station as
compared with those "Heard Regularly"? Is the ratio 2 to 1? 4 to 1? Or
6 to 1?

READY
OCT.

°r Fore
s*-

L-Whan

15

The Sixth Annual Study! . . . Sent Only Upon Request!

What kinds of programs are liked best?
According to Sex — Place of Residence
— Age — and Education?
Which are the 80 most popular programs?
For Urban— Village— and Farm Families?
How do listeners learn about new programs? What percent through station
announcements — newspapers — friends
— other media — or just happened to
tune in?

Daytime? Nighttime? By Urban — Village— and Farm Families? And Where?
Which stations are preferred for News
broadcasts?
How has gasoline rationing affected listening? Urban — Village — and Farm?
How many listen during each two-hour
period of day and night? Men?
Women?
What is the audience available during
early morning and late evening hours?

Which stations are "heard regularly"?

TO CONSERVE PAPER, the number of copies printed will be limited to supply
only those who have specific need for this complete and authoritative study
by Dr. Forest L. Whan.

How many hours of listening per day?
Men? Women? Urban — Village — and
Farm? 1943 compared with 1942?
NILES TRAMMELL
Said THIS About
the 1942 Survey:
"I want you to know that I think this is
one of the most impressive surveys that
I have had occasion to peruse in a long,
BUT WAIT 'TIL HE SEES
time."
long THE
NEW 1943 EDITION!

PLEASE USE THIS COUPON!
Station WHO
Des Moines 7, Iowa

WHO
PLUS!
fir IOWA
DES MOINES . . . 50,000 WATTS

+

B. J. PALMER, PRESIDENT
J. O. MALAND, MANAGER
Or Phone Any FREE & PETERS Office
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Gentlemen: Please send me, without obligation, my FREE copy of
the 1943 Iowa Radio Audience Survey.
Please check if you wish a copy of the 1942 edition
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Affiliate

Increase

Is

BMI

High

Mark

Meet
Says President Miller at Annual
LICENSEES of Broadcast Music "BMI has established the lowest
Inc. include 800 standard commercost of performance ever achieved
cial radio stations, 33 FM and by any licensing organization and
shortwave stations, and 15 nation- has at the same time established
al and regional networks in the what are believed to be the highUnited States, as well as all the
est rates of payments to composers
broadcasting stations and network and publishers that have ever been
of Canada, Neville Miller, presieffect." the past year BMI has
dent of BMI, reported at the an- in During
nual stockholders meeting of the brought to New York as its guests
industry-owned music licensing or- 212 program and station managers
ganization, held at BMI's New from all parts of the country, Mr.
York headquarters last Tuesday.
Miller said, stating that the meetAll incumbent directors of BMI
ings have resulted in a better understanding byBMI of the probwere reelected, with 6/7 of all outlems of its licensees and an instanding stock voted, largest vote
creased appreciation by broadcastin BMI history. At a board meeters of the value of BMI's catalogs.
ing following the stockholders' ses- A program
relations department
sion, all officers were also reelected. Meetings were attended by all has been established and its travelofficers and directors, in addition
ing representatives are cooperatto a number of station and neting with broadcasters in establishwork stockholders. Next board
ing even greater use of BMI's
meeting was scheduled for Dec. 3. music, he reported. The script department has expanded its service
Affiliate Increase
and is now sending out some 240
scripts a month, he stated.
Among the leading popular
BMI's licensees, Mr. Miller reported, represent more than 99%
numbers
licensed by BMI, Mr. Milof the dollar volume of the broadler
listed
"Pistol Packin' Mama",
casting industry in the United
Doll", "Brazil", "When the
States. Publishers affiliated with "Paper
Lights Go On Again All Over the
BMI have increased to 480, he
said citing these increases, repre- World", "The Things That Mean
senting a high mark for BMI, as So Much to Me", "Starlight Sonata", and other top favorites.
"the best mark of the company's
Financial statement for the fishealthy progress." Operating effical year ending July 31, showed
ciencies, Mr. Miller continued,
have enabled BMI to reduce license a gross income of $1,146,114, divided into $1,100,719 from station
fees payable by broadcasters by
$19,406 from royalmore than 26%, benefiting li- licenseties,fees,
and $25,989 from sales of
censees to the extent of more than
sheet music. Net profit, after pro$400,000. This reduction was made
visions for taxes, was $41,443.
in the face of steadily increased
rates of payment to publishers and
composers, he added.
Cocilana on 28 Stations
Computations based on BMI's
logging system show that about In Cough Nips Campaign
45% of the musical broadcasts in COCILANA Inc., New York, is
this country are of BMI composi- using 28 stations in 22 major markets for its annual fall and winter
tions, Mr. Miller stated, but BMI
received during the last year only campaign for Cough Nips. Schedules consisting of one-minute an24%% of the money paid by
nouncements, chain breaks, news
broadcasters "for the two major and musical programs started Oct.
performing licenses," BMI and 17 and 18. In the New York area,
ASCAP. On this basis, he declared, the firm has contracted for thriceweekly participations in the 8 a.m.
News of the World period on
WABC, corded
and music
on show
MartinonBlock's
reWNEW.
Schedule also includes participations on Yankee Network News on
21 New England stations. Other
outlets included in the drive are:
WEBR WBZA KDKA WJAS
WMAL WOL WRC WITH WBAL
WSYR WORK WKBO WKAT
WFCI WENY WFIL KQV WHEC
KFI WJW WJEJ WGY KPO
WNBC WCSH. Al Paul Lefton Co.,
DIRECT FROM COMBAT zone is New York, handles the account.
this photo of the first American
Boy-ar-dee on Full MBS
network broadcast from the fighting front in the Southwest Pacific, CHEF BOY-AR-DEE Quality
carried by Mutual. Jack Shaw,
Foods, Milton, Pa. (spaghetti),
sponsors of the Boake Carter quarMutual's Red Cross reporter, interter-hour news program twice
views Aitsi Warupi, a Fuzzy- Wuzzy
carrier who was the first native to weekly on MBS, now in its 39th
participate in such a broadcast.
week, will add 61 stations on Nov.
Shaw has just returned from New
1, expanding to the full network.
Guinea where he made on-the-spot Agency is McJunkin Adv. Co., Chidescriptions for MBS.
cago.
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MANPOWER ROUNDUP
Radio Brings Workers to
Save Tomato Crop
FACED with a total loss of 3,000
tons of tomatoes unless they were
canned immediately, Kern Preserving Co., Los Angeles, called upon
radio to solve its manpower shortage problem.
With
the tomatoes, contracted
for by Government order, lying on
the loading dock, the firm contacted
Ted Gailey, vice-president of
Glasser-Gailey & Co., Los Angeles
agency,
threw the
into his lap.andWorking
underproblem
pressure,
and with station time at a premium,
and to top it a late Saturday afternoon, within one hour he lined up
a total of 13 emergency spot announcements on KFVD KRKD
KFOX. First appeal was broadcast at 4:15 p.m. A full crew of 175
volunteers reported for work by
6:30 p.m. Working through that
Saturday night and following day,
emergency workers processed some
72,000 No. 10 cans of tomatoes.
Volunteer crew turned pay received
over to the local Red Cross.
Formerly a consistent user of
classified help wanted space, Kern
Preserving on Oct. 12 started using
a regular daily spot announcement
schedule on KFVD KRKD KFOX.
Bob

Coleson

to Manage

Ayer's Hollywood
Office
ROBERT
CLARK COLESON
has
resigned as chief of the West Coast
office of the Radio Branch, Bureau
of Public Relations, War Dept., to
become manager
of the woodnew
office Hollyof N.
W. Ayer & Son.
Mr. Coleson
will produce the
United Air Lines
variety program,
In Time to Come,
to be aired every
Sunday at 8:30
p.m.
over
the netPaMr. Coleson
Coast
workcific
of CBS.
After serving as radio director
of the San Francisco Golden Gate
Exposition, Mr. Coleson joined the
War Dept. Radio Branch in April
1941 as administrative executive.
When the Army Hour began on
NBC shortly after outbreak of the
war Mr. Coleson was director. He
also was in charge of the New York
office of the Radio Branch. Later he
was
office.made chief of the West Coast
Mr. Coleson is the second executive of the War Dept. Radio Branch
to leave in the last month. Jack
Joy, Broadcast Service Section
chief, resigned last month to return to the West Coast. Mr. Joy,
before joining the Radio Branch in
July 1941, was associated with Mr.
Coleson as musical director of the
Golden Gate Exposition. He conducted the Army Hour band and
had charge of the musical portion
of the War Dept. program.
WINX Washington, has appointed
Forjoe & Co. as exclusive national
sales representative.
BROADCASTING

SIMMONS EDITOR
OWl RADIO NEWS
PARK BROWN SIMMONS has
been named radio news editor of
the OWI News Bureau, succeeding
Arthur Force who resigned
to enter the Army.
Mr. Simmons was
formerly with
CBS Washington
as special events
reporter and
nouncer, having
presidential
a n1941. netHe
joinedwork inthe
has been in radio
about seven
In his new
Mr. Simmons
post,
Simmons
will serve as
liaisonMr.officer
between
years. the OWI
News Bureau and radio press associations, news broadcasters, and
news desks of stations and networks.
While with CBS, Mr. Simmons
covered most of President Roosevelt's trips, various ship launchings, and Army maneuvers. His
biggest assignment was the network's coverage of the declaration
of war, during which he talked continuously without script for 57
minutes. He recalls being at a
Washington ice rink on Dec. 8
when his office phoned him that
the President had gone to the Capitol to deliver his war message.
Simmons rushed to Congress, carrying his skates with him. He
stayed on the job for an hour and
a half.
Prior to joining CBS, Simmons
was a newscaster on WCKY Cincinnati. He had also worked with
WRVA Richmond and WBAL Baltimore. He attended the University
of Florida.
Campana Resuming Nov. 7
CAMPANA SALES Co., Batavia,
111. (Campana Balm and Solitair
cake makeup), on Nov. 7 resumes
sponsorship of the First Nighter
program on 125 MBS stations at
6-6:30 p.m., originating out of
WGN
Chicago.
Thisair.
is the
series'is
14th year
on the
Agency
Wallace-Ferry-Hanly, Chicago.

Joan Hancock
SIGNATURE
affixed to letters from the promotion department fo
WWL New
been simply
Orleans
has
I

A. M. Robert
for some
time now.
But if those
not in the
know thought

m Robert
that awas
Mr.
A. M. Robert signing those
letters, they are wrong. A. M.
Robert is Alice Marie Robert
who has been with WWL for
six years. She came up from
the Information Desk, was secretary to general manager W.
Howard Summerville, and now
is merchandising manager.
Her latest project is a weekly
folder on CBS and local radio
personalities and programs.
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Some

National Accounts

Now

On WITH

Crosse & Blackwell
American

Oil Co.
That's

Bulova

ask.

the question

No

matter

retail merchants

the medium.

And

Mercirex
we've

Resinol

here

Stanback

got a pretty good record down
in Baltimore.

use W-I-T-H

Aspertane
Royal Crown

than

More

Retailers

any other station.
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Cola

Rem
Cold Medal

Capsules

Garrett Wine
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IN BALTIMORE
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On the air 24 hours a day — seven days a week

Bond Bread
Pepsi Cola
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Cocilana
Tek
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Senate

Group

NAB Opposes Plan for
Paid Advertising
By Government
ACTION by the Senate Banking
& Currency Committee is expected
Tuesday on the Bankhead newspaper subsidy bill (S-1457). At the
conclusions of hearings last Friday Sen. Wagner (D-N.Y.), committee chairman, announced he
would call his group into session
Tuesday to vote on the measure.
That several amendments will
be written to the measure, introduced last Monday by Sen. John
H. Bankhead (D-Ala.) in place of
his original bill (S-1073), introduced earlier in the year, was indicated in the line of questioning
and comment by Senators during
the hearings, which were conducted
last week.
Tax Deduction Plan
Most startling of the proposed
amendments was one suggested
Friday by Sen. John A. Danaher
(R-Conn.) making deductible from
income taxes any sums spent by
advertisers under terms of the bill.
Sen. Danaher's amendment, which
he wrote during the hearing, provides :
"The cost of newspaper advertising by any taxpayer shall be
deductible as a business expense
for tax purposes only when newspaper advertising costs of such taxpayer can be shown to the satisfaction of the tax commissioner to
have been prorated equally among
newspapers published in communities of 10,000 population or less
and in communities of more than
10,000 population."
Senator Danaher told Broadcasting he suggested the amendment as a substitute for Government paid advertising.
"As I see it," he said following
the hearings, "this bill (the Bankhead measure) needs a lot of
amendments and rewriting before
it Radio
can pass."
went on trial before the
committee Friday after C. E. Arney Jr., secretary-treasurer of the
NAB, and Marshall H. Pengra,
general manager of KRNR Roseburg, Ore. and chairman of the
Small Market Stations Committee
of NAB, went on record as opposed
to Government paid advertising
but in favor of no discrimination
should the bill pass.
The closing session Friday heard
arguments about radio news policies, musical programs, educational matters and political reporting,
none of the various topics having
direct bearing on the bill. Mr. Arney outlined the NAB structure and
read into the record resolutions
adopted by the organization with
reference to Government-paid advertising. The first resolution,
passed in 1941, opposed the purchase of time by Government
agencies on the grounds that it
would "tend to restrict rather than
Page 16 • October

to Act
on
Press
Subsidy
enhance the most effective utiliza- and thus "insure freedom of the
tion of broadcasting during the
Albert Hardy, president of the
present
emergency".
The second
resolution, adopted National Editorial Assn., which
last June 3, reaffirmed the NAB
is sponsoring the Bankhead bill,
stand against Government-paid ad- in an opening statement Tuesday
that an overwhelming majority
vertising but took the position said
press."
of small town editors and publish"that if Congress contemplates
ers had endorsed the measure.
such legislation every effort should
be made to see that there be no
At Thursday's hearing Paul G.
discrimination as between the press
Stromberg, Publisher of the Elliand radio or any other media of cott City (Md.) Times, assailed
Elmer Davis, director of the Office
communication."
Mr. Pengra told the Senate com- of War Information, for his statemittee that his group at its initial
ment opposing the bill. Referring
meeting last April concluded, to Mr. Davis' statement that should
after discussing the Bankhead
Government - paid advertising become a reality the administration
original bill, that (1) small
market stations opposed the idea in power would be in position to
of Government-paid advertising, ruin any particular newspaper by
and (2) "the Bankhead Bill, if withdrawing that advertising, Mr.
passed, discriminates sharply and Stromberg said :
"That is an outright smear. Mr.
viciously against the radio indusDavis is going out of official bounds
try as a competitive advertising
media in the same field with news- when he insinuates that the ideals
of public service are set aside by
papers, setting up an advantage
gained not through merit on a the great bulk of weekly newspapers when they receive pay for
free competitive basis, but by procadvertising from local, county,
ess of law."
state or federal governments."
Negro Request
NEA in Favor
Herbert Pillen, president of the
Controled Circulation Newspapers
E. M. Anderson, chairman of
of America Inc., representing some
the legislative committee, NEA,
6,000 publications, asked for con- conducted the NEA's presentation
sideration of his members. He spe- and summarized testimony of sevcifically asked that a clause in
eral witnesses. The NEA urged
the bill defining newspaper out- passage of the bill on the grounds
lets for War Bond advertising as that it would stimulate the sale of
only those holding second-class per- War Bonds. In no instance did a
mits, be stricken.
witness testify that the small newsEdgar G. Brown, director of the
papers needed the revenue Government advertising would give them.
National Negro Council, and HowWilbur Peterson, publisher of
ard Murphy, secretary-treasurer
of the Negro Publishers' Assn., the Morrison (Minn.) Register, deasked that if the bill is passed
clared, "There is a definite need of
the Negro press be recognized.
this (Government paid) advertisSenator James E. Murray (Ding to further the sale of bonds.
Mont.), also a witness, urged that The people are not war-conscious
the measure be adopted to per- to the degree where they will buy
petuate the small-town newspaper
more bonds."
NAB

Assails

Petrillo's

Disc

Contract;
Thwarts
Democracy'
CONDEMNING the principle
of
Text of the NAB statement foldirect payments to a union as "vi- lows:
With the signing of contracts with
cious" the NAB Steering Committee
last Friday issued a statement on James C. Petrillo by four more transcription companies, it becomes apthe AFM-recorders agreements
parentin the
that Mr.
Petrillofield
has a established
recording
most
(see page 9) after a two-day sesvicious principle. By the terms of
sion at the Hotel Roosevelt, New
the contract, Mr. Petrillo levies a
York.
tax on the companies for the privilege of hiring members of his union,
The direct payments plan is "as
economically and socially unsound which tax is paid direct to the union.
Although an attempt is made to gain
as extortion is immoral and illegal", public approval of administration of
said the committee statement. Apthe fund by the appointment as "adpointed 15 months ago by the NAB
of publicsuch
representatives,
board in connection with the union have novisors"vote,
procedure inwho
no
ban on recordings, the committee way mitigates the evils of the prinincludes these members: Neville ciple.
This principle has been condemned
Miller, NAB president; Mark Eth- as setting up a private system of unemployment relief. In our view its
ridge, WHAS Louisville; John J.
significance is even more appalling.
Gillin Jr., WOW Omaha; Kolin We
regard the principle as being as
Hager, WGY Schenectady; Harry economically and socially unsound as
Lee Poidevin, WRJN Racine, Wis. ; extortion is immoral and illegal. We
Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford ; believe that its widespread applica(Continued on page 56)
G. Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia.
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Under questioning, however, Mr.
Peterson admitted that his newspaperadshasunder
been running
Government
local merchant
sponsorship.
He admitted, too, that "in my
particular paper we had unusual
success in selling ads in September". He referred to Third War
Loan Government ads, sold to local
merchants.
Rural Listening
Senators Danaher (R-Conn.) and
Taft (R-O!) wanted to know why
the Government shouldn't buy time
on small stations as well as newspapers. Mr. Peterson declared that
"half the people of the United
States live in small towns and rural
areas and the way to reach them h
through
the opined
small town
press."
Senator Taft
that much
of
the Third War Loan appeal was
directed
through press,
"radio and atthefarmers
metropolitan
(Continued on page 56)

WSAY

Yields;

Will

Hire 4 Musicians
All Rochester Contracts
Now Run to Jan. 17
STRIKE of the American Federation of Musicians against WSAY
Rochester, N. Y., which had kept
the station without network musical
program service since July 15, was
settled last Thursday and MBS resumed its full service to the station at 6 p.m. on that day.
In announcing the end of the
strike, AFM national headquarters
in New York reported that WSAY
had agreed to hire four staff musicians as demanded by the union.
WSAY contract runs until Jan. 17,
1944, expiration date of the contracts of WQAM and WHEC
Rochester, at which time new contracts placing all three stations on
a comparable basis will be drafted,
according to AFM.
Year's Dispute
Dispute between WSAY and the
Rochester local of the musicians
union started last fall when the
station rejected the union demand
that it increase its musical staff
from one pianist to a staff of five.
On July 15, 1943, Mutual discontinued all musical program service to WSAY as the only alternative to losing all MBS musical remote pickups. The case was then
turned over to the National War
Labor Board for investigation.
WSAY in August took the case to
court, seeking a temporary injunction restraining the AFM from
causing Mutual to stop supplying
it with musical programs, a move
made, acording to Jacob Ark,
WSAY attorney, to save the station from "further financial loss
pending
settlement
the dispute
[Broadcasting,
Aug.of 23].
"The injunction was denied in
New York Supreme Court in September and the case was scheduled
for late fall trial."
• Broadcast

Advertising
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the city where this gun was
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the whole country. That's where we come in.
When you need progressive Radio Station
Representatives, call in Weed

and Company.

We've got an enviable record, and we are
progressive and successful by reason of hard
work and "know how"; the business we've
gotten and held for our clients is our index.
For each cf the last ten years, in terms of
average annual billing, we've been 42% more
successful than the year previous.
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Grade

Label

Bill

To Be Introduced
Rep. Gathings Sees Scheme
To Regiment the Nation
A BILL to prevent permanently
any extension of grade labeling in
the food field is in course of preparation by Rep. E. C. Gathings
(D-Ark.), the Congressman told
Broadcasting last week. He is a
member of the Agriculture Committee.
Mr. Gathings' views on the subject were given in the Congressional Record appendix for Monday, Oct. 18. He scored grade labeling as a scheme designed by leftists and pinks in the Government
"to further regiment and control
the American people from Washington and place additional thousands of people on the payrolls.
"Of all the things this country
needs; it does not need to increase
the
government's
powerto
over central
the individual
citizen but

WAMBOLDT

ORacJ™* P. S*T™™
MELVIN
WAMBOLDT,
count executive at Compton Adv.,
New York, on Nov. 1 becomes commercial program supervisor of the
BLUE, a newly-created position.
He will assume
the duties of C.
P. Jaeger, who
has been named
network sales
manager,
f ective Nov.e f 1[Broadcas ting,
| Oct. 11].
ing to AccordPhillips
C a rl i n, B L. U E
vice-president in

P™"y
Mofagenc
,e Mr.
char^with
grams
WamMr. Wamb
boldt willoldt
cooperate
producers and ntclients on
the
super
vision of curre commercial shows
and work on new programs for
commercial sale. Before joining
Compton Mr. Wamboldt spent several years in radio production in
Chicago.
RARE BLOOD TYPE
Network Appeal for
Donor Halts Trip

return to him his individual freedom and initiative," Mr. Gathings
continued.
As It Would Be
He contrasted merchandising as
it would be under grade labeling
of foods, and as it is under the
present system in which brand
names are leading criteria of selection. Pointing to the dependence of
newspapers, magazines and radio
on advertising he said that "if it is
mandatory that we have three
grades of food at three prices set
by the Government, the next step
would be to apply dictatorial Government grading to cosmetics,
drugs, clothing, motorcars and
every other salable item in the
land."
That Congress in general is opposed to the grade labeling brand
of economic philosophy was shown
last spring when it passed the Taft
amendment to the OPA act, banning any attempt by that agency
to impose grade marking on the
label as a wartime price control
measure.
Liberty Ships to Honor
Newsmen Dead in War
TWELVE radio and press correspondents who lost their lives in
the war will be honored by having
new Liberty ships named for them,
the Maritime Commission announced last week. The correspondents were nominated by the Overseas Press Club of America and
their names presented to the naming committee of the Commission.
Those named are: Frank Joseph
Cuhel, Mutual; Ralph Barnes and
Ben Robertson, New York Herald
Tribune; Edward H. Crockett, Associated Press; Byron Darnton and
Robert P. Post, New York Times;
Webb Miller and Harry Percy,
United Press; Ben H. Miller, Baltimore Evening Sun; Jack Singer,
International News Service; Melvin Jacoby, Life and Time; and
Carl Phusgaard, Acme News Pictures.
Page 18 • October

IS BLUE

ANSWERING Walter Winchell's
appeal over KXOK St. Louis and
the BLUE Network in his Oct. 17
broadcast, Fred C. Beebe, 34-yearold engineer, appeared at KXOK,
interrupting a transcontinental
journey, to offer himself as a donor
to help save the life of a 3-year-old
Cleveland boy stricken with leukemia. C. L. (Chet) Thomas of
KXOK
offer
of
blood to relayed
the New Beebe's
York office
of the
BLUE by teletype.
Beebe, traveling through Illinois
en route from Sharon, Pa., to Los
Angeles, heard Winchell's appeal
to persons who had recovered

KXOK Teletypes Beebe's Offer.
from leukemia, a rare disease characterized by an excess of white
corpuscles in the blood. In St. Louis
he was sent to the hospital where
a test showed he had the right type
blood. A chartered plane waited on
the Lambert Field runway for a
flight to Cleveland if Beebe were
needed.
But a telephone call from the
boy's
mother,
Isadore
revealed
that Mrs.
a donor
had Sacks,
been
found nearby, so Beebe resumed
his westward journey after arranging with Thomas to contact
him by telegraph along the way
if he should be needed. Three others
telephoned KXOK in response to
the broadcast appeal.
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Radio Poet
RADIO POET doubling as a
radio tileengineer
is theBess
versa-0.
turn of Mrs.
Beeman,
control Battle
room operator of WELL
Creek.
A former poet laureate of
Texas and now Texas "poet
of radio" by resolution of the
Texascame
legislature,
man
to BattleMrs.
CreekBeeto
join her husband, Lt. Fred
Beeman, stationed at Fort
Custer. She is a song writer
and has conducted her own
radio program and newspaper column over KNOW and
KTBC Austin.
Brown Leaves OPA Post;
Bowles Probable Chief
PRENTISS M. BROWN, Administrator of the OPA, resigned last
week in a letter to President Roosevelt dated Tuesday and accepted by
the President on Thursday. His
resignation had been expected for
some time. Nomination of Chester
Bowles, general manager of OPA,
to the post of Administrator, is
looked for shortly.
Mr. Brown told the President
that control is now well defined,
and that the main task now is
largely
The two
remaining"administrative".
important problems
are
the question of food subsidies and
renewal of price control measures
when the present law expires next
year.
Yankee Promotes for RKO
PROMOTIONAL broadcasts for
the
premiere
of RKO's
"The Oct.
Iron 25Major"
are now
being
carried over WNAC Boston and
the Yankee Network. Programs include a transcribed message from
Pat O'Brien, who plays Major
Frank Cavanaugh, former Boston
College and Dartmouth football
coach; roundtable conference of
coaches, sportswriters and players
who knew the major; a dramatic
narrative of the rescue of Major
Cavanaugh by Joseph Lopez, manager of WEAN Providence, during
the Battle of the Argonne. There
will also be spot announcements and
interviews for the 50-city Yankee
Network premiere.
More Ads For War
RADIO, newspaper, magazine and
outdoor advertising salesman last
week heard plans to promote great
space and time for the war effort
from John Sterling, publisher of
This Week and national chairman
of the sponsorship division of the
War Advertising Council, in a
meeting at the University Club,
Chicago. It was the first meeting
called by Norman
the Council's
chairman,
Green, western
western
managerlishing Co.of Crowell-Collier PubMurine Test
MURINE Co., Chicago (eye
wash), beginning in October and
going into November, is sponsoring a special six-week campaign of
five transcribed announcements
weekly in 15 Southern markets.
Later expansion is expected. Agency is BBDO, Chicago.
BROADCASTING

Pacific
For

Blue

Lowell

Split

Thomas

KWJJ and KVI Substituted
On Standard Oil Series
TO COMPLETE line-up of 13
Pacific outlets in major markets
for the five-weekly Lowell Thomas
commentary, sponsored by Standard Oil Co. of California starting
Nov. 1, BLUE Network, for the
first time on the West Coast, is
substituting
two non-affiliated stations in the list.
With KEX Portland and KJR
Seattle unable to accept the business because of previous local commitments, BLUE took the initiative by placing that program on
KWJJ in the former city.
Unable to get clearance in
Seattle, BLUE made a deal with
KVI Tacoma for release of the
series in that area. Thomas will be
heard Monday through Friday,
9:30-9:45 p.m. (PWT). Contract,
placed through BBDO, San Francisco, is for 52 weeks. Besides
KWJJ and KVI, station list includes KECA KFMB KTMS KTKC
KFBK KWG KERN KGO KGA
KPQ KOH.
SunocoReported Moving
Lowell Thomas to NBC
SOME TIME before the first of
next year Sun Oil Co., Philadelphia, will move Lowell Thomas
from the BLUE to NBC, it was
reported last week, although not
officially confirmed by either network. Thomas is now on five times
weekly 6:45-7 p.m. on a group of
stations which are mostly NBC affiliates, acontract carry-over from
the days when the BLUE was part
of NBC. Agency is Roche, Williams
& Cunnyngham, Philadelphia. The
shift will not affect the recent contract for Thomas to go on BLUE
Pacific stations Nov. 1 under sponfornia. sorship of Standard Oil of CaliBen Bernie

old maestro",
BEN atBERNIE,
died
his home "the
in Beverly
Hills,
long illness
a
g
Oct. 20, followin
from a lung infection with cardiac
complications. Last heard on the
air Jan. 15, 1943, on his CBS program for Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co.,
Bernie had been ill since
Chicago,
February of this year, although,
against doctor's orders, he played
several engagements in war plants
this spring, as a result of which
he suffered a severe relapse. A native of New Jersey, Bernie studied
in New York to become a concert
violinist, later touring this counMarcus
late He
vaudevill
circuit.
teamedLoew's
with
try fore the
Phil Baker, well known today as
a radio m.c, and entered radio in
the early 20's, after Baker joined
the Navy. Bernie organized his
band at that time, the orchestra
becoming famous as "Ben Bernie
and sorAllwas the
sponPabstLads."
SalesHisCo.,first
Chicago.
Others were American Can, U. S.
son Drug.American Tobacco, EmerRubber,
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It takes all three P's to make
Population
market,

—

a radio market:

Programs

—

Power,

there's only one station with ALL

3 —

in mum
WOOD

gan's second
Grand

Rapids.

Grand Rapids is the HUB of Population in Western Michigan. WOOD
broadcasts from the very center of this high-wage territory of over
a million listeners.

r

o

f

WOOD is the only NBC outlet in Western
Michigan. It delivers a Parade of Stars, the best
entertainment in radio. No wonder Grand Rapids listeners
prefer WOOD 14 to 1 over any other 5000 watt station
H in the state.
e
0
WOOD is the only high-powered station transmitting from
Grand Rapids. Its 5000 watts give it the power to deliver
these top programs to this thickly populated area.

o

f

Only WOOD

can deliver the unbeatable combination of

POPULATION, PROGRAMS and POWER in Michigan's
second market. That's why 68 smart National Advertisers
are currently using WOOD to sell 108 quality products
in Western Michigan.

Grand
O'utltate

Rapids

Mi^ktqan

* 5 tfteate5t

5000Cwatls
Station

PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
National Sales Representatives

Sponsorable

Bond

SAG and AGVA Reps Sit
In Artists Merger Group
REPRESENTATIVES of the
Screen Actors Guild and American
Guild of Variety Artists sat in
last Wednesday on the weekly conference of committees of American
Federation of Radio Artists, Actors Equity Assn., Chorus Equity
Assn. and American Guild of Musical Artists on plans for a merger
of the performer's organizations in
a single union. SAG and AGVA
representatives were present as observers only, but both organizations have been invited to participate m the merger discussions.
Meetings are held each Wednesmorning at Equity's
New
York day
headquarters.
Some progress
has been reported, but the magnitude of the task of setting up a
single organization and financial
structure that will operate to the
advantage
the majority
of members of allofbranches
is such
that

Messages

Issued
by OWI
Nov.
8-Dec.
24
Sale by Local Stations Approved For First Time;
Packet Includes Food, WAVE, Travel Spots
"THE PRESENT With a Future,"
War Bonds, continues to be the
"product" receiving the most time
on OWI Domestic Radio Bureau allocations for the week of Nov. 15,
and word has now been received
from the Treasury and from OWI
that the announcements in this
campaign are available for sponsorship. Thus for the first time,
OWI bond messages have been
officially designated for sponsorship.
This news was not released until
last week and was therefore not included in Broadcasting's OWI
Packet for the week of Nov. 8,
when the campaign begins. OWI
has stated that the reason for decision to permit sponsorship is the
heavy retail promotion being given
the "Present With a Future" campaign.
It is understood that all bond
announcements oa the Station Allocation Plan, beginning Nov. 8,
and running through Dec. 24, will
be 55 seconds and may be sold to
local sponsors.
Retail Tie-Up
As pointed out in Broadcasting
last week, the Bonds for Christmas
drive has been planned to relieve
the inflationary pressure of a
Christmas buying stampede. This
year, with buying power at a high
level, and limited supplies of merchandise, government is concerned as
to what may happen if everyone
tries to buy all he can afford. Extensive plans are therefore being
made to substitute bonds for gifts
of merchandise, and retailers, especially department stores, are
planning to tie up with the drive in
their advertising and merchandising activities. Availability of the
bond announcements for sponsorship will give stations a timely
point of contact with these retailers in view of the campaign which
radio is now waging to secure a
greater share of the retail advertising dollar.
Like the schedule for the week of

OWI

PACKET,

Nov. 8, that for Nov. 15-21 has
Food for Freedom in second place
among the war message campaigns, with announcements on the
Network Plan and (transcribed)
for the 01 group of stations. KW
stations will get transcribed announcements inbehalf of the Stick
to Your War Job drive. It is
pointed out that the undesirable
turnover among war plant workers
is continuing to hurt war production.
WAVES Wanted
A new campaign on the list is
one for WAVE recruits, scheduled
on the Network Plan, on independent stations, and (live) on the
National Spot Plan. Thousands of
new WAVES are needed.
Anticipating football and
Thanksgiving Day travel rushes is
a schedule of transcribed announcements on the National Spot
Plan. This phase of the over-all
Don't Travel drive will get radio
emphasis through the Christmas
and New Year holidays. Aim is a
drastic reduction in non-essential
travel so that every soldier, sailor,
production engineer and executive
will be able to secure accommodations.
On the Special Assignment Plan,
not shown in the table, a Waste
Paper Salvage campaign was
added to other war messages for
the weeks of Oct. 18, Oct. 25 and
Nov. 1. This emergency action is
aimed at the dangerously tight
paper supply situation, insofar as
it can be relieved by utilization of
waste paper. Special Assignment
campaigns for the week of Nov. 15
are Stick to Your War Job and
Hold Prices Down.
New Ethyl Program
ETHYL Corp., New York, is sponsoring WCCO Farm Journal of the
Air on that Minneapolis station as
part of a spot campaign in the Midwest and East. Agency is BBDO,
New York.

WEEK

NOV.

15

Check the list below to find the war message announcements you will broadcast
during the week beginning Nov. 15. Sell the spots officially designated for sponsorship.
Plan schedules for best timing of these important war messages. Tell your clients what
spots
available for per
inclusion
Each "X" stands for three oneminute areannouncements
day, orin 21their
per programs.
week.
STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
NETGroup
Group
NAT.PLANSPOT
WAR MESSAGE
WORK
KW
OI
PLAN
Aft.
Ind.
Aft.
Ind. Live Trans.
Food Fights For Freedom X
X
X
Bonds toForYourChristmas
Gifts * X
X
X
X
Stick
War Job
X
XX
WAVE Recruiting X
X
XX
Don't Travel
X
See OWI Schedule of War Messages No. 82 for names and time of programs carrying
war messages under National Spot and Network Allocation Plans.
* War Bond Station Announcements on KW and OI will be 55 seconds in length and
will be available for sponsorship because of the heavy retail promotion being given the
"Present with a Future" campaign.
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GAL WITH GLAMOUR is Eileen
Seebode,
WITH Baltimore's
eyed
receptionist.
They say sloethe
agency men bring in their copy
personally now. For the statistically
inclined;
19, writes
heightpoetry,
5'3",
weight 119,Age
single,
phone number a civilian secret.
Two Region Consultants
Are Appointed by OWI
JOHN D. HYMES, chief of the station relations division of the OWI
Domestic Radio Bureau, last week
announced the appointment of Arthur J. Mosby of KGVO Missoula
and Mrs. George Phillips of KIDO
Boise as regional consultants for
Montana
and Idaho respectively.
Mr. Hymes also reported the establishment ofa voluntary control
center in Portland, Ore., with a
committee of three station representatives toact on all OWI problems and to clear programs with
the regional station relations office in San Francisco. The committee consists of jVrden X. Pangborn
of KGW-KEX, H. Q. Cox of KGW
KEX, and H. M. Swartwood Jr. of
KOIN-KALE.
Charles J. Lanphier, manager of
WEMP Milwaukee, regional consultant for Wisconsin, met with
all war program managers of Wisconsin stations at a luncheon in
Milwaukee Oct. 24.
Standard Renews
STANDARD OIL Co. of California
has renewed its twin NBC Pacific
Coast programs, Standard Hour
and Standard School Broadcast on
KPO for 52 and 27 weeks, respe?tively. Agencies are BBDO, and
Osborn Inc., New York. Ray Baker
of NBC, and C. H. Ferguson, of
BBDO, San Francisco, handle the
account.
The18th"Standard
Hour,"
now in its
year, alternates
each Sunday, 8:30-9:30 p.m.
(PWT), from San Francisco and
Hollywood, featuring the San
Francisco Symphony and Los Ang e 1 e s Philharmonic orchestras.
Programs are heard on KPO KFI
KMJ KGW KOMO KHQ KMED,
with KIDO KSEI and KTFI added
for the Thursday morning Standard School Broadcast, which is
starting its 16th year.
BROADCASTING

its completion is not expected for
many months.
WOR Weather Sponsors
SECOND advertiser to sponsor
weather reports on WOR New
York, since the lifting of the wartime ban on such broadcasts, was
announced last week as Roger &
Gallet, New York, maker of lip
pomade and toilet articles. Since
Oct. 18 the company has been presenting weather reports six times
weekly at 6:45 a.m. Agency is
Moser & Cotins, New York. Also
presenting
weathercasts on a station
twice break
daily basis
on
WOR is Breyer Ice Cream Co.,
which resumed a 52-week contract
signed before the war and canceled
when the censorship rules went into effect [Broadcasting, Oct. 18].
Breyer agency is McKee & Albright, Philadelphia.
Back for Camels
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem (Camel cigarettes),
after a lapse of eight months due
to illness of Lou Costello, on Nov.
4 resumes the Abbott & Costello
Show on approximately 128 NBC
stations, Thursday, 10-10:30 p.m.
(PWT). Besides two starring comehalf-hour series
continuedians,
to include
Conniewill
Haines,
vocalist, Elvia Allman and Billy
Gray, in comedy characterizations.
Mel Blanc has been signed to portray Leon Schlesinger cartoon character, Bugs Bunny. Freddie Rich
resumes as musical director, with
Ken Niles announcer. Writers are
Leon Solomon, Alan Woods and
Don Prindle. Martin Gosch is
Hollywood producer of William
Esty & Co.
Victory Loan Day
TORONTO had a radio Victory
Loan Day Oct. 23 when the four
Toronto stations (CFRB CKCL
CBL CBY) pooled resources to promote the sale of Fifth Victory
Loan war bonds in an industry day.
Programs started early in the
morning and continued throughout
the day and evening with special
events and shows. In charge of the
arrangements was A 1 Leary,
CKCL, with Lloyd Moore, CFRB,
and
on theDick
mainClaringhull,
committee. CBL-CBY,
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history

World

War

II

hour-by-hour and day-by-day account of
events important enough to be called news.
The magazines have time to apply perspective to those events, to weave them
into the pattern of what went before and
what followed; and it is this application of
perspective that turns news into history.
In the pages of America's magazines you
can view the exciting march of the war's
history. On the broad canvas of these pages,
in addition to an interpretation of the news,

IF...
in that golden future when peace has firmly
settled upon the world, you are moved to sit
down and write a history of America's participation inthis war . . .

you will find fiction equally authentic in portraying the emotional and spiritual tug of the
war upon the people.

information. About 50% of today's content
of all magazines is given over to the war.
An additional contribution
In addition to
have rendered
addition to the
business firms

this service which magazines
in their editorial pages and in
patriotic advertising messages
have paid for and run, the

magazines themselves have donated advertising space.
Each month a long list of leading magazines print, in advertising space which they
donate, some vital and timely message the
Government of the United States deems important to put before the people.

You'll see the kind of humor that came
out of the war, the movies people go to in
wartime, the styles they wear, the substitutes
that have come into their lives because of

The advertising agencies of the country
voluntarily contribute their services in the
preparation of these messages.

war-born shortages and diversion of goods.

So far there have been campaigns on war
bonds, the nature of the enemy, and inflation. Right now, 481 pages explaining to the

You will find first-hand reports not only

In these ways, the magazines record the
history of this war. They also help make
that history. They help people think things
over and thus help build civilian morale,
help create public opinion, help guide

of the clash of battle, but of war's impact
on the social, economic, religious, political, and home life of the nation.

public action.
Because of their national character and

You will find all the phases and facets
of that participation recorded for you
and awaiting your selection.
You will find that a week-to-week and
month-to-month account of all the happenings of both the fighting and the home front
has been faithfully kept.

You will find healthy democratic discussion of postwar aims and the kind of
world we want to fashion and live in.
You will find the war refought, the war
days relived, the postwar world being born,
in the magazines that are being published
today in wartime America.
When

news becomes history

One of America's great strengths in this war
is our network of mass communication, or
public information. The three chief media of
this network are newspapers, magazines, and
radio. The radio and newspapers give an
BROADCASTING
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people the dangers of inflation, are running
every month, reaching 91,000,000 people.
In no other country in the world have the
magazines done as big a job in wartime.
In no other country have they recorded
for so much of the population the history
of this war.

distribution, they are an important force for
unity, carrying the same thoughts, information, and appeals for action into every town,
city, and crossroads of America.
Since we got into the war, the magazines
have published some 3000 articles on war

Like their brother media the newspapers
and the radio, they have besn both a credit
to, and a justification of, the good democratic
principle of Freedom of the Press.

YOUNG
&
RUBICAM,
New York • Chicago • Detroit • San Francisco

INC. Advertising
• Hollywood • Montreal • Toronto

► This is the second of a series of three advertisements which discuss the wartime services and the wartime
importance of America's three great media of public information — newspapers, magazines, and radio. It has
appeared in the New York Times on October 4, the New York Herald Tribune on October 6, the Chicago Daily
News on October 6, and it is also appearing in Newsweek, Fortune, and an appropriate group of trade papers.
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York

granted

The other day I had lunch with some of the boys from
the media department of our agency and a few time
and space salesmen. You know, one of those easy-going
affairs where guys chew the rag and toss in a little of
the kind of gossip that usually doesn't cross a desktop.
"Hello, there," I said, as I parked myself next to
George Schmidt, a WOR

account executive. "How're

things?"
"Can't complain, Charlie," he answered. "Be better
though if we were getting some of that Unita business
that you're placing out of town."
"Hold it, boy!" I cautioned with a laugh. "Let's keep
the sell for after lunch."
George just grinned and turned to his filet of sole.
"Oysters," I told the waiter. "And

the same thing

as my friend has, filet of sole."
We were dabbling with the dessert when
think you've been sort of taking the New

Schmidt turned to me and said, "Charlie, I

York market for granted."

v "Well, I can't say that I've been giving it a heck of a lot of thought. Ever since the heavy

spot placing started on Unita I've been thinking mostly about the cities where things are
really happening

—

Cleveland, Detroit, places like those."

"Listen, Charlie, things are happening
For instance, do you know

in New

York, too. And pretty important things.

that 200,000 people have moved

the past year? Also, the people in the New

into the New

York area during

York area have approximately

$2,000,000,000

more to spend today than they had in 1941? "
I thought for a moment.
"Sometimes

Then said, "No, George, I hadn't known

it gets my goat," George continued, "when

that."

I see the way you fellows are

running after the war industry cities and forgetting that New

York today is the greatest

and most normally progressive and prosperous market in America. Why
alone amounted

to $1,006,410,000 in New

was sold in any major American
highest ranking city. And New

even food sales

York in 1942. A greater amount

city. In fact, 300%

of food than

greater than that sold in Chicago, the next

York stands first in the country in eating and drinking sales;

wearing apparel and drugs"
I pretended to take the whole thing rather casually, and merely said, "Put some of
that stuff down

on paper for me, will you, George?"

I didn't tell Schmidt, but he was right. I had been sort of taking New

York for granted.

WOR
that power-full station
at 1440 Broadway,

9 In war or out of it, stable, increasingly prosperous New
market. Concentrated

in New

York

York is a natural radio

within its colorful metropolis and attractive, densely-

populated suburbs are 3,782,500 radios. Any advertiser whose

problem is getting more sales

today, or protecting his brand in a competitive post-war market, should seriously consider the
pleasantly quick way that power-full WOR

can do more for less in New

statement very interestingly with sponsor-approved, wartime

York. We can prove this

success stories. Ask to see them.

of
censorship either direct or indirect.
Mundt

Warns

Says Congress Must Act
Quickly to Retain
Private Radio
WARNING that private ownership
of radio is "not a guaranteed certainty", Rep. Karl E. Mundt (RS.D.) last Monday called for quick
action by Congress to set up safeguards against complete Government control of radio in light of
the May 10 Supreme Court decision which vests in the FCC authority to control air traffic.
In a 45-minute speech under the
title, "Needed: A Code of Radio
Good Behavior", Congressman
Mundt declared that "private ownership and operation of radio in
this country is not a guaranteed
certainty for even the next four
years — to say nothing of the permanent future". Immediate Congressional action is mandatory, he
asserted, "to be sure that private
excesses of radio are not replaced
by governmental censorship of nonmilitary broadcasts".
Only a Few
The "private excesses" referred
to by Mr. Mundt include a handful of commentators who, he said,
are not performing in the public
interests but are furthering propaganda and philosophies of certain sponsors.
"Radio networks which permit
speakers and commentators on
either sustaining programs or commercial broadcasts habitually to
belabor Congress or the executive
departments, or to attack individuals, groups, or points of view are
flagrant violators of their public
responsibilities as the licensed operators of a semipublic monopoly,"
said Rep. Mundt. "Continued
flaunting of this responsibility is
certain to result in legislative curtailments of private radio or in
similar action by the FCC. CBS
has taken the lead in attempting
to avert this result by imposing a
voluntary code of fair play and
good manners upon itself."
Congressman Mundt paid tribute to CBS for its recent policy
governing commentators [Broadcasting, Oct. 4]. "It is hoped other
networks will do likewise," he said
with reference to the CBS code,
"as I, for one, would deplore seeing private radio replaced by Government radio in th's country."
Step on the Way
"CBS may not have found the
perfect solution to a vexing problem, but it has made candid recognition of the problem and has taken courageous action to do something about it," he said. "In my
opinion the decision of CBS to
prevent the use of a semipublic
monopoly such as radio by private
individuals or commercial sponsors
for propaganda or political purposes will do more to preserve
Page 24
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Against

Federal

private ownership and operation
than anything which has happened
since the advent of broadcasting."
Rep. Mundt made it plain, however, that the "serious offenders"
of good taste "probably do not number more than five or six". But he
pointed out that a mere handful
can "ruin radio for tha host of
able and conscientious commenta"It should not be forgotten," he
tors".
asserted, "that one persistent offender in the radio field may well
break down the dike which is now
holding back the flood waters of
Government-operated radio."
Mr. Mundt referred to speeches
he made in the House May 30 and
June 18, 1940, in which he urged
that radio clean up a few of its
broadcasts. At that time he warned
Congress against eventual Government-control ofradio if broadcasters, themselves, failed to take steps
to curb the few who saw fit to
expound personal views on the
air, under the guise of news.
Quotes 'Broadcasting'
He read into the Congressional
Record a copy of a letter addressed
by Paul W. Kesten, CBS vice-president and general manager, to
Walter Winchell in which the network executive took exception to
Winchell's open criticism of the
CBS news policy. He stressed the
fact that CBS does present opinion, but "as opinion and not news".
Rep. Mundt also quoted extensively from an article on "Free
Speech, the Right to be Heard" by

Control

Ed. Craney, general manager of
the Z-Bar Network of Montana,
which appeared in the Oct. 18 issue of Broadcasting. The Congressman recommended to members
of Congress that they read the
complete article.
At great length he dwelt upon
the Frankfurter majority opinion
in the now-famous May 10 decision. He referred several times to
the phrase: "It puts upon the Commission the burden of determining
the composition of that traffic."
Fearful of FCC
"I am not at all pleased or satisfied with some of the implications of that decision," said Congressman Mundt. "I am not happy
over the prospect of having the
Federal Communications Commission or any other body 'regulate
the
composition
traffic' over
the
air waves of ofAmerica
without
some definite standards being set
up in advance which circumscribe
and direct those regulating powers.
"A broad application of the 'regulation of the composition of traffic' on the air waves could mean
outright Government censorship.
Its very existence as a right of the
Commission operates as a silent
threat of censorship to automatically tend to color and bias radio
reporting.
"Now that the Supreme Court
has decreed that this right exists,
Congress should act pi'omptly to
define it clearly, and to limit it
definitely so as to bar all possibility

"We must not have a radio traffic cop, whether it be an individual
cr a commission, with power to
exercise personal discretion with
regard to what is considered proper traffic
on the air waves," Mr.
Mundt
declared.
"Regulations can and should be
established which are clear to all,
which operate equally in the interests of all, which will remove radio from all fear of governmental
crack-downs, and which will conform with the principle that in
this Government of laws and not
of men the only rightful traffic
cop of the air must be a code of
prescribed behavior compiled in
written form and free from any
perversions by power-loving men,
be they radio commentators, radiomanagement officials, members of
the Federal Communications Commission, or members of the executive or legislative branches of our
Government.
"Only thus," he concluded,
we realistically enjoy genuine
dom of expression for all
over the radio networks of

"can
freealike
this

country."
Miles Sunday News
MILES LABS., Elkhart, Ind. (Alka-Seltzer and One-A-Day vitamin
tablets), on Nov. 7 will start sponsorship on 80 NBC stations of a
Sunday edition of News of the
World from 11:15-11:30 p.m. Similar to other News of the World
programs sponsored Mondays
through Fridays 7:15-7:30 p.m.,
the new series will pick up commentaries at home and abroad.
Contract is for 20 weeks. Agency
is Wade Adv. Co., Chicago. The
program also is sponsored by F.
W. Fitch Co., Des Moines (Dandruff Remover Shampoo and NoBrush Shaving Cream), heard
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 7:15
p.m. on an NBC hookup. Agency
for
Fitch is L. W. Ramsey Co.,
Chicago.
Hackler A-P Head in N. Y.
VICTOR HACKLER, general
financial editor in New York for
Associated Press, has been named
chief of the New York bureau,
according to Kent Cooper, AP
executive editor. Mr. Hackler, who
will continue to supervise financial
news, has been with AP since 1927
in Omaha, Milwaukee, Duluth, Chicago and New York. He was AP
news editor in Chicago in 1937 and
is executive assistant to Mr.
Cooper in charge of personnel. In
his new position he succeeds Glenn
Ramsey,
sidiary. who has been transferred
to Press Assn., radio news sub-

PREPARING TO SIGN for a new five-minute series on WJZ New York,
titled Letter to Your Serviceman, for John David Inc. (clothing chain),
is George Goldie (seated), vice president and general manager of the
retail concern. Handing him a pen is John McNeil, manager of WJZ
and watching are (1 to r): Leonard Gussow, president of Gussow-Kahn,
agency handling the account; Leonard Heuslein, advertising manager
of John David; and Bert Bacharach, featured on the program.
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Kay Scheduling
KAY PREPARATIONS, New
York, has signed a contract with
WORL Boston, for a series of six
live announcements weekly on behalf of Formula 301 and Kay Colloidal
Sulphur Soap.
Firm
already
on WAAT
Jersey
Cityis and
is lining up additional schedules.
Agency is Erland Adv., New York.
• Broadcast
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Soldiers

of

the

microphone!

f\. LARGE proportion of Radio Station WDOD's
daily schedule is devoted to programs helpful to the
war effort.
A

TIME

WDOD
76.9%

NATIONAL ENEMY NUMBER ONE is a weekly
half-hour program locally produced and dedicated
to combat absenteeism— THE VICTORY PAMPHLET
is a quarter-hour daily program locally produced
dealing with facts about rationing, conservation, etc.
These are but two of the many programs WDOD's
production staff is constantly formulating toward
helping win the war.

ttention,
BUYERS

A RECENT survey of national spot business shows
WDOD. with 76.9 per cent
of all national business
placed in Chattanooga.
Station B was awarded 18.3
per cent, Station C 4.8 per
cent. Here is conclusive
nance
proof of WDOD's domi-

STATION
B
18.3%

After all, people in the Chattanooga area look to
WDOD for leadership in the presentation of this
material.

A "HOOPER"

STATION
c
4.8%

WITH

"OOMPH"!

Hooper figures for Chattanooga show WDOD
far out in
front morning, afternoon and
night.

CBS
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
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OWI

Explains

Its

Advertising

Policy and Commercial
Tie-ups
Government Time Buying Considered Impractical;
Prefers Stations Sell Spots to Sponsors
CLARIFICATION of OWI policy
on Government purchase of advertising and commercial sponsorship
of war messages was contained in
a memorandum sent out last week
by OWI regional station relation
chiefs to war program managers
of stations. Purpose of the memo,
John D. Hymes, chief of the station relations division of the Radio
Bureau, explained, is to answer
numerous inquiries submitted by
stations.
To the question: "Why doesn't
OWI purchase paid advertising for
general war information subjects?", the memorandum states
that the complete coverage now
available on a voluntary basis in
radio, press and other media would
cost several million dollars, an
amount which would impose "a
further serious burden on every
taxpayer in the country"..
Selection Problem
Operation of such a large fund,
it is set forth, would entail "immense difficulties" in determination
of media to be used. The present
method of utilizing voluntary contributions of all media, it is stated,
is "both practical and successful".
Furthermore, the memorandum
asserts, Government purchase of
radio time "would be considered by
many as a subsidy and would tend
to destroy freedom of the press,
magazines, radio and other media".
In reply to the question: "Why
don't other Government agencies
purchase radio time as well as
newspaper
is pointed
out that OWIspace?"
has noitcontrol
over
the policies of other agencies. However, it was explained, when OWI
took up the matter with other agencies their answer was that their
established policies do not permit
purchase of radio time "though for
some unexplained reason advertising in other media is permissible".
OWI stated it has "suggested"
that such policies be changed and
will continue to suggest action on
such inequalities.
The memorandum asserts that
OWI is now attempting to work
out with NAB and Government
officials a plan to permit stations
to sell all OWI live and transcribed
announcements. The Radio Bureau,
it asserts, does not have authority
to grant general sponsorship of
these announcements but from time
to time permits certain messages
to be sponsored, depending on the
commercial aspects of the campaign.
Stations are reminded that it is
permissible to include OWI live or
transcribed spots in commercial
programs. This treatment, the
memorandum asserts, "bears our
wholehearted approval and recommendation". Program managers are
Page 26
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advised to utilize OWI spots in this
way wherever possible and it ;s
suggested that they ask sponsors
or their agencies to contribute
time to this end. OWI offers its
cooperation in furthering the use
of spots in this way.
Sponsorship Policy
Another question submitted by
stations is: "Does OWI take into
consideration the commercial aspects of Government campaigns it
may include in the OWI packets?"
The memorandum replies: "Yes,
definitely. The people who make up
the Domestic Radio Bureau in
Washington and in the Regional
Offices are radio people who have
had experience in the business and
understand the policies of radio
Material which stations are
generally."
asked to air on a sustaining basis
is made as non-commercial as possible, regardless of the nature of
the campaign, it is asserted.
"OWI often gives stations permission to sell the programs or announcements concerned. In wartime, many of the things which
must be brought
to the public's
attention most forcefully
to avert
acute home-front stoppages, breakdowns and shortages, have an indirect commercial angle and yet
are tied in with the overall war
effort very closely. When a Government agency has such a problem affecting millions of people and
comes to OWI for help, it is our
job to get the job done as quickly
as possible and in the most effective
way. In these critical times, when
every minute counts, we do not alWAR

CAMPAIGN

THE DEPARTMENT STORE as a
vital supplier of necessities for the
home front will be the subject of
commercials on The Knowing
Heart, daytime serial on WSAI
Cincinnati, which the team of Dorothea and Van Woodward are writing for John Shillito Co. of Cincinnati. Mr. Woodward has been continuity editor and assistant to the
program director on WLW-WSAI.
Drama will be on the air Monday
through
at and
11.15hera.m.
It's
the
story Friday
of a girl
family
in wartime, and of the adjustments
she makes to problems she meets
in everyday living.
ways have the time (nor do we believe radio would want us to do so)
to delay, postpone or cancel our
efforts to achieve a specific objective in the country's behalf, because some commercialism might
unavoidably be connected with the
campaign involved."
Radio's Performance
Saluting radio for a "splendid
performance", the memorandum asserts that the industry "has done,
and is doing, a marvelous job toward Victory in aiding OWI in its
efforts for the Government". Figures cited from a recent OWI survey show that over 150 network
programs, under the Network Allocation Plan, carry war messages
every week, providing more than
400,000,000 listener impressions.
Under the National Spot Allocation Plan, it was shown, 200 programs sponsored by 130 advertisers
PROGRAMS

SOLD

KSD Finds Sponsors for Spots and Quarter-Hour
Programs Featuring Staff Orchestra
BROADCASTERS can sell special included a "Buy Bonds" transcription from the Treasury Dept. with
war campaign programs, KSD St.
other Bond appeals contained m
Louis proved during the Third War
Loan Drive. Sixty-nine special War the script continuity. Sponsors
Bond shows and spot announce- ranged from steel plants and airments on KSD were sold to 43
craft companies to wholesale bakeries and soft drink companies.
sponsors during the three weeks of
Consumer firms which had switched
the drive. Thirty-eight sponsors
bought 53 15-minute programs and to the manufacture of little known
16 spots were sold to five sponsors. but vital war products described
Sales campaign in behalf of the their work while others told what
bond shows also brought KSD ad- their employes were doing to "back
ditional revenue, although the statwo years ago KSD had
tion gave sponsors minimum rates theAbout
attack".
and built the programs without ad- outlined its conception of sponsored
ditional charges. Other stations in radio war-service shows to the NAB
St. Louis area were informed of and to officials in Washington. The
the KSD plan so they could take argument was that sponsors would
welcome an opportunity to buy
advantage of the promotion idea.
The 15-minute shows were de- special patriotic programs for goodadvertising and such public
signed featuring the KSD staff or- servicewillshows
pay their own
chestra, introduced as the "Victory way and be in would
addition to free time
War Bond Band", and each to be
sold to only one sponsor. Each show given by the stations.
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AIR TIME TO V. S.
300 MILLION YEARLY
ADVERTISING time and space
being contributed to Government
programs is running at a rate of
300 million dollars a year, Palmer
Hoyt, OWI Domestic Director, told
the Cleveland Advertising Club
last week.
Fortified
coordinated
informationbyprograms
organized
by
OWI, advertising has rallied public support for more than 40 campaigns, including recruiting military and civilian manpower and
womanpower, the National War
Fund, and the difficult job of fighting inflation, Mr. Hoyt asserted.
He cited the 15 billion dollar
Third War Loan drive and willingness of the public to do even
more than is necessary.
Mr. Hoyt asked the continued
support of advertising in coming
campaigns, p-'rtfcularly the "Food
Fights for Freedom" program, to
keep the public informed. "We need
this
advertising
support",
he civilsa'd.
"Public
cooperation
in these
ian war programs must be enlisted
and that is a task for private enterprise and individual and community leadership. The public
looks to the leadership of the industrial community. It can find
that leadership in the advertising
— the war advertising — of our
leading companies."
Durkee to Glidden
DURKEE FAMOUS FOODS Inc.,
Elmhurst, N. Y., a division of
Glidr'en Co., Cleveland has named
Duane Jones Co. New York for
Soya Bits and Soyarich Flour, new
products. Spot radio test campaign
starts in November.
broadcast messages which provide
another 15,000,000 listener impressions weekly. Through the Station
Announcement Plan, 891 stations
broadcast over 8,000 messages a
day, more than 50 programs turning over complete shows to war
themes.
Citing the effectiveness of specific
radio campaigns, the OWI pointed
to results achieved in its two weeks
glider pilot training drive which
filled every glider school in the
country, its nurse recruiting campaign which helped obtain 23,972
enlistments, and its assistance in
adding 30,000,000 people to the War
Bond payroll deduction plan.
"This splendid, unselfish, patriotic contribution of time, work and
effort is a shining example of the
kind of spirit which is represented
in the American system of broadcluded.
casting," the memorandum con-

GM Buys Plant
GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis,
has purchased the American Crystal Sugar Co. plant in Belmond,
Iowa, for conversion into a soy
bean processing plant. James F.
Bell, chairman of the board of
G-M, stated that wartime necessity
for added soy bean production ro
meet protein and oil shortages
prompted the action.
* Broadcast
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LONDON

A great newspaper, a great network, and a great news staff are now
collaborating on a new kind of news program. The Christian Science
Monitor, The Mutual Broadcasting System, and the Monitor s 850 ace
newsmen all over the globe present "News from Everywhere" at
6:30 p.m. EWT, Monday through Friday.
The integrity and scope of the Monitor s news coverage are familiar
to everybody from students of journalism to judges of journalism.
In bringing this newspaper's world coverage to the nation's radio
audience, Mutual and the Monitor mark a significant milestone in the
progress of news dissemination.
This program brings live reports direct from the world's news centers
at an hour when over 8096 of all U. S. radio families are within

•SYDNEY

arm's reach of a radio, eager for first-hand news of a world at war
—the first overseas roundup each evening on any network.
As coordinator of "News from Everywhere," Volney
Hurd
|^

has the distinctive advantage of 20 years'

experience in both writing and broadcasting news.
Variety credits him with "a good voice, firm
-CAIRO

delivery, and well -seasoned understanding
*

of the events reported by Monitor staffers."
*
*

"News from Everywhere" is available for commercial sponsorship,
subject to the established restrictions of The Christian Science Monitor
and the Mutual Network. For further details, consult . . .
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Radio's
Job

to

Post-War
Distribute,

Hollister

Declares

Calls for the Preaching of
Economic Interdependence
RADIO'S post war function will
be to distribute, "as it has never
distributed before," ideas about
goods and services, CBS vice-president Paul Hollister told the Boston Conference on Distribution at
the Hotel Statler, Boston, Oct. 18.
Radio will teach and clarify "the
cardinal idea of the interdependence of the national economy" he
said, adding that the sooner labor
and industry combine forces to put
this idea across on the air, the
better they will combat post-war
panic and its "cancerous cleavage
of classes."
Basis of War Service
Broadcasting's potentialities as
a religious and educational force
have yet to be fully realized, he
said, and if understood, "will rip
the sides off" educational institutions and let the world in on their
"cloistered retreat".
Credit for radio's outstanding
war service is due primarily to the
system of free enterprise upon
which it is built, Mr. Hollister declared. Pointing out that the radio "plant", unlike most others,
didn't have to suspend production
for retooling before swinging into war action, Mr. Hollister said,
"By the grace of God that radio
service had been built to man-size
by free American enterprise before Dec. 7, 1941."
Citing statistics on American
business' contributions to the war
effort in terms of dollars and
broadcasting time, he said of radio,
"That it stood ready that day to
volunteer was because it had foreseen war; had prepared by the
simple expedient of perfecting the
highest possible peace-time standard of actual radio product, in a
nation that demands competitive
quality. In this research radio was
supported not only by the thousands of individual businesses who
boarded it for a ride to a sale, but
by the 31 million consuming families upon whom American business finally depends. . . ."

N. Y. Listening Up 34%
AN INCREASE of 34.7% in September radio listening in metropolitan New York over the same month
last year is shown in The Radio
Audience, monthly news letter published by The Pulse of New York
as a service to stations, advertisers
and agencies. Besides "Trend and
Season" in radio listening, the October issue presents analysis of
Italian-American, Saturday morning, and news analyst audiences,
based on 6,300 personal door-todoor interviews each month of New
York homes. The news letter, which
has just started publication, goes
to subscribers only.
Page 28
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KATE SMITH CELEBRATES the return of her CBS evening program
for the 13th season in the company of R. S. Butler, vice-president in
charge of merchandising of General Foods Corp., her sponsor; Paul W.
Kesten, executive vice-president of CBS, at a New York reception.

War

Bond

Criticized

Claim

of 'Information

by Advertising

Agency

Please'
Head

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Having served as publicity chairman for Metropolitan St. Louis
during the Third War Loan, I was
very much interested in page 70
of your Oct. 11 issue, especially the
statement that Information, Please
brought in a total of $277,398,975
at a single War Bond appearance
in Newark, N. J.
There is always the suspicion
that Information, Please was credited with sales that would normally
have come in through the efforts
of the local soliciting staff. This is
in no sense a criticism of the use
of Information, Please as a method

of selling bonds, because undoubtedly many people would buy extra
bonds to see this excellent show;
but how many bonds do you think
Information, Please would have
sold if, with but short notice, it had
been booked into the Mosque Theater in Newark, N. J., two or three
weeks after the drive had started?
The acid test of such promotion
is, "How much new money can they

KWBU CALL GOES TO
NEW TEXAS STATION
THE NEW Carr Collins-Baylor U.
station to be located at Corpus
Christi, Tex., with 50,000 watts on
1010 kc, daytime, will use the call
KWBU, according to records of the
FCC, which authorized the new
station several months ago. The
equipment will be that of XEAW,
Reynosa, Mex., operated as a border
station by Mr. Collins, head of the
Crazy Water Crystals Co.
Homer Hogan, former manager
of KYW, when it was in Chicago,
announced last week that he had
formed a national radio station
representation organization under
his name with headquarters in the
Wrigley Bldg., Chicago. He will
represent the new KWBU, which he
said was scheduled to begin operations shortly., Mr. Hogan was formerly midwestern representative of
the Hearst stations.

WDSU License Renewal
THE FCC last week made final
its proposed findings restoring the
regular license of WDSU New Orleans and granted reinstatement
of its application for construction
permit for increase in power, installation of new transmitter, directional antenna and change of
site. The station has been operating on a six months probationary
license because of alleged violation
of technical regulations of the
FCC. The Commission last August
approved sale of WDSU by J. H.
Uhalt, sole owner, to Fred Weber,
general manager of Mutual, E. A.
Stephens, New Orleans Buick dealer, and H. G. (Bud) Wall, president of WIBC Indianapolis for
$200,000 cash, plus adjustments in
the accounts
receivable (Broadcasting, Sept. 6).

Seydel Testing
SEYDEL CHEMICAL Co., Jersey
City, has named Victor Van der
Linde Inc., New York, to handle
advertising for Subenon Medical,
an ethical product being put on the
consumer market for the first time.
Test campaign on WMCA is in its
sixth week. Radio will be used exclusively when the drive starts, a
matter of several months.
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G. Gordon Hertslet
Vice-President
Anfenger Adv. Agency
raise?" St. Louis.
Oct. 13, 1943

KWFC

Transfer

THE FCC last week granted consent to involuntary assignment of
the license of KWFC Hot Springs
from Clyde E. Wilson and Howard
A. Shuman, owners of Hot Springs
Broadcasting Co., licensee, to Clyde
E. Wilson, personally. The station
was sold at public auction last
May for $49,000. Mr. Shuman withdrew from the business about 10
months ago after a successful suit
by Mr. Wilson to dissolve the partnership [Broadcasting, July 12].
BROADCASTING

AFFILIATES OF BLUE
TO
MEET
NOV. 16
MEETING of the BLUE Network
Affiliate Stations, called for Nov.
16 at the Palmer House in Chiwill besale
primarily
celebra-to
tioncago,of the
of the aBLUE
Edward J. Noble and an opportunity for him and the representatives of the 169 BLUE affiliates
to become acquainted, executives
said last week.
At this session and at the meeting of the Blue Network Stations
Advisory & Planning Committee,
which will be held at the same hotel on Nov. 15, day before the general affiliate meeting, Mr. Noble
and the station men will discuss
present problems and future plans
for the network's development.
Agenda of the meetings is now in
Network executives from New
preparation.
York who will accompany Mr.
Noble to the Chicago meetings are :
Mark Woods, president; Edgar Kobak, executive vice-president;
Keith Kiggins, vice-president in
charge of stations; Phillips Carlin,
vice-president in charge of programs, and C. P. (Pete) Jaeger,
who will become network sales
manager on Nov. 1.
Army Overseas Prefers
Comedians, Good Music
HIGH PRAISE for the splendid
"morale" job radio comedians
like Bob Hope and Jack Benny
have been doing for our armed
forces in Europe was voiced last
week by Quentin Reynolds, frontline reporter, at a luncheon for
the radio press given in his honor
by Arthur Kudner Inc., New York,
agencyber Co.
forThe
Goodyear
Tire sponsors
& Rubcompany
army and OWI stations, with
the NBC series Salute to Youth,
on which Reynolds is featured.
Reynolds reported on popularity
of programs broadcast by the
Army and OWI stations, with
many of the boys requesting clasiscal instead of popular music.
Buy WKST Control
WKST New Castle, Pa., last week
applied to the FCC for approval of
the acquisition of 80 shares of stock
(36 %) from Joseph Thomas by
Mrs. S. W. Townsend, wife of the
president and treasurer of the station, who also owns 80 shares.
Approval of the transfer would
give control to Mr. and
Mrs. Townsend, with a combined total of 72%. Mr. Thomas
stated in the FCC application that
he desired to sell the stock in order
to give all his attention to a newly
accepted job with the Firestone
Tire & Rubber Co. as secretary and
counsel.
WCAP

Returns to Air

WCAP sumes
Asbury
Park,onN. Monday,
J., rebroadcasting
Nov. 1, after silence since last April
28 when the transmitter was destroyed by fire. The announcement
by Thomas F. Burley, studio manager and Stewart L. Clothier, construction engineer, states that reconstruction was made possible by
the catalogue of surplus and salvaged equipment maintained by the
FCC.ern Transmitter
is a 1 kw WestElectric.
• Broadcast
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HOME

RUNS

HOUR!*

NO

BROADCASTER

CAN

HIT

IN

CHICAGO

WESTERN

OR

MICHIGAN

If you are pitching for the Grand Rapids-Kalamazoo area, from Chicago or Detroit — well, you
might just as well save your strength.

REGULARLY!

The heart of Michigan's second-largest market is
150 miles or more from either of those cities,
and that's just too far, even if we didn't have a
notorious fading condition around here. . . .
The Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids Area is the home
of 1,483,509 hetter-than-av<erage consumers who
vastly prefer WKZO to any and every other radio
station, either "outside** or " inside'* the Area.
Write for "The Tale of Three Cities**,

Western Michigan depends on WKZO for the best
of local and CBS entertainment. With 5000 watts,
at 590 kc, WKZO has no "outside competition".
If you want the FACTS, telephone Free & Peters,
or drop us a line direct. But meanwhile, don't
kid yourself about that matter of Chicago or
Detroit .r
'Can't be true, you think? Drop us a line!

covers all Western
WKZO

KALAMAZOO
5000

WATTS

Michigan, with studios in
and
•

GRAND
590

KC

RAPIDS
•

CBS

JOHN E. FETZER, President and General Manager
FREE

&

PETERS,

INC.,

EXCLUSIVE

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

PHILCO SPONSORING
HOUR ON THE BLUE
DESIGNED as radio equivalent
of the motion picture industry's
Academy Awards, Radio Hall of
Fame will make its debut Dec. 5 as
a full-hour program under sponsorship of Philco Corp., Philadelphia, Sunday at 6 p.m. on over
100 stations of the BLUE network. The program will originate
in New York, Hollywood and
other cities.
James H. Carmine, vice-president
in charge of merchandising for
Philco said: "As the country's
leading manufacturer of civilian
radio receiving sets, whose facilities are completely converted to
war production, Philco is vitally interested in doing everything it can
to honor the entertainment world
and obtain the widest possible
hearing, both for well-known stars
and those who are beginning to
receive recognition for their unusual talents."
The show will be directed by
an executive committee representing the William Morris Agency
and the BLUE. Sayre M. Ramsdell Assocs., Philadelphia, Philco
agency, will be in charge of the
program. Artists will be selected
by the editors of Variety on basis
of outstanding performance.
Canada Reps Shift
NORTHERN BROADCASTING &
Publishing Ltd., Timmins, Ont.,
operating a number of stations in
Ontario and Northern Quebec, after Jan. 1, 1944, will be represented
in Canada by National Broadcast
Sales, with offices at Canadian
Bank of Commerce Bldg., Toronto,
and Keefer Bldg., Montreal. National Broadcast Sales has been
set up with Roy Thomson and Jack
Cooke as principals. They are respectively president and general
manager of Northern Broadcasting
& Pub. Co. Stations are represented in Canada till year-end by
All-Canada Radio Facilities Ltd.
R. A. Leslie is to be manager of
the Toronto office of National
Broadcast Sales with C. E. Wingrove as sales promotion manager
and Sonya Barnett as traffic manager. Roy Hoff, formerly commercial manager of CKGB Timmins is
in charge of the Montreal office.
Stations to be represented by National Broadcast Sales are CKGB
CJKL CFCH CKRN CKVD CHAD
CHEX and CKWS. Weed & Co.
will continue as U. S. representative.
Sunoco Special
MARKING the dedication of its
new refinery at Marcus Hook, Pa.,
Sun Oil Co., New York, will sponsor a one-time half-hour broadcast
on 46 BLUE stations Oct. 27, with
Secretary of the Interior Harold
L. Ickes and Lowell Thomas, BLUE
commentator, as speakers. Agency
is Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham,
New York.

"Hikes' Not Accepted
EFFECTIVE Nov. 1, the rate card
issued recently by station KSTP
Minneapolis-St. Paul, advises that
"no hitchhike or cowcatcher announcements are acceptable."
remain the same
in the rate Rates
card
of the station, an affiliate of NBC.
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Isolated Communities Hear

A RECEPTION was held in honor of Dr. Artur Rodzinski, musical director and conductor of the New York Philharmonic Symphony, as the
orchestra, now sponsored on CBS Sunday by U. S. Rubber Co., opens
its 1943-44 series of subscription concerts at Carnegie Hall, New York.
Photographed at the reception are (1 to r) : R. E. Hackenger, radio director of Campbell-Ewald Co., agency handling the account; Dr. Rodzinski; Eric Burkman, secretary of U. S. Rubber; and W. E. Blodgett,
vice-president and supervisor for Campbell-Ewald.

Radio

in

Psychological
(Continued from page 11)

London. A daily report is published of all European foreign
broadcasts, both medium and shortwave. Because of the great number
of languages monitored, the complexity of the operation is at once
apparent.
Allied Nations Effort
Obviously, all of these operations
did not come into being overnight,
but only nine months have elapsed
since they were in the planning
stage, after which the equipment
and personnel had to be obtained
and shipped overseas.
The Psychological Warfare
Branch is an Allied operation, as
are all military operations. It is,
in addition, a mixture of military
and civilian. The American civilian personnel are employed by
OWI. Here you will find American
officers, British officers, American
enlisted men, British enlisted men,
American civilians and British civilians, all working together.* In
some departments you will find an
officer in charge, in others a civilian, but in every department you
will find military and civilian personnel working side by side.
The manner in which two of
these stations were acquired is interesting. The Germans on their
evacuation partially destroyed one
of them, but it was back on the air
in two months with repairs made
locally and equipment supplied by
OWI and flown from New York.
Radio a Weapon
Another station had been
stripped of vital parts, but within
two days it was back on the air.
The operating staff had hid the
equipment in their homes to prevent destruction by the Germans,
and upon learning of our desire to
resume operations were only too
glad to return the equipment.
The news of the invasion of Sic* OWI is in need of experienced personnel for its overseas operations in conjunction with the Psychological Warfare
Branch. Consult Broadcasting, Oct. 11,
page 16 for details.
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Warfare

ily, the fall of Messina, and General Eisenhower's announcement
of the capitulation of Italy were
all released first by Psychological
Warfare Branch and Public Relations Office radio stations. This information was transmitted simultaneously to the people of Europe
and the United States. The announcements of the invasion of
Sicily and of the landings at Salerno were actually transmitted at
the time the first boatloads of our
men were going ashore.
The appeal to the Italian navy
to surrender to the United Nations
was made over Psychological Warfare Branch radio stations directly
to the captains of the ships, requesting them to go to specific
While many other success stories
ports.
of
radio in Psychological Warfare
could be told, military secrecy does
not permit them at this time. I
feel, though, that Radio has proved
itself to be a weapon which can
be used just as effectively as guns,
airplanes and ships. If the war is
shortened by just one day through
the use of Radio and Psychological
Warfare, it will have saved the
lives of our boys and will have
been worth all the effort we have
put into it.
Paper Spots
TO STIMULATE paper conservation and to relieve the shortage,
Waste Paper Consuming Industries, Chicago, has placed spot announcements on more than a hundred stations east of the Rockies.
Campaign makes use of two types
of transcriptions, one with Sonovox
sound effects to appeal to children,
and the other featuring well known
radio voices. Agency is Olian Adv.
Co., St. Louis.
FIVE Alka-Seltzer National Barn
Dance programs will be produced on
the West Coast while the cast makes a
movie at Paramount Studios in Hollywood, starting Nov. 22. Wade Adv.
Co., Chicago is the agency.
BROADCASTING
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UNIQUE EXPERIMENT to improve the lot of the Spanish-speaking minority in the Southwest is
being undertaken by New Mexico
Highlands eration
U.,withLas
Vegas, and
in coopKFUN
the
OCIAA. Officials expect the project
to contribute much to the Good
Neighbor policy.
A series of 30 weekly one-hour
broadcasts in Spanish, beginning
Sunday, Oct. 17, will be directed
primarily
at some
twentyof "listening centers"
consisting
groups
of Spanish-speaking adults organized and directed by resident
public school teachers who attended
a preparatory Workshop under
scholarships granted by Highlands
as agent for the Coordinator's
Office.
Each broadcast will consist of a
half-hour talk in Spanish by Dr.
Rebolledo,
of Highlands'
Spanish
dept.head
and chairman
of the
Institute of the Air on problems of
nutrition, diet, health, sanitation,
agriculture, civics, etc. The scripts
were prepared by Ramon Sender,
Spanish refugee novelist now teaching at Amherst, from data assembled by the Workshop students.
Six weeks of intensive training
were given Workshop students, who
were chosen from rural communities within the 100-mile effective
daytime range of KFUN, and included instruction in care and operation of radio receivers. Following the Workshop period, the students returned to their home comto begin organizing adult
listening munities
groups.
Theliefprogram
based on themust
bethat vital isinformation
reach isolated Spanish speaking
communities through Spanish, orally, since most of the people
neither read nor write any language. Hence, radio furnishes the
most practical medium for imparting information, say officials.
Portugal Silence Ended
FOR THE FIRST time in two
years a news broadcast was picked
up from Portugal when NBC carried Oct. 15 a brief report from Lisbon by Luiz Lupi, Portuguese journalist.atlantic
This usestationof came
Portugal's
three transdays
after the
important
agreement
between Great Britain and Portugal
whereby Azores sites were turned
over to the Allies for sea and air
bases, which move Germany protested to Portugal. Further Lisbon
pickups are expected when news
warrants.
Helbros Plans
HELBROS WATCH Co., New
York, has named William H.
Weintraub & Co., New York,
as its agency. Radio will be
used in conjunction with newspapand magazines
the befirm's
1944 erscampaign,
whichin will
the
largest in its history. A network
show broswill
probably
be use
used.of Helhas made
extensive
spot
radio during
the
past
year
in
conwith an 30.essay contest which
concludesnectionOct.
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FOR
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THE
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SERVICE!
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As you know, the Hallicrafters
make a wide range of Radio
Communications equipment, including the SCR-299 Mobile
Communications unit. We are
proud of our handiwork, proud of
the job you men have been doing

UTTER

with them on every battlefront
RULES

FOR

BROADCASTING
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CONTEST

We want letters telling of actual
experiences with this equipment.
We will give $100.00 for the
best such letter received during
each of the five months of No-

the
MAKERS

THE

THE

Advertising

2611
FAMOUS

February and March! (Deadline:
Midnight, the last day of each
month.)
We will send $1 .00 for every
serious letter received so even if
you should not win a big prize
your time will not be in vain.
Your letter will be our property, of course, and we have
the right to reproduce it in a
Hallicrafters advertisement.
Good luck and write as many
letters as you wish. V-Mail letters
will do.

C A G O , U.S. A.
INDIANA AVC M E N U E • CHICAGO,
SCR-2 9 9 C COMMUNICATIONS

October

U.S.A.
TRUCK
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SUCCESS

SANS

COMMERCIALS

Is Claimed by Sponsor of 'They Give Their
lives', Devoted to War Causes
A SUCCESS without commercials, because everyone involved realizes
is They Give Their Lives, heard on that the day of lazy wartime
WGN Chicago each Sunday eve- advertising is over! Hitch-hikers
ning under the sponsorship of on a program cannot sell war
Peter Hand Brewing Co. By delet- bonds, cannot get student nurses,
ing all commercial announcements
cannot bring in anything the government needs with the effectivethe half hour program made availness desired. If an advertiser wants
able a five minute period for war
messages by government represen- to help win this war, he can't do
tatives of agencies to which OWI
it half-heartedly and do a good job
has given priority rating.
of it. It's time for agencies to give
According to Mitchell-Faust up some of their commercial anAdv. Co., Chicago agency, it is
nouncement time to give the
nearly impossible to trace results American people a 'reason-why'
of every broadcast of the program, type of announcement on war
but on May 2, and again on June bonds or helping Greece, or doing
13, a plea was made for student anything that can bring victory a
nurse recruits. The audience was
little closer."
asked to direct inquiries to WGN
Speakers in the five-minute
Chicago. Combined results of these period allotted on They Give Their
two programs were over 800 in- Lives have included: Mayor Edquiries from prospective student
ward J. Kelly of Chicago; Raynurses.
mond S. McKeough, regional administrator of OPA; Maj. Julian
Fine Cooperation
Stimson,
U.
S. Army Nurses'
On July 25, two sergeants of the Corps, and president
of the AmeriWomen's Marine Corps spoke for
can Nurses' Assn., Dr. Sidney
enlistments, telling candidates to Levinson, technical director of the
direct inquiries to WGN Chicago. Red Cross blood donor center;
Some 150 replies came from the Stuart Erwin, stage and screen
rural districts, from girls who actor, speaking for the ODT; Maj.
wanted to "Free a Marine to Gen. Frank Parker, executive director of the Illinois War Council;
Fight".
Miss Hildred Sanders, associate and many others. On Oct. 16 the
radio director of Mitchell-Faust 25th program in the series was
Adv. Co., in summarizing the marked with a talk by Edwin R.
value of such programs said, "The Borroff, vice-president of the
co-operation of the OWI, the client, BLUE and general manager of its
and the radio station with the central division. Mr. Borroff is
agency has been phenomenal, and I OWI consultant in the Chicago
can say without hesitancy that it is area.

Results

Achieved

by

Drake

U.

Radio

School Cited in Reply
Drake to
has 'GuestitoriaV
its own fully equipped
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Lance Corp. Gordon Merryfield, studios on the campus. It has had
stationed overseas with the Cana- from five to 20 weekly programs
dian forces, was scanning his copy over local commercial stations —
of Broadcasting for mention of the 50,000-watt clear channel stahis former classmates in the Drake
tion, WHO, and the Iowa Broadcasting System stations, KSO and
University School of Radio.
He was shocked, therefore, to KRNT. WOI, Ames, also has carried many Drake programs as have
read the guestitorial by Lt. (jg)
Howard M. Paul to the effect that other Iowa stations. Coast-to-coast
American universities do not have broadcasts, numbering from five
schools of radio in which to train to 15 annually, have given Drake
writers and announcers. He sent students a national audience.
Nor is Drake the only school in
the clipping to Drake suggesting
that we reply.
the country with a radio department. There are a number of
Corp. Merryfield knew that the
Drake School of Radio was found- others and some 200 colleges and
ed in 1934 under the direction of universities offer radio courses.
Corp. Merryfield had heard
Edwin G. Barnett, veteran radio
announcer and station program di- Drake's network broadcasts in
rector. Since his student days in Montreal, Canada. So had other
1938, Corp. Merryfield has seen Drake radio students who have
his friends become news editors, come to the school from Florida,
California and other distant states.
program directors, women's editors, special events directors, anMarian Glidden
nouncers and continuity writers
Drake U. News Bureau
with stations in more than 20
Des Moines
states.
Their preparation at Drake was
SECOND White Star for continued
comprehensive. There were half-a- Aexcellence
of production has been
dozen radio offerings supplemented
added
to
the
Army-Navy
flag of
by extensive
laboratory work. the Belmont Radio
Corp., "E"
Chicago.
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TRYING TO SPEAK into two telephones at the same time while enc rcled by pigeons and wires is
Kieth Kiggins, vice-president of
the BLUE in charge of stations.
The pigeons were sent by Chuck
Lamphier, manager of WEMP,
BLUE affiliate in Milwaukee, who
sent them, cages and all, when the
mails were delayed just once too
often.
Activities of Announcers
Are Restricted by NBC
THREE NBC announcers who handle commercial commitments on the
BLUE Network must discontinue
outside activities when their contracts terminate, according to an
NBC ruling in effect for a number
of years but heretofore not strictly
enforced. The rule was evoked by
Clarence L. Menser, NBC vicepresident in charge of programs,
shortly after FCC approval of the
sale of the BLUE Network to Edward J. Noble.
Three BLUE announcers, Hugh
James, Don Lowe and Kelvin
Keech, will be required under the
rule to give up their commercial
appearances on NBC programs.
NBC men affected by the order
are Ben Grauer, heard on Walter
Winchell's program for Jergens,
Ed Herlihy, who gives Adam Hat
commercials on the BLUE broadcasts of boxing bouts, and Bill
Hightower, who handles cut-ins on
several BLUE programs.

Elgin Watch to Repeat
Two Holiday Programs
SPECIAL two-hour Thanksgiving
program, sponsored last year on
CBS by Elgin Watch Co., Elgin,
111., will again be heard Nov. 25,
4-6 p.m. Show, featuring top radio,
stage and screen talent from Hollywood, is a tribute to the men in the
armed forces and their families at
home, with all commercials of an
institutional nature.
Robert Young will m.c, and talent already scheduled includes Edgar Bergen - Charlie McCarthy,
Ginny Simms, Burns & Allen, Jose
Iturbi, Jack Douglas and others.
Program will be heard on the full
CBS network, according to J.
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago,
and plans are under way by Elgin
to repeat the idea on Christmas
Day, as it did last year.
Pall Mall Resumes
AMERICAN CIGARETTE & Cigar Co., New York (Pall Mall cigarettes), on Oct. 18 resumed sponsorship of its five-weekly quarterhour Grade Fields Victory Show
on approximately
213 Mutual
stations, Monday through
Fridav,
9:15-9:30 p.m. (EWT). Built
around the English comedienne,
new series includes a salute to a
different war hero and his home
town each week. Carl Hoff is musical director, with Don Hancock,
announcer. John Ward and Eugene
Conrad write the show. Sam Pierce,
assisted by Dave Young, are Hollywood producers of Ruthrauff &
Ryan.
Bali Test
BALI BRASSIERE Co., New York,
which has used some spot announcements in the past, has started its
first radio program — a five-minute
period of songs and piano duets on
WOR New York. Titled Completely Entre Nous, the program began
Oct. 16, and is heard Saturday,
6:35 p.m. A Chicago station will
be added, and the company may
expand further into radio if results
of the present drive warrant it.
Agency is Lester Harrison Associates, New York.

Little Crow Testing
LITTLE CROW Milling Co., Warsaw, Ind. (Coco- Wheats), has begun sponsorship of three quarterhour programs on Chicago stations.
On WGN Chicago, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, Little Crow
sponsors Just a Few Words, a quiz
show, for 13 weeks; on WMAQ
Chicago, Sunday evenings, Melody
Time, a musical interlude, for 13
weeks; and on WLS Chicago, Mondays through Fridays, Amanda
Snow, for 26 weeks. Agency is
Rogers & Smith, Chicago.

Esquire Expands
ESQUIRE PUB. Co., Chicago
(Coronet), has increased its monthly campaign
of one-minute
cribed announcements
from trans13 to
35 markets, and is now using over
100 stations. In addition, an institutional radio announcement schedulezinewas
placed for
Esquire
Magain Boston,
Chicago,
Cleveland,
Houston and Los Angeles, as a test
campaign and to explain shortage
of Esquires. Agency is Schwimmer
& Scott, Chicago.

Wrigley Renews CBS
WILLIAM WRIGLEY Jr. Co.,
Chicago, on Nov. 1 will renew
sponsorship of American Women
on the full CBS network, Mondays
through Fridays, 5:45-6 p.m. Contract is for 52 weeks. Agency is
Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.
Wrigley on Nov. 7 renews sponsorship of America in the Air for
52 weeks on CBS from 6:30-7:00
p.m. Sundays. Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.

Wilson Sports Show
WILSON Sporting Goods Co., Chicago (athletic equipment), on Oct.
22 began sponsorship of Arch
Ward's Sports Review on the full
MBS network originating out of
WGN Friday.
ChicagoSports
from editor
10:15-10:30
each
of the
Chicago Tribune, Arch Ward originated the All-Star baseball and
football games and the International Golden Gloves . tournaments.
cago.
Agency is U. S. Adv. Corp., Chi-
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DAYTON, OHIO — BIRTHPLACE OF AVIATION
The initial reasons are multiple . . . the facts actual. Expanding

★

market . . . increased buying power . . . greater potential . . .
take them all into earnest consideration when you allocate your

READ

advertising appropriation.
THESE
In the past 42 months, Dayton's civilian population has increased 47,688 . . . 16.1 per cent, the greatest increase of any
FACTS

city in the entire midwest.
These are wage earners in the main . . . who are living . . .

and

needing . . . and buying the things they want.
PLACE

IF YOU

TELL THEM

ON WING

... you can sell them!

A thoroughly dominant and completely saturating medium of
YOUR
expression in the great metropolitan Dayton, Ohio trading area.
SPOT
BASIC

BLUE-5,000

WATTS

BUSINESS

WHERE

IT

GETS
SWING

RESULTS
\A

♦ 42-Month Period to March 1, 1943,
compiled by Bureau of Census. From
BROADCASTING,
August 30, 1943.
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Bonus: WIZE, Springfield, Ohio, is a bonus when WING is purchased on
a national spot basis by adding 30% of the time cost on WING.
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On the Firing Line
THE DEMAND for new legislation at this
session of Congress, to set up guideposts and
safeguards against regulatory abuses, gathers
momentum. There suddenly has dawned upon
many legislators, as well as upon important
membership organizations, the realization that
freedom of speech is seriously threatened by
the May 10 Supreme Court opinion.
The American Federation of Labor, at its
national convention in Boston a fortnight ago,
adopted a strongly worded resolution urging
prompt Congressional action to safeguard
broadcasting "from any actual or implied government censorship authority over program
content". The National Editorial Assn., representing smaller newspapers, through its advisory council, came forward in defense of
radio, a business competitor, by espousing
pending legislation designed to nullify the Supreme Court opinion.
Of extreme significance is the unanimous
action of the Senate last week in adopting
the Wheeler-White-McFarland resolution to
investigate the international communications
structure. The Interstate Commerce Committee's report cited the inadequacies of the existing law with respect to communications in the
postwar world. It alluded to the complications
stemming from "frequent and growing criticism of the administrative agency and its personnel,— criticism which no longer can be ignored by Congress".
In the House last week Rep. Mundt (R-S.D.)
supported the CBS unopinionated news policy,
and flayed the lack of manners of commentators who offend. With much of what Mr.
Mundt said we are in hearty accord, though,
from where we sit, he appeared to be in the
right church but the wrong pew. His conclusion, that Congress should quickly act to set
up safeguards, in the light of the Supreme
Court opinion, certainly will win the applause
of all identified with radio.
There is in the House also the somewhat
mystifying situation surrounding the Select
Committee investigation of the FCC. With the
resignation of Rep. Cox (D-Ga.) as committee
chairman and the appointment of Rep. Lea
(D-Cal.), it appeared the only real irritant
had been removed. But the pot-shotting persists. Whether it will be a whitewash or the
kind of investigation the House mandated, is
unclear.
The Lea Committee should carry on its inquiry, as the House intended, without yielding
to pressures or "side deals". It should come
forward with a report designed to correct the
abuses that motivated the House in adopting
the resolution last January.
All of these factors, taken together, show
conclusively that Congress is disposed to act
to "repeal" the Supreme Court opinion, at least
to the extent that it hands over to an agency
of Government "control of the traffic" or censorship functions. When such organizations as
AFL and NEA get behind protective legislation, it is proof sufficient that this isn't regarded simply as radio's fight, but a fight to
preserve the fundamental freedoms.
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Bankhead's Bogey
THE NEW Bankhead Bill, to subsidize small
newspapers on a large scale, became the vehicle for hearings before the Senate Banking
& Currency Committee last week. It carries
a fund of $25,000,000-$30,000,000 for the purchase of display advertising in newspapers —
half of it in communities of 10,000 population
or less.
There is no mention of radio in the Bankhead Bill. Last spring, when the Alabama
Senator first offered his bill and immediately
found himself warding off charges of subsidy,
he declared he would consider modifications
to include radio advertising.
We have stated before in these columns that
the whole philosophy of subsidy for newspapers or radio is repugnant to democratic
ideals
our view.and principles. We haven't changed
By the same token we are still at a loss to
understand how any legislator can possibly
think of helping one part of one medium, without proposing equivalent treatment for other
media. To be sure there are many small newspapers that have suffered war losses. But so
have many small radio stations. One simply
has to look at the OWI records to ascertain
how much of their wherewithal — free time —
the smaller stations have given gladly for the
war effort.
We hope the subsidy plan — as a subsidy —
goes by the boards. We wouldn't want to see
the Treasury Dept., or any other agency of
Government, select the publications or the
stations that would get the "pay" business,
while others perhaps just as well operated
or equipped or located, were left out. The
Government would then be paying the fiddler
and calling the tune. And the politicians would
apply the pressures to see to it that their
constituent newspapers or stations would get
their "cut" of the melon. The buying of advertising would mushroom from War Bonds to
almost every conceivable type of campaign.
If the Government needs advertising on a
pay basis to cover the outlying areas locally,
then let it establish an appropriation and
place it in the hands of a reputable advertising agency. And let that agency buy time and
space as it would for any other commercial
clients — with results, not political favor — the
yardstick.
We hope the Bankhead Bill, as now written,
fails. The fact that it calls for out-and-out
subsidy, which would mean domination of the
media used, is sufficient reason for defeat as
contrary to all democratic ideals. The fact
that it discriminates against other media
should arouse righteous indignation among all
fair-minded legislators.
Radio, down to the smallest station, does
not ask for a "handout" from the Government.
But it does want the opportunity, on equal
footing with other media, to participate in any
competitive selling that is to be done.
Before the Bankhead Bill gets too far along,
we are confident that some fair-minded Senator will propose amendment to the bill to root
out the last vestige of subsidy and to make
the measure provide for purchase of time and
space for legitimate Government advertising,
bought without semblance of political favor
through established business channels.

JACK OSCAR

GROSS

station
a radio
owning
Gross,is
Oscar
for Jack
to comeof true
DREAM
IONGabout
-i vice-president and general manager of
Worcester Broadcasting Corp., licensee of
KFMB San Diego, with the purchase of 50%
of the station, subject to FCC action. Back of
the more than 20-year ambition is the story of
a youngster who went into radio when he was
16 and has never been out of it since.
Born in St. Louis on Aug. 22, 1905, Jack received his early education there. Leaving St.
Louis Central High School in April 1921, he
joined the record department of Stix-BaerFuller, local department store, which operated
ment.
a station in connection with the record departThe job lasted only a few months, but the
youngster hung around the station every night,
filling in as announcer and doubling as singerviolinist. Here an earlier eight years of violin
training at St. Louis Beethoven Conservatory
stood him in good stead. Radio didn't pay wages
in those budding days, so he earned his wherewithal in numerous other ways.
In 1926 Jack was offered his first paid job
in radio as a combination announcer-producer
at KRLD Dallas, with the Alley Cats as his
special assignment. He was transferred to
WBRC Birmingham, Ala., as program director
for eight or nine months in 1927, but returned
to KRLD late in the same year.
He became program director of KGKO
Wichita Falls, Tex., in May 1928 when that
station began operation, later tried his hand at
selling and found it came easy. In March 1930
he was appointed general manager of WACO
Waco, Tex., which was acquired at that time,
along with KGKO, by Southwest Broadcasting
System. He remained with that regional for
two years, and became stations supervisor for
the network. It was at his suggestion that the
call letters WDAG were changed to WACO,
for the first time spelling the name of its
city with the stations own call letters. When
KFJF Oklahoma City was purchased, he reorganized it and changed its call to KOMA.
He resigned his network position in October
1932 to return to KGKO as sales manager.
During his two years at KGKO he assisted
Port Arthur (Tex.) College in setting up
KPAC
in
1933. when the college bought that station
Jack's next move, in April 1934, was to
Shreveport, La., as sales manager of KTBS
and KWKH, when it was later acquired by the
owner of KTBS. Swinging across the country
from Louisiana to California, Jack became
general manager of KEHE Los Angeles, in
(Continued on page 38)
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This advertisement, appearing also in FORTUNE Magazine for October, is one of a FORTUINE
series published in the interest of Radio Stations represented by John Blair & Company.

VICES

Va-tro-nol

with

gets

the

SPOT

droj

on

400,000,000

colds

BROADCASTING*

EvERY year Americans catch 400,000,000 colds,

rapidly under war-time restrictions, more and more adver-

and people with colds are the Vick Chemical Company's customers. It's a tremendous market of rich and poor . . . old and

tisers are turning to adaptable Spot Broadcasting. If there's
a lesson in that for you, talk to your John Blair man. He

young . . . rural and urban folk alike. It's a market that ebbs
and flows with the seasons and a market that constantly shifts

knows merchandising, he knows Spot Radio, he knows

from section to section. Obviously Vick radio advertising

fine radio stations; and he can help you combine them all for
advertising success right now!

must be mobile and timely, and that's why Vick depends so
heavily on fast, flexible Spot Broadcasting.
Spot Radio offers unrestricted choice of markets
and of the best stations in each, regardless of network affiliation. Itoffers free choice of days and times to assure profitable

Chicago
JOH

ready-made audiences for either programs or announcements.
And Spot Broadcasts can be arranged easily to start quickly . . .
in one market or many ... on budgets of any size.
Today, as sales and advertising problems multiply

&- COMPANY

New York
St Louis
Los Angeles
San Francisco

EXCLUSIVELY REPRESENTING LEADING RADIO
STATIONS THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES

* Spot Broadcasting is radio advertising oj any type (jrom 25-word announcements
to full-hour shows) planned and placed on a flexible market-by-market basis.
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NOTES
EDGAR KOBAK, executive vicepresident of the BLUE, has been appointed to an honorary committee in
charge of arrangements for the ArmyNotre Dame Rally to be held in the
Hotel Commodore Friday, Nov. 5.
Football game Nov. 6 will be broadcast on the BLUE.
BILL SMULLIN, president of KEIM
Eureka, Cal.. has been elected president of the Eureka Chamber of ComL. D. O'CONNELL, representative
for Specialty Sales, WLW Cincinnati affiliate, has joined the Seabees.
ROBERT S. LEE has joined the
sales staff of WWJ Detroit.
GEORGE F. STANDT has joined
the sales staff of WJJD Chicago. He
started in radio as an organist with
WGN Chicago in 1925, and has been
active in a sales and musical capacity
with WHBF Rock Island. WEMP
Milwaukee and WISH Indianapolis.
BUNTY FABIAN KEYSER, formerly of KSL and KUTA Salt Lake City,
recently was appointed promotion and
publicity director of KFRC San
Francisco. She replaces Frances Sarcander, resigned.
WALT DENNIS, Chief of the News
Bureau of NAB, and Mrs. Dennis, became the parents of a 6 lb. 7 oz. girl
Oct. 14. They have two boys.
PAUL BEVILLE, local sales manager of WWL New Orleans, is the
father of a girl.

McGeehan Named
LOREN WATSON, vice-president
of Spot Sales, New York, Chicago
and San Francisco representative,
announces appointment of William
McGeehan as manager of the Chicago office which is moving to larger
space at 360 N. Michigan Ave. Mr.
Watson, now in Chicago to begin
progressive expansion of the organization both as a station representative and for the Associated
Recorded Program Service, will go
to Los Angeles shortly to open a
branch there.
FORSTER M, COOPER, formerly in
the sales department of WHBY Appleton. Wis., is now sales manager
of WOSH Oshkosh, replacing Frank
M. Stearns who has joined the staff
of Press Assoc.
ROGER W. CLIPP, vice-president
and general manager of WFIL Philheads theWar
events
tee of theadelphia,
United
Chestcommitdrive
in Philadelphia.
CARLETON SMITH, world traveler
and former music editor of Esquire
magazine, has been named music critic
for the Chicago Daily News.
HARRY R. LUBCKE, director of
Don Lee Television System, Hollyferences.wood, is on the East Coast for conDONALD L. PONTIUS, sales service supervisor of the MBS midwestern office
has reports
been inducted intointheChicago,
army and
to
Camp Grant, Rockford, 111., Oct. 30.
LT. SEYMOUR N. SIEGEL, USNR,
and former director of WNYC, New
York's municipal station, and Nancy
Davids, a public relations consultant,
were married Oct. 13 at the Naval
operating base, Norfolk, Va.

Shells for Servicemen
WITH shotgun shells so
scarce and hard to get,
Randy Merriman, m.c. of
KSTP St. Paul all night
show, Overseas Special, has
been able to get his listeners
to send in more than two
thousand shells, and more
coming daily, for servicemen
home on furlough during the
hunting season. The shells,
some sent from as far as
Montana,
are insent
the service centers
St. toPaul
and
Minneapolis for distribution.
EDDIE JANIS, formerly contact
man, has been appointed West Coast
manager of Broadcast Music Inc., succeeding Harry Engel, resigned.
ANTHONY J. KOELKER, manager
of the publicity department of the
BLUE ceivedcentral
division,
rea commission
as arecently
lieutenant
(j.g.) in the U. S. Naval Reserve.
Biggar Takes

New

Post;

Replaced by Chamberlin
GEORGE C. BIGGAR, who has
been program director of WLW
Cincinnati for the past five years
has been promoted to a newly created position, details of which will
be announced later, and Howard
R. Chamberlin, assistant to Mr.
Biggar for three years, has been
named program director, according
to an announcement by James D.
Shouse, vice-president in charge of
the broadcasting division.
Mr. Biggar at present is on special assignment for WLW and will
assume his new duties upon his return. Program director of WLW
since 1938, Mr. Biggar came to the
station from WLS Chicago, where
he had been continuity editor and
program director for nine years.
Mr. Chamberlain came to WLW in
1940. His radio career began 11
yearstle Creek,
ago as
soloist at WELL BatMich.
WLW Names Griffes
A. R. GRIFFES, market analyst
of WLW Cincinnati, has been
named merchandising director, succeeding Beulah Strawway, leaving
to join her husband, Kenneth
Stauffer, chief of processed foods
division, OPA, Washington. Mr.
Griffes was formerly vice-president
of Supremacy Products Inc., wholesale subsidiary of R. H. Macy Co.,
New York, and account and merchandising executive with J. Walter Thompson Co. and Young &
Rubicam agencies.

-Are being spent
IN VIRGINIA NOW THAN EVER BEFORE v
— AND IN VIRGINIA YOU REACH MORE
PEOPLE AT LOW COST ON RICH MONDS
NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED STATION —

5000WATTS
NIGHT-DAY
910 KC
•••EDWARD PETR.Y a CO., INC. NATIONAL REPRESENTA
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RKO Retains Austrian
RALPH B. AUSTRIAN, recently
a member of the planning committee of the WPB, has been retained
by RKO Radio Pictures Inc., New
York, as a consultant in the development of a radio broadcasting
and television policy. N. Peter
Rathvon, president of RKO, says
that working out of RKO's New
York office, Mr. Austrian will comandgovernment
recommend work,
media.plete
Priorsurveys
to his
Mr. Austrian was assistant vicepresident of RCA Mfg. Co., in
charge of sales and licensing of
Photophone recording equipment.
BROADCASTING

Our Respects to
(Continued from page 36)
Nov. 1937, with additional supervision of KYA San Francisco, both
owned and operated by Hearst Radio Inc. Working under handicaps
which included sale of KEHE with
transfer expected momentarily, he
kept the station on a better than
paying basis from November until
the day in July 1939 when it was
delivered to the new owner, Earle
C. Anthony.
A month later Jack was again a
sales manager, this time with
KFWB Hollywood, where he remained until November 1942, In
mid-January 1943 he took over his
present post as vice-president and
general manager of Worcester
Broadcasting Corp. Seven months
later on Sept. 1 a deal was negotiated whereby the station became
a Pacific Coast basic affiliate of the
BLUE.
Following the death of Warren
B. Worcester, owner of KFMB, in
late 1942, Jack took over his present post with option to buy the station. In July joint sale of the station to Mr. Gross and 0. L. (Ted)
Taylor, general manager of KGNC,
Amarillo, Tex., and president of
Taylor-Howe-Snowden group was
consummated, subject to FCC approval. Jack had met Ted Taylor
in May 1935 when enroute to the
NAB convention at Colorado
Springs. They became friends almost at once, and kept in close
touch during the intervening years.
They completed details of the. joint
purchase within recent months in
New York. With FCC sanction,
Jack's comedream
a reality. of 20 years will beJack has developed a keen knowledge and appreciation of both independent and network station operational problems, growing up
with the radio industry as he did.
Always interested in radio's selling angles, he was active in organization of the present NAB
sales manager committee.
Excepting his Masonic affiliations— he is a 32nd degree Mason
and Shriner — Jack's interests center in his home life and in radio.
He admits no hobbies aside from
being an ardent spectator of sports.
Faint trace of a Southern accent
he attributes to residence in Louisiana and Texas, and to his wife,
Loretta Glazer, whom Jack describes as a typical Southern girl.
He married her on March 4, 1928,
in Fort Worth, Texas.
Jack and his family reside m
Pacific Beach, just outside San
Diego. And if you should hear
music emanating from their house,
chances are Jack would be playing
a violin, with Jack Jr., 14, or Lawrence, 12, at the piano.
From Navy Bases
IN HONOR of Navy Week, Coca
Cola Co., Atlanta, is originating its
Spotlight Bands program on the BLUE
from Navy bases, starting with last
Friday's show and ending Oct. 27
with
program featuring
Andrade's a Orchestra
from PearlRayHarbor.
Agency is D'Arcy Adv., New York.
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MOST stations with more than two studios find it convenient to have a
master control room, containing racks of apparatus and a special custom-built
control desk such as RCA has designed and built for many leading broadcasters.
Since these installations are "tailor-made," they can include exactly
the facilities needed to meet a particular set of requirements.
Switching layouts included with such facilities are highly complex.
The circuits involved require careful design. RCA engineers are experts at this.
They Jiave designed audio systems for major studios of all the networks.
The greatest part of the equipment installed in the New York studios of CBS,
as well as NBC, has been furnished by RCA. Other notable RCA installations are at
WGN and WIS, Chicago, WFAA, Dallas, WFBR, Baltimore, WWNC, Asheville, WIRE and WISH,
Indianapolis, WJBO, Baton Rouge, WPTF, Raleigh, WTAG, Worcester.
From microphone to antenna, RCA offers the broadcast station complete equipment of
coordinated design — assuring superior performance, maximum operating economy
and convenience, and the advantages of an integrated system of matching units.

RCA

BROADCAST

EQUIPMENT

RCA Victor Division •'RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA • Camden, N. J.
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CHARLES H. CRUTCHFIELD.
program director of WBT Charlotte.
N. C has formally taken office as
chairman of the public relations panel,
Western North Carolina district. Office of Price Administration.
ROB BRIGHT, formerly with WCOS
Columbia, S. C, has joined the announcing staff of WAAT Newark.
N. J.
JOSE MAYOL. announcer and m.c.
of Pan Americana, W55M Milwaukee,
has been inducted into the Army and
leaves on Oct. 25.
EARLE PUDNEY has been named
assistant to program manager A. O.
Coggeshall at WGY Schenectady,
N. Y.
WILLIS ANN WEATHERHOLD
has joined the news department of
KMOX St. Louis.
WINIFRED LAW, manager of talent bookings and auditions for NBC,
on Oct. 25 joins CBS as manager of
the easting department. Eleanor Kilgallention will
at NBC.take over Miss Law's posiMRS. JOHN J. SULLIVAN, formerly Viola Calder, assistant to Morris Novik, general manager of WNYC
New York, is the mother of a girl
born Oct. 13 at Doctors Hospital, New
York.

LAST-MINUTE DETAILS for the weekly Your Sunday Spectator, on
BLUE West Coast stations, were gone over by this agency-networkcommentator quintet prior to initial broadcast of the series on Oct. 17.
Kelite Products Inc., sponsors the quarter-hour commentary. Scriptdiscussers (1 to r) are Walter Arnold, BLUE announcer; Sam Hayes,
commentator; Gayb Little, president of Little & Co., Los Angeles agency
servicing account; Myron Elges and Duncan Jennings, network and
agency account executives, respectively, for the Sunday program.
ROBERT PARTEN has joined the
announcing staff of KMAC San Antonio.
FRED DARWIN has joined the announcing staff of WPEN PhiladelWILLIAM ANTHONY FARREN,
phia.
former NBC announcer, joins WFIL
Philadelphia succeeding Al Stevens,
now with transcription firm of Harry
S. Goodman in New York.
MELVIN K. WHITELEATHER,
news commentator of KYW Philadelphia, handling the Grove Labs, programs, leaves for an overseas war
correspondent assignment. He was
formerly a foreign correspondent for
the AP in Germany.
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BOB PHILLIPS, new to radio, has
joined
nouncer.KWKW Pasadena, Cal., as an-

CAROL BULKLEY, formerly of the
CBS ed production
department,Corp.,
has joinBritish Broadcasting
New
son".
York, as personal assistant to Roy
Lockwood, production director.
WILLIAM WESLEY, formerly with
WOAI San Antonio. Tex., has joined
the announcing staff of WAAF Chicago.
DOROTHY J. CRANE, of the WIND
Gary program department, has joined
the Women's Marine Corps and will
report for service the first week in
November.
MARX HARTMAN, announcer of
KWKW Pasadena, Cal., has resigned
to take a similar assignment on the
weekly Mutual program, Sherlock
Holmes.

It gives you direct/access to the No. 1
Dairy State of the Union and the purchasing power from war contracts of
over a billion dollars. Wisconsin is not
part
ay any otherby"community."
It's
it. .//influenced
any metropolitan
tation, or other regional or national
network.
The Wisconsin
stations have theirNetwork's
own loyal eight
following.
Each is a well-established local institution, with its own identity and
influence. Every operating hour
each station can be, and is, heard
— not just when the weather
is right.
This local acceptance of your
product far outsells outside effort.
Start the Wisconsin Network now.
See the results for yourself!

WISCONSirjyiETWuRK
MAIN OFFICE-- WISCONSIN RAPIDS* WISCONSIN

WILSON EDWARDS, former announcer of KHJ Hollywood, has been
commissioned
a lieutentant (j. g.) in
the Navy.

GORDON JENKINS, Hollywood musical director of the weekly CBS Judy
Canova Shotv, is composer of 37 mus'cal numbers to be used in the 20th
Century-Fox Film, "Woodrow Wil-

• • •

CajCefti\W WISCONSIN WITH
THE WISCONSIN/NETWORK

WHBY
Appleton
KFIZ
Fond Du Lac
WCLO
]anesville
WIBU
PoynetteMadison
WHIN
Racine
WHBL
Sheboygan
WSAU
Wausau
WFHB
Wisconsin
Rapids

-2 former NBC ChicaTOM HARGIS,
go producer, has1 joined the NBC Hollywood staff, replacing Dave Young
who is now with Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc.

CHARLES BELT has been appointor assistant music librarian of KPAS
Pasadena, Cal.
WILLARD HANES, former public
relations director of Broadmoor Hotel,
Colorado Springs, has been appointed
publicity director of KMPC Beverly
Hills, Cal.

COVER

WISCONSIN

JEAN HOWARD, formerly Calgary
newspaperwoman,
Canadian Broadcasting has
Corp.,joined
Vancouver,
as commentator on women's interests.
LADDIE DENNIS, former Toronto
actor, has joined CKCL Toronto as
announcer.

Inc

LEONARD LANGLOW, formerly editor of Tacoma (Wash.) Times, has
joined KIRO Seattle as news editor.
Marjorie De Garmo has been added as
station publicity director, replacing
Mary Dolins who resigned to join her
husband in Miami, Fla.
JOSEPH A. GRADY, announcer of
WHAT Philadelphia, was promoted
to program director of the station.
Betty Chase returns to the announcing staff.
CHARLY EVANS, formerly of
WJAS-KQV Pittsburgh, has joined
the announcing staff of WING Dayton.
BROADCASTING

CBC Women Meet
FIRST conference of women commentators of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. was held at Toronto
Oct. 23-26, with Elizabeth Long, in
charge of CBC women's interests,
presiding. Program policy and content, broadcasting technique and
women's interests for discussion on
the air were discussed. Attending
were Joan Marshall, CBA Sackville, N. B.; Monica Mugan, CBL
Toronto; Joan Hinds, CBC Winnipeg office; Ethelwyn Hobbs, CBM
Montreal; Joan Howard, CBR Vancouver; Eustella Langdon, CBM
Montreal; Marcell Barthe, Montreal, in charge
French women's
programs;
Dr. ofElizabeth
Chant
Robertson,
CBC
Toronto
office, nutrition advisor.
Cassidy for Magidoff
ROBERT MAGIDOFF, NBC correspondent in Russia for four
years, has returned to this country for a several months' vacation.
Replacing
him asis NBC
tative in Russia
Henry represenCassidy,
veteran newspaperman.
MARGARET ASHLEY, formerly in
the radio continuity department of
Blackett, Sample, & Hummert, Chicago,menthasofjoined
WWL the
Newcontinuity
Orleans.departLyan
Williams has joined the announcing
staff. He was formerly with WRR
Dallas,
KRMD and KWKH-KTBS
Shreveport.
JAMES ARLEN, announcer at WW J
Detroit, is the father of a girl born
Oct. 4.
CARL ERICKSON, formerly of
AVLW Cincinnati, has joined the staff
of WW.I Detroit.
JACK KANE, former newspaperman,
has
joined theN. sports
staff of WHEB
Portsmouth,
H.
TED tonBEEBE,
alumnus
of WEEI Bos-is
Second School
for Announcers,
now with WKNE Keene, N. H.
ADDITIONS to the announcing staff
of WLW-WSAI Cincinnati are Jim
Gaylord, W.Va.
formerly
with Wade,
WPARformerly
Parkersburg,
; Tom
with WKRC Cincinnati ; and Charles
Black, from WBNS Columbus, Ohio.
LYNN COOK, formerly of KVOR
Colorada nouncing
Springs,
has joined
the anstaff of WIRE
Indianapolis.
Walter Hogan, also formerly of
KVOR, has joined the continuity dept.
WALLY
(Windy)
NEHRLING,
veteran WIRE
Indianapolis
announcer,
is the father of a boy.
LOUIS RIGSBEE,
former writer
chief an-of
nouncer and continuity
WCNC Elizabeth City, N. C, has joined W.ILS Beckley, W. Va., as program director. Ruth Nord has joined
the writing staff, replacing Midge Lee.
FRED KNIGHT, announcer of WIBG
Philadelphia, and Eleanor Osterberg,
of Yonkers, N. Y., were married in
New York last week.
MARIAN SMITH has joined KSAL
Salina, Kan., as traffic manager, replacing Mrs. Robert Adamson, who
has returned to her home in Indiana.
BOB GOODMAN,
newswriter
at KGEIformer
San announcerFrancisco,
is now in the Army special service.
JEAN BROWN
has joined
continuity staff of WMT
Cedar the
Rapids,
la. She was formerly with WOC
Davenport.
VINCENT PELLETIER, announcer,
formerly heard on The Carnation Hour
on NBC, serves as narrator for Moose
Fireside Party sponsored on Mutual
by the Loyal Order of Moose.
• Broadcast

Advertising

And how WFBR proved it! People stood in line
at the Hippodrome Theatre in Baltimore — just as they
do waiting for the doors to open on "Club 1300" at
WFBR's big modern studio. And that happens six
days a week at WFBR!
It proves that local people like a local show ... if
it's good! And Baltimore has always been known as a
tough town to "hit" in!
It proves that WFBR knows how to build a local
show that can stack up with a national show.
It proves, too, that WFBR has a big, loyal, listening audience. An audience that likes the station and
likes its shows.
And, it should prove to you, that WFBR is your
station in Baltimore when you want to concentrate
your radio efforts on the 6th largest city in the country!
AVAILABLE

!

A SPECIAL 1/2 HOUR SHOW, ONCE A
WEEK IN A GOOD NIGHTTIME SPOT, IS
STATION
NATIONAL

BALTIMORE
REPRESENTATIVE: JOHN BLAIR & CO.

NOW

AVAILABLE ON "CLUB
WRITE FOR DETAILS!

1300."

HOWARD PETRIE, of NBC Hollywood, has resigned to free-lance. He
is assigned to the weekly CBS Garry
Moore-Jimmy Durante Show.
BOB JANES, formerly of KFAC
Los Angeles, has joined KGO San
Francisco, as announcer. He recently
received a medical discharge from the
Coast Guard.
GENE
NORMAN,
formerly
er of WBX
New York
and announcWPAT
Paterson, N. J., has joined KGO San
Francisco.
ANDY SIJAKOVICH, in the transcription department of KHJ Hollywood, has been made junior announcer and assigned to the six-weekly
Swing to Victory Shift.
LOU CROSBY, Hollywood announcer on the four-weekly BLUE Lum &
Abner program, is the father of a girl
born Oct. 13.
AL THOMPSON, musical director
of KSAL Salina, Kan., has been inducted into the Army and is at Ft.
Leavenworth awaiting transfer for
basic training. Ed King, former KSAL
announcer, has joined the staff of
KFFA Helena, Ark. Norman Zancker,
formerly of KFEQ St. Joseph, Mo.,
has joined the KSAL announcing
staff.
THEODORE HAHN JR., associated
with musical direction in Cincinnati
for the past 30 years, has joined the
production and program direction
staff of WCKY Cincinnati.
BENJAMIN FEINER and Tony
Kraber. both members of the CBS
shortwave department for the past
year, have been named program planning assistant and program operations
assistant, respectively, to John Hundley, acting director of shortwave programs. Mr. Hundley is taking over
the duties of William Fineshriber,
who is assisting Douglas Coulter, CBS
director of broadcasts, while Davidson
Taylor is away on a war assignment.

Good

Borroff in Charge
EDWIN R. BORROFF, vice-president in charge of the BLUE
Central Division, announces that
effective Nov. 1, Ell Henry, for the
last year publicity director of WLS
Chicago, will be in charge of the
BLUE's Central Division publicity
office succeeding Anthony J. Koelker, who has received a commission
in the Navy.
SHIRLEY EDER, author, political
commentator, and former actress, has
taken over as Hollywood and Broadway reporter on the 63 Club program
on WMCA New York, replacing Jack
Eigen, who reported for induction last
week.
NAOMI ROSS FINE, formerly secretary in the sales promotion department of WABC New York and previously executive secretary of Intercollegiate Broadcasting System, has
been named assistant to Sales Promotion Manager
Jules staff
Dundes.
all-night
operations
has Station's
acquired
two studio assistants : Lincoln
Scheurle, former CBS page, who replaces Colin Dawkins, and Allan
Krassner, succeeding Robert Bell.
SIDNEY FISHMAN. former director
of Research of WNEW New York,
joins the promotion department of Mutual Oct. 25. His post at WNEW is
taken by Alberta Curtis, who has
been dio
with
Columbia
Office of RaResearch
for sixU'syears.
WALTER

LAW, news writer and announcer of NBC's international department, has been named head of
the English section, replacing Frank
Nesbitt, now in the Navy. Mr. Law
joined
the Network's
relations
department
in 1940 andguest
a year
later
changed
over
to
the
international
division.
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TO WAR
1
■ NECESSARY
Says Collingwood Of OWI
Overseas Operations
FUNCTIONS of the OWI Overseas Branch are as necessary to
| Nloperation as physical warmilitary
fare, Charles Collingwood, CBS
war correspondent on leave from
Africa and
toldroom
Broadcasting.England,
While there is
for
greater efficiency, it is doing "a
wood. good job", said Mr. Collingvery
In nearly three years with CBS,
he said, the network has never attempted "the slightest restriction"
on opinions
in his broadcasts. Hisexpressed
earlier scripts
were
heavily censored by the military in
Algiers, although the arrival of
General MacClure resulted in
much greater freedom, he said.
JACK RAYMOND has joined the
announcing staff of WISN Milwaukee.
He was formerly announcer of WEMP
Milwaukee.
JIM DOWNING, former announcer
for WENR Chicago, now an aviation
cadet at Seymour Johnson Field,
Goldsboro, N. C, is now producing
Cadet Hour, weekly half-hour variety
show, heard Thursdays at 8 p.m.,
originating
at WGBRNetwork.
Goldsboro and
fed to the Tobacco
ROLLIE TRUITT, director of public
relations for KGW-KEX Portland,
Ore., has been named president of the
newly formed Press Club of Portland.
Jack Eichenberger, director of publicity and sales promotion, was appointed to the membership committee.
Martin Woodward, formerly with
KUJ Wala Wala, Wash., has joined
the announcing staff.
DORIS ADLER has joined the program department of WOR New York
replacing Dorothy A. Claras who has
resigned.
RUSS RAYCROFT, former WGN
Chicago producer now in the U. S.
Maritime Service, and Frances Hart,
employe ofpartment,WGN's
dewere marriedtranscription
Oct. 11.
JOHN MAGUIRE, formerly of
WCAU Philadelphia, has joined the
general service staff of KYW Philadelphia.
ROBERT L. OTTO, Cincinnati newspaperman, has been named morning
news editor of WKRC. John Stinson,
formerly reporter of WLW, Cincinnati, has also joined WKRC's news
staff.
JOSE RODRIGUEZ and Sidney
Sutherland, West Coast commentary
team for three years, started a fiveweekly Monday
quarter-hour
program on the
BLUE
Oct. 18.

LEAPING INTO HIS WORK with
enthusiasm is John Watkins, announcer of WCKY Cincinnati.
Watkins covered the Cincinnati
Fire Prevention Week opening, and
to make the picture complete, included an "in-the-air" description
of a jump into outstretched net.
Cigarette Plans
BENSON & HEDGES, New York,
has named Arthur Kudner Inc.,
New York, to handle advertising
for Virginia Rounds, Parliament
and other cigarette brands. Company will continue using programs
in the New York area as well as
news programs by Paul Schubert
five weekly on six Mutual stations.
No further media plans yet announced.
Won $13,000 Damages
AMOUNT won by Grombach Productions, New York, in its damage
suit for $60,000 against Fred Waring, John O'Connor, Waring's manGrove Labs.,wasand $13,000,
Stack-Goble
Adv. ager,
Agency,
not
$30,000, as reported in the Oct. 18
issue of Broadcasting. The $13,000
was won by the plaintiff in a retrial of the three-year-old suit in
New York Supreme Court.

CO.

Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.,
Suite 315, Evening Star Bldg.,
Washington, D. C.
Robt. F. Wolfskill, Mgr.,
Plant No. 1,
321 East Gregory Blvd.,
Kansas City 5, Mo.

M. W. Woodward, Ch. Eng.,
Office of Chief Engineer,
7134 Main St.,
Kansas City 5, Mo.

"tomrs
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George Taffeau, Mgr.,
1584 Cross Roads of the World,
Hollywood 28, California
5000

WATTS
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Also Operating KC's Pioneer FM Station, KOZY
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MotcltandUlnj
& Promotion
Letter of Welcome — Soil-Off Story — UP By-liners
Publicity for Pronto — FM Newspaper
WROK

TEN ORIGINALS OF POSTERS drawn by James Montgomery Flagg,
Hugo Gellert, Gig Goodenow, Fred Chance, John De Groot and Bertram
Zagid for CBS poster promotion campaign for its "Radio Personalities
of the Hour" are studied by the Worcester Art Museum School. WTAG
Worcester, CBS affiliate, worked out the idea, which included an arrangment with Filene's Department Store in which five full windows were
devoted for a week to a display of a set of 47 posters illustrating the
WTAG-CBS personalities and programs. Filene's used advertisements
calling attention to its windows and WTAG publicised it on the air.

G-E Demonstrates Video
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., has
arranged with the Albany TimesUnion to put on a television show
from WRGB Schenectady studios
on Friday, Nov. 5 showing how
"Television Covers the News".
There will be an inspection of the
television and relay station, then
dinner for the guests, followed by
the television program. The powerful G-E television relay station is
able to pick up and retelecast NBC
programs from the Empire State
Bldg., 130 miles away and 7,900
feet below the line of sight.

A

50,000
at

a

Rockefeller to Speak
NELSON A. ROCKEFELLER, coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, will be a guest speaker at
the Export Advertising session of
the National Foreign Trade convention Oct. 27 in New York, instead of Don Francisco, assistant
coordinator, previously announced.
MAKING his first appearance on the
Sealtest program on NBC since July
1 when he assumed active duty with
the Coast Guard, Lt. Rudy Vallee
will
be a "guest"
on the the
Oct. Joan
28th
broadcast,
now entitled
Davis-Jack Haley show.

watt

250

watt

C. E. HOOPER
...but
don't take
our word
for it-i
Look ai
the
Record!

audience
rate
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* * *
Sports Results
NBC affiliates in several cities are
now supplying American Airlines
with the latest football scores and
sports results to be posted in the
cabins of planes in flight for the information of the passengers. According to the arrangements between American and NBC's stations department, the sports news
is sent from the station to the nearest Airline office and thence to the
flight officer on the plane, where it
is posted
together
the call letters of the
stationwithsupplying
the
material.
* * *
Soil-Off Story
HOW the Soil-Off Mfg. Co. grew
from a housewife's kitchen laboratory to big West Coast distribution through use of KNX Los Angeles and the Columbia Pacific Network is told in an attractive twocolor brochure illustrated with cartoons .just issued by the CBS Pacific Network. On Sept. 27 SoilOff doubled its schedule to six
quarter-hours weekly.
* * *
Light Co. Promotion
ROCHESTER GAS & LIGHT Co.,
of Rochester, N. Y., has been initiating considerable promotion in
Rochester for Report to the Nation,
CBS Tuesday evening feature cosponsored by the electric light and
power companies of the United
States and heard in Rochester over
WHEC. Prominent window display
in the Gas & Electric building advertises the series as well as car
cards, truck posters, and mail enclosures.
* * *
UP By-liners
UNITED PRESS has issued a file
size folder of short career sketches
of its members and correspondents
who contribute to "the world's best
coverage of the world's best news".
Titled UP By -liners, the folder is
divided into sections which contain
the mimeographed sketches according to the part of the world in
which the correspondent operates.
* * #
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Publicity for Pronto
WPDQ, Mutual outlet in Jacksonville, Fla.. has issued a promotion
piece
about
"Pronto's
or
the highlights
in theProgress"
young life
of the station which was just one
year old on Oct. 9.
BROADCASTING

Publicity

CALLING
cold
tabletsattention
program,to the
FourGrove's
Boys
and a Song, featuring the Golden
Gate Quartet, a double page folder
has been mailed to druggists by
WROK Rockford, 111. Piece suggests that druggist check his supply of the product and gain from
the campaign by featuring prominent displays. A 17 x 22 inch broadside headed "Your Program Makes
the
Newsbeen
When
it's on
has also
released
and WROK"
is filled
with samples of publicity obtained
by
the station for BLUE network
shows.
# ifc
Wonders of Future
RADIO WONDERS to come are the
theme of a series of promotional
trade ads for WCAU Philadelphia,
beginning Nov. 8 on a bi-monthly
schedule. Ads are modern in design, the copy previewing postwar
miracles, such as "the aroma of
fresh coffee by rad:o", or vitamins
via airwaves. They are a deliberate departure from the statistical type radio trade ad.
* * *
FM Newspaper
FM NEWSPAPER will be issued
by W55FM
to local
radio dealers Milwaukee
and the trade
on the
occasion of the shift to its new call
WMFM Nov. 1. The paper will contain pictures of some of the live
shows emanating from W55M in
addition to an editorial explaining
the change in call letters and other
promotional material.
* # *
Auto Booklet
H. V. KALTENBORN, NBC commentator, has written a 16-page
booklet titled "America's Car Crisis," which is being distributed bv
service stations of the Pure Oil
Co., Chicago, sponsors of Mr. Kaltenborn's program. Agency for the
Chicago.
Pure Oil Co. is Leo Burnett Co.,
* * *
WCED Folder
PROMOTION folder released by
WCED Du Bois, Pa., gives information on coverage of the station
in North Central Pennsylvania as
well as services offered and data
on the area covered.

Gun Man
EVEN AFTER spending 10
years in radio, Bill Robbins,
WCKY
staff announcer, is
entering the Army as a firearms expert, rather than as
a radio man. Engaged in
research on guns and ammunition for the past six
years, Mr. Robbins is the
author of a pocket handbook,
Firearms and Allied Subjects, soon to be published.
He is also the inventor of 22calibre sub adapter for the
Thompson machine gun, used
for training purposes.
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War's necessity mothers tomorrow's blessing. Warborn electronic devices which now strengthen and

glories flicker in the electronic tubes? Or in

sharpen a war pilot's radio signal may, some happier
tomorrow, guard the glory of a symphony.

Sylvania?
New sound for the ears of the world. New knowl-

any of the modern miracles so familiar to us at

Who knows the future of these discoveries which

edge for the eyes of the world. More mists of

keep our pilots in clear communication, even

ignorance swept away! Those are the potentials

through the deafening crackle of a tropical storm?

which inspire us, in everything we do, to work to

Who

one standard and that the highest known.

knows what undreamed comforts, undreamed

SYLVANIA

ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.
EXECUTIVE OFFICES: 500 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK la, N.Y.

RADIO TUBES, CATHODE RAY TUBES, ELECTRONIC DEVICES, INCANDESCENT LAMPS, FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES AND ACCESSORIES

IN ACTION ON THI HOME front . . . Sylvania Fluorescent Lamps and Equipment
are helping our war factories speed production. Sylvania Radio Tubes are helping bring information and entertainment to homes throughout the land. Sylvania
Incandescent Lamps are serving long and economically in these same homes.
As always, the Sylvania trade-mark means extra performance, extra worth.
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SECOND in a series of special events
broadcasts from the BBC in London
was a talk by Nat Barrows, foreign
correspondent, heard on WBZ-WBZA
Boston-Springfield. He is a representative of the Chicago Daily News Syndicate. He spoke of the activities
which have interested local soldiers
overseas.
CANADIAN Broadcasting Corp. has
requested WBZ-WBZA Boston-Springfield to relay several special programs
to the Dominion. Among those already
heard were : Agnes Smedley, author
of Battle Hymn of China, and authority on China, who spoke from WBZ
on the CBC Peoples on the March
Series ; and the inventor of the Garrand rifle, broadcasting from WBZA
studios, also originated exclusively
for CBC listeners.
WHEN the three principal water
mains burst simultaneously in New
London, Conn., WNLC, working in
cooperation
withdepartment
the mayor's
office
and
the health
broadcast
information on where water rations
could be obtained as well as fire warnings and health precautions. All network and local programs were interrupted to relay information to the
public.
HARRY S. GOODMAN Radio Productions, New York, has taken over
To Whom It May Concern, dramatic
war series of WFIL Philadelphia for
syndication. The programs are threeminute narratives, written and narrated by Edward C. Obrist, program
director of WFIL, with two minutes
remaining for sponsor identification
and commercial message.

SILVER WINGS bring a broad smile to Second Lt. Martin C. Johansen,
former KTAR Phoenix announcer, as his wife pins them on him after
his
SharingKTAR
the fighter
pilot's
pridegraduation
in the newfrom
wingsLuke
are Field,
(1 to r)Arizona.
: Dick Lewis,
manager;
Lt,
Johansen's mother; Johansen; his wife; Capt. Hans C. Johansen, U.S.A.
(retired), his father; and Paul H. Raymer, representative firm head.
DESIGNED to promote a better understanding between the ration board
and the people it serves is the KSAL
Salina,
Kans.
bers of the
SalinaCivic
rationHour.
board Memhave
been interviewed singly on the reasons and on the problems of cooperation.
CKCL Toronto is completing the
building of two new studios and two
new control rooms in a new addition
to the main CKCL building.
WGRC Louisville, Ky., "the news
station" and Mutual affiliate, celebrated its seventh year on the air
Oct. 23.
WWJ Detroit has been broadcasting
asince
one-minute
day atnownoonis
the war.prayer
New each
feature
a prayer
read atanthem.
signoff, just before the national

MURRAY GRABHORN, manager of
BLUE spot sales, has been elected
president of the BLUE Athletic Assn.
Other newly-elected officers are D. B.
Van Houten. office manager, as vicepresident ; Robert Hennig, assistant
treasurer, as treasurer, and Bertha
Kurtzman, of the BLUE production
staff, as secretary.
WFIL Philadelphia now provides
audiences of the Translux newsreel
theatre in Philadelphia with last
minute headline news each hour.
Trailer crediting the station is flashed
on the screen during each newscast.
KXOK St. Louis, in cooperation with
WSUN St. Petersburg, Fla., is broadcasting a series of transcribed interwith St. Louis boys in the Merburg. views
chant Marine stationed at St. Peters-

Chicago's Federal Court
Drops NBC Trust Action
THE CIVIL SUIT against RCA
and NBC,
through whichCommission
the Federal Communications
sought to force separation of
NBC's Red and Blue networks, last
week was dismissed in Federal
Court in Chicago on a motion by
the government's
division. The suit, filed anti-trust
in 1941, alleged
that "by ownership of key radio
stations and by use of exclusive
contracts the NBC and CBS chains
controlled 268 of the 800 commercial broadcasting stations in the
country."
The stations
complaint
that 50 of these
were stated
clear
channel. Assistant U. S. Attorney
General Daniel Britt said that the
action was dropped because NBC,
in having sold one of the networks
(the BLUE), had complied with
the government's demand. A similar suit against CBS was dismissed Oct. 11. The suits were filed,
according to Britt, for the purpose of "breaking up the system
of ownership and licenses by which
the chains dominated broadcastFilm Studio's First
AN EXTENSIVE radio campaign
is being lined up by Monogram
Pictures Corp. for "Women in
Bondage",
marking the film coming."
first usereached
of radio.
sion hadpany'sbeen
last No
weekdecion
the type of radio advertising to be
used. Agency is Weiss & Geller,
New York.

. . . for a new Radio "State" that
includes most of California and
a good share of Nevada. Its area
exceeds that of Pennsylvania and
Michigan combined. It equals
Los Angeles in population; San
Francisco in retail sales. It repvided resents
only by primary coverage pro«
CALIFORNIA'S BILLION -DOLLAR
and Western Nevada

MARKET

Let the nearest Raymer man make a beeline to
your office with our new Hooper ratings, contour maps and mail response facts. ..a'nd get a
quick picture of this foe-youtiful radio buy ... a
"sweet" package, at attractive new rates.
PRIMARY COVERAGE
Cumulative Mail Map, according to
N. A. B. Percentage Standards
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SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
ROBERT A. STREET, National Sales Manager
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.# National Representative
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WALTER C. KRAUSE, former assistant director of the Radio Division,
Office of the Coordinator of InterAmerican affairs in New York, has
joined the Chicago staff of McCannErickson as an account executive.
J. WALTER THOMPSON Co., Chicago, announces that radio and outdoor contracts will be handled by an
enlarged media department headed by
George Pearson. The department will
continue to place newspaper and magazine contracts. A. G. Ensrud will
continue as Mr. Pearson's assistant.
Margaret Wylie heads the radio division, C. J. Keenan heads the outdoor division.
D. C. HIGHT, manager of the Detroit office of McCann-Erickson, is
chairman of the public relations committee to acquaint citizens of Michigan with Detroit's
000 Medical
Science projected
Center of$50,000,Wayne
U. Among his associates are : Harry
Bannister, general manager, WWJ ;
Leo Fitzpatrick, general manager and
Mark L. Haas, educational director,
W.TR; Eric Hay, WJLB ; Lee J.
Smits, WXYZ ; Richard Jones, CKLW
Windsor, Ont.
MELVIN SINGER, formerly account
executive of Foote, Cone & Belding,
New York, has taken a similar post
at Biow Co., New York.
LANGDON RYDER LITTLEHALE,
assistant account executive of Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, and Gladys
B. Chandler, were to be married Oct.
23 at Christ Church, Short Hills,
N. J.
ROBERT D. SPAHN, vice-president
in charge of sales of Criterion Adv.,
has resigned to join M. H. Hackett
Co., New York.
FOWLER HILL, who has handled
public relations for the U. S. Attorney's officeYork
and Times
was formerly
with
the New
and HeraldTribune, has joined the publicity staff
of J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York.
PETERSON KURTZER has resigned as Chicago manager of Spot
Sales, radio representatives. Loren
Watson, executive vice-president, is
in Chicago selecting new personnel
in
anticipation
of the organization's
expansion
program.
DAVID J. KEPNER, executive in
charge of the Florida Citrus Commission account at Benton & Bowles,
New York, and Harold F. Douglas,
in charge of the Can Mfgrs. Institute
and The American Magazine accounts,
;have been named vice-presidents.
ED FOREMAN announces he is no
longer associated with the John E.
Pearson
& Co., Chicago, station representatives.

BROADCASTING

Resnik Heads R-M-E
HARRY D. RESNICK has been
elected president of Resnick-MillerEng-land Advertising Agency, in
addition to his duties as treasurer.
He replaces James W. Miller on
leave to produce a series of civilian
morale programs. There are also
plans to extend the community
hostess service, conducted by the
R-M-E Agency. Hostess programs
are now scheduled over WTIC
Hartford, W J A R Providence,
WTAG Worcester and other New
England stations.
Biow Names Philippi
ROBERT L. PHILIPPI, public relations and advertising director
of Union Oil Co. of California,
Los Angeles, has resigned to join
the Biow Co. as manager of the
agency's new San Francisco offices
to be established Nov. 1. Mr. Philippi was for 11 years associated
with Lord & Thomas. Milton Biow,
president of the agency, has returned to New York following conferences with Mr. Philippi and
Calvin Kuhl, West Coast radio
director.
H. W. Kastor Changes
BENJAMIN J. GREEN, assistant
manager of the radio department
of H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago,
has been named manager to succeed Edward Aleshire, who has reported to Washington as a lieutenant (j.g.) in the U. S. Naval Reserve. Hal James will continue in
charge of Kastor's radio department in New York, and Mrs. Jerre
Wilds has been named traffic manager of the advertising company's
Chicago office.
FRANK B. AVERY, formerly space
and time buyer for Arthur Meyerhoff
& Co., Chicago has been named merchandising director.
M. J. (MAX) McGEHAN, who
joined Spot Sales Inc. in July, has
been named manager of the Chicago
office, in charge of sales for the midwest division, succeeding Peterson
Kurtzer, resigned. Before joining Spot
Sales, Mr. McGehan was associated
with WIND Gary, in a sales capacity,
and had previously served in the
Radio Sales division of CBS as Wisconsin manager. William E. Walbaum is joining the station representative firm this week, having left
WBBM Chicago where he handled
local sales.
DANNY DANKER, vice-president of
J. Walter Thompson Co., has returned to Hollywood following New
York conferences.
KENDALL THURSTON, chief copy
writer on the Sunkist account at
Foote, Cone & Belding, New York,
has
been named a vice-president of
the agency.
LEE STRAHORN, formerly in
charge of the radio department of
Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, has
been placed in charge of production
for all radio programs sponsored by
the American Tobacco Co., New York,
succeeding Jack Meakin.
HELEN F. BOND, formerly space
buyer, radio director, time and talent buyer of Cowan & Wengler, New
York, has joined the media department to handle contracts on space.
JEROME F. SEEHOF, formerly
head copy, art and radio director
with H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago,
has joined the Sherman K. Ellis &
Co., New York, as an account executive.
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'The

Ceaseless

in Wireless
the

Arts

Improvements
. • • Applied
of Peace

to

. . ."

In these words Prime Minister Winston Churchill, addressing
the
House of Commons, referred to the future of the radio
industry.
Television will be one of the greatest industries to emerge from
the present conflict— one which will almost certainly parallel
the expansion of radio after the First World War.
For many years the Allen B. DuMont Laboratories have pioneered in both the broadcasting and the reception phases of
television. Today DuMont's station W2XWV in New York
City is operating more days each week than any other station
in this area.
DuMont's present efforts are dedicated to furthering the practical and technical experience of advertisers, advertising agencies
and talent in this great new field of television.
ALLEN B. DuMONT LABORATORIES, INC.
515 MADISON AVENUE,
NEW YORK,
N. Y.

Studios

of Television

Station

October

W2XWV
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ROY IRVIN, account executive of
Dana Jones Co., Los Angeles, has resigned to join Erwin, Wasey & Co.
He is organizing a new industrial
department for post-war activity.
CHARLES HOTCHKISS, radio director of Blaekett-Sample-Hummert,
Chicago, is conferring with James
West, manager of agency's Hollywood
office.
EVERETT C. BRADLEY has left
Pedlar & Ryan, New York, where iie
served as account executive in charge
of Camay, Chipso and Dash, to join
Compton Adv., New York, in an executive capacity, assigned to the Ivory
account. Jack House, radio traffic
manager of Compton, is leaving to join
the Navy as a lieutenant (j.g.).
WALTER G. EVERETT, account executive of Ted Bates Inc., New York,
has been elected a vice-president in
charge of the Continental Baking Co.
account. Also recently elected vicepresidents are Edgar P. Small, in
charge of media, and Clifford N. Parsells, in charge of research.
EARL BAILEY, vice president of
Music Co. of America, has left the
talent agency, where he handled radio,
movie and dance band talent, to go
into war work.
HARRY M. IRELAND, former executive advertising manager of MacFadden Publications, has joined J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York, as
account executive, and William J.
Griffin Jr., previously with Lord &
Thomas,
department.has returned to JWT's copy
ARCADY LEOKUM, formerly of
Foote, Cone & Belding. New York, has
joined the copy staff of Lennen &
Mitchell, New York.
KAY FISHER, formerly with The
Walker Co., Chicago, effective Oct. IS
is a fulltime saleswoman for John E.
Pearson & Co., Chicago.

FALLS CITY BREWING Co.. Louisville, has contracted to sponsor the
19-day Fall Race Meet at Churchill
Downs, Ky., on WINN Louisville,
Monday through Saturday, 1 :30-5
p.m. National War Fund appeals are
being substituted for commercial copy.
Agency is Anfenger Adv., St. Louis.
WARD BAKING Co., New York, is
sponsoring the BLUE local cooperative program entitled The Mystery
Chef on WCBM Baltimore, not on
WJZ New York, as erroneously reported in the Oct. 18 Broadcasting.
Ward presents the quarter-hour show
five times weekly in Baltimore. AgenYork.cy is J. Walter Thompson Co., New
DRUG TRADING Co., Toronto (independent druggists), has renewed the
Saturday Night Bam Dance on CKNX
Wingham and on Oct. 27 starts live
snot campaign several times dailv on
CKPC CFCO CKOC CKCR CFOS
CKTB CFRB CKNX. Account was
placed by A. McKim Ltd., Toronto.
Yasha Frank's Firm
YASHA rectorFRANK,
radio di-&
of William formerly
H. Weintraub
Co., New York, and at one time with
CBS, has set up a consultant service,
with offices at 20 East 80th St., New
York. With industry making further
inroads into the show business, via
radio, films and drama, primarily for
meetings and conventions, Mr. Frank's
new service is organized to advise industry on the use of these media.

Sure, we're the"Voice

MUTUAL BENEFIT Health & Accident Assn., Toronto, has started
Headlines, transcribed five - minute
programs
thrice-weekly
on 11
Canadian stations.
Account was
placed
by
Harry E. Foster Agencies, Toronto.
PHILCO Corp. of Canada Ltd., Tohas replaced
Secret
Weapon withronto,Eye
Witness Our
weekly
on CKAC
Montreal and CFRB Toronto. Account was placed by Sayre M. Ramsdell Assn., Philadelphia.
DRUG TRADING Co., Toronto (independent druggists), starts on Nov.
2 Public Opinion on CKOC CFRB
and CKCO, Wed. 9:30-10 p.m. Agency is A. McKim Ltd., Toronto.
AMERICAN BREWING CO., New
Orleans, has revised three of its quarter hour spots on WWL New Orleans.
At 6:45 p.m. on Mondays, Claire
Nunn, piano stylist, is now heard. In
the same spot on Wednesdays is
Talk of the Toivn, featuring local
night clubtizations.singer,
and war
dramaFor the football
season,
Eddie Reed, former grid star, presents
forecasts of the Saturday games in
the Friday period.
S. & L. GUMP, San Francisco (gift
store), new to radio, on Oct. 16 started
sponsoring
Crimson
Shield,
weekly half-hourThenight
program
on KQW
San Francisco. Program is devoted
to the Red Cross Blood Bank and
consists of di-amatized stories of fighting men who have escaped death
through
administration
of bloodAgency
plasma. Contract
is for 13 weeks.
is Knollin Adv. Co., San Francisco.
GRIN AUTO PRODUCTS Co., Los
Angeles, in a test campaign to promote its new chemical carbon remover, Carbo-foe, is using 35 spot announcements weekly on KFVD. Contract, for 13 weeks, started Oct. 1.
Agency is Glasser-Gailey & Co., Los
Angeles.

OSCAR MAYER & Co., Chicago
(packer),
has begun
sponsorship
three
programs
on WGN
Chicago of:
Oct.
Record program,
Reveille, a Mondays
quarterhour 18,musical
through Fridays ; on Oct. 20, Get Acquainted
quarter-hour
interviewNeighbor,
program awith
housewives
Mondays through Fridays (both for
Yellow Band pork sausage) ; and on
Oct. 23, a weekly half-hour transcribed
western drama, Lightnin' Jim, (for
Yellow Band liver sausage). All three
contracts are for 52 weeks. Agency is
Mitchell-Faust, Chicago.
BROWN'S BREAD Ltd., Toronto,
on Nov. 1 starts -Sam Adams, Your
Homefront
Quartermaster,
weekly transcribed
program onthriceCFRB
Toronto and may extend to other
stations. Account was placed by McConnell Eastman & Co., Toronto.
HECKER Co., Los Angeles, to promote locally the newly imported Mexican Santo Tomas wines, is using^l2
spot announcements weekly on KRKD.
Agency is Barnes Chase Co., Los
Angeles.
COLONIAL DAMES Corp.. Los Angeles (cosmetics), on Oct. 11 started
using six participations weekly in
Swing wood.Shift
Neivs on KNX
HollyL. B. Laboratories,
Hollywood
(hair oil), on that same date also
started similar participations in the
news period. Contracts are for 13
weeks. Glasser-Gailey & Co., Los Angeles, handles both accounts.
FOOTEERY Corp.,
BROS.
GEAR (help
& MACHINChicago
wanted),
on Sept. 27-28 began sponsorship of
spot announcements thrice daily six
days a week for 13 weeks on Chicago
stations WJJD WAIT WAAF. Agency is Duensing & Co., Chicago.
JACK NELSON, vice president and
sales manager of the Rock-Ola Mfg.
Corp., Chicago, has been appointed
advertising and public relations chief
of that concern.

of the

Textile South." But don't overlook our
farmers. In our 22 county-3

state-

area, they had a '93,000,000

Serving the Textile South
from Spartanburg, S. C.
5000 watts day,

cash income

last year. It's gone up
1000 watts night,

since, (so has their way-ahead
preference for WSPA).

950 kc. Represented by
Holliogbery.

CBS
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SIMON ACKERMAN CLOTHES,
New York, has renewed its contract
with WABC New York for daily paron Arthur Godfrey's
program, after ticaipationspreliminary
test on that
station. Firm continues on WHN and
WINS. Agency is Ehrlich & Neuwirth, New York.
SARDIK Food Products, New York,
processors of dried and dehydrated
foods, has named Hill Adv., New
York, to handle all advertising and
promotion. Business papers and consumer campaigns in test markets will
be used, but no radio is planned for
the present.
COCA-COLA Bottling Co., Atlanta,
has signed a contract to sponsor Cedric Adams quarter-hour Saturday evening newscast on WCCO Minneapolis, through D'Arcy Adv., St. Louis.
THE PORTLAND Oregonian has
purchased the nightly news roundup
History in the Making, which has
been carried for three years by KEX
Portland on a sustaining basis. Program is broadcast throughout the week
from 11 :30 p.m. to midnight, gives a
complete
the background
day's war
news,
plussummary
commentsof and
stories by AP, UP and INS writers.
SCHERING CORP., Bloomfield N.
J., has appointed Irwin Vladimir &
Co., New York, to handle foreign advertising for its drugs and pharmaceuticals. Radio will be used, but
plans will not be completed for a
month or so.
S. W. (Bill) BROWN Jr., formerly
i head of the radio department of
Purina Mills, St. Louis, has been
promoted to major and transferred
from Camp Barkley, Abilene, Tex., to
Ft. Sam Houston, San Antonio,
where he will be in charge of the medical supply depot.
SPRAGUE WARNER DIVISION,
Sprague Warner-Kenny Co., Chicago,
has appointed Duane Jones Co., New
York, to handle advertising for Richelieu grocery products. Richelieu coffee will receive the initial promotion.
Media plans not set.
BAYUK CIGARS Inc., Philadelphia,
on Nov. 5 renews for 52 weeks Sam
Baiter's Sizing Up The Neivs on 72
Mutual stations, Mon., Wed., Fri., 88 :15 p.m. Agency : Ivey & Ellington,
Philadelphia.
PERSONNA BLADE Co., New York,
has named Wesley Associates, New
York, as agency for razor blades.
Station is currently on WJZ New
York.
INTERSTATE BREWERY Co.,
Vancouver, Wash., has named Ruthrauff & Ryan, Seattle, as agency for
Lucky Lager beer.
ENTERPRISE FOUNDRY Co.,
Sackville. N. B. (ranges), has started
a radio campaign on stations in Eastern Canada. Account is placed direct.

"Honorable lookout was busy
ilistening to WFDF Flint Michigan, Sir"
BROADCASTING

WESTERN CANADA FLOUR
MILLS Co., Ltd., Toronto (Pioneer
Feeds), has started thrice weekly
farm newscasts on a large number
of Canadian stations. Account was
placed by A. McKim Ltd., Toronto.
OGILVIE FLOUR MILLS Co., Ltd.,
Montreal (Miracle Feeds), has started
a transcribed program on 23 Canadian stations. Account was placed by
J. J. Gibbons Ltd., Montreal.
NORTHWESTERN Theological Seminary, Minneapolis, on Oct. 17 renewed its series of half-hour inspirational talks and music programs for
52 weeks on WTCN Minneapolis and
17 North Central Network stations.
Agency is George G. Hoskins Associates, Chicago.
CARSON, PIRIE, SCOTT & Co.,
Chicago (department store), on Oct.
10 began sponsorship of a Sunday
evening quarter-hour program titled.
Distinguished Guest Hour, on WGN
Chicago. Extension of the 13-week
contract is planned. Agency is Smith,
Benson & McClure, Chicago.
S. R. H. Corp., New York, has named
Wesley Associates, New York, for
"Indorables", and "Outdoorables",
women's
No decision on
radio for leisure
severalwear.
months.
GRADIAZ, ANNIS, Y Cia, Tampa,
Fla. (cigars), has named Joseph Katz
Co. New York, as agency. No radio
contemplated for the present.
GOTHAM HOSIERY, New York,
has named Sterling Adv., New York,
as agency. The sponsor recently resumed Mutual program.
BOND CLOTHES, New York, to advertise its line of women's apparel
is sponsoring the Sunday and Tuesday night concert program, Symphony
Hall, on WQXR New York. Program
is heard nightly, 8-9 p.m. Agency is
Neff-Rogow, New York.
MORRIS PLAN BANK of Atlanta
is sponsoring Netvs Features Monday
through
6-6 :15
on WGST
Atlanta. Friday,
Contract
is p.m.,
for 13
weeks.
Haverty Furniture Co., Atlanta, is
sponsoring Songs of Good Cheer every
Saturday, 9:15-9:30 p.m. Contract is
for 39 weeks. Gordy Tire Co., Atlanta, during the football season is
sponsoring Touchdown Talk, football
roundup, heard Saturdays in the 9 :4510
p.m. spot.
Rich's
Inc., Atlanta,
has
started
a show
especially
for school
children titled News for Young AtTantans, Gold
Monday
Friday, 10-10
:15
a.m.
ShieldandLaundries,
Atlanta,
are sponsoring five newscasts weekly.
Smilin' Ed McConnell Sundays at
10:15 p.m., and a musical show Monday through Friday, at 4 p. m., titled
Notes & Nuggets. Southland Coffee
Co.
(Bailey's
has
contracted
for Supreme
52 weekscoffee),
the transcribed Korn Kobblers series Thursdays at 6 :30 p.m. and Saturdays at
9:30 p.m.
IRENE WIGTON Co., Hollywood
(leg cosmetic), adding to its present
schedule on Oct. 16 started a weekly
five-minute program, Record of the
Week, on KNX. Contract is for 52
weeks. Firm also sponsors a thriceweekly
quarter-hour
participation
Make Believe
Ballroom
on KFWB,in
and utilizes a spot announcement
schedule on KFMB KJBS. Clarence
B. Juneau Agencies, Los Angeles, has
the account.

WHAT

EVERY RADIO ADVERTISER

SHOULD

KNOW!

The Memphis Market, first in the South,
is America's 12th largest trade area in
population. Consisting of more than
u 2V2 million people, the Memphis Market
is truly big — big in people, big in buying power.

WMC,

pioneer radio station of the

Mid-South, dominates this Memphis
Market.

GROVE LABS., St. Louis (cold tablets), is using spot announcements
on 20 Canadian stations, Monday
through Friday. Account was placed
by Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
CREAM ETTE Co., Minneapolis
(Creamettes & macaroni), is sponsoring a test campaign of participations on KDKA Pittsburgh and a
quarter-hour program five days a
week on WWVA Wheeling, W. Va.
Campaign is for an indefinite period.
Agency is Rogers & Smith, Chicago.
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WOR New York
Hawaiian Pineapple Co., San Francisco
(Dole Pineapple products) B sa per wk,
52 wks, thru N. W. Ayer & Son., N. Y.
Dugan Bros, of N. J. Inc., Newark (100%
Whole Wheat products), 5 sa per wk, 52
wks, thru Chas. Dallas Reach Co.,
Newark.
Blue Moon Foods Inc., Thorp, Wis. (cheese
specialties), 6 sa per wk, 13 wks, thru
Reincke-Ellis-Younggreen
and Finn, Chicago.

Foods Inc., New York (Hellmann's
Best
Mayonnaise,
Nucoathru
Hecker's
5 sa
per wk, 52 wks,
BentonFlour),
& Bowles,
N.-Y.
Consolidated Cigar Corp., New York
(Dutch Masters Cigars), 3 ne per wk
52 wks. thru Edwin, Wasey & Co. N. Y.
U. S. Aluminum Co., Bridgeport, Conn,
(recruit workers), 3 sp wekly, 13
weeks,
N.
Y. thru Walter W. Wiley Adv.,
Quaker
Co. ,Chicago
poultry Oats
and feeds)
t weekly, (Ful-O-Pep
30 weeks,
thru Sherman & Marquette, Chicago.
KHJ Hollywood
Golden State Co., San Francisco (GoMen
V. milk), 5 ta weekly, 52 weeks, thru
BBDO, San Francisco.
W. H. Y. & Kevo Products Co., Azusa,
Cal. ton(beverages),
2 sp weekly,
thru BarA. Stebbins Adv.,
Los Angeles.
Lockheed Aircraft Corp. Burbank, Cal.
(institutional), 5 sp weekly, 52 weeks,
thru Foote, Cone & Be'.ding, Los Angeles.
Ever-Dry Corp.. Los Angeles (deodorant) ,
8 sa weekly, 4 weeks, thru GlasserGailey & Co., Beverly Hills, Cal.
Vess Beverage Co. St. Louis, Mo. (C'eo
Cola),C. 3Comer
ta weekly,
weeksKansas
thru City,
Russel
Adv. 17Co.,
Mo.
KFAC Los Angeles
Airport Ground Schools, Lcs . Angeles
(instruction). 7 t weekly, 52 weeks, thru
West-Marquis Inc., Los Angeles.

KMPC Beverly Hills, Cal.
Barbara Ann Baking Co. Los Angeles
wks, thru Wilper wk,
3 t Adv.,
(bread),
liam Scholts
Los 52Angeles.
Ben Hur Coffee, Los Angeles (coffee) 16
sa, thru Barton A. Stebbins Adv., Los
Angeles.
Golden State Co., San Francisco, (dairy
products), 5 sa per wk, 52 wks, thru
BBDO, San Francisco.
Dr. W. B. Caldwell Inc., Monticello, 111.
(proprietary),
5 sa per Chicago.
wk, 52 wks, thru
Sherman
& Marquette,
French Kitchen Foods Corp., Los Angeles
(spaghetti sauce) 2 ta per wk, thru
Elwood J. Robinson Adv., Los Angeles.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., New York
(soap),
14 ta
wk, thru Leon Livingston Adv.,
SanperFrancisco.
WNEW New York
Minneapolis (Chic Permanent
Linhall
, 3 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Wave) Co..
McCord Co., Minneapolis.
D'Arrigo Bros., Boston (Andy Boy Brocweek'y.Bos-26
etc.) 3 &saWiswell,
Celery,Chambers
weeks, coli,
thru
ton.
I. J. Fox New York (Turs), 21 ta weekly, 26 weeks, thru Lew Kashuk, N. Y.
Doc Greiner, New York (used cars), 25
sa weekly, 8 weeks, thru J. R. Kupsick
Adv., N. Y.
N. Y. Auto Exchange New York (used
cars) , 25 Adv.,
sa week'y.
Kupsick
N. Y.8 weeks, thru J. R.
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago (Aunt Jemima
flour),man 3K. Ellis
?a we-kly,
weeks, thru Sher& Co.,26Chicago.
Mentholatum
Co.,
Wilmington,
Del. (Mentholatum) 3 sa weekly 52 weeks,
thru
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
WIND Gary
Walgreen Drug Co., Chicago, 6 ne weekly,
52 weeks, thru Schwimmer & Scott,
Chicago.
t weekCo., Chicago (clothing),
Newartly 8 weeks,
thru Malcolm-Howard Adv.,
Chicago.
Ford Hopkins Co., Chicago (cold tablets),
30 sa& weekly
26 weeks, thru H. W. Kastor
Sons, Chicago.
KPAS Pasadena, Cal.
McKesson & Robbins, Bridgeport, Conn.
(Bax vitamins), 6 ta weekly 34 weeks,
thru Ivey & Ellington, N. Y.
Ralio Print Show, Beverly Hills, Cal.
(stationery), 6 t weekly, 6 weeks, thru
Northwest Radio Adv. Co., Seattle.
Corley Diet Foods Co., San Francisco
(health foods) weekly t, thru Rhoades
& Davis Adv., San Francisco.

KFRC San Francisco
Acme Breweries, San Francisco, 5 t
52 weeks, thru Brisacher, Davis
&weekly,
Van Norden, San Francisco.
New York (Standard
Standard Brands,weekly,
Brands).Adv.5 taAgency, N.8 Y.weeks, thru Ted
Bates
San FranUnited5 taBakeries,
rf (bread),
Langendocisco
weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, San Francisco.
O'Connor Moffatt Co., San Francisco (department store), 6 ne weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, San Francisco.
(milk prodYork thru
Co., New
Golden State
BBDO,
52 weeks,
ucts) 4 ta weekly,
N. Y.
Mother's Cake & Cookie Co., Oakland
(cakes and cookies) 5 ne weekly, 13
weeks, thru Emil Reinhardt Adv. Agency, Oakland.
KFI Los Angeles
Link Aviation Devices, New York (Link
10 weeks, thru
trainer),
Craven & weekly
Hedrick, sp,
N. Y.
John Morrell & Co., Ottumwa, la. (Red
Heart dog food) 3 ta weekly, 18 weeks,
thru Henri Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
Ga. (Royal Crown
Corp.,6 Columbus,
Nehi
sa
Cola)
Y. weekly, 52 weeks, thru
BBDO,, N.
American Chicle Co., Long Isand City,
N.
(gum),
sa Y.weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Y.Grabt
AdvV7 N.
Golden Age Corp., Los Angeles (macaroni), 7 ta weekly, Los
13 weeks,
man-Shane-Breyer,
Angeles.thru HillNorth American Aviation Corp., Inglewood, Cal. (emp'oyment), 5 sa weekly,
13 weeks, thru BBDO Hollywood.
WLS Chicago
Vapo Cresolene Co., New York (vaporizers) ,3 sa& weekly,
Vladimir
Co., N. 13Y. weeks, thru Irwin
Ethyl
Corp..
New York
(gaso'ine),
weekly,
13 weeks,
thru BBDO,
N. Y.3 sa
Harvey Restaurant Chicago. 3 sa, thru
George H. Hartman Co., Chicago.
Hulman & Co., Terre Haute ( Clabber Girl
Baking Powder) , 4 sa weekly, 52 weeks,
thru Pollyea Adv. Co.
Heidelberg Restaurant Chicago, 6 so weekly,
cago.52 weeks, thru Sorensen & Co., ChiStarline, Inc. Harvard 111. (barn equipment) 3, sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru L. W.
Ramsey Co., Davenport.
KPO San Francisco
Albert S. Samuels Co., San Francisco
(jewelers), 1 sp werkly, 52 weeks thru
Frederick
Seid Company,
San Francisco.
Acme
Breweries,
San Francisco
(beer),
4
t
week'y.
13
weeks
placed
direct.
American Express Co., New York (express
service) , 1 sp weekly. 13 weeks thru
The Caples Company, N.Y.

PICTURE THREE TOP-NOTCH MARKETS . . .
hanging erage,uplistener
newresponse
records and
for all-over
covmerchandisina effectiveness.
They are the
PACIFIC
NORTHWEST GROUP . . .
KXL
JosephKatzH. Company
McGillvra
KFPY
The
Z NET
The Walker Company
Buy 2 markets, save 5%; buy all 3
markets, save 10%.
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In Survey by Bank
Wartime Newspaper Growth
Held at All-Time High
NEWSPAPER circulation in the
United States, estimated at 43 million daily has reached an all time
to an analysis ishigh, suedaccording
last Friday by the New York
Trust Company, in its quarterly
publication, the Index.
In summarizing the importance
of the newspaper business to the
national economy, the analysis
brought out that newspaper reading, well established in peacetime,
received further stimulation when
war started in Europe, with gains
in circulation that have been maintained.
Competition Cited
The competiton of radio to newspapers was covered in the report,
which cited that in 1942 advertising and circulation revenues were
estimated at 850 to. 900 million
dollars, of
circulation
tributed which
some 40%.
* con"Newspapers must compete, however, not only with each other but
with all other advertising media,"
the report continues. "Newest and
most agressive of competitors is
the radio, established as an advertising medium only about two decades. In 1928, newspaper income
from advertising: amounted to 760
million dollars and radio had only
20 million dollars, or less than 2%
of the total shown in the chart on
advertising expenditures.
Radio advertisine, at 40 million
dollars was nearly 4% of the total,
while newspaper advertising aggregated 800 million dollars in the
banner year of 1929. By 1942, radio
miladvertising had risen toas 245
against
lion dollars, or 25%,
the newspaper figure of 580 million
dollars.
"It would be erroneous, however
to conclude that all the gains of
radio were made solely at the expense of the newspaper. Since 1933
the trend of both has been generally
upward although more erratic in
the newspapers. Radio rates have
been advanced in many instances
and may account for some of the
higher volume. Many local stations
have been added in the past 15
provide 'snot
years;a they
have unand coverage',
newspaper,
like
a'subtantial
away
taken
from th&
advertising
amount ofdoubtedly
community daily, but national advertisers, while .large users of the
radio, obviously value what the
newspaper offers.
"The newspaper industry today
has achieved the trinle role of purand adveyor of news, interpreter
vertising medium. The relationship
whi^h exists between the newspaper and its readers is singularly
close and intimate, an advantage
of great value to the nublisher wh6
knows how to evaluate it. _.„••
"There is every reason to believe
that the nation's 43 million newspaper readers prefer a free press
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Dept. Store Uses Youngsters' Program
To Reach Buyers at Local Homes
Star Pin and a 15- jewel wrist
DAILY institutional radio prowatch. Club membership through
grams are sponsored by the Hamilton, Ont. branch of T. Eaton Ltd., the years — Eaton's has used radio
Canadian department store chain, since 1933 — totals more than 80,to keep its name alive in the ab- 000, and 1,200 Gold Star pins have
been given out.
sence of direct merchandising,
ruled out by the war.
Personnel of T. Eaton Co. handles the show which includes a
Eaton's advertising is based on
a policy of linking the store with "Good Deed Club" orchestra, and
community interests. Its radio a chorus of 30 voices in addition
to the amateurs. Special events durschedule consists of a six-weekly
ing the season bring as many as
news commentary by Dr. E. T. Sal5,000 children to the October Halmon of McMaster U, and the weekly Eaton Good Deed Radio Club, in
which young people of the city express their talents.
The store uses its Radio Club as
a means of getting children to repeat Eaton's name in the homes.
More than 10,000 theater passes
and an equal number of studio
passes are given out in connection
with it.
Interest is maintained through
the telling of the weekly "good
deed", and the award of a Gold
Radio Listening Shows
Increase During Autumn
CONTINUING an upward trend,
the program rating average shown
in the Hooper "National" Program
Ratings Report of Oct. 15 is 4%
greater than that of the preceding
report, and the average number of
sets-in-use is up 2%, the available
audience also showing a slight increase. The report discloses that
President Roosevelt's six-minute
broadcast Oct. 5 received a rating
of 37.4.
Bob Hope leads the list of the
"First 15", with Fibber McGee &
''McCarthy
Molly in second
place
Charlie
in third.
The and
balance
of
the list follows: Mr. District Attorney, Aldrich Family, Radio The•!atre, Walter Winchell, Frank Morgan-Fanny Brice, Bing Crosby,
Kay Kyser
(first half hour),
Screen Guild Players, Joan Davis
"with
Durante-MooreCugat,Jack
EddieHaley,
Cantor,
Kate Smith.
, Red Skelton leads the programs
broadcast after 10:30 p.m. and
.therefore not measured in the Eastern Time Zone.

KFQD,

lowe'en party in Hamilton's Palace
Theatre, the late November Santa
Claus show, February Valentine
get-together, March birthday celebrations and the April "Scouts"
show.
Eaton's Good Deed Club is still
operated by the originators of the
idea, and the same m.c. has done
the announcing throughout the entire period. Program has a fully
cast variety show which now visits
nearby servicemen's camps.
Dr. Salmon's news commentary
began in April 1941 to supplement
the
known
Dr. well
Salmon
was children's
for many program.
years in
the Orient and Europe, and was
formerly with the British Embassy
staff.

Anchorage, is the oldest station in Alaska (May,

1924). It is located in the heart of Alaska's population and
serves the largest city and army camp in the territory.
Anchorage is the headquarters of the Alaska Railroad,
Alaska Airlines,* Civil Aeronautic Authority, Alaska Defense
Command

and many other major industries of Alaska.

To cover war-teeming Alaska, you must use KFQD

whose

1000 watts on 790 kc. blankets this metropolitan-defense area.
•Government figures show that the Anchorage municipal airport handled in
one month recently 7,695 airplane landings and departures. This exceeded the
air travel handled by LaGuardia (NY) , Los Angeles, San Francisco and many
other airports for the same period.

5,000
DAY and
* 600

790KC
'Never mind, Bill — WFDF Flint
Michigan says we control the
tir over this sector."
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Four

• For the 70th consecutive
month WAP

I leads all other

Birmingham radio stations combined in total national spot
quarter hours.
Ask Radio Sales why WAPI

Disc Firms Sign
(Continued from page 9)

with agreements voluntarily arrived
at between the parties the sole
function of the panel or the board
"is to determine whether the agreement involves a wage or salary
adjustment requiring the approval
of the board, and if so whether the
adjustment can properly be approved under the national wage
stabilization program." Since the
World-Decca agreement providing
for any more favorable terms
granted to other companies, the
panel delayed action on it pending
the completion of the general
agreement, but will not report to
the WLB on the money payments
to be made to the AFM under both
agreements, he said.
Socolow Thanks Panel
In a brief speech of gratitude to
the panel members for their "patience and wisdom" in handling the
dispute, A. Walter Socolow, attorney for the transcription companies, said that while there are a
number of things in the contract
his clients "are not happy about,"
they were pleased that, for the first
time in the history of their dealings
with the AFM they had achieved a
bilateral agreement and not just a
license. He expressed regret that
the AFM refusal to allow a division of its contract between transcriptions and phonograph records
by any company had forced NBC

is this unfailing first choice of
experienced advertisers.
San
PERCENTAGE OF NATIONAL SPOT
QUARTER- HOURS DURING THE

Diedo's/

mm
BLUE
Network

WEEK OF OCTOBER 2, 1943:
OUTLET

I Station B

■

Station C

19.0%

8.4%

The Voice of Alabama
COLUMBIA NETWORK
Represented nationally by Radio Sales

Pact

Suit Against RCA-NBC
Is
Ordered Dismissed
DISMISSAL of the anti-trust suit
brought by Mutual against RCA
and NBC seeking triple damages
under provisions of the anti-trust
laws to recover for damages
claimed by operation of NBC Red
and BLUE networks by one concern was authorized Oct. 21 in
Federal Court in Chicago by Judge
John P. Barnes. Alleged damages
were $3,425,000, of which three
times this amount plus reasonable
attorneys fees and costs were
asked.
Andrew C. Hamilton of Kirkland, Fleming, Green, Martin &
Ellis, representing the plaintiffs,
presented the following stipulation
to the Court: "It is hereby stipulated and agreed by the between
parties to the above entitled cause
by their respective attorneys that
the above entitled cause may be
dismissed without cost as to any
of the parties thereto. All costs
having been paid. Dated Oct. 18,

to withdraw from the transcription negotiations.
James C. Petrillo, AFM president, also thanked the panel for
its patience and said that the AFM
was happy in getting employers
to recognize the principle for which
the union has been fighting and
their agreement to pay money into
the union's employment fund. He
said that the union welcomed the
suggestion of an advisory board
representing the public, adding that
the books would be open for inspection at all times. "We have
nothing to conceal and therefore
nothing to fear," he declared.
Lasts Two Years
One of the major criticisms levied against the World-Decca contract by the other transcription
companies was its lack of any assurance that the AFM would not
upset the agreement at any time
by demanding an increase in the
former wage scale. The new contract contains the AFM's agreement "that the wage scales for the
services of our members which
were in effect July 1942 (last time
that AFM members were employed
in recording) shall be continued
without change for a period of two
years
Oct. 20,
New from
contract
also 1943."
provides that
if either party desires to change
the wage scale for the period from
Oct. 20, 1945, to Dec. 31, 1947,
termination date of the contract,
written notice shall be given not
later than April 20, 1945. If negotiations fail to produce an agreement on the new scales within the
six-month period, either party shall
have the right to terminate the
agreement as of Oct. 20.
Milton Diamond, attorney for
Decca Records, told Broadcasting
he had already arranged with Mr.
Petrillo for the insertion of such
a clause in the Decca-World agreement. He cited a letter written by
the union president to Decca Records on Sept. 28, to "confirm my
assurances to you that I shall recommend to the executive board of
the AFM at its meeting to be held
in New York on Oct. 20" that the
scale shall not be changed for two
years from that date and further
RING

THE

Plaintiffs were MBS, WGN Chicago, WOR New York, WOL Washington, WGRC Louisville, KWK
St. Louis and WHBF Rock Island.

providing
for review of the scale
1943."
six months prior to the expiration
of that period. Mr. Petrillo in that
letter pledged himself to "undertake to use my best efforts to secure approval by the National Executive Board" of these provisions.
Mr. Diamond said that during
his negotiations with the AFM for
Decca and World he had suggested
that representatives of the public
participate in the fund's administration and had received the union's
assurance that this would be arranged, but that he had not thought
it necessary to include this provision in the written contract.
Agreement signed by the four
companies last week provides that le
the AFM "will use the 'employment fund' described in this agreement only for the purposes of fostering and propagating musical
culture and the employment by it
of live musicians, members of the
Federation, for the rendering of
also provides that the fund
liveIt music."
shall be kept separate from other
AFM moneys, that no part of it
shall be used to pay salaries of
AFM officers or for any other purpose than the foregoing, except
BELL/

WBNS
CENTRAL OHIO'S OMLY CBS OUTLET
Ask Any 3/aii' Ulan or Us /
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that up to 5% of the fund may
be used for its administration, and
if administrative expenses exceed
5% the APM shall meet these additional costs from its own treasury.
Union further, under the new
contract, agrees to consult with an
advisory committee of two persons
selected by the chairman of the
National War Labor Board or, if
the WLB is not in existence for the
length of the contract, successor
appointments shall be made by the
Secretary of Labor. The committee, however, "shall have no power
to vote," the contract states.
Membership Clause
In another new provision in the
contract signed last week that was
not in the Decca-World pact, the
union agrees "that throughout the
term of this agreement we shall
exercise no influence or restraint
upon our members against entering or remaining in your employ,
to the end that there shall be no
cessation or interruption of your
employment of our members hereunder in the making of recordings
in connection with your business.
However, our obligation under this
paragraph shall not extend to phonograph records or to that type of
recording known as commercial
electrical transcriptions."
The new contract sets the criterion of employment as only actual membership in the AFM and
not eligibility to membership, as in
the Decca-World contract. The
clause in the Decca-World contract
vesting authority in the union to
determine what was in derogation
of the contract was rewritten to
give the companies more precise
assurance.
Where the Decca-World contract
forbids all dubbing and re-recording, the new pact provides for rerecording for slide films or "as a
part of any manufacturing processes by which you make the recordings available for the uses for
which they were originally intended." Other re-recording, as in
the Decca-World contract, is permissible only upon written notice
to the union and the member
through whom the musicians were
employed, and upon payment of
full scale for the extra use.
Accompaniment records, forbidden by the Decca-World contract,
are allowed in the new contract for
signatures, bridges, background

Decca Licenses
DECCA RECORDS announced
last week it had secured licenses
under patents of AT&T and Western Electric Co. to make records,
making the sound recording patents of these companies available
for the immediate use of Decca,
World Broadcasting System and
other Decca subsidiaries. Before
its acquisition by Decca, World had
long operated under such licenses,
being one of the earliest transcription companies to acquire the right
to record under the AT&T and
Western Electric patents. Negotiations between Decca and these
licensing companies have been under way for several months and
are not a result of Decca's purchase of World, it was reported.
and mood music, sound effects, etc.
New contract also provides that if
calculating the first payment to
the union proves "unduly burdensome", the union will try to work
out with the company a new basis

of calculation and if they are unable to agree that the dispute shall
be submitted to a referee appointed
by the chairman of the NWLB for
determination.
Both contracts forbid assignrights
union's
consent,ments ofbut
the without
new onethe provides
that this shall not "unreasonably
be withheld". The new agreement
also permits a company to make
records for another company if the
second firm has also signed a contract with the AFM, the DeccaWorld contract does not. New pact
also permits the making of records of live programs off-the-line
or off-the-air for reference purposes or for making delayed broadcast transcriptions authorized by
the AFM without obtaining further union consent.
WKBH La Crosse, Wis., has conwith Press
cial APtracted
radio
wire. Assn., for the spe-

OUTLINE

The preferred spot on
Puerto Rico dials . . .
this modern station is
your preferred selection
for Puerto Rican
coverage.

OF

Teachers Given Credit
For
Courses
in Radio
TWO courses for teachers based
on radio programs have been approved for full credit by the New
York City Board of Education, according to James Rowland Angell,
NBC public service counselor. The
programs are Lands of the Free
and Music of the New World, both
presentations
of the ofNBC
InterAmerican University
the Air.
Recognition follows a six-month
experiment during which both
courses were accredited as approved "In-Service" courses for
teachers, without credit. Henceforth, teachers will get full credit
toward annual salary increments.
Plans to extend this type of inservice training for teachers by
radio on a nationwide scale are
also being arranged, according to
Belmont Farley, director of public
relations for the National Education Assn., who announced formation of a Committee on Use of Radio in Supervision.

LISTENING

-HE If -billion-dollar retail market dominated
by the power (50,000 watts), the programs (NBC,
plus the foremost local shows), and the popularity (based on 21 years of service) of WGY.
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ANA and NAM Dates
ASS'N. of National Advertisers
has announced that its wartime
conference this year wil lbe held
Nov. 17 and 18 at the Hotel Commodore, New York. The National
Ass'n. of Manufacturers will hold
its War Congress of American Industry Dec. 8-10 at the WaldorfAstoria, New York.

.w

Senate

Votes Radio
Inquiry
(Continued from page 12)
munications and a House provision
vices, and many others need answering, the committee pointed for such a merger was eliminated
in the Senate.
out, before corrective legislation
can be enacted.
"Continuing developments and
At the time the Navy also op- recent observations make it imposed merger of international comperative", said the committee report, that a study of the international communications question be
made with a view towards legislative recommendations. Recent confidential reports on international
communications made to the Senate by the Senators who have completed an extensive survey of the
war fronts, "while admittedly fragmentary, buttress certain important facts well known to cognizant
military leaders concerning the restrictions under which United
States communication carriers in
the international field operate",
the report pointed out.
"A further consideration is the
fact that there can be no comprehensive and clear-cut international
postwar planning without the fullest consideration of the communication problem," it continued.
"Still another factor of present
and immediate concern to the Congress is the problem of regulation
of international communication
carriers." Referring to the FCC
the committee report said :
Competence of FCC
"That administrative agency is
an arm of the Congress and, as
such, is responsible to it. It is the
duty of the Congress to ascertain
in advance whether its creature is
competent and experienced enough
to undertake duties which inevitably must be thrust upon it; or
whether a different method of selecting administrators for technical duties must be advocated."
Sen. Wheeler, as chairman of the
standing committee, will appoint
a subcommittee to begin the investigation and open hearings, looking
toward legislation governing international communications, particularly with reference to the postwar period. The Senate action was
deemed particularly significant in
light of the dragging House investigation of the FCC in its administration of domestic radio.

mm

FULTON

LEWIS,

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Affiliated with the MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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IN A STRONG plea to the radio
industry for cooperation with the
House Committee to Investigate
the FCC, Eugene L. Garey, chief
counsel of the Committee, told
members of the Radio Executives
Club of New York last Thursday
that the work done so far by the
committee has been accomplished
"more by legal dentistry than by
cooperation" on the part of broadcasters, who could render valuable
assistance to the investigation, but
who so far have not come forward.
Pointing out that he was not at
liberty to discuss the charges of
"bias and prejudice" made against
Rep. Eugene E. Cox (D-Ga.),
which brought about his recent
resignation as chairman of the
committee, Mr. Garey stated vigorously to REC members that the
are "enchargestirelyagainst
false." Mr. Rep.
GareyCoxbacked
up
this declaration with the statement
than the resolution to investigate
the activities of the FCC was introduced in the house by Rep. Cox.
42 days prior to the action of the
FCC in the license renewal of
WALB Albany, Ga., in which connection against
charges of "improprieties"
were made
Rep. Cox.
Murray Grabhorn, BLUE spot^
sales, president of the Radio Executives Club, introduced Mr. Garey
at the club's bi-weekly luncheon,
and at its conclusion Mr. Grabhorn
stated that Paul W. Kesten, executive vice-president of CBS, would
be guest speaker at the next meeting Nov. 4. Mr. Kesten will discuss
"Radio's Responsibilities."
Out-of-town visitors and special
guests atcluded:last
week's BBC;
meeting
inJack Hooley,
Harold
Thorns, WAYS Charlotte; Arthur
B. Church, KMBC Kansas City;
C. W. Meyers, KOIN Portland,
Ore.; Jack DeRussy, KYW Philadelphia; C. H. Masse, WBZ Boston; M. I. Hauser, Garey, Desvernine & Garey; Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Harron and Ed Clery, WIBG
Philadelphia; D. E. Jayne, WELL
Battle Creek, Mich; George Haring, Kirkland, Fleming, Green,
Martin & Ellis; Mary Morgan,
CKLW Detroit.

HUGH RAGER
OF FIRST UNITED BROADCASTERS, CHICAGO
about

JR.

Mutual's Ace Commentator is currently sponsored on
more than 160 stations . . . SELLING merchandise,
selling good will, for practically every type of business.
Check your prospect list and get them on the Fulton
Lewis wagon . . . it's going places.
Sell him at your one time quarter hour rate per week. Call,
wire or write WM. B. DOLPH, WOL, Washington, D. C.
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Garey Urges Club
To Aid in Inquiry
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(Continued from page 12)
into the record'. The statement is
absolutely false, as proven by the
fact that the testimony was not
placed in the record last Thursday
but was considered by the entire
committee in executive session yesterday."
Mr. Anderson gave the House the
facts, then declared: "Those of us
who have served in Congress with
the gentleman from California (Mr.
Lea) have a high regard for his
honesty, his fairness, and his ability. In my opinion the Washington
Post owes Clarence Lea and his
committee then
a public
apology."
Rep.
Anderson
read into
the record
a letter from Chairman Lea to the
Post in which Rep. Lea quoted from
the open record, which was ignored
in the Post editorial.
'A Biased Source'
On Oct. 20 the Post carried another editorial titled "Retreat from
Coxism" in which it said: "We regret that our editorial of last Friday prematurely assumed that the
Lea Committee had accepted without reservation the star-chamber
testimony which Garey tried to get
inserted into the record. Part of
this testimony was sent to the committee's reporter to be typed and
was being distributed in transcript
form. This fact gave us the impres-

sion that several volumes of starchamber testimony were being
dumped into the record. But the
distribution of that testimony was
stopped when the matter reached
Mr. Lea's attention."
It was learned, however, that
only one copy of the transcript was
sent out and not "distributed" as
the Post editorial indicated. That
copy went to the FCC, but was recalled later. Chairman Lea told
Broadcasting he did not know how
the newspaper got possession of the
testimony unless it was "through a
biased source".
During testimony by Elmer
Davis, director of the Office of War
Information, before the Boren committee last Monday on the amount
of paper used by OWI, Rep. Brown,
referring to certain Government
programs said:
"I noticed several of these programs in which the truth, in my
opinion, was deliberately twisted in
order to smear the legislative
branch of the Government, to wit,
the Congress, and I'm just wondering whether or not your office of
War Information passed on those."
"Well, you wouldn't think that
an agency dependent on Congress
would do that, would you?" replied
Mr. Davis, to which Rep. Brown
answered: "That may have some-

Gordon Made President
Of Financial Advertisers
FINANCIAL Advertisers Assn.,
meeting in Chicago Oct. 19-21 for
its 28th annual convention, elected
Lewis F. Gordon, vice-president of
Citizens & Southern National Bank
of Atlanta, as president. Other officers named were: Fred W. Mathison, assistant vice-president of National Security Bank of Chicago,
treasurer; and J. M. Easton, second vice-president of Northern
Trust Co. of Chicago, and Robert
Lindquist, advertising and publicity officer of American Bank and
Trust Co., directors.
Highlight of the convention was
an address prepared by Capt. Edward V. Rickenbacker and read by
Mrs. Rickenbacker. Other speakers
were T. Spencer Shore, vice-president and treasurer, General Tire &
Rubber Co.; James W. Irwin, assistant to the president, Monsanto
Chemical Co.; Don U. Bridge, special consultant, War Finance Division, Treasury Dept.; Earl L.
Kelly, vice-president, Bank of
America; Robert F. Spindell, Chicago attorney; and W. J. Hinton,
British Information Service.

it

s

WE HATE TO
REPEAT— BUT

thing to do with the precarious existence which you have had. It certainly does not sit very well with
Members of Congress to hear those
programs and it, of course, was
not conducive to the war effort in
any way." Mr. Brown declined to
name the program he referred to.
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tion in this country, which has depended for its growth on the development and use of invention, will impair our future prosperity. We hold
that its perpetuation will thwart democracy within the labor movement
itself, and be destructive of good
relations between all labor and all
industry. For these, as well as for
othertain cogent
are will
certhat most reasons,
American wecitizens
join us in condemning and in rejecting this principle.
The panel which was appointed
by the National War Labor Board
to hold hearings and report on the
merits of the dispute departed from
the task assigned to it to assume
a mediatory role, and in this capacity its members participated in bringing about the contract which embodies this principle.
Columbia Recording Corp., RCAVictor, and NBC-Thesaurus, with
courage which should call forth the
commendation of the entire broadcasting industry, have continued their
opposition to the principle of direct
payment to the union. These companies now find themselves, however,
in an obviously unfortunate position.
The merits of the principle which
they oppose may now be adjudicated
by the very panel which as mediator brought about the making of the
contract which embodies the principle the panel is now supposed dispas ionately to evaluate.
Although Mr. Petrillo was the originator of the idea of a direct levy
upon the companies, he had made
little headway in the hearings before the NLRB panel until Decca
Records and its subsidiary, World,
deserted the principles set forth in
a joint letter which they, with the
Miss Rae Elbroch
Franklin Bruch Agency
New York, N. Y.
Dear
Raeone
— for the book. Coyle and
Here's
Richardson
has been one of Charleston's leading department stores for 59
really a high
years.
class store, It's
but
conservative
minded.
For
example.
They've
never
run a Sunday
ad,
even
drape
their windows
every
For 59Sabbath.
years
they operated
with newspaper only, but
about
months four
ago
they chose
WCHSry a toweekly
carnighttime
half
hour of good
music with
the sole purpose in mind
of
doing an
institutional
job.
check
their To
audience,
they
put
an ordinaryon
stocking
couple ad ofa
weeks ago.
results
wereTheso
good, that they realized here was a
brand new selling medium that really
sold. Result: Coyle and Richardson now
using a fifteen minute daytime strip
five days a week, on WCHS of course.
Oh yes, they're keeping their nighttime
half hour. were
I've best
alwaysqualified
figuredto local
merchants
determine how WCHS
listeners respond,
and I guess this proves it. I think this
testimonial
worthwhileReps,
that The
I'll
send
it to isourso National
Branham Co,
Regards Yrs.
ALGY

other recording
companies,
had1943.
addressed to the union
on Feb. 23,
Such action by Decca and World
placed four of the other companies
under such competitive pressure that
they felt obliged to accept the principle, despite the fact that it was
thoroughly repugnant to all of them.
Theing ofcommittee
deplores
makthe contracts
whichtheembody
the principle of direct payment to
the union. It regards the payment
of moneys directly to a union as equally destructive of the rights of employers and union members. For
unions to collect direct tribute as
compensation for permitting their
members to render services is not a
forward step in unionism, but rather
a reversion to a philosophy which regards these members as chattels to
be There
disposed
at the union's
option.
is noof economic
or social
theory which supports such an exaction. There are no facts which justify
its application in the present case.
The members of the AFM have profited through the invention of recording, and the union has no unemployment problem.
Tube

Subsidy

(Continued from page 16)
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Under Navy Order
ASKED for further information
on their plans for equitable distribution of 576,000 civilian tubes
purchased recently from Phillips
Export Corp., New York, the buyer,
George D. Barbey Co. of Reading,
Pa., said last week that all plans
have been held up by instructions
received from the Navy.
Mr. Barbey said he had been
ordered by the Navy not to dispose of the tubes pending decision
whether they want all or any part
of the assortment.
Urged by NAB and the Office of
Civilian Requirements and others
to release the tubes, frozen while
Phillips held them for export sale,
the WPB Radio & Radar Division
on Oct. 8 ordered release to the
U. S. civilian market and the following week the Barbey Co. announced it had bought the entire
lot and was making plans for distributionOct.to the
trade [Broadcasting,
11, 18].
BASIC idea of the weekly CBS Don't
You Believe It program is to be incorporated in the forthcoming MGM
cartoon, "Kitty Foiled". Film will
dispel the old belief that the cat always kills the mouse.

which reach into the rural areas."
Mr. Peterson contended that advertising sponsored by the Government would carry more weight with
readers than that donated by local
merchants.
"Don't you think we ought to
include
radio Danaher.
advertising also?"
asked Senator
"I have no particular objection.
Radio has been doing a good job,"
replied Mr. Peterson.
Overdone?
Senator Taft expressed the view
that the Treasury "has well overdone Brown,
advertising."owner, editor, pubC. B.
lisher of the Oconomowoc (Wis.)
Enterprise and president of the
Wisconsin Press Assn., an organization of weekly, semi-weekly and
tri-weekly publications, speaking
on "Subsidy and Freedom of the
Press", told the committee the
Bankhead bill would not, if passed,
create a subsidy. Neither would it
influence the editorial policy of the
press, she asserted.
Answering the question: "Would
money paid by the Government, if
this bill is passed, make any great
difference in the success or failure
of
small
Mr. the
Brown
said:town newspapers?"
"I think not. All of the newspapershisareprepared
going concerns."
tinuing
statement ConMr.
Brown said: "Farmers have radios but they listen to them for entertainment largely."
The measure provides that the
Treasury is authorized to buy and
pay for "beginning with the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1944 not less
than $25 million and not more than
$30 million of advertising space in
newspapers" for the purposes of
"advertising the sale of bonds, notes
and other obligations of the United
States". Advertising space so purchased "shall be divided equitably
among all newspapers of general
circulation which are entered as
second-class matter". It further
provides that one-half shall go to
publications in communities of
10,000 population and less and the
other half to those in larger cities.

MB
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FEMININE SIGNER for Gunther Brewing Co., Baltimore, is Mrs.
Audrey Strouse, advertising manager, whose pen renews for the sixth
year the Quiz of Two Cities between Baltimore and Washington on
WFBR Baltimore, originator of the program which is now heard in
22 cities. Looking on are (1 to r) Walter Meade, account executive, St.
Georges & Keys Adv., New York; Henry Hickman, m.c. for Baltimore;
Walter Compton, m.c. for Washington; William S. Pirie, WFBR commercial manager. More than 150,000 have seen the show and 2,080 have
been interviewed, with 1,040 receiving cash awards for questions.
Foster Accredited
NBC has added W. K. (Bud) Foster to its list of fully-accredited
Army and Navy war correspondents to cover Alaska and the
Northwestern Sea Frontier. Foster
is manager of KFAR Fairbanks, a
position he will retain while coordinating Alaskan events for the network. Since the Japanese attack
on Dutch Harbor, over 20 quarterhour shows and 18 Alaskan participations in the "Army Hour"
have been presented over NBC,
which to date has had exclusive
coverage from the area.
G. M. McKelvey Co., Youngstown, O.,
department store, has begun sponsorship on WKBN of the Monday
through Friday 7 :55 p.m. newscast.
Contract predates by a few weeks the
Youngstown presentation of the NAB
retail film.

OWI Releases Discs
THE OFFICE of War Information
is releasing transcriptions of Music
at War for broadcast overseas,
while WNEW New York, station
originating the program, is distributing itdomestically (at cost)
at the suggestion of the OWI. Program is used as a vehicle for the
promotion of new war songs by the
Music War Committee [Broadcasting, Oct. 4].
JOHN E. PEARSON & Co., Chicago,
station representatives. has been
named to represent KPHO Phoenix,
Ariz., effective Nov. 1, when that station becomes an affiliate of the BLUE.
RADIO Writers Laboratory, Lancaster, Pa., script syndicate, is moving
into its own building on East Orange
St.
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Asking Merger Approval
SENTINEL BROADCASTING
Corp., Syracuse, licensee of WAGE,
last week asked the FCC to approve an internal reorganization
which would merge the present corporation with WAGE Inc. Purpose,
stated in the application, is to
strengthen
the corporation's
financial resources
in anticipation
of
developing FM and television services in the post-war era.
WAGE Inc. is a corporation
owned 80% by Frank G. Revoir,
president and director of Sentinel,
and formerly known as Revoir Motors Inc., an automobile firm which
is in the process of liquidating its
business. The new organization
would retain the same officers and
directors now serving Sentinel
Broadcasting, with the stock divided as follows:
Mr. Revoir, 7,800 shares (80%);
William T. Lane, vice-president and
general manager, 460; Alexis N.
Muench, vice-president, 916; Francis D. McCurn, director, 229; Raymond J. Pieri, director, 183; Francis E. Doonan, secretary-treasurer,
229;
183. Charles H. Maltby, director,
Edwards
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Signs

WEBLEY EDWARDS, who attained worldwide fame through his
eyewitness broadcasts of the Pearl
Harbor attack, has become regular correspondent .
for CBS in the!
Central Pacific
area, and has left
his former post
as manager of
KGMB, Honolulu,
and vice-president
of the Hawaiian
Broadcasting System Ltd. Mr. Edwards opened his
own offices in the Mr. Edwards
Castle & Cooke Bldg. Sept. 1 and,
in addition to his CBS duties, is
doing freelance broadcasting and
production, as well as writing. He
has been on a part-time basis with
CBS since Dec. 7, 1941.
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Music

FATIGUE PERIOD music, especially via FM radio, has done much
to
improve
workers'
morale lag,
and
overcome normal
production
Miss Violet Kmety, program director of W51C, FM station of Zenith
Radio Corp., Chicago, stated in discus ing a new series of war worker
programs inaugurated by the company. "Some types of music, such
as vocals and boogie-woogie, make
people nervous and reduce production, and about the best performance Ihave been able to find from
hit-or-miss selection is a production
increase of 8%," Miss Kmety, said,
"but scientifically planned schedules
have proved themselves to be nearly
twice as effective, with production
increases ranging up to 15%."
About 40 Chicago-area war plants,
employing thousands of workers,
now hear special FM programs several times during each shift.
HAL PEARY, of the NBC Great
Oildersleeve, will be featured in the
RKO film, "Gildersleeve, Detective,"
which
vember. starts production during No-

RS
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TEXT
FOLLOWING is the text of the
contract signed Oct. 20 by James
C. Petrillo, president of the American Federation of Musicians of the
United States and Canada with
Associated Music Publishers, LangWorth Feature Programs, C. P.
MacGregor and Standard Radio:
Thislows : will confirm our agreement as fol( 1 ) You shall use only members in good
standing of the American Federation of
Musicians as instrumental musicians, conductors, arrangers, and copyists, in recording phonograph records and electrical transcriptions (hereinafter sometimes
jointly
"recordings"the) . term
(2) Weref erred
a^ree to
thatas throughout
of this agreement, so long as you perform
your obligations hereunder, our members

WGef

out

of

]

I

pants,

J

L

my

OF

NEW

AFM

PACT

shall have the right and permission to
enter into and continue in your employ
and you shall have the right to use their
services for the purposes aforesaid upon
the terms and conditions hereinafter set
forth.
(3) We warrant and represent that we
have the right and power to enter into
this agreement and to grant you the rights
and benefits set forth herein. We shall exercise full authority in order that our locals and members of the Federation engagedtivities
in orshall do
pertaining
nothing to
in recording
derogation ac-of
this agreement.
(4) Immediately upon the making of any
recording hereunder and prior to its release, you shall advise the Federation of
such recording, of the serial or other number
and with
any additional
information inthereof,
connection
any such recording,
which we may reasonably require. Upon
demand by the Federation, you shall
promptly furnish to it a copy of any such

deaiw^j

" A- ' I
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Out here in the Red River Valley, WDAY

is the first

thing on in the morning and the last thing off at
night! Says C. C. Chapel: "In all the Rating Studies
that we have made, your station stands by far the
highest in comparison to its competition."

WDAY
FARGO, N. D. . . . 5000 WATTS
4k

N. B. C.

AFFILIATED WITH THE FARGO FORUM
FREE 6- PETERS, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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recording, including those made or pressed
by you in Canada.
(5) Upon execution of this agreement,
you shall
the Federa-of
tion a copypromptly
of your furnish
current tocatalogues
phonograph
records
and
library
tions, and thereafter
totranscriptime
and when
issued, you from
shall time
supply
a copyas
of all supplements thereto.
Right to Dub
(6) You shall not require, request inany manner
attempt toto influenceduce,anyor in
member
of the Federation
play
or perform for recordings, or render services petaining thereto, except as permitted by this ageement.
(7) You shall have the right to dub,
re-record, cordings
or forre-transcribe
slide films oranyas ofa your
part re-of
any manufacturing processes by which you
make the recordings available for the uses
for which they were originally intended.
Except as herein expressly provided, you
shall not dub, re-record or re-transcribe
any recordings containing the services of
members of the Federation except on preof member
any suchthrough
intentionvious
to bewritten
givennotice
to the
whom the musicians were originally employed, as well as to the Federation, and
upon payment to the said member of the
full scale for all musicians applicable to
such new use. Nothing contained in this
agreement shall in any way modify any
obligation independent of this agreement
which you may be under to obtain from
our members such individual approval as
may be necessary in connection with any
dubbing,
of records. re-recording, or re-transcribing
(8) You shall not require members of
the Federation to make phonograph records containing commercial advertisements;
or to make any recordings designed for use
as accompaniment by performers for or
in connection with their public performances.shall
"Accompaniment"
as usedto in
this
Paragraph
not be construed
include
signatures, bridges, background and mood
music, dental
sound
and nfanfares,
incietc.
music ineffects
connectk
with scripts,
Wage Payments
(9) All laws, rules and regulations of
the AFM (copy of which is herewith submitted) are made part of this agreement.
(10) We agree that any changes in our
Constitution, By-Laws, rules or regulations, which may be made during the term
of this agreement or which may conflict
with any of the provisions hereof, shall
not impose any conditions not herein contained or change your rights hereunder.
(11) You shall pay our members for the
services rendered by them in the making
of recordings such sums as you may agree
upon with them but which, in no event,
shall be less than the respective wage
scales. We agree that the wage scales for
the services of our members, which were
in effect July 1942, shall be continued without change for a period of two years from
October 20, 1943. Either party may give
notice of its desire to change the wage
scales for the period from October 20,
1945 to December 31, 1947.
Such notice shall be in writing and shall
be mailed not later than April 20, 1945.
In the event that such notice is sent and
that negotiations fail to produce an agreement regarding new wage scales within
said six-months period, either you or we
shall have the right to terminate this
agreement for the services of our members as of October 20, 1945.
(12) All contracts for recordings between you and the members of the Federation shall contain the following provision:
"As the musicians
engagedareunder
the
stipulations
of this contract
members
of the American Federation of Musicians,
nothing in this contract shall ever be construed as to interfere with any obligation
which they owe to the AFM as members
(13) In consideration of the rights,
privileges, and permissions granted to you
thereof."
hereunder, you shall pay to the "Employment Fund" of the AFM the following:
(a) For phonograph records manufactured or produced by you or others from
masters hereafter recorded by you during
the term of this agreement, containing
performances by members of the Federation, and which phonograph records are
sold by you or by the lessees of your masters to others, a payment equal to the
following:
% cent for each record, the manufacturer's suggested
retail price of which does
not exceed
35 cents;
% cent for each record, the manufacturer's suggested
retailbutprice
morecents;
than
35 cents
does ofnotwhich
exceedis
50
% cent for each record, the manufacturer's suggested retail price of which is

more
than 50 cents but does not exceed
75 cents;
1 cent for each record, the manufacturprice not
of which
more
than er's75suggested
cents retail
but does
exceedis $1.00;
2% cents for each record, the manufacturer's$1.00
suggestedbutretail
of which
more than
does price
not exceed
$1.50;is
5 cents for each record, the manufacturwhich
more er's
thansuggested
$1.50 retail
but doesprice
not of
exceed
$2.00;is
2% percent of the sales price of each
record,ofthewhich
manufacturer's
suggested retail
price
exceeds $2.00.
Transcription Fee
(b) Forfacturedelectrical
manufrom masterstranscriptions,
hereafter recorded
by you containing performances by members of the Federation, and which are intended by you for more than one use by
your customers, lessees or licensees as part
of your library service or otherwise, a payment equal to 3% of the gross revenues
derived by you from the sale, lease, license
or other disposition thereof.
In the event that at the time the calculation of the first payment due to us hereunder proves to be unduly burdensome or
otherwise difficult of computation by you,
then and in such an event we agree that
we shall endeavor to agree with you upon
a new basis of calculating an amount
equivalent to the sum payable to us hereunder. If we are unable so to agree within
a period of thirty (30) days from the
date on which such payment shall be due
hereunder, then and in such an event we
agreeabletoArthursubmit
such ordispute
to HonorS. Meyer
any other
person
designated
by
the
chairman
of
the National War Labor Board for determination.
(c) tions
For manufactured
commercialforelectrical
transcripbroadcasting
and
intended by you for not more than a single use by any one station, there shall be
no payment to us pursuant to the terms
of this Paragraph 13. You agree that in
connection with the sale or other distributionel tioninof the
this electrical
Paragraphtranscriptions
13(c), whichmenare
manufactured from masters hereafter recorded by you during the term of this
agreement,
and which
contain
perform-as
ances by members
of the
Federation
aforesaid,
you
will
stipulate
for
the
fit of the Federation an obligation benethat
your customers shall not use or authorize
the use of such electrical transcriptions
more than once on any particular station
without
Federation.the prior written approval of the
Right to See Books
(d) All payments provided for in this
Paragraph
made toeach
the calendar
Federation within 1345 shall
days be
following
half-year, and shall be accompanied by a
statement certifying all payments required
to be made pursuant hereto.
(e) The Federation at its option shall
have access and right of examination of
your books and records at all reasonable
times
relating
to the13. payments referred
to in this
Paragraph
(f) ments
Yourpursuant
obligations
to make the
payto this Paragraph
13 shall
continue after the expiration or other
termination of this agreement, with respect to any and all recordings from mashereof. ters made hereunder during the term
(14)mentThe
will in
use this
the agreement
"EmployFund" AFM
described
only for the purposes of fostering and
propagating
and members
the employment by musical
it of liveculture
musicians,
of the Federation, for the rendering of live
music. This Fund will be kept separate and
apart tion.from
funds will
of the
FederaNo partallofother
this Fund
be used
for
the payment of the salaries of any officer
of the Federation, or for any other purpose
than the foregoing. However, up to 5% may
be used for the purpose of administering
Parties Buy Time
POLITICAL TIME has been
planned or already purchased by
both the Republican State Committee and the Independent Citizens
Committee for coming New York
State elections. The former has
bought time on a New York state
hookup for the election of Senator
Joe R. Hanley as Lt. Governor. Independent Citizens Committee for
election of Lt. Gov. William H.
Haskell was planning to purchase
state-wide radio coverage for

speeches.
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the Fund. In the event administration expenses exceed 5%, the Federation will meet
such additional expenses from its own
Treasury.
Advisory Group
The Federation has in the past submitted at its conventions a full and detailed financial statement, accounting and
annual report audited by certified public
accountants to be submitted to the membership of the Federation, and such reports are made public. With respect to the
Employment Fund referred to herein, a
similar detailed statement, financial accounting and report will also be made
annually and in like manner.
In administering the Fund, the AFM
will,lic with
view tofrom
best time
serving
the pubinterest,a consult
to time
with
an Advisory
Committee
to
be
created
forthwith. Such committee shall have no power
of vote.
The Advisory Committee will consist of
two persons to be selected and appointed
by the Chairman of the National War
Labor Board or, in the event that the
present National War Labor Board shall
not be in existence throughout the term
of this contract, then successor appointments shall be made by the Secretary of
Labor of the United States. The necessary
traveling and other expenses of the Advisory Committee will be paid by the
American Federation of Musicians and
charged to the Fund, but the same shall
not exceed $1500 in any year.
The purpose of consulting with the Advisory Committee will be to receive advice
and suggestions from the Advisory Comthe fund.mittee concerning the admin:'stration of
(15) The rights granted to you under
this agreement are hereby declared to be
personal to you, and you agree not to
transfer, assign or attempt to transfer or
assign this agreement without our prior
written consent, which consent shall not
be unreasonably withheld.
Conformation Clause
(16) In the event that we shall make
any agreement permitting the making of
phonograph records or electrical transcriptions, during the term hereof, upon
any terms or conditions more favorable
than or different from those contained in
this agreement, you shall have the right
at your sole option automatically to cause
this agreement to be conformed therewith.
(17) You shall not make or permit the
use of your facilities for making or otherwise give aid and assistance in the making
of any phonograph records and electrical
transcriptions which contain instrumental
music for or on account of other persons
engaged in the phonograph record or
electrical transcription business who is not
signatorymittingtothe employment
an agreementof with
us, perour members,
unless
authorized
in
writing
by
the
Federation.
(18) Except as otherwise provided in
this agreement, and so long as you perform your obligations hereunder, we agree
that throughout
the term noof influence
this agree-or
ment we shall exercise
restraint upon our members against entering or remaining in your employ, to
the end that there shall be no cessation or
interruption of your employment of our
members hereunder in the making of recordings in connection with your business.
However, our obligation under this paragraph shall not extend to phonograph records or to that type of recording known
as commercial electrical transcriptions hereinabove referred to in Paragraph 13(c).
(19) You agree not to make recordings
of any radio programs containing the services of our members, off-the-line or offTEST YOUR
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FOLLOWING is text of memorandum read into the record of the
War Labor Board panel hearings
in New York Oct. 20 by the chairman of the WLB panel, Arthur S.
Meyer, in connection with signing
of contracts by four recording
firms:
In order to clarify the record at this
point and because of the various delays
that have occurred, I will summarize the
events to date in the case of the Electrical
Transcription Manufacturers and the
American Federation of Musicians.
Seven employers were originally parties
to this dispute, namely,
World Broadcasting System
Empire Broadcasting Corporation
Associated Music Publishers Inc.
Lang-Worth Feature Programs Inc.
C. P. MacGregor
Standard Radio
Radio Recording Division, National
Broadcasting Company
At the request of these employers and
notwithstanding the objection of the union,
the National War Labor Board took jurisdiction of the case and instructed the tripartite panel to hear the case and report
its findings and recommendations.
Function of Panel
The panel has from time to time adjourned its hearings at the request of some
or all of the parties to afford them an
opportunity to reach a voluntary agreement. On Sept. 29 the panel was advised
that a final written agreement had been
reached between the AFM and the World
Broadcasting
agreement
extended to the System,
making which
of records
by Decca
Records Inc., with which World Broadcasting System is affiliated.
As indicated at the conclusion of the
last public session, the panel did not participate, by mediation or otherwise, in the
negotiation
of the With
World-Decca
with
the union.
referenceagreement
to this
agreement, as with any other voluntary
agreement between employers and unions,
the sole function of the panel or the
the-air, without first obtaining from the
Federation written permission, except that
we agree that no such permission shall be
necessary in instances where
(a) Recordings are for reference or file
purposes,
(b) For orthe purpose of making delayed
broadcast transcriptions, which have been
authorized in writing by the Federation.
The Federation agrees that in all other
cases it will not unreasonably withhold
permission to make such off-the-air or
off-the-line recordings, and that in such
other instances where granted, permission
shall be given on payment of transcription
scale to the members of the Federation
concerned. This agreement shall not in
any way modify any obligation independent
of this agreement which you may be under
to obtain from our members such individual approvals as may be necessary in
connection with such off-the-line or offthe-air recordings.
(20) The term of this agreement shall
be for the period commencing as of Oct.
20, 1943, and terminating Dec. 31, 1947.
If this is in accordance with your understanding, kindly execute both copies of
this letter to constitute it an agreement
between you and us.

AFRA

CHAIRMAN

board is to determine whether the agreement involves a wage or salary adjustment requiring approval of the board, and
if so. whether the adjustment can properly be approved under the National Wage
Stabilization
program.
Since atheprovision
WorldDecca agreement
contained
enabling the employer to conform that
agreement to any more favorable terms
granted by the Federation to other companel has
delayedto consideration of panies,
the the money
payments
be made
by World and Decca thereunder until it
knew whether the agreement would be
amended under the provision mentioned.
Somewhat later the Empire Broadcasting Corp. signed an agreement similar to
the World-Decca agreement.
Since the execution of the World-Decca
agreement the union and the five reemployers have
attempted
negotiatmaining
e a voluntary
agreement.
The topanel
has from time to time participated in
these negotiations at the invitation of the
parties but has acted only in a mediatory
capacity.vision ofThough
Radioof Recording
Dithe NBC,the one
the said five
employers, originally participated in these
negotiations,
it later vo'untarily
withdrew,
and
the negotiations
were thereafter
continued by the four other employer companies.
principle ofthe"payment
to a afund"
wasTheaccepted
employers
condition of thesebynegotiations.
The asprinciple
of public
participation
in
the
administration of that fund through an advisory
committee was suggested by the panel and
was promptly and cheerfully accepted by
all parties.
negotiations
were intherefore confinedThe
to other
issues which,
the
opinion of the employers, had not been
sufficiently dealt with or clarified in the
World-Decca contract. Today the four emcompaniesUnion
have and
signel
agree-be
mentployer
with the
workan will
resumed forthwith.
Although,
Radio Recording Division asof stated,
the NBCthe withdrew
from
the voluntary negotiations with the union,
it did not withdraw from the case but requested the panel to retain jurisdiction
with respect to it. Furthermore, two record
companies,
Columbia
Record-of
ing Corp.
and namely,
RCA Victor
Division
Radio Corp. of America Inc., have filed
petitions to intervene and to be made
parties to the case. The panel has taken
these petitions under advisement.
In the meanwhile, separate negotiations
have been started by Radio Division of
NBC, Columbia Recording Corp., and RCA
Victor Division of Radio Corp. of America
Inc., looking
ment with thetowards
union, aandvoluntary
the panelagreehas
participated in these negotiations in a
mediatory capacity. In the hope that such
an agreement may be reached, and at the
request of the parties, public hearings have
been temporarily discontinued. Whether
they will be resumed will obviously depend
on the outcome of the negotiations and the
mediatory efforts of the panel.
The hearing is adjourned until a date
which shall be fixed by the panel.
The panel will, at an early date, report
to the War Labor Board on the money
payments to be made under the WorldDecca agreement and under the agreement
with the other four companies executed
today, insofar as such payments may require the approval of the National War
Labor Board under the National Wage
Stabilization program.
Infringement Damages
JUSTICE WILLIAM BONDY in a
recent decision in U. S. District
Court ruled that Ronzoni Macaroni
Co., WPEN Philadelphia, and
WOV New York, were subject to
$11,500 damages, plus fees and
costs, for infringement of each episode ofa"Death
Takes sponsored
a Holiday"
used in
radio serial
by
the company. Action was brought
by the Shuberts, who were represented by Milton R. Weinberger
and John J. Wildberg, New York
attorneys.
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TO AVOID conflict with similar
titles, Procter & Gamble Co., with
broadcast of Oct. 18 changed name
of its five-weekly-quarter-hour early
morning serial on NBC stations from
Hollywood Theatre of the Air to
Dreft Star Playhouse. Agency is
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.

Standbys Are Paid

By CBS for Navy Show
PART of the dispute involving
AFRA, CBS and BLUE networks,
was settled Oct. 21, when CBS
agreed to pay the actor's union for
standbys for the Navy men who donate their talent on the Bluejacket
Choir With Danny O'Neil, heard
Sundays on CBS.
According to the agreement, the
network will pay each union standby for the first eight sailor singers
$32.50 at the half-hour rate, and
for every 16 members of the sailor
choir beyond eight, one AFRA
standby will be paid.
Negotiations between AFRA and
the BLUE, whose Meet Your Navy
program uses serviceman talent,
are
still Co.,
pending.
MinneapolisHoneywell
Minneapolis,
pays
for the time used on the Bluejacket
Choir With Danny O'Neil program,
and Hall Bros., printing, Kansas
City, makes the time available for
the Meet Your Navy program.
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CONTROL
ROOM
DONALD F. McLBAN, John E.
Conklin and Joseph J. Malin have
joined the engineering staff of WOR
New York.
DON WELLER, former chief engineer of WISN Milwaukee has been
promoted to a captain in the Army
Signal Corps.
PAUL MTJLLER. control room opertheratorofofaWISN
girl. Milwaukee, is the faHERBERT NEWCOMB, formerly
staff announcer of WCAU Philadelphia, has recently joined the announcsion. ing staff of the BLUE Central DiviROBERT BROOKE, engineer of
NBC Hollywood, has been commissioned alieutenant (j.g.) in the Navy
and reported to the Bureau of Ships,
San Francisco, on Oct. 21.
MARTIN SIELS, formerly with
WDBC Escanaba, Mich., has joined
the engineering staff of WIND Gary.
ROBERT BEVERFORDEN has
joined the engineering staff of WOWOWGL Fort Wayne, Ind.

i

i
AND THE BLUE NETWORK
John Elmer
Geo. H. Roeder
President
Gen, Manager
m.

FREE & PETERS
Exclusive National Rep.

In the old days they fired a
gun from The Citadel in
Halifax, Nova Scotia to tell
the time.
Today the population listens
to CHNS for the time.
NOTE: They Still Fire the Gun
Keeping Up the Old Traditions!
Traditions,
MuchHowever,
Business.Don't Get
CHNS

5 0 0 0 WATTS

Does — Try It.

■

1 3 3 0 KILOCYCLES

ENGLISH • JEWISH • ITALIAN
The rotter of advertiser! using WEVD year
after yearAdvertising.
reads like
National
Lift "Who'i
on request,Who" in
HENRY GREENFIELD, MANAGING DIRECTOR
WIVD— 117 W. 46th Street, New York, N. Y.
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'Coronet' Series
FOLLOWING closely on Schutter
Candy Co.'s discontinuation of the
Coronet Little Show on CBS, Coronet magazine starts a similar
program on Mutual network, under the title Coronet Story Teller.
Starting Sunday, Nov. 7, in the
6:45-7 p.m. period on 60 MBS stations, the series will feature war
stories, human interest tales and
dramatizations, with musical background supplied by the orchestra
of WGN, Chicago, point of origin.
Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago, handles both the Coronet and the
Schutter accounts.
Satevepost Schedule
CURTIS PUBLISHING Co., Philadelphia (Saturday Evening Post),
on Oct. 27 will begin sponsorship
of a staggered schedule of oneminute transcribed chain breaks,
five-minute transcribed dramas
and quarter-hour live news programs on 48 stations, with more
anticipated. Contract is for 13
weeks. Agency is MacFarland,
Aveyard, Chicago.

Hauser Promoted
WILLARD H. HAUSER has been
named chief engineer for WBZ,
WBOS and W67B Westinghouse
Co. stations in Boston, C. S. Young,
general manager,
announced. He is
replacing F. M.
Sloan, who has
been loaned to
the parent comcarry on
wartimepany to research.
Mr. Hauser joined
Westinghouse i n
Chicago in 1928,
as a technician,
Mr. Hauser
and later transferred to KDKA as control supervisor. From there he went to
WBZA, and then to WBZ as control supervisor in 1940. Charles
Vassall, veteran of the technical
staff takes over the position vacated by Mr. Hauser.
William A. Bruno
WILLIAM A. BRUNO, 49, treasurer and chief engineer of Selectar
Mfg. Corp., Long Island City,
manufacturer of radio detecting
devices, died Oct. 17 in Wyckoff
Heights Hospital, Brooklyn, after
a short illness. Prior to the war
Mr. Bruno was a consultant to
Hearst Newspapers in experimentation on the transmission of news
by radio-controlled teletype and
shortwave radio. He leaves a widow
and two children.
Singleton to Harvard
HAROLD C. SINGLETON, chief
engineer of KGW-KEX Portland,
Ore., will leave shortly for Harvard U. to do research for the
Army and Navy. He has been
granted leave for the duration, according to Arden K. Pangborn,
managing director of the stations.
Mr. Singleton has held his position
in Portland for 10 years, coming
from the radio engineering dept.
of the General Electric Co. in
Schenectady. At one time he was
radio engineer for Pacific Coast
ground installations of United Air
Lines. Lately he has been communications officer for the Oregon
Wing of the Civil Air Patrol, in
which he holds a captain's rank.
At Harvard, he will work directly
under Dr. F. E. Terman, head of
the radio research laboratory.

Arvey to Use 70
WHAT might be a new time-saving plan for station representatives'
salesmen was inaugurated in Chicago last week when George Roessler of First United Broadcasters,
agency, invited some 25 salesmen
to hear a talk on the 1944 plans of
the Arvey Corp., Chicago (R-V
lite). The Arvey Corp. will campaign for 52 weeks on some 70 stations, according to Mr. Roessler.

Food Spots Sponsorable
OWI's Domestic Radio Bureau announced last week that in addition
to the Bonds For Cristmas station
announcements scheduled for the
weeks Nov. 8 and Nov. 15, the Food
For Freedom announcements for
those weeks would be 55 seconds
long, and available for sponsorship.
The war message schedule for the
week of Nov. 8 appears on page 20
of this issue.

M-G-M Film Spots
METRO - GOLDWYN - MAYER,
New York, has signed for participations on Personally, It's Off the
Record and on Arthur Godfrey's
program on WABC New York, for
two weeks, starting Oct. 25, to promote the "North Star", which opens
in New York Nov. 4. Agency is
Donahue & Coe, New York.

Kenmore Expands
SPOT CAMPAIGN for Mathematics Made Simple [Broadcasting,
Oct. 11], has been expanded to a
total of 10 stations by Kenmore
Publishing Co., New York, and will
continue to increase, according to
Weiss & Geller, New York, agency
in charge. Firm uses five-minute
transcriptions at varying frequencies per week.
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Voice

Communication

Components
Universal Microphones, as
well as Universal Plugs,
Jacks, Cords, and Switches,
I are vital voice communication components today in
the War Effort. When peace
comes, they will continue to
fulfill their role in a postwar
world surmounting the barriers of distance with Radio
and Aircraft.
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO., LTD.
INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA
CANADIAN DIV: 560 KING ST. WEST, TORONTO

Standard
Likes

AFM

ITALIAN

Radio
Deal

Milt Blink
Says Relations
With Union Are Stronger
FAVORABLE REACTION to the
four-year contract agreements between the American Federation of
Musicians headed by James C.
Petrillo, and five electrical transcription companies, announced
last week by Arthur S. Meyer,
chairman of the National Labor
Relations Board, New York, was
expressed in a statement made
Thursday in Chicago by Milt Blink,
co-owner of Standard Radio, one
of the companies involved which
signed Oct. 20 to end negotiations.
Mr. Blink said, "We're very
happy to conclude the deal so that
we can now proceed with the normal operations of our business.
Considerable advantages were
gained over the Decca- World contract, and under the present arrangement we feel that we will be
able to carry on our service to
stations with very little if any
change in our own setup, and what
is most important, without imposing any interference on the stations themselves. Immediately
upon signing the contract, Standard Radio sent a bulletin to its
subscribers explaining the contract
negotiations."
In the three-page letter sent to
stations, Standard explained its
signing with the AFM along with
Lang-Worth Feature Programs,
Inc., and C. P. MacGregor Co., Los
Angeles. Other transcription companies which signed were Associated Music Publishers, and as
previously announced, DeccaWorld. The Standard message attempted clarification of the entire
proceedings for its clients, stating
that "Actually, we think our relations with the union have been
strengthened by the controversy,
and we believe our relationship is
now on a basis where it can continue for some time in the future."
Still outside, but said to be making separate negotiations with the
Petrillo union, are the Radio Recording Division of NBC, and two
record firms, the RCA Victor Division of the RCA and Columbia.

Dominating
iiinify

in

k Service!

PORTLAND, OREGON
CBS Affiliate
FREE & PETERS • National Reoresentatives

BROADCASTING

Wheel Talent
JIMMY MOORE, general
manager of Yellow Cab Co.,
Memphis, bought six 15-minute periods a week on WHBQ
Memphis, and found the answer to his talent problem at
the wheels of his own cabs.
Two of his drivers, now billed
as "Joe & Slim, the Yodelin'
Cabbies", are E. P. Crowe,
known to hill-billy fans as
Sundown Slim and author of
many cowboy and hill ballads, and Joe Manuel, wellknown mandolin-player with
several Memphis hillbilly
bands.

Sponsors
Resume
Television Series
WITH lifting of the ban on weather
broadcasts, Botany Worsted Mills
have resumed their one-minute
weather cartoon featuring the Botany Lamb on WNBT New York,
John T. Williams, television program manager of NBC, told some
40 members of the American Television Society at their October
meeting, held last Thursday at the
Capitol Hotel, New York. Bulova's
telecast time signals are also back
on the station, Mr. Wililams said,
adding that most of the 13 advertisers who used WNBT before the
wartime shortages of manpower
and equipment caused the eliminatiin of live studio programs are expected back when such programs
are again available.
Norman D. Waters, ATS president, announced a joint dinner
meeting of ATS and the Advertising Club of New York for Nov. 10
at the Club. Allen B. Du Mont will
address the meeting from studio
of W2XWV, at the beginning of a
special demonstration of commercial television programming.
Thomas Hutchinson of Ruthrauff &
Ryan, formerly program director
of WNBT, will also speak at the
dinner.
NAB Board Meeting
POSTPONEMENT of the meeting
of the NAB Board of Directors
from Nov. 10-11 to Nov. 17-18 in
Washington was announced last
week by President Neville Miller,
following suggestions from several
board members that the latter date
would be preferable. Although no
formal agenda has been announced,
Mr. Miller said that detailed consideration would be given legislative problems and the music situation. The board last met in July,
when the question of NAB organization was considered, among other
things, in the light of the expiration of President Miller's term
next July.
WILDROOT Co., Buffalo (hair
tonic), on Oct. 18 began sponsorship
of
Sing & Swing
withweekly
Danny melody
o'Neil,
quarter-hour
thrice
program,tract is on
WBBM
Chicago.
for 52 weeks. AgencyCon-is
BBDO, Chicago.
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CANCELED BY WELl
STRESSING the fact that at the
rate stations are now dropping foreign
programs
"it is possible language
that in the
near future
foreign language programs will be
eliminated from airways," the International Ladies Garment Workers Union, Local 89, New York,
last week wired the FCC in protest
against the cancellation by WELI
New Haven of the union's program
Voice of Local 89.
The wire, signed by Luigi Antonini, general
secretary
the International
Dressmakers ofUnion
of
Local 89, explains that the hour
program has been sponsored by the
union for the past eight years,
originating at WEVD New York
and being fed to WELI and WPEN
Philadelphia. Furman, Feiner &
Co., New York, agency on the account, was notified Oct. 2 by WELI
that it was cancelling all programs
in Italian on Oct. 17 because it was
losing its foreign language censor,
although the agency replied that
programs originated in New York
and were censored at point of origin and not in New Haven.
The cancellation, Mr. Antonini
says, "wipes
out years
the good
accomplished in eight
of constant
pro-democratic education. It is even
more regrettable that it comes at
this time when the need is greatest
and in a community where the population isabout one-third of Italian

WMCA
origin."

LINKS

3 cAsk

John Blair

GROUP

IN HI -GRADE SERIES
HY-GRADE Food Products Inc.,
New York, sponsor of Alice B.
Hughes' commentaries on WMCA
New York, is arranging a tenstation network to carry her Sunday program, 7:45-8 p.m. Arhave already
been concluded forrangements
WXYZ
Detroit
and
WE BR Buffalo to rebroadcast the
program at 10:30 p.m., and time
is being sought in Philadelphia,
Cleveland, Indianapolis, Syracuse,
Washington, South Bend, Pittsburgh and Chicago. Those unable
to clear at 10:30 will carry delayed broadcasts recorded off the
lines. The Hy-Grade account
(meat products), is placed direct.
The Hy-Grade hook-up is the
largest of its kind to originate
from WMCA thus far, according to
Leon Goldstein of that station,
who said three other sponsors
have tried the same idea. Sponsor
leases telephone lines, paying minimum one-hour rate. For cities
close together the program is fed
city-to-city rather than direct from
WMCA. If successful, other clients
may be approached.
Staley on Blue
A. E. STALEY MFG. Co., Decatur,
111. (starch), on Nov. 29 will begin sponsorship of Sweet River,
Mondays through Fridays on the
BLUE network from 10-10:15 a.m.
Contract is for 52 weeks. Agency
is Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.

with
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F
YOURSEL

CUT
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LAWRENCE,
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5000 Watts Full Time
Represented by John BLAIR & CO.
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Lea
SPOTLIGHT
IDAHO'S
RICH FARMLAND
WITH

TWIN FALLS, IDAHO
— PULSE OF THE
MAGIC VALLEY—

PORTLAND, OREGON
*KEY TO THE GREAT WEST*
5,000 Watts
620 Kilocycles
NBC

RED

NETWORK

Represented Nationally by
EDWARD RETRY ft CO., Inc.

THE MARK
OF ACCURACY,
SPEED AND
INDEPENDENCE
IN WORLD WIDE
NEWS COVERAGE'

MONEY TO BURN
Farmers in this sixstate area never had
more money in their
lives. They're BUYING!
WIBW can make them
ask for your product.

WIBW

T-eVTO PET A
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Committee

Announces

Its

Policy

For Hearings Investigating the FCC
FOLLOWING is the statement of to the issue involved and properly adThe letters are, therefore,
policy and procedure issued last missable.
received in evidence.
Monday by Chairman Clarence F.
Procedure
Lea (D-Cal.) following a lengthy
executive session of the House SeAll hearings of the Committee shall
lect Committee to investigate the be presided over by one of its memFCC:
bers.
All hearings shall be open to the
The House Committee for the in- public unless, because of military
secrets
or other public interest, the
v
e
s
t
i
g
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
the
Federal
Communications Commission held an executive Committee
shall determine to meet in
session for the purpose of passing executive session with a quorum
upon thements admissibility
of certain
state-to
taken at New York
and also
present.
The Federal
Comdetermine certain matters of policy
mission shall beCommunications
notified in advance
of all hearings.
to
govern
the
deliberations
of
the
Committee.
Oaths shall be administered to witAll of the members of the Commit- sesses
by the presiding Chairman of
tee, including Mr. Lea, Mr. Hart, Mr. the Committee
at any hearing.
Magnuson Mr. Wigglesworth and Mr.
All witnesses shall testify under
Miller of Missouri were present.
oath.
After a two-hour session, the Comis the purpose of the Committee
mittee unanimously agreed on matters to Itallow
the Commission full opportucovered by this statement as follows :
nity to present, in due time, any facts
relevant
to
the subject matter of the
hearing.
Admissibility of Testimony
As appears from the record of the
Method of Preparing
open session of this Committee, held
in Washington on the 14th of October,
Analysis of Testimony
the written transcripts of statements
The Committee has arranged for an
of four witnesses, taken on an investi- analysis
testimony taken at the
gation into Shortwave Research at hearings ofto the
be made. Under this plan
New York during August and Septem- of analysis, citations will be made
ber, were requested to be embodied as
three general headings as to
testimony in the permanent record of under
the Committee hearings. As it further each substantial accusation made
against the Commission or its personappears from the record of such hear- nel.
ings on the 14th of October, a quesThe first head will include what are
tion was raised as to the propriety of
receiving this evidence on the ground regarded as substantial accusations
against the Commission or its
that it was not taken before a mem- made
ber of the Committee. Thereupon, it members.
was asserted that the Committee
Under the second head, the citation
would use its discretion as to what will be made to the various sections of
the
hearings which are claimed to
part of such testimony would be received in evidence where hearings support the accusations.
were private. It was then decided the
Under the third head, citations will
Committee would consider the matter
to evidence in the record emin executive session, and before such be made bracing
denials, explanatory and exevidence was sent to the printer.
culpatory matters in reference to such
Pursuant to this understanding, accusations respectively. Under this
this Committee met today to consider head the Federal Communications
may likewise make such
methods of procedure of the Commit- Commision
tee and also the question as to whether citations.
or not the offered statements should
be received in the records of the Committee. After looking into the matter,
Moves to NBC
it appears that part of these statements were made in the absence of any ADELAIDE HAWLEY, commenCommittee
member and at a private
tator on the Woman's Page of the
hearing.
Air on WABC New York, and
After considering the admissibility feminine commentator on M-G-M
of this testimony, the Committee has newsreels, has resigned to join
reached the conclusion that under H.
Res. 21, as adopted by the House of NBC Nov. 1. According to Clarence L. Menser, NBC vice-presiRepresentatives, and under which this
dent in charge of programs, Miss
Committee is operating, hearings can
be conducted only by a member of the Hawley will conduct a series of
Committee, and the presence of such six times weekly programs on
member during the whole of such WEAF, NBC outlet in New York,
hearing must be regarded as within 9:30-9:45 a.m. Her new series will
the intendment of the resolution.
to the program she conIt appears that the statement of be similar
ducted on WABC, and will include
two of these witnesses was taken with- advice to housewives on the many
out the presence of any member of the
Committee at any time, and that in home problems confronting them in
the case of one of the other witnesses wartime.
a Committee member was in attendance only part of the time.
Join Katz Agency
The Committee has decided as a
matter of policy to admit testimony RALPH P. CAMPBELL, formerly
taken in the presence of a member of with J. W. Thompson Co., has
the Committee in charge of the hear- joined the Sales Staff of the Katz
ing, and to re-examine the witnesses
whose testimonies were not given at Agency, New York, according to
hearings at which an authorized mem- an announcement last week by G.
ber of the Committee was present.
R. Katz, manager. Warren M. MorThe witnesses whose testimonies
ton, formerly with the William J.
were not given at hearings in charge Morton Co., also has joined the
of such a member will be brought be- New York Katz staff. Malcolm
fore the Committee for further inter- O'Mara, of the Katz New York
rogation, after which any question of
the admissibility of the testimony of staff, was feted at a luncheon at
the Waldorf-Astoria Oct. 21 by
such witnesses will be determined.
After consideration, the Committee the Katz organization prior to his
to Mobile where he will
finds that the thr»e letters offered in departure
serve as an officer in the Maritime
evidence and marked "Exhibits 21, 22
and 23" for identification are relevant Service.
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Allocation Studies
(Continued from page 9)
broadcasting services, according to
FCC sources, has heightened considerably.
To be integrated in any plan for
post-war allocations are international aspects of FM and television.
The bands assigned these services,
and television particularly, it is
hoped, will also be used in other
countries so as to standardize operations, both from the standpoints
of engineering methods and set
manufacturing. With internationally uniform services, the same
standards of engineering could be
employed so
American
manufacturersthat
could market
equipment
abroad.
Continuous Tests
It is expected also that some of
the ultra-high bands will be employed after the war on international air and sea routes for traffic control purposes and anti-collision devices. Every effort must be
made, it was pointed out, to guard
against interference with such
safety-of-life services.
It was learned at the FCC that
in preparing for these future allocations, field offices of the Commission are making continuous recordings of FM stations to determine
long distance interference phenomena. Tests also are being conducted
on interference from the E layer,
the troposphere, and sporadic
bursts from the ionosphere. Results
of these studies, it was stated, will
provide important information pertaining tofuture allocations as well
as data as to whether the present
bands should be retained or should
be extended in the spectrum.
FM Problem
Data thus far procured appears
to indicate that FM may require
space in a different portion of the
spectrum in order to avoid sky
wave interference. The present allocations were devised largely on
the basis of skip assignments at
30 or 40 mile intervals. Reports,
however, have been received from
FM operators indicating secondary
interference all the way across the
continent.
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WRS

RADIO

SCHOOL

40 Attend Workshop

RECRUITED HIS WIFE is what
Pat Flaherty did when he interviewed Ensign Annabel MurTay of the SPARS (r) on a WOAI
San Antonio program Sept. 25.
A week later the sportscaster and
newsman was again before the
mike with Ensign Murray, who
this time was accompanied by her
first San Antonio enlistee, none
other than Mrs. Anna Katherine
Flaherty ! Pat himself has been accepted by the Red Cross as an
overseas field director and is now
awaiting assignment.
GMA New York Meeting
To Hear Marvin Jones
WAR CONFERENCE of the Grocery Manufacturers of America, is
to be held Nov. 3-5 at the WaldorfAstoria, New York, and all sessions will be open except that of
Nov. 3 when only members of the
GMA will be admitted.
Fay Hunter, in charge of manpower for the food processing industry at the War Manpower Commission, will talk on the manpower
problem. Marvin Jones, War Food
Administrator, will discuss his production plans for 1943-44, and Lee
Marshall, deputy administrator of
the WFA, will report on the outlook for machinery and supplies.
Vernon Beatty, advertising manager of Swift & Co., now on loan
to the AFA, will make a progress
report. Other speakers include
Chester Bowles, general manager
• of the Office of Price Administration; Mark Upson, director of the
office of transportation, WFA; Sen.
Walter F. George (D-Ga.) ; Congressman Jesse P. Wolcott (RMich.) ; A. C. Nielson, market research economist, and Charles
Wesley Dunn, general counsel to
the GMA.

FOR

TEACHERS

Courses Held Jointly

With Philadelphia Education BoardBy W. B. McGILL
KYW; "Radio Script Writing",
Promotion Manager, KDKA Pittsburgh
Eleanore Ullmer, KYW; "Production Methods in Radio Drama",
FORTY public school teachers,
Robert E. White, program manager
principals and supervisors attended
KDKA; "Radio" Mrs. Ruth Welles,
a course in "Radio" last July in home economist, KYW; "Script
Philadelphia, conducted jointly by
Writing", Gordon Hawkins, prothe Philadelphia Board of Educagram supervisor, WRS Inc.;
tion and Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.
"Radio and Education", Col.
As a branch of the Board of William Galleher, educational director, KYW; "Music— Its RelaEducation's annual Summer Worktion to Radio", Clarence Fuhrman,
shop Session, the course was to
musical director, KYW; "Radio
give these educators a comprehenScripts and Production", Donn
sive knowledge of radio procedure
in actual commercial practice to Bennett, KYW; "The Radio Sales
Structure", J. S. deRussy, sales
stimulate their awareness of broadmanager, KYW; "Radio Program
casting as a tremendous social
Management", J. P. Begley, proforce, and to enable them to utilize
gram manager, KYW;
radio more adequately for educa"Present Day Significance of
tional purposes.
News in Radio", James A. Aull,
Professional Teachers
director of publicity, KYW; "Sumof Subject —manager,
Radio",
The unique feature of the WorkW. B. McGill, marization
advertising
shop course was that the teachers
WRS Inc.; "Summarization of Subwere instructed by professionals
jects", Gordon Hawkins and Col.
actively engaged in various departWilliam Galleher; "The Story of
ments of Radio. Daily contact with
Radio", Mrs. William
these men, with the opportunity to American
Corwith, assistant to Dr. James
sit in with them as they worked,
Rowland
educational counselor, Angell,
NBC;
gave the Workshop session strict
authenticity. All sessions were
"Radio, Education and Listener
held in regular studios, during regCoordination",
Mrs. Dorothy Lewis,
ular business hours, 9-4 p.m. daily.
Coordinator of Listener Activities,
It is felt that there is a deep
NAB; "Use of Radio in Education
social and educational significance
in the Post War World", Dr. C. 0.
in the Philadelphia Radio WorkArndt, senior specialist of Far
shop, because the student body was
Eastern Education of the U. S.
comprised wholly of active educaOffice of Education and Mrs.
tors seeking radio knowledge that
they could immediately apply to Kathleen N. Lardie, first assistant,
Dept. of Radio Education of the
uses of education. It would seem
Detroit Schools System.
that this marks a new and unique
Miss Gertrude A. Golden, Disrapprochement between two important social forces, the school and
trict Superintendent of the Philathe universal voice — radio.
delphia School System and Chairman of the Radio and Public ReThe course was planned to comlations Committee represented the
prise all phases of commercial
Board of Education in planning
radio. But in view of the more
pressing informational needs of the the project which evoked widespread interest among educators.
group, special emphasis was laid
Dr. C. Leslie Cushman, Associate
on script writing, production methSuperintendent of the Philadelphia
ods and acting.
It was notable that school shows
School solved
System
are reto build wrote
on this"Weexperience
produced over KYW by the Workshop group were immeasurably
an improved
zation of the program
radio in for
the the
workutiliof
improved in showmanship, acting
and production excellence compared
were being formulated to
to those produced by the same
thePlans
schools."
continue the radio classes for the
group before the Workshop session.
teachers throughout the winter.
The Westinghouse personnel emphasized constantly that the successful use of radio for educational
Sues WINS for Fees
purposes necessitates that programs have entertainment value in SUIT FOR $14,022 has been filed in
addition to informative content.
New York Supreme Court by Lewis
Supplementing attendance at re- King, commercial manager of WPAT,
hearsals and broadcasts and actual
Paterson. and former salesman,
practice in script writing, acting against WINS New York, for 2Y2
years back commissions on the sale to
and production, the course comthe station of the program Racing
prised the following lectures by Results.
Series was sponsored by
Westinghouse staff members and
Armstrong Publications, for whom
guest speakers:
King claims he acted as agent. He
"Technical Radio from the Lay- claims that WINS, after paying him
six months commission on the deal,
man's Viewpoint"; D. A. Myer,
engineering manager, WRS Inc.; made a direct arrangement with the
sponsor.
William
is attor-&
"Use of Sound Effects in Radio
ney for tbe
plaintiff,Weisman
and McCauley
Henry is handling the case for WINS.
Production"
Joseph Derbyshire,
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Actions of the
FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS

OCTOBER 16 TO OCTOBER

RADIO
STATION
REPRESENTATIVES
offices
MONTREAL • WINNIPEG
TORONTO

The

Only

BLUE
Network

Station

Serving

the rich important
u. s. 34th
Metropolitan District
WFMJ
Youngstown, O.

THE MOST INTIMATE
AND EFFECTIVE SALES
APPROACH TO AMERICA'S LARGEST MARKET.

FOR OFFENSE • FOR DEFENSE
BUY U.S BONDS TODAY

Decisions . . .
OCTOBER 19
KRKO Everett, Wash. — Granted mod.
license to increase N power 100 to 250 w.
KWPC Hot Springs — Granted consent
to involuntary assign, license from Clyde
E. Wilson & Howard A. Shuman, d-b as
Hot Springs Broadcasting Co., licensee, to
Clyde E. Wilson, personally. Station sold
at public auction for $49,000.
WDSM Superior, Wis.— Granted CP to
change transmitting equipment, increase
power 100 to 250 w.
BLUE Network Co. — Granted authority
transmit
recorded
broadcast stations
underprograms
control toof allCanadian
authorities that may be heard consistently
in the U. S.
WDSU New Orleans — Granted license
renewal and reinstatement of application
for CP for power increase, new transmitter, DA and change site.
WMIS standing
Natchez, Miss. — Extended out21-Nov. 21. temp, license for one month, Oct.
WGKM Greenwood, Miss. — Same.
KCMC frequency
Texarkana,from
Tex.—1450Granted
CP kc,
to
change
to 1230
change transmitting equipment.
Springs, for
Ark.CP— to
Designated
forKTHS
hearingHotapplication
increase
power from 5 kw D, 10 kw N, to 50 kw;
hours
of operation
fromtransmitter,
sharing-KRLD
to
unlimited;
install new
new
DA-N, move studio and transmitter to
Little Rock, Ark.
WJNO toWest
Palm Beach,
— Denied
petition
reconsider
action Fla.
designating
for hearing application to use formerly
licensed composite transmitter (250w), install vertical antenna as auxiliary unit, and
grant same without hearing.
West Allis Broadcasting Co., West Allis, Wis. — Denied petition to reinstate application for new station.
The Times Herald Co., Port Huron,
Mich. — Placed in pending files pursuant
to Commission order No. 79, application
for CP for new FM station.
WRDO
Augusta,
Me. — Granted
application for CP
to relocate
transmitter
and
antenna site, install new transmitter, increase 100 to 250 w, accordance with ComAug. 11, 1943,with
policy
permitting
local powermission'sincreases
conditions.
Applications . . .
OCTOBER 19
WKST New Castle, Pa. — Acquisition of
control
of licensee
by S. W. through
Townsend and
Wanda corp.
E. Townsend
purchase of 80 shares of stock from Joseph
Thomas by Wanda E. Townsend.
WNOX Knoxville — Special service authorization to change transmitting equipment, operate with 500 w for emergency
purposes only to April 1, 1944.
OCTOBER 20
Head of the Lakes Broadcasting Co.,
Superior, toWis.change
— CP for
new FM
amended
coverage
from station
2,754
sq. m. to 407 sq. mi.
OCTOPER 21
Sentinel Broadcasting Corp., N. Y. —
Voluntary assign, of license to Wage Inc.
Dr. Harrybroadcast
Lehrer, station
Los Angeles
CPNEW,
for standard
with — 1
kw unlimited.
OCTOBER 22
KPAC Port Arthur, Tex. — License to
cover CP for power increase, change DA.
KWTO
Mo. — License
covr
CP forSpringfield,
change in hours,
installationto
of DH-N, move transmitter.

COMMISSION

22 INCLUSIVE

Tentative Calendar . . .
WOI Ames,
la. — Application
service
authorization
to operatefor onspecial
640
kc, 5 kw, 6 a.m. to local sunrise.
McCOLL-FRONTENAC OIL Co.. Toronto,
on Nov. 27 starts Metropolitan Opera on
33 CBC stations Sat. 2-5 p.m. Agency:
Ronalds Adv. Agency, Toronto.
PHILCO CORP., Philadelphia (institutional), on Dec. 5 starts Radio Hall of
Fame on more than 100 BLUE stations.
Sun.,
6-7
Agency: Sayre M. Ramsdell
Associates,p.m.
Philadelphia.
ARMSTRONG CORK Co., Lancaster, Pa.,
on Oct. 19 added eight CBS stations
(WPAD WHOP WJLS WDWS WDAN
WTAX
Armstrong's
Theatre
of Today,WSOY)
making toa total
of 128 CBS
stations, Sat., 12 noon-12:30 p.m. Agency is
BBDO, N. Y.

WILLIAMSON CANDY Co., Chicago (O
Henry candy bar) , on Nov. 9 renews for
52 weeks Famous Jury Trials on 68 BLUE
stations Tues., 9-9:30 p.m. Agency: Aubrey, Moore & Wallace, Chicago.
S. C. JOHNSON & SON Co., Racine,
Wis. (Johnson's
renewed
Fibber
McGee & wax),
Molly ononOct.
130 19NBC
stations,
Tuesdays,
9:30-10
p.m.
with
the ad-9
dition of WSAM and WENY on Nov.
and KOB on Nov. 16.
PET MILK Co., St. Louis (Pet Evaporated Milk), on Oct. 26 renews for 52
weeks Mary Lee Taylor on 71 CBS stations, Tues. and .Thurs. 11,-11 :15 a.m.,
and on Nov. 27 adds Sat., 10:30-11 p.m.
(rebroadcast 2 p.m.) and 8 CBS Pacific
Coast stations, making a total of 79 CBS
stations. Agency is Gardner Adv., St.
Louis.
Walt Dennis to WHN
WALT DENNIS, director of the
NAB News Bureau in Washington since last March, last Thursday announced his resignation
fective Nov, 1, efto
join
New
York WHN
as director
of public relations. He will report to Herbert
L. Petty, director

Renewal Accounts
WM. WRIGLEY Jr., Chicago (doublemint) ,
on Oct. 31 renews America in the Air
on 120 CBS stations. Sun., 6:30-7 p.m.
Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
On Nov. 1 American Women is renewed
for Spearmint on 120 CBS stations, Mon.Fri., &5:45-6
p.m. Agency: Arthur Meyerhoff
Co., Chicago.
LOS ANGELES BREWING Co., Los Angeles (Eastside beer), on Nov. 1 renews
for 52 weeks and expands from 60 minutes to two hours, the six-weekly recorded
program, Dance Tonight, on KFWB, HolAgency is Lockwood-Shackelford
Co., Los lywood.
Angeles.
GENERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapolis
(Wheaties), on Nov. 5 renews for 26
weeks, John Gunther on a total of 68
BLUE stations, seven new stations having
been added Fri. and Sat., 10-10:15 p.m.
Agency: Knox Reeves Inc., Minneapolis.

Is your

1944

Mr. Dennis

Inc.
station.Loew's
ofBefore
the
joining
the
NAB
with
Willard Egolf,

assistant
President Neville Miller,
Mr. toDennis
had been with KVOO Tulsa as director of merchandising and Sales
promotion, having joined the station in 1941 as assistant farm editor. Prior to that he had been in
newspaper work in the Midwest
for seven years.

YEARBOOK

question-

naire completed and in the mails?

prompt

and

careful handling

Your

of the in-

formation requested will assure accurate

listing in radio's own

ID]

reference volume.

Covers Atlanta at
Wet work Accounts
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated

SPOT
Represented by SALES
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New Business
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Corp., Boson Nov.boxing
5 sponsors
MaurielloLee ton,
Savold
bout onTamiundetermined
number of Mutual stations, 10 p.m. On
Nov. LaMotta
12 company
Fritzi19 ZivicJack
bout sponsors
and on Nov.
sponsors
Bob
Montgomery-Beau
Jack.
Agency:
Maxon Inc., N. Y.
YORK KNITTING MILLS, Toronto, on
Nov. 14 starts Canada Sings on 30 CBC
stations. Sun. 5:03-5:30 p.m. Agency:
Cockfield, Brown & Co., Toronto.
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CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c
per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS, triple. Minimum charge
$1.00. Count three words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
issue. Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press Building,
Washington 4, D. C.
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
Help Wanted
OPPORTUNITY— For reliable, draft exempt, writer-direetor-announeer. Send
photo, transcription, scripts. State age,
experience, salary expected. William F.
Holland Agency, Hotel Sinton, Cincinnati, O.
Draft
Deferred
— LicensedRocky
first, Mountain
second, or5
third class operators.
kw.
network
station.
Box
443,
BROADCASTING.
WANTED — Two good commercial announcers for midwest network regional. $50 a
week. State experience and draft status.
Box 437, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Experienced radio salesman. Must
be college graduate and have at least
two years of actual experience success' Must
fully selling
and from
servicing
accounts.
be exempt
the local
Selective
Service. Write full particulars to Box 438,
i BROADCASTING.
NEWSMAN-SPORTSCASTER — Must be
fully qualified by experience, draft exempt. Real opportunity for one who can
qualify. Regional 5 kw CBS station.
Write WKZO, Kalamazoo, Michigan.
Announcer- Writer — Permanent position for
[ experienced
S56 for
50 hours to draft
start. exempt
A realman.
opportunity.
« Send samples of your work with full details to Manager, WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
First Class Radio-Telephone Operator —
Outstanding opportunity, excellent salary.
Give experience and draft status. Radio
station WSAM, Saginaw, Michigan.
Wanted — Announcer-operator with first
class license. Must be capable of news
and general announcing network station.
Send details to KSEI, Pocatello, Idaho.
Announcer — Fluent ad-lib versatile personality announcer with continuity and
production ability. KTFI, Twin Falls,
Idaho. Located in non-defense farming
area with post-war stability. Send photo,
draft status. Reference, transcription.
First Class Radio Telephone Operator —
Permanent position. Union scale. Contact
Chief leans,
Engineer,
WDSU Inc. New OrLa.
Announcer
— Permanent
kw, regional
network position
station forwith
draft5
deferred, experienced man. Box 442,
BROADCASTING.
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE AND MERCHANDISING MANAGER — We are planning not only for present but post war.
For this man a 5 k. w. CBS affiliate in
middlewest offers a splendid opportunity.
Qualifications: Married, draft exempt,
sober, reliable, 5 years radio background,
knowledge of department store sales and
merchandising necessary. Send full particulars including age and photograph if
possible. Box 444, BROADCASTING.
tANNOUNCER — Experience preferred ;
well-recommended radio school graduate
considered; by New England network
affiliate. $35 per week. Tell all in first
letter. Box 445, BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer — Who can assume complete
charge of technical department. Good
salary, permanent position. In reply
give complete information — age, experience, marital and draft status, and
license. Write KRIC, Beaumont, Texas.
'RADIO STATION SALESMAN— Station
leads in its market of over million urban
population. Important network outlet.
Agency, publication or station experience necessary. Salary $4,200. Give complete details on educational and business
background.
Confidential. Box 446,
BROADCASTING.
RADIO SALESMEN— Want a job with a
future? Regional network has openings
for salesmen in two New England cities.
„ Box 447, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted
Versatile, Reliable Personnel Buy — Routined
program director with good knowledge
of music clearance. Writing, production,
announcing. Excellent organist-pianist.
Ten years radio. Conservatory, University graduate. Substantial permanent situation
sibilities. offering
Married draftproduction
deferred. posBox
440, BROADCASTING.
Attention Chicago — Producer, announcer.
M. C., western, variety, comic shows,
news. Now doing one of nations top
shows. Agency or station. 10 years experience. Box 439, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter-News Editor — 4 years experience. College. 4F, age 23. Box 435,
BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER—
50,000 watt. Am Mynot last
daft spot.
from Allthe ofdraft.
For you see, am I-C. Box 434 BROADCASTING.
WELL KNOWN BROADCASTING ENGINEER— Presently employed in responsible position by large manufacturer desires to return to broadcasting. Will consider onlygressive
leading
technical
staff of
prostation. Draft
exempt.
Replies
confidential. Box 433, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
First Class
— Desires chief engineer
positionTechnician
at low power
station or operator at larger station in
eastern Oregon or Washington. Box 432,
BROADCASTING.
CHIEF ENGINEER— Married, family,
draft deferred, 15 years experience in
maintenance, installations, measurements, applications, etc. Full charge
equipment
technical
ences. Giveand
complete
detailsstaff.
and Refersalary
ING.
in first letter. Box 431, BROADCASTAGENCY EXECUTIVE, STATION MANAGER, SALES MANAGER, PROGRAM
DIRECTOR— Now available. Experienced
in every phase of radio. Married. Over
draft age. If you are looking for results,
write Box 430, BROADCASTING.
ENGINEER
— 6 years
5 kilowatt network
stationexperience
in masterat control,
studio mixing, recording, some production, transmitter operating. Want studio
work at large station or chief engineer
of small station. Honorable discharge
from army. Desire personal interview
before joining your staff. Box 429,
BROADCASTING.
Hey, Look! — Desires job in metropolitan
station doing publicity or announcing.
Five years writing experience, one year
announcing.
to specialize
publicizing and Ready
advertising
a stationinwhich
needs a personable young man brimming
over with ideas. $45 minimum. 22, college, 4-F. Box 427, BROADCASTING.
Studio Technician — Five years, progressive
network key station. Desire production
or programming. Honorable army discharge. Box 425, BROADCASTING.
Station Manager — Now employed looking
for opportunity in larger field. Possibilities in present market too limited to
maintain necessary earnings. Can furnish
best of references. Have excellent sales
and profit record. 13 years radio experience with both local and regional network affiliates. Have operated newspaper
owned and independent stations. Also
have newspaper advertising background
of 7 years. Salary not as important as
correct opportunity to earn in right
market. Am Married, have two children,
draft classification 3A. Can leave on
short notice because of arrangement
with present employers. Write Box 424,
BROADCASTING.
Station Executive — Outstanding background.
7 yrs. managing own station. Familiar
with all phases of station operation.
Stable, reliable, married, past draft age.
Salary and bonus, $6,000. Box 423,
BROADCASTING.
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SAM TAYLOR, active in radio 15
years, has been appointed Hollywood
manager of the new radio relations
department of Warner Bros. He will
be agency and station contact and
develop program material for Warner
Bros, film talent and story properties.
His aide, Mickell Novak, will serve
as liaison between the studio and
radio editors.
Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
PROGRAM
DIRECTOR-MANAGER — All
phases programming — business experience — youthf ul — progressive — -cap able —
congenial — best references — draft defer ed— will prove definite asset. Box
428, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Wanted to Buy — Regional or local station
Midwest
CASTING.or Southwest. Box 441, BROADWanted To Buy — Complete 5 KW transmitter, including antenna tuning unit.
Advise type, Box
condition
and price of this
transmitter.
436, BROADCASTING.
MODULATION MONITOR — Approved
Frequency Monitor, two transcription
turntables,
new or used. Box 426,
BROADCASTING.
RADIO WRITER WANTED
We need immediately an experienced radio writer— man or womanable to produce a large volume of
good spot copy— both live and transcribed, for a wide variety of accounts, including foods, drugs, beverages, farm products and petroleum
products. Write fully giving age, experience, draft status (if a man),
salary requirements, references and
earliest date on which you might be
available.
R. J. Potts - Calkins & Holden
215 W. Pershing Road
Kansas City, Mo.

MR. RADIO

EXECUTIVE:

Your time is valuable
while you're in NewYork. That's why we
want you to stay with
us at the Roosevelt.
You'll be only a few
steps from your representative, your network
and the radio agencies.
Our private passageway
from Grand Central
Station leads right to
the lobby where you
can register for a comfortable room and bath
from $4.50.
Our Men's Bar is
radio-famous and the
meals are delicious
whether you eat in the
Grill, the Colonial
Room or the- Coffee
Shop. There is dancing
in the Grill every
evening except Sunday.
HOTEL
MADISON AVE. AT 45th ST., NEW YORK
A HILTON HOTEL
ROBERT P. WILLIFORD, General Manager

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
& Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bids., Wash., D. C

PAUL F GODLEY
CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

N.J.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— AND DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St, New York, N. Y.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
• Evening Star Building. Washington, D. C.
• 321 E. Gregory Boulevard, Kansas City, Mo.
• Cross Roads
of the World, Hollywood, Calrf.
■

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
October
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Pulp,

Paper

Shortage

Seen

Threatening

All Lines of Industry and Advertising
KEEPING some well-known spon- a narrow definition on duty free
sored products on the market in "standard newsprint paper" therepresent volume has now become
by keeping Canadian supplies out
literally a paper problem. This of the U.S., the ANPA charged.
A recent order raised the WPB
results from the growing shortage
of wood pulp and paper for ship- limitation on newsprint consumption from 5 to 10 per cent of the
ping containers as well as for publication of newspapers and nationbase period, in line with a recomal magazines.
mendation by the newspaper pubNot yet a choice between comics
lishers advisory committee. A
and cosmetics, the paper situation larger cut was not recommended,
nevertheless is seen as seriously
it was reported, because the adthreatening all lines of industry
visory committee felt that the deand advertising. Latest restricficit could be supplied out of inventories. The publishers were
tive action taken by government
warned, however, that the lag of
to spread existing supplies is WPB
Limitation Order L-317, which sets ly.
production was increasing seriousup quotas and inventories on shipping containers. Inventories are
limited to a 30-days supply. Based
Thomas to Marines
on 1942 usage, the quotas include:
FRED THOMAS, news editor of
beverages, 80%; animal and pet WCKY
Cincinnati, was inducted
foods, 80%; dentifrices, 80%;
into the Marines last Tuesday and
perfumes and toilet articles, 65%.
will report in a fortnight at San
Seasonal packs of food products are Diego, Cal. Thomas joined WCKY
not on the quota list. Cosmetic in- last February after eight years at
dustry had already seen its supply WLW-WSAI Cincinnati, where he
wrote the 11 p.m. newscast, first
of glass containers cut to 65%.
for Paul Sullivan, then for Peter
Effect on Volume
Grant, Jay Simms and Arthur
Reilly. Mrs. Thomas, the former
Effect of the paper order upon
Ruth deVore of the radio singing
volume of restricted products will team
the deVore Sisters, plans to
vary depending upon what measremain in Cincinnati until Thomas
ures the manufacturers can take, completes his boot training. Thomas
such as pushing large size individ- has made application to become a
ual packages, which hold more
combat correspondent.
product in relation to the amount
of paper board used to pack them;
Loose- Wiles Active
return and re-use of shipping containers; shipment in bulk, etc.
LOOSE-WILES Biscuit Co., KanContainers Division of the WPB
sas City, Mo., as part of its fall
campaign for Krispy, Hi Ho and
is launching an extensive program
Cheez-It crackers, will use anfor voluntary re-use of containers.
nouncements on its current camPresumably distributors will be
paign in New England and on
called upon to return shipping
WTOP Washington, which has
boxes to the manufacturer where
been running since early summer.
this is practical.
In addition to a WTOP quarterhour news series, the company
On the advertising, printing
sponsors news by Cedric Foster on
and publishing front the big paper
news is the disclosures and re- WNAC WEAN WICC WCSH
presentations being made to the WLBZ and WTHT. Agency is
Newell-Emmett Co., New York.
Boren Subcommittee of the House,
which is investigating the newsprint supply. One report forecast a drop of 52% in printing
and wrapping paper available for
U.S. consumption in 1944 unless
measures are taken to relieve
shortage of manpower in the
woods. The report advised consideration of the use of war prisoners for this work.
American Newspaper Publishers Assn. has advised the House
committee that tariff restrictions on newsprint should be relaxed. The Treasury has placed
Mentholatum

Says Durwood Allen
WHILE the all-purpose standard
microphone will continue to be a
favorite, there will be more styles
of mikes in use after the war, in
the opinion o f
Durwood D. Allen, Secretary of
the Universal
Microphone Co.,
Inglewood, Cal.
Mr. Allen believes
that the lip type,
throat model, lapel size
handheldand
microphones
Mr.
studio,
will be more genAllen , erally used for
remote, and on-the-spot
special events broadcasts.
"The post - war broadcasting
realm will see more than a score of
microphone styles to select from"
Mr. Allen predicts. "Manufacturers
may even distribute package deals
with a half dozen models attached
to boards for wall display and storage in control booths to be used as
replacements and spares."
Republic Pix Schedules
Spots For Rogers Film
REPUBLIC PICTURES Corp.,
New York, is using spot radio in
the East and Midwest to promote
Roy Rogers film, "Man From Music Mountain". Tying in with Roy
Rogers'
in
the
Rodeopersonal
in New appearances
York, Republic
ran transcribed announcements
and live participations on WOR
WJZ WHN WNEW WABC WOV,
Sept. 30-Oct. 9, promoting the
film and the Rodeo.
Schedule for the opening of the
film in St. Louis Nov. 4 includes
KSD KMOX KWK KXOK WTMV
WIL WEW. Kansas City showing
will be advertised on KMBC and
WDAF, while WCCO and KSTP
will carry commercials for the
Minneapolis presentation. Radio
will also be used in Omaha. Agency
is Donahue & Coe, New York.
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KFI-KECA Restrictions
Issued on Used Car Copy
TIGHTENING regulations covering used car and automotive service commercial copy, KFI-KECA
Los Angeles, in a directive issued
to Southern California advertising
agencies on Oct. 20 announced
new restrictions. Directive specifically listsany
as unacceptable
"scare"
copy and
copy (1) employing
superlatives, (2) offering a bonus
or premium to persons selling cars
to a dealer, (3) making claim or
offer of service which is contrary
to
any department of the U. S.
Government.
William B. Ryan, general manager of KFI-KECA
"We are
convinced
that close said,
adherence
to
these copy restrictions will benefit
used car dealers as a group, as
well as the listening public."
G-F Promotes

Zipf

J. E. ZIPF, former manager of the
St. Louis district sales office of
General Foods Corp., has been
named westmanager
of the
new Midsales division
effective
Nov.
1. A. J. Danneker, former district
representative in St. Louis, succeeds Mr. Zipf. C. J. Dare, former
Omaha district sales manager, succeeds the late W. B. O'Daniel as
manager of the Philadelphia district sales office. H. J. Colclough, former national manager of special coffees, has
been named to manage the
Omaha sales office, while J. B.
Bateman, former Oklahoma City
district sales manager, will be
transferred to Memphis, replacing
N. D. Stringer, resigned. Clark
V. Kizzia, former manager in
El Paso, succeeds Mr. Bateman,
and El Paso trade will be handled
through the General Foods Los Angeles and Denver offices.
'Digest' Cancels
FAILING to develop a suitable
program for the Readers Digest,
the publishers have cancelled the
10:15-10:30 p.m. spot on the BLUE
in which a program featuring
Frazier Hunt, reporter, had been
scheduled to start Oct. 7, and then
Oct. 21. Network show has been
postponed indefinitely, or until
Readers Digest Assn. works out
a satisfactory radio presentation
of its material, according to a
spokesman for the firm. BBDO
New York, places the business.
Shirer on CBS Sundays
WILLIAM L. SHIRER, CBS news
commentator, recently heard on the
network Sunday evenings under
sponsorship of General Foods Corp.,
New York, on Oct. 24 started a
quarter-hour commentary in the
7-7:15 p.m. period Sundays. On
that date CBS shifted the Jerry
Lester show, a sustainer, from Sun7-7:30 p.m. to 8-8:30 p.m. the
same dayevening.

on 75

MENTHOLATUM Co., Wilmington, Del., for its "multiple-relief"
cold product is using spot announcements and local programs on
stations in 75 markets throughout
the country. Campaign started on a
small scale back in July and stations have been added during the
past few months to make the present total number of markets. Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York.
Page 66

POST-WAR MIKES
Will Come in Many Styles,

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
'Wo, Madam, It's Toothpaste Tubes You Turn In
When You Want Pepsodent!"
BROADCASTING

RADIO
PLAY Evanston,
SHOP of Northwestern University,
111., began
its fifth year of broadcasting Oct. 17
with a half-hour drama over W.TJD
Chicago. western
Armand
the director
NorthSchool ofHunter
Speechof is
of the Play Shop this year.
• Broadcast
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Give

Last

AND

RCA

lis Tubes

That

bmpllsThe

ENGINEERS

Cry

ARE

DOING

IT!

Beam Power Amplifier

Replacing
the gives
872 and
this new tube
you 872-A,
better
resultscialforalloyless
money.
A spefor the cathode
base yields increased emission
with lower tube drop, enables
the tube to withstand larger
surge currents without injury
to cathode
thermal efficiencycoating.
has beenAndgreatly
increased. Net result : better
performance, longer life.
(Note: panion
RCAtube similar
8008 is toa comtype
872-A/872. The electrical, specifications of each are identical. Type 8008 is equipped
with heavy duty base ana is
particularly recommended for
use in INGSnew
equipment.)
RAT- 5
: Filament
Voltage,
volts; Filament Current, 7.5
amperes; Peak Inverse Volt10,000 volts, max.*
; Peak
Plateage, Current,
5 amperes,
max. ; Average Plate Current,
1.25 amperes, max.
•For condensed-mercury temperature of20-60° C.

The real value that tube users
get from many tube engineering
improvements largely depends
upon the manner in which the
Improvements are utilized in
the overall designs. For example, the famous
nium-coated anode,RCA
used inzircothe
RCA-849, could have been applied primarily to the purpose
of giving rating.
this tubeOr aitgreatly
increased
could
be utilized as RCA has done—
to produce
a
tube
which,
operated at a conservative rating,
wouldableyield
a
very
considerincrease in the operating
life of the tube. In these days,
dependable performance, plus
long tube
is mostwhat
needed.
And
that islife,exactly
you
get
with
the
long-service
RCA849. RATINGS : Filament
Voltage, 11 volts; Filament
Current, 5 amperes; Plate
Voltage,
2500 volts,
Plate Dissipation,
400 max.»;
watts,

$17.50
High
output
with isextremely
low driving
power
the big
feature of RCA 828. And in
addition, this tube needs no
neutralizing
in well-shielded
circuits, in ICAS
class C telegraph
service,
828 only
will dtlivtr 200 wattsthewith
2.2
watts driving
power!
servatively operated at ConCCS
ratings, the RCA 828 provides
high safety factor and long
life. Its high power-sensitivity
saves vital
eliminatingmaterials
intermediate by
amplifier
stages.
Maximum
frequency—
30 mc at full rating ; 75 mc at
reduced
Filament rating.
Voltage,RATINGS
10 volts;:
Filament Current, 3.25 amperes; plate voltage, 1250
volts, max.*; Screen Voltage,
400 volts, max.*; Plate Dissipation, 70 watts,
•CCS rating
for Classmax.*
C Telegraph service.

♦For Class C telegraph service.
max.*

An outstanding feature of this
high-power air-cooled triode
is its famous RCA zirconiumcoated anode, permitting 44%
nifire input and 33% more
plate dissipation under CCS
conditions than were possible
with its predecessor, the 833.
Designed
for use
as an r-f
amplifier, class
B modulator,
and oscillator. This is one of
RCA's
most powerful
glasstype triodes.
Built: for
long
life.
RATINGS
Filament
Voltage, 10 volts; Filament
Current, 10 amperes; Amplification factor, 35 ; D-C Plate
Voltage,
4,000 volts,
max.*;
Plate Current,
500 milliamperes, max. Plate Dissipation,
400
watts,
max.*
•CCS
rating
withC forced-air
cooling
for
Class
telegraph
service.
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Tim Mack Brain of All Electronic Equipment Is a Tube and
the ernFountain
-Head ofIt ModTube Development
RCA.

TUNE great
IN "WHATS
NEW?"
RCA's
new show,
SaturdayBlue
night*.Network.
7 to 8, E. W. T„
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splendid time open now

Food
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at very low cost
-8600
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WIRE,
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FACTS

WOK,

1440

BROADWAY,

IN NEW

— including colorful presentation packed

YORK,

PE 6

with success

stories

TWO

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BRING

2,827
REQUESTS

On

programs

two

FOR

Jenny

By Jenny Lou Carson

a hundred

offered to send

she had written and read

9 a.m. daily. Expecting

program,

perhaps

or so requests, she offered to autograph

Jenny Lou was astounded
When I was just a tiny tot,
A problem, this I know,
I brought you many headaches,
And I caused you grief and woe.
For years you cared for me, but now
My baby days are through —
And turn-about's fair play, dear Mom,
Now I'll take care of you.
It always makes me happy when
I find some little thing
That perhaps may make you happy —
Make you laugh and want to sing.
But no matter what I do for you,
I know 'twill never be
Enough to ever pay you back,
For what you've done for me.
The years are swiftly rolling by.
And gray is in your hair;
Don't think that I don't know. Mom,
That I helped to put it there.
But as long as God permits me
To stay beneath the blue,
I'll do my best to show you, Mom,
How much I care for you.

POEM!

Carson

Lou

listeners a copy of a poem
on her WLS

A

for the poem!

And

more

when

them.

she received 2,827 requests

than a fourth of the mail came

from Chicago!
Jenny Lou autographed
cards. That's the way

every one of the nearly 3,000

we work

at WLS.

No

effort is too

great to maintain the confidence of listeners we have earned
over the past 19 years. They're

loyal to us, too, with a

loyalty that extends also to advertised products associated
with our name.

WLS, Chicago
Copyright 1943, Jenny Lou Carson
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There is no question about the
warmth of your welcome in New
England if you are properly introduced to both the New England retailer and consumer.
It can't be done adequately from
a distance — with skimpy coverage
that leaves large bare spots where
your story has not penetrated.
Yankee's hometown

stations in New

England's 20 best markets give you a
friendly, local introduction which stimulates the warm welcome and enthusiastic cooperation of druggists, grocers
and all other merchants.
There

is no other approach

com-

parable toYankee's 20 friendly hometown stations for taking you right into
the heart of each area and into the
hearts of the retailers upon whose cooperation your success depends.
Avoid the chills — make sure of the
friendly warmth of your reception by
letting Yankee introduce you to New
England in local, neighborly New
land style.

Eng-
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Some Typical
SONOVOX
American
Chicle Co. PIONEERS*
(Black Jack Gum)
Budget and Browning & Hersey, Inc.
American Industries Salvage Committee
(Steel Scrap Drive)
McCann-Erickson,
Inc.
Corp.
Buick Motors Division, General Motors
Arthur Kudner, Inc.
Chicago,
St. Paul (*
PacificMilwaukee,
R. R.
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Inc
Colgate-Palmolive Peet Company
(Vel,
Ward Palmolive)
Wheelock Co.
Delaware, Lackawanna 6- Western
Coal Co.
Ruthraujf & Ryan, Inc.
Walt Disney Productions
Emerson Drug Company (Bromo-Seltzer)
Ruthraujf 6r Ryan, Inc.
Christian Feigenspan Brewing Company
(Feigenspan
and Dobler P.O.N.
Beers
and Ales)

how

is

sonovox

SOLD?

Every once in a while, one of our spies reports that there's some confusion,
in various quarters, as to how Sonovox is sold.
Some people think you buy the electronic equipment itself — others that
you can get any regular announcer to double in brass (or rather, in talking
sound!)
And so on.
But here are the facts:
Sonovox is sold essentially like talent. Under each license for a specific
use, a reasonable license fee is charged for Sonovox performing rights.
The only additional cost to licensee is for a trained articulator made available by us in any broadcasting or recording studio in New York, Chicago,
or Hollywood, at standard AFRA scale.
If you'd like to get an actual quotation on any specific set-up, give us a
ring at any of the F&P offices listed below.

WR/GHT-SONOVOX,

INC.

"Talking and Singing Sound"
FREE
CHICAGO: 180N. Michigan
Franklin 6373
Page 6 • November
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Fellman-Curme Shoes
Russell C. Comer Advertising Co.
Forum Cafeterias of America
R.J. Potts-Calkins & Holden,Inc.
Griesedieck-Western Brewery Co.
(Stag Beer)
Maxon,
Inc.
Grocery Store Products Sales Co., Inc.
(Fould's Macaroni Products)
Campbell-Ewald Co., Inc.
Andrew Jergens Co.
(Woodbury's Products)
Lennen & Mitchell, Inc.
Lever Brothers Co. (Lifebuoy Soap)
Ruthraujf & Ryan, Inc.
Lyon Van &• Storage Co.
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc
National Broadcasting Company
Naval Aviation Selection Board
NavyBattalions)
Seabees (U. S. Navy, Construction
Office of Civilian Defense (Region Six)
Pabst Sales Company (Pabst Beer)
Warwick & Legler, Inc.
Pan American Coffee Bureau
Buchanan & Co., Inc.
Purity Bakeries Service Corp.
(Taystee Bread, Grennan Cakes)
Quaker Oats Company
Ruthraujf & Ryan, Inc.
Radio Corporation of America
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Radio Station KOMA, Oklahoma City
broadcasts)
Alvino
Rey and his Orchestra (in all
Shell Oil Company, Inc.
J. Walter
Thompson Co.
Stanco,
Inc. (Mistol)
McCann-Erickson, Inc.
U. S. Treasury Dept.
Universal Pictures Company, Inc.
("Larceny
Music")Inc.
Warner
BrothersWithPictures,
(Thank Your Lucky Stars)
Willards Chocolates, Ltd.
Cockfield, Brown & Co., Ltd.
*Space no longer permits a complete list of
Sonovox users.

SAN FRANCISCO: in Sutter
Sutter 4353

HOLLYWOOD: 15/2 N. Gordon
Gladstone 3949
BROADCASTING

ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Main 5667
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Senate
Full

Radio

Committee

to

Sit; Fly First
Witness
RADIO

gets its long-awaited opportunity this week to seek relief
from the "life and death" powers
of the FCC, with the opening of
hearings Wednesday before the
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee on the White-Wheeler bill
(S-814) to revamp the antiquated
Communications Act of 1934 and
to remould the FCC.
Scheduled for 10:30 Wednesday
morning in the Caucus room (318
Senate Office Building), the hearings will get under way with
Chairman James Lawrence Fly of
the FCC as the first witness. The
fact that Senator Wheeler (DMont.), committee chairman, saw
fit to conduct the hearings before
the full committee, rather than a
subcommittee, is indicative of the
importance attached to new legislation by the Senate.
NAB Committee to Meet
Preparatory to presenting radio's side of the communications
picture, President Neville Miller
has called a meeting of the NAB
Legislative Committee in Washington for Tuesday. Committee members are Don Elias, WWNC Asheville, N. C; Clair R. McCollough,
WGAL Lancaster, Pa.; Joseph H.
Ream, CBS, New York; Frank M.
Russell, NBC, Washington vicepresident; James D. Shouse, WLW
Cincinnati ; James W. Woodruff
Jr., WRBL Columbus, Ga.; G.
Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia,
S. C; Nathan Lord, WAVE Louisville; Ed Yocum, KGHL Billings,
Mont.
Senator Wheeler asked Mr. Miller to prepare radio's case and
handle the witnesses. Robert T.
Bartley, director of war activities
and legislative expert of the NAB,
will supervise those activities, Mr.
Miller announced. In addition to
Mr. Fly and the NAB, the following groups tentatively have been
listed as witnesses:
Newspaper - Radio Committee,
through Sydney Kaye, counsel;
■Federal Communications Bar
Assn., through Horace L. Lohnes,
Washington
attorney and presiBROADCASTING

Hearings

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

Wednesday
old Sanders bill in the House was
submitted, but Senator Wheeler
LEGISLATIVE HIGHLIGHTS
last week expressed the opinion
1. Chairman Lea (D-Cal.) of the House Select Committee to
that erhearings
the Whitemeasure on
should
startWheelfrom
Investigate the FCC will ask for additional funds to carry on the
scratch.
investigation. Will call a committee meeting this week to make
If the Sanders bill and other
several important decisions.
2. Chief Legal Counsel Eugene L. Garey of the House probers
testimony
bearing on radio legisdenied he will resign. Indications are he will remain, at least for
lation
is
incorporated
into the Senthe present.
ate committee record, the hearings
3. Chairman Wheeler (D-Mont.) of the Senate Interstate Comwill be shorter, but should the commerce Committee set hearings on the White-Wheeler bill to remittee decide to take its own tesvamp the Communications Act for 10:30 a.m. Nov. 3 in room
318 Senate Office Bldg.
timony, the hearings obviously
4. Small radio and media other than newspapers ignored by
may become prolonged.
Senate Banking & Currency Committee in reporting out the
Possibility that the Senate ComBankhead Bill (S-1457) to create a 30 million dollar subsidy for
mittee would rush hearings with a
newspapers through Government-paid War Bond advertising.
view of offering an amendment or
5. Rep. Karl E. Mundt (R-S.D.) addressed to each Federal
two to the present Communications
Communications Commissioner a letter asking his views on freedom of speech as it relates to radio.
Act, stripping the FCC of the implied authority over program traffic and business operations handed
committee members or broadcast- the Commission by the Frankfurdent; Clear Channel Broadcasting
ers as to how long the hearings
ter decision as an immediate reService, through Louis G. Caldwell,
medial measure, was a topic of
general counsel, and the four ma- will last. One plan to incorporate
jor networks. This, however, is not in the White-Wheeler record testi- discussion.
If that approach is followed, it
mony taken at previous Senate
regarded as the complete lineup.
(Continued on page 48)
There was no estimate either by hearings and that taken on the

Gallup

Finds

500,000 Radio Homes in
Need of Tubes or
Servicing
EVIDENCE that not more than
500,000 radio homes are in need of
tubes or repair parts for their sets
is contained in the Gallup Poll report of Oct. 28. This was viewed
in industry circles as strongly refuting all "scare stories" inferring
that radio's effectiveness is being
impaired by shortage of civilian
radio tubes.
It was pointed out that the
Gallup figure has no relation to
the number of persons listening or
the amount of time spent in listening. All surveys since the war's
onset, show conclusively the radio
audience today is the greatest in
history.
Tubes End List
The Gallup Poll, conducted by
the American Institute of Public
Opinion at Princeton University,
and regarded as the most reliable
of all institutions using the sample
survey method, sought to ascertain

• Broadcast

Advertising

Start

Small
Repair
Problem
what products and items Ameriby dead sets probably does not exceed one per cent, according to
can families "need very much right
now". The exact question asked trade sources.
was "Aside from food, what things
Even this small percentage, howthat you need very much right now
ever,
matter of serious
cernistoa broadcasters.
The conwar
for your home or family would
agencies of the government are
youTires
buy headed
if you the
couldlistgetof them?"
reported committed to a program for maintaining one set per radio home,
needs, followed by stockings, refrigerators, automobiles, washing but although tube production is at
machines, electric irons, shoes, an astronomical level, only a small
"bobby pins" and hair pins, stoves, number are being made available
kitchen utensils, elastic articles for civilians. WPB's Radio & Radar division confirms the report
(garters, girdles, etc), and last of
all, radios. The poll indicated that that civilian tube manufacture
1,100,000 families would buy sets now runs an average of 1.5 million per month. The estimated need
if they could get them, and that
500,000 families need repairs or for replacement tubes has been
parts, tubes especially.
put as high as 4.5 million per
On the basis of 31,000,000 radio month.
homes, this would be 1.61 per cent,
The current situation on listening and set maintenance could be
assuming that all of the homes are
one-set homes. This, however is summed up as more people listening more hours than ever, and, a
far from the case, according to industry statistics, as a large pro- small percentage of sets that are
portion of homes have two, three inactive because of inadequate tube
or even more sets. At the begin- and parts replacements, with the
ning of the war sets in use in the figure likely to increase if the government, through WPB, does not
U. S., including automobile radios,
totaled 59 million. With this in permit fabrication and delivery of
view, the actual number of radio the public's minimum essential
homes deprived of program service needs for maintenance.
November

I, 1943
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Census

offiLEADING SPONSOR, AGENCY, and network radio
cials met with OWI chief, Elmer Davis, and his
aides in a special conference last Thursday in New
war efYork. The group discussed various phases ofclockwise,
fort programming. Seated around table, Antonio
outer side are: John Gordon, Larry Carter,
P. Ludlam, Cornwell JackZagi, W. R. Huber, George William
Spire, Elmer Davis,
son, Dr. W. B. Mumford,
Philip H. Cohen, Jack Mullen, John Hymes, William

OWI

Radio

Heads

Fairbanks. Inner side: William Stuhler, Kay Winn,
StandTom Slater, Harry Holcombe, BlayneS. Butcher.
Heagan Bayles,
ing (1 to ), John J. Van Nostrand,
H. M. Dancer, Harry Carlin, Harry Levin, Park Simmons, W. N. Connolly, Harold Rosenberg, Edgar Kobak, Robert Peare, Don Cope, Douglas Meldrum, E.
Hesse, William Pricke, Merritt W. Barnum. Chester
McCracken, Paul Kesten, L. L. Shenfield, A. K.
Spencer, Ted Sisson, L. J. Tobin. (Note wall photos!)

Meet

Net,

in N. Y.
Men
Agency
Sponsor,
is
Discussed
in Session
War Information Job
Radio
Bureau
Called by New Chief of
RADIO'S role in the war and the New York branch of the Bureau,
job ahead were described by OWI
explained the operations of the national transcription plan. George
officials at a meeting last Thursday
in New York with members of the Ludlam, chief of the special assignment division of the New York
radio committee of the War Advertising Council, representatives branch, outlined coverage obtained
of networks, sponsors, and agen- through the special assignment allocation plan. John D. Hymes,
cies. The meeting was called by
chief
of
the
station relations diviBuRadio
the
of
chief
Phil Cohen,
sion, reported on the operations of
segreau, to bring together various first
ments of the industry for the
the regional station relations offices and the voluntary clearance
time since he assumed his present
centers.
post [Broadcasting, Oct. 18].
Merritt Barnum, deputy chief,
The group heard a brief talk by
New
York branch, and Cornwell
Elmer Davis, OWI director, who
presented an overall picture of Jackson, deputy chief, Hollywood
described the services perOWI operations. Mr. Cohen out- branch, formed
for the radio industry by
lined the problems which OWI is
their
respective
offices.
called upon to handle, the contribution of radio in the solution of
Survey Proposed
these problems, and what radio
Paul
Kesten,
CBS executive vicemay look forward to in the near
president,
proposed
that the OWI
cam138
that
future. He reported
paigns have been carried on by undertake in the near future another survey determining frequenthe OWI and cited the vast listener audiences reached by radio.
cy effectiveness of government announcements and saturation point
Campaign Plans
from standpoint of listener reacWilliam M. Spire, deputy chief tion.
A confidential study of that type
of the Bureau, reported on effec- was made by the U. of Denver in
tiveness of the various campaigns,
cooperation with the OWI eight
coverage obtained through the va- months ago. The OWI allocation
rious allocation plans, and plans
for coming campaigns. William F. plan developed out of the disorganized frequency of Government
Fairbanks, chief of the allocations
division, traced the growth of the messages on the air which, it was
network and national spot alloca- claimed, were anesthetizing audiences rather than doing an effection plans and cited the results of
tive propaganda job. Under the
1,000 monitoring reports by OWI
staff members. He said the most allocation plan, the OWI has studied the field carefully, keeping aneffective treatment of war messages was integrating the message fectiveness. nouncements at a minimum for efinto the program and that such
Discretion in spacing of war
programs constituted 21% of the
government messages was urged,
total.
John Mullen, copy chief of the with placement of OWI announce-
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MORRIS

QUITS

OWI,
AIDE
COWLES
NOW
SEYMOUR MORRIS has resigned
from the OWI to become assistant
to Gardner Cowles Jr., president
of the Des Moines Register & Tribune, the Iowa Broadcasting Co., and
One toofsetMr.up Morris'
magazine.
Look duties
first
will be
a new
Cowles research and surveying department in Iowa.
Mr. Morris entered the Government in March, 1942, serving as
liaison with the retail industry under the Office of Facts & Figures.
When the OFF was absorbed by the
OWI the following June, he became
chief of the allocations section of
the Domestic Radio Bureau. Last
August he transferred to the OWI
Overseas Branch as a field representative.
Prior to joining the Government,
Mr. Morris was an account ngexecuInc.
tive with Compton Advertisi
Beny served &with
He had previousl
Thomas.
ton & Bowles and Lord
R. H. SIEMENS, with RCA since
appointed chief en1933, has
gineer ofbeen
RCA Victor Argentina,
whollv-owned RCA subsidiary in
Buenos Aires. He succeeds Paul
Bennett, who has returned to the company's Camden headquarters.

Data

Show

Shifts
Population
Ration
Book 2 Totals Reveal
County Wartime Figures
LATEST figures on U.S. population by counties were released last
week by J. C. Capt, director of the
Bureau of the Census, U.S. Dept.
of Commerce. These county totals
are based on registration for War
Ration Book 2, regarded as the
"best available basis for estimating
for areas
present
the
smaller
than population
the U. S., according
to the Census official.
Also released for distribution is
a new U. S.. map showing density
by "minimum civil
of population
division",
including counties and
county seats. This large wall map
in two sections (unmounted) , printed in two colors, is available from
the Supt. of Documents, Washington, for 40 cents.
The ration book totals show that
U. S. civilian poplation has underand redistribgone
utionbothsincedecrease
the beginning
of the
war. Total civilian population has
been cut 2.4 per cent by inductions
into the military services, while the
population of the 237 metropolitan
districts of the country has increased bythe same percenatge.
Earlier releases have covered the
on between difshifts of populatiof
the country
ferent regions
[Broadcasting, Aug. 2], and the
totals of population residing in the
237 metropolitan areas [Broadcasting, Aug. 30]. Only slight revisions have been made in the latest
release, which includes the county
figures not hitherto published. It
is understood that the Bureau is
working on plans for tabulating
for Rareturns from registration they
are
tion Book 4, as soon as
available. When published these
will furnish a check on the data
developed from registration for
Ration Books 1 and 2.
Copies of the release giving the
totals for the more than 3,000
U. S. counties can be had by writing to the Bureau of the Census,
U. S. Dept. of Commerce, Washington.

ments so they do not conflict with
local war effort announcements or
suffer by contiguity.
Present were :
Mr. Kesten; Robert Peare, General Electric Co.; W. R. Huber, Gulf Refining Co.:
W N. Connolly, S. C. Johnson & Sons;
Edgar
William
General Kobak,
Foods BLUE;
Corp.; E.
Hesse,Stuhler,
ANA;
Kay Winn, BBDO; Frank Mullen, NBC;
L. J. Tobin, Standard Brands; Tom Slater, MBS; H. M. Dancer, Blackett-SampleHummert;
Fricke,
McCann-&
Erickson; S. William
Heagan Bayles,
Ruthrauff
Ryan; Chester McCracken, Pedlar & Ryan;
Walter Craig, Benton & Bowles; A. K.
Spencer,
Walter
Walter Lurie,J.Foote,
ConeThompson
& Belding;Co.;Douglas
Meldrum, War Advertising Council; H.
L. McCIinton, N. W. Ayer & Son; Don
Cope, Ted Bates Inc.; Blayne Butcher,
Ward Wheelock Co. ; Tom Revere, Ted
Bates Inc.; Harry Holcombe, Wm. Esty
& Co.; Larry Carter, Compton Adv.; L. L.
Shenfield, Pedlar & Ryan; John Gordon,
Compton Adv. ; Ted Sisson, Pedlar & Ryan;
NosRubicam; John
Young
A. Zagi, trand,
Harold &Rosenberg,
JerryVanBrooks,
Harry Levin, Harry Carlin. OWI New York,
and Park Simmons, OWI Washington.
BROADCASTING

Morse to Commerce
18 years'
JOHN H. MORSE, with of
fieldsselling,industhe and
in sing
experience
has
trial adverti
the
to
ltant
consu
a
nted
been appoi
merce. He was
Dept. of Comviceerly
form
president of the
Buchen Co., Chic a g o industrial
advertising agenasnowwithInc.,
and isKudner
cy,thur
Arsociated
.
New
York
In
Mr. Morse 1941was 2chief
the
Mr. of
Morse

on of commercial and economdivisi
ic information in the Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce.as
As a consultant, he will serve
an advisor on Commerce Dept.
publications relating to community
ng. opment and postdevel
micmarketi
econowar
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FCC

Stiffens

Jumps on CBS
as
Senate Probe

1

:
1

1
i

Approaches
RIGID ENFORCEMENT of the
network regulations to the infinite
degree, covering the spirit as well
as the letter of the rules, was forcibly pursued by the FCC last
week in pouncing upon CBS for
alleged infractions in at least
three particulars accompanied
by the threat to the network's
affiliates, that their license renewals may be in jeopardy.
Released a week before the
scheduled start Nov. 3 of hearings before the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee on new radio legislation, the FCC letter was
regarded as a sort of curtainraiser to focus attention on network-affiliate relationships. Paul
W. Kesten, CBS executive vicepresident, in immediately joining
issue, expressed complete surprise
over the FCC's action, pointing out
that the language of the amended
contracts had been approved in
substance legally by FCC General
Counsel Charles V. Denny last
August, and that FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly had approved
the CBS option time plan May 29.
Tempest in Teapot
Though
the development was
spectacular, it was variously interpreted as a tempest in a teapot.
First, Mr. Kesten advised CBS
affiliates last Wednesday a few
hours after the FCC released its
letter, that if the FCC insists its
jurisdiction extends to phraseology
and to non-legal matters, then
CBS will do its best to conform.
Moreover, it was clear that CBS
affiliates, rather than risk any
license renewal proceedings, would
insist upon
contract language
spelled out by the FCC. It will all
clear up following further conferences with FCC counsel.
Queried about Mr. Kesten's statement, Mr. Denny said last Friday
that it was "not true that I stated
last August or at any other time
that this form of contract complied
with the regulations". He asserted
Mr. Fly previously may have given
his assent to the form of telegram
sent to CBS affiliates in May, but
that this was in the nature of interim action,

j

The FCC's position is that CBS,
having received the preliminary
1 approval, should have prepared an
entirely new form of contract. New
' affiliation and renewal contracts,
' according to the FCC view, should
have been executed on "clean contract" forms.
The reason for the FCC's renewal threat against affiliates was
because the regulations place the
burden upon them as licensees.
Networks are not licensed. ComBROADCASTI

Enforcement

KESTEN'S

TELEGRAM

TO

of

Net

AFFILIATES

FOLLOWING is the full text of
the telegram of Paul W. Kesten,
CBS executive vice-president, to
the network's affiliates, sent Oct.
27 following release by the FCC
of its letter alleging violation of
three of the network regulations
promulgated last June 15:
We have today learned of letter
which FCC is sending us criticizing
our affiliation contracts as amended
to conform with the rules and further
criticizing
Akerberg's
June in8 which
letter
to you concerning
the periods
we would seek no clearance for network programs. We have also seen
copy of Commission press release
charging that affiliation contracts violate three Commission regulations
and stating Commission is sending
duplicate letter all CBS affiliates.
This will inform you that language
of amended contracts was discussed
with Commission's Chief Counsel
Denny in August when Denny agreed
same fully complied with Commission
rules from legal standpoint. We are
therefore amazed at sudden public
attack without warning threatening
license renewals of stations in connection with phraseology of new contracts despite full legal compliance
with Commission rules.

In criticizing June 8 letter the Commission apparently refers to helpful
information from us advising you of
certain time periods in which we
would not seek clearance for network
programs and misconstrues this as an
option to us on your part on all other
time periods. This completely ignores
our telegram of May 29 which officially specified option time under the
rules and which Mr. Fly approved
personally in advance.
The Commission's letter also ignores the express desire of many affiliated stations for more than three
hours of sponsored programs covered
by network
options
each the
timeabove
segment. You will
see infrom
that we have made every reasonable
effort to protect our affiliates from
any claim of non-compliance with the
rules. If as a result of further conferences with the Commission it confirms its desire to extend its jurisdiction into the field of phraseology of
contracts, as distinct from their legal
content or effect, we will, of course,
in view of the present state of the
law, have no alternative but to comply. If the Commission also finds that
its jurisdiction applies to non-legal
but purely informatory letters from
us to our affiliates, we will do our
best to handle these in a manner satisfactory to the Commission.

mission's informal complaint was
that CBS had not changed the
language of its contracts to conform with the regulations dealing
with option-time, network exclusivity and territorial exclusivity. The
FCC, however, did point out that
the contracts carried certain "saving clauses" as riders, but did not
explain that these specified that any
portions of the contracts regarded
as at variance with the requirements of the network regulations
were modified to make them conform as long as the regulations
are effective.
The Commission's letter to CBS,
copies of which were sent all of
the network's affiliates, was approved at the Commission meeting
last Tuesday and released to the
press Wednesday.

"However," said the letter, "the
entering into new contracts containing the very clauses which
the Commission has found not to
be in the public interest raises a
very serious question under the
chain broadcasting regulations,
even though the objectionable
clauses may be limited by other
clauses in a schedule attached to
the contract. Such contracts would
appear to hinder, if not prevent,
a station from exercising the degree of freedom specified in the
Chain Broadcasting regulations".
The FCC alluded to a letter
which it said was under date of
June 7 to CBS affiliates dealing
with option time. It held that this
letter appeared to set up a time
schedule which did not comply
with the requirements of the option time rule, since it appeared to

Objection to Clauses
The Commission told CBS it was
informed that since the regulations
became effective last June, the network had entered contracts with
at least four stations — WPAD
Paducah, WHOP Hopkinsville,
KEYS Corpus Christi, and KGBS
Harlingen. These contracts were
said to contain clauses dealing
with exclusive affiliation option
time and clearing of time on 28
days notice.
The Commission then cited the
"savings clauses" and said no question was raised concerning them
before because the Commission
wanted to achieve a transition
under the regulations with minimum delay and without requiring
redrafting of all existing network
affiliates contracts.
st Aflvftrtisine

TEXT

OF

FCC

TEXT of the FCC letter alleging
violation of the chain broadcasting regulations by CBS, as sent
to the network and its affiliates on
Oct. 27, follows:
The Commission is informed that
since the effective date of the Chain
Broadcasting Regulations, you have
entered into new affiliation agreements
with Stations WPAD, WHOP, KEYS,
KGBS,
perhaps
containing such and
clauses
as the others,
following
:
"Columbia will continue the station
as the exclusive Columbia outlet in
the present standard broadcast band
in which the station is located and
will so publicize the station, and will
not furnish its exclusive network
programs to any other station in the
present standard broadcast band in

Rules

specify four and one-half hours
rather than the three hours required in the regulations for the
afternoon segment, and four and
one-quarter hours rather than the
three hours specified in the regulations for the evening segments.
CBS said the letter in question
was dated June 8, rather than
June 7, and was sent by Herbert
V. Akerberg, vice president and
director of Station Relations, to
affiliates as a purely informatory
letter. It dealt with the sale of
local and spot time on other than
a guaranteed basis in certain
time segments. [Text on p. 52.]
The Commission's letter said
that at least certain CBS affiliates
appeared to have accepted the
time schedule contained in the
Akerberg letter, which, in its
judgment, resulted in an express
agreement violating the option
time rule. Two Florida stations,
WDBO Orlando, and WQAM Miami,— were quoted as having accepted these schedules by letter.
The Commission added that it
appeared a large number of CBS
affiliates may have in fact agreed
to sell time to others on a guaranteed basis only during the periods set forth in the Akerberg letter.
The Commission asked CBS to
supply its comments concerning
both the written contracts which
contained clauses "in violation"
of the three regulations, and concerning the agreement or understanding which time
it held rule.
"in violation"
of the option
It asked
that these be submitted promptly
so
that they with
may beapplications
considered for
"in
connection
the renewal of licenses of stations
for such contracts or understandings with
CBS".Expression
First
Mention by FCC of the contracts signed with the four new
outlets of the network brought
from CBS the information that
WPAD and WHOP joined the network within the past few weeks.
The remaining two stations, KEYS
(Continued on page 53)

LETTER

TO

CBS

that city, except in case of public
"The station will operate as the
emergency
* * * ." outlet in the presexclusive
Columbia
ent standard
broadcast band in such
city and will so publicize itself, and
will not join for broadcasting purposes
any other formally organized or regularly
broad-be
casting constituted
stations. Thegroup
stationof shall
free to join occasional local, statewide or regional hookups to broadcast special events of public imporSpecial Events
"The station will broadcast all network sponsored programs furnished
to it by Columbia during the time
when
the station is licensed to opertance."
ate ; provided, however, that except
(Continued on page 52)
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belong to the same union as his radio. Although most transcription
are not accepting contract presentNetwork
Officials
employes.
ly offered because while money incompanies, as well as Decca and a
volved is unimportant it contains
Top
executives
of
the
four
nanumber
of
smaller
makers
of
phonScan Situation
principle
of direct payment to
tionwide networks are working
ograph records have accepted payunion instead of musicians who
closely
together
in
their
considerment
into
the
unions
"employment
Carefully
work for us. We will therefore
ation of the demands made of them
frnd" as a condition of employing
continue our efforts with War Laby
Local
802,
New
York
branch
of
AFM
members,
the
AFM
conquest
By BRUCE ROBERTSON
bor Board to obtain arrangement
the AFM, for new contracts to re- of the recording industry is far
PUBLIC hearings on the dispute
place the network agreement which
from complete as long as CRC and on sound basis. Pending final conclusion we have no alternative but
between the recording industry and expires Jan. 31, 1944. These de- RCA-NBC hold out.
the American Federation of Musito
substantially
reduce our new
mands, which include a 15% wage
The WLB, having accepted jurcians will be resumed Wednesday
increase retroactive to Aug. 1,
isdiction over the dispute, has the monthly releases and will pass on
at 10:30 a. m. in New York by the 1943, were submitted to the netto subscribers benefits of resulting
authority to order the union memtripartite panel appointed by the
savings by temporarily reducing
works by the local last August.
bers
back
to
work
for
the
comNational War Labor Board to in- Shortly after negotiations were
panies and if no agreement is our monthly charges effective Nov.
vestigate the ban on recordings.
started, the local union received an reached voluntarily, the WLB also 1 25%. Trust our action will meet
Hearings had been scheduled Nov.
order from the national AFM to
the authority to stipulate the with continuation your fine sup1, but on Friday the union notified halt all conferences with the net- has
terms and conditions upon which
the panel that James C. Petrillo,
J. W. Murray, general manager
works— an order that is still in work is to be resumed.
AFM president, would not be avail- effect.
of
RCA-Victor, on Friday sent a
Radio Next
able until Wednesday. With the
Indicative of the solidarity of
letter
to the company's recording
consent of Columbia Recording
In refusing to accept the AFM
artists explaining that RCA is
the network front is the fact that
Corp. and RCA-NBC, the hearings
doctrine that an employer of cer- "ready and anxious to begin rethey have asked Mrs. Anna Rosenwere postponed.
tain members of a union is bound
berg, New York regional director
cording again", but is "unwilling
to contribute to the support of to pay money
NBC Radio-Recording Division, of the War Manpower Commission,
either direct to a
other
members
whom
he
does
not
the only one of seven transcription
union
or
to persons not employed
to give up this post to serve all
companies originally parties to the four networks jointly as labor con- employ, CRC and RCA-NBC are by us and who never have been emport."
proceedings, which has not signed
sultant. Mrs. Rosenberg has not fighting not only against the estabwith the AFM, last week notified
lishment
of
this
principle
in
the
the subscribers to its Thesaurus li- yet given an answer.
ployed by us."
This concerted action also indi- recording industry, but against its
brary transcription service it
AFRA
spread throughout all industry. It Write New
cates the serious view the networks
would not accept the principle of
seems
logical
to
presume
that
if
an
are taking of the anticipated AFM
payment of fees into a union emfund is estabDisc Pay Contract
action against radio. The question AFM employment
ployment fund , but would continue
lished by the recording industry,
seems to be not whether, but when the union will soon demand similar
Agreement
Matches Network
to fight for an "arrangement on a it will come. Perhaps the union will
Scale For Performers
sound basis".
contributions
from
the
broadcasthold off until Jan. 31. Perhaps it
ers, theatres, dance halls and all AGREEMENT in principle on the
Reduces Charges
will move much sooner.
other employers of musicians.
terms of a new contract to succeed
Effective Nov. 1, NBC stated, it
Early in the WLB hearings, on
Furthermore, if the musicians
the
one expiring Nov. 1, was
will curtail its monthly releases,
Sept. 9, James C. Petrillo, AFM
employed in recording are to re- reached last Friday by the Ameripassing along the savings to sub- president, pointed out that more
ceive this special treatment, it will
can Federation of Radio Artists
scribers by reducing its monthly than 160 stations, many of them
not be long before the unions rep- and employers of AFRA members
charges by 25%.
network affiliates, who were outresenting actors, singers, techniwork on transcribed programs
RCA-Victor Division of RCA and
side the jurisdiction of any AFM
cians and others employed by the for
Contract is now being redrafted in
Columbia Recording Corp., major
local, had now been allocated to recording companies are making
line with the oral understanding
phonograph record manufacturers,
similar demands for their members.
the locals nearest them. "They
and the groups will meet again
have become parties to the hearing
don't employ musicians now," Mr.
And, if they succeed in the record- this afternoon [Monday, Nov. 1]
and are continuing their resistance
Petrillo declared, "but they are going field, these other unions will to sign the new contract.
to the principle that an employer
ing to within the next 60 days."
also expand their demands to inThe new agreement calls for an
should be forced to contribute to
The continuation of the hearings
clude all fields in which their memincrease
in minimum wage scales
the support of persons he does not by the WLB panel may forestall
bers work.
employ just because these persons
sny immediate AFM move against
The inevitable result would be for performers on transcribed programs, bringing them into parity
that all industries employing organized labor would soon find with scales for network broadcasts. The increases amount to apthemselves paying percentages of
proximately 100% for spots of five
Neville Miller Appoints 11-Man Music
their gross income to all unions
whose members they employ, a sit- minutes or less, and 30% for programs of 15 minutes or more.
Committee
to Protect Radio's Interest
uation certain to have disquieting,
Sound effects men, whom AFRA
RECOGNIZING the need for contracts, will be studied as part of if not disruptive, effects upon our
national economy.
had attempted to include in the
tinuing surveillance of the music the immediate work of the Comcontract at the same scale as actors
field, because of its importance as mitee.
Egner Telegram
and announcers, are to continue as
a basic radio commodity, NAB pres"Music in its many aspects plays
This line of argument was
ident Neville Miller last week an- a most important part in broadstaff
employes at fixed weekly salstrongly supported by the report of
aries, as before, but arrangements
nounced appointment of an 11-man
casting,"
Mr.
Miller
said.
Not
only
the
NAB
steering
committee
were made for special payments
music committee, which will hold must the industry take steps to
[Broadcasting, Oct. 25], which de- for overtime and free-lance work
its first meeting in New York Dec. insure an adequate supply of muclared that the principle put forth performed by these men.
1-2. Campbell Arnoux. general mansic as was done by the creation of
ager of WTAR Norfolk, was
by
the
AFM is "economically and
Negotiations between the union
BMI; not only must it protect itsocially unsound" and that "its per- and the advertising agencies, trannamed chairman of the Committee,
self against the actions of James
will thwart democracy
which following its initial meeting
Caesar Petrillo, but it must study within the petuation
scription companies and independlabor movement itself
will issue a report to the NAB
ent program producers have been
the whole field of music, learn more
destructive of good relamembership.
about its possible and varied uses, and be
tions between all labor and all in- in progress for some weeks, conDeclaring that the industry too anticipate the problem which the
tinuing longer than had been exlong has fought defensive battles industry will face over a term of
pected, largely because the War
Telegram
sent
Oct.
25
to
Thesauin the music field, Mr. Miller said years, and adopt a constructive
Labor Board hearings of the disrus subscribers by C.Lloyd Egner,
dustry."
that the more it learns about music,
pute between the transcription
NBC
vice-president
in
charge
of
the greater will be the public resAlluding
to
the
ASCAP
audits
companies
and the American Fedthe
Radio
Recording
Division,
ponse and the listening audience.
eration of Musicians prevented
program."
and
the interpretation of ASCAP
Claims of ASCAP, in connection
reads as follows: "To clarify
Thesaurus position re AFM, we transcription executives from at(Continued on page 5-4)
with interpretation of station contending the meetings with AFRA.
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Application for Transfer Will
Be Filed in a Few Days
WITH THE formation of Cosmopolitan Broadcasting Corp. as the
new corporate structure to own
and operate WMCA New York, application for transfer of the license
of the station from Edward J.
Noble, new owner of the BLUE
Network, probably will be filed
early next week with the FCC.
The transaction involves a sales
price of $1,255,000.
Cosmopolitan, formed by Nathan Straus, former United States
Housing administrator, who negotiated the purchase from Mr.
Noble, will also embrace the Davega-City Radio Inc., New York
chain store organization. The substantial interest of this company
will not be disclosed until the applications are filed with the Commission.
Stark to Remain
Mr. Straus, who will be president of the new company and its
directing head, will have as his associates H. M. Stein, president of
Davega, who will serve as treasurer and board member, and A.
Davega, vice-president of DavegaCity Radio. Charles Stark, vicepresident and sales manager of
WMCA, will continue as a director. All operating personnel will
remain unchanged, according to
Mr. Straus.
Cosmopolitan has an authorized
capital stock of $675,000, all of
which will be issued. Additional
funds required for the purchase of
the properties and for working
capital will be obtained through
issuance of other securities to the
stockholding interest.
Donald Flamm, former owner of
WMCA, whose suit for rescission
of the sale of the station to Mr.
Noble in January, 1941, is pending in the New York Supreme
Court, has announced his intention
to intervene and become a party
to the proceedings, once the application has been filed. On Friday
Mr. Flamm's attorneys, Handelman & Ives, filed an appeal with
the appelate division of the New
York Supreme Court from the order issued Aug. 30 by Judge David Peck denying Mr. Flamm's
motion for a temporary stay order
restraining the sale of WMCA until after the trial of Mr. Flamm's
suit against Mr. Noble.
Plans for Vimms
A HALF-HOUR weekly package
show built around Frank Sinatra
is under consideration by Lever
Bros. Co., Cambridge, to start
after the first of the year on CBS
for Vimms Vitamins. Probable
time for the new series is Wednesdays, 9-9:30 p.m., currently occupied by another Lever show, Mayor
of Our Town. BBDO, New York,
is Vimms Agency.
Page
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WELCOME FOR TOM KNODE was staged at NBC Washington last
week as Frank R. Russell (r), NBC vice-president, and Carleton Smith,
WRC manager, greeted their new public relations director in the capital.
Capt. Knode, recovered from wounds suffered in New Guinea, has returned to the NBC network position after his recent release from the Army.
RADIO'S HERO has returned.
Capt. Thomas E. Knode, U. S.
Army (ret.), awarded the Distinguished Service Cross for "Extraordinary Heroism in action near
Buna, New Guinea", is back with
NBC as director of public relations in the Washington office. He
is in charge of local and national
publicity and contacts.
The position has been open for
him since he entered the service,
according to Carleton Smith, manager of WRC, NBC Washington
outlet. "We wanted Tommy back
from the day he left," Mr. Smith
said. "And we are not only extremely proud of him, but also
flattered that he wanted to come
back. He has a wonderful record
both with NBC and the Army."
Wanted to Fight
When Capt. Knode was called to
active duty as a reserve second
lieutenant in March, 1942, the
Radio Branch of the War Dept.
Bureau of Public Relations, under
Col. E. M. Kirby, requisitioned
him because of his radio experience. He turned down the offer,
however, preferring — in his own
words — "to fight this war on the
battlefield, not at a desk in Washington". He went into battle with
his men of the 126th infantry,
with whom he had trained.
The man who holds the highest
honor yet awarded anyone in radio
during this war — and an award
second only to the Congressional
Medal of Honor — refuses the role
of hero, and says with as much
sincerity as modesty, "There were
a lot of others out there who deserved it more than I did." He is
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more pleased about being out of
the hospitals of New Guinea, Australia and the States, and being
back again at NBC, where he was
news editor before going to the
South Pacific.
Tom was a lieutenant in command of a platoon storming the
Japs out of New Guinea, in the
now familiar Buna Village area.
American forces were deep inland,
attempting to reach the sea, past
the heavily fortified Jap positions
around Buna Mission and the village. Japanese pillboxes surrounding the village and machine guns
lined up along the Jap-held line
repulsed each successive American
attack.
After days of hard jungle fighting, two columns, one under Lt.
Knode's command, succeeded in
opening an avenue to the sea. The
columns were flanked by Japs, but
after reaching their shoreline objective, turned toward the pillboxes of Buna Village. The men
had advanced several hundred
yards when Lt. Knode was wounded in the leg by a sniper.
The citation tells the rest of that
story. "He disregarded the wound
and continued to lead his platoon
in the attack. When he was again
wounded in the foot, and was unable to go on, he refused to be
evacuated until he had given final
instructions to his platoon." The
second bullet entered through the
ankle and shattered the bones of
his foot.
It was for this act of "conspicuous bravery" that he was awarded the DSC by his Division Commander in Australia. The lieutenant who took over the command in
BROADCASTING

Knode praised the jungle performance of the 288 radio communications sets widely used in
the Pacific battle area. He tells of
one night, about three days march
from Buna when American forces
were
the 288's,
which communicating
are for code via
signals,
and
not for talking, when suddenly a
voice cut in, speaking Japanese.
He jabbered for some time, trying
to jam the line, but the dot-dash
signals still came through as clearly as an orchestra accompanying
a soloist.
Lt. Knode's battalion was the
first — and only one — to cross, on
foot, the jagged Owen Stanley
mountain range on New Guinea,
separating Port Moresby from the
Jap base at Buna. After Knode
and the men left Moresby, reconnaisance planes discovered a landing strip along the beach that was
not in a Jap sector, so the other
troops were flown in. The men,
carrying full battle equipment,
crossed the 90-mile stretch of 11
mountains in 20 days, much of it
perpendicular climbing.
"We divided up into seven sections," Knode said, "nine hundred
of us. The first group had a native
guide who had been part of the
way across the range before. The
rest of us followed, some two or
three days apart. The leaders left
markings along what trail they
had made, but those tropical rains
were so heavy that most of the
markings were gone in a few
hours, so each group practically
had to find its own way, following
mountain passes, streams, and gulNo Place to Rest
He said most of the mountains
were razor-back "with the crest of
them about as wide as a desk, so
there was no place for the men to
rest". And then there was also
the lies."
danger of Jap action along the
Buna side of the range. "But of
the 900rived onofschedule,
us," he and
added,
armost"850
of the
other
50 straggled
later."
As the
first in a in
series
of events
held in Capt. Knode's honor, there
was a luncheon at the Statler Hotel in Washington on Thursday,
Oct. 28,tendedgiven
by WRC,newspaper
and atby Washington
men. A number of functions are
planned.
Before joining NBC, Knode was
with the Washington bureau of
the United Press. His wife was
formerly with NBC in the program department. They have three
daughters, the youngest born last
September while Capt. Knode was
in the South Pacific.
Adam Hat Testing
ADAM HAT STORES, New York,
will start a test spot campaign
shortly, according to Badger,
Browning & Hershey, agency. The
hat company will continue its
BLUE
program,
That's
Good
One, and
occasional
top aboxing
bouts on the BLUE, through
Glicksman Adv., New York.
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Business did this
In generous measure, business has turned
over this powerful weapon to the Government, to be used to spread messages necessary to the successful prosecution of the war.
Every one of the big network shows and a

When

war struck, the United States had

one asset unmatched by any of our enemies ■
or our allies.
This asset was the enormous number of
our people who listened to the radio as regularly as they ate their dinner and supper . . .
and who could be reached with vital war messages every day of the year.
This audience consisted of about 100
million citizens whom the Government could
count on to turn to their radios— not just
hope that they would.
Today, for example, the Government
knows that from 25 to 30 million people
will listen to Fibber McGee & Molly . . .
23 to 25 million to the Lux Radio Theater
... 23 to 27 million to Jack Benny . . . and
so on down the list.
This audience was built over the course
of years by American business. It could not
be duplicated quickly, no matter how much
money was spent.

greatest

great majority of the local station programs are devoting part of their time to
some vital Government message. More
than $90,000,000 worth of time and talent
was donated to the Government in 1942.
At present, approximately $8,000,000
worth of such time and talent is being
donated each month.
In large part these radio programs are
produced and the war messages in them are
written by the advertising agencies of the
country. And the number of these separately
written and conceived messages runs into
many thousands.
For instance, in 1942 some 600,000 individual programs carried war messages,
and many of these programs carried more
than one per broadcast. In addition to
these, the stations themselves broadcast
more than 5l/z million war announcements which appeared between programs
rather than as part of them.
In terms of actual broadcast time,
the figures are almost incredible. In June
of this year, the latest month on which
data is available, American radio stations

broadcast war messages — ranging from
18-second spot announcements to 90minute live broadcasts — that totalled up
to more than 18,000 hours, more than
750 days, of listening time.
Now these millions of messages — which
inform Americans of things they can and
should do — are not the only way in which
radio has helped us fight a better war.
Like the American newspapers and magazines, radio has made America aware of
the seriousness of our struggle in other
powerful ways.
Using news from all over the world supplied bythe great American newspaper services as well as by its own news gatherers,
radio has given this country hour-by-hour
coverage of the war.
Each week the 911 American radio stations now on the air broadcast an average of
1 8 hours and 26 minutes of news. The four
major networks, alone, have 97 newscasters,
devote approximately 87 hours per week to
news and comment on the news.
Like the newspapers and the magazines,
radio has brought home to us our enormous
task through stories told by our front-line
fighting men. It has helped expose enemy
propaganda. It has related the achievements,
and problems, of American production. It
has enabled 100 million Americans to gain
inspiration and knowledge by listening
{continued on next page)

How

four audiences — the enemy, our Allies in
both the free and occupied nations, neutral countries, and the American armed

America

is using one of its greatest
war weapons
{continued from preceding page)

The
soldiers and sailors want, and get,
forces."
news from home, music and shows they'd be
listening to if they were back here in the
states. The news programs are amazingly

directly to the leaders of our country and
our Allies.

complete. {Minor-league as well as majorleague baseball scores are broadcast)

Uncle Sam did this

The other three audiences — the Allied
countries, the neutral countries, and the

Radio's contribution to the war has not been
a one-sided affair with the radio industry
doing all the giving and Uncle Sam all the
receiving.

enemy — are told the story of what America
is doing and getting ready to do. They are
told the story of American production and
that we are going to win.

Working with the War Advertising Council and the men and women in the radio

The program that carries this information
to the world is called The Voice of
America. It is broadcast 24 hours a day,
seven days a week. It is carried in 26

business, the Government developed the
Network Allocation Plan and five other radio
services, under which war messages are
weighed according to their urgency and importance— and are given the emphasis they
should have at the time they should have it.
The Government also set up, first under
the OFF and then later under the OWI,
its own radio production group. To this
group came many of the ablest radio men
in the business — experienced producers,
script writers, commercial writers, actors,
engineers, technicians, and executives.
Aided in many instances by their old
friends in the advertising agencies, the radio
stations, and the radio networks ... in other
instances working completely on their own
. . . these men have done a great job, both on
the home front and overseas.

languages, over 30 short-wave transmitters. Itis also carried over medium
and long-wave stations in England, Africa,
and Sicily. The theme song is "Yankee
How
great an audience is reached we do
Doodle."
not know. But we do know that so many
people are reached that enemy governments
have warned their subjects not to listen to
these broadcasts, and have found it necessary
to try to refute what the American radio has
said.
Numerous other overseas programs are
being broadcast. These programs report,
from many angles, on the American
scene. One gives profiles of American
leaders. Another replies to questions
asked by the English man in the street
about America. Another tells the story of
the American states. A weekly radio report from Minnesota goes to Sweden.

Here at home they have created and produced anumber of top-flight programs. One
of these was "You Can't Do Business With
Hitler," carried at its peak by 703 stations.
Another is "The Treasury Star Parade," currently heard over some 900 stations each
week.
The overseas job is very complex. Here
in the words of Elmer Davis, "we have

YOUNG

Some of these programs are live broadcasts; others are shipped abroad for broadcast on records. Since October, 1942, the
OWI has sent records abroad in Afrikaans,
Arabic, English, Flemish, French, Icelandic,
Italian, Persian, Portuguese, Spanish, Swed-
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ish, and Turkish.
Our radio ambassadors
Since these programs are our "radio ambassadors" to so many people, the Government
has taken great pains to see that they are
prepared according to the best standards of
American radio.
This means the highest radio standards in
the world. As any American who has lived
abroad will tell you, American radio programs are more intelligent, more entertaining, more skillfully presented than
those of any other nation.
The big reason for this is that in America
radio is a competitive, business enterprise —
in other countries, government supported.
In America, because a program has to get
listeners if it is to sell goods, great ingenuity
has been exercised to improve programs.
Abroad, since radio doesn't have to pay off,
such ingenuity has been less evident.
In England, France, Africa, the Near
East, the Far East, Australia, and nearly
every other allied or neutral land, American
radio programs are eagerly awaited.
These programs have been one of the
finest friends America has in these countries
— helping us to become better liked and better
understood by the rest of the world.
As time goes by and peace comes, radio
can well increase this neighborliness that
more and more people are feeling toward
us. But if radio is to accomplish this, the
men who prepare the programs must
realize that along with the freedom to talk
to the people of other nations comes a
grave responsibility ... the responsibility
for being an unofficial ambassador to the
rest of the world, representing democracy
as democracy deserves to be represented.
If this is done, radio will be a great help
in knitting together a democratic fraternity
of nations ... in making sure that the "One
World" of the future is an understanding
world and a free one.

Advertising

New York • Chicago • Detroit • San Francisco • Hollywood • Montreal • Toronto
► This is the third of a series of three advertisements which discuss the wartime services and the wartime
importance of America's three great media of public information — newspapers, magazines, and radio. It
appeared in the New York Times, New York Herald Tribune, Chicago Daily News. It is also appearing in
Newsweek, and an appropriate group of trade papers.

NAB

Film

Draws

'How to Do It' Booklets
Soon Ready for
Distribution
ON THE ROAD since Monday,
Oct. 18, following its premier in
Washington, the NAB retail promotion production "Air Force and
the Retailer" moved into its second
week, drawing such comments as
"tremendously instructive" and
"audience spellbound".
The NAB "How To Do It" booklets will be ready for distribution
in about a week, the printing having been delayed by Government
priorities.
Boston 'Terrific'
Most reports are highly favorable, with retailers expressing unusual interest. Typical is that from
the Boston meeting. M. L. (Chick)
Allison, promotion manager of
WLW Cincinnati, assigned the New
England district, wired, "Terrific
meeting Boston . . . 300 top retailers present. Meeting introduced by
Daniel Bloomfield, manager retail
trade board and founder famous
Boston conference who later praised
soundness of presentation."
WE EI praised the film and quoted Mr. Bloomfield as saying "the
broadcasters have presented a vivid
picture of the practical possibilities
iof radio in building up sales volume in retail establishments."
WEIM Fitchburg, Mass., was host
to 60 Fitchburg and Leaminster
merchants before showing of the
film.
Cooperating in the Kansas City
showing were KMBC, WHB and
KCKN, who felt that while impressive to the 600 retail store
heads and advertising men who attended, there was a "lack of showmanship and color to which advertising men coming in contact with
radio are accustomed".
Twin City broadcasters were host
to another 600 retailers, agency executives and visiting radio people
at Minneapolis and St. Paul. Showing was on two successive days,
with broadcasters attending from
Duluth, Hibbing, Virginia Mankato,
Rochester, St. Cloud, Winona, Albert Lea, and Willmar, all in Minnesota, and from Milwaukee and
LaCrosse, Wis., and from Canada.
In Little Rock, Ark., 55 attended
with "everybody well pleased".
WHBC reported 50, Montgomery,
Ala., 60, while Memphis reported
400, calling the show "super-salesmanship".
WMRC Greenville, S. C, reported
107 and "a huge success"; WFNC
Fayetteville, N. C, "audience spellbound", 50 sets of booklets requested. WSAR Fall River, Mass., "sati isfactory"; KFEL Denver, 259, "excellent"; and KILO Grand Forks,
N. D., 125 attending and 78 requesting booklets, "sensational success".
Reaction from the first week's
showing was in similar vein. Eugene Carr, 1942 chairman of the
BROADCASTING

Favorable

Comment

ON THE CUFF notes are being compared after showing of the NAB
"Air Force and the Retailer" film at Los Angeles Biltmore Hotel under
auspices
of Los
Angeles
Downtown
Men's B.
Assn.
NAB
16th district.
Checking
reactions
are (1Business
to r) William
Ryan,andgeneral
manager KFI-KECA; Calvin Smith, manager, KFAC, and chairman
of NAB 16th district; L. S. Frost, assistant to Sidney N. Strotz, NBC
Western division vice-president; Neil Petree, president of Barker Bros,
(home furnishings), and director of Los Angeles Downtown Business
Men's Assn., who presided over the meeting which was attended by
more than 500 persons; Richard Meybohn, advertising manager, J. W.
Robinson Co., (department store).

DISCUSSING PRESENTATION of the NAB "Air Force and the Retailer" in St. Paul to nearly 600 retailers are (1 to r) C. T. Hagman,
manager of WTCN Twin Cities; Howard Seesel, president, FieldSchlick, St. Paul; Al MacKenzie, sales manager, All Canada Radio Facilities, Winnipeg; Ed Hoffman, manager, WMIN Twin Cities; Ray C.
Jenkins sales manager, KSTP Twin Cities; Lewis H. Avery, NAB
director of broadcast advertising, who made the presentation.
NAB sales managers executive committee which originally proposed
the retail promotion plan and laid
the foundation for it, praised the
job done by the NAB staff and
pointed to the next step as the follow-through by station salesman.
Pellegrin Praises
Maj. Frank E. Pellegrin, former
NAB director of broadcast advertising, who resigned to enter the
Army, was also one of the originators of the plan. He wrote Lew
Avery, his successor, praising the
intelligent execution of the cooperative job. " 'Air Force' sets a new
pattern in radio promotion", he
said.
Broadcasters reporting during
the first week on tour generally
agreed that the presentation had
scored a tremendous impact on
nearly all who witnessed it. WAKR
Akron reported 150 attended;
WDNC Durham, N. C, 85, with 75
requests for booklets; 200 attended
from Miami Beach and Ft. Lauderdale, while WBRK Pittsfield, reported 75.

• Broadcast

Advertising

LETTER ASKS RMA:
USE MORE RADIO
IN DEFENSE of the idea that
electronics can be better advertised through the electronic media
of radio rather than through printed media, KPRO Riverside, Cal.,
president W. L. Gleason wrote
the Galvin Mfg. Corp., makers of
"Motorola" auto, home, aircraft
and 3-way communications radios,
expressing his views.
Gleason says he cannot understand why the radio manufacturers
spend large sums on printed advertising, when radio is at their
disposal. He feels that the money
spent on radio would help stations
to become more prosperous, and
thereby able to give better service
and programs, thus doubly advertising the electronics field. In arguing for "air appeal" rather than
"eye appeal", the KPRO president
says, "Eye
hardest
thing
there glasses
is to sellareandtheaccording
to all traditions should be sold
through eye appeal, yet air appeal
outsells eye appeal 8 to 1; if you
folks in R. M. A. could only recognize the power of media that
makes your net sales possible, you
would give broadcasting a break."
Hooper Ratings
THE World Series game of Oct.
10, broadcast on Mutual, attained
a rating of 20.1, and the Oct. 11
game 10.1, according to the daytime "national" Hooper radio report for October. The special news
broadcast on Italy's declaration
of war on Germany, flashed on all
four major networks about 11
a.m. Oct. 13, showed 6.3% sets-inuse. Big Sister heads the "top ten"
weekday
programs
followed by Portia
Faceswith
Life,8.2When
a Girl Marries, Right to Happiness,
Kate Smith Speaks, Romance of
Helen Trent, Aunt Jenny, Ma Perkins, Our Gal Sunday and Backstage Wife. Top weekend daytime
shows, not included in the weekly
list, are Pause That Refreshes on
the Air, first, and Family Hour,
second.
WLW

CONGRATULATIONS are in order for Robert T. Mason (r) president of WMRN Marion, O., as
Fred M. Lee, general manager of
John Taylor Dry Goods Co., whose
radio program is one of department stores oldest, tells him he did
a fine job as m.c. of the NAB "Air
ForceHotel
and the
Retailer"Kansas
showingCity.in
the
President,
Mr. Lee acted as general chairman, with Victor A. Newman, executive of Woolf Bros., prominent
apparel store in Kansas City, as
associate chairman.

Names

Battles

ROY E. BATTLES has been appointed associate farm program director of WLW Cincinnati, serving
as assistant to Ed Mason, director
cf farm programs. Mr. Battles
comes to WLW from Batavia, Ohio,
county seat of Clermont county,
where he has been agricultural
agent since 1935. He previously
was agricultural agent for Pike
county. Graduate, with a B.S. degree, of the College of Agriculture,
Ohio State U., he has had wide experience in actual dirt farming
and has been active in various agriculture organizations.
Lever Video Test
LEVER BROS. Co. on Nov. 3 will
start a series of commercial proon W2XWV, Du
experiments
Mont gram
video
station in New York,
using a quarter-hour each Wednesvariday products.
evening and
ous
Tomadvertising
Hutchinson, of
Ruthrauff & Ryan, formerly proNew York
television
station,NBC's
will
of WNBT,
gram director
supervise production.
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FCC

Seen

Determined

Changes

to Delay

NBC
Newspaper

Ownership

Answer

1

FMBI Petition Asking Conclusion of Proceedings
Not Considered After Lapse of Month
FURTHER indication that the and by formal vote Mr. Loucks was
directed to file it forthwith.
FCC is disposed to permit the whole
Since the issuance of Orders 79
issue of newspaper ownership of
stations to languish until it con- and 79A on March 20, 1941 and
siders a policy ruling propitious
July 1, 1941 respectively, the FCC
was given last week with the dis- has thrown all newspaper appliclosure that a petition to conclude
cations, whether involving outthe proceedings filed a month ago
right ownership or affiliation, into
by FM Broadcasters, Inc. has not its "suspense" files, pending deterbeen considered by the Commission.
mination of policy. After the proThe petition, filed by Philip G.
tracted hearings, the record was
PAYOFF COUNTS with William
Loucks, Washington Attorney and left open for the filing of certain E. Rine (r), commercial manager
corrected exhibits of the FCC.
Counsel for FMBI and approved
of WWVA Wheeling, taking money
by the board of directors, set forth
from George W. Smith, managing
director of the station. Mr. Smith
that more than two years have
NEW STUDIOS
elapsed since the Commission began
insists it was good bookmaking and
its investigation pursuant to orders
not victory
golf thatin took
Rine'sgolfing
team
Formally Opened by KMMJ
to
the Mr.
leading
promulgated in 1941. FMBI, among
event
of
the
Wheeling
Country
With
Dedication
Program
*
others, testified at the proceedings,
Club season. Rine says he saw no
and the petition stated that it was
ALMOST a wartime novelty was reason
for picking the bossman for
believed that all of the parties had the opening of new studios by
his
team,
just because of "family
KMMJ
Grand
Island,
Neb.,
on
concluded their testimony, although
Oct. 14 with Grand Island business
the record had not been formally
and professional men previously
closed.
associated with the station, and OWI ATTACKS HIT
members of the KMMJ staff par- ties".
Fly Says 'No Action'
FUNDS, DAVIS SAYS
ticipating in the broadcast.
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
The new building is air condi- ELMER DAVIS, OWI director,
tioned and includes two small stu- told the Overseas Press Club in
Fly, moving spirit in the newspaper
ownership inquiry, declared last
dios for news and speech broad- New York last week that recent
casts, alarge studio with an audi- attacks against the OWI might be
Monday at his press conference
ence seating capacity of about 125, designed to prevent an additional
that the Commission had taken no
audition room, practice room, appropriation of $5 million which
action on the petition and had not an
and office rooms. A new Hammond
has asked for its overdecided on pursuance of the investi- electric organ has been added to the agency
seas operation.
gation. He said he believed there the studio equipment.
Mr. Davis ridiculed a story that
was a request pending, without
KMMJ started broadcasting for his purpose in appointing William
the first time on Nov. 30, 1925, at S. Paley, CBS president, to an
identifying the FMBI petition.
Clay Center, Neb. Station was then OWI overseas post [Broadcasting,
Asking the Commission to conowned by the M. M. Johnson Co., Oct. 11] was to assure his old job
clude the investigation and to ren- and
was purchased by KMMJ Inc. as network commentator after the
der its decision, the FMBI petition
in
1936.
Invitation was subsequent- war. Asserting that Mr. Paley recited that during presentation of
ceives only $1 a year from OWI,
ly made by a group of Grand Island
the testimony in behalf of that as- business men representing the Mr. Davis remarked that
I do
sociation, on July 31, 1941, the plea Chamber of Commerce and the sta- work for Mr. Paley again, "ifI hope
was made that the Commission
1939. tion moved to Grand Island in that I get more than I am paying
"give a prompt decision on this matter as the development of frequency modulation has without ques- FILM RIGHTS to the weekly NBC
One Man's Family have been acquired
Biggar in England
tion been retarded by the issuance
by Charles Rogers, Hollywood pro- him".
ducer, in a deal closed with NBC and GEORGE C. BIGGAR, former
of Order No. 79". FMBI neither
director of WLW Cincinquestioned the jurisdiction of the Carlton Morse, writer of the series program
nati has arrived in England as a
will develop the screenplay. None
Commission to conduct the investi- who
of the radio cast will be used in the guest of the British Information
gation nor at any time sought to film, it was understood.
Service on a special assignment.
delay its conclusion, said the petition.
On the contrary, FMBI at all
KFEL
Brings Suit Against 'Denver Posf
times relied upon its testimony
"that a prompt decision was desir- For
Station's Omission
able in the interest of development
from
Listings
The action
says that
three radio
SEKING TO RESTRAIN the
Denof frequency modulation broadcastver Post from omitting the listing stations listed in the Post's radio
of KFEL and those of the Mutual
log are not charged for space, while
ing."
The Commission finally was ask- Broadcasting System from the KFEL has been forced to pay $5
a line for its program listings. As
ed by FMBI that it take "all steps newspaper's daily schedule, Eugene
necessary to conclude the proceed- P. O'Fallon Inc., operator of the a result of the omission, the log is
ings and give a prompt decision on Denver station, filed suit Oct. 23 misleading, conveying the impression that KFEL is not on the air,
this matter for the reasons sug- against the Post.
gested in its oral and documentary
The complaint asserts that the the suit charges.
testimony submited at the time of Post's action is in violation of the
In addition to seeking to prevent
Unfair Practices Act of Colorado,
its appearance".
the continued omission, the suit
Walter J. Damm, President of and the omission is designed to in- seeks treble actual damages
FMBI and director of radio of the
jure the station and destroy comamounting to $2,395 and exemplary
petition. KFEL also contends that damages. The complaint alleges
Milwaukee Journal Co., in a certification appended to the petition, the newspaper has maintained a
said that the document had been discriminatory blacklist and boy- that the people should be unhampered by any artificial or unnecescott against KFEL and Mutual
considered by the Board of Direcsary restraint, public or private,
tors and members of FMBI at a "attended by circumstances of
upon their choice of radio stations.
meeting in New York on Sept. 13, fraud and malice."
-
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Made

Legal

In

Staff

Myers to RCA; McDonald and
Ladner Are Promoted
ROBERT P. MYERS, senior attorney of NBC since 1935, has resigned to accept a position as assistant general counsel of RCA,
succeeding C. E. Yates, now a lieutenant in the Navy, it was announced last week by A. L. Ashby,
NBC vice-president and general
counsel. Mr. Ashby at the same
time announced that Joseph A.
McDonald, who has had charge of
NBC's legal work in Chicago, will
return to New York as assistant
general counsel and that Henry
Ladner, a senior attorney in the
New York office, has also been appointed assistant general counsel.
To Handle Patents
Mr. Myers will be chiefly concerned with the licensing of RCA
patents, but it is expected that he
will continue to represent NBC's
Radio-Recording Division in its
dispute with the AFM.
After receiving his law degree
from Leland Stanford, Mr. Myers
practiced in San Francisco before
joining RCA in 1928 as a commercial representative. He later served
as assistant to the general counsel
of RCA-Victor and handled legal
matters for RKO before joining
NBC in 1935 as senior attorney.
Mr. Ladner, a New Yorker who
obtained his law degree from
N.Y.U. Law School in 1928, was
a communications engineer for
AT&T from 1922 to 1933 and came
to NBC in 1935 as senior attorney,
specializing in corporate matters
such as wages and hours, station
affiliation contracts and station relations.
Mr. McDonald, also born in New I
York, was graduated from Fordham Law School in 1928 and NYU
Law School in 1929. He began to
practice law with the firm of Hunt,
Hill & Betts and joined NBC in
1932 as a senior attorney in New
York, being transferred to Chicago
in 1937. No successor for the Chi- J
cago post has yet been named.

16th Year Renewals
CONTRACT RENEWALS
for two programs make this
the 16th consecutive year on
WCAU Philadelphia for both
series.
Leeheard
Broza's
Children'sStan
Hour,
on
Sundays, will continue for a
16th year sponsored by Horn
& Hardart
restaurants,
renewed for another
52 weeks,
commencing Oct. 24, through
The Clements Co., Philadelphia. In addition, the Yellow
Cab Co., through E. L. Brown
Agency,newed thePhiladelphia,
nightly talks reof
Powers Gouraud for 52
weeks, starting Oct. 25, marking the commentator's 16th J! ft
year on the station.

You're

probably

looking

for all these things . , .

and we'd like to say right here that your search
is ended... KOA has all of them! -68.8% Dealer
Preference;

69% Listener Loyalty; Top

grams; Coverage, all of Colorado,
six adjoining
''OWE*

No

states; Power,

exaggeration

— our claims

NBC

pro-

plus parts of

50,000 watts.

are based

on fact,

50 KW
r

as any of KOA's long time
tify. Their repeated renewals
time

on

KOA

advertisers will tesprove that buying

is not a costly expenditure

but a
Few Stations

paying investment.

In the Nation
Better

join the parade

Advertisers
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long ago and have

threw
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now
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satisfied ever since.
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MBS

Names

Director

of

Richard

F. Connor

Stations

Relations

All Tied Up
TIMELY TIE-IN with the
return to NBC of Abbott &
Costello on Nov. 4 reached
desks of radio editors last
week from Tom Fizdale Inc.,
publicity agency, in the form
of bluestamped
neckties onwith
name
the team's
inside

Division Expanded, Reorganized With Key Managers
Heading Geographic Divisions of Network
RICHARD F. CONNOR has been data relating to contracts, method
named director of station relations
of payment, statistical data, stafold. Card was headed "Tietion coverage and market research.
of Mutual, in charge of a greatly
dings!— Its TIE-riffic, TIECharles Godwin, manager of the
mly, TIE-tle is Abbott &
expanded set-up, with station trafCostello." Sponsored by R. J.
southern division, is a former netfic and engineering traffic also comReynolds Tobacco Co. A & C
work announcer who was manager
ing under his jurisdiction, accordhave been awaiting recovery
of W17NY, FM station of WOR,
ing to Miller McClintock, network
of Lou Costello from a long
illness.
president.
New Yoi-k, before joining MBS.
Under the new plan, effective
His extra duties will include engineering traffic problems and adNov. 1, Mr. Connor's division will
be geared to contact MBS member
vising stations on FM and telePatt in New Position
vision. He will work in liaison with
and affiliated stations on contracJAMES
M. PATT, assistant to
tual and operating matters, and will the network traffic manager.
the
manager
WKRC Cincinnati,
be available for consulation on proThe manager of the central di- in charge of ofpublicity
promotion,
vision, who has not yet been apgramming, engineering, merchanhas been named
pointed, will also serve as liaison
dising and post-war developments.
supervisor of proTo assist Mr. Connor in his in- with the network's Chicago office
gram operations
and assist in sales representation.
in addition
to his
creased administrative responsibilother duties,
ities, the reorganized division will
Andrew L. Poole, manager of enKenneth
Church,
gineering traffic, has held this post
have six key managers, four in
general manager
charge of the network's four geo- since 1936, when he left the engiannounced this
graphic divisions, the other two
neering staff of WOR. He is resweek. Patt was
ponsible for the maintenance of
supervising engineering and stapreviously with
tion traffic.
all lines and communications servWDAF, City,
KMBC
Kansas
and
ice operated by Mutual.
General Expansion
Mr.
Patt
Paula Nicoll, with Mutual since
CBS Chicago be1936, is manager of station traffic,
fore joining WKRC. And in anothMr. McClintock stated: "The ener personnel change at the staresponsible for all time and prolargement of our station relations
tion, Fred Dodge, program directgram clearances, schedules, time
division is typical of the general
or,
has been appointed manager of
departmental expansions Mutual is changes, and the MBS daily con- the special
features department in
ference
call.
She
also
serves
as
experiencing in all branches of the
charge of talent sales.
liaison
with
sales
and
sales
service.
organization, a natural and healthy
A new rate card (No. 12) efCensus Labor Data
development motivated by Mutual's
fective Nov. 1, was also announced
encouraged and record-breaking
CENSUS FIGURES just released
sales growth. We at Mutual desire last week. "New rates remain comshow that broadcasting and television industries in 1940 employed
the closest possible affinity to the
pletely
competitive"
Edward
W.
Wood
Jr.,
Mutual
sales
manager
24,585 of a total experienced labor
problems and plans of our member
and affiliated stations, and are said. Present advertisers will be force of 26,665, of which 340 were
protected to Nov. 1, he said.
on public emergency work. During
pledged to consolidate the relations
the week of the census 1,740 exwe now enjoy for a complete unperienced workers were seeking
M-G-M
Starts
Oursler
derstanding of each other's probwork. Men comprised 21,273 of
lems, which we believe, is the key RETURNING to network advertis- the total, with 19,493 employed
to succesful network operation. I
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, New on other than emergency
am confident that under Dick Con- York, ing,
starts Fulton Oursler as work, and 320 on the latter. Men
nor's able guidance, Mutual's sta- The People's Reporter on over 50 seeking work numbered 1,460. Experienced women workers numMutual stations Nov. 15, Mon.
tion relations division will perpetubered 5,392, with 5,092 employed
through Fri. 8:15-8:30 p.m. Agency
ate this network-station relationregularly, 20 on emergency work.
is Donahue & Coe, New York.
ship."
Mr. Connor, who joined MBS last
May as station relations executive,
has a background of 16 years in
radio, as manager of KMPC Beverly Hills; advertising agency head,
coordinator of the West Coast
Broadcasting Associations and, before joining Mutual, as chief of the
station relations division, Domestic
Radio Bureau, OWI.
Edwin T. Otis, manager of the
eastern division, came to Mutual
in August after seven years as production manager of the Yankee
Network. In addition to handling
station relations in his area, he will
advise stations on programming
problems and serve as liaison between station program directors
and the MBS program director.
James A. Mahoney, manager of
the western division, has been
MBS manager of research and chief MUTUAL STATION RELATIONS executives go over plans for the department's expanded activities with Richard Connor, director of station
statistician since last January,
relations. Planners are (seated, 1 to r): Dorothy Driscoll, station traffic
when he came to Mutual from
assistant; Mr. Connor, Paula Nicoll, station traffic manager; (standing)
Crossley Inc. In addition to specific
Charles Godwin, southern division manager; Andrew Poole, engineering
station relations duties, Mr. Matraffic manager; Edwin Otis, eastern division manager; James Mahoney, western division manager.
honey will be responsible for all
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'Freedoms'

for

Air

Discussed by Howe
Article Declares Radio Faces
Four Sets of Interests
"AMERICAN radio is trying to
promote four freedoms of the air
for four different sets of interests," Quincy Howe, CBS news
commentator and Simon & Schuster editor, writes in an article,
"Policing the Commentator: A
News Analysis," in the November
issue of the Atlantic Monthly.
Listing these interests as the
Government, the radio industry,
the sponsor and the commentator,
Mr. Howe states: "Give Government its head and radio becomes
a federal monopoly. Give the radio
industry its head and you get
more and more power concentrated
into fewer and fewer hands.
Babel Or . . .
"Give the sponsors who support
radio their heads and radio becomes the voice of private American industry. Give the commentators their heads and you get
either a babel of irresponsible
voices or — much more likely — a
concerted drive on the part of privileged groups to promote their
special interests in the guise of
free
speech and onopinion."
Commenting
the suggestion
of FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly that there should be
no sponsorship of news or comment on the air, Mr. Howe says
that radio's reporters and newscasters, dealing in uncolored facts,
"need as well as deserve" commercial sponsorship. News analysts
of the non-sensational type, he
suggests, might be put on by the
broadcasters as regular sustaining
program material, identified as experts whose opinions are worth
listening to. The "gossip merchants
and peddlers of inside dope", he
says, should also be allowed to
bi'oadcast, but only if they are
clearly labeled as purveyors of
"prediction,
rumor andon sensation"
Another comment
the place
of opinion on the air is made in
an editorial in the current Colliers,
which reads, in part: "We think
that radio, CBS taking the initia
tive, is in the process of solving
a problem which news-conscious
magazines and newspapers — successful ones, that is — solved
long ago by a simple, flat rule.
This rule is : Let the reporters and
correspondents report the facts as
nearly without bias and shading
as is humanly possible, and let the
editorial writers and kindred opinion merchants handle the writing
of opinions. . . . We think CBS is
essentially right . . . and will do
itself and a long-suffering radio
public a favor by sticking to its
WAAT Newark, N. J., has renewed
its contract with Spot Sales Inc..
which represents the station outside
the metropolitan area.
• Broadcast
guns."

Advertising
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KXOK

KNOWS

THAT

PEOPLE

ARE

LISTENING

Our local rating for the "Baukhage Talking" program was below our
expectations. We're from Missouri . . . and we had to be shown. After a
recent Baukhage newscast, KXOK followed with a 35 second announcement
asking

The

result

its listeners: "Do

of that

one

short

you want

Baukhage

to continue

on KXOK?"

an-

nouncement brought mail from five
states: Missouri, Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky and Indiana. We lost track
of the phone calls ... but the mail
response is impressive enough. Over
five hundred cards and letters have
been received asking us to keep
Baukhage on KXOK.
KXOK congratulates Mr. Baukhage for his fine
following in this area, and apologizes for being misled into believing
that his following did not justify
keeping him on the air.
Needless to say, we have been shown!
Baukhage is still talking in St. Louis.

Nationally Represented by John Blair & Company
BASIC BLUE NETWORK
630 KC.
5000 WATTS FULL TIME
OWNED
AND
OPERATED
BY THE
ST.
LOUIS STAR-TIMES
BROADCASTING
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Increase
Found

in

in

Kansas

Survey

by

Listening
Dr.

Whan

Insurance Test
BENEFICIAL CASUALTY Insurance Co., Los Angeles, on Oct. 24
began a test campaign of five and
15-minute news and news type live
and transcribed programs on the
Pacific Coast and in about 12 major Midwest markets. Expansion
is anticipated. Contracts are for
52 weeks. Agency is Ivan Hill
Adv., Chicago.

Half of Audience Feel Certain Types of War
Programs Are Broadcast Too Fequently
DEFINITE increase in the amount
ceivers are owned by 94.9% of
of listening done by set owners in Kansas urban families, 96.2% of
Kansas is shown in the Kansas the village families, and 97% of
Radio Audience of 19 US, seventh the farm families reporting in the evidence of more uniformity of
taste among listener groups than
annual survey in the series now di- survey, which checks closely with with
respect to morning programs.
rected by Dr. L. H. Whan, of the studies of former years and with
With some obvious exceptions, such
other data.
U. of Wichita.
as sportcasts, homemaking proAn earlier section of the study,
Battery Sets
grams, or farm programs, appealThe Effect of Gasoline Rationing
Material for the study was coling to special groups, it can be said
on Kansas Rural Buying Habits
lected last spring, (April-May) at that all types of programs are pop[Broadcasting, May 17] said that
ular with all audiences, although
47% of the farm families and which time 16.5% of farm-owned
not in the same order.
46% of village families reported sets operating on battery power
Listeners attitude toward war
were reported
silent due
to "dead"
more listening. In the report just batteries.
On
Kansas
farms
about
published, it is shown that the
programs was probed in an interesting series of questions. From 45
greatest increase in listening is 60% of all sets depend on battery
among farm women. City men and power. It is believed that lack of to 50% feel that certain types of
village women report slightly less batteries, which many farm fam- war programs are broadcast too
ilies said were unobtainable, has often. In general, it was found that
listening.
since been alleviated.
those with no "near" relatives in
The average of reports for the
The Kansas study again gives the armed services were less likestate is: Men, 3.19 hours daily as
ly to criticize the number of war
compared to 2.93 hours in 1942; considerable attention to program
programs
broadcast than those
preferences.
For
this
purpose,
listwomen, 3.96 hours daily, as comeners were asked for their ideas closely related to some member of
pared to 3.57 hours in 1942. Thus,
programs for early morning the services. The closer the relathe average adult listener in Kan- on
hours,
6 to 8 a.m., and for day time
tionship, apparently the more likesas during April and May, 1943,
hours, 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
ly is criticism of the number of
listened to the radio approximately
war broadcasts.
News programs and commenta3 hours and 30 minutes each week
tors are put first in both periods
Based on 4,978 replies, the peoday. No figures were collected on
ple of Kansas are about equally
by vote of a large majority of
Saturday or Sunday listening.
both men and women of farm, vil- divided on the question of "too
Listening by Zones
lage and city. Farmers put farm
war women
programs,"
farmto
men and
more with
likely
Kansas includes two time zones programs, markets, etc., as next many
criticize
the
number.
Radio
serials
choice
for
the
morning
hours,
within its borders. The question
has often been asked whether while farm women favor religious about the war are most frequently
those listeners living on the edge of music and devotions. Among vil- named as "broadcast too often,"
lage and city listeners, popular while appeals to buy bonds and
a time belt are inconvenienced in
their listening and whether this music (by orchestra) is the choice stamps drew the smallest number
affects peak listening periods. In to accompany morning newscasts, of critical reactions. The younger
Kansas there are few urban cent- followed by variety programs, the listener and the higher his
ers in the MWT zone; therefore band music, religious music and educational background, the more
a fair comparison could only be devotions.
likely is his criticism of the number of war broadcasts.
made for rural listeners. The reFor daytime programs, there is
port says that nearly 100% of central time zone listening is done to
stations in the Central zone, whereas about half of the listening reported in the MWT zone was to the
Central zone stations. In total, the
MWT listeners are reported tuned
in somewhat less time than those
of the Centrol zone, and this reduction in listening is reported occurring mainly at three periods of
the day; early morning, noon, and
late evening.
Three per cent fewer city families reported ownership of radio
sets in 1943 than in 1942, according to the survey. The state total
of radio homes was slightly larger
than in the previous year, but the
increase came entirely from the
rural replies, and was thought to
be due to the method used in securing the return of the questionnaires.
Formerly the survey was made
OLD-TIMERS ARE FAMILIAR with the virtuosity of Glenn H. (for
entirely by personal interview, but Harmony) Snyder, WLS' gifted general manager, whose performance
this year, due to gasoline rationing of Temple Bells of Texas on the world's smallest harmonica has quelled
the farm audience returns were
many a crisis at broadcasters' meetings. Virtuoso Snyder (in civies
obtained through rural schools. It with severe G. I. haircut) wanted to help the boys, harmonica-wise, so
he put two short announcements on WLS and got 200 contributions for
is believed that this method was
distribution among fighting men abroad. It happened after a listener
less likely to get returns from
found it impossible to buy a mouth organ for his son overseas. Surroundhomes without radios.
ing the maestro are Staff Sgt. Walter Moraski, Marine Cpl. Edward
In total, one or more radio re- Welik, and Seaman John Bentley.
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UNLICENSED
Is Charge, As Marshal Ridge
Arrests Operator
MAJ. EDNEY RIDGE, part owner and general manager of WBIG
Greensboro, N. C, had dealings
with some small competition the
other day. As U.
S. Marshal of
the middle
district of North
Carolina, he announced the arKermit
Irwinrest ofDacus,
of Boone,

on

charges of violating the Fedt i o n eral
s Act
by
Communicabroa dcasting
without a license.
Maj. Ridge's
deputy took
into
custody
a transmitter,
receiver,
turntable, hand microphone, 16
folders of records and signs reading "Recorded Music", "Control
Room", "Studio", and "Shop
Closed— WDRS Now on the Air".
An FCC supervisor in an affidavit sworn before J. V/. Dula, Federal Commissioner at Wilkesboro,
said that he observed a radio station operating in the Dacus Shop,
with one person changing records
and others sitting in the studio
with a musical instrument. Interstate transmission was established,
he
said, by recordings made in
Tennessee.
Maj. Ridge

Law Group Honors Fly
With Dinner on Nov. 19
CHAIRMAN James L. Fly of the
FCC will be guest of honor at a
dinner given by the District of
Columbia Chapter of the National
Lawyers Guild on Friday, Nov. 19
at the Hotel Mayflower, Washington. Among the speakers will be
Vice-president Henry A. Wallace
and OWI director Elmer Davis.
The Lawyers Guild include in
their reasons for honoring Fly, his
defense of freedom of speech for
commentators, the support of Watson and Dodd, his stand against
the Cox Committee, his fight
against monopoly of the airways
and his insistence on the rights of
labor and progressive organizations
for radio time. Also cited is the
contribution of Mr. Fly to the war
program
through the
Communications,
of Board
which ofheWaris
also chairman.
Dunham

to War Dept.

EDWIN DUNHAM, NBC producer,ant has
beenradio
named
expert
consultto the
branch
of the
War
Dept.'s Bureau of Public Relations. Appointed by Secretary of
War Stimson to act as coordinator on the Army Hour, NBC-War
Department series, he will take
over the departmental tasks on
the program formerly handled by
Jack Joy. For some time, Mr. Dunham has represented NBC in the
production of the series.
CAPACITOR
tive about Dec. manufacturers,
1, will be limitedeffecin
good quality mica to their average
monthly consumption during the first
nine months of 1943, but may expand
production
by using lower grades, the
WPB
has decreed.
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BOUT

POPULARITY

• MORE PEOPLE listen MOST to WTAM,
Cleveland, in the DAYTIME than to any other station in the whole Northern Ohio area. *ln Cleveland it's 34% for WTAM against 20% for the
next station. In Akron, Youngstown, Canton and all
the 25,000 population cities WTAM has a big
lead. In the Rural Areas, WTAM has even greater
DAYTIME POPULARITY. Yet the COST is only
$.000073 per Family.

War

Message

Campaigns

Schedule

for

campaign gets into high gear. The
War Advertising Council has prepared proof books of ads which the
Government will mail to newspapers for local sponsorship. Mats
are free. With this material will be
a stunt campaign folder, describing
such projects as a "clean plate
club" to tie in with the overall
theme. Wall posters, banners,
counter cards and 30 million
kitchen pin-up charts for family
checking will be distributed to
550,000 retail stores. All stress the
themes of production, conservation,
sharing and playing square with
food. Thus the OWI radio messages
are part of a gigantic promotion in
which the potential sponsor plays
his role.
The War Advertising Council
states that the "comprehensiveness
of the program stamps it as the
largest food campaign in history."
An extraordinary amount of advance preparation has gone into
the effort, including about 50 local
trade meetings addressed by the
leading merchandisers of food distribution. Leading national advertisers are participating with special
newspaper, magazine and radio
schedules. Local sale of the OWI
spots should be facilitated by all of
this pre-campaign activity.
PACKET,

Two

Local Sponsorship
Schedule for the week of Nov. 22
puts the food announcements on
the Network Plan and the KW
group of stations in the Station
Announcement Plan. The OI stations get the announcements the
week of Nov. 15.
The designation of an additional
campaign for sponsorship is possibly an OWI answer in the radio
field, to the demand for government paid advertising which finds
current expression in the pending
Bankhead "newspaper subsidy"
bill. OWI has explained that it
would prefer to continue the present method of voluntary contributions of time and space to any
other method, and it is reported
that a plan to permit stations to
sell all OWI live and transcribed
announcements is under consideration [Broadcasting, Oct. 25].
Whether or not war messages are
designated for sponsorship, or are
actually sold to sponsors, has no

RADIO'S WAR campaign subjects
scheduled by the Domestic Radio
Bureau of OWI for the week of
Nov. 22 are unchanged from the
line-up planned for the previous
week, makingfor a messages
full two given
week'sin
presentation
the accompanying OWI Packet
table. This advance schedule does,
however, show several shifts in
the line-up of stations and networks
to carry the week's war messages.
The table also shows two campaigns officially designated for
sponsorship, wherever local stations find sponsors interested in the
messages. These are: Food Fights
For Freedom, of interest to food
retailers, local dairy companies,
baking companies, restaurants, etc.,
and the War Bonds for Christmas
campaign which ties in with heavy
retail bond promotion via the advertising of department stores.
Sponsorshipnouncementsof
the just
foodas anwill come
the

OWI

Lists

bearing gationofto broadcast
course onthese
stations'
oblimessages
as part of their voluntary contribution to the war effort, under the
original OWI allocation plans.
Newsprint Plan
NEWSPAPERS
will dip into
thenreserves of newsprint
to make
larger quantities
available
in No-of
vember if inventory
limitations
Order L-240 are changed as recommended bythe WPB Newspaper
Industry Advisory Committee. The
proposed revision would switch the
inventory base from "average daily
use computed on the basis of the
first six months of 1943," to "average rate of current allowable consumption," thus making inventoriestion
reflect
thefor10 the
per rest
cent ofreducordered
this
year. dersAim
is
to
cut
November
ora total of 40,000 tons.
WLS Service Hours Totaled
GLENN SNYDER, manager of WLS
Chicago, lists the following service
feature record of the station for the
months of July and August : 203 hours
and 23 minutes devoted to war programs and announcements ; 157 hours
of news broadcasts ; 32 hours devoted
to religious programs ; 73 hours of
agricultural programs ; 237 speakers
heard
during the
two months
; andof 1
representation
on WLS
programs
63 various organizations, clubs and
groups.
WEEK

NOV.

22

* NBC 1942 Nationwide Survey.

CLEVELAND
NBC Network 50,000 Watts • Owned and Operated by NBC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES OFFICES
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Check the list below to find the war message announcements you will broadcast
during the week beginning Nov. 22. Sell the spots officially designated for sponsorship. !
Plan schedules for best timing of these important war messages. Tell your clients what
spots areannouncements
available for per
inclusion
Each "X" stands for three one- J
minute
day, orin 21their
per programs.
week.
STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
NET- Group
Group
NAT.PLANSPOT
WAR MESSAGE
WORK
KW
OI
PLAN
AS.
Ind.
AS.
Ind. Lire Trans.
Food Fights For Freedom* __X X
X
Bonds toForYourChristmas
Gifts * X
X
X
X
Stick
War Job
X
XX
WAVE Recruiting X
XXX
Don't Travel
X
See OWI Schedule of War Messages No. 83 for names and time of programs carrying
war messages un ler National Spot and Network Allocation Plans.
*55 seconds — available for sponsorship.
BROADCASTING
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How

Two

to Compose

Symphonies
To

Order!

That's a lot of music. Hard enough to write in the white heat of
inspiration. A miracle — when you consider that this music is
created to order. Yet, it's being done every week by NBC
composers.

staff

Every week, scripts of NBC shows come to their desks. Bridges,
cues, background music, theme music — all are needed before rehearsal. All of it must be suited to the mood and meaning of
the program. All of it — whether it's only four bars or twenty-five
minutes of solid music — will probably be played just
once, and never heard again.
And it adds up to the equivalent of two full-length
symphonic scores a week — every single week of the year!

a Week—

For the National Broadcasting Company's own shows, and for the
programs of its clients, the creative genius of these NBC composers isalways available.
In the years that the National Broadcasting Company has
built up its Music Division to be the best in broadcasting — one
goal has been the guide: make music serve broadcasting, do
everything possible to enable music to enrich the programs
heard over NBC.
Careful planning like this, the creation of perfect facilities to meet all the needs of broadcasting, insistence upon
leadership in every field of radio — these are some of the th ings
that make NBC "The Network Most People Listen to Most."

The National Broadcasting
Company
America's No. 1 Network — A SERVICE OF RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

■it:
Agencies on Coast
Discuss War Effort
Gamble Attributes Ad Volume
To Goodwill, War Theme
GRAPHIC

picture of the work advertising isdoing to help win the
war and how it will play a leading
part in post-war development, was
painted by Frederic R. Gamble,
managing director of the American Association of Advertising
Agencies, when he addressed the
Southern ventionCalifornia
Chapter's
in Los Angeles
on Oct. con22.
Mr. Gamble said that early in 1942
it was predicted that the advertising volume of 1942 would probably
be 25 or 30 per cent less than 1941.
But the final figure, he said, was
only
1941. 3.2 per cent lower than in

Look

Down

in

South

D/x/e!

Looking

for a Southern

market

"Going into the closing months
of this year, advertising volume is
high," he said. "One potent factor
is the growing volume of war
theme advertising. . . . Another is
the growth of goodwill advertising volume of 1942 would probably
maintaining their trade names

area

that has every essential for successful
promotion?

Then

take Nashville!

This booming trade zone — all of Middle

with the Gradual
people." Change

Tennessee

"Advertising people," he said,
"can work with their clients on
postwar marketing problems, and
many are doing so. More attention
will be given to these problems as
the European phase of the war
nears a conclusion. It probably will
be fortunate from the standpoint
of readjustment of industry if
there should be an interval between the European and eastern
phases of the war. We could step
down then from our war production, instead of going over a preci-

and part of Southern

Ken-

tucky constitute the Nashville territory
— now
extra

offers national advertisers an
choice market

for present

or

pending schedules.

With

money

to spend as never before,

this Nashville

market

in a big way

for products currently

advertised over WSXX,

is spending

"The

it

Keynote of the convention was
sounded by H. E. Cassidy, vicepresident of The McCarty Co., and
chairman of the board of governors of Southern California Chapter, when he said it was the job
pice."
of Pacific Coast advertising men

Voice of

Nashville." For complete information,
contact the station or

to plan now for the future distribution of productions, for the continuance in jobs of hundreds of
thousands of workers when war
production stops, and for the consolidation of the West Coast's industrial gains.

Spot Sales, Inc., National Representatives
Member Station, The Blue Network and
Mutual Broadcasting System
980
KC

5,000
WATTS

NASHVILLE, TENN
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Winchell Sued
LIBEL suit for $1,000,000 on behalf of George W. Robnett, executive secretary of the Church
League of America, was filed in
Chicago last week against Walter
Winchell, the Andrew Jergens Co.,
the
the
BLUEcolumnist's
Network sponsor,
Inc. Theandaction
charged that in three broadcasts
during the summer Winchell defamed Robnett and the League in
discussing Under Cover, a book by
John R. Carlson, published by E.
P. Dutton & Co. The suit alleges
that the book contains false information. An action against the publisher had been filed earlier by the
complainant.

INTEREST CENTERS on this
transcription made in London by
Portland's Mayor Earl Riley, who
is touring England as a representative of U. S. municipalities.
Transcription, held by Barbara
Maupin, assistant transcription librarian at KGW-KEX Portland,
and inspected by Homer Welch,
program director, is one of a series
of exclusive recordings arranged
for by NBC and the Portland British Consulate and cut by the BBC.
48-Hr. Week Exemption
Denied So. Cal. Stations
REQUEST of Southern California
broadcasting industry for exemption from the minimum 48-hour
week was denied by the State War
Manpower Commission. H. R. Harnish, State Manpower director,
presented a modified wartime workweek for the industry. Minimum
of 44 hours was ordered for office
and clerical employes. Full 48 hours
was indicated for engineers, producers and announcers except
where limited program prohibits
full 48 hour employment with the
prime employer. Studio employes
are listed under full 48-hour week
only exceptions are (1) those as
signed to station operations or as
signments where control by FCC
prevents compliance with 48-hour
order; and (2) employes whose
schedule of operation is beyond
office control. Executives, talent
musicians, special artists, part
time employes and minors are ex
eluded from the general order.
AFRA-BLUE Static
NEGOTIATIONS between AFRA
and the BLUE, on which network
Hall Bros., Kansas City, (greeting
cards) makes time available for
the program, Meet Your Navy, are
static, as far as Edwin R. Borroff,
vice-president and general manager
of the BLUE Chicago, is concerned
Mr. Borroff said Oct. 22, in regard
to pending negotiations, that the
BLUEtherefore
"had not
any was
talent'
and
the hired
network
not
responsible to AFRA for payment
to AFRA member standbys fo
Navy men appearing on the pro-
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Many of our advertisers have
found that it's easy to sell
when you buy YVCBM

JOHN ELMER, President
FREE

& PETERS,

GEO. H. ROEDER, Gen. Manager
IRC. National Representatives

The BHlTimORE
BLUE NETWORK
OUTLET

Corwin to MGM Video
NORMAN CORWIN, CBS writerproducer, has joined the television
production department recently inaugurated by MGM. With 18
months remaining on his threeyear CBS agreement, Corwin will
devote 16 weeks a year to network
assignments. George Wells, for nine
years writer on the weekly CBS
Lux Radio Theatre, will also join
MGM in a similar capacity in early
January. Nat Wolff, in charge of
the television department, is laying
groundwork for future motion picture and television coordination.
Mr. Wolff recently resigned as Hollywood deputy chief of the OWI
radio bureau.
Dinner for Noble
TOP management of the RCA, of
its subsidiary companies and of the
BLUE network will be guests at i
dinner given by David Sarnoff,
RCA president, in honor of Edward J. Noble, new owner and
board chairman of the BLUE, at
the Ritz-Carlton Hotel, New York.

Russell
To

Meet

AND

D

Owned
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Legislation

Rapid

INCREASED
LOWER

A Distinguished
A

New

Changes of Industry
NEED for broad legislation affect- executive.
He explained that several months
ing radio was pointed out last Wednesday by Frank M. Russell, NBC
ago the FCC held that network provice-president in charge of Washgram operations were illegal and
ington operations, who addressed
that eventually (May 10) the Supthe Advertising Club of Washingreme Court said "that the Comton at its first 1943 fall meeting.
mission has expansive powers.
"In radio, what is true today is Furthermore the Supreme Court
not true tomorrow," said Mr. Rus- said the Commission has power
sell, who traced the history of
over the composition of traffic"
broadcasting.
"If the FCC has expansive powHe reminded his audience that
ers, then we need new communicawhen Congress passed the Radio
tions legislation. Congress is interested in one thing, winning the
Act in 1927 — the same provisions
of which are embodied in the 1934
war. A lot of things we are doing
communications statute — "no one today we are not going to do toknew what radio was to be so
morrow. If we write specific things
Congress wrote that it was to be in the act, they may be good today,
but not good tomorrow.
operated in the public interest, con"We all know, good or bad, that
venience and necessity."
Government has gradually enIt was Mr. Russell's first formal
croached on business. The pendulum
speech in over 20 years as a radio

FOR

R

Urges

SALES

Broadcasting

SALES
COSTS

Station

STATION

KSD

Operated by the St. Louis Post-Dispatch
National Representative
FREE and PETERS. Inc.
1, 1943
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Longines Adds
LONGINES- WITTNAUER Co.,
New York, on Oct. 25 added KNX
Hollywood to the list of stations
carrying its half-hour program of
transcribed
music,
World's
Most
Honored
Music.
Contract
for thriceweekly broadcasts will run for 36
weeks. The watch firm now sponsors the program on some 125 stations, the newest cycle having
started Sept. 20. Agency is Arthur
Rosenberg Co., New York.
has been swinging toward more
Government regulations. We know
that if a Republican administration
gets in office some of the things
put in by the New Deal administration will live. Our problem is : When
do we take the position and say to
the Government, "You can't do that
Mr. Russell said radio is using
the existing standard broadcast
band because "back in the early
twenties those were the frequencies
the
thought would be
us'?"
to Government
used by radio". He told of FM,
television and the potentialities of
still more bands which were not
conceived in 1927 when Congress
passed the basic radio law which
today still governs broadcasting.
At the outbreak of war, Dec. 7,
1941, said the NBC executive, the
FCC put astructionfreeze
on allexcept
conof radio order
stations
those necessary to the prosecution
of the war.
Tubes a Problem
"Our only present problem," he
said, "is receiving set tubes. There
are 52 million tubes in the country
and 400 million sockets. Our second problem is manpower. We
have had a 50% to 80% turnover
in our engineers." At the outset of
war, Mr. Russell expained, the
Army and Navy took hundreds of
radio engineers.
"Radio has met this situation
with a united front," he asserted.
"We compete for business and we
compete for programs but we meet
front."
a unitedsaid
with began,
problems
ourWhen
the war
Mr.
Russell, the Government recognized
through the commercial structhat ture
of radio the largest number of
"A brief
people could bebyreached.
Charlie McCarannouncement
more
bring
will
Benny
thy or Jack
response than an entire program
specially built," he said, citing an
estimate of the OWI radio bureau
that by the end of this year radio
will have given 400 million dollars
in time to the war effort.
Mr. Russell paid tribute to Capt.
Tom Knode, recently named director of public relations for NBC
ment from
active duty his
(seeretirepage! '
Washington, following

Knode, who was decor-1
12). Capt.
ated
with the Distinguished ServCross
ice
following a double wounding
at Buna,
Guinea,
was!
present
at the New
meeting
and was|
given a rousing ovation.
DR. W. R. G. BAKER, vice-president
in charge
of the Electric
electronicsCo.,
department of General
anil
other G-E executives will discuss
broadcasting in the post-war world at
a press luncheon to be held Nov. •?
at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
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You write your signature hundreds . . . perhaps thousands . . . of times
a year. Instinctively, you do it the same way each time.

The people of Southern New England have developed ahabit . . . over a period of more than
18 years ... of turning to WTIC for entertainment and educational programs of the highest
calibre. This ingrained habit of listening to
WTIC

has created an alert and ever-present

audience for any advertiser's message.

IN
PEOPLE

ARE

SOUTHERN
IN

THE

Your sales story over WTIC can reach more
than 3,500,000 friendly and attentive people
who possess a buying income 50% in excess of
the national average.
So, for real results from your radio appropriation, develop the habit of using WTIC to cover
the wealthy Southern New England market.

NEW
OF

ENGLAND
LISTENING

DIRECT ROUTE
TO AMERICA'S
The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation
Member of NBC and New England Regional Network
Represented by WEED & COMPANY, New York, Boston,
Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco and Hollywood
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HOMES

than
LOUISVILLE

(127,000 against 79,000)

or
ATLANTA

(127,000 against 63,000)

MEMPHIS

(127,000 against 61,000)

or
BIRMINGHAM

(127,000 against 58,000}

or
RICHMOND

(127,000 against 45,000)

or
NEW

— or

ORLEANS

than

or

Denver

so

far

GET

ALL

as

(127,000 against 103,000)

Rochester

(88,000)

(91,000),
that's

THE

concerned!

FACTS!
OR

WRITE

WIS

ASK

FREE & PETERS, INC.
Exclusive National Representatives
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HARRY O'NEIL,
formerly
executive
with Benson
& Dallaccount
Adv.
Co., Chicago, will become a member
of United Adv. Co., Chicago, effective Nov. 1.
NATHANIEL A. BENSON has been
transferred from the Toronto office of
Young & Rubicam to the New York
staff.
SHEILA B. WIESE, who recently
handled sales and radio analysis on
Carter's Little Liver Pills for Ted
Bates Inc., has joined Murray Breese
Associates, New York, as head of the
market and copy research division.
H. L. Johnson, head of traffic, has
been appointed assistant to Murray
Breese, president.
RITA McCUSKER, formerly with
Foote, Cone & Belding, and Ruthrauff
&tonRyan,
Comp-to
Adv., New
New York,
York,hasas joined
assistant
Corlis Wilber, supervisor in charge of
daytime serial programs.
GEORGE I. REID, former eastern
manager of National Radio Checking
Service Inc., and recently released
from the Army, has joined Radio ReNew York,
manager.portsHe Inc.,
succeeds
Lewisas F.sales
Fontaine,
who went into the Army several
months ago.
RALPH P. CAMPBELL, former
production man in the radio department of J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York, and Warren M. Morton,
previously with Wm. J. Morton Co.,
witholding company, have joined the
sales staff of Katz Agency, New York,
station and newspaper representative.
Malcolm O'Mara, salesman, left the
agency the week of Oct. 18 to enter the
Maritime Service.
DR. WALTER GROPIUS, chairman
of the department of architecture of
Harvard U's graduate school of design, architect and founder of Staatliches Bauhaus in Weimar, has been
retained by William H. Weintraub &
Co., uctasdesign.
consultant on post-war prodCHARLES MARTIN, producer of
Gertrude Lawrence show on the BLUE
for Revlon products, is planning to
open his own office in New York, under the title Charles Martin Productions Inc., and has resigned as a producer-director for Biow Co., New
York. Succeeding him on Philip Morris
Playhouse program on CBS will be
Milton Geiger and Henry Hayward.
KENDALL FOSTER, radio publicity
director of Wm. Esty & Co., New
York, has taken over production of
Bob Hawk's Thanks to the Yanks
program, sponsored on CBS by R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co., WinstonSalem, N. C. He replaces Al Rinker,
resigned.
RICHARD HUBBELL of the radiotelevision department of N. W. Ayer
& Son, tional
NewdutiesYork,
has takenconsultant
on addias television
and writer for Life magazine.
HEBER SMITH, for approximately
four years account executive of CBS
Hollywood, has resigned that post to
become vice-president of Erwin Wasey
& Co., San Francisco.
ALAN M. FISHBURN, assistant
program director of WGN Chicago,
effective Nov. 1 was to become radio
producer for Schwimmer & Scott Adv.
agency, Chicago.
RAYMOND R. MORGAN, president
of Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood, is now convalescing from a
heart condition which had confined
him in the hospital for several weeks.
R. J.mer &SCOTT
Scott, hasco-partner
returned ofto SchwimChicago
following 10 days on the West Coast.
BROADCASTING

Moll Joins G-C & N
WILLIAM J. MOLL is resigning
as field director and coordinator of
postwar
surveys of the
ber of Commerce,
to U.
joinS. ChamGeyer,
Cornell & Newell in an executive
capacity, as advisor on post-war
planning of firms now in war production. Before joining the C of C
in 1938 as special consultant, Mr.
Moll operated his own consultant
firm. He has served as executive
vice-president of Gardner Adv., St.
Louis, and as New York manager
for Proctor & Collier.
Bates Promotions
TED BATES Inc., New York, has
promoted to executive positions
three members with the agency
since its organization in 1940. Walker G. Everett, account executive
on Wonder Bread, has been named
vice-president, in charge of Continental Baking Co., producers of
Wonder Bread; Edgar P. Small,
head of media, is now a vice-president, and Clifford N. Parsells, director of research, has also been made
vice-president.
HEADLEY-REED Co., station representative, has moved its offices to
the Chrysler Bldg., 405 Lexington
Ave., New York. Phone is Murray
Hill 3-5470.
IVAN N. vertising
SHUN,
president
of AdCounselors
Inc., Phoenix,
Ariz, has announced the purchase
from his associate, Gerald E. Arnold,
of the latter's minority interest in
the agency, effective Oct. 30. Mr.
Shun thus acquires complete ownership of the agency. Donald B. Phillips
has been named art-production director, succeeding Mr. Arnold, who has
withdrawn completely from the comHOWARD B. ELLISON, formerly
pany.
production manager of Pedlar &
Ryan, New York, has joined Pettingell & Fenton, New York, as coordinator of service departments, heading a new division of the production
department. Violet Lanphear, recently
with Paris & Peart, has joined Pettingell & Fenton as assistant in production and traffic formerly
detailist, and
Robert J. Friedman,
of Reiss
Adv., New York, has been assigned to
handle production billing.
JOHN V. RYDEN, formerly in the
art department of Pedlar & Ryan,
New York,partment ofhas
the same
Hill joined
Adv.. New
York. deBARBARA
secretarial staffSMITTEN,
of Ruthrauffon &theRyan
Inc., Hollywood,
sistant producer. has been made asNew WJZ Rate Card
WJZ New York has issued rate card
No. 10, dated Sept. 1, 1943, which
embodies the following changes from
card No. 9, dated Jan. 1, 1940: Frediscounts are
on announcements
and chainquencybreaks
now based on
total number used within 52 weeks,
rather than on uninterrupted continuity of broadcasting. Announcements and chain breaks may be combined in most time periods to earn
frequency discounts and may also be
combined with participations of the
five WJZ participation programs.
Rebates for continuous broadcasting
now start with a 2%% rebate at the
end of the 13th week. Base rate is
$1200 per evening hour.
Driscoll Returning to WOR
DAVE DRISCOLL will soon return
to his post as director of war service*
and news of WOR New York from
the Italian front. Mr. Driscoll left
this country early in August to record
battle field activities for rebroadcast
on WOR and Mutual.
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the Midday-Merry-Go-Round

continues to break sales records in quick

succession. Variety entertainment at its best ... a multi-sponsored 70-minute program that glues listeners to
radios, and plays, daily except Sunday, to a paying, packed studio audience of hundreds.
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No, it's not a "doodle." It's the mathematical formula for the
Pearsonian Coefficient of Correlation — the formula that will
answer the question . . . "Do my sales indicate that my spot
radio campaigns are delivering?"
To Raymer men such static formulas are not expressed in
algebraic equations, but in people who can be customers for
your product and factors that are ever changing.
With years of practical brass-tack experience and study in
the markets of the country, Raymer service can be a mighty
help in the planning of your campaign. Put it up to Raymer
for results.

PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY • RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES
NEW YORK • DETROIT • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES

Congress Courageous
BARRING an eleventh -hour postponement,
hearings get under way this week on the
White- Wheeler Bill before the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee. At the same time
a conflict rages behind the scenes in the House
on the Select Committee inquiry, with the issue evidently whether the investigation will
be "whitewashed" or continued. There also is
a House move to start legislative hearings,
paralleling those of the Wheeler Committee.
Congress obviously approaches the whole
radio legislative scene with a sort of "something wrong in Denmark" attitude. This
emerges from the persistent criticism of the
Commission's methods both in the domestic
and international fields ; from controversy with
the military; from the threat to the fundamental freedoms implicit in the Supreme
Court opinion of May 10 handing the FCC
a blank check, and from the all-around highhandedness of a bureaucracy reeking with
lust for power and reprisal against those who
challenge it. Encircling all this are the unmistakable lobbying footprints of the FCC
majority to block legislation.
Lest there result the confusion and inaction
that has marked past Congressional forays,
traceable to the fast headwork and indefatigable energy of the FCC majority, certain
things should be clearly understood. Senator
Wheeler, prodded by many of his colleagues,
has called hearings for a single purpose — to
write legislation. How and under what circumstances that should be done depends upon
the logic and the courage with which the
broadcasting case is presented.
We think it should be clear that Congress
now needs to do only one thing — retrieve its
right to write the laws. Thus it would safeguard an art and medium that is threatened
with complete subjugation because of the powers handed the FCC by the Supreme Court.
The Commission is setting out to make radio
a common carrier, when Congress thought it
said specifically it isn't. It is seeking to censor by the back door, when Congress thought
it said "no". It is regulating the business of
radio when Congress denied it that right.
That being so, it is hoped the Senate committee will not permit these hearings to be
used as a sounding board for those with axes
to grind. That should apply equally to the
spokesmen for private radio interests and to
the FCC. The Select Committee inquiry in the
House is a separate, independent process, authorized to evaluate the stewardship of the
FCC and to decide whether it has run out
of bounds. Its findings (if the inquiry is to
be seriously pursued) may well result in legislative recommendations, and that's all to the
good. But the job there is to find out what's
wrong with the personnel and the policies and
procedures of the FCC.
By the same token, it would be unfortunate
if an effort were made to scuttle the Select
Committee inquiry by transferring the job,
as a legislative task, to the full House Interstate Committee, of which Rep. Lea (D-Cal.)
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also is chairman. Small committees function
better on inquiries than larger ones, which
are preoccupied with other legislative work.
To effect the transfer, which we understand
is the cause of much of the furore within the
Select Committee, would be to stifle the investigation. The misgivings of those who suspected a"whitewash" would be justified.
There is only one real issue — the public interest. That is what Congress is pledged to
protect and what radio is seeking to serve.
That is what Congress thought it was protecting when it wrote the original Radio Act
in 1927, now embodied in the Communications
Act of 1934. The law was good so long as
its administration followed the Congressional
intent. Now the law has been declared bad
by the highest court of the land. The administration has been sufficiently questionable, to
put it mildly, to arouse the House to order a
sweeping inquiry by almost unanimous vote.
Thus, the Select Committee inquiry has to do
with administration; the standing committee
hearings with the law.
So without recriminations or name-calling,
we hope these separate and long-needed legislative explorations may be carried through
swiftly, unimpeded by political trading or
threat of reprisal.
It's the American way.
Post- War Frontiers
RADIO'S final role in this most ruthless of all
wars will be at the peace-table. Plans, however
embryonic, already are under way. The heads
of two of this country's great networks — Niles
Trammell of NBC, and William S. Paley, of
CBS — are slated for trips abroad tied in with
radio's war operations and with the post-war
radio world.
The global missions of these men, who
travel under different auspices but whose objectives are not dissimilar, befits radio's virile,
heads-up operation. These tasks couldn't be
entrusted to lesser men, however capable or
inspired. The jobs are topside because the end
results will be not merely domestic, but worldwide in their scope.
Don't expect globe-girdling radio or television networks the day the Hitlers and the
Hirohitos are knocked out cold, save for transcendental events. But you can expect a kind
of international solidarity, with radio the connecting link. And you can expect a new kind
of international radio journalism that will
bring to every receiver the first-hand story of
the peace that is to be made and the rehabilitation of a war-torn world. The key figures in
the greatest real drama of all-time will tell
their stories direct.
Of the precise missions of radio's leaders
little can be told now. Mr. Paley, to be accompanied by Davidson Taylor, assistant program
director, is under orders from Elmer Davis,
OWI director and former CBS analyst. Mr.
Trammell, whose companion is John F. Royal,
NBC vice-president in charge of international
relations, so far as the public announcements
go, is planning reopening of offices in the subjugated countries as they are liberated and in
expanding operations after the peace.
Radio, as an art and medium, is fortunate in
having men of that calibre setting the pace. It
is in the best radio tradition.
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the ofsmall
relatingortoany
varioustheproblem
the
small s station,
WHEN
station enter the conversation, there
comes a gleam of intense interest into
the eyes of Marshall H. Pengra, manager of
KRNR Roseburg, Ore., who has consistently
oned
fellow".
the "little
of headed
champi
In the falltheof cause
1942 he
a committee
of Oregon and Washington broadcasters which
wrote the resolution later adopted by the FCC
extending restricted operators licenses for
the duration of the war and six months. The
previous set-up had been a tremendous hardship upon the small fellows, who with the
war were faced with almost continuous manpower turnover and labor shortage. Marshall
was selected as spokesman for the small stations at the NAB War Conference in Chicago
last April. At Senate hearings a few days ago
on U.S. paid advertising in small newspapers,
Marshall casting,
was
there for the NAB [BroadOct. 25].
He was also selected as chairman of the
Small Market Stations Committee of the NAB
which met in Washington, D. C, last June to
consider the commercial problems of the small
station. Resolutions drawn up by this meeting
called for a group selling plan for small stations to be worked out by the NAB's research
department for ultimate adoption by the small
outlets about the country, and, that there
should be a full-time, paid NAB staff member
to represent the small stations.
Born in Stockton, 111., in 1910, Marshall at
tended grade and high school in Wisconsin and
Oregon. He went to live with an aunt in Chicago after high school graduation in 1927
and while enroute by train he met James B
McDougal, then governor of the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, who gave him his
first job as messenger boy in the Chicago Fed
eral Reserve branch.
He entered Beloit College, Beloit, Wis., in
1928 and after a year he transferred to the
U. of Illinois, majoring in history and English,
graduating in 1932.
"Times were pretty tough on the green
graduate in 1932," he says, "I hitchhiked 200
miles from Chicago to the little town of Brod
head, Wis., with my portable typewriter to
try and wedge a job out of the editor of the
weekly newspaper there." Having been turned
down by all the Chicago dailies on an offer
to write a column while he travelled about
the world with starting capital of five dollars,
he worked two weeks for nothing on the Brodhead weekly after he had been told by the
editor that there just wasn't any job. When
he got ready
to leave,on hepage
was3k)offered room
{Continued
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One resounding radio voice stands out today as the dominant leader in all New England
. . . from Martha's Vineyard to Canada. Recent surveys in Worcester, Springfield and
other adjacent towns prove that WBZ is tops. Period after period — night time and
day time — the listening audience voted for WBZ.
In Boston — in dozens of industrial cities in Massachusetts — in fact, throughout New
England, consumers center their listening interest, more and more, on WBZ
spot on the dial. Thus they're within-easy-reach, through a WBZ
There's the crux of the story — most of New
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(Continued from page 32)
and board and cigarette money to
stay, and he stayed for nine
months.
In the spring of 1933 he learned
that the editor of his home town
paper was short a man and he subsequently joined the staff doing
full time work in advertising and
newswriting. It was at this time
that he married his childhood
sweetheart, Eve Bullis. Taking a
summer school course he acquired
the necessary credits to obtain an
Oregon state teacher's certificate,
which led to a position for a year
as a country school principal. Then
followed two years with the Salem
high school system in Salem, Ore.,
at which point radio peeked around
the corner, soon to step into full
view.
In 1935, "to get some idea of ra-

dio" Marshall began writing radio
script and doing some announcing,
for nothing, at KSLM Salem. He
became the station's after-hours
special events man, doing his first
sport broadcasts at this time for
Tide Water Associated Oil Co., both
live and Western Union recreations.
The big step came in 1936 when
he joined KRNR Roseburg as commercial manager, on a three
months' trial arrangement. His
limited selling experience proved
no serious handicap as he soon
pulled the station out of the red
and was made manager in 1938.
Owner of the static n is Rep. Harris
Ellsworth (R-Ore.), publisher of
the Roseburg News-Review.
The Pengras have two sons:
Marshall Hylon IV, and Michael
Hayes the I.
As an avocation, Marshall does
Pacific Coast Conference sports-

NOTES
COL. EDWARD M. KIRBY, chief of
the radio branch, Bureau of Public
Relations,
Wardinner
Department,
addressed the first
meeting of the
Washington
Chapter
of
the
Association for Education by Radio, Oct. 28.
Col. Kirby spoke on "Radio on All
Fronts".
casting for Tide Water Associated
Oil Co. in football and basketball.
He is fond of golf and shoots in
the low 80's. He also acts as modweekly Let's
Talk It erator
Overon KRNR's
forum. Marshall
says,
"Nobody ever claims I came up
the hard way on account of I ain't
come up yet!"

BURRIDGE D. BUTLER, president
of WLS Chicago, left Oct. 20 for
Phoenix, Ariz., where he will spend
the winter months supervising the
activities of the Arizona network stations — KOY Phoenix, KTUC Tucson
and KSUN Bisbee-Lowell.
CARROLL
MARTS,
assistant to
Miles Lamphier, controller of MBS,
has been named sales supervisor of
the Midwest offices, effective Oct. 25.
He replaces Don Pontius, who left
for the Army Oct. 30.

I
j
J
J

\
|

ROBERT F. WOLFSKILL, manager,Radio
KansasEquipment
City offices
Commercial
Co.,ofspent
part
of last week in Washington discussing FM problems with Everett R.
Dillard,pany andgeneral
of thepioneer
comlicenseemanager
of KOZY,
Kansas City FM station.
GERALD HARRISON, director of
station relations for WNAC Boston
and the Yankee network, has been
elected chaplain of the CrosscupPishen Post, American Legion, Boston.
FRED M. THROWER, vice-president in charge of sales, now a lieutenant (j.g.) in the Naval Reserves,
reported for duty in Washington,
Oct. 23.
ELLISman in the
F. REHN,
formerly
a sales-of
advertising
department
the San Francisco Examiner, has
joined the sales staff of KGO San
Francisco.
R. G. (Bob) VENN has been named
sales director of WAGA Atlanta. He
was formerly with WSGN Birmingham as promotion director.
DON NORMAN, former West Coast
representative of A. C. Neilsen Company, Thomas
marketing
hasNBC
replaced
M. research,
Ray Jr., as
spot salesman in San Francisco. Mr.
Ray ficeisfor organizing
Katz Agencya Los
Inc. Angeles of-

HOOPER SHOWS
WHAT
KANSAS CITY
KNOWS
Hooper surveys
KCKN'sis
tabloid
programproveformat
right. Three consecutive
Hooper five-month reports
have shown KCKN holds
more daytime listeners in
Kansas City than each of
three network outlets.

rogrammed for the "mass" audience of
Metropolitan Kansas City — 725,000 people.
KCKN -is a "tabloid" station for the "mass" audience because there are never more than three minutes of news at any one time.
KCKN — is a "tabloid" station for the "mass" audience because local continuity (both sustaining and
commercial) is written in simple rhymes or jingles
using common "picture" words.
KCKN — is a "tabloid" station for the "mass" audience because all entertainment is musical and all
music used on KCKN

is in the "popular" field.

ELLIS ATTEBERRY, MANAGER
BEN LUDY, GEN'L MGR.
KCKN, KANSAS CITY
WIBW, TOPEKA
CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO
ISO N. MICHIGAN
420 LEXINGTON
1207 RUSS BLDG,
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CHET PETERSEN, formerly sales
and production manager of KTFI
Twin Falls,
has joined
Angeles staff ofIda.,KGER
Long LosBeach,
Cal., as account executive.
PRISCILLA THOMPSON, formerly
in the advertising and promotion department of the Weiboldt Stores, Chicago, haspartmentjoined
continuity
deof CBS the
Chicago,
replacing
William Walbaum who has left CBS
to join the Chicago office of Spot
Sales, station representatives.
ERNIE MARTIN, former researcher
on the weekly CBS / Was There, has
been assigned to sales service contact
for Hollywood originating network
sponsored programs, under direction
of Harry
W. Witt,
Pacific
Coast network assistant
general
manager.

I

Peter Zanphir,
of presentations for MBS, inhascharge
been appointed
assistant
director
of
the
network's
promotion and research department.
Mr. Zanphir had been with the CBS i
and NBC
fore joiningpromotion
MBS six departments
months ago. beWILBUR STARK, salesman with
WMCA New York for the past eight
years, has left for the Army.
SIDNEY
FISHMAN,
formerly
tor of research
of WNEW
New direcYork '
and previously associated with the
Office of Radio Research, Columbia
U., has been appointed manager of the |
research department of MBS, effective i
Oct. 26.
NATHAN W. BRANDON, commercial manager of WSAY Rochester,
N. Y., on leave, now a lieutenant in
the Air Transport Command, married ;
Martha
Cunliff of St. Louis on Oct. !
20.
GEORGE R. NELSON, general manager of WSNY
is convalescing from a Schenectady,
minor operation.
• Broadcast
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Standard
Five

Oil Sponsors

Nights

a Week

Effective November 1, Standard Oil of
California begins sponsorship of Lowell
Thomas - America's highest-rated
newscaster and commentator, Monday
through Friday at 9:30 P. M. pwt on the
Pacific Blue Network.
This is the largest and most significant sale made by any Pacific Coast
network during 1943.
To Pacific Blue the acquisition of
Lowell Thomas is another seven-league

on

Lowell
Pacific

Thomas
Blue

stride toward dominance of the evening
audience on the Pacific Coast.
But more than that-this purchase by
Standard Oil, with a reputation for knowing and buying the best in Western advertising, again spotlights Pacific Blue
as the network to buy on the Pacific Coast.
footnote for opportunists: Pacific Blue's
9:00-9:30 p.m. availabilities, preceded by
audience-getters like "Duffy's" and "Battle
of the Sexes" and now followed by Lowell
Thomas, won't last long.
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K
MORGAN BRASSBLL
Jr.,E
WHBQ
^AI
Memphis
announcer,
been Frances
inducted into the
armed has
forces.
Foos is now traffic manager, coming
from WMC Memphis. James Blaine,
formerly with WTJS Jackson, Tenn.,
has joined WKBQ as special events
announcer. He recently received his
medical discharge from the Army.
GEORGE BARCLAY, formerly of
KQW San Francisco, has joined the
announcing staff of KFI-KECA Los
Angeles. Phil MeHugh, summer relief
announcer,
has been made a permanent staff member.

%

EDDIE ROBINSON, contact producer of CBS Hollywood has resigned
to jointion staff.
OWI,
Francisco,
JohnSanGroller
of theproducCBS
Hollywood writing staff takes his

Another
Advertiser takes
down an
"Available Now" sign.
6 O'clock News
Monday

thru Friday

6:00-6:15 PM is
now sponsored by
UDGA.
You can bet they
won't regret

LOUISVILLE

WINN

BLUE

NETWORK

STATION
LOUISVILLE,

in
KY.

D.
E. "Plug"
President
and GeneralKendrick
Manager
G. F. "Red" Bauer
S.'les Manager
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BOB BINGHAM, for the past year
and a half a program director with
the OWI Overseas Branch, has resigned to return to commercial radio.
He was formerly program director of
WWNC Asheville N. C, and WITH
Baltimore.
RAYMOND CADDELL, formerly
program director and chief announcer
of WFIG Sumter, S. C, has joined
the staff of WOLS Florence, S. C.
HOPE STEWART has been shifted
from the BLUE's traffic department
to production, where she assists Bertha Kurtzman, in charge of production and studio assignments.
ARNOLD MICHAELIS, BLUE producer-director, isthe father of a girl.
JEAN BAER, formerly of the continuity department of WINS New
York, has joined the public relations
and press department of Mutual.
HAROLD HALL CARR has rejoined
WOAI San Antonio as production
manager. He left the station in 1934
to join WLW Cincinnati as program
producer and director.
EDWARD HAAKER, NBC newswriter and formerly with Press Assn.,
and Melvin K. Whiteleather, former
news analyst of KYW Philadelphia,
have been given overseas assignments
by NBC and will leave shortly for
Europe where they will be appointed
to specific posts.
JAMES G. HANLON, formerly a
member of the Movie-Radio Guide
staff in Chicago, has joined the press
department of WGN Chicago as an
assistant to Dale O'Brien, publicity
manager. Cyril Wagner and Fred Levings, former members of the WGN
press department, have transferred to
the continuity and production departments, respectively. Stanton Kramer,
a member of the press department
before he entered the Army last year,
rejoined the department after receiving an honorable discharge.
ADELE MCCARTHY, formerly director of the continuity department of
WBT Charlotte, N.C., has joined the
production department of WNAC Boston as producer-writer.
FRANK LEE, formerly chief announcer of WKST New Castle, Pa.,
and more recently with WAKR Akron, has joined the announcing staff
of WMMN Fairmont, W. Va.
PAUL BRENNER, WAAT Newark.
N. J., staff announcer, was m.c. of
a ten day series of daily broadcasts,
ended Oct. 30, over the P. A. system
within the plant of RCA- Victor, Harrison, N. J., in connection with that
company's
cavalcade. semi - annual suggestion
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Purple Heart for Briggs
WALTER BRIGGS, United Press
correspondent, has been awarded
the first Purple Heart received by
a war correspondent in the ChinaBurma-India theatre. Lt. Gen. Stilwell presented the award, which
cited Briggs for wounds received
during the Arakan Campaign in
Southwestern Burma in February,
1943. He is the second United Press
correspondent to be awarded the
citation in this war, the first being
Leo Disher of the London bureau.
MAJOR JACK HARRIS, executive
officer of radio branch of bureau of
public relations, War Department,
currently is in Hollywood for three
weeks
to appoint
and install
sor to Robert
C. Coleson,
formersucceschief
of West Coast offices. Latter resigned
Oct. 31 to become Hollywood manager and production supervisor of
N. W. Ayer & Sons Inc. Major Harris
is former special events, news and
sports director of WSM Nashville,
Tenn.
FRED CURTISS, formerly of WWJ
Detroit, has joined CBS Hollywood
announcing staff.
LIEUT, (jg.) ROBERT GARRED,
formerly
of inCBS
wood andnewscaster
new on duty
the HollySouth
Pacific area, was married to Doris
Thomas of Denver on Aug. 28, it has
been announced.
LEW X. LANSWORTH, Hollywood
radio producer, and Jeanne Bates, actress, were married in San Francisco
on Oct. 8.
CARLETON PEARL, of the CBS
press department, reports to Fort Dix,
N. J., Nov. 9, for Army service.
RICHARD KUNSTMAN, formerly
associate editor of Movie-Radio Guide,
will join the Mutual publicity department as trade news editor Nov. 2.
IN A REALIGNMENT of personnel
in the production department, BLUE
has named Anne Kelly assistant to
the production manager. On the NBC
and BLUE production staffs for the
past six years, Miss Kelly until recently
manager
of thewhodepartment.office
Bertha
Kurtzman,
was
placed in charge of studio assignments
early this fall, has taken on production assignments as well. Helen Hedeman, casting director, will also handle
auditions, with Barbara Livingston as
her assistant. Jack Cleary, who formerly handled
auditions, is now a production director.
GUENTHER REINHARDT, Washington and New York correspondent
for European
newspapers
and Inc.,
contributor to Hillman
Periodicals
has started a weekly quarter-hour
program, Diplomacy & the News on
WINS New York.
LEO RUMSEY, announcer of KPO
San Francisco, reported to the Army
Oct. 7 and is now at Camp Lee, Va.,
in the public relations division of the
Quartermaster Corps.
JOHN FRASER, NBC Hollywood
announcer, recently commissioned an
ensign in the Navy, has reported to
Quonset Point, R. I., for training.
DICK PACK, formerly publicity director of WOR New York, now a
private in the Army Air Forces stationed at Mitchell Field, N. Y., is
writingSpeed
a new
feature
of Mutual's
Full
Ahead
series.
Program
started last week under the title Men
of the Air From Mitchell Field.
CHARLES E. SEEBECK, until recently engaged in sales, production
and engineering, has been called to
active duty with the Army Signal
Corps and is currently stationed at
Daniel Field, Augusta, Ga.
BROADCASTING

WESLEY STE ADMAN has received
a medical discharge from the Army
and has joined KFAC Los Angeles as
announcer.
RONALD C. FRASER, formerly of
CJLS Yarmouth, N. S., has been
appointed Maritimes regional farm
commentator of the CBC at Halifax.
He succeeds Allan Dill who resigned
because of ill health.
LEE ALLEN, Toronto, has joined the
announcing staff of CKRN Rouyn,
HERB ARLOW, Toronto, has joined
the announcing
land
Lake, Ont. staff of CJKL KirkNEIL MORRISON has been appointed supervisor of talks of the
Que.
Canadian Broadcasting Corp, with
offices at Toronto. He joined CBC in
1940 developing the National Farm
Radio Forum.
ORSON willWELLES,
writer,
leave for producer-actora foreign tour
to
entertain
members of the Armed
Forces.
JAMES BOYSEN, formerly of
WJMC Rice Lake and WEAU Eau
Claire,
has joined
the announcing staffWis.,
of WTCN
Minneapolis.
GEORGE ROSE, manager of KWG
Stockton, Cal., and commentator for
the home games of College of the Pacific, and Lee Giroux, KPRO Riverside Cal., sportscaster, have joined
the announcing roster of the Tide
Water Oil Co. football sportseasts.
JOSEPH P. MULVIHILL, formerly
of WCAE Pittsburgh, has joined the
staff of WGAR Cleveland.
BOB ANTHONY, formerly WAAT
Newark, N. J., announcer, has joined
WOR New York as assistant to the
audience promotion manager.
ALFRED KERR and James Blaine,
having received medical discharges
from the nouncing
Army,
the anstaff of have
WHBQjoined
Memphis.
SHIRLEY DAVIS, formerly in the
publicity
of KIRO
Seattle, hasdepartment
joined WGCM
Gulfport,
Miss, in charge of publicity and promotion.
RANALD MacDOUGAL, CBS scriptwriter, is on writing
leave of assignments
absence to handle special
on
the West Coast.
NEAL VAN ELLS, announcer-writer at WAOV Vincennees, Ind., is expected to return this week after an
attack of diphtheria.
ALLEN DuCOVNY, assistant to producer Robert Maxwell in the development of Superman on Mutual and
Hop Harrigan on BLUE, has been
appointed to succeed George Lowther
as director of Superman.
HOWARD T. KEEGAN has left
NBC, where he had produced daytime
dramas, to join WCFL Chicago as
program director.
SPONSORS
SPEAK
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"Sweethearts"

"Siveetheart" is a tender word.
It's a word that good engineers and mechanics sometimes use in referring to a cherished tool or instrument. They say,
"Boy, it's a sweetheart!"
That's the way many broadcast station
technicians feel about the RCA 68-B
Beat-Frequency Oscillator, and the
RCA 69-B Distortion Meter.
Used together, these instruments are ideal
for making harmonic distortion measurements on broadcast transmitters.

RCA Beat-Frequency Oscillator Type 68-B: Vernier-controlled
pointer traveling over a large direct-reading scale, for
easy adjustment of frequency; electric-eye tube permitting ready checking of calibration against the powersupply frequency; well-shielded electron-coupled oscillators, and push-pull detector and amplifier circuits, providing exceptional freedom from distortion; electronically
regulated, built-in power supply, assuring constancy of
output, irrespective of normal line- voltage fluctuations;
extremely compact design, requiring only 8%" of rack
space. Frequency range: 20 to 17,000 cycles.

RCA

TEST

AND

RCA Distortion Meter Type 69-B: Measures distortion content and noise level over a wide range of audio frequencies; easy, rapid calibration, accomplished without the
use of other equipment; provision for bridging or directto-tube audio inputs; linear r-f rectifier included for
direct measurement of the modulated output of transmitters; new, large-size meter; extreme compactness of
design, only 8%" of rack space.
Write for complete description and specifications.
Please address inquiry to Test & Measuring Equipment
Section, Radio Corporation of America, Camden, N. J.

MEASURING

EQUIPMENT

RCA Victor Division • RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA • Camden, N. J.
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp— studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WJJD Chicago
Sterling Insurance Co., Chicago, 5 sp
weekly, 26 weeks, thru Neal Adv. Co.,
Chicago.
Quaker Curtain Stretcher Co., Kenosha,
Wis. (institutional), 5 sp weekly, 13
weeks, thru United Broadcasting Co.,
Chicago.
Willard Tablet Co., Chicago (stomach tablets), 6 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru First
United Broadcasters. Chicago.
Household Finance Corp., Chicago, 8 sp
weekly. 10 weeks, thru BBDO, Chicago.
Quaker Oats Co.. Chicago, 6 sa weekly, 5
weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago.
Waste Paper Consuming Industries, Chicago (waste paper campaign), 3 sa
weekly, thru Olian Adv. Co., St. Louis.
WOR New York
Agash Refining Co., Brooklyn (Royal Cook
Salad Oil), sa, 52 weeks, thru Diener
& Dorskind, N. Y.
American Dietaids Co., New York (Souplets), sa 52 weeks, thru Small & Seiffer,
N. Y.
Atlantic Macaroni Co., New York (Caruso
Brand Food Products), sa, 52 weeks,
thru Prudential Adv., N. Y.
Savings Bank Assn. of N. Y. State, sa, 13
weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York (Sweetheart Soap), 3 ne weekly, 26 weeks, thru
Franklin Bruck Adv.. N. Y.
B. C. Remedy Co., Durham, N. C. (headache powders), 3 ne weekly, 52 weeks,
thru Charles W Hoyt Co., N. Y.
KYW Philadelphia
Plough
(St. Joseph's
AspirinInc.,
andMemphis,
Penetro Tenn.
Nose Drops),
6 ta
per
wk,
36
wks,
thru
Lake-Spiro-Shurman, Memphis, Tenn.
Hanscom's, Philadelphia (bakery), 3 sa
per wk, 13 wks, thru May Adv., Philadelphia.
Modern Heat and Fuel Co. Philadelphia
(fuel oil service) , 5 sa per wk, 3 wks,
thru Stewart-Jordan, Philadelphia.
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co., Baltimore
(Rem), 15 sa per wk, 26 wks, thru
Joseph Katz, Baltimore.

CFCO Chatham, Ontario
Canadian Bankers Assn., 5 ta weekly thru
R. C. Smith and Sons Ltd., Toronto.
Standard Brands Ltd. (Magic Baking Powder)son.
,15 Montreal.
ta weekly thru J. Walter ThompDr. Chase (proprietary medicines), 230 sa
thru Ardiel Adv., Oakville, Ontario.
Standard Brands Ltd., 15 ta weekly thru
J. Waltsr Thompson, Montreal.
Wonder Bakers 5 ta weekly thru J. J.
Gibbons, Toronto.
Masons United Radio Advertisers (patent
medicines), 15 sp weekly.
Daglish (Ontario) Ltd., three sp weekly
thru MacLaren Adv., Toronto.
Robert^ Biological Labs. ( All-rgi-tubs) , 35
ta thru MacLaren Adv., Toronto.
Dept. of Munitions and Supply (coal
conservation), 35 ta chru Adv. Agencies
of Canada.
Crown Diamond Paint Co., 26 ta thru MeConnell Eastman, Montreal.
DeKalb
Corn Assn.
corn), 78 ta
+1~ru w,~stern
Adv., (seed
Chicago.
Fifth Victory Loan, 25 sp thru Adv.
Agencies of Canada.
G. T. Fulford (patent medicines), 6 ta
weekly
York. thru Spot Broadcasting, New
Leve'- Bros. (Lifebuov •■oav>). 95 ta
weekly thru Joseph Hershey McGillvra,
New York.
W. K. Buckley Ltd., Toronto (cough
syrup), 10 ta weekly thru Walsh Adv.
Agency, Toronto.
Western Canada Flour Mills (Pioneer
Feeds), 3 sp weekly thru A. McKim Ltd.,
Toronto.
Salvation Army, 28 ta thru A. McKim
Ltd.. Toronto.
Campbell Finance Corp., Toronto, 78 ta
thru Ronalds Adv. Agency, Toronto.
CKCL Toronto
Dr. Bell Wonder Medicine Co., Kingston,
Ont., 3 t weekly, thru Dominion Broadcasting Co., Toronto.
Mutual Benefit Health & Accident Assn.,
Toronto, 3 t weekly, thru Harry E.
Foster Agencies, Toronto.
Dibble Coal Co., Toronto, 3 sp daily, thru
Frontenac Broadcasting Co., Toronto.
Chris Hansen Labs. Toronto (Junket), ta
daily, thru A. McKim Ltd., Toronto.
Vick Chemical Co., New York, 5 t weekly,
thru Morse International, N. Y.
Chas. Wilson Ltd., Toronto (soft drinks),
6 ne weekly, thru A. J. Denne & Co.,
Toronto.
Kennedy Mfg. Co., Toronto (Vapex), 3
ta weekly, thru Cockfield Brown & Co.,
Toronto.
Lever Bros., Toronto (Lifebuoy), 15 ta
weekly, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.

KFRC San Francisco
Vick Chemical Co., New York, 3 sa weekN. Y.ly, 13 weeks, thru Morse International,
Lever Bros., Cambridge (Vimms), 2 ta
weekly, 2 weeks, thru BBDO, New York.
Lever Bros., Cambridge (Lipton tea), 1
ta weekly,
2 weeks, thru Young & Rubicam,
San Francisco.
42 Products Inc., Los Angeles (shampoo),
1 ta weekly, Los
4 weeks,
Shane-Breyer,
Angeles.thru HillmanBarron-Gray Packing Co.. San Francisco
(vegetable juice cocktail), 2 sp weekly,
13
weeks, thru Long Adv. Service, San
Francisco.
WAGA Atlanta
Dozier Labs.. Bessemer, Ala. (Alcozema),
6 sp weekly for 52 weeks, direct.
Iglehart Bros., Evansville, Ind. (Tenderflake
flour), 6 sp weekly for 52 weeks, direct.
People's
Store.
Atlanta, 6 sp
weekly Furniture
for 13 weeks,
direct.
Colonial Stores, Atlanta (Gold Label coffe ). 6 sp weekly for 52 weeks, direct.
Menthomulsion Co., Atlanta, 6 sp weekly
for 52 weeks, direct.
Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co., Atlanta, 6 sp
weekly for 52 weeks, direct.
WMAQ Chicago
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co., Baltimore
(Rem and Rel cold remedies), 430 sa,
thru Joseph Katz Agency, N. Y.
P. Duff & Sons, Pittsburgh (waffle and
gingerbread mix), 18 sa, thru W. Earl
Bothwell Agency, Cleveland.
BeneficialgelesCasualty
Los thru
An(benefits), 4Insurance
ne, three Co.,
weeks,
Ivan Hill Adv. Co., Chicago.
WENR Chicago
Chicago Daily News, Chicago (recipes),
5 t per wk, 52 wks, thru Schwimmer &
Scott, Chicago.
Chicago
(children's
stories),Daily
5 spNews,
per Chicago
wk, 52 wks,
thru
Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
CKY Winnipeg
Byers Flour Mills, Camrose, Alta. (Sunny
Boy cereal
2 t weekly, thru Stewart.
Lovick
Ltd.,) , Calgary.
Mantle
Lamp Co., Toronto (Aladdin
lamps),
Chicago. t weekly, thru Fellers & Fresba,
WABC New York
Twentieth Century-Fox Corp., New York
("Sweet Rosie Co.,O'Grady"),
Kayton-Spiero
N. Y. 3 sa, thru
Paramount Pictures, New York ("True to
Life"), sa, thru Buchanan & Co., N. Y.

Seen

Radio
for

Use

Aviation

Medium Will Help to Sell Air
Travel, Says Carlisle
AVIATION and the air transport
industries will make increasing
use of radio after the war, in the
opinion of Norman V. Carlisle, general manager of Aviation Research
Associates, formerly with WTCN
Minneapolis. Mr. Carlisle is coauthor of Your Career in Radio,
which he wrote with Conrad C.
Rice,
program director of WE MP
Milwaukee.
Radio, that
sayshasCarlisle,
"is place
a vital
medium
a definite
in
presenting the story that aviation
has to tell." Next year, he points
out, the aviation manufacturing industry is scheduled to produce 30
billion dollars in aircraft and
equipment, as compared to a prewar peak of SV2 billion dollars for
the automobile industry. There will
be a sharp drop in aircraft production after the war but the industry
will continue to be a great one,
and air transport will enjoy an
enormous peacetime boom.
Selling Opportunity
Hundreds of applications for new
air routes have been filed with the
Civil Aeronautics Board, totaling
half a million route miles. Truck,
bus, railroad and steamship companies, as well as the established
airlines, are planning to get into
the picture. After the war, air
transport will have something to
sell tc the public and there will be
plentj of competition. Radio, both
network and spot, will be an important factor in merchandising
this transportation.
An era of popular flying is in
prospect. Igor Sikorsky of United
Aircraft predicts that there will
be millions of helicopters ten years
after the war. Carlisle says many
sound thinkers believe the helicopter industry will provide the
ultimate form of personal transportation and that it will be as large
as the pre-war automobile industry.
Light
planemakemanufacturers
agree, and
counter claimsdon't
for
their type of vehicle. In any case,
it is predictable that popular aircraft will be sold at prices comparable to those for automobiles, and
thousands of dealers and service
stations will sell and care for them.
Here again is a post-war opportunity for radio that can hardly be discounted.
It is Carlisle's view that aviation
has not used radio as widely as
it could have. He believes that the
favorable response to such proas Lockheed's
—
Ceiling grams
Unlimited
on CBSAmerica
stations
will influence other companies to
follow suit. The program of Link
Aviation Devices, manufacturer of
the Link Trainer, is cited as another successful use of the medium.
Titled Prelude to Victory this 15minute transcribed series has been
broadcast
centers. in 46 cities near aviation
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QUESTION:
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periods

Dodgers". These sponsors are
carloads of their merchandise

being sold the easy way via New York's
greatest live talent morning program.
And

Participating
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JOHN F. TKOMMER Inc., Brooklyn, on Oct. 26 started twice-weekly
ten-minute commentaries by John B.
Kennedy on WJZ New York, 6:05
p.m., in behalf of White Label beer.
Trommer started promotion for White
Label, one of its higher priced brands,
on WQXR New York the preceding
week, with five live announcements
weekly. Campaign for White Label
may be extended in a few months.
Trommer continues using The Answer
Man onments in WOR
announcethree orandfourspot
cities
for its
regular brands. Agency is Federal
Adv., New York.
SWIFT & Co., Chicago, starts promotion of All-Sweet Oleomargarine
on
WOR26
NewMartha
York Deane's
Nov. 1.program
Contracton for
weeks was handled by J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.
BLOCK INTERNATIONAL Corp.,
New York, has named Irwin Vladimir Co., New York, to handle foreign
and domestic advertising of its texnounced.tiles. No radio plans have been anCONTINUING its gradual expansion of radio advertising for Durkee
Famous salad dressing, Durkee Famous Foods Inc., Elmhurst, N. Y., has
signed for participations on Ed Easts
Breakfast In Bedlam program on
WJZ New York, starting Nov. 15,
date for renewing its participations
on Martha Deane's program on WOR
New York. Campaign will be extended shortly to Chicago. Agency is Federal Adv., New York.

BONUS
CHECKS
go to Billy
George and Mickey Heath (1 to r)
for oustanding announcing of the
Brewers broadcasts over WEMP
to baseball fans in the Milwaukee
area. C. J. (Chuck) Lanphier, general manager of WEMP, presented
the checks. He holds the cup awarded Mickey as the top announcer in
the American Association.
STAGG FINCH Distillers Corp,
New York, has appointed Peck Adv.,
New York, to handle Golden Wedding,
one
Schenley's
whiskies.
Peckof also
handlesstraight
Bacardi
Rum
(Schenley Import Corp.) and Three
Feathers whiskey ( Schenley Distillers Corp.). No radio planned for
Golden Wedding.
SANDY VALLEY Grocery Co. Inc.,
Ashland, Ky., and affiliated corporations, have appointed Strauchen &
McKim Adv. Agency, Cincinnati, to
handle advertising for Golden Dream
coffee. Plans are said to include radio.
CENTRAL PAINT & VARNISH
WORKS, Brooklyn, has named A. W.
Lewin & Co, New York, to place its
advertising. No radio planned for the
present

EL MORO CIGAR Co, Greensboro,
N. C, has appointed Morse International, New York, to handle its advertising. No radio is contemplated for
the present.
BOSCO Co, New York, has named
McCann-Erickson Inc., New York, to
handle advertising for Bosco, a beverage. Both network and spot radio
have been used for a number of years.
Future media plans are not set.
FRED H. PINKERTON has been
appointed director of public relations
for Reeves Sound Labs, New York.
Mr. Pinkerton was formerly manager
of sales promotion and advertising of
the Industrial Division, U. S. Rubber Co. Coincidentally he is serving
as publictionalrelations
counsel to theAssoc.
NaElectrical Wholesalers
KELITE PRODUCTS Inc., Los Angeles (Kenu cleaner), has named Little & Co, Los Angeles as agency. Radio plans are said to be included.
PRECISION CASTINGS Co., Fayetteville, N. Y. (die-castings), has
named Flack Advertising Agency to
handle its account. Plans are said to
include radio.
Duffy's 1st Reader
DEDICATION
— "Towhom
me
father
and mother
without them this book
possible"
—wouldn't
is all thehave
clue been
needed
to the
contents of the 48-page booklet written by Archie of
Duffy's
Tavern
Sponsor of the
BLUEfame.
program,
Bristol-Myers Co., has published the reader in which Ed
Gardner has poured forth his
life and times — with pix to
match.

Jessica Ogilvie
JESSICA OGILVIE, founder and
president of Ogilvie Sisters, radio
advertisers of Ogilvie hair and
scalp
preparations,
died in New
York Oct.
23.
OLD HEIDELBERG Corp, Chicago (restaurant), in September began
sponsorship of one spot announcement daily on each of three Chicago
stations: WMAQ WLS WJJD. Conweeks. Agency is Sorensontract &is forCo,52 Chicago.
EDWARD HINES LUMBER Co,
Chicago, on Oct. 16 began sponsorship of Saturday Sports Review,
quarter-hour sports roundup program
on WGN Chicago. Contract is for 52
weeks.
is the George H. Hartman Co,Agency
Chicago.
REMAR BAKERIES, Berkeley, Cal.
(bread), has renewed on KGO San
Francisco for 52 weeks sponsorship
of Spell
for Doughshow.
half-hour
ence participation
Agencyaudi-is
Brisacher, Davis & Van Norden.
CALIFORNIA DAIRY COUNCIL,
San Francisco, on Oct. 18 began participations ontimes
Woman's
Magazine
the Air three
weekly
on KPOof
San Francisco. Commercial each time
is an interview between Jane Lee,
conductor
a differentofmembertheof program,
the dairyandindustry.
Contract is for four weeks. Agency
is BBDO, San Francisco.
GALSTON & SUTTON THEATRES, Hollywood, to promote the
Paramount film, "The City $0
That
StoppedpaignHitler",
in aOct.
four-week
camwhich started
30, is using
a total of 40 live spot announcements
weekly on KHJ KNX KECA KFWB.
Agency is The Mayers Co, Los Angeles.

In case your Latin lessons, like ours, are some years behind you (we had to
check the spelling ourselves!) Caesar's Gallia was also divided into three parts.
ic Tri-parte California shapes up like this:

CALIFORNIA
CONSISTS OF...
cisco-Oakland
n rkFra
;
etnay he
area)Sama
(BIT

BAKUSfltLD 6 -JCBW

...and
BIGGEST OF ALL...
o The billion-dollar
"interior" market:
California's great central valleys, plus wealthy
western
only
by Nevada... completely radio-covered

McClatcby
les th
erAnnnegoge (s
ou -s Sa
Di2
rneia)mLoarket;
CalifoTh
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Company
Sacramento,

California

ROBERT A. STREET, National Sales Manager
PAUL H. RAYMER CO., National Representative
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Your nearest Raymer office has "sweet news" about the BEELINE: new
Hooper ratings, contour maps and mail-response facts. * This unique
group of stations is radio's surprise package, at attractive new rates.
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Since its inception ten years ago, BROADCASTING
all-inclusive and authentic radio information.

YEARBOOK

has been acclaimed by radio for its

You're there every working day of the year

through your advertisement in the 1944 YEARBOOK.

Deadline: December

1, 1943

Regular Issue Rates and Sizes Prevail

—

PEERLESS LAUNDRY Co., Los
Angeles, in an eight-week help wanted
campaign on Oct. 25 started sponsoring a daily 25-minute recorded musical program Peerless Music on KFAC.
Associated Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, has the account. A. F. Larson
is account executive.
YOUNG'S MARKET Co., Los Angeles (chain), to promote Dr. Pepper beverage, and placing direct is
sponsoring a thrice-weekly quarterhour sports program on KMPC Beverly Hills, Cal. Contract, for 13
weeks, started Oct. 12.
BENDIX AVIATION Ltd., North
Hollywood, Cal., in a help wanted
campaign which started Oct. 12 for
four weeks currently is using an average of five spot announcements daily
on each of four stations. List includes
KMPC KGFJ KFWB KIEV. Agency
is The Shaw Co., Los Angeles.
McGAVIN BAKERIES Ltd., Vancouver has renewed Dollars for Scholars quiz program weekly on a number of western Canadian stations. Account was placed by Cockfield Brown
& Co. Ltd., Vancouver.
DR. JACKSON FOODS Ltd., Toronto (Roman Meal), has started
transcribed Adventures of Jimmy
Dale, based on the Frank L. Packard mystery stories,
thrice-weekly
on
24 Canadian
stations.
Account was
placed by Harry E. Foster Agencies
Ltd., Toronto.
PEOPLE'S
CREDIT JEWELERS
Ltd., Toronto (national chain stores),
has started Sunday evening musical
salute to the armed services on
CFRB CHML CKCO. Account was
placed by MacLaren Adv. Co. Ltd.,
Toronto.
JOHN STUART SALES, Toronto
(distributors for Smith Bros, cough
drops), have started spot announcements on 15 Canadian stations. Account was placed by Harry E. Foster
Agencies, Toronto.

Slif

ACCUSTOMED
AS

WE

ARE

to being chosen

for

locally-sponsored
programs, WAG A is
particularly proud of
SIX NEW SPONSORED
STRIPS, started within the past month:
DOZIER LABORATORIES
Lew Chi Id re, 6:00-6:15 A.M.
Monday thru Saturday
TENDERFLAKE FLOUR
Lew Childre, 6:30-6:45 A.M.
Monday thru Saturday
PEOPLE'S FURNITURE
STORE
People's Parade,
7:15-7:30
A.M.
Monday thru Saturday
GOLD LABEL COFFEE
Sunshine Boys,
12:45-1:00 P.M.
Monday thru Saturday
MENTHOMULSION
Lew Childre, 1:00-1:15 P.M.
Monday thru Saturday
PEPSI COLA
Lew Childre, 5:30-5:45 P.M.
Monday thru Saturday

Good

WAG

A

by

Kellogg

Account

To Kenyon & Eckhardt
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek,
Mich., which heretofore has divided its account among various
agencies, has announced that all
Kellogg products will be handled
by Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York,
effective Dec. 1. Products named in
the announcement include Bran
Flakes, Pep, All Bran, Gro-Pup
dog food, all currently placed by
K&E,
and Kellogg's
Corn Flakes,
Rice Krispies,
Shredded
Wheat
and Krumbles.
In addition to various spot campaigns for specific products, Kellogg sponsors portions of the BLUE
Sardi's
Breakfast
programs,
and Breakfast
Club forat All-Bran
and Pep, products also promoted on
the Jack Berch program on the
Yankee network; Kellogg News on
the BLUE for Gro-Pup, and Superman on Mutual for All-Bran.
GREAT
WEST DISTRIBUTORS
Ltd., Calgary
has This
renewed its news(gasoline),
commentary
Week twice-weekly on a number of
western Canadian stations. Account
was placed by Stewart-Lovick Ltd.,
Calgary.
MAJOR OIL Co., Philadelphia, has
added news of servicemen to its morning newscasts on WIBG Philadelphia.
LAUREL BISCUIT Co. and the
Gem City Ice Cream Co., Dayton,
are
the weekly
hour sponsoring
News Column
of the quarterAir on
WHIO Dayton. O'Brien Milling Co.,
Greenville, Ohio is sponsoring hillbilly varieties, featuring Texas Jim
Lewis, in the 7 :45-8 p.m. period on
days.
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thurs-

Engineering

The

basic foundation

Every

Like we keep saying,
folks who know the
market best show
their confidence in

Entire

Successful

of

Station

Directional

Antennas

Allocation

Engineering

Frequency

Casco Offers Bonds
CASCO Co., Canton, O., has started
daily transcribed
spot stations
announcements over 12 Midwest
for
Casco Cold Tablets. Series, which is
to
last$25through
the "cold
offers
war bonds
daily season",
for best
war
slogans
using
the
C-A-S-C-O. Howard Swink letters
Adv.
Agency,
account. Marion, 0., handles the
STROMBERG-CARLSON Co., on
Oct. 27 feted at a luncheon the cast
of its Mission Accomplished show
heard over WHAM Rochester, N. Y.,
Wednesday evenings at 7 :15.
YELLOW CAB Co., Memphis, is
sponsoring two of its drivers as Joe
and Slim the Yodelin' Cabbies on
WHBQ
Memphisweekly.
in six J.quarter-hour
song sessions
Goldsmith
Sons Dept. Store is sponsoring
Commentator Alfred Karr in sixweekly news analyses, Behind the
War News. Lawson-Getz Sporting
Goods Co. is sponsoring a weekly
sportscast by Will Carruthers, Memphis Press-Scimitar sports writer, who
interviews
stationed atsports
nearby personalities
military camps.
Memphis Fathers quarter-hour weekly
interviews with prominent Memphis
family men, is being sponsored by
Gerber's Dept. Store.
BYERS FLOUR MILLS, Camrose,
Alta. (Sunny Boy cereal), has started transcribed program Air Command
twice weekly on 15 western Canadian
stations. Program has been worked
out with the Royal Canadian Air
Force to teach children aircraft
recognition and geography. Account
was placed by Stewart-Lovick Ltd.,
Calgary, Alta.
CANADIAN
MARCONI has
Co.,started
Montreal (institutional),
twice-weekly transcribed program
War Correspondent on a number of
Canadian stations in both English
and French. Account was placed by
Cockfield Brown & Co. Montreal.
W. K. BUCKLEY Co. Ltd., Toronto
(proprietary),
has
started a quarcampaign of ter-hour
spotand half-hour
announcements,
transcribed
programs on 50 Canadian stations.
Account was placed by Walsh Adv.
Co. Ltd., Toronto.
CURRIES ICE CREAM Co., Los
Angeles (retail chain), new to radio,
on ly
Oct.half-hour
31 started
sponsoring
a weeknew type
quiz program
Meet Joe Public on KNX Hollywood.
Contract is for 26 weeks. Series features Art Baker as m.e. with participantsairing
chosenviews
from onthecurrent
studioevents.
audience,
Agency is Brisacher, Davis & Van
Norden, Los Angeles.

Measurements

BRITISHOF COLUMBIA
LAND
OPPORTUNITY

buying

programs !
COMMERCIAL

5000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT
590 KC.
Nafional Representatives
HEADLEY-REED

CO.

Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.,
Suite 315, Evening Star Bldg..
Washington, D. C.
M. W. Woodward, Ch. Eng.,
Robt. F. Wolfskill, Mgr.,
Office of Chief Engineer,
Plant No. 1,
7134 Main St.,
321 East Gregory Blvd.,
Kansas City 5, Mo.
Kansas City 5, Mo.
George Taffeau, Mgr.,
1584 Cross Roads of the World,
Hollywood 28, California

COMPANY
Also Operating KC's Pioneer FM Station, KOZY

Affiliate of the Blue Network
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THE

imerican

ffSS
* Betsy Ross' part in the
fight for freedom parallels

Revolution

Hallicrafters Radio employees' role as home- front
fighters, to* secure the future of this nation and
world-wide

Peace.

The people

of Hallicrafters

Radio

are

making history, filling ever-increasing pro-

quotas has won

iRO ADC ASTING
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for them the honor of being the first

Hallicrafters Radio

is proud

of this Second

White Star added to their Army-Navy "E"
flag. We who are fighting on the home front
renew

BUY MORE

THE WORLD'S
SHORT
WAVE

TODAY

radio manufacturer to receive the Army-Navy
Production Award for the third time.
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Hearing Slated by FCC
For Akron CP Request
HEARING was set by the FCC
last week on the - application of
Buckeye Broadcasting Co., Akron,
a partnership, for a construction
permit for a new 250-watt station
on 1240 kc, the frequency which
is to be vacated by the move of
WJW to Cleveland, where it will
operate on 850 kc with 5,000 w.
(Broadcasting, Aug. 30). The
present temporary license of WJW
was extended at the same time to
Nov. 16, 1943, or such earlier date
e.s WJW goes on program tests at
Cleveland.
The new Buckeye Co. consists
of Charles Swaringen, Alex Teitlebaum, Myer Wiesenthal, Jack N.
Berkman, Richard Teitlebaum,
John J. Laux, Louis Berkman,
Joseph M. Troesch, and John L.
Merdian, who operate W S T V
Steubenville, O., with 250 w. on
1340 kc. It was reported last August that Buckeye had been negotiating with William M. (Bill)
O'Neil for purchase of the Akron
facilities, but they were dropped
because of uncertainty of the status of the Akron outlet after the
new WJW began operation in
Cleveland.
WTBO

mmmm

service in . ^

«nd Wim rh,s«f.
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Control Acquired

By Mrs. Aurelia Becker
COINCIDENT with grant of a
construction permit to WTBO
Cumberland, Md., to change frequency from 820 to 1450 kc and
hours of operation from limited to
unlimited, the FCC last week approved acquisition of control of
Associated Broadcasting Corp., licensee, by Aurelia S. Becker for
$10,484, representing 50 additional
shares of capital stock. The station will continue to operate on
250 w. It is understood that negotiations for a new major network
affiliation are under way.
Leon E. Pamphilon, WTBO chief
engineer, asked the FCC last August to approve sale of 124 shares
in WTBO for $26,000, 74 shares
of which were to go to C. Z. Heskett, Cumberland attorney, and 50
to Mrs. Becker. Mrs. Becker already owned 50% of WTBO. Her
husband, the late Frank V. Becker, had secured FCC sanction early in 1942 for his purchase of Mr.
Pamphilon's 49.6%, but his death
prevented the transaction.
Renewals Granted
FCC last week adopted orders granting renewal of the licenses of WMIS Natchez, Miss.,
and WGRM Greenwood, Miss., for
the regular period. Proposed findings resulting from consolidated
hearings, which also included
WDSU New Orleans, begun in
1932 on applications for license renewals, cited technical violations
of FCC engineering regulations.
The Commission concluded that if
during the six-month period of
the temporary
licensees
"no violations of the rules
and regulations
of the Commission are disclosed,
that licenses on a regular basis
should then be issued to them."
CARL POST Associates, New York,
successor to Davis-Lieber, publicity
firm, has opened offices at 307 Bast
44th St., New York. Telephone number is Murray Hill 4-4800.

WORDS IN THE WAR news— a
dictionary of newsworthy place
names, people, musical terms and
other announcing stumbling blocks,
is the new NBC Handbook of Pronunciation, compiled by James F.
Bender. Perusing the W G K V
Charleston, W. Va. copy for
Shahastl — Schastlza — (see Handbook) are announcers Gil Canfield,
Phil Vogel and John MacLean, in
the usual order. Easy to follow.
KFMB Sale Okayed
SALE OF KFMB San Diego for
$95,000 by First National Trust &
Savings Bank of San Diego to Jack
O. Gross, general manager of
KFMB, and O. L. (Ted) Taylor,
president and general manager of
KGNC Amarillo, Tex., and president of the Taylor-Howe-Snowden
group, was approved last week by
the FCC. The Trust company with
FCC approval had accepted voluntary control of the Worcester
Broadcasting Co., licensee, last
July in order to facilitate sale of
the station following the death of
Warren B. Worcester, the owner
[Broadcasting, July 19, Aug.,
23, 1943].
Gillette Buys Bowl
FOR THE FIFTH year, Gillette
Safety Razor Corp., Boston, will
sponsor a network broadcast of the
New Year's Day Sugar Bowl game,
having arranged with CBS for exclusive coverage. With commercials
promoting Gillette Blades and
Shaving Cream, the broadcast will
begin at 3:45 p.m., continuing untill game's end. Announcers had
not been designated last week. Maxon Inc., New York, handles the account.

THE

Over land and under sea, Presto Recorders have their
ears glued to Sounds . . . pick them up and play them
back so Sailors, Soldiers and Aviators may know
who's there— friend or foe!
As in peace, so in war ... if it's a noise Presto will get
it— faithfully and realistically.

Presto

Recording
Corporation
NEW YORK 19, N. Y., U. S. A.
World's Largest Manufacturers of Instantaneous Sound Recording Equipment and Discs
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"Let me see, what did WFDF
Flint Michigan say about this
emergency?"
• Broadcast
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Canada, Great Britain and all four leading networks of the
United States . . . these are the channels from which the CBC
selects top-ranking

sustaining

and commercial
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blending them into a balanced schedule that attracts Canadian listeners from coast to coast and keeps them listening.

Ninety-four per cent of Canada's radio homes hear these
broadcasts over the networks of the CBC. Without changing
their radio dials, Canadians

enjoy a carefully planned

schedule

of leading comedy, sporting and variety programmes
as news, educational and cultural features.
Such
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— a fact proven
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audiences
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Death

of Bankhead

Newspaper

Subsidy

In the Senate Is Predicted by Danaher
PREDICTIONS that the Bankhead
tising under terms of the bill, exTHE 1943
newspaper subsidy bill (S-1457)
pressed the opinion that the measwill be defeated on the Senate floor
ure would die in the Senate. DurIOWA RADIO
were heard around the Senate side
ing hearings Senator Danaher inof Capitol Hill Friday after the
dicated his interest in radio by askAUDIENCE SURVEY
Banking & Currency Committee
ing each newspaper witness if he
voted out the measure, 11 to 5.
thought
gives you detailed analysis of "liscluded. all media should be inSince no provision was made for
tening areas" of every Iowa station,
programs that appeal to urban, vilVoting to report out the bill were
Government-paid War Bond adverlage, and farm families, and listening
Senators Bankhead; Wagner, N. Y.,
tising by radio and other media
habits. Illustrated with pictographs for
committee chairman; Glass, Va.
except newspapers, opponents were
quick and easy reading. You can get
(who voted by proxy) ; Radcliffe,
girding to kill the measure. Introa copy free by writing to
duced Oct. 18 [Broad6asting, Oct. Md.; D. Worth Clark, Ida.; DownCENTRAL BROADCASTING CO.
25] by Senator Bankhead (D-Ala.)
ey, Utah; Maybank, S. C; Scrug912 Walnut St., Des Moines, Iowa
as a substitute for one he intro- ham, Nev. ; McClellan, Ark., Demoduced early in the year, the bill
can. crats, and Tobey, N. H., Republiwas reported out after four days'
Opposing it were Senators Ball,
Minn.; Taft, O.; Thomas, Ida.;
The CBS Station for a
Butler, Neb.; Buck, Dela., RepubliShouse for Subsidy
cans. Senator Danaher was not
ALTHOUGH the NAB has
million people in 22
opposed the Bankhead Bill
present.
Reports that large newspapers
but favored inclusion of rawere
silent at the hearings brought
dio
should
it
pass,
James
D.
counties of 3 states...
from Cranston Williams, general
Shouse, vice-president of the
Crosley Corp., Cincinnati, in
manager of the American Newsthe heart of the
charge of broadcasting, wired
paper Publishers Assn., New York,
Chairman Wagner that
a
vigorous
denial. Mr. Williams reWLW-WSAI "have no desire
Textile South.
ferred to a letter written Oct. 16
whatever to join in any opposition to its passage. We
by Linwood I. Noyes, ANPA presibelieve our industry is erring
dent, to Chairman Wagner of the
Day
s
Watt
5000
Hfpffl
Senate committee, which quoted a
greatly in asking for a similar subsidy because our
1000 Watts Night
fm
resolution adopted by the ANPA
m\
fl 950
kc. m$i
ffUl
problems are not the probopposing the bill as a subsidy.
lems
of
the
smaller
newsSpartanburg, S. C. UOu
Of radio Senator Bankhead said:
paper. A Government subsi"I'm not in favor of giving any
Represented by Hollingbery
dized radio can be a very dangerous thing because we are
advertising to big radio corporaalready direct licensees of the
tions. They're making enough
Government as distinguished
money."
With reference to small
from a subsidy granted to a
stations which, he was told, face
non - Government license
the same problems as small newspapers the Senator asserted:
newspaper."
The Only
"If the radio stations want to
get paid let them sponsor a bill.
BLUE
hearings, with some minor amendI think it would pass. I'd vote for
ments.
it but this bill was strictly for
Network Station
The amended measure provides
that beginning with the fiscal year
newspapers."
Serving
ending June 30, 1944, the Treasury
shall purchase between 25 and 30
EVEN STEPHEN
the rich important
million dollars in newspaper space
Little Editor Gets Break
to advertise "the sale of bonds,
u. s. 34th
notes and other obligations of the
In KLZ 'Column'
Metropolitan District
United States". One amendment
HARMONY does not always exist
deleted the words "not less than"
between the radio and the press,
and substituted "one-half of the
an exception to the usual order
total amount made available . . . but
seems to be KLZ Denver. The staWFMJ
shall be expended for the purchase
tion has a sustaining program
of such advertising space in daily, Colorado Speaks featuring a roundYoungetown, O.
weekly, semiweekly and triweekly
up oftorial
Colorado
ediopinion on newspapers'
items of current
newspapers published in cities,
interest.
As
a
reaction
to
the
protowns, villages and communities of
gram, KLZ recently received a
10,000 population or less, and one- letter from one of the editors
5000 WATTS
■ 1 33 0 KILOCYCLES
OF
half" for newspaper advertising in of a small Colorado newspaper.
cities of more than 10,000 populaThe editor, F. L. Behymer, of
"'tots
tion.
The Farmer and Miner, menLikely to Die
tioned some reasons why he enjoyed the program. The paper is getting more subscribers, he said, and
Another amendment is: "In the
distribution of such advertisements,
i the same space shall be offered all many business men "realize that if
we are good enough to 'make' your
newspapers to be paid for at the program, we are certainly a good
ENGLISH « JEWISH • ITALIAN
place
to carry their messages
prevailing published rate for the
The roller of advertisers using WEVD year
. . So our advertising columns
show a neat increase over last
respective newspapers."
after
reads like
Who" in
NationalyearAdvertising.
List "Who's
on request.
Sen. Danaher (R-Conn.), who
year." He further wrote that the
proposed an amendment to provide
HENRY GREENFIELD, managinc director
is giving an "equal footfor deduction from income taxes of program
WEVD — 1)7 W. 46th Street, New York, N. Y.
ing" to both ofthethe"little
the
editors
largerfellow"
papers.and
money spent for War Bond adverIowa, you need
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Sarnoff Sees FDR
DAVID SARNOFF, RCA
president, was one of seven
business and industrial leaders summoned to the White
House last Wednesday for the
first of a series of conferences
with President Roosevelt on
participation
in the warK. effort. Others included:
C.
Crawford, NAM president;
K. T.Stamping
Norris, president,
Norris
Co., Chicago;
Eric Johnston, U. S. Chamber of Commerce head; Ber»jamin F. Fairless, U. S. Steel
Corp. president; Richard R.
Dupree, Procter & Gamble
president, Cincinnati; George
H Mead, president, Mead
Corp., Dayton, O.
Goodyear on Full CBS
GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER
Co., Akron (shoe product division),
will carry an elaborate half-hour
Saturday hillbilly show on the full
CBS network. Program will be
heard at 11-11:30 a.m., starting
Nov. 13 with Ralph Dumke as m.c.
and Carson Robison as featured
soloist Other talent will include
Frank Novak's orchestra. Commercials will promote rubber heels and
soles. John Roche of N. W. Ayer &
Son, New York, agency servicing
the account, will direct. Goodyear
also sponsors Salute to Youth, institutional program on NBC Tuesdays, 7:30-8 p.m., through Arthur
Kudner Inc., New York.
Market Handbook
A 260-PAGE statistical manual for
marketing executives using radio
came off the press last week in the
form of The Radio Market Data
Handbook, published by the NAB.
It was compiled under the direction
of the association's
committee. One copy of research
the handbook
is being
each member
station andsent
eachto associate
member
organization. Extra copies are
available at $1.50 each. In view of
the fact that many advance orders
have been received it is suggested
that additional copies be ordered
early to insure delivery.
PERSONAL experiences of an Eng
lish broadcaster during the last days
of Singapore are described by Giles
Playfair, in Singapore Goes Off the
Air [E. P. Dutton & Co., New York].
1
-Mir*
NEW
\s\\M£XICO
EL PASO
MEXICO \
T E X-ASf
OLD N

tyflere thPlfest really is 4i'S
IKIR.<DID
600 KC
CBS
buy.
Business booms here. Thousands ofnew listeners in our
unrivalled coverage area
make KROD the best radio
Dorrance Roderick, Owner Val Lawrence, Manager
HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
National Representatives
• Broadcast
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Appreciating the present special need for radio reference data in compact, convenient form, the Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation presents
"Reference Data for Radio Engineers" as an aid to
radio research, development, production and operation.
In selecting material for this book, the aim was to
provide for the requirements of the engineer as
well as the practical technician. Hence, more fundamental data are included than usually found in a
concise radio handbook, in order to fill a gap that
has existed in the past between handbooks and
standard radio engineering text books. Special effort
also was directed to making the material useful both
in the laboratory and in the field.
A glance at the table of contents, listed at the right
will show the wealth of subject matter included. All
material is presented in a concise, practical form
generously illustrated, with more than 175 charts,
graphs and tables — all conveniently arranged for
ready use.
Material for this Reference was compiled under the
direction of the Federal Telephone and Radio Laboratories incollaboration with other associate companies of the International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation. This group of companies (including their predecessors) possesses experience
gained throughout the world over a period of many
years in the materialization of important radio
projects.
This handy
every radio
one dollar,
order form

new reference should be on the desk of
engineer. Order your copy today — only
in serviceable green cloth binding. The
at the right is for your convenience.
Published by the

Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation
67 Broad Street, New York 4, N. Y.

CHECK THIS TABLE OF CONTENTS
General Engineering Tables. Conversion Table,
Fractions of an Inch with Metric Equivalents, Copper Wire Table, Copperweld
Wire: Mechanical and Electrical Properties, Standard Stranded Copper Conductors, Screw Head Styles and Method
of Length Measurement, Standard Machine Screw Data— Chart for Hole Sizes.
Engineering and Material Data, insulating
Materials, Plastics: Trade Names, Physical Constants of Various Metals, Fusing
Currents of Wire, Melting Points of
Solder, Temperature Chart of Heated
Metals, Spark Gap Voltages, Thermocouples andacteriTheir
Characteristics,
Charstics of Typical
Thermocouples,
Head of Water and Approximate Discharge Weather
Rate, Wind
sures,
Data:Velocities and Pres( Temperature
Extremes,
Precipitation Extremes, World
Temperatures,
World Precipitation.)
Principal Power Supplies in Foreign
Countries, Audible Spectrum, Ether
Spectrum, Radio Frequency Classifications.
Audio and Radio Design— General. Condenser
Color Code, Resistor Color Code, StandardtanceColorChartsCoding
for Resistors,
Inducfor Single
Layer Solenoids,
Copper Wire Coil Data, Reactance
Charts, Time Constants for Series Circuits, Electrical
Impedance Formulas,
Network
Theorems,
Circuit Formulas,
Attenuators, Filter Networks.
Rectifiers, Special Connections and Circuit
Data for Typical Rectifiers, Selenium
Rectifiers.
Vacuum Tubes and Amplifiers. Vac uumTube
Design: (Nomenclature, Coefficients,
Terminology, Formulas, Electrode, Dissipation Data, Filament Characteristics. )
Ultra-High Frequency Tubes, Vacuum
Tube Amplifier Design: (Classification,
General Design, Graphical Methods,)
Resistance
Audio Amplifier
Design, Coupled
Negative Feedback,
Distortion,
Army and Navy Preferred List of Vacuum
Tubes,mateCathode
Formulas. Ray Tubes, ApproxiTelephone
Transmission.
Power Transmission
Ratio, VoltRatio,
Decibel
Table,
Line ageData
and
Constants.
Radio Frequency Transmission Lines. Transmission Line Data : ( Surge Impedance of

NOW

Uniform Lines, Transmission Line Types
and Their Characteristic Impedance, Impedance Matching with Shorted Stub,
Impedance Matching with Open Stub.)
Wave Guides and Resonators.
Radio
Field Strength
of Propagation
Radiation and
fromAntennas.
an Antenna,
Field
Strength from an Elementary Dipole,
Ultra-Short Wave Propagation: ( Line of
Sight Transmission
) Reflection
Coefficient
of Plane Distance.
Radio Waves
from
Surface of the Sea, Distance Ranges of
Radio Waves, Radio Transmission and
the Ionosphere, Time Interval between
Transmission and Reception of Reflected Signal, Linear Radiators: (Maxima
and
Minima Antenna
of Radiation—
Radiator.)
Arrays: Single-Wire
(Radiation
Pattern of Several Common Types of
Antennas, Radiation Pattern of MultiElement Linear Broadside Array, Radiation Pattern of Multi-Element Binomial
Broadside Array. ) Frequency Tolerances.
Noise and Noise Measurement, wire Telephony, Radio.
Non-SinUSOidal
Waveforms.
Relaxation MethOscillators, Electronic
Differentiation
ods, Fourier Analysis of Recurrent
Waveforms, Analyses of Commonly
Encountered Waveforms.
Dimensional Expressions.
Greek Alphabet.
Mathematical Formulas and General Information. Miscellaneous Data, Mensuration Formulas, Formulas for Complex
Quantities, Algebraic and Trigonometric Formulas, Approximations for
Small Angles, Quadratic Equation,
Arithmetical Progression, Geometrical
Progression, Combinations and Permutations, Binomial Theorem, Maclaurin's
Theorem, Complex
Trigonometric
Solution of Triangles,
Hyperbolic
and
other
Functions,
Great
Circle
Calculations.
Mathematical Tables. Logarithms of Numbers and Proportional Parts, Natural
Trigonometric Functions for Decimal
Fractions of a Degree, Logarithms of
Trigonometric Functions for Decimal
Fractions of a Degree, exponentials (en
and e_n ithms,
) , Natural
Naperian
LogarHyperbolic orSines,
Hyperbolic
Cosines,
Functions. Hyperbolic Tangents, Bessei

USE THIS CONVENIENT ORDER FORM
Publication Department,
Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation
67 Broad Street, New York 4, N. Y.
I enclose dollars for which send me.
. copies of "Reference Data for
Radio Engineers" ($1.00 per copy)
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Toscanini Series
FIRST of the 12 consecutive concerts
by the NBC Symphony Orchestra
under the direction of Arturo Toscanini was broadcast on the full NBC
network on Oct. 31, 5-6 p.m., while
the series of 12 programs under the
baton of Leopold Stokowski will begin
Dec. 12. The concerts are sponsored
by General Motors Corp., Detroit,
account handled by Arthur Kudner
Inc., New York.
Baxters Are Back
PROBLEMS of the typical American
household, as dramatized on the weekly series The Baxters, will be heard
again on NBC, Saturdays, 1:30-1:45
p.m., in cooperation with the National
Congress of Parents and Teachers.
Featured will be the "The Voice of
the
Mrs. Eva
Grant,PTA"
editorinterpreted
of Nationalby Parent
and
Teacher.

Senate

Hearings Open Wednesday
{Continued from page 7)

would mean that permanent legis- "My bill doesn't propose to relation, affecting the entire Com- write the Communications Act,
munications act, would be post- but rather to offer remedial legisponed perhaps until after the war lation to clear up a few points
or when radio's post-war aspects which now seem vague," said Senaare crystallized. In some quarters tor White, who is the outstanding
it is felt that overall legislation authority on radio in Congress. "I
now might be premature, particu- believe Congress should define the
larly in view of technical develop- powers of the FCC to make rules
ments now held a military secret. that might be contrary to the
Sen. Wallace H. White (R-Me.l, law," he added.
who introduced the bill with SenRanking minority member of the
ator Wheeler, is expected to play Interstate
Commerce Committee,
an important part in the hearings
Senator White is the co-author of
and in shaping future communica- the original Radio Act of 1927. He
tions legislation.
has served as U. S. delegate at
several important international
conferences of communications
since 1924.
Also on the committee is Senator Chan Gurney (R-S.D.), former operator of WNAX Yankton,
S. D. Other committee members,
who will be called upon to decide
whether new communications legislation isnecessary are:
Senators Lister Hill, Ala.; Edwin C. Johnson, Colo.; Ellison D.
Smith, South Carolina; Homer T.
Bone, Wash.; James M. Tunnell,
Dela.; Alben W. Barkley, Floor
Leader, Ky. ; Robert F. Wagner,
New York; Harry S. Truman,
Mo.; D. Worth Clark, Ida.; Tom
Stewart, Tenn., and Ernest W.

b

|ATIONAL ADVERTISERS and New York's
numerous nationalities have one thing
in common. They both agree that
WBNX is THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE STATION of
GREATER NEW YORK.
No wonder, then, that WBNX with its 5,000 watts,
directional, plays the dominant role in selling the
5,000,000* foreign-language-speaking-audience of
the world's greatest market.
To cash in on the opportunities of this super-market,
advertise your national products over WBNX, the
Winner of the Peabody Citation for Public Service to
Foreign Language Groups.
* Ovor 70%
•/ mmtropoliton
Nm York't
population U
foroifn
born or of foreign
pmrmntmgo.
Your Best National

When

you think of

GAMING FOR BUSINESS in the
wilds near Spencer, Iowa, are these
intrepid hunters, who claimed a
nice bag of ducks. Press Assn. news
editor Mitchell Curtis (1), and
central division manager of Press
Assn. Robert F. Hurleigh (r) inveigled Larry Andrews, manager
of
Spencer, to take them
duckKICD
hunting.
McFarland, Ariz., Democrats
Clyde M. Reed, Kans.; Henrik
Shipstead, Minn.; Warren R. Aus
tin, Vt.; Charles W. Tobey, N. H.;
C. Weyland Brooks, 111.; Albert
W. Hawkes, N. J.; E. H. Moore
Okla., Republicans
Aside from announcing that
Chairman Fly would be the first
witness, Senator Wheeler has not
disclosed what plans he has ir
mind for further witnesses, othei
than to say that the radio indus
try would present its own case.
Both NBC and CBS have in
formally requested time before the
committee to offer testimony ir
behalf of the respective networks
Since Niles Trammell, NBC presi
dent, is abroad and William S
Paley, CBS president, is on cal
for overseas duty as a special con
sultant for the OWI, it is likely;
that the acting heads of the tw<
networks, Frank Mullen, vice-pres
ident and general manager
NBC, and Paul W. Kesten, execu
tive vice-president of CBS, prob
ably will be the main witnesses for
those networks. BLUE and MBS
also are expected to present tes
Woods
Miller Presidents
McClintock,Marl'
re;
timony and
through
spectively. Witnesses for othe}
groups which have filed appear
ances have not yet been publicl;
announced. Likewise, the purpor
and scope of the testimony pre
sumably will depend somewhat up
on the position of the FCC.
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Supplementary
To

Continue

FCC

IAN ADDITIONAL $60,000, supplementing thethe
$60,000
originallyauthorized for
House
Select
Committee investigation of the
FCC will be asked possibly this
|]week of the House Committee on
!Accounts, Chairman Clarence F.
Lea (D-Cal.) of the Select Comjinittee announced last Wednesday.
He expressed hope that the new
amount, making $120,000 for the
probe, would be "sufficient to see
the investigation through".
At the same time he said no decision had been made with reference to chief legal counsel, but indicated that the committee would
take no action at the moment. He
i did say, however, that he would call
a committee meeting this week to
"discuss future procedure and possibly legal counsel,
(i Meanwhile rumors were heard
;last week that Eugene L. Garey
had resigned as chief counsel or
i would resign shortly. Mr. Garey
c denied, however, that he plans to
tender his resignation.
Summary of Committee
' "I feel as Mark Twain felt
about reports of his death — it's
grossly exaggerated," said Mr.
Garey. His staff has been occupied
the last several days in preparing
a summary of the investigation to
date for the benefit of the committee.
"When we get that summary,"
; said Chairman Lea, "the committee will be able to determine what
' steps are to be taken. Of course we
! want to give the FCC an oppor■ tunity to answer all charges and to
i present its case. Our job is to
gather testimony from both sides
and then determine whether the
"FCC has administered communications according to the law."
d Again the chairman asserted the
bindings of the investigation would
'inable the Interstate & Foreign
Commerce subcommittee on comP nunications to determine whether
B lew legislation is needed. He said
f iearings on the Holmes bill to renamp the Communications Act of
|IL934 likely would not be held until
ifter the investigation is complete
ind a full report is submitted to
i ;he committee.

Sought

Funds

Investigation
Appropos the reported resignation of Mr. Garey, several committee members felt such a step would
delay the hearings. It was learned
that three of the five committee
members have gone on record as
opposed to any change, while the
other two feel that if Mr. Garey
remains the committee will be
"tinged" with "Coxism". Administration forces, it is charged, have
been exerting considerable pressure
to oust Mr. Garey.
It was learned reliably that the
FCC last week wrote Chairman
Lea, protesting against Mr. Garey's
address before the Radio Executives Club of New York Oct. 20
[Broadcasting, Oct. 25]. Although
Mr. Lea declined to comment, it
was reported that the FCC didn't
like that portion of Mr. Garey's
speech in which he called upon
broadcasters to cooperate in the investigation.
The Commission had a stenographer present at the REC meeting, taking down Mr. Garey's address, which he made extemporaneously. It was understood Chairman
James Lawrence Fly objected to
Mr. Garey's statement that the investigation had been accomplished
so far "more by legal dentistry
than by cooperation" on the part
A

50,000
audience

250

watt

C.E.HOOPER
MORNING INDEX
TON. THRU FRI.
8:00 - 12-00 A.M.
AFTERNOON INDEX
M3N. THRU FRI.
12:00 - 6:00 P.M.
SLN. THflU SAT.
EVENING INDEX
6:00 - 10:00 P.M.

of broadcasters.
Furthermore, the FCC is said to
have asked permission of Mr. Lea
to determine what testimony thus
far taken in the probe should be
admitted to the record and made
public, and that the FCC legal
counsel be permitted to determine
for the committee what future evidence should be considered. To that
charge Chairman Lea declared:
"The committee will decide what
testimony is to be received. I understand all the testimony taken
under the chairmanship of Mr. Cox
has been received by the committee. Our future procedure was outlined in my statement last week.
No testimony taken without the
presence of a committee member at
all times will be admitted to the
record." He referred to his state-

ment of policy and procedure
[Broadcasting, Oct. 25].
Friction between committee members, particularly over procedure
and legal counsel, has been ironed
out, according to Chairman Lea.
Reps. Miller (R-Mo.), Wigglesworth (R-Mass.) and Hart (DN. J.) are understood to be in
favor of keeping Mr. Garey on the
ground that he began the probe
and is thoroughly familiar with
what steps should be taken.
Although Rep. Magnuson (DWash.) reportedly has lined up
with Chairman Lea, he said:
"I don't believe it would be wise,
at this time, to make a change because Mr. Garey has some uncompleted work to do. If he wants to
resign we couldn't do anything but
accept his resignation."
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This fall WOAI is carrying 99 hours and 20 minutes
of commercial programs PER WEEK on its schedule
— the most comprehensive list of advertising campaigns ever booked on any radio station in Central
and South Texas!
More than two 48-hr. weeks in ONE spent working
for advertisers who are eager to cultivate this prosperous market.
That's why WOAI sells more merchandise to more
people in Central and South Texas than any single
medium — at a lower cost per sale!
50,000 WATTS
AFFILIATE NBC

SPONSORS

CLEAR CHANNEL
MEMBER TQN

SPEAK
LOUDER
THAN
WORDS

OAI

G AREA
TRADIN
LOUISVILLE'S
IB
47% OF KENTUCKY'S POPULATION
57% OF ITS BUYING POWER
Burn-Smith*;
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Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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Durr
Seen

Asks

XAS

TheTE

Attack
in His

on

Free

International

Advertising

World

Air Freedom;

Speech

Questions

Culture As By-product of Ad Business
A VEILED attack upon radio ad- operated or whether government
vertising, premised upon the and private stations should be operRS
ated side by side.
RANGE
theory that spread of culture and
Calling
the four nationwide netideas
are
or
may
become
"merely
w
o
n
a by-product of the advertising
works the 'big business" of the radio industry, Mr. Durr said they
business" was loosed last Friday,
by Commissioner C. J. Durr of the hold an "economic life and death"
FCC in an address before the Third power in their hands and are in a
Selling
Free World Congress in New
strong
to "influence,
if not
York.
control position
the program
policies
of
Cold Tablets
their affiliated stations." Referring
International Freedom
of to the network monopoly regulaParticipating in a "Freedom
tions upheld last May by the Suon
preme Court, Mr. Durr said that
Speech Panel", Commissioner Durr
stoutly supported previously ex- having lost that fight the networks
pressed opinions of FCC Chair- are now raising the cry that the
man James Lawrence Fly on re- Supreme Court itself is "trying: to
WWL
strictions on sale of time for discussion of controversial issues on suppress freedom of speech and the
appeal to Congress has been rethe air, without, however, mentionNew Orleans
ing the chairman by name. His
Backs CIO Position
views, however, appeared to go newed".
Defending
the position taken by
beyond
those
heretofore
expressed.
... also selling many
Mr. Durr alluded to the problem CIO in the BLUE Network transother products on many
of freedom of the air as not limited
fer hearings last month, Mr. Durr
other stations.
to domestic broadcasting but also employed the testimony of Mark
to "what we shall say to or hear Woods, BLUE Network president,
George E. Halloy
from the people from other na- in an effort to show that the industry policy was to exclude labor
tions." He discussed international
TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
broadcasting after the war and organizations, cooperatives and
HOTEL PICKWICK • KANSAS CITY, MO.
posed the question whether it others, without goods or services to
should be government or privately sell, from paid commercial time.
He belabored this testimony at
length and attacked the NAB Code
of Ethics, inferring that the radio
advertisers indirectly control station policies in connection with
union problems and consumer cooperatives.
Mr. Durr commended the BLUE
"Tlie Kadtio Executive* ' glut, o$
Network's new owner, Edward J.
Noble, for his pledge to the ComA/eur Ijotk PteAent*
mission that he would consider all
requests for time strictly on their
individual merits and without arPAUL W. KESTEN,
bitrary discriminations. Declaring
this should result in a real conExecutive Vice-President of the Columbia Broadcasting System
tribution to a freer discussion of
public issues he said it is to be
.... and a notable array of distinguished guests.
hoped that his lead "will be
promptly followed by the independMr. Kesten's subject: "RADIO'S

RESPON-

SIBILITIES", an illuminating discussion of
a most important issue confronting the
broadcasting industry and affecting the entire listening public in America today.

"Thutidatf, A/ovamltet 4 tit
Gothic Room,
HOTEL SHELTON
Luncheon .... Members: $2.00
Non-members: $2.50
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ent stations as well as by othei at
Deprecating the free time policjj
for discussion of public issues, Mr
networks".
Durr raised the question of the
availability of a sufficient amounl
of such time. Stating that radic
has long passed the trial period as
an advertising medium, and that
the demand for time is increasing
he cited the spectacular rise of the
BLUE but pointed out that time
sales of other networks have not
been as high since the BLUE had,
in the past been at a "commercial
disadvantage because of its affiliation wth NBC". There is no reason
to believe, he added, that the trend
toward less and less open time will
be reversed after the war, when
large advertisers will have specific
goods to sell rather than mere,

^

si

sj

je

^ir,

good will.
Effect on Civilization
"Even if we asume that the
broadcasters and their sponsors
are concerned only with the sal^
of goods and not the dissemination
of any ideas of their own", Mr.>
Durr continued, "what does the1
present trend of radio promise foi
the future in the way of a positive
service in the public interest? We
have made our decision that the !tw
greatest safety lies in having om
radio outlets privately operated.
They must rely upon advertising
for the money with which to operate. But what will our civilization
be like if the culture and ideas
which we receive from radio are!
merely a by-product of the advertising business?"
Delving
into the international
realm, Mr. Durr said that before
the war, international broadcasting from this country was in private hands, but the stations wer<
few and there was "not enough
advertising
sustain them".
the
war, heto reported,
they Since
have
come "under government operation and the number of stations
has been markedly increased". He
posed the questions as to what
policy would prevail after the war
— whether they should be private

Table service starts at 12:30 sharp.
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Switch in Time
PROMPT action on the part
of the Atlantic Refining Co.
in arranging a broadcast over
WOR New York last Saturday of the Army-Penn football game lifted a cloud which
had hung over West Point
when the Cadets learned they
were not going to Philadelphia to see the game and that
no broadcast of the contest
could be heard at the Academy. With cooperation of
Princeton, Atlantic secured
permission to switch the
Army-Penn game to WOR in
place of the Princeton-Brown
game, which Atlantic had
scheduled earlier in the year.
As the latter game started
later than the Army-Penn
contest,
Princeton
and toBrown
fans were
still able
hear
the conclusion of that game.
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Advertising

,tions alone or a dual system
Government alone. Whatever
alternative, he contended that
iteners abroad are "entitled to
ceive a fair presentation of the
ws and a well-rounded discussion
the public questions in which
ey may be interested.
Editorializing Discussed
"Can there be any freedom of
scussion on a world-wide basis
nless the other nat'ons grant the
me freedom to their citizens?"
r. Durr asked. ''And, finally, can
e afford to let democracy's story
main untold or be misrepresented
the people of any nation merely
ecause it is unprofitable from a
usiness standpoint, to operate the
acilities with which to tell that
ory?" Durr also drew in the
Mr.
'opinionated news" controversy
>recipitated by the recent CBS
policy ruling, but expressed the
dew that the issue would be adeluately
aired, s'nce
commenta;ors themselves
have thetaken
up the
:udgels. He said "CBS should be
commended for making its facilties available for the discussion of
ts own policies".
On that score, he concluded:
"The question
immediately
irises,
however,wh'ch
is, even
if the
;limination of all editorializing is
lesirable,
pcss'ble?
Editorial-as
zing existsis init the
mere decision
;» what is or what is not newsworthy and the emphasis placed on
■me item of news as against an)ther. For example, the Washington Evening Star, which also happens to own Radio Station WMAL,
Washington outlet for the Blue
STetwork, didn't bother to write an
iditorial in defense of Blue's policies as outlined in the test;mony of
,-he official I have been referring
;.o. It was much simpler not to
nention the testimony in its news
:olumns."
GILBERT McCELLAND. formerly
6f the advertising and promotion de>artment at NBC Chicago, is slated
o take charge of a similar departnent at MBS Chicago, effective Nov.
L. For three years McClelland has
>een assistant to Emmons C. Carlson
>f NBC, and previously served in the
letwork's publicity office in Chicago.

MARKET STATISTICS
May we send you a copy of
our new "Double-Return" market statistics of Jackson— Mississippi's 130-million dollar metropolitan market? Remember— WSU
offers you effective coverage of
this market— at less cost.
Ik BLUE NETWORK
WEED 6, COMPANY
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
BROADCASTING

HARVESTING THE FRUITS of
her labor, Mrs. Nell Turrentine of
Nashville receives WLAC's
"Sweepstakes Award" for the best
canned foods displaved at the
Nashville
station's
Victory Harvest Show.
Tom Williams,
The
Old Dirt Dobber, of the CBS Saturdav morning1 program, presents
the cup and F. C. Sowell, WLAC
general manager beams his approval.
MURRAY
ALLEGES
Ami -LABOR BIAS
ALLEGATIONS of "misrepresentation and antf-labor bias in press
and radio" were made by Philip
Murray, President of the CIO, in
his report to the Sixth Constitutional Convention of that organization in Philadelphia released today (Nov. 1).
The CIO head charged that both
press
and picture
radio have
"a very
lopsided
of given
the relative
contributions of labor and industry
to the war effort. He said full page
advertisements and radio programs
constantly relate the war achievements of the corporations without
giving credit to the unions and the
organized workers "who made
their production records possible".
Labor, he said, finds it difficult
to advertise because it is financially unable to compete with "big
business" and because it is "actually barred from buying radio
time
for
such purposes".
Mr. Murray
also cited at length
the radio restrictions against labor,
mentioning the discriminations
and restrictions, which CIO expressed last month at public hearings on the BLUE network transfer. In this respect his remarks
coincided with the views advanced
in public addresses by both FCC
Chairman James Lawrence Fly
and Commissioner C. J. Durr. [See
Durr speech reported on this page.]
A defense of the FCC position
in connection with the House Select
Committee's inquiry, and the factors involved in the resignation of
Rep. Cox (D-Ga.) was voiced by
the CIO president in his report.
He asserted that the tactics pursued
by the Cox Committee since its
establishment evoked widespread
opposition and that "this compelled Mr. Cox to resign as Chairman of the Committee".

HOUSE LABEL PROBE
WILL BE CONTINUED
VIGILANCE and continued action
by the House subcommittee appointed to investigate restrictions on
brand names was indicated by a
hearing report which the committee
published last week. The committee takes the position that the evidence showed OPA had attempted
to impose grade labeling requirements for purposes of economic experimentation, calculated to destroy
brand names and trademarks.
Trade Linked to Price
OPA's subsequent moves to comply with Congress' prohibition of
grade mentlabeling
(in the
amendto the OPA
act, Taft
passed
last
spring1 ) are acknowledged and commended, but (with respect to
canned foods) attention is directed
to a "difference of opinion as to
the scope of the Taft amendment."
The OPA Administator's position is
taken to be "that he can make mandatory use of the voluntary Agricultural Marketing Administration
grades or any other grading system
if he determines that 'no practical
alternative exists'. On this basis he
has continued the requirement that
maximum prices be based on
grades
. . ." concludes that "while
The report
the
are to case
be continued,"
suchhearings
a convincing
has been
made against mandatory Federal
grading and grade labeling that
Government agencies are urged to
refrain from further experimentation in this field until the committee submits its final report and
recommendations.

WORDS

ARE

• Our past developments and preseni
day
PM experience
Antennas with
will
provide ciencygreater
effiin design and
performance to meet
the exacting standards of this important field.
We're "all out" for
Victory, gineersbutare ready
our en-to
work with you on
post-war plans.
JOHN E. LINGO t SON, In.
CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY

CHEAP

That doesn't mean they're not effective. Used intelligently, words are weapons of amazing strength
and force. Give them a fair chance — employ them
where they'll have the greatest effect, where they'll
touch the largest possible number of people.

By radio, your use of words has the greatest advantage— your message reaches thousands of listeners,
each one a potential customer. Over the air, words
are cheapest and, at the same time, most effective.
CFRB reaches the largest share of homes in Canada's
richest market. Half the leading sponsored programmes in a key area, fed by three stations, are
broadcast over CFRB. Add your name to the list
of satisfied clients.

Video Application
DON LEE Broadcasting System,
San Francisco, last week applied
to the FCC for a construction permit for a new commercial television broadcast station on 50,00056,000 kc, in San Francisco. Don
Lee now operates KTSL, a commercial television station in Hollywood, and W6XAO, experimental
television station in Los Angeles.
RALPH CAMARGO. formerly an
announcer of the BLUE Chicago, has
resigned to free lance in acting.
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certain local accounts without con
Text

PORTLAND, OREGON
•KEY TO THE GREAT WEST*
5,000 Watts
620 Kilocycles
NBC

RED

NETWORK

Represented Nuionilly br
EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.

50,000

WATTS

The Greatest Selling POWER
in the South's Greatest City
CBS Affiliate
Nal'l R«p. - The Katz Agency Inc.

WDRC
CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

ALTOOXA,PA.
Complete Coverage
NBC affiliate and
BLUE Network
19 years in the public service
HEADLEY-REED CO.
National Representatives
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FCC
Letter to
(Continued from page 9)

in connection with occasional sponsored programs of special events (such
as World Series broadcasts) during
periods of not more than two weeks
each, the station need not in any
week broadcast network sponsored
programs totaling more than 50 'conhours' (ascomputed
defined below,
for thisverted
purpose
during but
the
entire term of this agreement on the
basis of the differences in rates at
different
Columbia's
Rate
Cardhours
No. specified
23). Theinstation
may
require Columbia to give not less than
28 days'
notice programs
of the commencement of prior
sponsored
for new
accounts."
Attached to the contracts in question are riders or "schedules" containing certain "saving clauses". No
question is raised at this time conthese "savingeffective
clauses"
respect tocerningcontracts
priorwithto
the effective date of the Regulations,
since the Commission desired to
achieve a transition to operation under the Regulations with minimum
delay and without requiring a redrafting of all existing network affiliation
contracts.
However, the entering into of new
contracts containing the very clauses
which the Commission has found not
to be in the public interest raises a
very serious question under the Chain
Broadcasting Regulations, even though
the objectionable clauses may be limited by other clauses in a schedule
attached to the contract. Such contracts would appear to hinder, if not
to prevent, a station from exercising
the degree of freedom specified in the
Chain Broadcasting Regulations.
Rule 3.104 Cited
In addition to the above, your attention is called to that portion of
regulation 3.104 which provides :
"No license shall be granted to a
standard broadcast station which options for network
programs
* *
more time
than a total
of three * hours
within each of the four segments of
the broadcast day, as herein de* * ."of June 7, 1943, the
Underscribed *date
Columbia Broadcasting System Inc.,
addressed a circular letter to its affiliates, a copy of which was supplied to
the Commission in response to a Commission request dated Sept. 3, 1943.
It appears that this letter sets up a
time schedule which does not comply
with the requirements of Regulation
3.104. With respect to the afternoon
segment, it specifies 4% hours rather
than the 3 hours specified in the Regulations and with respect to the evening segment, it specifies 4% hours
rather than the three hours specified in
Regulation 3.104.
In the CBS letter dated June 7,
1943, the time schedule in question
is
described
"certain
periodsto
is which
we as
would
make time
no effort
resell the time once present advertisers give it up, and thus give a
green light, from our standpoint, to
future guaranteed spot or local sales
in
these periods."
The described
time periods
in question
are further
as :
"the
times
in
which
you
safe in making future are
salesperfectly
on a
guaranteed basis, after the time has
opened up * * * ." The letter further
emphasizes the desirability of the station "retaining the freedom to move
local and sponsored accounts in order
to accommodate network business in
times other than those listed above
* * * ." It is thus clear that the time
schedule specified in the CBS letter
of June 7, 1943, is in fact an option
time schedule.
At least some CBS affiliates appear
specifically by letter to have accepted
the time schedule set forth in the letter of June 7, 1943, thus entering into
an express agreement or understanding
with the Columbia Broadcasting Sys-
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CBS

tem which violates Regulation 3.104.
Thus the Orlando Broadcasting Co.
Inc., licensee of Station WDBO,
wrote to CBS on June 10, 1943 :
"The periods of safety time for
future sales on a guaranteed basis are
excellent and will, of course, carefully
and exactly Miami
be observed
Letter by us."
The Miami Broadcasting Co., licensee of WQAM, similarly wrote :
"We here at WQAM are completely
in accord with the ideas as expressed,
and we
you totoknow
bia canwant
continue
havethattheColumsame
100% cooperation that we hope we
have been able to extend to you in the
past. The time clearance as shown
in the letter I think will serve our
needs very adequately and it should
certainly facilitate the handling of
CBS

LETTER

FOLLOWING is the full text of
the letter of June 8 sent to all CBS
affiliates by Herbert V. Akerberg,
CBS vice-president in charge of
station relations, which the FCC,
in its citation of purported violations of the network regulations
against CBS last Tuesday, held
was in contravention of the optiontime requirements of the regulations :
Enclosed you will find the statement we
issued today to advertisers and advertising
agencies, as per my telegram to you.
You will note that it is addressed both
to time buyers and to the presidents and
general managers of advertising agencies
and advertisers. The reason for this will be
apparent as you read it, especially some
of the marked sections, because you will
see that we are putting it up squarely to
the big advertisers to take the same point
of view that our stations have expressed —
that is,stead ofone
of farsighted
cooperation inshortsighted
opportunism.
You will see on the front cover that we
tell the advertiser we are going to talk
frankly. I think you will agree after you
have read it that we have been completely
frank, and that this is the only way to
clear up the atmosphere.
Care in Sale of Time
I
don't
mean signals.
by this Inthat
visible danger
factthere
just are
the any
opposite among all the advertisers we have
talked to who really understand the rules.
But there are aandlot inof agency
people inorganizations
advertisers'
organizations
who are just catching up with the rules
now, and are asking the sort of questions
that we answer honestly in this statement.
We would certainly be kidding ourselves
if we did not recognize that the advertisers as a group, and the stations as a
group, have it in their power if they are
blind tomeat outtheir
own medium.
interests, to make minceof this
As I believe all of us in radio underby now,wellthewe nubcan ofoperate
the whole
tionstand
of how
underquesthe
rules is how carefully stations handle their
sale of local and spot time. As the Chairman has repeatedly stated in effect, the
rules are intended to give stations complete freedom of choice on a lot of things,
but put them under no compulsion on most
of these things. One of these things is
how much time, and what
a station
sells on a national, spot time,
without a recapture clause. or local basis
Practically every CBS station I have
talked to, and this certainly
goes for the
CBS Advisory Board, has told
they
want to maintain the strongest uspossible
schedule of CBS commercial programs.
They know that if we were ever whittled
down to anything like the three hours of
so-called
in each segment
we would "option
have to time"
stop rendering
anything
like a first-class CBS network
service.
moreover we wouldn't be giving mostAndof
our stations (the smaller ones) enough
actual nomic
network
sales for their own econeeds.
We realize, of course, that every station
that enjoys any spot or local business is
going to be under terrific pressure, from
now on, to
a lot of these sales on a
guaranteed make
basis.
will come
from the advertiser,Thefrompressure
the agency, and
BROADCASTING

fusion
in the future."
It furthers
appears that a large
number of CBS affiliates may have in
fact agreed to sell time to others on
a guaranteed basis only during thej
periods set forth in the CBS letter^
of June 7 and have refused to seli
time on a guaranteed basis during
other periods, thus evidencing their
compliance with the arrangement o
understanding set forth in the CBS
letter.
Tour comments concerning both
the written contracts which contain
clauses in violation of Regulations
3.101, 3.102, and 3.104, and concern
ing the agreement or understanding
express or implied, in violation o:
Regulation 3,104, are invited at ai Oi
early date, in order that they may b<
considered in connection with applica
tions for the renewals of licenses o
stations having such contracts or sucl
arrangements or understandings witl
the Columbia Broadcasting System.
OF JUNE

8

i
from some of the station representatives
But unless our affiliates generally keej
control of this situation for themselves an<
resist that pressure, except in time period
where they
definitely
do not
want fin<
anj1
network
business,
we will
gradually
time outside the so-called option hour!
blocked from clearance in a crazy-quil
pattern — a dozen stations blocked in on'
time period, a dozen in another, etc., am
the whole structure will be destroyed.
Guaranteed Basis
By this I do not in any way mean tha
we expect CBS affiliates to refuse all suclsl
sales on a guaranteed basis. In fact we disjl f
cussed this with our Advisory Board iij I
the
that inwe which
intendetw<BI j
to setlastupmeeting,
certain and
time said
periods
would make no effort to resell the tim<!
once present advertisers give it up, anciji.
thus give a green light, from our stand']! '
Miss Ardeanne Heiskell
Strauchen
McKim
Cincinnati, &Ohio
Dear
There'sArdeanne
justthat when
no— doubt
about goes
it, Ardeanne,
a message
out
over WCHS it has a telling effect upon
our listeners.
ample came to
attention
Aourgood
exduringcent CBS
theKate
reSmith
War
Bond Pledge
Day.
CharlestonaE.local
ian,L.
Kuhn,
■had just
turned fromre-a
visit to Ashford
Generalai
Hospital
White Sulphur
Springs, W.
Va. After
and
ing
our seesolwhat diers
theythere
had
then
given,hearing
and
strong appeal
Kate Smith's
over this
staMr. Kuhn
was tion,
convinced
itthing
was to
a small
lend
Uncle Sam
his
money. He
sold
his
real
estate holdings,
then turned both this real estate money
along with his bank book over to one
of the local War Bond Committee
Chairmen and said, "Please
invest
every congratulations
bit of this for metoinAlgy
War Bonds!"
It's
and the
thousands and Patriot
thousandsKuhnof
others who are induced to buy War
Bonds through
hardstation.
hitting impacts delivered over this
Yrs.
Regards
WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.
Advertising^
• R,

ales in these periods. J
These time periods, in which we propose
oales"give
effort total
to make
future
once up"
they any
fall open,
a minimum
if three hours a day between 8 a.m. and
0 p.m., and conform in general with the
jlans we discussed with our Advisory
3oard for a voluntary schedule of exempt
ime, down.
before the Supreme Court decision
:ame
You will appreciate the fact that any
ijji heuch varying
"voluntary
has toof reflect
needsschedule",
and wishes
both
l I arge and small stations in all four time
•I- sones, and that these periods have to move
t!|
such a way network
as not
ill soiciossblockthe country
unduly in
coast-to-coast
lj jusiness in adjoining time,
jfI perfectly
On this safe
basis,inthemaking
times future
in whichsalesyouonarea
;ji juaranteed basis, after the time has opened
up, without thereby blocking network
ij
which most
stations
want,
III business
follows
of yuor
current
localareYork
timeas
(the samein terms
at present
as current
New
time) .
8:00 a.m. to 9:45 a.m.
12:45 p.m. to 1:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.
6:00 p.m. to 6:45 p.m.
All periods after 11:00 p.m.
I Because all of these time periods are
i based on coast-to-coast scheduling, current
lj New York time will govern in the event of
l|
any changes
relation
1 local
time and inNewthe York
time.between your
W- I have emphasized in this letter the deV sirability of your retaining the freedom to
move local and spot accounts in order to
accommodate network business in times
4- other than those listed abve, because I
know that you will want to take the necessary minimum steps to keep a strong and
worthwhile network service. Please note
especially in this connection what I have
underscored in Question 2 and Question 6
"" inI the
statement.
hopeprinted
the various
things which I have
marked
attention
fromI
everythingdon't
else detract
in the your
statement
because
think you will find all of it important.
BING CROSBY is on a five week
i absence from NBC Kraft Music Hall
on a War Bond selling assignment
for the Treasury Dept. His brother
Bob is pinchhitting as m.c, and also
continuing his own series, Bob Crosby
<d Co., on NBC stations.
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FCC Stiffens Rul es
(Continued from page 9)

REWARD FOR WAR work goes
to Ray C. Jenkins (center), general sales manager of KSTP Minneapolis-St. Paul receiving the
first award given by the Advertising Club of Minneapolis for his
outstanding contribution as director of USO activities for the area.
Joyce Swan (1), president of the ad
club and business manager of the
Minneapolis Star Journal and Tribune presents the award, while
George D. Olds, assistant to the
president of Continental Oil Co., ad
club speaker, looks on.
HIDDEN
OWNERSHIP
HEARING ORDERED
ALLEGATIONS of hidden ownership of WGKV, Charleston, W. Va.,
local, will be inquired into by the
FCC under action last Tuesday
designating the application for the
renewal of license of the station
for hearing.
The FCC action said it had adopted the hearing order on renewal
of license "upon issues to be determined." The bill of particulars,
when issued, it is understood, will
seek information on ownership of
the station beyond that shown on
the FCC records. The question of
WGKV ownership has been investigated bythe House Select Committee, and it is believed the Commission's determination to conduct
the renewal hearings was predicated upon the Congressional inquiry.
The FCC records show WGKV is
licensed to Kanawha Valley Broadcasting Co., with Worth Kramer,
general manager of the station, as
controlling stockholder. Mr. Kramer acquired 51% in June, 1942 from
William A. Carroll for $10,500.
WGKV began operation in 1939.
The House Commitee inquiry,
conducted by Eugene L. Garey,
chief counsel, questioned ownership interests of Comdr. John A.
Kennedy, as president of the West
Virginia Network. Comdr. Kennedy's radio properties include
WCHS, Charleston regional station.
Roma Replaces
With shifting of the account from
McCann-Erickson, San Francisco,
to the Biow Co., New York, Roma
Wine Co., Lodi, Cal., on Dec. 2 replaces the current CBS Roma Show
with a weekly half-hour mystery
thriller titled Suspense. Sponsor is
retaining the same list of stations
and network time, Thursday, 8-8:30
p.m. (EWT), with West Coast repeat, 9-9:30 p.m. (PWT). Package
deal, now a sustaining feature on
the network, includes Bill Spier as
producer with guest name talent.
Lud Gluskin is musical director.
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and KGBS, while contracted to
join CBS, have not actually been
accorded program service because
of the inability to lease network
telephone circuits to these points.
The FCC's action marked the
first official expression from the
Commission on the regulations since
they became effective June 15.
Previously, the FCC had denied
petitions for relief under certain
provisions of the rules filed in behalf of Yankee Network and Don
Lee, both of which as regionals,
sought additional time for program clearance, and NBC, which
sought to procure additional evening option time in exchange for
morning option time. The Commission in each instance held,
broadly, that the rules had not
been effective long enough to ascertain whether any hardships
were actually being encountered.
Of the major networks, CBS
alone did not modify the overall
provisions of its affiliation contracts, but employed the formula
of riders and "saving clause" presumably on the theory that the
regulations subsequently might be
changed. No question had been
raised as to the legality of this
method in the past despite discussion with Chairman Fly and
General Counsel Denny, according
to CBS.
Television

Ready

SPEAK
LOUDER
THAN
WORDS

(EhrTHE lurmimjliam
niKMIVCHW! W Ncidb
kALD

to Go,

Say Paramount Officials
TELEVISION is ready to give
good service in the immediate postwar period, Klaus Landsberg, television director of Television Productions, subsidiary of Paramount
Pictures, told the 54th semi-annual
technical conference of Society of
Motion Picture Engineers in late
October.
Y. Frank Freeman, vice-president in charge of production for
Paramount Pictures, declared the
film industry "is fully prepared to
meet the challenge coming up". Mr.
Landsberg bel'eves television will
be financed through advertiser
sponsorship.
"I expect
it to follow
the
same general
development
as

orvo
1H£ ui

radio," he said.
Hooper Changes
JAMES O. PARSONS Jr., former
assistant timebuyer of McCannErickson, New York, and previously of WWNY Watertown, N. Y.,
has joined C. E. Hooper Inc., New
York, to work in the station coverage division of the station audience
reports dept. Also joining Hooper
recently as general office expediter
and purchasing agent is Thomas
B. Roach, formerly of Muzak
Corp. and World Broadcasting System. Mary Elizabeth Appel, executive secretary of the American
Assn. of Nurse Anesthetists, Chicago, is now director of Hooper's
field staff, and Jeanette King, formerly of Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago, is now on Mr.
Hooper's personal staff.

biggest

580

new*

kc. FREQUENCY

and peak soil conductivity give WIBW the
"most - easily - heard"
signal in Kansas and
adjoining states.
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Miller Committee
(Continued from page 10)

KSEI
POCATELLO • IDAHO

That

Certain

Something
Experienced advertisers know that
some stations have the ability to do
on unbelievable selling job, while
other stations never make the grade.
WAIR is one of the outstanding
money-making stations of America.

WAIR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

contracts in the light of the Department of Justice consent decree, Mr.
Miller said, there is presented an
"immediate problem." He asserted
many stations which had recently
been audited by ASCAP had written NAB regarding demands made
by the copyright society.
"We believe that rather than
have each station argue these
claims with ASCAP, a real service
could be rendered both to the industry and to ASCAP by a meeting
of the music committee with ASCAP whereby the subject could be
handled on an industry-wide basis.
ASCAP has indicated an interest
in meeting with the Committee.
"There are other problems which
the- Committee can well consider
and in connection with which the
Committe can render service to
broadcasters. The work of the Committee will in no way duplicate or
overlap the work of the Program
Managers Committee or the Advisory Committee on the Recording
Ban, both of which Committees are
active in related but different
Other members of the Committee
fields."
under Chairman Arnoux are:
James P. Begley, KYW Philadelphia; Arthur Church, KMBC Kansas City; Robert Enoch, KTOK
Oklahoma City; C. W. Myers,
KOIN-KALE Portland, Ore.; Elliott Sanger, WQXR New York
City; Robert R. Smith, Jr., WWSW
Pittsburgh; John Wahlstedt, WHB
Kansas City; Warren Williamson,
WKBN Youngstown; Thomas Belviso, NBC New York; Frank
White, CBS New York.
Woolf Wins Award
WINNER of the 1943 National H.
P. Davis Memorial Announcer
Award, for the mountain time zone,
is John Woolf of KDYL Salt Lake
City. Woolf's first radio job was as
page boy for CBS while he was
still a freshman at Columbia U.
In 1939 he joined KDYL as announcer. He now is laid up with
laryngitis from yelling when
George Provol, program director
told him of the honor awarded him.

SCHENECTADY; N. Y.
50,000 WATTS

CBS-50 fltf
ng ?o**
The Selli Buying
in the
Market

Dr. Fosdick Resumes
DR. HARRY EMERSON FOSDICK, pastor of Riverside Church,
New York, has resumed his winter
series of National Vespers on the
BLUE Sunday, 2:30-3 p.m., presented in cooperation with the Federal Council of the Churches of
Christ in America.

SPORTS NEWS for sport fans and sporting goods is the natural for A
mula
the editor
program
Wilson
Sporting
Goodsis the
Co. commentator
is signing. Arcl)
Ward, for
sports
of the
Chicago
Tribune,
an^ 'S
the show is Arch Ward's Sports Review, on MBS Fridays, 10:15-10:30
p.m. Standing (1 to r) : A. J. Englehardt, account executive, U. S
Adv. Corp., Chicago, which is servicing the account; Ted Doescher, MB J *!
account executive; Bob Vance, Wilson advertising manager, and J
Ewell, president, U. S. Adv. Corp. Arch Ward is seated, with L. BjJ,iti
Icely, president of Wilson Sporting Goods Co., signing the contract.
MUNDT SEEKS FCC
NEWS POLICY VIEWS
REACTION of individual members of the FCC to the radio news
controversy, revived when CBS
defined its policy for commentators
[Broadcasting, Oct. 4], is sought
by Rep. Karl E. Mundt (R-S. D.).
In letters addressed to each Commissioner, Rep. Mundt last week
asked specifically for reaction to
his own speech on the House floor
a fortnight ago [Broadcasting,
Oct. 25], to an article on "Free
Speech : The Right to be Heard" by
Ed Craney, general manager of the
Z-Bar Net in the Oct. 18 Broadcasting; the CBS rules governing
commentators and article by Quincy
Howe, CBS commentator, in the
November Atlantic Monthly, and to
Chairman James Lawrence Fly's
recent speeches on "Freedom to

WELI All English
WE LI New Haven, has discon
tmued all foreign language broad
casts, the move becoming effectiv<
in mid-October, according to Har
old A. LaFount, vice-president oi
City Broadcasting Corp., operatoi
of the station. Mr. LaFount said th
change was made "to serve th(
great majority of the public, rathei|
than just a small minority."
HEADLEY-REED Co., station rep
rescntative, has moved its New Yorl
offices from the Graybar Bldg., 42(
Lexington Ave., to the Chrysler Bldg
405 Lexington Ave., New York 17
Telephone is Murray Hill 3-5470

ti

Titid

"I want to know how the ComListen". mission feels about this question,"
said Rep.four
Mundt.
"So far I have
received
replies,
including a
five-page letter from Chairman Fly.
When all the replies are in I plan
to summarize them and present the
views of the FCC members to the
Buechner Named
House."
THOMAS S. BUECHNER, vicepresident of Ted Bates Inc., New
York, since its inception, has been
named assistant to the president
and chairman of newly-organized
plan and creative board.

WBAL
"in Vatamote;

"OUR FIFTH YEAR"
for Kohlers Dry Cleaners, WFMJ

THE
SHADOW
Available locally on transcription — see C. MICHELSON

ComP»or
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123 NBC STATIONS
FOR ALUMINUM
ALUMINUM
Co. of America,
sburgh, will enter network ra[Pitt
lio for the first time Dec. 4, with
i Saturday morning serial on the
lome life story of an average
American family in wartime, titled
lighted Windows. An institutional
series with the purpose of buildng up the post-war market, the
urogram will be heard on 123 NBC
stations, Saturday, 11:30-12 noon.
Written by Charles Robinson, and
lirected by Basil Lochrane, the
show will be produced by Transimerican Broadcasting & Television Corp., with Fulton R. Oursler
is consulting editor. An actor will
:ead commercials.
Aluminum Co. use of radio has
jeen confined in the past to local
;ime purchases for employe morale
md recruitment campaign. Fuller,
Smith & Ross, New York, handles
;he account.

FIRST COLUMBIA-OWNED station managers meeting — excluding those
held during the NAB conventions — was attended by (1 to r) : Howard S.
Meighan, Eastern sales manager of Radio Sales, New York; J. L. Van
Volkenburg, assistant to the vice-president, WBBM Chicago; Merle
Jones, general manager, KMOX St. Louis; J. Kelly Smith, general sales
manager of Radio Sales, WBBM; A. D. Willard Jr., general manager,
WBT Charlotte; Frank Stanton, CBS vice-president and host to the
gathering; J. Archie Morton, sales manager, KNX Los Angeles; Carl J.
Burkland, general manager, WTOP Washington; A. E. Joscelyn, general manager, WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul; Arthur Hull Hayes, general
manager, WABC New York; Harold Fellows, general manager, WEEI,
Boston. Not in picture: D. W. Thornburgh, of KNX; also Ed Norton,
chairman of the board, and Thad Holt, president and general manager of
WAPI Birmingham, which is represented by CBS Radio Sales.
CBS-OWNED

STATION

Schechter Back in U. S.
[CAPT. A. A. Schechter, former director of news and special events
for NBC, is back on duty at Army
UAir Force headquarters in Washington following a special mission
[ to the European war theatre. He is
attached to the public relations office of Air Forces under Col. William Westlake, handling special
iradio projects.

HEADS MEET IN N.Y.
MANPOWER and equipment shortages and other wartime problems
occupied top executives of CBSowned and operated stations during
their meeting with CBS vice-president Dr. Frank Stanton and other
network executives last Monday
and Tuesday in New York. Unusual
in that it was not called to meet an
emergency situation, this meeting
was
scheduled
the group's
last
meeting
at theat NAB
Convention
last spring. There was no formal
agendaated as and
the session
was opera roundtable
discussion.
Charles Collingwood, CBS correspondent just back from No.
Africa and England, spoke at the
Monday luncheon, and that afternoon A. C. Neilson described his
audimeter method of measuring
listening habits. Tuesday noon William S. Paley joined the group at
luncheon to discuss CBS programming plans.

Dyke a Lt. Colonel
KEN R. DYKE, former sales promotion manager of NBC, now on
foreign service, has been promoted
to a lieutenant colonelcy in Army
special service. Col. Dyke left NBC
in 1941 to join OWI, and was commis ioned a major in the Army
early this year.

Parsons to Army
EDGAR PARSONS, manager of
WLDS Jacksonville, since its inception two years ago, has been inducted into the Army. He reported
for active duty at Camp Grant,
Illinois, Oct. 30. Active management of the station will be in the
hands of E. J. Korsmeyer, who is
one of the three owners.

Maj. Harris in Hollywood
MAJ. JACK HARRIS, formerly of
WSM Nashville, executive officer
)f the Radio Branch, Army Bureau
}f Public Relations, in Washington,
s in Hollywood in temporary
iharge of the Army's Pacific Coast
radio headquarters. He is reorganzing the office following the resiglation of Robert C. Coleson, civilian
:hief of the office, who has joined
NT. W. Ayer & Son, as Hollywood
manager.

KOZY*
FM
KANSAS

STATION

Higher Excises Proposed
INCREASES proposed last week
by the House Ways & Means Committee in excise levies on leased
wire service do not apply to transmission broadcast programs, according to Internal Revenue Bureau sources. Program transmission is now exempt from tax by the
Bureau's Reg. 42, Sec. 13043. The
proposed increases include a 10%
tax on manufacturers value of
soap, dentifrices and mouth wash,
and an increase in the retail levy
on cosmetics from 10% to 25%.
Sharp increases are proposed in the
taxes on all alcoholic beverages.
General admission tax (theatre
tickets, etc.) would be raised from
1 to 3 cents on each 10 cents
charged. Increases in postage rates
were proposed, and another 5%
would be added to the present 10%
tax on rail, bus and train fares.
The committee turned down a general sales tax proposal.

Every national advertiser
wanting results in the
Maritime Provinces
of Canada
should make sure that his
schedule includes
CHNS
Halifax, Nova Scotia
JOS. WEED
CO. York
350 Madison
Avenue,Si New
Representatives

Beich Spots
PAUL F. BEICH Co., Bloomington, 111. (Pecan Pete candy bars),
has placed a schedule of spot announcements in October and November on the following stations:
WBRC KARK KLRA KLZ WMAL
WCOA WSB WENR WGN WISH
WHO KGGF KSAL KFH WAVE
WHAS WWNY WPTF WCKY
WTAM KOMA WKY KTUL
KVOO WHP WJAS WCSC WWL
WJR KDAL KSTP KCMO WDAF
KSD KGBX WKBW WIS WNOX
WREC WLAC KRIS WFAA
KROD KTSM KXYZ WOAI
KWFT WMBG WRVA WEAU.
Agency
is Arthur Meyerhoff, Chicago.

in
Lathrop Joins WNAC
ARTHUR E. LATHROP Jr. has
been appointed
of Research of WNAC Director
Boston and
the
Yankee Network, Linus Travers,
Executive Vice-President of the
netwoi-k, announced last week. Mr.
Lathrop has been production manager of Cory Snow Inc. for the past
year and had previously been with
the Harry M. Frost Co. and the
Jordan Marsh Co. He is a graduate of the College
of Business
Administration ofBoston
U.

CITY

EVERETT L. DILLARD
General Manager
PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY

BROADCASTING
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"This would happen right in
the middle of a WFDF Flint
Michigan murder mystery."

No. 1 Station
a No.

in

1 Market

PORTLAND, OREGON
CBS Affiliate
FREE & PETERS • National Representatives

Federal
New Rules of the
CommisCommunicationsu to Place
sion Permit Yo
or CBS HetYour NBC, Bluems
onW5AT
ra
*orkProg
are on
_4f the network they here
ge
era
eov
h
nis
fur
cannot

WSAY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
MUTUAL OUTLET

nnrT

Don't dig so
hard for sales
when they
come so easy
in Albany!
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Actions of the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
OCTOBER 23 TO OCTOBER 29 INCLUSIVE
Decisions . . .
Tentative Calendar . . .
OCTOBER 26
WFTL Fort Lauderdale, Fla.— Further
on voluntary
WTBO Cumberland, Md.— Granted ac- consolidated
ment of CP hearing
and license;
license toassigncover
quisition of control by Aurelia S. Becker
from Leon E. Pamphilon for $10,484. CP; mod. license to move main studio
representing 50 additional shares of capital
(Nov. 3).
stock. Granted CP to change 820 to 1450
WGAR Cleveland — Oral argument on CP
kc, hours from limited to unlimited; con- for 1220 kc. 5 kw, DA-D-N, unlimited
ditions.
(Nov. 3).
WHBC Canton, O.— Same for 1480 kc,
KFMB San Diego — Granted transfer
control from First National Trust & Sav- 1 kw. DA-N, unlimited (Nov. 3).
ings Bank of San Diego to O. L. Taylor
WADC Akron—
for 1220
and Jack O. Gross for $995,000.
DA-D-N,
unlimitedSame(Nov.
3). kc, 50 kw,
WJW Akron — Temp, license extended
Nov. 16, or such earlier date as WJW
SOUTHERN PACIFIC Co., San Frangoes on program tests at Cleveland.
cisco, on Nov. 10 starts for 52 weeks, The
WMIS Natchez, Miss. — Granted license Main Line, on 11 Don Lee Pacific statipns, Wed., 8-8:30 p.m. (PWT). Agency:
renewal for regular period.
Foote, Cone & Belding, San Francisco.
WGRM Greenwood, Miss. — Same.
WOCB West Yarmouth, Mass.— Desig- METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER, New York,
Nov. 15onstarts
People's
Reporter
over Fulton
50 MBSOursler's
stations,
Mon.
renewal.nated for hearing application for license on
thru hueFri.,
p.m. Agency: Dona& Coe, 8:15-8:30
N.Y.
WGKV
Charleston,
W.
Va.—
Same,
on
issues determined by FCC.
SAFETY RAZOR Corp., BosWJBW New Orleans— Transferred Nov. GILLETTE
ton, on Jan. 1 only sponsors Sugar Bowl
8 hearing in Washington to New Orleans; football
game
on full CBS network, 3:45
authorized
as
necessary.adjourning same to other points p.m. Agency: Maxon Inc., N. Y.
WBKB Chicago— Granted mod. of CP McELROY Mfg. Corp., Boston, on Mon.
for changes in equipment and extension Nov.
only, sponsors
"E"
on 42Army-Navy
MBS stations,
of completion date; license to cover CP for Award 8 ceremonies
new commercial television station, in part. 4:30-5 p.m. Placed direct.
Conditions.
Renewal Accounts
OCTOBER 27
KCMO Kansas City — Granted motion CHEF BOY-AR-DEE QUALITY FOODS
to postpone hearing from Nov. 4 to Dec. 6 Inc., Milton. Pa. (spaghetti etc.), on Nov.
re application for mod. license.
1 renews for 52 weeks Boake Carter, at the
WOKO Albany, N. Y.— Granted motion
time ofadding
MBS stations,
mak58 MBS46 stations,
Mon., Wed.,
for extension of time to file proposed find- sameing a total
ingscationfromfor Nov.
9
to
December
9
re
appliand
Fri.,
12
Noon-12
:15
p.m.
Agency:
McJunkin Adv., Chicago.
license renewal.
Network Changes
JOSEPH
TETLEY & Co., New York
Applications . . .
(Jiffy Soup),
Nov.46 8 BLUE
shifts Morning
OCTOBER 25
Market
Basket onfrom
stations,
Tues., Thurs., and Sat., 10-10:15 a.m. to
W2XWV New York— Cp change experi- 30
CBS
stations,
Tues.,
Thurs.,
and
to commercial operation, change 9:45-10 a.m., and C. F. Mueller Co., Sat.,
Jerantenna mental
system.
City (Macaroni), on an undetermined
WTMC Ocala, Fla.— License to cover CP date seyshifts
same program from 36 BLUE
to change
transmitting
equipment,
instations, Mon., Wed., and Fri., 10-10:15
crease power.
a.m. to 32 CBS stations, 9:45-10 a.m.
KDNT Denton— CP to increase 100 to Agency:
Duane Jones Co., N.Y.
250 w, change transmitting equipment.
ROMA
WINE Co., Fresno, Cal. on Dec.
OCTOBER 27
2 replaces Roma Show with Suspense on
CBS stations, Thurs. 8-8:30 p.m.
KNET Palestine, Tex.— Voluntary trans- 81
fer of control from Bert Horswell. Bev- Agency: Biow Co., N.Y.
erly Gordon Horswell, and Pauline Mayer WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & Mfg. Co.,
Gordon estate to Billy A. Laurie, Leita East Pittsburgh. Pa. (institutional), on
Moye Laurie,
14 shifts Westinghouse Program on
carital
stock) . Ben A. Laurie (100 shares Nov.
2:30-3 p.m., from
129 NBC stations,
Hollywood
to New Sun.,
York for seven weeks.
OCTOBER 29
Agency: Young & Rubicam Inc., N. Y.
NEW, Karl L. and Grant F. Ashbacker,
d-b as Ludington Broadcasting Co., Ludington, Mich. — CP for standard station on
Lang- Worth to Regional
1490 kc, 250 w, unlimited, amended to
change frequency to 1450 kc.
RETURNING to the field of live
Durham Radio Corp., Durham, N. C. —
radio shows after several years
CP. for new FM broadcast station.
Don Lee Broadcasting System, San Fran- spent in developing its transcription library, Lang-Worth Feature
cisco— CP for new commercial television
station on 50,000,000-56,00 kc.
Programs, New York, is
a
Birney Imes, Tupelo, Miss. — Petition to weekly half-hour musical feeding
to
reinstate application for CP for new sta- WXYZ, Detroit, and six show
stations
tion on 1490 kc, 250 w, unlimited, dismissed at request of applicant.
of the Michigan Network, for presentation by the Goebel Brewing
Co., Detroit. Agency is Brooke,
Smith, French & Dorrance, Detroit.
We fwork A ccovnts
NEMA Names Stoll
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
CLARENCE G. STOLL, president
and director of the Western Electric
New Business
Co., was elected to the Board of GovCORONET MAGAZINE, Chicago, on Nov.
ernors of the National Electrical
7 Btarts Coronet Story Teller on 60 MBS
Manufacturers Assn.
at its annual
stations,
Sun.,
6:45-7
p.m.
Agency:
Schwimmeeting last week in the Waldorf Asmer & Scott, Chicago.
toria, New York. Mr. Stoll has been
WILSON SPORTING GOODS Co., Chica- president of Western since 1940, havOct. 22 onstarts
newsgo, onPreview
61 Arch
MBS Ward's
stations,sports
Fri. his ing joined the company shortly after
graduation from Pennsylvania
10:15-10:30
p.m.
Agency:
U.
S.
Adv.
Corp.,
State College in 1903.
Chicago.
FOX WEST COAST THEATRES, Los
Angeles, on Oct. 23 added Sat., to Dr.
C. BURT OLIVER has been appointed
1'olyzoides, on 16 Don Lee Cal. stations,
assistant treasurer
of Foote, Cone &
Mon., Wed., 10-10:15 p.m. (PWT). Placed
Belding, New York. For the past year
direct.
he has been business manager of the
ALUMINUM CO. OF AMERICA. Pittsburgh (institutional), on Dec. 4 starts
agency's Los Angeles office, and has
Lighted Windows on 123 NBC stations,
had thirteen
years of advertising
Sat.. 11:30-12 Noon. Agency: Fuller, Smith
cy experience prior to that time.agen& Ross, New York.
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Lip particularly
Mike
DESIGNED
for
use in tanks and under conditions where freedom of the
hands is needed, a midget
microphone, worn on the upper lip, has been adopted for
use by the Army Ground
Forces, the War Dept. announced last week.on The
"lip
mike" operates
a new
noise-canceling principle and
fits easily under gas masks
and dust respirators. Sustained in position by ear
bands, it is provided with
breath shields in front and
back which act as buffers of
air from the mouth which
would otherwise cause confused or unintelligible sounds.
The new device can withstand
total immersion for about 10
minutes without injury to its
mechanism,
War Dept. according to the

CONTROL
ROOM
"
VERNON
member of the
! Ut HutFULTON,
WLS engineering staff for the past
year, has joined the Radar Division
of Westinghouse Electric Co., Chi
cago.
THOMAS E. GOOTEE, NBC Chica
go engineer on military leave serving
with the Army Signal Corp., has been
promoted to the rank of captain.
JOHN E. DICKERSON, WCKY
Cincinnati engineer, has been appointed to the part-time position of radio
engineer for the city of Covington
Ky. He recently completed installa
tion of a two-way FM police radio
system for the city.
FRED MOORE, engineer of WFIL
Philadelphia leaves Nov. 6 for Chicago, where he will become head of the
transcription department of BlackettSample-Hummert.
ARTHUR KULOSA, JR., formerly
of Stewart-Warner Radio Corp., Chi
cago, has joined the engineering staff
of WIND Gary-Chicago.
JACK MAGOON, new to radio, has
joined
the technical btafi: of CKWX
Vancouver.
GORDON BROWN, former program
director and transmitter operator of
KSRO
Santa Marines.
Rosa, Cal., has joined
the
Merchant
FF

THE BRIGHT SPOT
of Eastern New York

JIOnly BLUE Network
Station Covering this Area
*
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CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c
per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS, triple. Minimum charge
$1.00. Count three words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
issue. Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press Building,
Washington 4, D. C.
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
Help Wanted
First Class Radio Telephone Operator —
Permanent position. Union scale. Contact
Chief Engineer, WDSU Inc. New Orleans, La.
Announcer — Permanent position with 5
kw, regional network station for draft
deferred, experienced man. Box 472,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Progressive North Carolina
two network station has opening for experienced announcer. Permanent position . . . good salary . . . chance for
advancement. Tell all first letter. Box
471, BROADCASTING.
WRITER — Young, ambitious man familiar with preparation of trade stories for
radio industry is wanted by large Eastern metropolitan station. Real opportunity for man now engaged by a local
station. Advise as to experience, salary
and draft status. Box 468, BROAD,!
CASTING.
.
,,l OPERATOR— First or second class. Draft
exempt. At station in nondefense farming area operating with best of equipment. Air mail references, photo, draft
status, salary expectations. KTFI, Twin
Falls, Idaho.
Radio Engineer Wanted — First, second, or
third class license — steady positiongood wages — give full particulars — apMiss. ply Chief Engineer, Box 111 — McComb,
WANTED — Experienced newscaster. Also
want strong-selling commercial announcer. Give complete information, references, draft status, and desired salary.
Iowa Broadcasting Company, Des Moines
4, Iowa.
Wanted — Announcer — Must be good. Please
give all information concerning experience, draft status first letter. Salary
$40.00-$50.00 weekly. CBS Station in
East. Address Box 465, BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER— Experienced, wanted about
November 15. State draft status, and
salary desired, in first letter. Address
Program Director, WHEB, Portsmouth,
N. H. Transcription, please.
] MAN — With
salesandability.
To contact
Chicago agencies
advertisers
for radio
station representative. Opportunity for
future.
Salary $195 monthly. Box 464,
BROADCASTING.
PROGRAM DIRECTOR — For New England Network station. An announcer
who feels that he would be a good program director. A man who can write
copy, service accounts, and handle the
detail work and traffic involved. Program
creative work helpful, but the other
qualifications
most essential. Box 463,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — With any class ticket. Excellent opportunity. Wire telephone number. WSAM, Saginaw, Michigan.
Talent Wanted — Acts for regional network broadcast originations. (Non-muDenver.sical preferred). Gene O'Fallon, KFEL,
Wanted Announcer — Will consider man
with limited experience. General staff
work. Good working conditions. WKBH,
La Crosse, Wisconsin.
Draft Deferred — Licensed first, second, or
third class operators. Rocky Mountain 5
kw.
network station. Box 473, BROADCASTING.
First Class Engineer-Announcer — Living
quarters provided. Send complete details, salary expected, voice transcription with first letter. Box 448, BROADCASTING.

n

BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted
ARTIST — Radio Theatre organist (classical popular) novachord, piano — program
director Astro-psychologist. Present salary $150.00 week. Box 458, BROADCASTING.
PROGRAM DIRECTOR-MANAGER — All
phases programming — business experience — youthful — progressive — capable — congenial — best references —
draft deferred — will prove definite asset.
Box 476, BROADCASTING.
Competent Continuity and Commercial
Writer — Now employed at an outstanding Southern station desires change.
Also announcing capability if you desire female voice. Age 23, college (Columbia U. ) and practical experience.
Box 470, BROADCASTING.
PROGRAM DIRECTOR, NEWS EDITOR,
ANNOUNCER — Ten years experience,
young, draft exempt. Available now.
Go
ING. anywhere. Box 466, BROADCASTCHIEF ENGINEER— Successful record
large station. Desires permanent position. Reliable family man. Box 462,
BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER
— Woman
. . five years'
experience, exp.
also in. directing
women's
programs,
acting,
musical
and
traffic direction, and script-writing, wishes
position with promising future. Trans,
upon request. Box 460, BROADCASTING.
Producer- Writer — Long network experience— honorable discharge — seeks connection in one of the major radio centers. Box 459, BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER AVAILABLE— 4F, age 26,
4 years staff announcing, news, script.
Network experience, Mutual, C.B.S. Will
accept staff announcing or program —
$60 minimum. Don Grey, WIS Columbia, South Carolina.
Program Director-Announcer — With long
all-around radio background. Permanent 4-F. College. Available at once for
permanent spot for $57.50 weekly. Box
457, BROADCASTING.
Program Director-Announcer — 4 years in
radio. References. Just received honourable medical discharge from Army.
Box 456, BROADCASTING.
Inexperienced
Announcer
tion. Resonant
baritone— Desires
melodiousconnecvoice
that will intrigue and hold the listener.
Box 455, BROADCASTING.
Seven Years — As transmitter and control
room operator. Can qualify for chief.
Desire change, S-A. Box 454, BROADCASTING.
Experienced Operator — Wants position as
operator or chief. Draft exempt. Ex-service man. First class ticket. Presently
employed. Box 453, BROADCASTING.
Women's
And progressive
Educationalsmall
Programs
Will consider
station.—
Five years actual experience in production, continuity and announcing. Have
taught radio and dramatics. Masters Degree
ING. in Radio. Box 452, BROADCASTChief Engineer — Any wattage. Graduate
Decade experience installations, measureWhat's
it worthprob-to
forget ments,
your maintenance.
technical,
personnel
lems? Box 450, BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer — Now employed by large
metropolitan station. Extensive broadcast experience 250 to 50,000 watts, also
international broadcast UHF etc. Details
upon
ING. request. Box 449, BROADCASTAnnouncer-Newscaster — Available immediately to milder climate. 4-F. Bill Dinner, 3748 Sheffield, Chicago, Illinois.
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School Schedule
AMERICAN SCHOOL, New York,
has signed a 13-week contract with
WJZ New York, to sponsor a weekly ten-minute educational program
starting Oct. 27 in behalf of its
correspondence courses. The series
features Frank Colby, syndicated
columnist, who gives the meaning,
derivation and pronunciation of
selected words. The school has completed abrief run on another New
York station. Schedule for its annual fall and winter campaign has
not been completed. Agency is
Equity Adv., New York.
Wanted to Buy
Wanted to Buy — 1 K.W. or better Radio
Station . . . west or southwest preferred. Cash deal. Send outline of proposition to Box 469, BROADCASTING.
Wanted To Buy — Complete 5 KW transmitter, including antenna tuning unit.
Advise type, condition and price of this
transmitter. Box 475, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy — Regional or local station
Midwest
CASTING.or Southwest. Box 474, BROADWANTED — Limiting amplifier. Any make.
KLCN Blytheville, Arkansas.
Wanted To Buy— Complete 250 watt
Broadcast Station, including antenna,
all studio and FCC approved monitoring equipment. Box 451, BROADCASTING.

Paley Decorated
THE ORDER OF CRISTOBAL
COLON, highest civilian decoration
of the Dominican Republic, has
been conferred
by presidential
cree of Generalissimo
Rafael deL.
Trujillo, upon William S. Paley,
CBS president, with the rank of
Commander, and upon Edmund A.
Chester, CBS director of Latin
American relations, with the rank
of Officer. Mr. Chester accepted the
awards for Mr. Paley and himself
Sunday, Oct. 24 from Rafael Compres, Consul General of the Dominican Republic. Decorations recognized contributions
continental understanding
andto friendship
through
the Americas,
97-station opened
CBS Network of the
last
year. Mr. Paley and Mr. Chester
received similar honors from the
Cuban government last June.

Ensign Robert Green
ENSIGN Robert Edmund Green,
USNR, former NBC page, was
killed in action overseas Sept. 29.
Besides his parents, he leaves his
widow, the former Margaret
Thompson. Ensign Green enlisted
in the Naval Air Force Feb. 4,
1942. He piloted a torpedo bomber
in the North-African area.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
&. Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

PAUL F GODLEY
CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

N.J.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— AND DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York„ N. Y.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
• Evening Star Building, Washington, D. C.
• 321 E. Gregory Boulevard, Kansas City, Mo.
• Cross Roads of the World, Hollywood, Calif.

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

Please Return

BROADCAST REPAIR
SERVICE COMPANY
Specialists In The Repair Of
Reproducing and Recording Equipment
334 Arcade Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
November
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13 Panels
Lives

Saved

as

Mystery Transmitter On
II. S. Battleship Used
Morocco Frequency
THE STORY behind the story
of radio's participation in the
North African invasion, and
how it smoothed the way for
the American and British
forces, saving thousands of
lives on both sides, is told in
the following article titled
"Alio Ma roc!" by C. L. Strong,
from the current issue of the
Bell Telephone Magazine.
ON NOV. 8, 1942, a strange voice
cut in on the frequency of the radio station, Radio Morocco, at
Rabat:
"Alio Maroc! Alio Maroc! This
is the transmitter of the American
Armed Forces."
In a matter of minutes Arabs,
Berbers, Sengalese, and Frenchmen were excitedly exchanging
scraps of a message directed to
them from that transmitter by the
President of the United States:
"Mes Amis . . . we come among
you to repulse the invaders . . .
have faith in our words . . . help
us where you can . . . Vive la
France eternelle!" — and all of the
inhabitants but a scattered few
were heeding specific admonitions
from General Dwight D. Eisenhower and General Henri Honore Giraud to lay down their arms and cooperate.
Prelude to Landing
That message was the prelude to
the arrival on African beaches of
scores of snub-nosed invasion
barges from which swarmed khakiclad British and American boys.
How many of them are alive today
because of that "mystery" transmitter, no one can say. But their
numbers must run into thousands.
The action, swift, sure, perfectly
coordinated, is now history. Most
Frenchmen, of course, felt more
like cheering than battling. From
Algiers to Casablanca, local inhabitants of the key cities generally stood idly on the sidewalks,
enraptured; even milkmen kept delivering supplies as if nothing
were happening. Words, far more
than bullets, won the cause. Within 16 hours, General Alfonse Pierre
Juin surrendered Algiers. And in
less than a week the blue Atlas
mountains and the Pillars of Hercules looked down on cities, where
Odysseus sailed in the fabled dawn
of Greece, to see American doughboys from the plains of Iowa and
the green hills of Vermont quietly
patroling the crroked streets — ani
trying hard to look unconcerned.
When the "voice of the American Armed Forces" first called upon loyal Frenchmen for support,
many thought the words actually
came from the broadcasting station
at Rabat and that French Morocco
already was in American and BritPage 58 • Novemler
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ish hands. Vichyites and Nazis, who
knew better, searched madly for
the mysterious station and, not finding it, forced Radio Morocco to resort to jamming. But even the
jamming didn't quite work. The
mystery station shifted its frequency just a little and, for four
days on and off, news from the battle fronts, warnings to civilians to
take cover, appeals to loyal Frenchmen, continued to come through.
Nazis and Vichy French leaders
in North Africa would have given
a great deal to know where the
mystery transmitter was located —
although it wouldn't have done
them much good. Off shore, over the
horizon, lay the sinister shape of
a great American battleship.
Aboard her, under the protection
of her deadly batteries and enclosed
bv a screen of destroyers, was a
Western Electric 5 kw radio broadcasting transmitter.
The story of how this transmitter, designed to bring to New Jersey listeners the usual entertainment fare and the "ccmmercials"
of the ether, happened to be aboard
a battleship in action off the coast
of Africa is one of the intriguing
stories of the war.
It began Sept. 29, 1942. Into
Western Electric's Radio Division
came the first "triple A" priority
and directive ever seen by the men
who work there on Government
contracts.
The Amphibian Command needed a 5 kilowatt transmitter — in a
rush ! Every hour— every tick of
the clock — counted. Its purpose and
ultimate destination were not disclosed. No importance could be attached to the fact that manufacture of such apparatus had been
suspended for the duration — that
even replacement parts were becoming increasingly scarce. Only

1, 1943

Africa

two facts mattered: the Company
had manufactured such equipment,
it must find such equipment and
make delivery to Norfolk, Virginia
— and would do so, somehow.
Division records disclosed that a
5 kilowatt transmitter had been delivered to radio station WHOM in
Jersey City — that its installation
had not been completed. With a lot
of cooperation from all concerned,
the equipment was turned over to
the Government and rushed to Norfolk, Va., under Army guard. Simultaneously, the Company's Kearny Works dispatched replacements
for the few missing parts, and a
full complement of spares, to meet
the transmitter at the Naval base.
Of all the Bell System men who
participated in the work, only two
Bell Telephone
Laboratories'
engineers knew why
the Amphibian
Command so desperately needed a
a transmitter. They disappeared in
the feverish activity of Norfolk and
were not heard from again until
late in October. Their job, installing the transmitter aboard the
warship,
everything. took precedence over
During the last hurried days,
the side of the deckhouse on the
battleship was ripped open so the
transmitter could be installed within— the most confined space, incidental y, in which such equipment
had ever been set up. A generator,
the only one the Army could locate
in the time alloted, was rushed
from a South Carolina cotton mill,
and practically rebuilt on the job.
Then came the final, crucial test.
The battlewagon steamed out of the
roadstead and opened up her guns
to see if the delicate parts of the
transmitter could withstand the
shock. They could and did — even
the concussion of a five-inch gun
not twenty feet away.

Post-War

to Study
Planning

Non-Sponsors May Participate
In Recently Named Groups
THIRTEEN PANELS have been
created by the RTPB to carry out
its plan to chart the technical future of the radio industry and services, including frequency allocations
and systems standardization. Eight
chairmen and vice-chairmen have
been appointed, with five yet to be
named. Members and alternates of
the administrative committee of
the Board, charged with making
regulations governing all expenditures and approving the budget,
have also been named, according to
W. R. G. Baker, chairman of RTPB
and vice-president of General
Electric Co.
The panels, with chairman and
vice-chairman so far appointed are
as follows: Spectrum Utilization,
A. N. Goldsmith, R. H. Manson;
Frequency Allocation; High Frequency Generation, R. Wise, H.
Argento; Standard Broadcasting;
VHF Broadcasting, G. E. Gustafson, C. M. Jansky; Television, D.
B. Smith, I. J. Kaar; Facsimile,
J. V. L. Hogan, C. J. Young; Radio
Communications;
Relay Systems,
E. W. Engstron, R. Bown; Radio
Range, Direction and Recognition,
W. P. Hilliard, C. G. Fick; Aeronautical Radio; Industrial, Scientific and Medical Equipment, C. V.
Aggers, H. B. Marvin; Police and
Emergency Service. Sub-panels will
be appointed later.
Members of the administrative
committee and their alternates are
Prof. G. Bailey, K. B. Warner,
ARRL; W. J. Damm, T. Streibert,
FMBI; H S. Frazier, Neville Miller, NAB; Haradan Pratt, B. J.
Thompson, IRE ; Dr. R. H. Manson,
F. Williams, RMA.
Only sponsors who contribute
financially to the RTPB are represented in the administrative
committee. Anyone interested in the
work, however, may have representation on panels or various committees reporting to a panel without becoming a sponsor. Organizations whose remoteness makes
regular attendance at meetings impossible may be represented at
meetings through an observer and
will be kept informed through
regular reports.
Blue Names

Agency

THE BLUE network has appointed
Geyer, Cornell & Newell, New York,
to handle its advertising, it was
announced last week by Edgar
Kobak, executive vice-president of
the BLUE. The appointment became effective immediately. Network advertising was formerly
handled by Foote, Cone & Belding,
New York, which resigned as agency in line
a policy not to
handle
mediawith
accounts.
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—BUT

WHAT

CAN

YOU can't always judge a station's selling
sock by the length of its reach. It takes
something, too, besides shadow boxing to land
?olid selling blows in the ring.
WKY's performance in the ring is a matter of
record. Hooper's ringside scoring shows WKY
to be hands-down winner in the Oklahoma City

HE

DO

IN

THE

RING?

Oklahoma City stations, throwing its punches
all the way.
The fact is that WKY not only looks like a
winner and acts like a winner, but WKY delivers
like a winner in the ring.

ring month after month. During the July-August
period, WKY was winner of the morning rounds
with 42.3' < of the listeners, winner of the afternoon rounds with 56.0' r of the listeners, and

WKY

winner again in the evening with -19.9' '< of the
listeners.
While delivering this kind of selling punch in
Oklahoma City month after month and year
after year. WKY at the same time reaches into
the state farther than any of the other three

OKLAHOMA

CITY

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Daily Oklahoman and Times - The Farmer-S»ockman
KVOR, Colorado Sprinas - KLZ, Denver (Affiliated Mgmt.)
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

PRICE 15 CENT!

vertisingr

respondent for WHO, he also visited army
camps, bomber bases, etc.
Every Saturday noon for several months,
GSP short-waved Plambeck's report of his
impressions for simultaneous rebroadcast by
WHO and other Iowa stations.
Now Our 'Erbert comes back brimming over with
interesting high-lights on British farming, and why
more Iowa food is needed for the War effort.
Iowa farmers are eating up the story of his trip.
It's an entirely new angle. No other of the 39 commentators on the air knows so much about the
WHO

FARM

TOURS

EDITOR

BRITAIN

f

"That's odd", says you, gazing pensively out of
the 46th story window, "what would Iowa farmers

farm problems of War (and even before the War,
Herb Plambeck was the best-known farm editor
in the State — knew every county agent by his first
name, made 200 or more addresses each year
before farm meetings).
We sent our farm editor to the British Isles because
we knew it would increase his value to our listeners.

gain from that?"

No, he's not for sale. There's no hook in this.

You'd be surprised. Iowa farmers are perspicacious
people (9% of them have attended college). They
do a lot of thinking about war problems, food

It's just another example of WHO

production and what's going on in the world. They
are earnestly trying to raise about one-tenth of the
food supply of the U.S.A.
Through the generous cooperation of the British
Minister of Agriculture and the B.B.C., our farm
editor, Herb Plambeck, toured every section of
England, Scotland, Wales and northern Ireland
to observe the agricultural war efforts and needs
of the British people. As an accredited war cor-

Public Service.
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DES MOINES . . . 50,000 WATTS

B. J. PALMER, PRESIDENT
J. O. MALAND, MANAGER
FREE & PETERS, INC. . . . National Representatives
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Alarm
or

How

23 Customers

Asked

the end: 23 people
begin atinto
Iet's
j walked
a drugstore in
Princeton, Illinois, (Pop. 5,224) to
ask about Sulfursol soap after Mai
Clair mentioned once on WLS — at

Sulfursol

in all Chicago. The next mail brought
him a new clock, Victory model, from
Chris Heck, the Princeton pharmacist— last one he had in the store, too.
Sulfursol uses participating announcements on the WLS

3 o'clock in the morning! —
that Sulfursol was available in

"Bunkhouse Jamboree." Next
morning when Mai mentioned

Princeton at Heck's Store.

Heck's gift, he also mentioned

Here's how it came about.
Mai

About

Clair conducts "Bunk-

house Jamboree" on WLS
each day from 3 to 5 A.M.
MALCOLM CLAIR
When his alarm clock gave up
the ghost, Mai mentioned on the air
he didn't know that he could make
it so early in the morning any more,
for he couldn't find an alarm clock

incidentally
thatin Heck's
carried Sulfursol
Princeton.
That same day, 23 people
walked in to tell Chris they
had heard the announcement!

Add this to your "WLS Gets Results" file— at any time of day. For
more evidence, ask a John Blair man.

890 KILOCYCLES
50,000
WATTS
BLUE NETWORK

FARMER
STATION
Burridge D. Butler
President
Glenn
Snyder
Manager
H
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WSIX,

with its 5,000 watts on 980 kc, covers a population of
61 0,984 in its o.5 mv contour, and a total of 1 ,264,494

within its o.l mv contour.
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Here's a powerful

sales force that is yours to command.
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INC.,
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and so are 10,000,000 customers from five different states

50,000 WATTS brings the clear signal
of WWL not only to Tallahassee, Florida,
bat to all the Deep South — 182 counties
in five states!
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NOW

with

her

Monday

Before

distinguished

through

WEAF

ON

program

Saturday,

that happened, you could admire

Hawley's show from a distance, and that's
all. But now, for an interval, you can buy it!

for

women

9:30—9:45

A.M.

leading newsreel fashion editor; seen and
heard each week in the MGM
by countless WEAF

News, not only

listeners, but also by mil-

—

lions of her followers throughout the nation.

plainly shown in product sales — kept her

Adelaide Hawley's urbane selling skill

program a sell-out. Today, several Adelaide

is yours to tap the rich New York market—

Hawley participations are available. Tomor-

but you'd better act fast!

Her success with New York women

row, the ranks will close again— the tremendous interest in her program on WEAF

and

her past performances tell you so.

Phone

or write NBC

Radio City, New

SPOT

SALES

York 20, N. Y.

Study the woman. Listen to her show.
It's full of life and intelligence and contrast.
A warm and human part of her programs are
interviews with neighbors carefully chosen

NBC's

KEY

STATION

from the listening audience. And celebrity
guests give the show flair and glitter. But the
imparting of information and news useful to
the housewife is the plan of it all. Whatever
the day's subject, it leads Adelaide Hawley —

weaf
NEW

YORK

- 50,000 WATTS

or rather, she leads it— to completely natural
talk about the sponsors' products.
More than incidentally, she is also the

6'6>0

e// f/ie edta/

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM FOR RCA 5E TRANSMITTER
Moreover, this type of circuit is less likely to produce cross modulation between several frequencies impressed on the transmitter at the
same time. Consequently, it is freer from distortion occurring from
this cause.
From microphone to antenna, RCA offers the broadcast station complete equipment of coordinated design— assuring superior performance,
maximum operating economy and convenience, and the advantages of
an integrated system of matching units.

Developed by RCA engineers, and first used in RCA broadcast
transmitters, Class B modulation greatly advanced transmitter
design.
Class B modulators operate with tubes biased nearly to cut-off when
no modulation is applied. Thus draw power only during modulation—
thereby reducing power costs.
Class B modulators are easy to adjust— not critical— and provide high
fidelity transmission because of inherently good characteristics.

BUY MORE
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RCA Victor Division • RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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not
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War
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has
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&

Co., Atlanta

placed

on

other

s—'

Say

media,

the

flexibility

casting merit more

and

sales-ability

attention

than

ever

tion, we would like an opportunity to prove

• Thanks, Mr. Wayne — that's certainly getting alot into one short sentence. But, in

to all you agencies and advertisers that to-

addition, the War has also enormously

day more than ever before you can reach

boosted the number of people who are giv-

more people — more intimately — at less

ing more time to radio than to any other

cost — with spot broadcasting. Yes, and
that some excellent buys are still available.

media. . . .
• As pioneers in radio station representa-

Free
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CHICAGO: 180N. Michigan
Franklin 6373
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SAN FRANCISCO:
Sutter 4353 11 1 Stiller

HOLLYWOOD:. 15/2 N. Gordon
Gladstone 39-49
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.
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Senate

Hearings

Fly Suggests That
Law Settle Press
Ownership
CLEAR-CUT sentiment for legislation to write into the Communications Act precise guideposts curbing FCC incursions into program
control, overall business management of broadcasting and arbitrary
discrimination against newspaper
ownership of stations, was apparent last week at opening hearings
on the White-Wheeler Bill (S 814)
to revamp the existing law as well
as the FCC.
With FCC Chairman James
Lawrence Fly the sole witness before the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee at sessions from
Wednesday through Friday, the attitude swiftly changed from one of
implied opposition to new legislation, to passive support by the
Commission Chairman. Mr. Fly was
asked by the committee to submit proposed drafts of amendments
dealing with proposed changes in
the statute, with a view toward
legislation at this session.
Ownership Question Up
Although Mr. Fly had not completed his testimony Friday, when
the hearings were adjourned until
Tuesday (Nov. 9), there were a
number of significant revelations.
The highly explosive question of
newspaper ownership of stations,
pending before the Commission for
more than two years, it appeared,
might be solved legislatively by
Congress. Chairman Fly proposed
that Congress settle the matter although he expressed doubt about its
willingness to do so. Expressions
from committee members appeared
to be unanimous that Congress
should establish the policy and the
FCC should enforce it.
The dominant committee view,
gleaned from the examination, was
that the FCC should not attempt to
exclude newspapers from ownership simply because they are newspapers. The Commission, according to this view, should decide cases
on their individual merits, with
such matters as "local monopoly"
in public opinion taken into account.
While observers doubted whether
a fully integrated bill, such as S.
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814 could be passed at this session,
it was thought that a series of
amendments to the existing act, to
spell out the limits of the FCC's
authority on programming, ownership, and business aspects could be
legislated. The current hearings are
expected to run at least two weeks.
CBS President Paley, on call for
a trip to the war theatre in North
Africa on a special mission for
OWI, probably will testify on Tuesday or Wednesday, out of turn.
Changes Proposed
In direct testimony Wednesday
and Thursday, Mr. Fly talked about
everything except the provisions of
the bill. On Friday, however, he
did embark upon a paragraph by
paragraph analysis of new provisions. Most of the first two days
were devoted by Mr. Fly to a vicious attack upon NBC and CBS
(leaving out the "smaller networks" as he described the BLUE
and MBS) and lumping NAB in as
a "stooge" of the big chains. From
time to time, however, Senators
White (R-Me.), co-author of the
bill, and Gurney (R-S.D.), himself
a former broadcaster, put Mr. Fly
on the legislative track.
Aside from the highly illuminating newspaper ownership discussion, other significant disclosures
of the hearing included :
Senator White said he has prepared a proposed amendment to
include the "substance" of the
FCC's network monopoly regulations in the pending bill, but that
the Commission would be precluded,
by specific language, from control-
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ling programs or business operation
of stations.
Mr. Fly said he favored threeyear licenses for broadcast stations
"today" in lieu of the existing twoyear tenures, to provide greater
stability. He also advocated some
middle ground penalty less than
revocation.
Chairman Wheeler (D-Mont.)
said the committee would consider
writing specifications into the present law to prevent the FCC from
going out of bounds, but that he
favored some regulation of business aspects and wanted the whole
question of equal time for political
discussions settled by statute.
Mr. Fly recommended that provision be made to relieve stations
of liability for libel or slander for
material broadcast by third parties.
The licensee would be responsible
for himself and his employes.
Mr. Fly proposed an amendment
which would not only guarantee
equal time to candidates for public
office, but would spell out explicitly
that the time be made available to
candidates in primaries as well as
in elections.
Fly Reverses Himself
Chairman Fly suggested a proposed amendment which would require stations to keep logs showing
all requests for time for discussion
of public issues on the part of all
network or stations, with the action taken in each case.
Chairman Fly denied that he was
"95% of the FCC," in answering
Senator Tobey (R-N.H.). The
Chairman said he had never di-

FCC CHAIRMAN James Lawrence Fly faced this formidable array of
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee members as hearings opened last
Wednesday on the White- Wheeler Bill. (1 to *) Gurney (R-S.D.), former operator of WNAX Yankton; Hawkes (R-N.J.), president of
Congoleum-Nairn Inc. and former president of the United States
Chamber of Commerce; Moore (R-Okla.) ; Reed (R-Kan.) ; Chairman
Wheeler (D-Mont.) ; White (R-Me.), who with Chairman Wheeler authored the bill; and Clark (D-Ida.). Others present, but who were not
caught by the camera were Tunnell (D-Del.) ; Brooks (R-Ill.) ; Tobey
(R-N.H.); and Shipstead (R-Minn.).
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rectly or indirectly asked a commissioner to vote with him and
that he never would.
Mr. Fly reversed his field several
times in parrying Senatorial
thrusts. He apologized for his earlier criticism of Presidents Niles
Trammell and William S. Paley of
NBC and CBS respectively, after
he had
the making
first day's
session thatsaid
they atwere
so much
money
that businesses
the "office boys"
run their
while could
they
traipsed about Europe and Africa.
Mr. Fly denied the FCC ever had
or wanted to do anything about
programs or "control of the composition
of the
traffic".
He expressed
pleasure
over Senator
White's comment that the proposed
bill would not "repeal" the network
monopoly regulations, asserting
that the "New York corporations"
were basing their fight on that
very objective.
May Call Craven
It is possible the committee will
call Commissioner T. A. M. Craven,
who consistently has opposed the
Fly policies and the effort to arrogate more and more power to the
Commission. Commissioner Craven
dissented from the network monopoly regulations.line-up, following
The tentative
FCC testimony is: Federal Communications Bar Assn., sponsor of
numerous provisions of the WhiteWheeler Bill through its president,
Horace L. Lohnes, Washington attorney and Herbert M. Bingham,
chairman of the Assn's legislative
committee; Neville Miller, president of the NAB, who has been in
open warfare with Chairman Fly
for several years; representatives
of individual stations who will testify as practical operators, probably including such men as Don S.
Elias, WWNC Asheville, N. C;
James W. Woodruff, WRBL Columbus, Ga.; Clair R. McCollough,
Mason-Dixon Group, Lancaster,
Pa.; Nathan Lord, WAVE Louisville; G. Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia, S. C; and J. Leonard
Reinsch, WSB Atlanta, and manager of the Governor James M.
Cox stations.
Others tentatively slated are an
official of the American Federation of Labor, which recently adopted a resolution supporting amendments of the law; CBS, through
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tent Paley, or Paul W. KesVutive vice-president; Frank
^^Jen, vice-president and general manager of NBC, in the absence of President Trammell, who
is in the war theatre; the Newspaper Radio Committee through
Sydney Kaye, New York attorney,
or Harold V. Hough, Ft. Worth,
committee counsel.
The first three days of hearings
were punctuated by colloquies between Chairman Fly and Senators
White, Gurney and Hawkes (RN. J.), a first termer with an excellent business background as
president of Congoleum-Nairn Inc.,
and former president of the U. S.
Chamber of Commerce.
Chairman Wheeler, to observers,
appeared to help Mr. Fly over the
humps, and on several occasions
read prepared questions for which
Mr. Fly appeared to have ready
answers. These dealt largely with
allegedly excessive earnings of stations, which Senator Wheeler said
he understood in some instances
amounted to twice the invested
capital annually, and to the quality of time issue which for years
has been a pet topic of the Montanan.
NAB Group Meets
Senators present during the first
three days of the hearing were:
Chairman Wheeler, D. Worth
Clark, Ida.; James M. Tunnell,
Dela. Ernest W. McFarland, Ariz.,
Democrats; White, ranking minority member and co-author of the
bill; Henrik Shipstead, Minn.;
Tobey; Clyde M. Reed, Kan.; Gurney; C. Wayland Brooks, 111.;
Hawkes; E. H. Moore, Okla.; Warren R. Austin, Vt., Republicans.
The day before the hearing
opened, the NAB Legislative Committee, at the call of President
Miller, met in Washington with
three of its 10 members absent.
James D. Shouse, Crosley, Cincinnati; Ed Yocum, KGHL Billings;
and Clair R. McCollough, MasonDixon Group, Lancaster, were unable to attend either because of
previous commitments or transportation difficulties. The committee
reviewed the situation with President Miller, Robert T. Bartley, director of war activities of NAB
and Karl A. Smith, NAB legislative counsel.
After comparing the WhiteWheeler Bill with the old Sanders
Bill (HR-5497), which died in committee last year after two and a
half months of hearings, Chairman
Fly broke into a tirade against
NBC, CBS and NAB. Declaring
that the greatest interest is in
"network regulations" Mr. Fly asserted :
"The networks are still operating and this may shock this committee but the networks are making more money today than they've
ever made." Pressed by Senators
Reed and Wheeler as to whether
the FCC regulations were responsible for that increase in business,
the FCC head replied: "It is consistent with the assumption that
the regulations have made for a
Page 12 • November

Gov. Acuff?
LIKE Sen. W. Lee O'Daniel
who yodeled his way into the
Governorship of Texas a few
years ago. Roy Acuff, star
of the WSM Nashville Grand
Ole Opry may fiddle himself
into the Tennessee gubernatorial seat in 1944. Friends
of the popular hillbilly have
filed with the Tennessee
Democratic State Chairman
a petition
placing forAcuff's
name
in nomination
Governor. The Grand Ole Opry
is sponsored on NBC Saturday nights by R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co. for Prince Albert.
Earl

Glade

Elected

Salt Lake
City Mayor
EARL J. GLADE, vice-president
of KSL Salt Lake City and former
chairman of the NAB Code Committee, last Tuesday was elected
mayor of Salt Lake City for a
four-year term. In his first political venture the broadcaster, a nonpartisan, defeated Ab Jenkins, incumbent.
healthy condition. I do not take
the position that the regulations
increased
profits."
He referred
to NBC and CBS as
"the two major networks making
the most money today. The president of each has seen fit to go
off to Africa and parts unknown.
The office boy can take in the money," said Mr. Fly, emphasizing
that the "two major networks"
have "sold out their time."
"These two big networks want
to get back into monopolistic practices. They want to control radio
in this country," he stated. Then
he took a dig at advertising agencies, when Senator Wheeler asked
if the large advertisers or net(Continued on page 62)
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War
by
Radio
New OWI Compilation Shows Part Industry Plays
In Donating Facilities for War Campaigns
The Bureau estimated that
YEAR-ROUND cooperation given
7,500
network programs are schedby the broadcasting industry to
uled for war messages during the
war information campaigns sched- year under the Network Allocation
uled through the Radio Bureau
now exceeds 103 million dollars, plan. Under the National Spot
the OWI estimated last week. The plan, 2,500 regional and spot programs are slated. Under the Spefigure is based on the net value of
cial Assignment plan 2,500 nettime and talent donated by network programs are assigned.
works and stations.
A
total
of 3,280,715 separate oneIn presenting its estimate, the
are broadBureau revised a figure of 86 mil- minutecastannouncements
annually under the Station
lion dollars given last January. The Announcement
plan. In computing
new estimate does not include mil- the value of local war programs,
lion of dollars in time and talent
voluntarily contributed by stations it was estimated the average station contributes $1200 a week in
and sponsors aside from OWI com- time and talent. This classification
mitments, the Bureau asserted.
includes programs cleared through
Nets Give 43 Millions
OWI regional station relations
offices.
The revised figure includes an
Net Allocation % 32,223,000
estimated total of nearly 43 million
Net Spot Allocation 1,433,000
Special
10,741,000
dollars for the value of network
Station Assignment
Announcement 17,065,000
Local
War
Programs
and
programs carrying war messages
Transcriptions Initiated
under the Network Allocation and
By Stations, OWI, and
Government Agencies 42,120,000
Special Assignment plans. ComTOTAL
mercial programs in the National
$103,582,000
Spot plan accounted for $1,433,000
and local station time and talent for
local war programs, government
SHOP EARLY, ASKS
transcriptions and OWI announcements aggregated more than 59
N. Y. STORE DRIVE
million dollars net.
IN
A JOINT effort to avoid posA breakdown of the estimate by
tal, transportation and manpower
OWI radio facilities follows:
break downs during the coming
In computing the value of Christmas season, 33 department
time and talent, the Bureau ex- stores in New York have banded
plained, OWI based its estimates together to conduct a campaign
on card rates after deducting maxi- urging New Yorkers to do their
and mailing well before
mum quantity and frequency dis- shopping
the holidays. Retail Dry Goods
counts and adding average talent Assn.
is the nucleus of the drive,
costs on basis of 30% of gross time which was started at the instigacost for evening shows, 20% of
tion of Office of Defense Transporgross time for daytime, sustaining,
tation, War Manpower Commisspot and local shows.
sion, and the office of the Postmaster General. Group represents 14
NRDGA members and 19 non-affiliated stores. Young & Rubicam,
New York, is agency.
Starting Nov. 7 and through
Nov. 27, the committee will run
a total of 800 transcribed 20-30
second station breaks at the rate
of about 270 a week on seven New
York stations: WJZ WOR WHN
WNEW WMCA WQXR and
WAAT Jersey City. Individual
stores do not receive credit in the
announcements.

WASHINGTON NEWS BUREAU has been set up by the George A.
(Dick) Richards stations (WGAR Cleveland, WJR Detroit, KMPC Beverly Hills) in conjunction with the WMAL Washington news department to supply the three stations with news of specific interest to supplement and tie-in with local newscasts. Attending Washington meeting last Thursday to make the arrangements for the service were (1 to
r): Ralph Worden, news editor of WGAR Cleveland; William Neel,
chief of the WMAL news staff; John F. Patt, WGAR general manager;
Leo Fitzpatrick, vice-president and general manager of WJR Detroit;
Eugene Carr, assistant to the president, George A. Richards; and George
Cushing, WJR news editor. The news bureau plan, effective Nov. 8,
operates on an assignment basis, the WGAR-WJR-KMPC news editors
requesting the news that they desire as it affects the specific area in
which their station is located. Scripts and interviews with Congressmen and others in the news, as well as local men currently in Washington, also will be handled at WMAL. Plans for the cutting of interview or other transcriptions are still undecided. No specific members of
the WMAL staff have been designated to handle assignments, but WMAL
news chief Bill Neel will be responsible for overall service.
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Mantle Lamp Spots
MANTLE LAMP Co., Chicago
(Aladdin Kerosene Lamps), on
Nov. 1 began sponsorship of a staggered schedule of quarter-hour
transcriptions featuring Smiling
Ed McConnell on the following stations: KFBI WNAX WMT WHO
WDZ WTAD WDGY WFHR
KFYO KDLR WPTF KARK
KMMJ KFAB KTHS KILO KMBC
KSD WFAA WSM KVOO KFYR
WDAY KFEQ KWKH WMC
KWTO; and a series of six spot
announcements daily on KMA
WIBW. Contracts are for eight to
13 weeks.
Agency
is Presba, Fellers & Presba,
Chicago.
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NAB

Shelves

Sarnoff and Paley
Confer With
Petrillo

Plan

to

In the opening session of the
hearings on Wednesday, Ralph
Colin, CRC counsel, declared that
the principle established by the
union and accepted by some record
and transcription companies goes
far beyond recordings or radio and
affects all American industry. CRC,
RCA and NBC, he declared, as "the
only companies not yet slugged into
submission," will fight it "until the
board tells us we are wrong."
Mr. Petrillo, in an eloquent presentation of the union's case, declared that the musicians "have
played their own funeral for the
last time" and that they will not
create their own mechanical competition unless the employers recognize the rights of the musicians
displaced because of that competition.
AFM's Big Club
The union leader brought radio
into the picture in an oblique reference to the possibility of a strike
against the networks when he said
that the AFM has "the biggest club
any labor organization ever had",
adding that "we don't intend to
use it". This secret weapon was
conceded to be the expiration of the
network contracts with the AFM
locals in key cities early next year.
Negotiations for new contracts
were halted by order from the national AFM and it is not expected
this order will be rescinded so long
as the recording companies affili-

Settle
Record
Rights
ated with NBC and CBS continue
panel were resumed last Wednestheir opposition to the union.
day morning at the New York
State Mediation Board headAFM counsel, Joseph A. Padway,
quarters in New York City, with
who charged the NAB with "always
Ralph Colin, of Goldmark, Colin
wanting to fight," asserted that if & Kaye, counsel for CBS, and Roa fight is provoked between the
bert P. Myers, assistant general
broadcasters and the AFM, the counsel of RCA, jointly handling
union might adopt the defense tac- the presentation of the case of
tics of asking the Government to RCA Victor Division of RCA, Columbia Recording Corp. and NBC
take ican
overbroadcasting.
part, if not all, of AmerRadio-Recording Division. Joseph
Padway, Federation
general counsel
of the
Mr. Colin issued the following A.
American
of Labor,
statement Friday:
and Henry A. Friedman, AFM
An article in the New York Times this
morning misstated certain facts relative attorney, represented the union.
WLB panel members were those
to the recording situation. It indicates that
statements made by Messrs. Sarnoff and who had heard the earlier presenPaley, on behalf of the record companies
tation of evidence when the comand the broadcasting networks, are at
variance with action taken and statements
plaining parties included seven
made by the music steering committee of transcription
companies, all of
NAB.
This is not the fact. Messrs. Sarnoff and whom but NBC have subsequently
Paley stated that they recognized the ex- signed with the AFM. Arthur S.
istence of possible equities in the record
companies and in others to have the right Meyer, representing the public, is
to control the public performance of rec- chairman; Gilbert E. Fuller is the
ords through the enactment of a copy- industry representative and Max
right law or otherwise.
The statement issued by the steering Zaritsky represents labor on the
committee of the NAB expressed no views
Mr. Colin read a telegram the
whatsoever on this proposition. What that
statement did say is that the committee
three
recording companies had
did not favor and could not approve a pay- panel.
ment for any purpose or in any form, sent on Tuesday to William H.
directly or indirectly, to the AFM.
WLB chairman:
"We believe
that you have, or will
These
by Messrs. That
Sar- Davis,
noff andviews
Paley are
and shared
their companies.
shortly have, before you a report from
is why these hearings are continuing. The the panel consisting of Messrs. Meyer,
question of a copyright law or other con- Zaritsky and Fuller in the matter of
trol of public performance of records was Electrical Transcription Manufacturers and
considered by the NAB committee. Some of
report will deal with agreethe members of the committee were in the AFM.mentsThat
reached by certain of the transfavor of such control and shared the views
cription companies and one record comof Messrs. Sarnoff and Paley. Some of the
members of the committee did not share union panyonon thetheoneother.
know,
hand Aswithyouthe may
musicians'
those views. Because of that difference of the undersigned two
record companies and
opinion within the NAB committee, the one transcription company have reached
sterring committee made no statement on no agreement with the union and intend
that point.
to proceed with a hearing on the merits
{Continued on page 70)
Hearings before the tripartite

THE NAB music steering
committee took no action on a
proposal that the broadcasting
industry association join RCA,
CBS and the American Federation of Musicians in a
campaign for legislation that
would recognize the continuing rights of a record manufacturer or recording artist
beyond the point of sale. This
action followed a week of bitter negotiating, during which
AFM counsel threatened to
ask the Government to take
over radio.
At a closed conference between representatives of RCA
Victor Division of RCA, Columbia Recording Corp. and
NBC Radio Recording Division, on the one hand, and the
AFM on the other, under the
auspices of the War Labor Board
panel which on Wednesday resumed its hearings of the dispute
between the companies and the
union, David Sarnoff, president of
RCA, and William S. Paley, president of CBS, revealed the failure
of their proposal to the industry
association.
Morrie
Pierce
Is Hero
of
Control of Records
the campaign.
"Butch" is the genChief Engineer
Mr. Sarnoff and Mr. Paley at WGAR
eral's naval aide.
an earlier meeting with the union
Devised Plan Used
Reports are going the rounds
and the panel in mid-October had
in Washington that Morrie will be
To
Get
Ships
admitted that the union had a
cited, or perhaps even decorated,
problem in the present lack of con- WITHOUT ever having donned a for his achievement. He couldn't be
trol of the use of records, but had uniform, R. Morris Pierce, chief found last Friday, though he was
stated that the record manufacturengineer of WGAR Cleveland, on in Washington. His innate modesty
ers were also concerned over the leave with OWI, looms as one of
is such that, despite frequent eonuncontrolled use of their products.
radio's war heroes. By no less a
The company presidents suggested
personage than Admiral Sir Andrew Browne Cuuningham, the
that they and the union join forces
with the NAB to secure an amendBritish Commander in the Mediment to the copyright law which
terranean, "Morrie" Pierce is
would give them the power to credited with having been largely
license commercial users of their responsible for the surrender of
products, chiefly juke boxes and the Italian Navy.
radio stations.
Morrie, chief engineer of the
But when they presented this Psychological Warfare Branch,
proposition to the NAB, Mr. Sar- Allied Force Headquarters in Alnoff and Mr. Paley were, to quote
giers since last May, rigged up a
Mr. Petrillo, "kicked around like hay-wire transmitter, tuned it
down to the international distress
a football".
Despite the "amicable discus- frequency of 500 kc, and broadcast the surrender terms to the
sion" of the recording dispute in
the Thursday afternoon session
Italian fleet. It is ironical that
and a similar conversation between
President Paley, Sarnoff and another practical broadcaster —
Comdr. Harry C. Butcher, former
Petrillo alone in the union leader's
New York office on Friday after- CBS vice-president in Washington
noon, neither side had yielded from — "accepted" the Italian fleet upon its surrender last September
its stand on the principle of the
payment of royalty fees direct to in the name of Gen. Dwight D.
the union.
MR. PIERCE
Eisenhower, commander-in-chief in
BROADCASTING
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Navy

Coup

versations with his friends and associates here and in Cleveland since
he has been on leave, he hasn't
even told them about the development. The news came over the BBC
when Admiral Cunningham said
that "an American engineer" accomplished in a few minutes what
he himself had been trying to do
for three years. Morrie is to return to North Africa shortly. He
told the story of his job in a bylined piece in the Oct. 25 Broadcasting,
mentioning the offleet's
render,
but stripped
all surthe
dramatic details.
Here's the way the Cleveland
Press tells of Morrie's genius in a
front-page story last Friday, written by Bertha Wellman:
"When Admiral Cunningham saw
the Italian ships come steaming
into Malta he turned to his chief of
staff in, astonishment. 'Tell the
Americans,' he said, 'they've accomplished inone day with propaganda what I've been trying to do
with
the Morrie
Navy for
years'."by
When
wasthree
contacted
telephone in Washington by the
Cleveland Press writer, he said:
"It was just a job, in the normal
(Continued on page 71)
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Session
Technical
Post- War
creased Government requirements
While it is necessary for the vaCooperative Inquiry Into for radio facilities and demands of
rious groups studying technical
Allocations
to Be
commercial television, relay broad- aspects of radio and television to
casting, FM, etc., make it essential work without benefit of the secret
Planned Nov. 17
that all interested parties have a developments of war research,
FOLLOWING Senate approval
part in working out the problem much can be accomplished, Mr. Jett
three weeks ago of the Wheelercooperatively, said Mr. Fly.
explained, because of the similarWhite-MacFarland Resolution for
The FCC considers the present
ity in the characteristics of all
an Interstate Commerce subcommitusable range of the spectrum as high-frequency channels. A diffitee investigation of international
10 to 30 million kc, although highculty in fullest utilization of decommunications, Chairman James
ly secret experimental operations
velopments in use of higher freLawrence Fly of the FCC last week
are going on in much higher frequencies isthe lag in perfection of
announced the Commission had inquencies, with 300,000 kc considered
transmission systems, he said.
vited members of the BWC, the In- the approximate limit of the presFM is not destined to become the
terdepartment Radio Advisory
ent useful range, according to "standard" broadcast of the fuCommittee (IRAC) and representaMessrs. Fly and Jett.
ture, despite its advantages of high
tives of the Radio Technical PlanGrouped within relatively nar- fidelity and in elimination of noise,
ning Board, including its 13 panel
row bands toward the lower end Mr. Jett believes, because listenchairmen, to meet with the Comof the "useful" spectrum, as for
ers in primary areas of many powmission. The group will plan organ- example the standard broadcast
erful stations get highly satisfacization and procedure for cooperarange of 1000 kc, between 550 kc
tory reception, and would not likely
tive study of the problems of fre- and 1550 kc, radio services competcare to change to FM exclusively.
quency allocations and systems
ing for channels are too crowded
Neither will 60 million standard rastandardization.
for the most useful economic as
dio receiving sets be discarded
Mr. Fly, flanked by E. K. Jett, well as technical exploitation. Thus quickly in any event, he added.
FCC chief engineer, called a special the FCC's planning, together with
news conference last Wednesday af- that of IRAC, is concerned with deAllen Back Dec. 12
ternoon at which he outlined gentermining the relative needs of all
AFTER a five-month absence,
erally the conditions making neces- civilian and military services.
Fred Allen is returning to the
sary an accelerated study of the
Television may move up higher
whole problem. He explained that where color transmission on wider Texaco Star Theatre on CBS Dec.
12, thus beginning his 12th year
the Nov- 17 meeting would be a channels is possible and FM may
get additional space in the ultra of network broadcasting and his
"get acquainted" meeting at which
the group would "get bearings, di- high frequency band, Mr. Fly said. fourth year under sponsorship of
Texas Co., New York. Last heard
rection, and dig in for hard, useful Radio relay systems, which may
on
the show June 28, Allen has
operate
around
1
million
kc,
have
and significant work."
Industrial representation i s great economic possibilities, al- been resting under doctor's orders,
through the RTPB, sponsored jointthough the use of coaxial cables although for the past month or
ly by the Institute of Radio Engi- may be more economical in certain so he has been in Hollywood workneers and the Radio Manufacturers
ing on a motion picture. The first
instances, he added.
Assn. RTPB panels, with chairman
International television is not few programs will probably originate from the West Coast. Proand vice-chairmen so far appointed looked for in the near future, acgram is heard Sundays, 9:30-10
are as follows: Spectrum Utilizacording to Mr. Jett, but receiving
tion, A. N. Goldsmith, R. H. Mansets with screens up to 20 inches p.m., on the full CBS and until
son; Frequency Allocation; High may be available reasonably soon Allen's return will star James Melton. Agency is Buchanan & Co.,
Frequency Generation, R. Wise, H. after the war.
Argento ; Standard Broadcasting,
When domestic allocations and New York.
H. S. Frazier, VHF Broadcasting,
standards are determined, internaCBS in North Africa
tional agreements will be proposed
G. E. Gustafson, C. M. Jansky; TelCOMDR. HARRY BUTCHER,
evision, D. B. Smith, I. J. Kaar;
through the State Department
naval aide to Gen. Eisenhower and
Facsimile, J. V. L. Hogan, C. J. looking to adoption by other counvice-president of CBS, was one of
Young ; Radio Communications ;
tries of our channel assignments
the first to greet his fellow CBS
Relay Systems, E. W. Engstron, R. and standards, he said. This would
employe, Robert W. Carpenter,
Brown ; Radio Range, Direction and enable American manufacturers to when
he arrived at Allied Force
Recognition, W. P. Hilliard, C. G. market equipment abroad, but more
Headquarters as assistant field director of the American Red Cross.
Fick; Aeronautical Radio; Indus- important it would safeguard hightrial, Scientific and Medical Equip- frequency channels which might be Among other "alumni" in the North
African Theatre are John Daly,
assigned for safety devices.
ment, C. V. Aggers, H. B. Marvin;
CBS announcer, and William S.
Police and Emergency Service.
Paley, president of the network who
IRAC is composed of high-rankis expected at Headquarters soon in
ing communication officers of inconnection with his assignment
terested Government agencies and
with the Office of War Information.
the military services. FCC CommisCarpenter, now on leave from his
sioner T. A. M. Craven is chairman.
position as account executive with
CBS St. Louis, has been with the
IRAC, which functions as a comnetwork ten years.
mittee of the BWC, is responsible
for allocation of frequencies for
Bu-Tay Placing
Government services, while the
C

Calls

FCC assigns frequencies for civilian services.
New Channels
While the uses of radio have
broadened tremendously under impetus of both normal and war research, Chairman Fly pointed out,
a parallel development has opened
up higher frequencies for practical
use, although demands for new
channels have outstripped the solution of technical difficulties involved.
Conflict between
greatly inPage 14 • November

TOUCH OF TEXAS goes with
Charles C. Shaw (r), KTSA San
Antonio news editor, as he leaves
for his new post as a CBS correspondent at the London Office.
George W. Johnson, general manager of KTSA
presents
the commentator with Texas
ranchers
hat.
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BU-TAY PRODUCTS, Los Angeles (Raindrops, detergent), on
Nov. 1 started for 13 weeks six
participations weekly on KXL
Portland, with daily announcements on KTFI Twin Falls, Ida.
Firm uses daily participation on
KTAR Phoenix, and weekly on
KFRC San Francisco, as well as
KHJ Hollywood. A varied announcement schedule is used on
KVOA Tucson; KFRE Fresno;
KVRS Rock Springs, and KUTA
Salt Lake City. Glasser-Gailey &
Co., Los Angeles, has the account.

BROADCASTING
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AFRA
Signed
One Year Contract Provides
Increased Minimum Wages
SCALE to be paid members of the
American Federation of Radio
Artists for work on transcribed
programs is raised to a parity
with the scale for network programs under the new AFRA transcription code, agreed to last week
by the union and the transcription companies, advertising agencies and independent producers of
transcribed programs.
New agreement, which runs
from Nov. 1, 1943, to Oct. 31, 1944,
eliminates the Class B Recordings,
which carried a lower scale of
wages but whose use was limited
to a single sponsor on not more
than three stations with power of
1,000 watts or less, restrictions
which practically eliminated this
classification from the beginning.
Minimum scale for actors and
announcers on commercial transcriptions, either custom-built or
open-end, runs from $4 for oneminute announcements to $38.50
for one-hour programs, with rehearsals at $6.60 per hour. Previous minimums started at $2 for
a one-minute announcement and
ran to $28 for 60-minute shows,
with rehearsal time at $6 per hour.
Rates for singers, either groups or
soloists, are similarly increased,
both for commercial and library
recordings.
Minimum wages for sound effects
artists, not covered in the previous
agreement, are now set at a minimum of $7.50 per hour for freelance work. Minimum salary for
staff employment on a 40-hour, fiveday week basis, is set at $300 a
month for the first six months, $350
a month for the second six months
and $400 a month thereafter. Staff
employment is on the basis of a 13week continuous non-cancellable
guarantee.
All increases are subject to the
approval
the War
retroactiveof Nov.
1. Labor Board

Split Timing
SPLIT TIMING for the NBC
Amos V Andy Show has
been assured with installation of what the black-face
comics have dubbed the
"Where-Is-I-At" system in
the Hollywood studios. The
boxed electrical device to
transmit
producer'sdirections
"speedup" and "stretch"
via colored lights was suggested by the black-face pair
and is placed at base of the
microphone. Red light indicates the pair are running
over-time. Green means they
are ahead. White signals, "on
the nose". A. H. Saxton, NBC
western division chief engiput the
idea has
intoworked
workingneer,
form.
Device
so successfully that NBC may
use it on all programs where
timing is essential.
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WMC
A Application
Is Filed With FCC
Early
Action
Is Requested
Due to Dec. 5 Deadline
APPLICATIONS were filed simultaneously last week at the FCC
for transfer of WMC A from Edward J. Noble, new owner of the
BLUE Network, to Nathan Straus,
former United States Housing
Administrator and president of
Nathan Straus-Duparquet Inc.,
and to transfer the license from
Mr. Straus to Cosmopolitan Broadcasting Corp., formed by Mr.
Straus with Davega-City Radio
Inc., New York, to own and operate
WMC A [Broadcasting, Nov. 1].
I The sale to Mr. Straus is conditioned upon results of the suit
how pending in the New York
State Supreme Court by Donald
Flamm. former owner of WMCA,
for rescission of the sale of the
station to Mr. Noble in January,
1941.
Phillip Handelman, of Handelman & Ives, attorneys for Donald
Flamm, said a petition to intervene
in the proceedings would be filed
with the Commission early this
week.
Corporate Plans
Mr. Straus has ,800 shares or
approximately 60% of the 1350
issued by Cosmopolitan with a par
value of $100, and Davega has
the remaining 550. 6,750 shares of
capital stock are authorized. Mr.
Straus received $170,000 cash and
the 800 shares for his contract with
Mr. Noble, which calls for a total
of $1,255,000 to Mr. Noble.
According to the plan presented
in the application to the FCC, upon approval of sale by Mr. Noble
to Mr. Straus of all issued and
outstanding securities of WMCA
Inc., except such debentures as
may be acquired from Mr. Noble
by WMCA Inc., Cosmopolitan
would dissolve WMCA Inc. with
all debts and financial obligations
paid or provided for by Mr. Noble
before dissolution.
Securities of WMCA listed are
$677,158.20 par value 6% debentures due Dec. 31, 1960; 26,775
shares of $13.00 par value 5%
cumulative preferred stock; 8,925
shares of $1.00 par value common
stock.
Officers and directors of Cosmopolitan Broadcasting Corp. are Mr.
Straus, president, Charles H. Clark,
vice-president, Herman M. Stein,
secretary-treasurer. Other directors are Monroe Goldwater, New
York attorney for Davega; Abram
Davega, vice-president and advertising manager of Davega ; John
F. Brennan, legal associate of Mr.
Goldwater, who is serving only
until the return to New York of
Helen S. Straus, wife of Nathan
Straus, who will replace him at
that time.
Mr. Straus, in addition to acting
as honorary chairman of the United Palestine Appeal and co-chairman of the United Jewish Appeal,
Page 16 • November

Craven

Sees

Points to Danger FCC
Will Go Deeper Into
Program Field
GOING to the mat with his colleagues of the FCC who have advocated various panaceas for freedom
of radio without resorting to a
change in statute, Commissioner T.
A. M. Craven last Tuesday called
upon Congress to settle the whole
controversy by writing a new law
now.
In addressing the Administrative
Law Section of the District of Columbia Bar Assn. in Washington
Tuesday night — a day before FCC
Chairman Fly appeared before the
Interstate Commerce Committee in
opposition to the pending WhiteWheeler Bill, — Commissioner Craven took apart the various theories
and philosophies advanced by members of the Commission, largely
dealing with the belabored free
speech topic. Whereas Commissioners Fly and C. J. Durr heretofore
have assailed the industry for failing to assume its obligation, Comdr.
Craven defended current practices
and called upon Congress to stop
the trend toward program control
by the FCC.
Commissioner Craven's address
won not only the applause of his
legal audience, but drew from
George Maurice Morris, retiring
president of the American Bar
Assn., a spontaneous tribute from
the floor. The distinguished lawyer
complimented Comdr. Craven on
his strong defense of the guarantees of the Bill of Rights. He said
is interested, as is Mrs. Straus, in
numerous civic and philanthropic
activities.
Mr. Stein is president and general manager of Davega-City Radio, a director of Sterling National
Bank & Trust Co., New York and
the Aircraft Screw Products Co.,
Long Island City, a member of
Lynbrook, L. I., ration board, trustee of Temple Israel, Lawrence, L.
I., and active in many other civic
and philanthropic activities.
Abram Davega is president of
Richardson Specialty Co.. a family
holding corporation.
Mr. Stark, vice-president in
charge of sales of WMCA, was
formerly in the production department of J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York, account executive of
Lennen & Mitchell manager of
Radio Sales, sales director of
WNEW and assistant sales director
of WHN. He joined WMCA in
1939.
Mr. Goldwater received the Master of Laws degree from New York
U. in 1907 and has practiced !n
New York since then. He now heads
the firm of Goldwater & Flynn.
The FCC has been requested to
expedite consideration of the NobleStraus transfer to meet a deadline
of Dec. 15 after which, according
to the contract, the deal is off.
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Stiffer

FCC

it was the first time he had been
privileged to hear a public official
advocate less, rather than more,
power for a Federal agency on
which he sat.
Recognition also was given the
Craven address by Senator Walter
F. George (D-Ga.) last Wednesday when he had printed in the
Congressional Record the text of
the Commissioner's address.
"I believe the address will be
found well worth reading by every
member of the Senate who is interested in the problems involved
in the radio as a means of spreading knowledge and information,"
Senator with
Georgecertain
said. "The
address
deals
controversial
questions, but in a very constructive way." Chairman Fly, in testiWhereas
mony before the Senate Committee,
belittled the interpretation based
upon the Supreme Court opinion in
the network cases as giving the
FCC "control of the traffic", Commissioner Craven held the contrary.
He asserted the opinion implies that
the Commission has the power to
regulate the composition of the
licensees' traffic.
"With such an interpretation of
the present law governing the Commission," Comdr. Craven said, "it
is not unreasonable to expect that
the FCC may soon proceed further
into the realms of regulation of the
composition of the traffic."
After enumerating the various
controversies about radio programming, which he laid largely at the
doorstep of the Commission, Comdr.
Craven said he believed the time
has come for Congress to settle
down. "No one else can adjust the
matter without either usurping
power or else invading the realm of
free
or both,"
said.and"Asa
both speech,
a member
of the heFCC
citizen of the United States, I urge
the Congress to enact legislation

LARGEST ADVERTISING contract in history of wall paper
cleaner industry was signed by C.
McVicker, president of Kutol
Products Co., in presence of
Charles M. Robertson Jr., president and radio director of Ralph
H. Jones Co., and Kathryn Hardig,
agency timebuyer. Contract provides for extensive use of radio to
promote
newly12 developed
"Cincy"
cleaner. The
stations carrying
the Kutol program are: WMAQ
WLW WTAM WJR WGL WOOD
WFBM WROL WINN WTCN
KDKA KOMO.
BROADCASTING

Regulation
which guarantees to the public of
his address,
essayed to
thisIn country
a 'freewhich
radio'."
answer all of the questions raised
about broadcast operations touching
upon a "free radio" and discussion
of controversial issues, Comdr. Craven said the criticism of some aspects of broadcasting is so persistent today that Congress may feel
compelled to specify what steps
broadcasters may or may not adopt
in meeting the demands for access
to the microphone.
He said it was practically impossible to provide positive equal rights
of access and that the best that
could be achieved in practice is to
make more opportunities to establish competitive stations. If, in any
new law, the broadcaster is to be
prohibited from censoring, he
should be relieved from responsibility for libel or for other violations of ethics which he is not empowered to control.
Must Have Control
"If we desire to hold the licensee
responsible for what is uttered over
his station, we must concede that
he should have the right to control
such other
utterances,"
the
hand, ifheit declared.
is desired"Onto
limit such control, it would seem
only fair that the licensee's responsibility be limited in proportion."
Calling for a radio as free as the
press, even though the two media
may not be absolutely comparable,
Comdr. Craven said a prerequisite
is that radio should have freedoms
such as the press enjoys under the
Bill of Rights. If the Commission's
regulatory power over "composition
of the traffic", is combined with its
licensing power, Comdr. Craven
said it is "inevitable that radio
licensees would recognize this power and consequently, would interpret mere opinions of members of
the Commission as edicts and possibly would curry favor by presenting views which conformed to the
desires of government officials. Such
a condition means that radio inevitably would become the Voice of
Government. This is not a free
radio. Consequently, government
regulation of the composition of
radio traffic does not constitute a
solution to the radio problems of
Post-War Openings
Alluding to the various panaceas
offered,
Comdr. Craven said many
today."
of them were contradictory to one
another, despite the fact that all
of the proponents intend to defend
the Bill of Rights. He observed
that after nearly 25 years of splendid service to the nation, broadcasters were again faced with the
controversy.
Emphasis has been placed upon
the alleged lack of opportunity to
enter the radio field as compared
with the so-called free opportunities
to establish a newspaper, as the
basic reason for the controversy, he
{Continued on page 60)
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CBS

News

Policy»

Called
Safeguard
Kesten Says Audience Insured
Of Unbiased News Reports
THE CBS news policy against
opinioned news analysis guards the
newsman against three dynamic
forces — government, business and
broadcast management and insures the audience of unbiased
news, Paul Kesten, CBS executive
vice-president, told 200 radio and
agency executives at a luncheon
meeting of the Radio Executives
Club in New York last Thursday.
Mr. Kesten, who appeared at
the invitation extended three
weeks ago by the club when Chairman James Lawrence Fly, in a
prepared address before the REC
lashed out at the CBS policy, hastened to add that in naming the
three pressures that he was not
referring to "Mr. Fly and the
FCC or specifically to any sponsor
or any broadcast management."
Avoiding Bias
"Abandon the principle that the
newcaster must keep his broadcasting free from bias," Mr. Kesten said, "and how can you guard
against the pressure to slant news
to favor the interest of his employer or of his sponsor . . . and
with broadcasters dependent on the
commission for frequent license
renewals, what would protect the
news from gradually acquiring the
complexion of whatever party was
in power and whatever administration prevailed."
To critics who have publicly
contended that newcasts must necessarily in some way carry editorial bias of the writer, Mr. Kesten
stated that "this criticism struck
us as a blow to the integrity of news
dissemination in America. It was
as if judges said they could not explain the law to a jury without slyly
hinting at the verdict they favored.
It seemed to me that the very people
who should be proud of their balance and intellectual honor and
analytical powers, were telling us
that they were unreliable and untrustworthy."
Mr. Kesten said the record
shows that the more critical the
subject the more scrupulous was
the analysis, to avoid prejudice.
"CBS has never asked an analyst to conceal his thought, only
to separate factional pleading from
thinking," he said. "The clearer the
thinker the easier the separation
proves to be. Our analysts came
to us with a mutual understanding that their job was to clarify
and illuminate the news and not
to crusade for any particular
opinions that they might hold."
Conceding that a controversial
commentator will, for a time, get
a high Hooper or Crossley, Mr.
Kesten said "CBS policy protects
the democratic process of free
ipeech."
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AWARD

WINNER

Group

WPB

Distribution

Offers
Plan

A PLAN for more equitable and
efficient distribution of civilian receiver tubes was recommended by
the Electronic Distributors Industry Advisory Committee at WPB
Radio & Radar Division headquarters in Washington last week. It
has been contended that one cause
of the shortage of certain types
of civilian receiver tubes has been
faulty
supply. distribution of the available
The plan was proposed to distributors by Frank H. Mcintosh,
chief of the Domestic and Foreign
Broadcast Branch of the Radio &
Radar Division, who is the government presiding officer for the industry committee.
Balanced Distribution
DICK KEPLINGER, announcer of
KOMO, NBC outlet in Seattle, is
national winner of the 1943 H. P.
Davis Memorial Announcers'
Award and receives the gold medal
and $300 in cash. News of the national and four section winners
was announced Tuesday evening'
on a special NBC broadcast.
Pat Kelly, NBC manager of announcers, introduced William S.
Hedges, NBC vice-president in
charge of stations, who gave a
brief history of the competition and
presented Mrs. S. B. Rockwell,
daughter of Mrs. H. P. Davis and
the late Mr. Davis.
Regional Winners
Established in 1941 in memory
of Mr. Davis, the competition is
conducted for staff announcers of
NBC affiliated stations under the
direction of Marjory Stewart, director of the Microphone Playhouse, Pittsburgh.
The four time zone winners, who
received engraved signet rings,
were: Don Lyon, WSYR Syracuse;
Orval Anderson, WFAA Dallas;
John M. Woolf, KDYL Salt Lake
City, and Herb Allen, KFI Los
Angeles. For the first time, the
Davis Awards were extended to include the naming of announcers
whose work the judges deemed
worthy
of These
"honorable
certificates.
were: mention"
Eastern Zone — Ben G r a u e r,
WEAF New York, and Paul Shannon, KDKA Pittsburgh; Central
Zone— Jim Todd, KVOO Tulsa, and
Wally Mehrling, WIRE Indianapolis; Mountain Zone — Jimmy
Powell, KTAR Phoenix, and Steve
Robinson, KOA Denver; Pacific —
John Grover, KPO San Francisco.
Shell in Northeast
SHELL UNION OIL Corp., New
York, is conducting a five-week
campaign of minute announcements
and local programs of varying
length on stations in New York
state and New England. No
further details are available from
J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York, agency in charge.
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Under the plan, each of the halfdozen manufacturers of civilian receiver tubes first would offer for
sale to each other a certain minimum percentage of each type they
manufacture. Thus all manufacturers would have a supply of
all types made. Manufacturers
then would offer electronics distributors asupply of tubes based
on a percentage of the amount of
tubes by types which the distribuUse

of

WJZ

Balanced
for

Tubes

tor purchased in 1941. In this way
distributors would have a more
balanced stock with which to supply the dealers who attempt to
tioning.
keep the public's receivers funcMr Mcintosh emphasized that
the plan would not necessarily
bring an additional supply of
tubes for civilians, but would result in a more balanced distribution of tubes available, based on
the business done in 1941. Some
manufacturers have been voluntarily following a similar procedure, but others have been filling
orders on a basis of precedence,
committee members said.
The proposal provides that manufacturers would set aside a quantity of tubes for export. Distributors would work out their own solution of prorating stocks to dealAlthough the supply of civilian
receiver tubes is critically short,
ers.
due to military requirements, the
program seeks
to correct
suchwhen
unbalanced situations
as occur
one distributor or dealer has a
large stock of one type and none
of others,
or actually
lacks a minimum supply
of any type.

Transmitter

Site

by

OWI

Aided
by
Cooperation
of Stations
A UNIQUE arrangement to ex- Permission was granted at that
pedite use of the present WJZ
time by the FCC for the removal
transmitter site at Bound Brook, of the WJZ 50 kw transmitter and
25 kw auxiliary transmitter to
N.J., by OWI for shortwave operations has been effected through
Lodi as the result of an OWI study
which indicated that more than
cooperation of the BLUE network,
WNEW and WNYC with the Gov- $100,000 in critical materials could
ernment itwas learned last week. be saved if WJZ could arrange to
James 0. Weldon, Chief of the house new OWI shortwave transmitters at Bound Brook.
Bureau of Communications Facilities, OWI Overseas Branch, reThe
OWI
installations, Mr. Welvealed that negotiations are being
don explained, are part of a promade to place the 5 kw WNEW
gram to augment international
auxiliary transmitter at Kearney
broadcast facilities to a total of
N. J. on WJZ's frequency, both 36 shortwave transmitters, 18 of
stations to operate simultaneously
which are now operating. Three
from the same antenna, and to per- or four more transmitters are exmit WNEW to use the WNYC 1
pected to betheon remainder
the air by theby year's
kw auxiliary transmitter in emerend and
next
July 1.
gencies. Tower Being Moved
OWI now is using the old WABC
transmitter in Algiers and is
By this arrangement, Mr. Weldon
explained, it will not be necessary
operating other medium and shortwave transmitters in Africa* Sicily
for OWI to await installation at
and Italy for propaganda warfare,
Lodi of WJZ's 50 kw transmitter
Mr. Weldon stated.
now at Bound Brook.
Dismantling of the 50 kw transmitter will begin this month, Mr.
Weldon said, saving OWI at least
a month and a half and possibly WYETH Wyeth
DiscsCo., Jersey
CHEMICAL
longer on its shortwave installation
City (Hill's Cold Tablets), on Nov.
program. The WJZ tower at Bound
Brook already is being moved to 8 starts sponsorship of a varied
Lodi.
schedule of transcribed announcements on the following stations:
The original plan to jnove the WOKO WSYR WMAQ WOOD
WJZ
last WSPD WDRC WNAC WRC
summertransmitter
to make was
way made"
for OWI
WIRE. Contract is for 26 weeks.
shortwave installations at Bound
AgencyChicago.
is Blackett-Sample-HumBrook [Broadcasting, June 28]. mert,
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of the nation's important agricultural
states. Its acreage in farms and grazing
land exceeds that of Indiana, Illinois, or
California.
The Denver area is delivering food,
the most basic of all weapons, in record quantities . . . vegetables, fruits,
sugar beets, and grains . . . but it is
delivering other war essentials, too. It

. . . meat
Denver is the world's largest sheep
market . . . one-third of all sheep and
lambs winter-fattened in the U. S. are
sent to market from Colorado farms
and ranches. Beef and pork, too, are
major meat crops in Colorado.
Colorado, best known in peacetime
as a vacation playground, is in fact one

. - . munitions
Bombs, bullets, barges, and a hundred
other items are being produced today in the
Denver area. One plant alone employs more
workers today than were engaged in manufacturing' inthe entire state before the war.

is no longer a playground. It's a workshop with its farms, mines, and factories working non-stop for victory.

KLZ

QaOcixM

the
A
CBS*

560 Kc.

MARKET
. . . minerals
Coal, molybdenum, vanadium, tungsten and more than a score of other
strategic minerals are being scooped
from Colorado's vast mineral storehouse at an all-time record rate.

BROADCASTING
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. . and a market
Metropolitan Denver has a population of
404,820. Last year it ranked 7th in the U. S. in
effective buying income. The Denver market is
BIG . . . and in a buying mood.
Advertising

November
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News
Saturday Variety
DEPARTING from the practice of concentrating on one
football game on Saturday
afternoon, WRC Washington has started a new variety show for the benefit
of the mildly enthusiastic
gridiron fan.
Titled AllAmerican
Scoreboard,
the
program
provides
3%
hours
of transcribed and recorded
music, banter and news by
Bill Herson and late football scores and other sports
by
Holly
Wright.
felt
the need of
such aWRC
program
in view of the broadcasting
of the same major game each
week by most networks because of the lack of outstanding contests and in
view of the swollen audience
of out-of-towners.

'AY after day, night after night, WMAQ

brings to

the vast radio audience in America's second largest
market the greatest collection of big-time entertainment on the air.
This year WMAQ's schedule of programs is even
better than that of previous seasons in which
national listener surveys repeatedly rated the shows
that it broadcasts
the best 9 out of the first 10—
the best 16 out of the first 20—
the best 34 out of the first 50—
among all programs.
Listening to WMAQ is a MUST in this extensive,
wealthy area— a habit that insures the greatest possible circulation to your sales message and returns
from your investment.
So take a tip from astute advertisers and place
your local and spot campaigns on

WMAfl

50,000 Watts

•

670 Kc.

Represented Nationally by the NBC Spot Offices
WASHINGTON CLEVELAND
CHICAGO
BOSTON
NEW YORK
DENVER
SAN FRANCISCO HOLLYWOOD
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Ballantine Quiet
WITH THE RECENT purchase
by P. Ballantine & Sons of Christian Feigenspan Brewing Co., all
Feigenspan beer and ale products
were discontinued, effective Nov. 1,
and facilities are now devoted exclusively to Ballantine products.
Ballantine advertising, placed by
J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York, includes the weekly Three
Ring Time program on CBS, while
Feigenspan, which has sponsored
sports broadcasts and recently a
program on WOR New York is
not currently using any radio advertising. According to Maxon
Inc., New York, agency formerly
in charge of the Feigenspan account, the company has discontinued all advertising.
Seeman Bros. Spots
SEEMAN BROS., New York, distributor for Air-Wick, an airdeodorizer, is expanding promotion
Nov. 8 with the addition of participations on women's interest programs on WFIL and KYW Philadelphia. Participations continue on
Bessie
Beatty's
program
on WOR
New York. William
H. Weintraub
& Co., New York, handles the account. Another air-deodrant, OD30, is currently using Mary Margaret McBride's
on
WEAF New
York, andprogram
the Yankee
Kitchen on Yankee Network. Business is placed by OD Chemical
Corp., New York, through Al Paul
Lefton Co., New York.
NBC Contracts
A TOTAL of 36 new contracts and 8
renewals have been acquired by NBC's
Radio-Recording Division for its
syndicated transcribed programs. New
contracts are with : WNBH WISH
KTSM WMOB WMC WSAM WRBL
WSLS KECA WRAK WBRE
WENY WDEL WEAF WDHL
WBLK WLOF WSPD WISE WGBI
KGGM WTM.J WMAD WSOY WJPF
WTAX KDRO KFUS KTBM
WEIM KFPW WTIC WOO WBIG
WCFL WESX All Canada Radio
Facilities, Ltd. Renewal contracts are
with : WHDH KRLD WBRE WMOB
WPRO WRC WCHS KXL. All
Canada Radio Facilities. Programs
covered are : Modern Romance, Weird
Circle, Touchdown Tips, The Man
You Will Remember, Betty and Bob,
Let's Take a Look in Your Mirror,
Getting the Most Out of Life, FiveMinute Mysteries, and Carson Robinson and His Buckaroos.
BROADCASTING

Conferences

Cancelled

by

Fly

Instead Will Call Reporters
When He Has Any News
CALLING his weekly news conferences "dull" and a waste of
reporters' time, Chairman James
Lawrence Fly of the FCC told reporters last Monday he was cancelling his regular Monday meetwith the pressthat
"on the
that regular
basis".
He ingemphasized
Monday meetings had been solely
for convenience of reporters who
wished to talk with him, and that
from now on he would simply
invite them to his office when he
had a story or a statement to
make. He called a conference two
days later on allocations (see story
elsewhere in this issue) .
Most reporters attending his
conferences lack adequate background in communications matters
to ask intelligent questions, said
Chairman Fly, while those who are
informed refrain from questioning
him "for reasons of their own".
Mr. Fly indicated he would consider any suggestions from those
who have been attending his conferences regarding future meetings with them.
Criticizes Network
Commenting on the CBS telegram to affiliates concerning the
FCC's allegations of violations by
CBS of the chain broadcasting regulations, Mr. Fly said he thought
it "rather ill-advised and perhaps
a bit too hurried. I am quite sure
it was inaccurate, particularly the
suggestion that Mr. Denny had
gone over their contract and approved it. Mr. Denny never saw
Chairman
Fly added, in response
their
contract."
to a question of what the FCC
would do if the CBS explanation
was not satisfactory, that it was
"a problem
for the of
licensees"
and
that
the revocation
license was
the Commission's only power to
force compliance. He said, however,
he thought the matter "can be
cleared
correspondence".
Asked upifbythere
were any instances of SRO for advertising on
local stations, the Chairman replied, "I would guess there were a
number of such stations". That is
mostly true of the big networks,
though also true of many individual stations, he said.
Labor Recruiting Discs
A NUMBER of leading war industries, including U. S. Aluminum
Co.,
U.
S.
Co., CarnegieIllinois SteelRubber
and Bethlehem
Steel
Co., are attacking the problem of
recruiting employes through a proby HarryNewS. Goodmangram
Radiotailored
Productions,
York.
The program is based on material
from Army files, showing sacrifices
being made by the boys overseas
and urging listeners to help get the
war over with. Titled To Whom
It May Concern, the series of 60
five-minute transcriptions is aired
three or five times weekly.
• Broadcast
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Aug. 7, 1943, Station WJBK

presented

was

with the Special Treasury

Flag in recognition of its first year's
work as a direct sales agency for United
States War Bonds.
This award, the only one of its kind
received by any Michigan radio station
to date, commemorated the sale, over
WJBK's own counter, of $1,350,025 in
War Bonds in 12 months. This station's
total now stands above the $2,000,000
mark, September sales alone
been more than $750,000.

having

grams. Thousands of Detroit's workers
pledged themselves to buy, and kept
the pledge by coming to the studio,
cash in hand, to get their bonds.
So the Treasury Flag is more than an
official acknowledgment of a job well
done. It is evidence of a type of audience loyalty and responsiveness that
is extremely rare. Most important of
all to the advertiser, it is proof of outstanding ability to perform.
WJBK

has long carried more

national

advertising than any other station of
All this money
individual

was derived from small

its power

purchasers, in response to

that, when

appeals carried on special WJBK

STATION
1490 Kilocycles — JAMES
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you come

proof of performance

WJBK
F. HOPKINS,

in the United

States. And

to think of it, is
too.

DETROIT

INC. — 250 Watts • • 24 hours a day
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Three- Week

Emergency

it made available its facilities in
this special waste paper drive.
While it is still too early to measure
the actual results, there is evidence
that this all-out cooperation in
preparing and broadcasting original programs and urgent messages
may have prevented a crisis in
the production of paper necessary
forLetters
vital war
were uses."
received last week

Drive

By Radio
Aids
Paper
Salvage
Broadcasts Important Factor in Averting Crisis
As Concentrated Campaign Is Waged on Air
demonstrated its effectiveness by
RADIO completed an emergency
three-week campaign Nov. 27 to the end of the second week, with
waste paper collection expedited
avert a crisis in the paper industry, with indications that the sit- in all parts of the country. Paper
uation already has been substan- mills were closing down for want
tially alleviated as a result of the of waste material when the campaign came to their rescue, he
radio appeal, William M. Spire,
said.
deputy chief of the OWI Domestic
Industry Lauded
Radio Bureau, asserted last week.
Value of time and talent, devoted
From various quarters in Govto the drive was estimated by the
ernment and industry, radio rebureau at well over $500,000.
ceived appreciation for its work in
Praising the industry for its the campaign. Herbert M. Faust
cooperation, Mr. Spire stated that director of the Salvage Division,
the emergency waste paper cam- War Production Board, declared:
paign which started Oct. 18 and
"The radio industry is to be comwas handled largely by radio had
plimented on the speed in which

by Mr. Spire from various manufacturers dependent on waste paper for their operations. The
Schmidt & Ault Paper Co., York,
Pa., wrote: "As one member of the
paperboard industry operating a
mill exclusively from waste paper,
we wish to express our sincere appreciation ofthe assistance and the
boost which you are giving the
stimulation for the collection of
waste paper by your splendid radio
Kieckhefer Container Co. and
Eddy
Paper Corp., Camden, N. J.,
programs."

BROADCASTER

public

RELATIONS

Designed
in Meeting

Their

to Guide

Broadcasters

Responsibilities

to the Public

Under the Direction of Russ Clevenger who conducted the public relations campaign for the broadcasting industry in the BMI-ASCAP

controversy and more re-

cently served the Federal Communications Commission as Director of Information.
Inquiries Invited

ALBERT

FRANK-GUENTHER

LAW,

INC.

131 Cedar Street, New York 6, N. Y.
BOSTON
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Edible Epistle
EMILY POST might frown
on Edward J. Noble for the
calling card he left with every
BLUE employe upon taking
over as owner and board
chairman of the network, but
his greeting — a package of
Life Savers — was probably
more welcome
the conventional scrapthan
of paper.
complimented OWI on the "excellent promotion covering the salvage of waste paper". The publicity given by radio, the concern
stated, "cannot help but be of
great importance in our present
The Eastern Conservation Committee of the Waste Paper Consuming Industries, New York, exprogram".
pressed similar appreciation "for
such tangible help". The committee praised "the splendid reception,
understanding and help" given by
OWI to the campaign.
In carrying the special campaign, Mr. Spire said, the radio
industry contributed time over and
above its other OWI commitments
on waste paper salvage scheduled
for the end of the year. Because of
the emergency existing in the paper producing industry due to the
critical shortage of waste paper and
the need for immediate public action, program producers took on
85 network commercial programs
and 72 national spot and regional
programs
during
three-week
drive Oct. 18
throughtheNov.
7.
The campaign required special
handling, Mr. Spire explained. A
telegraphed fact sheet was sent to
OWI deputy chiefs in New York,
Chicago and Hollywood to facilitate contact with writers and producers of leading network shows.
In addition, General Foods, Procter & Gamble, Lever Bros., Standard Brands, Colgate-PalmolivePeet, Bristol Myers, R. J. Reynolds, General Mills, and other
large advertisers having special
need for paper products were telephoned direct from Washington.
They unanimously agreed to carry
the campaign message without
canceling existing allocations.
Listener Impressions
OWI estimates that at least
363,500,000 listener impressions
were made during the three weeks
of the waste paper salvage drive.
Of this total, approximately 350
million impressions were obtained
through the network allocation
"We can safely assume that by
the end of the radio campaign,
plan.
the
majority
of thewill
nation's
100 great
million
listeners
have
heard at least three 'Waste Paper
Salvage' messages", OWI stated.
In addition, OWI has scheduled
regular allocation assignments
during the week of Dec. 27-Jan. 3
for 50 network programs and three
transcribed spot announcements
to be carried daily on 324 local independent stations.
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Gross and Net Income
of CBS Show Increase
GROSS income of $53,846,109 is
reported by CBS for the 39-week
period ending Oct. 2, an increase
of 18.9% over the gross of $45,292,615 for the same period of 1942,
according to a consolidated income
statement for the network and its
subsidiary companies issued Nov. 1.
Net for nine months of 1943 was
$3,245,626. up 12.1% from the net
of $2,894,751 for the same period
of last year. Earnings per share
are $1.89 for 1943 as compared
with $1.69 for 1942. CBS board on
Nov. 1 declared a year-end cash
dividend of 90 cents per share on
present Class A and Class B stock,
payable Dec. 3 to stockholders of
record at close of business Nov. 19.
P & G Buys 'Claudia'
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, has signed an option through the
Leland White Agency on a radio version of Rose Frankens stage play
"Claudia" and will broadcast the
serial on CBS when time is available. Agency is Blackett-SampleHummert, Chicago.

Closing

Dates

Near

to

Enter

Peabody
and
Dupont
Contests
Major Radio Awards for Year to be Selected as
Stations and Networks Submit Their Entries
NOTICES to broadcasters calling
attention to radio's two principal
awards of honor, the Alfred I. duPont Radio Awards and the George
Foster Peabody Awards, are being
mailed early in November. Closing
date for entries and data for 1943
awards, according to a brochure
being sent by the duPont Foundation is Dec. 31, while Dec. 10 is
the deadline set by the Peabody
board in announcements last week.
Three awards of $1,000 each
are provided for 1943 by the duPont Foundation, two to radio
stations for meritorious service
to the communities served and one
to an individual commentator for
meritorious performance in gather-

ing and reporting news and in
presenting expert and reliable interpretation of news and opinion
to encourage "initiative, independence and public service through
the medium of radio".
Seven Peabody Awards
Seven awards are projected by
the Peabody board, which reserves
the right to make more or fewer
than seven, depending upon the
entries and circumstances at the
time of the awards. Five awards
for outstanding performances in
news reporting, drama, music,
children's programs and education
may go to any station or network.
The two awards for meritorious

^LANG-WORTH

picture, "Meet the People" . . . RCA
Monroe's

fans are legion and

new

Victor Recording star.

they are avidly waiting

the release of the 20 sensational dance tunes just recorded
exclusively for Lang-Worth

LANG- WORTH,
Page 24
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public service are open only to a
large and a small (less than 1,000
w) station in either the local or
regional classification.
Entries may be submitted to
the Peabody board by individual
stations, networks, radio editors of
newspapers and magazines, listener groups, or any person or organization, although the board will not
necessarily restrict itself to entries
in making selections. It will consider reports of its "listeningpost" committees [Broadcasting,
May 10] and may on its own initiative select a program or station.
Report blanks have been sent to
chairmen of committees set up in
23 universities, in 118 cities in
more than 40 states. The Peabody awards are administered jointly by the Henry
W. Grady School of Journalism,
U. of Georgia, and the NAB.
The duPont awards, administered
by a foundation established especially for that purpose [Broadcasting, Aug. 30], are determined
by a committee composed of a representative of a national woman's
organization; a non-commercial,
non-political affiliate of radio and
broadcasting industry; a nationally prominent educator; a nationally prominent expert on public
opinion and national affairs, and a
representative of the Alfred I. duPont estate interests.
So. Cal. Phone Spots
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA Telephone Co., Los Angeles, in a campaign to eliminate unnecessary
telephone calls over Thanksgiving
will use three to five spot announcements daily on each of 20 stations
in that area from Nov. 14 through
Nov. 25. Similar twelve-day Christmas campaign will be started on
Dec. 14. Station list includes KNX
KFI KECA KHJ KFWB KMTR
KFAC KFVD KRKD KGFJ KMPC
KPAS KWKW KGB KFSD KFMB
KPRO KVOE KXO KIEV. Agency
is The Mayers Co., Los Angeles.

Voted the most popular dance band of the year by students
of 1 71 colleges and universities . . . featured in MGM's

In Time of War . . .
GIANT FORCE of radio in
wartime is told in a folder
put
out by As
KWKH-KTBS
Shreveport.
the folio
opens, the red, white and blue
color scheme becomes apparpatriotic
motif ent,ofalongthewith
flag,thea swooping
eagle, and groups of war impression
"Within
pride," the pictures.
folder says
part, "we point out the daily
accomplishments being performed by stations KWKH
and KTBS in this, the biggest job radio has ever been
called
Then init
specifiesupon
the to
roledo."
of radio
wartime, citing the war jobs
radio performs.

subscribers.

Madison

Avenue

• New

York

BROADCASTING

CLARA BEAM of Princeton, W.Va.,
has been awarded a WLW scholarshipginiafor TJ.a College
year's study
at West Virof Pharmacy.
The
award is one of seven which WLW
Cincinnati
granting inschools.
its four-state
area
to aidis pharmacy
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exclusive of consideration
of the fifth Cincinnati Station, which Station is not
competitive to WCPO.

ADVANCED
MODERN

DESIGN

—

PRODUCTION

GROWING

EXPERIENCE

IMPROVED

MANUFACTURING

FACILITIES—
. . . ENABLE

PLUS

LONG

GENERAL

SUBSTANTIAL

REDUCTIONS

TRANSMITTER

GL-169 (and GL-159)
Transmitting triodes — for
police radio
Old price
$80
NEW PRICE
$60

THERE'S

A

G-E

TUBE

AND

ELECTRIC

CONSTANTLY
TO

ANNOUNCE

PRICE

IN

G-E

TUBES

GL-880
High-frequency friode — for infernational short-wave, frequency
modulation
Old price
$850
NEW PRICE
$600

ELECTRONIC

METHODS—

GL-893
Transmitting friode — for broadcast, international short-wave and
high-frequency heating
Old price
$750
NEW PRICE
$650

FOR

EVERY

PURPOSE

GL-862 (and GL-898)
100-kw tr/odes— for 50-kw broadcast, high-frequency heating
Old price
$1650
NEW PRICE
$1250

GL-8009
High-frequency triode — for
frequency modulation and
television
Old price
$1100
NEW PRICE
$850

Write for COMPLETE

GL-857B (and GL-266B)
Mercury vapor rectifiers — tor
50-kw broadcast and international short-wave
Old price
$240
NEW PRICE
$200

new price list showing reductions on additional tubes

(Publication ET-5). Address Dept. 6-215, General Electric, Schenectady, H. Y.

LEADERSHIP.

General

ably made more

important

to the development

contributions

of transmitting

than any other manufacturer.

tubes

did much

work

on tubes and circuits to produce

broadcasting

oscillations that make

G.E.

high-power
developed

tube

the

the hot-cathode

mercury-

STATION AND STUDIO EQUIPMENT

•

TRANSMITTERS

improvements

and

go on — endprice ad-

vantages, in still higher tube efficiency and
longer service.

which

possible.

developments

always be reflected in favorable

the

broadcasting

tube

power

lessly. Savings gained in this progress will

radio

possible. G.E. developed
transmitting

research,

manufacturing

of the early development

first water-cooled
made

G-E

For example :

G.E.

high-frequency

vapor tubes which cut broadcasting
costs tremendously.

Electric has prob-

• Tune in "The World Today" every evening except Sunday at
6:45 E.W.T. over CBS. On Sunday listen to the G-E "All Girl
Orchestra" at 10 P.M. E.W.T. over NBC.
★ BACK
THE
ATTACK-BUY
WAR
BONDS! ★

•

ANTENNAS

GENERAL

•

ELECTRONIC TUBES

i§

•

HOME RECEIVERS

ELECTRIC

Mf

PROGRAMS

being featured in a new
areumn
REST
terS pro
INTEwin
S and
N'
WOMEaut
s on the Canserie
gram
adian Broadcasting Corp. national network. Each weekday afternoon special speakers discuss
women's wartime problems on the
network. On Monday topical news
of interest to women is broadcast;
Tuesday School for Parents is
featured to show how parents can
influence their children's lives;
Wednesday, Ethelwyn Hobbs, specialist on wartime consumer information, explains to women the latest government wartime measures;
Thursday Community Fun gives
eresting
b
new and int
rec-,
reational ideas; andcluon and
Friday
Winning the Peace gives practical
ideas on the part women can play
in the life of the country.

From Blaw-Knox steel
towers all across the
country go a constant
stream of signal impulses
by radio, to keep a flyer
on the beam — and bring
him safely in. You may be
sure that every Blaw-Knox
vertical radiator —
whether for broadcasting
or for aviation — is built
to measure up to all of its
wartime responsibilities.
BLAW-KNOX DIVISION
OF BLAW-KNOX CO.
Farmers Bank Bldg.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

BLAW-KNOX

VERTICAL

FM
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Song Significance
SLANTED to listeners who have
friends, relatives and sweethearts
in the armed forces, Gimbel Brothers, Philadelphia department store,
has launched a new program series
on WIP Philadelphia, titled Songs
for Heroes. Scheduled three times
weekly, listeners are invited to
write a letter of 100 words or less
telling why a certain song or melody that has been recorded has some
special significance. The letters are
judged on general interest and
neatness, one each broadcast. Winners hear their recordings and each
receive a large quantity of cigarettes which are sent to their service men and two pounds of candy
for themselves. Commercial copy
advertises the department store's
Young Budget Shop for junior
misses.
Peace Discussions
AS Beyound Victory, transcribed
series released by World Wide
Broadcasting Foundation, enters a
new cycle on ways and means of
liquidating war and establishing
international peace, a total of 172
stations throughout the country are
carrying the programs. Presented
in cooperation with the Carnegie
Endowment for International
Peace, the series started last June.
The new cycle opens with a discussion of the Fulbright Resolution by
Hon. J. W. Fulbright, Hon. Joseph
H. Ball, and Prof. James T. Shotwell. Speakers to be heard on other
programs are : John Foster Dulles,
Clarence Streit, Ely Culbertson
and Dr. Ed. Byng.
Family and War
PROBLEMS of a family ensconced
in the tion
nation's
capital
for the
provide the
theme
for duraThe
Websters of Wartime Washington,
new serial heard at 10:15 a.m. Saturdays on BLUE Network. Difficult situations that confront parents and young folk as they endure
difficulties of the crowded capital
provide unlimited material.

BROADCASTING

Tribute to Workers
CITIZENS COMMITTEE for the
Army and Navy pay tribute to wartime workers in a weekly quarterhour program heard on WMCA
New York. Series is a successor to
Women Can Take It, which the
Committe used to promote the replacement of women for men in
war industries. The new program is
presented in cooperation with the
Overseas Cigarette Units of industries in metropolitan New York.
The units were organized through
the former program to collect funds
to send cigarettes to soldiers.
Unique Newscast Style
NEW STYLE newscast, titled
News of Today & Tomorrow, has
been added to the Sunday schedule of KYW Philadelphia. Utilizing three staff announcers, Alwyn
Bach, Stuart Wayne and Franklin
Evans, with rapid shifting and
contrast of voices adding pace to
the show, the program format calls
for one announcer to act as narrauretor,
copy. another as newscaster and
analyst, and the third on the feat%Previews
% %i
TO SHOWCASE its programs, and
personalities, Don Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood, has
started a five-weekly quarter-hour
station promotion series on network stations. Titled Radio Tour,
broadcasts include news of forthcoming network features, interviews with personalities and musical cues from scheduled shows.
* * *
Underground Activities
AUTHENTIC reports of Allied
underground activities in occupied countries are presented on
WNEW New York through arrangements with United Nation
Information Service. Scripts are
based on reports presented by recognized representatives of United
Nations Governments. Program
title is We the Living.
College News Service
REVIEWING news from U. of
California campus, the Daily Californian, university newspaper, has
started a weekly quarter-hour program on KLX Oakland. Devoted
to news of training service units,
campus
the editor and gossip,
a weeklyletters
guest,to program
editors.
is under supervision of student
Pronunciation
CORRECT
unusual words pronunciation
are given byof Fred
Utall, announcer and m.c, in a
thrice-weekly five-minute program
on Mutual titled Words in the
News.
* # *
Comic Cut-Ups
IN ADDITION to reading comic
strips aloud on his Sunday morning funnies show on KSAL Salina,
Kan., Ben Greer now has high
school
students portray the comic
characters.
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America's Pioneer Broadcasting Station — First in Detroit
National Representatives
THE

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
Owned and Operofed by The Detroit News

NBC Basic
Network

BROADCASTING

AssociateWENFM A Station
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90

America's

TALLEST

Radio

is

Tower

Dedicated

to

the

For the first time since the war's beginning, the American farmer has been
given official national recognition for his part in the winning of the war and
the peace. It came finally, when WNAX, Yankton-Sioux City, invited Washington dignitaries and officials of Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska and the Dakotas to
appear before a crowd of 35,000 farmers. To them and through two CBS coastto-coast hookups they expressed their appreciation for the achievements of
American farmers in producing additional food to feed the world.
These dignitaries acted as a jury to select the "Typical Midwest Farmer" —
Mr.
of and
Welcome,
America'swhoTallest
Radio
TowerOtto
was Baumhoefner,
dedicated to him,
through Minnesota.
him, to all farmers
have worked
so untiringly to help in the war effort.
WNAX arranged with the National Maritime Commission to name one of
their Liberty Ships in honor of these farm families, and sent Mr. and Mrs.
Baumhoefner to Portland, Oregon, where Mrs. Baumhoefner christened the
"S. S. Midwest Farmer."
WNAX is proud that it could bring national recognition to the gallant efforts ofthe "soldiers of the soil."

The "Typical Midwest
Farmer",
Otto Baumhoefner,
wife, receive
congratulations
from George
B. German,
WNAX farm and
director.
Rear Admiral A. B. (Rescue) Randall, Commandant of the U. S. Maritime
Service, was one of the principal
speakers.

Kate Smith gave an admirable
eulogy
the American
Farm-of
er andofsang
the praises
America's Tallest Radio Tower to her coast-to-coast CBS
audience.

# Mrs. Otto Baumhoefner
splashes the proverbial
champagne over the "S. S.
Midwest Farmer. "■
#slides
The "S.
downS. Midwest
the waysFarmer"
after
christening by the "Typiwife.cal Midwest Farmer's"
• From Thousands of candidates, Chuck Worcester, CBS farm director, sefarmer" Shown
nomineeherefrom
North
Dakota lectedandone "typical
South Dakota.
are Minnesota,
four nomineesIowa,
and Nebraska,
families. Baumhoefner, ofMinnesota, was selected by officials from five states and Washington dignitaries.

M. C. Townsend of War Food
Administration, thanked 35,000
farmers for their untiring efforts
in increasing food production.
MORE THAN 40,000

Lieut. Governor
Robert Blue,
resenting Iowa.rep-

Secretary ofcultureAgriRufus
Howard,
representing Nebraska.

LISTENERS HAVE REQUESTED

Senator Chan Gurney ofkota,South
Daformer owner of WNAX.

Congressman
Karl
Mundt
Dakota. of South

Secretary of Agriulture R. A. Trovatten, cMinnesota.

Lieut. Governor
kota.
Henry Holt, representing North Da-

PICTURES OF AMERICA'S TALLEST TOWER AND THE TYPICAL

Governor M. Q.
Sharpe
Southto
Dakota, of
host
Midwest
farmer.

MIDWEST

FARMER

Typical

Midwest

Farmer

ARMY-NAVY "E" awards to nine
Westinghouse plants have been renewed, George H. Bucher, president
of the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Co., announced. Now,
eight of the plants may fly the "E"
burgee with two white stars, and the
Westinghouse Elevator Co. plant at
Jersey City will fly the burgee with
four stars, marking the fourth renewal
of its award.

-n//

mr

Congressmen,

in

Bill of Rights Be
FREEDOM of speech by radio was
the topic of broadcasts the past
week by Reps. Martin J. Kennedy
(D-N.Y.) and Karl E. Mundt (RS.D.).
Speaking over WEAF

fit

New York

cwiHm-

fOH

fUt
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Sell him at your one-time quarter-hour
rate per week. Call, wire, or write
WM. B. DOLPH
WOL, WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
ORIGINATING FROM WOL
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Affiliated with the MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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Broadcasts,

Suggest

Applied to Radio
and NBC, 10:45-11 p.m. Oct. 29,
Rep. Kennedy urged listeners to
get behind his proposed 22d constitutional amendment which provides that "Congress shall make
no law abridging the freedom of
speech by radio or wire communiRep. Mundt, speaking last Tuescation".
day on the Congressional Record
on the Air, 8:30-45 p.m. over
WHN New York, referring to the
first amendment, said: "Had radio
broadcasting been in existence to
its present extent when this amendment was written, our early American statesmen would undoubtedly
have made specific mention of it
just as they did of the press".
Rep. Kennedy, appealing to the
"people of America for your help
in behalf of freedom of speech on
the radio" said: "Until recently, it
was generally accepted that the
first amendment to the Constitution, which guarantees the freedom
of speech, applied with full force
and effect to speech by radio or
wire communication. However, two
great discussions of recent origin
have jarred the people of America
out of this complacency and have
righteously caused us apprehension
that the radio might be employed
as an instrument of oppression
rather than an agency of enlightened freedom."
Murphy vs. Frankfurter
He referred to the May 10 Supreme Court decision which gives
the FCC powers over the "composition of the traffic" and the recent controversy involving the
rights of commentators to broadcast their opinions. "Some commentators assert the right to express their personal opinions
freely,"
saidhave
Rep. the
Kennedy.
"Others would
remarks
of
commentators subject to censorQuoting from Justice Frank
Murphy's dissenting opinion in
the Supreme Court decision, Rep.
ship." declared: "Judge Murphy
Kennedy
was evidently alarmed, and I
share his feelings, by the following statement, which is part of the
majority opinion of the Court,
rendered by Judge Frankfurter".
Mr. Kennedy then quoted from
Justice Frankfurter's opinion in
which the justice wrote that the
standard Congress provided "for
the licensing of stations was the
public interest, convenience or
necessity. Denial of a station license
on that ground, if valid under the
(Communications) Act, is not a
denial of free speech".
"This language of the Court
practically says that Congress
authorized a censorship and that
the first amendment does not forbid
such censorship," declared Mr.
Kennedy. "In my opinion Congress,
in 1934, never intended that the
standards set up in the Act, public
interest, convenience or necessity,
BROADCASTING

should comprehend a censorship.
This recent decision indicates that
a censorship could be set up under
an Act of the Congress and not
be in violation of the Free Speech
amendment of the Constitution."
Rep. Mundt, who addressed the
House Oct. 18 on "Needed— A
Code of Radio Good Behavior"
[Broadcasting, Oct. 25], said that
since radio is a modern development, "it is necessary for presentday citizens to apply the first
amendment to the institution of
radio in order to make certain that
freedom of speech may be preserved and advanced by its use
rather than jeopardized or cir"It is generally recognized that
cumvented".
some new radio legislation is
needed," he said. "As yet, however,
there has been no general agreement in Congress as to the scope
and nature of this legislation if it
is to best serve the interests of the
people Praises
of America."
CBS Stand
Again praising CBS for its
stand prohibiting opinionated copy
in newscasts and criticizing a few
commentators, Rep. Mundt said:
"Unless correctives are developed
from within the radio industry
the signs of the times all point
to the fact that either the Federal
Communications Commission or
the Congress, or both together,
will have to step in to prevent
the continued abuses of radio by
the monopolistic corporations controlling the wave lengths assigned
to them as a public trust by temlicense".
"More porary
and governmental
more people
are advocating the establishment of a
great radio network owned, operated and regulated by the Government in a non-partisan and unprejudiced manner," Mr. Mundt asserted. "I am not one of those who
favors the Government ownership
and operation of radio. I think the
need in America today is for less
rather than more Government
competition with private business."
Jam Handy

Catalog

NEW

type catalog-directory classifying slidefilms and motion pictures for educational purposes in
radio, has been announced by the
Jam Handy Organization, Detroit.
A new system of indexing, crossindexing and classifying enables
the user to locate more quickly the
subject desired. Illustrations reproduced from the films themselves
provide previews for all of the
subjects and various detailed information concerning the films is
also contained in the catalog.
Copies may be obtained free upon
request.
INSPIRED by a meeting with Sigmund Romberg, the famed composer,
Leonard Leigh, KSTP St. Paul musical director composed seven tunes in
three
days. The
tunes,
Be a Fool",
"What
Am titled
I to "Don't
Say?",
"The Look in Your Eyes", "I'll Fall
in Love", "Waltz with Wings", "Help
Yourself to Love", and "Now Comes
the Night",
were heard
last week on
KSTP's
Household
Forum.
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THE

AROMA

COFFEE

BY

OF

FRESH

RADIO

. . .

In radio programs of trie future, when the hero
mentions the aroma of the coffee he s drinking <—i
or when the bride buries her head in her wedding
bouquet i—* or when the announcer lauds the appetizing fragrance of Korny Krunchies ^-listening
and visual audiences will enjoy the scent right with
them. Scientists and engineers are conducting
experiments that promise the transmission of radio
waves bearing the aroma of coffee, the perfume of
a rose, the salty tang of the seashore and many
other scents.
Radio faces many new horizons <— new vistas
of realism and power ~ after the battlefields grow
heavy and ripe with grain again . . . after the boys
come marching home to their wives and mothers
and sweethearts . . . after the lights go on again
all over the world.
Just as WCAU

is a proponent of the finest in

radio today (50,000 watts — clear channels—
nondirectional ; Philadel phia's first FM Station
and one of the first stations in the country licensed
for Television) so WCAU

will face the new

horizons to come, maintaining its position among
the truly great broadcasting stations of tomorrow.

menu
PHILADELPHIA

50,000
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Favorable

Public

Opinion

For

Broadcasters

Most people regard radio primarily as a peacetime
medium of entertainment.
They fail to recognize it as a potent weapon . . . fighting successfully on the "third front" of World War II.
One sector of that front — maintaining high morale
among our fighting men — is brought into sharp focus
in this advertisement — one of a series — sponsored
by Westinghouse and reproduced below.

ommant
Co
for Private

...

in

the

Making

Our purpose in these advertisements is to accelerate
public awareness of the vital service radio broadcasters are rendering in winning the war. We hope
this awareness will bring long-time benefits to the
entire broadcasting industry.
Our own wartime assignment is the production of
electronic and communications equipment in huge
quantities for fighting fronts. But, come peacetime,
our war-won knowledge and experience will again be
turned to serving the radio broadcasters of America.
J-08054

fyrmcmce
Johnny

Jones

No Yank overseas in World War I
enjoyed entertainment . . .
short-waved "fresh" from home — ■
like today's star-studded bill of fare.
Fun served up to order
byhitradio's
tunes ofacethecomedians
day . . . . . .
Tuesday
— fine farenight's
for a good-natured
fellow hungrybanter
for home!
Yet — too easily taken for granted
is radio broadcasting's neat trick
of hitting
. . and Johnny's
his heart —funny
dead bone
center
wherever he may be.

New advancements
in television . . . FM . . . electronics
all closely guarded secrets today
will tomorrow
enable radio broadcasting to render
an even greater service to our country
Count on that.
J-08060
Wfestinghouse
LANTS
IN 23 CITIES ... <3 OFFICES EVERYWHEREradio division Baith

Wfestinrfiouse
PLANTS IN 25 CITIES .. . Q-^ OFFICES EVERYWHERE

Md.

Baltimore, Maryland

War

FIRST CLEVELAND radio man to be honored with general chairmanship of the Community Fund drive, John F. Patt, vice-president and general manager of WGAR (third from left) , told War Chest officials at
a final dinner on Oct. 28 that the campaign exceeded its goal by nearly
$124,000. Hailing the announcement are Paul Ryan, vice-president of
the Cleveland Community Fund and former president of the National
Refining Co.; Willis W. Clark, president of the Fund and presidenttreasurer of the Dingle-Clark Co. (at left of Patt) ; Leonard T. Blaisdell, chairman of the War Chest Industrial Division and vice-president
of General Electric Co (right).

Radio

Puts

Over

OPA

Pledge;

Orleans
in New
Price Drop
5%
"RADIO was a major factor in the last-named played up the plan in
success of the Home Front Pledge his BLUE network broadcast, and
Campaign," according to Mrs. Ella the New Orleans block organizaG. Roller of OPA Washington
tion was cited by OCD Director
headquarters, who had direct James Landis for outstanding service, while OPA took up the pledge
charge of the operation of the campaign which last week had rolled for a national campaign.
up the enormous total of over 13
Cities where the Pledge was exmillion signed pledges, aimed at
ceptionally successful included
inflation and black marketeers.
Spokane, Milwaukee, Omaha and
This radio success story is uni- Bridgeport, Conn. Smaller cities
que in that the campaign, nation- in general reported the best results.
al in scope and theme, was operBridgeport was the scene of a
ated almost entirely on a local Mutual network broadcast originatbasis. Washington supplied only
ing from WICC, with Clifton Fadithe printed pledges and posters, man, Marion Anderson, Edna Ferwith a minimum of direction to ber, Franklin P. Adams.
regional OPA offices, and the latIn Omaha the pledges were distributed door to door by 3,000 OCD
ter "stepped out of the picture"
in most instances as soon as a block leaders, who received their
local sponsoring organization was final detailed instructions on a
found to take over the distribution broadcast over KOIL. In Milwauand collection of pledges.
kee, retail stores used radio generously to promote the campaign.
The Pledge
WTMJ, WISN and WEMP proThe pledge taken by consumers
vided special programs and anreads: "I pay no more than top nouncements.
legal prices; I accept no rationed
In cities where the blanks were
goods without giving up ration
distributed through the schools, a
stamps." On their part, grocers method used where the block leader
and other retailers pledge: "I
charge no more than top legal system was not developed, radio
prices; I sell no rationed goods proved particularly helpful in explaining the meaning of the pledge
without collecting ration stamps." and urging signatures.
Mrs. Roller, who kept in close
touch with the campaign as it
Important in radio's contribution
the spot messages released by
developed all over the country, said were
the
OWI
on the Network Plan and
radio cooperated in every local
on
the
Station
Announcement plan,
drive, and in many instances led
to the cooperation of other media. via transcription from Washington
The Home Front Pledge orig- and live from OWI regional offices.
inated in New Orleans where it
scored great success through the
WOCB Hearing
services of 6,000 block leaders of
OFF
THE
AIR since last May
the Civilian Defense organization.
from lack of funds, WOCB West
New Orleans food prices, which
Yarmouth, Mass., has been notified
had been jumping wildly dropped
by the FCC that its application for
5% and leveled off within a month
renewal of license, filed July 31,
after its conclusion.
has been designated for hearing to
Jules Paglin, New Orleans OPA
inquire into the ownership of Cape
information man, got the pledge Cod Broadcasting Co., licensee. The
Commission, according to the bill
idea from Bill Burbank, member
of the Young Men's Business Club, of particulars, will also seek to
who urged its national adoption in learn whether WOCB is "financialletters to President Roosevelt,
ly, fied
technically
and otherwise"
to continue
operationqualiand
Prentiss Brown, newsmen, and ra- whether it has been at all times
dio commentators including Wai- operated, managed and controlled
ter Winchell and Earl Godwin. The by the licensee.
BROADCASTING
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Loan

Contribution

Is Compiled by Treasury
RADIO'S contribution in time and
talent to the Third War Loan
drive amounted to $12,000,000 or
approximately
one-third
of the
total
estimated value
of advertising
and publicity from all media, the
Treasury announced last week.
The radio estimate was compiled
by Neville Miller, NAB president,
and was based on OWI allocations
and individual station activities,
the department stated.
Mr. Miller reported to the
Treasury the Third War Loan
campaign was the biggest job ever
undertaken by the broadcasters.
The department estimated the value
of promotion from all media at
more than $36 million, of which
newspaper advertising and publicity accounted for approximately
$20,800,000. Magazines, motion pictures, outdoor advertising and retail promotion contributed about
$4 million. Radio stations, networks and commercial advertisers,
according to the Treasury, donated 3,382 hours of radio time
plus 200,000 spot announcements
during the 22 days of the campaign.
Religious Series
CREW OF THE GOOD SHIP
GRACE Inc., Los Angeles (religious), has revised its schedule
and currently is sponsoring a
thrice-weekly half - hour transcribed version of Haven of Rest
on 11 stations, with others being
added to the list. Included are
KFYR Bismarck, N. D.; WTCN
Minneapolis; KXEL Waterloo, la.;
WIBC Indianapolis; WMMN Fairmont, W. Va.; WLS Chicago;
KFEL Denver; KPAS Pasadena,
Cal.; WNAC Boston; XELO Tia
Juana, Mex.; HCJB Quito, Ecuador. Religious group in addition
sponsors that program with live
talent thrice weekly on 34 Don
Lee Pacific stations, Tues., Thurs.,
Sat., 8-8:30 a.m. (PWT). Agency
is Broadcast Advertising, Los
Angeles.
AP Wire to Yankee Net
YANKEE Network announced last
week it had contracted with Press
Assn. for the special AP radio
news service. According to John
Shepard 3rd, chairman of the board
of Yankee, in commenting on the
deal, "Radio's prime purpose and
most important public service are
one and the same — communication
of information. News must be
brought to the public with maximum speed
and receiving
accuracy." PA servYankee
stations
ice are WNAC
Boston. WTHTthe Hartford,
WEAN Providence, WAAB Worcester,
WICC Bridgeport, WCSH Portland. WLBZ
Bangor, WFEA Manchester, WSAR Fall
River,
Bedford,Laconia,
WLLH WEDO
Lowell andWNBH
Lawrence,NewWLNH
Augusta,
WNLC
New
London,
WHAI
Greenfield, WCOU Lewiston and Auburn,
WBRK Pittsfield, WSYB Rutland. WATR
Waterbury, WEIM Fitchburg, WHY Holyoke.
FILE of material developed by WISN
Milwaukee and the radio committee
of the Milwaukee County PharmaAssn. program
for the Know
Tourcompiled
Druggistcists'Better
is being
by the American Institute of the History
ticalof Pharmacy
Library of theinU.theof PharmaceuWisconsin.
Program is of an institutional type,
stressing the history and professional
aspects of pharmacy, and is heard
each Saturday at 5 :15 p.m.

PACIFIC
PROGRAM

COAST
NOTES

Safeway Stores are first. Who's
going to be next?
As the first advertising for its Busy
Baker soda crackers, Safeway has
purchased the first three quarter"What's
Doin', Ladies?"
hour
participations
in Pacific Blue's
Safeway thereby
staked the first
claim in the proPacificApril
Blue
createdgram last
as a successor to
its successful but
sold-out "Breakfast at Sardi's."
Like"Sardi's," "What's Doin"'pivots on a personality. A husky, handguy named
Picturesomedue
north. Art Linkletter.
You may know Mr. L. as ringmaster of Brown and Williamson's
"People Are Funny." But on the
Coast he is known for a halfdozen other successes; now conducts San Francisco's two most
popular local programs.
"What's Doin', Ladies?" is simply
Linkletter, his unerring ad lib and
his trusty mike loose in a studio
full of women.

The
program's
withprizes,
gimcracks—
quizzes, loaded
contests,
interviews,
thing that addscelebrities
up to a gay— everyparty.
There's even a beauty expert
who turns up weekly to redesign
the plain and plumpish.
In five months this program tripled
Pacific Blue's hold on the 2:00-2:30
P.M. audience where only one Coast
network offers any commercial
Better get a presentation from
opposition.
Blue Spot Sales or the
PACIFIC BLUE NETWORK
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Radio

Bishop

A RADIO PREACHER, one
of the best loved public men
of Buffalo, N. Y., has been
elected Bishop of the Episcopal diocese of Pittsburgh.
He is the Very Rev. Austin
Pardue, who as Dean of St.
Paul's in Buffalo won national recognition through
his MBSrale,program,
Mowhich the Our
network
rated among its top ten programs. Pittsburgh diocesan
committee has asked the
Bishop-elect to keep up his
radio work.

1

can

deliver

MARKET
AUDIENCE
AVAILABILITIES

THE MARKET

THE AVAILABILITIES

. . . rich, hustling,

class times are still open

free-spending as always . . . and
with radio listenership greater
tljanin almost any other major
market in the country!
responsive,

THEj AUDIENCE
entertctinable . . . and, according tc latest Hooper

reports,

tuning me re and more to WCAE !

. . . first-

periods

in

with high audience

ratings. The all-afternoon Tune
Factory program, for example,

Orange Bowl to Gillette;
NBC Sustains Rose Bowl
CLOSELY following announcement by Gillette Safety Razor Co.,
Boston, that it would again sponsor the New Years Day broadcast
of the Sugar Bowl game, the company
it would
coverage said
of the
Orange sponsor
Bowl game
the same day, with both contracts
set for the full CBS network. The
Orange Bowl clash from Miami,
1 p.m. to approximately 3:30 p.m.,
will be described by Ted Husing
and his assistant, Jimmy Dolan.
The Sugar Bowl broadcast will
begin at 3:45 p.m. from New Orleans, with announcers still unselected. Gillette's commercials
will be for blades and shaving
cream. Agency is Maxon Inc., New
York.

can offer availabilities with
ratings equal to the best "script
show" competition.
Better phone or wire today!

KATZ

AGENCY

New York • Chicago
Detroit • Atlanta
Kansas City • Dallas
San Francisco
II

WCAE
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Ask Okay on KSLM Sale
ToMcElwain-McCormick
H. B. READ, sole owner of KSLM
Salem, Ore. last week asked FCC
approval of his sale of KSLM for
$69,000 to Paul V. McElwain and
Glenn E. McCormick. He would receive $20,000 cash on FCC approval and the balance in four yearly
installments. He stated in his application that he wished to retire
from the broadcasting business.
Mr. McElwain, who would have
130 shares of the total of 150, is
secretary-treasurer of the Baker
Broadcasting Co., Baker Ore.,
licensee of KBKR, in which he is
principal stockholder. KBKR now
has an application for transfer of
control to Marshall E. Cornett and
Lee W. Jacobs, Klamath Falls,
Ore., pending before the FCC. Mr.
McCormick also owns 30 shares in
KBKR which are involved in the
Oct. 11]. transfer [Brdadcasting,
proposed
Mr. McCormick was formerly
manager of KORE Eugene, Ore.,
and for two years has been manager of KBKR. Mr, McElwain is
a partner with his wife and F. A.
McElwain in Bay Motors, Marshfield, and Southwestern Motors,
Coquilla, Ore.

5000 WATTS
1250 K. C—
MUTUAL
BROADCASTI
NG SYSTEM

BROADCASTING

NBC on Jan. 1, 1944, plans to
bring its listeners a play-by-play
description of the Rose Bowl game
from Pasadena, presenting it on a
sustaining basis with Bill Stern
probably at the microphone.
FIVE additional firms — four of them
in the retail field — have signed for
local Roundup
sponsorshipmaking
of NBC's
Neios
a total World
of 23
local advertisers on the six-times
weekly quarter-hour feature.
• Broadcast

Advertising

from

county

fair

to big time

..,wWBT

rHEiR success story is typical of WBT
talent. Ten years ago, 3 youngsters

The Ramblers had a fine time in
Hollywood, but they say their main

met at a little county fair in South Carolina. One was tooting a trumpet in the

interest is still WBT. We've just signed

carnival band . . . another picked banjo

year and put them on the air across the

in a minstrel troupe . . . the third just

board, 11:30-11:45 A.M., with WBT's
yodelling Claude Casey as emcee. It

came to the fair to show his uncle's
blue-ribbon heifer.
They got acquainted and, in no time
flat, organized a string band. With
another recruit, they began playing the
square-dance circuit of the Carolinas.
Their fame went ahead of them like a

them up — exclusively— for another

makes a show to delight the heart of
any Carolinian.
Ready now for sponsorship, the Tennessee Ramblers offer the triple value
of radio popularity, movie stardom
(their latest picture is about to be re-

WBT, always hunting new talent, put

leased), and widespread personal appearances. All in all, a very likely

them on the air. They've been favorites
with WBT listeners ever since.

package to discuss with us or Radio
Sales very soon.

squirrel in a forest. It reached WBT.

Gene Autry persuaded the Tennessee
Ramblers to get leave and visit Hollywood. They made six pictures. Now the
Ramblers are back for a series of personal appearances in Carolina theatres.

Represented by Radio Sales
the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS.

CHARLOTTE * 50,000 Watts
The South's Best Salesman
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That Red
Herring
THE BEST way to lick legislation is to raise
merry ned about so-called monopolies, and
defend the "little fellows".
That has been the recognized political formula from time immemorial. It was trotted
out last week by FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly. In opening the proceedings on the
White- Wheeler Bill, he barged into a tirade
against NBC and CBS and the "stooge NAB",
who are seeking to restore "monopoly" through
a Congressional "repeal" of the FCC's network-monopoly regulations, as he views it.
Mr. Fly did everything but talk about the
bill and its provisions. He defended the FCC's
administration. He blossomed forth with the
story of how networks and stations are making more money than ever. It was money,
monopoly and big business.
Before the hearings are over, we trust the
"little fellows" will speak for themselves.
This issue is not monopoly at all. It is the
right of radio to enjoy the freedom of action
and opportunity guaranteed by our Bill of
Rights and our Democracy. If monopolies
exists, the job is one for the Department of
Justice under the anti-trust laws. Incidentally,
the Department only a few days ago saw fit
to drop anti-trust actions pending against
RCA-NBC and CBS.
We think the Senate Committee understands
the issue. It remains only for those interested
in preserving a free, competitive American
system of broadcasting to come forward and
say their pieces, fully and factually, and
without fear of reprisal from any quarter.
Study in Contrasts
THERE'S shooting aplenty in Washington
these days about radio. Hearings are under
way in the Senate on new legislation. The
House, through two separate committees, is
trying to make up its mind where to head in.
Because of the developments bound to come,
there should be a better understanding of
what this shooting is all about. People tell us
that radio is always howling calamity, but
never seems to get hurt. Chairman Fly observed the other day that the networks and
stations are making more money than ever.
To clarify things, there's a study in contrasts in our last issue. Commissioner C. J.
Durr, freshman member of the FCC who
rather consistently has followed the philosophy of FCC Chairman Fly, raised the question of radio's ability to spread "culture and
ideas" now and in the future merely as a "byproduct of advertising". In a speech before the
Third Free World Congress in New York he
broadened his horizon to embrace world-wide
radio, not simply domestic service. It was an
address, cleverly contrived, in which he deprecated commercial radio without, however,
making a direct plea for government operation.
In the same issue, Young & Rubicam, advertising agency that has blazed a trail of
successful radio advertising, told an enthrall-
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ing story of "How America is using one of
its greatest war weapons" — radio. It explained
that when war struck, this nation had one asset unmatched by any of our enemies or our
allies — a radio audience of about 100 million
citizens whom the government could count on
to turn to their radios. They could be reached
with vital war messages — this audience built
over the years by American business.
Still quoting Y & R: More than $90,000,000
worth of time and talent was donated to the
Government in 1942, and time and talent now
is being donated at the rate of $8,000,000 a
month. In actual broadcast time the aggregate
of war messages broadcast totalled more than
18,000 hours or 750 days of listening.
Y & R brings out clearly and cogently that
American radio programs are more intelligent,
more entertaining, more skillfully presented
than those of any other nation. It observes:
"The big reason for this is that in America
radio is a competitive, business enterprise — in
other countries, government supported."
That is the sort of radio Mr. Durr questions.
It is the same radio that Mr. Fly has, on occasions, lambasted because of its refusal to sell
time for controversial issues, or for the sale
of union membership or such like.
It is worthy of note that the Durr position,
sketched in his New York address, coincided
as if from the same mold with the report of
Philip Murray, CIO president, to the CIO annual convention in Philadelphia last week. Mr.
Murray attacked commercial broadcasting.
But, while the FCC protagonists of sale of time
to labor and cooperatives cited the NAB Code
as precluding such sales, Mr. Murray commented that labor finds it difficult to advertise
because it is "financially unable to compete
with big business".
So, when you are asked what all this shooting is about in Washington, keep in mind that
it's as basic as radio itself. It's not this needling here, or pin-prick there, but the whole
mosaic on which these reformers are working.
That is toward a controlled system of radio.
In Britain (where the pendulum is swinging
the other way) they call it the British Broadcasting Corp., a government monopoly.
Off-side
OFTTIMES we have been accused of a "radio
can do no wrong" complex. Sure we go down
the line for radio, though betimes we have
griped about practices that bode no good.
It now behooves us to get something off our
chest. Why in the name of Marconi should two,
or three or more networks carry the same
football game each Saturday, just because it
happens to be the standout? Unshirted heck
was raised (by us and by others) when Elmer
Davis wanted to combine all networks for a
simultaneous program. The same has happened when others have advanced the thought
of universal hookups for anything less than a
Presidential address or some earth-shaking
event.
Radio isn't helping itself or anybody by
forced listening of that kind. We hopefully
suggest that the four nationwide networks get
together in advance and toss a coin on who
gets what games. The law of averages should
take care of the rest.

Out

]Qct5pad5

SHELDON

CONYER

*To

—

VINSONHALER

get
good job
and a continu
e the
they manshould
together,a good
WHEN
partnership. Sheldon Vinsonhaler
found his niche 17 years ago when
Little Rock — now
he helped found WLBN
KLRA — and has been its manager and guiding hand ever since.
But before KLRA entered the picture, Vinsonhaler played the field of employment possibilities. After his discharge from the 19th
Field Artillery Brigade at the close of World
War I, he decided on a business career. So he
entered business college, from which he was
graduated right into the California film industry. He worked with Lois Weber Productions and Maurice Tourneur. Then he transferred to the Burroughs Adding Machine Co.
in Los Angeles, as a salesman.
The California climate was balmy, the job
good, the business career progressing as scheduled, but Sheldon Vinsonhaler, being an imaginative young man, felt the call of distant
lands, a nagging urge for adventure. And being also a practical chap, Vinsonhaler put
foundations under his air castle by securing a
job to support his adventuring. Soon he was
on his way to Central America as an employe of the United Fruit Co. He liked the
Spanish customs so well that he stayed two
and a half years.
Whether it was the attraction of a young
lady of Little Rock who was later to become
Mrs. Vinsonhaler, or the offer of a position
with Atwater Kent Radio as Arkansas representative, is a matter of conjecture, but one
or the other brought Vinsonhaler back to Little
Rock. He had gone to school there and spent
much of his early life in that city before his
family moved to Fort Worth, Tex.
That was in 1926 when he returned. That
same year Roy Stueber, state distributor for
Atwater Kent, bought a 50 watt portable
transmitter, with the call letters WLBN, on
1020 kc, by authority of the Dept. of Commerce.
"And that is the way it all started," says
the man who has been its manager since.
"From there on," he says, the company went
through "gradual power increases, hearings,
failing eyesight from looking over the spectrum for better frequencies until we are now
Roy Stueber sold his interest in the Aron 1010."kansas Broadcasting Co. in 1932, to A. L.
Chilton, and later the company purchased
KGHI Little Rock, which it now operates.
Thus, Vinsonhaler is now general manager
(Continued on page 42)
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This

is Number

U

in a

PUBLIC

series

SERVICE

of stories

by

of

KO/N,

Porf/and,

Oregon

The subject of No. 1 was a summer series of City Park Concerts
...of No. 2 "Wartime Women," KOIN's award-winning nightly
broadcast of women's war activities . . . Now comes

MILLION

*

DOLLAR

CLUB

*

— a half-hour broadcast at 9:30 p. m. each Tuesday on
the theme of year-round War Bond promotion. Launched
early in '43 with the enthusiastic support of the Oregon
War Bond staff, its top quality entertainment value has
earned it a substantial Hooper rating. A score of radio
artists blend songs, music and fun . . . with every show
climaxed by the initiation of prominent citizens credited
with the sale of a Million Dollars in War Bonds. To date
club membership numbers 82, including many of the best
known names in Oregon.
JOHNNY CARPENTER, Director of Special Events, m.c.'s the shows
and CHET DUNCAN, Director of Public Relations, is responsible
for the initiations.

* KOIN *
MILLION DOLLAR CLUB
PORTLAND,
CBS

OREGON

Affiliate

FREE & PETERS, Inc. National Representatives

In circle, from left —
Owen "Red" Dunning,
the "Hillbilly Humorist";
Chet Duncan;
Johnny Carpenter;
Joseph Sampietro,
Musical Director.
In triangle —
The "Barber Shop Four"
in appropriate setting.
At right, above —
The Membership Certificate.
At right —
Joseph Sampietro directs
orchestra and chorus with
Margaret Carroll, vocalist.
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"Glad
Station

We

Chose

KSO

for Des Moines"
. . . writes Ben Mulhauser

Rating high in the Des Moines
area, is "Guest of Honor" sponsored by the Crescent Macaroni
8C Cracker Company of Davenport, Iowa.
This quarter - hour program,
broadcast thrice weekly, includes
interviews with "Guest" grocers
and movie ticket awards to their
customers, with a background of
good music. Here's the comment
of Ben Mulhauser, Crescent's advertising manager:
"To make our type of radio program click, requires considerable
personal service, by both your
studio staff and commercial department. The fine way you fellows have followed through on all
important details, makes us glad
we chose KSO for the Des
Moines Market.
"It has been a pleasure working
with you for the past 2!/2 years.
The fact that our program continues on and on, speaks for itself."
BASIC BLUE
AND MUTUAL
KSO:5000 WATTS

KRNT

BASIC
COLUMBIA
5000 WATTS

The Cowles Stations in
>ES MOINE!
Affiliated with Des Moines Register & Tribune
Represented by The Katz Agency
Page 42 • November

Our Respects to
(Continued from 'page 40)
of KLRA and KGHI, and also
commercial manager of KLRA.
During the expansion period of
these stations, he has built five sets
of studios. And moved them four
times. He has supervised construction of three transmitters, complete with tower and ground systems, only to have the potent Arkansas wind topple them over — all
but the last. And he has the distinction of having one station
(KGHI) with a single frequency
in two networks, Blue and Mutual,
and another station (KLRA) with
one network — Columbia — and two
frequencies.
Sheldon Vinsonhaler was born
Sept. 7, 1898 in Chicago, and was
educated in Little Rock and Fort
Worth. In 1930 he married Janet
Keith, now the mother of their
two children, Keith, eleven, and
Jancy, just five.
As chairman of the State Appeal Board of Selective Service,
Sheldon takes his place among the
volunteer war workers, in addition,
of course, to his station's part in
America's war program. He is also
a member cf the American Legion,
Christ Episcopal Church, a director in the Little Rock Ad Club,
member of the Greater Little Rock
Chamber of Commerce, the Little
Rock Club, and the Arkansas Sales
Executives' Council.
Before war activities and clubs
took so much of his time, he used
to enjoy a Sunday morning golf
game, but that along with his
swimming, has been shelved for
a while.
However, the Vinsonhaler sense
cf humor can't be laid aside, much
to the delight of his associates.
And some time, if in the right
mood, he might tell about the time
on the club golf course when. . . .
But that's another story.
Bill Seeks Recognition
Of Public Relations Men
IN A RENEWED effort to enlist
active cooperation of stations in
the conduct of industry public relations, Edgar Bill, chairman of
the NAB public relations committee, has sent all NAB members
a printed pamphlet, "There Is an
Indispensable Man!" in which station managers are asked to acknowledge their responsibility for
these reasons:
"He controls station policy; he
can commit the station to cooperation in public projects; he can
direct the expenditure of funds for
staff memberships in civic and social clubs and other organizations;
he can delegate responsibility; he
is a 'public symbol' of the station;
he is permanent."
SUGGESTED copy for radio commercials, newspaper, magazine and poster
copy and layouts and other material
for advertisers to use in helping to
fight inflation are contained in a
brochure issued by the War Advertising Council, titled "37 Billion
Dangerous Dollars."
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NOTES
N. E. KEESELY, former account
executive of N. W. Ayer & Son, New
York,
a memberforof the
that past
agency's
radio and
department
15
years, on Nov. 1 joined CBS as manager of program sales. He will work
with the network sales and program
departments in development and sale
of CBS-built shows.
J. LEONARD REINSCH, general
manager of WSB Atlanta has been
elected a member in the U. of Georgia
chapter of Sigma Delta Chi, national
professional journalism society.
.TOE EVANS, formerly with the San
Diego Union & Tribune-Sun, and the
Buffalo Times, has joined the sales
staff ofcountKGB
executive. San Diego, as an acLT. COL. WILLIAM LITTLE, Signal Corps, former communications
chief, Mediterranean Base Section,
North Africa and now on duty at the
Signal Corps Storage and Issue Agency, Philadelphia, has been awarded
the French Voluntary Military Service Cross by General Henri Giraud,
according to an announcement by the
War Dept. Col. Little previously
served in the Material Branch. Office
of the Chief Signal Corps Officer,
Washington, D. C.
BEN S. FISHER, Washington radio
attorney, has been elected national
president of Sigma Chi Fraternity and
was
guestConstantine
of honor atdinner
the Fraternity's
annual
Nov. 6.
FRANK SAMUELS, former newspaper representative and a member
of the KGO San Francisco sales staff
for the past six months, has been appointed sales manager of the station,
succeeding Ray Rhodes, resigned.
RAY RHODES, formerly sales manager of KGO San Francisco, has resigned to become account executive
at KFRC San Francisco, replacing
Jack Hall, who has transferred to the
CBS sales staff.
WALTER H. CONWAY, formerly a
member of the sales and promotion
Staff of KYA San Francisco, has
joined NBC Chicago as an assistant
to Emmons C. Carlson, manager of
advertising and promotion.

SHOUSE ON SPECIAL
MISSION TO LONDON
JAMES D. SHOUSE, vice-president of the Crosley Corp. in charge
of broadcasting operations, will
visit London shortly at the invitation ofBroadcasting
the British
Corp.,
the
same and
timeat will
undertake a special mission for
OWL A pioneer
broadcast execufjjm
B 3t>d^l
mKMk
iAi
Mr. Shouse

has served on the
reau
consulting
OWI Radio
Bustaff
since
its
creation two

years tified
ago.with He
also has
been idenoverseas
operations,
in
view of the Crosley ownership of
WLWO, international broadcasting station, Cincinnati.
Other top broadcast executives
on missions to the European and
Mediterranean war theatres include Niles Trammell and John F.
Royal, dent
president
vice-presirespectively and
of NBC
now
abroad, and William S. Paley,
CBS president, who shortly is expected to leave for North Africa
on a special radio mission for OWI
Director Elmer Davis. During
Mr. Shouse's absence, Robert A.
Dunville, vice-president of the
Crosley stations, and executive
assistant general manager, will be
in
supervisory charge of WLW and
WSAI.
t. McGregor parker, wbt
Charlotte, N. C, sales promotion manager, has been appointed to the board
of directors,
Defense district.
Volunteer Office, forCivilian
the Charlotte
DUDLEY
TICHENOR,
man-is
ager of KVOR
Colorado former
Springs,
now in the Army. He is succeeded by
ment.
Everett
Shupe of the sales departHAROLD
BOCK,director,
NBC Western
vision publicity
returns dito
Hollywoodlowingheadquarters
Nov.
22 and
folconferences in Chicago
New York.
FRED R. RIPLEY, has resigned as
vice-president and director of WSYR
Syracuse. Future plans are not yet
known.
A. A. BRANDT, general sales manager of General Electric Co., Schenectady, will present a special film
explaining the engineering developments which make television possible
and their
to post-war
television sets,adaption
as a feature
of the Nov.
3 7 luncheon meeting of the American
Marketing Assn. Luncheon is a conof the winter
"Radio by
in the
Wartime"
series heldtinuationlast
AMA
under the chairmanship of George H.
Allen. It is open to all agency, advertising and media personnel.
Tolman

PRESENTED with a special halfhour broadcast in recognition of
ten years of service to radio audiences of northeastern Ohio, L. O.
Klivans,
of Burts'
Inc.,
Cleveland president
department
store, holds
trophy given him during the program by H. K. Carpenter (r),
vice president and general manager of the United Broadcasting
Co.
(WHK-WCLE-WHKC).
Burts'
Inc. has sponsored many programs
over WCLE Cleveland during the
ten year period.

BROADCASTING

a JG

DAVID E. TOLMAN, attorney in
the Washington law offices of
Segal, Smith & Hennessey, has
been commissioned a lieutenant
(jg) in the Navy, and reported last
Monday at Quonset Point, R. I. for
an indoctrination course. Lt. Tolman, a native of Salt Lake City,
has been with the Segal firm for
the past seven years. Lt. Com. Paul
M. Segal, senior member, has been
on active duty at Naval Communicationslast
Headquarters
in Washington for the
two years.
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may question whether canny Peter Minuit
actually purchased Manhattan Island for $24 . . .
But there's no question about the sales-influence canny
/ertisers are buying in the rich mid-west region served
the Cowles Stations. Blessed by Nature with the
world's most productive farm land, this area includes:
16 wholesale centers, over 25,000.
80 retail centers, 5,000 to 25,000.
601,543 farms, each a war-industry in itself.
1,387,690 radio homes (daytime primary) with
population-total of 6,000,748.
this entire region, Cowles Stations beam your advertising at group rates as low as $61.50 for a daytime quarterour on three stations . . . truly the BIG BUY of 1943
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NEWS
MEANS
AUDIENCE!
Martin Agronsky
H. R. Baukhage
Frederic Bauer
Jimmie Fidler
Earl Godwin
John Gunther
James G. McDonald
Harry McTigue
Gilbert Martyn
Roy Porter
Rodriguez and Sutherland
Raymond Gram Swing
Dorothy Thompson
Edward Tomlinson
John W. Vandercook
Westbrook Van Voorhis
Walter Winched
ALL ON —

WINN
LOUISVILLE
uUiU

WINN

BLUE

NETWORK

STATION
LOUISVILLE,

in
KY.

D. E. "Plug" Kendrick
President ard General Manager
G. F. "Red" Bauer
S 'is Manager
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MARGARET
EARLY,editor
former
cial announcements
of spethe
BLUE news and special features division, joined WABC New York on
Nov. 1. She now handles the quarterhour morning program for feminine
listeners, formerly conducted hy Adelaide Hawley, now a woman commentator for WEAF New York. Replacing Miss Early at the BLUE is Priseilla Lombard, former secretary to
Thomas Velotta, assistant director of
news and special features.
HECTOR CHEVIGNY, Hollywood
freelance writer, has moved to New
York.
ENSIGN FRED HENRY, former
news and special events director of
KMPC Beverly Hills, Cal., and now
with the Navy, has been assigned to
Admiral
Mountbatten's
staff
and Lord
will beLouis
stationed
in India.
ELEANORE (Pat) HURLEY, formerly photo editor of WOE New
York, has been named publicity director of WQXR New York, Nov. 15,
replacing Allan H. Kalmus, resigned.
Before joining WOR eight years ago,
Miss Hurley was with the NBC press
department.
GIL NEWSOM, Eastern seaboard
announcer on Coca-Cola Co.'s Victory
Parade of Spotlight Bands on the
BLUE, entered the Army last week.
He has been replaced by Michael
Roy, formerly Chicago announcer for
the show.
KLEVE KIRBY has reverted to his
rightful name now that the BLUE
and NBC networks are officially separate. He had been known for several years on NBC as Cleve Conway
to avoid confusion with Durward Kirby, announcer.
HERBERT LATEAU, recently honorably discharged from the Army Air
Forces and formerly of WKY,
KOMA, KARK and KVOO in the
Southwest, has joined the production
staff of NBC central division.
HERB DEXTER has resigned from
the announcing staff of WPEN Philadelphia to free lance.
FREDERICK W. COLE, formerly
promotion manager of WFEA Manchester, Mass., is now program manager of the station.
DONN BENNETT, program producer of KYW Philadelphia, reported
for induction into the armed forces
on Nov. 5.
JACK STEPHENS, formerly of
KLX Oakland and KSAN San Francisco, has joined the KSRO Santa
Rosa, Cal., announcing staff. Albert
C. Brown, new to radio, replaces
Bert Johnson, resigned, as newscaster.
BILL DALLAS has been named chief
announcer of KARM Fresno, Cal.
VIRGINIA DAVIS, continuity director of WPDQ Jacksonville, Fla., on
Oct. 21 was married to Bob Mann,
former WPDQ announcer.
PATRICIA JUNE VOILS, CBS
scriptwriter, and John S. Tillman,
CBS announcer, have announced their
engagement and will be married in
December.
PEGGY CAVE of KSD St. Louis
will conduct several business and discussion sessions at the radio conference at Stephens College, Columbia,
Mo., Nov. 19-21.
JERRY LAW, who has handled radio
for credit chain stores, has succeeded
Ed Harvey as program director of
WINS New York.
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WCKY Men to Service
FRED THOMAS, WCKY Cincinnati news editor, and John E. Murphy, publicity director, have reduty in istheat armed
services.ported
Mr. forThomas
the Marine
corps base at San Diego for basic
training and Mr. Murphy is at the
Naval Training School, Naval Air
station, Quonset Point, Rhode Island, where he will become a lieuserves. tenant (j.g.) in the Naval ReDICK PRESENZ. special effects man
of CBR Vancouver, has resigned.
DARRELL DONNELL, newscaster
of KFRC San Francisco, married
Harriett Greene, a member of the
San Francisco OWI staff, on Oct. 23.
RAY BOHANNAN, formerly with
KQW San Francisco, has joined the
announcing staff of KJBS San Francisco.
CHARLOTTE MORRIS, new to radio, has joined the musical staff of
WJJD Chicago. She replaces Dick
Baker, who will freelance.
CLAUDE HARING is new sports announcer of WCAU Philadelphia succeeding Taylor Grant, who continues
with the station handling news programs.
RAY WALTON has left the announcing staff of WIBG Philadelphia to
join the armed forces.
MAURICE WALLER has joined the
announcing staff of WLW Cincinnati.
June Bolmeier has been appointed
public service director.
LEE TAYLOR, formerly of WBAL
Baltimore, and Hal Barkas, formerly
of WKAT nouncing
Miami,
have joined
anstaff of WJNO
WestthePalm
Beath, Fla.
PHYLLIS HALLER, traffic manager
of KYSM
has enlisted in the Mankato,
WAVES. Minn.,
She is replaced
by Monica Kruse, new to radio.
Jeanne Kimball has resigned as continuity director to freelance and is
replaced by Niki Novak, new to radio.
JOHN HENKES, KSYM Mankato,
Minn., announcer, has just returned
from Chicago, where he and his bride,
the former Harriet Mesenbrink, were
honeymooning.
J. RICHARDSON LOUGHRIN,
KYSM rector,
Mankato,
Minn.,
diis the father
of program
a boy born
Oct. 21.
PAUL PRICE, announcer of WAOV
Vincennes, Ind., is now on a honeymoon with his bride, the former
Viola Hand of Indianapolis.
BOB er ofO'CONNER,
formerlyhasannouncWLS Chicago,
joined
KMPC Beverly Hills, Cal.

towers

5000

City.
KAY RICHINS has joined the announcing staff of KDYL Salt Lake
ROSALIND KHARFEN, formerly
with the CBS New York shortwave
division, has joined the WCAE Pittsburgh continuity staff. Samuel Sague
has joined the announcing staff.
ROBERT RUNYEN, announcer at
WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind., is active
in the Fort Wayne Civic Theater having been cast in several leads. Bob
Sherman,triciannews
as elecfor the chief,
touringserved
Metropolitan
Opera
Co.,
in
their
presentation
of
Faust.
HERB ALLEN, staff announcer of
KFI Los Angeles as well as announcer
on the weekly NBC People Are Funny,
was named Pacific Coast division winner of the 1943 H. P. Davis award on
Oct. 28. Citation is presented each
year to the outstanding announcer on
affiliated stations of that network.
SCOTT NEWHALL, editor of San
Francisco Chronicle Sunday news
magazine, This World, has started a
weekly
commentary
on
BLUE quarter-hour
Pacific stations,
Saturday,
7:30-7:45 a.m. (PWT).
JACK DENNET, formerly of CKRC
Winnipeg, has joined the announcing
staff of CFRB Toronto, replacing
John Collingwood Reade.
WALLY ARMOUR has been appointed
musical director
of CFRBwho To-is
ronto
replacing
Roy Locksley
theatrical
group.
with the Royal Canadian Navy's
JOHN M. TEEL, former BLUE Network singer, has joined KGO San
Francisco as announcer.
HUGH TURNER, announcer of KGO
San can
Francisco,
joinedoperator.
Pan AmeriAirways as has
a radio
YVONNE DALE, formerly program
director-writer of KHUB Watsonville,
Gal., has joined the continuity staff
of KLX Oakland.
VIRGINIA DIETRICK, free lance
writer, haspartment ojoined
continuity
def WHIO the
Dayton,
replacing
Martha Crowl.
JOHN SWALLOW, NBC Western
division program director, is in New
York for conferences.
CATHERINE VORDER-BREUGGE
has joined the announcing staff of
WHBQ Memphis and will also serve
as speech coach.
VIRGINIA ADAIR MOORE, writer
for the interview show, Memphis
Fathers, heard on WHBQ Memphis,
was married recently to Naval Lt.
Stanley Snow.
L. D. tion
BARNHARDT,
producmanager of NBC former
Chicago,
and
program director of KXEL Waterloo,
la., has joined
WBBM
Chicago.the production staff of

over
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TONIGHT'

DRAMA!

For more than ten years now, WMCA's
poignant daily news drama, FIVE STAR
FINAL, has presented a stirring picture
of world events to New York's anxious
millions. FIVE STAR FINAL is much
more than part of the pot-pourri of radio
shows flooding metropolitan airlanes.
This is one of the most looked-forwardto, talked-about institutions in this great
market.
Because night after night after night, a
hard-working group of radio folks unfolds the day's history before the smoke
has a chance to clear . . . fifteen minutes
of skilfully written, superbly produced
dramatization of last-minute news. The
oldest daily show of its kind in radio!
More important to you, though, it's an
institution advertising-wise.
Why not let us tell you about those
advertisers who have successfully used
FIVE STAR FINAL throughout the past
decade. The show is available right now
three nights a week and you'll certainly
want to know its story. Just ask us or
Weed & Company for the lowdown.
Photos Courtesy of
V. S. Marine Corps and
U.S. Army Air Forces
wmca
NEW

YORK'S

DIAL

570 ... AMERICA'S

LEADING

INDEPENDENT

STATION
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Check the list below to find the war message announcements you will broadcast
during the week beginning Nov. 29. Sell the spots officially designated for sponsorship.
Plan schedules for best timing of these important war messages. Tell your client what
spots areannouncements
available for perinclusion
programs. Each "X" stands for three oneminute
day, or in21 their
per week.
STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
NETGroup
Group
NAT.PLAN
SPOT
WORK
KW
OI
PLAN
Aft.
Ind.
Aff.
Ind. Live Trans.
Wave Recruiting
XXX
Bonds For Christmas Gifts*. X
X
X
X
X
Fight Waste
XXX
Eat More Potatoes
X
X
Careless Talk
X
Tax Returns
X
Mail Early For Christmas— X
See OWI Schedule of War Messages No. 84 for names and time of programs carrying
war messages under National Spot and Network Allocation Plans.
*55 seconds — available for sponsorship.
WAR MESSAGE

MORE

BUYING

than ever in the
SALT
LAKE
MARKET

Conservation,

Potatoes,

Income

Taxes

Get Special Treatment
in OWI
Packet
FOUR special war jobs are tack- soldiers have already received their
led in the group of campaigns list- holiday gifts!) The problem of
civilian Christmas mail is a hardy
ed for broadcasting under the OWI
Domestic Radio Bureau allocation perennial made acute by the warfor the week of Nov. 29. These are:
time transportation difficulties.
Conservation of all civilian goods OWI's announcements will be heard
and services, a "mail early" cam- on the Network Plan, and national
paign for civilian Christmas gifts, advertisers will cooperate with
a campaign to move potatoes into messages delivered via the Special
home storage and larger consump- Assignment Plan.
tion, and a drive to remind farmers
Although OWI makes no mention
to file their income tax returns.
of a relationship between the
Fight Waste campaign and the
Farmers, unlike other Americans, file their estimated income
November-December campaign for
tax report on Dec. 15 this year War Bonds, observers are quick to
(non-farm workers filed Sept. 15). point out that the War Bonds for
The form is easy to fill out and Christmas idea is aimed at the delocal collectors are glad to answer
questions. Many farmers who will
file a return this year have never
done so before. The OWI messages
will be broadcast live on the National Spot Plan.
Eat More Potatoes

UTAH'S NBC

STATION
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Dealing with another "agricultural problem" is the Eat More
Potatoes Campaign, scheduled for
the OWI group of stations under
the Station Allocation Plan. The
problem is a surplus — America's
fall potato crop is breaking all records. Although storage facilities
are larger than last year there will
not be enough space to house all the
potatoes. Civilians are being urged
to buy and to store large amounts.
The Fight Waste campaign is
billed by OWI as the overall campaign to promote conservation of
everything civilians buy. Demands
of our armed forces and fighting
allies preclude any unnecessary
production to meet civilian needs.
Listeners are urged to conserve,
buy sparingly, share willingly and
salvage those things formerly
thrown away. Fight Waste is scheduled on the Network Plan and on
all independent stations, thus giving it complete coverage.
Fourth of the "war jobs" which
OWI is asking radio to do during
the week of Nov. 22 is that old
friend "Mail Early for Christmas." Early Christmas mail for
soldiers overseas has been urged
by radio and by newspaper advertising of department stores, with
exceptionally good results. (Some
8, 1943

SOUTHERN
HOSPITALITY as
practiced in Hollywood, was extended T. V. Hartnett (left), president of Brown & Williamson ToCo., by when
this talent-networkagency baccotrio,
he dropped in
on rehearsal of the weekly NBC
Red Skelton & Co. during his recent West Coast visit. WinstonSalem tobacco firm sponsors the
weekly half-hour comedy series.
Welcoming Mr. Hartnett (1 to r)
are Red Skelton, star of the show;
Sidney N. Strotz, network Western division vice-president, and
John Guedel, vice-president of
Russell M. Seeds Co., agency servicing the tobacco account.
velopment of an excessive and possibly dangerous buying spree in
the weeks before Christmas. Thus
the two campaigns would seem to
have somewhat similar objectives.
At the same time, the war bond
messages, which are available for
sponsorship, are directed at continuing and greater participation
in the payroll savings plan. The
keynote, as expressed by OWI is
to "keep up the strong offensive
started in the Third War Loan."

'During the next 13 weeks ... the New York
and New Jersey listening public will become
even more WPAT conscious through consistent
advertising in the . . .
NEW YORK TIMES NEW YORK WORLD-TELEGRAM
NEWARK NEWS
PASSAIC HERALD-NEWS
PATERSON CALL
Sell your clients WPAT ... the fastest growing
station in the metropolitan area.
PATERSON,
RADIO
PARAMOUNT BLDG.
WPAT
STATION
NEW JERSEY
NEW YORK
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CAB
Reports Gain
In Radio Audience

NBC
Station For
Winston-Salem
Greensboro
High Point

5,000 WATTS
600 KC.

Net Leaders Open Season
With
Higher Ratings
LARGER audiences are building up
for the 1943-44 radio season, CAB
predicts on the basis of its first report of the fall and winter period.
The report includes the initial ratings for six old-time radio productions, Fibber McGee & Molly, Eddie
Cantor, Kate Smith, Bob Burns,
Amos 'n Andy, and Big Town.
Cantor Up 7 Points
Scoring 37.6, as against 35.0 for
October, 1942, the Fibber McGee
program immediately became the
leading network program. Eddie
Cantor opened at 24.3, a jump of
seven points over the last year's
corresponding figure. Kate Smith
was recorded at 19.7, compared
with 20.1 in October, 1942. Bob
Burns initial rating was 18.6, more
than double his 9.0 score of last
year. Amos 'n Andy, radio's oldest
character act, returning to the air
as a half-hour show, was rated at
17.3, making it the 21st among
evening half-hour programs. Big
Town, now sponsored by Ironized
Yeast, was rated at 12.1.
The median of half-hour evening
programs for October, 1943, is reported by CAB as 11.9 by the daypart recall method and 9.9 by coincidental. For the same month of last
year the medians were day-part
10.5, co-incidental 9.5.
The 10 CAB leaders for October
are: Fibber McGee & Molly, Bob
Hope, Lux Radio Theatre, Charlie
McCarthy-Chase & Sanborn, Kraft
Music Hall, Red Skelton, Sealtest
Village Store, Maxwell House Coffee Time, Aldrich Family, Kay
Kyser and Hit Parade.

CBS PROGRAM
V-P
DOUGLAS COULTER, director
of broadcasts of CBS, was elected
vice-president in charge of programs at a meeting of work's
theboardnetof
directors Nov. 1.
He has been with
CBS since April
1936, joining the
network after 11
years with the
radio department
of N. W. Ayer &
Son.
Born in BaltiCoulter
Mr. Coulter
receivedmore, Mr.his
A.B.
degree from Johns Hopkins U in
1921, did post-graduate work in
geology here and abroad and
taught for a while at the American
University in Cairo, joining Ayer
on his return to America in 1925.
Five years later he was made vicepresident in charge of radio at the
agency.
Mr. Coulter joined CBS as assistant director of broadcasts. He
was made director in the spring of
1941.

1-
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Wismer Wins Award
HARRY WISMER, BLUE sports
commentator, last week was given
the Sporting News award for the
"outstanding sports announcer of
the year". Presentation, which took
place in New York Nov. 4 before a
gathering of sports writers and
radio editors and officials, was
broadcast on the BLUE. Arthur
Flynn, business manager of Sporting News, made the presentation.
"MIRACLE Radio Control" and
"Miracle Aerial Loop", manufactured
by Miracle Mfg. Co., Conshohocken,
Pa., will not produce greatly improved
reception or enable one to hear clearly
both foreign and domestic broadcasts
which otherwise would be unobtainable, according to a Federal Trade
Commission order to cease making
such
has "norepresentations.
effect whatever The
upon "Control"
a receiving set" says the order, and the
"Aerial Loop is nothing more than a
length
insulated
copper. .wire,"
is "noof more
effective
. thananda
length of ordinary copper wire".

Bentley in London
JULIAN BENTLEY, news editor
of WLS Chicago, arrived in Great
Britain Oct. 27, a guest of the
British Information Service. He
will study agricultural and radio
problems. George C. Biggar, of
WLW Cincinnati, also is in England asNov.
a 1].
BIS guest [Broadcasting,
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BLANKETING
North
Carolina's Rich Tri-City
Section, the State's No. 1
Market! CONCENTRAT-
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Decca Profit
DECCA RECORDS reported a consolidated net profit of $679,676 for
the first nine months of 1943, after
provision for taxes, compared with
a net of $554,992 for the like period
of 1942. Earnings are equal to
$1.75 per share this year, compared with $1.43 per share last
year. Decca board of directors on
Nov. 1 declared an extra dividend
of 40 cents a share in addition to
the regular quarterly dividend of
25 cents a share, both payable Dec.
14 to stockholders of record Dec. 1.

IS NAMED

Noble Dined
THE BLUE announcing staff welcomed Edward J. Noble to his new
post as owner of the BLUE at a
dinner at the Olney Inn, New
York, Nov. 5. Guests included:
Mark Woods, Edgar Kobak, C.
Nicholas Priaulx, Phillips Carlin,
John McNeil, C P Jaeger, Charles
Barry, Murray B. Grabhorn, G.
W. Johnstone, Ray Knight, and
Melvin P. Wamboldt. Attending
were members of WJZ's sales staff
as well as the network and spot
sales staffs.

Tea Bureau Cited
yf:_
STRIKING at tactics of Tea Bureau
j.^i Inc., New York, for increasing the
consumption of tea in the United
;f v States,
the Federal Trade Commission
|| has directed a complaint against both
the company and its agency, William
P
ING onalO-County ^ Esty & Co., New York. Tea Bureau,
by the International Tea
i|
Primary-PLUS A r e a of %. controlled
Market Expansion Board, an English
|
578,700 Population With | corporation, ,'and sponsored by the
growers of British India, Ceylon.
100,312 Radio Homes! f tea
Sumatra and Java, came under the
judicial eye
the radio
FTC and
within advertisementsofover the
other
National Representatives
media saying, it is alleged, that tea
will relieve persons whose activities
induce chronic fatigue and nervousness.
HEADLEYREED
Also objected to is the alleged claim
that drinking tea will improve health,
COMPANY
increase vitality and restore energy
and may be drunk in any quantity
without injurious effects.
M
S£(
m
t£

COULTER

In war and peace the Dayton market
— and it's a rich one !— listens most to
the station that leads in civic service,
of
the "cream"
andWHIO—
top local shows,
Columbia.
That's
as any
ha
Daytonian willttell
you.t!"
WHIOs
THE

DAYTON

MARKET

5000 WATTS • BASIC CBS • G. P. HOLLINGBERY CO., Representatives
HARRY
E. CUMMINGS,
Southeastern Representative
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We've

in

got

our

a

hook

voice
One's larnyx, we'll admit, is an unusual place to find a
hook. Particularly a radio station's voice box. Yet that's
where you'll find ours. A diabolical weapon, too, if ever
you saw one.

This hook in the voice of WHK pulls cutomers in off the
street, extracts money from their pockets, hands them
your merchandise, and sends them on their way smiling
broadly. (No, Cuthbert, it does not wrap packages.)

We know all this, because we get our dope straight from
Cleveland's best-informed feedbox — the merchants of our
town. They use more time over WHK than over any other
leading station!

NO

WONDER

f IBS?

M

WHK
IS

Retailers'
No wonder WHK is retailers' choice in Cleveland. Merchants have found out that WHK sells . . . the . . . goods!
If today's retail advertising doesn't pay off tomorrow —
oh oh! But, no oh-oh! where WHK is concerned. That's
because we're the Voice with the Hook. Try us and see.

BROADCASTING
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Choice

in Cleveland

Represented by Paul H. Raymer Co.
United Broadcasting Co., Operators of
WHK-WCLE,

Cleveland and WHKC,

November

Columbus

-^^•■•SB
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First Listener

Study

in Occupied

Europe

Shows
Our News
Programs
Effective
THE VOICE OF AMERICA,
from America, either directly or as
speeding 2,500 broadcasts a week, rebroadcast on medium waves from
in 26 languages, across the Atlan- the BBC in England. Today Amertic by shortwave radio, is heard
ican transmitters in Algiers, Tunis
and its counsel followed by the peo- and Palermo are also rebroadcastple of occupied Europe, who risk ing the shortwave progams to
their lives to listen, declared Louis Europe. He played recordings made
G. Cowan, chief of the Radio Pro- in Madrid and London to show the
gram Bureau, Overseas Branch, general high quality of reception
OWI, at the second annual luncheon of our shortwave programs, despite
given by the Pulse of New York, atmospheric conditions and Nazi
research organization.
jamming.
News, with a maximum of fact
10% Heard Programs
and a minimum of commentary, is
Citing the first survey ever made
program preference universalof listening habits in enemy terri- the ly
expressed by refugees from
tory, Mr. Cowan said interviews
Nazi-occupied countries. When a
with Italians in Catania showed man is risking his neck to hear the
that approximately 10% of the truth, he is not interested in any
population had heard programs
frills, any analysis, or anything

jflft
PAY

WHiN

LOW

IN

tHORB

Kxyz

S

AVAIIA8IU

HIGH

yoo

Gives

NETWORK

COST

NOOPi

HOUSTON

W

cnoicb

AND

SPOT

OiTWiBN

Authentic
"THAT 50-caliber machine
gun sounded more like a pop
gun than any weapon in the
U. S. Army," a technical sergeant in Sicily wrote the
BLUE after a broadcast by
the
network's
"Quiz asked
Kids", in
which
they were
to
identify various kinds of
gunfire. "Your receiver's to
blame," retorted the sound
effects
"becauseof
the
sounddepartment,
was a recording
a real 50-caliber machine gun
in action."
except the true facts, Mr. Cowan
said.
As an example of the effectiveness of these broadcasts, Mr. Cowan
told how the OWI last summer
beamed to France quotations from
Herman Goering's speech promising that if there is not enough food
to go around the Germans will eat
first. OWI followed this with advice to French farmers not to turn
all of their crops over to the Nazis,
but to secrete what they could and
destroy as much as possible. These
broadcasts were followed by a wave
of sabotage, he reported, in which
Nazi granaries were burned and
farm machinery destroyed to prevent the conquerors from shipping
the crops to Germany.
Professional Listeners
Where prohibitions against listening are strictly enforced, Mr.
Cowan reported, a few professional
listeners hear the broadcasts and
then disseminate the news by word
of mouth, handbills or underground
newspapers. Sets and parts are
pooled and the BBC has assisted by
broadcasting detailed instructions
for preserving and repairing sets
and even for converting medium
wave receivers to shortwave sets.
To lessen the danger of continued
listening, the OWI news schedules
are rigorously maintained, he said,
with news in English, German
French and Italian broadcasts at
the same times every day, and
broadcast slowly and clearly with
a headline summary at the beginning and conclusion to counteract
possible jamming by the enemy.

PROGRAMS

Attractive Combination Rates on KX
■

Corpus Christi)
Influencing Sales
FAR

KXYZ
O U S T O N • T E X A S
NOW.5,000
1320
K C BLUE

REPRESENTED
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Beyond

Pontiac

In cities . . . villages . . . farms
. . . for miles and miles around
Pontiac . . . the messages of national, regional and local advertisers are heard watts.
over WCAR's
1000 streamlined
GET THE
FACTS
FROM
WCAR
PONTIAC, MICHIGAN
or the Foreman Co. • Chicago • New York
• Broadcast
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Canadian

Advertisers

Management
Issues
29TH ANNUAL MEETING of the
Association of Canadian Advertisers at Toronto Oct. 28-29 elected
R. L. Sperber, Sterling Products
1943-44 president. Postwar planning, public and personnel relations
and management were topics of
discussion at the session. Subjects
were chosen by a poll of the members prior to the annual meeting,
with postwar planning first choice,
and sales management problems
second.
Among those addressing the convention were Edward L. Bernays,
public relations adviser to the U. S.
government, who urged the postwar creation of a joint board between Canada and the United
States to promote mutual understanding; E. G. Hildebrand, assistant vice-president of the Bell
Telephone Co. of Canada, who
spoke on "The Position of the Advertising Manager in Personnel
Work"; J. C. Adams, general counsel, Central Ontario Industrial Relations Institute, whose subject
was "Why Collective Bargaining?"; Harry H. Rimmer, advertising manager, Canadian General
Electric Co., who headed a forum
on "Motion Pictures in Industry";
Arthur A. Porter, managing director of the Canadian Institute of
Public Opinion, who was featured
dinner speaker on "Tomorrow's
Mind".
Two Listener Groups
"There is no radio advertiser today," Mr. Porter stated, "who cannot get a continuing record of the
percentage of the radio audience
his program receives, or who cannot make a comparison with the
appeal of his show and his competitor's. The pre-testing of appeals
for radio shows has developed
rapidly.

Discuss

Post-War^

in Toronto Session
The ACA awards for advertising
merit during the year included for
the first time a radio citation.
Of five Citations of Merit, one
was awarded to James Allard, public relations director of CJCA Edmonton.
Officers elected for the coming
year in addition to R. L. Sperber
were: vice-presidents, H. J. G.
Jackson, Chrysler Corp. of Canada,
Windsor; L. E. Phenner, Canadian
Cellucotton Products Co., Toronto;
N. B. Powter, Howard Smith Paper Mills, Montreal; H. E. Stephenson, Canada Starch Co., Mont-

real. Directors elected were George
S. Bertram, Swift Canadian Co.,
Toronto; C. W. Chamberlin, Shell
Oil Co. of Canada, Toronto; W. O.
H. James, Dominion Bank, Toronto; J. W. Moore, Maple Leaf
Milling Co. Ltd., Toronto; Lee
Trenholm, Underwood Elliott Fisher Ltd., Toronto; D. E. Bankhart,
Northern Electric Co. Ltd., Montreal; R. H. Smyth, Dominion Rubber Co. Ltd., Montreal; A. Usher,
RCA Victor Co. Ltd., Montreal;
Miss Muriel Whitlock, Courtaulds
(Canada) Ltd., Montreal. J. P.
Lyons, Manufacturers Life Insurance Co., Toronto, was elected
treasurer, and Athol McQuarrie
was reappointed manager.

Don't you ever want
to sleep, Silas ?,

;-

'■'SV.T''.V'

In the big cities, you just don't get to know and
need a good radio station like the people in a
wide farm country. That's at least part of the reason why 59.5% of the 1,537,477 people in WDAY's
audience are tuned to WDAY at all times. The fact
WBAL

that they're also the most prosperous people in
North Dakota, South Dakota and Wisconsin, simply
makes WDAY

unbeatable. Won't you let us prove it?

WDAY
FARGO, N. D. ... 5000 WATTS

N. B. C.

AFFILIATED WITH THE FARGO FORUM
Edward Petry & Co., National Representative
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Staff Additions

Broadcasting Material Copied
Accurately at Low Cost
A-PE-CO photo-copies of music,
script and schedules or of wiring diagrams, and other engineering details give exactly the
same correct and complete information quickly to all. The low
cost of A-PE-CO photo-copy
equipment justifies its installation in your office. That it is so
easy to make A-PE-CO photocopies is another practical advantage. Write for complete information.

Legally Accepted Copies of
• Letters • Documents
• Records • Blueprints
• Pictures • Drawings
A-PE-CO photo-copies direct
from anything written, printed,
drawn or photographed — letters,
legal documents, blueprints, receipts, graphs, tracings, telegrams, shop orders — up to 18" x
22". A-PE-CO photo-copies are
permanent and error proof.
Thousands in use by industry,
Government and engineers.
Eliminate steno-copying, tracing, proofreading.
No Camera — No Film — Easy to Use
Employees learn quickly. Use A-PE-CO on
any table. Low cost per copy. Lowest investment. Immediate delivery. Representatives in principal cities and Canada.
Write for A-PE-CO folder.
AMERICAN PHOTOCOPY EQUIPMENT CO.
2849 N.Clark St., Dept. FP-l 1 , Chicago 14,111.
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JOHN H. HINES Jr., formerly of
the Newell-Emmett Co. radio department, New York, last week joined the
radio staff of Kenyon & Eckhardt,
New York.
ROBERT A. BOYER, formerly director of soybean research for Henry
Ford, has been named director of
scientific research of Drackett Co.,
and Drackett Products Co., to continuebeans.
the company's
research
Drackett has used
radio onin soythe
past for Drano and Windex. Agency
is Young & Rubicam, New York.
GEORGE KERN, former time buyer
at Benton & Bowles, has been promoted to a major in the Army.
PHIL McHUGH, Hollywood freelancer, has been appointed radio director of Western Adv. Agency, Los
Angeles.
HARRY J. WENDLAND ADV., Los
Angeles agency, has moved to new
offices at 2504 W. Seventh St. Telephone is Federal 9976.
EDWARD PETRY & Co., recently
moved its San Francisco offices to the
Russ Bldg.
BURTON ICKES, formerly with
Chicago agencies, has joined the Los
Angeles staff of Beaumont & Hohman
as account executive.
CHARLES A. BOWES, account executive of Ruthrauff & Ryan, Hollywood, is the father of a boy born in
October.
PEDLAR & RYAN, New York
agency, recently discontinued its Hollywood production offices.
LOUISE M. LUDKE, production
manager and spacebuyer of Brisacher,
Davis & Van Norden, Los Angeles,
signed to locate in Hollywood.
MABEL RITCHIE has joined the
copy department of Burton Brown
Adv., Chicago. She was formerly advertising manager and fashion director of
William Hengerer Co., Buffalo, and
writer of the Nancy Dixon show for
Young & Rubicam.
RICHARD POST, radio director of
the Russel M. Seeds Adv. agency, Chicago, will report for Army service
Nov. 18.
GEORGE FOGEL, Blackett-SampleHummert production man, director of
NBC's Ma Perkins serial, has resigned to locate in Hollywood
EVELYN PIERCE, theatrical director and manager, has joined the radio
department of Compton Adv., New
York, as a program supervisor in
daytime radio.
MRS. MARY HAUSER, formerly assistant time and space buyer to Frank
B. Avery, Arthur Meyerhoff & Co.,
Chicago, has succeeded him as head of
the department. Mr. Avery is now
merchandising director.
HERSCHEL DEUTSCH, radio director of Joseph Katz Co., New York,
last week joined Grey Adv., New
York, in a similar capacity.

GROVE GOES on coast-to-coast
Mutual hook-up
with Ray
Sidelight
on the News.
The Dady's
Grove
Labs Vitamin program will be
heard Monday through Friday,
1-1:15 (EWT), on KWK St. Louis,
starting
8. Discussing
details areNov.
(standing)
: Ray the
Dady;
V. E. Carmichael, KWK general
sales manager; William Wagner,
president of Beaumont Labs., Grove
subsidiary; Harry Goldsmith Jr.,
assistant to the president of Grove
(seated) ; Harry Goldsmith Sr.,
president of Grove; and Freeman
Keyes, chairman of the board and
president of Russel M. Seeds Co.,
agency handling the account.
Swertfager Agency
WALTER M. SWERTFAGER has
formed an agency bearing his
name, following dissolution of
Swertfager & Hixon, New York,
on Nov.
Mr. Hixon,intowhotheis armed
scheduled for1.induction
forces, will leave on a vacation.
The new agency will continue at
the original headquarters, 20 East
49th St. As Walter M. Swertfager
Co., the firm will continue to
handle accounts serviced by its
predecessor.
HARRY MAUS, vice president and
copy editor for the past eight years
of the Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago,
has been given a leave of absence for
the duration to serve with the Coast
Guard. Maus left Chicago Oct. 28 to
begin training in Manhattan, N.Y.
FREDERICK G. MASLEN, formerly
of Buchanan & Co., New York, has
joined G. M. Basford Co., New York,
as account executive.
WILLIAM L. LEDWITH, formerly
of F. Wallis Armstrong Co. and Gardner Adv. Co., has joined Hill Adv.,
New York.
DON STAUFFER, New York vicepresident in charge of radio for Ruthrauff & Ryan, and his assistant,
Heagenwood Bayles,
offices for are
two supervising
weeks while HollyNate
Tufts,
West
Coast
vice-president
and
radio director, vacations.

Named

By K & E for Chicago
RECENT personnel additions to
the Chicago office of Kenyon &
Eckhardt include 0. H. Devinney,
office manager; Frances Smith,
radio production; and W. S. Hoyt,
account executive. Outdoor advertising of the company will be
handled through a department
headed by C. Earl Pritchard.
JosephYork
Vessey,
the establish
company'sa
New
office,of will
media department in Chicago, assisted by Mr. Hoyt.
Copy, art and radio work for
the firm's 1944 Kellogg Co., Battle
Creek, Mich., campaign will be
developed jointly between the
agency's New York and Chicago
offices until complete media department organization is effected in
Chicago. Orders for copy instructions will be issued by the K. & E.
New York office, although lists and
schedules will be compiled under
the supervision of the Chicago
office. In addition to Kellogg advertising, the firm's Chicago office
will place advertising of Morton
1944.
Salt Co., Chicago, effective Jan. 1,
Knight Leaves F, C & B
VICK KNIGHT, for six months
Hollywood vice-president in charge
of radio for Foote, Cone & Belding,
has resigned because
ill health.is
His of
recovery
understood to require a complete
rest. Don Belding, chairman
of
the board
of the
agency, pervisewill
suthe Hollywood radio department. Bill
Lawrence, former
Mr. Knight

Hollywood representative of Pedlar & Ryan, who took over as freelance producer of the CBS Jack
Carson Show, sponsored by Campbell Soup Co., when Mr. Knight
became ill, continues.
BETSY TYROLAR, formerly assistant account executive with McCann-Erickson, Chicago, has joined
Jim
Duffy
Co., Chicago, as director
and timebuyer.
SHIRLEY EBNER, formerly of
Trans-Radio Press, Chicago, has
joined
the press
ter Thompson
Co.,bureau
Chicago.of J. Wal-

Woodley's Own Agency
ALBERT WOODLEY, executive
vice-president of Caples Co., New
York, is resigning to open his own
agency on Nov. 15. It will be called
the Albert Woodley Co. and will be
located at 551 Fifth Ave., New
York. Telephone will be Murray
Hill 2-6875. According to Mr.
Woodley no plans on personnel or
accounts are ready for release, although he said radio would be
handled.
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A

Watch

. . . and

the

Chicago

A watch? A steer? The Chicago market?

outlet, delivers this market to advertisers

What's the connection? Simply this . . .

day in and day out.

The American people know that a watch
is essential ... or back we might go to
hourglass and sundial.

WMAQ-CHICAGO
One of Eleven Essential Stations
in Eleven Essential Markets

And American businessmen know that

Represented by NBC Spot Sales

advertising in the right markets is essential
. . .particularly today. . . or back they might
all go to living in caves.

Today, in business, as in living, essential
things come first.

Chicago is one of these right markets,
and WMAQ is the essential station ... in
that market. There, industrial employment is up 50%; wage income has dou| bled; and, in a recent period, the area
obtained 9,000 war contracts. Today,
I Chicago is one of the princely markets
[in the U.S.A., and WMAQ,

a major NBC

Here's why all eleven of these stations
are essential to you:
1. They broadcast to 55% of . the radio
homes in the U. S.

Market
2. They are in markets whose buying
power is 34.2% higher than the country's average.
Essential? Yes, indeed. These eleven stations are as essential to American business for its sales — both now and in the
post-war period — as a watch is to the
promptness of America.
And WMAQ, Chicago, is a great time
buy every time.
WMAQ— CHICAGO
WEAF— New York
KPO— San Francisco
KYW— Philadelphia WGY— Schenectady
WRC— Washington WBZ-A— Boston-Springfield
KOA— Denver WOWO-WGL— Fort Wayne
WTAM-Cleveland KDKA— Pittsburgh

NBC
SPOT
SALES
A SERVICE OF RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Radio,

Military,

School

Heads

to Join

In Conference
at Chicago, Nov. 28-30
NATIONAL RADIO figures, edu- ent of Cook County schools, chaircators, military men, students and
man of the discussion, "What Rastation managers, will participate
dio Should Mean to You." Speakin the seventh annual School
ers will be Leo G. Herdeg, assistBroadcast Conference at the Morant superintendent in charge of
rison Hotel, Chicago, Nov. 28-30. Elementary Schools, Chicago; NelThe program will feature a
son Olmsted, actor-narrator heard
special meeting of the Associaon NBC; and William D. Bouttion for Education by Radio, the well, of the U. S. Office of Education.
National Association of Educational Broadcasters, Alpha Epsilon
Discuss Propaganda
Rho, honorary radio fraternity,
and Frequency Modulation EducaPrincipal speaker at the aftertional Broadcasters, George Jennoon session Monday will be Col.
Edward
M. Kirby, formerly pubnings,
of
the
conference's
execuRECENT GUEST at the studios of
tive committee, announced. Dorolic relations director of the NAB,
KQW San Francisco was Dr. Robthy Lewis, chairman of the Radio now chief of the Radio Branch,
ert L. Stearns, president of Colo- Council on Children's Programs of War Department, whose topic will
rado U. (center), who was given
the NAB, will preside, and "The be "Radio Fights on All Fronts".
some pointers on military strategy
Listener's Stake in American Ra- Judith Waller, public service diby Dean Dickason (right) who
dio" will be discussed. Lyman Bryconducts the program Closeups of
rector of NBC's Central Division,
Our Fighting Men, sponsored by son, educational director of CBS, will preside over the afternoon
will be coordinator of the group
session, at which the annual
Chemicals Inc. Listening in is Walter Guild of Garfield & Guild, including Edgar Bill, WMBD Pe- School Conference Award of Merit
agency handling the account. The
oria; John J. Gillin Jr., WOW
will be presented and announceJapanese machine gun on the table
Omaha; Charles W. Myers, KOIN
ments made of the annual radio
came from Guadalcanal.
Portland, Ore.; and William B. utilization competition winners.
Quarton, WMT Cedar Rapids, la.
Panel for the Script and ProFCC Chairman James L. Fly is
NEW YORK JOURNAL- AMERIduction Workshop, Monday afterCAN is promoting daily features in- scheduled as guest on a special
noon, will include Harriet Hester,
cluded in the paper with 30-second Quiz Kids broadcast on the BLUE,
formerly director of Schooltime on
announcements on 12 New York sta- also on Sunday, after which Amertions. Campaign is of undetermined
WLS Chicago; Orville J. Neuica Takes to the Air will be shown, werth,
assistant program director,
length, according to Sumner Collins, followed by discussion.
WBBM Chicago; Gordon Hawkins,
promotion manager of the newspaper.
Official opening of the sessions manager of KYW Philadelphia;
Stations are WNEW WMCA WHN
will be on Nov. 29, with David and Mary Gannan of the CBC.
WAAT WWRL WBYN WLIB
WEAF WJZ WOR WOV and WINS.
Heffernan, assistant superintendClifton Utley, formerly director
of the Chicago Council on Foreign
Relations and editor of the Air
Edition, The Chicago Sun, will be
A
50,000
watt
audience
chairman of a discussion on radio
propaganda and foreign broadat a
250
watt
rate
casting, with Harold Ettlinger,
short-wave listener, The Chicago
Sun; Siegfried Wagner, shortwave listener, The Chicago Times;
C. E. HOOPER FOR JULY- AUGUST
William Newton, Chicago manager, BBC; and Joseph Barnes,
C
A
B
MORNING INDEX
OWI, as speakers.
WGRC
MON. THRU FRI .
...but
Col. Adamson Speaker
26.4 38.5 20.6
8:00 - 12:00 A.M. 13.7
don't take
Chairman of the radio clinic
C
A
B
oui word
AFTERNOON INDEX
on Tuesday morning will be Mai.
WGRC
12.1
MON. THRU FRI .
Harold W. Kent, Liaison, War
34.4 28.4 23.5
Department and the U. S. Office
for it-<
12:00 - 6:00 P.M.
of Education and president of the
Look ai
Stfi. THRU SAT.
c
A
B
Association
for Education by Rathe
EVENING INDEX
34.5 20.3
dio. At the Association for EduWGRC 35.8 8o3
Record/
cation by Radio luncheon Tuesday,
6:00 - 10:00 P.M.
Harold B. McCarty, director of the
WHA and regional vice president
of AER, will be chairman. Guest
luncheon speaker will be Col.
Hans Christian Adamson, USAAF,
currently assigned to the Office of
Education. Col. Adamson, formerly a writer for the School of the
Air for the Americas, is a survivor of the Rickenbacker plane
forced down in the Pacific.
The executive committee for the
conference under the chairmanship
i=47/. OF KENTUCKY'S POPULATION
of Maj. Harold W. Kent, includes
William Drips, BLUE Chicago;
LOUISVILLE'S TRALMXE
'=573 OF ITS BUYING POWER
Mr. Heffernan; Elizabeth Marshall, Radio Council, WBEZ Chicago; Judith Waller; and George
Jennings.
BURN-SMITH 'National Representatives
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NET DEBT
Of Gratitude Paid By WTAG
In Ad Praising CBS
TURNABOUT in radio advertising is occurring in the ads of
WTAG Worcester, Mass. [Broadcasting, Oct. 25] , in the use of twopage spreads shouting the praises
of its affiliated network, CBS. E. E.
Hill, WTAG managing director,
who conceived the idea says he
feels stations should be indebted
to their network, which "improves
their position in the markets" and
also "provides a service to listeners
which would otherwise be comSome pletely
specific
instances of the
beyond reach."
network's service to the station are
Columbia's Philharmonic broadcasts, especially appreciated in
Worcester, home of the oldest Music Festival in America; and John
Daly's first eye-witness story of
Messina, where many Worcester
boys were fighting. Other examples
of the "tremendous advantage of
our affiliation" are also brought
forth in the ads, which are a pioneering step in radio advertising.
Texcel Campaign
INDUSTRIAL TAPE Corp., New
Brunswick, N. J., subsidiary of
Johnson & Johnson, has placed oneminute transcribed announcements
with comedian Lew Lehr for its
Texcel cellophane tape. Transcriptions are part of a campaign offering listeners a free copy of a
pocket-sized Scrapbook of ArmyNavy Humor, which explains on
the cover that "Texcel Celophane
Tape hopes
has gone
to war"
thatsoon.
the
firm
to serve
the but
public
Program is produced and placed by
M. H. Hackett Co., New York, and
announcements are aired 10 to 35
times weekly on 30 stations, for
four or five weeks. New York outlets are WHN and WMCA.
Sealy News on Coast
SEALY MATTRESS Co., Los Angeles, formerly a consistent user of
West Coast spot radio, on Nov. 21
starts the weekly quarter-hour Layman's Views of the News on 6 NBC
Pacific stations (KFI KMJ KPO
KGW KOMO KHQ), Sunday, 1010:15 a.m. (PWT). Contract is for
52 weeks. Firm in addition is continuing its thrice-weekly late afternoon program by that title on
KFI Los Angeles. Alvin Wilder
Adv., Los Angeles, has the account.
Falstaff Spots
FALSTAFF BREWING Corp., St.
Louis, has released the fourth in a
series of 21 one-minute announcements featuring "Falstaff Openshaw", poet-comedian who gained
fame on the Texaco program on
CBS with Fred Allen. The spots
have been syndicated by Falstaff
Beer in their territory. Harry S.
Goodman, radio productions, New
York, prepared the announcements.
Falstaff
is Blackett-SampleHummert,agency
Chicago.
Drug Shift
CONSOLIDATED Drug Trade Products, president
Chiaago, accordingto Nate
Hirchfield,
of the company,
will split the advertising for some of
its products between Benson & Dall
and United Adv. Co. Chicago agencies,
about Nov. 15.
• Broadcast

Advertising

-where

do they rate yours?

KECA airs more retail quarter hours than all other
local network stations combined. Here on their own

f

home grounds, Los Angeles retailers have plenty of J
opportunity to test and prove results. Retail merchants
demand fast action from their advertising. KECA...

KECA

LOS ANGELES

with its great responsive audience ... produces it.
7%0
If your client's budget is strictly on the limited side
and you need a lot of advertising for your money,

BLUE

NETWORK STATION OF THE
NATION'S 3RD MARKET

you need KECA because it delivers more listeners
per dollar than any other local network station.
That's a big claim! Ask us to prove it.

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY FREE

& PETERS Inc.

the

(iuiino.6.6.

of

BROADCASTING

STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcrip turns
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WGY Schenectady
Hy-Trous Corp., Boston (liquid plant
food), 22 sa, thru Broadcast Adv., Boston.
Beechnut Packing Co., New York (chewing gum), 26 sa, 13 weeks, thru Newell
Emmett Co., N. Y.
Melanders Greenhouse, Ballston Spa, New
York (tomatoes for canning), sa, direct.
Link Aviation Devices, Binghamton, N. Y.
(aviation devices), sp weekly, thru
Craven & Hedrick, N. Y.
Oyster Shell Products Corp. New Rochelle,
N. Y. (poultry food), sa weekly, 52
weeks, thru Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y.
Robertshaw Thermostat Co., Youngwood,
Pa. (heat control), 5 sa weekly, 13
weeks, thru
Hixson-O'Donnell
Adv..(Beams
N. Y.
Lambert
Vitamin
Co., St. Louis
vitamins), 5 sa weekly, thru Lambert &
Feasley, N. Y.
Penn Tobacco Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa. (Kentucky Club Tobacco), 156 ne, 52 weeks,
thru H. M. Keiswetter Adv. Agency,
N. Y.
John F. Jelke Co., Chicago (Good Luck
Margarine), 5 sa weekly, 26 weeks, thru
Young & Rubicam, Chicago.
C. A. Briggs Co., Cambridge, Mass. (H-B
cough
2 sa weekly, thru HortonNoyes drops),
Co., Providence.
Little Crow Milling Co., Warsaw, Ind.
(Coco Wheats), 5 sp weekly, 26 weeks,
thru Rogers & Smith Adv., Chicago.
Potter Drug & Chemical Corp., Maiden,
Mass. (Cuticura soap and ointment), 6
sa weekly. 52 weeks, thru Atherton &
Currier, N. Y.
WHN New York
Vita Power Products Co., New York (VitaPlus gasoline tablets), 48 sp weekly, 13
weeks, thru Air Mail Adv.. N. Y.
S. A. Schonbrunn Co., New York (Savarin Coffee), 5 ta weekly, 3 weeks, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
CFRB Toronto
Gilson
Mfg.
Co., Guelph, Ont. (stoves),' sp
weekly,
ronto. thru R. C. Smith & Son, ToWonder Bakeries, Toronto (bread), 2 sp
weekly,
ronto. thru J. J. Gibbons Ltd., To-

WDAY Fargo, N. D.
Dr. Hess & Clark, Ashland O. (livestock
tonic), 5 t weekly, 52 weeks, thru N. W.
Ayer & Son, N. Y.
Oyster Shell Co., New Rochelle, N. Y.
(poultry grit), weekly t, 52 weeks, thru
Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y.
Oelwein Chemical Co., Oelwein, la. (Occo),
3worth,
t weekly,
13 weeks, thru Cary-AinsDes Moines.
J. A. Folger Co., Kansas City (coffee),
5 t weekly, 52 weeks, thru Grant Adv.,
Chicago.
Charm Kurl Co., St. Paul (Charm Kurl),
3cago.
t weekly, thru United Advertising, ChiCampbell Cereal Co., Minneapolis (MaltO-Meal),
sp weekly,
26 weeks, thru H.
W. Kastor6 Adv.,
Chicago.
Salisbury-Saterlee (Springair Mattress),
weekly sp, 9 weeks, thru N. W. Network,
St. Paul.
Land
(dairy O'Lakes
products),Creamery,
6 sp weekly,Minneapolis
52 weeks,
thru
Campbell-Mithum
Adv., Minneapolis.
N. D. Mill & Elevator, Fargo, N. D., weekly sa, 52 weeks, thru Graves & Assoc.,
Minneapolis.
Midland Cooperative Fargo. N. D., (co-op
shoppers), 3 sp weekly, 13 weeks, direct.
Luden's
Co., Reading,
drops),
4 sa weekly,
26 weeks, Pa.thru(cough
J. M. Mathes,
N. Y.
Sherwin-Williams, Cleveland (Kem-Tone),
12 sa weekly,
mett,
N. Y. 13 weeks, thru Newell-EmMcKesson & Robbins, Bridgeport, Conn.
(Bexel), 5 t weekly, 52 weeks, thru J. D.
Tareher Inc., N. Y.
KECA Los Angeles
National Soap Service, Los Angeles (soap),
weekly sa, 13 weeks, direct.
B. C. Remedy Co., Durham, N. C. (B.C.
headache powders), 3 t weekly, 52 weeks,
thru Harvey-Massengale Co., Atlanta,
Ga.
Thrifty Drug Co., Los Angeles (chain). 5
ne & 2 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru Hillman-Shane-Breyer, Los Angeles.
Western Auto Supply Co., Los Angeles, 6
sa. thru BBDO, Los Angeles.
Fitzsimmons Stores, Los Angeles (chain
grocers), 5 ne weekly, 52 weeks, thru
McElroy Adv., Los Angeles.
WEAF New York
American Express Co., New York (Travelsp weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Caplesers' cheques),
Co., N.2 Y.
Old Dutch Mills, New York (coffee), weekly sp, thru Peck Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Ralston-Purina Co., St. Louis (Ralston cereal), 3 sp weekly, thru Gardner Adv.
Co., St. Louis.
S. B. Thomas Inc., New York (protein
bread, English muffins), 3 sp weekly,
thru Sherman K. Ellis & Co., N. Y.

WFIL Philadelphia
General Baking Co., New York (bread),
11 ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru Ivey & Ellington, Philadelphia.
Walker's Austex Chili Co., Austin, Tex.
(chili), 2 sa weekly, 10 weeks, thru Cook
Adv., Dallas.
Mentholatum
Del. (Mentholatum), 3Co.,sa Wilmington,
weekly, 52 weeks,
thru
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Piel Bros., Brooklyn (beer), 3 ta weekly,
17 weeks, thru Sherman K. Ellis & Co.,
N. Y.
Philadelphia Certified Milk Producers Assn.,
Philadelphia (milk), 1 sp weekly, 13
weeks thru Clements Adv., Philadelphia.
Admiracion Labs., Harrison, N. J. (shampo ) ,5 sa weekly, 26 weeks, thru Charles
Dallas Reach, Newark.
Bell Telephone Co., of Pa., Philadelphia,
8 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Gray & Rogers. Philadelphia.
Allock's
Plaster,
(Allock's
Plaster),
3 ta Ossining,
weekly, N.
26 Y.
weeks,
thru
Small & Seiffer, N. Y.
CFRB Toronto
Byers Flour Mills, Camrose, Alta (cereal),
2 sp weekly, thru Stanfield & Blaikie,
Montreal.
General Seafoods, Halifax (40 Fathom
Fish), sa, thru Alley & Richards Co.,
Boston.
People's Credit Jewelers, Toronto (chain
stores), sp weekly, thru MacLaren Adv.
Toronto.
Dr.Co.,
Jackson
Foods, Toronto (Roman Meal),
3 t weekly, thru Harry F. Foster Agencies, Toronto.
KYW Philadelphia
Burma Vita Co., Minneapolis (Burma
Shave)
, 6 sp weekly.
26 weeks, thru McFarland-Aveyard,
Chicago.
Seeman Brothers, New York (deodorant),
2 so weekly,
traub,
N. Y. 13 weeks, thru W. H. WeinFanny Farmer Candy Shops, New York
(candy),Thompson
3 sa weekly,
Walter
Co., 13N. weeks,
Y. thru J.
Curtis Publishing
Co.,
Philadelphia
(Satur-13
day Evening Post), 6 sa weekly,
weeks, thru McFarland-Aveyard, Chicago.
E. Fougera & Co., New York (Magitex Dog
Shampoo),
sa weekly. 18 weeks, thru
J. M. Korn,5 Philadelphia.
KPAS Pasadena, Cal.
Delaney Sales Corp., Los Angeles (SparkO-Lite, food vitamin), 2 sp weekly, 8
weeks,
thru Warren P. Fehlman Adv.,
Los Angeles
Universal Fingerprint System, Seattle (instruction), 3sa weekly, thru B. M. Cann
Assoc. Adv. Agency, Seattle.
WMAQ Chicago
Life of Wheat Co., Monticello, 111. (wheat
germ),
5 sa weekly,
ers & Smith,
Chicago.52 weeks, thru Rog-

TOY FIRM PLACES
ON 297 STATIONS
HAPPY TUMBLING BLOCK
Co., Osage, la. (toys) has placed
two-minute and five-minute transcriptions as well as 15-minute live
programs on 297 stations. The
schedules range from 3 to 12 periods
weekly for 13 weeks. Additional
stations are being included in the
list, according to Northwest Radio
Adv. Co., Seattle. Those already
on the list are:
KABR WAGE WTCN WFAA WOW
WHKY KPRC WIBC WIBM KFRC KFWB
KFYR WDBJ KCKN WAML WTRY
WKNE KVEC WKZO WLAW KMED
KMPC WGAN KGHL WDOD KELA
WPEN KDKY WRC WROL KROC KSAN
KSJB WJAX KOIL WHAS KHAS WWJ
WTAM WXYZ WEVD KWKH KXEL
WMUR KTHS WJR KOY KEVE WCAR
KFDM KFIO WCLE WCPO WAAF WTAM
WOR KTUL KICA WEEU KLO KLZ
WFBR WFIN WDAS KAST WALA
WTMA WBNS KPOW WHP KRGV KRKD
WIGM WIP WGAC KGGM WDGY KDKA
WDZ KVAN WKST KVOO KVOX
WMAQ WJAR KOBH WGY KGNC WHK
KOA WQAM WBZ KFNF WSBA WSNY
WMFD KTAR WJJD KORN WKBN
WWRL WCAZ KMA KFRE KFXJ WSUN
KYW WOL KTRB WPAT WEBQ KFBB
WENY KRLC KMJ KMTR KANS WAIT
WTHT WTIC WTTM WHN KINY WIBG
KWAT KROW KSEI KGB WDBO KCMO
WATR KENO WKOK KQW WLAK WCHS
KWJJ KWLK KOAM WGN KGKY WDRC
KHJ WPIC KVI WREN WFAA WCOA
WCSC KSOO WJBO KOME WHBY KPAS
WWL WCAU KFEQ WIBW WFDF WFLA
KXOK WNAC KTKC WJTN KUIN KFAB
WELI KLX WLOL WINS WIS WADC
WTAQ KSL WORL WBRK KIDO WIBA
KRIC WSAM WLW WMBG WDAY KBND
WALL WTOC WEAN KPQ WKY KVOR
CKLW WSIX WSON WGAL KGHI WDLP
KDON WHKC KVCV WRAK WCFL KFPY
KFVD KFXM WJAS KOH WHAM KGO
WKBW WCAO WWVA WEXL KMBC
KMMJ KNOW WMFJ KTFI WJLB KOWH
WPDQ WEED KFBK WIBU KRLD KSAL
KSFO WTAD WLS WOLF KTRH WWDC
WHYN KIT WLEU KWFT KWK KWNO
KARK WAAC WSB KEUB WKRC
KRE WRUF WCKY WCOP WDAF KGDM
WDEL KDAL WBAL KHQ WPTF KVOD
XEAC WFBM WFIL WFPG KOB WGST
KGLO WDSU KUJ WWNY WGY XENT
WICA
WJAG WCAX
KSTP WJDX
KORE
WHEB WIOD
WBT KFAC
WCED WLPM
WMAM WMEX KYA WNEW KTKN
WKAT WEBC KILO WENR WEW
WSM WSPR
Narrow-Band Television
Is Claimed by Scophony
SCOPHONY Corp. of America has
developed a system of television
transmission and reception which
makes possible a 50% increase in
the number of television stations
operating in any locality, Arthur
Levey, president, announced last
week. Pointing out that the highfield frequency of 60 per second required by current television receivers necessitates wide transmission bands, Mr. Levey stated that
the SCA "Skiatron" receivers
utilize anwhich
opticalcanpicture
method
operate"storage"
with a
much lower field frequency, permitting reductions in band width
so that six video transmitters can
operate simultaneously with the
SCA system where only four are
possible at present.
❖
# *
The FCC had no comment on the
Scophony
claims and said no
special investigation of them is
being made at present.
Vi-teens on 100
LANTEEN MEDICAL LABS.,
Chicago (Vi-teens vitamins), beginning Nov. 15 will sponsor a
campaign of 15 spot announcements weekly on 100 stations in the
New England and Midwest regions.
Contract is for six weeks. Agency
is Vanden Co., Chicago.
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BARRON-GRAY Packing Co., San
Jose, Cal. (Here's Health Cocktail),
on Nov. 6 started Breakfast at Sardi's
on 17 BLUE stations, Sat, 9:45-10
a.m. (PWT). Agency: Long Adv.
Service, San Francisco.
SOLVENTOL CHEMICAL PRODUCTS Co., Detroit (All Purpose
Cleaner), on Oct. 26 began sponsorship of a quarter-hour series of drama,
High Light House, on WON Chicago.
Contract is for 13 weeks. Agency is
Holmes Associates, Detroit.
TO CELEBRATE its 52nd anniversary, the Central Bank of Oakland,
Oakland, Cal., sponsored a 30-minute
program on KROW Oakland, relating
its banking history. Special feature
was the awarding of nineteen gold and
diamond studded service pins to officers and employes by bank president
Frank N. Belgrano, Jr.
GRACE BROTHERS, Santa Rosa,
Calif, (beer), has started sponsorship of a half-hour musical program,
Grace Melody Hour, once weekly on
KROW Oakland, Cal. Contract is for
52 weeks. Agency is Ralph Jewell,
Oakland.
BORIS MORRIS Productions, Hollywood (Waltz King operetta), Oct. 31
began sponsorship of 20 spot announcements weekly on Chicago stations WIND WAIT WCFL WHFC
WEDC WSBC. Contract is for seven
weeks. Agency is United Broadcasting
Co., Chicago.
FITZSIMMONS STORES Ltd., Los
Angeles (chain grocery market) on
Nov. 1 started sponsoring the fiveweekly quarter-hour afternoon commentary of Edward Jorgenson on
KECA. Contract is for 52 weeks.
Firm in addition sponsors a nightly
quarter-hour newscast on that station. McElroy Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, has the account.

AGASH REFINING Corp., Brooklyn, on Oct. 25 started participations
on
Bessie
program ona WOR
New York Beatty's
having completed
series
of
Dr.
Eddy's
Food
and in
Homebehalf
Forumof
on the same station
Royal Cook Oil. Agency is Diener &
Dorskind, New York.
KANSAS CITY Apparel Assn. Inc.
has named David R. Mindlin Agency,
Kansas City, to handle its account.
Plans for radio are said to be included.
FRED MULHENS INC., New York
("4711" Toilet Products), has appointed Kelly, Nason Inc., New
York, as agency.
SPONSORS to start advertising on
the BLUE's local cooperative program The Mystery Chef, last Monday, Nov. 1, were : Jewel Tea Co.,
on WISH Indianapolis ; and Carev
Salt Co., on KOME Tulsa, and on
KVOD Denver. Another cooperative
program on the BLUE, Dick Tracy,
has obtained Royal Crown Cola as
sponsor on WGCM Gulfport, Miss.,
while Kass Clothing Co., has signed
for Martin Agronsky — News on WCFL
Chicago, both starting Nov. 8 on a
five-times weekly basis.
SEYDEL CHEMICAL Co., Jersey
City,
has signed
52-week
with WMCA
New a York
for contract
a total
of 988 announcements for Soubenon,
a proprietary medicine for arthritis.
Year contract will go into effect at
the conclusion of a successful 13week test campaign on the same station, started last September. Victor van der Linde Inc., New York,
handles the account.

TYPICAL American Housewife, selected by OPA, is Mrs. Philip J.
Crowlie (center), who told Colorado housewives how to conduct
their culinary careers in time of
war. Appearing on the Home Forum of KOA Denver, Mrs. Crowlie
was guest of Lora Price (right),
director of the forum, and Loreen
Price, assistant.
BORDEN Co., Chicago, has named
Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, to
handle advertising for its coffee
products. A dehydrated coffee will be
introduced at a later date.
VERNON CANNING Co., Los Angeles, has appointed Brisacher, Davis
& Van Norden, Los Angeles, to handle
advertising. No immediate radio plans
are contemplated.
LONGINES - WITTNAUER Watch
Co., has signed a 39 week contract
with KGO San Francisco for fivetimes weekly sponsorship of The
World's Most Honored Music, transcribed half-hour music program used
on a number of stations throughout
the country by Longines. KGO program started Nov. 1 in the 10 p.m.
period. Arthur Rosenberg Co., New
York, handles the account.
HUDSON COAL Co., Scranton, Pa.,
has started Sunday Morning World
Neivs and spot announcements Heater
Hints on CKAC Montreal. Account
was placed by A. McKim Ltd., Montreal.
LEHN & FINK (Canada) Ltd., To
ronto (Hinds honey and almond
cream) has started a new spot announcement series several times daily
on 10 Canadian stations. Account was
placed
ronto. by Spitzer & Mills Ltd., ToROSEFIELD PACKING Co., Alameda, Calif., on Nov. 1 started sponsorship for an indefinite period of
Skippy Hollywood Theater on KOY
Phoenix, KTUC Tucson, and KSUN
Bisbee. Agency is Garfield & Guild,
San Francisco.

/WILMS

&

DQEPKE

Alms department
& Doepke isstores
one .of. . Cincinnati's
oldest
has known
Cincinnati and Cincinnati buying habits
for over 100 years.
This famous store has renewed its contract on WSAI 16 consecutive times . . .
increased its schedule to present 6-times
weekly basis at end of first year . . .
Compelling
selling
power! proof of WSAI's EXTRA

Basic Nat'l
Blue Reps.
Network Sia.
•
SPOT SALES, INC.
New York, Chicago,
San Francisco
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LION Department Store, Toledo, has
begun sponsorship of a musical memories program on WTOL Toledo. Program is aired six-times weekly.
HARRY W. DRAGOO II, head of
the advertising department of Lumbermans Mutual Casualty Co. and
American Motorists Insurance Co.,
Chicago, has been commissioned an
ensign in the Naval Reserves.

Healthaids Placing
AMERICAN HEALTHAIDS Co.,
Newark, is seeking availabilities on
a per-inquiry basis in expanding
its spot campaign for Kelp-I-Dine,
a new vegetable product promoted
as an aid to reducing. Campaign,
which started last August in the
New York area, expanded Nov. 3
to WPEN and WDAS in Philadelphia, and will add another station
in that city, as well as outlets in
Bridgeport, New Haven, Hartford,
Baltimore, Buffalo, and Boston.
Firm is also looking for southern
points. Agency is William N.
Scheer, Newark.
Gumps on Air
HARRY S. GOODMAN, New York,
has contracted for exclusive radio
rightstureforowned"The
Gumps",
comic Daily
feaby the
New York
News-Chicago Tribune Syndicate,
and now appearing in 300 newspapers. The Gumps will be offered to
advertisers both as a live and transcribed program. Gus Edson, carto nist, iscooperating in the radio
project. Al Stevens, formerly of
WFIL Philadelphia, now represents
Harry S. Goodman in New England.
Drug Sales Up
SALES by American Home Products Corp., Jersey City, increased
44% in the first nine months of
1943, according to an announcement by Alvin G. Brush, chairman of the company, who stated
that
despite
the "difficulties
of
obtaining
materials
we have been
able to make substitutions and replacements sufficient to show a
substantial growth in consumer
sales on many items."
GENERAL FOODS' sales for the
first nine months of 1943 were $181,280,507, as compared with $167,386,263 for the same period in 1942, according to C. M. Chester, chairman.
GIMBEL BROTHERS, Philadelphia
(department store), has started a
Sunday series of recorded classical
music, Sunday Interlude, 1 to 1 :30
p.m., as an institutional feature on
WIP Philadelphia.
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING SHOPS,
Chicago (home appliances), on Oct.
18 began
sponsorship
a quarterLour
musical
memories ofprogram
six
times a week on WAAF Chicago. Contract is indefinite.
Adv. Co.,
Chicago. Agency is Leiber

BURDINE's Department Store, Palm
Beach, Fla., has begun sponsorship
of a five-weekly quarter hour fashion
series on WJNO Palm Beach.
JOHN GERBER Co., Memphis, for
the third consecutive year has purchased a six-weekly quarter hour
series, Santa Claus Speaks, on
WHBQ
Dec. 24. Memphis. Series runs thru
F. G. VOGT & SONS. Philadelphia
(packers), has renewed sponsorship
of Betty Jordan's Food Talks on
KYW Philadelphia for the fifth consecutive year. The 52-week contract
was placed by The Clements Co.,
Philadelphia.
BROADCASTING

"Say
pal,to you
wouldn't
listening
all the
newscastsmind
on
WFDF Flint Michigan tonight,
would you?"
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'The Kibitzers". . . FOR
Listeners know them as

SALE

"Those Wacky Guys " but sponsors
know they sell!

THESE two multi-voiced comedians keep
a growing proportion of WJZ's listeners
in stitches between 8:00 and 8:30 six mornings aweek. Their quips, gags, and comedy
situations put them on top — in New York's
morning radio.
Their handling of commercials is unique
. . . and successful !
Right now, for example, their sponsors
include Resinol, Tabasco Sauce, Quaker
Oats, Rem and Rel Cough Syrups ... each a
product in a highly competitive field. "The
Kibitzers" are doing a sales job on all of
them in New York, a highly competitive
market. Renewals testify to that.
We believe that "The Kibitzers" and
WJZ can pull this sort of mail for you, too:
The Blue's Key Station in the

"... and many thanks for making the commercials palatable."
"... Incidentally, we especially like your
handling of the commercials. And what's
more, we buy your products. For example,
. ."
got . advertisers
we ".just
. . Your
are smart to let you
handle the commercials in your own way.
They're terrific!"
We believe that we can sell for you. Call
or write for all the facts on "The Kibitzers,"
including the low
cost per participation in their
WJZ
NEW YORK
50,000
WATTS

program
. . . and
their salesability.

Great New York Multiple Market

Represented by Blue Spot Sales

WPB Radio Field Service
Production Conference
RADIO & RADAR Division of the
WPB is bringing 50 field service
representatives to Washington this
week for a special three day conference aimed at speeding up electronics production. The 40 radio
and radar specialists and 10 production service men were called
together by Frank S. Horning,
chief of the Field Service Branch,
which provides direct contact with
the manufacturers who are turning out the enormous volume of
military radio equipment.
There are about 200 end-product
manufacturers, 1,000 makers of
electronic components, and 6,000
suppliers of parts in the electronics
production program. The field service men help manufacturers in obtaining supplies of materials and
manpower and assist in filling out
the required forms.
Video at Ad Club
THOMAS JOYCE, RCA vice-president; Allen B. DuMont, president,
Allen B. DuMont Labs.; Robert L.
Gibson, General Electric Co.;
Thomas Hutchinson, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, and John Southwell, BBDO,
will speak at the joint dinner meeting of the Advertising Club of
New York and the American Television Society Nov. 10 at the Adv.
Club. W2VWV, Du Mont station
in New York, will present a program of sight-and-sound commercials following the dinner program.
Norman D. Waters, ATS president, will preside.

further minimize the differences between radio broadcasting and the
press, Comdr. Craven asserted.
Above all things, he continued,

MERCHANDISING AND RADIO were discussed by these business
executives at a meeting of 20 Dr. Pepper bottlers from Indiana, Kentucky and Ohio at Crosley Square, Cincinnati, home of WLW-WSAI.
Speakers were (1 to r) : Walter A. Callahan, WSAI general manager;
Don C. Bryan, president; William V. Ballew, general sales manager;
Ed Davidson, assistant sales manager; A. H. Caperton, assistant to the
president in charge of advertising, all of the Dr. Pepper Co., Dallas;
Harry Mason Smith, WLW sales manager. Dr. Pepper BLUE show
Fun Valley on Sundays is aired by WSAI while WLW carries spot announcements for the firm. Tracy-Locke-Dawson, Dallas, handles account.
Craven

Sees Stiff er FCC
Rules
(Continued jrom page 16)
said. This is in spite of the fact which will make it possible to exthat in most cities today there are
pand radio's opportunities considmore stations than newspapers and
erably. "Thus," he said, "the day
less capital investment is required need not be far removed when there
to establish a station than a modern
will be sufficient opportunity for
newspaper. He pointed to the open- any number of persons with sound
ing of FM and other radio services business judgment to establish a
in the postwar era as developments
radio broadcasting enterprise in
any community in this country.
Despite all these developments,
it is difficult to visualize sufficient
facilities to afford every citizen a
transmitter, he said. Even if there
were 100 national radio networks
(against four today) the whole nation could not be accommodated because itwould take 37 years to have
each citizen talk only 15 minutes.
That would be so if the networks
operated 24 hours a day and were
solely devoted to speech making.
A further danger .may well be
too many radio stations in a
community and that the audience
would be divided so greatly as to
"Your
impair the value of radio as a medium for reaching the entire public. Thus, he said, while we could
have an abundance of facilities, we
find that the very abundance beNew York
Weste
comes a handicap rather than a
rn
solution to the problems of radio.
Freedom to Listen
50,000 Watt S.a.le
.s
Clear
man"Channel
. . . 1180 on Dial . . . Affiliated
with the National Broadcasting
Company and The Blue Network, Inc.
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

National Sales Representative:
George P. Hollingbery Co.

yy<7Ae SfojombeAq-Gatkctt
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Station"

The doctrine "freedom to listen"
enunciated by Chairman Fly in several speeches indicates a "misconception" of present radio problems,
Comdr. Craven declared. "Freedom
to listen" was established centuries
ago, both in America and in England. This right was already the
listeners when radio was discovered, he said. This doctrine, he said,
cannot provide free access to the
microphone because the right already exists.
Radio should have freedom equivalent to that of the press not only
because of existing operations but
because in the future the advent of
facsimile and television will still
BROADCASTING

the
will this
demand
"free
radio".is
The public
only way
can be
secured
for the public to retain "control
of the dial" and "demand that its
representatives in Congress refuse
to delegate this power to anyone.
This power, combined with free opportunity to compete, is the most
effective control yet devised to correct abuses of privilege in radio."
Declaring that the final answers
cannot be discovered overnight,
Commissioner Craven, however,
urged that "panaceas or irrational
solutions which bear no real relation to the fundamentals of democracy and which do not recognize the
practical realities of radio," should
be discarded. "Instead, we should
approach inthe
of radio's
problem
the solution
atmosphere
of our
Advocating remedies, Commir
Constitution."
sioner Craven said that first, i
must be agreed that radio is fret
in the full sense of the Bill of
Rights. Another constructive contribution can be achieved through
providing more opportunities to establish stations and this can be accomplished by allocating more
channels to broadcasting. He predicted radio developments of the
war will make this possible. Such
an increase in facilities will nearly
approach the works of "free competition," he said.
Free Speech
Legislation to insure a free radio
is needed, Comdr. Craven declared,
pointing out that one potential
abuse is the concentration in a
single Government agency of the
licensing power, and the power to
regulate the business affairs as well
as the composition of the traffic of
the licensee.
Alluding to the Supreme Court
decision governing composition of
the traffic and control of contractual
and business relations of the li
censees, Commissioner Craven said
this situation should be clarified
by legislation "which prohibits the
FCC from regulating the composition of radio traffic or in any other
way, directly or indirectly, promul
gating any regulation or fixing
any condition which would inter
fere with the right of free speech
by Until
means recently,
of radio communications."
the existing law
accorded broadcasters considerable
latitude in operation, Comdr. Cra
ven commented. But broadcasters
have been subjected to severe criticism for attempts at censorship oi
news commentators and for the
manner in which they accord access;
to the microphone. This criticism
has inspired action by the FCC
such as the recent decision preventing licensees from using their facilities solely as a vehicle for the dissemination oftheir personal views
He cited
also
Chairman
Fly's
criticism of the NAB
Code on
refusal
of sale of time for controversial
issues and, finally, the Supreme
Court opinion.
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HERE'S

WASN'T

"IN

THE

This is a reproduction (greatly reduced) of
cover design of the big 28-page, four-color
booklet delivered by KGW on Nov. 1, to
every home in the Portland metropolitan area.

ONE

THAT

BOOK"
The

impact of this spectacular

promotion

And

was tremendous.

the KGW

advertiser gets
where

the benefit in a market
individual
THAT'S

EDWARD

PETRY

in promotion

where

Distribution

of this booklet

was

by an extensive

preceded

it counts!

incomes

are twice

as high as the national average.

BY

& CO.JNC

Today every home in this area
has a whetted interest in KGW
programs
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PUNCH

newspaper and spot announcement campaign.

REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY

PUTTING
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Probe

Shows

Fly Devotes Testimony
To Vicious Attack
On Networks
(Continued from page 12)
works make up the programs. Mr.
Fly asserted that the "large powerful
agencies"
able
control
overexercise
radio. considerMr. Fly appeared to have reversed his stand of "freedom for
commentators" which he advocated
publicly [Broadcasting, Oct. 18]
when he told the committee that
"commentators want to put across
theSenator
ideas of Wheeler
their sponsors".
commented
"there is too much tin-pan alley
on the radio" and people wanted
more dignified programs and music.
Mr. Fly accused the networks
of abdicating their duties of management by "turning the mike
over to a sponsor with an ax to
grind". Still speaking of the network regulations, Mr. Fly said:
"I suppose that seldom in history have regulations had more
painstaking hearings and care as
have those regulations." They required 70 days of hearings, spread
over a period of six months, he
said, and finally they were upheld
by the Supreme Court.
Calls NAB 'Stooge
Organization? for Networks
"Now as I've suggested, the cry
comes from two sources; I might
say two and a half sources.
Two large networks . . ." (Senator Reed interrupted to remind
Mr.
Fly witness
he hadn't
named
and the
named
NBC them
and
CBS). "They have been served by
a stooge organization known as the
National Association of Broadcasters. Whenever NBC or CBS are
needled, a cry is apt to come from
Neville Miller, president of the
Association. And when it comes the
reflex of the networks and the
NAB is the same."
Senator Tobey asserted: "You
made a charge. What's the connection?"
"I didn't mean to make a
charge," replied Mr. Fly. "Bear in
mind, sir, two small networks, Mutual and the BLUE, are not members of the Association. Any time
anything comes out that affects
these two big networks, the squawk
comes from the Association." He
charged that the NAB "has been
out holding district meetings and
beating the bushes, getting newspapers which own radio stations
to campaign against the regulations".
When Senator Hawkes asked if
the BLUE and MBS had a right
to join NAB Chairman Fly replied :
"Yes, they belonged and resigned".
(Editor's Note: NAB records
show that CBS became a member
of the NAB May 1, 1942, and
NBC joined Aug. 1, 1942. Neither
Mutual nor BLUE ever have been
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Sentiment
members. In 1940 the NAB convention voted representation of
the networks on the board of directors. Consequently NBC named
Frank M. Russell, Washington
vice-president, to represent the
Red and Blue networks; Mutual
designated Fred Weber, former
network general manager, while
CBS detailed Edward Klauber,
executive vice-president, now retired. It was not until the Cleveland Convention in May 1942 that
the NAB voted to accept networks
as members.)
Says Nets Are Trying
To Maintain Exclusivity
Mr. Fly sought to impress upon
the Senate committee that the
BLUE "was not sold under pressure. We held the rule in abey-

for

New

Law

swer as 22, through Alfred J. McCosker, WOR-Mutual executive.
Mr. Fly told the committee New
York has three clear channel stations owned by networks — WEAF,
owned by NBC; WABC of CBS
and WJZ by BLUE. Then he
added WOR as affiliated with Mutual but not network owned.
New York doesn't need any 50,000-watt stations to cover the
metropolitan area, Mr. Fly asserted, but added, under questioning: "If they are going to cover
the rural areas they need it (power). They do have a substantial
rural coverage".
Senator Reed said he had sent
out questionnaires to broadcasters
in Kansas, asking their opinions of
new legislation. Most of them, he
said, favored it.

ing if the stations don't feel that
they are held down by the Commission and are afraid of repri"I don't think that's true," said
Mr. Fly. "I think the stations are
not highly exercised about the mat"I know of course if the bill
becomes law, it would change the
sals."
operations
of the Commission,"
Senator
continued. "What
function Gurney
of the Commission
could
not be carried on? In what way
would this bill be detrimental?"
"By restoring the industry back
ter."
to
practices," said
the monopolistic
Commission
chairman.
Have Never Exercised
Program Control, Says Fly
"Do you feel that a Government
agency should control what goes
out over
the air?" demanded Senator Gurney.
"We have never exercised a negative or affirmative control over
any programs,"
was guise
Mr. Fly's
swer. "Under that
these aninterests (the networks) are going
to step in here and use it to restore radio to monopolistic prac-

HANGING ON EVERY WORD of Chairman Fly as the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee hearings opened, were these proponents of
new legislation (1 to r) : Robert T. Bartley, newly-appointed NAB Director of War Activities; Herbert M. Bingham, Washington attorney
and chairman of the legislative committee, Federal Communications Bar
Association, NAB president Neville Miller and Karl A. Smith, Washington attorney and legislative counsel for the trade association.
ance," he explained, "held it off
indefinitely while NBC reorganized
and looked for a good purchaser.
RCA and NBC cooperated in that
He stressed that the networks
move."
want
to operate
on "exclusivity"
contracts.
He pointed
to the World
Series broadcasts, sold exclusively
to Mutual but made available this
year, under network rules, to 43
additional stations which are
members of networks other than
MBS.
Senator Wheeler asked if there
has been a general agreement
among networks to exchange programs. The "two big nets are
staying as closely to the exclusivity
contract as they can," was Mr.
Fly's answer. "Another form of
exclusive arrangement," he went
on,
"is quite
troublesome".
He
mentioned
stations
in San Diego
and the Rio Grande Valley of Texas which recently obtained network service but couldn't get it
before because other stations in
distant communities protested.
Mr. Wheeler was interested in
clear channel stations. When the
1934 legislation was passed, he
said, "it was the idea that there
should be an equitable distribution of stations." He asked Mr.
Fly how many stations New York
City has. The FCC chairman was
stumped, and finally got the an-
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"The NAB has used a lot of
propaganda," was Mr. Fly's answer. "No one has gone around
to explain to stations how the regulations help them. They've done
an effective job."
"Done a nice job for whom?"
asked Senator Shipstead. "In
their own interests," said Mr. Fly,
then added: "The upshot of it is
they (the NAB) mislead a lot of
people including their representatives. It's pretty ominous to have
that kind of a machine."
Small Stations Not
Molested, Reed's View
"May I suggest that my own
experience is not in line with your
thoughts?" said Senator Reed. Mr.
Fly said that the small stations
have been "going along tending to
their own business. I think by and
large," he said, "the small stations
have been left alone." Minutes later, however, when Senator Reed
said the majority of small broadcasters inKansas favored new legislation, Mr. Fly reversed his opinion with: "I think the work of
these people (NAB) has gotten
to them (small broadcasters) ."
Senator Gurney said that while
he had received no letters from
broadcasters in South Dakota,
probably because he hadn't sought
their opinions, "I'm just wonderBROADCASTING

Senator Reed read from a letter
of a broadcaster in Kansas in
which the Kansan pointed out that
he needed new transmitter equiptices."ment to replace his 13-year-old
transmitter
which was likely to
go dead at any moment, but
couldn't replace "a worn-out tube
without the Commission's conNormally that would be no problem,causeMr.of the
Fly war
explained,
but has
bethe WPB
sent".
restricted
materials.
"Under our rules if that is essential to the continuity of business we can approve it. If it is
not essential to the continuity of
business
chieftain wesaid.can't do it," the FCC
Senator Gurney wanted to know
why Mr. Fly objects to the WhiteWheeler Bill. Again Mr. Fly said:
"We don't want to go back to'
monopolistic practices". Specifically the proposed legislation would,
set up a "dog-in-the-manger" typei
of procedure, he said. He opposed
the declaratory judgment provion thewhole
grounds
it would1
"get sionthe
thingthat
bottled
up.
The upshot of it is you're laying
a pretty effective foundation for
'dog-in-the-manger' type of administrative procedure."
Gurney Sees No
Monopoly Danger
Senator Reed interjected: "You
know, Mr. Fly, I'm a newspaper
publisher and I'm concerned about
this radio advertising."
"I think the newspapers should
be concerned," the FCC administrator confided. "With the newsprint shortage advertisers are being squeezed in space and they
might move out to radio. It cduld
• Broadcast
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'work out to the detriment of the
press and a windfall to radio."
Mr. Fly said if the present Communications Act were amended
under terms of the White- Wheeler
Bill it would mean that "the general control of stations would go
back to New York". He added,
"that is, all but the BLUE would
(go back".
"When you say monopoly, it just
doesn't sit with me," said Senator
Gurney. "When I was a station operator years ago my dealings with
CBS were open and above-board.
No effort was made on the part
of CBS to tell me how to run my
business. It seems unnecessary to
ime . . ."
Mr. Fly interrupted to say he
didn't want to repeat his sevenday testimony before the House
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
' Committee during hearings on the
; Sanders Bill, but he didn't get
to finish. Senator Wheeler adjourned the hearing until Thursday.
Chairman Backs Down
On European Trips
! Challenged Thursday by Senator
Gurney, Chairman Fly backed
down on his previous statement
which linked current trips abroad
'by NBC and CBS presidents with
' large profits he contended the net' works were making. The South
Dakotan pointed out that the network heads were going abroad to
line up broadcasts for this country
and to carry out special missions
for the OWI.
"If I didn't have more pressing
business here," replied Mr. Fly,
"I'd be over there straightening
out some of our affairs. I think it's
all right ... I withdraw that criticism."
When Mr. Fly couldn't tell Senator Gurney how many NAB memibers the various network affiliates
^included, Senator Hawkes supplied
Ithe answer based on inquiries he
had made. Quoting statistics, he
,said of 159 BLUE affiliates, 113 are
members of NAB while Mutual has
209 stations with 130 holding membership in NAB. CBS has 107 NAB
members and NBC 108, he said,
j Senator Gurney, referring to Mr.
Fly's previous testimony that were
it not for the FCC regulations the
"big networks" would engage
in
"monopolistic practices", demanded:
"Is it not a fact that radio is
controlled by the laws of the land,
just as any other business?"
"I think this is a very poor time
to bring that up, sir," retorted Mr.
Fly. "The Department of Justice
recently dismissed the anti-trust
marges against the big networks
)ecause of our network regulations."
"I think it's an opportune time
x> bring it up," replied Senator
Gurney. He pointed out that the
White- Wheeler measure provides
.hat the FCC can't make regulations or attempt to enforce laws
iiuch as the anti -trust act, a function of the criminal courts.
- "If you want to relieve the big
(BROADCASTING

'Mr. Sly'
WHEN FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly told the
Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee at hearings last
Wednesday on the WhiteWheeler Bill (S-814) to
amend the Communications
Act of 1934, that manufacturers use their radio programs to put across their
philosophies, Sen. A. W.
Hawkes (R-N.J.) didn't
agree. Mr. Hawkes, chairman of the board of Congoleum-Nairn Inc., Kearney,
N.J., and past president of
the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, in addressing the FCC
chieftain said: "Mr. Sly, I
want to make a point".
networks of operating under the
anti-trust laws, then repeal the
Sherman Act," said Mr. Fly. "I
don't know whether you want to
relieve them and go back to monopolistic practices."
Senator Wheeler interrupted : "If
we're going to have regulations of
the networks, we've got to have
some regulation of business practices. The law originally intended
that the Commission regulate the
radio industry, but the industry
contends your regulations went too
far. The Supreme Court decision
now turns over to the Commission
all regulatory powers. Some place
between the two there must be a
happy medium."
Fly Says Net Contracts
Restrained Business of Station
"There has not been any attempt
to regulate the business of radio
stations," said Chairman Fly. "The
thing that was done was to lift
the restraint placed on them by the
New York network heads." Under
the FCC regulations, he averred,
stations are given "exclusive conThen Mr. Fly read from a control".
tract dated 1933 between CBS and
WNAX Yankton, S. D., formerly
owned by Senator Gurney. He
stressed what he termed the exclusivity clause. When, as he finished reading that portion of the
10-year-old contract he admitted
the pact was dated 1933, Senator
Gurney said: "I left the station in
"I'm not blaming you," said the
1932".
FCC head. "I'm simply showing the
restraint placed upon the station by
the network." Before Senator Gurney could complete his questioning,
Senator Wheeler interposed with:
"If it had not been for that contract, the people of South Dakota
couldn't have had those programs".
Senator Gurney then pointed out
that the contract between WNAX
and CBS, originally made in 1927,
has been renewed consistently and
that relations between the station
and CBS have been good.
Senator White, explaining that
because he was co-author of the
bill he had not intended to interrogate witnesses nor take any part
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rJ^HE Complete Mail Study about to be released by KMA
is now made available to the entire industry. Original
plans were to limit distribution strictly to agency men and
company advertising managers. But so many requests came
from radio station men that Earl May, KMA

president, has

announced today that all who want copies may now have
them.
This study is made from the 493,479 pieces of commercial
mail received by the station from April, 1942 through March,
1943. Such questions as —
"Who writes to radio station — men or women?"
"What kinds of offers are most successful — contests, premiums, free samples, etc.?"
"How large a mail sample does it take to determine station coverage?"
— are answered for the first time!
Because of current restrictions, copies of the printed study
will be mailed only on request. So, if you want one — write,
right now — to the KMA

Research Director. If you don't

beat the order to the printer, you'll be too late !
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censorship."
"What's your objection if you
don't control programs?" persisted
Senator White.
"The main objection is this bill
would repeal the network regulations and they would return to monopolistic practices," was the reply.
Reading from the proposed measure which defines the FCC powers, Senator White declared :
"There is no purpose to tear up
your regulations," and Mr. Fly replied: "That relieves me, sir."
"If I have anything to do with
the writing of this bill," said Senator Wheeler, "I think we ought
to get together on the meaning of
the Act." Senator White announced
he had worked on some amendments, which he hadn't yet proposed. One would incorporate into
the law the substance of FCC regulations. Mr. Fly said he was "glad
networks are under the misapprehension that this bill would repeal
the regulations."
Fly Says I\o Station Was
Shut Down For Content
Senator Wheeler then read a
prepared question : "How many stations have been put out of business
by the Commission?"
"You mean for program content?" asked Mr. Fly. When Senator Wheeler replied in the affirmative Mr. Fly said:
"No station under my term of
office has been put out of business
because
program
content."were
He
mentionedof that
three stations
denied licenses under the old Federal Radio Commission." Mr. Fly
suggested that a penalty less severe than license revocation should
be imposed in certain cases. Frequently the Commission "tries to
get things straightened out" to
avoid revoking a license, he ex-

m

"That is not right, sir," Mr. Fly
replied. "The Commission never
suggests
it directly
indirectly."
"At every
hearingor I've
been to
before the Radio Commission,
would have said three-fourths of
the time by the examiner is taken
up showing what programs had
been and mentedwould
be broadcast," comthe senator.
"They show what kind of public
service job they've done," said Mr.
Fly. "In the kind of a case you
mention the Commission does not
consider programs at all. There is
no such thing as one station being
in better favor than another, nor
groups of 100 stations being in
better favor than other groups."

in the hearings, other than to listen, became indignant.
"I can't keep still in the face of
your statement that this pending
bill would repeal the anti-trust
laws," he told Mr. Fly. "The policies of the anti-trust laws are written into the Federal Communications Act," replied Mr. Fly.
White Amendment Would
Incorporate FCC Regulations
"What is the language in S-814
that bears on your regulations?"
demanded Senator White. "Do you
assert the right to have supervisory
control over station programs?"
"Absolutely not, sir," Mr. Fly answered. "The Commission has never
suggested either directly or indirectly that any particular program
be put on the air or taken off. It
has no intention of moving into

plained.
Senator White said that when the
1934 Act was written "we made
an effort to agree on suspension
or penalties but there was so much
confusion we came to no agreeSenator Gurney questioned the
FCC chairman closely on procement."
dure involving applications for frequency changes or increased power.
He tended to bring out that the
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A DASH OF MAKEUP applied by
Edyth Fern Melrose, heard as the
"Lady of Charm" on the Bonne
Belle Cosmetics Inc., series on
WCKY Cincinnati, adds to beaming countenance of station president, L. B. Wilson. Mrs. Melrose
and Olive Kackley, WCKY commentator and local voice on the
firm's program, addressed cosmetic
girls of Greater Cincinnati at a
station reception and cocktail party in Mrs. Melrose's honor.
Commission,
Mr. noFly's
testimony that itdespite
exercised
control
over program content, did base its
decisions on the kind of service
and programs the station had been
giving.
theory. Mr. Fly discounted that
Mr. Fly said he didn't know of
"any case" where program content swayed the Commission. "I
don't know of any case where we
have set down hearings on that
alone," he added, then went into
a discussion of the competition for
wave lengths. He explained that
stations file logs "merely to show
that they have conformed to regulations in that respect".
"So in that way the FCC does, so
to speak, control the kind of programs on the air," insisted Senator Gurney.

HASHU*
distance

Fly
Says He
Recommend
"Have you
eration as to
shouldn't have
insteadatorofHawkes.
two

Would
3-Year License
ever given considwhy these stations
continuing licenses,
years?"
Mr. Flyasked
said Senthe

Commission had considered issuing licenses for three years under
the law. Senator Wheeler sug
gested
thatto "long-term
licenses"
might tend
build up the
value
of radio properties to the detriment of public service.
Senator White recalled that he
recommended a license duration of
five years but "when we were pass
ing the 1927 Act we knew a little
but there was an awful lot we did
n't know and it was the intent to
leave the regulations somewhat

;

"There are many and varying
significant
flexible." uses of radio," said Mr
Fly. He told of high-frequency exploitation and said
able to develop
them"weas are
fast not
as
scientists
find them."
"We're going
to have to review
the whole radio spectrum," he
added. "That means in the near
future
national
basis
have to onlaya down
a new
planwe'll
of

allocation
of frequencies
and we're
going
to have
to have pretty
good }
control. That must be fitted into
the national picture and then the
international
"I would be picture."
perfectly willing toJP'
recommend to the Commission to

day that we extend the maximum1 ier
of license to three years. I believe' at

shortest
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fe

where that has been done," insisted
Mr. Fly. "I think that comes down
to the responsibility of the broadcaster, particularly the network

i HONORARY CHAIRMAN of the Hartford, Conn., showing of the NAB
retail promotion presentation "Air Force and the Retailer" was Edward
N, Allen, president of the Retail Dry Goods Assn. and head of SageAllen & Co., Hartford. Snapped at a reception after the showing were
(1 to r) : M. F. (Chick) Allison, sales promotion manager of WLW
Cincinnati, m.c. ; Richard W. Davis, general manager, WNBC; Mr.
Allen; William F. Malo, commercial manager, WDRC; Paul W. Morency,
general manager, WTIC, and chairman of the NAB National Retail
Promotion Committee, which is sponsoring the nationwide showing.
it would tend to greater stability."
, Senator Wheeler then read another prepared question to the effect that some members of the
Commission have suggested that
1 certain commentators be put on
,the ether and others be taken off.
Wheeler Raises Issue
Of Editorializing
"I have never directly or in|"directly suggested it," said Mr.
Fly. "I would say that there's
'['-utterly nothing of the sort from
' the Commission. Frankly I'll tell
,j"you I don't approve of the lines
| taken by some commentators, but
'Pj think this is a problem of responsibility of management."
Senator Wheeler said he noticed
■that
CBS that
President
Paley issued
an order
radio commentators
should not editorialize on the air.
"You have criticized it." Then the
senator spoke extemporaneously
and criticized certain commentahe said, "color
the news''
undertorsawho,Washington
dateline.
Mr. Fly admitted "I did discuss
Ithe stated policy of CBS at times
in somewhat critical terms. It's
\my opinion that CBS is doing a
jjljtopnotch job of reporting the news.
The only divergence I might have
there is, they have announced a
stated public policy which is not

what they're doing. Opinion always
comes to bear in the process of
collating and preparing the news.
They do not do what they say
in terms of limiting opinion. They
permit analysis. I do think it's
a highly intelligent and a highly
constructive job. CBS does not apply the structures of its written
policy
as itWheeler
is written."
Senator
and Mr. Fly
entered into a discussion of the
various merits and demerits of
commentators. Mr. Fly 'assailed
those commentators who, he said,
claim they have complete freedom
but are, in fact, guided by the
wishes of mentator
sponsors.
a com-of
moves from"When
the field
news and starts talking about his
company, they ought to haul up
the
flag and brand it right, there,"
he declared.
"I've been told that Boake Carter was put off the air because
someone in Government — the Commis ion— caused him to be taken
off," said Senator Wheeler.
Commentator Control Called
Method of Dictators
Mr."That
Fly. is not true," answered
"You would admit it could be
done without your knowledge?" inquired Senator Hawkes.
"I don't know of any instance

KOZY
FM

in

KANSAS

CITY

PORTER

BLDG.

KANSAS

CITY
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The reason Stalin, Hitler and
management."
Mussolini are able to do what they
do, remarked Senator Wheeler, "is
because they control the commentators. I say it isn't fair that the
American public should get colored
news. So many of the commentators
absolutely color the news . . . not
just one or two. It isn't a question
of free speech. They're paid by some
Senator Hawkes entered the disadvertiser."
cussion by pointing out that the
same "concern that hires the commentator could hire space in the
newspapers." Mr. Fly's chief objection was that commentators speak
on the air under their own names
and "don't tell you when they are
moving into the company stuff"
whereas in newspapers ads are so
labeled.
Senator Gurney broke up the
commentator tete-a-tete between
■Senator Wheeler and Chairman
Fly by asking about renewal application forms provided by the
FCC. He asked if the forms didn't
require that the station "submit
a full week's copy of programs."
'Cheap Programs' Linked to
Gov't Ownership Demand
"That may be true, sir, I don't
know," said Mr. Fly. "It doesn't
mean
Thenanything
he read to
fromme."a form which
inquired as to types of programs
on the air and commented "it calls
for the percentage of time devoted
to Charles
those fields."
V. Denny, FCC general
counsel, prompted the chairman
and Mr. Fly said:
"My counsel advises me, sir, that
we sometimes get a copy of the
station log, which simply shows the
programs. That's for determining
if the station keeps a log as reby regulations."
Again quiredSenator
Wheeler read a
prepared question regarding earnings of stations and asked if the
FCC chairman believed they should
be made public, since he understood some stations earned annually twice their invested capital.
"While I have no criticism to
their making money, I do feel that
stations should put some of the
excess
profits Mr.
into improvements,"
commented
Fly. Senator
Wheeler then asked how many
Governments own radio stations".
"I would suppose that most of
them do," was the answer. "The
outstanding one is Britain." Mr.
Fly mentioned Australia and
Canada, with Government control
of radio, and commented: "By and
large there is dominant Governradio.'for Government owner"I'm mentnot
ship of radio," said Senator Wheeler, but I do think that some radio
stations have cheap programs and
they're making money. There will
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MR. RADIO

EXECUTIVE:

Your time is valuable
while you're in NewYork. That's why we
want you to stay with
us at the Roosevelt.
You'll be only a few
steps from your representative, your network
and the radio agencies.
Our private passageway
from Grand Central
Station leads right to
the lobby where you
can register for a comfortable room and bath
from $4.50.
Our Men's Bar is
radio-famous and the
meals are delicious
whether you eat in the
Grill, the Colonial
Room or the Coffee
Shop. There is dancing
in the Grill every
evening ezcept Sunday.
HOTEL
MADISON AVE. AT 45th ST., NEW YORK
A HILTON HOTEL
ROBERT P. WILLIFORD, General Manager
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Senator Wheeler and Mr. Fly
sang
the praises of Lowell Thomas
areas."
and decried the fact that he was
on only a limited number of stations. Senator Wheeler thought
Mr. Thomas should be made available to other stations. Senator
Gurney explained it was purely
aonproblem
economics,
"timeis
the airof for
every that
station
bread and butter".
Senator Austin asked what elements were involved in costs of
expanding networks. Mr. Fly said
"Line charges. We got the long
line rates reduced about 50% a
year ago. Senator Wheeler, however, commented he thought he
had something to do with the reductions. Following a few more
remarks on coast-to-coast hookups
and line charges in handling network shows, Chairman Fly got in
the last word Thursday when he
said :
"I dare say 99% of the stations,
without losing a cent, could arrange to carry Lowell Thomas."

BLUE
Network

station the power to accept or reject material,"
"You've
either said
got Senator
to give White.
radio
the responsibility or face trouble.
I've never heard of a federal statute
on libel." After more argument on
the responsibility of the broadcaster, the FCC chairman said:
"The limit of my suggestions is
to relieve the licensee but not in
any sense to relieve the speaker. I
have here, sir, the making of a

be agitation for Government radio,
if Senator
that continues."
McFarland wanted to
know if certain communities might
not be able to get good programs,
a'nd Mr. Fly rejoined "The monopoly rules give to stations the
right to buy any programs. I
think, to the credit of the networks, I've got to point out that
they have added large numbers of
stations and they're continuing to
add. Perhaps I'm a little too idealistic but I think they will come to
the realization they have an obligation and will move out to remote

Agrees Hn Principle'
Fly Changes
To
in Law
Considerable discussion of varithe White-Wheeler
provisions of the
Billousconsumed
early part of
Friday's hearings, with Chairman
Fly changing over from opposition
to new legislation to passive assent.
Mr. Fly found himself agreeing
"in principle" with much of the
proposed new law. With reference
to a proviso governing political
the FCC Chairman inbroadcasts,
dicated he thought along the same
lines as the co-authors of the bill,
but he offered several suggestions
for added definitions. He specifically mentioned political broadcasts
and public questions.
"I think it is vastly more important that both sides be equally
any public question,"
presented in Senator
White, "than
commented
it to candidates."
confineimpressed
is to been
it "I've
by the generosity of the networks, the treatment they have accorded me and
Tobey.
my opponents," remarked Senator
"I want to compliment the networks on another thing," put in
Mr. Fly. "A few Weeks ago I
wanted to make a speech. We put
out feelers to see whether the networks could carry it. The first
three we presented it to turned it
down. The fourth network indicated it would make arrangements
and did. There was no coercion at
all and no move to cancel commercial programs for my speech. I
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memorandum
for that."
"If you relieve
a station of all
liability, what protection do you
have?" asked Senator McFarland.
"You'd be surprised to see the
programs and speeches being rethe guise of liability,"
replied jected
Mr.under Fly.
Mr. Fly found that another new
section, requiring political speakers to file in writing with a licensee
information as to the speaker, his
subject and affiliations, in advance
of a broadcast, "very desirable"
and commented: "That falls in
with the principle of branding
FCC

CHAIRMAN James Lawrence Fly, in his opening appearance before the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee last Wednesday as he lashed out against NBC
and CBS and what ho chose to call
the "stooge NAB".
think that's a healthy condition."
(It was works
CBS,
one of
the "big"previnetwhich the
chairman
ously had criticized liberally, that
carried his speech on "Freedom to
Listen").
"If you can trade with the chairman of the committee you can trade
with me," said Senator White with
reference to some provisions which
Mr. Fly offered to help write.
"I think we can trade out on
reply.
that, sir," was the FCC head's
Senator Wheeler said he had
heard that smaller advertisers
"can't buy time because the larger
ones have it bought". "That's an
economic
Mr. is,
Fly.with
"I
think
the trend,"
inevitablesaidresult
the corporate device becoming more
and more important in our society,
a trend that way. The big corporation is here to stay. The upshot of
it all is that the people who can,
put"While
the dough
on the
we've
beenbarrel
givinghead."
lipservice to the small businessman,
the tendency during the war has
been to build up corporations and
wipe
out Wheeler
small .businessmen," said
Senator
"The application of broadcasting
tends to increase
that," the
Mr. opinion
Fly remarked. He expresse
d
that the FCC network regulations
were
"restoring to
local responsib
stations letheforright
to carry

local business".
Fly Would Relieve
Stations from Liability
On censorship of programs by
either Government or management
there was considerable debate between Mr. Fly and committee members. Section 332 of the proposed
legislation would put the responsibility of determining whether program material was subversive
slanderous or libelous on the broadcaster.
"I'm wondering if it wouldn't be
well to relieve a station of all liability in libel or slander," Mr. Fly
suggeste
"Thered. is a danger in giving to a
BROADCASTING

Another proposal, which would
afford the right of the opposition
sponsorship."
to time equal to that given any public officer other than the President,
also met with Mr. Fly's approval
"in principle". Senator Wheeler
didn't think the President should
have
lenged.the right to speak unchal"I think all members of the committee would be glad to have you
put
in writing
yourtold
suggestions,"
Senator
Wheeler
Mr. Fly.
"Then when we get into executive
session we can give your suggestions or suggestions from anybody
else,
consideration.
likecanto
have them
in writingWe'd
so we
"I wonder
discuss
them." if it wouldn't be a
wholesome idea, either by regulation or legislation, to require that
a log be kept showing all requests
for time, the speaker, his subject,
backers, and disposition made of
the request?" asked Mr. Fly. That
brought from Senator White an
objection that it would entail
"more reports".
"You need not make any requirement that any report be made at
a specific time. Let the station
keep them. These are not extensive.
Of course in time they may be important. Iwould prefer in general
with the commisbe filed
they sionnotbut kept
at the station in case

■n

II

'P

if

we needed them."
No
Stipulation
Asked
In BLUE
Sale, Fly
Says
Senator Wheeler brought up the
BLUE network sale, saying he had
heard reports that the Commission
requiredment ofthe
BLUEbefore
to fileapproving
a statepolicy

I
Dl
the sale. That Mr. Fly categoricallyterdenied,
although
he said
a letwas filed
by Edward
J. Noble,
NBC purchaser, on "whether or not
its policy would be uniform or discriminatory".
Senator
Tobey
(Mr.
Noble)
had demanded:
to agree to"Hea f
stipulation, didn't he?" When Mr.
Fly replied in the negative the senator asked: "There was no limitation or stipulation at all?"
"No sir," replied the FCC chairman. "The only thing that was
filed
Mr. can
Noble
was ina letter—
it's
publicby and
be put
the record
— I think it's awfully important.
I personally told Mr. Noble and
his counsel that as far as I was
• Broadcast
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! ;oncerned we would approve the
transfer even if he didn't adopt
;hose rules. I made it specifically
; ;lear it was not a condition of our
the sale."
( approval
Senatorof Tobey
questioned Mr.
! Fly on the sale of the BLUE for
$8,000,000 cash, asking if Mr.
iNoble didn't get some money from
I 'three New York banks".
"He paid a million dollars cash
! and got the remainder on his own
i personal credit," said Mr. Fly. "Let
i me make it clear that Mr. Noble
borrowed the money on his own
name and assets. The bankers got
jtio control."
"As a condition of the sale, Mr.
Noble
had to dispose
asked Senator
Tobey. of WMCA?"
I "That was done under our polIjlcy," was Chairman Fly's answer.
[.He explained
pres-a
ident ownershipthat
the under
BLUEthe had
better and more competent setup
[l,than when it was owned by RCA.
IjThen Senator Tobey demanded to
know if "there was some pressure
i|brought on Mr. Noble to sell
{.WMCA." Mr. Fly admitted there
uwas.
Flamm' s WMCA Sale
it
ll Brought Up By Sen. Tobey
"When
(Donald) Flamm sold
WMCA to Mr. Noble, there was
- some pressure put on, was there
mot?" continued Senator Tobey.
" "I don't know," said Mr. Fly.
/'"I testified before a Congressional
j committee when that was pending,
sir." He admitted he discussed the
sale with the late Thad Brown,
!< former member of the FCC, as
i counsel for Mr. Flamm, and with
Philip Handelman,
!1resents
Mr. Flamm. who now rep"Colonel Brown came to me and
J said Mr. Flamm was in trouble
\ with the Commission," explained
t Mr. Fly. "I told him that no one
liin the Commission could get his
" license. I told him to tell Flamm
3 so. Presumably he did for it was
Ie shortly afterwards that he sold the
! station.
"Was the former general counsel
!l of FCC (Wm. J. Dempsey) instruct- mental
in that sale?" asked Senator
Tobey.
"Yes, Mr.
he represented
Mr. Noble,"
it■i replied
Fly.
Senator Tobey said he had heard
that "Jim Fly is 95% of the FCC."
"That's not true", said the chairman. "Never have I directly or indirectly requested any commissioner to vote with me, and I never
shall. We call 'em as we see 'em."
At Senator Gurney's request Mr.
i Fly placed in the record a copy of
i Mr. Noble's letter setting forth the
»| proposed BLUE policy and a copy
■' of the FCC decision [BroadcastS ing, Oct. 18].
Senator Clark asked the present
status of newspaper ownership of
i1 stations and the hearings entered
I into a lengthy discussion.
• "No rule has been enunciated
i on that," said Mr. Fly. "Hearings
' i have been held. I think we shall
have to dispose of that matter at
an early date." He expressed the
(' opinion that it was an appropriate
l\ subject for legislation.
neverashave
felt myself
that
. a "I
matter
fundamental
as that
:/ should
restSenator
with theWhite.
Commission,"
remarked
Further
. argument on that problem was delayed while Senator Tobey read a
t letter from Adm. Leahy, the presi' dent's chief of staff, to the SecreBROADCASTING

Southern Pacific Adds
Railroad Drama Series
RE-ENFORCING the West Coast
labor recruiting campaign, Southern Pacific Co., San Francisco on
Nov. 10 will add to its spot announcement schedule The Main
Line, on 4 Mutual-Don Lee Pacific
and Arizona stations, Wednesday,
8-8:30 p.m. (PWT). Contract is
for 3 weeks, with Foote, Cone &
Belding, San Francisco as agency.
Station list includes KHJ KFRC
KPMC KVEC KFRE KMYC
KIEM KFJI KORE KALE KLO
KOY KTUC KSUN. Written and
directed by Lew Lansworth, series
will war.
dramatize railroad's part in
the
Substantiating his letter to
broadcasting (July 9), F. Q. Tredway, general advertising manager
of
the firm,
stated
Pacific
Co. has
used "the
radioSouthern
in the
past and is utilizing it again to
attack a specific problem". Commercials on the weekly half-hour
series will be devoted to labor recruiting, Mr. Tredway stated, adding that the industry faces a serious manpower shortage. Spot announcement schedule, which started
Oct. 26, uses 30 stations in the
Pacific Coast area.
taries of the War and Navy Departments protesting against the
FCC concerning itself with activity in military matters. Chairman
Fly remarked:
"That letter was classified as secret by the War and Navy but
it was made public by counsel for
the Cox Committee."
Transfer to Army
Rejected After Investigation
When Senator Tobey said he had
been informed that President
Roosevelt had rejected the recommendations of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff for transfer of the FCC's
Radio Intelligence Division to the
Army and abolition of the Federal
Broadcast Intelligence Service,
Chairman Fly asserted this action
was taken only after a lengthy investigation. He said there had been
no prior investigation by the Joint
Chiefs of Staff but that afterward
the office of the Chief Signal Officer
of the Army made an "actual survey" and that on each topic covthe report
Mr. Flyered, said
he feltwas
the "excellent".
Secretaries
of War and the Navy were "ignorant of the facts" when they signed
the letter accompanying the recom endation ofthe Joint Chiefs of
Staff. In an inquiry made through
the Bureau of the Budget, every
Government department praised the
Commission's war activities, he declared. The recommendation, he
charged, originated "in one department only"
and he said that it was
not the
Army.
Reverting to newspaper ownership, Senator White inquired
whether Mr. Fly felt that there was
anything in the present law which
would deny to a newspaper or representative ofa newsnaper a station license. Parrying the question,
Mr. Fly said he did not know just
what the construction would be but
agreed that there was an element
of doubt and that the matter might
well be "subject to litigation".
In the ensuing cross-fire, Chairman Fly said he thought Congress
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ought to determine the issue but
expressed doubt that it would be
willing to do so. Senator White
thereupon called attention to the
final section which would deny
the Commission the right of determining whether particular groups
are not qualified to obtain licenses.
Mr. Fly said he regarded this
provision as "very unfortunate,"
since it would preclude the Commission from denying a license to
any one not specified in the Act. It
mig'ht mean, he said, that the Commission would have to have a specific instruction from Congress in
many instances.
Senator White pointed out that
if the Commission should decide as
a matter of policy that a newspaper can't have a license because
it is a newspaper, then the Commission might proceed to hold that
a department store or an insurance
company could not qualify. Mr. Fly,
however, insisted that the newspaper case would not control other
cases since the newspaper question
involves concentration of control in
the molding of public opinion.
"If Congress wants to spell that
out in the statute, then I would
be
of a difficult
he relieved
said. Senator
White problem",
observed
that he has always felt that there
must ultimately be faced the question whether radio licenses will be
issued to people not primarily in
the radio business, or where the
station would be the "tail to the
"I don't believe the Commission
has the authority to say that a
kite".
newspaper, just because it is a
newspaper, can't hold a radio license", the Maine legislator said.
Chairman Wheeler interposed
that he thought there was some
question of whether it is good policy
to have the only station in a city
owned by the only newspaper.
Therebv. one organization would
"control" the publicity in the community, he said.
Senator White insisted that the
question of whether these two great
means of mass approach should be
kept competitive was a matter for
Congress, and Senator Wheeler asserted that he felt someone would
have to say whether a particular
community should have its public
thought dominated by a single
entity. He said he thought it was
impossible to write such provisions
in the statute and that some latitude would have to be left to the
Commission.
Mr. Fly agreed that the proper
way to determine such issues would
be the public interest yardstick and
that the matter should be handled
on a "case to case" basis.
Thereupon, the committee recessed until Tuesday with Mr. Fly
still the witness.
Burke's Paper
MEMBERS of the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee were
circularized last week with copies
of an eight-page six column paper
titled The People's Radio, and published at Pasadena, Cal. Loaded
with stories, editorials and abstracts of addresses opposing the
pending White - Wheeler Bill, it
carried a box identifying it as being published by KPAS Pasadena,
an independent station. J. Frank
Burke Sr., owner of KPAS and an
attorney, by-lined the lead story,
headed "Radio Bill Threatens Free
Speech".

Dear~J7me Bui/er
There's not room here to
tell our full story, but if
you're looking for more
listeners in the southwest,
KROD can really deliver
them. Please let us give
you complete
Write
or callinformation.
us or our
national representatives
HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
IK IRC
ID
CBS 600 KC 1000 Watts
EL PASO, TEXAS
Dorrance Roderick, Owner Val Lawrence, Manager

■
RADIO
STATION
REPRESENTATIVES
offices
MONTREAL • WINNIPEG
TORONTO

ENGLISH • JEWISH • ITALIAN
The roster of advertisers using WEVD year
reads like
National
Advertising.
List "Who's
on request,Who" in
after year
HENRY GREENFIELD, MANAGING DIRECTOR
117 W. 46th Street,
New York.'N.Y. ^
\L' WIVD—
■■■
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Elias
Volume

depends

Your

Asks

4- A

Members

to Help

Win

Response
on
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M

For 22 years, WDZ has AIMED
its messages exclusively to average people . . . factory and
farm folks who make up more
than 70% of the buying market.
Having learned how to hit the
heart-strings of these "salty"
folks, the result has been
VOLUME RESPONSE. For example, 220,113 listener letters
were received in one year . . .
$8,045 in orders from 50 quarter-hour programs. Many other
"eye-opening" examples will be
sent on request.
You can send your message to
WDZ's responsive listeners at
very reasonable rates. WRITE
1000 WATTS
TUSCOLA,
ILLINOIS

WDZ
HOWARD H. WILSON CO., Representatives
New York, Chicago, San Francisco,
Hollywood, Seattle

Represented by John BLAIR & CO.
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Radio's Magna
Charta From
Congress
have one of the four freedoms set
ADVERTISING'S aid in directing
the attention of Congress to the
out in the Atlantic charter — 'freegrave need for new and specific radom from fear' — if America is to
dio legislation, was sought at the
have
freedom of speech."
annual meeting of the eastern diSome Restraints Needed
vision of the 4 A's, held at the
Waldorf Astoria, New York, on
Mr. Elias, who is a member of
Friday, Nov. 5. The spokesman for the NAB legislative committee,
said that the need for a new radio
a radio Magna Charta was Donald
S. Elias, executive director of law has been apparent for years,
WWNC Asheville, N. C, vice-pres- and has now been underscored by
ident of the Asheville Citizen- the Frankfurter decision of the SuTimes, and a director of NAB.
preme Court, by which "confusion
Mr. Elias gave advertisers the has been further confounded".
"Some
restraints on absolute procredit for the superiority of Amergram freedom are required by pubican radio over that of any other
country on the globe. He painted a
lic interest," he continued, "Stations should not, of course, be pervivid contrast between radio here
mitted to broadcast programs that
and abroad, and today and yester- offend against decency or that
day— before it was accepted and
preach religious bigotry or racial
patronized as an advertising meintolerance. In the handling of condium. He asked for advertising's
troversial issues, the stations should
help in the fight for a free radio
treat
all
groups or factions or
"because you need strong, free media. A hamstrung, intimidated ra- parties with the strictest impardio is of no use to the American
"But these restraints," Mr. Elias
tiality."
continued, "should be laid down by
Speakers and Subjects
Congress in the most precise lanpeople".
guage. They should not be left to
Members of the New York, New
capricious determination of
England, Atlantic and Pittsburgh the
changing bureaucrats. They should
chapters
the 4 A's
the be defined with such clarity that
afternoon ofsession
heardattending
a foreword
the Supreme Court of the United
by Philip W. Lennen, chairman of
States will not divide in interpretthe New York Council, which was
ing them. They should be so spehost at the meeting. He was introcific that they will not invite buduced by John D. Cunningham,
reaucratic usurpation. Above all,
Newell-Emmett Co.
they should be so clear that every
Speakers at the session, in addi- broadcaster in the land will know
tion to Mr. Elias, included Henry
rights and responsibilities."
J. Taylor, BLUE commentator and hisPointing
out that Congress, because it represents the people,
author, on "Advertising's Job in
the Future Economy"; Matthew
knows that the great power of cenWoll of the AFL, on "How Does
sorship really lies with the listenLabor Regard Advertising in its
ers, Mr. Elias said that broadcaters cannot and will not trifle with
Post-War Planning", and Raymond
Moley, on "Advertising — the Voice audience good-will and the censorof Management in the Coming
ship standards that the audience
imposes. These standards, plus
Economy".
At the evening session, presided
those imposed by national welfare,
over by Ray VirDen, of Lennen & he declared, constitute the only cenMitchell, chairman of the program
sorship, "overt or covert, direct or
committee, members took part in a oblique, to which the American peoed.
ple want American radio subjectpresentation of It Pays to be Ignorant, program sponsored by Piel
"I think that instinctively the
Bros., Brooklyn, on WOR. The featured speaker was A. C. Hill Jr., American people feel that they've
vice-chairman of the Office of Ci- got to have a free radio. They know
that a free radio is a bulwark
vilian Requirements, WPB, whose
topic was, "What is the present and against encroachment upon our liberties. And they know that radio is
Near Future Outlook for the Production of Civilian Goods." Special an indispensable factor in creating
guests were representatives of all a safe, serene and prosperous
America after the war.
the armed services who have seen
action against the enemy, including
"Your stake in free radio is your
Lt. John Mason Brown, U.S.N.,
stake in free enterprise — in a free
former drama critic of the N. Y. America," he concluded.
World-Telegram, who talked on the
invasion of Sicily.
RCA Gross Up
That Congress and only Congress
RCA'S total gross income from all
can act to preserve free broadcasting in the United States, was the sources in the first nine months
of
1943 amounted to $218,240,901,
key thought of the message brought
as
compared with $136,477,537 for
by Mr. Elias.
the same period in 1942, an in"Broadcasting will never be truly
crease of $81,763,364, according
free," he said, "until every sta- to David Sarnoff, president. Net
tion knows that as long as it ob- income was $7,435,025 for the first
serves certain specific regulations, nine months of 1943 as against
$6,999,127 in 1942, an increase of
its license will not be in jeopardy.
The broadcasting industry must
$435,898.
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LICENSED

WOMAN

sea

captain
and Denver's
"Woman inofAmerica
the Year",
Captain
Mary Parker Coverse (left) appearedofasthe
guestKOA
of Lora
Price,
director
Denver
Home
Forum, on a recent Forum broadcast. Captain Mary, now 72, deto obtain a Marine
captain'swhen
license
in the cidedMerchant
she
was 67 years of age. She has made
important contributions to the war
effort by teaching navigation to
young men accepted for training
as naval officers.
Auditions for S-W
OPERATIC aspirants for the
Metropolitan Opera Auditions of [
the Air will have their first
chance at tryouts in Chicago Nov.
11-13. Local winners will be invited to New York to compete
over the air with other auditionists
in the semi-finals and finals. Maestro Wilfred Pelletier, conductor at
the Metropolitan for the past 26
years, conductor of the auditions,
orchestra and head of the auditions committee, will supervise the
regional event in Chicago. The
program returns to the air for
the Sherwin-Williams Co., Cleveland (paints), Nov. 28, and will
be heard over the BLUE each
Sunday, 4:30-5 p.m.
Buitoni to Expand
BUITONI PRODUCTS, Brooklyn,
has added a six-times weekly quarter-hour program of music and
drama on WOV New York to its
spot schedule for spaghetti and
other products, and will expand into
other markets, including Los Angeles, San Francisco, Pittsburgh, and
either New Haven or Hartford, as
soon as supplies can be replenished.
Buitoni's schedule includes: WHOM
WEBR WBEN WSNY WABY
WHEC WGES WJLB WHAT
WIBX WMEX. Agency is Carlo
Vinti Adv., New York.
News Series Open
BARRING certain types of advertisers such as beer, cigarettes and
proprietary
drugs,
Christian
Science Monitor
has The
approved
local
sponsorship of its Monday through
Friday 6:30-6:45 news period, on
Mutual, effective Nov. 1. When
first announced last September, the
program was said to be available
for local sponsorship [Broadcasting, Sept. 13] . Mutual reported two
accounts had indicated intention to
sponsor
the series,
World's Front
Page. now titled The
MILTON
MENDELSOHN,
merly headM.
of the
agency bearing forhis
name, has been appointed executive
vice-president
of the Frank R. Steel
Associates,
Chicago.
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WGAR

Is Granted

Change
to 1220
FCC Action Paves Way for
50,000 w Operation
WAY was paved for 50,000 w operation by WGAR Cleveland by the
FCC last Wednesday when it
granted the station's application to
change its frequency from 1480 to
1220 kc, with an increase in night
power from 1,000 to 5,000 w. The
frequency, which has been sought
by several applicants, is available
' for 50,000 w in the United States.
WGAR originally sought that
power, but the wartime freeze conditions necessitated a revision.
At the same time the Commission, meeting in executive session BOMBED AREA in London, St.
immediately following oral arguPaul's Cathedral in the background,
! ments, made decisions in two other is inspected by (1 to r) Niles Trampresident of NBC, Lloyd Strasjcases. It denied the application of mell,
ton, president of the AP of Great
; WADC Akron for a construction
Britain and John F. Royal, NBC
j permit to install new transmitting vice-president in charge of interequipment and a directional antennational relations. The NBC execl na for both day and night use,
utives have since left England for
change its transmitter location and North Africa. They are planning
reopening of NBC offices in occu' shift
assignment
1350 its
kc operating
with 5 kw,
unlimited,fromto
pied countries and making arrangements to bring listeners reports of
1220 kc with 50 kw, unlimited, usinternational meetings of news
ing a directional antenna. It is un- value
from abroad.
derstood that it is likely WHBC
will seek a rehearing.
WHBC Canton, O., was granted
a construction permit to make
DON'T TRAVEL PLAN
changes in transmitting equipment,
PROTESTS
install a directional antenna for AROUSES
night use and change frequency USE OF OWI "Don't Travel" announcements has been virtually
from 1230 to 1480 kc, taking the
discontinued in the Chicago area
present WGAR facilities.
pending an answer to a protest filed
Conditions Improved
with Elmer Davis in behalf of 14
stations. At the same time, it beThe WGAR grant, the Commiscame known in Washington last
sion said, is subject to the condi- week that
OWI has scheduled a setions that (1) applicant shall take
ries of the announcements over inwhatever steps are necessary to imdependent stations, which will be
prove the signal of WGAR over the 55 seconds long and available for
1 Cleveland business district to com- sponsorship, beginning the week of
Dec. 6.
ply with the Commission's rules
The letter of protest, over the
when materials and equipment are
available; and (2) that applicant signature of Edwin R. Borroff,
of the BLUE, and
j shall submit proof that the pro- vice-president
; posed radiating system is capable OWI consultant in Chicago, said
of producing a minimum effective that it was "the unanimous opinion" of the stations that it was
, field of 175 millivolts per meter at "unfair"
ask the radio industry
. one mile for 1 kw power, or 392 to use theto free
announcements.
millivolts per meter for 5 kw power.
"Railroads have been and still
Equipment for the change, ac- are notoriously newspaper and
; cording to the record, is already magazine advertisers and ignore
on hand except a small amount of radio ta a great extent, and therefore these people feel that railroads
cement and plaster for reconditioning a farm house to be used for a should look to the advertising medium that has been receiving their
transmitter building. Two 1220
money for free support of their
crystals required are on hand; cop- war effort theme," Mr. Borroff
per wire for a ground system has wrote, adding that the feeling is
been salvaged from the former very strong, to the point that staground system of the old WJR Detions will refuse to carry the announcements. He said there was no
troit, and wire for transmission
lines is on hand. Present towers question of the support that the
and 5 kw transmitter will be used stations have been giving to the
, at the new location. Cost of relo- war effort.
cating the towers and technical
- equipment will be about $5,000, acthat standing alone the application
1 cording to WGAR.
of WHBC would fall within the
The 1220 kc channel, a Mexican
1-A frequency, originally was speci- purview of the freeze policy, but
fied for use in the United States that since the WHBC and WGAR
as a Class 11 station in the Michirequests are interrelated in that
gan area, but when that failed to each is contingent upon the other
develop, WGAR sought the fre- "it becomes necessary to consider
uency.
the overall benefits which would accrue to the public from the grantThe FCC's proposed findings
Broadcasting, Sept. 122] state
ing of both applications".
ROADCASTING
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WGST Asks Renewal
WGST Atlanta, whose ownership
and management policies have been
under investigation by the FCC
since 1940, filed a petition last week
asking the Commission to grant
without a hearing its application
for renewal of license. The station
had been given a 90-day extension
of its license last March during
which the Georgia School of Technology was to divest itself of a
management contract with former
radio commissioner and ex-CBS
vice-president Sam Pickard and
Clarence H. Calhoun, Atlanta attorney, operating as Southern
Broadcasting Stations Inc. Basis of
the petition is the deletion by
WGST of Paragraph 6 of the
with Southern Broadagreement
casting covering acquisition by the
technical equipment
of
university
and facilities which specified that
the station should be operated in
such fashion as to provide as large
It is underas possible.
net billings
stood that the
FCC majority
(Fly
and Craven dissenting) felt this
placed upon the school the necessity of accepting programs indiscriminately in order to earn the necessary return [Broadcasting, Aug.
23, June 28].
New

FTC

Sampling

CLEARING up the question of
forthcoming calls for samplings of
commercial continuities, PGad B.
Morehouse, director of Radio and
Periodical Division, Federal Trade
Commission, explained last week
that the new schedule, started
July 1, 1943, which calls for samples from Individual broadcasters
twice yearly, will cause the 15-day
most cases to
periods in
sampling
fall
in different
calendar periods
than in previous years. Selections
of stations have also been realigned,
said Mr. Morehouse, with consideration given to transmittal power, geographic location, population
centers, etc. in arranging the staggered groups.

NATIONAL RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES
&> COMPANY

Dubonnet Moves
DUBONNET Corp., Philadelphia,
subsidiary of Schenley Import
Corp., sponsor of the Xavier CuSatur-to
the BLUE
gat program
days 11-11:30on a.m.,
will shift
Mutual following the Nov. 27
broadcast. Failure to find a suitable nighttime period on the BLUE
is the reason for the switch to
MBS where the program will be
8:30-9 p.m., efheard Wednesday
fective Dec. 1. Agency is Wm. H.
Weintraub & Co., New York.
Swift Spots
SWIFT & Co., Chicago (Allsweet
Oleomargarine) , in November
starts a half-hour participation of
home economics programs fiveweekly on WOR, renewing participation on WLW KMOX WBZA
WTIC WCSH WIBC KFJ KPO.
Contracts are for 13 weeks. Agency
is J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
WTJS to Join Blue
WTJS, Jackson, Tenn., on Nov. 1,
or as soon as wire facilities are
available, joins the BLUE Network bringing the total to 170
BLUE affiliates. Owned by Sun
Publishing Co., WTJS operates on
1000 w 1390 kc fulltime.
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selling many
other products on many
other stations.
George E. Halley
TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
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NAB

Rejects Record Fee Plan
(Continued from page 13)
DAYTON, O.
before your panel tomorrow morning.
desired data, asking for a report
HAS A
"Thecompanies
agreements
entered
by theof on
other
provide
for a into
payment
net profits as well as time sales.
410 MILLION
substantial
money Whether
by the employers direct tosumstheofunion.
or not He said that this information
DOLLAR
the making
paymentsor would
vio- would play a major part in the
late any law oforsuch
regulation
be socially
PAYROLL
or economically undesirable will be issues union argument, which might conceivably suggest that the best soon which you will pass with respect to
lution to the problem would be for
IN 1943
the agreements entered into and is also the Government
to take over radio.
involved in our contested proceeding which
Reach and sell
will continue on the merits before your
panel tomorrow morning. We assume that Mr. Colin replied, "We're prepared
this great market
there will be no hearing or contest before to face even that threat if it bethru
comes necessary before we submit
you
withagreements.
respect to the panel's report
on the
to the principle of direct payments
WING
"Accordingly
we respectfully
request upon
that
your
Board either
(a) delay passing
Panel Member Fuller asked Mr.
Basic Blue
the
panel's
report
on
the
agreements
until
our contested case is also before you to the union."
5000 Watts
or (b) that you hear us as amicus curiae Padway if the union's use of station income figures would be reson the issues involved in the report.
Ronald B. Woodyard
tricted to the present case of trans"Unless
eitherproceeding
of these may
reExec. Vice President
quests we you
in a grant
contested
criptions and records, to which the
find ourselves before you arguing on issues
which you have already disposed of in a union counsel replied that the inproceeding in which you have not heard
formation might be used for other
the opposing
arguments.
first payas from
well.
ments to the union
under Since
agreements
are purposes
Benefits
use
not due for six months delay will not be of recorded music industrial
were described
prejudicial to the union. We are taking the
liberty of sending copies of this telegram by Mr. Myers. When Mr. Padway
to each of the industry members of your said that maybe the AFM ought
Radio Recording Division, NBC
to require plants using music for
RCA Victor Division, RCA
morale to use live as well as reBy
Robert
P.
Myers,
Counsel
board." Columbia Recording Corp.
corded music, Mr. Colin retorted
that it is not the fault of the reBy Ralph F. Colin, Counsel
cording companies that most people
Padway Objects
would rather hear a record made
Mr. Padway objected to the by a good orchestra than the live
telegram as not a procedure of performance of a mediocre group
good faith. Pointing out that the of musicians.
two record companies did not seek
Explaining that the AFM minito intervene in the proceedings
mum scale for work on phonountil the Decca contract with the
graph records is $30 per man for
union had been signed, he charged a three-hour session during which
them with seeking "not to make not more than four 10-inch sides
peace in the industry but to upset or three 12-inch sides may be recorded, with overtime at $10 per
theChairman
Decca contract."
Meyer said it would half-hour or less, Mr. Colin said
"That WFDF Flint Michigan
"most unusual" for the WLB
the Harry James record of Moonsinger ain't no musical instru- be
to permit any interference with a
BecomesBefore,
You andreleased
I've Heard
ment, see!"
Song
last
consent case, explaining that in That light
December, had sold 1,118,093
consent cases, where the parties
have reached a voluntary agree- copies through Sept. 30. Musicians'
scale for both sides totaled $600.
ment, thesocial
Board desirability
"is not concerned
with the
of the AFM royalties at % cent a record
contract, as it would be in a dis- would amount to $5,590. He pointed
pute case." Technically, he said out, however, this would not hold
for symphonic records, where musithe panel has reported to the WLB
that the agreements already sign- session.cians are paid $28 for a two-hour
ed contain no provisions affecting
the Economic Stabilization Act and
Payments Estimated
therefore nothing requiring WLB
In answer to a query from the
panel, executives of CRC and RCA
approval.
Expressing amused amazement
Victor did a little hasty figuring
at the "naivete" of the AFM counand reported that if both comsel in assuming otherwise, Mrj.
panies had operated under royaltyColin declared that "of course the
\M OF ACCURACY,
telegram was designed to get the payment AFM contracts during
1942, CRC would have paid the
Board not to approve the agree- union
about $200,000 and RCAments. The union should realize
SPEED AND INDEPENDENCE IN
that now somebody is going to Victor about $280,000. Commenting that this seemed higher than
WORLD WIDE NEWS COVERAGE
fight
until this
the principle.
Board tellsWe'll
us fight
we areit estimates the panel had been given,
Chairman Meyer asked for more
definite data covering the first six
Mr. Myers cited the urgent need months
of 1942.
wrong."
for
records and transcrptions by
UNITED
PRESS
Mr. Colin's statement that the
stations operating 4 hours a day union
royalties might be $5,000 for
by order
of He
the read
War aCommunication Board.
number of a record which the musicians received only $500 for making only
letters from military officials and demonstrates
position the
THE DOMINANT COVERAGE
others showing the great value of musician is in,theMr.poor
Padway stated.
recorded music in maintaining
FOR A GOOD MARKET
Mr.
Petrillo
said
the
ultimate
morale of the armed forces
aim
of
the
AFM
is
control
the
Chairman Meyer reported that records made by its members.of The
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
men who make records are well
Fly hadquest replied
to the panel's
re- paid, he stated, and there is no
for information
about the
about the name orchesnet time sales of stations this year, complaint
who earn $100,000 or
asking that it be withdrawn as more traaleaders
from recordings, but
Mr. Fly did not wish to query the the real year
issue is that after they
stations at this time. Mr. Myers
are through with the records these
' said it is' general industry knowlserve to displace live musiedge that the overall time sales discs
HOOPER a
m HOOPER
J* a.
cians.
have
this
year
exceeded
those
of
%
Declaring the union would
TO
the same period of 1942.
sacrifice any amount of royalties
81 RATING
ji 96.8
Mr. Padway pressed the panel
REPRESENTED BY SPOT SALES to insist that the FCC secure the if Congress would give it control
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FCC PROBE FUND
WOULD
BE RAISED
DECISION to ask the House Committee on Accounts for $75,000
more, instead of $60,000, to continue the Select Committee investigation of the FCC was reached
Friday at an executive session of
the committee, Chairman Clarence
F. Lea (D-Cal.) announced. With
the original grant of $60,000, the
new sum, if approved by the Accounts Committee, will make a total of $135,000 for the inquiry.
"We felt that by asking for $75,000 it should be enough to complete the He
investigation,"
said the
chairman.
previously announced
that the request would be for $60,000 [Broadcasting, Nov. 1].
Resignation of Hugh Reilly,
member of the legal staff, was accepted. Mi?. Reilly resigned last
week because of the press of his
personal business.
Chairman Lea said no action
was taken on chief legal counsel,
although indications were Eugene
L. Garey will continue in that post.
Mr. Lea said hearings would be resumedtending
"as thesoon
as possible".
meeting,
besides AtMr.
Lea, were Reps. Wigglesworth (RMass.) and Hart (D-N. J.), as well
as Mr. Garey. Rep. Miller (R-Mo.)
was ill and Rep. Magnuson (DWash.) failed to attend.
of records, Mr. Petrillo said the
AFM doesn't want to put a tax
on the man who buys a record for
use at home, but it does want to
tax the commercial use of records
though the recording companies say
they can't separate the two.
Cites Idaho
He cited the state of Idaho as
having seven radio stations, none
of which employs a single studio
musician, using recordings, and
said there is nothing to prevent the
union from limiting the network
use of musical programs to 10, or
20, or 30 stations.
"You've heard about the big
fight that's coming off in Febthe unionMr.chief
stated.
"You'veruary," hearid
Colin
say
they've just begun to fight. It's
just
a lotpeople
of baloney.
the
luckiest
in the They're
world that
they're dealing with an honest
union. We have the biggest club
any
had we
—
we'relabor
neverorganization
mentioned ever
it and
don't intend to use it."
He reminded the panel that
David Sarnoff, RCA president, and
William S. Paley, president of
CBS, parent company of CRC, had
suggested in a closed conference
that instead of fighting, they all
go to the President and present a
bill that he would back which would
give the union the power to license
juke boxes and radio stations to
use music. "When I agreed," Mr.
Petrillo said, "they called a meeting
with the NAB. You know what
happened. They don't like you [the
panel] ; they don't like us ; everyout of Chairman
step but the
NAB."
Askedbody's by
Meyer
for
the percentage of phonograph records that is used commercially, Mr.
Colin replied that reports from
RCA Victor and Columbia distributors indicate about 20% of all rec• Broadcast

Advertising

ords are sold for use in juke boxes.
: Sales to radio stations would not
change the percentage, he said, as
there are only 900 stations while
the juke boxes are estimated at
400,000.
Mr. Colin opened the Thursday
morning hearing, by stating that no
answer would be made at that time
to Mr. Petrillo's "colorful and eloquent plea", that "insofar as he
quoted anything said by Mr. Sarnoff and Mr. Paley we wish to record a denial completely."
After a lengthy discussion of the
method of employing musicians for
recording work through contractors to determine the exact status
of the employer-employe relationship had concluded with Mr. Padway expressing "complete confuthe recording
companies
agreed tosion",furnish
the panel
with a
detailed descriptive statement of
the situation.
In the afternoon the company
representatives, headed by Mr. Sarnoff and Mr. Paley, met with Mr.
Petrillo and his associates and the
WLB panel in a closed conference,
at which the company presidents
reported on the NAB's refusal to
join with them and the AFM in a
drive for legislation that would give
the recording companies and the
musicians control of the use of recordings. If such legislation were
secured, the broadcasters, juke box
operators and other commercial
users of records would have to secure licenses from the union or the
manufacturers or both for the right
to use recordings.
Meeting with Mr. Petrillo did not
indicate any change in the disagreement over the justification of
the union's demand for direct payment of royalties, Mr. Sarnoff said,
with Mr. Paley concurring. "So
far,"
Mr. yielded
Sarnoff what
stated,it "Neither
side has
feels its
position to be."
Resuming his argument Friday
morning, Mr. Padway declared that
the problem of the displacement of
live musicians by records is not
new, but was discussed with the
broadcasters as long ago as 1938,
citing the "plan of settlement"
then agreed to- by the broadcasters
and the union.
Mr. Padway also referred to the
"Whiteman" case, in which a court
, decision awarding control of commercial uses of records to the
manufacturers was followed by
RCA's establishing rates for the
broadcasting of Victor records,
which were not put into effect because of an adverse decision by a
higher court. Mr. Colin replied,
"The record companies have never
claimed that someone, including the
record companies, should have control over the use of their records."

Jifr
TAKING OATH of office during ceremonies aired on WHO Des Moines,
Joe Grimes becomes the new state Treasurer of Iowa. Left to right are:
Gov. Bourke B. Hickenlooper ; Grimes; John Mulroney, Chief Justice of
the Iowa Supreme Court; Bobby Griffin of WHO. Event was broadcast
direct from the offices of Governor Hickenlooper as part of one of the
Governor's regular WHO programs on alternate Saturday mornings.
WHEB Transfer Asked
WHEB Inc., Portsmouth, N. H.,
wholly owned by R. G. LeTourneau, applied to the FCC last week
for transfer of control of its license
to Charles M. Dale, Portsmouth attorney and mayor of the city,
through sale of 100% of his stock
(750 shares) for $60,000, $10,000
down and $50,000 upon FCC approval. Mr. Dale is a director of
the New Hampshire National
Bank, the Atlantic Terminal Corp.
and Motor Mart, all of Portsmouth.
Mr. LeTourneau stated he was retiring from broadcasting in order
to devote all his time to war production.
FM

Outlet on MBS

FIRST FM station to join a network as a full-fledged affiliate,
WBCA, Schenectady, oq Nov. 7
will become affiliated with, the Mutual network. The FM outlet has
been carrying Mutual programs
on an experimental basis up to 12
hours a day since its inception
July 17, 1941. Owned by the Capitol Broadcasting Co. Inc., WBCA
(formerly W47A) operates full
time, 6 hours a day with 1,000 w on
44.7 mc, with a primary coverage
of 5,000 FM homes in Schenectady,
Albany and Troy.
Glass Firm to J-W-T
OWENS-ILLINOIS GLASS Co.,
Toledo, has appointed J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York, to handle
its advertising, following recent
resignation of the account by
D'Arcy Adv. Co., St. Louis. Thompson takes over the account Nov. 8,
although it is understood that
D'Arcy will probably supervise the
company's radio program on CBS,
heard five times weekly, 4-4:25 p.m.
Atlantic's Pair
ATLANTIC REFINING Co., Philadelphia, expanded its coverage of
football Nov. 6 on WO R New York,
to "double-header" proportions, using five continuous hours. Agency
is N. W. Ayer & Son.
Awards Dropped
THE Annual Advertising Awards
contest conducted since 1936 by the
magazine Advertising & Selling,
will not be held this year.

BASIC STATION
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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JAMES CONNOLLY, radio manager
of the New York office of the Branham Co., is the father of an 8 lb. girl,
his second, born last week.
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Pierce Aids Coup
(Continued from page 13)
course of operations. We had a job
to do and so we figured out the best
wayTheto Press
do it."story continued:
"But Robert Morris Pierce had
done something no one had thought
of doing before. It was his idea to
get the message to the Italian Navy
on the international distress frequency.
"The only time he could work on
the job was after the station had
signed off at night. He started work
at 3 a.m. and it took him 14 hours
to find out if it was possible to do
the job.
"Mr. Pierce decided it was, and
an hour - and - a - half later the
trick had been done. He tuned the
radio down from a frequency of
around 1100 kc to 500.
"To do this he had to reduce the
number of turns of wire on 8 or
10 coils and adjust the antenna
tuning circuits and condensers.
Worst of all, there were no markers
on the old radio set and he had to
make all the adjustments blind.
" 'I guess it was about like making a suit of clothes over for somebodymitted
else today.
to wear,' Mr. Pierce ad"Interested in radio since his
grammar school days, he came to
Cleveland in 1927 from Chicago and
helped to build WGAR."
WKNY Transfer
KINGSTON ■ Broadcasting Corp.,
licensee of WKNY Kingston, N.Y.,
applied to the FCC last week for
transfer of control from Benjamin
F. Feiner Jr. Morris S. Novik and
Louis J. Furman to Myer Wiesenthal, Charles C. Swaringen, John
J. Laux, Richard Teitelbaum, Jack
N. Berkman, Alex Teitelbaum,
Louis J. Furman and Morris S.
Novik. Mr. Feiner would sell all
of his 500 shares, while Messrs.
Furman and Novik would each sell
125 shares of 500 shares each owns
for $4 per share. Each of the new
transferees would have 107 shares,
except Richard Teitlebaum, who
would have 108. The new transferees are all interested in the
Buckeye Broadcasting Co., Akron,
which has an application pending
for a new station on 1240 kc, with
250 w [Broadcasting, Nov. 1].
The same group also operate WSTV
Steubenville, O., and WJPA Washington, Pa.
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WLAW
680 K.C.

Every national advertiser
wanting results in the
Maritime Provinces
of Canada
should make sure that his
schedule includes
CHNS
Halifax, Nova Scotia
JOS. WEED sc CO.
350 Madison Avenue, New York
Representatives
IN

THE

Atlantic
the more war bonds you
buy ... the safer will be our
supply lines to fighting fronts
... so buy more!

Decisions . . .
Buckeye Broadcasting Co., Akron — Designated for hearing application for CP for
new station on 1240 kc 250 w.
NOVEMBER 2
KROY Sacramento — Granted voluntary
assign, license from Royal Miller, Marion
Miller, L. H. Penney, Gladys W. Penney,
Will Thompson Jr., partnership d-b as
Royal Miller Radio, licensee of KROY, to
same group except Will Thompson Jr.,
whose 5% interest has been purchased
for
$2,854
Marion(2%%).
Miller (2%%) and
Gladys
W. by
Penney
KVGB Great Bend, Kan.— Granted assignment of license from Helen Townsley,
individual,
to KVGB Inc. No money involved.
KGGF Coffeyville, Kan.— Designated for
hearing license renewal; consolidated with
hearing on KOMA Oklahoma City application for CP to change 1520 to 690 kc, increase 5to 10 kw, install new transmitter
and DA-D-N; and of KGGF for CP to
increase 500 w to 1 kw, N, on 690 kc,
install
DA-D-N,
new transmitter, change
transmitter
location.
W47R Rochester. N. Y. — Granted license to cover CP for new FM station;
conditions.
W49D Detroit — Granted mod. CP for
extension completion date; license to cover
CP in part; conditions.
K7XSB Fairbanks, Alaska — Granted
authority to operate as relay station to
Jan. 1, 1944, for special programs for
domestic network broadcast, and test purposes in connection.
NOVEMBER 4
WQAM Miami — Granted license to cover
CP as mod., for power increase.
WGRC Louisville, Ky.— Granted license
to cover CP to move main studio and transmitter.
Ind. — increase,
Granted change
license
to WJOB
cover Hammond,
CP for power
type transmitter.
D. — power
Grantedincrease,
license
to WNAX,
cover CPYankton,
as mod.S. for
DA-N.
WAHL Paducah, Ky. — Granted mod. license to change operation area to permit
use with WSON Henderson, Ky., and
WPAD Paducah.
W6XLA Los Angeles — Granted mod. CP
as mod., for extension of completion date
of new experimental television relay station.
WGAR Cleveland — A d o p t e d findings
granting application for CP to change 1480
to 1220 kc, increase N power 1 to 5 kw,
change DA for N use, move transmitter
locally ; conditions.
WHBC Canton, O. — Granted CP to
change transmitting equipment, install
DA-N,
w to 1 change
kw. 1230 to 1480 kc, increase 250
WADC Akron^Denied CP for new
transmitting equipment, DA-D-N. change
1350 kc, 5 kw, unlimited, DA to 1220 kc,
50 kw, unlimited, DA.
Applications . . .
NOVEMBER 1
WSPR Springfield, Mass.--CP to increase
500 w to 1 kw ; DA-D-N ; change equipment.
North Jersey Broadcasting Co., Paterson
— CP for new FM station on 49,900 kc,
coverage 4,928 sq. mi.
KSLM
from
H. B.Salem,
Read to Ore.
Paul— Transfer
V. McElwaincontrol
and
Glenn
E.
McCormick
(
150
shares common
stock) .
WTAL Tallahassee, Fla. — Mod. license to
increase 100 w N, 250 w D to 250 w D-N.
NOVEMBER 2
WMCA New York — Voluntary assign,
license from WMCA Inc. to Cosmopolitan
Broadcasting Corp.
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the better you rest at
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Tentative Calendar . . .
WJBW New
New Orleans
Orleans (Nov.
— License
hearing,
8). renewal
KPQ Wenatchee, Wash.— Mod. CP for
change in frequency; power increase; new
transmitter ; DA; extend completion date.
WKBZ Muskegon, Mich. — Petition to
reinstate application to mod. license to
change 1490 to 1450 kc, dismissed at applicant's request.
NOVEMBER 3
WHEB
Portsmouth,
N. H.— Transfer
control from R. G. LeTourneau
to Charlesof
M. Dale (750 shares, 100%).
— CP for
newBirney
stationImeson Jr.,
1490 Tupelo,
kc, 250 Miss.
w, unlimited.
Granite District Radio Broadcasting Co.,
Murray,
for new amended
station onto
1490 kc, Utah
250 —w,CP unlimited,
specify studio site changes in equipment
and antenna; change corporate structure.
NOVEMBER 5
WKNY
Kingston,
Y.— Transfer
control from Benjamin N.
F. Feiner
Jr., Morris
S. Novik, Louis J. Furman to Myer Wiesenthal, Charles C. Swaringen, John J. Laux,
Richard Teitlebaum, Jack N. Berkman,
Alex Teitlebaum, Louis Berkman, Louis J.
Furman, Morris S. Novik.
WIBC Indianapolis — Voluntary assign,
license and CP to H. G. Wall, Margaret
B.
Wall, ThelmaCo. M. Lohnes, d-b as Indiana
Broadcasting
WKBH LaCrosse, Wis. — Relinquishment
of control by Harry Dahl through transfer of 400 shares to Howard Dahl, Kenneth Dahl, Dorothy Dahl, Catherine Dahl
Wood, 100 shares each.
Wetwork tKccounts
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business
CURTIS PUBLISHING CO., Philadelphia
(institutional) on Wed., Nov. 10 only,
sponsors Saturday Evening Post Four
Freedoms Show on 90 BLUE stations,
10:15-10:45 p.m. Agency: MacFarland
Aveyard & Co., N. Y.
SAFEWAY STORES, Oakland Cal. (food
products),
Nov.BLUE
15 starts
What'sstations,
Doin' ,
Ladies on onnine
Pacific
Mon., Wed.,
Fri., 2-2:15
p.m. Co.,
(PWT).
Agency:
J.
Walter
Thompson
San
Francisco.
THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER Co.
program to start Nov. 13 will be heard
on 125 NBC stations instead of on CBS
as previously reported [Broadcasting,
Nov. 1],Follies.
and will
bear istheN.title
Ladder
Agency
W. Hook
Ayer 'n'&
Son, New York.
TURCO PRODUCTS Inc.. Los Angeles
(cleanser), on Nov. 9 starts for 26 weeks,
Smile in the Morning, on 4 Don Lee Cal.
stations (KHJ KGB KVOE KFXM), Tues.,
Thurs., Sat., 7:30-7:45 a.m. (PWT). Agency: Warren P. Fehlman Adv., Los AnSEALY
MATTRESS Co., Los Angeles
geles.
(mfgrs.), on Nov. 21 starts for 52 weeks
Layman's
Views of
News KPO
on 6 KGW
NBC
Pacific stations
(KFIthe KMJ
KOMO KHQ), Sun. 10-10:15 a.m. (PWT).
Agency: Alvin Wilder Adv., Los Angeles.
FISHER FLOURING MILLS Co., Seattle,
on Nov. 17 adds 13 NBC stations to Louis
P. Lochner on 7 NBC Pacific stations,
making a total of 20 stations, Wed., Thurs.,
5:45-6 p.m. (PWT), with repeat 4-4:15
p.m. (MWT). KDYL to be added on Nov.
24. Agency: Pacific National Adv. Co.,
Seattle.

CONTROI
ROOM
JACK HODGKINSON is now supervisor of studio engineering at
WHIO Dayton, Ohio, and Dick Louth
is now supervisor of transmitter
operations.
MARTIN OEBECKE, former assistant technical supervisor of WIP
Philadelphia and now serving in a
civilian advisory capacity to the Army
Signal Corps, is the father of a boy.
HERMAN MICHAEL, CBS Hollywood sound engineer, has returned to
work after being confined to his home
with a split vertebra received when
kicked by a horse.
GORDON ROBINSON, formerly of
Toronto,
has joined
staff
of CKRN
Rouyn, the
Que. technical
PLANTERS NUT & CHOCOLATE Co.,
San Francisco (peanut oil, salted peanuts),
on Nov. 19 adds 13 NBC stations to Louis
P. Lochner on 7 NBC Pacific stations,
making a total of 20 stations, Fri., Sat.,
5:45-6 p.m. (PWT), wiith repeat 4-4:15
p.m. (MWT). KDYL will be added on Nov.
26. Agency : Raymond R. Morgan Co.,
Hollywood.
Network Changes
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago (Aunt
Jemima Pancake Flour), on Nov. 6 shifts
Aunt Jemima from 38 CBS stations, Sun.,
2:55-3 p.m. to 38 CBS stations Sat., 1:301:45 p.m.,K. adding
ten Chicago.
minutes. Agency is
Sherman
Ellis Co.,
GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis (Softasilk
and Gold Medal Flour), on Nov. 4 replaces
Hymns of all Churches with Betty Crocker's Melodies of Home on 29 NBC stations,
Thurs., 2:45-3 p.m., continuing the former Mon., Tues., and Wed., same time
and
stations.
Agency is Blackett-SampleHummert,
Chicago.

Gen. Mills Series
GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis
(Softasilk Flour), on Nov. 4 began
sponsorship of Melodies of Home,
weekly quarter-hour home economics and musical program featuring Betty Crocker, Gene Baker,
tenor, and the Hymns of All In
Churches choir directed by Fred
Jacky, on NBC Thursdays, 2:45-3
p.m. Miss Crocker will continue in
her regular Friday series; Hymns
of All Churches will continue its
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
series.
Agency is Knox-Reeves
Minneapolis.

CONTRACT
52 WEEKS"
says BARRON HOWARD — WRY A

THE
SHADOW
Available locally on transcription — see C. MICHELSON 67 W. 44 St., N.Y.C.
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CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c
per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS, triple. Minimum charge
$1.00. Count three words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
issue. Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press Building,
Washington 4, D. C.
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
Help Wanted
Announcer-Engineer — (Any License) with
ad-lib and news ability. 250 watt localCBS station. If you want to spend a
winter in Florida, working under ideal
conditions, write WSPB, Sarasota. Florida, giving draft status and salary expected.
I
iYoung Women — Experienced Copy Writer
handling advertising for general line of
accounts. Prefer one with some sales
ability. Permanent position in attractive
community. Write WSPB Sarasota, Florida, stating qualifications and salary ext pected.
Man-Wife Combination — If you can fill
above positions here is the ideal set-up.
Positions permanent, but would consider
a couple
who wishes
spend winter
season in Florida.
WSPBto Sarasota,
Florida.
Draft Deferred — Licensed first, second, or
third class operators. Rocky Mountain 5
t kw.
network station. Box 500, BROADCASTING.
Operator — First and second class license.
Good pay, no war boom. Reasonable living costs. Permanent position and advancement. Draft exempt. 5,000 watts
CBS. WKNE, Keene, New Hampshire.
First Class Radio Telephone Operator —
Permanent position. Union scale. Contact
Chief Engineer, WDSU Inc. New Orleans, La.
Announcer — Permanent position with 5
kw, regional network station for draft
deferred, experienced man. Box 499,
BROADCASTING.
Excellent Opportunity — For combination
announcer-third class engineer with CBS
station in South. State experience, draft
status and salary requirements first letter. Box 496, BROADCASTING.
(JACK WELCH— Sports Announcer. ImCASTING.portant you write Box 495, BROADj! Announcer-Writer
— Permanent
position
experienced draft
exempt man.
$56 for
for
50 hours to start. A real opportunity.
Send samples of your work with full details to Manager, WFDF, Flint, MichiE g*n' Station Executives — One Kw station middle
yd ; west
has inopening
for man
who haswritexperience
producing,
announcing
ing, and primarily selling. State qualifications and references. Box 494, BROADCASTING.
Experienced Announcer — Wanted by Blue
network station in deep south. Give full
details in first letter. Box 493, BROADCASTING.
ATTENTION SMALL STATION ANNOUNCERS— Here is fine opportunity
I round
to advance
in radio.
Neednews,
man of
allability
including
sports,
M.C. Draft exempt. Send all details, snapshot, desired salary, first application.
Box 492, BROADCASTING.
DO YOU WANT TO STEP UP from a
small station ? We offer heavy-producing
time SALESMAN real opportunity with
one oftion andindustry's
best known
one of finest
regionalorganizastation
in country. Must be draft exempt. Send
all details — desired salary and snapshot
—CASTING.
first application. Box 491, BROADEngineer-Operator — For leading Alaskan
Broadcast station. Single man, must copy
Press, have announcing ability. Modern
living quarters furnished. Reply via airmail, enclose photo, qualifications, experience, references. August G. Hiebert,
KFAR, Fairbanks, Alaska.
ANNOUNCER— Leading Midwest NBC affiliate has openings for two qualified announcers. Give full details of previous experience. Write Box 489, BROADCASTj. ING.
BROADCASTING

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
EXPERIENCED ANNOUNCER— Immediate opening, draft deferred. State experience, age, details. Good salary. Urgent —
write us now. WSAP, Portsmouth, Virginia.
ANNOUNCER— Regional network affiliate in pleasant Eastern city where realiving accommodations
able. sonable
$45 for
forty hour week areandavailRR
ticket for right man. Send qualifications,
draft status, references, date available,
photograph and recording. Will return
latter. Box 488, BROADCASTING.
Chief Announcer — Program manager.
Fluent ad lib with versatile production
ability. Permanent position in good farm
market. Send photo, draft status, references and transcription to WSLB, Ogdensburg, New York.
Experienced Radio Salesman — With at least
two years experience actively selling and
servicing local accounts. Write full particulars WSLB, Ogdensburg, New York.
50,000 Watt Clear Channel— WHO has opening in department
of 100withper newspaper
cent professional news men
standards and methods. Must be able to
write and broadcast news copy from five
leased wires, or be rapidly adaptable to
such a combination. Splendid chance for
training and advancement with one of
middle Write
west's Jack
best-equipped
radioEditor,
news
rooms.
Shelley, News
Station WHO, Des Moines, Iowa
Five Kw. Florida Station — Needs two men.
First or second class operator with automobile. Experienced announcer. Give draft
status & salary expected. Box 486,
BROADCASTING.
Splendid Opportunity — For Male Announcer-Commercial 250
Copy Writer.
essential. Progressive
watter. Voice
Box 484,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced — Announcer-Newscaster. Capable. Draft-Deferred. Excellent salary;
wire WHIT, New Bern, N. C.
We want several good announcers at our
250-watt Blue and Mutual station in
Southwestern Virginia! Living conditions
good — steak dinners only $1.10. Give age,
experience, and draft status in application. Write care of Box 481, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — To handle news and run control board. State salary wanted and mail
voice transcription. Draft deferred. Box
477, BROADCASTING.
Sales Girl — An unusual opportunity for girl
or woman experienced in selling radio.
Offer 15% commission with drawing account to start, in 1-station market over
100,000 network outlet. Give complete
details, including recent photo. Box 505,
BROADCASTING.
Two Experienced Continuity Writers — Preferably girls, needed for dual station
operation. Excellent opportunity for qualified people. Give complete details and enclose a recent photo. Box 504, BROADCASTING.
EXPERIENCED
RADIO
SALESMAN —
Who can build sales for station now
producing and beautifully geared for
more : NBC and Blue network with best
news service, music and programming, in
noncompetitive
radio market
in nondefense
farming community
assuring
post
war stability. Real deal for a producer.
Give experience, draft status, etc. KTFI,
Twin Falls, Idaho.
Wanted — Announcer-operator with first
class license. Must be capable of news
and general announcing network station.
Sends details to KSEI, Pocatello, Idaho.
Situations Wanted
PROGRAM DIRECTOR— Top announcer.
Experience
CASTING. 8 years. Box 480, BROAD-

• Broadcast

Advertising

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Manager-Commercial
Manager5 — years
Now radio,
Manager of network affiliate.
6 years newspaper. National sales representative 5years.
Desires permanent
connection
with progressive
organization.
Box 506, BROADCASTING.
MANAGER OR COMMERCIAL MANAGER
— Thoroughly Experienced in every phase
of 1 KW station operation. Extensive
background in programming, advertising,
promotion,
CASTING. and sales. Box 507, BROADDraft Deferred Announcer — Responsible,
varied experience regional midwest station. Minimum : $100 per week. Preferably Washington, D. C, or Baltimore.
Box 508, BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER— 21 years old. Single. Draft
exempt. NBC trained in Chicago and ex.
perienced. Desires Midwest location. Box
503, BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer — Now employed by large
metropolitan station. Extensive broadcast experience 250 to 50,000 watts, also
international broadcast UHF etc. Details
upon request. Box 502, BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER — Woman . . . five years'
experience, exp. also in directing womprograms,and
acting,
musical andwishes
trafficen'sdirection,
script-writing,
position with promising future. Trans,
upon request. Box 501, BROADCASTING.
15 Years Experience — Newscaster — announcer, is looking for better than ordinary offer
opportunity
in these manager.
fields. Or Box
will
consider
as program
487, BROADCASTING.
Need A enceGood
Man? —program
Fifteen director,
years' experias manager,
news,
musical clock, proven mail-pull, copy.
College graduate, married, draft-exempt.
Box 485, BROADCASTING.
Station Manager or Commercial Manager —
Twelve years experience NBC and CBS
stations. Familiar with all phases of station operation. Stable, reliable, married,
ING.
past draft age. Box 483, BROADCASTExperienced Hammond Organist — Desires
permanent position with good metropolitan station. Married. 4-F. Box 478,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Livewire,
Announcer,
Continuity
— Salesman— Honorably
discharged,
23, married.
College
graduate.
Trained
all
phases
radio production outstanding radio school.
News
experience
background major newsreel. Box
482, BROADCASTING.
Young Woman — Desires training and experience as announcer
small midwestern station.
Box 479, inBROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Wanted to Buy — Regional or local station
Midwest
CASTING.or Southwest. Box 498, BROADWanted To Buy— Complete 5 KW transmitter, including antenna tuning unit.
Advise type, condition and price of this
transmitter. Box 497, BROADCASTING.
Attention Owners of Radio Stations — VeteranterestBroadcaster
will buy Price
controlling
in Radio Station.
must inbe
reasonable. Box 490, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — One or two sixteen-inch dual
speed, inets.
weighted
turn tables,
withoutWBIR,
cabWith or without
pickups.
Knoxville,
Rex
Horton.Tennessee. — Attention — Mr. J.
Wanted To Buy — Professional recording
equipment,
2amplifiers.
Dual speed
tables complete with
or Presto
preferably.
Ray RCA,
Plank,Fairchild,
WLAV,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
SPECIALIST
SERVING
ADV. AGENCIES & STATIONS
RADIO PRODUCERS
PROGRAM DIRECTORS
ANNOUNCERS
NEWSCASTERS
SCRIPT WRITERS
PROMOTION-PUBLICITY
LICENSED OFOPERATORS
WRITERS
"COM'LS"
TIME SALESMEN
FRANK McGRANN
POSITION SECURING BUREAU, INC.
(Agency)
331 Madison Ave., New York, MU. 2-6494

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
& Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

PAUL F GODLEY
CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

N.J.

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— AND DAY
R.C.A. Communications. Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA
Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
• Evening Star Building, Washington, D. C.
• 321 E. Gregory Boulevard, Kansas City, Mo.
• Cross Roads of the World, Hollywood, Calif.

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
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NAB
GE

Offers

War
Bond
Equipment
Plan
powered AM stations and that
Post-War
Project Told
within five years after the end of
the war, there will be 500 FM staAt Lunch Meeting
tions, 750 AM stations, 100 televiIn New York
sion stations, and 50 international
SPECIFIC postwar plans in the shortwave stations in operation.
broadcast equipment field — includWireless FM networks are ineviing a War Bond reservation artable, Mr. David said, at the same
rangement effective immediately
time
solving
the small station's netand providing for the purchase of
work service problem. Of the apG-E postwar AM, FM, or television
proximately 400 local stations on
equipment — were anounced last the air, half are losing money, and
Wednesday by the General Electric of that 200, approximately 170 are
Co., Schenectady, at a luncheon in not network affiliated. FM network
DISCUSSING G-E's PLANS for
New York.
manufacture of post-war AM,
service would help these locals, it the
FM and television equipment, at a
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, G-E vice- was said.
press luncheon in New York, Nov.
president in charge of the elecFM Forecast
3, was this trio of speakers who
tronics department; W. R. David,
"Tomorrow's wireless FM net- outlined G-E's program: (1 to r)
in charge of broadcast transmitter
W. R. David, in charge of broadcast
works will differ from today's in transmitter
sales; and Paul L. Chamberlain,
sales; Dr. W. R. G.
that
the
relay
transmitters
will
be
head of transmitter division sales, operated on very high frequencies.
Baker, G-E vice-president in charge
were speakers.
Paul L. ChamberThey will be small units with high- of electronics;
lain, head of transmitter sales.
Three Main Steps
ly directional antennas located at
Three steps are involved in the strategic high points and probably ating new designs, details of which
reservation plan, Mr. Chamberlain operated automatically," he ex- will be revealed in about two
explained: (1) Indication of the
plained, "Such stations may be set months," he said.
type equipment desired, (2) details up as a public utility, similar to
Dr. Baker, who opened the meeting, said there are two problems
supplied on an equipment reserva- the telephone system, or they may
tion form being mailed to the in- be set up as an auxiliary operation that the broadcast equipment mandustry, and (3) deposit of bonds of the major networks. In this type
ufacturer must solve — (1) Review
network, the intermedi- and agreement of frequency allowith G-E in the amount stipulated of wireless
ate broadcast stations will not be
cation and system standards, and
for the equipment desired. As an
responsible for passing the proexample, a 10 kw FM transmitter
(2) Transfer of those details into
can be reserved by the purchase of
and receiving equipgram on to the next station." Five transmitting
ment for mass entertainment and
$1,200 in War Bonds. The title to factors, according to Mr. David,
necessary for FM network are : (1) reception. He cited the television
the bonds remains with the broadcaster as well as accrued interest.
Continued explanation through in- standard difficulties in the latter
stitutional advertising, (2) Net- part of 1939, the establishment of
The reservation, Mr. Chamberwork cooperation — recognition of the National Television Standards
lain said, is not an order or conFM potentialities, rather than as Committee, made up of 140 engitract, but it does give the customer
neers. The NTSC made unanimous
a priority position. It provides that insurance against AM, (3) High recommendations
to the FCC which
a satisfactory contract is to be ne- fidelity lines, (4) Big name shows,
and
(5)
New
FM
stations
(there
granted
practically
all of the regotiated within 90 days after G-E
are now 56 applications on file bequests. The Radio Technical Planis again permitted to produce comfore the FCC).
ning Board, of which Dr. Baker is
mercial transmitters. If, however,
There have been important de- chairman, was formed to coordinate
a satisfactory contract cannot be
velopments inAM transmission for the postwar planning of all the
negotiated within that time, the
bonds are to be returned to the cus- postwar utilization, Mr. David told services that the electronics indusoffer to the people. "Both
tomer and that priority voided.
the group. "If the 50 kw transmit- planstry will
are an orderly approach to
ter used by WGY Schenectady could
Pointing out that G-E is now
be replaced by new equipment, it solve problems. There should be no
confusion or delay in setting up
producing a million dollar's worth
of the radio equipment a day, Mr. would result in saving of $600 a postwar standards and systems,
month on the power bill alone. G-E
Chamberlain said that the reservathus making it possible to utilize
tion plan will help G-E prepare for at present is building a 100 kw
transmitter
for
the
OWI
incorportechnical advances."
an orderly transition from wartime
to peacetime manufacture. He revealed that G-E has plans for incorporating al phases of the broadcast industry into its post-war service. "If the customer desires it,
G-E Realty Corp. will purchase the
land, and in cooperation with a firm
of architects, will supervise construction of studio and transmitter
buildings; G-E will take charge of
wiring and sub-station equipment,
of the lighting, and air conditioning, supply microphone and speech
amplifier equipment, station-totransmitter relay equipment, the
transmitter, and the antenna. General Electric Contract Corp. will
finance the whole transaction and
will train operators and program
personnel, if desired."
Analyzing the economic trends of
AM and FM broadcasting, Mr.
David, who is specializing in FM
UlaWil lor t)KOAOvAiji'IiNU uy OKI nix
transmitter sales, predicted that
FM will eventually supplant all
"You're canned! I told you to take that picture AFTER the
local, many regional, and some high
contract was signed!"
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Presentation

Continued

Success

Favorable Comments Reported
From Nationwide Showing
INCREASED requests for the
"How to Do It" booklets along
with continued expressions of approval of the presentation marked
last week's reports of NAB's "Air
Force and the Retailer". The
printer has delivered two of the
five booklets, but the rest are exthis week. of the length of
Some pected
criticisms
the showing and its lack of specific
application to local problems were
noted, but, as NAB officials have
pointed out, the latter problem is
expected to be met when local salesmen take advantage of information
in the "How To Do It" set. Typical
comments, however, were as follows:
WHIO, WING Dayton, 210 attended, "definite stimulation";
KTUL Tulsa, 150, "happy with
reactions"; KMYR Denver, "terrific
job . . . happy . . . though not
NAB members"; KDAL Duluth,
190 attended from Duluth and
Superior, "more than pleased";
WHBQ Memphis,
best
investment
of its "consider
kind we have
ever made".
Other Showings
Lew Avery wired from Cleveland that a group of 400 were enthusiastic over the show, and from
Chicago that one agency man said,
"I wish I had brought all of our
clients." He was introduced in Chicago by William T. White, sales
manager of the Wieboldt Stores.
KARK Little Rock wrote "favorable reaction"; KVOE Santa Ana,
Cal., "proud of the job", 100 sets
of booklets requested; WHIT New
Bern, N.C., "this production will
accomplish great results"; WTMA
Charleston, S. C, 75 firms represented, "comments favorable" ;
WCOV Montgomery, "enhanced
prestige
of radio";
Spartanburg,
126 WSPA-WORD
attended, all
wanted booklets; WLOK Lima,
O., select party saw show in Toledo, "excellent investment on part
of WTAG,
WLOK". WAAB, WORC Worcester, Mass., 150 attended. A retailer said "it shows me there definitely is a place in radio for better
stores"; WDAN Danville; WFBM
Indianapolis, WGBF-WEOA
Evansville; WBOW Terre Haute,
136 attended; "only one walked
out" (claimed he had a previous
engagement) .
Prof. -C. H. Sandage, of the
graduate business school of Harvard, who helped in research for
the
wroteappreciation
"It should
give presentation,
retailers a new
of the opportunities which radio
holds for many types of advertisers." He also suggested the NAB
make available on a loan basis
after the war the slides and records
of thenessshow
courses. for use in college busi• Broadcast

Advertising
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HERE -a food
means

af the Poor

a Neighbor

Ca///ng

In Axis countries, that knock might be the
Gestapo — and death, if you had been listening
to American news from Algiers or British
news from London or the underground radio.
In America, no one cares if you listen to
enemy stations — their propaganda is often good
for a hearty laugh. But for unbiased war news,
we tune to our own stations. We know that
we will hear every important news break that
won't help the enemy.
Radio has done much to make Americans
the best informed people on earth. Through
the ingenuity and skill of American radio
manufacturers, fine-quality sets have been
brought within the reach of everyone.
While today American radio makers are
devoted solely to the cause of Allied Victory,
important new techniques developed under
stress of war will bring you finer radios and
other electronic products when the war is won.
Your purchase of War Bonds will help supply
American fighting men with the world's finest
equipment.

PIONEERS IN THE FIELD OF RADIO -ELECTRONIC RESEARCH, RCA Laboratories are proud of the
privilege of serving America's great radio industry inits united war against the Axis. When
the day of Victory comes, RCA, through
basic research, will continue to work hand in
hand with American manufacturers for better
and more useful radio equipment in our peacetime world.

R

CA
Laboratories
A SERVICE OF RADIO CORPORATION
OF

%
AMERICA

VICT

Every

•

.

Week

s

1,000

Letter

l
' Roya
Royal

•

for

Cola!
Crown
Crown Cola pulls that many letters each

the AVERAGE

week

on

for its "Swing Class." Just plain listener inter-

est. That's what does it. That's W-l-T-H . . . the radio station all Baltimore listens to, to hear about $135 dresses
from the smart Charles Street specialty shops, the last race
at Pimlico and what's going on at the movies.
It's the combination

of music . . . news

. . . and

leading up to sales results, that makes

W-

special events

I -T- H the radio

buy in Baltimore.

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY

HEADLEY-

REED

IS

YOUR

FORCE
"flEATURE

FOODS"

AUXILIARY

is primarily a radio advertising pro-

\ gram, selling goods to consumers, but the "plus" merchandising features are proving invaluable to advertisers in these
The "Feature Foods" merchandising crew call
on 1000 retailers to acquaint them with the
advertising
activities
of "Feature
Foods"theysponsors. With close
contacts
with grocers,
are

war-time days of smaller sales staffs and fewer dealer calls.
The "Feature Foods" merchandising staff calls regularly on
retail grocers and reports to advertisers on ever-changing retail
conditions. One company made 10 calls in one district where five

frequently able to get stores to stock "Feature
This graph
shows
the results
aFoods'
new products.
retail district
with 64
stores.
On theirin
first round "Feature Foods" took orders in 45
stores, opened from 1 to 32 new outlets for each
of seven "Feature Foods"
100% products.

stores stocked the product. But "Feature Foods" made 50 calls
in that same district; in other words, instead of the 50% distribution the sales manager thought he had, and 5 stores not stocking

44 STORES

the product, he had only 10% distribution with 45 stores yet to
be sold!
75%

Although selling is not the principal business of the merchandising crew, they do take orders for "Feature Foods" products.
In one new district, for example, only 6 of 64 stores carried a new

48 STORES

"Feature Foods" item. Yet almost every one of these stores carried
I

50%

I

a competing brand. The "Feature Foods" merchandising crew, on
their first round of this district, took orders in 34 stores! Here's

m
m
■

32 STORES

a "plus" service that makes it worthwhile now, more than ever,

25%

for any food manufacturer to pay a little extra and buy "Feature
Foods." For the full story, ask any John Blair man.
■rC-

%

14 STORES

■

C

_
D

;1
New outlets for this
product,
opened by
'
>"Feature
Foods"
merchandisers.
Stores already
stocking this
"Feature Foods'
product.

§

"Feature Foods" is a big-time, network-calibre
program conducted by Martha Crane and
Helen Joyce, 11 to 11:30 a.m. daily except
Sunday. It after
is a homemakers'
service broadcast
patterned
big variety programs,
offered
on a participation basis, five days weekly.
Commercial copy is written and read by
Martha and Helen to be part of the program.

\.
4>
\
>^
^
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PRODUCTS

890 KILOCYCLES
50,000
WATTS
BLUE NETWORK
PRAIRIE
FARMER
STATION 5
y
Blrridce D.p
Butler
President
Manager
Glenn
Snyder

tIPRISENTED IT
John Blair & Company
CHICAGO
MANAGEMENT

AFFILIATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK — KOY PHOENIX
'
.

* KTUC TUCSON

* KSUN BISBEE-LOWELL
;

M

meet.

oKcopy

me

IT

ft

JUST

BLOWS

NO

REACHING

.

UNLESS

(

^NvW*
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IN

THE

leaf

WIND

AUDIENCE'.

PARTICULAR

OWEN

. . .

EFFECTIVE

DIRECTION

,

When
THAT

you place your copy on WPEN,

EFFECTIVE

DIRECTION.

YOU

You reach a big, faithful

buying group that has been built up, and retained, through
a sound

program

policy of providing constant

ment, well-planned news
public service features.

broadcasts

and

entertain-

outstanding

You can judge how "purchase minded" this audience
is by its strong response to direct radio sales, and by
the

renewals

and

additions

accounts. That's why we
your copy DIRECTION
audience.

of

national

advertising

say . . . buy WPEN
towards a steady

and give
BUYING

We will be glad to furnish a list of national accounts
which are now proving to their satisfaction the sales
power of WPEN.
We have a few choice availabilities you
will want to know about, too.

WPEN
5000

WATTS

• 950

ON

THE

DIAL

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington, D. C. Entered at
second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

SUBSCRIPTION

PRICE:

$5.00 per year

15c per copy
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—
Law Geared to Post War Radio Urged
Senate Probe Hits on Morals
CBC Forms Two New Commercial Hookups
Petrillo Rejects Sarnoff-Paley Proposal
Radio — American or European — W. S. Paley
Resignations Rumored as Probe Resumes
Allis Chalmers Sponsors Boston Symphony
Lewis Gives Time to Rep. Patman
60% Predicted in Video Range After War
AFM Closes Case Before WLB Panel
,

9
9
10
10
11
12
12
16
16
18

Merging of CBC's Top Posts Studied
WPB Census to Show Set Ownership Increase
OWI 'Don't Travel' Spots for Sponsorship
Civilian Tube Deliveries Up, Says WPB
Retail Promotion Keeps On Clicking
Flamm Asks to Intervene in WMCA Sale
Better War Loan Plans in Progress
Legislation, Other Issues Before NAB Board
Don Shaw Named to Blue Sales Post

18
26
30
58
59
59
60
66
66

Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
C.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices. WASHINGTON
870 National Press Bldg. — Telephone: MEtropolitan 1022
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MARTIN CODEL
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A Billion Dollar

For Oufttate

of Radio

Market

at Your

Fingertips

Nebraska

Pick up your phone and call any of the following
SPOT SALES, INC. offices

is a

r New York, 400 Madiion Avt.
Eldorado 5-5040
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San Franthca, M Tbhd Strtti
Exbrook 3558

Cblcigo, 360 N. MttUgm Avt.
Franklin 8520

WOL
WASHINGTON, D. C.
* 1,450,000 people in WOL's primary area with an effective buying
income of $1445 per person.
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YOUR
KEY

TO

3%

MILLION

PURSES!

Amenicas

4m

Um

st

SEE easel presentation
based not only on continuous house-to-house surveys;
but also on an analysis of
extensive mail offers and
numerous retail store records.

Yes,

there

are

3%

million

America's 4th Largest
cities combined!*

bigger- than-average

Market

— more

than

purses

in

in 14 major

The

most extensive study ever made of this important market* reveals never-before- available marketing facts . . . comparative %hour ratings of all stations . . . discloses daytime
and nighttime program preferences. In short, gives you the
facts you need to get the most for your advertising dollar.
You owe it to your clients and yourself to see it. Write
phone today: WAAT,
NEWARK
1, NEW
JERSEY.

or

National Representatives (Outside New York Area) Spot Sales, Inc.

SMART

BUYER

S

us

e

DOLLAR
FOR
DOLLAR
NEW
JERSEY'S
BEST
RADIO
BUY'
*Do you realize this market contains over 3Vz million people; more than these 14 cities combined: — Kansas City, Indianapolis,
Rochester, Denver, Atlanta, Dallas, Toledo, Omaha, Syracuse, Richmond, Hartford, Des Moines, Spokane, Fort Wayne.
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*FIVE

OUT

RADIO

OF

THE

SIX

"BEST

KNOWN"

PERSONALITIES

ARE

ALPHABETICALLY
RAY

ST.
ON

LOUIS
KWK

LISTED,

THE

FIVE

A R

DADY

DIZZY

DEAN

RUSH

HUGHES

JOHNNY
O'H
ED
WILSO

AR

A

vL. EDW. G. DOODY & COMPANY, RESEARCH ANALYSTS, HAVE
JUST COMPILED THEIR FINDINGS IN AN INTERESTING SURVEY.
They made 500 personal interviews. They asked these people
to name St. Louis radio personalities. Some named one or
two, others as many as ten.
Out of the personalities most often mentioned six led
hy a very wide margin.
FIVE OUT OF THESE SIX LEADERS
ARE KWK PERSONALITIES.

1. May Kennedy McCord
9:45 A.M. Monday through Friday
2. Ray Dady
8:45 A. M. and at Noon Monday
through Friday
3. Dizzy Dean
Sports
4. Ed Wilson
8:00 A.M. Monday through Saturday
3:00
to 4:45 P. M. Monday through
Saturday
5. 6:05
Johnny
P.M. O'Hara
Monday through Saturday
6. Carl Hohengarten
7:30 P.M. Tuesday and Thursday
7. Rush Hughes
10:00 A.M. and 6:15 P.M. Monday
through Saturday
8. Jean Webb
7:30 P.M. Tuesday and Thursday
9. Buddy Heitz
7:15 P.M. Monday, Wednesday, Friday
and 7:30 P.M. Tuesday and Thursday
10. Rich Hayes
7:30 P.M. Tuesday and Thursday
1 1 . Jack Connors
7: 30 P.M. Tuesday and Thursday
The above numerical order
does not indicate relative
popularity of artists in the
survey.
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KWK

is now

daily,

broadcasting

originate

News."

Network

is now

FIRST,

commercially-sponsored,

coast-to-coast,

Mutual

the

network

show

in St. Louis

carrying, coast-to-coast, Ray Dady and his "Sidelights on the

He broadcasts 1:00 P.M. EWT,

Monday

tion from St. Louis of a commercially-sponsored,
This national recognition for a KWK

through Friday. This is the first originacoast-to-coast, daily, network

feature.

personality is further tribute to the policy of

giving listeners the very best possible radio entertainment.

Ray Dady has long been considered one of the Middle
analysts and we are happy to share him with the nation.
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A
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FEATURING
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f

louis

honig
Account

Says—"

This

year,

spot

Executive,

our

Erwin,

clients

will

&

invest

ever

than

broadcasting

Wasey

of all radio time. That's another reason

grown so enormously and so steadily, for

why we of F&P

so many years, that some people assume

service that builds for the future, regard-

it's now at about its maximum ultimate

less of its immediate profit or loss. And

cies and advertisers have come to think
of F&P

for a far greater and greater percentage

own businesses.

Pioneer
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emphasize the kind of

that, perhaps, is why so many good agen-

time goes on, "national spot" will account

Free

more

almost as a department in their

Peters,

Francisco

money

in

before/'

•Yes, Mr. Honig, spot broadcasting has

peak.
• But we'll venture a prediction — that as

Co., San

inc.

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTK
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO . KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
. . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PEORIA
PAUL
WMBD
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCBM
BALTIMORE
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KOMA .... OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
.
.
.
PACIFIC
COAST
.
.
.
KECA
.IOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW
. OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
KFAR .... FAIRBANKS, ALASKA
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, |„c

Station

Representatives
HOLLYWOOD: r5,aN. Gordon
SAN FRANCISCO:
Gladstone 3949
Sutter 4353 i , , Sutler
BROADCASTING

ATLANTA: 322 Palmer B/dg.
Main 5667
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Law

WASHINGTON,

Geared

Paley at Senate's
Inquiry; Fly
Critical
VISIBLY impressed by the prospects of FM and television as postwar developments destined to
broaden radio's horizons, the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee last week decided to probe into
future allocations before determining the scope of legislation it
will draft at this session to correct
"administrative abuses". After
three hearings last week and four
the week before, it was evident the
committee would sit for at least
another fortnight.
Although it is pure guess-work
at this stage, to forecast the precise nature of legislation to be offered, it appeared clear that there
will be action. FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly, evidently
convinced that Congress will act,
offered additional legislative recom endations in an appearance
last Thursday concluding his testimony.
Paley Urges Change
At the invitation of Chairman
Wheeler (D-Mont.) he will submit
his ideas on changes, most of
which appear to seek more, rather
than less, regulatory control. Other parties, Chairman Wheeler announced, also will be requested to
offer proposals as suggested amendments to the pending WhiteWheeler Bill (S 814), the legislative vehicle before the committee.
Last week the committee heard
William S. Paley, CBS president,
beseech Congress to write into the
statute the outer limits of FCC
authority and to curb that agency's
inroads into programming and business practices as destructive of
American private enterprise. He
implored the committee to restore
radio to equality to other American enterprise but give it no privileged place.
Mr. Fly, however, in his fourth
appearance, which was to last only
a few minutes, elected to offer
heated rebuttal and lash out
against the CBS president's proposal, contending he was seeking
to vitiate the network regulations
and restore "monopoly" in the
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Post- War

hands of "two New York men".
He shouted down practically every
contention made by Mr. Paley, asserting that the CBS president
wanted networks to operate as "legalized outlaws", controlling radio
"from New York and Hollywood".
Mr. Paley had appeared out of
turn last Tuesday because he is on
call for a North African mission
for OWL
The old "soap opera" bugaboo
and moral uplift of programs were
belabored last Friday by Chairman
Wheeler and Mr. Fly. Such epithets as "vile" and "rotten" were
hurled in describing daytime programs. Mr. Fly called them
"trash". His position, succinctly,
was that the dollar sign governs
radio, that forum and other high
calibre programs are being pushed
around and that money give-away
programs, which he said were rampant on smaller stations, violated
the lottery law, but nothing was
done about them by the Commission because it exercised no control
over programs.
Before the hearings conclude,
Senator Wheeler announced, the
committee will hear from T. A. M.
Craven, who has been at odds with
Chairman Fly's practically automatic Commission majority on almost every policy consideration.
The chairman also asked that
Commission engineering experts
testify on the allocations structure
— an assignment probably to be
delegated Chief Engineer E. K.
Jett.
Mr. Wheeler said he also had
asked NBC and CBS to have their
engineering experts testify regarding allocations. It is presumed
Operas,

pgr

W

fflF

Radio

that with FM and television to be
covered, and the whole question of
post-war allocations in the spotlight, other key engineering figures, including Dr E. H. Armstrong, famed developer of FM,
will appear. It is hard to predict
where the allocations phase will
stop, once opened up, according to
observers.
Trammell to Appear
Chairman Wheeler also disclosed that Niles Trammell, NBC
president now in the Mediterranean area on a tour of the war
theatres, will testify before the
record is closed, probably two
weeks hence. Among others who
will be heard are Neville Miller,
NAB president; Louis G. Caldwell,
general counsel of Mutual and of
the Clear Channel Broadcasting
Service; approximately six independent broadcasters under the
NAB banner, and a spokesman for
the American Federation of Labor,
which recently adopted a resolution advocating a change in the
law. BLUE has not filed an appearance.
Among legislative recommendations made orally to the committee
by Mr. Fly, in addition to his suggestion that the Commission
should have some form of "graduated penalties less than revocation", was the suggestion that Congress consider FCC control over
the transfer of less than a majority of stock of stations. He pointed
out that the Commission now takes
into account close personal relationships where one party puts up the
money for another, but that nothing comparable to the Holding

Shakespeare,

Gambling

Draw Spotlight at Senate Radio Probe
MORALS via radio were pushed
upon the public of so-called "soap
around by members of the Senate
operas" and those programs which
Interstate Commerce Committee
offer money or other premiums to
listeners was aired.
and FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly last Thursday during
It started when Chairman Fly,
hearings on the White-Wheeler
admitting rather sheepishly, "I
bill (S-814) to amend the Comdo have a gambling instinct but
munications Act of 1934.
I don't want radio attracting me",
With virtually every Senator
assailed what he called "lottery
present taking part, but with
programs" through which there's
Chairman Wheeler (D-Mont.) and
a "sheer possibility the listener
Mr. Fly carrying most of the ban- may
get some dough by tuning to
ter, legislation was sidetracked as
(Continued on page 61)
the issue of the "moral effects"
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Pondered
casting.
Company Act obtains in broadThe intense interest of the committee in the newspaper ownership issue was evinced again last
Thursday. Chairman Fly earlier
had said he would be glad to have
Congress decide policy on newspaper ownership, but felt the
question
should
This inferred
that be
there"litigated".
would be
a policy ruling by the Commission.
Last Thursday, questioned by Senator Brooks (R-Ill.), Mr. Fly said
the Commission would "decide" the
newspaper issue soon. It has been
pending for two years.
On Friday Horace L. Lohnes,
president of the Federal Communications Bar Assn., and Herbert M.
Bingham, chairman of its legislative committee, supported the
White-Wheeler bill in most particulars. "Lottery" or money giveaway programs were discussed. Mr.
Lohnes urged amendment of the political section to relieve stations of
liability for slander or grant authority to censor. A client of his
settled a case for $17,000 recently
because of ambiguity in the statute, he said.
Witnesses today (Nov. 15) include Richard T. Frankensteen,
vice-president of the United Automobile-Aircraft Agricultural
&
Implement Workers (CIO), and J.
Frank Burke, president of KPAS
Pasadena, Cal., both regarded as
pro-FCC witnesses. Mr. Burke recently published "The Peoples Radio", a tabloid opposing the bill
and supporting the FCC. Copies
were distributed at the hearings.
Mr. Frankensteen recently complained to the FCC about refusal
of WHKC Columbus to carry a
speech in which he sought to attack
Congress. CIO has supported the
FCC and opposed the networks and
stations on sale of time for controversial issues. NA.B Code provisions are under CIO attack.
Strategy of Chairman Fly apparently is to sprinkle pro-FCC witnesses to break up testimony in
support of new legislation. He announced Thursday that "several
broadcasters" desire to appear, presumably as Commission witnesses.
Obviously this is designed to offset
any independent
broadcaster's advocacy of new legislation.
Presenting
radio's
side 51on) com(Continued
on page
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Two

Commercial

Networks,

Sarnoff
3Gt 3!

HorrtB

Canada- Wide,
Formed
by CBC
Advertiser Demands Met by New Transcanada
And Dominion Hook-ups, Effective Jan. 1
By JAMES MONTAGNES
power from 1 kw. to 5 kw. with
the new equipment to be installed
FORMATION of the Transcanada
and Dominion networks was an- when it is available. CJBC will
continue on 1010 kc. The announcnounced by the Canadian Broading staffs of the two stations will
casting Corp. Board of Governors
be separated, and each will have
at Ottawa on Nov. 13, to take ef- its
own announcers. CJBC will
fect on Jan. 1, 1944. Seventy of
continue
to be BLUE outlet in Toronto.
Canada's 89 broadcasting stations
are now on a CBC commercial network, 15 of the remaining stations
being in areas covered by the two
Satevepost Schedule
network stations and the other CURTIS PUBLISHING Co., Philfour being in areas where landlines
adelphia (Saturday Evening Post) ,
are not available.
on Nov. 17 will increase the number of stations on which it is sponThe Transcanada network includes most of the stations on the
soring astaggered schedule of oneminute transcribed chain breaks,
present CBC National network, five
minute transcribed drama and
stretching from CBR Vancouver
quarter-hour live news programs
to CJCB Sydney, N. S. The Do- to 90, with use of three other marminion network will operate from
kets anticipated soon. Contract is
CJVI Victoria, B. C, to CHLT
for 13 weeks. Agency is MacFarLT. HARRY 0. MORRIS Jr., on
Sherbrooke, Que., for the present, land-Aveyard, Chicago. Stations
leave
from the sales staff of KMBC
used are:
and CJBC (till Nov. 15 CBY) To- being
WNAC WORL WCOP WHDH WEEI
Kansas
City, was killed in an
ronto, as the key station. Later
WBZ WIND WCFL WENR WAIT
Army plane crash near Dayton,
the network may be extended to WMAQ WGN WBBM WLW WCPO
WSAI WKRC WCKY WTAM WGAR
0., Nov. 1, while on active duty,
the Atlantic coast.
WHK WWJ WXYZ CKLW WDAF KMBC
KCMO
WHB
WENY
WQXR
WOR
WJZ
according
to an official Army anAdvertisers' Demand
WMCA WEAF WEAU KYW WPEN WIP
nouncement last week.
WFIL WDAS KIRO KJR KOL KOMO
Decision to form a second comWRC WTOP WMAL WOL WINX WWDC
Son-in-Law of Church
mercial network was reached some
WSB WGST WAGA WATL WBAL WFBR
time ago as a result of increasing
WITH WKBW WJR WFBR WBNY KFLD
Lt. Morris, 28, son-in-law of ArWFAA KGKO WRR KNX KFI KECA
demand by national advertisers
thur B. Church, president of
KHJ KMPC WCCO KSTP WTCN WLOL
for coast-to-coast network time. KDKA WCAE WJAS KQV KPO KQW
KMBC,
left the station two years
KFRC KGO KJBS KMOX KSD KXOK
First user of a tentative second
ago to join the Army and received
commercial network was Gillette KWK KWIL CKCL CFRB.
his wings as a Ferry Command
Safety Razor Co. of Canada in
Russell Recovering
pilot three weeks before the acciJuly 1941 for fight broadcasts.
dent. He was co-pilot of a B-24,
Since then the number of users
FRANK M. (Scoop) RUSSELL,
headquartered at Palm Springs,
of the alternative network has NBC vice-president in charge of
Cal., when the accident, a service
grown till this year it was de- Washington activities, is recovering
flight, occurred.
cided to form a definite second at Doctor's Hospital, Washington,
"Tom" Morris joined KMBC in
from an attack of pneumonia. He
national network. The Dominion
was taken to the hospital Nov. 6. It January 1941 after having served
network will start by going on was
on the sales staffs of KVOO and
his second pneumonia attack
the air seven nights weekly from within a year although he was not KTUL Tulsa. He attended Kansas
8-11 p.m. (EDT). The Transhospitalized the first time. He is City U. and Westminster College
canada net will continue to feed expected to be away from his office
in Fulton, Mo. In 1937 he joined
about 17 hours of network sus- several weeks.
the United Press, working in San
tainers and sponsored programs
Antonio for a year, when he beacross Canada.
came associated with NEA ClevePaley
Overseas
No official data has yet been reland
as assistant promotion manleased as to the actual make-up
WILLIAM S. PALEY, CBS presiager. He entered radio in 1939
of the two nets, but Dr. A. Frigon,
dent, has left New York for his with KGKO
Ft. Worth and reCBC acting general manager, has overseas psychological service with
signed a year later to join KTUL.
announced that a realignment of the Office of War Information, asLt. Morris married Virginia
signed to the Mediterranean area.
stations on the national network
Church
five years ago. Their son,
is now underway. Some of these Paul W. Kesten, executive vice- Arthur Sinclair
Morris, is 4.
will go on the new Dominion net, president, is in charge.
though most will remain on Transcanada.
The two networks will provide
wider coverage for important national programs dealing with the
war effort, and will also give wider
distribution to top-flight sponsored
programs which the CBC network
has not been able to accommodate.
Decision to change the call letters of CBY to CJBC was reached
when surveys showed that programs of CBL and CBY, Toronto
CBC outlets, were often mistaken
by listeners. CJBC distinguishes the FOUR WOMEN advertising agency representatives chat over cocktails
station from CBL insofar as local
listeners are concerned. At the after viewing the radio industry's film presentation, "Air Force and the
shown at the Drake Hotel, Chicago, Nov. 1-2. Feminine adversame time it was announced that Retailer",
tisers (1to r) are: Myrtle Wright, Leo Burnett Co.; Evelyn Stark and
CJBC would be key station of the Bergliette Boe of MacFarland-Aveyard & Co.; and Hildred Sanders,
Dominion network, and increase
Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., all of Chicago.
Page
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-Paley

Plan

Rejected by AFM
Petrillo Calls It Unacceptable
After 'Lawyerless' Meeting
WITH NO resumption last week
of the "lawyerless" conferences
held Nov. 5 between presidents
David Sarnoff of RCA, William S.
Paley of CBS and James C. Petrillo of the American Federation of
Musicians, and with no date set
for any future meeting, hope had
practically disappeared by the
weekend that these sessions would
end the recording dispute between
the union and Columbia Recording
Corp., RCA Victor and NBC Radio Recording Division.
On Friday it was learned that
Mr. Petrillo had notified Mr. Sarnoff that the proposal made by the
company chiefs was not acceptable
to the union. Details of the proposition were not revealed, but
it is believed that it contemplated
a joint attempt to secure a change
in the copyright legislation that
would give the makers of recordings and the recording artists a
continuing right in the use of their
product beyond the point of sale.
It is also understood that the company presidents stood fast on their
refusal to recognize the principle
of payment to the union of fees to
be used for the benefit of the
AFM's unemployed members, a
principle which has been included
in recent contracts between the
AFM and a number of other record and transcription companies.
Summations Prepared
Mr. Petrillo left New York Friday evening and will not return
for at least a week, it was learned,
and no date was set for a future
meeting with Mr. Sarnoff. Mr.
Paley had left earlier in the
week for a special overseas assignment with the OWI which is
expected to keep him abroad for
at least six months. Meanwhile,
counsel for both the companies and
the union were preparing their
summation arguments for presentation to the War Labor Board
panel when the hearings in New
York are resumed on Wednesday
(see story on page 18).
Failure of the top company and
union executives to settle their
recording differences strengthens
industry opinion that radio may
soon become involved. Contracts
between NBC and CBS and the
AFM locals in New York and Chicago expire in Jan. 1944, and Mr.
Petrillo some months ago halted
negotiations for new contracts by
executive order to the locals in
those cities. It is believed quite
likely that the union president
would not hestitate to use the expiration of these contracts, to
which he has alluded as "the biggest club a labor organization ever
had," as a means to force the acceptance of his terms by their affiliate recording companies.
• Broadcast
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Radio —
American
or
European
THE LAST time I appeared before your committee was in June Control by Government)
Even Without
1941. Your committee was then
holding hearings on Senator
Ownership
Is the Critical Factor
White's resolution, investigating
the network regulations which had
By WILLIAM
S. PALEY
just been promulgated by the FCC.
President, Columbia Broadcasting System
I think that most of you are
familiar with the course of out
mission wishes to assert it, is definite intention of testing the
validity of the regulations by a
experience since then. We tested plainly set forth in the opinion
of Justice Frankfurter in such
court action but before we actuthe Commission's right to impose
terms as these:
ally started the suit, the FCC, in
such regulations in the courts.
October 1941, amended certain of
The Act does not restrict the ComAfter two hearings before the
mission merely to supervision of the
the regulations to make them less
court in New York and two argutraffic. It puts upon the Commission^
the
burden
of determining the comments in the Supreme Court, the
impractical.
position of that traffic.
final result was the Supreme
We think, despite the amendI hardly need to add that the
ments, that the regulations are
Court's decision on May 10 of this
year. This decision served one composition of that traffic in radio
unsound and destructive; but the
means the programs which go over
very wholesome purpose — it focore of the pi'oblem lies much deepcused the issue sharply on the the airways, and can mean nother than that. The question raised
ing else.
fundamentals. For the opinion
by the Supreme Court decision and
We
are
not
concerned
here
with
written by Justice Frankfurter
the question which is squarely bematerial goods ; but with the most
ranged far beyond the business
fore Congress today is simply this:
problems the regulations had precious of intangibles — with the Do the American people want the
created.
free spread of ideas. The court's
Government to have the power to
dissenting opinion emphasized this tell
A New World
them what they can hear on the
point. It said of radio:
air? I am firmly convinced that
Because of its vast potentialities as
I hope you will bear with me
Congress never intended any such
a medium of communication, discusfor a few minutes while I emphasion and propaganda, the character
result.
and extent of control that should be
size this point as strongly as I
exercised over it by the government is
Nor do I believe that the Amercan. If I seem to be going over
a matter of deep and vital concern.
ican people want a radio system
Events in Europe show that radio may
old ground, it is because May 10,
readily be a weapon of authority and
which in all its elements is under
1943, marked, for American broadmisrepresentation, instead of a means
the ultimate control of a small
of entertainment and enlightenment.
casting, the end of one world and
It may even be an instrument of opbureau of men with seven-year apthe beginning of another. Your inpression.
pointments. The American people
terest in our problem began before
The danger that this instrument
want the kind of radio they have
that date and has, happily, conmay
be
so
abused
cannot
be
.
negknown. And this can be assured
tinued since — but to us the problected— and I am sure, will not be only by the free and competitive
lem became a totally new and far neglected
by the Congress. For, play of the program judgments of
graver problem on that date and
under the court's decision, the
the need for legislation became a last
hundreds of broadcasters throughagainst such abuse
out the country.
different and a more urgent need have safeguards
been swept away.
in many ways.
The court has made clear that
Certainly, Government must perThe Supreme Court said, in the main question is not one of
form the necessary role of technical supervision over frequency aseffect, that the powers of the Comeconomics. It is not a question of
mission under the present law are the network rules.
signments. But any crevice or
without discernible limits; that it
cranny through which even the best
Cooperation Given
intentioned board could extend its
can do whatever it wants in regulating the business practices of
I might say right here that control into the program field is
broadcasters and in regulating the while our operations, during the wide enough to let through the flood
of Government control over
programs which they put on the four months since the network
air — so long as the FCC makes its regulations were imposed, have not thought. We know from bitter experience how destructively this
own determination that such reg- been substantially affected, this
ulation is in the public interest.
has been largely because of the weapon of Government control has
been wielded by the Axis tyrannies.
Thus the court, in one stroke, independent and voluntary coopgranted the Commission unlimited
eration of stations and of adverA Protective Bill
authority over every aspect of this
tisers, and because the great bulk
The bill, introduced by Senator
of our network business in these
great medium of mass communication.
four months was based on contracts
White and Senator Wheeler, and
The concept of absolute Governplaced before the regulations be- today before your committee, goes a
came effective. Another factor is very long way in giving to radio
ment dictatorship over broadcastthat after we had made clear our
ing, to whatever extent the Comthe protection it needs and should
have.
The one fundamental safeguard
which
is paramount if we are to
THE CASE for a "free radio" in the United States now is
avoid complete Government control
being made before the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee,
of radio is a straightforward prohibition against the Commission
holding hearings on the White- Wheeler Bill (S-814). Last
concerning itself with the program
Tuesday William S. Paley, CBS president, appeared as the first
policies or business practices of
witness for the bill, appearing out of turn because he is on call radio stations.
for a mission to the Mediterranean war theatre for OWL Mr.
Section 8 of the bill before you
provides that the Commission shall
Paley's affirmative story, in which he pulled ,no punches, is not have the power to regulate the
told here. The story is based on his 17 years as president of business of a radio station and shall
CBS. The cross-examination of committee members is recounted
impose no condition or requirement which would have the effect
in the running story of the hearings on another page in this issue. of conferring upon the Commission
supervisory control of station proBROADCASTING
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CBS Head Testifies
grams or control of the business
management of the station.
Senator White, in his explanatory remarks at the time of the introduction of the bill, pointed out
that the Commission has been concerning itself more and more with
the business phase of broadcasting
and is charged with attempting to
control both the character and
source of program material. He
stated that the purpose of Section
8 was to spell out in black and
white what was the original as
well as the present intention of
Congress with respect to such matters.
A New Threat
The language of Section 8 of the
bill was drafted and Senator White
made his remarks to the Senate
before the Supreme Court decision of May 10 and before we
were aware of the degree to which
statutory language could be construed by the court to broaden the
Commission's powers. For this
reason, while we were entirely
satisfied with the language of
Section 8 at the time it was introduced and are completely satisfied
by the purpose enunciated by Senator White, we urge that its language be strengthened in order to
make sure that this time the intentions of Congress cannot be
thwarted.
Any weakness in that language
would, in our opinion, be disastrous. For that reason, I want to
invite your most serious attention
to a new threat which has developed here, before you, in the
last few days. You will recall that
throughout the Supreme Court decision, Justice Frankfurter dealt
with business and program control
as substantially a single entity.
Senator White, in Section 8 and
in his introductory remarks last
March, likewise treated these two
aspects of control as parts of a
single problem, I think it had not
occurred to anyone until recently
to suggest that business control
and program control were anything
(Continued on page 20)
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SYMPHONY
FCC

Probe

Lea Group to Determine
Status of Shortwave
Testimony
By BILL BAILEY
AMID REPORTS that the entire
personnel of the legal and investigating staffs of the House Select
Committee to investigate the FCC
would resign unless the inquiry developed action, Chairman Clarence
P. Lea (D-Cal.) announced last
week that the probe would be resumed at 2:30 p.m. today (Nov.
15), under the direction of Chief
Legal Counsel Eugene L. Garey.
Three officials of Shortwave Research Inc., New York organization allegedly subsidized by the
Government, were to appear before
the committee today to confirm, reject or amend statements they
made in New York in August and
September to members of the legal
staff. The statements have not been
received, neither have they been
rejected by the committee, pending
the appearances of the deponents
before the committee.
Within a fortnight the hearings
will be resumed full force, said
Rep. Lea, with Commissioner T.
A. M. Craven of the FCC back
on the stand to complete testimony which was interrupted a
month ago when Rep. Cox (D-Ga.)
resigned as committee chairman
[Broadcasting, Oct. 4].
Part One Completed
Mr. Lea, who as chairman of
the House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee, has been
tied up on a revision of the Civil
Aeronautics Act of 1928, said the
aviation bill has been placed on
the House calendar for action this
week.
"Just as soon as that is out of
the way we will get back to the
investigation and see it through,"
he said. "The shortwave testimony
Monday will complete the record
of the first part of the hearings."
The three Shortwave Research

Candy Firm to Sponsor
WMCA Program on MBS
CLARK BROS. Chewing Gum Co.,
Pittsburgh, on Dec. 5 will sponsor
John J. Anthony's Good Will Hour
on WMCA New York, and some
60 Mutual stations in the 10:15-11
p.m. period Sunday evenings. The
program, a WMCA-owned show,
has been presented on the BLUE
for a year by Ironized Yeast Co.,
Atlanta. Since Oct. 10 it has been
heard sustaining for a full hour
on WMCA and for a half-hour
10:30-11 p.m. on the BLUE.
The program will be 45 minutes
on both the network and WMCA.
Agency is Walker & Downing,
Pittsburgh. Mutual will shift the
quarter-hour program with John
Stanley, sponsored by W. L. Douglas Shoe Co. on 15 Mutual stations
in the 10:30-10:45 p.m. period,
probably to Sunday morning.
Page 12 • November

Resumes;
Staff
May
Quit
officials, who will be asked to read reports that "some members of the
their statements and, if they are legal staff" planned to resign, but
correct, sign them in the presence
he declined further comment. He
of the committee, are: Marya
said no action had been taken as
Blow, president-director ; Bertram
to chief legal counsel, but asserted
F. Willcox, attorney-director, and that Mr. Garey would "continue
David F. Seiferheld, treasurerthe present".
director. Today's hearing is ex- forFollowing
the resignation Nov.
pected to be brief.
5 of Hugh Reilly, counsel [BroadChairman Lea said he would ask
casting, Nov. 8], to return to his
the House Committee on Accounts
private law practice in New York,
for $75,000 early this week to comreports were heard daily that other
plete the investigation. An original
members of the staff would follow
$60,000 fund is about depleted, he
lead and turn in resigsaid. The new appropriation, if Mr. Reilly's
nations. Among those said to be
granted by the House, will make
considering resigning in the imme$135,000 set aside for the inquiry.
diate future are Harry Barger,
Meantime reports were heard in chief investigator and veteran
both House office buildings and
prober; Robert Barthe Capitol itself that the legal Congressional
ker, assistant to Mr. Barger, and
and investigating staffs, which
Fred L. Walker, assistant general
virtually have been dormant since counsel.
Rep. Cox resigned as chairman,
is known hasthat
Mr. Garey's
would resign to a man. It was un- ownIt business
suffered
during
derstood that the general feeling his stay in Washington. He is a
prevailed among staff members
member of the New York law firm
that the committee, under Rep.
of Garey, Desvernine & Garey.
Lea's guidance, has been inclined
Raymond J. Osborn, investigator,
to sidetrack the FCC probe.
left the staff Nov. 6 to report for
Chairman Lea said he had heard
military duty.
KENNEDY PROMOTED
TO NAVY CAPTAINCY
ATTAINING the highest Naval
rank held by a broadcaster, John
A. Kennedy, president of the West
Virginia Network and owner of
WCHS Charleston, WBLK Clarksburg, and WPAR Parkersburg,
last Thursday was promoted to a
captaincy in the Naval Reserve.
He is serving as an assistant to
Vice Adm. F. J. Horne, vice-chief
of naval operations.
Captain Kennedy was commissioned as a Lieutenant Commander

Official U. S. Navy Photograph
Capt. Kennedy in Aleutians
March 1 last year. He was given
a spot promotion to Commander
one year later. His promotion to
four
basis. stripes was also on a "spot"
A former newsaper correspondent and publisher, he has been
active in West Virginia radio for
about a decade. He was commissioned after having served as a
WPB regional director and first
was assigned to materiel and labor
contract matters in the Navy's
Bureau of Ships. He was transferred to Adm. Home's office last
August and has handled shipments
to the war theatre since then.
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Of Opening of NBC StudioYs in
VERSAR
AN
NTioH Cit
I TERad
y NI
a Quiet One

TENTH anniversary of the opening of the NBC studios in New
York's Radio City was observed by
the network on Armistice Day,
Nov. 11, with "broadcasting as
usual". No special program marked
the event, to which only a decade
of marvelous broadcasting progress, half of radio's network history, stood silent herald.
Echoes ring ba"k of the special inaugural programs planned those
ten years ago, when 15 pickups
consecutively from foreign countries was considered "a big day for
engineers". NBC was operating two
networks then, the Red and the
Blue, both of which combined
claimed a total of 88 affiliates. Today NBC alone has 141. News reports then composed only 2% of
today.
the air time compared with 20%
The quarter-hour daytime serial
was unknown at the start of the
decade as were the now popu 1 a r quiz shows. Predecessors
of the former were heard five-times
weekly in the early evening periods. And in 1933 there was the
question of whether or not audiences should be separated from the
actors in order to prevent interference with the program.
Even the method of producing
programs was subject to doubt.
The British method of mixing the
program in the control room was
pitched against the American
method of today, soon found to be
superior.
NBC Radio City has played host
to more than 5,000,000 people from
all walks of life during the 10year period. Engineering principles
tested in Radio City are now being used elsewhere, testimony of
developments to come.
BROADCASTING

SIGNED

BY ALLIS-CHALMERS
THIRD advertiser to sign this year
for sponsorship of a major symphony orchestra was Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, whose
agency, Compton Adv., New York,
last week signed a contract with
the BLUE for the Saturday evening concerts of the Boston Symbe closephony
to Orchestra.
$600,000.Cost is said to
Heard sustaining for the last
year, therection oforchestra,
under the will
diSerge Koussevitzky,
be sponsored by Allis-Chalmers in
the 8:30-9:30 p.m. period, probably beginning early in December
on the full network. Commercials
will stress the war work which the
industrial equipment manufacturer is doing. The other two symphonies presented on a commercial
basis are the Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra on CBS by U. S.
Rubber Co., and the NBC Symphony Orchestra sponsored by
General Motors Corp.
WJW, Now Cleveland,
With 5 kw, Joins Blue
WJW Cleveland on Nov. 14 started
operations on its newly assigned
power of 5,000 watts on 850 kc,
and today (Nov. 15) begins carrying the full BLUE program
affiliate
in Cleveland.
complement
as that network's basic
Norman Ostby of the BLUE
station relations staff was in
Cleveland several days prior to
the opening
to arrange
dedication ceremonies.
BLUE theofficials
present, subsequently going on to
Chicago for the BLUE affiliates
meeting Nov. 15 and 16, included
Mark Woods, president; Keith
Kiggins, vice-president in charge
of stations; Phillips Carlin, vicepresident in charge of programs;
Robert D. Swezey, legal counsel,
and John H. Norton Jr., station
relations manager.
Beams Continued
FOLLOWING a successful sixweek test drive in the Lake Erie
and Lake Ontario regions, Lambert Vitamins Co., New York, has
extended its spot advertising for
Beams through the end of the
year on four of the six stations
used. New schedule of five transcribed announcements weekly
started Nov. 11 on WSYR WGY
WJAS WHAM. Agency is Lambert & Feasley, New York.
Lutheran

Extension

LUTHERAN LAYMEN'S League,
St. Louis, has extended its contract with Mutual for the Lutheran Hour until Oct. 15, 1944. instead of April, as originally signed. The program is heard on close
to 300 stations, Sundays 1:30-2
p.m. and 4-4:30 p.m. Agency is
Gotham Adv., New York.
Department Store Schedule
AUERBACH CO., Salt Lake City
department store, will sponsor
Larry Smith five days a week, a
fashion talk once a week, and a
15-minute news feature This
Lake
Week City.
in Review, all on KDYL Salt
• Broadcast

Advertising
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When you use WBAL, you are in good company
you could possibly find.
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WBAL!

the best advertising company

There are still "availabilities" for your message on this powerfully programed station.
Get in touch with WBAL or Edward Petry & Co., Inc., our national representative.
a. m.

sunoflv

TUESDAY

monDiiv

UJEDRESDAY

THURSDAY

a. m.
5:30

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

5:30
Star
Parade
6:30
8:00

REV. H. B.
RITTENHOUSE

9:00

News

9:15

Parents and
Teachers

9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45

The
The Melody's
Thing
RED CROSS
That They
Might Live
News and
SUNDAY
ROUNDUP
(Participating)

11:00
11:15
11:30

GOSPEL
TABERNACLE
Rev. G. E. Lowman

11 :45
12:00 Noon
12:05

AUMAN & WERKMEISTER
Man and His Music

12:30

MEADOWRIDGE
Blue Horizons
RANGER JOE
Ranch
DR. N. F.
SPECTOR
Health and
Harmony

1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45

Senator Tydings
LISTEN MOTORISTS
STAY OUT OF COURT

GOES
McKesson
SWEETHEART
BOBBINS &.
GalenSOAP
Fromme
Galen Fromme — News
MOLLIE MARTIN

SWEETHEART
GalenSOAP
Fromme

SWEETHEART
I McKesson
)
ROBBINS &
GalenSOAP
Fromme
) Galen Fromme — News
(Participating)
Lora Lawton

BAB-O-CLEANSER
ROYAL BAKING POWDER
OLD DUTCH

The Open Door

CLEANSER

NBC

FEATURE

Helpmate
Music Room

DUZ

-

Road of Life

-

P. &. G. SOAP

Vic and Sade
Snow Village

BAB-O-CLEANSER

David Harum

CRISCO

PETER PAUL I FOUR WAY
Behind the News i Behind the News

PETER PAUL
Behind the News

MUSICAL EXPRESS
GROVES— Golden Gate Quartet 12:25 to 12:30 P. M.
MIRTH AND MADNESS
NEWS and BEHIND THE NEWS
BOB ELLIS PRESENTS
BALTIMORE

NEWS POST

KITCHEN

FOUR WAY
Behind the News
Participating

NBC Sustaining
(Participating)
(Participating)
Alexander Gifford

mckesson
ROBBINS &
Galen Fromme — News
Gif-Ted
Club
Camp Wheeler
Family
NBC Quartet
Hour
MORRELL
Pet Parade
GOODYEAR
Ralph Dumke
ALUMINUM

CHEERIOATS
SOFT-AS-SILK

Hymns of All Churches

9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30

11:15

11:45
■0 11:30
Noon 12:00
12:05
12:15

FUL-O-PEP
Man on The Farm

12:30

MIRTH AND
MADNESS
NEWS POST
Jungle Jim
Melodies
NEWS POST
Front Page Drama

12:45

War News

1:45
2:00

Lonely Women
Light of the World

9:15

CO.

News Reporter
PETER PAUL
Behind the News

Guiding Light
TESTED FLOUR

9:00

10:45
11:00

Lighted Windows

Football
WESTINGHOUSE
John Charles
Thomas

6:30

NBC Sustaining

EVERYTHING

WHEATIES
GEN'L. FOODS
Those We Love

(Participating)

AROUND THE BREAKFAST TABLE WITH BOB ELLIS
(Participating)
ESSO NEWS REPORTER 7:30 to 7:35 A.M., AUNT JEMIMA, Thur., Fri. and Sat. 7:45 to 7:50 A.M.
MANO SWARTZ "Stories Behind the Headlines" 8:00 to 8:15 A. M.
GROVES NEWS 7:00 to 7:05 A.M. and 8:45 to 8:50 A.M.
Everything Goes

ESSO MARKETERS
PETER PAUL
FOUR WAY
Behind the News Behind the News

12:15

12:45

GITTIN' UP TIME WITH HAPPY JOHNNY

1:00
1:15
1:30

2:15
2:30
2:45

"i -in
p. m.
3:00

3:30
3:45
4:00

sunoov

4:45

OXYDOL
CAMAY

This is the
Army Hour

ft -in

q -no

q .on

10:00

10:30

11 :00
11:05
11:15
1Z:00
to 5:30 AM

LYONS

- - -

- - - - Stella Dallas

-----

- PHILLIP'S CREAM
PHILLIPS MILK OF MAGNESIA
CRYSTAL

POST BRAN FLAKES

SALT

- - - - -

Lorenzo Jones

AROUND

------ - - - - Portia Faces Life

- -

ALKA SELTZER
PARK AY
Great Gildersleeve

CHASE AND
SANBORN
Charlie McCarthy

DU PONT
Cavalcade
of America

FIRESTONE
FLEISCH MANN'S
YEAST
Voice of Firestone
One Man's Family

- - - - Front Page Farrell

GOODYEAR
Salute to Youth

Fred Waring

BALT0. SALVAGE CO.
Nights
H. V. Kaltenborn

LEVER BROS.
Bob Burns

PHILIP
MORRIS
Johnny Presents

WOODBURY
Mr. and Mrs.
North

MAXWELL
HOUSE
Coffee Time

TUMS
Horace Heidi

RALEIGH
Hildegarde

JELLO
Aldrich Family

IPANA
SAL HEPATICA
Eddie Cantor

KRAFT
CHEESE
Bing Crosby

VITALIS
Mr.Attorney
District

SEALTEST
Joan Davis

PEPSODENT
Bob Hope

LORILLARD
T<s\r\ KsTUoUy
t^f/ic-hii
£>OU

H. J. HEINZ
Information
Please

RALEIGH
TOBACCO
Red Skelton

VICKS
Dr. I. Q.

------

- - - -

CARNATION
MILK
Contented Hour

TELEPHONE
HOUR

THE OPEN
BIBLE

SCHUTTER
CANDY
Curt Massey

- - National Sports Parade

CIGARETTES

DR. LYONS
Manhattan
Merry Go Round
BAYER
ASPIRIN
American Album
of Familiar Music
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
Hour of Charm

EMBROS WINE
War News

CALVARY
HOUR

MOLLE
Mystery Theatre
JOHNSON
FLOOR WAX
Fibber McGee

LUCKY
STRIKE
CIGARETTES
Kay Kyser

BAPTIST CHURCH

H. V. Kaltenborn
CITIES
SERVICE
Concert
LUCKY
STRIKE
All Time
Hit Parade
PHILLIPS
MILK OF
MAGNESIA
Waltz Time
BUGLER
Funny
TOBACCO
People Are

CAMELS
Abbott & Costello
TIME
MAGAZINE
March of Time

ESSO MARKETERS
- - NATIONAL BREWING CO.
HAMILTON

FREE STATE
Hands Across Sea

RINSO
Amos and Andy

CO. -

BULOVA

-

6:00
6:05

6:45

For This
We Fight

7:00

BROMO
SELTZER
Ellery Queen
DRENE

7-10

s -net

Irish Rose
IVORY
Truth or
Abie's
Consequences

8:30

ALKA
SELTZER
Nationa
Barn
DanceI

9 :00

COLGATE
Can You

9:30

Top This?
COLGATE
Million
BandDollar

10:00

COLGATE
PRINCE ALBERT
Bill Stern
Grand Ol' Opry
WM. TUERKE
Soldiers of Press
. . _ . . _ News Reporter
- - - National Sports Parade
LINK AVIATION
FIRST CHURCH
OF NAZARENE

- - - -

5:45

ARUNDEL
News

ALL NITE STAR PARADE
NAT'L. BREWING

5:15

6:15
6:30

THE DINNER TABLE
- - - Mon.. Wed., and Fri. 6:30 P. M.
WILDROOT "Texas Rangers"
MANO SWARTZ "Songs of Romance" 6:40 P. M., Daily

CHESTERFIELD

SHAMPOO
Band Wagon

4:1 a
4:30
4-45

Plain Bill

SUN OIL

JELLO
Jack Benny

Glory
Football

d:UU

ESSO MARKETERS
- NATIONAL BREWING CO.

ESSO NEWS
GROVES
Behind the News
MANO SWARTZ
Galen Fromme

Football

- - - -

BENEFAX

CATHOLIC
HOUR

•» :uu
I'd1;

FREEZONE

7 -in

p.m.

1-1*5
Football

DIAMOND

Symphony
Orchestra

oq ann
:uu

-

HALEY'S M-O

C^UI
riCMTD
SOM LtlsHbn
CO.
Woman of the Week

5:30

7:00

Ma Perkins

WHITE NAPHTHA

DR.

5:15

6:45

SATURDAY

3:00

Rationing
SHEAFFER PEN
Upton Close

GENERAL
MOTORS

6:00
6:05
6:15
6:30

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

Football

5:00

C .AC

WEDRESDAY

CANDY

4:15
4:30

TUESDAY

monoflv

■ - Time Signals On the Hour

10:30

11:00
11:05
11 :20
11:35
11 11 tH9
to 5:30 AM

Newscaster

Gives
Joyce

Rep. Patman
Time
Lewis
Offers Spot After It
Is Refused
by Network
OVER DENIAL of Mutual to give
him the 7-7:15 p.m. spot occupied
by Fulton Lewis jr., Rep. Wright
Patman (D-Tex.) was to take over
the commentator's spot tonight
(Nov. 15) at the invitation of Mr.
Lewis.
Last Tuesday night Mr. Lewis,
speaking on Government subsidies,
said: "And again today, the same
old misleading slogan was shouted
time and again by the backers of
the subsidy program. This has been
used by the heads of labor unions
who are promoting the subsidy
rollback program; it has been used
by Rep. Wright Patman of Texas,
who is one of the most ardent advocates of the program; it has
been used in radio oratory and
statements in the press, and I just
want to call it to your attention
once again in the interest of honest,
truthful fact." Mr. Lewis went on
further expounding his views of
the rollback subsidy.
Rep. Patman on Wednesday
wired Miller McClintock, MBS
president: "Fulton Lewis jr. made
personal attack on me in connection
with subsidy proposal last night.
I demand his time at an early date
to answer. Please advise me whether or not this time will be arranged. I am also contacting
Chairman Fly of the FCC, advising him of this demand."
Mutual Refuses
On the floor of the House Wednesday Rep. Patman read his telegram, then declared: "If the time
is not arranged, as suggested, I
expect to appeal to the FCC for
an But
orderPresident
requiringMcClintock
it."
had
other views. He wired the Texas
Congressman: "Mr. Fulton Lewis
jr. denies that his broadcast on the
evening of Nov. 9 contained a personal attack on you in connection
with the subsidy proposal. The Mutual Broadcasting System declines
to acquiesce in your demand that
we deliver to you the time normally
used by Mr. Fulton Lewis as a
commentator under commercial
sponsorship. However, as a matter
of courtesy to you the Mutual
Broadcasting System will attempt
to arrange at a near future date
a time for you to speak over the
network on the subject of subsidies at an hour mutually acceptable."
Meantime, on the air Wednesday night Mr. Lewis, while conceding that Mr. McClintock's rejection
cf the Congressman's demands was
"rightly so," offered to give his
entire period to Mr. Patman to
speak on subsidies. Furthermore
he offered to announce it in advance and urged his listeners to listen to Mr. Patman, should the Texan accept.
Rep. Patman was inclined to rePage 16 • November

Predicts

60%

in

Video

Range
5 Years
After War
Calls Low Price Set First Problem;

Official Army Photo — Infantry School
DUGOUT PICKUP was necessary
when Felix L. Ghirlando, NBC technician, handled the sound controls
for a recent Army Hour broadcast
which originated at the Infantry
School, Fort Benning (Ga.). The
broadcast involved the firing of 105
mm. howitzers as well as small
arms. Mr. Ghirlando was moved up
close to the impact area on Hook
range to pick up the full effects of
the explosions. Dugout was to prevent being hit by shell fragments.
MAINE SPUD DRIVE
WILL BE EXTENDED
SPOT CAMPAIGN conducted by
the State of Maine Development
Commission for potatoes in conjunction with the government drive
to encourage home storage of potatoes [Broadcasting, Oct. 11], is
running for three months and may
be extended to stations in such
points as Detroit, Washington and
Buffalo.
The 100-125 word announcements
are placed in the 7-8:30 a.m. period.
Besides Yankee Network News
Service, covering 20 stations, the
agency is using thrice-weekly spots
on 11 other stations in terminal
territories, including WOR WJZ
KDKA WTAM WBAL WGY KYW
WCKY WBNS WHIO WFBM.
The War Food Administration
has designated the Irish Potato as
its Victory Food Selection. Agency
is Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance, New York.
Durkee

Test

DURKEE'S test campaign for its
new Soyarich Flour and Soya Bits
will get under way Nov. 29 in three
midwest markets and an East
Coast city. Durkee Famous Foods,
Elmhurst, N. Y., producer, will use
three to six newscasts weeklv on
WCAE KSTP WGAN WXYZ for
13 weeks. Agency is Duane Jones
Co., New York.
ject Mr. Lewis' offer. "I want the
time either from the Mutual Broador the afternoon,
FCC," he
insisted. casting
On System
Thursday
however, he said he had been advised to accept Mr. Lewis' offer
and consequently would go on the
air Monday night.
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Ends
Ad Tests

Urged Now, When Mistakes are Less Costly
serving 72,159,000 people, repreDEVELOPMENT of an acceptable low cost radio television resenting
of while
the nation's
purchasing61.5%power,
secondary
ceiver is the number one problem
television
network
developments
of the postwar television industry,
Thomas F. Joyce, manager of the should bring sight-and-sound programs to another 10,000,000 perradio, phonograph and television
sons.
department, RCA Victor Division
Ad Experiments Urged
of RCA, told an overflow audience
attending a dinner meeting at the
It
may be a year, or two, or
Advertising Club of New York
three,
the end of the war
last Wednesday, sponsored jointly before after
television is ready to go
by the Club and the American
forward on a commercial basis,
Television Society, whose presihe
said, depending
on the
recomdent, Norman D. Waters, acted as
mendation of the Radio
Technical
chairman.
Planning Board, which is now
Inverse Ratio
studying the engineering problems
Mr. Joyce said that within five involved, and the action the FCC
takes on those recommendations.
years after resumption of commercial television programs, visual
It is certain, he concluded, "that
radio will be available to 60% of the generations that come after the
war
will take home television serthe U. S. population.
vice just as much for granted as
Citing a cross-section survey in
the present generation takes for
11 cities, Mr. Joyce said that when
people were asked if they would
granted
set."
ThomastheH.radio
Hutchinson,
superconsider the purchase of a comvisor
of
television
for Ruthrauff
bination radio-television receiver
priced at $400, 10.3% answered
& Ryan, urged advertisers to begin experimenting immediately
yes, but that when the price was
set at $200, the percentage of af- with television commercials, pointfirmative answers rose to 61.3%.
ing out that with the present small
Television facilities already ex- audience "we can make the mistakes we are bound to make withist in New York, Philadelphia,
out paying through the nose for
Albany-Schenectady, Chicago and
A picture may be worth
Los Angeles, he said, of which the athem."
thousand words, he said, but
first three have already broadcast
asked what the picture is that
programs originating in the NBC
studios in New York, forming the "we are going to show week after
week that replaces the thousands
nucleus of network television.
of words we have been using on
Three years after the resumption
the radio? The only way we are
of commercial television, he pregoing to know is to experiment
dicted, Washington, Baltimore,
with television commercials until
Hartford, Providence and Boston
we find the answer."
will also have video stations, which,
Role of Movies
with those in New York, Philadelphia and Schenectady-Albany,
John Southwell, chief of the racould be connected into a television
dio commercial department of
network about 600 miles long, BBDO, described his experiments
with television and his discovery
serving a population representing
that there is much more to pro36.6% of the total U. S. buying
ducing a good commercial televipower. With the extension of this
sion program than putting a ranetwork westward, Mr. Joyce esdio program before the camera
timated that in about five years
and animating a magazine ad for
after commercial television is re- the commercial. Robert L. Gibson,
sumed there will be television
in charge of programming WRGB,
transmitters in 157 key cities, the General Electric station at
Albany-Schenectady, described the
audience reaction to various types
of telecast programs and expressed
Carey Starts Carter
CAREY SALT Co., Hutchinson,
the opinion that "the broadcasting
Kan., on Jan. 4, 1944, will start industry will play a dominant role
in operating television, but the
Boake Carter, Mutual news commentator, on about 72 stations in movies will play the dominant
the Midwest, South and Mountain
areas, Tuesdays and Thursdays
part
in programming."
Allen
B. DuMont, president of
12-12:15 p.m. (EWT). Carter, of- Allen B. DuMont Laboratories,
fered by Mutual affiliates for local
addressed the meeting by televisponsorship, is already presented
sion, speaking from the studios of
on those two days by local clients
on 12 Mutual stations, and the W2XWV, Du Mont video station
other three weekdays is heard for in New York, as part of a television variety show witnessed at
Chef Boy-Ar-Dee Quality Foods,
Milton, Pa. Agency for Carey Salt the meeting on a number of reis McJunkin Adv., Chicago.
ceivers provided by Mr. DuMont.
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Always a good market . . . today, with ever increasing TVA power attracting War Industries, WNOXVILLE
is an even greater market — a multiple market! Countless thousands of highly skilled, highly paid, workers
are converging into this vast moneyed market! Sell them all while they are under one roof — through the
voice of WNOXVILLE!
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AFM

Closes

Panel;
Union
To

Case

Hearings
Counsel

Show

HENRY A. FRIEDMAN, counsel
for American Federation of Musicians, completed the union's case
before the special panel of the War
Labor Board in a one-day session
in New York, last Tuesday.
Arthur S. Meyer, chairman, recessed the hearing until Wednesday
(Nov. 17) at 10:30 a.m., allowing
the panel a week to study the record and prepare questions to be
asked the union and the RCA Victor Division of RCA, Columbia
Recording Corp. and NBC Radio
Recording Division.
These companies are the remaining petitioners for relief from the
union's ban on recordings, started
15 months ago. Six other transcription companies, who joined with
NBC in bringing the case to the
War Labor Board, have since signed contracts with the union and
have resumed recording, along with
some 20 other companies making
phonograph records and transcriptions. CRC, RCA and NBC have refused to accept the contract condition requiring payment of royalties direct to the union for the benefit of unemployed AFM members,
standing fast on the original position of the recording industry that
the principle of taxation of an industry for the support of persons
it has never employed and never
will employ is contrary to public
interest. The stand of these holdout companies has been strongly
endorsed by the NAB Music Steering Commitee, which declared the
principle instituted by the AFM
was "vicious."
Offers 'Testimonials'
Mr. Friedman opened the Tuesday morning hearing by offering as
evidence a batch of letters from
officials of military, government
and social organizations, showing
that the AFM ban on recording has
in no way interfered with the war
effort but that the union has given
its full cooperation to every war
cause. Remainder of the morning
was taken up by a discussion of the
employer-employe status of the recording companies and the union
musicians, Mr. Friedman attempting to demonstrate that the current
practice is for the recording companies to pay, not the musicians
directly, but the contractors who,
he said, have been legally adjudged
the employers of the musicians.
After an extended discussion, in
which the contracts currently used
by the companies in arranging for
instrumental recordings were introduced, the panel admitted the
argument too legal for it to rule
on, requesting the union to submit
a brief within two weeks.
In the afternoon James Perry,
assistant to the president of the
Philadelphia local of AFM, and
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Harry Suber, treasurer of the
union's New York local, testified on
displacement of musicians by juke
boxes and other mechanized music.
Mr. Suber stated that during the
eight-year period, 1935-1942, the
New York local paid $3,270,000 in
direct relief, admitting, however,
that the relief rolls have decreased
in the past year and that the membership last spring voted to drop
the 3% tax for the fund.
Lid Off Commissions
COMMISSIONS earned on individual sales during 1943 may be
paid salesmen by their employer,
according to an announcement by
Robert E. Hannegan, commissioner of Internal Revenue, provided
the rate of commission and the
amount of any other compensation has not been increased since
Oct. 2. This extends statement of
approval for similar commissions
earned during Sept. and Oct.,
which was issued Oct. 7, by Guy
T. Helvering, former commissioner. Approval does not apply to
overriding commissions, which also
may be paid without approval if
authorized by regulations issued
Sept. 4.

Spots Victory
WARTIME NECESSITY
has brought the department
stores of Memphis into radio.
Stores are buying as many
one-minute spots on WHBQ
Memphis as are available for
"Victory
Suggestions"
urging the public
to carry — small
packages, share cars, shop
during off-hours, and other
public service suggestions, all
without
mention of merchandise.
RADIO

STAFF

NAMED

m MARCH
OF DIMES
RADIO DIRECTOR of the National Foundation for Infantile
Paralysis, Howard J. London, has
announced the personnel for the
National Radio Division of the
1944 "March of Dimes" campaign,
to be held January 14-31.
The staff includes: Frank Dahm,
network script writer; Ruth Thayer, copywriter, formerly with
Compton Advertising, New York;
George Brengel, CBS director,
who will handle production; and
Rhea Diamond, who was assistant
publicity director of WMCA and
WNEW,
to do the are:
campaign's
publicity.now
Secretaries
Vera
Gomez, Rose Vante, Rutheda T.
Pretzell, and Edna T. Boody. Robert C. Coleson, Hollywood manager for N. W. Ayer & Son will
handle "March of Dimes" radio
activities
originating from Hollywood.

Merging of CBC's
Top Posts Studied
Move Is Prompted by Need
For a Closer Liaison
POSSIBLE MERGING of the positions of chairman of the board
and general manager of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., as well
as a complete reorganization of
the CBC Board of Governors, is
now being studied by the CBC, it
is understood at Ottawa. This is
delaying the appointment of a new
general manager to replace Dr. J.
S. Thompson who resigned recently to return to the presidency
of the U. of Saskatchewan.
Behind the move to create one
paid head of the CBC is the belief
that there should be constant liaison between the board and the
management. It is claimed that
the general manager is called upon
repeatedly to make decisions,
ity.
which involve policy and that he
is, therefore, compelled to assume
a responsibility beyond his authorGrowth of CBC
The move is also in keeping with
the growth of the CBC since its
formation in 1936, as pointed out
last week by Rene Morin, CBC
chairman of the Board of Governors. Mr. Morin reported that the
annual CBC budget now runs to
$5,000,000, that there are 700 employes and 10 stations on a national network, and that in addition
the CBC has regulatory authority
over all privately-owned stations.
No recommendations have been
made to the Dominion government as yet as to a new head for
the CBC which is under the jurisdiction of the Minister of National
War Services. Currently the CBC
chairman receives a nominal salary of $1,500 plus expenses, while
the general manager's salary with
living cost has been approximately
$13,000

BIGGEST ADVERTISING contract in the history of the wall paper cleaner industry was signed by C. McVicker, president of Kutol Products Co.
Watching the signatory ceremony were Charles M. Roberston Jr., president and radio director of Ralph H. Jones Co., and Kathryn Hardig,
agency timebuyer. (Incorrect photo to accompany the Kutol contract
signing appeared in the Nov. 8 Broadcasting.) Extensive use of radio
is planned to promote the new Cincy cleaner marketed by Kutol. A dozen
stations are carrying the programs at the present time.
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Trammell, Royal Dine
With Comdr. H. Butcher
NILES TRAMMELL, president of
NBC, and John F. Royal, NBC
vice-president in charge of international affairs, last week notified
NBC headquarters in New York
that they had been visiting in Algiers with General Dwight D.
Eisenhower since Nov. 7, and
would return to that city Nov. 15
after a visit to Italy. A trip to
Naples was scheduled, they said,
together with tours of both the
.American Fifth Army and British
Eighth Army fronts, and a possible stopover in Sicily en route
back to North Africa.
While in Algiers, the two NBC
executives were luncheon guests
of Comdr. Harry C. Butcher, aide
to Gen. Eisenhower, and after a
dinner with members of the NBC
staff in North Africa, a conference
was future
held to broadcasts
discuss NBC's
for
fromplans
the
Mediterranean war zones.
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Always in the vanguard of radio progress, Westinghouse

Giving ever - increasing service to listeners . . . scaling
higher peaks in entertainment . . . providing new speeds

is serving listeners and sponsors in a better -than -usual

in news-reporting . . . expanding agricultural services

fashion. It's a deeply ingrained Westinghouse habit. In

. . . adding values in day-to-day programming . . .
redoubling efforts to help government and governed to

the primary areas alone where Westinghouse stations'
serve are more than 18,000,000 people. They rely on the

victory and security . . . these mark the progress of

stations of Westinghouse for faithful performance, just

broadcasting in today's tremendous times.

as advertisers rely on Westinghouse Response Ability.

WESTINGHOUSE
WOWO
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Radio — American
or European
System
mission used this occasion to probe
dustry to sell time for special
Governmental Control
deeply and exhaustively into the pleading, what is to prevent it
Is Termed Critical
program policies and program
from saying that 10, 20 or 50% of
intentions of the management.
the time should be sold for this purFactor
At this two-day hearing, an
pose? Surely that is merely a regoverwhelming proportion of the
(Continued from page 11)
ulation of business practices in selltotal time was devoted to a searching time.
but two sides of the same all-imBut can you think of anything
ing inquiry into program policies.
portant coin.
which would more surely underUnder
this
questioning
the
manBut Chairman Fly, in his testimine the program structure and
indicated the policies
mony before this committee last which it agement
followed in connection
public
acceptance of American
week, actually attempted to split with certain types of programs.
radio? Can you imagine, for that
one of these controls from the
But until the new management
matter, anything less democratic
other. The chairman of the Comwrote a letter which abrogated
than thus turning over to a Commission stated that he had no demission the determination of what
these policies, presumably in acsire to control programs. He wished
listeners should hear, and how
cord
with
the
Commission's
wishes,
only to control the business prac- this business transfer was not ap- much of it they should hear, rathtices of radio.
er than giving the public what it
In my opinion, gentlemen, the proved.
wants to hear?
Special Pleaders
idea that these two things can be
Yet all this could easily be done
separated is a fallacy of the most
Let me cite another example of unless the Commission is denied
dangerous sort. If any such idea
how completely business practices
control of business practice.
is accepted, it could easily frus- and program practices are interTransparent
trate the basic purpose of this bill.
twined and how, when a CommisAnyone who has operated a radio
The whole device is transparent.
sion moves on one, it moves on the
station or a radio network knows
other.
Look through the window of alCould anything, for instance, be
most any business practice in
that program control is indivisible from business control. The two more clearly a business practice
radio
and
you'll find program merare one. Just let me give a few than the purchase and sale of time
chandise behind it. News, for inexamples of this indivisibility, in itself? But time is sold only for
stance, is program
merchandise
—
terms of what has happened and programs. Thus any restriction or the stuff
from which
important
what can happen.
news programs are made. News
compulsion imposed by the Commission on the sale of time be- services must be bought. We have
I have already said that I becontracts with the Associated
lieve the issues before you do not
comes at once a restriction or comrevolve around the merits of the
pulsion in terms of programs. For Press, the United Press, the Internetwork rules. But one of these instance :
national News Service and our
On Oct. 7, the chairman of the own special correspondents. Let
network rules affords a clear example of what I am talking about.
Commission publicly stated, in ef- the Commission control business
That is the rule which requires
fect, that program time should be practice and it can tell us what
that we remain in a position to sold to special pleaders on public kind of contract we can enter
feed any CBS network program to issues. Such a practice would have into, and with whom. Thus it can
some other station in a given city immediate effects on programs. But control radio's access to the news,
and hence the news listeners hear.
on Nov. 4, before your commitif our own affiliate doesn't carry
tee, he disclaimed any desire to
that program. This rule purported
Artists, too, are the stuff of proto control merely the business prac- influence programs. I can only asgrams— actors, singers, writers
tices of networks and stations. Let
sume from this that the close re- and musicians. Their talents apme explain how it really controls
lationship between business pracpear on the air only through busithe program operations of the local
tices and programs is not yet clearness arrangements through busistation.
ly understood by the chairman of
ness contracts. If the Commission
How It Works
the Commission.
to control business pracI have dealt so far with actual is allowed
tices in radio, why should it not
Many of our stations have complained that often the result of examples. Now let me give you a apply to talent contracts the same
which could quickly fol- theories it has applied in other
the rule is to make them carry net- few lowothers
if, under a new radio law, the fields?
work programs when they would
Commission is confirmed in its
It often takes a million dollars
prefer to carry local programs,
under the fear that other local sta- power over business practices. It worth of time and a period of two
only a short step from telling or three years to develop young
tions with which they are compet- is
stations the kind of programs for and promising talent into a sucing might otherwise carry CBS
cessful Kate Smith or Bing Crosby.
programs and thus cut into our which they should sell time, .to telling them how much time they should No network or station could deaffiliate's own audience and presvote its time or money toward this
tige. This means that the rule tends sell for such programs. If the Commission succeeds in forcing the in- end without the assurance that it
to deprive our affiliated stations
of certain local programs which
they would otherwise carry. It
thus constitutes a direct interference with program practices, although it pretends to deal only
with business practices.
Another striking example of using so-called business controls as
a direct lever for controlling program policies occurred in the
BLUE network hearings, which
were scarcely touched on here the FIRST MEETING of Philadelphia broadcasting women of NAB stations
called by Ruth Chilton, national president of the Assn. of Women
other day. This was purely a busi- was
Directors of NAB, who is also conductor of the For Women Only show
ness transaction. One group was
of WCAU, Philadelphia. The group discussed plans to organize a reguready to buy the BLUE network;
lar chapter in Philadelphia. Around the table are (1 to r) : Emma Mae
another group was ready to sell. Roberts, sales promotion chief of WCAU; Anne Lawton, of the WCAU
The Commission had jurisdiction
sales department; Betty Hurd, of the WCAU program department; Anice
because the licenses of three of
Ives,
WFIL women's shows director; Rhona Lloyd, WCAU women's comthe 150-odd stations on the netmentator; Miss Chilton;
Ruth Welles, Doris
KYW Havens,
women's WCAU
shows producer.
director;
Katharine Clark,
WCAU commentator;
work were affected. But the ComPage 20
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could enjoy the fruits of its investment. Yet the Commission's philosophy applied to talent contracts
would preclude a long-term contract or even an exclusive contract
with such an artist.
I have given you but three examples of what has happened and
three examples of what can happen. It nets down to this. The business of broadcasting is the business of programming. If you grant
to the Commission the power to regulate the business which furnishes
the programs, you grant it automatically the power to control the
programs themselves.
Fair Air
The next consideration which I
think deserves the attention of
Congress is what I have called
"fairness of the air" in political
discussion. Sections 9, 10 and 11
of the bill deal with this subject.
I know that members of Congress and others have sincerely
questioned whether radio broadcasting should be left entirely
without some governmental restraint in the field of political
broadcasting. This questioning has
gone beyond the provisions of the
existing law which now provides
for equal treatment of candidates
for public office.
I have participated in many discussions with radio broadcasters,
with members of Congress and
with other public leaders and as
a result, while I have not changed
my opinion
thatthelegislative
antees are not
answer inguarthis
field, I am willing to accept the
preponderant opinion on the subject. This is, as I understand it,
that in political broadcasting each
broadcaster shall see to it that substantially equivalent time is made
available to public officials for the
presentation of opposing points of
view, and that for violations there
be imposed a series of penalties
short, tencehowever,
of the death senof license revocation.
I think I should point out, however, one or two unfortunate results which might flow from such
a statute. It is impossible to prove
scientifically and mathematically,
in any particular case, that there
has been absolute fairness in the
presentation of the opposing views
on any subject. Since such proof
is impossible, the result will be, I
fear, that many broadcasters will
solve the problem of avoiding unfairness by simply not broadcasting
political
This public
result
would amountprograms
to a great
disservice.
There is, moreover, a provision
in these sections that the Commission shall make rules and regulations to insure the fairness of the
air. It is precisely in this area of
political discussion that temptation
is most likely to beset a politically
appointed agency. That is why in
this area especially it is most urgent that control by the Commission
be avoided.
We urge you — do not give to
the same agency which already
dominates the ultimate destiny of
(Continued on page 2 A)
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to be more specific.
In a word, the answer is bigger! It's impossible
of course, on the client's
The size of a Mutu\hookup depends first,
most flexibly adaptable
marketing area-Mutual being the network
to an advertiser's currenWds.

It also depends on the calendar-

adding stations to their
Mutual clients having a persistent habit of
hookups, month after month aVl year after year.
a few Mutual clients:
As of this writing, here's the sc\eboard for
tstx
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our

piece,

America

This is a free country . . . the land of
free speech.
No one who stops momentarily to
watch the soap box orator in the public
square will question the fact. Nor will
the man who pauses to consider the
things that are said in his daily newspaper ... or the subjects discussed
over the air.
. . . for instance, over Radio Stations
WJR and WGAR, where citizens of
Michigan and Ohio are speaking their
minds regularly.
Take the program called "In Our
Opinion", heard regularly every Sunday
over WJR, and now nearing its 100th
week. Recently, seven disabled veterans
of World War II discussed problems of
rehabilitation, aired their views on what
returning soldiers should be entitled to
upon their return.

broadcast each Saturday over WGAR.
Recently, it presented a debate between
James F. Lincoln, president of The
Lincoln Electric Company, and Carmen
C. Blough, WPB

representative . . . the

subject being the much-discussed and
controversial matter of renegotiation of
war contracts.
Or, the new WGAR forum program
which recently posed the problem of
whose responsibility it is to see that
America gets adequate housing . . . and
will continue with other subjects which
Americans talk over at the back fences
and around the lunch tables.
Radio is doing much to help win the
war. It can do still more to set the
pattern for better postwar conditions by
encouraging free expression.
That is why WJR and WGAR invite
their audience to speak their piece.

Another program presented four Italians, all born in Italy ... a chemist,
a minister and two housewives . . .
discussing Fascism. Another introduced
the question of whether there are too
many frills in education. Still another
brought representatives of the people
to discuss over-optimism on the war,
food
problems
and women's rights.
Consider, too, the City Club Forum,

THE GREAT STATIONS OF THE GREAT LAKES
Basic Stations . . . Columbia Broadcasting System
G. A. Richards, Pres., Edw. Petry & Co., Inc., Nat'l Rep.
7
i
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each station the power also to use
that domination in the political
field. Do not permit the Commission to combine its basic licensing
control with the political power
to decide what it is "fair" for listeners to hear.
Via the Back Door
If the Commission is to be divested, in Section 8 of the bill, of
authority to determine what goes
out over the radio stations of the
country, it should not be given this
back-door entrance in Section 10.
If it is your final decision to write
a fairness provision governing political broadcasts into the law,
then let the courts, not the Commission, determine what is fair.
One other change in the law,
not presently reflected in the bill,
seems to me desirable.
At present, under Section 311
of the Communications Act, the
Commission has the authority to
refuse a station license to anyone
who has been adjudged guilty of
any anti-trust violation.
The Commission has used this
section as still another back door
into the field of business and program regulation. Though we cannot believe it was conceived for
any such purpose, Section 311 has
been advanced by the Commission
as a main source of its power to
dictate policies. The FCC announced that Section 311 somehow
imposed on it an obligation to apply to broadcasting "the policy"
of the Sherman Act — as the Commission chose to construe that policy. I believe the "policy" of the
anti-trust laws should apply to
broadcasters as to all other businesses. But the point is that these
laws are enforced by other agencies and their "policy" is applied
by the courts.
An even more serious defect in
this section is that it imposes upon
broadcasters a penalty which
threatens no other business — complete extinction because of a possible technical violation.
Should Be Eliminated
I have always understood that
there is no field of law in which
it is more difficult to be sure that
one's conduct is perfectly legal
than in the field of anti-trust. As
a result, if one wishes really to
terrify radio stations, one simply
has to intimate that an anti-trust
question exists. Few stations would
dare to face a suit involving such
an allegation, when they know
that an adverse holding would put
their license in jeopardy however
great may be the value of their
service to the community.
Let me make it perfectly clear
that I do not come to you asking
that radio be relieved from any
of the restrictions which are imposed on all other businesses. We
do not seek a privileged place. We
are bound by and should be bound
by the various laws which have
been designed to protect the public interest. The anti-trust laws
are ours to face and comply with
like anybody else. We ask merely
that, in this respect, we be rePage 24
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TAKING PART in the; first of a special series of news programs piped
to workers in vital war industries is Charles Earley, KDKA Pittsburgh
news commentator. Standing (1 to r) are: Lt. T. H. Cable, of the Industrial Incentive Division, Pittsburgh area; Lt. (j.g.) Elizabeth R.
Leighton, of the staff of the Inspector of Naval Material; J. E. Baudino,
manager of KDKA; and Lt. John Hood, Naval Public Relations Dept.
stored to equality with other American enterprise. This would seem
to require that Section 311 be
eliminated.
I do not feel that I am competent
to express an opinion on the procedural changes proposed by the
bill, but our lawyers tell me that
these also are desirable and accordingly Iam in favor of them.
I personally hope that the Congress will determine to leave to
broadcasters the widest possible
liberty and the most complete freedom from regulation. But, if you
determine that the broadcasters
should be regulated and supervised within stated fields and with
defined limitations, let the mandate come from Congress. Give us
a law which permits no Commission with limitless authority to
make rules this week, revoke them
next, change them at will and extend their effect to the entire field
of broadcast operations.
Which System?
In short, the real question now
before you is whether we are to
have the American or European
system of radio broadcasting. Let
me add that we can have the European system of broadcasting without Government ownership. Government control is enough. The American system has proceeded on the
assumption that while private enterprise, like democracy itself, does
not always function perfectly, its
advantages far and away make up
for any disadvantages. And right
here and now let me meet head-on
a question which is bound to be
raised :
What would I do about a licensee
whose programs violated the law
or the canons of good taste? Violation of laws entails its own penalty in broadcasting as in any other
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field. As to bad taste or lack of
good programming I answer flatly
that I would much rather have two,
three or a dozen stations misuse
their facilities than have a single
man or a single Commission tell
900 stations what they should
broadcast and what the American
public should hear.
I believe this is good theory. I
know it is good practice. Each of
those 900 stations is in active competition, often with a dozen or more
stations, for all or part of its audience. Each of them is thus responsive to the public and is subject to
the checks and balances which such
competition upon
imposes.
The public's
retribution
bad broadcasting
is as swift as the flick of a switch
or the turn of a radio dial. Public
approval is vital to each licensee.
It is not vital to any Government
commission endowed with unlimited
powers. Is it not far better to divide
program control among 900 broadcasters, each under the discipline
of competition and the constant
need of public approval, than to
concentrate it in the hands of one
commission free from both restraints?
It may seem that I am begging
the question of network operations
as such. It may be said that during much of the day, four networks
supply the programs for 500 or
600 of these stations. This is true.
But each of those four networks
is subject to the same checks and
balances and discipline which competition for audience approval imposes. Each of them is wholly responsive to public demand. Moreover they do not concentrate program planning in themselves, for
their programs must in turn please
their affiliated stations, or suffer reBut even if program planning
jection.
BROADCASTING

were wholly transferred by the
stations to the networks in those
hours when they broadcast network
programs, I repeat that a division
of this great responsibility between
four competing networks is far
sounder theory and practice than
to place it all under the thumb of
a single all-powerful Commission.
Networks and stations must constantly compete against each other
for the public ear and must compete against all other forms of entertainment and education for public approval. With whom must the
Commission compete?
Raised Eyebrow
The absolute power of the Commission does not even need the instrument of written regulation to
assert itself. I once mentioned "regulation bythe raised eyebrow". The
mastery
the Supreme
decision which
has assured
to theCourt's
Commission has brought that stage to
our doorstep. Thus, when the chairman of the Commission, or a Commissioner, either as an individual
or in his official capacity, makes
a statement that news and news
analysis should be handled in a certain way, or time should be sold to
certain groups or individuals, he
makes such statements on a different level than anyone else.
What he is really saying is this:
"In my opinion it is in the public
interest that each of these things
should be done." As the Commission
issues and revokes licenses, under
the present law, on the basis of its
own opinion of what is in the public interest, any such expression is
unmistakable notice to all broadcasters that they conform their operations to such views or face the
threat that their licenses may not
be renewed.
A New Yardstick
This does not mean that I wish
to see either Mr. Fly or the Commission silenced. I think it a wholesome thing for our administrative
officers to express their positions
clearly and openly. What makes Mr.
Fly's views harmful is neither their
content nor that they are his views.
It is only that he now has such
authority that his mere expression
of opinion will, in many quarters,
be taken as a mandate. It has been
said, "Whoever can do as he
pleases, commands when he entreats". Certainly by re-establishCommisingsion
the principle
cannot do asthatit the
pleases,
the
Commission's arguments and suggestionson their
can be received
and considered
merits. This
will
remove the Commission from the
pedestal
of dictation to the platform of debate.
For 15 years radio has served
one master — the public. Public
needs and public desires have been,
inevitably, the guiding principle of
every successful radio operation.
Since the May 10 decision we
have learned we have a second master— the Commission.
The result has been that broadcasters can no longer devote their
full attention to the service of the
public. Today their energies are
diluted by an increasing concern to
• Broadcast
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Mr.

Hooper

Visits

the

Piedmont

Plateau

OT so long ago (Midsummer 1943) a group of audiencemeasuring Hooper interviewers came to Spartanburg, sat down
with a battery of telephones, and found out for us what stations
people in this South Carolina city listen to.
What

Hooper

found

There are two stations in Spartanburg — WSPA (CBS) and
WORD (Blue) — but several other signals, including two 50,000
watters, can be heard. With this choice, listeners dialed:
8-12 noon (M-F)
WSPA
54.8%
WORD
36.8%
Other Stations 8.4%

12-6 p.m. (M-F)
WSPA
49.3%
WORD
38.5%
Other Stations 12.2%

6-10 p.m. (Sun-Sat)
WSPA
67.9%
WORD
26.9%
Other Stations 5.2%

Spartanburg is the heart of the great Piedmont Plateau — for
time buyers a dividend paying combination of fertile farms and
humming textile mills.
WSPA covers this densely populated area (see FCC population
map) like a glove. According to CBS 1943 coverage study,
South Carolina's FIRST
reaches 146,390 homes.

station (WSPA

established 1929)

Hooper's listening index (or any other standard measurement)
will conclusively show WSPA dominating this cash-registerringing market of the Carolinas. Your sales message will be
heard when you schedule ....

wm-SNITAIIDIC
5000 WATTS DAY • 1000 WATTS NIGHT • 950 KILOCYCLES • CBS
SOUTH CAROLINA'S FIRST STATION • REPRESENTED BY HOLLINGBERY

avoid any disapproval by the Commission. No longer can broadcasters gauge their program service
by the yardstick of listener survey and audience response. Now
they must scan the latest speech
by a Commissioner for the current
pronouncement on what the public should hear.
William Pitt has said, "Unlimited power corrupts the possessor." Ido not mean to charge the
present Commissioners with sinister motives. But sooner or later
power will be used. Just how
tempted any administration in
power would be to use this instrument to guarantee its own future
success at the polls or to mold
public opinion in certain directions
on controversial public issues is,
of course, hard to ascertain. But
for us to allow such temptations
to exist, knowing the human failings of men, especially when they
are badly pressed, is to do injustice to everything we stand for as
a nation.
The freedom of thought of the
American people cannot be left dependent on the self-restraint of
any commission, however well-intentioned.
A New Power
Yet that is where the Supreme
Court decision leaves it. The Supreme Court told the Commission
that hereafter it would have "expansive" powers; that it must
"not merely police the wavelengths" and supervise the traffic
over them, but must hereafter also
bear "the burden of determining
the composition of that traffic."
And so the Court confirmed a
new power, unique in our democratic history. It gave to an administrative bureau not only the right,
but the duty, the task, of determining what the people shall hear
over their radios.
We come to you now, finally, as
the court of last resort. Only you,
the spokesmen for the public, can
reverse the effect of the Supreme
Court's decision. Not only did the
Supreme Court point this out — it
also disclaimed any responsibility
for the practical results of its decision. Justice Frankfurter said:
"Our duty is at an end when we
find that the action of the Commission was based upon findings
supported by evidence, and was
made pursuant to authority granted by Congress. It is not for us to
say
that the or'public
interest'
be furthered
retarded
.... will
the
responsibility belongs to the Congres . . . ."
I do not doubt you are weighted
down today with many grave and
difficult problems. We are in a
desperate war against tyranny and
the Congress has much pressing
work to do.
But I urge you to consider the
problem I have presented as not
the least of your tasks. If under
the stress of other important issues the freedom of radio should
be neglected, your work to win the
war will be incomplete. It is not
Page 26
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Sample Survey of 7,000 Households Will Reveal
Facts on Wartime Requirements of Consumers
THE FIRST complete and deif any, have been sattailed wartime census of radio is chased items,
isfactory or unsatisfactory; and in
the
event
the
consumer
did not buy
being made by the sample method
the desired item, the reasons will
in the survey of consumer requirements launched last week by the be noted, such as inability of the
dealer to supply it, too high price,
Bureau of the Census at the request of the WPB Office of Civilian
wrong type, etc. Consumers are
also being asked to indicate to
Requirements.
Visiting 7,000 households to ask what extent they are inconvenicivilians about the availability of
enced by lack of the item.
more than 100 types of goods and
Radio with
repair questions
service is asking
beingservices, the Census enumerators
studied
are including four groups of whether the consumer has tried to
searching questions on civilian ra- get repair parts, or service includdios, radio maintenance and proing parts ; whether any trouble was
gram service. Facts on practically
encountered in this, and the nature
of such trouble, if any.
every currently important radio
A. D. Whiteside, director of the
ownership question should be obtainable— either directly or by in- OCR, and president of Dun & Bradference from the replies to the
street in private life, says the study
will cover a scientifically selected
scheduled questions, which it is understood will be tabulated by WPB.
cross section of the U. S.
Informed sources state that a
Leading authorities on statistiquick survey is desired, so that
cal surveys have given advice on
the returns will be available in the technique of the study, which
planning production of any items
is being directed by Dr. Austin
which may be critically needed by Grimshaw, of Harvard Business
civilian consumers.
School. His advisory committee includes A. M. Crossley, of Crossley
Future Market
Inc.; George Gallup, American Institute of Public Opinion; Elmo
The questions on radio sets constitute a sample survey of the
Roper; Paul Lazarsfeld, Columbia
number of U. S. homes with radio,
U.; T. M. Brown, professor of
business statistics, Harvard U., and
number of sets per home, number
S. M. Wilks, professor of statistics,
in use and in working order, the
Princeton U.
condition of the sets and the age
of the primary set. (Automobile
radios are not included.) The information when tabulated should
TRIBUTE TO PIERCE
not only provide a picture of presMade
On CBS Program
ent radio ownership, but should
—'Report to the Nation —
also give an indication of the postwar market for receivers.
MORRIS PIERCE, the man who
The enumerators will ask conby a few adjusting turns of wire
sumers if they have purchased a on
some transmitter coils facilitated
radio during the past year, either
the surrender of the Italian fleet,
new or second-hand, and if so, a task Admiral Cunningham had
why it was needed. Among reabeen striving to accomplish with a
sons which may be entered are:
Navy for three years, [Broad"Old one worn out or beyond recasting, Nov. 8], spoke briefly on
pair"; "Old one out of style";
the CBS Report to the Nation pro"Wanted improved model"; "Able
gram last Tuesday evening, Nov.
to afford it for the first time";
9, from WGAR Cleveland where he
"Setting up housekeeping";
is chief engineer, now on leave as
"Moved to new town or place."
chief engineer of the Psychological
Authoritative information on the Warfare Branch [BROADCASTING,
troublesome and lately much pub- Oct. 25], Allied Force Headquarlicized radio tube and maintenance
ters, Algiers.
problem will be obtained from answers on tubes, batteries and radio
M&R Expanding
repair service. The questions being
asked by enumerators seek to ascertain whether any of these items
(tubes or batteries) have been purchased recently; whether the purtoo much to say that when radio
ceases to be free and democratic,
the whole fabric of our freedom is
imperiled.
The danger is here and the time
is late. The broadcasters ask your
help. The whole public needs and
deserves it.
1943

McKESSON & ROBBINS, New
York, has increased the number of
stations carrying announcements
for its Bexel, vitamin B complex,
to over 100 throughout the country,
it is understood. The company announced last week that Reginald V.
Coghlan, former assistant general
sales manager of Beacon Chemical
Corp., has been named assistant to
L. M. Van Riper, vice-president
and advertising director of the
firm. Agency is J. D. Tarcher &
Co., New York.
BROADCASTING

IN THE NAVY NOW is Robert
Brooke, for nine years NBC Hollywood engineer. A. H. Saxton, NBC
western division chief engineer,
congratulates him on his commission as lieutenant (j.g.) as he reports to Bureau of Ships in San
Francisco for active duty.
BLUE

SALES

PROSPECTS

SOAR,
BRIGHT

REPORTING that "prospects are
good for even greater progress in
the months ahead," Edgar Kobak,
executive vice-president of the
BLUE, in a letter to the trade
written while convalescing from a
recent illness, gave time sale staings fortistics
the showing
first the
nineBLUE's
months billthis
year to be 65.5% over the same
period in 1942, while the 1942 over
all
1941 volume
figure bytopped
22.7%. the BLUE's
Mr. Kobak also stated that from
Jan. 1 to Sept. 30, the BLUE has
added 30 new stations, giving it a
total of 169 stations "with a total
nighttime coverage of 23,500,000
radio homes." Since March 24,
1943, when Mr. Kobak released
his last "report," the BLUE has
acquired 17 new sponsors for 19
programs, with seven advertisers
ordering the full Blue Network.
Giving a comparative picture of the
total number of nighttime commercial quarter-hours per week on the
BLUE during the first nine months
of the past four years, Mr. Kobak
quoted the following figures: an
average of 37 nighttime quarter
hours weekly during the first
months of 1940; 41 in 1941, 49 in
1942, and 70 in 1943.
MBS Billings Rise
MBS billings for October, 1943,
reached a new monthly high in the
network's history with the figure
$1,407,787, an increase of 85.8%
over the same month last year when
billings totalled $773,221. Total for
the first 10 months of 1943 was
$10,758,264 an increase of 36.8%
over the same period in 1942 when
the total was $7,865,138. This
year's 10-month total also exceeds
the 1942 annual figure of $9,636,122, heretofore the highest figure
attained by Mutual.
SYLVANIA Electric Products Corp.
has opened its 18th manufacturing
plant duce
in electronic
Williamsport,
Pa., to promanufacturing
and
testing equipment for the company.
P. G. ment,Pilkinton,
equipwill supervisemanager
the new of
plant.
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IOWA's 1943 Corn Crop has been currently estimated
by the United States Department of Agriculture at

\;
,

ILL.

% Kansas city
ST. LOUISA
r

WMT, 600 Kilocycles, Iowa's Best Frequency,
gives complete and effective coverage of over
22,000,000 acres of America's richest farm land.
Programmed to please rural Iowa, WMT has a
faithful following of farm folks who have
more money to spend today than at any previous time in their history. Plan your own postwar prosperity now with a schedule on WMT.

CEDAR

RAPIDS

630 million bushels. And, mister, that ain't hay. Translated into simple business arithmetic, this biggest of all
Iowa corn crops spells extra purchasing power over and
above all reasonable previous expectations. Iowa's farm
income has consistently overshadowed its war contracts.
Now, King Corn has given Iowa an anchor to the windward. You can't cancel an order for 630 million bushels
of Iowa Corn. Its golden grist will quicken the tempo
of trade in every town and village served
by WMT. Alert sales managers have already set their sights on the big and booming Iowa Farm Market. Declare yourself
in with a sales-building schedule on WMT.

WATERLOO

A

THAT

IN

WILL

RADIO

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

PLAN

SECURE

BROADCASTING

now

This plan combines General Electric's
first-hand knowledge of all three fields
of modern broadcasting — and our thirty
years of experience in designing and
building the most advanced broadcasting
in the world.

PLACE

POST-WAR

ment. Itwill enable us to plan definitely

offers you a

plan to help you chart your course in the
great future of radio broadcasting.

equipment

YOUR

for

large-scale post-war

production,

thereby giving you the fastest possible
post-war delivery and

the savings of

planned production.
Study the plan thoroughly, and decide
your future course. If your decision
calls for new equipment, use the G-E
EQUIPMENT-RESERVATION PLAN to

In RADIO BROADCASTING POST-WAR,
the brochure which accompanies the

establish your post-war priority . . . note.
Your reservation will be cancellable

plan, you will find an analysis of trends
in AM and FM and the effect they will

without loss to you if your plans change.

have on the future of broadcasting . . .

We have mailed a copy of RADIO
BROADCASTING POST-WAR and the G-E

and your station. It is a post-war planning guide that you will find invaluable.

EQUIPMENT-RESERVATION PLAN to
every broadcaster in the United States.

The G-E EQUIPMENT. RESERVATION
PLAN will enable you to complete your

If for any reason you have not received

post-war plans note. It will enable you to
establish a post-war priority on equip-

GENERAL

your copy, write or wire at once. . . .
Electronics Department, General Electric Company, Schenectady, New

f§

York.

ELECTRIC

A

TELEVISION

FM

Here's
that

to

OWI

the
$64

Question:

* MAXIMUM

COVERAGE —
WITH 50,000 WATTS
You want the biggest potential market for your money
and WENR delivers it. Covers 111 of 170 cities over
10,000 population in Illinois, Indiana, Michigan and
Wisconsin. Covers more of these cities than any other
Chicago station.
* AN

OUTSTANDING

SALES

PRODUCER

One advertiser received 700% more returns than expected. Another, Feltman & Curme, offered a Battle Set
premium with each pair of children's shoes purchased.
In three short weeks they gave away not only their initial stock of 2,000 sets, but also 20,000 additional premiums. For a high-priced specialty item usually sold by
highly-trained house-to-house salesmen, WENR produced inquiries at 1/6 to 1/12 their average inquiry cost.
* AT LOWEST

COST

PER

1000 FAMILIES

Not only does WENR offer you maximum coverage
and productive programs, but also gives the LOWEST
cost per thousand families to start with. No wonder the
number of advertisers using WENR since 1942 has
DOUBLED!

50,000 WATTS
A CLEAR CHANNEL STATION
WENR
Owned

890 KILOCYCLES

and Operated by the Blue Network Company

Represented Nationally by Blue Spot Sales
New York
Chicago
Hollywood
Detroit
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Check the list below to find the war message announcements you will broadcast
during the week beginning Dec. 6. Sell the spots officially designated for sponsorship.
Plan schedules for best timing of these important war messages. Tell your client what
spots areannouncements
available for per
inclusion
programs. Each "X" stands for three oneminute
day, or in21 their
per week.
STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
NET- Croup
Croup
NAT. SPOT
WAR MESSAGE
WORK
KW
OI
PLAN
PLAN
Aff. Ind. Aff.
Ind.
Live Trans.
Bonds For Christmas Gifts*- X
X
X
X
X
Don't
XXX
Fight Travel*
Waste
X
X
Eat More Potatoes
X
X
Careless Talk
X
Tax Returns
X
X
See OWI Schedule of War Messages No. 85 for names and time of programs carrying
war messages un ler National Spot and Network Allocation Plans.
*55 seconds — available for sponsorship.

Local Sponsorship of Don't Travel
Campaign
Spots Approved
by OWI
tions a total of 42 55-second spots
RAILROADS, whose indifference
to radio while buying other media
which may be sold to local sponsors for broadcast during the
for war messages has aroused proweek of Dec. 6.
test by stations all over the country, will be in line for paid sponAside from the Don't Travel
sorship of OWI Don't Travel spots
schedule,
list ofthethesame
week's
the week of Dec. 6. Bus and airline
campaigns the
is much
as
companies also are on the prospect
for the preceding week of Nov. 29.
list for this phase of the overall
Only exceptions are the deletion of
Don't Travel campaign, which
WAVE Recruiting and Mail Early
seeks effective action against the for Christmas spots which, like
other OWI campaigns, may be
development of a jam of non-essential holiday travel. Aim of the brought back later, although the
OWI transcriptions is to keep the
public at home for Christmas so Mail Early drive is considered
that service men and essential war
complete for this year. The week
travelers will be accommodated.
obviously will see the end of the
"Tax Return" spots, as they are
Added to the war bond transcriptions for the week, the travel
directed to farmers, whose income
schedule will give independent sta- tax reports are due Dec. 15.
Acquired by AMP
RADIO TRANSCRIPTION Co. of
America Ltd., Hollywood, founded
a dozen years ago by the late C. C.
Pyle, ated
hasMusicbeen
acquired Spot
by AssociPublishers.
Sales,
exclusive sales representative for
AMP's library service, Associated
Recorded Program Service [Broadcasting, Sept. 6], will handle all
sales for the 2,700 quarter-hour
programs in the Transco repertoire. Spot Sales has taken over the
RTCA headquarters at Hollywood
Blvd. and Cosmo St. as its Hollywood offices, with Grace Gibson as
manager. John Livingston, West
Coast district manager of Spot
Sales, is moving from San Francisco to Hollywood.
WSAM Stock Transfer
APPLICATION was filed last
week by WSAM Saginaw, Mich.,
for acquisition of control of Saginaw Broadcasting Corp., licensee,
by Milton L. Greenbaum, president,
through transfer of 50 shares of
stock from his deceased father,
Adolph Greenebaum. Application
is being held by the FCC for
further information, as no formal
acknowledgment of the proposed
transfer had been drawn up and
53 shares of stock were claimed
involved instead of the 50 shares
registered with the FCC. Adolph
Greenebaum's 25% of total stock
would give Milton Greenebaum a
total of 55%.
BROADCASTING

Chicago Blue Meeting
Planned to Meet Noble
memSCHEDULE of events forstations
bers of BLUE network
who will meet the new owner of the
network, Edward J. Noble, Nov.
a lunch15-16eon atintheChicago,
House, Chicago,
Palmer includes
by a StaMonday, followed
at noon Planning
and Advisory Group
tion
p.m. in Room 6
at 2:00House.
meeting
Tuesday, a
the Palmer
of
station business meeting will be
called at 2 p.m. in Room 17 of the
Palmer House. Dinner at 6 p.m.
Tuesday night will be held at the
Racquet Club, 1361 N. Dearborn
from
St., Chicago. Reservations BLUE
of 107
157 representatives
stations had been received last
vice-presiR. Borroff,
E. BLUE
week dentbyof the
Chicago.
FMBI

Meeting Postponed
of the FCC conferENCE
PRECED
ence in Washington Nov. 17 has
caused Walter J. Damm, president
of FM Broadcasters, to postpone
meeting,
Chicagodate,
the FMBI
a.m.
:30schedto 10 Chicago.
Drake Hotel,
thesame
8 foratthe
Dec. uled
The informal FCC conference has
been called by FCC Chairman
all memFly forwith
Jamesbers ofLawrence
BWC
RTPB to confer
and IRAC members to discuss orand procedur
. e matters
television
on FM and ganization
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Con you see the
entire picture?
Who is itt Just
for fun jot it
down on your
memo pad and
check with the answerin next issue!

••v-v . •

IS 0E1

HALF

THE

PICTURE

Ohe important thing is buying the
RIGHT time on the RIGHT station! If you have
something to sell, these are the important features
to look for when you buy radio time:
1 . Complete coverage of the selected area
2. A lucrative market
3. A receptive audience
4. Economical rates
You get them ALL — and then some, when you buy
Station WCBM, Baltimore's Blue Network Outlet!
Expert programming is attracting and making regular listeners of a great percentage of Baltimore's
daily increasing population.

It's easy to SELL when you buy

ml

JOHN ELMER, President
GEO. H. ROEDER, Gen. Mgr.

The BRLTimORE

BLUE

NETWORK

OUTLET

FREE & PETERS,

IRC. National Rep.

1
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Names

New

Regional
Officers
Control Centers in 18 Cities
Operating, Says Hymes
JERRY A. DEANE, former program director and production manager of WEBC Duluth, has been
appointed OWI regional station relations chief for Kansas City, Mo.,
John D. Hymes, station relations
chief of the Radio Bureau, announced last week. Mr. Deane succeeds Marvin McAlister who resigned to enter the Navy. The Kansas City regional office covers Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska and Arkansas.
Mr. Hymes also announced the
appointment of two new OWI regional consultants. John M. Outler
Jr., sales manager of WSB Atlanta
and chairman of the NAB sales
managers executive committee, replaces Thad Holt, general manager
of WAPI Birmingham. Mr. Outler
will serve OWI in Alabama, Florida and Georgia.
H. W. Slavick, manager of WMC
Memphis, replaces J. T. Ward,
manager of WLAC Nashville, as
consultant for Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee.
Both Mr. Holt and Mr. Ward
have been OWI consultants for
more than a year, Mr. Hymes explained, and resigned because of the
pressure of other business.
Centers Established
Mr. Hymes reported that voluntary control centers, which act as
liaison between stations and OWI
regional offices, have now been established in18 cities. Regional consultants are making efforts to set
up additional centers, the objective being to have centers in all
cities having three or more stations,
except where regional offices are located.
The voluntary centers are operating successfully, Mr. Hymes stated,
and are performing valuable work
in clearing Government programs
with OWI regional offices. The
centers are handling radio functions formerly carried on by OWI
field offices which were closed when
appropriations for the Domestic
Branch were sharply reduced
[Broadcasting, Aug. 16, July 12].
Voluntary centers and station
representatives in charge are:
Spokane — Wallace Brazeal, KFPY.
Seattle— Robert E. Priebe, KRSC.
Portland, Ore. — H. M. Swartwood, KOINKALE ; Arden X. Pangborn. KGW-KEX;
H. Quentin Cox, KGW-KEX.
Columbus — C. Wilbert Pettegrew, WOSU.
Louisville — George Patterson, WAVE.
Buffalo — Edgar Twamley, WBEN.
Rochester — Charles Siverson, WHAM.
Syracuse; — Robert G. Soule, WFBL.
Schenectady (For tri-cities, Schenectady,
Albany and Troy)— A. O. Coggeshall, WGY.
Worcester — Dave Harris, WTAG.
Springfield, Mass. — Wayne Latham,
WSPR.
Hartford— Paul Lucas, WTIC.
Pittsburgh — Mrs. Victoria Corey, KDKA.
Baltimore— George S. Shaffer, WITH.
Albuquerque — Frank Quinn, KOB.
Missoula — Arthur Mosby, KGVO, reg.
consultant Montana.
Boise — Mrs. Georgia Phillips, KIDO, reg.
consultant Idaho.
Phoenix — Dick Lewis, KTAR,
sultant Arizona.
reg. conBROADCASTING

Wooing at WCCO
WOO is being pitched at
WCCO Minneapolis! Here's
the station's wedding calendar, which began Oct. 21
when Phillis Moudry, vocalist,
was married to Rolf Hertsgaard, announcer : Betty
Beach to Ray Tenpenny, announcer; Marion Kfjorlien to
Elton Bjorkland, arrangersinger; Helen Jaroseck to
Larry Haeg,
farmcontrol
serviceroom
director. Now the
has joined the parade. Evelyn
Harverud has announced her
engagement to Lyall Smith,
engineer.
Regional
Of

OWI

Meeting
Planned

REGIONAL consultants and regional station relations chiefs of
the OWI domestic Radio Bureau
will meet in Washington Nov. 1819 to discuss OWI relationships
with stations in the handling of
war information campaigns, Philip
H. Cohen, chief of the Bureau, announced last week.
The meeting will review OWI
procedures and to enable regional
officers to confer with information
chiefs of government agencies
which collaborate with the Radio
Bureau in preparing messages. Reports from regional representatives
will be made. The meeting is the
third in a series called by Mr.
Cohen since he assumed his present
office.
Hoyt to Speak
Palmer Hoyt, OWI domestic
director, is to address the meeting.
Robert Ferry, newly-appointed assistant OWI director in charge of
program coordination, will speak.
Sessions will be held at the Washington Hotel.
Regional Station Relation Chiefs expected to attend are: Rod Holmgren (asChicago; Kempton,
Walter Huffington,
Richmond; sociate),
Willett
Atlanta;
Walter Hackett, Boston; Broughton Tall,
Philadelphia; Jerry A. Deane, Kansas
City; Harry
Russell,
Dallas.Levin, New York; and David
Regional consultants expected are: Leo
Fitzpatrick,
WJRYork;
Detroit;
Pettey,
WHN New
Leon Herbert
Levy, WCAU
Philadelphia; James H. Moore, WSLS
Roanoke, Va. ; Merle S. Jones, KMOX
St. Louis ; Robert B. Hudson, Rocky
Mountain Radio Council, Denver; H. K.
Carpenter, WHK Cleveland; Arthur J.
Mosby,
KGVO Missoula,
Mont.;Beach,
Lawrence
W.
McDowell,
KFOX Long
Cal.;
Richard O. Lewis, KTAR Phoenix;
Charles J. Lanphier, WEMP Milwaukee;
Sheldon Sackett, KOOS Marshfield, Ore.;
Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia, S. C:
Robert Nichols, KEVR Seattle; John M.
Outler Jr., WSB Atlanta; Leslie Johnson,
WHBF Rock Island, 111. ; Arthur Westlund, KRE Berkeley, Cal.; William B.
Way,
KVOO
E. R. KTSM
Borroff,ElWENR
Chicago;
Karl Tulsa;
O. Wyler,
Paso.
Tex.
Others expected are Neville Miller,
NAB tion
president
and member
of OWI
StaAdvisory Board;
Col. E.
M. Kirby
and Maj. Frank Pellegrin, War Dept.
Bureau of Public Relations; J. Harrison
Hartley and Lt. Comdr. Morgan Reichner, Navy
Dept.
Office of Ted
Public
RelaVincent
F. Callahan,
R. Gambletions;
and Emerson
Waldman, Treasury
Dept. War Finance Division; Philip S.
Broughton and Edward Collier, War
Manpower
Commission
Information
vice; Maurice
Hanson, James
Rogers Serand
Donald MacPhail,
Office
of
Price
istration Information Department; AdminJames
R. Brackett,
Lyon, Herman Hettinger, A. R. George
Whitman,
OWI Domestic
Branch. and Cliff Sutter,
• Broadcast
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How

to Move

Moscow

Three

Thousand

7:21:00 P. M., Eastern War Time. In two minutes, on the
NBC "News of the World Roundup," a voice will say,
"This is Moscow . . ."
In the control room at Radio City in New York, a man
casually exchanges a few words with Moscow in a test conversation. The air crackles with a harsh, unpleasant sound.
7:21:15. The man turns to a teletype machine linked to
NBC's short-wave listening post in San Francisco. He types
out: "Moscow reception poor. Any better in San Fran?"
7:21:32. The answer from San Francisco: "Moscow clear
as a bell."
7:22:50. The signal is given to reverse the relays between
New York and San Francisco.
7:22:56. The reverse is completed.
7:23:00. A voice says: "This is Moscow ..." and millions

—The

National

Miles*.

.in

Six

Seconds

of Americans hear a clear, firsthand news report from the
Russian capital.
In six seconds, unknown to the listener, Moscow was
moved three thousand miles from east to west . . . from
New York to San Francisco.
At NBC, smooth-running perfectionism like that is part
and parcel of every program, every broadcast, every activity
carried on by America's oldest and most popular network.
For the nation's biggest advertisers, who are clients of
NBC, it has meant more dependable and more progressive service throughout; it has put the best in network
broadcasting at their full disposal.
For the listener, it has meant more entertaining and interesting programs, wider in scope, richer in their service
and satisfaction.
. . . These are some of the things that make NBC
Network Most People Listen to Most."

Broadcasting

"The

Company

America's No. 1 N*fw*rk — A SERVICE OF RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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The Fight Can Be Won
THE CASE for a free radio can be won at
this session of Congress, unless all signs go
askew.
The brilliant and courageous testimony of
CBS William S. Paley, asking only that Congress write the rules of the game and not
leave them to a political commission, did more
than merely make an impression. It even
elicited from Chairman Wheeler of the Committee the unexpected comment that the FCC
has "abused" its power.
FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly himself, evidently reconciled to the view that Congress is of a mind to act, has reversed his
previous unalterable opposition to legislation.
He now favors legislative expressions in certain fields. But that doesn't mean he wants to
relinquish any powers, actual or implied,
which the FCC may acquire from the Supreme
Court "control of the composition of the traffic" opinion.
Mr. Fly is on the record against any regulation of program policies by the FCC. While
we could recite, chapter and verse, recent actions or expressions of the FCC geared directly to programs, it is consoling to know
that all thought of program regulation has
been banished from the mind of the Commission.
But Mr. Fly wants to control, in some
measure, business practices of stations. Evidently Mr. Wheeler does too, because he has
repeatedly cited the Interstate Commerce
Commission's regulation of the railroads. What
neither mentioned, however, is the fact that
railroads are common carriers, whereas radio
stations are not. All comers can't be accommodated.
Mr. Paley brought out clearly and cogently
that programs and business are inextricably
interwoven. Programs are the business of
radio. They constitute radio's stock-in-trade.
The FCC intent, therefore, would appear to
be that while the front-door of program censorship would be closed to it, the back door
of business regulation would be wide open.
So there would be program control, if Mr.
Fly's expressed views prevail.
There was another revelation of great significance by Chairman Fly. He would leave
to Congress the decision whether newspapers
are qualified as operators of stations. Thus
the newspaper-ownership fight can be won,
too, because the palpable inequity and unfairness of any arbitrary rule against it obviously
can be decided only one way by Congress. For
more than two years the FCC has had the
newspaper issue bottled up, evidently desiring
to time its action. It has always been our
view that Congress and Congress alone should
decide that issue, for it is one of legislative
policy — not susceptible of interpretation by
an administrative agency.
Several times mention was made of "intimidation" and "coercion" of stations by the
FCC. Evidently everyone is aware of that
save the FCC majority itself. Mr. Paley called
Page 36 • November
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it "regulation by the raised eyebrow". That
isn't stretching it too far.
Perhaps this isn't the time for enactment
of an integrated law, going the full length
of the pending White-Wheeler Bill. Perhaps
such legislation should await the war's end,
so that the new vistas of mass communications— of FM and television — can be construed legislatively. It will mean licensing of
the press as well as radio, because there will
be visual publication through the ether.
But it is the time to settle the issue of a
free radio. That requires a mandate against
control of programs by a Government agency
(which of course embraces business control).
It requires treatment of radio on an equality
with the press.
That mandate must come from Congress.
Unsung

Hero

RADIO'S unsung heroes have always been its
engineers. Most of them are publicity-shy.
They think of their work more as hobby and
avocation. Usually they dabble about afterhours to overcome operating bugs, rigging
up contrivances that would put a Jules Verne
or a Rube Goldberg to shame. And the hams,
technicians by choice rather than vocation,
are responsible for much of the ultra-high
frequency development.
It wasn't much of a surprise, therefore,
when the British Admiral, Sir Andrew Browne
Cunningham, credited Morrie Pierce, chief
engineer of the Psychological Warfare Branch,
Allied Force Headquarters in Algiers since
last May, with having played an important
part in bringing about the surrender of the
Italian Fleet a couple of months ago. Morrie
is a practical engineer (he's now on leave as
the chief engineer of WGAR Cleveland). He
figured the best way to get the message of
surrender to the Italian Fleet was to put the
news on the international distress frequency
of 500 kc but he didn't have a transmitter
tuned to 500 kc. So he made one, retuning
a transmitter from 1100 to 500 kc.
Morrie Pierce is a civilian performing wartime service. If they hand out medals to civilians in this war, Morrie certainly deserves
one. Though he probably wouldn't care for it,
he shouldn't remain an unsung hero.
Radio's Awards
ENTRIES now are open for radio's two main
awards of merit — the Peabody and duPont
awards, with closing dates in December. Both
have been labelled radio's counterpart of the
Pulitzer Awards in the sphere of journalism.
Both sets of awards are designed to perpetuate the names of illustrious Americans.
Both happened to get off to rather poor starts
largely due to inexperience and perhaps inept
direction, which may have resulted in some
ill feeling on the part of those who felt their
nominations were not given proper consideration. This was because the "rules of the
game" perhaps were not clearly set forth.
Our observation is that these discrepancies
now have been rectified, and that machinery
has been established whereby full and impartial consideration will be given all nominations. The announcements of the respective
groups, outlining the scope and nature of the
awards and the closing dates, appear to resolve all questions heretofore raised.

PAUL MERRICK

HOLLISTER

k HolMerric
esident
lister
came now
to CBS
vice-pr
in
since asPaul
a year
IT'S
charge of advertising and sales promotion.
And it's several weeks since under his direction, was launched the largest, most ambitious campaign of program promotion any network ever commenced — breaking in every CBS
"station city" in continental United States,
using as media radio, newspapers, transportation advertising, posters and direct mail.
It's nearly 15 years since Hollister first got
mixed up in radio, doing odd jobs on the Atwater Kent account, then at BBDO. There he
was responsible for continuity in the first
Raleigh cigarette program in which Al Shirley,
as Raleigh, actually climbed into tights, doublet, sword and beard to m.c. each program.
Bill (William Merrigan) Daly led the band,
the Revelers sang, and Phil Ohman and Victor
Arden beat the grand pianos.
"My first errors of commission in the field of
writing," confesses Hollister, "were
lyric for
radiowords
the
the Raleigh theme song (in collaboration with Joe Alger, now of LIFE magazine) and words for a sequence of Ferde
Grofe's Mississippi Suite. New words have
since been substituted for mine as the standard
choral lyric, but they are no worse."
It was Hollister who worked with Tom
Harrington in 1931 for two hours in a CBS
studio to perfect a sound-effect to simulate a
charger galloping over a wooden bridge. They
found that when Harrington galloped his
hands on his (Harrington's) chest, close to
the mike, it sounded more like the horse than
the horse. Harrington thereafter had to stand
by and play horse once a week, but he tired
of it, and eventually became head of radio
for Young & Rubicam.
In 1932, Hollister was named an executive
vice-president of Macy's department store,
taking on responsibility for the radio projects
of Macy's and a directorate in station WOR.
"My first official act, or blunder," he says,
"was to chase off the air an enormously popular minstrel show which the store had been
sponsoring and to replace it with a clamorous
and costly 'turkey'." That was followed by
experiments with every known form of entertainment except card tricks and adagio dancers. There were Heywood Broun, Alex Woollcott, Bob Littell, Martha Manning, a series of
quiz.
a consumer
a boy's d club,
name bands,(Continue
38)
on page
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Our Respects to
(Continued from page 36)
and so on.
"I learned a great deal at the
expense of the store and the audience and ultimately found out how
to sell goods and good will on the
air. Since that time, incidentally, I
have written more than 726,453
commercials for an oil company.
It's safe to say therefore that my
radio experience is long, arduous,

Proven

Producers

for

Particular

People

Long

rated as the No. 1 station with

local advertisers, WSIX
national accounts

delivers for

the same

coverage that makes

intensive

it first choice of

Nashville retailers and distributors.
Not only in power and frequency (5,000
watts on 980 kc) but also in proven
listener preference

does this station

meet the requirements

of the most par-

ticular time-buyers.
We

shall be glad to give you full information about the Nashville market

and this station's coverage, rates and
availabilities.

Spot Sales, Inc., National Representatives
Member Station, The Blue Network and
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He is
tisingmarried
Awards." to Carol Irwin,
Young & Rubicam's
accountFoods
representative on the General
cereals and former head of daytime radio in that agency. He belongs to the Players and the Harvard Club in New York. His hobby is collecting old trade cards.

Mutual Broadcasting System

WATTS

andAn varied."
indefatigable worker, Hollister brought to CBS a rich background of experience in ad writing
and promotion. After attending
public schools in Grand Rapids,
where he was born Nov. 12, 1890,
and Middlesex and Harvard, he
put in two years as a newspaper
reporter on the Grand Rapids
News, and then started writing
copy and handling accounts in the
H. K. McCann Co. in New York.
After three years there, he became one of the 13 charter members of the Barton & Durstine
agency. He was with this organization for thirteen years (in Boston and in New York), serving as
a vice-president and director. There
followed eight years at Macy's,
where he was responsible for the
advertising, sales promotion, public relations, and publicity. He
spearheaded the store's counterattacks on price-fixing and its crusade in the interest of consumer
quality. He later became a vicepresident at J. Stirling Getchell
Inc., the post which he resigned
shortly before coming to Columbia.
Advertising Pioneer
Hollister is the author of several
books to which he ascribes the
term, "quiescent," and is a wellknown writer on subjects related
to his profession. As a seasoned
writer and ad-maker, Hollister's
knowledge of radio goes back to its
early days. He has had a hand in
evolving certain of radio's progressive forms and knows selling from
both sides of the retail counter.
As a creative advertising man,
Hollister is regarded as one of the
leaders in the field. "Some place in
a drawer" Holl'ster admits, "I
think I have some Harvard Adver-

FLY LETTER CALLS
POST-WAR SESSION
ACTING on the plan for a joint
Government-industry study and
survey of the various radio and
television allocation requirements
of the future, announced Nov. 4
at a news conference, Chairman
James Lawrence Fly of the FCC
sent the following letter to members of the RTPB calling a meeting Nov. 17 to make plans for studies and organization of committees [Broadcasting, Nov. 8].
Now that the Radio Technical Planning Board has been organized and
will soon be ready to initiate studies
with respect to the technical future
of the radio industry, the Commission
believes that a conference of government and industry representatives is
in order. Such a conference would afford all interested agencies the opportunitycedural
to discuss
organization
and pro-a
matters and
thereby insure
thoroughly coordinated plan of action.
It is not contemplated, however, that
any policy be adopted at this meeting
which would affect frequency allocation or systems standardization, as
these matters must necessarily await
the outcome of studies by the various
government and industry groups.
Accordingly, on behalf of the Commis ion,wish
I
to extend an invitation
to the Radio Technical Planning Board
and its Panel Chairmen to attend a
meeting for the purpose outlined above
which will be held in Room 6119 New
Post Office Building, Washington,
D. C. at 2:30 p.m., November 17,
1943. Similar invitations have been extended to the Board of War Communications and the Interdepartment Radio Adv'sory Committee.
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, chairman of
the RTPB, has arranged a meeting
in Washington of all panel chairmen and vice-chairmen before the
meeting with FCC, BWC, IRAC.
Henderson at Banquet
LEON HENDERSON, former
OPA administrator, will be among
the speakers at the testimonial
reception and dinner given by the
District of Columbia Chapter of
the National Lawyers Guild for
James Lawrence Fly, chairman of
the FCC, at the Mayflower Hotel
on Nov. 19. Vice-President Henry
A. Wallace and OWI director
Elmer Davis will also address the
gathering, while National Lawyers
Guild president, Robert W. Kenney, will be toastmaster. Mr. Fly's
address, "Communications in War
Time" will be broadcast on the
BLUE 10:30-11:30 p.m.

First in Prestige!
First in Audience!
First for Advertisers!

w
Symphony Rights
FIRST AMERICAN performance
rights to Dmitri Shostakovich's
"Eighth Symphony" have been acquired by CBS for $10,000. probably
the largest sum in history ever paid
for first rights to a symphony. The
symphony will be performed in the
near future on one of the Sunday
afternoon concerts by the New York
Philharmonic-Symphony. The concerts are si onsored on CBS by U. S.
Rubber Co., New York.
BROADCASTING

PORTLAND, OREGON
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This simple device revolutionized transmitter mechanical design.
In addition to increasing accessibility, this arrangement simplified and
speeded up assembly, and provided better cooling.
Development of this "vertical chassis" construction is one reason why
RCA equipment leads in America's broadcasting stations today.

FOR years transmitter designers mounted equipment parts on horizontal shelves.

From microphone to antenna, RCA offers the broadcast station complete
equipment of coordinated design — assuring superior performance,
maximum operating economy and convenience, and the advantages of
an integrated system of matching units.

With this construction only those parts near the edge of the shelf
were easily accessible.
RCA engineers asked themselves: "Why not have all the parts where
they would be easily accessible?"
In other words, why not arrange the parts and circuits on vertical
panels — instead of on horizontal shelves?

RCA

BROADCAST

EQUIPMENT

RCA Victor Division • RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

• Camden, N. I.

NOTES
ROY C. WITMER, NBC vice-president in charge of sales, New York,
was guest of honor last week at a
Chicago dinner given by Harry C.
Kopf, NBC vice-president and general manager of the Central Division.
Members of the network sales staff
attended.
JACK JOY, recently appointed to
succeed Robert C. Coleson as chief
of the West Coast office of the Radio
Branch, Bureau of Public Relations,
War Dept., is in Hollywood (Cal.)
hospital recovering from a minor operation.
LLEWELLYN HARRIES, retired
Army captain, has been named manager of the sales promotion division
of the National Retail Drygoods
Assn., New York, replacing Richard
Meybohn, who has resigned to become publicity director of the J. W.
Robinson Co., Los Angeles.

Shouse in London
NEWS of the arrival in London
of James D. Shouse, vice-president
of the Crosley Corp. in charge of
broadcasting operations, was received last week by WLW officials.
Mr. Shouse is expected to remain
in the British capital for several
weeks to confer with BBC officials.
He is expected to undertake a special mission for OWI while abroad
[Broadcasting, Nov. 8).
DON E. GILMAN, BLUE Western
division vice-president, currently is
attending
the Chicago
work affiliate
stations. meeting of netBEN EDSON, new to radio, has
joined count
KMPC
executive. Beverly Hills as acWHITNEY CLEMENT, of the
KSFO San Francisco sales staff,
married Margaret Masterson on Oct.
26.
NATHAN W. BRANDON, commercial manager of WSAV Savannah.
Ga., on leave, now a lieutenant in the
Air Transport Command, married
Martha Cunliff of St. Louis on Oct.
20.

MAJ. W. C. BORRETT, managing
director of CHNS Halifax, is now
broadcasting his Tales Told Under the
Old Town Clock on the Maritime
Network of the Canadian BroadcastCorp. Maj.
undering this
title Borrett's
on CHNS broadcasts
for some
years
form. have been published in book
DOUGLAS COULTER has been
named vice - president in charge of
1 rograms of CBS New York.
HENRY JAFFE, attorney for the
American Federation of Radio Artists, will report for duty with the
Army at Camp Upton, New York,
on Nov. 29.
WAYNE N. KENWORTHY, former
commercal manager of KTFI Twin
Falls, Ida., has been appointed assistant to Jennings Pierce, NBC
Western division public service and
guest relations director. He succeeds
Robert Hendricks who joins the
Army on Nov. 23.
MARTIN GUNTHER, business manager of WHEB Portsmouth, N. H.,
has entered the armed service.
JOE WRIGHT, sales manager of
WLVA Lynchburg, Va., was inducted
into the Army Nov. 13.
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ABERDEEN

Listening figures are based on a recent survey by Commercial Service Company of
Bismarck. A cross-section of listeners was asked, "What is your favorite daytime station?
. . . favorite nighttime station?" The percentage of those replying in favor of KFYR proves
that KFYR is dominant in the Northwest.
Aberdeen
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JOSEPH R. SPADEA, former station representative, has been promoted
to a sergeant in the Air Service Command, Patterson Field, Ohio. He has
been named physical instructor for
a squadron of 700 men.
HOWARD RAY, commercial manager of KPRO Riverside, Cal., has
resigned.
AL HUGGINS, Timmins, Ont, new
to radio, has joined the commercial
department of CKGB Timmins.

NAB

This is the first of a series highlighting the cities of the lush KFYR area here in the
Great Northwest. Individually, these cities are unimportant markets — but, taken together,
they form a tremendous market which the alert advertiser cannot afford to overlook.

Favorite daytime station
KFYR 86.5%
Favorite nighttime station
Next Station 7.6%
Population (1940)
16,577
Retail Sales per family (1939)
$2,141
(National Average — 1939: $1,206)
Distance in miles from Bismarck
103

ROBERT A. WHITE, recently in the
public relations office at Fort Dix
and honorably discharged from the
Army, has joined the sales staff of
WOR New
York,
as anin account
executive. Prior
to going
the Army,
he was merchandising manager of
Sorenson & Co., Chicago advertisingagency.

BURL ELY, ternational
afterNews 15
years has
with left
InService,
that organization to join Press Association Inc., as assistant to Oliver
Gramling, assistant general manager.

BISMARCK

A

Drips Back at NBC
WILLIAM E. DRIPS, NBC director of agriculture for seven years
prior to joining
the BLUE in
1941, has resumed
his former
tion at NBC. posiMr.
Drips returned to
NBC Nov. 1, with
headquarters i n
Chicago. He was
also director of
agriculture while
with the BLUE.
Mr. Drips

KFYR
46.9%
Next Station 25.0%
17,015
$2,091
148

KFYR

coverage

story

Manual

Combines

Radio and Retail Figures
A 261-PAGE compilation of useful
information for marketing executives employing radio has been
published
by the
Com-of
mittee of the
NAB Research
under title
Radio Market Data Handbook. The
volume provides, in convenient
form, statistics gathered in the
1940 Census, and is an extended
version of the figures which first
appeared in the Sept. 7, 1942 special market data issue of Broadcasting.
In large
HandbookCensus
consists of the part,
1940 the
population
by counties, accompanied by the
county figures of the 1939 Retail
Trade Census showing number of
retail stores and sales volume in
the four groups of Food, General
Mdse., Apparel and Drug trade
outlets. On the adjoining pages are
the corresponding county figures
on radio families, broken down into
Urban,
Rural Non-farm and Rural
Farm classifications.
A chart showing growth of radio
sets in use is a feature of the
opening
pages
of the
The
chart runs
from
1922 book.
to 1943,
with curves on total families, total
and
sets, auto
radiosets.families, "other sets"
The Handbook is priced at $1.50
per copy,
and NAB,
may be
ordered
direct from the
at 1760
N St.,
N. W., Washington, 6, D. C.
PARAMOUNT PICTURES, New
York, has purchased film rights to
The National Barn Dance for a movie
of the same name scheduled to go
into production this month. The cast
left Chicago for Hollywood Nov. 14.
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Mhere are two ways
rich, profitable market
You can guess . . . like
illustration, or you can

to find out what a
the Pacific Coast is.
Mr. Freeble in the
look it up in a book.

The book* says: There are more than 3!4
million families on the Pacific Coast, with
over $13,000,000,000 to spend. A little
lightning work with a pencil will show
you that's $3,714 per family. And, gentle
reader, that ain't hay!
You can try reaching these eager spenders
with the long range, super-extra-high wattage stations. But it's our experience that
this method isn't any more certain than Mr.
Freeble and his bean guessing. Long range
broadcasting is unreliable on the Pacific

trate our big mountains no matter how
powerful they are.
The other way to reach the Pacific Coast
market— all the market— is to buy the network** with enough stations to give you
local primary coverage. Local primary
coverage is simply this: 9 out of every 10
homes on the Pacific Coast are within 25
miles of a Don Lee station. And as they say
in the cigarette business, "No other brand
can make that statement!" So, if you want
to reach all the market . . . buy Don Lee.
♦The network
book is Sales
Annual, 1943
**The
is DonManagement
Lee

Coast. Watts aren't moles, they can't peneTHOMAS S. LEE, President
LEWIS ALLEN WEISS. Vice-Pres.. General Mgr.
5515 MELROSE AVE.. HOLLYWOOD 38. CALIF.
Represented Nationally by lohn Blair & Co.
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JUNE AULICK, of the CBS press
information department, is the author
of an article on the technique of producing amateur theatricals, in the
December issue of Good Housekeeping.
ROBERTin the
WHITE,
producer-directorwriter
radio and
film fields for
the past ten years, has joined the
BLUE production staff as producerdirector.
JOE SEIFERTH has received a
citation from members of the Coast
Guard at Manhattan Barracks, for
entertainment furnished by the WJZ
Victory Troop, of which he is director.
D. GORDON GRAHAM, director of
program activities of WABC New
York, is the father of a boy born Oct.
30.

In

the

R. D. AMOS has been appointed director of promotion of CKOC Hamilton to succeed Lloyd Westmoreland
who recently
dian Air Force.joined the Royal CanaMICHAEL ROY, member of the
BLUE Central Division announcing
staff and for the past year announcer
on the Coca-Cola Spotlight Band program, has been transferred to the
eastern division of the network.
VERNON WHITE, who was seriously injured in an auto accident
some time ago, has recovered and is
now back at his job as announcer at
KSFO San Francisco.
WALTER R. CARLE, for two years
manager of KINY Juneau, Alaska,
has been appointed morning news editor of KMPC Beverly Hills, Cal.
AL SACK, Hollywood musical conductor and arranger, has been appointed BLUE Western division musical director replacing Lou Bring.
Latter recently resigned to devote
full time to his network and RCAVictor assignments.
ANN HUNTER, news commentator
at WAIT Chicago, was recently married to Pvt. Emanuel Rappaport of
the Army.

Dennis Overseas
FUTURE preparation of KMBC
Kansas City war effort projects will
profit from the trip of Gene W.
Dennis, KMBC coordinator of war
activities, overseas to visit active battle fronts.
Mr. Dennis will
also obtain
material on Kansas
City menation offor
crelocally
produced proHe left
late in grams.
October
and is expected to
Mr. Dennis
weeks in the spend several
Algiers theatre.
KMBC has carried at least six
overseas programs a month in the
last two years.
JILL STEPHENS, former director
of publicity and special features of
WNEW gaged inNew
York, andforrecently
enprogramming
W2XWV,
DuMont television station in New
York, has joined Tune In magazine
as promotion manager.
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"FIRSTS"
9 OF THE FIRST 12
TOP PROGRAMS
are on KSD as shown by the Hooper Poll
for the period ending October 15, continuing KSD's lead in FIRSTS since 1935.
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KEN BENNETT, announcer of KFIKECA
Angeles, has been inducted into Los
the Army.
ALLEN STRATTON has joined the
announcing staff of WAAT Newark,
N. J. He had previously worked for
the station in 1935.
MARTHA ANN HEATH, former announcer on the staff of WDLP Panama City, Fla., is now part time announcer of WCBI Columbus, Miss.
BERNARD HERRMANN, CBS
composer and arranger, has been
named symphonic conductor of the
network.
HENRY J. TAYLOR, BLUE commentator, has received a 2% months,
leave of absence to gather firsthand
material in Europe. Replacing him
is George E. Reedy.
RALPH S. HATCHER has resigned
from WTAR Norfolk effective Nov.
15, toOWL
accept a foreign assignment
with

ROD ERICKSON, formerly with
John W. Loveton Inc., New York,
has joined NBC as a program director, assigned to Everything Goes. Before joining the Loveton agency, Mr.
Erickson was assistant radio head of
the Lucky Strike account at Foote,
Cone & Belding, New York, and had
previously been at CBS.
CHARLES MILLER has joined the
production department of WHO Des
Moines. He formerly was program director of KFAB Lincoln, Neb., and
WING Dayton, Ohio.
ED LETSON, former chief announcer
of KSYL Salt Lake City, has left
for the West Coast to take a position
as pilot instructor.
ALLEN FRANKLIN, recently released from the Signal Corps, has
joined the staff of WJHP Jacksonville, Fla. He was previously program
director at KXOK St. Louis and
KVOO Tulsa. He also was an actorsportscaster on WLW Cincinnati.
HARRY BECHTEL, former free
lance actor and announcer in Hollywood and more recently with the
special service division, radio section
of the War Department, has joined
KFRC San Francisco as announcer.
YVONNE DALE, former continuity
writer and program director of KHUB
Watsonville,
Cal.,KLX
has Oakland.
joined the continuity staff of

GUADALCANAL
VETERANS

KSD

Operated by the St. Louis Post-Dispatch
National Representative
FREE and PETERS. Inc.

15, 1943

WALLY PETERS, former announcer of CJOR Vancouver, has graduated from flying school and is now
aAirpilot
officer in the Royal Canadian
Force.

HAL GILMAN, program director of
WSLB Ogdensburg, New York, reports to the Army Nov. 26.
MARTHA DUNSON, of Atlanta, has
joined WBT Charlotte, N. C, in
charge of the UP press room. She
succeeds David Brinkley.

After-Vacation

Listener

RONNIE MATHEWS, announcer
aof boy.
CJOR Vancouver, is the father of

BROADCASTING

spoke their piece
on rehabilitation
See problems
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ARE

UP . . . BUT LOOK

It's a fact. When we looked at our sales figures for last April, we rubbed our eyes. It was
hard to believe. We thought, that it was one sales
record that couldn't be beaten.
But look what happened in September! We
reached a new high in sales. And we are mighty
proud of that 51% increase because we know
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WFBR

DID! THE REASON:

RESULTS!

that it is an outstanding radio sales record.
It all goes to prove that a lot of listeners and
a lot of radio-wise advertisers think WFBR is
a great radio station. In fact, it is the station for
you in Baltimore ... if you want to concentrate
your radio efforts on the sixth largest city in
the country.

STATION WFBR
BALTIMORE
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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EVELYN GIBBS, formerly assistant
talks director of the BBC in London,
has joined the company's New York
staff.
HENRY MORGAN, who made Adler shoes known to radio listeners
through his humorous Here's Morgan
program on WOR New York, is serving as m.c of the Gloom Dodgers on
WHN New York while awaiting call
to active duty in the Army Air Corps
Reserve. He had left the air early
this year to go into training.
ERIC WILKINSON, musical director
-of WIBG Philadelphia, is the father
of a boy. Mrs. Wilkinson is the former
Mary dictO'Connell,
Gimbel Jr., secretary
president toof BeneWIP
Philadelphia.
CHARLES COULTER DeKLYN,
night manager of WIP Philadelphia
is recovering from pneumonia.
GILBERT MORRIS, new to radio,
has been added to the staff of WPEN
Philadelphia as night announcer. He
succeeds Herb Dexter, who resigned
to free lance.
JAC WILLEN, formerly radio news
correspondent, has joined CBS Hollywood publicity department and is assigned to trade publications.

Hill, Porter Are Added
To NBC Foreign Staff
NBC last week announced the
addition to its staff of foreign correspondents of two news analysts
and reporters, both former members of the BLUE— Max Hill and
Roy Porter. Mr. Hill, assigned to
Turkey and the Middle East, was
manager of the AP office in Tokyo
at the time of Pearl Harbor, subsequently suffered 17 months in a
prison camp. He is author of the
book Exchange Ship,
Roy Porter will cover the war
in Burma, China and India for
NBC. At one time with the Los
Angeles Herald, Porter has worked
for AP, United Press and INS.
In 1937, he covered the Spanish
Civil War and Nazi occupation of
the Sudeten. He is author of Uncensored France.
DOROTHY FEY. formerly in the
publicity department of the Atlantic
Coast Network, has joined Steve Hannagan's
New York to work
on Coca office
Cola in
radio.

ED STUDNEY, formerly with
WFMJ Youngstown, Ohio, has joined
the announcing staff of WOL Washington.
JIM DOWNING, former farm director and announcer for WOC Davenport, la., now an aviation cadet at
Seymour Johnson Field, Goldsboro,
N. C, is now producing Cadet Hour,
weekly half-hour variety show originating at WGBR Goldsboro and fed
to the Tobacco Network.
JACK PEVORA, former announcer
at WKWK Wheeling, W. Va., has
joined the announcing staff of WJLS
Beckley, W. Va.
ZELDA ZINN, formerly announcer
at KTSA San Antonio, Tex., has
joined KVOR Colorado Springs as
program director, succeeding Maxine
Cooper. Bette Ann Burke is now traffic manager. Calvin Frederick, recently discharged from the Army, has returned as chief
cial events
man. announcer and speFRANK ACOSTA and Maynard
Stitt, former NBC news writers, now
Marine correspondents, are in Washington awaiting assignments. Acosta
has recently returned from 10 months
service in Iceland and Scotland.
Stitt has just completed boot training at Parris Island.

McGrath Joins WCKY
CHARLES F. McGRATH has succeeded John E. Murphy as director of publicity and newswriter for
WCKY Cincinnati, L. B. Wilson,
station owner, announced last week.
Mr. Murphy recently left for duty
in the Navy as a lieutenant (j.g.)
at the Naval Air Station, Quonset
Pt., R. I. Mr. McGrath was a reporter for the Cincinnati Post before being transferred to the Kentucky Post, at Covington, where he
served as sports editor and assistant city editor.
ROBERT L. KENNETT, New York
manager of CBS program relations
division, is conferring with West
Coast network and affiliate executives
on programming problems.
GERRY COLSON has joined the program department of KVOD Denver.
HELEN MARIE BRENNAN has
joined the staff of KYA Seattle.
LYN WILLIAMS, Army Air Corps
Reserves, has resigned from the announcing staff of WWL New Orleans
and will go to Randolph Field, Tex.,
as an instructor in aviation.
BRUCE MacDONALD, for the past
year
and a half ofnews
editor-in-chief
and announcer
WIND
Gary, is
now news editor of WJW Cleveland.
EDNA S. FEE. formerly with the
Holland Adv. Co., Cincinnati, has
joined the continuity department of
WLW-WSAI Cincinnati.
CLAIR WEIDENAAR, announcer
and production manager of WOWONavy.
WGL
Fort Wayne, has left for the
JACK NORWINE, formerly of
KARK Little Rock, Ark., has joined
the
Louis.announcing staff of KWK St.
JAY BOIVIN, formerly of WHEB
Portsmouth, N. H., has joined the anMe.
nouncing staff of WCHS Portland,
JOHN KEOUGH, formerly sports
and special events director at KPO
San Francisco and more recently
with KFAR Fairbanks, Alaska, has
joined
the staff of KOMO-KJR Seattle as newscaster.

This picture will help you to get
results from your WIBW sales
shows farm boys and girls learning
ence how to judge true values ...

even greater
messages. It
from experito disregard

"flash" and high pressure ... to select that
which will be to their greatest eventual benefit.
Trained in this manner from childhood, our
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listeners appreciate simple facts . . . honestly
stated . . . which enable them to arrive at their
own decision concerning your product.
Once they've made their decision, they'll be
your staunchest friends . . . your steadiest customers. WIBW
We know, because
that's the way they've
felt about
since 1924.

A

WW
COLUMBIA'S
OUTLET
FOR KANSAS
—
BEN
LUDY, Ge„. Mgr.
REPRESENTED BY CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, INC.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
KANSAS CITY
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LT. (jg) HOWARD M. PAUL, former member of the continuity-publicity staff of WTMJ Milwaukee, now
public relations officer at Navy Pier,
Chicago, has been named publicity director for the Chicago Area ServiceLeague,ma.ior
sportsArmy
circuit
posedmen's
of eight
posts comand
Naval stations in the Chicago district.
RON RAWSON
joinedSt.the
announcing staff of has
KMOX
Louis.
He is formerly of KSD and KXOK
St. Louis.
PRISCILLA PARKER has joined
the staff of WWNC Asheville, N. C.
RICHARD E. STOCKWELL, associate news editor of WCCO Minneapolis, has written an article titled
"Food Will Win the Peace" for
the November issue of the Survey
Graphic.
boy.
PAUL
HUGES, newscaster of KTAR
Phoenix, Ariz., is the father of a
PAUL GRIBBEN, member of the
program staff of KTAR Phoenix,
Ariz., is the father of a girl.
VAL BROWNE, former announcer
of KHJ Hollywood, has joined KFWB
Los Angeles in a similar capacity.
HARRY VON ZELL has been assigned announcer on the CBS Silver
Theatre, replacing Henry Charles.
ED STANTON, formerly with KFQD
Anchorage,
Alaska,
and KFBK
ramenta, Cal.,
has joined
KFRC SacSan
Francisco as announcer.
• Broadcast

Advertising

RAINBOW

IN

THE

SKY

There is good news in the work of American
laboratories. It is a reason for confidence in

prospects for good use of the opportunities
victory will bring.

the war and a promise for the future.
Little is said about our scientists because

The Bell Telephone Laboratories, with
some seven thousand workers, are among the

they labor behind locked doors and their work
is secret. But the topside of the German and
Japanese armies and navies know about them.

many research groups that are devoted to winning the war.
When that is done, Bell System scientists
will be back on their old job of making your

Things they do turn up at the front and make
life harder for our enemies.
After the war, from these same scientists and

telephone service, and your human contacts
over the distances, easier and better than ever~

their laboratories, will come the things that
make jobs, comforts, conveniences and luxuries for the American people. They hold out

BELL

TELEPHONE

• HELP THE WAR BY MAKING ONLY VITAL CALLS TO WAR-BUSY

CENTERS.

THAT'S MORE AND MORE

SYSTEM

ESSENTIAL EVERY DAY.

PAUL A. DONIGER, who recently
joined the promotion department of
WOR New York, has replaced Miriamsearch
Adelson,
in the who
resection. resigned,
Slater Barkentin,
left his post as commercial continuity
editor to join Northeast Airlines as
navigator
the Airto Transport
Command, hasfor
returned
WOR as night
supervisor, replacing Charles Godwin, who becomes manager of Mutual station relations, southern divi-

"SWANDERFUL!" says Gracie Allen and George Burns, Jimmie
Cash and Bill Goodwin all agree. It's even better than that (if
anything really could be) for Lever Brothers, but it wasn't a
simple job. The completion of this successful distribution story
required the combined marketing skill and background of both
manufacturer and its agency Young and Rubicam.

STEPHEN FRY, director of BBC
programs for North America, will
leave New York in several weeks for
a two months' stay in London.
MARY JANE KROLL of the program department of WABC New
York, has been named director of
women's programs.
SIDNEY WALTON, news commentator of WHN New York, has been
appointed news director, rei lacing
George Hamilton Combs Jr., resigned.
ROBERT LEWIS, formerly with
Middle East office of the American
Red Cross, has replaced Jack Shaw
in Australia as conductor of Your
Red Cross Reporter, heard on Mutual.
HELEN LEE, formerly in the publicity department of the New York
newspai er PN, has joined WMCA
New York as assistant to Leon Golddirector of publicity and specialstein,
features.
DOROTHY WAGSTAFF, new to
radio, has joined the continuity staff
of KDYL Salt Lake City. She replaces Mary Lou Weaver who is now
writing
for the Gillham Agency, Salt
Lake City.
WELLS RITCHIE, assistant supervisor of publicity of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., Toronto, is the
father of a 10-lb. boy born Nov. 7.
MARCEL OUIMET, former chief
ed'tor
of the Montreal
news Corp.,
room ofis
the Canadian
Broadcasting
now in charge of French language
news broadcasts prepared and presented by the CBC Overseas Unit
from London.

BURNS AND ALLEN arrived for the national push, after the
preliminaries. Lever Brothers through Young and Rubicam, had
developed each market individually with spot radio, outdoor and
display advertising and a huge sampling campaign designed to
introduce the product and to stock the dealers' shelves. You'll
find the story in Printers' Ink.
PRINTERS' INK began reporting this saga when Swan was just
a cygnet. It followed the "sudsin' whizz" just as it follows all
important selling programs, analyzing the marketing and distribution trends, so that all advertising, marketing and sales management people might profit. To reach these people, the men and
women who build, approve and spend the nation's advertising
budget, it is profitable to use the magazine they read, to keep
informed.

FOR EXAMPLE:
At Lever Brothers, Printers' Ink has sixteen
subscriptions and at Young and Rubicam,
Printers' Ink has twenty-one subscriptions.

FVintersink
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE OF ADVERTISING, MANAGEMENT AND SALES
205 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
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STEVE ALLEN, former announcer1 Toducer of KOY Phoenix, following
an honorable discharge from the
Army, has returned to the station.
DOROTHY FOLEY has joined the
traffic and program staff of KTHS
Hot Springs, Ark.
FRANKE BROWNE, former program director of WAYS Charlotte,
N. C, is now program director and
promotion manager of KTHS Hot
Springs, Ark.
SGT. GEORGE H. WILSON, a
member of the original announcing
staff of WSTV Steubenville, Ohio,
returns to the station on Nov. 15,
having
from the received
Army. a medical discharge
N E A L HATHAWAY, promotion
manager of WRC Washington, has
returned following his honeymoon in
Capon Springs, W. Va. His bride is
the
tun. former Polly Hardy of WashingFRANK FLEMING, production manager of CJAT Trail, B. C, recently
became father of a 5 lb. 11 oz. girl.
MARGARET HOMUTH of the farm
broadcast department, Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., Toronto, was
recently married to John Thomas
Baeker.
PAUL SULLIVAN, news analyst, has
joined WHN New York. He was recently heard on Mutual while substituting for Raymond Clapper during
the latter's European trip.
MAURICE WALLER has joined the
announcing staff of WDAY Fargo,
N. D. June Bolmeier has been appointed public service director.
BROADCASTING

GAMES

EXCLUSIVE,

MBS ANSWERS EDIT
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
In the Nov. 8 Broadcasting, I
noticed an editorial titled "Off
Side." In this editorial the Networks were gently, but firmly,
panned for duplicating in the
broadcasting of college football
games. That football broadcasts
should not be duplicated I am in
the heartiest accord, but what disappointed me was that you did not
realize that duplication is the very
thing that the Mutual Network is
trying to get away from.
For the past seven weeks, I have
been doing a play-by-play description of college football on Mutual,
and to date have handled but one
game that was carried on another
network at the same time. That
was an accident. The fact, however,
that the Mutual games are exclusive isnot mere chance, but the
result of careful planning.
Each Monday, Tom Slater, Mutual's Director of Special Features,
attends a luncheon in New York
with other Network heads, where
is decided what games will be
broadcast, and by whom. Tom stays
completely out of the picture until
each rival network has decided
which game it will broadcast, and
then he and I go to work to choose
the most outstanding game that
remains uncovered. This is a policy, and, as often as possible, Mutual, Tom Slater, and I will continue football
to give broadcasts.
our listeners exclusive
Russ Hodges
Mutual's Sportscaster
WOL Washington
Nov. 9
New Coast Schedule
42 PRODUCTS Inc., Los Angeles,
on Nov. 5 began sponsorship of
Dud Williamson's What's the Name
of That Song, quiz program on the
full Don Lee Pacific Coast Network
and transcribed for four stations
in Arizona. Show originates at
KFRC San Francisco, Fridays,
8:30-9 p.m. (PWT). Contract is for
52 weeks. Agency is Hillman,
Shane & Breyer, Los Angeles.
FUNDAMENTALS in radio repair,
service and maintenance for persons
preparing for radiowork in the armed
forces or for reference use by practical operators are condensed in Radio Materiel Guide, published by McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York (242
pages, $2).

No

Penny

Pinchers
Winston-Salem wage earners are well
paid, are sure of their jobs and
spend freely. A campaign on WAIR
will convince you that these good
people like the good programming
of this good station.

WAIR
Wtruton-Salem, North Carolina

• Broadcast

Advertising

VIDEO NEWSPAPER
IS COMPLETE SHOW
ADAPTABILITY of television to
dramatic news presentation was
demonstrated Nov. 5, by General
Electric Co. on WRGB, G-E station in Schenectady, before a group
of editors and publishers.
Page by page, a television edition of the Albany Times-Union,
was projected before the cameras,
followed by enactment of features
on each page. From page one to
the comic page — even want ads and
a department store advertisement
—were dramatized.
The show demonstrated that
television presentation of news
will supplement rather than supplant the local newspaper, a view
expressed by many of the newspapermen present. George 0. Williams, managing editor of the
Times-Union who supervised preparation of the material used in
the demonstration, said that "the
technical requirements of television
with respect to coverage of news
are so precise and exacting that
they never, in my opinion, can
supplant newspaper coverage."
The group inspected the WRGB
transmitting plant and relay station in the Hedelberg mountains,
where pictures from the NBC station in New York were picked up,
and 0. B. Hanson, NBC vice president of engineering, was addressing
the 'our from the studios of WNBT
in New York. Dr. W. R. G. Baker,
G-E vice president in charge of the '
electronics department, and Robert
S. Peare, G-E director of publicity,
spoke briefly to the newspapermen
at a dinner which preceded the
show.
New Glass Format
OWENS ILLINOIS GLASS Co.,
Toledo, which recently appointed J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York,
has changed the format of its fiveweekly institutional series on CBS,
re-titling it 'Home Front Matinee.
Effective Nov. 8 the 4-4:25 p.m.
series, heard on the full CBS network, became entirely musical with
Allen Ross' orchestra, and Alfred
Drake, star of "Oklahoma" as m.c.
every day except Thursday when
a guest m.c. takes over.
New Eversharp Series
EVERSHARP Inc. executives are
considering a new variety program
for release on BLUE stations submitted by The Biow Co. and titled
Eversharp's
Listenersa digest
Digest.of The
series would present
the
best weekly radio fare. Permanent
cast would include Robert Benchley
as m.c, Billy Artzt's orchestra and
Ken Niles, announcer. Eversharp
sponsors the weekly CBS Take It or
Leave It with Phil Baker.
WIBC Change
INDIANA Broadcasting Corp.,
licensee of WIBC Indianapolis,
asked the FCC last week to approve achange in ownership structure through which the corporation,
owned by H. G. Wall, Margaret B.
Wall and Thelma M. Lohnes, would
assign its license to a partnership
composed of the same individuals.

GROUP

KFVO
KTSA

*

HGNC
AMARILLO, TEXAS

5000 WATTS DAY — 1000 WATTS NIGHT
CENTRAL SALES OFFICE: 805-6 Tower Petroleum Bldg.. Dallas, Texat.
Ken L. Sibton, General Solos Mngr.

Church Series on WMCA
WBNX New York is now carrying
Father Justin's Rosary Hour, a Catholic Church commercial program
originating at WBNY Buffalo, in the
Sunday 5 p.m. period. Broadcasts are
in Polish.

In

the

A 12-WEEK campaign in all Manhattan daily papers is being conducted
by NBC in behalf of the New York
outlet, WEAF. Campaign is placed
by Foote, Cone & Belding. New York,
which has relinquished the account.
Phrase-theme is "660 on Your Dial
. . . the Showcase of NBC".

Kansas

City

Swing

is

toWHB

THE HUNTING'S GOOD in Kansas City this season,
for smart advertisers
who use
WHB 21,
. . . Hooper's
September
report, issued
October
definitely Augustproves
"the
swing
is
to
WHB"
as
we
enter
the
fall-winter
season
with more audience, more sponsors and more results
per
advertiser than ever before. At WHB's low rates,"Your
Mutual Friend" is certainly the buy for the Kansas City
area! We've some good availabilities left, too: chain
break; minute e. t.; 5 or 10-minute shots; quarter-hour
strips across the board. Ask for details.
KEY STATION for the KANSAS STATE NETWORK
Kansas City • Wichita • Kansas
Salina • Great Bend • Emporia
Kansas
Kansas
Kansas
Missouri

'
rfm.
DONALD'S THANKSGIVING PIE-CHARTI
Let me struggle up to your desk with some nice,
fresh, new pie-charts based on Hooper's Summer
Survey
of Kansas
charts that
what's
what out
here in City—
the Middle
Westshow
nowadays.
Just 'phone, wire or write
DON DAVIS
KANSAS CITY • Scarritt Building • HArriten 1161
NEW YORK • 507 5th Avenue • VAnderbilt 6-2550
CHICAGO • 333 North Michigan • CENtral 7980
LOS ANGELES • Security Building • MUtual 6660

MEM Co., New York, has named
John W. Loveton Inc., New York, to
handle ucts.advertising
toiletentered
prodOn Nov. 10 fortheitsfirm
radio for the first time with 13-week
test on WQXR New York using ten
one-minute
ments weekly. transcribed announceWALTER
T. FITZPATRICK, an
executive in the grocery products
division of Borden Co., New York,
has been named director of sales of
this division, replacing Arthur M.
Ramsdell, also Borden vice-president,
resigned. Sam Thompson, who has
been with Borden since 1928, and who
has also served in the grocery products division, has been appointed assistant sales director and general sales
manager of the division.
BLOOMINGDALE's New York, has
replaced Women and the War on
WQXR New York with Such is Life,
a humorous and philosophical commentary by Angelines Dougherty, the
department store's fashion director.
Program continues on a thrice-weekly
quarter-hour basis in the 9 a.m. period.
Business placed direct.
N. SNELLENBURG & Co., Philadepartment
has scheduled delphia
radio for
the store,
first time
on a
regular basis in signing a 52-week
contract with KYW Philadelphia for
a daily transcribed serial. The 52week contract was placed by Seberhagen Inc., Philadelphia agency.
PETER DOELGER BREWING Co.,
New York, has named J. M. Mathes
Inc., New York, to handle its advertising. Spot radio has been used in
the past.
JOHN EICHLER Brewing Co., New
York, is sponsoring for second consecutive year the home games of the
New York Rangers in the National
Hockey League. Broadcasts are exclusively on WHN New York, weekdays at 9 :30 p.m. and Sundays at
10 p.m. Agency for Eichler beer is
Geare-Marston Inc., New York.
C. M. LEWIS, vice-president and
general manager of Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., has returned to
his Louisville, Ky., headquarters following inspection of
the network
firm's
Hollywood-originating
programs.
ELIZABETH ARDEN of Canada
Ltd., Toronto, (cosmetics) on Nov.
15 starts transcribed announcements
for local dealer sponsorship on about
25 Canadian stations. Account was
placed by Ronalds Adv. Agency Ltd.,
Toronto.
// advertising
you buy or for
plan
Iowa, you need
THE
IOWA
AUDIENCE

STAMBAUGH - THOMPSON C o.,
Youngstown,
Ohio,
hardware
department store, has
renewed
sponsorship
of its News at Noon program on
WKBN Youngstown. Program is
heard five-times weekly.
DETROLA CORP., Detroit, manufacturer of radio and electronic products, has named Zimmer-Keller Inc.,
Detroit, to handle national advertising for the concern.
BLACK AND WHITE Department
Store, Memphis, Tonn., now sponsors
on WHBQ the Saturday night Doivn
on the Farm hillbilly program. Commercials are aimed to explain reasons
for drop in quailty of merchandise
and service because of the war.
CHURNO FOOD PRODUCTS, Hollywood (butter substitute), placing
direct, in a test campaign on Oct. 25
started using five participations
weekly in Kitchen College on KFWB
Los Angeles. Contract is for 13 weeks.
FOND HOUSEHOLD CLEANER,
Los Angeles, new to radio, in a test
campaign on Nov. 8 started for four
weeks using daily participation in
Polly & Pat on KPAS Pasadena.
Agency is Raymond R. Morgan Co.,
Hollywood.
CLEVELAND GRAPHITE
BRONZE Co. has begun sponsorship
on WHK Cleveland of a daily news
commentary by Sheelah Carter.
GENERAL FOODS CORP., New
York, has appointed Benton &
Bowles, New York, to handle all advertising for Gaines Dog Food, beginning in 1944.
EMPORIUM DEPT. STORE, Jackson, Miss., has signed for five weekly
sponsorship
of the
BLUE Jackson.
cooperative Dick Tracy
on WSLI
NORTHEAST AIRLINES, Boston,
has appointed M. H. Hackett Co.,
New York, to direct its advertising.
WONDER BAKERIES Ltd., Toronto (Peter Pan bread) has expanded
its transcribed Peter Pan Adventures,
which started recently twice weekly
on CFRB Toronto, to a number of
other Ontario stations. Account was
placed by J. J. Gibbons Ltd., Toronto.
W. K. BUCKLEY Ltd., Toronto,
(cough syrup) has started half-hour
weekly
Tourbillon de variety
la Gaite broadcast
on CKAC LeMontreal
from tre.
the Account
stage was
of theplaced
Chateau
Theaby Walsh
Adv. Co. Ltd., Toronto.
CHICAGO DAILY NEWS-Blackhawk Hockey Club, Chicago, on Nov.
4andbegan
sponsorship
play-by-play
resume
of hockey ofgames
played
by the Chicago Blackhawks on WIND
Gary, Ind., for their 1943-44 scheddirect.ule of 25 Chicago contests. Placed
ALLEN B. WRISLEY Distributing
Co., Chicago (Olivilo Soap), on Nov.
7 began
sponsorship
Souvenirs, a weekly
seriesofofSong
transcribed
music five minutes each Sunday on
WGN Chicago. Contract is for 52
weeks. Agency is George H. Hartman
Co., Chicago.

1943
RADIO
SURVEY

gives you detailed analysis of "listening areas" of every Iowa station,
programs that appeal to urban, village, and farm families, and listening
habits. Illustrated with pictographs for
quick and easy reading. You can get
a copy free by writing to
CENTRAL BROADCASTING CO.
912 Walnut St., Dm Melnet, Iswi

Ohioans spoke their
piece on whose job
it is to see that
America gets

ADEQUATE
HOUSING
See Pages 22-23
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JULIUS MIREL, with Abraham &
Straus, Brooklyn department store,
for the last ten years, has joined
Morton Freund Adv., New York.
Betsy York
Hatch,department
formerly with
Macy's,
New
store,
and
William Esty Co., has joined Freund
to handle women's accounts, and
Harold Labow, formerly of GreenBrodie, has been named production
manager, post previously held by
Fred Shacter, now in the Army.
THE RADIO BUREAU established
last August under the direction of
Jack Adams by W. Colston Leigh
Inc., New York, talent agency, has
entered the radio production field
with a packaged comedy show on the
BLUE titled The House on Q Street.
Mr. Adams
vice-president of the was
Texasformerly
State Network.
CARL POST, head of the publicity
firm bearing his name, and publicity
director of the War Production
Board'spaign,Eastern
waste paper
camhas been retained
to handle
publicity for WBNX New York.
RODERICK W. CLASSEN, formerly World,
manager ofhasadvertiser's
on Traffic
joined the service
Evans
Assoc., Chicago, as assistant director
of research and media department.
JEROME B. TAFT has been elected
vice-president of the Richard A. Foley
Advertising Agency, Philadelphia.
RUFUS CHOATE, vice-president and
account executive of Donahue & Coe,
New York, has received a leave of
absence from the agency to join the
Naval Reserve as a lieutenant (jg).
HERBERT PECK, executive vicepresident of Hazard Adv. Co., New
York, has been named president,
Joseph L. Boland, account executive,
has been elected vice-president.
JOHN MALONE Jr. with J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York, 14 years,
has joined Geyer, Cornell & Newell,
New York, as account executive.
GEORGE C. BACKUS, formerly
commercial manager of WSRR Stamford, Conn., and previously associated
with the Arizona Network, has Joined
the radio department of Kenyon &
Eckhardt, New York.
WILLIAM J. BATTERBERRY, with
Procter & Gamble 15 years, has joined
Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York, as
executive vice-president.
GEORGE C. HOSKINS Associates,
Chicago, announces that headquarters
of its client, the Voice of Prophecy
Inc.. is Washington, D. C, instead
of Los Angeles, Cal., and that the
account is handled out of the agenoffice. cy's Chicago and not Glendale, Cal.,
O. WILLIAM GOES, vice president
of Benson & Dall, Chicago, and John
R. Tyson, radio director of the agency, are now associated with United
Advertising Co., Chicago.

After the War
FIVE years after the war,
predicts a chart by the Electronics departments of GE,
the ratio of standard broadcast stations to FM stations
will be 750 to 500. There are
now approximately 900 AM
to 53 FM stations.
LOUIS (Studs) TERKEL, honorably discharged from the army with
a Sergeant's
joined asAr-a
thur Meyerhoffrating,
& Co.,has
Chicago,
script writer.
HOLLY
SHIVELY,
formerly
tor of sales
and research
for direcJohn
Blair & Co., Chicago, and previously
director of radio for Lord & Thomas,
has joined Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, as radio copy chief, replacing
Catherine Haynie, who has joined
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.
GEORGE C. HOSKINS Assoc., Chicago, effective Jan. 1, 1944, will open
offices for Central America at Apartado 50, General Peraza, 3d & F Streets,
Havana, Cuba, with R. M. Whitsett
as representative, and will establish
an office at Pino 3801 Buenos Aires,
Argentine, for South America, with
L. H. Lindbeck as representative.
HERSCHEL DEUTSCH has resigned from the Joseph Katz Co. to
become executive radio director for
Grey Adv. Co.
WILLIAM A. FRICKE, former assistant secretary of the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies, has
joined McCann-Erickson, New York,
as a space buyer.
E. W. FEDERER, former director
of the media departments of Blacket -Sample-Hum ert, J.Stirling Getchell, and Geyer, Cornell & Newell,
has been named assistant media director of Compton Adv., New York.
FREDERICK G. BERNER, formerly with the A. C. Nielson Co., New
York, succeeds Jack Ross as assistant
to H. W. Roden, president of Harold
H. Clapp Inc. (baby foods). Mr.
Ross
resigned
to join Arthur Kudner Inc..
New York.
JAMES J. COCHRAN, formerly account executive of Campbell-Ewald
Co., Eastern .division, New York, has
joined Arthur Kudner Inc., New
York, as account executive. Lloyd B.
Myers, advertising executive and art
director,
cisco office.goes to the new San FranJULES CLYDE GERDING, formerly with Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, and Stack-Goble Adv., has
been named executive vice-president
of Jones & Brakeley, New York, replacing James D. Webb, vice-president and general manager, who has
joined the contact department of
Young & Rubicam, New York. Mr.
Gerding's duties include radio.

WILLIAM R. MATHEWS, formerly production manager of Salley &
Collins Printing Co., New York, has
joined Philip J. Meany Co., Los Angeles agency, in a similar capacity.
He succeeds Ray Clinton, now in
the Coast Guard.
EDITH IVEY, formerly of HillmanShane-Breyer Inc., and Lucy Barnes
have tives
been
appointed
accountCo.,execuof John
H. Riordan
Los
Angeles.
IRWIN ALLEN has been appointed
radio director of Eugene F. Rouse &
Co., Los Angeles agency.
HELEN F. BOND, formerly space
buyer, radio director, time and talent
buyer of Cowan & Dengler, New
York, has joined the media department of Buchanan & Co., New York.
SHERMAN S. M. LURIE, radio
time buyer of H. C. Morris & Co.,
New York, has entered the Army.

ANNA F. SCHNEIDER, formerly
in the Latin-American division of J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York,
has joined Irwin Vladimir & Co.,
New York, as assistant to Irwin
Vladimir, president.
GORDON GROSS, former copy
chief of Josei'h Katz Co., Baltimore,
has joined the creative staff of the
newly re-organized agency, Walter M.
Swertfager Co., New York. He was
previously assistant to the director of
the CBS commercial program division, and has been with Gardner
Adv., New York.
LYNNtive with
B. Free
CLARKE,
account
& Peters,
New execuYork,
has been elected vice-president in
charge of the New York office of the
Caples Co., replacing Albert Woodley,
who
has resigned
advertising
agency. to open his own
{Continued on page 51)
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"He says he's a WFDF Flint
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
la — transcription announcements
KQW San Francisco
Barker Food Products Co., Los Angeles
(Barker's
soups), Davis
5 sa weekly,
weeks,
thru
Brisaeher,
& Van 13Norden,
Los Angeles.
Acme Breweries San Francisco, 2 sp
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Brisaeher, Davis
& Van Norden San Francisco.
7-Up Bottling Co., San Francisco (beverage) , 4 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Rhoades & Davis San Francisco.
B. Cribari & Sons, San Francisco (wines),
9 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru J. H. Diamond & Co., San Francisco.
Consolidated Royal Chemical Co., Chicago
(shave cream), 6 ne weekly, thru Arthur
Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.
L. Riznik & Son San Francisco (uniforms),
1 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru Western
Radio Productions San Francisco.
WRC Washington
Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia (Satevepost) , 3 ne weekly, 13 weeks, thru MacFarland-Aveyard Co. Chicago.
Lever Bros. Cambridge Mass. (Spry), 5
sa weekly, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City,
N. J. (Palmolive Shave Cream), 5 sa
weekly,
N. Y. 13 weeks, thru Ted Bates Inc.,
Yager Liniment Co. Baltimore, 3 sa weekly,
52
weeks,N.thru
Durham,
C. Harvey-Massengale Co.,
WABC New York
Spratt's
Patent thru
Ltd. Paris
Newark,
(dog foods),
3 sa weekly,
& Peart,
N. Y.
Seeck & Kade, New York (Pertussin), 3
sp
weekly,
thru
Erwin,
Wasey
&
Co.,
N. Y.
Piso Co., Warren, Pa. (Piso Cough Syrup),
3 sa weekly, thru Lake-Spiro-Shurman,
Memphis.
WIND Gary
Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia (Saturday Evening Post), 18 sa weekly, 52
weeks, thru MacFarland, Aveyard & Co.,
Chicago.
Esquire Publications, Chicago (Coronet) ,
36 sa, thru Schwimmer & Scott Adv.
Co., Chicago.

KYW Philadelphia
F. G. Vogt & Sons, Philadelphia (meat
packers) , 1 sp weekly, for 52 weeks, thru
Clements Adv., Philadelphia.
Hershel California Fruit Products Co. (tomato paste) . 1 sa weekly, for 10 weeks,
thru E. L. Brown, Philadelphia.
Link Aviation Devices, Binghamton, N. Y.,
1 ta weekly, 10 weeks, thru Craven &
Hedrick, N. Y.
Fanny Farmer Candy Shops, Rochester
(candy), 3 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Freihofer Baking Co., Philadelphia (bread),
1 sa weekly, 46 weeks, thru Richard A.
Foley Adv., Philadelphia.
Maine Development Commission (potatoes),
3 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Brooke,
Smith, French & Dorrance, N. Y.
KFAR Fairbanks
Gospel Broadcasting Assn. Los Angeles (religious), tweekly, thru R. H. Alber Co.,
Los Angeles.
Avoset, San Francisco (canned cream), 7
sa weekly, thru Botsford, Constantine &
Gardner, San Francisco.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., WinstonSalem, N. C. (Prince Albert), 2 sa
weekly, thru Wm. Esty & Co., N. Y.
Seattle Fur Exchange Seattle, 3 ne weekly, 52 weeks, thru Milne & Co., Seattle.
Alaska Steamship Co., Seattle, 3 ne weekly, 52 weeks, thru Beaumont & Hohman,
Seattle.
WMAQ Chicago
Research Des-Tex Corp., Miami, Fla. and
Evanston, 111. (dry cleaner and foam rug
shampoo) , 6 t weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Earl Ludgin Co., Chicago.
Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis (Listerine), 2 ta weekly, 26 weeks, thru
Lambert & Feasley, N. Y.
Balaban & Katz Corp., Chicago (Paramount's
We Hail,
7 sa, five
days, thruSo M.Proudly
M. Fisher
Associates.
WQXR New York
Gambarelli & Davitto, New York (wines),
6 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru De Biasi
Adv., N. Y.
Old Dutch Mills, New York (coffee), sa,
52 weeks, thru Peck Adv., N. Y.
Ward Baking Co., New York (Tip Top
Bread), 6 ne, 6 sa weekly, 52 weeks,
thru J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
B. Altman & Co., New York (department
store) , 3 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru Kelly,
Nason Inc., N. Y.
WOR New York
L. E. Waterman Co., New York (pens,
pencils, ink), 3 ne weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Chas. Dallas Reach Co., Newark, N. J.
National Oats Co., Cedar Rapids, la. (3minute Oat Flakes), sa, 13 weeks, thru
Irwin Vladimir & Co., N. Y.

KTHS Hot Springs, Ark.
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga
(Black
Draught),
ta weekly, thru Nelson Chesman
Co., 5Chattanooga.
Voice of Prophecy weekly t 52 weeks, thru
George C. Haskin Assoc., Chicago.
Consolidated Drug Trade, Chicago (Peruna
and sonKolor-Bak),
sp weekly, thru Ben& Dall Adv., 6 Chicago.
Beeman's Labs, Atlanta, 3 ta weekly, 26
weeks, thru Harvey-Massengale Co., Atlanta.
Block Drug Co. Jersey City (Gold Medal
capsules), 10 ta weekly, 52 weeks, thru
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Shuptrine Co., Savannah (Tetterine) 3 ta
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Harvey-Massengale Co., Atlanta.
WHO Des Moines
Mantle Lamp Co., Chicago (Alladin Lamp),
weeks, thru Presba, Fellers
&t weekly,
Presba, 13Chicago.
De Pree Chemical Co., Holland, Mich.
(medical and toilet preparations), sp
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Roche, Williams
& Cunnyngham, Chicago.
Fitzpatrick Bros. Chicago (Kitchen Klenzer) , 3 ta weekly,
26 weeks, thru Arthur
Meyerhoff
& Co., Chicago.
Cargill Inc., Minneapolis (livestock feeds),
2 sa weekly, 26 weeks, thru Olmsted &
Foley, Minneapolis.
Schulze
& Bureh Biscuit Co., Chicago
(crackers), 34 ta, thru Reinke, Ellis,
Younggreen & Finn, Chicago.
WIRE Indianapolis
Paul F.canBeich
Co., Bloomington, III. ("Pehoff,Pete"),
Chicago. 52 ta, thru Arthur MeyerPiso Co., Warren, Pa. (cough syrup), 26
t,
thru Lake, Spiro, Shurman Adv.,
Memphis.
Robertshaw Thermostat Co., Youngwood,
Pa. (thermostats), 6 sa weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Hixson-O'Connell
Adv..(Raisin
N. Y. Bran
Skinner
Mfg. Co.. Omaha
cereal) , 3 ta weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Ferry-Hanly Co., Kansas City.
Waste Paper Consuming Industries (paper
campaign), 52 ta, thru Olian Adv. Co.,
St. Louis.
CKWS Kingston, Ont.
W. C. MacDonald Inc., Montreal (tobacco),
Montreal.104 ta, thru Stanfield & Blaikie,
Commercial Alcohols, Montreal (antifre ze) ,30 ta, thru McConnell Eastman
Co., Montreal.
WDRC Hartford
Father
John's
Medicine
Lowell,Agency,
Mass.,
6Boston.
t weekly, thru
John Co.,
W. Queen
Briggs Co., Cambridge, Mass. (H. B. cough
drops), 2 sa weekly, thru Horton-Noyes
Co., Providence.

McCAlSN-ERICKSON
STUDIES AIR COPY
McCANN-ERICKSON is making
a study of radio copy, some results
of which will be released to the
industry, according to Marion
Harper Jr., head of the agency's
copy
research
division.
Method
is that
used in studying
newspapers and magazines, media
upon which the division has concentrated since its organization five
years ago. The project will attempt
to isolate specific success elements
from the standpoint of audience enjoyment and Zeisel
sales. and Dr. Herta
Dr. Hans
Herzog have joined the research
staff which is expanding its work.
Dr. Zeisel was associate director of
the Institute of Psychological Research at Vienna U. and since his
arrival in this country has served
with the Office of Radio Research,
Columbia U.; the Market Research
Co. of America; Rutgers U., and
with Benton & Bowles, as research
consultant.
Dr. Herzog, wife of Dr. Paul
Lazarsfeld, director, Office of Radio Research, has worked in that
branch of Columbia and has served
as research consultant for DuPont.
Chicago FM Outlet
MOODY BIBLE Institute, Chicago, dedicated its new FM station, WDLM, in ceremonies early
this month. Dr. Will H. Houghton,
president of Moody Institute,
and Dean H. Coleman Crowell,
vice-president and station manager, presided. WDLM, one of
the five FM stations in Chicago
area, after operating for some
time on an experimental basis is
now on a regular schedule from
11 a.m. to 6:15 p.m. and from 8-10
p.m. weekdays. It begins its Sunday broadcasting at 8 a.m. Now
limited to 1,000 w, WDLM plans
to become
the
war. a 50,000-w station after
Federal Speakers Listed
At Stephens Air Session
SECOND annual Wartime Regional Radio Conference at
Stephens College, sponsored by the
Assn. for Education by Radio,
Nov. 19-21, will include speakers
representing all networks, and
major Government agencies concerned in postwar radio problems.
Some of the speakers scheduled
by Sherman P. Lawton, director of
radio and visual education at
Stephens, are Maj. R. P. Foster,
British Army Staff, Washington,
and member of the Joint Liaison
Committee; Edward Tomlinson,
BLUE Network expert on Latin
American affairs; Willard D.
Egolf, assistant to Neville Miller,
president of the NAB; Robert L.
Shayon,
research
analyst
postwar radio
for CBS;
Maj. inHarold
W. Kent, War Dept.; Mme. Wellington Koo, wife of the Chinese
ambassador to Great Britain.
Several network and local broadcasts will originate from the conincluding commentary;
Mr. Tomlinson's
Saturday ference,
evening
the
Northwestern Reviewing Stand
over Mutual; and programs by
Nancy Grey
WTMJ-W55M
Milwaukee, and Jane
Foster, director
Waterloo,
la.
of women's programs, KXEL
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(Continued from page £9)
i MAURICE
BARRETT,
of WHN
;New York, joins Harry S. Goodman
Radio Productions, New York, Nov.
,22.
WALTER B. MARTIN, formerly
with Ruthrauff. & Ryan, Chicago,
and Paul V. Fitzgibbon, formerly
with Schipper Assoc., Detroit, have
i joined the copy staff of Gardner Adv.,
St. Louis.
HENRY FLARSHEIM, former
manager of the Chicago branch of
; the Al Paul Lefton Co., Philadelphia,
i has joined the Phil Gordon Agency,
1 Chicago, as vice-president and account
• executive.
, LLOYD COULTER, vice-president
in charge of radio of McCann-Erick' son, New York, is on a tour of branch
1 offices, and plans to return to New
I York Nov. 26.
GERTRUDE P. GENTZEL, of the
radio department of McCann-Erickson, has been named assistant time|buyer.
I GRANT CHAMBERLAIN, of the
Vogue magazine Chicago office, has
been named head of the new office
of Abbott Kimball Inc., opened last
week in the Merchandise Mart, Chicago. and
Kimballother
w'll national
handle fashion
magazine
advertising for Marshall Field & Co. and
. other retail stores.
CHESTER GIERLACH, formerly an
1 assistant director at CBS, has joined
BBDO, New York, to direct the
CBS Squibb program under the supervision of Dave White.
ROBERT I. PREIS, formerly advertising manager of Orange-Crush Company, has joined the publicity and
merchandising department of BlackettSample-Hummert, Chicago.
ARTHUR ME ARES, formerly of
Shieffelin & Co., New York (liquors,
furniture polish), has joined Compton Adv., New York to do merchandising and sales promotion work on
American Home Products.

Geared
to Post-War
(Continued from, page 9)

munications legislation for the
first time during the current hearings Mr. Paley on Tuesday read a
prepared statement (see page 11),
in which he offered several recommendations. Chief of these was a
plea that should Congress deem
regulations necessary, such regulations should be written into the
law and not left to the discretion
of the FCC. Other recommendations included:
Elimination of Section 311, present law, which embodies anti-trust
provisions; taking from the FCC
the control of business practice and
program traffic, contending that
the two are "indivisible"; taking
from the Commission the responsibility of making rules and regulaBILL LOTZ, formerly on the advertising staff of Wilson & Co., Chicago,
and previously associated with the
Erla-Sentinel Radio Co., Evanston,
111., has joined the Burton Browne
Adv. Co., Chicago, as an account executive. Harry Horan, formerly creative director at Montgomery-Ward.
Chicago, is now art director for the
agency.
LOGAN & ARNOLD, Los Angeles
agency,
established
branchYork.
offices at has
500 Fifth
Ave., New
Van Davis has been appointed manCOAST WESTERN ADV. Agency,
Los Angeles, has moved to larger offices at 823% W. Pico Blvd. Telephone is Prospect 2988.

Urged

tions to carry out "fairness" practices on the grounds that "temptation is most likely to beset a politically appointed
agency";
the courts
from
FCC appeal
decisionsto
which broadcasters feel are unfair ;
prosecution of alleged violations
in the courts and not by the FCC.
Government Radio
Seen as the Issue
Tuesday's session was marked
by spirited questionings from
virtually every senator present, indicating their keen interest in
broadcasting. Declaring that the
Frankfurter decision "ranged far
beyond the business problems the
(network) regulations created,"
Mr. Paley declared that "May 10,
1943 marked for American broadcasting the end of one world and
the beginning of another".
He denounced the FCC regulations as "unsound and destructive"
but said the "core of the problem
lies much deeper than that".
"The question raised in the Supreme Court decision and the question which is squarely before Congress today is simply this: Do the
American people want the Government to have the power to tell them
what they can hear on the air?"
commented Mr. Paley. "I am firmly
convinced that Congress never intended any such result. Nor do I
believe that the American people
want a radio system which in all
its elements is under the ultimate

HOME-TOW/V
Boys
Minnesota farmers and townsfolk look
to their home-town newspapers for the
intimate, vital news of friends and relations, oflocal events, and world activities.
These are the newspapers that are read
from cover to cover and back again, that
play a tremendously important part in
shaping
opinion
and forming
the
ultimate public
destinies
of America.
(Surveys
show that country newspapers have the
highest readership of printed advertising.)

"** Dance
in Minnesota
townsBarn
Q
PersonalGroup
appearances
of KSTP's
A

"On the Minnesota Farm Front" (col• umn
Harry Aspleaf,
Serviceby Director)
carriedKSTP's
weeklyFarmby
81 country papers

column)Row"
published weekly
5 • and-gossip
"Around
Radio
by
70 country
newspapers(radio newsTodaytion" in the
KSTPrichisTwin
not only
"local staCity a market
but
also in almost every small town and rural
village where,
in prosperous
Minnesota.
KSTPete is rapidly
becomingEveryjust
one of the home-town boys!
50,000
WATTS
Clear Channel
Exclusive NBC Affiliate for
the Twin Cities.

Sell your clients WPAT . . . the fastest growing
station in the metropolitan area.
RADIO
STATION WPAT

<Ihf 4ftrmiitijhain Mriuo
THE HII«HNCI1AM Ai;E-Hl'RALD
BROADCASTING

of the

Full-page
in Land
O'Lakes farmers
News,
reaching ads
65,000
Minnesota

^During the next 13 weeks . . . the New York
and New Jersey listening public will become
even more WPAT conscious through consistent
advertising in the . . .
NEW YORK TIMES NEW YORK WORLD-TELEGRAM
NEWARK NEWS
PASSAIC HERALD-NEWS
PATERSON CALL

WSGN
Coverage-Popularity
Call Headley-Reed

one

By advertising regularly in 344 of these
local papers throughout the state, KSTP
is maintaining local contact with its host
of rural friends, thus adding greatly to the
plus-value you get when you sell via this
powerful, popular station.
This local promotion is just one reason
for KSTP popularity with the Minnesota
farmers. Here are other features of our
continuous audience-building promotion:
I * farm
Big ads
in The 147,000)
Farmer (Minnesota
circulation

JOHN GORDON, program supervisor in the radio department of Compton Adv., New York, is on the West
coast for several weeks.
GERTRUDE BLAIR, formerly food
consultant and copy writer of Charles
W. Hoyt Co., New York, has joined
Publicity Associates, New York.
ERNEST W. EVERSZ, copywriter,
has left the J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Chicago, to join Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.

POPULARITY!
It's a Hooper-proved
fact that WSGN consistently produces and
broadcasts Alabama's
best-liked shows; another reason why your
advertising dollars do
the most for you when
spent for WSGN time.

Just
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PATERSON,
NEW JERSEY

PARAMOUNT BLDG.
NEW YORK

Represented nationally by
Edward Petry and Company
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control of a small bureau of men
with seven-year appointments."
Senator Wheeler (D-Mont.) inter upted toask how many stations
have lost their licenses because of
program content. When Mr. Paley
answered "two or three" and Senator Wheeler asked if he thought
the Commission was wrong, the
CBS president said :
"The Commission was wrong in
asserting that power but I think
it was a good thing that those stations went off the air. I'd rather
have two or three or maybe 15 stations go wrong than to have one
Commission control all 900 — in
some cases one man."
"Then you think they were
wrong
in revoking
the licenses?"
asked Senator
Wheeler.
"I think," said Mr. Paley, "it's
dangerous to have a Commission
with that authority." Senator
Hawkes (R-N. J.), who has taken
an active interest in the hearings,
asked of Mr. Paley:
"Don't you think the policy
should be suspension or some
penalty other than cancelation of
license?" Mr. Paley said he thought
it
be, authority
but added:is "Just
soonshould
as the
given as
to
anyone, it's awfully hard to control that authority."
Some
discussion followed, by
Senators Tunnell (D-Del.) and
Shipstead (R-Minn.) regarding
whether the Supreme Court
"granted" the Commission authority or interpreted the law to mean
that such authority should be
granted. Senator Shipstead remarked :
"Of course the Supreme Court
is not exactly infallible." Discussion as to the FCC's self-appointed

SHOWS
MEAN
AUDIENCE!

DUFFY'S
HOT COPY
BASIN STREET
THE BAND WAGON
YOUR
BLIND DATE
THE BLUE PLAYHOUSE

FILL
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powers to enforce the Anti-Trust
laws as the Commission interprets
them,
brought from Senator Brooks
this query:
"Is it your thought that radio
stations be brought under the same
restraints as newspapers — such as
libel?" Mr. Paley held that radio,
as any other business, should be
governed bv the laws of the land.
Senator Ellison D. (Cotton Ed)
Smith (D-S. C.) injected some humor into the hearings when he
said: "I thought you said radio is
liable for criticizing the opinion of
the court." Senator Wheeler
promptly cracked: "If they were
I'd be in jail".
Wheeler Sees Distinction
Between Business, Programs
Resuming his prepared statement, Mr. Paley said S. 814 "goes
a very long way in giving to radio
the protection it needs and should
have". He urged, however, that the
language of Section 8, which prohibits FCC control of programs,
be strengthened. "I want to invite
your most serious attention to a
new threat which has developed
here, before you, in the last few
days," he went on, recalling that
Chairman Fly had distinguished
between programs and business
practices.
"The Chairman of the Commission stated he had no desire to
control programs," said Mr. Paley.
"He wished only to control the busipractices
of radio."
"I ness
think
there's
a distinction between the contents of programs
and business practices — a vast
difference,"
interposed Senator
Wheeler.

PITCHER

AMERICA'S TOWN MEETING
Of course you remember the fable of the canny crow
who dropped stones into a half-filled pitcher until
the water was high enough for him to drink. And the
moral is "Little by little does the trick."
This moral applies to your problem — that of creating
and maintaining a future demand for your product.
You want your customers to remember and ask for
your line when it is again available after the war.
And little reminder pebbles dropped steadily into the
public consciousness by radio will do the best job of
achieving that end.

ALL ON —

LOUISVILLE

Broadcast your reminder campaign in Canada over
CFRB and reach the biggest part of her richest
market. CFRB broadcasts half the leading sponsored
programmes in a key area fed by three stations. Add
your programme to the list.

WINN

BLUE

"I can't see where business practice wouldn't affect program prac-lts
tice," replied Mr. Paley. Senator
Wheeler said "one involves free
speech,
"What theyouother
want possibly
to be abledoesn't."
to say
is 'You can only take our pro
grams'," Senator Wheeler continued. The Senator expounded his
previously expressed views, that a
non-network station should be able
to
take a network program if it so i'
desired.
Mr. Paley brought up the World;
Seriesaired
broadcasts,
which
has
exclusively
for Mutual'
several b
years. "For
years
we
have
regarded baseball as a national
sport," he said, "one which should
be available to all four networks.
When Mutual bought the series
exclusively a few years ago we
went to them and offered to carry
the games sustaining and carry a
courtesy plug for the sponsor. Mutual turned us down."
"If your policy was carried out
all the people in the country couldn't hear the World Series," remarked Senator Wheeler. "We'
didn't have the power to tell Judge
Landis he couldn't sell that program exclusively. You have exclusive programs on your chain. The
people ought to have the right to
get those programs if they want
Wheeler Indicates Views
On Commission's Powers
"If restraints are desirable,"
them."
said Mr. Paley, "then put them in
the law. Don't leave it to the whims
of "Now
the Commission."
you're talking my language," answered Senator Wheeler,
and Mr. Paley was permitted to
resume his prepared statement. He
touched on the Blue network sale,
pointing out that the majority of
FCC hearings had to do with programming. He told of
BLUE's
program policies
andthe asserted:
"But until the new management
wrote a letter which abrogated
these policies, presumably in accord with the Commission's wishes,
this business transfer was not apSenator Wheeler interrupted
Mr.
to say that from
he hadsmall
rereivedPaley
communications
businessmen complaining that they
couldn't
buy radio time because it
proved."
was
taken by big business. He
asked Mr. Paley:
"Supposing you say to one busi-

WDRC
CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

NETWORK

STATION
LOUISVILLE,

ik
KY.

D. E. "Plug" Kendrick
President and General Manager
G. F. "Red" Bauer
S.i'ts Manager
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aess, 'you can't have time, you're
1 competitor of one of our sponsors?' "
"Couldn't the FTC or Dept. of
'Justice take care of that?" responded Mr. Paley. Senator
Wheeler said: "I doubt it".
"Certainly if the Commission
has the authority to tell us to
whom we must sell time. . . ." began
Mr. Paley but he was interrupted
by Senator Wheeler's assertion: "I
don't think the Commission should
;have that right."
Senator White (R-Me.) interjected: "Either the Commission
should have authority over the
sale of time or that should be lodged
with the licensee. Personally I have
felt that broadcasters should have
refcihat power."
m Mr. Paley resumed his statement
i pertaining to the BLUE sale and
jjiagain Senator Wheeler interijrupted to say :
A "What I understand from hear]l|say, the Commission questioned the
JlBLUE as to whether or not they
e|Lshouldn't sell time to labor organisations."
y L "I don't think it was restricted to
i.l labor organizations," said Mr.
e»9 Paley. Again taking up his prepared statement, Mr. Paley said:
"Look through the window of almost any business practice in radio
and you'll
program
dise behindfind
it. News,
for merchaninstance,
is program merchandise — the stuff
from which important news programs are made."
"Does the CBS allow non-CBS
stations to run CBS programs when
they are not carried by the CBS
station in a certain community?"
asked Senator Wheeler, reading
from a prepared question. Mr.
Paley explained each individual
case must be studied. Reading
further the committee chairman
asked: "Has CBS ever denied nonCBS stations CBS programs?"
j Paley Stresses Danger
Of Political Control
"Under the network rules we
, can't," responded Mr. Paley. Then
Senator Wheeler commented, "I
I think so far as the regulation is
correct, it should be written into
j the law." on "fairness of the air"
. as Speaking
set forth in another section of
, the proposed bill, Mr. Paley suggested that many broadcasters
"will solve the problem of avoiding
unfairness by simply not broadcasting political programs. This result would amount to a great public disservice," he added.

PORTLAND, OREGON
*KEY TO THE GREAT WEST*
5,000 Watts
620 Kilocycles
NBC

RED

NETWORK

Represented Nitiorully by
EDWARD PETRY ft CO., Ine.
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All Prayers
FIRST COPIES of the book
"Minute of Prayers", containing the 365 prayers of all
faiths used on Mutual's daily
program during the past
year, were presented to
Chaplain William R. Arnold,
chief of Army chaplains, and
Chaplain Robert D. Workman, chief of Navy chaplains, at the Hotel Statler,
Washington. Publication of
the prayer book ($1 per
copy) marks the first time
that prayers of Catholics,
Protestants, Jews and Christian Scientists have been
printed in one volume. All
proceeds will be donated to
the United Service Organization.
"There is, moreover, a provision
in these sections that the Commission shall make rules and regulations to insure the fairness of the
air. It is precisely in this area of
political discussion that temptation
is most likely to beset a politically
appointed agency. That is why in
this area especially it is most
urgent that control by the Commission be avoided."
"The reason Mr. Hitler, Mr.
Stalin and Mr. Mussolini have remained in power is because they

ASK

THE

controlled
the people
heard,"
commented what
Senator
Wheeler
for
the second time during the hearings.
"In Germany," said Mr. Paley,
"the
trolled. radio is government-conSenator Wheeler was disturbed,
however, over the fact that when a
political speaker goes on the air
over a network only "10 or 15" stations carry him, whereas every station carries the President. He resented the fact that President
Roosevelt, the OWI and the attorney general were given all stations
while when he made a speech only
a few stations carried it.
"I think you've put your finger
on the only weakness in our operations," said Mr. Paley. "When the
networks offer speakers to affiliated
stations, we are never able to say
what stations will take them."
Speaking troversial
of issues,
equalthetime
conCBSon head
said one speaker may cover three
issues whereas the person who
takes the other side may answer
only one of the issues. Senator
Wheeler questioned the advisability of granting to individuals
"something that belongs to the public and let the chain and participating stations say what should go on
the"By
air".and large it has worked out
pretty well," replied Mr. Paley.
"I agree with you," said Senator

DEALERS

COMPLETE
OF

RADIO

NOW

STUDY
MAIL

AVAILADLE

The most extensive study of radio mail ever made is now available
to the entire industry, Earl May,
KMA president, has announced.

'4

1

Original plans were to limit distribution to agency men and company advertising managers. But
so many requests have been coming from radio station men that all
who want a copy may now have
one, Mr. May said.
This study is based on the
493,479 pieces of commercial mail
received by the station from
April, 1942 through March, 1943.
Dozens of such important questions as the following are answered :
• "How large a mail sample does
it take to determine station cov-

WISCONSIN-

• "Who writes to radio stations —
• men
"Whator kinds
of offers are most
women?"
erage?" — contests, premiums,
successful
free samples, etc.?"
Because of current paper restrictions, copies of the printed study
will be mailed only on request.
"So, if anybody wants one," said
Mr. May, "he'd better write, right
now — to the KMA Research Director. If requests don't beat our order
tc the printer, they will be too

That's because Wisconsin is not a part of any other "community."
We're distinctly a market by ourselves. Farmers? Yes (income
this year over Vi billion dollars). War Workers? Yes (contracts
total over a billion dollars) . And, all covered by the Wisconsin
Network of eight stations, each as local in identity and influence
as the home town's leading department store, and as well established, with its own loyal following. We're not influenced by any
metropolitan station from the outside, or any other regional or
national network. And, why should we be? Each station of the
Wisconsin Network can be heard all the time — not just when it's
fair weather — with programs our listeners want to hear. Take advantage of this sales impact now.

WHBY
Appleton
KFIZ
Fond du Lac
WCLO
JanesviUe
WIBU
Madison
PoynetteWRJN
Racine
WHBL
Sheboygan
WSAU
Wausau
WFHR
WISCONSirfcMETWORIUnc.
Wisconsin
—
MAIM OFFICE-* WISCONSIN PAPIPS, WISCONSIN
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Wheeler, "but they might abuse
that power. If it's vested in the
Commission they should use good
common
Senatorsense".
Smith, who had moved
from the end of the long committee
table to a seat beside Senator
Wheeler, exploded: "Good God Almighty, good common sense — where
do you get that?" The hearing was
plunged into laughter.
"I still believe that the best, the
safest control will be found in competition" said Mr. Paley. "Radio's
stock in trade is good will. My answer to your question (addressing
Senator Wheeler) is, if you're not
prepared to trust the checks and
balances I just spoke of, I hope you
don't go to the other extreme and
give a Government agency that
power. The middle ground, if there
is any, should be put in clear lan-

w
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New York City and Environs

Smith Sees Road
guage."to Supreme Court
Back
When Mr. Paley objected to section 10 which he termed "a back
door" for the FCC to enforce its
regulations, and urged that the
courts, not the Commission, decide
on alleged law violations, Senator
Smith wanted to know :
"Are you satisfied with the opinion of the Supreme Court?" When
Mr. Paley answered in the negative, Senator Smith demanded:
"Then what in the name of God
1 do you want to go back there for?"

2,000,000 or 15.4% of the population
of Greater New York listen to
YIDDISH radio programs

much

1,400,000 or 10.8% of the population
of Greater New York listen to
ITALIAN language programs
1,250,000 or 9.6% of the population
of Greater New York listen to
POLISH language programs
670,000 or 5.1 % of the population
of Greater New York listen to
GERMAN language programs
250,000 or 2 % of the population
of Greater New York listen to
SPANISH language programs
WBNX brings to this audience in its
native tongue and in English, interesting
entertainment; educational and musical
programs, and the complete world-wide
facilities of International News Service.
Appreciation of WBNX service is evidenced by the annual contract renewals
of the largest national and local advertisers.

Time Personnel Spots
TIME Inc., New York, on Nov. 10
started an eight-week help wanted
ancampaign, using
nouncements15weeklyone-minute
on 10 Chicago
stations, to secure personnel. Young
& Rubicam, New York, is agency.
"I don't see how we're going to
get around the Constitution and get
around the Supreme Court," interjected Senator Tunnell. "We could
pass a law but the Supreme Court
would interpret it."
"I have read the Supreme Court
opinion,"
saidofSenator
the dissent
Judge Smith,
Murphy."andIf
you can get two widely separated
opinions as that, there's no hope for
Mr. Paley suggested that if radio is deemed guilty of unfair
practices the Commission should
bring suit in the courts. Senator
Wheeler felt, he said, that if a
case goes to the courts, it will be
delayed (Chairman Fly previously
had made a similar statement).
"You've got to give it to the Comus." mission," he added with reference
to "fairness" interpretation.
"Then you are going to have a
radio situation that blends into the
wishes
Paley. of the Communications
Commission," commented President
"Isn't there this to be said,"
asked Senator Brooks (R-Ill.)
"When you go to court, the court

better

to be inside \. .

sits as a body to judge all the evidence, not as judge and prosecutor
"I'm recommending that the decision of life and death not be given
combined?"
the
Commission," said Mr. Paley.
"After all," put in Senator
Wheeler, "you've got to have some
faith in your Government. We all
criticize, in fact I have criticized.
But in a democratic republic you've
"I think this freedom is such a
got to have faith."
precious one that you've got to protect it," said Mr. Paley.
"The FCC should not enforce
the anti-trust law," said Senator
Wheeler. "If there is a violation it
should be referred to the Dept. of
'Advertiser Control' Leads
To
Commentator Question
Justice."
Recalling testimony of Mr. Fly
the previous week that advertisers
and not networks or stations control programs, Senator Wheeler
asked: "Who controls programs
"No the
sir,"advertisers?"
replied Mr. Paley emtoday,
phatically. "We feel responsible
for everything that goes over the
"I think you ought to cut out
tin-pan alley and soap operas,"
said Senator Wheeler. "That's my
own view but a lot of people don't
Mr. Paley explained that CBS
rulesthem."
limit commercials on evening
like
programs to 10% of the time and
on daytime shows to 15%. He also
told Senator Wheeler that advertisers don't spend money unless it
bringsair."
results and indicated that
results come from pleased listeners.
Senator Hawkes interposed with:
"What you have been saying
means to me that the free enterprise system should be applied to
your industry the same as all
"That's exactly right," said Mr.
Paley. Senator Hawkes continued:
"Then in your opinion regulaothers."
tions should be defined by law?"
When the witness answered affirmatively,hearty
Senator Hawkes
said:with
"I'm in
sympathy
Senator
Wheeler wanted to know
those
things."
who employs commentators. Chairman Flyvertisers
had employed
testified
adthem that
and that
networks had no control over them.
"We don't call them commenta-

HEN it comes to coverage, you need
nothing short of WTAG to reach the Central New England

BRITISH COLUMBIA
LAND OF OPPORTUNITY

radio audience. Keeping the dial on Worcester's Columbia
outlet has become as fixed a habit in this concentrated war
Winner of PEABODY CITATION for Public
Service to Foreign Language Groups.

WBNX
5000

production area, as going to bed.
WTAG faithfully upholds its reputation as Central
New England's local reporter of the air. WTAG is a Must
Station to the families of Worcester's 400 different war
working industries, no less than their half billion dollar
income is a Must Market in Massachusetts.
BASIC

Witts

COLUMBIA
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
National Sales
Representatives
Associated*
with the
Worcester

We all are in it
BUY WAR BONDS!
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; tors," said Mr. Paley. "We call
them reporters and analysts. We
employ them."
you had
any complaints?"
: the"Have
committee
chairman
asked.
"None officially," said Mr. Paley.
"We have had complaints in
speeches by members of the Commis ion." A lengthy discussion on
newscasters and commentators, in
which Senators Wheeler, Tunnell
and Hawkes participated, brought
i out that CBS exercises full control
over its newsmen; that they must
subscribe to the CBS code of ethics
before they are employed and that
if a sponsor doesn't like a particut lar commentator and cancels, the
network keeps that commentator
on the air if he is doing what Mr.
Paley termed a "public service".
When Mr. Paley completed his
prepared statement Senator
Wheeler adjourned the hearings
until 10:30 Thursday morning.
Fly All Set to Aid
In Writing New Law
That the FCC will lend a big
helping hand to the Senate comi mittee in drafting new communi. cations legislation was assured by
FCC Chairman Fly as Thursday's
j hearing opened.
"We will prepare a memorandum, discussing each portion of
J the bill, section by section," said
I Mr. Fly. "At that time I shall
( take the liberty to suggest any
! changes in the draft that I think
|ishould be made. I have already
suggested graduated penalties other than revocation."
Mr. Fly said he thought Congress should give serious attention to regulating the "various machines that emit radio energy,"
such as diathermy and similar electrical apparatus which sets up in| interference. He was thinking, he
said, in terms of television and
what the future holds.
The FCC chairman also said the
' Commission should have some control over the transfer of a "sub_i in
stantial
portion" of minority stock
a station.
Attacking the testimony of Mr.
Paley, Chairman Fly said the CBS
; president's chief interest was in
. restoring "monopolistic practices".
. Declaring Mr. Paley's testimony
] was "designed to create a fear of
censorship and program controls",
Mr. Fly charged the CBS president spoke "under that guise so
you would grant the big networks

The

Indigo Opus
SELECTED "on the basis
of their absolute ignorance
of the theatre," members of
the cast of the Deep Indigo
Stock Co.'s forthcoming "He
Ain't Done Right By Our
Nell" were announced last
week. The stock company is
the "illegitimate child" of the
BLUE's Athletic Assn. and
its first effort will be given
Dec. 3. Murray B. Grabhorn,
manager of spot sales, will be
"associate producer".
the right to go back to monopolies". He denied the FCC network
regulations had anything to do
with program content. Referring
to Mr. Paley's plea that free competition be preserved, Mr. Fly excompetition
me
foot. What claimed:
he "Free
wants
is a return
to monopolistic practices."
Free Speech Called
'More Duty Than Right9
Under questioning by Senator
Brooks, Mr. Fly said the First
Amendment to the Constitution
"does apply in principle" to radio. Senator Brooks cited the Mayflower case in Boston wherein the
Commission exacted an affidavit
from John Shepherd 3d, head of
the Yankee Network, wherein Mr.
Shepherd agreed that Yankee
would refrain from broadcasting
editorial opinion.
Summing up the "free speech"
MORNING

Paley's suggestion that alleged
violations on the part of broadcasters should be called to the atEVENING

EVEN IF YOU'VE
NEVER BEEN ON
A GEORGIA

PROGRAM
to

WFMJ
Youngstown, O.
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signed specifically for
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THIS
WAY
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Georgia farmers. Get
in touch with WAGA or
Headley-Reed for all
the interesting details.
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5000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT
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Metropolitan District
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is important

Georgia's most comprehensive feature for Atlanta-market farmers,
this daily program

Serving
the rich important
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Charming Cope's new
YELLOW RIVER FARM

Monday

Only

Station

"in cooperation with the Office of
Censorship". "That is no longer
an
acute Brooks
problem,"referred
he said.toWhen
Senator
Mr.

AFTERNOON

BLUE

Network

angle, caster
Mr.has more
Fly said,
of a "the
dutybroadthan
a right" to see that freedom of
speech is protected on the air. Senator Wheeler posed the hypothetical question, in case three applicants file for the same frequency
in one city and all three have equal
qualifications financially and otherwise, "don't you have to take
into consideration which is going
to be able to do the best service",
"I would imagine the Commission would give some attention to
the general types of programs, to
the
programs,"
said general
Mr. Fly. quality
Senator ofBrooks
asked
if one of the applicants were a
newspaper, what action the Commission would take. To that question Mr. Fly said:
"I would assume if it were a
50 - 50 choice, the Commission
might well choose the other applicant." He admitted that although the FCC has studied the
newspaper ownership problem but
has made no ruling, the Commission has not granted a license to
a newspaper to operate a station
since the study has been made.
Senator Brooks inquired about
the FCC's interest in foreign language stations. Mr. Fly testified
that no license had been revoked
but that
of the bypersonnel"
had
been "some
investigated
the FCC

GENERAL (S) ELECTRIC
WGY
Schenectady, N. Y.
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tention of the courts by the FCC,
Mr. Fly said:
"I think Mr. Paley's suggestion
is for legalized outlaws. Whatever
controls have got to be exercised
you've got to have with the Commission that's set up to live with
that industry. If you can't trust
the
you've
new
one. crowd
It comes
downgot,to get
one athing.
They trol(the
networks)
conall these
stationswant
fromto New

MS

TheTE

S

RANGER
<HOW

York and Hollywood."
Senator Wheeler, reading a prepared question, asked if the FCC
reviews program content to know
"whether there's a misuse of license". Mr. Fly didn't recall any
such case but he admitted, under
questioning, that the Commission
has written letters to broadcasters
after complaints of certain programs had been made to the FCC.

Selling
Cold Tablets
on
KDKA
^PUisburgh^
. . . also selling many
other products on many
other stations.
George E. Hatley
RARYJ
TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
EITV, MO.
HOTEL PICKWICK • KANSAS CITY,
I M

11

CITIES

. . in a Huddle
tASTMOHNE

A Winning Team!
There's not one, not two, but eleven cities
in the Tri-Cities zone . . . located as
closely together as the boroughs of greater
New York. And WHBF is the favorite
local medium covering the entire TriCities population of 211,000!
When you think of Rock Island, Moline or
Davenport, picture the TRI-CITIES! . . .
not one, not two, not three, but ELEVEN
contiguous cities! 60% in Illinois ! Let
WHBF tell you the story, meanwhile drive
your product home with the result-getting
"salesman" . . .

5000 WATTS
1270 KC
BA SIC MUTUAL NETWORK
Affiliate: Rock Island ARGUS
Howard H. Wilson Co., Nat. Representatives
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Fly Deplores 'Cutting
Down Public Service'
Senator Wheeler surmised that
if a commentator "slanders" an
individual and radio were obliged
to give the affected individual time
on the commentator's program,
"it would put a stop to this slander". Mr. Fly agreed, expressing
the thought
"equalintotime"
clause
shouldthat
be the
written
the
law.
Mr. Fly deplored what he termed
a "serious question — the cutting
down
on public
programs".
He charged
thereservice
is a tendency
on
the part of broadcasters to think
in terms of commercial programs
and "kick around" good sustaining
public service features such as the
U. of Chicago Round-table, Town
Hall and other forum-type broadcasts. Senator White advocated
"some sort of priorities as to the
character of service to be renQuestioned by Senator Tunnell
dered".
as to the "objectives" of broadcasters and networks, Chairman Fly
listed economics as first, then the
"natural desire" to continue controls which had been accumulated
as a new industry moved along.
He mentioned the oil, steel and
sugar industries as examples and,
referring to the networks he said,
"these people have extended until
they control every hour of time,
every station in the country. People like that are natural monopolists. They resent every effort at
But Mr. Fly wouldn't regulate
control."
networks by licensing, he .told Senator Wheeler in answer to a question "I'd rather see the principles
of law applied to them and leave
licensing out of it," he concluded.
Charge Made that Local
Merchants Are Ignored
A prepared question, read by
Senator Wheeler, as to the future
of radio, started a lengthy discussion in which Mr. Fly brought out
that the next decade would see
considerable changes because of
new services. He predicted a
change in the allocation of frequencies and other developments
as a result of improvements now
being made.
Commentators again came in
for some discussion and criticism
when Senator Wheeler asked if advertisers select them. Mr. Fly
turned
his
criticism
Mr. Paley's
statement that
CBS oncommentators
are employed by the network. He
challenged the committee to call

15, 1943

LABOR BROADCAST
Six-Station
Hookup Plugs
I
Six
Utah AFL Employers
NON-CONTROVERSIAL, with
commercials emphasizing war and
community activities of Utah union
members and plugging industries
and businesses in the state which
employ
AFLsummary
workmen,sponsored
a ten-minute news
by
the Utah State Federation of Labor
started Nov. 1 for 52 weeks, Mon-

income warrants moving out and
giving service to remote stations.
If I were running a network," he
said, "I think I would consider
that my duty". He said the whole
purpose of the network regulations
was to give all stations a "free
choice from
of programs".
letter
A. J. Mosby,Reading
owner ofa
KGVO Missoula, Mont., which said
that of 3% million dollars spent
in retail advertising in San Francisco, radio got only $25,000, Mr.
Fly
commented:
just throw
in the switch and"They
let New
York
grind in. They ignore local programs andfrom
local section
merchants."
Reading
326 of the|
1934 Communications Act, which
prohibits the FCC from exercising
the powers of censorship over ra-!
dio, Mr.if Fly
think
thisremarked:
committee"I isshould
concerned about our censorship activities— our interest in programs,
you ought to consider the present
law." Senator White said "I missed,

Labor Takes the Air
day through Friday, on KUTA Salt
Lake City and five stations of the
Intermountain Network, KLO Ogden, KOVO Provo, KVNU Logan,
KEUB Price, KSUB Cedar City,
all in Utah.
Getting together on the agreement for this commercial program,
something of a rarity because sponsored programs by labor unions are
frowned upon by the NAB code of
ethics, are (1 to r) Lynn Meyer,
sales manager of the Intermountain
Network; Fullmer Latter, president, Utah State Federation of
Labor; J. R. Wilson, Federation
secretary-treasurer; Victor V. Bell,
radio director account executive,
Gillham Adv. Agency, which handles the account.
Mr. Paley back and "have him
tell you how Cecil Brown's spot
was filled". When Senator Wheeler
asked: "How was it filled?" Mr.
Fly replied: "I don't know, sir".
Senator Wheeler asked "who
put Jay Franklin on the air"? Mr.
Fly didn't know but volunteered
that he'd find out. Then he offered
to provide the committee with in-,
formation about several commentators but said "I'd rather do that
off the record in executive sesMr.

Fly

felt the "networks"

sion."

"I meant for you to miss it,"
your suggestion."
retorted
that
sortMr.
of Fly.
thing,"IfI we've
think done
you
should have us up here now across
Mr. Fly then defended his own
the
barrel."
actions,
tried
to dictatedeclaring
the kind"Weof never
programs;
we've never held a hearing when
soap operas come in for a trimming, but I think it's ("soap operas") one of the cheaper and
worst
forms Wheeler
of public wanted
service." to
Senator
know why "so many stations" had
told him they were "deathly afraid
of "Ithewish
Commission".
you'd bring one in,"
shouted Mr. Fly. "We'll frame him,
hang him up as exhibit 1. I've
"They're
never
seen afraid
one." of you," Senator
Wheeler dryly remarked. The hearing broke into a general tirade
againsterally"soap
operas"
and (See
gendemoralizing
programs.
page 9.) Mr. Fly terminated
Thursday's session with: "Gentlemen, I'mHorace
talked out."
When
L. Lohnes, presi
dent of the Federal Communica
tions Bar Assn., and Herbert M
Bingham, representing a subcommittee of the Assn's. executive
committee,
presented
the Wheeler
group's
views Friday,
Chairman
was interested in executive committee's membership, particularly
whether any of them represented
the networks. He also asked that

shortest

distance

to profitable

-K0H

results in California's
billion-dollar market
and western

Nevada

is

TMe Beetine
McCtatctiy
Robert A
STREET
Notional
Broadcasting
Sales Manager
Company
1
Paul H.
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National
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WITH CBS PRESIDENT William S. Paley on the stand,
these members of the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee listened intently last Tuesday to a fervent
plea for new radio legislation. At long table are (1 to
committee members' names be filed
'for the record.
j Mr. Bingham had a. 17-page prepared statement, but when he referred to the old Sanders Bill (HR,5497), which died in committee and
.later was supplanted by the Holmes
bill, still in committee, Senator
Wheeler told him the Senate
group was "not interested in comparisons between the House Sanders bill and this." Mr. Bingham's
.case then was presented more or
less ad lib.
. On the whole, the association
^favors the proposed White-Wheeler
.bill, he said, stressing, however,
^that the term "license" should be
defined as separate from "special
^authorization". He contended the
ijFCC, under the present law authorized toissue licenses, has made
considerable use of "special author izations"
! Considerable argument over intervention brought out that the
Commission decides whether an individual or station is entitled to
intervene. Pointing to the KOA
! Denver case in which the Colorado
justation
sought towas
intervene
whena
the Commission
to license
Lstation in Boston on KOA's frequency, Mr. Bingham said the Commission voted 3-2 against intervention and in subsequent court
appeals, ending in the Supreme
Court, 17 individuals wrote 10

r): Senators Brooks (R-Ill.) ; Clark (D-Ida.); Hawkes,
(R-N. J.); Chairman Wheeler, (D-Mont.); Smith (DS. C); White (R-Me.); Tunnell (D-Del.) ; Gurney
(R-S. D.); Truman, (D-Mo.); Shipstead (R-Minn.)'.

opinions, 5 ticipation
in favor
of KOA'sit. parand 5 against
Mr.
Bingham read from an opinion of
Mr. Justice Frankfurter (author
of the May 10 decision granting
the FCC unlimited control over
"composition of traffic" in radio),
in which the Supreme Court justice
said: "We think it is up to the
Congress to decide who shall be entitled to a hearing."
Senator Reed termed many cases
of intervention as "nuisances".
While Mr. Bingham agreed that
Radio Goes Turf
TWO
JackBenny's
nose! BUCKSon
Soon one may
hear the
sportsman give such information to his favorite bookie, for
the New York Morning Telegraph, aracing sheet, on page
1 last Friday played the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee hearings on the
White- Wheeler Bill (S-814)
under the lead banner which
screamed: "Seven Vie Today
in Liberator 'Cap". Below in
col. 3 the sportsman read this
headline: "FCC Ruling is
Due — Fly . . . Radio Ownership by Newspapers Will Be
Subject."

r
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Q RINGS
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Once

>

Four rinjt combine to sive you
greater primary coverage of the
rich South Texas area than any
other station or group. All 4
stations with good local programs, good merchandising departments working closely with
wholesalers and retailers in
each locality, good local coverage ofthe entire territory at
exceedingly low cost to you.

MORE
PRIMARY
COVERAGE
OF THIS
RICH MARKET
THAN ANY
OTHER
GROUP

AS'
TEX
E
TH PAC
KAG
SOUIO
RAD

Write, Phone or Wire Collect for Market Information, Rates,
Primary and Secondary Coverage and Merchandising Plans
HOWARD
W.
DAVIS
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE BLDG., SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

"nuisances" had come up from time
to time; on the other hand interveners with definite interests had
been denied the right by the FCC
to be heard, he said.
The association favors that section of the proposed bill which re- Voice
organizes the FCC into two divisions, with the chairman acting as
executive officer. Senator Wheeler
thought "the chairman of the Commission ought to be at least permitted to sit on both divisions. He's Communication
going
said. to be held responsible," he
"I never felt that in this proposal," said Senator
White, to"we
have relegated
the chairman
an
Components
unimportant spot."
Or. the declaratory rulings section, which makes it mandatory on
the part of the Commission to issue
such rulings concerning the rights,
status and other legal relations on
petition of a licensee, Senator
Wheeler objected on the grounds
that "the Commission would be doing nothing else". Mr. Bingham
cited two examples where declaratory judgments might help. In one
instance, he said, a broadcaster
may have a program that borders
on lottery. Unless the FCC issues
a declaratory ruling the only way
that broadcaster has of knowing
whether he violates a rule or law
is to put on the program and then
wait for the Commission to bring
him in for a violation.
Senator Wheeler said: "If I were
thinking of a program I wasn't
sure about, I'd go to the Attorney
General
and out,
get however,
an opinion".
body pointed
that Nothe
Attorney General cannot give opinions other than to Government executives.
UNIVERSAL high quality plugs,
"NBC and all of them have done
very fine work," he added. "I don't
jacks and switch assemblies
think
perfect.hasI don't
have been made available to
think it's
the 100%
Commission
been
100% perfect. What we are trying
prime and sub-contractors for
to do is to improve the law so that
earliest quantity deliveries. Catthe Commission can improve."
alog No. 830 contains complete
Mr. Lohnes, speaking also as an
details.
individual, urged the section defining the rights of political candidates
on thetheairbroadcasters
to be adopted
"so
it will take
off the
spot before the next campaign. I
think a station ought to be enittled
to protect itself from slander and
libel. Unless it is corrected, a lot
of stations are not going to carry
political speeches," he asserted.
INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA
FOREIGN DIVISION
WRRN to Mutual
301 Clay Street, San Francisco 11, Calif;
CANADIAN DIVISION
WRRN, Warren, O., with the celebration of its second birthday Nov
560 King St. W., Toronto 2, Ontario
11 became an affiliate of Mutual,
bringing
the networks
ber of outlets
to 212. total
Ownednumby
J. Marion O'Hara, the station operates on 1400 kc, 250 watts.
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Paper

Shortage

Changes

Radio
Publicity
Methods
WIDESPREAD
curtailment
of
radio columns, due to the paper
shortage, has caused a change in
radio publicity technique with the
emphasis now on individually prepared and placed stories rather
than on general releases, according to reports of the 21 station
publicity chiefs who met last Wednesday and Thursday with John
McKay, NBC press director, in
New York, for a general discussion of radio publicity problems.
Attending the two-day session
were:
Jack Ryan, NBC Chicago; Hal Brock,
NBC Hollywood; Tom Knode, NBC Washington; George Slade, WBZ; Elizabeth
Sanders, WAVE; John McMahon, KDKA;
Mary Caldwell, WSB; Harry Stone, WSM;
E. G. Flanagan, WSPD; H. W. Slavick,
WMC; J. F. Clancy, WTIC; Roger Baker,
WLW; John Kelly, KYW; Wilbur M.
Havens, R. E. MitcheH, WMBG; Bob- BaiWTAM; W. Truman
T. Meenam,
"WGY;WHAM;
Helen
King,ley,WBEN;
Brizee,
Bill Wiseman, WOW; E. R. Vadeboncoeur, WSYR.
Charter for D. C. Club
THE FIRST Women's Advertising Club of Washington was
granted a charter of affiliation by
the Advertising Federation of
America on Nov. 9, at a meeting
broadcast by WINX Washington.
William D. Egolf, vice-president
of both the NAB and the Advertising Federation of America presented the charter. Betty Darling
Gwyer, of the Henry J. Kauffman
Advertising Agency, is president
of the Washington chapter.

Military

Electronic

Production

Soars,

Civilian Tube Deliveries Up, Says WPB
MILITARY requirements for
more than had been delivered to
distributors in any month since
electronics equipment are "mountlast spring. At the same time, he
ing
steadily",
Ray
C.
Ellis,
director of the WPB Radio & Radar
stated that the assortment of types
Division, told a conference of 50 left much to be desired, in that the
field service men of the Division
quantities of certain badly needed
last week. From a volume of $250 types were inadequate.
Frank S. Horning, chief of the
million per year, electronics production has risen to $250 million
Field Service Branch, described the
per month, and the program for magnitude of the electronics pronext year calls for an increase to
duction program, with its more
over $300 million per month, Mr. than 1,000 direct contributors of
Ellis said. To a large degree, the electronic components and 6,000
stepping up of production has been manufacturers of non-electronic
accomplished through a decen- parts, all of which must be made
tralization policy, he declared, add- according to close specifications and
ing that the Division has been flow steadily to the 161 prime contractors who build the finished
operating on a decentralization
program since last January.
equipment.
Mr. Horning said that the value
"Today our main purpose is to
produce military equipment, but of direct contact with manufacturalong with this effort we are also
ers through the regional offices had
giving consideration to supplying been recognized for many months,
civilians with the equipment which
to "give you an idea of the work
is allowed the home front for the and
load we can report that in 1942 the
necessary utilization of its radio volume was approximately 13%
telephone and telegraphic equipsets," said Mr. Ellis.
ment, 70% straight radio and
Civilian Tubes Up
17% other military electronics. As
During the meetings it was re- we near the close of 1943, telephone
vealed that October production of and telegraphic requirements are
receiver tubes allotted to civilians
being reduced to 8%, straight ratotaled 1,600,000 tubes, a quantity
dio to 50%, with the phenomenal
which Frank H. Mcintosh, who
demand for other military elecheads the Domestic & Foreign
tronics jumping to 42%."
Branch of the Division, said was
Methods Changed
Showing how war has influenced
production methods, Sidney K.
Wolf, assistant director for production, saidemployed
that three today
new "tools"
are being
which
were not in use a year ago. These
are standardization of components,
better control of inventories and
closer liaison with ANEPA (Army
and
Navy Electronics Production
Agency).

new

IX THE
DETROIT
AREA,
CKLW time-sales in many major retail classifications lead 'em all! Proving that CKLW's
blanket coverage of America's 3rd Market, at
lower cost, is clicking in a big way.

5,000 WATTS
DAY and NIGHT
800 Kc.
MUTUAL SYSTEM
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Standardization has reduced meter types from 22,000 to 1,800, Mr.
Wolf said, and added that variety
of other components had been reduced correspondingly, thereby
adding as much as 25% to production in some plants. Redistribu-

Savannah ranks third
among all Major American
Markets in percent of sales
increase for past year.

UISflY
SAVAN N AH
National Rmprmttntalivmi
GEORGE P. HOLL1NGBERY CO.
BROADCASTING

SIGNED AND SEALED was the
second contract of the May Co. on
KOA Denver as Lou Waldman (c),
advertising manager of the Denver
department store, completed negotiations for the The May Co. Presents, 8:45-9 a.m., daily except Sundays. Taking part in contract ceremony were Duncan McColl, KOA
sales manager, and Evadna Hammersley, who writes the program
and is featured as the May Co.
Shopper. Firm also sponsors weekly half-hour 'Heroes of the U. S.
Navy on KOA at 6 p.m. Tuesdays.
tion of excess inventories and salvaging of excess components resulting from contract cancellations will be achieved by the inventory control program. Speedier
handling of rated orders is being
achieved by location of a score of
military officials of ANEPA in
quarters adjoining the Radio &
Radar Division instead of at the
Pentagon Bldg. in Arlington, Va.
Discussing manpower problems,
Harold Sharpe, assistant director
for Labor, said that there are now
600,000 persons engaged in the
electronics production industry.
Adam Spot Drive
SUPPLEMENTING its BLUE
broadcasts of top boxing bouts,
Adam Hat Stores, New York, this
week completes launching of a na
tion-wide spot campaign in markets
where its 2,000 dealers are located
The drive got under way Nov. 1,
with final placements going into
effect Nov. 15, the schedule con
sisting of 30-second transcribed an
nouncements aired 10-50 times
weekly on 44 stations. Wherever
possible spots have been secured
near broadcasts appealing to male
listeners. Badger, Browning & Hershey, New York, is handling Adam
Hats' spot radio.

5000 Watts Full Time
BLUE NETWORK
Represented by John BLAIR & CO.
• Broadcast
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Retail

Promotion

Keeps On Clicking
idvance Work by Stations
Credited For Results
PINE ADVANCE work by sponsoring stations is resulting in continued enthusiastic reception of the
WAB's
"AirNumerous
Force" retail
' promoion unit.
requests
for
;he "How to Do It" booklets indicate the active interest of retailers.
With two more booklets ready for
nailing by Nov. 16, only the "How
;o Promote Your Radio Program"
remains yet to be prepared.
Seattle stations reported 600 at;ending, with this comment from
j. G. Woodridge, president of MacDougall-Southwick, Seattle department store, reflecting the retailer's
reaction: "Mr. Wright (m.c. Frank
Park Wright) ... is definitely
right". Chattanooga stations reported 165, with a leading department store executive calling the
;:acts revealed "most amazing and
jnbelievable".
Praise From Press
The
Rock Island-Moline-East
Moline meeting reported 236 and
'even our friends from the newspaDers who attended were outspoken
?n praise". WBIR Knoxville had 95,
Und an executive formerly cold toward radio requested he be contacted immediately. Kalamazoo reported 95 attending. Grand Rapids'
35 were disappointed when the
sound equipment failed in the midile of the presentation. Plans for
i future showing are contemplated.
Peoria reported 150, "reception excellent"; Davenport, 158.
Macon, Ga., 114, "much praise expressed"; WDBJ, WSLS Roanoke,
30; 125 booklets requested; WBOW
•Terre Haute, 136; WCAE Philadelphia, 75; WWNC, WISE Asheville,
IT. C, 125; WSPA, WORD Spartanburg, S. C, wrote "more value
n relationship with retail merchants than anything done . . ."
Bristol,
Tenn.,
Many investments
"more en;husiastic about70.their
n radio". WFDF Flint, "200 at;ended including important General
Motors officials"; Ft. Wayne, 90,
'good reactions"; WAAT Newark,
'presentation will have far reaching effects".
New York showing is scheduled
for Nov. 15-18 at the Barbizon
Plaza Hotel, with 2,500 invited.
Monday showing will be for representatives of retail trade publica-

REVERSING USUAL ORDER, radio station and
agency people were the guests of the advertiser at
a party given by Dr. Raymond Shane, head of the
Shane Diagnostic Foundation of Bakersfield, Sacramento, Stockton, Oakland and San Francisco. Seated
at table (1 to r) : Ewing C. Kelly, head of Kelly
Advertising Agency, San Francisco; Mrs. Kelly;
Philip G. Lasky, vice-president, KROW Oakland;
Flamm Asks Permission
To Intervene on WMCA
DONALD FLAMM, former owner
of WMCA New York, through his
attorneys, Handelman & Ives, New
York, last Wednesday filed a petition with the FCC asking to intervene in the sale of WMCA by
Edward J. Noble, new owner of the
BLUE Network, to Nathan Straus,
New York philanthropist and industrialist, on the ground that the
sale would put it out of the power
of Mr. Noble to comply with a possible order of the New York Supreme Court rescinding the sale of
the station.
Mr. Noble bought WMCA from
Mr. Flamm in January 1941, and
Mr. Flamm brought suit for recission last August, charging fraud
and coercion [Broadcasting, Aug.
16]. The petition also stated that
Mr. Flamm wished to present evidence showing the proposed transfer would not be in the public interest and that no decision on it
should be made by the FCC until
the New York Supreme Court rules
on the recission suit.

Mrs. Lasky; Leo Ricketts, manager, KFBK Sacramento; Mrs. Ricketts; Mrs. Raymond Shane; Dr.
Shane; Herman Bullock; Mrs. Gene Brown; Gene
Brown, office manager, Shane Foundation; Leslie
Gillen; Mrs. Don Federson; Don Federson, manager,
KYA San Francisco; Mrs. Kelso Norman; Kelso
Norman, head of Kelso Norman Advertising Agency,
San Francisco; Mrs. William Clements.

KPRO to Blue
KPRO Riverside, Cal., on Nov. 15
was to become affiliated with ^the_
Blue Network as a supplementary
station to the Pacific Coast group,
bringing the total of BLUE outlets
to 171. Owned by the Broadcasting
Corp. of America, KPRO operates
fulltime on 1000 watts, 1440 kc.
Network evening hour rate is $60.
HILLMAN-SHANE-BREYER, Los
Angeles agency, continues to service
Beneficial Casualty Insurance :Co.,
Los Angeles, placing all media. Ivan
Hill Adv., Chicago, is placing radio
in that city and midwest markets.
CY HOWARD, who left WBBM
Chicagowillto take
join aJack
writingto
staff,
leaveBenny's
of absence
play a lead role in Maxwell Anderson's
Operations.
He will continue toStorm
write
for Benny.

Scale at 802 Raised
WAR LABOR BOARD has approved
the contract between Music Publishers
Protective- Assn. and the New York
local of the American Federation of
Musicians, calling for a 10% increase
in minimum wage scales for arrangers,runscopyists
tract
fromandNov.proofreaders.
1, 1943, to ConOct.
31, 1944, with increases retroactive to
Aug. 16, 1943.
EDWARD J. McCROSSIN JR., at
present attorney with the NBC legal
division in New York, has been named
legal counsel of the NBC Central
Division, effective Nov. 15. Joseph A.
McDonald, formerly legal council for
the network in Chicago, recently joined the New York legal office.
ALMOST 50% of the students who
completed the second annual NBCNorthwestern U. Summer Radio Industry. stitute have been absorbed by the in-

tions, press, agencies, trade associations; Tuesday, leading retailers,
members of National Retail Drygoods Assn. and Fifth Ave. Assn.;
Wednesday, national manufacturers and local retailers; Thursday,
local manufacturers, editors, station reps and miscellaneous groups.
The Philadelphia showing is Nov.
19 at the Adelphia Hotel. Detroit
meeting is Dec. 7 at the Statler
Hotel.

First on New York's Dial... 570,
-Are being spent
in virginia now than ever before v
— AND IN VIRGINIA YOU REACH MORE
PEOPLE AT LOW COST ON RICHMONDS
NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED STATION-*

Michigan people spoke
their piece on wartime
FOOD
PROBLEMS

5000WATTS

See Pages 22-23

NIGHTANDDAY
910 KC
•••EDWARD PETRY Sc. CO., INC. NATIONAL REPRESENTA
(America's Leading Independent Station
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N E

tyfbre ikPkest really is ~H'$
IKIR.€ID
CBS
600 KC
Business booms here. Thousands ofnew listeners in our
unrivalled coverage area
make
KROD
the best radio
buy.
Dorrance Roderick, Owner Val Lawrence, Manager
HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
National Representatives
THE
NDUSTRIAL
GATEWAY
to the
RICH
TENNESSEE
VALLEY

WLAC
NASHVILLE,

TENN.

50,000 WATTS
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

THERE'S NOT ANOTHER
LIKE IT!

DIRECT ROUTE TO AMERICA'S No. 1 MARKET
The Travelers Broadcasting Service
. Corporation
Member of NBC and New Engiand
Regional Network
Represented by: WEED & COMPANY
New York, Boston, Chicago, Detroit, San
Francitco and Hollywood

Better

War

Plans

in

Loan

Anacin,

Process

More Sponsorable Programs
Recommended to Treasury
BETTER HANDLING of radio
participation in the coming Fourth
War Loan Drive got off to an early
start last Thursday as a committee
of industry men met with representatives ofthe Treasury Dept. in
Washington. The Fourth Loan campaign is scheduled to begin early
in 1944.
In view of the feeling of many
broadcasters that radio deserves
more equitable consideration with
other media, warranted by the job
done in past drives — notably the
Third Loan — and that radio's potential assistance can be greatly increased, the committee discussed
certain recommendations with the
Treasury men. These included better timing of bond days and bond
information and program releases,
and more programs for sponsorship, with sales portfolios describing the programs.
The Committee
Taking part in the meeting were:
Irving G. Abeloff, program director of WRVA Richmond; Stanton
P. Kettler, general manager of
WMMN Fairmont, W. Va.; Edward
C. Obrist, program director of
WFIL Philadelphia (representing
John E. Surrick, commercial manager) ;Willard D. Egolf, assistant
to the president, Arthur Stringer,
director of promotion, Lewis H.
Avery, director of broadcast advertising, of the NAB; and Vincent
F. Callahan, director of advertising, press and radio, and Emerson
Waldman, director of the radio section, of the War Finance Division,
Treasury Dept.
IRE-RMA Meeting
ANNUAL joint meeting of the
RMA and IRE was held in Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 8-9, with more than
300 radio engineers attending the
Tuesday morning session at which
Dr. W. R. G. Baker gave a detailed
report on activities of the RTPB,
of which he is chairman. Of particular interest to broadcasters
were papers on "Demountable versus Sealed-off Tubes", by I. E.
Mouromtseff, of Western Electric &
Mfg. Co.; "Twenty-Eis?ht Volt
Operation
of Electron
Tub^s",
bv
Walter
R. Jones,
Sylvania
Electric
Products; "Message of RMA DiBaker. rector of Engineering", by Dr.

Join 20 Year Club
EDGAR KOBAK, executive vicepresident
the BLUE,
amongfive
radio of
veterans
to be isadmitted
recently to membership in The
Twenty Year Club headed by H. V.
Kaltenborn, NBC commentator.
Other new members are: Everett
CBS-50
Mitchell, director of agriculture,
er
NBC
central division; Charles M.
^
P
g
t
r
U
l
TbeSc Buying
Butler,
NBC engineer in Chicago;
in the
Wilfred A. Wood, chief engineer
*
and treasurer, WMBG, Richmond;
Market
and Kenneth M. Hance, vice-presiTim** St«*>n
dent and treasurer, KSTP, St. Paul.
The
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CHOSEN PIN-UP GIRL by the
engineers who keep the lonely vigil
at the WOV New York transmitter
located on the salt marshes of
Carlstadt, N. J., is Peggy Lloyd,
pretty blond WOV staff announcer
and m.c. of the early morning
Musical Sun Dial program.
PROMOTE PROGRAMS
HOLLISTER
URGES
FAILURE to promote a good radio program with good exploitation is "criminally inefficient,"
Paul Hollister, CBS vice-president
in charge of advertising and sales
promotion, told a meeting of the
New York chapter of the American Marketing Assn. last Thursday. Promotion will not make a
bad program good, he said, but it
will accelerate the assembly of a
regular audience for a good program series.
Citing the difference between
printed advertising, which places
the advertiser under no obligation
to entertain or divert the reader,
and radio, which requires the advertiser to provide entertainment
and has set up restrictions on
length of commercials for the protection of the listeners, Mr. Hollister discussed the unique relationship radio builds up between
listener and program and product.
"A vote for Jack Benny is a vote
for Grape-Nuts,"
declared.
"A
vote
for Burns & he
Allen
is a vote
for Swan, a vote for Fred Allen
is a vote for Texaco. Keeping the
stars' names constantly before the
public in every possible way is
merely common sense."
GE Promotions
E. H. FRITSCHEL has been named
manager of transmitting tubes and
H. J. Mandernach sales manager
of receiving tubes in the tube division of GE's Electroni
Both
are in Schenectady. csMr.Dept.
Fritschel
joined GE as a student engineer on
the test course and after working
on installation of radio transmitting
equipment in Uruguay he did development work at Schenectady until his transfer to the Radio (now
Electronics) Dept. Mr. Mandernach, formerly sales manager of
the replacement tube section of the
GE Electronics Dept. at Bridgeport, joined GE in 1936 and became
district radio representative in Chicago, where he remained until his
transfer to Bridgeport.

BROADCASTING

Kolyrios

Shift

Programs
Half-hour
ANACIN
Co., to
Jersey
City, and!
Kolynos Co., New Haven, sponsors
respectively of the thrice-weekly
quarter-hour programs Easy Aces 1]|
and Mr. Keen, Tracer of Lost Per-, ,
sons on CBS, are placing both ,
shows on a half-hour basis, andi
Anacin is starting a new program,
effective the first week in Decern
ber.
On Dec. 1 Easy Aces will be
shifted from Wednesday, Thursday^
and Friday, 7:30-7:45 p.m., to Wednesday only, 7:30-8 p.m., while the
following day Mr. Keen, heard the
same three days 7:45-8 p.m., will||(
shift to Thursdays _ onlv, 7:30-8 ,|
p.m. on Dec. 2. Anacin will start a
new popular music program, as yet
untitled, in the 7:30-8 p.m. period
Fridays. Agency for both companies is Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
New York.

Anchor Glass on CBS
ANCHOR Hocking Glass Corp.,
Lansaster, Ohio, producers of glass
containers and closures, through its
newly appointed agency, William
H. Weintraub & Co., New York,
will enter network radio for the, l
first time as sponsor of CBS-built,
program Corliss Archer. Revolvingi
around the antics of a 15-year-old,
high
school p.m.
girl, period,
programSaturdays,'
is slated1
for 5-5:30
on CBS. Jan. 8 is the tentative1
starting date, but lineup of stations
has not yet been announced.
Hon. Clark Brown
Lake-Spiro-Shurman
Memphis, Tenn.
Dear
PickedClark
up —a copy of Billboard while
siveeping
office a tocouple
iveeks ago outandthewasboss'
surprised
see theof
big spread they
gave WFIL on
news
tofeeding
the theatres.
Theater news
feedsstory
arewith
an
old
WCHS, for
started
this wea
year
and Asa
half
ago.
many
times as
a five
day
we
feed
the
lacoms tmu minute
nigues
ato tthee rtops theinI
Charleston.
like
this things
serve
guess
to make
up
the
"reasons
why"
WCHS
enjoys by
far
the greater
ence within,
listening
audi-as
well
as beyond,
its.
Course
our
with city's
my exactly
joblim-I
ain't
eligible to
membership in
the Fourth Estate, but even as an outsider Ican't help wondering about Billthe storyboard'sforstory ussince
aboutBroadcasting
a year ago. carried
Regards
Yrs.
P. tionS. thatBywegolly
almostthe forgot
menalso I feed
news toto every
weekly Kiwanis,
luncheonLions
of the
clubs.
and local
Rotary.service
WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.
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Pearson KWBU Rep.
IOMER HOGAN & Co., Chicago,
lational representative for KWBU
Corpus Christi, has announced ap)ointment of John E. Pearson Co.,
Chicago and New York, to handle
ill eastern advertising contacts for
he new 50,000-watt Texas station.
Although KWBU is not scheduled
,o go on the air until late November
>r early December, sales promotion
ias been launched by Mr. Hogan
md his associates. Offices of Homer
Sogan & Co. in Chicago are located
:n the Wrigley Bldg. The Pearson
;t 3o. offices in New York are in the
Building, 250 Park Avenue.
i! "Postum
;
If ;
II WHBU Transfer Asked
s ROY E. BLOSSOM and L. M. Ken"tiett,
of WHBU
ierson,joint
Ind.,owners
last week
asked Anthe
FCC to approve sale of 499 shares
oy Mr. Blossom and 1 share by
Mrs. Blossom to Mr. Kennett for
510,000 cash. The sale would give
Mr. Kennett sole control of the
Anderson Broadcasting Corp., licensee. Mrs. Kennett owns one
share of the total of 1,000. Mr.
Blossom gave ill health as his reaf.son for retiring from the business.
Lanteen Placing
tLANTEEN
medical labs.,
'([Chicago (Vi-teens vitamins), effective Nov. 15 will place its adver?p;ising through McCann-Erickson
dAdv., Chicago. Contract for six
cjaweeks calls for 15 spot announce;;j;ments weekly in Midwest and New
^England markets.
A

50,000

watt

audience

atcc

250

watt

rate

:t*Ae.
\f or
C.E.HOOPER
MORNING INDEX
MDN. THRU FRi .
8:00 - 12:00 A.M.
AFTERNOON INDEX
HON. THRU FRI .
12:00 - 6:00 P.M.
SUN. THRU SAT.
EVENING INDEX
6:00 - 10:00 P.M.

A
13.7
A
34.4
A
34.5

C
WGRC B
26.4 38.5 20.6
c
WGRC B 12.1
28.4 23.5
c
B
WGRC
20.3
35.8 8.3

TLROAUDIISNVGILLAER'ESA
W
47% OF KENTUCKY'S POPULATION
57% OF ITS BUYING POWER
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Turn About
WEEK AND A DAY after
the Dayton presentation of
"Air Force and the Retailer",
the equipment and the largest studio of WHIO were being used for a newspaper
presentation, with charts and
transcribed copy telling how
cheap and effective is newspaper advertising. Present at
the show, Nov. 4, were executives of agencies, three
Dayton papers, station
WING and, of course,
WHIO. Dayton radio men
were glad to give the press
its turn, the showing of "Air
Force" having been so wellattended on the preceding
Wednesday.
ANA

PLANS

SESSION

IN N. Y. NOV. 17-19
ASSN. OF NATIONAL Advertisers will hold a war conference
Nov. 17-19 in New York at the
Commodore Hotel, with the Wednesday and Friday session closed
to all but ANA members. The first
day will be devoted to case histories showing how advertisers are
meeting current wartime problems,
as well as to a discussion of the
paper situation, while the final day
will feature roundtable groups discussing all advertising media, including radio.
A symposium on war theme advertising followed by sessions on
what farmers and the public think
of business and advertising will fill
the Thursday morning meeting.
Featured speaker at the annual
dinner Nov. 18 will be Secretary
of The Treasury Henry Morgenthau, who will talk about wartime
advertising.

J-W-T Hollywood Changes
TO ACCOMMODATE expanding
Hollywood production operations,
J. Walter Thompson Co. has taken
additional space at 1549 N. Vine
St., formerly occupied by Southern
Music Co., now located 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Al Rinker, who recently joined the agency's New York
staff has been transferred to Hollywood and assigned producer of the
weekly CBS California Carry On,
sponsored by Bank of America.
Sheldon Stark, New York writer,
has also joined the agency's Hollywood staff. Daniel Danker, vicepresident in charge of West Coast
radio, has been elected to the agency's board of directors.
Timlin Named
JOE TIMLIN, director of radio for
the Branham Co., Chicago, radio
and newspaper representatives, will
join Schwimmer & Scott Adv., Chicago, Nov. 15 as director of radio
service. Prior to his association
with the Branham Co., he was radio director at J. Walter Thompson
Co., Chicago.
GARDNER NURSERY Co., Osage,
la., has stipulated with the Federal
Trade Commission to cease representing that 50 cents or any other specified amount of money is the maximum
assessment made to cover shipping or
delivery expenses when charges are
assessed
before delivery of the advertised article.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Soap
Operas
(Continued
from Probed
page 9)
a Chairman
particular Fly
station
program."
said orsome
of the
programs had been reported to the
Dept. of Justice, but nothing had
been done. "I think today more of
those damn things are on the air
than ever before," he shouted.
Senator Wheeler opined that if
"people want lotteries, we ought
to repeal the lottery laws".
Mr. Fly attacked "cheap programs". "Make it as rotten as you
want," he exclaimed, pounding the
table. "You'll get more people."
Senator Wheeler thought radio
should appeal to the "higher instincts" of the masses. Senator
Hawkes (R-N.J.) said he thought
the "general impulse of the average American citizen who is doing business leads him to decent
things". He quoted a "well-known
actor" who told him the "people
establish morals. They'll pay $9
to see a morally low show and
won't spend $2.50 to see Shakesthe New ofJersey
senator whopeare,"is saidchairman
the board
of
Inc., Kearney,
N. Congoleum-Nairn
J.
"I think the people ought to
raise their voices — you too, Senator Hawkes — and speak up for
a higher quality of service," declared Mr. Fly. "I'm simply pointing out to you, if the Commission
had a duty to do anything about it
("soap operas", etc.) the Commission has been
derelict."
Senator
Hawkes
wanted to know
if the Commission had a plan to
curb such programs. "Who's going to measure just where it begins or ends?" he asked.
"The broadcaster," Mr. Fly answered. The moral decline of children, as reported by the FBI, according to Senator Wheeler, the
"hushed emotion" of "soap operas"
as defined by Mr. Fly, "some vile,
some rotten" drama that "goes into homes with children", and the
general quality of programs were
taken over the coals by Senator
Wheeler and Mr. Fly. The FCC
chairman wasn't all critical, however. Said he:
"I think the programs on the
air around noon Sunday and Sunday evening alone justify the system of American broadcasting. I
don't say that to detract from other statements I've made here. . . .
This is a means of leadership, rather than the means of following. I
don't think you can legislate it.
I don't think you can regulate it."
Rochester Meeting
ANNUAL Rochester Fall Meeting
of the Radio Manufacturers Assn.
and the Institute of Radio Engineers was held in Rochester last
Monday and Tuesday. Maj. James
I. Heinz, Army Signal Corps, addressed the general session Monday evening. Remainder of the
two-day meeting was devoted to
technical papers and panel discussions.

WMIN, St. Paul, Minnesota
. . . wilhout question AP is
the best news service
which WMIN has ever
used.
Frank M. Devaney,
Ass't Gen. Manager
available through
PRESS ASSOCIATION,
50 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, N. Y.
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CHNS
Halifax
Nova

Scotia

The Busiest
Commercial
Radio Station
of the Maritimes
JOS. weed & CO.
350 Madison Avenue, New York
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AA-1

"Listen, Buddy — if you don't
stop signing off 'WFDF Flint,
Michigan,' you'll be transferred
from M. P. to K. P."

Rumored

THAT a change in the priorityrating for broadcasting equipment
is imminent was freely discussed
in Washington radio circles last
week. The change, which would
raise the rating from AA-2 to
AA-1, is reported to have been approved by higher authorities in
the WPB, although no announcement has been forthcoming from
the Radio & Radar Division, or
from its Domestic & Foreign
Branch, which administers Order
P-133. A revised version of this
order was issued Oct. 8, embodying
the AA-2 rating which first became effective July 10. Before that
date, broadcasters had used the
same rating as the radio communications industry — AA-2X. The
change then adopted raised communications to AA-1, and gave
broadcasting AA-2.
SARNOFF FORECASTS
TO END OF CENTURY
"WHEN this war ends, we shall
be on the threshold of a new era
of radio — an era in which man will
see, as well as hear, distant
events," David Sarnoff, president of
RCA, told the Lancaster Chapter of
the American Assn. for the Advancement ofScience, in an address
Nov. 11 on "Industrial Science
Looks Ahead".
Predicting that "the fourth two
decades" oftroduce
thisinternational
century television
may "inwith pictures in color," Mr. Sarnoff continued that "it is even possible that in the final two decades,
we may complete the century with
power transmission by radio, and
its use in the operation of vehicles,
automobiles, ships, railroads and

MORE
CARRYING POWER
IN IDAHO!

airplanes."
FCC Refuses

4
Italians, all born in Italy,
ing
spoke
their piece regard-

See Pages 22-23
Page 62
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Plea

For Censorship Hearing
CIO PETITION asking the FCC
for an informal hearing on charges
of censorship and operation contrary to public interest by WHKC
Columbus, 0., filed about three
months ago, was denied last week.
WHKC had deleted, last August,
from a speech by Richard T. Frankensteen, vice-president of the UAW
(CIO), criticism of Senator Taft
(R-Ohio) and Rep. Vorys (R-Ohio)
[Broadcasting, Sept. 27].
While no comment was forthcoming from the Commission, it was
learned at Mr. Frankensteen's office that the UAW considers that
FCC has made clear its views on
discrimination by radio stations
against labor unions in the record
of the hearings on transfer of the
BLUE Network last September,
and in subsequent speeches by
Chairman Fly and Commissioner
C. J. Durr.

KSEI
POCATELLO • IDAHO

FASCISM

CIO

Radio Saves Lives
PROMPT WARNING by KSTP of
a violent storm in the MinneapolisSt. Paul area last week-end is believed responsible for the safety of
many lives in the blizzard which
caused a shutdown of business offices, stores and schools. Little loss
of life is reported, although last
week's storm was worse than the
1940 Armistice day storm.

15, 1943

RALLYING ROUND for post-broadcast party when the weekly Grade
Fields Victory Show resumed on Mutual stations in October, were these
network and agency executives. American Cigarette & Cigar Co. (Pall
Mall) sponsors the five-weekly quarter-hour series. Party-minded folk
and account exare (1 to r) : Henry Omerle, New York vice-president wife
of the viceecutive of Ruthrauff & Ryan; Mrs. Lewis Allen Weiss,
president and general manager of Don Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood; Grade Fields; Mr. Weiss; Murray Bolen, agency producer.
Benny's Don Lee Repeat
GENERAL FOODS Corp., following an agreement worked out with
American Federation of Musicians,
on Nov. 7 started sponsoring a
transcribed repeat broadcast of the
NBC Jack Benny Show on 34 Don
Lee Pacific stations, Sunday, 8:309 p.m. (PWT). Live show is released on NBC stations, Sunday 77:30 p.m. (EWT). With Young &
Rubicam handling negotiations,
AFM ban
againstwasnetwork
cribed broadcasts
relaxed transwhen
agency agreed to pay weekly $36
per musician and $72 for Phil Harris, musical director. A former
transcribed West Coast repeat had
been discontinued when AFM ban
was invoked. BLUE was unable to
clear time. World Broadcasting
System is cutting the series.
IRE Elects Officers
HUBERT M. TURNER, of New
Haven, has been elected president
of the IRE, succeeding Dr. Lynde
P. Wheeler, Chief of the Technical
Information Div. of the FCC,
Washington, the board of directors
announced last week. Mr. Turner
is Associate Professor of Electrical
Engineering at Yale U. Ralph A.
Hackbusch, vice-president in charge
of radio for Research Enterprise
Ltd., Leaside, Ont., was elected
vice-president. Directors elected for
three-year terms were Raymond F.
Guy, radio facilities engineer of
NBC New York; Lawrence C. F.
Horle, New York, consulting engineer and authority on television;
William C. White, engineer of the
tady.
GE electronics laboratory, SchenecROBERT HURLEIGH, Chicago
manager of PA, signed a contract
Nov. 15 and joins CBS Chicago as
a commentator, effective Nov. 22.
ED JOHNSON, promotion and research director of the Branham Co.,
Chicago, station representatives, reported to the Army Nov. 13. His wife,
Rubidoux Johnson, will take in his

Krank's News
CONSOLIDATED ROYAL Chemical Co., Chicago (Krank's shave
cream), on Nov. 7 began sponsorship of a weekly quarter-hour news
program featuring Robert F. Hur
leigh, central division manager of
Press Assn., on WBBM Chicago.
Contract is for 26 weeks. Agency
is Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.
DR. MELCHIOR PALYI, economist,
has
joined WIND Chicago as commentator.

KEEP
WITH

UP
THE

SHIFTING
WITH
RADIO

WEED
AND COMPANY
RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES

I-lace.
PAUL WHITEMAN and orchestra
will provide music for Radio Hall of
Fame, Philco program starting on the NEW YORK • BOSTON • CHICAGO
BLUE Sunday, Dec. 5. Mr. White- DETROIT • SAN FRANCISCO • HOLLYWOOD
I
man is BLUE's director of music.
BROADCASTING
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JLfW^O EASE the demands made
Sj on local radio stations by pubB lie service groups, and to permit community organizations
to use radio effectively through better planning, talent development
and script writing, the Community
Council in Winston-Salem, N. C,
will sponsor a local experimental
radio project, under the direction
of Charlotte Demorest, originator
of the Apartments on Parade programs on WQXR New York. The
local Junior League will finance
the project. As radio consultant
for the Council, Miss Demorest will
work with the two local stations,
WAIR and WSJS, and more than
30 community groups to develop
ia more effective use of radio by
;Council organizations such as the
Red Cross, Boy Scouts and the
Chamber of Commerce, as well as
'by war
agencies
such asOffice.
the Civilian Defense
Volunteer
Plan
of action calls for a preliminary
"study of
talentneeds,
and material available
and community
followed by training of talent before
jfinal airing of programs.
1
THE VOICE OF MISSISSIPPI

SEPTEMBER
BUSINESS
ACTIVITY
in
MISSISSIPPI

UP

30%

September Business Activity in
Mississippi continued its UPWARD trend — showing a gain
of 30% over September of
1942 for the entire state and
a gain of 25% in the JACKSON district.
WJOX dominates this UP MARKET— a "Must Market" on
your 1944 schedules.

The
&

Car Cards
CFCF Montreal is promoting its
current sponsored programs locally by means of nearly 500 car cards
in Montreal streetcars. Each card
has space to feature two programs.
BROADCASTING

Promotion
TIME

Promotion Exchange — Taystee Hay — Coon Hunt
Merchandising Evidence — Teasers
Commentator Promotion
STANDARD OIL Co., of California, which began sponsorship Nov.
1 of Lowell Thomas on the Pacific
Coast BLUE five nights weekly,
Mondays thru Fridays, 9:30-9:45
p.m. (PWT), is following up its
initial broadcast with an intensive
campaign for the commentator.
Large and medium sized ads are
being used in papers in all of the
larger western cities for the next
two months; three announcements
weekly in approximately 350 smaller western newspapers for the
same period; daily station and
chain breaks on the BLUE during
November and December; tie-ups
in movie houses using Fox-Metrotone News; broadsides to dealers;
announcements during the weekly
Standard Symphony programs ; and
folders to stockholders.
* # ❖
Promotion Exchange
WMCA New York will receive extensive promotion in 1,200 independent drug stores in the New York
area under an exchange deal made
with Fair Trade Merchandising Associates, New York. Under the arrangement, a52-week affair, which
goes into effect Jan. 1, WMCA will
turn over to the drug trade organization Nick Kenny's Youthopia,
heard Saturday, 11:03 a.m. to 12
noon, in exchange for WMCA program promotion in the FTMA member stores. As centers for distribution of tickets to studio broadcasts,
the stores will also serve for recruiting of child talent for the program. Fair Merchandising will use
the program as an institutional
show.
* * *
Regional Campaign
EXTENSIVE newspaper and subway and railroad poster campaign
begun the week of Nov. 5 and continuing throughout the month is
being conducted by the Yankee
Network for its latest morning
program, Yankee Tune Factory,
heard on WNAC Boston and the
Yankee Network Monday through
Saturday, 9-11:15 a.m. Newspaper
campaign includes insertions in
10 New England papers.
* * *
Taystee Hay
BALES of hay now adorn the tops
of Taystee bread delivery trucks
in the Indianapolis area and the
drivers are attired in the "latest"
straw hats and bandanas — all in
tune with the Jamboree program
which Taystee is sponsoring on
WIBC Indianapolis. Posters on the
trucks, banners in stores selling
the bread and street car cards call
attention to the program and station.
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BUYERS

STATION

WLW Coon Hunt
WLW CINCINNATI Coon Hunting
Contest, open to all sportsmen in
Ohio during the season from Nov.
15 to Jan. 15, has been announced.
Purpose of the contest is to increase interest in one of America's
fine game animals and to aid the
Ohio Division of Conservation to
secure information regarding the
movement of state released coons.
Each raccoon is marked with a tag
and prizes are awarded weekly
with a grand prize at the end of
the season. ♦ ' # ♦
Hudson Circle Findings
STORY of the round the clock
Crossley Inc. survey of the WGY
Schenectady market has been released by WGY in a brochure titled
"Exploring with Crossley". This
"account of the statistical discovery
of the Hudson circle" contains
complete factual evidence and full
statistical information on the Crossley findings in the area of eastern
and central New York and western
New England.
* * *
Merchandising Evidence
NAME of person at each account
receiving the monthly merchandising evidence packet from WNAX
Yankton, S. D., is printed on the
cover of each packet. Following
the presentation each month of
the WNAX-tra, which contains
news of programs and doings at
WNAX, the packet includes tear
sheets of newspaper promotion
and other publicity, as well as copies of free announcements made
as a merchandising service in behalf of sponsored shows.
* * *
CBS Pamphlet

WDOD
Chattanooga,

Tenn.

5,000CBS
WATTS
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
★
, ★
THE BRIGHT SPOT
of Eastern New York

Only BLUE Network
Station Covering this Area
*
★

IN POCKET-SIZE pamphlet, "Listen," CBS has reprinted brief
items which have appeared in Columbia ads in The New Yorker,
Atlantic Monthly and Harper's
Magazine. Material includes anecdotes and statistical reports on
CBS and the broadcasting industry
in general, written primarily for
the layman. Booklet attempts to
point up the human and diverting
side of radio.
* * *
Handbooks
VOLUME THREE of Music of the
New World handbooks describing
the 19 programs which form Part
One of the second year of the NBC
series, has just been issued. Written by Gilbert Chase, the book is
titled Folkways in Music, name
of the three-year course offered on
NBC Inter-American University of
the Air.
* * *
Kansas City Teasers
SERIES of teaser and display advertisements inKansas City newspapers was used by KOZY Kansas
City FM station, to announce the
shift
ters. from the old K49KC call letNovember
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Actions
FEDERAL

i/lMARKET

FOR THE

u

Worlds Best
Coverage of
the Worlds
em
BiggestNt

U

11 I T E D

PRESS

NEW

ORLEANS

50,000

WATTS

The Greatest Selling POWER
in the South's Greatest City
CBS Affiliate
Nat'l R«p. • The Katz Agency Inc.

★
*
■jt Carmen C. Blough of
WPB and Jas. F. Lincoln, industrialist,
spoke their piece on
war contract
RENEGOTIATION
See Pages 22-23
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COMMISSION

NOVEMBER 6 TO NOVEMBER 12 INCLUSIVE
Decisions . . .
NOVEMBER 8
ns . .8 .
Applicatio
NOVEMBER
UAW-CIO — Denied hearing on alleged
WHAM
Rochester,
N. Y.— Mod. license
censorship and operation contrary to pub- to change corporate name
of licensee to
lic interest by WHKC Columbus, O.
Stromberg-Carlson Co.
NOVEMBER 9
WHFM, WJEN, WJEP Rochester— Same.
W. J. Harpole, J. C. Rothwell, Plainview,
WSAM Saginaw, Mich. — Transfer control
Tex. — Granted petition to reinstate and to Milton L. Greenebaum by transfer of 35
grant application for CP for new station shares from Adolph Greenebaum, deceased.
on 1400 kc, 250 w, unlimited ; conditions.
WEEUzation to operate
Reading —6 :45
Special
a.m. service
to local authorisunrise
forWJAX
hearing Jacksonville,
application forFla.CP— Designated
for 100 w Nov.-Dec, 1943 ; Jan. -March, 1944.
transmitter for auxiliary purposes only.
KWTO Springfield, Mo.— Mod. CP authorPottsville News & Radio Corp., Pottsizing change in hours, DA-N ; extension
ville, Pa. — Denied petition for reinstate- completion date.
ment of application for new station on 580
Standard Broadcasting Co., Los Angeles
kc, 250 w D.
— CP for new FM station on 45,300 kc,
WLOL Minneapolis — Granted authority coverage 7,000 sq. mi.
to identify WLOL with both St. Paul and
KLBMmainLa studio
Grande,to Ore.
— Mod. license
Minneapolis in station identification.
move
transmitter
site. to
NOVEMBER 11
KBPS Portland, Ore. — Mod. license to
WTMC Ocala, Fla.— Granted license to change hours from sharing with KXL to
cover CP for change in equipment, power specified hours.
increase.
NOVEMBER 12
NOVEMBER 12
WGST Atlanta — Granted continuance of
WHBU Anderson, Ind. — Acquisition of
control
by
L.
M. Kennett through purchase
hearing
to Nov. 29 re application for
license renewal.
of 500 shares (499 from Roy E. Blossom,
1 from Daisy B. Blossom).
KTBI
Tacoma,
1490
to 1220
kc. Wash.— CP to change
KROY Sacramento — CP for new transmitter, increase 100 to 250 w amended to
Wetwork iKccounts
change name of applicant to Royal Miller,
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated Marion Miller, L. H. Penney and Gladys
W. Penney, d-b as Royal Miller Radio.
New Business
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York W. L. DOUGLAS Shoe Co., Brockton,
(Grape Nuts, Grape Nut Flakes), on Nov. Mass., onon 15Dec.Mutual
5 shifts
Tonight's
stations,
Sun., World
from
7 started Jack Benny on 34 Don Lee sta- News
10:30-10:45 p.m. to 11:45 a.m. - 12 noon.
tions,
Sun.,
8:30-9
(PWT),
as
a
recorded repeat of the NBC broadcast, Sun., Agency : Harold Cabot Co., Boston.
4-4:30 (PWT). Agency: Young & Rubi- WILDROOT Co., Buffalo, N. Y. (Wildcam, New York.
root), on Nov. 2 added 2 Hawaiian stations (KGMB KHBC) to Rex Miller,
D. L. CLARK Co., Pittsburgh (candies),
on Dec. 5 starts Good Will Hour on about Commentator, on 34 Don Lee Pacific sta60 Mutual stations and WMCA New
tions. Tues., Thurs., 9:15-9:30 p.m.
(PWT), making total of 36 stations.
York. Sun., 10:15-11 p.m. Agency: Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh.
Agency: Rhoades & Davis, San Francisco.
CONSOLIDATED ROYAL CHEMICAL
Corp., Chicago (Krank's Shave Kreme) , on
Nov.
for Pacific
52 weeks.
Ten O'clock
Wire, 27onstarts
6 CBS
stations
(KNX
G-E Names Crossland
KARM KROY KGDM KQW KIRO), Sat.,
10-10:15 p.m. (PWT). Agency: Arthur
Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.
H. A. CROSSLAND has been~
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS Corp., named manager of sales of the receiver division of the General ElecJersey City (Old English products), on
Nov. 22 starts for 52 weeks, OKay for Retric Co.'s electronics department, I.
lease on 7 NBC Pacific stations (KFI J. Kaar,
division manager anKFSD KPO KMJ KGW KHQ KOMO),
nounced. Mr. Crossland joined G-E
Mon. thru Fri., 5-5:15 p.m. (PWT). Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., Los Angeles. in 1930, and has held several posiL. B. LABORATORIES, Hollywood (hair
tions with the company, including
dO), on Nov. 20 starts for 52 weeks,
Saturday Morning News on 34 Don Lee manager of tube sales, manager of
television sales, regional sales manPacific stations, Sat. 7-7:15 a.m. (PWT).
ager for the western region of the
Agency: Glasser-Gailey & Co., Los Anreceiver
division, and most recentRenewal Accounts
geles.
ly
he
was
in charge of certain miliCONTINENTAL BAKING Co., New York
tary contracts for the electronics
(Wonder Bread and Hostess Cake), on department.
Nov. 29 renews Bachelor's Children on 45
CBS stations, Mon. thru Fri., 10:45-11
a.m.
p.m.). Agency: Ted
Bates (repeat,
Inc., N. 3:45-4
Y.
PETRI WINE Co., San Francisco, on
Jan. lock
3, renews
Adventures
of Mon.,
SherHolmes on The
53 MBS
stations,
8:30-9 p.m. Agency: Young & Rubicam,
San Francisco.
BAYUK CIGARS Inc.. Philadelphia, on
KOZ
Nov. 5 renewed for 52 weeks Sam Baiter's Sizing Up the News on 72 MBS stations, Mon., Wed. and Fri., 8-8:15 p.m.
Agency: Ivey & Ellington, Philadelphia.
FM
in
COCA-COLA
Co., Atlanta,
renews Pause That
Refresheson OnDec.the12 Air
on 121 CBS stations, Sun., 4:30-5 p.m.
Agency: D'Arcy Adv., N. Y.
KANSAS
CITY
Network Changes
DUBONNET
Philadelphia
(Dubonnet Wines),Corp.,
on Dec.
1 shifts Your
Dubonnet Date from 80 BLUE stations,
Sat., 11-11:30 a.m. to 60 MBS stations.
Wed., 8:30-9& Co.,
p.m. N.Agency:
William H.
Weintraub
Y.
42 PRODUCTS Inc., Los Angeles (hair
oil, shampoo), on Nov. 5 added 18 Don
Lee That
Pacific
stations
What's
of
Song?
on 16to Don
Lee the
Cal.Name
stations,scribed
Fri., 8:30-9
p.m.
(PWT),
with
tranrepeat added on 7 Ariz, stations,
Sun., 10:30-11 a.m. (MWT), making total
41 stations. Agency : Hillman-Shane-Breyer
Inc., Los Angeles.
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IRE President

HUBERT M. TURNER, associate
professor of electrical engineering
at Yale U., was elected president
of the Institute of Radio Engineers,
succeeding Dr. Lynde P. Wheeler
of the FCC. The board announced
the election as vice-president of
Ralph A. Hackbusch, vice-president
in charge of radio for Research
Enterprises, Leaside, Ont. Directors elected for three-year terms
are: Raymond F. Guy, NBC radio
facilities engineer; Lawrence C. F.
Horle, New York consulting engineer and authority on television,
and William C. White, engineer of
General Electric Co.'s electronics
laboratories, Schenectady.

CONTROL
ROOM
PRESTON STRINGER,
Phoenix, Ariz., technician, is
father of a girl.
CHARLES SHERBURNE, engineer
of KH.T Hollywood, is the father of
a girl born Nov. 3.
CARL R. WARREN, formerly of
KTTS Springfield, Mo., and James R.
Taylor, recently with WJAR Morgantown, W.neeringVa.,
engistaff of have
KTHSjoined
Hot the
Springs,
Ark.
GEORGE HATCH, engineer at
WOWO-WGL Port Wayne, Ind., is
the father of a IVz lb. girl.
BOB PANTELL, engineer of KYW
Philadelphia, has resigned to accept
a similar
position
vision of the
OWL in the overseas diMAXELL
WILLIAMS,
neer of WCBI
Columbus, chief
Miss., engihas
joined the armed forces. He is retemporarilyLivingston
by David has
Livingston.placed
Mrs. David
also
been added to the engineering staff.
DANIELceived an honorable
EHRENREICH
hasfrom
redischarge
the Army and has returned to the
engineering department of WOR New
York.
GRIFFIN GODWIN, member of the
engineering
of WRBL
Columbus, Ga., is staff
the father
of a boy.
HOMER OBUSCHON, of KGFJ
Los Angeles, has been promoted to
chief engineer.
MYRON
SCHRADERMEIER,
former engineer
of WIND Gary, Ind.,
has joined KFAC Los Angeles.
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EVERETT L. DILLARD
General Manager
PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY
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CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c
per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS, triple. Minimum charge
SI. 00. Count three words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
issue. Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press Building,
Washington 4, D. C.
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
Help Wanted
ANNOUNCER-SALESMAN — Permanent
position for experienced well qualified
draft-deferred announcer who also seeks
opportunity in business end of radio.
Basicactive
salarylocal
plusaccounts.
commissions
s^l-^ct
list
Send onaudition
record, snapshot and detailed information. WSAV, Savannah, Georgia.
Announcer — To handle news and run control board. State salary wanted and mail
voice transcription. Draft deferred. Box
2 524, BROADCASTING.
Jraft Deferred — Licensed first, second, or
third class operators. Rocky Mountain 5
kw.
network station. Box 526, BROADCASTING.
•0,000 Watt Clear Channel— WHO has opening in department of 100 per cent professional news men with newspaper
standards and methods. Must be able to
write and broadcast news copy from five
leased wires, or be rapidly adaptable to
such a combination. Splendid chance for
training and advancement with one of
middle
west's Jack
best-equipped
radioEditor,
news
rooms. Write
Shelley, News
Station WHO, Des Moines, Iowa.
station Executives — One Kw station middle
1 west has opening for man who has experience in producing, announcing, writing, and primarily selling. State qualifications
CASTING. and references. Box 523, BROADANNOUNCER— Regional network affiliate in pleasant Eastern city where reaaccommodations
able. $45sonableforliving forty
hour week, areandav»i'RR
ticket for right man. Send qualifications,
draft status, references, date available,
photograph and recording. Will return
latter. Box 522, BROADCASTING.
5 ANNOUNCER — Leading Midwest NBC affiliate has openings for two qualified announcers. Give full details of previous experience. Write Box 521, BROADCASTING.
ATTENTION SMALL STATION ANfine man
opportunity
to advance in NOUNCERS—Here
radio.isNeed
of allround ability including news, sports,
M.C. Draft exempt. Send all detail", snapshot, desired salary, first application.
Box 520, BROADCASTING.
JO YOU WANT TO STEP UP from a
small statio" ? We offer heavv-produciig
time SALESMAN real opportunity with
one oftionsindustry's
bestfinest
knownregional
organizaand one of the
stations in country. Must be draft exempt.
Send all detai's — desired salary and sn->nshot
— first application. Box 519, BROADCASTING.
Sngineer-Operator — For leading Alaskan
Broadcast station. Single man. mu't copy
Press, have announcing ability. Modern
living quarters furnished. Reply via airmail, enclose photo, qualifications experience, references. August G. Hiebert,
KFAR, Fairbanks, Alaska.
Innouncer-Writer — Permanent position for
experienced draft exempt man. $56 for
50 hours to start. A real opportunity.
Send samples of your work with fn" -'<»tails to Manager, WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
| innouncer —sonality
Fluent
versatile perannouncerad-lib
with continuity
and
production ability. KTFI. Twin Falls,
Idaho. Located in no^-d°fense farming
area with post-war stability. Send photo,
draft status. References, transcription.
innouncer — Permanent position with 5
kw, regional network station for dr»ft
deferred, experienced man. Box 525,
BROADCASTING.
Canted — Announcer-operator with first
class license. Must be capable of news
and general announcing network station.
Send details to KSEI, Pocatello, Idaho.
IIROADCASTING

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
ANNOUNCER-NEWS MAN WAITED—
New England basic Blue Station in
major market needs announcer, contr >1
board operator for twenty five hours per
week with ability to announce certain
news periods during remainder of time.
All replies will be answered. Box 517,
BROADCASTING.
First or Second Class Radio Engineer —
Union scale; middle west, no "boom
town." Box 516, BROADCASTING.
SALESMAN— Draft exempt, with one or
two years radio sales experience. $50.00
weekly guarantee to start. Permanent
positionWrite
with full
excellent
future
rWM
man.
details
to f^r
Manager,
WFDF Flint, Michigan.
Wanted Farm Editor — For network regional station in nations number one
agricultural market. Splendid opportunity for right man. Send full details,
draft status, salary, etc. Box 515,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted Experienced Deferred Announcer
— With or without ticket. Send all inforsa'a-"
wanted formation,
48 transcription,
hour week photo.
and available
date to WCNC, Elizabeth City, N. C.
ANNOUNCER — AH round experienced man
to fill vacancy in congenial Staff. Wire
phone number WBIR
p^d salarv
r=qui>°nT=nt.
. Blue-Mutual—
Knoxville,
Tenn.
Situations Wanted
SALESMAN-WRITER-ANNOUNCER — 5
years merchandising manager Hearst
advertising departments. 5 years staff
member leading business resear?h organizations. 6years commuting New YorkChicago-Eurone to represent 200 largest
retailers, textile mills etc. Long featured
writer for No. 1 business publications,
principal newspapers. Liberty, Nation,
Life — whilestanding
consultant
to country's outpublishers, manufacturers
retailers.
Recent
radio
bac'-ground.
Draptexempt, Columbia graduate. Location
open. Sell, write, announce; money
geopranhv
CASTING. secondary. Box 527, BROADProducer — Long experience, honorable discharge, seeks518,
connection
in maior radio
center. Box
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
Young
— Exceptionally
good voice,
fine Woman
training,
ability to
write. Will send record upon request.
Box 514, BROADCASTING.
RADIO
NEWS EDITOR
Exne.-ienced ;
now employed
as foreign— correspondent
in
Panama.
Avai'able
January
Prensa. Apartado No. 3144, first.
PanamaLa
City, Panama.
Three
Exoer'ence
™ri+ing
copy, Years
selling Sound
announcing.
Want — Eastern
position
this experie*-"e
h <t
use.
Now putting
announcing
on 5 KW tometropolitan
station.
Box
513,
BROADCASTING.
Uncle
Doesn'texperience
— want mein. program
. . You
might.SamYears
management, production, promotion,
musical direction (all transcription libraries) publicity, script writing personnel management.
Metrono'itan
a"d
local stations.
Commercial
mike experience. A-re 28 — female. West or South
preferred.
vov'"self pfter Personality?
writing. BoxJudge
512, for
BROADCASTING.
Executive Salesman — Successful record of
accomplishment in Sales & Merchandising gional
for Super-Power
Station and
ReNetwork. Draft exempt,
Married,
Strong on Ideas and Creative ability.
Desires connection as Commercial Manager with organization looking beyond
the immediate horizon, with remuneration
based on volume. Box 511, BROADCASTING.
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Situations
(Cont'd) New
Young
Man — 4F,Wanted
college graduate,
York advertising agency experience, desires position in small radio station,
writing, continuity and programming,
knowledge
of program direction. Box
509, BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER— A three-in-one man for
your staff with experience as announcer,
actor or producer on several name network programs and commercial motion
pictures. Capable of Program Director
or Production post but must have some
announcing or feature news. 4-F. $100
weekly. Box 528, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Wanted
to
Buy
— 30,000 feet copper ground
kota.
wire.
Address replies to Max F. Staley,
KSOO-KELO, Sioux Falls, South DaWanted — 250 Watt transmitter, Antenna,
Monitoring and Studio Equipment. Consider All or Part. Box 510, BROADCASTING.
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If you haven't yet sent the required information
for your listing, please hurry it along. Printer is
waiting. Send all questionnaires, corrections and
changes to:
Yearbook Dept., Broadcasting Magazine,
National Press Building,
Washington

4, D. C.
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Qualified Radio Engineers
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Pres* Bide-, Vuk. D. C

PAUL

C

T

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS

GEORGE

C.

N.J.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— AND DAY
R.C.A. Communication*. Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

II Y

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

F GODLEY

MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859

O

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
• Evening Star Building, Washington, D. C.
• 321 E. Gregory Boulevard, Kansas City, Mo.
• Cross Roads of the World, Hollywood, Calif.
I
RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

BROADCAST REPAIR
SERVICE COMPANY
Specialists In The Repair Of
Reproducing and Recording Equipment
334 Arcade Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
November

Please Return
Promptly the
1944 Yearbook
Questionnaires
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Legislation,
On

NAB

Other

Board

Vital

Session

Post-war Planning Activities and
Controversial Problems Also Slated
WITH THE NAB membership at
an all-time high of 566, the NAB
board of directors meets in Washington Nov. 17-18 to consider a
full agenda, with emphasis on the
current legislative situation. It is
expected the hearings before the
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee on the White-Wheeler Bill
(S-814) will be in progress at the
time, since Chairman Wheeler (DMont.) has announced his intention, of keeping the record open
until Niles Tramrrrell, NBC president now in the war theatre, returns from Europe a fortnight
hence.
While the legislative situation
will be the board's main topic, the
whole music situation stemming
from the AFM Czar James Caesar
Petrillo's recording strike will be
canvassed. Post-war planning activities also will come into focus,
particularly in the light of the
scheduled Nov. 17 meeting called
by the FCC on technical planning
relating to FM and television.
Agenda Wide in Scope
The agenda for the two-day
meeting planned by President Neville Miller covers all phases of
radio trade and policy activity.
The current dispute over controversial issues also is slated for
detailed consideration, in the light
of the FCC's direct attack on the
NAB Code of Ethics in the recent
decision approving sale of the
BLUE Network to Edward J.
Noble. This, in the view of Washington observers, invaded directly
the field of program regulation, one
of the burning issues currently
being considered by the Senate
committee.
At least two members of the
NAB's 26-man board will be absent. James D. Shouse, WLWWSAI, is in Europe at the invitation of the British Broadcasting
Corp. Frank M. Russell, NBC
Washington vice-president, is in
a Washington hospital recuperating from pneumonia. Other members of the committee expected
are: Don S. Elias, WWNC; John
E. Fetzer, WKZO; John J. Gillin
Jr., WOW; Kolin Hager, WGY;
Hugh A. L. Halff, WOAI; E. L.
Hayek, KATE; Herb Hollister,
KANS; Leslie C. Johnson, WHBF;
Paul W. Kesten CBS executive
vice-president; Frank King,
WMBR; Barney Lavin, WD AY;
Nathan Lord, WAVE; J. 0. Maland, WHO; Paul W. Morency,
WTIC; G. Richard Shafto, WIS;
Calvin J. Smith, KFAC; Harry
R. Spence, KXRO; Roy Thompson,
WFBG; William B. Way, KVOO;
Arthur Westlund, KRE; James W.
Woodruff Jr., WRBL; Hoyt Wooten, WREC; Ed Yocum, KGHL.
The NAB membership report
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reveals a total of 542 station members, 19 associate members, 2 FM
members and 2 networks (NBC and
CBS) for an aggregate of 566.
This compared to the previous high
of 522 in 1941 and 508 last year.
Since June 3 a total of 26 new
members have been added while
one member was dropped for nonpayment of dues.
Considering industry memberships on the basis of ownership or
operation of more than one station,
it is estimated that parties or corporations which own 700 of the
911 commercial stations are represented in the membership. It also
is estimated that NAB membership
does 90% of the dollar volume of
the industry's business.
Contrary to inferences regarding NAB membership given the
Senate committee during the testimony of FCC Chairman James
Lawrence Fly, the membership
breakdown revealed that network
affiliated stations constitute the
bulk of the association's members.
Mutual, with 209 affiliates has 130
NAB members or 62.2%; BLUE
with 159 affiliates has 113 members
or 71.1%; NBC with 137 affiliates
has 108 members or 78.8%; CBS
with 133 affiliates has 107 members
or 80.5%. There are 323 non-affiliates, of which 123 or 38% are
NAB members.
FDR on Forum
THE FOUR major networks will
broadcast the speech by President
Roosevelt Nov. 17 delivered to the
closing session of the New York
Herald-Tribune 12th annual forum
on current problems, held Nov. 1617 at the Waldorf-Astoria, New
York.

15, 1943

NRDGA to Meet
NATIONAL Retail Dry Goods
Assn. will hold a "Victory and
Postwar Conference" Jan. 10-14,
1944, at the Hotel Pennsylvania,
New York, it was announced last
week by Lew H^hn, general manager of the association. Edward N.
Allen, president of the NRDGA,
will make the opening address and
will be toastmaster at the annual
dinner Jan. 13.
BUTCHER CREDITS
STAFF FOR COUP
Editor Broadcasting:
Yesterday I happened to be in
the P.R.O.'s office and was given a
copy of Broadcasting for Sept. 13.
In this issue you emphasize the
recognition given radio when the
military armistice with Italy was
announced.
I think the story is well justified by the facts but I notice a
paragraph indicating that I might
have been responsible for the arrangement. Actually I was not. It
was the result of normal staff
planning which to my mind makes
the recognition much more substantial than if I or any other
former broadcaster had devised
the plans.
Comdr. Harry C. Butcher
Allied Force Headquarters
Oct. 30, 1943
Coast Ratings Up
AVERAGE RATINGS for Pacific
evening programs for the September-October period are 22%% over
the preceding month, and 4%%
over a year ago, according to the
C. E. Hooper "Pacific Program
Ratings
Report",
the first
two months
of fall.covering
The number
of
evening sets-in-use is up 3.5 over
the last report and up 0.7 over a
year ago.
WLIBtion ofBrooklyn,
the expiraits contractfollowing
with Local
802 of
the American Federation of Musicians Nov. 1, ,has been extending its
agreement with the union on a weekto-week
basis, lending final negotiations.

,
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
We had to get a young home director . . . Mrs. Primpuss
couldn't get meat from the butcher!"
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Donald
Sales

Shaw

Post

Gets

at Blue

Leaving CIAA; Will Manage
Commercial Program Sales
DONALD S. SHAW, manager of
the New York radio division of the
Coordinator of Inter-American
Affairs, on Nov. 15 joins the BLUE
Network in the
newly-created poof "commercialsitionprogram
sales
manager. His appointment marks
another step
in
the gradual
development of the
BLUE's commercial program deMr. Shaw
partment created
in September,
1942, according to Edgar Kobak,
BLUE executive vice-president.
Mr. Shaw will specialize in selling programs built by the network,
and will supervise program sales,
working with C. P. Jaeger, network
sales manager. In the same department is Melvin P. Wamboldt, commercial program supervisor, whose
special duties are to work with
agencies and clients on current
commercial shows and to develop
new shows for sale.
Joined NBC in 1930
Active in the agency field since
1920, Mr. Shaw first entered radio
in 1930 when he joined NBC and
for three years was Eastern sales
manager. In 1936 he returned to
the agency business as assistant to
the president of McCann-Erickson,
New York, where he had charge of
all radio activities. Before joining
the CIAA, he was vice-president
and general manager of WMCA
New York. Earlier in his career
he was partner in the advertising
agency of Cleveland & Shaw, sales
promotion manager of the Vacuum
Oil Co., and merchandise manager
of Hunter Mfg. & Commission Co.
Succeeding Mr. Shaw as head of
the New York radio division of the
CIAA is Wilfred S. Roberts, who
retains his position as program
director for the radio division, according to Don Francisco, assistant
coordinator and director of the radio division. Prior to joining the
CIAA a year and a half ago, Mr.
Roberts was production manager
of NBC.
MGM Withdraws Morgan
ACTING on a provision in its film
agreement with Frank Morgan,
MGM has served notice on Benton
& Bowles Inc. that the comedian
would be withdrawn from the weekly NBC Maxwell House Coffee Time
in six weeks. Although giving no
reason for the withdrawal, film studio is packaging a half-hour variety show with MGM talent, to be
offered for sponsorship at a reported $15,000 weekly. Besides Morgan,
proposed
Robert Youngprogram
as m.c, will
withinclude
Phil Rapp
as writer-director,
a
name
orchestra and singer.
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. get

nosey,

— and when you do, you'll find why KMBC

service tailor-made for their needs.
experts. Only KMBC

Only KMBC

!

is first in the hearts of America!

It's the old principle of giving the customers what they want, when
of the population in the "Heart of America," prefer KMBC

Bub

they want it.

Rural thousands, 49%

because this is the one station with a program
maintains a farm department of two full-time farm

has a complete livestock farm, operated in

behalf of its listeners. Only KMBC

has the exclusive right to broadcast

official market reports direct from America's largest livestock
building. It's like adding two and two together. The answer is obvious.
As for that urban 51 % of the population, authentic surveys are the evidence
of proof that KMBC

is first with most of the listeners — most of the time.

KMBC
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KANSAS
FREE
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FOR

MISSOURI
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PETERS,
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INC.
KANSAS

Landing
Sea

Ships

Barges

for

for
the

the

Navy!

U.S.

Army!

From the "Shipyards of the Rockies" now
come amphibious landing craft and 300-ton sea
barges, or floating piers. This dry -land branch
of the Mare Island navy yard began fifteen
months ago to fabricate steel hulls for destroyer
escorts. The parts are shipped overland for assembly on the Pacific coast.
This is just one of the startling developments

Meat, Vegetables,
Cereals
A third of all winter-fattened sheep and
lambs in the U.S. come from Colorado farms.
This state was the largest shipping center
in the U.S. for fresh vegetables last season.
Its 1943 wheat crop set a new high record.

jtfUv&ii

of Denver area industry in wartime. The 1000th
Flying Fortress just recently rolled from Denver's
huge modification plant. A small-arms ammunition plant today employs more workers than were
employed in manufacturing in the entire state
before the war.
Colorado's playground days are a thing of
the past. Today the Denver area is hard at work
delivering materials of war.

the

MARKET

Coal, Minerals
Coal and minerals are pouring
from Colorado mines in record
quantities to make bullets, machines of war and even medicines
for Allied armies. This state is
one of the nation's greatest mineral storehouses.

CBS* 560 Kc.
Affiliated in Management With The Oklahoma Pu3lishinc Co.
and WKY, Oklahoma City * Represented by The Katz Agency, Inc.

.

Pay
Sales
Last yearRolls,
Denver ranked
seventh
among all cities in the U.S. in
effective buying income. Denver
today is bigger and more prosperous than ever ... a better
market for your product thano.s.
IN

PRICE

15 CENTS
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2,000,000

ien scrap metal wasn't coming in fast
enough, in parts of Illinois, the regional
salvage chairman asked the WLS National Barn
Dance to lend a hand, as we had on a couple of
occasions last year.
We did — and turned in something more than
TWO MILLION POUNDS of scrap metal and
waste paper, as a result of two Barn Dance shows
in Decatur and Mt. Morris, Illinois. Nine thousand
people turned in 100 pounds of scrap each in
Macon County for a ticket to see the WLS National Barn Dance show in Decatur and another
3,000 Ogle County people turned in 200 pounds

* +

SAID:

SCRAP

- O-O
BARN

POUNDS

DANCE
OF

DIP

IT!

each for tickets to the show in Mt. Morris, Illinois!
With extra pounds contributed, the two counties
turned in more than 2,000,000 pounds — a Thousand Tons! Radio station WLS paid all expenses of
the programs; all proceeds from sale of the scrap
— approximately $6,000 — will be donated to the
Macon and Ogle County United War Funds and
to the local Red Cross.
We are proud of the thousands of patriotic
listeners who contributed this thousand tons of
scrap, and are happy that we could work with
them in this joint contribution to the successful
prosecution of the war.
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WOW-LAND'

FARMER

IS

The World's Most Favored "Merchant7'
. . . and your BEST
customer!
The middlewestern farmer has more "merchandise" on his shelves than ever before, and can sell
it all at nearly peak prices. True, he has his
troubles; nevertheless, his income has risen treBEST
20

mendously. The WOW-LAND*
customer.
Years

WOW

of Service

FIRST

with

farmer is your

Has

Made

FARMERS

For 20 years WOW
has given WOW-LAND
farmers the finest NBC and local programs.
These farmers aren't hicks. They like good radio
programs, and, with them, WOW is a confirmed
listening habit. You can reach a substantial farm
audience in 333 counties — using WOW
* WOW-LAND

- OMAHA

OMAHA,

ALONE.

+ 333 COUNTIES

NEBRASKA

John J. Gillin, Jr., President
John Blair & Co., Representative
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WWL-LAND!

and so are 10,000,000 customers from five different states

50,000 WATTS brings the clear signal
of WWL not only to Tallahassee, Florida,
but to all the Deep South — 182 counties
in five states!
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Sponloted

306

9yr

HE weekly program schedule of WSIX
T shows a total of 306 quarter-hours sold
for the week ending November 20.

which WSIX has developed its coverage
of the Nashville market area.
National

That, in a few

words, tells the story of

this station's outstanding
advertisers and agencies.
Such

popularity must

due, in large measure,
by

advertisers

SPOT

popularity

be deserved!

SALES,

INC.,

seeking

a tried and

tested medium, bearing advertising's own
stamp of approval, will find it here . . .

with

It is

and covering a market
peak of prosperity.

now

at its all-time

Wire today for rates, coverage map, availabilities

to the recognition

of the thoroughness

accounts

and any other information desired.

with
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H. Wagner

William

Advertising

broadcasting

— w Spot

s
Say

casting,
for

because

it's

Executive,

should
hotter

Grove

be

ing it "hot spotcasting"? Because, as you
yourself have proved so often, spot broadcasting can make even a cold market a

than

for even better, simpler, more efficient
use of spot broadcasting. And we know

is to continue giving the most sincere,

seen spot broadcasting develop into one

honest, and constructive service of which

of advertising's sharpest tools. We helped

Pioneer
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pioneer today's basic time-buying methods;
are determined to continue pioneering

have

•Whatever the name, we of F&P

&

?hot'

called

that Step Number One toward that goal

very warm place indeed!

Free

Laboratories,

broad

firecracker

we are capable.
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EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO . KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
. . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PEORIA
PAUL
WMBD
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCBM
BALTIMORE
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KOMA .... OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST
...
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
KFAR .... FAIRBANKS, ALASKA
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

Station Representatives
Since May, 1932 ■*■
HOLLYWOOD: ,5,2 N. Gordon
SAN FRANCISCO: m Sutter
NEW YORK: 444 Madison Ave.
Gladstone 3949
Sutter 4353
Plaza 5-4130
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Inc.

sales!"

building

• Okay, Mr. Wagner — but how about call-

CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373
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SPOT
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ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Main 5667
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Witnesses
Curb

on

Advise
FCC

Authority
WITH ALL semblance of doubt
removed about the intention of the
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee to push new radio legislation at this session, there was
strong prospect last week that a
fully revised version of the WhiteWheeler Bill (S-814), probably
pared down to essential changes
to remove all ambiguities in the
existing law, will be whipped into
shape before the end of the year.
The committee, sitting each
morning from Monday through
Friday, heard a succession of witnesses advocate legislation — practically all of it in favor of most
of the provisions of the pending
bill. FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly, key witness in the earlier sessions, found many of his
theories and philosophies opposed
by spokesmen for independent stations, who professed "fear" of the
Commission because of arbitrary
methods of regulation — or worse.
Curb on Program Rules
There was no definite assurance
as to the kind of legislation that
finally will be drafted. Both Chairman Wheeler (D-Mont.) and Senator White (R-Me.) have clearly
indicated certain provisions they
will propose. These include, in some
degree, a broadening of the legislative base, but a stripping down
of FCC authority, or activities in
the sphere of program regulation
or scrutiny. The network regulations in substance appear to be
destined for inclusion in the new
act.
Instead of drafting a bill of the
scope and magnitude of the WhiteWheeler measure now pending,
speculation appears to center
around a simple bill which might
cover :
1. A ban on program control
by the FCC in any form, written
explicitly into the law.
2. An expression from Con[gress on newspaper ownership of
[stations, taking the issue out of
[the hands of the FCC, which has
permitted it to languish for more
than two years, while all newspaper applications have been
thrown into the suspense files.
BROADCASTING

/V/M/

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

Legislation
Seen
This
Session
Cox stations, WSB Atlanta, WHIO
3. A revised and widely exerful fashion, took the battle to
Dayton and WIOD Miami; Nathan
tended "political section" which
Chairman
Fly. He said he "feared"
might provide that not only equal
Lord, manager of WAVE Louis- the Commission,
and that as a reville, and Don Elias, executive ditime, but equal facilities, be acsult of his appearance there might
rector of WWNC Asheville.
corded each spokesman on a conbe some "reprisal". Broadcasters
troversial issue; that commentaSykes May Appear
want "freedom from fear", which
tors who criticize individuals turn
Congress alone can provide through
The hearings resume today
over an equivalent amount of time
for answer.
through Wednesday, and then re- a law delimiting the Commission's
cess to next Monday. Mr. Miller powers, he said. He quoted state4. An expression on control of
ments and letters by President
will resume the stand. Chairman
business aspects of broadcasting,
Roosevelt,
urging that radio be
Wheeler
and
Senator
White
asked
limiting, but possibly not excludas free as the press and that
ing the Commission from this field, former FCC Chairman E. O. kept
the law be rewritten. Alluding to
Sykes to testify, because of his
particularly insofar as networkMr. Fly's testimony that the NAB
affiliate relations are concerned.
background and experience. The
was "stooging" for the networks,
5. Clarification of appellate pro- Newspaper Radio Committee,
Mr. Elias raised the question
visions to insure due and proper
through Harold V. Hough, WBAP
hearing to all parties in interest.
whether the President was "stoogFort Worth, Chairman, and Sydney
The committee heard NAB
ing" too, and for whom.
M. Kaye, will present its testimony
President Neville Miller at two
If the FCC wants to "help staTuesday,
should
Mr.
Miller
conclude.
tions" as Mr. Fly states, it should
sessions — on Monday and Wedneseliminate the requirement that
day— strongly urge Congress to
NBC President Niles Trammell
transcriptions be described as such,
spell out the limit of the FCC's
Mr. Elias asserted.
authority in all fields. Unlike Mr. will appear this week also.
Messrs.
Reinsch,
Lord
and
Elias
Fly, he indulged in no personaliMr. Elias opened with the comties. He called the right to license went all out for new legislation,
ment that he had been "shocked"
the "right to destroy" and asked and suggested rigid restrictions on by the remarks of Chairman Fly
FCC
control
over
programs
or
busiCongress to set down the guidebecause of his "intemperance" and
ness. The committee reaction ap- his "venomous, bitter, scornful exposts in all policy spheres — propeared favorable, though Chairman
coriation of the two leading netgrams, business, newspaper ownworks and what he termed the
ership, multiple ownership and le- Wheeler several times served notice that something would be done
gal redress.
NAB".
organization'
'stooge
Other pleas for legislation were
about equal time for controversial
Burke, KPAS PasaJ. Frank
dena, labeled an FCC witness,
heard during the week from J. issues.
Leonard Reinsch, director of the
(Continued on page 53)
Mr. Elias, in homespun but pow-

Urged
Control
Air
on
Board
Advisory
Mr.
Garey
read
into
the
commitsion.
He
urged
the committee to
Craven
Proposes Plan
tee record last Monday a copy of consider new communications
legisAt Hearing Before
Rep. Vinson's letter (see page 64).
lation to "safeguard the rights of
His
revelation
followed
by
less
than
Lea Committee
two weeks the disclosure by Sena"I testified before the House InCREATION by Congress of a Rator Tobey (R-N. H.) that President licensees".terstate &Foreign Commerce Comdio Advisory Board to sit with the
rejected recommenmit e a year ago that the present
FCC and Interdepartment Radio Rooseveltdations ofhad
the Joint Chiefs of Staff
Advisory Committee in determining that the FCC Radio Intelligence Di- procedure of the Commission did
not safeguard the rights of licenfuture radio allocations and convision be transferred to the Army
trols under the law was advocated
sees," said Mr. Craven. "I regard
and that the FCC Foreign Broadthe
present
procedure of the ComThursday by T. A. M. Craven, Fedcast Intelligence Service be abolmission as interpreted under the
eral Communications Commissionished. Senator Tobey read into the
present Act as not properly safeer, before the House Select ComSenate Interstate Commerce Committee to investigate the FCC.
licensees."
guarding the rights
mittee hearings on the WhiteCommissioner
Cravenof said
a few
His recommendation followed
Wheeler Bill (S-814) a letter from
earlier disclosure by Eugene L.
years ago he was inclined to agree
Adm. Leahy, the President's Chief
with Commission procedure but
Garey, committee chief legal counforth the recomsel, that on March 7, 1942, Rep. of Staff, setting
mendation [Broadcasting, Nov. 8]. "experience caused me to change
Vinson (D-Ga.), House Naval Afmy mind". He cited several exCommissioner Craven, who was
fairs Committee chairman, wrote
amples
thoughtRep.
the Miller
Commissionwherewas he
wrong.
President Roosevelt protesting
subpenaed before the House committee
to
identify
minutes
of
the
(R-Mo.) asked if the Commission
vigorously against FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly serving as IRAC, of which he is current chair- has, "on occasion, revoked licenses
and made allocations of frequencies
man, told the committee he was
chairman of the Defense Communications Board (now known as the not in accord with the procedure held by some stations to other staBoard of War Communications).
(Continued on page 51)
as now followed by the Commis-
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MBS

Revamps

McClintock
Says Pact
Will Provide Funds
For Improvements
A NEW standard contract for Mutual's member and affiliated stations which will bring the MBS
system of station compensation into
line with the practice of other
major networks without abandoning or altering the basic cooperative and non-profit policies of the
network, was announced last week
by Miller McClintock, Mutual president.
Under the new plan, stations
will receive no compensation from
Mutual for the first 16 unit hours
of network commercials during each
28-day period, with the network
in return absorbing all wire line
expenditures. For the first 25
hours of commercial programs over
the 16-hour deduction, MBS will
pay its stations 25% of their average unit hour rate, advancing to
32%% for the next 25 hours and
to 37%% for all time above that.
Previously Mutual stations themselves paid the line charges and
their contracts with the network
were not uniform.
Funds For Improvement
Revenue accumulated by Mutual
from this new contractual arrangement will be used primarily for
the creation and maintenance of a
high quality network program service to stations and their audiences,
Mr. McClintock said, adding that
the funds will also be extended for
research, sales and other network
functions.
"After these quality requirements of network operation have
been met," he stated "Any surpluses created by the new contractual plan will be returned to stations through the simple expedient
of increasing the percentage compensations paid for the blocks of
hours used over and above the 16
free hours, which incidentally
simply substitute for line charges
heretofore collected by Mutual
from the individual stations."
Declaring that the network's
shareholders will derive no profits
from the new form of financial relationship between Mutual and its
affiliate stations, Mr. McClintock
said :
"Mutual is dedicated to the perpetuation of its past cooperative
Sinatra for Lever
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge,
considering a package show built
around Frank Sinatra to go on
CBS in January for Vimms Vitamins, will sponsor the program if
Sinatra is not accepted by the
Army shortly after Jan. 10. The
program is scheduled to start Jan.
5 in the Wednesday 9-9:30 p.m.
spot currently filled with Lever's
Mayor of the Town. American Tobacco Co. has Sinatra under exclusive contract for The Hit Parade, but is expected to let him appear for Lever. Vimms agency is
BBDO, New York.
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and non-profit type of operation.
The new contractual relations
which are being so favorably received by Mutual affiliates are designed to provide more uniform,
equitable and fair compensation to
stations than has been possible
heretofore."
Negotiations in Progress
Members of the network's stations relations staff are now visiting stations to negotiate the new
contracts, and a number of station
contracts have already been converted. WRRN Warren. 0. ; WNOE
New Orleans, and KFXJ Grand
Junction, Colo., are among the first
MBS stations to sign the new contracts. Stations may either convert
now or wait until the expiration of
their present contracts but the network expects that the contractual
transition will be complete within
the year.
Richard F. Connor, Mutual station relations director, expressed
confidence that the stations will

O WI
Radio

Takes

Up

Discrimination

welcome the new contracts. "Many
objectionable features now in the
old contracts have been removed,"
he said, "such as the talent rebate
provision and credit liabilities. The
new contract will bring into effect
a simplified accounting system. An
added feature is the fact that stations will not be required to pay
a 15% commission to MBS on cooperative programs locally sponElgin Thanksgiving Show
sored."the second successive year,
FOR
Elgin National Watch Co., Elgin,
111., has arranged a two-hour allstar program on CBS, Thanksgiving and Christmas Days. The
Thanksgiving show, 4-6 p.m., will
feature Robert Young as m.c. and
will be beamed to American fighting men overseas. Talent includes
George Burns and Gracie Allen,
Ed Gardner, Edgar Bergen and
Charlie McCarthy, Ginny Simms
and others. Agency is J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York.

Wit

Objection

Plan

h Rail
to

Time

Group
Plan

Charges Affecting Success of the

Bureau's Don't Travel Drive, Says Cohen
OBJECTIONS of radio stations to
work programs under its Network
Allocation Plan during the two
donation of free time to Governweek period beginning Dec. 6, in
ment Don't Travel announcements
while railroads buy advertising in addition to three announcements
other media for similar messages
per day on 324 independent stations. The campaign is of special
were placed before the Assn. of
American Railroads last week by importance at this time, being directed against unnecessary travel
the OWI Domestic Radio Bureau.
Meeting with Col. Robert S. during the Christmas holidays to
allow space for men and women of
Henry, assistant to the president
of the association, Phil Cohen, the military services. Forceful apchief of the bureau, relayed the
peals, employing "hard-hitting"
request of stations that the rail- messages, are included in the fact
sheets
supplied
program writers,
roads give consideration to radio
and
in
the
transcribed
and live analong with other media in advernouncements sent stations.
tising war messages. Mr. Cohen
Stations in the Chicago area
stated that Col. Henry is taking
up the problem with members and protested to Elmer Davis, OWI director, early in the month that it
that OWI hopes to have an anwas "unfair" to ask broadcasters
swer this week.
to carry the announcements
Wide Objection
[Broadcasting, Nov. 8]. A letter
Mr. Cohen said he submitted to by Edwin E. Borroff, vice-president
of the BLUE and OWI regional
Mr Henry reports received from
consultant in Chicago, stated on
OWI regional consultants regarding the reactions of stations to behalf of 14 stations that the feeling had reached the point that stacarrying Don't Travel messages
tions will refuse to carry the meson the air. The consultants reported objections on the part of sages.
almost all stations, he added.
Objections to giving the railroads free time had been made
The attitude of the stations directly affects the interests of the by stations since last summer. A
Radio Bureau, Mr. Cohen ex- complaint charging discrimination
by W. L. Gleeson, presiplained, because "it is our business was made
dent of KPRO Riverside, Cal.
when we have a campaign which
[Broadcasting, June 14]. Later,
we are asked by the Office of Defense Transportation to conduct James R. Curtis, president of
and a situation arises which jeop- KFRO Longview, Tex., filed a protest with OWI against the use of
ardizes that campaign".
the announcements [BroadcastOWI has assigned Don't Travel
ing, Aug. 23].
messages to approximately 70 net-
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INTERVIEWING Lt. Col. William
E. Slater (r), assistant to director
of Army Service Forces, Bureau of
Public Relations, is brother Tom
Slater on a recent This Is Fort Dix
program. Tom is m.c, author and
producer of the program which is
heard Sundays at 3 p.m. on Mutual.
KING

CAROL

IS CBS

SPEAKER ON NOV. 23
EXILED King Carol of Rumania
will be heard on CBS' report to
the nation Tuesday, Nov. 23 from
Mexico City, where he has been
residing since his abdication. Arrangements were made through
Russell Birdwell, public relations
man, who told Broadcasting that
he contracted to handle the exmonarch's publicity after a meeting in Mexico
last was
monthsincere
convinced him thatCityCarol
in his sympathies with the Allied
cause. linked
The former
king's name
been
with fascism
from has
the
nature of his rule in Rumania, and
the State Dept. is reported to have
try.
refused to admit him to this counCBS denied a report in the New
York newspaper PM that protests
"had poured into the CBS office,"
stating that only three such calls
had been received. The network
will receive advance copy of the
talk, according to the regular practice, it was stated. Mr. Birdwell is
also required to file copies of all
material released for King Carol
with the State Dept. under the
Foreign Agents Registration Act.
Program is sponsored by a group of
utility companies, through N. W.
Ayer & Son, New York.
Capt. Schechter

Heading

Army Air Force Radio
CAPT. A. A. SCHECHTER, former director of news and special
events with NBC, last week was
named radio officer of the Army
Air Forces with
headquartersCapt.
in
Washington.
Schechter's
newto
duties will be
coordinate all Air
Forces broadcasts
with the War
Dept. Radio
Branch. The chief
Capt. bcnecnter of
that former
branch is
Kirby,
_
a ; . L . Col. Edward M.
NAB public relations director.
Capt. Schechter's new duties
bring turehim
backtimeintosince
the hisradio
picthe first
leaving
NBC in August 1942 to join the
OWI and later the Air Corps. He
recently returned from a special
trip to England.
• Broadcast
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Blue
Affiliates

Promises
Advised

To Apply for
FM Outlets
PROMISED an opportunity to participate in the ownership of the
network as soon as plans crystallize, about 170 BLUE affiliates were
advised Nov. 15-16 at a meeting
with the network's executives in
Chicago to file promptly for FM
stations. Those in the larger cities
were told to prepare for television.
Edward J. Noble, chairman of
the board of the BLUE and its new
owner told the station owners of
his plans designed to make the
BLUE preeminent in its field.
Mark Woods, president, revealed
that the length of chain breaks
will be extended from 18 to 27 seconds, effective Dec. 13.
Flexible Policy
Emphasizing that the BLUE will
not follow outmoded rules and policies established because of age,
Mr. Noble said: "There are many
policies now observed by broadcasting that no longer have merit.
We are making a thorough study
of freedom of speech, censorship
and the regulations concerning the
sponsoring of programs. At the
conclusion we may revise many old
policies and create new ones. However, none of our policies will be
sacrosanct. As conditions change,
so will these policies. It is our intent to keep pace with changing
times and not let ourselves be governed by regulations that were
passed to meet conditions that no
longer exist."
Meeting with the representatives
I of the BLUE affiliates for the first
time since final approval was given
I to the sale by FCC, Noble said:
"The ideal operation of a broadcasting network would see the
stock held by 130 million people in
America. Unfortunately, this is not
practical. Other than saying that
I would like to see affiliates and
management holding stock, I don't
want to outline a plan at the present. Within a year I will be able
to come to you with more concrete
plans."
Because of the war and uncer< tainty as to network operations for
the next few years, and because
of the fact that 5 to 10 million additional dollars must be invested,
purchase of BLUE Network stock
at this time would be a hazardous
investment, Mr. Noble said. He explained that, naturally, any stockholder wishes and is entitled to
expect a return on his money. Huge
expenditures for improvements and
advertising might not be so easily
handled during the first months
of the Blue operation if stock were
widely held, he said, and added :
"In the beginning I will have to
assume the financial risks myself.
Naturally, I want to keep the property economically sound, but that
BROADCASTING

Sharing

is not my sole objective. I wish to
make the BLUE America's leading
network whether or not the operations in the beginning are profitOther highlights of the meeting,
attended
able." by approximately 20 network executives in addition to the
170 station executives, included a
report on time sales showing an
increase of 61% in the past year; a
recommendation that all BLUE affiliates immediately file application
for FM stations, an announcement
by Mr. Noble that a station owner
or operator will be initially added
to the board of directors; and recommendations that all BLUE affiliates in major market cities file applications for television stations.
The BLUE will file application
for television stations in New York,
Chicago, Los Angeles and San
Francisco.
Detailed plans for an extensive
advertising campaign were outlined by Edgar Kobak, executive
vice-president of the BLUE Network. A quarter-of-a-million dollars, in addition to current trade
paper advertising and advertising
for WJZ, WENR and KGO, will
be expended during the campaign,
which will see copy placed in magazines, newspapers, on outdoor display media and over radio.
Climbing Rapidly
"This is a consumer campaign,"
Mr. Kobak said, "and is designed
not to sell the network to advertisers but to sell the programs to
the radio audience. Radio is a combination of advertising and show
business, and it is our belief that
merchandising programs to our
audience is fully as important as
the building of the finest programs
we know how to build."
Mr. Woods pointed out that the
progress of the BLUE in the past
year, both in coverage throughout
the country and in programs presented, was made possible only be-

of

Advertising

Ownership

crease. cause of the general revenue in"Sales." he said, "have represented more than revenue. They have
represented new programs for the
BLUE and for the stations. It is
because of these new commercial
programs that we have been able
to spend more and more money on
the presentation, at our expense,
of many fine, new sustaining programs. We have made far-reaching
improvements in quality as well as
in the quantity of programs."
Need of Leadership
The BLUE, reported Mr. Woods,
is now consistently leading in
morning hour listeners. In many
markets the BLUE is also leading,
in afternoon listeners, he said.
"We're well ahead during the
hour-and-a-half that our children's
shows are on the air. And at night
we are climbing rapidly to the
point where we are ahead of one
of the other two major nteworks
in 23 evening quarter-hours a week,
and either ahead of or equal to
the other network in 31 evening
In introducing Mr. Noble, Mr.
quarter-hours."
Woods said:
"While the record of the BLUE
during its 18 months of independent operation has been impressive,
none of us, either with the BLUE
or with the affiliates, can rest on
the job. With FM and television
in the offing, and with advertising
and program methods changing, we
need strong leadership and leadership that envisions broadcasting as
a public service and not as a mere
profit maker. The BLUE Network
Company
and broadcasting
in general is fortunate
to have Edward
J. Noble as its leader."
Phillips Carlin, vice-president in
charge of programs, in discussing
future
policies,
buildingprogram
programs
cost said:
is not"Ina
factor. We will seek talent wherever it may be. We will develop
new talent, and spend whatever

BLUE AFFILIATES met last week in Chicago to
meet Edward J. Noble, new network board chairman,
and to discuss policies. Among those attending were:
First row (1 to r) Henry Johnston, WSGN Birmingham; Earl May, KMA Shenandoah; Edgar Kobak,
executive v-p BLUE; Allen Campbell, WXYZ Detroit; Mark Woods, president, BLUE; Edward J.
Noble, chairman of the board, BLUE Network; Harold
Hough, KGKO Fort Worth.
Second row: Norman Ostby, stations dept., Chicago;
Keith Kiggins, v-p of stations, BLUE; E. E. Ander-
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amount of money is necessary to
do so. In this respect our foreign
news staff is being increased and
we are already making plans for
additional
pickups."
Advising foreign
that the
subject of
"cow-catcher and hitch-hike" announcements had not yet come up
for discussion, Mr. Woods stated
that the length of chain breaks had
been extended from 18 to 27 seconds effective Dec. 13. Keith Kiggins, vice-president in charge of
stations, in presiding at the meeting, introduced C. Nicholas Priaulx,
newly named vice-president in
charge of finance, and E. E. Anderson, a member of the board.
Members of the advisory committe which met in executive session following the meeting with
network representatives, were :
Harold Hough, KGKO, chairman
of the committee; William Riple,
WTRY; Earl May, KM A; Allen
Campbell, WXYZ; Henry Johnston, WSGN; William Stuht, KJR.
The resolution made by the committee follows :
RESOLVED that the committee
hereby
commendsa competent
Mr. Noble'sstaff
actionto
in designating
complete a thorough study of the cominvolvedoninthe
fostering
domplexof issues
expression
air, andfreebe
it further
RESOLVED that the committee
hereby requests that special attention
be given in such study to the formulation of precepts which will assist the
Network and its Affiliated Stations in
performing their responsibility to
their listeners in equitably apportion(Continued on page 18)
Harvel News
HARVEL Co., New York, which
has used radio extensively for its
watches, on Dec. 19 starts a news
program featuring John B. Kennedy on the BLUE, Sundays 1-1:15
p.m. It will be supplemented later
with a spot campaign, now being
lined up by A. W. Lewin Co., Newark, agency in charge. Harvel
sponsored news by John B. Hughes
on Mutual and Don Lee Network
from June to October.

son, v-p American Broadcasting System, parent company of the BLUE; Robert Swezey, BLUE counsel
and secretary; Edward Borroff, v-p, central division,
Chicago; William Riple, WTRY Troy; William Stuht,
KJR Seattle; John Norton, manager stations dept.,
New York; Don Gilman, v-p, Pacific Coast; C. N. Priaulx, v-p of finance; Phillips Carlin, v-p of programs;
O. N. Schloss, stations dept., New York; C. P. Jaeger,
BLUE sales manager, New York.
Advisory Board members are Messrs. Noble, Woods,
Hough, Johnston, May, Stuht, Riple and Campbell.
November
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ANA

Acts

Public

Education

Planned

at N. Y.

Meeting
THE DUAL task advertisers face
today to do a better public relations job for themselves and for
the free system of nationally advertised brands, and at the same
time continue the task of educating
the public on its wartime responsibilities, was forcibly presented to
the more than 400 advertisers attending the wartime meeting of the
Association of National Advertisers Nov. 17-19 at the Hotel Commodore, New York.
Freedom of speech on the radio,
freedom of press and the whole
system of Ameri-

Mr. West

president of the
ANA, devoting
his entire talk Thursday to the
dangers threatening the whole
"system of production and distribution of advertised brands."
Radio Clinic
How advertising is meeting the
problems of wartime came in for
discussion at a closed session for
ANA members on Wednesday,
while specific media problems were
examined in four panel discussions
for members on Friday. Presiding
over the radio session was D. B.
Stetler, Standard Brands, chairman of the ANA Radio Committee,
who with other radio-minded delegates to the convention talked over
such problems facing the broadcasting industry as the current
American Federation of Musicians
record controversy, the Senate
Committee hearings on the WhiteWheeler bill and the recent negotiations with American Federation of Radio Artists.
Results of the ANA's fourth survey of public sentiment toward
wartime advertising, conducted under direction of the public relations
committee and financed by individual subscription, were announced
in "highlight" form, while subscribers receive copies of the full
report later this year. In general,
the public seems to feel as in May,
when the third survey was made,
that advertising is doing its job
to help win the war.
At the morning session on Thursday, C. G. Mortimer Jr., General
Food Sales Co., and retiring chairman of the board of the ANA, presided over a session addressed by
an agency man, a media executive
and an advertiser.
Page 10 • November
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Sharply criticizing advertising
for "not doing enough" in the wartime emergency, James W. Young,
senior consultant to J. Walter
Thompson Co., stated bluntly that
although many millions more dollars of space and time were needed
to put over the urgency of war
messages to the public, a large
amount of current advertising is
going almost entirely to waste.
"Pointing with pride, but viewing with alarm," as Mr. Young put
!t, to advertising's past, current and
future contribution to the war effort, he listed the dangers which
the industry seems to be facing.
These included an ever increasing
belief that the war is almost over,
the lack of actual advertising power behind many of the jobs the field
if asked to undertake, and the
many advertisements which still do
nothing to help the war job at
hand.
To counteract these dangers, Mr.
Young offered some suggestions, including aresolve not to slump in
wartime efforts until the actual day
of victory is here, and to maintain
the good reputation the industry
has built up, thus winning even
more good will from the American
public. Broadcasters Lauded
John Sterling of This Week magazine, in his speech on "What Happens When the Shooting Stops,"
compared the advertising in the
last war, when that world conflict
was hardly reflected at all in the
advertising copy to the wartime advertising oftoday which is mature
enough to gear itself to the job of
telling the people how they can
ADVERTISER

WAR

Advertised

help. Using radio as an example,
Mr. Young remarked that broadcasters have become much more
conscious of a program's ability
to do a good war job than they are
of a particular advertiser who
seeks one of the desirable hours,
day. are at such a premium towhich
Current daily wartime problems
should
be the keynote
of today's
war advertising,
Mr. Young
stated,
with the public consciousness turning to the simple everyday themes
of how to live under war conditions. If advertising uses its powers to help win the war, the good
will it creates will carry over into
the post-war world.
Hits 'Brag Copy'
Speaking on the special problems
war has brought to the producer
of Trademarked merchandise and
the special responsbility it has laid
on the advertising manager, Carleton Healy, Hiram Walker Inc., and
newly elected chairman of the
board of the ANA, placed the responsibility for advertising
"squarely ... on the producer who
signs the page . . . The space in
newspapers and magazines and on
billboards and the time on radio
are his."
,
". . . The average person doesn't
like brag copy in wartime advertising," Mr. Healy continued, adding that "what we are asking for
is neighborliness and friendliness
in copy in a season when business
needs friends." He stressed the
ANA's continuing interest in the
relationship between public opinion
and business repute, and recommended "the adoption of war
EFFORT

PRAISED

Byrnes, Morgenthau Write Letters Lauding
Publicity Given War Messages
APPRECIATION for the part ad- worth of advertising space and
vertisers and their agencies are time to spread official war inforagainst $2,000,000
playing in the war effort was ex- worth inmationall— as
of World War I. The
pressed last week by two letters,
need for the talents of advertisone from Justice James F. Byrnes,
ing— advertising that serves the
Director of the Office of War Mobilization, toPaul B. West, presi- nation — will continue even after
Japan and Germany have been
dent of the Association of National
Advertisers, and vice chairman of humbled, for the readjustment to
the War Advertising Council and normal living will also require the
continued voluntary cooperation of
the secnd from Henry Morgenthau
Jr., Secretary of the Treasury, to
Frederic R. Gamble, managing di- every
Mr. citizen."
Morgenthau
wrote "That
the
Third
War Loan Drive
was such
rector of the American Association
an outstanding success is due in
of Advertising Agencies.
no small part to what our figures
According to Mr. Byrnes' letter, reveal is by far the largest adwhich was read by Mr. West at
vertising campaign the world has
last week's ANA convention,
ever seen.
thanks were given the advertisers
"Credit for this outstanding baras "business leaders of the nation"
rage of promotion belongs to nafor disseminating "millions of war
tional and local advertisers, the
messages on the air, in newspapers,
in magazines, and on the bill- various media, advertising agencies, and the advertising profesboards. Last year, American business contributed over $250,000,000
sion in general."
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themes" to "preserve brand repufor the future"
and toparticu"makefriends tationamong
critics also,
the politicalsession
critics."
The larlymorning
closed with
a slide presentation of successful
advertisements using government
themes, with Mr. Mortimer interpreting. He praised the grand job
radio has been doing along with
other media, and apologized for
"not being able to put a radio commercial on the screen."
At the luncheon meeting Tuesday, O. B. Jesness, chief of the
division of agricultural economics,.
Minnesota U., discussed "Can the
Farmer and Business Work Together," after which guests heard
some of the results of a survey on
what the farmer thinks of business, prepared for ANA by Crossley Inc.
Public Sentiment Study
In the absence of Dr. Henry C.
Ling of the Psychological Corp.,.
which assists the ANA in its public sentiment surveys. Dr. Albert
D. Freiberg, Dr. Link's partner,
interpreted the fourth of these surveys, with C. C. Carr, Aluminum
Co. of America, and chairman of
the ANA public relations committee, assisting. Conclusions drawn
from the survey which comprised
1,000 interviews with various economic groups in the four geographic divisions of the country
are:
(1) Although there was a 4%
decrease in the number of persons
believing that companies should
keep on with at least some of their
advertising during the war, there
was a slight increase in those feeling that companies should keep
their names before the public via
advertising to keep business going
on a sound basis. (2) More than
50% still prefer ads with a war
theme to those without. (3) Preference to buy from a manufacturer
who advertises rather than from
one who does not. (4) Over onethird of those interviewed expect
the goods they want to buy after
the war to be on the market in six
months or less after hostilities are
ended, whereas two-thirds named
a year or less as the expected time
limit for available goods.
Tying in with the last conclusion
was the talk at Wednesday's
closed session by Henry A. Dinegar, director of the durable goods
and products division of the Office
of Civilian Requirements, who said
the Government is relying on advertising to help prepare the
American people for the "critical
period just ahead of us when many
products will be going back into
limited production." "People are
going to need help in understanding specifically what this period
means to them," he continued, "and
(Continued on page 18)
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BUY

ONE

GET

.

.

THREE

Plus!

Buy one radio outlet — get three markets, plus! That's what

job like that. WHO

operates on 50,000-watt 1A clear chan-

you buy Iowa Plus — a tremen-

nel— delivers a really serviceable signal throughout the

dous territory made up of many groups of markets surround-

length and breadth of Iowa — offers hundreds of thousands

you do when you buy WHO;

ing each metropolitan area. City, town, farm coverage — a
total of 1,930 cities and towns — in a handy, saleable package, through WHO!

•

•

•

• It takes power to do a

of Iowa listeners the best signal available. Only WHO

gives

you one-station coverage of Iowa's three big markets . . .
cities, towns, farms. Ask us — or Free 8C Peters — for proof.

I
WHO

+

! +
PLUS
IOWA
^
DES MOINES . . . 50,000 WATTS
B. J. PALMER, PRESIDENT
J. O. MALAND, MANAGER
FREE 8C PETERS, INC., National Representatives
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Ratner
In 5 Minutes

Chief Engineer- Jett (left) Addresses FCC-RTPB Session

Fly

Urges

Studies

for

Speed
FM

in

and

Allocation
Television

Determination of Frequencies to Aid Manufacturers
Asked at Meeting With RTPB and IRAC
AN EARLY study of radio alloca- studies the FCC is conducting to
tions to determine the lowest and determine the possibility of long
highest frequencies which are ac- distance skywave interference in
tually useful for television, FM and present FM and television bands.
Chairman of the RTPB is Dr. W.
other services, plus careful attention to economic considerations
R. G. Baker, vice-president of the
were emphasized by Chairman
General Electric Co. The rnterdeJames Lawrence Fly of the FCC at partment Radio Advisory Commitan extraordinary session Nov. 17
tee is headed by T. A. M. Craven,
of the recently-formed Radio Tech- FCC member. Mr. Fly is also Chairman of the BWC.
nical Planning Board, the InterdeRTPB panels and Government
partment Radio Advisory Committee, Board of War Communications
groups will study such problems as
and the FCC.
(a) major changes which may be
Chairman Fly called the meeting
required with respect to each serNov. 4 to formulate methods and
vice, i.e., standard broadcasting,
procedure for cooperation between
FM broadcasting, television, aviathe industry and Government in
tion (domestic and international),
the study and exchange of technical police and emergency services, ininformation concerning the techniternational point-to-point, marical future of radio. While no date
time and Government; (b) changes
for another meeting of the united to be made in the FCC's present
groups was set, it is understood
standards of good engineering practice and other technical rules and
that exchange of information would
begin as soon as possible.
(c) the possibilities of utilizing
frequencies above 300 megacycles.
Post- War Preparation
Present at Meeting
Allocation studies should be
Members of the RTBP attendspeeded, it was felt, subject to priorities of war work, even though
ing the meeting were :
Dr.
L. C. F. Horle (coordinator);
characteristics of the higher fre- Bond Baker;
Geddes (treasurer) , RMA; George
quencies are not fully known, be- W. Bailey; Kenneth B. Warner, American
cause of lack of time to go into Radio Relay League; Walter J. Damm,
FMBI; G. E. Gustafson, vice-president, enlengthy studies.
gineering department, Zenith Radio;
Frank Walker, International Assn. Chiefs
The economic aspect concerns de- of
Police;
D. E. Noble, Galvin Corp.;
termination atthe earliest possible H. F. Argento,
Raytheon Co.; David B.
Smith,
Philco
Corp.; F. J. Bingley, Philco
date of the best frequencies for the
Corp.
;
Burgess
Dempster,
Crosley Corp.;
various services so that manufacHoward Frazier, NAB; H. H. Beverage,
turers can be ready with plans to RCAC; E. W. Engstrom, RCA Labs.; H.
B. Marvin, General Electric; J. M. Conproduce equipment when materials
stable; Charles J. Young, RCA Labs.;
are again made available. It was
John V. L. Hogan, Faximile Inc.; Ralph
Brown,
Telephone Labs.; Ray H.
brought out that if no change is Manson, Bell
Stromberg Carlson Mfg.; F. M.
made in allocation of frequencies
Ryan, A. T. & T.; C. M. Jansky Jr., Jansky & Bailey; George T. Harness, IRE ;
for television and large numbers
Haraden Pratt, Mackay Rac io & Teleof sets are sold under the present
graph Co.; Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, RCA Labs.;
commercial standards, the effect Fred Guthrie, RCAC; Herbert A. Friede,
International
Municipal Signal Assn.; Dr.
would be to freeze the service with- Alfred N. Goldsmith;
R. M. Wise, Sylout giving the public the benefit of v.inia Electric Products; Thomas Streibert,
FMBI; Philip Loucks, FMBI; W. B.
new wartime developments.
Lodge, CBS; Fred D. Williams. Philco
Government departments conCorp.;tin, H.
W. Electric
Holt, NIB;
National
Mfgrs.Frank
Assn.;J. D.MarW.
cerned with radio problems have
Rentzel; Walter Murray, Aeronautical
been invited to appoint observers to Radio.
Government officials attending
work with the thirteen panels of
the RTPB.
were:
Comdr. Franz O. Willenbucher, Navy
Extreme high speeds of modern
Lt. Comdr. Paul M. Segal, Navy
aircraft give iise to some of the Dept.;
Dept.; reauDr.
J. H. Dellinger,
National
of Standards;
Lt. Comdr.
Paul Bu-D.
technical difficulties from the standMiles, Navy Dept.; E. C. Wagner, Agripoint of maximum use of frequenculture Dept.; Lt. A. L. Budlong, Coast
Guard; Ensign E. J. Brumbaugh, Coast
cies, it was reported in a discussion
Guard;
Capt. E. M. Webster, Coast
of the radio problems in aviation.
Guard; L. H. Simpson, CAA ; Lt. Col.
A.
G.
Simpson,
Signal Corps; John S.
The meeting was also told about
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HOSPITALITY of the northern variety was extended to
the South last week by Roger
Clipp,dent executive
vice-presiof WFIL Philadelphia,
when on five minutes' notice
he arranged a half-hour
sports broadcast direct from
Franklin Field prior to the
Penn-North Carolina football game. Tom Moorehead,
WFIL dledsports
director, which
hanthe interviews
featured Grady Pritchard,
North Carolina coach, and
Jim LaLanne, Carolina AllAmerican in 1938-39.

Austin Iglehart Elected
President of Gen. Foods
GENERAL FOODS CORP., New
York, last week announced several
major changes in its executive setup, including the election of Austin
S. Igleheart as president, succeeding Clarence Francis, who was
made chairman of the board and
chief executive officer. The latter
post was relinquished by Colby M.
Chester, who was elected to the
newly created office of chairman of
the executive committee. The new
General Foods president has served
as executive vice-president since
1938. He started doing sales promotion work with Igleheart Bros.
Inc., which in 1926 joined with
Postum Cereal Co., forerunner of
General Foods.
The board of directors, meeting
last Wednesday, also elected the
following as vice-presidents of the
company: Thomas G. Spates, Arthur C. Shier, Thomas M. Rector,
Charles G. Mortimer, and Curtis
H. Gager. Charles W. Metcalf, vicepresident in charge of purchasing
since 1929, was elected executive
vice-president.

Market

Offering
Research

Opens Own Offices For Station
Promotion Services
VICTOR M. RATNER, well-known
in radio from 1930, when he joined
the CBS promotion department, until 1941 when he left the network as
its sales promotion manager to go
to Lord & Thomas, New York, and
then into government work, has
opened offices in New York at 515
Madison Ave., to handle, as he expresses it,"special jobs for special
Not an advertising agency nor
an advertising consultant in the
true sense of those terms, Mr. Ratner is acquiring clients on a fee
basis to assist them in surveying
people."
and
developing markets for their
products or services.
Station Market Study
Recently in the consumer division of the OPA and later with the
Army Service Forces, Mr. Ratner
is still a consultant with the War
Dept., but has left active government work in order to write up a
media analysis he worked out for
the government on the best ways
of moving information to the American public. In his new offices, he
plans to handle research with special emphasis on studying the market of a particular radio station,
for example, and then presenting
the data for promotional use by the
station.
Mr. Ratner's first clients are Associated Music Publishers and Muzak Corp., for whom he is working
out special basic plans to develop
their services. Director of research
assisting Mr. Ratner is Miss Jean
Elvins, formerly in the Bureau of
Intelligence of the OWL

Frederic C. Scofield
FREDERIC C. SCOFIELD,
president of Finch Tele-communications Laboratories, Passaic, N.
J., died Nov. 16 in Orange Memorial Hospital at the age of 64. For
40 years a member of the New
York law firm of Wellman, Smythe
& Scofield, Mr. Scofield has been
connected with the Finch organization since its inception in 1935,
serving as attorney and secretary.
He was elected president in Oct.
1941, when the laboratories founder, W. G. H. Finch, left for service
with the Navy. James Bradford,
treasurer of the company since
1942, succeeds Mr. Scofield as president.

Julia Sanderson Back
LEWIS-HOWE Co., St. Louis, will
bring Julia Sanderson back on the
air in a half -hour Mutual program,
Let's Be Charming, scheduled to
start Dec. 2 in the Thursday, 1:30
p.m. period
on more
stations. This will
be her than
first 190
regular
network program since the CBS
Lewis-Howe program which she
shared with her husband, the late
Frank Crumit. Miss Sanderson will
give her listeners beauty tips.
Series will promote Turns and N-R.
Sponsor continues its two other
network shows — Treasure Time,
on NBC, and Correction Please,
CBS
replacement
the Williams
CrumitSanderson
show. for
Roche
&agency.
Cunnyngham, New York, is the

Timmons, WPB; Paul T. David, Bureau
of the Budget; FCC Chairman Fly; Commissioners Craven, C. J. Durr, Paul A.
Walker,bers E.Ray
C. Wakefield;
FCC staffCharles
memK. Jett,
chief engineer;
R. Denny, general counsel; P. F. Siling,
chief of the international division; Rosel
Hyde, assistant general counsel; Dr. L. P.
Wheeler, chief of FCC Technical Information Div.; George Sterling, chief of
RID ; William H. Bauer, attorney; George
Adair, assistant chief engineer in charge
of broadcasting; George Turner, chief of
the field section, engineering department;
James P. Veatch, engineering department; Harry M. Plotkin, chief of litigation and administration division; William
N. Krebs, attorney.

Kolynos Export Plans
KOLYNOS Co., Jersey City, export
agents for the associated companies
of American Home Products Corp.,
its parent company, has named
Irwin Vladimir & Co., New York,
as export advertising agent for
AHPC's proprietary and cosmetics
division. Appointment
applies
to ad-a
vertising in all countries
except
few where American Home Products has established local companies. Future media plans have not
been disclosed.
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NBC

Firm

Against
Payments
to Union
in an open union like the AFM the did
a great deal to alleviate actual
suffering.
Disc Strike Panel Holds
establishment of an unemployment
fund might attract more and more
Chairman Meyer raised the quesQuiz Session, With
members, so that no matter how
tion of copyright, pointing out that
Cases Concluded
large the fund became it would the law favors the creators of
NBC WOULD NOT sign a contract never be large enough to solve the books, music, etc., and asking how
with the American Federation of union's unemployment problem, A. if it were extended to cover recordMusicians enabling the network to Rex Riccardi, assistant to James
ings the record manufacturers could
resume the employment of union C. Petrillo, AFM president, said hope to have any rights. Robert P.
musicians for the production of that the union already includes
Myers, attorney for RCA and NBC,
transcriptions as long as payment
answered that when one person propractically all of the country's muduces a work of art the copyright
sicians. The $50 or $60 which any
of fees directly to the union for the
AFM employment fund is required musician might receive from the will normally be vested in him, but
by that contract, C. Lloyd Egner, union in a year would not be enough where the work is a combined creation of a number of persons, such
to keep him from taking other emvice-president in charge of NBC's
as a motion picture, the right is
Radio Recording Division, stated
ployment, Mr. Riccardi stated.
vested in the producer, a condition
last Friday.
All They Ask
which might also hold in recording.
Mr. Egner made his statement in
Expanding on this answer, Joseph
response to a question from Arthur
Legal Provisions
S. Meyer, chairman of and public A. Padway, AFM counsel, stated
He pointed out that the English,
representative on the tripartite that 138,000 musicians is not an
Canadian and Australian laws,
unduly large number in a country
panel appointed by the National
War Labor Board to investigate of 130,000,000 people, and that cer- which give copyright protection to
tainly the 65,000,000 or so murecordings, vest the rights in rethe controversy between the AFM
sicians devoting their full time to
cording companies, although the reand the makers of transcriptions
cording artists share in the royaland phonograph records. Panel, also music are not too many. But, even
ties. Ralph Colin, CRC counsel,
including Gilbert E. Fuller as the taking this number, the union does
industry representative and Max not ask the recording companies to amplified Mr. Myers statement,
Zaritsky as the labor member, re- support all the musicians who are pointing out that a recording of a
sumed its public hearings on Fri- unemployed, he declared. All the violin solo comprises not only one
day after a recess of 10 days fol- AFM asks, he said, is that the re- man drawing a bow across strings,
corders contribute fees to help al- but another skilled man handling
lowing the conclusion of argument
leviate the distress of these men
the
controls of the recording machinery.
by union and employer counsel.
who
were
displaced
largely
because
No Exception
Afternoon session was taken up
of the competition of mechanical
with questions asked by the panel.
RCA Victor division of RCA, Co- reproductions of music. He comlumbia Recording Corp. and NBC
pared the AFM fund to the WPA,
A special session Saturday mornRadio Recording Division are the which, he stated, did not give full
ing was called. Hearings will be
completed Monday.
remaining parties, most of the employment to everyone, but which
other recorders having signed contracts with the AFM containing
the principle of payment to AFM
Bill Endorsed
of royalties on recordings for the White-Wheeler
union to use to give employment to
its unemployed members, men
Board
of NAB
Meeting
RCA, CRC and NBC argue they During
never have employed and so should
Convention May Be Held in April or May;
not be asked to support.
Miller Told to Undertake Series of Studies
Chairman Meyer pointed out that
the AFM had refused to allow NBC
DEVOTING MOST of its two-day James D. Shouse, WLW-WSAI, in
to sign a contract covering transession to the current legislative
England on a special mission.
scriptions unless RCA at the same
picture,
the
NAB
board
of
direcFrank E. Mullen, vice-president
time also signed the contract for
and general manager, attended for
tors, at a regular meeting in Washphonograph records. He asked Mr.
Mr. Russell.
ington last Wednesday and ThursEgner whether, if this restriction
day, reiterated its support of the
With travel and hotel conditions
were removed, NBC would accept substance
of the White- Wheeler
uncertain
because of the war, the
the contract for transcriptions only,
Bill, and urged action at the earli- board took no definite action on the
and received a negative answer.
est possible time.
next annual meeting or convention.
Friday session was a "clean-up"
Although
no formal action was
Mr. Miller was authorized to araffair, with the panel asking the
range tentatively for a meeting beparties questions on many points taken, the board gave detailed study
tween April 1 and May 15, either
covered in previous sessions to to the legislation now under consideration bythe Senate Interstate
clear up apparent discrepancies in
in
New York, Chicago or Cincinnati.
the record. One query about the dif- Commerce Committee. Most members in Washington all of last week,
After a full discussion of the
ferential in scales between employattended the sessions on Capitol music and recording situation,
ment of musicians for recording
Hill, and were optimistic about the
and for live performances drew
from Mr. Egner the comment that outlook. The overall view was that stemming from the AFM onslaught, the board decided to conalthough sound movies seem to have there should be no let-down in the
tinue a Steering Committee on
effort to get remedial legislation at
i>s great an effect on the employmusic, headed by Chairman Miller.
ment of live musicians as transcrip- this session.
Two members representing local
tions, the musician employed in
Studies Authorized
stations were added: Ed Allen,
the motion picture field receives
WLVA Lynchburg, and Stephen R.
With all but three members pres$50 for a six-hour session, whereas
Rintoul, WSRR Stamford, Conn.
ent, the board covered a comprehe gets $108 for the same time
hensive two-day agenda and au- Hold-over members of the commitspent in making transcriptions.
tee are Mark Ethridge, WHAS
thorized a number of exploratory
Mr. Egner added that in transcripLouisville; John J. Gillin Jr.,
studies by President Neville Miller
tion work the musician is required
WOW Omaha; Kolin Hager, WGY
dealing with current problems. Abto spend 45 minutes of each hour
sent were Frank M. Russell, NBC
Schenectady; Paul Keston, execurehearsing, being limited to only
tive vice-president CBS; Harry
one 15-minute record within the vice-president, who is recuperating
LePoidevin, WRJN Racine; Paul
from pneumonia; John E. Fetzer,
hour.
Morency, WTIC Hartford; Frank
Questioned about the view that WKZO Kalamazoo, who was ill;
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Ad Club Hears Baillie
HUGH BAILLIE, president of UP,
in an address before the Advertising Club of Cleveland last week,
warned that Government encroachments on free interchange of news
necessitated as a temporary war
emergency measure must be eliminated immediately after the war if
free international dissemination of
news is to continue. He paid tribute
to the late Ed L. Keen who, as general European manager of the UP,
"was a stalwart in the building of
independent American news coverage in Europe."
MBS Board Session
MEMBERS of the Mutual Program
Operating Board will meet Nov. 29
at the Drake Hotel, Chicago, to discuss winter programming plans.
Adolph Offinger, MBS program director, will preside, and those attending will include Miller McClintock, Mutual president, C. M.
Hunter, WHK-WCLE Cleveland,
Frank Schreiber, WGN Chicago,
Linus Travers, WNAC Boston, and
Julius Seebach, WOR New York.
WMCA Decision Held
DECISION was reserved Nov. 19
by the appellate division of the
New York Supreme Court on the
appeal of Donald Flamm from a
reversal of the denial of a stay
order preventing the sale of WMCA
by Edward J. Noble, owner of the
BLUE network, pending trial of
Mr. Flamm's suit for a rescission
of his sale of the station to Mr.
Noble in January 1941.
Correction
WRRN, Warren, O., which became
a Mutual casting,
affiliate
Nov.is 11owned
[BroadNov. 15],
by
Frank T. Nied and Appellate Judge
Perry H. Stevens of Akron. J.
Marion O'Hara is general manager,ingandincorrectly
not owner,
as Broadcaststated.
E. Mullen, NBC vice-president and
general manager.
No action was taken by the board
on district meetings, pending further studies,
view of travel
conditions. It isin expected,
however,
ary.
that a schedule of district meetings not yet held will be worked
out for early December or JanuAddition of five members to the
post-war planning committee was
approved by the board. They are:
Lewis Allen Weiss, Don Lee; J.
Leonard Reinsch, WSB; and Eugenetions
Carr, George
A. Richards
sta(WJAR, WGAR,
KMPC),
and Karl Koerper, KMBC Kansas
City, Chairman
of the news
committee, and Marshall
Pengrin,
K R N R Roseburg, Ore., chairman, small stations committee.
Hold-over members are: Messrs.
Gillin; Nathan Lord, WAVE;
G. Richard Shafto, WIS; William
B. Way, KVOO Tulsa; James W.
Woodruff Jr., WRBL Columbus,
Ga., all board members, and the
following committee chairmen :
John V. L. Hogan, WQXR New
York, Engineering ; J. Harold |
Ryan, WSPD Toledo, O., Research;
(Cont'd on Page 18)
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Patman

Upbraided

For 'Political' Talk
Martin Declines Lewis Offer
Of Equal Time to Reply
TAKING ADVANTAGE of the
offer extended by Fulton Lewis jr.,
Mutual commentator, to answer
Mr. Lewis' criticism of food subsidies, Rep. Wright Patman (DTex.) last Monday night assailed
the Republican party in general
and Rep. Joseph Martin Jr. (RMass.), House minority leader, in
particular as "political enemies of
the President".
On the floor of the House last
Tuesday Rep. Patman was generally berated by Republican members for indulging in what some
termed a "political talk". Rep.
Walter E. Brehm (R-0), congratulated Mr. Patman "for his
very unique talk" on the air. "To
dodge the issue and resort to personalities not only denotes weakness
but
\
he asserted. downright feebleness,"
Gave Up "Valuable Privilege"
In his own behalf Rep. Patman
said he filed a complaint with the
FCC. (Miller McClintock, MBS
president, rejected his demand for
time on Mr. Lewis' broadcast to
answer the commentator but offered
him other time to be "mutally
agreeable".) Rep. Patman told his
colleagues he accepted an offer of
Mr. Lewis's manager to speak on
the 7-7:15 p.m. spot "without any
reservations or restrictions".
"I did not presume I would be
under obligations to Mr. Lewis by
so doing since I was foregoing and
giving up a valuable privilege by
withdrawing my complaint before
the FCC," said Rep. Patman.
In his broadcast, Rep. Patman
quoted Raymond Clapper, ScrippsHoward columnist and MBS commentator, as saying: "Several Republicans on the Banking & Currency Committee were understood
to have favored continuing subsidies— and I want the listeners to
get this particularly — after having lunch with Joe Martin they
unanimously went against the Administration."
On the floor Tuesday Rep. Martin denied he had lunch with members of the Banking & Currency
Committee; nor did he ask any
member to change his position, he
said, adding: "Any commentator
or columnist who says otherwise
is not telling the truth".
Law In Prospect
Rep. Mundt (R-S. D.), who has
campaigned against certain commentators who, he feels, have
stepped out of line, praised Mutual and Mr. Lewis for their "fairness" in giving Rep. Patman time,
but deplored the Texan's speech as
a "political tirade" instead of an
answer to the commentator.
"I think when private citizens
or public officials are attacked or
criticized on the air they should
have the right of rejoinder," said
Page 16 • November
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Mills Again Using Radio to Start Flow
— Of

Waste

Paper From

A DRIVE that "suffered from success", since collections caused a surplus, was that of the first national
Waste Paper Conservation Committee, begun in September, 1941, and
terminated in May, 1942. Radio,
newspapers and billboards were the
principal media used, with about
75% of the media budget for spot
radio. Over 1% million telephone
calls to Waste Paper Exchange
headquarters in the 38 major cities
were received in a response which
more than met the demands that
had forced the mills to initiate the
campaign.
Since then, however, the demand
for products made of paperboard
again has become acute, and the
Waste Paper Consuming Industries, composed of some 50 of the
nation's largest paperboard mills,
inaugurated a second conservation
campaign in June of this year.
This drive includes 88 cities and
towns in which radio, newspaper
and some outdoor advertising is
being tionused.
It isC.under
the direcof William
Beckwith,
head
of the western division, and Norman C. Greenway, in charge of the
eastern section.
Spots Now on 92
A total of 92 stations are now
broadcasting transcribed one minute spot announcements, station
breaks and chain breaks, with a
weekly schedule of 344 waste paper
appeals. Efforts are made to reach
youngsters, and enlist their aid in
paper collection, by buying spot
time adjacent to "kid" shows. Other
spot broadcasts are near serials,
news and popular daytime prohouseto reach
grams,
holder whodesigned
receives
andthedestroys
a large amount of paper daily.
Two different types of transcriptions are used. One form of announcement, stressing the urgency
of the situation, is given by radio
stars who generously donate their
talent. The other, citing the need
for waste paper, uses Sonovox
sound effects. Each transcribed spot
is immediately followed by a local
Rep. Mundt. "I believe that the
chairman of the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee is intending
to write such a provision into the
new radio code". Reps. Charles L.
Gifford (R-Mass.) and Carl T.
Curtis (R-Neb.) also criticized
Rep. Patman.
In his broadcast Tuesday night
Mr. Lewis said in offering time to
Mr. Patman he was conducting an
experiment and probably it was the
"first time it has ever been done
in radio history". He required no
advance script, as is customary of
radio, he explained, because he
wanted to be "fair".
"In all fairness to the Republicans I offered time to Joe Martin
to answer Mr. Patman," the commentator asserted, "but Mr. Martin declined. When a commentator ceases to be fair, the public will
wake up and he'll be off the air,"
he added.
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Consumers —

announcer's
message,
which
informs the listener
where
to give
his waste paper.
The campaign now in progress
is operating with the approval and
cooperation of the Salvage Division
of the War Production Board. The
Office of War Information has included the appeal for waste paper
in its radio allocation program
[Broadcasting, Nov. 8]. Because
of the critical shortage of waste
paper, resulting in the closing of
some mills, a total of 8,165 announcements broadcast on 85 national network programs and 72
regional network programs, was
begun for a three week period starting Oct. 25. It is estimated that this
intensive grouping of spot broadcasts, given on both daytime and
evening shows, commanded at least
363,500,000 listener impressions.
Agency
handling the camMo. paign isagain
Olian Adv. Co., St. Louis,

KMPC's

New

Site

G. A. (Dick) RICHARDS, owner
of KMPC Beverly Hills, Cal., for
an undisclosed sum, has bought the
building formerly occupied by CBS
at 5939 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood,
from that network and will transfer
activities within 90 days. KMPC
operating on 710 kc with 10,000 w,
now is located at 9631 Wilshire
Blvd. The building will be renovated, according to Robert O. Reynolds, general manager. With staff
of 30, present facilities have been
inadequate for some years, he said.
WJZ Transmitter Move
WJZ New York has applied to the
FCC for permission to operate for
a 90-day period with the 5-kw
auxiliary transmitter of WNEW
New York, located at Kearney,
N. J., while its own transmitter is
moved to Lodi, N. J., from its present location at Bound Brook, N. J.,
which the OWI wants to use as a
site of a new international transmitter [Broadcasting, Nov. 8]. It
was expected that the auxiliary
transmitter would be ready for use
by WJZ early
A 1-kw
transmitter
has this
beenweek.
installed
for
emergency use by WNEW while its
regular auxilary is being used by
WJZ. Both stations will operate
from the WNEW antenna.
Veterans Join WRC
TWO MORE WAR veterans have
joined WRC Washington. Bill Rippe
returns as announcer, following 8
months in the Army, terminated by
an honorable discharge. Dave
Brinkley, also honorably discharged
from the army, is now in the WRC
newsroom. He was formerly with
the U. P. in Charlotte, N. C. Last
month, Tom Knode, retired with
rank of captain, and holder of the
D. S. C. for heroism in Buna, New
Guinea [Broadcasting, Nov. 1], returned as public relations director
of NBC Washington, with offices at
WRC studios.
BROADCASTING

Sportscasters Address
Radio Executives Club
SPORTS Broadcasters Assn.
members were guests of honor at
last
the
RadioThursday's
Executivesluncheon
Club ofof New
York, when Red Barber, Joe Hassel, Ted Husing, Stan Lomax, Bill
Stern and Don Dunphy spoke briefly on sports broadcasting in war
time. Bertram Lebhar Jr., sales
manager of WHN New York, who
broadcasts under the name of Bert
Lee, acted as chairman for the
session.
Out of town guests included:
Ben Ludy, WIBW-KCKN; John
T. Carey, WIND ; John E. Pearson,
John E. Pearson Co.; Ted Branson,
KFEQ; Lambert B. Beeuwkes,
Michigan Network; Fred G. Goddard, KXRO; Ensign Kathryn
Richards, USN.
REC President Murray Grabhorn announced that Mayor F. H.
LaGuardia of New York will address the Club's next meeting Dec.
2, and that Sen. Burton K. Wheeler
has tentatively accepted an invitation to speak Dec. 16.
Film Drive Starting
TWENTIETH Century Fox Film
Corp., New York, will blanket the
country with spot announcements
for the Don Ameche film "Happy
Land," starting 10 days prior to
the Iowa premier (Dec. 2) with
spots at varying frequencies on 11
midwest stations. Tying in with
the Iowa background of the author,
McKinley Cantor, Twentieth Century will run transcribed dramatic
excerpts from the film on WHO
KRNT WMT WNAX KSCJ WOC
WHBF KGLO KMA KBUR KOIL.
Further promotion will be synchronized with the release of the
movie in other regions. New
England is the next area to be
covered. Agency is Kayton-Spiero
Co., New York.
Thompson Award
JACK THOMPSON, foreign correspondent for Mutual and the Chicago Tribune, has won the Order
of the Purple Heart for injuries
sustained when he jumped with
American paratroops near Victoria, Sicily,nouncement
according
an anfrom AlgierstoNov.
17.
Mr. Thompson is now en route to
Cairo.

WGAR WELCOMES WJW, the
Akron station moving to Cleveland,
in a special broadcast Nov. 13. John
F. Patt (right), vice-president and
general land's
manager
of WGAR,made"CleveFriendly Station",
William M. O'Neil (left), WJW head
feel at home, while Wayne Mack,
WGAR chief announcer, handled
the introductions. WGAR also ran
welcoming
advertisements
in all
three
Cleveland
papers.
• Broadcast
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^ When a client recently asked us to make a check of the audience listening to
his foreign language program, we called in a reputable survey service. We hoped
we'd make a good showing. At our first peep of the survey, our eyes nearly popped
out of our heads. The results were so amazing, we could hardly believe our optics.
itr The first words we uttered were, "ARE YOU KIDDING?", for there in cold
typewritten type was an amazing story of listening preference and loyalty. To
put it mildly, WHOM,

in a survey of one group of homes of foreign born New

Yorkers, led every other station in listeners from 6 p. m. to 9 p. m. That's a full
three hour period.
ic From 6 to 8 p. m., WHOM

actually had double the listening audience of

the four major network key stations combined. Here are the highlights of
this survey.

■
6-7 P. M.
% radios on

Station A
50,000
Network kws.
Key
Station

Station B
50,000
Network kws.
Key
Station

1.1

1.3

Station C
50,000
Network kws.
Key
Station

Station D
50,000
Network kws.
Key
Station

WHOM
1,000 kws.
7.6

.9
# % 7-8
P. M.on
radios

3.2

2.2

2.4

8-9 P. M.
% radios on

6.4

6.9

1.5

3 Hour
Average

3.6

3.5

1.6

.9
1.5
8.2
1.3
1.2

8.8
8.2

Suffice to say, the sponsor stayed put. Perhaps you'd like to have a copy
of this survey, so that you may see for yourself that the foreign language
audience is worth investigating. We'll be glad to have a representative
tell you the story of WHOM, and bring along your copy of this amazing
survey. Just phone or write when you prefer to have us call.

Full Time Operation
FOR

New

BETTER

THAN

AVERAGE

RESULTS

Joseph Lang, Gen. Mgr.
York Studios: 29 West 57th Street, New

York City

40,000
Video

New

ANA

York

NAB Board
(Continued from page H)
Edgar Bill, WMBD Peoria, 111.,
Public Relations; Harold Fair,
WHO Des Moines, Program Managers; Dietrich Dirks, KTRI
Sioux City, Sales Managers;
George Burbach, KSD St. Louis,
Mo., Labor; and William Quarton,
WMT Cedar Rapids, Code.
A detailed report on the NAB
Retail Promotion Plan now being
shown throughout the country to
sell radio as an advertising medium for department stores, was
heard from Mr. Morency, chairman of the committee. President
Miller was authorized to appoint
a committee to consider how the
"Air Forces" showings should be
followed up.
President Miller was instructed
to explore the whole question of
"Freedom of Radio" engendered
as a result of positions taken by
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Audience

NBC Survey Shows 80% Sets
Working, Market Assn. Told
SLIGHTLY OVER 80% of the
4,600 television receivers in the
New York area are in good or fair
working condition, while the average audience per set is eight persons, according to an NBC survey
made during the past four weeks,
and released by John T. Williams,
manager of the NBC television department, at a radio luncheon of the
American Marketing Assn. last
Wednesday in New York. C. E.
Hooper, of the research firm bearing his name, addressed the group
on general audience trends.
The NBC television questionnaire
included queries on make of set,
size of screen, audience composition, etc. Based on a 32% return,
11% of the sets are out of commission. Almost 200 public places,
primarily police precinct houses, replied that the average size of the
audience at their receivers is 155
per set. Despite wartime restriction, survey showed a responsive
television audience of 40,000 in the
New York area, Mr. Williams said.
Mr. Hooper told the group that
the average evening program rating this winter will vary fractionally from last year. Giving a breakdown on sponsored programs, Mr.
Hooper stated that there are now
125 sponsored evening shows as
against 115 for last year. "While
this increase under normal conditions might be expected to create
an increase in the 'Sets in Use
Index', and a decrease in the 'Average Rating Index' no such result
has occurred. The answer probably
lies in the fact that many well established programs, formerly carried on a sustaining basis, this year
appear in the column of sponsored
shows," he said.
The General Electric film on television was shown to the group by
Robert L. Gibson, in charge of programming, WRGB, the G-E television station in Schenectady.

Acts

they are going to expect to get
at least some of it from you."
Pointing out that for some time
ANA has devoted its attention to
the subject of advertised brands,
Paul West mentioned the paradox
whereby the people showed complete faith in America's branded
and advertised products by buying
them, and yet the same people admit that ABC grade labeling would
be a good idea, or support, directly
or indirectly, "political thinking
that is destructive of this system."
Querying why advertisers haven't
applied
"same exacting
to
their the
advertising
as they test"
have
to a particular branded product,
Mr. West said— "The fact is that
while our advertising has been predominantly right— honest, truthful and informative — it has rarely
seemed right. It has too seldom
made its usefulness plain to the
reading
public."then discussed the
Mr. West
booklet compiled by the ANA to
prepare the advertiser for what
Mr. West phrased as "the battle
of our economic lives." Entitled
You and Your Brand, the booklet
reminds the advertiser of fundamental truths he might forget on
how brands first came into existence and how they have become
valuable to the advertiser, to the
consumer and to the country as a
whole. To put over this value, it is
up to the advertiser to follow advertising and sales methods he has
members of the FCC and others in
public life, and which have included attacks upon the NAB Code.
He likewise was instructed to take
into account the position of CIO
against the Code and AFL, which
has indorsed legislation for a
"Free Radio."
The NAB Nominating Committee, appointed to consider nominations for the NAB presidency, in
view of the expiration of President
Miller's term next July, met prior
to the board meeting without formal action. Don Elias, WWNC
Asheville, is chairman. The committee reported to the board that
it was exploring the matter and
would submit a report later.
The board also adopted a resolution on the Fourth War Loan
Drive, pledging the industry's support. At the dinner meeting on
Wednesday, Chinese pheasants,
shot or trapped by Barney Lavin,
WDAY Fargo, were served. Herb
Hollister, KANS Wichita, supplied mountain climbing movies.
Attending the meeting aside from
those mentioned were: Hugh A. L.
Halff, WOAI; E. L. Hayek, KATE;
Leslie C. Johnson, WHBF; Frank
King WNBR; J. O. Maland WHO;
Calvin J. Smith KFAC; Harry R.
Spence KXRO; Roy Thompson
WFBG; Arthur Westlund KRE;
Hoyt B. Wooten, WREC; Ed
Yocum, KGHL.
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already proven sound. "And no one
■who has faith in the American people," Mr. West concluded, "can
doubt that once they realize what
this system means to them, they
will act accordingly. Give them the
facts in understandable form . . .
and we shall no longer see the paradox of Americans voting one way
at the cash register and another at
To illustrate the booklet more
the
polls." to the advertisers and
graphically
media men present at the Nov. 18
session, a dramatization of the
study was presented via slides and
a talking marionette, arranged
through the courtesy of CBS and
produced by Yasha Frank of
Spokesman Inc.
Morgenthau's Speech
Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau addressed the convention
Thursday evening praising advertising's Third
part in theWar
war Loan
effortDrive
and
the recent
and relating observations on the
progress of the war.
Referring to the promotion work
of broadcasters during the third
loan, he said, "On the radio you
did a magnificent job. The NAB
tells me 3,382 hours of radio time
and 200,000 announcements (valued
at $12,000,000) carried Third War
Loan messages to the public,
throughout the days and nights of
the Drive. Through the Allocation
Plan and additionally contributed
time, advertisers played a most important part. You gave us the use
of your best radio audiences."
Expressing his confidence in the
ability of advertisers to bring the
facts of war to the American people the Secretary said that the war
was far from completed and that
there yet remained a great and
vital job for the advertiser to perform.
He said the advertising world has
established a remarkable record and
"the stature of advertising has improved immeasurably as a result of
what you people, who have thrown
aside all thought of political differences, have done."
At the elections Wednesday, Paul
B. West was re-elected president
of ANA, while Mr. Healy became
chairman of the board, succeeding
Charles Mortimer, who was reelected adirector. J. P. Miller, Pet
Milk Sales Corp., was elected a
vice-chairman, succeeding Mr.
Healy, and C. C. Carr was re-elected
a vice-chairman.
Five new directors were named,
including : J. F. Apsey Jr., the Black
& Decker Mfg. Co.; A. C. Seyfarth,
International Harvester Co.; Vernon Beatty, Swift & Co.; H. W.
Hitchcock, Packard Motor Car Co.,
and Donald B. Stetler, Standard
Brands. Re-elected to the board, in
addition to Mr. Mortimer, were
Paul S. Ellison, Sylvania Electric
Products, and Albert Brown, the
Best Foods Inc.
BROADCASTING

Blue Meeting
(Continued from page 9)
ing time,
selecting
aud program material
and sponsors
editing copy
for
news and cordance
other
programs,
all
in
acwith American democratic
principles and with a view to encouraging true freedom of speech on the
air, and be it further
Resolved that the committee hereby
requests that it be informed of the
progress of that study and permitted
to comment from time to time upon
the findings evolved, and be it further
Resolved that the committee lend
its assistance in an advisory capacity
insofar as it can reasonably and propstudy.
erly do so, to the completion of that
Registration List
Among those in attendance at the BLUE
meeting were:
Edward J. Noble, BLUE, New York;
Mark Woods, BLUE, New York; Edgar
Kobak, BLUE, New York; Keith Kiggins,
BLUE, New York ; Phillips Carlin, BLUE,
New York ; John Norton, BLUE, New
York; Don Searle, KGO ; C. N. Priaulx,
BLUE, New York; Pete Jaeger, BLUE,
New York; Fred Riple, WTRY ; O. N.
Schloss, BLUE, New York ; Norman Ostby,
BLUE, Chicago ; James Carpenter, WKBB ;
J. B. Fuqua, WGAC ; J. C. Liner, KMLB ;
Len Nasman, WFMJ ; Joe DuMond, KXEL ;
G. O. Shepherd, WAYS; Roger Clipp,
WFIL; Clarence Cosby, KXOK ; Chet
Thomas, KXOK; Arch Shawd, WTOL ; C.
T. Hagman, WTCN ; Charles Barham,
WCHV; Frank Smith, KXYZ.
J. B. Conley, WOWO ; Paul E. Mills,
WOWO ; Robert Dunville, WLW ; Ed Cohn,
WFPG; Ed Whitlock, WRNL ; Fred Weber, WDSU; Hugh Powell,, KGGF ; Henry
Johnston, WSGN ; Thomas C. Ekrem,
KVOD
; Neil
Smith,C.WCOL
; Kenneth
Johnston,
WCOL;
B. Locke,
KFDM;B.
Abe Herman, KFDM; Harry Schwartz,
KOME; Tarns Bixby, KBIX; Q. A. Brackett,
WSPR; John Elmer, WCBM ; L. G.
Pefferle, WCBS; Harold L. Dewing,
WCBS; Harold Krelstein, WMPS; Walter
Koessler,
Bill O'Neil,
WJW.William
George WROK;
W. Smith,
WWVA;
Ryan, KECA; W. A. Wynne, WEED; Earl
Key, WKEY;WSIXBen; Louis
Laird,Appell,
WOSH;WSBA:
Jack
Draughon,
Hal Meyer, WSRR; Herbert Carter,
WMUR; Eugene Flaherty, WSCJ; Lindsay
Nunn, KFDA; Howard Roberson, KFDA;
K. K. Kellam, KTHS; George Wasser,
KQV; Bruce McConnell, WISH; Robert
Bausman, WISH; Lou Marsh, WJHL; Jack
Gross, KFMB ; George Trendle, WXYZ;
Allen Campbell, WXYZ; Mr. and Mrs. S.
Bernard Berk, WAKR; George Crook,
WFIC; Howard
Glasgow,
KNOW. Thornley, WFCI; Hill
Hardy Harvey KNOW; Howard Lane,
WDEF; Joe Engle, WDEF; Joe Campbell,
KGKO; Jim Moroney, KGKO; Lee Wailes,
KDKA; Edward E. Bishop, WGH; Edward A. Allen, WLVA; Edgar Cappellini.
KALB; Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pittman,
WBML; E. L. Sparks, KHMO; Jonas
Weiland, WFTC; Hugh Jones, WGGM;
F. G. Ewing, WGRM; Hugh Giesel, WBCM:
J. P. Hart,
Lewis,
WINC.WBIR; Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Leonard A. Vesluis, WIAV; Hy Steed,
WIAV; Wick Heath, KMMJ; William
Martin KMMJ; R. A. Dunlea, WMFD;
Ralph Matheson, WHDH; Robert Mason,
WMRN; Raymond Collins, KGKO; E. E.
Anderson (Board of Directors) Blue, New
York; William Lane, WAGE; Robert
Street, KFBK; William Stuht, KJR; B.
Lottridge, WOC; George Cranston, KGKO:
Robert Swezey, Blue, New York; M. C.
Garber, KCRC ; E. R. Borroff, Blue, Chicago; M. Schoenfeld, Blue, Chicago; E. J.
Huber, Blue, Chicago ; James Storton,
Blue, Chicago;
R. S.Blue,
Peterson,
Chicago; Gil Berry,
ChicagoBlue,
; Jerry
Verman, Blue, Chicago; Glenn Snyder,
WLS; George Cook, WLS; Al Boyd, WLS;
C. M. Freeman, WLS; Harry Templeton,
WLS.
Blue Leases Ritz
THE BLUE has signed a one-year
lease for the Ritz Theatre at 219
W. 48th St., New York, with a seating capacity of 900 to accommodate
the increased studio audiences attracted by the larger number of
programs featuring comedians and
"name" stars, it was announced
last week. First program to originate from the theatre will be Philco
Corp.'s
Radio5. Hall of Fame, which
starts Dec.
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just

one

man's

^ It is to be expected that a radio station
should have a firstrate opinion of itself, overemphasizing its good points, perhaps, and glossing
over its weak ones.
The pictures which Oklahoma City stations
exhibit publicly, therefore, are sure to show
them from their very best angles.
But there
is not paid
true detail
pictures of
understand.

53.2% of the evening audience at its feet. Three
other stations may be seen sharing the balance.
Hooper's picture is the reflection of majority
opinion in Oklahoma City. And majority opinion
of both listeners and advertisers is that WKY
lives up to all of the beautiful pictures which
have been painted of it in the past.

is one painter of radio pictures who
to please a station but to depict it in
. . . the realist, Hooper, who paints
radio listening which advertisers can

Hooper's picture
WKY dominating
through September,
audience, 57.4% of
BROADCASTING

opinion

of Oklahoma City shows
the summer scene, May
with 44% of the morning
the afternoon audience, and
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came in. Yes, Jim Black was a tremendous influence

Fifty-one years ago. a young man named James
Black came to the then village of Waterloo. He
opened a dry goods store ... a tiny store . . . only
20 x 80 feet. "Jim Black" as he was known to the
community, had. besides an unlimited capacity for
work, a friendly personality. Early morning found
him at the door of his store greeting customers. His

in building the good-will that is Black's.
cessors have carried it on. They have found
KXEL a neighborly and friendly voice —
sales and good-will builder which in a
takes the place of that enterprising young

cheery
Sarah,
Jane,
can
even"Good
now Morning
be recalled
by aor few
of or
the Mary"
older
residents of this area. He remembered names . . .
he knew the children ... he was friend and neighbor
to all. He invariably asked as the customer was

years ago. As James Graham. President of Black's
today says: "KXEL has shown us the path to successful use of radio in department store operation. A
survey recently made convinces us that our customers in the city as well as rural areas listen and
act on our programs over KXEL. We have found

leaving: "Did you find what you wanted?" If not.
Black's would have it the next time the shopper
JANE FOSTER . . .
"For Women and About
Women" ... is the neighborly friend who colls on
KXEL listeners every morning for Black's. She brings
a personal message — a
woman to woman. Mother
to Mother message — woven
around this great store. She
has become a potent influence on shopping activities
out here. A recent survey
shows that three quarters
ol the women in homes in
this area listen either regularly or occasionally to
Jane Foster. This program
is designed to bring tangible results and it does.

JOSH

HIGGINS

50,000
BASIC

WATTS
BLUE

that a department store can profitably use radio."
GEORGE CREMEENS...
with the news at 10 F.M.
is the night-time voice oi
Black's. In a recent survey,
regular and occasional listeners to this program
reached the almost unbelievable total of 85% oi
the farm and city folks in
Waterloo's shopping area.
It is natural that an institution likestitution
Blacks's
— andeep
inthat is rooted
in the Iowa way of life —
should render a news service to their host of friends
and customers in this area.
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Studios

in Waterloo

His sue-,
through
a mass
measure
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Whan
Shows

Survey
97.2%

of

Radio

Sets

in

Iowa

Functioning

Nets
Capital Quiz
WASHINGTON radio quiz
titled Battle of the Bureaus
has started on WTOP Washington, Sundays, 1-1:30 p.m.,
from the recreation center of
Arlington Farms, home for
thousands of government
girls just across the Potomac
River in Virginia. Show is a
competition between two government bureaus, each bureau represented by a team
of four persons. Questions are
varied and often unique;
prizes are War Saving
Stamps. A bureau executive
from each competing government division serves on the
committee of judges. Program is sponsored by Brooks
Women's Wearing Apparel,
Washington Clothing Firm.

Increased Listening Reported; Comedy Gaining
Popularity, With News in Slight Decline
IN THE SIXTH consecutive anAn oustanding feature of the
nual survey of radio listening in Iowa survey is the data provided
the State of Iowa, conducted by on specific best-liked programs, and
Dr. F. L. Whan of Wichita, it has the effect of age, sex, education
been found that the percentage of and place of residence (reflecting
sets in working condition has held occupation) upon the selection of
to a level closely approximating
programs by the listener. One tabulation in this section of the study
like figures in previous surveys. For
the state as a whole, 97.2% of set- shows trends in popularity of proowning families reported ownership
gram material. This shows, interof sets in working condition. The
estingly, that while news broadcasts top the list, their popularity
percentage of working sets was
found highest among urban fam- has declined slightly from last
ilies, 98.4%, and lowest among
farm families, 94.7%.
year.
Comedians, popular music, comThe survey was prepared by Dr.
plete drama, variety shows, classical music and serial drama have Texas Game on Shortwave
Whan for WHO, Des Moines, and
increased in popularity among
was published by the station.
IN RESPONSE to petitions from
Principal cause of the smaller both men and women since the last the AEF overseas requesting
number of working sets in farm
Iowa survey was made, whil° the broadcast of the traditional Texas
A. & M. vs. Texas football game,
homes is shown to be the depend- male audience would add audience
Mutual has arranged with Humble
ence of 35% of Iowa farm sets on participation shows, devotionals
battery power. Respondents in and religious music to the list, Oil & Refining Co., Houston, owner
1,566 homes reporting such sets three types which showed slight of exclusive rights, to present the
were asked the condition of the declines in favor with women lis- entire game Thanksgiving Day
2:45-5:30 p.m. (EWT), on a coastteners. Other types which declined
batteries, with answers which were
to-coast hookup, with shortwave
slightly
in
popularity
among
both
broadcasts to the European and
tabulated as follows: "Don't know
men
and
women
were,
in
addition
condition of batteries, 10.5%; BatMediterranean theaters, the Aleuto newcasts: sportscasts, market
teries in good condition, 43.9%;
tians
Alaska,andSouth
CentralandAmerica
theandPacific.
Batteries in weak condition, 30.6% ; reports, oldtime music, band music,
talks and comment.
Humble will sponsor the game loBatteries are dead, 15%."
cally in Texas as usual. AnnouncSituation Eased
ers will be Ves Box doing the color
and Kern Tips handling the playCafe Spots
At the time the survey was made
by-play.
(April-May) 25.8% of the dead CAFE ZANZIBAR, New York, is
battery sets had been out of order venturing further into radio, with
three to six months; 28.1% for two a new schedule of spot announceCandy Campaign
months and 26.8% for one month.
ments on WNEW WHN WINS
MASON, AU & MAGENHEIMER
Subsequently, a WPB program
WPAT. The restaurant is testing Confectionery Mfg. Co., Bro^klvn,
through its new agency Erwin,
scheduling battery production for various stations, times, and commercials, the latest announcements
dealers serving the rural market
Wasey & Co., New York, last week
is believed to have relieved the combining club talent with brief started a spot campaign in its three
farm radio battery shortage to a poetry passages praising the night best markets — New York, Chicago
material extent.
spot's romantic foreign atmosphere.
and Philadelphia — and in Buffalo
The club midget follows the po- and Providence, for Mason's AsHow the lack of batteries affected
etic introduction with the cry of
sorted Candy Dots, and Black
listening on farms is shown by the "Zanzibar". A sample of pianist Crows Licorice
Candy. Starting
16.3% of battery set owners who
Nov. 16 through Jan. 1 the candy
Maurice
Roccos
"boogie
woogie"
is
reported less listening in 1943 as included in the one-minute tran- firm is running station breaks on
comnared with 1942, while only
22 stations WLS WMAQ WIND
scription. Club uses both daytime
6.1% of those whose sets use high- and nighttime spots. While initial WENR WGN WOR WJZ WHN
WMCA WNEW WBEN WEBR
line power reported less listening. use of radio has been satisfactory,
newspaper advertising continues to WGR WKBW WCAU KYW WFIL
For the state as a whole, 39.4%
WIP WDAS WJAR WEAN
part of the approof the reporting families said they get the major
priation, according to Blackstone
WPRO. Mason's last extensive
spent more time listening to radio Co., New York, agency in charge. campaign was in March, 1941.
than a year ago; only 9.7% said
that they listened less. The study
showed relationship between the
amount of listening done and
amount of time spent at home,
linking both with gasoline rationing as one cause for in"reased listening. Nearly half reported
spending more time at home since
gas rationing began.
News tons the survey's list of
program materials based on listeners' choice of "five best-liked
types". A comparison of sets in use
after 10 p.m. shows that stations
broadcasting news in the 10:15IN RECOGNITION of his work in wildlife conservation, Bud Jackson,
10:30 p m. period have a much
KVOO Tulsa outdoors editor, receives the Izaak Walton League Foundlower tune-off percentage at 10:15
er's Pin from George Draper, Oklahoma League president. Witnessing
than those whose last news period
presentation are Bob Aldrich, State League director (left), and Willis
is 10-10:15 p.m. "It would seem
R. Hale, State League vice-president (right). Jackson formed an Izaak
that a portion of an audience can
Walton League chapter-of-the-air for the benefit of listeners forced by
be held until a later hour by use of gasoline rationing to give up much of their conservation activities. His
Short
Casts & Wing Shots is eagerly followed in the KVOO area.
a newscast," the survey concludes.
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Direct

Beam

News

From

Italy

CBS, NBC, BLUE Reporters
Broadcast From Naples
FIRST American news broadcasts
to emanate directly from former
enemy territory on the European
continent in the last three years
reached listeners to three of the
major networks on Nov. 14, when
CBS, NBC and the BLUE carried
news reports by their respective
correspondents from allied headquarters in Naples.
Winning first chance by the toss
of a coin, Farnsworth Fowle, CBS
correspondent, relayed news of the
American Fifth army at 9 a.m. on
the CBS News of the World program. Fowle was followed by Don
Hollenbeck for NBC, George Hicks
for the BLUE, and Merrill Mueller,
also for NBC. Each of the radio
correspondents spoke via an Army
Signal Corps transmitter, parts of
wlrch were from a former NBC
transmitter, constructed by NBC
engineers 10 years ago and salvaged at various times in its travels
about the world.
Mutual reported that Seymour
Korman, its correspondent with the
allied forces in Italy, broadcast a
report from the Naples station Nov.
16, 10:45-11 a.m.
Gripsholm Pickups
Another dramatic radio pickup
also took place last week when the
prisoner
exchange
ship
holm" docked
Nov. 15
at "GripsRio de
Janeiro, with Mutual, CBS and
NBC presenting special broadcasts
Royal Arch Gunnison, Mutual correspondent in Manila who was interned by the Japanese, interviewed
various passengers on the ship at
6:15 p.m. over Mutual, while WOR,
New York outlet of MBS, carried
a transcribed rebroadcast of his
report at 11:25 p.m. CBS picked up
Jack Adams, a local Rio correspondent, at 3:15 p.m., while NBC
at 5 p.m. presented Raymond P.
Cronin, former AP manager in
Manila, and his assistant Russell
Brines, both of whom have been
interned by the Japs since the fall
of that city.
According to Mr. Gunnison on
his broadcast, "the real news from
East Asia is that there are segments of the population waiting
for strong enough United Nations
forces to arrive to permit them to
rise against the Jap invaders and
help drive them into the sea."
Railroad's Spots
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD,
Los Angeles (help wanted), in addition to a weekly quarter-hour
newscast, currently sponsors twiceper-day
participation
in Make
Believe-Ballroom,
with daily
participation in Facing Facts on KFWB
Hollywood. Firm also uses three
participations
day program
in the Consolidatedper
Merchants
on
KFWB and KMPC, Beverly Hills,
with daily participation in Polly
& Pat on KPAS Pasadena. Agency
is Caples Co., Los Angeles.
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BIlSAKFAtT
6 A.M.

LIVE

NEWS

TO

—

7 A.M.

MON.

LIVE

A "live wire" show now

NOUn
THROUGH
SAT.

TALENT

—

LIVE

REPORTS

being sold on the participating basis!

Yes sir, a spot on the WSPD Farm Breakfast Hour — 6 to 7 A.M. — is like sitting dt the
breakfast table with hundreds of thousands of Ohio, Michigan and Indiana farmers —
listening to their favorite music — talking about your product.
This established show, built for the rural audience, is now open to national
advertisers.
Just

Ask

Katz

IF IT'S A FORT INDUSTRY STATION
YOU CAN BANK ON IT

BROADCASTING
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KDYL Video Ready
APPLICATION for an experimental television station in Salt Lake
City was filed with the FCC by
KDYL Salt Lake City, on Nov. 17.
S. S. Fox, president and general
manager, announced that the station has been experimenting for
several years with RCA television
demonstration equipment and is
now prepared to expand into actual
telecasting. Plans call for the placement of receivers in prominent
downtown locations for daily onehour telecasts, to begin as soon as
the license is granted.
mated at over 1,000. Presentation
was
Hotel.put on at the Barbizon-Plaza
AMONG THOSE ATTENDING film showing of "Air Force and the
Retailer" at Barbizon
Plaza, New York,
Nov. 15 was
were under
group auspices
of Comptonof
Advertising
Agency executives.
Presentation
WABC, WEAF, WJZ and WOR. Left to right: John McSweeny, timebuyer; Jean Lawler, radio dept.; Harriet Belille, Fed Apt, buyers.

N. Y. Retailers

Are

Stimulated

by NAB

'Air Force'; Voice Some Criticism, Too
EFFECTIVENESS of NAB's
anything." May Deutsch, training
"Air Force and the Retailer" in director, Saks 34th St., praised the
stimulating interest in radio among
presentation, but said she came
retailers was demonstrated at last
away feeling
littleenough
cheated"
because there was"a not
on the
week's showing in New York. Advertising and merchandising ex- application of radio to the retailer's immediate problems. The
ecutives of the city's major retail
establishments expressed almost
length of the showing was criticized
complete agreement in praising the by a number of store executives
presentation as far as it went, but who felt it could have been shortened without injury.
criticized its failure to deal specifically with local problems of the
Lewis H. Avery, NAB director
stores.
of broadcast advertising, expressed
gratification at the tenor of the
Length Criticized
comments, explaining that the
The more than 200 retailers al- presentation was designed to stimmost unanimously requested the
ulate the retailers' curiosity about
five "How to Do It" booklets, ex- radio, but did not pretend to suppressing the hope that these volply any specific answers to their
umes would provide more direct questions.
Some of the answers, he
answers to their questions about
said,
will
be
furnished by the folthe application of broadcasting to
low-up booklets, which he described
their individual advertising prob- as direct sales promotion literalems. A more direct effect of the
ture, but he added that the job of
presentation was voiced by the getting the individual stores on
sales manager of one large departthe air is the job of station salesment store who said he had been
men, whose knowledge of local rethinking about using radio, withtail problems cannot be duplicated
out doing anything about it, but
in any general presentation or
as a result of the showing he will literature.
now take action to put his store on
Four Sessions
the air.
Colin Cruikshank, advertising
The New York showing was premanager, Spear & Co., described
sented in four sessions, Monday
through Thursday of last week,
the presentation as "straightforward and clear; it should help with Mr. Avery as master of ceremonies. On Monday James V. Conevery retailer," adding that he was
nell, WEAF, introduced Mr. Avery
looking forward with much interto an audience of advertising
est to getting the booklets. Bertha
E. Helzer, personnel director of agency, newspaper and trade press
Hearns Dept. Stores, found the representatives. Tuesday the audience was made up of department
showing "very interesting and very
enlightening, something that we
store executives, and John S. Mccan all get something out of." A. tion. Neil, WJZ, handled the introducFerris Spear, merchandise manArthur Hull Hayes, WABC,
ager, James McCreery & Co., said:
"The presentation was well done,
opened Wednesday's showing to a
group of national advertisers, and
but from our point of view it was
Rufus C. Maddox, WOR, started
not localized enough."
J. H. Kanner, manager of the the Thursday session for teachers
of business administration and
New York Better Business Bureau,
at New Total
York's
colleges
declared himself "deeply im- marketing
and universities.
attendance
pressed" with the showing, stating
"I wouldn't have missed it for during the four days was estiPage 24
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A further cross-section of reaction is summed up in these expressions from other showings throughout the country: "Some hardshells
are now thinking about radio who
have completely ignored it to
now"; "far reaching effects";
presentation a "knockout", retailers deeply impressed, comments
favorable. Highly successful meetings were reported by WAVE and
WHAS Louisville, WOAI San Antonio, KTRI Sioux City, WMBD
Peoria, WLVA Lynchburg, WFBG
Altoona, KYSM Mankato.

ADULT MARKET
AIM
OF
TOOTSIE
DRIVE
WITH the juvenile market covered
by Dick Tracy on the BLUE,
Sweets Co. of America, Hoboken,
N. J., is expanding into spot radio
to reach the adult listener for
Tootsie V-M, a milk fortifier. Schedule started last week on some stations, with others to be added this
week, while several markets are
still in the negotiation stage.
Supplementing its sponsorship of
the BLUE children's serial Tuesday and Thursday, 5:15-5:30 p.m.,
in the New York and New England
area, Sweets Co. is scheduling live
announcements on a six-times weekly 26-week basis on WAGE WJAR
WHAM WTIG WTAG, and is contemplating further placements in
Boston, Springfield, Syracuse and
Albany. Women's interest programs
in the daytime period are used.
Campaign represents the second
expansion of Tootsie V-M promotion, the most recent being addition
of hitchhikes on the Monday, Wednesday and Friday broadcasts of
Dick Tracy, primary vehicle for
Tootsie Rolls. Agency is Duane
Jones Co, New York
VICTOR J. ANDREW Co., Chicago,
maker of gas-filled coaxial cables and
other antenna accessories, has named
Frazar & Hansen, San Francisco, as
export representative.

MORE THAN 300 Nashville retailers gathered in the Assembly Room
of the Hermitage Hotel for the NAB "Air Force" presentation. Among
those participating were (front, 1 to r) John Sloan, president, Nashville
Chamber of Commerce; Sadie Hartman, secretary, Associated Retailers;
Clyde Pemberton, m.c. of the presentation; (back), Jack Draughn, WSIX;
F. C. Sowell, WLAC, chairman of the meeting; Harry Stone. WSM.

TALKING OVER New York showing of "Air Forces and the Retailer",
presented at Barbizon-Plaza Hotel under auspices of four major networks, were group of agency and radio executives (1 to r) : Wilfred S.
King, radio director, J. S. Mathes Co.; Edna S. Cathcart, timebuyer,
J. S. Mathes Co.; T. C. Shays, NBC spot sales; John McNeil, WJZ manager; Kay Brown, timebuyer, Young & Rubicam; Frank Silvernail,
business manager, BBDO; Tom Lynch, timebuyer, William Estes agency.
BROADCASTING
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Key to a world

within

a world

To inspect metal, judge its inner worth with the aid

Infinite additions to the knowledge, the safety, the

of electronics, is to add a vital chapter to war industry's
book of knowledge. More, it is to write a preface to the

comfort of modern man continuously reveal themselves in the quick flutter of the electronic tubes.

mightier book of the future.

This is an inspiring reason why at Sylvania, in our

This same science of electronics, which finds the struc-

work with electronics, as in everything else we do to

tural flaw in war metal, holds great possibilities whose

widen the range of the eye and the ear, we set for

commercial use awaits only the welcome day of peace.

ourselves a single goal — the highest standard known.

SYLVANIA

ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC. formerly Hygride Sylnnii torptntiii
EXECUTIVE OFFICES: 500 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK It, N. V.

RADIO TUBES, CATHODE RAY TUBES, ELECTRONIC DEVICES, INCANDESCENT LAMPS, FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES AND ACCESSORIES

AIDING THE HOME FRONTS "KNOW-HOW"— Syfvonia Fluorescent lamps and
Fixtures give war workers the light they need to produce their armament
miroctes. Sylvania Radio Tubes bring the news of the world to the American
family, keep our people mentally alert. Syfvania Incandescent tamps
economically protect the eyes of the American family. Indeed, the Sytvortia
name now, at always, means the ultimate in product performance.

RADIO

NACIONAL

LINKS

AMERICAS

Anacin's Mystery
ANACIN
Co., ofJersey
City, programs
will augment its list
network
with a recorded mystery program
Inspector Hawkes & Son, starting
on the Pacific Coast BLUE Nov.
30, in the 9-9:15 p.m. period, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday.
Move is in line with general expansion of radio programs [Broadcasting, Nov. as15].
musical series,
yet Anacin's
untitled, new
will
start on CBS Dec. 3. Agency is
Blackett - Sample - Hummert, Chicago.

WJW

Cleveland

Now
in Operation
Move From Akron Effected
—America Plays Vital War Role
Without Interruption
SERVING as a cultural link among
WJW Cleveland is now operating
the Americas and as a potent
full time with 5,000 watts as a
weapon against Axis propaganda,
basic BLUE outlet, having effected
Radio Nacional, the most powerits transfer from Akron without
ful shortwave station in South
interruption. The station began
America is now concluding its first
broadcasting from its new location
year of operation, chalking up anNov. 14 on 850 kc (Broadcasting,
other triumph for wartime radio
Nov. 15). It formerly operated on
engineering.
1240 kc.
ATS Not on Board
Dedicated "to the service of civOwned and managed by W. M.
ilization, to the purpose of good
AMERICAN Television Society
(Bill)
WJW Ohio
started
with
neighbor relations, to the sacred
Home of Voice of Brazil
has declined an invitation to parti- 50
wattsO'Neil,
in Mansfield,
in 1926.
cause of freedom", this Brazilian
In
1932
it
moved
to
Akron
with
cipate
in
the
Radio
Technical
Plannon-directional antennas operate
Government RCA unit transmits
ning: Board, stating the ATS be- 100 watts, later increasing to 250
on
the
16,
25
and
31
m.
bands
lief "that the primary obstacles
programs in English, Spanish and
watts. The increase to its present
which television must surmount
Shortwave broadcasts are transPortuguese. Reports from Europe,
are not of a technical nature at power was originally granted for
mitted under three identification
Africa, Asia, Australia and the
calls with the following frequenthis time, inasmuch as the tech- the Akron station but before the
Americas attest to the technical
new transmitter was put in operanical development of this new mecies and wave-lengths: PRL-7, 9,excellence of its transmission and
tion the move to Cleveland was
dium is so far ahead of the pro520
kc,
30.86
m.;
PRL-8,
11,720
kc,
the quality of its programs.
gramming knowledge and expernegotiated and the 5,000 watts in25.60
m.;
PRL-9,
17,850
kc,
16.91
m.
A 50 kw transmitter, RCA Type
stallation including the four tower
directional antenna system was
50-HF, carries the voice of Brazil
around the world. This is the same
moved to North Royalton, 10 miles
ience." Interpretation
Maj. Armstrong Disputes
type as that used at Leopoldville
south of Cleveland.
WJW studios are in the renamed
in the Belgian Congo and at BrazWJW building on Euclid avenue at
zaville in French Equatorial Af- Put On Jettfs Statement Of FM's Future
rica. It includes two separate and
14th street, formerly the KinneyEditor, Broadcasting:
ent AM broadcasting will continue
Levan building. Formal opening,
complete radio frequency channels
IN YOUR issue of November 8th, after "the new allocations are awaiting final decorations, will be
v/hich permits rapid setting up or
made", no one, of course, will dis- celebrated by appearances of many
changing frequencies to any point under the heading "FCC Calls Postagree. Many of your readers have
War
Technical
Session",
you
quote
BLUE stars and several network
heard me answer the same question
in the range from 6 to 22 megathe
Commission's
Chief
Engineer,
originations.
cycles.
from
the
lecture
platform
with
the
Mr. Jett, as follows:
reply
that
the
advent
of
the
Model
Installed by RCA
Waddell Continues
"FM is not destined to become
A Ford did not prevent the owners
the
standard
broadcast
of
the
fuHal
Waddell
continues as sales
Radio NacionaPs transmitter, loof the Model T from continuing to
ture, despite its advantages of high use the highways. However, the
cated about 12 kilometers from Rio
manager of WJW. Ed Palen, formde Janeiro, was installed by the fidelity and in elimination of noise, vast
majority of them soon got
erly program director of WCFL
A.
because
listeners
in
the
primary
international department of RCA
Chicago, has been named program
tired of being passed by the Model
areas
of
many
powerful
statiohs
Victor through its subsidiary comdirector. Robert Wheeler, formerpany, RCA Victor Radio, S. A. of get highly satisfactory reception
ly of the Akron Beacon Journal,
The Chairman, Mr. Fly, was ask- heads
and
would
not
likelv
care
to
change
the local sales department,
Rio de Janeiro, with John Dawson,
ed the direct question:
with G. H. Fleishman, salesman.
FM exclusively."
company engineer, supervising in- to While
I seldom find occasion to
"Is
the
Commission
thinking
in
stallation. The equipment was
Jerry Roberts continues as chief
with any statement of Mr. terms of FM being the standard
shipped out of the U. S. at a time disagree
engineer,
with a staff including
Jett, I would certainly do so in this
of the future?"
Douglas Rouch, John McPherson,
when coastwise shipping along the instance had he drawn the conclu- broadcast
He
made
the
only
reply
which
Atlantic was menaced by Axis subsion that FM is not destined to be
Ray ettBaird,
C. A. Gillilan and Everlayman could properly make.
Pritchard.
marines and the project was com- the standard broadcast system of the
He said:
pleted under great hazards.
L. A. Gifford, formerly of WHBF
the future. The fact is that Mr.
"Science is going to control that Rock Island, is production director ;
Development of the 50-HF transJett did not draw such a conclusion.
the Commission."
mitter was begun by RCA about a
J ean Law, women's director ; Frank
What he said was the following, — not
It is hardly necessary for me to Grosjean, continuity editor; Betty
year before Pearl Harbor, when the and I here quote from the release
say that I still hold to the state- Griffin, formerly with NBC Chiincreasing importance of high- by the Commission of Thursday,
ment I made at the Commission's
power international broadcasting
traffic manager;
BruceKayler,
MacNovember 4th entitled "Notes From
hearing of June, 1936, that FM is Donaldcago,news
editor; Don
became apparent. It is now being
News
Conference":
destined
to
become
"the
primary
produced in quantity by RCA for
musical director; Earl Harper,
Q. Do you think that standard
service", or, in the terms of this
United Nations shortwave activi- broadcasting will be continued when
article, the "standard broadcast of sports;
M. (Robbie)
Robertties throughout the world.
the new allocations are made?
son andand
BenC. Stiller,
publicity
and
future." This will occur much
Mr. Jett: Yes, because as I have the
The Rio transmitter is laid out
more
rapidly
than
most
people
besaid .... there are 60,000,000 lieve.
Announcers include Marvin Cade,
promotion.
with power supply and modulator
standard band receivers in this
Dick
Hatton, Stanley Peyton, John
units in the center, so arranged
Edwin H. Armstrong
that they may be switched to eith- country which practically guaranSaunders, Tod Branson and Lee
tees the continuation of this service.
Department of Electrical
Leonard. Other staff members are
er of the RF channels located at
Engineering
Furthermore, while FM offers some
left and right of the central comLilly
Heyer, Miriam Orr, Charles
Columbia University
worthwhile advantages over standpartment. The switchover requires
Dolan, Marijane Morley, Maurice
New
York
City
ard broadcasting,it must be borne in
no more than 5 seconds. Each of
Goldman, George Stewart, Lois
that primary service in the
Becka and Virginia Heidt.
the channels is complete from crys- mind
Nov. 15, 1943.
standard band is very good, and
tal to output amplifier stage and many of the present owners of
contained in a separate compartstandard band receivers will not
The Broadcasting account of Mr. Jett's
WDAY's Future Home
ment with separate interlocking wish to shift to FM until they have observations on the future of FM included
the
following sentence, in addition to the WDAY Fargo, N. D., has pursystem so that one may be entered
had the opportunity to test its portion
quoted by Maj. Armstrong:
the Orpheum Theatre Bldg.
for work while the other is on the qualities in their local areas. Then,
"Neither will 60 million standard radio for the chased
future home of the WDAY
it will be a long time before FM is receiving sets be discarded quickly in any
air.
>.studios and administrative offices.
available throughout the country.
event," he added.
The building was acquired in
Five of the station's eight antenThe
FCC's
version
of
the
proceedings,
And, during its growth, many mil- from which Dr. Armstrong quotes, is anticipation
nas are directional, two of which
of the time when
lions of new standard band receiv- entitled "Notes on News Conference", and
operations are perare beamed to the U. S., two to
ers will be sold to the public.
is a revised and edited account based construction
mitted, quarters in the Black Bldg.
Europe and one to Asia. The three
With the statement that the pres- on the transcript.
having been outgrown.
Most

Powerful Shortwave
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HARRIET VAN HORNE, radio editor of the New York
World-Telegram: ". . . It deserves to become more than a short
transcribed series for the holidays. It has a delicious wit, a
sharp satire, and a wonderful gentleness. Myself, I'm in love
with Happy the Humbug."

Twelve

hilarious

for your

Quarter

Christmas

(of Stoopnagle and Budd fame) , and
includes an imposing list of prominent
radio voices.

Hours

Promotions

You'll find this magnificent series of twelve
15-minute broadcasts ideal for every sort
of Christmas promotion and for building

"Happy the Humbug," is best described as the presentday Alice in Wonderland.
Written primarily for children, this great recorded
show— with its charming, whimsical, tender humor— is also
chock-full of uproarious tongue-in-cheek stuff that sails over
the little ones' heads and socks the papas and mamas
right in their risibilities.
The superb cast is headed by Budd Hulick

goodwill.
Better hurry, though! "Happy the Humbug"
is ready to start now, on two- or three-aweek schedules, or for twelve consecutive
broadcasts. Write, wire or phone for
information today !

RADIO-RECORDING
DIVISION
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY • A Service of Radio Corporation of America
RCA BLDG., RADIO CITY, NEW YORK • MERCHANDISE MART, CHICAGO • TRANS-LUX BLDG., WASHINGTON, D. C. • SUNSET & VINE, HOLLYWOOD, CAl.

with SAM

HAYES

program a humorous incident under the

IN THIS new series of 26 quarter-hour
broadcasts, Sam Hayes, Ail-American
sports commentator, takes you down the
memory lane of sport.
You'll relive the great moments of sport,
dramatically re-enacted . . . hear stories with
titles like, "The Only World's Champion
Who Was Never Knocked Out"-"The Track
Man Who Was Made a Knight"-"The Forgotten Side of Babe Ruth". . . and in each
BROADCASTING
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title, "Sports Grin."
"Through the Sport Glass" is particularly
valuable at this time, both to replace sports
announcers no longer available . . . and to
satisfy the American hunger for sports comment when live sports news is so scarce.
Following on the heels of Sam Hayes' own
"Touchdown Tips," this new program will
benefit from the large nationwide following
of this famous sports personality.
Time provides for two commercials and
an opening announcement. Write for pre*
sentation, rates and audition record.
November

22, 1943
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man

GODFREY.

This Arthur Godfrey is uncommonly
popular— not only with the solid
audience that tunes him in morning after
morning, but popular with sponsors, too.
Today, 17 sponsors share his program.
17 make a full house.
Even though he isn't available now—
you ought to know about red-headed
Godfrey because his unusual character
produces an unusual radio show. It's
totally the man himself : no trick formula,

.

.

Getting up in the morning, dressing,
eating breakfast, listening to Godfrey's
program (6:30-7:45 A.M. ) is a daily rite
for more than 155,000 radio families. And
the Godfrey loyalty those families feel
extends to buying the brands he recommends. That explains why dozens of
sales-wise sponsors have used and reused his program— with happy results—
over the past two and a half years.

no razzle-dazzle scripting, no 20-piece

Of course, Godfrey's onWABC.
We have some sizable files of Godfrey

band— just a real personality with a warm

success stories we want to show you.

voice and an unpredictable line of chatter that's humanly and deeply interesting
because it has humor and sincerity.
Godfrey talks, sings, plays a banjo and
piano tolerably well. Sometimes he even
kids his sponsors.
And they like it. The man's voice and
the faith his followers have in him sell
the products he talks about— sell them
far better than some of the shiny, persuasive commercials his sponsors sometimes hand him.

Represented by Radio Sales,
the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

And, providing you're in no immediate
hurry (since good things are worth waiting for), there's always the chance of
future participations.
You might well discuss them with us or
with Radio Sales.

er of
INCLUDED oner the rost
new KOA Denv
programs is a
six-weekly quarter-hour series
on post war living, a program
of information primarily on the
Catholic religion and a series of
lecture-concert programs. Titled
Future Unlimited, the first program is sponsored by the Industrial Federal Savings & Loan
Assn., Denver, and is interspersed
with music and information on recent advances made by science as
well as aids to better living. The
second program is presented every
Sunday evening by the Catholic
Archdiocese of Denver. Designed to
answer questions on religious belief, worship and practice, the quarter-hour program is titled Ask and
Learn. American composer Roy
Harris, his wife Johana Harris,
pianist, and various artists of Colorado are presented by Colorado College on the third program, Let's Make Music, aired
every Sunday afternoon, 5-5:30
p.m. These lecture-concerts cover
a wide range of music and musical
developments.

PROGRAMS
Revival by Radio
RADIO REVIVAL in Canada of
"Jimmie Dale", investigator of fictional fame 20 years ago, has stimulated interest in American broadcasts of the mystery series and
in a reprint of one of the original
novels, according to Hillman Periodicals, New York. Radio series is
produced by Harry Foster Associates, Toronto production firm
which secured broadcasting rights
in Canada and the United States
fr:m the widow of the author,
Frank L. Packard. Program started
eleven weeks ago and is now heard
on approximately 36 Canadian stations on a thrice-weekly quarterhour basis. Negotiations are said
to be underway for the production
of a similar series for the U. S.

HOOPER

SHOWS

WHAT

KANSAS

Weekly Resume
A PANORAMIC resume of the
week's local events is presented
by WFIL Philadelphia in a new
Sunday program series called This
Week In Philadelphia. WFIL microphones are set up each week at
local civic, social and political
gatherings to record the words of
prominent
later using
playbacks to thespeakers
generalforpublic,
material that is not generally
broadcast during the week and at
the time giving listeners an opportunity to catch up with the
goings on in town. Broadcast material is gathered by the WFIL
Special Features Program staff
and the weekly half-hour show is
directed by Don Martin, production manager of WFIL.

CITY KNOWS

Write for details on several juicy availabilities — better wire
TODAY before the better ones are gone, or call your
nearest Capper office.
STATION

LISTENING

INDEX

May-thru-Sept., '43 compared
with Dec, '42-thru-April, '43
MORNING INDEX
NICHT INDEX
Sta. A
Down 0.3%
Sta. A
Up
Sta. B
Down 5.1%
Sta. B
Down
KCKN
Up 4.3%
KCKN
Up
Sta. D
Up 1.4%
Sta. D
Up
Sta. E
Up 1.8%
Sta.
Sta. E
F
Down
Sta. F
Down 2.5%
SUNDAY AFTERNOON
AFTERNOON INDEX
Sta. A
Down
Sta. A
Down 4.6%
Sta. B
Down
Sta. B
Down 1.0%
KCKN
Up
KCKN
Up 0.2%
Sta. D
Up
Sta. D
Up 0.6%
Sta. E
Up
Sta. E
Up 5.5%
Sta. F
Down
Sta. F
Down 0.6%
CAPPER

PUBLICATIONS,
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CHICAGO
180 N MICHIGAN

0.7%
6.0%
2.6%
1.6%
xxxx
0.3%

^Jlie \loice
Cjreater ^J\a nScii dt

1.9%
4.2%
7.0%
1.6%
0.1%
3.8%

BEN
LUDY,
GENERAL MANAGER
KCKN, KANSAS CITY . WIBW, TOPEKA
ELLIS ATTEBERRY, manager
KCKN, KANSAS CITY
NEW YORK
420 LEXINGTON

_

Canadian Farm Series
PLANNING for plenty is the
theme of the new weekly Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. network National Farm Radio Forum series,
which started early in November,
and will deal with forthcoming
farm policies relating to prices,
planning, production, health,
finance and the rural community.
United States and Canadian farm
specialists from government departments as well as individual
farmers will take part in the series.
Every fourth broadcast is to be
a report from farm forum secretaries across Canada on work by
the forum in each province.
Service Series
STROMBERG-CARLSON Co.,
Rochester, active at present in presenting programs on FM stations,
has launched a weekly program
Mission Accomplished on WHAM
Rochester, originating Wednesday
nights at 7:15 p.m. from the Sampson Naval Training Station on
Seneca Lake. The all-Navy cast, including WAVES stationed at Sampson, enacts stories of naval engagements in which men at the base
have participated, with music by
Art Jarrett's orchestra and a glee
club. Each week outstanding seaBonds.men at the base are awarded War

The May-thru-September Hooper is the fourth consecutive
5 -month report to show that KCKN, a 250- watt local
station, holds more daytime listeners in Greater Kansas City
than each of 3 network outlets.

HOOPER

WINNER of 1943 Eastern Time
Zone National H. P. Davis Memorial award, Don Lyon, announcer
of WSYR Syracuse, is presented
with pen and pencil set by John
Donohue, executive vice-president
of Empire Steel Co., sponsor of
Sunday half -hour musical show on
station. Lyon is narrator on program. At right is E. R. Vadeboncoeur, assistant to the president of
WSYR.

SAN FRANCISCO
1207 RUSS BUILDING

BROADCASTING

Xmas Series
JUVENILE program, appealing
also to adults, has been released
by NBC's Radio Recording Division for use by the wholesale and
retail trade during the Christmas
season. Titled Happy the Humbug,
the series consists of 12 quarterhour recordings relating the story
of a fantastic creature of the animal kingdom and his two-and-four
legged friends, including the Pink
Elephant, who dances on walls, and
the "Bum Steer", who plays the
role of the suave villain. Material
is based on a children's book written by Steve Carlin for later publication.
Folk Song Series
TAKING advantage of the growing popularity of the hillbilly and
folk songs among city folk, KYW
Philadelphia has inaugurated a
Sunday afternoon series titled
Songs Made in America, and devoted to folk songs known and
loved for generations.
• Broadcast

Advertising

★ BUY MORE

WAR

BONDS

★

Today, RCA air-cooled transmitters are used in broadcast stations
from coast to coast.
From microphone to antenna, RCA offers the broadcast station
complete equipment of coordinated design — assuring superior
AIR-COOLED

HIGH-POWER

TRANSMITTERS

performance, maximum

operating economy and convenience,

and the advantages of an integrated system of matching units.
Air-cooled high-power tubes are another RCA development.
Air-cooling, wherever practical, offers many advantages over
water-cooling.
Air-cooling costs less to install, less to operate, less to maintain.
It gives less trouble, presents no danger of freezing in winter.
First used in the RCA 5D transmitter, it proved very successful.
BROADCASTING
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RCA

BROADCAST

EQUIPMENT

RCA Victor Division • RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA • Camden, N. J.
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House

Defeat

of Newspaper

Subsidy

Bill

Predicted; Senate Rejects Other Media
small stations which, he told the
DEFEAT of the Bankhead newsSenate, also are hard hit by war
paper subsidy bill (S-1457) when
it reaches the House was predicted
conditions. It was defeated 54-21,
with 21 not voting. Senator
late last week by both Republican
and Democratic Representatives.
Wheeler (D-Mont.), chairman of
the Interstate Commerce CommitThe original measure was virtually
tee which is conducting hearings
rewritten by amendments from the
floor and when it passed Tuesday
on the White-Wheeler Bill (S-814)
afternoon, 40-35, it provided that to rewrite the Federal Communicathe Treasury spend 12% to 15 miltions Act, was among the 21 Senators voting for the amendment.
lion dollars annually for War Bond
Ten members of the committee
advertising in newspapers published in communities of less than
voted for the measure, 10 against
10,000 population.
Committee Divided
Pillow Participations
Efforts of several Senators to A NEW "Foxhole Pillow" is being
advertised as a holiday gift for the
include radio, billboards, motion
serviceman by C W Products, New
pictures and other media were
voted down. Senator Taft (R-O.), York, in a test campaign now running on eight stations throughout
who vigorously opposed the subsidy
in both committee hearings and on the country. Firm is using participations on early-morning shows in
the floor, read into the Congreswomen's interest category.
sional Record a story published in the
Schedule includes two participathe Nov. 8 Broadcasting quoting
tions weekly for 13 weeks on Ed
East's Breakfast in Bedlam on
the OWI astribution estimating
radio's
conto the war in terms of WJZ New York. Craven & Hedrick,
more than 103 million dollars in New York, handles the account.
time and talent annually.
SYLVANIA electric products has
Senator Langer (R-N. D.) introduced an amendment to set aside 5 purchased land for a research center
at Bayside, Long Island. Because of
million dollars of the appropriawartime restrictions, there will be no
tion for War Bond advertising on
immediate building program.

it and one, Senator Bone (DWash.) did not vote. Following is
the complete tabulation:
Aiken
Guffey
YEAS— 40 Reed
Gillette
Andrews
Smith
Scrugham
Barkley
Bankhead
Hill
Tobey
Hayden
Bilbo
Stewart
Johnson, Colo Thomas, Okla
Bridges
Kilgore
Caraway
Vancenberg
Langer
Van
Lucas
Wiley Nuys
Chavez
McClellan
Clark.
Idaho
Wagner
Wallgren
Clark, Mo.
McFarland
Connally
Downey
Maybank
Wilson
Mead
Eastland
Pepper
George
Radcliffe
Gerry
Austin
NAYS — 35 Robertson
Gurney
Green
Shipstead
Taft
Ball
Barbour
Hatch
Thomas.
Brooks
Buck
Truman Idaho
Hawkes
Tunnell
Holman
Burton
Tydings
Maloney
McKellar
Bushfield
O'Daniel
Walsh
Wherry
Wheeler
Butler
Moore
Danaher
Byrd
White
Ellender
Overton
Ferguson
Reynolds
Bailey
O'Mahoney
NOT
VOTING—
Johnson,
Calif. 21Nye
Lodge
La Follette
Bone
Revercomb
McNary
Brewster
Russell
Capper
Millikin
Thomas, Utah
Chandler
Murray
Davis
Murdock
Willis
Glass

Pierce's Pellets to Start
A 52-WEEK campaign for Dr.
Pierce's Pleasant Pellets will start
soon on 10 to 12 stations, according
to Duane Jones Co., New York,
agency
Proprietaries,
Buffalo. for
ThisPierce's
is believed
to be the
first radio for the product, a laxative which has been known under
a slightly different and more realistic trade name for a number of
years — long enough to warrant a
minimum of alteration in the brand
name for radio purposes. Transcribed commercials minus music
or any but the most direct and
plain-speaking copy, will be aired
at the rate of six a week. Markets
were still to be determined last
week.

COLUMBIA SURVEY Inc., Washington public opinion analysts, has
opened a New York office in the Time
&vice-president
Life Bldg.,in nam'ng
as executive
charge Otis
T. Wingo Jr., recently assistant to the president of Allied Aviation Corp., Baltimore (Gliders).

AMERICAN Federation of Radio
Artists has negotiated one-year renewal contracts with WLW Cincinnati and WINX Washington, the
union has announced. Terms remain
about the same except for minor adjustments.

LYMAN AGENCIES Ltd., Montreal (Fellows' Syrup) has started
Modern Romances, transcribed quarter hour show, twice weekly as a test
on CKNX Wingham, Ont., CKCL
Toronto, and CFPL London, Ont.,
and (for Pacquin's hand cream) has
started
weekly
Pacquin's
Hit Parade
on transcribed
CKCL. Account
was
placed by Ronald Adv. Agency Ltd.,
Toronto.
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KALAMAZOO

"OUTSIDE"
FIRST

AREA!

The Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids Area is the home
of 1,483,509 better-than-average consumers who
vastly prefer WKZO to any and every other radio
station, either "outside** or "inside** the Area*
Write for **The Tale of Three Cities**,

IN

STATION

THE

GRAND

CAN
RAPIDS-

Give it a few minutes' thought, and you'll see that,
regardless of claims, no Chicago or Detroit radio
station can possibly cover the Western Michigan
market. Both cities are over 150 miles from the
center of this area — and Western Michigan has a
fading condition that makes it virtually impenetrable from such distances, regardless of power.
. . . Besides, why should people in Grand Rapids
and Kalamazoo listen to any outside station?
WKZO, with 5000 watts at 590 kc, brings them
the best of local and CBS offerings — and with a
strong, clear voice!
Yes, Sir — all the above is subject to proof, and
we'd be glad to submit it. Telephone Free &
Peters, or drop us a line direct. How about now?
*!/ you doubt this statement — or any others on this
page — drop us a line!
covers all Western
WKZO
KALAMAZOO

Michigan,
and

with studios in

GRAND

RAPIDS

5000 WATTS
•
590 KC
•
CBS
JOHN E. FETZER, President and General Manager
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IN EMBATTLED Washington, hub of a warembroiled world, radio is facing its greatest crisis. Legislation, for good or bad, is being
fashioned at hearings before the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee. These columns
in recent months may appear to have been
overweighted with discourses on the need for
a new Congressional mandate to safeguard
radio for the public lest it be regulated to
death by an overzealous FCC seeking to grasp
more and more power.
During the last fortnight the committee has
heard both sides on the pending legislation —
the White-Wheeler Bill to reorganize the FCC.
Chairman Fly again demonstrated his prowess
as a witness par excellence, though his story
under scrutiny didn't hang together any too
well. He will testify again, we're certain, to
answer his critics, just as he vehemently denounced William S. Paley as a sort of monopolistic ogre seeking to throttle everything
in sight because, we assume, Mr. Paley had
the temerity to oppose his views.
The other side of the story is being told
by the representatives of independently-owned
stations. NAB President Neville Miller stated it simply when he asked Congress to determine and settle radio's rights by statute,
to end the confusion and make possible orderly
development in the era ahead. But the committee is finding out things on its own.
It is learning that while the FCC may not
directly essay to control programs (which
authority Chairman Fly has said the FCC
doesn't want), it is by indirection accomplishing that result.
Take the case of a station which recently
under the NAB Code of Ethics refused to
sell time to a labor union. The station owner
shortly thereafter got a call from his Washington attorney saying the FCC was "raising
hell" over the incident. The union had protested to the FCC — as CIO repeatedly has
done. The station carried the program, code
or no code. Is that program control?
At the Senate hearings last week, it was
brought out, with J. Frank Burke, president
of KPAS, Pasadena, on the stand supporting
the FCC's position, that the Commission required astation which held an exclusive lease
for an FM site on Mt. Wilson, overlooking Los
Angeles, to revise it on a non-exclusive basis,
so other proposed FM stations could get the
same location. The records show that both
CBS and Earle C. Anthony (KFI-KECA) had
sites atop the mountain, but that both FM
construction permits had lapsed under the
freeze order. That caused Senators to prick
up their ears — the spectre of a Government
agency restricted to regulation of communications dictating the terms of real estate
transactions! Is that regulation of business?
Chairman Wheeler states his committee will
begin drafting new legislation in a couple of
weeks. The committee sentiment is in favor
of a new or revised law. That doesn't mean
the new law will be less stringent in all respects. Mr. Fly seeks more teeth in it. Senator
Wheeler wants a substantial rewriting of the
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political section so that all candidates for
public office or perhaps spokesmen on controversial issues will be accorded equal time on
equivalent facilities. Senator White proposes
to write into the law the "substance" of the
FCC's network regulations.
All these factors require scrutiny and consideration. The penalty of error will be reflected in the future of all radio operations.
Keep in mind 16 years have elapsed since the
laws which govern radio today were written.
Every practical broadcaster realized long
ago that the honeymoon was over, and that
Government had moved in where Congress
said it shouldn't.
All radio wants is to be as "free as the
press". Every broadcaster should so advise
his representatives in Congress while consideration is being given to a new law. Those
who contend a different kind of regulation is
needed because of the "scarcity" of assignments, overlook the fact that FM should provide a superabundance of facilities.
As far as radio is concerned, this is it. Congress can't act unless it knows the facts.
Congress can be best told through the individual constituents of each legislator.
Subsidy Dollars - Bonded
FOR THE sake of appeasing some small
newspapers, the Senate by a close vote last
week passed the Bankhead newspaper subsidy bill. It provides, in modified form, for
$12,500,000 to $15,000,000 a year for advertising in small-town newspapers, to promote
war bond sales. Radio, though lauded for it's
unselfish contributions, was passed over.
Radio never did like the bill. Radio feels
that if the Government is to spend money
for advertising, it should do it along business
lines and through established agencies and
buy time or space where it will get results,
dollar for dollar. The Bankhead bill, no matter how it may be gilded, is still a subsidy bill,
which endangers freedom of the press.
What radio resents is the discrimination implicit in the bill. It recognizes the press but
ignores other media. Radio could say: "you're
buying space in newspapers. Go to them for
your plugs". It would be justified in taking
such
step. that
But radio
It isa clear
Senatorwon't.
Bankhead and those
39 Senators who voted with him after two
days of debate, feel that radio should contribute from its wherewithal gratis, while it's
newspaper competitors get paid. The same
situation exists in military recruiting.
Smaller stations to whom war bond advertising is out-of-pocket expense or close to it,
have a justifiable complaint on more than one
count. The Bankhead bill is double-edged.
These small stations are not only deprived of
needed revenue but their newspaper competitors can and do solicit other local business
with a Government stamp of approval. That
has happened in the recruiting campaigns —
paid in newspapers, but free on the air.
Radio of course will continue to cooperate
with Uncle Sam. It has worked harmoniously
with the OWI's well-organized Radio Bureau.
It is radio's patriotic duty to do so. Our only
point is that the rules of fair play appear to
have been discarded in the Senate. There is
the House to be heard from.
But, whatever happens, radio won't put a
price on patriotism.

ROSEL HERSCHEL

HYDE

for Rosel
an early
came
almostin
law Hyde
in radio
ER end
W toCARE
ANE
the reorganization of the FCC which
followed the change in administration
in 1932, and if it had, the world of banking
and finance might have gained the talent
which he has brought to the job of assistant
general counsel of the FCC in charge of
broadcasting.
His promotion from the ranks on a merit
basis has justified the Commission's judgment,
that the same human qualities plus the analytical insight which made him, as manager of
the local bank, the trusted confidant of a small
Idaho community would make him a good
Commission employe and a valuable attorney.
Rosel Herschel Hyde was born in 1900 on a
farm near Downey, Idaho, and many a day of
grueling farm work went into the building of
his tall, spare frame, just under 6 feet. He
attended the elementary public schools of
Idaho, was graduated from high school in
Salt Lake City and later attended the Utah
Agricultural College.
But business and financial matters appealed
to him more than farming, and 1924 found
him manager of the Downey State Bank, a
job which automatically made him legal as
well as financial and business advisor to farmers and townsmen of the Downey area. Large
responsibilities, these, for a stripling of 24.
But young Mr. Hyde was already displaying
the keenness and maturity of judgment which
later were to characterize his work as an FCC
examiner and attorney.
He had already observed that a small-town
banker, without a wider range of professional
skill than the elementary knowledge of law
he had acquired, was not likely to go too far.
And young Rosel had a special reason for
wanting to get ahead. Mary Henderson had
come to teach school in Downey, and Rosel and
Mary had some bright ideas about the future.
She highly
Rosel'sto professional
ambition, andapproved
they decided
marry in 1924
shortly before they left Idaho for Washington, D. C, where Rosel got a job as clerk in
the Civil Service Commission while studying
accounting at night. He won the clerkship on
a competitive basis.
Realizing he would need a greater knowledge
of law, Rosel entered George Washington Law
School in 1925, the same year he moved from
the Civil Service Commission to the Office of
Public Buildings and Parks. He completed his
law course in 1929, although he had been ad(Continued on page 38)
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When

the tired business man of the future comes home after a hectic day at

the office ... he won 't take a vitamin pill from a bottle — he II get his vitamins
by turning on the radio. Scientific experiments now indicate that specially treated
radio waves will soon create vitamin-packed atmospheric conditions right in the
home . . . radio vitamins ~- with all the exhilarating "lift" of the bottled variety <—•
waiting at the click of a switch.
In such things flares the promise of many future miracles . . . undreamed of
wonders of radio and tel evision that bel ong to the wider world to come when
Victory is won.
The basis of future radio marvels is leadership today of the type upon which
WCAU's reputation and tradition are founded. WCAU progressiveness and
"know-how" initiated the first and only international shortwave transmitter to
operate in its area (1930) . . . made it the first FM station in Philadelphia . . .
one of the first stations licensed for television.
As in the past, Tomorrow will find WCAU

pioneering in the development ofi

the highest standards anywhere known in the field of radio.

menu
50,000 WATTS IN ALL DIRECTIONS
PHILADELPHIA'S

PRE-EMINENT

RADIO

STATION

WHAT

IS

TELEVISION?
This over-simplified explanation is offered to you who soon
will enjoy the full opportunities of television

Here /am again - Litt/e A Uee E/ectron
I'm the works in Television — and how!

When
the light
Paulette's
imageandfallsjump
on
this suface,
we ofjump
with joy,
right off!
the light
that makes
leave;
and It'sthereally
stronger
the light,
on eachus
point of the image, the more of us jump.

is televised by a camera
Paulette Goddard*
which has a vacuum tube with a surface of
substance. Here
unusual
an
particles of
tiny electrons
are free. When light hits us,
we
some of us absorb enough energy to jump.

These messages, both starting signals and
the number of electrons leaving each point,
are sent to the television transmitter, broadcast, and instantly intercepted and sent
into your receiving set.

■
Now, this tube has a squad of electrons
who check up on us. They act as a Cathode
Ray beam, and with it thirty times each
second they scan the surface left to right,
top to bottom, as you'd read any page.

They send out messages telling just when
each
"scanning" signal).
starts (scientists
call
it the new
synchronizing
As they scan
the picture they also send information as to
the number of us jumping from each point.

The radio wave orders are picked up by
Grid Sergeants in the Cathode Ray Tube
in your receiver. This Cathode Ray Tube is
the heart of the television set, commercially
developed by DuMont. As the Sergeants
respond to the radio signal they maneuver

us to scan the fluorescent screen in perfect
coordination with the electron beam in the
camera tube. As directed, they send exactly
the same number of us to each point of the
screen in your set, as was on each point of
the screen in the television camera.
The DuMont Laboratories await peace to
return to commercial television. Then the
name DuMont will be foremost in television transmitting and receiving equipment.

Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc., GenThat's howsetwealmost
put the
picture
in it
youris
television
at the
instant
eral Offices and Main Plant, 2 Main Avenue, Passaic, N. J. Television Broadcasting
"scanned" in the studio. Back in the station
Studios
and Station W2XWV, 515 Madithose M.P.'s are sending out thirty pictures
son Avenue, New York, N. Y.
every
second.
Of
course,
nobody's
eyes
work
that fast, so the effect you get is of one
continuous moving picture — or television.
Soon to appear in Paramount 's "Standing Room Only"
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Our Respects to
{Continued from page 36)
mitted to the District of Columbia
Bar the previous year.
Congress had enacted the Communications Act of 1927 which created the Radio Commission, and
Rosel, whose interest had already
been fired by the lusty new industry, went to see the Radio Commission in 1928, the year he was
admitted to the District Bar. The
Commission started him in grade
1. Later, as chief of the docket
section, he reorganized it into the
system now in use, then moved
into the legal department as an attorney. In 1932 he was an examiner and was again named to that
post in the new FCC.
When Congress enacted the Communications Act of 1934 setting up
the present Federal Communications Commission, Rosel was transferred to the new Commission, and
made senior attorney, working on
common carrier as well as broadcastinghad
matters.
Theabolished.
examiners'
department
been
He
was assigned to assist in the preparation of a report to Congress on
the allocation of frequencies to persons and institutions for non-profit
purposes, and in 1938 was put in
charge of a section handling applications for new facilities. He
also assisted in the investigation
of network broadcasting begun at
this time.
The assistant general counselship for broadcasting became open
in October 1942 when Lucien A.
Hilmer was transferred to the
Board of Economic Warfare, and
the Commission, inaugurating a
policy of making promotions on a
merit basis, chose Rosel Hyde for
the job.
Perhaps the most impressive
thing about Rosel Hyde is the assurance you get when talking with
him that he knows his job; some
might be more impressed with the
genuine modesty which cloaks a
vast knowledge of the development
of the broadcasting industry and
its problems. Rosel doesn't think,
however, that learning a job and
doing it as well as you can deserves any special commendation.
Rosel and his family are members of the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-Day Saints.
Gardening and landscaping are
his hobbies. From his Victory
Garden, he gave friends several
thousand tomato plants last season. Rosel lives in a two-story
brick house on a hill in Chevy
Chase, Md., with his wife and their
three boys, Rosel, 16; George, 13;
and William, 9. The house faces
due south, "a little out of line with
the others", he said, "but I wanted to know exactly the direction
I am facing." That's typical of
Rosel Hyde, to know his direction
— and keep on going.
NORMAN NESBITT, Mutual-Don
Lee commentator, recently completed
assignment in six episodes of the Republic film, "Captain America".
BROADCASTING
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EDWARD J. McGROSSIN Jr., attorney, has been transferred from the
legal
division
office to
Chicago.of NBC's New York
FRED G. HEBERT has been apaccounts representapointed nationalHamilton,
tive of CHML
Ont., with
office in Toronto.
EARL C. REINEKE, president of
WD AY Fargo, N. D., married Marie
Early of Fargo on Nov. 13.
JULIAN BOONE, recently honorably
from the Army and fordischarged
merly on the sales promotion staff of
KSEI Pocatello, Idaho, has been appointed to the sales promotion staff
of WJZ New York. He replaces RobJr., who has been proert L. Hutton
moted to the BLUE sales promotion
staff as a copywriter.
STAN SIMPSON, manager of the
press departKPO San Francisco
ment, has resigned to join the sales
staff of KJBS San Francisco.
JOSEPH MAHLER, formerly with
Hartford, has joined the sales
WTWT
staff of WICC Bridgeport.
GEORGE H. GRIM, former radio
Star J ours Chungking
of the Minneapoli
director
is now in
and Tribune,
nal
as one of the four experts sent to the
Chinese Ministry of Information by
the U.S. State Dept.
GEORGE R. JENESON, formerly
sales manager of the Hotel Gibson,
Cincinnati, has joined the sales staff
of WSAI Cincinnati.
JOHN HUNT, formerly salesman of
CFAC Calgary, has taken a similar
position with CKWX Vancouver.
ERWYN MeCABE, account executive
of KFRC San Francisco, has been appointed sales manager.
Hatcher to OWI
RALPH S. HATCHER director of
WTAR Norsales promotion ofappointed
Field
folk, Va., has been
Bureau,
Outpost
ative,
represent
OWI, and left for
Washington Nov.
15 to arrange dedeparto a ofpost
ture tails
as
yet unannounced.
Mr. Hatcher, who
has been with
WTAR continuously for 13
years, has been
granted
leave for
the duration
of Mr. Hatcher
his assignment. His assistant,
Frances McLeod, will handle sales
promotion until his return.
Sevareid Home

Again

ERIC SEVAREID, CBS corresreturnpondent in Chungking,
ed to New
York afterhasnarrowly
escaping death in a plane crash in
Northern Burma. Arriving in
Washington Nov. 13 after a sevenday flight from India, Sevareid
was heard on the CBS The World
Today program, and last week was
guest on two other CBS shows.
• Broadcast
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Ihe United Press is the largest and most far-reaching
Clients receiving news direct from
than those of any other service.

United

news

Press number

service in the world.

2161 — hundreds

more

United Press dispatches reach every country outside the Axis. This includes all the
Americas, Britain and all her empire, Iceland, Sweden, Switzerland, Finland,
Iraq, Iran, Palestine, Turkey, Egypt, Portugal, Russia and Free China.
The United Press was founded in 1 907 to provide an independent source of world
news. Its steadfast loyalty to this purpose has been a fundamental factor in
achieving

first place among
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News Hungry

LEWIS CHARLES, announcer, has
rejoined WOV New York following
a medical discharge from the Army
Signal Corps. He was inducted last
February.
DR. PHILIP EISENBERG, former
psychology teacher, has joined the
CBS research department as study
director in the program analysis diviDONALD BAKER, announcer, recently of WWJ Detroit, has joined
CBS. John Aaron, former assistant
day news editor of WQXR New York,
has joined the CBS news department.
GLADYS M. FOX, Greensburg, Pa.,
has joined the continuity staff of
WJPA Washington, Pa.
GEORGE GOW has been named chief
newscaster of WSAI Cincinnati.

SHOWS
MEAN
AUDIENCE!
KEEPSAKES
THE FALCON
WHAT'S NEW
AL PEARCE GANG
MEET YOUR NAVY
THE GOODWILL COURT
FAMOUS JURY TRIALS
ALL ON —

LOUISVILLE
uUtlt

WINN

BLUE

NETWORK

STATION
LOUISVILLE,

in.
KY.

D. E. "Plug" Kendrick
President and General Manager
G. F. "Red" Bauer
S 'ts Manager
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TOM LIVEZEY,
Philadelphia
nouncer and m.c. for
the past an13
years, has joined Brewster Aircraft,
Philadelphia, as inspector of radio
equipment. He will continue as
'Ranger
Joe' Joe
eachInc.Sunday on WCAU
for
Ranger
CARL ERBE, director of publicity
and special events of WNEW New
York, will leave soon to give full
time to his own business.
THOMAS H. MOORE Jr., former
commercial production manager of
WOR New York, has been promoted
to a sergeant in the 24th Division,
stationed in Australia. Sgt. Moore
broadcasts a daily program of war
news
comments over the division's
radio and
station.
MURRY SALBERG, formerly of the
N. Y. Times city staff, has joined
the publicity department of WOR New
York, as feature service editor, replacing Hildegarde Dyer, who becomes photo editor.
ANNA MARIE EHLERS has returned to the continuity staff of
WFIL Philadelphia, succeeding Pat
Bickford, resigned.
MARION BASEL, former production man and sports announcer of
WBYN Brooklyn and later an announcer of WEVD New York, has
joined the staff of WCAU Philadelphia as announcer. He will change
his name to Martin Basel.
JOHN NEWHOUSE has resigned
from the announcing staff of WFIL
Philadelphia, to become program
director of WSRR Stamford, Conn.
PARKER SUTTON, announcer at
KTAR Phoenix, has returned to the
station after a lengthy illness.
TOM MCCARTHY, news chief of
WKRC Cincinnati, has been named
honorary Mayor of the city of Felicity, Ohio, while members of his news
staff, Bob Otto, Vern Scheumann,
John Stinson and Carl Press have also
been awarded civic titles. The honors were conferred on the WKRC
men in recognition of the outstanding
job of regional news reporting they
have done.
BORIS TODRIN, editorial associate
of the New York newspaper PM, on
Dec. 12 will start a quarter-hour Sunday afternoon program, Speaking of
Books, on WBNX New York, on
which he will review latest publications, discuss book and author news
and interview guests.
CYRIL WAGNER, formerly of the
publicity department of WGN Chicago,
has been named head of the publicity
staff on WLS Chicago.
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MARINES in the Southwest
Pacific are hungry for news
from their home region but
find that it is necessary to
curb this craving with war
news (mailman's holiday to
them), according to a story
received from Marine correspondent Sgt. Benjamin
Goldberg. The boys are tired
of hearing about the Russians recapturing another unpronounceable town, the
"slogging progress of the
Fifth Army
in Italy"
and
"London
protesting
criticism
by the Senators who toured
world battlefronts". The boys
want toviliansknow
"what
ciare doing;
whatthethey
are thinking about" as well
as sports results and the
news "they used to read the
paperthis
for reason
back home."
It is
for
Sgt. Goldberg has sent an SOS for
real news.
BERT WINN has re-joined the staff
of KROW Oakland, Cal., as program
director, after an absence of three
years spent at KSFO San Francisco
and asstations
production
of short
wave
KWIDsupervisor
and KWIX.
BILL MACK, formerly announcer of
KDRO Sedalia, Mo., and recently discharged from the Army, is now on
the announcing staff of WEDC Chicago.
KATHERINE PIRILLO, has joined
the continuity staff of KSO-KRNT
Des Moines. Ruth Anderson, new to
ant.
radio, has been named traffic assistFRED FREELAND succeeds Clair
Weidenaar, now in the Navy, as production director of WOWO-WGL
For Wayne, Ind.
DONALD B. McCAIG, traffic manager of KLZ Denver, has been commissioned 2nd lieutenant in the Colorado
Civilian Air Patrol.
HERBERT GOCHROS has joined
the news department of WICC Bridgeport.
CBS Staff Changes
FOUR operating divisions within
the CBS department of construe and building operations have been
set up and personnel changes made,
according to G. S. McAllister, director of the department. The construction operations division is
headed by C. R. Jacobs, assistant
to Mr. McAllister and now on the
West Coast. Acting head is Rowland Young. Manager of the building service operations division is
John R. Carey, with J. M. Coke
as supervisor of the 485 Madison
Ave. offices, and Thomas Brady as
supervisor of the CBS studio building and shortwave offices at 49 E.
52d St. The third division, theatre
operations, covering the five CBS
radio theatres, is headed by James
Stevens, formerly an executive of
the Home Owners' Loan Corp. Walter Weiler is manager of the internal security division, which covers
emergency protection operations,
guard service and fingerprinting.
BROADCASTING

Writers Elect Sco field
RADIO WRITER'S GUILD, in a
national poll tabulated in Chicago
last week, elected Lou Scofield,
Chicago radio writer, national president. Those elected include: Ken
Pettus, NBC Chicago, Chicago regional vice-president; Peter Lyon,
freelance writer, New York regional vice-president; Sam Worre
collaborator on The Great Gildersleeve, Los Angeles regional vicepresident; Dave Peltz, OCD Chicago writer, and Louis Terkel, Chicago writer of Women in War, regional consuls.
SAM WELLER, formerly announcer
of WIND Gary and WGR Buffalo,
is now program director at WJOB
Hammond, Ind.
GINGER COOK has joined the announcing staff of KGVO Mussoula,,
Mont.
MARTHA BLEVINS has been proto traffic
Kansas motedCity.
Leonemanager
Levinsonof hasKCMO'
beenf
named assistant program director.
Phyllis Lovoca has been added to
handle continuity and promotion.
BUD ABBOTT, formerly with
WLAW Lawrence, Mass., has joined
the announcing staff of WHAS Louisville.
RAYMOND Z. HENLE, Washington
correspondent for the Pittsburgh i
Post-Gazette and other newspapers,
new BLUE commentator, has taken
over the 11 :15 p.m. Monday through
Thursday news spot on the BLUE
formerly handled by Henry J. Taylor,
on leave of absence to go overseas.
George E. Reedy, also a Washington
newspaperman,
on
WJZ only. replaces Mr. Taylor
TED BLISS, CBS Hollywood producer, is the father of a girl born
Nov. 11.
JULIA DAWN, writer-producer of
Young & Rubicam, has been shifted
from New York to Hollywood.
HALer of TUNIS,
formerly N.
staffJ.,announcWAAT Newark,
is now
program director of WCOP Boston,
succeeding Gertrude Richmond, who
remains as his assistant.
VINCENT ELLIOTT, former announcer of KFI Los Angeles and recently honorably discharged from the
Army,
has
news editor. joined NBC Hollywood as
WILLIAM J. BREWER, assistant
program traffic manager of NBC Chicago, recently was named editor of
The Rut, company magazine sent to
former personnel now ,in the armed
forces.
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In food, Chicagoans prefer
beefsteak — (when they can get it).
Long a Chicago specialty, beefsteak
is tops in taste in Chicago.

In radio, local preference is
reflected in a distinct partiality to
WGN — the Chicago station with a
"home-town" origin and viewpoint.

This is another reason why WGN

leads all other major Chicago

stations in volume of retail, local and national spot business.
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ROBERT F. YOUNG, former member of the WBAA West Lafayette,
Ind., has joined WAOV Vincennes,
Ind., as announcer.
KEN HEGARD, formerly of WRJN
Racine, and Bill Wright, formerly of
KTFI Twin Falls, Ida., have joined
the announcing
staff of KDYL Salt
Lake
City.
1

KATHARINE DUNN has resigned
as policy reader
NBC's byscript
department. She is ofreplaced
Celeste
Clous, of the network's production
department.
JIM AUSTIN, announcer, formerly
with WPAR Parkersburg, W. Va.,
has joined WLW Cincinnati.
SAM PERRIN, Hollywood writer,
after nine-year absence has returned
to the staff of the weekly NBC Jack
Benny Shoio replacing Cy Howard
who resigned to portray comedy lead
in Maxwell Anderson's play, "Storm
Operations."
JEAN MEREDITH, of CBS Hollywood publicity department, has been
named assistant to Lloyd Brownfield,
director of press information.
DON DOOLITTLE, of WAIT Chicago, has joined the announcing staff
of WJJD Chicago.
ADDISON AMOR, ass;stant night
manager in the BLUE production department, and James Sheldon, formerly in charge of the night desk of
NBC's press department, have been
appointed to the BLUE production
staff.
FRANK WILLIAMS, announcer of
CJOR Vancouver, is the father of
a girl.
BILL HERBERT, formerly chief announcer of CBR Vancouver, has been
promoted
to corporal in the Canadian
Army.
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PETER STURSBERG, formerly
news editor of CBR Vancouver, now
Canadian Broadcasting Corn, war
correspondent, is back in England
after coverng the Sicilian and early
Italian campaigns.
BOB BOWMAN, formerly supervisor
of special events of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., Toronto, and recently CBC war correspondent in
Britain and Australia, has joined the
Washington staff of the Southam
newsr*ipers, Canadian newspaper
chain, with affiliated stations.
BILL STEWART, announcer of
CKOV Kelowna. B. C, has joined the
announcing staff of CKWX Vancouver.
LARRY HEYWOOD, announcer of
CKWX Vancouver, is the father of
a girl.
CHARLES MARION, radio writer,
has joined staff of the weekly NBC
Abbott & Costello Show.
BILL GORDON, fo^merlv writer-announcr of Don Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood and now with U. S.
Army, has started officers candidate
school training at Fort Benning, Ga.
FRANK McGIVERN, WCFL Chicago staff announcer, will leave the
station shortly to join the Air Corps
as an air cadet.
VTCTOR REED, news editor in the
NBC Central Division News and Special Events department, is the father
of a boy.
BRUCE STARR, honorably discharged from the Army, has joined
WGES Chicago as a staff announcer.
ROLLIE TRUITT, sports announcer and director of public relations for
KGW-KEX Portland, Ore., was renamed "Citizen
of the
by the cently
Portland
Traction
Co. Week"
which
honors one of its outstanding citizens
each week on special car cards.

22, 1943

DISCUSSION each Tuesday evening on KRNT Des Moines of significance
of the week's news highlights is conducted by the entire KRNT news
staff. The
program,concern.
Newsroom
sponsored
by Davidson's
home
furnishing
Left Roundtable,
to right are:is Gene
Shumate,
John R.
Irwin, Betty Wells, Ed Linehan (KRNT program director, who acts as
moderator), Glen Law, Stanley Dixon and George Sudermann.
Shaw Joins CBS
CHARLES C. SHAW, newspaperman and broadcaster, has joined
CBS staff of foreign correspondents
and was awaiting transportation to
London last week, to join the network's European news bureau,
headed by Edward R. Murrow. Mr.
Shaw organized the news department of KTSA, San Antonio, where
he has made his home since 1939.
Louis Katzman
LOUIS KATZMAN, 53, former
musical director of WUNS, New
York, died Nov. 13 at his home in
New York following a long illness.
Associated with various musical
companies including Edison Phonograph Co. and M. Witmark & Sons,
Mr. Katzman was a member of
Broadcast Music Inc. A widow and
two children survive.

STATE-WIDE survey of the radio
facilities and listening in Minnesota
schools will be made b<* the Minnesota
Radio Council in cooperation with
WCCO Minneapolis. Max Karl,
WCCOsents theeducational
station in thedirector,
activities.repreSIGNAL CORPS officer, Capt. James
P. Lipp of Washington, in his report
to the War Department on captured
enemy signal equipment in the North
Africa area, said that German radio
equipment is "five years behind our
own".to The
due
the inferiority
fact that is
theapparently
Germans
standardized their radio apparatus
during 1934-38 and have not made
improvements since, he said. He also
said that German signal prisoners did
not seem well trained on technical
lines, although they were fairly good
operators.
A DRAMATIC SERIES, titled The
Voice of Freedom, produced and
broadcast by WOV New York up
until several months ago, is being
used in the teaching of Italian by the
Army Specialist Training Program at
Ohio State U. The transcriptions were
sent out to Ohio at the request of the
Army in response to a request for
discs which would be suitable for
teaching Italian conversation.
CFAR Flin Flon, Man., is now operating on 1230 kc with 250 watts, the
Radio Branch, Department of Transport, Ottawa, announces. Former frequency was 1400 kc with 100 watts.
FAMILY SERIAL The Goldbergs,
rounds out 14 years of broadcasting
Monday, Nov. 22. Program is sponsored on CBS by Procter & Gamble.
KFI, Los Angeles, on Nov. 15 started nightly frost warning forecasts
for the citrus industry in California
and Arizona.
BROADCASTING

Broadcasters

Get

Preferred

Ratin g
WPB Order P-133 Amended
To Ease Maintenance
A HIGHER preference rating for
broadcasting equipment was granted last week by the War Production Board when Order P-133 was
amended to give broadcasters an
AA-1 rating, combined with permission to use the "MRO" symbol
to get materials for maintenance,
repair and operating supplies.
Under the revised order issued
Oct. 8, broadcasting equipment was
rated AA-22, while radio communications was given the higher rating of AA-1. Latter rating is unchanged in the amended version
which was issued Nov. 17.
Another change in the order
gave commercial sound recording
an AA-2 rating, with use of the
"MRO." Formerly, sound recording had AA-5, without the "MRO"
symbol. Needs Considered
Radio & Radar Division of WPB,
which administers the order, said
that while the changes in rating
would not result in a greater supply of the rated equipment or supplies, it would make these items
more readily available to the broadcasters or recording firms. Where
a broadcaster can not obtain needed
equipment under the assigned rating, he can apply for a directive
which is considered in line with
the circumstances, of the individual
case.
A further change in the order is
for purposes of clarification in the
wording of the section on tube purchase or repair. This now reads:
(e) Restrictions on the use of the
ratings and allotment symbol. No personment
shallsymbol
use: these ratings or allotbuy operated
or repair a a similar
tube, unless
he (1)
has Tofirst
tube
to failure, and has in stock less than
one new and one rebuilt or two rebuilt spare tubes for each active tube
socket. All operable tubes which have
not been rebuilt shall be counted as
new tubes. All power tubes of_ 250
watts or more (plate dissipation),
which have been operated to failure
and are not to be repaired, shall be
returned to the manufacturer.
Intent of the section is to limit
the broadcaster to two spares per
socket, with not more than one of
these a new tube. Full text of the
order, of which the foregoing is
an amendment, was published in
Broadcasting Oct. 18.
• Broadcast
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trRAND RAPIDS is Michigan's greatest markets
outside Detroit. How do smart radio advertisers establish
p

It takes people to make a radio
market. Grand Rapids is the population center of Western Michigan. Grand
Rapids is larger than the next three West Michigan cities — Kalamazoo, Muskegon and Battle
Creek — combined.

their products in this high-wage territory of over a million
listeners? They follow the Rule of 3 P's. They pick
WOOD — the one station between Detroit and Chicago
that can deliver the unbeatable combination of POPULATION — PROGRAMS

—

POWER.

It takes programs to make a radio market. WOOD is the
only NBC outlet between Detroit and Chicago. Its Parade
of Stars is radio's finest entertainment. WOOD gets a 14 to 1
preference by Grand Rapids listeners over any other 5000 watt
tat ion anywhere.

fo

It takes power to make radio market. WOOD is the
only high-powered station transmitting from Grand
Rapids. Its 5000 watts are radiated not from the fringe of the
Western Michigan Area, but from the very center.

There's a time-tested rule for selling Western
It's the Rule of 3 P's.

SKAIMD

RAPIDS
"OUTSTATE
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WOR Reporter Describes
Battle Sound Recording
POINTING out the shortcomings
of recording equipment for reporting actual battles, Dave Driscoll, director of war services and
news for WOR, MBS outlet in
New York, who has just returned
from a tour of the Italian battlefront, told members of the New
York press at a luncheon last Monday that "the recording equipment
which can be operated by one man,
carrying it on his back or in his
hand, under war conditions, hasn't
been
built yet."
Driscoll
said that such equipment should have its own power
supply, and must
the "person
the
recording
have amaking
duplicate
set of equipment at the station
from which the record is to be
played back for shortwave to the
United States." He played recordings he had made under fire and in
Naples, and explained the difficulty
of recording battle sounds.
Mr. Driscoll also paid tribute to
the radio and press reporters for
the job they are doing under the
worst conditions.
Few OWI shortwave broadcasts
from this country are heard abroad,
he said, toandlisten
American
forced
to thesoldiers
BBC are
for

"920"
— is the spot on the
dial that stops thousands of home folks
who respond with their
purchases !
— Ask John Blair —
5,000
Watts

news — which "is not served in the
American manner."

COLUMBIA

Fairmont,

W.

THE

TELEVISION COURSE, featuring
program production, will be offered by
Yale'sProf.
Department
Drama
this
term.
Edward G.of Cole
will give
the course under Walter Pritchard
Eaton, associate professor of playwriting, acting chairman of the
Drama School.

Va.

BRANHAM

COMPANY

ANNOUNCES
PETE

KURTZER

formerly of Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
Chicago and New York • H. W. Kastor
& Sons, Adv. Co., Chicago • Spot Sales,
Inc., Chicago.
NOW

AFFILIATED
—

THE

CHICAGO

WITH
OFFICE

BRANHAM

SALES
—

COMPANY

CHICAGO
NEW YORK
DETROIT
DALLAS ATLANTA
CHARLOTTE
ST. LOUIS
MEMPHIS
KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO
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WEEK

DEC.

13

Check the list below to find the war message announcements you will broadcast
during the week beginning Dec. 13. Sell the spots officially designated for sponsorship.
Plan schedules for best timing of these important war messages. Tell your clients what
spots are
available for perinclusion
programs. Each "X" stands for three oneminute
announcements
day, or in21 their
per week.
STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
NET- Group
Group
NAT. SPOT
WAR MESSAGE
WORK
KW
OI
PLAN
PLAN
Aff.
Ind.
Aff.
Ind.
Live Trans.
Bonds For Christmas Gifts*- X
X
X
X
X
Don't Travel*
X
__ X
X
SPARS Recruiting
XX
Fight Waste
__
X
X
Stick to Your War Job
__ __
__ —
_
X
Army Aviation Cadets
X
—
X
Save Critical Resources X
See OWI Schedule of War Messages No. 86 for names and time of programs carrying
war messages unier National Spot and Network Allocation Plans.
* Station announcements 55 seconds — available for sponsorship.

Buy

Bonds,

OWI

Urges

Xmas

Shoppers;

Don't Travel Campaign
Also in Offing
URGENCY of several wartime
are scheduled on the OI stations.
problems dictates the composition
The messages calling for Army
Aviation Cadets stem from the
of the OWI Domestic Radio Buurgent need for youth to man the
reau's campaign list for the week
of Dec. 13. All stations are due to high-powered military aircraft rollreceive the War Bond announceing from production lines in daily
increasing numbers. Young men of
ments which are being counted up17 may enlist now, with parental
on to help stem inflationary presconsent. These announcements will
sure of a Christmas buying stampede. Independent stations will get be carried on the Network Plan and
Plan.
(transcribed) on the National Spot
the same number of Don't Travel
announcements which they are
scheduled to receive the preceding
week of Dec. 6, in order to cut down
Kidd on Radio Accounting
the holiday travel jam which transN. L. (CAP) KIDD, treasurer of
portation authorities fear will maWSYR Syracuse, and former mem
terialize. The two campaigns were
ber of the accounting committee of
tied together last week in a state- the NAB, has written a chapter on
ment by ODT Director Joseph B. radio accounting in Handbook of
Accounting Methods, recently pubEastman. "Persons who give War
lished. Mr. Kidd, who was partly
Bonds or Stamps will automaticalresponsible for the brevity of the
ly lighten the holiday transportaFCC's annual questionnaire, gives
tion load," Mr. Eastman pointed
a description of the business, theory
out. Both campaigns are available
of accounts, accounts required,
for
chart of accounts, and numerical
ers. sponsorship by local advertisdio
industry.
and
bookkeeping
methods in the raAnother interlocking theme is
seen in the Fight Waste campaign
WARTIME RADIO
aimed at conservation of all civil- REGIONAL
Conference held at Stephens College,
ian goods and services. Demands of Columbia, Mo., Nov. 20, had as its
the armed forces and our allies
special guest Jane Foster, director of
preclude any unnecessary producwomen's programs of KXEL Watertion to meet civilian needs. The
loo,morning
la. Miss Foster
her
early
broadcastoriginated
direct from
the conference.
announcements, on the KW group
of stations, urge listeners to buy
sparingly, share
, and salaway. vage those things willingly
Phoenix View
formerly thrown
RUSSIAN expert who has
never left the U. S., Paul
Stick to Your War Job returns
to radio on the National Spot Plan
Hughes, duction
KTARmanager
Phoenix
proand news
through live announcements. The
commentator,
has
written
a
seriousness of the labor turnover
successful
novel
of
the
battle
in war plants is shown by the
necessity to hire a total of 17 new
of Russia, Retreat from Rostov, published by Random
workers monthly for a net gain
of three workers per 100 employed.
House,
York. of
Thethe
Oklahoman'sNew
account
34
As for manufacturing as a whole,
days in the autumn of 1941
OWI states that workers are not
when Hitler's armies suffered
being hired fast enough to replace
their first defeat, has been
those leaving industry.
received very favorably by
Two military recruiting camreviewers,
the "Cathepaigns are scheduled for the week
dral scene" and
was recently
draof Dec. 13. The SPARS, celebratmatized
on
NBC's
March
of
Time broadcast. Each
of the
ing their first birthday as the
decisive 34 days following
women's reserve of the Coast
Nov. 4 is a chapter in the
Guard, need more recruits 20 to
acters aremany
real. of the charbook, and
36, married or single, with no children under 18. The announcements
BROADCASTING
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DAVID STEINFELD, director of
textiles and fashions of Roberts &
Reimers, New York, last week joined
the newly organized agency Albert
Woodley Co., New York, where he
will handle advertising in radio and
other media in the textile and fashion
field.
LOIS REA, formerly head of advertising production for the Ziff-Davis
Publishing Co., Chicago, has joined
Beaumont & Hohman, Chicago, as
production assistant.
ROBERT N. D. ARNDT has been
appointed
executive
John Falkner
Arndt v'ce-president
& Co., Philadel-of
phia,
in
charge
of
service
and operations.

R. J. Davis Resigns
WITH the resignation of Robert
J. Davis, vice-president and manager of the Los Angeles Office of
Brisacher, Davis & Van Norden,
the name of the agency has been
changed to Brisacher, Van Norden
& Staff, as announced by Emil
Brisacher, president. Robert T. Van
Norden, vice-president and manager ofhasthebeen
agency's
New York
Office,
transferred
to Los
Angeles to become residential partner in charge of that branch. A new
manager nouncedinin the
NewnearYork
will be anfuture.
LENORE HAHN has resigned as
treasurer of Melchor Guzman Co.,
New York, international advertising
media representative.

HUBBELL ROBINSON, assocate
& Rubidirector of radio for YoungYork
after
to New
returned
cam, hasmonths
in Hollywood.
several
M. LUDKE, production manLOUIS and
ager space buyer of Brisacher,
Davis & Van Norden Inc., Los Angeles, has resigned.
A. R. POYNTZ, formerly of Stevenson & Scott, Toronto, has formed his
own agency, Alford R. Poyntz & Co.,
68 King St., West, Toronto, with
Claude Nash and George Birkett as
associates.
BERNARD J. PELZER, formerly in
the radio department of Benton &
Bowles, New York, heads the recently organized radio department of
Abbott Kimball Co., New York.
CONSUELO EVANS, in Metropolitan newspaper advertising work for
the past ten years, has established
an advertising agency under the name
Consuelo Evans Inc., in the Paramount Building, New York. Media
will include radio.
JOSEPH CESARE, formerly of the
production department of Ruthrauff
& Ryan, New York, has joined Hill
Adv., New
uction andYork,
traffic. as director of prodJOHN V. MORRIS, for 26 years
with N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia,
has joined the production staff of
Gray &tisingRogers,
Philadelphia adveragency.
ERWIN D. SWANN, who has served
as copy chief of Ward Wheelock Co.,
Philadelphia, and as copy and art
head of Foote, Cone & Belding, New
York, has joined Blackett-SampleHummert, New York, as copy director.
LEE GRAVES, former manager of
the traffic department of Compton
Adv., New York, has been appointed
to the newly-created position of manment. ager of the agency's radio depart-

KEEP
IN

THIS

MARKET

YOUR

MIND

Now a teeming city of over 101,400 people, Corpus Christi
rates as one of America's six fastest growing cities with best
prospects of retaining wartime growth, according to Philip M.
Hauser of the Census Bureau. Surely, here is a market to keep
in mind . . . one to cultivate today for sales today and tomorrow. Its oil, cotton, farm lands, cattle raising, chemicals, and shipping facilities assure Corpus Christi of even greater growth in the
future. And KRIS — the only major Corpus Christi station carrying network shows, offers you Hooper-authenticated domination
at surprisingly small cost. Call in your Branham man for full
information today.

Special Combination Buy— KRIS and KXYZ, Houston ... Investigate!
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CAB Agency Franchises
CANADIAN ASSN. of Broadcasters has granted a franchise expiring May 31, 1944, to 38 Canadian advertising agencies, including a number of branches of United
States agencies. Since the start of
the war the number of Canadian
branches opened by American agencies has grown, and the new CAB
franchise includes Canadian offices of Atherton & Currier, Toronto; D'Arcy Adv. Agency, Toronto; Ellis Adv. Co., Toronto; Ruthrauff & Ryan, Toronto; J. Walter
Thompson Co., Toronto and Montreal; Young & Rubicam, Toronto
and Montreal.
WFIL Philadelphia is asking listeners to enlarge their family groups
on Chrstmas Day by including members of the armed forces who are stationed in the city. Spot announcements and circulars distributed in
factories and civilian service organizations are being used. Public is instructed tophone or mail invitations to
the station, and these will be forwarded to local public relations offices
of service branches and issued to
servicemen.
A PAMPHLET on radio tube substitutions, containing charts and data
helpful to radio servicemen .has been
compiled byH Sylvania Electric Products Inc.,substitution
' Emporium, charts
Pa. Pamphlet
includes
for 150
milliampere AC-DC receiver tubes
300 milliampere AC-DC receiver
tubes and battery tube types. First
and second choices are given.
BROADCASTING

PRANKSTERS at the WMT Cedar
Rapids-Waterloo studio now have
their own little zoo, with Wanda
Montz, ad writer, as the caged
creature who wows the gang with
her monkey act. Gag developed
when the lady poked her head
through the telephone cubicle, in
spiring Benne Alter, station an
nouncer, to compose the danger
sign.
Fritz Blocki Agency
FRITZ BLOCKI, writer-director
will leave J. Walter ThompsonCo., New York, around Dec. 1 to
set up his own radio firm under
the name Fritz Blocki Productions
To produce package shows, Mr
Blocki will enlist the services of
radio entswriters
talin various with
typesspecialized
of programs
while he himself will act as writer
producer-director. First two writers to join his staff will be Nanc\
Webb, freelance now doing the
Homefront Quartermaster tran
scribed series, and Wayne Shoe
maker, who writes the juvenile de
tective series Chick Carter, on
MBS. Mr. Blocki will continue as
radio consultant for 20th Century
Fox, writing and directing radic
exploitation.
London Dissolution
LORD & THOMAS Ltd., London
has been dissolved, and the busi
ness taken ovei
by
Leon
ardLt.-Col.
M. Masius
and William B
B. Fergusson. A
new siusagency,
Ma& Fergussor
Ltd., continues al
the same offices
Managing direc
of L&T's
En
Mr. Fergusson tor
1940,
Mr. since
Fer
glish
office
continues as such with Ma
gusson& Fergusson.
sius
Crosby Leads Poll
BING CROSBY, heard on NBC, wil
be the most popular male radio vocal
Frank Sinatra
ist in 1944, leading
will head tin
and Dinah Shore (CBS)
roster of favorite feminine singin;
to a survey of tradi
stars according
offic'als
made by Accurate Radio Sur
vey, temporary organization set up b;
Harry Futterman, CPA, to conduc
the poll for an unnamed agency client
GE Finance Firm
TO BROADEN the scope of activitie
carried on since 1933 by the Genera v
Electric Contracts Corp., G-E ha
formed the General Electric Credi
Corp., an investment company in Nev
York State. The company will provid
financing
work.war construction anproduction for
• Broadcast
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La

Guardia

in Jam

Takes
Advice
WHN
Also Fly's
Broadcasts
Answer
To Mayor's Charges
MAYOR F. H. La Guardia of
New York was to turn over 10
minutes of his weekly "report to
the city" over WNYC, New York's
municipal station, yesterday (Nov.
21) to Thomas J. Curran, chairman
of the New York County Republican Committee, following the unofficial advice of FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly that the Mayor's broadcast of Nov. 7 had contained political charges which the
6 Republican party spokesman should
be given an opportunity to answer.
Mayor LaGuardia on Nov. 7 had
broadcast what he termed a nonpolitical speech during which he
c: charged the Republican party with
responsibility for the election of
Thomas J. Aurelio to the State Supreme Court. Nominated by the Republican and Democratic parties,
Mr. Aurelio was disavowed by both
after he had been accused of soliciting support from the underworld.
The following day Mr. Curran
demanded time on the Mayor's next
broadcast to reply. Mr. LaGuardia
submitted the matter to Mr. Fly
for a ruling and after reading over
the air Sunday, Nov. 14, Mr. Fly's
opinion that "the Republican County Committee should be enabled to
express its view", he immediately
invited Mr. Curran to speak on his
next broadcast, Nov. 21.
WHN Offer
M. S. Novik, director of WNYC,
had already offered Mr. Curran
time on WNYC, and equal time to
the Democratic and American Labor parties. Mr. Curran at the invitation of WHN spoke last Monday
at 10:30 p.m. forcefully contradicting the Mayor's statistics and accusing him of deceiving the radio
audience.
Alex Rose, state secretary of the
American Labor party, was granted
sinrlar time on WHN Wednesday
night, and he also accepted the invitation of WNYC to participate
in a future symposium on the Aurelio election. Spokesmen for the
Democratic party showed no interest in the controversy.
Radio Poll Cancelled
ANNUAL POLL of favorite radio
programs and stars taken among
radio editors of the United States
and Canadian newspapers by the
New York World-Telegram has
been cancelled this year under the
paper's
policy
of conservation
and
elimination
of features
due to wartime paper shortage, it was announced last week. Results of the
poll, covering such classifications
as "Star of Stars," "Best Radio
Comedian,"
"Best Radio
have
been announced
for Singer,"
the last
12 years in January.
!JACQUELIN PALEY, daughter of
Jay Paley, CBS board director, and
niece of William S. Paley, network
president, has been signed to a 20th
Century-Fox film contract starting at
$100 per week.
BROADCASTING

MARKET
TIP
San Francisco Bay Area has doubled
payrolls over 1942, is now first in rate
of population increase of all American
metropolitan markets.

"How'll

one

with

package

only
but

I reach

San

all that

area

not

Francisco
booming

around

it?"

THAT'S A one-dollar question, friend.
There's only one 50,000 watt station
north of Los Angeles, south of Seattle,
west of Salt Lake and east of Moscow.
KPO's 50,000 watt beams climb our
man-sized mountains like nothing at all
. . . sound your commercials nice and
clear in homes throughout the Central
Pacific Coast market.

Standard Hour, Farmer's Digest, Hawthorne House, to mention only a few.

And folks out here like NBC's starstudded programs. They like KPO shows,
beamed from our own Radio City . . . the

Yep, long-established KPO offers you
unbelievable selling power in this richer
than ever area of 945,000 radio homes.

Represented by NBC Spot
Sales Offices New York
Chicago • San Francisco
Boston • Cleveland • Denver
Washington • Hollywood
THE
BIG
A SERVICE

• Broadcast

STATION
OF
OF THE RADIO

Advertising

NORTHERN
CORPORATION

CALIFORNIA
OF AMERICA
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RAINBOW BREAD Co., Denver,
has contracted for time on KOA Denver for the ninth consecutive year.
Current program, six-weekly quarterhour Musical Magazine, started in
1937, has been renewed for another
year. Company also has purchased
chain breaks.

WW

ILLINOIS COMMERCIAL Men's
Assn., Chicago (memberships-insurance), on Dec. 4 will beg:n sponsorship of a quarter-hour news program
featuring
Nate Gross,
Chicago
colum-is
nist on WBBM
Chicago.
Contract
for 52 weeks. Agency is the L. W.
Ramsey Adv. Co., Chicago.
DENVER & Rio Grande Western
Railroad on Dec. 3 will begin sponsorship on KOA Denver of Eye Witness
News, quarter-hour transcribed pro.
gram
to be isheard
8:45-9
p.m. Contract
for 26Fridays,
weeks, through
C. F. Cusack Agency, Denver.
NEWARK PACKING Co., Newark,
has named S. Duane Lyon Inc., New
York, as agency for peanut butter
and salted peanuts. Radio is contemplated.
F. W. CLEMENTS PRODUCTS
Co.,
Kanadoil
coughRochester
mixture), (Buckley's
on Nov. 15
began
sponsorship
six-times
weekly
of
quarter hour Cornfield Follies on KWTO
Springfield, Mo. Contract is for 52
weeks. Concern also began sponsorshiptionon ofNov.
15 of Shoicboat
quarter hourWJJD
porMorning
Chicago. Contract is for 26 weeks.
Agency
is Armand S. Weil Co., Buffalo.

— a name to remember when
the war is forgotten
★
VERTICAL TUBULAR
STEEL RADIATORS
*
PATENTED

FM

TURNSTILE

RADIATORS
★

We're "all out" for Victory,
but our engineers are ready
to work with you on
post-war plans.
★
JOHN E. LINGO & SON, Inc.
CAMDEN.
NEW JERSEY

A

50,000
at

a

watt

250

audience

watt

rate

C. E. HOOPER for AUGUST & SEPTEMBER, 1943
But don't
take our
word

LOOKforATitTHE LATEST
HOOPER

A
MORNING INDEX
MDN. THRU FRI .
13.6
8:00 - 12:00 A.M.
A
AFTERNOON INDEX
MON. THRU FRI.
32.6
12:00 - 6:00 P.M.
A
SUM . THRU SAT.
EVENING INDEX
6:00 - 10:00 P.M. 35.0

B
WGRC
26.3 32.2
WGRC,
B

C
25.0
C

30.4
21.8 13.2
c
B
WGRC
17.9 37.8

7.3

BURN-SMITH
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ODELL Co., Newark, N. J., has appointed Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv.,
New York, to handle advertising for
"'Trol" hair tonic. No radio plans for
the present.
LARRY COMPTON has succeeded
Williamager ofB.TheSm'th
manKnoxas advertising
Co., Hollywood
(Cystex,
Mendaco).
Mr.
Smith
recently resigned to join the Los Angeles
staff of Simpson-Reilly Ltd., publisher's representative.
GORDON BREAD Co., Los Angeles,
in a six-week campaign which started
Nov. 8 is using approximately 15
transcribed musical announcements
daily on five local stations. List includes KHJ KECA KFAC KMPC
KFVD. Agency is The Mayers Co.,
Los Angeles.
PINE FOREST Co., Chicago (cosmetics, medical products), on Nov.
15 begins sponsorship of a one hour
afternoon transcribed musical pror
gram on WCFL Chicago. Contract
is for 52 weeks. Agency is Goodkind,
Joice & Morgan, Chicago.
WOODWARD Department Store,
Vancouver, has started half-hour
weekly sewing lessons on CKWX
Vancouver. Account was placed direct.
CORONET MAGAZINE, Chicago,
has started Sunday evening Coronet
Little Show on CKCL Toronto and
CKLW Windsor-Detroit. Account
was placed by Schwimmer & Scott
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
BANK OF AMERICA Nat'l Trust
& Savings Assn., San Francisco, has
placed its radio advertising with J.
Walter Thompson Co., San Francisco. Charles R. Stuart Co. continues
to
handle balance of Bank's advertising.

HI III!

LOUISVILLE'S TRA

NEW APPRENTICE engineers, 1943 style, line up before the mike at
KYW Philadelphia. The girls will be trained by Ernest Gager, plant
manager,
to fill
future
vacancies
in KYW's
department.
Left to right:
Alice
Cleveland,
Lillian
Talbot, engineering
Marie Corney,
Winifred
Hunt, Joyce Avery and Jo Basil.
AMERICAN OPTICAL Co.. Southbridge, Mass., on Nov. 22 will inaugurate an extensive series of "help
wanted" cester.
programs
WTAG recently
WorThe concernon which
had started one minute announcements
on the station has now contracted
weekly.
for
five-minute programs, six days
FEDERAL OUTFITTING Co., Oakland (men's furnishings), has started
sponsorship of Western Rangers,
transcribed, across the board on
KROW Oakland, Cal. Contract is for
52 weeks and was placed through
Rhoades & Davis, San Francisco.
WALTER McKEE, former sales manager of the toilet article department
of Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey
City, has joined Pepsodent Co., Chicago, as a vice-president.
LINK AVIATION DEVICES Inc.,
Binghamton, N. Y. (Link Trainer),
has placed its account with Craven
& Hedrick, New York. Radio plans
are said to be included.
TUBE REDUCING Corp., Wallington, N. J. (Rockrite Steel Tubing),
has named Miehel-Cather, New York,
as agency
handle radio.
its account. Plans
are
said toto include
STEVENS Cleaners and Hatters,
Portland, Ore., have begun sponsorship
on KEX Portland of a locally prepared newscast heard Tuesdays and
Fridays at 7:15 p.m. BLUE co-op
program. Roy Porter News, has been
sold by KEX to the Davidson Baking
Co. of Portland.
CALIFORNIA FICGO Co., Los Angeles (coffee substitute), on Nov. 15
started daily quarter-hour Strolling
Tom on KHJ Hollywood. Contract is
for 13
Agency is Culbreth Sudler
Co.,weeks.
Los Angeles.

= 477. OF KENTUCKY'S POPULATION
= 575? OF ITS BUYING POWER

"KEEP wires
SHIPPING
Eugene Tanner, MONTHLY"
WSIX

* National Representatives

THE
SHADOW
Available locally on transcription— see C. MICHELSON
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CURTIS PUBLISHING Co., Philadelphia (Saturday Evening Post) on
Nov. 17 started a spot announcement
campaign on a number of Canadian
stations thrice weekly and as frequently as seven times daily. Account
was placed by MacFarland, Aveyard
& Co., Chicago.
ARTHUR J. DALY has resigned as
radio field representative for the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs,
after six months in Argentina. Mr.
Daly was radio director of William
H. Weintraub & Co., New York, and
had previously served in the radio
department
New
York. of N. W. Ayer & Son,
RUBEL BAKING Co., Cincinnati,
has begun sponsorship on WKRC Cincinnati of Manhunt, a Frederic Ziv
production. Purity Bakeries have
started
of Tom
McCarthy's
11 a.m.sponsorship
newscast for
Taystee
bread.
Account placed through CampbellM'thungun a series
Agency.of M.nightly
Werk poetry
Co. has probegrams for Tag soap. Concern also
sponsors the five-weekly Jackpot program.
J. A. FOLGER & Co., San Francisco (Folger's Coffee), on Nov. 15
started
sponsorsh'p
of Judydrama,
& Jane,
transcribed
quarter-hour
on
KTBS and KRGV. Duration of contract indefinite. Agency is Grant
Adv., Chicago.
WELLS PETROLEUM Co., Chicago,
has named Gebhardt & Brockson Inc.,
Chicago, as agency. Radio plans are
said to be included.
LIVING ROOM FURNITURE Co.,
Montreal, on Nov. 9 started Amateur
Hour on CKAC and CHRC, Tues. 99 :30 p.m. Contracts were placed direct. Lever Bros., Toronto (Rinso),
on Nov. 12 started Nazaire et Barabe
on CKAC and CHRC, Fri. 9:30-10
p.m.
N. Y. Agency is Ruthrauff & Ryan,
METROPOLITAN FEDERAL Savings & Loan Co., Los Angeles (loans),
on Nov. 27 starts for 26 weeks, sponsoring aweekly 60-minute program of
recorded music, Metropolitan Melodies, on KECA. Firm also sponsors
a weekly quarter-hour newscast on
KMPC. Agency is Elwood J. Robinson Adv., Los Angeles.
GOEBEL BREWING CO. of Detroit has launched a new program, the
Goebel Hour, heard every Thursday
at 7 :30 p.m. on WXYZ and the Michigan Radio Network. Brooke, Smith,
French & Dorrance, Detroit, is agency.
PHOTO QUIZ, weekly feature of
Look magazine, was telecast recently
as a special program over WRGB
Schenectady. Competing teams were
from General Electric's News Bureau
and Special Illustrations section.
Slides of the photos were prepared
for telecasting to the video audience.

Low

Rates

a

Problem

in

S, American

karian commented on the need for
"a good radio man who thinks in
terms of American programs
directed to English speaking listeners." Programming of this
type would enhance the value of
this potential consumer market,
he
The Products
Coordinator's
Office
and said.
Sterling
are buying

Advertising Says Carter Export Head
UNLESS more American export- tisers to standard prices.
Mr. Abkarian said Mexico had
ers start their Latin American advertising, they will find local (Latin real sales potentialities. Rates are
American) manufacturers have cheap in Haiti, but this is offset
clinched the post-war market in by the fact that electricity is turnpractically all the time on
southern countries, the Export Aded off at set hours throughout the up
La Voz de la Victor, and other
vertising Assn. was told at a day and from 10 p.m. on.
stations in Costa Rica with the
luncheon meeting in New York,
In Venezuela, copy used in a result that availabilities are very
last Wednesday, Nov. 17. The number of cities must be approved
speaker was A. L. Abkarian, Car- by the Ministry of Health. Sta- tight, he stated. Continuing his
ter Products' export manager, who
tions change the copy, and only appraisal of the Central American
advertising set-up, he cited El Salhas just returned from a three- recordings made in that country
vador stations and newspapers
months tour of the Caribbean area.
may
be
used,
he
said.
for
moderate
rates, good programThe competition will come from
local firms which have continued
ming and keeping to schedule.
Turning to Panama, Mr. Abto build up their trade names during the war.
A serious problem has been
created by exporters who place
their advertising locally through
their own agents, he found. Newsmil
• .#>
$4 mm
paper and radio representatives
complain that some of the rates
they have to quote in order to obtain business placed by local agents
leave them with barely enough to
cover costs. "It's up to the newspaper and station owners to get
more starch in their spines and
rNope, dear hold out for one card rate which
would apply both to advertising
Rain !
LWDAYsavs
placed locally and advertising
placed through agencies in the
State," he said, adding that if that
didn't work, the newspaper representatives in the States could
help by bringing up the level of
the low rates paid by local adverCarter Hearing Nov. 22
CARTER PRODUCTS Inc. hearing, set by the Federal Trade Commission in New York for Nov. 15,
has been reset for Nov. 22, at
which time exhibits of allegedly
misleading advertisements, including radio continuities, of Carter's Little Liver Pills will be introduced. The therapeutic value of
the Liver Pills, a laxative preparation, has been misrepresented, according to an FTC complaint, while
the Carter Co. denies the charges
[Broadcasting, June 28, July 26],
Scientific testimony will be taken
at a later date in Chicago, according to the FTC.

w.

For miles on every side of Fargo stretch the biggest,
richest farms in North Dakota, South Dakota and
Wisconsin — the famous Red River Valley. In this Valley, 1,537,477 people plan their daily lives by the
weather, time and market reports from WDAY— enjoy
its entertainment, listen to its news. WDAY

has 59-5%

of the audience at all times. Let us prove the results.
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
La — transcription announcements
WHO Des Moines
Pierce's
Buffalo,3 sp N.
Y.
(Golden Proprietaries,
Medical Discovery),
weekly,
thru Duane Jones Co., N. Y.
Vio Bin Corp., Monticello, 111. (Rex oil),
3 sa weekly, 26 weeks, thru Rogers &
Smith, Chicago.
Mid-continent Pet Co., Tulsa (Diamond
D-X products), 7 sp weekly, 52 weeks,
thru R. J. Potts-Calkins & Holden.
Kansas City.
Gooch Food Products Co., Lincoln, Neb.
(macaroni) 3 ne weekly, 13 weeks, thru
The Potts-Turnbull Co., Kansas City.
Morton Salt Co., Chicago (smokesalt), 2
ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap, Milwaukee, Wis.
The Hi-Lex Co., St. Paul (Hi-Lex) sp,
thru The MeCord Co., Minneapolis.
Arvey Corp., Chicago (R-U Lite). 8 sa
weekly, thru First United Broadcasters,
Chicago.
American Chicle Co., Long Island (Dentyne
Gum) , 2 ta weekly, thru Badger & Browning, Boston.
WJJD Chicago
Radiant Arts, St. Louis (statues), 6 sp
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Shaffer-BrennanMargulis. St. Louis.
Industrial Tape Corp., New Brunswick,
N.
J. Hackett
(institutional),
M. H.
Co., N. 6 Y.sp week'.v, thru
Stanback Co.. Salisbury, N C. (headache
remedy) , 6 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru
J. Carlson Brantley Adv., Salisbury,
N. C.
WJZ New York
John F. Trommer Inc., Brooklyn, (White
Label Beer), 2 ne weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Federal Adv., N. Y.
E. Fougera & Co., New York (Magitex
Dog Shampoo), 5 sa weekly, 18 weeks,
thru Street & Finney, N. Y.
Coughlan sweepCo.,
Orange, N.
(ChimneySoot Destroyer),
5 sa J.weekly,
thru
Advertising Associates, Newark, N. J.
WMAQ Chicago
Wyler & Co, (Soup), 2 sp weekly, 38 weeks,
thru Aubrey, Moore & Wallace, Chicago.

KECA Los Angeles
Interstate Bakeries Corp., Los Angeles
(bread), 3 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Dan
B. Miner Corp. Los Angeles.
O'Keefe & Merritt
Los Angeles
(institutional), 7 saCo.,weekly,
52 weeks,
thru Richard B. Atchison Adv., Los
Angeles.
Omega Shoe Polish Co., Los Angeles (shoe
polish), weekly sa, 8 weeks, thru John
H. Riordan Inc., Los Angeles.
Hartz Mountain Products, New York (bird
seed, dog food), weekly sp, 26 weeks,
thru George H. Hartman Co., Chicago.
A. E. Staley Mfg. Co.. Decatur, 111. (Stoy),
5 sp weekly, 13 Chicago.
weeks thru BlackettSample-Hummert
Murine Co., Chicago (Murine), 5 ta weekly. 13 weeks, thru BBDO N. Y.
D. E. Sanford Co., Los.Ange'.es (cleaner),
5 ne weekly, 13 weeks, thru Dana Jones
Co., Los Angeles.
Golden Age Corp., Los Angeles (macaroni),
4 sa daily, 52 weeks, thru Brisacher.
Davis & Van Norden, Los Angeles.
KMPC Beverly Hills, Cal.
Zerbst Pharmacal Co., St. Joseph, Mo.
(cold tablets), 3 ta weekly, 26 weeks,
thru Barrons Adv. Co., Kansas City.
National Schools, Los Angeles (training
course), 7 t weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Adolph Wenland Adv.. L^s Angeles.
Star Outfitting Co., L^s Angeles (chain
clothiers), 15 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Allied Aviation,
Adv. Agencie=.
L^s .An"-'°s.
Bendix
N. Hollywood,
Cal. (employment)25
, sa weekly, thru The Shaw
Co., Los Angeles.
Southern Pacific Co.. San Francisco (train
transportation),
15 ta weekly 26 we-*k«,
thru
cisco. Foote, Cone & Belding, San FranHull Hotels. Hollywood (West Coast chain),
6 sa weeklv. 13 we=ks. thru Dan B.
Miner Co., Los Angeles.
KHJ Hollywood
Pottzr Drug & Chemical Co., Maiden, Mess.
(Cuticura soap), 18 ta weeklv, 52 weel:s,
thru Athsrton & Currier, N. Y.
O'Keefe & Merritt
(appliances), daily sa,Co.,
52 Los
weeks,AnTe'es
thru Richard B. Atchison Adv., Los Angeles.
Harold H. Clapp Inc. Rochester, N. Y.
(baby foods), 2 sp weekly, 13 weeks,
thru McCann-Erickson, San Francisco.
Bonne Belle Cosmetics, Cleveland (cosmetics), 2 sp Melrose
weekly, Associates,
13 weeks, thru
Edythe Fern
Detroit.
KFRC San Francisco
Jones & Pettigrew, San Francisco (Oregon
corn), 1 sp weekly, 8 weeks, direct.
Mannings Inc., San Francisco (Blue Bag
coffee) , 1 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Gerth-Pacific
Adv. Agency, San Francisco.

WGY Schenectady
Maltex Cereals Co., Burlington, Vt. (cereals) , 2 sa weekly. 13 weeks, thru
Samuel C. Croot Co., N. Y.
Drydenter &seasoning),
Palmer. saNew
York26 (gravy
weekly,
weeks, masthru
Samuel C. Croot Co., N. Y.
Megowen Educator Food Co., Lowell, Mass.
(Crax), 52 Boston.
sa, 13 weeks, thru Badger &
Browning,
W. W. Lee Co.. Watervliet, N. Y. (Save
the Baby cold remedy), 3 sp weekly, thru
Leighton & Nelson, Schenectady.
International Salt Inc., Scranton, Pa.
(salt) , 3 so weekly, thru J. M. Mathes
Inc., N. Y.
Carleton & Hovey Co., Lowell, Mass.
(FatherthruJohn's
156 Boston.
sa. 26
weeks,
John Medicine),
W. Queen Inc.,
WQXR New York
Adler Shoes for Men, New York, ta, 52
weeks, thru Consolidated Adv., N. Y.
Parfums Weil Paris. New York, 4 ne
weekly,
N. Y. 52 weeks, thru Kelly Nason Inc.,
John F. Trommer Inc., Brooklyn (White
Label Beer), sa, 13 weeks, thru Federal
Adv., N. Y.
Penick & Ford, New York (My-T-Fine
Desserts),
ne, 13 weeks, thru BBDO.
N.
Y.
Book of the Month Club, New York, weekly s», 16 weeks, thru Schwab & Beatty,
N. Y.
Crawford
New52 weeks,
York thru
(men'sAl
clothes), 6Clothes,
sp weekly,
Paul Lefton Co., N. Y.
WKZO Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids
Chamberlain Sales Co., Des Moines (hand
lotion), 3 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru
thru Cary-Ainsworth Adv.. Des Moines.
Foley & Co., Chicago (home remedies).
6Salomon,
sp weekly,
52 weeks, thru Lauesen &
Chicago.
Knox Co., Los Angeles, (Mendaco), 3 sa
weekly,
weeks, City.
thru Allen C. Smith
Adv. Co. 52Kansas
Murphy Feed Products, Burlington, Wis..
5 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru Wade Adv.
Co., Chicago.
Sal-Fayne
Corp..Hall,
Dayton,
3 sp weeklv, thru
W. Douglas
Dayton.
Waste Paper Consuming Industries, 3 ta
weekly,
St. Louis.26 weeks, thru Olian Adv. Co.,
WCBI Columbus, Miss.
Dr. Pepper Bottling Co., Dallas, sp weekly,
13 weeks, thru Tracy-Lock e-Dawson,
Dallas.
Lime Cola Bottling Co, Macon, Miss., 35
so weekly, 5 weeks, direct.
Swift
direct.& Co., Chicago (meats), 100 sa,

Phototube

and New

Power Amplifier Offered
TWO new tubes are described in
the November issue of Tube Tips,
monthly letter to the broadcasting
industry, published by RCA. First
of the two new types is the RCA829-B, which is described as a
push-pull r-f beam power amplifier of improved design with total
maximum plate dissipation of 40 w.
Replacing the former RCA-829,
the new tube is said to have a
higher plate voltage rating (750 v)
and improved mechanical structure
to permit use in applications involving considerable vibration. It
is recommended especially for use
in r-f power amplifier equipment.
RCA-931-A, which has the same
size and general appearance as the
931, which it replaces, is described
as an improved 9-stage multiplier
phototube. Small in size, it is offered for use in light operated relays, sound reproduction from
films, facsimile transmission and
in military equipment.
KGEZ Transfer
APPLICATION was filed with the
FCC last week by Donald C. Treloar, licensee and sole owner of
KGEZ Kalispell, Mont., for voluntary transfer of the control of the
station from Mr. Treloar to A. W.
Talbot, owner of KEVR Seattle,
for lease at $5,000 per year for
20 years. Mr. Talbot would also
acquire option to buy the station
after 156 months from effective
date of the contract for $16,000.
Mr. Treloar agrees to assume part
time management of KGEZ for
two years. In addition to control
of KEVR Seattle, which was acquired last May for $17,515, Mr.
Talbot controls Hartley Rogers &
Co., Seattle, investment securities,
and is the sole owner of Bellingham Marine Railroad & Boatbuilding Co., Bellingham, Wash. He
previously owned an interest in
KWLK
Longview,
which he
sold several
years Wash.,
ago.
War

Products Exhibit

SIGHTS and sounds
of the world'sin
battlefronts
are reproduced
"War Communicade," exhibit opened at the Kearny (N. J.) plant of
Western Electric Co., to give W-E
employes an understanding of the
importance of their work in the
production of war communications
equipment. Sponsored by the Labor
Management War Production Com
mittee, the display includes large
dioramas with appropriate sound
effects, representing actual land
and sea battles in which W-E ma
terial played a part
WTCM On Mutual
WTCM Traverse City, Mich., went
on the air Nov. 15 as a new affiliate of Mutual network. WTCM
operates
fulltime on 1400 kc with
250 w power.
Commissions For Engineers
U. S. MARINE CORPS has an
nounced that it needs a limited num
ber of graduate engineers with at least
two years experience in electronic
since graduation and not over 40 year
of age. Those who have the qualifica
tions and are interested in obtaining
a commission should contact Capt
Michael J. Cromwell, USMC, 132<
G St. N. W., Washington, D. C.
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Radio

Advisory Board
(Continued from page 7)

tions without
hearings". the
Commissioner Craven mentioned
KOA
case where the Commission refused
KOA the right to intervene, but
said the Commission "can't deny
an application without a hearing".
Chief Counsel Garey asked about
WWNY Watertown, N. Y., which,
he stated, had been granted a construction permit by the FCC, which
led the licensee to invest "10 to 15
thousand dollars". Then the Commission telegraphed the licensee
that it was canceling the permit.
Mr. Craven couldn't recall the
facts but said he was under the
impression that the Commission
did grant a construction permit,
then rescinded the order.
"I like to be constructive if I
possibly can," he told the committee. He touched briefly on possible
expansion of radio after the war,
on the flexibility of frequency allocations, on the many problems to
be faced. "In my opinion," he declared, "control of the radio spectrum is just as complex as it is
important to the public. This particular phase is not subject to legislative control because frequency allocation isflexible. But it is necessary to balance all factors in arriving at limited control necessary."
He outlined IRAC, which was
set up to allocate frequencies used
by Government stations, but which,
he said, had been subordinated to
the FCC. IRAC has 13 Government
departments represented and while
only one of the agencies is the
FCC, it must report to the president through the BWC.
Unlimited Power

Urged

the chairman of the FCC has unlimited authority under present
procedure," he asserted. "It seems
to me that Congress could specify
this
more clearly
by law."
He matter
recommended
that Congress
empower the President to appoint
the IRAC. Such action would
"legalize" the advisory board,
whereas today it has no legal authority. Congress should define the
duties of the IRAC and the FCC in
all matters of broad policies, he
said. Then he recommended establishment by Congress of an advisory board, including representatives of the Government, radio and
"private citizens" to pass on such
policies.
"I think it's going to be very
important as we go into the future that these matters be determined on a broader scale than they
are now," he asserted. "I have realized that the subject of radio frequency allocations is of growing
importance to the public as a whole.
I have felt that the preponderance
of one voice is not good."
With reference to IRAC, Mr.
Garey read into the record excerpts
from minutes of several meetings
in which the expanding powers acquired by Chairman Fly were exerted, with Presidential blessing,
over the advisory committee. For

SALES

FLV

WHEN

VOU

more than two years, the minutes
indicated, the committee argued
over a proposed executive order
draft to submit to the President.
But each time it came up the FCC
representative objected on the
grounds that the Commission chairman was opposed to it.
Examples Shown
Specifically the minutes developed that Mr. Fly opposed the election
of a chairman by members of
IRAC, favoring appointment by
the President; opposed the committee reporting to the President except through him ; brought pressure
to bear on several Government
departments to prevent the committee from going ahead with the
draft. Finally on May 7, 1942, the
record disclosed, the committee
voted to table the draft.
During the morning session
Thursday, when Mr. Garey was
reading the minutes into the in-
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"As the matter stands at this
moment," he said, "the chairman
of the BWC also is chairman of the
FCC." Mr. Craven opposed such
a setup, expressing the belief that
because of differences between the
IRAC and the FCC chairman, the
committee is not properly represented in reports to the President
which must be made through Mr.
Fly.
"In time of peace as well as war
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Holden

Ann Holden shifted

her popular Home Forum to
an afternoon time five announcements onher first five
days at the new time brought
1395 replies— an average of
279 per announcement. You
can
now buy audience
Ann Holden's
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on a
daily basis for only $350 per
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quiry record, Charles R. Denny,
general counsel of the FCC, sent
papers to Chairman Lea and to
Rep. Hart (D-N. J.). In the afternoon session Mr. Hart asked Mr.
Garey to read a portion of one of
the papers into the record. It had
to do with a meeting May 23,
1939, in which IRAC Chairman
E. K. Jett, FCC chief engineer,
upon taking office asked that Dr.
J. H. Dellinger, representing the
Dept. of Commerce and chairman
of the subcommittee to draw up the
executive order draft, be named
vice-chairman.
Chairman Lea handed Mr. Garey
excerpts from the minutes of a
meeting on April 3, 1941, when
Mr. Jett retired as IRAC chairman. The quotations, given the
counsel by Chairman Lea, paid
tribute to Mr. Jett as chairman
and to Gerald C. Gross as secretary
and P. F. Siling as assistant secretary. Both men were representatives of the FCC. At the close of
Thursday's hearings, the FCC publicity department distributed copies
of the excerpts which Chairman
Lea wanted inserted into the record. Mr. Denny and Mr. Lea were
closeted in the chairman's private
office at the close of the morning
session.
When the investigation hearings
opened Monday, after a lapse of
more than a month, Mrs. Marya
Blow, former president of Shortwave Research Inc.; Bertram F.
Willcox, attorney-director, and
David F. Sieferheld, treasurer-

NAB Booklets Out
REQUESTED by thousands
of retailers, agency and radio executives, four of the
five "how to do it" booklets
prepared
the NAB for
Retail
Promotion byCommittee
the
Broadcasting Industry were
completed last week and
mailed to the requestees.
Booklets are packed with
facts, figures and advice on
use of radio by retail stores.
Titleslets of
the published
bookare Radio
and Retailing
in 19 US, How to Buy Radio
Time, The Elements of a
Successful Radio Program,
How to Measure Radio Audiences. Number 4, on How to
Promote Your Program, will
appear in the near future.
director, who gave testimony in
New York last August and September to Ambrose McCall, member
of the committee's legal staff,
identified transcripts of statements
they had made as "true and correct" and testified they were not
"coerced, brow-beaten nor intimidated" into giving the statements.
Mrs. Blow, who had been sworn
as a witness by Rep. Eugene E.
Cox (D-Ga.), when he was committee chairman, took a second oath
from Chairman Lea.
Testimony of the three officers involved operations of Shortwave Research Inc., which was incorporated
in October 1941 and suspended
early this year. It was brought out
that the organization received more
than a half-million dollars from
OWI for salaries of scriptwriters
and employes and that approximately $30,000 of the amount was
distributed to educational and
charitable organizations chosen by
the directors when the organization
suspended.
Boston Incident
Mr. Garey read into the record
correspondence between Alfonso
Lambiase, former announcer of the
Italian Hour on WCOP Boston, and
T. J. Slowie, FCC secretary, in
which Mr. Lambiase alleged he was
discharged at the behest of a representative from the FCC. He
also read into the record a copy
of Rep. Vinson's letter which
charged that the "military com-

munications are too important and
too secret to be administered other
than through the tighest control"
(see text herewith).
Chairman Vinson also charged
that: "Because of his successful
opposition to the wire-tapping bill,
and to eliminating (through lack
of coordination) the foreign language broadcasts in Hawaii, he
(Mr. Fly) must share in the circumstances surrounding Pearl Harbor and his opposition in the Senate
to HR-5074 delayed its passage
until after Pearl Harbor and may
have resulted in some losses."
Mr. Fly's "activities in connection with television and frequency
modulation seriously delayed putting these into service, and in turn
deprived the armed services of the
technical advances which would
have accrued from these new types
of services," Rep. Vinson informed
the Chief Executive.
"I express the hope that you will,
without delay, reorganize this setup and placemunication
theactivities
direction
comdirectlyof under
the armed services, with an experienced Army and Navy officer
in
charge.
It is a vital matter," the
letter concluded.
Attending
last ofweek's
hearings
were
all members
the committee,
although Rep. Magnuson (DWash.) arrived a short time before
adjournment Thursday afternoon.
Chairman Lea announced the hearings would be resumed at 10 a.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 23.
In the meantime Mr. Garey and
his staff buckled down to preparing
the remainder of the investigation.
Reports that the staff would resign
unless the committee started action
gave way in the House last week to
assertions that "Garey is staying".
Chairman Lea said the question of
legal counsel "is unchanged" and
that Mr. Garey "will remain for
It was reported that if Mr. Garey
the present".
had resigned
at least three
bers of the committee
would memhave
refused to accept the resignation.
Robert F. Barker, investigator, left
the staff Nov. 13 for "personal reaChairman Lea requested an additional $75,000 of the House Committee on Accounts early last week.
He said House action would be
sons".
taken this week.

• During the next 13 weeks . . . the New York
and New Jersey listening public will become
even more WPAT conscious through consistent
advertising in the . . .
NEW YORK TIMES NEW YORK WORLD-TELEGRAM
NEWARK NEWS
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PATERSON CALL
Sell your clients WPAT . . . the fastest growing
station in the metropolitan area.
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(Continued from page 7)
spent a rather uncomfortable Tuesday on the stand as Senator Wheeler, in what old-timers called his
famed "Teapot Dome" form, fired
Senatorial flak from every angle.
Another witness for FCC was R. J.
Thomas, president of the United
Automobile, Aircraft and Agricultural Implement Workers of America (CIO), who last Thursday
asked the committee promptly to
investigate radio's alleged "discrimination" against labor; throw
out the NAB code, which inveighs
against sale of time for controversial issues and write into legislation, if necessary, guaranteed access to the microphone for labor.
Much interest was displayed by
the committee in the newspaper
divorcement proceedings. Most intriguing appeared to be the story,
repeatedly told, that newspapers
were precluded from pioneering in
FM because they didn't know what
the policy would be about licensing of stations to newspapers.
Moreover, it was brought out,
there is no expression whether the
FCC might not later come along
and hold that an operator cannot
have both an FM and AM station.
It is expected the hearings will
run at least another fortnight.
Scheduled to be heard are witnesses for the American Federation
of Labor, NBC, probably through
Niles Trammell, president, who
shortly is due back from a warzone tour; representatives of the
Newspaper-Radio Committee; Mutual through Louis G. Caldwell;
and Commissioner T. A.M. Craven.
In addition, engineering witnesses
may be called from the FCC and
from the networks.
Fly Would Appear
In Executive Session
Chairman Fly suggested during
his testimony that he appear in
executive session to cover certain
matters. There was doubt, however, whether the committee would
follow that course. Several members indicated they thought he
should appear at a public session
if he proposes to rebut testimony
offered in favor of legislation.

Mr. Miller told the committee he
thought Mr. Fly would be "much
happier" if Congress told him just
how far he could go on declarations of policy. The question was
repeatedly asked whether broadcasters "feared" the FCC, and the
answer usually was affirmative.
Chairman Wheeler wondered
whether broadcasters feared "the
Commission or Mr. Fly". Senator
Tobey (R-N.H.) observed once
that "they're synonymous".
During Mr. Miller's testimony,
Senator Barkley, of Kentucky,
Democratic leader and a member
of the committee, sat through the
hearings and participated in the
interrogation. It was one of the
few times within the recollection
of Capitol Hill observers that the
majority leader had attended a
radio hearing in the last decade.
Members of the committee present during the third week of hearings were: Wheeler, Barkley, Truman, Clark (D-Ida.), Tunnell (DDel. ) , McFarland (D - A r i z. ) ,
White Tobey, Reed (R-Kan.),
Gurney (R-S.D.), Brooks (R-Ill.),
Hawkes, Moore (R-Okla.).
When Chairman Wheeler called
the hearing Monday morning Mr.
Burke of KPAS was not present,
so he asked Mr. Miller to proceed.
The NAB president summarized
his organization's interest as twofold: first, the necessity of additional legislation to define the interests and duties of the FCC for
the benefit of American broadcasters; second, to offer suggestions for
new legislation.
Mr. Miller explained that in
April 1942 there were 924 stations
or construction permits granted by
the FCC, whereas today the total
is 913. NAB membership in April
1942 was 494 and today it is 545,
a 10% increase. Replying to critics
that "large" stations dominate the
NAB, Mr. Miller said that of the
51 new members the last year and a
half, 28 are locals and 15 regional
outlets. As to votes, Mutual affiliates have the most, he pointed out.
"The networks do exercise a big
influence over your organization,
do they not?" asked Senator Wheel-

er. (FCC Chairman Fly had told
the committee that the "big networks" dominate the NAB, which
he referred to as a "stooge organization" for the chains).
"The Board of Directors has 25
members," said Mr. Miller. "NBC
has one, CBS has one, there is one
from each district and there are six
directors at large, two representing
large stations, two medium and two

fulton

"Youstations."
still haven't answered my
small
question," said Senator Wheeler.
"I would say from the actual
point of operation they state their
views," replied Mr. Miller.
"They exercise pressure, do they
not?" asked the chairman.
"Well, yes," said Mr. Miller.
"I'd like to go on record refuting a charge made by Mr. Fly that
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they are a dominating force."
"In other words that you're not
just a stooge for the networks?"
asked Senator Wheeler.
"That's
NAB
head. right," exclaimed the
Mr. Miller outlined the NAB
code, told how it was conceived and
finally worked out after all members were asked to submit ideas.
"That code, I think," he said, "was
a very distinct step forward. It
solved some of the problems but
it didn't solve all of them." He explained that the code dealt with
controversial public questions but
added, "I don't think you'll find a
solution that is 100% perfect".
Senator Wheeler criticized radio, declaring "you haven't done a
very good job in some instances".
"If your organization had written a code and forced it through,
you wouldn't have to write it into
law as I think it should be. If you
have a code, you don't pay any attention to it. It's up to your industry to adopt certain things rather
than have Congress do it."
After some discussion of ethics,
the NAB president told the committee that as far back as March
18, 1941, the NAB Board adopted
a resolution calling for remedial
legislation. He explained that on
April 29 this year the Board appointed a legislative committee to

consider provisions of the WhiteWheeler bill.
That committee reached two conclusions. One, the broadcast industry is dependent for proper operations on legislation, and two, notwithstanding almost phenomenal
growth, radio now is functioning
under legislation 16 years old, legislation not designed to cope with
problems which have arisen today.
"The big problem of broadcasting is uncertainty," said Mr. Miller. "That uncertainty is wholly
unrelated to the war. It existed before the war, it exists now and it
will exist after the war."
There was considerable discussion on the "intervention" clause of
the proposed legislation. Mr. Miller felt that Congress should define
the right of an intervenor more
clearly than the proposed law does.
He cited the KOA case in which the
Commission denied the Denver station the right to intervene when a
Boston station wanted to operate
on the same frequency.
Asks Congress Consider
Network Regulations
"A network is a program-producing agency," said Mr. Miller, "and
when you start regulating a program-producing agency you get into Government control." That start-

HOUSEWISE

Senatorial Socks
"MY SIZE is No. 11". That
was the message sent by
Senate Majority Leader
Barkley
Mrs. Nevilleduring
Miller lasttoWednesday
hearings before the Interstate Commerce Committee
on the White-Wheeler Bill to
amend the Communications
Act. Mr. Miller, president of
the NAB, was testifying.
Mrs. Miller, incidentally, was
knitting a sock when Senator Barkley, who made his
first appearance of the hearings, spotted her. They are
Kentucky friends and neighbors.
ed a debate on the FCC network
regulations, upheld by the May 10
Supreme Court decision. Mr. Miller
contended that if such evils, as the
FCC contended,
"Congress should putexist,
the then
regulations
into"I the
law".this Congress should
think
consider these regulations and then
pass such, if any, they want," he
added, "If regulations are found
to be sound, then they should be in
"I think your organization and
the law."
industry had better make up
its mind that the substance . . . and
I emphasize substance ... of the
regulations will be written into the
law
White.by Congress," said Senator
"When you come to wanting to
write regulations into the statute,"
asked Senator Tobey, "Aren't you
getting into dangerous territory?
Conditions change from day to day
and if we write a lot of regulations
into the statute, they may not apply
Mr. Miller agreed "to a certain
tomorrow."
extent" but said Congress should
outline policies such as were outlined in the Interstate Commerce
Act.
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Central New England housewives not only take
WTAG's Mildred Bailey to heart, but what she says,
they take to market with them too. Her "Afternoon
Journal" is just plain housewise — brimful of welcomed suggestions for better, happier living.

"I think that what we're asking
for is not a strait-jacket for the
Commission but to set up some
guideposts," said the NAB president. "I think we should specify the
maximum and minimum regulations the FCC should put on. I
think, for instance, we ought to
have a longer term of license."
He suggested, answering Senator Clark's question, a 10-15-year

Mildred Bailey has that welcome-on-the-mat
appeal to New England housewives. She is one of
them and practices what she says. If you want to
know how "buywise" her audience acts, ask us for
the full story on her program.

term. But Senator Wheeler wanted
to know how to control a station
that might step out of line and
"ignore public interest". Mr. Miller
said such situations could be taken
care of "by other means", if there
were violations of the law. Then
added :
"I think that's the price we've
got to pay for freedom of radio,
the same as freedom of the press."
Miller Links Two-Year
License to Program Control
Although Mr. Miller went on record as in favor of giving the Commission "power to cite a station for
violating the law", he asserted that
"coming in every two years doesn't
accomplish anything but control
over programs". He pointed out
that the FCC dwells at length on
programs when considering license
renewals, contrary to previous testimony by FCC Chairman Fly that
the Commission wasn't interested
in programs except possibly
"types".
The NAB president said there
should be fines or some punishment
other than revocation for technical
violations. When Senator Wheeler
questioned whether the FCC based
licenses on programs, Mr. Miller
said the sale of the Blue Network
left "no question in my mind but
what the BLUE sale was on program control". He explained that
many stations are operating under
temporary licenses today and that
the licensees are kept in a state of
"uncertainty".
"What you mean to say is that
stations are under constant fear
and worry that their licenses will
be revoked," commented Senator
Wheeler. "I greatly sympathize
with the idea that the Commission
should not have the power to regulate program control. I do say
that if a station should go wild, it
would be up to the Commission to
do something or Congress will have
to. I think radio should take into
consideration public interest, both
with reference to program content
and"I advertising."
don't think anybody in radio
claims to have done a perfect job,"
said Mr. Miller. "Mr. Fly stated
they
are making
a lotPhilharmonic
of money".
He pointed
to the
program on CBS and the NBC
Symphony, both sponsored programs, as "better type" shows
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For quite some time we have been aware that in Don Lyon we had a top-notcher — so
the announcement of the H. B. Davis Memorial award did not surprise us nearly as much
as it did him. Don's talent is not restricted to announcing. On some of his shows he does
writing and producing as well.
At present-, these Don Lyon shows are available for sponsorship:
-fc "We Were There" — interviewing service men recently returned from
combat.
-K "Up to This Minute" — daily 15-minute news commentary,
-fc In Production — a weekly half-hour quiz from a theater stage.
Again WSYR has lived up to its reputation of "the station that builds stars and
shows." 21 years of constant improvement
provides the atmosphere in which talent
can thrive. And that's why, in Syracuse
more people listen to WSYR
—the only NBC Station
covering Central New York
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which have not suffered by commercial sponsorship.
Senator Clark asked: "Don't we
have to distinguish between program content and seeing to it
that the public gets good programs? Take a man that lets his
whole program structure go to pot.
I'm not at all convinced the Commission shouldn't come in and say
'you're not giving the public good
programs'."
Rights of Press
And Radio Compared
"I think we would agree," said
Mr. Miller, "that the Government
wouldn't exercise that control over
newspapers."
An argument
lowed over whether
radio and folthe
newspaper are similar. Senator
Clark thought there was no comparison. Mr. Miller thought there
was.
"I don't think a group of any
seven men should sit up here and
tell all the people over the country
what they are going to hear," declared the NAB head. "If you open
the door just a crack, you'll have the
Government in all the way. I think
the Government should license radio because of the technical phase.
The nub of the whole thing is, how
far can you let the Government in
on physical and technical phases
and close the door on programs?
We'd like to see the door closed very
definitely. It's up to Congress to
close the door."
"Don't you think you'd object to
Congress
ed Senatorlimiting
Tunnell.programs?" ask-

Mr. Miller said "somebody has
got to decide just what's going on
radio, just like in a newspaper the
editor decides". That "somebody,"
he emphasized, should be the broadcaster himself and not the FCC.
Sen. Wheeler Raises
Program Effect on Morals
Senator Wheeler dragged in
gangster programs and others
which he said were not in the "public interest". Mr. Miller told the
committee about children's programs and how surveys had been
conducted by the NAB through
prominent child psychologists. He
commented: "You can't take all the
blood and thunder out. Children
still are as virile as we were. When
you legislate morals don't you drive
it underground?"
Senator Wheeler got on the profit side of radio and remarked that
"many are looking at it purely from
the standpoint of making money".
He expressed the opinion that "a
great many people don't listen to
radio".
"Radio is judged so many times
by not the good jobs but the bad,"
said Mr. Miller. "In a community
where four good stations are doing

WICHITA
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in
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Booming

SOUTHWEST!
In total dollar increase of effective buying
income per capita*, Wichita, Kansas is
FIRST in the great Southwestern Empire
— and second in the United States ! With retail sales above $16,000,000.00 it's easy to
see why Wichita, home of KFH, is the number one radio market in the U.S.A.
KFH, that selling station in Wichita, 5000
watts full time, can do your sales job in this
rich market. Remember, too, that Wichita's
wartime industries are peacetime industries
— you buy both the present and the future
with KFH.
s Reference, Sales Management's November 10 issue, Marketing.

into a virtual free-for-all with J,
Frank Burke, KPAS Pasadena.
Cal., not only the witness but chiei
target for what turned out to be
investigation into methods of licensing stations without hearings
and granting construction permits
after the WPB freeze order oi||bK
April 27, 1942. Mr. Burke took the: i!eA
stand after Chairman Fly and Rep
Voorhis (D-Cal.) had told Senatoilis
Wheeler he wanted to appear, thefnan
committee chairman said.

"When you grant a license," put
in Senator Wheeler, "You abridge
freedom of speech."
"That depends on how you deterler mine
offered.freedom of speech," Mr. Mil"Whether the broadcaster or the
Government
decides," said Senator
Wheeler.

That Selling Station In
Kansas' Biggest, Richest Market

SPURNING A CIGARETTE, Don
Searle, manager of KGO San Francisco, offers Bob Davis of the San
Francisco office of Rhoades &
Davis, a Life Saver instead. Since
FCC approval of the BLUE sale
to Edward J. Noble, chairman of
the board of Life Saver Corp., the
candy product has replaced cigarettes in the box on Mr. Searle's
desk and callers are greeted with
offer of a Life Saver.
a good job, but one bad one is doing
a bad job, you hear nothing but the
bad." He explained that preference
for dramatic serials is decreasing,
whereas preference for news is
going up. Preference for religious
programs and music also is rising,
he added.
Speaking of dual-ownership,
which Senator Wheeler indicated
he opposed, Mr. Miller said: "I
think that's a question this Congress ought to decide on the merits.
It ought to decide whether the FCC
has the power to grant a license
and then decide to pull it out." He
referred to dual-ownership cases
where the Commission licensed
more than one station owned by
one individual or firm and then
ordered all but one station disposed
of.
Tuesday Free-For-All;
J. Frank Burke on Stand
Mr. Miller pointed out that radio
provides jobs for 300,000 and in
the post-war period much more
employment will be absorbed by the
industry "if we can get our rights
decided or determined.
"I think it is imperative that
we get those rights settled now so
we can get ready when the time
Tuesday's session resolved itself
comes".
FLASHY
distance

Mr. Burke wanted to correct thefree
impression that he had asked tc
appear. was
He didn't
knowmere
the
hearing
on, he even
said, but
ly came to Washington to "look r.
aftercommented
my interests".
Wheel
er
that Senator
both Congress
man Voorhis and Mr. Fly had Sor,
told him Mr. Burke asked tc
appear. Several days before his
appearance a pamphlet titled "Keej
Radio for the People, White-Wheeler Bill, 'Chain Monopoly,' and regulations of FCC Reviewed by Ar
ras
Independent (licensee) Radio Sta- Sill
tion Owner, by J. Franke Burke
Attorney, President, Pacific Coasl
Broadcasting Co., KPAS, an In
no
dependent
Station,"
had Interstate
been senl B:
to
all members
of the
Commerce Committee.

Burke Details Moves On
m
License And Equipment
m
Mr. Burke opposed the proposec m
legislation and was heartily in fa m
vor of giving the FCC unlimitec
powers in control of what he termec
"public interest". Committee mem
bers indicated, however, that thej onnt
didn't think all was well when (1)
Mr. Burke had been granted a nev\
station license for KPAS withoul
a hearing; (2) he had been grantee es
10,000 w power after the April 27fat
freeze order, and (3) the stockf?1l :
holders listed with the FCC didn't it
correspond to those enumerated bj
Mr. Burke.
locC
Mr. Burke was opposed to propa
ganda, he declared, especially wher
a member of CBS headed a Wes1
Coast radio committee to study i
the proposed White-Wheeler legis-|
lation. He charged that the net
work representative, as committe<
chairman, "suggested we use civi<
clubs and newspapers to put ou
propaganda for the bill". That's

^
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ivhy Mr. Burke resigned from the
;ommitee, he said. But when Sena;or Wheeler, referring to the pamphlet, said:
"You've done quite a lot of propagandizing yourself, haven't you?",
«it|Mr. Burke replied: "Absolutely,
absolutely, I believe in it."
i After considerable questioning
oy senators as to how he obtained
his license for KPAS and how he
managed to get materials for a
10,000 w transmitter after the
freeze order, Mr. Burke admitted
these facts: That on Sept. 9, 1941
ja construction permit for 10,000 w
k was issued by the FCC ; that he
wouldn't get a 10,000 w transmitter
so on Dec. 9, 1941, after Pearl Harbor, the Commission
granted a
special authorization for a 5,000 w
testation; that the FCC freeze order,
din line with the WPB freeze on
elmaterials, went into effect April
1§7, 1942; that on Nov. 15, 1942, a
^temporary license was granted by
4,FCC and that on Feb. 24, this year,
ta regular license for 10,000 w was
granted without hearing.
Wanted to Get
{On the Air
"When you applied for a license
was there any public hearing?"
asked Senator Wheeler.
"No, not that I had to come to,"
said Mr. Burke. "I was more interested myself in presenting my
views editorially than I was in a
license. I had been struggling to
,go on the air at night for five
years. I felt and do believe that
control has got to rest somewhere.
From my point of view I would feel
t that control should rest with the
.,,Commission."
Mr. Burke didn't believe a radio
station should have a policy, but
an individual should. When Senator
,Wheeler asked if he branded his
editorial policy as such on the air
ihe said: "I do not."
Considerable time was given to
'an
inquiry
into thewith
ownership
of
KPAS
and KFVD
which Mr.
IBurke said he was affiliated. Senator Wheeler inquired about the
' stockholders.
Mr. Burke couldn't remember
them. Several times he remarked:
i From
"I'll have
a listtoin refresh
front ofmyhimmemory."
Senator
Wheeler read names of officers
which Mr. Burke identified as

INUNDATED by WOWO's Modern Home Forum mail, homemaker
Jane Weston and announcer Herb
Hay of the Ft. Wayne station give
helpful hints to housewives on shopping, rationing, baby care, cooking and how to put the cat out.
Program has drawn 82,344 pieces
of mail in the first nine months of
this year; many of those shown are
penny postcards which brought a
merchandising leaflet to listeners.

stockholders. When he came to the
name Melvyn Douglas, as a director without stock, Mr. Burke asserted :
"I had to get this stock subscribed
before I could complete my organization there and get my license
here. At the time that list was accurate. But Mr. Douglas, through
his manager, refused the stock."
Mr. Burke listed the names of several others as stockholders not carried on the FCC records, as Senator Wheeler had them. The California broadcaster explained that
since the station began he had
given or sold stock to others.
"As a matter of fact you just
put them (the shares) in your
name," said Senator Wheeler. "But
they weren't yours. You just went
out and gave them to people who
helped you to get a station. When
you put in the application you
said you had 1,025 shares in your
name. You've accounted for 125
shares out of 1,025."
Mr. Burke explained he was
talking "about shares that had no

value". He said he raised $82,500
to put into the station through
"my own resources". Mr. Burke
testified that some of his stockholder friends had "helped" him
get the station, that for five years
he used various means of exerting
pressure on the FCC to get license.
He tossed a verbal bombshell by
advocating that the FCC be endowed with powers to control leasing of land for transmitters. Mr.
Burke told the committee that
atop Mt. Wilson in California was
"the
best spot
an FM to
station"
but when
he for
attempted
lease
it he learned another company had
been granted a license. He told
the committee that the FCC should
have the power to determine whether a land-owner could lease his
property to anyone and to whom.
Mr. Burke told the committee
that the FCC refused to accept an
exclusive lease on the part of his
rival ment"
"asfor a part
license.of the arrange"You mean the Communications
Commission takes the position that
the owner of land must lease it
White.
to
other people?" asked Senator
"No, but they said you can't
shut out other people to get a license from us," asserted Mr.
Burke. He told the committee he
wasn't interested in other sites for
an FM station because Mt. Wilson
was the "best". Questioned as to
the Commission's procedure in the
FM case, the witness said: "The
Commission should have the power
to protect the public interest."
"Admitting there's a need for
what you are talking about, isn't
your method wrong?" asked Sena-

in
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"What you want is for the Commission to have the power of eminent domain," remarked Senator
Wheeler.
of law."
"Here's my point, folks," said
Mr. Burke. "The ones with control
in the public interest should not
have
a financial
"You've
done a interest."
pretty good job
of looking after your own interests," commented Senator Wheeler.
Senator Moore (R-Okla.), who
had attended but had taken no
active part in the hearings, was
interested in the FM land-rental
deal. "Do you contend that the
owner has no right to make an exclusive contract?" he asked.
"But the Commission won't let
the other party have an exclusive
contract," insisted Mr. Burke.
Tells of Giving Views
On Local Legislation
After more argument about the
"rights" of a land-owner to enter
into an exclusive rental contract
Senator Tobey remarked:
"In other words you want to
be saved from yourself by the
"Right," exclaimed the witness.
"But some people want to be
Tobey. the FCC," added Sensaved atorfrom
Senator Wheeler explained that
FCC."
notwithstanding Mr. Burke's insistence that the FCC have powers
to
control
"I coundon't
think under theland
lawsleases
of this

or

Engineering
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McFarland.
"You're
givingaway
the
FCC torpower
to take
property
from people without due process
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try the Congress has got that
right".
On commentators, Mr. Burke
told the committee he had gone
on the air to speak against some
local legislation in which various
oil firms were interested. Senator
Wheeler elicited the information
that Mr. Burke went on the air
"free" to talk against the legislation but that he charged the opposition for time to refute his
statements. He testified, also, that
his
as a "commentator" was
$750salary
a month.
Mr. Burke contended that such
things as dual ownership and
newspaper ownership of radio
"can't be controlled by law". Rather they must be controlled by individual cases, he said, and in
such cases the FCC should have
that power.
The committee extracted from
Mr. Burke that he formerly owned
and published newspapers in Elyria, 0., Santa Ana, Cal., and was
a member of the Democratic State
Central Committee of California,
in addition to being an attorney.
After questioning Mr. Burke as
to how much help various Congressmen had given him in obtaining his license without a hearing,
Senator Wheeler said:
"That concludes your statement."
Courts Closed to Review
Of Most FCC Cases
Resuming the stand Wednesday
NAB President Miller reviewed
portions of the White- Wheeler
Bill proposed by the Federal Communications Bar Assn., recomLt. Curt A. Peterson
U. S. Army
Dear Curt:
I saw a big smile from the boss,
Howard Chernoff, the other day and I
knew he was more than pleased in
reading your
letter. While
you'reing forworkyour
new sponsor.
Uncle Sam,
you'll probablyestedbetointerknow
that the Esso
broadcasts are
going
smoothly.along
So
far we been
have
not
forced to use
girl ers,
announcbut who
can tell when
we will.sonal Pery, if we
were
castingbroad-by
television I
think girlnouncersan-would
be an improvement, but
the way it is
now, what
who
knows
these golden
voiced WCHS
men look like.
Not so long
ago we celebrated the 250th week of
Esso newscasts. Wish you could have
been here for the ceremony. In the
meantime,
best of luck.here's wishing you the very
Regards,
Algy
Yrs.

mendations made by NAB both at
hearings in the House on the old
Sanders Bill and in the present
proposed legislation and provisions
of the pending measure on which
the NAB had not previously expressed an opinion.
He told the committee that NAB
has endorsed provisions of S-814
recommended by the Bar Assn.
"The industry has been subjected to a great deal of criticism —
some of
it perhaps
justified
because ithas
not asserted
itself— and
has not resisted certain action of
the regulatory authority," said
Mr. Miller. "In assessing the validity of this criticism certain facts
must be borne in mind. One of
these facts is that the law does
not sufficiently specify the procedural steps which must be taken
by the Commission in disposing of
many controversial matters. Another is that it is well nigh impos ible in the present state of the
law to secure judicial review
Commission action, no matter how
onerous or capricious.
Miller Says Only Law
Can Provide Guideposts
"It is unfortunately the fact that
the great majority of all cases in
which judicial review of Commission action has been sought
throughout the last 10 years has
been dismissed or disposed of
upon procedural or jurisdictional
grounds and without consideration of the substantive questions
which were sought to be presentWhen Senator White asked if
Mr. Miller didn't think language
of the proposed bill defining the
term "license" "does go in a subed." stantial way on the road you think
should
be followed," Mr. Miller
said:
"One of the complaints has been
that the broadcaster has not had
the right to intervene because in
many cases what has been issued,
the Commission held, was not a
license but special authorization.
"It seems more important now
that Congress put in some guideposts and checks in view of the
Supreme Court Decision." Mr.
Miller spoke of the "obvious imperfections in the appellate provisions of the present Act" and
declared that "such a situation
cannot be remedied by criticism
of the industry or by pep talks to
its members. It can only be reme-

ler. "I think the Commission came
into existence to regulate the physExpensive
IT COST the taxpayers
$79.80 for three witnesses to
tell the House Select Committee to investigate the FCC
that statements they made
and signed in New York before a member of the committee's legal counsel, were
"true and correct" and were
made "w i t h o u t coercion,
brow-beating and discourteous treatment". One of the
three, Mrs. Marya Blow, former president of Shortwave
Research Inc., now inoperative, was sworn twice, first
by
Rep.
Cox (DGa.), whenEugene
he wasE. chairman,
and next bv Rep. Clarence F.
Lea (D-Cal.), present chairman. They came to Washington last Monday at Governmentmitteeexpense
to tellstatements
the comthat their
were "true and correct", in
line with procedure established by Chairman
[Broadcasting, Oct. 18].LeaEach
was
paid $6, the usual per diem
expense, plus $20.60 transportation.
died by the adoption of statutory
Mr. Miller cited the Sanders
case
in which the Supreme Court
provisions."
held
that the Commission had no
right to regulate business practices, then pointed to the May 10
decision which gave the FCC authority over the "composition of
traffic". Senator White commented
that the May 10 decision did not
override the Sanders opinion.
"The court was trying to interpret what Congress thought was
law," said Mr. Miller. "It seems
to me the good result would be accomplished for all purposes if this
Congress would lay down now
what
the law is."that the industry
"I appreciate
would like to have the Commission control merely electrical apparatus or the physical aspects,"
said Chairman Wheeler, "but I for
one say if we're going to have a
Commission limited to that field,
we might
as wellthesayindustry
we're not
ing to regulate
at goall.
If we're going to regulate the
business practices, you think we
ought to spell it out for the Comwhat they replied
can do."Mr. Mil"That'smissionright,"

"That
was ofnotradio
the— intention
of
ical aspects
"
the committee at the time," interrupted Senator Wheeler.
Senator Barkley, who attended
the hearings for the first time,
stated the FCC regulations may
have resulted from confusion in interpreting legislation passed in the
early days of radio. Senator Wheeler held "many regulations adopted
by the Commission should be written into the law", adding: "The
Supreme mission
Court
has said practically
the Comcan regulate
anything
and everything."
Mr. Miller
told the committee
that the NAB believes the Commission should be organized into
two divisions as the proposed legislation provides. When he suggested that Judge E. O. Sykes, former
Commission chairman and now a
practicing attorney, be asked to
appear before the committee, Senator Wheeler asked: "Isn't he attorney for a network?" then added:"I have a high regard for him,
regardless
of whojudgments
his clients again
are."
Declaratory
came in for considerable argument. Mr. Miller supported that
part of the proposed law making
declaratory rulings mandatory by
the Commission where revocation
of license was involved. Senator
Wheeler again objected on the
ground that petitions for rulings
would flood the Commission and
keep it from doing other work, but
added :

Wheeler Says 'Judgment
Procedure' Can Be Devised
"In my judgment I think it can
be worked out so the Commission
won't be cluttered up. I think the
question of procedure ought to be tlJ

Mr. Miller,
worked
out." referring to testimony of Chairman Fly on Nov. 11
that the Commission soon would
issue a ruling with reference to
newspaper ownership of radio,
said the FCC chairman "avoided
any reference to the fact that the
U. S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia has already
construed the Act in such a man s
ner as definitely to exclude any
power on the part of the Commis
sion to render any determination^
adverse to applicants of this class |
based upon their other occupations
the court's
decior Heinterests."
sionread
in the from
Stahlman
case which

held that the Commission's au- £
thority "does not embrace and
should not be extended by implication to embrace a ban on newspa-

P. S. We can hardly hold our announcers down, now that they are giving the weather forecasts on your Esso
broadcasts.
WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.
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some smaller communities I can
visualize where a newspaper
shouldn't have all the avenues of
publicity
in theexplained
town." that the
Mr. Miller
Commission has licensed two stations owned by the same interests
in a community but when application for increased power for one
of the stations comes up, the Commis ion islikely to say "unload the
other station and we'll increase

ipers as such, for in that case it
would follow that the power to exelude exists also as to schools and
(Churches; and if to these, the interdict might be applied wherever
the
Commission
chose to apply it."
Mr. Miller commented:
Commission 'Acts in Fields
Of Doubtful Authority9
"I regard
the situation
chairman's
statements and the
to which
they refer, as of special significance for two reasons. In the first
"place
show the
willingness
,of the they
Commission
to proceed
with
'a
of thisdeclarations
character
in determination
the face of judicial
by a court of competent jurisdiction which flatly stated that the
(('Commission has no such power. In
J'the second place, they are indicative of a state of mind which inffluences the Commission's actions
fin other matters. The Commission
Pis not only willing but anxious to
I'take action in fields of doubtful authority irrespective of the intenTtion of the Congress as shown by
the Statute and irrespective of
iconsequences to the industry which
ft was established to regulate."
n Questioned by Senator White,
iMr. Miller said the FCC began its
Inewspaper-ownership study about
I"two
and athen
halfallyears
ago" and
{that since
applications
of
.^newspapers to acquire stations by
^transfer had been "put in suspenIfsion".
"I know of no provision in the
paw that prohibits any class of
Lbusiness from obtaining a lieense,"
declared Senator White. "That's
a major policy and one that Congress shouldMcFarland
pass on." cited some
Senator
I instances in Arizona where newspaper ownership was held in abeyLance because applications had not
ibeen acted on by the Commission.
^Senator Clark was interested in
the number of newspapers which
^have filed for license transfers.

jjTM Seen Delayed
)()By Uncertainty on FCC
j'(
FM cameCommittee
in for members
considerable
\Idiscussion.
indicated keen interest as Mr. Miller
'[said
some good
instances
fpapersthathavein done
jobs innewsthe
'radio field but hesitated to go into
'FM because they didn't know
"whether the Commission would
"grant a license and "come around
■'next month and say 'we decided
ragainst it'."
"If that's our responsibility as
'!a committee of Congress, I think
lfwe'd better decide it," declared
■ 'Senator Clark.
Id "I think the Commission's attitude at the present would neces-

"Thepower."
Congress, as the source of
your
all Commission
authority, should
make its wishes known in a manner which requires no construction
and affords no basis for misunderstanding," said the NAB head.
"Like the old saying, the power
to tax is the power to destroy. The
power to license is the power to
LADY NEWSCASTER is Katherine Carr. She is the first woman
news reporter of KNX Hollywood.
Currently featured on her own
daily quarter-hour early morning
news period, Miss Carr has been
a member of the station's news bureau for the past two years.
sarily stop the regular procedure
of business," commented Senator
Gurney. He posed this question :
Supposing a broadcaster wanted
to buy a newspaper. Mr. Miller
surmised that the Commission
might divest the broadcaster of his
license should it decide against
newspaper ownership.
The NAB head approved, in
principle, provisions of the new
bill for penalties short of revocation in minor infractions and violations of regulations and laws.
Ownership Discussed
In Relation to Monopoly
Senator Wheeler asked if Mr.
Miller thought one person should
hold more than one station in a
town. Mr. Miller said he felt that
was a question to be decided on
the merits of the case but that he
didn't think "there is any provision in the law where the Commission can decide that. It should
come
up here."
"What
should be done about it
should be written in the law," said
Senator Wheeler. "I think it's a
serious question, with a limited
number of frequencies, when any
one person should have two or
three stations in any town. He's
not going to get competition. In

Lowers

"You'd like to have your indusdestroy."
try controlled by rule of law rather
than
rule of man?" inquired
Senatorby Hawkes.
"Yes sir," replied Mr. Miller.
"If a man pioneers in FM and
comes back a year from now for
increased power, and the Commission decides he has to sell his other
station,
it would
retard
FM."what
Senator
Wheeler
asked
FM might do to regular stations,
but Mr. Miller suggested that engineers, who will appear later,
could better answer that question.
Clark For Guideposts,
With Room For Discretion
"Because of the importance of
FM in the future, it might be wise
to look into it in view of writing
legislation," added Senator Wheeler. Continuing his argument in favor of laws governing the Commission's regulations, Mr. Miller
said :
"On merits you might very well
exclude the persons who know the
most about FM. We're all agreed
we want to get away from monopoly, but _by putting on the
brakes
you
mightmentioned
retard FM."
Senator Clark
the
"whole field of television" as something to consider.
"I can see your point and I
agree with you," he told Mr. Miller. "We've got to have guideposts,
but we've got to invest the Commission with some discretion."
"We agree with you," replied
the NAB president, "but we feel
you can go a long way in clearing this up without putting the
Commission in a strait-jacket. Con-
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Crosby Wins Poll
ALL-AMERICAN radio eleven for
1943-44 is captained by Bing Crosby, acclaimed winner for the second consecutive year of the Cleveland Plain Dealer's annual readers'
poll. Comedy and variety entertainers topped the remaining selections, in the following order:
Don Ameche, Kate Smith, Joan
Davis, Ed (Archie) Gardner, Bob
Hope, Clifton Fadiman, Jimmy
Durante, Lionel Barrymore, Milton Cross and Jim Ameche.
gress is busy, I'll admit, but we
get a revision only about once
Senator
Wheeler returned to
every
16 years."
program
and asked: "Don't
you
thinkcontrol
the Commission,
in deciding
what's
in
the
public
est, should have the power tointersay
whether or not several kinds of
stations should produce several
kinds
programs?"
Mr. Miller
said heof thought
the Commission
should have "adequate power to
decide what's in the public interest" but shouldn't go beyond that
in the control of programs.
Senator Wheeler asked about the
revocations of three or four licenses some years ago for alleged
program
content.
Mr. that
Milleron said:
"We don't
blame
Mr.
Fly. That was before his time."
Senator White interjected: "I
think we've got enough on him
"We think
can make
without
going Congress
back."
Mr. Fly happier by deciding what
his powers
are," added
Miller. And Senator
White Mr.
quipped:
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tatWe,

Dear TTme Buyer —

There's not room here to
tell our full story, but if
you're looking for more
listeners in the southwest,
KROD can really deliver
them. Please let us give
you complete information.
Write or call us or our
national representatives
HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
IK IR.(D ID
CBS 600 KC 1000 Watts
EL PASO, TEXAS
Dorrance Roderick, Owner Val Lawrence, Manager

RADIO
STATION
REPRESENTATIVES
offices
MONTREAL • WINNIPEG
TORONTO

The

Only

BLUE

Network

Station

Serving

the rich important
U. S. 34th
Metropolitan District
WFMJ
Youngstown, O.

ST. LOUIS

630 KC.

5000 Watts Full Time
NETWORK
BLUE
Represented by lohn BLAIR & CO.
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"Mr. Fly hasn't emphasized that."
Appearing for Richard T. Frankensteen, vice president of UAW,
R. J. Thomas, president, called upon the Senate to investigate immediately sale or allotment of time
to labor for discussion of controversial issues. He cited what he
said were a number of clear-cut
instances wherein networks and
stations alike have refused time
to his union and to other unions.
Mr. Thomas contended the NAB
Code, restricting sale of time for
controversial issues, "must go". He
said it was a set of private regulations set up without official sanction and which "serves merely to
gag the free use of radio in the
United States". Second, he asked
that labor and other groups be
guaranteed access to the radio "by
legislation if necessary" on the
same terms and conditions as manufacturers with goods to sell.
_ Third, tigation
"a thorough-going
invesmust be undertaken
to
determine how widespread the
present gags are and what additional steps must be taken to eliminate them". Abolition of the Code
and equal access of time should not
await the results of the investigation, he insisted, but should be
acted upon without "even a month's
In a detailed prepared statement,
delay".
Mr. Thomas cited the refusal of
WHKC Columbus to permit Mr.
Frankensteen to use icontracted
time without sharp censorship of
his address. He admitted that the
address was controversial, but contended that in wartime practically
all subjects fall in that category.
Urges Union Time
Equal to Corporations9
Asking the Committee to go on
record as opposing any regulations
discriminating against unions and
cooperatives, Mr. Thomas applauded the position of Chairman Fly on
"free speech applied to radio". He
made
to Mr.ExecuFly's
addressspecific
beforereference
the Radio
tive's
Group
in
New
York
last
month.
Quoting from a recent article in
Broadcasting on the use of radio
by business organizations, Mr.
Thomas said that if the FCC
banned unions, "it would be intolerable". Yet he alleged the NAB,
"a private
club or clique", had
done
so.
When Senators Wheeler and
White commented that they
planned to write into the new law
a provision requiring equal time
and facilities for discussion of
controversial issues, Mr. Thomas
held that he felt that was not sufficiently broad. He urged legislation or action whereby time would
be available to labor unions "on
athat
basis
equal to
and
he would
be corporations"
perfectly satisfied
to allow opposing viewpoints to
utilize the same time.
Asserting the problem was not
local but a national issue, Mr.
Thomas cited a series of recorded
programs offered stations by UAW
at full commercial rates. The NAB,
he charged, stepped in and warned
stations not to carry the transcriptions on the ground that they were
controversial and therefore violated
the NAB Code. The NAB defense,
he said, was that stations should
allow free time for discussion of
such issues. Nevertheless, he contended, the stations which refused

22, 1943

that he had no information as tcp
the general station practice. ^
Contending that the spoken wore
is more effective than the printec
word, Mr. Thomas commentec
"give me control of all the ail
waves and you take all the news
papers and I will win out in the

CELEBRATING the 2000th consecutive newscast for the Pearl
Brewery of San Antonio on WOAI
are B. B. McGimsey (1) the brewery company's vice-president and
general
manager for
and the
Corwin
Riddell, newscaster
program.
The nightly news broadcast has
been uninterrupted in six years on
the San Antonio station. Pitluk
Adv. Co., San Antonio, is agency.
to sell UAW time did not offer to
give the union time gratis.
Mr. Thomas loosed an attack upon Fulton Lewis jr., Mutual commentator. He charged Mr. Lewis
was employed for a time by the
National Association of Manufacturers, which organization he described as having a history of "labor-busting pure and simple". Mr.
Lewis, he alleged, "knifes labor
every day in the week and labor
cannot buy or borrow a chance to
Senatorhim".
Wheeler interjected that
answer
if the law carried a provision tinder
which any commentator who attacked a person would be required
to allow that person to answer
over the same facilities, he felt it
would "soon put an end to these
attacks on the air". The union head
thought
that Wheeler
was "a splendid
Senator
pointedidea".
out
that the whole subject of controversial issue broadcasts is difficult to write into the law. He said
if free access were given to the
microphone "crackpots who have
the money could expound their
Commission
Said to
views".
Deny Having Jurisdiction
Mr. Thomas declared that his organization planned to submit to
the Committee a complete program
advancing its ideas on handling of
such broadcasts. Senator Wheeler
said these subjects would be taken
into account during executive session considerations of the measure.
Citing individual cases of purported discrimination, Irving Richter, assistant to Mr. Thomas, read
into the record a number of letters.
He said in each instance, even during the tenure of Chairman Fly,
the Commission always had advised
the union that it had no jurisdiction over such matters.
One case cited involved WJW,
then in Akron, which in 1939 refused to allow the Rubber Union to
continue a program. The program
shifted to WADC Akron, which he
said was not a member of the NAB.
Senator Tobey raised the question of double-rate charges by stations for political speeches. NAB
President Neville Miller responded
BROADCASTING

Among stations which hac
turned down specific UAW pro
grams, Mr. Thomas ennumeratecfc
WHK WGAR KNX WJZ KMOX «
end".
WMAZ
WMAL WTAM WTOP
Under questioning by Senatoi
Hawkes, however, he said that thru #i'S
was procured on other stations
though the list was not as preten
tious. He said that in all case: cl
script was submitted in advance.
i
Senator Wheeler asked thai
copies of the various addresses re lie
fused be placed in the record, in- Ii
cluding the Frankensteen address
over WHKC. Mr. Richter saic
there
no "nameit calling"
in the i«
addresswas although
was political
Cox Station's Attorney
Asks New Legislation
A fervent plea for new legisla
tion to insure the full benefit oi
radio for the American people was
made by J. Leonard Reinsch, direc
tor of radio for the Gov. Cox owned
stations— WHIO Dayton, WSB At
lanta, and WIOD Miami, all newspaper affiliated. Mr. Reinsch
whose testimony won the praise oi
Committee members, explained
that he did not appear at the request
any network,
trade associ-J
ation, ofcommercial
or other
group,
but purely
at
the
request
of
ernor Cox. He brought out that Govthe
three Cox stations and the three
newspapers are operated competitively and that they actually com
ness.
pete for the same advertising busi-
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Alluding to the testimony of Mr
Thomas, Mr. Reinsch pointed oul
that his stations sell time to labor
unions but also give time to both
sides on discusion of labor-man
agement quetions. To clear up the;
misunderstanding about sale of po v
litical time, Mr. Reinsch said th€
general practice is to sell time during political campaigns. His sta
tions charge only the regular rates
he said. At all other times, the
policy of most stations is to give
time to public office holders to al
low them to report to the elector!
ate. He said he would hate to leave
the impression that radio operates
only by the dollar mark.
This brought from Senator To
bey
tribute forandthe stations.
public ser
viceshigh
of networks
Wheeler Raises Question
OfRecalling
Super-Power
the testimony of Chair
man Fly that public service pro
grams suffer when stations ar(
prosperous, Mr. Reinsch said the
oretically this was possible, bu
in practice it seldom happens. H(
recited the manner in which th(
Cox stations guard against im
movable sustainings. At WSB i
couple of years ago he recounted
the entire commercial schedule wa;
torn up to accommodate emergencj
public service operations during s
blizzard
which inundated traffii
and utilities.

Senator Wheeler, for the firs ii'i
time in the hearing, raised th<
question
of superpower. Mr
• Broadcast

Advertising •]

Reinsch said he thought this problem would be out of date, since "a
new type of broadcasting" will develop after the war with FM. He
said he was against so-called superpower
Senator Wheeler said the reason
he raised the question was because
he felt local public service of the
'1 character performed by WSB
would not be possible if large stations served great territories. He
said he wondered whether it would
not be advisable to write into the
legislation some provision on superpower rather than leave the decision up to the Commission. Mr.
Reinsch recommended against any
such hard and fast restriction.
Asked point blank by Senator
i Clark whether he was "afraid of
epfche FCC", Mr. Reinsch responded
affirmatively but said this was "a
fear of the unknown" because of
the uncertainty of policy regarding
newspaper ownership and other
vital questions. He called for "some
new rules of the game" to be prescribed by Congress.
FM Development Linked
[To Ownership Question
Senator Wheeler asked whether
the fear was of the FCC or "just
, the chairman". Senator Tobey ret joined that "they are synonymous".
Senator Clark fired at the witness the direct inquiry whether
the network regulations had hurt
his operations. "Emphatically no
T — the network regulations have
not affected us". Mr. Reinsch added
that he had had many arguments
with the networks, both NBC and
CBS, but they were business differences, which were resolved. Declaring he was "not a flag waver
for the networks" he said he felt
they had been blamed
for too
much.
Asked by Senator Tobey how
soon
FM
would develop, Mr.
1 Reinsch said he thought it would
|< come
"fast" after
Set
manufacturers
with the
whomwar.
he had
1 talked, he explained, have indicated they will produce receivers
covering both the FM and AM
f bands.
SALESMAN

WANTED

FOR
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
Station WJBK, doing a larger volume of business, both local and
national, than any 250 watt station in the country, offers an opportunity for a producer to make
upwards of $10,000.00 per year.
Protected list of leading local accounts and distribution of leads.
Small sales force. Drawing account
against commission of 20%. Answer this ad only if you have a
proven sales record of at least two
years in radio advertising. Either
write me at the station or call for
interview November 29 and 30 at
Hotel Ambassador, New York.
A. H. Croghan
Sales Manager
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Abernethy Condemns
Fly's Comments
On Soap Operas; Quotes Memphis Edit
SPEAKING IN BEHALF of a free the same opinion he holds on Mr.
radio, which "this Government
Fly's alleged violation of the privilege of a free radio.
should and will ever maintain",
Rep. Thomas G. Abernethy (DThe
editorial, which was printed
Miss.) condemned the stand of FCC
in the Appendix, follows:
Chairman James L. Fly on "soap
Fly Plays Sir Oracle
operas"
other type
which theandchairman
had programs
inferred
Revealing and enlightening was
were objectionable.
the spectacle witnessed when James
Mr. Abernethy, in an extension
Lawrence Fly, Chairman of the Federal Communications Commission, apof remarks made in the House Nov.
peared ..before the Senate Interstate
17, and printed in the Appendix of Commerce
Committee to demand laws
the Congressional Record, said the that will drive off the radio such \ rograms as Mr. Fly does not like. Mr.
chairman
"apparently
has proposed
the
enactment
of a Federal
statute Fly played Sir Oracle and indicated
loudspeaker should bark unthat will extend to him and the that lessnohe had
approved of the matter.
Who, we wonder, does Mr. Fly think
Commission the privilege of removing from the air soap operas and he is? It must be somebody very great
other programs which he and the and grand, however, when he feels
set himself up to tell the peoCommission, as the sole arbitrators, free pleto whose
taxes pay his salary, and
might construe as objectionable;
by whose sufferance he holds office,
thus the Commission could, by the what
they can
their radio
sets. and can't listen to on
same law, bar from the air broadMr. Fly is very strict with what he
casts to my liking or to yours or to
terms "the so-called soap operas" and
that of some other American citi- other
programs that he elegantly dezen, and at the same time deny
scribes as "drooly." He is apparently
this medium of advertising to legiti- impatient with the whole idea of a
mate business.
radio industry supported by advertisand we believe
is. Mr.
"I submit that the Commission
entireing,conduct
since hehe took
officeFly's
has
been that of a man who would prefer
should not be so empowered."
to have New Deal control of radio,
and nothing has seemed to pain him
Quotes 'Commercial Appeal'
as much as the spectacle of a free
To support his position, the Miss- radio
making a growing success by
issippi Congressman referred to an businesslike
methods. Anyhow, Mr.
editorial in the Memphis CommerFly
doesn't
like
soap or eras, so soap
cial Appeal Nov. 13, as expressing operas must go, regardless
of the fact
that millions on millions of people
our guess,
radioinlis-a
The degree of development, he like them.
teners At
have more
sound thesense
minute
than
Mr.
Fly
and
his
mortar
added, depends on "where we
board boys have in a month.
stand as newspaper stations". He
said that newspapers were blocked
Just
Fly thinks
he is puzzles us, who
as weMr.indicated
a moment
ago,
today on expansion and do not
but we do know precisely what he
know where they will go. "Possibly
sounds like. His entire tone and manwe will be finessed out of businer, as well as the content of his
ness", he said.
oracular
pronouncements, sound like
When Senator Hawkes observed
dicta
from some ministry of propathat all business men want to
ganda and enlightenment. Mr. Fly
would do well to reflect that there is
know where they stand before
they invest, Mr. Reinsch said that no disputing about tastes in a free
country, and to imagine the possithe newspaper station does not
bility that soap operas and suchlike
want to "get down to the 30 yard
may
be
like them. all right even if he doesn't
line and have the rules changed".
Handling very deftly a crossAmerican radio has its faults and
fire of questions from a half dozen
has made its errors, as the people in
senators, Mr. Reinsch stated his the business know a lot better than
position on several controversial
Mr. Fly could tell them. At the same
matters. He said he did not favor
time, American radio is far and away
editorializing by stations; he is the best in the world in service, effiand entertainment. Heaven
against the Fly proposal that sta- help the ciency,
of this country if the
tions keep records on requests for radio everpeople
becomes a tool in the hands
time for public discussion and
like Mr.
Mr. Fly's
move
show the disposition of each; he of
to men
be made
the Fly.
policeman
of radio
wanted the stations given "a little morals ought to be resisted to the last
gulp of a soap opera.
leaway" without being encumbered by questionaires and the
like; he feels station management
Mr. Reinsch was working for
is thoroughly capable of running that
a man who has a public touch, and
its own business.
who has great experience in public
Mr. Reinsch's comment on ques- life. Mr. Reinsch said that many
tionaires brought from Senator
Hawkes the observation that he others in radio are learning that
the industry constantly is getting
thought the people of the country
along better.
are "sick and tired of these Washington bureaucrats who are inter- Suggests Each Newspaper
fering in a thousand ways". This
view is "going to be further ex- Case Be Judged on Merits
pressed", he said,
that
Questioned closely by Senator
the elections
wouldinferring
demonstrate
that.
Clark on newspaper ownership in
smaller communities, Mr. Reinsch
Leaving the room to attend
said he felt that each case should
other business, Senator Hawkes
said he wanted to commend Mr. be appraised on its merits. Answering a hypothetical situation
Reinsch for "making one of the
finest statements he had heard be- where the only newspaper in a
town of about 25,000 might want
fore any committee
Congress." to buy the only radio station, Mr.
Chairman
Wheelerof commented
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"That commentator on WFDF
Flint Michigan was right — our
post-war problems are terrific!"
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Reinsch said that if the newspaper had "very positive editorial
opinions" he would be inclined to
say "no", but he observed that it
would be better to have a "few
isolated examples" of extreme
cases than to adopt a hard and
fast rule against such ownership.
He was disposed to agree with
Senator Wheeler that instead of
making a definite rule such situations might be left up to the Commission. As things stand now, he
said, under the newspaper rule,
"we are all under a blanket indictment".
Mr. Reinsch pointed out that
mention had been made during
hearing of the ICC and its harmonious regulation of railroads.
While, he said, he was not a lawyer, he pointed out there was a
difference between the operation of
railroads and a radio station. One
is a common carrier and open to
all comers. Radio is not a common carrier. Business regulation
of radio might lead to rate fixing
for stations, he said. Senator
Wheeler, however, interpolated
"there has been no attempt to regulate rates".
"I am glad to hear that, sir",
Mr. Reinsch responded.
Answering the talk of censorship, Mr. Reinsch said there appeared to be a great deal of confusion on it. He said there is only
one real radio censor — Mr. John Q.
Public. "If he doesn't like my talk,
or my guitar-strumming, he flicks
the switch or, on the more modern
sets, he pushes a button, and if
he doesn't listen to that, I'm off
the air". He pointed out that there
are accurate surveys of audiences
which indicate why the Jack Bennys or Fibber McGees retain their
radio contracts.
Complaints Alleged
On Political Time

iTMh . Of
REACH *™
v O
«,M
• • • THE
,e*CH THE W

Continuing his testimony on Friday, Mr. Reinsch asked that Congress decide the policy on newspapersionownership
that the Commiswill haveso available
for its
guidance, in crystal clear language,
the scope of its authority. Everyone is agreed, he said, that where
competition exists, "there should
be no distinction between newspaper and non-newspaper
stations".
In that
narrow, restricted
area
where there is one newspaper and
one station, he said he thought Congress should express itself, but that
he preferred to leave to Congress
WCK
Y Hj o/s00* and to the Newspaper-Radio Comt
mittee, the matter of degree and
language.
^^.STATION
Mr. Reinsch quoted from the Nov.
8 issue of Broadcasting, the OWI
figure that $103,000,000 in time and
The Nerthwe»t'» ••«»
talent is being donated for Govern■readcastlng
■ w y
ment programs. He said this took
into account only actual allotments
and not the war messages in commercials.
WTCN
"It is the hope of every broadcaster Iknow that the rules of the
BLUE NETWORK
MINNEAPOLIS
ST. PAUL game be written at this session —
for we all realize the freedom of
Owned and Operated by
radio is at stake," he declared.
ST. PAUL DISPATCH PIOSenator Wheeler read from a letNEER PRESS, MINNEAPOLIS
ter which he said was written by a
DAILY TIMES.
defeated
political candidate in MiFREE * PETERS. INC. — Natl. Rap.
ami's elections last May. The candidate alleged that the Miami Daily
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News and WIOD quoted him exorbitant rates for time and that
two commentators on the station
promoted the incumbent.
Mr. Reinsch wasn't familiar
with the case but made it plain that
the newspaper and station were two
separate operations. He also emphasized that rates for political
broadcasts were the same as for
commercial programs. The committee chairman repeated what he had
said many times during the hearings that commentators should
not be permitted to express views
without providing time to the opposition to answer.
"Should commentators resort to
that," said Mr. Reinsch, "I firmly
believe Congress should take action." He told the committee he'd
like to get the records and present
them "so you'll have all the facts."
Senator Wheeler read from
copies of broadcasts which he said
were aired by two WIOD commentators May 10, the night before
election. Both urged the listeners to
vote as they pleased. One in particular stressed that the incumbents
had done a good job. Mr. Reinsch
informed the committee "that man
doesn't work for WIOD any more".
Lord Suggestion on
Political Censorship
Discussing the provision in the
White-Wheeler Bill that political
candidates shall be afforded equal
time Senator White said it had been
a question in his mind as to whether
the committee had gone far enough.
"I think something's got to be
done by the radio stations themselves," said Senator Wheeler. "I'm
constantly getting complaints."
"A newsman is a factual reporter
of news," said Mr. Reinsch.
Nathan Lord, general manager
of WAVE Louisville, said he favored generally sections 7-11 of the
proposed bill, but brought up a
question in the language which prohibits the Commission and broadcasters from censoring political
material, except "any material for
or upon behalf of any person or organization which advocates the
overthrow of Government by force
or violence". He asked that the
words "for or upon behalf of any
person or organization" be stricken
since a person, even though he be
affiliated with a subversive organization, may run for office if he qualifies otherwise. By denying him
time a broadcaster would be violating another provision which makes
it mandatory for him to give equal
time to political parties.
When Mr. Lord expressed the belief that programming should rest
solely upon the station licensee,
Senator Wheeler remarked that his
attention had been called recently
"to the outrageous practices of
some stations".
"Over a course of years I'd
rather see the monopoly of programming left in the hands of 900
broadcasters rather than narrowed
to a 7-man bureau in Washington," Mr. Lord asserted.
"If abuses and privileges are
granted a broadcaster and he
abuses that which is public, do you

BROADCASTING

think the Commission shouldn't
have anything to say at all?" asked
Chairman Wheeler.
"Yes," said Mr. Lord, "except
where the abuses have an adverse
effect on the public, then he should

lose"Nobody
his license."
wants to establish program control," Senator Wheeler
stated.
"At least
"We object
fromI don't."
time to time to
the interpretation of public interest made
by Lord.
the Commission,"
replied Mr.
Senator White
asked the Louisville broadcaster, a
ing.
former newspaper man, to give the
committee his suggestions in writ"Under the old law, before the
Supreme Court opinion, we were
charged with programming our stations," Mr. Lord continued. "The
Supreme Court decision has given
the FCC the right to censor. The
Commission decides what's in the
public interest, not what the people
think is public interest.
"Under the Supreme Court decision I think a greater power has
been granted the Commission which
has not been used." Senator Gurney asked if it wasn't a fact that
stations must have listeners to succeed. Mr. Lord exclaimed:
"Without listeners, radio ain't
Considerable discussion arose
over
language of a section providanything!"
ing equal time for controversial issues and political talks. Mr. Lord
pointed out that 100 persons with
100 different views might want to
reply to the original speaker. Three
might have legitimate public inter
est but the other 97 wouldn't.
"If you permit a man to discuss
a public question you don't want to
be under obligation to permit a reply," said Senator Wheeler. Mr.
Lord answered: "I'm already under
that obligation. I can't operate in
the public interest if I use a pubfrequency
to decide
the lic
public
interest
myself. what's
It wouldin
be ideal if we had the guarantee
that
everygood
licensee
— " quipped the
"Had
sense,"
committee chairman. Then he commented "You've
:
either got to write
it into law or turn it over to the
Commission."
Wheeler Puts Commission
In Charge of Public Interest
"I'm afraid that goes too far,"
said Mr. Lord. "It opens the door
wide." The committee chairman
mentioned a hypothetical case in
which several persons disagreed on
one subject, then remarked :
"That's something very difficult
to work out. The question is, you've
got to leave it up to the Commission to decide what's in the public
interest or you've got to put it in
With reference to procedural
sections
the
law." of the proposed measure
Mr. Lord said his attorneys advised they were an improvement
over the present law and "therefore
I urge their adoption".
Don S. Elias, executive director
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of WWNC Asheville, N. C, and
vice-president of the Asheville
Citizen and Asheville Times, injected humor into the hearings and
frequently departed from a prepared text to offer his personal
comments. He expressed displeasure at Chairman Fly's opening day
testimony.
"I was shocked at what seemed
to me to be the intemperance of
expression indulged in by him, his
venomous, bitter scornful excoriation of the two leading networks
and what he termed the stooge organization NAB," Mr. Elias began. "He made the declaration, for
whatever reason, that there would
be no attempt to secure new legislation on the part of the NAB if it
had not been for the network regulations issued by the Commission
and the subsequent Supreme Court
decision sustaining the power and
authority of the Commission to issue such regulations. 1 disagree
with him completely — 100%. We
have been trying since 1936 to get
the radio law rewritten."
He recalled that on June 13,
1934, President Roosevelt, in a
l, message to the Radio Manufacturj ers Assn. convention said : "Radio
broadcasting should be maintained
' on an equality of freedom similar
to that freedom that has been and
i is the keystone of American press".
! He read into the record a letter
i which the President on Jan. 25,
1939, addressed to Senator Wheeler
j urging new legislation "so clear

MR. RADIO

EXECUTIVE:

Your time is valuable
while you're in NewYork . That's why we
want you to stay with
us at the Roosevelt.
You'll be only a few
steps from your representative, your network
and the radio agencies.
Our private passageway
from Grand Central
Station leads right to
the lobby where you
can register for a comfortable room and bath
from $4.50.
Our Men's Bar is
radio-famous and the
meals are delicious
whether you eat in the
Grill, the Colonial
Room or the Coffee
Shop. There is dancing
in the Grill every
evening except Sunday.
HOTEL
MADISON AVE. AT 45th ST., NEW YORK
A HILTON HOTEL
ROBERT P. WILLIFORD, General Manager
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that the new administrative body
will have no difficulty in interpreting and administering the law."
At that time the President expressed dissatisfaction with the
legal framework and administrative machinery of the Commission.
"I have come to the conclusion,"
read Mr. Elias, quoting the President's letter to Chairman Wheeler,
"that the new legislation is necessary to effectuate a satisfactory
reorganization of the Commission."
"I make this point to show this
committee that this isn't something
which came up since the regulations," declared the North Carolina
broadcaster. "I'm not going to attempt to say for whom the President was stooging, unless it was
for the 130 million people of the
Referring to the Supreme Court
decision
U. S." in which he said the high
tribunal said it was "simply interpreting the law as written" and
"if anyone felt that the law should
be changed, then we should come to
Congress to get a different law,"
Mr. Elias told the committee: "We
are over here before you, not at the
instigation of the networks but at
the invitation of the Supreme
Court.
Invitation to Hearings
From the Supreme Court
"The fact remains that until the
Supreme Court reverses itself or
Congress speaks its own sovereign
mind in contrary language, that
decision is the law of the land. As
long as the FCC possesses that
power without exercising it, the
fundamental freedom of radio is
in Mr.
peril."Elias recalled Chairman
Fly's testimony that the Commission wanted no control over programs, hadn't exercised any and
had no intention of it. "If he was
sincere, and I think he was, then
he's opposed to it." He referred to
program control. "I'd like to make
it so a fellow wasn't under the fear
of the Commission."
Senator Wheeler suggested Mr.
Elias should frame his picture and
send it to Mr. Fly, who previously
had told the committee that if its
members found a broadcaster who
feared the Commission to "bring
him in and we'll frame him and
hang him on the wall". The FCC
chairman said he'd never seen one.
"I may get some reprisals for
what I'm saying here today," said
Mr. Elias, "The broadcasters of
this country are under a compulsion that's invisible. We want the
Congress to write down how we
shall operate."
"I agree with you," said Mr.
V/heeler, "you ought to be out
from under fear." Mr. Elias said:
"That's an unholy condition but
it "I
exists."
believe the average citizen
is capable of choosing his Senator
or Representative", he added, "and
he's just as capable of choosing
his own programs. I don't agree
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with Mr. Fly that the American
people can't choose their own type
of program.
"But, as I gather, the programs
to which most of the spirited exception has been taken cannot be
classified as indecent or obscene or
blasphemous in the commonly accepted interpretations of these
words. The general indictment
against them is that they are not
in good taste. The whole discussion has raised some very significant questions: Is radio to appeal
only to the intellectual and cultural uppercrust in its music and its
drama and its humor?" He mentioned hill-billy music, crooning
and swing as "distasteful" to some
but "to millions of Americans hillbilly is the most satisfying music."
Elias Against
'A Tyranny of Taste9
"After all, the question of taste
is settled in every instance by the
standards of the person who happens to be doing the talking at
the moment," the witness went on.
"I don't think there ought to be
a tyranny of taste.
"Our license to broadcast derives
from the Federal Government but
our right to prosperity comes from
the listeners.
"There are 900 radio stations
scattered throughout the land.
These stations are owned and operated by American citizens of all
political faiths, of all religious
beliefs, of all economic classes.
The essential freedom of radio is
safer in the hands of these 900
broadcasters than in the custody
of seven men domiciled in Washington. Igreatly doubt that free
speech will be safe in this country
if we ever take its security for
granted or cease being vigilantly
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anxious
about."
Mr. Elias
opposed the FCC regulation requiring stations to identify transcriptions at the beginning and end of each recorded program on the ground that frequently transcribed shows were better
than locally-produced entertainment or in some cases than the
network productions. He said that
although Mr. Fly didn't promulgate
the rule "he could have corrected
The witness objected to giving
the Commission control over busit". iness practices saying: "It may not
come out and smack you between
the eyes but it will find devious
to do it."r ownership he told
ways
On newspape
the committee: "If the Congress
believes that newspapers as such
should be barred from the ownership of radio stations, then let
Congress say to the newspapers
stations".
to operate
are unfit to
they
the Commission
He objected
taking such authority. Concluding
his statement, Mr. Elias said:
"Broadcasting freedom will never be safe in this country if we
leave it to the tender mercies of

Don't dig so
when for
theysales
hard
come so easy
in Albany!
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FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
COMMISSION
NOVEMBER 13 TO NOVEMBER 19 INCLUSIVE
NOVEMBER 19
Decisions . .
NEW, Robin Weaver Sr., Clarksdale,
NOVEMBER 16
Miss. CP for new standard station on
1450 kc, 250 w, unlimited.
WMCA New York — Transfer authorized to Cosmopolitan Broadcasting Corp.
WTAL Tallahassee — Mod. license to inKMPC Beverly Hills— Granted permiscrease 100 w N, 250 w D to 250 w D-N.
sion to move main studio to Los Angeles.
KVOSCP Bellingham,
cover
for changing Wash.—
1230 toLicense
790 kc. to
Chattahoochee Broadcasting Co., Columbus,cation
Ga. —for Denied
reinstatement
of
appliCP for new station.
Tentative Calendar . . .
WNBZ Saranac Lake, N. Y. — DesignatWJNO West Palm Beach, Fla. — Hearing
ed for hearing application for license re- on
only.
newal.
CP operate 1230 kc 250 w emergency
KWTOtensionSpringfield,
Mo.—
Granted
excompletion date to Dec. 31. 1943.
Approved power of attorney for affairs
of Albert S. and Robert A. Drohlieh, sole
owners and licensees of KDRO Sedalia, Mo.,
VINSON LETTER
to be handled by Mrs. Shirley Wagner during licensees' services in the armed forces.
NOVEMBER 17
of the(now
DeKQW San Jose — Granted petition to dis- URGING
fensereorganization
Communications Board
miss without prejudice application for
mod. license to operate 740 kc; 5 kw; the Board of War Communicaunlimited ; DA-D-N.
tions), Rep. Carl Vinson (D-Ga.),
NOVEMBER 18
chairman of the powerful House
KVOE Santa Ana, Cal.— Set argument Naval Affairs Committee, on March
Dec. 15 on CP to change operating
assgn.
7, 1942, addressed to President
KINY Juneau, Alaska — Granted mod. Roosevelt the following letter which
CP increase power, install new transmit- last Monday was read into the recter, change
antenna,
ord of hearings before the House
tension equipment
completion date and
to Dec.
11. ex- Select
Committee to investigate
KQW San Jose, Cal. — Granted petition the FCC (see page 7).
to dismiss without prejudice application
mod. CP move main studio from San Jose Dear Mr. President:
to San Francisco.
I amtion very
about the posiW8XCT Cincinnati— Granted mod. CP,
of theapprehensive
Defense Communications
for experimental television station, ex- Board in relation to Army and Navy
tension completion date to April 28, 1944. communications, and particularly the fact
Don Lee Broadcasting System, San that the Chairman of the Board is from a
non-military agency. It seems to me that
Francisco
Placed
in pending
file applica- before
bringing this to the attention of
tion CP—new
television
station.
— National
Same.
Naval Affairs Committee I should
Broadcasting Co., Philadelphia the
bring the matter to your attention.
For some
time someof of
have and
obNorth Jersey Broadcasting Corp., Patserved the workings
thisusBoard,
terson, N. J. — Placed in pending file ap- its Chairman, and feel that it is fundaplication CP new FM station.
mentally wrong to have the FCC, or its
Chairman, speak for, and have wartime
Matheson Radio Co., Boston — Same.
responsibility over, the War and Navy
Ashbacker Radio Corp., Muskegon,
Departments, even though they have a
Mich. — Same.
membership on the Board.
Durham Radio Corp., Durham, N. C. —
The military communications are too
Same.
important and too secret to be administered other than through the tightest control, with such assistance as they may request by the FCC. This latter arrangement
Applications
NOVEMBER. 16. .
has worked much better as set up for IntelKGY Olympia, Wash. — License to cover
ligence, wherein the War and Navy DeCP for mitting
powerequipment.
increase, change in transassistance of the Federal Bureaupartmentsofhave theInvestigation.
Without
any
question
as to the integKGEZ Kalispell, Mont.— Voluntary asrity ofriously
Chairman
Flyability
of the
I sesign, license from Donald C. Treloar to
question
his
and FCC,
judgment.
A. W. Talbot.
Because of his successful opposition to
Intermountain Broadcasting Corp., Salt the wire-tapping bill, and to eliminating
Lake City — CP for new experimental tele(through lack of coordination) the foreign language broadcasts in Hawaii, he
vision station on 50,000-65,000 kc with 100
w for visual, 200 w aural, A5 & special must share in the circumstances suremission.
rounding Pearl Harbor and his opposition in the Senate to HR-5074 delayed its
Detroit
Broadcasting
Co.,
Detroit
—
CP
passage
until
after Pearl Harbor, and
for new standard station on 1220 kc, 50 may have resulted
in some losses. His
kw, unlimited, dismissed at applicant's re- activities in connection with television
and
frequency
modulation
seriously dequest.
NOVEMBER 17
layed putting these into service, and in
turn deprived the armed services of the
WJW Cleveland — License to cover CP
technical advances which would have acfor frequency change, power increase,
crued from these new types of services.
move station (Akron to Cleveland), new
transmitter, DA.
Although the FCC was prompt in reemployes proof
of communication
paniesquiring
to submit
of citizenship comand
fingerprints, at the request of the armed
services, it has come to attention that
nothing further was done to eliminate
fCONTRO
*tt
doubtful citizens, and that he refused to
turn over the fingerprints to the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, except under
conditions which made the accomplishROOM
ment of this impossible. Months have
passed and still this matter is not settled.
DON JONES, formerly of KODL
Now I learn that the Defense Communications Board committees are to inThe Dalles, Ore., has joined the engiclude labor members. These committees.
neering
staff
of
KGVO
Missoula,
Mr. President, handle managerial and
Mont.
technical problems of a confidential naSHELDON WEYLAND, Sanford,
ture, and there is no excuse for labor
representation except on the committee
Me., new to radio, has joined the engi- having
to do with hours, labor and workneering staff of WHEB Portsmouth,
ing conditions. His principal advisor,
N. H.
from labor, is reported to be a ComAlso, some of his staff are under
LOUISEmoted toNEWTON
been pro-of fire for munist.
radical tendencies. Naval secrets
chief controlhasoperator
are
not
safe
WIS Columbia, S. C.
committees. with labor members on the
I express the hope that you will, withWILLIAM PEARSON, CBS engiout delay, reorganize this set-up, and
neer, is the father of a boy.
place the direction of communication activities directly under the armed serELWOOD DIONE has joined the envices, with an experienced Army and
gineering staff of WFIL Philadelphia
Navy officer in charge. It is a vital matreplacing George Steinhardt, who ter.
leaves to join the Army.
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Wetwork (Kccounts
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business
SEABOARD FINANCE Co., Los Angeles, on Nov. 29 starts for 52 weeks
News by Maury Ryder on 8 BLUE Cal.
stations (KECA KGO KWG KTKC KERN
KPRO KFBK), Mon., thru Fri., 6:55-7
p.m. (PWT). Agency: Smith & Bull Adv.,
Los Angeles.
H. J. HEINZ Co., of Canada Ltd. (food
products), on Nov. 22 starts Information Please on 9 CBC stations, Mon. 10:3011 p.m. Agency: MacLaren Adv. Co.
Ltd., Toronto.
SPARKLETTS DRINKING WATER Co..
Los Angeles, on Nov. 6 started for 46
weeks newscast on 6 Don Lee Cal. stations (KHJ KVOE KDB KFXM KGB
KXO), Sat., 5-5:15 p.m. (PWT). Agency:
Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood.
ANACIN Co., Jersey City (headache tablets), on Nov. 30 starts Inspector Hawkes
& Son on 13 Pacific Coast BLUE stations, 9-9:15 p.m. (PWT), Wed., Thurs.
and Fri., 9-9:15 p.m. (PWT) Agency:
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, N. Y.
HARVEL Co, New York (watches), on
Dec. 19 starts John B. Kennedy on 56
BLUE stations. Sun., 1-1:15 p.m. Agency: A. W. Lewin Co., Newark
LEWIS-HOWE Co, St. Louis (Turns.
N-R ) , on Dec. 2 starts Julia Sanderson
in Let's Be Charming on 190 MBS stations, &Thurs.,Cunnyingham,
1:30-2 p.m. Agency:
Williams
N. Y. Roche.
Renewal Accounts
McCOLL-FRONTENAC OIL Co., Ltd..
Montreal (gasoline) , on Dec. 12 renews
Fred Allen on 19 CBC stations. Sun. 9:3010 p.m. Agency: Ronald Adv. Agency
Ltd., Montreal.
LAMONT, CORLISS & Co., New York
(Pond's Cold Cream), on Jan. 4 renews
for 2 weeks, Eleanore King on 8 CBS
Pacific stations, Sun., 6:30-6:45 p.m.
(PWT). Agency: J. Walter Thompson
Co., N. Y.
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New York
(LuckyAll Strikes),
Feb.on11126renews
Your
Time Hit on
Parade
NBC
stations,
Fri.,
8:30-9
p.m.
Cone & Belding, N. Y. Agency: Foote,
SKELLY OIL Co., Kansas City (petroleum products), on Dec. 13 renews for
52 weeks Alex Dreier on 24 NBC stations,
Mon., thru Sat., 8-8:15 a.m. Agency:
Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
Network Changes
SERUTAN Inc., Jersey City, on Jan. 2
Alexander's
to A. aL. total
stations
adds 45 MBSBoard,
Mediation
making
of 56
MBS stations, Sun., 8-8:45 p.m. Agency:
Raymond Spector Co., N. Y.
TUCKETT'S Ltd., Hamilton, Ont. (Buckingham Cigarettes), on Nov. 24 changes
Alan
Variety8:30-9
Show p.m.
on to
44 Wed.
CBC
stationsYoung's
from Tues.
9:30-10 p.m. Agency: MacLaren Adv.
Agency Ltd., Toronto.
F. W. FITCH Co., Des Moines (Shampoo), discontinues Fitch Bandwagon on
the BLUE,
Wed., Agency:
9-9:30 p.m.,
the
Dec.
8 broadcast.
L. W.after
Ramsey
Co., Davenport

TO MAKE SURE of getting the audience of Nova
Scotia's most thickly populated area it is hardly
necessary to stress the fact
that the station is
CHNS
Halifax, Nova Scotia
JOS. WEED 6c CO.
350 Madison Avenue, New York
Representatives
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CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c
per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS, triple. Minimum charge
$1.00. Count three words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
issue. Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press Building,
Washington 4, D. C.
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
Help Wanted
Announcer — Permanent position with 5
kw, regional network station for draft
deferred experienced man. Box 544,
BROADCASTING.
SALESMAN — Draft exempt, with one or
two years ra- io sales experience. $50.00
weekly guarantee to start. Permanent
position with excellent future for right
man. Write full details to Manager,
WFDF Flint, Michigan.
WANTED— IMMEDIATELY, TWO ANNOUNCERS WITH FLAIR FOR
SHOWMANSHIP. MUST BE ABLE
TO DO GOOD JOB WITH NEWS AND
COMMERCIALS. KNOWLEDGE OF
SPORTS AN ASSET. PLEASANT
WORKING CONDITIONS. STATE ALL,
INCLUDING DRAFT STATUS, IN
AIRMAIL LETTER TO JACK TODD,
KANS, WICHITA, KANSAS.
Operator — 5 kw. regional New England
station. Good pay and working conditions. Advancement. Lower than averING. age living cost. Box 543, BROADCASTChief Engineer — For progressive 250 watt
CBS affiliate. Permanent position. Good
salary. Draft exempt. WHOP Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
EXPERIENCED
RADIO SALESMAN—
Who can build sales for station now
producing and beautifully geared for
more : NBC and Blue network with best
news service, music and programming,
in noncompetitive radio market in nondefense farming community assuring
post war stability. Real deal for a producer. Give experience, draft status, etc.
KTFI, Twin Falls, Idaho.
Announcer-Writer — Permanent position for
experienced draft exempt man. $56 for
50 hours to start. A real opportunity.
Send samples of your work with full details to Manager, WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
PROGRAM DIRECTOR— 5 kw basic network station in major middle-west market has opening requiring thoroughly
experienced Program Director. The man
sought is one who has a substantial
background and
of experience
am" seeks
permanency
pleasant working
conditions in a progressive growing station thatbig
is really
places".
No
drifters,
shots "going
or boozers
considered. Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Future opportunity
assured. Please write fully (in full confidence) giving us your history, age.
marital and draft status and present
earnings.
CASTING. Ac'dress Box 542, BROADWanted — Announcer with some experience.
Advise age, draft status, salary expected and details in first letter. Write
Box 538, BROADCASTING.
ENGINEER— Operator for 1000 watt daytime station. Draft exempt. Real opportunity for right man, as station
planning post-war expansion. Must be
willing to work and take up slack due
to war. Write Box 540, BROADCASTING.
SALESMAN WANTED— Salesman wanted
for WJBK Detroit. See display ad on
page 61.
Draft Deferred — Licensed first, second, or
third class operators. Rocky Mountain 5
kw,
network station. Box 545, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted — Announcer-operator with first
class license. Must be capable of news
and general announcing network station.
Send details to KSEI, Pocatello, Idaho.
ANNOUNCER — Will consider man with
limited experience. General staff work.
Pleasant working conditions local Virginia Station. Send complete details and
expected
salary first letter. Box 457,
BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
A HARD WORKING, PROMOTION
MINDED salesman offers his services to
a station which can use a high calibre
man to develop into sales promotion
manager. Now doing a big-time selling
job for a news service sold to several
hundred stations and publications. Highly recommen' ed. Draft exempt. Wire
BOX 531, BROADCASTING.
RADIO NEWS EDITOR — Experienced ;
now employed as foreign correspondent
in Panama. Available January first. La
Prensa, Apartado No. 3144, Panama
City, Panama.
Woman's Position — Employed. Desire
change tures,
soon.
Qualified
women's drafeaannouncing,
newscasting,
matics, special events, interviews, conCASTING.tinuity, ad lib. College. Box 529, BROADTWO MEN TO DO THE WORK OF TEN
for the salary of five. 1 Sales & Promotion Manager; 1 Program Director;
2 Announcers; 1 Publicity & Continuity
Writer; 1 News Editor; 1 Special
Events & Sportscaster; 1 Musician. Yes,
of course, they have 1st Class Tickets.
Box 530, BROADCASTING.
Young woman — Desires position as continuity writer. Experienced, attractive,
capable. College grac1. Any type script
— drama,dren'smusic,
comedy, woman's,
chilshows,experience.
commercial
copy.
duction
Available
firstPro-of
year. Box 532, BROADCASTING.
TOP-FLIGHT PRODUCTION MANAGER,
just classified
4F. SevenWriter
yearsproducer
experience radio, television.
of many outstanding shows. Interested
in first-rate job with agencv or network in New York, Chicago, Hollywood.
Box 535, BROADCASTING.
SPECIALIZED RADIO SECRETARY desires position with Chicago Agency. 22,
University degree in radio and advertising. Two years radio experience.
Typing 70, Shorthand 140. $45 week.
Address: Mrs. M. S., 908 East 57, Chicago.
Attention Station Owners — My services as
"Musical
Clocker,"
will make your
tion leader
in its community.
I amsta-a
veteran broadcaster with 18 years experience. Box 536, BROADCASTING.
Mr. Broadcaster — Mali with twelve years
experience all phases radio, management, sales, public relations. Network
and agency
nent positionbackground.
where provenDesires
sales permaability
can be utilized. References and record
will bear closest investigation. Married.
ING.
Draft
exempt. Box 541, BROADCASTWanted to Buy
Wanted to Buy — One Western Electric
type 10A tuner in good condition. Box
537. BROADCASTING.
Wanted tor Buy — Wanted 250 watt transmitter complete with any or all other
station and studio equipment. Box 533,
BROADCASTING.
For Sale
FOR SALE— RCA ET 4230 transmitter
converted for 250 watts operation. Complete with tubes but less crystals. Recently reconditioned. Box 538, BROADCASTING.
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Programs
Listed
As Education Aids
Nets and Office of Education
Select for Classroom Use
AN EDUCATIONAL program listing service for teachers has been
started by the Federal Radio Education Committee and the U. S.
Office of Education of the Federal
Security Agency. Twenty-seven network programs are on the first list
which the Agency has sent to all
state
of schools
local superintendents
school distribution.
It will for
be
a monthly service.
Fourteen representatives from
education and the radio industry
comprise the Radio Committee
which recommended the listings, in
order to utilize fully the educationally valuable network programs.
The programs are chosen by each
network's suggesting such programs for the service. Four members of the Committee select those
most suited to their needs. These
go into the list which are sent to
the state departments of education,
with the caution that they can best
be used as a basis for further lists
including local and regional educational programs.
"Three major considerations"
agreed upon by the advisory board
as a basis for judgments are: educational significance — if it contributes to the democratic way of
life, politically, culturally, socially
and ethically; radio program quality— if in good taste as to writing,

production, presentation ; instrucadaptabilityneeds
— if and
it lends
itself totional
classroom
timing.
Members of the Advisory Committee appointed by U. S. Comsioner of Education, John W.
Studebaker, Chairman of the
FREC, are:
Belmont Farley, director of public relations, National Education Assn.
Elizabeth Goudy, director of radio and
visual education, Los Angeles County
Schools, now on leave as specialist in
training
Office of techniques
Education. of visual aids, U. S.
Clyde M. Huber, registrar, Wilson
Teachers College, and chairman, radio
committee for District of Columbia
schools.
Lt. (j.g.cational
) director,
HazelKIRO
Kenyon
Markel,
eduSeattle,
on duty
as assistant administrative officer, radio
section, Office of Public Relations, Navy
Dept.
WANTED
CHIEF
ANNOUNCER
▼
Important CBS outlet in
excellent Southwestern
market.
Salary $65 per week.
Give draft status.
Box 546, BROADCASTING

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
&. Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press BIdg., Wash., D. C.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press BIdg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

PAUL F GODLEY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C .

N.J.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey BIdg.
District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— AND DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York., N. Y.

Commerciol Radio Equip. Co.
• Evening Star Building, Washington, D. C.
• 321 E. Gregory Boulevard, Kansas City, Mo.
• Cross Roads of the World, Hollywood, Calif.
I
RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey BIdg. • Republic 2347
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All

OWI

Disc

Spots

Available

For Local
Sponsorship
Jan. 15
Decided by OWI Domestic Radio Bureau in Meeting
With Regional Chiefs and Consultants
ALL transcribed spot announce"terrific increase" in recruitment
ments carrying war messages will of WAC followed a radio campaign,
he said.
be made available for sponsorship
effective January 15, it was deMr. Spire cited the Fats and
cided at a meeting Friday of the Grease campaign as an outstanding
OWI Domestic Radio Bureau with
example
contribution
regional station relations chiefs the
war. of
He radio's
cited surveys
showingto
and consultants. It was also de- a substantial increase in collections
cided to confine the announcements
to 50 seconds to allow time for by housewives, due in large part
to radio. Among other "success
sponsorship identifications.
stories", he reported the recruitThe question of sponsorship of
ment by radio of 20,000 men for the
war messages was one of a variety
Merchant Marine, the housing of
of subjects discussed at an open
IV2 million workers by War Housforum session which was attending Centers in existing structures
ed by nearly 30 regional men.
and the resulting saving in critical
Previously, the group heard a pres- materials and manpower for new
entation of Radio Bureau plans and construction, an increase from
facilities. Philip H. Cohen, chief of $465,125 to $732,153 in food production loans to small farmers in one
the Bureau, presided.
region
of the Farm Security AdDiscuss 'Don't Travel'
ministration, and an increase of
Considerable discussion was
81% in recruitment of aviation cadets in New York in October over
given to the "Don't Travel" campaign, with Mr. Cohen reporting on the previous month.
his conference earlier in the week
Mr. Spire told the conference
with Col. Robert S. Henry of the that future campaigns will be
Assn. of American Railroads (see grouped to include related subjects.
page 8). Mr. Cohen promised that
Other presentations of Radio Buradio stations will be advised of the
reau operations were given by Wilexpression from the railroads
liam F. Fairbanks, chief of the allowhich is expected this week regardcations division; John A. Mullen,
ing their position on the purchase
chief of the production and ediof radio time for war messages.
torial division, and Mrs. Betty W.
A proposal that national spot Carter of the special assignments
transcriptions be sent out only to division.
independent stations was given
Palmer Hoyt, OWI Domestic Diserious consideration, several of the
rector, told the group at a luncheon
regional representatives contending that he believed the Radio Bureau,
that the growth of network affili- under Mr. Cohen's charge, was one
ated stations obviates the need for of the most efficient operations in
these spots. The affiliates carry the the Government. He added that the
messages through the network pro- Bureau's effectiveness is due in
grams, it was pointed out, and
to the excellent cooperamany of them are not disposed to large tionpart
of practical broadcasters who
carry the transcriptions also.
There was some disagreement,
however, as to the general use of
the transcriptions by affiliates, and
the discussion ended with an agreement to obtain further information
before taking major action. One
suggestion was that only transcriptions which are "naturals" for local
sponsorship be distributed.
John D. Hymes, station relations
division chief, gave the conference
an overall picture of the regional
operations of the Radio Bureau. He
described a typical week's activities
of a regional office, citing the handling of war messages for 45 Government agencies, assistance given
agencies in arranging programs,
and services to stations through
clearing operations. The regional
offices are indispensable to the Bureau's operations, he said.
William M. Spire, deputy chief
of the Bureau, traced results of
past radio campaigns and touched
briefly on future programs. He reported on a three-week drive, conducted exclusively by radio, which
doubled the recruitment of WAVES
and continued to bring in increased
enlistments for weeks afterward. A
Page 66
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Game

Rules

IF LEONARD Reinsch, director of radio for the Cox
stations (W S B, W I O D,
WHIO) ever decides to give
up radio, he can take a fling
at professional lecturing. He
made his maiden appearance
last Thursday before a Congressional Committee to support new radio legislation.
Senator Hawkes (R-N.J.) of
the Senate
Interstate
Com- :
merce Committee
commented
"I would like to commend
you for making one of the
finest statements I have ever
heard before any committee". Chairman Wheeler (DMont ) observed that Mr.
Reinsch worked for a man
(former Gov. Cox of Ohio)
who has a "public touch and
great experience".
theme
was that Leonard's
Congress
"write the rules of the

havegame".
served voluntarily as consultants.
Brief luncheon talks were also
made by Robert R. Ferry, assistant
to Mr. Hoyt, and Neville Miller,
NAB president.
Information chiefs of Government agencies collaborating with
the Radio Bureau in campaigns addressed the conference at an afternoon session at which Mr. Hymes
presided. Among the speakers were :
Col. E. M. Kirby, chief of the Radio
Branch, Bureau of Public Relations,
War Dept.; J. Harrison Hartley,
chief of the Radio Section, Office of
Public Relations, Navy Dept.;
Philip Broughton, Director of Information, War Manpower Commission; Vincent Callahan, chief,
press and advertising, War Finance Division, Treasury Dept.;
and Donald McPhail, director, Office of Field Operations, Information Department, OPA.

Dinner

Given

Fly

!

Assailed by Keefe
Wisconsin Says Guild Honors !
FCC Chairman's 'Contempt' i
CHARGING that the National
Lawyers' Guild dinner for FCC
Chairman James Lawrence Fly last ;
Friday night
"for the
contempt
he was
has tendered
shown Congress,
Congressional committees and individual members of the National
Legislature", Rep. Frank B. Keefe
(R-Wis.) on the floor of the House
Friday bitterly assailed the Guild
and FCC chairman.
Rep. Keefe read into the Congressional Record the letter of invitation to the $4 50-a-plate dinner,
sent by the D. C. Chapter of the
Guild, in which the Guild wrote:
"As chairman of the FCC and BWC
Mr. Fly has been an ardent champion of the greatest freedom of all
groups to secure time on the air
and of the widest possible radio
service to listeners; he has done
an outstanding job of preserving
the integrity of the administrative
process by his courageous stand
against the Dies and Kerr Committees and by his steadfast opposition to the Cox Committee."
Plotkin Sends Memo
"It is unique in the history of
America for a so-called organization of lawyers to thus honor one
so contemptuous of the nation's lawmaking body," Rep. Keefe told his
colleagues.
Rep. Keefe said "it seems
strange that the expensive dinner
to honor Mr. Fly should be held
in these days of strenuous rationing. A document accompanying
the announcement of the Fly testimonial dinner bears the notation
'Standard Form No. 64-office
memorandum — U.S. Government'
and is signed Harry M. Plotkin.
That paper indicates that officials
and employes of the FCC are probably being solicited to purchase
dinner tickets at $4.50 a throw,
since Mr. Plotkin happens to be
a member
of FCC's
legal staff."
Chairman
Fly dwelt
mostly
upon international communications
after the war. His only reference
to broadcasting was at the close,
when he said: "International radio
broadcasting and, when possible,
international television must complete this world communication
picture. I have not developed this
phase of the problem here simply
because it is a separate subject." |
He urged tothat
all countries
"be
encouraged
establish
comparable
and reciprocal arrangements and
facilities in this field." In broadcasting and all forms of public
communications each country
should adopt
policies domestic
against "intrusion into purely
affairs and attacks upon nations,
races and : creeds," he added. He
concluded
"This nation, and with it, the
world, missed an opportunity at
Versailles in 1919. Shall we miss
it again at the next peace confer-
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• RCA tubes are lasting longer today than ever before
for two reasons:
Better tubes —
RCA tubes are better today as a result of continuous
research and ever improving methods of manufacture.
2. Attention to details of operating practice —
Mr. Bell's letter at right shows what has been done in
this direction at WBRC to stretch today's limited
tube supplies as far as possible.
Do you want to make your tubes last longer? RCA
engineers have summarized the things you can do to get
better tube life, in a booklet called "Tips on Making
Transmitting Tubes Last Longer." Write for your free
copy . . . using coupon below. RCA Victor Division,
Radio Corporation of America, Camden, N<, J>
INDUSTRIAL
1 MUSIC SERVICE

The Magic Brain of All
Electronic Equipment Is a
Tube and the FountainHead of Modern Tube
Development Is RCA

RCA

TUNE IN "WHAT'S NEW?" RCA's
great new show, Saturday nights,
7 to 8, E. W. T., Blue Network

TUBES

RCA, 540 S. 5th Street, Harrison, N. J.
Gentlemen :
Please send me your helpful booklet on stretching tube
life — ''Tips on Making Transmitting Tubes Last
Name
(Company)
Longer."
Street
City

_

State
J

EMBER

PRICE 15 CENTS
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limp Ration Book Holders

they write, they're listening . . .
and in Midwest America, people
are listening to WLS. We offered
a ration book holder for a threecent stamp. And 105,448 orders
rolled

in in a two-week

82 announcements,-

period!

so that's

We

1,300

used
letters

per announcement! And here's something
else: more than half the 82 announcements were scheduled

before

6:30

A.M.,

some as early as 4 o'clock in the morning!
These 105,448 orders for a WLS premium
show that WLS knows how to make the
audience respond — in short, thai WLS
GETS RESULTS! We have other evidence
. . . stories about results we gel for advertisers. Just ask us ... or ask any John
Blair man.
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For in every one of the twenty
best markets of New England, there
is a Yankee

Network

hometown

station. It gives you on-the-spot
coverage of each of these urban
markets and their suburban areas.

THE

YANKEE
Member

21 BROOKLINE

AVENUE, BOSTON

15, MASS.

of the Mutual

hometown

EDWARD

station.

You can't miss. You take in the
entire dealer set-up and consumer
market throughout
You

get the same

New

England.

smashing

im-

pact everywhere — and a much
greater impact for New England
as a whole than you can possibly
get in any other way.

NETWORK,
Broadcasting

shots. Every shot

goes home — to all the homes
within the service area of the

by

aiming at too many places at once.

wasted

inc

System

PETRY & CO., INC., Exclusive National Sales Representative
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Ownership Rule Stirs Congress and Industry
Klauber Takes OWI Administrative Post
Groups Affected by Common Ownership Decree
AFM Threatens Strike Against Networks
Equal Time Clause Favored in Radio Law
Allocation Trouble Is Laid to Congress
Press-Radio Group Names Sykes as Counsel
No Pressure on CIO Talk Says NBC
Trammell Returns From European Trip
Union Pacific Buys NBC Coast-to-Coast
New CBS Affiliate Form Favored
KGNF Transfer Adds to NBC Net
OWI Disc Spots To Be 50 Seconds Long
WMC Grants Detroit Employes 40-Hour Week
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Producing

for

VICTORY!

Even in these days of big figures a half billion
dollars is a lot of money
expenditures for war
radius it means

. . . and when it represents
industry within a 100-mile

a market with vast buying power.

This half' billion dollars inaludes ordnance plants,
iron and steel foundries, refineries, and munition
plants in the KWKH

area all producing for Victory.

It's in a market that will help produce
sales for you, too.

Recently published. Write for your free copy
of KWKH net circulations day and night maps

REPRESENTED

CBS
50,000

THEBRANHAMCO.

WATTS

A

SHREVEPORT

SHREVEPORT,
BROADCASTING
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yorkers

New

have terrible memories. As a

rule, they can't remember anything that happened before 8 o'clock this morning.
WEAF,
memory

though, is now giving New

Yorkers a

This kind of high-powered, don't-spare-the-horses
promotion is typical of WEAF's wide-awake aggres ivenes inbuilding audiences and holding them
for all WEAF advertisers. That's why it's New
York's No. 1 Station.

course. It is launching one of the most intensive promotion campaigns ever run by a New York

station. By the time it's over, New Yorkers will
never forget that "660 on your dial means WEAF,
or the World's Best Entertainment Free!"
This campaign is running in all eight Manhattan
dailies, calls for over 100,000 lines of space, extends
over a period of 12 weeks. It underscores WEAF not
only as the entertainment station in New York, but
also pushes the individual programs heard on it . . .
in a powerful, two-way campaign to attract additional listeners for WEAF advertisers in this
greatest of all markets.

6 • November

29, 1943

WEAF
Represented by NBC SPOT SALES
Radio

City, New

York 20, N. Y.

*
This campaign follows on the heels of a 62,000-line newspaper
campaign for WEAF, recently completed. Coordinated with other
WEAF audience-building exploitation, it is all part of a complete
promotion pattern aimed to build bigger and better audiences for
WEAF advertisers.
BROADCASTING
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Advertising

v

• • . in one
the

most

York's

finger...

of

intensive

promotion
ever

run

New

by

a

York

station
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sonouox

gives

you

Some Typical

n

SONOVOX PIONEERS*
American Chicle Co. (Black Jack Gum)
Badger and Browning & Hersey, Inc.
American
Salvage Committee
(Steel Industries
Scrap Drive)
McCann-Erickson,
Inc.
Corp.
Buick Motors Division, General Motors
Arthur Kudner, Inc.
Chicago,
St. Paul cV
PacificMilwaukee,
R. R.

TRADE-mflRK

in

T

HROUGHOUT

sounos

the field of advertising — from the lowliest cub to the

most respected "elder statesman" — everybody recognizes the value of
trade-marks in print.
That concept was solidly accepted decades before anyone had even
heard of radio. And now the smartest advertisers have accepted the
same principle for trade-marks in sound.
Sonovox offers you the ultimate possibilities in radio trade-marks.
Witness the Lifebuoy talking foghorn — the Bromo-Seltzef talking train.
Anybody can sponsor any kind of program material, and lots of advertisers have seen "their" theme-songs, etc. become identified with their
artists, rather than with their products. But when you use a Sonovox
trade-mark, it dramatizes and identifies your product.
How is Sonovox sold? Essentially like talent. Under each license for
specific use, a reasonable license fee is charged for Sonovox performing rights. The only additional cost to licensee is for a trained
articulator made available by us in any broadcasting or recording
studio in New York, Chicago, or Hollywood, at Standard AFRA scale.

WRIGHT-SONOVOX,
"Talking and Singing Sound"
FREE
CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373
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INC

Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Inc.
Colgate-Palmolive Peel Company
(Vel,
Ward Palmolive)
Wheelock Co.
Delaware, Lackawanna O Western
Coal Co.
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Wall Disney Productions
Emerson Drug Company (Bromo-Seltzer)
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Christian Feigenspan Brewing Company
(Feigenspan
and Dobler P.O.N.
Beers
and Ales)
Feltman-Curme Shoes
Russell C. Comer Advertising Co.
Forum Cafeterias of America
R.J. Potts-Calkins & Holdenjnc.
Griesedieck-Western Brewery Co.
(Stag Beer)
Maxon, Inc.
Grocery Store Products Sales Co., Inc.
fFould's Ma caroni Products)
Campbell-Ewald Co., Inc.
Andrew Jergens Co.
(Woodbury's Products)
Lennen & Mitchell, Inc.
Lever Brothers Co. (Lifebuoy Soap)
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Lyon Van £r Storage Co.
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc
National Broadcasting Company
Naval Aviation Selection Board
NavyBattalions)
Seabees (U. S. Navy, Construction
Office of Civilian Defense (Region Six)
Pabst Sales Company (Pabst Beer)
IV arwick. & Legler, Inc.
Pan American Coffee Bureau
Buchanan & Co., Inc.
Purity Bakeries Service Corp.
(Taystee Bread, Grennan Cakes)
Quaker Oats Company
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Radio Corporation of America
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Radio Station KOMA, Oklahoma City
broadcasts)
Alvino
Rey and his Orchestra (in all
Shell Oil Company, Inc.
/. Walter Thompson Co.
Stanco, Inc. (Mistol)
McCann-Erickson, Inc.
U. S. Treasury Dept.
Universal Pictures Company, Inc.
("Larceny
Music")Inc.
Warner
BrothersWithPictures,
(Thank Your Lucky Stars)
Willards Chocolates, Ltd.
Cockfield, Brown & Co., Ltd.
*Space no longer permits a complete list of
Sonovox users.

& PETERS,

INC., Exclusive National Representatives
HOLLYWOOD: ,5,2 N. Gordon
SAN FRANCISCO: 111 Sutter
Gladstone 3949
NEW YORK: 444 Madison Ave.
Sutter 4353
Plaza 5-4130
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ATLANTA: 322 Palmer BidsMain 5667
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Ownership
Station Sales and
Swaps
Now
Pending
By SOL TAISHOFF
IN A SUDDEN revival of its
crusade against purported monopolistic tendencies in broadcasting, the FCC last week
promulgated an order banning
multiple ownership of standard broadcast stations in the
same area.
Immediately effective as to
all new grants or acquisitions,
the order (No. 84-A) will affect some 40 existing multiple
ownership, control or "overlapping" situations on June 1,
1944, except where there are
extenuating circumstances.
(See page 10.)
Action came last Tuesday
without advance warning. The
vote was unanimous, with all six
members present. No reasons were
ascribed, either in the order or in
the accompanying "public notice"
for the order, dusted off and slightly amended after having been
pigeon-holed for two years. FCC
Chairman Fly called a special meeting Tuesday afternoon and following a couple hours of consideration,
the order was rushed through press
channels.
Timing Questioned
Why the Commission issued the
order at this time, under war conditions and with the whole subject
of the Commission's power being
reviewed by two committees of Congress, caused considerable speculation in both industry and Congressional circles. The very question of
multiple ownership has been raised
several times during the hearings
on the White-Wheeler Bill (S-814)
now in progress before the Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee.
It has been presumed that the
White- Wheeler
Bill, in revised
form, would specify the Commission's authority in dealing with socalled "monopoly" and covering the
question of multiple ownership,
newspaper ownership and other
r basic policy considerations where
\ specific Congressional mandate is
! deemed necessary.
BROADCASTING
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Rule
Stirs
Industry,
sumed to be affected by the rule,
It was expected the Commission's
rule, barring Congressional inter- challenged the Commission's jurisvention, would precipitate a siege
diction and questioned the practicability of adopting a hard and fast
of station "swaps" involving possibly a dozen outlets in primary mar- rule. The Commission promptly took
kets as well as others in secondary the matter under advisement, and
areas. Negotiations for sales of sta- the action last week was the first
tions also may become brisk, it was formal word since then.
the puzzling aspects of
thought, though the stiff tax situa- theAmong
order is the disclosure that the
tion augurs for trades. When the
original rule was announced Aug. effective date varies with the license tenures of stations. Some
5, 1941 activity developed among
station owners who thought they owners, it was pointed out, may
would be affected.
have a year longer than others in
The revised order, which super- which to divest themselves of second stations. The customary sixsedes Order No. 84 adopted by the
period of grace is allowed in
Commission Aug. 5, 1941, becomes month
each instance, but the time does not
a part of the Commission's Rules run until action is taken on reand Regulations as Section 3.35.
newal of license. It is presumed
The original order, promulgated this obvious discrepancy grew out
without an effective date, was the of the great haste with which the
basis of oral arguments Oct. 6, order was executed, evidently to
meet a suddenly established dead1941. At those arguments, represen- line.
tatives of a score of stations, pre-

OWI

Administrative

Former CBS Chairman
Named Associate
Director
EDWARD KLAUBER, former
chairman of the executive committee of CBS, last Thursday was appointed associate director of OWI,
effective Dec. 1, Elmer Davis, director, announced last week. In his
new post Mr. Klauber will be second in command at OWI, taking
over duties formerly handled by
Milton S. Eisenhower who resigned
Sept. 1 to assume the presidency
of Kansas State College.
As associate director, Mr. Klauber who served as CBS executive
vice-president for more than a
decade, will have administrative
supervision of the agency's domestic and overseas operations, including the Domestic Radio Bureau
and the extensive shortwave broadcasting activities of the Overseas
Branch.
Pioneered News
Responsible for many innovations in radio programming, Mr.
Klauber pioneered in the field of
news broadcasting. Consequently,
it is expected that with his wealth
of experience and background in
both news and radio, he will be in a
position to contribute substantially
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Post

to the news operations of OWI.
Mr. Davis worked under Mr. Klauber's executive supervision while a
CBS news analyst.
"I am just trying to help, if I
can", Mr. Klauber told Broadcasting.
Mr. Klauber is the second high
official from CBS to receive an
OWI appointment within two
months. William S. Paley, president, accepted an assignment last

MR. KLAUBER

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

Congress
Moreover, it was difficult to
reconcile the order with recent actions of the FCC. For example, only
a few weeks ago, it authorized
WGAR Cleveland to shift frequency to 1220 kc, with potential
power of 50,000 w. which would
be expected to overlap WJR, Detroit,interests.
owned by the
George
Richards
Since
the A.
original
order was drafted two years ago
WWVA Wheeling was granted
50,000 w. which may result in
over-lapping with WMMN Fairmont, also owned by Fort Industry Co.
'Working Control'
As revised, the order specified
that no license shall be granted for
a standard broadcast station, directly or indirectly owned, operated
or controlled by any person where
such station renders or will render
primary service to a substantial
(Continued on page 10)

to

Klauber

month in the Mediterranean
theatre of operations to work with
the Army's Psychological Warfare
Branch. Mr. Paley was given leave
by CBS to take the position, which
involves the radio phases of OWI
propaganda
ing, Oct. 11].activities [BroadcastMr. Klauber had been with CBS
for 13 years prior to his resignation last August because of ill
health. As assistant to the president, executive vice-president, executive chairman, and director, he
had contributed substantially to
the development of the network
[Broadcasting, Aug. 9]. Paul W.
Kesten was named to succeed Mr.
Klauber as executive vice-president.
Prior to joining CBS, Mr. Klauber was with Lennen & Mitchell
Inc. where he developed many wellknown radio accounts. He entered
agency and radio work following a
distinguished career in the newspaper field which began on the old
New York World in 1912. In 1916
he joined the New York Times
and remained on that paper for approximately 13 years as reporter,
rewrite man and night city editor.
He was credited with many outstanding news beats during World
War I.
Mr. Klauber, 56, is a native of
Louisville.
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in
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THE FCC'S utter disdain of Congress is manifested again. In the midst of war, and while
Congress — for the first time in 16 years — works
on a new law to govern radio, it suddenly
blasts forth with a slightly revised ghost of its
regulation banning multiple ownership of stations.
Nary a reason is given. The Commission
simply dug into its inactive files (for the proposed rule had been on ice for two years) and
slapped it upon a group of 40 or more unsuspecting broadcasters. And that at the very
time two separate committees of Congress are
questioning the Commission's right to "legislate". Moreover, the broadcasters haven't been
told what kind of multiple ownership is objectionable. The rule is broad. It covers "control",
even if it isn't majority stock ownership. And
it relates to "primary service", which isn't
defined.
One must conclude that the Commission majority promulgated the order as a "trial balloon". Only a handful of broadcasters really
are affected out of the aggregate of 900-odd.
So, there won't be a general uprising of staportion of the primary service area
of another broadcast station directly or indirectly operated or controlled by such person, except upon
a showing that the public interest
will be served through "such multiple ownership situation." The word
"controlled" is described in the order itself as not limited to majority
stock ownership but includes "actual working control in whatever
manner exercised."
The order is not restricted to actual ownership of stations by the
same interests in a single community, but also includes overlapping of stations in different cities
where signal strength is sufficient
to provide "primary service". There
has been no interpretation of what
constitute "overlapping" or "control" beyond the footnote definition.
In practical effect, the order
(Continued on on page 56)

TEXT

OF

Common

Ownership of Standard Stations
In Same Community
(Some of the groups which may be affected by FCC Order No. 84-A)
Albany, N. Y.
Interlocking stock ownership (H. E.
Smith, bocker
R. M.
Albany
News) Curtis
control and
WABY
and KnickerWOKO.
Bay City-Saginaw, Mich.
Harley D. Peet controls WBCM, Bay
City, and owns a minority of WSAM Saginaw, across the bay.
Beaumont, Tex.
KRIC is controlled by officers and stockholders of Beaumont Enterprise and Journal; KFDM is about 25% owned by same
interests.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Buffalo Broadcasting Corp. is licensee of
both WGR and WKBW.
Chicago, 111.
Gene T. Dyer is controlling stockholder
in WSBC, and minority stockholder in
WGES and WAIT, which he directs.

FCC

ORDER NO. 84-A
In
the
Matter
of : Commission's
Order
No.
84 — Multiple
Standard
Broadcast
Stations, Ownership
Docket No.of 6165.
WHEREAS, The Commission on Aug. 5,
1941 adopted Order No. 84 announcing a
proposed regulation (Section 3.35) with respect to the multiple ownership of standard
broadcast stations;
WHEREAS, Pursuant to the opportunity
afforded by said order interested persons
filed briefs and on Oct. 6, 1941 argued orally before the Commission as to why the
proposed regulation should not be adopted
or why it should not be adopted in the
form proposed;
WHEREAS, After due consideration, the
Commission is of the opinion that public
interest, convenience and necessity will be
served by adopting the policy set forth in
the following regulation;
NOW THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED, That the following regulation
BE, AND IT HEREBY IS ADOPTED:
Sec. 3.35 Multiple Ownership — No license shall be granted for a standard broadcast station, cirectly or indirectly owned,
operated or controlled (9b,) by any person
(9c) where such station renders or will render primary service to a substantial portion
of the primary service area of another
standard broadcast station, directly or inPage 10 • November

Teeth
for Congress
. . . An Editorial
kind of programs the listener gets from the
tions. Of course, a hearing will be afforded.
standard or the FM or television bands. Shall
The only difference is that when the rule
broadcasters risk investments in these other
originally was drawn more than two years ago,
fields if an FCC, by fiat, can rule anytime that
those owners affected had three strikes on
there shall be one transmitter to an owner?
them. Now they have only two strikes, but with
Multiple ownership has existed since broadthe pitcher also performing as the umpire.
The technique used is not unlike that of the
casting started in the 20's. The reasons vary.
Congress didn't bar it— a legislative function.
newspaper-divorcement case. The Commission
Both Senator White and former Senator Dill,
has permitted that policy to languish for more
who wrote the 1927 Act, have said that the
than two years, too. It issued an order, but
FCC isn't empowered to write its own antididn't make it effective, just as it did on multitrust act, and that Congress refused to write
ple ownership. Then, presto, an order is prointo the act that no individual will be allowed
mulgated, effective on a date certain!
to operate more than one station to serve any
Why the haste? The broadcast band is
frozen. Congress is considering the very subgiven area.
Assuming, for the sake of argument, that
ject of the Commission's power. There hasn't
been a single complaint of multiple ownership
the Commission's order may be sound, the
abuse, and if there had, the law even now
Commission hasn't yet said why. Moreover
there are many cogent reasons why there
gives the Commission adequate power.
At the Senate hearings, the question repeatshouldn't be a blanket ban. Irrespective of that,
it's a job for Congress which Congress is
edly has been raised about the Commission's
assumption of legislative powers. If it bans
ready and willing to assume.
multiple ownership of standard stations now,
To us it's just another example of the Comwhat about FM and television stations after
mission's determination to run the show,
whether Congress likes it or not.
the war? There isn't any basic difference in the

ORDER

directly owned, operated or controlled by
such person, except upon a showing that
public interest, convenience and necessity
will be served through such multiple ownership situation.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, This regulation is to take effect immediately. Provided, however, That with respect to persons who now directly or indirectly own,
operate or control a standard broadcast
station which renders primary service to a
substantial portion of the primary service
area of another standard broadcast station,
directly or indirectly owned, operated or
controlled by such person, the effective date
of this regulation shall be midnight May
31, 1944; Provided, further, That with respect to such persons the Commission may,
upon proper showing, extend the licenses
of the stations involved in order, in any
particular case, to determine the applicability of this regulation or to permit the
orderly disposition of properties.
Adopted this 23d day of November, 1943.
The word
"control",stock
as used
herein,butis
not9b limited
to majority
ownership
includes actual working control in whatever manner exercised.
9c Thecludesword
"person",
used herein,
inall persons
under as common
control.
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Ralph L. Atlass and family control both
WJJD Chicago and WIND Gary, contiguous communities.
Cincinnati, O.
Crosley Corp. owns both WLW and
WSAI.
Dallas-Fort Worth, Tex.
A. H. Belo Corp., publisher of Dallas
News, owns the half-time WFAA Dallas,
and half-interest in the full-time KGKO
Fort Worth. Carter Publications Inc. (Fort
Worth Star-Telegram) owns the half-time
WBAP, Fort Worth, and one-half interest
in KGKO Fort Worth.
Cleveland, O.
United Broadcasting Co. (Cleveland Plain
Dealer) controls both WHK and WCLE.
Evansville, Ind.
Evansville on the Air Inc. is licensee of
both WGBF and WEOA.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc. is licensee of WOWO and WGL.
Houston, Tex.
KPRC, controlled by Houston Post, and
KTRH, owned by Houston Chronicle; both
newspapers heretofore said to be controlled
through interlocking stockholdings by Jesse
Jones, Secretary of Commerce. (Disassociation of stations claimed by counsel.) KXYZ
owned
by M. Tilford Jones, nephew of
Jesse Jones.
Lincoln, Neb.
KFAB and KFOR both controlled by The
Sidles Co. (approximately 51%) with minority State
stockholdings
by Lincoln Star and
Nebraska
Journal.
Little Rock. Ark.
KLRA and KG HI are both licensed to
Arkansas Broadcasting Co., controlled by
A. L. Chilton.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Anthony Inc. is licensee of both
KFIEarle
and C.KECA.
Reed E. Callister is controlling stockholder of KMTR Los Angeles, and owns
minority
in KIEV Glendale, Cal., a
contiguous stock
community.
Memphis, Tenn.
The Scripps-Howard
control
both WMC and newspaper
WMPS. interests
Hoyt B. Wooten controls WREC and
Hoyt inB. WHBQ.
and S. D. Wooten Jr. own 25%
each
Des Moines
Iowa Broadcasting Co. (Des Moines RegKRNT. ister & Tribune) owns both KSO and
BROADCASTING

New York City
ArdetrolsBulova,
WOV and watch
WNEW.manufacturer, conPittsburgh, Pa.
H. J. Brennan controls both WJAS
away.
KQV, also WHJB Greenburg, Pa., 30 mi.
Portland, Ore.
Oregonian Publishing Co., publisher of the
Portland Oregonian, is licensee of both
KGW and KEX.
KOIN and KALE controlled substantially
by same. interests (Headed by Charles W.
Myers)
Roanoke, Va.
Junius P. Fishburn and J. B. Fishburn,
publishers of the Roanoke Times and
World-News, own WDBJ and Junius P.
Fishburn holds 40% stock in WSLS.
Reading, Pa.
WEEU and WRAW are owned by C. M.
Chafey, R. A. Gaul and H. O. Landis, with
Harry terS.
Craumer holding one-fourth inest in WEEU.
San Francisco, Cal.
bay.Wesley I. Dumm controls both KSFO San
Francisco, and KROW Oakland, across the
Brunton Stations, KQW San Jose and
KJBS San Francisco, owned by same interests.
Seattle, Wash.
Blend and
Station
of Fisher's
both KOMO
KJR. Inc. is licensee
Shreveport, La.
John controls
D. Ewing,
of Shreveport
Times,
bothpublisher
KWKH and
KTBS.
Sioux Falls. S. D.
Sioux Falls Broadcast Assn. Inc. (Joseph
KELO.
Henkin) is licensee of both KSOO and
Spokane, Wash.
Louisand Wasmer
KGA
KHQ. Inc. is licensee of both
Spartanburg, S. C.
of Spartanburg
both WSPA Advertising
and WORD. Co. is licensee
Mo. to separate
KGBX and Springfield,
KWTO licensed
corporations
controlled
same R.
inter-D.
ests (Lester but
E. Cox,
H. S.byJewell,
Foster,
family,to separate
et al). Stations
are undertheFCCBixby
mandate
by Jan.
1, 1944.
Wilmington, Del.
WDEL
and
WILM,
owned by50%J. each.
Halej
Steinman and John
F. Steinman,

Text of FCC public notice
of Order 84-A on page 57.
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AFM

Threatens

Contract Expires
Before WLB
i,
Can Rule
By BRUCE

ROBERTSON

THREAT of a musicians' strike
i against the nationwide networks,
particularly NBC and CBS, loomed
larger last week when it was
learned that there is practically
no chance of obtaining a National
. War Labor Board ruling on the
refusal of the American Federation of Musicians to permit its
members to work for Columbia Rei cording Corp., RCA Victor Divi] sion of RCA or NBC Radio Record! ing Division before the expiration
i of network contracts with the
i union the end of January.
These companies have consist- ently refused to accept the principle of payment into a union unemployment fund contained in the
new contract signed by the union
• and other recording companies.
Since the AFM has refused to permit the contract to be signed by
one branch of a company while
another remained outside the fold,
'<■it is considered a definite possibility that the union will refuse to
negotiate new network contracts
s with NBC and CBS as long as
' their recording affiliates continue
< to hold out against the AFM
terms.
Major Change in Dispute
1 At the conclusion last Monday
of the hearing conducted in New
York by the NWLB tripartite panj el on the issues involved, Panel
. Chairman Arthur S. Meyer said
that about three weeks would be
allowed for the filing of briefs and
' replies,
so that ofthethereport
recommendation
panel andto
\ the NWLB will not be submitted
before the end of December at the
earliest, with a distinct possibility
that it may be nearer to the end
of January. The board will then
I study the voluminous record — nearly 2,000 pages of testimony and
, dozens of exhibits — and may hear
i further argument before making
its decision.
i Status of the recording dispute
has undergone a major change
since the hearing began Sept. 7,
r when the union was faced by seven
j transcription companies whose appeal to the Government for relief
from the ban on recording imI posed by the AFM on Aug. 1, 1942,
had resulted in the appointment of
the panel to investigate the dispute. Before the end of September
Decca Records Inc. had signed a
- contract with the union for itself
and for World Broadcasting System.
Shortly thereafter the other
transcription companies, with the
exception of NBC, signed contracts
that were changed in some respects, but which also included the
BROADCASTING

Strike

principle of payment by the recording companies of fees on the
sale or rental of their recordings
directly to the AFM for the
union's use in supplying employment to those of its members whose
employment opportunities, according to AFM claims, had been curtailed by the competition of mechanical music. To date, 22 companies making phonograph records
or transcriptions have signed
these contracts, the union has reported.
At the time of the Decca-World
contract, RCA Victor and CRC
were permitted to intervene in the
proceedings and the hearing resumed with these companies and
NBC's Radio Recording Division
pressing their plea for a NWLB
order to the union to permit its
members to return to work for
them without forcing them to submit to the direct payment principle, which they maintained was
completely unacceptable.
Colin Charges Subsidy
Opening
the companies'
tion argument
on Monday, summaRalph
F. Colin, CRC counsel, questioned
the union's honesty in proposing
this principle and its probable future responsibility in handling the
fund, charging that the union's desire to set up this fund is not to
help its unemployed members but
is based purely "on internal political considerations". Pointing out
that the AFM "has made no effort
to measure its unemployment problem", Mr. Colin declared that the
AFM "intends to set up a subsidy for all time for any member
unable to make enough money at
music".
Commenting on union references
to "shenanigans" of the companies,
Mr. Colin said: "It's a question of
a very, very dirty pot calling the
kettle black".
In discussing the jurisdictional
aspects of the case, Mr. Colin pointed out that the NWLB had accepted

Against

jurisdiction, that Federal Judge
Barnes in Chicago had ruled that
it was a labor dispute and that
the American Federation of Labor
convention, in upholding the AFM
action, also had termed it a labor
dispute. He cited statements made
by Elmer Davis, OWI director, and
the National Federation of Music
Clubs regarding the necessity of
a supply
of freshof music
to armed
maintain the morale
both the
forces and the civilian population,
to prove that the NWLB should regard thestantial
recording
a "subinterferenceban
withas the
war
effort". He added that stations
operating 24 hours a day at the
request of the Government need
new records to entertain their night
audiences, which, he said, are as
much entitled to hear new music
"as the rest of us".
Mr. Colin stated that while the
burden of proof was on the union
to back up its claim that records
had caused unemployment among
AFM members it had failed to do
so. He cited the union's own figures
to show that only 8.5% of its employable membership is actually uned, afigure
whichclaims
bears that
little relationemployto
the AFM
two-thirds of its membership is unemployed. The only unemployment
due to mechanical devices demonstrated by the AFM, he added, was
the ouster of some 20,000 theatre
musicians following the advent of
sound motion pictures.
'Second Front' Hinted
In earlier argument Joseph A.
Padway, AFM counsel, had stated
that the AFM recognized that "the
movies have been getting a free
ride" and that the union would
"open a second front when it's
feasible, after the principle has
been established". At that time a
fight against the movies would take
all of the $1,500,000 in the AFM
treasury, he said, and even then it
would be a losing fight.
Robert P. Myers, RCA counsel

INTER-MOUNTAINEERS of MBS met in Salt Lake with Dick Connor,
network station relations manager, on his recent cross-country tour.
Members of the group (1 to r) standing: Arch Madsen, KOVO Provo,
Utah; Lynn E. Meyers, general manager, Inter-Mountain Network.
Seated: Dick Connor (in armchair): Jack Richards, KEUB Price, Utah;
Jack Duckworth, KID Idaho Falls; and, on sofa, C. A. (Cliff) Talhoe,
KOVO; George C. Hatch, KLO and IMN, Ogden and Salt Lake; James
Carroll, KWYO Sheridan, Wyo., and Reed Bullen, KVNU Logan, Utah.
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Networks
declared that even if the union had
proved that recording had created
unemployment, which it had not,
the solution it advances would still
be entirely unjustifiable. Pointing
out that of the 138,000 AFM members only 4,000 to 5,000 are employed at any time in the making
of
recordings,
he said:
"The union
wants us to relieve
unemployment
among the more than 100,000 members who never were and never
can be — under our standards of
quality — our employes."
With the AFM policy of admitting almost every applicant to membership, any concession by the recording companies of an obligation
to this large, undefined membership
would lead to an ever-mounting
spiral of fees paid to support an
ever-increasing membership, Mr.
Myers stated. "It is both socially
and economically unsound," he
said, "to support large numbers of
unemployed in a profession for
which they are unfitted."
Describing the principle as setting up a private WPA for AFM
members, Mr. Myers asserted that
"if this union gets relief for nonemployes, it is inevitable that every
other union will have to obtain a
similar plan for the benefit of its
(Continued on page 61)
WPB FREES HOME
RECORDING
DISCS
RESTRICTIONS on the sale and
distribution of blank recording
discs and styli (recording needles)
have been removed by action of the
War Production Board last week in
amending Limitation Order L-265.
Broadcasters using the discs were
given an AA-1 priority with use of
the MRO symbol under Preference
Rating Order P-133 as amended
Nov. 17, while an AA-2 with the
MRO symbol was authorized for
use by commercial sound recorders.
These ratings can be used if necessary to obtain the discs and styli,
but since restrictions have been removed so far as individual purchasers (for home recording) are concerned, it is felt that commercial
users will have no particular difficulty in obtaining them without
ratings. Manufacture of the discs
and needles and the materials used,
remain under control of Order
L-265, the Radio & Radar Division
of WPB points out. This order is
administered by the Domestic &
Foreign Branch of the Division.
Paramount Promotes
PARAMOUNT PICTURES, New
York, is preparing a $400,000 campaign from February to May of
next year promoting "Lady in the
Dark," according to Robert M. Gillham, Paramount advertising and
publicity director. Radio, including
spot announcements and programs,
will be among media used, along
with magazine and newspaper advertisements for the four-month
period immediately following the
New York and Hollywood premiere of the picture.
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Equal

Time
Clause
in
Radio
Law
Favored
the committee would take action
E. K. Jett, and possibly another
Indications were that the hearings
Wheeler
Supports
would run at least another fort- appearance by FCC Chairman
"and not disappoint the chairJames Lawrence Fly.
night in elapsed time. Witnesses
Allotment of
Chairman Wheeler asked if the
The committee on Monday heard tentatively scheduled for today
BLUE network would have a witthe
concluding
testimony
of
the
(Nov.
29)
include
Earl
J.
Glade,
Facilities
man." through President Miller and vice-president of KSL Salt Lake
ness, but there was no affirmative
NAB,
James W. Woodruff, WRBL ColumCity, chairman of the NAB Code response. So far as known Mutual
MOUNTING Congressional sentiCommittee when the code was
will not appear, although Louis G.
ment in favor of specific provision
bus, Ga., both of whom urged enactment of legislation along the drawn up and mayor-elect of Salt Caldwell, Mutual general counsel,
in the law guaranteeing equal time
on the air for discussion of con- lines of the White-Wheeler Bill Lake City; and Judge E. O. Sykes, previously had been tentatively
scheduled.
(S-814) pending before the com- former chairman of the FCC, who
troversial issues — probably by al- mittee.
last
week
was
named
legislative
Others to Appear
lotment of sustaining option-time
counsel of the Newspaper Radio
Last Wednesday, Art J. Mosby,
through networks — was foreseen
Definitely scheduled to testify, at
last week as this embattled issue owner of KGVO Missoula, Mont.,
Committee. Judge Sykes will tesaroused greater interest among
tify on certain aspects of the bill Chairman Wheeler's request and in
CBS outlet, testified in favor of his
members of the Senate Interstate
plan of network affiliation for all as an individual. He also said he connection with the potentialities
Commerce Committee than any major networks, under which 45 would have some comments to of FM and other new radio services
are: Dr. Edwin H. Armstrong, FM
other.
minutes of each hour of the day make for the Newspaper Radio
Committee.
inventor; C. M. Jansky Jr., conwould be optioned to the network
A pet project of Chairman
sulting radio engineer; John V. L.
There will be no hearing TuesWheeler (D-Mont.), the equal time with which the station is affiliated,
issue also would be extended to while the remaining 15 minutes
day, Nov. 30, but on Wednesday
Hogan, consulting engineer and operator of WQXR New York; A.
would be used for other programs,
Leonard DeCaux, public relations
commercial time of commentators,
Earl Cullum Jr., consulting engiin cases where an individual is including competing network de- director of CIO, and Fred Weber,
neer now with Harvard U.
layed broadcasts by transcription,
managing director of WDSU New
maligned or criticized. Senator
Wheeler himself espoused the plan national spot or state hookups.
Orleans and former general manMr. DeCaux is expected to supager of MBS, will appear.
of sustaining option-time, outside
port legislation to provide time for
Glade, Sykes Slated
Niles Trammell, NBC president labor organizations and sale of time
of commercial options, so affiliated
He
also
supported
in
general
just returned from a war zone for controversial issues ; a represenstations would be required to carry
tative of the American Federation
both sides, as scheduled by the practically all of the views and phil- tour, is scheduled to testify Thursof Labor, which recently adopted a
osophies expounded by Chairman
networks. The networks or origiday
morning.
Friday's
schedule
has
not been completed.
during the last three weeks
resolution favoring new legislation
nating stations would be held re- Wheeler
Other witnesses scheduled to tes- and in effect opposing the stand of
sponsible for clearance of material of hearings.
tify include Commissioner Craven
After the Mosby testimony,
CIO ; and a spokesman for the Civil
from the standpoint of libel or
slander.
Chairman Wheeler recessed the and, tentatively, Commissioner Ray Liberties Union which probably
(Continued on page 50)
House Also Active
hearings until Monday, Nov. 29. C. Wakefield; FCC Chief Engineer
Simultaneously it became increasingly evident that new legislation to spell out the jurisdiction
of the FCC is a goal of the House
as well as the Senate. At hearings last week before the House
Select Committee to investigate the
FCC, with Commissioner T. A. M.
Craven the only witness, the view
was expressed several times that
every effort should be made to draft
legislation at this session in view
of the May 10 Supreme Court
opinion.
A strong case was made last
week before the Senate committee
by spokesmen for the Newspaper
Radio Committee, opposing consideration by the FCC in any form
of the right of newspapers to own
standard broadcast stations or to
go into other radio fields. Harold
V. Hough, chairman; Sydney M.
Kaye and Whitney N. Seymour,
counsel for the group, urged that
Congress itself write into the statute explicit prohibition preventing
discrimination against newspaper
owners. Their testimony followed
the recommendations of Neville
Miller, NAB president, and a number of independent broadcasters
that Congress establish the policy
in the new law, rather than leave
it up to the Commission.
Mr. Hough, in his testimony last
Tuesday, pointed out that Chairman Fly had told the committee
he thought it would be wholesome
if Congress enunciated a policy,
but that he doubted "if you would
do it." Mr. Hough said he trusted
Page 12 • November

Allocation

Trouble

Craven
Advises Quick
Action to Amend
1934 Law
By BILL BAILEY
VIRTUALLY ASSURED of $50,000 immediately to continue its investigation, and buttressed by assertion of Chairman Lea (D-Cal.)
that new communications legislation is imperative in view of the
Frankfurter decision, the House Select Committee to investigate the
FCC displayed keen interest last
week when Commissioner T. A. M.
Craven of the FCC laid Government confusion over frequency allocations on the doorstep of Congress.
Chairman Lea said the House
Committee on Accounts had cut his
requested $75,000 to $50,000, with
the provision that it would consider
additional funds if needed. The
House is expected to act this week
on the appropriation, which would
make $110,000 for the investigation
thus far.
'Time For Action' — Lea
After an all-day session Wednesday, following a morning meeting
Tuesday, the committee recessed
until 2 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 30, when
Commissioner Craven resumes the
stand.
When Commissioner Craven referred to the May 10 decision at
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Is Laid

the hearing Wednesday afternoon
both Chairman Lea and Rep. Miller
(R-Mo.) requested that both the
majority opinion by Justice Frankfurter and the dissent by Justice
Murphy be included in the record
"for study" by the committee.
"In view of the Supreme Court
decision it's time for Congress to
take some action," Rep. Lea said,
following Wednesday's hearings.
"We must adopt such amendments
as will define the powers of the
FCC and the rights of broadcasters. I believe we should think in
terms of immediate remedial legislation." During the hearings he
asked Commissioner Craven to submit in writing "your recommendations for legislation".
During Tuesday's hearing, in
which General Counsel Eugene L.
Garey read into the record minutes
of the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee tending to disclose disagreement between the policies and wishes of FCC Chairman

RALPH CAMARGO, NBC
actor andQuicker
announcer, is a
good example of why mike
performers sometimes change
their names. Ralph's real
name is Rafael Jaime Quintillano Tomar Guiermo Refuzio Camargo.

BROADCASTING

to

Congress

Fly and the other 12 Government
departments represented, Rep.
Magnuson (D-Wash.) complained
about the apparent confusion
-among committee members as to
IRAC's status.
Caused by Act of 1934
"I interpret a lot of confusion,"
he said. "That is. the situation in
all Government departments."
Mr. Garey
interposed
confusion was caused
by the: "That
chairman
of the FCC's position, not by the
position
of any members
of IRAC."
And
Commissioner
Craven
tossed
the verbal bombshell which apparently resulted in keen interest on
the part of committee members
when he declared:
"That was caused by the Communications Act of 1934. That is
the fount of the confusion. That is
why I would like to see it straightened out." Augmenting his testimony of the previous week, when
he urged legislation authorizing the
the President to appoint IRAC and I
an overall super-advisory commit- |
tee [Broadcasting, Nov. 22], Mr.
Craven told the committee that in
his opinion "the Commission has
asserted as much power as it could I
under the Act of 1934."
"I think it's highly desirable in
the interests of freedom of speech
and freedom from fear of the Commission that Congress change and
clarify(Continued
the law," the
Commissioner
on page
58)
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Crosse & Blackwell

If it's sports, Baltimore wants to listen to

American

. . . it's 12 :30 on your dial. W-I-T-H

Oil Co.

brought

Bui ova

Baltimore baseball last summer.

Mercirex

pro football. And
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Stanback

And
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remember:
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it's 2 hours a day all
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that carries 8 of the smartest Charles Street

Royal Crown Cola
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is the sta-
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tion that's listened to in Baltimore.
Gold Medal
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Garrett Wine
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Press-Radio

CENSORSHIP

Names

as Counsel
Sykes
Ex-FCC Chairman to Handle
Legislation for Group
APPOINTMENT of Judge E. 0.
Sykes, former chairman of the Federal Radio Commission and of the
FCC, as legislative counsel of the
Newspaper Radio Committee, was
announced last week by Harold V.
Hough, Chairman.
A member of the original Radio
Commission upon its creation in
1927, Judge Sykes served as its
chairman for several years. He also
served as chairman of the FCC upon its creation in 1934. He retired
in 1939 voluntarily to enter private
practice of law. Even prior to the
announcement of Judge Sykes' appointment, Chairman Wheeler (DMont.) and Senator White (R-Me.)
co-authors of the White-Wheeler
Bill, had asked Judge Sykes to testify on the new Bill because of his
wealth of background and experience in radio regulation.
Legislative Needs
Chairman Hough said that inasmuch as proposed legislation was
being considered by the Senate
Committee, Judge Sykes had been
retained by the newspaper group
so that any legislation suggested
would be applicable to the entire
industry. He added his committee
did not wish to advocate laws
which might be considered as
partial to their group.
"We merely want to live under
the same laws as the rest of the
broadcasters," he said, adding that
Judge Sykes' past experience "will
be helpful".
Legal counsel of the Newspaper
Committee remain unchanged. They
include Whitney N. Seymour of
New York, Sydney M. Kaye of New
York, and A. L. Herman of Ft.
Worth.
DECREASE, GAIN,
IN FCC EMPLOYES
A NET INCREASE of 101 FCC
employes from April to September
1943, but a gain of 14 from June
to September, is shown in a report
released last Monday by the Truman Joint Committee on Reduction
of Nonessential Federal Expenditures. In April this year FCC had
2,296 employes, the report shows.
The number was reduced to a low
point of 2,181 in June, following
the first Truman report which
recommended a slash of 300,000
federal employes. In September,
however, FCC listed 2,195 employes,
a gain of 14.
Largest decrease from June to
September was 139,968, effected by
the War Dept. Navy showed the
greatest increase, with 15,314. OWI
had 4,456 employes in September,
an increase of 681, although the
Truman report shows that the
total figure includes 1,050 employes
abroad, not listed previously. Office
of Censorship added 28 employes
for a total in September of 12,147.
The Truman committee report
urges further reductions in Federal
employes.
Page 14 • November

JUDGE

SYKES

OPA FACES FIGHT
ON VITAMIN PRICES
ANY OPA move to force a 15%
reduction in the prices of packaged vitamin products will be
fought to the finish, presumably
through the courts and perhaps by
appeal to committee
Congress, the
industry's
advisory
indicated
last
week after a meeting with OPA
officials. At the same time, James
F. Brownlee, former General Foods
and Frankfort Distillery executive,
now OPA deputy price administrator, said he would sign the proposed order within 24 hours and
would seek its issuance as soon as
possible.
S. DeWitt Clough, of Abbott
Labs., Chicago, chairman of the advisory committee, read a statement
challenging price reduction regulation on grounds that since there
has been no increase in price of
the products in question, any reduction by OPA order amounts to
an attempt to control profits and is
outside the legal authority conferred by the Emergency Price
Control Act.
Contention of the vitamin manufacturers is that OPA is using
their prices as a guinea pig to
test whether profits control can be
imposed on U. S. industry. Informed sources believe that it may
be some time before Price Administrator Chester Bowles can decide whether he wants to add the
drug industry to groups now fighting OPA, inasmuch as the agency
is now battling for its life with a
hostile Congress.
Blue Coast Plans
SEARCH has started for properties to house proposed BLUE
Network broadcasting,, television
and FM studios in Hollywood when
construction materials are available, according to Don E. Gilman,
western division vice-president. Mr.
Gilman said application for the television and FM transmitters soon
will be filed with FCC. "It is also
contemplated," Mr. Gilman stated,
"that the BLUE will have its own
Hollywood station after the war;
however, this matter can rest a
while since present arrangement
with Earle C. Anthony, owner of
KECA, Los Angeles network affiliate, has another year to run."
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CAROL BROADCAST
CENSORSHIP last week used its
authority, for the first time since
the U. S. entered the war, to cancel a scheduled international broadcast of news interest. Authorization previously granted CBS to use
lines from Mexico City to air an
address by former King Carol of
Rumania during the Report to the
Nation program (9:30-10 p.m.)
last Tuesday was withdrawn by
the Office of Censorship.
Acting under authority of its
control over international communications, the Office of Censorship advised CBS New York last
Tuesday as follows:
"Owing to considerations that we
are not at liberty to disclose, we
find it necessary to cancel the previously authorized use of the lines
from Mexico City for the scheduled
broadcast tonight (Nov. 23) by
former King Carol of Rumania."
CBS said was
text ofsubmitted
Carol's proposed
broadcast
to and
cleared by Censorship Nov. 20 and
that leaders of anti-Carol groups in
the U. S. had been asked to name
a spokesman to speak on the program after the deposed Rumanian
monarch had presented his story.
RADIO FIRST ON
PATTON INCIDENT
RADIO last week touched off one
of the bated
war's
most vigorously-decontroversies
when Drew
Pearson in his BLUE commentary
(7-7:15 p.m.) Nov. 21 disclosed
that Lt. Gen. Patton had slapped
a shell-shocked soldier in a Sicily
military hospital.
First reaction on Capitol Hill
was to investigate Mr. Pearson
and the network. Those Senators
and Representatives who have
openly displayed a dislike for commentators who oppose views of the
respective politicians were ready
to force the issue of "free speech".
When Gen. Eisenhower's headquarters confirmed the story, however, and it developed that newsmen had known of the incident
since it happened but had withheld
it, the Congressional probe swung
the other way.
The Senate Military Affairs
Committee now has asked Secretary of War Stimson for a full report. Similar action by the House
Military Affairs Committee was
anticipated.
John H. Wainman
JOHN H. WAINMAN, 47, music
teacher and former director of auditions for NBC, died Nov. 22 at
Herkimer, N. Y. Mr. Wainman appeared in several musical comedies
and in vaudeville before joining
NBC in 1932. He sang on a morning devotions program for five
years before becoming director of
auditions.
School Spots
NEWSPAPER INSTITUTE, New
York, which is lining up Sunday
news programs to promote its correspondence courses, has added
KGO San Francisco and KFEL
Denver, to its spot schedule,
through
Rose-Martin Inc., New
York.
BROADCASTING
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Pressure,

NBC

Says,
Canceled On
PaidCIO
DairyTalk
Time
Instead
of 'Round
Table'
FOLLOWING
the protest
by Owen
M. Richards, manager of the American Dairy Assn., Chicago, that
NBC, for political reasons, had cancelled the Assn.'s regular Voice of
the Farmer program on Nov. 21 to
carry a speech by R. J. Thomas,
president of the United Automobile
Workers, CIO, Frank E. Mullen,
vice-president and general manager
of NBC, issued a statement last
week denying that "there had been
any Government coercion to force
the network to give Thomas the
Meantime
Rep. Lea (D-Cal.),
period
he used."
chairman of the House Select Committee to investigate the FCC, said
his group had been requested to
"look into" the program substitution in conjunction with the overall
inquiry. It was learned that subpenas probably will be issued for
Mr. Thomas and Mr. Mullen. Carleton Smith, manager of WRC Washington, NBC station, already has
been questioned by the Lea investigating staff.
Canceled
Commercial
According to NBC, Mr. Thomas
requested a quarter-hour period
Friday, Saturday or Sunday, and
"the network elected to cancel the
commercial program rather than
the Chicago Round Table broadcast,
a popular
sustaining
NBC
statement
alsoprogram."
pointed The
out
that Mr. Thomas had appeared recently before the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee, complaining
that labor wasn't being heard on
the air "even though his union has
a regularly scheduled broadcast on
this same network."
Mr. Richard's protest, which appeared in Nov. 22nd newspapers,
said in part: "To have our radio
time taken away in this fashion and
given to the CIO, which is not in
harmony with
view;j£ the
4s farmers'
♦
point is shocking."
RADIO and press used by dairy
farmers to acquaint the public with
their industry is proving successful, Owen M. Richards, general
manager of the American Dairy
Assn., Chicago, reported last week.
The objectives of the advertising
program being conducted by the
Association are the holding of public preference for dairy products,
guarding against competitive substitutes and seeking to gain better
public understanding of the industry's problems and to promote research. Agency handling the campaign is Campbell- Mithun, Chicago.
Wellard in Italy
JAMES

WELLARD, foreign correspondent of the Chicago Times,
has joined Mutual's staff attached
to Allied Force Headquarters in
Italy. He alternates with Seymour
Korman in broadcasting front line
dispatches from Naples.
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information we get, is that we've had an enviable average billing gain of 42% for every
year we've been in business. For ten years
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Soldiers Request
News
From
Home
Exchange With BBC Arranged
By Trammell and Royal
MORE NEWS from home than he
is getting now is what the American
soldier wants, Niles Trammel, NBC
president, and John F. Royal, vicepresident in charge of international
relations, reported last week on
their return from a six-weeks visit
to England, North Africa, Sicily
and Italy.
"Wecuss have
several plans
to diswith Government
officials
to
get more home news to our troops,"
Mr. Trammel stated. Declining to
go into detail until after those discussions have taken place, Mr.
Trammell said that the news could
be handled on the shortwave service from America to the fighting
forces abroad or that more news
could be supplied to the army stations there.
Change With BBC
The Army Special Service Division has erected 13 or 14 low-powered transmitters, with about 25
miles coverage, in England, he said,
and it also has them in the Mediterranean region, but their news is
confined chiefly to news of the war
and to a few items from Washington. Most of the news the troops are
getting now comes from the BBC,
Mr. Trammell reported.
Explaining that the object of the
trip had been to discover ways of
improving broadcast service to the
liberated countries and our troops
abroad as well as the news service from there back to America,
Mr. Trammell said an exchange of
entertainment programs between
NBC and the BBC has been arranged and will start the first of
the year, programs originating alternately here and in England but
all broadcast simultaneously in
both countries.
To help satisfy the avid interest
of our troops in sports, Mr. Trammell said that he and Mr. Royal arfor Bill
Stern's
football
broadcastsranged to
be sent
abroad
each
Saturday during the season. He
stated that recordings of the most
popular domestic shows are broadcast on the army stations, with the
commercials deleted, and that they
were greatly enjoyed, but that they
were several months old and some
of them were dated.
He said that NBC wants more
recorded programs made at the
front for broadcast to America and
expressed a feeling that the wire
recorder developed by the Army
overcame the problem of bulky
equipment which had seriously
handicapped the efforts of BBC and
CBS to get front line recordings.
Asked about post-war plans, Mr.
Trammell said: "After the war
there must be an organization of
free countries to insure that radio
will henceforth be used for good
instead of evil, so that no small
group of individuals will ever be
able to propagandize their countries and the world such as the dictators have done in the past."
Page 16 • November

FCC Informally Favors
New CBS Affiliate Form
THE FCC last week advised CBS
in an informal opinion that its new
affiliate contract form "appears on
its face to comply with the present
network regulations." Two weeks
ago CBS had submitted to the FCC
Law Department a rewritten version of the contract which the FCC
criticized in a letter to CBS Oct.
26, calling attention to alleged infractions of network regulations
in at least three particulars and
threatening affiliates that their license renewals might be in jeopardy [Broadcasting, Nov. 1].
The new contract, according to
CBS, is a simplified form eliminating the clauses held to be in conflict with the network regulations
and eliminating all riders and
"saving" clauses. The question
raised by a CBS circular letter to
affiliates June 8 dealing with option time and criticized by the
FCC in its Oct. 26 letter, as apparently contrary to that portion
of rule 3.104 covering the subject,
is still being studied by CBS.
'Denver Post' Hearing
Is Slated for Dec. 20
HEARING on two motions filed by
the Denver Post to dismiss suit by
Eugene P. O'Fallon Inc., operator
of KFEL Denver [Broadcasting,
Nov. 1] last week was set for Dec.
20 by District Judge George A.
Luxford. The Post seeks dismissal
on the grounds that KFEL failed
to state any complaint upon which
relief can be granted. A second motion by the publication seeks to
strike portions of the complaint as
immaterial.
KFEL's suit was to restrain the
Post from omitting program listings of KFEL and MBS from the
newspaper's daily log, which lists
programs of other Denver stations.
In its counter-action the Post denied
that $5 per line it charges KFEL
for carrying program listings was
excessive. Mr. O'Fallon brought the
original suit under the Colorado
Unfair Practices Act.
Deloss B. Gurney
DELOSS B. GURNEY, 73, father
of Senator Chan Gurney (R-S. D.),
and a pioneer Yankton businessman, died in Yankton last week
after a long period of failing health.
He was founder and for many
years president of the Gurney Seed
& Nursery Co., and for 10 years
spoke daily over WNAX Yankton
when the station was owned by his
company.
WLB Ruling Awaited
DECISION by WLB in a dispute
between WMAL Washington and
AFRA over question of extra fees
to announcers for local commercials was being awaited last week.
In testimony Nov. 18 before Royal
Montgomery, hearing officer, Joseph
Miller, NAB Director of Labor Relations, stated in behalf of the station that extra compensation for
commercials is not a prevalent
practice among broadcasters.
JOHN MORROW, vice-president of
Grant Adv. in charge of the New
York office and account executive on
Vick Chemical Co. and American
Chicle accounts, resigned last week
from the agency.
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PORK A-PLENTY this winter will
garnish
table(r),
of textile
worker Bobthe
Gore
Spartanburg,
S. C, because he took the advice
of WSPA farm service director
Cliff Gray (1), who plugged, on
his Piedmont Farm Hour, the government's program to produce and
raise more food. Gore purchased
two small pigs which he has raised
and cared for after working hours.
Farmer Gray was on hand to assist Bob in butchering the porkies
which have yielded over 1,000 lbs.
of meat as well as 100 lbs. of
processed lard. The hams averaged
around 55 lbs a piece. Not bad for
an original $8 per piggy!
WGST Plea Denied
PETITION of WGST Atlanta, licensed to the Georgia School of
Technology, requesting grant without hearing of its application for
renewal of license was denied by
the FCC last week, with Chairman
Fly and Commissioner Craven dissenting. WGST has been operating
on a temporary extension of its
license since last March, at which
time the Commission ordered the
station to divest itself of a management contract with former radio commissioner and ex-CBS vicepresident Sam Pickard and Clarence H. Calhoun,
casting, Aug. 23].Atlanta [BroadAlbany Probe
INQUIRIES to determine the cause
of a 90-second interruption of a
network program on WOKO Albany by a German-speaking voice
were being undertaken last Friday
by the local FBI office, according
to a United Press dispatch. J. B.
Wilcox, agent, said the agency was
investigating reports that a mistake in telephone transmission or
possibly an enemy shortwave broadcast was responsible for the interference, UP stated. The FCC had
received no official word on the incident late Friday.
M.C. on
'Fame'
DEEMSTaylor
TAYLOR
music
commentator on the CBS broadcasts of the New
York Philharmonic Symphony since
1936, nent
willmember
be narrator
and aof permaof the caste
Radio
Hall of Fame, Philco Corp. program
Dec. 5.
LILLIAN SELB of the New York
sales staff of John E. Pearson Co.,
station representative, on Dee. 1 joins
Foote, Cone & Belding, New York as
timebuyer. Miss Selb was formerly
New York manager of Foreman Co.
and before that with J. Stirling Getriiell York.
and Blaekett-Sample-Hummert,
New
BROADCASTING

Pacific

Buys

NBC Coast-to-Coast
Weekly
Half-hour
Is First
R.R. Net Time Since 30's
UNION PACIFIC Railroad, Omaha, beginning Jan. 8 will sponsor a
half-hour variety program, Saturdays, 5 p.m., over a coast-to-coast
NBC network, marking what is believed to be the first time since the
Empire Builder series for Great
Northern on NBC in the 1930's that
a major railroad
has used a transcontinental hookup.
Featured on the new program,
titled Your America, will be a vocal
ensemble and orchestra directed by
Josef Koesner, augmented by Nelson Olmsted, famed NBC story
teller, celebrities, soloists and talented workers from the Union Pacific's operating personnel. Governors of the states served by the railroad will be guests on the series, beginning with Governor Dwight
Griswold of Nebraska.
The broadcasts, for the most
part, will originate from Omaha
through the facilities of WOW. In
addition, various pickups will be
made from points along the U.P.
right-of-way. Contract for the series is 52 weeks. Agency for the
sponsor is the Caples Co., Omaha.
WMAZ

HITS

EXPRESS

PUBLICITY ATTEMPT
RAILWAY EXPRESS has been
added to the list of transportation
agencies which have provoked protests of radio because of free-publicity-seeking attempts tied to the
war effort. After a visit from a
representative of the Railway Express News Bureau, of 230 Park
Ave.,cialN.manager
Y., "Red"
Cross,
commerof WMAZ
Macon,
last
week wrote to the Bureau asking if
the Office of Defense Transportation had in any way suggested, that
promotion of early Christmas mailing should be non-commercial.
Pointing to the paid schedules of
the Bell Telephone and other public utility companies, directed at
aid to the war effort, Mr. Cross
said he failed "to see the significance of a 'public service' unpaid
promotional schedule for the Railway Express Agency.
"Your problem is no different
than that of hundreds of business
firms in this country," wrote Mr.
Cross. "They too, would like to
perpetuate
name,
theirforservice and theirtheir
trade
names
use
after the war. In our opinion, if we
are to carry the type of copy you
are sending us, we must discontinue
60% of our paid advertising and
carry these accounts on a 'free publicity' basis since they, too, are lending every effort to win the war."
Peter Fox on BLUE
PETER FOX Brewing Co., Chicago (Fox Deluxe Beer), on Dec.
21 will begin sponsorship of a weekly half-hour musical program, Fox
Deluxe Variety Hall, on 17 BLUE
midwest stations, originating out
of WLW Cincinnati each Tuesday
7 :30-8 p.m. Additional Virginia and
West Coast stations are anticipated. Contract is for 52 weeks.
Agency
is Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
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KGNF

LEHIGH

Transfer

Adds
to NBC
Net
WOW
President Promises
Listeners
Fine Service
WITH CONSENT of the FCC last
week to voluntary assignment of
the license of KGNF from the
Great Plains Broadcasting Co. to
Radio Station WOW Inc., Omaha,
for $40,000, listeners in North
Platte and far western Nebraska
are to have NBC network service,
according to John J. Gillin Jr.,
president of WOW. Application for
the transfer was filed with the FCC
last September.
The Commission at the same time
granted application for a construction permit to change the frequency
from 1460 to 1240 kc, increase
power from 1 kw daytime to 250 w
unlimited and make changes in the
transmitting equipment. KGNF,
which has operated heretofore only
from sunrise to sunset, is to operate on a 16-to-18-hour schedule,
seven days a week, Mr. Gillin said.
'Best Little Station'
KGNF was established in 1930,
and has been operated since then
by the Great Plains Broadcasting
Co., of which W. I. LeBarron was
president and Mrs. LeBarron general manager. It is expected that
the coverage area of the station
will be extended by the change in
wavelength. KGNF now serves the
area within a 75-mile radius of
North Platte.
KGNF became interested in the
North Platte station when Mr. and
Mrs. LeBarron indicated they wanted to retire from the radio business. "We expect to give the people of North Platte and western
Nebraska the finest radio program
service we can possibly get. In addition to NBC network programs,
KGNF will present many fine transcribed national programs and the
best possible local features," Mr.
Gillin said. No expense will be
spared to make KGNF "the best
little
station in the country", said
Mr. Gillin.

FCC

OK OF STOCK SALE
LEHIGH VALLEY BROADCASTING Co., licensee of WCBA-WSAN
Allentown, Pa., applied to the FCC
last week for approval of the sale
of 495 shares of stock owned by
the Allentown Call Publishing Co.
to Royal W. Weiler (50), J. Calvin
Shumberger Sr. (165), David A.
Miller (15), Fred W. Weiler (115),
Samuel W. Miller (50), Donald P.
Miller (50), and Miller Associates

PISTOL PACK IN' Patrolman
Helen Sanders
the Army's
Okla-a
homa City Airof Depot
explains
Flying Fortress belly turret to Robert McCormick, NBC commentator
and Edgar T. Bell, general manager of WKY Oklahoma City, at the
first National Clinic of Domestic
Aviation Planning, held at Oklahoma City, Nov. 11, 12, 13. Mr.
McCormick covered the convention
for NBC through WKY facilities.
Straus 'Welcome'
NATHAN STRAUS, president of
WMCA New York, entertained the
station atemployes
at aAstor,
"welcome"
party
the Hotel
New
York, last Friday, a week after the
same group had been guests at a
farewell party given by the station's former owner, Edward J.
Noble, chairman of the board of the
BLUE Network. Ownership of
WMCA was transferred to Cosmopolitan Broadcasting Corp., formed
by Mr. Straus and Davega-City Radio Inc. to own and operate the station, on Nov. 20, following the receipt of FCC approval of the transfer on Nov. 16. Donald Flamm,
owner of WMCA before its purchase by Mr. Noble three years
ago, is suing for a rescission of
that sale, and will probably now
join the new owners in the case.

WAGE Sale Granted
SENTINEL BROADCASTING
Corp., licensee of WAGE Syracuse,
was last week granted permission
by the FCC to assign its license to
WAGE Inc., a new corporation
whose organization, it was stated
in the application, was for the purpose of strengthening the financial
status of the station in anticipation
of future FM and television developments [Broadcasting, Oct.
25], The new organization retains
the same officers and directors now
serving Sentinel.

Ask WDSU Assignment
ASSIGNMENT of the license of
WDSU and a New Orleans permit
for an increase in power to 5 kw
to Stephens Broadcasting Co. was
asked in an application to the FCC
last week by WDSU Inc. The new
company is a partnership composed of E. A. Stephens, Frsd
Weber, and H. G. Wall, who purchased WDSU, last August from
J. H. Uhalt, sole owner of the station. The partners retain the same
interest in the new company as in
the corporation, Messrs. Stephens,
Weber and Wall having respectively 50%, 37casting,
y2 %,
and 12 y2 % [BroadSept. 6].

Prudential Change
FOLLOWING withdrawal after the
Nov. 21 broadcast of Deems Taylor
as commentator on the Prudential
Family Hour on CBS, the Prudential Insurance Co. of America, New
York, has started Jose Ferrer as
highlight actor and commentator
on the Sunday afternoon musical
show, and Reed Kennedy, baritone,
as featured singer. Agency is Benton & Bowles, New York.

Pudding Participations
TAYLOR-REED Corp., Mamaroneck, N. Y., is promoting Tumbo
pudding with thrice-weekly participations on WEAF and WOR New
York, with weekly sponsorship of
Quincy Howe on WABC, New
York. Live commercials feature the
B, and Iron content of the desserts.
Agency
is Tracy Kent & Co., New
York.
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This comprises 496 shares
(50).
(77.14%), which are prorated substantially according to the percentage of stock owned by this same
group in the Call Publishing Co.
B. Bryan Musselman, a clergyman,
retains 147 shares (22.86%) and
the Call Co. one share of Lehigh
stock not involved in the transfer.
Mr. Shumberger is vice-president
and controller of the Call Publishing Co., Royal Weiler is president
and general manager, David Miller
is vice-president and managing editor. All three are officers and directors of the Lehigh Broadcasting Co.
Butcher Resigns
BLAYNE R. BUTCHER has resigned as radio director of Ward
Wheelock Co., New York, effective
Dec. 1. He has not announced his
plans.er Mr.
Butchjoined
the
company last
May. He was previously an executive in the radio department of
Lennen & Mitchell, New York,
for nine years.
His duties at
Ward Wheelock
Mr. Butcher
included supervision of Radio Reader's Digest, CBS
program sponsored by Campbell
Soup Co.
Salute to Bakers
AS A SALUTE to the baking industry of America, Standard
Brands, New York, on Dec. 21 is
sponsoring a special one-hour
Christmas variety program on CBS,
featuring such stars of radio and
screen as Edgar Bergen, Don
Ameche, Bob Burns, Dorothy Lamour and others not yet lined up.
Heard on the full CBS network,
10-11 p.m. (EWT) , the show will
be entitled "The Bakers of America
Present", and will be promoted extensively by local bakeries around
the theme of "Fleischman's new
bread is basic." Agency in charge
is Arthur Kudner Inc., New York.
WKST Control Changes
WKST New Castle, Pa., last week
received FCC approval for the acquisition of control by Wanda E.
Townsend and S. W. Townsend
through transfer of 80 shares
(36%) of stock from Joseph Thomas to Wanda Townsend, wife of
S. W. Townsend, president and
treasurer of the station, for $8,300.
The transfer gives Mr. and Mrs.
Townsend a combined total of
72%. The application stated that
Mr. Thomas desired to withdraw
from the business in order to devote full time to a job as secretary and counsel with the Firestone
Tire & Rubber Co.
BROADCASTING

AMONG THOSE attending the annual football luncheon of the San
Francisco Advertising Club were
(1 to r) ; Lt. Spike Nelson, coach
of the Moraga Air Devils (Navy
Pre-Flight School at Moraga,
Cal.) ing; andHarold
R. Deal, advertissales promotion
manager
of Tide Water Associated Oil Co.,
now in its 18th year of football
sportscasting; Lt. Bill Kern, coach
of the Pre-Flighters at Del Monte,
Cal.
Gillette Adds
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co.,
Boston, has added 11 CBS stations
to the group carrying each of the
New Year's Day football games in
the Orange and Sugar Bowls, making the total for each game 130
stations in this country. The Sugar
Bowl classic, at 3:45 p.m., will also
be heard on three CBS foreign outlets— two in Hawaii, and one in
Puerto Rico, while the Orange
Bowl game at 3:30 p.m. will also
be carried on the CBS Puerto
Rican station. Agency is Maxon
Inc., New York.
Joint Sponsors
AMERICAN AIRCRAFT Institute, Chicago, and Fred Harvey
Restaurants, Chicago, on Nov. 22
began joint sponsorship of a onehour musical program titled Something Norman,
Old, Something
New, through
featuring Don
Mondays
Thursdays
on WAAF
tracts are for
13 weeks.Chicago.
Agency Confor
American Aircraft is Raymond
Hutchins, Chicago. Agency for
Harvey Restaurants is George
Hartman Co., Chicago.
Biggar From Britain
GEORGE C. BIGGAR, program director of WLW Cincinnati, in England as mation
guestService,
of will
the British
Inforbe heard
on
four shortwave pickups from the
BBC in London, transcribed for
WLW's Everybody's Farm Hour
program.
Broadcasts
uled Nov. 24,
Dec. 4, 6,were
9. schedUtility Series
COMMONWEALTH EDISON Co.,
Chicago, on Nov. 23 began sponsorship of a quarter-hour transcribed
series, Dick Tracy, on WENR ChiThursdays.
Contractcago,is Tuesdays
for sixand
weeks.
Agency
is Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.
EDMUND B. (Tiny) RUFFNER,
most recent vice-president in charge
of the Hollywood office of Ruthrauff
& Ryan, on Dec. 6 joins WOR New
York as director of daytime programs
succeeding
Ray Nelson,
who radio.
has resigned to enter
commercial
• Broadcast
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They

Tell

Me

I'm

NEBRASKA
— and that you'll be seeing me often in these KFAB ads.
And that's all right with me, because I figure you and
I have a lot in common and ought to get acquainted.
You're my customer and I'm your customer.
I'm one of the thousands of farmers in the KFAB area
who are busy raising grains and meats and food products
that are later shipped to you. And, if you're in business,
you probably have something to do with supplying us
with some of the many products we need.
I guess it is because we are doing business together that
KFAB wants us to get acquainted.

*7%e BIG

fai*H&i

a

Typical-Looking
FARMER

They tell me that in the next ad you will see me as
a business man. Believe me, farming is a business ... a
mighty good business these days.
Later you will meet my family and you'll understand
why I'm so proud of them and so anxious to give them
all the good things of life. Now, thanks to good crops
and good prices, I'm in a position to buy the things we
need and want. So, if you have something to sell, just
remember that we will be listening to KFAB. It's a
habit we have all had since that friendly neighbor came
into our homes 20 years ago."

otf

LINCOLN,
NEBRASKA
780 KC- 10,000 WATTS ^
BASIC COLUMBIA
Represented by EDWARD PCTRY COMPANY

OWI

Spots

Under

To Be Transcribed
BECAUSE of the six-to-seven-week
interval required for preparation
and recording- of OWI war messages, itwill not be possible to put
the announcements on a fully sponsorable basis any earlier than beginning the week of Jan. 17, according to William F. Fairbanks,
chief of the Allocations Division of
the OWI Domestic Radio Bureau.
As announced in Broadcasting
last week, it was decided at a
meeting with OWI regional station relations in Washington Nov.
19 to record all station announcements 50 seconds long and make
them available for sale to local
sponsors beginning Jan. 15. Since
the week actually begins on Monday the 17th, it is planned to record all of the messages on the new
basis for broadcast beginning that
date. Other factors which interfere with any earlier change are
that so many of the messages have
already been written and that recordings are cut for two weeks at
a time.
Easy Solution
The decision to permit local
sponsorship of all station announcements is seen as a simple solution
for several perplexing problems.
The burden of selling is placed entirely on the station and there is
no longer any need for OWI to
decide whether or not a campaign
ought to be sponsored. That question will now be decided by radio
salesmanship, which must reach
the advertiser who is interested
in sponsoring war information material on a given subject.
This puts radio on much the same
basis as the press, so far as war
message material is concerned.
Mr. Fairbanks pointed out some
stations will prefer not to sell the
announcements and will carry them
entirely as a contribution to the
war effort; others will sell them as
a step toward giving the messages
better time position, while in many
instances sponsorship by local concerns will be sought as contributing to the effectiveness of a given
campaign.

Sponsorship

Policy

50 Seconds Long
Only one new campaign appears
in the OWI Packet table for the
week of Dec. 20. This is the appeal
for coal miners. Three thousand
strong, able-bodied men, preferably
men with coal mining experience,
are needed immediately to man coal
mines in Colorado, Utah, Wyoming,
Washington, and Montana. The announcements will urge qualified
men to report immediately to their
nearest U. S. Employment Service
Office for these vital, well-paid war
jobs.
The Save Critical Resoui-ces
campaign, added late last week to
the schedule for Dec. 13, and to
be repeated the week of Dec. 20,
is an emergency drive on the Network Plan, aimed at fuel conservation. Fact Sheet No. 182, based on
material supplied by the War Production Board, points out that
America is moving into a serious
fuel shortage. All fuels— coal, oil
and gas — are short, and the national requirements are interdependent. What seems to have called
for the emergency action via the
network announcements is the
"hard fact that we do not have
enough coal to go around." It is
said that if every man now employed in the nation's mines were
to work every day the mines could
operate, there would still be a
shortage of coal to meet total requirements during 1944. During the
week of Oct. 18-24, the Solid Fuels
Administration diverted the production of 1,800 mines to retail
yards for emergency domestic heating use. It may not be possible to
do this should the need arise again.
Two Angles
Thus, radio war messages for the
week of Dec. 20 are tackling the
fuel problem from two angles — recruiting of mine labor, and consumer conservation of coal and
other fuels interchangeable with
coal.
No announcements are scheduled
on the Network Plan for Christmas
Day, inasmuch as so many network
programs are specially written for
the holiday.

Got the News
UTILIZING a middle localannouncement break in
Carey Longmire's
war
commentary,
Jack NBC
Peterson,
news editor of WIS Columbia, S. aC,local
gavebulletin
station's
listeners
involving a gun battle in which
police killed a South Carolinian. Longmire is sponsored
on WIS by McKesson & Robbins Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays, but local story
broke on sustaining day during first part
Longmire's
newscast
and of
Peterson
took
advantage of local announcement break. Otherwise listeners
wouldn't
havehours.
gotten the
story for
several
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CATCHING UP on current radio
events, Lt. Peter Roebeck, formerly
of CBS Hollywood transcription department, chatted with Ben Paley
(left), supervisor of CBS West
Coast production operations, during
his recent furlough. An AAF bombardier, Lt. Roebeck has received
the Order of the Purple Heart and
Distinguished Flying Cross with
two clusters. His Flying Fortress
was shot down over the Mediterranean by a German-manned, captured P-38. Lt. Roebeck spent 60
hours in the water before being
rescued.
Sealtest Cast Stays
REJECTING an offer of American Tobacco Co. (Luckies) to
head a new network variety show,
Joan Davis, comedienne, will continue to be starred on the weekly
NBC Joan Davis-Jack Haley program sponsored by Sealtest Inc.
New 52-week contract negotiated
with the agency, McKee & Albright,
is said to give Miss Davis full
control over all elements of
her current show, with a considerable salary increase. The reported
offer by American Tobacco Co. was
$15,000lableweekly
and a non-cancel65-week contract.
RALPH HACKBUSH, vice-president of Stromberg-Carlson Telei hone
Mfg. Co. of Canada Ltd., Toronto,
has returned to the company after
being on loan to the radio division of
the wartime government-owned Research Enterprises Ltd., Toronto. He
has been appointed managing director
of the Canadian Stromberg Co., and
recently was elected vice-president of
the Institute of Radio Engineers.

WEEK

DEC.

20

Check the list below to find the war message announcements you will broadcast
during the week beginning Dec. 20. Sell the spots officially designated for sponsorship.
Plan schedules for best timing of these important war messages. Tell your clients what
spots
available for perinclusion
programs. Each "X" stands for three oneminute areannouncements
day, or in21 their
per week.
STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
NETCroup
Croup
NAT. SPOT
WAR MESSAGE
WORK
KW
*
OI
PLAN
PLAN
Aft".
Ind.
Aff.
Ind. Live ! Trans.
Bonds For Christmas Gifts*. X **
X
X
X
X
Army toAviation
'Cadets
X
—
X
Stick
Your War
Job
__
__
XXX
X
SPARS Recruiting
X
X
Coal Miners
X
Careless Talk
X
Save Critical Resources X
See
Schei'ule
War Messages
87 for Allocation
names and Plans.
time of programs carrying
war OWI
messages
under ofNational
Spot andNo.Network
*Station announcements 55 seconds — available for sponsorship.
Number
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PERSONAL LOG
WGY Chart Leads Listeners
To Good Programs
FULLER ENJOYMENT from
your radio is the plan behind the
vigorous promotion campaign WGY
Schenectady has launched in newspapers and on the air, for the
"Calendar
Good program
Listening".
The calendar for
includes
logs
for every day in the week, to be
filled out by the listener, with
spaces for special programs as well
as those regularly scheduled.
In addition, the booklet features
a WGY program listing and pictures and highlights about WGY
entertainers. The series of ads to
acquaint the public with the Calendar stresses radio's role now in
gas-rationed times, as the richest
source of entertainment. Calendars are available to listeners who
write
a card to WGY, the NBC
G-E station.

Humphrey to N. Y.
H. B. HUMPHREY Co., Boston,
has set up New York offices at 424
Madison Ave., with Frank S.
Christian, account executive, in
charge. Telephone number is
Plaza 3-8000. In addition to handling some activities on all Humphrey accounts, the new branch
does all the agency's placements
for General Aircraft Corp., manuof the handles
"Skyfarer"
New Yorkfactureroffice
very plane.
little
radio at present. Boston office now
handles Christian Science Monitor
radio activities.
'Mrs. Miniver' Series
"'MRS. MINIVER", the M-G-M
picture, becomes a radio series Dec.
3 produced by CBS in collaboration
with Henry Souvaine Inc., who
has acquired radio rights from
M-G-M and Jan Struther, author
of the book. Presented as a complete episode each week, the series
will be heard Fi-idays, 11:30 p.m.12 midnight, and will deal with experiences of the Minivers in the
United States.
WTBO, in Cumberland,
To Join NBC on Jan. 1
WTBO CUMBERLAND, Md., will
become an NBC outlet Jan. 1, according to an announcement last
week by Mrs. Aurelia S. Becker,
president
and
general
manager.
The station
last
month was
authorized by the
FCC to operate
full time on 1450
kc. with 250
watts, after havon 820 daykc.
ingtimeoperated
Mrs. Becker
for several
Robertson that
Mr. announced
also
effectiveyears.
Dec.
1, Dale
general manager of Robertson,
WARM Scranton,
joins
WTBO as station and commercial
manager. Mr. Robertson has managed the Scranton station since
April 1941. He. formerly served
with WIBM Jackson, Mich., and
also has managed WlBX Utica,
WBAX
Wilkes-Barre, and KGGM
Albuquerque.
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WMC
For

Grants
Detroit

40-Hour
Radio

Week

Employes

Only Engineers
Excepted
in Critical Labor
Area Decision by Michigan Office
BROADCASTERS of Detroit, a
tions, general manager, general
counsel, sales manager, promotion
critical labor area, have been given
permission to continue employes,
and publicity manager, merchandising manager, station manager,
except technicians, on a 40-hour
week, under an opinion by the studio production manager. All
Michigan State office of the War
other personnel were listed as
Manpower Commission. The deci- working 40 hours or under union
sion is viewed with interest by 76 jurisdiction and not subject to
scheduling.
other critical labor areas.
Under a classification embracing
The broadcasters' petition, filed
by Raymond J. Meurer, general the traffic and operations departcounsel for King-Trendle Broadment, in which the employes average 40 hours, the petition stated
casting Corp. (WXYZ and Michigan Radio Network), also was in that these activities are of a highly
behalf of stations WJR WWJ
specialized task which is not interWJBK and WJHB Detroit, along changeable.
It was stated that hours and
with CKLW Windsor-Detroit, the
latter a Canadian station which
duties of sales department repremaintains studios in Detroit.
sentatives do not permit a given
schedule of operations, that these
Engineers Interchangeable
employes are paid on a commission
After receiving the petition, the basis and are not subject to the
WMC granted the broadcasters' re- Fair Labor Standards Act.
quest to maintain the 40-hour
The petition listed five employes
schedule, except for technicians
of
the accounting department, each
who are employed under contract
with the IBEW on a 44-hour basis. having separate and distinct duscheduled on a 40-hour basis.
The Commission ruled that tech- None ties,
of these positions, it was
nicians should operate on a 48- stated, is interchangeable.
hour week because these jobs are
The. petition declared that actors,
interchangeable, but it held that
announcers, singers and sound efthis condition "does not apply to
fects employes are under the jurisother radio broadcasting jobs".
diction of AFRA and because of
The petition listed workingschedules of the various classifica- the nature of their work are not
subject to scheduling on a 48-hour
tions of WXYZ employes. The
basis. The same applied to musischedules, the petition concluded,
cians, arrangers and copyists as
"should demonstrate that petition- well as librarians under the juriser has made the fullest possible
diction of AFM.
utilization of the services of all
Writers
and special events anemployes in its various departnouncers and news commentators,
ments consistent with peak-load requirements ofthe station and their together with the transcription librarians, because of their work,
respective physical capabilities".
are not subject to scheduling on a
Technicians only have been on
48-hour basis, the petition stated.
a schedule in excess of 40 hours,
it was set forth, the 44-hour schedule for this class of employes ef"the fullest
possible
utilizationfecting
of their
services
consistent
with the peak-load factor and
which also permits petitioner to
handle emergency situations".
A foreword to the petition called
attention to the importance of the
time element in radio broadcasting
operations, stating that "the everpresent factor of split-second precision timing is therefore pertinent to a marked degree in making
a determination of its manpower
requirements".
Citing Congressional testimony
to prove its contention that "no
industry has been more highly regulated by Government authority
than the radio broadcasting industry", the petition asserted that
"overlapping jurisdictions of Government might well place the industry in a position of being unable to fulfill the requirements for
which it was ordained, namely,
service." listed the following
public
The petition
station personnel as having unlimited hours: director of operaPage 22
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WCHS' Wish
PERSISTENCE, thy name is
Charleston. The West Virginia city wants an airport —
badly. So, since Nov. 4,
WCHS, key station of the
West Virginia Network has
doggedly repeated with each
station-break, "This is WCHS
Charleston — the only city of
its size in America without
an
airport."
Station savs
director
Howard
L. Chernoff
the
announcement will be discontinued— when Charleston gets
the airport.

BY ARRANGEMENT
with the
Opper Joins Blue
Chinese Government, the BLUE
is now using the Chinese official
receiving post in Ventura, Cal., as
a relay point for all BLUE broadcasts picked up from Chungking.
Frederick B. Opper, editor of the
recently revived Shanghai Evening
Post & Mercury in Free China,
has been appointed BLUE foreign
correspondent, and is to be heard
from Chungking on the Sunday
War Journal. Imprisoned by the
Japanese on Pearl Harbor day,
Mr. Opper was returned on the exchange ship Gripsholm in August
1942 to New York, where he set
up a local edition of his newspaper.
He left for China in July of this
year.

Study Video Clarity
RESULTS of a field survey of the
three television transmitters in the
New York territory will be given
by Allen B. Du Mont, president,
and Thomas T. Goldsmith Jr., of
the Allen B. Du Mont Labs.,
at a joint meeting Dec. 1 in New
York of the IRE and the Radio
Club of America. Dealing extensively with the multi-path problem
in television broadcasting which
causes multiple pattern in the received pictures, the findings show
that the lower frequency channels
provide ference
thein a least
multi-path
intermetropolitan
territory
such as New York City.

RADIO AWARD for 1943, given by Hillman Periodicals' Women's Group
to a program "outstanding in its contribution to the stimulation of intelligent interest in good music and its novel presentation of material,"
goes to Salute to Youth, NBC series sponsored by Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. Mary Rollins, editor-in-chief of the women's group of Hillman
magazines, presents the plaque to Raymond Paige, musical conductor of
the program. Looking on (left to right) are Nadine Connor, Metropolitan Opera star; Alan Ward of Arthur Kudner Inc., New York, who
directs the show; Ben Larson, producer, general manager of WWDC
Washington, and Quentin Reynolds, featured as "front line reporter".
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DAVID LEAVES FCC
FOR DUTY IN NAVY
NATHAN DAVID, assistant counsel without portfolio, of the FCC,
was to report for duty Nov. 27 to
the Navy in Washington. cessorNohas been
sucnamed to his FCC
post. He
teeredMr.for voluninduction.
David
was appointed to
the law
ment of thedepartFCC
in January
1941,
and in July 1941
was made chief of
Mr. David
the litigation section. From August of that year until early in
1942 he was radio liaison officer
for Col. William J. Donovan, Coordinator of Information. Returning to the FCC, Mr. David became
head of the war problems division
in the law department, and in October 1942 he was made assistant
general counsel.
Mr. David was a graduate magna cum laude of Yale, 1934, and of
the Harvard Law School in 1937.
He served two years on the Harvard Law Review, the second year
as case editor. Following his graduation he joined the Boston law
firm of Burns & Brandon, specializing in work involving the Securities & Exchange, Public Utilities
Holding Company, Fair Labor
Standards, and Labor Relations
acts and motor vehicles regulations. Mr. David was born at Somerville, Mass., Aug. 1, 1913. He is
married and has two children.
AFRA Elects
NEW YORK local of AFRA has
elected 22 to be members of the
Local Board for the coming year.
Of this number, one is a representative for sound effects men,
who may be given full membership.
Actors elected are Bill Adams,
Alan Bunce, Ted deCorsia, Eric
Dressier, Carl Eastman, House
Jameson, Jay Jostyn, Anne Seymour and Ned Wever. Announcers:
Milton J. Cross, Ben Grauer, Hugh
James, George A. Putnam, and Ken
Roberts. Singers: Crane Calder,
Phil Duey, Travis Johnson, Jack
Keating, Felix Knight, Evelyn
MacGregor and Alex McKee. Representative elected for the sound
effects men is M. C. Brackhausen.
News Listening Down
TOTAL LISTENING in the New
York area in October rose 15.3%
over the average for 1942, and
gained 3.7% over the first nine
months of 1943, but news program
audiences decreased for the first
time since Pearl Harbor, according
to the October newsletter of The
Pulse of New York. Development is
interpreted as evidence that news
interest has reached the saturation
point. The report discloses that
launching of "active American acts
of war", with the accompanying element of suspense, draws larger listening interest than allied victories,
defeats, and concluded campaigns.
JOHN MacVANE,
NBC foreign
correspondent now stationed
in London,
is the author of Journey into War,
book on the North African Campaign.
Century
Published($3).
last wee>k by Appleton• Broadcast
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10

DAYS,

TOMS'

Each letter represents a personal interest in programs scheduled by the Big Aggie station, WNAX.
So the figures add up to something far beyond a
new record in WNAX mail. More important, they
reflect the keen neighborly interest that folks in
Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, North Dakota and South
Dakota take in WNAX.
For years, WNAX has been top farm station on
the Columbia network, serving a market of four
million people, of whom 82% live on farms.
Now, with "America's Tallest Radio Tower" and
a five-fold increase in night-power, engineers estimate
that WNAX is heard by 25% to 40% more families
than ever before . . . families living in an area whose
tremendous production (and income) will continue
undiminished in postwar years . . . families to whom
WNAX is a friend in whose words and whose advertisers they believe.
COUNTY BY COUNTY MAIL MAPS ARE
AVAILABLE. WRITE FOR YOURS TODAY

TALLEST
Radio
Tower
America's

the type of buyers
ESS
STRin
certain locality rather
a ING
than numerical audience,
WLS Chicago, through its
president, Burridge D. Butler,
and the Mitchell-Faust Adv.
Agency, Chicago, has launched a
unique advertising campaign. Conceived from the philosophy of Mr.
Butler, which contends that the
people of Illinois and nearby, of
Michigan, Wisconsin and Indiana,
hold to the same thinking as that
of Abraham Lincoln, MitchellFaust will distribute to agencies
and advertising managers a booklet,
"How to Talk to the People of Lincoln Land." Without attempting to
tell advertising people how to write
copy, the pamphlet of messages
will demonstrate the sort of appeal
to which the people of the area
best respond. Campaign will extend through next June and will
utilize daily newspapers, trade
publications and certain other national magazines.
*
* *
House Organ for Clients
FOUR page house organ prepared
exclusively for the program directors of the 123 stations carrying
the 1943-44 schedule of its client,
the Dr. L. D. Le Gear Medicine
Co., St. Louis, has been released
by Simmonds & Simmonds, Chicago, agency handling the account. Printed in brown on yellow
stock, the 8y2 x 5% folder, titled
Dr. LeGear Radio Round-up, tells
of the pioneer veterinary's 50 years
of study in pharmaceuticals for
live stock, poultry and dogs, and
in news style columns relates mail
pull, farm aids, prescriptions; illustrates entertainers on LeGear
programs and lists the stations
carrying the 26 week campaign.

Service Cards
TO KEEP druggists and grocers
informed of manufacturers' current radio advertising support,
KQW San Francisco has produced
an eye-catching service bulletin
card. Card is inscribed with name
of the manufacturer and the product being advertised, together with
the name of the program, the date
and time of the broadcast, and is
mailed to all grocers and druggists
in the San Francisco area.
Met Anniversary
WINDOW DISPLAYS of New
York stores cooperating in window
promotion for the opening night
of the Metropolitan Opera Diamond
Jubile Season, will be judged by a
committee including S. M. Birch,
advertising manager of Texas Co.,
sponsors of Opera broadcasts on
the BLUE, and Tevis Huhn, radio
director of Warwick & Legler,
agency for Sherwin-Williams Co.,
sponsors of Opera auditions on the
same network.
Comic Strip Basis
IN REVERSE of the usual sequence whereby radio borrows program material from established
magazine features, radio script for
Chick Carter, juvenile detective
series started on Mutual several
months ago, is the basis of a new
comic strip in Shadow Comics Magazine. Radio series is building up a
Chick Carter following through its
"Inner Circle" Club.
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Metckandtiinj
&
Promotion
House Organ for Clients — Comic Strip Basis
Weather Service Ads — Of Feminine Interest
Fred Allen Plugs
FRED ALLEN's return to CBS
Dec. 12 will be heralded by his
sponsor, Texas Co., with tie-in ads
in 2,600 weekly and 200 Metropolitan Sunday newspapers. Space and
rate of insertion have not been determined. The network will promote the comedian's comeback in
the December issues of The New
Yorker, Harper's and the Atlantic
Monthly, as part of its current
series of "Listen" ads in these magazines. A "Fred Allen" poster will
be circulated among stations for
redistribution as part of the CBS
recently inaugurated program promotion plan. Stations will also receive brochures containing suggestions for ads and publicity.
*
* *
Weather Service Ads
ONE-MINUTE weather report is
worth publicising according to
Paragon Oil Co., Brooklyn, now
running an ad in the Sunday section of the Times, News and Journal American to draw the attention
of the housewife, key person in the
purchasing of fuel oil for the home,
to the service on WHN New York.
Insertions are carried for the duration of a 4-week Nov. 8-Dec. 4
test on WHN. Paragon has taken
the one-minute weather report
Monday through Saturday in the
7 :30 a.m. period following a news
program.
G

I CARAVAN

In WLW Faxfile
REVIEW of the WLW Cincinnati
Hooper Audience Ratings, in the
Mid-winter 1943 report, has been
released by WLW's Faxfile, titled
"The Listening Finger Points". The
first portion reprints the Hooper
findings, dealing with the area covered by the station and listener
reaction. Second half is a supplemental report comparing the
amount and distribution of WLW
listening with that of other stations in the primary area.
Booklet Questionnaire
WLIB Brooklyn is mailing to all
subscribers its Master Program
booklet, a 17-point questionnaire
to assist the station's program department on WLIB's listener likes
and dislikes. Queries ask for program preferences by title and type,
number of hours tuned to WLIB
per day, effect on buying habits by
WLIB commercials, comments, suggestions and criticisms.
*
* *
Of Feminine Interest
TIPS on recipes, beauty care and
other subjects of feminine interest
are contributed
the BLUE's
feminine
talent to by
a mimeographed
sheet titled "Blue Belles," which
the
network sends to women's page
editors.

AT

THE

PYRAMIDS

Hittenmark Hits Desert Trail to Dig Up Transcribed
Stories for the Folks Back Home
HITTENMARK HAS HIT the
trail — the desert trail — of the Middle East and promises to send back
some warm wax for the radios of
the folks at home. Maj. Gordon Hittenmark of NBC Washington fame,
now with Army Public Relations,
has the idea that there are some
thrilling stories yet untold by the
"forgotten men" on the supply lines
of the Middle East, and he feels
those at home would be interested.
So a caravan, complete with Maj.
Hittenmark, Corp. Joseph (Jock)
Raymond, formerly of StrombergCarlson, and Sgt. Wallace (Juke)
Reed (1 to r), command car and
trailer has set out for the outposts,
armed with machinery to record the
GI voices. The major writes he
"will interview them, take a picture of them at the mike, and send
the record back to the station that
the family listens to and the picture to the paper they read". The
equipment is a torn-down British
Mobile Recording set, rebuilt American style.
Question-Mark Hittenmark, as
the major was known in Washington, used to awaken the Nation's
Capital
WMAL's
timekeeper.
He
also as
prodded
Washingtonians
into producing dimes for the Mile
O'Dimes Paralysis Drive, and more
dolls for the Christmas "Hitten-
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PHOTOGENIC FARMER is Albert
Ebers, near Seward, Neb., who has
been selected by KFAB Lincoln as
"Nebraska's Typical Looking
Farmer". Hugh Feltis, station manager announces
Ebers' picture,
and photos
of that
his family,
will be
used regularly in KFAB advertising. Pictures of over 100 farmers
were entered in competition, which
gave KFAB many opportunities to
become acquainted with its farm
listeners. Theme of the Ebers ads
will be the new KFAB slogan:
"The BIG Farmer of the Central
* * *
Newsmen Reactions
REACTIONS of 7 newspaper ediStates."
tors and publishers on NBC Voice
of a Nation are presented in a
single-fold black and grey promotional piece utilizing letter facsimiles, recently completed by network Western division sales promotion department. Sponsor opinion of the sustaining series which
is cooperatively sponsored on Pacific network stations, is represented by a similar letter facsimile.
* * *
Listener Promotion
KGW Portland, Ore., has distributed 108,000 listener promotion
booklets to homes in the Portland
area. Printed in color, the 24 page
booklet contains pictures of stars
heard on NBC and local programs
and also includes a brief history of
KGW's 21 years of service. Distribution was preceded by newspaper
nouncements. promotion and spot an$ $ $

U. S. Army Signal Corps Photo
Radio at the Rockpile

Wrigley Promotion
SCHOOL PARTIES of high school
and collegiate students are being
organized by Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co.,
Toronto, through advertising in
student publications, to attend the
Wrigley Air Band broadcasts Friday evenings on CFRB Toronto.
Prebroadcast attractions are listed
in the promotion.
* * *
For Studio Audiences
EVERYONE attending audience
programs at WWL New Orleans
is now presented with a booklet,
WWL Program Notes, and Personalities, which contains bits of news
about the staff, photographs, and
stories of the personalities in radio. Program notes and listings are
also included.

mark's Doll House" in front of the
Willard Hotel. After leaving NBC
in March of this year, he was sent
to his present overseas assignment.
He has helped organize the Special
Service radio network and many
special forces programs now onjthe
air.

ERIK BARNOUW, assistant manager of NBC's script division, has
begun a weekly scries of shortwave
newscasts in Dutch to Holland for
the Office of War Information. Mr.
Barnouw's talks are also rebroadcast
to Holland by the BBC.
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The

University

with

130,000,000

A DEFINITE cultural factor in the lives of 130,000,000 people,
NBC has enough ex-professors and instructors on its
staff to stock a good medium-sized university.
For instance, the director of our Public Service Department is a former president of one of the world's greatest universities. Our director of the Music Division taught at a great
musical institute. Our director of News and Special Events
was managing director of a great press service. Our vicepresident in charge of International Relations has visited
and/or lived in 54 countries. So it goes down the line — men
and women who have lived with and mastered their subjects.

—The

Students

In all, there are 682 pieces of sheepskin hanging around NBC
— 286 of them honorary degrees!
This is the "faculty" of NBC. This is the caliber of the
people who guide its work, create its policies, shape its future.
A highly trained, imaginative personnel, a body of experienced experts, a group of people — from president to office
boy — who are devoted to the task of making broadcasting
better, richer, more adult and more effective throughout —
these are among the things that make NBC

"The Network Most

People Listen to Most"

National Broadcasting Company
America's No. 1 Network— a service of radio corporation of America

1
WHAT

EVERY RADIO ADVERTISER

I HE REYNOLDS

METALS

SHOULD

KNOW!

COMPANY.

America's second largest manufacturer of
aluminum, will build and operate an
$18,000,000.00 plant in Memphis for the
production of bomber parts.

Memphis welcomes this important addition to permanent war industry in this
area ... an addition that will mean
approximately 2,000 additional workers.

.ilfe And WMC, the NBC station for this
territory, will undoubtedly influence the
buying habits of a great many of them.

m0M
Member of
SOUTH CENTRAL
QUALITY NETWORK
WMC — Memphis
WJDX — Jackson, Miss.
KARK — Little Rock
WSMB — New Orleans
KWKH-KTBS — Shreveport

REPRESENTED BY
THE BRANHAM CO.
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MEMPHIS,

TENN.

5,000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT
* *

NBC

NETWORK * *

Owned and Operated by
THE COMMERCIAL
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APPEAL

New
In

Disc

Contract

Described

as

First

History

Providing Direct Payment
AN INSIGHT into the long-range sense of responsibility toward the
from whom it must
thinking of the American Federa- individuals
tion of Musicians regarding the draw its living source of supply.
"For, make no mistake, this is
future of its relationships with the
recording industry, and the princi- not a case of an employer (i.e., the
ple of payment direct to the union recording company) feeling it adto recompense a class of
established by the new AFM re- workers visable
who have been displaced by
cording contracts, is contained in a
report of AFM President James C. a mechanical contrivance, pension
Petrillo to his membership.
off, as it were, the surplus handworkers till their death relieves him
Since the AFM convention at
which the report is usually submit- of the problem. These payments are
ted was omitted this year due to to be a permanent dispensation for
war conditions, it is being printed musicians, not as a group outmoded
in three installments in the union by modern ingenuity, but as one
paper, The International Musician, made, through an extension of its
beginning in the November issue.
scope, even more effective."
'Pioneers'
Beck Changes Plan
Describing the new contract as
"the first in the history of labor- A. S. BECK SHOES, New York,
employer relationship wherein an has reduced its commercials from
employer gives money direct to a 60 to 30 seconds, and has placed
on a 109-time weekly basis on
labor organization to provide em- them
WMCA and WNEW New York,
ployment for members of that or- through Pettingell & Fenton, New
ganization," Mr. Petrillo states:
York. Shoe store retains the musi"You, the members of the AFM,
cal
butto eliminates
descriptivejingle
reference
a survey, the
basis
are the pioneers in this battle. Perhaps you and I will never reap the of the jingle theme, that the A. S.
full benefits in the few years ahead, Beck shoe is a favorite on Fifth
but certainly we are paving the Avenue. Original plan to use spot
way for the next generation in the radio in other areas [Broadcasting,
music business, so they will not Aug. 30], has been put aside due
limited merchandise. Beck has
have to work and fight in competi- to
tion with a machine that destroys 65-70 stores in Greater New York
area, and some 40 in other cities.
their livelihood."
Reporting Decca estimates that
Ford Show Signed
if all record and transcription comTED BATES Inc., New York, has
panies sign the contract the AFM
will derive a postwar income of 3
signedFord,
a contract
for four with
more "Senator"
years of
or 4 million dollars annually in Art
royalties, Mr. Petrillo continues:
the comedian's radio production
Can You Top This. Program still
"But supposing we find that when
the war is over it will be only two had two years to run as of last October; it now is assured for the
million or as low as one million dolnext
six
years,clauses.
subject toSeries
13-weekis
lars per year — the fight which was cancellation
carried on by your officers was to sponsored on NBC by Colgateestablish a principle and that prin- Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City,
ciple has been established and a and on WOR New York by Kirkconcrete foundation laid for the man's Soap Division of C-P-P.
future. . . .
Both accounts are through Ted
Bates Inc., New York.
"Keep in mind that this money,
which is to be paid to the Federation, will be paid from the profits
Illegal Station Closed
of the companies because the Office CLOSING of illegal station, WDRS
of Price Administration in WashBoone, N. C, was announced by J.
ington will not permit any of these B.
Meyers, monitoring officer in
companies to increase the sale price charge
of the Raleigh, N. C. office
of the records. If these companies
of
the
FCC.
broadcasting on 790 The
kc, station,
was operated
by
were permitted to increase the price
of records anywhere from five to Kermit Irvin Dacus, who pleaded
nolo contendere to the charge of
ten cents each, then the Federation
a radio station without
would probably receive in the neigh- operating
borhood of from 15 to 20 million a license. He was fined $300 and
placed on probation for three
dollars a year.
years. The station was operated
"ASCAP has been fighting since on a commercial basis, carrying
1909, when they were successful in local advertising, according to Mr.
Meyers.
getting a law passed in Congress
to get royalties on their music. Up
to this date their entire income
SUBJECT of the fourth annual
from theatres, hotels, radio stations, Health Education Conference of the
New
Academy of Medicine, to
etc., is approximately 5 million dol- be heldYork
in New York Dec. 14, will be
lars per year. They had a 34-year
Health Education,"
accordstart on us. We certainly should be "Radio
ing to anin announcement
last week
by
Dr.
Iago
Galdston,
executive
secrehappy about our agreement."
tary ofmation
thebureau.academy's medical inforThey're 'Permanent'
An editorial in the same issue
underlines Mr. Petrillo's statement KENNETH THOMSON, executive
Screen Actors Guild, has
as follows: "This is perhaps the secretary,
resigned effective Dec. 31, 1943, to
first instance in the history of join
the
William
Morris Agency, talent
labor of an industry evincing a management organization.
BROADCASTING
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DAYTON.

D.

Yes, Dayton has plenty . . . plenty of opportunity for
those who recognize the importance of the tremendous
population increase, the constantly expanding market of
higher salaried wage earners and the continuing need to
house, clothe, feed and furnish the families of the Miami

THE BIRTHPLACE OF AVIATION

WING

Valley with essential as well as luxury wants.

The Merchandise

Mover

BUSINESS

CONTINUES

TO

SHOW

BIG

GAINS

1943

OVER

1942*

There are two important claims
which a "top" radio station must
be able to make. . . .

FOR

FIRST

1. It must be the advertising
choice of local retailers and

BANK

DEBIT ($1,256,863,578)

UP

26%

accepted by national manufacturers. .. .

BANK

DEPOSITS

($163,889,685)

UP

2.4%

BANK

CLEARINGS

($196,209,771)

UP

15%

2. It must have a vast number
of regular listeners in its immediate trading area. . . .

DEPARTMENT
INDUSTRIAL
POSTAL

WING
the
in
reas

the low cost "message medium" with
multiple effectiveness.

LONG

MONTHS

OF

STORE SALES
POWER

UP 1 5.6%

CONSUMPTION

RECEIPTS

SALES TAX

enjoys both of these attributes in
greater Miami Valley market ...
addition to responsive audience,
tailers endorse it whole-heartedly

9

COLLECTIONS

DISTANCE

BASIC

PHONE

CALLS

BLUE-5,000

UP 34.4%
UP

7.4%

UP

3.7%

UP 37.9%

WATTS

WING
is referred to as "the station that sells
merchandise", so — don't just consider
WING as merely another advertising
medium . . . but decide that for prompt
sales response . . . you must have . . .

'^Figures compiled by the Dayton Chamber of Commerce.
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Bonus: WIZE, Springfield, Ohio, is a bonus when WING is purchased on
a national spot basis by adding 30% of the time cost on WING.
*74h&d*wd,

(?<*
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FOUR WHO STAGED the NAB Retail Presentation in Youngstown, 0.,
were (1 to r) Warren P. Williamson Jr., president and general manager
of WKBN; Lew Avery, of NAB, m.c. of the program; George V. Thompson, of Strouss-Hirshberg Department Store, chairman of local retailers'
committee, and Len Nasman, commercial manager of WPMJ. The capacity audience numbered over three hundred.

h*

ut

So

Throng

in

Dallas

Shown NAB's Film
NAB Retail Film Draws 250;

CASH

INCOME «»» 60VT. PAYMENTS
Source: — Department of Agriculture, I 9 4 O

Repeat Shows Asked
MORE THAN 250 outstanding
Dallas retailers and agency representatives formed the largest audience to see and hear the NAB "Air
Force" film in the Southwest, with
R. C. Dolbin, secretary of the Dallas Retail Merchants Assn. as
chairman of the arrangements
committee. Other committee members were Milton J. Pandres, advertising manager, Tiche-Goettinger
Co.; Mrs. Thelma Gaines, president, Dallas Adv. League; and
Harold McEwen, merchandise manager,
& Co., KGKO sponsoredA. theHarris
showing.
Results of the showing in Tacoma, Washington, according to
KMO, were "amazing", "a total
success",
with women
more than
200 business men and
in attendance.
Early promotion and split-second
timing in presentation of the program were credited with adding to
the good impression on visitors.
The four-day presentation in
New York has already brought requests from several department
stores, a large industrial firm and
motion picture producers for
special repeat showings of "Air
Force", according to James V. McConnell, WEAF, local chairman,
and Lewis Avery, NAB director of
broadcast advertising.
Press Takes Notice

Not

M

an

O
b 8m
l_es
Sa
C
B
FREE

8c PETERS,
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The Saturday, Nov. 20 issue of
Editor & Publisher, carries a commendatory review by T. S. Irvin,
promotion columnist, who writes:
"Radio has set an example of cooperation, of working together toward a single goal, which the
newspaper industry cannot laugh
off." The newspaper boys have been
taking the stores for granted, he
continues, adding "When an affectionate stranger comes along,
he'll at least get a hearing."
In an editorial on the exhibit in
the same issue, E & P calls upon all
newspapers to review and overhaul
their retailer relations. "It is sort
of late for some to start who have
been highhanded with their local
merchants," but most newspapers
can "resell" themselves again and
again, it concludes.
BROADCASTING

Join Michigan Net
THREE MICHIGAN stations—
WDBC Escanaba, WDMJ Marand WKBZ
comequette,
affiliated
with Muskegon
the BLUE— beas
members of the Michigan Network
today (Nov. 29), bringing the total
for the statewide network to ten,
and making a total of 174 affiliates for the BLUE. Owned by
Delta Broadcasting Co., WDBC
operates full time with 250 watts
on 1490 kc. WDMJ, property of
Lake Superior Broadcasting Co.,
operates full time with 250 watts
on 1340 kc. Gordon H. Brozek is
manager
of both
Ashbacker Radio
Corp. stations.
owns WKBZ,
which operates full time with 250
watts on 1490 kc.
Storms Stop Pick-Ups
MAGNETIC STORMS developing
over the Atlantic Nov. 21 gave both
NBC and CBS trouble with some
of their overseas pick-up programs,
with the atmospheric disturbance
seriously
affecting
NBC'sthe Army
Hour,
3:30-4
p.m., and
CBS
half -hour program at 2:30 p.m.,
Admiral Radio's World News Today. The later show was unable to
tune in Algiers, London, Cairo,
Moscow or Stockholm. CBS also had
trouble
R. Murrow frompicking
Londonup atEdward
1:30 p.m.,
and
NBC's Upton Close could not carry
out plans
3:15
p.m. to report from Italy atSale of KEVE Asked
KEVE Everett, Wash., last week
filed with the FCC an application
for voluntary transfer of control
of its license corporation, Cascade
Broadcasting Corp., from Dr. J. R.
Binyon and L. E. Walgren to A. W.
Talbot. Action involves transfer of
125 shares of common stock at a
total price of $27,500 (Binyon and
Walgren each hold 62% shares).
Mr. Talbot, late purchaser of
KGEZ, subject to FCC approval
(Broadcasting, Nov. 22), is owner
of KEVRchased lastSeattle,
May. which he purNEED for a limited number of graduate engineers who have had at least
two years experience in electronics
since graduation and who are not
over 40 years of age has been announced by the Marine Corps. Those
having these qualifications and who
are interested in obtaining a commission
Marineof Corps
should contactinthisthebranch
the service.
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE Co.,
Inglewood, Cal., has added a division
for production of the new Army Signal Corps lip microphone.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Can you »ee the entire picture?
Who is iff Just for fun, jot it
down on your memo pad and
check with the answer next time!
Answer to preceding ad:
THOMAS EDISON

IS

ONLY

ou've got to buy the RIGHT time
on the RIGHT station, for a successful campaign!
If you're considering the Baltimore market, WCBM
is the RIGHT STATION. Here's why :
WCBM, BALTIMORE'S
offers you:

Blue Network Outlet

1. Complete Baltimore coverage
2. A profitable market
3. Distinctive programming and a
receptive audience
4. Economical rates
It's a perfect selling picture . . • the reason so
many of our advertisers find IT'S EASY TO SELL
WHEN YOU BUY WCBM !
JOHN ELMER,
President

GEO. H. BOEDER,
Gen. Mgr.

RADIO

SAVED

MINNESOTA

PEA

CROP

Appeals by Air Brought Over 8,000 Harvesters;
No Other Media Used

How

to

Concentrate

on

a

From

Million

Nashville, center of a trade area

of over a million listeners, WSIX

broad-

casts to a big, loyal listening audience
that's ready to hear what you, Mr. National Advertiser, have to say.
Carrying the featured programs
Mutual

of both

and Blue networks, this station

has the power and frequency to deliver
its signal effectively to this entire territory.
If you want

to concentrate

efforts in this booming

your radio

Nashville area,

and at a coverage cost that will show
bigger profits, we will be glad to show
you what WSIX

can do.

Spot Sales, Inc., National Representatives

APPEALS by radio are credited
with saving Minnesota's 1943 pea
crop, the OWI Domestic Radio Bureau has been informed. More than
8,000 men, women, boys and girls
from cities, towns, and Indian Reservations responded to pleas, made
exclusively by radio, for help to
harvest the crop which matured
earlier than usual because of excessive heat.
When the emergency developed
late last June, said a report from
Hayle C. Cavanor, OWI regional
station relations chief in Minneapolis, the immediate requirement
from the War Manpower Commission was for 900 men to aid farmers and processors. Announcements were sent immediately to 12
radio stations covering areas in
which canning factories are located.
Need for Help Grew
"The stations ran the announcements as often as every 30 minutes," Mr. Cavanor reported. "Within 36 hours, 3,000 men and boys
over 16 had been recruited but
WMC then reported that the canning factories had underestimated
their need and that 5,000 to 6,000
were needed.
"When 6,000 men and boys had
been recruited it was apparent that
women and girls over 16 would have
to be used to reach a total of 9,000,
which was the figure finally decided
upon." New announcements, stressing the need and calling for women
and girls went out.
"Radio stations became so interested in the situation," the report
continued, "that those located outside the Twin Cities telephoned the
radio division long distance every
day to ask 'How are we doing?' and
to give bulletins such as We have
just sent 360 Indians from the
Blue Earth Reservations down to
the canning factory at Le Seuer
in school buses' or '25 business and
professional men in this town have
closed up shop for three days and
areAtoutthepicking
end of peas'."
the second week,

the report stated, 1,000 Jamaica
Negroes, scheduled to come into
Minnesota for the normal canning
season, arrived. With those previously recruited, the needs were
largely met.
"Due to the rush of the emerthe report
"the
regional gency,"
WMC
officeconcluded,
did not send
any stories to the press. Radio did
the job so fast it made their heads
spin and they needed no further
S-B Xmas Special
publicity."
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
York (institutional), will sponsor
a special
Christmas
variety show 60-minute
on CBS stations,
Tuesday,
Dec. 21, 10-11 p.m. (EWT). Program will be shortwaved to the
AEF. cludes
Talent
line-upEdgar
currently
inDon Ameche,
Bergen,
Bob Burns, Spike Jones and his City
Slickers, Dorothy Lamour, Jose
Iturbi and the Dudley Chambers
Choral group. Many Manheim will
write the show, with Earl Ebi as
producer for J. Walter Thompson
Co., agency.
Planters News
PLANTERS NUT & Chocolate Co.,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. (peanut butter),
in October and November began
sponsorship of quarter-hour news
programs Tuesdays and Thursdays
on WBBM Chicago, Monday
through Saturday on WHAM
Rochester, and a quarter-hour
musical program Monday through
Saturday on KDKA Pittsburgh.
Contracts are for 52 weeks. Agency
is Goodkind, Joice & Morgan, Chicago.
POST WAR opportunity for 5,000,000
salesmen was predicted by Lee McCanne, secretary and assistant general
manager of the Stromherg-Carlson
Co., at a recent luncheon meeting of
the Sales Executive Club in New
York. Mr. McCanne presented four
major principles which should guide
selling to become most effective in the
postwar period and he also outlined
the sales course being provided for
the Rochester war workers as it was
prepared by the sales managers of
some of the nation's largest sales corporations.

Member Station, The Blue Network and
Mutual Broadcasting System

5,000
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Western
IN

RECOGNITION

i ITALIAN
BY

WOV

OF

LANGUAGE
PLAY

Meet Margie Walton
of WIP
One of the new crop of women radio
technicians is Margaret Walton, of
the staff of Control Room Engineers
at WIP, Philadelphia. She was the
first member of a class of eight
women trained at WIP — in a course
sponsored jointly by Philadelphia
broadcasters and vocational schools
— to land a job with a radio station.
Margie — called "Butch" by her coworkers— holds a First Class Radio'Phone Operator's License and is
doing a first class job!

INDUSTRY'S

BROADCASTS

VITAL

Wartime broadcasting presents a
special challenge to WOV, New York
— which signs itself WOV ... — for
Victory. Its service to the public is
twofold, for it broadcasts in English from 6:45 A.M. to 8 A.M. — in
Italian from 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.— in
English from 6 P.M. to midnight.
With the largest Italian-speaking
audience in the world — not excepting Radio Rome — one of the principal functions of WOV is to keep
Italo-Americans fully and accurately informed of the news in their own
tongue, explain and clarify international events, help to weld this foreign-born segment of America into
a unified, patriotic whole.
When Sicily was invaded, special
news bulletins and features were
flashed over WOV stressing the fact
that this was not conquest but liberation for the Italian people and a
great step toward peace.

BROADCASTING

THE

WAR

ROLE

Another
aspect coverage
of this station's
Italian
language
of the
news is the highly effective service
being carried out in cooperation
with the OWI. Axis propaganda,
shortwaved from Europe, is recorded by Government agencies. These
broadcasts — designed to divide and
conquer — are answered immediately by "Italy Today," a program of
commentary which refutes Axis
lies with calm statements of truth.
WOV, which conceived and inaugurated this valuable service, provides
it also to WCOP in Boston, WELI in
New Haven, WPEN in Philadelphia
and WGES in Chicago.
During the hours that WOV
broadcasts in English, it participates in many national and local
war activities.
Certainly this station deserves a
big hand for the powerful doublebarreled job it is doing!
HELP WANTED
Faced with a total loss of 3,000 tons
of tomatoes unless they were canned
immediately, a West Coast packer
turned to radio. Spot announcements over KFVD and KRKD in Los
Angeles and KFOX in Long Beach
brought 175 volunteers in less than
two hours. Working all Saturday
night and Sunday, these emergency
workers processed some 72,000 cans
of tomatoes!
To help the Coast Guard recruit
5000 SPARS by the end of the year,
KPO, San Francisco, is airing a
weekly series of recruitment programs.
A newstarted
programrecently
— "Job by
Counselor"
— was
KLX in
Oakland, Cal., stressing the importance of doing war work and giving
a resume of jobs available in that
area.
To help harried housewives feed
their families, WO WO, Fort Wayne,
offers a Home Forum program
weekly and has been conducting a
canning school. WNBC, Hartford,
gives helpful tips on rationed item?,
canning, shopping and cooking.
Graybar (Western Electric Distributor in U. S. A.) stands ready to be
of any possible service.
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$10,000 for
one pair of Nylons?

LeVs talk about
YOU!
If your station has done a war
job you are proud of, send
your story to Radio WarGram Editor, Western Electric Co., Room 928, 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. If
suitable, we will use it in one
of this series of War-Grams.

Like shooting ducks
Just
as youof must
duckhim
—
aim ahead
him in "lead"
order toa hit
— so an anti-aircraft gun must be
aimed not at the plane but at a point
far ahead of its observed position.
The electrical Gun Director — one of
Western Electric's many war products— instantly and continuously
aims the guns with uncanny accuracy, puts enemy planes on the spot!

DE

boat named

for

KLZ engineer
Ensign Thomas A. McClelland,
U.S.N.R. — who was chief engineer
of station KLZ in Denver when he
volunteered for active duty with the
Navy in 1941 — lost his life at Pearl
Harbor. Radio's first casualty in
World War II, Ensign McClelland
was awarded the Purple Heart posthumously. To honor his memory, a
new Destroyer Escort, to be christened soon, will be given his name.

Yes! Believe it or not — that was the
War Bond bid that won the precious
hose auctioned off by WINX, Washington, during the Third War Loan.
All over the country, stations
pitched into this Drive with both
vim and ingenuity — contributing
well over two million dollars worth
of time and talent, according to an
estimate by the OWI, which does not
take into account the many programs arranged and cleared locally.
Almost certainly the greatest single bond selling job of all was done
by Kate Smith, who took part in all
CBS programs from 8 A.M. to 1 A.M.
the following morning — rolled up an
amazing total of $30,407,550!
In Worcester, Mass., WTAG sponsored the Armada of War Heroes
and Screen Stars on September 14
— arranged a luncheon and rallies —
raised over $3,000,000. •
In Anderson, S. C, WAIM had to
move its "outdoor rally" indoors because of heavy rain. But the enthuof buyers
dampened.
Witnesssiasm bond
saleswasn't
of $1,625,000.
KVOR, Colorado Springs, put on
a radio auction including everything
from a suit of clothes to 12 quarts
of champagne — netted $250,475.
In Hammond, Indiana, WJOB
turned over an entire day to War
Bond sales to the tune of $465,475.
Not only during Drives, but all the
time, buy all the War Bonds you can !
KFEL

••♦—
picks slogan

A contest to put the call letters of
KFEL, Denver, into the war effort
was won by the slogan: "Keep Faith
— Enjoy Liberty."
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...rare

treasure

here!

But only to those who

Ambergris . . . just a waxy

know

lump on a tropic beach. But in

the hands of experts ambergris yields rich profits ... it is a
vital ingredient of rare and costly perfumes.
Not unlike spot radio advertising, which also can yield
rich profits in the hands of those who've studied all of its
potentialities.
This company

is equipped to give you expert, professional

advice with your radio campaign. Let us help you uncover
some of the hidden treasures of spot broadcasting.

PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY

• RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES

NEW YORK • DETROIT • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES

The Law & The War
WHATEVER the scope of the legislation that
will emerge from the Senate Committee hearings on the White-Wheeler Bill, it is a surefire bet that the majority wants the political
section broadened to guarantee equal time for
discussion of controversial issues. They are
talking, privately, in terms of "priorities" for
such programs, or possibly "sustaining optiontime" to be given networks by their affiliates
for clearance of speeches on public issues.
And there is the insistence that commentators
who slander or slur or "tell falsehoods" be
required to turn over their time for answer.
This constitutes only a part of the thinking
of Chairman Wheeler of the committee. Senator White ( R-Me.) co-author of the bill, seems
to think along the same line. The question, of
course, arises as to who would administer
such program controls. Senator Wheeler insists it can't be left to the "whim" of station
owners. Broadcasters dread the thought that
it might be given the FCC, which then would
have the broadest sort of program control.
Chairman Wheeler, based on observations
he had made during the hearings, would like
to see responsibility for programs placed at
the source, as it is in the music copyright
field. The network in the case of regular chain
programs, or the originating station on tailormade hookups, would be responsible for libel
or slander. Moreover, it's apparent he would
want all commentaries labeled, whether news,
interpretation or editorial.
All this is ticklish business. With Senator
Wheeler it now has become a cause celebre.
Senator Hawkes (R-N. H.), a new and powerful member of the committee, fails to see how
such powers of balance can be given an agency
like the FCC without abuses. We concur.
We should like to see some voluntary system whereby stations would agree to allot to
their networks a specified block of sustaining
time for public discussions or forums. True,
such time probably will rate considerably
lower than those soap operas about which so
many of our regulators and legislators are
prone to rant. But there is justifiable complaint, on those rare occasions when stations
carry only one side of a public discussion or
when some so-called commentator appears to
go beserk. In the latter instance there isn't
anything involved that a hard-bitten news
editor couldn't cure with a blue-pencil, as on
newspaper desks.
There's one other approach. Senator Wheeler
and his colleagues, intrigued by the prospects
of FM, television, facsimile and other new services, will hear engineering testimony. Such men
as Craven, Jett, Armstrong, Jansky and Hogan
are scheduled to appear. We believe they will
bring out that with FM, the day may not be
distant when sufficient frequencies will be available for every community in the country.
The need for regulation always has been
premised upon the scarcity of frequencies. If
frequencies of equal value in the ultra-highs
are available to accommodate FM for all qualified applicants, the need v/ould be only for
a "licensing" agency, to maintain technical
Page 34
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order, and not for a "regulatory" authority.
A station could be started as easily as a
newspaper (and there's some question even
today about which is more difficult).
Competition then would take care of things.
Network, program, business and other regulations could be forgotten in the Communications
Act. The laws of the land of general application could be invoked where there are transgressions. There would be a complete metamorphosis of radio.
Thus, whatever Congress essays to do about
a new law, we trust it won't attempt a fullscale revision of the act. The law should be
left sufficiently flexible to accommodate these
impending changes. Once victory is won, the
secrets of radio's war role will be known and
the future can be appraised.
Big Business
FEW IN RADIO would ever feel that what's
happened in their dealings with one Czar
James C. Petrillo has been a side-show. Yet,
that's the way it looks now.
Unless the White House intervenes, or one
side or the other capitulates, there will be a
musicians' strike affecting NBC and CBS and
their affiliates by Feb. 1. Other networks may
be drawn in too.
It has been building up to that for weeks.
Hearings concluded last week before the tripartite War Labor Board panel in New York
on the refusal of AFM to permit recording
for Columbia Recording (CBS) and RCA Victor (sister organization of NBC). It is evident
that no ruling will come from the War Labor
Board in Washington prior to expiration of
the network contracts Jan. 31.
Obviously proposing to put on the heat,
Jimmy some months ago notified his locals
in New York, Chicago and Los Angeles, not
to negotiate new network contracts. He has
served notice, informally, that his new demands
will be made known before Christmas.
The RCA and CBS recording companies
have refused to accept the "private WPA"
principle enunciated by Petrillo, and accepted
under duress by other recording firms. AFM
won't sign with one branch of a company
while another remains outside. Thus, it's clear
that Jimmy isn't disposed to deal with NBC
or CBS as long as their affiliates hold out.
But even that probably didn't make too
much difference. It's a safe conclusion that
AFM will ask the networks to increase staff
quotas — made-work of the worst form. It's
equally safe that he will demand that networks boycott stations which the union labeis
"unfair" because they haven't hired established
quotas of musicians — whether they play or
not. And, of course, Jimmy already has served
notice he wants private payment of relief to
the union direct from all concerned — relief
for the allegedly unemployed for whom radio
isn't and never was responsible.
Any one of these demands would be repugnant to American ideals. Combined they constitute akind of tyranny unheard of except
from the likes of Jimmy.
Maybe this time, the powers that be will
step in, to avoid a strike that would disrupt
wartime morale. Or maybe Congress, which at
long last appears to be getting impatient about
unions and dictators, what with the political
tides running as they are, will see fit to make
unions subject to the same statutes as industry. They're "big business" now too, you know.
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that man was radio's first casualty of World
War II. He was at Pearl Harbor on Dec. 7,
death.
hero's
d'ed a of
1941,
The and
christening
the McClelland
is symbolic
of radio's contribution of manpower to this
war. Some 40 of radio's sons have made the
big sacrifice for their country since this nation
was plunged into the conflict.
Tom McClelland's widow, who christened
that trim ship at San Pedro, and her two children, had reason to be proud. Ringing in their
ears were the words of commendation from
Tom's superior, for his heroic performance that
night of Dec. 7. He had been awarded the
Purple Heart posthumously. Proud, too, were
his old colleagues and associates at KLZ Denver where he served long and faithfully as
chief engineer, until the war clouds beckoned.
Tom was part of the war through his own
design. It wasn't by accident that he was
aboard the USS West Virginia on the morning of Dec. 7 when Jap bombs struck the ship
on both sides. And it was in the order that
characterized Tom's life that he should be at
his battle-station in charge of the radio division when water rapidly filled his compartment
and he set about to rescue the wounded and
unconscious men who were working with him.
With no thought for his own safety he evacuated all of them to a position of relatively
less danger and was himself overcome by
fumes from an enemy bomb. His comrades
carried him on deck but he died on his way to
the Naval hospital. To quote the words of
Frank Knox, Secretary of the Navy, in a letter
to Mrs. McClelland, he died "upholding the
finest traditions of the Navy, in the defense of
his country".
Another letter, from Comdr. R. H. Hillen{Continued on page 36)
This is a reproduction of a photo of Ensign
McMcClelland taken Nov. 20, 1941 in Honolulu
to be sent as a Christmas present to Mrs. McClelland. Remembering that he had mentioned
having had it taken in a recent letter. Mrs.
McClelland wrote to KGMB Honolulu. Members
of the KGMB engineering staff conducted a search
among Honolulu photography shops and located
the picture.
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Practically every action involved in driving your car is a habit.
You don't really think about it. You do it automatically.

The people of Southern New

England have de-

veloped ahabit, too. It's the habit of listening
regularly to WTIC, the station that has always
satisfied their desire for the best in radio fare.

constant and attentive audience ... an audience
possessing a buying income that is 50% greater
than the average for the entire United States.

The wise national advertiser can immediately

Get into the habit of using WTIC. It's a sure way
to create a swift and healthy sales response to

recognize the importance of this habit. It means
that his sales message over WTIC will reach a

your advertising message in the wealthy Southern New England market.
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SOUTHERN
IN
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OF
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LISTENING

DIRECT ROUTE TO AMERICA'S
The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation
Member of NBC and New England Regional Network
Represented by WEED & COMPANY, New York, Boston,
Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco and Hollywood

NO.

TO

WTIC
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HELP

!

HELP!

If it's "HELP
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WANTED"
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we

by a War
can

do

a

Plant
job!

60 Transcribed 5 Minute Programs Titled

"To

Whom
It May
Concern"
Now Sponsored by

Bethlehem Steel Company
U. S. Rubber Company

WJZ
WPRO

U. S. Aluminum Company WICC-WNAB
Carnegie Illinois Steel Co. WCAE
Continental Aviation Co. WKBZ
ONE

SPONSOR

"To

Bridgeport
Pittsburgh
Muskegon

REPORTS

2 TO 1 RADIO
OVER

New York
Providence

RESULTS

NEWSPAPERS

Whom

It May

Concern"

programs vividly describe the extreme sacrifices being made by
our American
fronts. The

boys on the fighting
stories mix

fact and sentiment
they are bound

dynamic

so powerfully,

to hit the Ameri-

can Arm Chair Brigade

right be-

tween the eyes. The brilliant writing and dramatic narrating in this
series pack a punch no listener can
escape.

Our Respects to
(Continued from page 3U)
koetter, said: "He performed his
duties courageously and unflinchingly, and the end came to him
when he was doing his utmost to
assist his fellow-men. His shipmates
on the West Virginia knew him as
a particularly cheerful, industrious,
and altogether pleasant companion,
with whom it was a pleasure and
a joy to be associated.
Tom McClelland now lies in the
Red Hills Naval Cemetery near
Pearl Harbor. In his memory, his
widow, Mrs. Lovellmae Leffler McClelland, sponsored the launching
of the destroyer escort last Sunday. In memorial, too, the Kansas
City Assn. of High School Women
has awarded three scholarships.
Thomas Alfred McClelland was
born in Kansas City, Mo., on
March 13, 1905. From the time he
was 13, radio was his consuming
passion. On the third floor of their
home he spent hours with one of
the first crystal sets built, and
operated
transmitter,
"ham" all
era.athespark-gap
with
verve of the early
The lure for radio was so great
that Tom often played hookey
from school. He disliked studying
subjects not of his choosing. When
he graduated from high school, his
mother gave her consent for him to
enlist in the Navy. In 1924 he was
in the Navy Radio School. Honorably discharged in 1928 with the
status of radioman first class, he
became chief engineer of WDAF
Kansas City. There he remained
seven years.
In 1935, Tom joined KLZ as chief
engineer. They still talk about the
fire which gutted the studios and
office and threatened the Shirley
Savoy Hotel in August, 1936. Tom
calmly went about the business of
covering precious equipment and
kept the station on the air although
firemen were overcome by the
smoke and had to be carried out.
They still talk, too, about the
Colorado Roosevelt Forest fire in
'38. Tom and Fred Fleming, then
news editor of KLZ, went into the
roaring blaze wheeling a large mobile truck. For a time they were

YOUR

PROGRAM
when

And then — the question —

EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS GRANTED

permanent place in radio's lore.
As a radioman, he died, so Democracy could live.
MAKES

NEWS

it's on WROK

don McNeill

which we're promoting to the limit. We make
good use of the effective promotion kits from
BLUE's Bert Hauser to build and maintain
the audience for your show.

ROCKFORD
Owned

19 EAST 53rd STREET at Madison Avenue.. .NEW YORK CITY
2%

A Christmas card mailed to his
family from Honolulu at 11 a.m.
on Dec. 7, 1941 said in part: "I
am scheduled to replace Mr. Lawrence about Jan. 1". He had been
teaching radio for one hour a day
aboard ship, and this promotion
would have made him chief radio
officer of the West Virginia.
But it was willed otherwise, and
Tom McClelland, who preferred
the simple, the unassuming, the
real; who played the piano well by
air; who liked tennis, fishing and
horse-back riding with Jane; who
found his first joy at home, died
with as little fanfare as he had
lived.
Tom McClelland occupies a

sored byKellogg's and Swift and Company,
is one of the many BLUE network programs

Send $3.00 deposit for audition disc.
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Nor do the KLZ old-timers forget the arduous hours Tom spent
helping to plan and build the new
KLZ transmitter in 1936. It was
job.
his pride. Tom was a typical station engineer, hard-working, modest and devoted. His mother died
in May 1941. His two sisters are
Mrs. Beverly Dille and Mrs. Betty
Sue Garrett, of Kansas City, both
of whose husbands are now in
foreign service. There are two children, Jane, now 14, and Susan, 9.
Those who worked with Tom remember him for his ready cooperation, his quiet efficiency, his quick
wit and his even temper. Then his
courage and sane judgment. They
remember that when he saw the
gathering war clouds, he promptly
went into the Naval Reserve in
late 1939 and was commissioned
an ensign. He was president of the
Naval Reserve of Denver in 1940,
and in April, 1941, took leave from
KLZ to attend postgraduate school
at Annapolis. He shipped to Pearl
Harbor on Sept. 1, to the Honolulu
he loved and knew during his
first hitch in the Navy.
Last Message

The Breakfast Club with Don McNeill, spon-

"What are you doing to help win the war?"
These programs produce results.
They do send manpower to war jobs!
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cut off and a back wind could have
eaten the truck and the men in one
mouthful, but the controls of the
radio unit functioned, for word had
to reach the outside. They did the
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NOTES
CLARENCE L. MENSER, NBC
vice-president in charge of programs,
will address the Public Relations
Clinic of the U.S. Savings & Loan
League in Chicago. Dec. 1, on "Radio
in Connection With the Home".
GEORGE ARNOT. new to radio,
has been appointed commercial manager of CKX Brandon. Man.
RALPH F. BOWDEN, salesman of
Stovin & Wright, station representatives, Toronto, has joined the Royal
Canadian Navy as petty officer.

DAVID H. SIMMONS, who recently
received a medical discharge from the
Naval Reserve, has joined the sales
staff of KPO San Francisco. Prior
to his enlistment, he was associated
with KDYL Salt Lake City and
KSOO Sioux Falls, S. D.
EDGAR E. HINKLE, formerly
sales promotion and merchandising
manager of WMBD Peoria, 111., has
joined WSGN Birmingham in the
same capacity.
RAY RHODES, account executive
of KFRC San Francisco, is the father
of a girl born Nov. 9.
GERALD J. MOREY, general manager of WNLC New London, Conn.,
is the father of a 6 lb. 12 oz. girl
born Nov. 9.
DON MACKAY has been appointed
manager of CJC.I Calgary succeeding J. E. Gerke.

Informal
WITHOUT OFFICERS,
dues, rules of order, or formal speeches, women broadcasters of Detroit now gather once a month to try out
their wares on each other,
to exchange ideas, relevant
or
irrelevant,
aboutgroup
women's
affairs.
In the
are
Edythe Fern Melrose,
WXYZ; Betty Roberts,
WJBK; Fran Harris, WWJ;
Ruth F. Crane (Mrs. Page),
WJR; Miriam Lane, WJLB;
Mary Morgan and Myrtle
Labbitt, CKLW.

GILBERT McCLELLAND, formerly
assistant to Emmonds
Carlson, head
ND
+fI
BEcentral
of NBC's
division promotion,
has joined the Chicago promotion
staff of Mutual Network to work on
promotion and presentation.
RAY NELSON resigns as director
of daytime programs and supervisor
of television of WOR New York
Dec. 5.
G. B. DRISCOLL,
formerly
WBZWBZA
Beston and
now ofprogram
director of WTAD Quincy, 111., has
resumed his family name of Bottorff
and henceforth will be known as W.
Gerald Bottorff.

JAMES T. BUCKLEY, chairman of
the executive committee of the Philco
Corp., has been elected a director of
the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia for a three year term beginning Jan. 1, 1944.
EARLurer of W.
Don BOLTER,
Lee Inc. andsecretary-treasthe Don Lee
Broadcasting System, Los Angeles,
has been elected to membership in the
Controllers Institute of America.
WAYNE W. CRIBB, station director
of WHBL Sheboygan, Wis., has been
appointed
manager of KHMO
Hannibal, general
Mo.

DICK WIORA,
chiefKBIZ
announcer and newsformerly
editor of
Ottumwa, la., has joined the announcing staff of WOC Davenport. Ia.
JACK RICHARDSON has resigned
as Hollywood manager of NBC Western division radio-recording division.
Walter B. Davison of the network's
New York radio-recording division
has been shifted to Hollywood as
temporary manager, taking over
Richardson's former assignment.
FREDDIE MARTIN takes over as
musical director of the weekly CBS
Jack Carson Show Dec. 15, replacing
Charles Dant.
DR. J. M. COOPERSMITH, director
of the music library of WOR and
head of the copyright division of Mutual, has accepted an invitation from
the Dominican Republic to make a
four-months study of its musical resources. Dr. Coopersmith will leave
Dec. 1 via clipper for Trujillo City,
Capital of the Republic to begin his
work.

ELMER
F. GRAEF,
Mutual's
sales service
department,of has
been
named assistant sales service supervisor to George Chambers.

ATIONAL ADVERTISERS and New York's
numerous nationalities have one thing
in common. They both agree that
WBNX is THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE STATION of
GREATER NEW YORK.
No wonder, than, that WBNX with its 5,000 watts,
directional, plays the dominant role in selling the
5,000,000* foreign-language-speaking-audience of
the world's greatest market.
To cash in on the opportunities of this super-market,
advertise your national products over WBNX, the
Winner of the Peabody Citation for Public Service to
Foreign Language Groups.
* Over 70%
of metropolitan
Neic York's
population i*
foreign
born or of foreign
parentage.
Your Best National

New Video System
TELEVISION system employing
"radically
newbe principals"
operation will
announcedof today
(Monday, Nov. 29) at a meeting
for press and technical men at the
Yale Club, New York, by Dr. Palmer H. Craig, inventor in the
electronics field, who is professor
of electrical engineering and head
of war research laboratories at
Florida U. While no details were
to be released before the formal
announcement, it was stated that
the new invention, known as the
Craig System of Television, would
simplify the problem of getting
television over wide areas with
comparatively few stations. Victor
van der Linde Inc., New York, has
been appointed to handle advertising and publicity.

ROBERT
LEWIS,
Washington reporter,
is the WTOP
father of
a girl.
BOB SHIELD, production chief of
KDKA Pittsburgh, has been inducted
into the Army and will report Dec. 3.
MAJ. DICK DIESPECKER, Canadian Army, and Flight Lt. Andy McDermott, Royal Canadian Air Force,
radio liaison
officers
for the
relations sections
of these
two public
services,
are now in Britain to develop feature
broadcasts for the armed services
shows from Britain to Canada.
SGT. FLETCHER MARKLE, Royal
Canadian Air Force radio liaison public relations branch, has gone overseas to furnish on-the-spot broadcasts
to Canada.
JACK RYAN has joined the announcConn. ing staff of WNLC New London,

HILLBILLY program Or'and Ole
Opry celebrated its 18th anniversary
on the air Nov. 27. Now heard on
NBC under sponsorship of Purina
Mills. St. Louis, the folk music originated in 1925 on WSM Nashville.

in

Spot Buy . . .
The
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mercury vapor rectifier tubes and of A.C. operated filaments.

D

Stations were benefited by lower first cost, lower operating
expense, less maintenance, and less time lost.
m
^1

A. C. OPERATED

TRANSMITTERS

From microphone to antenna, RCA offers the broadcast station
complete equipment of coordinated design — assuring superior
performance, maximum operating economy and convenience,
and the advantages of an integrated system of matching units.

A MAJOR development in simplifying modern broadcast
transmitters first became available when RCA introduced
transmitters operated directly from alternating current.
This improvement completely eliminated the use of motorgenerators in the station set-up.

RCA

In their place RCA

RCA Victor Division • RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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Spots"
Your

Before
Eyes?

Bu

y

I KMO

Put your spots before BUYERS — in prospect-rich
Tacoma. Remember that the Tacoma market
demands complete, concentrated LOCAL spot
coverage — a fact proven by many a local TacomaSeattle advertiser* who buys KMO, Tacoma, in
addition to his Seattle radio schedules. You've got
to tell and sell Tacoma LOCALLY — and that
means on KMO, dominant radio voice in the
Lower Puget Sound area.
*Names and data on request

WASHINGTON'S
0

f

*

MARKET!

Tacoma is more than a "lumber
town" now! Forest products are
still important, yes — but low power
rates have brought Tacoma a growing Electro-Chemical and ElectroMetallurgical industry. That means
bigger payrolls, today — tomorrow
— always! And don't forget the
"Plus-Value" of McChord Field
and Ft. Lewis — both just a few
miles south of Tacoma.

JACOMA,
WASHINGTON'S
ONLY NETWORK
STATION
SOOO Watts
Mutual-Don Lee

Represented by
Joseph H. McGillvra, Inc.

And for Central Washington - Buy KIT,
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Yakima

MARIE H. HOULAHAN, director
of publicity for WBBI Boston, has
been named chairman of the radio
committee for the New England
Women's Press Assn.
BILL DILLNEB has left WEDC
Chicago to join the announcing staff
of WDSU New Orleans.
STEVE BOBERTSON, announcer
of KOA Denver, entered the Merchant
Marines on Nov. 20.
BROTHERS Don and John French
have
staff Santee,
of KSYMformerly
Mankato, joined
Minn. thePaul
of WDGY Minneapolis, has joined
the announcing staff.
LT. JIM McVEIGH of the Air
Corps, former
San is
Francisco
mentator and m.c,
currentlycomon
duty in Washington, D. C.
DOROTHY McDONALD, formerly
with the continuity staff of WGAR
Cleveland, has joined the continuity
staff of WAIT Chicago.
DON NORMAN,
formerly has
staff
announcer at WAIT Chicago,
joined
the announcing staff of WAAF Chicago. Ed Hunphries, formerly staff
announcer at WIND Chicago, will
replace Don Norman at WAIT.
ROBERT HENDRICKS, assistant
director of guest relations and public
service in NBC's western division,
Hollywood, reported for Army duty
the week of Nov. 15.
FRANCES PLAISTED, new to radio, has joined KHJ Hollywood news
staff as editorial assistant to Harisson Wood, commentator.
WILLIAM S. BAILEY, new to radio, has joined KTHS Hot Springs,
Ark., as apprentice announcer.
LOUISE LANDIS, who resigned
early this year as head of the KPONBC San Francisco press department to direct the news division of the
Standard
Oil Company's
publicto relations department,
has returned
her
former post, replacing Stan Simpson,
who has joined the sales staff of
KJBS San Francisco.
CHARLES A. LEWIS, with KMTR
Los Angeles for seven years, has
joined KSAL Salina, Kans.
MRS. BOB ADAMSON, former traffic manager of KSAL Salina, Kans.,
is the mother of a girl.
JOHN BARLETT, formerly of
WINX Washington, has joined
WSGN Birmingham as production
manager. Additions to the announcing
staff include : Loel Passe, formerly
of WLAY Sheffield, Ala.; Larry
Keith, formerly of WDAK Columbus, Ga. ; and Bob Jacobson, formerly of WJRD Tuscaloosa, Ala.
JIM LISTER has joined KSRO Santa Rosa, Cal., as newscaster and Vallejo program supervisor. He was formerly with WCLO Janesville, Wis.
FRANK ALLEN, formerly of
WIBW Topeka and WHB Kansas
City, has joined the announcing staff
of WWL New Orleans.
BEN KIRK, formerly of WBBM
Chicago, has joined the announcing
staff of KDKA Pittsburgh.
TOM DOWNING, former announcer
of WSB Atlanta, has returned to
the station after having served with
the armed forces for over a year.
HELENA RUTAN has joined KPRO
Riverside, Cal., as traffic manager.
She was formerly with KGW-KEX
Portland.
ROLAND TRENCHARD has been
appointed to the newly created position of director of commercial programs for WAAT Newark. He will
retain supervision of the public relations department, adding two new
members to the staff, Mary Linnon,
former newspaperwoman, and Janice
Grandy, who will act as liaison between the station and New Jersey
educational activities.
BROADCASTING

Pryor to Washington
DON PRYOR, CBS news reporter
in New York and former editor of
the CBS news bureau and shortwave listening station in San Francisco, has been assigned to the network's Washington news staff to
handle news programs and roundups. Mr. Pryor recently completed
a coast-to-coast reportorial assignment for CBS to study the average
American's reaction to the war and
to postwar problems.
Gu nil Joins WGN
BUCKINGHAM GUNN, radio director of J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Chicago, since 1933, joins WGN
Chicago as program director on
Dec. 6, replacing Kenneth W. MacGregor who will become a producer
with the William Esty Co., N. Y.
MARGARET BRENNAN, formerly
copywriter of T. F. Conroy Inc., San
Antonio, has joined CBS as an assistant in the program promotion deas commercial writerpartment.ofShe has
KOY served
Phoenix
and as
copywriter of J. M. Mathes Inc., New
York.
Network's
researchof department
has acquired
the services
Dr. Joseph
H. Jackson, qualitative research
analyst. Thomas Flynn has returned
to CBS
press information
receiving an honorable
dischargeafterfrom
the
Army. CBS
assistant
director
of
education programs, Leon Levine, has
been tion
appointed
to the health
advisory committee
of theeducaNew
York City
of Health.
Norman PaulDepartment
has resigned
from CBS
press information to take a writing
assignment on Fun With Dunn, CBS
comedy-variety program.
RICHARD C. FERNALD, most recently apublic relations man for Bell
Aircraft Corp., has joined the CBS
press information staff replacing
Carleton Pearl, now in the Army.
HAL BLOCK,
script writer,
has returned to this country
from England
where he has been working on a special
assignment with the BBC.
HAROLD (Had) HUGHES, program director of KOIL Omaha, has
been appointed assistant manager of
the station.

WGCM

BLUE

NETWORK

fj

Prosperity Spot of the Deep
South! Mississippi's No. 2 Market! Tremendous Payrolls! Thousands of Eager Buyers with
Money to Spend!
National representatives: Sears &
Ayer, Inc., Chicago and New York.
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"Adams
TWICE

says

we

just

bombed

each weekday, within the 139 counties of

WCCO's primary area, more people tune to Cedric
Adams than to any other newscaster.
Hooper says that Adams' midday broadcast— from
12:30 to 12:45 -has a rating of 17.6.
His last nighttime rating, during his 10 o'clock
quarter hour, hit a whopping 25.4.
This is earned popularity. To his regular following
of hundreds of thousands of Northwest families, Cedric
\dams is an old and reliable friend. Year after year, he

Berlin

again . . .

people we serve— and of our determination at all times
to be Good Neighbor to the Northwest. That determination has won a dominant share of Northwest audi»
ences— not only for Cedric Adams, but for dozens of
other WCCO programs tailored with equal skill to
the special audience— which is a whale of a market
for goods and services.
A few of those WCCO-originations have a "for
sale" tag on them. They're smart buys. Ask us— or
Radio Sales— and we'll tell you more about them.

delivers straightforward, succinct, "natural" reporting of the news— with a rare and happy overtone of
friendliness, warmth, and humor.
In his 13 newscasting years, Adams has never been
without a sponsor. He is not available for sponsorship
today. But you can put your name on the waiting
list, in case.
His success is a good example of WCCO's keen
understanding of the hstening likes and needs of the

Good

Neighbor

to the Northwest
Represented by Radio Sales,
the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

BORDEN Co., New York, has renewed for 13 weeks sponsorship of a
daily quarter--hour of Moments of
Melody on WLIB Brooklyn, for
Borden Milk Products. Agency is
Young & Rubicam, New York.
LINK-BELT Co., Chicago, has named
J. R. Hamilton Co., Chicago to handle
advertising
for coal
machinery
Link-&
Belt
automatic
stokers.andBehel
Waldie & Briggs, Chicago, will continue placing power transmission machinery advertising.
WALTER McKEE, formerly sales
manager of the Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co., Jersey City, recently was named
vice-president
of Pepsodent Co., Chicago.
ONE

REASON

LISTEN
is LEW

FOLKS

TO WAGA
CHILDRE,

the

"Boy from Alabam'/'
one of the South's favorite hillbilly stars. He
must be popular to
have not one, or two —
but FOUR sponsored
quarter-hours daily . . .
and such sponsors as
Menthomulsion, PepsiCola, Dozier Laboratories and Tenderflake
Flour. Programs that
PRODUCE make WAGA
a better buy in the
Atlanta market.

UNITED AIRCRAFT Corp., for its
subsidiary, Hamilton Standard Propel ers, isnow using eight one minute
spots daily, seven days weekly, on
WNLC New London, Conn., for help
recruitment. New Haven Railroad is
also using daily announcements for
help recruiting. Agency for the latter
is Wendell P. Colton Agency, New
York.
EMPIRE BRUSH WORKS, Port
Chester, N. Y., has appointed Reiss
Adv., New York, to handle advertising of brush products. No radio is
contemplated at present.
STANDARD PRODUCTS Co., Detroit, has appointed Brooke, Smith,
French & Dorrance, Detroit, to handle
advertising for its radio, refrigeration
and other electrical equipment. No
consumer plans for the present.

NO

John W. Carnes
JOHN W. CARNES, 60, chairman
of Richfield Oil Corp. of New York,
a member of the executive committee of Sinclair Oil Corp., and president of the Union Petroleum Co.,
died Nov. 20 after a month's illness
at Doctors Hospital, New York. In
the oil business since 1921, Mr.
Carnes has been serving on the
staff of Petroleum Administration
for War, and as a member of the
industry's war council. His widow
and a daughter survive.
NATIONAL Livestock Remedy Co.,
Hammond, Ind., has named Goodkind, Joice & Morgan, Chicago, as
agency.cludeFuture
plans are said to inradio.
CONSOLIDATED ROYAL Chemical
Co., (yeast) Chicago, on Nov. 15
started
sionsorship programs
of four quarterhour transcribed
Monday
through Friday on WCAU Philadelphia. Contract is for 52 weeks.
Agency is United Adv. Co., Chicago.
ADLER'S Ladies' Wear, Buffalo, has
signed for two quarter-hour programs
of transcribed music daily, five days
a week,falo.forContract
52 weeks
WEBRthrough
Bufwas on
placed
Ellis Adv., Buffalo.
ROBERT COLLYER, formerly premium buyer of the Calco Chemical
Division of American Cyanamid Co.,
Bound Brook, N. J., has been named
advertising manager of the division.
G. HERBERT MARCY, formerly
sales manager for the Gillette Safety
Razor Co., Boston, and as of late
with the War Production Board, has
returned to Gillette as assistant to
the president.

INTERLOPERS

OTHER REASONS WHY
FOLKS LISTEN TO
WAGA
PETE CASSEL

HOW

IN

GAYOSO Hotel, Memphis, has purchased a weekly quarter-hour on
WHBQ Memphis to advertise its
cuisine. Program is titled Hospitality
Time and presents menu oddities of
foreign lands with appropriate music.
GOLDEN West Brewing Co., San
Francisco, effective Nov. 12 no longer
has its advertising placed with the
San Francisco office of Erwin, Wasey
& Co., which has resigned the account.
PETROL Corp., Los Angeles (PDQ
gasoline, oil), on Nov. 18 started
using a total of 21 live and transcribed spot announcements daily on
KECA KFI KNX KHJ. Contracts
are for 13 weeks. Firm also sponsors
the weekly 30-minute amateur program, Opportunity PDQ, on KNX.
Agency
is Raymond R. Morgan Co.,
Hollywood.
SANFORD LABS., Los Angeles
(household liquid cleaner), in a 13week test campaign which ends in
late January is sponsoring a daily
quarter-hour newscast, Six Bells
Final, and weekly 30-minute transscribed mystery, Weird Circle, on
KECA. Firm is also using four participations per week in Happy Homes
on KHJ. Agency is Dana Jones Co.,
Los Angeles.
SUNWAY VITAMIN Co., Chicago,
has signed for the first quarter-hour
of Hill-Country Serenade, Monday
through Friday hillbilly program
started on WOV New York Nov. 22.
A half-hour program heard 6:30-7
p.m., it features transcriptions and
records of hillbilly and western songs,
dances and hymns, with Layman
Cameron, viously
hillbilly
preheard on tune-caller,
WLW WSAI
WOAI, as m.c. Sunway agency is
Sorensen & Co., Chicago.
HOUSEHOLD CHEMIST Inc., New
York, has appointed Pettingell &
Fenton, New York, as their agency.
Radio plans are said to be included.

ROANOKE!

worth-while comMANYmunities really
can you think
of where the

radio audience isn't divided and then subdivided by the audience-competition of
several fairly powerful radio stations?
Roanoke is one of them. WDBJ is the only
station that gives satisfactory listening

"King of the Hillbillies"
THE SUNSHINE BOYS
"The South's Favorite
JOHN HARRINGTON
Songs"
"Atlanta's Outstanding
Newscaster"

throughout the Roanoke-Southwest Virginia area — and this market represents
25.8% of all Virginia's buying power!
Thus, when you use WDBJ, you get as
much actual audience as you could expect
in a much larger community where you
have to share the listeners with other big
stations. Ask Free & Peters for the proof!

5000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT
590 KC.
National Representatives
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY

CBS

•

5000 WATTS

960 KC

Owned and Operated by the
TIMES-WORLD CORPORATION
FREE

& PETERS,

Inc., Natl. Representatives

Affiliate el the Blue Network
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CLIVE R. BISHOP, formerly assistant advertising manager of the
Public Service Co. of Northern Illinois, recently was appointed an account executive at Needham, Louis
& Brorby, Chicago. John Kies, formerly assistant art director at McCann-Erickson, Chicago, has been appointed associate art director.
OFFICERS of the Melchor Guzman
Co., New York, as now constituted
are : Melchor Guzman, president and
treasurer ; A. M. Martinez, vice president and director ; Ada Guzman, secretary ;and Leonore Hahn, manager
of research and promotion.
ROBERT MENDTE, former eastern
sales promotion manager for Canada
Dry and sales promotion manager for
the Jacob Horning Brewing Co.,
Philadelphia, has ;oined the staff of
John Falkner Arndt & Co.. PhilaArndt. delphia, as assistant to Robert N. D.
LESLIE M. W. NEVILLE, an executive of Fortune Radio Productions, New York, has been elected
president of the 1943-44 Advertising
and Selling Course Class of the Advertising Club of New York.
JON SOBOTKA, formerly copy chief
and assistant to the director of advertising of Boy Scouts of America,
has joined the publicity staff of
Newell-Emmett Co., New York.
MARCIA KNAPP, formerly with the
Katz Agency, station representatives,
and the H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.,
both of Chicago, has joined MacFarland-Aveyard & Co., Chicago, as
assistant time buyer to Bergliette
Boe.

SHOWS
MEAN
AUDIENCE!
JOHN FREEDOM

Elect of A.
J. W. Agencies
THAIN, director
McKim Ltd., Toronto agency, was
elected president for the coming
year at the recent annual meeting of the Canadian Assn. of Advertising Agencies, succeeding E.
W. Reynolds of E. W. Reynolds &
Co., Toronto. T. L. Anderson, managing director of Cockfield-Brown
& Co., Toronto, was elected vicepresident, and Harry M. Tedman,
director of J. J. Gibbons Ltd., Towas elected
treasurer.
torsronto,elected
for the
CAAA Direcwere
Morgan Eastman of McConnell,
Eastman & Co., Toronto; Hector
Fontaine, Canadian Adv. Agency, Montreal; Adrian Head, J.
Walter Thompson Co., Toronto;
J. A. MacLaren, MacLaren Adv.
Co., Toronto; Russell C. Ronalds,
Ronalds Adv. Agency, Montreal;
Rex H. Vickers, Vickers & Benson,
Montreal; Thomas E. Walsh,
Walsh Adv. Co., Windsor, Ont.
JACK SHARP, formerly a member
of the continuity staff of WGN Chicago, has joined Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Chicago as a copywriter.
PERRY R. THOMAS, previously
manager of Beaumont & Hohman's
Kansas City office, recently was transferred to the advertising agency's
Chicago office.
FLORENCE GRAUMAN MURDOCH
has rejoined the copy staff of Aubrey,
Moore & Wallace, Chicago.
LLOYD D. HERROLD, professor of
advertising, Northwestern U., has
joined Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, as
research director. He will retain his
post at the university, where he has
served as an instructor for 20 years.

THE SOUTHERNAIRES
THAT'S A GOOD ONE
THE PARKER FAMILY
LET'S LEARN SPANISH
METROPOLITAN AUDITIONS
DUN NINGER-M ASTER MIND READER
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R. W. WEBSTER Adv., Los Angeles, has opened branch offices in
Big Bear, Cal.
FOOTE, CONE & BELDING, servicing account of RKO Radio Pictures Inc., has established an office
on the film studio's lot, at 780 N.
Gower St., Hollywood. Office is under director of Ellison Vinson, account executive.
WILLIAM BLEES, vice-president
in charge of West Coast operations
for Young & Rubicam Inc., after
more than two months in New York
for home
office conferences, has returned to Hollywood.
DALE LINDSEY, formerly assistant
to the president of Chas. W. Hoyt
Co., New York, has joined Hill Adv.
Inc., New York, as assistant to Weston Hill, president, and as account
executive.
KENNETH MacGREGOR, former
program director of WGN Chicago
and previously a radio producer for
Benton & Bowles, New York, has
joined Wm. Esty & Co., New York,
as a producer-director.
First on New York's Dial... 570.

GEORGE P. HOLUNGBERY COMPANY

NETWORK

STATION

ut

LOUISVILLE,

KY.

D. E. "Plug" Kendrick
President and General Manager
G. F. "Red" Bauer Sales Manager
Page 44

SCHUYLER HOPPER, formerly in
the advertising department of Butterick Co., New York, fashion field publishers, has opened an advertising
agency under his own name at 11
West 42nd St., New York. The
Schuyler Hopper Adv., as the agency
will be known, will handle radio.
HOWARD M. ANDERSON, account
executive, and Robert D. Stewart,
assistant copy chief of Arthur Kudner Inc., New York, have been appointed vice-presidents. They have
both been with the agency since 1935.
KIRBY KATZ, formerly of the copy
staff of Leo Burnett Inc., H. W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co., Chicago,
and Benton & Bowles, New York
has joined the Biow Co., New York,
as copywriter.
JACK GALE, formerly in charge
of radio exploitation for films of 20th
Century-Fox Studios, has been appointed West Coast radio director
of Buchanan & Co.. Los Angeles.
BERTON BRALEY. free-lance
writer and correspondent, has joined
the public relations staff of J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York.
EDUARDO Y MARTINEZ, former
radio news editor of United Press,
and previously editor of Latin American Buyer, has been appointed media
department manager of National Export Advertising Service Inc., New
York.
HARRIETT MILLER, former continuity editor of WTOP Washington,
has joined the Harwood Martin Agency, Washington, as script writer.
CLIFTON TRAIN has been appointed manager of the Montreal office of James Fisher Co. John C.
Walsh, manager for two years, will
continue as an account executive.
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Stations

Demoted
BRITISH HUMOR— or call
it what you will — prompted
this item appearing in the
"Personal Pars about Press
People" of the London-published World Pi-ess News of
Oct. 28 : "Two National
Broadcasting Company of
America staff men, Miles
Trammell and John Royal,
have arrived in Britain from
the States." Coupla mike
men, no doubt.

On One New Canada
Net, 25 on Other
By JAMES MONTAGNES
wack, CJOR Vancouver and CJVI
Victoria.
TENTATIVE lineup of the newly
In western Canada three stations
formed Trans-Canada and Dominion networks to be operated by formerly on the CBC National Net
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. from —CHAB, CFQC and CKBI have
moved to the Dominion net, denotJan. 1, 1944, [Broadcasting, Nov.
ing full commercialization of the
15] places 45 stations on the
CBC 50 kw CBK, which like CBA
Trans-Canada net and 25 stations
on the Dominion chain. No official on the east coast, was not used
release showing the actual lineup commercially at first and is listed
of stations has been issued yet by only at a nominal rate on the current rate card.
the CBC.
The
original announcement of
Mystery Series on 22
The Trans-Canada net, now
known as the CBC National Net- the formation of the two nets NEW mystery series produced by
Frederic
W. Ziv, titled Manhunt,
work, will cover from coast to said 19 Canadian stations would
is
now
heard
on the following stanot be on either net, either becoast with the following stations:
WHP WGAL WRAC WKOK
cause of lack of line facilities or WSAN tions:WFBG
CBR Vancouver, CFJC Kamloops,
WBRE WBAB
CKOV Kelowna, CJAT Trail, because their area was covered by WINC WGNY WFAS WJEJ
other stations. Included are the WDEL WWDC WAAT KQW
CKLN Nelson, CBK Watrous, CKY
CBS outlets CFRB and CKAC at WAKR WGN WIRE WKBN
Winnipeg, CKCK Regina, CJCA
Toronto and Montreal, and the WRRN. Series consists of 78 quarEdmonton, CFAC Calgary, CJOC
Mutual outlet CKCL Toronto.
ter-hour episodes, each a complete
Lethbridge, CBL Toronto, CBO
These as well as stations with mystery, and is recorded open end
Ottawa, CKWS Kingston,
for local or regional sponsorship.
CFCH North Bay, CJKL Kirk- wireline facilities and not on
either
network
can
take
sustaining
land Lake, CKGB Timmins,
CONCERTS of the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra, heard on Mutual
CKSO Sudbury, CKPR Fort Wil- CBC programs carried on either
net or programs of national Sundays, 9-10 p.m., are now availliam, CKLW Windsor, CKOC
able
to
the entire 36-station Radio
importance, and it is expected will Mil network
Hamilton, CFOS Owen Sound, CBF
in Mexico.
be hooked in for commercial broadMontreal, CBM Montreal, CBV
casts if the advertiser desires the
Quebec, CBJ Chicoutimi, CHNC
New Carlisle, CJBR Rimouski,
duplicate coverage, as at present Trans-Canada net will carry about
17 hours daily of sustaining and
CHGB Ste. Anne de la Pocatiere, on some sponsored programs.
programs, and the
CKCV Quebec, CKCH Hull, CKVD
No rate cards have been issued commercial
Dominion net will operate between
Val d'Or, CKRN, Rouyn, CHAD
yet for either commercial network, 8 and 11 p.m. EDT and at other
Amos, CBA Sackville, CHNS
but are expected shortly since periods when necessary, for the
Halifax, CJCB Sydney, CFCY
operations start on Jan. 1. The
Charlottetown CKCW Moncton,
present.
CHSJ Saint John, CFNB Fredericton, CJLS Yarmouth, CJFX Antigonish, CHGS Summerside, CKNB
Campbellton.
Dominion Network
BUILD
ON
ROCK
The Dominion net lineup consists, from east to west, of CHLT
Your house, founded on the rock of sales and service,
Sherbrooke, CFCF Montreal, CKCO
Ottawa, CHOV Pembroke, CFLC
cannot fall. But both sales and service are mighty
Brockville, CJBC Toronto, CHEX
difficult
to supply these days. So, hard-headed busiPeterboro, CHML Hamilton, CKTB
nessmen are building a supplementary foundation
St. Catherines, CFPL London,
CFCO Chatham, CJIC Sault Ste.
against the future — based on the established fact of
Marie, CJRL Kenora, CKRC Winpast solidarity and the rosy promise of the future.
nipeg, CKX Brandon, CJGX Yorkton, CKRM Regina, CHAB Moose
Advertising your name is what counts now — Jaw, CFQC Saskatoon, CKBI
what will pay dividends later. And, to make sure
Prince Albert, CFCN Calgary,
your message reaches the largest possible number of
CFRN Edmonton, CHWK Chillilisteners, broadcast it, in Canada, over CFRB. This
station covers the biggest share of Canada's richest
market. That's why so many top-flight advertisers
broadcast over CFRB. And they do! In a key area,
fed by three stations, CFRB broadcasts half the leading sponsored programmes. Make yours one of them.

WDRC
CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WFIL Philadelphia
Dad's Old Fashioned Root Beer Co.,
Philadelphia (root beer), 17 ta weekly,
52 weeks, thru J. M. Korn, Philadelphia.
Lyons Finance Co., Philadelphia (finance
service) , 15 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru
J. M. Korn, Philadelphia.
Soilcke Laboratories, Montclair, N. J.
(Heetsaver Weatherstrip Tape), 5 sa
weekly, thru Advertising Associates,
Newark, N. J.
Philadelphia Electric Co., Philadelphia
(household appliances), 3 sa weekly,
26 weeks, thru Al Paul Lefton Inc.,
Philai elpia.
Chamberlain Sales Corp., Des Moines,
la.
sa weekly,
thru (Chamberlain's
Cary-Ainsworth,Lotion),
Des 6Moines,
la.
Seeman Bros., New York (Aur-Wick), 5
sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru William H.
Weintraub, N. Y.
Dr. D. Jayne & Son, Philadelphia
(Jayne's thru
CoughJ. Syrup),
weekly, 13
weeks,
M. Korn,5 spPhiladelphia.
WJZ New York
Foot Form Shoe Shops, New York (Indianter Walk
shoes),
W. Wiley
Co.,5 N.sa Y.weekly, thru WalMason, Au & Magenheimer Mfg. Co.,
Brooklyn (candy), 12 sa weekly, 13
weeks, thru Erwin Wasey & Co., N. Y.
C. W. Products, New York (Foxhole Pilsa weekly,N. 13Y. weeks, thru Cravenlow)&, 2Hedrick,
Prince George Hotel, New York, 35 ta
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Frank Best &
Co., N. Y.
Edward Morgan, New York (buyer of
used cars), 35 ta weekly, thru Miller
Adv., N. Y.
Time Magazine, New York (help wanted),
15 ta weekly, thru Young & Rubicam,
N. Y.
KPO San Francisco
Haas Bros., San Francisco (canned foods),
5 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru Leon
Livingston Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
Regal Amber Brewing Co., San Francisco
( beer ) , 1 sp weekly, 26 weeks, thru M.
E. Harlan Agency, San Francisco.
Meyenberg Milk Co., San Francisco (milk),
sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru M. E. Harlan
Agency, San Francisco.

KDKA Pittsburgh
Dravo Corp, Pittsburgh (employment), sa
weekly, thru Ray Sayre Adv. Agency,
Pittsburgh.
Miami Margarine Co., Cincinnati (Nu
Maid) 8 sa weekly, 26 weeks, thru
Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati.
Ft. Pitt Bedding Co., Pittsburgh 3 sp
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Smith, Taylor
& Jenkins, Pittsburgh.
Planters Nut & Chocolate Co., Wilkes
Barre, 6 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Goodkind, Joice & Morgan, Chicago.
Resinol Chemical Co., Baltimore (Resinol Ointment) , 100 sa, 32 weeks, thru
Courtland D. Ferguson Inc., Baltimore.
James Austin Co., Pittsburgh (cleaners),
3 t weekly, 13 weeks, thru F. A. Ensign
Co., Pittsburgh.
Joseph Burnett Co., Boston (extracts),
3 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru H. B. Humphrey Co., Boston.
KFRC San Francisco
Western Book & Tract Co., Oakland, Cal.,
2 sa weekly, 52 weeks, direct.
42 Products, Los Angeles (shampoo and
hair oil), 5 ta weekly, thru HillmanShane-Breyer, Los Angeles.
All-State Insurance Co., Chicago* (insurweekly,Chicago.
13 weeks, thru Ruthrauff &ance) 5 taRyan,
Winterland-Folies Bergere, San Francisco
(Folies Bergere), 2 sa weekly, thru
Allied
cisco. Alvertising Agencies, San FranWAIT Chicago
Galvin Mnfg. Co., Chicago (Motorola radios), 6sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru George
Jaworowski Adv., Chicago.
Kent Cleaners, Chicago, 36 sa weekly, 13
weeks, direct.
Helios Food Products, Chicago (vitamin
tablets), 6 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru
United Advertising Co., Chicago.
Chicago Mail Order Co., sp weekly, 13
weeks, direct.
Nippersink Lodge, Nippersink, 111., (real
estate) , sp weekly, 52 weeks direct.
WOR New York
Axton-Fisher Tobacco Co., Louisville (Fleetwood Cigarettes), weekly ne, 52 weeks,
thru McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
Wheatena Corp., Rahway, N. J. (Wheatena), 3 ne weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Compton Adv., N. Y.
KECA Los Angeles
Weaver Jackson Co., Los Angeles (beauty
shop chain), weekly sa. 52 weeks, thru
Milton Weinberg Adv Co., Los Angeles.
D. E. Sanford Co., Los Angeles (cleaner),
weekly t, 13 weeks, thru Dana Jones
Co., Los Angeles.

CFCF Montreal
Associated Textiles of Canada, Montreal,
26 sp, direct.
Borden's
Young &Toronto,
Rubicam,(milk)
Toronto.26 sp, thru
Byres Flour Mills, Camrose, Alta. (Sunny
Boy
cereal)
52 sp, thru Stanfield and
Blaikie,
Montreal.
Mongeau & Robert, Montreal (coal) 56
sa thru J. E. Huot Ltd., Montreal.
Pickwick Clothes, Montreal, 13 sp, thru
Associated Broadcasting Co., Montreal.
Robin Hood Flour Mills, Montreal (cereal)
26 sp, thru Young & Rubicam, Montreal.
Dr.(Roman
Jackson's
Meal Food
cereal)Products,
87 t, thruToronto,
Harry
E. Foster Agencies, Toronto.
Super Health Aluminum Co., Toronto
(kitchen appliances) 26 sa, thru AllCanada Radio Facilities, Toronto.
Underwood-Elliott-Fisher, Toronto (business
machines)
26 sp, thru J. J. Gibbons Ltd.,
Toronto.
WHN New York
Empire Gold Buying Service, New York,
ta,
weeks, thru Harry Oppenheimer,
New 56 York.
Automobile Brokers Corp., New York
(used cars), sa 13 weeks, thru H. S.
Goodman N. Y.
Twin City Shellac Co., Brooklyn (Dan-Dee
Polish, Wax), sa 52 weeks, thru Diener
& Dorskind, N. Y.
Industrial Tape Co., New Brunswick. N. J.,
sa,
N. Y.13 weeks, thru M. H. Hackett Co.,
Word of Life Fellowship, New York,
weekly sp, 52 weeks, direct.
WENR Chicago
Chicago Daily News, 2 sp weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Weiss & Geller, Chicago.
Barloma Wine, Chicago, 5 sp weekly, 13
weeks, thru Irvin Myreson Adv., Chicago.
Atlantic Brewing Co., Chicago, 3 sp weekly,
13 weeks, thru Weiss & Geller, Chicago.
Lanteen Medical Laboratories, Chicago
(Vi-teens),Adv.,
2 saChicago.
weekly, thru McCannErickson
Forum Cafeterias, Chicago, 13 sa, thru R.
J. Potts-Calkins & Holden, Kansas City.
KYW Philadelphia
Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia (Saturday Evening Post) ,3 sa weekly, 13 weeks,
thru MacFarland, Aveyard & Co., Chicago.
Avery
Corp.,, 3Chicago
(R-V-Lite
Substitute)
sa weekly,
thru Glass
First
United Broadcasters, Chicago.
KWKW Pasadena
National Soap Co., Los Angeles (industrial
soap), 64 weeks,
sp weekly,
weekly,
direct. 10 weeks; 42 sa

RADIO IS PRAISED
IN WAC RECRUITING
RECRUITING for the various
women's military services has had
considerable success this year
thanks
to the industry,
"usual fine
of
the radio
Philsupport"
Cohen,
chief of the Domestic Radio Bureau
of OWI, has informed networks,
stations and agencies.
In a memorandum to the industry on the subject of WAC recruitMr. Cohen
lettering,received
fromtransmitted
Col. Oveta aCulp
Hobby, WAC director, which stated
that the OWI radio campaign during the period of Sept. 27 to Oct.
17 "contributed greatly to the increase in the number of recruits
nowCol.enlisting
the WAC".
Hobby inexpressed
appreciation through the OWI "to all who
had a part in writing and presenting the programs, to the program
sponsors, and to the stations for all
that was done to aid in this recruitO. Coast Special
ingS.drive."
STANDARD OIL Co. of California, San Francisco (institutional),
in a Christmas Day salute to its
6,000 employes now in the armed
services, will sponsor a 60-minute
variety
100 NBCprogram
stations onon approximately
Dec. 25 only,
Saturday, 12 noon-1 p.m. (EWT).
Program will also be shortwaved
to the AEF. Lewis Stone, film
actor, has been signed as m.c.
Talent line-up includes Frances
Langford, Lee Sweetland, Robert
Armbruster orchestra and Howard
Chandler's choir. BBDO is agency.
Vultee 52 Weeks
FOLLOWING a two month test
with six 15-minute periods weekly
Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corp.
has signed for 52 weeks on KGB
San Diego. The company manufactures Liberator B-24, Catalina and
Coronado planes for Army and
Navy. The test program was a
dramatized adventure series, titled
The Voice of the Liberator. New
contract continues the six a week,
with an added 30 minutes Sunday
night for a musical program using
employe talent. ducer-director
Paulfor Barnes
Terry isChase
proCo., agency.
NBC Sport
RECREATING
famous Discs
sports events,
and featuring Sam Hayes, West
Coast newscaster as narrator, NBC
Hollywood radio recording division,
has started cutting a new series of
26 quarter-hour
transcriptions titled Thru library
the Sports
Glass.
Frank Barton is announcer for the
series with Harry Saz handling
production.
THE NEWS ROUND-UP on Mutual
by The Christian Science Monitor,
Monday through Friday, 6:30-6:45
p.m., has acquired three local sponsors
since ableNov.
1, when it sale.
was made
availfor cooperative
Advertisers
are : Wm. Hengerer Co., on WGR
Buffalo ; Kerr Department Stores, on
KOCY Oklahoma City, and Kennedy
Mayonnaise Products, on WLOL
Minneapolis.
Program is titled The
World's Frontpage.
DAILY
RECORDINGS
the American School
of the Air areof being
made
by KIRObanks,
Seattle
for KFAR Yeend,
FairAlaska. Kenneth
KIRO's educational director says they
will be rebroadcast for schools and
adult listeners in the territory.
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Power

to

do

the

job!

Giant General Shermans have irresistible power, beTHE

TIME BUYERS1
STATION

cause they are constructed with adequate power to do the
job designed for them. Crashing over practically any obstacles, they are magnificent examples of our modem

A recent survey of national
spot business shows WDOD
with 76.9 per cent of all national business placed in Chattanooga. Station B was awarded (8.3 per cent, Station C
4.8 per cent. Here is conclunance.sive proof of WDOD'S domi-

equip-

ment in waging this global war.
WDOD,

too, is equipped to do the job in Chattanooga

.... with adequate power to cover this rich, productive
territory.

SPEAKING
4.8%
STATION C

Of

HOOPBRf

Hooper figures for Chattanooga show WDOD

far out

in front morning, afternoon and night.

WDOD

CBS
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

FOR

5,000

CHATTANOOGA,

WATTS

DAY

AND

TENN.

NIGHT

SUPPOSE

A
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man

about?

is

thinking

and

WOR

about

thinking

the

market

looks

worried

SAY

IT

LIKE

|

He is worried. You see, he's been spreading client money over
war-active cities from coast to coast, but forgetting that one of
America's greatest boomtowns
located — New York.
Is this news?

is right where

his agency's

It seems so. WOR finds that New York just hasn't been talking about itself. WOR finds, for instance, that a lot of agencymen and advertisers don't know that $550,023,000 worth of
things to wear were sold in New York in 1942 ... or 200%
more than was sold in the next highest ranking city, Chicago.
New

Yorkers are well-heeled, yes?

They have $2,000,000,000 more to spend for the things you
make today than they did in 1941.
They say people haven't been moving into New York.
Peculiar. WOR has found that 200,000 people have moved
into New York during the past year.
Do New Yorkers eat well?
Well, New

York ranked

first among

all American

cities

in food sales in 1942. Food was bought to the tune of $1,000,687,000 worth, to be exact. Probably will be much

greater than

that in 1943, considering the way population's grown.
How's the job situation?
Manufacturing has jumped so greatly in the past year that
unemployment

is off 80%. Probably the greatest gain made

by any city in so short a time.

out a
ddres
s

is

^
^

that power-full station
at 1440 Broadway,

in Neiv York

NOTE
In war or out of it, stable, increasingly prosperous
New York is a natural radio market. Concentrated within its
colorful metropolis and attractive, densely-populated suburbs
are 3,782,500 radios. Any advertiser whose problem is getting
more sales today, or protecting his brand in a competitive postwar market, should seriously consider the pleasantly quick
way that power-full WOR

can do more for less in New

York.

We can prove this statement very interestingly with sponsorapproved, wartime success stories. Ask to see them.
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Equal

Time Clause Favored
(Continued from page 12)
will be against any circumvention
bel" Mr. Woodruff said he thought
a network affiliate should not be
of the FCC's effort to get broader
held liable, inasmuch as generally
possible authority.
Senators who attend the hear- a station doesn't know what's to
be said on a network program. "I
ings last week included Wheeler,
definitely feel that's the network's
Clark (D-Ia.), Tunnell (D-Del.),
asserted.brought
When Senator heWheeler
McFarland (D-Ariz.), Tobey (R- responsibility,"
N.H.), Reed (R-Kans.), Gurney (R- up his proposal that public officers
S.D.), Hawkes (R-N.J.), Moore (R- attacked by commentators should
Okla.). Senator White, co-author of have the commentator's time to rethe measure, was absent and was
said: eventually
"I see in
that ply,anMr. Woodruff
endless cycle,
out of town part of the time.
excluding commentators from the
air. The time has come when there
Only Wheeler At
should be some identification differentiating between opinion and
Monday Session
Chairman Wheeler was the only fact. An amendment where commentators are required to label
committee member attending Monopinion and facts should be the
day's and
session,Mr.which
answer. It would keep commentaWoodruff
Miller.heard Mr.
tors from going off the deep end.
"I am convinced of the need for
I'm heartily in accord with a curb
Congress to consider the problems
on this rolling snowball which is
of our industry and to pass such
. • • and
new legislation as will tell me more
clearly than at present what my
House Committee
growing."
81 Newspapers, too I rights are and what my duties are
Testimony Introduced
under the law," said Mr. Woodruff,
Rural Minnesota sees as well as hears
When Mr. Miller took the stand
speaking as an individual broadhe read into the record a transcript
caster,
operating
three
250-w
stawhat Harry Aspleaf, KSTP's Farm
tions. "If this bill or any other of testimony taken last Aug. 10
Service Director, has to say.
bill which this committee might
before the House Select Committee
tells me when, and under
to investigate the FCC in which
No — we're not televising yet, but, write,
what circumstances I have the
in addition to broadcasting 18 popRobert Richards, assistant to ■ J.
Harold Ryan, Assistant Director
right to be heard before the Comular programs weekly, Harry writes
mission, and, if necessary, the of Censorship in charge of the
a by-lined column, "On the Minnecourts; the extent to which I am
Broadcast Division, testified. That
to remain as the judge of what is testimony had to do with a conversota Farm Front." And despite space
over my station; and the
sation Mr. Richards said he had
limitations, 81 papers publish Harry's broadcast
column each wee\, winning hosts of limits of the controls which the Aug. 25, 1942, with Sidney Spear,
Commission is able to exercise over
then of the FCC.
new friends and keeping old ones
my operations, then I am 100% in
sold on KSTP and its Farm Service
favor
it."
Mr. of
Woodruff
recommended some
Director — the northwest's outstanding radio agriculturalist.
penalty "short of revocation", deThis is just one more way in which
claring that "some of the fear and
uncertainty"
broadcasters
"is
KSTP is constantly cultivating and
due to their of
knowledge
that any
enlarging its important rural audi- violation of a rule or regulation,
ence. Other features of our current regardless of how innocent or minor
it may be, could result in the loss
promotional campaign are:
of a station's license or an expensive and lengthy hearing before
1 Big ads in The Farmer (Minnesota
the Commission on an application
circulation, 147,000).
for renewal of license."
While Mr. Woodruff didn't offer
2. News,
Full-page
ads in65,000
Land Minnesota
O'Lakes
reaching
a
solution, he opposed suspension
farmers.
of operation because "that would
the listening
He
3. Audience-building ads in 344 rural penalize
urged clarification
of public".
the section
newspapers.
of the proposed measure governing
"equal
rights"
of all
4. Personal
appearances
of KSTP's
Barn
ties to time
on the
air.political parDance group
in Minnesota
towns,
5. "Around Radio Row" (radio newsand-gossip column) published weekly
by 70 country newspapers.
Sales-wise promotion like this adds an
important
to KSTP's
and
economical plus
coverage
of theeffective
rich Twin
Cities Market. Let KSTP do the big
selling job for you in Minnesota.
50,000 WATTS
Clear Channel

. .;

Exclusive NBC Affiliate for
the Twin Cities

ST. P*UL

Represented nationally by
Edward Petry & Company
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Woodruff Sees 'Endless Cycle'
Answering Commentators
"Why didn't the NAB clear up
some of these things?" demanded
Senator Wheeler. "Then you
wouldn't have to come to Congress
or wait until the Supreme Court
takes a whack at you and then
come here." That touched off the
debate which has featured virtually
every session of the hearing, nameright of a person
"attacked"
by ly:a Thecommentator
to reply.
Mr.
Woodruff contended the law should
not force any broadcaster to initiate a broadcast on a controversial
subject, but should a station air
such a program, then the opposition
should be afforded equal time.
Senator Wheeler also asked Mr.
Woodruff a question which he has
posed on several previous occasions: "Do you think you should
be responsible for programs originating in Hollywood and New
York?" In cases of "slander or li-
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Mr. Richards told the House
committee that when Lee Falk,
then of OWI, found a foreign
language announcer he felt should
be taken off the air, Mr. Falk
would suggest it to the station
manager. If nothing happened the
broadcaster would discover he was
having trouble getting his license
renewed before the FCC. Then
he'd fire the individual in question
and his license would be renewed.
As Mr. Miller read the Richards
testimony, Charles R. Denny, FCC
general counsel, gave to Edward
Jarrett, committee clerk, a copy
of the Congressional Record dated
Nov. 2, 1943. Mr. Jarrett handed
it to Senator Wheeler. When Mr.
Miller concluded, Senator Wheeler
said:
"I have been handed a speech,
under Extension of Remarks by
Congressman Coffee of Washington." He read the speech, part of
it aloud. The Representative, a
Democrat, brought out that Mr.
Spear left the Commission eight
days after the alleged conversation
with Mr. Richards, that he was
inducted in the Army, and that he
had written a denial that the conversation took place. When the
Congressman referred to the purported activities of Messrs. Spear
and Falk, he called it "cooperation
between two Government agencies".
Senator Wheeler had 'a different
term for it, however.
"I think it amounts to a lot
more than cooperation between
two agencies," he declared. "It certainly
be for
mission toshouldn't
say they
oughtthetoComfire
him unless he's guilty of some sub-

LIVE IN A FASHIONABLE

NEIGHBORHOOD

As you can see from the dial... it's no effort at
all for Mr. & Mrs. Listener to "drop in at our
house"... and the first "visit" usually proves so
enjoyable tha t dialing 93 soon becomes a habit.
OUR HEAVY MAIL PROVES IT!
Sell your clients WPAT...the fastest growing
station in the metropolitan area.
RADIO
PATERS0N,
PARAMOUNT BLDG.
STATION WPAT
NEW JERSEY
NEW YORK
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Voice

communications

on

every

front*.

Whether by radio or land wire telephone, a voice
command gets the job done with clarity and speed.

"KEITH TKOfMS

UNIVERSAL microphones are playing a vital -part in voice
communications of all the Armed Forces . . . being the first
instrument through which a command is given. Care must be
taken that the electronic patterns of the voice are held true
for the many electrical circuits through which they must later
pass. UNIVERSAL microphones with their precise workmanship are carrying the message through in all forms of voice
communication whether from a tank, ship or aeroplane.
UNIVERSAL products meet all U. S. Army Signal Corps Laboratory tests. Standardization of parts, inspection, and workmanship ofhigh order combined with the best of material, make
UNIVERSAL'S microphones and accessories outstanding in
every application.
Available from stock, 1 700U series
microphone. Single button carbon type,
push-to-talk switch, etc. For trainers, intercom unication and general transmitter
service.
.»

U. S. Army Signal Corps and U. S.
Navy plugs and jacks are offered as
voice communication components to
manufacturers of transmitters and
sound equipment for the Armed Forces.
Catalog No. 830 contains complete
details.

UNIVERSAL
MICROPHONE
CO.
INGLEWOOD,
CALIFORNIA

LTD.

FOREIGN DIVISION, 301 CLAY ST., SAN FRANCISCO 1 1, CALIF. • CANADIAN DIVISION, S60 KING ST. W., TORONTO 1. ONTARIO

versive activities." He read on,
then concluded: "To say the least,
if anything of that kind happened,
it's pretty high-handed."
Miller Offers Four
Political Time Suggestions
The remainder of Mr. Miller's
testimony had to do with the proposed legislation. With reference
to a section providing that equal
time be given political candidates
or parties, Mr. Miller said the sections of the bill "are in need of
You
further
study
and clarification."
He
offered
four suggestions
for the
keep
committee's consideration :
1. No licensee should be required
customers
to permit use of his station for
political purposes. The Act should
contain a specific provision relievwhen you
ing the licensee from all compulsion from any source to do so.
KEEP
2. If a licensee, upon his own
election, does permit the use of his
station for political purposes, then
SPOTS
the field of required answer or
right of reply should not necessarBEFORE
ily be limited to candidates for
public office.
3. Any right of reply should be
THEIR
safeguarded by the adoption of
statutory provisions definitive of
EARS!
the
as
now term
found 'equal
in Sec.opportunities'
315. This term
should not be left to Commission
> ASK A JOHN BLAIR MAN definition.
ABOUT SPOT RADIO
4. In the broadcast of public or
political discussions by any speaker, including news commentators,
the public should be given adequate
CHICAGO
information concerning the speakNEW YORK
er and the capacity in which he
ST.SAN LOUIS
FRANCISCO appears. Identification of a sponsor
with a commercial product has been
Y l0s'NI!ELES required since 1927 — identification
NATIONAL RADIO
STATION
REPRESENTATIVES
MPAN
&» CO
of a sponsor with an idea could now
be required.
"I would be very glad, at the
close of the hearings, to prepare
wording which will put into concrete form, the views of our Association," said Mr. Miller.
"I think I speak for Senator
White when I say," replied Senator
Wheeler, "we put in that provision
to bring it up for discussion. We
have discussed it several times.
We'd like to have any suggestions
or amendments from the industry,
networks or individual stations. I
think our only view is that we
want to work out something

... also selling many
other products on many
other stations.
George E. Halley
TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
HOTEL PICKWICK • KANSAS CITY, MO.
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feasible."
Network Licensing
Hinted by Wheeler
Senator Wheeler inquired about
NAB revenue "in view of the fact
that a charge has been made here,
but denied". In response to direct
questions, Mr. Miller said the NAB
annual revenue is about $330,000;
that NBC-owned stations pay $41,700 annual dues; CBS $50,400;
MBS affiliates owned and operated
by NAB board members, $7,328,
and BLUE owned and operated stations, $4,800.
"Roughly I'd say NBC contributes about 19 or 20% of our revenue and CBS about 22%," said Mr.
Miller. He agreed to provide exact
figures for committee records. Mr.
Miller explained that in all war activities the NAB services all stations in the country, non-member
and member stations alike.
Senator Wheeler again gave an
indication that he might feel that
networks should be licensed by asking: "If you don't license the networks, would you hold each indi-
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Tunnell vs. Tobey
PARTISAN politics burstTnto the open during the Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee hearings last Tuesday
when Senator Tunnell (DDel.), an Administration adherent, tangled verbally with
Senator Tobey (R-N.H.), an
Administration critic. Out of
a clear sky, with Harold V.
Hough, chairman of the
Newspaper-Radio Committee
on the stand, Mr. Tunnell
turned to his New Hampshire
colleague with the comment,
"You have been trying to
play politics during these
hearings." (He presumably
had reference toofMr.Chairman
Tobey's
interrogation
Fly on the recommended
transfer of Radio Intelligence
Division to the military and
the abolition of Foreign
Broadcast Monitoring Service of FCC.) Senator Tobey
protested
it was "unfair"
to
attack a colleague
at a public
hearing, but Mr. Tunnell
said, "You have made insinuremarks about this,
me." and
Mr.
Tobey ating
disclaimed
Mr. Hough picked up his testimony where he left off.
vidual station responsible if the network broadcast libel or scandal?"
Mr. Miller said the originating station should be held responsible. As
for licensing networks the NAB
president remarked :
"How are you going to regulate
networks? In many cases, while
you're holding the original station
liable, it is a net-owned station.
We have laws for prosecution of
violations without licensing net"I wish you'd give that further
study
and let Wheeler.
us have your
views,"
said Senator
He inquired
works."
about Mr. Miller's
viewsdiscussion
on commentators. After some
Mr. Miller commented, "It seems
to me that what you want is to prevent the abuse rather than a remedy. The point is, how can you prevent it without abridging speech?"
"I don't want to abridge the
freedom of speech," asserted the
chairman. "I want to expand it.
Either one of two things has got to
happen. A commentator has got to

give the people he attacks an opportunity to answer or we've got to
Senator Wheeler read into the
record a letter from Norman
stop them."perennial Socialist canThomas,
didate for president, in which Mr.
Thomas urged that the law provide
a certain portion of time be set
aside for public forums on a sustaining basis, that program emphasis be placed on balance, that radio
be obliged to sell time to cooperatives, farm unions and labor organizations "the same as corporations", that controversial issues be
handled strictly on sustaining time
and that responsible speakers not
be required to submit to "station
censorship".
Newspaper Ownership Issue
Wins Avid Interest
Avid interest was shown by the
committee in opening testimony
last Tuesday on the newspaper ownership issue. The overall contention of spokesmen for the Newspaper Radio Committee was that
Congress should take the whole
question
thelaw
FCC's
hands
and
write out
intoof the
provisions
clearly preventing discrimination
against newspapers or any other
class on the basis of business or
profession. The manner in which
newspapers have been handicapped
not only in improving their lot,
but in pioneering such new fields as
FM and television was emphasized
by Messrs. Hough, Kaye, Seymour
and Sykes, all appearing as newspaper committee witnesses.
Chairman Wheeler said several
times that he felt provision should
be made in the law to guarantee
equal discussion for all sides of
controversial issues and to guarantee against projection of newspaper
editorial opinions on the air. He
said that commentators repeatedly
indulged in editorial criticism and,
oftimes, in "falsehood" and that
people slandered in such instances
should be given the same time to
reply to the same audience.
Mr. Hough said he was general
manager of WBAP Fort Worth,
KGKO Fort Worth-Dallas and
principle stockholder in KTOK Oklahoma City. He also is treasurer
and director of Carter Publications,
publishers of the Star Telegram.
He explained that the committee
is made up of 140 newspaper stations of all classes and that it
was formed when Order 79 was

KOZY
FM
KANSAS

in
CITY

PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY
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. issued by the FCC over two and
i one-half years ago.
In advocating action by Congress
' Mr. Hough said that no one disagrees that clarifying the law as to
newspapers is a problem, and that
it is subject matter for action by
Congress. Chairman Fly and every
other witness agreed on that, he
pointed out. Moreover, Mr. Hough
contended that the present "freezi ing" of newspaper applications by
throwing them into what he described as the "agony file" has
discriminated against newspapers
and retarded progress. The crux of
Mr. Hough's argument was that it
is "a bad thing for a Commission to
exercise for two years and eight
months a right which they themselves say is so doubtful that about
two years after the hearings they
cannot make up their minds whether they have the legal power or
not, and yet they exercise that
power and refuse to turn it loose."
Mr. Hough said that as the record now stands, there are 169 majority newspaper - owned stations
operated in the same towns where
the papers are printed — out of a
total of 801 stations at the date
when the hearings started, and
about 900 stations today exclusive
of non-standard broadcast stations.
Says Commission Should
Not Rule on Own Powers
Asserting that the whole issue of
newspaper ownership had been
greatly exaggerated, Mr. Hough
called attention to repeated statements of Chairman Fly that a decision would be forthcoming shortly. He said it has been almost two
years since hearings before the
Commission were stopped, but not
closed. Only the other day, he said,
Mr. Fly testified that the matter
would be disposed of "at an early
date". comes
Theacutewhole
now beas to question
future construction, Mr. Hough declared. While
broadcast allocations are frozen he
said some day "there is going to
be a thaw. Some feel spring is in
I the
said. the
"Certainly
the
day air
willnow,"
come hewhen
war is over
and victory is ours, and this will
be the hour when radio equipment
will again become available". The
building of an FM station requires
thousands of dollars of capital and
long planning, both engineering and
financial. Thus, he said, newspaper
stations may find themselves far
behind the rest by the time they

VICE-PRESIDENT Henry A. Wallace (left) greeted Chairman James
Lawrence Fly (center) of the FCC
at the banquet held Nov. 19 by the
National Lawyers' Guild [Broadcasting, Nov. 221. At right is Justice Henry W. Edgerton of the District of Columbia Court of Appeals.
win their legal victory. That, he
added is why action by Congress
is now imperative.
Mr. Hough insisted he did not
think the FCC ought to rule on its
own powers. Answering senatorial
questions, he said that while newspapers may be biased editorially,
this is not reflected in their station operations. Senator Wheeler
recalled the testimony of J. Frank
Burke, KPAS Pasadena, who admitted that he "editorialized" on
the air. Mr. Hough questioned Mr.
Burke's status as a newspaperman,
and subsequently Mr. Kaye said he
thought that Mr. Burke's qualifications as a newspaperman "itself
constituted a controversial question". If newspapers editoralized,
Mr. Hough declared, that would
be a question for the Commission
to handle. Thereupon Mr. Wheeler
argued the point of FCC supervision of program content, asserting
that on such matters authority
would have to be vested somewhere.
Agrees on Commission
Control of 'Equal Time9
Mr. Hough proposed that these
matters should be handled by the
industry and that steps should be
taken to insure equal time for both
sides. He said if the industry did
not "clean up the situation" he felt
"somebody is going to do it for
us". Senator Gurney, himself a former broadcaster, commented that
the industry had gone a long way
in that regard and Mr. Hough

HASH! The shortest
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Company
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agreed. Senator Wheeler, however,
insisted that something would have
to be written into the law to require that both sides are presented.
Questioned by Senator Tunnell,
Mr. Hough later said he thought
the Commission should control the
allocation of equal time on the air.
Again Senator Wheeler observed
the industry would not have the
power to enforce any equal time
provision and that the only way
it could be accomplished would be
to write the provision into the law.
He alluded to the Drew Pearson
statement regarding the reprimand
of Gen. Patton and the subsequent
denials from the military authorities. He said someone certainly
should go on the air, using Pearson's time so as to reach the same
audience with the denial. Senator
Gurney, however, raised the question whether anyone had made a
request for the time. Senator McFarland said he thought matters
of that kind "always adjusted
themselves", since he had noted
newspaper stories that Gen. Patton
was reported to have apologized to
the enlisted man in question.
Opposing any plan to give the
FCC authority over allocation of
time, Senator Hawkes said that
any such law would be subject to
exercise in an arbitrary manner
and that he could not understand
how language could be written to
avoid such a development.
Insisting that allocation of time
could not be left to the "whim of
a station owner," Senator Wheeler
said that the present status is heading toward a Fascist dictatorship.
Steps must be taken to prevent
Hon. B. J. Prockter
The Biow Co.
N. Y., N. Y.
Dear Bernie:
WCHS scores another public service vicregarding
longrubber
soughtplant
Charlestontoryairport.
Whenthe the
built here,wasit
nec essitated
abandoning our
limited service
airport. There
was
guentlyc o an s lotebuild
a newto
of
agitation
and unlimited
service airport
for this great
city. Obstacencounteredleswere
too
numerous
to
mention, but
we finally are
going
to haveto
an election
approve
bond
issue.a
WCHS really
brought this
airportminds
need of
to
the
everyone, b y
"WCHS
tionourbreakssta-in
giving
this manner:
Charleston, the
only city of its
size in the
country withan airport." At this writing we areout saying
"Vote 'yes' for the airport" with each
station break, and I'm sure it's in the
bag. Business
men totellbring
us we've
more
than anyone
about done
the
new
airport.
Don't
you
think
Algy this
good example of public service
as iswella
as the influence we exert Yrs.
upon the people ofRegards,
this community?

Anne Haney and Louise Holloway
get action.
Every weekday morning (9:009:15) they present WAPI's Musical
Notebook.
It's a woman's program from
start to finish— bright, amusing,
sensible talk about things women
want to hear, plus their favorite
(and requested) recordings. Anne
bestone of Birmingham's
Haney, newspaper
known
women, writes
the script. Louise Holloway, a
young lady with an unusual quota
of
microphone charm, does the
broadcasting.
Unpretentious, human, sparkling
—Musical Notebook gets action. A
little while ago 2,280 of its listeners wrote for sample packages of
a sponsor's breakfast food.
Musical Notebook has produced
action for many a participating
sponsor— selling furs, drugs, groceries, cosmetics and other products
to Alabama women. And it's still
producing.
Right now, there's time available
on this popular show— either for
3 to 6 days a week, or on a particiAsk pating
us basis.
or Radio Sales.

WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.
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No. 1 Station
a No.

in

1 Market

PORTLAND, OREGON
CBS Affiliate
FREE & PETERS • National Representatives

If you buy or plan
advertising for
Iowa, you need
THE
IOWA

1943
RADIO

AUDIENCE

SURVEY

gives you detailed analysis of "listening areas" of every Iowa station,
programs that appeal to urban, village, and farm families, and listening
habits. Illustrated with pictographs for
quick and easy reading. You can get
a copy free by writing to
CENTRAL BROADCASTING CO.
912 Walnut St., Da* Moinei, iowa

&

'Little Chief" says:
UGH! UGH!

*KSEI

is

your best bet
in IDAHO

KSEI
POCATELLO • IDAHO

MONEY

TO BURN

Farmers in this sixstate area never had
more money in their
lives. They're BUYING!
WIBW can make them
ask for your product.

WIBW

TheVoiiwKansas
in TOPE K A
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buying time for controversial issues so that only those groups
financially able will get on the air,
whether capital or labor, said Senator Wheeler.
"I think that the radio industry
— the chains — should put controversial issues on option time that
they get from the stations," Chairman Wheeler asserted. "For instance if they put John Smith on
from Washington, John Doe should
go on to answer him. We should
write into the bill that where you
put one side on you must put on the
Asks
other."For Discrimination
On Lawful Occupation
Declaring that newspaper stations are ready to be measured by
the same yardstick and are ready
to live up to the same rules and
render the same public service required of anybody else, Mr. Hough
said the one thing newspaper stations don't want "is to be segregated into a special class along
with aliens and convicted criminals and told that they, as a group
are unfit to engage in radio." Mr.
Hough asked that Congress write
a law
will be
so clear
no
man which
can ever
again
doubt "that
that
every application should be treated
on its individual merits and that
no man should be discriminated
against because of race, creed or
lawful occupation."
Mr. Kaye, second witness for the
Newspaper Committee, reviewed
the proceedings before the FCC,
pointing out that more than 3,500
pages of testimony, two-thirds introduced by Commission counsel,
and more than 400 exhibits, 90%
introduced by the Commission, had
been put in the record. He said
he had heard no claim from any
source that the thousands of pages
of evidence tend in the slightest
to show that stations associated
with newspapers fall short in any
way from the highest standards
of public service.
Alluding to the discussion on
equal time for controversial issues,
Mr. Kaye said that the making
of such a rule constitutes a complete answer to the newspaper
situation. He assumed the rule
would be of general application,
and therefore affect all licensees.
The newspapers, he promised,
would be in the forefront in abiding by such a rule, which would
eliminate all semblance of editorializing on the air in behalf of
special interests.
Referring to the 74 communities
in which there is one newspaper
and one radio station, Mr. Kaye,
said, "no concern should be felt
about such operation". He pointed
out there is no shortage of frequencies in these areas and that
the reasons the newspapers operated the radio stations were purely
economic. There is not one of these
communities in which qualified
persons could not obtain frequencies for several other stations, he
said. If the newspapers had not
pioneered in establishing the stations, there would be no local
broadcasting station at all.
Holds
'Editorializing''
Is Fallacious
Argument
Fundamentally, Mr. Kaye contended, the entire stand of the
Commission is based upon an inherent fallacy. Ownership of a
station by a newspaper, he added,
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Proposed Change
HERE is how the NewspaperRadio Committee would have
the White - Wheeler Bill
amended to eliminate discrimination against newspaper-owned stations forever
more:
Insert after the word
"shown", Line 10, Page 26,
Section 16 — "neither shall
the Commission deny or
withhold any rights, privileges, benefits or licenses,
or impose, exact, enforce
or demand any penalties,
denials, prohibitions or
conditions, because any applicant or other person has
been, is, or shall be engaged
or interested in any lawful
business or occupation."
does not demonstrate that a publisher will editorialize through the
station any more than ownership
of a station by any other person
means that it is necessarily a
sounding board for the personal
views of the owner. The Commission investigation, he declared,
disclosed no such editorializing.
Pointing out radio now faces a
period of rapid expansion, Mr.
Kaye cited FM and television and
facsimile as standing on the threshold of the near future. One of
these, facsimile, he declared, is a
type of broadcasting which results
in a printed newspaper issuing
from the radio receiver. Newspapermen should not be debarred
from engaging in it.
For the newspapermen in the
fieldsis of
the presentand"paralyis as radio,
incapacitating,
in the
end will prove as fatal as summary
execution itself," he said.
Mr. Kaye referred to the recent
statement of Commissioner T. A.
M. Craven, pointing out that in
many cities there are more radio
stations than newspapers and that
less capital investment is required
to establish a radio station than
a modern newspaper. The substance of Commissioner Craven's
statement was that the radio developments of the future, the day
need not be far removed when
there will be sufficient opportunities for any number of persons to
establish broadcasting enterprises
in any community.
Mosby Outlines
His Affiliation Plan
Newspapers were in the forefront pioneering the present system of radio and are equally necessary in pioneering the fields of the
future, said Mr. Kaye. If they are
not going to be barred permanently, they need the clear go ahead
signal now, Mr. Kaye said, and that
relief can come only from Con"The need for Congressional
gress.
action is not only admitted and
clear, it is urgent", Mr. Kaye concluded. "The discrimination which
exists has already done harm
which cannot be measured."
Mr. Mosby, first witness to appear Wednesday, outlined to the
Committee his plan of network affiliation for all major networks,
whereby stations would retain a
firm option on the last half hour
out of each hour daytime and the
last quarter hour evenings for local
BROADCASTING

programs, regional, transcription,
or competing networks. Originally
submitted several months ago, Mr.
Mosby said the reaction to his plan
from stations indicated that a 15minute segment would be ample
both day
and night for non-network programs.
Suggesting
use of programs
off-the-lineso
recordings
of network
that similar periods could be used
in all time zones for the same programs, Mr. Mosby said his plan
had the blessing of many broadcasters and even of Chairman Fly. But
he pointed out Mr. Fly held it was
a matter over which the FCC has
no jurisdiction and one that would
have toworksbethemselves.
resolved by the netUnder his plan, as revised, Mr.
Mosby said the parent networks
would have a firm option on affiliated stations' time during the first
three-quarters of every hour,
18 hours a day. While this would
eliminate one-hour shows, he held
that two present day half-hour
programs could be condensed to fit
the 45-minute period. His option
plan, Mr. Mosby said, would permit more equitable distribution of
facilities than the "present block
system" and more definite planning of programs by both network
and affiliate without conflict.
Urges No Announcement
OfThe
Transcriptions
As Such
Montanan strongly
urged
elimination by the FCC of the requirement that transcriptions be
announced as such. He said the
quality of transcription programs
equals that of network programs,
because of the limitations of the
lines and that there was no longer
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any valid reason for continuing
the disclaimer announcement. By
transcribing network programs
off-the-line for "delayed broadhe said, good
service
could
be givencasts",listeners
in all
time zones
at the same time. His plan, Mr.
Mosby asserted in replying to
Senator Wheeler, would leave stations free to take transcribed programs from other networks. By
allocating a section of each hour
to each affiliate, the networks
would open the way for guaranteed
time in prime periods for nonwire network programs and enable
| stations to provide better local
servicefeatures.
without "kicking around"
local
Declaring that the plan had
been approved and praised "highly" by many stations, because of
its simplicity and equity, Mr. Mosby read into the record a series of
commendatory letters from broadcasters. Those in the western time
zones particularly endorsed the
plan. Several letters said that the
plan was "too simple" and "too
logical" to get anywhere.
When Senator Clark asked what
the networks would do about the
15-minute blocks left for nonregular network programs, Mr.
Mosby said they would have to
feed their owned stations and that
the program services also would
be available to any station who
desired them from the network
line or to whom they might be
sold. He admitted that the plan
was complicated by the variation
in time zones.
Says Every Station Owes
Time for Community
Urging the option plan be "placed
in the should
law", Mr.
Mosby
said that
there
be an
obligation
on
the part of every station to devote
at least 25 per cent of its time
for community service or non-network services.
_ Mr. Mosby said he felt the FCC
time option rule benefits stations
in the East more than those in the
West. The plan was "developed
down East",
said, taken
and therefore
Eastern
needshe were
into account. He believed the FCC rules
were "all right" but did not feel
that the networks should be "cut
off at the pockets".
Responding to questions of
Chairman Wheeler, Mr. Mosby
said he thought networks should
be required to have licenses and
assume responsibilities for origination of programs. He urged some
other penalty less than revocation

FREE SPEECH
Supported by Resolution
— Of Grange for Query —
RESOLUTION drawn up at the
Nov. 17 convention of the National
Grange in Grand Rapids, Mich., favors a congressional investigation
of radio to aid in the preparation
of any legislative action which may
be necessary to prevent undue governmental regulation, believed by
the Grange to be a threat to free
speech and press. Following is full
resolution :
"Whereas it is an established policy of The Grange to support free
speech and free press and whereas
The Grange recognizes the great
value of the press and radio in the
dissemination of information, and
whereas The Grange believes that
these facilities should be operated
with a minimum of governmental
regulation and supervision, therefore be it resolved that The National
Grange ask for a fair and impartial investigation by Congress of
the entire radio set-up as a background of any congressional action
that it may be necessary to maintain competition and to prevent the
unwarranted restraint of free
speech either by the use of federal
regulation or through the conduct
of private or publicly operated radio stations."
of licenses, and suggested a fine
varying with the ability of stations to pay. Stations should have
recourse to the courts in their local communities, since many of
them cannot afford to come down
to Washington for hearings.
Mr. Mosby agreed with Senator
Wheeler that a "maligned" person
should be given an opportunity to
answer a commentator on the latter's own time. He said he thought
this should be only in cases of individuals, rather than on issues.
Senator Wheeler interposed that
he wanted to clear up the record in
connection with his comments the
preceding day regarding Drew
Pearson's broadcast on General
Patton. Originally, he said, he had
seen news dispatches that General
Eisenhower had stated that there
was not anything to the story, but
that now it has been confirmed
"and more too". He said he wanted
to make this statement in fairness
to the commentator.
Apropos transcriptions, Mr.
Mosby said that they are "just as
canned" as network programs. He

called them simply a "delayed version", and saw no reason why the
FCC should require the transcription announcement. This feeling,
he asserted, is general among nonnetwork operators. Moreover, he
said thatof it
business
mostwould
of theimprove
stations the
in
the West, which do not receive full
commercial network schedules.
Mr. Mosby finally suggested that
there should be perhaps an hour
a week on the networks devoted to
controversial issues or to government and that each local station
might follow up with a 15-minute
discussion of the local angles of
the same question. Such a development, he said, would be healthy.
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Seymour Pleads For
Fundamental Freedoms

WBAL
imani£fOiineii„
'mUaetiawie?

Mr. Seymour, appearing as counsel for the Newspaper Radio Committee, was the last witness on
Wednesday prior to recess until
Monday. He made a powerful plea
for Congress to make explicit in
the statute a prohibition against
FCC discrimination as to classes
of licensees. He branded the newspaper divorcement proceedings as
striking directly at freedom of the
press, and at the fundamental freedoms guaranteed in the Bill of
Rights which heretofore have never
been violated.
In a learned dissertation, Mr.
Seymour, member of the firm of
Judge Thomas D. Thacher, originally chief counsel of the committee
and now on the New York Supreme
Court, discussed the dangers to
free speech and freedom of the
press involved in the Commission's
MORNING
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29,

pi-oposed action. He held what the
Commission proposed to do was
not only beyond any existing
power of the Commission but beyond any which could be committed to it, and that it would be a
dangerous experiment upon an invasion of rights guaranteed by the
first amendment to the Constitution.

"Sh! The general is listening to
his favorite program over WFDF
Flint Michigan."

The tion,
Commission's
Mr. Seymour proposed
declared, ac-is
based upon an "entirely novel theory" of the duty of the Commission
and the government which had
never before been advanced or
supported by anyone in government.
This theory is that the government is somehow charged with the
duty of providing media for expression to as many groups or interests as possible, and to perform
that duty they ought to limit those
who now have one medium for
reaching the public from requiring additional media.
Calling this move the first step
in "tampering with our liberties",
Mr. Seymour said that the contention seems to be that, since newspapers already have one medium
for reaching the public, other
groups should be allowed the opportunity of reaching the public
through radio and that newspapers as a group should be denied
that opportunity.
Says 'Reconstruction? of
Freedoms is Forbidden

The
the

End

of

Rainbow

Let WAIR guide you to that evasive
pot of gold. Winston-Salem workers
are well paid, sure of their jobs*
easy to sell when yon use the right
medium. In this great market, the
right medium is—

WAIR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

BASIC STATION
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Page 56 • November

The First Amendment, Mr. Seymour argued, forbids any reconstruction ofthe great freedoms and
the architects of a new order of constitutional liberties should be "stopped in the blue-print stage". Pointing to the dangers of the Commission's move, Mr. Seymour said that
the necessary implication is that the
Commission would be free to say
to anyone having a radio license
and thus a forum for speech, that
he acquire other media of communications at the peril of losing
his access to the air. The Commission might say to Republicans
and Democrats that they have access to media of expression so that
broadcast licenses ought to be
granted to Communists and other
groups who do not have the same
opportunity. Similarly, the large
religious denominations might
have to give way to such groups
as the Jehovah's Witnesses, who
do not have the same opportunities
to reach large congregations.
Under the First Amendment, the
government
not toa exercise
"wet nurse"
to those who isseek
their
rights of expression. They must
make and find their own opportunities without interference by government, he said.
While the Commission might
answer that it has no intention of
pressing the theory, Mr. Seymour
observed that a former mayor of
New York once said, "Good men
in good times should not set precedents for bad men in bad times."
He urged that Congress stop the
departure from historic principle
now
"explicit
before bywe aneven
find outprohibition,
by bitter
experience how far the present or
future members of the Commission
propose to press the new theory."
If the Commission has this power, Mr. Seymour said, there is no
reason why some other agency
may not take or be given authority
directly over the press, regulating
all of its activities. And such power could not be limited to the news-
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FCC

Ownership Rule
(Continued from page 10)

becomes effective midnight May
31 in cases where multiple ownership exists. It further provides
that the Commission may extend
the licenses of stations involved in
any particular case to determine
the applicability of the regulation
or to permit "orderly disposition of
In its public notice, the Commission said that licensees may request
properties".
an early hearing to secure a determination of the applicability of the
regulation to them, main departure
from the original order. The Commission will designate for hearing
the applications of all stations considered to be affected by the regudates. lation, regardless of expiration
"At the hearing," said the public
notice, "a full opportunity will be
afforded for showing that a multiple ownership station as stated in
the regulation does not exist, or
that if such a situation does exist,
public interest, convenience or necessity will nevertheless be served
Since issuance of the proposed
order
in 1941, several deals have
by a grant."
been consummated through sales.
Most of the situations remain unchanged, however. Since then the
Commission had been seeking to
knock out multiple ownership stations through suasion or refusal to
grant stations improved facilities
unless sister stations construed as
falling outside the purview of multiple ownership, were sold. The
BLUE Network purchase by Edward J. Noble is a case in point.
He was obliged to sell WMCA before he could acquire the network
in view of its ownership of WJZ.
Moving Problems
Were it not for the wartime
freeze, it is presumed a number of
multiple owners would seek to move
their secondary outlets from existing markets as a means of compliance. Since critical manpower and

probably some critical materials
would be entailed, it is doubted
whether such moves would be possible now. Moreover, physical moves
are difficult because of the generally crowded spectrum in major markets and the competitive aspect.

Among the obvious multiple ownership situations cleared up since
the original order were the sale by
the Buffalo Evening News of
WEBR while retaining WBEN.
Yankee Network removed WAAB
from Boston to Worcester, retaining WNAC. Arde Bulova, watch
manufacturer, had sought to dis- |eca
pose of WOV New York because of
his majority ownership of WNEW.
The Government blocked that, however, because of the value attached
to WOV's Italian language broadcasts and the desire to retain the
station under proved ownership.
The knottiest of the multiple ownership problems was cleared up
through the sale of the BLUE Network. RCA-NBC had a difficult situation, by virtue of NBC's ownership (before separation of the networks) of WEAF and WJZ in New
York, WMAQ and WENR in Chicago, and KPO and KGO in San
Francisco.
Not Clarified
The FCC has not published a list
of the stations which, in its judgment, fall within the scope of the
duplicating service rule. Unofficially, it is estimated that a minimum
of 40 such situations appear to exist,tions.
involving
possibly
staUnder the
order 90
as odd
adopted,
the "border line cases" presumably
will be governed by formal hearing
notices to the stations. Likewise,
the Commission has not interpreted
the word "control" beyond saying
it is not limited to majority stock
ownership. It has been stated that
because of the variables involved,
the Commission would not attempt
to establish the exact limits on duplicating service.
When the original order was promulgated two years ago, many station proprietors were bewildered

WTAW, College Station, Texas
. . . the damn AP wire does all
your thinking, editing and
almost reads itself! In these
that helps!
days,
doing three men's work,
Byron Winstead
available through
paper press but would reach all
publishers. Such an "economic
sanction" can "strangle the press
economically as effectively as more
direct burdens", he said.
BROADCASTING

PRESS ASSOCIATION,
30 Rockefeller Plaxa
New York, N. Y.
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because of the failure to provide
data upon which to construe the
manner in which the regulation
would affect operations. The onlyanswer then was that any doubt
should be resolved in favor of the
Commission. Since then there has
been no clarification whatever.
While the records appear to reveal about 33 cases of multiple ownership, the number of "overlapping"
situations or those involving less
than majority interest is uncertain.
'Also there are matters involving
day and night variations, availability of other station services and the
number of outlets in the particular
market, where monopoly by no
stretch would be involved. There
are several cases where one station operates in a market with
substantial power, whereas a second station owned by the same interests operates in an adjacent
market with less power. The question there would be whether the
rule is applicable since the overlap
might occur only one way.
NAB President Neville Miller
did not comment on the new order
upon its release last week, beyond
observing that it was surprising
that "the Commission should determine policy at this time in view of
the hearings now being held before
the Senate Committee".
The public announcement by the
FCC of its action follows:
The Commission today (Nov. 23) adopted
Order 84-A which promulgates Regulation
3.35
the Commission's
policy
with setting
respect toforth
multiple
ownership of standard broadcast stations. This policy has
A
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Fly Is Guest

CONGRATULATIONS to Nate
Gross (1) of Chicago Herald
American, are being extended by
Walter Preston, WBBM-CBS Chicago program director (r), on the
radio news column which Mr. Gross
will start on WBBM beginning
Dec. 4, under 52-week sponsorship
of Illinois Commercial Men's Assn.
through L. W. Ramsey Adv. Co.,
Chicago. Center man in the trio is
Ed Furman, WBBM salesman.
been adopted after extensive consideration
of the problem raised by concentration of
control over standard broadcast stations
serving substantially the same area.
The regulation is effective immediately
with respect to all applications for construction permit, or for assignment of license or transfer of control. With respect
to existing stations, the regulation is to
take effect midnight May 31, 1944; provision is mace, however, for further postponing, upon a proper showing, enforcement of the regulation in any case where
it is necessary to permit the orderly disposition of properties.
Any application for construction permit,
or for assignment of license or transfer of
control now on file or hereafter filed which
may result in a situation of multiple ownership as stated in the regulation will be
designated for hearing.
As to existing stations, no action will be
taken until midnight May 31, 1944, except
where individual licensees request an early
hearing in order to secure a extermination
of the applicability of the regulation to
them. Licenses which expire between Nov.
23, 1943, and midnight May 31, 1944 will
be extended to midnight May 31, 1944.
Promptly after termination of the suspension period, it is contemplated that in each
case where the regulation may apply, applications for renewal of license of the
stations involved, will be designated for
hearing, regardless of the date when the
then current license expires; where necessary, the Commission will call for the early
filing tionofthatsuch
applications.is Any
determinathe regulation
applicable
in a
particular case, however, will not become
effective until the then current license of
the station involved expires.
At the hearings a full opportunity will
be afforded for showing that a multiple
ownership
as stated
regu-a
lation doessituation
not exist,
or thatin ifthesuch
situation does exist, public interest, convenience, or necessity will nevertheless be
served by a grant.
Joins CBC Board
F. J. CRAWFORD, 49, Toronto
stockbroker, was appointed to the
Board of Governors of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., it was
announced at Ottawa, on Nov. 22
by War Services Minister MajorGeneral L. R. LaFleche. He replaces
the late N. L. Nathanson, former
vice-chairman of the CBC board.
Mr. Crawford is a former director,
vice-president and president of the
Toronto Stock Exchange, and is
head of his own brokerage firm, F.
J. Crawford & Co., Toronto. The
appointment leaves only two vacancies on the CBC board. Appointments are made by the federal government by order-in-council.
FREE & PETERS
station
representative, on Nov. 22Inc.,
moved
its New
York offices from 247 Park Ave. to
444 Madison Ave. Telephone number
remains Plaza 5-4130.
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Speaker

At 'Quiz Kids' Program
DOROTHY LEWIS, director of
the listener activities committee of
the NAB, was chairman last Sunday, Nov. 28, at a meeting of the
School Broadcasters Conference at
the Morrison Hotel, Chicago. A quiz
session on "The American System
of Broadcasting" was held, with
two of the "Quiz Kids" querying a
panel including Miller McClintock,
MBS president; John Gillin, WOW;
Earl Glade, KSL; William Quarton,
WMT; Mark Haas, WJR; and E.
R. Borroff, vice-president of the
BLUE's central division.
Following the quiz, the regular
broadcast on the BLUE of the Quiz
Kids program, was presented from
the conference, with James L. Fly,
Chairman of the FCC, as guest
speaker. Two films on radio were
shown entitled "America Takes to
the Air" and "Pleasure Time."
KWKW Assignment Asked
SOUTHERN California Broadcasting Corp.,
of KWKW
Pasa-to
dena, lastlicensee
week asked
the FCC
approve voluntary assignment of
its license to Marshall S. Neal,
Paul Buhlig, E. T. Foley and Edwin Earl, a partnership doing business as Southern California Broadcasting Co., for $64,000 plus amount
of indebtedness of the station. The
three are officers and directors of
the present licensee. Each partner
has contributed $10 and agreed to
put up amounts giving them the
following interest in the new company: Mr. Neal 31%%; Mr. Buhlig, 25%; Mr. Earl, 18%%; Mr.
Foley, 25%. Mr. Neal, president of
KWKW, has been since June with
Douglas Aircraft Corp. in a special
capacity. Mr. Foley is president of
Investment Operations Corp. and
Mr. Buhlig is an executive employed
by Mr. Foley as investment advisor.
Mr. Earl is owner and operator of
Wild Rose Ranch, Corona Cal.
(orange groves).
Maj. Isaac Brimberg
MAJ. ISAAC BRIMBERG, 40, U.
S. Army Signal Corps, on leave
from his post as chief engineer of
WNYC,tion,New
York's municipal
died suddenly
Nov. 24 staat
Brookley Field, Mobile, according to
word received by the station. Joining WNYC in 1924 as chief public
address system operator, Major
Brimberg was named chief engineer in 1929. He joined the Signal
Corps in May, 1942, and was raised
to the rank of Major this summer.
Surviving are his wife and two
sons.
Yankee Net Meeting
YANKEE NETWORK station
managers, meeting at the Hotel
Kenmore, Boston, on Nov. 23, discussed all promotional and merchandising activities of the network
for the coming months. John
Shepard 3d, chairman and general manager, presided, with Linus
Travers, executive vice-president,
as one of the chief speakers.
NEVILLE MILLER, NAB president,
has been appointed chairman of the
National Radio Division of the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, the organization which sponsors
the
celebration
of the
birthday.
Mr. Miller
filledPresident's
the same
post in the last campaign.
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Allocation Troubles
(Continued from page 12)

Day

urs
24 Ho

added. "I feel it's necessary for
Congress to set forth the procedure
which will influence the radio spectrum. I feel that the greatest
brains of the nation should be
called upon to guide the future of
communications, particularly raCommissioner Craven made it
plain that the confusion in IRAC,
in his opinion, was due not to perdio."
sonalities "so much as to the law."
"The Commission, in my opinion,
has
taken advantage of the law,"
he added.
"Do you feel if the law were substantially corrected the question of
personalities wouldn't enter into
it?" asked Rep. Magnuson.
"There is no animosity for any
personal member of the committee," said Mr. Craven, "but the department represented in IRAC do
feel that the Commission has asserted control when it shouldn't."
'Time For Action' — Craven
"Do you feel that much of this
confusion can be cleared up by

Supreme Court majority dissenting;
opinions, contrasting and interpretations placed of
on opinion
the law.as "There
is a difference
to the
Commission's power," he said.
"While I hold, in my opinion, that
the Commission has practiced cessation of gradualism, the Commission was upheld by the Supreme
'Unlimited Control' Seen

Court."
Rep.network
Miller, regulations,
inquiring about
FCC
asked th<=if
they provide any method of "reimbursingthrough
any parties
for losses sus-of
tained
the promulgation
those rules". Mr. Craven answered
in the negative. Discussing the Supreme Court decision which gava
the FCC authority over the "composition of traffic", Commissioner
Craven declared:
1
N EW
"That strikes at the very core, in
V
my opinion, of a free radio in this
country." Mr. Craven mentioned
several instances in which, he said
he
felt, the FCC exercised control
^^^Z/USO
over "composition of traffic" in
granting licenses. He mentioned
specifically the Blue Network sale.
He cited another instance in which
a
station's renewal was "on the
tyylere ikPkest really is Ah
proper
to the Act?"
continuedamendments
Rep. Magnuson.
grounds
content".
In
that case oftheprogram
station, it
developed,
"I want to make one point clear," had broadcast a dramatization of
IKIR.€ID
said Commissioner Craven. "The
the Pulitzer prize play "Beyond the
CBS
600 KC
recent decision of the Supreme
Horizon" and "the Commission had
Court has interpreted the law in to move off of that because of the
Business booms here. Thousands ofnew listeners in our
such a way that the Commission
flood of protests" against the Comunrivalled coverage area
has almost unlimited powers. I
questioning the the
rightplay,
of
make KROD the best radio
the
stationmission's
to broadcast
think
the
time
now
has
arrived
for
buy.
which allegedly contained "proDorrance Roderick, Owner Val Lawrence, Manager
Congress to take action."
fane" language, he asserted.
The
phrase
"public
interest,
conHOWARD H. WILSON CO.
"I think the time has come," Mr.
National Representatives
venience and necessity" was dis- Craven
said, "when Congress must
cussed at great length. Commissioner Craven, answering a direct say the FCC cannot control the
composition
of traffic.
the
question from Mr. Garey, told the most
dangerous
thing weThat's
can have
committee he did not know the in the Government today. I feel
that the regulation by aspects bemeaning of "public interest".
gins in the unlimited power which
"It's like due process," he rethe Supreme Court seems to give
marked. "You'll see what powers
the Commission. We have unlimited
the Supreme Court says the Comcontrol over the composition of
mission has under the term 'public
interest,
and opinion
necessity'.of
I believeconvenience
the minority
Hits Temporary Licenses
Mr. Justice Murphy expresses my
traffic."
Mr. Craven said he opposed temNEW ORLEANS
view as to what should be done."
porary licenses. He urged that ConMr. Craven was frank to admit,
gress consider licensing stations for
answering Rep. Miller, that he had a minimum of five years or even
50,000 WATTS
never heard any member of the 10 years to promote "greater stability" of radio. He referred to temCommission define "public interest,
The Greatest Selling POWER
licenses as "theagency
most direct
convenience and necessity."
club anyporaryGovernment
could
in the South'* Greatest City
hold over the expression of free
'Cessation of Gradualism'
CBS Affiliate
opinion in this country". When Rep.
Mr. Garey asked Commissioner
Craven if he had observed a ten- Miller asked if the "radio industry
dency on the part of the FCC to fears the Commission" Mr. Craven
Nat'l Rep. - The Katz Agency Inc.
adopt the Communistic technique replied, emphatically: "Yes".
Both Chairman Lea and Rep.
of
"cessation
gradualism".
Craven
said heof had
held that Mr.
the Miller asked many questions on
"Commission has erred in not com- temporary licenses and about the
5CC0 WATTS
■ 1330 KILOC
ing to Congress to seek power. I Commission's alleged control over
have thought in the past that the licensees through program content.
Mr. Craven said he thought the
Commission has, through the broad
temporary license was unfair to
phase of 'public interest, conveni- the broadcaster who might need
ence and necessity', taken upon itfunds and couldn't get them
self legislative powers," he assert- some
because of the uncertainty of his
ed. "I have felt that such an atti- license.
He also said, replying to
part of the Commission
i shows tude aon the
trend toward the adoption
Rep.
Miller,
that a temporary li^ ^Q
^^^^
^^•^^
l^Sl
^^
cense would tend to keep a broadENGLISH
JEWISH • ITALIAN
of cessation of gradualism. That's
where a group imposes its own doc- ness. caster from getting necessary busiThe roi'er of advertisers using WEVD year
trines on the people without comafter
reads like
ing to Congress. I have felt that
Na» onalyearAdvertising.
List "Who's
on reqLest.Who" in
"While I have been an engineer
the Commission has been practicHENRY GREENFIELD, managing DIRECTOR
ing methods of cessation of grad- all my life I have been short-sightWEVD— \\7 W. 46thStr««t, N«wYork, N. Y.
ed, too," the
said the
Commissioner.
developments
made"I
Mr. Craven quoted from both the believe
ualism."
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GOOD LUCK, wishes Charles G.
Mortimer Jr., vice-president of
General Foods (left), to his successor Carleton Healy, vice-president of Hiram Walker Inc., who
takes over as chairman of the Assn.
of National Advertisers. Election
was held Nov. 17 at the Hotel Commodore, New York.
through the war should change our
thinking. We have looked at the radio spectrum as limited. I think we
can get sufficient channels in the
future to afford all the competition
Committee members attending
last week's hearings included Rep.
we
need."(D-N.J.) in addition to
Hart
Chairman Lea and Reps. Miller and
Magnuson.
Blocked Alaska Stations
How FCC Chairman Fly is alleged to have exerted his efforts
to deny entertainment by radio to
soldiers in Alaskan outposts, despite plans of the War Dept. for
building soldier-morale, was
brought out in testimony before
the committee Tuesday when Mr.
Garey read into the record more
minutes of the IRAC.
The minutes brought out that
the IRAC on Nov. 18, 1942, gave
the War Dept. approval by telephone to install eight low-powered
stations in various Alaskan outposts. At a. later date, however,
Mr. Craven, as the FCC representative, was obliged to withdraw the
FCC support of the Army transmitters "under instructions from
the Chairman", he was quoted as
mittee. his colleagues on the comtelling
Made mitteepart
of the
House comrecord was
a memorandum
dated Nov. 21, 1942, and directed
to Commissioner Craven by Chairman Fly in which the chairman

REACH,

, //.
THE
MOUNTAIN STATE
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vrote: "Although it is the understanding that the committee is
authorized to handle day-by-day
lormal governmental frequency
ipplications on an interim basis,
pending approval by the Board
If War Communications and ex?cutive orders prepared by the
committee, it seems to me that
jtvhenever the committee is requested to approve a new service
or an appreciable expansion of
jany governmental communication
jfacilities, it would be advisable
for such matters to be brought to
the attention of the Board and
'|Commission before, rather than
[after, committee
Felt Actionapproval."
Wrong
Mr. Craven testified that while
he was obliged "under orders
from the chairman" to withdraw
the Commission's vote approving
(the Army frequencies, he felt, personally, that such action was
wrong. He added that while, in
.his
opinion,
would
have the
beenChairman's
supported action
by a
majority of the Commission, the
•question was never laid before the
Commission to his knowledge;
neither was it put before the BWC.
i Questioned by Mr. Garey as to
the IRAC's action after the Fly
,memo was presented, Commissioner
Craven said "all departments exJcept the FCC were in favor" of
[the
the Army.
"I moved
that grant
it be toreferred
to BWC
for
instructions, but my motion failed
for reading
want of minutes
a second".of Mr.
in
the Garey,
IRAC
meetings, emphasized that Mr.
'Craven
he "hadof atheduty
perform said
on behalf
chair-to
man of BWC and FCC". In crossexamination counsel brought out
Mr. Craven acted under instructions from the FCC Chairman.
Rep. Magnuson questioned Mr.
Craven as to the functions of IRAC
with regard to determining policy
'for other departments. When Mr.
Craven told him IRAC's sole responsibility was the allocation of
'frequencies, Mr. Magnuson asked:
"Would the FCC have nothing to
say about it?"
"I'd say they shouldn't have
' anything to say," replied Mr.
Craven. "I think the general feel!ing of both Republicans and Democrats is the Government should
mot have radio stations to broadcast direct to the public. I think
the attitude of Congress is that the
i Government should not broadcast
I direct to the public at large."
Again Mr. Craven urged that
Congress authorize the President
★
THE BRIGHT SPOT
of Eastern New York

★

PROGRAM AND PLEASURE are
combined by Ed Wilson, of KWK
St. Louis, who is taking flying
lessons and describing his instruction and practice flying experiences
on two daily M.J.B. shows. The
plane is a model which has been
designed for post-war production.
Wilson believes that many of his
fans will be buying and flying their
own planes after the war.
to establish a non-partisan advisory
board to consult with the IRAC
and FCC on questions in which
controversy arises [Broadcasting,
Nov. 22].
Mr. Magnuson engaged in considerable questioning and discussion with both Mr. Craven and
Counsel Garey. He wanted to know
what members of IRAC were qualified to pass on frequencies, other
than the FCC representative. Mr.
Craven told him "all but the State
Dept. representatives are engiAs Mr. Garey read more minutes
neers".
of IRAC meetings in which committee members argued their status, Rep. Magnuson severly criticized IRAC for "wasting a lot of
time and paper" holding meetings
to argue about its status when it
should have been taken up with
the President.
Mr. Craven explained that IRAC
members wanted to settle their
own problems before going to the
President, although he made it
plain that one executive order
made it mandatory that it report
to the President through the BWC
and not direct. Mr. Garey inter"We posed : had Mr. Fly acting in the
dual capacity of chairman of the
FCC and the BWC, seeking to
reach out for more power." More
The CBS Station for a
million people in 22
counties of 3 states...
the heart of the
Textile South.
illppi 5000 Watts Day
WxHfl 1000 Watts Night
My! ft 950 lie. pnn

Only BLUE Network
Station Covering this Area
A
★
BROADCASTING
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discussion over confusion in Government took place, with Mr.
Garey charging that Mr. Fly
created the confusion of IRAC,
Mr. Craven blaming the Communications Act of 1934 as the "fount
of all confusion" and Congressman Magnuson commenting:
"That's the situation in all Government departments. They seem
to be in a state of confusion."
Delayed Two Months
The IRAC minutes indicated that
the War Dept. request was delayed
two months because of Chairman
Fly's insistence that action be
withheld except through the BWC.
Mr/ Garey read a memorandum
from Mr. Fly, instructing the IRAC
to submit to the BWC future applications before IRAC took action.
The general counsel had presented
the memo merely to be included in
the record but Charles R. Denny,
FCC general counsel, asked that
Mr. Garey read it.
A letter dated June 9, 1943,
signed
War Stim-to
son
and byMr.Secretary
Fly and ofaddressed
President Roosevelt, also was read
into the record.
Mr. Craven testified that he
learned "only yesterday" that the
purpose of the Commission in opposing the War Dept. stations in
Alaska was to permit OWI personnel to operate them, rather than
soldiers. A letter from Brig. Gen.
Frank E. Stoner, acting Chief Signal Officer, addressed to Mr. Fly
Feb. 26, 1943, outlined the purposes
of the Alaskan stations. A memorandum to the President from
Secretary Stimson May 1, protesting FCC's insistence that civilian
personnel operate the stations, was
also included in the record.

CHNS
The Key Station of the
Maritimes
Is as much a part of Halifax
as the Citadel Hill.
Located as it is in the Capital
City, it commands the largest
near at hand audience in the
Maritimes.
Ask
350 JOE
MadisonWEED
Ave.
New York

OWI Chicago Plan
OFFICIALS of the OWI Domestic
Radio Bureau will meet with network, station and agency representatives at a conference in Chicago
on Dec. 1. The meeting will be similar to one held in New York on
Oct. 28 at which radio's job in
bringing vital war information to
the publiccasting,was
[BroadNov. 1].discussed
Phil Cohen,
chief
of the Bureau, and William M.
Spire, deputy chief, will attend the
Chicago meeting. John D. Hymes,
chief of the station relations division, and Jack Mullen, chief of the
production and editorial division,
will also attend.
To Manage CJBC
SPENCE CALDWELL has been
appointed manager of CJBC Toronto, key station of the new Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Dominion network. He comes to eastern Canada from CKWX Vancouver, where he has been commercial
manager. As a teen-aged youth he
sold crystal sets in Winnipeg department stores. Later he became
western representative of RogersMajestic-De Forest-Crosley Corp.,
Toronto. In 1933, after a business
trip to England, he was made western representative of the Canadian
Marconi Co.
LOWELL THOMAS, BLUE
mentator, is the author of two
books : Pageant of Romance,
lished by E. P. Dutton & Co.,
York and These Men Shall Never
released by John C. Winston
Philadelphia.
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Actions of the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
COMMISSION
NOVEMBER 20 TO NOVEMBER 26 INCLUSIVE
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Decisions . . .
NOVEMBER 23
WKST New Castle, Pa.— Granted acquisition control by Wanda E. Townsend and
S. W. Townsend, of WKST Inc., licensee,
through transfer of 80 shares (36%) from
Joseph Thomas to Wanca E. Townsend for
total of $8,300.
KGNF North Platte, Nebr.— Granted voluntary assign, license from Great Plains
Broadcasting Co. to Radio Station WOW
Inc., for $40,000. Granted CP for changes
in transmitting equipment, change 1460
to 1240 kc, power 1 kw D to 250 w, unlimited.
WAGE Syracuse — Granted voluntary assign, license from Sentinel Broadcasting
Corp. to WAGE Inc., a new corporation.
WINS New York— Granted mod. CP for
change of 1000 to 1010 kc, change DA, exditions.tend commencement, completion dates; conKOIN Portland — Granted special service
authorization to operate transmitter of
KALE as special auxiliary transmitter from
12 midnight to 6 a.m. (PST) for duration
or so long as KOIN is classified a key stacense. tion, but in no event beyond period of liWCHS Charlottesville, Va.— Designated
for hearing application for mod. license
to change 1450 to 1240 kc; to be heard with
applications of WFVA and Charles P.
Blackley (see follwoing items).
WFVA Fredericksburg, Va. — Designated
for hearing application for mod. license to
change 1290 to 1240 kc and hours from D
to unlimited except Sunday when WBBL
Richmond operates.
Charles P. Blackley, Staunton, Va. —
Granted petition to reinstate application
for new station on 1240 kc, 250 w, unlimited; designated
for joint
applications of WCHV
and hearing
WFVA with
(above).
NOVEMBER 24
WJNO West Palm Beach— Granted dismissal without prejudice application for
CP for 1230 kc, 250 w, emergency purKTS Hot Springs — Granted dismissal
poses.
without prejudice application for CP for
1090 kc, 50 kw, unlimited. DA-N.
WJRM drawalElkins,
Granted ofwithapplication W.for Va.—
modification
CP
for 1240 kc, 250 w, unlimited.
Tex. — Granted
extension
of KRBA
time toLufkin,
file proposed
findings in
docket
6491.
KOBH
Rapid
City,
S.
D.—
Referred
full Commission motion to reconsider andto
permit amendment of application for CP
for 610 kc, 5 kw, DA-N, unlimited.
WGST Atlanta — Denied request for grant
of license renewal without hearing (Chairing). man Fly and Commissioner Craven dissentNOVEMBER 26
KEJK San Francisco— Granted CP for
new transmitter
tion 100 to 75 w.; reduce power of relay staStandard Broadcasting Co., Los Angeles —
Placed in pending file applications for CP
for new FM station.
DuMont Labs., Los Angeles — Same to
changetionexperimental
to commercial operaW2XWV.

ons
Applicati
NOVEMBER
22
KEVE Everett, Wash.— Voluntary transfer control from Dr. J. R. Binyon and
L.shares).
E. Wallgren
1 to A. W. Talbot (125
C
KEVE Everett, Wash. — CP move transmitter and studio from Everett to Yakima,
Wash.
KADN mitterCorsicanna,
Tex.Corsicanna
— Cp move to
transand studio from
Ft.
Worth, Tex.
NOVEMBER 24
WCAPCP Asbury
N. J.— License to
cover
for new Park,
transmitter.
WCBA, WSAN Allentown, Pa.— Relinquishment of control Call
of licensee
corporation by Allentown
Publishing
Co.
through sale of 495 shares of stock to Royal
W. Weiler, J. Calvin Shumberger Sr., David
A. Miller, Fred W. Weiler, Samuel W.
Miller, Donald P. Miller and Miller Associates.
WDSU New Orleans — Voluntary assign,
of license and CP to E. A. Stephens, Fred
Wever
and H.Co. G. Wall, d-b as Stephens
Broadcasting
KWKW Pasadena — Voluntary assign, of
license to Marshall S. Neal, Paul Ruhlig, E.
T. Foley, Edwin Earl, d-b as Southern
California Broadcasting Co.
NOVEMBER 26 -Voluntary
WIAC license
Hato Rey,
Puerto Inc.
RicoAssgn.
to WIAC

29, 1943

Tentative Calendar . . .
KDRO Sedalia, Mo. — Voluntary assgn.
license from Albert S. & Robert A. Drohlich d-b Drohlich Bros, to Milton J. Hinlein.
WGST (Nov.
Atlanta,
hearing
29). Ga. — License renewal

Wetwork pKccounts
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business
ANACIN
Co.,
(headacheCalling
powders ,) on Dec. Jersey
3 startsCityBroadway
on 47 CBS stations, Fri., 7:30-8 p.m. Agency: Blackett-Sample-Hummert, N. Y.
NATIONAL
Small
Business Freedom
Men's Assn..
Chicago,
Dec.
5 starts
Ring
on
more onthan
100
MutualLet stations,
Sun.,
4:30-5 p.ni. Agency: Schwimmer & Scott
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
VICK CHEMICAL Co., New York (Voratone, Vaporub, Vatronal), on Nov. 23
started for 18 weeks, The Where in the
News, on 5 CBS Cal. stations, Tues., Thurs.,
4-4:15 p.m.national,(PWT).
Agency: Morse InterN. Y.
Network Changes
PUREX Corp., Los Angeles (bleaching solution), on Dec. 5 replaces Boake Carter
on 11 Mutual-Don Lee stations, Mon., Wed.,
Fri., 9-15 a.m. (PWT), with Rex Miller,
on Don Lee Pacific stations, Sun., 9:45-10
p.m. Los
(PWT).
Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding,
Angeles.
WESTERN SUGAR REFINERY, San
Francisco (Sea Island sugar), on Dec. 5
shifts / Was There on 8 CBS Pacific stations, from Mon., 9-9:30 p.m. (PWT),
to Sun., 9-9:30 p.m. (PWT). Agency: J.
Walter Thompson Co., San Francisco.

COMMERCIAL

ART MILLER, announcer of CKWX
Vancouver, has joined the engineering department of the station.
BILL COLLINS has joined the engineering staff of CKWX Vancouver.
GEORGE HOOPER, engineer of
WIBG Philadelphia, has been promoted to transmitter supervisor.
FRED MOORE has returned to the
engineering staff of WFIL PhiladelGERGE NEUNER, transmitter engineer of WIOD Miami, Fla., has joinphia.ed the armed forces. He is replaced
by David S. Trear.
BOB WELLS
has joined
engineering staff of WNLC
New the
London
Conn.
ILLYTCH SOBEL, transmitter engineer of WLIB Brooklyn, reported
for induction Nov. 26.

ROMA WINE Co., Lodi, Cal., on Dec. 2
replaces Roma Show with Suspense on 81
CBS stations, Thurs. 8-8:30 p.m. and shifts
West Coast transcribed repeat on Dec. 6
from Thurs. 9-9:30 p.m. (PWT), to Mon
9- 9:30 p.m. (PWT). Agency: The Biow
Co., N. Y.
NELSON DOUGLAS Co., Los Angeles
(investments), on Nov. 22 shifted and
expanded Busy Money on 2 Don Lee Cal
stations (KHJ KGB) from Tues., Thurs.
10- 10:15 p.m. (PWT), to Mon. thru Fri.
4:15-4:30 p.m. (PWT). Agency: Barton
A. Stebbins Adv., Los Angeles.
PET MILK Sales Corp., St. Louis, on
Nov. 27 shifts Mary Lee Taylor from 71 ll)E
CBS stations, Tues. and Thurs., 11-11 :15iT
a.m., to Sat., 10:30-11 a.m. (rebroadcast
2making
p.m.),a total
addingof 79
8 Pacific
coast Agency
stations,:
CBS stations.
Gardner Adv., St. Louis.

RADIO EQUIPMENT
Radio Engineers

CO.

Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.,
Suite 315, Evening Star Bldg.,
Washington, D. C.
Robt. F. Wolfskill, Mgr.,
Plant No. 1,
321 East Gregory Blvd.,
Kansas City 5, Mo.

M. W. Woodward, Ch. Eng.,
Office
of Chief
7134 Main
St., Engineer,
Kansas City 5, Mo.

George Taffeau, Mgr.,
1584 Cross Roads of the World,
Hollywood 28, California
Also Operating KC's Pioneer FM Station, KOZY
BROADCASTING
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AFM

Threatens Strike
(Continued from page 11)

members, with the result that there
will be a whole series of private
unemployment funds which, in the
aggregate, will undo the Government system of handling the problem on a nationwide basis." The
plan is, in effect, an evasion of the
tax law, he stated, as well as inflationary, pointing out that if any
union can get money directly and
then distribute it to its members,

wage stabilization "goes out of
theWithout
window".replying to the charges
of company counsel, Mr. Padway
in his summation dwelt on the
right of men to quit their jobs if
they don't want to work for their
employers, pointing out that Congress has not as yet passed any
law like that in England compelling men to stay on their jobs if

CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c
per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS, triple. Minimum charge
$1.00. Count three words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
issue. Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press Building,
Washington 4, D. C.
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
Help Wanted
WANTED— Production Man for Regional
Network. State experience and qualifications. Box 557, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Fluent ad-lib versatile personality announcer with continuity and
production ability. KTFI, Twin Falls,
Idaho. Located in non-defense farming
area with post-war stability. Send photo,
draft status. References, transcription.
Announcerenced—man.Permanent
experi-A
$56 for 50position
hours tofor start.
real opportunity. Send transcription of
your work with full details to Manager,
WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
SALESMAN — Draft exempt, with one or
two years radio sales experience. $50.00
weekly guarantee to start. Permanent
position with excellent future for right
man.
c'etails to Manager,
WFDF Write
Flint, full
Michigan.
I Wanted — Announcer-operator with first
class license. Must be capable of news
and general announcing network station.
Send details to KSEI, Pocatello, Idaho.
I PROGRAM DIRECTOR— Must have executive ability and be capable of taking over
day to day operation of studio. Knowledge
of music and news and ability to announce
absolutely essential. A permanent position
with a good future. Write WCLO, Janesville, Wisconsin.
! EXPERIENCED
RADIO SALESMAN—
Who can build sales for station now
producing and beautifully geared for
more: NBC and Blue network with best
news service, music and programming,
in noncompetitive radio market in nondefense farming community assuring
post war stability. Real deal for a producer. Give experience, draft status, etc.
KTFI, Twin Falls, Idaho.
Radio Engineer Wanted — First, second, or
third class license — steady position —
good wages — give full particulars — apMiss. ply Chief Engineer, Box 111 — McComb,
Wanted — Announcer with some experience.
Advise age, draft status, salary exanc' details in first letter. Write
| Box 552,pectedBROADCASTING.
Wanted — First or Second Class Operator.
Announcing
desirableDraft
but not
essential. Giveability
full details.
status,
Starting Salary First Letter. Write Box
553, BROADCASTING.
Texas Finest Local Station — Joining CBS
network approximately January 1st, has
opening for two announcers. Salary. Excellent living conditions. Especially inI terested good morning shift man. Send
details, draft and marital status, expected, starting salary, transcription availa| bility. Box 548, BROADCASTING.
Do you want an announcing job with a
future? Base pay $40.00 for forty hours
plus talent fees. WISR Butler, Pennsyl-

BROADCASTING

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted Salesman — If you are looking for
an opportunity to earn an attractive income this is the chance. Permanent position. Give full particulars first letter.
WLDS, Jacksonville, Illinois.
Situations Wanted
Receiving medical discharge from Navy —
B. S. Degree in Electrical Engineering.
Extensive broadcast and manufacturing
experience. W. E. Benns, U. S. Naval
Hospital, Ward 97-N, Great Lakes, Illinois.
DO YOU NEED A MANAGER OR COMMERCIAL MANAGER ?— 1 0 years experience intensive
newspaper
in radio
exbackground— in9 local
and with
national
sales and promotion. Successful record as
sales manager, station manager and business manager of weekly. Over draft age
. . . marriec!. Earning $6000. Box 558,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Graduate of announcing school,
can be ready immediately, 4-F in draft,
Photo and transcription available. Starting salary $30-$35 a week. Box 557,
BROADCASTING.
Copy
Experienced
. . . .. .Young
WomanWriter
. . .—Some
Announcing
Make
best
offer
first
letter.
Box
554, BROADCASTING.
Due to unfavorable living conditions experienced announcer,offers.
married,
4-F, reply
will
consider immediate
Please
complete detail. Box 551, BROADCASTING.
STATION MANAGER— Seven years thorough experience in management, sales,
programming,
writing.
Prior background
consumer national
advertising.
Married,
draft exempt,
has
been
overseas. Permanent. Box 550, BROADCASTING.

their work is concerned with the
war. He asserted that the courts
have ruled that members of an
orchestra are employes of the
leader, and not of the company
for whom the orchestra may perform, adding that even if there
had been an employer-employe relationship between the recording
companies and the men, it had been
dissolved.
If the panel should recommend,
and the NWLB order, that the
union lift its ban on recording, the
result would be a formal strike by
the union, he declared, stating
that the only way the men will return to work for the holdout companies, unless they should agree
to
accept
the union's toconditions,
is for the Government
take over
their recording plants and order
the men back to work. "We would
contest such an order in the
courts," he said, "but we wouldn't
defy the Government order and we
would
go back
work."is anything
Denying
that tothere
new or revolutionary about the
principle the union is seeking to
establish, Mr. Padway said it is
merely an attempt of the AFM to
do what many other unions have
done before, "to get a fund to take

Wanted to Buy — One Western Electric
type 10A tuner in good condition. Box
556, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy — Wanted 250 watt transmitter complete with any or all other
station and studio equipment. Box 555,
BROADCASTING.
Complete
Equipment
— For details
250-wattof
installation,
all or Wanted
part, give
what you have. Box 549, BROADCASTING.
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care of unemployed workers, or
displaced workers, or men who do
not
get jobs because
of a machine".
Discounting
arguments
of the
companies that in the other cases
cited as precedent the workers
aided by such funds had actually
been employes of the employers
contributing to the funds, Mr.
Padway asserted that in this case
"the machine hurts not those in
the industry but those outside it.
In or out is immaterial; that men
are hurt is the important factor".
Cites Article
In his rebuttal Mr. Colin quoted
from an article written by Mr.
Petrillo and appearing in the current issue of the AFM publication,
The International Musician, in
which the union leader called the
contract with recording companies
"the first contract in the history
of labor-employer relationship in
which the employer gives money
directly to a labor organization to
give employment to its members".

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

ley
&. Baiof
Organization
sky
JanAn
Qualified Radio Engineers
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

PAUL F GODLEY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859

N.J.

GEORGE
C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Comedy Writer — Training, some experience,
ING. rejected. Box 560, BROADCASTdraft
CHIEF ANNOUNCER— Dual Network Affiliate, 4F, College graduate. Desires
change offering
commercial fees and opportunities
advancement. forPresent
salary $60. Box 561, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy

New Canada Call
CFBR is the new call of CFLC
Brockville, Ont., which takes the
air shortly on 1450 kc. with a new
100-watt Marconi transmitter.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— AND DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York., N. Y.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
• Evening Star Building, Washington, D. C.
• 321 E. Gregory Boulevard, Kansas City, Mo.
• Cross Roads
of the World, Hollywood, Calif.
I
RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
Please Return

BROADCAST REPAIR
SERVICE COMPANY
Specialists In The Repair Of
Reproducing and Recording Equipment
334 Arcade Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
November
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Speakers Indicate Post-War Changes Are Expected
To Remedy Ills From Lack of Local Emphasis
MORE

than 400 leaders in educational, commercial and governmental broadcasting from 13 states
and two foreign governments were
represented at the Regional Radio
Conference at Stephens College,
held Nov. 19-21.
Highlighting the parley was
Edward Tomlinson, BLUE commentator on South American problems; Robert Lewis Shayon, postwar research analyst for CBS;
Willard D. Egolf, assistant to the
President of NAB; Miss Hilda
Yen, Chinese diplomatic corps and
Maj. Ralph P. Forster of the
British Embassy in Washington.
Local Radio Stressed
Speaking at the annual conference dinner, Mr. Egolf told radio
educators that failure to recognize
the importance of the local definition of radio is responsible for
many ills. Mr. Egolf first called on
members of his audience to rise
and recite quick reactions to the
word "radio", then followed with
two definitions and their analyses.
His definitions were:
(1) A system of national and international communications which,
by means of news, entertainment
and education, serves and influences
the masses and promises to enlighten the peoples of the entire
world. (2) A system of local cornmunition, which by means of
local transmitters, studios and
equipment, provides news, entertainment and education designed
for those within specified coverage
areas and augments this service
through national and international
hookups in a matter compatible
with local public interest. "A broadcaster cannot serve the whole
world and ignore his own community," Mr. Egolf said. "National
and international programs must
be sifted through the screen of
local public interest. This is not
only the law, but a true American
system."
Mr. Shayon, speaking on "Radio
Looks Ahead", said that he could
see no reason why there cannot be
more networks in post-war radio.
"Under the impact of war research, combined with the pressures
of FM and television development,
which utilize shortwaves, the regions above 1600 kilocycles — even
up to the startling points of 10
million kilocycles have been indicated as practical radio frontiers, '
he explained.
More Competition

more time. It also will mean more
competition, which will force him
to bid for the attention of listeners
with the strongest possible schedule. To the educator it means a
great opening of doors for the kind
of program he would like to do —
but it also means a challenge. For
chain broadcasting, it also means
more breathing space."
Mr. Shayon said that FM broadcasting could make room for 5,000
stations with limited range and no
overlapping, as against 940 stations today. He said that FM has
the green light in the post-war
woi'ld.
Miss Yen predicted global broadcasting as the force that will cement the post-war world. Differences in languages will be solved,
she said, by the adoption of two
basic languages in the two world
tongues most universally spoken.
They should be called, she said,
"The Pacific language and the Atlantic language."his Saturday night
Broadcasting
news commentary on Latin America from the conference banquet,
Mr. Tomlinson said: "I believe the
Cordell Hull way in conducting international relations is at least as
practicable and effective as any
other way. For today the Americas present a solidarity and a collaboration unequalled in the history of the world."
War 'Advertised'
The Northwestern Reviewing
Stand was broadcast over Mutual
on Sunday, with Clarence A.
Peters, speech department of
Northwestern U., as moderator.
Discussing "Our War Propaganda", Bower Aly, department of
speech, Missouri U., said that we

James to FCC Post
ERVIN (Red) JAMES, assistant
to Commissioner Clifford J. purr,
was last week appointed assistant
secretary of the FCC. Mr. James,
a graduate of the George Washington U. Law School and a member
of the District of Columbia and
Alabama bars, has been with the
Commission since December 1941.
Before that he was office manager
in the Employment Division of the
Federal Works Projects Administration in Washington, and was
later on the staff of the administration management section, Office
of the Secretary, Dept. of Commerce. Before coming to Washington, Mr.bamaJames
was with the AlaRelief Administration
in
Montgomery and had worked with
Western Union Telegraph Co. in
Montgomery and Chicago. Mr.
James was born in Montgomery in
1911. He is married and lives in
Alexandria, Va.
should not deceive the Germans
with propaganda, but rather teach
them three things — that they are
fighting the greatest land army in
the world — Russia, the greatest
sea power in the world — Great
Britain, and the greatest industrial power in the world — the
United States. Mr. Aly also said
that war has been advertised in the
same way as soap and cigarettes.
There has been no teaching of the
war to the American people — no
elementary facts of geography
and history, he said.
Panel discussions were held daily.
Maj. Harold W. Kent, president
of the Association for Education
by Radio, and Education liaison for
the War Department, said that an
international governmental body,
based on the elements of all the
world nations will be necessary in
the post-war world, and he continued that "radio should be concerned in developing the construction of this international body and
explore all the implications that it
canIn contribute."
discussing service broadcasts
Maj. Kent called for a high quality
of program material as insurance
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Maj. Kent Honored
MAJ. HAROLD W. KENT, Radio
Council director, Chicago Public
Schools, on leave as liaison officer

outference forConstanding and meritori
t ce in
dcasservi
Broaous
Maj. Kent
educational radio".
JOHNant director
WHITMORE,
former
of war service
and assistnews
of WOR, New York, on Nov. 29 joins
the Mutual program staff as manager
of the news division.

against tuning out. He mentioned
three objectives of service broadcasts. First, to assure the home
front people of the care of the
service men ; second, to make everyone realize this war is a global
one, and third, to convince the
soldier that he has worthy allies.
Also speaking on service broadcasts, C. G. Renier, of KMOX St.
Louis, told listeners that radio stations do not want any government
subsidy for producing service programs. Televised Education
Judith Waller of NBC said she
felt stations should use those programs which only the Government
can provide, but should refrain
from editorializing and should deideas.
velop the stations' own policies and
Speaking
on television
the1
future,
Comdr.
William C.forEddy
of the Ninth Naval District at
Great Lakes said that after the
war television will be applied to
education. Commander Eddy, former director of television for Para^
mount Pictures, further stated
that the Navy's accelerated pro^
gram has found it necessary to
utilize visual education. Visual education will be a great factor in the
post-war education, he said. Continuing further, the commander
said that schools will tune in the
best lectures of specialists and education leaders through television.

"After the war there probably
will be a re-allocation of the whole
spectrum band by the FCC; and
the space for standard broadcasting will be opened up to hold new
stations. This will mean to the operator new frequency, more power,
Page 62 • November

Young & Ruhicam Quits
As Westinghouse Agency
YOUNG & RUBICAM, New York,
last week announced its resignation of the Westinghouse Electric
& Mfg. Co. account, effective March
1, 1944. The agency has handled
the institutional phase of the account, and it is understood, will
continue to supervise the Sunday
afternoon Westinghouse program
on NBC until that date.
It was also reported that a portion of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. account, as well as some
of General Electric Co.'s business,
has been slated to go to Y & R soon.
The agency stated that for Goodyear adramatic radio program featuring name stars was already under consideration, but gave no details on G-E plans.
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Rubber

Rafts

■ . . Gas

Masks

• The largest rubber manufacturing plant between Akron and the Pacific coast, which even
before the war was producing $14,000,000 worth
of rubber products a year, is today turning out
a deluge of essential war materials.
This is just one of the many industrial activities of the Denver area which the war has empha-

FARM

sized and enlarged. Today others of this area's
pre-war industries are building ships, bombs, and
a long list of war materials, and, in addition,
huge, new plants have been built and are in
operation.
The Colorado vacation playground of other
years is producing and delivering munitions,
minerals, and agricultural products in quantities
never before equalled. The Denver area is today
one
the ofcountry's
and ofmass
buying. top markets both in activity

PRODUCTS

Colorado set new highs in wheat and potato production this year . . . led the nation
in onions and hroomcorn . . . raised record
crops of sugar beets, beans, barley, rye, and
peaches. One third of the country's winterfattened sheep and lambs go to market from
Colorado farms.
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MINERALS
Colorado's vast storehouse of
strategic minerals . . . tungsten,
molybdenum, vanadium, mangatnd scores of others . . .
is being drawn upon at the greatest rate in historv.

Retail sales in Colorado for the
first 9 months of this year were
18% ahead of the same period
in 1942 at which time it was
showing a gain of five times the
national average. Denver is dehas before.livering sales today as it never
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Plusf

When

you buy WHO

you get a primary

daytime coverage that includes or touches
every county in Iowa, Southern Minnesota and Northern Missouri — PLUS a
secondary coverage at least as large —
PLUS a third coverage which brings
nighttime mail returns regularly from 35
to 46 States!

WHO

The 1943 Iowa Radio Audience Survey
proves that more Iowa people "listen
most" to WHO than to all other Iowa
commercial stations combined! Check
with your Iowa dealers and distributors —
or write either us or Free 8C Peters for
definite proof!

"4- for IOWA
PLUS ! +
DES MOINES . . . 50,000 WATTS
B. J. PALMER, PRESIDENT
J. O. MALAND, MANAGER
FREE & PETERS, INC. . . . National Representatives

v W;

/"

- •■

PUBLIC

CONV

SECE

IBERTY is in the public interest, convenience and necessity,
and for Liberty Americans will always fight.
Yet, as another wartime Christmas approaches, a world
that is weary of blood and tears will again find many who take
time out from a bitter, busy day to send greetings to friends and
loved ones everywhere, for this fine custom holds a surer, deeper
meaning in the midst of war.
May we humbly add our own Christmas Greetings to those coming
your way this year and pray, with you, for an early and victorious
Peace.
Oklahoma's

EDWARD

PETRY

&

COMPANY,

Most Powerful
50,000 Watts

INC.,

Station

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

POST

WAR

pnonTS,
TOO

•

Far-sighted advertisers are spending their money today with an eye to postwar profits as well as immediate

WSIX

and the Nashville market

market

fit perfectly into such

planning. Here's

a

area that's

BOOMING

TODAY,

You build permanently
You

returns.

BUT

when

build thoroughly when

JUST

AS

PROMISING

TOMORROW

you build a market here in the heart of Tennessee.
you do it over WSIX.

For coverage, rates, availability, and other data, contact the station or

SPOT

SALES,

INC.,

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

Mutual

980

000
WATTS

mix

T

KILOCYCLES
ii

NASHVILLE,

TENH.
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SUBSCRIPTION

PRICE:

$5.00 per year
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FCC to Act on Newspaper Issue by Holidays
Jansky Rating of AM vs. FM
Fly 'Reprisals' on Military Probed by House
NAB Warns ASCAP It Violates Decree
Ford-Vimms Accounts to J-W-T
War Loan Messages to Be Sponsorable
Newspaper Subsidy Bill Opposed
Unique Coverage for 'Gripsholm' Arrival
3.4% Want Radios First, 'Fortune' Finds
McClelland Launching Recorded
Educators Hear Radio's War Role Praised
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New Orleans

$30,000,000 IS A LOT

OF SUGAR—

Especially since it's the value of an average year's Louisiana sugar cane harvest.
AND
YOU

THERE'S

A

HARVEST

Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices. WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
870 National Press Bldg. — Telephone: MEtropolitan 1922
SOL TAISHOFF
MARTIN CODEL
Editor and General Manager <* Publisher (on leave with Red Grots)
Maury Long, Advertising Manager Bernard Piatt, Circulation Manager
J. Frank Beatty, Managing Editor
Wallace F. Janssen, News Editor
K. R. Breslau, Adv. Production Mgr.
Henry Liebschutz, Art Director
NEW YORK BUREAU
260 ParkEditor
Avenue, Telephone
— PLaza
5-8316 Advertising Manager
Bruce Robertson, Associate
S. J. Paul,
Assistant
CHICAGO BUREAU
360 N. Michigan Avenue, Telephone — CENtral 411S, James J. McGuinn
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
1509 N. Vine St., Telephone — GLadstone 7353, David H. Glickman
West Coast Advertising Representatives: Duncan A. Scott & Co.
San Francisco, Mills Bldg. Los Angeles, Western Pacifio Bids;.
CANADA
417 Harbour Commission Bldg., Toronto. Elgin 0775. James Montagnw
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N THE

interest of public service and good radio

broadcasting, the West

accept cowcatcher

Virginia Network

will not

or hitchhiker announcements

on local and national spot programs, both live and

transcribed, nor on network

shows.

Effective Oct. 1, 1944

WCHS— Charleston
WBLK— Clarksburg
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WSAZ — Huntington
WPAR— Parkersburg

December

6, 1943
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BUY MORE

FEATURES:
12 Fixed Frequencies— 50 to 15,000 Cycles

•

Push-button Selector

AC Power Line or Battery Operation
• Negligible Frequency Drift • Output Level Indicator
Extremely Compact (length 9 in.; width 4% in.; height 5% in.; weight less batteries 6V2 lb.)
Delivery from Stock (subject to WPB approval under General Scheduling Order M-293)
IF you are looking for a really compact, efficient and economical portable audio oscillator for any purpose requiring
a convenient, dependable audio frequency voltage source for
checking frequency response on audio systems and circuits,
the RCA 325-A will fill the bill.
Also, because negligible drift in output level and frequency
is an ou tstanding characteristic of this oscillator, it is especially
usable as a frequency source for AC bridge measurements.
Twelve frequencies arc available; simply push the proper

RCA

TEST

&

button or buttons to get 50, 100, 400, 1,000, 5,000, 10,000,
12,000 or 15,000 cycles, as desired.
Meter provided to indicate output level continuously.
A limited quantity of these instruments is now in stock for
immediate delivery to buvers with approvals in accordance
with WPB General Scheduling Order M-293.
For complete specifications, write for bulletin. Please address
Engineering Products Department, Radio Corporation OF
America, Camden, New Jersey.

MEASURING

EQUIPMENT

RCA Victor Division • RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA • Camden, N. J.
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SAY

IT WITH

RENEWALS

ON
WS4t

•

They

they
Leading Dept. Store
. . . 17 Consecutive
Renewals
Leading Dept. Store
t sistently
... Using with
WSAI3 daily
conprograms

buy

know

value

of

the

. . . because

comparative

renew
they

on

WSAI

. . .

find that WSAI

pro-

duces definite advertising

Basic
Leading Public Utility
, , -. . Using WSAI ex-

5000

Blue

Network

Watts -Day

Natl. Reps., SPOT
New

sales

local stations.

• They
because

WSAI

results.

Station
and

Night

SALES,

INC.

York ... Chicago ... San Francisco.

Largest Shoe Store
. . Now using WSAI
exclusively.

Leading Automotive
and Radio Chain .
has renewed three
consecutive years.

Retail furniture leader.
Has
renewed
secutive
years. six con •

ONE

OF

A

President,

Says—

For

over

has

completely

in

this

20

of

Freitag

our

27

solved

sectional

Advertising

years,
our

Agency,

spot

every

•Hence spot broadcasting can solve every

right down to it, all broadcasting is sec-

radio problem for any kind of agency — solve

tional. The really swell thing about spot

it better than any other kind of broadcast-

broadcasting is that it allows you agencies

ing, except perhaps on the score of glamor.

to capitalize that quality of radio. And don't

Here at Free & Peters, we've got some

forget that selling, even nation-wide selling,

convincing evidence on this point, for any

is really a series of local or sectional efforts

of you agencies or advertisers who want it.

rather than one uniform national job!

Drop us a line!

Pioneer
CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373
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Radio

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO . KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
.
.
.
M1NNC-APOLIS-ST.
PAUL
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCBM
BALTIMORE
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KOMA .... OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST
...
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
KFAR .... FAIRBANKS, ALASKA
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

Station Representatives
Since May, 1932 ■*HOLLYWOOD: i5J2N. Gordon
SAN FRANCISCO: 1,1 Sutter
NEW YORK: 5-4130 /
Gladstone 3949
Sutter 4353
444
Madison
Ave.
Plaza
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problem

agency."

•Shucks, Mr. Freitag — when you come

Free

Atlanta
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ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Main 5667
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Newspaper
Decision
Before
ing the FCC. To some extent, the controversial issues, supporting the
Wakefield, Craven
testimony overlapped.
position of Chairman Fly.
Commissioner Craven, among
In contrast to the CIO position,
Tell Committee
other things, told the Congressional
however, two witnesses for the
committees in separate sessions
competitive Union, AFL, supported
Of Approach
terms of the White- Wheeler Bill
that (1) the FCC soon will recomDECLARATION by the FCC
mend legislation to prevent newswhich would guarantee a free rapaper ownership of stations; (2)
dio, and deprecated sale of time.
of its long awaited policy on
that he favored the substance of They contended they were getting
newspaper ownership of the White- Wheeler Bill to prevent
adequate time gratis now from the
the FCC from exercising control
networks and stations, though they
broadcast stations — probably
over programs or business managewould like to use radio for memholding that it is not desirable
ment; that the FCC chairmanship
bership drives on occasions. The
but that cases should be deshould be rotated ; that it is a "well- witnesses were Philip Pearl, pubcided on their individual merlic relations director, and Lewis G.
known fact" that Chairman Fly
Hines,
legislative representative of
has
"visited
reprisals"
on
members
its— will be announced prior of the armed forces who opposed
the AFL.
to the conclusion of the curhis policies; that the FCC had deSykes Testifies
fied Congress in its ruling that Dr.
rent hearings by the Senate
Goodwin B. Watson and William
Judge
E.
0. Sykes, former chairInterstate Commerce Comman of the FCC and recently apE. Dodd Jr., of Foreign Broadcastpointed legislative counsel of the
mittee, expected to end withing Intelligence Service, be released and had allowed the emNewspaper-Radio Committee, testiin a fortnight.
fied last Monday both on his own
ployes an opportunity to test the
Both Commissioners T. A.
Constitutionality of the rider or- behalf and for the committee. He
M. Craven and Ray C. Wakedering their discharge; that East- urged new legislation and suggestWest Coast duplication on clear
ed that the FCC chairmanship rofield, told the Senate Committate. There ensued the observation
channels is all right if no intertee last week that the FCC
ference is caused.
from Chairman Wheeler (D-Mont.)
was about to decide on policy
During the week the Senate that the FCC perhaps would function better as a five-man agency.
and that it proposed to submit its Committee heard testimony of several other witnesses. Earl J. Glade,
ruling to the committee while the
A new note — covering activities
hearings are in progress. Commismayor-elect of Salt Lake City and other than broadcasting — was injected last Wednesday by Joseph
sioner Craven predicted the recomvice-president of KSL, last Monmendation will be to ban newspaper
day told about the evolution of the Pierson, brusk, outspoken president and general manager of Press
ownership. Mr. Wakefield didn't NAB code of ethics, and said only
venture beyond the statement that about half of the broadcasters sub- Wireless Inc., mutually-owned rait ought to be decided after more
scribed to its terms. The same code
dio news point-to-point organizathan two years of delay, and that was blasted in an appearance by
tion. Mr. Pierson told the committhe committee soon would hear
tee the FCC had denied his comDeCaux, public relafrom the Commission. A split vote, C. Leonard
tions director of CIO, who wanted
pany facilities for handling of
possibly of 4-2, is anticipated.
time sold to labor unions for memnews from the war zones and theregs
bership drives and discussion of
by had impeded the free flow of
velalytionHesaringh
Live
IThese re
hi lighted a
d
whirlwin series of hearings on
both sides of Capitol Hill last week,
STORY OF AM vs. FM AT A GLANCE
which saw sensational charges
made against the FCC, that it was
acting arbitrarily and exceeding
HERE is the quick comparison of essential "FM" and "AM" principles
its powers. It was clear that new
given the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee last Friday by C. M.
n
io
n
at
Jansky Jr., consulting radio engineer:
legisl
will be writte as soon
ss can whip it out, after
AM
FM
|as Congre
conclusion of the Senate hearings
545
to
1605
kc.
42,000
to
50,000 kc.
Extent
of
Band
.
er
mb
by mid-Dece
106
40
Total
No.
of
Channels
Commissioner Craven, consistent
Necessary Signal to Noise or Interference Ra- About 100 to 1
I opponent of Chairman James LawAbout 2 to 1
tion for Clear Reception
rence Fly's policies, went all out
Number of Stations Possible in the Same
' [in his
urgingHe a made
new law
General Locality on the Basis of FCC Standilto
curbtestimony
FCC powers.
two
ards
26
20
appearances before the Senate
Number of Existing Stations and Outstanding
[■ committee during the week and tes912
49
Construction Permits *
j tified at afternoon sessions from
17
61
Outstanding Applications for New Stations *
JjTuesday through Friday before the
*
As
of
Dec.
1,
1943
) House Select Committee investigatBROADCASTING
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Holidays
news to and from areas of vital
interest to the public. The committee called upon the FCC for the
recommendations on which it acted
in denying these applicatons.
A. Earl Cullum Jr., consulting
engineer of Dallas, now associate
director of Radio Research Lab.,
Harvard U., told the committee
last Thursday the development of
new services, such as FM and television, would provide adequate facilities for the broadening of the
radio base. He said broadcasting
services would be only on infinitesimal part of the FCC's work. He
urged that something be done either
by Congress or the FCC to let
broadcasters operating standard
stations know whether they will be
permitted also to operate FM and
television outlets. And he suggested that a "time limit" be placed
on applications so that the FCC
won't let them lay around for
months or years before action.
Jansky Testifies
At last Friday's session, C. M.
Jansky Jr., senior member of the
consulting engineering firm of
Jansky & Bailey, and an FM pioneer, kept the committee spellbound in describing the potentialities of FM after the war. He
shared the stand with Commissioner Wakefield, who stood foursquare behind the policy pronouncements of Chairman Fly. Commissioner Wakefield ridiculed contentions of network and station witnesses that the Frankfurter opinion meant censorship.
He stoutly defended the network
regulations, and urged that Congress not adopt those provisions
of the pending bill which would
arbitrarily separate the FCC into
two three-man divisions with the
chairman as executive officer.
Mr. Wakefield called for rigid
regulation of radio in all its aspects. He felt stations and networks wanted to have practically
no regulation at all, and drew the
analogy of the public utilities,
which resisted regulation, but then
liked it, so he said. Senator Wheeler, however, didn't agree they were
comparable. He will complete his
testimony on Saturday (Dec. 4).
From Mr. Jansky, the committee heard that FM would provide
room for ample frequencies every-
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where, with improved service. He
urged that additional frequencies
be made available for FM to supplement the present 40-channel
band, and indicated that perhaps
"another television channel", providing 30 frequencies, would be sufficient. While FM can't provide
the secondary service of AM or
standard broadcasting, he said this
problem might well be might automatic relays across the country,
without loss of quality.
Chairman Wheeler served notice at Thursday's session that he
wanted all major networks to appear. With NBC President Niles
Trammell scheduled for Tuesday,
and CBS President William S.
Paley already having testified, the
chairman said he wished to extend
an invitation to both BLUE and
Mutual. It is expected that Louis
G. Caldwell, Mutual counsel, and
possibly Miller McClintock, president, will testify. Mark Woods,
president, or Edward J. Noble,
chairman and owner of the BLUE,
may appear for that network,
though no announcement yet has
been made.
Others to Appear
Witnesses today (Monday) tentatively are Dr. E. M. Armstrong,
FM inventor and pioneer radio
scientist, and John V. L. Hogan,
operator of WQXR New York, and
an eminent engineer. They will
augment the testimony on the outlook for new FM and television
services, and the allocations problems ahead.
Mr. Trammell is the only scheduled witness Tuesday. The schedule
is not available for the balance of
the week, but among those yet to
testify are FCC Chief Engineer
E. K. Jett, and Fred Weber, general manager of WDSU New Orleans, and former general manager
of MBS. Chairman Fly is expected
to appear to offer rebuttal probably as the last witness.
Glade Tells Code Benefits
Mr. Glade, former chairman of
the NAB Code Committee, explained the purposes of the voluntary code, remarking "we recognize
in radio broadcasting considerable
self-government is necessary". He
read provisions of the code affecting commercial time and told the
(Continued on page 52)
Y&R

Named

Fly

Reprisals

Craven Testifies in Closed
Session on Chairman's
Military Influence
By BILL BAILEY
CHARGES that FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly "instigated"
the alleged "cashiering" of a highranking Naval officer and might
"visit reprisals" on others who opposed him, may be brought into the
open by the House Select Committee to investigate the Commission,
Chairman Lea (D-Cal.), disclosed
last Thursday.
In hearings last week FCC Commissioner T. A. M. Craven, who
ended his testimony Friday, declined to name certain miltary officers who, he said, gave him information concerning Mr. Fly's
"preponderant voice" over matters
military,
be visited because
on them."reprisals" might
Chairman Has 4 Votes
Last week's hearings, at which
Commissioner Craven was the sole
witness, with the exception of several occasions when FCC General
Counsel Charles R. Denny Jr.
popped up to object and seek to
clarify, brought out these disclosures :
Despite a presumption that a
Congressional act is Constitutional,
the FCC, in conjunction with the
Dept. of Justice, allegedly violated
a statute prohibiting gratuitous
services to the Government by permitting Dr. Goodwin B. Watson
and William E. Dodd Jr., to work
without pay from Nov. 15-21 to
test the constitutionality of a bill
in which Congress discontinued
their salaries as of Nov. 15.
On general policy questions
Chairman Fly usually goes into
meetings "with four votes in his
Although the FCC is a sevenpocket".
man
agency "under the law" it is
generally recognized that "the
Chairman is the Commission".
Efforts of Eugene L. Garey, committee general counsel, to bring out
in testimony from Mr. Craven that
Chairman Fly (as charged by
Chairman Vinson (D-Ga.) of the

to
Detailed
House Naval Affairs Committee)
might have been partly responsible
for Pearl Harbor because of his
policies, were blocked by FCC Counsel Denny who protested to Chairman Lea Thursday, resulting in
early adjournment of the hearing.
President Roosevelt, on Sept. 9
ordered both the Army and Navy
to report to the Board of War Communications, ofwhich Mr. Fly also is chairman, on problems involving disputes over jurisdiction
of military communications.
Officers Gagged
At the conclusion of Thursday's
hearing Mr. Lea said the commitwhich previously
gone the
intotee,
executive
session tohaddiscuss
alleged "reprisals" against military personnel, "might want to
bring it out into the open". He declared that the "committee will
consider it further in executive
Meantime several Congressmen
session".reported to have been bewere
sieged with telephone calls and letters, demanding that Congress "get
to the bottom" of the purported reprisals. On the other hand Mr.
Garey informed the committee that
the officers in question had been
forbidden "by executive order" to
testify before the Congressional investigators.
Reminiscent of the early hearings last summer, when Mr. Denny
frequently popped up and finally
was threatened with arrest by Rep.
Eugene E. Cox (D-Ga.), then
chairman, if he continued to interfere with procedure, the FCC general counsel took part in all the
hearings except Tuesday's last
week.
Watson, Dodd Aided
On Wednesday, after he had interrupted several times, Rep. Hart
(D-N.J.) said: "Mr. Chairman, I
admire Mr. Denny's persistency,
but let us have one witness at a
Later when Mr. Denny explained
that the Commission permitted Dr.
Watson and Mr. Dodd to work withtime."
out pay from Nov. 15-21, Mr. Hart
demanded to know: "If the law
prohibits their working for the

to Direct

Part of GE Advertising
WITH announcement by Young &
Rubicam, New York, that it will no
longer handle the Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg. Co. account after
March 1, 1944, the agency last
week confirmed the report that it
would handle a portion of the General Electric Co. account, effective
the same date [Broadcasting,
Nov. 29].
H. L. Andrews, vice-president in
charge of the appliance and merchandise department of G-E, announced Y&R would place all advertising for household appliances,
but no details on media plans were
revealed.
Page 10 • December

FRIENDLY LUNCHEON get-together in New York on occasion of visit
by Pete Smythe, program director of KLZ Denver, CBS affiliate, includes
(1 to r) : William N. Robson, CBS producer-director; Smythe; Wauhillau
LaHay, radio publicity and promotion, N. W., Ayer & Son, New York;
and Earle McGill, who also is a producer-director of the network.
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COMDR. CRAVEN
Double-Header Witness
Government without salary, and
the law being tested is constitutional, does the FCC stand in the
position of an agency that violated
the law prohibiting employees
from working without salary?"
"If you are referring to the law
relating to gratuitous services, I
think not," replied the FCC general
counsel. When Mr. Garey told the
committee that the men were permitted to "remain at their desks"
for the "purpose of giving them a
legal claim against the United
States" if the law abolishing their
salaries was held unconstitutional,
Mr. Denny asserted:
"They were retained so as to afford them a basis to bring suit to
test the constitutionality of this
"The law having been enacted by
Congress, is there not a presumption of constitutionality?" asked
Rep. Hart. Mr. Denny said there
was and that "the presumption is
that every law enacted by Congress
law."
is "And
constitutional".
in the face of that presumption the FCC accepted the
services of these men?" inquired
the New Jersey Representative.
Dos the FCC recognize the presumption in law?" Mr. Denny replied it did.
As last Fly's
week'sInflue
hearing
opened,
nce
/ afternoon,
Tuesday
Counsel
Garey
read for the record a speech made
in the House Nov. 23 by Rep. August H. Andresen (R-Minn.) demanding that the commitee investigate substitution of a CIO speaker
for the NBC Voice of the Dairy
Farmer program of Nov. 21
[Broadcasting, Nov. 29]. The complaint was taken under advisement
(see page 60).
Rep.bate Miller
touchedin offan heated
dewhich resulted
executive
session when he asked Commissioner Craven "whether or not you are
(Continued on page 62)
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NAB
Auditing

Warns
Practices

Hit by Music
Committee
THE NAB, through the newly
formed music committee which had
its first meeting last Wednesday
and Thursday, in New York, there
served notice on ASCAP that certain aspectswere
of the
of stations
in Society's
violation audits
of the
U. S. Dept. of Justice consent decree and not in accordance with explanations given hy ASCAP to individual stations when contracts
were signed.
John G. Paine, ASCAP general
manager, and Counsel Herman
Greenberg, conferred with the committee on Thursday and were told
that stations do not intend to sit
idly by while ASCAP charges per
program users of ASCAP music on
a half-hourly basis where a station
is broadcasting two unrelated quarter-hour programs separated by a
station break. If for example, a
station broadcasts a quarter-hour
of ASCAP music, a station-break
followed by quarter-hour non-music
show, ASCAP, according to the
NAB, is charging stations 8% of
the total revenue of that half hour
on the basis that the station operates on half-hourly time segments
and station breaks required by the
FCC.
Ask Rule in Writing
Another aspect of ASCAP audit
practices which drew NAB fire involved the five-minute transcribed
Treasury Star Parade series, music
for which has been cleared at the
source by the Treasury. The NAB
charged that where stations broadcast the five-minute transcription in
the Musical Clock participating
program, ASCAP demands the 8%
commercial fee on the entire program, which may be an hour-long
show with the remaining 55 minFirestone Observes 15th
And Tests Video Series

.

'
1
1
1
.

FIRESTONE TIRE & Rubber Co.,
Akron, celebrated the 15th anniversary of its Voice of Firestone programs on NBC last Monday by
launching the Voice of Firestone
Televues, a sight-and-sound series,
on WNBT, NBC video station in
New York. Harvey S. Firestone Jr.,
president of the tire company, and
Niles Trammell, NBC president,
inaugurated the television series
with brief talks which were filmed
by Sound Masters in the morning
and telecast from WNBT's projection studio in the evening.
Opening program was an industrial film, For America We Save,
made by Jam Handy in the Firestone plant to show the necessity
for preserving tires and other rubber articles during the war period.
Sweeney & James Co., Cleveland,
is the agency.
BROADCASTING

ASCAP

utes of non-ASCAP music. The
music committee requested a written rule from ASCAP on these
matters.
In its two-day meeting at the
Roosevelt Hotel, the committee,
under the chairmanship of Campbell Arnoux, WTAR Norfolk, reviewed the entire field of music,
took steps to adopt measures to improve musical programming, to
educate new program personnel,
utilize the services of the various
licensing groups, establish standard system of cross-cueing, topical
bits of selection, etc. The committee
is considering the issuance of a
standard binder with index tabs
to be distributed to stations, and
the licensing group's material would
be of standard size to fit the binder.
On Thursday, representatives of
the music licensing organizations
appeared at intervals to discuss
music problems and made suggestions on coordinating their efforts
with those of the music committee.
AMP was represented by C. M.
Finney, SESAC by Leonard Callahan and Gus Hagenach, ASCAP
by John Paine and Herman Greenberg, and BMI by Sidney Kaye,

J. Walter
Ford

Violates

Merrit Tompkins and Carl Havelin.
The work of BMI was patently
praised by the committee, which
reported that out of the list of pop
tunes currently played most on the
networks, BMI had nine, and lead
the Hit Parade for four consecutive weeks with its selection "Paper
Short Music Needed
At luncheon on Wednesday, Paul
Doll".
Whiteman, musical director of the
BLUE, told the group that there
was a great need for music written
especially for radio. "The radio industry needs short pieces, between
four and seven minutes in length",
he said. "It is doing absolutely nothing toward the creation of such
music. The industry should take on
itself the responsibility of fostering 'radio music' by commissioning established composers." Mr.
White said this would be a "profitable investment". He also discussed the possibility that musical
programs will replace news broadcasts in listening popularity when
the war is won and the news from
the battlefronts is no longer foremost in importance.

ThompsonTakesOver

and

Vimms

J. WALTER THOMPSON Co., as
of the first of the year, will take
over two major acounts, the Vimms
portion of Lever Bros., currently
placed by BBDO, New York, and
all advertising for Food Motor Co.,
Detroit, now handled by Maxon
Inc. of that city.
Vimms vitamin pills were
launched in early 1941 after exhaustive market research by Lever
Bros, and BBDO. Radio was first
tested in the fall of 1941 and within
six months the produce was among
the leading sellers in the vitamin
field. Present radio appropriation
is said to be close to $1,000,000.
This includes extensive spot announcement promotion as well as
sponsorship of the CBS program
Mayor of Our Town. Lever expects
to replace that show in January
with a variety program starring
Frank Sinatra if the singer is reFunds for Probe
RUNNING ahead of schedule, the House has given its
Select Committe to Investigate the FCC an additional
$50,000 in funds, making a
total of $110,000 allocated to
date for the inquiry which
was authorized last January.
Chairman Lea (D-Cal.) said
additional funds would be
sought if needed.
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Accounts

jected by the Army when he takes
his physical examination shortly
after the first of the year [Broadcasting, Nov. 22].
Ford's national advertising was
moved in November 1940 from N.
W. Ayer & Son to McCann-Erickson, while Maxon Inc. was named
to handle Mercury and Lincoln advertising. Ayer had the Ford Sunday Evening Hour on CBS until
Dec. 8, 1940, when McCann-Erickson also took over Ford's network
radio business. On March 1, 1942,
Ford "suspended indefinitely" its
sponsorship of that program after
seven years on the air, giving no
reason, although it was generally
believed the cancellation was caused
by the Government ban on selling
new cars and tires.
In July 1942 the entire Ford account was given to Maxon Inc., Detroit, at the time Ford began an
institutional news series with Earl
Godwin on 107 BLUE stations
seven times weekly. A year later
a musical series was considered in
place of Godwin but Ford continued
the news format, which is currently
featuring Godwin five time weekly
and Ray Henle on Saturdays and
Sundays, 8-8:15 p.m.
Under J. Walter Thompson's
aegis, Ford will probably be
handled from the agency's Chicago
office, it was reported, but no details on the JWT plans for the two
accounts are available as yet.

Decree

Dr. Ernest LaPrade, of NBC,
spoke on symphonic music at the
Thursday luncheon. Present at the
meeting were: Campbell Arnoux,
chairman; James P. Begley, KYW
Philadelphia; Thomas Belviso,
NBC; Arthur Church, KMBC Kansas City; Robert Enoch, KTOK
Oklahoma City; C. W. Myers,
KALE Portland; Elliott Sanger,
WQXR New York; Frank R.
Smith Jr., WWSW Pittsburgh;
John Wahlstedt, WHB Kansas
City; Frank White, CBS, and
Neville Miller, president, NAB.
ASCAP denied the NAB Music
Committee charge that its audits
were in any way a violation of the
consent decree. John G. Paine,
ASCAP general manager, said,
"The music committee attack came
as a complete surprise to me because at the meeting we discussed
these problems fully and frankly
and the committee gave us their
assurance that they would aid the
Society against chiselers in the radio industry. It seemed like a
friendly gesture, deeply appreciated by the society.
'No Controversy'
"My opinion is that the NAB is
endeavoring to use ASCAP per
program contract as a means of
stimulating an anti-ASCAP feeling
in the industry in order to protect
BMI. BMI, SESAC and AMP do
not even have per-program contracts. Out of the 800 stations that
have contracts with ASCAP, there
have been only "about a dozen"
that have criticized our interpretation of the per program clauses.
There's no controversy between
ASCAP and the industry on the
per program contract."

CHAINED FOR YEAR is President
H. M. Duncan, of the Duncan
Coffee Co.,
AdmirationHouston,
Coffee on thesigning
Lone Star
Chain of Texas. Jimmy Pate, general manager of the Steele Advertising Agency, Houston, and Bill
Bennett, sales representative of
KXYZ and the Lone Star Chain
beam approval of the five-a-week
program The Coffee Grinders, to
be heard also on 3 additional stations outside the Texas chain.
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War

Loan

Messages
to Be
Sponsored
chestra is featured, with songs formation to date will be delivered
Transcribed Series Will
popular the year in which the to stations by the end of this week.
events occur. Peter Donald is narEffort to supply stations with all
Have Open Ends for
rator.
possible sponsorable material has
Commercials
also resulted in sets of live one
Twenty-six five-minute programs,
LOCAL SPONSORSHIP is the key taking the place of the former
minute and half-minute announcements, both of which may be sold
to radio participation in the Fourth
Treasury Star Parade series, comWar Loan Drive for $14,000,000,pose the second series which fea- to local sponsors and soon will
tures American war and service be distributed. Treasury one-min000, to run Jan. 18 through Feb.
15, according to plans now rapidly
songs and music chosen by U. S.
ute spot announcements distributed
being rounded-out by the War Fi- service men and women. Titled by the OWI continue to be availnance Division of the Treasury
Treasury Song for Today, a halfable for sponsorship. Quarter-hour
Dept. Suggestions solicited from
minute is left open at each end of Treasury Star Parade programs
the industry following the last the discs for messages of sponstill are released three per week.
drive [Broadcasting, Oct. 11] and
sors. In each program a wounded
Ad copy is prepared through the
War Advertising Council, under
ideas submitted by the NAB spe- war veteran tells which song was
cial Fourth Loan committee
most popular in the particular the- the supervision of Joe Moran,
atre of war in which he saw action. Young & Rubicam, and C. H. Cot[Broadcasting, Nov. 15] have
ington of Erwin, Wasey & Co.
been seriously considered, put- Song is played by David Broekting radio on more equal footing
man's orchestra and sung by a lead- Special effort is being made to
with other media in promotion of
reach rural as well as urban poing quartet.
war bond campaigns.
tential bond purchasers.
Audition Record
The Fourth Loan, theme of which
Two series of transcribed programs, prepared especially for loSample audition record, contain- is "Let's All Back the Attack",
cal sponsorship and approved by
ing one of the quarter-hour Treas- will be directed particularly at the
the OWI, will be available to staury Salute programs, two of the individual, whose quota is $5,500,tions upon request for use during
Treasury Song for Today pro- 000,000, stressing the purchase of
the coming drive. Treasury Salute
grams and a special message to an extra $100 bond. Radio 'round
is the title of the first series, which
sponsors, is expected to be ready the clock' opening day promotion,
consists of 26 quarter-hour pro- for distribution by the middle of as well as network and other bond
grams, largely musical, with a this month. This audition record
days, in addition to special prohalf -minute and a minute open at may be obtained by written request
grams and rallies as used during
to the Radio Section of the Treasprevious drives, will be included in
the ends for sponsor's messages.
ury War Finance Division. A sales the coming campaign. Plans for
Quarter-Hour Series
This first series is a tribute to portfolio containing complete in- these are still indefinite.
American men and women in their
jobs, stressing the importance of
their work in the winning of the
Subsidy
Measure
war. Singling out a specific year Newspaper
in the current era, each program
salutes the achievements of a cerWAC
by Morgenthau,
Opposed
tain group of workers, both men
like to have it on the record that
ARGUMENTS
for
and
against
the
and women, in some given indusTreasury officials and the advertry. The importance of these Cannon Bill (HR-3693), companion measure to the Bankhead
achievements is related to the intising industry are opposed". Mr.
Bill (S-1457) passed by the Sen- Cannon said the bill would help
dustrial performance today. David
sell
bonds,
would more equitably
ate,
providing
Government
subBroekman and his Treasury Orsidies for War Bond advertising in distribute the burden of advertising among the American people,
newspapers, were made before the
House Ways & Means Committee
and would greatly assist the small
Dr. Craig Offers
at hearings last Friday, with Rep. newspapers which, he contended,
have been adversely affected by
Cannon (D-Mo.) leading an array
New Video System
of witnesses favoring the legisla- war conditions.
tion.
Fla. Physicist Claims Standard
The only plausible argument
Wavelengths Can Be Used
against the bill, he admitted, is that
Opposition to the measure was
BLUEPRINT for a new system expressed in a statement issued by made by those who say that "if
of televising on wavelengths used the War Advertising Council which
pay the newspapers they'd
asserted that it will hinder the they
by standard broadcast stations was
he asserted, both radio and the motion pictures are making greater
outlined in New York last Mon- war effort, would be wasteful of
profits now than ever in their hisday by its inventor, Dr. Palmer H. public funds, would restrict advertory and need no assistance from
tising to one medium, and would
Craig, physicist of the U. of Florida, working on the project 15 years. hurt the permanent interests of the the Government.
Ted. R. Gamble, National DirecAlthough the complete system small-town press.
tor of the War Finance Division,
of transmission and reception has
The Committee also had before
not been tested because of the ex- it a letter written by Secretary of Treasury Dept., appearing in opposition to the bill, told the Compense of erecting a television sta- the Treasury Morgenthau to Senmittee the measure might jeopardtion, the component parts of the
ator Byrd (D-Va) asking that the
ize the extensive voluntary promethod have been successfully Joint Committee On Reduction of
gram developed for War Bond advertising.
tested in laboratory, he said.
Non-Essential Federal ExpendiDr. Craig's system differs basitures "lend its weight now in stopAmong those testifying in supcally from present television transping this proposal from becoming
port of the legislation were Albert
mission in that pictures are pickS.
Hardy,
president of the Naed up in their entirety, camera
Would Hurt Sales
tional Editorial Assn., and Don
fashion, broken down into a comEck, NEA general manager.
Referring both to the Bankhead
plex wave and transmitted as a
law."
whole, whereas current television Bill, which appropriates $15 mil- RELIANCE MFG. Co., Chicago
pictures are transmitted by a
lion, and the Cannon Bill, which
(work shirts),
22 began
sponsorship of the on
DocNov.
Hopkins
program,
series of individual impulses, calls for not less than $25 million,
Mondays,
Wednesdays
and
Fridays
on
which, when translated into black the Secretary stated: "Ostensibly,
WLS Chicago. Contract is for 26
and white at the receiver give the this proposal was made in an effort weeks. Agency is Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Chicago.
impression of a complete picture. to help sell War Bonds. I should
Page 12 • December
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SARDl SPONSORING
BENEFIT PARTIES
IN A COMBINED effort to perform a public service, and at the
same time increase listeners and
promote goodwill for BLUE affiliates, Salmon
Kellogg Co.,
Co., two
and sponsors
Alaska Pacific
of
the BLUE program Breakfast at
Sardi's, are promoting a plan to
have network affiliates stage local
breakfast parties patterned after
the original broadcast from Hollywood.
Primary objective is to raise
funds for some local interest such
as the church, the USO or the Red
Cross. "Breakfasts" have already
been given by WNBH New Bedford, for the YMCA; by WARM
Scranton, in cooperation with the
Chamber of Commerce, and by
WRNL Richmond, in connection
with Navy Day. WSAI Cincinnati
has scheduled one for Dec. 6 in bedren. half of a home for crippled chilStations plan the party in conjunction with the organization, the
station providing an announcer to
impersonate Tom Breneman, program m.c, who contributes two
orchids air express, for the "Good
Neighbor of the Day" and copies
of the theme song. Kellogg provides packages of Pep, while Alaska Co., furnishes cards good for
a package for Minute-Man soup.
Stores are asked to contribute
As an inducement to BLUE stations to cooperate in the party
prizes.
plan, the sponsors offer War Bond
prizes totalling $500 to those staging the best parties on the basis
of money raised, total publicity,
and attendance.
WFNC Grant
CONSENT to the voluntary assignment of license of WFNC, Fayetteville, N. C, was granted last week
by the FCC from W. C. Ewing and
T. K. Weyher, doing business as
Cumberland Broadcasting Co., a
partnership, to Cape Fear Broadcasting Co., a corporation. T. K.
Weyher,tains hispresident
reinterest. (49
W. 1/3%)
C. Ewing,
secretary and treasurer (49 2/3%),
sells half of his shares to John G.
Dawson for $2250. Mr. Ewing is
beneficiary of the other 1% which
is held by his wife.
Dunninger for Kem-Tone
DEMONSTRATIONS
in telepathy
by
JosephwillDunninger
Mentalist"
be broadcast"Master
on the
BLUE for Kem-Tone paint, it was
reported last week. Warwick &
Legler, New York, is agency for
Sherwin-Williams Co., Cleveland, a
manufacturer of Kem-Tone. Series
is understood to be scheduled to
start Jan. 5, Wednesday 9-9:30
p.m. on the full BLUE network.
Racing Opposition
MAYOR LAGUARDIA of New
York, told a Senate subcommittee
investigating juvenille delinquency
on Dec. 3 that radio stations, newspapers, wire services and the Post
Office department should be prohibited from transmitting race track
information because such information was a factor in disrupting
homes enille
and delinquency.
a contributor to juv• Broadcast
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WLW,

WSAI
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Coverage of Exchange Ship Gripsholm
A NEW TWIST in the radio covflicting reports as to their fate. Mr.
erage of New York waterfront
Gunnison reported that all three
news — this time the arrival of the are still imprisoned in the Santa
exchange ship Gripsholm with its Tomas prison in Manila.
load of repatriated Americans last
Among the Gripsholm passengers
Wednesday, Dec. 1 — was the ac- was John F. Harris, an official of
tivity of two Mid-West stations, RCA Communications, who has
which sent a special staff to obtain spent 11 years in the Orient, and
firsthand interviews with homeEdward Mackay, a former NBC
town residents for relay to anxious
correspondent in Shanghai, who
friends and relatives at home.
spent seven months in a Jap camp.
The two stations with an eye to
the local news value of the event
were the two Crosley outlets in Railway Group Seeking
Cincinnati — WSAI and WLW.
New Personnel by Radio
Operating from special headquarFACED with the need to fill nearly
ters at the Hotel Ambassador, cov- 3,000 vacancies in the eastern
ering for both stations, were five
operations
of theGeneral
nation's Managers
railroads,
WLW staff men from the Cincin- the
Railroad
nati office plus the New York rep- Assn., hiring agent for eastern
resentative Eldon Park.
rail divisions, has entered radio
for the first time with a four-week
Correspondent's Interviews Limited
campaign on five stations in the
New York area.
Due to slow pace of the debarkaTo reach the average working
tion, as passengers were thorough- class
family home, where it hopes
ly checked by Army, Navy, Cus- to recruit rail employes, particutoms, Immigration and Department
larly the extra mail and freight
of Justice officials, network cover- handlers needed at this time of the
age during the first day was limit- year, the railroad group has
ed to a few interviews, mostly with scheduled three to seven announcements daily in early morning and
journalistic colleagues. Royal Arch
Gunnison, Mutual's correspondent, evening spots on WBYN WNEW
who was in Manila when it fell to WEVD WOV and on WAAT, Jersey City. Drive started two weeks
the Japanese Jan. 2, 1942, and who
ago, and may be extended beyond
with his wife was among the ship's the four-week period if successful.
passengers, went on the air at
However results of the railroad's
1:15 p.m. in an interview with first
week in radio were disappointDave Driscoll, director of war sering, with only three applications
vices and news of WOR New York.
at the Railroad Retirement Board,
CBS broke into the Crisco pro- employe clearing house, traceable
gram Bernadine Flynn, heard at to the radio announcements.
The association turned to radio
1:30 p.m, to broadcast a pickup
after it had failed to secure adefrom the pier handled by Douglas
quate response from various atEdwards, announcer, who intertempts to obtain workers. Handviewed UP Philippine correspondbills and direct appeals to high
ent Barney Covitt. NBC also broke schools for part-time workers durinto a commercial program to carry
ing the holidays have not met with
a pick-up from Pier F in Jersey success. Radio supplements a local
City, cancelling Procter & Gamnewspaper campaign which is conducted by the Railroad Retirement
ble's Ivory Snow program Woman
Foote, Cone & Belding, New
of America, 3-3:15 p.m. for an in- Board.
York, is agency.
terview with Robert Cullens, commercial photographer and a member of the Franciscan Fathers. InHeiney to J-W-T
terviewees appeared to be under
JOHN H. HEINEY, creator of the
some restrictions as to what they recent BLUE series This Is Official,
could say about their treatment as has been appointed by J. Walter
Japanese internees.
Thompson Co. to handle special assignment work in Washington. Mr.
The BLUE confined its coverage
Heiney formerly was program diof the event to its regular news
rector of WTOP Washington and
broadcasts the first day, but sched- before that was with the Washinguled for Saturday a two-way conpromotion director.
versation between four children Prior tontoPosthisas Washington
positions
who arrived on the ship, and their he was with the Des Moines Register & Tribune stations. He was a
mother, who is in Hollywood, and
has not seen them for four years. pioneer in the radio quiz field, having originated Professor Quiz.
The Hollywood-New York broadcast was scheduled for 7-8 p.m.
Three Far East reporters, Bert
WCAP Back on Air
Silen and Don Bell, NBC, and WCAP Asbury Park, N. J., siTommy Worthen, CBS, are still
lenced April 28 by a forest fire
alive, it was disclosed last Wednes- which completely demolished the
day by Royal Arch Gunnison, Mu- building, has resumed broadcasting. Added to the announcing staff
tual correspondent, at a press conference in New York following his are Kendall W. MacKay, formerly
arrival the same morning on the of KSAN San Francisco, and Wilton De Marco, news commentator.
Gripsholm after two years in Japa- Sylvia
Danzig joins the station as
nese prison camps. Since Japanese home economics
director and Mrs.
seizure of Far Eastern territories
Georgia Anne Roosa as program
in which the three correspondents arranger. V. N. Scholes continues
were stationed there have been con- as general manager.
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3.4%

Providing

of Americans

Want Radios First
'Fortune' Study Shows Autos
At Top of Post-War Buying
BASED on expressed desires of
individuals contacted by Fortune
magazine only 3.4% of Americans
would put a new radio at the top
their shopping list when peace
LONDON
INTERVIEW
of a of
comes.
British housewife is conducted by
New cars come ahead of radios
George C. Biggar (1) of WLW
for many more people, according
Cincinnati while on tour of Engreported in the Deland as a guest of the British In- to the study,
cember issue of the magazine, with
formation Service. Interview was
transmitted to America as a BBC
21% putting their automotive desires first. Houses come next, folcontribution to WLW's Consumer's
Foundation program. Listening-in
lowed by items in the house furnishings group, including radios
on proceedings is J. Warren MacAlpine, BBC North American talks
and radio-phonographs. Furniture,
refrigerators, washing machines,
organizer, nounced
whothe program.
produced and
anEnglish
stoves, miscellaneous electrical aphousewife is Mrs. Rose Buckner.
pliances and rugs, all are wanted
first by more individuals than those
FM STATION ASKED
whose first desire is a radio. Adding radio-phonograph combinations,
FOR SPARTANBURG
listed first by 0.7%, the radio total would be 4.1%, ranking just beCONSTRUCTION permit authorizing a new 10 kw FM station with
tween rugs and miscellaneous eleca coverage of 26,600 sq. mi. and to
trical appliances.
operate on 43,500 kc was sought in
Demand
Requires Stimulating
an application filed last week with
the FCC by the Spartanburg AdBased on average set prices of
vertising Co., licensee of WSPA$30 for a radio and $80 for a raWORD Spartanburg, S. C. Land
dio-phonograph, the indicated prihas been purchased on the top of
mary demand would be $56,000,Hogback Mt., 20-25 miles distant
from Spartanburg in Greenville
000, as compared with actual 1941
county, for the transmitter, which
sales of nearly ten times that
will give the antenna an elevation
amount ($539,795,000). It may be
of 3,515 ft.
pointed
failure to indicate
Principal stockholders in the an itemoutas that
first choice does not
Spartanburg Adv. Co. are A. B. mean that those interviewed are
Taylor (38%), president; Donald
uninterested, or would not buy it
Russell (38%); Walter J. Brown
(10%), (8%).
vice president; and Cassie after satisfying other wants.
Connor
Breaking down the replies by inMr. Taylor is also president of
come groups, the lower middle inthe Taylor-Colquitt Co. (timber
come segment of the population increosote treatment) of Spartandicated the most interest in postburg, avice-president and director
war buying of new radio sets, while
of the Spartanburg Commercial
National Bank and a director of Negroes showed the least interest.
the Union Buffalo Mills, Union, S.
Confirming Fortune's findings in
considerable degree was another
C. Mr. Brown, former Washington
newspaper correspondent and genmajor survey of post-war buying
eral manager of WORD-WSPA, is intentions released last week by
now a special assistant to War
Mobilization director James E. the U. S. Chamber of Commerce,
Byrnes. In addition to being direc- Washington. This indicated that
tor of the Spartanburg Adv. Co., among the 64% of U. S. families
with incomes of less than $4,000, a
Mr. Russell is director of the Comtotal of 2,555,000 intend to buy
mercial National Bank, Startex
radios
within six months after the
Mills, Saxon Mills, Taylor-Colquitt
war's end.
Co., Piedmont Bldg. & Loan Assn
and Excelsior Mills of Union, S. C.
Clements on Coast
F. W. CLEMENTS PRODUCTS
Co., Rochester
ture), on Dec. 4(Buckley's
started forMix26
weeks sponsoring the first quarterhour of Hollywood Barn Dance on
8 CBS Pacific stations (KNX KQW
KARM KROY KGDM KOIN KIRO
KFPY), Tuesday 10:30-11 p.m.
(PWT). Dave Titus has been assigned producer. Agency is Armand S. Weill Co., Buffalo.
Ring Recuperating
ANDREW D. RING, senior member
of the consulting engineering firm of
Ring & Clark, is at home recovering
from pneumonia, contracted Nov. 28.
He became ill after attending the professional football game in Washington. His temperature was practically
normal
drugs. after treatment with sulpha
BROADCASTING

New Agency Formed
UNDER firm name of Davis &
Beaven Adv., Robert J. Davis, formerly vice-president of Brisacher,
Davis & Van Norden, has opened
offices at 523 West 6th St., Los
Angeles. With the latter firm for
14 years, Mr. Davis resigned in
mid-November to head his own
agency. Associated with him as
partner is Herb R. Beaven, also
formerly a vice-president of Brisashortly.cher, Davis & Van Norden. Names
of staff personnel will be released
NEW daytime serial of WTOP Washington, Faith Cameron's
is
heard mas10:30-10:45
duringChristmas,
theof Christseason under direction
Bailey
Axton, telling the factual story of
Christmas. New WTOP musical, Top
Tune Time, made its debut Dec. 4 and
will be heard weekly Saturdays at
4 :15 p.m., directed by Harold Walters.
• Broadcast
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Abbott
'McClelland'
launching
on air
Ceremonies Attended by Family, Friends, of
—
Radio's First World
LAUNCHING ceremonies of the
USS McClelland, a $5,000,000 escort destroyer named for radio's
first casualty in World War II, Ensign Thomas Albert McClelland
[Broadcasting, Nov. 29], former
chief engineer of KLZ Denver, took
place Nov. 28 at San Pedro, Cal.,
and were recorded by Jack Brundage (1), engineer, and Chet Huntley, of the CBS special events dept.
KNX Hollywood rebroadcast the
ceremonies on Nov. 29 and additional pressings of the recording
were subsequently released over
KOMA Oklahoma City, KVOR
Colorado Springs, as well as KLZ.
Copy has been sent to Neville Miller, president of NAB, for filing.
Mrs. McClelland, the former
Lowell Mae Leffel, christened the
new ship. Also present at the ceremonies in addition to high ranking
Navy officials were Ensign McCelland's two children, Jane, 14, and
Susan, 9; his former employer
Hugh B. Terry, manager of KLZ,
and Mrs. Terry, who was matron
of honor; Mr. and Mrs. J. I. Meyerson of Oklahoma City, representing
the Oklahoma Publishing Co.; Maj.
and Mrs. Virgil Reams. Mr. MeyerCAB IS AMES GROUP
TO MEET WITH CBC
A COMMITTEE to see the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. on commercial relations between the CBC
and private Canadian stations, particularly in relation to the new
CBC Dominion network, was appointed by the directors of the Canadian Association of Broadcasters at their directors' meeting at
Toronto, Nov. 29 and 30.
Main topic was the agenda for
the forthcoming meeting to be held
Feb. 14-16 at Quebec. This is to
include the adoption of a policy on
political and religious broadcasting, standardization of rate structure which went into effect this
year and still requires a formula on
one-minute spots and flashes, a report on the public relations committee, work done toward establishment of a standardized station coverage method. Two new stations
were accepted into CAB membership, CFLC Brockville and CHLP
Montreal.
Present at the meeting were:
Harry Sedgwick, CFRB Toronto,
chairman of the board; Glen Bannerman, president and general
manager; Dick Rice, CFRN Edmonton, vice-chairman; Harold
Carson, CFAC Calgary; A. A.
Murphy, CFQC Saskatoon; George
Chandler, CJOR Vancouver; Jack
Cooke, CKGB Timmins; J. E. Campeau, CKLW Windsor-Detroit; N.
Nathanson, CJCB Sydney; L. W.
Bewick, CHSJ St. John; Arthur
Evans, secretary-treasurer. Absent
were Phil Lalonde, CKAC Montreal; and N. Thivierge, CHRC
Quebec.
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War II Casualty

son is secretary of the KLZ Broadcasting Co. and Maj. Reams was
formerly a KLZ salesman.
Ensign McClelland died heroically during the attack on Pearl
Harbor when his ship, the USS
West Virginia, was bombed. Although the ship's radio compartment was flooded, he rescued his
entire enlisted personnel, and then
collapsed, victim of gases which
had filled the compartment. He was
posthumously awarded the Purple
Heart for gallantry in action.
Kolynos Latin Plans
KOLYNOS Co., Jersey City, subsidiary of American Home Products Corp., for Kolynos tooth
powder, is planning a Latin American advertising campaign which
will include a transcribed quarterhour program, newspaper and magazine space. Irwin Vladimir & Co.,
New York, is export agency.
Soy Spots
SOY FOOD MILLS, Chicago
(Golden Wheat-soy Mix) in November began sponsorship of a
varied schedule of spot announcements and participation shows on
WOR WJZ WBBM WTMJ WAIT
WCAE WTCM WXTZ KMBC
WTUP WLW WMC WCAU. Contract schedules vary. Agency is Jim
Duffy Inc., Chicago.
Elgin Drops Series
ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH Co.,
Elgin, 111., will discontinue The
Man Behind the Gun at the conclusion of a 13-week run Dec. 25,
vacating the Saturday 7-7 :30 p.m.
period on CBS. No future radio
plans have been announced. Agency
is J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
Planters Regional
PLANTERS NUT & CHOCOLATE
Co., Wilkes-Barrc, Pa., will begin
sponsorship of quarter-hour news programs Mondays through Fridays on
Dec. 20, originating at WCKY Cincinnati and carried by a regional network composed of WCKY; WING
Dayton; WIZE Springfield; WCOL
Columbus. Rex Davis, WCKY news
editor-in-chief will be commentator.
Agency is Goodkind, Joice, & Morgan,
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Costello, Off

8 Months, Make CAB 10
DESPITE eight-months off the
air, Abbott & Costello, which returned Nov. 4, attained a rating
of 26.0, placing it among the 10
network leaders, according to the
second report of the Cooperative
Analysis of Broadcasting for the
1943-44 winter season. Fibber McGee & Molly ranked first, followed
by Bob Hope, second, and Lux
Radio Theater, third. The remaining programs in order are: Chase
& Sanborn, Jack Benny, Maxwell
House Coffee Time, Aldrich Family, Red Skelton, Sealtest Village
Store, and Abbott & Costello.
Fibber McGee & Molly also headed the list for November 1942,
while Jack Benny placed second,
Chase & Sanborn third and Bob
Hope fourth, followed respectively
by Lux Radio Theater, Aldrich
Family, Kraft Music Hall, Maxwell
House Coffee Time, Kay Kyser and
Red Skelton.
MBS ProgramBoard Will
Release New Plans Soon
CULMINATING a three-day session Dec. 1 at the Drake Hotel Chicago, the program board of MBS
announced that a statement resulting from their deliberations on new
programs and programming plans
for affiliated stations would be released within the month.
Representatives of MBS at the
meeting included Dolph Opfinger,
MBS New York; Linus Travers,
Yankee Network; Julius Seebach,
WOR New York; Frank Schreiber,
WGN Chicago; L. A. Weiss, Don
Lee network; Pinky Hunter, WHK
Cleveland; and Miller McClintock,
president of MBS and chairman of
the program board. The MBS executive committee is comprised of
Mr. McClintock; H. K. Carpenter,
WHK Cleveland; Ted Streibert,
WOR New York; W. E. MacFarlane, WGN Chicago; John Shepard
3d, Yankee Network; and Mr.
Weiss.
Hallicrafters 10th
HALL
I C RAFTERS,
world'sof
largest exclusive
manufacturers
shortwave equipment, celebrated its
10th anniversary Nov. 26 with a
surprise ofdinner
honor
W. in
J.
Halligan,
p
r
e
s
dent and founder.iResponding to
tributes, Mr. Halligan gave full
credit to the emsuccess ployesoffor the
company and the
part its products
Mr. Halligan are playing i n
winning the war. Ray Durst, vicepresident, attributed the growth of
the firm to the cooperation of employer and employes.
Bentley to Return
AFTER a month in the British
Isles making special transcriptions
of life in England, Julian Bentley,
WLS Chicago news editor, will return to the U. S., Glenn P. Snyder,
general nounced
manager
last week. of WLS, anBROADCASTING

LEWIS SUSPECTS
SABOTAGE EFFORT
FIRE of undetermined origin
damaged the suite occupied by
Fulton Lewis jr., MBS Washington
commentator, and Fred Morrison,
his assistant, in the Town House,
Los Angeles, last Thursday. Mr.
Morrison was slightly injured.
Firemen said the blaze appeared
to have resulted from a carelessly
thrown cigarette, but Mr. Morrison
denied that he had been smoking in
bed. Mr. Lewis said the fire may
have been an attempt to burn valuable papers and disrupt his broadcasts. Mr. Morrison reported $200
missing following the blaze.
Mr. Lewis and Mr. Morrison
were on the West Coast to transcribe records relative to the activities of Hans Wilhelm Rohl, Los
Angeles German alien who became
an American citizen three months
before Pearl Harbor while his firm
was carrying out secret building
contracts for the Army in Hawaii.
'Town Meeting' Contest
WAR BONDS totaling $50,000 will
be awarded in a nationwide contest for the best plans to stimulate postwar employment, it has
been announced by George V.
Denny,
Jr., moderator
America's
Town Meeting
of theofAir,
heard
8:30 to 9:30 p.m. Thursdays on
the BLUE. Contest is open to all
U. S citizens, including those in
the service. Copies of the winning
plans will be distributed to government officials and agencies concerned with postwar problems.
KICD Joins MBS
KICR Spencer, la., on Dec. 5 becomes a member of Mutual by affiliation with North Central Broadcasting System, MBS group. Station is operated by Iowa Great
Lakes Broadcasting Co., on 100
watts 1240 kc.
Westinghouse Increase
WESTINGHOUSE Electric & Mfg.
Co. war shipments were the highest
in company history during the month
of October,
with net
salesover
of $63
million, an increase
of 3%
August,
the previous high month.
Fibber McGee

and Mollv

Head Hooper 1st Fifteen
HOOPER "national" program ratreport& ofMolly
Nov. first,
30 shows
FibberingsMcGee
Bob Hope
second and Charlie McCarthy third
in the list of "first fifteen" evening
programs, and also shows a rise
in the number of nationally sponsored network programs from 114
for
similar
for athis
year. report in 1942, to 131
Other evening programs in order of their rating among the "first
fifteen" were Lux Radio Theatre,
Aldrich Family, Jack Benny, Frank
Morgan-Fanny Brice, Walter Winchell, Mr. District Attorney, Abbott & Costello, Screen Guild Players, Joan Davis-Jack Haley, Kay
Kyser (first half -hour), Burns and
Allen, and Great Gildersleeve. For
the fifth consecutive report, Red
Skelton leads those programs
broadcast after 10:30 p.m., and
therefore
not measured in the eastern time zone.
• Broadcast
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A few Saturdays ago, a suave, bow-tied gentleman wandered into our studios.
We recognized him at once— any New Yorker would—
from the old World's Fair days. We remembered the host
of that fabulous carnival, the man whose amazing sense
of publicity corralled millions into Flushing Meadows,
made the Fair one of the great spectacles of our age.
A civilian defense pin now replaced the familiar boutonniere. But Whalen was still on the job— this time as
head of New York's vast CDVO.
"Is Lilian Okun around?" he inquired at the desk.
She was just beginning her broadcast. Before we knew
what hit us, he was on the air with her.
And then we knew.
You see, Lilian Okun conducts our "Civilian Defense
News" show. In fact, since a few days after Pearl Harbor
she's been driving vital defense messages across, recruiting everything from typists to tires.
Now Grover Whalen explained his mission. WMCA's
spectacular performance was not unrecognized. The

AMERICA
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CDVO chairman himself was here to say so and under
his arm he bore an important token. A Certificate of
Merit, highest civilian defense award, paying tribute to
WMCA and "Civilian Defense News" for "patriotically
and generously promoting participation in all phases of
Home Front activity."
But this is a public service feature— where does an advertiser fitin? Simply that a station which pulls such recognized response (Grover Whalen himself is a past-master
of mass appeal) and is acknowledged as an outstanding
promotion medium in this huge city— that station has an
audience you can depend on. People who generously give
generally spend! And that's the kind of folks you reach
on WMCA. Worth more than a passing thought? You bet!

NEW

wmca

YORK

Representative: Weed & Company • Chicago, Detroit, Hollywood, Boston
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Radio's
Lauded

Achievements
at

Educators

at Front
Session

Army's Salute Given at Chicago by Col. Kirby;
McClintock Describes Power of Broadcasts
"THE SALUTE of the Army" was
given to American radio at the convention of several hundred educators and radio leaders at the fourth
annual School Broadcast Conference in Chicago last week, when
Col. Edward M. Kirby, chief of the
Radio Branch, Bureau of Public
Relations, U. S. Army, and principal speaker, told how "Radio Fights
on All Fronts."
"The mission of Army radio," he
said, "is to convey the military
facts of the war to the American
people. In cooperation with the
American system of radio, it crosses
the seven seas to bring you frontline reports from the battlefields of
the world, day in and day out. It
utilizes every section in the program structure of networks and radio stations. Its methods and techniques are as varied and as multitudinous as are the problems of the
Army and of the soldier. It has
sought the cooperation of American
radio, both at home and abroad,
and it has never failed to receive
it. For this the salute of the Army."
Col. Kirby went on to describe
the hazards and handicaps of reporting a war, the use of the magnetic wire recorder as a "missing
link", of new equipment being readied, and how this war differs from
others in that being total war it
needs the full support of those at
home for success.
Award to Kent
Keynote event was the presentation of the "Award of Merit" to
Maj. Harold W. Kent, president of
the Assn. for Education by Radio
and director of the Radio Council
of the Chicago Public Schools, now
on military leave in Washington.
On the three-day conference
agenda, which began Nov. 28 with
a Quiz Kids broadcast fed into the
Morrison Hotel, Chicago, from the
BLUE Hollywood studios, in which
James Lawrence Fly, FCC chairman, participated with a one-minute address from Washington, the
sessions were given over to talks by
M. S. Novik, director of WNYC
New York; Miller McClintock, president of MBS, and Richard S. Lambert, supervisor of educational
broadcasts, CBC Toronto.
Mr. Novik compared Axis and
American broadcasting in his talk,
saying, "Propaganda is just a corollary of education, and like education it has its technique and purpose. We have propagandized for
democracy and the American way
of life in days of peace," he said,
"and we do the same in wartime
with few essential differences."
As another speaker on the panel
devoted to the educational aspects
of radio, Mr. McClintock stated that
"American radio, after only 20
years of growth, is the most potent
educational influence for the masses
Page 18 • December

HOW THE AMERICAN public is
being informed of important news
events by world-covering radio reporters was told by Col. Edward
M. Kirby (center), chief of the radio branch of the Army's bureau
of public relations on the WLS Chicago broadcast of School Time,
Nov. 29, at the meeting in Chicago
of some several hundred educators
attending the fourth annual School
Broadcast Conference. Jerry Lester (left) , conductor of the program, and Squadron Leader Basil
Atherton, liaison officer, RAF, are
with Col. Kirby.
of our people which has ever been
developed."
While Mr.
said he believed
that McClintock
educators
could learn much from the creative
ability of radio, he stressed the fact
that the industry "should give
closer heed to the objectives and
techniques of formal education."
The responsibilities of educational radio to the listener and of
the listeners to radio was brought
forth in the address of Leon Levine, CBS assistant director of education.
CBS News Lineup
CBS has rearranged its 11-11:15
p.m. news period, assigning each
news analyst heard in the last fiveminute commentary portion of the
programto a specific day in the
week. New schedule, which goes
into effect this week, is designed
for the greater convenience of the
listener in locating the commentator of his choice. Following a
straight newscast 11-11:10 p.m.,
CBS news analysts will be heard
on successive days of the week as
follows: William L. Shirer, Quincy
Howe, William L Shirer, Bill Henry, Quincy Howe, Maj. George
Fielding Eliot and Everett Holies.
Ned Calmer presents the news report Monday through Friday,
while Harry Clark fills the Saturday and Sunday newscasts.
KWBU Opens Dec. 15
HOMER HOGAN, national representative in Chicago for KWBU
Corpus Christi, Texas, announces
that the new 50,000 w station will
go on the air Dec. 15 with a full
schedule of programs. The staff of
KWBU will be announced at an
early date.
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Tidewater Spots
TIDE WATER ASSOCIATED OIL
Co., New York, on Nov. 8 started
a new campaign of live spot announcements on nine stations, run
ning at the rate of 70 a week
through Feb. 8. Oil firm continues
a cycle of music and sports programs and electrical transcriptions
on five other stations. A campaign
in 200 eastern newspapers has been
supplemented by a drive in 75 to
100
in the
area.papers
Lennen
& mid-continental
Mitchell, New
York, handles the account.
BBC Denial
THE BBC has issued a strong denial to triprogram
atbuted toit in the restrictions
London Sunday
Chronicle, and picked up by American newspapers,
two and
of which
—
the New
York Times
Tribune
■ — carried editorial attacks on the
alleged BBC bans last week. The
BBC refuted the report that it
banned the American southern accent, jokes about American solthe classics"
mentiondiers,
of "swinging
intoxicating
drinks. and
Two Join Texas Net
KFRO Longview, and KBWD
Brownwood, Texas, on Nov. 15 and
Dec. ates
1,of respectively,
became
affilithe Texas State
Network,
which automatically makes them
outlets of Mutual. KFRO, owned by
the Voice of Longview, operates
fulltime on 1000 watts, 1370 kc,
while KBWD, also fulltime on 1,000
w, operates on 1380, with Brown
County Broadcasting Co. as owner.
78% in Canada
CANADIAN homes are 78% radio
equipped according to the findings
of the 1941 census, the Dominion
Bureau of Statistics reports. Every
tenth home was questioned during
the census as to radios in the home.
This sample shows that out of a
total of 2,572,590 occupied dwelltion. ings, 1,996,620 have radios in operaPulp-Paper Drive
PULP & PAPER INDUSTRY of
Canada, Montreal, has started
spot announcements in English
and French on a number of eastern
Canadian stations urging farmers
to cut pulp wood during the winter months. Account was placed
by
treal.Cockfield Brown & Co., MonC & B Discs
CROSSE & BLACKWELL Canadian Co., Toronto, has started a
dramatized transcribed spot announcement campaign daily on a
number of Canadian stations. Account was placed by A. McKim
Ltd., Toronto.
Continental Renewal
CONTINENTAL BAKING Co.,
New York, is understood to have
renewed for another year its national campaign of transcribed
spot announcements. Ted Bates
Inc., New York, places the business.
J. ACKERMAN BRIGGS, advertising manager of the Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, Mich., has resigned effective
Jan.
to open a Adv.
new office
for Kenyon &1, Eckhardt
in Hollywood,
Cal., early next year.
BROADCASTING

Too American
"UNDUE devotion" of New
Zealand broadcasting authorities toward American radio
features was criticized in a
radio
columnZealand
by "Ulysses"
The New
Observer.in
The columnist
a week's
evening
programs,lists
showing
the
preponderance
American programsofassuch
Spotlight
Band, OWI
features,
mand Performance, Cometc.,
which Ulysses feels "that one
can
much of".
He
adds have
that too
"Freddie
Waring
must have been wearing himself out (sorry)" because he
appeared
in the listings so
often.

Republic Film Spots
On New York Stations
REPUBLIC PICTURES, New
York, scheduled a daily average of
46 announcements on four New
York stations — WOR WNEW
WABC WOV— last week to back
the Broadway premiere Dec. 4 of
"In Old Oklahoma", based on
Thomas Burtis' story War of the
Wildcats. In addition to live commercials concentrated in the daytime periods, Republic used subway
and billboard posters, and additional lineage in eight New York
papers. Similar pre-release radio
campaigns are running or are
planned in all basic cities. Donahue
& Coe, New York is the agency for
Republic Pictures.
Laguardia
Club
PRAISING
radio forat the
good job
it is doing now and foretelling its
great potential influence in the
post-war world, Mayor Fiorello
H. Laguardia of New York touched
on various problems radio is facing in a brief talk Dec. 2 at the
Radio Executives Club of New
York. Morris Novik, director of
WNYC, was at the speakers table,
as was James Lawrence Fly, chairman of the FCC, and Mark Woods,
president
the BLUE.
Out-oftown
guestsof included
Jake Embry,
WITH; Stillwell Brown, WHCU;
Tom Price, WWSW; Howard
Chamberlain, WLW; Dewey Long,
WEIL; Alex Sherwood, Standard
Radio; Erwin Cowper, WTIC; E.
R. Petersos of the Chicago staff of
the BLUE; Frank Bishop, KFEL,
and Wally Walker WJHP. Murray
Grabhorn, BLUE spot sales and
president of the club, announced
that the Dec. 16 meeting would be
a business session.
WSPB Now on CBS
WSPB Sarasota, Fla., is now operating as a CBS bonus affiliate
with ure250
watts wires
on 1,450
kc. Failto secure
delayed
the
start of operations on a network
basis until last week.
NEW ADDITION to the executive
staff of Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
Chicago, is James P. Duffy, formerly
director motionofof theadvertising
and sales
proJacob Ruppert
Brewery,
New York, and advertising manager
of the D.L.&W. Blue Coal Co., New
York. Mr. Duffy will continue with the
firm of Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample
when
Jan. 1,the
1944.B-S-H company dissolves
• Broadcast
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Wen,

YOU

0 If WKY

BRING

THE

DUCKS!

invited you over for a duck dinner,

If your program is good enough to attract

it certainly wouldn't ask you to bring the ducks.

more and more audience, you can do it much

Nor when you are asked to put your program
on WKY

does it expect you to bring your own

audience.

easier on WKY

with a far bigger head start than

is possible on any of Oklahoma City's three other
stations.

WKY can straightforwardly sell advertisers the
largest audience of any Oklahoma City station.
It offers by far the largest "coverage", too. The
latter, however, would indeed be an empty decoy
were it not for the fact that 44.0% of the morning audience in Oklahoma City is WKY's, 57.4%
of the afternoon audience, and 53.2% of the
evening audience (Hooper summer report).
BROADCASTING
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WKY
OKLAHOMA

CITY

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Daily Oklahoman and Times - The Farmer-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs - KLZ, Denver (Affiliated Mgmt.)
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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OWI
Draw

Radio

Spots

\\ Million

on

Book

Requests

Offer Made During Period of Only One Week;
Wartime Nutrition Guide to Be Issued
of inquiries resulted from this
THE GREATEST mail pull traceable to any single OWI radio feature alone.
campaign was revealed last week
A significant feature of the home
when the Dept. of Agriculture
mail pull is the fact that
tabulated the inquiries it received canning
out of an estimated 25,000,000
for the booklet entitled Wartime
families expected to do home canCanning of Fruits and Vegetables.
ning, only 7% were estimated as
Of 2,500,000 requests for this
canning for the first time. The purbooklet, produced by all media,
of the announcements and
more than 1,500,000 came directly of theposebooklet
was to get people
from the OWI radio announceto can the right way — in order to
ments. The response was the more
remarkable Jjecause the offer of protect the public from possible
due to spoilage and to conthe booklet was made for only one illness serve
which might otherwise
week on but two of the radio al- be wasted.food No
detailed explanation
location plans.
of methods being possible over the
Announcement Plan
air, the No. 1 job for radio was
to get requests for the booklet.
Radio for this purpose comprised:
(1) Announcements on 27 sponsored
A comparable test of the pullprograms (430 station broadcasts)
ing power of OWI messages will
on the National Spot and Regional come the weeks of Jan. 3 and Jan.
Network Allocations for the week 10 when the Wartime Nutrition
of Aug. 16, and (2) a week of 21 Guide will be offered on the Station Announcement Plan. This will
announcements on the KW group
(403 stations) in the Station An- be the first write-in offer of general
nouncement Plan. In addition to appeal to be made on OWI domestic
radio allocations since the home
this time, the booklet was mentioncanning booklet was featured. As
ed in the Women's Radio War
Program Guide for August as one in the former campaign, a short
of six subjects worth handling by address will be used, "Basic 7,
local station homemaking proWashington 25, D. C."
grams and women commentators.
It is probable that the total response due to radio was greater than
the 1,500,000 traceable to the OWI WNBH Files Application
programs. Only inquiries address- For Facilities of WOBC
COINCIDENT with action by the
ed "Home Canning, Washington,
D. C." were counted as coming FCC last week denying in default
from radio, although the booklet the application of WOBC West
was mentioned on other non-official Yarmouth, Mass. for renewal of
E. Anthony & Sons Inc.,
radio programs which gave differ- license,
ent addresses. The short address, licensee of WNBH New Bedford,
devised by the OWI Radio Bureau, Mass., filed an application for the
economized broadcast time for the station's facilities. It is understood
Anthony purchased the phyannouncement and made it much that sical
equipment of WOBC recently
easier for listeners to remember.
at a public sale.
It is probable that many thousands
WOBC, according to the FCC,
has been off the air for several
months because of economic conditions. It failed to appear at a hearCommerce Dept. Urges
ing scheduled Oct. 26. The principals were Harriet M. Alleman and
Small Ads to Save Paper
W. MacLellan doing business
TO SPREAD the available adver- Helen
the Cape Cod Broadcasting Co.
tising space in publications, the as
The station was assigned to 1240
Dept. of Commerce suggests, in the kc
250 watts. The Anthony
December issue of Domestic Com- Co., with
in addition to operating WNBH
merce, that the size of advertisements be cut down, and that na- also publishes the Standard-Times
tional advertisers add smaller pub- Mercury at New Bedford.
lications to their schedules as a
means of strengthening these periodicals.
Saginaw Situation
The article states emphatically Editor Broadcasting:
that the Commerce Dept. attitude
We note on page 10 of your Nov.
toward the information industry is
of Broadcasting the listwell known. "We have consistently 29 issue
ing of WSAM under the common
advised a continuance of advertising to maintain goodwill and to pro- ownership of Standard Stations.
tect trademarks whether or not
May we call to your attention the
consumer goods are available. How- fact that Mr. Peet holds no stock
ever, both advertisers and publishWSAM, and the information is
ers are faced with a serious threat in
erroneous. Correction to the radio
— the
paper shortage."
In advocating
the use of smaller industry will be appreciated.
Rockwell C. Force
ads as a remedy, the article points
Manager
out
that
publishers'
sliding
scales
return higher revenues from small
Saginaw Broadcasting Co.
Nov. 29
space advertising.
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Pacific Pickup

Canning

PLEASANTLY surp r i s e d
was Pvt. Rodney L. Stanley
to
pick upW his
250
watter
C B hometown
I Columbus,
Miss., while stationed on an
outpost somewhere in the
South Pacific. Station officials
have verified the report. Rodto his
mother
"It
was neythewritesbest
sound
I have
heard since arriving here. It
sure makes a fellow feel good
to hear or receive something
from home."
WJR NAMES
BURKE
IN REORGANIZATION
CHARLES BURKE has been
named sales manager of WJR Detroit in a staff reorganization to
meet manpower conditions and facilitate greater
operations efficiency.is William
Also promoted
Seibert of the accounting department, who has
been advanced to
assistant
treasurer.
Basic setup for
WJR now is:
Mr. Burke
A. Rich-;
ards, president andGeorge
chief executive
Leo J. Fitzpatrick, vice-president
and general manager; P. M.
Thomas, secretary-treasurer, in
charge of engineering and accounting ;Owen P. Uridge, assistant general manager. Working under Mr.
Thomas are M. R. Mitchell, engineer
in charge of transmitter, and A.
Friedenthal, master control. Under
Mr. Uridge are: George Cushing,
news editor; Mark Haas, advertising manager; Charles Burke, sales
manager; and Franklin Mitchell,
director of operations.
Ruth F. Crane continues as commercial editor; Eric Howlett, production manager; Geraldine Elliott, director of continuity; and G.
McPhillips, manager of program
traffic. William A. Alfs continues
as legal counsel.
Paul

Chamberlain

Head

Of G-E Transmitter Sales
PAUL L. CHAMBERLAIN has
been named Manager of Sales,
Transmitter Division, Electronics
Dept., General Electric Co., Schen e c t a d y, C. A.
Priest, division
manager,
ann o u n c e d. Mr.
Chamberlain has
been with the
company two
years in charge of
the Army
craft SectionAirof
the Government
Mr. ChamberlainDivision.
jy[r. Chamberlain was radio sales manager for
the Ochiltree Electric Co., G-E distributor at Pittsburgh, prior to
joining G-E. He had previously
supervised district sales of radio
receivers for a number of firms.
Earlier, he had been associated with
the Brunswick Phonograph Co., the
Colin B. Kennedy Corp., and the
Century Electric Co. He is a native
of Wilmington, 111., and attended
Washington U., St. Louis.
BROADCASTING

'Special
Service'
Renewed
by FCC
Authorizations

Granted

To

KFAR, WRUF, KPQ, WDAE
THE DEVICE OF "special service authorization", which fell into
disfavor last year following court
attack was reinstated by the FCC
last week in several actions.
KFAR Fairbanks, Alaska was
granted such an authorization to
operate on 660 kc with 1,000 w
power unlimited time until June
1, 1944, ference
subject
to certain
interlimitations.
The action,
however, was premised on wartime
service needs in Alaska and is regarded as temporary. KFAR has
operated on 610 kc with 5,000 w
The 660 kc channel is the WEAF
New York clear channel but because of geographical separation,
the assignment was said to be in
accordance with the terms of the
Havanna Treaty covering Class
1-A assignments.
Denver Protected
At its Nov. 30 meeting the FCC
also authorized WRUF Gainesville,
Fla. to operate unlimited time with
100 w after sunset and 5,000 w
until sunset at Denver on 850 kc.
A special service authorization,
this was the first time the U. of
Florida station has been authorized
to operate beyond limited hours.
The station is an MBS outlet. KOA
Denver is the dominate station
on
nel. the frequency, now a 1-B chanKPQ Wenatchee, Wash., was
granted an extension of its special
service authorization to operate on
560 kc with 500 w night, 1,000 w
local sunset until Feb. 1. This authorization istemporary pending
completion
of previously authorized construction.
WDAE Tampa was denied a
special service authorization to
operate on 770 kc with 5,000 w
unlimited time with a directional
antenna at night. The station had
sought the authorization until
Aug. 1, 1944, on the WJZ clear
channel. It now operates on 1,250
kc with 5,000 w fulltime.
'Record' Sells WHAT
WHAT Philadelphia last week filed
with the FCC an application for
voluntary transfer of control of its
licensee corporation, Independence
Broadcasting
the PhiladelphiaCorp.,
Record tofrom
William
A.
Banks through the purchase of 200
shares (100%) for $22,500. Mr.
Banks has been a salesman at WIP
Philadelphia for the past 14 years.
The Record was given approval to
acquire the station July 5, 1940.
Television Society Meeting
PAUL KNIGHT, program Manager of Philco Corp., Philadelphia,
and C. Worthington Minor, program manager of CBS Television
in New York, will speak at a meeting of the American Television
Society,Dec.
at 9.
the Capitol Hotel, New
York,
• Broadcast
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To give advertisers and time-buyers a quick picture of the WOWO

Market, we show you a "moon-

glow" 200 miles in diameter, a vast circle with its upper rim touching the lower tips of Lake Michigan
and Lake Erie. That is the relative position and that is the Primary Area of Indiana's most powerful station. Two million typical Americans live, love, and labor in this area and they are about evenly
divided between city people and farm folk. In the 64-county primary WOWO

Market are 21 cities of

10,000 population and up.
When making up your schedules, don't let the name "Fort Wayne"
mislead you. That is the originating point of the broadcasts, but 92% of the WOWO Market lies
outside of Fort Wayne. That's not "moonshine."

WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
WOWO • WGL • WBZ • WBZA • KYW • KDKA
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY NBC SPOT SALES

FORT

WAYNE

Mt. Washington, N. H.

Perfect

...over

copies

an

FM

Crystal-clear! Programs picked up
out of the air and rebroadcast— again and
again! With no appreciable loss of fidelity! With amazing freedom from static!
Perfectly repeated "copies" of the originating broadcast!
This is a practical reality. It is the
definite promise of the modern FM
chain-broadcasting technique for the sectional network of tomorrow. Already this
WDRC-FM
Hartford, Conn.

FM technique is proving itself in timetested daily use over New England's FM
American network — with negligible distortion—with FM's amazing freedom from
station interference— and with full coverage of the whole audio range of the human ear. . . . All this with no increase in

network

in America; and a large percentage of the
half-million FM receivers.
...
That FM regional and national network
broadcasting will grow rapidly is General
Electrics confident prediction. For chain
rebroadcasting seems the practical answer
to regional FM broadcasts, and General
Electrics exclusive S-T relay equipment
points the way toward national FM networks. This efficient studio-to-transmitter
link permits studio location for maximum convenience; transmitter location
for maximum

coverage. Without xviresl

A PLAN THAT WILL SECURE YOUR PLACE
IN RADIO BROADCASTING POST-WAR

General Electric furnished a substantial portion of the FM equipment for
this chain. In fact, G.E. has furnished
more than a third of all FM transmitters

Tune in "The World Today" and hear the news direct
from the men who see it happen, every evening except
Sunday at 6:1,5 E.W.T. over CBS. On Sunday listen to
the G-E "All Girl Orchestra" at 10 P.M. E.W.T., NBC.
BACK TEE ATTACK — BUY WAR BONDS!

regular FM

wave-lengths, pro-

Mass.; then picked up and again rebroadcast bystations at both Schenectady, N. Y.,
and Mt. Washington, N. H. (With the

GENERAL

wireless

voice

proper equipment, any station in such a
network can originate a program.)

On

grams originating in New York's WGYN
are relayed to Alpine, N. J., Hartford,
Conn., the Paxton station near Worcester,

1

her

General Electric offers you "The G-E Equipment Reservation Plan" ... a plan designed to
enable you to complete your post-war plans
now. It will enable you to establish a post-war
priority on a broadcast transmitter and associated equipment. It will enable us to plan
definitely for large-scale post-war production,
thereby giving you the fastest possible post-war
delivery and the savings of planned production. Investigate this plan today and assure
your place in radio broadcasting post-war.
Electronics Department, General Electric,
Schenectady, N. Y.

the exceptionally low noise level of FM.
r

of

electric

FM -TELEVISION

-AM

Discounts

Revised

In MBS
Rate Card
New Plan Conforms to That
Used by Other Networks
A NEW discount structure for Mutual advertisers, with a dollar volume discount system substituted
for the former frequency discount
method, is contained in the network's new rate card, No. 12. This
is similar to the discount plans of
other networks and "will facilitate
comparison of Mutual values within the industry," MBS explains.
New card went into effect Dec. 1,
with the new rates retroactive to
Nov. 1.
Under the new plan discounts
are allowed advertisers with evening weekly billing of $1,000 or
more, starting at 2%% for splitnetwork advertisers and 3%% for
advertisers using 41 basic stations
and at least 19 stations from the
basic supplementary and special
supplementary groups. Maximum
dollar volume discount is 27%% for
advertisers spending $23,000 or
more a week for time on MBS.
Double Discounts
Advertisers using 110 stations or
more earn additional discounts of
5% for basic and basic supplementary stations and 10% for special
supplementary outlets, these discounts being doubled if the full
MBS network is used. Maximum
discounts are 50% for basic and
basic supplementary groups and
60% for the special supplementary
group, a downward revision from
the former maximum discount of
50% for basic, 60% for basic supplementary and 75% for special
supplementary stations. Mutual advertisers with gross billings of
$1,200,000 within a 52-week period
are allowed maximum discounts on
all facilities used.
T. K. Quinn Quits Maxon
Giving Fulltime to WPB
T. K. QUINN, president of Maxon
Inc., New York national advertising agency, who has been serving
as director general of the War Production Drive Division of WPB, has
resigned his agency position to devote all of his time to war work.
The War Production Drive Division
has been active in promoting formation of Labor-Management committees in hundreds of war plants
to secure more effective utilization
of men, machines and time. Aim of
the activity has been characterized
by Mr. Quinn as "getting more out
of what we have." Functioning of
the Labor-Management committees
was recently described in a WPB
booklet titled 100 Industrialists Report.
Nehi Renews

on Coast

NEHI Corp., Columbus, Ga. (ParT-Pak), on Nov. 22 renewed its
varied schedule of transcribed announcements on 13 Western stations. Contracts are for 52 weeks.
List includes KPMC KARM KLX
KPRO KGO KQW KVOE KSRO
KGHL KGVO KGW KDYL KPPY.
Agency is BBDO, Los Angeles.
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Michigan Outlets Form
Northern Regional Net
FORMATION of the Northern Network, comprising WDMJ Marquette, WDBC Escanaba and
WSOO Sault Ste. Marie, effective
Nov. 29, was announced last week
by Stanley
R. Pratt,
WSOO ofmanager who also
is manager
the
new regional net, serving Michigan
territory more than 300 miles removed from metropolitan areas.
Through the new organization
WDBC and WDMJ also became affiliates of the BLUE and Michigan
Radio Network [Broadcasting,
Nov. 29],filiates ibringing
such afnMichigan theto total
11, according
to Mr. Pratt. The Northern Network's offices and studios are located on Portage Avenue, Sault
Ste. Marie.

ORCHIDS TO THE GALS of WBNS Columbus for their "untiring efforts
and timely suggestions" to the director of women's activities, Fern Sharp,
celebrating her eighth anniversary in that position. Staff members include (top row, 1 to r) : Juanita Dyer, Jean Wanke, June Penn, Ruth
Wooley; (2d row), Laura Redden, Virginia Long, Helen Bitterman,
Martha Parkinson; (seated), Ruth Wolfe, Naomi Burrows, Ann Patrick,
Maxine Davies. Miss Sharp said "No" to the photographer.
NEW

FACTS

ABOUT

Unearthed by KMA

LISTENER

MAIL

in Study on Questions

Supplied by Top-flight Agencymen
HOW LONG should a mail offer of the total mail response, with
be featured on the air? What makes
letters asking for a station magpeople write? Who writes the letazine ($1 a year), a "Help for
ters in response to radio offers? Homemakers" book and a "KMA
Should I inject a feminine angle to Song Book", each priced at 50
cents. KMA management says that
increase my response?
such promotional features bring
Answers to these and other ques- the station and its personalities
tions, questions obtained directly closer to listeners and help check
from agency executives consulted in
advance, were sought in the Com- effectiveness of new programs being groomed for commercial sponplete Mail Study, just completed by sorship.
KMA Shenandoah, la. Requests
Six case histories are reported,
for copies of the study, received showing the records of 10 different
in response to advertising in
indicate considerBroadcasting, are attributed by offers,able which
variation in effectiveness of
KMA to the effort to ascertain offers. The most popular periods
what the advertising men wanted
for featuring individual mail ofto learn about radio mail.
fers were 7, 9 and 14 weeks. They
Women were found to have sent usually reach their average daily
88.49% of all mail received by the response in the second week and
station. Even when offers appealed their peak daily response in the
to men exclusively, women wrote fourth week. In about 50% of the
57% of the letters. Inquiries for cases, offers maintain their averinformation accounted for oneage daily response for as long a
fourth of the total mail. More in- time after peak as it took to reach
the
peak.
formation on the products adverThat a mail sample analyzed by
tised, specific booklets explaining
uses of the product, and catalogues the NAB formula had to be 11.1%
of established mail order houses, of the radio home total, or 15%
were the three objects of mail in- of the complete mail total, before
it would exactly indicate the covquires.
Premium Data
erage pattern determined by the
total
mail,study.
is another conclusion
from
the
Premium offers, although curtailed by the war, accounted for
For six years, KMA has received
21.5% of the total commercial
more mail in January than in any
mail, while free sample offers ether month, but study of yearpulled 16.5%. Self-1 i q u i d a t i n g round accounts reveals that March
premiums, and regular size pack- is the month in which listeners
age sampling campaigns each ac- are most responsive. Though the
counted for over 70% of the re- station has received 40.4% of its
sponse in their respective cate- annual commercial mail in Jangories. Direct sales brought in
uary, February and March, for
10.2% of the KMA mail analyzed, the past six years, this was arbiand contests 7.7%.
trarily determined by the advertising schedules of clients using
Station promotions drew 15.5%

6, 1943

Bristol-Myers Salute
BRISTOL-MYERS Co., New York
(Ipana, Sal Hepatica), with Dec.
1 broadcast added "Salute to Show
Business" as a regular feature of
its weekly NBC Time to Smile program. Utilizing guest stars, series
pays tribute
contribution
of personalitiesto
and role
of show business
in the war effort. First salute featured Kay Kyser, with broadcast
emanating from Hollywood Canteen.

BROADCASTING

Wool-Foam May Extend
WOOL NOVELTY Co., New York,
has signed for participations on
Dr. Walterprogram
H. Eddy'son Food
Forum
WOR& Home
New
York, in behalf of Wool-Foam, a
wool cleanser. Radio promotion may
be extended to the New England
area. Product was introduced via a
test campaign in the mid-West last
spring. Redfield-Johnstone, New
York, handles the account.
the station. The year-round study
showed that listeners are only
4.45% more responsive in that
quarter than in April, May and
June; only 7.06% more responsive
than in the October, November,
December quarter and only 11.28%
more responsive than in July, August and September.
Not Habituals
That mail does not come from
habitual letter writers is shown
by fact that 82.6% came from persons who wrote once in any threemonth period. When writing about
one offer, 12.91% ordered or inquired about 2.3 other items.
Farm and small town listeners
were 108.5% more responsive than
those in large cities and 49.5%
more responsive than those in
medium sized cities. Listeners in
the latter communities were 39.4%
more responsive than those in large
cities.
Post cards constituted 13.3% of
the total mail, but were used for
49% of the COD orders and 52%
of the requests for free information, booklets and catalogues.
Most listeners prefer to send
cash with orders; only 13.7% ordering COD or remitting by check,
money order or stamps.
• Broadcast
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OWI

PACKET,

WEEK

DEC.

27

Check the list below to find the war message announcements you will broadcast
during the week beginning Dec. 27. Sell the spots officially designated for sponsorship.
(None this week.) Plan schedules for best timing of these important war messages. Tell
your
clientsone-minute
what spots
are available perfor day,
inclusion
for three
announcements
or 21 in
per their
week. programs. Each "X" stands
STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
NET- Group
Group
NAT. SPOT
WAR MESSAGE
WORK
KW
OI
PLAN
PLAN
Aft.
Ind.
Aft.
Ind.
Live Trans.
War Bonds
X
X
X
X
Waste Paper Salvage
X
__ X
X
Cadet Nurse Corps
X
X
X
Stick to your War Job
__
X
X
Coal
Miners
Needed
X
Careless Talk
X
Save Critical Resources
X
X
See OWI Schedule of War Messages No. 88 for names and time of programs carrying
war messages under National Spot and Network Allocation Plans.

Announcements
Planned

D AY after day, night after night, WMAQ

brings to

the vast radio audience in America's second largest
market the greatest collection of big-time entertainment on the air.
This year "WMAQ's schedule of programs is even
better than that of previous seasons in which
national listener surveys repeatedly rated the shows
that it broadcasts
the best 9 out of the first 10—
the best 16 out of the first 20—
the best 34 out of the first 50—
among all programs.

Listening to WMAQ

is a MUST in this extensive,

wealthy area -a habit that insures the greatest possible circulation to your sales message and returns
from your investment.
So take a tip from astute advertisers and place
your local and spot campaigns on

50,000 Watts

•

670 Kc.

Represented Nationally by the NBC Spot Offices
NEW YORK
BOSTON
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON CIEVELAND
DENVER
SAN FRANCISCO HOLLYWOOD
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on

for Waste

OWI

Paper

Post-Christmas

Drive
List

WAR Message schedule of the OWI
Domestic Radio Bureau for the
week of Dec. 27 lists no sponsorahle
message, but continues the War
Bond announcements which had
been available for sponsorship during the pre-holiday season as part
of the "Christmas Present With a
Future" campaign.
Waste Paper Salvage announcements are scheduled on the network
plan and on the independent stations, thus adding the OWI facilities to the previous radio promotion
of this war activity. Waste paper
is urgently needed for its customary
uses and to supplement dwindling
supplies of wood pulp. Listeners

are urged to save every kind of
waste paper and to sell it to junk
dealers, give it to charitable organizations, or find out how otherwise
to dispose of it through the local
salvage committee.
The Cadet Nurse Corps announcements are written to urge
enlistment of girls with high school
education, 18-35 years of age, who
will receive national recognition for
taking up nursing as a career. Free
scholarships, tuition, board books,
attractive uniforms are all furnished. Application is to nearest
local nursing school, or to Box 88,
New York, N. Y.

Fund Praises Radio
NATIONAL WAR FUND in a
letter to President Neville Miller
of the NAB signed by Prescott S.
Bush, national campaign chairman,
thanks stations and networks for
"extraordinary" cooperation accorded to the 1943 campaign.
"Without a single exception," the
letter continued, "the local stations
vied with the chains in giving all
out in publicizing our aims and
needs. The special bulletin devoted
to the Fund which you distributed
to the stations was most informative and helpful. And, the active
support and interest of the Radio
Committee you headed contributed
to the success of the radio effort."

Beaty to WRAP
BEATY has been named
of the new Farm Service
of WBAP-KGKO Fort
according to the station
manager, George
Cranston. He is
from the Southwest, and has had
ience in helping
12 years'
experranchers and
farmers solve
their problems.
He has kept in
close contact with
agricultural and
Mr. Beaty livestock agencies. Governmental efforts in production and marketing will also be
interpreted by the new farm service director. WBAP presents Mr.
Beaty at 5:45 a.m., Mondays
through Fridays, and at 10:15 a.m.
every Sunday. His activities will
be directed to consumers, stockmen
and farmers.

Adam to Replace
ADAM HAT STORES, New York,
will replace its quarter-hour Sunday joke
That's
a Good
One on
the program
BLUE with
a half-hour
evening series in December. Format and title had not been determined last week, according to Leon
S. Goldberg, advertising manageris
of the company. Current program
goes after the Dec. 5 broadcast.
Glicksman Adv., New York,
agency.

HEDDA HOPPER took over m.c.
duties on the weekly CBS Solly wood
Shoiocase, Nov. 26, replacing Janet
Gaynor. Four young professional entertainers chosen by Miss Hopper each
week now replace the former talent
contest. Ben Hur Products Inc., Los
Angeles, sponsors the program on 7
CBS western stations. Agency is Barton A. Stebbins Adv., Los Angeles.
RROADCASTING

LAYNE
director
Dept.
Worth,

Pro Game Sponsored
ATLAS BREWING Co., Chicago,
will sponsor the broadcast of the
professional football championship
playoff game Dec. 19 between the
Chicago Bears and the Washington Redskins, probable winner, on
WIND Gary-Chicago. Game will be
played at Wrigley Field, Chicago.
Sponsors have had exclusive coverage of the Bears' games for the
season.
Agency
is Arthur Meyerhoff
& Co.,
Chicago.
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Near where Ben Franklin revealed his
electrical discoveries, other American
scientists in 1934* first demonstrated
to the public a new modern-day wonder
. . . electronic television.
Using equipment developed and
built by Farnsworth engineers, the
showing drew crowds to Philadelphia's
famed Franklin Institute to see a practical exhibition of electronic television.
' Television is no longer a novelty.
After the war, which has slowed its

great

of telecasting studios must be built and
operated. Networks must be organized. The field is vast — and promising.
Building the audience and interesting potential sponsors is the job of
Farnsworth advertising today. Our
100% war production, our continuing

TELEVISION

• Broadcast

a

public growth but advanced its technical development, television will offer
a most unusual opportunity— especially
to those with a background of experience or interest in radio. Hundreds

FARNSWORT

BROADCASTING

of

Advertising

new

industry

research, too, help to bring the era of
universal television closer.
Today, our business is military. Tomorrow, we will be ready to discuss all
phases of television transmission and
reception to provide for your needs.
* Another in a series of advertisements depicting milestones in the history of television.
Look for the Farnsworth Television advertisement in : November 1 5 Newsweek and
November 27 Collier's.
• Farnsworth Television & Radio
Corporation, Fort Wayne 1, Indiana.
Farnsworth Radio and Television
Transmitters and Receivers: Aircraft
Radio Equipment; the Farnsworth
Dissector Tube; the Capehart, the
Capehart-Panamuse; the Farnsworth
Phonograph-Radio.
December
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Mo.

Brewers

Assn. Airs

Saint Louis Symphony
THIRTEEN broadcasts of the St.
Louis Symphony Orchestra will be
sponsored by the Missouri Brewers'
Assn., whose members include Hyde
Park Breweries Assn., Griesedieck
Bros. Brewery Co., Anheuser Busch
Inc., Falstaff Brewing Co., and Columbia Brewing Co., all of St.
Louis, the Muelbach Brewing Co.
of Kansas City and the M. H. Goetz
Brewing Co. of St. Joseph. Stations
carrying the half-hour broadcasts
are KGBX Springfield, WMBH Joplin, KFEQ St. Joseph, KWOS Jefferson City, KWOC Poplar Bluff,
KFVS Cape Girardeau, KFRU Columbia, KMBC Kansas City, KHMO
Hannibal, KXOK St. Louis, KDRO
Sedalia. Olian Adv. Co., St. Louis,
is the agency.
OLIVE KACKLEY, goodwill ambassador and women's program director
of WCKY Cincinnati, finds her "box
score" for the month of October to
be 43 broadcasts over WCKY and 22
speeches before women's clubs and
other groups in Cincinnati.

SAVED

WJZ

BY RADIO

Boy's Interest in Program
'
Averted Tragedy 8
WHAT might have been a day of
tragedy last Thanksgiving for a
West Virginia family became a day
of thankfulness — all because of a
child's
interest Barker
in a radioof program.
Mrs. Chester
Danville
came home that day to find her son
unconscious in the bathtub as the
result of inhaling fumes from a defective gas heater. Fortunately, the
boy had left the door open in order
to hear a program from a radio in
an adjoining bedroom and was thus
saved from asphyxiation. He was
taken to a nearby hospital and is
recovering.
In thankfulness, Mrs. Barker telephoned to Charleston to express
her joy to Joe Herget, program director of WCHS, which broadcast
the
program
that incidentally,
saved her son's
life. The program,
was
the special two-hour Thanksgiving
show sponsored by Elgin Watch Co.
on CBS.

Sales Up 69%

INCREASED business from retailers, and from amusement industries, notably from publications and
movie companies, are the outstanding factors in sales increases for
WJZ New York, according to John
McNeil, manager. November sales
are 69% above last year's figure
for the month, and total sales during the first 11 months of 1943 increased 42% over the same period
in 1942, he said.
Stokowski on NBC
LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI will take
the baton from the hands of Arturo
Toscanini to conduct six NBC
broadcasts of the General Motors
Symphony of the Air, starting Dec.
12. Mr. Toscanini will return March
5 for the winter season's final six
broadcasts.
CHET DUNCAN, director of public
relations for KALE Portland, Ore.,
has replaced Harry H. Buekendahl,
also of KALE, as public relations
chairman for NAB District 17.

$500,000,000

Even in days of big figures a half billion
dollars is a lot of money. This is the
amount spent on war industry within a
100-mile radius of Shreveport ... an
expenditure that adds to a market with
vast buying power. Investigate this market to sell now — build sales for
the future.

REPRESENTED BY
THE BRANHAMCO.

A
SHREVEPORT
TIMES STATION
SHREVEPORT.
LOUISIANA
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CONCERNS
OPA POWER

THIRTEEN

leading vitamin manufacturers seek court determination
of OP A authority to order a reduction in the prices of their products.
Request for an injunction from the
U. S. District Court of the District
of Columbia to restrain the OPA
from taking the action was denied
last Monday for lack of jurisdiction.
The manufacturers contend the
agency was circumventing the will
of Congress by attempting to regulate profits.
They contend that the Price Act
was not applicable since prices had
not been advanced, but reduced an
average of 18%, while potency had
been increased in some instances
up to 300%. They further contend
that the provision in the Act for
appeal to the U. S. Emergency
Court of Appeals would not help
them since it would be months before that tribunal could act.
Counsel for the drug companies
filed an appeal to the U. S. Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia. Temporary restraining
order was refused. OPA indicated,
however, that for a period of not
over one week it would voluntarily
refrain from taking any action to
reduce the ceiling prices on packaged vitamin products while the
drug firms prepare their appeal.
Vitamin firms are: Abbott Labs.,
Chicago; Parke Davis & Co., Detroit; Eli Lilly & Co., Indianapolis;
Oxford Products, Cleveland; William H. Rorer, Inc., Philadelphia;
United Drug Co., Boston; Upjohn
Co., Kalamazoo; Carroll Dunham
Smith Pharmacal Co., Orange, N.
J.; and E. R. Squibb & Sons,
Standard Brands Inc., Vitamins
Plus Div. of Vick Chemical Co.,
Winthrop Chemical Co. and International Vitamin Corp., all of New
York.
Three NBC

Recently published. Write for your free copy
of KWKH net circulations day and night maps

CBS
50,000 WATTS

VITAMIN
TEST
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Renewals

THREE of NBC's top musical programs, the Carnation Contented
show, the Fitch Bandwagon and the
Purina Grand Ole Opry, have been
renewed for another year, Paul
McCluer, sales manager for the
NBC Central Division, announced
recently. Carnation Contented is
sponsored by the Carnation Co.,
Milwaukee (Carnation Evaporated
Milk), through Erwin, Wasey &
Co., Chicago, and celebrates its 12th
anniversary Jan. 3, 1944, the date
the 52-week renewal becomes effective. The program is heard Mondays,
10-10:30 p.m. on 65 NBC stations.
F. W. Fitch Co., Des Moines, sponsors the Fitch Bandwagon, Sundays, 7:30-8:00 p.m., on the full
NBC network. Agency is L. W.
Ramseycontract
Co., Davenport,
la. effective
The 52week
renewal is
Jan. 2, 1944. Ralston Purina Mills,
St. Louis (poultry feeds), sponsors
the Grand Ole Opry program, Saturdays, 7:30-8:00 p.m. and 9:009:30 p.m. over 27 east and midwest
NBC stations. Renewal for 53
weeks is effective Jan. 1, 1944.
Louis.
Agency is Gardner Adv. Co., St.
SUPPLANTING the current title of
the program because its author, Irna
Phillips, feels a different title will be
more fitting, Lonely Women, NBC
five-a-week dramatic serial sponsored
by General Mills, Minneapolis, on Dec.
13 will be renamed Today's Children.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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VIDEO

A
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IN

the audience could see all hands.
Puppets have been unusually
well-accepted, Mr. Peare said,
largely because the audience, for
perhaps the first time, could get a
good look at them. He thought that
perhaps daytime serials might be
televised entirely with puppets.
Like broadcasting, the television
program must be executed with
split-second timing and perfection.
No re-takes are possible, as in moving1 pictures. In addition to being
concerned with such moving picture techniques as lighting, camera
angles, focus, closeups and long
shots, television involves some new
and peculiar factors of its own.
One of these is the small screen
of most home receivers. Movies use
closeups for dramatic effect and to
register emotional expression. Television uses them for the same reasons and also to let the audience see
what the players look like. At times
action must be restricted to keep
it within sufficiently close range of

ITSELF

Peare Finds Light Opera, News Commentaries
and Full-Length Plays Preferred
TELEVISION is not radio broadcasting-, nor is it moving pictures —
it is a new field in itself, according
to Robert S. Peare, manager of advertising and
sales promotion of
the General Electric Co.
Mr. Peare told
Broadcasting the
results of a check
on 499 programs
broadcast i r o m
WRGB Schenectady over a period
Mr. Peare
of 18 months ending July, 1943.
This showed light opera to be the
favorite program with audiences in
the Albany-Troy-Schenectady area.

THE

Second was news commentaries,
with a series of war map talks;
third, full-length plays. Boxing and
wrestling ranked high as individual features, and had these two
sports comprised a separate classification itwould easily have taken
first place. The best rating for a
single production went to a one-act
play,
"The Robert
Valiant",Middlemass.
by Holworthy
Hall and
Other types of programs which
are "naturals" for television are
dance programs, hobbies, studio
participation shows and children's
programs. Checkers have been
played on large vertical boards with
built-in magnets to hold the pieces
in place, while bridge games were
televised with large cards held so

BRANHAM

COMPANY
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Hot Springs, Ark.

KWKH.
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Shreveport, La.

KTBS

.

.
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Shreveport, La.
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WCPO

Cincinnati, Ohio
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Jackson, Tenn.

WNOX

Knoxville, Tenn.

WMC
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KRLD
KXYZ
WCHS
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Memphis,

Tenn.

Austin, Texas
Beaumont,

Texas

Corpus Christi, Texas
Dallas, Texas
Houston, Texas
Charleston, W. Va.

WBLK

Clarksburg, W. Va.

WSAZ

....

Huntington,

WPAR

....

Parkersburg, W. Va.

W. Va.
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Birthday
BIG FIGURES were celebrated by WOOD Grand
Rapids interview team of
Glenn and Lenore when, on
their noonday broadcast at
the Regent Theatre they
marked both their 2,000th
broadcast and their 10,000th
guest, at the end of five years
of continuous broadcasting.
the camera. Television obtains its
best effects with only two or three
characters shown sufficiently close
up for the figures to be large and
the details clear.
As to music, Mr. Peare points
out that while the audience may
like to see an orchestra, they like
even better to see soloists, obviously because close ups bring the
performer so much nearer to them.
The playing of a harp is much more
interesting over television than
from a stage because the audience
can see the hands on the strings.
Much has been learned about the
audience in the course of television
programming experiments. Certain
peculiarities have been discovered
which had
significance until television cameno along.
People sometimes say that television should be "just like the
movies," without realizing that
moving pictures and most other
entertainment of the present are
designed for appeal to large
groups. Television, witnessed by,
and designed for home groups of
three, four or five people, has a
much more critical audience and one
that is free of the effects of mass
psychology.
is extremelyThat
difficult is
to why
put itcomedy
across — Papa doesn't think a gag
is funny and remains silent with
the result that Mother merely
smiles and Junior shows no reaction at all. Also because of this
small audience, the pace of a program must be unusually swift.
Pauses which would go unnoticed
on the stage or even in a film, appear asvision
great,
screen. blank gaps on a teleDespite the fundamental limitations of the medium, there are few
subjects which cannot be telecast,
and which when properly presented,
are not favorably received, Mr.
Peare declared.
WIAC Transfer
ENRIQUE ABARCA SANFELIZ,
licensee and sole owner of WIAC
San Juan, Puerto Rico, has filed
with the FCC an application for
voluntary transfer of license to
WIAC Inc., concern formed to take
over the operation of the station,;
for 1440 shares (valued at $100 per
share) in the new corporation
WIAC Inc. now has outstanding 10,
of an authorized 2,000 shares, di
vided two shares each among the
following: Enrique Abarca Sanfeliz, president; Enrique Abarcsi
Jr., vice-president; Angel Abarcs
Portilla, second vice-president; Jost
F. Abarca, treasurer; Thomas
Muniz, who is WIAC manager, sec
retary and assistant treasurer
Senor Sanfeliz is a manufacture
of sugar refining machinery.
• Broadcast
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Favorable

Public

Opinion

for

Broadcasters

Westinghouse believes that a job well done deserves
public recognition.
So, through leading opinion-forming publications,
Westinghouse is telling, in ads like the one below,
the "3rd Front" story of the American radio broadcasting industry .. .the "3rd Front" — where man's mind
is the target. ..his thinking and morale the objective.
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believewill
thatbenefit
publictheawareness
of broadcasters'
warWeservices
entire Radio
industry.
Our own wartime assignment is the production of
electronic and communications equipment in huge
quantities for fighting fronts. But, come peacetime, our
war-won knowledge and experience will again be
turned to serving the radio broadcasters of America.
J-08068
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Reprints of the advertisement (at left) are
available for use on station bulletin boards,
and for mailing to sponsors. Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company, East
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Dept. 7-N.

itnore,
Md.
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ouse
OFFICES EVERYWHERE

Baltimore, Maryland

Join BLUE Abroad
TWO UP correspondents have
joined the foreign staff of the
BLUE: Donald Coe, as war correspondent at Allied Headquarters
In North Africa, and Henry T.
Gorrell, attached to Allied Middle
Eact Command, broadcasting from
Cairo. Mr. Coe has been with UP
since 1935. Mr. Gorrell started with
UP in 1933.
AMP Catalog
AFTER THREE years of preparation, Associated Music Publishers,
New York, last week released its
"Catalog of Orchestra Music." The
112-page spirally-bound catalog
lists approximately 3,000 compositions available from the AMP symphonic rental library.

A

Exchange
UNIQUE wartime twist is
given to spot announcements
sponsored daily by the Commonwealth Edison Co., on
WBBM WENR WMAQ WGN
WLS Chicago. The campaign
suggests customers bring in
their old appliances and receive value in war stamps.
Some 300 electric appliance
dealers are taking part in the
campaign to repair and resell
appliances
have-nots.
Contracts to
are for
six weeks
through Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.
KMLB Monroe, La., has acquired the
special AP radio wire of Press Assn.

Letter

Every

for

21.2

Flamm Rule Upheld
APPELLATE Division of the New
York State Supreme Court has affirmed the decision of Supreme
Court Justice David Peck refusing
to grant Donald Flamm a stay order to halt the sale of WMCA New
York,
until theEdward
trial of Mr.
Flamm'sto
suit against
J. Noble,
whom Mr. Flamm sold the station
in 1941. In his action for rescission
of that sale, Mr. Flamm charges
that he was coerced into selling the
station through a conspiracy between Mr. Noble and two employes
of WMCA. Mr. Noble, who has recently become owner of the BLUE
Network, has sold WMCA to Cosmopolitan Broadcasting Corp.,
headed by Nathan Straus, former
United States Housing Administrator.

WWVA

Seconds!

Counting every second

of every

minute of every hour of every day of
November,

a radio listener mailed a

letter or post card addressed
WWVA

to

EVERY 21.2 SECONDS!

This sensational response put us in
the select 1 00,000 - for - one - month
classification with a total of —

122,034
Pieces

of Mail

During

November,

1943

(97.5% of total was commercial mail )
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KWG Stockton, Cal., is currently airing Stockton Field Army Show Thursdays,experiences
7:30-8 p.m.
Programwhodramatizes
of airmen
have
graduated from Stockton Field and
includes soldier talent headed by
George Hope, brother of Bob. Former
radio man Capt. Peter Matherall, public relations officer at the field, is
in charge of the program.
WCOV MONTGOMERY, Ala., has
inagurated a radio school. Classes are
planned in every phase of local station operation, with special emphasis
on commercial, engineering, program
and announcing departments.
IN an expansion of facilities, KIRO
Seattle has leased the former KVI
studios in Olympic Hotel, Seattle.
JUNIOR Association of Commerce
and the Victory Bond Wagon in cooperation with WHIO Dayton are
preparing for a special War Bond
rally on the anniversary of Pearl
Harbor Dec. 7.
TO BUY Christmas gifts and set up
a letter service to employes of KFIKECA now in the armed forces, the
staff of the two stations has organized
an employes' welfare and recreation
association. Proceeds from entertainment will go to permanent servicemen's fund. Officers are George Whitney, president,
Heistand,
vicepresident
and Bob
Josefina
Villasenor,
secretary-treasurer.
KSO-KRNT Des Moines radio school,
conducted for the purpose of familiarizing each station department with
all other departments, has now covered management, programming, continuity, announcing, traffic, music and
special events. On agenda for future
meetings are promotion, publicity, engineering, and sales.
RADIO Dept. of Montana State U.,
Missoula, has received complete speech
imput equipment for the handling of
the University's schedule of programs
regularly heard over KGVO Missoula.
Programs will now originate direct
from campus studios.
WSPB Sarasota, Fla., recently began
operation as a CBS affiliate. Contract
was signed some months ago, but lines
were not available until recently.

Employe Goodwill
PACIFIC MILLS, Lawrence, Mass.,
on Dec. 12 begins a series of employe goodwill programs on
WLAW. Employes of the large textile manufacturing concern will
take part in the weekly broadcasts
to be heard Sundays, 7-7:30 p.m.
Included will be a seven-piece employe orchestra.
CONSTRUCTION of two new broadcasting stations, in Queensland and
in western New South Wales, is under consideration by the government
of Australia, according to the Dept.
of Commerce. Licenses for operating
single radio receivers totaled 1,342,512
at the beginning of the year, with
30,840onelicenses
than
receiver.for operating more

IF IT'S A FORT INDUSTRY STATION
YOU CAN BANK ON IT
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WFIL PHILADELPHIA, getting
increasing demands for the services
of staff members to address various
groups and organizations throughout
the city, has established a WFIL
Speakers Bureau to handle such requests and assign speakers. Serving
as
speakers,
toastmasters
and after-dinner
lecturers are
Jack Steck,
public
relations director ; Tom Moorehead,
sports director; John Scheuer, news
announcer, and John Corcoran, news
commentator.
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Joe

Olutz

Is

Riding

Time-buyers' attention is respectfully called to Joe Glutz of
Detroit, whose war-time spending is conditioned by some
strange new factors, to wit:

1

Even with large chunks out for income tax and War Bonds, the

Glutz family's "take home pay" stands at an all-time peak, for not
only Joe but his wife and kids are working in war plants. And they're
doing just what you'd do in their place — getting acquainted with the
good things they've been missing up to now.
ry Though store shelves are pretty well stripped of everything but
^ essentials, Joe has made out all right, especially since rationing
came in. He's on an even footing with the Rockebilts in number of
coupons per capita, and he's many times as numerous as they.*
3 Joe doesn't price things any more; he just asks: "How

many

High!

Among

National

Accounts

Reaching

Joe

Over

Glutz

WJBK:

Cadillac
General
Grove

Motors

Laboratories

Pillsbury Mills
Palmolive

points?"
A Since money comes too easily to be a major factor in his choice,

Griffin Shoe Polish

■ and since the best costs no more points than the stuff he used to buy,
he's going out of his way to cut himself in on the best, which is
another way of saying that he's buying advertised brands.

Quaker

Oats

True Story Magazine

C Joe is forming preferences, and buying-habits, that will last long
*J after the war.

Musterole

x Joe's Ihtenmg habits haven't changed, though. He and his family
" listen to WJBK, whose policy always was, and always will be, to
program for the masses.

Super Suds
Tastyeast
Rinso

WJBK — Detroit's leading independent station — completely
covers the metropolitan area into which are crammed 68 per
cent of Michigan's entire population. This is the area where
Joe Glutz is riding — and spending — high!
* Population of the Detroit Metropolitan Area is up some 200,000 since April, 1940, according to census estimates. Practically all of this increase is in the wage-earning group. This
number, representing just the increase, is a good-sized market in itself.

STATION

WJBK
James

1490

Kilocycles

BROADCASTING

R. C. A.
Ward Baking
Marvel

Cigarettes

More than $2,000,000 in War Bonds have
been sold to Joe and his folks overWJBK's
counter, by means of WJBK programs, in
the last 16 months.

F. Hopkins, Inc.

s s s 250
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IDEAS

to

. . . here's
(IT

We

had two ideas. Both good. We

make

an

IDEA

COULD

a

that
thrill

a

network

thrills

thousands

sponsor)

know

the daytime, go to mystery movies. They

they're good because we tested them. They

would listen to a mystery story in the daytime, too, if the right one came along.

worked. Maybe they're good {ox you.
Idea 1: Remember

Raffles . . . that mod-

The right one came along. Raffles.

ern London counterpart of legendary Robin
Hood

. . . Raffles of short story fame, of

books and movies?
one does.

Probably. Most every-

Now

the program is a tested package,

wrapped
Maybe

for delivery to some

it's for you.

Raffles, like other Columbia
Raffles is a proved attraction. He's been
interesting reading for years. Why not make
him interesting to hear? Put him on the
air, complete with montage of noises from
London

streets, docks, traffic, Big Ben and

program idea; add top Hollywood

fog. And get the right cast . . . skilled play-

The

ers from leading Hollywood radio productions. Play the stories against a background

made

talent,

generous portions of CBS production knowhow and technical facilities; send the result
out over the Columbia

We

Pacific pro-

gram ideas, follows a formula . . . the
Columbia Pacific formula: Take a good

all . . . Do it so well that you can feel the

of espionage and sabotage in London's wardarkened streets.

sponsor.

Pacific Network.

formula ivorks!

Ask us, or Radio Sales, to tell you more
about the Raffles idea, and other Columbia
Pacific programs available for sponsorship.

it a half hour program. We

tested it . . . and found that 23.1% of the
available Pacific Coast listeners* were in the
audience. Raffles again! Familiar Raffles,
always new, always exciting.
Here comes Idea 2: Why not make Raffles
a daytime strip? People read mysteries in
Paci

fic

That's what Hooper says.

A DIVISION OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Palace Hotel, San Francisco 5 • Columbia Square, Los Angeles 28
Represented by Radio Sales, the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS
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By Whose Authority?
THE $64 QUESTION around Washington is
"Why did the FCC slip through the multiple
ownership order now?"
People have a way of speculating even
though the FCC hasn't divulged an iota of
reason for the order, smuggled out of a dusty
pigeonhole while Congress is considering the
limitations of the FCC's authority. They figure
the FCC is clearing the way for a newspaper
divorcement order, perhaps first barring the
only newspaper in a town from operating the
only station. That would hit a mere 74 cases
— not enough perhaps to get excited about.
Maybe we're wrong. But we know that many
broadcasters and members of Congress figure
it a shenanigan. The order should be resisted,
not because multiple ownership is righteous
and beyond criticism, but because the FCC
hasn't said why or under what authority it
attempts this sort of "legislation".
WLB's Snail's Pace
FROM the outset of the war, Government has
been cognizant of the need of averting labor
stoppages. Thus, the War Labor Board was
created in January 1942 to speed the settlement of labor disputes.
So, let's look at Jimmy Petrillo's strike
against radio, which started with the transcription ban on Aug. 1, 1942. The time-chart
shows that last July, about a year after
Jimmy's summary edict, a hearing was held
by the board on the jurisdictional question.
On Aug. 1 a tripartite panel of WLB was
created when the board accepted jurisdiction.
It didn't order the "strikers" back to work,
however, on the ground that the panel would
expedite proceedings.
The panel scheduled hearings in New York
Aug. 16. But then Joseph A. Padway, AFM's
chief counsel, reported illness, so there was a
postponement until Sept. 7. Hearings ended
Nov. 22, after repeated stalls during which
the panel's chairman, Arthur Meyer, sought
to "mediate" a problem that long since had
passed the mediation stage. Upon adjournment of the hearings, Mr. Meyer blandly announced itwould take from five to eight weeks
to prepare a report. That would bring us up
to about Feb. 1, when current network contracts with AFM expire. Both parties probably
will want to file briefs, and one side or the
other can be expected to seek a public hearing. Then, of course, the national board in
Washington will have to ponder the case. If
it continues at this snail's pace there won't
be a decision until April.
Which gets us back to the board's action
last July in refusing to order the musicians
back to work because there would be an expeditious ruling. Every day the decision is
delayed makes it more favorable for the union
and more onerous for those companies which
haven't yet capitulated to Jimmy's unconscionable "private WPA" demands. And every
day of delay strengthens Jimmy's hand in
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dealing with the networks on renegotiation of
musicians' contracts before Feb. 1.
Such inexcusably dilatory tactics prompt
the question: Is that what was intended when
the WLB was created?
WLB should order the "strikers" back to
work immediately. And if it doesn't, there appears to be adequate basis for resumption by
Senator D. Worth Clark's committee of its
inquiry into the whole Petrillo-provoked music
imbroglio. Or perhaps the Smith Committee
of the House, investigating Government agencies, would find this a fertile domain.

Radio's Warriors
THE ACCENT, these days, is on post-war
planning. Radio technical committees are preparing to grapple with the problem of allocations for new services to be unleashed after
the war. Radio manufacturers are planning resumption of production lines as soon as they
can divert from the multi-billion dollar war
production program to civilian needs.
In radio, practically everything appears to
be blue-printed except personnel.
Among some 11,000,000 men and women in
uniform are hundreds of former radio people
— announcers, performers, engineers, technicians, writers, newscasters and managerial
and sales people. Because of this, radio is undergoing its most serious manpower shortage.
But when the boys march triumphantly home,
what then? With only a few notable exceptions,
they have been cast in entirely different roles.
Few radio men, except the technicians, now
are performing duties in any way related to
their peacetime pursuits. They will have to
learn all over again.
Radio's wartime role is acknowledged in
every phase of actual and psychological warfare. After the war, radio's place in the new
world also is assured. Broadcasts to occupied
nations will be of top importance. There will
be radio functions under the military government structures, too. In other words, there
probably will be a greater demand than ever
for radio-trained personnel after the war, both
in private industry (what with FM and television) and in Government service.
So why not a military radio unit (or several
of them) now? Qualified men of radio now in
the service, whatever the branch, could be diverted to this specialized training and work.
It might follow the pattern of AMG, the Army
military government organization.
For the remainder of the war, such trained
units of qualified radio personnel could do much
to provide the best in radio productions for
both domestic and overseas consumption. The
classification services of the military branches
could ferret out radio men now in service to
supply the nucleus. It's no military secret that
many of the men now assigned to radio duties
are misfits, with no previous training, while a
host of competent radio men are driving trucks
or making bandages.
We don't profess to know anything about
personnel classification. But it seems to us
that inauguration of a radio personnel organization would be all on the credit side of the
ledger. After the war, there would be available a highly skilled pool of radio men, ready
to step into the breach for Government work
in the occupied areas, as well as to meet the
requirements of a greatly accelerated domestic
broadcasting operation.

WILSON

KEENE

FOSTER

an Ameri
North,
led where
IN thehasFarassemb
to smash
any can
atUP army
tempted Jap invasion of this continent,
Wilson Keene (Bud) Foster, manager
of KFAR Fairbanks, Alaska, is recognized as
a leader among the Alaskan broadcasters who
do an emergency war job by linking soldiers
on the battlefront with the normal life they
left at home.
The four regular broadcasting stations in
Alaska are doing a big morale job for the
thousands of men in the relatively unsettled
north. KFAR, located at the terminal of the
newly completed Alaskan Highway, is the only
station heard regularly in the interior country.
Last week, the FCC authorized KFAR to increase its power from 5,000 to 10,000 watts,
and to shift frequency from 610 to 660 kc, subject to certain interference limitations. While
the reason wasn't announced, it is no military
secret that increased coverage is desired in this
war
and KFAR.
it's a good bet that the Army
went theatre,
to bat for
Three years ago, when Bud Foster went to
Fairbanks as assistant manager, KFAR was
new, and the Highway was an engineering
fantasy. With war, the Alaskan road is a
reality, and Fairbanks has become the crossroads of the north. KFAR, built by the 70year-old Alaska Empire Builder, Captain Austin E. Lathrop as a non-profit making voice
for the territory, has jumped from 1000 watts
on 610 kc, to 5000 watts in September, 1942,
and to 10,000 watts on 660 kc. a few days
ago. The station is now an NBC affiliate, represented by Free & Peters.
Bud Foster, now station manager, has seen
his programming problem mushroom from the
job of pleasing a local audience in Alaska's
interior, to the formidable demand of entertaining thousands of new arrivals whose radio tastes were developed by networks back
home. He's met that difficulty by broadcasting
their favorite NBC features, by originating
soldier shows at the camps, and finally, by
offering sports coverage that includes everything from basketball to dog team races.
At 29, Bud Foster has nine years of Alaska
broadcasting behind him. He was born in Seattle in 1914, and graduated from Pacific U,
Forest Grove, Ore., in 1934, when, opportunities being nil, Alaska beckoned.
Trained in physical education, Bud went on
the air for KINY Juneau to broadcast a playby-play account of the world series. Coupling
the telegraphic report with a vivid imagination,
(Continued on page 38)
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of

KO/N,

Portland,

Oregon

The subject of No. 1 was a summer series of City Park Concerts
...of No. 2 "Wartime Women", KOIN's award-winning nightly
broadcast of women's war activities. No. 3 told about "Million
Dollar Club"— the big weekly half-hour, year-'round War Bond
promotion program. This one introduces...

LUKE

ROBE
Director
and

Farm

of

Education

RTS
. . . Talks

. . .

Service

EDUCATION . . .Two program series, produced in cooperation with Portland Public Schools, have received
national recognition."DUTCH UNCLES", cited at School
Broadcast Conference in Chicago . . . and "KID CRITICS"
at Institute for Education by Radio. Roberts works in
support of current educational events, and through his
LUKE ROBERTS was granted one of the first
Radio Fellowships by Rockefeller Foundation
... in 1935 . . . and is at present a national
officer in the Association for Education by
Radio. Of 15 years in radio 12 years have
been spent in educational broadcasting, including as
6 manager of Oregon State's Station
KOAC and last 3 in present capacity at KOIN.

efforts utilization by schools of CBS "American School
of the Air" has quadrupled.
TALKS ... Weekly broadcast, "OREGON AT WAR"...
keeps public informed of work of agencies within the
State. Roberts has created Postwar Advisory Committee
of 30 leaders and authorities ... to integrate postwar
plans in relation to broadcasting.
FARM

SERVICE.. . For the 196,024 farm population in

KOIN's primary daytime coverage area "NORTHWEST
FARM REPORTER" is broadcast 6 to 6:15 a.m. on week
days, in cooperation with state and county authorities.

PORTLAND,
CBS

OREGON

Affiliate

FREE & PETERS, Inc. National Representatives

At right: "KID CRITICS'* in action.
Four
"primerschools
professors"
Portland
elementary
on the from
air each
week
discussing books they've been reading.
Mrs.
Marion presiding.
Herr, Children's Librarian
(in center)

Our Respects to
(Continued from page 36)
he clicked from the start, and became a regular staff member.
In five years at Juneau, in southeastern Alaska, Bud learned promotion and operation of a radio
station. He became commercial
manager, and in 1939 was invited
to join KFAR. Since 1941, he has
been manager of the station.
Though he is station manager,
Bud still doubles at the mike, and
he is the voice of KFAR sportscasts. KFAR's biggest war program, a regular broadcast over
NBC's coast-to-coast network, finds
Bud at the mike, interviewing soldiers in Alaska service.
Bud Foster foresees a great future for post-war Alaska, and
wishes more people in the United
States would get to know the country. He explains the future of
Fairbanks as picturesquely told by
Gen. James A. O'Connor, commanding officer of the Northwest
Service Command, who commanded construction of the Alaskan
Highway. "To me, Fairbanks is
destined to become the Grand Central Station of the World," Gen.
O'Connor said, describing Alaska's
position on the air routes to Asia
and Alaska.
An active Rotarian and Elk, Bud
Foster is an amateur photographer, and an enthusiastic basketball
and baseball player and ice skater. While in Juneau in 1937, he
married Miss Birdie Jensen — the
"Miss Juneau" of 1936.
Kaltenborn on Tour
H. V. KALTENBORN, NBC commentator, is touring the Pacific
fighting front as an official war
correspondent of the Navy. His
route includes Hawaii, New Hebrides Islands, Australia, and the Solomons, where he will spend most
of his time, with headquarters at
Guadalcanal. Mr. Kaltenborn's
Monday through Friday, 7:45-8 p.m.
broadcasts for Pure Oil, MacMillan
Petroleum and Reid's Ice Cream,
are being filled by Robert St. John,
but he was heard during his regular
period on NBC last week in a pickup from the Southwest Pacific.

. . . now
a
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for
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Equipment
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Recording
Corporation
NEW YORK 19, N. Y., U. S. A.
World's Largest Manufacturers of Instantaneous Sound Recording Equipment and Discs
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KSL Staff Changes
EDWARD J. BROMAN is now
sales manager of KSL Salt Lake
City, in charge of local and national sales. Ralph W. Hardy is
the program director, with Earl J.
Glade Jr. as supervisor of program
operations. Barrat Chadwick became continuity editor and feature
script writer in the several KSL
staff changes announced by Ivor
tions.
Sharp, director of station operaRussell Recovering
FRANK M. (Scoop) RUSSELL,
NBC Washington vice-president, is
now recuperating at his home at
Epping Forest, Md., following a
siege of pneumonia. He expects to
leave for Pinehurst, N. C, this
week for additional rest before returning to his NBC post.

BROADCASTING

NOTES

FRANK E. MULLEN, vice-president
and general manager of NBC, has
been elected corresponding secretary
of the National Interfraternity Conference, which closed its 35th annual
session last week in New York.
RUSS HOLT, manager of WOLS
Florence, S. G., has returned to the
station after an appendicitis operation.
KEN SOBLE, manager of CHML
Hamilton and president of MetroService,
Toronto, is thepolitan
fatherBroadcasting
of a girl
born Nov.
23.
RALPH A. HACKBUSCH, vice president in charge of radio and director
of the radio division of the Research
Enterprises Ltd., has rejoined the
Stromberg Carlson Co. of Canada in
a new capacity as vice president and
managing director.
HOWARD RAY, former commercial
manager of KPRO Riverside, Cal.,
has assumed duties as publicity director of the Institute of Religious
Science, Los Angeles.
ERNIE BAGGE, account executive
of CBS Hollywood, is the father of
a girl born Nov. 22.
CARL E. HAYMOND, owner of
KMO Tacoma and KIT Yakima,
Wash., was recently elected to World
Affairs Council directorate in Tacoma.
LEO HARDY,
formerly of
Chicago Herald-American,
hasthejoined
WJJD Chicago, as a salesman.
ELEANORE ULMER has been
named sales promotion director of
KYW Philadelphia, succeeding Harold
M. Coulter, who left recently to join
the Mutual network in New York.
Prior to joining KYW, Miss Ulmer
was with the sales promotion department of WLW Cincinnati.
JOHN W. O'HARROW, general
sales manager of WKZO Grand Rapids-Kalamazoo, and Mrs. Harry H.
Freeman, research director for Peter
Eckrich & Sons,
Thanksgiving
Day. were married on
BENNETT SCOTT, formerly of the
Shopping Wetcs, Chicago, sales staff,
has
joined the sales staff of WIND
Gary-Chicago.
ROBERT B. KELLY, new to radio,
has joined the Vallejo sales dept. of
KSRO
Santa Rosa, Cal.
H. D. COLSON, formerly manager
of KVAK St. Joseph, Mo., known
on the air as Harry Doyle, is now a
private in the Army and is currently
stationed at Buckley Field, Col.,
awaiting assignment.
HORACE FITZPATRICK has been
named sales manager of WSLS Roanoke, Va. He succeeds Frank E. Koehler, now in the Army at Camp Walters, Tex.
HARRY I. TALBERT, formerly
with WIBG Greensboro, N. C, has
joined the sales staff of WFOY St.
Augustine, Fla.
WBRC Elects Bell
JOHN C. BELL has been elected
president of the Birmingham (Ala.)
Broadcasting Co. Inc. (WBRC) at
a joint meeting of the board of directors and stockholders. He succeeds K. G. Marshall who has been
president since 1937. Eloise H.
Hanna was named vice-president
and Howell C. Cobb, secretary.
John Connolly
sistant manager.will continue as as-
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Dr. Chase Spots
DR. A. W. CHASE MEDICINE
Co., Oakville, Ont., has renewed
for 1944 spot announcement campaign on 35 Canadian stations. Account was placed by Ardiel Adv.
Agency, Oakville, Ont.

In

the

G-E Purchasing Dept. Changes
J. W. WHITESIDE has been appointed buyer in the tube division
of the electronics dept., General Electric Co., Schenectady, according to
R. J. Bahr, department purchasing
agent, who also announces the appointment of R. P. Whitmyre as his
assistant.

Kansas

City

Swing
is

to

WHB

IT'S A MERRY CHRISTMAS indeed for those
foresighted advertisers who use WHB in Kansas
City! The tinkle of Christmas bells is accompanied
by thesors setjingle
of busy
cash registers
sponnew sales
records.
And WHBas "WHB
itself has
set
something of a record as it zooms to daytime leadership in this rich market. Available January 3,
1944: Fulton Lewis, Jr., three nights weekly. Ask
"Your Mutual Friend" for details.
KEY STATION for the KANSAS STATE NETWORK
Kansas City
Wichita
Great Bend
Salina
Emporia
Kansas
Kansas
Kansas
Missouri
Kansas
r
DONALD'S DANDY DESK-POUNDER DEVICE
We'll be happy to send you one of these handy deskpounder sets. Used by us to emphasize WHB's swell
new Hooper rating, you'll find this outfit handy in
your own shop for many uses— including breaking ice
for home-made Martinis.
'phone, wire or write
DON Just
DAVIS
KANSAS CITY — Scarritt Building — HArrison 1161
NEW YORK CITY-507 Fifth Avenue-VAnderbilt 6-2550
CHICAGO — 333 North Michigan Blvd. — CENtral 7980
L_ HOLLYWOOD— 5855 Hollywood Blvd. -Hollywood 7171
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PLAIN
LISTS

DEALER
CROSBY

POLL
FIRST

ANNUAL READERS' POLL conducted by Robert S. Stephan, radio
editor of the Cleveland Plain Dealer, gives Bing Crosby honors as
the
listeners'
favorite,
winning four
firsts
out of
19 classifications.
After Bing, the next winners in
the order of choice were:
Don Ameche, BLUE; Kate Smith, CBS;
Joan Davis, NBC; Ed Gardner, BLUE ; Bob
Hope, NBC; Clifton Fadiman, NBC; Jimmy
Durante, CBS; Lionel Barrymore, CBS;
Milton Cross, BLUE, and Jim Ameche,
BLUE.
The readers voted for their first 10 favorite programs in this order:
Bing Smith,
Crosby'sCBS;
KraftEdgar
Music Bergen
Hall, NBCand ;
Kate
Charlie McCarthy, NBC; Bed Skelton,
NBC;
NBC; Duffy's
BLUE; Joan
GreatDavis,
Gildersleeve,
NBC ; Tavern,
Sammy
Kaye,
CBS;
Bob
Hope,
NBC,
and Fibber
McGee and Molly, NBC.
Following are the first and second choices
in the other sections of the poll:
News: Lowell Thomas, BLUE; Gabriel
Heatter, Mutual.
Variety
Bing Smith,
Crosby's
Hall,
NBC;: Kate
CBS. Kraft Music
Dramatic: Radio Theater, CBS; Radio
Reader's Digest, CBS.
Comedians: Bob Hope, NBC; Red Skelton, NBC.
Comediennes:
Joan Davis, NBC. (No
second choice indicated).
Same cast dramas : Thin Man, CBS;
One Man's Family, NBC.
Symphonies: New York Philharmonic,
CBS; Columbia Orchestra, CBS.
Lighter Music: Family Hour, CBS; Andre
Kostelanetz, CBS.
Dance Bands: Guy Lombardo, CBS;
Harry James, CBS.
Serious Singers: Male — Richard Crooks,
NBC; John Charles Thomas. NBC. Female
— Gladys Swarthout, CBS; Lily Pons.
Popular Singers: Male — Bing Crosby,
NBC;
Sinatra.Shore,
CBS;CBS.
Female — Kate
Smith, Frank
CBS; Dinah
Quiz Shows: Information Please, NBC;
Take it or Leave it, CBS.
Educational Shows: Information Please,
NBC; University of Chicago Roundtable,
NBC.
War Shows: Army Hour, NBC; March
of Time, NBC.
Actors: Lionel Barrymore, CBS; Don
Ameche, CBS.
Actresses: Bette Davis; Agnes Moorhead.
Radio Repair Materials
Eased by WPB
Ruling
LIBERALIZATION of WPB restrictions on controlled materials
for use by repairmen, including radio repair shops, was effected last
week in CMP Regulation 9(a),
which was revised to provide that
repairmen may buy, in each calendar quarter: 20 tons of steel; 500
lbs. of copper and copper base alloy mill and foundry products; 200
lbs. of aluminum; $150 worth of
copper wire (or % of the amount
used in 1941) ; or other material
and repair parts which may be
needed, but not parts subject to
Order L-265, or which appear on
the A and B list of PR-3 (radio
transmitting and receiving equipment ; electronic intercommunicatems).tion systems and public address sys-

ENSIGN ELLIOTT P. MILLER,
former announcer
of D
WDRC HartN
Iwings
H
E
ford,
received
his
and was
B
uated with honors recently
fromgradthe
U. S. Naval Air Station college for
primary flight instructors at New
Orleans.
JOSEPH KJAR, announcer of KSL
Salt Lake City, has reported to the
Navy. He has been a member of the
Naval Reserve and for some months
studying at the U. of Utah.
FRED ducesSCHWEIKHER
prodramatic and musical who
programs
for WRC Washington, leaves for the
Army Dec. 6.
HOWARD STANLEY, press-information director and sales-promotion
manager for WTOP Washington, is
now a member of the publicity comfor post-war
District mitteeof
Columbia.planning in the
ALICE sistant
SMART,
has been
asproductionwho
director
at the
New York office of OWI, is transferring to England where she will work
for Brewster Morgan, former CBS
special
events
tor of the
OWIchief,
officeandin radio
London.direcMAE McNAIR, formerly head CBS
receptionist, who has been with the
network since 1929, has been named
assistant to Winifred Law, CBS casting director.
LOWELL BLANCHARD, program
director of WNOX Knoxville, has
been elected to the Knoxville City
Council on the independent ticket. As
m.c. of the WNOX Midday MerryGo-Round, he read political announcements for the competing tickets, his
own paid announcement being done
by a member of the cast.
GEORGE ROSEN has succeeded
Ben Bodec as radio editor of Variety.
Mr. Rosen has been on the homeoffice editorial staff. Mr. Bodec resigned to join the radio department of
J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.
ART PRIMM, former newscaster of
KQW and KJBS San Francisco, has
joined the news staff of KFRC San
Francisco.
GIFFORD C. CAMPBELL has left
WOR New York, where he headed
forces.record library, to join the armed
the

A rating of AA-3 is allowed in
the purchase of the above mentioned materials, which the repairman can purchase with the use of
a Certificate and the Allotment
Symbol V-3. Delivery of the parts
or material may not be accepted if
inventory is increased above a 60day need, or of copper wire above
a 15-day need.
Practical effect of the change, so
far as most radio repairmen are
concerned, is to make limited
amounts of copper wire available.

FRANCIS BALLARD, Rochester,
N. Y., has joined the production and
continuity department of WSLS
Roanoke, Va. Edward D. Skotch,
former production manager, has joined KYW Philadelphia. J. Alton
Hampton has left to join WMAL
Washington and is succeeded as
chief announcer by Walter Harris.
Lee Goeller has joined the announcing
staff.
JAME S CRE ASM AN, formerly
newscaster and writer of KTAR
Phoenix and for the past two years
in the New York radio division of
Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, has returned to Arizona for
Army induction.
THOMAS
R. formerly
ROONEY, with
WSC,CBSMari-as
time service,
director of promotion for KMOX St.
Louis, has been named public relation
officer, War Shipping Administration,
TrainingCity.
Organization for the Ninth
Kansas
WSA Area.
Office headquarters are in

SOCIETY OF Motion Picture Engineers will hold its 55th semi-annual
technical conference April 25-27, at
the Hotel Pennsylvania, New York.

JACK RICHARDSON^ formerly
Hollywood
managerhas ofbeen
NBCappointed
radiorecording division,
production
manager
of
Standard
Radio, Inc., Hollywood.
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A

Razor

Blade

. . . and

the

New

England

Market

A razor blade? The New England mar-

age and per capita retail sales among the

2. They are in markets whose buying

ket? What's the connection? Simply
this . . .

U. S. A.'s highest, the WBZ-A market
gives advertisers a plus value for every
dollar spent.

power is 34.2% higher than the country's average.

The American people know that a razor
blade is essential ... or back we'd go to
wearing beards.
And American businessmen know that

WBZ-A. ..BOSTON-SPRINGFIELD
One Market
of Eleven Essential Markets

Essential? Yes, indeed. These eleven stations are as essential to American business for its sales — both now and in the
post-war period — as a razor blade is to
your own appearance.

advertising in the right markets is essential

Represented by NBC Spot Sales

— particularly today. . . or back they might
go to wampum and fur- trading with a
nearby tribe.

Here's why eleven stations in these markets are essential to you:

New England is one of these right markets
. . . and WBZ-A are the essential stations

1. They broadcast to 55% of the radio
homes in the U. S.

WBZ-A-BOSTON-SPRINGFIELD
KPO — San Francisco
WEAF-New York
WGY— Schenectady
KYW— Philadelphia
WTAM-Cleveland
WRC— Washington
WOWO-WGL-Fort
Wayne
KOA— Denver
KDKA-Pittsburgh
WM AQ, — Chicago

in that market. WBZ-A offer top NBC
programs to 75% of the listeners in the
whole New England area. With purchasing power 30% above the national aver-

NBC

SPOT

SALES

BILL McHAN has left the announcing staff of WCBI Columbus, Miss.
Francis Dill, new to radio, has joined
the staff to handle traffic and continuity.
LARRY CHATTERTON, announcer
of KIROchant Seattle,
has joined the MerMarine.
MARION STEVENS, editor of the
CBS house
United
Press,
Nov. organ
29, as "485"
radio joined
news writer.
Miss Stevens was formerly radio and
literary editor of the Miami Herald.

BILL LESTER, new to radio, has
joined KOY Phoenix as announcer.
LEE NEAL, announcer of WIP Philadelphia, has returned to his duties
after being hospitalized.
JEAN tatorCOLBERT,
women's commenof WCAU Philadelphia,
is now
director of women's activities of
WTAM Cleveland.
FRANKLIN EVANS, announcer of
KYW Philadelphia, returned to staff
duties after an extended absence because of illness.

GLENN HUSTON, announcer of
KMO Tacoma, and Flora Church of
station accounting department, are
to be married Jan. 22.
MURRAY BOGGS, freelancer, has
joined KMO Tacoma as announcercopywriter.
HOWARDductionWILEY,
assistant
promanager at NBC
Chicago,
will transfer to the NBC Western
Division in Hollywood Jan. 1 because
of his son's health.
FRAN HARRIS, former freelance
radio actress, has become a news commentator on W9XBK, Chicago television station.
STONEY McLINN, sports editor and
announcer of WIP Philadelphia, has
been elected president of the Philadelphia Sporting Writers Association.
HERBERT
DEXTER,
former has
announcer of WPEN
Philadelphia,
joined the staff of WAAT Newark,
N. J.
EARL CARLISLE, formerly of
WPTF Raleigh, N. C, has joined the
announcing staff of WIBG PhiladelEDWLN L. ROGERS, formerly of
WMAL Washington, has joined the
phia.
announcing staff of WFIL Philadelphia, replacing John Newhouse.
ALLEN POST, formerly with WAKR
Akron and WTAR Norfolk, and Al
Stein, formerly with KFUN Las
Vegas, KIDO Boise and KPRO
Riverside, are new additions to the
announcing
staff of WIND GaryChicago.

PEOPLE

ARE

LISTENING

TO

From Maine's woodsmen to California's cuties; from
Florida's fishermen to Montana's ranchmen . . . everybody, from helper to executive, listens every night to
the authoritative voice of Mutual's ace newscaster . . .
Fulton Lewis, Jr. Indicative of his popularity are the
reports of successful campaigns for advertisers sponsoring Fulton Lewis, Jr. Hundreds of satisfied sponsors
are climbing on the Lewis bandwagon with all speed.
Fulton Lewis, Jr.'s name is one with which any sponsor
would be proud to have his product linked. Sell him at
your one-time quarter hour rate per week . . . Wire,
phone or write WM. B. DOLPH, WOL WASHINGTON,
D. C. . . . TODAY!

ORIGINATING FROM WOL
WASHINGTON, D C.
Affiliated with the MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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JIM HARVEY, announcer of KYW
Philadelphia, who had been on an
extended leave from the Army during
which time he continued at the station, has returned to active service.
He has been assigned by the Army
to the C.A.A. War Training Service
to teach navigation to Navy Aviation
cadets.
JAMES C. HARMAN Sr., Sgt.
USMC, former program director of
WGOV Valdosta, Ga., has been assigned to duty overseas.
WILBUR
HATCH,
Hollywood
cal director
on the
weekly musiCBS
Screen Guild Players, is the father
of a girl born Nov. 19.
GEORGE W. IRWIN has been assigned Hollywood newscaster on the
new five-weekly quarter-hour series
sponsored by Seaboard Finance Co.,
on BLUE Pacific stations.
CHRIS KENYON, announcer at
WMPS Memphis, has announced his
forthcoming plans to marry Lyle
Hunter.
BILL ERIN, program director and
sports announcer of WIZE Springentered
rinesfield,on O.,Dec.
1. the Merchant MaIRVING KAUFMAN, known to radiocame
as "Happy
Parsons",
betimekeeper ofJimWSYR
Syracuse
on Dec. 1.
WARD KEITH, former newspaperman, has joined the news department
of WHBF Rock Island-Moline-Davenport. Bill Selah, formerly of KMMJ
Grand Island, Neb., is now doing
newscasts at WHBF.
ROGER (Bob) CHASE, formerly
with the announcing staff of WIL St.
Louis, has joined the announcing
staff of WJJD Chicago.
PHIL FORTMAN, news editor at
NBC Chicago, has joined the Marines.
He
replaced
Siouxis City,
la. by George Faber of
BESSIE mentator
BEATTY,
women's
on WOR New
York, comhas
received the annual radio award of
the Woman's
Exposition of Arts & International
Industries.

Pulpit to Mike
JOHN BRINN, minister of
Columbus, Miss., in addition
to attending to duties at his
church is now broadcasting
extensive commercial newscasts for WCBI Columbus,
and
is
doingcontrol
a two-hour
stretch also
at the
board
as operator-announcer.
JAMES
R. BRITE
now news
editor of WIOD
Miami,is Fla.,
replacing
Frank Malone, resigned.
JACK STEVENS, former sports
commentator, has joined WDRC
Hartford, Conn., as announcer.
PAUL JONES, former veteran
WLW-WSAI Cincinnati announcer,
has joined the Marines.
DALE HOWARD has joined the announcing staff of WJNC Rice Lake,
Wis.
KEN CARTER, formerly with WJNC
Rice Lake, Wis., has joined the staff
of WKBH LaCrosse, Wis.
JAMES ROBERTSON, formerly
with WCIO Janesville, Fla., replaces
Don Stanley on the announcing staff
of WTMJ-WMFM Milwaukee.
GLEN HOWARD and Warren Weeks
have joined the announcing staff of
KGW-KEX Portland, Ore.
JOHN GROVER, announcer of KPO
San Francisco, is the father of a girl
born Nov. 12.
FLORENCE ALLEN, former secretary to program director Ray Buffum
of KPO San Francisco, now heads
the AFRA office in San Francisco.
MAURICE
former freelance actor BRENNER,
with NBC Chicago,
has
joined the W. E. Long Agency, Chicago, as a dialect specialist.
ALBERTcaster at C.
BROWN,
KSRO
Santa Vallejo
Rosa, newsCal,
has resigned.
Reported Missing
FLIGHT OFFICER Ben 0. Byers,
formerly of NBC Hollywood publicity staff and for the past six
months attached to the 93d Bomber
Group, 329 Squadron, American
Air Forces, has been reported missing in action over Germany since
Nov. 13, according to information
received by his family. Byers joined the RAF about two years ago,
and then transferred to the American Air Forces, being in active
service for approximately 18
months. On leave of absence from
NBC, he was in charge of trade
press news before enlisting.

THE MARK
OF ACCURACY,
SPEED AND
INDEPENDENCE
IN WORLD WIDE
NEWS COVERAGE

DAVE STICK, Sgt.. USMC, formerly in the office of Fulton Lewis jr. of
WOL Washington, is now a member of
the newly established Third Wing
Public Relations Unit of the USMC.
BROADCASTING
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Santa claus— to service men around
St. Louis— is a blonde... a young
and personable pin-up who plays
Kris Kringle just as generously as
that old bay-windowed gentleman
with the whiskers.
Her name's Venida Jones. Her Sunday night show, Sing, America, Sing,
is a rallying point for the boys in
khaki and blue in this area. Though
she's been on KMOX every week for
more than two years, Christmas is
always Venida's peak season. Weeks
ahead, she combs the shops for presents service men need and like.
Thousands of KMOX listeners help
out, send in their own offerings.Then,
in these pre-Christmas weeks— when
soldiers and sailors are most likely to
be homesick — Santa Claus Jones

makes sure that each and every one
of them attending her KMOX
cast gets a gift.

broad-

That's just one timely example of
how Sing, America, Sing specializes
(52 weeks a year) in keeping our
fighting men happy.
The show gets underway two hours
before its 10:45 EM. air time. A packed
studio, kindled by Venida's personality (and her melodic skill at the
KMOX console), soon finds itself in

as the studio participants themselves.
Miss Jones (who plays Santa Claus)
would like to meet up with another
Santa in the person of a sponsor. Sing,
America, Sing would be a mighty fine
year-round gift for any sponsor to
give his product or service. Your inquiries—by reindeer, dog-sled, or wire
—can be profitably directed to us or
to Radio Sales.

a round of games, quick wit and uninhibited harmony. Then, when the
party's really rolling, Sing, America,
Sing goes on the air with an enthusiastic chorus of male voices and a
sprinkling of bright interviews. And
the vast KMOX audience gets as
much fun out of this quarter hour

Represented by Radio Sales, the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

The Voice of ST. LOUIS
I

50,000 watts

PROMINENT educators and
writers, such as Mark Van
Doren, Robert Hutchins, Alfred Noyes and Walter Lippmann, will be heard in a weekly
quarter-hour series starting on
Mutual Dec. 13 under the title
Education For Freedom. General
purpose of the program, as explained by Miller McClintock, president, is to air the views of leading educators on the American
educational system and on what
needs to be done "in order that
America shall become a better informed nation." Series will originate from Mutual stations throughout the country. One speaker will
be heard on each program.

f**&f
PROGRAMS
Community Program
Service Series
DINWOODEY FURNITURE Co. COMMUNITY affairs program, entitled Star Spangled Action, is beis sponsoring Stars in Your Wining sponsored daily on WMIN St.
dow on KSL Salt Lake City. ProPaul by one of the largest departgram idea is by Barratt Chadwick,
ment stores in the Twin Cities.
KSL continuity editor, and tells
the story behind the service stars Show is broadcast from an audiin the windows of American homes.
torium in the store and presents
William Hardiman, concert master
officers in local organizations active in promoting the war effort.
of the Utah State Symphony OrOutstanding women are selected
chestra, furnished the music. Utah
daily for service to the war and
State Historical Society is collect- interviewed
on the air. Program
ing material from the program.
was sold following presentation of
"Retail Promotion Plan."
$ Roundup
$ ifi
Fact
AGAINST the background sound
of a ticking clock, WOV New York
presents a five-minute roundup of
facts twice daily, Monday through
Saturday, titled This Minute. Material consists of estimates of "per
minute" happenings such as ". . .
sixty thousand persons in America
are picking up the telephone to
make a call," or "President Roosevelt's mail averages . . . five letters." W. E. Long, Chicago, feature service, *provides
* *the material.

m
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Coincidental telephone surveys prove that 59-5%

of

all radio sets in the Red River Valley are tuned to
WDAY

at all times. When

you consider that WDAY

serves 1,537,477 people around Fargo, 59.5%

really

means something. Talk it over with Free €r Peters.

WDAY
|
FARGO, N. D. . . . 5000 WATTS
N. B. C.
V\
AFFILIATED WITH THE FARGO FORUM
%' FREE & PETERS, NATIONAL
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REPRESENTATIVES

Song Requests
MUSICAL record program, Sandman's Serenade, heard nightly 10
p.m. to 2 a.m. on WOLF Syracuse,
again claims status as a request
program, with the approval of the
Office of Censorship and within the
Wartime Radio Censorship Code.
Requests for songs are received by
phone and from the tabulation of
the requests the most popular
songs are chosen to be played. No
individual requests or messages
are broadcast.
* * *
Underground Series
DRAMATIZED stories of the underground movement will be heard
on the BLUE in a weekly quarterhour feature, Out of the Shadows,
starting Dec. 5 under the auspices
of the National Safety Council as
a replacement for its current series
Men, Machines and Victory. Council carries over into the new program itstheweekly
award to
worker "Safety
who has Ace"
contributed toindustrial safety.
* * *
WOL Recruiting WAVES
WAVE DAY was held at WOL
Washington, Mutal outlet, Monday,
Nov. 22, to aid the recruiting in
this branch of the Navy. WOL arranged with the Office of Naval
Procurement to set up an information booth in the studios, and
"open house" was held all day. The
station broadcast WAVE announcements from 6:30 a.m. to 9
p.m., in addition to special programs during* the* day.*
Library Series
PUBLIC service series, Reading Is
Fun, has been resumed by KEX
Portland, Ore., in cooperation with
the Oregon Junior League and the
city's Library Association, to promote reading among children. Series has been broadcast regularly
during the past five school years.
Each Saturday condensation of a
book recommended by the library is
dramatized.

BROADCASTING

Peace Plans
OBJECTIVES of peace plans have
been discussed by church, educational and civic leaders in a Sunday
night series Plans for Peace (7:157:45 p.m.) on WKRC Cincinnati.
Starting Oct. 31 with the Most Rev.
John T. McNicholas, Catholic archbishop of Cincinnati, who discussed
"The Catholic View of Universal
Peace", series will conclude Dec. 12
when Harry B. Mackoy, past president, Kentucky Bar Assn., discusses
"The Kelland, Stassen and Miscellaneous Plans." Other speakers
have included Charles P. Taft,
member of the provisional committee, World Council of Churches,
speaking for Protestants; Dr. Victor E. Reichert, rabbi, Rockdale
Temple, Cincinnati; Judge Chase
M. Davis, Common Pleas Court,
Cincinnati; Dr. Merton L. Ferson,
dean, College of Law, U. of Cincinnati; Judge Florence E. Allen, U.
S. Circuit Court of Appeals. At conclusion WKRC will issue transcript
of discussions for local study
* * *
groups.
KQW Contest
PERFORMERS from stage, concert and radio who have set aside
their careers to work in San Francisco shipyards spotlight These Are
the People, new show heard at 6
p.m. (PWT) Wednesdays over
KQW. Each compete for the weekly
award of a $25 War Bond and an
opportunity to appear on the final
broadcast and win the grand prize
of a full Theater
week's engagement
at the
Warfield
in San Francisco.
$ $ $
'Gripsholm' Series
WHN New York has been running
a series of programs tying in with
the return voyage of the prisoner
exchange
ship before
"Gripsholm."
Third
of the series
the scheduled
arrival of the boat Dec. 2, was an
interview with Joe J. Mickle, secretary of the Foreign Mission Conference of North America, who
gave some information on the Protestant missionaries on the ship.
* * *
On Record
POPULARITY RECORD program
entitled Battle of the Songbirds,
in which featured artists must
rate a weekly total of 5,000 votes
from listeners to stay in the contest, is heard five times weekly on
WMCA New York.

Headley-Reed, National Representative
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Some day a building will be demolished,

TOMORROW

WE'LL

BRIDGES

by

Consistently WCAU

a bridge built, tons of heavy equipment

BUILD

RADIO

has been Philadel-

moved . . . witk radio supplying the power.

phia's pre-eminent radio station ~- consistently offered unrivalled coverage of the

Already as much as one horsepower

Philadelphia market area with its 50,000

has been transmitted and present-day scientific

watt, clear-channel, non-directional signal pat-

experiments indicate that this is only the beginning.
Radio faces vast new fields of endeavor . . .

tern i— iconsistently a proponent of the highest

amazing new possibilities of service . . . after the
four corners of the world again join hands in
peace and friendship.
The Leadership of Today is the foundation upon
which will be built the leadership of Tomorrow.

standards of broadcasting (Philadelphia's first FM
station and one of the first stations in the country
licensed for Television).
The WCAU

record of Tomorrow will be a

greatly enlarged repetition of its outstanding performance Today.

menu
PHILADELPHIA

Kudner

TYLER
DAVIS,
dio director
for therecently
Chicagonamed
office ra-of
J. Walter Thompson, assumes his new
post Jan. 1. He was assistant to the
president of L a k e-Spiro-Shurman.
Memphis, and prior to that was radio
director of Kenyon & Bckardt, New
York. He replaces Buckingham Gunn,
newlv-appointed program director of
WGN Chicago.
CHARLES KONDLA, formerly with
the N. Y. World Telegram, has joined
Blackstone
Adv., New York, as account executive.
TERENCE F. MacGRATH, formerly
vice-president and account executive
of Kelly, Nason Inc., New York, has
joined Cecil & Presbrey, New York,
in a similar capacity.
GEORGE T. BERTHON, formerly
sales manager of Oxo (Canada) Ltd.,
has joined the Montreal office of
Young & Rubicam. He was at one
time with A. McKim Ltd., advertising
agency,
offices. at Montreal and Winnipeg
MARVIN GREEN, formerly head of
agency bearing his name, has joined
the Buchen Co., Chicago, as account
executive.
WARREN JOHNSON, account executive at Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, has joined the Navy.
E. NORTON HUNT has left Benton
& Bowles to join John Falkner Arndt
& Co., Philadelphia, as assistant to
David B. Arndt.
JOHN F. GREIG has been appointed
j treasurer and
the media
partment of A.head
E. of
Nelson
Co. de-

A

30,000
at

a

ARTHUR KUDNER Inc., announces the opening of a Pacific
Coast branch at 215 Market St.,
San Francisco, with Lloyd Myers,
for 11 years with Bowman, Deute
& Cummings, San Francisco, in
charge. Firm will handle the Matson Navigation Co. account.
ARLYN COLE, who joined the Navy
about one year ago and is on leave
of absence from MacWilkins, Cole &
Weber, Portland, Ore. agency, recently was commissioned a lieutenant
(j.g.) in the Naval Reserve and is
director
of public relations for that
area.
LARGER quarters in the London
Guarantee Building, Chicago, have
been taken by both Spot Sales, Inc.
and the John Pearson Co., station
representatives.
MARY HARRIS, formerly production assistant on Phil Baker's CBS
program,
and previously
Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York, with
has joined
Young & Rubicam, New York, assigned to daytime programs.
RUSS JOHNSTON, West Coast radio director of McCann-Erickson
Inc., is in New York for several
months to develop new shows. Lloyd
Coulter, vice-president in charge of
radio, has returned to New York.
CONDON Co., Advertising, Tacoma,
Wash., has moved to larger offices at
suite 1105, Rust Bldg.
EVE STANLEY, former freelance
writer, has joined Hollywood staff of
Tom Fizdale Inc., national publicity
service.
WHILA
WILSON,Adv.Hollywood
manager of Compton
Inc., currently
is in New York for home office conferences.

audience

watt

250

in S. F.

watt

rate

C. E. HOOPER (or AUGUST & SEPTEMBER, 1943
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L. W. HOFFMAN is now production
manager of Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
Seattle.
MARY count
E. executive
HUSSONG,
formerly
of Fuller,
Smith ac-&
Ross Inc., New York, recently joined
the creative staff of Botsford, Constantine & Gardner Inc., San FranGERALD ecutiveARNOLD,
formerly
an exof Advertising
Counselors
Inc., Phoenix, has formed his own
agency under name of G. E. Arnold
Co.
TrustAdv.,
Bldg.with offices at 515 Title &
MAXtor of advertising
F. SCHMITT,
formerly
direcand sales
promotion
of Collins & Aikman Corp., has joined
J. Walter Thompson Co., New York,
as account executive.
BERT PIERCE, former automobile
editor of the New York Herald Tribune, has joined the publicity department of J. M. Mathes Inc., New York.
HAROLD E. MIDDLETON, formerly
with Advertisers'
Inc.,Chrysler
C. C. Corp.,
Winningham
Agency, and
has joined Ruthrauff & Ryan as spacebuyer in the agency's Detroit office.
FREDERICK W. LUTTMANN,
formerly with Benton & Bowles, has
joined Geyer, Cornell & Newell, New
York, as executive contact man.
JAMES S. NORRIS, formerly with
Young & Rubicam, New York, has
been appointed copy director of the
New York office of Joseph Katz Co.
SAM BLAKE, formerly of the Earle
Ferris Publicity Office, is handling
both national and Greater New York
radio
publicity
for theof 1944
"March
of Dimes"
campaign
the National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis.
GEORGEsistant general
TAGGART,
formerly as-of
program supervisor
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
has opened offices under his own name
as broadcast counsel and entertainronto. ment bureau at 165 Yonge St., ToERNEST (Bunny) CHARLES,
producer of CBS Hollywood, has
joined the staff of Young & Rubicam
and currently is assigned assistant
producer
on the weekly CBS Dinah
Shore program.
STELLA CHANEY, formerly manRobert
Palan ager &of theCo.,nowSt. non-existent
Louis agency,
has
joined Glasser-Gailey & Co., Los Angeles, as account executive.
RCA Demonstrator
RCA dynamic demonstrator, a circuit
diagram designed for laboratory and
classroom instruction in radio, is now
in production and is available to
schools and training classes on a
priority basis.
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Bernard

Schnitzer Heads

G&G iRetail Department
BERNARD B. SCHNITZER, agency merchandising director of Garfield & Guild, San Francisco, has
been appointed head of a special
retail radio department formed
to service retailers in Northern
California interested in radio advertising as a result of the current radio indust r y promotional
drive.
Mr. Schnitzer, Mr Schnitzer
who will work
with Walter Guild, vice-president
in charge of radio, is former market editor for both Women's Wear
Daily and the Daily News Record.
Chason in Agency
HERBERT S. CHASON, formerly
advertising director of WHN New
York, and prior to that in the sales
promotion department of CBS, has
acquired a partnership in the
Surety Adv. Co.,
280 Madison Ave.,
New York. Mr.
Chason will head
the company as
president
w hile
Mil,
ate
oci
ass
his M. Rockmore,
»JflH§ ton
'' who founded the
agency five years
Mr. Chason
ago, will be vice. Three of the agency's ten
president
accounts are utilizing radio: Purepac Corp. (proprietaries and in) ; Nelson Co. (shoes) ;
secticidesB.
Stationers Specialty Co. (stationery), all of New York.

Pottery Pull
WHEN Eastern - Columbia
Los Angeles department
store, offered 500 sets of 20piece colored pottery at 94c
on its nightly Newsical Time
on KFVD, instructions were
"no telephone or mail order"
sales. Some 2,000 persons
jammed the front doors the
following Monday morning
and police were called. Campaign of approximately 10
announcements was designed
by The Mayers Co., Los Angeles agency servicing the account, as check on the 10 p.m.
to 1 a.m. weekend listening
audience.

Hayden, Singer, Agency
HARRY HAYDEN, formerly general manager of Guide Magazines
Group, and Harry Singer, previously national advertising manager of the N. Y. Daily Mirror,
have formed an advertising, sales
and promotion agency under the
name Hayden & Singer, at 521
Fifth Ave., New York. Radio will
figure prominently in the firm's activities, according to Mr. Singer.
Mouk Opens Agency
RICHARD MOUK, formerly on the
sales staff of the BLUE, has opened
his own advertising agency at 655
Fifth Ave., New York. Telephone
is Plaza 3-6608. The new firm will
specialize in radio advertising, with
emphasis on postwar production
and consumption.

Marvin Quits Esty Post
To Join Ward Wheelock
RICHARD MARVIN, for four
years radio director of William
Esty & Co. and previously with
J. Walter Thompson Co., has been
named radio director of Ward
Wheelock Co., New York, succeeding Blaine Butcher, resigned. Mr.
Marvin entered advertising in 1926
as contact man and copy writer for
Frank Presbrey. He joined J.
Walter Thompson in 1929 as cony
writer and was soon assigned to the
Montreal office, where he handled
radio for Canadian accounts.
Returning to the New York office
in 1932, he worked on radio for
Chase & Sanborn, Ponds and other
accounts. He was made radio director of the Chicago office, remaining
there until the fall of 1938 when he
joined Esty. Mr. Butcher has not
disclosed his plans.
Gerber Elected
JOSEPH R. GERBER, president
of Joseph R. Gerber Co., Portland,
has been elected chairman of Board
of Governors, Pacific Council,
American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, succeeding Dan B.
Miner, president of Dan B. Miner
Co., Los Angeles. Terrell T. McCarty, president of McCarty Co.,
Los Angeles, and Warren C. Kraft,
vice-president and Seattle manager of Erwin Wasey & Co., were
named vice-chairman and secretary-treasurer, respectively. Mr.
Miner and Robbins Milbank, San
Francisco manager of Young &
Rubicam, continue on Board of
Governors for unexpired terms.

BULLETIN!

M. H. Roberts
M. H. ROBERTS, president and
treasurer of Roberts & Reimers,
New York agency, died Nov. 26 at
Greenwich Hospital, after a brief
illness. Mr. Roberts was active in
the founding of Kerr, McCarthy &
Roberts, which eight years ago became Roberts & Reimer.
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CUSHMAN BAKING Co., Boston,
in a 30-day pre-Christmas campaign,
on Nov. 24 started transcribed quarter-hoursixchildren's
program,
Cinnamon Bear,
times
per week
on
WNAC Boston, WAAB Worcester,
WEAN Providence, WGAN Portland. Harry M. Frost Co., Boston,
has the account. Transcribed series
is owned by Spot Sales Inc., New
York.
UNICORN PRESS, Brooklyn, printer of the Funk & Wagnalls Encyclopedia, on Nov. 26 took over sponsorship of Kid Wizards, a sustaining
show on WHN New York. The halfhour program features two teams of
New York City school children answering queries. Account is handled
direct.
WALGREEN DRUG Co., Chicago,
on Nov. 29 began sponsorship of a
five-minute news program on WMAQ
Chicago. Contract is for 52 weeks.
Agency is Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
G. BRASHEARS & Co., Los Angeles
(investments), in a test campaign
currently is utilizing a schedule of
five spot announcements per week on
KMPC Beverly Hills, Cal. Contract
is for 26 weeks. Agency is Elwood ,T.
Robinson Adv., Los Angeles.
METROPOLITAN Federal Savings
& Loan Assn., Los Angeles (investments.) on Nov. 27 started sponsoring a 60-minute recorded program of
classical music on KECA. Contract
is for 26 weeks. Elwood J. Robinson
Adv., Los Angeles, has the account.
NEHI Corp., Columbus, Ga. (Par-TPak), in a Los Angeles area campaign
which started Nov. 22. currently is
using a schedule of daily transcribed
announcements on 8 stations. List
includes KMPC KPAS KIEV KFAC
KMTR KFOX KECA KH.T. Contracts are for 26 weeks. BBDO, Los
Angeles, has the account.
HAMILTON County Savings & Loan
War Bond Committee resumed sponsorship Nov. 28 on WSAI Cincinnati
of Salute to Our Heroes in the interest of war bond sales through savings
and loan associations. Program is
heard alternate Sundays 6-6:15 p.m.
(CWT).
WARD BAKING Co., Chicago, recently named J. Walter Thompson
Co., Chicago, to handle the advertising
of its Tip Top Bread, effective Dec.
31. Tip Top is now being handled by
W. E. Long Co., Chicago.
PLANTERS Nut & Chocolate Co.,
San Francisco (peanuts, edible oil),
recently appointed Erwin, Wasey &
Co., San Francisco, to handle Pacific
Coast advertising.
PETER DOELGER BREWING
Co., New York, through its newly
appointed agency J. M. Mathes Inc.,
New York, on Dee. 6 starts a series
of station breaks and recorded musical spots with a gay nineties flavor
on WAAT Jersey City.
EIGHT-IN-ONE (cold tablets), on
Nov. 30 began sponsorship of a quarter-hour musical program, Music for
Fun, on WMAQ Chicago, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays. The program replaces the Radio Gossip Club,
Contract is for 20 weeks. Agency is
H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
AXELRAD FURNITURE Co. has
bought a quarter-hour transcribed
music program on KSL Salt Lake
City.
LENNEN & MICHELL has resigned
the Better Vision account effective
Nov. 26.
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WHERE-IS-I-AT?
SYSTEM for
relaying
producer's
signals byfrom
control booth, is inspected
its
inventors, Amos 'n' Andy and NBC
engineer. Installed recently in network's Hollywood studios, the new
cue box signals "speed up", "on
the nose" and "slow down" with
red, white and green lights respectively. Device-inspectors (1 to
r) are Harry Bryant, network engineer, Freeman Gosden (Amos),
and Charles J. Correll (Andy).
OLD MINTY GUM has signed a 26
week contract with WORL Boston
for a 15-minute period across the
board. Account was placed through
H. L. Moore Agency, Boston.
LITT CHINITZ Inc., New York,
men's clothiers, will expand its spot
radio coverage in New York and New
Jersey with a thrice-weekly quarterhour sports news and personality program conducted by Sam Taub on
WMCA New York starting Dec. 6.
Store continues with spot announcements on WNEW, news on WINS,
music on WAAT Jersey City, and Italian language programs on WHOM in
that city. Business is placed by Bach
Bernstein & Associates, New York.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York, has acquired the assets and business of Jersey Cereal, Chicago, with
plants at Irwin, Pa., and St. Joseph,
Mo., according to an announcement
by Austin S. Igleheart, newly elected
president. Jersey Cereal operations
will
said. remain unchanged by the deal, he
NUGGETT PRODUCTS Ltd., Montreal (Poliflor) has started five-minute musical spots thrice-weekly on
a number of Canadian stations. Account was placed by A. McKim Ltd.,
Montreal.

M. WEINSTEIN, Los Angeles (jeweler) heavy user of local radio, on
Nov. 27 started sponsoring the four
weekly
AP feature,
Today in quarter-hour
History, on KECA.
Contract
is for 26 weeks. Adolph Wendland
Adv., Los Angeles, has the account.
SEARS ROEBUCK & Co., Los Angeles, in a three-week pre-Christmas
campaign which ends Dec. 19, is using participations in the combined
Housewives Protective League and
Sunrise Salute, and Bob Andersen
News on KNX, as well as a total of
of 821 transcribed announcements on
13 local area stations. List includes
KECA KHJ KFI KIEV KRKD
KFAC KPAS KFOX KMPC KWKW
KGFJ KMTR KGER. Agency is The
Mayers Co., Los Angeles.
DE FOREST'S TRAINING, Inc.,
Chicago, has named MacDonald-Cook
Adv., Chicago, to place its radio copy
in several key cities. One series features W. N. Littlefield, chief of the
educational staff. DeForest's Training, in talks on WCFL Chicago.
H. SCHOENFELD & SONS, New
York, has named S. Duane Lyon Inc.,
New York, to handle advertising and
promotion of Sunred sliced mushrooms and paprika. No radio contemplated for the present.
CALIFORNIA Walnut GrowersAssn., through McCann-Erickson, San
Francisco, is testing a foreign language campaign (Spanish) in Southern California using spot announcements over KMTR Los Angeles. The
spots emphasize the protein value of
Diamond walnuts and suggests their
use as a meat substitute. Campaign
will extend through the holidays.
MEIER & FRANK Co., Portland,
Ore. (department store), has begun
sponsorship of its annual Christmas
show, Letters to Santa Claus, on
KEX.
Series begins each year daymas Day.
after
Thanksgiving and ends Christ-;
CAROL ALTON, with Wilson Bros.,
Chicago (men's furnishings), since
1916,
beenconcern.
named advertisingmanagerhas
of the
Ivoryne on Blue
GUM LABORATORIES, Philadelphia (Ivoryne chewing gum), on.
Dec 13 will begin sponsorship of a.
quarter-hour musical program,.
Hello Sweetheart, on 38 BLUE stations, Saturdays, 5:45 p.m. Program will feature Nancy Martin,.
BLUE network vocalist, whose
autographed picture and a box of
Ivoryne
will Additional
be sent to servicemen on gum
request.
outlets
are to be used. Contract is for 52
weeks. Agency is McJunkin Adv..
Co., Chicago.

shortest
distance

to profitable

results in California's
billion-dollar market
and

western

Nevada

is

TMe Bedim
McClatchy
Robert 1
A
STREET
National
Broadcasting
Sales Manager
Company
1
Paul H.
RAYMEI CO.
Motions!
Sacramento, California
Representatives
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WINS

NBC

SEATTLE

ANNOUNCER

H.P.DAVIS

AWARD!

n competition with America's leading announcers heard over
and its affiliated stations, Dick Keplinger was chosen winner of the 1943

H. P. Davis Memorial Award. Winner of this award is selected on basis of "personality, diction, voice, versatility, and maintenance of consistently high standard
in presentation of programs . . . judged from transcriptions taken at random without knowledge of the announcer." It is with pride that we point to Mr. Keplinger's
seven years with these stations as chief of our news bureau. His achievement is
recognition of the high standard of performance and production which this organization earnestly endeavors to maintain. GOOD radio production is an actuality
in growing, prosperous Seattle! Keplinger programs include daily newscasts for
^Rhodes Department Store, and 4-a-week "Stories of the Day" for Grove Laboratories.
BROADCASTING
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KOIIO
NBC NETWORK

KJR
BLUE
SEATTLE,
TOTEM

NETWORK
WASHINGTON
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KFRC San Francisco
WRC Washington
Wildroot Co., Buffalo (Cream-Oil), ne Leslie Salt Co., San Francisco (salt), 4 ta
STATION ACCOUNTS
weekly, 52 weeks, thru BBDO, N. Y.
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Erwin, Wasey &
Hubinger Co., Keokuk, Iowa (Quick elasCo., SanMagazine,
Francisco.Chicago (periodical), 6
sp — studio programs
tic starch) , sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Coronet
Ralph
Moore,
St.
Louis.
ne — news programs
ta weekly, thru Schwimmer & Scott, ChiCocilana Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y. (cough
cago.
t— transcriptions
drops), 4 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru Al
Paul Lefton Inc., N. Y.
sa — spot announcements
Allen
& Carroll,
Oakland, 52Cal.
(Refrig-OMaster)
, 3 sa weekly,
weeks,
direct.
Dr.
Ellis Sales Co.. Pittsburgh (wave set
ta — transcription announcements
Casualty, Chicago (in& nail polish) , 3 sp weekly, 13 weeks, Lumbermen'ssurance) ,saMutual
weekly,
13
weeks,
thru
Leo
thru
Burnett Co., Chicago.
burgh. Smith, Taylor & Jenkins, Pitts- First
Federal
Savings
&
Loan
Association,
J. H. Filbert Inc., Baltimore (Mrs. FilKFI Los Angeles
Oakland, Cal. (loans), ne weekly, 52
bert's products),D.36 Ferguson,
sa weekly, Baltimore.
13 weeks,
weeks, thru Pacific Advertising Staff,
thru Courtland
Helbros Watch Co., New York (time Grabosky
Oakland.Telephone & Telegraph Co., San
Bros.,
Philadelphia
(Royalist
pieces), 2 sp weekly, thru William H.
cigars), 5 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Pacific
Weintraub & Co., N. Y.
Francisco (help wanted), 5 t weekly,
Harry
direct.
Southern Pacific Co., San Francisco (emdelphia. Fiegenbaum Adv. Agency, Philaployment), 2ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Butay
Products Co., Los Angeles (RainFoote, Cone & Belding, San Francisco.
drops), 2 sp weekly, 8 weeks, thru
WIND Gary-Chicago
Glasser-Gailey Co., Los Angeles.
E. Fougera & Co., New York (Fougera
distributed products) , 5 ta weekly, thru Chicago Daily News, Chicago (Blackhawk Kilpatrick's Bakery, Oakland (bread), sa
weekly, 26 weeks, thru Emil Reinhardt,
J. M. Korn & Co., N. Y.
Hockey games), 25 sp, direct.
Oakland.
Cocilana Inc., New York (Cocilana Nips), Galvin Mfg., Corp., Chicago (Motorola ra- Safeway
Stores, Crackers),
San Francisco
5 ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru Al Paul
Gold Graham
2 sa (Pirates
weekly,
direct. dios-help wanted) , 3 sp weekly, 52 weeks,
Lefton Inc., N. Y.
thru J. Walter Thompson Co., San FranCivic Opera House, Chicago (Waltz King,
Wilcox-Gay Corp., Charlotte, Mich. (Re3
sa
weekly,
thru
United
Broadcasting
cordios), 7 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Hale Bros., San Francisco (department
Co., Chicago.
Clare Blakslee Adv., Lansing.
store) , 4 sa weekly,
weeks, thru
Woods Theater, Chicago (In Old OklahoMcCann-Erickson
Adv. 13Agency,
San
ma). IS sa, thru Weiss & Geller, Chicago.
Francisco.
KYW Philadelphia
Chicago Arena (Ice Follies), 10 sa, thru
Walter L. Rubens & Co., Chicago.
San Francisco
sauce) , 2 ta weekly,
13 weeks, (spathru
Edward G. Budd Co., Philadelphia (war Chicago Herald American (newspaper), 8 GragnanoghettiProducts,
Brisacher, Davis & Staff, San Francisco.
materials and auto bocies), 5 sa weekly,
sa,
thru
Bozell
&
Jacobs,
Chicago.
thru Lewis & Gilman, Philadelphia.
Mutual Benefit
Health
&
Accident
Association, San Francisco, 6 sp weekly, 13
KILO Grand Forks, N. D.
Freihofer Baking Co., Philadelphia
weeks, thru B-T Advertising Service,
(bread), 5 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru Morton Salt Co., Chicago (farm salt) , 3
San
Francisco.
Richard A. Foley, Philadelphia.
ta weekly, 9 weeks, thru Klau-Van
Abbotts Dairies, Philadelphia (Jane LoPietersom-Dunlop Assoc., Milwaukee.
gan and Abbotts ice cream), sa weekly, Tidewater
WOR New York
Associated Oil Co., N. Y.
52 weeks, thru Richard A. Foley, Phila(Tydol-Veedol)
,
6
sa
weekly,
13
weeks,
delphia.
Edslbrau Brewery, Brooklyn, weekly sp,
thru Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y.
52 weeks, thru Roy S. Durstine Inc.,
Vess Beverage Co., St. Louis (Whistle),
KMPC Beverly Hills, Cal.
N. Y.
3 ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru Russell C. Benson
& Hedges, New York (Virginia
Comer Co., Kansas City.
Garrett & Co., Brooklyn (Virginia Dare
Rounds),
5 ne weekly,
wines) , 15 ta weekly, thru Ruthrauff & Gluek Brewing Co., Minneapolis (Gluek's
Arthur
Kudner
Inc., N. 52Y. weeks, thru
Ryan, N. Y.
Stout), 3 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru Fischer Baking Co., Newark, N. J., 3 ne
N.
W.
Network,
St.
Paul.
Wheatena Corp., Rahway, N. 3. (Wheatweekly, 52 weeks, thru Scheck Adv.,
ena), 6 ta, sa, weekly, 13 weeks, thru Coca Cola Bottling Co., Atlanta, ne
Newark.
Compton Adv., N. Y.
weekly, 52 weeks, direct.
Hoffman
Beverage Co., Newark, N. J.
Airport Ground Schools, Los Angeles
WHO Des Moines
(beer), N.3 ne
(technical instruction), 6 sp weekly, 13
BBDO,
Y. weekly, 52 weeks, thru
weeks, thru West-Marquis, Los Angeles. Richard Hudnut Co., New York (Three
Flowers), 5 ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru
KPAS Pasadena, Cal.
Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.
WAIT Chicago
Christian Science Comm. on Publications Union Pacific Railroad, Los Angeles (help
Western Electric Co., Chicago, 3 sp
(Religious), sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru
wanted) , 5 sp weekly, thru The Caples
Fairall & Co., Des Moines.
weekly, 13 weeks, direct.
Co., Los Angeles.
Sun Life Insurance Company of America,
Soya wheat Co., Redwing, Minn. (Soya- Southern California Telephone Co., Los
Baltimore, (insurance) 5 t weekly, 13
wheat) , 5 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Angeles (help wanted), 26 sa thru The
weeks, direct.
Buchanan-Thomas Adv., Co., Omaha.
Mayers Co., Los Angeles.
Fond Household Cleaner Co., Los Angeles
Helio Minerals, Gordon Service Co., De- 20th Century-Fox, New York ("Happy
troit, 6 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru
5 sp weekly, thru Raymond R. Morgan
Land"),
New York.sa, ta, thru Kayton-Spiero Co.,
United Advertising, Chicago.
Co., Hollywood.

FOOD AD MEDIUM
REVEALING that radio is the
favorite advertising medium for
coffee, flour and packaged cereal,
the Federal Trade Commission
has reported to Congress the results of its 3% -year study of established trade practices in the
sellingtantand
distributionThe
of imporfood products.
report

BOZEMAN
1BAHO
WYO
n
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IS FAVORITE

MOUNTING SALES ... are setting new
records in this prosperous Portland marwhere KXLresponse.
coverage is gaining greater
and ketgreater
THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST GROUP
KXL
Joseph
McGillvra
KFPY
The KatzH. Company
2 NET
The Walker Company
boy 2 markets,
markets, save
save 5%;
10%. buy all 3
BROADCASTING

sharply criticized
and distribution methods selling
as cumbersome
and expensive, taking as much in
some instances as one-half the consumer dollar.
For the coffee companies studied,
the advertising breakdown was radio, 24.2%; newspapers, 14.81%;
magazines, 4.11%; trade journals,
4.18%; outdoor, 3.82%. Leaflets
and
literature
received
22.79%.for local distributors
Radio was a strong favorite
with cereal firms, receiving 54.82%
of the advertising budget of the
firms studied. Newspapers received
15.56%; magazines 9.21%; posters
1.73%, and other media fractional
sums.
Flour firms studied favored radio for advertising expenditures,
with radio receiving 44.58%. Magazines received 12.54%; newspapers,
8.12%;door,trade
2.19%. journals, 2.57%; outAdvertising habits of canners
were strongly influenced by brand
names, or lack of them, the report
said. Of 92 firms questioned by the
FTC, only two marketed all their
pack under their own brands, but
in 1939, 43 firms spent $3,285,475
for advertising. Of this sum, magazines received 29.8; newspapers
2%.
7.7%; radio 5.6%; trade journals,
Planning Session
EXECUTIVE Engineering Committee of the NAB discussed the
extent and nature of the participation of the broadcasting industry in
the panels soon to be established by
the Radio Technical Planning
Board to study the standard broadcast band, the FM and television
channels, at a meeting held Friday
at the Roosevelt Hotel, New York.
John V. L. Hogan, WQXR, chairman of the committee, presided at
the meeting, which was also attended bylin0. Doolittle,
B. Hanson,
NBC; William
FrankWDRC;
Lodge, representing E. K. Cohan,
CBS; Howard S. Frazier and Arthur Stringer, NAB. G. Porter
Houston,
WCBM, could not be preswire. ent, but sent his suggestions by
THE CBS reference library, established three years ago, has been exand renamedwith
the William
CBS referencepandeddepartment,
C.
Ackerman, director of the library, in
charge of expanded operations. Functioning with the reorganized division
will be a program research division,
headed by Stanford Mirkin, formerly
department.
of the CBS
Agnes
Law, program
as librarian,
will beMiss1
in
charge of the library division of the
reference department.
WINTERING MFG. Co., Denver,
(Antarctic antifreeze) has been orthe Federal
Trade Commissionderedto bycease
advertisements
on the
air that the product will protect a
normal cooling system from freezing
for a full winter season without rusting or deteriorating the hose and without
clogging the passages in the cooling system.
• Broadcast
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As

simple

as

dialing
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SPOT

BROADCASTING

CONNECTS

YOU

WITH

CUSTOMERS
Wherever

and

Whenever

You

Want!

• Have you noticed how many advertisers . . . large and
small . . . are turning to Spot Broadcasting? It's the fastest-growing form of radio advertising today, and here's the reason: Spot
Broadcasting works with all the selling power of radio . . . yet
it's completely flexible — sales-manageable to meet today's rapidly
changing conditions!
In Spot Broadcasting, the advertiser picks the markets
he wants. He picks the stations, securing the best in each market
regardless of network affiliation. And the advertiser has free
choice of programs and announcement times with ready-made
audiences ... to give his advertising maximum
effectiveness everywhere at minimum cost.
Bring your current advertising problems
to your John Blair man. Chances are his market
facts, his merchandising experience, his knowledge of radio and fine radio stations will contribute greatly to their solution.

&

COMPANY

EXCLUSIVELY REPRESENTING LEADING RADIO
STATIONS THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES

Charges

Against FCC
(Continued from page 10)

committee that "there's still too
much advertising matter on the air.
Not all of the stations adhere to
feel that our efforts have
code."
the"We
gone a long way toward improving
broadcasting generally," said Mr.
Glade. He enumerated the improvements as six: (1) lessening the volume of advertising copy; (2) removingpleasant
from the
air many
"untypes of
advertising
copy"; (3) securing a definite improvement in the quality of children's programs; (4) broadening
of religious programs; (5) developing methods of helping educational
interests, and (6) providing for
proper handling of controversial
issues other than politics.
Senator Wheeler complimented
Mr. Glade on the code but said "unfortunately many of the stations do
not comply with it". He specifically
mentioned Serutan, Carter's Little
Liver Pills and Ex-Lax as "offensive" commercials and blamed the
networks for permitting them on
the air.
"Should or should not the Commission have something to do with
it (certain advertising) in the public interest?" asked Senator Wheeler. "It's apparent your organization
cannot enforce it, yet the decent
element of the radio industry wants
to do it. I am not in favor of the
Commission doing it, but something
hasMr.to be
done."said the NAB was
Glade

MEAN
AUDIENCE!
COUNTER SPY
PHILCO HOUR

"hopefulzationsthat
the various
called radio
councils organiwill be
able to put the pressure on stations
not
by the
code".Commission
When he
said abiding
the Federal
Trade

CHAPLAIN JIM
BOSTON SYMPHONY

"has been doing a good job" in enforcing certain phases of the law in
connection with advertising, Chairman Wheeler surmised that FTC
could "get at" only a "very small

WAKE UP AMERICA
METROPOLITAN OPERA
VOICE OF THE SOUTH

Allocation
of Time
portion".
For Issues Favored

ALL ON —

N"*
LOUISVILLE
WIN
uuilt

WINN

BLUE

you*.
NETWORK

STATION
LOUISVILLE,

Ut
KY.

D. E. "Plug" Kendrick
President and General Manager
G. F. "Red" Bauer
Sales Manager
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"I still feel the tremendous potencies of these organizations" said
Mr. Glade. "Contemplate how much
cleaner than some magazines is radio; it is cleaner than some movies.
Some advertisements, however,
shouldn't be on the air." Answering
a direct question from Senator
Wheeler, Mr. Glade said he would
guess about half the NAB membership adheres strictly to the code,
although
he posed
the question:
"Is
it fair to take
one station
and judge
all stations on that basis?"
Senator Wheeler said he referred
to the networks in connection with
certain proprietary medicines, then
asked: "If the networks don't live
up to the code how are you going to
make the little stations that need
the
Mr.
Glademoney
said hecomply?"
had beenWhen
reminded
that Serutan was on the BLUE
Network and that the BLUE and
Mutual were not members of the
NAB, Senator Wheeler declared:
"Until just recently the BLUE
Network was part of NBC. That's
no excuse. You can't disassociate
the BLUE Network from NBC."
Mr. Glade said he favored setting aside a portion of time for
the discussion of public issues. Senator Wheeler proposed having the
"chains" take "an option on time

6, 1943

Heard

each day or each week and set that
aside for the discussion of public
issues.
asked. Wouldn't that solve it?" he
The witness pointed out that the
"evolution of wide-range recording
makes it possible to cooperate withof money"
cases
whereout the
a loss
network
offers a in
speaker,
such as Winston Churchill, in a
time sold locally. He explained the
local station could record the talk
and put it on later.
When Senator Wheeler asked the
question he has asked of practically
every witness: "Do you believe
when a commentator makes an attack on an individual or public
officer, the person attacked should
be given equal time on the commentator's own program to reply?"
Mr. Glade answered in the affirmative. He explained that KSL had
taken off all news analysts and is
sticking to objective reporting.
Senator Wheeler complimented him.
Sykes Favors
Rotating Chairmanship
Judge Sykes, who served first on
the old Federal Radio Commission
and later the FCC (1927-1939),
went on record favoring a provision of the proposed bill which
would break the FCC down into
divisions, common carrier and
broadcasting, which, he said, would
be "natural divisions". He urged
the committee, however to consider further steps and rotate the
FCC chairmanship each year as
well as the chairmanship of the two
divisions. He expressed the belief
that the chairman should serve at
some time as a commissioner and
each commissioner should serve as
chairman. He opposed an even
number on either division however,
on the basis that decisions could be
held up due to a split.
Senator Wheeler asked if a fiveman Commission wouldn't serve
better than one of seven men. "I've
always thought that some commissions are too large," he said.
"There is enough work for seven
men," said Judge Sykes. "We hear
a lot about developments in radio.
We have heard a great deal about
inventions and improvements. They
may, to a great extent, revolutionize
the present allocation of frequencies. The President assigns frequencies for Government services
through the Interdepartment Radio
Advisory Council, and that clears
through the Commission."
"As the law now stands," said
Senator White, "the President may
take any frequency he so desires
for the Government."
"Is it conceivable, under the law
as it is now," asked Senator
Hawkes, "that the Commission
could assign all frequencies to the
Government and keep private interests off the air?"
Explaining that the President,
under the law, assigns Government
frequencies, Judge Sykes said it is
possible for the President to assign
all standard frequencies to Government departments, although he
added that the President is guided
by the limitations placed by IRAC,
which takes in frequencies which
casting.
won't interfere with private broad-

his
conscience," remarked Senator
White.
"It isn't conceivable that the
President would do it," said Senator Hawkes, "but he could, under
the
law, could he not?"
"yes".present
Judge
Sykes gave an emphatic
Judge Sykes recommended that
no Commissioner be permitted to
succeed himself as chairman. He
said he was in accord with other
provisions of the bill which set
forth the chairman's duties.
Sykes, Wheeler Agreed
On Intervenor Section
"I think the setup was correct
in the first place," said Senator
Wheeler, referring to the original
Senate bill which provided for a
five-man Commission broken into
two divisions. "The Commission
ought to have two divisions of five
On the right to intervene Judge
Sykes sureapproved
proposed meamembers."
as it stands,thecontending
that
while the phrase "aggrieved or adversely affected" appear in the
present law, "we have taken those
two
words tosection
mean and
the same".
"The
intervenor
the appeals
section simply mean this," he continued, "Anyone who has a right
to appeal after a decision also has
a right to intervene before the decision is rendered by the CommisSenator Wheeler
cordsion."
with Judge
Sykes. was in acJudge Sykes urged a series of
graduated
short
revocation forpenalties
infractions.
He ofdivided
violations
into
two
categories
— ■
those which violate the law and
those which are infractions or
"misdemeanors" against Commission regulations. He also recommended that Congress define "gift
enterprise" with relation to lottery.
Business Control
Related to Program Control
Again Chairman Wheeler said
that they
many canbroadcasters
how
far
go without "see
actually
violating the law". Judge Sykes
suggested Congress strike the
phrase
"gift said
enterprise"
tor Wheeler
it might but
paveSenathe
way
formerforFCC"near-violations".
Chairman told The
the
committee he favors the declaratory
judgment clause.
Judge Sykes said he favored the
clause which prohibits the Commission from exercising any control
over business
broadcasters and thatpractices
threw theof hearing
into heated debate, with Senator

"Why doesn't she do her advertising over WFDF Flint Michi-

"I think the only limitations are
BROADCASTING
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Established

of

as

National

a
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Service...

Just as our fathers and grandfathers talked familiarly of the CPR, the
GTP

and the CNR

so today modern Canadians think instinctively of the

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation in terms of the initials CBC.
Like the coat of arms of
ancient families, the Insignia of the CBC has a
special significance. Two
golden electric flashes
converge below a map of
Canada symbolizing the
fact that, through the
medium of national radio, each part of the Dominion is brought into
contact with all other
sections of the country.

That is because CBC

is an established institution whose influence is felt in

every province, county and township in the Dominion. Day after day CBC
makes a definite contribution to the pattern of our national life. Day after
day it covers all Canada in a broad, national service . . . enabling Canadians
everywhere to share fully in the panorama of music, drama, entertainment,
and news services provided by the converging of many of the finest programmes from five other great broadcasting systems with the network
programmes of the CBC.

CANADIAN
BROADCASTING
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. . . i'm Tommy

Johnson*

I'm 10 years old. And I'm
in Sth grade.
The other day a lady
telephoned and she said,
"Whaf radio station are
It was
listeningtoto?"
you minutes
20
five. And she
should have known our
radio was tuned in to
"The Seahound".
That lady could call me
any school day between
4:30 and 6:30 and she
would find that I would
have our set tuned to
YYTCN.

Wheeler carrying the torch in favor of Commission control.
Senator Wheeler contended that
business control had to do with a
person who might go on the air
and take one side of an issue, yet
the opposition would not be permitted to reply. "That's business
practice," he declared.
"I don't agree with you, Senator," replied Judges Sykes.
"I don't see how you can disagree," replied the chairman.
"What is public interest?"
"It's the service a station proposed to render the public," replied
the witness. "You don't want supervisory control over programs,
but you do want the Commission to
have a broad power to determine
whether the service of a station has
been in the public interest, convenience and necessity. Under my
idea you couldn't regulate proSenator Wheeler referred to the
three cases in which licenses were
grams."— Schuler, Brinkley and
revoked
Baker, and demanded to know if
the Commission didn't exercise program control.
Judge Sykes said the Commission
at the time weighed all evidence
and felt that the stations in question were not operating in the public interest.
"Supposing the present Commission should say that certain commentators were not in the public
interest," said Chairman Wheeler.
"If we put a provision in saying the
Commission can't regulate business
practices, then they couldn't put
those commentators off the air."
Judge Sykes said the Commission,
when he was a member, considered

WHEN Chairmankin
Wheeler
of
'
Gas Coo
the Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee said last
Wednesday that Congress
"oughtinitetoruleslay
someso defin down
the law
the
radio
what's
what,"industry
FCC knows
Commissioner
Craven exclaimed : "Now
you're cookin' with gas." Replied Senator
"I
don't know
what Wheeler:
you're talking about." "He means you're
hot," interposed Senator
Tobey and Commissioner
Craven clarified it with: "I
mean you're on the right
the character of a licensee and all
track."
phases
"We censor
tried
as
muchof ashisweoperations.
could to not
anything," he added.
Asking permission to leave his
role of "individual" and speak as
counsel of the Newspaper Radio
Committee, Judge Sykes urged the
committee to adopt an amendment
"clarifying the law so that the
Commission cannot make any occupational discriminations."
He
was given permission
to include
in the record a 17-page statement
prepared by Herbert Bingham, general counsel for the Federal Communications Bar Assn., but which
Mr.
Bingham
couldn't
Senator Wheeler
asked use
himbecause
to refrain from comparing the proposed
legislation with the old Sanders
Bill. The statement included comparisons between the two bills.

"Cause that's where all the
programs are we kids like!"
*ln almost every home where
there's a Tommy, Annie, Mary
or Johnnie the radio set is
tuned to "Kid Shows" during
the Children's Hour. And that's
4:30 to 6:30 weekdays . . over
WCTN.
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Craven Forecasts Electronic
Developments of Future
Commissioner Craven, who a
fortnight ago told the House Select
Committee investigating the FCC
that Congress must revise the Communications Act of 1934 and spell
out the Commission's powers
[Broadcasting, Nov. 22-29], told
the Senate committee Tuesday that
the White-Wheeler bill "is generally sound and should be enacted into
law in some form". He said, however, that certain provisions needed
strengthening. He called on the
committee to "weigh all evidence
very carefully before adopting legislation in final mentioned
form".
Mr. Craven
developments in radio and the relation of
future technical progress to today's
legislation. He told of improvements in international communications and warned that "in this field
alone Congress will be confronted
with real problems of the future".
Through developments in the
field of microwaves, which the Commissioner termed "short-range", he
declared "the present useful radio
spectrum will be extended 300-fold,
thus making space not only for
some sorely needed radio channels
for domestic communications and
broadcasting but also for some new
uses of radio". Through the microwave, stations can be linked, he explained, "to constitute
Mr. Craven
touched ona system".
wide-band
transmission developments, told of
research in television and FM. As
a result of expansion in electronics
he predicted telegraph trunk lines
will be replaced by radio ; color television will be broadcast on a nationwide scale ; telephones will have
video attachments; radio will play
a new and important role in postwar aviation and in control centers
for doctors' calls, taxicabs and even
in
the deliverywill
of consumers'
goods.to
Electronics
be important
chemistry, medicine, surgery and in
manufacturing, he added, but he
brought out that new uses for radio no doubt would create some interference, "with communications
on one hand and industrial electronics on the other".
Sees New Era, With
Huge New Industry
"I foresee a new era which I like
to term the 'electronic era'," Comasserted,
"the
importance missioner
of Craven
which
in modern
social economics cannot be disregarded. A huge new industry is
possible — just the kind of life-blood

an°

IT DOESN'T TAKE
MA6/C
TO GET>RESULTS
FROM'THE
MAGIC
TIME...

for RESULTS!
VALLEY

i i i i mi in Mil—'

WTC
• • • (. 1280 on/tou* mai

No matter what time you buy on WPAT. . . you're
buying audience! That's because we know that we
never really sell time . . . WE SELL RESULTS!
Consistent advertising in important New York
and New Jersey dailies assures WPAT advertisers
of increasingly greater audiences.
Sell your clients WPAT . . . the fastest growing
station in the Metropolitan area.
PATERSON,
RADIO
PARAMOUNT BLDG.
WPAT
STATION
NEW YORK
NEW JERSEY

■(4441
TWIN
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. . . Says Roy Huntoon, Jr.
Using KSO"
In New York, you'd think of
Park 8C Tilford ... in Chicago,
of Stop 8C Shop ... in Baltimore,
of Hopper McGaw . . .
And in Central Iowa, to find outstanding food items, you'd think
of the Fulton Market, Des
Moines.
On the Fulton Market's experience with broadcasting, comes
this report from the general manager, Roy Huntoon, Jr.:
"We began using radio as an experiment. Through a combination
of judgment and luck, we chose
KSO, in a broadcast featuring
their home economist, Helen
Watts Schreiber.
"This
program
has ofbeen
highly
successful
because
its sincere
nature and because Mrs. Schreiber deals particularly in foods.
Commercial messages, as she
gives them, are so naturally
worked into the conversation that
their effectiveness is increased.
"Our original three-a-week schedule has become six-a-week . . . our
test period of three months has
stretched into three years ... all
for one reason — Results."
BASIC BLUE
AND MUTUAL
H
5000 WATTS

KRNT

BASIC
COLUMBIA
5000 WATTS

The Cowles Stations in
>ES MOINES
Affiliated with Dei Moines Register & Tribune
Represented by The Katz Agency
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particular views. I'm interested in

Declaring that present-day limitations will be "obsolete and forwar."
the Commissioner
said new
"it
is obviousgotten,"that
we shall have
communication problems for ConCommission." He caugress tioned
and theagainst
basing long-term
legislation upon "what may appear
to be an acceptable solution of today's minor radio troubles".
That doesn't mean, he emphasized, that "we should hesitate or
falter in enacting today new legislation setting forth guideposts for
the future". Unless the "mistakes
of the past" are corrected by proper
legislation
will beenterprise
"hesitancyto
on the part there
of private
pioneer
he
stated.in new technological fields",

Continuing
a prepared stategetting
all views."
ment
Mr.
Craven
"It is my
firm belief that, if said:
the Government
so desires, we can allocate sufficient
radio channels to provide broadcasting with such opportunities for
competition, that the effect of
natural laws can be more of a conin radio
in the
future thantrolling
hasfactorbeen
possible
in the

"It is now obvious to me," Mr.
Craven went on, "that the Communications Act of 1934 as interpreted and administered at present
has cast doubt upon the rights of
applicants
for,andand also
licensees
radio stations
as to of,what
extremes regulatory power may be

"Results Ke
ep
Fulton Market

KSO

the nation will require after this

exercised."Law Makes
Present
Commission Legislate
Pointing out that future responsibilities ofthe Commission will be
"great", the Commissioner foresaw,
under the present law, confusion
"in the most critical stage of the
history of radio". He urged legislation containing "statements of
broad policy, together with such
checks and balances as are deemed
necessary to insure the development of radio as an American enterprise in which the public has
confidence".
He said the present law does not
define the rights of broadcasters,
that under its interpretation the
Commission is set up as a legislative body, and that the "majority
of the Commissioners" feel the 1934
Act fails to define properly the responsibilities and powers of the
FCC.
Control of the radio spectrum is
"just as complex as it is important
to the application of radio to the
service of the public," said the Commissioner. "The nature of the radio
frequency allocations of the future
will influence the trend of the new
radio industry. This particular
phase of radio is not susceptible to
the legislative treatment in detail
because radio frequency allocation
is always in a state of flux. On the
other hand, radio spectrum allocation influences not only the philosophies of radio regulation but also
the progress of a vast industry."
Mr. Craven explained the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee, of which he is present
chairman, and how it must report
to the President through FCC
Chairman Fly who also is chairman of the BWC. Telling the committee thatnot
"thesatisfied
majority
the
IRAC are
withof this
arrangement", he said "they believe
that in time of peace, as well as
during war, the chairman of the
FCC has extraordinary opportunity
to influence the control of the radio
spectrum and, consequently, radio
development and use by the Government".
When Mr. Craven said considerable confusion has existed between
the FCC and IRAC and between
the State Dept. and FCC as to their
respective jurisdictions, Senator
White interposed : "It might be well
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A SPARE SPAR is relegated to the
airwaves with resulting increases
in the ranks of WACS, WAVES
and Marines as well as SPARS.
Every weekday morning Bill Herson, WRC Washington timekeeper,
gives Mary McCarty the go ahead
with "Get some gals". Then Mary
the Spar ad libs the girls into unisides. form, and sings a song or two be-

"Some persons do not agree with
this
said. Becauseto
of thephilosophy,"
inability ofhebroadcasters
achieve "idealistic perfection"
"these persons are prone to advocate more stringent regulation of
the composition of the traffic of
broadcast licensees. They believe
that such regulation would elimipast."
nate potential abuses and make radio broadcasting an ideal medium
for the dissemination of facts and

also toatoradd
the wanted
word friction".
Wheeler
to know Senhow
that confusion and friction came
about.
"Through the FCC wanting to
run things," asserted Mr. Craven.
Wheeler Says President Need
Not Take FCC Advice
"That's up to the President any
way; there's no way you could
writeedthat
intoWheeler
the law," when
commentSenator
Mr.
Craven suggested that legislation
set up IRAC and an overall superadvisory board to act in case of
dispute between the FCC and
IRAC. The President could ignore
either IRAC or a super-committee
and
"call Wheeler
in some outside
source",
Senator
remarked,
then
added: "Congress sometimes thinks
the President ought to hear it, but
Chairman Wheeler and Commishe doesn't."
sioner Craven argued on the President's powers and on giving IRAC
legal status by authorizing it under
the law. Mr. Craven admitted the
President can make decisions but
asked: "What rights has private
industry
beforemake
him?"him take ad"You can't
vice," parried Chairman Wheeler.
"Nothing under the law can compel
the President to take the advice of
the FCC. I've heard rumors that
he calls in members of the Supreme
Court
and others."Craven said he
Commissioner
felt legislation would straighten
out much of the confusion existing
between Government agencies over
their respective jurisdictions with
reference to frequency allocation.
Senator White recalled that the
confusion "dates back to the early
days" and "has been growing
rather
disappearing."
Craven than
declared
that because Mr.
of
that confusion FM and "the best
development
been
retarded. of television" have
Craven Says Enough
Channels for Competitive Rule
Although Senator Wheeler disagreed that legalizing IRAC would
help clear up the confusion, he declared: "I'm not married to any
BROADCASTING

Commissioner Craven said the
proposal to give the FCC control
over
"composition
traffic" induties
conopinions."
junction with its oflicensing
"jumps from the frying pan into
the fire" and "nullifies all freedoms,
including whatever rights may be
transmitted to radio from the freeof theBillpress".
"If domthe
of Rights is to mean
anything for radio, it should mean
first of all, freedom from fear of
Government reprisals or pressures
administered by the radio licensing
authority,
FCC," he
declared. "Itnamely,
must betheremembered
that if this regulatory power is
combined with the radio licensing
power, the Commission could exert
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startling influence upon radio
Symphony Plans
licensees."
SPONSORSHIP of the Boston
Senator Wheeler wanted to
Symphony Orchestra Saturday eveknow "what freedoms have been
ning concerts on the BLUE by
nullified?" Mr. Craven replied: "If Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, will start Dec. 25, the BLUE
you'relate going
to let theof FCC
reguthe composition
traffic
all announced
last week. Heard 8:15you'll have in the end is Govern- 9:15 p.m., the concerts will be carried on the full BLUE network
ment control." He pointed to three
cases handled by the FCC in the with Dr. Serge Koussevitzky conpast which, he said he felt, demonducting. Agency is Compton Adv.,
strated that the FCC is exercising New York,
control over the "composition of
traffic". Among them was the BLUE
network sale which, he asserted, Commission power of control over
was decided on the issue of the net- the composition of traffic."
"That has become acute since the
work's responsibility, but in fact
Supreme
Decision," rewas based on the BLUE's programmarkedCourt
Senator White.
ming.
Senator Wheeler once more
"That demonstrates how a Gov- brought up the question of comernment agency can control the dismentators. Mr. Craven said he had
s
e
m
i
n
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
facts
and
opinion,"
"heard
a
good
many complaints"
he said.
that on one network all the "commentators have the same philoso"Isn't it dangerous to have that
controlled by a few big networks?"
asked Senator Wheeler. If the com"I know of a case where a cerposition of traffic were in the
tain broadcaster called the Presiphy".dent and asked if he should put a
I hands of a few individuals, as the
Senator inferred, that would be certain Senator on the air," remarked Chairman Wheeler.
dangerous, too, Mr. Craven agreed,
but
he
added
"my
concept
is,
the
Government violates the Bill of Wheeler Insists 'Equal
Rights" when it attempts to control Time11 Must Be in Law
programs. The chairman held con"I question the wisdom of control by a small group of individuals
ferring upon the FCC powers to
would be "more dangerous than regulate the composition of the
Government control".
radio traffic such as is implied in
Sections 7, Mr.
10 and
11 of Senator
S-814,"
"A licensee should not have free- continued
Craven.
dom from competition," said Mr. White interposed:
Craven. "Our forefathers thought
enough of freedom of the press and
"As far as I have it in my authority to write this bill, I want
freedom of speech to write it in
to
say,"
said Senator
"that
the Bill of Rights. I think there's I have never
agreed White,
with Justice
one place you won't get freedom of Frankfurter that the Commission
speech. That's if you rest in the should have jurisdiction over the
SOLES

FLV

HIGH

UIHEH

VOU

BUV

BHLTIfflORE'S
Blue network Outlet
Geo, H. Roeder
John Elmer
President
Gen. /Manager
FREE & PETERS
Exclusive National Rep.
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composition
of traffic."
Mr. Craven
discussed Sections
7, 10fer and
11
and
"I preto rely on theconcluded:
potentialities
of
greater opportunities for competition in the future than upon amendments to the law which in themselves may give rise to other serious problems involving the control of free speech." Senator
Wheeler
insisted issues
that "equal
in controversial
and totime"
answer commentators couldn't be expected unless "we write it into the
Mr. Craven said his opinion was,
law". studying the testimony before
after
the Senate committee, that there
was "some confusion as to the
right to respond to slander and the
right of response to political questions". He opposed
putting
an
amendment
into the
law such
on the
grounds that it would "lower raSays
dio". Public Wants Control
Through the Dial
"You can't lower radio any more
than it is now," exclaimed Senator
Wheeler. "As far as I'm concerned,
I'm going to write it into the law —
or try to write it into the law."
He didn't agree with Mr. Craven
that the right to redress is in the
courts, declaring: "We've got to
give the public the right to hear
both
sides." of speech is not to
"Freedom
compel the people to listen to one
station or tune to another," retorted
Commissioner Craven. "In my
opinion the public is going to have
| all sides if the decision is left voluntarily to the intelligence of
! broadcasters."
I , "I'm not going to have a handful
1 of chains control public opinion
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no matter how much intelligence
they
have," shouted Senator
Wheeler.
"In my opinion," said Mr.
Craven, continuing with his prepared statement, "Section 8, which
is intended to prohibit the Commission from interfering, either directly with free speech, should be
strengthened as to make certain
that the Commission cannot,
through the exercise of licensing
power, control in any way, directly
or indirectly, by implied threat or
otherwise, the right of free speech
of any person in this country. I
suggest the public desires to retain
control through the dial. The public
does not want seven men in Washington who are not elected to office
by the people, telling them what
kind of programs they should have.
If we are not careful, a Commission could regulate the life out of

Third

in

the only radio alive in the world
On the "right to listen" Mr.
Craveniliespointed
famout of 10outarethat
very"8 likely
today."
to
push the button v/henever they
hear the beginning of an oration
delivered by the average speaker.
Of course," he went one, "some of
the deep thinkers of the country
listen to many of the speeches over
the radio. On the other hand there
are many instances in which a radio station loses the audience during
broadcasttheof committee
speeches." to
He the urged
weigh all angles if it felt that a
"fairness" amendment had to be
written into the law.
"What we're all trying to get at,"
said Chairman Wheeler, "is to
reach a method that is fair. It's
Mr. Craven told the chairman
very difficult."
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he was opposed to licensing networks because the "chain companies are program sources".
Pursuing the same sort of questioning to which he had subjected
other witnesses, Chairman Wheeler
asked Commissioner Craven whether he thought networks should be
licensed. Responding negatively,
Mr. Craven said network stations
are already licensed and that it
would be difficult, in his judgment,
to write a law which would not
cover program organizations which
are not in the broadcasting field
per se.
Opposing provisions of the
White-Wheeler Bill which would
guarantee
equal time issues,
for discussion of controversial
Mr.
Craven said he felt the position of
CBS and the views of Ed Craney,
Z-Bar Network head and friend of
Mr. Wheeler's, [Broadcasting Oct.
18] were sound. He also lauded
the NAB Code of Ethics which he
described as far from perfect but
"nevertheless a constructive step."
As now phrased, Commissioner
Craven declared that S-814 would
provide
"Utopia
for crackpots"
and thata the
listeners
would be
subjected to a babble of oratory.
The "push button is a marvelous
invention," he said, declaring that
the public would prefer push button freedom and program-competition to regulation of programs by
a Washington bureau.
Commissioner Craven recalled
that the present Section 315 of the
law has caused the FCC considerable worry. It even projected the
Commission into the field of
"State's Rights," he said. Chairman Wheeler, however, contended
that any candidate for Federal office has a right to be heard irrespective of state laws regarding
qualifications.
Commissioner Craven's plea was
that Congress write a law so explicit that it can be understood by
a "Commission of laymen". He
pointed out that he is an engineer
and that under the law the President can appoint an entire Commission of non-lawyers.
Raising again the question of
program quality, Chairman Wheeler debated vigorously with Commissioner Craven over the part
played by radio and other public
media in juvenile delinquency.
While Commissioner Craven disclaimed any personal like for crime
programs or "soap operas," he said
he felt it was not up to the government to do anything about them.
Chairman Wheeler agreed he did
not think that programs should be
regulated by law, but he did not
want "Hollywood and New York"
to "lower the morals of my grandchildren".
Insisting that he wanted the public to control programs, Commissioner Craven said he didn't want
"a bunch of grandfathers in Washington telling us what to do".
AFL For Air Freedom
Like Press Freedom
On Wednesday Mr. Hines submitted for the record a resolution
adopted by the AFL at its Boston
convention Oct. 8, [BROADCASTING
Oct. earliest
18] urging
that Congress
"at
the
possible
date, assure
the preservation of freedom of
speech on the air by enacting
changes in the present Communica-
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'Good Choice'
WHEN Earl J. Glade, vicepresident of KSL Salt Lake
mayor,
Cityed and
recently electtook the
f o r e the
stand
be-

Mr. Glade

terstate
Senate InCommerce
Committee
last Monday
to
b etestify
h a 1 f onof

the White-Wheeler Bill (S814) Chairman Wheeler dryly remarked:
"Senator
tried
to get elected
mayorWhite
but
they sent him to the Senate to
get rid of him." To which Mr.
Glade retorted: "Well that
was
a good
choice."
Mr. Glade
concluded
his When
testimony Senator Wheeler told
him : "You've got a great station." The Salt Lake City
broadcaster had mentioned
that his station always carried Senator Wheeler's talks.
tions Act prescribing the limits of
Government supervision of the
radio and allied industries, and
safeguarding broadcasting from
any actual or implied Government
censorship authority over program
Philip Pearl, AFL public relations director, told the committee
content."
that
"any
we
have made reasonable
for time requests
have been
granted by the networks free of
charge." "We are not asking for
the privilege of buying time because
we feel that will become a compulsion." Mr. Pearl voiced objection
to the NAB code which bans solicitations for membership. He said
the AFL in the past has purchased
time to conduct membership compaigns in certain areas. The AFL
position,
he asserted,
is that
dom of the
air should
have freethe
same status as freedom of the

richer and the poor get poorer in
the network rules. In the long run
you're
goingwillto gofind
trend of
the money
to the
the networks
having the
best stations."
Senatoras
Wheeler
questioned
the witness
to the profits made by the networks.
Mr. Craven said "the chain com
panies make a good profit; so do
the affiliates. I think the most
money is made by the key stations
owned by the networks. On the
other hand, the affiliates are mak"Shouldn't chains arrange it so
that ingallmoney,
theirtoo."
good programs go to!
all
their
affiliates?"
asked the chairman.
"That's a condition I'd like to see
come about," replied Mr. Craven,!
"but it's up to the man who buys the
time." Senator Wheeler contended;
that if a rule made it mandatory!
that a timebuyer had to take all
stations it would render a public
service. "Should a company be percomea few
in and
'We'll
just pickmitted toout
goodsaystations
in "You've
the country'?"
he
asked.
got a complex situation
there," said Mr. Craven. Then came
an argument over the term "public
interest" and when the Commiswhy.
said he couldn't
Senator sioner
Wheeler
demanded define
to knowit,
Senator Tobey objected to interruptions while Mr. Craven read his
statement, remarking : "I think this
statement is a very good contribution. I think he has a wealth of
material. Is he going to finish the
paper
then be surmised
interrogated?"
SenatorandWheeler
that
when Mr. Craven read his paper he
was finished, then continued ques-

Net Rules Benefit
press.
the 'Haves' Says Craven
PIONEER
KANSAS
CITY'S
Commissioner Craven, resuming
F M STATION V7
the stand, advocated competition in
broadcasting
and suggested
"it
may
be desirable
to include that
in the
Communications Act some special
provisions governing certain business aspects which are peculiar to
broadcasting and are not encountered in other business
enterprises."
He expressed
opposition
to the
chain broadcasting regulations
(which the Supreme Court upheld
on May 10 in the Frankfurter majority opinion) on the ground that
the 1934 Communications Act did
not empower the Commission to KOZY
Owned and Operated by
regulate
the business aspects of
broadcasting.
When Senator Wheeler asked if COMMERCIAL
RADIO
he felt the network rules benefited
stations Mr. Craven said in some EQUIPMENT COMPANY
respects he thought they might but
he didn't agree with the time-option
rule.
"A great many stations have said
to me that the rules have been a
benefit
stations," Chairman
Wheeler to
continued.
"We must consider the overall
effect," said Commissioner Craven.
"I predict that the rich will get
BROADCASTING

Crossroads of the World, Hollywood, Calif.
Evening Star Building, Washington, D. C.
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tioning along the network rules
line.
Chairman Wheeler said the FCC
3'should make a study and "then come
" 'before
Congress. do
We'dwhat
like the
to have
the Commission
ICC
^does — when it isn't sure of its
jpowers it comes to Congress."
Craven Suggests Network
)iRules For Enactment
"In view of the potentialities involved in the majority decision of
the Supreme Court and in view of
the logical reasons propounded in
the minority opinion of that Court,"
declared Mr. Craven, "I am more
convinced than ever that it is best
11for this country to limit the Com«munications Commission to the
scope of the Communications Act
and to require the Commission to
recommend to Congress from time
to time what changes in the law
are necessary. I cannot urge too
strongly that Congress clarify the
Communications Act of 1934 so
that this may be the future procedure."
Explaining that broadcasting has
benefited by an abnormal situation arising out of the war, Mr.
Craven suggested provisions in the
law which would "prohibit the
licensee from entering into any contract or other arrangement with a
network
organization"
containing
these restraints
:
(1) Where the station is prevented from broadcasting public
service programs of any other network;
(2) Which prevent the station
from rejecting or refusing network
programs which the station reasonably believes to be unsatisfactory,

'ROO

M/
There's a boom back
home, too, in the town
where this gun was
made.

COVER
THESE NEW MARKETS
WITH RADIO
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Pope To Be Heard
POPE PIUS XII will again broadcast a Christmas message, and the
Christmas midnight Mass will also
be shortwaved as in previous years,
according to Dr. Max Jordan, NBC
director of religious broadcasting
who has received what is said to
be the first direct message from
Vatican City's radio station since
Rome was occupied by German
troops.
The Pope'sscheduled
address had
been definitely
by not
the
other networks last week. Mutual
indicated it would probably carry
the talk however.
unsuitable or contrary to the public interest, or from substituting
therefore a program of outstanding
local or national importance;
(3) Which prevent another station serving a substantially different area from broadcasting any
network program or programs ;
(4) Which provide by original
term, provisions for renewal, or
otherwise, that the station will
broadcast the programs of the network organization for a period
longer than three years;
(5) Which give the network organization an option upon periods
of the station's time which are unspecified, orwhich can be exercised
upon notice to the station within
less than a reasonable time, such
as 28 days.
Craven Likes Idea of
Rotating Chairmanship
Although Senator Wheeler again
declared himself against placing
the power of disseminating facts
and opinion in the hands of "a few"
he
"We rules
ought intothelaylaw
downso
somesaid:
definite
the radio industry will know what's
what. That's what we're going to
tryDiscussing
to do." the the Commission's
power to revoke licenses for infracof laws, that
Mr. Craven
said: "It
is my tionsbelief
the Commission
should not have this indirect power because it does not accord to
licensees the due processes of law
guaranteed to them in the Bill of
Rights and it also amounts to unfair concentration of judicial power
in an administrative agency."
He told the committee
he f avore n
reorganization
of the Commission
as outlined in the White-Wheeler
Bill. Senator Tobey asked if the
chairmanship of the FCC should be
rotated, as suggested by Judge
Sykes. Mr. Craven said he hadn't
proposed it himself but thought it
was aator
"splendid
suggestion".
Tobey wanted
to knowSen-if
"other members" of the Commission
were "pretty positive forces" or "do
they just go along"? Mr. Craven
parried the question but commented:
"I think the chairman has been
very effective getting his new policies across. I congratulate him."
Says FCC Will Ask
Ban on Press Ownership
Commissioner Craven literally
tossed a verbal bomb into the hearing when testifying on the newspaper-ownership question, he said:
"You are about
a recommendation from to
thegetCommission
that Congress prohibit newspapers
from owning radio stations."
"Did I understand you to say
that the Commission is preparing
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an order to prohibit newspapers
from
owning
Senator
Tobey.radio stations?" asked
"I didn't go quite that far," replied Mr. Craven. He repeated his
statement.
"In your mind, if such an order
were in the making," persisted Senator Tobey, "would it go so far as
to say that newspapers owning
stations today had to get rid of
them?" Mr. Craven remarked that
he was glad to note that Chairman
Fly had tossed the newspaper-ownership question in the lap of Congress. He added that hearings were
about completed
and that the Commind. mission had tentatively made up its
Mr. Craven said he personally
opposed legislation prohibiting any
business or occupation "such as the
newspapers"
radio
stations becausefrom
such owning
action would
be "both unnecessary and dangerChoice Between Two
Kinds of Administration
The Commissioner concluded that
the Senate committee is faced with
theous."
choice of two forms of administrative Government. One is where
an "agency of Congress has limited powers to regulate private enterprise within the scope of a law
in which the rights of the regulated
are defined and safeguarded." The
other is where an independent administrative agency has "vast legislative and judicial powers to regulate private enterprise because the
law does not either specify the
limits of power of the agency or
define the rights of the regulated".
"In my opinion Congress should
choose the first by enacting legislation similar to that suggested in
S-814," he said. "The second course,
in my opinion, is bureaucracy in its
extreme form, and constitutes a
trend toward a change in the form
of our Government, and, of equal
significance, it seems to me, this
course leads to regimentation of
technological progress along the
grooves charted by a centralized
bureaucracy."
Senator Wheeler inquired about
clear channel stations, then challenged Mr. Craven's statement that
the clear-channel group "renders
service to rural areas". Mr. Craven said "I am convinced, as an engine r, ifyou destroy all the clear
channel stations you destroy the
coverage of the country."
Joseph Pierson, president and
general manager of Press Wireless
Inc., made a deep impression in
advising the committee that the
FCC had denied his company peroperate
in "several"
theatres mission
of towar,
without
hearing,
but had granted licenses to rival
firms, RCAC and Mackay Radio,
also without hearings. He supported the intervention clause in
the proposed legislation, declaring
that the Commission "finally granted ussionahadhearing"
but down.
that no decibeen handed
He testified that Press Wireless
filed application for license to operate in Algiers on Dec. 18, 1942,
and was the first such firm to file.
On Feb. 8, this year, he said, the
FCC granted Mackay Radio a
license to operate in Algiers. He
said the Commission gave no formal reason that he could recall, but
informally had told his firm that
the Joint Chiefs of Staff requested
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that only one firm be permitted to
operate in North Africa.
Philip F. Siling, chief of the
International Division of FCC, who
was a spectator, was called to the
stand by Senator Wheeler and
asked to produce his written
recommendations in the various
cases involved.
CIO Opposed to Cut
In Commission Powers
Appearing Thursday to protest
any change in the present Communications act that would "curtail
the present powers of the FCC, Mr.
DeCaux
thattime
labor's
difficultiescharged
in getting
were chief
due
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"not only to the employer-mindedness and prejudices of a number of
station owners, but even more to the
general policies and practices of the
industry as embodied in the code of
the NAB.
He told the committee that frequently the CIO had complained to
the FCC but had been "advised"
that "our only recourse is to make
a complaint that a particular station has not been operated in the
public interest, at the time when
renewal of its license comes up before the Commission".
Mr. DeCaux left four recommendations with the committee:
(1) That a larger proportion of
free time should be made available to labor organizations than
has been the case in the past, particularly in the form of regularly
recurring sustaining programs;
(2) That labor organizations should
suffer no blanket restriction on
their right to purchase radio time;
(3) That labor organizations should
suffer no blanket restrictions on
their right to use radio for the solicitation of membership or in organizing campaigns; (4) that serious consideration should be given
to the establishment of machinery
for the relief of labor and other
organizations in cases where there
is a discriminatory denial of their
right to buy or receive free time
on the air.
Coordination of FM and AM
Urged by Cullum
Mr. Cullum outlined the posibilities of radio after the war and
called on Congress to give "immediate consideration" to post-war
problems. As a result of war training in both the Army and Navy
many engineer-technicians will be
available to private industry to
give to civilian enterprise the
knowledge they have acquired in
the service.
He stressed the necessity of exploring FM and television. Although he said that standard
broadcasting will continue, he predicted that FM can be used extensively in metropolitan areas, thus
freeing many AM frequencies for
better rural coverage. He mentioned particularly that the area from
Washington to Boston is adapted
to FM.
Senator Wheeler questioned him

Congress Shelves Probe
OnCIO-NBCControversy
ATTEMPTS to have Congress
probe into the affairs of NBC because a CIO speaker was substituted for the Voice of the Dairy
Farmer Nov. 21 [Broadcasting,
Nov. 29] have been shelved.
Senator Wheeler (D-Mont.),
chairman of the Senate Committee
on Interstate Commerce, said no
action would be taken on a resolution (S. Res. 213), introduced Nov.
26 by Senator Langer (R-N. D.)
calling for an investigation as to
why the
program
was canceled fordairy
the labor
speaker,
who
discussed subsidies.
In the House Rep. Andresen
(R-Minn.) demanded that the Select Committee to Investigate the
FCC conduct a probe, but Chairman Lea said there was no evidence
to indicate the FCC had anything
to do with the program change, but
should "evidence develop in due
course the committee probably will
take it up". He said preliminary
inquiries had disclosed no pressure
on NBC to carry the CIO program.
as to the advisability of making
FM available to AM broadcasters
and asked if it should be coordinated with standard broadcasting
or should be handled as a separate
function. Mr. Cullum urged coordination. He opposed denying operators of standard broadcast stations the privilege of obtaining
FM licenses on the grounds that
they already know broadcasting
and that if FM were made available
only to "strangers" it would tend
to retard, rather than develop its
Declaring that manufacturing
growth.
plants lionnow
turningof outelectronic
75 mildollarsareworth
equipment a month, Mr. Cullum
told the committee, "if we don't
make the use of the possibilities
now, you won't have them because
they'll be frozen". If the AM band
is to be extended, it should be determined and announced so that manufacturers could be prepared to
cope with the situation after the
war. By the same token he asserted that if the FM band is to be
extended "it should be given consideration now".channel broadcastAs for clear
ing, the Texas engineer called upon Congress either to "decide
whether you're going ahead and
increase
going to power
tackle orit whether
the otheryou're
way
by holding down power and duplicate the service." Indecision has
greatly interferred with engineering activities, he asserted.
Mr. Cullum pointed out that
from an engineering standpoint
clear channels can go to 500,000
or a million watts, but that no decision has been made as to whether
super-power is to be permitted or
denied. Senator Wheeler voiced objection to super-power stations,

"ORDERING
104 MORE
advises Fred Cannon— ALL-CANADA

SHOWS"
RADIO LTD.

contending
that which
they "blanket
out"
local stations
really serve
their communities.
"There are no shortages of freany more,"of said
Mr. Cullum. "Asquencies
a result
spending
millions of dollars in war developments we have found a lot more
frequencies. If we make use of
them it will relieve a lot of our
problems. During this war period
there has been a tremendous
amount of training. Before the
war we had few men who could
install and operate FM or teleChairman Wheeler, reading a
question, asked how FM signals
would compare with AM in rural
coverage.
The witness said engivision."
neers consider a 500-microvolt signal is required to give coverage to
rural areas. In FM "we can get
good rural
microvolts and inservice
some with
cases50only
10
microvolts", he said.
Senator receiving
Wheeler'ssetsquestion
as To
to whether
would
embody vision
equipment
for
AM,
teleand FM, Mr. Cullum
said reception of all three is possible in the "same box". In television, he said, the biggest problem has not been the need of frequencies but one of transmitting
programs from city to city.
"As a result of this same rush
and money that's been spent on
research," he said, "we're going
to have point-to-point service. We
won't have to depend on telephone
lines. We use a very special direc"Do tional
you antenna."
feel that the Commission itself should do something
about it?" asked Senator Wheeler
with reference to post-war radio
and the new developments.
"The time has come when consideration should be given," said
Mr. Cullum. "It should be encouraged by Congress."
Cullum
Urges Action
To Speed Applications
Urging the government to prethat will
be available
the war,
techniques''
"electronicafter
pare for the
Mr. Cullum
emphasized
that
stand-a
ard broadcasting will be only
small part of the post-war regulatory problem. Tremendous new uses
of radio in air navigation, stemming from war developments, will
give the FCC a vast amount of new
work, he said, aside from many
other non-broadcast and broadcast
uses.
While standard broadcasting is
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doing
a "good
job", Mr.
Cullum
said that
even better
service
will
be possible with the development
of FM and television. He urged
more channels for both services
and suggested higher frequencies
for television. The Commission
might want to consider somewhat
higher frequencies for FM, too, he
said, in urging steps be taken to
avoid suppression of these techniques. Many of them already are
known to the enemy, and consideration should be given to making
them available as quickly and as
effectively as possible.
Asked by Senator Tunnell whether allocations should be made by
statute or by the Commission, the
engineer said he did not feel qualified to answer.
Without criticising the Commission, Mr. Cullum urged steps to
speed action on applications. In
many cases, he said, months go by
before an application is set for
hearing and then additional delay
is entailed. He recalled applications
which were pending two years before the war. Many broadcasters
would rather have a decision even
if it is against them, he said, so
that service will not be lost to the
particular community. He urged a
time limit on pendency of applications.
Several members of the Committee agreed with his view. Chairman
Wheeler commented that these delays, both before agencies and the
courts, tend to destroy confidence
in government.
Chairman Wheeler said he had
gleaned from Mr. Cullum's testimony that he felt there should be
some policy on allocation of FM
facilities to standard broadcast
stations. Mr. Cullum said it would
expedite matters if broadcast licensees knew whether or not they
could go into this new field. He
pointed out that if sufficient facilities are provided, there would be
enough channels to accommodate
any foreseeable demand. He urged
that a survey be made to determine
potential needs.
Television, the witness said, is

Insurance Series
MUTUAL BENEFIT Health &
Accident Assn. of Omaha on Jan.
14 will start a series titled Freedom,
of Opportunity on 125 Mutual stations, Fri., 8:30-9 P. M. Presented
in conjunction with the U. S. Junior
Chamber of Commerce. The program was placed by Bozell &
Jacobs, Omaha.
in "quite a chaotic condition" because prospective licensees do not
know in what portion of the band
they will operate.

Jansky Lectures
On FM and AM Services
Mr. Jansky took the Committee
on what amounted to a personally
conducted tour of FM versus AM
broadcasting and described in lay
language the difference in quality,
propagation and service. Drawing
upon
23 years'
experience
radio his
allocation,
he told
of his ownin
experimentation with FM, through
regular operation !of an experimental station in Washington during the last four years. The cure
for the allocation problem reposes
in FM, he predicted. Without mentioning specific numbers, he said
"several thousand FM stations
could be accommodated on the present FM band, without interference,
as against only 912 stations in the
standard band. There are only 40
FM channels at present as against
106 AM frequencies.
Mr. Jansky explained how this is
possible. He pointed out that the
necessary signal to noise or interference ratio for clear reception in
the AM band is about 100 to 1. In
FM, he said, it is 2 to 1, making
possible duplication of stations on
the same frequency at some 30 or
40 mile intervals.
In the same city, it is only possible to license a maximum of 25
standard broadcast stations operating simultaneously because stations must be separated by at least
3 non-used channels. In FM, every
other channel can be used so that
with the present 40 channels, 20
stations can be operating in each
locality.
There is a severe limitation on
AM coverage at night on duplicated channels, Mr. Jansky pointed
out. On FM substantially the same
coverage is available day and
WGCM
night. Moreover, he said, there is
much less static in FM than in
AM, which makes for less distortion. tion and more life-like reproducmi^l55lPPI6ULFCOA5T^j
FM stations can cover up to 100
BLUE NETWORK
miles,
he estimated with substanJj
tial power and under optimum conditions. He said the cost of FM
Gulfport,Biloxi,Miss.//|
construction today is about the
same as AM.
Pointing out that it is possible
The Sweet Buy and Buy
to put multiplex teletypewriter or
of the NOW is thru'
facsimile service on the same freWGCM, covering the
quency used by an FM station, Mr.
famed Mississippi Gulf
Jansky said he would leave "it to
Coast, where Millions are
your imagination" what the future
being spent Monthly!
National representatives: Sears &
Ayer, Inc., Chicago and New York.
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will present in the way of FM service.
Predicting automatic relay of
FM, whereby a program will be
picked up at a point at the end of
one service area and rebroadcast
to another, Mr. Jansky said this
could be done over and over again
and without the necessity of wireline relays. While he declared the
potentialities of automatic relays
are great, he said there would be
many main
cases
where wireline will redesirable.
He predicted that FM would
have
AM. aHe"very
urgedsizeable
also, effect"
replyinguponto
Senator Wheeler, that AM broadcasters of today be given full opportunity to operate FM stations.
The oustanding contribution of
FM will be the provision of sufficient facilities, so that all who
have a right to operate stations
can be accommodated. Today, he
said, the competition is for facilities and not for business. With
FM the competition will be for
business, paralleling operation of
newspapers, on which there is no
facility limitation.
Asked by Chairman Wheeler
whether he felt Congress should
write into the law specific and adequate allocations for FM, Mr. Jansky said he saw no reason why
Congress should have to legislate.
The FCC, he said, recognized FM's
requirements originally but the engineers "were too conservative".
He said he thought the band should
be enlarged and that "FM could do
a pretty good job if we had one
more
television Wheeler
chanel". wondered
Chairman
what Congress might do to "encourage" adequate allocations. Mr.
Jansky reiterated that he felt the
Commission had treated FM
justly.
Commissioner Wakefield did not
complete reading his prepared
statement at the Friday session and
was to return Saturday. He opposed Section 3 of the Bill which
would separate the Commission into
two autonomous divisions, declaring
that the Commission now has authority to diffuse its functions.
With so many developments impending after the war, he felt the
Commission organizations should
be left flexible so that work could
be shifted from one division group
to another.
Answering the earlier testimony
of CBS President William S. Paley
attacking the network monopoly
rules, Mr. Wakefield supported
them, not as being letter perfect,
but
as constituting
basis"
for the
enhancement a of"sound
free speech.
Reminiscent of the earlier testimony of Chairman Fly, he pointed
out that CBS "continues to make
more
money figures
than ever
and
that recent
for before"
the BLUE
indicated its net earnings were up
65%- He placed in the record the
CBS brochure to advertisers contending the regulations would not
be detrimental to its operations.
CBS, he said, said the regulations
NET
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are destructive but "would not produce the corpus
Senator
Hawkesdelicti".
interposed that
the money now being made by industry under abnormal conditions
could not be regarded as an index
to what will happen after the war.
He said he felt the network regulations had no relationship, therefore, to current business conditions.
Mr. Wakefield agreed these were
"abnormal times".
Mr. Wakefield disagreed vigorously with the contentions of
Messrs. Paley, Neville Miller and
Commissioner Craven that the Supreme Court opinion gave the Commission the power to censor programs. He said there appeared to
be confusion about the meaning of
the word "composition" and that
it was interpreted as meaning "content". Mr. Wakefield said he felt
the Commission can require that a
station offer a "balanced diet" of
programming and that it should not
broadcast one type to the exclusion
of all others. Also, he thought the
Commission had the right to concern itself with the "general program level". Action
Sees Early
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On Newspaper Issue
On the newspaper ownership issue, Mr. Wakefield said he thought
that action should have been taken
earlier and that it would have except for the war. He admitted the
Commission should not have held
up applications of newspaper stations and that he was confident a
decision would be reached without
delay. Mr. Wakefield felt the newspaper opinion would be forthcomsits" ofanda
that ingit"while
willthisbe Committee
in the form
recommendation to the Committee.
Senator Wheeler made several
significant observations during Mr.
Wakefield's testimony. At one point,
he said, it should be up to the
broadcaster to determine what constitutes the "public
interest".
he felt that
if a station
does But
not
give both sides of public issues the
Commission ought to have a right
to so determine. At another point
he observed that there was a "radical difference" between radio and
other public utilities. He said something should be done to prevent
broadcasters from living in fear of
the Commission. There has been too
much of this from the start, he declared.
Commissioner Wakefield held
there was no justification for such
fear. He said he knew of no political considerations in FCC actions,
but Chairman Wheeler cut him
short with the observation that he
knew of a number. Commissioner
Wakefield said he did not believe
the Commssion has "excessive
powers" and that the effort is to
"dilute" the Commission's powers.
Commissioner Wakefield referred
to situations, presumably actual,
where an applicant invests $10,000
in a station with a government facility and soon finds it is worth
$100,000 or a few hundred thousand. He said he did not know the
answer to such situations.
Again taking up the cudgels in
support of the Fly philosophy in
his prepared statement, Mr. Wakefield deplored the rule that no time
should be sold for discussion of
controversial issues. This was also
in line with the testimony of witnesses for CIO. He alluded to the
CBS policy of handling controversial issues and that espoused by
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House

Probes Fly Reprisals
(Continued from Page 10)
"Reprisals have been visited upon
protecting the identity of any per- certain
members of the armed
son
or
persons'.
Mr.
Miller
referred
to testimony previously offered by forces who had opposed the chairMr. Craven that FCC Chairman
man of the Commission's policies;
Fly had exerted influence over isn't that true?", Mr. Craven deIRAC and the armed forces in the
clared: "That is a well-known fact
allocation of Government frequencies. When Mr. Craven replied that among the armed services."
he hesitated to disclose names in Reprisals Detailed
a public hearing, Rep. Miller asked : In Executive Session
"Will you state whether you fear
As Mr. Garey continued questionthe disclosure of names of such pering on that subject Rep. Magnuson
son or persons might subject them
to the visitation of reprisals by the wanted to know: "What does Mr.
Fly have to do with the personnel
chairman
the FCC?"
"That isof what
I fear," replied problems of the War and Navy DeMr. Craven.
partments?" Mr. Craven said he
didn't see "any reason he should
"After all, is that a one-man
have anything to do with them, but
Commission?" demanded the Mis- he did". As Rep. Magnuson pressed
souri Congressman. Mr. Craven refurther,serted : Commissioner Craven asplied it was a "seven-man CommisMiller members
did not
"One of the leading men in radio
press sion,
theby law".
witnessRep.
to name
of the armed forces against whom
in the Navy was practically cashthe alleged reprisals might be
iered and placed on the retired list"
at the "instigation and insistence of
taken, but when Mr. Garey asked:
the chairman of the FCC." As Mr.
Magnuson pursued his questioning
Mr.
Garey said:
Ed Craney, head of KGIR Butte,
"I think it would be fair to adMont., in an article published in
vise the Congressman that we have
the Oct. 18 issue of Broadcasting.
testimony
are notwhat
permitMr. Craney's
and
ted to use that
that weconfirms
the
free
discussionsolution
seems of
to "wide
be widely
Commissioner has testified to, given
different from and vastly preferable to Columbia's policy of very exchange
by one of ofthewords
men involved."
An
between Rep.
limited
discussion." urged that the Magnuson and Mr. Garey over
Mr. Wakefield
what constituted public testimony
salary tosioners besecretaries
of Commisincreased from
$4,000 brought an admission from Mr.
to $5,000 or $5,600 a year and that Garey that Secretary of the Navy
they be designated as assistants to Knox had told him that "he visited
the Commissioners. He opposed the reprisals on a man". When Mr.
Magnuson demanded to bring Mr.
broadened procedural provisions of Knox
and other officers allegedly
the White-Wheeler Bill.
Mr. Wakefield concluded that affected before the committee, Mr.
Garey said:
neither Chairman Fly nor anyone
"I think the Congressman has in
else "has my vote in his pocket". mind we have been prohibited by
executive order from bringing these
Folsom RCA V-P
men here and having them testify."
FRANK M. FOLSOM, serving un- Counsel explained he was in possession of the full story and would pre- ti(
til Dec. 1 as chief of procurement
sent it to the committee in execu
of the Navy Dept., has been elected tive session.
Chairman Lea recessed
a vice-president and director of
the public
while doors.
the comRCA, according to an announcemittee met hearing
behind closed
ment last week by President David
Commissioner Craven was called
Sarnoff. Because of his health,
the executive meeting. After
George K. Throckmorton has re- into
almost an hour the hearing was
signed as an RCA vice-president opened to the public and Rep. Miller
and director, but will continue as a
said, "I would like to suggest at
consultant to the company. Mr. this
time that the record show that
Folsom will be in charge of the Commander
Craven was examined
manufacturing division, RCA Vic- further and that his testimony was
tor, with headquarters at Camden,
N. J. He will assume his new duties given in executive session, and no
Jan. 1.
record has been made of the testimony given, except perhaps some1
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notes by members of the committee."
"That accords with the facts, said
Chairman Lea. "I think it might
be added that the Committee possibly will further confer on the matter in executive session." Mr. Garey
read into the record a letter he addressed June 25, 1943, to the Secretaries of War and Navy Depts.
asking for "certain documentary
evidence" and requesting the presence of "certain officers" before the
committee.
He also read a letter dated June
12, 1940, signed by Chairman Fly
and addressed to Maj. Gen. Joseph
O. Mauborgne, then Chief Signal
Officer,
in which
Fly said:
Commission
has Mr.directed
that"The
its
chairman shall act as its member
of the committee (Defense Communications Board, now the BWC).
. . . The Commission also considered
the question as to the chairmanship
of the Committee, and concluded
that in its view the Chairman of
the Commission should act as chairman of the communications committee."
Commissioner Craven then testified that the Commission did feel
that Mr. Fly should represent the
FCC on the Board, but he did not
recall any meeting at which the
Commission expressed the view that
Mr. Fly should head the Board.
Among the documents requested for
the House committee and which
were denied the Congressional probers by the War and Navy Depts.
was the latter which Mr. Garey
1 read, he brought out. He told the
committee that the legal staff had
read all the minutes of FCC open
meetings and had found no reference to action in which the Commission urged that Mr. Fly serve
as DCB chairman.
Craven Noticed Program
Control Trend in 1938
Despite insistence by both War
and Navy that they be permitted
to handle their own communications, Mr. Craven testified that Mr.
Fly "does have a predominant
voice in the policies, of a broad
character, concerning communications in time of war".
Into the record was read a written motion by Mr. Craven, dated
Oct. 17, 1938, urging the FCC to
consider organization contemplating a national emergency. The witness testified his motion "just died
a natural death".
Quoting from the motion which
said, in part: "The policy of pri-
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vate operation of broadcasting free
from political control should be reaffirmed," Mr. Garey asked: "Were
you, even at that date, alarmed at
the trend that then obtained in
that respect?" Mr. Craven said he
was and that he had observed "a
trend towards what we now call regulation of the composition of traffic" and that actions
he "noticed
various
Commission
that bythere
was
a tendency to get control of the
composition of traffic to such an extent that in my opinion radio would
no longer be a purely democratic
institution in our country."
On Sept. 9, 1939, Mr. Craven as
a co-member with Chairman Fly
and Commissioner Brown of a subcommittee to study problems facing communications in case of war,
submitted a list of proposals, which,
he testified, were shelved. His proposal had to do with reorganization
of the nation's communications facilities in time of war and urged
that the Commission go then to
Congress to seek necessary powers
to carry out any wartime emergency measures, and to clarify its
limitations under the existing law.
"I am particularly regretful that
I should voice my view to Congress
in an instance like this," said Mr.
Craven. "I feel we should have
come years ago."
Craven Over
Tells Fly's
Power
Commission
Questioned further by Mr. Garey
when the hearing resumed Wednesday, as to whether as a "practical
proposition" the Commission is a
"one-man" affair, Mr. Craven said
that on general policy matters the
vote usually was 5-2, with Commissioner Case joing him in the minority. He emphasized that on individual cases he didn't believe any restraint was imposed on any Com-
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missioner to exercise his own judgment. When Mr. Garey pressed for
a direct answer, Mr. Craven said:
"I think it is a well-established
fact that the chairman of the Commission is the Commission, but
that does not mean that it is a oneman"You
Commission."
mean that by law there
are edseven
Commissioners," suggestMr. Garey.
"That is true, and we do exercise our judgment in individual
cases, and we do have some expression with respect to policies," replied Mr. Craven.
"It is true, isn't it," asked committee counsel,' thatMr.theFly,chairman
of the Commission,
always
has at least four votes in his pocket
on any question that comes before
the Commission for Commission
vote?" Mr. Craven pointed to an
instance where the chairman joined
him in the minority, but finally asserted: "On any broad question of
philosophy
policy,
Chairman orLea
askedyes."
if the vote
were controlled by compulsion. Mr.
Craven said the other Commissioners would have to answer for themselves. He testified that a former
Commissioner told him he had voted "against his better judgement"
in approving one of the network
regulations and that "one member
of the committee (network regulations subcommittee which conducted hearings) came to me and stated that he felt compelled to go
along with the philosophy expressed, even though he did not
think that that was the best."
Commissioner Craven testified
that one Commissioner voted without attending hearings, which
prompted Rep. Hart to ask: "Did
you ever hear of a member of Congress voting on a bill the hearings
on which he had neither attended
nor read?" Commissioner Craven
quipped: "Judging by some of the
votes, I think that must be true."
Denny Says RID Stopped
'Hundreds' of Illegal Stations
Mr. Craven testified as to the
Radio Intelligence Division of FCC
and its duties and functions. It was
during that testimony that Mr.
Denny became active in participating at intervals. Mr. Craven said
the FCC had discontinued 21 monitoring stations at an estimated saving ofsonnel
$50,000,
although
the perinvolved was
transferred
to
other departments.
Formerly known as the Engineering Field Service, the RID
came into being about the time the
U. S. entered the war, the witness
said. The word "intelligence" is a
"misnomer", the witness asserted,
but added: "I think it can be definitely stated that the Commission
felt this type of work reflected and
justified the Commission in securing national defense appropriaAs Mr. Garey asked about two
alleged illegal stations that were
taken
the air through the eftions."fortsoff
of RID, Mr. Denny arose and
addressed the chair.
"Might we take that up in executive session?" asked the chairman. There was a discussion off
the record and the hearing resumed
with the chairman ruling "we will
(Continued on page 66)

"I've been listening to WFDF
Flint Michigan all evening, sir."

790KC KFQD

IOOO w

ALASKA BROADCASTING CO.
Nat.Rep.: Pan American Broadcasting Compan

7)ear"77me Buyer —
There's not room here to
tell our full story, but if
you're looking for more
listeners in the southwest,
KROD can really deliver
them. Please let us give
you
complete
Write
or callinformation.
us or our
national representatives
HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
IK l£€
ID
CBS 600 KC 1000 Watts
EL PASO, TEXAS
Dorrance Roderick, Owner Val Lawrence, Manager

MONEY TO BURN
Farmers in this sixstate area never had
more money in their
lives. They're
BUYING!
WIBW
can make
them
ask for your product.

WIBW
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Actions of the

XAS

TheTE

Decisions . . .
NOVEMBER 30
WFNC Fayetteville, N. C— Granted voluntary assgrn. license from W. C. Ewing
and T. K. Weyher d /b Cumberland Broadcasting Co., to Cape Fear Broadcasting Co.
WSNY Schenectady, N. Y.— Granted authoritycontrol
make changes
quency
equipment.in automatic freWOOD Grand Rapids, Mich. — Dismissed
application for CP move formerly licensed
transmitter
of new main transmitter for use toas site
auxiliary.

RS
RANGE
ttotv

. ..also selling many
other products on many
other stations.

It is not the amount of noise
you make that counts in radio.
It's what you say and how well
you put it over that matters.
There are more powerful stations than CHNS in Canada
but none with better equipment.
For Rates: Apply Station Director
CHNS • Lord Nelson Hotel
Halifax, Nova Scotia
or
Joe Weed, New York City

WRUF Gainesville, Fla. — Granted special service authorization operate unlimited time, 100 w after Denver sunset, 5
kw until Denver sunset, to Feb. 1, 1944.
WDAE Tampa, Fla. — Denied special service authorization to operate on 770 kc,
5 kw, unlimited, DA-N, to Aug. 1, 1944.
KPQ Wenatchee, Wash. — Granted extension special service authorization to operate
on 560 kc, 500 w N, 1 kw LS, unlimited,
to Feb. 1, 1943.
WOCB West Yarmouth, Mass.— Adopted
order denying as in default application
for license renewal.
KFAR Fairbanks, Alaska — Granted special service authorization to operate on
660 kc, 10 kw, unlimited time, to June 1,
1944. Conditions.
KOBH Rapid City, S. D.— Denied petileave
to amend
tiontionfor requesting
CP so as
substitute
1380 applicakc for
610 kc.
KBON Omaha, Neb. — Temp, extension
license pending determination license renewal for period ending Feb. 1, 1944.
KPAB Laredo, Tex. — Same.
WWDC Washington, D. C— Granted extension authority operate synchronous amplifier by remote control from main transmitter location to Feb. 1, 1944. Conditions.
DECEMBER 1
KCMO Kansas City, Mo. — Granted petition for lostponement of hearings, in re
application for mod. license to operate on
1480 kc, DA-N, 5 kw, unlimited, to Jan.
7, 1944.
Buckeye Broadcasting Co., Akron, O. —
Deniedtion petition
leave station,
to amendto applicafor CP forfor new
request
1260 kc instead 1240 kc, and daytime hrs.
instead unlimited.
DECEMBER 2
WHAM,
WHFM
Y.—
Granted mod. license Rochester,
to change N.
corporate
name from Stromberg-Carlson Telephone
Co. to Stromberg-Carlson Co.
KOH Reno, Nev. — Granted mod. license
to change corporate name to McClatchy
Broadcasting Co.
WDSM Superior, Wis. — Granted CP
change power
and make changes in transmitting equipment.
Green Bay Newspaper Co., Green Bay,
Wis.
for new FM station
placed— Applicat'on
in pending file.
KRIC Beaumont, Tex. — Same.
Applications . . .
NOVEMBER 27
KAND Corsicana, Tex. — CP move transmitter, studio from Corsicana to Ft. Worth.
NOVEMBER 30
Spartanburg Advertising Co., Spartanburg, S. C. — CP new FM station with
26,000 sq. mi. coverage.
. KBPS Portland, Ore. — Mod. license
change hours from sharing with KXL to
specified hours.
Jamacia Radio & Television Co., Jamacia,
N. Y. — CP new experimental television
station.
DECEMBER 1

THE MOST INTIMATE
AND EFFECTIVE SALES
APPROACH TO AMERICA'S LARGEST MARKET.

FOR OFFENSE • FOR DEFENSE
BUY U S. BONDS TODAY
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NOVEMBER 27 TO DECEMBER 3 INCLUSIVE

W2XMT New York— Mod. CP authorizing new experimental television station for
extension completion date to June 30, 1944.
WHAT Philadelphia— Voluntary transfer control from Philadelphia Record Co.
to William A. Banks.
KFQD Anchorage, Alaska — License to
cover CP for new transmitter, increase
power to 1 kw. License to use old 250 w
transmitter as auxiliary.
DECEMBER 3
E. Anthony & Sons Inc., Near Hyannis,
Mass. — CP new standard broadcast station. 1240 kc, 250 w, unlimited, to use
facilities formerly licensed WOCB.

6, 1 943

Crosley national
Corp.,
O. — on
CP 6080,
new interstation Mason,
to operate
9590,
11710, 15250, 17800, 21600 kc, 200 kw,
A-3 emission. Amended re transmitter site.
P. Blackley,
Staunton, Va.— CP
newCharles
standard
station. Amended.
KFAB and WBBM Lincoln, Neb — Extension special
authorization
for syn-to
chronousservice
operation from
Lincoln sunset
midnight (CST) to Feb. 1, 1946.
WLAP Lexington, Ky. — Mod. license
change corporate
name to American Broadcasting Corp.
Tentative Calendar .
KDRO Sedalia, Mo. — Voluntary assgn.
license by Albert S. & Robert A. Drohlich
d/b Drohlich Bros, to Milton J. Hinlein.
WFTL Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.— Vol. assgn.
license to Ft. Industry Co., mod. license
move main studio.

Wet work iKccounts
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business
J. B. WILLIAMS Co., Glastonbury, Conn.
(Williams Shaving Cream), on Dec. 5
started William L. Shirer news analyst on
46 CBS stations Sun., 7-7:15 p.m. Agency:
J. Walter Thompson Co, New York
SOCONY-VACUUM OIL Co., New York,
on Jan. 13, 1944, starts unnamed program
on 8 CBS Pacific stations, Thurs., 9-9:30
p.m.Y (PWT). Agency: Compton Adv.,
N.
GUM LABS., Clifton Heights, Pa. (Ivoryne
Peroxide chewing gum), on Dec. 18 starts
Hello Sweetheart on 38 BLUE stations,
Sat.,
Chicago5:45-6 p.m. Agency: McJunkin Adv.,
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD, Omaha, on
Jan. 8 starts Empire Builder on 45 NBC
stations, Sat., 5-5 :30 p.m. Agency Caples
Co., Omaha.
Renewal Accounts
F. W. FITCH Co., Des Moines (Shampoo)
on Nov. 23 renewed News of the World
on 76 NBC stations Tues. and Thurs.,
7:15-7:30
Davenport. p.m. Agency: L. W. Ramsey,
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek, Mich. (Pep),
on Jan. 3 renews for 52 weeks Superman
on over 200 MBS stations, Mon. thru Fri.,
5:45-6 p.m., and Jack Berch and his Boys
(All-Bran), on 24 MBS stations, Mon.
thru
Fri., 1:15-1:30
& Eckhardt,
Chicago.p.m. Agency: Kenyon
ANDREW JERGENS Co., Cincinnati
(Woodbury face cream & powder), on Dec.
29 renews for 52 weeks Mr. and Mrs.
North on 127 NBC stations Wed., 8-8:30
p.m. Agency: Lennen Mitchell Inc., N. Y.
AMERICAN Tobacco Co., New York
(Lucky Strike cigarettes), renews Kay
Kyser's College of Musical Knowledge on
126 NBC stations, Wed., 10-11 p.m. Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y.
Network Changes
AUSTIN STUDIOS, Los Angeles (portrait
photographers), on Dec. 7 replaces Hero
of the Week on 7 BLUE Pacific stations,
Sun. 8:30-8:45 p.m. (PWT), with Musical Portraits, Tues., 9:15-9:30 p.m.
(PWT).
Agency: Glasser-Gailey & Co.,
Los
Angeles.
SIGNAL OIL Co., Los Angeles (petroleum
products), on Dec. 12 replaces Signal
Round-Table with The Whistler, on 10
CBS Pacific stations. Sun. 4:30-5 p.m.
(PWT).
Adv.,
Los Agency:
Angeles. Barton A. Stebbins
YOUNG PEOPLE'S Church of the Air,
Philadelphia, on Dec. 5 shifted Young People's Church of the Air on 196 Mutual stations, Sun., from 4:30-5 p.m. to 3-3:30 p.m.
Agency: Ivey & Ellington, Philadelphia.
PARKER PEN Co., Janesville, Wis.
(Quink), has added 11 CBS stations to
Ned Calmer and the News, making a total
of 128 CBS stations, Sat., 8:55-9 p.m.,
and 129 CBS stations Sun., 8:55-9 p.m.
Agency : J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
LOS ANGELES SOAP Co., Los Angeles
(Sierra Pine, Scotch Cleanser), on Jan.
3 shifts Bob Anderson-News on 12 CBS
Western stations, Mon. thru Fri., 12:1512:30 p.m. (PWT), to 4:15-4:30 p.m
(PWT) Agency: Raymond R. Morgan Co.,
Hollywood.
BROADCASTING

AURBLE BOISVERT, technical
director of the Compo Co., recording
organization, Montreal, is presently on
loan to Exclusive Radio Features,
Toronto, as technical director.
BILL McGOWAN, operator and announcer of CJOR Vancouver, has reillness. turned to the station after a lengthy
W. ROBERT AXFORD, new to radio, has joined the engineering staff
of WIBG Philadelphia.
GEORGE STEINHARDT, engineer
of WFIL Philadelphia, has been called
for induction into the Army Dec. 18.
KENNETH W ANNENWETSCH,
new to radio, has joined the technical
staff of KIEV Glendale, Cal.
FRED MARMIE, technician of
KDFN Caspar, Wyo., has joined
KGFJ Los Angeles.
FRED McFARREN, engineer of
KTSA
of
a boy.San Antonio, Tex., is the father
SAM MACY, formely with the Bendix Radio Corp., has joined the engineering staff of WSLS Roanoke, Va.
DICK DELP, engineer of WFIL
Philadelphia,
serious illness. is recuperating from a
W. L. ROY NUSS, veteran engineer
of KYW Philadelphia, has been
transferred to the field engineering
division of the Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Co., to work on
war materials.
FRANK T. ENNIS has joined the
engineering division of the recording
studios of WOR New York.
WILFRED
C. PRATHER and
George P. Rogers, NBC Chicago engineers, recently reported for service
with the armed forces.
ERMADEAN METZ, formerly of
Indianapolis, has joined the engineering staff of WRC Washington.
ROBERT BROOKING, of the engineering staff of WGES Chicago, recently was inducted into the army.
He has been replaced by Francis
Bishop, formerly
Merchant
Marine. a radio man in the
DAVID SOHMER, technician of
WNEW New York, has been elected
vice-chairman of the Atlantic Branch
of the can
Broadcast
Division
of AmeriCommunications
Assn.,
CIO
union. Roy Roberson of WHOM Jersey City, was elected treasurer.
★
THE BRIGHT SPOT
of Eastern New York

★

Only BLUE Network
Station Covering this Area
*
*
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CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c
per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS, triple. Minimum charge
$1.00. Count three words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
issue. Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press Building,
Washington 4, D. C.
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
Help Wanted
Texas Finest Local Station — Joining CBS
network approximately January 1st, has
opening for two announcers. Salary. Excellent living conditions. Especially interested good morning shift man. Send
details draft and marital status, expected starting salary, transcription availability. Box 588, BROADCASTING.
Radio Engineer Wanted — First, second, or
, third class license — steady position —
I good wages — give full particulars — apMiss. ply Chief Engineer, Box 111 — McComb,
Announcers — Personal or transcribed auditions for experienced, versatile staff announcers. Salary : $65, 6 day week. Write
to Fred Willson, WIND, Gary, Indiana.
ENGINEER— Operator for 1000 watt day"time station.
opportunity forDraft
right exempt.
man, asReal
station
planning post-war expansion. Must be
willing to work and take up slack due
to
ING.war. Write Box 583, BROADCASTTwo first class transmitter engineers — By
10,000 watt station. Good opportunity
and excellent working conditions. Write
John L. Cole, Radio Station WNOX,
Knoxville, Tennessee.
Conscientious Young Man — With good background in announcing and production to
become assistant to manager of network
affiliate; must be good all-round announcer capable of handling special programs,
and able to efficiently handle program
traffic and studio details. Real opportunity
for man who seriously wants experience
for future
management.
full details and salary
expectedWrite
to Manager,
WKIP, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Wanted — Announcer-operator with first
class license. Must be capable of news
and general announcing network station.
Send details to KSEI, Pocatello, Idaho.
WANTED — Technician with first class telephone license for South Florida station.
Address P. O. Box 4661, Miami 31,
Florida.
SALES PROMOTION
ASSISTANT— One
who can write good sales material and
presentations and who can assume responsibilities. Network operation. A swell
spot
for the right man. Box 581, EROADCASTING.
>Vant to settle down and work for real
people in a real town ? Then here's what
you're
time
station looking
in best for.
town1000in watt
North part
Carolina
has opening for Program Director and
one announcer who can do news. Basic
salary in keeping with ability. State all
in first letter. Need you right away. Box
580, BROADCASTING.
Yanted — 1st Class Operator — Good salary
— good town — no war industry — moderate
living conditions — transmitter located 8
blocks from center of city — good permanent job as chief operator — western elecequipment — -state
salarytricexpected.
KDLR qualifications
Devils Lake, and
N.
Dak.
Situations Wanted
executive — 17 years small station and network experience announcing, writing,
production, sales and promotion, with 9
years program director CBS IKW Stations desires connection with large station, agency or network as manager,
Asst. Manager, producer or station relations representative. Age 34, married,
family, draft 3A. Excellent references.
Available
CASTING. December 8. Box 589, BROAD'hief Engineer
Over watt
eight stations.
years experience. 100 to —50,000
Veteran
of
this
war.
Box
564,
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
News-Sports-Special Events — Experienced
in sales - program - studio supervision.
Wants chance to grow with station needing all around man. No draft. Box 582,
BROADCASTING.
Two Licensed Operators — One third class,
both experienced, prefer jobs in same
station, but will accept jobs individually,
both 4F. Wire, write, or phone — Louis
Balazs, 81 Reid Street, South River, N. J.
Experienced Program Manager — Draft exempt. Accustomed to responsibility. Prefer Mic.west Independent offering future
commensurate with ability. Box 579,
BROADCASTING.
Station Manager — Now manager on "durabasis wantssmall
to get
set for
Prefer tion"station
enough
for future.
ability
as business producer and director of sales
efforts to be of first importance. Age 38.
Married. University graduate. Background
includes 10 years newspaper. Prefer midwest. Box 577, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Remarkable three-year record,
38, family man, college graduate, ambitious, wants job with future, personable, reliable. Write Box 576, BROADCASTING.
THREE WAYS I CAN BE OF SERVICE
TO YOU AND YOUR ADVERTISER—
First, doing two hour participation program, introducing the records, singing
with some, handling commercials, singing and playing piano. Second, MC ing
live shows, singing with studio band, doing commercials. Third, doing one man
show at piano, singing and playing current and old tunes, handling commercials.
Always clicks. If interested would appreciate hearing from you immediately
as will be available first of year. Box
575, BROADCASTING.
Program Director — Desires position with
midwest station. Now employed. Draft
4-F. Box 574, BROADCASTING.
A NEW RADIO PERSONALITY
(My BROADCASTING
typewriter)
Box 573,
MANAGER — Live wire young man experienced in management, promotion, sales,
continuity, most phases of broadcasting.
Write for complete background. Box 571,
BROADCASTING.
CHIEF ANNOUNCER— Independent station desires change. Solid background
news, commercial, dramatic copy, programming. Fluent ad lib. Can assume
executive duties, directing, managing,
etc. Prefer metropolitan area. Draft deferred, 28, excellent references. Box 570,
BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER SALESMAN — Experienced
Time Seller And Announcing; Proven
Ability ; Available Soon! Draft exempt.
Write Box 569, BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer — Available immediately.
Fully capable all technical, personnel,
phases broadcasting, AM or FM. Decade
experience. Also, marine, aeronautical,
international radio. Radio Instructor.
Any power. Complete data, picture. Box
568, BROADCASTING.
Control Operator
— Union
member, Box
can 567,
announce if needed.
No license.
BROADCASTING.
PROGRAM DIRECTOR — Substantial,
proved background of experience. Want
to make permanent connection and offer
excellent references. No duration job
considered. 38. Married. Immediately
available. Box 566, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Young, single, draft exempt.
Also operating experience. Available at
once. Box 578, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Young Married Executive — Three children,
26 available as Production Director, Program Director or announcer. Now Production Director two-network Southern.
Write all types shows, write and re-write
news, produce, now announcing Network
features, doing promotion and publicity.
Impossible to find home here. Must move
to less crowded area. Prefer North and
East. Five years experience. Good recommendations. Must be permanent. $100
per week and transportation. Available
two weeks. Box 565, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
WANTED TO BUY— For use in international broadcast stations for Government :
2 G. R. 731 MODULATION MONITORS
2 RCA 303-A
ITORS OR FREQUENCY LIMIT MON2 MONITORS
G. R. 775-A FREQUENCY LIMIT
1 RCA 306-A FREQUENCY DEVIATION
METER
Will pay cash depending upon condition.
Wire collect price and condition. CBS
General Engineering Department, 485
Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
Wanted to Buy — One Western Electric
type 10A tuner in good condition. Box
585, BROADCASTING.
Wanted To Buy— Bliley Model BC46T or
similar type crystal oven for use on 250watt
station on 1400 kilocycles. Box 584
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Station of thousand watts or less.
Texas and Southwest. Good offer. Thorough investigation. Box 572, BROADCASTING.
WANTED TO BUY— 250 watt transmitter
complete with any other radio station
equipment. Box 563, BROADCASTING.

MBS Sets Record
REACHING an all-time high in the
network's history, Mutual billings
for the first 11 months of 1943 totalled $12,208,264, an increase of
47.5% over the same period in
1942. Billings for November of
this year were $1,450,000, an ap60% increase
over was
November proximate
1942 when
the figure
$910,167.
Music Hall Resumes
NBC HAS RESUMED broadcasts
of
on
the the
Air,Radio
with City
Erno Music
Rapee 'Hall
and soloists
thanSeries
a year's
absence after
from more
the air.
started
last Friday, Dec. 3 in the Friday,
11:30-12 midnight period. It was
formerly an hour-long Sunday
show.

EXPERIENCED
// you are an
RADIO ANNOUNCER
Will furnish
REFERENCES
PICTURE
AUDITION TRANSCRIPTION
And are

For Sale
FOR SALE — Complete mobile recording
equipment ; 2 Presto 6-N recording tables,
automatic equalizers, Presto 85-A amplifier, 3 position mixer and preamplifier,
radio tuner, 2 Carrier 702-D mikes with
cable,
500 ft. Allremote
Gates dynamote remote.
housedcable,
in compact
steel
2-wheel trailer ready for operation $2700.
Will sell all or in part. Sound Sales Company, 600 South Michigan, Chicago.

DRAFT FREE
Large network station in the
Southwest is interested in you.
WRITE BOX 562, BROADCASTING, GIVING FULL DETAILS.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
&. Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Presi BIdg., Wash., D. C.

PAUL F GODLEY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

N.J.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press BIdg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA
Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey BIdg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— AND DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York., N. Y.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
• Evening Star Building, Washington, D. C.
• 321 E. Gregory Boulevard, Kansas City, Mo.
• Cross Roads of the World, Hollywood, Calif.
I
RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey BIdg. • Republic 2347
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House

Probes Fly Reprisals
Caveat Emptor?
(Continued from Page 63)
CUSTOMERS SELL the
merchandise they are buying
Slowie to Dr. Watson and Mr.
pass over that for the moment."
in the new Sears, Roebuck
Counsel Garey told the chairman
Dodd, pointing out that while they
he intended to show "there were no worked from Nov. 7 to 21 (pay
program
on WTAGBobWorcester. Announcer
Dixon
illegal stations on the air conductperiod)
their
salaries
were
termied by what we might call the people
questions
customers
on
what
nated Nov. 15 by act of Congress.
in the continental United States as
they are purchasing. If they
Mr. Craven read into the record
"know
their
stuff",
they
are
such". Mr.
asked that how
Mr. statistics on the RID which he
Craven
tellDenny
the committee
awarded the item. Series —
called Know Your Stuff — also
many illegal stations RID had dis- hadn't possessed on Wednesday.
features music from WTAG
covered since it was created.
From July 1940 to December 1943
studios, and is heard three
He said there were "more than the RID made 10,294 investigatimes weekly, 10:30-10:45
tions, the record disclosed and
two". He admitted one was a staa.m.
tion some boys rigged up on a radi- found 357 illegal or unauthorized
stations, a large number of which,
ator in an Omaha school. "One was
Mr. Craven said, were operated by
at a race track," he testified," "and
I think one was a discovery, which minors. A total of 75 arrests were
RID" and that he told Chairman
has been published, of an alleged made as a result of the RID activiFly of the reports.
spy station in Long Island, which
ties, he added, and 33 were con"He assured me there was nothvicted
of
felonies.
turned out to be, not an illegal staing to it, that it was a matter the
tion but a very effective operation
Most of the unauthorized sta- budget bureau was taking up," he
tions
were
found
before
the
U.
S.
added.
of the FBI."
Mr. Denny again took the floor entered the war, he said, and estito tell the chairman that the nummated that less than 10 had interRadio Preparation
fered with military operations.
ber of "illegal operations discovLacking at Pearl Harbor
RID activities led to the suspension
ered by the RID since 1941 runs
Mr. Garey called attention to letinto the hundreds and we will pre- of 85 operators' licenses and 12
ters written last February by Adm.
sent the evidence on what the RID
stations had their licenses revoked,
said Mr. Craven. He said the RID
has done at the proper time. Some
Leahy,dent onchief
the Chiefs
Presibehalfof ofstaff
the toJoint
discovered a station at the German
of it will be in executive session."
of Staff, to the Secretaries of War
embassy, prior to the war, and
Denny Admits Planning
and Navy,
urging
that the to
Presifound Japanese stations "on Army
dent transfer
RID activities
the
Retention of Watson, Dodd
armed
forces.
Subsequently
on
Feb.
The witness said he understood
Counsel read from an FCC chart property".
8 letters signed by both secretaries,
that the RID had monitored what
that the RID operates 12 primary
and urging the transfer, were
it
thought
was
an
enemy
vessel
and 69 secondary monitoring stato the President. Mr.
at sea, but investigation by the transmitted
tions and three radio intelligence
Craven said he first heard of the
Navy disclosed that the station in letters
last July when they were
centers and is "engaged in a comprehensive surveilance of the en- question was operating from Japan.
brought
in in the House committee hearings.
tire communication spectrum to
"I can recognize very clearly that
guard against its use for subver- the Commission's activities and
said he didn't recall whether
personnel are not suitable for mili- he Hetook
sive or other illegal purposes".
it up with the chairman
When the witness stated that
tary functions as such," he added.
after
being
apprised of the recomCommissioner
Craven
said
it
was
the RID was not taking locations of
mendation, but stated:
do know
generally
felt
at
the
Commsision
that
the
President
has "Iacted
and
"enemy stations, particularly naval
that the RID and FBIS were of
vessels" because the Navy said RID
I
must
remain
obedient
to
him."
special interest to Chairman Fly
was furnishing misinformation,
Questioning centered around the
Hawaiian Islands and the activities
Mr. Denny jumped to his feet to and that "he exerts greater interest
than
any
other
Commissioner
in
of
the FCC before and after Pearl
protest: "There is nothing in the
them". Mr. Garey had asked if Harbor, and when Mr. Garey
record about that." He sat down
asked: "Isn't it true that prior to
RIDtheandchairman.
FBIS weren't "pet babies"
when Rep. Hart asked for "one of
Pearl Harbor the Navy came to
witness at a time".
The former Naval officer told the the chairman of the FCC and asked
In connection with the proposed
suit to test the constitutionality of committee that early this year he him to stop broadcasting in Japanese from Hawaii?" Mr. Craven
the Congressional rider in the sec- heard rumors that the Navy and
replied that Adm. Hooper did, but
ond deficiency bill, abolishing sal- Army were dissatisfied with "what
the Commission was doing with
aries for Dr. Watson and Mr. Dodd,
that the FCC didn't stoD the broadMr. Denny admitted that he suggested and worked out the procedure of keeping the men in question at their desks for a week "in
the event the Commission wished
BANK
NATIONAL
to give them an opportunity to test
RRST
the constitutionality".
Of Mr. Craven, counsel asked:
"Didn't the Federal Communications Commission work out a situation with the Department of Justice
whereby such an action could be
brought and expedited?"
Craven Says RID Found
Jap Stations on Army Post
"I don't know whether the Commission did,' replied the witness.
"I heard there had been some facilities granted to Dr. Watson and
Mr. Dodd to have their cases tested
in the courts." Mr. Craven said that
although he felt both men were entitled to test the constitutionality
of the law, he was personally opposed to the employment of Dr.
Watson and felt that "it was a matter for Congress to settle and was
none of the Commission's business".
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
Counsel Garey read into the
record Thursday letters addressed
"It's all right, Mr. Belcher . . . they said it was just a gag for
by Commissioner Secretary T. J.
that 'People are Screwy' Program!"
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casting.
he
added. "I don't think we could,"
Mr. Denny asked permission to
speak to the chairman. There was
a lengthy conference and Mr.
Garey was called to the front. After considerable debate Chairman
Lea announced that the hearing
would adjourn until Friday afternoon. It was understood that Mr.
Denny objected to the procedure on
the grounds that such discussions
at public hearings would give the
Commission
"black that
eye". after
Mr.
Craven
had atestified
reading the Roberts Report he had
concluded that the "failure at Pearl
Harbor was due to a lack of alertness and full preparation", which
included lack of "proper radio
Facts Given Navy
preparation".
By
FCC Questioned
On Friday when Mr. Garey attempted to draw from Mr. Craven
that the FCC allegedly erred in
evaluating information it had given
the Navy in connection with Alaskan waters, Mr. Denny asked permission to inquire "what, when,
where" the incident took place, and
to ask if Mr. Craven had consulted
FCC records.
Mr. Garey, who had not objected
to Mr. Denny's interruption, said
he thought that question was out
of order so the FCC counsel rephrased it. Mr. Craven replied that
the officers who told him should be
brought before the committee. Mr.
Denny agreed, and committee counsel declared "we would have produced these men except that the
FCC was successful in getting them
silenced
executive
Acting through
Chairman
Hart order".
passed
the question and asked counsel to
proceed.
Mr. Garey
the
record a letter
dated read
Sept. into
7, 1943,
from President Roosevelt to the
Secretaries of War and Navy rejecting their recommendations that
military intelligence functions of
the RID be transferred to the
armed forcees. In the final paragraph the President wrote:
"It is my desire that matters of
the kind presented by the present
proposal be dealt with at the outset
by conferences between the interested agencies. If differences should
occur, the matter should be reviewed by the Board of War Com"So what this letter suggests is,"
munications."
said Mr. Garey, "if the Army and
Navy cannot get along with Mr.
Fly the chairman of the FCC, they
must take it up with Mr. Fly,
chairman of the BWC; isn't that
true?" Mr. Craven declined to answer on the grounds that he must
remain obedient to the President.
"I think the committee can draw
its own conclusions," said Rep.
Hart. The hearings then adjourned,
subject to call by the chairman.
Mr. Garey said he plans to call
Lt. Harold N. Groves of the Navy,
former assistant chief of the
FBIS; T. A. Moore of the FCC and
Matt Gordon of OWI to testify
next
in connection with FBIS activities.
Shirer for Williams
WILLIAM L. SHIRER, CBS news
now heard
on Sunday,
7analyst,
:15 p.m.is under
sponsorship
of J. B.7Williams Co., Glastonbury, Conn. Mr.
Shirer's broadcasts in behalf of Williams' Shaving Cream started last
Sunday, Dec. 5, on 46 CBS stations.
Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co.
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..WORKING

TOGETHER

FOR

VICTORY

11
AIRPORT

CALLING

EASTERN

APPROACH

AS

TWELVE

PLANNED

Fog has suddenly closed in. Yet the big transport pokes its nose through the murk — and 21
passengers alight on schedule!
For radio beacons have kept this plane rigidly
on its course. A friendly voice from the airport
warned of the ugly weather ahead and suggested
the best way to meet it. Then, as the plane roared
in to the runway, the radio voice directed a perfect, unobstructed landing.
Aviation is only one of many fields in which
radio is stimulating progress. While today radio
manufacturers are all out for Victory, technical
improvements developed in wartime will enable
them to bring you new and better radio-electronic
products when Peace comes.
Your purchase of War Bonds will help supply American fighting men with the world's finest equipment.

PIONEERS IN THE FIELD OF RADIO -ELECTRONIC RESEARCH,
RCA Laboratories, through fundamental study
and endless experiment, serve America's great
radio industry at war. When peace returns, RCA
will continue to make available to American manufacturers ofradio equipment new discoveries and
inventions in radio and electronics. RCA research
means greater progress for the industry, finer
radio and television for the home!

RCA
Laboratories
A SERVICE OF RADIO CORPORATION
OF
■

%
AMERICA

PRICE 15 CENT
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nominate

for
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of
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of
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Advertismgr

own

Hall

J. FINN, timebuyer, because as the result of a hard-

hitting one-man campaign he convinced three of his agency's radio
clients that New York is now one of the greatest boomtowns in the
U. S.; because he proved to them that WOR

was the logical, most

economical, and effective way to cover it; and because he pointed
out that New York today ranks first in volume of retail sales — exceeding the next highest ranking city by more than 100%.

BUCKLIN

KETT, advertiser, because he was one of the first men

to call our executive sales office and ask to hear more about boomtime New York; because he admitted quite frankly to WOR

that

he didn't know that $550,023,000 worth of things to wear had been
sold in New York in 1942; because he was greatly interested to hear
that 200,000 people had moved into New York in 1942; and, finally,
because he agreed that a 15-minute WOR

show was the thing to

sponsor.
MARY

GALLET,

account executive, because, New York born, she

has been a loval and factual defender of New York's importance
as a war-active, prosperous market; because three of her clients
are using WOR to accomplish the things she says they can do in
New York; because she was instrumental in pointing out to us
that New York ranks first in the sale of drug products; and that the
New York trading area contains 10% of the nation's population.

Names of characters used in this
advertisement bear no reference
to anybody, either living or dead.
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II Broadcasts
9
LETTERS
24
4:30 to 5:00

A.M.!

A MANUFACTURER of cellophane tape offered a scrapbook of army
and navy humor on WLS and received 27,415 requests! They used

s

24 half-hour programs from 4:30 to 5 o'clock in the morning. The result:
these 27,415 requests from all 48 states and Canada!

J*

8 90 KILOCYCLES
50,000 WATTS
BLUE NETWORK

Mr *

FARMER
STATION

represented by
John Blair & Company

Burr i dc e D. Butler
President
Glenn Snyder
Manager
CJA4-CA

MANAGEMENT
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Here's another story to prove that WLS Gets Results for advertisers —
and at any time of day. For further evidence, ask us ... or ask any
John Blair man.

AFFILIATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK — KOY PHOENIX
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Copyright 1943 by Broadcasting Publications Inc.
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Senate Group to Draft Changes in Law
'.—
Services
Up News
Seen Setting
FCC Illness
Fly
Halts Press
Ownership Action
Censorship Eases War News Restrictions
Craven Refutes Resignation Rumor
Cannon Subsidy Bill Shelved in House
Newspaper Granted CP for FM Station
Brown Named RCA Victor Advertising Director —
AFM Plan to Tax Discs Protested
Revival of Senate AFM Inquiry Possible
Wider Tube Allotment Seen
Ford Shifts Program Format
NBC Listener - Reader Comparison
San Francisco Shipyards Recruit by Radio
Hoyt OWI Record Praised by Aides
Bob Hope Leads Comedians in Poll
Trammell's Radio Law Recommendations
FMBI Recommends FCC Change Rules
¥

KOVL0maha

Covers

a Metropolitan

of Cosmopolitan

and

Sells

Market

People

In spite of its greatest
prosperity in history —
Omaha is strictly not a
"war-rich" market.

KOIL (basic Columbia) is
definitely THE radio buy
of Omaha on a basis of
rate, coverage and results.

Omaha has been a sound,
stable market for years.
Good, and gracious, living
has long been a tradition

Write us for availabilities.

with Omahans'.
Omaha is a prime market
for present sales — for
future cultivation.

Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices. WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
870 National Press Bldg. — Telephone: MEtropolitan 1022
SOL TAISHOFF
MARTIN CODEL
Editor and General Manager *
Publisher (on leave with Red Cross)
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HOW
TO

THE

HIT

BULLS-EYE!

SEE easel presentation based not only
on continuous house-to-house surveys;
but also on an analysis of extensive mail
?rs and numerous retail store records.

Every dollar you shoot into America's 4th Largest Market can now
hit its target squarely! For the most extensive radio study* ever
conducted in this important primary market of 3V2 million people
reveals comparative Va hour ratings of all stations . . . divulges
morning, afternoon and nighttime program preferences . . . gives you
important new marketing facts.

I

Whether
find this
the most
WAAT,

SWART

you're buying time — or someone's buying it for you — you'll
presentation an accurate, informative guide to help you get
from your advertising dollar. To see it, write or phone today:
NEWARK
1, NEW JERSEY.

National Representatives (Outside New York Area) Spot Sales, Inc.

BUYER

S

us

e

"DOHA*
FOR
DOLLAR
NEW
JERSEY'S
BEST
RADIO
BUY"
*Do you realize this market contains over 3Vt million people; more than these 14 cities combined: — Kansas City, Indianapolis,
Rochester, Denver, Atlanta, Dallas, Toledo, Omaha, Syracuse, Richmond, Hartford, Des Moines, Spokane, Fort Wayne.
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* BUY MORE

WAR

BONDS

★

panel first introduced by RCA for higher power transmitters. This
common panel, tying together several units of equipment, is a feature
in many leading stations.
From microphone to antenna, RCA offers the broadcast station
FUNCTIONAL

STYLING IN TRANSMITTER

DESIGN

A

complete equipment of coordinated design — assuring superior performance, maximum operating economy and convenience, and the
advantages of an integrated system of matching units,

RCA broadcast station transmitter equipment is modern in every
sense. Modern in circuits. Modern in all components. Modern in
performance. Modern in simplicity. Modern in appearance. Modern
in the ease with which RCA transmitters can be operated, inspected,
maintained, kept clean.
Pleasing and impressive, it costs no more. In the long run, usually
less — for a "good-looking" station is a well-maintained station.
An attractive — and very practical — feature is the '"unified" front
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Vice

Says —

President

^Spot

and

Radio

Director,

broadcasting
that

problems

are

is

J. M.

the

hard

Mathes,

ideal
to

all our time for nearly twelve years to

speech, Mr. King! With its inherent advan-

"national spot", we've naturally learned

tage of always permitting a little extra ma-

a lot of invaluable facts not only about

terial to be inserted in some places, and a

the stations we serve, but about their

little to be taken out of others, spot broad-

competition, their markets, the advertis-

casting does offer radio's greatest opportunity for real custom tailoring!

ing ideas and accounts they have carried,
the results they have achieved. . . . All

•That's another reason we feel justified in

this accumulation of experience is at the

button-holing all you agencies and adver-

command of any advertiser or agency who

Free
Pioneer
CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373
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Inc., New
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EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO . KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
. . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PEORIA
PAUL
WMBD
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC ....... DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
... SOUTHEAST . . .
WCBM
BALTIMORE
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KOMA .... OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST
...
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
KFAR .... FAIRBANKS, ALASKA
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

Station Representatives
Since May, 1932 ■*•
HOLLYWOOD: i5I2 N. Gordon
SAN FRANCISCO: 111 Sutter
NEW YORK: 444 Madison Ave.
Gladstone 3949
Sutter 4353
Plaza 5-4130
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Senate

Group
to
Draft
Changes
in
Law
Just how far the committee will scribed as "untrue" the insinua- versial issues, he urged that if
Trammell
Presents
tions that NBC dominated the NAB
such provision is placed in the law,
go is problematical, but if anything
or the industry. He branded Mr. it be enforced in the courts and
can be gleaned from expressions
of Senators during the examination,
Impressive Case
Fly's scathing denunciations of "not through a death sentence in
the FCC will find its powers curbed
the
networks and the NAB as "inTo Committee
rather than broadened. Whatever
sults" to radio and called upon
Rotation Urged
Washington".
the
Commission
finally
decides
on
Congress
to
check
the
FCC's
ramWITH THE end in sight this week
newspaper ownership of stations,
pages directed toward making
There appeared to be increasingon public hearings, the Senate
with which it has equivocated for radio a common carrier. It is up to
ly favorable sentiment for rotatInterstate Commerce Committee
ing of the FCC chairmanship. Now
Congress to determine whether
will settle down to work after the more than two years, the committhe chairman is named by the Prestee's intention is there shall be no radio "is to flourish under our
Christmas holidays to draft legis- distinction between licensees. Sim- free enterprise system or become
ident. All terms are for seven years.
a
weak
and
subservient
tool
of
lation designed to guarantee radio's
With
the rotation process, recomilarly the committee's majority, at
future as a free enterprise by clearmended by Former FCC Chairman
Government",
he
said.
this
writing,
isn't
disposed
to
give
the FCC an iota of control over
Other witnesses, too, implored
ly charting the limits of the FCC's
E.
O.
Sykes
and supported by Comj urisdiction.
missioner Craven, a member would
programs. On supervision of busi- the committee to clip the FCC's
Instead of a fully integrated
ness practices there is a division, wings and to prevent it from im- serve for a year in each seven, aslaw, to supplant the Communicathough it appears to weigh against
suming reappointment. There also
upon program
and busitions Act of 1934, committee senti- FCC encroachments in this field.
ness pinging
functions
of stations.
Fred
is considerable support for sepment appeared to favor enactment
Weber, former general manager of
aration of the FCC into two diviCriticizes Fly
of a series of amendments dealing
sions— one covering radio and its
Mutual
and
now
part-owner
and
with immediate problems of FCC
In his two days of testimony
manager of WDSU, New Orleans,
services, and the other
jurisdiction, and leave for the fu- Tuesday and Wednesday, Mr. who was a staunch proponent of companion
the
public
utility-common carrier
ture— probably after the war — the Trammell, fresh from a trip to the
fields. Both Chairman Fly and
FCC's network regulations,
larger task of writing a law to fit fighting fronts, fired away at the the
Commissioner Wakefield opposed
told the committee Wednesday that
a radically different and more comthe
Commission
should
be
preventFCC's
philosophy
of
regulation,
any
mandatory provisions for divisions.
prehensive medium. This procedure
charging it was heading toward
ed from regulating programs, and
was suggested by several witnesses
complete Government domination
Possibility that the committee
urged that its power over business
and was driven home hard by Niles
of radio. Goaded by questions from
may insist upon the appearance of
practices
be
"limited".
And
on
the
Trammell, NBC president and main
committee members, he carried the mooted question of equal opporspokesmen for BLUE and Mutual
witness last week.
battle to Chairman Fly, and de(Continued on page 10)
tunity for discussion of controLast Friday, the Committee
heard Chief Engineer E. K. Jett of
the FCC recommend that the number of channels for FM and television be doubled, but that precise
allocations be withheld until more
FCC
Seen
Setting
Up
News
Service
is learned about the characteristics
networks, radio stations and news- It is understood, however, that he
Witness Recites
of these frequencies. Appearing at House
the same session, O. B. Hanson,
names to the comDisclosure was made Friday by did givemittee intheir
How FBIS Developed
executive session.
vice-president and chief engineer
papers.
Added Functions
Matthew Gordon, chief of the
Rep. Clinton P. Anderson (D-N.
of NBC, predicted a television netM.) that Rear Adm. Stanford C. OWI Foreign Service Division,
work between Washington and Bos- ASSERTION that the FCC
ton within two years after the war,
Hooper is the officer "forced to re- who said his office also was known
tire" from the Navy because of as the Foreign Sources Division,
and 1,000 television stations on the through its Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Service is engaging in his opposition to FCC Chairman
testified Friday as to the functions
air, with 25,000,000 receivers in news distribution
was made last Fly. Commissioner T. A. M. Craven
of his department. He said the
use, representing a three billion week before the House
Select Comhad testified two weeks ago [Broad- FBIS provided about 50% of the
dollar investment, within a decade.
mittee to Investigate the Commiscasting, Dec. 6] before the com- news material which was handled
Hearings to End
sion by a former FCC official.
mittee
that Mr. Fly had "insti- by the OWI Foreign Service DiviEns. Harold N. Graves Jr. of
The preponderant view was that
sion and from which the FSD pregated" the "cashiering" of a highthe committee already had heard the Navy, now attached to the Of- ranking naval officer.
pared news releases for the various
fice of Strategic Services, disclosed
enough and was ready to close the
Adm. Hooper, for 25 years a top wire services, stations and newsrecord. Unless there are unforelast Wednesday that the function
Navy communications executive
seen developments, the hearings,
of gathering and distributing news
and often referred to as the father
Chairman Lea (D-Cal.) said the
which began Nov. 3 and have con- "attached itself to the FBIS in of modern naval communications,
committee may meet Tuesday, Dec.
papers.
tinued virtually without interrup1941". Questioning by Chief In- is reported to have sharply differed 14, for a brief session prior to the
tion for 24 hearing days, will con- vestigator Harry S. Barger
with Chairman Fly over security holidays, although he adjourned
clude this week. FCC Chairman
brought from Ens. Graves, former
measures in Hawaii prior to Pearl Friday's session "subject to call by
James Lawrence Fly and possibly head of the FBIS analysis section
Craven de- the chairman". Attending last
and assistant to Dr. Robert D. Harbor.clined toCommissioner
Commissioner T. A. M. Craven
name in open hearing the week's hearings with the chairman
may be recalled as the wind-up
Leigh, chief of FBIS, the disclos- officer he charged Mr. Fly was in- were
Mo.). Reps. Hart (D-N. J.) ; Magwitnesses, after which the testiures that the FCC operation gathnuson (D-Wash.) and Miller (Rmony will be digested for use of
ered news by listening to foreign
strumental in getting
He said others
differed"cashiered".
with Mr.
the committee in executive session. broadcasts, passed it on to GovernGeneral
Counsel
Eugene L.
The hearing was recessed Friday
ment agencies and OWI, in turn, Fly, but to name them might re(Continued
on
page
55)
until Tuesday (Dec. 14).
gave it to the press associations,
sult in "reprisals" against them.
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was discussed last weekend, along
with the possible recall of Mr.
Trammell and a CBS spokesman,
perhaps Paul W. Kesten, execut i v e vice-president. Chairman
Wheeler had previously invited Mutual and BLUE, but the networks
are understood to have felt the
invitations were not mandatory
and that they had no voluntary
testimony which would not be repitious of that already presented.
Negro Group to Appear
The only definite witness Tuesday (Dec. 14) is Edward G. Brown,
director of the National Negro
Council, evidently to seek greater
use of radio for Negro groups.
Tentatively scheduled also is Luigi
Antonini, general secretary of the
Italian Dressmakers Union 89, of
the International Ladies Garment
Workers, and president of the
Italian Labor Council. Protests
over cancellation of Italian language programs by WE LI, New
Haven, are believed responsible for
his proposed testimony.
Practically all witnesses have
agreed on the tremendous post-war
potential of FM, and the prediction
was freely made that "several
thousand" new stations can be accommodated by the new medium,
which will alleviate congestion in
the standard broadcast band and
in large measure eliminate the
need for rigid regulation of radio
other than from the technical and
policing standpoints.
Last week's
technical
witnesses included
such
imposing figures in radio engineering as Dr. Edwin H. Armstrong,
father of FM, and the foremost
active figure in the field, John V.
L. Hogan, operator of WQXR New
York, and an inventor and scienist in his own right, E. K. Jett,
chief engineer of the FCC, and 0.
B. Hanson, NBC vice-president in
charge of engineering.
Non-technical witnesses, as well
as technical, saw for FM a bright
future. Television also was covered
as a new service destined to bloom
after the war. But in this connection, Mr. Trammell challenged the
FCC's regulations as imposing a
"strait-jacket" on the creation of
television networks by prohibiting
ownership of more than three television stations by any one company.
Facsimile, little heard of in recent months, was hailed by Mr.
Hogan as having attained a "maturity that warrants attention".
He urged relaxation of stringent
FCC regulations to permit facsimile transmission on FM channels along with FM aural transmissions, and predicted a bright
future for it.
Bright FM Future
Dr. Armstrong, typically conservative, nevertheless told the
committee last Monday that he
expected to see FM networks without interconnecting telephone lines,
first on a regional basis and ultimately coast-to-coast. Radio relays
are practicable now, he said. Previous witnesses, including Dr. C.
M. Jansky Jr., and A. Earl Cullum
Jr., consulting engineers, had made
generally similar predictions. The
engineers in general advocated enlargement ofthe present FM band,
so that additional frequencies will
be available in sufficient numbers
to accommodate the maximum demands of the largest trade areas.
Witnesses last Thursday included Bernard B. Smith, New York
Page 10 • December

Fly

Illness

Halts

FCC

Action

Ownership
On
Issue of Press
ABSENCE of FCC Chairman
newspaper owners, in cases where
James Lawrence Fly, because of a competitive applications are influ attack, blocked action by the
volved, given the preference. Such
a ruling, if adopted by the FCC,
FCC last Friday on the burning
issue of newspaper ownership of would involve discrimination
broadcast stations. The chairman
against newspapers as a class and
has been ill since last Monday and would be vigorously opposed by
Commissioner Ray C. Wakefield
newspaper interests in radio. Mr.
Wakefield stated also he favored
has served as acting chairman.
While a special meeting was held disposition of the scores of newslast Friday on the newspaper and
paper applications now pigeonother unrelated matters, no vote files. holed in the Commission's pending
was possible on the important polCommissioner Craven told the
icy question
of Mr. T.
Fly's
absence.
Both because
Commissioners
A. committee that the Commission
M. Craven and Wakefield had ad- probably would ban newspaper
vised the Senate Interstate Comownership. His own view, repeatmerce Committee in recent testiedly expressed, has been that newsmony that the two-year-old issue
papers in no wise should be subshortly would be decided, presumjected to "class discrimination", on
ably in the form of a recommendathe ground that such action would
tion to the committee, members of be unconstitutional.
which had pressed the Commission
It is expected the FCC will conabout its orders (79 and 79-A) desider the newspaper question again
signed to bar newspapers from
at
its
next scheduled meeting Tuesowning radio stations of any charday, Dec. 14. Both Commissioners
acter because of purported monoCraven and Wakefield predicted
poly in public opinion.
Commissioner Wakefield, in his that the Commission's view would
testimony, more than inferred that be forthcoming before the Senate
he favored some restrictions on committee hearings ended. That is
newspaper ownership, with nonexpected this week.
attorney and writer, who espoused
sustaining time nightly on each
network for public health or public service programs, and Mr. Hogan. Mr. Smith's testimony, however, was cut short because Acting
Chairman Tunnell (D-Del.) felt
it not relevant to the pending legislative proposals.
Mr. Hogan, on the other hand,
held the committee virtually spellbound with his clear, non-technical
descriptions of highly technical
radio services, and his concrete
recommendations for legislation.
He testified without a prepared
statement or even notes.
Witnesses
last Friday were

Harris & Ewing
THE G. I. GLOW was evident when
Niles Trammell, NBC president,
testified last Tuesday and Wednesday before the Senate Committee
to urge relief from FCC oppression.
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Messrs. Jett and Hanson, two of
the nation's highest rated engineers. Mr. Jett pointed to the allocation problems ahead and the
tremendous demands for frequencies from non-broadcast services,
but predicted nevertheless that
there would be adequate facilities
to accommodate new broadcast
services provided proper planning
and allocations are devised.
Mr. Hanson went all out for
television as the great new service,
and predicted network service by
television in the Washington to
Boston area within two years after
the war's close. He did not deprecate FM, however, asserting that
3,000 new stations could be accommodated on the bands now set aside.
But he thought television would
be a far more important service
and advised against arbitrarily
relegating visual radio to the untested very high frequencies.
Dispassionately appraising these
new services, Mr. Jett pointed out
that there are 60 million broadcast receivers in use, as against
500,000 FM and 10,000 video receivers. Itwould be relatively easy
to change television standards,
through new frequency allocations,
because of the small number of receivers in the hands of the public.
The main problem, Mr. Jett said,
is to decide which segments of the
radio spectrum are most suitable
for the various new services, taking into account the tremendous
needs of aviation, police and nonbroadcast operations. He predicted
a "common solution" would be
reached through the work of the
BROADCASTING

recently formed Radio Technical
Planning Board, which held its first
meeting with the FCC last month.
Several significant comments on
allocations were made by Mr. Jett.
The
Commission,
isn't
sure that
frequencieshenowsaid,
assigned
to FM, facsimile and television
will prove to be entirely satisfactory. He referred to the mysterious
"bursts" that mar some FM reception and to the "ghosts" that plague
television, but said both problems
are being
tackled now in cooperation with industry.
Enthusiastic for Video

Doubling of the bands for both
television and FM was advocated
by the FCC chief engineer. The
present 18 channels for television
are inadequate for a sufficient nationwide cooperative system, he
said, and in his judgment there
should be "at least twice this number of channels". The same is true
of FM broadcasting in the band
from 42 to 50 mc, which he declared is sufficient for only five
non-commercial educational broadcast channels and 35 commercial
channels.
Presenting the most optimistic
picture on television of any witness, Mr. Hanson predicted that at
least 1,000 television stations and
25 million receivers, representing
an overall investment of three billion dollars, constitutes a "conservative estimate" for the next decade. Television will provide employment for many thousands in manufacturing, selling and servicing, he
said, declaring that it is ready to
go and no longer an experiment.
Visualizing the future broadcast
operation, Mr. Hanson foresaw
standardsimile
FM,
television
and factransmission
operating
at
the same time. The standard band,
he predicted, will ultimately be
used for stations with power of 500
to 1,000 kw instead of 50 kw. He
urged that FCC be restricted to
regulation of the physical aspects
of broadcasting service.
Chairman Wheeler was absent,
for the first time since the hearings began, on Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday because
of a mild flu attack. Senator Tunnell (D-Del.) was acting chairman. Other committee members
who attended the hearings last
week were: Smith (S.C.), Bone
(Wash.), Truman (Mo.), Clark B]
(Idaho), Tunnell (Del.), McFar
land (Ariz.), Democrats; White
(Me.), Austin (Vt.), Shipste;
(Minn.), Tobey (N.H.), Reed
(Kan.), Gurney (S.D.), Hawkes
(N.J.), Moore (Okla.), Republi
cans.
When Commissioner Wakefielt
resumed the stand Saturday (Dec
4) he made two corrections in his
previous-day's testimony. He saicj
the Joint Chiefs of Staff and not
the Army recommended only one
circuit to Algiers, and that the
State Dept. recommended that s
firm with a working agreement
with the French be given the li
cense.
Re-emphasizing that "no membei
of the Commission" wants the pow
er to censor radio programs, Mr
Wakefield suggested the "happ}/
{Continued on page 25)
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Codes

Revised
Price's
Final

Office
Say

Has

Over

Censorship
FINAL DECISION on censorship
of news now rests with the Office
of Censorship. Wider powers were
asumed by the Office Dec. 10 as revised codes of wartime practices
were announced for broadcasters
and the press.
As a result of the action made
public by Byron Price, Director of
Censorship, broadcasters and publishers should place main reliance
on OC, in cases where military or
public authority have indicated
news should not be broadcast or
printed.
More War News
This action removes most of the
confusion centered around unauthorized censorship orders imposed
on stations and periodicals. In effect, the OC says that if a broadcaster, press association or publication has facts in its possession,
then the Office is the final authority
on whether it is censorable.
In amending the broadcasting
and press codes OC said the changes
were designed to encourage a more
liberal presentation of war news
on the air and in publications of all
classes. All changes are effective
immediately.
Not a single new request has
been added, Mr. Price explained.
On the other hand numerous restrictive requests of Government
agencies have been eliminated and
others modified.
Reflecting the transition from defensive to offensive warfare, the
revised codes are expected to open
the way for more news, regarding,
among other things, war production; operation of the merchant
marine; negotiations not directly
connected with military operations,
and weather conditions.
The revised weather clause with
its elimination of most of the restrictions onofficial weather reports
was announced last Oct. 12.

Permit

request for English language translations is dropped. Difficulty centering around unauthorized censorship opinions handed down for a
while by FCC attorneys was ironed
out some time ago when the FCC
agreed to leave censorship of
foreign language broadcasts in the
hands of the Office.
Voluntary System Preferred
According to Mr. Price the
changes in the codes "reflect the
studied opinion of the Government
that more information can now be
published and broadcast without
danger to national security. This
conclusion in no way presupposes
an early end of the war. Unfortunately itstill is necessary to retain
in the codes restrictive requests
touching many fields of war activity, and the need for unrelenting
vigilance in those fields remains as
great
as ever."
It was
believed that the Office
has been discussing censorship
changes with other Government
agencies for some time. Frequent
complaints have been made by
broadcasters and publishers
against arbitrary arrogation of
censorship powers by local military
and civil personnel.
Since the first codes appeared
Jan. 15, 1942 the Office of CensorCommissioner
Rumor
That
He
CONSTANTLY recurring rumors
that he would resign were denied
last week by Commissioner T. A.
M. Craven of the FCC, following
publication of reports that he had
several offers from the industry
for executive posts.
It is known that the Commissioner, whose term expires June 30,
1944, has been offered several industry appointments, both during
his tenure as a member since 1937,
and his two years as chief engineer. He is the only member of the
FCC with practical radio experience, having served in the Navy
as a radio specialist until 1930,
when he resigned to become a consulting radio engineer in Washington. He was drafted as chief engibehest.neer of the FCC at the President's

Wider

War

Coverage

ship has operated on the principle
of voluntary censorship by broadcasters and publishers. With progress of the war this policy has effectively permitted release to the
public of much more information
than would have been possible
under an iron-fist procedure.
However, the Office has encountered large numbers of instances in
which Censorship orders were issued without any authority. The
Office now believes much of this
confusion will be eliminated. The
standing invitation to appeal doubtful cases to the Office thus is given
added emphasis.
Letter Changes
With changes impending in the
Army mail system by which unit
identifications are required along
with APO and FPO addresses, the
codes continue to ask that unit
identifications and ship names not
be published or broadcast for service men at sea or overseas. This
does not apply to anti-aircraft,
coastal
country. or invasion defenses in this

Restriction on information about
civilian defense communications
control centers is eliminated. The
clause concerning military installations outside the United States is
reworded.

Both the Navy and the War Shipping Administration are recognized
by the Office as appropriate authority on the movements, sinking or
damaging of merchant vessels in
any waters.

All requests concerning resettlement centers and location of war
prisoner camps are eliminated from
the codes. Authorities are the FBI
and War Dept., and not local and
county and state officials.
A shorter clause covers war
news coming into the United
States. This specifies that origin of
war news outside U. S. territory
may be broadcast if its origin is
made plain. formation
"Any
recordings
or infor broadcast
gathered

Craven

Refutes

Production Facts
An important code provision
eliminates restrictions against nationwide summaries of war production, printed details and capacity
and movements of lend-lease material. New clause restricts only
secret weapons and detailed breakdowns for specific types of weapons. The restricted list of critical
materials is reduced by almost onehalf.
The broadcasting code contains
a special notice about handling of
outdoor events under the new
weather provisions. This note says :
Special events reporters, covering
sports or any outdoor assignments
(fires, floods, storms, etc.) , are cautioned especially against mention
of wind directions.

Plans to Resign
"Therefore I have refused to con- in any form that is sent across the
sider suggestions that I return to U.S.-Canadian border," it is stated,
private business enterprise, in "should contain nothing that will
spite of the fact that some of the conflict with the censorship of the
proposals were more attractive country in which the information
financially than the remuneration
accorded a Communications ComBroadcasters are advised by cenmissioner.
sorship officials to be careful about
originates."
"Thus, it is accurate for you to putting on the air material from
conclude that I have no intention of letters
written to families by milresigning at this time. I shall reitary
personnel. The military cenmain in public office as long as my
sorship stamp, it is emphasized,
services are needed. If and when
and family conmy services are no longer needed covers only "home
Broadcasters still
in the Government, I shall return to should censorsumption".
letters to conform
the profession of radio engineering
to code provisions, and ask OC
in private enterprise. Then, nat- when in doubt.
urally, I shall be very glad to
g additions and deconsider any and all proposals
The followin
Foreign Language Clarified
letions in the code as revised Feb.
when and if they are made. In fact,
Mr. Price stated the OC policy
I shall seek employment when the 3, 1943 bring it up-to-date:
Under I. News Broadcasts and
in this way: As a civilian agency
Responding to an inquiry from Government has no further need Commentaries, insert after second
it is the Government agency auth- Broadcasting, Commissioner Cra- of my services.
orized by the President to request
"In conclusion, I hope. I have paragraph:
ven said last Thursday that any
Caution is advised against reporting,
that certain news be not published
made it clear that at present I under the guise of opinion, speculation,
rumors
of
his
contemplated
resigor broadcast. It has no agents in
or production, any fact which has not
nation from the Commission "are have no intention of leaving the been
released by appropriate authority.
any part of the country authorized
Commission
in
the
near
future,
or
untrue". Furthermore, he added,
to act for it. It has no connection
In next paragraph, starting "It
"The United Press dispatch to at any other time my services are
with military censorship overseas,
requested etc." add after "auis
which
you
referred
was
not
an
acwhich is entirely in the hands of
thority" the following: "or speGovernment."
byonethevacancy
required
There
is
on
the
FCC,
curate
report
of
my
position."
His
cifically cleared by the Office of
the military. It does not determine
letter follows:
which has existed since June 30,
what news other branches of the
"As you well know, I have al- when the renomination of George
Government will announce, or issue
Censorship."
Delete
(a) Weather and substiways deemed it my duty to remain
tute the following:
any news itself, or fix release in public office as long as I could H. Payne was summarily with(a)
Weather.
— Weather
other
dates or police their observance.
render a useful service. At present
released forecasts
by the Weather
drawn by President Roosevelt with- than those officially
Bureau. Mention of wind direction or baroThe code section covering foreign the United States is at war and I
out explanation, a day after it was
metric pressure in current or past weather
language broadcasts has been clari- have specific tasks relating to the sent to the Senate. That is a Re- except
(including
whensummaries
containedandin recapitulations)
EMERGENCY
fied to emphasize the duties of war effort which are by no means
publican vacancy. Comdr. Craven
(Continued
on page 57)
station censors and monitors. The
is a Democrat.
completed."
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Charles
Of

Brown

Named

Advertising
Will Coordinate

for

RCA

Victor

Activities of Various Products of

Six Divisions of Company
CHARLES B. BROWN, NBC director of advertising, promotion
and research, has been appointed
advertising director of the RCA
Victor division of the Radio Corp.
of America. For the present he is
dividing his time between the two
positions, but will leave NBC Dec.
31 to devote his full time to his
new RCA post. No successor at
NBC has been named.
At RCA, Mr. Brown will act as
coordinator of advertising of the
various products of the six divisions of the company and their
three advertising agencies. There
is the radio, phonograph and television instruments division, whose
advertising is handled by Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York; the
phonograph record division and international division, whose advertising agency is J. Walter Thompson Co., New York. Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, handles the advertising of the three remaining
divisions: tube and equipment division; engineering products division,
including transmitters, police and
aviation radio equipment; and industrial and sound division, comprising public address systems,
electrical devices, etc.
Serves All Divisions
Mr. Brown will direct those advertising activities which serve all
RCA Victor divisions, such as production, art, institutional advertising, general publicity and some
phases of cooperative advertising.
Company has had no central advertising coordinator for about a year,
following an internal reorganization whereby each division was given its own sales and advertising
department. Thomas F. Joyce, who
was formerly vice-president in
charge of advertising and sales
promotion, is now commercial
manager of the radio, phonograph
and television instrument division,
and David Finn, previously advertising manager, now is sales manager of the industrial and sound
division.
After a sales career with the
International Magazine Co., Borden Sales Co., Chevrolet Motor
Co., and other organizations on
the Pacific coast, Mr. Brown turned
to advertising and for 10 years
was sales promotion manager of
Foster & Kleiser Co., outdoor advertising company. After some
freelance spare time efforts as a
Ru-Ex Contract
RU-EX Co., St. Paul, Minn, (proprietary), on Dec. 6 began sponsorship of a half-hour musical program Mondays through Saturdays
on WGN Chicago. Contract length
indefinite. Agency is United Adv.
Co., Chicago.
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Director

and Agencies

MR. BROWN
radio writer and actor, he entered
radio on a fulltime basis in 1938
as sales promotion 'manager of
KPO-KGO San Francisco. The
following year he moved to Hollywood to take a similar position with
NBC's western division. In 1940
he was transferred to New York
as stations promotion manager,
soon becoming Red network promotion manager. In 1942 he was appointed director of advertising,
promotion and research for NBC.

House

Ways

&

BVLOVA TO PLACE
ON 200 STATIONS
THE 1944 radio schedule of Bulova Watch Co., New York, will run
on more than 200 stations, and
will continue to be keyed to Crossley ratings,
man for the according
company. to a spokesBulova's general policy in regard to placement of time signals
locally is to have them precede or
follow the 15 high-rating programs
reported by the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting. Another Bulova policy to be carried over into
next year is the allocation of 30%
of the total
time bonds
purchased
to promotion of war
and stamps,
a practice since pre-Pearl Harbor
days. Overall schedule calls for
time announcements and merchandising copy running to 100 words
"every hour, every day." Renewal
for WOR New York, for 52 weeks,
involving 10 time signals daily,
goes into effect Jan. 2. Agency is
Biow Co., New York.
Parker Expands
PARKER PEN Co., Janesville,
Wis., has added 11 outlets to complete a 129-station CBS network
sponsorship of Ned Calmer and the
News program. The new stations,
added in December, are WFMD
WWNY WLBC WJLS WSOY
WTAX WDWS WDAN WPAD
WHOP KTBC. It is heard Saturdays and Sundays from 8:55 to
9 p.m.
son Co.,Agency
Chicago.is J. Walter Thomp'Esquire' Spots
ESQUIRE Inc., Chicago, (gift
kits) on Dec. 15 begins a series of
one-minute transcribed daily spot
announcements in 31 markets. Contract is for one week. Agency is
Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.

Means

Committee

Votes

11-10 to Shelve Cannon
Subsidy Bill
CONGRESSIONAL action this a "potential waste of Government
session on legislation providing
Government subsidies for War
Principal support for the measBond advertising in newspapers
ure came from the National Edifunds".
torial Assn., representing 5,000
appeared unlikely last week as the
small newspapers, which asserted
House Ways & Means Committee,
that the small towns provide a
by a 11-10 vote, tabled the Cannon
Bill (HR-3693) and the Senate- fertile market for individual bond
sales and that the small papers
passed Bankhead Bill (S-814)
Dec. 2-3 [Broadcasting, Dec. 6]. were not benefiting from the war
The Bankhead Bill, which passed message advertising received by
the Senate by a 40-35 vote, authorbig city dailies.
Approval of the House action in
ized the Treasury to spend 12% -15
shelving the measure was exmillion dollars annually in newspressed editorially Thursday in
papers in cities of less than 10,000
the New York Times, Agreeing
population. The Cannon Bill authorized an expenditure of not less than with Secretary Morgenthau that
through the voluntary advertising
25 million dollars.
of press, radio and other media
Morgenthau Objects
(the Government jis reaching all
Opposition to the legislation was
important markets, the Times asmade at the House hearings by the
serted that "the adoption of any
Treasury Dept. and the War Ad- subsidy plan would be just as bad
vertising Council. Secretary Mor- for the newspapers as it might be
genthau, in a letter to Senator
wasteful for the Treasury". PointByrd (D-Va.) of the Joint Coming out that "the American press
is free and independent because it
mittee on Reduction of Non-Essential Federal Expenditures, had
stands on its own feet", the Times
challenged the contention of those expressed belief that a subsidy
"would
mark the beginning of the
favoring the proposal that it would
help sell War Bonds and called it end of its freedom".
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FCC
CP

Grants
to

FM

Newspaper

Action
Reflects Senators'
Views on Ownership Ban
CLEARLY REFLECTING the reactions of members of the Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee,
the FCC last Tuesday granted a
construction permit for a new FM
station to a newspaper — the Worcester Telegram Publishing Co.,
operator of WTAG. Abandoning
its practice of automatically relegating such applications to its
"pending" file under the newspaper-ownership order (79 and 79-A),
the FCC authorized the construction permit for 46,100 kc, with a
service area of 4,465 square miles.
Going further, the Commission also
deviated from its April 27, 1942
"freeze order" on equipment in authorizing the construction permit.
Senators Frowned
The Telegram has held an experimental FM station license for
W1XTG,
and
the authorized
Conrmission'sa
construction permit
change in status to commercial operation, along with a shift in frequency from 43.4 mc. to 46.1 mc.
The new call letters will be WTAGFM. It is understood by the
licensee that the granting of the
permit "will have no bearing on
the newspaper ownership investigation" and that "any regulations
resulting from the inquiry will apply to the new commercial FM staSince hearings began on the
White- Wheeler Bill before the Senate committee, there have been repeated expressions from Senators
tion".
frowning
upon the arbitrary newspaper order. Commissioner Ray C.
Wakefield, who presided at the
hearing last Tuesday at which the
WTAG FM grant was made, said
during his testimony 10 days ago
that he thought the FCC had erred
in holding up applications of newspaper stations, and predicted
prompt
action.James Lawrence Fly
Chairman
was absent because of a mild flu
attack. Commissioner T. A. M.
Craven likewise was absent from
the meeting. The grant specified
that the action was without prejudice to "determination of the issues
in the hearing on Commission Order No. 79, and is subject to the
application
and byregulations thatofmayanybe rules
adopted
the
Commission as a result of such
hearings". It specified further that
it also is subject to the condition
that compliance with the rules, regulations and standards of the Commission be required "when necessary materials become available".
Ring Back at Work
ANDREW
member of Ring D.& RING,
Clark, senior
Washington
consulting engineering firm, has
returned to work, having recovered
from an attack of pneumonia suffered following attendance at a
Washington professional football
game on Nov. 28.
• Broadcast
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Can't

149

!

Wrong

Be

In less than two short years, W-I-T-H's
advertising roster has risen from a zero to
149 advertisers (on the air, as of December
1st). They didn't use our kilowatts for fun!
Most of W-I-T-H advertisers are the checkup kind . . . merchants,
accounts who
who

know

know

how

food, and

drug

how to buy radio . . .

to check results to the

decimal point. Time costs are low . . . results
are quick. An

unbeatable

combination.

Particularly in a market that's second to
none in warplant activity.

i
THE

PEOPLE'S

VOICE

IN BALTIMORE

On the air 24 hours a day — seven days a week

\

Represented Nationally
by Headley-Reed

Tinsley, President
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AFM

Plan

to

NBC, Columbia and RCA
Brief Calls Subsidy
Unfair to Public
PROPOSAL of the American Federation of Musicians to tax phonograph records and transcriptions
made by a maximum of 5,000 AFM
members for the benefit of the more
than 100,000 other members who
never have been nor are apt to be
employed in recording is vigorously
contested in the brief filed last
Thursday with the panel of the
National War Labor Board on behalf of NBC Radio Recording Division, Columbia Recording Corp.,
and RCA Victor Division of RCA.
AFM filed its brief the week before
and will shortly enter its answer
to the employers' brief.
In addition to being unfair to
the makers of recordings, the AFM
plan of a subsidy for "a large number of permanently unemployed in
a particular industry for which
they are not fitted or which cannot absorb them is socially and
economically unsound," the companies argue, adding that the
adoption of this plan would act as
a hindrance to technical progress
and would set up a private system
of unemployment relief tending to
"undermine established national
methods of handling social security and relief."
Penalizes Public
Royalty payments on all records
would result in higher costs to the
public, and would subsidize the
AFM, preventing it from "serving the normal union functions of
negotiating wages, hours and working conditions on behalf of its
members," the brief states, adding that the plan is "contrary to
the principles of taxation, wartime
salary stabilization and war manpower policies."
Acceptance of the AFM plan for

Tax

Discs

recording would "inevitably lead to
its extension to other unions and
other industries, with fantastic
results," the brief declares. "If the
union's plan is sound in the case
of the musicians' union, it is equally sound for other unions representing singers, actors, announcers, writers, technicians, etc. The
precedent having been established,
each of these unions would inevitably demand the creation of similar
funds to be paid by the employers
for the benefit of their members.
It would also inevitably be adopted
in and applied to other industries.
Film Industry Next
"The gross receipts from the
sale of time for radio broadcasting
are in excess of $250,000,000 per
year. If the union's plan to collect
3% of the library transcription
business were applied to broadcasting it would net the union in
excess of $7,500,000 per year.

WLB

Failure

Protested

Counsel for the union stated that
the union intended to open a second front against the motion picture industries as soon as the union's principle has been established
here. The motion picture industry
grosses well in excess of $1,000,000,000 a year, 3% of which is
$30,000,000. . . .
"There is no assurance that the
principle, once established, would
even be limited to cases where the
union members make the mechanical device that allegedly puts
other members of the same union
out of work. This principle, if established here, would spread and
put into the hands of many unions
tremendous sums of money that
would make them absolutely independent of their members or of
Government. The result would be
the creation of a series of private
union principalities financed by industry and responsible to no one."

in

Petrillo

Case

May
Revive
Inquiry
by Senate
fore the subcommittee, contended
REVIVAL of the Senate Committee's inquiry into the AFM re- that the musicians were not on
strike and that no labor dispute
cordings strike called by Music
Czar James C. Petrillo 17 months
was involved — a contention upheld
ago, is being considered in the by the Federal District Court in
light of the failure of the War
Chicago. Yet the WLB took jurisdiction, he pointed out, because
Labor Board to resolve that controversy, Senator D. Worth Clark AFM contended that a labor disday.
(D-Idaho), disclosed last Wednespute was involved.
"Our subcommittee is still alive,"
During the testimony of Presi- Senator Clark asserted. "We have
dent Niles Trammell of NBC before
wracked our brains for a remedy.
the Senate Interstate Commerce
We feel that the situation is bad.
Committee, Mr. Clark, chairman
of the sub-committee which re- But we haven't found the legislacessed its inquiry last January, deremedy".Mr. Trammell whether
He tive
asked
clared itstill had the whole matter
anything
might be written into
under advisement. Senators Tunthe White- Wheeler Bill that would
nell (D-Del.) and McFarland (Dscrutiny of the ConstiAriz.), also members of the sub- "bear the
tution without going into general
committee, were present at the
hearing.
labor legislation". Mr. Trammell
Easter Egg Color Spots
thought that it was a matSenator Clark explained that said terheof copyright
law, rather than
On 27-Station Schedule
the subcommittee recessed its hear- the pending bill. While
he declared
PRE-EASTER spot campaign for
ings in the hope that the dispute
Chick Chick and Presto Easter Egg might be settled amicably. He reColors is already scheduled by
called that Decca-World had signed
Fred Fear & Co., Brooklyn manufacturer. The drive will start on with AFM and that other transcription companies likewise had
27 stations about 10 days before
the holiday, which falls on April agreed to unemployment relief
7. Markets have been selected on terms, and asked the position of
the basis of sales increase for the RCA-NBC. Mr. Trammell related
product in specific areas of distri- that RCA-Victor, NBC Recording
bution. Participations on household programs have been bought Division and Columbia Recording
where availabilities could be found, Corp. had not yet signed with
Petrillo. He brought out, moreover,
and in other cases the announcements have been placed between 4 that network contracts with AFM
and 6 p.m. The live commercials
on employment of staff orchestras
are scheduled 4 to 10 times weekly. expired January 31, and that he
The station list follows: WBRC
had no idea of the demands.
KNX KLX KFSD KPO KOA
WJAX WSB WGN WIRE WFBR
"Legalized Blackmail"
APPRENTICE TRAINING reaches
KSTP KCMO KMOX WBEN WOR
Senator Moore, (R-Okla.) brandinto the cradle and comes out with
WHAM WADC WCKY WTAM
Carl Bates, latest recruit of KOIL
ed the AFM demands as "nothing
WBNX WCAU KDKA KSL KOMO
Omaha. Carl is the 23-month-old
WMAL WJR. Newspapers will be more or less than legalized blackused from Alabama to California.
son of Al Bates, studio supervisor.
Senator Clark brought out that And he passed his aptitude test
Business is placed by Menken Adv., mail".
New York.
Mr. Petrillo, in his testimony be- with flying colors.
Page 14 • December
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SPONSOR AND BLUE
PROMOTE SYMPHONY
PRIOR to the Christmas Day
premiere on the BLUE of the Boston Symphony under sponsorship
of Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, the network has arranged
a quarter-hour closed circuit program Dec. 21 calling attention of
the sponsors, branch managers and
tractor dealers to the impending
series.
Originating from New York and
Milwaukee, with Phillips Carlin,
BLUE vice-president in charge of
programs as.m.c, the program will
feature an address by Walter
Geist, president of Allis-Chalmers,
speaking from Milwaukee, with
Mark Woods, president of the
BLUE, and Edgar Kobak, executive vice-president, replying from
New York. It will be pointed out
that the taining
concerts,
now heard
susat 8:15 p.m.
Saturdays,
will be shifted to the 8:30-9:30
p.m.
spot Dec. 25. is building an
Allis-Chalmers
even greater audience for the concerts by extensive advertising in
magazines, newspapers and trade
papers,
together
withdistributed
bill boardsto
and window
displays
BLUE affiliates and company dealers. Agency in charge is Compton
Adv., New York.
John David Expands
JOHN DAVID Inc., New York,
men's clothing store chain, is exto Your
man on panding
WJZLetterNew
York Servicefrom a
twice-weekly five-minute show to
a weekly quarter-hour series, Fri.,
10:30-10:45 p.m., starting Jan. 7.
Agency is Gussor-Kahn, New York.
he
"advocating
it", athere
had was
beennotdiscussion
about
law
that would provide copyright ownership in recordings in which the
performer, the union and recording
company would share royalties collected on each rendition of recordings over broadcast stations or
juke boxes.
Competitors Benefit
Mr. Trammell explained that
Decca had signed with Petrillo on
a royalty for each recording sold,
and that it was a sort of "second
social security" fund to relieve unemployment among musicians. He
said his company objected to this
because the plan did not provide
for an accounting by the union,
which could do with the funds
"what it will". If the same formula were employed by other labor
unions, they could collect a royalty
or a share of the gross receipts of
every industry.
"Rather wethan
establish that principle,
would
go
out of the
record business", Mr.
Trammell
declared.
He agreed with Senator Clark
that his company and Columbia Recording were placed at a "competitive disadvantage" by virtue of the
acceptance of the Petrillo ultimatum by others. Mr. Trammell said
Decca has forged ahead with its
recording of the "Oklahoma" music
and "Pistol Packin' Mama", while
RCA hasn't made a new recording
since August 1942.
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its audiences as if they were attracted by some huge,
invisible magnet. This force is WORL,

one of the

foremost independents in the country ... a station
which in succeeding Hooper surveys has consistently
been among

the leaders in many of the prime day-

time periods. Its low-cost structure makes

it "The

Best Buy in Boston."

BOSTON
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Ford

Co.

Shifts

Program
Format
Dorsey Orchestra to Replace
Godwin Newscast on Blue
FORD MOTOR Co., Detroit, which
has shifted agencies from Maxon
Inc., Detroit, to J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, on Jan. 6 will
change the format of its seven
times weekly news program on the
BLUE, discontinuing Earl Godwin
and starting a musical show starring Tommy Dorsey's orchestra in
the Monday through Friday 8-8:15
p.m. period.
At present, Ford also uses the
same quarter-hour Saturday and
Sunday evenings with Ray Henle
reporting the news, but the indications last week were that these two
spots might be consolidated into a
half-hour on Sunday nights with
another type of program. It is
understood several sponsors are interested in the Godwin commentaries.
J. Walter Thompson, also recently appointed to handle the
Vimms portion of the Lever Bros.
Co. account, has not yet announced
radio plans although these should
be settled this week in view of the
fact that Frank Sinatra, the proposed star for the new CBS series,
has been classified 4-F by the
Army. JWT also stated last week
that it is now handling all advertising for Owens-Illinois Glass Co.,
the radio portion of which it acquired Nov. 8.
Fly Recovers
CHAIRMAN FLY of the FCC was
expected back at his desk Saturday
after being confined at home most
of the week with an attack of the
flu. Mr. Fly had recovered sufficiently by Friday to confer by telephone with his office. He is scheduled to testify this week before the
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee on the White-Wheeler Bill.

Quick, Henry
SABOTAGE,
thought Dayton
the announcers of WHIO
when a strong odor of gas
permeated the studios. The
staff coughed, gagged, sputtered, and had other symptoms of a gas attack as
described in the OCD books.
Announcers' eyes watered so
badly they could not read
copy, so a microphone was
set up in the one office that
was unpolluted. The mystery
finally unraveled as not sabotage, but the janitor. Seems
he cleaned the air conditioning filters and confused the
cleaning oil with fly spray.

WGAR

WW

TEAMS

TAKE
IDEA' TOUR
WGAR Cleveland and WJR Detroit are sending teams of their
respective staffs to study operation
of middlewest and eastern stations,
according to Mark L. Haas, WJR
education director, in the belief
that exchange of ideas within the
industry is both worthwhile and
progressive.
Emphasis of the study, including the entire scope of station operation, will be on promotion, programming, selling, interdepartmental relations and postwar planning. "The WJR and WGAR representatives will carry the story
of the operation of their respective stations to those stations visited and in return hope to obtain
ideas that can be applied to WJR
and WGAR", said Mr. Haas.
Power Breaks Down
MYSTERY surrounds the power
breakdown when two out of three
main transmission lines from Boulder Dam were cut off for approximately 15 minutes on Dec. 7. Electricity was off throughout Los Angeles and adjacent communities,
throwing eight stations off the air.
Networks, however, switched to
gas-driven generators, and continued to operate. Break occurred at
2:59 p.m., was restored for two
minutes, and went off again until
3:16 p.m.
Omar on Blue
OMAR Inc., Omaha (Ranch House
pancake flour), on January 3 begins sponsorship on 22 BLUE stations, Ranch House Jim, quarterhour program featuring Curley
Bradley, cowboy baritone, and Reggie Cross' Harmonica Quartet.
Show will originate from WENR
Chicago and will be heard Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, 3:45-4
p.m. Contract for 26 weeks is placed
through
Chicago. McFarland Aveyard & Co.,

WOMEN'S
CONTRIBUTION to
the war program was described
by Mrs. George Fielding Eliot
(1) wife of the war analyst, when
she appeared as guest of Lora
Price on the KOA Denver Home
Forum. Mrs. Eliot is prominent
herself on the air under her former name, June Hynd, and is
now acting as radio committee
chairman of the Women's Action
Committee for Victory and Lasting Peace.
Pa#e 16 • December

Dun Cigar Series
DIESEL WEMMER GILBERT
Co., Detroit, has started a twiceweekly five-minute program on 28
BLUE stations promoting R. G.
Dun cigars. Titled Smoke Rings,
and heard Wednesday and Friday
at 9:55 p.m., from WXYZ Detroit,
the series features a singer and orchestra. Agency is Century Adv.,
Detroit.
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Shouse

Reports

British

Expect Retaliation Raids
JAMES D. SHOUSE, vice-president of the Crosley Corp., reported
on his return from England last
week that Londoners expect and
are resigned to retaliation for the
raids on Berlin. Mr. Shouse was in
Britain as special consultant to
the OWI Overseas Branch.
Mr. Shouse found the people of
London neither encouraged nor discouraged about the course of the
war. The most noticeable thing
about the Londoners today, he
thinks,
is theirin "numbness",
which
was reflected
the way in which
they received the news of the bombing of Berlin.
The London blackout, Mr.
Shouse said, is more damaging to
morale than the bombing. "For the
first
it's interesting.
After day
thatorit two,
becomes
depressing.
A stranger soon learns to disregard any place which is not within
a block of an underground staMr. Shouse said he went through
three or four small nuisance raids
in a period of nearly six weeks.
tion".
Sgt. Azine Reports
TECH. SGT. HAROLD AZINE,
Marine combat correspondent who
was in the first wave of Marines
which went ashore at Bougainville,
recounted his experiences last
week at a Navy Dept. news conference. Sgt. Azine, former production manager of WBAL Baltimore
and continuity writer at WLS Chicago, was among the first to be
brought back to report the story
for the Navy. Among his experiences was a night spent in a fox
hole to warn his comrades against
Jap attacks at the village of Piva.
Azine left Bougainville Island in a
PT boat which was damaged by
Jap torpedo planes.
NAB Robbed
ROBBERS entered the offices of
the NAB at 1760 N St., N. W.,
Washington, D. C, last Tuesday
night and made away with various
articles valued at approximately
$150. Materials stolen included two
small radios, a pen set, brief cases,
and several cartons of cigarettes.
The office of Neville Miller, NAB
president, as well as other executives, was rifled. "Maybe they were
looking
for the new radio law," Mr.
Miller remarked.
The incident was
reported to the police.
KINY on the Air
PRIORITIES were granted KINY
Juneau, Alaska by federal and
military officials for completion of
its 5,000 w transmitter. The new
transmitter went on regular schedules Dec. 7. Vincent I. Kraft, chief
engineer of both KINY and KTKN
Ketchikan, supervised the installation. The two stations are owned
by Edwin A. Kraft, Seattle radio
advertising executive.
Peck Opens Office
J. O. PECK has resigned as director of research and promotion of
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., New
York, to open a field and market
research firm for industrial accounts. He will open offices in New
York under the name James O.
Peck Co., around Dec. 20.
BROADCASTING

Wider
Of

Allotment

Tubes

Is

Seen

Electronic Distributors Favor
Change in WPB Limitations
PROPOSED changes in WPB limitation orders expected to provide
radio dealers with more balanced
stocks of non-military radio receiver tubes were supported by the
Electronic Distributors Industry
Advisory Committee at a meeting
with WPB officials in Washington
last week.
The WPB Radio & Radar Division has moved toward a wider distribution of tubes among civilians
by drafting a revised version of
Order L-265 governing the distribution of electronic equipment. This
will provide for the interchange of
non-military receiver tubes among
manufacturers and for prorating of
tube supplies among distributors on
the basis of their 1941 deliveries.
This move, recommended by the
Advisory Committee a month ago
[Broadcasting, Nov. 8], does not
increase the supply of tubes, but
aids in securing a balanced distribution of those manufactured.
Other changes in L-265 include a
screening process of rated orders
in the WPB regional offices, and a
simplification and clarification of
the language of the order. A task
group has been appointed
to makeof
recommendations
on distribution
electronic equipment produced in
excess of scheduled production runs
and for which war industries have
indicated no need. The committee
reports Jan. 10 and will meet again
Jan. 20. Frank H. Mcintosh was
government presiding officer at
the meeting.
At another meeting, the Radio
Receiver Vacuum Tube Industry
Advisory Committee discussed splitting the production load between
different manufacturers with the
aim of satisfying all claimants.
James Wallen of the Radio & Radar
Division was the government presiding officer.

CONTROL
ROOM VIEWING of
the weekly In Time to Come initial
broadcast on CBS Pacific stations
occupied
thisAiragency-production
trio. United
Lines, Chicago,
sponsors
series.
Cuewatchers the(1 half-hour
to r) are
Sterling
Peacock, vice-president in charge
of radio for N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.,
Chicago agency servicing airlines
account; Robert Coleson (seated)
production supervisor and Hollywood agencynarrator.
manager, and Carleton KaDell,
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best
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balanced

market

A T THE FOOTHILLS

of the Blue Ridge Mountains is the prosperous Piedmont section of the Caro-

* A Unas — prosperous because a wise people have brought about a desirable balance between industry and
agriculture.
Humming textile mills, within the shadow of fertile farms producing raw cotton, turn out 40 percent of
the cloth manufactured in the United States.
Just as cotton farmers have diversified their farming to include other money crops, such as peaches, feedstuffs, and dairy products, industrial leaders of the Piedmont have broadened their operations to include many
types of manufactured products.
In war or peace, in hard times or good times, in winter or summer, the per capita buying power of the Piedmont stays high and affords a market which is a "Must" by any time buyer's measuring stickCPARTANBURG is the "Hub City" of the Piedmont. From Spartanburg, WSPA serves the heart of
this thickly populated and prosperous section. Within the good service area of WSPA there are over a
million people (148 thousand radio homes) whose yearly income in wages and from farm products now
totals over a quarter of a billion dollars:
Hooper's new listening index for Spartanburg shows how they listen to WSPA
8-12 noon (M-F)
WSPA
54.8%
WORD
36.8%
Other Stations 8.4%
To Reach

12-6 p.m. (M-F)
WSPA
49.3%
WORD
38.5%
Other Stations 12.2%

in the Piedmont:

6-10 p.m. (Sun-Sat)
WSPA
67.9%
WORD
26.9%
Other Stations 5.2%

the Ears of the Piedmont,

Use —

WM-MfflMlIG
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RADICES 'CITy CIRCULATION'
Shown by NBC Listener-Reader Comparison
— As Greater Than That of Leading Dailies —

ARRANGEMENTS for 13-week radio series on KQW San Francisco
were made for eight shipyards in Bay area under contract to U. S.
Maritime Commission. Entitled These Are the People, program is designed
to recruit workers for yards. Plans for broadcasts were handled by (1 to
r) : James Houlihan, president of James Houlihan Adv. Agency, which
is handling the account: Dave M. Greene, KQW sales executive; L. J.
(Jerry) Scanlon, regional representative of the Division of Public Relations, U. S. Maritime Commission; and C. L. McCarthy, manager of KQW.

Shipyards

at

San

Buy

to

Recruit

Time

RADIO TIME has been purchased
on KQW San Francisco by eight
shipyards in the San Francisco
Bay area for recruitment of workers. Use of radio was authorized by
the U. S. Maritime Commission
under an arrangement by which
the yards are reimbursed in the
sum of $25,000 for advertising for
help. Unusual manpower problems
in the area, the Commission stated,
prompted the arrangement which
was recommended by the War
Manpower Commission.
Entitled These Are the People,
the series of live talent shows is
presented Wednesdays (6:30-7 p.m.
PWT) for the Belair Shipyards;
Bethlehem - Alameda Shipyards,
Inc.; Marinship Corp.; Moore Dry
Dock
Co.; Permanente Metals
Railway Express Explains
Its Use of Free Air Time
RAILWAY EXPRESS, defending
its position on free radio advertising, [Broadcasting, Nov. 29],
writes that "any such action was
the result of over-zealousness on
the part of an individual rather
than a company policy".
K. N. Merritt,
express
company's
manager
of public
relations,
said
in a letter to "Red" Cross, commercial manager of WMAZ Macon Ga.,
who had criticized the firm's use of
free air time, "Railway Express is
not guilty of any of the charges
made in your letter ... In previous
years we have used radio rather
consistently. We did not use it in
1942 or during this year but I have
no doubt that when things return
to normal we will possibly want to
employ the medium again."
BROADCASTING

Francisco
Labor

Corp. Kaiser Co. Inc.; Western
Pipe and Steel Co.; and KaiserCargo Inc.
Veering from previous help
wanted advertising, which has
stressed the high wages available,
the appeal is slanted toward whitecollar groups, which have not responded widely to the need for
workers. Emphasis is pointed to the
fact that shipyard jobs do not require great physical exertion.
Commercials are testimonials by
workers. Talent is drawn from the
ranks of shipyard employees, with
a contest angle awarding a $25
bond to the winning contestant on
each program. Contract is for 13
weeks. James Houlihan Agency,
Oakland, Cal., is handling the account.
NBC

Dawn

Plans

IN A STEP towards "revitalization" of the early-evening program
schedule on NBC, specifically the
6-7 p.m. period, the network has
started a 25-minute musical program Serenade to America in the
6:15-6:40 p.m. spot. Both popular
and classic music is presented by a
concert orchestra under the direction of guest conductors; by a
chorus, and soloists. Other new features dedicated to "gracious living"
will round out the 6-7 p.m. schedule
according to Clarence L. Menser,
NBC vice-president.
KDYL Salt Lake City is pinchhitting for the Salt Lake TribuneTelegram, which has suspended publication during its dispute with the
Typographical Union. The newspaper
is sponsoring three 15-minute news
programs daily, with the editorial
staff preparing the scripts.
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THAT radio listening families outnumber the top newspaper circulations in leading cities of the U. S.,
and closely approximate the best
newspaper coverage in all cities, is
indicated by data which Niles
Trammell, president of NBC, offered in his testimony before the
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee hearings on the WhiteWheeler Bill (S-814) last Tuesday.
Mr. Trammell's Exhibit A showed
that within the limits of cities
where NBC stations are located,
the total of regular listening radio
families exceeds combined circulations of the top papers of each of
these areas. Figures for the cities
were: Total population, 36,167,772;
occupied dwellings, 10,081,969; regular listening radio families 9,317,447; city zone circulations of largest daily papers (one each city)
8,504,986. The table is titled "Summary of Radio Family Listening
and Newspaper Reading in Cities
of NBC Stations."
A tendency for radio listening
families to exceed top newspaper
circulation in the largest cities, was
revealed, whereas among cities of
less than 100,000 population there
is a tendency for the reported circulation ofthe top newspaper to be
larger than the number of regular
listening families. In 11 out of 29
NBC basic network cities, the regular listening families outnumber the
circulation of the leading paper, and
among 37 optional basic cities there
are 10 where that situation prevails.
The 11 NBC basic cities where radio
family audience is larger than the
circulation of any one newspaper
include New York, Philadelphia,
Blue

Announces

Three

New
Sponsored Series
TWO variety shows and an amateur program, to be sponsored on
the BLUE, were announced last
week. Ranch House Jim starts Jan.
3 for 26 weeks, Monday, Wednesday, Friday, at 3:45-4 p.m. for
Ranch House Pancake Flour, product of Omar Inc., Omaha, the business being placed by MacFarland
Aveyard & Co., Chicago.
Peter Fox Brewing Co., Chicago,
successful user of spot radio, starts
Fox De Luxe Variety Hall on 17
BLUE stations in the central area
Dec. 21 for a 52-week run on Tuesdays, 6:30-7 p.m., with aim of developing apost-war market. Agency
is Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Adam Hat Stores will put Star
for a Night on 130 BLUE stations
Wednesdays, 10:30-11 p.m., replacthe joke show,
a Good
One.ing Listeners
are That's
to write
letters stating why they should appear on the program. Two winners
take part in a playlet including a
third actor chosen from the audia guest
Prize ence
of and
$1,000
goes "professional".
to the amateur
winning the most applause. Glicksman Adv., New York, handles the
account.

Baltimore, Rochester, Pittsburgh,
Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, St.
Louis,olis. Minneapolis,
and IndianapOn the Pacific coast
the same
thing holds true in San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle and
Spokane. Other cities which might
be added to the list are Houston,
San Antonio, Oklahoma City and
New Orleans.
Comparison by Cities
In his analysis of the table, Mr.
Trammel said : "In cities where
there are NBC outlets there are 386
radio stations compared with 280
newspapers, or 106 more radio stations than newspapers. In New
York City for instance, there are 17
stations compared with a total of 11
metropolitan newspapers. In Chicago there are 14 stations and 5
newspapers; in Denver 6 stations
and 2 newspapers; in Washington
6 radio stations and 4 newspapers;
in Cleveland 4 radio stations and 3
newspapers; in San Francisco 8
stations and 4 newspapers.
"It is easier to acquire an existing radio station or to establish a
new one in any city of the country
than it is to acquire or establish a
daily newspaper there."
New Instant Coffee
G. WASHINGTON COFFEE Refining Co., Morris Plains, N. J., has
appointed Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
York, to handle all advertising for
its Instant Soluble Coffee and
Cafemelo, a new soluble coffee to
be placed on the market after the
first of the year. The account has
used radio for its coffee products
in the past, but no new radio
plans have been settled by R & R
as yet. The Instant Broth portion
of the account continues to be hanYork.
dled by Cecil & Presbrey, New
Religious Series
DR. JOHN MATTHEWS, Los
Angeles (religious), utilizing midnight time, has started a twiceweekly quarter-hour transcribed
program, The Midnight Cry, on 11
stations nationally, with others to
be added. List includes KVI KFEL
KLRA WTCN KXEL WBAL
WKRC WPEN WIBC WDAE
KMJ. Group also sponsors a weekly 30-minute program on 8 Don
Lee California stations, Saturday,
9-9:30 a.m. (PWT). Agency is Tom
Westwood Adv., Los Angeles.
Barbour Eulogized
TRIBUTE to the memory of
the late Senator W. Warren
Barbour (R-N.J.), who died
a fortnight ago, was paid
last week in a resolution
adopted by the Radio Correspondents'Barbour
Gallery of Congress. Senator
was
lery.
co-sponsor of a Senate resolution establishing the Gal-
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Check the list below to find the war message announcements you will broadcast
during the week beginning Jan. 3. Sell the spots officially designated for sponsorship.
(None this week.) Plan schedules for best timing of these important war messages. Tell
your
clientsone-minute
what spots
are available perfor day,
inclusion
for three
announcements
or 21 in
per their
week. programs. Each "X" stands
WAR MESSAGE
Fight Inflation
Paper Conservation
Wartime Nutrition, FFFF
Ca< et Nurse Corps
Home Critical
Front Pledge,
FFFF__
Save
Resources

STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
NET* Group
Group
WORK
KW
OI
PLAN
Aft. I ml. Aff, Ind.
X

PLANSPOT
NAT.
Live Trana

See OWI Schedule of War Messages 89 for names and time of programs carrying
war messages under National Spot and Network Allocation Plans.
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Fight, Conservation,

Recruiting Feature
HOME FRONT battles of decisive
importance are to be fought with
OWI Domestic Radio Bureau war
messages for the week of Jan. 3.
The fight against the growing pressure of inflation, the battle to conserve critical materials, including
fuel and food, and a campaign to
recruit nurses for our wounded,
are objectives of the messages
scheduled.
For the first time since last summer, a "give-away" is to be featured by one of the OWI campaigns. This is the National Wartime Nutrition Guide, carrying the
slogan "Eat the Basic 7 Every
Day". The folder, prepared by the
War Food Administration, may pull
even more inquiries than the home
canning booklet which, in August
and September, rolled up 2,500,000
requests, of which more than 1,500,000 were traced to the OWI
announcements [ BROADCASTING,
Dec. 6]. The nutrition booklet will
receive a bigger play on the various
allocation plans (see table) and
Jett Will Discuss FCC
At IRE Meeting Jan. 28
E. K. JETT, chief engineer of the
FCC, will lead a discussion of
Commission problems and policies
r'uring the technical meeting of
the Institute of Radio Engineers,
Jan. 28-29 at the Hotel Commodore,
New York. Dr. L. P. Wheeler,
chief of technical information of
the FCC's engineering department
and retiring president of the IRE,
"'ill serve as chairman. Prof. H.
M. Tu rner of Yale, will be inaugurated president-elect for 1944.
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, vice-presif'ent of General Electric Co. and
chairman of the Radio Technical
Planning Board, will address a
session of chairmen of several of
the RTPB's 13 panels. Maj. Gen.
Roger B. Colton, chief of the Signal Corps' engineering and technical service, will speak on "Enemy
Communication Equipment" at a
joint session of the IRE and the
American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, Jan. 27 following the
AIEE communications meeting.
The AIEE sessions will be held at
the Engineering Societies Bldg..
New York.

BROADCASTING

and

Nurse

New
OWI
Packet
will be offered over a longer period
of time, thereby benefiting from
audience turnover.
A somewhat different tack in the
War Bond drive is indicated by the
fact that copy on behalf of bonds
and stamps is subordinated to the
over-all Fight Inflation theme.
The shift in emphasis may be
regarded tinuous
as aWar "breather"
Bond copy,from
andconas
a build up for the Fourth War Loan
January.
story which will break later in
Tying up with the Nutrition and
Inflation campaigns, is another
series of messages on the Home
Front Pledge, built around the
food supply outlook for 1944.
Waste Paper Salvage was the
leading topic nouncements
in conservation
scheduled the week anof
Dec. 27. The angle shifts to Paper
Conservation in the week of Jan. 3.
The Cadet Nurse Corps and Critical Resources (coal, oil, gas) announcements continue previously
scheduled drives.
Dyes Line to Boyle
A. S. BOYLE Co., Jersey City,
wholly-owned subsidiary of American Home Products Corp., has purchased the Diamond Dyes line
made at Rutland, Vt. Purchase
does not include the Canadian subsidiary. According to S. Schraffenberger, president of A. S. Boyle,
the company will introduce several
new products after the war.
Flanagan Honored
PAT FLANAGAN, midwest announcer, was honored by his fellow
staff members of WBBM Chicago,
at a dinner given him at the Wrigley Restaurant. Pat has retired
from radio, and leaves Dec. 15 to
make his home in California.
MBS Naples Coverage
WILLIAM STRAND of the Chicago
Tribune is alternating with Seymour
Korman and James Wellard in covering news at Allied headquarters in
Naples for Mutual. Jack Thompson,
Mutual's correspondent who recently
yon
the Orderin ofCairo,
the Purple
is currently
workingHeart,
with
Leslie Nichols on MBS news. Roland
Stead, who reports for the Christian
Science Monitor program on Mutual,
has left Algiers for Naples.
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Republic Studios Plans
Big Promotion Drive
REPUBLIC PICTURES, New
York, will spend $350,000 to promote "The Fighting Seabees", according to James R. Grainger, president. $250,000 has been set aside
for advertising and publicity in
branch-city pre-release engagements, and $100,000 allocated to
campaigns in subordinate key
cities.
Republic appropriated a similar
amount for its recent release "In
Old Oklahoma". And Roy Rogers,
the cowboy star, was publicized
with a radio campaign, tying in
with personal appearances.
ANACIN Co., Jersey City, has
changed the name of its new halfhour Friday evening show on CBS
from Broadway Calling to Friday on
Broadway. Program started Dec. 3,
and is heard 7 :30-8 p.m. Agency is
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, N. Y.

COMMERCIAL CUT
Announced to Listeners
As Station Policy
PLANS to limit advertisers to a
certain number of commercials per
day and to shorten announcements,
were disclosed by Elias I. Godofsky, president and general manager
of WLIB Brooklyn, in a "Report to
Listeners," Sunday, Dec. 12.
The nineteen-month-old station
had asked listeners how they found
WLIB, and was told 75% picked it
up while dialing for any interesting
program; 17% heard about it from
friends, and 2% tuned in as the result of newspaper listings. Mr.
Godofsky indicated the extent of
cooperation of specific newspapers
on this point, and asked listeners
to write radio editors urging more
WLIB listings.
Included in the report was an explanation of the station's program

This auctioneer is "tops" because he knows his
buying audience. Let us help you get better
acquainted with our huge, six-state audience,
so as to make your WIBW advertising produce
the greatest possible results.
Important to realize is that WIBW listeners
are not "price buyers". All their lives they've
seen quality livestock, machinery and seeds outproduce and out-last inferior grades. Sell the
quality, service and dependability of your product. Dealers report that their customers asso-

WW

A

Gunnison Series
ROYAL ARCH GUNNISON, Mutual correspondent who recently returned to this22country
the Gripsholm after
monthson internment
in Japanese prison camps, on Dec.
22 starts a series of commentaries
on Mutual, to be heard Wednesdays
and Saturdays, 10-10:15 p.m. Gunnison was first heard on Mutual
Dec. 7, 1941, from Manila where he
broadcast for 21 days until the
Philippines were taken by the Japs.
formula: news, and classical music
with a blend of the modern but
not "jive
or swing."
Urgingin listeners to continue
to send
ideas,
Mr. Godofsky said in conclusion:
"In this partnership of you the listener, and WLIB, we will both go
forward to new and perhaps
greater fields
wholesome
entertainment and of
factual
information
through the medium of radio."

ciate these features with the more familiar advertised brands . . . that they're pretty skeptical of "something just as good".
These same people also recognize quality, service and dependability in the neighborly "Voice
of Kansas". That's why WIBW can do such a
fast, thorough job of building name acceptance. That's why your point-of-purchase displays will be more effective if you give prominence to your WIBW programs.

mam

WW
BEN
LUDY, Gen. Mgr. Columbia's outlet for kansas
REPRESENTED BY CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, INC.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
KANSAS CITY
SAN FRANCISCO
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Hoyt OWI
Record
Praised by Aides
Healy to Take Domestic Post
After First of the Year
RESIGNATION of Palmer Hoyt
as OWI Domestic Director removes
a representative of the broadcasting industry from a policy-making
position in the agency. Mr. Hoyt,
who is publisher of the Portland
Oregonian, which operates KEX,
will be succeeded by George W.
Healy Jr., managing editor of the
New Orleans Times-Picayune.
Mr. Hoyt's departure, however,
will be balanced by the appointment of Edward Klauber, former
CBS executive vice-president, as
OWI Associate Director, the post
formerly held by Milton Eisenhower [Broadcasting, Nov. 29].
In returning to Oregon, Mr.
Hoyt is carrying out the stipulation made last June that he would
stay in Washington six months.
He had been granted leave from the
Oregonian for that period. He will
continue in his post until the arrival of Mr. Healy, which will be
shortly after Jan. 1.
A Tough Task
Mr. Hoyt assumed his present
post during OWI's hectic days. He
arrived in Washington to find the
agency's existence threatened by
an unfriendly Congress. The House
of Representatives had voted to
throw out the entire Domestic
Branch but the Senate refused to
concur and the Branch finally was
given
appropriation
fourth an
its budget
request. of oneMr. Hoyt's immediate task was
to reorganize the Domestic Branch
in line with the limitations imposed by Congress and at the same
time to maintain vital functions.
Aside from his successful management of the administrative job,
Mr. Hoyt is credited with several
noteworthy accomplishments in the
field of operations. Most important
of these was his drive to increase
the flow of war news to the public,
a contribution which has brought
him praise from newspaper editors.
As a practical broadcaster as
well as a publisher, Mr. Hoyt has
devoted much interest to the operations of the Radio Bureau. One
of his first acts upon becoming
domestic director was to form the
Radio News & Policy Committee
to advise with him on matters affecting industry cooperation.
Mr. Healy is a member of the
Newspaper Advisory Committee
named by Mr. Hoyt last July to
consult with OWI on war news
matters [Broadcasting, July 12].
The two men have known each
other for some time. Mr. Healy
is chairman of the Associated Press
Managing Editors Assn. He lives
in New Orleans with his wife and
two children. He is not yet 40.
Mr. Healy was recommended
as the practically unanimous choice
of editors to succeed Mr. Hoyt, it
was learned. His appointment, according to present plans, will be
for at least one year.
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Con you see the entire picture?
Who is it? Just for fun, jot it
down on your memo pad and
check with the answer next time!
Answer to preceding ad:
WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT
hen you're buying radio time, half the selling picture
is not good enough! You can't afford to guess. You've got to get the COMPLETE selling picture/That means the RIGHT TIME AND THE RIGHT STATION ... THE STATION
THAT CAN DO THE BIGGEST JOB FOR YOUR CLIENT!
IN BALTIMORE, IT'S WCBM. Because WCBM offers
1. Complete Baltimore Coverage. 2. A lucrative market, that is increasing daily.
3. Distinctive programming. 4. A responsive audience. 5. Economical rates.
... our advertisers have found that IT'S EASY TO SELL WHEN
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JOHN ELMER, President
GEO. H. ROEDER, Gen. Mgr.
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Even the most ardent Hamiltonian applauds the judgment
of Jefferson in concluding the Louisiana Purchase.
Much of the rich midwest thus brought under U. S. control, is today being brought under closer market-control
by advertisers who use the Cowles Stations. Blessed by
Nature with the world's most productive land, the area
served by Cowles Stations includes:
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16 wholesale centers, over 25,000.
80 retail centers. 5.000 to 25,000.
601,543 farms, each a war-industry in itself.
1,387,690 radio homes (daytime primary) with
population-total of 6,000,748.
To this entire region, Cowles Stations beam your advertising at group rates as low as $72.00 for a daytime quarterhour on three stations . . . truly the BIG BUY of 1944.
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Trammell

Urges Changes
(Continued from page 7)

medium" is to permit the Government agency to "lay down general
rules which permit and require the
widest possible freedom of speech."
Senator Wheeler said the "industry would feel much better about
the situation if it were written into
law". Commissioner Wakefield, who
told the committee he was appointed
as a Republican, agreed that "if
there is any confusion as to what
the Commission is doing or should
do, it should be written into the
law".
out construed.
"we have
a law But
that he
haspointed
now been
. . . The limits of the Commission's
power are better understood and
known than some people admit."
"Not one of these commissions
wants to have its power limited in
any way," said Senator Wheeler.
"I think as far as we can, Congress
should write into the law pretty
definitely what is intended and not
leave it up to the whims of the
Commission. The reason there is so
much concern at the present time
is because some of these commissions have gone far beyond the powers granted to them by the Congress."
Says 'Broadcasting' Creates
Fear of Commission
Restating his testimony of Dec.
3, Commissioner Wakefield said
there is a "real fear" on the part
of broadcasters of the Commission,
although he told the committee "a
great part of this fear is manufactured for a purpose". He suggested field hearings "away from
Washington"
to help to
theknow
Commission and broadcasters
each
other better.
"I have reluctantly arrived at the
conclusion that there are large interests in the industry and large,
but by no means all, elements in
the industry press which deliberately promote this fear for the purpose of creating distrust between
the Commission and the working
broadcaster." When Chairman
Wheeler pressed for identification
Mr. Wakefield said:
"Broadcasting Magazine is a
good illustration of what I mean.
The NAB has not been free from
this influence. I deplore the antagonism which has developed between
the Commission and the NAB. Some
fault may lie on both sides of that
controversy. A strong industry organization can be one of the most
useful organizations in developing
confidence in Government rather
than in promoting distrust of it,
and the NAB may well better serve
the interests of its members by taking that position."
He predicted that "many problems which seem large today will
disappear when the regulatory
group and the industry reach a better understanding."
Mr. Wakefield opposed writing
the network rules into legislation
(as Senator White had promised
Chairman Fly earlier in the hearbecause they
furtherings,revisions
as "may
time need
goes
on". When the Commissioner
favored sale of time for controversial issues, Senator Wheeler inquired if "the man with
the
strings"
would the
be
able biggest
to get purse
on the
air while
"little fellow" could not. The witness replied that the question
should be solved by station manBROADCASTING

in Law

agement which is obligated to "operate in the public interest".
Mr. Wakefield's theory of serving
the public interest, as he explained
it, would appear to involve debate
of an issue by two men, "on the air
continuously, discussing the issue of
the day". By way of example he
proposed Fulton Lewis jr., and
Leon Henderson, each taking a different side on some public issue.
"The people would get awfully
tired
of Mr.
it," Wakefield
remarked said
Senator
Wheeler.
he
would leave it up to the broadcasters, and paid tribute to radio as a
whole for its evening and Sunday
programs.
Commissioner Wakefield went on
record favoring intervention on the
part of "parties with substantial
interest" and a "legal right", although he opposed intervention on
the part of one with a "theoretical
or competitive interest". Senator
McFarland wanted to know why
those with competitive interests
shouldn't be allowed to intervene.
The Commissioner's reply was :
"Well, if Congress wants it that
way. I'd rather leave it just as
newspapers are — let them all come
Senator Moore asked if the public
interest wasn't in jeopardy when
the Commission arbitrarily granted
a license without hearing to a stain."
tion when a particular small community already was served, especially when that community couldn't
support more than one station. Senator Wheeler joined the argument
with substantially the same
thought.
Says Programs Are
Considered Generally
"In considering applications, to
what extent does the Commission
go
into asked.
program service?" the
chairman
"In a general way," explained
Mr. Wakefield. He said the Commission goes into "program construction— what types, not kind of
programs." He admitted that programs are considered in renewals.
Senator Moore remarked:
"That gives the Commission supreme power over all programs,
through
license."
Commissioner
Wakefieldthecited
a hypothetical
case
in which a station told the Commission it was going to play rec-

ords all day, but Senator McFarland thought there was no harm
in "getting all the views".
"If a station is going to play records all day," he commented, "let
the
publicin know
I don'tknow
see
the harm
lettingthat.
the public
what
you're doing.
a publicis
Commission.
I thinkYou're
the public
entitled to know the reason for
every
you cross-examination
take."
Underaction
further
by Senators Hawkes and Wheeler,
Mr. Wakefield admitted that the
Commission issues licenses if
there's a frequency available, regardless of possible future needs;
that if a community has "several
stations", "more than the Commission felt it could support", the
Commission would go on granting
more cieslicenses
existed. as long as frequenAdvocates Merging
International Communications
Commissioner Wakefield said he
thought the opportunity to reply to
commentators who "slander" an individual should be provided but he
opposedatormaking
it mandatory.
Wheeler has
intimatedSenhe
plans to write such a clause into
the law. The Commissioner drew
the distinction between political
disagreement and "attack".
To Senator Wheeler's stock question :"Do you think the networks
should be licensed?" Mr. Wakefield
said he had no "strong feeling" but
that "licensing networks would give
us some supervision if that's what
Congress
wants".
"If you're
going to license networks, then you're getting into the
field of licensing all business and
I'm tor
opposed
Hawkes. to it," declared SenaChairman Wheeler asked Mr.
Wakefield to file with the committee a list of attorneys and engineers who own or hold interests
in stations.
When the Commissioner explained the functions of the Radio
Intelligence Division, which the
Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended
should be transferred to the armed
services, Senator Wheeler explode :
"It seems
to me that every branch
of the Government is setting up a
super-spy tosystem."
Wakefield
hastened
say that Mr.
the Army
and
Navy are not duplicating the functions of RID; then, under examination, he added:
"I don't
know
to what extent
the Army
and Navy

RCA-NBC BATTERY listening in rapt attention as NBC President Niles
Trammell testified last Wednesday before the Interstate Commerce Committee (right to left) Oswald F. Schuette, RCA Washington representative; Frank Mullen, NBC vice-president and general counsel; Sheldon
Coons, NAB consultant for the Retail Promotion drive; Roy Norr, NBC
special public relations counsel; William F. Brooks, NBC director of
of NBC's Lonnews and special events; Stanley P. Richardson, manager
don office; John T. Cahill, New York, general counsel of RCA-NBC.
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Not Ours
SENATOR TOBEY (R-N.
H.)
last Wednesday
that proved
radio advertising
pays.
While Niles Trammell, NBC
president,
testifying
before the was
Senate
Interstate
Commerce Committee, the
New Hampshirite dryly inquired whether the Serutan
program
on NBC.
fore the was
witness
could Beanswer
he
observed
"Y o u
know it is natures: spelled
backwards." Mr. Trammell
had a field day. Practically
every program mentioned by
committee members, presumably as controversial, drew
the retort: "It's not on our
network."
do" monitor for subversive stations.
Commissioner Wakefield advocated merger of the international
communication system, although
when Senator Wheeler asked : "You
don't think, for instance, that Press
Wireless should be joined with another company, do you?", the witness replied: "That's a debatable
Armstrong Says FCC and RCA
Delayed FM Progress
question."
Taking the stand Monday, Dr.
Armstrong told how the progress
of FM, which he invented, had
been retarded because his invention
was looked upon by engineers as
a "visionary dream". He blamed
both the FCC and RCA for delaying the advance of FM, because
they felt that television was the
next big step in broadcasting.
His original tests in June 1934
showed, he said, that a 2 kw FM
station was
"outworking"
kw
standard
broadcast
station. aHe50 said
he was not able to persuade RCA
to take the next step, "operating
a high-power
"At the endstation".
of April in 1935 I
decided I'd have to undertake the
job
myself,"
said, and
whenof
he wrote
RCAhe asking
prices
equipment, that firm announced a
series of field tests in television.
When Senator Wheeler asked why
FM had not been adopted generally
Dr. Armstrong replied:
"I believe for two reasons; first,
that the technical advantages were
underestimated, and second, it
meant too many new stations or
new networks. As to which was
the controlling factor I don't
When Dr. Armstrong approached
the FCC in 1935 for a license to
operate a high-power FM station,
he was informed, he said, "in an
informal interview with the asknow."
sistant chief engineer, that I hadn't
done anything in the public interest. He suggested that I do what
I had been doing for two years —
experiment with a low-powered
station." He recalled an interview
in the Boston Globe in which Andrew Ring, then assistant chief en^
gineer of the FCC, referred to FM
as a "visionary dream".
Under
cross-examination
Dr. Armstrong
said Mr. Ring "now is a consulting
ator Wheeler
asked that
a copySenof
engineer,
specializing
in FM".
the published interview be inserted
in the committee records.
In June 1936 the Commission, at
a hearing, granted an allocation
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for television and in the fall of
1937 Dr. Armstrong was granted
an allocation for a high-power station.
Says FM Allocation Led
To Pushing Television
"While this allocation was ample
for my demonstration," he said,
"it had the effect of leading the
rest of broadcasting cn to believe
that the next development would
be television, not FM, and that
there was no place left in the spectrum for FM. It left the impression
that FM was not a national service."
For three years Dr. Armstrong
demonstrated to broadcasters and
lectured throughout the country on
the capabilities of FM, he said,
and gradually converted broadcasters to the belief that "the FM
system was the system of the future". Small broadcasters in particular were interested, he explained.
"About 150 applications had
been filed at the beginning: of 1940,
when there was a hearing before
the Commission, set for mid-January 1940 to make permanent those
television assignments and to make
television commerc'al," the witness
related. "Had that been done FM
would have been hamstrung for
time."
allThe
Commission set for hearing
in March 1940 the question of allocatingbefore
more space
for FM. "I and
appeared
the Commission
think, for the first time, I brought
home the error of the June 1936
allocation. The chairman, Mr. Fly,
stated the Commission would hold
over its decision on making the television assignments permanent until it had been able to hear the
FM case. Shortly thereafter a very
great effort was made in the commercial field to launch television
and sell as many receivers cn the
number one channel as could be
sold,
block FM."
Dr. and
Armstrong
explained that
"six months prior to the March
1940 hearing" the Commission had
granted a limited commercial status to television, but later it was
withdrawn "when it became apparent it would fill up the number
one channels. No television allocation could be made without working a hardship on the owners of
receivers," he added.
FCC Regulations Held
Continuing Obstacle
As a result of the March 1940
hearings the Commission allocated
the television band to FM and gave
television a Government band. "After that the enthusiasm to push
television subsided," he said.
"I have heard that the chairman
of the Commission has been accused of holding up FM," said Dr.
Armstrong.
"At thisdidpoint
1940) he certainly
not (March
hold it
up. He gave FM its greatest boost
later on. Regulations by the Commission did, however, hold up FM
and they are still doing so."
Senator Wheeler asked: "In
what way?" Dr. Armstrong replied: "FM is 10 years old. One
of the biggest developments is relaying FM across the country. The
Commission has never allocated a
frequency for relaying. They have
it under consideration. Perhaps if
it hadn't been for the war, something might
have been
Senator
Hawkes
wanteddone."
to know
if the Comnrssion could have
made such channels available to
BROADCASTING

FM without interfering with
standard broadcast. Dr. Armstrong
replied in the affirmative. When the
New Jersey Senator pressed for
the reasons the Commission gave
in not granting FM allocations,
Dr. Armstrong said:
"The existing allocation system
provides for the allocation of those
frequencies to television and the
Government. There is no space
available. That reason was given
a good many years ago. based on
the decision that everything was
known about radio of the future.
I believe since that time the Commission engineering department
hasTheacquired
muchtoldwisdom."
inventor
the committee there was "plenty of rom"
in the spectrum to put in FM relay channels and that "it would
have been years before any demand could be made for the use
of any of those channels. As this
art develops you see more and more
the impossibility of making progress under rigid regulations."
Says War Stopped
World-Wide FM
Senator White inquired whether
Britain and Germany were doing
anything with FM. Dr. Armstrong
said Britain made inquiries in this
country but the "possibilities were
talked down". In Germany "they
fully appreciated FM before the
war," he added. "I don't know what
Germany
is doing said
w.th the
it now."
Dr. Armstrong
U. S.,
so far as he knows, leads in the
development of FM, with Canada
second. He surmised that had the
war not interrupted, FM today
would be in operation throughout
the world.
The committee displayed unusual interest in Dr. Armstrong's
testimony and asked questions
about programming, reception,
scope of the radio spectrum, and
other phases pertinent to general
broadcasting.
"I think I ought to add," Dr.
Armstrong told the committee,
"that if I've been too hard on the
engineering department of the
Comnvssion, I want to say at the
present time it is doing everything
in its power to get under way."
"You think there will be a big
development in FM after the
war?" asked Senator Wheeler.
"It will be the major development. We'll have television later,"
declared the inventor. "FM is the
next development and the one
which has been the logical development." He joined Senator Wh te
in paying tribute to E. K. Jett,
chief engineer of the FCC.
Trammell Asks New Law to
End 'Freedom From Fear'
Mr. Trammell, appearing before
the committee Tuesday, urged legislation which will determine
whether radio "will flourish under
our free enterprise system or become a weak and subservient tool
of Government". Such legislation
must have as objectives, he said,
these two fundamentals:
"First, to guarantee broadcasting: in all its forms as a free and
unfettered medium of mass communication, secure from Government censorship and bureaucratic
domination; second, to guarantee
a sound economic system of broadcasting so that private enterprise
may give to the American public
television, frequency modulation,
facsimile, and all the other devel-
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opments which science and the war
research have made available, and
thus continue to provide the radio
audience with the world's finest
radio service."
Mr. Trammell cautioned against
restrictions
may but
seem which
expedient at the"which
moment
may prove to be a strait- jacket
for this fast developing industry".
If post-war opportunities are to be
developed, he asserted, radio legislation must guarantee "freedom of
opportunity and operation, especially freedom from Government
domination and control''.
White and Wheeler Differ
On Congressional Intent
Eeferring to the May 10 Supreme Court decision, the NBC
president
said:programs
"Composition
traffic means
to us. ofI
consider it of prime importance
that your committee and the Congress write a clear and definite
declaration that the Commission
has no such power to control the
composition of traffic directly or
indirectly, either by the regulation of program policies or busi-

ness practices. If American Radio
is to remain the greatest radio
service in the world, it must be
given a new freedom from fear,
the fear of the blight of Governcontrol."
Mr. mentTrammell
recalled that in
the early days of radio there was
a need for Government regulation
because of the physical characteristics of the transmission and reception of radio energy. Senator
Wheeler
withofthe
ment thatinterposed
the authors
the state1927
Act had in mind a scope broader
than control over technical confusion and interference when they
wrote the "public interest" clause.
Senator White, co-author of the
present Communications Act, and
co-author of the proposed legislation, took sharp issue with the
chairman. "I agree with the withe declared,
the
1912 Actness,"and
the 1927 "that
Act weinwere
trying to eliminate interference."
He quoted from both laws to sustain his contention. "When we
wrote in 'public interest, convenience and necessity' we were
thinking of freer ether. I feel in

Something

You

Booster
APPLICATION for a construction permit to install a
synchronous amplifier near
Ft. Benning, Ga., was filed
last week by WRBL Columbus, Ga. The unit is to be
operated on 1230 kc, 250 w
and synchronized with
WRBL.
my own mind we were trying to
minimize
"There interferences."
isn't any question as to
whether that was one of the prime
reasons," commented S e n a t o r
Wheeler. "I do know we discussed
other
things." Wheeler pointed out
Chairman
that under the present law, program control by the Commission
is forbidden, but Mr. Trammell
said he felt that "in view of the
Supreme Court decision the law
has got to be clarified". He referred to Commissioner Wakefield's
testimony that the Commission did
consider programs in granting li-
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censes and renewals. That brought
from Senator Wheeler the remark
that the Commissioner "advocated
several things with which I wasn't
Wheeler Again Raises
impressed".
Demand For Both Sides
Senator Wheeler again expounded his theory that the decision as to what goes on the air
shouldn't rest Mr.
with Trammell
a "handful" told
of
individuals.
him that if radio loses its audience it loses advertising, its life's
blood. Thus the public is the deciding factor. The committee chairman expressed the opinion, however, that "the representatives of
the public should be" the deciding
factor and Congress, as the representatives, delegates that power to
Government agencies.
"Isn't Mr. Trammell presenting
the most important fact," interposedpublic
Senator Hawkes,
"whenrigid
he
says the
is the most
censor of all? If you run your
broadcasting for your own interyou're think
through."
"I ests
don't
that's right," insisted Chairman Wheeler. "The
public is entitled to have the opportunity to hear both sides of a
question." Mr. Trammell told the
committee
country's
900
broadcastersthatandthefour
networks,
with their "checks and balances
against
one another"
makethan
for toa
"much safer"
condition
"leave the say-so in the hands of
a bureau of the Government."
Freedom Stressed As
Essential to Progress
"Until two or three years ago
the Commission never attempted
to regulate business and program
practices of the industry," Mr.
Trammell
continued.industry
"I don't should
think
the
broadcasting
be subjected to laws that do not
affect other industries. If you're
going to regulate our business
practices, then we're a public utilMr.ity andTrammell
his not."'
presays we're
the law resumed
pared statement and introduced as.
an exhibit a table comparing radio
and
of U. S.
citiesnewspaper
(see page coverage
41).

opinion,""
general
y to radio
he "Contrar
said, "more
stations
are
now licensed to operate in the
leading cities of the country than
there are daily newspapers pubcities."there should
"As lished
to in those
the future
be no concern about the possible
monopoly by the single ownership
of a newspaper and a radio station in any community. Wavelengths are now available in anyor country village. Ecocity, town
nomic conditions and Government,
esrestrictions may prevent their
tablishment, but not the scientist.
"The point I'm trying to make
there, Senator," Mr. Trammell addressed the chairman, "is that
we've got as many radio stations
as Senator
there areWheeler
newspapers."
objected to the
networks putting "one side of the
question"
network
and but
the
other
side onona full
a few
stations,
the NBC president explained: "We
put no pressure on individual stato carry ourreturning
programs".
Mr. tionsTrammell,
to his
prepared statement, highlighted
radio's future possibilities, including television, facsimile, FM and
kindred services. Ownership and
operation of key stations by net• Broadcast

Advertising
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works will be as important in developing these new services as they
are now in standard broadcasting,
he averred.
"The questions that arise in
these respects bear upon the fundamental philosophy of radio legislation in determining whether radio
will be made to creep or will be
allowed to Avalk in post-war development," he said. "For example,
present FCC regulations have already imposed a strait-jacket on
the creation of television networks
by prohibiting the ownership of
more than three television stations
by Senator
any one Wheeler
company."wanted more
information on that phase and Mr.
Trammell told him if "we're going
to develop television, we've got to
be
by pioneering
Government."in
He encouraged
explained that
television would cost considerable
money; that if the networks are
restricted to no more than three
stations developments would be retarded and industry would be discouraged from investing in the new
venture. He said NBC owns six
stations which eventually will be
converted to television, but under
the FCC regulations "three will
be confiscated".
"You've got to have opportunities and mented
outlets
go ahead,"
comSenatortoHawkes.
Senator
Wheeler remarked that a "network
doesn't necessarily have to own
any stations; you need them to
make money". Argument ensued
over network earnings, pioneering
and monopolies and sale of the
BLUE Network. Chairman Wheeler, insisting that NBC made its
money from its key stations, told
Mr. Trammell to file with the committee a report of the network's
"gross profit" and earnings as a
network.
Trammell Forecasts
Future Expansion
Mr. Trammell was opposed to
network licensing, as suggested by
Senator Wheeler, on the ground
that networks are program, sales
and service organizations, and that
such legislation would mean control
of programs and business practices. "If you're going to license a
program and sales agency," he asserted, "you'll have to license the
advertising agencies, Lever Brothers and Procter & Gamble. They
create programs."
Answering Senator Wheeler's
question as to the responsibility if
a network sent out "some obscene
matter" Mr. Trammell said it
would rest with the originating
station, but the chairman disagreed. He charged the networks
with the responsibility.
"In 20 years of operating a network we haven't put out anything
obscene," replied Mr. Trammell.
When Senator Wheeler mentioned
the Mae West program of a few
years ago, Mr. Trammell said:
"Yes, we made that one mistake,
but that was corrected, and that
wasn't so bad."
"Freedom to advance in the radio art demands that those who
have developed broadcasting be
given the opportunity to modernize
their facilities," said Mr. Trammell, after that phase of crossexamination ended. "The broadcast
station or network which is not
permitted to transform itself into
a sight and sound service will go
the way of the silent film or the
horse and buggy."
He pointed out that the future
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WOMEN COMMENTATORS of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. met
in Toronto for their first annual convention, to discuss programs and production problems. Seated around the table are (1 to r) : Jean Hinds, CBC
Winnipeg; Jean Howard, CBR Vancouver; Marcelle Barthe, CBC Montreal; Monica Mugan, CBC Toronto; Joan Marshall, CBA Sackville; and
Ethelwyn Hobbes, who is on the CBC Montreal staff.
may well see stations or networks
operated for and by religious
groups, labor, farm organizations
in addition to public stations. If
radio is permitted to expand normally after the war, that expansion will mean, he declared, hundreds of new stations, remodeling
of present ones, new facilities, additional networks and thousands of
miles of new telephone lines and
coaxial cables, which will mean
work for carpenters, bricklayers,
electricians, painters, engineers,
furniture makers, lumber mills,
textile mills, cotton-growers, woolgrowers and miners. More musicians will be needed, more artists
required, more writers, salesmen
and so on "throughout our entire
economy," he added.
"In broadcasting, the program
is the product. In the beginning,
and it will always prevail, the radio audience must first be induced
to purchase receiving equipment
and then to use the receiving set.
With all the radio facilities in the
world at our command, we still
cannot gather together a radio
audience except on its own volition
and desire to listen to what we
broadcast."
Wheeler Repeats His
Views on 'Equal Time'
Mr. Trammell submitted a chart
showing a breakdown of NBC programs as to types. Senator Tunnell inquired as to rate controls, to
which the witness replied:
"The individual station controls
its rates. Up to now the FCC
hasn't imposed any rate regulations, except to tell us that we cannot have anything to do with local
station
Open rates."
discussion as to what constituted "public interest" followed
with Chairman Wheeler inquiring
if it were in the public interest for
a network to give 120 stations to
one speaker on a public issue and
only 20 to the opposition. Mr.
Trammell made it plain that the
networks do not control individual
stations. He also went on record
as opposed to any individual being
given a four-network tieup except
the President. On the controversial issue, Mr. Trammell pleaded
against writing a mandatory answer clause into the law on the
grounds that it would "stifle free
Chairman Wheeler was insistent,
however,
speech". that something is going
into the law on "equal rights" and
told Mr. Trammell: "I think we
can sit down and work something
out.When
We expect
you to help
Mr. Trammell
saidus."
if an
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equal rights clause is written into
the law broadcasters will be
"scared to death to put on any
side for fear of losing their license," Senator McFarland remarked :"Maybe that might be the
answer". Mr. Trammell came back
with: "You will have more audi"It seems to me that if this life
and death power is removed, you
can go ahead in the public interence."est," interjected Senator Hawkes.
NBC President Outlines
Network News Policy
When Mr. Trammell resumed the
stand Wednesday, Senator Tunnell
(D-Del.) was in the chair as Acting Chairman. Chairman Wheeler
was absent because of a mild attack of flu — his first non-appearance since the hearings began Nov.
3.
In his prepared statement, Mr.
Trammell reviewed war activities
of NBC and radio generally and
covered his network's policy governing news broadcasts, public
service programs, daytime serials
or "soap operas" which had been
belabored frequently by Committee
members.
The real meat, however, was
again developed on cross examination, with the NBC president carrying the battle to Chairman Fly.
News policies of NBC, Mr. Trammell said, are designed to guard
against inaccuracy, unfairness and
partiality. The network itself has
no editorial policy. He introduced
Bond Frolic
STAGING its Iowa Barn
Dance Frolic at the Shrine
Auditorium, with War Bond
purchases as tickets for admission, WHO Des Moines
sold $138,300 in bonds to an
audience of 3,680. The event,
held Nov. 27, was promoted
exclusively over the station
and was held outside the studios for the first time since
December 1942 when the Saturday night shows at the
Auditorium were suspended
to discourage unnecessary
travel. The program, 2 hours
and 15 minutes, included a
talk by Herb Plambeck, WHO
farm editor, who recently returned from a tour of Great
Britain. WHO's bond sales
now total nearly $4,500,000.

for the record an exhibit supplying
thumbnail sketches of the 36 members of the NBC news staff.
In summing up the program
issue, Mr. Trammell felt that selfregulation and not "bureaucratic
edict" should control "the composition ofexerted
the traffic".
"Public pressure
by the listeners
and
the economic self-interest of the
broadcasters," he contended,
"argue that the responsibility for
program service in the public interest belongs to
the licensee".
Technical
developments
in broadcasting, to cover transmitting news
as it occurs, with sight as well as
sound; printed news; newsreels;
and motion pictures will bring new
problems. Any such controls which
are made applicable to radio must
automatically apply to newspapers,
magazines, books, pictures, newsreels and motion pictures. He added, "I do not think it can be done
and at the same time preserve
the doctrine of free speech or free
'Success Attracted Attempts
At Bureaucratic Control'
Declaring that governmental conpress".
trol of radio has only recently become a serious threat, Mr. Trammell attributed radio's present
troubles to "excessive zeal on the
part of bureaucracy to apply new
social concepts to American indusary". The more successful broadcasting became, the more it attracted the attention of the bureaucrats, and the more opportunities it presented for exploitation
by those in government who saw in
broadcasting "a powerful instrument to be used in remaking America. The infiltration of government control in broadcasting has
been devious and gradual. Every
pretext and excuse for extending
these controls has been utilized."
"The argument is now advanced
that business control of broadcasting operations has nothing to do
with program control. This is to
forget that 'he who controls the
pocketbook,
the man'.control
Business control controls
means complete
and there is no use arguing to
the contrary. I believe that neither
the nation nor the broadcasting
industry can exist, as was said
many years ago, 'half slave and
"Nor do I believe that you can
have free.'
a government controlled radio
half
in this country and preserve democracy. You cannot have government controlled radio and maintain either free speech or free
press. We have too many examples
of what has happened in other
lands. I call your attention to the
fact that in every land where deis dead
there isthegovernment mocracy
control
of radio,
press
and
the to
church."
Points
Error of
'Common Carrier9 Idea
Another difficulty related to the
"new concept" of radio regulation,
Mr. Trammell charged, is the tendency to consider broadcasting as
a sort of public utility despite the
fact that the present act specifically declares that broadcasting is
not a common carrier. He pointed
out that four of the six members
of the FCC have public utility
operation
or regulation
(Continued
on page 47) back-
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The Awakening
ONE HAS only to attend the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee hearings for the
radio awakening. It isn't a one-man or a twoman show any more. At least a dozen Senators of the committee's membership of 21 are
following the hearings with obvious and intense interest.
Chairman Wheeler and Senator White, coauthors of the bill, are there. But so are men
like Hawkes of New Jersey, Gurney of South
Dakota, McFarland of Arizona, Moore of Oklahoma, Clark of Idaho, Bone of Washington,
Brooks of Illinois and Tobey of New Hampshire. They're more wordly-wise on radio.
They recognize its potency. And they are
aware of the evils of overzealous administration.
That's why there is going to be a new law
written by this Congress. It's not going to
be the product of the FCC, or the industry, or
of one or two Senators. It is going to be the
result of most careful and exhaustive kind of
committee scrutiny, unless we miss our guess.
No one could listen to the pile-driving testimony of Niles Trammell, NBC president,
last week without the impression that there's
going to be action. The same held true for the
testimony of other radio witnesses during the
proceedings. Then there were the straightfrom-the-shoulder views of Commissioner
Craven, who wants a new law and wants the
FCC limited as to its powers. And the goingover given Commissioner Wakefield, who reflected Chairman Fly's views during his two
appearances.
The issue is clearly drawn. The choice is
between rigid public-utility type of regulation
for broadcasting, as espoused by the Fly- Wakefield school, which embraces programs, business, ownership, rates, and everything else the
common-carrier concept implies, and the "freeenterprise" principle.
The record now is about to close on these, the
most momentous hearings on radio legislation
since the art began. With the nation in the
midst of war, and with radio on the threshold
of marvelous new developments which will
magnify its importance a thousand-fold, a
new law is to be fashioned. Extraneous issues
are drawn in. The soap-box technique of "rolling in wealth" and "making more money than
ever," has been used to a fare-thee-well.
Clear pictures have been drawn on both
sides. Radio wants to be free. The FCC wants
it to be controlled. Radio wants "freedom from
fear". The FCC majority ridicules any basis
from such fear and then intimidates, coerces
and threatens, all by indirection.
The FCC, by a gradual process, has built
up the wholly fallacious theory that Congress
gave it power to do something more than regulate the physical aspects of radio. It doesn't
want Congress to define or redefine its views.
The FCC wants to stand on the Supreme Court
opinion in the network cases. But that same
Supreme Court told radio to go to Congress
for relief. That's what it's doing.
By sheer force of logic and right, radio
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witnesses who have testified, have built a
fool-proof case. So far there are two vacant
witness chairs. Blue and Mutual have elected
not to testify, though invited. They probably
have their reasons. Their absence is noticed,
commented upon. This is an all-inclusive hearing, involving the very future of radio, which
itself is the embodiment of freedom of expression. All networks, we think, should feel
free to express themselves.
Whether the legislation to be written will
be good or bad remains to be seen. It probably will be a composite of both. But one
thing is certain: Congress is going to write
the rules of the game.
First With the News
MILLIONS of listeners throughout the world
listened attentatively at 1 p.m. (EWT) Monday, Dec. 6, 1943, to first official word of the
Roosevelt-Churchill-Stalin conference in Teheran. Many had heard or read about that historic meeting through European sources, including Berlin radio, but here was the first
official word.
That hour of 1 p.m. (EWT) on Dec. 6, 1943,
will go down as a demonstration of the dissemination of news by the greatest medium
of mass communication. Traveling with the
speed of light were the authentic and studied
comments of radio men trained in the art of
telling the world what had happened and what
place the events would take in history. Again
radio filled the role of first in the narrator of
transcendental events.
OWFs
Topside
ALMOST from its beginning the Office of
War Information has navigated in hot water
politically. The very nature of its work has
made it susceptible to partisan haggling.
Yet it is significant that radio, save for a
few minor brushes, has never quarrelled with
the Government war information agency. The
reverse has been true.
That's because OWI has been fortunate
enough to get top-ranking men from private
life who, at personal sacrifice, have taken over
assignments in Washington. Gardner (Mike)
Cowles, as head of the Domestic Division,
brought to the post an appreciation of newspapers and radio, acquired from practical experience. His successor, Palmer Hoyt, who is
about to return to his post as editor and publisher of the Portland Oregonian, had a somewhat parallel background. "Ep" Hoyt came to
the job when OWI was in its toughest jam,
and when its appropriations were stripped to
the bone. His work has been more than good;
it has been brilliant.
With Mr. Hoyt's departure, George W.
Healy Jr., managing editor of the TimesPicayune in New Orleans, takes over. He has
no radio background or experience. But he does
rank as one of the country's top news men.
From the radio standpoint, OWI still lands
right-side up. Edward Klauber, former executive vice-president of CBS, has taken over as
associate director and second in command to
Elmer Davis. All radio activities will fall under his supervision. Ed Klauber knows radio
as do few men in public life or in the industry. He knows news by virtue of long and
distinguished service as city editor of the
New York times. His is an ideal appointment.
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Chicago's lake front, reads: DALLAS
CHICAGO NEW YORK MEXICO CITY
MONTEREY RIO DE JANEIRO SAO
PAULO BUENOS AIRES.
London will soon be added to that panel, as
well as anticipated sites in Canada, and in
South Africa and India following international
hostilities. All this stems from the first office
opened in Dallas back in 1936.
Titan of the advertising business at 37,
Will Grant began early to earn money
and learn the ways of the Medes and the
Persians. At the age of 10 he became associated with a barn-storming aerial photographer, the results of which he sold by the
hundreds to amazed Dallas citizens who had
never before looked down on themselves. In his
senior year at Oak Cliff high school, Dallas,
Grant staged a senior class carnival to raise
money for a bust as the class' gift to the
school with a result still remembered by the
school authorities as embarrassingly beneficial.
The proceeds of the Grant-guided carnival
could have bought a Cellini original.
As an undergraduate of So. Methodist U.,
Grant's endeavors reached a legendary peak
for student astuteness when he sold space in
one edition of the college paper which netted
him a $1,000 profit. Although the school banned
the special edition as too vulnerable for energetic scholars, it proved to Will Grant that
advertising as a business was not only to be
his meat and potatoes, but also his gravy. As
for the 99 other colleges that put him through
school, they were part of his organized bulletin
board service.
After attending SMU between 1924-1928,
Grant entered the law college at Texas U.,
but jurisprudence soon looked dull, so in the
depth of the depression Grant sold his collegiate advertising business for $7,000 and
joined R. R. Donnelly & Sons, Chicago, to
learn about large operations. After a spell
with them, and a sojourn with the W. F. Hall
Co., Chicago, Grant opened his first office.
From this Dallas office he took in only $9,000
worth of advertising the first year, but he
was soon to get his first big account, the
Vannette Hosiery Co., Dallas. In the successive years, 1936-37-38, Grant Advertising's
billings jumped, first to $40,000, then $87,000,
and finally after opening his Chicago office, to
$200,000. This year his billing is more apt to
be around the ten million mark. Not long ago
(Continued on page 36)
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Michigan's output for war, centering in Detroit, is now running
at a rate valued above ELEVEN BILLION DOLLARS annually!
This is more than 10% of the country's annual armament output
value.

Production

Hourly paid factory employment in Wayne County, which is
largely Detroit, was more than 600,000 as of November 1st.
Employment

This represents an increase of approximately 60%
best peacetime year.

over Detroit's

The average Detroit factory worker's family income is now
estimated at $109.85 a week. This is more than twice as high
as in 1940. The number of workers per family has increased
about 22%.

Income

Estimates, based on ration books issued, etc., place the total
population of the Detroit Metropolitan area at 2,925,000. This

Population

represents a gain of 552,000 since 1940, or enough "new" people
to populate a city as large as Cincinnati, Ohio!

In this great and prosperous market, WWJ has led all radio stations in listener preference for more than 23 years, a leadership attained through fine programming and
by consistent broadcasting in the public interest. Since the attack on Pearl Harbor,
successful prosecution of the war in all its phases has dominated program and operational policies, as has generally been the case throughout the industry. Of necessity,
this has severely curtailed commercial availabilities. May we suggest to those who
desire representation in this tremendous market that as much advance notice as is
possible be furnished during these difficult times.
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UJUIJ
America's Pioneer Broadcasting Station — First in Detroit
Owned and Operated by The Detroit News
National Representatives
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envious competitors whispered that
Grant's success was due to a practice considered unethical in the
trade — that of turning back part of
the commission to obtain contracts.
Grant's retort: an audit of the
books back to the day when Grant
obtained his first advertising order.
Typically, he suggested that every
agency do the same.
In appearance Grant belies his
actions. Yet beneath his quiet manner there seems to lie simmering a
volcanic reserve of energy. Those
closest to him always point out as
Grant's forte his ability to delve
into a problem with such absorption that time is forgotten. He
works on hour after hour, disregarding meals and sleep until every
question has been answered. One of
his nearest friends, Claude Miller,
attorney for the firm and boyhood
friend, tells of a Chaucer course
they were taking at SMU. Outside
business had kept Grant from attending classes and the professor
told him two days before the final
examination there was no chance
of his getting a passing grade. Because it was a challenge, Grant
stayed awake some 90 hours studying Chaucer, took the exam and
got an excellent grade.
Will Grant doesn't like to talk
about himself. When being interviewed he will refer to his staff
members,
his "flying
wedge"
and
his loyal office
employes,
pointing
out that it was their skill that was
responsible for this or that achievement. A fellow Texan, John C.
Morrow, formerly advertising manager of the Dallas Dispatch, is executive vice-president of the firm
and heads the New York office.
Other important figures are David
H. Echols, who is chief of the Grant
South American company; Lloyd
G. "Bucky" Harris, radio director;
Howard A. Jones, a vice-president
in the Chicago office; and E. Austin
Byrne, a New York office vice-president. All members of the "flying
wedge," they converge in one place
to solve a problem, then, usually by
air, move to the next obstacle to be
pushed over. Research by the firm
is totalitarian — every one from office boy to Grant himself, personally attacks a given problem.
Neighbors, friends and strangers
are queried, tests are made at home,
in the office and on the bus. Finally
a solution or a brand name or a
slogan is found that will get the
account for Grant Advertising.
Such teamwork is as much the result of the players seeing the score
run up as it is the bonus they get
every time a new account is landed.
Among the lush accounts employes have enjoyed bonuses for, are:
Cudahy Packing Co., Chicago (Old
Dutch Cleanser) ; Mars, Inc., Chicago (candy) ; American Chicle Co.,
New York (Beeman's gum) ; J. A.
Folger & Co., Kansas City, Mo.
(coffee), and in Mexico, Pan American Airways, Canada Dry, Vick
Chemical, Socony-Vacuum and General Motors. There are over 80
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NOTES

MORRIS
MILLER,
attor-&
ney with the(Chick)
law firm
of Dempsey
Koplovitz, missioned
Washington,
has U.been
comlieutenant (s.g.)
S. Coast
Guard. He is assigned to Washington headquarters under Lt. Comdr.
William C. Koplovitz, partner in the
law firm.
MARTIN MUNDORF, formerly
manager of the classified promotion
department of the San Francisco Examiner, has joined the sales staff of
KGO San Francisco.
HARTLEY SAMUELS, former sales
promotion manager of WOV New
York, on Dec. 13 joins WHN New
York, in the same capacity. He replaces Herb Chason, who resigned
recently to take up partnership of the
Surety Adv. Co., New York.
JEROME
B. HARRISON,
seniorYork,
account executive
of WABC New
has been commissioned a lieutenant
(j.g.) in the Navy and reports for
duty at Princeton U. Dec. 15.
P. M.dent in Washington,
RUSSELL, and
NBCMrs.vice-presiRussell,
left last Tuesday for Pinehurst, N.
C, for a brief vacation. Mr. Russell
recently recovered from an attack of
pneumonia and is expected to be away
from his office for another two or
three weeks.
HORACE L. LOHNES, Washington
radio attorney and president of the
Federal Communications Bar Assn.,
is at his home in Vienna, Va., recovering from a virus pneumonia attack
contracted in New York a fortnight
ago.
JOSEPH MATHERS, formerly of
WTHT Hartford, has joined the sales
staff of WICC Bridgeport.
other accounts handled by the company.
Somehow Will Grant finds time
for home activities too. Sporadically
he will play golf, but he prefers
badminton and really enjoys chess.
In the complete workshop in his
Winnetka, 111., home he turns out
toys for his children, Connie, 10,
Roberta, 7, Carole, 2. The baby,
William Robert, was born in August, 1943. Another Grant hobby,
closely allied with his future plans,
is his television set, one he has
owned several years. At one time
he flew his own plane. That was
after learning to fly a certain model
so he could publicize it. He turned
the plane back one day, refusing
the account because he felt the
model was unreliable. A test pilot
took the plane up to prove Grant
wrong.
attempt. The pilot was killed in the
As practical as he is visionary,
Will Grant is making a Grant-improved "coordinate transformer"
for the Navy, which uses it to get
quick readings on latitude and longitude. The gadget is just as pragmatic as Grant's own office-wall
map with its dated entry-pins stuck
into positions on every part of the
globe. That radio has played a major part in the making of Will
Grant is no trade secret.
BROADCASTING

COSBY NAMED WINS
GENERAL MANAGER
CLARENCE G. COSBY, formerly
of KXOK St. Louis, today joins
the Hearst Radio Inc. organization
as general managerYork.
of WINS
Prior toNew
his
connection with
KXOK,
Cosby was Mr.
manager
of KWK
St.
Louis,
Hearst Radio
Inc. also announces the reorganization of the
WINS sales department, na mAdams Jr., who
Trevor
J.
ing
Cosby
Mr.
has been with the station for several years, as sales manager.
Jerome M. Layton, previously
advertising manager of Crawford
Clothes, and W. H. Losee, formerly with the Branham Co., have
joined the WINS sales staff.
Announcements of the changes
came from E. M. Stoer, general
manager of Hearst Radio Inc.
PIERRE
WEISS,Programs
salesman Inc.,
of LangWorth Feature
New
York, has been inducted into the
Army, and goes to camp Dec. 23. A
captain in the French Army at the
outset of the present war, he was captured by the Germans. He escaped
and later came to this country.
ROGER
president W.andCLIPP,
generalexecutive
managerviceof
WFIL Philadelphia, has been named
chairman of events for the local
United War Chest campaign.
ROBERTtendent ofM.
the MENAUGH,
House Radio superinGallery
on leave with the Army, last week
was promoted from first lieutenant to
captain. He is in the Army Public
Relations Bureau, Washington, under
Lt. Col. Albert Warner, former CBS
commentator.
WILLIAM C. KOPLOVITZ, partner
in the law firm of Dempsey & Koplovitz, has been promoted from lieutenant (s.g.) to lieutenant commander,
U. S. Coast Guard, Washington. He
is in the legal branch.
A. D. WILLARD Jr., general manager of WBT Charlotte, N. C, has
accepted
the chairmanship
Christ-to
mas entertainment
for the ofthree
six thousand service men and women
who will be the guests of Charlotte
citizenryparty.
at a mammoth Christmas
canteen
ROLAND R. DAVIS, with Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. for the past
36 years and assistant to the general advertising manager, has been
awarded the Order of Merit, highest
honor the company gives to employes.
Condon Returns to WGAR
MAURICE J. CONDON has been
appointed assistant sales manager
in charge of local
sales for WGAR
Cleveland, according to John F.
Patt,
WGAR and
vicepresident
general manager.
Mr. Condon is a
WGAR veteran,
having left the
station in JanuMr. Condon
1943 to Army
serve
with ary,the
Air Corps Intelligence at the Army
Air Force School of Applied Tactics,ceivedOrlando,
Fla. He
recentlyfrom
rehis medical
discharge
the service. His former position
with the station was promotion and
publicity director.
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The term "passport" is not used loosely here. This is Don Lee's new rate card and it's your passport
to the radio homes on the Pacific Coast ... in fact you can't get in all the Pacific Coast radio homes
without Don Lee. A recent Hooper radio survey (the largest ever made on the Pacific Coast) proves
it conclusively. The mountains (5,000 to 15,000 feet high) form a natural barrier to all long range
broadcasting. Only Don Lee provides /oca/ primary coverage because more than 9 out of every 10
Pacific Coast radio families live within 25 miles of a Don Lee station. More than half of the retail
sales, on the Pacific Coast, are made outside of the counties in which the regularly Hooper rated cities
are located? In many of these markets Don Lee commands from 60 to 100% of the total tune-in.

*Sales Management Survey of Buying Power,
May 20, 1943
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RUSS MARION, recently honorably
discharged from the Army, has joined
the announcing staff of WKRC Cincinnati. He formerly was chief announcer of WAIR Winston-Salem,
N. C.
ROT ROWAN, formerly with
WKBW-WGR Buffalo, and previously
with WKZO Kalamazoo, Mich., has
joined
Chicago.the announcing staff of WGN
BILL BARRETT, member of the
music library staff of the NBC Central Division, will be inducted into
the Army Dec. 22.
ROLAND REICHERT, member of
the communications department, NBC
Central Division, has been promoted
to night traffic supervisor, succeeding
Ken Christiansen, resigned.
JOE NOVETSKY has left the news
room staff of WCAU Philadelphia to
join the editorial staff of the Catholic Standard & Times, Philadelphia.
FRANKLIN EVANS, announcer of
aKYW
boy. Philadelphia, is the father of
PAUL DUPUIS, war correspondent
with the French section of the Overseas Unit of CBC, was recently in
Montreal on a brief furlough.
RAY MICHAEL and John Bradford,
formerly on the staff of WMAL
Washington, are now in the Army
and Navy respectively. Bernard Bennett, formerly chief announcer of
WBTA Batavia, N. Y., recently honorably discharged from the Army, has
joined the WMAL announcing staff.
TOM McCLOWERY has joined the
staff of WAKR Akron as local news
editor. He was formerly with WADC
Akron, WJW Akron and WHBC Canton.
MOREY SHARP has joined the announcing staff of KLZ Denver.
SGT. RALPH S. DURKIN, formerly
known as Harry Douglas while associated with KMBC Kansas City,
is now managing an Armed Forces radio station for the Army. Staff of the
station now includes Robert E. Hamilton, formerly of Delco Radio, Kokomo, Ind... as chief engineer assisted
by Carroll Saunders, Los Angeles, now
in the Signal Corp. ; Daniel L. Carbornaro, former WFBL Syracuse announcer, as chief announcer ; and Corp.
Danny McCormick, former nightclub
entertainer,
in charge of live talent
shows.
RAY FOURNIVAL, formerly of FM
station KALW San Francisco, has
joined the announcing staff of KROW
Oakland, Cal.
GERALD
COCK, arrived
BBC's inPacific
Coast
representative,
New
York last week, enroute to London.
Robert Burns, director of BBC monihas arrived for a
visit in toring
thisservice's,
country.
ROGER WAYNE, production director of WLIB Brooklyn, reported for
service in the Navy, Dec. 7.
GRACE McCULLEN, formerly ofi
WCAU Philadelphia, has joined the
program department of KYW Philadelphia.
CHRIS McDONALD, medically discharged from the Army and previously an announcer of WIP Philadelphia,
has
joined
WPEN Philadelphia, as
FM announcer.
DWIGHT B. HERRICK, assistant
to the
actnamed servbeen public
ice manager
department, ofhasNBC's
ing manager of guest relations, replacing Ted Thompson, now in military
service. John D. Wahlstrom, assistant manager of guest relations, was
named acting executive assistant
manager.
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PATTI OBZINA, new to radio, has
joined the promotion and program department of WMPS Memphis.
JOHN rectorM.
WHITNEY,
diof KFDM
Beaumont,program
Tex., has
been inducted into the Army. He is
succeeded by B. R. Patterson.
SCOTT KECK and Fred Rawlings,
formerly with the BLUE New York,
have joined the announcing staff of
WCAE Pittsburgh.
RHODA OTIS, previously publicity
and promotion director of WCOA
Pensacola, Fla., has joined WPEN
Philadelphia in a similar capacity.
RUTH FOSTERLING replaces Harriet Miller as continuity editor of
WTOP Washington. Harold Walters,
formerly 1st, musician in the Navy
Band, has been named musical director.
J. B. CLARK, Charlotte, N. C.j announcer, has been reappointed state
radio
chairman
for inthebehalf
President's
Birthday Celebration
of the
Nation Foundation for Infantile
Paralysis.
TED HALLOCK, formerly sound
man and announcer of KGW-KEX
Portland, Ore., recently won his bride
and wings the same week. He is now
a Lt. bombardier, on duty overseas.
FRANCED KIERAN, has returned
to the announcing staff of WHBQ
Memphis.
STANLEY BRILLER, announcer at
WELI New Haven, has been inducted
into
the Army. He is replaced by Ken
Army.
Carter, honorably discharged from the
LT. HAZEL KENYON MARKEL,
of the Radio Section, Navy Bureau
of Public Relations, was a guest of
honor Dec. 8 at the dinner of the
Detroit Women's Principals Club.
She formerly was educational director
of KIRO Seattle.
ROY MALONE has joined the announcing staff of CKRC Winnipeg,
coming from CKCK Regina.
LARRY McCANCE, former announcer of CJOR Vancouver, now in the
Royal Canadian Air Force, recently
became the father of a girl.
ROBERT PHILLIPS recently joined
the announcing staff of KIRO Seattle.
CAROL DAVIS, of NBC Hollywood
publicity staff, has been transferred
to the network's New York office.
BILL HOLMES, with honorable discharge from U. S. Army, has joined
BLUE Hollywood news writing staff.
EARL WILLIAMSON, former program director of KFAB Lincoln, Neb.,
is now manager of the station. Bill
MacDonald is new program director.
TREV CABINESS, formerly of
KIEV Glendale, Cal., has joined
KMPC andBeverly
Hills as night news
editor
newscaster.
THOMAS OWEN MORRIS has
joined CBS Hollywood as copywriter.
DONALD WOODS, featured in weekly NBC Those We Love, has been
appointed U. S. Citizens War Service Corp. volunteer director for West
Los Angeles area.
HARRY KOPLAN, formerly announcer of KLX Oakland, has joined
KGFJ Los Angeles as continuity
writer and publicity director.
KEN CARPENTER, announcer of
NBC Hollywood, has resigned to freelance.
HENRY J. TAYLOR, author and
commentator, on leave from the BLUE
to make an overseas survey tour, has
joined Scripps-Howard Newspapers.
He the
willBLUE.
be heard from time to time
on
AL REID, announcer of WBYN
Brooklyn, is the father of a boy.
WILLIAM FIFIELD, freelance writer, hastinuity
joined
staff. KNX Hollywood con-
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Stapp to OWI
JACK STAPP, for the past five
years program manager of WSM
Nashville, left Dec. 9 to join the
overseas branch of the OWI as a
radio executive. A program director at the age of 16, he joined CBS
New York as a producer at 21 and
in three years had become assistant
production manager for the network.
STE WART PHILLIPS, former
program and commercial manager of
WTBO Cumberland, Md., is filling
in as announcer at WJPA Washington, Pa., while awaiting his entry into
the Army after Jan. 1.
LOUIS H. EDMONDSON, formerly
of Eaton and Dublin, now associated
with KSD St. Louis, has been named
acting assistant professor in the
Henry W. Grady School of Journalism, U. of Georgia.
T. C. T'ANG of the Central News of
China, last week established a New
York office in the Daily News Bldg.
Other bureau is in Washington, headed by David Lu.
RICHARD STARK, announcer for
Ivory soap programs has resigned
effective Dec. 31, to devote time to his
own
G-S Radio Productions,
New company,
York.
FRANCES
continuity
tor of KOY WHITE,
Phoenix, has
resigned edito
join her husband currently stationed
near Albuquerpue. Steve Allen temporarily assumed her former duties.
Daisy Johnson, new to radio, has
joined the station's continuity de-1
partment.
ERNEST DUQUE, new to radio, has
joined KTMS Santa Barbara, Cal.,
as announcer.
TED MYERS has been assigned announcer of weekly half-hour Bulldog
Drummond on 16 Don Lee California stations.
FRANK BULL, Hollywood announcer, has taken over Red Barber's assignment on weekly CBS Everybody's
Inn,
of thatduring
show. West Coast origination
MAJ. GEN. PAUL B. MALONE,
retired, is substituting for Gen. David
Prescott Barrows, retired, while the
latter is taking a month's leave of
absence from his thice-weekly news
commentary
spot over KFRC
Don
Lee Broadcasting
System. and the
CY WAGNER, publicity director at
WLS ber Chicago,
and formerly
memof the publicity
staff ofa WGN
Chicago, will assume new duties as
Chicago radio «ditor of Billboard
magazine, Jan. 1.
ETHEL DAVIS, wife of Bernard
Schoenfeld, Hollywood radio - film
writer, has resigned as vice-president
of WINX Washington to make her
home on the West Coast.
BRITISH COLUMBIA
LAND OF OPPORTUNITY

VANCOUVER. CANADA
J. H. McGILLVRA (US)
H. N. STOVIN (CANADA)
WWfito/tErmNwm .
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Bob

Hope

Leads

Comedians,

CBS

Rates

Best War Job in Poll of Radio Editors
York Philharmonic, CBS; NBC Symphony,
FOR the third year, Bob Hope has NBC;
Boston Symphony, BLUE.
DANCE BANDS (swing)— Harry James,
been chosen "Champion of ChamCBS;
Tommy
Dorsey, Benny Goodman.
pions" in Motion Picture Daily's
DAYTIME
SERIALS—
annual poll of radio editors and NBC;
The CBS.
Goldbergs,
CBS;VicLifeandCanSac'e,
Be
columnists in the the United States Beautiful,
VARIETY
PROGRAMS—
Kraft
Music
and Canada. Jack Benny and Bing
What's New, BLUE; Kate
Smith NBC;
Hour, CBS.
Crosby ranked second and third, Hall,
according to a final tabulation of
PROGRAMS
FORRanger,
CHILDREN— Let's
Pretend,
Lone
the eighth yearly poll.
to
Coast CBS;
on a Bus,
BLUE. BLUE; Coast
Best war coverage job, last year
QUIZ SHOWS— Information Please,
NBC; Truth or Consequence, NBC; Quiz
credited to CBS' Cecil Brown, goes Kids, BLUE.
to the network itself, in recognition
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS — University of Meeting
Chicago Roundtable,
of Paul White's direction of news
Town
of the Air, NBC;
BLUE;America's
Ameriactivities.
can School of the Air, CBS.
COMMERCIAL WAR PROGRAMS—
Results in all classifications, in
Man Behind the Gun, CBS; Stage Door
order of popularity, follow:
Canteen, CBS; Cavalcade of America, NBC.
CHAMPION OF CHAMPIONS— Bob
NEWS JOB BY RADIO IN 1943— All
Hope, NBC; Jack Benny, NBC; Bing Around
War Coverage, CBS; All Around
War Coverage, NBC.
Crosby, NBC.
GOVERNMENT WAR PROGRAMS—
COMEDIANS— Bob Hope, NBC; Jack
Benny, NBC; Fred Allen, CBS.
The Army Hour, NBC; Treasury Star Parade, This Is Our Enemy.
COMEDY TEAMS— Fibber McGee &
Molly, NBC; Burns & Allen, CBS; Abbott
BEST PUBLICITY SERVICE TO EDI& Costello, NBC.
TORS BY NETWORK— NBC, CBS, BLUE.
FILM PLAYERS ON AIR— Don Ameche,
'Signifies tie.
BLUE; Lionel Barrymore, CBS; Bing
Crosby, NBC.
MALE VOCALIST (popular)— Bing
Crosby, NBC; Frank Sinatra, CBS ; 'Dennis Day, NBC; *Dick Haymes, CBS.
RADIO IN THE SCHOOL
MOST PROMISING STAR OF TOMORROW— Dick Haymes, CBS; Garry Moore,
CBS; Jack Douglas, BLUE.
Appreciation Lags, Teacher
COMEDIENNES— Joan Davis, NBC;
Fanny Brice, NBC; Gracie Allen, CBS.
Finds in Survey
MASTER, OF CEREMONIES — Bing
Crosby, NBC; Don Ameche, BLUE; Milton RADIO APPRECIATION in the
J. Cross, BLUE.
MALE VOCALIST (classical) — John schools "lags far behind" motion
Charles Thomas, NBC; Richard Crooks, picture appreciation, although raNBC; James Melton, CBS.
dio "undoubtedly has the greater
STUDIO ANNOUNCERS— Don Wilson,
NBC ; Milton J. Cross, BLUE; *Ken Car- influence", according to an article
penter, NBC; *Harry von Zell, NBC.
FEMALE VOCALIST (popular)— Dinah in The English Journal on "Radio
Shore, CBS; Kate Smith, CBS; Ginny Appreciation: A Plea and a ProSimms, NBC.
by Samuel inG. the
Gilburt,
an
English gram",teacher
Straus
COMMENTATORS — Raymond Gram
Swing, BLUE; H. V. Kaltenborn, NBC; Junior High School, Brooklyn.
Fulton Lewis jr.. Mutual.
In Mr. Gilburt's survey of radio
SPORTS ANNOUNCERS— Bill Stern,
NBC; Red Barber, Mutual; Ted Husing, habits of 240 junior high school
CBS.
students, each listened an average
SYMPHONIC CONDUCTORS — Arturo
4% hours a day. "We must start
Toscanini, NBC; Frank Black, NBC; Leo- of
educating the present generation
pold Stokowski, NBC.
DANCE BANDS (sweet) — Guy Lomsays Mr. Gilburt, "to select
bardo, CBS; Fred Waring, NBC; Sammy now,"
and appreciate better programs . . .
Kaye, CBS.
to
demand
unobtrusive and intelliMORNING PROGRAMS— B reakfast
gent advertising. . . . What better
Club,
BLUE
;
Breakfast
at
Sardi's,
BLUE;
Hollywood Theater of Air, NBC.
educational instrument than radio
DRAMATIC SERIES (Same cast and can be found to explain to tomorcharacters)
— One NBC;
Man's Mr.
Family,
NBC;AttorThe
row's voters the aims, the issues,
Aldrich Family,
District
and the progress of this War of
ney, NBC.
DRAMATIC PROGRAMS (different
plays) — Radio Theater, CBS; Screen Guild the Common People?"
Players, CBS; Cavalcade of America, NBC.
COMEDY SHOWS— Bob Hope, NBC;
Lt. McClintock Decorated
Jack Benny, NBC; Fibber McGee & Molly,
NBC.
LT.
WILLIAM F. McCLINTOCK,
MUSICAL SHOWS— Andre Kostelanetz,
CBS;"
Album
of
Familiar
Music,
NBC;
former
page in NBC's guest relaHour of Charm, NBC.
tions, has received the DistinFEMALE VOCALIST (classical) —
Gladys Swarthout, CBS; Lily Pons, Marian
guished Flying Cross "for extraAnderson.
ordinary achievement while participating in aerial flight in the
NEWSCASTERS — Lowell Thomas,
BLUE; Walter Winchell, BLUE; George European and North African
Putnam, NBC.
operation". He had alWOMEN COMMENTATORS — Dorothy theatresreadyofreceived
the Air Medal and
Thompson, BLUE ; Kate Smith, CBS;
Sheelah Carter, Mutual.
Clusters for participatSYMPHONIC
ORCHESTRAS — New nine ingOak
in 50 combat missions. He
served five months overseas and is
now an instructor at the Midland,
Tex., Army Air Field.
Well-Read Ad
A TWO-COLUMN advertisement
Correction
of WDBJ, Roanoke, Va., was the
second most-read ad in the Oct. 7 UNDER a picture of principal
issue of the Roanoke World-News,
speakers on the WLS Chicago
according to Study No. 65 of the broadcast
of School Time [BroadContinuing Study of Newspaper
casting, Dec. 6], the name of the
Reading, released last week by the program conductor was given as
Advertising Research Foundation.
Jerry Lester. It is Jerry Walker.
One of the series placed by CBS
to nromote listening to the net- JOHN K. HUTCHENS, radio editor
work's sponsored programs, this of the Neiv York Times, and Benson
ad was read by 36% of the men
publicity director of Ted Bates
and 52% of the women. A Lucky Inge,
Inc., New York, have collaborated in
Strike ad, stopping 60% of the writing "European Plan," a play demen and 64% of the women, was
picting the impact of Fascism upon
the life of a western farm home.
the top ad in the issue.
BROADCASTING
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Radio carries to
u hi lens homes

the urgent

ar-time messages of warme America.
And Blawnox towers are helping to
aintain this great service at
maximum dependability and
with maximum coverage.

BUW-KNOX
VERTICAL
RADIATORS
FM & TELEVISION TOWERS

BLAW-KNOX DIVISION
of Blaw-Knox Company
203S Farmers Bank Building
Pittsburgh, Pa.
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TIME...

for RESULTS!

No matter what time you buy on WPAT. . . you're
buying audience! That's because we know that we
never really sell time . . . WE SELL RESULTS/
Consistent advertising in important New York
and New Jersey dailies assures WPAT advertisers
of increasingly greater audiences.
Sell your clients WPAT . . . the fastest growing
station in the Metropolitan area.
RADIO
STATION WPAT

PATERSON,
NEW JERSEY

How

WHIO

and

PARAMOUNT BLDG.
NEW YORK

about

DAYTON?

There's a singular bond between WHIO and
the Dayton area that constitutes its major
market — a loyalty compounded of good shows
both net and local — and outstanding civic
service. It's hard to define, but any Daytonian
will tell you it exists.

WHIO
THE

DAYTON

2
MARKET

5000 WATTS • BASIC CBS • G. P. HOLLINGBERY CO., Representatives
HARRY
E. CUMMINGS,
Southeastern Representative

EDWIN G. FOREMAN Jr., formerly associated with the John Pearson
Co., Chicago, and previously head of
the Foreman Co., Chicago, station
representatives, has been named
vice-president of the Al Paul Lefton
Co., Chicago.
KEN JONES, account executive with
Young & Rubicam in New Tork and
Detroit, has resigned to join Roy S.
DurstinecinnatiInc.,
office. as manager of the CinLESTER S. ROUNDS has joined the
staff of Benton & Bowles in an executive capacity. He was formerly
with Arthur Kudner Inc., and Erwin,
Wasey & Co.
E. W. THOMPSON, vice-president of
Dickie-Raymond, Boston, has been
named manager of the merchandising
and
advertising
organization's
New direct
Tork office,
replacing
John H.
Sweet, now a lieutenant in the Navy.
JOHN W. SHAW, recently returned
from the Southwest Pacific, where he
served as war correspondent for MBS,
has joined Leo Burnett Co., Chicago,
as account executive.
JOHN McMILLIN. vice-president in
charge of radio of Compton Adv., New
Tork, is leaving for the West Coast
on Dec. 13 for a several weeks business trip to confer on shows originating there. Whila Wilson of Compton's west coast office, has been in
New Tork on business and returns
to the coast early this week.
SCHUYLER VAN DUTNE, previously with N. W. Ayer & Son, has
joined the copy department of J. M.
Mathes Inc., New Tork.
EDWIN H. KLAUS, formerly with
Herald Adv., New Tork, has joined
J. M. Hickerson Inc., New York, as
account executive.
HERB SANFORD, who recently received a medical discharge from his
position as a lieutenant in the Navy,
has rejoined N. W. Ayer & Son. New
York, and will resume his work in
the radio production department.
RICHARD EARL SHARP, formerly
copywriter and script supervisor with
the Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati,
has joined the Cleveland office of McCann-Erickson, as copywriter.
DOROTHY W. ANDERSON, formerly of the New York Dress Institute, has joined Alfred J. Silberstein
Inc., New York, as account executive.
IVEY
& be
ELLINGTON
office will
moved Jan. 2New
from York155
E. 44th St. to 535 Fifth Ave.
JAMES P. DUFFY, former director
of advertising and sales promotion of
Jacob tising
Ruppert
manager Brewery,
of the D. and
L. adver& W.
Blue Coal Co., has joined BlackettSample-Hummert,
New
York,
as
assistant account executive on the
American Home Products account.
JOHN BIRGE, formerly advertising
manager of Warren Telechron Co.,
Boston, has joined J. M. Mathes Inc.,
New York, as an account executive.
FRANCES VELTHUTS, formerly
timebuyer and assistant to the media
director of Sherman & Marquette,
Chicago, has joined the Chicago office of Sherman K. Ellis & Co., as
space and timebuyer. She was prewith Morris-Schenker-Roth,
and PabstviouslySales
Co.
JACK NEUMAN, freelancer, has
joined the staff of Mays & Bennett
Adv., Los Angeles, as script writer.
DAVID GREGGORT has resigned
from the Hollywood staff of Earle
Ferris Assoc., national publicity service, to join J. Walter Thompson Co.
as writer assistant to Carroll Carroll
cn the NBC Kraft Music Hall and
Old Gold Show.

Nelson to Storm
RAYMOND EVERETT NELSON
has joined Charles M. Storm Co.,
New York
advertising agency,
as
radio director.
Mr. Nelson has
been in radio and
television for 19
years, time
duringhe
which
has been with
NBC,
V/ E rV k,
D
New Y*o
WE BR Buffalo,

Mr. Nelson
where he originated all-night broadcasting. Since
April he has been director of daytime programs and supervisor of
television for WOR New York. He
inaugurated and supervised the
WOR-Mutual television project,
with a weekly telecast on W2XWV.
Behlke to F & P
HAROLD L. BEHLKE joins the
New York office of Free & Peters
Inc., station representatives, as
account executive
effective Jan. 1,
according to word
from H. Preston
Peters, president
of the firm. Mr.
Behlke for the
past 15 years has
been with the advertising departMr. Behlke
ment of Meredith
Publishing Co.
Chicago,
and previously with Liberty
magazine
and
Flintkote Co. He is well known
in the advertising profession.
W G. Schoenhoff
WILLIAM G. SCHOENHOFF, 38,
radio timebuyer of Arthur Kudner
Inc., New York, and with the
agency since 1935, died Dec. 3 in
the Trudeau Sanitarium after a
brief illness. His parents survive.
N. Y. AFRA Election
RESULTS of the elections for officers
the Amer-to
Torkof local
of theicanNew
Federation
Radioof Artists,
anserve until
William
as follows :were
week November,
nounced lastnext
first
McKee,
Alex
president;
Adams,
vice-president ; Ben Grauer, second
vice-president; Jay Jostyn, third vicepresident; Evelyn MacGregor, fourth
vice-president; Milton Cross, fifth
vice-president. Anne Seymour was
named recording secretary and Ned
Wever, treasurer.
BILL LAWRENCE is withdrawing
as Hollywood producer of Foote, Cone
& Belding on the CBS Jack Carson
Show, sponsored by Campbell Soup
Co. Hetion of CBS
will devote
timePlayers.
to direcScreen full
Guild
JUNE ROLLINSON, time buyer for
Russel turned
M.home Seeds
Chicago,
from theCo.,hospital
Dec. re-3.
WILLIAM C. POHRTE, formerly in
the printing business, and before that
production chief of McJunkin Adv.
Co., Chicago, has joined Henri, Hurst
& McDonald,
duction chief. Inc., Chicago, as proHERMINE LUKACT, formerly of
Foote, Cone & Belding, New Tork,
has joined the Biow Co., New Tork,
as assistant timebuyer to Bernard
Procktor, radio director.

Nine

Changes

in Communications

Urged by Trammell
NINE recommendations for amendment of the Communications Act
of 1934, which would be encompassed in a "simple amendment" to
halt "further Government encroachment on the rights of the broadcaster and the listener", were presented the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee last Wednesday
by Niles Trammell, NBC president.
In his concluding testimony, Mr.
Trammell said he realized that because of war stress, it may be difficult at this time for Congress to
undertake a complete revision of
the Communications Act of 1934.
The "temporary legislative step",
he said, might be taken now, with
the "comprehensive revision of the
entire act" left for further deliberation.
Following are Mr. Trammell's
specific recommendations :
1. Guarantee, by definite declaration,
that radio broadcasting has full rights
under the First Amendment to the Constitution.

WFOY St. Augustine, Fla., recently
assisted in the location of three lost
children. They were found as a result of an emergency call by the station for public help.
THREE
sporting
club and MEN'S
a breweryshops,
have asigned
for
the NBC transcribed series, Through
the Sport Glass With Sam Hayes, according to the NBC Radio Recording
Division. The 26-quarter-hour series
has been taken by WPIC WSJS
WERE WTUC WKBH.
FRONTENAC BROADCASTING
Co., Toronto, has obtained Canadian
selling rights to Those Good Old Days,
transcribed program of H. S. Goodman Productions, New York, which
has already been started on CKY
AVinnipeg, CKX Brandon, and CKCK
Regina.
PRESS ASSN. has acquired three
new subscribers to its special AP
radio wire: WKZO Kalamazoo;
KWFC Hot Springs, Ark.; WIBC
Indianapolis.
KCMO Kansas City will sign on at
5 a.m. to provide war workers, farmers and early risers with entertainment and news flashes. The station
will continue to sign off at 1 a.m.
which makes a full 20 hours of broadcasting daily.
CFCY Charlottetown, P.E.I., is now
taking the radio news and feature
service of Press News Limited, radio
subsidiary of Canadian Press, it is
announced by PN. This makes 33 stanow taking the service throughouttionsCanada.
HORTICULTURIST followers of
CBS Garden Gate program hailed its
expansion Saturday, Dec. 4, to its
former scope as a half-hour broadcast,
9 :15-9 :45 a.m. Program features Tom
Williams as The Old Dirt Dobber,
character originated nine years ago
for a local program on WLAC Nashville. Printer by profession, Williams'
hobby of flower-growing has made him
the much-consulted authority of a
nation-wide audience.
WFBL Syracuse reports on its fall
CBS promotion activities in a folder
containing information on the campaign and ad poster reproductions.
BROADCASTING

Law

lat
Senate
Hearing
2. Prohibit
the licensing
authority from
exercising any business or program control of broadcast station operation.
3. Provide for long-term or permanent licenses, subject only to revocation
for specified causes.
4. Provide that the license for a broadcasting station may be revoked only by
Government suit in the Federal court
where the station is located, with trial
of the facts by jury; with the Government authorized to prosecute such complaints only for specified causes such as
those tionsnow
Act. provided in the Communica5. Eliminate any right of the Commission to administer the anti-trust laws
and eliminate
the laws,
"death sopenalty"
for a
violation
of those
that licensees
will be subject to the same penalties
as any one
anti-trust
laws.else for violation of the
6. Separate the regulation of radio in
the common
carrier field from the regulation of broadcasting.
7. Provide that it be mandatory on the
Government to issue experimental liand to services.
encourage the development
of new censesradio
8. Prohibit discrimination on the basis
of occupation or business in the grant
of licenses for broadcasting stations.
9. Adopt the recommendation of the
Federal Communications Bar Assn. and
the NAB for revision of the procedural
sections of the law.

SEVENTEEN years old in February, the Cities Service Concert
is the oldest commercial network show on the air. Much of its
success may be laid to the flexible formula that covers a vast
middle spread of public taste. Programming ranges from popular
songs to semi-classics. It includes, from time to time, non-musical
features like the current Grantland Rice football series.

MUSIC licensing agreements between
Associated Music Publishers and the
following stations have been extended :
WJAR WHAS WHDH WALB
WBCM KJBS KECA WABY
WKRC KDTH.
WFBG Altoona, Pa., has acquired the
special AP radio wire from Press
Assn.
ANNUAL MANAGERS' meeting of
the Taylor-Pearson-Carson station
operation organization and All-Canada Radio Facilities, station representation organization, was held at Calgary Dec. 13-14. Testimonial dinner
was tendered Harold A. Carson, president of the two companies on the occasion of the tenth anniversary of his
start in broadcasting. The companies
now employ over 300.
SESAC contract of five years' duration has been signed by WWNC Ashville, according to Don S. Elias, executive director of the station, which
has for some time been licensed by
BMI, ASCAP and AMP, all being
continued.
No Changes at WHAT
WILLIAM A. BANKS, salesman
of WIP Philadelphia, who is awaiting FCC approval of his purchase
of the part-time WHAT from the
Philadelphia Record contemplates
no change in the present management of the station. Planning to
remain at WIP until assuming active control of WHAT, Mr. Banks
has indicated that he will retain
the present staff and that the only
changes contemplated are physical.
Present studios in the Public Ledger Building will eventually be
abandoned for a more centrallylocated site. The present transmitter site in the Philadelphia Hotel
will be retained.
Olive Tablets Cited
OLIVE TABLET Co., Columbus,
and Erwin, Wasey & Co., New
York, distributor and advertising
agency respectively for Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets, are charged
with false advertising in a complaint issued by the Federal Trade
Commission.
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LUCILLE MANNERS, lovely star of the Cities Service Concert,
is an important feature in the advertising plans of this great
marketing organization. Of equal importance, however, are the
800,000 people who call at their service stations every Fall, for
the Cities Service Football Guide offered on the show.
Some of the marketing activities of Cities Service and its subsidiaries would surprise you, unless of course, you too, read
Printers' Ink. Here, for all advertising, marketing and sales management people to see and study, are recorded the plans and the
programs of all prolific selling groups. It is one of the reasons
why the executives who build, approve and spend the nation's
advertising budget prefer Printers' Ink and why most media
advertisers continue to buy P. I. . . . first!

We are gratified that within the Cities Service
Organization, Printers' Ink has six subscriptions
and at Foote, Cone & Belding, agency for Cities
Service, Printers' Ink has twenty-six subscriptions.

FVintersink
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE OF ADVERTISING, MANAGEMENT

AND SALES

205 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
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Manson

CHNS
The Key Station of the
Maritimes
Is your first choice for broadcast results in Halifax and the
Maritimes. Ask your local
dealers.
or JOE WEED
350 Madison Ave.
New York

THE
MOUNTAIN STATE
CARRYING ALL CBS MAJOR PROGRAMS

First on New York's Dial... 570.

JOHNSTONE Drug Sales Corp. in
behalf of Buckley's Canadiol Cough
Mixture is now sponsoring the _AP
radio feature Between the Lines,
originating from WTIC Hartford
;ind heard on the complete New
England Regional network. Armand
S. Weill Co., Buffalo, handles the
account.
SUFFOLK^FARMS,
Revere, Mass^
has
appointed Hirshon-Garfield
Inc.,
Boston, to handle advertising for
packaged salad and spinach.
KERR'S BUTTER SCOTCH Inc.,
Jamesburg, N. J., on Jan. 8 starts
three quarter-hour participations
weeklylieveinBallroom
Martin
Block's New
Make York
Beon WNEW
for 26 weeks. Agency is TracyLocke-Dawson, New York.
NAPTEEN LABS., Syracuse, has
named Flack Adv., Syracuse, as agency for Fabriklene and Napteen. Radio
plans are said to be included.
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Corp.,
uoston, on JJec. 0 started sponsorship of St. Nicholas Arena boxing
oouts on WHN New York, Monday,
-lU-J-O :30 p.m. descriptions are handled by Don Dunpny, sportscaster. A
regular feature of WHN, the bouts
were sponsored several years by Adam
hats, ijillette agency is Maxon Inc.,
New York.
MYER PRODUCTS Inc., New York,
whicn introduced Myers 1890 Beveruge on the air last fall with a six
weekly news and music program on
WMGA New York, has added WLIB
Brooklyn, using a seven times weekly
recorded musical program entitled
Remember This One on a 52-week
basis. Agency is Arthur Rosenberg
Co., New York.
GRAYBAR ELECTRIC Co., New
York, has named (Jharies W. Hoyt to
handle advertising for Western Electric hearing aias. Media plans have
not been announced.
A. C. HOFFMAN, head economist of
the War Food Administration and
formerly with the OPA food price division, becomes director of economic research of the Kraft Cheese Co., on
Jan. 1.
FRUITATIVES PRODUCTS, Hull,
Que. (proprietary) on Dec. 4 started
Double or Nothing on CKCO CKWS
CFRB CHML CFPL, Sat. 7:30-8
p.m.
Agency : MeConnell Eastman Co.,
Montreal.
WORLD WIDE GUM Co., Granby,
Que. (Grand-B chewing gum), has
started weather reports daily in
French on CKAC Montreal. Account
was placed by Canadian Adv. Agency,
Montreal.

^

*

2

(America's Leading Independent Station

THOR - CANADIAN Co., Toronto
(Washing machines), has started one
minute transcribed spot announcements on eight Canadian stations. Account was placed by Frontenac Broadcasting Co., Toronto.
UCO Corp., Newark, a wholesale grocery house new to radio, has begun a
spot campaign of live announcements
on three stations in the New York
area:
WOR promotion
WNEW WAAT.
UCO's ;
first radio
is for coffee
other UCO products may be promoted
later.
BETTER VISION Institute, New
York, has appointed Cowan & Dengler, New York, to handle its advertis-

basic station
columbia broadcasting system
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HINDU Co., Denver, has named Bob
Betts Adv., Denver, as agency for its
health cludecourse.
Plans are said to inradio.
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Named

to Head

Stromberg-CarlsonDept.
COORDINATING the StrombergCarlson Company's promotion and
advertising program, a public relations department has been organized as an important step in
post - war p 1 a uning, Lloyd L.
Spencer,
vicepresident and
general sales
nounced. has anmanager,
Stanley H. Manson, tion
salesmanager
promoand
Mr. Manson
executive secrethe firm's
tary of committee,
head tne new
will labor-management
to plan for
designed
department,
tne "distribution of its products
as widely and as efficiently as possible .. . using to tne luilest advantage . . . newspapers, magazines, radio." F. Leo uranger sucMr. Manson as radio serviceceedsmanager.

assistant genKELSO,
A. R.eral
manager offormerly
Co.,
U. S. Cartridge
St. Louis, has joined Rock-Ola Mfg.
Corp., Chicago, as executive vicepresident.
STEVENS HOTEL, Chicago, has
named the Mitchell McKeown OrganChicago, to
handle Carl
its publicityization,
and public
relations.
VV.
Harris, formerly director of publicity
for J. Waiter Thompson, Chicago,
and John Tait Miiliken, formerly associate financial editor of the Chicago Sun, recently joined McKeown.
WHITING STOKER Co., Chicago
(stokers) has named W. W. Garrison
& Co., tising.
Chicago,
its adverLocal radiotoishandle
being considered
tor 1944.
S. MINTZ has been made advertisingmanager
Electric Household Utilities Corp.,of Chicago.
LITTLE CROW MILLING Co.,
Warsaw, Ind. (poultry feeds), on
Dec. 1 began sponsorship of a quarter-hour musical program, Music As
You Like It, on WGN Chicago. Conis for 13Adv.,
weeks.
Agency is Rogers tract
& Smith
Chicago.
SUN SHIPBUILDING Co., Chester,
Pa., has expanded its use of radio on
WFIL Philadelphia to attract new
war works, adding To Whom It May
Concern, disc series.
TEST CAMPAIGN for Richelieu
Ootree starts on WMBD Peoria, 111.,
Jan. 1. Contract placed through
Duane Jones Co., New York, calls
for a six-weekly quarter-hour musical
program for 13 weeks. Product is one
of the Richelieu line of the SpragueWarner Division, of Sprague- Warner
Kenny Corp., Chicago.
KUNGSHOLM BAKING Co., Chicago (ice box cookies), has named
H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co., Chicago, to place its copy. Radio is contemplated.
HARRIS SOAP Co., Buffalo, has
named Bowman & Block, Buffalo, as
agency. Plans for radio are said to be
included.
MAGNAVOX Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.,
is sponsoring a weekly program from
the Bunker Hill Naval Air Station,
Peru, Ind., over WOWO Fort Wayne.
Program is designed to illustrate the
war effort interdependence of the
armed forces and industry.
CENTAUR Co., Division of Sterling
Drug Inc., has announced that Ruthrauff & Ryan are withdrawing as
agency for Ironized Yeast and that
henceforth the account will be handled
by Pedlar & Ryan.
BROADCASTING

DR. ELLIS SALES Co., Pittsburgh,
Pa.
(hair set),
beganTakea five-minute
transcribed
program,
a Look in
Your Mirror, on WGN Chicago, Nov.
29. Contract is for five weeks. Agency
is Smith-Taylor & Jenkins, Pittsburgh.
SIERRA MADRE WINERY, Brooklyn, on Dec. 5 started sponsoring Sid
Gary,
baritone, onin WMCA
a SundayNewquarterhour program
York
for Maison Garrie Wines. Firm is new
to radio. Account is placed direct.
KELITE PRODUCTS, Los Angeles
( Kenu cleanser), on Nov. 22 revised
its twice-weekly
commentary schedule onquarter-hour
KHJ Hollywood
a weekly
15-minute
4to Don
Lee similar
California
stationspei-ioa
(KGB'>;i
KVOE KFXM KHJ). Commentary
continues to feature Harrison Wood.
Agency is Little & Co., Los Angeles.
GOSPEL BROADCASTING Assn.,
Los Angeles (religious group), has
extended contract expiration date of
its weekly Pilgrim Hour on 19 Don
Lee Pacific stations to Oct. 1, 1944.
Agency is R. H. Alber Co., Los AnHELMS BAKERIES, Los Angeles
geles.
(home delivery service), in a 13 week
campaign which started Dee. 1 is
i:sing an approximate total of 110 live
and transcribed announcements weekly on 8 Southern California stations.
List includes KFI KECA KHJ
KFWB KPAS KNX KFOX KIEV.
Agency is Dana Jones Co., Los AnAVION Inc., Vernon, Cal. (plane
geles.
parts cruit
mfgr.),
in a workers,
campaign ontoNov.
re500 additional
29 started using daily participation
in combined Sunrise and Housewives
Protective League on KNX ; five and
three per week respectively in Norma
Young'son Happy
Homesweekly
and Rise
and
Shine
KHJ ; three
in Chuck
Wagon on Adv.,
KFI.LosAgency
O'Donnell
Angeles.is HixsonDAIRY ASSN., Lyndonville, Vt., on
Nov. 29 began sponsorship of a series
of five one-minute announcements
weekly on WLS Chicago. Contract is
for 13 weeks. Agency is Hays Adv.,
Burlington, Vt.
INNERCLEAN Co., Los Angeles
(laxative), on Dec. 1 started for 39
weeks
five-minute
programsponsoring
on WINDa daily
Chicago.
Agency
is W. C. Jefferies Co., Los Angeles.
H. E. VAN PETTEN has been appointed manager of the advertising
division of B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron.
He has been in the rubber industry for
the past 16 years.

On Dimes Committee
NEVILLE MILLER, president of
the NAB, has been appointed
chairman of the 1944 "March of
Dimes" National Radio Division,
according
to Basil
O'Conner,
president of the
National
Foundation
for Infantile Paralysis. Serving as
co-chairmen are network presidents: Mark Woods, BLUE; William S. Paley, CBS; Miller McClinNBC.
tock, Mutual; Niles Trammell,

Singer's Talent Agency
IRENE BEASLEY, radio singer,
writer and producer, will officially
open her own radio production firm
at 501 Madison Ave., New York,
in December. Main function of the
Irene Beasley Radio Production
Service will be to service agencies
on spot announcements, supply
scripts, talent and production, and
eventually offer package shows.
• Broadcast

Advertising

NETS TOGETHER
ON TEHERAN NEWS
FOUR NETWORKS simultaneously released on the air the official communique on the Teheran
conference and declaration at 1
p.m. Dec. 6, along with analyses
and color reports from Cairo and
other pickup points. Ray Dady
announced the news on Mutual,
and shortly after Leslie Nichols
spoke from Cairo for that network. The BLUE came in on the
1 p.m. Baukhage program, and at
1:30 p.m. broadcast a special recording made earlier through contact with Henry T. Gorell, BLUE,
and Kenneth Matthews, BBC, in
Cairo.
NBC picked up Grant Parr and
Chester Morrison from Cairo, and
also carried analyses by Robert
McCormick and Morgan Beatty
from Washington, and Robert
Magidoff from New York. The CBS
correspondent in Cairo, James
Fleming, spoke at 1 p.m., after
which Quincy Howe and William
L. Shirer broadcast from New
York, and Bill Henry from Washington.

91%

of

Radio

Loudon Joins WWL
ALBERT GORDEN LOUDON has
been named agricultural director
of WWL New Orleans. Mr. Loudon
handled several
radio programs
from Louisiana
State U., which
he attended, and
later was with
WJBO Baton
Rouge and KALB
Alexandria, La.
In 1942 he became assistant
extension editor
Loudon
in radio for the
Louisiana Agricultural Extension
Service at Baton Rouge. Interested
in the farm's use of radio, he organized the KALB Farm Service
program to assist county and home
agents in the use of radio for distributing agricultural information.

the

23,481

Families!

In this irrigated paradise, KRGV

is synonymous with radio. And

what a market it is! Being shipped this year, at record prices, are
75,000 cars of fruits and vegetables, 150,000 bales of cotton; and
vast quantities of grain sorghums, corn, flaxseed, alfalfa and cereal

Luxor Bath Test
TO PROMOTE its Turkish Baths,
and other bath features, Luxor Hotel for men, in New York, last week
started a six-times weekly five-minute morning program on WMCA
New York. It may be placed on additional stations live or transcribed
at a later date. Agency is Arthur
Rosenberg Co., New York.

grasses. It follows that the canning, processing and dehydration
plants, with which the eight counties are dotted, are exceedingly
active — in addition to the extensive, big-payroll army-training
establishments. In a word, it is the richest era of a prosperous
history with growers alone receiving $75,000,000 in the current
crop year. Yet, you can cover the 23,481 radio homes thoroughly
with the radio station of the Lower Rio Grande Valley —

KS00-KEL0,
Sioux Falls, S. D.
, , , again may I say congratulations. Every day I become
a little more sold on AP.
Keep it up!
Don C. Harvey,
Farm Service Director.

1290 KC
1000 Watts
Day and Night

KRGV
%iJi>:)Ui-itj'i>ii

at Weslaco,
— It's
onlyin network outlet Texas
that can
be the
heard
the
Valley at all times.

available through
PRESS ASSOCIATION,
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, N. Y.
BROADCASTING

CENTRAL SALES OFFICE
805-6 Tower Petroleum Bldg., Dallas
Ken L. Sibson, Gen. Sales Mgr.

inc.
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Stations in New

the

Ru6.ino.A6.

OF

BROADCASTING

STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
KDKA Pittsburgh
Duquesne Light Co., Pittsburgh (electric
power) , 6 ta weekly, cirect.
Shedd Bartush Products, Detroit (Keyko
Margarine), 19 ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Fred M. Randall Agency, Detroit.
RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, N. J. (Institutional), 23 ta weekly, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, N. Y.
Meadow Gold Dairies, Pittsburgh (milk),
ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru F. A. Ensign
At' v. Agency,
Pittsburgh
Sun Pittsburgh.
Telegraph, Pittsburgh, 6
so weekly, direct.
May Stern Co., Pittsburgh (furniture), 2
sa, thru J. Grant Co., Pittsburgh.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh (course open to women), sa, sp,
thru Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, Pittsburgh.
Campbell Woods, Pittsburgh (Breakfast
Cheer Coffee), 6 sp weekly, 13 weeks
thru Wiltman & Pratt, Pittsburgh.
Duquesne Brewing Co., Pittsburgh, 6 ne
weekly, 26 weeks, thru Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh.
WHO Des Moines
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 7 sa weekly,
52 weeks, thru Biow Co., New York.
Block Drug Co., Jersey City (Dentu-grip,
Gold Medal capsules), 2 sp weekly, 39
weeks, thru J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York.
Block Drug Co., Jersey City (Allenru), sp
weekly, 39 weeks, thru Redfielc-Johnstone,
Co., New York.
20th Century-Fox, New York (Happy Land
movie)
ta, sp, thru Kayton-Spiero
Co., New, sa,York.
WLS Chicago
Chris Hansen Laboratories, Little Falls,
N. Y., 10 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Mitchell-Faust, Chicago.
Commonwealth Edison Co., Chicago, 3 so
weekly, 6 weeks, thru Foote, Cone &
Belding, Chicago.
Mason, Au & Magenheimer, Brooklyn
(candy), 9 so weekly, thru Erwin,
Wasey & Co., N. Y.
Durkee Famous Foods, Elmhurst, N. Y., 5
so weekly, 8 weeks, thru Federal Adv.,
N. Y.
WLAG LaGrange, Georgia
Allied Drug Products Co., Chattanooga
(Triena baby laxative), 3 t weekly, 52
weeks, thru Liller-Neal & Battle, Atlanta.
Lane Drug Co., Atlanta (chain drug stores) ,
4 so daily, 13 weeks, thru Eastburn &
Siegel, Atlanta.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem
daily, Agency,
52 weeks, Salisthru
J.(Brown's
Carso Mule),
Brantleyto Adv.
bury, N. C.
WOR New York
Wool Novelty Co., New York (WoolFoam), so, 52 weeks, thru RedfieldJohnstone, N. Y.
Chr.(Junket
Hansen's
LittleTablets),
Falls, N.
RennetLab's.,
Powder,
so, Y.13
weeks,
cago. thru Mitchell-Faust Adv., ChiSoy Food Mills, Chicago (Golden Mix), sa,
13 weeks, thru Jim Duffy, Inc., Chicago.
WFIL Philadelphia
Brooks Clothing,
ing), 6 t weekly,Philadelphia
thru Cox &(men's
Tanz, clothPhiladelphia.
Public Finance Co., Philadelphia (personal
loan service), 5 t weekly, thru Hopson
Adv., Philadelphia.
KWKW Pasadena, Cal.
Let's
Hollywood
5 spLive,
weekly,
direct. (health publication),
Kon-Kre-Kota, Los Angeles (paint), 10 ne
weekly, direct.
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WIND Gary-Chicago
Johnstone Drug Sales Corp., Rochester,
N. Y. (cough remedy and false teeth
cleaner) , 12 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Armand S. Weill Co., Buffalo.
American Aircraft Institute Co., Chicago,
sp
52 weeks,Chicago.
thru Raymond Hueson weekly,
& Associates,
Bradley Motor Sales, Chicago (used cars),
6 sp weekly, 52 weeks, direct.
E. Fougera & Co., N. Y. (skin lotion), 5
so weekly, 13 weeks, thru J. M. Korn &
Co., Philadelphia.
Allstate Insurance Co., Chicago, 5 so weekly, 13 weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Chicago.
Chicago Civic Opera House, Chicago, 23
so, thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Universal Pictures, Hollywood (Crazy
House) ,ciates,
10 Chicago.
so, thru M. M. Fisher AssoWoods Theater, Chicago, 6 so, thru Weiss
& Geller, Chicago.
KQW San Francisco
Community Feceral Savings & Loan Assn.,
Oakland, Cal. (savings & loans), sp
weekly,
13 Oakland.
weeks, thru Pacific Advertising Staff,
Petri Wine Co., San Francisco (wine), 5
so
8 weeks, thru Young & Rubicam,weekly,
San Francisco.
Folies Bergere, San Francisco (Folies Bergere) , 2 sa weekly, thru Allied Advertising Agency, San Francisco.
A. Hirsh & Son, San Jose, Cal. (jewelers),
13 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Wank &
Wank, San Jose.
Pan American Airways, San Francisco
(help wanted), 8 to weekly, 13 weeks,
direct.
Moore Clothing Co., San Francisco (clothing store), so weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Brisacher, Davis & Van Norden, San
Francisco.
KHJ Hollywood
French Kitchen Foods Corp., Los Angeles
(spaghetti sauce), weekly ta, 52 weeks,
thru Elwood J. Robinson Adv., Los AnFicgo
geles.California Co., Los Angeles (Ficgo),
5 sp Co.,
weekly,
weeks, thru Culbreth Sudler
Los 26Angeles.
Durkee Famous Foods, Berkeley, Cal.
(Troco margarine), 3 sp weekly, 13
weeks, thru Emil Reinhardt Adv., San
Francisco.
Penick & Ford, New York (Brer Rabbit
molasses), 3 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Petrol Corp., Los Angeles (gasoline), 5
sp weekly, 13 weeks, 3 so caily, 52 weeks,
thru
wood. Raymond R. Morgan Co., Holly-

KECA Los Angeles
Standard Oil Co. of Calif., San Francisco
(institutional), 138 so, thru BBDO, San
Francisco.
Lane
Publishing Co.,
set Magazine),
8 to, San
thru Francisco
Brisacher, (SamVan
Norden & Staff, San Francisco.
Coast Feceral Savings & Loan Assn., Los
Angeles (finance), weekly sp, 13 weeks,
thru Frank Peterson, Los Angeles.
French Kitchen Foods Corp., Los Angeles
(spaghetti sauce), weekly to, 43 weeks,
thru Elwood J. Robinson Adv., Los Angeles.Corp., Columbus, Ga. (Par-T-Pak), 7
Nehi
so weekly, 26 weeks, thru BBDO, Los
Angeles.
Safeway Stores, Oakland, Cal. (Pirate Gold
graham cracker) , 10 sa weekly, 2 weeks,
thru
cisco. J. Walter Thompson Co., San FranOmega Shoe Polish Co., Los Angeles, 4 so
weekly, 52 weeks, thru John H. Riordan
Inc., Los Angeles.
Helms Bakeries, Los Angeles (bakery
products) , to, 10 so weekly, thru Dana
Jones Co., Los Angeles.
Leslie Salt Co., San Francisco (Leslie Salt),
6 so weekly, 52 weeks, thru Erwin Wasey
& Co., San Francisco.
Petrol Corp., Los Angeles (gasoline), 50
so, 13 weeks, thru Raymond R. Morgan
Co., Hollywood.
KSTP St. Paul
Ball Bros., Muneie Inc\ (fruit jars) 3 so,
13 weeks, thru Applegate Adv. Agency,
Muneie. Ind.
Paul B. Beich Co., Bloomington, 111.
(candy), so, 52 weeks, thru Arthur
Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.
Malleable Iron Range Co., Beaver Dam,
Wis., so, thru Geer-Murray Co., Oshkosh,
Wis.
Continental
Baking Co., New York, 6 sa
weekly,
52 weeks, thru Ted Bates, Inc.,
New York.
WMAQ Chicago
Walgreen Drug Co., Chicago, 6 ne weekly,
52 weeks, thru Schwimmer & Scott, Cricago.
Mason Au & Magenheimer Co., Brooklyn
(Mason Mints and Black Crows), 2 so
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Erwin, Wasey &
Co.,
Y.
EsquireN. Magazine,
Chicago (Coronet), 3
to, thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
CKCL Toronto
Royal Chesterfield Co., Toronto (furniture),
5 ne weekly, thru Ellis Adv. Co.,
Toronto.
Wynola Corp., Toronto (soft drinks), sp
weekly, thru Ellis Adv. Co., Toronto.

England

Urge Radio Act Changes
A RESOLUTION adopted by a
group of six New England stations
supporting new legislation clearly
denning and limiting the duties
and powers of the FCC, was placed
in the Congressional Record Dec.
3 by Rep. Wigglesworth (R.Mass.), a member of the House
Select Committee investigating the
FCC.
The resolution, adopted last October, was sent Mr. Wigglesworth
by E. E. (Ted) Hill, general manager of WTAG Worcester. It cited
the Supreme Court opinion as giving the FCC "practically unlimited
regulatoryout powers
overpowers
radio" were
and
brought
that such
"neither authorized nor intended"
under the Communications Act.
Signers of the resolution, in addition to Mr. Hill were : E. J. Frey,
WBRY Waterbury, Conn.; C. P.
Hasbrook, WCAX Burlington, Vt. ; I
Franklin
M.
Doolittle, WDRC f
Hartford, Conn. ; David Carpenter, !
WKNE
Keene, N. H.; Warren j i
Greenwood,
WMAS
Springfield, ! I
Mass; and W. T. Bush WPRO
Providence, R. I.
Centaur Shift
CENTAUR Co., Rahway, N. J.,
division of Sterling Drug Inc., has
announced that effective March 1,
1944, advertising for Ironized
Yeast will be shifted from Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, to Pedlar
& Ryan, New York. The product
is currently promoted on the Big
Town show on CBS, and until Oct.
10 was advertised on the Good Will
Hour on the BLUE, the latter show
having subsequently shifted to
Mutual under sponsorship of Clark
Bros. Teaberry Gum, Pittsburgh.
GE Export Agency
INTERNATIONAL GENERAL
Electric
Co., Co.,
a subsidiary
of General Electric
Schenectady,
has
appointed Williams & Saylor, New
York, to handle its advertising in
foreign countries. To prepare for
post-war marketing of electrical
equipment in Latin America, IGE
is lining up a 1944 campaign. A
spot radio schedule is planned.

jfll
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ON THE JOB . . . Constantly alert to audience preferences and studiously aware
of their BUYING habits THE PACIFIC
NORTHWEST GROUP is meeting its
responsibilities. ...
KXL
Joseph
McGilvra
KFPY
The KatzH. Company
Z NET
The Walker Company
Buy 2 markets, save 5%; buy all 3
markets, save 10%.
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SCREEN

GUILD

...

so

PLAYERS

does

originates

OPEN

at

KNX

HOUSE

For four years, KNX has set the stage
■ for Screen Guild Players, broadcast
T coast to coast over CBS. This weekly
radio dramatization of hit pictures is smart
showmanship. It's expertly cast, with Hollywood's great names. And back of the brilliant
writing, the expert casting and the sure-footed
production are the smooth technical facilities
of KNX...CBS-in-the-West. KNX engineering, sound effects, technical equipment, audience facilities, help make Screen Guild
Theatre the polished show it is.
The technical skill that polishes KNXoriginated CBS network shows is the
same skill that enriches KNX-originated V
local programs. Like Open House. Up and
down the Pacific Coast, Open House is a
weekly "must" social event. That's when the
Hollywood personalities sit down and just
visit with their West Coast neighbors. Beverly
Barnes is hostess. Lud Gluskin's Orchestra
provides the music; Anita Ellis sings. Recent
guests have been Robert Young, Maureen
O'Hara, Mischa Auer, Mary Astor, Al Jolson,
Jane Withers, Blondie.
Its function: to build peak audiences every
day for all the shows on KNX (Open House
guests are notable visitors from other CBSKNX programs) .
Its result: peak audiences among West Coast
listeners — audiences ready to be reached by
your own program on KNX.
Ask us or Radio Sales.
■■I
mm

LOS ANGELES

COLUMBIA'S

STATION

FOR

50,000 watts

ALL SOUTHERN

Represented by Radio Sales, the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

CALIFORNIA

First In Prestige!
First in Audience!
First for Advertisers!

PORTLAND, OREGON
CBS Affiliate
FREE & PETERS • National Representatives

The

Joins Network
FOUR PAGE section of Nov. 21
Sunday edition of the Sarasota
Herald Tribune was devoted to
WSPB Sarasota, Fla., on the occasion of the
station'sIncluded
joining was
the
Columbia
network.
history of the station and pictures
and
items on CBS shows and personalities.
*
* *
Mailing Piece
KFPY Spokane, Wash., has sent
out a promotion folder describing
its activities in the recent CBSaffiliates advertising campaign.
Listed are facts on mediums used
and coverage.

Only

BLUE
Network

by
dren was
adults
and met
chilUS
15,0
A00 CLA
SANT
when he landed at the Youngstown, Ohio, airport in a Civil
Air Patrol plane with an eight
plane escort on Thanksgiving Day
afternoon. This unique promotional
on by WFMJ Youngsscheme, put
town without commercial backing,
was built up to its Thanksgiving
Day climax by a series of broadcasts begun a week before the event.
These were contacts, presumably
by shortwave, with Santa Claus at
the North Pole and while he was on
his way to Youngstown, with stopovers at the Army Air Field at
Anchorage, Juneau, and Seattle.
The mayor of Youngstown and
Sister Kay, who reads the funnies each week over WFMJ, officially welcomed Santa at the airport. Santa remains as guest of
the station until Christmas and is
featured daily on his special pro-

Station

Serving

the rich important
U. S. 34th
Metropolitan District
WFMJ
Youngstown, O.

o
^9

When

you think of

Matckandhinj
&
J^tomotlon
Santa Claus — Mailing Piece — RCA Film
Calendar — Pants — Three Bears
Remodeling

Personalized
CHRISTMAS edition of Frankenberger's Sports Page of the Air,
printed in red and green, headlines "Merry
with the
nameChristmas
of the person to",
whom that particular copy is addressed filling the second deck. Sam
Molen, who also edits the Sports
Page of the Air heard over WCHS
Charleston, W. Va., edits the paper
which is sent to West Virginia
servicemen all over the world.
Frankenberger's, Charleston
(men's furnishings), sponsors the
program of which the paper is a
supplement. * * *

WLW

Cincinnati recent promotion doings include a switch in
the format of the station's merchandising magazine Buy - Way
from a single edition to two editions, one devoted to WLW advertised products in the drug and tobacco fields and the other in the
grocery field, with a new front
page picture layout devoted to
WLW
program personalities.
WLW has just completed an intensive advertising campaign in
three local newspapers using a
series of nineteen 7 column ads
which covered the complete weekly
schedule for the station. Ralph T.
Jones Co. of Cincinnati handled
production on* the* series.
*
RCA Film
IN COOPERATION with the communication branches of the Army
and Navy, RCA after Jan. 1, 1944,
will release to schools, colleges
and civic organizations a 24-minute 16 mm. sound film entitled
"Radio at War," which dramatizes
the part radio is playing in the
global war. The picture is available through the educational department of RCA-Victor, and is
produced
New York.by William J. Ganz Co.,
* * #
Special Edition
HOUSE ORGAN of KSO-KRNT
Des Moines, Dial Tones, recently
was issued in a special Yonkers
edition devoted entirely to Stan
Dixon, commentator featured on
PM News on KSO, now sponsored
for the second year by Yonkers,
large Iowa department store. Issue contains biographical data,
pictures, and notes on the program which is heard daily, as well
as information
* on* news
# sources.
Calendar
MINIATURE microphone desk
calendar for 1944, die-cut and
made of card board, containing a
station's call letters, frequency
and message, is the latest feature
offered to radio stations by Broadcasters Promotion Service, Atlantic
City. The calendars are sold on
an exclusive territorial basis to
only one station in each locality.

TYING INFarm
with Tie-in
the five times
weekly 6:30-7 a.m. farm broadcasts by Mert Emmert on WEAF
New York, the station has begun
a weekly editorial feature, in mat
form, for radio editors wishing
particularly to interest rural and
suburban readers. Entitled "The
Modern Farmer," same name as
the program, the short feature contains timely tips and news about
farm conditions in wartime.
* * *
Pants Outgrown
WAR BABY, KICD Spencer, Iowa
has grown up. Hence the three
corner pants the station is sending
out, with the accompanying explanation that "listeners have
bought everything we advertise . .
so
we've outgrown
pants"
Iowa. . . station
started our
operations
Dec. 6, 1942. A map of the area
covered is enclosed with the pants
$ ij! Sfc
Three Bears
"THE BARE Facts about greatest radio coverage
central ofOhio"
is contained
in thein "Story
the
Three Bears" promotion piece
which has been released by WHKC
Columbus, Ohio. WHKC coverage
is compared
with two other stations in the *
area.
* *
Mail Count Map
MAIL count map showing returns
from each county for a 90-day period has been issued by WAYS
Charlotte, N. C. Included is a picture of the Dixie Mountaineers,
heard daily over the station.
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Trammell

Urges Changes
Continued from Page 30

in Law

Arizonan said he hoped all networks and stations would eliminate
them voluntarily.
Senator Hawkes, in expressing
opposition to any program control
by Government, pointed out that
the voluntary code of self-regulation has been applied successfully
by practically all industries. He
expressed the hope that radio could
accomplish the same results without any degree
of Governmnt
intervention. He served
notice he was
"not in favor of death sentence
powers in the hands of a Government bureau." He said he was disposed to favor some sort of method
for imposition of intermediate penalties short of licensing revocation.
Senator Reed reopened the Flyindustry controversy. He recalled
that Chairman Fly had referred to
the NAB works.
as Whena "stooge"
of the netMr. Trammell
said
he thought that Chairman Fly was
"trying
facetious"
Reed
said he to
feltbethis
was not Mr.
so, since
he had heard Mr. Fly testify.

grounds. These four members constitute amajority of the Commission.
"Nearly every regulation enacted by the Commission in recent
■J years
the and
forcecharacter
of law that
has
been ofwith
a kind
I has come to be associated with
I public utility regulations", Mr.
1 Trammell said.
With radio in the United States
1 under bureaucratic control, broadj casting "can become a Federal mo' nopoly
government
a singlewithout
share of
stock in aowning
radio
,: station or having a single representative in corporate manage" ment," he said. "Such power is a
|' gun aimed at the heart
of all our
democratic freedoms."
I1
"If the people's stake in radio is
to be protected it is for Congress
to say in the language of that
1 popular ditty: 'Lay that Pistol
> Down, Babe'.
Mr. Trammell concluded his prepared statement with a series of
I recommendations for legislation,
f designed to set out limitations as
to the FCC's authority. He ex,
ause of war stress
ineghd t thabet bec
'
plami
I
ss
ult forte Congre
it
]1 to
undertake difaficcomple
revision
of the Communications da
Act. He advanced his recommen tions as
"a temporary
legislative step"
which could be taken now, perhaps
\ leaving for future deliberation the
comprehensive revision of the entire act. (See text of recommenda-

Asks Expenditures
To NAB, 'Broadcasting'
Encouraged by committee members, Mr. Trammell commented
that Mr. Fly's allegations were
"not true." His remarks, he said,
were "an insult to the intelligence
and the integrity" of radio. Chairman Fly, he added, has alluded to
the NAB as being controlled by
"two men in New York" and by
"Wall Street interests".
Later, under questioning by Senator Clark, Mr. Trammell declared
that if the Commission would give
to radio the encouragement and cooperation itdeserves, the relationship would be a lot better. The
chairman, he pointed out, "belittles
and berates the broadcaster, particularly the networks". He recalled
Chairman
castigation
of the
NAB
in 1941Fly's
as akin
to a mackerel
"shining and stinking in the moonlight". Mr. Fly, he charged, "draws
these
red herrings
acrossarises.
the trail"
whenever
the occasion
Senator Clark commented that
the chairman "has been indiscreet"
and that he thought the industry
has been "smart in not venting its
feelings
in public".
Announcing
that he was reading
a question from Chairman Wheeler

'ktions on page 41.)
Praises High
i Program Standards

1 Mr. Trammell paid high tribute
' to
the policies
principles
all
networks.
He and
declared
that of
while
his testimony related primarily to
; NBC, he felt that all elements in
radio have collaborated in elevating
1 program standards.
; Mr. Trammell predicted rapid development of FM after the war. He
_ said the radio art will move swiftly
and that to place regulatory restrictions of the character proposed by
the FCC upon it would be to retard
the development of these new ser: vies.
\ He agreed with Senator McFarland that "rumor
gossip" commentaries should beandrestricted.
The
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(which was handed him by Ed
Craney, Z-Bar Network, who is
serving ex-officio as committee
clerk). Acting Chairman Tunnell
called attention to the previous
testimony of Commissioner Wakefield wherein he alleged that the
NAB and Broadcasting were in
".arge measure responsible for the
industry's fear of the FCC.
He asked that Mr. Trammell
place in the record "the total monies paid to thecompanies
NAB" by along
NBC with
and
its associated
the amounts spent by NBC and
RCA during the past five years for
advertising space in Broadcasting.
Mr. Trammell demurred. He said
he thought that similar information
should be requested from all networks and all independent stations. Senator Hawkes and other
committee members indicated they
thought it was only fair that information be procured from all
alike.
Senator Tunnell asked Mr. Trammell to supply the committee with
the names of all the companies
which he felt should supply this
information. Mr. Trammell responded that he felt the entire industry should be called upon. He
pointed out further that figures as
to network profits and expenditures have never been made public.
He said he did not even know how
much money WCCO, CBS owned
station in Minneapolis grossed or
netted.
The examination shifted again to
program control. Senator McFarland asked about the advisability
of permitting the industry to adopt
its own program regulations but
vesting in the FCC a "veto power".
Mr. Trammell said "this would be
tantamount to giving the Federal
bureau the authority to regulate
programs. We would have to acthe regulations
as suggested."
Mr.cept Trammell
reiterated
his be-

Hon. Vick Knight
Hollywood, Calif.
Dear Vick:
It all happened Thanksgiving Day when
we were carrying the CBS 2-hour Elgin
Watch show. I've alwaysstation
knowndoes
this
able things
some remarkfrom an vertcihsaadindnigs,inmgearn-d
public
service
angle, know
but I
didn't
we could tuallyac-save
lives.
e v er-is
theless,N here
the proof
came
over asourit
newsBoone
machine:
"A
count y woman
credits a prostationgram WCHS
on radio
having
iwith
n Charleston
savedter
herBarker
son'sof
life.
Mrs.
ChesDanville telephoned WCHS
tor Joe Herget
program direcabout dent.
the incisaid
that herShe son,
15
year
- old
Bobby Barker,
was interested in the program, and that
he had opened the bathroom door to
hear it while he bathed. Suddenly he
was overcome
by fumes
a defective heater. Mrs.
Barker from
is convinced
that if the door had stayed closed Bobby
would have been asphyxiated before his
plight was discovered. He Algy
was taken to
a Madison hospital where
physicians
say
he willwe recover."
Believethisme,kindwe'reof
thankful
can extend
Yrs.
service.
Regards
WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.

lief that the industry "is fully
capable
regulatingobserved
itself" that
but
Senator of
McFarland
the difficulty was that the industry
could make the regulations but
would
them. have no way of enforcing
Forced to Release
Option Time
Mr. Trammell insisted that if a
station does a bad job, it will lose
its audience and that it is good business for the broadcaster to do a
good job. He said he did not feel
conditions warranted giving such
broad powers to a Government
agency. By and large, he said,
broadcasters have lived up to the
NAB code.
Asked by Senator Clark whether
he believed the network regulations in actual practice have worked
to the detriment of the networks,
Mr. Trammell said this was true
in several respects. NBC, he
pointed out, was forced to sell the
BLUE Network. Moreover, networks have been forced to release
portions of their option time with
resulting difficulties.
The regulations have not been
in effect long enough to supply detailedmendous
results.
Moreover,
the in"treboom in
advertising
all
media during the past year" has
made it difficult to determine whether the networks have been helped
or harmed.
"I am sure that when we get into
that depression the results will
prove
Mr. extremely
Trammell harmful,"
also cited he
the said.
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preme Court decision. Under that
authority, the industry does not
know what the commission "is going to do next". Networks and stations, he said "live from day to
day in fear."
Asked about the recent incident
on NBC which resulted in the
introduction of a resolution to investigate NBC's cancellation of a
commercial program sponsored by
the clear
Dairymen's
Cooperative
League
to
time for
R. J. Thomas,
president of the United Auto Workers, CIO Union, Mr. Trammell explained that NBC often cancels
commercials for sustaining features it regards of importance. Actually NBC lost revenue in that
instance. It developed that Mr.
Thomas advocated subsidies and
his views were contrary to the
ideas of the Dairymen's group. He
said NBC was perfectly willing to
have a Congressional hearing on
the incident.
Senator Hawkes, upon completion of Mr. Trammell's statement
thanked him for his "very frank
and constructive" views, which he
said were helpful to him in getting
a picture of the situation. Senator
Tunnell said the entire Committee
felt the same way.
Fred Weher Urges
Equal Discussion
Making a brief appearance, Fred
Weber, former general manager of
Mutual and now part owner and
operator of WDSU, New Orleans,
told the committee last Wednesday that he favored regulation by
the FCC of the physical aspects
of radio and certain of the economic phases, such as are exemplified

IN

"Qood

AM

FCC TRIO who have been constant attendees at the Senate hearings
(right to left): Rosel H. Hyde, assistant general counsel in charge of
broadcasting; Harry Plotkin, chief administrative and litigation division;
Earl Minderman, director of information.
by the network regulations, but not
the program structure. He explained that he appeared only in
his present capacity as a station
manager and did not represent any
network or industry organization.
Mr. Weber said he appeared at the
invitation of the committee.
Pointing out that he had been
one of the most vigorous advocates
of the network regulations while
MBS general manager, he said he
supported them because he felt
they would make for preservation
of competition and prevention of
monopoly in broadcasting. "I have
no
said.reason to change my views," he
If the Supreme Court opinion
means that the commission has any

or

Engineering

COMMERCIAL

the law". Radio, he said, looks to
Congress and the Commission to
make the facilities available so
that
these new services can be developed.

FM

is Qood

Business**

RADIO EQUIPMENT
Radio Engineers

Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.,
Suite 315, Evening Star Bldg.,
Washington, D. C.
Robt. F. Wolfskill, Mgr.,
Plant No. 1,
321 East Gregory Blvd.,
Kansas City 5, Mo.

M. W. Woodward, Ch. Eng.
Office of Chief Engineer,
7134 Main St.,
Kansas City 5, Mo.

George Taffeau, Mgr.,
1584 Cross Roads of the World,
Hollywood 28, California
Also Operating KC's Pioneer FM Station, KOZY
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broad powers over business as
distinguished from specific things
like the network regulations, Mr.
Weber declared, "I think the power should be limited."
If there is genuine competition
between networks and stations,
that competition itself "will take
care of good program service, including freedom of speech and fair
treatment of controversial questions," Mr. Weber said. "If you
do not have competition and have
control by a single group then I
can see some need for Government
control to the end that the job
gets
a fairthatbreak."
Urging
program abuses be
tried in the courts, rather than
before the Commission, Mr. Weber
said that if there are any particular types of abuses in programs
that require curbing, that Congress
specify them in the law in the
same way as lotteries or obscenity.
Agreeing
that equalforoppoi-tunity
should
be afforded
discussion
of public questions, Mr. Weber
said he would not like to have this
expressed in a statute and the
Commission given the power to enforce it. This, he felt, would lead
"to worse evils than any that now
exist." With
competition
matter
will work
itself the
out whole
in a
way much better than any Government bureau can do the job, he
said. Moreover, he pointed out that
a controversial issue is a "far different question in one part of the
country from another." The race
question in the South is regarded
in a different way than in other
areas, he pointed out.
"If you are going to amend the
law to require equal opinions on
political questions then I urge that
you do it so that the law will be
enforced in the Courts and not
through a death sentence in WashSuggests Congress Limit
ington."
FCC to Physical Aspect
Experimental radio, Mr. Hogan
declared, is "making good". He
urged that provision be made to
accommodate both FM and facsimile on the same bands. He pointed out that FM can be used exclusively for either service or jointly for both, but that the Commission rules prevent exclusive use of
FM channels for facsimile. Because these rules are so strict he
suggested that they be "relaxed in
BROADCASTING

Mr. Hogan suggested that Congress provide the Commission with
"unambiguous language" on the
scope of its authority, limiting it
to physical aspects and not permitting it to trespass on matters affecting programs, business or other
fields which are debatable.
Disagreeing with contentions
that broadcasting service is faulty,
Mr. Hogan said radio has done an
excellent job from the start. He
said he had not seen any improvements in programs resulting from
regulation. He concluded with the
plea that Congress include a "real
ly strong injunction in the law
that all proper consideration be
given to the maximum development
of new services".
Witness Advocates
Public Health Programs
Mr. Smith, who identified him
self as a New York attorney "engaged to a modest degree in writing on radio
and otheror subjects,"
advocated
legislation
an FCC
regulation requiring that the net
works set aside a 30-minute period
of their best time each evening for
"sustaining programs in the pub
said there are no public
lie He
interest."
health programs on the air, and
with a shortage of physicians home
treatment is being applied by individuals without proper instruc
tion. He advocated public health
After reading from a prepared
programs.
statement for nearly an hour, Mr.
Smith was interrupted by acting
chairman Tunnell who inquired:
"Can't you get down to something
concrete and tell us what you have
in mind about this bill? I just
don't
see what
Senators
Mooreyou're
and driving
White at."
ex
pressed the same views.
In the ensuing discussion the
witness said that legislation or
regulation setting aside a halfhour for "public health programs
for the minority" would be a
"starter", that networks should be
licensed, and radio expansion lim
ited to four networks.
The witness was told to file the
remainder
his prepared statement for theof record.
Mr. Hogan, owner of WQXR
outstanding enandaan
New York, E
sy

WAIR is famous for its quick results. That's because WAIR has the
listeners and the listeners' confidence.
Add to this the exceptional income
of Winston-Salem workers and you
have a golden
combination.
Pic
kin'

WAIR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
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I gineer,
belief all
thatshould
FM,
televisionexpressed
and facsimile
be developed simultaneously and
j that none should be held back to
develop another. All three have
proven they can give good service,
1 he said.
Answering questions read by
Senator Tunnell the engineer said
'. that
no doubt
wouldin
be in television
black andfirst
white
but later
color; that it is possible to develop
receivers capable of both black
and white and color reception.
Replying to Senator Hawkes,
Mr. Hogan estimated that the cost
| of a, television receiving set would
j run "not more than $200", but
said his figure was purely "guesswork." He also emphasized that
when mass production of television
receivers is accomplished, the cost
to consumers would go down.
As to transcriptions Mr. Hogan
asserted that "advances in recording technique are very striking"
and that even now transcribed programs often are of better quality
than those of live talent."
Mr. Hogan said in his judgment
several thousand stations could be
accommodated in the FM band. He
declared that FM is the only effective "static eliminator," despite
many stories about revolutionary
inventions along that line.
In a discussion opened by Senator Bone as to why transcriptions
are not used to a greater extent
than telephone-relayed broadcasts,
Mr. Hogan said that there has been
a substantial increase in recorded
broadcasts during the past few
years.
Hogan Says Present
FM Band Adequate
If the present FM band is maintained or extended, Mr. Hogan
said, there should be adequate facilities for stations throughout the
country. If 70 FM channels are
made available, he said, as many
as 35 stations could be licensed in
the same community. He pointed
out that the recently formed Radio
Technical Planning Board is giving consideration to allocations for
new services and that it should resolve such matters as band widths
and desirable allocations.
If a six megacycle channel is not
adequate for television transmission, it might be desirable for
visual radio to move up the spectrum to higher frequencies, he declared.
Asked whether FM and standard
Jf£W

tyflere tkPkest really is *ih
IKIk€ID
600 KC
CBS
Business booms here. Thousands of new listeners in our
unrivalled coverage area
make KROD the best radio
buy.
Dorrance Roderick, Owner Val Lawrence, Manager
HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
National Representatives
BROADCASTING

What Radio Wants in a Nutshell— Hogan
JOHN V. L. HOGAN, consulting radio engineer, operator of
WQXR New York, radio inventor and pioneer in facsimile and FM,
in testimony last Thursday before the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee, retained his unofficial title as radio's best ad libber.
Without using a single note, he outlined to the committee his views
of impending radio developments and what he would like to see
the new law provide. In one pungent, extemporaneous paragraph
he advanced this view, replying to a question from Acting Chairman Tunnell (D-Del.)
"My feeling is that the Congress provide the Commission with a
perfectly unambiguous statement of the intent of Congress with
respect to the scope of the regulations which the Commission shall
carry forward. My personal view is that the important element of
regulation is the assignment of frequencies and the policing of the
use of those frequencies with respect to their interference producing effects. I think that where you go beyond that into program
matters, into business matters, into types of equipment, even as
far as the Commission has now gone, I think you are trespassing
into territory that at least can be called debatable."

are changed in the near future we
will find our post-war broadcasting
services may follow a pattern of
pre-war
design,"
said.not"The
manufacturers
are hesurely
going to wait for the engineers and
the Government to take months or
years to make up their minds as
to what changes are desirable ; they
will proceed with production the
minute that materials and manpower become available, and the sale
of such equipment may result in
freezing our technical standards
for some years to come."
Sees Multiple Services
On Same Facilities
Pointing out that there were 60
million standard band receivers,
5 hundred thousand FM receivers
and 10 thousand television receivers in April 1942, when the prouction of broadcasting receivers
was stopped by WPB, Mr. Jett said
it was reasonable to assume from
these figures that standard broadcasting "will be with us for many
Predicting that radio will be
years
come."extent to connect netused toto some
work stations instead of land lines,
Mr. Jett declared that the same
networks may just as easily carry
telephone and telegraph messages
and compete with the services now
furnished by the wire carriers by
multiplexing operation. There is
no reason, he added, why a nationwide network should not also carry network programs for standard
broadcasting, FM, facsimile, and
private telegram and telephone circuits for the press, stockbrokers
and agencies that usually lease
private wire facilities.
In this connection, he raised sev-

radio could be accommodated in the
tions with emphasis
on the future."
same transmitter or receiver, Mr. He stressed
that a satisfactory
solution
to
the
problems
ahead can
Hcgan said "you can build any- be achieved only if the FCC,
other
thing to do anything. We have
Government agencies identified
learned
that
during
the
war".
He
with communications, and private
added it might be uneconomical
but it could be done.
industries represented on the reformed Radio Technical
Raising the question of the prob- Planningcently
Board, get together to
able effect of increased use of FM
on the AM system, Mr. Hogan reach a common solution. He said
that things are moving precited the need for improved serv- he felt cisely
that direction, pointing
ice in rural areas. There is excel- out that inthe
first step to prepare
lent rural service now, and with
international shortwave, which can for post-war radio was taken Nov.
of War Combe picked up anywhere, there is no 17 when the muniBoard
cations, the Interdepartmental
area in the United States not covRadio Advisory Committee and
ered by some radio service.
The domestic rural service is the Radio Technical Planning
met with the FCC to disserved largely by clear channel Board cuss
organization and procedural
AM stations, he pointed out.
regarding the technical fuWQXR, he said, has 25% of its matters
ture
of
radio.
audience outside of New York
"Unless the technical standards
proper. This was equally true of
other stations, he said.
Mr. Hogan predicted that the
next step following substantial
distribution of FM receivers would
FREEDOM
to LISTEN
be for all shared channel stations,
such as locals and regionals, to go
from AM to FM. They would be
THIS
CHRISTMAS — AND
ALWAYS
enabled to provide a far better service, he predicted.
On the other hand, he said, clear
countries occupied by the Nazis, the turn of a
channel stations should continue
their service and, by the removal
radio dial can mean imprisonment or death.
of local and regional stations from
4h
Here in America a push button brings you the news
the AM bands, "the present congestion can be relieved to provide
of the world; great music without reference to the coma better service than now". Looking ahead, Mr. Hogan said that
poser's race or religious beliefs. You may listen to
with all AM channels available for
church services of every denomination, hear symphonies
high power broadcasts, allocations
might be on a 20 kilocycle instead
or boogie-woogie, agree or disagree with a commenof a 10 kilocycle band, with the
tator who takes issue with a government official. You
in-between assignments used by
other North American countries.
may
not
agree with speakers you hear; the government
In that way, he predicted, the
whole international problem can
may not either, but you and your government will debe solved.
fend to the last their right to say it, and
A pioneer facsimile inventor,
your right to hear it said.
Mr. Hogan told the committee that
facsimile has obtained a "maturity
Freedom of Speech, Freedom of Assembly,
that warrants attention", not only
for commercial but for broadcastFreedom of Worship and Freedom to Listen
ing service. He said the facsimile
These are the things for wr
receiver is "simpler than a typefighting.
writer" and therefore should be
"less of
there
cheaper,
it".
The because
committee
wasis supplied
with photographs of the receiver
and samples of the copies produced
by his electrical process.
<
Jett Stresses Need
To Change Standards Now
'IVES
5000WATTS
In a 37-page prepared statement,
largely incorporated in the record
NIGHT-* DAY 910 KC
without reading, Chief Engineer
• • • EDWARD PETRY Sc. CO., INC. NATIONAL REPRESENT*.
Jett presented what he described
as a "brief review of communica-
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He's right at
home
on the

mm

Dairying is the major agricultural activity in Minnesota, the
nation's
fifth arichest
state. And
greatagricultural
share of
Minnesota's most progressive
and prosperous dairy farmers
are members of Land O'Lakes
Creameries — the great producers' co-op whose name and
products are familiar throughout
the country.
As one phase of an effective,
comprehensive promotion campaign in rural Minnesota, KSTP
has been telling these farmers
the story of its fine programming in full-page ads published
in every issue of the "LandO'-Lakes News." For nearly two
years
now, KSTP's
story hasof
been reaching
some 65,000
the state's prosperous farm
homes through this well-read,
official organ of the co-op.
Dollar-wise, KSTP is a good buy
for its effective coverage of the
Twin City Market alone. Now,
there is this important plus — a
steadily-growing rural audience
with big money to spend. Special programming and aggressive promotion are constantly
adding to this large rural plus.
Along with the pages of "LandO'-Lakes News," the continuing
promotional campaign includes:
1 Forceful ads in "The
' • Farmer,"
147,000
Minnesotareaching
farm homes.
O Listener-stimulating ads in
344 rural newspapers.
3 Personal appearances of
• inKSTP's
Barn Dance
Minnesota
towns. group
A "On the Minnesota Farm
Front," newsy column by
KSTP's
Director, Farm
Harry Service
Aspleaf,
appearing weekly in 81
newspapers.
5 • "Around
Radio column
Row,"
news-and-gossip
carried weekly by 70
country papers.
Your advertising
dollar will do More
50,000
WATTS *

in '44 on KSTP!

eral basic policy considerations
such as who should be granted the
privilege of operating this system; whether it should be competitive with the telephone and telegraph services which now operate
as monopolies in their respective
fields; whether there should be
competitive radio networks necessitating a"forest of towers along
the same route", whether companies operating networks should be
permitted to operate terminal facilities at the subscribers' offices;
whether the chain broadcasting
companies should be permitted to
own and operate their own networks on a nationwide basis.
There is still some question
whether the economics of radio
relay networks will be such as to
result in communication channels
as cheap or cheaper than communications channels provided by the
new 12-channel carrier systems or
by the 480 channel coaxial systems by wire. "Undoubtedly," he
said, "radio beams will find a coordinate place in the national picture but there is little possibility
of immediate grand-scale supersession of wire-line facilities."

Lauds U. S. Radio
SATISFACTION with the
American system of broadcasting would be evident, according to Niles Trammell,
NBC president, appearing
before the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee last
Tuesday, "if the committee
could go over there and hear
some of the programs put
on his
in recent
Europe."
referred
to
trip Heabroad
and
told the Senators that there
would be "no need for these
hearings" if the Senators
could compare the American
system with that of Europe.
has performed so outstandingly in
the war, will include in peacetime
anti-collision devices which will
enhance safety at sea and in the
air. Asked who invented radar,
Mr. Jett said practically every engineer claims some part of it. He
thought the laboratory work was
performed in this country but that
the British first employed it in the
defense of London.
Mr. Jett said that in his opinion the war had accelerated radio
development by about 25 years.
The best engineering and scientific
minds of the country pooled their
interest and forgot patents to bring
about these tremendous strides.
Senator McFarland deprecated the
fact that "it takes a war where
people are killed to make all of
our advances." He suggested that
postwar planning should take such
matters into account.
Many
international problems

Says War Speeds Radio
Development 25 Years
Discussing future planning, Mr.
Jett deprecated the tall stories
about the electronic industry revolutionizing everything. While
there will be great developments,
he said that some of the claims
border on the fantastic.
Much secret military information about post-war communications
cannot be revealed, Mr. Jett pointed
out. Adaptations of radar, which

COVER
DETROIT
BETTER

THE
AREA
...

FOR

will be posed after the war, Mr
Jett said, for unless these higr
frequency bands are free from
interference it will be impossible
to use the equipment in foreigr.
territory. He foresaw the need foi
a "world agreement" which will
provide
interference-free
channels
for the benefit
of all nations.
Disagreeing with previous testimony that there will be more than
enough frequencies to go around
in the postwar world, Mr. Jett
pointed to the tremendous demands
of other services. Aviation alone
will require some five hundred
thousand licenses for aircraft com-;
munications. He said he would go
so far as to say that if reasonably
good planning is done now there
will be room for at least the minimum frequency requirements of all
legitimate radio services.
Technical Problems
Demand Solution
There remain technically unsolved problems which should be
settled before new equipment is
produced for post-war FM, facsimile and television. "We are not
sure that frequencies now assigned
to these services will prove to be
entirely
satisfactory,"
he made
declared.
Preliminary
observations
by
the FCC in the present FM and
television bands indicated that
"bursts" of relatively strong signals from distant stations interfere with reception. The length of
the "burst" is usually only a fraction of a second but at times it is
sufficiently strong to obliterate reception. The signal, from a distant
station can take control of the receivers in the area desired to be
served and a speech might be interrupted by music. Tests are being made in cooperation with Major Armstrong, he said. The problem "must be solved before we can
set up FM bands for use across
the country," he declared. Fortunately, he added, practically all
of this work can be done while the
wartime freeze prevails. It is generally agreed, he said, that these
"bursts" are sky wave reflections

LESS

WGCM

• Time-sales at CKLW are
hitting A NEW HIGH . . .
leading 'em all in many major retail
classifications. Old customers are staying on . . . new ones are signing up for more results, more sales, more success ... in America's
3rd market! A big 22-hour daily schedule, at
800 k.c.

1

Union Girardian
Building, Detroit

'mitflSSlPPIGULFCOAST^'
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Gulfport,Biloxi,Miss.//|
The GREATEST
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Power in "Mississippi's
No. 2 Market"! UnProsperity! PayMILLIONS equalled
in Monthly
rolls!
National representatives: Sears &
Ayer, Inc., Chicago and New York.
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|and
that even
can cause
them. a passing airplane
In television, he said, there is an
entirely different interference problem to deal with where the transmitted signal is reflected from high
'buildings or hills. These "multipath" signals when observed on a
television signal appear as "ghosts"
and the multiple pattern created
destroys the quality of the picture.
Considerable data on this problem,
collected by the Allen B. DuMont
laboratories, was discussed at a
technical meeting in New York
Dec. 1.
Says Domestic and Foreign
[Bands Should Be Same
There are many other problems
of a technical nature to be solved
before new standards can be
adopted, Mr. Jett said. In television the allocation problem is foremost, in addition to interference
problems, because it is known that
the present 18 channels and the
standard governing this service is
inadequate for an efficient nationwide competitive system of television broadcasting.
"In my opinion we should have
at least twice this number of channels," he said. "The same is true
of FM broadcasting in the band —
42 to 50 mc, which is sufficient for
only 5 non-commercial educational
broadcast channels and 35 commercial channels. Considering the
problem of adjacent channel interference and the geographical separation required for co-channel operation, it is not unreasonable to
ask for at lease twice the number
of channels for these services."
Citing predictions that future
radio networks will extend inter■ nationally to carry television and
aural programs and message traffic all over the world, Mr. Jett said
f it is fairly certain they will not
■t extend beyond the western hemisphere or even to South America
J for some time to come. Neverthei less, he added, the technical as■ pects should not be overlooked
i when planning domestic services.

thermy equipment, electronic heating devices, induction heating
processes and other developments
which play havoc with reception.
One solution might be to have
these devices operate on specific
frequencies; another to require
shielding of equipment or filters
on power lines. Such restrictions
would in no way disturb the efficiency of these devices, which actually are miniature transmitters.
Senator White raised the question
of giving the FCC such jurisdiction, pointing out that these are
powers belonging to the States.
Mr. Jett, however, pointed out that
they are capable of interfering
with transmission over thousands
of miles.
Hanson Predicts Development

EDWIN

H. ARMSTRONG

Much is to be gained by allocating
the same bands to television services on an international basis and
also in adopting international standards for program services and
network relay systems. If different
bands and different technical
standards are used in different regions of the world, the problems
with respect to sale of apparatus
and the exchange of international
programs would become "wellnigh
Mr. unsolvable."
Jett finally made a plea for
Congressional authority to regulate interference caused by dia-

At 'Explosive Rate'
Reading a 19-page statement,
Mr. Hanson predicted that when
peace returns the expansion into
commercial service of products of
the present wartime developments,
now held secret, "will go on at an
Pointingrate".
out that the advent of
explosive
the war brought a sudden stop to
the expansion of FM and television,
Mr. Hanson said it is necessary to
determine to what extent wartime
development
have affected these
services.
No approach to design of preproduction models of apparatus
can be made until RTPB has completed its deductions and made its
report to the FCC, and the Commission in turn has specified the
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imately three billion and the emfrequencies for the various services.
ployment of thousands in the manufacturing, selling and servicing.
Recalling Chairman Fly recentHe
estimated
initial cost of
ly said that a shift from the pres- receivers would the
be about $120, but
ent frequency allocations to a
higher portion of the spectrum is that figure probably would scale
indicated for television and FM, down to less than $100 on mass
Mr. Hanson said he personally production sets.
A television station of 1,000
doubted the value of higher frequencies for television. It is there- watts would cost between $75,000
w
and $100,000, he estimated, with
fore difficult for engineers to make
specific plans toward post-war un- an ordinary individual station stutil the FCC has indicated specific
dio probably running around $50,000. For network originations, he
allocations for the new, contemsaid, tremendous studios would
plated services.
have to be built, paralleling the
Foresees 1,000 Video
motion picture plants. Much of
Stations in 10 Years
television's program services, however, he said, probably will be by
Mr. Hanson said he visualized syndicated film which would be the
B
television as having greatest po- equivalent of transcriptions for
tential possibilities during the next this medium.
He said facilities do not exist for
decade. He predicted that if the
present allocations and technical networking television programs
standards for television are not from city to city. To attempt to relay television through the existing
greatly disturbed in the anticipated
shuffling of allocations at least, wire lines of the telephone system
1,000 television stations can be is comparable to "trying to drive
placed in operation during the 10 an automobile through a garden
years following the end of the war.
hose," he said. A radio relay sysN
These new stations will represent
tem of unattended low power
a capital investment of 250 mil- transmitters between Washington,
lion dollars and would employ
Philadelphia, New York and Bosabout 65,000 people directly and
ton would represent an investment
many thousands indirectly, along of about a million dollars, he said.
with additional thousands repre- The relays would be spaced from
senting advertising agency person15 to 30 miles between towers, denel, artists, performers, and mupending upon the nature of the
sicians, and those engaged in the terrain. Engineers patrolling the
route
would
use helicopters to fly
design
of
scenery
and
costumes
X
and manufacturing of apparatus.
from relay station to relay station.
This does not include receiver man2,000 FM Stations Thought
New York City and Environs 1 ufacture.
In television alone, Mr. Hanson
said there is a potential market, Economically Feasible
2,000,000 or 15.4% of the population
of Greater New York listen to conservatively, for 25 million reAfter predicting the Washington
YIDDISH radio programs
ceivers in the next decade, repre- to Boston television network, Mr.
Hanson said it is possible that
senting adollar volume of approx1,400,000 or 10.8% of the population
of Greater New York listen to
ITALIAN language programs
1,250,000 or 9.6% of the population
of Greater New York listen to
POLISH language programs
". . . GOODWILL
TO
MEN"
670,000 or 5.1 % of the population
of Greater New York listen to
The
"goodwill"
of
which
the
angels
sang
on that
GERMAN language programs
long-ago Christmas morning was not something to
be bartered. But in the business world of today,
250,000 or 2% of the population
of Greater New York listen to
"goodwill" is a commodity which has a definite
SPANISH language programs
market value. It is a vitally important factor in
WBNX brings to this audience in Its
every
it is a part
of every merchant's
native tongue and in English, interesting
job to business
build andandmaintain
this asset.
entertainment; educational and musical
programs, and the complete world-wide
In planning your goodwill maintenance campaign,
facilities of International News Service.
have you given sufficient thought to the possibilities of radio? A station with wide listenership will
Appreciation of WBNX service is evidenced by the annual contract renewals
carry your message effectively to the people you
•f the largest national and local adverwant to reach. In Canada, CFRB covers the largest
tisers.
share of the richest market. It broadcasts half the
k Winner of PEABODY CITATION for Public
k Service to Foreign Language Groups.
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BUY WAR BONDS!
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similar regional networks will de c
velop around other metropolitan ncoeuwl:
areas such as Chicago, Los Angeles tain
and San Francisco, eventually,
within the decade, linking coast to of th
coast. In smaller communities that
cannot support their own television
station and studios a low power
unattended or a slightly attended
television transmitter can be
placed in operation, fed directly
with program material from the
main network.
He pointed out that he was dis
cussing black and white, rather
than color television. While there
has been much academic talk about
color television, he said it may take
10 years for it to develop. Sound
movies became a reality in 1927, he
pointed out. When color was per
fected, the industry also adopted it
but today black and white sound
pictures reach more than 80% of
the output of the Hollywood
Discussing FM, Mr. Hanson said
plants.
it was technically possible to have
3,000der new
FM rules
soundandstations
unsustaining
standards.
This would need a capital investment There
of roughly
million
dollars.
is some 150
doubt,
however,
as to whether the economics of
sound broadcasting will support
that many stations and it might be
more conservative to think in terms
of 2,000 FM stations or a total investment of 100 million dollars
They would employ perhaps 40,000
people
directlyindirectly.
and many additional thousands
Mr. Hanson suggested existing
broadcasters be permitted to build
FM stations to operate over a pe
riod oftions toyears
statheir asAMcompanion
transmitters,
broadcasting the present popular

Metropolitan JACKSON Should Be
Among Your "MUST" Markets in 1944
Jackson's "Metropolitan District", with
of 124,588*
a populatio
130in excessandof with
annual n sales
total
Market
"Must"
is aWSLI
you
dollarsSouth.
offers
million
in the new
coverage of this market—
at
less cost.
effective
*J. Walter Thompson Research Dept.
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ED CRANEY, manager of
the Z-Bar Network in Montana, found himself ushered
into service as clerk pro tern
of the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee during the
hearing last Tuesday, with
NBC President Niles Trammell on the stand. The regular committee clerks, Edward Jarrett and Mrs. Alma
Powers, were absent because
of illness. Senator Wheeler
(D-Mont.), close friend of
Mr. Craney, gave the broadment. caster the impromptu assign-

leading sponsored programmes in a key area, fed
by three stations. CFRB is, then, the station to
carry your advertising most effectively.

WBNX
5000

Craney Helps

■ BLUE NETWORK*
WEED & COMPANY
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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standard band programs through
both their standard and FM transmitters.
Thus, he said, if the public obtains FM receivers they can hear
their favorite programs through
either the FM station or the standard band station, whichever happens to give the best reception.
When surveys show that the majority are able to obtain full service from FM, AM transmission
could be discontinued. With the
newcomers in the FM field, the total number of stations in the whole
of the coming decade would be several times the number in the standard band.
Because of FM's limited range,
long distance nighttime coverage
would have to be supplied to
sparsely settled areas. Mr. Hanson
suggested that, with local and regional stations replaced eventually
by FM, an additional number of
clear channel stations could be licensed, with power 500 to 1000 kw
instead of present 50 kw limit.
Apropos facsimile, Mr. Hanson
suggested that existing regulations
be amended so a separate band of
frequencies may be given this service. If the same number of channels now provided for FM are given facsimile it would be economically possible to have approximately
3,000 facsimile transmitters in the
country. If all the services are
realized within the next decade,
the home receiver will be a combination, providing reception of
standard, FM, television and facsimile broadcasting.
would will
be
the instrument
around"It which
revolve the social and cultural life
of the American family."
With the opening of the very
high frequency spectrum there will
be many problems which will face
engineers of the FCC. "It should
not be difficult for the legislators
to see that the FCC is going to
be kept very busy in the next decacie if it confines its intentions
solely to studying and regulating
the technical standards of transmission of the external effects of
radio emanations," he said.
Mr. Hanson handed to the Committee the following recommendations for legislation, declaring that
if the Committee accepts these
principles as basic, the drafting of
a new radio law will be greatly
simplified :
That the powers of the Federal
Communications Commission be confined to :
1. Granting of licenses. The principles upor which these grants of
license must be made should be defined clearly in the basic law passed
by Congress. .

2. Establishment of technical standards of transmission in cooperation
with the practical engineers of the
radio industry.
3. Policing of the external, technical effects of radio emanations."
RCA Development
FOR THE FIRST time, atoms in
ultra-microscopic particles no larger than 1/100,000 of an inch in
diameter, can be identified, thanks
to the electron micro-analyzer, developed experimentally by Dr.
James Hillier of RCA Labs. The
new tool of science promises to reveal untold mysteries about the infinite particles constituting matter.
Inventor Hillier also participated
with Dr. V. K. Zworykin, associate
research director of RCA Labs., in
designing the first practical electron microscope to be produced in
this country.
Callahan Leaves
VINCENT F. Callahan, chief of
advertising, press and radio of the
Treasury War Bond staff, last Friday announced his resignation to
return to private business. Formerly with NBC Washington and exmanager of WWL New Orleans and
WBZ-WBZA Boston-Springfield, he
joined the Treasui'y three years
ago. He plans to take a vacation
before returning to broadcasting.
HOWARD H. WILSON Co., Chicago, station representative, effective
Dec. 1 has been appointed representative for WHCU Ithaca, New York.
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SHOWS
MEAN
AUDIENCE!
TE3RY AND THE PIRATES
McTIQUE VIEWS SPORTS
BREAKFAST
SARDI'S
LADIES BEATSEATED
THE MYSTERY CHEF
CAPTAIN MIDNIGHT
GEORGIA WILDACTS
SPOTLIGHT BANDS
THE LONE RANGER
JACK ARMSTRONG
BREAKFAST CLUB
HOP HARRIGAN
DICK TRACY
TED MALONE

WISCONSIN

NETWORK..

COM

ifMt COP&l
ALL ON —

BILLION DOLLAR
MARKET/

DAIRY
PRODUCTS

"It's a radio survey. They want to
know — am I listening to 'Counterspy' on WFDF Flint."

THOMAS
ADVOCATES
ADVERTISING
CUT
A CEILING on advertising was
put forth as a means of combating
inflation, in a radio address by Norman Thomas, Socialist leader,
speaking
"Creeping
one of aonseries
linkingInflation",
present
problems with those of the postwar world. Mr. Thomas claims
that
the
public is "subsidizing
these
lavish advertisers
to the tune
of
80 or sometimes 90 cents on the
dollar. This is the sum which otherwise they would pay the Government in much needed taxes."
"If great corporations," Mr.
Thomas said, "directly or indirectly
want to propagandize us . . . let
them pay for it out of their own
profits." He cited forums, which,
without a sponsor often undergo
damaging time changes and bad
positions. However, he asserted,
"forums which are sponsored will
be subject to influence and pressures inconsistent with the best discussions of public issues."
He suggested that stations set
aside a proportion of desirable
time for "forums and other educational programs", and also that
there be a balance between commercial y-sponsored and sustaining time. It is most important, Mr.
Thomas added, "that we protect
ourselves from the use of the radio by government or private interests for one-sided propaganda."

Yes, indeed, it is a billion dollar market— but distinctly a home town market influenced mainly by home town
institutions. The eight stations of the
Wisconsin Network are home town institutions— each with its own loyal
following, its own local identity, its
own influence! Your program and product can go into Wisconsin homes eveiy
operating hour. Each station is heard
all the time, not just when the weather is
right. This home town market is not influenced by any metropolitan station, any
other regional or national network. Wisconsin is not a part of any other "community." We're farmers who top the nation as No. 1 Dairy State and war workers on contracts of over a billion dollars.
Let the Wisconsin Network introduce you
and your product to them!
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VIDEO RECEPTION
LINKED TO BAND
THE HIGH frequency wave used
in television is such that satisfactory reception cannot be obtained
in all receiver locations, it was disclosed by Allen B. Dumont, president, and Thomas T. Goldsmith,
research director, of Allen B. Dumont Labs., Passaic, speaking before a joint meeting of the Institute of Radio Engineers and Radio
Club in New York last Wednesday. The report was the result of
field surveys of the three television transmitters in the New York
area. The unsatisfactory reception
in certain locations, it was reported, was due to the reflection of

waves from large buildings or
structures near the transmitters or
receivers. The interference is magnified as the frequency of transmission is increased. However,
these problems, it was stated, will
not interfere materially with the
development of postwar television
if the television broadcasting allocations are permitted to remain in
their present place in the spectrum.
DOROTHY LEWIS, NAB coordinator of listener activities, reported on
her recent cross-country tour at a
meeting of the Philadelphia regional
group of the Assn. of Women Directors last Friday. During the day Mrs.
Lewis conferred with Philadelphia
station
executives,
Ruth Chilton,
AWD including
president.WGAU's

SIGNING for expanded time on WTAG Worcester, Mass., is Brooks Shumaker, general manager of William Filene's Sons Co. and recent chairman of the Worcester committee for NAB's "Air Force and the Retailer".
Filene's daily five-minute Did You Know on WTAG now becomes a quarter-hour show for the next 52 weeks. Left to right standing are: Herbert
L. Krueger, WTAG commercial manager; Fred Miller, assistant manager, Filene's; E. E. Hill, WTAG managing director.
RETAIL NUT CRACKED
Nashville Stores Purchase
WLAC Airtime

By all comparisons, KXYZ

is your best radio buy in Hous-

ton today. Rates still are at rock bottom . . . KXYZ

pro-

TOUGH NUT of retailing has been
cracked wide open in Nashville by
WLAC. The station now carries
over 36 hours of time for three of
the largest department stores in
Nashville, with several smaller
stores following in their wake.
Most interesting history of radio
advertising in the Tennessee city
is that of Bell's Booteries, which
was strictly a newspaper advertiser until a few months ago. Tom
Baker, station representative, interested Rue Roberts, store manager, in a new kind of news and
quiz program combined, Children
Analyze the News. Every Thursday
at 5:15 p.m., six children from
various Nashville grade schools
hold extemporaneous discussions on
current events. The program features little advertising, as it is designed mainly to build goodwill
among the younger generation. The
idea is so successful that Bell's
Booteries has bought two additional
programs, and has renewed the
children's discussion for another 52
weeks.

CIAA

Lima Meeting

ANNUAL meeting of representatives from Latin America and the
United States of the Radio Division of the Coordinator of InterAmerican Affairs was held Nov.
29-Dec. 4 in Lima, Peru, with four
representatives from this country
making the trip to confer on plans
for the coming year, as well as
discuss reports on 1943 operations.
Those attending from New York
and Washington included:
Wilfred S. Roberts, director of the New
York Radio Division; John W. G. Ogilvie,
acting director of the Washington Radio
Division; Miss Kay Bailly of the radio division, and John Begg, representing the
State Dept. CIAA representatives in Latin
America present at the conference were
Cyrus Nathan, Chile; Frank Linder, Uruguay; FrancesBolivia
M. Adams,
Arturi Urritea,
; Stuart Ecuador;
Ayres, Peru;
Herbert Cerwin, Mexico; Joseph Reis,
Venezuela; F. Granger, Argentina, and F.
Macardle and Joun Wiggin, Brazil.
Ski Reports on WQXR
MEMBERS of the Switzerland
Cheese Assn., with no products to
sell, but a desire to build up a postwar market for Swiss Cheese, have
signed a 13-week test contract with
WQXR New York for a weekly
five-minute report on skiing conditions in the Northeastern area.
Program starts Dec. 17, 5:40 p.m.
Business was placed direct.

grams have excellent Hooper rating . . . and there remain
a few select network and spot availabilities. Your Branham
man has all the facts . . . telephone or write him today.
KOZY

FM

in

KANSAS

CITY

KXYZ
NOW 5,000 WATTS
I320 KC BLUE, MUTUAL
HOUSTON, TEXAS

^EVERETT L. DILLARD
General Manager
PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY

• represented by The Branham Company
BUY BOTH I KXYZ AND KRIS, CORPUS CHRISTI — A MONEY- SAVING COMBINATION
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FCC

Seen Starting News Service
(Continued fr om page 9)
Garey and Chief Investigator Bar- working the ship in distress".
ger shared the questioning of last When he inquired about that, he
wrote,
was pointeddesired
out tothese
me
week's witnesses.
that the"itCommission
Mr. Gordon, former CBS news
reports to submit to the appropriaeditor who joined OWI in August
tions committee to justify their re1942, said that his division was set
quest for a large budget. They
said the larger appropriation the
up "to do two things: to help news
agencies obtain information not FCC got the more likely that he
ordinarily available to them to would have a good job and not go
help combat enemy propaganda to in the Army." Mr. Duty wrote that
he left the FCC after two months.
this country".
Jacques Downs, who testified his
He said he joined OWI at the in- title might be Chief Librarian or
vitation and request of Elmer
Chief of Information Service of
Davis, OWI director and former
FBIS, was questioned about a
statement he allegedly gave Harry
CBS newscaster. Mr. Gordon's
S. Barger, chief investigator for
testimony completed the commitlast May 25.
tee's inquiry into the FBIS, except theIn committee,
explaining his job Mr. Downs,
for evidence expected to be intro- an employe
of the FCC for nine
duced by the FCC when it is called. years, told of
a call from Army
G-2
"just
this
morning before I
Ex-RID Employe Reports
came here" in which he was asked
when the Eighth Air Force made
FCC Deferment Efforts
"and where". He reCounsel Garey read into the rec- its firstfused raid,
to divulge the source of inord Wednesday a letter from John
formation
he
gave the Army, reT. Duty, Auburn, Me., former emmarking:
"That's my
business".
ploye of the FCC RID in which Mr.
When Mr. Garey
appealed
to the
Duty charged that when he re- chairman that the committee was
ported for duty at a RID primary
entitled to answers, the witness
station at Millis, Mass., Jan. 16,
said: "That has nothing to do with
1942, the Commission "without
investigation."
knowledge of my ability and pos- thisRep.
demanded to know
sible value to the RID section, whether Miller
the witness obtained his
wanted to apply to my draft board
information for the Army from
FCC files or outside sources. Mr.
for an occupational deferment".
Mr. Duty wrote that in spite of Downs finally replied from FCC
his 4-F classification, "they told files but that he checked it with
me it was orders from Washing"outside sources" of which he has
ton to apply for deferment of all about 500, "some governmental and
men when they joined the FCC".
private".
A check
at the War Dept. as to
He added that he later "read the some
whether the Army consulted the
order myself".
FCC to determine when a raid was
The former FCC employe
charged there was no systematic made brought from an officer who
method of training new personnel
declined to be quoted the information that the Army keeps its own
in the FBIS, and no effort made,
so far as he could learn, to deter- records and that if the FCC were
called it could have been by an
mine the loyalty of new employes
individual officer who wanted some
who were entrusted with information concerning subversive activi- "information about a broacast of
ties.
theFrom
raid".time to time, as Mr. Garey
referred to the interview with InQuestioned Last Spring;
vestigator Barger, the witness reHas Memory Lapse
plied: "I don't remember". Mr.
Downs frequently appealed to
After three weeks Mr. Duty
wrote that he was transferred to Chairman Lea that he didn't rea secondary station at Ellsworth,
member and that "words were put
Me., where a watch was kept on
in
my
mouth".
the Merchant Marine distress fre"Suppose you tell the committee
you did tell Mr. Barger, how
quency. He was instructed to tele- what
much
of it was true and how much
phone distress signals, long disMr. Garey, but the wittance, to the Coast Guard "even false,"nesssaid
continued to evade questions.
if I heard the Coast Guard or Navy

Rep. Miller several times demanded direct replies and Mr. Garey
reminded the witness he was under
oath, asking if the presence of
Charles R. Denny Jr., FCC general counsel and other Commission
officials "have any effect on your
recollection".
He admitted he told Mr. Barger
that Harold N. Graves, former
chief of the FBIS analysis division and now a Naval ensign, was
"an inexperienced youngster" but
categorically denied that he told
the investigator Mr. Graves sought
favor with Chairman Fly, that he
had asked Mr. Barger to withhold
his name because he feared reprisals or that he gave Mr. Barger
copies of analyses with penciled

Advertising

Calls it 'Valueless'
At Wednesday
session
Thomas
A. Mooreafternoon's
of Chicago,
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notations. Later, however, he recalled giving certain documents to
Mr. Barger when Mr. Garey asked
him to identify them. On the witness stand Mr. Barger heard the
general counsel read into the record the investigator's report of the
May interview, then testified he
made shorthand notes during his
conference with Mr. Downs and
transcribed
his notes immediately
after.
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administrative officer of FBIS, testified that in his opinion the FBIS
analysis division was inefficient because it "is valueless". He recommended that a Government information service be set up, apart
from a regulatory agency, to gather material from foreign broadcasts for each Government department.
Under cross-examination he testified that he felt the opinions of
persons writing analyses are bound
to creep into the finished product.
Prior to joining the FCC in September 1941 he was for 11 years
with the American Radiator Co. in
Belgium and served CBS as Belgian correspondent for a period in
1940. He left the Commission last
Sept. 23, he said.
He told the committee that the
analysis section "forecast actions of
the times
enemy"certain
based references
on the number
of
were
used in foreign broadcasts. "I don't
believe
action ofit'sthepossible
enemy tobyforecast
coding the
the
number of references by the number of times they are broadcast,"
he said. "The whole FBIS is groping in the dark and relying on the
experience of what few propagandists it has. Most of the employes were social psychologists and
professors at various universities."
When Mr. Garey questioned him
regarding Mr. Graves, the witness
replied:
"I think Harold Graves is a very
nice boy. He will improve. My
own opinion is Harold Graves had
responsibilities shoved on his young
shoulders and he wasn't experienced enough that
to handle
He testified
he feltthem."
the U. S.

. „m ua-,ne to CaBTOrara . •

POST-WAR EXPANSION of FM was subject of discussion when W. R.
David (left) and Dr. E. F. W. Alexanderson (right) of General Electric
Co. appeared on WBCA, Schenectady FM station, in program saluting
third anniversary of city's pioneer FM station WGFM. Mr. David predicted that within five years after the war there would be 500 FM stations. In the center of the group is Len Asch, WBCA manager.
was far behind European countries
in gathering and sifting information from foreign broadcasts. The
FBIS has made "tremendous progress", he said, "but it has been
hampered along the sidelines by
people not clear on what's happening." He specifically charged that
the "life of the FBIS has been
hampered by the Commission".
Ensign Graves Insists
On His Qualifications
Mr. Moore said he was "rebuked" several times, "once by Mr.
Fly" for attempting to offer suggestions for improving FBIS service. He was told to route any
suggestions he had through Mr.
Graves, he added.
Mr. Graves, now an ensign in
the Navy, who followed Mr. Moore,
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asked permission to give the committee his qualifications as an employe of FBIS. Mr. Barger, who
took over the examination, said
that his questions would permit the
witness to bring out that information. Mr. Garey left the room and
Mr. Denny went to Chairman Lea
to protest that Ens. Graves should
be permitted
to tell ofChairman
his qualifications at the outset.
Lea
left it up to the witness. Ens.
Graves lows:
gaveGraduated
his background
as folfrom Princeton
U. in 1935 with a B.A. degree in
architecture; graduated from CoU., 1936, with was
Master's
degree inlumbiajournalism;
research
assistant in the foreign affairs department ofLiterary Digest; spent
three years as associate editor of
Pathfinder; directed the Princeton
Listening Center; wrote numerous
articles on radio and propaganda.
Ens. Graves testified that the
FBIS was organized as a three-part
organization, including a technical
engineering staff, a linguist-clerical
staff and "most important in the
scheme, an analysis division". Distribution of news, he said, "atitself tothat
the radios
FBIS" in inforeign
April
1941. Hetachedsaid
countries often had news on the
air hours and "even days" ahead
of the press associations in Europe
and that such news was monitored
and turned over to the OWI "who
in turn passes it on to the press
services and newspapers".
In setting up his budget requirements, however, Ens. Graves said
he listed the news distribution service as "information section".
Ens. Graves Details
Work of FBIS
Returning to the stand Thursday Ens. Graves told the committee
that news gathered by the FBIS
was selected and edited before it
went to the OWI. He questioned
whether analyses prepared by the
FBIS analysis division reflected
the views of the analysts, because
the "analyst has a responsibility
to see in his interpretation that he
has not failed to consider what
other
agenciesin want."
Ens. Government
Graves explained
detail
how the FBI'S functions and told
the committee it provides news for
the Coordinator of Inter-American
Affairs, just as it does for the
OWI. When Mr. Barger asked if
any act of Congress had authorized
the FBIS to engage in news distribution, the witness replied:
"It was certainly understood
by Congress that the FBIS was
to furnish broadcast information
to other agencies of the GovernBROADCASTING

ment. The fact that OWI takes
the material and delivers it to the
press
is none
of our
business." that
He
admitted,
under
questioning,
a large part of the enemy broadcasts intercepted by FBIS consisted of propaganda the enemy wants
Americans to hear, although he
said, too, that broadcasts for home
consumption in Germany and Japan
also were incorporated in the FBIS
material.
He testified that FBIS, as of
four months ago when he left the
FCC to enter the Navy, had seven
wire services. Ens. Graves also
told the committee that the New
York Times was used as a basis
of "fair treatment" of the news by
the FBIS analysis division in
ices.
culling items for its various serv-

r
Says 'N. Y. Times' Used
As Standard of Fairness
Referring to a series of 12
analyses by FBIS of foreign language newscasts in this country,
Ens. Graves said that using the
New York Times as a "standard of
good news treatment", his analy
sists discovered there was "less
mention" of Russia's part in the !I
war than the Times had given
Questioning and testimony then
centered around a joint statement F
on rights of FBIS employees to
join the United Federal Workers
of America (CIO), although when
Investigator Barger pressed the
question of labor - management
agreement, the witness said there
was no agreement, "just a joint
Mr. Barger questioned Ens.
statement".
Graves on the refusal of the State
Dept. to grant William E. Dodd
Jr., former FCC employe, a passport but Robert D. Leigh, chief of
the FBIS, who was a spectator,
told Chairman Lea he expected to
be called and would testify fully
on that phase.
When Mr. Barger asked the
chairman to request of Mr. Leigh
correspondence between FCC and
the State Dept. relating to the
question, the chairman asked Mr.
Leigh: "Is it all right with you
to give us the correspondence in
At the
of his testiadvance?
". conclusion
mony,
Ens. Graves said he felt
that the committee had been given
an unfavorable impression of the
analysis division through questioning by counsel and that he thought
"it would be dangerous to accept
the evidence" presented thus far.
Rep. Lea assured the witness the
FCC would have full opportunity
to appear and that Ens. Graves
himself
may return if he so desires.

KFEL

and MBS Sign
MBS officials report "satisfactory
progress" in the acceptance of the
network's new contracts, placing
the relationship between Mutual
and its affiliates on a basis comparable to that of the other major
networks [Broadcasting, Nov. 22].
Although the network has not released alist of stations who have
converted their old contracts to
the new forms, it was learned that
KFEL Denver, is one of that number, dispelling rumors that this
station was breaking off its Mutual affiliation.
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Advertising

Censorship Codes Revised
(Continued from page 11)
the United States, its allies, or the
jwarnings
released
specifically
broad- of
enemy.
cast by the Weather Bureau for
authorities.
Information
concerning secret detection
Note. or
— Special
events assignments
reporters, covering
isports
any outdoor
(fires, devices.
Information
concerning secret United
(floods, cially
storms,
etc.), are
cautioned
espeagainst mention
of wind
directions.
States or Allied means or systems of military communication, including the estabj Under (b) Armed Forces, Exceplishment of new International points of
communication.
tions (1), sentence now reads:
Paragraph on war news from
( 1 ) . Armed Forces in the United States :
Those in training camps and units as- outside the U. S. now reads:
signed to domestic police duty, as regards
(o) War news coming into the United
names, addresses, location and general States.
— War information originating outSoil character.
side United States territory may be broadcast if its origin is made plain.
jii Delete under (2) sentence startAny recordings or information for
broadcast gathered in any form that is
ing "Individual addresses etc."
sent
the United States — Canadian
Under (f) Enemy air attack, de- borderacross
should contain nothing that will
conflict
with
the censorship of the counlete paragraph starting "Mention
try in which the information originates.
of any raid etc." and substitute:
The general paragraph, formerly
Mention of any raid in the continental
United States curing its course, except on (q) and now (p), is revised. Elimiappropriate authority of the designated
nate "Strategy — Secret war plans"
representatives of the Defense Commander
in whose area the raid occurs or the War and substitute the following:
Department in Washington.
Strategy. negotiations
— Secret orwarconversations
plans, or which
diploUnder (i) Fortifications and air concernmaticmilitary
operations.
Eliminate last two paragraphs
installations, delete sentence starting "Location of civilian etc." and of (q) in original code, re-titled
» '"'Information
(p), starting with "Premature dissubstitute : concerning etc." and
closure" and ending with "smoke
"Less
Frequency
from
Information concerning installations for
military purposes outside the United States.
Under
the
section
Foreign
Lanclouds."
Delete (j) Sabotage and (k)
guage Broadcasts (b) Scripts, at
Production and substitute the fol- end of first sentence strike out the
lowing:
(j) Sabotage. — Specifications (including words "with an English translaThis Transmitter"
information on bottlenecks) which sabotion." Last sentence of same secteurs could use to damage military objection should be revised to read:
Yessir, the ol' boy has lost his spark (and nerve, too) :
tives. No mention of sabotage should be
made except on appropriate authority of "These scripts or transcriptions
No wonder, either, when he can't even hide in his
the military agency concerned or the De- should be kept on file at the staBerchtesgarden cellar without being rocked by blasting
partment of Justice.
(k) Production
(see also
Sabotage).
block-busters.
New
or secret Allied
military
weapons,—
Delete sections (c) Submission of
identity and location of plants making them;
designs or rate of production or consumpScripts and (d), replacing with
Now, the Allies are doing the talking . . . not barbaric
tion."
tion of any specific type of war materiel;
formulas, processes or experiments con- the following:
shouting,
but terse, sharp commands from planes,
(c)
Censors
and
monitors.
—
In
order
nected with war production.
these functions can be performed in
Information on imports, exports or Gov- that
ships
and
mobile
field units that heap destruction on
a
manner
consistent
with
the
demands
of
ernment stock piles of critical or strategic
station managers are reminded
materials, such as tin, natural rubber, security,
Ailing
Adolph.
Gates
transmitter equipment is there in
that
their
staffs
should
include
capable
uranium, chromium, tantalum, manganese,
linguists as censors and monitors whose
quinine, tungsten, platinum and high-oc- duty
the
thick
of
the
battle
. . . designed for action, engiit will be to review all scripts in adtane gasoline.
neered for dependability.
vance of broadcast and check them durMovement
or
transportation
of
war
maing broadcast against deviation.
teriel.
(d) Submission of scripts. — From time
Note.eral— categories
Programof ofwarproduction
materiel for
suchgen-as to time the Office of Censorship will ask
Today, all our 21 years of craftsmanship in precision
foreign language broadcasters to submit
planes, tanks, guns, vehicles and muni- specified
scripts to this office for review.
manufacturing is concentrated upon communications
tions may be reported, but statistical in- If a station
obtains its foreign language
formation on specific weapons such as
equipment for war. Tomorrow, all the new engineering
bombers, fighter planes, 155 mm. guns, program from another originating point
medium tanks, etc., should be avoided via network, these requirements do not
techniques
originating here will be used in peacetime
without appropriate authority.
apply tion; will
in besuchheldevent
the originating
staresponsible
for fulfilling
. . . making famous Gates equipment better at lower
Delete entirely (1) Unconfirmed
the requests contained herein.
cost. . . .
(e) Station managements are reminded
Reports, Rumors.
provisionsI of
outParagraph (m) in former code that all
lined in Sections
and this
II, code,
apply asequally
now becomes (1). Only change is to foreign language broadcasting.
in the meantime, our engineering staff
to insert, in second sentence, after
is ready to assist and advise on the
"Letters from" the words "combat
WBIR Sale
maintenance of your present equipment —
zones." This replaces the words
APPLICATION was filed with the
whether you are Gates-equipped, or not.
"service men". Sentence now reads:
FCC last week for the voluntary
"Letters from combat zones are
assignment of the license of WBIR
censored at the source for home
Knoxville, Tenn., from J. W. Birdwell, sole owner, to the American
and family consumption only."
Paragraph on war prisoners etc. Broadcasting Corp., licensee of
WLAP Lexington, Ky., for the sum
is replaced by the following:
(m) War prisoners, internees, civilian of $135,000. American Broadcastprisoners. — Information as to arrival,
ing Corp. is controlled by J. Lindmovements, confinement, escape, or identity
say Nunn and his son, Gilmore N.
of military prisoners from war zones;
identity of persons arrested or interned as Nunn, previous owners of the Lexenemy aliens; locations or operations of
ington Herald. They also were
alien internment camps; place of confine- holders of two-thirds interest in
ment of civilians convicted of treason, espi- KICA Clovis, N. M.
onage, or sabotage.
Note. — The appropriate authority for
information as to war prisoners or their
Auto-Lite on NBC
camps is the War Department; for escaped prisoners, the War Department or AUTO-LITE BATTERY Corp.,
the F. B. I.; for information as to enemy
aliens or their camps, or civilian prisoners Niagara Falls, N. Y., which has
described above, the Department of Jus- been planning a network program RADIO
AND
SUPPLY
CO.
tice. In any inquiry, please make certain
several months, is expected to
whether the individuals involved are mili- for
go on NBC in January with a
tary prisoners
resettled
citizensoforwar,
aliens.enemy aliens, or program entitled Command Theatre, by Arch Oboler and featuring
QUINCY, ILLINOIS, I). S. A.
Paragraph on military intelli- Ronald
Colman as a permanent
gence now reads:
Manufacturing Engineers Since 1922
(n) Military intelligence. — Information star and m.c, according to both
concerning war intelligence, or the opera- NBC and Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
tions, or equipment of counter-intelligence York, agency in charge.
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Reuters' joint news manager,
Walter A. Cole, held a similar
view — that the Axis gained from
time lags in Allied communications.
"The flow of factual reporting
should synchronize with the first

Program

Authority

Delegated to Dept. Heads
DOUGLAS COULTER, CBS vicepresident in charge of programs,
has announced an expansion of authority for the heads of the major
divisions of the department, there"general staff"
willby forming
confer a frequently
withwhich
Mr.

IMPORTANT
FIRSTS

Coulter
and his "immediate aide,"
W.
H. Fineshriber.
Under the new arrangement, all
programs of an educational and a
public service character will come
under the executive review of Lyman Bryson, director of the division of education, in addition to
those educational programs he personally directs. Programs primarily of a story-telling nature
will be under the general supervision of Robert J. Landry, director
of program writing, while news
programs will continue under Paul
White, director of news broadcasts,
as will musical shows under James
Fassett, director of the music division.

•TODAY — Buy
More War Bonds
•TOMORROW
— Buy
LEHIGH
Vertical
RADIATORS

Radio Division
LEHIGH

STRUCTURAL

STEEL

COMPANY

17 Battery Place, N.Y., N.Y
Plant at Allentown, Pa.
Offices in Principal Cities

of

News

Setup

Stories
In Handling of Vital Wartime
OFFICIAL handling of wartime
announcement of the action," he
news, including the Cairo and Te- said. Continuing on the subject of
heran conferences, occupied the atAxisthepropaganda,
he between
added "ittheis
tention of representatives of radio in
blank period
and wire services, including Reut- communique and the news build-up
that they flood the neutrals, and
ers, London, during a Commentatonce their account of the story is
ors-Roundtable program on WHN
New York, last Thursday, Dec. 9.
takes lay
a lotin of
displacing."
Preceding an informal discussion, out,
The it
solution
assigning
topeach of the newsmen presented a
flight newsmen to the military services, and in giving them proper
prepared statement on the topic of
the broadcast: "Are we getting authority, he said.
Security First
enough
Sidneynews?"
Walton, WHN, answered
Phil Newson, radio news managthe question in the negative, pointing out that the Berlin Radio had
er of United Press, said the seannounced the Cairo Conference
curity of the United Nations should
be the first consideration in the
four days prior to Reuters' release of the news, and that it was
handling of news. "Our judgment
common rumor in New York be- must be subordinated to those who
fore that. As a result, when the know better than we the issues involved— our own and Allied miliconferees were on their way to
tary leaders," he said. J. C. OesIran, "the world, including American press services, was listening treicher, director of foreign service of International News Service,
to Berlin for the news," he said. felt that with a few exceptions
'^Certainly Americans now have
censorship
authorities'
restrictions
more respect for the enemy's news
were reasonable,
and pointed
out
services," he concluded.
Time Lags
that enproper
steps
usually
were
takto correct the situation when

CBS
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OWI Names Ludlam
GEORGE P. LUDLAM, chief of
the special assignment division,
OWI Domestic Radio Bureau, has
been appointed deputy chief of the
New York branch, succeeding Merritt W. Barnum who has resigned
to return to Ruthrauff & Ryan, Phil
Cohen, chief of the Bureau, announced Thursday. Mr. Ludlam
will continue to handle the special
assignment operations. Mr. Barnum will be a vice-president of
R & R, specializing in development
of new programs. He was a radio
director in the agency prior to entering the Government.

13, 1943

the administration proved to be at
fault.
Concerning handling of the Near
East conferences, Mr. Oestreicher
attributed the confusion to lack of
competent U. S. press relations officers, and to lack of "24-hour coordination" between British and
American press censorships "at all
places
newsa origin".
pressto
should of
make
constant The
effort
correct "existing inequities and
horse and buggy tactics" with due
concern for the protection of human lives, he said.
Other speakers included Paul
Sullivan and George Hamilton
Coombs Jr., WHN; and Charles
Honce, general news editor, Associated Press.

Out of the Blue
NETWORK and agency representatives attending the
OWI Radio Bureau regional
meeting in Chicago Dec. 1
had something of a surprise
when the time arrived to
hear OWI Director Elmer
Davis over a closed circuit
from Washington. Phil Cohen, chief of the Bureau, was
watching the seconds. The
groupthe waited
in anticipation
for
big moment.
Finally,
a vo;ce emerged from the
speaker. But it was definitely
not that of Mr. Davis. It
was the voice of Alma Kitchell, broadcasting her regular program on the BLUE
network. "Things move pretty fast in Washington these
days, and that might be the
new head of the Office of
War Information", Mr. Coremarked.
Mr. aDavis'
voice hencame
through
few
moments later.
Promotes

Comedy

AN

UNUSUAL newspaper campaign plugging
comedy shows,
one onfour
CBS network
and three
on
NBC, is currently running on a
nationwide basis as a test by Lever
Bros. Co., Cambridge, for its Swan
soap program featuring George
Burns and Gracie Allen. The sixinch ads are headed "Comedy Night
— two solid hours of laughs every
Tuesday night" and carry no
identifying names other than those
of the programs and local network
stations & carrying
them. onBesides
Burns
Allen show
CBS the
are
Fibber McGee & Molly, Bob Hope,
and Red Skelton, on NBC. All four
half -hour shows follow each other
consecutively, from 9 to 11 p.m.
Agency is Young & Rubicam, New
York.
MILLER McCLINTOCK, president
of Mutual, on Dec. 14 will be the
featured speaker at a luncheon of the
Sales Executive Club of New York at
the Hotel Roosevelt. Topic will be
"Peace is a Business Proposition."

OWI DOMESTIC Radio Bureau officials met 75 representatives of networks, agencies, sponsors and local stations at the Chicago studios of the
BLUE, Dec. 1. Leading discussion of radio's part in disseminating vital
war facts were E. R. Borroff (seated), vice-president heading the network's central division and the Bureau's regional consultant for Chicago;
(1 to r) Philip H. Cohen, bureau chief; Lavinia Schwartz, deputy chief
of the Chicago bureau office; Rod Holmgren, her assistant; John D.
Hymes, chiefand
of bureau's
station
relations;
production;
William M.
Spire,
bureau John
deputyMullen,
chief. chief of bureau
BROADCASTING
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"Special U. S. Counsel Sought in Suit
Brought By Watson, Dodd
and Lovett
A RESOLUTION authorizing em- the FCC and Dept. of Justice collaborated in arranging for the
ployment of special counsel to represent the Government in suits three men to remain at their desks
filed by two former FCC employes without pay to test the law.
and one of the Interior Dept. will
Atty. Gen. Biddle last week adbe introduced early this week in
vised Rep. Kerr that Congress was
the House by Rep. John H. Kerr within its jurisdiction in employ(D-N.C), chairman of an Approing special counsel. On the floor of
priations subcommittee which in- the House Tuesday Rep. Ralph E.
vestigated the three.
Church (R-HL), charged that
Goodwin B. Watson and William
"while
the suits are brought by
E. Dodd Jr. of the FCC and Robert three individuals,
it is surely recMorss Lovett of the Interior Dept.
ognized that in reality it is the exfiled suit in the U. S. Court of
ecutive branch of the Government
Claims contesting constitutionality which is here challenging a basic
of a rider in a deficiency approright and power of Congress."
priations bill which eliminated
their salaries as of Nov. 15. In
hearings before the House Select
Arbitration Program
Committee to Investigate the FCC
RADIO ARBITRATION Corp.,
a fortnight ago it was hinted that New York, has completed plans
for distribution to other stations
of Samuel R. Zack's Labor Arbitration program, heard on WMCA
AFRA-NBC Agreement
New York. RAC was organized
SUBSTANTIAL salary increases
last fall by a group of three busiand other adjustments have been
ness men and philanthropists intereffected in a new contract signed
in spreading
Zack's methby American Federation of Radio
ods ested
of settling
laborMr.disputes.
Four
Artists with NBC to cover sound
West Virginia stations — WCHS
effects men, and in renewal pacts WPAR WBLK and WSAZ, and
signed
AFRA'sand New
YorkNew
lo- WARM Scranton, Pa., have signed
cal withbyWMCA
WNEW
for the program starting after the
York. The station contracts are first of the year. Series may be
for 18 months and cover actors, taken off the WMCA wire by
announcers and singers, while the WINX Washington and a Philadelphia station. Discs are cut by WQR
NBC-AFRA agreement runs to
Recording, New York.
Oct. 31, 1944.
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Why local Advertisers
are selecting KGO

\\ ///,

CONTRACT SIGNING ceremonies
for new quiz show, Battle of the
Bureaus, originating over WTOP
Washington, centers about Corp.
Arthur J. Rosenblatt, president of
Brooks Inc. (women's wearing apparel), sponsor of the show. Left
to right are: Harwod Martin of
Harwood Martin agency; Adele
Ritchie, advertising manager of
Brooks; Corp. Rosenblatt; and
WTOP salesman Gordon Hayes.
Program which is broadcast from
Arlington Farms, community on
the Virginia side of the Potomac
for government girls, is heard Sundays, 1-1 : 30 p.m.

Commentators Featured
As Manufacturers Meet
LEADING business executives,
Government, and Army and Navy
officials, were speakers last week
at the Second War Congress of
American Industry of the National
Assn. of Manufacturers, held Dec.
1 8-10 at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria,
New York. All four major networks made arrangements to carry
some of the speeches from the convention, and George Putnam, NBC
news commentator, presented news
summaries for the delegates.
A plaque honoring 13 correspondents killed in line of duty was
presented Dec. 8 by Frederick C.
Crawford, president of the NAM,
to Lucien Kirtland, president of the
Overseas Press Club. At the luncheon session an "Armchair Generals" panel was held with participating commentators including
Maj. George Fielding Eliot and
William L. Shirer, CBS, and Paul
Schubert, MBS.

Look below and see what increased Hooper ratings, aggressive promotion and steady
growth of the Blue Network
have done for KGO. Here is
one increase in local business
over the same months of 1942.
May — 181.5% increase
June — 116.8% increase
July — 105.9% increase
August — 150.2% increase
September— 284.0% increase
October — 273.6% increase*
*Exclusive of political business.
Local advertisers are switching to KGO — it will pay you
to keep up-to-date on the new
KGO.

MO,
SAN FRANCISCO • OAKLAND
810 K. C.
7500 WATTS
Blue Network Company, Inc.

Writers Sign With NBC
RADIO WRITERS' GUILD has
signed a contract with NBC covering 40 newswriters
in the network's
shortwave
department.
The new
pact calls for salary minimums of
$2,600 a year for junior writers
and $3,800 for senior writers, these
increased wages to be subject to
approval of the War Labor Board.
The RWG also released the names
of its four member representatives
on the Authors League Council as
Erik Barnouw, Stuart Hawkins,
Kenneth
Donagh. Webb and Richard McSwing Honored
RAYMOND GRAM SWING,
BLUE news analyst, is the only
radio personality represented in
the recent national leadership survey
by Newsweek
maga-6
zineconducted
and announced
in the Dec.

Headley-Reed, National Representative
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Actions of the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
COMMISSION
DECEMBER 4 TO DECEMBER 10 INCLUSIVE

XAS

TheTE

Decisions . . .
DECEMBER 7
Worcester Telegram Publishing Co.,
Worcester, Mass. — Granted CP new f M
station to operate on 46,100 ke, 4,465 sq.
mi. area. Conditions.
KVAK
Atchison, Kan Granted CP
increase power from 100 w to 250 w,
make change in transmitting equipment.
KVAN Vancouver, Wash. — Designated
hearing
change
910 kc toapplication
930 kc andfor250CPw N,
500 wfromD,
unlimited.
WSPR Springfield, Mass. — Designated
hearing application for CP increase power
from 500 w to 1 kw, DA-DN, make
changes transmitting equipment.
WTMA Charleston, S. C— Designated
hearingmitter move
licensed fortransto site offormerly
new transmitter
use
as auxiliary 250 w.
KGNF North Platte, Neb.— Granted
change call letteis to KODY.
DECEMBER 8
WOKO
Albany,
N. Y.—
Granted
tion for extension time
to Dec.
20 topetifile
proposed
findings
re
application
license
renewal.

S

B
RAXGE
now

Selling

f

Cold Tablets

on
KOMO
Seattle

KOBH Rapid City, S. D.— Granted motion to dismiss without prejudice application for CP change 1400 kc to 610 kc, increase power
250 w to 5 kw, DA-N, change
ana move
transmitter.
Buckeye
Akron prejudice
— Granted petitionBroadcasting
to dismiss Co.,
without
application
for
CP
requestng
WJW
facilities.
DECEMBER 10
KGY Olympia, Wash. — Granted license
cover CP authorizing increase power 100
w to 250 w, make changes transmitting
equipment.

... also selling many
other products on many
other stations.
George E. Halley
TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
HOTEL PICKWICK • KANSAS CITY, MO.
★
THE BRIGHT SPOT
of Eastern New York

*
Wetwork ^ccovnh
All time Eastern Wartime i&l ess indicated
New Business
ADAM HAT STORES, New York, starts
Star for a Night on 130 BLUE stations,
Wed., 10:30-11 p.m. Agency: Glicksman
Adv., N. Y.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
(Jell-O, Jell-O pudcings), on Jan. 3 starts
untitled program on 54 CBS stations,
Mon. thru Fri., 10:30-10:45 a.m. Agency:
Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
PETER FOX BREWING Co., Chicago, on
Dec. 21 for 52 weeks starts Fox DeLuxe
Variety Hall on 17 BLUE stations Tues.,
6:30-7
Chicago.p.m. Agency: Schwimmer & Scott,

Only BLUE Network
Station Covering this Area
*

*

Federal
New Rules of the
ns Commis-e
CommunicatioYo
sion Permit u to Plac
CBS
Your NBC, Blue or
rage here
cannot furnish cove

WSAY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
MUTUAL OUTLET
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PHILCO Corp. of Canada Ltd., Toronto
(receivers), on Dec. 5 started Radio Hall
of Fame on 11 CBC stations, Sun. 6-7
p.m. Agency: Sayre M. Ramsdell Assoc.,
Philadelphia.
GILLETTE Safety Razor Co., Boston, on
Jan. 1 only sponsors Cotton Bowl game on
more than 200 MBS stations, 2 p.m. to
end of game. Agency: Maxon Inc., Detroit.
ANCHOR HOCKING Glass Corp., Lancaster, Ohio (glass tableware), on Jan. 8
starts Corliss Archer on 120 CBS stations,
Sat., 5-5:30 p.m. Agency: William H.
Weintraub & Co.. N. Y.
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS Co., Cleveland
(Kemtone), on Jan. 5 starts Joseph Dunninger, telepathist on 170 BLUE stations,
We., 9-9:30 p.m. Agency: Warwick &
Legler, New York.
OMAR Inc., Omaha (Ranch House Pancake Flour), on Jan. 3 for 26 weeks starts
Ranch House Jim on 22 BLUE stations,
Mon..
Wed., and
Fri., &3:45-4
Agency:
MacFarland
Aveyard
Co., p.m.
Chicago.
BENEFICIAL CASUALTY Co., Los
Angeles (insurance), on Jan. 2 starts
for 13 weeks Captain Quiz on 5 BLUE
Pacific stations (KECA KGO KJR KG A
KEX), Sun. 10:15-10:30 a.m. (PWT).
Agency:
Hillman-Shane-Breyer, Los
Angeles.
A. E. STALEY Mfg. Co., Decatur, 111.
(Stoy, corn starch, corn syrup), on Jan. 3
starts Sweet River on 166 BLUE stations,
Mon. thru Fri., 10-10:15 a.m. Agency:
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.
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Applications
DECEMBER. 6. .
WRBL Columbus, Ga.— CP install synchronous amplifier near Ft. Benning, Ga.,
operate 1230 kc, 250 w.
KTBI Tacoma, Wash.— CP change 1490
kc to 1220 kc.
Broadcasting Corp. of America, Brawley,
Cal. — CP new standard station.
KPQ Wenatchee, Wash. — Extension special service authorization operate on 560
kc. 500 w N, 1 kw D, unlimited, using
transmitter authorized, to May 1, 1944.
DECEMBER 8
WMCA New York — Mod. license change
corporate name to WMCA Inc.
WBIR Knoxville, Tenn. — Voluntary
assgn.
from J. Corp.
W. Birdwell to
American license
Broadcasting
DECEMBER 10
Columbia Broadcasting System, Hollywood— CP new FM station operate on
43,100 kc, 34,000 sq. mi. coverage.
MUTUAL BENEFIT Health & Accident
Assn., Omaha, on Jan. 14 starts Freedom
of Opportunity on 125 Mutual stations,
Fri., &8:30-9
p.m. Agency: Arthur Meyerhoff
Co., Chicago.
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge (Vimms),
on Jan. 5 starts Frank Sinatra show on
more than 120 CBS stations, Wed., 9-9:30
p.m.
N. Y. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Renewal Accounts
RADIO BIBLE CLASS, Detroit, on Jan.
2 renews Radio Bible Class on 170 MBS
stations,
10-10:30
(broadcast
Dan Lee Sun.,
Network
9 p.m.a.m.PWT)
. Agencyon :
Aireasters Inc., Detroit.
CARNATION Milk Co., Milwaukee, on
Jan. 3 renews for 52 weeks Carnation
Contented Program on 63 NBC stations,
Mon., 10-10:30 p.m. Agency: Erwin Wasey
& Co., Chicago.
W. L. DOUGLAS SHOE Co., Brockton,
Mass., on Dec. 5 renewed for 52 weeks
Tonight's World News on 15 Mutual stations, and shifted time from 10:30-10:45
p.m. to 11:45 a.m. -12 noon Sundays. Agency: Harold Cabot Co., Boston.
F. W. FITCH Co., Des Moines (Shampoo,
Hair Tonic, Brushless Shave Cream), on
Jan. 2 renews for 52 weeks Fitch Bandwagon on 132 NBC stations, Sun., 7 :30-8
p.m. Agency : L. W. Ramsey, Davenport.
PURINA MILLS, St. Louis (Purina
feeds), on Jan. 1 renews for 52 weeks
Grand Ole Opry on 26 NBC stations, Sat.,
7:30-8 p.m. (Reb 9-9:30 p.m.). Agency:
Gardner Adv., St. Louis.
Network Changes
NORTHWESTERN YEAST Co., Chicago,
on Jan. 8 shifts Songs of a Dreamer from
Mon., Wed. and Fri., 10:15 a.m., to Sat.,
10-10:15 a.m., at the same time adding 20
BLUE stations, making a total of 37
BLUE stations. Agency: MacFarland Aveyard & Co., Chicago.
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New York
(Royal Desserts, Chase & Sanborn Coffee,
and S-B vitamin products), on Jan. 3 shifts
Open Door from 126 NBC stations, Mon.
thru Fri., 10:15-10:30 a.m. to 117 CBS
stations, Mon. thru Fri., 3:15-4 p.m.
Agency: Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New York
(Tender Leaf Tea), on Jan. 3 adds 29
CBS stations to Mary Marlin, making a
total of 67 CBS stations, and on Feb. 28
acds 53 CBS stations making a total of
120, Mon. thru Fri., 3-3:15 p.m. Agency:
J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.
SINCLAIR OIL CO., New York, extents
Arthur
Hale'sJan.Confidentially
Yoursstations,
from
Dec. 7 thru
1 on 101 MBS
Tues. and Thurs., 7:45-8 p.m. Agency:
Hixson O'Donnell Adv., N. Y.

Media Men Elect Tveter
T. NORMAN TVETER of Erwin,
Wasey & Co., was elected presi
dent for the coming year of the
Media Men's Assn., following a
meeting of the group last week
in New York. Other officers elected
include Robert B. White, Wm
Esty & Co., and E. A. Elliott,
Campbell-Ewald Co., vice-presidents; Ray Huhta, Kenyon & Eckhardt, secretary; E. R. Wood, G
Lynn Sumner Co., treasurer; and
D. M. Gordon, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
sergeant-at-arms. The executive
board is now made up of Joseph
Burland, Lambert & Feasley; Joseph Vessey, Kenyon & Eckhardt;
and John J. Hagan, Lloyd, Chester
& Dillingham.

W. SHERIDAN GILBERT, former It
engineer of KYW Philadelphia now
on active service with the Navy, has
tenant (s.g. ). to the rank of lieubeen promoted
JEAN KIRWAN. control room opera
tor at WDRC Hartford on Dec. 6
was married to Pfc. Russell Naughton, former station announcer.
LOUIS WEINBERGER, engineer of
WELI New Haven, will shortly enter
the armed forces.
GORDON SIMMONS, WMPS Memphis transmitter engineer, is the father of a boy born Dec. 1.
TONY GELUCH, engineer of CBR
of a boy. recently became the father
Vancouver,
CAPT. CHARLES COLMAN, studio
engineer of WFIL Philadelphia before
entering the Army, has been elevated
to the rank of major.
JACK EISMAN leaves the engineer
ing staff of KYW Philadelphia Dec.
18 to join the Army.
DAVE LIGHT, sound engineer of
KNX Hollywood, and Marlyn Minti
of Los Angeles, were married Dec. 6
WILLIAM McHARDIE has been
named chief engineer of KTMS Santa
Barbara, Cal., replacing Winifred
Wileman, resigned.
ZENO
WALL Corp.,
Jr. hasBurlington,
joined Fair-S.
child Aircraft
C, as safety engineer. He was form
erly a salesman for WWNC Ashville
N. C.

Sayre to Memphis
R. B. SAYRE, with Graybar Electric
Co. for the past 22 years, has taken over the managership of the
Memphis office replacing O. B. Chandler, who died recently after 24 years
BROADCASTING
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big

Advertising B
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CLASSIFIED

EVERY

TEAM%>&#on

its HOME

If you want your same played
by the home team in South
Texas— this is it! Four stations

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c
per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS, triple. Minimum charge
$1.00. Count three words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
issee. Send Bex replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press Building,
Washington 4, D. C.
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
Help Wanted
Wanted — First or Second Class Operator.
Announcing ability desirable but not essential. Give full details. Draft status,
Starting Salary First Letter. Write Box
609, BROADCASTING.
'Want to settle down and work for real
people in a real town ? Then here's what
you're looking
watt part
time
station
in best for.
town1000
in North
Carolina
has opening for Program Director and
one announcer who can do news. Basic
salary in keeping with ability. State all
in first letter. Need you right away. Box
613, BROADCASTING.
Texas Finest Local Station — Joining CBS
! network approximately January 1st, has
opening for two announcers. Salary. Excellent living conditions. Especially interested good morning shift man. Send
details, draft and marital status, expected
starting salary, transcription availability.
" Box 611, BROADCASTING.
t Wanted — Announcer with some experience.
Advise age, draft status, salary expected
and details in first letter. Write Box 608,
I BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Announcer-operator
with first
class license. Must be capable of news
i and general announcing network station.
II Send details to KSEI, Pocatello, Idaho.
Salesman — Permanent salary job southwestern regional network affiliate, local
accounts,
distributor's contacts. some
Write Boxnational
607, BROADCASTING,
giving
background,
earnings,
draft status,
etc.
Man or Woman — To sell and service accounts on new Blue-Mutual station. State
salary
requirements. WDAK Columbus,
Ga.
Announcer — Who wants permanent place
with new Blue-Mutual station. Starting
pay,
$35-$40Ga.week. Write or wire WDAK,
Columbus,
u
salesman.in leadPerIj'Wanted
manent— Experienced
position withlocal
top station
Si ing New England market. Give all particulars, salary requirement, and include
photo in first letter. Radio Station
WTAG, Worcester, Mass.
ANNOUNCER — Permanent position for
experienced man. $56.00 for fifty hours.
A real opportunity. Send transcription
with full details to Manager, WFDF,
Flint, Michigan.
Wanted
— Two control
announcers
personality,
intelligence,
boardwith
experience
and
the will to work. Salary is moderate,
but the opportunity is great. The station
' is
WPDQApply
5000direct
wattsand insendJacksonville,
Florida.
references
I and audition record.
WANTED — Radio news writer and editor
by network. Give experience, references,
and draft classification and state whether
you can obtain a statement of availability
from your present employer. Box 603,
BROADCASTING.

WANTED
PRODUCTION

MAN

A major New York Station
seeks a good production man
— preferably but not necessarily with experience at an
independent station. Our
staff know of this advertisement.
BOX 614 BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted — First or second class radio engineer, permanent connection, excellent
position in mid-western city. Write Box
598, BROADCASTING.
EXPERIENCED ANNOUNCER— Wanted
by network affiliate station in Ohio. Send
information concerning draft, extent of
experience, and other details in first letter. Write Box 592, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Experienced Music Director — Librarian
and announcer. Young man, 4-F, Box
602, BROADCASTING.
Operator — First class license, experienced,
available soon, East preferred. Box 600,
BROADCASTING.
First Class Radio Telephone Operator —
Desires permanent position. Robert N.
Armstrong, Box 471, Mancos, Col.

DIAMOND

in South Texas' Radio Package
that are in there pitching For
you all the time; each batting
(or you and your products in
its own local area; all teaming
up to run up your score
throughout the whole rich
South Texas market. Find out
more about this great team,
and how it'll play ball (oryoul

NO OTHER
GROUP
CAN
GIVE YOU
PRIMARY
COVERAGE
OF THE RICH
SOUTH TEXAS
MARKET

Write, Phone or Wire Collect for Market Information, Rates,
Primary and Secondary Coverage and Merchandising Plans
HOWARD
W.
DAVIS
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE BLDG., SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

Program
Director,
— Sevenversatile,
years'
experience
local, Announcer
Mutual, CBS,
dependable,
age
30,
4-F,
college,
$50
imum. Box 591, BROADCASTING. minPROGRAM DIRECTOR— SIX years in
sports, play by play, news, commercial,
classical music and personality announcing and writing as executive announcer.
Two years college ratio training equivalent. 28 and 2-A, two children. Box 590,
BROADCASTING.
TRAINED RADIO HELP AVAILABLE—
To help offset the shortage of technically
trained Radio personnel, we are preparing women for second and first class radio-telephone licenses and other Radio
communication work. Some trained girls
are available right along. When you need
women technicians, please write us. No
obligation.
fees.N.DeFOREST'S
TRAINING, INC.,No2533
Ashland Ave.,
Chicago 14, Illinois.
WRITER - PRODUCER - ANNOUNCER,
SEEKS SIVE
POSITION
PROGRESSTATION ORWITHAGENCY.
AT
PRESENT PROGRAM DIRECTOR
CLEAR CHANNEL NETWORK AFSIX YEARS' EXPERIENCE,
COLLEGE FILIATE.GRADUATE,
MARRIED
DRAFT
EXEMPT.
BOX 604, BROADCASTING.
Gag-Writer— Draft deferred, 29. Will send
particulars. New style. I travel light.
Will
go anywhere. Box 599, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — 50 KW experience five years.
Special events, discs jockey, service discharge, married, reliable, 24. Available
January
first. Box 595, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Wanted to Buy — One Western Electric
type 10A tuner in good condition. Box
610, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy — Complete broadcast station equipment, 250-500-1 kw with tower
speech equipment frequency and mod.
mon. etc. or going 250 watter in western
U. S. Cash deal. Box 606, BROADCASTING.
Highly Successful Manager — Will purchase
all or majority interest local or regional
station in city not less than 50,000. Inquire Box 597, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Wincharger tower, frequency monitor, modulation monitor and studio equipment. Box 596, BROADCASTING.
WANTED TO BUY— 200 to 250 ft. BLAW
KNOX OR SIMILAR STEEL TOWER.
Box 593, BROADCASTING.
WANTED TO BUY— 250 watt transmitter
complete with any other radio station
equipment. Box 612, BROADCASTING.
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Advertising

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

&. Bail
Jans
Anky
Organization
of ey
Qualified Radio Engineers
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

PAUL F GODLEY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

N.J.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
• Evening Star Building, Washington, D. C.
• 321 E. Gregory Boulevard, Keeset City, Mo.
• Cross Roads of the World, Hollywood, Cefif.
I

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— AND DAT
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York., N. Y.

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

BROADCAST REPAIR
SERVICE COMPANY
Specialists In The Repair Of
Reproducing and Recording Equipment
334 Arcade Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
December

Please Return
Promptly the
1 944 Yearbook
Questionnaires
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FMBI

Advocates

Allocation Report Made
At Chicago ; New York
Convention Jan. 26
SUITABLE actions to alleviate
future problems in FM broadcasting were outlined by some 63 members of Frequency Modulation
Broadcasters Inc., who met in Chicago Dec. 8. Particular stress was
placed on ethics, engineering problems and regional control.
Officers of the FMBI present at
the meeting included .Walter J.
Damm, WTMJ, president; Theodore Streibert, WOR vice-president; and directors John Shepard
III, Yankee Network; Ray J. Manson, Stromberg-Carlson, WHEM;
Arthur Church, Midland Broadcasting Co.; and George Lang, WGN.
Among proposals approved was
one calling for a two-day annual
convention, the first to be held in
New York, Jan. 26-27, to which all
who are interested in FM are invited. Mr. Streibert was named
chairman of the convention committee.
Two new committees were appointed; one, under the guidance
of Mr. Manson, to compile a new
FM booklet, to acquaint the public
with current progress in the field;
and the other, headed by Arthur
Church, to draft a code of Ethics
and Practices for FM broadcasting.
It was announced that headquarters of the FMBI would be
reopened with Washington, D. C.
the contemplated site. No one was
named to be in charge of the office.
Changes Proposed
Following a luncheon given by
WGN Chicago, the afternoon session was given over to discussion
of the report of the FMBI Allocation Committee, which gave general
consideration to technical differences in the performance of FM
and AM, "influenced by what FM
can and is capable of doing, and
not by the limitations imposed on
the present day standard broadcast
band by the inherent limitations
of AM itself." Included in recommended changes in the FCC rules
and regulations were:
That use of the dual terminology
"High Frequency Broadcast Stations" and "FM Broadcasting Stations" be resolved to the use of the
latter designation as being more
favored by the public;
That the principle of allocation
based upon assigning Service Areas
to station applicants be retained,
but that the rigid coupling of service areas to Trade Areas be
abandoned;
That in granting licenses to FM
Broadcast Stations, the Commission take into account such factors
as the natural coverage area based
on proposed location, power, antenna gain and the laws of propagation for the territory to be served,
and the ability of the station to deliver adequate service to the comPage 62 • December

FCC

Rule

munity or communities the station
is primarily intended to serve;
That in licensing a station the
Commission shall define the area
throughout which that station shall
be protected against interference
from other stations on the same
channel, even though the facilities
to be installed do not provide coverage of the ultimate area;
That the Commission allow a
period of commercial, program and
engineering development to provide for normal growth before requiring installation of facilities to
cover the ultimate area proposed,
taking into consideration that the
growth of the listening audience in
different sections will be at different rates.
Those Present
Members of the Engineering Allocation Committee are: Everett L.
Dillard, chairman, KOZY; C. M.
Jansky, Jr., Jansky & Bailey; W.
R. David, General Electric Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y. ; F. M. Doolittle,
and Ray H. Manson, who are representatives ofone of the 14 FMBI
panels considering problems to be
submitted to the RTPB.
Among those present at the meeting were:
Walter J. Damm, WTMJ, Wilwaukee;
Finlay Manager of CBL
JAMES FINLAY has been appointed manager of CBL Toronto,
succeeding Dick Claringbull who
has held the posts of Ontario regional representative of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and manager of CBL and CJBC, Toronto.
Mr. Claringbull remains regional
representative, with supervision of
the two Toronto stations, while
Spence Caldwell has been appointed manager of CJBC [Broadcasting, Nov. 29]. Mr. Finlay has
produced many outstanding CBS
network sustaining and commercial
programs including Canadian
shows for General Foods, International Silver, and Victory Loan
drives. He is Canadian producer of
the CBS School of the Air.
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Change

Phil nalMerryman,
NBC; G.L. W.
JourCo., Milwaukee;
W. Herzog,
Lang, WGN;
Cecil D. Mastin, WNBF; George M. Lohnes,
Jansky & Bailey; John Shepard III,
Yankee Network; Craig Lawrence, Iowa
Broadcasting Co., Des Moines; Thomas
Prior, WJAR, Providence, R. I.; L. L.
Thompson, Metropolitan Television Inc.;
W. B. Lodge, CBS; Robert F. Wolfskill,
Comm'l
Radio Equipment
FM-KOZY;
Frank Stanton,
CBS; T. A.Co.,Smith,
RCA;
P. A. Loyet, WHO, Des Moines; C. M.
Lewis, RCA; A. R. Hopkins, RCA; C. M.
Jansky Jr., Jansky & Bailey; Everett L.
Dillard, Comm'l Radio Equipment Co.,
KOZY;
Milton W.
Radio Equipment
Co., Woodward,
KOZY; JohnComm'l
W. Hammond. Bendix Radio Division, Bendix Aviation ;K. L. Gardner, WHAM; Edward M.
Hamlin, KSD; B. E. Shackelford; RCA; Ray
H. Manson, Stromberg-Carlson, WHAM; J.
R. Poppele WOR; Edward Hoffman, WMIN;
L. F. Cramer, Allen B. Dumont; Clarence
Leich, WGBF-WEOA; F. A. Gehres,
WGBF-WEOA; G. E. Gustafson. Zenith
Radio Corp.; Robert A. Fiox, WGAR; Edwin K. Wheeler, WENA, Detroit News;
A. Friedenthal, WJR Detroit; Nathan Williams, Engineer (private), Oshkosh, Wis.;
J. D. Kintzek, A. C. Nielsen Co.; Ernest D.
Ross, A. C. Nielsen Co.; George Reynolds,
WSM-FM; Howard Luttgens, NBC; D. B.
McKey, Graybar Electric Co.; H. C.
Crowell, Moody Bible Institute ; D. C. Summerford, WHAS; George M. Jackson,
WROW, Terre Haute, Ind.; Anita DeMars,
WABC, New York ; Shirley Katzander,
Chicago Sun; J. B. Conley, Westinghouse,
WOWO-FM; E. J. Stubitz. Blaw Knox Co.;
A. B. Church, Midland Broadcasting Co.;
W. L. Coulson, WHAS Louisville; R. J.
Rockwell, Crosley Corp., Broadcast Branch;
Morgan Murphy, Lakes Broadcasting Co.,
WEBC; Samuel Woodworth, WFBL, Syracuse, N. Y.; M. N. Johns, WOSH; E. E.
Hill, tricWTAG;
W. R. David,
ElecCo., Schenectady,
N. Y.;General
T. P. Begy,
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.;
Paul Chamberlain, General Electric Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y.
Miami Margarine Renews
MIAMI MARGARINE
Co.,
through its vice-president, Carl
Heidrich, has renewed its 52-week
contract on WMC Memphis and
KDKA Pittsburgh. The company,
maker of Nu-Maid Margarine, has
found radio has increased its consumer demands over the two-year
period that firm has used radio.
Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati and
New York, is the agency.
RUSSIA'S gratitude to the NBC
Symphony Orchestra, and to its conductors, Arturo Toscanini and Leopold Stokowski, for their aid in promoting Russian War Relief and Russianbition music
expressed
exhiin the isHouse
of the inRedan Army,
in Moscow.

RADIO THEME MARKS
EDUCATION MEETING
SPEAKERS for the Fourth Annual Health Education conference,
theme of which is "Radio in
Health nouncedEducation",
anlast week, withwere
sessions
slated for morning and afternoon
of Dec. 14 at the New York Academy of Medicine.
Morning speakers include Dr.
Arthur F. Chace, president of the
Academy;
Dr. Donald B. Armstrong, presiding chairman, and a
vice-president of Metropolitan Life
Insurance Co.; Dr. Iago Galdston,
head of the formation
Academy's
inbureau; Dr.medical
W. W.
Bauer, director of the Bureau ot/A
Health Education of the Americans
Medical Assn.; Dr. Paul F. Lazars-T
feld, director of the Office of Radiol
Research; Philip H. Cohen, chief|
of the domestic radio bureau of the
OWI; Dr. Alan Gregg, director of|
The Medical Sciences, Rockefeller
Foundation.
Theme of the afternoon session
will be "Responsibilities of the RaIndustry including
in PublicDr.Health,"
with dio
speakers
Ernest
L. Stebbins, New York City Com
missioner of Health; Willard D
Egolf, assistant to the president of
the NAB; Leon Goldstein, special
features director of WMCA New
York; Edgar Kobak, executive
vice-president of the BLUE; Ly
man Bryson, director of education
of CBS; Morris S. Novik, director
of
WNYC,Miller
New McClintock,
York's municipal
station.
president of Mutual, will give a sum
mary and review of the session,
which will be followed by a general
discussion.
War Ad Contest
ALTHOUGH Advertising & Selling magazine recently announced
that its annual advertising awards
will be suspended this year because
of wartive board
conditions,
administrafor the the
awards
under
the chairmanship of Stuart Peabody, riesBorden
will judge a seof wartimeCo.,advertisements
in
which chief recognition will be
given to the theme of "America at
According to F. C. Kendall, vicepresident of Advertising & Selling
and executive secretary of the
awards, a special committee composed of members of the administrative board, members of the War^
Advertising Council, Office of War
Information
and other officials will,
War."
be
asked
to
standing war select
ads of the
1943 100
fromout-1a
group
of
several
hundred
already,
collected.

\

'Calm dotvn, Dear .

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
. those kisses were only sound effects!"

BROADCASTING

Elgin on Blue Jan. 14
ELGIN National Watch Co., Elgin,
111., will sponsor a mystery pro
gram centering around the char
acter Nero Wolfe on the BLUE
starting Jan. 14. Program will be
heard on more than 130 stations
Fridays 7-7:30 p.m., with rebroadcast tain
at and10:30
midwest,
Pacificforareas.
Seriesmounwas
heard earlier this year on New
England
Regional
for J.
B. Williams
Co. J. Network
Walter Thomp
son Co., Chicago, handles Elgin,
which is discontinuing The Man
Behind the Gun on CBS after the
broadcast of Dec. 25.

• Broadcast

Advertising

There's a little hillbilly in the lot of us. Otherwise explain the
overflow thousands turning out Saturday nights in metropolitan
Kansas City for the seventh successful season of this, the Middlewest's
greatest radio-stage show — the KMBC Brush Creek Follies. Explain,
too, one of radio's highest urban listener ratings, as shown by all accredited surveys — be it Saturday nights from the Follies or throughout
the week when this great array of Brush Creek talent gives KMBC's
programming schedule its plus appeal. Just another of many reasons
why KMBC

is first among all stations in the "Heart of America" !

18)

i

Radio

Coverage

0 No matter how big a chunk of "coverage"
a radio station starts out to deliver, the only
thing that really counts, as far as an advertiser
is concerned, is the size of the chunk at the point
of delivery.

Melts,
WKY

Too!

delivers advertisers the biggest chunk

of Oklahoma coverage of any of Oklahoma City's
stations at the time, the place and in the quantity which is most useful and most profitable.

Big coverage serves an advertiser no useful
purpose unless it is coverage of listeners.
So, in addition to pointing to its broad coverage in Oklahoma, larger than that of any other
Oklahoma City station, WKY can point to its
popularity with listeners.
During the summer period, May through September, according to Hooper, WKY delivered
advertisers 44.0% of the morning audience,
57.4% of the afternoon audience, and 53.2%
of the evening audience.
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in the 5-state territory dominated

by 50,000 watt, clear channel WWL.
See for yourself. You'll like the results.
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for
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Nebraska's

Capital City Area
• GABRIEL HEATTER
• BREAKFAST AT SARDI'S
• SPOTLIGHT BANDS
• GRACIE FIELDS
• BAUKHAGE
• FULTON LEWIS

NEW

Represented Nationally by
EDWARD RETRY & CO.

ORLEANS

Blue and Mutual Networks
50,000 WATTS -CLEAR CHANNEL
The Greatest Selling POWER in the Souths Greatest City
CBS Affiliate — Nat'l Representatives, The Katz Agency, Inc.
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A Small Station doing a BIG JOB
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^^ITH our business in every category running
way ahead of last year, we want to take

greater returns to our advertisers have marked
the year now

time off and express our thanks to the hundreds
of advertisers, national

local, who

and

the most successful year in its history.
Better programs

. . . more
SPOT

SALES,

Count

INC.,

on us at WSIX,

when

We

shall appreciate the opportunity

of serving you.

NATIONAL

g[g.~

REPRESENTATIVES

M

Mutual

980

5000

KILOCYCLES

WATTS

NASHVILLE,

BROADCASTING

you need us, to

carry your advertising to a prosperous, receptive
audience.

listeners . . . and

to a close. Prospects for

the future were never brighter for all concerned.

have

joined hands with us during 1943 to give WSIX

drawing
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Key to a world

within

a world

To inspect metal, judge its inner worth with the aid

Infinite additions to the knowledge, the safety, the

of electronics, is to add a vital chapter to war industry's
book of knowledge. More, it is to write a preface to the

comfort of modern man continuously reveal themselves in the quick flutter of the electronic tubes.

mightier book of the future.

This is an inspiring reason why at Sylvania, in our

This same science of electronics, which finds the struc-

work with electronics, as in everything else we do to

tural flaw in war metal, holds great possibilities whose

widen the range of the eye and the ear, we set for

commercial use awaits only the welcome day of peace.

ourselves a single goal — the highest standard known.

SYLVANIA

ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC. formerly Hygrade Sylvania Corporation
EXECUTIVE OFFICES: 500 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK IS, N.Y.

RADIO TUBES, CATHODE RAY TUBES, ELECTRONIC DEVICES, INCANDESCENT LAMPS, FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES AND ACCESSORIES

AIDING THI home FRONTS "KNOW-MOW"— Sylvania Fluorescent Lamps and
Fixtures give war workers the light they need to produce their armament
miracles. Sylvania Radio Tubes bring the news of the world to the American
family, keep our people mentally alert. Sylvania Incandescent Lamps
economically protect the eyes of the American family. Indeed, the Sylvania
name now, as always, means the ultimate in product performance.
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ONE

OF

A

SERIES

FEATURING

OUTSTANDING

USERS

OF

SPOT

BROADCASTIN

•Sag

George

T.

Duram
Media

Spot

radio

Director,

H.

reaches

W.

Kastor

selected

&

Sons,

markets

Chicago

at

lowest

s—"

Say

cost

advertising

per

impression"

•You took the words right out of our

— or 27.6 Radio Families per Cent.'

mouth, Mr. Duram! As a matter of fact,

•To be sure, that figure is based on a bar-

we were just this morning figuring out the
cost-per-advertising-impression for a typical

gain, early-morning rate, and the station is
a terrific stand-out in its market. But the

advertiser, spot-casting before 7 a. m., on

figure is accurate, and even allowing for

one of the stations we represent. From
audited findings of a recent audience sur-

every "yes, but" that anyone could dream
up, it still speaks volumes for this matter

vey, the cost among actual listeners comes

of costs for spot broadcasting. ... If any

to approximately

of you agencies or advertisers want ammu-

2,765 Listening Radio Families for One Dollar

Free
Pioneer
CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373
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nition on spot-broadcasting, give F&P a ring!

Peters

,

inc.

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTtf
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO
.
KALAMAZOO-GRAND
KMBC
KANSASRAPIDS
CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
.
.
.
MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
PAUL
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCBM
BALTIMORE
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KOMA .... OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
.
.
.
PACIFIC
COAST
.
.
.
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
KFAR .... FAIRBANKS, ALASKA
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

Station Representatives
Since May, 1932 ■*HOLLYWOOD: 15/2 N. Gordon
SAN FRANCISCO: 111 Suiter
Gladstone 3949
NEW YORK: 444 Madison Ave.
Sutter 4353
Plaza 5-4130
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Senate

Hearings
Close
After
Six
Weeks
short
of
actual
Government
ownership.
ing his last two days on the stand.
See story on House CommitParting
Invective
He again hurled the monopoly
tee
testimony
on
page
12;
Fly
The preponderent view was that
charge at RCA, and described in
charged with blocking FCC
Hurled by Fly
infinite detail its far-flung operathe Committee wouldn't get to work
probe, page 64; detailed account
on the bill until after the Christtions in radio and entertainment.
At Nets
of Fly sionsproposals
for
new
proviin law, page 56.
mas-New Year's holidays — probHot Questions
ably during the week of Jan. 3.
IMPOSITION of fines by the FCC
The
last
few minutes of the hearIt also was thought that the Comfor station violations not serious
mittee would be disposed to write
ing
Thursday
proved the most imenough to warrant revocation of liCongress might specify that fixed
portant, if not dramatic. Senator
cense, and inclusion in the law of amendments to the existing law, percentages or blocks of time be
requirements that blocks of time rather than attempt a full-scale
allocated for particular types of Wheeler fired at Mr. Fly a series
of the Communications
be devoted to public-service sus- revision
programs. And in his prepared of questions on hot policy issues
Act
of
1934.
This
was
because
of
stance:yielded these responses in subtainings, were the last-fling proanalysis of the bill, shoved into that
impending post-war developments,
posals of Chairman James Lawrthe record without reading, he
1. Clear channels can be broken
such as FM, television, and facsimence Fly at the concluding hearings
made a series of suggested changes.
down
on the coasts and probably
ile,
and
the
repeatedly-expressed
Thursday before the Senate InterDuring his first appearances, Mr. will be. The Commission may find
view of a number of witnesses that
state Commerce Committee on new
Fly was sharply critical of CBS.
the law should be kept flexible unnecessary to take clear channel
radio legislation.
Testifying after William S. Paley, it
til the full effect of these new
stations from the coasts and move
Closing the hearings in about the broadcast services are realized.
CBS president, appeared out of them to the interior where they
same vein as he opened them Nov.
turn to allow him to undertake a will do the most good.
3, Mr. Fly hurled invective at the
Proposes $500 Fines
mission for OWI in the war the2. Standard broadcasters who get
atres, Mr. Fly whaled away at him
"big chains", but singled out NBC
Chairman Fly proposed two writFM stations do so at their own
and its parent RCA as particular
and
his
network.
At
that
time,
the
ten amendments — one that stations
targets, obviously because he didn't be fined a maximum of $500 a day position of NBC on legislation
peril, since
the it
FCCwillhasn't
decided whether
lateryetallow
like the embattled testimony of for each day of violation of reguwasn't
known,
though
there
were
NBC President Niles Trammell the
dual ownership of FM and AM staindications it might remain neutral.
lations, as a means of maintaining
preceding week. While he per- order without resorting to the ex- When Mr. Trammell went all out to decidedtions in the
same it
area,
and hasn't
whether
should
move
ished the thought of FCC regulatreme penalty of revocation, and curb the FCC and charged Mr. Fly the AM facilities to other areas not
tion of programs in any way, Mr. one whereby FCC approval would
with making loose accusations
served.
Fly nevertheless repeatedly at- be required for transfers of 20%
about "industry domination", the
tacked just about everything on or more of station stock, as against
lid was off for the FCC chairman.
3. Veryterials"
little
of the the
"critical
the air, and damned the whole NBC
frozen under
April ma27,
He let loose with biting condemnathe present requirement covering
{Continued
on
page
10)
program schedule from top to bot- control. He suggested orally that
tion
of
NBC
from
all
angles
durtom.
Dodges Issues
Of the 27 hearing days, Mr. Fly
spent five on the stand — three in
early November, and the last two
on Wednesday and Thursday. He
dumped into the committee record
reams of FCC statements and proposals essaying to answer every
statement or allegation made by
preceding witnesses. He dodged the
more controversial questions covering newspaper ownership and FCC
policy on dual operation of FM and
AM stations in the future. But he
predicted the end of clear channels
on the coasts, and said the multiple
ownership order would stick.
With the conclusion of the hearings, Chairman Wheeler (D.-Mont.)
announced that the committee
would consider proposed new legislation in executive session. The
White-Wheeler Bill (S. 814) to remold the FCC and limit the FCC
powers, will be used as the base.
Chairman Fly opposed the bill almost in toto. Every recommendation he made would tighten, rather
than relax, and would give the FCC
powers, which, in the judgment of
aobservers, are broadest possible
BROADCASTING

Fly

Discloses
FCC
Policy
Lethargy
Wheeler:
How much of a saving
but proposed that it be considered
an element in all situations and in line costs did the recent reducQuestions
by Wheeler
tion on broadcast lines made by
particularly competitive ones, with
Fired at Close
the non-newspaper applicant there- the telephone company amount to,
Of Hearings
by placed in a favored position. do you know that? . . .
Commissioner T. A. M. Craven who
Fly: I think that was about a
SOME LIGHT but more confusion
predicted the Commission would a 25% overall savings.
about future FCC policy on salient favor
Wheeler: Now, was any of that
divorcement of newspapers
issues such as ownership, licensing from station
ownership, repeatedly passed on to the broadcasting stapractices and allocations, were de- has said he favored no discriminations, or was it all taken by the netveloped at the concluding hearing
tion whatever. It was presumed the works?
before the Senate Interstate ComFly:
Mr. Norfleet (FCC chief
Commission
would
decide
the
issue
merce Committee last Thursday
this week. A meeting is scheduled accountant) draws attention to the
after Chairman Wheeler (D-Mont.)
on it today (Monday). The admin- fact that a number of the charges
fired a series of pointed questions
istration has been represented as involving particular charges were
at FCC Chairman James Lawrence
as much as 50%, but the
favoring divorcement and there- reduced
Fly. On the hot issue of newspaper
overall result was a reduction of
fore
the
best
guesses
are
that
some
ownership of stations, Chairman
modified ban will be voted 4-2: Fly, 25%. Now, I don't know how much
Fly said he thought the Commisof that saving has gone back to the
sion would render its decision in Wakefield, Walker and Durr for, stations
themselves. I am afraid
a "matter of days".
and Craven and Case against.']
it is a rather small percentage.
Interest
in
Line
Savings
[Commissioner Ray C. Wakefield
Wheeler: The reason I brought
previously had testified the ComBecause
of
the
significance
of
the
it
up was, I received a letter from
mission would announce its policy,
a
broadcasting
station in the SouthWheeler
questions
and
the
Fly
anprobably in recommendations to the
west in which they complained that
swers, during the waning minutes
committee, before the hearing endthe reduction of the line charges
ed. He advocated no categorical
of the hearings, they are abstracted
(Continued on page 66)
rule against newspaper ownership
herewith :
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1942 order preventing new construction, has been used by the
military, and most of it is still in
the warehouses.
4. The grant of a 50,000 w daytime station, even under the freeze,
to Carr Collins and Baylor U. at
Corpus Christi, Tex., was made to
alleviate "a most difficult" international situation, since it eliminated XEAW as a border station at
Reynosa.
5. The recent order, suddenly
jerked out of mothballs, banning
dual ownership of stations, will
stick and in Mr. Fly's judgment,
will eliminate "all dual ownership".
6. On settlement of the newspaper ownership policy (in response
to Senator McFarland (D-Ariz.)
the FCC will decide it "in a matter
of days".
Refutes Pierson
At the session Wednesday, Mr.
Fly began reading a 19-page statement devoted entirely to a refutation of the testimony of Joseph
Pierson, president of Press Wireless Inc., and to justification of
the Commission's action in grants
of license in the war theatre to
other carriers.
Then Mr. Fly got to broadcasting and advised the committee that
he would discuss those "five little
words" from the Supreme Court
opinion: "The composition of that
traffic". In a nine-page statement
he dissected the opinion in his effort to prove that these words were
"yanked out of context" and were
made the "battle cry" by the "two
great networks and the NAB".
When the committee meets to
consider the voluminous testimony
adduced at the hearings, it will
have before it also the testimony
taken by the House Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee on
the Sanders Bill in 1942, as well as
the records on the network-monopoly hearings before the Senate
Committee in 1941, and the more
recent hearings on the telegraph
merger bill.
Committee members who attended last week's meetings, which ran
from Tuesday through Thursday
were: Wheeler, Clark ( (Ida.), Tunrell (Del.), McFarland (Ariz.),
Democrats; White (Me.), Reed
(Kan.), Gurney (S.D.), Brooks
(111.), Moore (Okla.), Republicans.
Running Account
When last week's hearings
opened Tuesday morning Luigi Antonini, president of the ItalianAmerican Labor Council and general secretary of the Italian Dressmakers' Union, Local 89, International Ladies Garment Workers'
Union, read a prepared statement,
in which he urged the committee
to consider legislation which would
afford foreign-language groups an
opportunity to present programs.
He told the committee that in
October WELI New Haven canceled
a program sponsored by the union
and that WPEN Philadelphia has
notified the organization that its
program would be canceled as of
Jan. 1, 1944. The program also is
aired by WEVD New York. Mr.
Antonini said he appealed to the
FCC but to "no avail". When the
witness said that WELI and
Page 10 • December

FCC

Extends

All
Standard Stations
Covered by Ruling
Effective Dec. 15
BROADCAST licenses of the 912
standard broadcast stations, issued
for two-year periods since Oct.
1941, last week were extended by
the FCC to the statutory maximum of three years effective as of
Dec. 15. The action was consistent
w'th a commitment made by FCC
Chairman James Lawrence Fly to
the Senate Interstate Committee
last month.
Under the Commission's action,
the license tenure will be staggered
by frequency groups in such a
manner as to bring up expirations
in orderly fashion and spread the
work load of the FCC License Division over the full three-year period. The initial renewals, the Commission announced, will be staggered for periods ranging from one
year to two years and nine months.
The Commission's action was by
unanimous vote, but it was understood that at least three members
looked with disfavor upon the extension at this time, but did not
feel strongly enough about it to
cast negative votes.
Mr. Fly, in his testimony before
the Senate Committee Nov. 3, declared in response to a question by
WPEN were owned by the Bulova
Watch Co., Acting Chairman Tunnell remarked: "Evidently they
were carrying out somebody's policy" when the programs were
canceled.
Senator White said he didn't see
how Congress could undertake to
"regulate networks, stations or
particular groups of stations" with
reference to carrying "any paras the one
describedticular
by program"
Mr. such
Antonini.
Negro Viewpoint
Edward H. Brown, director of
the National Negro Council, appeared to ask that the proposed
legislation include safeguards prohibiting "opprobrium and epithets
against American citizens because
of
race,thatcreed
or color".
He also
asked
legislation
provide
for
the transmission by facsimile, when
it becomes a public service, of pictures of 13
prominent
Negroesin the
"to
serve the
million Negroes
United States and to keep everyTunnell
asked body
Mr.informed".
Brown Senator
to submit
his
recommendations in writing.
Chairman Wheeler put into the
record Tuesday telegrams from
Mark Woods, executive vice-president of the BLUE Network, and
Miller McClintock, president of
Mutual, declining
Mr. before
Wheeler's
invitations
to appear
the
committee. Both network officials
informed the Senator that they
could add no suggestions for legislation other than those already
submitted.
When Chairman Fly took the
stand he said he had assumed the
(Continued on page 58)
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Licenses

to

Sen. Hawkes (R-N.J.) that the
Commission had considered issuing
licenses for three years. Sen.
Hawkes had suggested "continuing" licenses and other witnesses
had proposed licenses of 20 years
or pract cally permanent ones to
give stability to the industry.
Work Distributed
The Commission announcement
explained that stations are grouped
in order of the different license expiration dates in such manner as
to include in each group a fair
cross-section of the entire station
roster. This, it was stated, will automatically accomplish a fair distribution of the work load on renewal applications.
In 1927, when the Federal Radio
Commission was created, licenses
first were issued for 60 days. In
1928, the
per.'od was
extended forlicense
a three-month
period.
This was increased to six months
in 1931. In 1939 the FCC authorized issuance of licenses for oneyear periods and in Oct. 1941 the
tenure was increased to two years.
Questions consistently have been
raised in Congress and in the industry about the short license tenure.
"This action is in line with the
policy of the FCC and its predecessor, the Federal Radio Commission, to extend the length of licenses whenever the advancement
of the radio art and the growth of
the radio industry ssemed to warrant such extension," Chairman
James Lawrence Fly said last Wednesday in connection with the
FCC's announcement.
"In deciding the matter of extending the normal term of licenses, the Commission has always
had to consider the concept of a
license as a public trust and the
need of the industry for all the
assurance and stability that seemed
consistent with the public trust
Text of Revised Rule
concept."
Following is the full text of Section 3.34 of the Commission's Rules

Three

Years

and Regulations as amended:
The Commission on Dec. 14, 1943,
adopted the following amendment of Section 3.34 of the Rules and Regulations,
to become effective with respect to licenses granted on and after Dec. 15, 1943 :
Sec. 3.34 broadcast
Normal license
All
standard
station period.
licenses— will
be issued for a normal license period of
3 years. Licenses will be issued to expire
at the hour of 3 am., Eastern Standard
Time, in accordance with the following
schedule,
after : and at three-year intervals there(a) Forquenciesstations
operating
on 690,
the 700,
fre640, 650, 660,
670, 680,
710, 720, 730, 740, 750, 760, 770, 780, 800,
810, 820, 830, 840, 850, 860, 870, 880,
890, 900, 940 kc, Nov. 1, 1946.
(b) Forquenciesstations
operating
the 1040,
fre990, 1000, 1010,
1020, on1030,
1050, 1060, 1070, 1080, 1090, 1100, 1110,
1120, 1130, 1140, 1160, 1170, 1180,
1190, 1200, 1210, 1220, 1500, 1510, 1520,
1530, 1540, 1550, 1560, 1570, 1580 kc, May
1, (c)
1945.For stations operating on the frequencies 550, 560, 570, 580, 590, 600, 610,
620, 630, 790 kc, May 1, 1946.
(d) Forquenciesstations
operating
on 970,
the 980,
fre910, 920, 930,
950. 960,
1150, 1250 kc, May 1, 1947.
(e) For quencies
stations
on the 1300,
fre1260, 1270,operating
1280, 1290,
1945.
1310, 1320, 1330, 1350, 1360 kc, Nov. 1,
(f) For quencies
stations
on the 1420,
fre1370, 1380,operating
1390, 1410,
1430, 1440, 1460, 1470, 1480, 1590, 1600 kc,
Nov. 1, 1947.
(g) For
quency 1230stations
kc, Feb.operating
1, 1946. on the fre(h) For
stations
operating
quency 1240 kc, Aug. 1, 1946. on the fre(i) Forquency 1340
stations
kc, Feb.operating
1, 1947. on the fre(j) For
stations
operating
quency 1400 kc, Aug. 1, 1947. on the fre(k) For
quency 1450stations
kc, Feb.operating
1, 1948.on the fre(1) Forquency stations
operating
on the fre1490 kc, Aug. 1, 1948.
NBC

Stations Committee

Selects
District Agents
H. W. SLAVICK, WMC Memphis;
Edgar Bell, WKY Oklahoma City,
and Richard Lewis, KTAR Phoenix,
have been elected members of the
NBC Stations Planning & Advisory Committee to represent Districts 4,6 and 7 respectively during the coming year.
Other members were re-elected
as follows: District 1, Paul W.
Morency, WTIC Hartford; 2, G.
Richard Shafto, WlS Columbia; 3,
James D. Shouse, WLW Cincinnati; 5,Stanley E. Hubbard, KSTP
Minneapolis-St. Paul; 8, Arden X.
Pangborn, KGW Portland, Ore.
Group will meet in New York Jan.
5 and 6 to elect a chairman and to
discuss
station problems with NBC
executives.

as t
Hi

TABLE TOPIC might well have been cheese, when this agency-sponsornetwork sextet conferred in Hollywood's Brown Derby for an informal program conference. Members of sextet are (1 to r): W. F. m
Lockridge, Chicago vice-president and account executive of J. Walter
Thompson Co., Kraft agency; Sidney N. Strotz, NBC western division
vice-president; Cecil Underwood and W. F. Fowler, Hollywood manager
and Chicago vice-president, respectively, of Needham, Louis & Brorby,
servicing Parkay margarine account; J. H. Piatt, advertising director
of Kraft Cheese Co.; Norman Blackburn, Hollywood talent buyer for
J. Walter Thompson Co.
BROADCASTING
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William
FM

B.

Lewis

American

to

Network

Inc.

Former OWI, CBS Official Takes Over April 1;
Shepard Named President; Expansion Voted
APPOINTMENT OF William B. in the New York market and to
Lewis, former OWI radio official, apply for construction permits for
as executive vice-president and network-owned stations in Chicago
general manager of the American
and Los Angeles. Seven new appliNetwork Inc., was announced last
cations for membership were acFriday by the board of directors
cepted and will be announced as
of the FM organization. The ap- soon as contracts are completed,
pointment becomes effective about increasing to 20 the number of
April 1, after completion by Mr. members in the network.
Lewis of the nationwide program
Mr. Lewis succeeds John R.
study he is making for William S. Lathan, who has returned to the
Paley and CBS.
agency field, as American Network
executive. He was former viceExpansion Voted
president in charge of programs
At the annual stockholders meet- for CBS and subsequently chief of
ing of American Network in New
the Radio Bureau of OWI.
York Dec. 1, the following direcMr. Lewis recently completed an
tors were elected for a one-year
term: Carlyle A. Bethel, Walter J. eight- week trip through the East
and Midwest, interviewing broadDamm, Eric V. Hay, John Shepard
casters, public leaders and typical
3d, Harry Stone and O. L. (Ted)
as part of a survey to
Taylor. The new board reelected listeners
evaluate the present radio program
Mr. Shepard, Yankee Network, as service and to report to CBS any
president, and Mr. Damm, WTMJ
findings which might lead to imMilwaukee, as vice-president. Robprovement. After January 1 he
ert Ide was reelected secretary- will travel through the South and
treasurer.
Southwest, Rocky Mountain region
Among other actions, the stock- and the Pacific Coast, and will comholders voted to renew American
plete his CBS study before assuming his new duties with American
Network's application for a con. struction permit for an FM station Network.
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Durr

Should

Writes

to

■jHOPE that the "full effect of the
i network regulations is felt" and
i that the entire country will be able
to hear broadcasts of the 1944
World Series was expressed to
Senator Burnet R. Maybank (DS.C.) by Federal Communications
Commissioner C. J. Durr in a letter to the Senator released last
week.
He enclosed a map (published
herewith) showing areas of the
country which might have had 1943
Series broadcasts but didn't "solely because the stations serving
I those area did not choose to, or
| because of the absence of connecting lines, could not provide them."
One in Each Area
"While it is readily apparent
from the enclosed map that large
areas of the country are still without the benefit of the Series broadcasts despite the existence of available facilities," Commissioner Durr
wrote Senator Maybank, "nevertheless the total number of stations
which carried the broadcasts of
1943 was far in excess of the 1942
figure.
"The Commission is in hopes that
as the full effect of the network
regulations is felt, the broadcasts
will be made available to, and be
ased by, broadcast stations throughBROADCASTING

Hear

New

Manage

Series,

Sen. Maybank
out the country. In this respect,
however, the proper objective
would seem to be assurance that
the broadcasts will be carried by
at least one station in each service
area, rather than compulsory
broadcasts of the Series by all sta(Continued on page 67)

W. B. LEWIS
HOUGH IS ELECTED
AS BLUE DIRECTOR
HAROLD HOUGH, owner of
KGKO, Fort Worth-Dallas, and
chairman of the BLUE's Stations
Planning & Advisory Committee,
was named a director of the BLUE
Network Co. at a monthly board
meeting held last Wednesday. This
is said to be the first time a station executive who is not a network stockholder has been named
a network director and is in line
with the policy set forth by Edward J. Noble, chairman and owner of the BLUE, at the general
meeting of BLUE affiliates in Chicago last month.
Mr. Noble recalled the organization last& year
of the
network'sto
Planning
Advisory
Committee
provide network management with
the counsel and guidance of men in
day-by-day contact with the immediate problems of affiliated stations. "The time has come," he
said, "when the stations should be
represented, not only by this committee, but also by a stations man
sitting with the company's directorate."

ESTIMATED DAYTIME COVERAGE
OFTHEALLCOVERAGE
STATIONSOF STATIONS
MINUS
CARRYING
THE 1943 WORLD
SERIES
NO WORLD SERIES broadcasts were available to the shaded areas this
year, in spite of the FCC network regulations prohibiting exclusivity,
Commissioner C. J. Durr has advised Senator Burnet R. Maybank (DS.C.) . Commissioner Durr said those deprived of the series could not listen
"solely because the stations serving those areas did not choose to, or
because of the absence of connecting lines, could not provide them."
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On Ma j or Networks
Socony, Auto-Lite, Goodyear,
Ford and Others Planning
NEW BUSINESS on the networks
to start after the first of the year
was taking definite shape last week
for over a half dozen accounts,
although as Broadcasting went to
press, full details on the programs
were not available.
Ford Motor Co. executives in Detroit are completing plans for the
five-weekly BLUE series expected
to feature Tommy Dorsey, as well
as a new half -hour show for Saturday or Sunday airing on either the
BLUE or CBS. Auto-Lite Battery
Corp., Toledo, plans to start its
Command Theatre program on
NBC in the Tuesday 7.30-8 p.m.
period, now occupied by Goodyear
Tire & Rubber Co.'s Salute to
Youth. The latter company, which
recently appointed Young & Rubicam to handle its account, is discontinuing the NBC show the end
of December and plans to start a
variety program on CBS.
Socony Music
Socony-Vacuum Oil Corp., on
Jan. 13 goes on CBS with a series
featuring a name orchestra, although time and details are still
being settled, according to Compton Adv., New York. Eversharp
Inc., Chicago, is working on its
new BLUE show for inauguration
after Jan. 1, and two other accounts— Newsweek magazine and
RKO Radio Pictures Corp. — are
said to be considering network
shows.
Larus & Bros. Co., Richmond,
Va., will drop its national spot
radio schedule after the first of the
year to sponsor a BLUE program
featuring
GuyJan.Lombardo's
orchestra, starting
16. The program
will be heard in behalf of Edgeworth tobacco and Chelsea cigarettes on 62 stations, Sunday 10.3011 p.m. Lombardo's CBS program
goes off the air after the Dec. 20
broadcast to be replaced by P.
Ballantine & Sons with a musical
comedy series.
Larus ventured into the popular
music field last June with Chelsea's
Band of the Week, a five-minute
recorded show on WJZ, BLUE outlet in New York. This program
will go off the air along with other
spot radio, although the firm may
continue to use a few individual
stations. Larus radio activities for
the past six years have been confined largely to spots, transcribed
programs and regional network
sports broadcasts, with the exception of an NBC-BLUE program,
Alias Jimmy Valentine, back in
1938. Warwick & Legler, New York,
handles the account.
WKNY Joins Mutual
NEWEST Mutual station is
WKNY Kingston, N. Y., 250 w on
1490 ke. The station became an
MBS affiliate Dec. 15.
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FCC
House

Probers

Garey Charges Lea, Fly
Usurping Duties
Of Staff
CHARGES that Chairman James
Lawrence Fly of the FCC and
Chairman Clarence F. Lea (DCal.) of the House Select Committee to Investigate the Commission
were collaborating to present the
Commission's case in the inquiry,
without benefit of committee counsel, were hurled in open hearing
Thursday by Eugene L. Garey,
committee general counsel.
A heated argument by Mr. Garey
and Charles R. Denny Jr., FCC
general counsel, with Rep. Edward
J. Hart (D-N.J.) and Chairman
Lea (who was absent until sent
for), resulted in the general agreement that the Commission will begin presenting answers to charges
thus far made by witnesses and
through documents about Jan. 17.
Thursday's heated debate, which
brought the assertion from Mr.
Denny that he was under instructions to "have no further negotiations
with Mr. Garey"
week of strained
tension climaxed
and heateda
words over procedure of the committee (see page 64).
Developments Listed
Testimony admitted to the record last week included, among
other things, these developments:
That the FCC failed to turn
over to the FBI some 250,000 sets
of fingerprints of amateur and
commercial radio operators until
"some time after Pearl Harbor",
despite requests from the FBI.
That the FCC asked permission
of certain labor organizations to
turn over to the FBI fingerprints
of radio operators.
That in 1936 prominent upper
New York Democrats wrote President Roosevelt and the late Anning
S. Prall, then Commission chairman, protesting against a construction permit issued to the Black
River Valley Broadcasts Inc., for a
station in Watertown, N. Y., on
grounds that the corporation was
controlled by Republicans and that
the FCC cancelled the CP shortly
thereafter.
That some licenses had been
granted to members of the Japanese Nisei, who held dual citizenship— that is, citizenship in the
United States and in Japan.
That licenses were issued to several aliens, subsequent to an Act
of Congress passed in May 1932,
prohibiting the issuance of radio
operators' licenses to aliens. This
came about, evidence disclosed, because the FCC took "no affirmative
action" to check statements made
by licensees.
That the FCC acquired a supplemental appropriation from Congress to employ 148 persons but
that part of the money was used to
give salary increases in the FBIS.
Testimony given by J. B. Beadle,
FCC operators' license section
chief, in executive session Monday
afternoon was ordered placed in
Page 12 • December
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the record Tuesday. Mr. Beadle
testified that in 1940 the FCC required of amateur and commercial
operators statements of citizenship
and fingerprints; that the fingerprints were kept in a confidential
file at Commission headquarters
and were not sent to the Dept. of
Justice until June 1942.
Mr. Beadle told the committee
that after the fingerprints were
turned over to the FBI it was discovered that some "three or four
thousand" had criminal records, although mostly for misdemeanors.
With reference to non-citizens holding licenses, Mr. Beadle said most
of them were Canadians, as he recalled. Rep. Hart asked that a committee.plete report be filed with the com-

FCC

Jan.

17

Wise and Eliot C. Lovett, taken in
executive session Dec. 7, was admitted to the record last Tuesday.
Lt. Wise told the committee that in
January 1936 he and others organized Black River Valley Broadcasters Inc. to construct and operate a
station in Watertown, N. Y. In
April that year application was
filed with the FCC for the station
and hearings were conducted before
Examiner Melvin H. Dolberg.
At the hearings, Lt. Wise testified, there was considerable opposition, but thethat
examiner's
report
recommended
a construction
permit be granted the Black River
corporation. Subsequently the
Commission, on Sept. 22, 1936, entered final order, granting the CP
effective Oct. 13, 1936. Lt. Wise
Mr. Garey read into the record
said the following telegram, signed
correspondence between the FCC
by John B. Reynolds, acting secand various labor organizations in
retary of the FCC, was sent to his
which the Commission asked per- corporation Dec. 3, 1936:
mission of the unions to turn over
"Order of Commission granting
to the FBI the fingerprints of un- your application set aside and apion members. The unions dissented,
plication set for hearing de novo
but on May 25, 1942, in a joint before examiner to be heard with
communication to Chairman Fly applications of Watertown Broadthey suggested the Commission obcastingPolitical
Corp. and Brockway
Co."
tain permission of each individual.
Angle
Subsequent correspondence disclosed that in late June 1942 the
The lieutenant, now on active
Army duty but granted a leave to
FCC, at the insistence of the Dept.
of Justice, did turn the fingerprints
appear before the committee, said
over to FBI.
efforts to ascertain from the ComMr. Beadle said he had not seen
mission what had caused the revocation were in vain. At that time,
the correspondence.
he asserted, his company had spent
Roosevelt Brought In
some $8,000 for the station, with
Sylvia Mercer, former secretary
antenna up and studios near comto John A. Kennedy (now a Navy
pletion. Apermit later was granted
captain on active duty), testified the Watertown
Broadcasting Corp.,
that Mr. Kennedy, head of the
he
added.
Before
litigation was
Charleston Broadcasting Corp.,
ended Black River Valley Broadlicensee of WCHS, was interested
casts Inc. spent about $16,000, Mr.
in the Kanawha Valley BroadcastWise declared.
ing Corp., licensee of WGKV when
Ambrose McCall, assistant comit was built in 1939. Miss Mercer,
mittee counsel, read into the recwho said she was assistant treasord letters addressed to President
urer of the Charleston corporation,
Roosevelt and the late Anning S.
inferred a relationship between
Prall, when he was FCC chairman,
that firm and the Kanawha Valley
protesting
a construction permit
corporation.
President Roosevelt entered the granted to Lt. Wise's station.
investigation, it was disclosed, Howard H. Vrooman, of Watersent the similar letters to
when testimony of Lt. Henry A. town,
President Roosevelt and Mr. Prall,
declaring that the Black River organization was a "political
outfit"
and utilities-controlled.
He named
several whom he Informed the
President and Mr. Prall were interested in the station. They were
Republicans.
"What will that mean to the future of the Democratic party in
Northern New York?" he wrote.
Letters from Hudson C. Bull, director of the New York State 4-H
Extension Federation, and F. S.
written on stationery
BORN OF THE WAR is the furry Rodenhurst,
of the Northern Federation of
upper lip sported by James D.
Shouse (r), vice-president of the Chambers of Commerce, Alexandria Bay, N. Y., also addressed to
Crosley Corp., Cincinnati, in charge
of broadcasting, just back from six President Roosevelt, were made
weeks in Britain as special con- part of the record. These letters
sultant to the OWI. Mr. Shouse
Lt. Wise's
confided to Robert E. Dunville (1), protested the
ganization onCP
the togrounds
that or-it
vice-president of Crosley and as- was anti-Administration.
sistant general manager of broadUnder
cross-examination, Lt.
casting division, that he raised the
mustache to occupy his time on the Lovett denied the allegations made
(Continued on page 65)
long boat voyage home.
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OnWGKVRenewal
Hidden Ownership Issue Will
Be Studied by Commission
APPLICATION for relinquishment
of control by Worth Kramer of the
Kanawha Valley Broadcasting
Corp., licensee of WGKV Charleston, W. Va., was filed with the FCC
last week coincident with release
by the Commission of its bill of
particulars on issues, including alleged "hidden ownership", to be
investigated at a license renewal
hearing for the station. Mr. Kramer has been both president of
the licensee corporation and general manager of WGKV.
Transfer of 28 shares of stock
from Mr. Kramer to Eugene R.
Custer, secretary- treasurer, and
Richard E. Venable, vice-president
(each 14 shares), has already been
consummated and record of the
stock transfer was made with the
FCC in September; although a
transfer of control was involved
no formal application for such
transfer had heretofore been filed.
The agreement in this transaction
remains to be submitted. Purpose
was to relieve Mr. Kramer of certain financial obligations as he
expects to be inducted into the
Army shortly. Mr. Kramer retains
100 shares (40%) in WGKV, Mr.
Custer now holds 75 shares (30%)
and Mr. Venable 75 shares (30%).
Issues Cited by FCC
Among the issues cited by the
FCC in the bill of particulars were:
"To determine whether the applicant made full disclosure as to all
parties in interest in the applicant
corporation, the distribution of the
stock of said corporation and outstanding options for stock therein;
whether the licensee assumed and
has exercised the responsibilities
incident to the management, operation and control of said station; to
obtain full information respecting
the manner in which and by whom
the station has been and is now beand the character of
ing operated,
service
that has been and is now

BROADCASTING

whether the statebeing rendered;
ments and representations made
to the Commission in the various
applications and documents filed
on behalf of the applicant, its officers, directors and agents, fully
and accurately reflect the facts,
or whether same were false and
misleading; what contracts, options, or other instruments of oral
agreements or understandings have
into relabeen executed or entered
tive to the transfer of stock in the
licensee corporation, and whether
same were filed with the Commission as required; whether the station has been operated by any person without a license granted by
the Commission in violation of the
Communications Act of 1934; to
obtain full information relative to
the transfer of control of the
licensee corporation to Worth
transsaid to
and whether
Kramer,
fer of control
was reported
the
Commission" pursuant to the Act
and rules, especially 43.1.
• Broadcast
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BUY

ONE

THREE

GET

ij'When you buy WHO,

you get 50,000 watts of power at the

very center of Iowa — PLUS
the State — PLUS

the only 1A clear channel in

middle-of-the-dial frequency ...

which add up to the most listenable signal in Iowa. •
Not that we believe WHO's

sons why more Iowa people listen to WHO
Iowa commercial radio stations combined

than to all other
(as proved in

all of

the 1943 Iowa Radio Audience Survey). But better listen-

•

ability does count. Check with your Iowa distributors and

•

top position is due solely to

mere mechanics. Obviously there are other important rea-

dealers — or write either to us or to Free 8C Peters for
definite proof!

WHO

^fir
DES

1 +
PLUS
IOWA
MOINES . . . 50,000 WATTS

B. J. PALMER, PRESIDENT
J. O. MALAND, MANAGER
FREE & PETERS, INC. . . . National Representatives
BROADCASTING
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PERCENTAGE CHANGES IN THE CIVILIAN POPULATION BY
STATES, APRIL 1, 1940 TO MARCH I, 1943

War

Adds

to Industrial

Growth,

Population,
in West
and
South
THAT THE center of gravity of
gion, the pei'centage of wartime
American economic life has shifted
commitments is only slightly larger
than the prewar percentage of
noticeably westward and southwage earners and value added. In
ward during the war is indicated
by a Dept. of Commerce study re- the remainder of the country, inleased last week under the general
cluding the less industrialized portions, the percentage of new manutitle: "Regional Shifts in Popufacturing commitments is signifilation, Production and Markets — ■
cantly greater than the 1939 per1939-43".
centage of wage earners and value
The study points to a rise in the
relative importance of the Pacific, added. This is particularly evident
South Atlantic and East South in the West South Central region
Central regions, and a relative de(Okla., Ark., Texas, La.). "Thus,
cline in the importance of the pop- on the whole the wartime program
of new capital investment has
ulous Middle Atlantic Region.
tended to bring about a geographic
These wartime changes, with diffusion of the American indussome exceptions, represent an extrial plant. The relative industrial
tension of previously indicated
importance
of the industrially lesslong-term trends. From two to five well-developed
regions is being
percent of the total economic ac- markedly increased
and, corretivity of the country is affected.
spondingly, the relative imporFor example, the net population
tance of the highly industrialized
shift has affected about two perAtlantic
Seaboard states — particucent of the civilian total, while the
larly the Northeast — is being dinet shift in income payments has
amounted to nearly five percent
minished."
of the national income total.
Fewer Business Firms
East Declines Relatively
One of the definite results of
The study, made by K. C. Stokes, wartime economic shifts reported
in the survey is a decline in the
of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, U. S. Dept. of number of operating business concerns. The losses range from 5.3%
Commerce, correlates the previousof
the
firms in the South Atlantic
ly reported regional shifts in popstates
to
11.7% in the West South
ulation [Broadcasting, Aug. 2]
Central states. This trend is in
with data on war production, emcontrast to the gain in number of
ployment, income payments, number of operating business firms, businesses in all regions in the
1935-41 period. When an analysis
consumer spending, bank debits
is made by states, only Maryland
and consumption of electric power.
and the District of Columbia show
It is presumed that most of the an increase in operating businesses
wartime changes have resulted
in July 1943 as compared with
from the war production program.
November 1941.
Distribution of new war plant facilities and war production contracts indicates that wartime inFrank Russell Returns
vestment on the Atlantic Seaboard
FRANK
M. RUSSELL, vice-presiis relatively much smaller than the
dent of NBC in charge of the Washprewar manufacturing importance
ington office, will return to duty
of these regions as indicated by the
the Christmas holidays, as
percentage of total U. S. factory after
now recovered from pneuwage earners and value added by he has monia.
He plans to attend the NBC
manufacture. In the heavily indusmanagement
meeting in New Yoi'k
trialized East North Central re- Dec. 28.
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STATE DEPT. PLANS
BROADCASTS ON NBC
TO EXPLAIN the foreign policy
of the Government to the public,
the Dept. of State will begin a
series of broadcasts on NBC Jan.
8 entitled The Department of StateSpeaks, the series will be heard on
Saturdays 7-7:30 p.m. (EWT) for
four weeks.
The broadcasts will bring to the
microphone Secretary of State
Cordell Hull, Undersecretary of
State Edward R. Stettinius Jr.,
Assistant Secretaries of State
Breckenridge Long, G. Howland
Shaw, Dean Acheson, Adolph A.
Berle Jr., Ambassador James G.
Winant (from London) and other
officers of the department.
The place of Congress in American foreign relations will be
emphasized through participation
of prominent Democratic and Republican members of Congress.
As tentatively set, the broadcasts
will deal with the following phases
of Dept. of State affairs: Jan. 8,
introductory program covering certain of the latest developments in
our foreign affairs; Jan. 15, a
description of the structure and
administration of the Dept. of State
and the foreign service; Jan. 22,
certain post-war problems with emphasis on economic fields; Jan. 29,
cooperation between the legislative
and executive branches of the
Government in interpreting the will
of
the people and carrying it into
effect.
Sigma Delta Chi Honors
Newsmen in Washington
WILLARD R. SMITH, associate
editor of the Wisconsin State Journal, Madison, operator of WISN
Milwaukee, was installed as national president of Sigma Delta
Chi, professional journalistic fraternity, at a banquet at the Hotel
Statler in Washington last Wednesday. He succeeds Palmer Hoyt,
Deputy Director of Domestic Operations of OWI and publisher of
the Portland Oregonian (KGWKEX). Mr. Hoyt returns to his paper on Jan. 8.
Col. Carlos P. Romulo, secretary
of information and public relations
to the Philippine government-inexile, was the featured speaker.
In peacetime he published four
newspapers and operated two radio stations in the Philippines. He
won the 1941 Pulitzer prize for interpretive reporting and is the author of "I Saw the Fall of the
Fifteen Washington newsmen,
Philippines".
headed by Elmer Davis, former
CBS news analyst and director of
the OWI, were initiated as professional members of the Washington
Alumni chapter of the fraternity.
They included Lt. (j.g.) Jack Howard, former executive editor of
Scripps-Howard Newspapers and
president of Scripps-Howard Radio, and Sol Taishoff, Editor of
Broadcasting.
LABOR - MANAGEMENT committees have been established in 3,503
war K.^plants
the country,
T.
Quinn,throughout
director general
of the
War Production Drive, has announced. More than 6,000,000 workers are represented in these committees. Mr. Quinn resigned recently as
president of Maxon Inc., New York
advertising agency, to devote his entirementtimecampaign.
to the WPB labor-manageBROADCASTING

KFQD Anchorage Now
In Service With 1000 w
DEDICATING its new 1,000 w
RCA transmitter on Sunday, Nov.
21, KFQD Anchorage, Alaska,
"blinked" less than one second
when the changeover was made,
and aired a special program lasting more than five hours in which
there were no commercials, all

Gen. Downs (I) at dedication
sponsors having donated their time
in honor of the new installation
and service.
The station operates unlimited
time on a 780 kc regional channel.
Wm. J. Wagner, general manager,
owner and engineer of the station,
said that gratifying reports have
been received of additional covertion. age and improved quality of recepInasmuch as the duration service
of KFQD is largely directed to
soldiers stationed in Alaska, Brig.
Gen. ingSovester
D. Downs,
commandofficer of Ft.
Richardson,
gave
the dedicatory
High CAA,
ranking officials ofaddress.
the Army,
Dept. of Interior, and the Post Office Dept. were joined by the Mayor
of Anchorage and prominent Alaskans in greetings to the station.
FCC

CITES

KOMA

FOR 'INTERFERENCE'
KOMA
OKLAHOMA City last
week was asked by the FCC to submit an application for the renewal
of its license so that a hearing
could be set on the question of continued operation on 1520 kc or
change of frequency because of
interference to TGWC Guatemala
City, Guatemala. TGWC, a 1000 w
station, also operates on 1520 kc.
Action was taken pursuant to
Sec. 1.362 of the Commission's
Rules and Regulations, and in accord with agreements contained
in the Havana Treaty of 1941.
Applications of KOMA to change
frequency from 1520 kc to 690 kc
and related applications of KGGF
Coffeyville, Kan., for renewal of
license and for power increase from
500 w to 1 kw on 690 kc have already been set for hearing.
Radio Club Session
RADIO EXECUTIVES Club of
New York held a business meeting
last Thursday at its semi-monthly luncheon at the Hotel Shelton.
The club decided to hold its first
annual Christmas party Dec. 23.
A membership total of 226 persons
and $529 in the treasury were reported.
Revisions onin bythetheconstitution were
passed
group.
Next regular meeting Jan. 6 will
feature recent developments in the
radio and electronic field presented
by Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
• Broadcast
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Control

of

Canada

Profits

Viewed
as Killed
Bowles
Action
in Vitamin
Case Regarded Indicative
FORCED reduction of packaged
vitamin prices, contemplated by
OPA, and contested in the courts
by a group of 13 leading vitamin
manufacturers [Broadcasting,
Dec. 6] will be delayed at least
until a study has been completed
on increased potencies of the products in question, OPA Administrator Bowles announced last week. He
said at his news conference that
the manufacturers feel that the
prices have already been reduced
inasmuch as they do not reflect increased potencies said to be general throughout the industry. Postponement is regarded by some
sources as killing the regulation
"for keeps".
Injunction Asked
In their plea for an injunction
restraining OPA from ordering the
15% cut in retail prices, the industry members had charged OPA with
attempting a trial of "profits control", prior to imposing of such
control on other industries. A directive from Economic Stabilizer
Fred M. Vinson, issued Monday,
Dec. 13, to both WPB and OPA,
ordered both agencies to take profits into consideration in a program
for stimulating production of scarce
items which manufacturers have
dropped from their lines, generally
in favor of higher-priced items
which show greater profit.
The view taken by Washington
observers is that the "profit control" emphasis in the Vinson directive is largely a hedge against
objections to the price increases
which will be permitted to secure
production of the needed items.

OCR

Survey

of

Wartime

Needs

Shows 32,500,000 Radio
Homes
Tubes Principal Factor in Sets Out of Order,
With 3/5ths Lacking Needed Types
within the past three months, and
FIRST FIGURES from a wartime census of U. S. radio homes
one-half of this number were sucbecame available late last week
cessful in getting one.
In spite of war curtailment of
when the Office of Civilian Requirements released its findings in the radio production, the study shows
that about one per cent of all U. S.
nation-wide Survey of Consumer
Requirements. The study, made by families bought a new radio set
interviews in approximately 5,000 within the past year, while another one per cent bought a used
homes, scientifically selected to
provide an accurate sample, dis- radio. Between 2 and 3% made
closed that approximately 32,500,- an unsuccessful attempt to buy
000 American families now have a set, or concluded that while they
one or more radio sets, or 89% of needed a radio it was no use to
even look for one. Thus, a total
all families in the country.
market of about 5% of U. S. homes
The sample showed that:
59% radio
of U. ; S. families have one is indicated for the war year of
1943.
24% have two radios;
6% have three or more radios.
U. S. Counsel Sought
Out-of-Order Sets
RESOLUTION authorizing a
As to the condition of sets, the House Committee on Appropriations subcommittee to employ counfigures revealed that the out-ofsel to represent the Government in
order total has risen 2 — 4% as a
result of wartime conditions. the suits of Dr. Goodwin B. Watson and William E. Dodd Jr., forA total of 63% of American fammer FCC employes, and Robert
ilies have one set in working order ;
Morss
Lovett, Interior Dent, em15% have two sets in working orploye, to test constitutionality of a
der; 4% have three or more sets rider passed
in a deficiency bill,
in working order, totaling 82% of was introduced last Friday in the
all U. S. families with one or more
House by Rep. John H. Kerr
sets in working order, according to (D-N.C), subcommittee chairman.
the survey. It is indicated that A companion resolution authorizing expenditure of not more than
7% have sets which are not work$15,000 for the defense also was
ing, amounting to about 8.5% of introduced.
Both were referred to
the country's radio families. The the Committee on Accounts.
figures do not include the six million or so automobile radios, or
Freer Heads FTC
any portable sets.
CHAIRMANSHIP of the Federal
On the condition of the "set most
Trade Commission, which rotates
relied upon," 54% of the families
reported this set's condition as annually, goes Jan. 1 to Robert E.
"very good," while 27% said its Freer, youngest member and one
of the two Republicans on the fivecondition was "workable" and 8%
that the set was out of order. This man authority. Mr. Freer has been
a member since 1935, and this will
compares with normal out-of-order
AP Executives Take Over
be his second year as chairman.
estimates of from 4 to 6%.
is 47, a veteran of servAdded Wartime Duties
The principal factor in the per- Mr. iceFreer
in France in World War I, and
centage of sets out of order is the
FOUR MEMBERS of the executive
man in government, comscarcity indicated in certain types a career
staff of the Associated Press were
ing to Washington as an attorney
of
radio
tubes.
On
the
basis
of
the
made assistant general managers
for the Interstate Commerce Comsample, one out of 10 families
last week, according to Kent
mission. He is one of the most active members of the FTC, yet finds
Cooper, AP executive director and tried to buy radio tubes during the
general manager. Appointments
past three months. About 2/5 of time for outside interests which inwere made in connection with the this number were successful in
clude lecturing at American University in railway economics and
assumption of active administragetting
what
they
needed
and
tion of the Associated Press Ltd. 3/5 were not able to find the kind
public
law.
by Lloyd Stratton, president of the of tube needed. Radio tubes were
Pro Playoff Hookup
firm's
incorporated
Great subsidiary
Britain and
distributingin high on the list of items which
news and newsphoto services in the consumers classed as hard to get WILSON SPORTING GOODS
or unavailable. That this situation
Eastern Hemisphere.
Co., Chicago, is lining up stations
has now reached its climax was
for a coast-to-coast broadcast of the
The new assistant general manindicated
last
week
by
Frank
H.
national professional football
agers are Alan J. Gould, formerly
Mcintosh, chief of the Domestic
championship game at Chicago
executive assistant supervising
and Foreign Branch, Radio & Dec. 26. A hookup originating on
news and newsphoto operations;
Radar Division of WPB, in a WJJD is planned by Stanley G.
Frank J. Starzel, traffic executive
Boynton, Detroit agency. Game will
in charge of traffic and membership
speech to the American Marketplayed by the Chicago Bears and
ing Assn. in New York. Mr. Mc- be
depai-tments ; Claude A. Jagger,
the winner of the Dec. 19 eastern
executive assistant supervising ediintosh reported steps which WPB
division playoffs between the New
torial personnel, AP-features and has taken to improve the supply
promotion; and Paul Miller, chief of tubes. (See story on page 22.) York
skins. Giants and Washington Redof Washington Bureau. Cooper
The battery set picture was resaid, in addition to those positions,
by the survey to have
the managers would continue to changed vealedlittle,
and probably to W. E. POOR, president of Sylvania
supervise departments to which
Products, New York, has isthey were previously assigned. have improved since the low point Electric
sued invitations to a pre-publication
Stratton remains secretary of the last summer. About 15% of the luncheon
Dec. 22 at Hotel WaldorfAP, but is no longer assistant gen- farm families contacted said they Astoria for Don P. Caverly, author
had tried to buy a radio battery of the new book Primer of Electronics.
eral manager.
Page 16 • December
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to

Offer

Data on Coverage
Broadcasters and Advertisers
Approve Plan for Service
CANADIAN broadcasting stations
will soon offer advertisers standard coverage data compiled by an
independent impartial source, according to Jack Cooke, chairman of
the sub-committee of the Joint Research Committee of the Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters.
A meeting of the committee held
at Toronto on Dec. 13 with committees from the Canadian Assn.
of Advertising Agencies, and the
Assn. of Canadian Advertisers,
recommended approval of the coverage method developed by the subcommittee, establishment of a Bureau of Broadcast Measurement,
and the retaining of the firm of
Elliott-Haynes Ltd., Toronto and
Montreal research organization, to
do the impartial survey work.
The three recommendations are
to be brought before the annual
meetings of the three organizations
for approval, and it is expected
that early next year the BBM will
be established, to make Canada the
first country to have approved
standard coverage statistics for its
broadcasting stations.
Financed by Industry
The BBM is to consist of three
broadcasters, one of whom will
likely be a member of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.; three members from the CAAA and three
from the ACA. It is to be financed
by a nominal membership fee to
agencies, advertisers and probably
also broadcasters, and an assessment based on a time unit for all
stations.
The method whereby coverage
is to be measured is the result of
20 months of work on. the part of
the sub-committee, consisting of
Jack Cooke, general manager of
Northern Broadcasting & Publishing Co., Timmins; Ray Barford, J.
J. Gibbons Ltd., Toronto advertising agency;
and Lou Products
Phenner, Ltd.,
Canadian Cellucotton
Hamilton. Method whereby coverage istures
to from
be methods
measured now
includes
in usefeain
both
ada. the United States and CanThe Joint Research Committee
consists of the above three members and Adrian Head, J. Walter
Thompson Co. Ltd., Toronto; Tom
McReynolds, advertising manager,
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Toronto; H. Rimmer, advertising
manager, Canadian General Electric Co. Ltd., Toronto; and H.
ronto.
Gooderham, president, CKCL ToCuff Named

to DuMont

SAMUEL H. CUFF, radio commentator known for his broadcasts
The Face of the War and active
recently in producing television
programs
for the
DuMont
Laboratories,
has Allen
been B.appointed
General Sales Promotion Manager
for Television at DuMont.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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too fast for you?

key people, over and over and over again!
Makes it possible to contribute to your
success.

Allegedly dead areas suddenly
booming with war activities?
Yours is admittedly a tough job,
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We have "know how," and our own success
story proves that we can turn it into money.
Our index of success is a 42% annual aver-

the responsibility to your client for keeping
pace with the rapid developments

in war
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RTPB

Broadcast

Engineers Will Review
Standards in Medium
Frequency Band
TO REVIEW and develop standards for the improvement of broadcasting in the medium frequencies,
the Panel on Standard Broadcasting of the Radio Technical Planning Board has been called together
for its first meeting which will be
held Jan. 5 at 10 a.m. at the Hotel
Pennsylvania, New York. Notices
have been sent to the membership
by Howard S. Frazier, NAB Director of Engineering, who is chairman of the panel.
It is expected that the entire day
will be devoted to the organization
of the panel and subcommittees,
the designation of studies to be
undertaken, and special task
groups. A tentative agenda is now
being prepared and suggestions
have been invited from the entire
membership.
Attendance Urged
Mr. Frazier has urged that all
organizations included in the panel
membership be represented at the
meeting and that plans be made to
give as much time as possible to
the day's proceedings inasmuch as
the entire panel will meet only occasionally. Much of the panel work
will be conducted by mail and
through meetings of subcommittees
and task groups.
The broad objectives of the panel
were outlined by Mr. Frazier as
follows :
To improve coverage of standard
broadcast stations.
To reduce interference between
stations.
To study static elimination devices.
To provide room for additional
standard broadcast stations.
To study broadcast transmitters
and receivers as a system for the
purpose of improving the audio
fidelity of reception to the listener.
To accomplish these objectives,
the standard of engineering practices of the FCC will be reviewed
for the purpose of recommending
possible improvements. The panel
will also review standards for the
manufacture of transmission and
receiving equipment and make
recommendations.
Five classifications of engineers
compose the panel. These are: (1)
broadcast station engineers, representing individual stations or networks; (2) consulting allocation
engineers, representing engineering
firms; (3) broadcast receiver design engineers, representing receiver manufacturers; (4) broadcast
transmitter design engineers (including studio equipment) , representing transmitting equipment
manufacturers; (5) Government
observers, representing the FCC,
WPB, BBC and CBC. It is anticipated that observers from the War
and Navy Depts. will be designated
later.
Mr. Frazier serves as chairman
Page 18 • December
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Meets

of the panel but has no vote. The
official representative of the NAB
is John V. L. Hogan, chairman of
the NAB executive committee. NAB
has but one vote.
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, vice-president of General Electric Co., is
chairman of RTPB.
Members of Panels 1, 2, 4 and 6
are listed herewith (m, members;
a, alternate ; o, observer) :
PANEL No. 1 — Spectrum Utilization
Dr. A. N. Goldsmith, chairman. New
York; Dr. R. H. Manson, vice-chairman,
Stromberg Carlson Co.; George Grammer
(m), K B. Warner (a), American Kadio
Re-ay League; A. C. Peterson (m), Bell
Tel. Labs.; W. G. Richardson (m),
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.; E. K. Co(m), W.Robert
B. Lodge
P. CBS;
C. Gold-G.
mark han(m),
Serrell(a),(a),
F. Leydorf (m), W. S. Alberts (a), CrosleyP.Corp.;
L. P. (a),
Whee'-er
FCC.Marvin
F. Siling
FCC; (m),
H. B.
(m), H. R. Summerhayes Jr. (a), G-E;
Walter S- Lemmon (m ) , International
Bus. Machine Corp.; C. M. Jansky (m),
Stuart L. Bailey (a), Jansky & Bailey;
Leroy Spangenberg (m), Mackay Radio;
Howard S. Frazier (m), NAB; O. B.
Hanson (m), Raymond Guy (a), NBC.
D. E. Noble (m), Galvin Mfg. Co.; H. O.
Peterson (m), RCA; B. E. Shackelford
(m), W. C. Lent (a), RCA Labs; A. J.
Costigan (m), I. F. Byrnes (a), Radiomarine; Col. A. G. Simson (m). War
Dept.; C. J. Burnside (m), R. N. Harmon
(a), Westinghouse.
PANEL No. 2 — Frequency Allocation
Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, chairman, RCA Victor;
F. M. Ryan, vice-chairman, AT.&T; Dr.
A. N. Goldsmith (m). New York; G. E.
Gustafson (m), Zenith; Frank Gunther
(m). Radio Engineering Lab.; Prof. D. E.
Noble (a), Gavin Corp; W. P. Hilliard
(m), Bendix Corp.; Wm. B. Lodge (m),
CBS;
WalterPratt
Merk'.e(m),(m),
Philco.Radio &
Haraden
Mackay
Telegraph; R. E. Shelby (m). NBC;
Charles
J. Young(m),(m),NAB;
RCA K.L'bs.;
Howard S. Frazier
B Warner
(m), American Rado Relay League;
George Grammer (a), West Hartford,
Conn.; W. C. White (m), G-E; N. P. Case
(o), Hamilton Radio Corp.; G. F. Leydorf (o), Crosley Corp.; Walter S. Lemmon (m), A. C. Holt (a), International
Business Machines; D. G. Little (m), A.
C. Goodnow (a), Wetinghouse; L. J. A.
van Lieshout (a), North American Philips
RAMBLER'S RETURN
Heroes Boost Workers' Morale
On WXYZ Broadcast
TRIPLE-HEADED opportunity of
the anniversary of the Wright
Brothers' Kitty Hawk flight, the
run-off of the newest Liberator
bomber from Willow Run, and the
opening of "Michigan Aviation
Week" was occasion for a pile-driver presentation on WXYZ Detroit
linking real warriors with those on
the production lines.
After 56 combat missions, the
"Rangoon Rambler" Liberator returned "home" to Willow Run with
its crew of decorated heroes, each
a holder of the D. F. C. and the
Air Medal with clusters. Maj.
Clennon J. Bishop, Industrial Services Officer of the 6th Service Command and Lt. J. Gordon Lloyd,
formerly account executive at WJZ,
secured permission from the FCC
for a two-way shortwave direct
communication between the plane
and WXYZ's remote center. And
they also got rebroadcasting privileges and piped in every aircraft
parts and assembly manufacturing
plant in a 50-mile radius, plus the
Muzak system. After a huge publicity buildup, a dramatic conversation took place between the
plane's
crew
bomber plant. and inspectors at the
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Co.; E. W. Engstrom (m), RCA Labs.;
Rudolphment Co. F. Wild (o), The Brown InstruPANEL No. 4 — Standard Broadcasting
Howard S. Frazier, chairman, NAB; Burgess Dempster, vice-chairman, Crosley
Corp.; J. R. Poppele. secretary, WOR; F.
A. Cowan (m), AT&T; John H. Barron
(m), consulting engineer; George O. Milne
BLUE; (o),
A. CBC;
E. Barrett
(o), BBC;
R.(m),
D. Cahoon
E. K. Cohan
(m),
CBS;
Will'am
B.
Lodge
(a),
CES;
C. Davis (m), consulting engineer; George
George
P. Adair (o), FCC.
J. S. McKechnie (m), Fed. Tel. & Radio
Corp.; Earl G. Ports (a), Fed. Tel. &
Radio Corp.; Wi Ham T. Freeland (m),
Freeland & Olschner Products; D. H.
Mitchell (m), Galvin Mfg. Co.; Elmer
Wavering (a), Galvin Mfg. Co.; C. R.
Miner (m), G-E.; R. H. Williamson (m),
G-E; W. G. Broughton (a), G-E; Paul F.
Godley
Stuart
L. Bailey(m),
(m),con=ulting
Jansky &eng'neer;
Bailey; George
M. Lohnes (a), Jansky & Bailey.
T. C. Kenney
(m), JKDKA;
Royal (a),
V.
Howard
(m), KSFO;
E. Tapp
KSFO;
Grant
R.
Wrathall
(m),
McNary
& Wrathall; John V. L. Hogan (m),
WQXR, NAB; O. B. Hanson (m), NBC;
Philip
T. Capodanno Merryman
(m), Philco (a),
Corp;NBC;
D. D.R. Cole
(m) ,
RCA; manK (m),A.RCA;
Chi.tick
(a),
RCA;
J.
ColeV. E. Trouant (a),B. RCA.
A. D. Ring (m), Ring & Clark; Lynne
C. Smeby (m), consulting engineer; C, W.
Finnigan
(m),(a),
Stromberg-Carlson;
Benja-G.
min Olney
Stromberg-Carlson;
Porter Houston (m) , WCMB; K. J. Gardner
(m), WHAM; H. W. Holt (m), WOV; F.
M. Doolittle (m), WDRC ; Frank McH. B. Canon
(m), WellsGardnerintosh&(o), WPB;
Co.; Gordon
T. Bennett
(a),
Wells-Gardner & Co.; R. E. Poole (m).
Bell Telephone Labs.
J. C. Bayles (a), Bell Telephone Labs.;
M R. Briggs (m), Westinghouse Elee. &
Mfg. Co.;
C. Goodnow
house Elec.A.& Mfg.
Co.; Karl(a),B. WestingHoffman
(m). WGR-WKBW; I. R. Lounsberry (a),
WGR-WKBW; Ronald J. Rockwell (m),
WLW; Clyde M. Hunt (m), W T O P;
Walter A. Brester (a), WTOP; E. B. Passo
(m), Zenith Radio Corp.
PANEL No. 6— Television Broadcasting
David B. Smith, chairman, Philco; I. J.
Kaar, vice-chairman, G-E; Dr. George
Town,
secretary,
G. L.
Beers (m),
RCA- Stromberg-Car'son;
Victor; F. J. Bigey
(m), Philco; N. F. Smith (a), Philco; B.
Ray Cummings (m), Farnsworth; Allen B.
DuMont (m), DuMont; T. T. Goldsmith
O. B.NBC.
Hanson (m), NBC;
R.(a),E. DuMont;
Shelby (a),
John CBS;
D. Reid
Cros'ey;
SerrellR.
(m),
C. A.(m),Priest
(m), R.G-E;
Longfellow (a) , G-E; Ray H. Manson
(m), Stromberg-Carlson; A. E. Newlon
(a), Stromberg-Carison; J. E. Brown (m),
Zenith; Donald G. Fink (m), War Dept.;
Harry R. Lubcke (m), Don Lee; W. A.
MacDonald (m), Haze'tine; T. B. Grenier
(m), Met.
L. Thompson
(a),
Met. Te'evision
Te evision Inc.;
Inc.;L. W.
Blacksher
(a), Met. Television Inc.
C. E. Nobles (m), Westinghouse; C. E.
McClellan (a), Westinghouse; Jean Brand
(m), Raytheon;
Howard
(o), J.War-A.
wick; N. P. Case
(o). Gates
Hamilton;
Ouimet (o), Canadian Broadcasting Corp.;
Norman Snyder (o), Ansley.
Committee
1, Television
Channel — D. E.
Harnett,
chairman,
Hazeltine.
Committee 2, Synchronization Standards
and
Video DuMont.
Modulation — T. T. Goldsmith,
chairman,
Committee 3, Review of Old Standards
and Proposed New Standards — George
Town, chairman, Stromberg-Carlson.
Committee 4, Frequency Allocations and
Serviceman,Limits
— B. Ray Cummings, chairFarnsworth.
Committee 5, Standards of Good Engice forchairman.
Te'evision Zenith.
Transmitters— J. neering
E. Pract
B.own,
Committee
6,
Relay
Links
—
F.
J. Bingley, chairman, Philco.
Satevepost Gaspipe
TO PUBLICIZE its current issue,
the Saturday Evening Post used
five one-minute announcements
and one five-minute program on
the Intercollegiate Broadcasting
System, on Dec. 15-16. Included in
the hookup were stations at Harvard, Yale, Columbia, Cornell,
Brown U., Maryland U., Union and
Radcliffe. Business placed by MacFarland, Aveyard & Co., Chicago.
BROADCASTING

Tops in News
BEST NEWS story of 1943,
according to a majority of
writers, editors, newscasters
and commentators of WLW
Cincinnati, was the fall of
Mussolini, climaxing Allied
successes in North Africa,
Sicily and Italy. Bill Dowdell, tor,
WLW-WSAI
ediwho conducted news
the poll,
reported that the Russian
successes also received a few
first choice votes. No. 2 choice
was the group of conferences
among Allied leaders at CasQuebec, Cairo, Moscow and ablanca,
Teheran.

RCA

Not

Record

to

Quit

Business

Murray Squashes Rumor Firm
Will Quit Making Discs
DECLARING that "the RCA Victor division has no intention whatsoever of retiring from the record
business in which it is the pioneer
and the leader," J. W. Murray,
general manager of the record division, last week described as "wholly unfounded" the rumors the RCA
plans to dispose of its recording
interests because of the AFM demands.
These reports are believed to
have arisen from the statement of
Niles Trammell, NBC president,
before the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee. He declared that
rather than establish the principle
of payment into an AFM fund for
the union to do with what it will,
"we would go out of the record
business" [Broadcasting, Dec. 13].
'Wholly Unfounded'
RCA,tinues toMr.
Murrayits stated,
maintain
position "conthat
to yield to such unwarranted demands made upon it by the union
(and not by those who are directly
employed by the company) would
be uneconomic and unsocial. How
ever, there is not the slightest rea
son for the rumors and they are
wholly unfounded. Both sides to this
controversy have submitted their
case to the War Labor Board which
has only recently completed hearing the testimony submitted to it.
We now await the decision of this
board, which is expected shortly."
WKZO Transfer
FCC last week granted consent to
the voluntary assignment of the
license of WKZO Kalamazoo, Mich.,
from WKZO Inc. to John E. Fetzer
and Rhea Y. Fetzer, doing business as the Fetzer Broadcasting
Co. The Fetzers are sole stockholders in the station, the transfei
effecting a change of the licensee
from a corporation to a partner
ship. Purpose of the assignment is
to simplify operations. Because of
the manpower shortage it is desired
to eliminate considerable work
rate law. under Michigan corponecessary
• Broadcast

Advertising

Grand Rapids is the market center of Western Michigan. WOOD in Grand Rapids is the
only station between Chicago and Detroit that delivers the unbeatable combination of
the 3 P's — POPULATION — PROGRAMS — POWER.
Grand Rapids is the largest market in Michigan outside Detroit. Grand Rapids is larger than the
next three West Michigan cities — Kalamazoo, Muskegon and Battle Creek — combined.
WOOD is the only NBC outlet between Detroit and Chicago.
WOOD's Parade of Stars is radio's finest entertainment.
WOOD programs are tops in popularity ratings.

t

WOOD is the only high-powered station transmitting from
Grand Rapids. Its 5000 watts are radiated not from the
fringe of the Western Michigan area, but from the
very center.

o

The "Rule of 3 PV is a time-tested guide to station
selection. 68 National Advertisers are currently using
WOOD to sell 108 Quality Products in the Western
Michigan Market.

f

f

PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
Sales Representatives
NBC

«.K

\\

l>

RAPIDS

5000

Watts

Outstate Michigan's

Greatest Station

Phillip G. Lasky, KROW Oakland general manager.
Second row (1 to r) : Ellis Rehm, BLUE sales; Don
Fedderson, KYA San Francisco general manager;
Don Searle, KGO general manager; Adriel Fried,
KLX Oakland general manager; Frank Samuels,
KGO sales manager; Paul Bartlett, KFRE Fresno general manager; Lindsey Spight, vice-president John
Blair & Co.; S. S. Fox, KDYL Salt Lake City general manager; Al Crapsey, KPO San Francisco sales
manager; John Elwood. KPO general manager.

AMONG INDUSTRY personalities present at the
San Francisco showing of "Air Force and the Retailer", NAB retail promotion film, were (front row
1 to r) ; Ray Rhodes, KFRC San Francisco sales;
Arch Kerr, KFRC sales; Martin Mundorf. KGO San
Francisco sales; J. J. Michael, KFRC sales; Earl
Smith, Edward Petry & Co.; Byron Nelson, KGO
sales; Eugene Grant, BLUE San Francisco sales; Dan
Donnelly, KFRC manager; Merwyn McCabe, KFRC
sales manager; Frank Wright, master of ceremonies;
Home
In

Front

OWVs

Problems

Packet

for

ASIDE from recruiting announcements for the Cadet Nurse Corps,
war messages scheduled by the
Domestic Radio Bureau of OWI
for the week of Jan. 10 are aimed
at home front problems related
directly to the effectiveness of the
war effort.
Bracketed with Save Critical Resources are two series of messages
on the twin themes of Car Sharing
and Conserve Gasoline. Since the
Resources campaign is also directed at conservation of oil, as
well as other fuels, it is assumed
that the gasoline and fuel oil situation has again become serious.
This might presage preparations
for further large scale military
movements, as well as reflecting the
drain for high octane gas in the
stepped-up air offensive, and the
requirements for such fighting petroleum products as butadiene
(synthetic rubber) and toluene
(for TNT).
Crude Problem
Basic reason for present petroleum conservation measures is that
production of crude is reaching
maximum capacity, while consumption is exceeding the discovery of
new reserves. The Car Sharing
messages will say that civilians
may have even less gasoline in
1944 than in 1943. The Conserve
Gasoline theme is to the effect
that since cost and length of the
war depend on use of gasoline supply, every citizen should conserve
to the utmost by playing square in
gas rationing.
The inflation threat, recently underlined by the disclosure that
money in circulation has passed
the $19 billion mark (three to four
times the figure formerly considered necessary for the transaction
of normal business, is the target of
three of the eight campaigns on
the week's schedule. These are:
Fight Inflation, Wage & Price Stabilization, and Home Front Pledge.
Keynote of the anti-inflation
drive is the theme of the Wage &
Page 20 • December
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Price announcements: "If the battle against uncontrolled inflation is
to succeed, each of us must support
that part of the program that hurts
us most. We must sacrifice if we
are to win the fight against rising
The Wartime Nutrition announcements on the KW stations
prices."
(on OI stations the precedingweek) will feature the National
Wartime Nutrition Guide, which
listeners may obtain by writing to
"Basic 7, Washington, D. C." It
will be of interest to see how many
requests come in for this booklet.
Broadcasting's OWI Packet for
the week of Jan. 10 reminds that
beginning Jan. 17 all station announcements are to be transcribed
50 seconds long instead of one
minute as at present, and will be
available for local sponsorship.
Sales personnel of stations may
continue to learn subjects of the
messages three weeks in advance
of broadcast by consulting the
table in each issue.
JOAN DAVIS, of the weekly NBC
Joan Davis Show sponsored by Sealtest Inc., has signed a film contract
witli RKO Radio Pictures Inc.

OWI

PACKET,

WWJ Forum Sponsored
By Store Minus Plugs
NO COMMERCIAL announcements are heard on the WWJ
Detroit Victory Round Table
(7:45 p. m. Fridays), although the
program is sponsored by J. L. Hudson Co., second largest department
store in sales volume in the country. Courtesy credits are given at
the beginning and close of the
forum-type program.
Prominent state and city officials,
as well as civic leaders, military
officers and others widely known
take part in weekly discussions, at
which George Stark, newspaper
columnist, president of the Detroit
Historical Society and author of
City of Destiny, sl history of Detroit, is moderator. Mr. Stark
recently was named City Historian
of the motor metropolis. Victory
Round Table is one of three public service programs sponsored by
Hudson with no commercials.
Simons-Michelson Co. is agency.
Calavo Spots
GROWERS OF CALIFORNIA, Los Angeles (avocados),
on Jan. 10 starts for 60 days
sponsoring thrice-weekly participation in Home Forum on WRC,
Washington, D. C. Cooperative
group on Jan. 17 starts a similar
campaign on KPO, San Francisco,
utilizing thrice weekly participation in Woman's Magazine of the
Air. Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co., Los Angeles.
CALAVO

WEEK

JAN.

10

Check the list below to find the war message announcements you will broadcast
during the week beginning Jan. 10. Sell the spots officially
designated for sponsorship
(None this week.) Plan schedules for best timing of these important
war messages. Tell
your clients what spots are available for inclusion
in
their
programs.
Each "X" stands
for three one-minute announcements per day, or 21 per week.
STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
NAT.
NET- Group
Groan
PLANSPOT
WORK
KW
OI
WAR MESSAGE
Live Trans.
PLAN
Aff.
Ind.
Aff. Ind.
Fight Inflation
X
X
Cadet Nurse Corps
X
X
Save Critical Resources
X
Wartime Nutrition, FFFF_
Home Front Pledge, FFFF
Conserve Gasoline
Car Sharing
Wage & Price Stabilization
See OWI
Schedule
War Messages
for names
and Plans.
time of programs carrying
war
messages
under ofNational
Spot and 90
Network
Allocation
Note:
Effective
Jan.
17
until
further
notice
all
station
announcements
will be 50 seconds
and available for sponsorship.
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RADIO EDUCATION
MEET HELD IN IOWA
IOWA interest in radio education
was further stimulated this month
when the Des Moines Radio Council held a conference of educators
representing the Board of Education, the Dept. of Public Instruction, Iowa U., Iowa State College,
Drake U., State Teachers Assn.,
Iowa Parent-Teachers Congress,
and leading Iowa broadcasters.
Result was a four-point plan inin partfacilities
to investigate
extent oftended
radio
being used,
interest shown in such facilities,
and extension of radio workshops
and training courses for teachers
in the educational uses of radio.
Broadcasters present included :
Sumner Quarton, WMT Cedar
Rapids; Buryl Lottridge, WOC
Davenport; Earl J. Glade, KSL
Salt Lake City; Dorothy Lewis,
NAB;
Lawrence,
KSOKRNT Craig
Des Moines;
Merritt
Milligan, KGLO Mason City;
Ralph Evans, Woody Woods, KXEL
Des Moines; Deane Long, KXEL
City.
Waterloo; W. I. Griffiths, WOI
Ames; Carl Menzer, WSUI Iowa
S. P. Travel Spots
SOUTHERN PACIFIC Co., San
Francisco, urging public to eliminate unnecessary train travel over
Christmas holiday season; in a fiveday campaign which ended Dec. 15
used an approximate total of 200
transcribed one-minute announcements on 14 Southern California
stations. List included KGFJ
KMTR KHJ KMPC KFWB KNX
KFAC KPAS KWKW KFOX
KGER KTMS KPRO KXO. Agency is Foote, Cone & Belding, San
Francisco.
TALKING LIBRARY
KDKA Science Discs Now j
Available to Schools
AS A RESULT of numerous requests from teachers, Westinghouse
Research Laboratories are now
making available to high schools a
library of recordings of programs
selected from its weekly radio
science feature Adventures in Research. Transcriptions are now
supplied
free
of charge toCommittee
the Federal Radio Education
of the U. S. Office of Education,
Washington, D. C, which will loan
recordings to schools.
Covering subjects ranging from
household electric appliances to
newest discoveries in the field of
electronics, Adventures in Research
began nearly two years ago as a
local feature on KDKA Pittsburgh
and is now heard on more than 100
stations in the United States and
Alaska from where it is broadcast
tians.
to American troops in the AleuLeading personality of the program is Dr. Phillips Thomas, veteran Westinghouse engineer, who
explains
technical
scientific
matters in simple,
everyday
language.
Dr. Thomas is quizzed on the broadcasts by Paul Shannon, KDKA staff
announcer, who
plays the
man-onthe-street.
Realistic
effects
are
achieved by creating a laboratory
atmosphere in the studio, with actual sionally
experiments
during theconducted
broadcast.occa• Broadcast
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In the primary areas served by the stations of Westinghouse are 18,000,000 people. Twice as many
people as there are in the Army. Roughly one-seventh of all the people in the continental United States.
Running a big hotel . . . even a chain of hotels ... is fairly simple compared to catering to this
enormous potential audience. It calls for balanced programming ... a proper proportion of news
to entertainment to church services to sports to market reports and so on.
Westinghouse programming is meeting the need, too, as improvement follows experience and as
business ethics and audience research monitor the whole procedure. Not only are the country's
top shows, NBC's Parade of Stars, available to these eighteen million people, but the abilities and
facilities of Westinghouse programming are put behind local programs as well.
The end-result for sponsors is that all-important Westinghouse Response Ability on the part of
these 18,000,000 house-guests . . . these Westinghouse guests.
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Mcintosh Says Maintenance Low Point Is Past;
Luncheon Hears Talk on Video for Stores
POST-WAR developments in the
allied fields of radio, FM and television will effect revolutionary
changes in the American home as
well as in American buying habits,
according to the featured speakers last Wednesday at the December radio-in-wartime luncheon of
the American Marketing Assn. at
the Hotel Sheraton, New York.
Frank H. Mcintosh, chief of the
Domestic and Foreign Branch of
the WPB Radio & Radar Division,
spoke on "War Production of Radio-Radar Equipment — Effect on
Post-War Radio, FM and Television." The possibilities of display
advertising through television for
department stores in the not too
distant future were explained by
the second speaker, Ira A. Hirschmann, vice-president of Bloomingdale's, New York department store,
and Metropolitan Television Inc.,
owner and operator of the New
York FM station, WABF.
Receiver Picture 'Good'
Giving first publicity to the findings of the WPB survey of consumer requirements, which covers
the radio home set maintenance
problem in a series of several questions, Mr. Mcintosh said it had revealed that the total requirement
"for maintenance and repair, compared to the military production,
is less than 2%." Earlier during his address he had pointed out
that m litary electronics production now totals as much in 20 days
as the industry formerly produced
in its peak year prior to Pearl
Harbor.
"It can be seen," he said, "that
in general the radio picture is
good; that we still have more than
an average of one set per home and
that practically 90% of the homes
are equipped with radio. It does
show, however, an increase over
normal times in the number of radio homes without radio service.
This figure is 7.8% according to
this (WPB) data, while the prewar figure was something between
4 and 6%.
"In connection with our program
and plans for the coming year we
have included a minimum requirement for civilians in our regular
scheduled production of radio receiver tubes and the production of
tubes for civilians has been concentrated on types known to be
most in demand. While we don't
expect a sudden and complete recovery of this relatively small per
cent, we do expect a definite improvement in the situation. Necessary steps to provide a balanced
stock of tubes at each manufacturer's plant for his distributors,
made necessary by the concentraPage 22

• December

tion of types to increase production
are being made
at thisthat
time."
Mr. Mcintosh
had stated
the
"low tide (for civilian tubes and
parts) has been reached" and that
"conditions will not be worse but
definitely better in the future."
Will Not Supplant
Although Mr. Hirschmann premerchantsto the
"struggl'ng
to find dicted
thethat solution
present
static window display will eventually find their answer in the dynamic television screen," he warned
against the dangerous impression
that "immediately or soon after
the war a fully operating television set will be in everybody's
home,"
or that "television
will be
so revolutionary
it will interfere
with or frustrate the moving picture business, the radio business,
or the newspaper business."
Expressing the hope that department stores will realize the necessity for good standards of programming for television in its
early stages and will begin now to
study television technique, Mr.
Hirschmann spoke of the way in
which "stores have fumbled badly
in the use of radio." "When it was
a new medium they ignored it,"
he said, "then feared to use it,
and finally edged into it the wrong
way. I see symptoms of stores finally coming around to approaching
radio in the intelligent way and I
hope they will stick to it."
Television by department stores
"will offer a miniature show window in everyone's home," he continued, and use of the new medium
SWIFT SALES CIRCUIT
Mans I
Hears Company Policies; Plans
I
I
For 1 944 AdvertisingHOLDING a radio sales meeting
over a closed circuit, over 3,000
Swift & Co. personnel gathered at
BLUE affiliate studios Dec. 11 to
hear John Holmes, president, say
that goodwill is that company's
most valuable asset in post-war
planning. Mr. Holmes outlined
Swift's wartime policies of first,
doing everything possible to help
win the war and second, safeguarding quality and making every effort
fairly to distribute available civilian supplies. O. E. Jones, vice-president in charge of sales, described
the salesman most needed today as
one who has the vision and imagination to understand his customer's
problems and help him find solutions for them. A presentation of
Swift advertising plans for 1944
revealed that Don McNeil's Breakfast Club, on the BLUE five times
weekly, will continue offering helpful suggestions on making the most
of meat, tying in with the government's food program.
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LATEST FROM DES MOINES
Cowles stations to enter the armed
services are these three staff members of KSO and KRNT who have
joined the Marines. Left to right:
Gene Shumate, news and sports;
Mable Boddicker, publicity; Bill
Baldwin, announcer and musician.
Miss Boddicker is now in training
at Camp LeJune, N. C. Shumate
and Baldwin are both stationed at
San Diego. Service flag of Des
Moines Cowles stations contains 26
stars.
will
help "bridgeandthethegapindividual
between
the merchant
Sees Video Problems
customer."
Discussing post-war probabilities, Mr. Mcintosh posed the question whether wartime developments
would "open a new world after the
war," and to this he gave a "yes
and no" answer.
Marked technical advances are
being concentrated on specialized
equipment, some of it of purely
military value. "There are operational problems which may be more
of a controllingTfactor than the
technical advances
I during the
war," he pointed out.
The greatest demand, Mr. Mcintosh said, will be "for home radio receivers, and the greatest technical advance that will have something definite to offer to the public is television, wh'le FM also has
some definite appeal." He continued that there are many things to
be done in the television field before it can be said to be on the
road to full development. Among
these are:
mined.
(1) Channels must be deter(2) Standards of quality and
determination of specific technical
factors must be made.
(3) Production of home sets and
methods of programming must be
developed.
(4) A commercial market must
be available in order to provide an
impetus to move forward in this
field.
In regard to the marketing of
home receivers, the speaker said
that "sets are not necessarily purchased because they are needed
nearly as much as because they
are sold by some new feature or
gadget or on the basis that repair
of the old set would provide a substantial amount on the purchase
of Aa market
new set."of between 17 million
and
21 million
home rece'vers
foreseen,
Mr. Mcintosh
said, on theis
basis of deferred demand brought
about by cessation of production in
April 1942. These sets are likely to
BROADCASTING

Legear Spots
DR. L. D. LEGEAR MEDICINE
Co., St. Louis (livestock & poultry
remedies) begins thrice-weekly
news and spot announcement participations Dec. 27 and continues
for 26 weeks. Five to 15-minute
programs will be heard on stations
WJDX KOB WPTF WKY WIS
WHAS KTHS WRUF KMA KSAL
WOOD WMOX KWBW WDBC.
Agency
Chicago. is Simmonds & Simmonds,
be of higher quality than pre-war
models, he said, due to the fact that
manufacturers have became accustomed to working to military specifications. Having been tooled and
geared to quality product1 on, they
"will find it to their advantage both
economically and from a sales
standpoint to continue in a measure their present high standards,"
he said.
Tribute to Industry
Mr. Mcintosh paid high tribute
to the radio manufacturing industry's achievements following the
order to convert the'r plants to military production. He cited the remarkable military victories scored
through use of electronic devices.
These included sinking of enemy
warships at night by gun fire
through electronic detection and
ranging
defeat
the
submarinedev'ces,
drive the
in the
Northof Atlantic by equipment used in patrol
bombers and surface vessels and
the surrender of the Ital an fleet
brought about by broadcasts on the
international distress frequency.
Reviewing the problems encountered by the industry in converting to war equipment, he traced
the steps taken to meet these difficulties. One of these was an extensive program of standardization of
component
parts for developed
home receivers. Four standards
and
adopted under the procedure of the
American Standards Assn. reduced
the number of volume controls
from 2,700 to 12; of electrolytic
condensers, from 450 to 10; of paper type condensers, from 370 to 9,
and of condensers and chokes, from
250 to 12.
Production requirements due to
military demand are still going up
quoting the slogan: "For
he said,
'44."
three in '43, we need four in
every
Turns Change
LEWIS-HOWE Co., St. Louis
replaces
Jan. A18 Date
ure Chestonwith
with TreasJudy
(Turns),
on 126 NBC stations, Tuesday,
8:30-9 p. m. (EWT). Built
around adventures of a 15-year-old
stars
girl,
Louisecomedy-drama
Erickson and series
Dix Davis.
Art Baker will announce. Roche,
Williams, & Cunnyngham, Chicago,
services the account. Packaged by
James L. Saphier Agency, Hollywood talent service, series had
previously been used as summer replacement for Bob Hope Show
tions.
and Time to Smile on NBC sta• Broadcast
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RADIO
Atlanta
Baltimore
Boston
Bridgeport
Buffalo
Cleveland
Dallas
Fort Worth
Ft. Worth, Dallas
Detroit
Houston
Kansas City
Lincoln
Little Rock
Los-Angeles
Louisville
Lowell-Lawrence
Milwaukee
Mpls.-St. Paul
Nashville
New Orleans
Norfolk
Omaha
Portland, Ore.
II UVIUCIILC
Richmond
Salt Lake City

to

WRNL
KSL

to

WOAI
KQW
KOMO
KHQ

San Antonio
San Francisco

WMAS
WAGE
KVOO
KFH

Spokane
Springfield
Syracuse
Tulsa

o^l who may chance to read this, our sincere wishes for a joyous holiday season.
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No . . .YOU wouldn't buy a coat that fits like this one!

interested, or overlaps other radio stations on your listt

And so it is with radio . . . you don't buy a station
that gives you coverage you don't need . . . and you
don't buy a station that doesn't completely cover a
market. You want a station with coverage that fits!
Without paying for excess coverage that trickles over
into other miscellaneous markets in which you are not

Concentrated coverage, saturation oj the nation's 6th
largest market, is yours for the asking.

RADIO

STATION

NATIONAL

In Baltimore, the station that does just that is WFBR^
with a signal that is strong enough and clear enough
to reach into the homes of over a million people that
live in the city that is the 6th largest in the countryt

WFBR

REPRESENTATIVE:

JOHN

BALTIMORE
BLAIR & CO.

Development of Armed
Forces Network
Praised as Achievement
of Col. Lewis
SMASHING all barriers of distance, psychological as well as geographical, the Morale Services Division of the Army has developed
in 18 months the largest network
in the world to bring radio to
American troops in all theatres of
war. Employing every medium of
broadcast ng, from 100,000 watt
shortwave transmitters to the old
acoustic spring-wound playback,
the Armed Forces Radio Service is
carrying radio in some form to the
sold ers, sailors and marines, wherever they may be stationed.
The story of this achievement,
credit for which goes to Lt. Col.
Thomas Lewis, former vice-president of Young & Rubicam, who
heads the Armed Forces Radio
Service, was told recently by Capt.
Martin H. Work of the Division in
an address before the Los Angeles Advertising Club.
Started from Scratch
Col. Lewis was given his biggest
"account" to handle when he took
over the radio operation for Morale
Services, a job to inform, educate
and orientate, through the medium
of radio entertainment, 11 million
Americans removed from established radio facilities. Starting
from scratch, Capt. Work recalled,
Col. Lewis had to tackle problems
wh'ch embraced production, transmission, distribution and reception.
Recruiting his key men from
commercial radio, Col. Lewis started his first program in July 1942.
It was Mail Call, a half hour "letter from home" once a week. By
last September, the Morale Services Division was turning out 42
I hours of programming a week, of
which 14 are written and produced
by the Division to meet special
needs of the armed services and
the remaining 28 of which are reproduced from network programs
with commercials deleted.
The most difficult problem which
faced the Division was the disseminat'on of programs — the problem
of reaching the Marines on Tara-

wa, the pilots in China, the men on
the Aleutians. The Division found
that it had to bring every medium
of broadcasting into play to solve
this problem.
Thousands of hand - operated
play-back machines have been sent
to areas where there is no ehctricity available and transcriptions of
programs are being supplied continually to these areas, in some
places by parachute from transport
planes. The "modern victrola" was
the first instrument used in bringing radio programs to troops and
is an important medium of distribution.
Stations Discovered
Local stations serve as the basis
of the Armed Forces Radio Sermostof ofAlaska
the Middlevice.
East, Austrak'a,
and parts
are
covered by these stations. The Di-

For

Praise From Dr. Fosdick
DR. HARRY EMERSON FOSDICK,
pastor of the Riverside Church, New
York, ligious
in leaders
a holiday
message to
reand to executives
of the
BLUE, which carries his Sunday
Vespers program, expressed appreciation for time allotted by the network
to religious purposes.
to obtain adequate coverage. Beginning last March with the instal ation ofa transmitter in Casablanca, this project has grown to
46. These stations, which move
with the troops, have been established in Trinidad, Panama, New
Caledonia and Newfoundland and
will soon be found wherever American troops are stationed.
In places where radio cannot be
received, turntables and public address systems carry the programs.
Army hospital ships and troop
transports are beginning to receive a two-hour supply of transcriptions daily with similar arrangement for submarines.

VICTORY
. . . and

Today

Tomorrowl

Production for Victory is a half billion
dollar industry down in KWKH-land.
And while we're producing for Victory
today we're building for Victory tomorrow. It's a "must" market for alert
advertisers who want to sell now
—build sales for the future.

Recently published. Write for your free copy
of KWKH net circulations day and night maps

THE MOST INTIMATE
AND EFFECTIVE SALES
APPROACH TO AMERI-

CBS

CA'S LARGEST MARKET.

50,000 WATTS

• Broadcast

REPRESENTED BY
THE BRANHAMCO.

A
SHREVEPORT
TIMES STATION
SHREVEPORT.
LOUISIANA

FOR OFFENSE • FOR DEFENSE
BUY a S. BONDS TODAY
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vision discovered foreign stations
which most Americans never knew
existed. Last January, seven of
these stations were releasing
AFRS programs. Today, there are
120 stations from Diego Suarez on
Madagascar to Suva in the Fiji
Islands transmitting the programs.
Another medium is the shortwave transmitters, operated by the
OWI Overseas Branch, which now
beam 420 hours of AFRS programs
a week to the various war theatres.
Thirteen transmitters broadcasting
on eight different beams from the
east and west coast broadcast
presidential talks, sports events,
and other current happenings.
Shortwave reception, however, suffers from atmospheric disturbances, enemy jamming, and lack
of powerful receivers by the average soldier.
To the playbacks, shortwave transmitters, and local foreign stations,
the Army has now added American Expeditionary Stations which
the AFRS decided were necessary

Advertising
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IS

TELEVISION

POPPELE OUTLINES
FUNCTIONS OF IRE

READY?

staPhiladelphiainNAB
WOMENtions,ofwho organized
October,
added three new members at their second meeting held Dec. 10. Newcomers
are Dorothy
Flagg Biddle,
commentator ofWHAT
; Polly news
Whitaker,
of the WDAS program department,
and Eleanor Elmer, new promotion
director of KYW. Guest speaker at
the second get-together was Dorothy
Lewis, national co-ordinator of listener activities for the women's division
of NAB.
TOUR of the Army's first overseas
type hospital
was of
conducted
recently for thetrain
benefit
the KOA
Denver audience by announcer Jack
Hitchcock. Program which included
special interviews as well as description of the hospital unit was broadDenver's
where cast
thefromtrain
was onUnion
exhibit.station

I am Alec Electron. I know all about Electronics, Electricity, Radio
and Television. I'm here now to bring you up-to-date on Television.
1. Is Television ready?
Yes: 9 U. S. Television Stations are broadcasting regularly. There are three
in New York, including station W2XWV operated by DuMont, one in
Schenectady, one in Philadelphia, two in Chicago and two in Hollywood.
Wartime manufacturing restrictions retard Television's expansion today.
2. When will new Television Receivers go on sale?
New Television sets probably will be available within 6 months after peace
in Europe. Many Television sets are in use today. Major prewar distribution was by five manufacturers, one of which was DuMont.
3. What will be the sizes of Television pictures?
Depending on the size of the Receiver, from about 8 " x 10 " up to approximately 20" x 24".

X
5. What will Television Receivers probably cost?

i'

■4. What will be the sizes of Television Receivers?
35
Virtually the same as radio receivers — from the size of larger portables to
wide-screen de luxe console models.

The first models of Television Sight-and-Sound Receivers probably will
range from $200 to $700.
^
6. How far can Television programs be broadcast?
Today, the best reception is within 60 miles of the station. Engineers hope,
by using improved equipment, to have Television networks cover the world.
7. Will Television carry news, sporting events and motion pictures into your home?
Yes: Television can carry any scene that cameras can record, whether it be
from the studio or from the field.
8. How perfect will Television pictures be?
Now, Television is as good as 16 mm. motion pictures; after the war it may
equal theatre motion pictures.
9. Who invented Television?

X

Many engineers have made valuable contributions. It was Allen B. DuMont
who brought from a laboratory curiosity to commercial reality the heart of
the modern Television Receiver — the Cathode Ray Tube.
ID. What part will DuMont play in post-war Television?
DuMont's Television activities will fall in three divisions: the manufacture
of fine Television Radio Receivers; the operation of its own commercial
Television Stations; and the manufacture of Precision Electronic Equipment
for Television pick-up and transmitting stations. 3 of the 9 Television Stations
now regularly on the air are DuMont equipped.

Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc., General Offices and Main Plant, 2 Main Avenue, Passaic, N.J.
Television Broadcasting Studios and Starion W2XWV, 315 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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WEIM Fitchburg, Mass., has appointed the Walker Co. as exclusive
national representatives.
FRANNY MURRAY, WIBG Philadelphia sportscaster and former Penn
All-American, awarded gold engraved
footballs to the plavers selected by
his All-Scholastic Advisory Board to
make up the was
WIBG
Presentation
madeAll-Scholastics.
on a special
broadcast. Selections are made from
Philadelphia high school squads.
WHEB Portsmouth, N. H., new publication, "Radio Forecast",
being distributed.
Programis now
listings,
notes and program highlights are contained in the four page sheet which
supplants
previous program-style
used
by thethestation.
BRIGHT Christmas edition of
"Manitoba Calling" has been published by the Manitoba Telephone
System, Winnipeg, radio branch of
which
is
Brandon. CKY Winnipeg and CKX
WCKY Cincinnati is participating in
the current Hamilton County War
Chest Drive with special programs and
station breaks.
RUTH LYONS, who presents the
Pettycoat Partyline program over
WSAI Cincinnati, announces that the
program is sponsoring its usual
Christmas party for the benefit of the
local Children's Hospital. Party is
broadcast from the playroom of the
hospital day before Christmas.
FIFTH anniversary of WORL Boston 920 Club participation program
Dec. 22 will be celebrated by a special
cocktail and dinner party tendered the
WORL
staff by station manager
George Lasker.

KLX Oakland, Cal., has inaugurated
a new policy by which all hourly news
periods, after the closing commercial,
will be followed by some hearty service tune before another commercial is
allowed on the air. Set-up abolishes
the so-called
e" announcement. Station"hitch-hik
is also cancelling
out
all five minute announcements, effective immediately for many but still
continuing until expiration of contract
for
a few. Opening and closing annoyrncemen
ts on-other shows have been
reduced to one minute in length.
IN ORDER to boost local sports,
CJAT Trail, B. C, has distributed a
48-page booklet giving 1944 hockey
rules, listing all sport events for the
winter season. There is no advertising
in the booklet, except the station's
by CJAT-Trail's
"Distribu
plug:
ted Station."
Communit
y-Minded
ascertain what features of Victory ToBond
drives the listening public likes and
does not like, CJAT is asking listeners
to write in their views on Victory
Bond publicity of the past campaign.
Results will be turned over to the
local National War Finance Committee to aid in preparation for the Sixth
Victory Loan drive next spring.
BROADCASTING

TO ACQUAINT the radio and advertising press with the purposes
and functions of the Institute of
Radio Engineers, the IRE publicity committee, headed by J. R.
Poppele, chief engineer of WOR
New York, gave a press luncheon
last Tuesday at the Commodore
Hotel, New York, where the IRE
will hold its winter meeting Jan.
28 and 29, under the chairmanship
of Dr. B. E. Shackelford, RCA.
Program of the meeting will include asymposium on the work of
the Radio Technical Planning
Board, headed by W. R. G. Baker,
vice-president of General Electric
Co. and RTPB chairman, and a
session on FCC engineering matters, conducted by E. J. Jett, FCC
chief engineer. IRE publicity committee, in addition to Mr. Poppele,
includes: E. K. Cohan, CBS director of engineering; O. B. Hanson,
NBC vice-president and chief enO. Milne, chief engineer; George
gineer,
BLUE; George McElrath,
engineer; Tom KenNBC operatingtechnical
editor, New
nedy, radio
York Times; Keith Henney, editor
Electronics.
Zones Announced
IN AN EFFORT to aid the Post
, Chimail handling
speed up last
Office cago
week began to
stations
announce their postal zone numbers after each station identification. According to Harry Templeton, War Program Directorwasof
WLS Chicago, that station
the first to put the mailing expediting effort into effect. WLS has
been announcing its postal zone
after call letters since Nov. 1. Jules
Herbuveaux, program manager of
WMAQ Chicago, explained that
postal zoning would not be announced on WMAQ until NBC devised a national plan.
WOR-FM, the FM station of WOR
New tersYork,
has changed its call letto WBAM.
WINS New York has issued a new
rate card effective Jan. 1, 1944 in
which rates are now the same for both
daytime and evening hours. Dollar
volume discount has been added in
addition to regular discounts.
WCCO Minneapolis again this year
sponsored
trip king
for the
4-H state ahealth
and Minnesota
queen to
the National 4-H Club Congress in
Chicago.
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Government's Success in Use of Medium Is Told
At Meeting of Health Education Conference
fice of Radio Research of Columbia
RADIO as a medium for disseminating health information to the U. broke down a recent broadcast
public was discussed between radio on the subject of the X-Ray, which
executives and leading health of- had been studied by his "program
ficials last Tuesday at the fourth
analyzer" method.
annual Health Education ConferOWIs Success
ence at the New York Academy of
Medicine.
Recommending that health education groups place their messages
Dr. Iago Galdston, executive secon network, regional or local proretary of the Academy's Committee
grams whose listening audiences
on Medical Information, called for
already established, Philip H.
a plan whereby the three types are
Cohen, chief of the Domestic Radio
of health organizations — voluntary, Bureau of the OWI, explained how
governmental and medical — might successful this method proved
correlate activities.
when the OWI was first faced with
As an example of one of the the problem of instructing the
many "health talk" programs, Dr. American public at the start of the
Paul Lazarsfeld, director of the Of- war. He pointed out that in the

OUTLINE

OF

past year radio has contributed
about $103,000,000 in time and talent to governmental war messages.
The complexity of the radio field
and the necessity of catching the
listener's interest with candid and
artistically presented facts on
health were points brought up by
both Frank E. Hill of the CBS education department, and Dr. Alan
Gregg, director of The Medical
Sciences of the Rockefeller Foundation.
A definite remedial step to help
the health educators do a better job
via radio was offered by Dr. Ernest
L. Stebbins, New York City Commissioner of Health. He suggested
organization of an advisory committee of health education representatives who could work with the
broadcasters on the best program
techniques of presenting public
health information.
Willard D. Egolf, NAB assistant
to the president, said the four
major networks in the past year

LISTENING

HE lf-billion-dollar retail market dominated
by the power (50,000 watts), the programs (NBC,
plus the foremost local shows), and the popularity (based on 21 years of service) of WGY.

Meat Series on Blue
AMERICAN MEAT Institute, Chicago, on Jan. 16 begins sponsorof The Lifeprogram,
of Reilly,Sundays,
a halfhour shipdramatic
2-2:30 p.m., on 157 BLUE network stations. Contract is for 52
Chicago.Agency is Leo Burnett Co.,
weeks.
had presented some 902 programs
on subjects pertaining to public
health. Of this 902, 22 were placed
in class A time or 6-11 p.m., he
said, while 875 were in class B
time (9 a.m. -6 p.m.), and five were
in class C time before 9 a.m. and
after 11 p.m.
Leon Goldstein, special features
director of WMCA New York said
29 such programs were given in
November on five local New York
outlets.
To put on "good" health education programs, Dr. H. B. Summers,
manager of the public service division of the BLUE, advised the medical
"consolidate" its
many profession
branch toorganizations,
to
"prepare and make available" a
list of good speakers in the profession who might develop into real
radio personalities, to allow professional scriptwriters more freedom
in putting health or medical broadcasts into "laymen's language,"
and finally to give the professional
men selected to speak on programs
more time to prepare and rehearse
for coming broadcasts.
Approval of the health education
committee to study and supervise
broadcasts was voiced by Dr. Lyman Bryson, CBS director of education, while Miller McClintock,
president of Mutual, summed up
the day's meeting with the opinion
that such a committee should provide itself with a staff capable of
producing test shows of the health
education type, as well as serve as
a liaison. Morris Novik, director
of WNYC, suggested that perhaps
health educators, with the assistance of the stations or networks,
might build up a program or programs of such high calibre that in
time a sponsor or sponsors could
be found to present them in much
the same way the major symphony
orchestras, for years sustaining
features, are now commercially
presented by national advertisers.

A prosperous portion of the Hudson Circle

Represented

Nationally by

NBC
Spot Sales

GENERAL

% ELECTRIC

WGY
SCHENECTADY,

N. Y.
STATION
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One
—

Part

Mix

Hollywood— One

Well

Part

New

York

in Chicago

OUT in a California training camp, a couple of thousand
soldiers are howling their heads off at a gag . . . the band
plays a short fanfare ... applause ... the announcer comes in
with his commercial.
A neat, smooth operation — yet the comedian and announcer are
3,000 miles apart, and probably have never met each other. They're
"mixed" in a studio in Chicago.

The mixing engineer gets his cues and his timing by telegraph.
Then he sits down before an NBC mixer — and with a flick of the
wrist performs the miracle of blending together a comedian on the
coast with an announcer from the east — so subtly that it sounds as if
they were both sitting in the same room !
NBC engineers helped develop this miraculous mixer — which automatically fades out a voice from one source and fades in a voice
from another source.

When there's to be a pick-up from any out-of-the-studio spot,
NBC sends equipment and engineers to the scene two or three days
ahead of time. They set up a circuit between that pick-up point and
the "mixing" center. If the commercial or other announcements on
the program are to come from New York, they will go over a special

Perfecting devices and operations such as this, working out every
new means for making broadcasting more effective, increasing the
scope and richness of radio through every resource at its disposal —

NBC circuit direct to the same "mixing" point.

Listen to Most. "

-The

these are some of the things that make NBC "The Netivork Most People

National Broadcasting Company
America's No. 1 Network — a service of radio corporation of America

• . Give

An

Advertiser

^

A

Tall Enough, So she won't drag
your feet! The Texas Rangers transscribed library of western entertainment isriding to new heights
with a selected list of blue book
nationally known advertisers— on
America's prestige radio stations.
Plump Enough, So she's sure riding from mane to tail! The Texas
Rangers music with mass appeal
has been solid comfort to advertisers large and small— dealing in
bread to hair tonic— from Maine
to Honolulu.

Horse

He

Con

Ride

Gentle Enough, So she's easy on
the pocketbook! The Texas Rangers
with its Hollywood and network
radio talent has a reasonable feed
bill, whether it's for fashionable
stables in New York or for a little
gray barn in the West.
Yet,
Enough,
So Rangshe's
worth Spirited
the owning!
The Texas
ers is one transcribed library that
hasn't been ridden by every Tom,
Dick and Harry. If you're one to
treat her right, we'll be glad to
give you a breeze about the paddock in the form of a sample
program.
You won't have to buy
her, of course.

Fast Enough, So she's a winner
in every race! The Texas Rangers
with its flexible program building
is receiving testimonials daily from
those in the saddle— dealing in
beer to cold tablets— from Minnesota to Louisiana.
IBRARY

An

Arthur

B. Church
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educational feature
UE
UNIQ
d weekly over WLAC
hear
e
Nashvill is Children Analyze the News, sponsored by
Bell's Booteries, Nashville, which
has just renewed its contract for 52
weeks. Children of grammar school
age, chosen by their teachers for
their grasp of world events and
general alertness, constitute the
participants on the program, discussing and analyzing current
news events and trends. Paul Oliphant, WLAC program director, is
moderator and announcer for the
show which came into being as the
result of much research on the part
of the program department as well
as suggestions from the Middle
Tennessee Radio Council, a group
made up of leading educators and
civic workers

Testing Bureau
ITEMS advertised on Around the
Town, conducted daily on WTCN
Minneapolis-St. Paul by Ann Ginn,
are tested by the Northwest Homemakers' ductedTesting
Bureau,
conby Miss Ginn.
The also
Bureau
meets regularly and is attended
by approximately 100 women who
test and report on the quality of
products on the market, offering
their comments and criticisms.
Many manufacturers have declared
the value of this bureau.

PROGRAMS
fi**Af
Maritime Series
Phone Quiz
EXEMPLIFYING the program
BASED on actual data from files
title, It Pays to Listen, a five times cf U. S. Shipping Administration,
daily five-minute telephone quiz weekly half-hour program, We Dehas been started on KMPC Beverly
liver the Goods, was started Dec. 4
Hills, Cal. Listeners knowing the on CBS stations, Sunday, 2:30-3
correct key word if their number
p.m. (EWT). Series features
is dialed receive a cash prize. stories of Maritime Service heroes.
Merchant Marine band directed by
Money for losing listeners goes
Lieut. Roberts supplies musical
into the jack-pot and is awarded
next person with correct answer.
background.
matic narrator.Lou Merrill is draDramatics
Service Show
THE BLUE will encourage new
MORNING program for men and
talent through a weekly half-hour
women in uniform has been startSaturday series starting Jan. 1 under the title On Stage, Everybody.
ed by CKWS Kingston, Ont., enEntertainers who pass the audititled
Servicemen's
Reveille,events,
7:308
a.m.
News
of coming
tions will be limited to five-minute
performances. Script material is sports and social affairs for those
solicited from professional comedy
in uniform are aired four mornand dramatic writars.
ings weekly on this program.

Comedy Team Back
COMEDY team well known in the
radio history of Northern Ohio,
Jake and Lena, has returned to
WTAM Cleveland, where the pair
originally starred 13 years ago.
Gene Carroll, formerly of the
Gene and Glen duo, re-introduces
his comedy characters in a halfhour Sunday afternoon audience
participation
show,Room
Gene Inn
Carroll's
Silver
Grill Tea
With
Jake and Lena. Series is sponsored
by Spang Baking Co., firm that
originally had been a sponsor of
Jake and Lena. Agency is Carpenter Adv., Cleveland.
Expose
EXPOSING the distorted information that the Axis daily pours out,
new show heard on WMAL Washington, Sunday evenings, is sponsored by the P. J. Nee Co., department store, and is titled War and
Words. Format is the dramatization of events of the past week, the
way the Axis reported the events,
and the truth about the occurrences. Agency is Harwood Martin, Washington.

Service News
NEWS of interest to women who
have husbands, relations or friends
in the armed services is the theme
of Your Army Service Forces, halfhour weekly program on Mutual,
presented as an official War Dept.
series with Lt. Katherine McCune
as mistress of ceremonies, Capt.
Harry Salter's orchestra and guest
stars.
Shortwave
NBC has added two domestic song
programs, Music from Manhattan,
and Liza Morrow, to its shortwave
schedule for South America. Announcements are in Portugese. The
NBC-BBC international exchange
variety program, scheduled to
start Dec. 11, has been postponed
till Jan. 1.
Election Idea
AN IDEA for handling election returns comes from WHYN Holyoke.
On election day, Dec. 7 in Holyoke
and Northampton, Mass., WHYN
carried complete returns as they
arrived, and as soon as results
were tabulated, the victorious candidates took the air.

Listening figures are based on a recent survey by Commercial Service Company of
Bismarck. A cross-section of listeners was asked, "What is your favorite daytime station?
. . . favorite
The percentage of those replying in favor of KFYR proves
that
KFYR isnighttime
dominant station?"
in the Northwest.

KSD, St. Louis, Mo.
. . . the extra services that are
available with The AP radio
wire are very valuable to
stations you are serving.
George M. Burbach,
General Manager.

Retail sales per family (1939)
(National Average— 1939: $1,206)
Airline miles from Bismarck

Rapid City

Devils Lake
KFYR 57.5%
Next Station 27.5%

KFYR 82.8%
Next Station 10.3%

KFYR 62.4%
Next Station 10.1%

First Station 27.5%
(50,000 watts)
KFYR 20.5%

- - - (est.) $2,107

228
$2,645

Ask any John Blair man for the complete

KFYR coverage

story

available through
PRESS ASSOCIATION,
50 lockafelUr Plaza
N«w York, N. Y.
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telephone

wes,

rush

too

Help keep war-crowded
circuits clear on December 24,
25 and 26.
Please use Long

Distance

only if it is vital.

War needs tlie wires — even
on holidays.
BELL

TELEPHONE

SYSTEM

Two
WOR

Sponsors Use
for 18 Years

Dugan Bros., Paton Products
Are Station's Oldest
OF THE 300 advertisers using
WOR New York this year, 65 or
22% have been on the station from
4 to 18 consecutive years, according to a survey.
The record for continuous advertising is shared by Dugan Bros.,
for Whole Wheat Bread, and Paton
Products, for Golden Blossom
Honey, — both companies having
participated in Alfred W. McCann's
Pure Food Hour for the past 18
years. Two other food accounts —
Dole's Pineapple Juice, and Richmond Chase Co., for Heart's Delight Canned Fruit — have used the
same program 15 consecutive years.
Macy On 12 Years
R. H. Macy & Co., department
store, has been on WOR continuously 13 years, and Maryland
Pharmaceutical Co., 12 years. In
the nine-year bracket are Carter
Products Co., Fischer Baking Co.,
and John Morrell & Co., while Atlantic Refining Co., Breyer Ice
Cream Co., Philadelphia Dairy
Products Co., N. J. Bell Telephone
Co. and Serutan Co. have used the
station for eight years.
In the seven-year group are Hoffman Beverage Co., B C Remedy
Co., Pinex Co., Procter & Gamble,
Olson Rug Co., Delaware Lackawana and Western Coal Co., N.
Y. Telephone Co., Longines-Wittnauer Co., Bambarelli and Davitto,
Bristol-Myers Co. and Select
Theatres.
In the six-year category were
P. J. Ritter Co., Manhattan Soap
Co., R. B. Semler Inc., V. La
Rosa & Sons, Wheatena Corp.,
Howard Clothes Inc., Bayuk Cigars
and Consolidated Cigar Corp.
Sixteen advertisers have used
WOR consistently for the past five
years: Jacob Ruppert Breweries;
Grove Labs., Vick Chemical Co.,
Gillette Safety Razor Co., PepsiCola Co., Peter Paul Inc., Quaker
Oats Co. (Ful-O-Pep), Bond
Stores, Lever Bros., General Cigar
Co., Paramount Pictures, J. Martinson & Co., A. Goodman & Sons,

Owen Joseph Dowd
OWEN JOSEPH DOWD, 26, of
Brooklyn, transatlantic operator
at UP's listening post, Valhalla,
N. Y., died Friday, Dec. 10, of a
heart ailment. Mr. Dowd won the
Percy Maxim Memorial Award in
1939 for his aid in handling radio
traffic to and from New England
during the flood.
Richfield Oil Corp., Bulova Watch
Co., and R. B. Davis Sales Co.
Four-year-old advertisers are :
Beaumont Co., Ex-Lax Inc., Pharmaco Inc., Johnson & Johnson,
Marline Firearms Co., Noxzema
Chemical Co., Purity Bakeries Service Corp., American Chicle Co.,
Beechnut Packing Co., S. A. Schonbrunn & Co., Charles Gulden Inc.,
Ronzoni Macaroni Co., Hartz
Mountain Products, Flex-O-Glass,
Look Magazine and American Cigarette & Cigar Co.

MBS Highest
MUTUAL attained highest billings
for any
monthbillings
last November, and single
cumulative
for 11
months of this year also broke
previous records. Total billings
were $12,238,206, a 39.5% increase
over the figure for a similar period
in 1942, while the November, 1943,
total is $1,479,942, 62.6% above the
total for November, 1942. Figures
for both periods appearing in
Broadcasting, Dec. 6, were incorrect.

And So to Bread
ALL was serene in Seattle
the afternoon of Dec. 8.
Women who tuned to KIRO
at 3 p.m. for the Housewives
Go to War program, heard
Marion Gu:nn recite some
mighty tempt ng recipes. She
came to one for home breadbaking. Time was growing
short. Miss Guinn glanced at
the clock. She had less than
30 seconds. Those listening
heard her say, in her best
graduate-home-economist radio voice: ". . . and now you
put the dough into a wellgreased bed-pan."
FOR THE FIRST time in its 14
years the CBS American School of the
. I ir will
continue
during
mas holiday
season,
with thea Christspecial
group of 10 programs Dec. 20-31. A
CBS sive
brochure,
an series,
extenpromotionfirst
planstep
for inthe
includes
a
packet
of
promotion
material.
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All Automatic
FUTURE U. S. generations may have
their bread baked, their whiskey aged
and their tobacco cured by electronics,
E. W. Butler,
manager
of the RCA
commercial research
department,
Victor Division, Radio Corp. of America, told members of the Chicago Industrial Advertisers Assn., at a dinner in Chicago last week. His prediction emphasized the importance business management should place on factmarketing.
finding research in plotting post-war
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BALTIMORE

GIANT

Man's mastery of petroleum moved
another big step forward with the dedication of this huge fluid catalytic
cracking unit at the Baltimore refinery
of Standard Oil Co. (N. J.). Towering
23 stories skyward, it stands today as a
key unit in wartime production of highoctane aviation fuel, synthetic rubber,
and TNT. It will stand tomorrow as
a key East-Coast unit in a new world
of peacetime motoring and aviation.
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License Sop
THE FCC must have expected lots of fanfare
and trumpeting last week when it extended the
term of all broadcast licenses for a full three
years, the maximum term allowed under the
law. The provision has been in the law since
1927. It took just 16 years for the FCC and
its predecessor Federal Radio Commission to
get around to this!
Of course the extension is desirable. The
short-term license was authorized by Congress
when the original act was written because radio then was in a state of confusion; the law
had "broken down" and stations had been
jumping on frequencies indiscriminately. It
was to bring order out of technical chaos that
the law was so written. There was a reallocation in 1928 to correct the basic technical
abuses. More than 100 stations were tossed off
the air because they had exercised "squatter's
rights."
The extension is a sop. It is so much window-dres ing. Itcomes after members of the
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee rather
pointedly had questioned the short-term license
and the lack of stability it necessarily engendered. It comes after the arbitrary multipleownership order, and at a time when the Commis ion is committed to decide the newspaperownership issue. It is an effort to do something sweet to counteract, in some measure,
the bitter.
While on the subject of licenses, the FCC
should come forward and recommend not three
year tenures, but 20 or 50-year licenses. It
has the power to invoke revocation proceedings whenever there is a justifiable basis.

Political

Rates

A POLITICAL year is coming up. The elections will be national, state and local. Politicians predict the hottest campaigning ever.
Already the tempo has given rise to discussions about political rates for time. Candidates, or some of them, protest premium rates
for political time. The policy varies; some stations charge regular rates, others double rates.
There is justification for premium rates,
according to practical broadcasters. Radio programming requires constant balancing if an
audience is to be maintained. The quickest
way to destroy audience (and hence the value
of radio time) is to permit too much of limited or special appeal to get on, throwing out
of kilter tried and tested programs of general
appeal and following.
Thus, many stations in establishing rates
for talks (commercial, political or otherwise)
take into account the expense of offsetting
schedule changes to retain audience. Moreover,
the premium rate tends to encourage the
speaker to edit his script sharply, say it in
fewer words and reduce the time purchased.
It makes for better radio and usually better
listener reaction. Thus the premium rate isn't
a penalty. It is a safeguard for the timebuyer because he is assured of better audience.
And it is much easier on the listener.
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Listener

RADIO'S future is now in the bosom of Congress. Hearings before the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee on the White-Wheeler
bill, have ended. The question, briefly stated,
is whether the FCC should operate with the
blank check handed it last May by the Supreme
Court.
Now, to strip this issue of its heavy legislative verbiage and get down to plain talk.
Who are those dissatisfied with American
radio?
Men in public life — in Congress and on the
FCC — refer to "the people" and the "public
interest". True, members of Congress are the
elected spokesmen of the people. But those on
the regulatory agencies are not. They are appointed by the President. But when they talk
of "the public", we wonder whether they are
not speaking as self-appointed custodians.
They profess to speak the view of radio's audience of 100,000,000. But where is the
authority? Who has complained?
It's high time, we think, to get the facts.
Instead of this hit-and-miss conversation about
too much "soap opera", or "killer-diller
drama", or boogie-woogie, let's find out what
the public thinks. All these men in public life,
whether elective or appointive, are quick to
bring out that American radio is the best in
the world, but they, according to their own
lights, feel it should be better. They fail to
realize that many a station has given up the
ghost, and that the mortality among radio prothem. grams is high — because the public didn't like
In a Democracy the majority rules — at least
that was the concept of the Founding Fathers.
Today, all too often, we have seen these selfappointed guardians of the nation's welfare
and morals just assume authority. Is that
what broadcasting and its manifold post-war
off-shoots are faced with today? "By their
fruits shall ye know them", was the Biblical
quotation once used by the courts in upholding
a deletion case. The same maxim applies to the
FCC. It's clear that unless the FCC is checked,
the result will be strangulation of radio.
How can we get the facts as to the desire
of the body politic on broadcasting? The question is whether broadcasting needs a change
in policy of the kind the FCC is foisting upon
it. The answer is simple. Ask the people.
Let radio prove for itself whether the loudest voices advocating such changes really
speak for the people. Or whether they speak
only of self-interest of the reformer-crusader
breed.
We suggest that stations and networks take
the question direct to the people. It can be
done through a nationwide poll. Let an independent research or survey group handle
the analysis and frame the questions. The Gallup poll, or Fortune, could follow it up. The
press could pursue it, for certainly if radio's
freedom falters, the press will be next in line.
The question can be put direct to the listener: "Do you think the Federal Government
should regulate news broadcasts, commentators, types of programs on networks or through
this station?" It could be broader or narrower. It could run a day or a week.
The listener will speak for himself.
Radio is eager to abide by the results.
After all, the listener is our business.

EDWARD

RAYMOND

BORROFF

ing an ambulance and skinning a dinkey
PROSPECTING, smudging orchards, chasaren't usually the forerunning experiences of a radio executive. Nor is the radio executive in this case, Edward Raymond
Borroff, vice president of the BLUE central
division, a usual person.
A great-great-grandson of Sam Houston, Ed
Borroff displayed the pioneer spirit at an
early age, when he headed west to become a
prospector. Gold in the hills or the produce
of the land, either was in his agenda, but a
lone fortune seeker he would be. That urge to
eschew the common path to success seems to
have stemmed from the time the youthful Ed
was stricken with mental and vocal constriction when called upon to address his grade
school graduating class in Chicago. Since that
time Ed Borroff has been noted more for actions than words.
After graduating with honors from Chicago's Hyde Park high school, alma mater of
more than one Chicago radio executive, he
enrolled in Liberal Arts at the University
of Chicago and later took courses in animal
husbandry at the University of Illinois. The
course was to fit Ed for a career as a cattle
buyer, his father being owner of one of the
largest livestock commission houses in the
Middle West and his brother being a wellknown stock appraiser. But about that time,
during the end of Borroff's junior year at
Illinois, he decided to listen to Horace Greeley
and head for the foothills of the State of
Washington.
There, however, instead of gold to pan, Ed
found apples, orchard after orchard of them,
so he decided to become a fruit rancher. But
an early frost nipped his bumper crop, and
Ed was no longer a fruit rancher. Then hearing that vast orchards of peaches were going
to waste at Moss Coulee, Wash., Ed hied himself there, to learn that shipping the enormous,
ripened fruit any distance was impractical.
To the fore came Ed's sales instinct and via
telephone he sold 3,000 cases of the peaches
to residents and grocers located along the narrow-gauge railroad of the Coulee territory.
That season over, Borroff returned to sell
life insurance in Louisville, Ky., leaving that
field after two years to join a road construction company as chief "dinkey skinner." But
skinning a dinkey was only a transient vocation for Ed, who was waiting to become an
associate with a real estate firm, and with win(Continued on page AO)
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The not-too-distant future gives promise of a new technique in manufacturing . . . production byradio. Amazing tests already have been made of electric-eye-controlled tools
which make steel products direct from the blueprint, itself . . . and the process holds
assurance of conversion for use in other fields.
Such scientific wonders are indicative of the vast new developments awaiting radio . . .
striking potentialities of public service that belong to the world of peace to come.
WCAU

has long fulfilled its pledge of public service, maintaining consistent leadership

in its area through 21 years of progress . . . leadership based on superior programming
and perfected execution . . . leadership certified by a dominance in listenership, proved
by survey after survey.
WCAU,
Philadelph ia s only 50,000 watt, clear channel, nondirectional radio station, will maintain its leadership Tomorrow as
it has in the past with still greater contributions to the art of
radio and to the benefit and enjoyment of those it serves.
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Our Respects to
(Continued from page 38)
ter threatening to end the road
work, Borroff took a temporary
job on the staff of KYW, then of
Chicago. That was in 1923, and
from dog-watch newscaster and
general handyman, he became fulltime announcer, then salesman and
finally station manager.
Borroff was beginning to think
"this is a business", especially
when he was called on to report
such historical events as the crash
of the dirigible Shenandoah, and
the death of President Harding.
Daily becoming more interested
in selling, however, Borroff resigned from KYW in 1928 to join
WENR Chicago, as sales manager.
On March 1, 1931, when the National Broadcasting Company acquired WENR, he joined the sales
staff of the Central Division, and
nine years later was named sales
manager of the BLUE central division by Harry C. Kopf, then its
manager.
It was during these years as
sales executive that Borroff's direct
manner and forthright integrity
became apparent as the foundation
of his policy in dealing with associates and clients. Borroff still
talks in crisp words as straight
from the shoulder as a right cross,
yet his candid, colorful attitude is
somewhat tempered by a wry sense
of humor which only occasionally
takes a sarcastic turn to emphasize a point. Those who know him
well say he is at his best when indulging in practical jokes. But
when he is not in the mood for
pranks, they know that someone in
the woodpile is destined for the
doghouse.
On Jan. 9, 1942, announcement
v/as made to the radio industry
that Edwin R. Borroff had been
elected vice president in charge of
the central division of the BLUE
Network Company.
The first knowledge Borroff had
of the announcement came to him
that day over the long distance
telephone. He was talking with
Mark Woods, president of the
BLUE, in New York. After a few
pleasantries and some incidental
business, Woods remarked, "Oh,
say, Ed. Congratulations. You're
the new vice president in charge
of the central division of the
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The office of which he had just
BLUE."
been named head brought to Borroff supervision of the network's
activities in Chicago, the Midwest,
the Southwest and the South Central parts of the United States.
Since assuming these duties he has
been especially interested in radio's role in the life of a nation
at war, (recently he was named
Chicago consultant for the OWI
domestic branch radio bureau) and
in radio in the post-war era.
Ed Borroff is married to the former Marion Law of Princeton,
111., and has one son, Robert, age
nine. His home is in a Chicago
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ENSIGN ROBERT G. PATT, former promotion manager of WHN New
York, is in the South Pacific serving
as communications officer with an
LCI (landing craft infantry) group.
He has seen action at Munda, Rendova,
Treasury
Island. ABouganville
brother, Lt. and
(j.g.) Ralph
H.
Patt Jr.. former manager of WPAY
Portsmouth, has been designated communications officer of a destroyer escort soon to be commissioned.
RUBY MACQUATTERS, member
of the WHEB Portsmouth, N. H.,
sales staff for the past four years, has
left the station to become assistant
manager of Panaway Manor Housing
Area.
ARDEN X. PANGBORN, manager
of KGW-KEX Portland, was recently
elected vice-president of the Portland
Adv. Federation.
ANDREAS ATHERTON, forimerly
with personnel
ments of Avion and
Inc., advertising
has joined departKMPC
Beverly Hills, as account executive.
HOLLY MOYER, formerly assistant
manager of KFEL Denver, has joined
tive. Hollywood as account execuKNX
MILTON HILL, formerly of The McCarty Co., Los Angeles agency, has
joinedtion staff.
KNX Hollywood sales promoROBERT L. KENNETT, CBS program relations division manager, has
returned to New York headquarters
after conferences on the Pacific Coast.
JON HACKETT, for many years
head of sports and special events for
WOWO-WGL Fort Wayne. Ind., and
WING Dayton. Ohio, and recently
manager of KWFC Hot Springs, Ark.,
has joined the Army.
WELLS H. BARNETT Jr., former
sales manager of WLS Chicago, has
been commissioned a second lieutenant
in the Army Air Forces.
CLIFFORD J. RIAN, sales promotion manager of WTCN Minnea>iolisSt. Paul, has been appointed chairof theMinneapolis
public relations
committee manof the
Committee
for
Post War Progress.
EARL MITCHELL of the NBC San
Francisco
sales staff
resigned
December 1 to enter
business
for himself.
He is succeeded bv Walter G. Tolleson Jr., of the KPO sales stafi.
LOUIS G. COWAN, chief of the
Radio Program Bureau, Overseas
Branch, OWI, is the father of a girl.
A. V. BAMFORD, sales manager of
KROW Oakland. Cal., has been
elected a director
vertising Club. of the Oakland AdJACK COOKE, general manager of
Northern Broadcasting & Publishing,
Timmins, Ont., and chairman of the
Research Committee of the Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters, has returned
from group meetings in New York to
discuss the coverage data plan to be
inaugurated by Canadian broadcasters
early in the year. The plan is to be
set up at the February meeting of the
CAB at Quebec.
apartment. His two hobbies are
golf and ships, and on fitting occasions he will address the piano
keyboard and render an astonishing repertoire of Gay 90's tunes, or
play
dion. popular songs on his accorBROADCASTING

MAIN ATTRACTION in current
issue of Esquire for Lloyd (Speed)
Maddock, sports commentator of
KROW Oakland, and Philip G.
Lasky, KROW general manager, is
not what you might think. Object
of their interest is Maddock's article "Oakland, Home of the
Screwballs",
commentator's
first
score
in big league
writing.
McCLlNTOCK LAUDS
WORLD RADIO ROLE
USE OF American commercial
broadcasting on a global scale to
establish international peace and
prosperity in the post-war era was
urged by Miller McClintock, president of MBS, in an address last
Tuesday before the Sales Executives Club, meeting at the Roosevelt
Hotel, New York.
"What I am proposing," he said,
"is that American business use
radio with that same leadership
throughout the world that it has
upon our own continent; that it
provide the facilities for global
broadcasting; and that it solicit the
interests of men in industry, both
for their own profit incentives and
the other objectives involved."
Pointing out that the mechanics
of a global transmission system
have already been established and
that the next problem is providing
the means of reception, Mr. McClintock suggested that there are
"few better ways in which the
interested
secure bettergovernments
understandingcould
among
nations than to dispense some of
their largess in terms of listening
facilities."

790KC KFQD
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ALASKA BROADCASTING CO.
Nat.Hep.: Pan American Broadcasting Company
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Intangibles — all of them.

-L RESTIGE,

Cant

be measured,

cant

be bought, but important

to you

reputation, and character are principally a local matter. They em-

body all the things that have happened in the past— they are built up only
after a period of years. They are awarded by the community in which you live.
In Chicago and the Midwest, these qualities are inherent in WGN,

based

upon a station policy of unceasing "service to the community." They are a
"plus value" you receive from WGN.
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CHICAGO
50,000 WATTS
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EASTERN SALES OFFICE:
220 E. 42nd Street, New York 77, N. Y.

LLINOIS
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BEHI

.TAMES BURKE, on leave from CBS
to recover from an illness, last week
returned to the network in the newly
created post of rating analyst of the
research department. He was formerly assistant editor in the CBS commercial editing department.
DICK KUNSTMAN has left Mutual,
where he handled trade press news, to
enter the Army. He joined the network several months ago when MovieRadio Guide, which he represented in
New York, was dissolved. Replacing
him at Mutual is Margaret Gardner,
formerly with the Hollywood office of
Tom Fizdale Inc., publicity firm, and
previously
Radio
Guide.western editor of MovieCHARLES MacLIN, station relations
department of Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., Toronto, is the father of a girl.

CHARLES HERBERT, who became
CBS assistant network operations director last October, has been named
a director in the program department.
DAVE GOLDEN, radio writer and
former newspaperman, and at one
time assignment editor on the New
York publicity staff of the Treasury
Dept., has joined WPAT Paterson,
N. J., as continuity writer and publicity director. Chris Cunningham, announcer, entered the Army last week.
Art Raymond, former announcer, who
has received an honorable discharge
from the Army Air Force, has rejoined WPAT.
OTTIS nouncer
DEVINE,
former chief
anof WSM Nashville,
has been
named program director of the station, succeeding Jack Stapp, now in
the overseas branch of the OWL
WILLIAM DOWDELL, news editor
of WLW-WSAI Cincinnati, and Margaret Whitehead, newswriter and author, announce their engagement.
GRAYLE HOWLETT, sports editor
of WGN Chicago, has been commissioned an ensign in the Naval Reserve
and reports for active duty Dec. 28
at Ft. Schuyler, N. Y.

Minn. Council Meets
MINNESOTA Radio Council held
its fourth anniversary meeting
Dec. 3 at the Radisson Hotel, Minneapolis, in cooperation with regional NAB stations and the regionalTheassociation
of womencentered
directors.
discussions
around the educational challenge to
broadcasters especially after the
war. Co-chairmen for the Tri-conference were: Edgar L. Hayek,
KATE Albert Lea, Minn., NAB regional director; Mrs. George Palmer, national chairman, Federation of Women's Clubs; Ruth Rossholt, president, Minnesota Radio
Council; Ann Ginn, WTCN Minneapolis, NAB regional chairman.
KEN CAMPBELL, announcer of
CHEX Peterborough, Ont, is the
father of a girl.
PHIL SANDY, new to radio, has
joined the announcing staff of CHEX
Peterborough, Ont., after being discharged from the Canadian Army.
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Army.HILL, announcer of WBNX New
ED
York, has been inducted into the
EDWARD DALE SKOTCH, formerly of the Roanoke Broadcasting Corp.,
Roanoke, Va., has joined the staff of
KYW
writer. Philadelphia as continuity
ROY GROVE has resigned from the
announcingDec.staff
effective
20. of WIP Philadelphia
GLENN ADAMS, former production
manager and chief announcer of WIS
Columbia, S. C, and now out of the
Army via a medical discharge, has
joined
the announcing staff of WCAU
Philadelphia.
JACK PAINE, formerly continuity
writer of WAIT Chicago, is now freeMcDonald,
women'sR.
announcerlancing.
forDorothy
WJAR
Providence,
I|, has replaced him.
ED HUMPHRIES, formerly program
director for WJJD Chicago, and
WIND Gary, Ind., has joined WAIT
Chicago announcing staff.
KENDRICK CROSSLEY, announcer
of CKGB Timmins, Ont., was recently seriously
accident and isinjured
confinedin toan a auto
hospital
with chipped vertebrae.
HY PAINE, AFRA executive secretary in Chicago, reports for induction
in the Army Dec. 20. Ray Jones, formerly AFRA's Chicago office manager, charged
who was
from therecently
Army, honorably
is expected dis-to
return to the p©st in January.
HILL SANDERS, newscaster and
commentator of WGN Chicago, has
returned from a seven-week newsgathering tour of England. Cy Harris
substituted during his absence.
JAMES L. STIRTON, program manager of the BLUE central division, on
Dec.dio11
actress.married Adele Ossanna, ra-

in 1943
WIBG

SEIGNE SORENSON and Bessie
Budge of the continuity staff of
CKWX Vancouver have joined the
Women's
Air
Force. Division, Royal Canadian
REEDER, announcer of
aHERB
boy. Vancouver,
CKWX
is the father of

ALLAN HAS SELL has joined the
announcing staff of CKWX Vancouver.
DAVID SAVAGE, former continuity
writer of CBR Vancouver, has joined
the Royal Canadian Air Force.
aE. boy.
H. DAVIE S JR., program director of CKX Brandon, is the father of
TED HODGE, sports announcer of
WTBO Cumberland, Md., is the father
of a girl.
BOB CARTER,
chief and
announcer of WMCAformerly
New York,
for two years with WXYZ Detroit,
has joined the talent staff of WAIT
Chicago.

Basketball

Philadelphia think of sporting

events, they dial 990. That's where WIBG comes in— strong!
The newest addition is Intercollegiate Basketball from
Convention
sports-minded

Hall. You can reach Philadelphia's

audience through WIBG.
"WFDF

Philadelphia's Most Powerful Independent
10,000
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Surrendered

]

... to

an

Italy
tottering But
. . what
. collapse
Mussolini's
seemedwasimminent.
of theof Italian
fleet regime
at sea?
Could something be done to bring it into an Allied harbor?
Naval commanders of the Allied forces hoped so; turned
to R. Morris Pierce, chief engineer of WGAR, on leave
to the OWI and stationed in the Mediterranean area.
"Could terms of surrender be broadcast so all the Italian
fleet would hear?" they asked.
There could be no guarantee the Italians would hear such
broadcasts, Pierce advised, unless . . . unless terms might
be flashed on the international distress frequency to
which all ships constantly listen.

old

radio

transmitter

he said, "what I've been trying to do for three years."
We of WGAR are proud that our fellow worker played
such an important role in the surrender of the Italian
fleet. We are proud, too, of our other men and women in
the service ... of our engineers who are working as
instructors and technicians, our writers, announcers,
production men, stenographers and salesmen who serve
Uncle Sam . . . for these are the kind of folks who will
help Radio play its part in winning the peace as it now
is helping to win the war.

No suitable transmitter was available, but Pierce volunteered to retune an old one to a frequency on which it
had never been designed to operate ... a difficult task,
even under the most favorable conditions. A few hours
later, the terms of surrender were on the air!
The rest of the story is history. And, as Admiral Sir
Andrew Browne Cunningham of the British navy
watched the Italian fleet peacefully steam into Malta
harbor, he paid a tribute to Americans and to American Radio. "They've
accomplished
in one day,"
BROADCASTING
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DICK BURRIS has joined the news
announcing staff of KSO-KRNT Des
Moines. Bill Riley, released from the
Army, has joined the news staff. Marjorie Hill, new to radio, has joined
the promotion department, replacing
Virginia Black, who has joined the
U. S. Cadet Nurses.
LEONARD EARLE CAMPBELL,
formerly with WFOR Hattiesburg,
Miss., has joined the announcing
staff of WGCM Gulfport, Miss.
VIRGINIA ATKINSON has joined
the all girl staff of W1XTG, FM station of WTAG Worcester, Mass.
AL CONSTANT, formerly with
KOWH Omaha, has joined the announcing staff of WNAX Yankton,
S. D. Marjorie Gies replaces George
Johnston as head of the continuity
department. Marjorie Mikkelson has
joined the continuity department.
Marguerite Nahau is now head of the
traffic department, replacing Ted
Matthews, resigned.

Brothers Meet
SOME years ago Jim Barry
and Frank Allen, half-brothers, were separated in youth
and lost track of each other.
Now ther
they're
knew thereunited.
other wasNei-in
radio until both went to work
at WWL New Orleans and
were introduced by Ed Hoerner, program director.
FRANK GALEN, writer on the weekly CBS Burns & Allen Show, has
been inducted into the Army.
RAY NOLL, writer-producer of
KPAS Pasadena, Cal., has assumed
additional duties as head of station
transcription department replacing
Hal Lea.

WINSTON MOORE, formerly radio
editor of Western Family Magazine,
has joined NBC Hollywood publicity
department as feature writer. Martha
Curry, at one time also in that department, has rejoined the staff replacing Carol Davis who has been
transferred
to network's New York
offices.
JAMES McKIBBEN, honorably discharged from the Army, has rejoined
the writing staff of KFI-KECA Los
Angeles.
BOB TURNBULL,
head Hollywood
of transcription library of KHJ
and program director of KHJ-FM,
has been inducted into the Army.
WALLACE S. WIGGINS, program
manager of KVOE Santa Ana, Cal.,
is the father of a boy.
BILL ELLIOTT, chief announcer of
KVOE Santa Ana, Cal., has joined the
Navy and currently is in training at
the San Diego Naval station. Bob
Blackburn, new to radio, has taken
over Elliot's former station duties.
FRED SHIELDS, Hollywood announcer on the seven-weekly Alka
Seltzer News on Don Lee stations, is
the father of a boy.
JOHN WOLFE and Ken Hegard
have ioined the production department
of KDYL Salt Lake City. Ester WittricV, former secretary to W. E. Wagstaff. KDYL commercial manager,
now heads the traffic department.
KARIN SYVERSEN, former head of
the traffic department of KDYL Salt
Lake City, has left the station to marry Maj. Ralph E. Caldwell of the
Army Air Corps.
TOR TORLAND, now in the Army
and former KOA Denver announcer,
and Mary Anne Warrinev. who formerly sang over KLZ Denver with
ried.
Rav Noble's band, were recently marSTEWART
director of
has joined
WALTER
announcing

W. PHILLIPS, program
WTBO Cumberland, Md.,
the armed forces.
BREWER has joined the
staff of KIRO Seattle.

MARYof HAAS
has -■'oined the writingstaff
KNX Hollywood.
BOB MILTON, formerly announcer
of KCKM
Kansas
K*an„Mary
has
joined
KGF.T
Los City,
Angeles.
Yarrow, formerly dramatic actress,
has
'oined the station as music librarian.
CORPUS
is

CHRtSTI'S

growth

a

nOR£
WAY
STORY!
Since 1930, Corpus Christi's population has zoomed at a surprising
rate ... so much so that Philip M. Hauser, of the Census Bureau,
rates Corpus Christi as one of America's six fastest-growing cities
with best prospects of retaining wartime growth. Each day sees
more people making the "one way" journey to this port city of
over 101,400 population. Your nearest Branham representative has
Hooper-authenticated facts to prove KRIS's dominance over this
rich, ever-expanding market.

Special Combination Buy — KRIS and KXYZ, Houston . . . Investigate!
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JACK CTTSICK. writer for Ben Bernie, and William Wnlbnum. foimierly
with WBBM and WIND Chicaeo, recently on the sales staff of Snot Sales,
Chicago, have
joinedChirago.
the continuity department of WGN
DAL WYANT, production manager
of WHEB Portsmouth, N. H., is the
father of a girl.
YVONNE BERGE, for the past five
years continuity director of WNAC
Boston, has joined WBZ Boston as
script writer.
FLOYD FARR, chief announcer and
assistant production manager of KPO
San Francisco, is the father of a boy.
JIM STRAIN has joined KMTR
Hollywood as special programs producer. He previously was with WMBR
Jacksonville, Fla., and WFOY St.
Augustine. Carl Blume has joined the
KMTR news staff.
DOUGLAS GOURLAY, announcer
of aKPO
boy. San Francisco, is the father
TOM HOLBROOK, formerly with
KVIC Victoria. Tex., has joined the
announcing staff of WWL New Orleans.
BILL LARNER has been appointed
head of the newly formed public relations department of WELI New Haven, Conn. He was formerly special
announcer, continuity writer and special events man for WELI.
BROADCASTING

Tomlinson Honored
COLUMBIA U. last week conferred
upon Edward Tomlinson, BLUE
advisor on inter-American affairs,
one of three annual gold medal
awards "for distinguished service
in advancing international friendin the Western
Two shipLatin
American Hemisphere".
newspapermen received the other two awards,
known as the Maria Morris Cabot
prizes.

NBC Course
FOR THE second season, starting
in January, NBC will offer its employes a series of courses in announcing, sound effects, production
and script writing. The "Employe
ProgramwereGroups",
theyspring
are
known,
institutedas last
to establish closer relations with
employes, and to build up a supply
of trained personnel.
George Bittner
GEORGE BITTNER, Australian
journalist and commentator, died at
his home in New York, Dec. 12. From
Paris, Tours, and finally Bordeaux,
Mr. Bittner handled the French Government's daily broadcasts to Ausuntil ofthe1940.
country's surrender
in thetriafall
SCOTT KECK and Fred Rawlings,
announcers formerly with the BLUE,
burgh.
New York, have joined WCAE PittsMistake
"NON- DEFERRABLE" is
the status of a man in the
Service, even though he be
4-F. So discovered Nephi
Sorenson,
control Salt
room operator of KDYL
Lake
City, who found himself in
this status recently and as
a consequence spent four
hours in the Army. It all
happened as Nephi was taking his physical
re-classification. When theforlocal
draft
board examiners had completed their checkup, he
found himself lined up with
some men who were being
sworn into the service and
before he had a chance to
explain he too had taken the
pledge.sults of Meanwhile
the had
rehis examination
been returned, still 4-F. As
a result the only thing to do
discharge.
was
to issue him a medical

The CBS Station for a
million people in 22
counties of 3 states...
the heart of the
Textile South.
Mjmi 5000
Watts Night
Day
1000 Watts
-Ji U 1 II 950 kc. pnn
Spartanburg, S. C. mm
Represented by Hollingbery
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JUMP
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SKIS*

BUT
YOU
INTO

OR

CAN'T

WESTERN

MAKE

A

MICHIGAN,

RADIO-JUMP
FROM

CHICAGO

Let's be realistic. Do YOU ever listen to any radio
outlet that's located 150 miles from your home?
Of course you don't ! Then why should people in
Kalamazoo or Grand Rapids do it, either — especially in the face of the notorious fading condition
we have around here?

DETROIT!

The Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids Area is the home
of 1,483,509 better-lhan-average consumers who
vastly prefer WKZO to any and every other radio
station, either "outside" or "inside'9 the Area,
Write for "The Tale of Three Cities".

Believe us. In Western Michigan, WKZO gets practically all of what would be the normal Columbia
audience — and, in addition, gets large sections of
what would be the normal audience for other
networks, too. Because even a mere glance at
the millivolt coverage maps of Western Michigan stations shows that WKZO is the only outlet
delivering a listenable signal throughout the area.
Do you want the proof? Drop us a line — or ask
Free & Peters!
*Bob Roecker of Duluth did it at Iron Mountain, Michigan, in 1937!
covers all Western
WKZO
KALAMAZOO

Michigan,
and

with studios in

GRAND

RAPIDS

5000 WATTS
•
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•
CBS
JOHN E. FETZER, President and General Manager
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New Agency Formed
FORMATION of the Pacific Coast
Advertising Agency, new national
agency, has been announced by
Richard E. Goebel, general manager. Specializing in food accounts,
the new firm is located at 1167 McAllister St., San Francisco. Staff
organization includes copy, art,
production, radio, research, media,
merchandising, and sales promotion depai'tments. Members of the
staff include Helen L. Ennis, copy
supervisor, formerly with N. W.
Ayer & Son; Lewis L. Lacey, radio
director, formerly with KTSA,
Southwest Broadcasting System,
NBC; Bion Atkinson, ai-t director,
formerly with the Oakland Tribune; Batsy Dietrich, statistics
and research.

NO CHAMBER of Commerce stunt, but just a good old-fashioned "welcome home" was accorded Ed Cashman, New York vice-president of
Foote, Cone & Belding, by the agency's Hollywood staff upon his arrival
in Pasadena for check-up on American Tobacco Co. programs. Welcomebutton wearers and New York visitors are (1 to r) : Albert L. Capstaff,
associate producer of NBC College of Musical Knowledge; Arnold Maguire,
producer
of BLUE
'Here's
to Romance;
Cashman;
Bert Prager,
New York
agency
executive
on Campbell
SoupMr.account;
Frances
Young,
assistant to Paul Phillips, producer for Kay Kyser; Mr. Phillips.

Buys Station
CHARGES
that theTime
Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. is politically
controlled by the Canadian Government were made by the Progressive conservative
following cancellation
of party
a scheduled
broadcast Dec. 10 by John Bracken,
leader of the Progressive Conservatives, official opposition to the
Federal Government. CBC canceled Mr. Bracken's dinner speech
on the grounds that it violated a
1940 ruling prohibiting political
broadcasts between elections.
Speech was recorded, however, and
last week placed on every Dominion station at commercial rates.

PAUL de FUR. formerly in the radio
section of the War Manpower Commission, and Jay Hanna, free-lance
director, have joined J. Walter Thompducers.son Co., New York, as radio proFRITZ BLOCKI Productions, newly
organized radio production firm, has
opened offices at 655 Fifth Ave., New
9-6180.
York. Telephone number is Plaza
WALTER A. JORDAN, formerly a
partner in the advertising agency,
Fogarty. Jordan & Phelps Co., Chicago, hasDistributors,
sold his Chicago.
interest Associated
in Associated
Distributors handle cosmetic lines.
FRANK J. BRUGUIERB, editor
since 1935 of the Shell Oil publication, Shell Progress, has joined the
A. E. Nelson Advertising Company,
San Francisco, as account executive
and copy chief.
.

WDAY

.-4

serves an area that furnishes 45.9%

LEO S. COHEN has been named assistant to J. C. Ewell, president of U.
S. Adv. Corp., Chicago. He has been
in charge of production.
BETH HOLMES, formerly with
BBDO, New York, has joined the
copy
department of Compton Adv..
New York.
ROBERT EDDY has joined Foote,
Cone & Belding, San Francisco, as an
art director.
of aH

retail sales in North Dakota, South Dakota and Minnesota (excepting the counties containing Minneapolis and St. Paul). Also— our nearest big-chain competition is90 miles away! Add those two facts together
and see if you don't get the same answer as most big
advertisers. Yes— it's WDAY!

WDAY
FARGO, N. D. . . . 5000 WATTS
N. B. C.
AFFILIATED WITH THE FARGO FORUM
%'
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NATIONAL
Broadcast
Sales, inMontreal, has moved
to new offices
the
University
Tower
Bldg.,
660
St.
Catherines St. West. Roy Hoff is manager.
JOHN
REBER,
vice-president
charge ofU.radio
of J. Walter
Thompsonin
Co., New York, is now a grandfather.
His son, John H. Reber. now overseas,
is
Dec.father
13. of a bov born in New York
W. B.
BYLES, offormerly
the Co.,
radio department
MacLarenwithAdv.
Toronto, has joined Spitzer & Mills,
Toronto, as radio department director.
RAYMOND F. SULLIVAN, vicepresident and director of Ruthrauff
& Ryan, New York, and with that
agency since 1920, has been elected
chairman of the plan board.
ANDY KELLY, formerly West Coast
manager of Tom Fizdale Inc., national publicity service, has established
his own organization at 1073 Cloverdale Ave., Los Angeles. Telephone is
Walnut 8955. Perry Charles, MGM
New York radio contact, has assumed
Mr. Kelly's duties at Fizdale.
JACK EIGEL, formerly with Compton Adv., Chicogo, has joined the
Buchen countsCo.,
and copy.Chicago, handling acBROADCASTING

Grid Sponsors
PLAY-OFF game Dec. 19 between
the National League football
teams, New York Giants and
Washington
was by
sponsored in New Redskins,
York on WHN
P.
Lorillard Co., New York, for Old
Gold cigarettes. In Washington,
the game was presented on WMAL
by American Oil Co., Baltimore.
Agency for Old Golds is J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York, while
Joseph
Co., Baltimore,
dles theKatz
American
Oil account.hanThomas F. O'Neil
THOMAS
F. O'NEIL,
vice-president of General
Tire & Rubber
Co.,
which owns the Yankee Network,
died at a Miami Beach hospital
Dec. 10. Surviving are his wife
and
a brother,
William O'Neil,
General
Tire president.
O. E. tional
RAHNadvertising
has manager
resigned as
of nathe
Dayton Daily News to join the sales
staff of the Frederick W. Ziv transcription department. Sanford Schlessinger, formerly continuity writer of
the Iowa Broadcasting System, has
joined the Ziv New York office as
program producer.
JACK A. PEGLER, vice-president of
Foote, Cone & Belding, New York,
leaves the agency the first of the year.
He plans a vacation at his Arizona
ranch. sumesFrederick
E. Wakeman ashis post.
ALFRED POLITZ is leaving Elmo
Roper's market research firm to join
Compton Adv., New York, as a research director. He continues his independent surveys.
JAMES
N.
the
staff of JohnJOHNSON
Falkner has
Arndtjoined
& Co.,
Philadelphia.
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Fulton Lewis, Jr.
Fulton Oursler
Paul Sullivan
George H. Combs, Jr.
Sidney Walton
Adrienne Ames
"Newsreel Theater"
And

a Full Schedule of Newscasts
Throughout the Day
and Night.
Enterprising Public
Affairs Programs
including the
"Commentators'
Round
Table," and
"Congressional
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Louisiana
Shows

17. Radio

Set-Owner

Homes

THAT RADIO HOMES are a better market for household conveniences as well as for ideas, information and entertainment, than
non-radio homes, is evidenced by
the Survey of Radio Listeners in
Louisiana, just published by the
General Extension Division of the
Louisiana State University at
Baton Rouge.
Thefromsurvey
housing-to
data
the 1940ut'lized
U. S. Census
apportion the interviewed population sample throughout city and
rural areas of the state. Comparison of radio and non-radio owning
families (Appendix C) shows following differences characteristic of
the Louisiana audience.
Occupation: A much higher percentage of professional, semi-professional, managerial, clerical and
sales workers in the radio-owning
group. Professional men constitute
15.6% of the group, compared with
1.8% professional people in the
non-radio group; proprietors and
managers,
9.4%, compared with
1.4%.
Economic level: 84.4% of the

BUY
WAR

BONDS

radio
homes groups;
in the upper
dle income
15.6%andin m"dthe
lower income group.
Home Ownership: Of radio
homes, 56.6%; of non-radio homes,
26.6%.

and

Listening

hasten a

Best

Survey
Market

Possessions and conveniences:
Radio Radio
82.7% 24.6%
Electric Lights
15.9
68.6
Private Bath
17.1
Automobile
59.2
Non5.3
51.1
Telephone
23.9
Attend Moving Pic19.7
tures Once a Wk.
57.8
14.2
Daily Paper
74.0
Weekly Paper
38.2
6.0
News Magazine
39.3
zine
Women's Maga47.5
7.3
22.5
Farm Publication
27.2
Main News Source: 70% of the
radio homes reported radio as
their
source,
16.2% main
of the news
non-radio
homes wh'le
also
called radio their main news
source. Newspapers were mentioned as the main news source of
18.8% of the radio homes and
34.2% of the non-radio homes,
while "combination" was given as
the main source by 9.6% of the
radio homes and "hearsay" by
30.4% of the non-radio homes.
Only 0.3% of the radio homes redependence on "hearsay"
for theirported
news.
Indicating that the findings
should be discounted to some extent, the survey points to a probable overemphasis of the more

MERRY
CHRISTMAS

NAZI-HELD territory was pointed
out to Niles Trammell, NBC president (c) and John Royal, NBC vicepresident, by Lt. Gen. Mark Wayne
Clark, Commanding General, Fifth
Army, when this Army Signal
Corps photo,
North
Africa"taken
was "somewhere
made. Messrs.in
Trammell and Royal returned a
few weeks ago from an extensive
trip to the war zones.
stable and prosperous element in
the population. This is indicated
by the fact that the somewhat
small sample included 12.9% more
home owners than was indicated
by the Census for the state as a
whole. Nevertheless, the findings
are regarded as highly significant.
The Louisiana survey was undertaken in connection with the
planning of educational radio programs for the state, which the
university regards as its campus.
Work was done under the direction
of Dr. Edgar A. Schuler, formerly
assistant professor of sociology at
L.S.U., and now with the U. S.
Dept. of Agriculture. The questions he sought to answer included :
"Who listens when to what? Why?
Would the listeners rather hear
something
Chartingelse?"
da'ly listening patterns, the study shows how listening varies according to economic
groups. Starting the day with sim-

for all.

WGCM
LOUISVILLE
_ mi^l55lPPI GULF C0A5T^'
If^BLUE NETWORK

utUU
WANTED

| A Gulfport, Biloxi,Miss.//|

A "TIME-STRETCHERS"

BLUE

you*.
NETWORK

STATION
LOUISVILLE,

in
KY.

D. E. "Plug" Kendrick
President and General Manager
G. F. "Red" Bauer
Sales Manager
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We're just clowning of course . . . unfortunately
there's no such thing as a "time-stretcher". . . but
if there were . . . we could use one in a big way.
No one likes to turn business away . . . and we're
practically sold out all the time now . . . but don't
let that stop you from calling us every time you need
time, and we'll do our best to accommodate you.
Sell your clients WPAT . . . the fastest growing
station in the metropolitan area.
RADIO
STATION WPAT

PATER SON,
NEW JERSEY

The Voice of the Thousands who are Spending
the Millions in Monthly
Payrolls on the Mississippi Gulf Coast!
National representatives: Sears &
Ayer, Inc., Chicago and New York.

PARAMOUNT BLDG.
NEW YORK
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ilar listening habits, divergence is
shown by 9 a.m., when listening
by the lower middle income group
is still gaining as the middle and
upper income classes begin to lose
listeners. Between 11 and 12 m.
there is the greatest divergence,
with 70% of the lowest income
group listening; middle income
group up to 53% after a low of
47% at 9:30 a.m., and the upper
income group at a low point of
44% after dropping since 8:30
a.m.
Even greater divergence in listening habits is shown by the
charts of listening by economic regions, and by persons of varying
degrees of education. Taken together the charts show how much
the radio audience varies in composition and local ty, not only as
a result of program content, but
also with the timing of the program.
Valuable Breakdown
Featured comedians head the list
of Louisiana program preferences.
Dance music, variety programs, serial drama, news commentators,
news bulletins, straight drama, and
audience participations, follow in
that order.
The study also tabulated the percentages of white and negro informants requesting more programs of various types. Among
white families, more programs of
straight dramatic action were requested by the largest number of
those reporting (31%). Negro
families voted most heavily for
more religious programs (29.9%),
but added a 27% vote in favor of
more drama. The requests for program types showed strik ng vacation by locality of informants. For
example, the requests for dramatic
programs came principally from
the larger cities. Less than onethird as many listeners in smaller
cities requested this type of program and only about 5% of farm
and plantation informants of either
race requested additional dramatic
programs.

One
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Sunday

night

a

sailor

minutes

before

three

given

was

a¥

microphone

He had to have a home for his two motherless children
before he could go back to sea. Could anybody help ? ? ?

Before
KPO

the

half- hour

telephones

program

(^*fS*f®*

^)

were

was

off

swamped

the

air

. . .

Wires poured in. Letters came in an unending stream for days.
In all, 105 cities and towns in 7 states were heard from and
605 homes were offered ! Not bad when you remember that all
these people wanted to give something, not to get something

proving
ence

that

is there

after

night,

Pacific

KFEL Case Delayed
HEARING of two motions filed by
the Denver Post to dismiss suit
brought by Gene O'Fallon Inc., opperator of KFEL Denver [Broadcasting, Nov. 29], has been postponed by District Judge George
Luxford until Dec. 27 on motion
of Harry Silverstein, KFEL counsel. The Post motions had been set
for hearing today (Dec. 20) but
Mr. Silverstein is away from Denver. KFEL brought suit under the
Colorado Unfair Practices Act,
charging that the Post discriminated in refusing to carry the station's
program listings, although it published listings of other Denver
stations.
Manning Back
KNOX MANNING, formerly Hollywood announcer and narrator on
the weekly CBS / Was There and
now a major in the Army Air
Forces, was a guest participant on
that program to relate the battle
of Salerno, on Dec. 12. Major
Manning has just returned from
the Mediterranean war theatre.
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WILSON & Co., Chicago (packers),
has begun sponsorship of John Harrington and the Neivs, six-weekly, on
WAGA Atlanta. Contract for 52 weeks
was placed through United States
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
MOFFETT DRUG Co., New York,
has named Butler Adv., New York, to
handle advertising for a new vitamin
product for children — Vitamin Juniors.
Media plans have not been completed.
DOUBLE-COLA Co., has named McJunkin Adv. Agency. Chicago, to place
advertising for its cola beverage.
Plans are said to include radio.
ASSOCIATED Products, Akron, has
named H. M. Klingensmith Co., Canton, Ohio, as agency.
PHILLIP-MORRIS & Co., New York,
has placed its account for Country
Doctor pipe tobacco with Albert
Woodley Co., New York.
RALPH H. MILLER Inc., New York
(women's specialty
store Adv.,
chain), New
has
appointed
Consolidated
York, to handle its advertising. National spot campaign starts after the
first of the year.
AIRCRAFT ACCESSORIES Corp.,
Kansas City, has named Potts Turnbull Co., Kansas City, as agency.
ANCHOR-HOCKING Glass Corp.,
Lancaster, Pa., has named William
H. Weintraub & Co., New York, to
handle its radio advertising.
CENTAUR Co., New York, has named
Ruthrauff & Ryan to handle advertising for Ironized Yeast.
PETER DOELGER Brewing Co.,
Harrison, N. J., has named J. M.
Mathes Inc., New York, as agency.
SEAL SAC Inc., Fall River, Mass.,
has placed its account with Hicks
Adv. Agency, New York.
THAYER Co., Gardner, Mass., has
named BBDO New York, as agency.
COFFEE CORP. of America, Chicago (Blend 150 Coffee) has named
Stanley Pflaum Assoc., Chicago, to
handle its advertising. Radio is contemplated.

HAPPY TIME for all after the first broadcast of the 42 Products program
What's the Name of that Song?, on 34 Don Lee stations. Sam Mitchell,
firm's president, congratulates Dud Williamson on his performance. Joining in the kind words are (1 to r) : Truman (Tommy) Thompson, announcer; Sam Mitchell, president of 42 Products; his brother, Ed
Mitchell; Dud Williamson, m.c. and originator of the show; Pat Kelly,
KFRC San Francisco, producer; Donald Breyer of Hillman, ShaneBreyer, agency handling the account; Thomas Maillaird, vice-president
of Mailliard & Schmieden, distributers of 42 Products.

WJR Salute
WJR Detroit marked the
100th consecutive meeting of
its public forum program In
Our Opinion on Dec. 5 with a
discussion
of Detroit's
bution to the
war since contriPearl
Harbor. Program, a public
service feature of WJR and
the Detroit Free Press, has
made history in Michigan
with such epochal events as
the pre-election one-hour debate between Senator Ferguson and former Senator Prentiss M. Brown.

BUYING
Then

Buy

LISTENERS?
Augusta

Augusta — always a good market — now
at its peak with millions of dollars of new

and

WGAC

INDEX
Morning

time, because of phenomenal

ratings — offers more actual listeners per
dollar invested than many much larger
markets with lower ratings per station.

WGAC
61.3

Aft'noon
Evening

67.6
52.6

Station Station
"A"
37.6
32.0

0.6

46.3

BLUE AND MUTUAL
NETWORKS

STATION

WGAC
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AUGUSTA
GEORGIA
J. B. FUQUA, Gen'l Mgr.

C. E. HOOPER,
HEADLEY-REED

All
Others
0.5
0.0

0.4
0.6

*An Atlanta Station
UTAH'S NBC

/

a*
AUGUSTA
LISTENING
INDEX

buying power, offers larger potentialities
than ever before.
WGAC

HORLICK'S Malted Milk Corp., Racine, Wis.,vertisinghasCo., Racine,
appointed
Western Adas agency.
AU MASON & MAGENHEIMER
Confectionery Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, has
named
York, as Erwin
agency. Wasey & Co., NewCAROL ALTON has been appointed
advertising manager of Wilson Bros.,
Chicago (men's clothing).
LYMAN AGENCIES Ltd., Montreal
(Fellows'
has started
scribedSyrup),
program Modern
Romancestranon
CKCL Toronto, CKNX Wingbam,
CFPL London, thrice weekly. Account
was placed by Ronald Adv. Agency
Ltd., Toronto.
KELLEY, DOUGLAS & Co., Vancouver (coffee) on Dec. 13 started
Nabob Coffee Time on CFCF CFRB
CKCO,
Mon.: Cockfield
thru Fri.
8:15-8:30
a.m.
Agency
Brown
& Co.,
Toronto.
COCILANA Inc., Brooklyn, using a
New England Network and some 25
other stations to promote its Cough
Nips, from Dec. 14 through March
8, 1944, is sponsoring a series of 1<>
collegeson Square
basketball
from MadiGardengames
on WINS
New
York. Games will be broadcast front
9 :45 p.m. to end of game. Agency is
Al Paul Lefton Co., New York.

AMERICAN Healthaids Co.. Newark, N. J., has named William N.
Scheer Agency,
Newark, Plans
to handle
advertising for Kelpidine.
are said
to include radio.
LINK AVIATION Devices, Binghampton, N. Y., has named Craven
& Hedrick, New York, as agency. Radio plans are said to be included.
VOICE of Prophecy, Washington,
D. C, has named George C. Hoskins,
Chicago, as agency. Plans for radio
are said to be included.

0.5

Inc, Report
COMPANY

National Representatives
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PARSONS
(IRVING KAUFMAN)
THE

NEW

TIMEKEEPER
SOME OF HIS PAST ROUES
->t "Happy Jim Parsons" on NBC and Mutual
-Jr. 4' i years as "Lazy Dan" over Columbia
-fc "Salty Sam the Sailor" over Columbia
-fc Featured in the "Champion Spark Plug" program over
NBC with Gus Haenschen's Orchestra for 4 years
-K Starred on the RCA Hour over NBC for 2' 2 years
0

When popular Irving Kaufman, veteran network and stage star, left New York City to

Featured for over 2 years with the "Passing Show"
Conducted the CBS Community Sing program

become WSYR's TimeKeeper recently, he joined
a crack crew that's definitely big time. For in addition to NBC shows, WSYR
listening interest with a sparkling array of staff talent.

builds and sustains

For you, Mr. Advertiser, this means a large audience regardless of the time your product's
name goes out over WSYR.
WSYR
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C. E. HOOPER for SEPTEMBER & OCTOBER, 1943
Month
after
Monthml
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STANDS

C
A
B
MORNING INDEX
WGRC
MON. THRU FRI.
24.0
13.5 29o9
31 o7
8:00 - 12:00 A.M.
C
A
AFTERNOON INDEX
WGRC B
MON. THRU FRI.
3U4 34.2
12:00 - 6:00 P.M.
19.8 13.2
C
SUM. THRU SAT.
A
B
EVENING INDEX
WGR6 37.0
6:00 - 10:00 P.M. 39.9 13.6
8.1
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O. D. CHEMICAL Corp., New York,
has named the Al Paul Lefton Co.,
New York, as agency for Deodorizer.
Plans for radio are said to be included.
SECURITY Trust & Savings Banks
of San Diego, new to radio, has signed
for 52 curity
weeks
sponsorship
of the
SeHour over
KGB San
Diego.
Half-hour program which is heard
Sunday atising
evenings
has ofa spot
for dramnews items
50 years
ago
and sends flowers and plays tintype
songs for golden wedding couples and
pioneer firms.
THE MAY Co., Denver, after a one
month trial of their early morning
The May Go. Presents, has signed a
renewal contract for 52 weeks sponsorship of the show heard Monday
through Saturday on KOA Denver.
METROPOLITAN Federal Savings
& Loan visionAssn.,
Los Angeles,
in a reand expansion
of schedule,
on
Dec. 12 started sponsoring 20 minutes of news daily on KMPC Beverly
Hills. Firm also sponsors a weekly
60-minute recorded program^ MetropolitanFederal
Music Hour, on
KMPC.
Agency
is
Elwood J. Robinson Adv., Los Angeles.
AL SPERLING Beauty Products
Co., Los Angeles
Curtis
metics), new to (Helene
radio, on
Dec.cos-6
started
five-minute
newscastsponsoring
on KECA.a daily
Contract
is for
13
weeks.
Agency
is
Adolphe
Wenland Adv., Los Angeles.
CALIENTE JOCKEY CLUB, Baja
California, Mex., to promote week-end
tourist interest in Mexico and Sunday horse-racing, is using a total of
52 spot announcements per week on
KRKD Los Angeles and KFOX Long
Beach. Agency is Barnes Chase Co.,
Los Angeles.
RYAN AERONAUTICAL Co., San
Diego, Cal. (institutional and help
wanted) in a revision of schedule on
Dec. 7 started sponsoring two halfhour programs of recorded music per
week as well as a weekly quarterhour commentary on KGB San Diego.
Contracts are for 13 weeks. Agency
is Barton A. Stebbins Adv., Los AnJ. L. AUERBACH Co., Los Angeles
geles.
(realtor), in a 30-day test which
started Dec. 8, is sponsoring a fiveweekly quarter-hour sales and rental
listing program on KFWB. Coast
West Adv., Los Angeles, has the account.
CANADAtional chain
BREAD
Co.,has
Toronto
bakers),
started(na-a
transcribed program thrice-weekly on
8 Canadian stations. Account was
placed by James Fisher Co., Toronto.
LANG BROS. SPECIALTY Co., Toronto (Chimney Sweep soot destroyer) has started flash announcement
campaign on Toronto and Montreal
stations. Account was placed by A. J.
Denne & Co., Toronto.
JOHN STUART SALES, Toronto
(Dunhill cigarettes), has extended
the transcribed
Dunhill
Cigarette
Mysteries to Western
Canada
stations.
Account is placed by Harry E. Foster
Agencies, Toronto.
ATLAS PRAGER BREWING Co.,
Chicago, on Dec. 12 began sponsorship of a weekly transcribed quarterhour program, Manhunt, on WBBM
Chicago. Contract is for 26 weeks.
Agency
Chicago. is Arthur Meyerhoff & Co.,

20, 1943

WARTIME problems and post-war
planning were the major considerations of a series of sales conferences held by The Katz Agency,
station representative organization, in the company's New York
headquarters Dec. 6-10. G. R. Katz,
president, and G. W. Brett, vicepresident in charge of sales, conducted the meetings, which also
touched on all branches of the company's operations.
L. E. Jackson of the Chicago office, and S. R. Rintoul and M. F.
Beck of New York, led discussions
on television, FM and other potential postwar developments. Sound
films on these subjects, furn shed
by General Electric Co., were
shown and the group vis;ted the
studios of W2XWV, Du Mont television station. The work of the
company's research and promotion
department, directed by D. H. Denenholz, was reviewed and plans for
expansion in 1944 discussed. Spot
broadcasting activities throughout
the country were also reviewed.
Attending the meetings were:
Gerald Gunst, Sidney Katz, Lowell
Jackson, Stanley Reulman, D. H.
Decker, Chicago; Ralph Bateman,
Detroit; Gordon Gray, Kansas
City; Fred Bell, Atlanta; Frank
Brimm, Dallas; Tom Ray, Los Angeles; R. S. Railton, San Francisco; G. R. Katz, G. W. Brett, M. J.
Beck, A. Doris, M. J. Flynn, S. R.
Rintoul, M. S. Kellner, J. T. Ott,
Martin Beck, D. H. Denenholz, H.
R. Goldberg, Warren Morton, W.
York.
S. Wright, H. J. Grenthot, New

Maj. Thompson Named
MAJOR LESLIE E. THOMPSON,
vice-president of RKO Radio Pictures, has been named to head the
stage, screen and radio section of
the commerce and industry division
of the Fourth War Loan Drive,
it was announced last week at a
luncheon for the War Finance
Committee for New York State.
Major
Thompson's
of
the 13
industrial division
groups is
of one
the
division, organized as a liasion
group between business and the
War Finance Committee to promote
the sales of war bonds, with special
emphasis on executive and employe
subscriptions. Bruce Barton, president of BBDO, was named chairman of the advertising, graphic
and visual arts section.

First on New York's Dial... 570.

MILK FOUNDATION Inc., Chicago,
on Dec. 13 began sponsorship of a
weekly series of quarter-hour broadeasts entitled Fighting Man, USA, on
CO. jj> WENR Chicago. Contract is for 13
Chicago. Agency is McCann-Erickson,
weeks.
RAYMOND LOEWY, industrial designer, has been retained by Emerson
Radio & Phonograph Corp., New
York,
to design cases for post-war
radio sets.
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Furthermore, it is rugged — withstands hard usage — is easily repaired
and is impervious to changes in atmospheric temperature, pressure and
humidity.
For these reasons the velocity-type microphone, originated by RCA,
has replaced nearly all other types for high-fidelity use.
VELOCITY

MICROPHONE

THE velocity microphone is the only type of microphone which has
an inherently uniform response over the entire audio range.

From microphone to antenna, RCA offers the broadcast station complete
equipment of coordinated design — assuring superior performance,
maximum operating economy and convenience, and the advantages of
an integrated system of matching units.

With this microphone the undesirable resonance inherent in the stiff
diaphragm is eliminated.
Because the velocity microphone has the same frequency response to
sounds coming from different positions around the "mike," it facilitates
olacing of artists and musical instruments in a crowded studio.
At the same time it provides a means of effectively suppressing exraneous sounds.
BROADCASTING
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
so — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WAPI Birmingham
American Bakeries, Birmingham (Merita
bread & cake), 6 sp weekly, 52 weeks,
thru Tucker Wayne Co., Atlanta.
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga
(Zyrone & Black Draught), 3 sp weekly,
13 weeks, thru Nelson Chesman Co.,
Chattanooga.
Bond Stores, New York (clothing), 12
ne
New weekly,
York. 39 weeks, thru Neff-Rogow,
Consolidated Drug Trade Products, Chicago (Kolor Bak & Peruna), 24 sp weekcago.ly, 26 weeks, thru Benson & Dall, ChiDr. L. D. Legear Medicine Co , St. Louis
(livestock & poultry remedies), 2 sp
weekly, 26 weeks, thru Simmonds &
Simmonds, Chicago.
Morgan Jones Co., Elgin (Federal Life &
Casualty Co. of Detroit, insurance) , 5
sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru J. L. Stewart
Agency, Chicago.
Noxzema Chemical Co., Baltimore (Noxzema), 2 sp weekly, 39 weeks, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York.
Seeck & Kade, New York (Pertussin
cough remedy), 3 ep weekly, 26 weeks,
thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York.
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn
(vegetable compound), 5 sp weekly, 26
weeks, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., New
York.
The Hubinger Co., Keokuk (Quick elastic
starch), 6 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Ralph Moore Inc., St. Louis.
P. saDuffthru& Sons,
Pittsburgh
mixes),
W. Earl
Bothwell (Duff's
Adv. Agency,
Pittsburgh.
KMO Tacoma, Wash.
Baxter's
Shoedirect.
Stores, Tacoma (shoe chain),
daily sp,
Sears Roebuck & Co., Tacoma (retail
chain ) , 5 ne weekly, 13 weeks, direct.
Chamberlain's
Moines, thru
la.
(hand lotion),Sales
6 sa Corp.,
weekly,Des8 weeks,
Cary-Ainsworth, Des Moines.
KPAS Pasadena, Cal.
Southern Pacific Co., San Francisco (rail
transportation), 15 ta, thru Foote,
Cone & Belding, San Francisco.

KDKA Pittsburgh
Duquesne Brewing Co., Pittsburgh, 6 ne
weekly, 26 weeks, thru Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh.
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., Louisville (Bugler tobacco), 3 sa weekly,
39
weeks, thru Russel M. Seeds Co.,
Chicago.
Duquesne Light Co., Pittsburgh (electric
power) , sp weekly, 39 weeks, direct.
Pan American Coffee Bureau, New York
(coffee promotion), 5 sp weekly, 13
weeks, thru J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
North American Accident Ins. Co., Newark (insurance), sp weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Franklin Bruck Adv., New York.
Carleton & Hovey, Boston (Father Johns
Medicine), 3 sa weekly, 26 weeks, thru
John W. Queen, Boston.
Associated Labs. (Blondex), 2 sa weekly,
13 weeks,
New
York. thru Grady & Wagner Co.,
KECA Los Angeles
Ben Hur Products, Los Angeles, 9 so thru
Barton A. Stebbins Adv., Los Angeles.
Chamberlain Sales Corp., Des Moines. Ia.
(lotion), 3 so weekly, thru Cary-Ainsworth, Des Moines.
Allstate Insurance Co., Chicago (insur, 5ta weekly,
13 weeks, thru Ruthrauffanc&e)Ryan,
Chicago.
Omega Shoe Polish Co., Los Angeles (shoe
polish), weekly so, 52 weeks, thru J. H.
Riordan Inc., Los Angeles.
WENR Chicago
Chicago Sun, 6 so weekly, thru Leo Burnett
Co., Chicago.
Leaf Gum Co., Chicago, 3 so weekly, 13
weeks, thru Bozell & Jacobs, Chicago.
Wilcox-Gay Corp., Charlotte, Mich., 2 to
weekly,
Lansing. 13 weeks, thru Blakslee Adv.,
Commonwealth Edison Co., Chicago, 3 so
weekly, thru Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.
KFI Los Angeles
Helms, Bakeries, Los Angeles (bakery
pro( ucts), 3 ta, 6 so weekly, thru Dana
Jones Co., Los Angeles.
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co., Baltimore, 2
to weekly, 52 weeks, thru Joseph Katz
Co., Baltimore.
Sears Roebuck & Co., Los Angeles (department store) , 2 so, 6 to weekly, thru
The Mayers Co., Los Angeles.
WMAQ Chicago
Andes Candies, Chicago (candy shops), 7
so
weekly, thru Dade B. Epstein Adv.,
Chicago.
Fitzpatrick Bros , Chicago (Kitchen Kleanser) , 7 so weekly, 13 weeks, thru Arthur
Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.

KQW San Francisco
Grove Labs., St. Louis (3-way cold tablets),
2 ne weekly, 13 weeks, thru Donahue &
Coe, N. Y.
Loma Linda Food Co., San Francisco
(Ruskets), 1 so weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Gerth-Pacific Adv. Agency, San Francisco. Publishing Co., Chicago, 10 to
Curtis
weekly, 26 weeks, thru MacFarland,
Aveyard & Co., Chicago.
Miles Labs., Chicago (Nervine), 5 ta
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Wade Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
Durkee Famous Foods, San Francisco
(Troco),Reinhardt
7 so weekly,
52 weeks,
thru
Emil
Adv. Agency,
Oakland,
Cal.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.. San Francisco
( Peet soap ) , 2 so weekly, 39 weeks,
thru Leon Livingston Adv. Agency,
San Francisco.
Citizens Federal Savings & Loan Assn.,
San Francisco (loans), 1 so weekly, 13
weeks, thru Long Adv. Agency, San
Francisco.
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N.
J. (Band-aid),
3 to weekly,
thru
Young & Rubicam,
N. Y.13 weeks,
Leslie Salt Co., San Francisco, 5 so weekweeks, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
San ly, 52Francisco.
KYW Philadelphia
The Hubinger Co., Keokuk, la, (Quick
Elastic Starch) , so weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Ralph Moore, St. Louis.
Republic Pictures Corp., New York ("In
Old Oklahoma"),
hue & Coe, N. Y.2 so, 15 to, thru DonaKeystone Macaroni Co., Lebanon, Pa. (San
Giorgia Macaroni) , 2 so weekly, 13
weeks, thru James G. Lamb, PhiladelRadbill Oil Co., Philadelphia (Renuzit
Cleaner) , 6 so weekly, 13 weeks, thru
phia.
Harry Feigenbaum, Philadelphia.
The
Arrow 2 Store,
Philadelphia
clothing),
so weekly,
13 weeks,(men's
thru
Harry Feigenbaum, Philadelphia.
WOL Washington
Adam Hats, New York, so, thru Badger,
Browning & Hersey, New York.
Capitol Towel Service, Washington, so,
direct.
Coronet
direct. Magazine, Chicago, sp weekly,
Campana Sales Co., Batavia, 111., sp
weekly, direct.
Grove Labs., St. Louis, ne weekly, direct.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, New York, 5 ne
weekly, direct.
RKO Theaters, Washington, so, direct.
The Mayer Furniture Co., Washington, sa,
thru Kal Agency, Washington.

for Cody

SPIRIT of Buffalo Bill Cody
will haunt Nebraska plains
again when WOW Inc., licensee of WOW Omaha, takes
over the operation of KGNF
North Platte. Permission
has been granted by the FCC
to the WOW interest to call
the new outlet KODY, in
honor of the famed wild West
character. Transmitter of
KODY is located on the site
of the original ranch home of
Col. Wm. F. Cody. John J.
Gillin Jr., WOW president,
and his associates, take over
KODY on Dec. 11. Station
will open as an NBC affiliate,
operating on 1240 kc, 18
hours per day, 7 days per
week, with UP news service.
KGNF
1460 kc. operated daytime on

Sales of Independents
Increase
Over Chains
CHAIN STORE sales for 1943 will
total 14.6 billion dollars, a gain of
about 3.5% over volume sales of
1942, as compared to an increase
of 13% from 1941 to 1942, the
Dept. of Commerce disclosed last
Wednesday. Independent stores,
with a total estimated sales of 48.3
billion dollars, will show a 10.5%
increase over 1942, compared with
a gain of only 1% in 1942 over the
previous year.
Sales of food chain outlets are
expected to drop 1% under 1942,
whereas independent food stores
will show an increase of almost
13% over last year. Sales of general merchandise chains, which
showed a 10% gain in 1942 over
1941, will increase less than 4%
in 1943 over 1942, while sales of
independents promise to be 15%
above last year's volume, the report concluded.

Hooper Coast Data
EVENING program ratings avHooper r"Pacific"
erage in the
an
show refor Novembe
increaseport of
9%% over October,
10.1 to 9.2, and the same level as
ago. Daytime ratings shoAV
a year
no
change. A new feature gives
the number of men, women and
children, and total listening to
the radio (per 100 listening homes)
each individual eveby hours
ning, forfor
Sunday afternoon and
for Monday through Friday daytime.
Hope programs,
leads the list
of "Top
10"BobPacific
followed
by
Red Skelton, Fibber McGee &
Molly, The Aldrich Family, Frank
Morgan-Fanny Brice, The Great
Gildersleeve, Charlie McCarthy,
Lux Radio Theatre, Kay Kyser,
and Ellery Queen.
OWI Seeks Engineers
OWI is still searching for transmitter
and studio engineers and international Morse code operators for service in the European Theatre of Operations, James O. Weldon, chief of
the Bureau of Communications Facilities, Overseas Branch, asserted
Friday.cate with
Applicants
should communithe personnel
division.
OverseasNewBranch,
street,
York. OWI, 224 W. 57th
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PRIMARY
POPULATION

In KFYO-Lubbock's

MARKET
INCREASE!

twelve-county primary area, the

initial registration for Ration Book 4 totaled 214,862 —
an increase over the 1940 census of 37,545, or 21%!
This 1940 census also showed 74.54%

of the homes

had radio units — tuned in almost exclusively on KFYO,
for KFYO

is more than 100 miles from any other sta-

ciably. tion; and no one of them gets into KFYOland

appre-

Cotton and other crop yields this year are exceptional;
oil production is being stepped up by leaps and bounds;
and vast aviation training fields are releasing enormous
sums. In a word, here is an exceedingly prosperous, fastgrowing, radio listening market you can blanket with
its one station — KFYO,

CENTRAL
Telephone
BROADCASTING

SALES

OFFICE-^05-6

Riverside 5663
• Broadcast
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Petroleum

Ken L. Sibson, General

Advertising

Lubbock, Texas.

Bldg., Dallas, Texas

Sales Mgr.

TWX
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Broader

FCC

Penal

Probe
by Fly at Senate
Urged
Fine of $500 per Day for Violation Proposed;
Approval of Transfers Over 20% Urged
INFINITELY broader powers for the Commission under the provisions of
shall be paid by such lithe FCC on penalizing stations for this subsection
censee to the Treasury of the United
States
within
30
days after the order of
infractions of the law or radio reg- the Commission becomes
final, and if not
ulations, whereby it would be au- so paid,voked andtheshall
license
shall be deemed
rebe
surrendered
forthwith
thorized to impose fines of a maxiby the licensee, unless within said 30 days
mum of $500 per day in cases where
the licensee shall file a su t in accordance
withof totheenjoin,
provisions
of Section
herethe absence does not warrant revoset aside,
annul 402(a)
or suspend
cation of license was proposed to the order of the Commission assessing the
forfeiture. If the order of the Commission
the Senate Interstate Commerce
is sustained, the forfeiture as ordered by
Committee last Thursday by FCC
the Commission
w'th interest thereon, be shall,
paid together
into the Treasury
Chairman James Lawrence Fly.
of the United States within 30 days after
The proposed amendment was
the order of the court becomes final."
one of two submitted in writing to
Divisions Opposed
the committee on the closing day of
In the detailed section by section
the hearing. A sheaf of recommended changes, not directly in the analysis of the bill, Mr. Fly opposed the provision to compel the
form of draft amendments was
to split up into sepaalso proposed by Chairman Fly in Commission
rate divisions of three men each,
a 30-page document containing a declaring this would be a long step
section by section analysis of the backward. Moreover, he said, it
White-Wheeler Bill (S-814). This would compel the Commission to
draft, however, was not read but
was placed on the record. Many of adopt a system which was tried for
three years and found unsatisfacthe suggested changes had been tory.
covered by Chairman Fly in preMr. Fly opposed Section 4 of the
vious testimony.
White-Wheeler Bill, providing that
Stock Transfers
the Commission may grant license
The second proposed amendment
renewals and modifications only upoffered by Chairman Fly in draft
on written application as one that
form would require FCC approval would slow up procedure. He said
of transfers of stock in stations that in any business activity there
when 20% or more is involved. is a tendency on the part of those
The present law requires FCC ap- already entrenched "to seek to bar
proval only where control is in- newcomers".
volved.
Chairman Fly opposed Section 6
Chairman Fly proposed orally of the pending bill providing that
that Congress consider writing into the same procedure should govern
the law a requirement that stations applications for assignment of licenses on transfer of control as is
devote a "fixed percentage" or
blocks of time to sustaining pro- provided for other applications.
grams in the public service, educaHe was opposed also to Section 7
tional or related fields. This devel- of the bill as drafted dealing with
oped after Mr. Fly repeatedly had censorship of material broadcast
disclaimed any effort by the FCC
and designed to relieve stations of
to regulate programs.
liability for libel or slander exThe texts of the suggested
cept as to statements made by the
amendments submitted in draft licensee or in his behalf. The proform are:
posed provision would require equal
Amend
Section
310(b)
of
said
Tit'e
III
by deleting said paragraph and substituting the following:
"(b)
station authorized
license required
by, the The
frequencies
to be hereused
Radio Did It!
by the licensee, and the rights therein
granted shall not be transferred, asSIX announcements on
signed, or in any manner either voluntarWAIR and WSJS Winstonily or involuntarily disposed of, or
indirectly by transfer of control of
Salem, N. C, drew a crowd
any corporation holding such license,
of 7,000 and resulted in poto any person, nor may stock or othlice banning the sale of shoter participation in the ownership of
gun and rifle cartridges at
any corporation holding a license, whether
or not such transfer constitutes a transfer
the Brown-Rogers-Dixon Co.
of control, be transferred to any person,
if as a result of the transfer the transin
"public interest".
Threethe
announcements
of the
feree will hold 20 percent or more of the
stock or other participation in ownership,
sale of ammunition to begin
unless the Commission shall, after securing
Dec. 9 were made on each of
full information, decide that said transfer
is in the public interest, and shall give
the
- Rogers - on
D'xon
Santa Brown
Claus programs
the
itsAmend
consentSection
in writing."
312 of said Title III by
two
stations.
The
crowd
berelettering the present paragraph (b) as
gan gathering at midnight
paragraph (c) and by inserting the following:
and when the store opened at
9:30 a.m. the line extended
"(b)
In any
case where(a)thehereof
Commission
pursuant
to subsection
is aufor blocks. At 10:30, when
thorized to revoke a license, the Commission may in lieu of revocation after notice
police were unable to keep
and hearing as prescribed by Section
the would-be purchasers, now
312(a), order the licensee to forfeit to
numbering about 7,000, in
the United States the sum of $500 for
each and every day during which the
line, Police Capt. C. M.
Commission finds that each and every ofStutts ordered the sale
fense set forth in the notice of hearing
stopped in the interest of
occurs, or such lesser sum as the Commission may find appropriate in light
public safety.
of all the facts and circumstances of the
particular case. Any forfeiture ordered by
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language be revised to make it conform with the proposed new section 7absolving stations of liability
for libel and slander.
Section 12, which would change
appellate procedure was opposed in
part and favored in part. The Commission had no objection to certain
types of court reviews proposed.
That portion, however, which would
give the courts power to grant
temporary relief by stay order was
opposed because it would empower
the court to order the Commission
to issue a temporary license to a
person whose
application the Commission had denied.

Powers

Declaratory Rulings
PARTICIPATING in first Navy
Warcasts program in Cincinnati,
transmitting war news direct to
plants on Navy contracts, are
(1 to r) : Comdr. G. H. Bowman,
Navy Inspector; Lt. K. I. Taylor,
Navy Industrial Incentive Division ;
and Mortimer C. Watters, general
manager of WCPO and executive
vice-president of Scripps-Howard
radio. Service is offered free to the
Navy by WCPO, which pipes programs to plants, whose only expense is installation and maintenance of telephone line. First war
plant in city to take program was
Cincinnati Planer Co.
opportunities for all sides on discussion of controversial issues, and
would specify that rates charged
for use of any station shall not exceed the "regular rates" charged
for sponsors furnishing regular
programs. It would carry an express provision against censorship
of the broadcast material.
The Commission opposed the new
Section 8, which would incorporate
the substance of the Supreme Court
decision in the Sanders Bros, case
and prevent the Commission from
exercising control over programs
or business practices. The Commission contended that the explicit
prohibition against censorship is
"entirely adequate for that purSponsorship Section
Section 9, which would require
full disclosures of sponsorship of
programs, was favored by the Compose". mission, with the responsibility on
the originating station. This provision would specify that a station
require disclosure in writing of the
names of the persons or organizations upon whose instance a political or public question may be broadcast.
Section 10, prescribing that the
right of reply shall be given any
person designated by an accredited
representative of the opposite political party, was held desirable by
the Commission. It suggested, however, that the President should not
be exempted from the operation of
this section when he is addressing
the country on political matters.
This coincided with Chairman
Wheeler's views.
The Commission favored Section
11 specifying that no licensee shall
censor or control the political or
partisan trend of any material
broadcast, but proposed that the
BROADCASTING

Similarly, as to Section 13 dealing with procedural provisions, the
FCC opposed some of the changes
but supported others. The suggested requirement that the filing
of a protest automatically bring
about a hearing presents "a grave
danger" the Commission said.
Section 15, dealing with declaratory rulings by the Commission
was both opposed and supported.
The Commission favored two proauthorizing
declaratoryvisions
rulings
but "permissive"
opposed the
provision on mandatory declaratory
rulings. It contended that the latter provision would give existing
licensees the power to delay for
lengthy periods any action by the
Commission to revoke or to refuse
to renew a license. President
Neville Miller of the NAB had
urged the declaratory provision.
Section 16, which would ban imposition of sanctions or penalties
by the Commission was opposed on
the ground that it was either superfluous or may result in hamstringing the Commission. The
Commission may desire to refuse
a license to a person because he is
engaged in operating a gambling
house or some other kind of business. Section 16, the Commission
said, could very well be used as
the basis for an argument and that
since no specific provision is made
in the Communications Act providing for a denial on that basis,
the Commission's action in denying
the license on that ground would be
improper.
Health Programs in 11th Year
HEALTH PROGRAMS, under the
auspices of the American Medical
Assn. in cooperation with NBC
will begin their eleventh consecutive
year on the network, Jan. 8 when
the Doctors at War series goes into
its second 52 weeks. The programs,
initiated by Dr. W. W. Bauer, now
director, bureau of health education
of the American Health Assn. have
covered a wide field of medical subjects, including: seasonal medical
emergencies, public and individual
health measures, health in the schools,
doctors at work, and the present
timely series on doctors at war.
They are an NBC public service
feature.
TWO-REEL news short, titled "Behind Jap Barbed Wire", recounts
the
of Mutual's,
Arch experiences
Gunnison, who
returned onRoyal
the
Gripsholm Dec. 1 from internment by
the Japanese.
• Broadcast

Advertising

All-Night Listening Up
ALL-NIGHT listening in New York
shows an increase of QS% this November over 1941 and 1942 according
to a recent Crossley survey conducted
for WOR New York. WOR reports
that while
4% years
answered
in the
two
previous
to "yes,"
the question
"Were
or any
member
of yourto
family you
up and
available
to listen
the
radio
between
2
and
6
a.m.?",
in
November, 1943. 6.7% answered in
the affirmative.

TO

ALL

Fly

Urges

Stiff Penal Provisions
(Continued from page 10)

committee didn't want to go into
great detail on international communications, but since Press Wireless had made an issue of having
been refused a license to operate
in Algiers, the FCC chieftain read

HIS

FRIENDS

FlILTOll

LEWIS,

Jr.

WISHES

*

*

*

*

*

*

a 19-page statement and devoted
most of the morning session to the
subject.
He advocated a merger of international communications; told the
committee that he understood it
was "going to deal with that fully
at an enceearly
date,"
refer-in
to issuing
but but
one with
license
each theatre of operations, Mr.
Fly said: "That action is not mine.
It's the military policy. There were
two major considerations, lack of
critical materials and more than
one company in a theatre could
serve no useful purpose. I might
say there was a third reason and
that was the problem of leasing

FCC Rule Hit
SUPPORTING Niles Trammell, NBC president who
charged that the FCC,
through its television ownership restrictions will hamper the development of video,
Norman D. Waters, president
of the American Television
Society, New York, has wired
Chairman Burton K. Wheeler (D-Mont.) of the Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee that the FCC regulation "is a great handicap to
television development in this
country". The three-station
limit imposed on networks by
FCC "will become an obstacle of immense proportions"
Mr. Waters told the chairman.

His statement answered in decircuits."
tail all the alleged discrepancies
enumerated by Joseph Pierson,
president and general manager of
Press Wireless, when Mr. Pierson
appeared a few weeks ago before
the committee. Under questioning
by Senator Brooks, who wanted to
know if Press Wireless were in position "now to handle all communications" in war theatres, Mr. Fly
declared :
"Press Wireless came in and
talked to me about it some months
ago. They never had been authorized to go into general commercial
business. I suggested that if they
were equipped to go into general
commercial business, we have a little hearing, but apparently Press
Wireless went on the outside and
stirred
up aBrooks
lot of said
trouble."
Senator
he understood from Mr. Pierson's testimony
that hearings had been held but
that
the Commission
given bya
decision.
That was hadn't
confirmed
FCC Chief Engineer E. K. Jett, a
spectator. Mr. Fly remarked: "I
didn't know we had hearings."
Fears Army find V. S. Depts.
May Want Frequencies
Senator Wheeler asked if the
Army and Navy plan to keep their
stations after the war.
"You touched on an awfully significant question, Senator," replied
Mr.
Fly.
"They are
lot
more frequencies
now,using
that athey
didn't have during peace. There's
always a problem of getting anything away from someone, once

they get it." Senator Wheeler remarked that he didn't blame the
commercial companies for protesting against giving up their frequencies to the Army and Navy,
as Mr. Pierson had testified and
which was corroborated by Mr.
Fly. Speaking on Government departments operating stations, the
FCC chairman said:
"That's a pretty serious question. I'm fearful there will be
broad needs asserted by various
departments of Government.
"There has been some talk that
the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee should be given
the same status as the Commission," said Senator Wheeler.
"Frankly I've been under the idea
that it would be better for the Commission to say who shall have
these frequencies, not a lot of Government
departments.
If we're get
going to let
these
departments
together and choose what they
want, we don't know what will
happen." Senator Reed agreed it
was a "serious question" and Senator White interposed that "you're
opening up a very controversial
question that became apparent
when we wrote the 1927 act."
Under the present law the President is authorized to grant Government frequencies, while the FCC
handles those for private uses, but
Mr. Fly told the committee that
"the President has never assigned
a single frequency." He added that
"in all practical effect" the IRAC
assigns frequencies. Commissioner
T. A.. M. Craven had urged the

Influencing Sales
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WASHINGTON, D. C.
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Beyond

Pontiac

In cities . . . villages . . . farms
. . . for miles and miles around
Pontiac . . . the messages of national, regional and local advertisers are heard watts.
over WCAR's
1000 streamlined
GET THE
FACTS
FROM
WCAR
PONTIAC, MICHIGAN
or the Foreman Co. • Chicago • New York
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Hallicrafiers has the
honor of being the 1st exclusive radio
manufacturer to receive the Army-Navy
Production Award for the 3rd time!
hallicrafters
8UY MORE BONDS!
The
World's
Lorgesl
Exclusive
Manufacturer
Skori Wave Radio Communications
Equipmentof

committee to authorize IRAC by
legislation to give it "legal status".
He expressed the view that the
FCC should not govern allocation
of frequencies for Government.
Chairman Fly predicted "confusion" after the war unless "unification of our own international
communications" is effected. He
pictured the Army and Navy giving pi'esent frequencies to the commercial organizations and told the
committee he had worked hard for
a unified carrier. He said: "I think
we ought to do everything we can
to arrive at a complete plan. That
will
be taken
course."
Senator
White up
saidintheduecommittee
had been authorized by the Senate
to make a study of international
communications.
"When these hearings are concluded and this legislation is out
of the way," said Chairman Wheeler, "We expect to take that matter
up shortly after the first of the
year."
Calls 'Composition? Complaint
Battle Cry of Monopoly
Mr. Fly then took up a discussion
of the Supreme Court decision of
May 10, which vested in the Commission supervision over "the composition" of traffic.
"At the outset," said the Commission chairman, reading from
another
statement,
"I
want to prepared
address myself
to five
words which have been ripped
from their context and adopted as
the battle cry of the two big networks and the NAB in their war
on the Commission's anti-monopoly

Break for WCBS
SINGING station breaks are
in order at WCBS Springfield, 111. Roger Patrick, chief
announcer and news editor,
wrote the original music and
different sets of lyrics for
institutional and program
plugs, the Tritones trio singing the transcribed ditties.
Example :
For any program that's a
nifty, tune your dial to fourteen-fifty; for news, comedy,
and musical joy, it's WCBS
Springfield, Illinois!
regulations. These five words are
'the composition of that traffic'.
"When, on May 10 this year, the
Supreme Court upheld the Commission's chain broadcasting regulations, the big networks were
much concerned. This was not surprising because on that date the
monopolistic shackles which RCA
and CBS had imposed upon the radio broadcast industry were finally broken. Now that the highest
court had spoken there was no way
that they could hope to recapture
the monopoly they had previously
enjoyed unless they could prevail
upon Congress to amend the law."
Chairman Fly quoted from June
3 Broadcasting, which carried a
story about the NAB board meeting called to consider the proposed
legislation. He quoted from a resolution adopted and asserted that
newspapers published editorials,
"all making reference to 'the com-

$16,000,000.00
SHOULD

GO

BUT

. . . in

MORE

THAN

RETAIL

SALES

A

LONG

WICHITA

SIXTEEN
ARE

WAY
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MILLIONS
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CONCENTRATED

It's easy to see why Wichita, first in the Booming
Southwest, second in the U. S., is your number one
radio market.
KFH, that selling station in Wichita, 5000 watts
full time, can do your sales job in this rich market.
Remember, too, that Wichita wartime industries

positiona ofletter
that signed
traffic'." by
He Neville
quoted
from
Miller, NAB president and published in the Washington Post,
which pointed out that the Supreme
Court decision gave to the Commission "supreme authority" over
programs.

RADIO

AIDS

PRESS

Salt Lake Dailies Broadcast
News During Strike
RADIO again has gone to the aid
of newspapers. When Salt Lake
Typographical Union No. 115
struck against
two largest
dailies,
the Salt Utah's
Lake Tribune
and
Salt Lake Telegram, the newspapers took time on KDYL KUTA
KSL Salt Lake City and KSEI
Pocatello, Ida., to present the Tribune-Telegram Newspapers of the

Wheeler Says 'Composition'
Interpretation
Senator Wheeleris 'Absurd'
interrupted to
remark: "It's perfectly absurd to
me to put that construction on the
law. Certainly the Commission
could not construe in that language
that the Supreme Court gave it Air."Facilities of the four radio stations were used to keep residents
the express right, in face of the
posted on affairs of the city, state
law, to regulate programs." Mr. and world," said an announcement
Fly, continuing his prepared statement, quoted from Section 326 of by the newspapers. During the 11the present law which prohibits day strike, which ended Dec. 6
the Commission from interfering when the typo union agreed to
return
work while arbitrating
with radio.
"the right of free speech" demandsto for
over
higher wages, Salt
Mr. Fly contended that because
Lake City got its news by radio and
the Supreme Court did not use the through the afternoon Deseret
a competitive daily.
words "program control or pro- News,
In addition to air time the two
grams or anything comparable to
affected publications issued window
either" that the Commission was
not authorized to exercise jurisdic- bulletins and typewritten foursheets of condensed news, but
tion over programs, as the broad- page
mainly on radio as its
cast industry has contended. He depended
news outlet.
had placed in the hands of committee members copies of the Supreme
Court decision and interpreted it,
according to his views, section by
Chairman Fly finished the Senasection.
ing oftor's
. . statement
."
for him. He interMr. Fly quoted that portion of
posed: "Electrical traffic officer."
The
chairman
halted
in his statethe decision involving the "comment several times to emphasize
follows : position of that traffic" reading as that the
Supreme Court intended
The Act itself established that the that the FCC serves in a capacity
Commission's powers are not limited similar to a traffic policeman — that
to the engineering and technical as- is, "we're supposed to direct that
pectscation.
of regulation
of radio
communiYet we are asked
to regard
the traffic and keep it moving, not decide who shall ride in the automoCommission as a kind of traffic officer,
policing the wave lengths to prevent
"I would think those words could
stations from interfering with each
other. But the Act does not restrict
be
another
interpretation,"
the Commission merely to supervision
said given
Senator
McFarland.
of the traffic.
It
puts
upon
the
Combiles".
"Senator, if you'll let me finish
mission the burden of determining the
this I'll marked
bring
later,"
recomposition
of
that
traffic.
The
faciliMr. Fly,that
and upagain
he told
ties of radio are not large enough to
accommodate all who wish to use the committee that the decision
them. Methods must be devised for "goes to great length in comparing
choosing from among the many who
apply. And since Congress itself could the Commission with traffic cops."
not do this, it committed the task to
Says Law Was 'Left Just
the Commission.
When Mr. Fly read the sentence
Where it Has Always Been'
Senator McFarland interrupted
regarding the traffic officer comparison, Senator Wheeler inter- again, however, to ask if Mr. Fly
rupted with: of
"That's
exactly
what interpreted the "composition ^of^
the President
NBC said
he wants
traffic" as stations or individuals.
to have done. I think the NAB
"You've got to choose the applitried to mislead this committee.
cants thatreturned
go on thetoair,"
Mr.
When speaking of a traffic officer Fly. He
his said
written
he (Justice Frankfurter) is speak- statement, drawing the conclusion
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that "the Supreme Court did nothing more than decide the issue before it— the validity of the antimonopoly regulations. The law
with respect to the Commission's
power, or rather lack of power,"
he continued, "was left just where
it has always been. Under Section
326 of the Act the Commission is
specifically denied the power to tell
a radio station what it shall or
shall not broadcast. . . . Certainly
it cannot be said that this power
has been abused".
"I don't see how you can come to
any other conclusion," said Chairman Wheeler. "I never felt from
the first that the Supreme Court
had anything in mind except
these radio stations themselves. I
don't see
howreprese
the high-class lawyers who
nt radio — and
they're intelligent men — can come
to any other conclusion."
"Are you cannot
interpreting
that conthe
Commission
take into
siderationMcFarland.
types of programs?",
asked Senator
"I say you can't regulate program content," was the committee
chairman's reply. "There have been
times in the past when the Commission regulated — considered program types, but not content.
"What is the Commission's position in regard to when an application is made, whether a station
will put on good programs," Senator McFarland inquired.
"Over
periodconduct
of time,as wea
do reviewa long
program
whole," said Mr. Fly.
Program Control Idea
Called 'Ridiculous'
"We have not told the people to
put on or take off any program on
any station. I think that's a sound
provision — that the Commission has
no authority to pass on programs
from hour to hour or day to day.
So far as I'm concerned I don't
think its desirable that the Commission have more authority. The
idea of program control doesn't
come into the thing. I very deliberately class that contention as ridiculous."
"Your construction is," asked
Senator Tunnel, "that traffic doesn't
mean particular broadcasts, or
what shall go on the air?"
Chairman Fly said it was.
"I'm more concerned as to what
the law ought to be than what it
is now," declared Senator McFarland.
"I think
the out
propa-to
ganda that because
has beenof sent

VISITING Patterson Field, Fairfield, 0., are radio men (1 to r)
Gilbert Seldes, television program
director of CBS; Lt. Russel D.
Beadle Jr., assistant base adjutant;
and Leonard Reinsch, managing director of WSB Atlanta, WIOD
Miami, and WHIO Dayton. They
are standing under the wing of a
Flying Fortress.
stations, the industry has created
fear in the minds of some of these
stations, particularly the mailer
stations,"
commented Senator
Wheeler.
Chairman Fly accused the NAB
of "misleading" some stations and
the newspapers in its campaign,
then asserted: "I do think the people who have been before you know
the problem and what it should be.
Under the guise of taking away
from us some of the power we never claimed, they are going to get
something they really want — to go
back to monopolies. I think you
could leave the law exactly where it
is and give the Commission a duty
it has always exercised.
"If I thought I had any responprograms
I'd be programs
ashamed
to showsibility onyou
the NBC
from 10 o'clock in the morning until 6 o'clock at night. As far as
I'm concerned I want to wash my
hands of it. I think the public
should not have to tolerate those
kinds
of programs."
Senator
Brooks wanted to know
if it were true that personnel of
the Commission had called station
attorneys and suggested that certain things be done and in that
way had caused fear among broadcasters.
Foreign Language
Problem Not a Worry
"I don't want anything like that
to
take place
regardingFly.
programs,"
declared
Chairman
Senator
Wheeler interposed a question about
foreign language stations, asking
if the FCC, "working with the OWI
has insisted on putting off the air
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certain commentators."
Mr. Fly said broadcasts in "enemy languages"
have given
the
Government
considerable
concern,
then asserted: "The Commission
has rendered cooperation to other
Government agencies. No station
has been deleted." Senator Wheeler
expressed the view that if a station is broadcasting enemy propaganda the "Commission should act
in
the public
interest", but
Fly
assured
the committee
the Mr.
foreign
language question no longer is a
problem.
"Station managers have taken
hold
in cooperation
the OWI,"
he said.
"All thesewithstations
are
owned and managed by American
citizens." When Senator Wheeler
asked if any programs had been
put off the air, Mr. Fly said he
thought "certain
nouncers have beenpro-Fascist
taken off anthe
air, but that's through the OWI
and FBI; the Commission hasn't
taken
any McFarland
action."
Senator
asked how
the Commission would decide an
issue where two applicants, of
equal qualifications, wanted the
same frequency in the same community. "Wouldn't you consider
programs?" he queried.
"Yes sir," replied Mr. Fly. "In
terms of long range operation and
other things being equal, we might
get down to the point where carefully worked out plans to give
high-level programs to the public
would be considered."

Your

Job Swap
VALUE of radio when an
employment crisis arises was
demonstrated when work was
drastically curtailed at the
Utah Ordnance Plant in Salt
Lake City. Over KSL went
hundreds
spot announcements andofspecial
programs
telling the unemployed workers what to do for reemnlovment,ing group
and toguiding
where the
they shiftwere
needed. Thus the employment
dislocation was remedied
with the minimum of time
and confusion.
Referring to testimony of Luigi
Antonini [Broadcasting, Dec. 13]
that an Italian-language program
had been taken off the air by WELI
New Haven, Senator Brooks commented: "I could see that any interference with foreign-language
announcers might cause fear and
stations would throw all foreignlanguage
off." Mr.
said he hadprograms
been criticised
for Fly
his
stand but that "foreign-language
broadcasting in general is a good
thing". He adder that the FCC
investigated the complaint of Mr.
Antonini against WELI and that
"they took the program off for a
network program to make more
money." He did say, however, that
he understood the station had con-
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ducted a survey and found that
the Italian program "didn't have
enough listeners" to warrant keeping it on the air.
TrammelVs Disclaimer
Draws Retort From Fly
Senator Wheeler asked if the
Commission had called in any commentators to criticize them for
statements they had made. The
FCC chairman said the Commission had received some "very
pointed complaints from very repeople", some
members ofsponsible
Congress,
but ofthatthem
no
action had been taken other than
to write for copies of the commentators' scripts to "turn over to
the complaining parties".
Scouting testimony of President
Trammell of NBC that the public
won't listen to programs it doesn't like or v/ant, Mr. Fly said:
"You can put on the worst possible
program and draw a tremendous
audience." Senator McFarland remarked that certain commentators
who say "John Doe will divorce
Mary Doe next week" shouldn't be
permitted to broadcast such reports on rumors, asking: "No
matter if the public does want to
hear it, should they?"
"I don't think that's good broadcasting," said Chairman Fly. Then
he criticized President Trammell,
who had said when the committee
found fault with certain programs
"they're not on our network."
"Some of these things Mr. Trammell so glibly washed his hands of
when he said 'they're not on my
network'," declared Mr. Fly "why
he raised them from pups."
Proposes FCC Power to Fine
Stations $500 Daily
On the general question of regulating programs Senator McFarland said: "Frequently when you
put in one regulation to clear up
one thing, it works against the
whole industry."
At the concluding session Thursday, Chairman Fly came armed
with a 35-page document titled
"detailed comments on the provisions of S-814" embodying a section by section analysis of the
White-Wheeler Bill. It was not
read, however, and was inserted in
the record in toto. The memorandum covered in detail objections to
provisions of the bill most of which
previously
man Fly. had been cited by ChairThen came the drafts of two proposed amendments to the Act, one
which would amend Section 310
(b) to require FCC approval to
transfer of station stock amounting
to 20% or more instead of the
present requirement involving only
transfer of control. The second
proposed amendment would authorize the FCC to fine stations a maximum of $500 a day for violations
of the law or the regulations as a
penalty short of forfeiture of license through revocation [see text
of
56]. proposed amendment on page

A WELCOME HOME handshake is
given Royal Arch Gunnison
(center) by Miller McClintock,
president of Mutual, while Theodore Streibert, vice-president of
WOR, New York outlet of Mutual,
looks on. The trio was snapped at
a luncheon for advertising agency
executives given last week for
Gunnison, who recently returned on
the Gripsholm after a long internment in Jap prison camps. The
Mutual correspondent starts his
own series of commentaries Dec.
22 on that network.
White observed that any penalty
other adversely
than a "money
would
affect thepenalty"
public.
Chairman Fly loosed another tirade against the "big networks"
and particularly RCA. Describing in detail the broad scope of
RCA operation,
he mind
asked that
the committee to bear in
it is
aMoreover
"predominant
company".
he held holding
no one can
go into
television without "doing business
with RCA". While Mr. Fly said
this
would mentioning
be "competition"
television,
DuMont,in
CBS and General Electric, he said
he would assume that anyone who
produces anything in that field
would "have to have licenses from
Fly Would Put FM
RCA".
Ahead of Television
Attacking the previous testimony
of Mr. Trammell, Mr. Fly pointed
out that the NBC president had
emphasized television and had
made "only slight reference to
FM". It was Mr. Fly's opinion that
FM "is ready to deliver its broadcasting service" and is "several
years
ahead of
Declaring
thattelevision."
because Maj. E.
H. Armstrong controls basic. FM
patents RCA "tended to discourage FM", Mr. Fly said RCA there-

fore was pushing television. He
said he was not trying to condemn
RCA, but that he simply wanted
to bring to the attention of the
Committee, the "environment und^r
which all radio legislation has been
draftedvision
andspreadsenacted."
When
teleacross the
country,
combining sight with sound, it will
have a tremendous impact and "it
is ominous if we consider any possibility of 'singleness of control.' "
When Sen. Gurney asked whether radio's past history indicated
that the public had not benefited,
Mr. Fly leveled another tirade
against radio generally, but singled
out NBC. To answer that question,
he said "I would like to have a
picture made by a psychiatrist of a
housewife's brain after she had
listened
to NBC
day." unable to
Asserting
that all
he was
talk
terms of
"net gains"
Mr.
Fly in
declared
finally
that radio
in this country was the best in the
world.
Sen. White interjected that he
was
only real
"trust
in
radio,thebecause
it was
as abuster"
result of
legislative steps he had taken while
a member of the House that the
separation of RCA from General
Electric and Westinghouse ownership ensued. Chairman Wheeler,
however, observed that the man
who had made a record as a radio
"trust-buster" was Oswald F.
Schuette "who now works for
RCA." Recalling that Mr. Schuette
headed the organization (Radio
Protective Association) which
sought the
dissolution
RCA's
original
ownership,
Sen.ofWheeler
said Mr. Schuette "was so good
at it that RCA took him over."
And he added, "I don't blame them,
because
he's a good again
man." veered to
The examination
program
control
Sen. Fly
McFarland pointed
out when
that Mr.
had
previously testified that he did
not seek program powers.
Mr. Fly held there would be no
remedy in the licensing of more
stations for FM. This would provide more service and improved
electrical quality and would be
"wholesome" but "the notion that
you can get the cure for the program situation from FM is erInferring that the public is not
very articulate on some matters,
roneous."
Chairman Fly said that while he
had been accused by the Cox
Committee of "high and very
atrocious crimes" he had hardly
received a letter about these

While Chairman Fly agreed with
Sen. White that in many cases
suspension of license might be the
equivalent of revocation, he said
it wouldwould
also be"penalize
which
deprived theof public",
service.
He saw no harm, however, in having a suspension provision in the
law as a "permissive" power. Sen.
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charges. But on soap operas he
said he received "a lot of fan mail"
J after his statements before the
s Senate Committee.
He said he
if didn't
know
how
to
it.
Then he reiterated hisappraise
view that
"the trashier the show the more
people will listen." He alluded to
I "low culture, the vulgar and gami bling" as catching "awfully big
audiences."
Sen McFarland suggested somej thing akin to the Gallup type polls
, to appraise listener reaction. He
felt not much could be determined
through fan mail.
When Sen. Moore concluded that
what Mr. Fly wanted was to have
programs that "meet your approval," the FCC Chairman responded
by reading a specially prepared
analysis of network programs purporting to show that for the week
of Dec. 12 NBC had only one hour
and 45 minutes of sustaining programs between 7 and 11 for the
entire week, as against 26 hours
! and 15 minutes of commercials.
CBS had 2 hours and 15 minutes
as against 25 hours and 45 minutes
of commercials.
Suggests Congress Consider
Sustaining Time Requirement
Sen. Gurney, drawing upon his
background as a practical broadcaster, pointed out that this did
j not mean that every station on the
network carried the commercials,
since most commercials went only
to the basic network outlets. But
Mr. Fly countered that if the stations did not carry network commercials, they probably carried
local commercials.
Sen. Wheeler stressed the responsibility of stations and networks as
to program standards, and declared
that if they did not elevate them,
"sooner or later the time will come
for Congress to legislate." Sen.
McFarland interjected that the
same thing might happen in radio
that has occurred in the motion
picture industry.
The high spot in the program
discussion came when Sen. Moore
observed that Mr. Fly disclaimed
any desire to have any power over
programs but that "you do infer
that Congress should do something
about
themrejoined
in specific
Mr. Fly
thatlegislation."
Congress
might consider a provision "that
a certain percentage of time be
given to programs of certain types
such as music, education and the
like and that some time during evening hours be given over to sus-

taining public service programs."
Mr. Fly then cited the Catholic
Hour, which he said had been a network program for 14 years and
that NBC wanted to "put it off for
Amos 'n Andy." NBC, he declared,
"did not succeed in that putsch."
Sen. McFarland quickly pointed out
that this proved his point — public
opinion takes care of such matters."
After reading one or two complaints about pushing around "of
sustaining programs by the networks, Mr. Fly said he was "happy"
to see broadcasters "make a lot of
money" but added there should be
the requirement that they give
more time to public service programs andHe
thatsaid
they that
"plowinback"
earnings.
this
period of "greatest earnings" the
"dollar has been predominant;"
and that broadcasters are trying to
"milk every last dollar out of it."
He questioned the long range wisdom of cancelling of public service
programs
mercials. to make way for comChairman Wheeler posed the
question of whether Congress
should write into the law that when
a radio license is granted the licensee should be required to reserve a certain amount of time
for educational and public service
programs. He commented that
these franchises are extremely
valuable and may be worth "hundreds of thousands." Such a procedure would take the "program
power out of the hands of the
bureaucrats." Viewing conditions
generally with trepidation, Sen.
Moore said that history shows that
imposition of controls lead to
Government domination and ultimately to "Government ownership."
Mr. Fly, however, contended that
the networks were "shooting at control all over the country." He held
that broadcasters "had not learned
their
men. lesson" as had other business
'Permanent Licenses' Seen
Aiding 'Vested Interests9
Arguing
licenses for against
stations,"permanent
as had been
proposed earlier in the hearings,
Mr. Flywould
declared
that the
which
dominate
the "forces
industry" would be given a stronger
hold. He alluded to them as "vested interests". Such licenses also
would not be "engineeringly feasible", he said, because reallocations
are necessary from time to time.
He alluded to NBC and its ownership of WEAF as a clear channel
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station. It might be desirable to
duplicate that channel somewhere
in the West, he said, and with a
permanent license "the vested inwould be noprotected".
Chairman terests
Fly made
mention of
the
fact that an application is pending
by Ed Craney, KGIR Butte, for
50,000 watts on the WEAF frequency. Mr. Craney had attended
all the hearings, in the capacity of
unofficial advisor to Wheeler.
Opening up the clear channel
subject, a pet topic of Chairman
Wheeler, Mr. Fly said that the
Commission might have to do
something in the future about
them. He said it might find it necessary to "take these clear channels away from the coasts and
move them inland where they will
do
most good."
Answering
Senator
Wheeler
he said
WOR had
lost
no coverage of any consequence
through duplication of its clear
channel by KIRO Seattle.
"Why can't we break down some
of the others in the East and provide better service?" Senator
Wheeler asked. Mr. Fly said, "It
can be done".
Post-War Activity
Discussed by Fly
Alluding to post-war developments, Mr. Fly referred to the
Radio Technical Planning Board
operations. Asked by Chairman
Wheeler whether the FCC had decided on policy regarding licensing of FM stations to standard
broadcasters and what disposition
would be made of the standard stations after FM receivers are sold
in abundance, Chairman Fly said
the Commission now is licensing
FM stations to AM broadcasters.
The Commision has not yet "considered the question of dual operasaid. tion or frequency removal", he
Chairman Wheeler observed that
Congress should do something
about allocation of frequencies to
government departments and perhaps provide that government
agencies make a showing competitive with the public on frequency
allocations. He did not ask Mr.
Fly to respond, declaring he did
not want him to get into controcies. versy with other government agenThen Chairman Wheeler read a
series of prepared questions covering practically all of the controversial issues pending before the
Commission. These covered savings
resulting from reduction in longline costs; the FCC's freeze order
and grants made to stations since
that time; the Carr Collins-Baylor
U. grant at Corpus Christi, Texas;
the authorization to WGAR Cleveland to operate with 50,000 watts;
the question of banning of dual
ownership, which Mr. Fly said
would have the practical result of
"eliminating all such ownership,"
and the question of newspaper
ownership, which Mr. Fly said
would be settled "in a matter of
The questions propounded by
Chairman
andin Mr.
days".
answers areWheeler
published
full Fly's
text
beginning on page 9.

Upon completion
Mr. Fly's
testimony
Chairman ofWheeler
announced the Committee would take
up new legislation in executive session. Mr. Fly declared he might
WATTS
submit additional proposals.
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EXECUTIVE:

Your time is valuable
while you're in New
York. That's why we
want you to stay with
us at the Roosevelt.
You'll be only a few
steps from your representative, your network
and the radio agencies.
Our private passageway
from Grand Central
Station leads right to
the lobby where you
can register for a comfortable room and bath
from $4.50.
Our Men's Bar is
radio-famous and the
meals are delicious
whether you eat in the
Grill, the Colonial
Room or the- Coffee
Shop. There is dancing
in the Grill every
evening except Sunday.

MADISON AVE. AT 45th ST., NEW YORK
A HILTON HOTEL
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REFUSALBy ofMiller
FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly to permit
Commission employes to be questioned by staff members of the
House Select Committee to Investigate the FCC, except in executive
committee sessions or open hearings, coupled with charges that
Chairman Clarence F. Lea (DCal.), by his rules of procedure, is
attempting to "whitewash" the
probe, came to light last week as
strained tension between committee members broke into the open.
At what General Counsel Eugene L. Garey had planned as a
"routine preliminary questioning"
but what became a public hearing
Wednesday afternoon, Mr. Garey
charged that his staff was being
hamstrung by the "open hearing"
procedure before he or his assistants had a chance to ascertain
what, if anything, the FCC witnesses knew. Mr. Garey questioned
David H. Deibler, FCC attorney in
charge of station transfers, as to
the "relationship" between Harold
A. Lafont, general manager of the
Bulova stations, and Chairman
Fly. Rep. Hart interrupted to say
that the witness had testified "he
doesn't know of any relationship".
"Not a Hearing"
"This is a witness who, under
the committee's rules, we have not
been permitted to examine," declared Mr. Garey. "We have to conduct our investigations in public
hearings. This is not a presentation of testimony at a public hearing by witnesses the staff has examined prior to the hearing. This is
a public investigation, rather than
a hearing. I don't know what this
witness knows and I've got to ask
him to find out."
Mr. Garey previously had argued
off the record with the chairman
over admission of sworn statements
taken in the presence of Rep. Wigglesworth (R-Mass.). The chairman refused to accept the statements, despite the fact that Mr.
Wigglesworth, a committee mem-

FCC

Probe,

ber, was present and administered
the oath.
"When I became chairman of the
committee," said Mr. Lea following Wednesday's session, "Mr. Fly
told me he'd give us the fullest cooperation. Ipresume that was on
the assumption that Mr. Garey
would resign." Explaining the
unique arrangement, which was
said to place the FCC in the position of "telling Congress" how the
investigation should be conducted,
Mr. Lea said:
"If a witness comes in voluntarily the staff may question him
and determine whether he has information that might be of value
for presentation to the committee
in public hearing or executive session. If we bring in a witness by
force, under the procedure we must
question him in either executive
session or public hearing. The Commission won't let its personnel volunteer so we have to bring them in
by force." He explained that
"force" means formal request of
the Commission for appearance of
its personnel before the committee.
Challenge by Rep. Miller
Mr. Lea said he had asked Mr.
Fly "what the Commission's intentions are" but that he had received
no reply. The rules of procedure
prompted the charges of "whitewash" alleged to have been hurled
by Rep. Louis E. Miller (R-Mo.)
in executive session Dec. 7. Although an undercurrent of dissension has been reported between a
majority of the committee and the
chairman, the whole question involving also the Commission's purported "supervision" over Mr. Lea
was brought into the open last
Tuesday
morning,
whenitself
an into
execu-a
tive session
resolved
public hearing for lack of a
According to Capitol Hill talk,
quorum.
first indication that all was not
well between certain committee
members and Chairman Lea
reached the boiling point on Dec.
7 when, in executive session, Rep.
Miller, who has been a staunch advocate of a thorough investigation,
is said to have challenged the chairman's procedure.

Is
Charge
General Counsel Garey had suppenaed Lt. Henry A. Wise, former
official of the Black River Valley
Broadcasts Inc., and Eliot C. Lovett, his counsel, to testify on the
WNNY Watertown, N. Y., case in
which the FCC granted a construction permit in Oct. 1936, and then
canceled it by wire.
Rep. Miller objected to Chairman Lea's purported contention
that it was necessary to have a
quorum present for routine examinations by committee counsel. Mr.
Miller said that such procedure
was a waste of time for committee
members and a hindrance to the
committee's legal staff. Chairman
Lea is said to have charged Rep.
Miller with disagreement over the
policy of procedure adopted by the
committee [Broadcasting, Oct. 25].
That procedure, adopted Oct. 18,
provides mittee
: "All
shall behearings
presidedof the
overcomby
one of its members. All hearings
shall be open to the public unless,
because of military secrets or other
public interest, the committee shall
determine to meet in executive session with a quorum present."
It was at the close of the executive session that Rep. Miller is reported to have charged that Chairman Lea was attempting to "whitewash" the investigation but that
the committee would see that a fair
and thorough inquiry is conducted.
Flares Again
For several days the committee
functioned peaceably, it was reported, until last week. On Monday
afternoon Counsel Garey called
J. B. Beadle, in charge of operators' licenses at the FCC, for
preliminary investigation. While
Chairman Lea, Rep. Magnuson (DWash.) and Mr. Miller listened,
the general counsel and his staff
conducted what Mr. Garey termed
a "routine investigation" in the
staff offices.
"I wasn't sure just how much
of a witness Mr. Beadle would
make and I didn't think it was
advisable to conduct a hearing until after the staff had concluded
its preliminary work," said Mr.
Garey. "Frequently we are given
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information, but upon routine examination we learn that the information will have no bearing on
the investigation of the FCC as
authorized by Congress. In such
cases we don't waste the time of
committee members."
On Tuesday morning the "executive session" was to resume in
Mr. Garey's office at 10:30. Only
Rep. Hart showed up. After waiting some time, he returned to his
private office.
Meantime Rep. Miller arrived
and Mr. Hart was summoned. Mr.
Lea said he had authorized Mr.
Garey to hold an "open" hearing,
rather than executive session, in
the absence of a quorum. When
Mr. Hart returned to the staff
offices, he called an open hearing
at 11:30 and what Mr. Garey had
intended to be a preliminary investigation, resolved itself into a
public hearing. The only spectators,
however, were some FCC personnel, headed by Charles R. Denny
Jr., Commission general counsel.
During the testimony of Mr.
Beadle, Mr. Denny interrupted to
offer a suggestion when the witness said he couldn't recall certain
details about correspondence which
was under discussion. Mr. Garey
exploded:
"I object, Mr. Chairman. It's my
understanding that this is an in! vestigation
the cautioned
staffs." Acting
Chairman by
Hart
Mr.
Denny about interrupting and the
FCC counsel replied:
"That's all off the record." The
hearing recessed at 1 p.m. for an
hour.
At the afternoon session, Chairman Lea, summoned from his private office, attended the hearing
long enough to admit into the record statements made by Mr. Beadle
i on Monday, as well as the testimony given on Dec. 7 by Lt. Wise
and Mr. Lovett (see page 12).
QUENTIN REYNOLDS, commentator on Salute to Youth on NBC,
will be guest of honor at a fundraising luncheon to be given at the
hotel Ambassador, New York, Dec.
23 by the broadcasting and radio artists division of the New York and
Brooklyn Federation of Jewish Charities. Luncheon speakers will include
Milton H. Biow, president of Biow
Co.

House

Probers

to Hear

understood Mr. Garey wanted to

FCC

(Continued from page 12)
in the letters and told the committee that the Commission reversed
its decision without giving reason.
Advice Sought
When the hearings opened Wednesday Counsel Garey suggested
that the committee fix a date when
it could inspect stations operated
by the RID and FBIS and those
operated by the Navy and "make
its own comparisons".
Joseph A. Hines, Boston attorney, representing Miss Natalie S.
Whitwell, 80, told the committee
that WORL Boston had changed
ownership since 1936 but that the
FCC had advised him records did
not show it. Mr. Hines testified that
in 1936 Miss Whitwell loaned
$40,000 to George A. Crockwell,
William E. Eynon and James K.
Phelan to buy WORL. He told the
committee they pledged the capital stock as security, but later disposed of their interests to Harold
A. Lafont and Sanford Cohen.
Mr. Hines was seeking redress
for his client, but came to the committee he said, seeking advice about
procedure after he had attempted
to get some action from the FCC.
Rebuttal Discussed
David H. Deibler, FCC attorney
in the Law Dept. Section 310B,
identified correspondence relating
to Mr. Hines' complaints. He said,
following a preliminary examination in November 1941, that he
recommended the Commission conduct an investigation into the control of the station stock, but that
no action was taken. Testimony of
Mr. Lafont and Mr. Cohen, taken
before Rep. Wigglesworth (RMass.) Nov. 22, was admitted to
the record Thursday when both
men told the committee the statements were correct with amendments.

Chairman Fly," said Mr. Garey.
"As far back as July I attempted
to work out something with Mr.
Denny. At the time Judge Cox resigned Iagain pressed the matter
with Mr. Denny. I have been advised that the presentation by the
FCC would be handled by the
chairman of the FCC and the
chairman of this committee."
Mr. Denny and
saidnot"it the
was chairman
the full
Commission
which directed me to enter into no
further negotiations with Mr.
Garey." Rep. Hart expressed dissatisfaction, contending "that
should be left to the staff." He said
criticism had been leveled at the
committee on the grounds that it
refused the FCC permission to apFCC On in January
pear.
"We are very anxious to present
our case," said Mr. Denny. At that
point Elton Layton, clerk of the
House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, of which Mr. Lea
also is chairman, went for the
chairman, who was in his private
office. As the chairman arrived Mr.
Denny said:
"I have been acting under instructions of the full Commission
to go ahead so that we would be
ready to present our case. I had
heard that the Commission was
going to be heard this week, but I

Wishing

You

clean
up a Mr.
few Chairman,
things first."
"I think,
that unless we agree upon a procedure,
we'll find ourselves in a mess," interposed Counsel Garey. Chairman
Lea supposed the procedure of the
past would continue, but that the
committee and the Commission
probably could reach an agreement.
"This committee is not being run
by an agreement between it and
any other agency," declared Rep.
Hart. "I entirely concur in that
viewpoint," added the chairman.
"We discussed that with Mr. Denhe added, addressing committeeny,"counsel.
"I wasn't present at that discusGarey.
sion with Mr. Denny," replied Mr.
Mr. Denny proposed to put on
first the FCC side of the RID and
FBIS. The controversy ended before a definite date for the FCC
case was reached, although Messrs.
Denny and Garey conferred after
the meeting with Chairman Lea
and it was announced that the FCC
would start its case next month.
THE VOICE OF MISSISSIPPI
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When Thursday's session got
underway before Rep. Hart, he
asked Mr. Garey what action the
staff had taken to present the FCC
rebuttal to testimony already in.
"That has been taken out of the
hands of the staff and it is now in
the hands of Chairman Lea and
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The average monthly gain in
business activity in Mississippi
for the first 10 months of 1943
is 25.9% over the same
months in 1942.
The average monthly gain in
the Jackson District, for the
same period, was 21.9%.
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Fly

Discloses Policy Confusion
(Continued from page 9)

was not passed on at all to the
broadcasting stations in that section
of the country —
Fly: I have had a number of
such complaints. . . .
Wheeler: Let me ask you: What
was the date of the freeze order?

Savannah ranks third
among all Major American
Markets in percent of sales
increase for past year.

Fly: February 23d of 1942?
. . . April 27, 1942, was the more
complete freeze.
Wheeler: Now, what was its
purpose?
Fly: The purpose there was not
to authorize construction which
would create a demand for critical
materials which were used for war

UlSflY
SAVAN N AH
GIOIC!

purposes.
Wheeler: What happened to all
the equipment that was allegedly
made available through non-use by
broadcasters? . . . The Army and
the Navy used very little of it,
didn't they?

P. HOLLINGSERY CO.

In the old days they fired a
gun from The Citadel in
Halifax, Nova Scotia to tell
the time.
— • —
Today the population listens
to CHNS for the time.
NOTE: They Still Fire the Gun
Keeping Up the Old Traditions !
Traditions,
MuchHowever,
Business.Don't Get
CHNS

Does — Try It.

¥MI

MULTIPLY

Q\YOUR SALES
IN THE MAGIC
VALLEY

TWIN
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Equipment Stored
Fly : I am afraid that the armed
services used very little of that
equipment. I have been rather disap ointed in that regard. I do not
mean to be critical, but it was my
hope that where we refused to
make the grants and to authorize
construction, and the material was
on hand, that this would accomplish
the two good purposes of getting
the materials where they would be
useful for the war purposes and
avoiding a loss on the part of the
individual applicants. I do not think
that has happened to a great extent. It has in a number of important cases, but not generally.
Wheeler: My understanding, the
information that came to me, was
that the Army and the Navy took
absolutely none of that, that the
O.W.I, did take a little of it, but
that most of it is still stored away.
Fly: I think that that is generally true, sir. They have taken certain important pieces of equipment,
but by and large that equipment
has just been stored away. Some
of it has been utilized where stations have been destroyed by fire or
other calamity; and where under
the rules we could authorize a construction, alittle of the equipment
has been taken and put in those
spots. For example, today we can
put in a 250-watt station where
there is no service. Now, that will
absorb a little of it, but by and
large I think you are right, sir; I
think it is in the warehouses, and I
am not very happy, sir.
Wheeler: How many construction permits have been granted
since the date of the freeze order?
Fly: I shall have to check that,
sir, and notify you.
Wheeler: My information is,
there were about 15 of them.
Fly: I will notify you on that,
sir.
Wheeler: Now, did you make a
grant to Carr Collins and Baylor U.
for a 50 kw new station in Corpus
Christi, since the freeze order?
Fly: Not a new station, sir.
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What we did was this, and of
course you know something of the
history of those border stations.
Mr. Collins owned a station across
the border down there, a big powerful station, and many difficulties
arose, including international difficulties, in our efforts to eliminate
that and all of those other border
stations which in effect were outside the realm of United States
law and United States regulation
but still were there serving large
areas of the United States.
Wheeler: There wasn't any war
necessity for that station, was
there?
Fly: I do not think there was
any great necessity for it, but what
we accomplished there was the alleviation of one of the most difficult international problems we had,
and we took that equipment and
moved it across the border and set
it up time
at station.
Corpus Christi for a dayWheeler : Collins was the owner
of Crazy Crystals, was he not?
Fly: I think so, sir.
Wheeler : And he has a contract
with Baylor U. which will result,
will it not, in Collins' probably
eventually owning the station?
Fly: Oh, I think that his obligation to Baylor is permanent, sir.
Ihere.
do not have the details of that
Wheeler: What was the reason
for increasing the power of WGAR
at Cleveland and installing a new
transmitter and changing the frequency? That was a violation of
your original freeze order, was it
not?
Interference a Factor
Fly: Yes. That is, superficially
it was, sir. The circumstances are
this: the Aluminum Co. put up a
big plant right around the transmitting plant of WGAR, and they
had these heavy drop forges and
things of that kind, and a tremendous lot of interference and a lot
of physical interference. Their
tubes went out there: I think toward the end of that operation they
have gone out maybe as many as
one in a month, and the Aluminum
Co. was expanding all around that
plant, so it just became necessary
to move it out of there. And of
course we couldn't afford to have a
station go off the air in Cleveland
because that is one of the spots in
this country that has not had
proper service, and it is essential
if we are to have the full network
outlets in that important area. The
Commission also wanted to retain
a priority on a broadcast frequency.
From an international standpoint
there were indications that a valuable facility would be lost to the
United States if not put in use.
Wheeler: The Commission recently promulgated an order prohibiting dual ownership in the
same community.
Fly: That is right, sir.
Wheeler: You have an exception
BROADCASTING

in there, when the Commission decides that such dual ownership is
desirable. It would seem to me that
your order was rather ambiguous.
If it is a bad thing, why not prohib't it altogether?
Fly: I think that the practical
result of the rule will be to eliminate all of the duplicate ownerships, sir. I think you are right. It
will be difficult to find that any dual
ownership is in the public interest
or that the public interest is served
by having the duality.
Wheeler: Nearly three years
ago the FCC announced that all
pending applications filed by newspapers for broadcast licenses would
not be considered pending the final
determination of the question of
newspaper ownership of stations.
How many newspaper owners have
been granted new construction permits since that time, if any:
Fly: None, I believe, sir.
Experiment, Says Fly
Wheeler: Did you not grant a
permit for an FM to Gordon Gray,
a newspaper
Salem,
N. C? publisher in WinstonFly: Gordon Gray owned an interest in a Winston-Salem paper,
and he put an FM station on, I
think it was, Mt. Mitchell up in
the Smoky Mountains; and, as I
understood that situation, there
was no duplication, or substantial
duplication, of the coverage of the
Winston-Salem paper or the station there and the new FM station. But I think the main consideration there was that the Commission was very interested in having that experimental operation, to
have a powerful FM station up on
the mountains there that would
feed out through those rural areas
from that vantage point. And, incidentally, there he had the plan
for the incidental facsimile operation which we mentioned where he
was going
to furnish
the newsthere,
services to little
towns around

Headley-Reed, National Representative
• Broadcast

Advertising

and the Commission
was very
much interested in the experimen, tal character of that operation.
1 Wheeler: What about the Wor| cester
an TelFM
station Telegram"!
granted the Wasn't
Worcester
egram?
Hyde (Assistant General Counsel) :Mr. Chairman, that was not
a new one; that was a conversion
of an experimental commercial.
Fly: That was a conversion of
1 an experimental
license to a regular licensee.
Wheeler: The Worcester Telegram"!
" Fly: It was not a new one.
Wheeler: Not a new one.
! Sen. McFarland: Well when,
J Mr. Fly, were you going to make
' your decision on this newspaper
matter? One of the members of
) the Commission indicated it would
- be done before this hearing was
completed, and I wondered if you
were —
Fly: I think we are down to a
matter of days on that, sir, and
«if you do not fold up here before
,,the holidays formally, I think that
■jhis statement may well have proved
accurate. . . .
Sen. McFarland: You haven't
any recommendations, I take it, if
' Congress should consider the ad' visability of providing for a certain percent of sustaining time, as
1 to how that would be done, the per; centage, and so on?
j Fly: I think we could offer some
>, suggestions there, sir, and I would
certainly be glad to confer with the
committee in that regard. ... I
might want to pick up some tag
ends and cover them by letter if
you don't mind.
Wheeler: All right. That will
i conclude the hearings, then. I do
,not know of anyone else who has
jasked to be heard, and so that will
' conclude these hearings, and the
; committee will take up the question of the new legislation in executive session and decide what they
•desire to do.
9
Gem Oil Plans
GEM PACKING Corp., Brooklyn, has named Emil Mogul Co.,
New York, to handle advertising
of their edible oils, effective Jan. 1.
Radio will be used in an expanded
campaign for the product according to the agency.

World Series Plan
(Continued from page 11)

SENATOR

MAYBANK

MUTUAL OFFERING
TALKS ON CIRCUIT
MUTUAL has established as a
permanent practice a special service to advertisers, making available
to them upon request for sales conferences and other meetings of the
air its closed circuit facilities.
Third such "radio convention" was
held last Friday when MBS turned
over the 4:30-4:45 p.m. period on a
closed circuit to Employers Group,
Boston, sponsor of Cedric Foster's
Sunday commentaries, now heard
on the full network.
Agents and field representatives
of Employer's Group, insurance
company unit, were invited to
gather at station studios throughout the country to hear a talk by
Edward Stone, president of the
company, and by Miller McClintock,
Mutual president. Schenley Distillers took advantage of the offer
recently to call its dealers and
salesmen to MBS affiliate studios
to hear talks by Mr. McClintock,
Schenley officials and others, tying
in with the shift to Mutual of the
Xavier Cugat show for Dubonnet
wines. Network offers a full network for the closed circuit talks,
regardless of how many stations
are included in the sponsor's
hook-up.
Philco Video Plans
APPLICATIONS for new television stations in New York and
Washington were filed with the
FCC last Friday by Philco Corp.,
Philadelphia. Television Channel 9
is sought in New York and Channel 4 in Washington. Power is not
specified. Philco now is licensee of
a commercial television station
WPTZ in Philadelphia as well as
an experimental transmitter in
that city.
Agency Changes Name
UNITED ADVERTISING COMPANIES, Chicago, will change
its
firm
name
O'Neil,
LarsonJan.&
McMahon Adv.to Co.,
effective

'Gee! 1 just remembered —
WFDF Flint said to avoid unlecessary travel."
BROADCASTING

1. Harry
O'Neil, offormerly
and
treasurer
Benson secretary
& Dall,
Chicago; Edward Larson, present
vice-president of United Adv., Chicago, and Nelson J. McMahon, now
United president, will head the
agency.
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tions to the exclusion of other programs. In this way unnecessary
duplication would be avoided."
Senator Maybank said he concurred in the Commissioner's views
and plans to confer with Mr. Durr
in the near future in an effort to
work out some feasible plan whereby the entire country would be
within listening range of the Series
broadcasts.
"I don't believe all stations
should carry the World Series,"
said the Senator. "A lot of people
just aren't interested in baseball
and they should have the privilege
of listening to other programs.
But there are a lot of people in
every community who do like baseball. All of them can't see the
World Series so they depend on
radio. I believe that universally
popular sports events such as the
World Series, the Kentucky Derby
and others of general public interest should be made available to any
radio station or network that wants

Dominating

Its

Community

in

Public

Service!

PORTLAND, OREGON
CBS Affiliate
FREE & PETERS • National Reoresentatives

The

Only

BLUE
Serving
Network Station

to carry them."
Prior to this year's Series, Senator Maybank wrote Judge Kenesaw
Landis,
baseball's
high Mountain
commissioner,
protesting
the
exclusive sale of the World Series
to any one network. [Broadcasting,
Sept. 27]. He said he was not satisfied with Judge Landis' reply.

the rich important
U.

S. 34th

Metropolitan District
WFMJ

Denies Fly Charge
REFUTING the testimony of
James Lawrence Fly, FCC chairman, that NBC had attempted to
"push the Catholic Hour off the
air," Edward J. Heffron, executive
secretary of the National Council
of Catholic Men, on Friday wrote
Senator Wheeler, chairman of the
Senate Committee on Interstate
Commerce, denying any attempt by
NBC to "high-pressure" the Council into shifting the hour to a less
desirable time. Mr. Heffron explained that last spring, NBC had
suggested the Council consider
moving the program from 6 p.m.
to 3 p.m. Sunday, when a larger
number of stations could carry the
program. When NCCM asked that
the time cepted
notthisbedecision
changed with
"NBC good
acgrace," he says.

Youngstown, O.

NBC
Station For
WINSTON-SALEM
GREENSBORO
& HIGH

POINT
*
5000 WATTS

WUS
HEADLEY - REED CO.

WNBT New York, NBC television
outlet,taryonnewsreels
Dec. of13thecarried
milibattle official
of Tarawa,
and of the Cairo and Teheran conferences.
STANLEY P. McMINN, active in radio for 20 years, has been named to
the newly-created post of managing
editor of Electronic Industries, pubYork. lished by Caldwell-Clements, New
C. E. HOOPER, president of C. E.
Hooper Inc., and Matthew Chappell,
technical
consultant,Radio
are co-authors
How to Measure
Audiences, ofa
book designed to explain the precise
methods and results of the various
types of audience survey.

— — _ I The
Northwest'*Buy
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Broadcasting

WTCN
BLUE NETWORK
MINNEAPOLIS
ST. PAUl
Owned and Operated by
Rep.
ST. PAUL DISPATCH PIONEER PRESS, MINNEAPOLIS
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Hooper
Actions of the
UearlTme "Buyer —
There's not room here to
tell our full story, but if

FEDERAL

you're looking for more
listeners in the southwest,
KROD can really deliver
them. Please let us give
you complete information.
Write or call us or our
national representatives
HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
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COMMISSION

■DECEMBER 11 TO DECEMBER 17 INCLUSIVE"
Decisions . . .
Applications
DECEMBER. . 13.
DECEMBER 14
American Colonial Broadcasting Corp.,
WKZO Kalamazoo, Mich. — Granted con- Arecibo, Puerto Rico — CP new standard
sent voluntary assgn. license from WKZO
to operate on 1230 kc, 250 w, unInc. to John E. Fetzer and Rhea Y. Fet- station
zer, d/b Fetzer Broadcasting Co. (No limited.
WGKVment Charleston,
W. Va.
— Relinquish-by
money consideration.)
control licensee
corporation
KWG Stockton, Cal. — Adopted order Worth Kramer through sale of 28 shares
granting petition to reinstate and grant of stock to Richard M. Venable and Eugene
R. Custer.
application
make changes
in transmitter,for
antenna,CP change
power from
100
Calumet Broadcasting Corp., Hammond,
w to 250 w.
Ind. — CP new standard station to operate
KROY Sacramento, Cal. — Adopted order on 1520 kc, 5 kw, daytime hours.
granting petition to reinstate and grant
DECEMBER 15
application for CP install new transmitter,
WARC Inc., Rochester, N. Y.— CP new
change power from 100 w to 250 w.
standard
station,
1240 kc, 250 w, unlimited.
KOMA Oklahoma City, Okla.— Submis(Facilities of WSAY when relinquished by
sion of application for license renewal re- WSAYized byoperating
on 1370 kc as authorCP.)
quested by the Commission so that it may
be set for hearing on question of interKODY North Platte, Neb. — License to
ference to Guatemala. (Application to cover
CP
equipchange frequency from 1520 ke to 690 kc
ment, 1460 authorizing
kc to 1240 kc,change
1 kw in
to 250
w,
and related applications of KGGF Coffey- D to unlimited.
ville, Kans. for license renewal, increase
Albuquerque Broadcasting Co., Albupower from 500 w to 1 kw on 690 kc
querque, N. M. — CP new experimental teleheretofore set for hearing.)
vision station, channel No. 1 (50000WOR-FM New York — Granted request 56000 kc),
A5 and special emission, 3 kw.
change call letters to WBAM.
DECEMBER 16
DECEMBER 15
Charles P. Blackley, Staunton, Va.— CP
WTMA Charleston, S. C— Granted mo- new standard station, 1240 kc, 250 w, untion dismiss without prejudice application
limited. Amended re change type transmitter, antenna, studio site.
for terCPto sitemove
auxiliary
main present
transmitter
and usetransmit250 w.
Birney Imes Jr., Tupelo, Miss. — CP new
standard station, 1490 kc, 250 w, unlimited.
DECEMBER 16
Amended re equipment changes.
WCAP Asbury Park, N. J.— Granted license covering CP install new transmitter.

Tenn.

5,000 WATTS
CBS

SELL

COMMUNICATIONS

New Business
GARRETT & Co., Brooklyn (Virginia
Dare and Garrett American wines), on
Dec. 24 only sponsors Spirit of Christmas
on 30 Mutual stations, Fri., 8:30-9 p.m.
Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
LARUS & BROS., Richmond, Va. (Chelsea Cigarettes, Edgeworth Tobacco), on
Jan.62 16BLUE
startsstations,
Guy Lombardo's
orchestra
on
Sun., 10:30-11
p.m.
Agency : Warwick & Legler, N. Y.
Renewal Accounts
DR. PEPPER BOTTLING Co., Dallas,
Tex., (Dr. Pepper) , on Jan. 2 renews for
13 weeks Al Pearce & His Gang in Fun
Valley, on 140 BLUE stations, Sun., 44:30
Dallas. p.m. Agency: Tracy-Locke-Dawson .
GILMORE OIL Co.. Los Angeles (petroleum products) , on Dec. 31 renews for 52
weeks, Gilmore Furlough Fun on 5 NBC
Pacific stations, Fri., 9-9:30 p.m. (PWT).
Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., Hollywood.
WESTINGHOUSE MFG. Co.. Pittsburgh
(institutional), on Jan. 9 renews for 52
weeks Westinghouse program on 131 NBC
stations.
Sun.,N. 2:30-3
& Rubicam,
Y. p.m. Agency: Young
Network Changes
ELGIN
NATIONAL
Co.. E'gin.of
111. on Jan. 21 shiftsWATCH
The Adventures
Nero Wolfe from 66 CBS stations, Sat.,
7-7:30 p.m. to 140 BLUE stations, Fri.,
7-7:30 p.m. (repeat 10:30 p.m.). Agency:
J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
P. BALLANTINE & Sons, Newark (beer
and ale) , on Dec. 27 rep'aces Ogden Nash
and Guy
Lombardo's
Orchestra
with Gaxmusical comedy
show, featuring
William
ton on 41 CBS stations, Mon., 10:30-11
p.m
N. Y. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co.,
J. B. WILLIAMS Co., Glastonbury, Conn.
(Williams shaving cream), on Jan. 2 add;
18 CBS stations to William L. Shirer, making a total of 64 CBS stations, Sun., 77:15 p.m. Agency: J. Walter Thompson
Co.. N. Y.
LEWIS-HOWE Co., St. Louis (Turns), on
Jan.
replaces
HoraceWithHeidt's
Chest 18with
A Date
Judy Treasure
on 128
NBC stations, Tues., 8:30-9 p.m. Agency:
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
WESTERN Electric Co., New York,
declared a dividend of 50 cents per
share on common stock, payable Dec.
30. Action was taken at a meeting
of directors Dec. 14.
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HAPPY

KOZ

Show

5% Gain in Sets-in-Use
AN INCREASE of almost 5% in
"sets-in-use" over the Nov. 30 report was announced last week by
C. E. Hooper Inc. in the "national"
program ratings report for Dec.
15.
The while
latestthe"sets-in-use"
figureis
is 31.7,
average rating
up 3% from the previous report.
Bob Hope continues at the top
of the grams
listfollowed
of "first
fifteen"McGee
proby Fibber
and Molly, second, and Charlie McCarthy, third. Balance of the list,
in order of ratings, is as follows:
Jack Benny, Lux Radio Theater,
Aldrich Family, Mr. District Attorney, Frank Morgan-Fanny Brice,
Eddie Cantor, Walter Winchell,
Bing Crosby, Kay Kyser, Abbot
and Costello, Screen Guild Players,
and Bandwagon. Red Skelton continues to lead those programs not
measured in the eastern time zone

AMERICAN
Standards
Assn.radio
has war
announced a revision
of the
standard for Dry Electrolytic Capacitors (Home Receiver Replacement
Type)
first
approved(C16.7-1943-2nd
Feb. 16, 1943.Edition)
Capacitors
chosen represent the least number of
units necessary at this time.

a

Reports

War Film Available
A FACTUAL sound film report on
the military situation, prepared
especially for the war workers of
America by the War Dept., will be
released for public showing's on
Dec. 26. The film, "War Depart
ment
Report",
is available
to radio
stations
for studio
showings
or
station-sponsored programs before
local groups. It is 45 minutes in
length. Requests for prints, 16mm
or 35mm, should be addressed to
Capt. Monroe W. Greenthal, Indus
trial Services Division, Bureau of
Public Relations, War Dept., Wash
ington, D. C.

and

Y

Christinas

to

y oitffl;

i

FM Station KOZY. Kansas City, Missouri
EVERETT
L. WILL A It IK General Manager
BROADCASTING
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HOWARD P. WARREN, formerly
vice-president and general manager of
Minute Tapioca Co.. Orange, Mass.,
^has been elected president of the company, according to an announcement
by Austin S. Igloheart, president of
General Foods Corp., parent company.

HALLICRAFTERS Co., Chicago announces it has manufactured and delivered more than $44,000,000 worth
of short-wave communications equipment to the armed forces and lendlease,
Harbor. in the two years since Pearl

CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c
per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS, triple. Minimum charge
$1.00. Count three words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
issue. Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press Building,
Washington 4, D. C.
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
Help Wanted
Announcer — Who wants permanent place
with new Blue-Mutual station. Starting
pay, S35-S40 week. Write or wire WDAK,
Columbus, Ga.
Wanted — Announcer with some experience.
3 Advise age, draft status, salary expected
and details in first letter. Write Box 630,
BROADCASTING.
: Wanted — Announcer-operator, with first
class license. Must be capable of news
and general announcing network station.
Send details to KSEI, Pocatello, Idaho.
Want to settle down and work for real
people in a real town? Then here's what
time
]' you're
station looking
in best for.
town1000
in watt
North part
Carolina
has opening for Program Director and
one announcer who can do news. Basic
1 salary in keeping with ability. State all
; in first letter. Need you right away. Box
7 628, BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER — Two top men with experience and good reputation have opportunity join congenial staff with top
station in busy New England. Basic salary S47.00 weekly plus opportunity commercial fees. Working conditions excellent, standards high. Announcer wanting
steady position send complete references,
details, to Box 623, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — First or Second Class Operator.
Announcing ability desirable but not essential. Give full details. Draft status,
j Starting
Salary First Letter. Write Box
631, BROADCASTING.
Man or Woman — To sell and service accounts on new Blue-Mutual station. State
salary requirements. WDAK Columbus.
I Ga.
Operator-Announcer — First class license
KSUN Lowell, Ariz.
Wanted — 1st Class Operator — Good salary
-^-good
town — no —war
industry — located
moderate8
living conditions
transmitter
jI blocks
from
center
of
city
—
good
nent job as chief operator — westernpermaelectricexpected.
equipment — state
qualifications
and
salary
KDLR
Devils
Lake,
N.
Dak.
Leading Clear Channel Station — Desires
immediate application from experienced
continuity writers, men and women.
Please give all details, background, education, practical experience, draft status
and reference. Box 634. BROADCASTING.
Transmitter Engineer — Good pay. Good living conditions in non-defense area* Give
full particulars, first letter. Write or wire
KFNF, Shenandoah, Iowa.
ANNOUNCER— Permanent position for
experienced man. $56.00 for fifty hours.
A real opportunity. Send transcription
with full details to Manager, WFDF,
Flint, Michigan.
Wanted — Experienced local salesman. Permanent position with top station in leading New England market. Give all particulars, salary requirement, and include
photo in first letter. Radio Station
WTAG, Worcester, Mass.
Situations Wanted
j Chief
Engineerantenna,
— 9 years surveys,
5 kw. Experienced
directional
etc. Draft
exempt. Desires connection in South.
Box 633, BROADCASTING.
Operator — First class license, experienced,
available soon, East preferred. Box 632,
, BROADCASTING.
ROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
TRAINED RADIO HELP AVAILABLE—
To help offset the shortage of technically
trained Radio personnel, we are preparing women for second and first class radio-telephone licenses and other Radio
communication work. Some trained girls
are available right along. When you need
women technicians, please write us. No
obligation.
fees. N.DeFOREST'S
TRAINING, INC.,No 2533
Ashland Ave.,
Chicago 14, Illinois.
News
Man — Three
experience.
employed
regionalyears'
Kilowatt.
4-F, Now
$40
weekly. Prefer South, Southwest. Available
January
first.
Box
625,
BROADCASTING.
Commercial Manager-Salesman — 13 years
top
same Versatile,
midwest newspaperradioproducer
combination.
aggressive.
University graduate, age 38, family. Top
references. Go anywhere. Box 624,
BROADCASTING.
Adaptable Young Man — Honorable discharge
U. S. Army.
Graduate
New York
University Radio Dept.
Interested
in writing,
production or other such setup with
agency or station. Prefer metropolitan
New
York area. Box 622, BROADCASTING.
NEWSMAN — Friendly voice, writer, collegework.graduate.
Now with news
regional
netDesires permanent
position.
Write Pox 621, BROADCASTING.
ARE YOU A PROGRESSIVE STATION?
You need a woman announcer. Three
years'
experience
copywriting,
young,announcing,
intelligent,dramatics,
available
now. Box 620, BROADCASTING.
Newspaper Advertising Manager — 38, draft
exempt, desires to make similar conCASTING.nection in radio. Box 619, BROADANNOUNCER—
Four years'
experience asWoman.
announcer.
Box radio
618,
BROADCASTING.
PROGRAM DIRECTOR— With substantial
background in management, training and
supervising
copyto and
traffic. Programannouncers,
ideas, ability
produce,
draft exempt. Now with 1,000 watt station. Salary $60. Box 617, BROADCASTING.
Position Wanted as Chief Engineer of
Broadcast Station in near future. Want
permanent connection, no combination
job desired.
Preferred
living station
quarters. Assistant
Chief ofwith5 KW
at present. Box 616, BROADCASTING.
Want Successful MANAGER for your station ? Presently employed — progressive —
youthful — completely reliable — draft exPerson desires Write
changeP.— excellent
reason. empt.
Confidential.
O. Box
6662. Cleveland, Ohio.
Wanted to Buy
Wanted To Buy — One Western Electric type
10A tuner in good condition. Box 629,
BROADCASTING.
WANTED TO BUY— 200 to 250 ft. BLAW
KNOX OR SIMILAR STEEL TOWER.
Box 627, BROADCASTING.
Wanted To Buy — Regional radio station in
south or southwest. Box 626, BROADCASTING.
Wanted To Buy — Local or regional stations
midwestern, southern, or eastern states.
Full or controlling interest only. Box
615, BROADCASTING.
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NBC

History

A HISTORY of NBC in its relation to the development of the radio
industry is traced in a 24-page
booklet issued by NBC's promotion
department for distribution to affiliates, and to the public through
the information and public service departments. Freedom as the
underlying basis for American
broadcasting as opposed to restrictions in foreign countries is a recurrent theme throughout the booklet. Included is an explanation of
"American Radio's Four Freedoms,"— Freedom to Listen, Freedom Not to Listen, Freedom to
Broadcast, and Freedom from Fees
and Licenses." The title is "What
Goes on Behind Your Radio Dial."
Kalamazoo Symphony
FEATURING for the first time a
small community symphony, in cooperation with the OWI, the Kalamazoo Michigan Symphony Orchestra
Concert, Dec. 12, was recorded by
WKZO Kalamazoo, and offered for
broadcast in January to 40 key
U. S. stations, the BBC, and 400
other stations. Herman Felber, conductor of the WLS Chicago ordirectedin
the the
symphony
concert.chestra,
Included
transcribed
broadcast will be an eight-minute narrative describing Kalamazoo.

Fox Beer on Blue
PETER FOX BREWING Co.,
Chicago (Fox Deluxe beer), on
Dec. 21 will begin sponsorship of
a weekly half-hour musical program, Fox Deluxe Variety Hall,
on 20 BLUE midwest stations.
Program will originate out of
WLW Cincinnati, 7:30-8 p.m. each
Tuesday. Anticipated are additional
Virginia and West Coast stations.
Contract is for 52 weeks. Agency
is Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Manpower Project
ATTEMPTING to obtain sufficient
manpower to meet lagging production schedules, a special emergency
committee
representing
Chicago's
radar and radio
manufacturers
has
been formed. Charles M. Hofman,
Belmont Radio Corp., was appointed chairman, and other members
are Edward W. Shephard, Philco
Corp.; Henry C. Forster, Radio
Speakers Inc.; Clayton Ruyle, Zenith Radio Corp.; James P. Wray,
Crowe Name Plate & Mfg. Co.;
Lynn Shapiro, Belmont Radio
Corp., secretary. An extensive
newspaper advertising campaign
is now before the committee. Radio
is contemplated. Agency is W. W.
Garrison & Co., Chicago.

"PHOENIX

AND

TUCSON

WILL TAKE ALL PRODUCED"
THE
SHADOW
Available locally on transcription — see C. MICHELSON 67 W. 44 St., N.Y.C.
PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

&. Bail
Anky
Organization
of ey
Jans
Qualified Radio Engineers
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Prut Bldg., Wash., D. C.

PAUL F GODLEY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

N.J.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA
Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Mentoring

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— AND DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York., N. Y.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
• Evening Star BuHdtng, Washington, D. C
• 321 E. Gregory Boulevard, Kansas City, Me.
• Cross Roads of the World, Hollywood. Cafif .

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
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War

Dept.

Plans

Holiday Programs
Special Shows Carry Greeting
To Troops Overseas
SPECIAL programs carrying
Christmas and New Year's Day
greetings to American military
and naval forces overseas and
broadcasts to this country of holiday observances from the fightingfronts have been arranged by the
War Dept.
A three-hour Christmas program, featuring entertainment
stars and name bands and carrying greetings from heads of the
various services, has been produced
and transcribed by the Armed
Forces Radio Services. Every medium of broadcasting, including
shortwave, Army and local foreign
stations, playbacks and public address systems, will be employed to
bring the program to the troops.
Messages from Secretary of War
Stimson, Secretary of the Navy
Knox, General Marshall, Admiral
King, Lt. Gen. Holcomb of the Marine Coi-ps, Admiral Waesche of
the Coast Guard, and heads of the
various women's services will be
carried to the forces.
Stars Featured
A 90-minute Command Performance program, to be broadcast only
in theatres of operation, will include Bob Hope, Jack Benny, Fred
Allen, Nelson Eddy, Dinah Shore,
Jimmy Durante, Kay Kyser, and
the Charioteers. Bing Crosby will
be featured in Christmas Album,
a 15-minute show. Other AFRS
features will include Fibber McGee
and Molly, Ginny Sims, Fred Waring, and Basil Rathbone.
For New Year's Day, the AFRS
has arranged for overseas broadcast a one-hour program which includes such leading bands as Bennie Goodman, Freddy Martin, Tommy Dorsey, Cab Calloway, Harry
James, Count Basie, Jimmy Lunceford and Xavier Cugat.
Christmas observances by American forces in distant theatres will
feature broadcasts to the United
States, arranged through coordination of major networks and the
Army Bureau of Public Relations.
Plans include a chorus of 200
American soldiers in the Holy
Land, a midnight mass behind the
battle lines in Italy, and Christmas
observances in a South Pacific
Island.

Holiday

Via

Special

Broadcasts

Will Feature Schedules of Major Nets
sponsorship of Standard Brands,
AS IN 1942, the holiday broadcasts
this year on the four major net- New York, in the interest of the
works will specialize in giving baking industry of America.
Christmas cheer to servicemen and
On NBC, Standard Oil of Caliwomen overseas and at home, with
fornia is presenting a Christmas
Christmas features on the majority Day salute to its employes on an
of commercial programs during the hour variety program, also to be
coming week and special programs
shortwaved abroad. Also outstandarranged to celebrate the Yuletide.
ing on NBC is the annual presentaGarrett & Co., Brooklyn, for
tion of "The Lord's Prayer" by
Virginia Dare wines, is sponsoring Amos 'n Andy on their Christmas
a half-hour Christmas party on 30 Eve Lever Bros, program.
Mutual stations Christmas Eve,
with music and a dramatization,
Both Breakfast at Sardi's and the
which will be available to all Mu- Coca Cola Co.'s Spotlight Bands
tual affiliates. Elgin Watch Co., El- show are giving Dec. 24 Christmas
parties for servicemen and women
gin, 111., again this year will sponsor two hours on CBS Dec. 25 as a as part of the BLUE's holiday
salute to servicemen and to home
plans, and on Dec. 25 the BLUE is
front workers. Outstanding Holly- carrying a message to the world
from the Archbishop of Canterbury
wood stars will appear.
with a program later in the day
NBC has arranged a three-hour
from the battlefields of Italy and
Christmas Day program, which
other foreign points.
will pick up messages from American soldiers at various points
around the globe. Niles Trammell,
president of NBC, will give a brief
talk, and Robert St. John, NBC
JACK BISCO NAMED
news commentator, will m.c. The
VP SALES MANAGER
BLUE will present its usual 2-5
p.m. Metropolitan Opera program,
JACK BISCO has been appointed
sponsored by Texas Co.; and at general sales manager of the United Press, according to Hugh Baillie,
8:30 Christmas night, Allis-ChalUP president.
mers Mfg. Co. begins its sponsorwill
continue He
as
ship of the Boston Symphony orassistant business
chestra concerts on the BLUE.
manager, a post
he has held for
Outstanding Christmas week
several years.
broadcasts on the networks include
A native of
the address on Mutual Dec. 25 by
Fort
Worth, BisKing George VI of England, speakco joined
the Daling on the annual BBC Yuletide
las UP office
in
roundup of messages from soldiers
1930 as a newsand sailors overseas, also three
man. He transMr. Bisco
ferred to the busiquarter-hour Honolulu Christmas
ness
office
and
became
business
repshows on MBS, dedicated to the
resentative for the Southwest diArmy, Navy and Marines; CBS
vision. He came to the New York
office, as sales director, then was
traditional presentation of Hanmade assistant business manager.
del's Messiah by the Columbia
Symphony Orchestra, and on Dec. In his new position, he succeeds
Edwin Moss Williams, now vice21 on CBS an hour variety pro- president
general business
gram for American listeners and manager. and
Al Harrison remains
shortwaved to the AEF under radio sales manager.

FDR to Report
PRESIDENT Roosevelt will
broadcast from Hyde Park
at 3 p.m. Christmas Eve, he
announced at his Dec. 17
press conference, first since
his return from Tehran. He
said the broadcast would provide a report on the Tehran
conference, aimed especially
at the armed forces. He indicated the networks might repeat the half-hour speech at
10 p.m. that night, but the
networks had not yet announced definite plans Friday night.
Page 70 • December
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Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"The Boss'll Try Anything to Get Some New Equipment!"
BROADCASTING

Butcher to N-E
BLAYNE R. BUTCHER, radio
agency and station veteran, joined
Newell-Emmett Co., New York,
Dec. 16 in a radio executive capacity. He formerly held the rad i o directorship
of
lock,Ward
New WheeYork,
and prior to that
had been with
Lennen & Mitchell, New York,
nine years. Mr.
Butcher has held
station executive
Mr. Butcher
positions at
WTAR Norfolk, WLVA Lynchburg, WGH Newport News, WBAP
Fort Worth, WLW Cincinnati and
WCAU Philadelphia. He has been
associated with the production of
the Woodbury, Pebeco, Sensation
Cigarettes,
Jergens,
Reader's
Digest
shows. and Radio

Bill Quarton Succeeds
WILLIAM (Bill) QUARTON has
been named general manager of
WMT, Cedar

Rapids - Waterloo, to succeed
Sumner D. Quarresigned
ton,
been.
Bill has
commercial man10 years.
ager of WMTHe foi-is
presifirst dentvice
of the - Cedar
Commerc
Mr. Quarton 0f
e and
Chamber
Rapids
chairman of the Code Committee of
the NAB.

Chet Thomas

Is Named

As Manager of KXOK
APPOINTMENT of C. L. (Chet)
Thomas as manager of KXOK St.
Louis, was announced last Friday
by Star
Publishing Co., owners and Times
operators
of
and
KFRUKXOK
Columbia,
Mo. Mr. Thomas
ence G. Cosby
succeeds
Clarwho recently
came manager beof
WINS New York.
Mr. Thomas
has been with the
tions for seven
Star Times'
staMr. Thomas
years, five as general manager of
KFRU. For the past two years has
been on special organizing work
for KXOK. He began in radio in
1928 with WLW-WSAI Cincinnati,
serving six years as traffic manager
and director of station activities.
He joined Hearst Radio Inc. as assistant manager of WINS, remain
ing there for two years. A year before joining the Star Times organization he was assistant sales manager of KSD St. Louis,
A graduate of the U. of Cincinnati, Mr. Thomas majored in ad
vertising and sales organizing. In
addition to his KXOK managerial
duties he will handle national sales
for both stations. Plans of the Sta
Times organization include FM and
KFRU.
television
for both KXOK and
• Broadcast
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RCA

REBUILT
TUBES
A 100% SERVICE!
Service facilities in charge of RCA Tubes of the same type. To
tube experts have been carefully
date, it has proved possible to
geared to the task of rebuilding old supply rebuilt tubes for 100% of
tubes. Each Rebuilt Tube passes
the old tubes returned under the
the same rigid tests applied to new
RCA Rebuilt Tube Plan!
RCA-207

RCA REBUILT TUBE PRICES*
RCA-891 RCA-891-R RCA-892 RCA-892-R

$242.25 $298.50**
$298.50**
$242.25
$187.00
Net Sale Prices F.O.B. Shipping Point, Subject to Change or Withdrawal Without Notice.
"Customer must return an equal quantity of RCA **Price after allowance of $50 credit for return
Tubes of similiar types.
of radiator.

From the commercial broadcast station standpoint,
"RCA Rebuilts" represent the best news about Transmitting Tubes since war shortages on new tubes first
became a threat to continued efficient operation.
Today, thanks to this RCA wartime emergency service to the broadcast profession, an old tube may be
"down" but by no means out. If it is one of the five
popular types covered by the RCA Rebuilt Tube Plan,
it may be exchanged for an RCA Rebuilt
Tube of the same type. What's more, these
RCA Rebuilt Tubes deliver the watts! Ratings
and characteristics are identical with those

RADIO

of new tubes. RCA Rebuilt Tubes carry a new tube
guarantee for workmanship and materials. Since
they are sold at 85% of the new tube price, service
is adjusted on the basis of 85% of our standard
adjustment policy.
If your station uses any of the five listed Tube types,
we suggest that you write today for full details on the
RCA Rebuilt Tube Plan. Like other stations where
many RCA Rebuilt Tubes are already in
service, you will find it a logical answer to
one of your most pressing wartime operations problems.

CORPORATION

OF

AMERICA

IN
U.S.*-

»

Newsmagazine
aac

Hmm-m,
WOR

of

Radio

vertismgr

let me see . . .

covers 16 cities.

The cities include such war arsenals as—
Camden, Trenton, Paterson, Jersey City . . .
301,012 people in Jersey City! Quite an
assortment of mouths to fill, backs to be
clothed, and so forth.
Rochester? Rochester, N. Y., you mean?
No, WOR

doesn't cover Rochester.

Yes, I read that letter from the buyer
at National Clothing Company in Rochester
Yes, interesting what he says. Goes
something like, "We are now selling
more Gotham Hosiery than any other
brand of rayon hose we carry."
Doesn't it?
Yes, I know. Gotham

used

"Pegeen Prefers" on WOR.
First time it had used radio and
the only station it used.
Buy WOR?

Why, my dear fellow,

who wouldn't! The station's weird,
that's what! Does the most amazing
things for so little.
But, tell me . . . outside of Jersey City,
Camden, etc., WOR covers New Haven,

— that power- full station,

doesn't it? And Hartford and Bridgeport
and Wilmington and many other places?
I mean, even though it does sell in
Albany, Rochester and even Boston.

WOR

Marvelous station that WOR!

MKMREK

OF

THE

MUTUAL

1440 Broadway,

BROADCASTING

IN THIS ISSUE:

1944

SYSTEM

RADIO

BUSINESS

in New

York

The

WLS

FAMILY

is

—

EACH

YEAR

published

since

a book

1930
about

has

WLS

the station,

its personnel and activities, entitled "The
Family Album."

The booklet is avail-

Ready

and WLS Listeners Will Buy Another 40,000!

their half-dollars, eagerly awaiting
new

pictures of their WLS

great enthusiasm
WLS

WLS

ALBUM

the

friends with as

as ever. They

listen to

. . . and act on our suggestions.

The

demand

for this annual

picture

able to listeners at 50 i per copy, and an
book about the station is, we think, a further

average of 42,000 copies are so distributed
each year —
The

584,000 in the past 14 years.

1944 Family Album

is now

ready

for distribution.

Already

Midwest

listeners are sending in

America

thousands

of

indication of the consistent interest and
loyalty which

listeners have for WLS

and

its people. It illustrates in part, too, an
interest reflected in the response advertisers
get from

*>

their broadcasts on WLS.

890 KILOCYCLES
50,000 WATTS
BLUE NETWORK
+

* i

PRAIRIE
FARMER
STATION

*
*
represented »y
John Blair * Company

Burridge D. Butler
President
Glenn
Snyder
Manager
CHICAGO

MANAGEMENT

AFFILIATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK — KOY PHOENIX

* KTUC TUCSON

* KSUN BISBEE-LOWELL

*

S3

For opening the door to a warm,

IT'S no secret. Buy as one unit
enough stations to include the

friendly welcome,

twenty-one best markets covering
all sections of New England.

to compare with a hometown station that is producing every day
for local merchants.

There is one way and only one
way to do this with complete effectiveness. Buy the one network that

There

everywhere
only a

the direct impact that

Sell New

station

can give.

ACCEPTANCE

THE
21

BROOKLINE

IS THE

local station

Pass up the halfway

providing

locally accepted

and

appeal which is in direct ratio to
failure and success.

hometown stations — penetrating every important city and

its trading zone, and

is a difference between

long distance

blankets the territory with twentyone

there is nothing

YANKEE

measures.

England

twenty-one

ways with Yankee's
hometown stations.

twenty-one

NETWORK'S

FOUNDATION

YANKEE
NETWORK,
Member of the Mutual Broadcasting System

AVENUE,

BOSTON

15, MASS.

EDWARD

inc.

PETRY & CO., INC., Exclusive National Sales Representative

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington 4, D. C. Entered as
second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C. under act of March 3, 1878.

SUBSCRIPTION

PRICE:

$5.00 per year

15c per copy

BROADCASTING
The Weekly^z/'l Mewsmagazine

of Radio

Copyright 1943 by Broadcasting Publications Inc.
^rd^dcast AdvertisingIN
THIS
ISSUE —
Time Sales to Continue Upward in 1944
Gillette Sponsors Home Games on WINS
Railroad Air Time Individual, OWI Is Told
Press Ownership Compromise Expected
AFM Says RCA and CRC 'Repudiated'
Radio Weekly Pay Leads Again in 1943
FCC Findings Deny Three Applications
Wheeler, White Mull Legislative Plans
Republicans Consistent Attenders at Probe
WPB Schedules Critical Civilian Tubes
FMBI Meeting to Speed Planning
Gross Revenue Up 60% for BLUE; Affiliates InNBC Dollar Volume Reaches New High
Marine and a Mike at Bougainville — Harold Azine_
President on Disc Carried by All Nets
CBS Winds Up Year Marked by War Service
RCA Closes Active Year
Garey Again Denies Resignation Rumor
Application Filed for WCLE Move
MBS Sales Top 14 Million Mark
NAB Group Seeks Leadership Plan

KOIL0maha

Covers

a Metropolitan

of Cosmopolitan
Omahans' are alive, alert
and aggressive. They not
only

have the "wherewith-all" to enjoy an
above -average standard of
living — but they, also,
have the "know-how."
KOIL

(basic Columbia)

and

Sells

Market

People

9
10
10
11
12
13
13
14
14
16
24
crease 48
49
52
53
53
53
56
57
58
62

Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices. WASHINGTON
870 National Press Bldg. — Telephone: MEtropolitan 1022 4, D. C.
MARTIN CODEL
SOL TAISHOFF
ft
Publisher (on leave)
Editor and General Manager
Bernard Piatt, Circulation Manager
Maury Long, Advertising Manager
Wallace F. Janssen, News Editor
J. Frank Beatty, Managing Editor
Henry Liebschutz, Art Director
K. R. Breslau, Adv. Production Mgr.
NEW YORK BUREAU
250 ParkEditor
Avenue, Telephone
— PLaza
6-8355 Advertising Manager
Bruce Robertson, Associate
S. J. Paul,
Assistant
CHICAGO BUREAU
360 N. Michigan Avenue, Telephone — CENtral 4115, James J. McGuinn
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
1509
N.
Vine
St.,
Telephone
— GLadstone 7353,
H. Glickman
West Coast Advertising Representatives:
DuncanDavidA. Scott
& Co.
San Francisco, Mills Bldg. Los Angeles, Western Pacific Bldg.
CANADA
417 Harbour Commission Bldg., Toronto. Elgin 0775. James Montagues

will of an up-and-coming
people.
On any basis — KOIL is
definitely THE radio buy
of Omaha. Write us for
availabilities.
DOUGLAS COUNTY
OMAHA
Ranks second in the whole
United States for total increase
of effective buying income for
the first nine months of 1943
over 1942.

is

geared to Omaha's way of
doing things. It is programmed, both network
and local, to win, and hold,
the confidence and good

Represented Nationally by Edward Petry Co., Inc.

5000

WATTS...
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In

de

land

Always

known

the KWKH
bumper

country

area this year is harvesting

localities ginnings

than 300 per cent above

those of

industries

all add

down

in KWKH-land.

up to a market

rich in op-

portunities for selling now
building

rff

& HI

a

ago. This is only one of the many

thriving
They

Cotton...

as a rich cotton

crop. In many

are more
a year

ob

. . . for

sales for the future.

[TONS

Recently published. Write for your free copy
MS U

»8tkS

of KWKH

net circulations day and night maps

REPRESENTED

CBS
50,000

THEBRANHAMCO.
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★ BUY MORE

WAR

BONDS
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space — easier inspection and maintenance.
Now, as always, simplification is a prime objective in RCA
transmitter design.
From microphone to antenna, RCA offers the broadcast statioi
USE

OF BEAM

POWER

AMPLIFIER

TUBES

complete equipment of coordinated design — assuring superioi
performance, maximum operating economy and convenience
and the advantages of an integrated system of matching units

RCA engineers early realized that beam power amplifier tubes
could mean important benefits to American broadcast stations.
Because of the higher amplification obtainable with these tubes,
transmitters would need less tubes.
With less tubes circuits could be simplified.
Simplification would mean less opportunity for trouble — less
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LEADER IN WAR B0ND5ELUNG,INCIUDING NATION-WIDE
BLUE NETWORK BROADCAST WITH REP SKELTOW,

DEVELOPED JAMES ABBE* AS SPONSORED
BLUE NETWORK COMMENTATOR ON PACIFIC COAST,
BEAMED

ArtAMY SHOWS TO WAR INDUSTRIES —

SPONSORED

W.I. SHOW "DOWN THE WAYS. '

"SCHOOLS AT WAr"PRODUCED FOR PORTLAND
PUBLIC SCHOOLS ON WEEKLY SCHEDULE,

BROADCAST HALF HOUR SHOW To'OREOON'S OWN"
EACH WEEK
ADAIR.STATE'S
FROM CAMP
MENT. LARGEST
MILITARY
ESTABLISH

• LABOR NEW^EPT

UNION WORKERS TUNED TO KEX

CITIZENS POSTED ON STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
THROUGH

KEX*THIS|SYOUR

BUSINESS; FROM

THE STATE CAPITOL, AND *MAYOR

SPEAKS''

THROUGH*' WAR NEWS ROUNDUP* 1130 TO 12 RM. GAVE
MOST COMPLETE NEWS SUMMARY OF THE DAY.
KEX HOOPER
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T'S perfectly okay to talk about the listener's "sub-conscious"' recognition of a sponsor's identity: It's unquestionably true that the average
listener does retain some impression of the sponsor's commercial,
whether or not he can tell you, during the broadcast, what product is
being advertised.
But wouldn't you rather have absolute identification of your sponsorship
and your product?
With

Sonovox, sponsor identification is measurably and tangibly

increased. This is not a matter of opinion. We

can prove it to you.

For a few dollars spent on Sonovox, you can definitely increase the
effectiveness of your far greater expenditure for time.
Ask for the proof, as established by Hooper Sponsor Identification
Ratings.
How is Sonovox sold? Essentially like talent. Under each license for
a specific use, a reasonable license fee is charged for Sonovox performing rights. The only additional cost to licensee is for a trained
articulator made available by us in any broadcasting or recording
studio in New York, Chicago, or Hollywood, at Standard AFRA scale.

WRJGHT-SONOVOX,
"Talking and Singing Sound"
FREE

CHICAGO: i8o-S. Michigan
franklin 6373
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SONOVOX PIONEERS*
American Chicle Co. (Black Jack Gum)
Badger and Browning & Hersey, Inc.
American
Salvage Committee
(Steel Industries
Scrap Drive)
McCann-Erickson, Inc.
Corp.
Buick Motors Division, General Motors
Arthur Kudner, Inc.
Chicago,
St. Paul &•
PacificMilwaukee,
R. R.
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Inc.
Colgate-Palmolive Peel Company
(Vel,
Ward Palmolive)
Wheelock Co and
W m. Esty & Co., Inc.
Delaware, Lackawanna (r Western
Coal Co.
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Walt Disney Productions
Emerson Drug Company (Bromo-Seltzer)
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Christian Feigenspan Brewing Company
(Feigenspan
and Dobler P.O.N.
Beers
and Ales)
E. T. Ho-ward Co.
Feltman-Curme Shoes
Russell C. Comer Advertising Co.
Forum Cafeterias of America
R.J. Potts-Calkins & Holdenjnc.
Griesedieck-Western Brewery Co.
(Stag Beer)
Maxon, Inc.
Grocery Store Products Sales Co., Inc.
( Fould's Macaroni Products)
Campbell-Ewald Co., Inc.
Andrew Jergens Co.
(Woodbury's Products)
Lennen & Mitchell, Inc.
Lever Brothers Co. (Lifebuoy Soap)
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Lyon Van cV Storage Co.
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Oshorn, Inc
National Broadcasting Company
Naval Aviation Selection Board
NavySeabees
Battalions) (U.S. Navy, Construction
Office of Civilian Defense (Region Six)
Pabst Sales Company (Pabst Beer)
W arwick. & Legler, Inc.
Pan American Coffee Bureau
Buchanan & Co., Inc.
Purity Bakeries Service Corp.
(Taystee Bread, Grennan Cakes)
Quaker Oats Company
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Radio Corporation of America
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Radio Station KOMA, Oklahoma City
Alvino Rey and his Orchestra
Shell Oil Company, Inc.
J. Walter Thompson Co.
Stanco, Inc. (Mistol)
McCann-Erickson, Inc.
U. S. Treasury Dept.
Universal Pictures Company, Inc.
Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc.
Willards Chocolates, Ltd.
Cockfield, Brown & Co., Ltd.
' Space
longer permits a complete list of
Sonovoxno users.

& PETERS,

INC., Exclusive National Representatives
HOLLYWOOD: ,,,jN, Gordon
SAN FRANCISCO:
NEW YORK: 444 Madison Ave.
Sutter 4353 ; ; Slitter
Gladstone 3949
Plaza 5-4130
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ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Main 5667
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Plan for Post- War
By WALLACE JANSSEN

Continue
Problems;
Market

WHILE 1944 seems destined to be a doubtful and decisive
year for the future of radio, depending particularly on what
action Congress takes as to regulatory legislation, there is
no uncertainty as to the immediate course of radio business.
The trend is still up — curbed only by the ceiling of available
time.
And while most observers see that as an effective barrier to
further sales gains, there are some ways of surmounting it.
For stations where population
has jumped decidedly, higher rates
ing and unusual selling jobs in
may add to revenues. They seem
1943;
among others, it carried the
to be particularly justified in war
burden of the two greatest selling
industry areas.
and advertising jobs of all time —
the Second and Third War Loans,
Better Programming
28 billion dollars, with esIt has been suggested that time totaling timated
time and talent cost of at
optioned to networks and not sold
can be further utilized for station least 25 millions for this one phase
of radio's war contribution.
business.
The round-up stories which folIndependent stations, especially
low give a detailed report as to
the smaller ones, are in line for
radio business sources in 1943, inmore and better shows, agencycluding the new sponsors whose
produced for spot placement. Secondary markets should not be ne- purchases were added to the backlog of food, drug, soap and toglected. Eventually they will be
bacco accounts which traditionally
needed.
Still another relief for the time have provided radio with the bulk
of its revenues.
shortage is more effective programming of time usually considered
Return to Competition
unsalable.
Looming large is the institutional
These ideas, advanced by key
industry figures in interviews with business placed by firms which
Broadcasting reporters, were not sought to keep their brand names
represented as cure-alls; on the and trade marks alive against the
day when peace is declared and
contrary, all factors are agreed
that time is tight and that adver- they return to selling in highly
tisers are eager to contract for competitive civilian markets. There
seems little doubt this business will
their share of a medium which
seems to be sold out so far as continue for the duration, and
thereafter until conditions are
some outlets are concerned.
Regarded as highly significant altered. Contributing to this prediction are the previously cited tax
is the fact that in a year when
leading sponsors had nothing to position, and the paper situation
which offers no hope of improvesell, while others had to ration
ment in the foreseeable future.
their output to distributors, these
sponsors saw the value of contin- Yet while institutional advertising
is expected to continue at present
ued advertising. 1943 demonstrated,
high levels, there are signs on the
as never before, that radio is amazhorizon that a return to selling
ingly effective for many purposes
copy may become possible during
other than the direct sale of merchandise.
1944 — when, as and if the War
Despite the tax situation — fre- Production Board finds it expedient
quently mentioned as favorable to to release materials for manufacture of selected essential civilian
advertising — it cannot be said that merchandise.
sponsors spent their money frivoAlready initial war needs seem
lously or without thought of desired results. Radio did outstandto have been more than met in cerBROADCASTING
L_
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Upward

tain respects, thereby releasing increased quantities of materials for
civilian goods. Steel, aluminum,
sugar and coffee are cited as instances, and the list is likely to
grow. Such developments will affect the advertising practices of
sponsors whose activities have been
restricted by lack of the materials
involved. Soft drink manufacturers
might become an example. Sugar
and metal crowns have been their
peculiar problems.
As to such relative newcomers
in the sponsor list as moving pictures, department stores, used car
buyers and help-wanted advertisers— there is nothing in sight to
suggest any cessation of their interest.
Audience prospects are good for
1944. All surveys indicate increased
listening, with but a slight drop in
interest for news programs, the
leading category, and a gain in
the demand for comedy and certain
other program types.
Set Problem
Although little was done to maintain home sets during 1943, with
the result that a slight loss of radio
homes took place, this was compensated for by increased listening,
and by purchase of used sets and
of surplus sets remaining in dealers' hands after the war conversion
order to set manufacturers in
April, 1942.
Reports in the last issue of
Broadcasting (Dec. 20) and in the
current issue, indicate that WPB
has initiated programs which will
prevent the sets out-of -service total
from increasing, and may even reduce it during the coming year. At
the moment, the tube outlook is a
little better than the battery picture.
Farm radio battery supply apparently needs to be augmented on
the basis of the latest statistical
reports. There is good assurance,
however, that all civilian reception will be maintained at a high
level. Broadcaster's station equipment situation, while not permitting of expansion, is good enough to
provide ratings equal to those for
military equipment.
A strong element in the security
of civilian radio is the very large
military electronics program. This
will provide the facilities for rapid
post-war expansion, while during
war it is fully capable of supplying

in
1944
all broadcasting maintenance needs
with but duction
a small
capacity. fraction of its proFollowing is a detailed survey of
1944 radio prospects, based on 1943
experience as seen in leading radio
centers and markets by key people
of the industry.
NEW
By BRUCE

YORK
ROBERTSON

FROM a purely business standpoint, American radio clicked off
another all-time high during 1943,
with both network and individual
station business well ahead of
1942, which in its turn had set a
new industry revenue record.
The broadcasting industry in
1943 was beset by many problems.
The major one of revamping Governmental regulatory measures
set up 16 years ago for the guidance and control of broadcasting
operations in line with present day
conditions will continue to occupy
a large
industryto attention andportion
effort forof months
come.
James Caesar Petrillo and his
musicians' union went back to work
in the fall for some record and
transcription companies, which
may lead to more spot program
business; but Columbia Record Co.
and RCA Victor, as well as NBC
Radio Recording Division, are still
refusingdition ofto
accept
the AFM
condirect
royalty
payments.
This may lead to a nation-wide
musicians' strike against the major networks before the end of winter.
Agree on1943
'44 was the
But inAllbusiness,
best yet and the first quarter of
1944 will be even better, according
to executives of networks, stations,
advertising agencies and station
representatives contacted by the
New York bureau of Broadcasting
last week. For later in 1944 their
view is unanimously optimistic, although there was a general admission that in these times anything
my happen
and 90
it's days
not safe
to predict more than
ahead.
After this hedging, however, all
went on to depict a clear and cloudless business sky as far as the eye
can reach. Foods, drugs, soaps and
(Continued on page 18)
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Gillette
To

Acquires

Giants,

Radio

Yanks

Home

Tilts

Games To Be Aired Over WINS; Cost Reported
$75,000 to Each Club, Plus Station Time
MAJOR

sponsor of sports broadcasts, Gillette Safety Razor Co.,
Boston, last week announced that
it had purchased radio rights to
all home baseball games including Sundays and holidays of the
New York Giants and New York
Yankees to be broadcast in 1944
on WINS New York.
Contract terms, which are said
to call for payment of $75,000 to
each club, were drawn up by
J. P. Spang, president of Gillette;
Craig Smith, Gillette vice-president; Ed Barrows, business manager of the Yankees, and Horace
Stoneham, president of the Giants.
J. T. Adams, sales manager of
WINS, handled the station's end
of the deal. Maxon Inc., New York,
is the Gillette agency.
Broadcasts from New York's
Yankee Stadium and Polo Grounds,
to get under way in mid-April, will
cover 156 home games for the two
clubs. Cost for radio time alone is
reported to be close to $50,000.
Auditions will be held after the
first of the year for announcers to
handle the play-by-play description

and color assignments, WINS
stated.
Gillette's coverage of the GiantsYankees games during 1944 is the
first broadcast of baseball by these
two clubs since 1942, when their
home games were sponsored jointly
on WOR New York by R. H. Macy
Co., New York department store,
and General Mills, Minneapolis.
Gillette is sponsoring four New
Year's Day football games, two on
Mutual and two on CBS. All to
be heard on Jan. 1 after 2 p.m.,
they include the Sugar Bowl game
from New Orleans and the Orange
Bowl game from Miami on CBS,
both on 130 stations; the Cotton
Bowl game from Dallas and the
East-West classic from San Francisco on 200 Mutual stations.
Announcers are: Harry Wismer
- — Sugar; Ted Husing, Jimmy Dolan — Orange; Don Dunphy, Earl
Harper — Cotton; Ernie Smith, Mel
Venter — East-West. On a sustaining basis NBC is carrying the traditional Rose Bowl clash from Pasadena, with Bill Stern announcing.

Time Purchase
Up to Each Railroad,
Association Tells OWI
Radio
Chief
the utmost with the OWI in the use of
PURCHASE of time for "Don't material of this sort. They feel, however,
where railroads are simultaneously
Travel" announcements will be left that
carrying on paid advertising programs in
to the determination of each rail- local
newspapers, there is justice in the
road, Phil Cohen, chief of the OWI
position of the local radio stations that
should not always be expected to
Domestic Radio Bureau, was ad- they
carry such announcements without charge.
vised last week by the Assn. of
"It was
that those
railroads
which
are suggested
spending money
on programs
American Railroads.
travel at peak seasons conMr. Cohen had met last month to discourage
sider the sponsoring of the OWI announcements, or of announcements to be prewith Col. Robert S. Henry, assistpared locally by themselves, along with
ant to the president of the associa- newspaper advertising and other media
tion, to present the request of sta- used.
positionthatof they
the want
radio to
stations
tions that the railroads consider not"The
so much
sell theis
that they feel there is a discrimradio along with other media in time as ination
and a lack of recognition of the
war message advertising. Stations value of radio in the present situation
the railroads spend their adverhad protested to OWI that it was wherebytising
appropriations for this purpose
chiefly with the newspapers, while the govunfair to ask them to carry "Don't
ernment, through the OWI, requests doTravel" messages free while the
of radio time."
roads were using other media
After nationgeneral
discussion it was felt that
the
matter was one for handling by each
[Broadcasting, Nov. 22].
railroad.
Col. Henry informed Mr. Cohen
Objections of radio stations to
that the association's advisory
committee on public relations had donating time for the OWI "Don't
Travel" announcements have been
taken up the matter at its Nov. 17 heard
in the industry since last
meeting in Chicago. The subject, summer. Charges of discrimination
he stated, "was given thorough dis- made by W. L. Gleeson, president
cussion, resulting in the obvious
conclusion that the matter was one of KPRO, Riverside, Cal., and
for handling by each railroad in James R. Curtis, president of
Tex., were pubthe consideration of its own ad- KFRO, lishedLongview,
in Broadcasting.
vertising plans."
The OWI took up the problem
Minutes of the meeting covering with the railroads when Edwin E.
the discussions concerning radio Borroff, vice-president of the
advertising, were reported by the BLUE and OWI regional consultassociation as follows:
ant in Chicago, last month protestThe chairman reported that represened in behalf of 14 stations to Elmer
tatives of the Office of War Information
have made the following report and recomDavis, OWI director, and reported
mendations as to the situation arising
from the requests made upon radio sta- that strong feelings had developed
tions, bycourage
thetravelOWI,
to usetimes
"spots" to dis- on the part of broadcasters which
such
proaching at
Christmas
season: as the ap- might result in refusal to carry
"The radio stations have cooperated to "Don't Travel" messages.
Page 10 • December
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ADDED SECURITY for the WGN
Chicago transmitter at Roselle, HI.,
is provided by Dinny Dimwit and
Bullneck, schooled Doberman Pinschers, who patrol the 100-acre
site with Guard Bill Heide. Puppy
Dinny (1), is learning not to be
afraid of Heide's shotgun.
S. D. MAHAN
TAKES
CROSLEY POSITION
S. D. MAHAN, director of advertising and promotion for the Treasury's War Bond drive, has been appointed director of advertising and
public relations of the manufacturing division of Crosley Corp., Cincinnati, succeeding Ellis Travers, it
was announced last week by R. C.
Cosgrove,
vice-president
eral manager
of Crosley. and genMr. Travers, who formerly headed the Detroit office of Ruthrauff &
Ryan, and was a vice-president of
that agency until 1942, will join
Crosley's advertising agency, Roy
S. Durstine Inc., New York and
Cincinnati. He will be in charge of
the
office which Durstine is opening
in Chicago.
Mr. Mahan, who has also served
as associate national field director
in charge of all War Bond and
Stamp sales through retailers, will
continue his association with the
Treasury as consultant in the same
field. He was in the electrical appliance field previously, first as merchandise, advertising and promotion
manager, and later as general advertising manager of Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg. Co. Before that
Mahan was engaged in agency work
as vice-president of Fuller & Smith
& Ross, and as account executive
for the former H. K. McCann Co.
FAA Chairmen
J. M. EASTON of the Northern
Trust Co., Chicago, has been appointed chairman of the Financial
Advertisers Assn. advertising committee and Merrill Anderson of
Merrill Anderson Co., New York,
was named FAA representative on
the War Advertising Council by the
new association president, Lewis F.
Gordon, vice-president of the Citizens & Southern National Bank of
Atlanta,
Ga., it was announced last
week.
McMillan Named
GEORGE S. MCMILLAN, now
secretary of the Assn. of National
Advertisers, will become public relations director of Bristol Myers
Co., New York, after the first of
the year, succeeding Sherwood
Chatfield.
BROADCASTING

May
AirPromotion
Time
'Better Buy
America*
To Stress Post- War Aims
RADIO, together with newspaper
and magazine advertisements, and
specially organized community
meetings throughout the country,
will be employed during 1944 to
put over the "Better America"
promotion campaign to be conducted by the National Industrial Information Committee, public relations subsidiary of the National
Assn. of Mfrs. An outline of the
coming drive "to bring home to
137,000,000 Americans the postwar ambitions of American enterprise" was released last week by
Alfred P. Sloan, chairman of the
board of General Motors Corp., and
chairman of the NIIC.
Radio Director
Use of these media in addition to
forum discussions is now in the
discussion stage, with plans to be
revealed after the first of the year.
Chairman of the NIIC program
committee is James S. M. Adams,
president of Standard Brands,
while the agency in charge will be
Arthur Kudner Inc., New York.
According to Philip Kirby, who is
consultant with John Orr Young
on media plans for the NIIC, a
radio director will be named in the
near future, after which definite
radio plans can be formulated.
Theme of the large scale advertising and educational campaign
as approved at the recent Second
War Congress of the NAM in New
York will be "to teach and emphasize that freedom is the very basis
of American life, and that doing
business the American way means
free, private, competitive enterprise." The NIIC also plans to set
up 10 regional offices to organize
local business men in assisting the
national campaign.
Doremus V-Ps
DOREMUS & Co., New York and
Boston, has promoted five members
to the office of vice-president : Dewey B. ard
Holland,
secretary; executive;
W. HowMillar, account
George A. Erickson, account executive, William J. Kellev. account
executive; and Chas. W. Morse,
manager of the financial department, in Boston.
Talk by Sarnoff
DAVID SARNOFF, president of
RCA, addressed war workers in five
plants of the RCA Victor Division
during a closed circuit Christmas
party broadcast Dec. 23. Program
featured a telephone reunion between an RCA worker employe and
Norfolk,
Va. son, hospitalized in
his
wounded
R&R Directors
DONALD D. STAUFFER and S.
Heagan
vice-presidents
directors Bayles,
of radio
at Ruthrauffand&
Ryan,
New
York,
have
directors of the firm. been elected
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FCC

Ownership

Frowning

On,

Not Banning,
Before Jan. 1
By SOL TAISHOFF
UNLESS all signs fail, the FCC
will attempt to solve its self-inflicted newspaper-ownership predicament by a compromise which
will see dismissal of the proposed
orders for absolute divorcement and
adoption of a less stringent policy
which will frown upon joint ownership but won't bar it.
Action is slated this week — before New Year's.
While FCC members were wary
about discussing this — the most
vexatious of the pending controversies— it was learned that the
Commission held a meeting last
Monday to take action. It was the
second such effort within a fortnight. The heat engendered over
the FCC's delay in deciding the
issue, brought out forcibly in Congress, makes action necessary now.
President Opposed
A committee comprising Commissioners Ray C. Wakefield, chairman; Norman S. Case and C. J.
Durr was named by Chairman Fly,
who was fresh from a visit to the
White House just before last Monday's session. The committee now
is drafting a report which would
set forth the new policy.
It is logically deduced, based on
testimony of Mr. Wakefield and of
Commissioner T. A. M. Craven, before the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, that the policy
will be a modification of that outlined by the former. He told the
Committee he wanted no flat ban
against newspaper ownership, but
thought cases should be considered
on their merits. The inference was
that ownership should be diversified, where feasible, and that therefore, non-newspaper applicants
would be favored, all other things
being equal.
Chairman Fly saw President
Roosevelt for half-an-hour Monday
noon, before the FCC meeting. He
declined to reveal the subject to
White House newsmen, remarking
he simply had come "to wish the
President a Merry Christmas." The
President's interest in the newspaj per-ownership situation often has
f been represented as intense. He is
said to be opposed to it.
Broad Effects
The temper of Congress has had
an obvious effect upon the FCC's
Bhift in attitude. But even the compromise, if it develops as indicated, would be objectionable because it would create a class distinction. Moreover, it would affect
more than ownership of standard
stations by newspapers; logically
it would apply to ownership of any
additional media for dissemination
of information in the same area.
Thus standard stations might be
BROADCASTING

Compromise

precluded from owning FM or television stations; motion picture
companies might be barred from
television operation, as would newspapers or other classes of radio
licensees.
The fact that Commissioner
Craven consistently has opposed
any distinction between classes of
licensees augurs for a dissenting
report. By the same token, Commissioner Wakefield's appointment
as chairman of the committee to
draft the policy report would indicate that a majority of the FCC
favors his view. Gov. Case's appointment to the Committee likewise seems to infer that he favors
some modification of the Wakefield
policy, and would vote with the
majority, if his views are accepted.
Expect Application Action
Commissioner Durr is understood
to have supported the original
Wakefield proposition when it was
considered more than a fortnight
ago during the absence of Chairman Fly who then was ill with flu.
Because of the veil of secrecy,
little could be learned about the
manner in which the FCC proposes
to handle the problem. After the
meeting last Monday, the newlyappointed committee met to consider its procedure. Chairman
Wakefield is expected to write the
initial draft.
More than likely, the new policy
will be enunciated in a report on

NETWORK

Is

the newspaper-ownership hearings
held from July 1941 until February
1942, and recessed without closing
of the record. The question has
been on ice for two and one-half
years and, in the view of observers, wouldn't be decided now were
it not for the reaction of Congress.
The Commission (our guess now
is by a 5-1 vote) will decide to dismiss orders 79 and 79-A adopted in
1941. Because the hearing was "legislative," with no individual applications involved, it is assumed that
opportunty will be allowed for oral
arguments before a final effective
date is set.
To show all possible leniency
(and to appease those members of
Congress who have protested) it is
a better than even money bet the
FCC will conclude that applications
of newspapers which have gathered
dust in the pending files for more
than two years, will be disposed of
under the opinion. Action will be
on "individual merits" or some such
similar basis. There are several applications involving newspaper
transfers still in the pending files.
Materials Problem
Overall, there were some 50 applications affecting newspapers on all
counts, including FM as well as
standard. Applications involving
new construction or modifications
will be handled, it is surmised, consistent with the WPB requirements
as to availability of critical materi-

ALLOCATION

HITS

PEAK

Reports 246 Advertisers Participating
In War Message Assignment Plan
REFLECTING continued growth programs participating. Since that
in the number of network advertis- time, the audience coverage obtained under the plan has grown
ers, commercial programs coperating with the OWI network alloca- steadily as new radio advertisers
tion plan reached a new high figure joined in cooperating.
of 246 last week, it was revealed
Thanks to the growth of the alby William Fairbanks, chief of the
location plan, he pointed out, the
allocations division of the Domestic
OWI has been able to reach a
Radio Bureau.
larger and larger audience for imDuring the past two months, 19
portant war messages and as a readditional advertisers have joined
sult radio has been increasingly efthe network allocation plan,
fective in promoting public underthrough which war messages are
standing and support of war aims.
Another important result of the
channeled to the vast listening audiences of network shows, and new
growth of the network allocation
advertisers are expected to par- plan is that it has enabled OWI to
ticipate inthe plan, Mr. Fairbanks
put a fourth campaign on the air
when an emergency arises, without
reported.
causing listener annoyance. As a
Gain in Coverage
rule, not more than three subjects
"As of today," he asserted, "the are assigned during any week for
total of 246 sponsored programs
war messages. Under the network
represents approximately 98% of
plan, messages are ascommercial network shows which allocation
signed once every four weeks on
are cooperating with the network programs broadcast once a week
allocation plan of the OWI. A great and twice every four weeks on promany of these programs have come
grams broadcast more than once a
to us without waiting to be ap- week.
The wider coverage obtained
proached, immediately enlisting
their time to war information
through the network allocation
plan has thus enabled the OWI
themes. It is a gratifying demonstration of the patriotism of ad- Radio Bureau to better serve the
requirements of the war agencies
Mr. Fairbanks recalled that whose needs increase as war imvertisers."
when the network allocation plan
poses additional restrictions and
started operation in April 1942, makes greater demands upon civilian life.
there were about 160 commercial
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als and in the light of the April 27,
1942 freeze order. Many of the applications were dismissed by the
newspaper applicants following the
freeze order.
Irrespective of all else, and however sugar-coated, the policy as now
projected, would establish the principle of diversification of ownership
by classes. It might mean, ultimately, that only one medium for
reaching the public would be entrusted to a single licensee.
Whatever the FCC does, however, will get the attention of Congress, and more immediately the
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, now engrossed in drafting
new radio legislation after six
weeks of hearings. The committee
has been asked specifically by the
Newspaper Radio Committee and
by other witnesses to write into the
law a specific provision against
class distinction in station ownership. If reactions of committee
members mean anything, it might
do just that.
Auto-Lite Starts Series
AUTO-LITE Battery Corp., Toledo, on Jan.on18 NBC
starts entitled
an institut'onal series
Everything for the Boys in the Tuesday
7:30-8 p.m. period, currently filled
by
Goodyear
Tireprogram.
& Rubber
Salute
to Youth
The Co.'s
latter show will go off NBC shortly
after the first of the year and Goodyear is expected to launch a new
variety program in its place on
CBS. The Auto-Lite program will
be dramatic in format.

OWI

Advertising

TURNING TABLES, Iowa Master
Pork Producers, whose members
receive 25 annual awards from
WHO Des Moines, gave J. 0. Maland, vice-president and general
manager of Central Broadcasting
Co. station, a Christmas present at
station's 1943 banquet Dec. 11.
When Mr. Maland tore off holly
paper, he discovered present was a
purebred Poland China gilt, given
him because he admits being "cow
milking
Admiring champion
the gift ofarethe(1 NAB".
to r) :
Harry Linn, Iowa Secretary of
Agriculture; A. J. Loveland, chairman, Iowa Agricultural War Board;
Prof. E. L. Quaife, Iowa Agricultural Extension Service; Mr. Maland. Broadcaster has arranged
with 14-year-old Lawrence Side,
Polk County 4-H member, to "raise

the critter".
December 27, 1943
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Nine

ed'saw
CRC
and
RCAThe AFM
Says
AFM
brief further
charges 'Repudiat
ords." Even if "the companies
Union Brief Says They
voluntarily to pay any part of
that CRC and RCA are "trying to fit
those license fees for the benefit of
invalidate the agreements made
Had Agreed to Direct
with the other companies by pro- musicians," it would not help the
Payment Principle
curing an order to compel the men
the brief contends, "unCHARGES that Columbia Record- to go back to make records without musicians,
less such payments were made for
any agreement for payment by use in helping unemployed musiing Corp. and RCA Victor Division
of RCA agreed to the principle of these companies." Reason for this,
the brief states, is that they hope
direct payment to the American
Ask Dismissal
Federation of Musicians and later to be able to create a "large backSummarizing the brief with the
repudiated that agreement are conlog of recordings for use, not durcians."
ing the duration, but after the war
tained in the answering brief of the
recommendation that "these proAFM, submitted to the National
in any conflict which they conceedings should be dismissed," Mr.
template may arise with AFMI
War Labor Board panel last MonPadway and Mr. Friedman submitted
the following reasons as a
day by the Union's attorneys, Jo- after the war."
seph A. Padway and Henry A.
The fourth point brings out how, conclusion to the Union's answer:
Friedman.
"The Union, therefore, respectfully
after "the companies repudiated
The AFM's reply followed the their acquiescence to the principle submits that there is here involved
brief filed Dec. 9 by CRC, RCA
such dispute as is contemplated
of payment to the Union", they no
either
by the executive order or the
promised
to
submit
a
further
proVictor
Radio union
Record'ng
Division and
and NBC
a previous
brief
posal of settlement, but, after a Smith-Connally act; that there is
filed the first week in December
no such employee relationship as is
[Broadcasting, Dec. 13]. With all meeting with the NAB, "they had contemplated by that order and
to make."
con- act; that there has been and will
briefs and replies now in its hands, no proposal
firms the recent
charge This
by FCC
the panel is expected to make its Commissioner James L. Fly, the be no interruption of work which
recommendations to the Nat'onal
Union's brief declares, that "the contributes to the effective proseBoard in Washington within the NAB is merely a stooge for the two
cution of the war and no substantial or other interference with the
next few weeks. The board may
companies" — and that "whenever
either adopt or reject the panel's NBC and CBS are needled in any war effort; that these proceedings
recommendations or may hold way, a cry goes up from Neville continued by the present companies
after the settlement with Decca
further hearings of its own before
Miller, president of the NAB."
rendering its decision.
The final point contends that and the other transcription companies, not for, or in connection
Five Major Points
"the musicians would be left out in
with any war effort, but solely in
Five major points emerge from the cold" if the suggestion of RCA
the 40-page AFM brief, the first and CRC to amend the copyright the personal interests of these companies for the creation of a backbeing that RCA and CRC are the law were adopted. Under such an
log for use by them after the war.
amendment, the companies, as manonly holdouts to signing the AFM
"For these reasons and the other
ufacturers of the recordings,
contract "reached with the help and
assistance of the WLB panel" and "would have control and could im- reasons given in this memorandum
pose the payment of a license fee and appearing in the record, these
acceptable to "Decca and the other
transcription companies." The sec- to them by the users of the rec- proceedings should be dismissed."
ond point covers the objection by
CRC and RCA to the "principle of
a payment for each record made diBanks Find Radio Profitable Medium
rectly to the Union" and charges
that the companies, after "acquiescence" to that principle, repudi- For Increasing Personalized Services
ated it "without giving any reason
BANKS have been using radio counts, safe deposit boxes, night
for their change of attitude."
with good results, a recent survey
service on Friday evenings and
conducted by Financial Advertisers
bank money orders. The results are
Assn. disclosed. Answers to ques- difficult to trace in an accurate
tionnaires sent out by the FAA re- fashion, but as nearly as we can
vealed that local advertising by tell, radio is a good medium for
radio has been profitable in promoting such banking services as popular
Mrs. L.
M. Butterfield, Coast
services."
personal loans, safe deposit rentals, Federal Savings & Loan Assn.,
new checking accounts and mortCalifornia, which has used radio
since 1936: "Our main theme in
gage loans.
Following are some answers re- radio has been the nice, friendly,
ceived by the FAA to its questioneasy-to-deal-with Coast Federal
naire :
staff, and the type of programs
L. L. Matthews, American Trust
and individual programs have been
chosen with this psychology in
Co.,
South
Bend,
Ind.:
"We
use
radio about nine months out of the mind. Results? You bet."
year, eliminating the summer
months. We believe that if radio
FEEDING LOCAL INTEREST in gets results for large advertisers
Hennafoam Spots
basketball exploits of Oshkosh All- with tremendous budgets on a na- HENNAFOAM Corp., New York,
Stars, Krambo Food Stores, largtional broadcast chain, it will do
est independent food chain in Wis- a similar job in a local area. Test is running a two-week spot
consin, has signed contract with checks reveal the fact that we do announcement campaign on WLIB
WINS WHN WMCA WOV WPAT,
WOSH for play-by-play broadin addition to its regular programs
casts covering all games of team gets results from this advertising
on WAAT and WNEW, to promote
in National Professional League.
K. Winslow Jr., Seattle Trust & Hennafoam Shampoo. Drive startAll-Stars, sponsored by WOSH, has medium."
won several championships and two Savings Bank, who was quoted in
ed Dec. 20. Firm is expanding outside the New York area, having
a recent issue of the FAA Bulletin
years
was World's
started a musical series on WCFL
Signingagocontract
is I. S. Champion.
Kramlich
of Krambo Stores. Looking on are as being personally opposed to ra- Chicago, in October. Programs in
dio advertising: "Our announceBoston and Philadelphia will be
(1 to r) : C. L. Kramlich, Krambo
ments merchandise many services
started after the first of the year.
Stores; Ben Laird, WOSH manager
and sportcaster; and Bob Nelson, which have a popular appeal, such Agency is Arthur Rosenberg Co.,
commercial announcer.
as pay-as-you-go
checking ac- New York.
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Renew

CBS
13

Clients
Shows

Six Broadcast on Full Net;
All Effective by Jan. 5
NINE advertisers on CBS last
week announced the renewal of 13
separate programs, six of which
are heard on the full U. S. network. All the renewals become effective on various dates between
Dec. 27 and Jan. 5. The six renewed shows on the full network
are among the total of 53 programs
presented on the full net by 37
clients as of December 1943, CBS
reported in its announcement.
The advertisers and the programs being renewed are as follows: Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati— Jan. 3, The Goldbergs
(Duz) ; Life Can be Beautiful
(Ivory Soap) ; Bernadine Flynn
(Ivory Flakes, Crisco) ; Perry Mason (Camay, Ivory Flakes), and
Ma Perkins (Oxydol). Compton
Adv., handles the first three, Pedlar & Ryan is the agency for Perry
Mason,is and
Blackett-Sample-Hummert
the Oxydol
agency.
Eight More
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co., Chicago —
Dec. 30, full network, The First
Line (Wr;gley products), through
Arthur Meyerhoff & Co.; Lever
Bros. Co., Cambridge — Jan. 3, full
network, Lux Radio Theatre (toilet
soap), through J. Walter Thompson Co.; R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co., Winston-Salem — Jan. 1, full
network, Thanks to The Yanks
(Camels, Prince Albert smoking
tobacco), through Wm. Esty & Co.
Celanese Corp. of America, New
York — Jan. 5, full network, Great
Moments in Music (fabric products), through Young & Rubicam;
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta — Jan.
4, full network, Big Town (Ironized Yeast), through Ruthrauff &
Ryan; Curtiss Candy Co., Chicago
— Jan. 1, full network, Warren
Sweeney (candy products), through
C. L. M;ller Co.
Johns-Manville Corp., New York
— Dec. 27, Bill Henry — News (insulation), through J. Walter
Thompson Co., and International
Silver Co., Meriden, Conn. — Jan. 2,
Silver Theatre (International Sterling and 1847 Roger Bros, silverplate), through Young & Rubicam.
New Salt Series
INTERNATIONAL SALT Co.,
Scranton, Pa., at the conclusion of
a cycle of participations on home
economics programs on six stations
in the East, will start a series of
one-minute transcribed announcements on 17 eastern stations the
first week of the New Year. Musical jingle featured in the announcement ties in with "Salty
Salt", aduced nautical
charactercompany
introin a commercial
film some time ago, and featured
in the firm's newspaper ads. Cam"No on
Shaker
Clog".
Jingles paign
willthemebeis aired
an average
of four times a week. Agency is
J. M. Mathes Inc., New York.
• Broadcast

Advertising

REPUBLIC BUDGET
Radio
Weekly
Pay Leads
Again
SET AT 2 MILLION
REPUBLIC PICTURES Corp. will
In 1943; Average
Now
Is $55.75
spend upwards
of $2,000,000
advertising and publicity
next inyear,
Weekly Payroll of 10 Networks, 815 Stations,
it was announced following a sales
conference in New York Dec. 16-17,
Is $1,366,687. Average Pay 6.6% Over 1942
attended by representatives from
the
and Central districts
cal operating, $66.94; announcers, and Eastern
WITH average weekly compensaCanada.
tion tc fulltime employes of $55.75, $71.35; staff musicians, $121.20;
While the overall figure for proas compared with $52.32 last year,
outside salesmen, $122.53. Network
motion was not broken down by
a gain of 6.6%, radio apparently
writers received $62.11. The aver- media, it was reported that radio
age weekly network salary is would figure prominently in the
has maintained in 1943 its position in paying the highest average
advertising picture. Campaigns for
$61.53.
Comparing station salaries by projected films will be similar to
wages and salaries of any U. S. industry.
districts and regions, the average promotion used for "In Old OklaThe annual report of the FCC
homa" and "The Fighting Seacompensation of executive employes, fulltime, is as follows:
on Radio Employment and Combees", in which Republic allotted
pensation reveals that during the Northeastern Region, $116.59 ; $350,000 for radio spot announcementscasting,
and Dec.other
week of Oct. 17, 815 standard
Great Lakes, $106.77; Midwest,
13]. media [Broadbroadcast stations and 10 networks
$89.51; Pacific Coast, $88.90;
Among pictures to be promoted
employed 24,515 persons fulltime
Southeastern, $81.50; Mountain,
are "The Monster", "The Man From
$78.89; South Central, $77.53.
and 4,862 parttime. Total weekly
Frisco" and several big-budget
payroll of fulltime employes was
Average non-executive station specials
starring Cowboy Roy
$1,366,687. Excluding executives,
employe salaries, by regions : Great
Rogers.
"The
Seabees"
the average per fulltime employee
Lakes Region, $51.57; Northeast- will be releasedFighting
in January.
Rewas $49.50, or an increase of 7.3%
ern, $48.49; Pacific, $48.22; Midpublic's
agency
is
Donahue
&
Coe,
New
York.
west, $41.09; Mountain, $39.66;
over last year's average of $46.12.
Station employes in executive
Southeastsrn, $37.13; South Central, $36.53.
capacities were found to be receivWEIM Assignment
ing the following average weekly
The largest classification of part- CONSENT last week was granted
salaries : general managers,
time employes is that of "other by the FCC for the voluntary assignment of the license of WEIM
$132.73; technical, $67.15; pro- artists," including 2,411 of the
4,862 listed in the parttime class. Fitchburg, Mass., from Ruben E.
gram, $67.29; commercial, $102.49;
Networks and network-owned sta- Aronheim, sole owner, to Mitchell
publicity, $65.32.
G. Meyers, Ruben E. Aronheim, and
In non-executive positions, stations pay this talent group an av- Milton
H. Meyers, copartners of a
tion technical operating personnel
erage salary of $80.44 per week;
newly-formed
partnership doing
stations,
$30.25.
averaged $48.53 ; announcers,
business as Radio Station WEIM.
The 815 reporting stations pay $12,788.88, book value of 66 2/3%
$45.76; staff musicians $53.83;
outside salesmen, $76.85. Writers the following average salaries to interest in the licensee, is the
averaged $37.60.
parttime employes in the execu- amount involved in the transaction
tive class: general managerial,
Network employes in the same
Each partner now holds 1/3 intercategories receive average weekly $77.64; technical, $26.38; program,
est.
compensation as follows: executive positions, general managers,
$420.57; technical, $134.11; program, $180.34; commercial,
$175.49; publicity, $128.33.
Network, non-executive: techni-

$29.25; commercial, $48.75; publ:city,
$28.60;
"other,"employes
$64.98. they
To
parttime
operating
pay a weekly average of $11.15; to
parttime announcers, $13.14; to
parttime musicians, $27.12.

GEORGE THOMAS FOLSTER,
NBC reporter in the South Pacific,
will resume his news broadcasts from
Guadalcanal, having returned from a
tour other
to Adm.
and
SouthHalsey's
Pacific headquarters
outposts.

Total
Networks including 9 key
10 Networks and 815 Stations stations of major networks
CompenCompenNumber
sation
Average Number
sation
Average Number
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4) (5) (6)
(7) (8)
Number of stations. ,
46
Executives:
35
49
93
923
483
General managerial
969
$141,856
33
11
536
Technical
554
$19,346
175
38,409 $146.39
$420.57
74
180
34
2,414
Program
518
134
38,814
70
4518
355
Commercial
400
44,281
69
6,312
27
128 33
92
11079 61
Publicity
119
7,897
9,474
82 12
30
118 60
186
Other
216
17,737
3,465
3,558
67
201
213 89
290,571
42 , 992
Total , exeeuti ves
2 , 776
104
2,575
45
94
Employees
(Other
than
executives):
Technical:
76 04
20
47
Research and development
92
6,996
51 93
809
66
4,329
227,617
Operating
4,383
54,154
36
59
66
44
258
Other
324
3,574
11,856
41
2,669
96
Program:
13
54 53
384
64
80
638
Production
1,022
24,884
55,730
69
03
27
120
62
682
40 3511
Writers
802
33
,
096
7,453
164
Announcers
3 , 072
11,702
144,786
70
517
2,908
Staff musicians
2,150
150,569
62,659
63
704
682
48,817
47 40
1,633
Other artists
1,386
88 , 553
12171 34
44
24
537
660
27,515
Other
1,197
49
53,151
Commercial:
2053
89
152
Outside salesmen
1 ,348
18,625
110,540
307
75
361
55
231
51 11
Promotion and merchandising. . . . 592
30,636
19,895
122
40
43
181
13,350
82 06
Other
488
1,196
00
19,549
51
873
General and administrative:
247
36 65
266
38 97
671
10,366
Accounting
937
34,342
25 17
26 38
Clerical
1 , 120
28,190
28
6,517
218
954
Stenographic
1,172
33,214
28
66
594
31 17
654
Other
1,248
35,765
6,850
18,515
39
51
5266 4386
355
Miscellaneous
406
3450
11,526
31
2,674
16,197
49
61 4253
340,974
Total, employees
21,739 1,076,116
5,542
55 75
383
,
966
18,772
Total , executives and employees 24 , 515 1,366,687
5,743
Particulars

Total
Stations
sation Average
Compen(9) (10)
806
$122,510
35,995
32 , 502
36,384
6,009
14,179
247,579

76
67 15
67 29
$132.73
96
49
65 32
102 23
56 15
53

2,667
173,463
9,187
30,846
25,643
133,084
87,910
39,736
25,636

48
35
48
37
53
46
58
38
45
76
27
34
24
24
26
35
45
52

91,915
10,741
6,199
23,976
21,673
26,364
17,250
8,852
735,142
982 , 721

74
61
35
60
76
83
26
25
84
85
73
83
50
39
64
38
94

35
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FCC

Findings

Deny

Three Applications
KFXM Granted Unlimited
Time in Pre-Xmas Actions
ADOPTION of proposed findings
of fact and conclusions was announced by the FCC last week proposing to deny the application of
WROL Knoxville, Tenn., to modify
its license and increase its nighttime power from 500 w to 1 kw.
Action was taken on the ground
that the proposed operation could
not be considered a "fair, efficient
and equitable distribution of radio
service." nications
(Sec.
Act.) 307(b) of CommuThe proposed findings state that
the increase in nighttime power
would cause interference to KWFT
Wichita Falls, Tex., and that those
radio listeners in Knoxville who
would be benefited by the change
in power already receive service
from another station which covers
that area. It is also stated that radio listeners in the area of Wichita Falls would be adversely affected through loss of service from
KWFT, only station assigned to
Wichita Falls.
WMRO Denied
Proposed findings were also
adopted by the Commission denying the application of WMRO Aurora, Ohio, for modification of its
licensetion onto1280
pernr't
kc, unlimited
250 w dayoperaand
100 w night, concluding that this
operation would be inconsistent
with the Standards of Good Engineering Practice as severe nighttime interference would be imposed upon theprejudice
station. toDen:al
was
made without
the right
of WMRO to file an application requesting unlimited time on 1490
kc, asable this
frequencytimemayin the
be availfor unlimited
area.
The application of WBNY Buffalo, N. Y., for modification of license to change frequency from
1400 kc to 680 kc with 250 w, was
denied at the same time by the
FCC through the adoption of proposed findings which state that
the proposed operation would result in a high nighttime interference limitation and would grant
no improvement over the present
nighttime service. It is also claimed
that critical materials would be
used; encethat
would objectionable
be caused to interferWLAW
Lawrence, Mass., WPTF Raleigh,
N. C, and WISR Butler, Pa.; and
that the daytime service which
WBNY would be able to offer in
areas tins
already
served
would more
than bybe other
offset staby
the service losses in those areas
currently covered by only one station.
The FCC also adopted at the
same action an order making final
the proposed findings of fact and
conclusions granting the application of KFXM San Bernardino,
Cal., for a modification of its license to change operation from
sharing of time with KPPC Pasadena to unlimited operation on
1240 kc with 250 w.
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Wheeler,

White

Immediate

"I'm rather encouraged as a result of the hearings," said Senator
White, ranking minority member
of the committee. "I have hopes of
getting together with the chairman
during the recess on something
workable in the way of corrective
legislation. Certainly I have learned
a lot about radio from these hearings and I feel confident that all
members of the committee have a
better understanding of the problems facing broadcasters."
Added to the 2,197 pages of recorded hearings, which closed Dec.
16 after 28 hearing days, have been
several supplemental memoranda.
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly, in closing his testimony at the
final session, told the committee he
would submit a supplemental letter
covering recommendations for legislation which he didn't touch in his
verbal presentation.
Neville Miller, NAB president,
said he would submit recommendations in addition to his oral testimony and written statement presented during the hearings. NBC
also plans to file a few answers to
llth-hour charges hurled by Chairman Fly in his tirade against the
"big networks." CBS already has
filed for the record answers to five
questions posed during the hearings. The network cited figures to
show that in expanding its service
to include added small stations CBS
actually took a big cut in revenue.
Public Service
Also presented to the committee
was a program breakdown disclosing that CBS broadcasts an average
of 35 Vi hours each week in "public
service" programs, contrary to the
inference of Chairman Fly that the
networks were overlooking their
"obligations in the public interest."
Another damaging denunciation
of Chairman Fly's testimony that
the Catholics brought pressure to
bear on NBC to prevent cancellation of the Catholic Hour in favor
of Amos 'n' Andy for commercial
purposes was presented to the committee in a letter from Edward J.
Heffron, executive secretary of the
National Council of Catholic Men
[Broadcasting, Dec. 20].
Explaining that NBC last spring
suggested that the Catholic Hour
could be given more stations at 3
p. m., but that the NCCM, after
considering the proposal, informed
the network it would prefer to retain the 6 p. m. time, Mr. Heffron
wrote Senator Wheeler:
"Our transcript of the testimony
before your committee seems to
suggest that NBC may have accepted this decision of the NCCM board
only as a result of organized efforts
by Catholic groups to persuade
them to do so. Actually the negotiations were private, entirely between the NBC and the National
Council of Catholic Men. NCCM released no word concerning the matter, either during the pendency of
negotiations or afterward, to indi-

Is Seen

Action
After

Holidays
By BILL BAILEY
TESTIMONY of 36 witnesses, supplemented by several
written statements, still fresh in
their minds, Chairman Burton K.
Wheeler (D-Mont.) of the Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee
and Senator Wallace H. White (RMe.), co-authors of the WhiteWheeler Bill (S-814), plan to go into conferences during the holidays
with a view of steering new communications legislation through the
committee and subsequently the
Senate shortly after Congress convenes Jan. 10. Both Houses adjourned last Tuesday until the second Monday in January.
Although most of the Senators
and Representatives have gone
home for the holidays, Senators
Wheeler and White plan to remain
close to their desks. Senator Wheeler asserted in the last week of hearings on S-814 [Broadcasting, Dec.
20] that the committee would take
up its study of international communications "after this legislation
is out of the way shortly after the
first of the year."
Immediate Plans
That the committee will recommend immediate remedial legislation, spelling out the limits of the
FCC's powers and correcting existing confusion in view of the Supreme Court May 10 decision and
the controversy over "the composition of that traffic," seemed imminent, with long-range law-writing
to be postponed for the duration.
WITH

REPS RARELY are so completely
burdened by station managers as in
this charming scene, wherein H.
Preston Peters is toting John M.
Rivers, president of WCSC Charlest)n, across the threshold of the
new Madison Ave., N. Y., offices
of Free & Peters. Nor do station
managers often have a chance, literally, to ride a rep.
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Mull

Legislative

viduals, groups, newspapers or
magazines. I trust this statement
will serve to avoid any possible misunderstanding ofthe matter."
In its supplemental statement
submitted for the record, CBS set
down replies to five specific questions which had been "touched on,
to some degree, in the proceedings."
(1) Has the growth of radio in the
U. S. tended toward centralization
of control, or toward diversification
of control? (2) Has network service
resulted in any affiliated station becoming a mere "spigot" for network programs? (3) Has prosperity reduced the number or quality
of public service programs on the
networks? (4) How does the network treat the small stations — in
terms of dollars and cents? (5)
How much economic strength has
a successful network?
Monopoly Charges

15 years total advertising expenditures have decreased about 20%,
the statement added.
"Moreover the network's total
share of radio billings has steadily
declined from 73% (in 1928) to
43% billings
(in 1942)have
whileincreased
the stations'
local
from
27% to 57% of the industry's total," the committee was informed.
"This means that individual stations have competed more successfully than the network for the
advertiser's dollar. The stations,
not the networks, have received a
larger and larger share of the total amount of money spent for radio advertising — and this doesn't
count the stations' increased income
from the networks themselves
which, if added to the final figure,
would increase the stations' share
of total income to about 80%."
Competition for listeners has
played an important part in network operations, the statement
continued. Summing up the answer
to question 1 CBS told the committee: "It is doubtful if any other
industry in America has so clearcut a record of moving steadily
toward decentralization of control
and into more and more vigorous

"The FCC has made recurring
use of the word 'monopolistic' in its
published documents, its public
statements and in its testimony before the committee," said the CBS
supplement.
casual
impression which this"The
constant
reiteration
might easily create is that the
growth of radio broadcasting has
been marked by a definite monopo-

Network Service
competition."
To question 2 the statement said :
"The average CBS affiliated station
today fills 40.9% of its own time —
about 7% hours per day — with
non-network programs. In small
communities stations depend largely on networks for program service,
(Continued on page 54)

trend." to question 1 CBS
In listic
reply
pointed out that major network
companies have multiplied by
400%, regional networks by more
than 1000,% while individual stations have increased 70% in the
last 15 years, adding to radio's
"internal competition". In the same

Republicans

More

Plans

Consistent

Attenders

At Senate Radio Legislation Hearings
GREATER interest in hearings on ton shorthand reporters, recorded
the White- Wheeler Bill (S-814),
2,197 pages of testimony, embracing 637,130 words. That included
which closed Dec. 16, was manifest
some statements which were filed
by Republican members of the for the record but which were not
Senate Interstate Commerce Comread. Average length of each hearmittee, than the majority Demoing was 2 hours, 15 minutes, for a
crats, atabulation of daily atten- total of 63 hours. Wordage went
dance disclosed. A total of 36 wit- into the record faster than the
nesses appeared before the comaverage radio newscaster speaks.
mittee, the majority favoring new
communications legislation.
Eight persons were employed for
a total of 18 hours a day compiling
637,000 Words
the massive record upon which the
Senator E. H. Moore (R-Okla.)
committee will base communicaholds the attendance record. He
tions legislation. Three operators
missed only three of the 28 ses- worked in shifts of less than an
sions, which began Nov. 3. Chair- hour each, while five other employman Burton K. Wheeler (D-Mont.)
es transcribed and typed the recand Senator Wallace H. White
ord. The stenographers and their
staff worked until 4 a. m. on each
(R-Me.), co-authors of the measure to revamp the Communications
day's record, completing mimeoAct of 1934, each attended 24 meetgraphed copies for committee memings. Senator Wheeler was absent bers.
Dec. 8, 9, 10 and 14 during a flu
Composite
attendance figures
attack) while Senator White failed show that the Republican
minority
to attend Nov. 22, 23, 24 and Dec. members attended a total of 113
4, the latter the only Saturday
hearings, while the Democrats had
hearing conducted.
but 95 to their credit. At 14 hearHart, Dice & Harkins, Washing(Continued on page 55)
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It's

Cost-per-listener
That

Radio

Counts!

advertisers who

demand

measurable

keep close to fundamentals,

results, have

been

who

responsible for

W-I-T-H's success in Baltimore. Local merchants, who must
hear that cash register ring the next day, drug merchandisers
with careful cost-per-sale tables, food advertisers with sharp
pencils . . . these are some of the advertisers who know that
it is the "cost-per-listener" that counts . . . these are the
astute merchandisers who have proven that W-I-T-H does
a great job in Baltimore.
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Clark

Given

Amendment

HEATH, HAMMOND
DUNLAP PROMOTED
IN A REALIGNMENT of promotion and public relations executives,
RCA and NBC announced last
Thursday that Horton Heath, director of advertising and publicity of
RCA, moves to NBC where he becomes assistant to Frank E. Mullen,
vice-president and general manager. Orrin Dunlap,
Mr. as
Heath's
chief assistant,
takes over
RCA
director of advertising and publicity, Mr. Heath's arepost.
Appointments
effective Jan. 1.
Charles Parker Hammond becomes NBC director of advertising
and promotion, succeeding Charles
B. Brown, who on Jan. 1 becomes
advertising director of the RCA
Victor Division
casting, Dec. 13].of RCA [BroadGraduating from Cornell U. in
1931, Mr. Hammond was associated
with three publications b fore joining: the Bureau of Advertising of
the American Newspaper Publishers Assn. He started on the editorial staff of the New York World,
later moving to the New York Post
and subsequently to the Literary
Digest. During his association with
the ANPA bureau of advertising,
Mr. Hammond was for two years
promotion
manager,
then and
became assistant
to the and
research

Repercussions to FCC Order 84-A Expected
When Senate Debates 1943 Tax Bill
recognized after the application of such
REPERCUSSIONS to FCC Order
subsection shall nevertheless not be recognized to the extent that it is applied to
84-A, banning multiple ownership
reduce the basis for determining loss upon
of stations [Broadcasting, Nov.
sale
or
exchange of property, of a char29], are expected in Congress next
acter subject to the allowance for depreciation under section 23. (1), remaining in
month when the Senate debates the
the hands of the taxpayer immediately
Revenue Act of 1943 (HR-3687).
after the sale or exchange, or acquired in
same taxable year. The manner and
An amendment by Senator Ben- the
amount of such reduction shall be determined under regulations prescribed by the
nett Champ Clark (D-Mo.) to ex- Commissioner
with the approval of the
empt from capital gains taxation,
Secretary.
radio property involved in sale or
The election of the taxpayer to have the
transfer under Commission rules, benefits
of this subsection shall be made
by a statement to that effect in his return
has been adopted by the Senate
for
the
taxable
year in which the sale or
Finance Committee in face of Treaexchange takes place (or, with respect to
taxable
years
beginning
before Jan. 1,
sury opposition.
1944, by a statement to that effect filed
within
six
months
after
the
effective date
Would Protect Owners
of thener and
Revenue
Act may
of 1943
in such man-by
form
as
be
prescribed
Senator Clark introduced the
regulations by the Commissioner with the
amendment (Sec. 116) Dec. 16 just approval of the Secretary) and such election shall be binding for all subsequent
before the Finance Committee went
taxable years.
into executive session to consider
the House bill. He proposed the
provision, it was understood, as a
OWI News Chief
"protective measure" for stations
affected by the FCC order.
APPOINTMENT of Dowsley Clark
Under the Clark amendment the as chief of the News Bureau of the
Branch was an"sale or exchange of property re- OWI Domestic
nounced last week by Palmer Hoyt, promotion director, a post he ^eld
quired by the FCC by order or as a
until Jan. 1, 1943 when he joined
condition to the granting of an ap- OWI Domestic Director. Mr. Clark NBC.
succeeds Charles L. Allen, who is
plication for a construction permit,
for the transfer of control, or for returning to Northwestern U. where
Cities Service Renews
the assignment or renewal of any he is assistant dean and director of
Medill
School
of
Journalism.
Mr.
CITIES SERVICE Co. has relicense shall, if the taxpayer elects
newed its contract with Lu cilia
Clark was formerly assistant to the
... be treated as an involuntary
Manners for her eighth year on the
regional
director
of
the
War
Proconversion of such property."
Cities Service Corn ert, heard on
duction Board in Chicago. PreviWhen he introduced the amendNBC Fridays 8-8:30 p.m. Contract
ously, he headed the OWI regional
ment, Senator Clark had in mind
was negotiated througl the Naoffice
in
Minneapolis,
which
was
tional Concert and Artkts Corp.
KGBX and KWTO Springfield,
Foote,
Cone & Balding, New York,
Mo., now under FCC mandate to abolished last summer along with is
agency.
separate by Jan. 1. The stations, other field operations.
although licensed to separate corporations, are controlled by the
same interests, Lester E. Cox, H.
S. Jewell, R. D. Foster, the Bixby
Tubes
for
Civilian
Receivers
family et al. Senator Clark's office
said the Missourian had been informed that "some 50 other staAre
Scheduled
by
the
WPB
tions," affected by the FCC order
would have to be sold by next
June 1.
EFFECTIVE ACTION in the ci- Sources acquainted with the tube
"We contend that where the Govvilian radio tube problem is now
manufacturing procedure are of
ernment forces a broadcaster to sell guaranteed in the announcement
the opinion that only about 30 days
a station which he otherwise would
last week by the WPB Radio & will elapse bafore the scheduled
retain, that broadcaster should not
Radar Division of a definite pro- types begin to reach distributors.
be forced to pay taxes on capital
gram for the production in the first
The "hard-to-get" types which
gains," said a spokesman for the quarter of 1944 of at least 4,500,are now being pushed include the
Missouri Senator. The treasury,
000 critical types of tubes.
however, has taken an opposite
following: 12-SA-7, 12-SQ-7, 12These tubss, for household sets, SK-7, 50-L-6, 35-Z-5, 35-L-6, l-H-5,
viewpoint, contending that regardless of whether the sale is volunl-A-7, 80, — and other critical types
are being scheduled for production
tary or forced by a Government
in sizable quantities by plants best which have not been produced in
agency, capital gains should be
sufficient numbers due to pressing
equipped to make them, the Domestaxed.
tic & Foreign Branch of Radio & military requirements. All of the
So far as could be learned the Radar Division said.
foregoing type will bear a suffix,
FCC has taken no stand on the
It
is
pointed
out
that
this
civilian
"GTG".
They will be marked "M-R"
Clark amendment which would be
for exclusive use for maintenance,
applicable effective Jan. 1, 1943. tube program may not be a com- repair and operating supply purplete solution for the home set
Complete text of the proviso, which
poses and cannot be sold on rated
maintenance problem, but it should
was added to Sec. 112, follows:
orders,
thus preventing their diverput
back
into
service
thousands
of
(m) GAIN
SALEORDERS
OR EXsion from civilian channels under
CHANGE FROM
PURSUANT TO
OF sets which have been "blacked out"
FCC — The sale or exchange of property
Limitation Order L-265.
required by the FCC by order or as a con- by the inability of their owners to
dition to the granting of any application secure needed tubes, according to
Cooperation of radio servicemen
for a construction permit, for the transfer
and dealers is expected in seeing
of control, or for the assignment or re- WPB. It is expected that the tubes
newal of any license, shall, if the taxpayer
elects to have the benefits of this section, will continue to reach civilian out- that these tubes first reach those
be treated as an involuntary conversion of
lets in increasing quantities as the householders who have no sets in
such property subject to subsection (f)
operation due to lack of tubes.
gets under way.
and the part of the gain, if any, which is new program
Page 16 • December
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Lysol Spot Series
Ties in With Flu
L & F Announcements to Run
Until Epidemic Passes
LEHN & FINK Corp., New York,
will advocate the use of Lysol
as a household disinfectant in a
projected spot campaign tying
in with the flu epidemic. Schedule
was still incomplete by the middle
of last week due to the shortage
of availabilities in the markets selected, but it was expected to start
sometime this week, according to
Lennen & Mitchell, New York,
agency handling the product. L & F
used spot radio for Lysol for similar emergencies in the past, such
as the Mississippi flood.
An important and little-known
fact about the flu virus is brought
out in the live announcements
which will run one to three times
daily about five days a week on
stations in from 15 to 20 markets
throughout the country, if the
schedule goes through as planned.
Runs Week-to-Week
Urging householders to use Lysol in "lay'ng" the dust in the
home, the commercials point out
that the flu germ dispersed by a
cough or sneeze can remain active
for as long as six weeks as a source
of infection to those in the home.
Campaign
a week-to-is
week
basis, will
untilrunthe onemergency
considered passed.
Pending start of the spot campa:gn L & F on Monday, Dec. 20
inserted a cow-catcher for Lysol on
Blind Date, BLUE program used
to promote the company's Etiquet
deodorant and Hinds Honey & Almond Cream. Hitchikes or cowcatchers for the disinfectant will
be included in this series from time
to time as long as the situation
warrants it, according to Wm. Esty
Co., New York, agency handling
the BLUE program for L & F.
Starting Dec. 17, and continuing
through Feb. 28, the program promotes a new L & F kit, "Hinds
Beauty Bargain", it was learned.
Groups Meet OPA
OPA announced last Thursday
that its Radio Receiver Tube and
Battery
advisory Manufacturers'
committees met industry
Dec. 15,
16 in Washington to discuss control of price levels in the fields.
Chairman of the tube committee is
M. F. Balcomn, vice-president of
Sylvania. A. E. Barash, of Bright
Start Battery Co., was temporary
chairman of the second committee.
Censorship Denial
THREE Washington sources
stated last week they were not familiar with reported plans to censor speculative stories dealing with
a second front in Europe. President
Roosevelt, Office of Censorship and
War Dept. all stated they were
not aware of the purported plans
to ban
broadcasting
tion of such
stories. and publica• Broadcast
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recently completed a
de Pure Sugar
series for Michigan Ma
Michigan Rad.o
over WXYZ and the
Network.

Time
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Are

Problems
(Continued from page 9)
tobacco products account for most
of radio's income and form a solid
base that goes on through war and
peace, good times and bad. The tax
situation is favorable to advertising and apparently will continue
to be. The shortage of paper has
produced a rationing of publication
space that has encouraged many advertisers to make initial or increased expenditures in radio.
During 1943, networks have had
a rush of institutional business, resulting in the sponsorship of even
such supposedly untouchable programs as the 12-year-old New
York Philharmonic Symphony Sunday afternoon concert broadcasts
on CBS, which since last May have
been presented under the aegis of
U. S. Rubber. General Motors is
now sponsoring the NBC Symphony broadcast and AllisChalmers Mfg. Co. on Christmas
began sponsorship of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra on the
BLUE.
Selling Copy to Return
None of those companies have
much, if anything, to sell to civilians. Neither have most of the
other institutional advertisers who
have turned to radio to keep their
names alive until the time when
they can again turn to the manufacture of peace-time products. But
a reversal has started and it should
continue at an accelerated pace
during 1944, when we may begin to
see some of these advei'tisers
change their commercials from institutional tostraight sales copy.
The institutional advertisers who
are using radio include a number
of organizations with public services to promote, such as the Electric Companies Group, now using
CBS' Report to the Nation, or the
Council on Candy as Food in the
War Effort and the American
Dairy Assn., both with Sunday
quarter-hours on NBC. These programs are likely to continue into
the post-war era with unchanged
listener approach.
Spot Increase Noted
In the national spot field, 1943
saw acceptance of this medium as
a regular means of advertising by
the motion picture industry, with
a number of the big picture producers who formerly used spot radio only on rare occasions now including aspot campaign in the exploitation program for each new
picture. Otherwise, national spot
in 1943 was pretty much a "more of
the same" affair, with some new
brands of foods, vitamins, cough
drops and other package goods entering this field and increased use
of spot by old advertisers.
On a local or regional basis, raPage 18 • December
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dio was used widely and with considerable success to broadcast "help
wanted" or "classified" copy. In all
parts of the country war plants
have advertised extensively for
more workers via radio, ranging
from such giant organizations as
U. S. Rubber and Bethlehem Steel
to a local biscuit baker in Pennsylvania. Department stores have
used local campaigns to recruit
help for the Christmas rush.
The "used-car" buyer, broadcasting his appeals to A-card autoowners to sell their cars to war
workers requiring them for transportation, isanother radio advertising war baby that has produced
much station revenue in 1943. In
New York, legitimate theatres, motion picture houses, restaurants,
night clubs and summer resorts
have been more active in radio than
in former years.
Spots Lighten Fare
The over-all increase in spot
business has had some effect in
breaking up the solid formula of
one-minute announcements which
to many advertisers has been synonymous with spot radio. Chain
and station breaks have been widely used by advertisers who could
squeeze their commercials into 20
or 30 seconds. The Rinso White
spots are a good example of this.
Other advertisers have purchased five-minute or quarter-hour
news programs, with a number of
station representatives reporting
news availabilities almost as difficult to get as one-minute announcement time. An increased use of
participations and of five-minute or
15-minute segments of musical
clocks and other locally produced
programs was reported. Several
reps said that the spread of local
rating reports, showing the comparative audiences of all stations in

GLOBAL TALES are told by Maj.
Paul Clark (r), engineer on leave
from the NBC Central Division,
to his former boss, Howard C.
Luttgens, chief engineer for NBC
in Chicago, about his adventures in
the South Pacific war theatre. Mai.
Clark, as radio officer of the U. S.
Army forces, travelled more than
20,000 miles in keeping communications open in that arena.
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Upward

the community, supply proof of audience and have helped them to sell
these station shows.
The settlement of the musicians'
strike against most of the transcription companies has not yet resulted in any such transcription
campaigns
as Coca-Cola's
Singin'
Sam was before
the AFM walkout
in 1942, but it is probably too early
for any such to appear. A few of
the daytime serials are again being
transcribed from the network studios for supplementary use in other
markets, however.
Status of 'Overflow'
Difficulty of time clearance on
major stations in major markets
has produced a volume of "overflow" business for secondary stations and markets, a trend which
some representatives expect to
grow in 1944. Several agency radio men, however, expressed disappointment with results produced
by these small stations and predicted that their accounts might
switch to network programs if better spot time does not become available. The representatives of small
stations, to the contrary, stated
that most of their advertisers are
renewing and that results are generally considered satisfactory
when compared with those from
major stations on a cost basis. One
rep predicted an increase in availabilities for national advertisers
after the first of the year, when
local merchants have concluded
their annual pre-Christmas radio
campaigns.
Indicating the difficulty of obtaining one-minute announcements,
two New York stations reported a
complete sell-out of this kind of
business. One of these stations said
that in 1943 it turned away 30%
more announcement business than
in 1942, with both years sold solid,
a new contract invariably becoming effective whenever one expired.
Sees Plenty of Time
A contrary view was expressed
by another New York broadcaster
who declared that the war had
killed the belief that radio was limited by the clock whereas publications could always add pages. Paper shortages plus the increased demands of advertisers, he said, have
forced the broadcasters to expand
and revamp their former operating
schedules and have proved that
time formerly considered unsalable
can, with good programming, produce real returns for advertisers
who have been willing to pioneer.
The thoroughness with which the
broadcasters learn this lesson now
will largely determine their ability
to cope with post-war conditions,
when pre-war advertisers return
and the current war-time accounts
will vie for station time. He added
that even then a smart broadcaster
need not hang out the SRO sign.
Post-war planning seems st'll to
be largely in the front-office conference stage; at least, it has not as
BROADCASTING

in
1944
yet had any visible effect on the
buying of radio time. Executives of
major food, drug and automotive
companies agreed with agency,
network and station sales executives that most post-war plans are
rather nebulous at the moment, although there were some statements
of specific plans for expanding
both distribution and advertising
on an international basis as soon
as feasible after the end of the
European part of the war.
In the drug field, for example, it
is interesting to note that the Proprietary Assn. of America, as a
part of its annual meeting, to be
held in New York in May, has
scheduled an advertising clinic at
which representatives of radio,
newspapers, magazines and possibly
other media will be invited to present plans for post-war advertising by the drug industry. Drug
companies which entered Latin
American markets earlier, expanded their advertising in those countries last year, with Sterling Drug,
for example, now using announcements and/or programs, as well as
newspaper schedules, in every major market below the Rio Grande.
Possibly of post-war significance
is the realignment of major accounts among agencies during the
last few months. Especially conspicuous are such companies as
Chrysler, Ford and General Electric, all faced with major conversions from war to peace production
as soon as fighting ceases and all
companies which have recently
made drastic alterations in their
agency line-ups.
One electric supply and electronic company is beginning work on
its post-war problems by launching an extensive spot campaign
and delegating to its salesmen the
task of contacting local stations
throughout the country, giving its
men a chance to become acquainted
with local markets as they set the
radio plans.
Unrationed Foods Pushed
Food companies for the most
increased radio expart reported
penditures in1943. The only effect
of the war on their advertising
seemed to be a promotional emphasis on such unrationed items as
cereal, coffee, bread and soya products. One agency executive pointed
out that if the war in Europe
should suddenly end early next
year, distributors of such staples
as sugar, flour, dehydrated soups
and vegetables might be forced to
curtail domestic advertising because of the quantities of these
sent abroad
would be peoples.
which
goods
to feed the European
No significant changes in time
as a reprogramor plans
buyingsult oforeconomic
governmental
trends were noted by the advertisingeralagencies,
genincrease except
in timethatandthetalent
budgets is probably due in some
measure to the present favorable
(Continued on page 22)
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Surrendered

... to

an

Italy wasimminent.
tottering But
. . what
. collapse
Mussolini's
seemed
of theof Italian
fleet regime
at sea?
Could something be done to bring it into an Allied harbor?
Naval commanders of the Allied forces hoped so; turned
to R. Morris Pierce, chief engineer of WGAR, on leave
to the OWI and stationed in the Mediterranean area.
"Could terms of surrender be broadcast so all the Italian
fleet would hear?" they asked.
There could be no guarantee the Italians would hear such
broadcasts, Pierce advised, unless . . . unless terms might
be flashed on the international distress frequency to
which all ships constantly listen.

old

radio

transmitter

he said, "what I've been trying to do for three years."
We of WGAR are proud that our fellow worker played
such an important role in the surrender of the Italian
fleet. We are proud, too, of our other men and women in
the service ... of our engineers who are working as
instructors and technicians, our writers, announcers,
production men, stenographers and salesmen who serve
Uncle Sam . . . for these are the kind of folks who will
help Radio play its part in winning the peace as it now
is helping to win the war.

No suitable transmitter was available, but Pierce volunteered to retune an old one to a frequency on which it
had never been designed to operate ... a difficult task,
even under the most favorable conditions. A few hours
later, the terms of surrender were on the air!
The rest of the story is history. And, as Admiral Sir
Andrew Browne Cunningham of the British navy
watched the Italian fleet peacefully steam into Malta
harbor, he paid a tribute to Americans and to American Radio. "They've
accomplished in one day,"
BROADCASTING
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SO it's going to be a platinum-lined, plasticcoated, helicopter-flying Post- War World ?
Maybe it is . . . when things get settled down.
But this much we know now.
Comparing pre-war competition to postwar competition is like comparing muted violins to a brass band.

Just as new and greater products and trade
marks came out of World War I, they will
come out of World War II.
Just as older, solidly established companies
and products were outrun after 1919, so they
may be outrun after this war.
Who'll buy what, from whom?
Scarcities of consumer goods, by bringing on

The Manufacturing Plant of America will
be tremendous. Competition will be keener
than ever before. Vastly expanded war plants
will cast about into other industries for new
outlets and markets. .

an artificial seller's market, have lulled many
a manufacturer into a blissful dream.

New methods, new products, new materials, new packages and new names will come
into being. The American consumer will
have a greater choice, greater variety, better
quality and eventually lower costs than
ever before.

But after the war? Competition will turn

Nobody can hold back the hands of the
clock of Progress.

Where once people weighed, sifted, compared and shopped, now they must take almost anything they can get in many lines.
the picture upside-down. Post-war competition will put the buyer in the saddle, with the
whip of supply-and-demand in his hand.
And the manufacturer whose advertising
fails to get out and dig (no matter how good

ADVERTISING

f J

Clients
RUTHRAUFF

the product) may well starve in the midst of
plenty.
When the going was tough
The progress of Ruthrauff & Ryan was greatest during the "depression years." Against all
economic trends and business conditions, the
billings of this agency climbed from 1929
(when we already had been in business 17
years) through 1943.
Today our business is five times the 1929
figure . . . and our own progress is the reflection of our clients' progress.
In the successes of our clients, as well as in
the factual, down-to-earth Ruthrauff & Ryan
story, you may see new light on your own
post-war problems . . . how your own advertising may be geared to your production, to
meet the post-war brass-band competition.
We would welcome the opportunity of telling you this story.
OFFICES
NEW

YORK

IN
CHICAGO

DETROIT

SAN FRANCISCO

ST. LOUIS

SEATTLE

CINCINNATI

HOUSTON

HOLLYWOOD

TORONTO

Acousticon Hearing Aids
Allen Edmonds Shoes
Alligator Raincoats
Allstate Insurance
American Airlines
Auto-Lite Batteries
Auto-Lite Spark Plugs
Autopoint and Realite
Pencils
Bay Manufacturing Co.
Bild-A-Set Toys
Binyon Optical Co.
'blue coal'
Blue- Jay Foot Products
Bozeman Canning Company
Bromo-Seltzer
Brown-Forman Distillers
Corporation: Old Forester,
King Black Label and
Early Times Whiskies
Canadian Pacific Railway Co.
Chrysler Corp.
(Dodge Div.)
Dodge Passenger Cars
Chrysler Corporation
(Institutional)
Dictograph Interior
Communication Systems
H. Fendrich, Inc.
Florence Stoves
French Lick Springs
G. Coffee
Washington's
Instant
and Cafemelo
The Gilmore Oil Co.
The Globe- Wernicke Co.
Goodall Fabrics
Griesedieck Bros. Beer
Interstate Brewery Co.
Ken-L-Ration Products
Krim-Ko
La Corona Cigars

of
&

RYAN

Lever Brothers Co.: Rinso,
Spry, Lifebuoy Health
Soap, Lifebuoy Shaving
Cream, Covo
Lever Brothers Ltd. (Canada) :
Rinso, Lifebuoy, Lifebuoy
Shaving Cream, Sunlight
Marcus Campbell Co.,
Publishers
Dancing
Arthur Murray School of
Noxzema
Oshkosh B'Gosh Overalls
Pall Mall Cigarettes
Palm Beach Suits
Prest-O-Lite Batteries
The Quaker Oats Company:
QuakerQuaker
Oats, Mother's
Oats,
Oaties and
other cereal products
Radio Corporation of America,
Radios, Phonographs,
Television Instruments
Red Arrow Proprietaries
Reliance Mfg. Co.
Rhythm Step Shoes
Robt. Reis and Co.
Ruppert Beer and Ale
Savings Banks Association
of State of N. Y.
S. A. Schonbrunn & Co., Inc.
Southern Select Beer
Sterling Beer and Ale
Toledo Steel Products Co.
U. S. School of Music
Universal Zonolite
Insulation
Virginia Dare Wines
Wadsworth Watch Case Co.
Wheeler-Osgood Lumber
Products
Wolverine Work Gloves
and Work Shoes
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co.

(Continued from page i&)
tax situation. One agency said it
was lining up network replacement
shows for the war-flavored programs it now sponsors, so that a
replacement can be made without
fumbling or delay whenever
world events may require.
New Products Expected
A large percentage of advertisers now on the air are known to be
developing new products which can
be introduced to the public in the
post-war era on either the sponsors' current or new programs.
The Government has already released some manufacturing plants
from their war commitments and
permitted them to resume the production of goods for civilian consumption, atrend that is expected
to develop rapidly in 1944. Optimistic reports that tires for civilian motorists will be on the market
by spring were current in New
York last week.
War's end, even conclusion of
the conquest of Germany, will undoubtedly increase competition
among advertising media as well
as products advertised. Paper will
be less limited, FM and television
stations will spring up to offer time
to advertisers, but few of those
interviewed by Broadcasting had
any fears that increased competition would for years to come be
large enough to offset the increased
business radio will immediately receive.
Political business, usually a major industry topic of conversation
on the eve of a Presidential election year, was not mentioned by
any broadcaster until asked about
it. Consensus was that in 1944 it
will be more of a problem than a
profit, as candidates usually want
their major speeches broadcast at
time, generally a mid-evening hour,
that has been sold to a commercial
sponsor. The latter grudgingly
gives up the time, leaving the station or network apologetic without
adding a dime to its income.
CHICAGO
By JAMES J. McGUINN
THE SHAPE of things to come
casts a large shadow on radio in
1944, according to opinions gathered from agency, sponsor, network, representative, station and
technical leaders in Chicago, who
base their beliefs on experiences
of 1943.
That sponsors are spending money that could otherwise go into the
excess profits tax, is generally
agreed upon, but other factors are
brought out to account for the
1943 upsurge and the anticipated
1944 boom. One reason cited is that
newspaper space is at a premium.
Another that sponsors are devoting
50% of their commercial time to
the promotion of war effort material. Still another is based on
what happened after World War
I to products that failed to keep
their names before the public.
One agency man asserted that
Page 22 • December

As for listeners' reaction to radio, Mr. Borroff stated, "If there
is any change in the reaction of
listeners to radio it would be that
listeners now devote more time to
their radios than ever before." He
continued, "I feel there is a trend
to the period time as against spot
broadcasting
wherever There
sponsors'
distribution warrants.
will

RADIO'S FIRST ship-wrecked station transmitter stands precariously at
left, after the Dec. 9 65-mile gale had lashed the California coast. Two of
the large purse-seine boats were blown to within a few feet of the KDON
Monterey transmitter house on the beach, and several smaller boats
jammed the pilings around the house and tore away the bracings. No
air time was
and the antenna's structural strength and operating
efficiency
were lost,
not impaired.
"advertising will continue regardless of the fact that demand outweighs the supply," adding, "This
war isn't going to last forever, and
all large establishments are anxious to keep their trade names
alive. The market is flooded with
substitute products which I believe
will go out of business in normal
times and competition. For instance, certain chewing gums.
There's no quality, but there is
quantity. Even with advertising,
products like that won't stand up.
"Companies aren't buying time
just to spend money. There is a
real and necessary need for advertising now."
Compete for Media
As for changes in merchandising and promotion, John A. Martin, advertising manager for Montgomery, Ward & Co., Chicago, who
places 5% million dollars worth of
advertising for his company annually, declared:
"Merchandising methods are definitely undergoing a change. In
spite of the fact that companies
are advertising miraculous new
products to blossom out after the
war, the public will not be much
surprised to learn that these products will not be available immediately. Firms will manufacture the
last model they turned out, until
manufacture
can catch up with new
ideas.
"Many industries have advertised
extensively in order to relieve their
tax output, I believe. On a trend
from net to spot or vice-versa, I
don't think there has really been
a shift. The well-known establishments are continuing with their
usual radio programs, and recent
entrants in the business world have
snatched the available advertising
Sidelight on the sponsors' reacmedia."
tion to availabilities were observations by George Duram, media director and radio time buyer, H. W.
Kastor & Sons, Chicago, who said,
"From all indications our advertisers expect to use just as much
radio time in 1944 as they have
this year. Significant for 1944, too,"
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he added," is the increasing trend
of seasonal advertisers to stay on
the air for 52 weeks in order to
keep Would
their time."
Clear Option Time
June Rollinson, timebuyer for the
Russel M. Seeds Agency, Chicago,
revealed a trend from spot advertising to network time. "Sponsors
are buying larger network accounts," Miss Rollinson said. "For
the most part companies are influenced by taxation in their budget boost. Radio is packed at this
time. The only way out that I can
see would be a clearance of station
optional
Howardprograms."
H. Wilson, Chicago station representative, maintained
there has been no change in the
listener reaction to radio. Said he,
"Business is good. All the stations
are filled to capacity. As for programs, the public is news conscious. Sponsors manufacturing
materials now unavailable will continue to promote goodwill. Many
are setting up patterns to fit immediately on cessation of war into
their plans for advertising postwar products."
Program Changes
However, an indication that the
public taste in programming is
changing was brought out by Walter Preston, program director of
CBS' Central Division, who said,
"The public seems more interested
today in education than ever before. Music, too, seems to be undergoing achange, with a definite
trend being exhibited toward
"sweet" music, and so-called "hot"
bands recently adding string instruments to their orchestras."
E. R. Borroff, vice-president of
the BLUE and general manager of
its Central Division, saw no indications that sponsors or agency
heads were influenced at this time
by Washington rulings or wartime
uncertainties. "Sponsors," he said,
"are buying more shows and larger networks, the latter probably
due to the fact that all networks
are endeavoring to extend the service of high grade sponsored programs to all their affiliates."
BROADCASTING

always be many advertisers who
must use spot broadcasting to solve
their particular problems.
"The outlook for radio in 1944
is excellent. There will be a trend
toward preparing for FM and other
developments following the war."
Client Service Noted
Harry C. Kopf, vice-president in
charge of the NBC central division
directed attention to the significance of the 1943 sales record in
view of the fact that radio has
given more freely to the war effort
than any other advertising medium. Every network show and the
great majority of local station programs are devoting part of their
time to some vital government message. For the most part, these
hundreds of thousands of messages
are being written by the advertising agencies. Last year, he said,
over half a million individual programs carried war messages, while
stations themselves broadcast several million war announcements
between programs. The value of
the radio time and talent contributed this year will be over $100,000,000.
Mr. ands
Kopf
also spoke ofof the
of programs
all thoustypes
which have been sent to members
of the armed forces all over the
world, to which advertisers and
agencies have given generously in
time and talent.
Saying that 1944 is likely to be
"another very good sales year"
Mr. Kopf noted that promotion
methods in radio are undergoing a
change
for the better,
"a vigorous
proof of
the
stabilization
of this
infant tionsindustry."
He that
said that
are now finding
they stacan
render their clients effective assistance which can be increased, although not to the point where it
will become economically unsound.
"The stations are becoming concerned," he said, "about the retailers in their respective territories,
and the manner in which their clients' products are moving through
them into the hands of the consum(Continued on page 26)
Record Mission
MISSION completed, Niles
about
his military
Trammell
may nowassignment
tell "all"
in North Africa. The NBC
president lugged a large,
mysterious box on his globegirdling jaunt, and everyone
was wondering about it.
Turned
to beCarl
a recordingsent
fromout Gen.
Gray to
Stanley Hubbard, president
of KSTP Twin Cities for a
Christmas season broadcast.
The record, produced in
Northeral and
Africa,
is of the
genthe Railway
Chorus,
and was aired on KSTP Dec.
18.
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Fly, Armstrong Will Address Group in New
Meeting Is Open to All Interested Persons
TO GET FM off to a flying start
as soon as war restrictions are
lifted, FM Broadcasters Inc. will
throw open its annual convention
in New York Jan.
26-27 to all those
interested in the
medium. FCC
Chairman James
Lawrence Fly
will address the
meeting at the
luncheon session
Wednesday Jan.
26.
In an open letMr. Da mm
ter last week,
Walter J. Damm, FMBI president,
said the meeting is designed to
make available "to all those interested in this new medium a forum
and roundtable discussion."
Full Information Is Good
The convention will be the fifth
annual meeting of the association.
Greater interest has been aroused
in FM in recent weeks than at any
time as a result of postwar planning discussions of broadcasters
and manufacturers. Moreover, the
war trend has tended to accelerate
interest. FMBI membership totals
73, of which 63 are active and 10
affiliates. The latter are equipment
manufacturers.
The main purpose of the meeting,
Mr. Damm stated, is not so much
to take care of the association's
business, but rather "in view of the
tremendous strides made in FM and
the promises for its future development" of making available full information on the medium.
"It is becoming more evident
every day that those planning to
take part in the future of FM need
to begin making their plans now"
he said. "It is also evident that
there is a great desire on the part
of the many people who have heard
about FM for a more detailed and
intimate contact with those who
have pioneered and with those
manufacturers who will produce
the transmitters and receivers of
the future."
To bring together all interested
parties, Mr. Damm stated, the New
York meeting will be open to
everyone, irrespective of how remotely interested in FM they may
be. The convention will be at the
Commodore Hotel. Registration fee
is $10 per individual. Advance registrations should be sent Mr. Damm
at 333 West State St., Milwaukee
1, Wis., before Jan. 15.
The annual meeting will open at
10 a.m. Wednesday, Jan. 26 with
a report by President Damm, a legislative review by Philip G. Loucks,
FM general counsel, and an engineering review by C. M. Jansky Jr.,
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York;

FMBI.
consulting engineer to
There also will be
sion on receiver and transmitdiscuster manufacturers' future FM
plans. Mai. Edwin H. Armstrong,
FM inventor and pioneer, will discuss "FM— What, How and Where"
featured in an address. Dr. W. R.
G. Baker, vice-president of General
Electric Co. and chairman of the
recently created Radio Technical
Planning Board, will address the
meeting on "FM and the RTPB."
At the Tuesday session there will
be a roundtable discussion on FM,
participated in by Messrs. Armstrong, Jansky, Loucks, Damm,
John Shepard 3d, president of
American Network Inc., FM chain
project, and an engineering official
of the FCC to be named. This will
be followed by the annual meeting
of FMBI, restricted to members
only and by a directors' meeting.
Business to be discussed at the
annual session includes election of
directors to succeed Messrs. Damm,
Shepard and George Lang, chief
engineer, W G N Chicago, and
amendment of the dues section and
membership eligibility section of
the by-laws. The recommendation
for change of dues would provide
$300 a year for the first license
or permit issued or for the first
application filed with the FCC;
$200 for the second license or permit; $100 for the third and each
subsequent license or permit. These
changes would become effective as
of Jan. 1, 1944.
Associate members would pay
annual dues of $25 for each noncommercial or educational license
or permit, while affiliate members
would pay annual dues of $300.
The board of directors would be
authorized to levy special assessments against active members to

Joiners
THEY'RE joiners at WTCN
Minneapolis-St. Paul, a recent tabulation shows. Seven
staff members belong to 31
fraternal and social organizations and, according to station
they're all
active on information,
club committees.
4-A Newspaper Coverage
And Market Report Issue
NEWSPAPER coverage figures for
the 73 major cities of the United
States of over 100,000 population
have been made available through
the publication of Vol. 12-B of Market and Newspaper Statistics by
the American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, 420 Lexington Ave., New
York, N. Y.
The 4-A report covers newspaper
audit figures to March 31 and June
30, 1943. Included are the latest
figures on population, number of occupied dwelling units, income tax
returns, audited newspaper circulations, lineage, retail rates, general rates, the differential between retail and general rates and analysis
of those sections of the ABC Audit
reports which deal with circulation
inducements.
This report is compiled under the
direction of the 4-A committee on
newspapers, of which H. H. Kynett,
of the Aitkin-Kynett Co., Philadelphia, is the chairman and Lester H.
Malitz, of Warwick & Legler, New
York, is vice-chairman. Copies are
$6 to other than 4-A members.
defray expenses exceeding regular
dues. These assessments would be
levied in direct proportion to annual dues and the total amount levied in any one year would not exceed bership
50% of
dues. regular active memEligibile for active membership
would be any individual, firm or
corporation licensed to operate a
commercial, experimental or developmental FM sound station or
who has been granted a permit to
construct such a station, or who has
filed an application with the FCC
for authority to construct such a
station.

COMMEMORATING Pearl Harbor Day, the entire staff of WWL New
Orleans visited Red Cross Blood Bank to donate blood and broadcast
description of the proceedings. Holding the microphone is Ed Hoerner,
program director, who is interviewing John Kent, the donor. Others are
(1 to r) : Mary Thiel, Martha Adams, George Winston, Don Lewis, Val
Winter, Jim Barry, and June Thompson.
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TO

WAR

FUND

SET AT $1,318,000
VALUE of time and talent contributed bythe radio industry during a five-week period in October
and November for the National
War Fund campaign was estimated
last week by the OWI Domestic
Radio Bureau at well over $1,318,000. The OWI estimate was based
on programs scheduled under its
various allocation plans and does
not include radio appeals carried
after Nov. 8 to tie in with local
War Chest drives.
OWI scheduled 242 network programs, 6 national spot programs
on 281 stations, 9 special assignand 56,133
localTheannouncementsments,on 891
stations.
Bureau
estimated that approximately 600
million "listener impressions"
were obtained from these broadcasts.
Staff members of the Bureau
monitoring the network programs
reported the campaign received unusually fine treatment. The monitors rated two-thirds of the messages either "good" or "excellent"
and declared them "accurate, interesting and persuasive".
The campaign was launched to
help 17 national and thousands of
local welfare agencies raise their
1943 goal of $125 million.

Krank's Campaign
CONSOLIDATED ROYAL Chemical Corp., New York, on Dec. 13
started promotion of Krank's shave
cream with a six-weekly five-minute sports program on WHN New
York. Titled In Opposite Corners,
the series features Bert Lee and
Marty Glickman, sportscasters, in
an exchange of views on sports
topics and personalities. Contract
is for 18 weeks. Firm also started
10-minute participation in Alan
Courtney's recorded music program
on WOV New York Dec. 14, and
recently signed for spots and news
programs on Chicago stations, and
for Ten O'Clock Wire, a news program on CBS' West Coast stations.
Arthur
is
agency.Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago,
VIDEO GROWS
Lever Bros, and Firestone Start
Programs
GROWING INTEREST in television is evidenced by leading commercial firms starting regular video
programs within the last six weeks.
Two of radio's oldest advertisers,
Lever Bros., makers of Lux soap,
and Firestone have started television programs in New York. Other
sponsors already using the medium
are Bulova, Kirkman's soap, Adam
Hats, Spry, and Botany Worsteds.
Many
the television
advertising
agen-in
cies haveofhad
staffs
readiness for some time and the
whole broadcast industry is stepping up post-war
plans.
The G-E
symposiumtelevision
in November,
attended by radio and newsmen,
televised an edition of a newspaper
on its WRGB video station. Niles
Trammell, NBC president, at a
Senate Interstate Commerce committee hearing last week asked for
freedom
from government
tions in television
broadcasts.restric• Broadcast
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IS

HALF

ONLY

THE

PICTURE

You don't get a complete selling picture
just "buying time." That's only half of it! Choosing the right station is equally important if you
expect results! What is the right station? It's the
station that offers you the most for your radio
dollar. In Baltimore it's WCBM,

where you get:

• Complete Baltimore coverage.
• A lucrative market, increasing daily.
Distinctive programming.
• A receptive and responsive audience.
• Economical rates.
That's why it's easy to sell when you buy

UJCBm
JOHN ELMER
President

GEORGE H. ROEDER
General Manager

Can you see the entire picture ? Who is it ?
Just for fun, jot it down on your memo
pod and check with the answer next time!
Answer to preceding ad:
MARK TWAIN
The BRLTimORE

BLUE

NETWORK

OUTLET

FREE & PETERS, IRC. National Rep.

(Continued from page 22)
ers. By keeping in close contact
with industrial organizations and
the dealers, many faults in manufacturer-retailer relations are discovered which, when rectified,
make a radio program more effective.
Audience listening surveys are
becoming more accurate, more
abundant in the type of service
that they render, Mr. Kopf said,
concluding that in entering the new
year with the knowledge that 1943
has been exceptionally good, the
industry must "sti'ive to do an even
better job in program planning,
time sales, research and promotion."
PHILADELPHIA
WAR-TIME rations for Philadelphia radio stations and advertising
agencies in 1943 exceeded the wildest dreams of the most optimistic.
And with the war status remaining
quo, prospects for 1944 are even
greater than they have ever been
at the start of any one year. It is
appreciated, of course, that a
boom-town cycle has made warworking Philadelphia one of the
richest markets in the country.
Apart from the manpower problem, somehow overcome in every
instance, the chief concern of every
station is in trying to squeeze in
more than 60 minutes to the hour
and perhaps stretch the day to exceed the 24-hour limit. It has become impossible to grant preference or priority for the tide of
spot announcement campaigns,
both local and national, that has
flooded Philadelphia in the past
year — and the tide threatens to
flow even higher in 1944.
'Brotherly Love'
However, both agencies and sponsors have come to appreciate station problems and no ill-feeling is
being bred. Agency and sponsor
consider it enough if the station
can accept the campaign. Stations
have even found it necessary to
curb program clearances for identical sponsor products for the duration. And again, the condition
has been accepted as an emergency
situation.
Should the war come to an end
before the new year runs its
course, the general feeling among
station and agency executives is
that the sudden shift will only
create a greater rush of air-time
buyers.
While depleted inventories may
affect many local retail accounts
m 1944, station executives believe
that there will be new accounts
eager to take up any available
time.
When some retailers had to drop
out in 1943 because of lack of merchandise, the loss was more than
made up for by the influx of "used
car" business — a type of account
stations never dreamed of a year
ago.
For the new year, stations expect an influx of new — and returned — business from the soft
drink accounts. Absent from the
air in 1943 because of sugar shortages and the gasoline situation affecting shipments of product, the
soft-drink manufacturers are once
again inquiring about radio. Sugar
is now available to them in greater
quantities; the gasoline crisis has
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KTHS

Saluted

HOT SPRINGS merchants
By DAVID GLICKMAN
purchased more than 40
HOLDING a mirror up to the past
quarter-hours of time on
12 months on the Pacific Coast and
KTHS to salute the station on
peering so far as we may into the
its
19th birthday anniverfuture, the coastwise radio picture
sary. Originated by the Arlin general shapes up as one peington hotel, KTHS went on
culiar to that region. In retrospect,
the air Dec. 20, 1924, with 500
no group of stations can match the
w power. It subsequently was
prosperity enjoyed by those in West
operated by the Hot Springs
Coast metropolitan centers during
Chamber of Commerce and in
the past year. The same can be said
June 1942 it was purchased
of stations in secondary markets.
by Radio Broadcasting Corp.,
Again considered in terms of an
headed by George D. Wray.
WINNER OF TROPHY awarded
area, the West Coast is least likely
Broadcasting on 1090 kc with
the station judged to have given to be affected by a sudden end of
10,000 w days and 1,000 w
the best promotion to the WAC re- the European war. Cessation of
nights, KTHS today is owned
cruiting drive which ended Dec. 7 these hostilities will merely mean
by John C. McCormack,
was KGO, BLUE Network station shifting emphasis to the Japanese
Shreveport,
La.,as with
Kenin San Francisco. Station conduct- theatre of war. Pacific Coast deneth K. Kellam
manager;
fense industries will maintain their
ed a month-long concentrated push
Ed.
Appier
sales
manager;
for WAC recruits. Corp. Doris present active level of production.
and Frank A. Browne, proDavis, of New Orleans, presents
There will be no post-war aspect to
the trophy to Don Searle, general West Coast conditions with end of
gram director.
manager of KGO.
war in Germany. Proximity of this
coast to the Pacific theatre of
ucts. Rise in the standard of living
operations alone will tend to prolong its status as a military zone. in the rural sections has resulted
been eased somewhat. The 7-Up This in a nutshell sums up opinions in a large increase in consumer
Bottling Co., one of the first to gleaned from key station and net- demands. Manufacturers should
leave the air because of the war,
work operators, representatives,
make the most of it, taking adhas been one of the first to return
vantage of radio's ability not only
agency account executives and timeto radio.
to sell but to build good will in these
buyers.
New Friends
areas as well, station managers
More Consumers
declare. Consensus on status of the
Hundreds of war plants in the
Translating the regional eco- institutional advertiser is that he
Philadelphia area have come to renomic picture into terms of con- will either continue that type of adly on radio to put across their
vertising in the post-war period or
sumer buying power, the trend is
switch to consumer advertising,
"help wanted" appeals. The manWhile there has been no
power situation in war plants re- patent.
large increase in per capita buying,
the value of mainmains most critical, and it is ex- there is a greatly increased buying having learned
taining an established spot on the
pected that the factories will make
nopulation. In 1940 there were
air in these days of "standing
even greater use of radio in search
for new workers. In peace time, 9,735,262 people in the three states room only" signs.
bordering
the
Pacific.
Today
the
most of these plants were cold to
Materials Affect Same
radio. Now using the medium for total is close to 12,000,000, despite
the
fact
that
the
three
states
have
the first time and finding the re- given their full quota of young
If any generalization about accounts can be made, it is that estabsults satisfactory, it is a virtual
lished war-time appropriations are
certainty that most of these con- men to the armed forces. This incerns will think of radio as an adpopulation
will West
con- being and will be maintained durtinue creased
to be buying
centered
on the
vertising medium when they coning the coming year with a reCoast
after
end
of
the
war
in
vert back to peace-time production.
shuf ling of schedules to meet merEurope
and
during
the
continued
chandising problems. Chief among
Highly significant is the turnPacific phase of World War II. The these have been the scarcity of maabout-face on radio by Philadelterials and the ever-tightening
West Coast has more buying dolphia department
The in
"ice"a
has been
broken,stores.
but only
lars per capita than elsewhere in problem of distribution. Some acsmall way. No longer do the ad- the country and the shrewd national radio counts
have been i'orced
cancel
advertising
in tooutlying
vertising managers at the depart- advertiser is aware of the implicament stores look upon radio as a
tions. Along with shift of his at- markets which they can no longer
tention to the West Coast has come
easily service. Notable exception is
"racket". In the last months of
1943, time was purchased by every an awakened interest on the pa^t Resefield Packing Co., Alameda,
large department store in the city of national advertising agencies.
Cal. (Skippy peanut butter) which
developed on a spot schedule.
except John Wanamaker's. The Nearly a dozen such agencies with has
stores, at first using scattered headquarters in New York and Chi- Prior to the war this firm had
spots in connection with special
cago have established branch offices limited distribution in California.
sales, are now sponsoring regular in either Los Angeles or San FranUtilizing a weekly half-hour tranprogram series. The new year, it
cisco during the past 18 months.
scribed program, Skippy Hollywood
In a few instances new offices have Radio Theatre, as part of its adis predicted, will find these stores
won over entirely to radio, bring- been opened in both cities.
vertising campaign to influence
ing a rich new source of revenue.
buying habits in other markets,
Expect Sponsors to Continue
the firm today has distribution for
Still another significant commercial advance in 1943 has been the
Although no one in radio or the its product in the 18 Western
time-buys of the motion picture advertising agency field was will- states.
companies. Heretofore, radio was
ing to hazard a guess as to what
Returning to generalization and
content to get paid in passes for 1944 might bring specifically, they looking ahead into 1944, no radio
the free time it gave to motion pic- all express confidence that clients advertising appropriations have
tures. Now radio has proved that will continue to buy time as long as actually been curtailed. On the
it can do a major selling job for it is available. It was pointed out contrary, there is a predominance
motion pictures, and with the busi- that many advertisers do not have of long-term regional spot and netness definitely credited to radio, to worry about direct selling effeccontracts, with advertisers
tiveness. Their problem today is seeking work
the medium has been sold 100%.
to insure their position in
a medium whose availability is
The new year is sure to find Hol- to keep brand name and trademark before the consumer public. rapidly diminishing. Looking backlywood making even greater use
of radio to promote and exploit its It is the consensus of station operawards, 1943 has seen the end of a
tors in outlying districts that manupicture openings.
two-year Pacific Coast cycle in
facturers
cannot
afford
to
forget
which an entire series of former
Can such a "bubble" burst with
the cessation of hostilities? Phila- importance of secondary markets
regional spot announcement users
in the post-war period when adver- have turned to regional network
delphia denies it is a "bubble;"
tising
again
becomes
the
lever
for
holds on the contrary that radio
shows. This shift is not, however,
wide distribution of actual prodhas come of age.
( Continued on page 28)
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This
than

HE listens to NBC

Man

has

Anyone

Heard

More

Else in the

Programs

World

radio programs eight hours a day, five

days a week. And he's been doing it for sixteen years. Out
in Port Washington, Long Island, where WEAF, key station
of the National Broadcasting Company, has its towering
transmitters, he and another engineer report for work every
morning. By the time the first program is ready to go on the
air, they have checked a hundred dials and controls and
instruments.
Then they start listening. Listening not as you and I do,
but with a, feel for sound. The slightest irregularity in transmission, the minutest deviation from the exact volume set
for it, is detected by the expert ears of these men even before
it is indicated on the dials. They correct it instantly.
It is the job of these two men, and the two who replace

—The

Radio

them on the second shift, to just sit there and "listen to it
perk." It is lonely, tiring, unexciting work. Yet it has to be
done to assure the most perfect reception possible in the
homes of the millions of listeners who tune to NBC all
through the day.
So it's no accident that one of these four NBC engineers
has been on the job for 16 years, and another for 15 years. It's
no accident that even in this routine, little-known, inconspicuous phase of broadcasting, NBC has aimed for perfection.
For it is the NBC credo that no job in broadcasting is too
small not to be done perfectly. This painstaking attention to
every detail, this uncompromising insistence on achieving
broadcasting at its best throughout, are some of the things
that make NBC

"The Network Most People Listen to Most."

National

Broadcasting
Company
America'* No. 1 Network — A SERVICE OF RADIO CORPORATION

OF AMERICA

(Continued from page 26)
to be confused with the reshuffling
of budgets due to wartime exigencies.
Only notable user of national
network which shifted to spot was
California Fruit Growers' Exchange (Sunkist oranges, lemons).
This firm relinquished its network
time in mid-summer last for a brief
whirlwind spot announcement campaign utilizing the Keystone network stations. Several religious accounts, faced with the problem of
network time clearance, resorted to
transcribed versions of their programs in various areas.
In analyzing accounts which have
been active during the past year
wine, beverages, flour and petroleum clients show up as increased
users of Pacific Coast radio. Beverage accounts such as Nehi Corp.
(Par-T-Pak), abandoning policy of
former years, have become yearround rather than seasonal users
of spot radio. Nehi Corp. recently
renewed its Western campaign on
a 52 week basis. Royal Crown is
also carrying a heavy spot schedule.
Flour and cereal accounts have
maintained a uniformly healthy
schedule. Globe Grain & Milling
Co. (Globe A-l flour), division of
Pillsbury Flour Co., currently is
conducting a live and transcribed
spot campaign. Fisher Flouring
Mills Co., Seattle, in 1943 expanded
its schedule on the BLUE Breakfast at Sardi's and added a twiceweekly newscast featuring Louis P.
Lochner on NBC Pacific stations.
General Mills recently renewed
its Sam Hayes commentary on 6
NBC Pacific stations and added
Nelson Pringle, news analyst, on
8 CBS Pacific stations. Kellogg Co.
Battle Creek, absent from national
network radio since 1939, on April
5 expanded its regional sponsorship
of
Sardi's to
130 BLUE
stationsBreakfast
and addedat transcribed
version on two Arizona stations.
Firm in addition started sponsorship of the five-weekly transcribed
Last Night in the Rose Room on
Don Lee Pacific stations.
Cereal Series
Campbell Cereal Co., Minneapolis
(Malt-O-Meal), in addition to a
nationwide campaign in September,
currently
sponsoring
Ten stations
O'Clock
Wire on 4isCBS
California
three times per week, as well as
a five-weekly quarter-hour newscast featuring William Winter on
6 Pacific stations of that network.
Despite gasoline rationing and
threat of more stringent cuts to
come, petroleum companies continue to be heavy users of West
Coast regional radio, devoting commercials primarily to conservation
and service. Besides its weekly
Standard School Broadcast and
Standard Symphony Hour on 16
Western and 8 Pacific NBC stations, respectively, Standard Oil
Co., San Francisco, on Nov. 1
started sponsoring Lowell Thomas
five times weekly on 13 BLUE
Pacific stations.
Union Oil Co., Los Angeles, currently sponsors the weekly halfhour comedy-drama, Point Sublime,
and a thrice-weekly commentary
featuring Gen. David Prescott Barrows, on 35 Don Lee western stations. Richfield Oil Co., Los Angeles, is in its thirteenth year of
continuous sponsorship of the
nightly quarter-hour Richfield Reporter on 10 NBC Western stations.
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OK ALL AROUND by this quintet is OK for Release, five-weekly quarterhour commentary on 7 NBC Pacific stations. A. S. Boyle Co. is sponsor.
Script-checkers (1 to r) are Jim Doyle, co-commentator; Ross Covert,
vice-president of A. S. Boyle Co.; Joy Storm, co-commentator; Norton
W. Mogge, Los Angeles manager and account executive of J. Walter
Thompson Co., agency servicing the account; Sidney N. Strotz, NBC
western division vice-president.
MacMillan Petroleum Corp., Los
Angeles, on a contract that runs
through April, 1944, sponsors H. V.
Kaltenborn, news analyst, thriceweekly on 6 NBC Pacific stations.
Gilmore Oil Co., Los Angeles, recently renewed its weekly halfhour Furlough Fun on 5 NBC Pacific stations. Signal Oil Co., Los
Angeles, recently replaced Signal
Round-Table with The Whistler on
10 CBS Western stations.
Cleanser Series
With much reshuffling of schedules to meet distribution demands,
detergents show heavy West Coast
activity. Kelite Products Inc., Los
Angeles (Kenu cleanser), after
experimenting with several types of
programs on western stations, on
Oct. 17 started for 52 weeks sponsoring aweekly quarter-hour commentary, Your Weekly Spectator,
on 9 BLUE Pacific stations.
This is being supplemented by
the weekly quarter-hour program,
Harrison Wood, Editor, on 4 Don
Lee California stations. Other statoins will be added to the list as
time is cleared. Latter contract is
for 52 weeks. Firm in addition
sponsors a weekly qivarter-hour
recorded musical program on
KWKW, Pasadena.
Soil-Off Mfg. Co., Glendale, Cal.
(liquid paint cleanser), has doubled
its radio advertising appropriation for the coming year. In addition to the thrice-weekly quarterhour Truman Bradley — News, on 8
CBS Pacific stations, firm sponsors
Galen Drake three times per week
on that same list of network outlets. A varied schedule of 5- and 15minute newscasts is also utilized
on stations in major Western
markets.
Purex Corp., Los Angeles
(bleaching solution), on Dec. 26
started sponsoring weekly quarterhour commentary featuring Rex
Miller on 12 Don Lee Western stations. Manhattan Soap Co., New
York (Sweetheart soap), supplementing its thrice-weekly quarterhour morning newscast on 8 CBS
Pacific stations, has a half-hour
word-game program, ScrambyAmby on 6 NBC Pacific outlets.
Los Angeles Soap Co., Los Angeles (White King, Sierra Pine),
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currently sponsors Art Baker —
News five times per week on 16 NBC
Western stations; Bob Andersen —
News, five times weekly on 12 CBS
Western stations; and a thriceweeklycast onmorning
quarter-hour
news34 Don Lee
Pacific stations.
In addition daily spots are being
utilized on 7 stations in major western markets.
Auto Accounts
The unprecedented volume of advertising done by car dealers in
the Los Angeles area during early
1943 has in nearly every case been
maintained or even increased
throughout the last six months
with every indication that type of
account will continue to be a heavy
local spot user in the new year,
contracts being Ion a long-term
basis. Commercials have been directed chiefly at war industry
workers.
Similarly, investment, banking
and insurance concerns which took
a new lease on life in early months
of 1943 have continued a healthy
spot activity. Dipping into regional
network, Bank of America started
a weekly half-hour institutional
show, California Carry On, on CBS
Pacific stations. Seaboard Finance
Co., always a heavy user of spot
radio, in addition to continuing that
type of schedule on some 20 stations nationally, added a daily fivaminute newscast on 8 BLUE California stations. Contract is for 52
weeks. Taking a long-sighted view,
All Year Club of Southern California is now readying a wartime
campaign to promote post-war tourist travel. During 1943 the Southern California organization utilized
a short-term campaign in the Chicago area. Advertising plans for
the of
coming
use
radio. year call for continued
Elastic Plans
Many Los Angeles agency executives were reluctant to discuss
clients' 1944 budgets, pointing out
that with shifting and reshufflings
radio advertising appropriations
must necessarily be elastic. Network time at a premium, more and
more spot radio will be used, with
announcements
being fitted into
BROADCASTING

the schedule where they may.
It was pointed out that spot
broadcasting has a number of definite advantages over network radio advertising
under
chandising
conditions.present
It canmerbe
adapted to specific regional sales
and distribution problems. In many
cases it is being used to intensify
advertising in metropolitan markets. Extensive announcement and
quarter-hour transcription campaigns,
augmenting
live talent
programs
on local
stations
will swell
the volume of spot business.
Any resume of the West Coast
1943 spot field should highlight the
many help wanted and employment
recruiting campaigns sponsored by
firms as diverse as shipbuilding
corporations,
airplane companies.
manufacturers and telephone
Local station help wanted programs
open to participating sponsorship
also mushroomed in the metropolitan centers to help meet the acute
manpower shortage. More ambitious schedules such as that of Lockheed & Vega Aircraft Corp.
reached into the Chicago area to
secure manpower.
Railway Drama
Reinforcing its labor recruiting
campaign on approximately 30 stations in the Pacific area, Southern
Pacific Co., San Francisco, added
the half-hour dramatic series, The
Main Line, on 14 Mutual-Don Lee
Pacific and Arizona stations in
mid-November. Plans for the future include spot announcement
schedules in strategic eastern regions as well. From check with
agency and station executives trend
of Western Coast help wanted spot
campaigns
the coming will
year. continue well into
Another advertiser not to be lost
sight of in the 1944 presidential
election year comprises the political accounts. Shaping up as a major
participant in the campaign, Pacific
Coast organized labor is already
planning to take to the air with
regional network programs as well
as a heavy spot announcement
schedule.
Despite the fact that most major
national advertising decisions are
made in either New York or Chicago, Hollywood's importance as an
originating point for network commercials still dominates, agency executives concede. Time relinquished
by a network sponsor is being immediately
up byHollywood
new ad"name" shows.
vertisers whosnapped
want
By all odds these major buyers
of talent and network time, according to consensus, will continue
to find Hollywood's highly exploited
entertainment resources their richest advertising assets. Agency executives are pretty well reconciled
to the fact that good name variety
shows today cannot be bought for
under $10,000 weekly. New offerings now start at around $12,000
and they are practically submitted
on a package basis. Quite a number
of the big-rating shows now on the
networks are below that $10,000
figure, but they are among the
"oldies" — programs that have been
on the air for sometime. Network
coverage in some instances is being
enlarged in response to advertising
demands. Advertisers seek broader
and broader coverage to exploit
their product or name brand.
Polling of Los Angeles and
{Continued on page 30)
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DAYTON,
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WING

. . . and so are its merchants, who

THE BIRTHPLACE OF AVIATION

FACTS
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D

OHIO
1944

SCHEDULE

Coupled

47,688 new buyers in the past forty-tv/o
months.

its 'cream

of the Blue Network

best in local talent, WING

More

and a bank debit of more than $1,650,000,000 per year, is a healthy financial circumstance.

potency' of WING,

which

consideration of its power and dominance,

in

offers

its time at an exceptionally

low national rate.

If you should wish to expand

your market

area,

including Wright Field, Patterson Field and

station, for just 40%

More than four hundred and seventy diversified manufacturing industries, among
them Frigidaire, National Cash Register,
Ohmer Fare Register, Dayton Tire, Standard

carries by far the

of the local radio business.

As the hub of the United States Air Force,
Air Service Command, Dayton, Ohio is destined to reach new heights in post-war
aviation.

shows' and the

than half a million persons are influenced

by the 'program
The 1943 payroll, exceeding $410,000,000

sells their merchandise.

with 'listener loyalty' acquired through

greater percentage
It's the fastest growing market in the entire mid-west, with an increase of 16.1% or

by time-tested

time

use WIZE

in this

in Springfield, Ohio, a bonus
added

to your

WING

cost.

BASIC

BLUE

-5,000

WATTS

Register, Egry Register, Airtemp, Fyr-Fyter are
located here. And though Dayton is very
busy now in the war effort, its multiple enterprises, vital to domestic economies, assure it
a brilliant peace-time future.

Figures compiled by the Dayton Chamber of Commerce.

We are devoting our efforts to the sale of more and
more War Bonds.
lOeecl
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(Continued from page 28)
Hollywood sages and masterminds
has produced some rather interesting angles and indices to the
necessary ideal commercial radio
programs in the relatively early
future. They predict that radio is
destined to improve itself somewhat along the following lines :
1. Take a freshened slant at its
program for better technique of
production and presentation. Needs
new ideas. Originality and greater
variety are more desirable now
than ever.
2. Better creation and handling
of commercials. Lengthy, hackneyed
and repetitious commercial plugs
are unnecessary and are becoming
increasingly nauseating to listeners.
Some sponsors are interpolating
clever plugs into programs, but a
more universal employment of the
subtle is desirable and would be
more effective.
3. Hitch-hike and cow-catcher announcements be eliminated. Spot
announcements between commercial programs be eliminated by the
independently-owned network affiliates. Networks must take the initiative and force the issue.
4. Growing objection to agency
domination of production and lack
of artistry in program conceptions,
from which radio suffers because
of agency disposition to coddle advertising clients, which is of lesser
importance than listener approval.
Agencies rather than advertisers
are to blame for excessive commercializing and lack of balance.
Fault here lies largely in failure of
broadcasters themselves to exercise
control over agency production of
programs.
5. Practice of clap-trap is obvious to listeners and offensive when
carried too far beyond point of
spontaneous reaction.
6. To listeners, an obvious difference exists between the informal
and the cheap by-play on radio programs. Agencies, entertainers, producers and broadcasters seemingly
seldom know the difference and regardless of studio audience reactions, greater attention to finesse
must appear in production and
technique of presentation, aimed at
listener reaction rather than those
who witness performance. Backslapping, a-la-Hollywood motion
picture style and mutual flattery
before microphone by radio principals, cheapen programs and are
not conducive to favorable listener
response.
SAN

FRANCISCO

WITH the industry primed for the
approaching year, which promises
to be the greatest in its history,
the biggest headache to plague San
Francisco radio and advertising
agency executives is how to handle
clients who, thanks to war profits,
are blooming out with hefty budgets and a yen for big programs.
Boiled down, radio is on the plus
side of a sellers' market. The boom
quite naturally is following the
general business line laid down by
the war. Network outlets are reluctant to admit that they are
loaded, but it is becoming more
and more evident that the nonnetwork and independent stations
will get the break during the coming year.
Walter Guild, of the Garfield
& Guild Agency, declared: "With
Page 30
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FROM WAVE TO WAVES goes
former receptionist Alleen Christen, being sworn in by Lt. F. A.
Hardy, in charge of Navy recruiting in Kentucky, on Navy Blue program. Watching the proceedings is
Yeoman Graeme Gilmore, former
WAVE (Louisville) continuity
writer, who arranges and acts as
m.c. for the show which is designed
to boost enlistment of Waves. Program is carried on WAVE and
originates from Louisville Navy recruiting station.
little or no time for sale by the
biggies, we can no longer lean on
large station production staffs.
Agency-produced shows for spots
will become far more common.
Next year we are going to really
learn how to make radio work,_ by
doing a big-time job on small-time
stations."
Population Ups Rates
With expert manpower depleted
by the war, network outlets are
on the rack trying to serve clients
and dream up ideas for the once
dormant accounts which are now
crawling through keyholes, under
the doors and over the transoms
to get to the microphone. Time buyers placing commercial time have
no choice as to when their programs can be aired. For this reason, KPO-NBC is toying with the
idea of merchandising its after
midnight hours.
According to Philip G. Lasky,
manager of KROW Oakland, an
independent, next year will be tops
as far as his station is concerned.
Already, Lasky has announced
plans totisingraise
the station's
adverrates 20%,
based on
the
latest census figures which show a
30% population boost in that area.
He said that the new rates will
be put into effect Jan. 1.
John Elwood, manager of KPONBC, predicted that more and
more commercial programs will
sponsor war messages since there
is a likelihood of less merchandise
available to sell the consumer in
1944. He declared that institutional
advertising will be one of the most
popular methods in use during the
coming year and that brand accounts will be more and more in
evidence.
CANADA
By JAMES MONTAGNES
FOR THE fifth wartime winter
Canadian broadcasting sees a continued record use of radio advertising and forecasts an increasing
amount of commercial radio in the
immediate postwar era. Broadcasting, leaders in the Canadian industry point out, has shown its value
as an advertising medium and advertisers who have never been on
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the air are planning to use it after
the war, with some already started
with institutional programs of high
quality.
Looking back over 1943, leaders
in the Canadian broadcasting industry are unanimous in their opinions that the year was the best in
history, and that quality of programs improved. Local as well as
national network and spot business
increased in the past year, and
there has been a swing in favor of
live network programs in preference to transcriptions, due to some
extent to the recording situation.
Time Scarce
Currently and for the immediate
future it is extremely difficult to
obtain time on most Canadian stations. During 1944 this situation is
expected to be further aggravated
as more sponsors are planning on
using broadcasting for postwar
business. A number of large national advertisers are understood
to be making plans to use network
programs, an indication of this
being the fact that the long mooted
second transcontinental net is to be
inaugurated officially on January 1
by the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. for three hours nightly seven
days a week. Pressure on evening
time on the existing network more
than a year ago necessitated the
lining up of a second Canada-wide
net for national advertisers when
needed. Business prospects have
brought about the premanent establishment ofa second network across
the Dominion.
While business has been good in
all parts of Canada, it is reported
as being better than expected in
western Canada where farmers today have more money than they
have had for a long time. Local
business in western Canada as well
as elsewhere has grown despite
short store inventories of merchandise. In many communities store
proprietors report that bad debts
are being repaid. Merchants are
keeping their names before the
public locally through newscasts
and other service programs in the
same way that national advertisers
use institutional advertising.
Institutional Aired
Mention of institutional programs is on the tongue of everyone
in the Canadian industry. Advertisers are finding listener gratitude
in the type of institutionals now
being aired, to bring out new talent,
to entertain with good music, to
educate with helpful suggestions
for repair on merchandise which
cannot be replaced. It is felt that
institutional type programs will
continue to play an important part
in Canadian broadcasting, that direct sales programs will not immediately replace them when the war
ends. Few in the industry look to an
immediate change-over in commercials the day war ends; no large
advertisers are known to have
made plans that far in advance as
yet. But it is expected that more
advertisers will use the air as a
selling medium when merchandise
is once more available than there
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MBS Drops Bulletins
TO AVOID duplication in the presentation of news by the network
and its affiliated stations, Mutual
has discontinued its one-minute
news bulletins on the hour and the
half-hour, it was announced last
week by John Whitmore, newly appointed manager of the news diviStations willnews
now be
responsiblesion.
for bulletin
broadcasts,
leaving the
networknews
freeontomajor
concentrate on feature
events.
were in pre-war days. Radio is
known among advertisers to have
done a good job, to be an effective
medium.
Among new advertisers, who
have already
started withprograms,
institutionals and educational
are the manufacturers of radio receivers. Few of these used the radio
in pre-war days in the Dominion,
but since the war started have used
theWhile
air in daytime
an increasing
amount.
listening
has
dropped slightly in recent months,
there has been an improvement in
daytime programs. The drop in
listeners is bound to return to normal or even higher as the manpower shortage eases off, with the
return home of many housewives
currently at work in war factories
or in retail stores to fill in for the
holiday trade. Cleaner copy is also
noted by the industry in commercials. There has been a slight tendency away from quiz shows and
musical spots. Generally speaking,
the Dominprogramson in
broadcast
ion are considered
a higher plane
than a year ago, show considerable
with indications for
improvement,
even
more in the coming year.
Government Sets Pace
Restriction on advertising space
in other media is also affecting the
demand for time on the air in
Canada. The example set by the
Canadian government in its use of
radio for commercial programs for
bond drives, anrecruiting, war
nouncement of important labor
regulations, income tax and other
government regulations, has also
new advertisers to
helped
Canadianbring
broadcasting.
Incidentally, government plans
for the forthcoming year are not
yet known, except that some recruiting shows are expected to continue during the first part of the
year, and programs for the price
control and financial drives carried on a daily serial or news basis
are continuing, with a big financial
drive for the Sixth Victory Loan
coming in the spring. Undoubtedly
the government will use radio
again in 1944 for special announcements and short campaigns explaining and reminding Canadians
to fill in certain tax forms, including those for income tax.
Canadian broadcasting, which felt
in 1939 that the war would curtail
its development, has found to the
contrary that radio as an advertising medium has come into its own
during the war years, is now firmly
established with national, regional
and local advertisers.
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we have
nothing to sell
but...
paradoxically
we are selling it.
In newspapers,
ads by the dozen
featured NBC's
"Parade of the Stars."
But that wasn't all.
One hundred
and ninety one
twenty- four sheet posters
(like the one shown)
with sixty one
changes of copy,
told the story
of KFI's and NBC's
program leadership.
It's promotion like this
that keeps KFI
at the top of
the listener list
among all
Western radio stations
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lives
men's
save
It can
. . . but only in the hands of one who knows

A miracle-performing tool, microscopically keen, ingeniously
fashioned . . . bul effective only in combination

with the

training and experience of a skilled surgeon.
Another instrument of precision is spot radio. When

skill-

fully used— it works wonders. Its effectiveness is measured by
the "know how" on which the campaign is planned and built.
Here in this company

we give our full time to Spot Radio

Advertising and more exclusively— to the stations we represent. We believe in doing one thing — superlatively well.

PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY
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Getting Ready
AN EPIC year in radio history is drawing to
its close, and another seems destined for recording in these pages.
Business is good — too good if that were a
proper way to appraise present conditions.
The fact is that today's volume would go a
long way toward supporting the development
cost and the expanded services which are in
prospect for post-war fulfillment. But taxes,
credited with being a factor in providing some
"windfall" radio business, are also a deterrent
to the accumulation of those reserves that
would otherwise be piling up for the heavy
capital investment required by FM, television
and facsimile.
Events confirm the view that American radio
will continue to operate in a competitive economy. That radio itself may become almost
painfully competitive is a possible conclusion
when it is realized that as many as 3,000 FM
stations are contemplated in post-war plans.
The prospect, however, is one that does not
dismay the broadcaster whose imagination is
at work on future developments. He will be
inclined to view the present period as one in
which radio can do a job to surpass all previous standards of listener service. Now, indeed,
is the time for radio to lift on its bootstraps.
In fact, we see this being done in many ways,
but further conscious efforts along this line
will do no harm.
If radio must now pick and choose among
applicants for time, it should do so bearing
in mind the future. Certain types of accounts
fit into that picture. They should be favored,
so that programming, good as it is, will rise
above all justifiable criticism. This is a type
of self-regulation which will not only be
worthy of a great industry and public sei-vice,
but will in the long run pay dividends.
1943 has proved radio far more versatile
than even the closest industry observers ever
believed. That is brought out by the reviews
printed elsewhere in this issue.
Radio, like other advertising media, must in
the last analysis be evaluated on its sales
power.
Discovered to have great worth as an institutional medium, radio remains primarily an
action medium, which is something to bear in
mind in all consideration of radio's place in
the post-war economic structure. Action will
then be needed — action quickly to convert the
enormous pent-up demand for goods and services into sales, so that the billions of dollars
of public savings will be put to work creating
jobs and products to complete the cycle. No
greater tragedy could occur when this war is
over than to have these reserves gradually
drained away while people wait for a lagging
economy to provide work. Industry must be
ready to race to high employment in peacetime production. And radio must be ready
to speed that race by selling those products,
ideas and services that will then be in demand.
When peace is achieved, radio will have a new
job. It must get ready now.
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Forfeiting Freedom
BEHOLD the FCC in its proposed new role
as police court, fining stations (or threatening
them) because a log wasn't signed, a transcription wasn't identified, or a form was filed
late. Or envisage the FCC staff busy as little
bees checking scripts and schedules to determine whether WOOF had allotted X percent
of time for "public service" features, morning,
noon and night.
This isn't idle chatter. Radio is headed for
that sort of regulation if the powers-that-be
prevail. FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly,
as spokesman for the FCC majority, at the
windup hearings before the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee, proposed such authority.
And, as far as the record goes, there's nothing
from the broadcasters to refute it— yet.
We don't suspect Congress will be taken in
by this loose and flagrant talk. Repeatedly,
members of the Senate Committee challenged
witnesses about stations "living in fear" of
the FCC. Yet the Commission, already under
fire for acting as legislature, judge and jury,
seeks now the arbitrary power to fine at will.
The right to fine stations $500 a day for each
day of any offense, however trivial, is a bludgeon a thousand times as potent as its power
to revoke, because there must be adequate
grounds for deletion.
Here's what the fine-forfeit proposal means.
Every little discrepancy report of a radio inspector would be punishable at a maximum of
$500 per day. Every station inadvertently violates some regulation sometime, just as motorists violate traffic regulations. It would be duck
soup to run up many thousands in potential
fines on almost any station. The mere thought
would force stations to yield to the will, not
only of the men who sit on the FCC but every
subordinate on its staff.
Going to Proposal No. 2 — that fixed percentages of time be allotted for public service,
educational, religious or other features. Who
will determine whether a program is in the
realm of public service? Does a program have
to be sustaining to enlighten or educate?
This carping criticism of radio heard by the
Senate Committee is baffling. The FCC wants
no control of programs. Yet its spokesmen
talk only of program content. Stations are
given temporary licenses because of programs.
A network sale is made contingent upon program policies.
Was the FCC named as a reform agency to
bicker and quarrel with and even villify and
damn those private ventures over which it was
established as the licensing authority? Has it
anything whatever to do with programs?
This radio that is berated and condemned
and "lives by the dollar sign", is the same
radio praised from the President down, for
unselfish contributions of time and talent for
the war effort, without seeking subsidy. It is
the radio that does not consider itself perfect,
nor seek to rest on its oars. It asks only to be
allowed to operate as a free enterprise in the
true American tradition.
The Senate Committee now is considering
new legislation. It has heard the stories on
both sides. It might well use the President's
own simple formula as a guide: "A free radio
is just as essential as a free press." If that
thought is kept ever-present, radio need not
fear the passing parade.

AURELIA

STIER BECKER

Aureli
r for Cumbe
Octobe
CHRIST
r-a
StierMAS
Becker,came
whenin her
WTBO
land station was authorized by the FCC
to operate fulltime on 1450 k.c, with
250 watts. But the gift will not be opened
until Jan. 1 when, with due ceremony, WTBO
becomes not only a fulltime outlet but also
an NBC affiliate.
This acknowledgement that WTBO has
grown up is a tribute to a successful and courageous woman. Successful because she has attained distinction as a nurse, a radio executive
and, above all, as a wife. Courageous because
she has taken over completely the duties of her
husband as president and general manager of
a radio station after his death last year in a
plane crash.
Aurelia (Peggy) Stier was married to Frank
V. Becker in 1930 when he was an NBC engineer in New York. Since then "everything I
have had anything to do with has revolved
around Frank," she said. "It still does." Frank
Becker was an avid "ham" back in those days,
doing special work for NBC on the UHF small
pack transmitters, and Peggy spent most of her
afternoons reading or talking into a mike while
her husband roamed the neighborhood with a
UHF receiver. Together they worked to iron
out the kinks in the early experimental UHF
transmitters.
Then in the evenings, the boys in the NBC
research department would meet at the Beckers and talk shop. Most of the technical discussion was "beyond my comprehension at that
time," Mrs. Becker smiled, "but I do recall
Bob Shelby — now NBC development engineer;
Lou Hathaway — at present doing research at
Harvard, and Frank discussing for my benefit how they were going to measure to which
frequency
cockroach's
antenna
was tuned.
"And wea never
did have
a living
room
where our friends felt that they could come
and not be beheaded by experimental wires
strung across the room."
In 1934, Frank Becker became chief engineer of WFIL Philadelphia, and the same year
bought stock in an 820 kc. daytime station in
Cumberland, Md., WTBO. The Beckers stayed
in Philadelphia until 1939, when Mr. Becker
took over active management of the Cumberland station.
All during those years the Beckers together
had been doing research and experimenting in
radio engineering. Peggy understudied Frank in
every move he made as WTBO head. And she
had the capacity to keep abreast of his work,
both in radio and as a Cumberland business
(Continued on page 36)
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MOUNTAIN, SCANS NEW HORIZONS

When Major Edwin H. Armstrong's
Frequency Modulation created a
"revolution in radio," WDRC, Inc.
built experimental station W1XPW
and became the first regular broadcaster toutilize the FM system.
WlXPW's initial historic broadcast
was on May 13, 1939. It marked the
beginning of the widespread acceptance of FM.
In the change-over from an experimental to a commercial station,
W1XPW became W65H.

Now, W65H takes its bow as
WDRC-FM. It has been given permission bythe FCC to use the call
letters of its parent station WDRC,
Connecticut's Pioneer AM
caster.

Broad-

A regular schedule of fine programs
now goes on the air under the new
call letters of WDRC-FM, from the
station that first sent out FM proinventor's
grams, after theNew
tion at Alpine,
Jersey. own staWDRC

Inc. will continue to lead, in

pioneering the best in radio. WDRC
Incorporated, operating WDRC and
WDRC-FM.

ry.
the entire radio indust
"
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NOTES
MILLER McCLINTOCK, Mutual
president, will leave New York Jan.
2 to make two addresses and to visit
the ingnetwork's
Chicago
offices, returnto New York
the following
week.

PORTLAND, OREGON
CBS Affiliate
FREE & PETERS • National Representatives

*****
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Every national advertiser
wanting results in the
Maritime Provinces
of Canada
should make sure that his
schedule includes
CHNS
Halifax, Nova Scotia
JOS. WEED sc CO.
350 Madison Avenue, New York
Representatives

JIM LEGATE, general manager of
WIOD Miami, is serving on the
board of directors of the better business division of the Miami Chamber
of Commerce.
ARTHUR SIMON, general manager
of WPEN Philadelphia, has been appointed chairman of the National Foreign Language Radio Division for the
1944 "March of Dimes" campaign to
raise funds for the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis.
KENYON BROWN, manager of
KOMA Oklahoma City, has been appointed by Governor Kerr as radio
chairman
Oklahoma's
Birthday of
Drive
AgainstPresident's
Infantile
Paralysis. Mr. Brown has also been
named chairman of the radio committee for campaign.
Oklahoma City's "March of
Dimes"
FRANK COURTNEY, formerly mermanager of
the San
ciscochandise
News, has
joined
KYA FranSan
Francisco sales staff .
H. A. BOYLE, formerly of KFMB
San Diego, has joined the sales staff
of KYA San Francisco.
ALFRED CRAPSEY, sales manager
of KPO San Francisco, left for a
visit to the NBC national spot sales
offices in New York.
WILL DOUGLAS DOUGHERTY,
former chief of the radio branch of
public relations at the San Antonio
Air Service Command, Kelly Field,
Tex., and prior to that announcer and
newscaster on WKCN WCPO WTBO
WRBL, recently graduated from
OCS and is now a 2nd It. assigned to
the radio production branch of the
Special Information Office at Air Service Command headquarters, Patterson
Field, Ohio.
JACK N. DRAUGHON, general
manager of WSIX Nashville, has been
ill at his home in Springfield, Tenn.
BOB WOOD, Chicago manager for
WOR New York, reported for induction into the Army Dec. 20.
KARL STUPHIN, member of WLS
Chicago, sales promotional staff, is the
father of a boy.
A. J. manNIEDENTHAL,
former insalesfor Paramount Pictures
the
midwest, has joined the sales staff of
WSAI Cincinnati.
MILTON LAUGHLIN, general manager of WHAT Philadelphia, and Mrs.
Laughton (Anne Mary Lawler, Post
Evening
a boy. Ledger) , are the parents of

=WFBG=
ALTOON

A9 PA.

Complete Coverage
NBC affiliate and
BLUE Network
19 years in the public service
HEADLEY-REED CO.
National Representatives
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JEROME LAYTON, former advertising manager of Crawford Clothes,
New York, who recently joined the
sales staff of WINS New York, has
been named WINS sales promotion
and publicity manager.
WILLIAM C. SPEED, a director of
Reeves Sound Labs., New York, who
has been identified with crystal production since the formation of the organization, has been appointed vicepresident in charge of manufacturing.
BILL WALLACE, salesman of
CKGB Timmins, Out., has joined the
Royal Canadian Air Force.
NORM BROWN, former commercial
manager of CHEX Peterborough,
Ont., has
beenof appointed
the Toronto office
National toBroadcast
Sales.
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executive. When the emergency
arose with his sudden death, Peggy
Becker was ready and capable to
step into his position.
Business has doubled under her
supervision — but, she contends,
"that condition seems to exist with
radio
stations has
all over
Now WTBO
becomethe acountry".
fulltime
station and NBC affiliate, overcoming the difficulties encountered in
the valley location where mountains
loom on every side. Mrs. Becker recently was elected to the Cumberland Chamber of Commerce. The
businessmen of the city have recognized her ability and accepted her
as one of them — "and of this I am
proud!" she said.
Of her nursing career she also
has reason to be proud. She was
graduated in 1923 as a registered
nurse from St. Mary's Hospital,
Rochester, Minn., not far from
where she was born in East Bristol, Wis., Jan. 3, 1900. She was at
the hospital while the famous doctors, Charles and William Mayo,
were doing surgery there. Then for
four years she did public health
work in California and on pineIslands.apple plantations in the Hawaiian
She had earned her teachers' degree at the Winona Teachers' College, and in 1930 returned from Hawaii for her B. S. at Columbia.
After three years of public health
and social service work, while
Frank was with NBC, she became
medical supervisor for the Home
Relief Bureau in New York. The
next year the Beckers moved to
Philadelphia, and her nursing career was halted.
But her big career was being
"Mrs. Becker", so Frank's interests
became more and more hers. Peggy's hobbies are the things they
did together and which she still
does — fishing, horseback riding,
flying, reading, ping-pong.
"Working so closely with Mr.
Becker for 10 years has given me
an ideal to strive for in this business of broadcasting," she ex"Becker station
always maintained
that theplained.
small
in a local
community could have just as high
a standard of performance, be just
as effective, and of just as much
service to its own community as
the more powerful station in a larger community."
Under Peggy Becker, who understands the job she is doing — and
loves it— standards will remain
high.
Co-Op Disc Library
A TRANSCRIPTION library was
planned by the Cooperative League
of the USA at a meeting in Chicago Dec. 16-17. The thirty regional educational directors decided that the library be made available nationally to all stations and
networks. More than 193 requests
have come to the League since the
service began.
BROADCASTING

WALTER FERGUSON, formerly
with WSIX Nashville, has returned
to the station from WAAC Ft. Meyers.
Fla. Bob Chaudoin has been named
head ofment.
the Franklin
WSIXMelton
continuity
and departJimmy
AIKE
AWJZM
Lockert,
formerly
of
Clarksville and recently discharged from the
Army, have joined the announcing
Army. Jimmy Kent, acting chief anstaff.
nouncer, has been inducted into the
BILL GUIDER, formerly of KLZ
Denver,
joinedSanthe Francisco.
news announcing staff has
of KYA
JOHN CONDON, announcer of KYA
San Francisco, has been appointed
musical director.
a boy. WILLIAMS, announcer of
BOB
KPO San Francisco, is the father of
GORDON (Jack) FRASER, BLUE
announcer, has been transferred to
the network's
and soon
special
features division, news
and will
be sent
overseas to cover Allied activities in
the North African theatre as a BLUE
war correspondent. Formerly with
NBC and prior to that a newscaster
with WEAN Providence, Mr. Fraser
will join George Hicks, now with Gen.
Mark Clark's Fifth Army in Italy.
RUSS WYLY has rejoined the staff
nouncer.
of
WLAC Nashville as full time anTHOMAS
PATRICK
CASSIDY,
former announcer
of KIDO
Boise, Ida.,
has joined KFAC Los Angeles.
HARRY PATTERSON, announcer of
KMPC
Hills, has been inducted into Beverly
the Army.
LOU PLACE,
after the
a 10-month
absence, has rejoined
announcing
staff of KGFJ Los Angeles.
ALAN FISHBURN, radio producer
with Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago,
and his wife, Geraldine Kay, star of
many tionsAuthor's
over NBC, Playhouse
are parentsdramatizaof a boy.
FRANK McGIVERN, WCFL Chicago
staff announcer, was inducted into the
Army Air Forces last week. Bob
Lewis, formerly with NBC Chicago,
and Bob Venables, with WON Chicago, have joined WCFL.
JACK JOY, West Coast head of the
War Dept. radio branch, bureau of
public relations, is still confined to
Hollywood (Cal. ) hospital where he
underwent
eral weeks two
ago. major operations sev-

POPULARITY!
It's a Hooper-proved
fact that WSGN consistently produces and
broadcasts
Alabama's
best-liked
another reasonshows;
why your
advertising dollars do
the most for you when
spent for WSGN time.
WSGN
Coverage-Popularity
Call Headley-Reed
ILhr Uirniinaliinii NnuB
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// you buy or plan
advertising for
Iowa, you need
THE

1943

IOWA RADIO
AUDIENCE SURVEY
gives you detailed analysis of "listening areas" of every Iowa station,
programs that appeal to urban, village, and farm families, and listening
habits. Illustrated with pictographs for
quick and easy reading. You can get
a copy free by writing to
CENTRAL BROADCASTING CO.
912 Walnut St., Das Moines, Iowa
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IDAHO
WAMPUM?
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In the

Sweet

Buy and Buy
If you'd like that grand and glorious
feeling that comes from seeing your
merchandise move almost like magic,
put WAIR to work in this great
American market. You'll learn quickly
why WAIR is famous for its salesability.

WAIR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

Covers Atlanta at

Cost!

SPOT
Represented by SALES
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RICHARD CUTTING, announcer of
KFAC Los Angeles, has joined KNX
Hollywood.
HARRY RENFRO, news editor of
KXOK St. Louis, has been named
director of public relations. Elmer
Muschany of the music department
has been put in charge of production.
Jerry Burnes, sports commentator,
has been inducted into the Army.
STANLEY BUSH, formerly with
WINN Louisville, Ky., has joined the
announcing staff of WAYS Charlotte,
N. C.
JEWELL BORD has joined the program department of WOWO-WGL
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
MARY JANE FISHER, formerly aswith the
advertising
department sociated
of The
Dakota
Farmer,
has
joined the publicity and sales promodepartment of WTCN Minneapolis-St.tionPaul.
BOB WAYNE, formerly with WMIN
St. Paul, and Dave Kilbourne, formerly with KYSM Mankato, Minn.,
have joined the announcing staff of
WDGY
nigan is Minneapolis.
now chief of Barbara
continuityFlanfor
the station.
GREGG DONOVAN, formerly with
WDGY Minneapolis, has joined
WMAQ Chicago.
HAL MENDELSON, recently discharged from the Army and new to
radio, has joined KYA San Francisco
as announcer.
EVERETT NEILL, announcer-pianist of KQV Pittsburgh, has recovered
from a respiratory illness.
ANTHONY RAINGER, former Los
Angeles copywriter, has joined WMFF
Pittsburgh, N. Y.
PHIL BUXBAUM JR. returns to
WELI New Haven as sportscaster on
Jan. 3. He will be heard on a nightly
sports program for J. Johnson & Sons,
clothiers.
NEIL SHREVE, sports observer for
WMMN Fairmont, W. Va., is now in
the Army, at Fort Haynes reception
center, Columbus, Ohio.
ROBERT TREE WEST, of Boston,
and recently at WHOM New York,
and Allen Hampton, formerly chief
announcer of WSLS Roanoke, have
joined the WMAL announcing staff.
CAL KARNSTEDT, announcer of
KSTP St. Paul, is the father of a boy.
Karnstedt recently went on the air
shortly after suffering severe injuries
in an auto accident.
DON KNEASS, news editor, and
Jack Eichenberger, director of publicity and sales promotion, of KGWKEX Portland, Ore., report Dec. 27
and Jan. 3, respectively, to the Fort
Lewis, Wash., Army reception center.
SARA JANE TROY has become a
staff announcer of WOV New York,
ship.
following a three months' apprenticePAT BARNES, writer-actor, succeeds
Jim McWilliams as m. c. of Correction Please on CBS, Jan. 1.
BILL MARLOWE, former senior
newscaster and announcer of WMC
Memphis, has joined WCHS Charleston and the West Virginia net in the
same capacity. On Dec. 17 he married
Waurine Turner of Shaw, Miss.
BOB SHERRY, former staff announcer and sportscaster of WSM
Nashville, Tenn., has joined the announcing staff of NBC New York.
GEORGE V. DENNY, moderator of
the BLUE's
the Air,
has
receivedTown
the Meeting
annual ofaward
of
merit of the City Business Club of
Philadelphia.
JOHNNY OLSON, former announcer
of WTMJ Milwaukee, on Jan. 1 joins
the BLUE as m.c. for two BLUE
shows, Swing Shift Follies and On
Stage Everybody. He will also conduct his own five-weekly variety show
on WJZ New York.
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Grim Job
TOUGH assignment has fallen to Lt. Charles T. Snowden, former sports announcer
of WAJR Morgantown, W.
Va. It is his grim duty to patrol the field immediately
after battle and bring in the
bodies of dead soldiers. The
job of the 32-year-old athlete, who was a Yale fullback
in the 30's, was recently
written up and sent from the
front by a war correspondent.
"Charley" won special acclaim before his induction —
he was promoted from the
ranks — for his coverage of
the basketball games in New
York when W. Va. U won the
national collegiate title.
New MBS Series
MUTUAL'S overseas correspondents will be heard in a new fiveweekly 10 a.m. program with a
different reporter taking over the
entire broadcast each day to give
a news summary, a review of
events according to geographical
areas and a human interest story.
New series, announced last week
by John Whitmore, Mutual news
division manager, starts Dec. 29.
FLOYD MACK, formerly in the news
division of WOR New York, has
joinedtualthe
program
department of Muas night
supervisor.
PAULA NICOLL, Mutual traffic
supervisor, and Boake Carter, Mutual
news commentator, were married Dec.
18 in New York.
RALPH BENSON, formerly of KOL
Seattle,
has joined
announcers'
staff
of NBC
Central the
Division.
JIM HENDRIX, formerly announcer
of stations in the South, has joined
WPEN Philadelphia.
CORP. ROBERT W. ROBERTS,
former announcer of WPEN Philadelphia, now a paratrooper, and Madelyn
Hudome, secretary to Lou London,
program
ried last director
week. of WPEN, were marJOANdio, has
RETA
to rabeen HINLEIN,
added to thenewprogram
department
of
WFIL
Philadelphia
as
a writer.
GEORGE LILLEY has resigned as
director of publicity and special events
of WCAU Philadelphia. He is succeeded by Gil Babbitt, who left the
newsroom staff of NBC in New York.
PATRICIA VOILS, script writer, and
John Tillman, announcer, both of
CBS, were married in New York Dec.
12.
CHARLES R. STERRITT, chief anof WJBK Detroit,
has receivednouncera commission
as lieutenant
(j.g. ing) in in
Navy,State.
and is now trainNewthe York
HARRY MARBLE, announcer, has
returned to CBS, having received an
honorable discharge from the Army.
ELIZABETH IRISH, formerly chief
of the advertising records division of
the CBS research department, has
been named office manager of the department.
HOBART DONOVAN, Chicago radio
writer and producer of Beat the Band
on the BLUE, will leave Dec. 28 for
Hollywood to freelance.
FRED MacPHERSON,
announcer at KGU Honolulu,former
has been
added to the announcing staff of
KFBK Sacramento replacing Gordon
Carlson, resigned.
BROADCASTING

WMCA
HAS 5-HOUR
CHRISTMAS PICKUP
WMCA New York on Christmas
Day brought New York servicemen
in many parts of the world in
touch with their hometown via a
globe-circling
whichStation
lasted well over program
five hours.
paid all line charges for pickups
from foreign areas, and cancelled
all commercial commitments in
period from 5 until 10:15 p.m. reserved for the program, and in a
similar stretch starting at 12 midnight when the entire broadcast
was repeated via transcription.
As announced last week by Nathan Straus, new president and
owner of the station, the program
was to be primarily an interview
greeting type of program rather
than an entertainment feature.
Through arrangements with RCA
Communications and AT&T, members of the armed forces whose
homes are in the vicinity of New
York were to address Christmas
messages to family and friends
from far off points in the Far East,
Pacific, Mediterranean and other
war theatres.
While no advance information
was to be available until broadcast
time on the number or identity of
men in service on the broadcast,
quarter-page ads in New York papers last Friday evening and Saturday morning called attention to
the feature, and in addition to
carrying the transcribed rebroadcast, WMCA offered each family a
recorded copy of their boy's greeting upon request. Interviews in
overseas and combat areas were arranged and handled by the Red
Cross while the USO handled broadDept. casts in U. S. territory and outposts, in cooperation with the War
RCA

Wire Party

RCA provided 30,000 employes in
five plants
with a special
Christmas entertainment
last Thursday
over a closed circuit network, when
David Sarnoff, RCA president,
greeted workers. Gladys Swarthout
sang. A feature was a talk by
John Pugliese, whose five sons
have been in the service, four in
combat. The elder Pugliese, representing RCA parents with sons
ualty.
and daughters in the service, talked
by special wire to his 20-year-old
son, Tony, at Norfolk, a war cas-
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nineteen

million

dollars!

$19,000,000 per week for a share of your radio schedule . . . $19,076,920

is

the exact figure . . . and that's $991 ,999,840 per year . . . but we don't mind . . .

It isn't our money . . . it's the money your Clevelandaire market (just the people
who work in this metropolitan district) are earning and spending this year.

Usually we don't like statistics. Our only other favorite statistic is the one about
Rockefeller's millions. Cashed into silver dollars and laid one against the other
all the way up Broadway — he'd get darn few of 'em back!

But you needn't worry about YOUR

dollars. All of the money

you aim at the

Clevelandaire market will come bouncing back to you . . . with so much interest
that you'll be embarrassed, come tax time!

This is a billion dollars talking . . .
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The CBS Station for a
million people in 22
counties of 3 states...
the heart of the
Textile South.
I 5000 Watts Day
^ 1000 Watts Night
^lll 11 950 lie. pnn
Spartanburg, S. C. UDu
Represented by Hollingbery

/rew \s\\Mjexzco
EL PASO
OZD
MEXICO

\

TEX*&~

tyflere tkPkest really is 4is
IKIR.IDID
CBS
600 KC
Business booms here. Thousands ofnew listeners in our
unrivalled coverage area
make
KROD
the best radio
buy.
Dorrance Roderick, Owner Val Lawrence, Manager
HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
National Representatives

HERBERT M. MERCREADY, formerly sales promotion manager of
Magnus Chemical Co., and head of his
own agency, has joined O. S. Tyson &
Co., New York, as a vice-president.
Other appointments include : Fay Keyler, first vice-president ; Elizabeth M.
O'Neill, secretary and treasurer ; Ernest S. Green, copy department manager ; and George Balsam, account
manager. Kenneth W. Bailey, formerly advertising manager of Continental
Electric Co., and at one time division
advertising manager of Westinghouse.
has been named account manager of
Tyson.
WALTER MeCREERY, Allied Advertising Agencies, Los Angeles, was
in Washington last week at the invitation of Chester Bowles, OPA Director, in connection with radio problems
on the West Coast. Mr. McCreery is
a regional radio consultant for OPA.
WILLIAM D. HORNE Jr., formerly
vice-president, secretary and treasurer of Fulton, Home, Morrissey Co.,
Chicago, has joined Needham, Louis
& Brorby, Chicago, as vice-president.
The name of the former agency will
be changed to Fulton, Morrissey Co.,
effective Jan. 1.
O NEIL, LARSON & McMAHON.
formerly the United Advertising Companies, Chicago, has moved to larger
quarters at 230 N. Michigan Ave.
SHIRLEY C. JEFFERIS has been
appointed assistant to Seymour S.
Preston, vice-president of John Falkner Arndt Adv. Agency, Philadelphia.
SANFORD BARNETT, producer of
J. Walter Thompson Co., takes over
the duties of George Wells, who reto :'oin MGM.
Fred MacKaye
replacessignedBarnett
as a producer
of the
CBS Lux Radio Theatre as Barnett
takes over as writer and adapter.
Harry Kerr continues to write framework.
JEAN KING, formerly secretary to
H. M. Dancer, president of BlackettSample-Hummert, has joined C. E.
Hooper
formation.Inc., as director of press inHARRY FISCHBEIN, formerly
chief of advertising and publicity at
WDGY Minneapolis, has joined Brown
& Biglow, St. Paul.
FITZGERALD Adv. Agency Inc.,
New Orleans, will be dissolved effective Dec. 31. Assuming and continuing operations on that date will be
Fitzgerald Adv. Agency, a partnership.
TOMMY WILLIAMS, formerly head
of the WSIX Nashville continuity
department, has joined Smith, Taylor
& Jenkins Agency, Pittsburgh.
WILLIAM S. WRIGHT, formerly
salesman with Weed & Co.. New York,
and McGillvra, Los Angeles, has
joined
the New York office of the
Katz Agency.

Friendly, persuasive personalities, plus entertainment and service
geared to this six-state
area GET RESULTS!

WIBW^'fe
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CRAIG DAVIDSON, a vice-president
of Compton Adv., New York, has been
elected a director of the agency.
MAX F. SCHMITT, former director of advertising and sales promotion of Collins & Aikman, automobile
accessory firm, has joined J. Walter
Thompson
Co., New York, as an account executive.
JOHN D. ROBERTS, formerly in the
sales promotion division of KimberlyClark Corp., Chicago, has joined Behel & Waldie & Briggs, Chicago, as
account executive.
JOHN L. NANOVIE, formerly with
Street & Smith, publishers, has joined
Arthur Kudner Inc., New York, to do
publicity.
PAT BLACKETT, daughter of Hill
Blaekett, of Blackett- Sample - Hummert, Chicago, will leave her producwith CBS Chicago Jan. 1 for
radioing jobacting.
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Morse to J-W-T
JOHN H. MORSE, formerly vicepresident of Buchen Co., and a director of the Chicago Industrial
Advertising Assn., has joined J.
Walter Thompson
Co., New York, as
industrial advertising specialist.
He will continue
as consultant to
the U. S. Dept. of
Commerce on
marketing, advertisingcations.
and publiFor two
years, chief of the
Mr. Morse
commercial and
economic information division of
the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Mr. Morse was formerly associate professor of economics and business administration at Hillsdale College, Michigan,
and at Nevada U.
McCann-Erickson V-P
McCANN-ERICKSON, New York,
has announced the election of five
vice-presidents and four new members of the board as follows: Vicepresidents, W. E. McKeachie, creative director; E. F. Wilson, media
director; R. E. Thompson, copy
group head, all of New York, and
A. A. Sommer, Cleveland office
manager, and R. B. Donnelly, Minneapolis office manager. Directors:
C. B. Robbins, executive vice-president; C. A. Hoppock, director of
merchandising research of the
New York office; J. J. McCarthy,
account group head, and D. C.
Hight, Detroit office manager.
B. & B. Elects Craig
WALTER CRAIG, head of the
radio department of Benton &
Bowles, New York, since last February, was elected a vice-president
of the agency at a meeting of the
board of directors. Before joining Benton & Bowles in October,
1942, Mr. Craig had served as
program director of WMCA New
York, and previously headed his
own producing firm.
JAMES YATES, formerly art editor
of The Saturday Evening Post, joins
Lennen & Mitchell, New York, as vicepresident in charge of art and production.
HARRY CHAPPERON, director of
research and publicity of Charles M.
Storm Co., New York, has been named
a vice-president.

FM

in

KEYSTONE

SALES

UP

330% OVER 1942
SALES for Keystone Broadcasting System for 1943 show an increase of approximately 330%
over 1942, according to Michael M.
Sillerman, president, in a year end
statement released last week. This
year's sales volume was 16 times
the sales volume for 1941.
Through the development of
non-musical programs and the
"network" announcement plan,
KBS
createdwasby able
the to
AFMbuckbantheon "stymie"
musical
recordings, and continue to attract
larger numbers of national advertisers into the small city markets,
the report continues.
Included are the results of a
recently-completed survey which
establishes KBS primary listening
areas in over 1,000 counties. During the past year Keystone affiliates,ation,
as part
of athetotal
"network"
compiled
of some oper168,000 aggregate hours of programs
designed to promote the war effort,
and these efforts will be intensistates.fied in the coming year, the report
Hackett to Kimball
CECIL HACKETT, who resigned
last August from his position as
managing director of WINS New
York, has joined Abbott Kimball
Co., New York agency, as a vicepresident and director of radio
sales. Prior to his affiliation with
WINS, Mr. Hackett handled sales
at WHN and WMCA, both in New
York.
Sturdivant Elected
JOHN W. STURDIVANT, media
department director and account
executive of Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
New York, has been elected a vicepresident of the agency. He has
been with the firm 25 years.
CBS is mailing to its affiliates recordings of the Dec. 3 broadcast from
London by
R. Murrow,
scribing anEdward
RAF bombing
raid dein
which he participated. Distribution of
the records follows the release of a
reprint of the account in booklet form
entitled "Orchestrated Hell."
W2WXV, Du Mont television station
operating on Channel 4, 78-84 me,
starts a new feature Television Canteen at 7 :30
p.m. Dec. patients,
28, for entertainment of hospital
with
talent donating services.
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EVERETT L. DILLARD
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On the basis of sales-per-dollar, WSIX
is prepared to do a job that will open
your eyes even in today's new appreciation of radio advertising.

Advertisers and agencies who check returns have consistently found
a highly profitable medium

WSIX

for cover-

ing the Nashville market.

Because — WSIX

has the listeners . . .

and the listeners have the money

to

spend for the things they want.

Spot Sales, Inc., National Representatives
Member Station, The Blue Network and
Mutual Broadcasting System
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WEEK

JAN. 17

Check the list below to find the war message announcements you will broadcast
during the week beginning Jan. 17. All station announcements are 50 seconds and
Groupschedules for best timing
available for sponsorship. Tell your clients
about them. Plan
of
important war messages. Each Group
X stands for three announcements per day or
21 these
per week.
KW ANNOUNCEMENTS
STATION
NAT. SPOT
WAR MESSAGE
W OKK
OI
PLAN
Ind.
PLAN
Aff.
Ind.
Live
Trans.
Aff.
Fourth War Loan _
X
X
X
NETX
X
Womanpower
X
Wartime Nutrition
X
X
Save
Critical
Resources
X
X
Car Sharing
X
Conserve Gasoline
X
Wage & Price Stabilization X
See OWI Schedule of War Messages 91 for names and time of programs carrying
war messages under National Spot and Network Allocation Plans.

he

to

PACKET,
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Loan

Messages

Dominate

OWI

Sponsorable Series to Begin Jan. 17
FOURTH War Loan messages
message, the first part urging listeners to conserve fuel for heating
dominate the war information camand the second part asking fuel
paigns
scheduled
by
the
OWI
Domestic Radio Bureau for the week
conservation through voluntary rebeginning Jan. 17, when all station
duction in the consumption of elecannouncements will be sponsorable.
tricity, water and gas. Obviously
OWI officials expressed hope that indicated sponsorship is by fuel
the new setup will result in better
companies and public utility firms.
positions for the messages, as well
The fuel messages are not to be
as some revenue for smaller sta- broadcast in those areas where fuel
tions in areas that have not been
shortages have not been declared
boomed by war industry.
to exist.
The War Bond messages are
scheduled on all of the allocation
Starred in Films
plans, except the National Spot DON WILSON, announcer on NBC
plan, which will carry them later Jack Benny Show, portrays himself
in the drive. This is due to the in the Warner Bros, film, "Cinderella
longer time required in the pro- Jones", currently in production. Jack
Benny eo-stars in "The Horn Blows
duction routine for National Spot.
at
Midnight",
produced
that
studio.
Harrietbeing
Hilliard
andby Ozzie
Womanpower Scheduled
Nelson, of NBC Red Slcelton & Co.,
To balance listener coverage as have a major spot in the Universal
picture,
"Anybody
SeenMcCarthy
Kelly?".
between affiliated and independent
Edgar Bergen
and Here
Charlie
stations, an additional schedule of will be featured in the Charles K.
Rogers
"Song of the Open
announcements will go to independArtists. production,
to be released through United
ent stations in both the 01 and Road",
KW groupings. Besides the allocations shown in Broadcasting's
WDRC 21st Anniversary
Packet Table, OWI War Loan messages will be spotted on the Special
WDRC Hartford celebrated its
Assignment, Special Events and
21st
anniversary this month. PresiSpecial Transcription plans.
dent Franklin M. Doolittle foundThe one new subject scheduled
ed
the
station in 1922, the state's
for the week of Jan. 17, other than
pioneer broadcaster. I. A. MarWar Bond announcements, is tino, chief engineer, and Walter
B. Haase, program manager are
Womanpower. It has been esti- the
oldest employes.
mated that a million new employes
will be needed in American industry and business by July 1, 1944.
Inasmuch as the supply of males is
virtually exhausted in many localities, women will comprise the only
labor reserve which can be called
upon. Women not now employed
are to be urged to take jobs, either
in war plants or in essential warsupporting industries.
Messages on the Station Announcement plan include the Bond
series, regarded as suitable for
sponsorship by any advertiser, but
perhaps most appropriate for banks
or the larger local industries; the
Wartime Nutrition messages, especially suited for dairy, bakery
"Ever since you heard that W AC
and food chain sponsorship, and the recruiting spot on WFDF Flint,
Conserve Critical Resources group,
aimed at fuel conservation. The lat- you've forgotten all you ever
ter announcements carry a dual
knew about camouflage."
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HUNT BROS. Packing Co.. processors of California fruit and vegetables,
has appointed Garfield & Guild, San
Francisco, as agency. Plans for consumer advertising are being mapped.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA Telephone Co.. Los Angeles (help wanted), under an increased appropriation on Dec. 10 started a daily quarter-hour recorded musical program on
KPRO Riverside and KFMB San
Diego. Similar type of program is continued on KPAS Pasadena and KFAC
Los Angeles, with daily participation
on KFWB Hollywood. Firm in addition sponsors weekly half-hour Your
Number Please on KNX Hollywood.
Company uses spot announcements on
KFVD Los Angeles. Agency is The
Mayers Co., Los Angeles.

HOTEL MELBOURNE, St. Louis,
Socony on Coast
has begun a spot campaign on WHBQ
Memphis nessmen
to whoacquaint
frequentlyMemphis
travel tobusiSt. SOCONY-VACUUM OIL Corporaprogram, slated to start Jan.
Louis regarding accommodations of- 12 ontioneight
CBS Pacific stations,
fered by the hotel.
will
promote
Mobiloil and gas in
P. LORILLARD Co., New York, has the Wednesday
9:30-10 p.m.
begun spousorship of an hour portion
(PWT) period. Featured will be
of the daily Gloom Dodgers program
on WHN New York for Old Gold
Orson Welles with Paul Baron's
cigarettes. Sponsorship includes the orchestra. Format will be of a
12 noon to 12 :15 p.m. period Monday
comedy
nature with guest comedithrough Friday, and the 12 noon to
ans appearing each week. It was
12 :45 p.m. time Saturday. Agency is pointed
that the new series is
J. Walter Thompson Co., New York. entirely out
a West Coast proposition
SMART & FINAL Co., Wilmington,
no way affect the SoCal. (wholesale food products), for and, willconyinsponsorship
of Raymond
the fifth consecutive year, on Jan. 3
Gram
Swing's
news
renews for 52 weeks the five-weekly five times weekly oncommentaries
130 BLUE
quarter-hour program Johnny Murray
stations. Agency is Compton Adv.,
Talks It Over on KFI Los Angeles. New
York.
Agency is Heintz-Pickering & Co.,
Los Angeles.
COMMANDER - LARABEE MILLYeast Co., ChiING Co., Minneapolis (Vivasoy NORTHWESTERN
cago, shifts Songs of a Dreamer from
flour), on Dec. 13 began sponsorship Mondays,
and Fridays
of a series of one-minute participa- Jan. 8 to Wednesdays
Saturdays on the BLUE,
tions five days a week on the WLS
Chicago Feature Foods program. Con- adding 41 stations. Contract is for an
tract is for 16 weeks. Agency is Mit- indefinite period. Agency is MacFarchell-Faust, Chicago.
land, Aveyard & Co., Chicago.

This

Radio

Station
— proudly thanks American
advertisers and their agencies for their magnificent
support during 1943 and
pledges itself to champion
1944 in a manner that will
merit their continued confidence.
Forward
A
to

mcrica
a

McMAHAN FURNITURE Co., Santa
Monica, Cal. (retail chain), is spona five-weekly
15-minute
morningsoringnewscast
on KNX
Hollywood.
Contract is for 52 weeks. Firm in addition sponsors the five-weekly quarter-hour transcribed serial, Linda's
First Love, on that station. McMahan's schedule also includes T. B.
Blakiston, commentary, five times per
week on KFI Los Angeles ; Fleetwood
Lawton, news analyst, six times weekly on that station and KECA ; with
transcribed
versions
the latter's
commentary on
KERN of
Bakersfield
and
KMJ Fresno. M.C.M. Agency, Santa
Monica, has the account.
LIT BROTHERS, Philadelphia (department store), has added another
program on WFIL Philadelphia to its
schedule on that station. The new
program started Dec. 20 is heard
Monday, Wednesday and Friday afternoons and is called
Was, songs
offering a musical
review Time
of popular
now and then. It is the fourth program series sponsored by the store on
WFIL.
7-UP BOTTLING Co., Philadelphia,
has taken over the sponsorship of This
Week In Philadelphia on WFIL. Account was placed by Philip Klein
Agency, Philadelphia.
SKOURAS THEATRES Corp., New
York, has renewed for 52 weeks This
Is Our Cause on WINS New York,
effective
Jan. 9.is Each
half-a
hour
broadcast
turnedweekly
over to
civic organization to promote its
cause.
EDWARD L. JOHNSON, district
salesfice manager
the Minneapolis
ofof General ofFoods
Corp., has been
promoted to sales manager of the Detroit district. George L. Conrad, formerly district representative at Akron,
Ohio, takes the Minneapolis post.
GILLETTE Safety Razor Co., Boston, has elected as vice-presidents G.
Herbert Marcy, assistant to the president ; A. Craig Smith, advertising
manager, and Louis H. Young, plant
superintendent.
GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis,
places all advertising for Softasilk
through Blackett - Sample - Hummert,
Chicago, along with Cheerioats, Corn
Kix and Gold Medal flour. After Jan.
1 the accounts will be handled by
Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample, successor
to Blackett-Sample-Hummert on that
date. It was incorrectly stated in the
Nov. 8 BROADCASTING that Softasilk was handled by Knox Reeves.
DIXIE margarine and Cocoa Marsh
are now participating in the Yankee
Kitchen
daily over
WNAC Boston and heard
the Yankee
network.
AUTOMATIC COAL BURNER Co.,
Philadelphia, has named Lewis & Gilman, Philadelphia, as agency.

Speedy
Victory
and

50,000

Peace!

Blue
WWY,

Watts

WHEELING,

W,

Net

IF IT S A FORT INDUSTRY STATION
YOU CAN BANK ON IT
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A

FORERUNNER

OF

MODERN

COMMUNICATIONS

One of the first known channels of message carrying was by runner, and
annals of Grecian and Phoenician history describe the nimble lads who
firmly grasped rolls of parchment and sped hither and yon. Clad in typical running gear of the period, they covered amazing distances with
almost incredible speed. That was the forerunner of today's modern communications where scientific electronic devices are "getting the message
through" on every war front. Universal Microphone Co. is proud of the
part it plays in manufacturing microphones and voice communication
components for all arms of the United States Armed Forces, and for the
United Nations as well. Other drawings in the series will portray the
development of communications down through civilization and the ages
to the modern era of applied electronics.
< Model 1700-UB, illustrated at left, is but one
of several military type microphones now available to priority users through local radio jobbers.
UNIVERSAL

MICROPHONE
INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA

CO.,

LTD,

FOREIGN DIVISION: 301 CLAY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIFORNIA ■■ CANADIAN DIVISION: 560 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO 1, ONTARIO, CANADA

INDEPENDENTS
the

Ruiinedd.

of

BROADCASTING

STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WGY Schenectady
Cocilana Inc., Brooklyn (cough drops), 78
to, thru Al Paul Lefton Co., New York.
Pillsbury Flour Mills Co., Minneapolis, 344
to, thru McCann-Erickson, Minneapolis.
Scholl Mfg., Chicago (Zino pads), ta
weekly,
26 weeks, thru Donahue & Coe,
New York.
Wulf Bros., Troy (clothing), 27 sa, 13
weeks, thru Robert C. Kussell Adv.
Agency, Schenectady.
Anthracite Industries, New York (coal), 6
so, thru Al Paul Lefton Co., New York.
Montgomery Co. Republican Committee
(political), 2 sp direct.
Schenectady Democratic Committee (political) ,sp, direct.
Wildroot Co., Buffalo (cream oil formula),
3York.
ne weekly, 52 weeks, thru BBDO, New
Rudolph
Bros.,
(jewelers'
items&
& service)
, 3 soSyracuse
weekly, thru
Leighton
Nelson, Schenectady.
Lambert Vitamin Co., St. Louis (Beams
vitamins) , 3 sa weekly, thru Lambert
& Feasley, New York.
Maine Development Commission, Augusta,
Me. (potatoes), 38 sa, thru Brooke,
Smith, Frenche & Dorrance, New York.
P. Duff & Sons, Pittsburgh (Duff mixes),
39 so, thru W. Earl Bothwell Adv.
Agency, Pittsburgh
Daily Mirror, New York (Sunday Mirror),
5 sa thru Lloyd, Chester & Dillingham,
New York.
Chamberlain Sales Corp., Des Moines
(Chamberlain lotion), 32 to thru CaryAinsworth Co., Des Moines.
KFAC Los Angeles
Happy Tumbling Block Co., Osage, la.
(toys), 6 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Northwest Radio Adv. Co., Seattle.
Standard Brands Paint Co., Los Angeles
(paints,
painters'
supplies),
6 ne Angeles.
weekly,
thru
Adolph
Wenland
Adv., Los
CKCL Toronto
Charles Wilson Ltd., Toronto (soft drinks) ,
6 ne weekly, thru A. J. Denne & Co.
Toronto.
Consumers Electric Appliances Corp., Toronto (chain stores), 5 sp weekly, thru
Frontenac Broadcasting Co., Toronto.

KMPC Beverly Hills, Cal.
American Schools, Chicago (correspondence course) , 5 sp weekly, thru Buchanan
& Co., Chicago.
Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia
(Saturday Evening Post), 5 t weekly, 26
weeks,
Chicago. thru MacFarland-Aveyard & Co.,
Nehi Corp., Columbus, Ga. (Par-T-Pak),
5 to weekly, 13 weeks, thru BBDO, Los
Angeles.
Skinner Mfg. Co , Omaha, Neb. (macaroni)
10 toKansas
weekly.City.
26 weeks, thru Ferry-Hanly
Co.
Rheem Mfg. Co., San Francisco (help
wanted, 6 so weekly, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., San Francisco.
Consolidated Drug Trade Products, Chi6 so
weekly cago26(Krank's
weeks,Shave
thru Kreem),
Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.
KM J Fresno
American Pop Corn Co., Omaha 5 so, thru
Buchanan-Thomas, Omaha.
Chamberlain Sales Corp., Des Moines, 5 so
weekly,
thru
Cary-Ainsworth, Des
Moines.
Cooper Razor Blade Corp., New York, 6
sa
New weekly,
York. thru Huber, Hoge & Sons,
Westcraft Lads, Los Angeles (Hollywood
permanent wave) , 26 so, thru Lew
Sterling & Assoc., North Hollywood.
Floyd B. Johnson (religious), 52 t, thru
Broadcast Adv., Los Angeles.
Ramos Mfg. Co, San Francisco, 7 ne
weekly, 26 weeks, thru Segall Adv.
Agency, San Francisco.
Lever Bros.. Cambridge, Mass. (Spry), ta
weekly,
York. thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
Swift & Co., Chicago (Jewel shortening),
5 to weekly, thru J. Walter Thompson
Co , Chicago.
WRRF Washington, N. C.
Pepsi Cola Co., Long Island City, N. Y.,
56 to weekly.
Emmett
Co., N. 52Y. weeks, thru NewellWheatmeal, 21 to weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Keystone Broadcasting System, N. Y.
Bamby Bread, 25 to weekly, 52 weeks, thru
W. A. Long Co., Chicago.
Mentho-Mulsion,
weeks, direct. Atlanta, 14 to weekly, 89
Block Drug Co., Jersey City, N. J. (Gold
Medal Capsules), 7 to weekly, 52 weeks,
thru Keystone Broadcasting System, N. Y.
Dr. LeGear Medicines, St. Louis, 3 to
weekly, 26 weeks, thru Keystone Broadcasting System, N. Y.
Smith-Douglas Co., Norfolk (fertilizer), 5
ne weekly, 26 weeks, thru Courtland D.
Ferguson Agency, Richmond.
Seven-Up, St. Louis, 7 ne weekly, 52
weeks, direct.

KTMS Santa Barbara, Cal.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City
(Peet's soap), 12 to weekly, 52 weeks,
thru Leon Livingston Adv., San FranNehiC°Corp.,
Royal CrownColumbus,
Cola) , 10Ga.to (Par-T-Pak,
weekly, 52
weeks, thru BBDO Los Angeles.
Interstate Bakeries, Los Angeles (Roman
Meal bread), 5 ne weekly, 13 weeks, 6
ne weekly, 52 weeks, thru Dan B. Miner
Co., Los
Angeles.New York (liver pills),
Carter
Products,
5 to weekly, 52 weeks, thru Ted Bates
Inc., N. Y.
Golden State Co., San Francisco (Golden
V milk), 7 to weekly, 52 weeks, thru
BBDO San Francisco.
Weaver Jackson Beauty Salons, Los Angeles (chain), 6 so weekly, 52 weeks,
thru Milton Weinberg Adv., Los AnSeaside
Oil Co., Los Angeles, 14 so
geles.
weekly, 52 weeks, thru McCarty Co.,
Los Cola
Angeles.
Pepsi
Co., New York (Pepsi Cola),
14 to weekly, 13 weeks, thru NewellEmmett Co., N. Y.
Standard Oil of Cal., San Francisco, 100
so, thru BBDO San Francisco.
Sunset Magazine, San Francisco, 52 to,
thru Brisacher, Van Norden & Staff,
San Francisco.
WJJD Chicago
F. H. Pf under, Inc., Minneapolis (proprietaries), 1sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Sorenson & Co., Chicago.
Miles Kimball Co., Chicago (dairies), 1
sp weekly,
direct.Chicago (Sonja Henie) ,
Chicago
Stadium.
100 so, thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Libby, McNeill & Libby, Chicago (institutional), 30 so, thru J. Walter ThompChicago.
Centralson,Trucking
Assn., Chicago (help
wanted),
so, thru Robert Kahn &
Associates, 18Chicago.
Chicago Arena, Chicago (ice skating), 2
so weekly, thru Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
Chicago Sun, Chicago (newspaper), 5 so,
thru Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
KGER Long Beach, Cal.
Southern Pacific Railroad, San Francisco,
5 sa weekly, thru Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., San Fran(Peet's soap),
thru
Leon cisco
Livingston
Adv.,6 soSanweekly,
Francisco.
Knox Co., Los Angeles (Cystex), 6 so
weekly, City.
thru Allen C. Smith Adv. Co.,
Kansas
Sears Roebuck & Co., Los Angeles (chain),
6 so weekly thru Mayers Co., Los Angeles.

ASK

CBC RECOGNITION
REPRESENTATION on the governing body of the second national
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. network, scheduled to start operations Jan 1 [Broadcasting, Nov.
15-29], has been requested by
privately-owned Canadian stations.
At their annual convention in Calgary last week, the Taylor-PearsonCarson group and All-Canada
Radio Facilities sent the following
telegram to Rene Morin, chairman,
Board of Governors, CBC:
"Representatives of privatelyowned radio stations, meeting in
Calgary, including many with 15
to 20 years broadcasting experience and representing prospective
members of the new Dominion network, in the interests of public
service broadcasting seek to be permitted to contribute to the welfare of broadcasting in general and
listening public in particular by
being permitted representation on
the governing body of the new
Dominion network.
"The new network, with the single exception of CJBC Toronto,
being composed entirely of privately-owned stations whose contribution to Canadian radio has
generally been overlooked, can
make a valuable contribution in
the organization and the exchange of programs reflecting sectionalcational
folk-lore,
musical A and
eduadvancements.
network
so constituted through the element
of competitions would stimulate
the industry in general and the
existing network in particular and
the listening public of Canada will
enjoy the fruits of experience, initiative and a clearer interpretation of community progress."
Heads Bloomingdales
JAMES M. SCHOFF, now president of The Fair, Chicago, and
formerly vice-president of L. Bamberger & Co., Newark, will become president and managing director of Bloomingdale Bros, on
Feb. 1, 1944, succeeding Michael
Schaap,man ofwho
be elected
chair-J.
the will
board.
Samuel
Bloomingdale, now chairman of the
board, man.
willElections
becomewillhonorary
be held chairat a
coming meeting of the board of directors, according to Mr. Schaap.
Bloomingdale's department store
operates Metropolitan Television
Inc., New York, FM and television
firm.
Simonson Named
WARREN SIMONSON, who has
been with Latin American enterprises of American business firms
for a number of years, has been
named head of the export advertising department of J. M. Mathes
Inc., New
York,in to
increased activities
thishandle
field. Mr.
Simonson, who joined the agency
a month ago will assume his new
duties after Christmas upon his return from Mexico where he has
been making a survey tour for the
agency.
STU MANN, sports director of
WDGY Minneapolis, has written an
article "That Boy Carley" about Bob
Carley, outstanding deaf athlete of
Minnesota U., which appears in the
January issue of Coronet.
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IN
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OF

THE

Electric

INDUSTRY'S

1943

CONTRIBUTIONS

and

TO

THE

WAR

EFFORT

1944

DlJRING this crowded year of war, AMERICAN
BROADCASTING has done an outstanding job of
bringing the news — all the news — to a news-hungry
people. . . .
During this crowded year of war, AMERICAN
BROADCASTING has performed a notable service in
donating freely to our armed forces the best available entertainment and talent — the humor that cheers
the hearts of men lonely and far from home. . . .
• • • —
During

this crowded

year of war, AMERICAN

BROADCASTING has lived up, in greater-than-ever
measure, to the ideals of public service toward which
all great institutions strive. Broadcasters have truly
conducted their vital enterprise "in the Nation's interest, convenience and necessity. . . ."
• • •
In 1944, AMERICAN BROADCASTING may look
forward with confidence to bringing the American
people more and more good news — the news of victories won on many fronts.
•

•

•

Some day these many separate victories will result
in the greatest good news ever flashed over the air
waves — the news all Americans are longing to hear —
the news of complete and final VICTORY, toward
which AMERICAN BROADCASTING is contributing
so much.

TO SPEED

VICTORY,

BUY— AND

URGE

YOUR

LISTENERS

TO BUY— MORE

AND

STILL MORE

WAR

BONDS !

Gross

WHAT

EVERY RADIO ADVERTISER

SHOULD KNOW

60%

Revenue
for

Blue

Up
Net;

Affiliates Increase
25 New Commercial Shows
Began in 1943, Says Report
ACCEPTANCE by Radio, as well
as by advertisers, of the Blue Network "as an independent broadis reflected
the
increase casting
of entity"
BLUE
affiliatesinfrom
143 to 174 stations during 1943,
and a 60% increase in gross revenue, according to Mark Woods,
network president, in a yearend
statement on the progress of the
BLUE. Highlight of the year, Mr.
Woods pointed out, was the purchase of the network by Edward J.
Noble, "an outstanding figure in
American industry".
"The problems imposed upon us
by war," Mr. Woods said, enumerating them as personnel, equipment
and operation, "were scarcely easier than in our first year of independent operation. But the BLUE
met them and strode forward. We
are confident that progress will be
repeated in the year dawning upon
25 New Commercials
Under a policy of "creative selling," the BLUE during the year
chalked up a steady rise in sales,
with an increase in the average
number of stations per commercial program from 91 for evening
and 66 for daytime in December
us." to 110 for evening and
last year,
123 for daytime in December 1943.
Thus the average number of stations per commercial evening proby 21% and per
86%. gram has risen
commercial
daytime program by
An increase of 85% in the number of sponsored station hours also
is noted for this December over
last. There are 48 sponsored programs now on the BLUE, according to the network's yearend
roundup, and six scheduled to begin in the near future. Of 25 commercials started in 1943, advertisers new to the BLUE sponsored
18. Of the six future shows, four
will be sponsored by advertisers
new to the network.
Notable among the programs
sold during 1943 are the Boston

DAVIS

COMMENDS

WOMEN'S SHOWS
APPRECIATION of the "excellent
work" by women's programs during
1943 in acquainting listeners with
Government needs is expressed by
Elmer Davis, OWI director, in the
January Women's Radio War Program Guide,
Radio Bureau.issued by the Domestic
In a message to directors of
women's programs, Mr. Davis pays
tribute to the cooperation extended
OWI through the effective use of
war information campaign material contained in the Guide. Asserting that "victory is not going to be
quickourorradio
easy", he declares that
"if
programs help keep
people informed of war's grim demands" the danger of "undue optimism" can be greatly lessened.
Slight changes have been made
in the format of the Guide, making
for greater compactness and readability. The publication serves as
an additional "allocation" plan by
which war messages of particular
interest to the home are channeled
to the vast daytime audiences of
hundreds of local women's programs.
Symphony to Allis-Chalmers Mfg.
Co. ; Radio Hall of Fame to Philco
Corp.; What's New to RCA; Keepsakes to Carter Products, and Joseph Dunninger to Kemtone.
Stress on juvenile entertainment
programs carrying an educational
message as opposed to past direct
educational broadcasts, and the
new policy of programming for
every age group were the two outstanding contributions in the field
of education by the BLUE during
1943, according to Harrison B.
Summers, director of the BLUE
public service department.
In the program field, Phillips
Carlin, BLUE vice-president in
charge of programs, stated that
emphasis will be put in 1944 on
post-war problems, foreign and domestic trends, including war news
and the political conventions. He
also said that the BLUE will stress
broadcasts originating from the
West Coast next year. With an eye
to this it has already supplemented
its program, production and engineering staffs in its Pacific headquarters.

Member of
SOUTH CENTRAL
QUALITY NETWORK
WMC— Memphis
WJOX — Jackson, Miss.
KARK — Little Rock
WSMB — New Orleans
KWKH-KTBS— Shreveport

REPRESENTED BY
THE BHANHAM CO.

HO
Owned and Operated by
THE COMMERCIAL APPEAL
L
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NBC

Dollar

Volume

New
All -Time
REACHING "A new all-time high
in dollar volume", NBC net sales
for 1943 will be approximately 15%
over 1942, Roy C. Witmer, vicepresident hi charge of sales, reported last week in the NBC yearend review.
During 1943 advertisers using
the full network increased from 23
in January to 30 in December, at
which time the total was 44 programs per week over the maximum
number of NBC stations. Twelve
additional advertisers started programs during 1943, making a total
of
75
firms
using the network's facilities.
War Service Increases

"Because of the already proved
coverage offered by NBC," Mr.
Witmer added, "few outlets have
been added during the last 12
months. There is every indication
that the sales record made this
year will be maintained and possibly exceeded in the months to
come, despite the fact that NBC's
network time is now approximately 100% sold."
Activities of the network's program department were subordinated to the war effort the past
year, with a reported 125% increase over 1942 of announcements
and programs devoted to some
branch of the armed forces or special governmental problems. Radical innovations in programming
can be expected when writers now
in service return to radio, Clarence
L. Menser, vice-president in charge
of programs, stated. He added that
"if there should be peace in even
one theatre of the war during the
coming year, there would be a consequent increase in radio activity
from the ideas developed by these

Reaches

High
in
1943
writers from their war experience
which would provide a terrific
backlog of material, waiting only
proper
expression".
Because
of necessary military
secrecy, many engineering developments and services at NBC cannot be revealed until after the war,
when the improvements will be
available to general use and will
advance radio to a phenomenal extent, the report said. Despite the
tremendous difficulties under which
the NBC engineering department
has had to work, due to wartime
conditions, the review reported that
in the first 11 months of 1943, the
network's six owned-and-operated
stations were in operation for a
total of 41,738 hours, with a combined service delay equivalent to
only l/100th% of the time in that
period.
The remainder of the yearend
review deals with news and special
events, guest relations, international division, music, public service, radio recording, religious,
sports and television.

CASH

INCOME
and GOV'T
Source: Department
of Agriculture,PAYMENTS
I9AO

NORTH

CAROLINA
AVERAGE OF
NINE OTHER

JO RANSOM, in charge of publicity
for WEAF, New York outlet of NBC,
on Jan. 3 joins WNEW New York as
director of publicity and special events,
replacing Carl Erbe, resigned. Mr.
Ransom prior to joining NBC was
radio editor of the Brooklyn Eagle.
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Matckandiilnj
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Promotion
Record Brochure — FM Publication — Trip
Program Manual — On Election
WGCM

mi8l$SlPPIGULFC0A$T5|
j^BLUE

NETWORKf

Deep in the Heart of the
Deep South! Deep in the
Heart of people in "Mississippi's No. 2 Market",
where M llions in payrolls
roll into the pockets of its
WGCM listeners!
National representatives: Sears t,
Ayer, Inc., Chicago and New York.

WHBQ, Memphis, Tenn.
. . . this will express our appreciation for the individual
sales presentations on The
AP Telescript programs.
E. A. Alburty,
Manager
available through
PRESS ASSOCIATION,
30 Rockefeller Plaza
N«w York, N. Y.

inc.

opromThe
age O—
e titl33-p
ed "KP
COLO
piecR,
t;on
TWOKey Station in" the West's
Richest Market has been
prepared for mailing. Presentation
ts
poin out the centralized position
of KPO San Francisco in the
West's richest market and provides
figures purported to show that the
Pacific Coast leads the nation in retail sales per capita; that income
per capita on the Pacific Coast is
highest in the United States; and
that 53% of the 1942 national savings growth was in the seven western states. Also that the San Francisco Bay area is the largest shipbuilding center in the world, and
t out of the ten wealthithat eigh
est farm counties of the nation
are in California.

Record Brochure
RECORD ALBUM brochure titled
Program Parade and containing
case histories of NBC Hollywood
originating packaged shows, is being distributed by Western division sales promotion department to
key agency executives and timebuyers. Shows available for sponsorship include Rupert Hughes;
Noah Webster Says; Manhunter
Mysteries; Voice of a Nation; Confessions; Mirth and Madness;
Fighting Front Facts; Today
America Asks; Carveth Wells;
Across the Threshold; Gallant
Heart; A Song Is Born. Record
album brochure was contrived by
Frank Ford, Western division
sales promotion manager.
Mutual Service
AS A MONTHLY service to radio
editors, advertisers and agencies,
Mutual is releasing a complete list
of commercial programs on the network, including such information
as program title, origination point,
number of stations, time, product
and agency. List will be prepared
each month by the promotion and
research department with tabulations in alphabetical order according to sponsors.
Winter
* *Promotion
~*
PRESENTING the combined news
and analysis series featuring William Winter on CBS Pacific stations, the network's Pacific Coast
sales promotion department is currently circulating a single-fold promotional piece, "Get the Right
Ideas to Five Million People".
Black, white and blue folder is illustrated with photograph of Winter. Sponsors are named.

WOT

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.
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FM Publication
FIRST EDITION of the WMFM
Monitor, published by WMFM Milwaukee, has been released to radio
dealers in the Milwaukee area. Paper is designed to present news
of FM developments throughout
Lthe nation as well as items of local
interest at WMFM.

27, 1943

Gracie Fields Promotion
KWLM Wilmar, Minn., in behalf
of the Gracie Fields Victory show
now heard Monday through Friday
over the station, 8:15 p.m. (CWT),
promoted the new series by distribution offree packs of the sponsor's cigarettes (Pall Mall) bearing audience promotion stickers;
picture high-lite in KWLM's Radio
Guide,
specialshow
soundwith
car the
whichcurrent
tiedin
the radio
movie "Holy Matrimony," which
stars Gracie Fields; promotion letters to cigarette dealers; special
announcements and teaser announcements prior to the opening
program, and newspaper ads
throughout the KWLM area.
* * *
Trip to England
WHO Des Moines has released a
brochure, Our 'erb Went to England, telling of the experiences of
their Corn Belt Hour man and
farm editor, Herb Plambeck, on
his trip to England to get firsthand information and background
for better wartime service programs for mid-west farm audiences.
Snapshot
Herb's
own story of
the album
trip areandincluded.
'CREI News'
CAPITOL Radio Engineering Institute, Washington, D. C, includes
a special supplement along with
its regular edition of CREI News
which contains reproductions from
industry magazines of ads for engineering positions to be filled.
Critical demand for technical help
is stressed.
* * #
Folder
WTCN, exclusive BLUE outlet for
Minneapolis-St. Paul, has issued a
novelty promotion folder printed
in red and blue. Illustrated and informal in manner, folder invites
careful consideration of WTCN for
coverage in *
Minneapolis.
* *
Program Manual
WOWO Ft. Wayne, Ind., has released a comprehensive program
manual containing pictures of stars
appearing over WOWO, a description of each program, its availability, history, cast, and talent cost.

THIS

BUILDS

NEWSPAPER
STRIKE
BRINGS RADIO AID
WASHINGTON stations filled the
gap last Monday when a strike of
compositors forced newspapers in
the nation's capital to suspend publication for the day. Besides providing periods of local news, stations carried special spot anouncements
chants. placed by theatres and merWTOP cooperated with the Post
and News to provide several programs featuring local news. WRC
put on a 10-minute program on behalf of all capital papers and Morgan Beatty gave half of his 6:30
p. m. news period to local items.
The Star sent a crew to the news
room of WMAL, which is /Starowned, and a city room staff sent
copy to WMAL for processing.
Four 15-minute special shows were
put on the air on behalf of all
papers.
TimeWINX
corresponded
edition times.
kept closetotrack
of developments at the War Labor
Board and went on the air Tuesdaysultsatof 12:56
a. m.
with at
final
rethe union
meeting
which
decision was reached to return to
work. WWDC covered developments on its half -hourly news periods and carried some 50 extra spot
announcements.
WOL has a time-trade arrangement with the Times-Herald, but
put on four extra news periods in
cooperation with all four papers
though the copy was prepared by
the Times-Herald. The station set
up a special commercial department
to handle extra business. Public
service announcements, such as theatre programs and meetings, were
put on free. Regular news periods
lengthened to accommodate
were items.
local
On Election
MIMEOGRAPHED booklet on the
Utica, N. Y. election as reported
Mobilgas
- Vacuum's
by Socony
News
over WIBX
Utica, has
been
Recipient's
by the station.
released
name
is printed
on the cover
of the
booklet which contains photos of
candidates and election activities.
KLZ Folder
PROMOTION folder issued by
KLZ Denver climaxes "KLZ Delivers the Denver Market". Illustrations and sketches on the numerous things delivered by the
Denver market are presented, indicating themarket.
wealth and importance of the

LISTENERS

A hundred northern Illinois and southern Wisconsin men
in training at the Farragut, Idaho, naval base were unable to come home for Christmas. So, WROK presented a
special Christmas Day broadcast from Farragut during
which the Rockford area bluejackets greeted their relatives and friends. Local programs like these plus the
BLUE Network's outstanding shows are responsible for
the consistently loyal WROK audience.
AFFILIATED WITH THE BLUE
WROK
NETWORK . . . OWNED BY ROCKFORD CONSOLIDATED NEWSPAPERS, INC. . . . NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: HEADLEY-REED CO.
BROADCASTING
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{Political

Rates

Editorial

Contested

Director
Party's
By Republican
EDITOR,
Broadcasting:
agency Radio
to attain better
political
broadcasting. I think radio should
I have just read your "Political
politics half way and I don't
Rates" editorial attempting to jus- meet
tify, on behalf of practical broad- mean half way to our pocketbooks.
I am sure you know that politicasters, the charging of premium
cal parties already labor under an
rates for political campaign talks.
extra carge in that we must pay
I find myself in disagreement.
It is faulty thinking, I believe, the displaced talent, having no opportunity toawait openings in the
when you set aside a specific program category — in this case politi- schedule as has the ordinary sponsor. This accounts for a tremendcal talks — and say that it can be
subject to a different rate than any
ously large part of our radio expenditures in general.
other program category. If that be
And finally, when the time comes
the case, why do we not divide all
programs into categories and then that the American people so thoroughly resent the displacement of
say that, for example, we shall
a normal radio program that a man
charge sponsors of soap operas
more than the sponsors of sym- campaigning for public office can
phonies. Or, to put it another way, not speak and be heard, we can all
quit worrying about how much to
we'll charge this sponsor of a charge.
Then the government will
drama more than we charge this
sponsor of a dance orchestra. If tell us all.
Wells Church,
you turn it over and attempt to
Director of Radio,
classify the rates on a basis of the
Republican National
character of the sponsor, you get
Committee.
into even hotter water. Where
Dec. 20, 1943
would laxatives end up, I wonder?
Another basic fault in the reaPratt Honored
soning, it seems to me, lies in the
implied suggestion that the burden
HARADEN PRATT, vice-president
and chief engineer of Mackay Raof improvement of political broaddio & Telegraph Co., and vice-prescasts lies wholly with the sponsor.
ident of the Federal Telephone &
This is not the case with other
Radio Corp., assosponsors or other types of prociates of the Ingrams. Why, at this very moment
ternational TeleBill Lewis is studying programs for
phone
&
TeleCBS; I cannot believe but that he
Corp., has
the
will return with a study which will
SraPhawarded
1 M &£mm been
be of inestimable value to sponsors
Medal of Honor
as well as to CBS. If the radio inby the Institute
dustry ever needed anything in its
of Radio Engilife it needs just such a study made
neers for distinof political broadcasting. It is not
guished service in
the field of rathe answer to charge premium
Mr.
Pratt
d i o communicarates.
tion. Presentation of the annual
award will take place at the IRE
Suggests Special Handling
meeting in New York Jan. 28 and
The immediate answer is, per- 29 [Broadcasting, Dec. 20]. Mr.
haps, for individual radio stations
Pratt isTechnical
the IRE'sPlanning
delegate Board,
to the
Radio
and networks to assign well-informed and diplomatic sales, pro- and is chairman of its panel on
duction and policy crews to the radio communications.
handling of the forthcoming camCharlotte, N. C., has given to
paign bookings, accepting fully the WBT
Davidson College, Davidson, N. C, a
joint responsibility of streamlining
large library of its Columbia Masterpolitical talk campaign programs.
works recordings, used one-time only
on
the daily Masterworks program.
My own party took a long step in Facilities
at the college are especially
this direction in 1940 with the embeing arranged to make use of the
ployment of a first-line advertisinggift.

Cherchez

La

Femme!

"Though my product primarily appeals to men,
should I inject a feminine angle in my radio
mail offer to increase my response
That was the logical question several prominent advertising men suggested when they learned about the projected
KMA mail study. And well they did. for the facts are eloquent.
KMA

received 493,479 pieces of commercial mail from

April, 1942, through March, 1943. When these 493,479
pieces were tabulated by certified public accountants, it was
found that 88.4% of the writers were women and 11.51%
were men. Even when the offer appealed to men exclusively,
women wrote 57% of the letters.
9"

So — if you want
you must find the
mum results from
place for KMA on

maximum response to your radio offer —
feminine angles, too. If you want maxithe No. 1 Farm Market, you must find a
your schedule.

Incidentally, if you don't have your copy of the "Complete
Mail Study" yet, you had better request it now — from the
KMA Research Director. Only a few copies are left.

KMA
BLUE NETWORK
The No. 1 Farm
Towers

OVER

AKRON

152

Station in the No. 1 Farm

COUNTIES

SHENANDOAH,
5000
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Market

AROUND
IOWA

Free & Peters, ii.
E«cl«ai»f National RcpfYMAtatfcwi
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Marine
Jungle
Wire

Milk Products

on
KARM

. . .also selling many
other products on many
other stations.
George E. Halley
TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY:
HOTEL PICKWICK • KANSAS CITY, MO. ■

The

Only

BLUE
Network

Caught

Recorder

by

in

Jap Territory
The following story was
written by Tech. Sgt. Harold
Azine, formerly of WLS Chicago ani program director of
WBAL Baltimore, now a Marine Corps combat correspondent on leave in this country.
In the last fortnight he has
appeared on the 'March of
Time' on NBC and 'The First
Line' on CBS. With him at recent Bougainville landing was
Sgt. Roy A. Maypole, of Summit, N. J., also a Marine combat correspondent and broadcaster. Both participated in
the early fighting.

Selling

.

War

and

Station

Serving
the rich important
U. S. 34th
Metropolitan District
WFMJ
Youngstown, O.
BRITISH COLUMBIA
IAND OF OPPORTUNITY

Bougainville, — (Delayed) —
When the Marines hit Empress
Augusta Bay beach on this island,
radio history was made. For the
first time, a man and a microphone
recorded a landing operation
against Jap-held territory.
The man is blond, 29-year-old
Marine Sgt. Roy A. Maypole, an
industry veteran who resigned as
a producer at CBS New York last
May to come out to the Southwest
Pacific as a Marine Corps combat
radio correspondent. Maypole's
equipment consisted of (1) a sound
and wire recorder, and (2) guts.
At the invasion hour on the
morning of Nov. 1, Roy was standing on the deck of a transport in
the U. S. task force. In the midst
of our intense air and naval bombardment of the Jap shore defenses, he switched on his portable
recorder and began a descriptive
account of what was happening,
verbally identifying the shipsounds, gun salvos, and bomb explosions while trying to keep his
feet against the concussion blasts.
When the men in the Marine landing parties started to descend the
rope nets, Roy rushed his mike to
the rail of the ship to get several
10-second "man-on-the-move" interviews.
Into Heaviest Fighting
Later, when the scene of activity had shifted from shipboard to
the beach itself, Roy raced ashore
in a landing boat and lugged his
recorder in the direction of the
heaviest fighting. This was on
bloody Cape Torokina, where the
Japs had constructed their strongest fortificationa. There was no
such thing as a front line on the
Cape, the Marines and Japs slugging it out wherever they made
contact. Taking his chances, Roy
searched out an idle electricity generator, got it working, hooked up
his recorder, and hastily made
ready to broadcast.
He was put to work digging
graves. A Marine combat corresspondent is a Marine first, then a
correspondent.
Roy dug graves all
day.
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a

Mike

at

Bougainville
tle trail. I kept following it som':
Early next morning, Roy manmore. After a few yards of this, ;.
aged to interview several boys who
were resting briefly after a day Marine's head pops out from be
and night-long battle in the bush.
hind a log and calls, 'Hey, you!' "
During these interviews, there was
Roy
stopped
and going
replied,? " "Yeah?'
a sudden 'Condition Red' (air raid
"Where
are you
inquired
immediately imminent) warning,
the Marine.
and the first Jap bombs came
"I'm looking for the commanc
crashing down nearby while the recording mechanism was still in op- post. Know where it is?"
"Yes . . . this is it."
eration. Results on the play-back
are terrific.
Got Any Juice?
Meanwhile, Leatherneck assault
"I understand," Roy explained
units had driven the Japs inland
across the cape. The hot fighting "that I can get a 110-volt, 60-cyclc
was now up ahead, a considerable A. C. current here. Do you have it ?
distance from the generator feed"No," said the Marine, "but I'l
tell you, mate, if you go up the tral
another
yardsaskfromthose
whereguys
you're
standing40 and
up
there — they might be able to give it
"That's fine," say Roy, "who's uj

TJ. S. Marine Corps Photo
Sgts. Maypole (I) and Azine
at rear base
ing Roy's
asked to
someone if it recorder.
would be Hepossible
tie
into a current farther up forward
and was told he could power at a
command post which could be located by following a wire recently
strung to it.
Roy grabbed his equipment and
set off into the jungle, guided only
by the slender strand of wire.
Over Dead Japs
"I followed the thing for some
distance," he said, "jumping over
fallen dead trees and fallen dead
Japs, cutting
through
thick swamp.
underbrush and wading
through
After awhile the wire hit the
ground and kept going along a lit-

"Japs!"
you."days later an enemy bomb
toTwo
landed
yards from
Roy'sin
recorder,just
the 10concussion
caving
there?"
the
side of its amplifier cover plate,
This compelled him to get the recorder back to a place where it
could be repaired. The magnetized
wire, however, was unharmed and
his broadcasts and interviews were
intact.
Historic Radio 'First'
As far as is known his stuff — !
much of it taken under fire — is an
historic "first" in radio. Its release1
to the public will be through Marine Corps headquarters, Washington.
Prior to his association with CBS,
which began in 1941, Sgt. Maypole I
had spent 13 years in commercial
broadcasting pursuits, marked
mainly by his work in the program
department of WWJ Detroit, as an
actor on network shows out of Chicago, as the writer of Hobby Lobby
and other network script-shows originating inNew York, and as staff
executive at WHBF Rock IslandDavenport,
and the now extinct j
WARD Brooklyn.
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Transcription
of
Speech
Special Christmas Eve Feature Breaks Historic
Precedent; Pickups From Remote War Points
FOR THE FIRST time in radio
Guinea, Cairo, and Palestine. A
annals, all four major networks
broadcast of Christmas Eve observance on a Coast Guard antiwere to carry a transcribed rebroadcast of a speech of President
submarine patrol was also scheduled. Lionel Barrymore, Bob Hope
Roosevelt's in a special Christmas
Eve program which would mark
and Bing Crosby participated from
Hollywood.
several innovations in broadcasting. Arrangements were completed
The two broadcasts of the PresiThursday as Broadcasting closed
dent's speech enabled members of
on holiday schedule.
American fighting forces, no matListeners in America were to hear
ter where stationed and regardless
I for the first time broadcasts from a of time zones, to hear the address
battleship, an aircraft carrier, which had the widest coverage of
, a submarine, all in action on the any speech he has ever made. The
afternoon address was carried by
high seas. Locations or identifications of the vessels were withheld.
the BBC, Australian and New ZeaInitial broadcasts were also to be
land networks, and stations in Algiers, Palermo, Bari, Naples and
attempted from Tarawa and BouIndia. Both the afternoon and evegainville.
ning broadcasts were beamed
Many Pickups
throughout the world by OWI
President Roosevelt's speech
shortwave facilities.
originally was to be broadcast FriNBC and CBS initially had ofday at 3 p.m. and rebroadcast befered to carry the program exclucause of its "major military imsively but were prevailed upon to
portance" as the highlight of the join BLUE and Mutual in carrying
special program at 10 p. m., arthe President's voice transcribed
ranged by the Army, Navy and
OWI radio sections.
for the evening broadcast. Conversations as to the scope and extent
Titled Christmas Eve on the
Fighting Fronts, the program in- of the combined hookup were continuing late Thursday.
cluded pickups from Algiers, Naples, Iceland, Panama, London,
Arrangements for the special
Guadalcanal, New Caledonia, New
Christmas Eve program were handled by Col. Edward Kirby, chief
of the radio section, Army Public
Relations; J. Harrison Hartley,
Howg Gets KOY Post
chief of the radio section, Navy
APPOINTMENT of John Howg,
Dept.; and Charles Harrell, in
veteran sales staff member of KOY
of special events, OWI DoPhoenix, as sales manager of the charge mestic
Radio Bureau.
station, was announced last week
by Burridge D. Butler, chairman
of the board of KOY, and presiAFRA Case in Chicago
dent of WLS Chicago. The announcement came coincident with
Before National Board
the return to Chicago of Harold
Safford, for the past year acting THE NATIONAL War Labor
manager of KOY. Mr. Safford, for- Board in Washington received last
mer WLS program director, re- Tuesday from the Conciliation
turns as assistant to Glenn M. L. Service of the Dept. of Labor a certification of the dispute between
Snyder, vice-president and general
manager of WLS.
the seven independent radio stations in Chicago and the American
Federation of Radio Artists, inmercials. volving extra fees for local comThe principal issue involved in
the dispute is similar to that in the
WMAL case in Washington, involving demands for additional
fees for each local commercial. The
WMAL case now is pending before
the National Board. The Chicago
case has been referred by NWLB
to the Regional Labor Board in
Chicago. It is presumed no decision
will be forthcoming until the principle is established by the national
board in the WMAL case.

AS JOINT ANNOUNCERS of the
new NBC series The Department
of State Speaks, Secretary of State
Cordell Hull (left) and Niles Trammell, president of NBC, talk over
the four special Saturday broadcasts to start Jan. 8 as a means of
explaining to the American public
America's foreign policy.
BROADCASTING

SPECIAL Christmas Day program
from boys at a U. S. Army post and
a U. S. bomber base in Britain to
their folks at home was broadcast
on WFBR Baltimore, in conjunction
with the Sunpapers of Baltimore, the
Army and the BBC. Maryland, Virginia and Pennsylvania stations that
carried the Christmas chats at 12 :45
p.m. were WFBR W.TEJ WBOC
WTBO WRNL WSVA WGAL
WKBO WORK.
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CELEBRATING RECORD sales reached during October and passing
of 2 million dollar mark in War Bond cash sales, Lee Wailes, general
manager of Westinghouse Radio Station Inc., addresses staff members
of KDKA Pittsburgh at banquet staged in studio. Seated at right of Mr.
Wailes is Joseph E. Baudino, KDKA manager, and at left, J. E. Foss,
motion picture operator. Others are (1 to r): Homer H. Martz, KDKA
agricultural director; Evelyn Gradiner, KDKA Home Forum director;
and B. A. McDonald, general sales manager of WRS Inc.

Active

Year

of

Noted
in
CBS
LEADING off its yearend review
with a summary of radio's achievements during the 1943 war effort,
CBS reported a total of 17,713
broadcasts devoted to some phase
of the war, these broadcasts filling
3,504 hours of air time. Of this
total, 1,715 hours were sustaining
programs, while commercial programs contributed 1,789 hours.
On the home front, CBS presented a total of more than 9,000 hours
with 31,591 separate broadcasts,
57.5% of them sustaining and
42.5% commercially sponsored.
Continued success of the CBS full
network discount plan is evidenced
in the report that of the 53 commercially sponsored programs
heard this year on the full CBS
continental network, 35 were the
result of the discount plan. At
least three other programs are
slated to take advantage of the
plan shortly after the first of the
year, CBS said.
In addition to the 715 CBS employes now in the armed forces, the
network's president, William S.
Paley, is on a special war assignment with the Army's Psychological Warfare Branch.
To discover the listening public's program interests, CBS in
August commissioned W. B. Lewis,
recently appointed executive vicepresident of the American Network, to make a special 12-month
survey of all sections of the counPidgeon for Goodyear
GOODYEAR TIRE RUBBER Co.,
Akron, will start its new dramatic
series on CBS Jan. 30 in the Sunday 8-8:30 p.m. period, probably
on the full network. Walter Pidgeon, motion picture actor, has been
signed as permanent talent and
guest stars will appear each week.
The new program will replace
Goodyear's Salute to Youth, now on
NBC Tuesdays 7:30-8 p.m. Agency
is Young & Rubicam, New York.

War

Service

1943
Report
try to discuss with typical listeners
the role broadcasting does and can
play in American life.
In March, CBS organized its affiliates advisory board to bringcloser to operating executives the
problems faced by affiliates. The
network also added 18 affiliates
during 1943. Highlight of the CBS
promotion activity was the launching in September by its 130 stations of an audience-building campaign, using radio announcements,
newspaper and magazine advertisements and posters.
1944

IS KEY

YEAR,

SARNOFF DECLARES
DAVID SARNOFF, president of
Radio Corp. of America, set the
new year, "the year of expected
decision in the European war," as
the starting point for the realization of new developments in radio
research, engineering, communication and manufacturing, in a survey released last week by RCA on
radio's second year of war.
Outlining briefly the future for
FM, television and other phases of
the radio industry, Mr. Sarnoff
stated that while many developments would not be realized in
1944,
they
would "datedated
from from
it as
radio broadcasting
Among his predictions was the
introduction of "personalized radio", referring to small compact
receivers and pocket transmitters.
"The uses to which such stations
1919."
may
be put gives the imagination
much to play upon," he stated.
Chicago Baseball
WJJD Chicago and WIND Gary,
Ind., announced last week they will
broadcast exclusively the entire
schedules of the Chicago Cubs and
the Chicago White-Sox baseball
games for the 1944 season, the
Cubs on WJJD and the White Sox
on WIND.
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Wheeler, White Mull Plans
(Continued from page 14)
Value of time occupied by the
it added, while in the larger areas,
New York Philharmonic Symphony,
with local talent available, fewer
Man Behind the Gun and World
network programs are taken.
With reference to question 3, News Roundups, when they were
CBS said : "In the first nine months
sustaining, was $6,960,000, the
of 1943 CBS withheld from sale statement continued, while total
$2,600,000 worth of time for broad- sales income from the three procasting public service programs
grams under sponsorship is $1,which are not, under any circumstances, for sale. Every one of 880,000 before a larger part of the
revenue is paid to affiliated stathose programs occupies time which
is highly saleable and in which tions.
CBS has actually refused one or
"No dollar yardstick, however,
more sales. The production cost provides a significant measure of
and the quality of CBS public ser- the scope and value of public service programs broadcast over the
vice programs have steadily inCBS network," the statement went
creased over the years."

ATIONAL ADVERTISERS and New York's
numerous nationalities have one thing
, in common. They both agree that
WBNX is THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE STATION of
GREATER NEW YORK.
No wonder, then, that WBNX with its 5,000 watts,
directional, plays the dominant role in selling the
5,000,000* foreign-language-speaking-audience of
the world's greatest market.
To cash in on the opportunities of this super-market,
advertise your national products over WBNX, the
Winner of the Peabody Citation for Public Service to
Foreign Language Groups.
* Over 70%
of metropolitan
Nete York't
population I*
foreign
born or of foreign
parentage.
Your Best National

on. In a typical week the past fall
CBS broadcast 55 separate public
service programs, representing 120
separate broadcasts occupying
35% hours of network time, the
committee was informed. Of the
public service programs, 26 were
presented by 24 sponsors and 29
were sustainers.
Use of Full Network
On question 4 CBS explained
to the Senators that under its "full
network" plan, instituted a yearand-a-half ago, advertisers were
induced to use the full network,
adding about 50 small stations.
Columbia added to its billings about
4 million dollars, but paid out, in
an extra 15% discount and in payments to small stations $4,750,000.
Thus while expanding its coverage,
the "full network" plan actually
cost CBS $750,000, the statement
pointed out.
The following payments made by
CBS to small stations were cited
to show what the plan has meant
to the 50 smallest stations on the
network for the first nine months
of 1943, as compared with 1941.
The 20 smallest stations increased 813%, from $46,532 in
1941 to $424,933 in 1943. Thirty
smallest stations increased 352%,
from $169,579 to $767,068. The 40
smallest stations increased 182%,
from $453,995 to $1,281,660 and
the 50 smallest stations went up
123% from $897,322 to $2,002,407.
Citing another example, whereby
CBS has made additional revenue
and its top programs available to
the smallest stations, the statement
said that in 1941 KGVO Missoula,
Mont., operated by Art J. Mosby,
who testified before the committee,
received less than 8 hours of CBS
commercial programs a week,
whereas in 1943 the station is receiving 35 hours of CBS commercials per week. Cost to the network

Roberts in Navy
ELZEY ROBERTS Jr., former assistant manager of
KXOK St. Louis, son of Elzey
Roberts, publisher of the St.
Louis Star-Times and operator of KXOK, has been commissioned an ensign in the
U. S. Naval Reserve. Graduate of Princeton U. in 1942,
young Mr. Roberts has been
on duty with the Signal Corps
Engineering and Technical
Service in Washington the
last year as radio engineer
and project officer for the
National Defense Research
Committee. Prior to his Army
service he was on the staff of
the
Massachusetts Institute
oratory.
of Technology radiation lab-

of the "full network" plan "may
exceed
a million
dollars a year"
the
statement
added.
To question 5, CBS informed the:
committee that based on actual operations in October 1943, the net
profit on estimated sales of $3,097,500 was at the rate of 5.16%. If
payments to the eight stations
owned
by CBS
"madepayments
on the
same basis
as were
contract
to
our highest
paid out,
affiliates",
the
statement
pointed
net profit
on network operations would be re
duced to 4.02%.
"With a fall-off of only 20 to
25% from the current high level
of sales, and if our service to our
stations were maintained at pres
ent levels, profit from network op
erations
wouldstatement
be reducedsaid.
to 0.0%,"
the
network
"Another way of taking network
economics out of the false and romantic light in which they are
sometimes thrown, and putting
them into the realistic perspective
which we as operators must face,

PROMOTION
We need a man

MANAGER

or woman

to handle

promotion and publicity for both
standard and FM stations. Radio
experience

highly desirable though

not absolutely essential. Give com-

Spot Buy . . .

plete picture of experience and other
qualifications in first letter, also rep
ences. Address

tiLA
WTMJ
CM

|* A
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' is to measure them against their
most direct competitors, the national magazines," said the statement.
"Both networks and magazines
I function as national advertising
media and derive their advertising
revenue from national advertisers
— although the magazines collect
j an extra fee from readers while
radio collects nothing from listeners," yet 1942 and 1943 published
figures for leading national magazines, the statement went on, show
net profits after taxes as high as
9%, or about double the rate of
return from Columbia's network
operations.
Threat to Nets
"If a magazine loses 10 pages of
advertising, it can reduce its size
by 10 or even 20 pages," the network brought out. "If a network
H loses 10 hours of commercial programs, it has 10 extra hours to
fill with high quality programs at
U its own additional expense. This
threat constantly hangs over the
economic stability of network op1 erations. By assuming this extra
' risk, the network protects its af. filiated stations against it.
1 "In view of the enormous extra
post-war load of costly pioneering
,iin new forms of broadcasting, es1 pecially television, which may be
thrown
upon the networks — the
a public good requires that networks
have the opportunity to develop
along sound economic lines, and
that they be freed from unrealistic
and crippling restrictions."
Marx

to Blue

' FRANK gineer MARX,
chief has
enof WMCA former
New York,
i joined the BLUE as technical ad< visor, a newly created post. He will
direct engineering development ac;<!tivities such as television, FM, and
\{building of new studios. He continL ues with WMCA in a consultant
capacity, while Frank Knaack, for
14 years in WMCA's engineering
division, has been named the station's chief engineer.
iWILLIAM FONDMILLER, former
director of apparatus development for
the Bell Telephone Labs., has been
appointed assistant vice-president succeeding L. Montamat, recently resigned. Mr. Fondmiller is credited with
initiating development of the modern
combined telephone set. He assumes
complete charge of the general staff departments ofthe laboratories.

GOP at Hearings
(Continued from page 1U)
ings the minority outranked the
majority in numbers, as compared
with 7 meetings in which the Democrats outnumbered their Republican colleagues. At the other 7, attendance was tied between the two
parties.
In the early November sessions
Chairman Wheeler conducted most
of the questioning, but before many
hearings had passed the voices of
Senators White, Hawkes, Tobey,
Moore, Gurney, Tunnell and Clark
were heard regularly. Senator
White, who challenged a statement
by FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly with the remark that he hadn't
intended to take part but couldn't
"keep still," frequently took issue
with Senator Wheeler, who. lost no
opportunity to expound his views
on "soap
operas," commentators
and
networks.
Perhaps the ereatest interest, as
evidenced by Senatorial questions,
was displayed when the engineering profession appeared in the closing days to talk about the potentialities of FM, television and facsimile.
In addition to Senators Moore
Wheeler and White, the attendance
records of other committee members are as follows:
Senators Ernest W. McFarland
(D-Ariz.), 22; James M. Tunnell
(D-Del.) 21; Albert W. Hawkes
(R-N.J.), 16; D. Worth Clark (DIda.), 15; Charles W. Tobey (R-N.
H.), 14; Chan Gurney (R-S.D.),
12; Clyde M. Reed (R-Kan.) and C.
Wayland Brooks (R-Ill.), 8 each;
Harry S. Truman (D-Mo.), 5;
Henrik Shipstead (R-Minn.), 4;
Ellison D. (Cotton Ed) Smith (DS.C.), 3; Alben W. Barkley (DKy.), majoritv floor leader, Homer T. Bone (D-Wash.) and Warren R. Austin (R-Vt.), each 2;
Tom Stewart (D-Tenn.), 1. Senator Barklev attended the full session Nov. 17, when NAB President
Neville Miller appeared, and made
an appearance the following day,
but didn't stay.
Senators Robert F. Wagner (DN.Y.), Edwin C. Johnson (D-Colo.)
and Lister Hill (D-Ala.) failed to
attend any of the hearings.

RADIO CODE school sponsored by
WFIL Philadelphia is now open to
everyone over 18. Space and equipment
are provided by the station, the secretarial staff instructing in touch typing and mitting
the andengineering
in transreceiving ofstaff
Morse
code.
WJR Detroit, a member of the CBS
basic group, has issued rate card No.
17 effective
1944.be All
advertisers of thatFeb.
date1, will
protected
under former rates through Jan. 31,
1945. Program time charges are up,
while
changed.announcement rates remain unWSAU Wausau, Wis., is aiding local
fire fighting organizations by airing
emergency appeals for volunteer fire
fighters.

WDAY Fargo, N. D., on Dec. 11 did
a special pickup (10:30-11 p.m.)
from the Homestead school, Wyndmere, N. D., which won second place
in a nationwide scrap campaign, promotedquences.
by the Wyndmere
NBC Commercial
Truth or ConseClub
handled arrangements, with WDAY
entertainers providing fun. Feature
was a transcribed congratulatory message from Ralph Edwards, m.c. of the
network show.
KGER Long Beach, Cal., is publishing a bi-monthly
four-page
illustrated
tabloid
of home town
news and
gossip
which is mailed to men and women of
that
vices. city who are in the armed serWKRC

Cincinnati sponsored a championship hillbilly contest in Cincin19. "Fiddling
ron" natiofon Dec.
the WKRC
talent Red
staffHerdefeated Natchez, the Arizona Indian,
former national champion.

Mt

,»t

*1 RADIO
BUY
KXYZ's rates
are surprisingly low . . . programs receive
high Hooper ratings . . . there still remain a
few excellent network and spot availabilities.
Get in touch with your Branham man now.

*1 SOUTHERN

MARKET

According to J. Walter Thompson Company's
recent compilation of No. 2 War Ration Books,
Houston, a city of 607,033 people, leads all
Southern metropolitan markets in population.

ROUNDS
UARANTEE

5000
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BUY BOTH I KXYZ AND KRIS. CORPUS CHRISTI — A MONEY- SAVING COMBINATION
1
*■ *
OUSTON
IHt
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Garey

Attfc

A

Itrturuma

We

feel that the

most pertinent greetings we could send at
this season would

be

a fervent wish for victory in 1944. We

are

rededicating ourselves
to the use of all our
facilities

in making

this wish a reality —
by keeping our listeners completely and accurately informed of
every

news

Denies

New

Resignation Rumor
'Obligation to Fulfill', States
House Committee Counsel
PUBLISHED reports last week
that Eugene L. Garey, general
counsel of the House Select Committee to Investigate the FCC, had
been "persuaded to resign" brought
from Mr. Garey the terse statement: "It's news to me."
Reached at his New York office,
Mr. Garey said : "The last time similar rumors were circulated, my
comment was: 'It's like Mark
Twain's death — grossly exaggerated.' That still stands. I have an
obligation to fulfill to the majority
of the committee and I don't propose to renege, published rumors to
theMr.contrary."
Garey, who returned to New
York Dec. 16, plans to be back in
Washington shortly after the holidays to represent the House in its
probe of the Commission and to
pursue the inquiry further. The
FCC has been scheduled to present
its defense of charges so far made
in open hearings about Jan. 17
[Broadcasting, Dec. 20].
Although the general counsel
was prepared to submit his resignation when Rep. E. E. Cox (DGa.) resigned late in September
[Broadcasting, Oct. 4], three committee members have steadfastly
refused to consider it, leaving only

GREATER

MIAMI

KWBW Transfer
ASSIGNMENT of the license of
KWBW Hutchinson, Kan., was
granted by the FCC last week from
William Wyse and Stanley Marsh,
a partnership doing business as the
Nation's Center Broadcasting Co.,
to a newly formed partnership under the same name consisting of
William Wyse, Stanley Marsh and
Bess Wyse. No monetary consideration is currently involved in this
transaction which gives 49%% of
Mr. Marsh's 50% interest to his
sister, Bess (Mrs.) Wyse. Mr.
Wyse retains his 50% interest.
Lt. Hurlbut Named
2ND LT. JAMES W. HURLBUT,
Marine combat correspondent who
covered the Guadalcanal campaign,
has been named radio officer of Marine Corps Public Relations in
Washington. He succeeds Capt.
Ward Hubbard, formerly of NBC
who goes into the field. Lt. Hurlbut
formerly was at WTOP.
Chairman Clarence F. Lea (DCal.) and Rep. Warren E. Magnuson (D-Wash.) favoring a change
in counsel.
Charles R. Denny Jr., FCC general counsel, told the committee
Dec. 16 he had been instructed by
the Commission to "negotiate no
further with Mr. Garey". At the
same public hearing the committee
counsel
charged
that thethechairman
"chairman of the
FCC and
of this committee" were handling
the Commission's defense.
HAS

REACHED

^

Program
for of
1944
1944 WAR PROGRAM
radicfcft
and electronics equipment for the
Radio Manufacturers Assn., wasfe
announced last week by the organi- jot
zation. Plans include expansior a?
and forming of new committees tc
work on immediate and post-wai K
problems, with special emphasis
on
reconversion to peacetime oper
ation.

Eight new committees have beer |>
added to the RMA set-up, appointed by R. C. Cosgrove of the
Crosley Corp., Cincinnati, chairman of both the RMA Set Divisior (it
and the Association's over-all Post
war Planning Committee. They aretroi
as
concerned
with:cancellations,
present and future'
war
contract
future I
industry reconversion, employment I
and personnel problems, salesjta
financing, advertising and promo 1V(
tion, future distribution costs ancfEil:
other problems, industry statistics Jul
the post-war patent situation anc
post-war export problems
The new program, both on immediate and post-war interests willi j,
be developed at an RMA Mid- Win
ter Conference on Jan. 12-13 at the \
Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
Chairman of the advertisinj
committee is John S. Garceau o:
the Farnsworth Television anc :
Radio Corp., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, of the RCA
Victor Division, Camden, and for
mer FCC official, succeeds H. C
Bonfig as director of the RMA. Mr
Bonfig assumes other duties witl
the firm,

HAPPY

to give unrein almost

served support to the
war

Announces

develop-

ment, byencouraging
them

RMA

effort

and

by

every

line of business

activity

NEW

YEAR!

Since the end of 1942, 8000 more telephones are
in use, OOOO more users of electric power; bank
clearings $67,426,556 greater the first ten months
of '43 than the entire year of '42; postal receipts
$811,258.58 ahead of those for the same period in '42.

helping to maintain
the spirit of determination to win.

Even greater gains would
be recorded if supply
could meet demand!

5000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT
590 KC.
National Representatives
H EADLEY-R EED COMPANY
Affiliate of the Blue Network
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GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
Southeast Representative
HARRY E. CUMMINGS

WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.
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UBC

Files

Application

To Akron
in First
IN THE FIRST formal action as
a result of the FCC multiple ownership order promulgated last
month, United Broadcasting Co.
j last Wednesday filed with the FCC
applications seeking removal of
-WCLE from Cleveland to Akron
along with a shift in assignments
involving WCLE and WHKC Columbus. UBC also operates WHK
Cleveland, and the move is deMj signed toerationelinr'nate
in that city.the multiple opWCLE seeks a construction persi.mit to change its frequency from
it#610 kc to 640 kc, increase power
raifrom 500 w to 1,000 w and hours
Wof operation from daytime to limtijjiited time, taking over the facilities
of WHKC. With these facilities the
•I' station would move its present
: 1 transmitter and studios to Akron.
Would Comply With Rule
WHKC filed for a construction
permit to change its frequency
('from 640 kc to 610 kc and increase
its power from 500 w to 1,000 w.
Jit also seeks an increase in hours
"of operation from limited time to
unlimited time, with a directional
'antenna for night use. This would
^involve taking over the facilities
of WCLE, with fulltime operat'on.
!, Under this arrangement UBC
would procure one fulltime and
; one limited time station in lieu of
an existing daytime station and
one of limited time, through the
interchange of facilities. Moreover,
the multiple ownership order (84"jA)
slated beto complied
become effective
June
Jl, would
with.
While the UBC application is
first to be filed with the FCC since
promulgation of the revised order
Nov. 23, negotiations were understood to be current by some 40 licensees affected by the order. Conversations ranged from proposed
sale of entire groups of stations
jto individual transactions covering
exchanges. Few, if any, of the

to Move

WCLE

Order 84-A Action
transactions have reached the point
of consummation.
There were indications also that
a number of stations which, on
paper, appeared to be affected by
the "duopoly" ord;r, feel that they
are exempt from its provisions because of extenuating operating
circumstances. Whether a battle
against the order will be made, because of the manner in which it
was drafted, remained uncertain
last week.
de

Castro

Heads

MBS

Commercial Programs
ALLEN de CASTRO, who joined
Mutual as an executive last August
to do research work on programming; and to take a hand in the
network's
expansion
into to
LatinAmerica, has
been named
the
newly-created post of MBS commercial program director.
He will serve the sales department on show ideas and programs
and will continue h;s work on Mutual's plan to repeat nighttime network shows during the day [Broadcasting, Aug. 30].
Before joining MBS, Mr. de Castro was sales executive at the
BLUE and prior to that served as
sales manager of CBS Latin-American network. He will handle Mutual's plans for an exchange of
programs with privately - owned
stations in Southern countries in
the post-war period.

RKO

Takes

MBS

Option
for Show
Definite Decision on Network
Program Is Due Next Week
RKO RADIO PICTURES plans
for a network program assumed
more definite shape last week, although no decision will be made
until the first week of the new
year when RKO executives, including Ned E. Depinet, president, will
audition and pass the final word
on a quarter-hour show submitted
by Foote, Cone & Belding, agency
in charge. In the meantime RKO
has taken an option with Mutual
for a daytime period, tentatively
set for 11:45 a.m. (EWT) Monday through Friday.
Catering to the public's natural
curiosity about behind-the-scenes
activities during the production of
a film, RKO will originate the show
at its own Hollywood lots, featuring broadcasts from various departments, such as the make-up
section, bringing in talent working on the picture at the time.
A spot radio advertiser for several years, RKO scored outstanding success in this media in the
promotion of "Hitler's Children"
and subsequent films [Broadcasting, May 31] and does not plan to
modify in any way the extent of
its use of regional and local radio.
The network program, to be the
first regular national series for the
film company, is cons:dered as a
supplement to other advertising.

Flint said the bridge

BROADCASTING
I

WAR

BONDS

Insure

a

HAPPY
and
VICTORIOUS
NEW

Buse Names Ellis
GUS G. BUSE Corp., Buffalo,
manufacturers of K & B Best coffee,
K & B Best flour, has appointed
Ellis Adv. Co., Buffalo, to direct
1944 advertising campaigns. Radio
and direct mail plans are in the
making, with other media to follow.

"But WFDF
was open!"

BUY

YEAR

LOUISVILLE
N^
WIN
uUtlt

. . . that opens the door to our house ... so pay us a visit
and we'll guarantee you a most pleasant reception.
Drop in any day for Luncheon With Helen ... but come
early. . . between 10:35 and 11. Or come between 1:05
and 1:30 .. . and enjoy Music A La Mood . . . our good
music program that wins hundreds of new listeners weekly.
But the important thing is . . . COME. We've given you the
key.. .93 on your radio dial. Use it to get acquainted with...
the fastest growing station in the metropolitan area.
PATERS0N,
RADIO
PARAMOUNT BLDG.
STATION WPAT
NEW JERSEY
NEW YORK
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WINN

BLUE

NETWORK

STATION

ut

LOUISVILLE,

KY.

u*
D. E. "Plug"yoKendrick
Preiident and General Manager
G. F.Sales
"Red"
Manager Bauer
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Emerson
MBS

Sales

to

Top

14

Million

According
to Yearly
Roundup
MUTUAL sales for 1943 are ex- see an increasingly strong and useful structure, both in size and in
pected to exceed $14,000,000 — a
gain of more than 40% over 1942 character of operations. In this
— according to the network's year- contemplation Mutual rejoices that
end report issued last week in a it is an integral part of the great
forward movement of the entire
booklet entitled "1943 in Review."
radio industry.
This figure denotes a new peak
"It is significant that the two obin the network's sales history,
progress of which is summarized
jectives of the industry are the
"to the fullest extent" by the numsupport and expansion of demober of station quarter-hours of
cratic economy in this nation and
sponsored network broadcasting, as the performance of its full duty to
follows : In December, 1942, the figure was 5,621, while by December
contribution to the war
theMutual's
public."
of this year the total had grown to effort
for the first ten months of
10,703, an increase of 90.4%.
1943 includes 1,468 programs or
Good Year Foreseen
641 hours and 49 minutes devoted
Gratification "that the year 1943 to programs for governmental and
should end with the rate of com- public agencies. Mutual presents
76 individual news commentaries
mercial business approximately
from the United States, and since
twice that of last year," was ex- September has been presenting
pressed by Miller McClintock, president of Mutual, in a statement at daily news broadcasts by the Christian Science Monitor correspondthe end of his first year as MBS
ents all over the world, as well as
chief executive. "This (gratificacorps of overseas retion), however," he added, "is sec- by its own
porters. Of these, Mutual mentions
ondary to the satisfaction which is
derived from a national and inter- specifically the death of Frank J.
national operation in which the ca- Cuhel in the Clipper crash near
Lisbon last spring, and the recent
pacity for service to the business
fraternity and to the public is return from Japanese prison camps
many
fore. times stronger than hereto- of Royal Arch Gunnison.
Program facilities were consid"We can, therefore, look forward
erably expanded in 1943, and a proto the year 1944 as a year in which
gram operating board, comprised
the foundations laid this year will of program heads of five key Mu-

When Tommy's at school
I flip on our radio and
gef a lift!
I /ove Don McNeill and
the Breakfast Club;
and "Sardi's" — with Tom
Breneman.
The Mystery Chef saves
me money. Ration points,
too! Morton Downey's
songs are grand.
But then when
"My MTrue
Ted
aloneStory"
and and
"Blue Frolics" are over —
There'
home. s Tommy storming
And the radio's his the
rest of the afternoon.
Because Tommy's Mother
doesn't have the car so much
any more, she gets her precious relaxation via radio.
WTCN'S programs are deher! signed especially to bring It to

EASY

TO

BELIEVE

When you can actually see your sales mounting, you
know advertising pays. Nowadays, you haven't anything concrete, like figures, on which to base your
belief. However, you have experience — it tells you
that advertising is the very lifeblood of business.
Stop that steady flow of advertising and you lose
your hold on a future market.
All these things you know — far better than we do.
You also know that radio provides that "steady flow"
effectively and economically. But do you know that,
in Canada, CFRB reaches the largest share of the
richest market in that country? Do you know that,
in a key area fed by three stations, CFRB broadcasts
half the leading sponsored programmes? These are
facts you should keep in mind and arrange to have
CFRB carry your advertising in Canada.

Video
Receiving Sets
EMERSON RADIO & PHONO
GRAPH Corp., Chicago, last wee
announced the development of i
new type of television and radi ;
receiving set which will enlarg
and project television images on ,j
screen. The instrument, measurin;!
only 18 x 14 inches, enlarges telej
vision images to 15 x 20-inch proportions on a screen with brillianc
equal to that of home movies aci
cording to Benjamin Abrams, pret
ident of the company.
With compactness made possibl
through
of aof 3-inch
cathod1
ray tube use
instead
the usual
5 o
12-inch tube, and enlargement b
a lens system of plastics, Abram
said the sets could be produced t
retail at not more than $150 whe
materials for large scale produc
tion are available.
tual stations, was organized to ana
lyze and solve program problems
Because of increased activity an*
expansion, the New York office per
sonnel of Mutual has increase!
122%% since 1942, the booklet re
15 Affiliates Added
Mutual added 15 affiliates thi
ports.
past year, signed contracts for ex
change programs with the 36-sta
tion hookup of Radio Mil of Mexi
co, and as of December, 1943, num
bers its affiliates at 211 stations ii
the United States, Canada and Ha
waii. Another station relation
milestone this year was the ne\
standard contract for member an
affiliated stations, providing in
creased program service and elimi
nating previous inequalities in sta
tion-network contracts.
In addition to further details oi
new commercial programs, publi
service features and sportcasts, th
booklet concludes with a history o
Mutual from its inception in 1934 ti
date and a list of MBS executive
and affiliates.
Mrs. Grace Fox
MRS. GRACE FOX, singer, heard oi
WJZ New York as Grace Morgan
jumped or fell to her death from ai
apartment
building
in New
York, inFr"
day,
Dec. 17.
She was
featured
five-minute musical program sponsorei
by Norwich Pharmacal Co.

NEW
me
• • • f. 1280 ON/YOUl MAI

ORLEANS

509000

Blue Network
Minneapolis — Saint Paul
Minnesota
TORONTO
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Fisher
Of

Elected

Federal

President

at Annual

Communications

S. FISHER, of the Washington law firm of Fisher & Wayland, was elected president of the
Federal Communications Bar Assn.
Dec. 18 at its annual meeting in
the Statler Hotel, Washington. He
succeeds Horace L. Lohnes, Washington attorney.
Eliot C. Lovett was elected first
vice-president succeeding Mr. Fisher; Carl I. Wheat was chosen second vice-president, replacing John
F. Gibbons, and W. Theodore Pierson was named secretary, succeeding Lester Cohen. Kenneth L.
Yourd, general counsel for CBS
Washington, was re-elected treasurer.
Elected to the executive committee were Mr. Lohnes and Mr. Cohen. Four other members, Reed
Rollo, Judge E. 0. Sykes, Herbert
Bingham and Ralph Van Orsdel
are holdovers. Those six, with the
officers, comprise the executive committee.
After assuming his new office,
President Fisher outlined an active program for the coming year.
First on the agenda will be appointment of a legislative committee. "Since Congress is considering communications legislation and
in view of the fact that the Bar
Association was instrumental in
initiating new legislation, we consider the legislative committee of
foremost importance," said Mr.
Fisher. Committee appointments
will be made within the next fortnight, he added.
The Federal Communications
Bar Assn. Bulletin, official publication of the organization, will be issued more regularly, the new
president pledged, in view of the
important legislation and potential
future expansion of communications, particularly radio.
Mr. Fisher also plans to hold

Meet

Bar

Assn.

BEN

WELCOMING his successor, Ben
S. Fisher (r), as new president of
Federal Communications Bar Assn.
is
retiring
Horace atL.
Lohnes.
Bothpres'dent,
are Washington
torneys.
monthly meetings, he said. In the
past the association has met on call
of the president, but many members have expressed a desire for
regular sessions. A cocktail party
and buffet dinner, to which members of the FCC, other Government
agencies and the press were guests,
followed the business meeting.

YOU
IN

ARE

EXTENSION

SOUGHT

FOR WA T SON -DODD
EXTENSION of the 40-day time
limit in which to file reply briefs
in the suit of Drs. Goodwin B. Watson and William E. Dodd Jr., former FCC employes, and Rcbert
Morse Lovett, former Interior
Dept. employe, to recover salaries
for Nov. 15-21, was to be sought
by
the Attorney
office,
according
to Rep. General's
Kerr (D-S.C),
chairman of a House Committee on
Appropriations subcommittee.
Resolutions introduced by Rep.
Kerr in the House (HRes. 386 and
HRes. 387) on Dec. 17 authorizing
the subcommittee to appoint special counsel to represent the Government and to spend up to $15,000 in the defense [Broadcasting,
Dec. 20], were passed by the House
Dec. 18, with only one voice in opposition. Rep. Marcantonio (DN.Y.) voiced disapproval of the
resolution
empowering
mittee to name
counsel. the subcomWill Select Counsel
Before leaving for the holidays
Rep. Kerr said the committee
would select counsel after the
House resumes Jan. 10. In the
meantime, he added, the Attorney
General's office had assured the
House that it would request an extension of the 40-day time limit for
filing briefs in the U. S. Court of
Claims to permit the House subcommittee to appoint counsel to
defend the Government.
In a deficiency appropriates
bill the Congress attached a rider

THE

ONLY

Grid Spotting Aid
USING a Sonotone, Charles
Egenroad, announcer of
WSBT South Bend, Ind., and
Howie Murdock, spotter, have
developed a system whereby
the spotter formation
canto thetransmit
inannouncer
without interrupting the running description of a football
game. Tried out during the
past season's Notre Dame
games, the
pronouncedsystem
fast and was
accurate
and is expected to be adopted
next
by other
sportscasters.year
American
Trust
Co.
of South Bend, which sponsored last season's series on
WSBT, cooperated in the new
venture.

prohibiting salaries after Nov. 15
for Messrs. Watson, Dodd and Lovett after the Kerr subcommittee
had investigated them. In testimony three weeks ago before the
House Select Committee to investigate the FCC, it was brought out
that
the
in cooperat'on
the Dept. FCC.
of Justice,
arranged with
for
the two Commission employes to
work without salary from Nov. 1521 to test constitutionality of the
deficiency
ing, Dec. 6].bill rider [BroadcastRep. Kerr said the subcommittee
has "several outstanding constitulawyers" make
under aconsiderationtional
and would
selection
after the holidays.

REAL

SUITOR

ROANOKE!

of the
rful one
several you
poweuse
stations
in
WHEN
Bigtown, you get maybe 50%,
maybe 30%, maybe 10% of the
audience — at pretty high rates.

DAVID HALL, NBC writer on musical programs, has published a revised edition of The Record Book, a
reference book on recorded music first
compiled by Mm some 10 years ago.
Smith & Durrell, New York, is publisher.

When

you use WDBJ, you get virtually all the audience, in an area

that does 25.8% of Virginia's total
buying. Because no other station
gives satisfactory reception all the
time in this big Roanoke-Soutbwest
Virginia market.
Practically 100% of 120,348 primary radio homes for $40 per
Class A — one time — quarter hour!
Write for availabilities.

CBS

HER FRIENDLY ADVICE,
C\ WIT AND HUMOR, KEEP
WOMEN TUNED TO....
WC

K

5000 WATTS

960 KC

Owned and Operated by the
TIMES-WORLD CORPORATION

Y
FREE

& PETERS,

Inc., Natl. Representatives

STATION
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Actions of the
FOR THE

FEDERAL

Worlds Best
Coverage of
the Worlds
iggesT/vews

UNITED
PRESS

THERE'S NOT ANOTHER
LIKE IT!

DIRECT ROUTE TO AMERICA'S No. 1 MARKET
The Travelers Broadcasting Service
Corporation
Member of NBC and New England
Regional Network
Represented by: WEED & COMPANY
New York, Boston, Chicago, Detroit, San
Francisco and Hollywood

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMISSION

DECEMBER 18 TO DECEMBER 23 INCLUSIVE
Decisions . . .
Applications
. . 22.
DECEMBER
DECEMBER 21
WCLE
Cleveland—
CP
change 610 kc to
WEIM Fitchburg, Mass. — Granted volunC40 kc, increase power to 1 kw, D to
tary assgn license from Ruben E. Aronheim to Mitchell G. Meyers, Ruben E. limited mitter(facilities
and studio ofto WHKC),
Akron. move transAronheim and Milton H. Meyers, d/b
WHKC Columbus, Ohio— CP change 640
Radio Station WEIM, new partnership,
for sum of $12,788.88.
kc to 610 kc, -increase power to 1 kwMimitel to unlimited, DA-N (facilities of
WBAX Wilkes-Barre, Pa.^Granted ex- WCLE).
tension
temporary
license
to
March
26,
1944.
WKY Oklahoma City— Mod. CP which
authorized move transmitter, increase powKWBW Hutchinson, Kan.— G ranted
er and DA, for extension completion date
assgn. license from William Wyse, Stanley
July 20, 1944.
Marsh,
partnershipCo.,d/btoThenewNation's
Cen- to KLPM
Minot, N. D. — Vol. Assgn. license
ter Broadcasting
partnership
of William Wyse, Stanley Marsh and to Minot Broadcasting Co. (Incomplete).
Bess Wyse Co.
d/b (No
The monetary
Nation's considCenter
Broadcasting
eration.)
WADC Akron, Ohio — Adopted order denying petition for rehearing filed by Wetwork ^ccovnts
WADC,
directedNov.
against
Commission's
All time Eastern Wartime ual ess indicated
Findings
adopted
3 granting
applications of WGAR
and WHBC
for CPs.
DECEMBER 22
New Business
WROL Knoxville, Tenn.— Adopted proposed findings of fact proposing to deny ap- AMERICAN MEAT INSTITUTE, Chicago
plication for mod. license change night
(institutional), on Jan. 16 starts The Tjife
power from 500 w to 1 kw.
Riley
155 BLUE
stations,
WMRO Aurora, Ohio — Adopted proposed of
3:30
p. m. onAgency
Leo Burnett
Co., Sun.,
Chicago.3findings of fact proposing to deny applica- GENERAL
PETROLEUM
Corp.
of Cal.,
tion for mod. license operate 1280 kc, 250 w
D, 100 w N, unlimited.
Los Angeles, subsidiary of Socony-Vacuum
WBNY Buffalo, N. Y.— Adopted proposed Oil Co. (Mobiloil and gas), on Jan. 13
findings
proposing
deny applicaand Paulstations,
Baron'sWed.,
Orchestra on 8 Welles
CBS Pacific
tion for ofmodfactlicense
changeto from
1400 kc starts Orson
to 680 kc with 250 w.
9:30-10 p. m. (PWT). Agency: Compton
Adv., N. Y.
KFXM San Bernardino, Cal. — Adopted
order making final proposed findings of AUTO-LITE BATTERY Corp., Toledo (infact granting change from sharing with
stitutional), on Jan. 18 starts Everything
KPPCw. Pasadena to unlimited, 1240 kc, for the Boys on NBC Tues. 7:30-8 p.m.
250
Agency:
Ruthrauff
& Ryan, N. Y.
Valley Broadcasting Co., West Point, Ga. EASTERN COLUMBIA
OUTFITTING
— Granted petition to accept amendment
Portland (Bradbury clothes), on Jan.
specifying new transmitter site; hearing 2Co.,starts
for 52 weeks Bradbury Clothes
date unchanged. Application is for new Presents Walter
Duranty on 9 BLUE Pastation, 1490 kc, 250 w, unlimited.
cific stations, Sun., 5:30-5:45 p.m. (PWT).
Agencv: Robert E. Smith Adv., Portland.
Ut Hut
PEPSODENT Co. of Canada, Toronto, on
Jan 4 starts Bob Hope on 22 CBC Dominion network stations, Tues. 10-10:30
CONTROI
p.m. Agency: Spitzer & Mills, Toronto.

Army-Navy Group Takes
WPB Uniform Schedule
STANDARDIZATION of electroic
components for radio equipment
has now reached the important
stage of application to military
equipment, the WPB Radio & Radar Division indicated last week, in
turning over 20 specifications to the
joint Army-Navy Electronic Standardization Agency. Eleven of the
specifications drafted for WPB by
the American Standards Assn.
have been approved for ArmyNavy procurement.
WPB points out that the standards, item-wise, will cover 75% of
all components used in radios and
other electronic devices. The armed
services credit WPB with having
brought the Army and Navy together on the use of common standards for these items, now interchangeable.
The components approved by the Army
and Navy are ceramic radio insulating
materials, steatite radio insulators, fixed
mica dielectric capacitors, ceramic radio
dielectric material, external meter resistors,
glass bonded mica radio insulators, fixed
composition resistors, electrical indicating
instruments, shock-testing mechanism for
electrical indicatins instruments, dimensions for external radio-frequency thermocouple converters and glass radio insulators.
Components
which standards
pected to be on
completed
by Marchare1 exby
WPB
include
fixed
paper
dielectric
capacitators, porcelain radio insulators, fixed
ceramic capacitors, dynamotors, external
ammeter shunts, variable wire-wound re(low temperature),
tower-type
wound sistors
rheostats,
and toggle
switches.wireFIRST television showing of the U. S.
documentry film "War Department Report," was presented on WCBW.
CBS station in New York, Dec. 23.

ROOM

s
24 Hour

a 0*1}

ENS. PAUL LEE. USNR, formerly
chief engineer of WWNY Watertown,
N. Y.. and ex-chief radioman of the
3rd Naval Dist. Communication Reserve, is now on active duty with the
radio division of the Bureau of Ships,
Navy Dept., Washington, D. C.
CARSON PINKLEY, formerly engineer of KTMS Santa Barbara, has
joined
KFVD Los Angeles, in a similar capacity.
PAUL McKENZIE has joined WTBO
Cumberland, Md., as transmitter operator.
CHARLES BRAUER, KDYL Salt
Lake City engineer, is the father of a
boy.

Join Barron
KENNETH R. HYMAN, formerly
chief engineer of KABC San Antonio, and Phillip Hedrick, formerly chief engineer of WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C, are now associated with John H. Barron, Washington, D. C. consulting engineer.
JERRY KANE, formerly with the
Turner Co., Cedar Rapids research
laboratory, crophone
hasCo., joined
Universal
Inglewood,
Cal., Mias
electro-acoustic engineer. Firm will
announce six new styles in microphones, according to James L. Fouch,
president.

BILL COLLINS has joined the operating staff of CKWX Vancouver.
HERMAN WILSON has resigned
from staff of CHEX Peterborough,
Ont.
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JOE KNOWLES, transmitter operator of CKY Winnipeg, has joined
the Royal Canadian Navy as wireless
technician.
THOMAS P. BASHAW, NBC central
division sound effects technician, is
being inducted into the Army.
GORDON M. NUTTY, formerly with
WKBV Richmond, Ind., is now chief
engineer of WAOV Vincennes, Ind.
TOM O'MALLEY MOORE, former
studio engineer of WMMN Fairmont.
W. Va., is at the Great Lakes Naval
Training School in Illinois. Dorothy
Conley
has joined WMMN's control
room staff.
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WILLIAM C. SPEED has been
named vice-president in charge of
merchandising for Reeves Sound Labs.,
New York.
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CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c
per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS, triple. Minimum charge
$1.00. Count three words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
issue. Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press Building,
Washington 4, D. C.
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
Help Wanted

Situations Wanted

Wanted — Announcer-operator, with first
class license. Must be capable of news
and general announcing network station.
Send details to KSEI, Pocatello, Idaho.
Announcer-Salesman — Who can assume responsibility and work into assistant
managership Alaska station. Give comi plete details regarding yourself. Seattle
office KINY-KTKN 708 American Bldg.,
1 Seattle, Wash.
i
Announcer Wanted — Good news voice esC sential. Advise age, draft status, salary
" Write
expected, and details in first letter.
Missouri.Radio Station KHMO, Hannibal,

ANNOUNCER—
Four years'
experience
asWoman.
announcer.
Box radio
646,
BROADCASTING.

Wanted — Announcer with some experience,
j Advise age, draft status, salary expected
and details in first letter. Write Box 642,
BROADCASTING.
1•
ANNOUNCER— Permanent position for
1 experienced man. $56.00 for fifty hours.
P A real opportunity. Send transcription
with full details to Manager, WFDF,
Flint, Michigan.
Active, Production Minded Southern Station— Wants good, experienced announcr er. Pay is good and chance for talent
I outstanding. Write or wire station
: WMPS, Memphis, with full details, and
audition transcription. Please state salary requirements. A good job for the
right man.
Engineer
— With
wanted
at once.
Writefirst
or class
wire license
Radio Station
KHMO, Hannibal, Missouri. State salary
desired, draft status, experience, and
when available.
ANNOUNCER—
WithNBCexperience
time Southeastern
affiliate. for
Full full
account
first
letter.
Box
640,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — First or Second Class Operator.
Announcing ability desirable but not essential. Give full details. Draft status,
starting salary first letter. Write Box
643, BROADCASTING.
Licensed Operator — Who can do some announcing for Alaska stations. Good salary, transportation from Seattle. Give
complete details your qualifications. Office Wash.
KINY-KTKN, 708 American Bldg.,
Seattle,
OPERATOR — Permanent position. State
qualifications and salary requirements.
KTRI Sioux City, Iowa.
WRITER— Industrial Motion Picture producer wants contact with experienced
independent script writer. Box 635,
BROADCASTING.
WANTEDators—for 3rd-class
new 50,000and
watt lst-class
station. operState
qualifications and salary desired. Write
Box 898, Corpus Christi, Texas.
Versatile Announcer-Newscaster — Immediisn't afraid
of hard
single ately
andwho capable
of earning
$50 work
week- ;
ly. No drifters. Send photo and references WHIT, New Bern, N. C.
Can You Write GOOD commercial copy and
announce? $45 weekly waiting for dependable single man. Forward samples,
photo
and transcription. Box 650,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman Wanted — Apply manager KGBX,
Springfield, Missouri, stating qualificaman. tions. A good opportunity for a good
Announcer — Permanent position with 5 KW
affiliate. Send letter stating qualifications and minimum starting salary together with audition to manager, KGBX,
Springfield, Mo.
BROADCASTING

TRAINED RADIO HELP AVAILABLE—
To help offset the shortage of technically
trained Radio personnel, we are preparing women for second and first class radio-telephone licenses and other Radio
communication work. Some trained girls
are available right along. When you need
women technicians, please write us. No
obligation,
fees. N.DeFOREST'S
TRAINING, INC.,no2533
Ashland Ave.,
Chicago 14, Illinois.
ANNOUNCER — Seven months experience,
commercial, newscasting. Available after
two weeks. Box. 649, BROADCASTING.
Want Successful MANAGER for your station ? Presently employed — progressive —
youthful — completely reliable — draft exPerson desires Write
changeP.— excellent
reason. empt.
Confidential.
O. Box
6662, Cleveland, Ohio.
Announcer — Draft exempt, honorable discharge, college two years, major network experience. Married, very settled.
Now employed 50 kw. Prefer East or
North, but consider all states. All first
letter. Box 641, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-Producer-Writer — Just received
honorable discharge from army. 4 years
in broadcasting. Married. Dependable.
References. Wish permanent position in
California station or agency. Available
now. Box 638, BROADCASTING.
Experienced Salesman — Sales promotion
and merchandising
Four references.
years network experience. man.
Excellent
Draft exempt Available January first.
Box 637, BROADCASTING.
First Class Transmitter Engineer — 47,
draft deferred. Desires change. Preferably North Carolina. 16 years experience. Box 636, BROADCASTING.
WANTED — Position as Chief Engineer, experienced, knowledge all phases of broadcasting. Telephone first. Will consider
desirable operating position. Give full
particulars. I. Stromswold, 115 S. Charles,
Saginaw, Michigan.
Engineer — 6 years experience, 5 kilowatt,
studio, master control, licensed, 2 years
college, native Pennsylvanian, go anywhere, honorable Army Discharge. Room
30, 1431 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood 28,
Calif.
Wanted to Buy
Complete Equipment Wanted — For 250watt installation, all or part, give details
of
what you have. Box 648, BROADCASTING.
Wanted To Buy — Local or regional stations
midwestern, southern, or eastern states.
Full or controlling interest only. Box
647, BROADCASTING.
WANTED TO BUY— 200 to 250 ft. BLAW
KNOX OR SIMILAR STEEL TOWER.
Box 645, BROADCASTING.
Wanted To Buy — One Western Electric type
10A tuner in good condition. Box 644,
BROADCASTING.
For Sale
FOR SALE — Portable recording equipcuttermixer
and mikes.
Specialment,builtRCA 2table,
imput
and cutter
amplifier with Weston VU meter. Box
639, BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE— 179 ft. Blaw-Knox tower insulated, self-supporting, tapered crosssection. Price, $2525 cash. KFAC, Los
Angeles 5.
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Mueller Sees Long Pull
Ahead for Allied Troops
A LONG slow pull through Italy
to the Rhine river is ahead for
Allied troops before victory over
Germany is possible, Merrill Mueller, NBC foreign correspondent
just returned from the Mediterranean theatre, told NBC executives and the press Dec. 20 at a
luncheon in his honor at New
York's Waldorf-Astoria hotel. One
of the first correspondents in the
Sicilian campaign to learn of the
Gen. Patton incident, Mr. Mueller
said he and Demaree Bess of Saturday Evening Post checked with
Gen. Eisenhower on release of a
story, that the commanding general personally investigated and
considered it closed after Gen. Patton had apologized to all concerned.
The NBC correspondent said Gen.
Eisenhower did not place a censorship on the story, as published
versions indicated.
A surprise speaker was H. V.
Kaltenborn, NBC news analyst,
who had returned unexpectedly the
day before from a three-week tour
of the South Pacific as a war correspondent for the Navy. Mr. Kaltenborn spoke highly of the work
being done by radio and press correspondents in the Pacific. He
agreed with Mr. Mueller that the

Hottelet Joins UP
RICHARD C. HOTTELET, formerly with UP's Berlin bureau, and
more recently with the Office of
War Information in London, will
join the CBS London staff Jan. 1,
Mr. Hottelet became associated
with the UP in 1938. He was internedin July
by the Nazis
1941 when
and released
of that inyear,
he
returned to America. He worked in
UP's Washington office, and then
joined the OWL He was assigned
to thefareagency's
wardivision in psychological
the British capital
in August, 1942.
NBC Youth Series
TEN YOUTH organizations will cooperate with NBC in the presentation
of a series of 13 half-hour dramatic
programs dealing with the solutions
to various phases of juvenile delinHere's
Youth.
Bearing quency,
outand titled
the title
the toprograms
which start Jan. 15 will emphasize
the constructive side of the picture.
Allies are a long way from victory
and predicted that it would probably take until 1946 to defeat the
Japanese.
Mr. Mueller is slated to be commentator on NBC's 9:45 a.m. program Special Assignment for the
week of Dec. 27-31.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

6k Bail
Anky
Organization
of ey
Jans
Qualified Radio Engineers
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Frew Bldg., Wash., D. C.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS
EY #
PAUL F GODLN.J.
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

f RadioFrequency
Engineering
Consultant*
Tt
Monitoring

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— AND DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York 4, N. Y.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
• Evening Star Building, Washington, D. C.
• 321 E. Gregory Boulevard, Kansas City, Mo.
• Cross Roads
of the World, Hollywood, Ca*f.
I
RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

BROADCAST REPAIR
SERVICE COMPANY
Specialists In The Repair Of
Reproducing and Recording Equipment
334 Arcade Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
December
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N.
NAB
Convention

Group
to

Receive

Formal Proposal;
Miller Gains
WITH ONLY six months remaining before the expiration of the
present term of Neville Miller as
NAB president — a post he has held
since 1938 — efforts are being redoubled by the NAB nominating
committee named last July to find
a formula for radio leadership that
will meet all foreseeable contingencies.
Under the chairmanship of Don
S. Elias, executive director of
WWNC Ashville, the committee
has held several informal sessions
during the last few months.
Proposal for Convention
Sentiment of broadcasters representing all shades of radio opinion
has been sought. Before the next
NAB convention, tentatively set
for sometime between April 1 and
May 15, it is expected the committee will have a formal proposal
for presentation to the full board
of directors. The convention will be
in Chicago, New York or Cincinnati.
The committee, made up entirely
of board members, in addition to
Mr. Elias, comprises: G. Richard
Shafto, WIS Columbia, S. C; John
J. Gillin Jr., WOW Omaha; J. O.
Maland, WHO Des Moines; James
D. Shouse, WLW Cincinnati, and
Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford.
Mr. Miller, who is a candidate
to succeed himself, successfully has
withstood three efforts to bring
about a change in the NAB top
command during the last year or
so. He has the support of a substantial segment of broadcasters,
and his stock rose considerably
after his appearance before the
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee last month in support of
new legislation to redefine the
FCC's functions and authority.
Conflict in Views
There are several schools of
thought about the NAB's future
makeup. Some members of the
board, who reflect the views of
constituent stations, feel the NAB
should be headed by a practical
broadcaster — possibly as chairman
of the board — with a paid executive
secretary or president. A practical,
working knowledge of radio, this
school feels, is a prerequisite to
successful trade association operation.
Another group feels that an outstanding figure in public life, or a
man who has earned his spurs in
industry and is nationally known,
should head the organization as
spokesman for all radio. They want
a man whose word would be regarded as a command, and who
would brook no trifling.
Yet another group appears to
feel that radio needs a streamlined
public relations and post-war planPage 62 • December

Seeks
Leadership
Plan
ning trade association, stripped of motivated by anything other than
all other activities or functions.
radio's best interest in projecting
Such an organization would be a reorganization, personnel and
headed by a recognized leader in otherwise.
Thus far, the work of the NAB
radio, who knows the business and
understands policy. He would be nominating committee hasn't proflanked by a public relations expert
gressed beyond types of men considered for the presidency or board
of proved merit.
chairmanship, or the scope of the
Fly Shows Interest
organization. There have been no
direct approaches to individuals.
The ever-present issue of whethMr. Elias declared that everything
er the networks, as such, should
be part and parcel of the NAB — as done to date has been "exploratwo are now — also can be expected
to arise, whatever is done. A small,
but extremely vocal group, has in- tory". Federal Additions
sistently argued that the network
JACK LOUCKS, media director of
problems are not those of individual
Blackett - Sample - Hummert, Chistations and that the NAB should
cago, and more recently associated
represent only independent licen- with Warwick & Legler, New
sees, per se. NBC and CBS are York, has joined Federal Adv.,
New York, as assistant media diNAB members; BLUE and Mutual
rector. Agency has made several
are not.
other additions to its staff, includFCC Chairman James Lawrence
ing W. R. E. Baxter, formerly manFly, who has thrown such epithets
ager of the Newspaper Service Bureau of McGraw-Hill Publishing
as "dead mackerel" and "stooge of
Co.,
to
handle publicity. Edward A.
the networks" at NAB, has been
Vellanti, recently of the Army Air
more than a by-stander in the move
Forces, has been added to the copy
toward reorganization. But propodepartment, and Rudolph J. Noro,
nents of a full-sweep change con- formerly
assistant advertising
tend vigorously they are in no way
manager of Par Beverage Corp.,
Yourd Joins Navy
KENNETH L. YOURD, attorney
and assistant director of the Washington office of CBS, last Tuesday
was sworn in as Lieutenant (jg)
in the U. S. Naval Reserve. He reports for indoctrination at Ft.
Schuyler, N. Y. this week. Successor to Paul A. Porter, now assistant to Stabilization Director Vinson, Lt. Yourd has been with CBS
in Washington for about two years.
Last February he was named assistant director under Earl H. Gammons. He was with the CBS legal
staff in New York shortly before
his transfer to Washington. No
successor has been named. He has
a wife and child.
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and a member of the promotion department of McCall's, has joined
the production department.
Heads OPA Information
WALTER O'MEARA, Woodstock,
N. Y., formerly with J. Walter
Thompson and Benton & Bowles,
New York, has been appointed deputy administrator of OPA in
charge of information. Mr.
O'Meara's most recent work was in
the post of Director of Creative
Departments for J-W-T. Prior to
his advertising experience, Mr.
O'Meara was a newspaperman,
graduating from the Wisconsin U.
School of Journalism in 1920 and
working on the Duluth News Tribune and the Fond du Lac Commonwealth.

Y.

Official

Government

Hits

Radio

Speaker on WNYC Doubts
Station Should Continue
DOUBT as to the advisability of
government operation of radio stations, together with the suggestion
that "continued operation" by New
York City of WNYC might be undesirable, was expressed Dec. 19 by
Borough President Edgar J. Nathan, Jr. of Manhattan in a talk
on "Know Your Borough" over
WNYC,
the same station he was
condemning.
According to Mr. Nathan, who
devoted most of his speech to an
"interim report" of his borough
activities, he felt compelled at the
start of his broadcast "to voice the
very real doubt which I entertain
regarding the soundness in principle of the operation by government
of a radio station.
Tendency to Advocate
"I am convinced," he continued
"that any government-controlled
vehicle of public expression, whether it be the press the radio or other
medium, must inevitably become
to some degree at least, the exponent if not the advocate of the viewpoint of the administration in
power for the time being. Is this in
accordance with the American
principle and tradition of freedom
of the press and of the radio? Is it
the untrammeled expression of
public opinion? I think not. And if
it is not, how can maintenance by
government of a radio station be
in the public interest? There are
other considerations, too, which
touch the question whether the continued operation of this station by
theTheCitycity-owned
is desirable."
station came in
for further criticism last week
when New York newspapers published an open letter from Kings
County Judge Franklin Taylor
charging Mayor F. H. LaGuardia
of using WNYC for "demagogic
diatribes" and recommended that
"the license for WNYC should be
revoked in the interest of public
decency and taxpayers' rights."
"You should pay for the air like
anyone else," Judge Taylor wrote
the Mayor in his letter, which challenged a recent broadcast by the
Mayor
Taylor. for "alleged references" to
Miller Chain Plans

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"I'll Take Zimms and Smoke Fumos, but Dam if I'll Swallow a
Purga-Lax Daily, Even if We Lose the Account!"
BROADCASTING

A CHAIN of women's specialty
shops, Ralph H. Miller Inc., with
40 branch stores throughout the
country, will embark on a nationwide spot campaign after the first
of the year, through its newly appointed agency Consolidated Adv.,
New York. Plan is to use recorded
spotsket on
station in each
maroutlet.oneCommercials,
consisting
of a 30-second musical jingle followed by a ten-second straight
copy, are already heard on WMIN
Minneapolis,
about 27 times
weekly. Miller is promoting
its Norfolk,
Va.,
shop
with
the
announcements
before and after a news program
on WTAR Norfolk.
• Broadcast
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Have you received your answer to that troublesome fourth question? There is now available
an adequate and dependable study on rural

acceptance of KMBC's

listening habits in the "Heart of America."
When one considers that 49% of the potential
radio audience in the coverage area of Kansas

by a full-time farm

City is rural, the importance of such a study

yet received this twenty-page book, "Speaking
From the Heart ..." a copy will be sent, if

cannot be emphasized

too greatly. The

find-

ings of this survey verify the rural listeners'

efforts to supply farm

features as an important phase of this station's
programming. KMBC Service Farms, operated
department,

is just an-

other, and the latest, example of this station's
service to rural listeners. If you have not as

you just say the word!

KMBC
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SINCE

1 928
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BASIC

KANSAS
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FOR

MISSOURI

AND

KANSAS

WITHOUT

THE

TINSEL

4) Take off a radio station's trimmings ... its
promotional ornaments and tinsel . . . and examine what is underneath the glittering coverage.
Since most advertisers buy radio for results
and not for appearance, they are more interested
in the tree than in the trimmings . . . more interested in the size of a station's audience than in
the square mileage of its coverage.
That's why advertisers are particularly interested in WKY. WKY covers more of Oklahoma
than any other Oklahoma City station. But WKY
has the largest listening audience morning, afternoon and night, too. As Hooper measured it in
Oklahoma City during October and November,
WKY had 42.7% of the morning audience,

60.1% of the afternoon audience and 52.1% of
the evening audience.
Stripped of all its tinsel and ornaments, WKY
still has more of what advertisers want than any
other Oklahoma City station. WKY has the audience . . . and what WKY has belongs to its
advertisers.

WKY
OKLAHOMA
CITY
OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Daily Oklahoman and Times - The Farmer-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs • KLZ, Denver (Affiliated Mgmt.)
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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